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Dbpabtmbnt or the Intbriob,
Dnitbd Statbs Patbnt OmcB,

Waghington, D. C. April tl, 1917.

Warren E. smith, hi$ at«ign» or legal repretentativt;
take notice:
An interference having been declared by this Offlce be-

tween the application of Kllng Bros. & Co.. 411-416 South
Fifth avenue, Chicago, III., for registration of a trade-

mark and trade-mark registered February 28. 1893, No.

22.621. to Warren B. Smltfc, 49 Lafavette Place. New
York, N. Y., and a notice of such declaration sent by regis-
tered mall to said Warren E. SmMfa at the wid addree*
having been returned by the post-offlce undeliverable, no-
tice Is hereby given that unless said Warren E. Bmlth. taia

ansl^s or legal representatives, shall enter an appearance
therein within thirty days from the first poblicstlon of
thle order the interference will be itrooeeded with as In
case of default.

This notice will be published in the OmciaL Gazbttv
for three consecutive weeks.

B. F. WHITEHEAD.
Fimt A»ai»tam.t Commi«9icmer.

, Dbpaktmbnt or thb Imtbbiob,
Unitbd Statbb Patbnt orncB.

WasMngion, D. C, April t, fP/7.

AutoH Kufeke, his assign* or l«90l r9pr«»«ntaiive», tak*
notice:
An interference bavins t>e«n declared by this Ofllce b^

tween the application of L. <». Bpindler. Prodace Bxcbenge.
.New York, N. Y.. for registration of a trade-mark and
trademark reglsteretl May 17, 1887, No. 14,409, to Aotoa
Kufeke. Glasgow. Kcvtland. and a notlre of sorh declara-
tion sent by registered mall to said Anton Kufeke at the
said address having i)een returned by the po«t-o(Bce un-
dellverable, notice Is hereby given that unless said Anton
Kufeke, his assigns or legal rppreBentatlvefi. shall enter
an appearance therein wltbln tnlrty days from the first

publication of this order the Interference will t>e proceeded
with as 111 case of default.

This notice will be published in the OrriciAL Gazbttb
for three consecutive weeks.

R. F. WHITEHEAD.
Wirtt A»aittont CominiH9on0r. "

Adverse DecisionB in Interferenoe.

Fatbkt No. 1,096,048.

On March 30, 1917, a decision was rendered that .John
Lewis Milton was not the first Inventor of the subject-
matter covered by claims 1. 2, 3, 4. 6. arid -6 of his Pat-
ent No. 1,096,048, subject, " Mapneto generators," and no
iippeel having been taken within the time allowed such
decision has become final.

xlxaminerB' Letters aud Amendments.

Examiners are directed to recite in cich 1' tttr in an
application the date of the action by the applicant to
which it l8 a reply, and applicants are requested to Indi-

cate in tbelr actions oh an application the date of the
Inst Office letter.
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the patents of that iasue bear date as of the foi»ft* Tue*-
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and terminates In a ciirred portion prorlded with an
opening through which the pivotal support of the adjacent
member extends.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oazette.]

1.224,127. ADJUSTABLE WINDOW-SHELF. Rahlb H.
Bartlbtt. Kansas City, Mo. Filed Jan. 24. 1916 So-

" rial No. 78,850. (CT. 20—87.)

1. A window shelf comprising a horliontal shelf mem-
ber adapted to be aupported with Ita outer portion rest-
ing upon the window stooi. a thin strip depending from
the outer edge of the shelf member to .-ngage the sash
Ide of the atool and permit the uah to bp fully lowered
outside the said strip, and a supporting member extend-
ing downwardly and outwardly from the shelf member to
engage the wall beneath the stool.

2. A window shelf comprlalng a horizontal shelf mem-
ber adapted to be supported at lU outer portion upon the
window stool and having Its outer edge beveled for per-
mitting lowertng of the window sash below the top sur-
face of the ahelf, a hook member secured to nld out«-
portloB of the shelf m4»«bt>r and d»pendlng In position to
ensagc tb« sash side of the stool, and a supporting m<m-
berextending downwardly and owtwardly from said sheU
portion In position to engage the wall bcacath said stooL

1.224.128. TRUCK-BOLiHTKR. «AMriL A. BaxNia, Pitta-
borgh. Pa. FJied Ang. 9. 1913. Serial No. 7«l,8S2. R^
newed Sept. 18. 1916. Serial No. 120.8K3 (CI
106—107.)

1. A truck bolster foroscd of a rolled s.-rtlon having
prwsure aambers forinwi of parallel npwardlv opening
channel portions, of a tension member forroni «f « chan-
nel member Interraedlate smW pressure menbcni. sal.l te^
slon member being siieered from and bent d«»waward<7 1»-
tcrm«<dlat« the ends of said sectioa.

2. A truck botet.'r formed o< a sertlon of r..He.l iiM-tai
having pr«Mior« aieaibers i«.>n«lstln«c of rfcam^i pwt tlons
extending along ^ach side of the body of the bolster aad
a tension meaU^r f«rMd of a dovawardly extending
channel meaiher raJM interiMdiate of saM pr««ure lem-
ber, MM tenatoa neaiber being sheared from tfa- r«ll<<4
section lattrmediate af the tnds ttiereof and bent down-
wardly to farna a truas member.

3. A tnjck bolster forutHi fn.m a single r«Jie.l section
coiaprisinjr upwardir opening channel members ^xtf-nding
longltudlnaJly o( oMh sMe of said «e.-tloB and a .lown
wardly opeaiag rhaanel nenber ext««,Uj»g loo^lts^inaily
int«»nnediate 9t said prwsare mniihern, said teaaioa m«^ia-
toer i.eing <itMared from th« body of tj»e Koetian In t« medi-

ate the ends thereof and Intermediate' said pressure mem-
bers, and bent downwardly to form a truss member.

4. A truck bolster formed from a rolled section com-
pHslng upwardly disposed channel members extending
along the longitudinal sides of said section, and a down
wardly disposed channel portion extending longitudinally
Intermediate of said upwardly disposed channel members
said downwardly disposed channel member being sheared
from the body of the section int.-rmedlate the ends there-
of and bent downwardly to form a tension member.

5. A trnck bolster formed of a rolled section having
presMire members formed of parallel upwardly extending
channel pieces, of a tension member formed of s channel
member Intermediate said pressure member, said tension
member being sheared from and bt-nt downwardly Inter-
mediate the ends of said sections and a strengthening
member Interposed between said pressure and tension
members adjacent the center of the bolster body.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.224.129. TABLB. Q«bhard C. Bohs. St. Paul Minn
Filed Nov. 26, 1916. Serial No. 03,605. (CI. 46 61.)

L In combinatiun witli a vertical waU. a table top haT-
Ing hinge support at one ed«e upon said wall. foldaWa
supporting arms pivotally connecting the free edge of said
table top with th^ waU at a point below said top. means
for locking said arms In extended position consisting of
a member having fulcram support underneath the table
top and sUdable connection with said supporting arms,
hand actuatable means supported by the table top and
operatlveiy connected witli said locking member for turn-
ing said locking member upon Its fulcrum and sliding the
locking end of said member along said arma into a p<«lflon
constituting a locking brace l<etwren the table top and
arms, holding said arma from folding.

2. In combination with a vertical wall, a table top hav-
ing hinge support at one edge upon said walU foldaiiie
supporting arms plvoully connecting the free edge of said
table top with the wall at a point below the same, means
for locking said arnw In extended position consisting of
a rod having Journal support underneath said uble top
said rod being formed with offset emls slldabJy connected
at their extremities with said foldable arms and being
formed with the central offset portion, and a sUdable
member engaging with said offset portion for the purpose
set forth.

3. In combination with a vertical wail, a table top bav-
in* hinge support at one edge upon said wall. roldal)le
supporting arms pivotally connecting the free edge of said
table top with the wall at a point below the same, means
for locking said arms In extender! position consisting of a
rod having journal support underneath said Uble top,
said rod beteg formed with offset oads sMdably connect-
ed at their extremltiea witb said foldable arms and be-
to« also formed with a central offset portion, and a bar
sll.lably supported un.lerneath said table and having a
^^^^^^^^y *«1 outwardly projected Inner loop end em-
bracing said offset portion for the purposa wt icmtk.

Mat 1, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.

1^4,130. BULKHEAD. GaaHABD C. Bohk. 8t. Paal,

Minn. Filed Nov. 26, 1916. Serial No. (58.806. {d.

10ft—16.)

1. In combination with a refrigerator car including an

openwork bulkhead bodily movable both in horizontal and

vertical positions In the car. codperatlng lifting means for

•aid bulkhead Including a pair of springs anchored un

derneath the car roof, and a cable connection between the

ends of said springs and the adjacent sides of the bulk

bead.

2. In combination with a refrigerator car Including a

bulkhead vertically sUdable within the car. cooperating

lifting means for said bulkhead comprising a pair of

springs, the springs being each anchored at one end upon

the car body and a cable connection between the free ends

of said springs and the adjacent sides of the bulkhead.

3. The combination with a refrigerator car Including a

bulkhead vertically sUdable within the car, pins project-

ing outwardly from the sides of the bulkhead, cooperaUng

lifting Pieans for said bulkhead Including coll springs

horlsontiilly positioned underneath the car roof, anchor-

ing meaM for one end of each spring, and cables connect

ed with |he free ends of said springs, the free ends of

•aid cables being connected with said pins.

4. In combination with a refrigerator car including a

vertically movable bulkhead, cooperating lifting means for

said bulkhead including coll springs positioned under the

car root anchoring means for one end. of aald spring,

cables connected with the free ends of said springs, horl

sonUUy and vertically disposed Idlers supported upon

each Bide wall, a cable connected with the free end of.

each spring, and rnnninf over the adjacent horisonUl and

vertical Idlers, the free end of said cable depeadtog down

wardly from said vertical Idler and being remo-rably ae-

cared to the adjacent side of the bnlkbead.

opening, a depressed »»e«t In each e^ of each of the op«>-

lng«, a member which Is arrsagad te occapy one of tho

openings within the bottom of the shell, said niember con-

sisting of a base having a shape eorreapondtng to tha

shape of the opening and a hollow tnternally threade*

boss which is central and radial with respect to the base,

a plate of tnaulatlBg material for insertion In the other

of the said openings, aald plate harlag apertures for

wires, the ends of the plate and the ends of the base

of the aforesaid member having acrew recelvlBg notcbaa.

and screws threaded into the bottom of the shell adjacent

each end of each of the openings and la a position to

occupy the notches in the ends of the aforeaald plate aad

member, and having heads which overHe and enga«c the

ends of aald member and i>late.

2, A device of the character set forth comprising, ta

comMnation, a shell having a tranareraely carved bottom

that is provided wit* a pJuraUty of openlnga. a memher

which is arranged to extend across each opening and

curved to correapond to the tranrverse nirratwre of the

bottom of the shHl, a acrew threaded hsto the bottom ot

the shell adjacent each end of each of the apeBlngs. tha

HcrewB which are located at the oppotrtte ends of tha

same op«'ning .llverging outwardly with respect to each

other and having heads which overlie aad engage tha

ends of the member that extends aeroaa thHr respective

openlag. wherefore each member may he coaipietrty re-

moved from the shrfl upon a partial withdrawal of Ita

respective aerewa.

8. A device of the (Aaracter aet forth comprising, la

combination, a traDaversely symrm^rieal shell having an

open bottom, a member adapted to extend across the open

bottom of the shell, and a screw threaded into the shell

on eai-h side of Its open bottoas, the screws dlverglnf

ontwardlT with respect to ea«* other aad having beada

which are adapted to overlie and evfage the ends of tha

aforeaald member, wherefore said awmher may be com-

pletely removed from the shell upon a partial wlthdrawml

of the acrewa

1^24^82. APPARATUS FOR DRYING SAND AND THE
LIKC .A.iiBEO«B A. BaATTOK. McVcytowa, Pa., aa-

slgnor to Pennsylvania Glaas Sand Company. Lawla-

town. Pa., a Corporation of PennsyhvaaU. Filed ilij

16, 1»1». Serial No. 779.247. (CI. 34—34.)

1 04,181. WEATHBB-CAF. JOHN C. Botton a»l Oaia

n. Sicmmmon, Cleveland. Ohio. Flleo Apr. 20, 1914.

S^l No M8,0». (CI. 247—12.)

;•>-•
\ UU ' : '

V%j 1 I 1 •^'•

1. A device of the character set forth comprising. In

combination, a shell having a carved top and downv^ardly

dlrerftng sides and a transveraely curved bottom, portions

of the bottom being in planes which are angular with re-

apect to each other, each portion being provided with an

1. In a kiln of the daw recited, walla forming a drying

chamber, a plurality of horizontally-disposed drying colls

of pipe of progressively varying diameter In said chamber

and In progressively varying spaced relation between the

convolutions of the several colls, means for Introducing

steam to and exhausting it from said colls, means extend-

ing through the Interior of said chamber and through the

walls thereof adapted to discharge moist air from said

rha«l*r. the lowermost set of colls constituting a screen

for dried sand, and a receiving and discharging compart-

ment for dried sand below said tubular screen.
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2. In a kiln of the claM recited, walla forming a drying
cliamber harlng a passageway leading from the Interior
of the chamber to the exterior thereof, a plurality of
colls of pipe within the chamber and arranged one above
the other, the plpea of each coll being substantially in a
horizontal plane, each coll having an Inlet opening at
one end thereof and an outlet opening at the other end
thereof, the plpea of vertically adjacent colla extending
In opposite directions to each other from their Inlet open-
ings to their outlet opening, a steam supply pipe com
manlcatlng with the inlet openings of the coils, and a
steam exhaust pipe communicating ^Ith the outlet open-
ings of the colls.

3. In a kiln of the class recited, walls forming a dry-
tog chamber having a passageway leading from the in-
terior of the chamber to the exterior thereof, a plurality
<xf seta of colls arranged one above the other, the plpea
Of the colla of each get being substantially 'n a horliontal
plaoe, each coll having an inlet opening at one end
thereof and an outlet opening at the other end thereof,
the plpea of vertically adjacent colls extending In oppo-
site directions to each other from their Inlet openings to
their outlet openings, a steam supply pipe communicating
with the Inlet openings of the coils, and a steam exhaust
pipe communicating with the outlet openings of the coils.

4. In a kiln of the class recited, walls forming a drying
chamber having a passageway leading from the Interior
of the chamber to the exterior thereof, a plurality of
aeu of colls arranged one above the other, the pipes of
the colls of each set being subsUntlally In a horizontal
plane, each coll having an Inlet opening at one end
thereof and an outlet opening at the other end thereof,
the pipes of laterally adjacent coils extending in the
same direction from their inlet openings to their outlet
openings, a steam supply pipe having a separate connec-
tion with the Inlet opening at each coll, and a steam ex-
haust pipe communicating with the outlet openings of the
colla.

5. In a kiln of the class recited, walls forming a dry-
ing chamber having a passageway leading from the in-
terior of the chamber to the exterior thereof, a plurality
of sets of coils arranged one above the other, the pipes of
the colls of each set being substantially in a horlsortal
plane, each coU having an inlet opening at one end th»»reof
and an outlet opening at the other end thereof, the pipes
of vertically adjacent colls extending in opposite direc-
tions to each other from their inlet openings to their out-
let openings, the pipes of laterally adjacent coUs extend-
ing In the aame direction from their Inlet openings to
their outlet openings, a steam supply pipe communicating
with the Inlet openings of the coils, and a steam exhanst
pll»€ communicating with the outlet openings of the colls.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,138. LUBRICATING DEVICE. William G.
Brooks. Chicago, 111., assignor to Westlnghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of
Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 9, 1915. Serial No. 64.968
<CL 64—24.)

1. In a lubricating device, a member having waste and
oil chambers, and a partition between the chambers hav-
ing a longitudinal silt therein for B«lmlttlng a waste-re-
moving hook.

2. In a lubricating device, a housing member having
oil and waste chambers, and a wall between said cham
bers having a vertically-extending slit with diverging
lower edges to facilitate the Insertion of a waste-remov-
ing hook.

3. In a lubricating device, a member having waste and
oil chambers, and a wall between the chambers having an
opening extending from the top to the bottom of said
wall, said opening permitting of a free Interchange of
oil at ail levels.

4. In a lubricating device, a member having waste and
Oil chambers, and a wall between said chambers having
tn opening at the base thereof and a vertically-extending
silt, the corners of said silt wall being chambered where
the two openings meet.

5. In a lubricating device, a member having an oil
ailing and gaging chamber, a waste-containing chamber
and a wall between the two chambers having a longitudi-
nal slit therein and an aperture Intercommunicating with
said chambers at the base of said wall.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.224.184. POTATO-MASHER.
Pittsburgh, Pa Filed Feb.
148,462. (CI. 14»—16.)

Clarb.vcb

18, 1917.

K. Bdrtobd,
SerUl No.

1. A device for working or mashing potatoes or the
like comprising a cup shaped member of foramlnous mate-
rial having a closure member at the top and open at the
bottom and a plunger plate of foramlnous material work-
ing in the tubular member.

2. A device for working or mashing potatoes or the
like comprising an inverted cup member having side and
top walls oi perforated material and Its bottom open,
and a plunger plate having perforations and working In
the tubular member.

3. A device for working or maahlng potatoea or the like
comprising an Inverted cop of perforate<l sheet metal, a
hollow handle therefor, a second handle working in the
hollow handle, and a perforated metal plunger carried by
the lower end of the second handle and working through
the cap.

4. A device for working or mashing potatoes or the
llkl comprising an Inverted cup of sheet metal having
Its side walla perforated, a hollow handle therefor, a
second handle working In the hollow handle, and a
perforated metal plunger carled by the lower end of the
second handle and working through the cup.

5. A device for working or maahlng potatoes or the
like comprising an Inverted cup of meul having Its side
walla perforated, a hollow handle therefor, a second
handle working in the hollow handle, and a perforated
metal plunger carried by the lower end of the second
plunger and working through the cup.

May 1, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.

1,224.188. HAND-HOLB SPOUT TUBE. Ix)ii8 BCB

MtiSTEU, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed June 8, 1914. Serial

No. 843.753. (Cl. 137—70.)

1. As a new article of manufacture a grain conveyer

hand hole spout tube formed of nheet metal, comprUtng

• tubular member having Integral opposite side walls pro

Jectlng me^lially therefrom, and walls connected to the

side walls and to the tublular portions of said member

to form a rectangular opening, a cover for said opening

having a cover portion which projects over and beyond

the outer edges of the opening walls and having a rim

portion which enters the opening ami < losely engages the

walls bounding the opening, and a sealing means inter

posed between the cover rim and the opening walls.

2. As a new article of manufacture a grain conveyer

band hole spout tube formed of sheet metal, comprising a

tubulat member having opposite parallel side walls pro-

jecting medially and outwardly therefrom, flanged end

walls having curved flange<l portions whl<h overlap tubu

Ur portions of the tubular member, said overlapped por

tlons being soldered together and forming a rectangular

opening, a cover plate for said opening having folde<l edge

portions which project over and beyond the edges of the

walls, an angular strip portion extending between said

folded portion and depending downwardly therefrom to

form a rectangular rim which enters the opening of the

tubular portion, said rim having a folded lower •nlge, and

a strip of sealing material exten«llng around the rlui and

between the folded portions of the rim and the folde<l

portions of the cover plate and engaging ti»- walls of the

tubular member to form a dust tight seai between the

said walls and the cover.

3. As a new article of manufacture a grain conveyer

•pout tube hand hole cover, comprising a plate of material

having folded e<lge portions, an angular strip portion ex-

tending between said folded portion and projecting out

wardly at an angle therefrom to form a rectangular rim,

the lower e«lge portion of said rim being folded, and a

strip of dust sealing material extending around the rlro

and between the folde<l portions of the cover plate and

the rim.

Including a plurality of relatively movable sections one of

said sections being In clamping engagem< nt with ^ald

closure, and a plurality of cam members Inte. posed be-

tween said sections, whereby when one of snlil cinn mem-

bers Is moved said sections will separate to seal the clo-

sure.

2. The combination with a hopper having a iiiouth and

a sealing closure adapted to be engagtvl th.rrunder. of

supporting yokes, a pair of relatively movable sections

carrletl by said supporting yokes, cams carried by said

sections, a lever associated with on«- of said cams, wher.by

to move the same, said movement tending lo separate said

sections whereby to cause the uppermost sections to engage

said closure for clamping the same In the closed position.

3. In a hopper closure of the class described, the hopper

having a mouth, an arcuate closure therefor having seal-

ing moans associated therewith, said closure being hing

edly mounted on said mouth, sealing means adjacent the

hinged portion of said hopper, supporting yokes, a p!u

rallty of members carried thereby, one of said memlM»r<

being adapted to engage at times, with said closure, cams

carried by said members and adapted to co-act, a lever

extending from one of said cams, locking means for said

lever, whereby when said lever Is move d to a p )sltio 1.

one of said members Is moved for engagement with said

closure member, to force the latter Into sealing engage-

ment with said mouth.

4. In a hopper closure of the class descrlbeil. a hopper

having a mouth thereon, flanges connected to the sides of

said hopper, an arcuate closure therefor, said closure be-

ing hingedly connecte<l to said mouth, a lining mountrd

on said closure means provfded with an elilarg-d portion

engaging the marginal edg? of one of said fanges pro

vldlng limiting means therefor, means for opening and

closing said arcuate members, and means for forcing said

closure Into sealing engagement with the said mouth

for the purpose specified.

1,224,186. SEALING HOPPER CLOSURE. Frank L.

Caskbt. Emporium. Pa. Filed Apr. 10, 1916. Serial

No. 90,290. (Cl. 193—46.)

^:i
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flexible line connected at one end to one end of uild rl^
member, and a lock for securing the other end of the
flexible line to the other end of aaid member.

5. In a towel holder or the like, the combination with
a supporting member, of an amembllng member adapted to
secure towels In assemblage upon the supporting member,
a flexible retaining member cooperative therewith for the
purpose specified, and means for securing both ends of
said retaining member to the assembling member.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1,224.138. COAL-WASHINQ AND ORE CONCENTBA-
TION. Thomas M. Chanc», Philadelphia, Pa. FUed
Oct. 2. 1915. Serial No. 53.T61. (CI. 83—83.)

1. A method of separating materials of different specific
gravity which consists In maintaining by agitation a Uni
formly distributed mixture of appreciably coarse granular
material and liquid, whereby a fluid mass of relatively
high specific gravity and uniform composiUon is formed
introducing said materials into said fluid mass, permitting
said materials to separate In said fluid mass and removing
the resultant product of said separation form said fluid
mass.

2. A method of separating materials of different speclflc
gravity which coiwists in malntainlsg ky acUatlon a uni-
formly distributed ixtuxe of apprwdaWy coarse gxanoiar
material and liquid, whereby a fluid mass of relatively
high specific gravity and uniform composition is formed
introducing said material. Into said fluid masa • permit-
ting the material of relatively low s^ciflc gravity to rise
to the upper portion of said masa ; permitting the material
of relatively high specific gravity to sink to the lower por
tlon of said fluid mass ; and ranovlng the materials, thus
separated, from said flnld maas.

3. A method of separating materials of different speclflc
gravity which consists In Introducing said materials Into
a fluid mass of intermediate speclflc gravity, maintaining
said fluid mass by agitating a uniformly distributed mi.t
ture of appreciably coarse granular material, and liquid •

permitting the material of higher speclflc gravity than
said fluid mass to sink to the lower portion of said mass
permitting the material of lower speclflc gravity than said
mass to rise to the upper portion of said fluid masa and
removing the materials, thus separated, from said fluid
mass.

4. A method of washing coal which consists In feeding
said coal Into a fluid mass of relatively high specific
gravity, maintaining said fluid mass by aglUting a uni-
formly distributed mixture of appreciably coarse granular
material and liquid

; permitting the coal of relatively low
speclflc gravity to rlae to the upper portion of said fluid
mas.s

: permitting the ImpurlUes of relatively high speclflc
gravity to sink to the lower portion of said mass ; and re
moving the coaJ and Impurities, thus separate<l. from said
fluid mass.

5 A method of waahlng coal which conalsta In feeding
•aid coal into an agitated mixture of sand and water,
composing a fluid maaa of relatively high speclflc gravity

;

permitting the coal of relatively low speclflc gravity to
rlae to the upper portion of said fluid mass ; permitting the
Impurities of relatively high speclflc gravity to sink to the
lower portion of said fluid maas : and removing the coal
and Imparities, thus separated, from said fluid masa.

[Claims and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.2 24.139. DISTBIBUTINO SYSTEM. Aubxahdbb
CHBBNTSHorr. Swissvale. Pa., assignor to Weatlng-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Piled Apr. 1. 1915. Sertal No.
18,613. Renewed Sept. 29. 1916. SerUl No. 122.931.
(a. 171—97.)

^nr

1. In an electrical system of distribution, the combina-
tion with a source of current supply, a conductor con-
nected to one terminal thereof, and a secoad condaetor
which comprises a series of Insulated conducting aectton*
connected to the other terminal, of a plurality of trana-
formers Inserted at spaced Intervals to inductlrely Inter-
link said two conductors, the s«condary windings of the
transformers adjacent to said soaree of current aapfrtj
being composed of a greater number of separate coll sec-
tions than those of the transformers more remote from saU
source of current supply, each secondary coll section be-
Ing connected to a different pair of Insulated coBducttag
sections of said second conductor.

2. In an electrical system of dlstrlbntloB, the cvmMaa-
tloB with a source of rnrrent nxippiy. a coDdTfet»r <»-
nerted to one terminal thereof, and a secmid eooOvctot
which comprises a series of insniated condncflng sectlont
connected to the other terminal, of a pinrallty of traas-
fonaers Inserted at spaced Intervals to Inductlrrty tvter-
Mnk said two londijctors. the xer^ndarr w1n{11ngs of tks
transformers adjacent to said source of cnrrent supply
bHng roniposed of a pturaHty of separate ewll secttoos sack
of which Is coDuected to a dtffereot pair of Insulated coa-
ductlBg sert1«fis of said ser-ond coBduct«»T, and the seo
ondary windings of those transformers more remote from
said source of current supply being composed of alagls
coll sections which are coonerted to other pairs of In-
sulated conducting sections of said second n»nductor.

S. In an electrical system of distribution, the combloa-
tion with a source of current supply, a condnctor con-
nected to one terminal thereof, and a second conductor
connected to the other. terminal, said serond conductsr
comprising a series of Insulated coadoctlng sectlsas of

J
unequal lengths, the shorter sections being placed adja-

"cent to the source of current supply, of a plurality of trans-
formers Inserted In the circuit at spared Intervals to In-
ductlvely Interlink said two conductors, the secondary
windings of those transformers adjacent to said soorca
of current supply comprising a plurality of separate coll
sections which are connected to the shorter conducting
sections of said second conductor.

4. A railway system comprising a source of current
supply, a trolley conductor connected thereto, a track
consisting of a plurality of rail sections comprising a re-
turn conductor for the trolley currents, said rhll sections
being Insulated from one another by means of Insulating
Joints, and a plurality of transformers Indactlvely inter-
linking the trolley conductor and the track, tke secondary
windings of those transformers adjacent to said source
of current supply being composed of a plurality of sepa-
rate coil sections each of which Is connected to a different
pair of rail sections la order to limit the potentials Im-
pressed across the tra^k Insulating Joints to safe values.

5. A railway system comprising a source of current
supply, a trolley conductor connected thereto, a track
consisting of a plurality of rail sectloos comprising a
return conductor for the trolley currents, said rail sec-
tions being Insulated from one another by means of In-
sulating Joints, and a pluraUty of transformers induc-
tively Interlinking the trolley conductor and the track,
the secondary windings of those transformers more re^
mote from the source of current supply comprising fewer
separate coll sections than the secondary wlndlags of
those transformers adjacent to said source of current
supply, the coll sections of the secondary wlnOlnga haing
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connected across the Insulating Jslnts la the track to

order to limit the potentials impressed thsreapsn to sale

values when currents of high value flow through the

primary windings of the transformers.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

which ttee partlcuUr cwtact U caanecte*. and ««toiiiatt.

means for successively associating said slsctroresponalTe

means with a plurality of such conUcts.

[Claims « to 14 not printed in the Gasette.l

1 224 140 AUTOMATIC TESTING SYSTEM. H»>TBT P.

'

ClIcsek. Mount Vernon. N. T., assignor to We«t"°

Electric Company. Incorporated. New ^^l^'J^J^'^.
Corporation of New York. Filed July 24, 1916. Serial

No. 110.967. (CI. 179—27.) ^

i-Z.

1,224,141. TYPEWRITER. •'o"''^^^^
pN^'^MMr

York, N. Y. Filed May 26. 1916. Serial No. 99,991.

(CI. 197—144.)

1. An arrangement for determining and re<-<»'««°« °^

sUndard condition. In electrical circuits and »PP»"^»-

comprising testing means responsive to an «1*<:^^' ^^
dltlon in the circuit, indicating either an nn.tandard

condition or a standard condition, recording means con^

trolled from said testing means, and means responsive

Tnly to a standard condition for removing the recording

means from the control of the testing means.

2 An arrangement for determining and recording un-

sundard conditions In electrical circuit, and »PP"-»^»-

comprising testing means responsive to a P<>t'"'tt»l

J^°«*^
eating an unstandard condition, a signaling apparatus

controUed from such tei,tlng, means, recording means aUo

controUed from such testing means, and means 'o^ pr*^

venting the operation of the recording means In case the

unstandard condition Is eliminated In response to the

operatloB of such slgnaUng apparatus.

8 An arrangement for determining and recording un-

.tandard condiUon. In electrical circuits and »PP»^tns.

comprising testing means respmslve to "/l^^^^^;";-

dltlon indicating the exUtence of an unstandard condl^

tlon a algnallng apparatus controlled from such testing

rneans recording means also controlled from such test-

Zr^^ZmeZ for delaying the operation of the record^

ing means until the signaling apparatus ha. operated for

a pred^ermined time interval, and means for preventing

the operation of the recording mean. In case the un-

standard condition is eliminated In response to such slg

nallng means.

4 An arrangewnt for teatlag for unstandard opera-

tloBS in automaUc apparatus used In establUhlng a tele

phonic connection, comprising <^«^^^
~"°**^^*f^"°:

trolllna circuits of such apparatus, tsatiag meana re-

i^ns^v'e To an eie.trical potential in such control circuits

indicating an unstandard operation of such apparatusjsu

tomatlc means for associating such testing means w^th

s«^ contacu. and mean, controlled by •-^/-«-«
msans to Indicate the existence of the uastandard opera

5
'Testing arrangement for 4e4enaiala« unstandard

conditions In a telephone exchange system, comprising con^

Ucts electrically connected to the varUms points of sack

telephone system whicii are to be tested, eiectror«ponslve

means responsive to an electrical condition on .uch con-

uct. indicating a'a unstandard condition at the point to

1 In a device of the class described, the combination

with a typewriter having keys and a platen, of a striking-

strip, comprising a piece of stretchable materUl. means

for retaining the striking strip In position adjacent the

platen slightly stretched to receive ;»>« ''>°''«
'f^.^'Jj!

typewriter keys, and means whereby the degree of stretch

in the striklng-strlp is adjustable.

2 A device for enabliag the ase of a relatively hard sur-

face pJalen in typewriters, said devloe comprtslng a strip

of relatively «.ft mafrtal disposed flat "P""J****^?.'

tks relatively hard platen and In close ronUet '^»»Jf
lacs ia a position to receive tfce type^r«lng P«P" ***^

over and in position to receive the Mows *^^}^}j^
wrtter key. Impressed ai>o. the P^pw a^ 'tJL^
tudlnaUy bodily movable with the platen, whereby a

proper soft surface Is provided beneath the W^J" *"

sure correct impresalon from the type heys notwtthstand-

tag the presence of tfcs hard aarfaee of the pUten^

8 la a device of the dass described, the comW

in a typewriter eomprlstog the asual swiaglag typs

a rotary cylindrical ptateo and '~°* P^^ '*
^l'l*-t

site tmi, of said platen, of a strip of stretchable rfiMAmt

msterlal arranged longitudinally of the P^*«J>^
stretched and having Its opposite ends connscted to saJd

f,«ne part, st psiot. substantially i-
^^f>*" ^J^J^

MTface of said pUtsn ss that the iatermedlate stretelMd

portion of said strip is caused to Ue eloae and A-tM^
the surface of the platen In a position so that «»tyj^

wrttlng paper endrciiag the plate.
J*"'^* JjT^

and so as ts recslva the Wow. from the typewriter kaya.

all whereby hard mirfaced platms may he employed.

1 224,142 METHOD OF MKASURIftiO THE VICOMTT

'of fluids. AaxHCH L«« CoiAAum, San Francla«.

?aL Filed Aug. 26. 1914. Serial No. 8M.70Q. (CL

73—61.)

1 The method of testing the viscosity of »Q"|d8 which

consists m admitting to the lower end of a '"be fl»*^7»«

the liquid a bubble of air or gas and noting the time re-

quired for the bubble to rise a determined 'Jl^tance.

2 The method of testing the viscosity of liquid, which

consists m elevating a tube filled with the liquid "^hat-

ing Its upper end closed against the admission of atmoa-

pherlc pressure and It. open lower end Immersed In the

liquid until an air bubble Is admitted to the lower end of

the tube, a»d then aoting the time required for the

babble to rise a determined distance.
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1.224,143. SYSTEM OP ELECTRICAL DLSTRIBUTION
Fkank Conrad, Swl«8vale, Pa., assignor to Westing-
hou8« Electric and Manafacturlng Company, a Corpo
ration of Pennsylvania. Piled Nov. 8 1911 .Serial
No. 659,186. (Cl. 175—2«4.)

1. The coinblnaUon with a power supply circuit, a plu-
rality of work circuits Independently supplied with cur-
rent therefrom, and selecUve means for connecting and
dUconnectlng the work circuits and the power-supply
circuit, of means Including a control circuit that lacommon to all of said work circuits for actuating said
selective means and automatically limiting the current
flow In the supply circuit when connecting any work
circuit thereto.

2. The combination with a supply circuit, a resistor
connectefl in series therewith, means for normally sho'rt
circuiting said resistor, a plurality of work circuits andmeans for selectively connecting or disconnecting' saidwork circuits and the supply circuit, of means for auto-
miatically disconnecting said short circuiting means to
the resistor when connecting any selected wcrk circuit
to the supply circuit.

3. The combination with a power supply circuit, a plu-
rality of work circuits, and means for Independently con-
necting and disconnecting each of the work circulta and
the supply circuit, of means for automatically limiting
the current flow In the supply circuit while connecting
thereto any selected one of said work circuits.

4. The combination with a power-supply circuit a cnr=rPDt limiting device, a plurality of work circuits, and
selective means for connecting and disconnecting saidwork circuits and the supply circuit, of means associated
with said selective means for automatically Inserting said
current limiting device in said supply circuit when con-
necting an> one of said work circuits thereto.

5. The combination with a power-supply circuit a plu-
rality of work circuits, circuit interrupters located' at theends of the work circuit to connect them to the power-
supply circuit, and control means for selectively actuat-
ing said circuit interrupters, of means associated with
said control means for automatically limiting the current
flow in the power supply circuit Just prior to connecting
any work circuit thereto.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.144. FLASK. Habht S. Coopeb, Erie. Pa as-
signor to Grlswold Manufacturing Company. Erie,' Pa.
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec 22 lfti«
Serial No. 138.811. fCl. 22—110.)

'

1. In a flask, the combination of separable elements-
a flxed guiding means between said elements at one side

of Kairt elements; and a ^rtn, actuated gntdlng means
l>etween the elements at the opposite side of .said ele-
ments.

2. In a flask, the combination of separable elements
comprising a flask box and a match plate : a flxed guidingmeans between said elements at one side of said Hements
and a spring actuated guiding means between said ele-'ments at the opposite side of said elements.

3. In a flask, the .omblnatlon of separable . lementa
comprising two flask boxes; a fix-^l guiding n.^ana be-
tween said boxes at one side thereof ; and a spring actu-
ated guiding means between the lK.xes at th.- opposite
side thereof.

4. In a flask, the combination of separable elements • a
flxed guiding means between the elements at one Mde'of
said elements; and a spring aifunfH<| guiding and .enter-
ing means between said elements st the opposite side of
said elements.

5. .\ flask element having a flx.d gvifdlns mean* at one
side thereof and a spring actuaf.d guiding mean- at the
opposite side thereof, the spring actuate,! guiding means
comprising an Inclosing guide pocket plate; a guide slld-
Ingly mounted In the pocket ; and a spring on the pocket
acting on the guide.

1.224,145. FIREPROOPING AND BLEACHIVc; OPFABRICS ANI. THE LIKE. THOWAa John Ih.la.vd
CRAIG, Manchester. England, assignor of one half toThe Company of Whlpp Bros. A Tod Limited Man-
cheater. England. Filed June 4. 1915. Serial No
32.060. (Cl. 8—2.)
1. The Improved method of flreprooflng and bleaching

textile fabrics, which comprises Impregnating the fabric
with an alkali alumlnate solution, treating it with car-
t>onlc acid and then with a bleaching agent.

2. The method of flreprooflng and bleaching textile
fabrics which comprises Impregnating the fabric with an
alkali alumlnate solution, treating It with carbonic acid
and then treating It with a solution containing hydrogen
peroxld.

3. The method of flreprooflng and bleaching textile
fabrics which comprises impregnating the fabric with an
alkali alumlnate solution, treating It with carbonic acid
and then treating It with a solution containing hydrogen
peroxld and an alkali bicarbonate.

4. The method of flreprooflng and bleaching textile
fabrics which comprises treating the fabric with an alkali
alumlnate solution, drying, subjecting the fabric to car-
bonic acid gas, then wetting the fabric out with a solu-
tion furnishing a supply of carbon dloxld, subjecting the
thus wetted fabric to carbonic acid gas. and Anally treat-
ing the fabric with a bleaching agent.

5. The method of flreprooflng and bleaching textile
fabrics which comprises treating the fabric with an alkali
alumlnate solution, drying, subjecting the fabric to car
bonic acid gas. then wetting the fabric out with a solu
tlon furnishing a supply of carbon dloxld. subJecUng the
thus wetted fabric to cart>onlc acid gas, and finally treat-
ing the fabric with a solution containing hydrogen
peroxld. » j » "

[Claim 6 not printed in the (Gazette.]

1.224.146. PUMP-UNLOADING DEVICE. Philip I.
Cbitt«ndin, Edgewood, and Lawrbnci d. SAUfroma
Wllkinaburg. Pa., assignors to The Westlnghouse Air
Brake Company. Wllmerdlng. Pa., a Corporation of
ennsylvanla. Piled July 12. 1915. Serial No. 39.291

(Cl. 230—24.)

1. The combination with a <ompres8or shaft and a
compressor suction valve, of mean, tending to maintain
••Id valve Inoperative and a crank for operating said
means, and an operative connection between said .rankand said compressor shaft.

2. The combination with a compressor shaft and a
compressor suction valve, of means tending to m-ilntaln
aa d valve Inoperative, a crank mechanism for actuating
said means to render the suction valve operative aratchet mechanism operated by the rotation of the com-
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presaor shaft for rotating the crank mechanism, and a

spring adapted to b»- strained by the rotation of the

ratchet me. hanlsjn through a part of its revolution for

effecting the further rotation of said ratchet mechanism

to thereby operate said .rank mechanism and nald means.

mem»,er for making and breaking the pump motor circuit

at the flxed contact member, of a second fixed contact

member and a sliding contact member carried by said arm

and having an extended contact face adapted to constantly

engage the sec-ond flxed contact member through the move-

ment of the sliding contact.

1 224 148. SLING. Onv.B Cbosby. St. Paul. Minn as

'

slgnor to American Hoist k Derrick Company. St^ Paul,

Minn a Copartner»<hlp consisting of Oliver Crosby.

Frank J. Johnson, and Will O. Washburn. Filed Nov.

28 1914. Serial No. 874,558. (Cl. 67—11 )

8 The combination with a .ompressor shaft and a

compressor suction valve, of means tending to malnUln

aald valve Inoperative, a crank shaft adapted to engage

said means at a certain point in the revolution thereof

and therebv operate said means to render the suction

valve operative, a ratchet wheel carried by said crank

shaft, a pawl bar operate<l at each revolution of the

compressor shaft for turning the ratchet wheel, a spring

adapted to be strained by the turning of the ratchet

wheel through a certain arc and adapt.d upon further

movement of the ratchet wheel to exert Its p<.wer to sud-

denly rotate the ratchet wheel through an addltiona

arc and thereby cause the crank shaft to actuate said

means for rendering the suction valve operative^

4 The combination with a compressor shaft, ol a

ratchet wheel, the rotation of which is adapted to con-

trol the loading and unloading of the compressor, a spring

adapted to be strained by the roUtion of the ratchet

wheel through one portion of its revolution ami adapted

to exert its power for rotating the ratchet wheel through

another portion of Its revolution, an eccentric carried by

the .ompressor shaft, and a pawl bar operated by the

eccentric for turning said ratchet wheel through the first

mentioned portion of Its revolution and adapted to be

thrown out of operative engagement with the eccentric

by the rotation of the ratchet wheel through the last

nientlone<l portion of its revolution.

5 The combination with a < ompressor shaft, of a

ratchet wheel, the rotation of whl< h is adapted to con-

trol the loading and unloading of the compressor, a pawl

bar operated by the rotation of the compressor shaft for

turning sal.l ratchet wheel, and a piston operated by fluid

under pressure when the compressor la cut out for throw-

ing the pawl bar out of operative engagement with the

ratchet wheel.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

In a allng the combination with a chain having links

Ih^e «n sTld chain, a bifurcated curved releasing hook

its curve, the arms of said hook forming said b^"'^«««;

^ing spaced suffl-lently far apart to freely re<elve a Hnk

^ the chain when laid edgewise therebetween butjmffl-

clently near together to prevent the entrance, of an ad^

Jacent transversely laid link. betw. n the arms so a. to

irevent Jamming thereof, the configuration <> said hook
prevent jumiui »

hearlne against said hook and
being such as to hold a link bearing ag»iu

lying transversely with respect to the plane of said hook

lo as rmalntaln the opening of such link away from the

.
!

to ina
j^ positively held by

L"d"h^k"rherby ;hen the hook Is relea^d the UkHhood

of such link of said chain catching upon the point of said

hook Is rendered negligible.

1224 149 TRANSFORMER. Walt«b M. Da.nn. Wllklns-

bu;i Pa., assignor to Westlnghouae Electri.- and Manu-

L.fur;ng Com*?any. a CorporaUon of PennjyKania

Filed Feb. 21. 1914. Serial No. 820.203. ((1.176-366.)

1 224,147. ELECTRIC PUMP-GOVERNOR. Philip L.

Cbittbndbn, Edgewooil. Pa., assignor to The Westing

house Air Brake Company. Wllmerdlng. Pa., a Corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Aug. 6. 1915. Serial No.

43.801 (Cl. 175—.308.)

In an electric pump governor,

fixed contact member, a niovabl.

the combination with a

arm carrying a contact

1 A transformer comprising current-carrying colla.

magnetizable .-ore members therefor, top and b.ittom end

frames aasoclat.d with the core members, said end frame.

<.omprlslng two opposltely-<llsposed Z-bars and two oppo-

altelv-disposed angle Irons secured thereto, .orrespondlng

flanges of the Z bars being disposed In the same plane aa

the flanges of the angle Irons In order to effect continuous
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«ncm8vm«nt wtth the said c»rc members alocf their pe-
rlp*#rtes. and tl« rods i^wgaglng the other flangea of said
Z-bars far tntn-ronDeetlng lald eod fraoMs.

2. An end fraae for a traaaformer core membtr com-
prtslng two oppositely disponed 2 bars and two oppoaltely
disposed angle Irons that are secured to the Inwardly-ex-
tending flanges and the upright portions of the Z-bara in
order that a continuous flange may be formed for engage-
ment with the periphery of a side of the transfornier r«re
member, the aotwardly extending flanges of the Z-bars
constituting means for flrmly holding the end frame In
close rontat t with said core member.

3. An end frame for a traBafonner core member ewm-
prlslng two oppositely-disposed 2 bars and two oppoaltely-
dlsposed angle Irons, corresponding flanges of the Z-bars
being disposed In the same plane as the flangea of the
angle Irons, said angle irons being welded to the Inwardly-
projecting flanges and the upright web potrlons of the Z-
bars In order to form a continuous flange for engagement
with the periphery of a side of the tranaformer core mem-
ber, the outwardly-projecting flaagea of the Z-bars pro-
Tldlng botdlng mflftna for the end frame.

4. A transformer comprising current carrying colls
core members therefor, top and bottom end frames, and
oppositely disposed coU-braclng means, each composed of
a channel member that slidlngly engages an outer coil an
exteriorly adjustable bolt threaded through one of mid
end framea aad loosely enga«lBg tbtt nppcr fltoace af aaid
channel oMMber t» preclude loa«ltndinal dtaptacemeat
tfcere^. aad insulatlBg means loterpoaed between the c«Ua
and the chanael nember.

4- An arc-dlsmptlng horn oomprtalng a wall of Insu-
lating material, a plurality of rondnctlng mfmNrs sap-
ported on one fa.p of .aid wall, a coartnotlrg ^tem at-
tached to each ron<lartlng member and proJe< ttng through
the wall, a body of cooling fltftd on the otl^r !<Me of the
wall, resistance elements connected between adjacent con-
ducting stems and submerged in said cooling fluid, and
heat-radlatlng devices attached to each of the conducting
stems and also submerged In the cooling fluid.

5. An arc-disrupting horn comprising a wall of insu-
lating material, a plurality of conducting member* sup-
ported adjacent one face of said wall, each of aaid con-
ducting members comprlalng a highly refractory face mem-
ber and a backing member therefor of high heat conduc-
tivity, a conducting stem attached to each conducting
member and projecting through the wall, resistance ele-
ments connected between adjacent stems, and heatKllaal-
patlng meana attached to each of the stems.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^4.151. OIL-KNGINTC. Prraa P. D.iiPa.T. New York
N. Y. Filed May 19. 1918. Serial No. 98.606 (CL123—30.)

^.«vw. K\,i.

1,224.160. ARC-8UPPRaSSINO DBVICE. navu> C.
Datib, SwlsaTale. Pa., aaalgner to Weatlnghooae Ei»c-
trie and Manufactartng Coaipaiiy, a Cor»a»atlon af
Pennaylvaala. FlJed June 9. 1M4. Sarlal N«u 844vOMi

1. An arc-disrupting horn comprising a supporting mem-
ber of Insulating material, a plurality of conducting mem-
bers carried by said supporting member, a conducting stem
attached to each of said conducting members. resisUnce
elements connected between adjacent sterna, and heat^ls-
slpatlng means attached to eactfof the stems.

2. An arc-disrupting horn comprising a wall of insu-
lating material, a plurality of conducting members sup-
ported on one face of said wall, a conducting stem at-
tached to each conducting meml>er and projecting through
the wall, resistance elements connected between adjacent
stems, and heat dissipating means attached to each of the
stems.

3. An arc-disrupting horn comprising a wall of insu-
lating material, a plurality of conducting members sup-
ported adjacent one face of said wall, a conducting stem
attached to each conducting member and projecting
tbroogh the wall, a body of cooling QxM on the other side
of the wall, resistance elements connected between adja-
cent atema, and heat-radlatlng derlc^ea attached to each
of the stems and submerged In the cooling fluid.

1. In a high speed intental combustion eaglne havlaif
a cylinder aad a piston, means for operating the s«mc
comprising a source of »li. « carbureting dcrlcc, an air
lalet duct through which a limited qaanUty at air loaufll-
dent to form an explo^ve mlxtare is admitted to th*
carbureting chamher. a hasting chamber through which
the rich mlxtorc Is drawn trom the rarburetlng device a*
valve controlled conneetlaB fram mM chamber lato the
engine cylinder, an ladepeadcBt air inlet dact commnnl
eating with said last named .onneotlcn and an independ-
ent positively actuated ^•Blve to coatrol said duct to admit
a predetermined quantity of air at atmospheric pressure
and temperature, at a predetermined p«<nt In the piston
•troke for the parpose of forming an explosive mlxtare.

2. In a high speed moltl-cyllnder Internal c«i>b«stlon
engine having pistons, means for operating the same com-
prising a source of oU. a carbureting device, an air hilet
duct through which a limited quantity of air Insufllclent
to form an explosive mixture is admitted to the carburet-
ing chamber, a heating chamber thrpugh which the rich
mixture is drawn from the carbureting device, a valve
controlled connection from said chamt>er Into the engine
cylinders, and an air distributer operable to admit a pre-
determlne<l quantity of air to the said connection for the
respective cylinders at a predetermined time in each piston
stroke for the purpose of forming an explosive mixture.

3. In a high speed multi-cylinder internal combustion
engine having pistons, means for operating the same com-
prising a source of oil. a carbureting device, an air inlet
duct through which a limited quantity of air insuflldent
to form an explosive mixture Is admitted to the carburet-
ing chamber, a heating chamber through which the rich
mixture is drawn from the carbureting device, a valve
controlled connection from said chamber into the engine
cylinders, an air distributer operable to admit a predeter-
mined quantity of air to the said connection for the n.
spective cylinders at a predetermined time in each piston
stroke for the purpose of forming an explosive mixture
and a manually controlled valve to admit air to said dis-
tributer in desired quantities to control the s^ ed of the
cngtae.

'^
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». In « high speed mulH-cyUnder internal combustion

englDe having pistons, means for operating the same com-

prlsiac a soarce of oil, a carUiretlag jderlce, an air Inlet

dact through which a limited quantity of air Insufficient

to form an explosive mixture U admitted to the carburet-

ing chamber, a heating chamber through which the rich

mixture la drawn from the cartoureUng device, a valve

controlled connection from aaid chamber Into the engine

cylinders, an air distributer carried on the heater and

•perable to admit a predetermined quantity of air to the

aaid connection and a nuinually controlled valve to cao-

trol the fMlmlaslon of air to Kald distributer.

S. A garter eemprlaing a leg encircling band fonnad

of a s«4e8 of Inelastic sections, flat non-metallic rlnga

connecting two of said sections and arranged at tli« anda

thereof, an elastic section connected to one of the e»d

rings and having a hook at its free end engaging with

another of the end rings, tabs mounted on each ol the

^/r

1.224.152. PUL.LEY. JoaaPH J. Dii>lon, Wllmette. m.
Filed Dec. 21, 1918. Serial No. 1S8.21S. (CT. 16—17.)

The combination of a sash cord pulley, and a guide for

the sash cord, said guide comprising a casing Inclosing

the pulley and divided transTerwely and off Its center Into

two sectlona, the meeting ends of the sections having out-

standing abutting flanges, the fliange of one section having

a recess In its face in which recess the flange of the other

section seats, the ends of the recess being reduced In width

and the ends of the last mentioned flange being shaped

to flt In said reduc^ ends of the recess, and fastening

means passing through the flanges of the casing sections,

each of said sections comprising a bottom, a top, side

walls and an end wall, the larger section supporting the

pulley and Its bottom having a guide opening for one end

of Ihe sash cord, and the bottom of the smaller section

being provided with a guide opening for the other end of

the sash cord.

1.224.153. SHOE FILLING COMPOSITION. Otto KiaaM-

scHiMi^ Chicago, IlL, assignor, by mesne aaslgnmenta,

to New Process Filler Co.. Chicago, 111., a Corporation

of Illinois. Filed June 16. 1916. Serial No. 84,416.

• (a. 106—«.)

1. A shoe-flller compound, composed of a body of com-

minuted cork and a binder of mineral asphaltum having a

melting point of approximately 120" F.

2. A bhoe-flller compound having the following com-

position : one part, by weight, of comminuted cork, and

three parts, by weight of a mineral asphaltum having a

melting point of approximately 120" F.

1,224,164. GARTER. HasRY Jacob Esbbb, New Orleans,
'

La. Filed Oct. IS, 1916. Serial No. 126,419. (CI.

241—6.)
1. A garter comprising a leg encircling band composed

of a series of Inelastic sections, rings arranged between

the adja(**nt ends of said sections and at the ends of the

sections, an clastic section connecting the end rings, and

tabs mounted on said rings, extending upwardly therefrom

and having attaching devices at their upper ends for

detachable engagement with the usual supporting straps,

said Inelastic sections maintaining the tabs at a ftxad

distance apart under all conditions of serTlce, the tabs

and the said Inelastic sections having relative sliding

movement on the rings.

rings and extending upwardly therefrom and having

means for detachable engagement with the usual aapport-

ing straps, said inelastic sections maintaining the tabs

at a fixed distance apart under all conditions of service,

the tabs and the said sections having relative slldiag

movement on the rings.

1,224U166. FOLDING PARTITION. JOHN T. Faib-

HUBST, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to The Folding l»ar-

tltlon Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Original

appUcatlon fllad July 10, 1915. Serial No. 39,061. Di-

vldad and this application filed Jan. 27, 1916. Serial

No. 74,668. (CI. 20—20.)

1. In combination with a folding partition, a movable

member adjacent the top guide thereof, and a cut away

portion in one of the sections of said partition adapted

to clear said member whereby said sections may be folded

only when said member and said cut away portion are in

alinement. said member having oppositely tapered surfaces

at two sides and a substantially straight and a tapered

suriace respectively at the other two opposite sides.

2. The combination with a folding partition comprising

sections hinged together In separate pairs, of means for
' guiding the free ends of said sections along the line Into

whicii the partition is designed to be eitende<l. said guid-

ing means Including moldlnKS arranged at either side ol

the line of extension, one of said moMings terminating at

a distance from the Jamb sutBiient to permit the pairs of

' sections to be folded when moved as n«ar as posnlble to

i

the Jamb, aad a depending movable latch arraaued in liac

;

with the shorter molding and itaving an abrupt lace pre-

i sented to the longer molding for preventing tb« feldlag
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of th*! pairs of seotionM wh«»n move<1 beyond said shorter
inoliIinK until after th«' wirtlonn nearer the Jamb have been
roriipletely folded, one Hei tlon of each pair having a notch
«<lapt.>il to register with said latch when said pair being
tht- next to l>e folded Is advanced Into close proximity to
the folded sections, the edges of said latch being Inclined
to permit the other section of each pair to ride over th«?

Kame in folding and unfolding.

1,224.156. TABLE LEG LEVELER. Daniel Ferhitto
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed May 26, iyi6. Serial No.
09.964. (CI. 46—13.)

1. A table leveler comprising a table leg having a
vertical opening In the lower end thereof, a plunger. In
said opening, means for holding said plunger at any de-
sired position in said opening, a foot plate secure<l to the
lower end of said plunger and means automatically to
raise said plunger In nald table leg upon the release of
aid holding means.

3. A table leveler comprising a table leg having a
vertical opening In the lower end thereof, a plunger In
said opening, means for holding said plunger at any de
sired position In said opening, a foot plate secured to the
lower end of said plunger, means automatically to rals.
said plunger In said table leg on the release of said hold-
Inn means and lugs on said foot plate extending outwanl
from the bottom of said table leg.

1.224.157. OAS-BURNER. John A. Fby. Detroit. Mich..
assignor to Detroit Stove Works, Detroit. Mich., a
Corporation of Michigan. Fllcl Aug. 31, 1916. Serial
No. 117,861. (CI. 158—105.)

DO:
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1. In a gas burner, two spaced and separately-controlled
sections, a connection extending transversely between
«ald sections communicating with one thereof only, and a
lighter tube communicating with the other section, said
sections, connection, and lighter tube having Jet aper-
tures, the Jet apertures of the lighter tube coactlng with
those of the sections with which said tube communicates
to transmit a flame to the Jet apertures of the other sec-
tion across said connection.

2. In a gas burner, comprising two internally discon
tlnuous sections, a bra<-e member Integrally connecting
said sections at corresponding extremities thereof, a
branch extending transversely t)etween said s»^ctlons com-
municating w'th one thereof only, and a lighter tube ex-
tending forwardly from the other sei-tion.

3. In a gas burner, two sui>htantlally parallel sections
for respectively mounting at the front and bacit of an
oven, a transverse connection between said «^ctlon8 hav-
ing a passage communicating with the rear section and
terminating adjacent the forward section, and a lighter
tube allne<l with said connection < ommunlcating with the
forward sections and extending forwardly therefrom, said
•ections. connection and lighter tube being formed with a
erlea of Jet apertures.

4. In a gas burner, two substant'ally parallel sections
for respectively mounting at the front and l^ick of an
oven, a transverse . onnectlon b4>tween said sections having
a passage communicating with one section and terminat-
ing adjacent the other section, and a lighter tube alined
with said connection communlcat'ng with the forward
section and extending forwardly therefrom, ^ald sections,
connection and lighter tube being formed with a aerlen of
Jet apertures.

5. In a gas burner, two >ul.stantially para. lei sections
for respectively mounting at the front and back of an
oven, a transverse connection between said sections hav-
ing a passage obstructed Intermediate the burners to cut
off conimunlcatton twtween the same, and a lighter tube
alined with said connettlon communicating with the for-
ward .section and extending forwardly therefrom, said sec-
tions," connection, and lighter tube being formed with a
.series of Jet apertures whereby a flame may be trans-
mitted from said lighter tube to the forward burner and
to the rear burner across said connection.

1,224.168. BED^PRINC HANGER. WiLUAM B. Fo*-
T»«, Dtica, N. Y., assignor to Foster Brothers Manufac
turing Company. Dtica, N. Y.. a Corporation. Filed
Aug. 19, 1915. Serial No. 4e..'l53. (CI. 6—20.)

In a bed. the combination of a l>edstead. a he<i spring
adapted to be hung within the bedstead and har*ng a
frame induiiing edge members, hangers pivotally secured
at their lower ends to said frame and provlde<l with
shank- extending upwardly beside the said edge-members
of the frame and at their upper ends provided with bed-
stead engaging hooks and lingers on said shanks extend^
ing over the upper edge of saiff edge-members and adapted
to detachahly engage the same when the bangers are
swung upwardly and hold said hangers in upward position.

1,224.159. CR.VTE B.^R. Ferdinand FRf:< mbtte. Notre
I nine \W Ch^iiny. Quebec. <'nnada. Filed <M. 2. 1916.
.Serial .No. 12:1.266. (n. 122—.{74.)

'7

1. In a grate of the character described comprising two
sections, grate bars arranged in each section, means of
communication between one end of said grate bars, a cast-
ing having a channelway therein, an inlet pipe leading to
the medial portion of said casting, outlet pipes leading
from the oppuidte ends of said casting, means of com-
munication between said channelway and said grate bars.
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valves for controlling the means of communication be-

tween said ctiannelway and said grate bars, and said

vivlves also adapted to dose said channelway (or the pur-

pose s<-t forth.

2. In a grate of the character described comprising
two sections, a plurality of grate bars arranged within

each section, means of commaoicatlon between the alining

grate Iwrs in each section, (j shaped connecting unions
l>etw( en the rear ends of the grate bars In one section, a
casting, means for supporting the forward end of the

grate bars in one section upon said casting, a channel-

way arranged within said casting, means of communi-
cation l>etween said channelway and the forward ends
of the grate bars within one section, valve seats arranged
within said casting iu the path of communication between

said channelway and said grate bars, and vertically mov-
able valves adapted to seat themselves In said valve seats

and alsu adapted to close said channelway for the pur-

P*IS«' s« t lo. th.

:i. Iu a device of the character described the combina-
tion with a plurality of hollow interconnected grate bars,

a casting for supporting one end of said grate bars, the

Kjild casting having a channelway formed therein and ex-

tending throughout Its length, detactiable means of com-
inuni: atio;i between each of said grate bars and said

channelway formed within said casting, inlet and outlet

openings communicating with said channelway, valve seats

arranged within said casting, a valve adapted to rest

within each of said valve seats, each of said valves adapt-
ed to close said valve scats for closing the means of com-
munication between said ctiunnelway and said grate bars,

and each of said valves adapted to close portions of said

channelway substantially as and for the purpose specified.

1,224.160. DIRECT-CURRENT APPARATUS. Chablbb
W. OlBVlN, Ban Frau<'lsco. CaL, assignor to Girvin

Electri(*al Development Company, Limited, Honolulu,

Hawaii, a Corporation of Hawaii. Filed May 12, 1913.

.Serial No. 767.060. (Cl. 171—252.)

1 sltioned successively in the direction of length of the com-
mutator.

I
3. In direct current machines, an armature having a

I

plurality of open-circuit coil-units, brushes forming ter-

;
minals for said coil units, a rotatable commutator adapted

' to coiiperate with said brushes to place said units con-

' stantly in a closed series circuit, .said commutator having

segments connected In pairs and rendered active inter-

mittently by individually contacting with the terminal

brushes of a coll unit, said unit forming the connection
between the pairs and supporting means for the segments

adapted to form assemblage units therewith, the assem-

blage units being positioned successively in the direction

of length of the commutator.
4. In direct current machines, an armature having a

plurality of open-circuit coll-unlts. brushes forming ter-

minals for said coil units, a rotatable commutator adapt-

ed to cooperate with said brushes to place said units con-

stantly In a closed series circuit, said commutator having
individual segments arranged in circumferential rows, the

segments of one row being permanently connected with
segments of other rows, the connections providing pairs

of segments, a coil unit adapted to intermittently con-

nect segments of different pairs through contact of its

brushes therewith and supporting means for the segments
adapted to form assemblage units therewith, the assem-
blage units being positioned successively in the direction

of i* ugth of the commutator, the segments of a circum-

ferential row being positioned in the same assemblage
nnit.

5. In direct current machines, an armature having a
plurality of open-circuit coil units, brushes forming ter-

minals for said coll units, a rotatable commutator adapted
to cooperate with said Ijrushes to place said units con-
stantly iu a closed series circuit, said commutator hav-
ing Individual segments arranged in circumferential rows,
the segments of one row being permanently connected
with segments of other rows, the connections providing
pairs of segments, a coil unit adapted to Intermittently
connect segments of different pairs through contact of

Its brushes therewith, succeeding segments of the row
having similar pair connections and supporting means
for the segments adapted to form assemblage units there-

with, the assemblage units being positioned successively^

in the direction of length of the commutator, the segments
of a circumferential row being positioned in the sans*
assemblage unit.

(Claims A to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

JaiaLXJSaiua

1. In direct current machines, an armature having a
pluiallty of open-circuit coli-units, brushes forming ter-

minals for said coil units, a rotatable commutator adapt-
id to cooperate with said brushes to place said units

constantly In a closed series circuit, said commutator hav-
ing Individual segments connected in pairs with each coll

unit adapted to ln{ernilttently connect the pairs through
contact of its brushes with a segment of each of such
pairs, and supporting means for the segments adapted
ici form as.scniblage units therewith, the assemblage units

lelng positioned successively in the direction of length
of the commutator.

2. In direct current machines, an armature having a
plurality of open-circuit coll-unlts. brushes forming ter

minals for said coll units, a rotatable commutator adapt
«d to co6p<.>rate with said brushes to place said units con
stantly In a closed series circuit, said commutator having
Bi^gnients conuect'ed in pairs and renderj-d active intermit-

tently by contact with the terminal brushes of a coil unit,

said unit forming the connection lH>tween the pairs and
supporting means for the si'gmeuts adapted to form as-

S4'mbiage units therewith, the a.ssemblage units i>eing po-

1,224,161. TELEPHONE - EXCHANGE SYSTEM.
Charles Lane Goodrum, Urbana, ^hio, assignor, br
mesne assignments, to Western Electric Company, In-

«or|H>rated, a Corporation of New York. Original ap-
plication filed Apr. 1, 1905, Serial No. 253,227. Divided
and this application flle<l I>ec. 14, 1910. Serial No.
r.97.36o. (Cl. 179—20.)

1. In a telephone exchange system, the combinatioa
with a central exchange, of sub-stations connected there-

with through telephone lines, a connecting circuit at the
central exchange, a source of ringing current at the cen-

tral exchange normally disconnected from the connecttttg

circuit, a relay (ontrolling the connection of said source
with the connecting circuit, a second relay (ontrolling
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the circuit for said first reUy, an interrupter m«>ans In

said circuit for i)«riodlcally causing closure of said cir-

cuit to periodically cause action of the first relay to con-

nect the source with the connecting circuit and with a
line connected therewith, substantlaily as described.

2. In a telephone exchange system, a calling and a
called subscriber's line, a link circuit having switch ter-

minals for interconnecting them and an automatic con-

nector switch operating in connection with said terminals,

a rinjflnjj relay actuated when the connector switch has

selected the terminals of a called line to cHjnnect a ring-

ing generator with said called line only, together wtth
an Intermittent oircait closer adapted to close the circatt

of said relay and actuate the same at Intervals, and meana
controlled by the called subscriber for disabling naM relay

when the call is answered, substantially as described.

3. In an automatic telephone system, the combination
with a plurality of Qi>rniaily open instrument drctiits each
provld^-d with signaling devices, a connector switch com-
prising tormlnals for said lines and having wipers co>

operating therewith which serve to connect one. a calllBg

circolt, with another a called circuit, and mechanism for

operating the wipers, of a source of current f»r slgDallng

purposes comprising a circuit which Is noraMilIy discon-

nected from the instrument circuit, a signaling re4ay

which Is Intermittently operated and controls oootaeta

which open the calling end of the line and connect the

signaling circuit to the called end thereof automatically

upon the cessation of movement of the switch wipers.

4. In an automatic telephone system, the comblnativn
with a plurality of normally open Instrunent drmiHs esch
provided with signaling devices, a connector switch coat-

prising terminals for said lines and having wtpt>r« co-

operating therewith which serve to couiM4rt one, a calling

circuit, with another a called circuit and m«y>hanism for

operating the wipers, of a source of < urrent for signaling

purposes comprising a circuit which is normally discon-

nected from the Instrument circuit, a signaling relay

which is intermittently operated an<l tontrols <>ontac-<s

which open the calling end of the lino and connect the

signaling circuits to the called end thereof automatically

upon the cesaatloii of niovement of the switch wipers and
another relay adapted to be operated when the called in-

strument circuit Is closed and while the signaling circnlt

Is disconnected tl>€refrom to render the sigpialtsg re4ay

inoperative.

5. In a telephone system a telephone line to be called,

a connecting circuit for establishing connection with said

line, a bridge across the conversation strands of said con-

necting circuit, a relay and a battery in said bridge, a

ringing generator, a ringing relay adapted when actuated

to sever the ( oDV«n-satlon strands of said c«mnertli»g cir-

cnlt and connect said ringing generator with the calling

end thereof, a continuously operating interrupter brought

Into circuit with said ringing; relay in responne to the con-

nection of said connecting circuit with said line, said

bridged relay having contacts controlling the circuit of

said ringing relay and interrupter, said bridged relay be-

ing energized over the called telephone line when said line

is closed at its substation and when said ringing relay

la in its normal condition to cause interruption of the

circuit of the ringing relay and thus prevent the further

actuation of said interrupter from connecting said gen

erator with the called line.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (Jazette.]

1.224,182. LICIITINC; FIXTURE. LiSTBR E. Gbiswold.
Pittsburgh. Pa., a.-^signor to Macbeth-Evans Olass Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Dec. 12, 1914. Serial No. 876,759. (CI. 240—115.)

1. The combination with a glass shade having a curved

neck ami a metal holder for such shade, of a spring metal
collar in the form of a band with its end.t adjacent, lying

in xaid neck fo that its upper and lower edges only touch

the neck, and screws extending through the hold'»r nnd
engaging the band.

2. The combination with a glass shaile having a ct»rvwl

ne< k nnd a metal holder for snch shade, of a spring mftal

collar In the form of a band with Its ends adjacent, lying

In said neck so that its apper and lower edges only touch
the neck, a bead on the collar, and screws extending
through the holder and engaging the band.

a. The coBiMiMtlon with a glass rtiade having a neck
a metal holder for tlie shade, of a spring metal collar

Ijrlag < tfce nerk ami engaging the neck at the upper and
kfwer sdses of the collar but out of contact with the neck
between snch e4«es, and holding screws extending through
the holder and engaging the band intermediate its edges.

4. The combination with a glass shade having a neck
and a metal holder for the sfaaOe. of a collar comprising
a metal band of sheet metal bent Into annular form with
a pnrt of the band intermediate the npp«>r and lower edges
thereof out of contact with the glass neck, and screws
extending through the holder and engaging the part of
the band which is out of contact with the glass.

1,224.163. EXPLOSIVE SMELL OE SIMILAR BODY.
Fredcrick Martb.v Hau:. Bromley. England. Filed
Dec. 23, 1914. Serial No. b78,82«. (CI. 102—29.)

1. .\ .shell adapted for discharge from aircraft and
comprising a body portion, a tall portion adapted for

ready disconnection from and connection to said body por-

tion, a fixed firing element located in and secured to said

l>ody portion, a detonator adapted to be fired by Impact
thereof against said fixed firing element, and mechanism
(srried by aald tail portion and removable therewith from
.said body portion and In connection with said detonator
and adapted, when the shell has traveled a predetermined
distance through the air. to free said detonator to be
m«ve<l forward in relation to said body portion and into

contact with ""aid fixed ftrtni: element b.- the impact of

suld shell. nHid detonator and said mechanism being adapt-
fd for ready connection together and the connection of

said tall portion to aald body portion being adapted to
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allow of said ready connection of said detonator with
•aid mechanism on the disconnection of said tall portion
from said t)ody portion without the disassembling of said

mechanii^m.

2. A shell adapted for discbarge from aircraft and
comprising a body portion, n tail portion adapted for

ready disconnection from and connection to said body por-
tion, a fixed firing element U>cated in and secured to said

body portion, a detonator adapted to be fired by Impact
thereof against said fixed firing element, and mecbanlsni
carried by said tall portion and removable therewith from
said body portion and including a spindle in connection
with said detonator and adopted to l>e rotated by a vane
device and thereby caused, when the shell has traveled a

predetermined distance through the air, to free said deto-

nator to be moved forward In relation to said body por-

tion and into contact with said fixed firing element by the
impact of said shell, said detonator and said spindle being
adapted for ready connection together and the connection

of said tall portion to Mid body portion being adapted
to allow of said ready connection of said detonator with
said spindle on the disconnection of said tail portion from
said body portion without the disassembling of said

me( hanlsm.

3. A shell adapteil for discbarge from air-craft and
comprising a t)ody portion, a tail portion adapted for

ready disconnection from and connection to said body
portion, a fixed firing element located in and secured to

said body portion, a detonator holder, a detonator adapt-
ed to be fired by Impact thereof against said fixed firing

element and adapted for ready engagement with said det-

onator holder, and mechanism carried by and removable
with said tail portion and including a spindle engaging
said detonator holder and adapted to be rotated by a vane
device and thereby caused, when the shell has traveled a

predetermined distance through the air, to free aald holder

to enable said detonator to be moved forward In relation

to said body portion aSd Into contact with said fixed fir-

ing element by the Impact of said shell, the connection of

aald tail portion to said body i>ortion being adapted to

allow of said ready engagement of said detonator with
said holder on the disconnection of said tail portion from
said body portion without the disassembling of said mech-
anism.

4. A shell adapted for discharge from air craft and com-
prising a body portion, a forward tail portion secured to
said body portion, a rear tail portion adapted 'to be readily
disconnected from and. connected to said forward tail por-
tion, a detonator located within said forward tall por-

tion, a detonator-holder detachably engaging said deto-

nator, a fixed firing element, and mechanism carried by
and removable with said rear tail portion and engaging
said detonator-holder and ad.<»ptpd. when the shell has
traveled a pre-defermlned distance through the air, to

free aald holder to enable said detonator to be moved for-

ward in relation to said body portion and Into contact
with said fixed firing element by the impact of the shell.

6. A shell adapted for discharge from air-craft and
comprising a body portion, a tall pcfrtlon adapted to be
readily disconnected from and connected to said body por-

tion, a movable firing element, a holder detachably ^engag-
ing said movable firing element, a fixed firing element,

and mechanism carried by and removable with said tall

portion and engaging said holder nnd adapted when the
shell has traveled a predetermined distance through the
air to free said holder to enable said movable firing ele-

ment to be moved forward in relation to eald body por-

tion and Into contact with said fixed firing element by the
impact of the shell.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

of said bowl into commnaicating compartments, said par-
tition affording an exit passage for liquid from one com-
partment at a point differently spaced from the axis of

rotation than the exit passage from the other compart-

1,224.164. SEPARATION OF IMPURITIES FROM LIQ-
UIDS BY CENTRIFUGAL FORCE. Jamss HamiLL.
Honolulu. Hawaii. Filed Mar. 13, 1914. Serial No.
824,562. (CI. 238—21.)

In a centrifugal separator. In combination, a substan-
tially cylindrical rotatable bowl having a central opening
at top and bottom and a partition dividing the interior
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ment, said partition and bottom of said bowl lying on
conical surfaces coaxial with said tjowl permitting down-
flow of the contents of said compartment on cessation of

the rotation of said l>owl, and means for feeding the bowl
at or near the bottom thereof.

1,224,165. TRACK LEVEL AND GAGE. ALfl«MT E.

Hansb.n. deceased, Topeka, Kans., by Ella Hipp, ad-

ministratrix, Topeka, Kans. Filed May 10, 1916. Se-

rial No. 96,691. (01. 33—146.)

1. The combination with a track gage formed for be-

ing supported upon the rails, of a. casing secured thereon
and formed with a chamber, an opening through its top,

and a slot through Its side wall extending parallel with
the line of support, a lever within said casing pivoted be-

low said opening and formed with a portion extending in
the same general direction as the slot but having a curved
deflection therefrom, a leveling device secured to the lever

immediately below said opening, an adjusting element
slldably mounted In said slot and engaging said cunred
portion of said'^lever, and a clamping element for clamp-
ing the adjusting element In adjusted position.

2. The combination with a track gage formed for rap-
port upon the rails ; of a casing thereon formed with a
slot in Its wall extending parallel with the line of sup-
port and formed also with an opening, a level-supportinj,

element pivotally mounted within said casing and formed
with an elongated portion having a deflection from said
slot, a level supported on said level-supporting element,
and an adjusting device slidably mounted in said slot and
engaging said elongated portion, the movement of the ad-
justing element lengthwise of the slot having the effect

of tilting said level-supporting element and the level se-

cured thereon ; said casing being formed with an opening
through which the level Is observable.

S. The combination with a track gage formed for sup-
port upon the rails : of a level and a level-supporting ele-

ment pivotally mounted on said gage, tracks formed on
the gage and on the level-supporting element and extend-
ing in the same general direction bat with a deflection

from each other, and an adjusting device engaging said
tracks and slidable therealong for tilting said level and
level-supporting element.

4. The combination with a track gage formed for sup-
port upon the rails ; of a level-controlling element pivot-

ally mounted thereon, a level associated with said level-

controlling element, tracks formed on the gage and on the
level-controlling element and extending In the tame gen
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eral direction and deflecting from each other, an adjusting
device slldabljr engaging said tracks and whose movement
leDt{thwl84> of the tracks tilts the level controlling element
and the level, and means for clamping the adjusting de-
vice In adjusted position.

5. The combination with a track gage formed for sup-
port niwn the rails ; of a level-controlling element pivot-
ally mounted thereon so as to oscillate In a vertical plane,
a level associated with said level-controlling element,
tracks or ways /ormed on the gage and on the level-con-
trolling element and extending generally in the direction
of the line of support but having a deflection from each
other, an adjusting device engaging said tracks or ways
and movable lengthwise thereof and such movement tilt-

ing said level-controlling element and level, and means for
clamping- said adjusting device In adjusted position.

[Claima 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,166. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR SINGLE - PHASE
MOTORS. RcDOLr E. H»llmdnd, Pittsburgh. Pa., as-
signor to Westinifhouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Feb.
19. 1914. Serial No. 819.738. (CI. 172—276.)

1. The combination with a supply circuit, and a dyna-
mo-electric machine operated therefrom and having an
armature winding and an exciting and an inducing field
winding, of electro-responsive means adapted to be dif-
ferentially acted upon In accordance with the respective
voltages of one of said field windings and of the remain-
ing windings, to automatically accelerate the machine and
to simultaneously maintain good commutating conditions
therein.

2. The combination with a supply circuit and an alter-
nating current motor of the commutator type operated
therefrom and having an initially short-circuited arma-
ture winding and an exciting nnd an Inducing field wind-
ing, of electro-responsive means adapted to be differen-
tially acted upon In accordance with the respective volt-
ages of said exciting field winding and of the combined
armature and inducing field windings, during the starting
of the motor, to automatically remove the armature short
circuit to further accelerate the motor and to almnlta-
neously maintain good commutating conditions therein.

3. The combination with a supply circuit ami a dyna-
mo-electric machine of the commutator type connected
thereto and having an armature winding and an exciting
and an inducing field winding, of automatic means com-
prising a coll conductlvely connected to said exciting field
winding and a coll conductlvely connected to said induc-
ing field winding for varying the commutating flax In the
machine In accordance with the relation existing between
the exciting field strength and the total armature working
voltage.

4. The combination with a supply circuit and a dyna-
mo-electric machine of the commutator type connected
thereto and having an armature winding and an exciting
and an inducing field winding, of automatic switching
means for varying circuit connections to vary the com-
mutating flux in the machine, gaid means t>eing actuate<l
in accordance with the differential relation existing at a
predetermined time between the exciting field strength
and the total armature working voltage.

6. The combination with a dynamo-electric machine
having an armature winding and an exciting and an in
ducing field winding, of a switching device for making cer-
tain circuit connections, and actuating means therefor

energised substantially in accordance with the addltively
combined voltages of the armature and the Inducing field
winding minus the voltage of the exciting field winding.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Qaxette.]

1.224,167. CONTROL SYSTEM. Rudolf E. Hbllmdnd,
Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-
vania. Filed Mar. 23. 1914. Serial No. 826,552. tCl.
172—276.)

1
'Jj»yun«m«.ii. .ji....

,fl .,„,|^

1. The method of accelerating an alternating current
motor of the commutator type, having an armature wind-
ing, an exciting winding and a plurality of compenaatin*
windings, from a derived source of energy and simulta-
neously maintaining proper commutating condlUons la
the motor, that consists in sUrtlng the motor with said
exciting and compensating windings In series-circuit re-
lation, subsequently successively applying relatively inde-
pendent volUgea from said source to the compensating
windings, as the motor speed Increases and finally con-
necting said compensating windings in series-circuit reU-
tlon across a portion of said source.

2. The method of accelerating an alternating current
motor of the commutator type, having an armature wind-
ing, an exciting winding and a distributed and an inter-
polar compensating winding, from a transformer wind-
ing and simultaneously maintaining proper commutating
conditions in the motor, that consists in starting the
motor with said exciting and compeaaating windings in
•eries-drcult relation and with the armature short-cir-
cuited, successively connecting said interpolar and aaid
distributed compensating windings across predetermined
contiguous portions of said transformer winding as tb«
motor speed Increases, opening the armature short-cir-
cuit substantially slmulUneously with said last connec-
tion, and opening the motor connection to the point be-
tween said contiguous portions of the transformer wind-
ing.

3. The method of operating an alternating-current mo-
tor of the commutator type having an armature winding,
an exciting field winding and a plurality of compensating
field windings from a transformer winding that consists
in initially connecting said exciting and compensating
field windings in series-circuit relation and then directly
connecting said compensating windings to said transformer
winding, first individually and then collectively.

4. The method of operating an alternating-current
motor of the commutator type having an armature wind-
ing, an exciting field winding and a distributed and an
interpolar compensating field winding from a transformer
winding that consists in connecting said exciting and
said compensating field windings in serlea-clrcuit relation
to produce a relatively strong compensating flux at start-
ing, connecting first one and then the other of said com-
pensating windings directly to predetermined portions of
said transformer and, finally, similarly connecting said
comp«nsatlng windings in serlea-clrcuit relation across
a portion of the transformer winding, to produce gradu-
ally weakening commutating fluxes as the motor speed
increases.

5. The method of operating an alternating-current mo-
tor of the commutator type having an armature winding,
an exciting field winding and a distributed and an inter-
polar compenaatlng field winding from a transformer wind-
ing that consists in the following steps : short-clrruitlng
the armature winding and connecting all said field wind-
ings In series-circuit connection therewith at starting,
connecting the Jnnrtlon-point of said compensating field
windings to a predetermined point of said transformer
winding, connecting the Innermost terminal of the cem-
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pensatlng windings to a second predetermined point of
the transformer winding and substantially simultaneously
removing the armature short-circuit, and finally discon-

necting said Junction-point from the transformer winding.

1,224.168. PERMUTATION - PADLOCK. Francis A.
Hkkma.s, .Slatlngton. Pa. Filed Mar. 2, 1912. Serial

No. 681.087. (CI. 70—113.)

1. The combination In a lock of the class described, of

a tubular arl)or having a lengthwise extending plot and
an outstanding fiange at its upper end. a top plate held

below said fiange, a base plate fixed to the lower end of

aid arbor tiavlng a plurality of seats one of said seats

registering with said slot, a plurality of annular tumblers
held between said top and base plates, a key disk having
a lugway removably secured within each tumbler ea<;h

key disk being revolubly held upon said arbor whereby
•aid tumblers may be rotated, a slldably held bolt within
said arbor having a plurality of key lugi one lug l>eing

held within each annular tumbler and l>elow a key disk

the lowermost key lug being held within one of said seats,

a stud secured to said bolt limiting the outward move-
ment of said bolt, and a bow pivotally secured to said bolt.

2. The combination in a lock of the class descrll>ed, of

a tubular arbor having a lengt4iwise extending slot and
an outstanding flange at Its upper end, a top plate held

below said flange, a base plate fixed to the lower end of

aid arbor having a plurality of seats one of said seats

registering with said slot, a plurality of annular tum-
blers held between said top and base plates, a key disk

having a lugway removably secured within each tum-
bler each key disk t)eing revolubly held upon said arbor
whereby said tumblers may be rotated, a slldably held

bolt within said arbor having a plurality of key lugs

one lug being held within each annular tumbler and
t>elow a key disk the lowermost key lug being held within
one of said seats, a stud secured to said t>olt limiting the

outward movement of said I'olt, a bow pivotally secured

to said bolt, and an outstanding foot extending from the

aid bow arranged to rest in one position on said top plate

whereby said t>ow is held In locked position.

1^4.169. GRINDING APPARATUS. William E.

HiCB, Pittsburgh, P%. Filed Jan. 29. 1914. Serial

No. 816.239. (CI. 61—3.)
1. In grinding apparatus, the combination with a suit-

able frame, of adjustable blocks on said frame having
segmental recesses therein, a swinging frame, knife edge
tmnnlonH on said frame engaging said segmental recesses

In said blocks, a rotary lap. and means for swinging
aid swinging frame.

2. In grinding apparatus, the combination with a suit-

able frame, of adjustable blocks carried thereby having
B«gmental seats, a swinging frame, adjustable knife edge
trunnions on said swinging frame engaging said seats, a

rotary lens holder carried by said swinging frame, a ro-

tary lap, and means for swinging said swinging frame.
8. In grinding apparatus, the combination of a suit-

able frame, simultaneously adjustable blocks on said

frame, a swinging frame trunnioned on said blocks, a
rotary lens supporting block, a rotary lap and means for

winging said frame.

4. In grinding apparatus, the combination with a suit-

able frame, of blocks on said frame, rotary screw shafts,

a swinging frame trunnioned on said blocks, a rotary
lens supporting block, a rotary lap, and means for swing-
ing said swinging frame.

'^^r l ^: "•

6. In grinding apparatus, the combination with a auit-

able frame, of a swinging frame supported thereby, means
for swinging said frame, a spring actuated shaft In said

swinging frame, means for rotating said shaft, a lens

supporting block carried by said shaft, and a rotary lap.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.170. NOTE-REGISTER. Crombr HorriiAN, Me-
chanicsville, N. Y. Filed May 18, 1916. Serial No.
98,408. (CI. 129—16.6.)

1. A combined register and tickler for notes and the

like, comprising guides representing periods, such as

months of the year, and abstract cards or sheets each tiav-

lng month or period identiflcation indicia, day indicia,

columns for the entry of particulars concerning notes re-

quiring attention on that date, and successive cross ruling*

for the columns which are provided with individual identi-

fying indicia, whereby a plurality of notes or like paper
requiring attention on a given date may all be abstracted

on a card or cards for that date.

2. A combined register and tickler for notes and the
like, comprising monthly guides, abstract cards or sheets
each having tabs provided with month identifying in-

dicia, a tab bearing day of the month numt>er, columns
for the entry of particulars concerning notes requiring

attention on that date, and successive cross rulings for

the columns which are provided with consecutive indl-

tvldual identifying numbers, whereby a plurality of note*

or like paper requiring attention on a given date may all

l>e abstracted on a card or cards foe that date.

8. A combined register and tickler for notes and the
like, comprising guides each having a tali with the nAme
of the month and a number corresponding to the number
of the month, and abstract cards or sheets each having
tabs provided with the name of the month and number
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of the month, and a tab bearing the date of the month
columns for the entry of particulars concernlns notes re-

quiring attention on that date, and successiTe cross rulings
for the columns which are provided with consecutive
Identifying nuinberR, whereby a plurality of notes or
like paper re<]ulring attention on a given date may all be
abstracted on a card or cards for that date.

4. A combined register and tickler for note* and the
like, comprising guides having tabs provided with the
names and numbers of the months, reversible abstract
cards or sheets each having on both filing edges two tabs,
one bearing the number of the month and the other the
name of the month and a third tab bearing the date of
the month, columns on both sides of each card or sheet
for the entry of particulars concerning notes re<]uiring
attention on that date, and successive cross rulings for
the columns on both sides of the card or iheet, said rulings
being provided with consecutive numbers for purposes of
line identification, whereby a plurality of notes or like
paper requiring attention on a given date may all be
abstracted on a card or cards for that date and each
card may be used with either edge exposed.

5. A combined register and tickler for notes and the
like, comprising monthly guides and additional guides
for " demand " and " long term " notes, abstract cards or
sheets representing days of the month, different sets being
used for the different months represented by the monthly
guides, each abstract can! having month identification

indicia, day identification indicia, columns for the entry
of particulars concernlns notes requiring attention on
that date, and successive cross rulings for said columns
which are provided with individual identifying indicia,

corresponding abstract cards arranged under the " Long
term " guide, and " demand " abstract cards arranged
under the " Demand " guide, the latter cards being num-
bered consecutively for primary identification under the
" Demand " guide and provided with columns for the
entry of particulars concerning notes requiring attention,
and successive cross rulings for th*- columns, said cross
rulings being provided with Individual Identifying Indicia.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlntp<l In the Gazette.]

1,224,171. ELECTRODYNAMOMETER INSTRUMENT.
John Thomas Ihwin, London, England. Fil<d Nov.
26, 1913. Serial No. 803,139. (Q. 171—95.)

r-Tci

1. In an electrodynamometer Instrument, the combina-
tion of two substantially circular colls in parallel planes
through which currents are adapted to flow in opposite
directions to provide opposing fields, a dampening cham-
ber arranged wholly between the parallel field producing
colls ^nd having inclosing walls formed of non-magnetic
material, a circular dampening vane plroted within the
damilenlng chamber and adapted to freely oscillate there-
in, and A third coil of flat !<hape secured to and movable
with the dampening vane and comprising two curved
outer portions and a straight axial portion said third
coll arranged to oscillate wholly within the dampening
chamber and normally in general parallel association
with respect to the two circular colhs and through which
third coil the current flows In one direction axially and
in opposite direction In the curvecl portions of the coil.

2. In an electrodynamometer Instrument, the combina-
tion of two substantially normally fixed circular colls in

parallel planes through which currents are adapted to
flow in opposite directions to provide opposing fields, said
colls separated a <iistance less than the diameters of the
coifs, with a third coll pivoted b<»tween the two circular
colls and formed of curved outer and -straight axial por-
tions in disk form and arranged in the opposing fields

nd through which coil the current (lows in one direc-

tion axially and in opposite directions in the curved por-
tions of the coil, a circular vane secure<l to and moving
with the third coll, said vane and coll of a diameter
greater than the dlstanre between the fixed colls and •
dampening chamber arranged t>etween the two first men-
tion'Hl circular colls and having inclosing walls ror-
rounding the third coll and Its dampener vane, said damp
enlng chamber having its peripheral wall curved in both
directions and divided into two chambers by transvo-se
fixed vanes in axial allnement with the axis of the third
coll and also in general allnement with the axes of the
fixed colls.

3. In an electrodynamometer instrument, relatively
flxe<I colls for producing a soluble uniform circular mag-
netic field, combined with a pivoted coll arranged in the
magnetic field and consisting of a nonmagnetic disk
having attached thereto electric conductors comprising two
curvetl portions and an intermediate axial portion con-
nected at its opposite ends with the opposite ends of the
curved portions whereby all three portions are connected
in series and the current flows in opposite directions in
the curved portions relatively to each other and to the
<urrent Ilowing In the axial portion, whereby the axial
portion is non-effective and the curved portions operate to
rotate the coil as a ^^hole and with it the disk, one half
of said curved and axial coil portions arrange<l upon one
side of the disk and the other half upon the other side
of the disk.

4. In an electro<lynamometer Instrument, two fixed
coils the fluxes of which are oppose<l when a current
fiows in them, said colls arranged in parallel relation at
a distance apart, combined with an intermediate movable
coil in general parallel relation to the fixed coils and
wholly In the space between them and pivoted to rotate
under the Influence of the magnetic field of the fixed
coils, said pivoted coll being composed of three parts ar-
ranged in substantially a common plane, one of said parts
comprising semi circular windings at one side of the axis,
another of said parts comprising semi-circular windings at
the opposite side of the axis, and the third portion com
prising a plurality of straight portions axially arranged,
and all of said portions connecte<l In series, the con-
struction being such that the axial portions form con-
necting circuits between the semicircular portions but are
uninfluenced by the magnetic field to produce a torque
in the interme<liate movable coll as a whole, and a disk
of non-magnetic material secured to the movable coil and
moving with It and said disk and coll of greater diam-
eter than the distance between the fixed colls.

3. In an electrodynamometer Instrument, the comldna-
tion of two flxe<l coils in parallel planes for producing a
magnetic field between them, with a movable non-mag-
netic disk pivoted between the fixed coils on an ax1«
parallel thereto and having a diameter greater than the
distance between the fixed coils and a movable coil fixed
to and movable with the disk and having two portion^
extending from opposite sides of the axis and upon opposite
sides of the disk through which the current flows In oppo-
site directions and an axial portion adjacent to the axis
and common to each of the first mentioned coll portion*
wherel>y It forms an electric circ^ilt l>etween them but la

substantially uninfluenced by the magnetic flax of the
fixed colls.

fClaim 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.224.172. PROTECTIVE MEANS FnR AN ELECTRI-
CAL DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM. Ray P. Jackbom.
Edgewood Park. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. Filed July 14. 1915. Serial No. 39.777.
(CI. 175—276.)

1. A protective device comprising adjustable spaced
spark-gap members composed of material of high fusibil-
ity and provided with longitudinally extending openings,
and bodies of metal of low fusibility disposed In said open-
ings in the spark-gap membem.

2. A protective device comprising a pair of similar
and spaceil spark gap members composed of material of
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high fusibility aad provided with longitudinally extend-

ing openings, and bodies of plastic metal of low fusibility

disposed in said openings in order to i-onstitute the arcing

surfaces for said spark-gap members.

8. »A protective deTlce comprising adjustable spaced

spark%ap members severally provide<l with a longitudinal

opening that is alined with a corresponding opening In

the other member, and bodies of metal of low fusibility

disposetl in said openings.

4. A prote* tlve device lomprlslng adjustable spaced

spark-gap members that are recessed at their arcing ends.

and bodies of metal of low fusibility disposed In said

recessed ends.

1,224,173. GAME DEVICE. Tamko K.vjivama, New
York. N. Y. Flle.1 June 26. 1916. Serial No. 106,(X)3.

(CL 4^—63.)

^^ST^

1, .\ game device, comprising a playing surface divided

Into a multiplicity of characterlzc*d playing spaces, each

of said spaces having future play Indicating characters

associated therewith, a sUrting space and a goal In-

cluded in said playing surface, said starting space hav-

ing a series of play Indicating characters corresponding

to some of said playing spaces, and play indicating means

also provided with play Indicating characters correspond

Ing to both the future play Indicating <haracter8 In the

playing spaces, end the play indicating characters in the

starting space.

2. A game device, comprising a playing surface divided

into a multiplicity of characterized playing spaces, each

of said spaces having future play indicating characters

associated therewith, a starting space and a goal Included

in said playing surface, said starting space having a

series of play indicating characters corresponding to

some of said playing spaces, and play indicating means

also provided with play indicating characters correspond-

ing to l)oth the future play Indicating characters in the

playing spni-e>. and the play Indicating characters In the

starting space, said play indicating means adapted to

Indicate and direct plays from the starting spaces and

the characterized playing spaces.

8. A game device comprising a checkered playing sur-

face divided into a multiplicity of chacterlzed playing

spaces, each of said spa«ej« having future play indicating

characters associated therewith, a characterised starting

space and a characterized goal included In said playing

surface, said starting space having a series of play Indl

eating characters corresponding to some of said playing

spaces, a movable playing piece, and play indicating

Beans also provided with play Indicating characters cor-

resp<.n.llng to both the future play indicating characters

In the playing upaces. and the play indicating characters

in the starting space, whereby said movable playing

piece nay i>e dire<te<l to occupy different characterixed

spaces In the playing surface.

4. A game device comprising a checkered playing sur-

face divided Into a mult4pllcity of playing spaces, a mov-

able piere adapted to traverse said playing surface and

occupy dlff»'rent out** of the playing spaces, a starting

space and a goal, means for indicating the different posi-

tions of the movable piece with respect to the playing

siMices, as well as the sUrtlng space and the goal, said

playing spaces, starting space and goal being character-

ized to represent progress and destiny and other allied

meanings, whereby the movable piece in occupying thi-

different playing spaces will be confronted with condi-

tions representing advancement and demotion, and there-

by enabling It to reach either the goal or be removed from

the active playing spaces.

1.224,174. ATTACUMEMT FOR FUR - SEWING MA-
CHINES. Emil J. Kbahn, Detroit. Mich. Filed Apr.

1, 1915. Serial No. 18.476. (01. 112—36.)

1. In a fur sewing machine, a guiding attachment for

the material to be sewed. Including guide plates, and a

rotary disk positioned t>etween the guide plates, said

plates converging rearwardly of the disk.

2. In a fur sewing machine, a guiding attachment for

the material to be sewed. Including guide plates, and a

rotary disk positioned between the guide plates, said

plates converging rearwardly of the disk and terminating

in substantially parallel portions.

3. In a fur sewing machine, a guiding attachment for

the material to be sewed. Including guide plates, and a

rotary disk positioned between the guide plates, said

plates having portions in rear of the disk yieldabljr

pressed toward each other, for the purpose descrit>ed.

4. In a fur sewing machine, a guiding attachment for

the material to be sewed, including guide plates, s parti-

tion arranged between the plates, and a rotary disk posi-

tioned l>etween the guide plates, said plates converging

rearwardly of the disk.

5. In a fur sewing machine, a guiding attachment for

the material to be sewed, including guide plates, a par-

tltlon arranged between the plates, and a roUry disk

positioned l>etween the guide plates, said plates having

portions substatnlaliy parallel arranged rearwardly of the

disk.

[Clalpis 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.175. EXTENSION-TABLE. Martin Kliio, San-

dusky. Ohio. Filed Jone 29, 1916. Serial No. 106.595.

(CI. 45—118.)

/r y^

The ctmiblnatlon In en extension table with a fixed top

portion, a fixed frame and supporting blocks thereon, of a

frame slidable on the blocks and provided with oppositely

arranged pairs of pins, a leaf having opposite end plates

each provided with an elevating arcuate slot at the inner

end and a supporting recess at the outer end to co-act

with said pins for elevating and supporting the leaf with

\ relation to the slidable frame, whereby the slidable frame,
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when palled out acts as a cantalirer falcrumed on Mid
blocks with Ita inner end engaglog under the flked table
top portion.

1.224,176. PASSENGER CAR CONSTRUCTION. Fblix
Koch, Bellevue, Pa., assignor to Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey
Filed Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 69.184. (CT. lOg—5 1 )

1. In a passenger car. the combination with a deck plate,
of an eave member secured to said deck plate, an angular
member secured to said deck plate and extending above
said eave member, a carllne, and angular members con-
necting said carline, eave member and angular member.

2. In a passenger car, the combination with a deck
plate, of an eave member secured to said deck plate, a stilf-

ener secured to said deck plate and eave member, an an-
gular member secured to said deck plate and extending
above said eave member, a carline. and angular means
connecting said carline, angular member and eave member.

3. In a passenger car. the combination with a deck
plate, of an eave member secured to the upper edge portion
of said deck plate, an angular member secured to said deck
plate and.extending above said eave member, a carline and
angular means connecting said carline and deck plate, said
means engaging said angular member.

4. In a passenger car, the combination with a deck
plate, of an eave member secured to said deck plate, a car-
line, angular members connecting said carllne and eave
member, and a member secured to and projecting above the
upper edge of said deck plate, said angular members hav-
ing offset portions adapted to engage with the member se-
cured to said deck plate.

5. In a passenger car. the combination with the side
posts, of a side plate secured thereto, members secured to
said side plate having portions extending thereabove, a car-
line having Us outer end portion secured to said side plate
aod to said portions, a deck plate secured to the Inner end
portion of said carllne and extending upwardly therefrom,
a stiffener secured to said carllne and to said deck plate,
an eave member secured to said deck plate and stiffener!
an angular member secured to said deck plate and pro-
jecting above said eave member, a carllne, means connect-
ing said carllne. deck plate and angular member, said
means comprising a pres.sed plate having offset portions
adapted to engage said angular member.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.177. ANTIRATTLING DEVICE FOR AUTOMO-
BILE-CURTAINS. William C. Koch. St. Paul, Minn
Filed July 17. 1918. .Serial No. 109.596. (CT. 24 202.)

• 1. The combination with a fastening button for vehicle
curtains, said button having a shank and a head, of a
washer of resilient material slltfed without the removal of
material and ntting over the head of the button with the

portions between the slits forced apart and bent up alon«-
Ide the shank of the button, whereby to form a resilient
cushion for a curtain eyelet Inserted over the head of the
button outside the washer.

2. The combination with a fastening button for vehicle
curuins, said button having a shank and a head, of a
washer of leather slitted without the removal of material
with a plurality of silts meeting at an angle, said washer
fitting over the head of the button with the portions be-
tween the slits forced apart and bent up alongside the
shank of the button to form a resilient cushion for a cur-
Uin eyelet inserted over the head of the button outalde of
the washer.

3. The combination with a fastening button for vehicle
curtains, said button having a shank and a head, of a
wa.sher of leather slitted without the removal of materUl
with Intersecting slits, said washer fitting over the head
of the button with the portions between the silts forced
apart and bent up alongside the shank of the button to
form a resilient cushion for a curtain Inserted over the
button outside of the washer.

1,224.178. LAMP. Ecoim a. Klbn. anclnnatl. Ohio,
assignor, by mesne assignments, to The Corcoran-Vlctor
Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio
Filed Apr. 7, 1916. SerUl No. 89.651. (CI. 240—41 )

1. In a lamp, the combination of a body, a reflector, a
closure, means between said body and closure for rauslng
relative approach between said closure and body parallel
to the line of the principal axis of the reflector, and a latch
between said body and closure arranged for automatically
receding by movement of said closure toward said body
and automatically moving Into locking relation at tb«
completion of said rotative movement between said clomir*
and body.

-. In a lamp, the combination of a body, a reflector a
closure, means between the body and closure for relative
approach between the same by rotative movement of tb«
closure, and a resilient latch and keeper therefor between
the bo<ly and closure comprising a slanting conUct-faca
slanting relative to the line of approach between said body
and closure for automatic withdrawal of said latch by con-
tact thereof, said latch automatically coactlng with said
keeper on completion of said routlve movement, and man-
ual means for withdrawing said latch.

3. In a lamp, the combination of a hodv. a reflector and
a closure, means between said closure and body for causing
relative approach between said closure and body by rota-
tive movement of said closure, and a latch on said body
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•aid closure provided with a recess for said latch, said

latch provided with an Inclined face contacted by said

closure, said recess t>elng out of range of sale) latch on con-

tact thereof by said clQsare, and said recess brought into

range of said latch by 4aid rotative movement of said clo-

sure, said recess and latch having walls between them ex-

tending substantially parallel with the radial lines of said

reflector at said latch.

I

1,224,179. LAMP. Euosnk A. Kukn, Cincinnati, Ohio,
assignor, by mesne assignments, to The Corcoran-Vlctor

Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Apr. 8, 1916. Serial No. 89,841. (CI. 240—41.)

1. In a lamp, the combination of a body, a reflector, a

closure, means t>etween said closure and body causing

relative approach between said closure and body and pres-

sure upon said reflector by relative rotative movement
between said closure and body, and means for selective

fixing of said closure to said body at various selective

IK>lntB of said relative rotative movement.
2. In a lamp, the combination of a body, a closure, a re-

flector between said closure and body, means between said

closure and body causing pres-sure upon said reflector by

relative movement between said closure and body for

clamping said closure, reflector and body together, and
means between said closure and body fixing said closure

and body together at various selective points of relative

rotation between the same.

3. In a lamp, the combination of a body, a reflector,

said body and reflector having a seat between them, an an-

nular cushion at the front of said reflector, a closure,

means between said closure and body causing relative

axial approach between said closure and body by relative

rotative n^ovement between the same, and means between
said closure and t>ody for selective flxlng of said closure

to said body at selective jwlnts of said relative rotation.

4. In a lamp, the combination of a body, a closure and
reflector, constituting lamp parts, means between said

closure and t>ody causing relative approach between said

closure and body by relative rotative movement between
said closure and body, and means between a pair of said

lamp-parts selectively fixing the rotated lamp-part against

retractive rotation at various points In its rotation.

5. In a lamp, the combination of a l>ody, a closure and
a reflector, constituting lamp parts, annular cushioning
means between the forward portion of said reflector and
said closure, annularly arranged locating means between
said reflector and body locating said reflector In said body>

means between said clo<<ure and body causing relative ap-

proach between said closure and body by relative rota-

tion between said closure and body, and means between
a pair of said lamp parts selectively flxlng the rotated
lamp-part against retractive rotation at various points in

its rotation.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

Interior of the chamber and the surrounding atmosphere,
and mechanism for opening the valve at regular intervals.

1.224,180. APPARATUS FOR TREATING CERTAIN
DISEASES OF THE HUMAN BODY. SlMON Lak«,
Milford, Conn. Filed June 6, 1913. SerUI No. 772,118.

(CI. 128—13.)

1. Therapeutic apparatus, comprising a substantially

air-tight chamt>er, means for creating a pressure within the

chamber at variance with the surrounding atmospheric
pressure, a valve controlling communication between the

-r-
2. Therapeutic apparatus, comprising a substaDtially

air-tight chamber, means for creating a pressure within
the chamber at variance with the surrounding atmos-
pheric pressure, a valve controlling communication be-

tween the interior of the chamber and the surrounding
atmosphere, means normally holding the valve seated,

and mechanism for intermittently relieving the valve of

the action of the seating means to admit of its opening
at regular intervals.

3. Therapeutic apparatus, comprising a substantially

air-tight chamber, means for creating a pressure within
the chamber at variance with the surrounding atmospheric
pressure, a valve controlling communication between the
Interior of the chamber and the surrounding atmosphere, a
pivoted t>eam engaging the valve, a weight sUdabie upon
the beam and normally tending to hold the valve closed,

and means sliding the weight on the beam to admit of the
valve opening at regular Intervals.

4. Therapeutic apparatus, comprising a substantially
alr-tlght chamber, means associated with the chamber for
creating a pressure therein above the normal atmospheric
pressure surrounding the chamber, other means for reduc-
ing the pressure within the chamber beiow the normal
surrounding atmospheric pressure, valves for maintaining
a predetermined pressure within the chamber, a relief

valve, and means for intermittently operating the relief

valve at regular Intervals.

5. Therapeutic apparatus, comprising a substantially
air-tight chamber, means for creating a pressure therein
above the normal atmospheric pressure surrounding the
chamber, and a relief valve automatically operated at
regular Intervals for establishing communication between
the Interior of th^ chamber and the surrounding atmos-
phere.

I Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,181. LIQUID SEAL TRAP. Abthuh Patrick Law-
LEB. Brockville, Ontario, Canada. Filed Jan. 18, 1916.
Serial No. 72.849. (CI. 132—12.)

In a liquid seal trap, the combination of a closed vessel

provided with an Inlet opening at the top near one side,
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•nd outlet openings at one bottom corner, one opening ofwhich U situated In the same vertical line •» the Inlet
opening. an<l the othfr opening situated In the side wall
Of the trap, a liquid and air tight removable plug at the
side opposite the first named side, an Inclined wall ofmetal projecting from the first named side acting as a
baffle plate and situated Immediately under the Inlet
opening, a vertical wall extending downward from the In-
ner edge of the baffle plate, a vertical wall dividing thespace under the baffle plate Into upleg and downleg por-
tions, an upwardly opening chamber at the lower edge ofthe wall and under the upleg portion, and a valve con-
trolling communication between the chamber and the lower
portion of the trap.

1.224.183 PIN-TICKMT. WiLt.AM Lir,sonos. New
York. N. T.. assignor to The Noesting Pin Ticket Company. Inc.. a Corporation of New York. Filed July 2«
1913. Serial No. 781.727. (CI. 40—26 )

1.224.182. DOOR-LOCK FOR ELEVATORS. R.cHAEn FL« BKDCQ. New York. N. Y., assignor to Le Broo, Com-
pany. Brooklyn. N. T.. a Corporation of New York
Continuation of application Serial No. 53.092. filed Sept'
28, 1915. This application filed June 28. 1918 Serial

1. A system of the kind described comprising an ele-
vator door, a slide bar thereon forming a part of the door
lock, an electric circuit, a car controller In said circuit aswitch for making and breaking th»- .Ircult. means for
operating the switch by the movement of the slide bar of
the lock, and a connection between the slide bar and the
switch operating by the opening and closing of the door

2. A system of the kind described comprising an ele-
vator door, a locking slide bar thereon, a switch having a
slide bolt,automatlcally engaging in and disengaging from
the slide bar by the opening and closing of the door an
electric circuit Including said switch, a car controller in
said circuit, and means for operating the switch by the
longitudinal movement of the slide bar.

3 In a system of the kind described, the combination
with the electric switch and the slide bolt depending
therefrom, of the elevator door, the locking slide bar
thereon, and a separable connection between the slide
bar and Its bolt, said connection being made and broken by
the opening and closing of the door.

4 In a system of the kind described, tho combination
of the elevator door and the slide bar thereon forming
a part of the lock, said slide bar having a recess therein
of an electric switch adjacent to the door, a slide bolt for
operating the switch, and a lug on the slide bolt engaging
the recess of the slide bar of the lock.

.?K \l
" ,'^"**'° •" ^^^ """^^ described, the combination

with the elevator door and the slide bar thereon forming
a part of tbe lock, of a slide bolt on the switch having aseparable connection with the aforesaid slide bar and asnap switch operated by the movement of the slide bolt

(ClalBM « to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

,.J,h. J* . ^^ *"''"'' P'arallty of ronn.l-polnted
double-shank pins formed of « single piece of wire, thewire between said pins being bent so a. to engage withthe upper and under sides of said ticket, the free endsof said wire extending along one surface of said ticket

Tn^ fn 7^^»«^'r°'
therewith and passing through open-

aI'm^ ^\^^^^^^ *""'°*'' * plurality of round-pointed
double-shank pins forme<l of a single piece of wire. tJewire between said pins being bent so as to engage withthe upper and under sides of said ticket, the free ends

™^„ Tl*"*
extending along one surface of said ticket andpassing through openings In the ticket and engaging with

o5 the fl""?'' '^'""" "•^ ^° ""°«^ ^»>«» portion,of the free ends are substantUlly parallel to a line extend-tng from one of said pins to another.

1,224.184. TRANSFOR.MER INSULATION. Willum XL

F?.ct°,r"'V r""'"'*'- ^"^ ^''""^^^ t° Westlnghouse
Electric and Manufa, turlng Company, a Corporation of

1. A transformer comprising high tension colls. Inner
and outer low tension colls coextensive therewith coremembers embracing the colls. Insulating channel pieces
Interposed between the adjacent surfaces of said coremembers and the high tension colls, the outer conductor
layers of the high tension colls being Inclosed by the chan-
nel pieces and the other conductor layers comprising a
greater number of convolutions than said outer conductor
layers.

2. A transformer comprising concentrically - disposed
colls, the high tension colls being Interposed between thelow tension colls that are coextensive therewith a plu-
rality of magnetizable core members embracing the colls
and insulating channel pieces Interposed between adjacent
surfaces of the high tension colls and the magnetizable
core members, said channel pieces receiving a plurality of
convolutions of the coll, and other convolutions thereof
being superposed by the upturned edges of said channel
pieces in order to Improve the space factor of the trans-
former.

3. A current-carrying coll comprising a plurality ofsuperposed conductor layers having a multiplicity of con
volutions, and an Insulating channel piece applied to anexposed surface of the coll and receiving some of said
conductor layers, the conductor layers not Inclosed bv
said channel piece comprising the greater number of con-volutions per layer and extendln^r to the outer surface*or the upturned edges of said channel piece

4. A current-carrying coll comprising a* pluralltv ofsuperposed conductor Uyers having a multlplkitv ofcon-
volut ons. ami an insulating channel piece receiving .omeof Mid conductor layers, the remaining conductor laversextending to the outer edges of nid channel piece In orderto form a smooth-surfaced coll side.
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ft. A current-carrying coil comprising superposed con-
ductor layers having a plurality of convolutions of a uni-

form conductor, and an Insulating channel piece receiving

•ome of said conductor layers, the remaining conductor
layers not incloaed by said channel piece comprising con-

volutions that extend to the outer surfaces of the up-
turned edges of said channel piece.

1.224,185. TELEPHONE SIGNAL AND RECORDER.
Francis J. McGowbn and Karx. W. Tbalhammu, Los
aceles. Cal.. assignors of five-twelfths to said Mc-
Gowen. one-fourth to said Thalhammer, and one-third
to Ida R. Forbes. Ix)8 Angfles. Cal. Filed Apr. 22. 1916.
SerUl N«. 23,000. (CI. 179—6.)

1. In a tt'lephune signal au<I rei'order, the combination

with a telephone line and a subscrlt>er's instrument perma-
nently connected tkereto, of a brancli line connected to

the telephone line and Including a normally open switch
and a relay uuignet. a signal transmitting means. Inde-

pendent of the subscriber's instrument and normally dis-

connected from the telephone line and from said branch

line, means controlled by said relay magnet for operating

said Kignal transmitting means for a predetermined time.

and means controlled by said relay magnet for putting

said signal transmitting means in connection with said

telephone line for sending a signal back over said line.

2. In a telephone signal and recorder, the combination

with a telephone line and a subscriber's instrument per-

manently connected thereto, of a branch line connected

to said telephone line and including a normally- open
switch, a condenser and a relay magnet, a signal trans-

mitting means. Independent of the subscriber's instrununt

and normally disconnected! from the said telephone line

and from said t>ranch line, means controlled by said relay

magnet for operating said signal transmitting means for

a predetermined time, and means controlled by said relay

magnet for putting said signal transmitting means in con-

nection with said branch line for sending signals back

over the telephone line.

8. In a telephone signal and recorder, the combination

with a telephone line and a subscriber's instrument con-

nected thereto, of a branch line connected to said tele-

phone line and Including a normally open switch and a

relay magnet, a telephone transmitter normally discon-

nected from the telephone line, means controlled by said

relay magnet for putting raid transmitter in aonnection

with said telephone line, an electric t>ell adjacent to said

telephone transmitter, an operating circuit therefor In-

cluding a source of current and a normally open circuit

closer and means controUe<l by said relay magnet for

closing said circuit closer for a predetermined time on

operation of said relay magnet.

4. In a telephone signal and recorder, the comtrfnatlon

with a telephone line and a subscriber's instrument per-

manently connected thereto, of a branch from said tele-

phone line including n normally open switch and a relay

magnet, a telephone receiver and a recorder for recording

the messages re<elved by said re<"elver, means controlled

by said relay magnet for operating said recorder and for

putting said telephone receiver in connection with said

telephone line, a second switch and circuit connections
controlled thereby for energizing said recorder operating
means and for putting the said telephone receiver In con-
nection with the line, independently of the first named
switch, and independently of the operation of said rela/

magnet.
5. In a telephone signal and recorder, the combination

with a telephone line and a subscriber's instrument con-

nected thereto, of a branch connection from said telephone
line, including a relay magnet, an armature for said
magnet, locking means for holding said armatu.e in oper-
ated position, means for restoring said armature to normal
position when released from said locking means, a signal

transmitting means independent of the subscriber's.instru-

ment, means controlled by said armature for operating
said signal transmitting means for a predetermined time,
releasing means controlled by the operation of said signal

operating means, to release said locking means on com-
pletion of operation of the signal transmitting means,
means controlled by the said armature for putting said

signal transmitting means in connection with the tele-

phone line, a phonographic recording device and means
controlled by said releasing means to put said phono-
graphic recording device in connection with the telephone
line on operation of .said releasing means.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.186. CIRCUIT-INTERRUPTER. Joseph N. Ma-
HON«T, Wilklnsburg, Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed Aug. 11, 1913. Serial No. 784.086.

(CL 176—282.)

1. A contact device for circuit interrupters comprising

a realliently aupported contact member and resilient

means having bearing points that engage the resilient sup-

port on opposite sides under normal conditions.

2. A contact device for circuit Interrupters comprising
a contact member, a flexible support therefor and means
having bearing points for engaging the flexible support
on opposite sides under normal conditions.

3. In a contact making device, the combination with a
movable memt>er, of a stationary member, contact or bear-
ing parts for said stationary memV>er. means for suspend-
ing said contact parts, resilient means disposed at sub-

stantially opposite points on each side of the suspending
means for alining the contact parts of the stationary
member with the said movable member.

4. In a contact making device, the combination with a
movable member, of a stationary member, contact fingers

for the stationary member, means for suspending the con-

tact fingers, reaillent means disposed at substantially op-

posite points on each side of the suspending means for

alining the contact fingers of the stationary member with
the movable member and for exerting a tension on th*
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suspending means when the contact fingers and the mov-
able member are separated.

5. In a contact making? device, the combination with a
movable member, of a stationary member, contact fingers
for the stationary member, a fiexlble conductor and a
relatively thin strip of metal for suspending the contact
fingers, resilient means disposed at substantially opposite
points on each side of the suspending means for alining
the contact fingers of the stationary member with the
movable member and for exerting a tension on the thin
metal strip when the contact fingers and the movable
member aTe separated.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,187. TELEGRAPHIC TRANSMITTER. Hinbt J.

Maho.nt. Green Bay. Wis. Piled Apr. 10, 1916. Serial
No. 20,536. (CI. 178—82.)

1. lo a telegraphic transmitter comprlsiog a support, a
pendulum balanced upon said support, an armature plate
secured to said pendulum, electro-magnetic means pivot-
ally mounted adjacent to said armature plate, means for
moving said electro-magnetic means foward and away
from said pendulum, means for supplying an electrical
current to said electro-magnetic means, and a key for clos-
ing the circuit through said electro-magnetic means.

2. In a telegraphic transmitter, the combination with
a pendulum, an armature plate therefor, an electro-magnet
adapted to engage the armature, and a retractile spring
for said pendulum and armature, means for varying the
distance between said electro-magnet and armature for
controlling the speed of the pendulum, a key, electrical
connections leading from the source of supply through
said key to said electro magnet for operating said pendu-
lum in making automatic dots, electrical connection lead-
ing to said pendulum and through said key for receiving
the automatic dots so made by the vibrating of t}je pen-
dulum, said second mentioned electrical connection being
entirely Independent of first mentioned connections and
Insulated therefrom, for the purpose set forth.

3. In a telegraphic transmitter, the combination with a
key comprising a lever and contact plates on the opposite
sides thereof, the key lever capable of two movements
from its normal position, one of which makes contact
with a local circuit and main line circuit, each independ-
ent of the other, while the other brings it in contact with
the main line only, a pivoted pendulum, ar. armature
therefor, an electro magnet adapted to engage the arma-
ture, retractile spring for said pendulum and armature,
electrical connection comprising said local circuit leading
from a source of supply to said pendulum and from said
pendulum through said key bar to the electro-magnet for
operating said pendulum in producing automatic dots,
electrical connection independent of first mentioned con-
nection, leading to said pendulum and through said key
bar and out to the main line for receiving the automatic
dots so made by the vibrating of the pendulum, and elec-
trical connection with said key bar for the transmission of
dashes to the main line said connection being entirely In-
dependent of first mentioned electrical connection, for the
purpose set forth.

4. In a telegraphic transmitter, the combination with a
pivoted pendulum arranged for horizontal vibration, two

contact pins and armatnr* plate carried by said pendulnm.
an electro-magnet adapted to engage said armature, a re-
tractile spring for said pendulum and armature plate,
means for varying the distance between the electro mag-
net and armature plate for controlling the speed of the
pendulum, electrli-aj connection to one of said conUct pins
carried by the pendulum, nld pin adapted to make and
break a circuit between the source of supply and the said
electro-magnet for operating the pendulum, electrical con-
nection t» the other contact pin carried by said pendulum
and adapted to make and break a circuit on the main line
when the pendulum is vibrating and send dots out on the
line, a key bar having contact plates on the opposite sides
thereof, said key bar capable of two movements from its
neutral position, flat elongated springs on the opposite
sides of said key bar having one of their ends secured
thereto, their free ends extending horizontally forward, a
U plate carried by said key bar, said fiat elongated springs
having their free ends confined within said U plate, a U-
plate secured to a base and having upstanding legs on the
opposite sides of the key bar. said second mentioned U-
plate being adjacent to first mentioned U plate and inde-
pendent therewith, set screw* carried by second mentioned
U plate adapted to engage said elongated fiat springs for
normally holding said key bar in a neutral position, elec-
trical connection with said contact pUtes on the key bar
for making conUct with connection leading to said elec-
tro-magnet and electrical connection to contact plates on
said key bar for sending dots and dashes, said two con-
nections being Independent and insulated from one another
for the purpose set forth.

5. In a telegraphic transmitter, the combination of a
pivoted pendulum, an armature plate therefor, an electro-
magnet adjustably mounted to engage said armature
plate, means for adjusting said electro-magnet In relation
to said armature for the purpose of increasing or de
creasing the speed of the pendulum, an automatically ad-
Justing retractile spring for said pendulum and armature
plate, two contact pins carried by uld pendulum and
adapted to make and hreak a circuit when the pendulnm
Is vibrating, a plurality of supporting blocks, contact
plates carried by said supporting blocks, said contact
plates having their free ends adapted to make and break
a circuit with said contact pins carried by the pendulum.
means for limiting the stroke of the pendulum for adjust-
ing for the Intensity of the dot, a key comprl.^lng a lever
and contact plates on the opposite sides thereof, the key
lever capable of two movements from its neutral position,
one of which makes conUct with a local circuit for mag-
netizing said electro magnet for operating said pendulum
and simultaneously with a circuit making connection with
the main line for the transmission of the automatic dota,
the other for making contact with the main line circuit
only for the sending of dashes, said main line circuit and
local circuit being entirely Independent of each other, for
the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.188. GRAIN-PAN FOR THRESHING MACHINES.
John a. Malm. Diamond, S. D. Filed Feb. 2. 1916
Serial No. 76,788. (CI. 193—2.)

A conveyer comprising .spaced endless traveling chains,
rods connecting said chains and forming the pivots of the
links thereof, a plurality of metal plates having their ends
rotatably engaged around adjacent rods, a plurality of
rail sections, lateral extensions adjacent respective ends
of each rail section rotatably engaged on adjacent rod.s, a
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bar supported beneath the upper reach of said chain*, and
rollers mounted on said bar and engaged by said rail Mo-
tions.

1,224,189. LAMP. Obobge K. Maltbt. New Tork, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 16, 1916. Serial No. 78.684. {CI. 240—11.)

^

1. In a device of the kind described, a vertical standard
comprising a base and constituting a support, a light

chamber mounted thereon and supported in an elevated
position thereby, a source of light In said chamber, a plu-

rality of dom-nwardly Inclined refiectlng tubes opening intb

said chamber and so disposed as to concentrate and direct

the light on a plurality of points around the base of the
support.

2. In a device of the kind described, a light chamber, a
source of light therein, a plurality of downwardly in-

clined reflecting tubes opening into said chamber, and
means for adjusting the position of said tubes with re-

spect to said light chamber horizontally, for the purpose
described.

8. In a device of the kind described, a light chamber, a
source of light therein, a plurality of reflector tubes open-
ing into said light chamber and a reflector cover for said
chamber adjustable as to height, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a device of the kind described, a. drcular light
chamber having Its side walls formed of a plurality of seg-
ments adjustable horizontally with respect to the light
Chamber and to each other, and a reflector tube mounted
on each segment and opening Into said chamber, sabstan-
tlally as described.

6. In a device of the kind described, a light chamber, a
oorce of light therein, a support therefor arranged to
support the chamber above the work to be Illuminated, a
plurality of downwardly Inclined tubes disposed around
and opening Into said chamber and arrangetl to concen-
trate the light rays therefrom on and to illuminate a plu-
rality of separate pieces of work disposed below said light
chamber.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,190. FURNACE. Alfbed Mabtin, Rockford, 111.

FUed Oct. 26, 1916. Serial No. 127,933. (CI. 126—114.)

In a hot-air furnace, the combination of a heater, a
casing disposed about the same including a plurality of

spaced vertical supports and rasing sections Interposed

between the adjoining supports and overlapping the edges

thereof, the supports being provided Intermediate their

overlapped edges with an outstanding portion equipped
with rigid laterally projecting portions, and set screws
threaded through .xald projecting portions so as to clamp
the overlapping edges of the casing sections fixedly to the
supports and to allow the casing section on one side of
the support to be removed without releasing the casing
section on the other side thereof.

1,224,191. MACHINE FOR POLISHING METALLIC
BODIES. Chables Mbdotes, Budapest. Hungary, as-

signor td Wenger k Co., Delemont, Switzerland. % Firm.
Filed Aug. 4, 1914. Serial No. 855,077. {C\. 51—14.)

1. In a machine for polishing metallic bodies with small
polishing bodies, as small steel balls, a single continuous
conveyer belt forming with Its U-shaped bight a receptacle
adapted to receive the small polishing bodies, means to
prevent the escape of these small polishing bodies out of
the bight of the belt at the edge thereof, means to drive
continually said conveyer belt and an open receptacle re-

ceiving the bight of the conveyer belt.

2. In a machine for polishing metallic bodies with small
polishing bodies, as small steel balls, a conveyer belt form-
ing with its U-shaped bight a receptacle for the polishing
bodies, means to prevent the escape of these small polish-
ing bodies out of the bight of the belt, means to drive
continually said conveyer belt and trough with parallel
front walls, receiving the bight of the conveyer belt, the
breadth of which Is equal to the distance of the front
walls of said trough.

3. In a machine for polishing metallic bodies with small
polishing bodies, as small steel balls, a conveyer belt form-
ing with Its U-shaped bight a receptacle for the polishing
bodies, means to prevent the escape of these small polish-
ing bodies out of the bight of the belt, means to drive con-
tinually said conveyer belt parallel with the auxiliary
front walls within said receptacle and means to adjust
the auxiliary front walls In accordance with the distance
of the edges of the belt.

4. In a machine for polishing metallic bodies with small
polishing bodies, as small steel balls, a conveyer belt form-
ing with its U-shaped bight a receptacle for the polishing
boilles. means to prevent the escape of these small polish-
ing bodies out of the bight of the belt, means to drive con-
tinually said conveyer belt, an open receptacle receiving
the bight of the conveyer belt and auxiliary front walls
within said receptacle and means to press these auxiliary
front walls against the edges of the belt.

6. In a machine for polishing metallic bodies with
small polishing bodies, as small steel balls, a conveyer belt

forming with Its U-shaped bight a receptacle for the
polishing bodies, means to prevent the escape of these
small polishing bodies out of the bight of the belt, means
to drive continually said conveyer belt, an open receptacle
receiving the bight of the ^onveyer belt and guiding rollers

leading the idle part of .said belt below the working part
of same.

1,224,192. FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. Haws Mikorbt,
Sch/tneberg, near Berlfcj. Germany, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Mlnlniax Company. New York. N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 7. 1910, Serial

No. 591,186. Renewed Oct. 8, 1915. Serial No. 54.890.

(CI. 169—7.)
1. In a fire extinguisher, the combination of a container,

an outlet tube for discharging the liquid contents of said
container, a handle, a tube within the cross bar of this

handle, a discharge nozzle connected to said handle tube,

an articulated joint connecting the handle to the top of the
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Mid container, a flexible tube connecting said handle tube
to the outlet tube of the container, a closed vessel con-
taining and comprising means for the liberation of gas,
^d a device for opening said vessel and arranged at the
bottom of the container, substantially at described and
for the purpose specified.

2. In a Are extlngrulsher. the combination of a container,
an outlet tube for discharging the liquid contents of said
container, a handle provided with feet, a Joint connecting
said handle with the top of said container and allowing
to be rigidly fixed, a tutK> within the cross bar of the
handle, a discharge nozzle connected to said handle tube,
a flexible tube connecting said handle tube to the outlet
of the container, and a device for opening said vessel and
arranged at the bottom of the container, substantially
as described and for the purpose specified.

1,224.193. RING. Fbank Milhkm.no. Chicago, 111., as-
signor to J. Mllhenlng. Inc.. Chicago, 111., a Corpora
tion of Illinois. Filed May 18. 1916. Serial No. 98 326.
(CI. 68—15.)

^
I _ f

In a device of the class described, a ring of one metal
provide*! with grooves in its edges, an annulus of another
metal spun over tiie oOter side of said ring with its edges
spaced apart and fitting said grooves whereby the inner
side of said ring is left uncovered.

1,224,194. PRUNING IMPLEMENT. Mbrwin B. Mil-
ler, WUlard, Utah. Filed Sept. 21, 1914. 8«rJal No
862,708. (CI. 30—24.)

1. A saw. a carrier therefor arranged to slldably em-
brace the back edge of the saw, said carrier extended at
one euil to form a handle, an operating rod for said saw
eitemllu^ to the handle end of said carrier, means carried
by the saw blade for limiting the movement of the saw,
and nieau.-^'for maintaining the saw in operative relation
with the w^rk to be cut, comprising a V-shaped part hav-
ing an extended part plrotally secured to the carrier and
formed with an e-xtension at one side forming substan-
tially a bell-crank lever, a controlling rod secured to said
extension and extending hack toward the handle end of
said carrier, and adjusitably secured thereto.

2. A saw, a carrier therefor arranged to slldably em-
brace the back edge of the saw, said carrier extended at
one end to form a handle, an operating rod for said saw
extending to the hamlle end of said carrier, means on
said carrier for engaging a portion of the saw blade and
limiting the movement of the saw toward the handle, and
means for mainUlnlng the saw in operative relation with
the work to be cut, comprising a V-shape«l part having an
extended part plvotally secured to the carrier and formed
with an extension at one side forming substantially a
bell-crank lever, a controlling rod secure*! to said extension
and extending back toward the handle end of said carrier,
and secured to a trigger arranged thereat.

8. In a device of the kind described and In combination,
a suiUble saw blade having one end cut at an angle and
provided with a lug projecting beyond the face of the saw
at said end. a grooved carrier for said saw, said saw ar-
ranged in said groove and slldably movable relative the
carrier, a yoke carrle*! at the end of said carrier and em-
bracing the saw. a work clamping member plvotally carried
by said yoke, said carrier provided with a handle at one
end. a saw operaOng rod secured to the saw and extending
to near the said handle, and controlling means for said
work clamping member mounted on said handle, and op-
eratlvely connected with the work clamping member.

4. The combination In a device of the kind described
of a grooved member of suitable materUl having a handle
at one end, a aaw blade slldably arranged in said groove,
means for maintaining saM blade in place, an operating
rod on said blade secure<i thereto and extending to adja-
cent the handle, a V-shaped member plvotally secured to
said grooved member adjacent the saw and movable to-
ward the cutting edge thereof, and means for controlling
said V-shaped member as desired.

5. A pruning device of the kln.i described, comprising
the combination of a tubular pole, a reciprocating saw ar
ranged at one end of said pole and carried thereby, an
operating ro<l for reciprocating said saw. sal.l rod se-
cured thereto and extending through said tubular pole to
the opposite end thereof, means arrange*! at the end of
said pole adjacent said saw for engaging the work and
drawing the saw through the work transversely to its
direction of reciprocation and controlling means therefor
carried by the pole and extending to the opposite end
thereof, said controlling means operable Independently
to the movement of the pole.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,195. ARTIFICIAL TOOTH AND METHOD OF
MAKING SAME. Edwix Mor.NTroKD, York, Pa., as-
signor to The Dentists' Supply Company, a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed May 18. 1916. Serial No
98,287. (CI. 32—9.)

1. An artificial tooth consisting of a porcelain body
having its back provided with an inwardly extending re-
cess the same having Its axis oblique to the length of the
tooth and In a direction toward the incisor edge thereof
and said tooth also having a slotted recess opening into
the oblique recews and terminating in the face of the
tooth surface and In which further, the inner portions of
the side walls of the slotted reresii are grooved to form
undercut portions.

2. An artificial tooth consisting of a porcelain body hav-
ing its back provided with an Inwardly extending recess
the same having its axis oblique to the length of the tooth
and in a direction toward the incisor edge thereof and
said tooth also having a slotted recess opening Into the
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oblique recess and terminating In the face of the tooth

ttirface and said tooth also having lateral recesses formed

In its side walls and opening into the oblique recess.

3. An artificial tooth having Its back provided with a

large recess extending from the back surface Into the

body of the tooth, and an upright slotted recess of less

width extending from said large recess away from the In-

cisor edge of the tooth and of gradually less depth and

terminating at a distance from the root end of the tooth.

4. An artificial tooth having its back provided with a

large recess extending from the back surface into the

body of the tooth, and an upright slotted recess of less

width extending from said large recess away from the

Incisor edge of the tooth and of gradually less depth and

terminating at a distance from the root end of the tooth,

said slotted recesa enlarged at its inner portion to pro

vide undercut side walls.

5. The herein described method of forming a porcelain

tooth, which consists In first molding the bisque about an

oldlque stud and a web extending into the tooth space of

the mold, drying the moldeil bl8(iue and removing it from

the mold parts to provide a tooth form having an oblique

recess and a slotted recess opening therein, then grooving

the Inner portion of the slotted recess to provide under-

cut side walls to the slotted grooved portion, and finally

burning the tooth to transform It Into a vitreous form,

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,224,196. TOE REST FOR TURN SHOE WORK. David
'

A. MOYEH, Blrdsboro, Pa., assignor to United Shoe Ma-

chinery Company, Paterson. N. J., a Corporation of New

Jersey. Filed Aug. 25. 1916. Serial No. 116,864. (Cl.

12—123.)

5. A toe rest for use In setting uppers forwardly on

their lasts comprising a sole bottom j'Upport, a last toe

abutment and a sustaining member on which said parts

are arranged to hold a shoe with Its toe pointing away

from the workman while the workman seizes the upper and

stretches It by a forward thrust, said rest having a recess

l)etween the sole support and last toe abutment to recelTe

the end of a turn shoe sole, and the top face of the abot

ment being Inclined downwardly and forwardly to facili-

tate pulling the upper down the Instep incline of the laat.

1. A toe rest for nae In aetting uppers forwardly on

their lasts comprising a sole bottom support, a last toe

abutment and a sustaining member on which »ald parts

are arranged to hold a shoe with it« toe pointing away

from the workman while the workman seizes the upper

and stretches It by a forward thrust.

2. A toe rest for use In setting uppers forwardly on

their lasts comprising a sole bottom support, a last toe

abutment and a sustaining member on which said parts

are arranged to hold a shoe with Its toe inclined down-

wardly away from the workman, the top face of the abut

ment being beveled downwardly at a greater angle than

the sole support to facilitate n downward and forward

pull on the upper by the workman's hand.

3. A toe rest for use In setting uppers forwardly on

their lasts comprising a sole bottom support, a last toe

abutment and a sustaining member on which said parts

are carried In relation to one another and to the working

position of an operator so that the shoe can be lasted sole

face downwardly with its toe pointing away from the op-

erator at .1 downward inclination and the toe end of the

last against the abutment while the operator seizes the

upper with his hand and stretches it by a forward and

downward thrust.

4. A toe rest for use In setting uppers forwardly on

their lasts comprising a sole bottom support, a last toe

abutment and a sustaining member on which said parts

are arranged to hold a shoe for the upper to be pulled,

said rest being formed with a recess under the last toe

abutment to receive the projecting toe end of a turn thoe

1,224,197. SHOE-SHAPING METHOD. David A. Motw,

Blrdsboro. Pa., assignor to United Shoe Machinery Com

pany, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Piled Aug. 20, 1916. Serial No. 116,865. (Cl. 12—14«.)

1. That Improvement In methods of making shoes which

consists In applying the rear part of the upper to a form

having a vertically convex face and see sawing the upper

forth and back around the form to shape It so that it will

set smoothly against the rear end of its last when ap-

plied thereto.

2. That improvement in methods of making shoes which

consists In applying the rear part of the upper to a form

having a vertically convex face, gaging the vertical rela-

tion of the upper to the form so that the portion of the

upper which is to constitute the heel seat flange will not

be stretched, and see sawing the upper forth and back

around the form until the portion which is to conUct

with the rear end face of the last is stretched to form a

pocket for the rear end of its last.

3. That improvement In methods of making sho^s which

conalata in preliminarily shaping the rear part of the

upper to fit Its last snugly by stretching that part of the

upper over a form and relatively rubbing the upp. r and

the form lengviiwlse of the upper.

4. That Improvement In methods of making shoes which

consists In preliminarily shaping the rear part of the

upper having a back seam by applying that part of the

upper to a form and while holding it snugly to the form

producing relative motion of the upper and the form to

rub the upper transversely of the length of the back seam.

1 224.198. SHOE SHAPING MEANS. David A. Motm.
'

Blrdsboro, Pa., assignor to United Shoe Machinery Com-

pany, Paterson. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

FUed Oct. 27. 1916. Serial No. 128.028. (Cl. 12— 12S.)

1, An upper shaping device comprising a form similar

la shape at Its rear end to the rear part of a last, and a

anpport on which the form is sustained sole face down-
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ward with clearance for permitting anobstructed applica-
tion of the rear part of a shoe upper to the form from
above, said support projecting rearwardly with relation to
the lower edge of the form to constitute a gage for the
lower margin of an upper applied to the form.

2. An upper shaping device comprising a form similar
In shape at its rear end to the rear part of a last, meana
for sustaining the form sole face downward with clear-
ance for permitting unobstructed application of the rear
part of a shoe upper to the form, and a rearward projec-
tion located with relation to the lower edge of the form
to constitute a gage for the lower margin of an upper ap-
plied to the form.

3. An upper shaping device comprising a form similar
In shape at It.s r»>ar end to the rear part of a last and
moanted with clearance to permit unobstructed applica-
tion of the rear part of an upper to the form from above
and to permit the upper to be see-sawed forth and back
around the form to shape i^so that it will set smoothly
against the rear end of Its last when applied thereto.

4. An upper shaping device comprising a form similar
In shape at Its rear end to the rear part of a last and
mounted with clearance to permit unobstructed applica-
tion of the rear part of an upper to the form, from above
and to permit the upper to be see-sawed forth and back
around the form to shape it so that it will set smoothly
against the rear end of its last when applied thereto, and
gaging means arranged to position the upper vertically
with relation to the form.

1.224.199. COMBINATION POCKET ARTICLE. Maj»-
Dics J. Mc.NSOx, Balrdstown, Cal. Filed Oct. 3, 1913,
Serial No. 793.090. Renewed Oct. 24. 1916. Serial No.
127.601. (CI. 132—8.)

XT'

' •);.* \\\;.:jk

' M
O M

1. A bar the cross-sectional area of which is shaped
to provide guides extending longitudinally thereof, a
comb maintaineil in fixed relation to said bar. said comb
projecting from one side of said bar and having the bases
of Its teeth located between and in fixed relation to said
guides, and a sheath adapted to protect said comb, said
sheath having fastening elements slklable along portions
of said guides which are subtended by the teeth of the
comb.

^. A bar having a groove along one side thereof, a comb
the back of which is fastened in said groove along a por
tlon of the length of said groove, and a sleeve having
longitudinally extending out bent portions also fastened
In said groove, said sleeve combining with said bar to
form a handle for said comb.

3. A bar triangular In cross section, a comb projecting
^from one end of the flat sides of said bar, and a tubular
heath adapted to inclose said comb, said sheath having
a slot along one side to receive said comb, said sheath
having inwardly directed ears one at each side of said
•lot. said ears being adapted to engage opposite corners
of said bar to assist In slldably securing said sheath to
aid bar.

4. A comb proper having a back or shank extending
along the toothe<l portion of the comb proper, a bar inca.s
ing said shank and fixed thereto to form a guiding element
therealonu. and a sheath telescoping with the comb proper,
aid sheath having cooperating guiding elements sUdable
along the first named guiding element, the latter being
subtended by the toothed portion of the comb.

1.224.200. PUMP. RoBiBT W. Mirrat. Corning. Ohio.
Filed Dec. 5. 1913. Serial No. 804.947. {C\. 103—77.)
A pump comprising a wooden body portion having op-

posing cylinders therein, a piston for each cylinder, a

wooden plug forming the dividing wall between said
cylinders, a layer of non porous material forming a por-

4S ">- ^ / f^'fv"-^
'

" ,<

tlon of said plug to prevent seepage of the pumped fluid
from one cylinder to the other.

1,224,201. STERILIZING APPARATUS. Clatton A.
Nbnno. Buffalo. N. Y. Filed July 1. 1914. Serial No.
848.364. (CT. 167—3.)

1. In a sterilizing cabinet, the combination of a com-
partment adapted to receive razors to be sterilized and
having recesses In the upper edges of the walls thereof.
a cover for said compartment having recesses adapted to
register with said recesses In the walls of the compart-
ment to form openings through which the razors may be
Inserted, and inclined tubes secured in the recesses in said
compartment and adapted to hold the blades of the rasors
within the compartment, the razor handles remaining
outside of the compartment.

2. In a sterilizing cabinet, the combination of a com-
partment adapted to receive razors to be sterilized and
having slots in the upper edge of a wall thereof, a cover
for said compartment which closes the upper ends of said
slots leaving openings in the wall of said compartment
through which the razor blades extend Into the compart-
ment, said cover being movable away from the upper
ends of said slots so that the razor blades may be Inserted
back edge first downwardly Into said slots, and razor
holders consisting of tubes slotted longitudinally at their
upper sides and arranged with their upper ends secured
In said slots and Inclining downwardly Into the compart-
ment for supporting the razor blades In an Inclined posi-
tion therein.

1.224.202. COUPLING. John Noel. Chaudlftre Junction
Quebec. Canada. Filed Aug. 19. 1916. Serial No
115,796. (CI. 213—42.)

'<^^32]
1. In a coupler of the character described comprising

two sections the Inner ends of each section being enlarged
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and provided with alining elongated slots, a tapered bolt

adapted to extend through said slots, a rod connected to

aid bolt, and a lever adapted to be connected to said rod

for adjusting said bolt for the purpose set forth.

2. In a coupler of the character described comprising

two sections, the Inner ends of each section having alined

elongated slots therein, a tapered bolt adapted to extend

through said slots for connecting the sections together,

and adjusting blocks adapted to rest within the slot of

one section for the purpose set forth.

8. In a coupler of the character described comprising

two sections, the Inner ends of each section having alined

elongated slots therein, an adjusting block adapted to rest

within the slot of one section, means for retaining said

block within said slot, and a tapered bolt adapted to ex-

tend through said slot for connecting the sections to-

gether for the purpose specified.

1.224.203. BELT. Fblix A. Pattbs, Cleveland. Ohio,

assignor to The Cleveland Dental Manufacturing Com-

pany. Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

Apr. 80, 1916. Serial No. 26,064. (CL 74—66.)

thus treated substances to remoTe tb« aolnble carbonatea,

and again drying the substances.

3. The process of rendering cotton goods and other suit-

able permeable substances permanently less Inflammable,

which comprises treating said permeable substances with

a solution of an alkali meUl salt conUlnlng a metal In its

acid radical, and subsequently drying the subsUnces thu«

treated, then treating the dried substances with carbonic

acid gas under pressure in the presence of moisture, the

moisture present being in such quantities as not to dis-

turb the conditions esUbllshed in t!: substances by the

previous drying, and finally washlnn the thus treated sub-

stances to remove the soluble carbonates, and again dry-

ing.

4. The process of rendering cotton goods and other

suitable permeable substances permanentlv less Inflam-

mable, which comprises treating said permeuble subsunces

with a solution of an alkali metal alumlnate, and subse-

quently drying the substances thus treated, then treating

the dried substances with carbonic add gas under pres-

sure In the presence of moisture, the moisture present

being In such quantities as not to disturb the conditions

established in the sulwtances by the previous drying, and

finally washing the thus treated subsUnces to remove the

soluble carbonates, and again drying.

An endless band or belt, comprising a single hollow

woven fabric tube each of whose opposite end portions is

passed through a lateral opening In the other end por-

tion and spaced from Its extreme end a distance equal to

substantially one-quarter of the total tube length, said

^nd portions being drawn from said openings through the

Interior of the tnbe structure toward each other and meet-

ing or abutting at substantially Its middle, the two end

portions forming a core filling the middle body portion,

and the entire band being of uniform double thickness at

all points.

1 224 204. TREATMENT OF COTTON AND COTTON
' GOODS AND OTHER COMBUSTIBLE SUBSTANCES
TO RENDER THEM PERMANENTLY LESS INFLAM-

MABLE. Wiu-iAM Hbnkt Perkin, Oxford, and

SAMuai. Bradbirt, Ash ton - upon - Mersey, England.

Filed July 31, 1914. Serial No. 864.354. tCl. 99—12.)

1. The process of rendering cotton goods and other

ulUble permeable sul>stances permanently less Inflam-

mable, which comprises treating said permeable substances

with a solution of an alkali metal salt containing a metal

In Its acid radical, and subsequently drying the substances

thus treated, then treating the drle<l substances with car-

bonic acid gas In the presence of moisture, the moisture

present being In such quantities as not to disturb the

conditions established In the substances by the previous

drying, and finally washing the thus treated subsUnces to

remove the soluble carbonates and again drying the sub-

sUnces.
2. The process of rendering cotton goods and ether suit-

able permeable subsUnces permanently less Inflammable,

which comprises treating said permeable substances with

a solution of an alkali metal alumlnate and subsequently

drying the material thus treated, then treating the dried

subsUnces with carbonic acid gas in the presence of

moisture, the moisture present being in such quantities

as not to disturb the conditions established in the sub-

sUnces by the previous drying, and finally washing the

1224,205. TREATMENT OF COTTON AND COTTON
GOODS AND OTHER COMBUSTIBLE SUBSTANCES
TO RENDER THEM PERMANENTLY LESS IN-

FLAMMABLE. William Hbnrt Pbekin, Oxford, and

Samuel Bradbiry, Ashton - upon - Mersey, England.

Filed July 31. 1914. Serial No. 864.355. (CI. 99—12.)

1. The process of rendering cotton goods and other

suitable permeable substances permanently less inflam-

mable, which comprises treating said permeable subsUnces

with a solution of an alkali meUl salt containing a meUl

In its acid radical, and subsequently drying the substances

thus treated, then treating the dried subsUnces with a

gas in the presence of moisture which Is capable of form-

ing with the alkali meUl salt an Insoluble compound of

the meUl which renders the subsUnces less Inflammable

and a soluble compound which may thereafter be washed

away, while confining the amount of moisture present to

such quantities as not to disturb the conditions esUbllshed

In the subsUnce by the previous drying, and finally wash-

ing the thus treated sul)8UnceB to remove the soluble

compound formed In the Ust, reaction, and subsequently

drying.

2. The process of rendering cotton goods and other suit-

able permeable substances permanently less Infiammable,

which comprises treating said permeable substances with

a solution of an alkali metal salt couUinlng a meUl In

its acid radical, and subsequently drying the «ub8tances

thus treated, then treating the dried substances with sul-

fur dioxid gas In the presence of moisture, the moisture

present being In such quantities as not to disturb the

conditions esUbllshed In the substances by the previous

drying, and finally washing the thus treated substances

to remove the soluble sulfites and again drying the sub-

sUnces.
3. The process of rendering cotton goods and other

suitable permeable subsUnces permanently less Inflam-

mable, which comprises treating said permeable
^
sub-

sUnces with a solution of an alkali metal alumlnate

and subsequently drying the material thus treated,

then treating the dried subsUnces with sulfur dioxid

gas in the presence of moisture, the moisture present

being In such quantities as not to disturb the conditions

established in the subsUnces by the previous dryinf,

and finally washing the thus treated subsUnces to remove

the soluble sulfites, and a«aln drying the substances.

4. The process of rendering cotton goods and other

sulUble permeable subsUnces permanently less Inflam-

mable, which comprises treating said permeable substances

with a solution of an alkali meUl salt conUlnlng a meUl

In Its acid radical, and subsequently drying the subsUnces

thus treated, then treating the dried subsUnces with sul-

fur dioxid gas under pressure In the presence of moisture.
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the molBtare prewnt beln» In SBch quantltlen ac not to
dUtarb the conditions established In the subsunces by
the previous drying, and finally washing the thus treated
substances to remove the soluble sulfites, and again dry-
In k.

5. The process of rendering cotton goods and other suit-
able permeable substances permanently less Inflammable,
which comprises treatlnie said permeable snbsUnces with
a solution of an alkali meUl alumlnate. and subsequenUy
drying the substanct^s thua treated, then treating th«
dried substances with sulfur dloxld gas under pressure
In the presence of moisture, the moisture present being In
such quantities as not to disturb the conditions established
In the substances by the previous drying, and finally wash-
ing the thus treated subsUnces to remove the soluble
sulfites, and again drying.

5. A rommautor cylinder for dynamo-electric machine*
comprising a plurality of assembled londncting and in-
sulating segments, a plurality of metal V Hhrs that are
adapted to retain saJd segments In position, a plurality
of layers of built-up Insulation Interposed between said V-
rlngs and said segments and a plurality of lavers of soft
metal Interposed between said V-rings and said huUt-up
insulation for preventing displacement of said conducting
segments.

(Claims e to 9 not prlntetl In the (Jasette.]

1,224.206. COMMUTATOR CYLINDER FOR DYNAMO
ELECTRIC MACHINES. William S. Pyrah, Old
Trafford. England, assignor to Westlnghonse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Penn-
•ylvanla. Filed Mar. 24, 1915. Serial No. 16 801
(CI. 200—12.)

1.224,207. MULTIPLE - JET CARBURETER. Chablm
L. Ratfibld. Chlr-ago. Ill Filed Sept. 1. 1911. SerUl
No. 647,190. (CI. 2«1

—

41.)

'^V
'

1. A commutator cylinder for dynamo-«l«otric ma-
ehlnes comprising a plurality of assembled conducting and
Insulating segments, retaining means that are adapted toengage said segments, insulating means Interposed be-
tween said retaining means and said segments, and fur-
ther means Interposed between said retaining and Insulat-
ing means for preventing displacement of said conduct-
ing segments.

2. A commutator cylinder for dynamo-electric machines
comprising a plurality of assembled conducting and In-
sulating segments, a plurality of V-rings that are adapted
to retain said segments In position. Insulating means in
terposed between said V-rings and said s.gments. and
further means interposed between said V-rings and said
Insulating means for preventing displacement of said
condacting segments.

S. A commuutor cylinder for dynamo-electric machines
comprising a plurality of assembled conducting and in-
sulating s^gm»-nt8. a plurality of V-rings that are adapted
to retain said segments In position, a plurality of layers
of built-up Insulation between said V-rings and said seg-
ments, and means Interposed between said V-rings and
said built up insulation for preventing displacement of
said conducting segments.

4. k commutator cylinder for dynamo-electric machines
comprising a plurality of assembled conducting and tn-
solatlDg segments, a plurality of metal V-rings that are
adapte<i to retain said segments In position, a plurality
of layers of built-up Insulation Interposed between said
V-rings and said segments, and a plurality of layers of I

malleable material Interposeil between said V rings and I

said built-up ln<.ulatlon for preventing dlspUcement of
'

said conducting segments.
|

a

1. A carbureter comprising a casing affording a mixing
chamber, jet noizles adapted to direct the hydro-carbon
fluid thereinto, a throttle valve, means for regulating the
Inlet from one of the nozzles simultaneously and corre-
spondingly with adjustment of the throttle valve, ports
for admitting air Into the mixing chamber across the dis-
charge for the nozzles, an automatically operated normally
closed air valve and a second air valve connected to the
throttle valve so as to open said second air valve when the
throttle is adjusted In eicesa of normal running position.

2. A carbureter comprising a casing affording a source
of hydro-carbon supply and a mixing chamber, nozzles con
nected with said source of supply and adapted to direct
the hydro carbon fluid Into the mixing chamber, a throtUe
valve, an adjustable cam for regulating the inlet from one
of the nozzles simultaneously with the adjustment of the
throttle valve, a plurality of ports for admitting air Into
the mixing chamber, two of the same directing the Inlet
air across the discharge for the hydro-carbon noxale. a
mechanically operated normally closed air valve, and con
nectlons between said air valve and the throttle valve for
opening said air valve when the throttle valve is adjusted
In excess of normal running position.

8. In a carbureter a float chamber, a mixing chamber
a throttle valve controlling the flow therefrom, a nozzle in
open communication with said float chamber for spraying
the hydro-carbon thereinto, and projecting Into said mix
ing chamber, a nozzle and needle valve therefor, a pas
sage connecting said last mentioned needle valve to said
float chamber, air Inlet porta including an automatic
valved port, a butterfly valved port, and an open port and
connections between said butterfly valve of one port and
said throttle valve for opening the former with opening
movement of the latter.

4. In a carbureter of the class described a mixing cham
ber. means for discharging hydro-carbon fluid thereinto at
a plurality of different points at different levels and re-moved frojh one another, a float valve controlling the flow
of the fluid Into the carbureter, a normally open air inlet
communicating laterally at one side of said mixing cham-
ber and adjacent one of said hydrocarbon inlet means
another automatically valved Inlet communicating later-
ally In said mixing chamber opposite to said flrst men-
tioned inlet, and adjacent another of said hydro-carbon
fluid inlet means, a throttle valve in said mixing chamber
contro ling the flow therefrom, and a butterfly air Inletalva la .aid mixing chamber connected to said throttle

T
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valve anil controlling the flow of air into said mixing
chamber.

5. In a carbureter the combination with the throttle
valve, of a pair of normally closed auxiliary air valves, a
cam actuated hydrocarbon needle valve, connections be-
tween one of said air valves and the throttle valve and the
needle valve to cause said valves to open proportionately
with the opening of the throttle, and a second hydro-carbon
inlet operating Indtpendently of said valves.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the (iazette.]

1,224.208. CARBURETER,
cago. 111. Filed Aug. 23,

(Cl. 261^-41.)

CaARLmn L. B-wfiisld. Chl-

1912. Serial No. 716,616.

6? oS^7 j^o

y/ to •' af ^^2

1. A carbureter embracing a source of hydro-carbon sup-

ply, a valve controlling the same, a mixing chamber in

open communication with the hydro - carbon from said

valve, connected valves affording the top and bottom of

said chamber, a throttle valve above the same, an air inlet

paaaace below the same, a normally open air port adjacent
the needle valve, a pateage leading from near the needle
valve Into the manifold beyond the throttle valve, and
adjustable means affording an Initial opening of the needle
valve Independently of the opening of the throttle.

2. In a carbureter of the class described, a source of
hydro-<rarl>on supply, a needle valve controlling the same,
a mixing chamber to receive the supply from the needle
valve, a normally open air Inlet adjacent the needle valve,
a throttle valve controlling the flow of mixture from the
<arliareter, a bypass passage leading from near the needle
fuel valve Into the outlet from the carbureter beyond aaid

throttle valve, a gravity acting valve to control the flow
from the mixing chamber toward said throttle valve, op-
erative connections between the same and said needle
valve, and regulable means affording a con.slant opening
of laid needle valve for operation of the engine at low
•«pe«d Independently of said second mentioned outlet valve.

8. In a carl>ureter a source of hydro-iarl)on supply, a
n«e<lle valve controlling the aame. an air port adjacent the
needle valve, a mixing chamber, throttle and controlling
outlet valves therefor, a dash pot controlling one of said
valves, .'ind a passage leading from near the needle valve
to the manifold and adapted to deliver a rich mixture into
the manifold prior to the opening of said valves.

4. A cartrureter embracing a source of hyilro carbon sup-

l)ly. a needle valve controlling the same, a mixing cham-
l>«r, a throttle outlet valve, a controlling oatlet valve there-
in operable Independent of the throttle valve, a lever con-
nect'-d with said controlling valve and acting to control
the opening (^f the needle valve, and a pasaage leading
from the needle valve around said controlling valve to de-
liver a rich mixture Into the manifold when sal<l valve is

clwaed.

&. In a devlc«- of the class described a mixing chamber
fSlpiialiig the side walls and ui>per and lower antomatic
poppet valves affording the top and bottom respectively of
said chamber, a dash pot. a piston therein, a stem secured
to said piston and connecte<l with said valves, a needle
valve controlling the supply to the mixing chaml>er, and
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operative connections between the needle valve and one of
said valves to regtilate the opening of the needle valve in
proportion to the opening of said valves.

[Oalms 6 to 80 not printed in the Uazette.]

1.224,209. CARBURETER,
cago, III. Filed Jan. 12,

(CL 261—34.)

CHAKLca L. RATFtau). Chi-

1914. Serial No. 811,529.

eo g^

1. In a carbureter of the class described a mixing cham-
ber, a float feed chaml>er, means admitting fuel into said

mixing chamber from said float feed chamber, a throttle

valve in said mixing chamber, a throttle valve shaft there-
for, cams secured thereon, and auxiliary means communi-
cating with said float feed chamber and with said mixing
chamber, said cams adapted to simultaneously actuate said

fuel admitting means and said auxiliary means to inject

independent charges of fuel Into the mixing chamber with
a sudden opening of the throttle valve.

l^. In a carbureter of the class described the combina-
tion with a float chamber and mixing chamber thereof, of
a throttle valve controlling the flow from the mixing cham-
ber, a shaft on which said throttle valve is mounted, an
Integra! auxiliary fuel cylinder formed on the exterior of
the mixing chamber, a pipe for conveying fuel thereto com-
municating near the upper end thereof and with the float
chamber, an outlet pipe communicating with the lower
end of said cylinder and leading into said mixing chamber,
a piston movable in said cylinder, a spring colled within
said cylinder to resist Inward movement of the piston
therein, a shaft on said throttle valve shaft for actuating
said piston directly, said piston acting to control the inlet

of fuel to said cylinder in its downward movement and to
force the fuel from said cylinder through said outlet pipe
into the mixing chamber as the throttle valve Is opened.

3. In a device of the class described a cylinder mounted
on a carbureter, a piston slidahle therein, a cam rigidly
secured to the throttle valve shaft of the carbureter con-
tacting said piston to actuate the same, a fuel inlet in said
cylinder, an outlet in the lower end of said cylinder, said
piston adapted to close said inlet in its downward move-
ment and eject a charge of fuel under pressure from said
cylinder through said outlet Into the carbureter.

4. In a priming device attachment for a carbureter the
combination with a carbureter casing of a cylinder Inte-

Krally formed on the exterior thereof, an inlet through
said cylinder in the upper end thereof, n pipe communicat-
ing between said inlet and the float chamber of the carbu-
reter, an outlet pipe comniunlcatinf: at the lower end of
said cylinder communicating into the mixing chamber of
the carbureter at a point l>eneflth the throttle valve there-
of, a piston movable within said cylinder and acting as a
valve to control the Inlet to said cylinder and to close tie
inlet thereto as said plstoa moves downwardly and to
force the charge of fuel through the outlet of aaid cham-
ber into the mixing chamber, a shaft on which the throttle
valve of the carbureter Is secured projecting through one
side of the casing of the carbureter, and a cam mountetl
on the end of said shaft directly contacting the upper
surface of the upper end of the piston to actuate the
sant^.

5. In a device of the class described, a carl>Dretef com-
prising a float feed chamber, a mixing < haml>er. a throttle
valve therein, a shaft on which said throttle valve la

mounted, a plurality of cams on said shaf^. a needle valve
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actuated from one of said cams permitting a flow of fuel
from said float feed chamber to said mixing chamber, and
means actuatable by the other of said cams for Introdac-
ing a charge of fuel under pressure by said means from
the float feed chamber to the mixing chamber of the car-
bureter Independently of said fuel needle ralve.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,210. TRANSFORMER-CORE PUNCHING. Emeb-
80.\ G. RxBD, Wllklnsburg, Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 26, 1913. Serial No.
808.736. (CI. 176—356.)

<_2

1. A transformer core comprising a plurality of lami-
nated layers each being composed of three L-sbaped punch-
Ings and a rectangular-shaped punching to form three
closed magnetic circuits one of which consists of two of
said L-shaped punchings and another of which consists of
the third L-shape<l punching, said rectangrular shape<l
punching and the longer leg of one of the aforementioned
two L-shaped punchings, said laminated layers being alter-
nately reversed with respect to one another, thereby in-

serting In the built-up transformer core the same number
of air gaps in each of said two magnetic circuits.

2 A lamlnatlon-layer for a transformer core member
comprising three L-shaped punchings and a rectangular-
shaped punching to form a plurality of magnetic drculta,
one circuit consisting of two of said L-shaped punchings
and another consisting of the third L-shaped punching,
said rectangular-shaped punching and the longer leg of
one of the aforementioned two L-shaped punchings.

1.224.211. TRAIN-HOSE COUPLING. Adam Rbmbb and
JOH.N S. Tripp, Oklahoma, Okla. Filed May 20. 1916.
Serial No. 98,833. (a. 188—13.)

A train hose coupling comprising In combination, a
bracket depending from the draw bar at the adjacent
end of each of two cars, a pair of mating sections, each
having a slot through which a bracket Is passed, means
for securing each section operatlvely associated with Its

bracket, each section being formed with a shoulder at a
point in Its length, a spring encircling each section and
Interposed between said shoulder and bracket whereby
said section is yieldably supported, each section having
a substantially conical-shaped extremity, and a semlconl-
cal-shaped pocket located at a point rearwardly of said
extremity, said conical-shaped extremity of each section
being adapted to be fitted within the pockets of the respec-
tive sections when the draw bars are coupled, each of said
sections having a transverse bore with which one end of
Its hose section communicates, said bores registering when
the sections are coupled, a gasket countersunk In each
bore, and one side of each of the conical-shaped extremi-
ties of the respective sections being tapered to have a
wedge action against the adjacent surface of the opposite

mating section to exert a maximum pressure against the
meeting faces thereof in axial alinement with the bores
to provide a flold-tlght Joint between the sections.

1,224,212. MILK-CAN-LID HOLDER. Elbsidob G.
Rbwbm., Council Bluffs. Iowa, assignor of one-half to
Oscar F. Orndoff, Harveys, Pa. Filed Aug. 10, 1916.
Serial No. 114,087. (O. 31—78.)

1. A lid lock of the class described comprising a pair
of members pivoted to each other adjacent one end of
each of the njembers and unattached to the lid. said m<-m-
bers having a cooperating shoulder and extremity for limit-
ing the pivotal movement of the meml>ers in one direction,
and each of the members having a reduced outer extremity
both of which are advanced and retracted by the pivotal
movement of the members.

2. In a lid lock of the class described, the combination
with a pair of members pivoted to each other adjacent
one end of each member, both memt>ers having an ex-
tremity which Is advanced and retracted by the pivotal
movement of the members, and additional means mov-
able with respect to both members for locking the members
together when their extremities are in the most extended
position.

3. In a lid lock of the class described, a pair of mem-
bers pivoted together adjacent one extremity of each mem-
ber, the other extremity of each member being movable
by the pivotal movement of the two members, said mem-
bers being formed with an inclined shoulder and a corre-
spondingly inclined extremity to limit the pivotal move-
ment In one direction, and separate means to lock the
members against pivotal movement when the extremity
and shoulder are in contact.

4. In a lid lock of the class described, a pair of mem-
bers pivoted together having parallel portions adjacent
the pivot point, means for limiting the pivotal movement
of the members In one direction, and a separately oper-
able locking device In connection with the said parallel
portions for limiting the pivotal movement In the other
direction.

5. In a lid lock of the class described, a pair of mem-
bers pivoted together having parallel portions with slots
therein, and a member movable In the slots of both mem-
bers for locking the pivoted members In one position.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,224.213. PAINT STRAINER. Edwabd M. Rosenthal,.
Chicago. 111., assignor to Bradley & Vrooman Co.. Chi-
cago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug. 12.
1918. Serial No. 114.496. (CI. 91—67.)
1. In comblnntion with a suitable support, a strainer

member carried thereby, a bar adapted to travel over the
surface of said strainer, and reclprocahle to and from the
strainer, sprlne means urging the bar toward the strainer,
and m»»ans for moving said bar over the surface of the
strainer.

2. In combination with a suitable support, a strainer
member carried thereby, a bar provided with a flexible
cushion bearing on the strainer adapted to travel over
the surface of said strainer, means rendering the bar
reclprocahle to and from the strainer, spring mears urging
the bar toward the strainer, and means for moving said
bar over the surface of the strainer.
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3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a frame and a suitably arranged conductor below It,

a semicyllndrlcal strainer flttlng in the top of the frame

and supported thereby, a shaft carried by the frame ex-

tending longitudinally on the strainer, spokes upon said

shaft extending toward the Interior surface of the strainer,

wiper bars carried by said spokes, reclprocahle longitudi-

nally of said spokes, and flexible cushions upon the sur-

faces of the wiper bars contacting the strainer, all ar-

ranged as shown and described for the purposes set forth.

4. In a strainer, the combination of a pair of Imperfo-

rate end members, a connecting semicyllndrlcal coarsely

perforated member, a sheet of finely perforated material

inside of said coarsely perforated member, semicyllndrlcal

•curing memt>er8 fitted inside of the end member and
contacting the finely i>erforated sheet to hold it In place

and means for detachably securing the last mentioned
members to the end members.

0. In a strainer, the combination of a pair of Imperfo-

rmte end members, a connecting semicyllndrlcal member,
coarsely perforated except as to flanges extending substan-

tlBlly above the upper surfaces of the end meml)ers. a
sheet of finely perforated material Inserted between the

ends and in contact with the interior surface of the

coarsely perforate<l member, means engaging the end
members for securing the finely perforated sheet in place,

and means for securing the outer edges of said finely per-

forated sheet over the eilges of said imperforate flange^

of the coarsely perforated member.
[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.214. CONTACT APPARATUS FOR THE ELEC-
TRICAL CONNECTION OF MAGNETOS. Emilb Jban
iJcLBS Salmson, BlUancourt. France, assignor to 80-

'clete Des Moteurs Salmson (Systeme Canton-Unne),
Blllan<'ourt. France. Filed Mar. 27. 1916. Serial No.

87.140. (CI. 123—149.)

'I

-J.__V H
\.^ir:fz:z:-yzrJ:L-.

1. A contact apparatus for the electrical connection of

magnetos comprising In combination a rigid molded part

of Insulating substance, a conductor suitably insulated

from the body contact In said part, a terminal to which
Is connected said conductor and the common end of the
primary and secondary circuits, a collector ring connected

to the said conductor, a contact rubbing against said col-

lector ring and connected to the low-tension terminal, a
conducting rod connected at one end of the secondary,
and a cover provided with a spring bearing against the

other end of the said rod and connected to the high ten-

sion terminal, substantially as described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. A contact apparatus for the electrical connection of

magnetos comprising In combination a rigid molded part

of insulating substance formed of a cylindrical head hav-

ing an elongated extension supported by the side piece

of the armature frame, a conductor suitably insulated

from the t>ody contact in said part, a terminal to which
Is connected said conductor and the common end of the

primary and secondary circuits, a collector ring con-

nected to the said conductor, a contact rubbing against

said collector ring and connected to thn low-tension ter-

minal, a conducting rod connected at one end to the end

of the secondary, and a cover provided with a spring

bearing against the other end of the said rod and con- •

nected to the high tension terminal, substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose set forth.

3. .\ contact apparatus for the electrical connection of

magnetos comprising In combination a rigid molded part

of insulating substance formo<l of a cylindrical head hav-

ing an elongated extension, a sheet of conducting sub-

stance located in an outer groove of the molded part and
Insulated from the body contact by a tongue of Insulating

material, a terminal to which is connected said sheet of

conducting substance and the common end of the primary

and secondary circuits, a collector ring connected to said

sheet of conducting substance, a contact rubbing against

said collector ring and connected to the low-tension ter-

minal, a conducting rod extending through a longitudinal

hole pierced In the rigid molded part and connected at

one end to the end of the secondary, and a spring bearing

against the other end of said rod and connected to the

high tension terminal, substantially as described and for

the purpose set forth.

1.224.216. FLASH LIGHT. OscAB L. Scalbom. Olen-

vlew. 111. Filed Sept. 8, 1916. Serial No. 118.960.

(CI. 240—2.)

1. A self contalne<l flash light embodying an open casing

of box like formation, a closure for the casing, Interen-

gaging means on the casing and closure for detachably

securing the parts together, one of the parts being adapt-

ed to be secured to a support to constitute an anchor

for the other part, a lamp socket connected with one of

the walls of the casing and opening therethrough, a lamp
in the socket, a removable battery in the casing and in

circuit with the lamp, and means for controlling the

lamp.

2. A self contained flash Heht embodying an open box

like casing, a closure for the casing, Interengaglng means
on the closure and the casing for detachably securing the

parts together, one of the parts being adapted to be se-

cured to a support to constitute an anchor for the other

part, a lamp socket connected with one of the walls of the

casing and opening therethrough, a lamp in the socket, a

removable battery in the casing and in circuit with the

lamp, an annular shield secured to the casing and en-

' compassing the lamp, and means for controlling the lamp.

3. A self-contained flash light embodying an open cas-

ing, a closure for the casing and detachable therefrom,

one of the parts being adapted to be secured to a support

to constitute an anchor for the other part, said closure

and casing being one provided with a lip and the other

with an aperture for removably receiving the lip. and a

catch device co5peratlng with the said lip and aperture

for detachably securing the closure and casing together,

a lamp connected with one of the walls of the casl&g^and

visible from the outside of the casing, a battery rei^^aUly
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held in th« casing and in circuit witb the lamp, and a
make and break device included In the lamp circuit and
accessible from the ontside of the casing.

4. A self-contained flash light embodying an open cas-

ing, a closure for the casing and detachable therefrom,
one of the parts being adapted to be secured to a sup-
port to constitute an anchor for the other part, said

closure and casing being one provided with a lip and the

other with an aperture for removably receiving the Up,
and a catch device coSperatlng with the said Up and aper-
ture for detachably securing the closure and casing to-

gether, a lamp connected with one of the walls of the
casing and visible from the outside of the casing, an an-
nular Imperforate shield connected with the casing and
encompassing the lamp, a battery removably held in the
casing and in circuit witb ' the lamp, and a make and
break device Included In the lamp circuit, and accessible
from the outside of the ca.slng.

5. A self-contained light of the character deacrlbed.
emtwdying a box like casing, having one or more apertures
adjacent the free edge of one of the casing walls, a
closure plate for the casing, one or more ears formed on
the plate and adapted to detachably engage the casing
through said openings, a catch connected with the plate
and adapted to engage the casing for removably securing
the parts together, said plate being adapted to be secured
to a support to constitute an anchor for the casing, a lamp
socket connected with one of the walls of the casing and
opening therethrough, a lamp In the socket, a battery
within the casing and in circuit with the lamp, and means
for controlling the circuit from the exterior of the casing.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,216. CONTROL SYSTEM FOR PANTOGRAPH-
TROLLEYS. William Schaakb. Pittsburgh, and An-
DEiw H. Casdb*. Wllkinsburg, Pa., assignors to West-
ingbouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed Sept. 10, 1916. Serial
No. 50,083. (CI. 191—65.)

1. The combination with a pantograph trolley, and
means for operating the trolley Including a main fluid-

actuated lowering device, a latch and a pneumatically
operated mechanism for tripping said latch, of means for

automatically supplying fluid under pressure to the main
fluid-actuated device before it Is supplied to the pneumatic
tripping mechanism.

2. The combination with a pantograph trolley, and
means for operating the trolley including a main fluid-

actuated lowering device, a latch, and a pneumatically

operated mechanism for tripping said latch, of means for

preventing the op4ration of the tripping mechanism until

the main flul<l actuated device has l)een supplied with
fluid «nder pressure.

3. The combination with a pantograph trolley, and
means for operating the trolley including a main fluid-

artuated lowering device and a mechanical raising means.

a latch and a pneninatlmlly operated mechanism for trip-

ping said latch, of means for automatically supplying
fluid under pressure to the main fluid situated device be-

fore it Is supplied to the tripping mechanism, and means
for permitting the fluid within the main fluid actuated
device to l>e slowly released and to cause a slow raising
of the trolley by the raising means.

4. The combination with a pantograph trolley, and
means for operating the trolley including a main fluid

cylinder, means for latching the trolley in Its lowered
position, and means for unlatching the trolley Including
a fluid cylinder, of means for supplying fluid automati-
cally to the main fluid cylinder before It is supplied to the'
unlatching cylinder.

5. The combination with a pantograph trolley, means
for operating the trolley including a main fluid cylinder,

a latch for the trolley, means for unlatching the trolley
Includlu); a fluid cylinder, a punumatlcally operated relay,
an electrically operated valve for controlling the admis-
sion of fluid to the unlatching cylinder, and a second
electrically operated valve for controlling the admission
of fluid to the main operatluK cylinder and to the relay,
of means for preventing the operation of the first valre
until the second valve has been operated.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.217. ICE -CREEPER. Gcstaf H. ScHKrsTaOM
and OLir A. Axdebson. Macomb, III. Filed Apr. 22,
1916. Serial No. 93,002. (Cl. 36—63.)

1. An ice creeper of the class described. Including heel

and sole sections, connecting means for said heel and sole

sections comprising a link having elongated openings
therein, said sole section t>elng comi>osed of a pair of arms
pivotally connected at one of their ends to the said con-
necting means, a pair of links, and a plurality of calk
members, one of said calk members pivotally connecting
the links at one of their ends, the opposite ends being
pivotally connected to the said arms intermediate their
ends by means of a pair of said calk members for a pur-
pose specified.

2. An ice creeper of the class described. Including heel
and sole sections, a link having one end thereof pivotally
connected to the said he«>l section, the opposite end of the
link being provided with a plurality of transverse elon-

gated openings, a rivet, a pair of arms pivotally connected
adjacent one of their ends by means of the said rivet,

said rivet having an enlarged head adapted to engage in
the said openings, the fre<' ends of the arms being pro-
vided with upstanding tongues, fastening straps attached
to the said tongues, a plurality of calks, and a pair of
links pivotally connected adjacent one of their ends by
one of the said calks, the opposite ends thereof being
pivotally connected to the arms intermediate the ends
thereof by means of calk members, the said links providing
a supporting means for the toe of the shoe.

1.224.218. MEANS FOR PRODUCING AIR-CURKENT8.
Habolp M. Schbibb, Cambridge. Mass.. assignor to
Westintchouse Electric and Manufacturing ComMny, a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 19, I9S S*-
rial No. 807.660. (Cl. 230— 1.)

1. The combination with a rotatable supporting mem-
ber, of a rotatable fan biased at rest to a predetermined
position upon said member and adapted to effect rotative
movement thereof and means for employing the centrifu-
gal force of revolution and the gyroscopic force of said
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tan as substantially the sole means for maintaining a pre-

datermlued velocity of revolution. Irrespective of the ve-

locitv of rotation of the fan.

2. The combination with a rotatable supporting mem-

lier. of a rotatable fan disposed thereon and adapted to

Impart a rotative movement to said member and means for

employing the centrifugal force of revolution and the

gyroscopic for«.« of said fan to automatically vary the

rotative force ou said member and to thereby substantially

maintain a predetermined velocity of revolution of the

said supporting member.
3. The combination with a rotatable supporting mem-

ber, of a rotatable fan disposed thereon and adapted to

Impart a rotative movement to said member and means

for employing the centrifugal force of revolution and the

gyroscopic force of said fan to automatically move the

parts thereof into a position adapted to vary the arm of

the rotative thrust on said member about the center of

revolution.

4. The combination with a rotatable support, a rota-

table fan and a device for rotating said fan disposed upon

said support to Impart a rotative movement thereto, of a

member of substantially U shape between the arms of

which said device Is pivotally supported upon an axis out-

side its center of gravity, and a pivotal mounting for said

member associated with said support and normally located

aside from the line from the center of rotation of the

support through the center of gravity of said device.

6. The combination with a rotatable support, a rota-

table fan and a device for rotating said fan disposed upon

said support to impart a rotative movement thereto, of a

trunnion between the arms of which said device is piv-

otally supported upon an axis outside its center of gravity,

a pivotal mounting for said trunnion associated with said

support and normally located so that the projected axis

of rotation of said device will pass between the center of

revolution of said support and said pivotal mounting and

means for adjusting the position of said device in said

trunnion.
> (Claims to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224.219. HOT-AIR DISTRIBUTER FOR FURNACES.
ALBBBT <V. SCHEBBR, Chicago, 111., assignor to The

Bicelslor Steel Furnace Company, Chicago, 111., a Cor-

poration of Illinois. Filed Nov, 15, 1»13. Serial No.

801.120. (Cl. 126—105.)

Ing being provided with apertures for connection with hot

air conduits, a reel locateti centrally with respect to the

top of aaid casing, a series of concentrically and consec-

utively disposed bars in said reel, plates, means upon the

ends of said plat«8 for engaging said vertical bars, and
means for securing the outer edges of said plates to the

outer walls of the top of said casing, said plates being

adapted to divide only that space above the heating ele-

ment into variable segments of sditable proportion to the

apertures opening Into such respective segments.

1,224,220. FURNACE. Albbrt <;. ScHEBBB, Chicago,

111., assignor to Excelsior Steel Furnac* Company,
Chicago, 111., a Corporation of lUinols. Filed Jan. 14,

1916. SerUl No. 72,029. (Cl. 126—99.)

'A hot air dlstrii>uter comprising a hot air casing, a

heating element within said casing, the top of said cas-

1. Heating apparatus comprising a heating element, a

casing surrounding the same and spaced therefrom, the

upper portion of said casing being tapered Inwardly and

extended upwardly to provide a conduit for the air

heated by said heating element, an auxiliary shell sur-

rounding the tapere<l end upwardly extending portion of

said casing and dlsposetl ( oncentrlcally therewith, a pair

of channeled members dlspostNl longitudinally of said

casing, and a U -shape conduit member mounted in the

channels of said members and establishing communication

between the Interior of said casing and shell.

2. Heating apparatus comprising a heating element, a

casing surrounding the same and spaced therefrom, th«

upper portion of said casing being tapereil Inwardly and
extended upwardly to provide a conduit for the air

heated tiy said heating element, an auxiliary shell sur-

rounding the tapered and upwardly extending portion of

said casing and disposed concentrically therewith, a pair

of ( hannele<l members disposed longitudinally of said cas-

ing, a U-shape conduit member mounted in the channels

of said members and establishing communication betwe«n

the Interior of said casing and shell, and a register box

formed with inner and outer walls adapted to respec-

tively telescopically engage the upwardly extending por-

tions of said casing and shell.

3. Heating apparatus comprising a heating element, a

casing surrounding the same and spaced therefrom, the

upper portion of said casing being tapered Inwardly and

extending upwardly to provide a conduit f«r the air

heated by said heating element, an auxiliary shell sur-

rounding the tapered and upwardly extending portion

of said casing and disposed concentrically therewith, a

pair of channeled members disposed longitudinally ot

said casing, a U shape conduit member mounted In the

channels of said members and establishing communlcatloB

between the interior of said casing and shell, and a reg-

ister having depending therefrom a register box formed

with inner and outer wajls adapted to respectively tele-

scopically engage the upwardly extending portions of said

casing and shell.

4. Heating apparatus Comprising a beating element,

a casing surrounding the same and spaced therefrom, the

upper portion of said casing being tapered inwardly and

extending upwardly to provide a conduit for the air heated
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by said heating element, an auxiliary shell surrounding
the tapered and upwardly extending portion of said casing
and disposed concentrically therewith, a pair of members
having longitudinal grooves therein and disposed verti-
cally upon said casing, and a U -shape conduit memt)er
the edges whereof are adapted to enter the grooves In
•aid members and form a conduit with said casing far
establishing communication betw*» the bottom of said
casing and the compartment forn^ by said casing and
shell.

"-^

—

5. A furnace, a shell therefor, a register connecting
with said shell, means for supporting said register com-
prising headers each provided with a rabbet upon Its
upper inner edge, a hinged strip disposed In each of said
rabbets and adapted to swing out of and below the same,
•aid register being normally supported by said strips
and adapted to rest on said rabbets with said strips
In lowered position, and a cover above said register.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,221. AUTOMATIC ATMOSPHERE-VALVE.
Harby Schwanibkck, Baltimore. Md. Filed Mar 31

* ^1916, Serial No. 88.073. (01. 187—4.)

1. A valve comprising a valve housing, closures for the
upp^T and lower ends of said valve bousing, a pipe car-
ried by the lower closure, an adjusting screw carrletl
by the upper closure, a partition In the valve housing
Intermediate its length and provided with a passage ter-
minating In a valve seat at the lower end of the parti-
tion, an Inlet norile leading from the valve houslpg
beneath the partition, an outlet nozzle leading from the
valve housing above the partition, a piston slldably
mounted In the low.r portion of the valve housing and
provided with a stem terminating In a valve seating
against the valve seat when the piston is in a raised po-
sition, the valve being provided with flukes extending
through the passageway of the partition, a washer in the
upppr portion of the valve housing provlde<l with a neck
engaging the flukes of said valves, a spring engiglng said
washer, and a washer positioned between said spring and
said adjusting screw.

2. A valve comprising a valve housing provided Inter-
mediate Its length with a partition having a passageway
formed therein and provided with a valve seat at Its lower
end. a piston slldably mounted in the lower portion of .vild
valve casing having an upwardly extending stem terminat-
ing In a valve head seating against the valve seat and pro-
vided with flukes extending through the passageway, the
valve casing being provided with an Inlet positioned inter-
me<llate the piston and valve head when the piston is in a
raised position, a steam supply communicating with the
valve ca.slng beneath the piston, a washer slldably mount-
ed In the upper portion of the valve casing and provided
with a neck engaging the flukes of said valve head, the
valve casing being provided with an outlet positioned
Intermediate the washer and the partition, and resilient
means engaging the washer to move the same toward the
partition when steam pressure beneath the piston la

reduced.

1.224.222. ELECTRIC SWITCH.
Corry. Pa. Filed Nov. 27, 1016.
(CI. 200—27.)

LODI8 B. SBAEa,
SerUl No. 63.740.

1. In an electric switch, the combination of an electric
conductor; a series of switches for said conductor, at
least one of the series being normally open and one of the
series being normally closed ; and push buttons directly
actuating aald srwltches, said circuit being made operative
only upon the action of certain buttons and made In-
operative with the action of any other button.

2. In an electric switch, the combination of a flrat
electric conductor

; a second electric conductor ; a series
of switches for said first conductor ; a series of swltchea
for said second conductor ; and a series of operating
means greater In number than the switches, certain of
which operate the switches In combination to control
the circuit through the first conductor, said means oper-
ating the switches controlling the circuit through the
second conductor when any of said means other than said
certain combination Is operated.

3. In an electric switch, the combination of a first
conductor; a second conductor; a series of switches for
said conductors; and a single means controlling the
switches operating on both conductors, some of said
switches being normally closed as to the first conductor
and aome of said switches being normally open as to the
first conductor.

4. In an electric switch, the combination of a first
conductor ; a second conductor ; a series of switches for
said conductors

; and a single means controlling the
•witches operating on both conductors, some of said
switches being normally closed as to the first conductor
and some of said switches being normally open as to the
first conductor, said means operating In connection to
open the second conductor when the combination for
closing the first conductor is operated.

5. In an electric switch, the combination of a first
conductor

; a second conductor ; a series of switches for
said conductors

; and operating keys for operating said
switches in pairs, each key operating a switch on each
conductor, a combination of said keys closing the first
conductor and the operation of any of the other keys
opening said fiaat conductor by the direct action of said
keys. ^

[Claims to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.224.223. RATCHET-WRENCH. R«oinalo F. Sedolbt,
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Jan. 18, 1917. SerUl No.
143.009. (CI. 81—63.) ^

1. In a ratchet wrench, the combination with a handle
having a slot opening through its face, of a hub rotaUbly
carried by the handle, a ratchet on said hub. a double
pawl on said handle and coi'.perating with said ratchet to
rotate the hub in one direction or the other, said pawl
having Its UIl forming converging abutments, and a
spring having one end fixed to said handle and extending
upwardly through said slot and having Its free end bear-
ing against an abutment, whereby when said pawl la
turned to actuate said ratchet in a reverse direction, said
spring will be raised and lowered In said slot to efTect tht
removal of foreign material collected in said slot.
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2. In a ratchet wrench, the combination with a handle
having a longitudinally extending slot opening through

its face, of a hub rotatably carried by the handle, a

ratchet o^ said hub, a double pawl on said handle and co-

operating with said ratchet to rotate the hub In one
direction or the other, said pawl having Its tall forming
converging abutments, and a spring having one end fixed

to said handle and extending through 8ald slot in an up-

ward direction and having its free end deflected to bear

against an abutment, whereby when said pawl Is turned
to actuate aald ratchet in a reverse direction, said spring

will be raised and lowered In said slot to effect the re-

moval of any foreign material collected In said slot.

1.224.224. TOWEL-PAPER HOLDER. Robeht N. Shbl
LIT, Newark, N. J. Filed Dec. 17, 1915. Serial No.

67.373. (CI. 211—29.)

a

1. A holder for towel paper comprising a casing adapt-

ed to support a roll of paper and provided with an aper-

ture to permit the passage of said paper therefrom, a

drum mounted in the bottom portion of said casing, and
a roller mounted parallel with said drum and In cooper-

ative connection therewith and between whrlcb and said

drum the paper is passed, said drum being provided at an
end thereof with spaced stop pins, and a lock device plvot-

ally supported in the casing and operating In connection

with said stop pins.

2. A bolder for towel paper, comprising a casing adapt-
ed to support a roll of paper and provided with an aper>

ture to permit the passage of said paper therefrom, a drum
mounted In the tK>ttom portion of said casing, and a roller

mounted over said drum and in cooperative connection
therewith and between which and said drum the paper is

passed, said drum being provided on the opposite ends
thereof with spaced stojj elements, and plvotally supported
lock devices operating in connection with said stop ele-

ments.

1«224,225. TRANSFORMER. Ferdinand Siibir, Vado
Llgure. Italy, assignor to Westlnghonse Electric and
Manufacturing <'i>tiipanj, a Corporation of Pennsyl-
vania. FlU-d June 24. 1912. Serial No. 705,490. (CI.

17&—366.) *

embracing the colls to relieve them of external pressure,

and bracing bolts supported by the core member and abut-

ting against the ends of said columns for preventing said

bloq|(8 from moving axlally.

2. A transformer comprising a core member, end frames
therefor, a plurality of superposed colls, blocks Inter-

posed between adjacent colls to space them from one an-

other and to embrace portions only of the colls In order

to relieve them from pressure, said blocks being arranged
In a plurality of peripherally spaced columns, and brac-

ing bolts supported on both end frames and abutting
against both ends of said columns for preventing said

blocks from moving axiallj'.

3. A transformer comprising a core member, a plurality

of superposed coils embracing one leg thereof, and blocks

Interposed between the adjacent colls, said blocks being

recessed and embracing the colls to relieve them of ex-

ternal pressure.

. 4. A transformer comprising a core member, a plurality

of superposed colls embracing one leg thereof, and re-

cessed blocks Interposed between adjacent colls and em-
bracing portions only of the colls to relieve them from
pressure, said blocks being arranged In a plurality of
spaced columns.

1,224.226. SHUTTLE-DRIVING MECHANISM FOR
SEWING-MACHINES. Pbtir Sjobtbom, Maplewood,
Mass., assignor to Victor Shoe Machinery Company,
Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Origi-

nal application filed Feb. 17, 1915, Serial No. 9.466.

Divided and this application filed Mar. 27, 1915. Se-

rial No. 17,941. (CI. 112—20.)

1. A transformer comprising a core member, a plurality

of superposed colls therefor, peripherally-spaced columns

of recessed blocks supported upon said core member and

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a shuttle ; a driving member therefor having a shaft

extending laterally therefrom ; a pinion 8ecure<l to the

outer end of said shaft ; a pivoted lever having a gear

segment meshing with said pinion ; a rock shaft ; and

means thereon for impartjng an oscillatory movement to

said lever and adjustable about the axis of said rock shaft

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a shuttle ; a driving memt>er therefor having a shaft

extending laterally therefrom ; a pinion secured to the

outer end of said shaft ; a pivoted lever having a gear

segment meshing with said pinion and provided with a

curved extension having a cam groove therein ; a rock

shaft ; and an arm thereon provided with a projection ex-

tending Into said groove for imparting an oscillatory

movement to said pivoted lever.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a shuttle ; a driving member therefor having a shaft

extending laterally therefrom ; a pinion secured to said

shaft \ a pivoted lever having a gear segment meshing

with said pinion ; a rock shaft ; and means adjustably

mounted thereon engaging said lever and Imparting there-

to an oscillatory movement, the part of said pivoted lever

engaged by said engaging means being so constructed as to

provide a standstill of said pivoted lever during the oscil-

lation of said lever engaging means.
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4. In a machine of the clau described, the combina-
tion of a shuttle ; a driving member therefor having a
•haft extending laterally therefrom ; a pinion aecured
to the outer end of said shaft ; a pivoted lever hav^ a
gear segment meshing with said pinion and on the ophite
aide of its pivot with a cam groove having a straight radial
portion and a curved portion ; a rock shaft ; and an arm
thereon provided with a projection engaging aaid cam
groove.

6. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a shuttle ; a driving member having a shaft extending
laterally therefrom ; a pinion secured to the outer end of
said shaft

; a rock shaft ; an arm secured thereto and hav-
ing a projection at its outer end ; and a pivoted lever
having at one end a gear segment meshing with said pin
iou and at Its other end an arm having a straight groove
to receive "Said projection and terminating in a curveil
portion concentric to the axis of said rock shaft when
aaid grooved arm is in Its lowest position.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.227. LOOM FASTENER. Edwabd S. S.vovaa. To-
ledo. Ohio. Filed Sept. 8, 1916. SerUl No. 118.618
(CI. 247—1.)

1. A loom fastener formed of looped wire having points
extending over the loop of the wire.

2. A loom fastener forfiied of wire having a circular
looped portion for surrounding the loom. Its ends terml
nating In beveled points located above the looped portion
and in position to engage the loom above the looped por-
tion.

3. A loom fastener formed of a looped wire, the ends
of the wire located above the looped portion and inclined
upward and inward with respect to the looped porUon.

4. A loom fastener formed of a circular looped wire Its
ends bent to form laterally extending yleldluR armn and
terminaUng in engaging points located over the interior
of the Jo«pe<l portion.

5. A loom fastener formed of a circular looped wire, its
ends bent to form laterally extending yielding arms and
terminating in upwardly and inwardly inclined ends.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.224.228. LOCK. Petbb .Solaim. New York. N T
Filed Dec. 27. 1916. Serial No. 139.137. (CI. 70—29.)
1. In a lock of the character described, a casing, a

keeper having an abutment, a dead bolt plvotally carried
by the casing and having a hooked end adapted to be
swung outwardly around said keeper abutment, the ex
treuie end of said dend bolt again entering said casing
when In the final locking position, and a spring latch
bolt carried by said casing and arranged to engage said
keeper, and means for Independently operating said dead
bolt and latch bolt from the inner side of the look, and
means at the outer aide of the lock for operstlng both the
Utch bolt and the deed holt, said outside operating means
being key controlled, with a oonaectlon between said kev

controlled means and one of the operating means at the
inner side of the lock, said conne< tlon permitting a llmitwl
degree of rotary movement of the key without actuating
the in»lde operating means.

i:..^

2. In a lock of the character described, a casing, a
keeper having an abutment a dead bolt pivoltlly carried
by the casing and having a hooked end adapted to be
swung outwardly around the keeper abutment, a spring
presaed latch bolt carried by the casing, and a tingle op-
erating knob for both the hooked dead bolt and the sprluK
pressed latch bolt.

3. In a lock of the character described, a casing a
keeper having an abutment, a dead bolt plvotally carried
by the casing and having a hooked end ailapted to be
swung outwardly around the keeped abutment, a spring
pressed latch holt carried by the casing, an operating knob
connected with the hooked dead bolt and a lost motion
connection between the operating knob and the soring
pressed latch bolt.

4. In a Jock of the character described, a casing a
keeper having an abutment, a dead bolt plvotally carried
by the casing and having a hooked end adapted to beswung outwardly around the keeper abutment, a spring
pressed latch bolt carried by the casing, an operating
knob operatlvely connected with both the hooked dead
bolt and the spring pressed latch bolt and a cylinder lo. k
operatively connected with the hooked dead bolt and
spring pressed latch bolt.

5. In a lock of the character described, a eating, an op-
erating knob having a tubular thank Journaled in said
casing, a dead bolt mounted on the tubular aLank of said
knob and adapted to be projected by the roUtion of tald
knob, a cam on the tubular shank and a latch bolt od-
erated by tald cam. ^

[aalms 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.229. METHOn OF LASTING BOOTS WD SHOES
Mahic* SORgNM.v. Copenhagen. Denmark. Filed Apr'
6. 1915. Serial No. 19.511. (a. 12—145 )

1. The method of lasting shoes and boots, which con-
sists In sewing a wire to the lower edge of the forepart
of the upper, placing the upp^r with the sewn-ou wire on
the last. cn)s.Mng the ends of the wire on the bottom of
the last, passing the ends of the wire along the outer sides
of the last, between the sides of the last and the upper
up to the top of the last, then lasting the upper leather
by pulling the ends of the wire, and fastening these at
the top of the last after the laating Is accompllabed.

2. In a method of laatln^r schoes and boots, tho«e Btep<<
which consist in sewing a wire to the lower edge of the
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fore part of the upper, placing the upper with the ^mtu

on wire on the last, parsing the free ends of tald wire In

opposite directions over the bottom of the last und up be-

tween the sides of the last and the upper, drawing said

ends taut over the aidis of the last, and holding them in

their tightly drawn posUiona.

1,224,230. POWER TRANSMISSION BELT. Clabb.nce

W. Btrickkr, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to The Perkins-

Campbell Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Feb. 16, 1916. Serial No. 78.420. (CI.

74*-«3.)

A power traniBlnlon belt comprising a aeries of super-

imposed straps, each strap having a series of central per

foratlons spaced at comparatively large distances apart,

the straps being placed together, so that the perforations

in cne strap register with the corresponding perforations

In another strap, and a leather thong threaded longitu-

dinally through the perforations, so as to make compara
tlvely long stitches and to hold the straps together, but

to permit relative movement of one strap to another to

afford flexibility in passing over curved surfaces.

1 ..224. 23 1. NON-REFILLABLE BOTTLE. SiMDN
Suuxcu, Roseborg. Oreg. Filed Aug. 22. 1916. Serial

No. 116.273. (Cl. 215—78.)

J
1. The combination In a non-reflUable bottle having a

neck with an exterior groove forming a breaking line,

slots with t>eveled surfaces within the opening of the

neck, opposite seata located below the beveled surfaces, a

stopper within the neck located opposite the breaking

groove, a frangible plug having ribs with t>eveled surfaces

matching the beveled surfaces of the slots in the neck,

and non-accessible spring locking bolts engaging the aaid

opposite teats.

2. The combination in a non-refillable bottle having a
neck with an exterior groove forming a breaking line,

slots with beveled surfaces within the opening of the neck,

opposite teats located below the beveled surfaces, a stop-

per within the neck located opposite the breaking groove,

a frangible plug having ribs with beveled surfaces match-
ing the beveled surfaces of the slots In the neck and also

provided with an open dovetailed slot at the t>ottom, and

a locking device comprising two movable overlapping bolta

fitting the dovetailed slot and having lugs supporting a

spring.

'i. The combination with a l>ottle having a neck with

an exterior breaking groove, two interior seats, and two
grooves each with a beveled surface, of a plug with lon-

gitudinal ribs and pro\ided at the lower end with two re-

ciprocating bolts and a spring, whereby when the pl|ig is

seated In the neck opening the l>olts are forced toward
each other and when the ^lug is seated the bolts will

move apart and engage the said seats.

4. A safety plug for a non-refillable bottle having at its

lower end a dovetailed slot open at the bottom, two over-

lapping reciprocating bolts within said slot each bolt

having a lug. and a spring engaging the lugs and normally
forcing the bolts apart.

1.224,232. ADVERTISING APPARATUS. WiU-iAM
SuBiNMi, Liverpool. England, assignor to Universal En-

gineering Company. Limited. Liverpool. England. Filed

Jan. 5, 1915. Serial No. 687. (Ql. 40—79.)

1. In an advertising apparatus, in combination, a bank

of panels ; a rocking lever adapted to move the panel at

one end clear of the hank ; a spring for moving the dis-

placed panel across the bank, and a projection on the

rocking lever for positioning the panel at the other end

of the bank.

2. In an advertising apparatus, in combination ; a bank

of panels ; a rocking lever ; an clement plvotally hung
from the rocking lever and adapted to move the panel at

one end clear of thg bank ; a spring for moving the dis-

placed panel across the bank : and a projection on the

rocking lever for positioning the panel at the other end of

the bank.
{

3. In an advertising apparatus. In combination ; a bank

of panels ; a rocking lever : an element plvotally hung from

the rocking lever and adapted to move the panel at one

end clear of the bank ; a spring for moving the displaced

panel across the bank ; a projection on the rocking Ifever

for positioning the panel at the other end of the bank ;

and means for guiding the panel Into Us new position.

4. In an advertising apparatus, in combination ; a bank

of panela ; a rocking lever ; an element plvotally hung
from the rocking lever and adapted to move the panel at

one end clear of the bank ; a lip on the pivotal element for

engaging the panel : a spring for moving the displaced

panel across the bank ; a projection on the rocking lever

for positioning the panel at the other end of the bank;

and means for guiding the panel into its new position.

6. In an advertising apparatua. in combination ; a bank

of panels ; a rocking lever : an element plvotally hung
from the rocking lever adaptet^to move the panel at one

end clear of the bank ; a lip on the pivotal element for

engaging the panel : a spring on the pivotal element for

Insuring engagement of Its Up with the end panel ; a

spring for moving the displaced panel acrott the bank ;

a projection on the rocking lever for positioning the panel

at the other end of the bank : and means for guiding the

panel into its new position.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.224,233. DISPLAY RECEPTACLE. OSCA* S. SiriT-
lER, Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 1, 1916. Serial No. 75,516.
(01. 217—82.)

1. The combination with a supply receptacle, of a flat

glass cover plate hlngedly connected to the receptacle and
adapted to rest directly upon the upper edge thereof, a
relatively shallow tray underlying said plate within the
receptacle, and meana for detachably securing the tray to
said glass cover plate.

2. The combination with a supply receptacle, of a flat

glass cover plate hlngedly connected to the receptacle and
adapted to rest Indirectly upon the upper edge thereof,
a relatively shallow tray underlying said glass plate within
the receptacle, and a wire rod underlying the bottom of
the tray and flattened at its ends to pass outside of the
receptacle between the edge thereof and the cover plate,
the ends of the wire being hook shaped to engage the pe-
riphery of the glass cover plate and secure the tray in
position.

3. The combination with a supply receptacle, of a flat

glass cover plate hlngedly connected to the receptacle and
adapted to rest directly upon the upper edge thereof, a
relatively shallow tray underlying said plate within the
receptacle, means for detachably securing the tray to naid
glass cover plate, the peripheral wall of said tray being
vertically corrugated and a removable partition structure,
the outer ends of which are adapted to engage the cor-
rugated wall of the tray and Hereby positively position
the partition structure with respect to the tray.

1,224,234. COLLAPSIBLE BOX. CHABLsa Tabcb,
Phalanx, N. J. Filed Apr. 5, 1916. Serial No. 89,116.
(CI. 220—17.)

1. A collapsible box comprising side members having re-
inforced top edges, and adapted to be a.ssembled Into a box
with an opening equal to the full width and length of the
box and a top member fitting within the upper portions
of said side members and having on Its edges outwardly
projecting flanges substantially parallel with said side
members, and a bottom member, said members being
adapted also to be collapse.l into a compact arrangement.

2. A collapsible box comprising side members adapted
to be assembled into a box with an opening at the top
equal to the full width and length of the box. a top mem-
ber fitting within the upper portions of said side members
and having on Its edges outwardly projecting flanges sub-
stantially parallel with said side members and having
additional flanges substantially parallel with said top
member and overlying the top of said side members, and

a bottom member, said side and top and bottom members
being adapted also to be collapsed Into a compact ar-
rangement.
3. A collapsible box comprising a plate with outside flanges

on Its edges and other plates perpemllcular thereto and
fitting outside of said flanges In the assembled position, and
having flanges subsUntlally parallel with said first plate,
said first plate having supplementary flanges parallel to
the plate and engaged by the flanges en bald other plates,
said supplementary flanges having a reinforced outer edge
beyond the flanges of said other members.

4. A collapsible box comprising three pairs of flang*^!

members adapted to be assembled to form a l>ox wltn the
members of each pair opposite each other and of Identical
slie to each other so as to form a perfectly rectangular
box. said members adapted to be collapsed and nested one
within the flanges of another In two bundles, each bundle
comprising one of each of said pairs.

5, A collapsible box comprising three pairs of flanged
members adapted to be assembled to form a box with the
members of each pair opposite each other and of Identical
slxe with each other so as to form a perfectly rectangular
box. said members adapted to be collapsed and nested one
within the flanges of another In two bundles, each bundle
comprising one of each said pairs, and means adapted to
fasten said members together either In the assembled or
the collapsed arrangement.

[Claims « to 8 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,224,285. REFRIGERATOR LINING. Cuaalsb Trr-
TBNBOR.v, Cincinnati, Ohio ; Kate Tettenborn, adminis-
tratrix of daid Charles Tettenborn, deceased, assignor
to Frank S. Mitchell. Beaver Falls, Pa. Filed Mar. 28,
1914. Serial No. 828.078. (CI. 62—89.)

T
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op«Qiog to r«c«iTe the drainage, a drlp-noae prorlded oo
the lower side of tbia partition around the opening therein
and projecting toward the trough and a waste-outlet from
the trough.

1,224.237. COW-T.\IL HOLDER.
Thompso.v, Argyle, Mich. Filed Aug.
No. 116,135. (CI. 119—106.)

Akthcb
21. 1916.

JAUIS
Serial

A tall bolder formed of a single length of wire bent to

form a relatively large open engaging loop, the arms of
which are slightly convergent toward the open end of
the loop, one of the arms being rebent to form an open
hook adapted to engage the tall at the base of the wisp,

the wire at the other end of the first named open loop
being rebent approximately parallel to the adjacent leg
of the loop, then twisted around the leg of the loop, then
longitudinally extended toward the closed end of the loop,

to form a resilient wisp engaging clip, the wire then being
bent upon itself and extended toward the open end of the
loop parallel to said clip and then being outwardly ex-

tended to form a second wisp engaging clip.

1,224.238. BR.VKE AND SAFETY CAR CONTROL. W«,
T»B V. TiRNBH, Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to The West-
ingbouse Air Brake Company. Wilmerdlng. Pa., a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 23. 1916. Serial
No. 86,126. (CT. 188—1.)

1. In a safety car control apparatus, the combination
with a device for effecting an emergency application of
the brakes when the operator t>ei'ome8 Incapacitated, and
means for controlling the brakes in service, of means
operating upon a service application of the brakes for

preventing the uperatiun of said emergency device.

2. The combination with a device for effecting an
emergency application of the brakes upon release by the
operator and means for effecting a service application of
the brakes, of means operating upon a service application

of the brakes for preventing the relcAse of said emergency
device.

3. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with an
emergency brake pipe, an emergency valve device oper-
ated upon a reduction In brake pipe pressure for effecting

an application of the brakes, and a valve normally held
closed by the operator and adapted upon release to vent
fluid from the brake pipe, of a straight air brake pipe
and meAus operated upon supplying fluid to the straight
Air pipe for holding said valve closed.

4. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with an
emergency brake pipe, an emericency valve device operated
upon a reduction In brake pipe preaaure for effecting an
application of the brakes, and a valve normally held closed
by the operator and adapted upon release to vent fluid

from the brake pipe, of a straight air brake pipe and a pis-

ton device operated by fluid supplied to the straight air
pipe for holding said valve clostHl and thereby preventing
an emergency application of the brakes when the operator
releases said valve.

5. In a safety car control apparatus, the combination
with an emergency brake pipe and a valve device oper-
ated upon a reduction in brake pipe pressure for effecting

an application of the brakes, of a fluid operated piston
device for controlling a car door and means operating
upon a reduction in brake pipe pressure for venring fluid

from one side and for supplying fluid to the opposite side

of said piston device to thereby effect the opening of the
car door.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,239. PISTON FOR INTERNAL-COMBUSTION EN-
GINES. Chable.s W. U-NoaawooD, Crowley, La., as-
signor of six thirty-sixths to J. K. Toler. two thirty
sixths to Gus E. Fontenot, two thirty-sixths to J. S.

Mauboules. two thirty-sixths to W. E. Gray, one thirty-

sixth to T. J. Toler. one thirty sixth to G. W. Toler.
one thirty-sixth to F. M. Fontenot, one tblrty^ixth to
Claude De Jersey, one thirty-sixth to O. B. Brooks, and
one thirty-sixth to Bufus W. Fontenot, Crowley, La.
Filed July 7, 1916. Serial No. 107,997. (CI. 121—108.)

1. A piston having a main piston ring groove and a
groove extending parallel to but spaceil a relatively slight

distance from the main groove to define between them a
relatively thin wall, and a piston ring disposed in the
main groove and which by expansion under heat will de-

flect said wall to thereby secure close engasrement be-

tween the adjacent faces of the wall and ring.

2. A piston having a main piston ring groove and a
groove extending parallel to hut spaced a reKatively slight

distance from the main groove to define between them a
relatively thin wall, and a 'piston ring disposed in the
main groove which by expansion under heat will defiect
the wall and thereby secure close contact between the con-
fronting faces of the wall and ring, said thin wall being
undercut to redui"e the width of its attachment to the
body of the piston to thereby increase Its resilience.

3. A piston having a main piston ring croove and a
groove extending parallel to but spaced a relatively slight
distance from the main groove to define between them a
relatively thin wall, and a piston ring disposed in the
main groove and which by expansion under hvat will de-
flect said wall and thereby cause a clos*' contact between
the face of the wall and the confronting facp of the pls-
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ton ring, said confronting faeces of the ring and wall being

ground.

4. A piston having a main piston ring groove, a groove

extending parallel to and spaced a relatively slight dis-

tance from the main groove to define between them a rela-

tively thin yieldable wall, a main piston ring disposed in

the main groove and which by expansion under beat will

deflect the wall to thereby secure close contact between

the lace of the wall and the confronting face of the piston

ring, and a secondary piston ring supported in the sec-

ond named groove and having a width normally less than

the width of said groove, said secondary ring acting when

expanded as a support for the yieldable wall.

5. A piston having a main piston ring groove and a

pair of grooves on each side of the main groove extending

parallel thereto but spaced a relatively slight distance

therefrom to define between each secondary groove and

the main groove a relatively thin yieldable wall, a main

piston ring disposed in the main groove and which by ex-

pansion under heat will deflect the walls to thereby secure

close contact between the side faces of the piston ring

and the confronting faces of said yieldable walls, and

Mcondary piston rings disposed in said secondary grooves

and less in width than said grooves whereby when said

secondary rings expand they will support each its corre-

si>onding wall.

1,224.240. CAR AND AIR COUPLING. . Hkrbeet E. Van
DoBN, Chicago, III., assignor to Van Dorn Coupler Com-

pany, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

June 18. 1915. Serial No. 34.787. (CI. 213—17.)

trlbutlng floor with a main discharge opening and with an

overflow opening spaced laterally from the main discharge

opening and from the inlet opening.

1. In a device of the class described, a hollow draw-

head, a knuckle Integral therewith and adapted to flt In a

complemental recess In an opposing drawhead, a partition

wall integrally formed in said drawhead to guide an op-

posing knuckle, and means for retaining the knuckle in

locked position.

2. In a device of the class described, a drawhead, a

knuckle therein, locking means within said drawhead

adapted to lock a complemental recess therein, a spring

within the drawhead for actuating said locking means, a

partition wall Integrally formed within said drawhead

and acting to limit the movement of said spring and to

gu'de said complemental knuckle, means for moving said

looking means Into release position, and mechanism lor

retaining said locking means in release position.

1.224.241. DISTRIBUTING SPOUT AND OVERFLOW-
RECEIVER. Ralston M. Van Nass. Falrbury. Nebr.

Filed Mar 10. 1914. Serial No. 823,717. (CI. 19*—39.)
1. The combination with a discharge sp«.ut, of a re-

ceiver below and into which the spout discharges, said re-

ceiver being provided in Its upper end with an Inlet open-

ing forming 11 seat for and fitting around the entire clr-

comference of the end of the spout and being further pro-

vided with a main discharge opening and an overflow

opening, the latter opening being al.ove the main discharge

opening and at one side of the Inlet opening ami the wall

of the receiver between the overflow nnd main discharge

openings b»^lng lnclln<^ downwardly towsrd the main dis-

charge opening to dlr^ t all matter falling tliereon from

the Inlet opening Into the main discharge opening.

2. The combination of a distributing floor, a discharge

spout arrnnge<l above the distributing floor, and a receiver

secured In said floor and provided with an inlet opening

disposed In the plane of the floor and Info which the spout

discharges, said receiver bein;; provided below the dls-

3. The combination with a discharge spout, of a re-

ceiver below and into which said discharge spout dis-

charges, said receiver having an inlet in Its upper end and

provided In its lower end with a main discharge opening

and In one side with an overflow opening, said overflow

opening being, above the main discharge opening and en-

tirely independent of the same and the inlet, the wall of

the receiver hetween the overflow and the main discharge

openings being Inellned downwardly toward the last-

named opening to direct all matter falling thereon Into

the same, and the axes of the Inlet, the main discharge

opening and the overflow opening being out of allncment

and Intersecting.

4. The comtilnatlon with a discharge spout, of a re-

ceiver below said spout provided In Its top with an Inlet

opening constituting a seat for the discharge spout and

into which the spout discharges and provided with a posi-

tively defined main discharge opening in its lower end and

with an overflow opening above the main discharge open-

ing, the walls of the receiver at one side thereof and below

the inlet opening being extended laterally and converging

to the overflow opening, the lower wall of the recelrer

being inclined downwardly toward the main discharge

opening to direct all matter falling thereon from the inlet

opening into the main discharge opening, and said over-

flow opening and said main discharge opening being at

opposite sides of the axis of the Inlet opening.

6. In a distrlbotlng system, a hopper, an elbow extend-

ing therefrom and swiveled thereto, a tubular rotatable

standard upon which the elbow Is supported, n spout ex-

tendlB^ downward from the elbow, a nozzle hlngedly

mounted upon the lower end of the spout for oscillation

in a vertical plane, means for manually rotating the stam!-

ard, the elbow and the spout, a bell crank lever plvotally

mounted upon the standard and disposed between the

spont and the standard, a link connection below the spout

oetween one arm of the bell crank lever and the nozzle,

and a flexible connectlori extending from the other end of

the bell crank lever into the tubular standard and down

therethrough. *

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 224 242 UROTESS V\>R PRODUCING HOMOOE-
NBOU8 ARTICLES OF ANY DESIRED FORM OIT
OP PURE TUNGSTEN. Otto VoinTUiNOEE. Essen-on-

the Ruhr. (Jermany. Filed Mar. 22. 1913. Serial No.

766,214. (CI. 76—17.)

1. The process of producing metallic tungsten 'n homo
geneons form, which comprises reacting on an oxld of

tungsten with metallic ahiminlum in the pre.*ence»of heat

sufficient to reduce the oxld to lompsct meta. and raelt

the metal, said heat being In addition to tb** heat of re

action.
'
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4. The process of producing solid tungp^ten meUl,
which comprises reacting on an oxld of tungsten with
metallic aluminium In a non-oxldlzlng atmoHphere while
supplying a high degree of heat during the reaction, and
In addition to that developed by the reaction, sufficient to
melt the tungsten Into a solid regulus of pure tungsten
metal.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.243. BRICK KILN AND METHOD OF OPERAT-
ING THE SAME. Charlis E. Vrbdb.nbubg. Mechanlcs-
llle. N. Y., and Thomas Lacby, Qulncy. Mass. Filed
Feb. 19. 1915. Serial No. 9.224. (CI. 25—160.)

1. That method of brick burning which comprises sup-
plying a forced draft current directly positively and with
certainty into the fuel in that rone of the kiln which is
between the heads thereof, and independently supplying
a forced draft current or currents beneath the head or
heads of the kiln directly and with certainty Into the fuel
at such zone or zones without forcing air by said Inde-
pendent supply into said zone that is between the heads.

2. That mt'thod of brick burning «which comprises sup-
plying a forced draft current directly positively and with
certainty and in one direction into the fuel in that zone
of the kiln which Is between the heads thereof and inde-
pendently supplying a forced draft current or currents
in another direction beneath the head or heads of the
kiln directly and with certainty into the fuel at such zone
or zones without forcing air by said Independent supply
Into said zone that Is between the heads.

3. That method of brick burning which comprises sup-
plying a forced draft current downwardly directly posi-
tively and with certainty into the fuel in that zone of
the kiln which Is between the heads thereof and independ-
ently and laterally supplying a forced draft current or
currents beneath the head or heads of the kiln directly
and with certainty into the fuel at such zone or zones
without forcing air by said Independent supply Into said
lone that Is between the heads.

4. That method of brick burning which comprises sup-
plying a forced draft current directly and positively into
the fuel in that zone of the kiln which is between the
heads thereof Independently supplying a forced draft
current or currents beneath the head or beads of the kiln
directly and with certainty into the fuel at such zone or
zones and precluding the discharge of the respective cur-
rents except into their respective zones.

5. A brick kiln having. In comblnaUon, means to supply
a forced draft current directly positively and with cer-
tainty into the fuel in that zone of the kiln which is
between the heads thereof, and means for Independently
supplying forced draft current or currents directly and
with certainty beneath the head or heads of the kiln into
the fuel at such zone or zones without forcing air by said
independent supply into said zone that Is between the
heads.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,244. MAGNETO. Gborgi W. Wackir, Rutherford,
N. J., assignor to Auto-Ped Company of America, a Cor-
poration of Delaware. Filed Dec. 23, 1915. Serial No
68.443. (CI. 171—209.)
A magneto armature-core, primary and secondary coils

disposed thereon In inductive relation to each other, a

reinforcing coll on the core, a circuit- breaker, a common
connection conductively unltlnR one terminal of the cir-
cuit-breaker and one terminal of each of said colls, ground

'r;,—

f

leads for the opposite terminals of said colls and circuit-
breaker, and a spark gap in said ground lead for the
secondary coU.

1.224.245. MAGNETO. Georgi W. Wacker, Rutherford.
N. J., assignor to Auto-Ped Company of America, a Cor-
poration of Delaware, illed Dec 28. 1915. Serial No.
68.444. (CI. 123—149.)

1. A magneto having, in combination, a circuit -closing
spring having double reversely arranged outwardly turned
flattened loops, a lever bar firmly secured to and sup-
ported by the spring transversely across the middle of
the spring, an armature frame upon which the spring
is supported at a point substanUally opposite to the trans-
verse lever bar. a movable contact terminal on the lever
6ar, a fixed conUct terminal insulated from and cooper-
ative with the movable conUct terminal, the armature
;rame having therein a guiding slot for a cam roller, a
cam roller of insulating material contained loosely in the
guiding slot for engagement with one end of the trans-
verse lever bar. the other end of the transverse lever
oar being fulcrume<l, and a field magnet support provided
with a cam engageable with the loosely mounted Insu-
lative cam roller for breaking the circuit, the field magnet
support and the armature frame being relatively rotatlre.

2. A magneto having. In combination, a field magnet
support, an armature frame, the field magnet support and
the armature frame being mounted for relative rotation,
a sheet metal circuit - closing spring having its ends
reversely turned toward each other and secured to the
armature frame to provide battened outwardiv bowed
loops, each loop being split into two parts and the middle
portion of the spring between the loops being in the form
of separated spaced middle continuations of the split loops,
a lever bar extending transversely across the separated
middle portions of the spring and projecting therefrom
at one of its ends, a stud forming a movable conUct
terminal firmly securing the transverse lever bar adja-
cent to its projecting end to one of the middle portions
of the spring, a fulcrum stud firmly securing the trans-
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erse lever bar at its other end to the other middle por-

tion of the spring, a connector piece rigidly mounted upon
and insulated from the armature frame, a fulcrum stud

bearing of insulating material on the insulated connector

piece, a fixed contact terminal carried by the Insulated

connector piece and cooperative with the movable contact
terminal, a guiding slot for a cam roller being provided

between the Insulated connector piece and the armature
frame, a cam roller of Insulating material loosely con-

tained in the roller-guiding slot for circuit-breaking en-

gagement with the projecting end of the transverse lever

bar, and a cam on the field magnet support engageable
with the loosely mounted Insulatlre cam roller for break-

ing the circuit.

1,224.246. HIGH-TENSION COIL. Gbobge W. Wackih,
Rutherford, N. J., assignor to Auto-Peil Company of

America, a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Dec. 23.

1916. Serial No. 68,446. (CI. 175—359.)

1. A high tension coll having. In comT>it)ation, a high
tension winding, an inner covering of insulation outward
from such winding, a connecting member resting on the
said inner insulating covering and to which the high ten-
sion winding is electrically connected through a slack end
of said winding, and an outer covering of Insulation out-

side of the Inner insulating covering and holding the said

connecting member In place and through which the said
connecting member Is exposed to provide for making an
electrical connection with the winding of the high ten-

sion coil.

2. A high tension coll having, In combination, a high
tension winding, an Inner covering of insulation outward
from such winding, a connecting member having n base
resting on the said inner covering of insulation and hav-
ing an outwardly projecting connection-making prong, the
end of the high tension winding being electrically con-
nected to said connecting memb^ with a reverse loop In

said end of the winding to provide slack and avoid strain,

and an outer covering of insulation outside of the In^ner

covering and outside of and holding in place the base of
the said connecting member and through which the con-
nection-making prong of the said connecting member pro-

jects and is exposed for effecting an electrical connec-
tion with the winding of the high tension coil.

3. A high tension coll having, in combination, a high
tension winding of fine wire or the like, an inner covering
of insulation outward from such winding, an outer cover-
ing of insulation outward from the inner Insulating
covering, and a sheet metal connecting member having
an enlarged base held In place between the two said lay-

ers of insulation and with which the end of the winding
is in electrical connection and to which it is attached
with the provision of slack in the winding adjacent to the
connecting member, and the connecting memt>er having
R flat tongue projecting to the outside of the outer cover-

ing of insulation for effecting an electrical connection by
means of the connecting member with the high tension
winding.

4. A high tension coil having, In combination, a high
tension winding, an insulating covering for such wind-
ing, a sheet metal connecting member to which the end
of such winding is connected, such connecting member
having a flange-like base held in place by the said insulat-

ing covering and having a flat connection-making tongue
projecting to the outside of the said insulating covering,
and a split screw-clamp for attaching a conductor to the
said tongue of the connecting member.

5. A high tension coil having, in combination, a high
tension winding, an insulating covering for such winding
and a connecting member to which the end of such wind-
ing is connected, such connecting member having a sup-
porting base held in place by the said Insulating covering
and having a connection-making flat prong projecting to
the outside of the said insulating covering.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,247. MAGNETO. Gbohgi W. WacIier, Ruther-
ford, N. J., assignor to Auto-Ped Company of America,
a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Dec. 23, 1915. Se-

rial No. 68,446. (CI. 123—149.)

1. A magneto having, in combination, a short circuited
primary coil, a secondary spark coll in inductive relation
with the primary coil, means for producing alternating
current in the short circuit of the primary coil, and means
for breaking such short circuit at a non-sparking time In
relation to the current therein and also for subsequently
br«'aking such short drcult at a spark-producing time in
relation to such current.

2. A magneto having, in combination, an armature In-

cluding a short circuited primary coil and a secondary
coil, a field magnet, the field magnet and the armature
being mounted for relative rotation, and means operated
by the relative rotation of the field and armature for suc-

cessively breaking such short circuit at non-sparking and
at spark-producing points In such rotation.

9. A magneto having, in combination, two relatively ro-

tary parts, a short circuited primary coil, a secondary
spark coll in Inductive relation with the primary coll, and
means operated by such relative rotation for successively

breaking such short circuit at a non-sparking and at a
spark-producing point In such rotation.

4. A magneto, having, in combination, two relatively

rotary parts, a short circuited primary coll. a secondary
spark coll in inductive relation with the primary coil, and
means operated by such relative rotation for successirely
breaking such short circuit at a non-sparking point pre-

ceding a spark-producing point nnd again at the next Mte-

ceedlng spark-producing point.
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3. A roagocto baring. In comblnatton. two relatlvHy
rotary part*, a short clrnilted primary coll. a secondary
spark coll In Inductive relation with the primary coll, and
mean!) operated hy snch relative rotation for breaking
such short circuit successively suNitantially at points of
minimum and of maximam current flow.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^24,248. TIRE-PATCH. William L. Wavhymix, Lake
Xorden, 8. D. Filed Feb. 7. 1916. Serial No. 76.683.

(CI. 152—24.)

1. A protective device for tires comprising a tire en-
circling shoe Including a flexible, nun elastic tread em-
bracing web, and expansible means connecting the ends of
the web to spread upon inflation of the tire and seat
snugly within a wheel rim.

2. A protective device for tires comprising a tire en-
circling shoe including a web portion, and relatively mov-
able members connecting the ends of the web and expansi-
ble upon inflation of the tire to seat therewith snugly in
a wheel rim.

3. A protective device for pneupiatlc tires comprising a
tread portion, means connecting the ends of said tread
portion and expansible to seat snugly within a wheel rim,
and a protective flap carried by said expansible means and
Insertible within a tire between it and the inner tube.

4. A protective device for pneumatic tires compri.<^ing a
tread portion, overlapping plates carried by one end of
the tread portions and detachable engaged with the other
end thereof, means connecting said plates for movement
with respect to each other, and a protective flap carried
by said means for insertion within a tire between It and
the Inner tube.

5. A tire patch comprising a tire embracing web, a hook
member carried by one end of the web, angle members for
engagement under the tire and adapted to fit snugly with-
in a wheel rim. said angle members being slldably con-
nected together and Immovably connected to the other end
of the web, and an eye portion carried by one of the angle
members for detachably receiving said hook member.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,249. FILLING -MACHINE. 0«obg Wiiss. Chi
cago. 111. Filed Apr. 13. 1914. Serial No. 831,481.
(CI. 226—15.)
1. In a fllling machine, horizontally rotary supporting

apparatus. In combination with a multiplicity of recepta-
cle fillers mounted on said supporting apparatus so as to
b« redlnable : piston-rods arranged to place said fillers

alternately Into reclined and erect position, and to rotate
said supporting apparatus ; and means for reciprocating
said piston rods ; substantially as described.

2. In a fllling machine, horizontally rotary supporting
apparatus. In combination with a multiplicity of redlnable
receptacle holders mounted thereon : piston rods arranged
to alternately rerllne and right said receptacle holders
and to rotate «ald supporting apparatus by engaging' In

cllned surfaces: and means for reciprocating said pldton
rods ; substantially as described.

.^. In a filling machine, horiiontally rotary supporting
apparatus, in combination with a multiplicity of fllling

nozzles mounted thereon ; receptacle holders on said sup-

porting apparatus below said Bozzles ; and means for lift-

ing said holders, comprising a sliding way. an adjustable
buffer mounted on said sliding way, and means for re-

ciprocating said buffer ; for the purpose described.

4. In a tilling machine, horizontally rotary supp^^rting
apparatus, in combination with a multiplicity of fllling
nozzles mounted thereon ; receptacle holders on said sup-
porting api>aratus below said nozzles; means for lifting
said holders, comprising parallel sliding ways, adjustable
buffers mounted on said slidiu): ways, and means for alter-
nately reciprocating said buffers ; for the purpose de-
scribed.

5. In a fllling machine, horizontally rotary supporting
apparatus, in combination with a multiplicity of filling
nozzles mounted thereon ; receptacle holders on said sup-
porting apparatus below said nozzles ; and means for mov-
ing said holders toward said nozzles, comprising a sliding
way, an adjustable buffer mounted on said sliding way
and provided with a cushion spring, and means for re-
ciprocating aaid buffer ; for the purpoae descrll>ed.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.260. WARDROBE- SUITCASE. Gbokce Hbnbt
Wheary. Racine, WU. Filed Apr. 20. 1914. Serial No.
833.065. (CI. 190—41.)

1. A wardrobe valise or suit-case, comprising a casing
formed of a body portion having a cover hinged thereto,

a wardrobe section having one of Its end portions hing»d
to one of the end portions of the body and adapted to be
swung to an upright position, said wardrobe section hav-

ing an op«n end provided with a hinged end cover, a pair
of garment banger tra<-kfl mounted In the wardrobe sec-
tion adjacent to the wardrob* section cover, garment bang-
ers removaMy mounted on -iaid tracks, and a pid Inter-

posed between the wardrobe section end cover and the
hangers and Into which the hangers embed.

2. A wardrobe valise or salt-case, comprising a casing
formed of a body portion bavlcg a cover hinKe<1 thereto, a

wardrobe section having one of Its end portlms hinged to
one of the end portions of the body and adajAed to be
swuuK to an upright position outside of th<- casing, said
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wardrobe section having an open end provided with a

hinged end cover, a pair of fixed garment hanger tracks

mounted within the wardrobe section, extensible tracks

hinged to swing out of the wardrobe section and to aline

with the fixed tracks, garment hangers slldably mounted

on the tracks, a retainer bar adjustably mounted within

the wardrobe section and adapted to engage garments sup

ported on the hangers, and a pad interposed between the

hangers and the wardrobe section end cover and Into which
the banKers embed.

3. A wardrobe valise or suit case, comprising a casing

formed of a body portion having a cover hinged thereto, a

wardrobe section having one of its end portions hinged to

one of the end portions of the body and adapted to be

swung to an upright position outside of the casing, said

wardrobe section having an open end provided with a

hinged end cover, means for holding the wardrobe section

in upright position, a pair of fixed >:ariiicnt hanger tracks

mounted within the wardrobe section, extensible tracks

hinged to swing out of the wardrobe section and to aline

with the fixed tracks, garment hangers slldably mounted

on the tracks, a retainer bar adjustably mounted within

the wardrobe section and adapted to engage garments sup

ported on the hangers, and a pad ln"terposed between the

hangers and the wardrobe section end cover and Into which

the hangers embed.

4. A wardrobe valise or suitcase, comprising a casing

formed of a body portion having a cover hinged thereto, a

wardrobe section having one of its end portions hinged to

one of the end portions of the body and adapted to be

swung to an upright position outside of the body portion

to permit the cover being swung to closed position while

the wardrobe section Is In upright position, said wardrobe

section having an open end, a hinged end cover for said

end, a pair of fixed hanger tracks mounted within the

wardrobe section adjacent to the open end, extensible

tracks hinged to the outer ends of the fixed tracks and

adapted to swing outwardly and to aline with the fixed

tracks, garment hantjers slldably mounted on the tracks,

a retainer bar adjustably mounted within the wardrobe

section, means for holding the wardrobe section in up-

right position, and a pad positioned within the wardrobe

iecticn and Interposed between the wardrobe section end

cover and the garment hangers and into which the garment

hangers embed.
5. A wardrobe valise or suit case, comprising a cosing

formed of a body portion having a cover hinged thereto,

the body portion being provided with a plurality of par-

titions and with a hinged end panel adapted to swing out

wardly, the partitions approximately corresponding In

height to the height of the end wall to which the panel is

connected, a wardrobe section having one of its end por-

tions connected to the panel and said section adapted to

swing with said panel and when within the casing to rest

upon the partitions, stop means for limiting the movement

of the wardrol>e section to a vertical position, means for

locking the wardrobe section in vertical position, the free

end portion of said wardrobe section being open and hav-

ing an end cover hinged to the bottom or rear wall of the

said section, fixed tracks mounted within the wardrobe

section, extensible tracks hinged to the outer ends of the

fixed rails and adapted to be swung horizontally outwardly

to al1i>e with the fixed tracks and to t>e swung Inwardly to

lock the top cover in closed position, and garment hangers

mounted on said tracks.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,251. MILK BOTTLE TOP. GaoBoi WimsB. Wash-

ington, D. C. Filed Mar. 8, 1916. Serial No. 82,969.

(CI. 216—34.)

1. In a device of the class described, a lid having an

opening ; and a closure for the opening plvotally assem-

bled with the lid, the closure comprising angularly dis-

posed inner and outer leaves, the Inner leaf being per-

forated to form a strainer.

2. In a device of the class described, a lid having an

opening: a U-shaped sprut upstanding from the lid about

the opening; and a closure for the opening, the closure
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comprising angularly disposed Inner and outer leaves and

a neck connecting the leaves, the neck being located In

the rear end of said opening, the Inner leaf being larger

than said opening, the outer leaf lying within the spout

and embod.vlng lateral fingers which, under the weight of

the lower leaf, coact with the rear ends of the spout to

press the neck against the lid at the rear end of said

opening, thereby limiting the downward swinging move-

ment of both of the leaves.

3. In a device of the class described, a lid ; an arched

spring comprising outwardly expansible arms ; and means

for plvotally connecting the spring with the lid Inter-

mediate the ends of the spring to permit a bodily swinging

movement of the spring parallel to the Ud.^and to perihlt

adjustment of the arms with respect to the periphery of

the lid. independently of the resiliency of the arms.

4. In a device of the class described, a lid having an

opening; a spout upstanding from the opening; and an

arched spring secured to the lid, the arched spring being

fiexed Inwardly across the spout, to define a relatively stiff

holding end in the spring.

5. In a device of the class described, a lid having an

opening ; a spout upstanding from the opening ; and an

arched spring attached to the lid intermediate the ends of

the spring, the spring comprising arms, one of which is

flexed across the spout to form a relatively stiff holding

end In the said arm.

1,224,252. BUCKLE. Clifford Wilcox, Belden. Nebr.

FUed July 21. 1916. Serial No. 110,616. (CI. 24—168.)

A buckle comprising a rectangular frame having spaced

openings therethrough, and a resilient flexible plate hav-

ing its extremities inserted through respective openings,

the sides of said opening being so spaced and located as to

require the plate to he flexed for insertion of its ends In

the frame.

1,224.263. ILLUMINATED SIGN. RoY R. Wilbt and

Wallaci K. WiLiT. Buffalo, N. T., and William 8.

HocGH, Jr., St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada. Contin-

uation of application Serial No. 861,082, filed Sept. 10,

1914. This application filed Jan. 22, 1916. Sertal No.

73,697. (CI. 40—132.)
1. A double-face sign having sign characters on oppo-

site sides each formed of a plate of light transmitting

material with character strokes thereon In relief and the

inner surface of each plate constituting a reflector for

light, and illuminating units within the sign and located

back of and In angular relation to portions of certain of

the plates other than those portions of said plates consti-

tuting the character strokes, whereby light rays emitted

by the illuminating units and reflected from the reflecting

portions of the plates pass out through character strokes

on the opposite side of the sign and thereby sensibly re-

inforce the direct illumination of such character stroke*.

2. A double face sign comprising a casing, sign char-

acters on opposite sides thereof each comprising a sheet

of light transmitting material with sign character stroket

in relief on one face thereof, the casing having side por-

t1on«>of opaque material with openings therethrough cor-

responding to the outlines of the sign characters and each

plate of light transmitting material iiavlng its Inner face

of a character to reflect light, and Illuminating means
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within the algu located with respect to the slfn charac-

ters and the inner faces of the plates to cause light from
the iUumiDating means to traverse the character strokes

and to be reflected by the inner reflecting faces of the

plates to and through the character strokes on tlie op-

posite side of the casing from the reflecting fares, where-
by the tilumlnatioD of the sign character strokes Is rein-

forced by such reflected light.

3. A double face sign having sign characters on oppo-

site sides each formed of a plate with character strokes

thereon in relief, said plate being of material translucent

to and dlfFaslve of light and having the Inner face constl-

tating a reflector of light, the outer face of each plate

except where provided with character strokes having a

covering of opaque material, and illuminating units with-

in the sign located with respect to the character strokes

and the Inner reflecting surfaces of the plates to direct

light through the character strokes and to the reflecting

surfaces for reflection from said surfaces across the in-

terior of the sign to and through the character strokes

on the opposite side of the sign from the reflecting sur-

faces, whereby the reflected light reinforces the illumi-

nation of the character strokes due to direct light.

4. A double face sign comprising a casing, sign char-

acters on opposite sides thereof, and illumlnatlqg units

within the catling, each sign character comprising a plate

having character strokes In relief from one face thereof

and with the other face constituting a reflector of light,

and said plate being of a material translucent to and dif-

fusive of transmitted light and of a density to prevent

concentration of the light from a light unit viewed di-

rectly through a character stroke, said plates each hav-

ing an exterior covering of opaque material about the

character strokes, and the light units being located with

respect to the character strokes to direct light there-

through and to cause light from the light units to be re-

flected from the reflecting surfaces across the interior of

the sign to and through the character strokes on the

opposite side thereof, whereby the direct illumination of

the character strokes is reinforced by the light so re-

flected.

6. A double face sign comprising a casing having light

giving units therein between the sides of the casing with

the casing otherwise free from obstruction to the passage

of light from ooe side of the casing to the other, and
sign characters on opposite sides of the casing each
formed of a plate of light transmitting material with the

•Ign character In relief from the outer face thereof and
with the inner face constituting a reflector of light and
the exterior of the plate having a covering of opaque ma-
terial bordering the character strokes, and supports with-

in the casing for each plate engaging the edge portions

only thereof and leaving the remainder of the plate ex-

posed whereby light emitted from the light giving units

is transmitted through the character strokes and other
portions of the light are reflected from the reflecting sur-

faces of the plates across the interior of the casing to and

through the character strokes on the opposite sides there-

of, so that the direct illumination of the character strokes

is relnforc«l by th*> refl«'cted light coming from the re-

flecting surfaces of saltl platex.

[CUlms 6 to 11 not printed in the Gatette.]

1.224,2M. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. PmA«-
cia Alam Wilkinso.n, Hatfield. England. Filed Aoj^

9, 1916. Serial No. 113.916. (CI. 123—119.)

jp..-^:

1. The combination with an Internal combustion engine

having a carbureter, a float chamber for supplying fuel

thereto, an induction pipe leading to the Inlets of tke

cylinders, and an exhaust pipe leading away from the out-

lets of the cylinders, of a flttlng communicating with the

induction pipe l)etween the carbureter and the Inlets of the

cylinders, a by pass pipe leading from the exhaust pipe

to such fitting, and means for conveying fuel from said

float chamber to said flttlng, and means for controlling

such flow.

2. The combination with an internal combustion en-

gine having a carbureter, a float chamber for supplying

fuel thereto, an induction pipe leading to the inlets of tke

cylinders, and an exhaust pipe leading away from the oat-

lets of the cylinders, of a flttlng communicating with tW
induction pipe between the carbureter and the Inlets of

the cylinders, a by-pass pipe leading from the exhaost

pipe to such fitting, means for conveying fuel from said

float chamber to said flttlng. and means for heating tke

fuel before it reaches the said flttlng.

3. The combination with an internal combustion engine

having a carbureter, a float chamber for supplying fuel

thereto, an Induction pipe leading to the Inlets of the

cylinders, and an exhaust pipe leading away from the oat-

rets of the cylinders, of a flttlng communicating with the

Induction pipe between the carbureter and the inlets of

the cylinders, a by-pass pipe leading from the exhaust pip*

to such flttlng. a pipe leading from the float cbaml>er, a

vessel with which said pipe communicates, an electric

heating coil in said vessel, a pipe leading out from said

vessel to said fitting, and means for controlling the flow

of the fuel through said pipe to the fitting.

4. A fitting applicable to Internal combustion engines

for facilitating the use of heavy fuels therein, said fitting

comprising a cross-piece one branch of which is adapted
to be attached to the induction pipe of the engine, a pipe

and a valve therein communicating with a second branch

of the cross-piece, said pipe being adapted to communicate
with the exhaust pipe of an engine, another pipe com-
municating with a third branch of the cross-piece, a chass-

ber in said pipe, means for supplying fuel thereto, means
for heating the same, and a valve for controlling the flow

of fuel therethrough.

5. A fitting applicable to internal combustion engines
for facilitating the use of heavy fuels therein, said flt-

tlng comprising a cross-piece one branch of which Is

adapted to be attached to the induction pipe of the engine,

a pipe and a valve therein communicating with a second
branch of the cross piece, said pipe being adapted to com-
mnnlcate with the exhaust pipe of an engine, another pipe
communicating with a third branch of the cross-piece, a
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chamber in said pipe, means for supplying fuel thereto,
means for heating the same, and a valve for controlling
the flow of fuel therethrough, and an air inlet and valre
communicating with the fourth branch of said cross-piece,

all substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.224,265. TRANSFORMING SYSTEM. VlRN E. ALDIN,
Wllklnsburg. I'a., assignor to Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-
vania. Piled Mar. 30, 1915. Serial No. 18.005. (CI.

173—2S8.)

1. A phase-transforming system having two-phase
mains, three-phase mains and a plurality of interconnec-
tions therebetween for the interchange of energy, one of
said interconnections comprising one pair of primary
wlnilLngs, the first winding being connected across one
phase of said two-phase system and the second winding
being connected across the other phase of said two-phase
system, one pair of secondary windings being connected In

T relatlon^lp and in inductive relation with the afore-
BMOtioned primary windings, Y-connected windings con-
•rted in parallel relationship with said T connection, and
a group of delta-connecte<l windings in inductive rela-

tionship with the said Y-connected windings and con-
nected to said three-phase mains, and another of said
interconnections comprising a second pair of primary
windings which are connected to said two phase system
In reverse order of the corresponding primary windings
of said first Interconnection, a second pair of secondary
windings connected in T relationship and in inductive
relationship with the aforementioned primary windings,
delta-connected windings connected In parallel relation-

ship with said second pair of T-connected windings, and
a second group of delta-connected wlndlng»,4i^lnductive
relationship with the aforementioned d^ta-connected
windings and connected to said three-phaseV^jains.

2. A phase-transforming system having two-phase
mains, three-phase mains and a plurality of interconnec-
tions therebetween for the interchange of energy, one of
said interconnections comprising a pair of windings that
are connected in T relationship, one of the T-connected
windings being excited by one phase of said two-phase
system, and the other one of the T-connected windings
being excited by the other phase of said two phase sys-

tem. Y-connected windings connected in parallel rela-

tionship with said T connection, and a group of delta-

connected windings in inductive relation with said Y-con-
nected windings and connected to said three-phase mains,
and another of said interconnections comprising a second
pair of windings that are connected in T relationship
and excited from said two-phase system In reverse order
of the corresponding T-connected windings of said first

interconnection, delta-connected windings connected in

iwraliel relationship with said second pair of T-con-
nected windings, and a second group of deltarcoo'
nected windings in inductive relation with the aforemen-
tioned delta-connected windings and connected to said
three-phase mains.

3. A phase - transforming system having two - phase
mains, three-phase mains and a plurality of Interconnec-

thons therebetween for the interchange of energy, one of
said Interconnections comprising a pair of windings that
are connected In T relationship to generate three-phase
voltages, one of the T-connected windings being excited
by one phase of said two-phase system, and the other
one of the T-connected windings being excited by the
other pha»e of said two-phase system, Y-connected wind-
ings connected in parallel relationship with said T con-
nection, and a group of delta-connected windings In in-

ductive relation with said Y-connected windings and con-
nected to said three-phase mains, and another of said
interconnections comprising a second pair of windings that
are connected in T relationship to generate three-phase
voltages and excited from said two-phase system In reverse
order of the corresponding T-connected windings of said
first interconnection, delta-connected windings connected
in parallel relationship with said second pair of T-con-
nected windings, and a second group of delta-connected
windings In Inductive relation with the aforementioned
delta-connected windings and connected to said three-
phase mains.

1,224,266. LUBRICATOR FOR VEHICLE - SPRINGS.
John E. Andbbson, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half
to Wendelin P. Seng. Chicago, 111. FUed Dec. 2, 1918,
Serial No. 64.681. Renewed Jan. 27, 1917. Serial
No. 144,997. (CI. 267—88.)

/

f--
• ^^mwam* — aai^i^

1. The combination with the leaves of a Tehicle-spring,

having lubricating conductors between the rubbing sur-

faces thereof, a transverse conductor leading to said lubri-

cating conductors, and a clip-saddle having an Internal

lubricant receiving reservoir formed therein and mounted
on the spring, said reservoir commnnicatlng with said

transverse conductor.

2. The combination with the leaves of a vehicle-spring,

having a transverse lubricating duct through the same,
of a clip-saddle mounted on the spring and having a
reservoir therein communicating with said duct.

8. The combination with the leaves of a vehicle-spring,

having a transverse Inbricating duct through the sams
and lubricating conductors leading therefrom to the rub-

bing-surfaces of the leaves, of a clip-saddle provided with
a lubricating reservoir or chamber communicating with
said transverse lubricating duct.

4. The combination with the leaves of a vehicle-spring,

having a transverse lubricating duct formed therein and
each leaf on its upper side having a lubricating groore
communicating with the transverse duct, of a clip-saddle

provided with a lubricating chamber In Its underside
communicating with said transverse duct.

6. The combination with a vehicle-spring transversely
perforated to form a lubricating duct, of a clip-saddle

mounted over the perforation and having clip-receiving

grooves and In its underside a lubricant receiving cham-
ber or reservoir communicating with the said lubricating
duct, clips mounted In the grooves and adapted to t>e re-

ceived by the vehicle axle, and nnts on the ends of the
clips.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,267. LUBRICATOR FOR VEHICLE - SPRINGS.
John Emil Andbason, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-
half to Wendelin P. Seng, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. SO.
1916. Serial No. 87,887. (CI. 267—88.)

1. The combination with the leaves of a rehicle-sprlng.
provided with alining transverse holes, and intermediate
lubricant-conductors for the leaves, of a transverse "bolt
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located In the holei of the leaves for cooDectlng tbt
latter, witd bolt beinij at variance in crots-sectton with
said bol^ and comblnlDg with the walls of the same to
form transverae labricatlng-ducts leading to the inter-

mediate lubricant-conductors, a dip-saddle mounted on
the leaves and having its underside formeil with a lubri-

cant-reservoir receiving the upp<*r end of the bolt and
communicating with the lubrlcatlng-dacts thereof, and
Inverted U-Bhaped clips mounted on the saddle and em-
bracing said leaves.

2. The combination with the leaves of a vehicle-spring,
provided with a transverse hole and with longitudinal
lubricating grooves in their upper faces, of a bolt locate<l

In the holes of the leaves and at variance in cross-section

with the holes, whereby to provide lubricating ducts
communicating with the grooves, a clip-^ddle mounted
on the leaves and provided in its underside with a lubri-

cant reservoir receiving the upper end of the bolt, clips

mounted on the saddle and embracing the leaves, and a
perforated nut on the upper end of the bolt

3. The combination with the leaves of a vehicle-spring,
provided with a transverse hole and with longitudinal
lubricating grooves In their upper faces, of a bolt located
in the holes of the leaves and at variance In cross-section
with the boles, whereby to provide lubricating ducts com-
manlcattng with the grooves, a clip-saddle mounted on
the leaves and provided in Its underside with a lubricant
reservoir receiving the upper end of the bolt, clips

mounted On the saddle and embracing the leaves and a

nut mounted on the upper end of the bolt within the
reservoir and provlde<l with orifices leading to the ducts.

1,224.258. LOCK FOR AUTOMOBILES. John P.
Bbckib, St. Louis, Mo. Filed June 26, 1916. Serial

Ho. 106,923. (CI. 70—90.)

1. Id a device of the kind described ; an Inclosing
housing, a lock Including a latch movable wholly within
said housing and a portion projecting exteriorly of said

housing, said portion being adapted only to receive a key
to actuate said latch, flxeii rods dlsiposed longitudinally
wholly within said housing, a bolt slldable within the
housing and having a bifurcated portion adapted, when
the bolt is In prpjected position relatively to the housing,
to engage with a pivoted lever to lock the same against
movement, said latch being adapted to engage with said
bolt to releaaably lock the same in projected position, ex-

tensions on said bolt slldably fitting on said rods, and
coiled springs disposed on said rods within the housing
and engaging said t>olt-exten8ion8. said springs being
adapted to yieldingly retract said bolt from projected

poiltloD on the disengagement of said latch from the
bolt.

2. The combination with an automobile, including its

frame and clutch-lever, of a bracket-arm fixed to said
frame, a plate-member on said arm disposed In operative
position relatively to said lever, a housing-member fixed

to said plate memher. a lock Including a latch movable
wholly within said housing-member and a portion pro-
jecting exteriorly of said housing member, said portion
being adapted only to receive a key to actuate said latch,

rods disposed longitudinally wholly within said hoaslng-
member with their ends fixed in opposite walls thereof,

a bolt slldable upon said plate-member and within the
housing-member and having a bifurcated portion adapted,
when the bolt is In projected position relatively to the
housing-member, to engage with said lever to lock the
same against movement, said latch being adapted to en-
gage with said bolt to releasably lock the same in pro-
jected position, perforated extensionn on said bolt slld-

ably fitting on said ro<ls, lolled !s|>rlngs intrt-posed on
said rods between said extensions and a wall of said
hou.sing-member, said springs being adapted to yield-
ingly retract said bolt from projected position on the
disengagement of said latch from the bolt, and pro-
jections on the bifurcated portion of said bolt for actu-
ating the same to projected position.

1.224,259. INSULATOR. Frank Bimbnt and EnwARO
A. Logan. Shrewsbury. Mass. Filed Nov. 16, 1916. 8e-
rUl No. 61.507. (Cl. 173—314.)

1. An Insulator of the class described, comprising a
hollow casing made 'up of two members adapted to rock
away from each other about an axis along one side, a pair
of Insulating members located at each end of he said cas-
ing, said insulating meml>ers being movable with the two
members of the casing and being provi«.ed with passages
for the reception of an Insulated wire, and springs for
holding said casing closed.

2. An insulator of the class described, comprising a
tubular main portion composed of two semi-cyllndrlcal
hollow members, insulating members extending Into the
ends thereof and each composed of two seml-cyllndrlcal
porcelain pieces having a central passage for a wire, and
a pair of springs arranged about the tubular members to
bold th< two parts together, said tubular giembers having
notches at their adjacent edges for the purpose of per-
mitting them to be engaged at that point and separated.

l.*224,260. OIL-DEFLECTOR. Carl O. BtausraoM. Bos-
ton. Mass.. assignor to B. F. Sturtevant Company,
Boston. Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Origi-
nal application filed Aug. 12. 1912. Serial No. 714.618.
Divided and this application filed June 24, 1915. Se-
rial No. 36,113. (Cl. 64—22.)

1. .An oil defiector for a rotating shaft, comprising an
annular rib on the shaft, and a deflector ring fitted over
the shaft and having a groove In the inner surface sor-
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rounding the rib on tlie shaft to catch oil thrown oot-

ward from the rib and having passages to allow the oil

thuK caught to pass outwardly through the ring, substan-
tially as described.

2. An oil deflector for a machine having a rotating
shaft and shaft bearing, comprising a deflector ring fitted

over the shaft to rotate therewith, a fiange on the bear-

ing extending from the edge of the deflector ring near-
est the bearing to intercept oil thrown out from this side
of the ring, and an annular rib on the shaft, said de-

fiector ring having a groove In the inner surface surround-
ing the rib to catch the oil which passes from the bearing
along the shaft l>etween the ring and shaft and which Is

thrown outwardly from the rib and having passages ex-

tending from the groove to the outside of the ring to allow
the oil caught in the groove to pass through the ring,

substantially as described.

3. An oil deflector for a machine having a rotating
shaft and shaft bearing, comprising a defiector ring fitted

over the shaft to rotate therewith, a flange on the bear-
ing extending over the edge of the deflector ring nearest
the bearing to Intercept the oil thrown out along this side
of the ring, and an annular rib on the shaft, said de-
flector ring having a groove In the Inner surface sur-

rounding the rib to catch the oil which passes from the
bearing along the shaft between the ring and shaft and
which is thrown outwardly from the rib. and passages
aztending from the grooves to the outside of the ring to
allow the oil caught In the grooves to pass through the
ring, and having a sharp edgf formed around the outside
of the deflector ring between the passages and the side of
the ring farthest from the bearing to prevent oil from pass-
ing over the outer surface of the ring, substantially as
described.

4. An oil deflector for a machine having a rotating shaft
and shaft bearing, comprising an annular rib on the shaft,
a deflector ring fitted over the shaft and having a groove
in the inner surface surrounding the rib on the shaft to
receive oil thrown outwardly from said rib, and passages
to allow the oil- thus caught to pass outwardly through
the ring, and having a sharp edge formed around the out-
side of the ring between the pasKages and the side of the
ring farthest from the bearing to prevent oil from passing
over the outer surface of the ring, substantially as de-
scribed.

1.224,261. ADVERTISING DEVICE. William G. Billbb-
MAK, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr. 16, 1915. Serial No.
21382. Renewed Sept. 23, 19l6. Serial No. 121.903.
(Q. 40—36.)

1. An advertisement device comprising a series of In-

termittently moval)le and reversible advertising cards,
tracks adapted to movably mount the cards, means located
adjacent to the tracks and adapted to reverse the cards
when they are moved, and shiftable weights mounted In
the cards and adapted to coflpcrate with the means to re-

reverse the cards after the cards have engaged the means.
2. In an advertising device the combination of a series

of advertising cards, a frame, tracks mounted on the
frame, carriers mounted on the tracks and adapted to

plvotally mount the cards, a transrersely extending bar
located in the path of travel of the lower edce of the cards
and adapted to be engaged by the cards in their moTe-
nient. whereby movement of the lower edges of the cards
will be arrested to permit their upper edges and the car-
riers to swing relatively to one another and to the tracks,
whereby the cards will be reversed, and mechanism adapt-
ed to intermittently move the carriers.

3. In combination In an advertising device a series of
advertising cards adapted to contain advertisements OD
each side of their sides, a frame, tracks mounted on the
frame, carriers mounted on the tracks and adapted to
plvotally mount the cards, a transversely extending bar
located In the path of travel of the lower edge of the
cards and adapted to be engaged by the cards In their
movement, whereby movement of the lower edge of the
cards will be arrested to permit their upper edges and the
carriers to swing relatively to one another and to the
track, shiftable weights mounted In passages formed In
the vertical edges of the cards, and adapted to shift from
one transverse edge to the opposite transverse edge of each
card when the cards are swung by the transversely extend-
ing bar, whereby the cards will be reversed and supported
in their reversed positions, and mechanism adapted to
intermittently move the carriers.

1.224,262. AXLE FOR VEHICLES. Wilmam F. Bird.
Davenport. Iowa, assignor to Davenport Wagon Com-
pany of Illinois, Davenport, Iowa, a Corporation of
Illinois. Filed Aug. 25. 1913, Serial No. 786.595. Re-
newed June 30, 1916. Serial No. 106.958. (Cl. 21—6.)

1. An axle for vehicles, comprising longitudinally dis-

posed plates opposed and secured together, the longitudi-

nal central portion of said plates being curved to form
the sides of a tube, spindle holding members between the
plates at each end thereof and forming a tube within the
tubular portion of the axle and having their lower portions
split, a spindle in each member, and means to draw the
split portion of said members together to hold the spindles
In position.

2. An axle for vehicles comprising longitudinally dis-

posed plates opposed and secured together at the edgea
thereof, the longrltudinal central portion of said plates
being curved to form the sides of a tube, spacing blocks
secured between the edges of said plates to form open-
ings diametrically through said axle, spindle holding mem-
bers secured between the plates at each end thereof and
forming a tub«» within the tubular portion of the axle and
having their lower portions split, a spindle In each men-
ber, and bolts passing through said plates and split por-
tion of the spindle holding members to draw said split por-
tion together.

3. An axle for vehicles comprising longitudinally dis-

posed plates, spacing blcrks secured between the edges of
said plates to form openings diametrically through said
axle, the longitudinal central portion of said plates being
curved to form the sides of a tube, spindle holding mem-
l>ers between the plates, and secured thereto, and forming
a tube within the tubular portion oi the axle, the upper
part of said members being laterally extended to form sup-
ports, the lower portion of said members being split, a
spindle In each member, and bolts passing through said
plates and split portions to draw them together to !ioUl
the spindles In i>osltion.
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1.224.263. ADJUSTING MBAN8 FOR THK BACKS OF
TYPE-WHITER CHAIRS. Harhy W. Bol«n8. Port
Washiogton, Wis. Piled S«pt. 21, 1Q15. S«rtal No.
61,784. (CI. 155—27.)

1. The combination in a chalr-lron, comprising a rear-

wardly disposed rocker-arm terminating in a flattened

bead, the latter having a notch In its upper end and near
Ita lower end a segmental slot concentric with the notch
and tapered from ltt> top and front edges toward Its oppo-
site edges to form opposite Inclined surfaces, a back-
standard recessed at Its lower end to form parallel bi-

furcations adapted to embrace the head, a fulcrum-pin
passed through the bifurcations and resting In the notch
of the head, a bolt passed through the segmental slot and
through the corresponding holes In the bifurcations, and a
wheel-nut on the end of the bolt whereby the bifarcatloAs
may be drawn together to conform to and clamp the oppo-
site inclined surfaces of the head.

2. The combination, in a chair-iron, comprising a rear-

wardly disposed rocker-arm terminating in a flattened

head, the latter harlng its opposite surfaces grooved or

serrated, notched at Its upper end and slotted near its

lower end concentrically with the notch, and, further,

tapered from its front toward its rear edge and from its

upper toward its bottom edge, to form vertical and trans-

verse oppositely inclined surfaces, a back standard re-

cessed to substantially agree with the widest or upper
edge of the head and to form opposite parallel bifurca-

tions adapted to embrace the same, a fulcrum-pintle
passed through the bifurcations and resting in the notch
of the head, a bolt passed through tbe bifurcations and
through the segmental slot of the head, and a nut threaded
on the bolt at one side of the standard, whereby the bi-

furcations may be drawn together to conform to and
clamp the opposite Inclined surfaces of the head.

3. The combination, In a cbair-lron, comprising a rear-

wardly disposed rocker-arm terminating in a flattened
widened head having at one side a vertically and a hori-

sontally inclined surface, at its upper end a notch and
near its lower end a curved slot concentric with the
notch, a back-standard pivoted In said notch and extend-
ing t>elow its pivot to bear against said surface of the
bead, a clamping-bolt extending through the slot and the
back-standard, and a binding-nut threaded on the bolt and
adapted to draw the standard snugly and damp the
standard against said Inclined surfaces.

1,224.264. METHOD OF PREPARING NATURAL CORK
FOR INDUSTRIAL USB. Samuel C. Bond, Hollyoak,
Del., assignor to Bond Bottle Sealing Company. Wil-
mington, Del., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Nov.
7, 1916. Serial No. 130,106. (CI. 154—40.)

1. The herein described method of fabricating cork
which consists in cutting natural cork to disks, sepa-
rating the Imperfect from the Industrially perfect disks,

building* and uniting with cement the Imperfect disks Into

a coherent rod. and cutting such rod again to disks.

2. The herein described meth'jd of preparing for Indus-

trial use disks of natural cork which consists of building
up and uniting with a coagulable cementing materia] tbe

disks into a coherent rod, coagvlmttag aBch osBMOtlag
material, and cutting such rod again to dlaka.

8. The herein described method of preparing for indus-

trial use disks of natural cork which consists in removing
from the 4ll8ks hard particles contained in them, building

up and uniting with cement the so treated disks Into a
coherent rod, and cutting such rod again to disks.

4. The herein described method of preparing for indus-

trial use disks of natural cork which consists in tumbling
the disks In a tumbling barrel, treating them with ce-

menting material, building them into a coherent rod. and
cuttlnir the rod again to dl^ks.

5. The herein described method of preparing natural

cork for industrial use which consists in slicing tbe nat-

ural cork into layers, subjecting the layers to crushing
strain, removing the material loosened by crushing and
uniting the layers so treated.

1,224,266. GATE I.ATCH. Hybum Brambtw), Mount
Pleasant, Utah. Filed June 8, 1916. SerUl No.

102,661. (Cl. 70—28.)

y--

In a device of the class described, the combination of a

V-shaped frame provided with an Integral clamp upon
its upper end. a link pivotally mounted within said

clamp, the pivot portion of said link t>elng substantially

elliptical Bhape<l In cross-section, said clamp adapte<l to

fit snugly about said pivot portion so as to normally hold

said link In a horisontal position, said V-shaped frame
adapted to be mounted upon a post, said post provided

with a reduced neck, said neck adapted to be longer than
said link, whereby said link may not gain a vertical

position so that the same will always return automatically

to a horizontal position.

1,224,266. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR CENTRIFU-
GAL WRINGERS. HcGO G. BaACHLiCH, Davenport,
Iowa. Piled Sept. 28, 1914. Serial No. 868,848. (Cl.

74—46.)

1. In combination with a support, a horisontal drive

shaft, an upright operating shaft having a load member,
adapted for contlnuou.<« rotation in one direction, a counter
shaft, means connecting said drive and said counter shafts

to drive said countershaft at an Increased speed, an inter-

mediate shaft in line with said counter shaft and opera-

tively engaged to drive said upright shaft, a friction disk

fixed to that end of said counter shaft adjacent tbe inter-

mediate shaft, a second friction disk fixed to the end of
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said Intermediate shaft and adapted for engagement with
tbe first named friction disk, said second disk being rota-

tive with suld intermediate shaft but capable of endwise

movement thereon and means for moving said second
Bentioned disk Into and out of engagement with the like

disk on sold counter shaft.

-•*«j3 Of Jt

2. In combination with a support, a horisontal drive

shaft, an upright operating »haft having a load member,
a counter shaft driven by said drive shaft but at a higher

speed, an Intermediate shaft In line with said counter

shaft and adapted to drive said upright shaft, bearing

members for said shafts fixed to said supports, one of

said bearing members having a frlctlonal braking surface,

a friction disk fixed to that end of tbe counter shaft

adjacent the Intermediate shaft, a second friction disk

rotatlvely fixed to said Intermediate shaft but capable of

endwise movement thereon, between the friction disk on

said counter shaft and the braking surface on said bearing

and means for operatlvely engaging said friction disk on

said Intermediate shaft with the like disk on the counter

shaft and wlth^he braking surface on said bearing.

8. In combination with a support, a horizontal drive

shaft, an upright operating shaft adapted for continuous

rotation In one direction, a second operating shaft having

a load carrying member attached thereto, said second

operating shaft t>elng adapted for removable attachment

to the said first mentioned operating shaft, a counter shaft

driven by said drive shaft, an intermediate shaft In line

with said counter shaft and operatlvely engaged to drive

said first mentioned operating shaft, all of said shafts

being carried by said support, and an overload slip clutch

for operatlvely connecting said counter shaft with said

intermediate shaft, acting to accelerate the speed of said

intermediate shaft until said shaft attains the 8i>eed of

said counter shaft.

1.234,267. EXHIBITING DEVICE. John H. Bbbwbr,
Louisville, Ky. Piled Nov. 22, 1916. Serial No.

182.866. (Cl. 24&—19.)

1. An exhibiting device comprising an elongated mem-
ber, supporting means carried thereby at longitudinally

spaced points, each of said supporting means comprising

an elongated rod. and means for detacbably engaging the

rod with the member, one end of said rod being of a hook-

like formation.

2. An exhibiting device comprising an elongated mem-
ber, supporting means carried thereby at longitudinally

spaced points, each of said supporting means comprising

an elongated roil, and means for detachably engaging the
,

rod with the member, one end of said ro<l being of a hook-

like formation, the opposite end of said rod being provided
with engaging means.

3. An exhibiting device comprising an elongated mem-
ber, supporting means carried thereby at longitudinally

spacoil points, each of said supporting means comprising

an elongated rod. means for detachably engaging the rod

with the member, one end of said rod being of a hook-like

formation, and a clamping arm slidably engage<l with the

rod intermediate tbe book-like portion thereof and tbe

member.
4. An exhibiting device comprising an elongated mem-

ber, supporting means carried thereby at longitudinally

spaced points, each of said supporting means comprising

nn elongated rod, means for detachably engaging the rod

with the member, one end portion of said rod being of

book-like formation, said rod at a predetermined point

intermediate its length being provided with an annular

reduced portion, and a clamping arm provided with an
opening through which the rod is adapted to be disposed,

said arm also having an open slot in communication with

the opening of the arm and of a width less than the diam-

eter of said opening and through which the annular re-

duced portion of the rod is adapted to pass.

1,224,268. MACHINE FOR MAKING BOWS. JOHK
Bbickbn, Chicago, IlL, assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Chicago Braid Bow Company, Chicago, 111., a Corpo-

ration of Illinois. Filed Sept. 11, 1914. Serial No.

861,225. (Cl. 228—52.) .

1. In a machine for forming ribbon into bows, tbo

combination of means for folding tbe ribbon upon Itself

to form one loop of a bow, means for folding the ribbon
back upon Itself parallel to said formed loop to provide a

temporary loop, means for cutting a suitable length from
said ribbon for said bow. means for carrying the remain-
ing portion of said length about said first mentioned loop
of the bow, and means for drawing said remaining portion

through said temporary loop and then pulling the latter

into a knot.

2. In a machine for forming ribbon into bows, the
combination of means for folding the ribbon upon Itself

to form one loop of a bow, means for folding the ribbon
back upon itself parallel to said formed loop to provide

a temporary loop, means for cutting a suitable length from
said ribbon for said bow, means for carrying the remain-

ing portion of said length about said first mentioned loop

of the bow, and means for grasping said remaining por-

tion, drawing It, folded back upon Itself to form the other

loop of the bow, through the temporary loop and tighten-

ing the latter Into a knot.

3. In a machine for forming ribbon into bows, tbe

combination of means for holding the end of the ribbon,

means for extending the ribbon, means for holding tbe

ribbon at a point which will provide a bow-loop of suit-

able length, said holding means then releasing said end
of the ribbon, means for then folding the released end
upon itself to form said bow-loop, means for folding the

other portion of the ribbon back upon said bow loop to

form a temporary loop, means for cuttlAg a suitable length
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from said ribbon for said bow, means for carrying the
remaining portion of said length about said bow-loop, and
means for grasping said remaining portion and drawing It.

folde<i upon Itself to form the other bow loop, through
the temporary loop, thereby tightening the latter Into a
knot.

4. In a nMcbine for forming ribbon Into bows, meana
for rotatabiy supporting a spool of ribbon, means for
cutting the ribbon into length.s suitable for bows, means
for partially tying a bow-knot by folding said ribbon into
flat sections before the length from which the bow Is

formed Is cut, and means for holding the cut end of the
supply ribbon during the completion of the bow tying
operation.

5. In a machine for forming ribbon Into bows, means
for rotatabiy supporting a spool of ribbon, meana for
cutting the ribbon into lengths suitable for bows, meana
for partially tying a bow-knot by folding said ribbon Into
flat sections before the length from which the bow Is

formed is cut, means for holding the cut end of the supply
ribbon during the completion of the knot tying operation,
and means for taking up the slack between said spool ^nd
the end of said ribbon.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,224.269. FITTING FOR ELECTRICAL - CONDUIT
SYSTEMS. David Lbslib Jambs Bboadbe.vt. South-
port. England. Filed Jane 11. 1914. Serial No.
844.517. (Cl. 247—10.)

In a Qttlng for a metallic conduit system of electric
wiring, in combination : a branch on the fitting for engag-
ing the conduit, projections on the branch, a detachable
rluK fitting rotatlvely over the branch, a turned In edge
on the ring, recesses In the turned In edge for engaging
the projections, curved cam faces formed In the turned in

edge, adapted on the rotation of the ring to compres.-* the
projections on to the conduit, and shoulders on the turned
in edge adapted to engage the projections on the branch
and limit the rotation of the ring in one direction.

1,224,270. PABRIC-MAKINO MACHINE. Hartbt E.
Brown, St. Loais, Mo., assignor to The Simmons Man-
ufacturing Company, Kenosha. Wis., a Corporation of
Wisconsin. Piled Nov. 19, 1915. SerUl No. 62,S21.
(CI. 140—T.)

completed fabric portion, means for effecting step-byitep
rotary movements of said drum, to enable successive fab-
ric units to be connect»>d to said fabric, side by side, means
for Mevering said lengths of wire successively from the
end of a continuous wire supply, ami means for feeding
said wire in a direction lying In a plane substantially at
right angles to the axis of the drum.

2. In a fabric making machine, the combination of
means for successively supplying to the machine sections
of wire of equal length, means for bending each section
and forming loops on the ends thereof, and means for
Inserting each section of wire Into the loops of another
section before .<aid flrst-named section is bent.

8. In a machine of the character de.scrlb.>d. the com-
bination of means for forming loops on the ends of a
flection of wire, means for bending the wire to form a
fabric member, means for feeding a succession of slmllsr
sections of wire to the looping and bending means, each
section being fed through the loops of a previously formed
fabric member.

4. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination of means for forming loops on the ends of a sec-
tion of wire, means for bending the wire to form a fabric
member, means for feeding a succession of similar sections
of wire to the looping and bending means, each section
being fe<l through the loops of a plurality of previously
formed fabric members.

5 In a machine of the charatrer described, means for
forming loops on the ends of a section of wire, means for
bending the wire to form a fabric member, means for
boldlntr the loops In allnement, means for passing a suc-
ceeilini: section of wire similar to the first through the
loops, anil for positioning the same in operative relation
to the bending and loop forming means.

[Claims 6 to 40 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.271. COFFEE SUBSTITUTE. William A. B«ow!»,
Montgomery. Ala. Plied Aug. 6. 1916. Serial No.
118,371. (Cl. 99—11.)
1. A substitute for coffee consisting of sweet potato/s

and velvet beans, dried, roasted and powdered, and mixed
together In the profMrtlons of approximately 95^^ of sweet
potato powder and 5% of velvet bean powder.

2. The herein described process for the mannfactnre of
a coffee substitute which consists in comminuting sweet
potatoes, drying, roasting snd pulverizing the comminuted
product, next scalding and peeling velvet beans, drying
and pulverizing them and Anally mixing together the
potato and velvet bean powders In proportions of nlnety-
flve per cent, of sweet potato powder, and five per cent,
of velvet bean powder.

1. A fabric making machine comprising a rotatable
drum for supporting a previously completed fabrtc por-
tion, mechanism for forming 8Ucc4>Rslve lengths of wire
and engaging the same with the end of the previously

1,224.272. UNLOADER FOR AIR-COMPRESSORS. Wil-
liam H. Callan and Gborgb J. MacFaodbn, Franklin,
Pa., assignors to Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company,
Chicago, 111., a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Mar.
8, 1915. Serial No. 12,928. (H. 230—24.)
1. A controlling device for air compressors comprising

a casing adapted to communicate respectively with a sup-
ply of air under pressure and with a fluid pressure oper-
ate<l unloader mechanism, said casing also having an out-
let to atmosphere, two opposed seats in said casing, one
of which communicatee with said supply and the other
with said outlet, a valve Influenced constantly by a pre-
determined pressure and operating between said seats and
adapted to be sen ted upon one seat or the other, and means
beyond th||*(|lve seat communicating with the air snpply
for throttling the passnge from said seat.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a casing having opposed valve seats therein, a valve
movable between and adapted to engage said scats, a con-
nection from one of said 8»>at8 to an air receiver, Conner-
tlons from the other said seat to exhaust, a connection
from said casing to a fluid pressure actuated nnloader
mechanism and means beyond said valve seat for throt-
tling the air coming from th^^ receiver.

.S. A controlling device for air compressors comprising
a casing, a connection from said casing to a reeslrer, a
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valve seat controlling said connection, an outlet opening

from the casing to the atmosphere, a valve seat control-

ling said outlet, a connection from said casing to a fluid

pressure operated unloader nrechanlsm. a valve codperat-

Ing with said valve seats to alternately close the connec-

tion from the receiver and the outlet respectively to said

fluid operated unloader mechanism antl means cooperating

with the valve and the tlrst said valve seat to throttle

the flow of air from the receiver to the Interior of the

casliis>

4. A contrclllng device for air compressors comprising

a casing having a tubular portion communicating with

a receiver and formed at cne end with a valve seat, a

connection from said caslns to a fluid pressure operated

unloader mechanism, said casing also having an outlet

to the atmosphere, a second valve sest opposite the first

said seat, a valve arrangetl between said seats and adapt-

ed to cooperate with the same alternately, means for ex-

erting a predetermined pressure upon the valve to nor-

mally hold It upon the first said seat, said valve having

a sliding engagement with said tubular , portion of the

casing whereby the air passing from the receiver through

the first said valve seat Is thiottled.

5. A controlling device for air compressors comprising

a casing having a connection for a fluid pressure unloader

mechanism, a connection from said casing to a receiver, a

valve seat controlling the Intter connection, the casing

also having an outlet to the atmosphere and a valve seat

controlling said outlet, the two valve seats being In

opposed positions, a valve cooperating with the valve seats

to alternately close the same, a flange on the valve having

sliding connection with the first said valve seat and open-

ings In the flange of smaller total capacity than the open-

ing In the valve seat wherei>y the flow of air through the

seat Is throttled.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

the blank while so held "to the action of a forming tool,

and then securing the tool so formed in a cutter holder

In a position in which one of said parallel edges is in

radial relation to the axis of said holder, substantiai'y as

described.

1,224,278. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR FORMING
CUTTING-TOOLS. William P. Canning, Pittsburgh,

Pa., assignor to United Engineering and Foundry Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Piled July 1. 1916. Serial No. 107,168. (Cl. 76—101.)

1. The herein described method of making a rotary

cutter, which consists In holding a blank with Its longi-

tudinal axis oblique to th.e direction of such axis In a

finished tool when In a cutting position, and subjecting

the blank while so held to the action of a forming tool

and then securing the cutting tool thus formed In a rotary

cutter carrier with the longitudinal axis of the cutting

tool at a different angle from that of the blank during

the forming operation, substantially as described.

2. The herein described niethod of making a rotary

cotter, which consists In holding a blank having sub-

stantially parallel front an 1 rear side edges In a holder

In a position In which twth Its imrallel side edges are In

non -radial relation to the axis of said holder, subjecting

3. The herein described method of making cutting tools,

which consists In setting A suitable blank in a carrier or

support In non-radial relation to the axis of the carrier

or support, and In operative relation to a cutting tool

which Is set at a correspondingly oblique but reverse

angle, and then rotating the carrier or support and blank

to the action of said forming tool, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. The herein described method of making cutting tools,

which consists In Inserting a plurality of cutter forming
blanks In a rotatable carrier In non-radial relation to the

axis of said carrier, and in operative relation to a shapln

tool held In a reverse oblique position, and then rotating

the carrier to bring the several blanks to the action I of

said shaping tool, substantially as descrlbe<l. /

6. Apparatus for forming cutting tools, comprising a
rotatable carrier having means for holding a tool blank
In non-radial relation to the center thereof, and a tool

holder having means for holding a shaping tool in a re-

verse oblique position, bubstantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,274. VESSBLrPROPBLLING MBCHANI8M. JoBJC

A. Cashbl, Worthlngton, Minn. Piled Aug. 19, 1915.

Serial No. 46,804. (O. 115—88.)

1. Vessel propelling mechanism, comprising a power

shaft, a reciprocating device, a paddle secured to the latter

having pivoted shutters, and friction driving mechanism

actuated by said power-shaft and having oppositely rotat-

ing parts adapted to alternately move said device In oppo-

site directions.

2. Vessel propelling mechanism, comprising a power

shaft, a reciprocating device, a paddle secured to the lat-

ter having pivoted shutters, means for controlling the

direction In which said shutters may swing, and friction

driving mechanism actuated by said power-shaft and hav-

ing oppositely rotating iwrts adapted to alternately move
said device In opposite directions.

8. Vessel propelling mechanism, comprising a power

shaft, a casing, a piston operable therein, a paddle se-

cured to said piston, a piston-rod secured to said piston

and having a friction surface, friction driving mechanism

1 having oppositely routing parts actuated by said i-baft.

^
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and means for alternately engaging said rotating parts
with said friction surface to thereby Impart a reciprocat-
ing motion thereto.

4. Vesael propelling mechanism, comprising a recipro-
cating device adapted to carry a paddle or oar, friction
clutch mechanism having oppositely rotatable clutch roll-
ers, and means for engaging said rollers alternately with
said device to thereby Imimrt a reciprocating motion to
said paddle. <*

5. Vessel propelling mechanism, comprislnjc a recipro-
cating device adapted to carry a paddle or oar-blade, fric-
tion clutch mechanism comprising a stationary frame,
rollers plvotally mounted therein, a swinging bar sus-
pended from said frame by toggle links at opposite ends
thereof, rollers plvotally mounted In said bar, each adapt-
ed to cooperate with one of said first named rollers to
constitute a pair of clutch members, and means for alter-
nately straightening said toggles to thereby clutch said
device between one pair and then the other pair of said
clutch members, and means for oppositely rotating said
pairs of rollers.

1,224,276. LOQ-BDNK. Fr«d«rick W. Chbiswbll. Seat-
Ue, Wash., assignor to Seattle Car & Foundry Co., Seat
tie, Wash., a Corporation of Washington. Filed Sept.
22. 1916. SerUl No. 121,566. (Cl. 105—113.)

1. The combination with a log bunk, a stake pivoted
thereon, a lock brace pivoted on the bunk to swing into
position to engage Its side with the stake to hold the stake
raised, and a bar controlling said lock brace and extending
to the other end of the bunk.

2. The combination with a bunk, a stake pivoted !>e-

tween Its ends upon the bunk, a lock brace adapted to en-
gage by its side with the lower end of the stake and a con-
trolling and locking bar plvoUlly secured to the lock brace
and extending to the opposite end of the bunk.

3. The combination with a hollow bunk having stake-
receiving recesses in its ends, stakes In said recesses hav-
ing Inwardly extending arms and pivoted to the bunk by
the inner ends of 8ai<l arms and locking arms extending
downwardly from their pivots, lock braces pivoted to the
bunk and adapted when swung up to engaee their slde«
with the stakes to hold the stakes raised, bars controlling
said lock braces and extending within the bunk to Its op-
posite end, and means for securing said bars.

4. The combination with a bunk, a stake having a pivot
arm extending inwardly and plvotally mounted on the
bunk, and a stake controlling means comprising a com-
pound lever having one member pivoted by one end upon
the bunk and adapted to engage by Its side with the stake
to hold It raised and means located at the opposite end of
the bunk for restralnlngly engaging the other member.

6. The combination with a hollow bunk having Hosed
top and stake receiving recesses in its ends, stake* having
Inwardly projecting arms pivoted to the bunk within said
recesses, a compound lever having one part thereof plv-
otally supported from the bunk and adapted to restraln-
Ingiy engage one side thereof with the stake, and the other

part extending within the bunk to its opposite end, and
means located at said opiKMtte end for restralningly en-
gaging said other part of the lever.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.224.276. LOO-BUNK. Frbdihick W. CHaiawBLL, Seat-
tle, Wash., assignor to Seattle Car A Foundry Co., Seat-
tle, Wash., a Corporation of Washington. Filed Sept.
22, 1916. Serial No. 121.556. (Cl. 106—173.)

1. A I09 bunk having a stake receiving opening In Its
end, and a longitudinally extending channel at each side
said opening facing toward the center line of the bunk, a
stake having a pivot arm provided with outwardly extend-
ing pivot bosses entering said channel and like projecting
bosses normally supported by the outer end of said chan-
nel, a controlling bar pivoted to the sUke and means for
releasably holding said controlling bar.

2. A log bunk having a stake-receiving slot in its outer
end, a stake having a pivot arm and a log holding arm and
fitting within said slot, means for pivoting the inner end
of the pivot arm of the stake upon the bunk to permit a
limited movement lengthwise the bunk, the angle part of
the stake having lateral projections and the bunk com-
plemental supporting projections engaging to hold the
stake raised when the stake is in inward position and
means for controlling the position of the stake lengthwise
the bunk from the opposite end of the bunk.

3. A log bunk having a stake-receiving slot in Its outer
esd, a .sUke having a pivot arm and a log-holding arm
and fitting within said slot, means for pivoting the inner
end of the pivot arm of the stake upon the bunk to permit
a limited movement lengthwise the bunk, the angle part of
the stake liaving lateral projections and the bank com-
plemental supporting projections engaging to hold the
stake raised when the stake is in Inward position, said
supporting surfaces l>elng inclined to cause an outwardly
moving effect upon the stake.

4. A log bunk having a stake-receiving slot in its end
and longitudinally extending channels In the inner face of
its side walls at the sides of said slot and terminating a
short distance inward from its outer end. a stake having
a pivot arm and a log-holding arm, the inner end of the
pivot arm having lateral pivot projections flttlng said
channel, the stake having lateral supporting projections
adapted to enter the outer end of said channels, and means
for controlling the position of the stake lengthwise the
bunk from the opposite end of the bank.

5. A log bunk having side walls and a top web provided
with a stake receiving notch at Its end, and ledges pro-
jecting inwardly from it« side walls beneath said top web.
an L-shaped stake having a pivot arm provided with lat-
erally projecting pivot lugs at its Inner end and laterally
projecting supporting lugs at its outer end, said lass fit-

ting between said ledges and the top web, and a control-
ling bar plvotally connected with the stake and extend-
ing to the opposite end of the bunk.

[Claims 6 to 12 ndt printed In the Oazette.]

1.224,277. INGOT MOLD AND INOOT PRODUCED
THEREBY. Alexandbh Fibldib Clabki. Pittsburgh,
Pa. FUed Feb. 21, 1918. Serial No. 749.994. (Cl.

22—139.)

1. An ingot mold having a chamber or cavity provided
with opposite side walls extending in straight lines from
end to end thereof, said walls being in substantially par-
allel planes and all the walls being of sabstantlally the
same width, the cross sectional area of said chamber or
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cBTfty bet0» nutterlally greater at one «id of aald mold

than at the other.

2. An Ingot mold having a chamber or cavity provided

with opposite side walls extending in straight lines from

end to end thereof, said walls being In subsUntlally par

allel planes and all of said walls being of substentlally the

same width, the cross sectional area of said chamber or

cavity decreasing gradually toward one end of the mold

and being materially less at one end than at the other.

3. An Ingot mold having a chamber or cavity provided

with opposite side walls in substantially parallel planes

and extending from end to end of said mold, said mold

walls being provided with portions projecting inwardly

Into said chamber, said projecting portions being of grad-

ually increasing cross sectional area from one end to the

other.

4. An ingot mold having a chamber or cavity therein

provided with opposite side walls in substanUally par-

allel planes and extending from end to end of said mold,

said walls between the mold corners being provided with

Inwardly projecting ribs, said ribs being of materially

greater cross sectional area at one end than at the other

and thereby varying the cross sectional area of the ctxam-

ber or cavity In said mold.

5. An ingot mold having a chamber or cavity provided

with opposite side walls in subsUntUlly parallel planes

and extending from end to end of said mold, said walls

between the mold corners being provided with Inwardly

projecting ribs extending from a point near one end of

aid mold to (the other end thereof, said ribs being of ma-

terially greater cross sectional area at one end than at the

other and thereby varying the cross sectional area of the

mold chamber or cavity.

[Claims 6 to 9 Jiot printed In the Garette.]

1,224^78. YOKE. Eor J. Cook, Chicago, 111., assignor

of one-half to George C. Murray, Chicago, 111. Filed

Mar. 13, 1914. Serial No. 824.504. (Cl. 218—42.)

prevent spreading of the arms of said yoke adjacent said

lug iwrtlons, said last naqaed means comprising wings in-

tegrally formed with and extending between the arms of

said yoke.

2. In combination, a yoke having inwardly directed lag

portions, a coupler having a shouldered butt, the butt of

said coupler being of saeh slie as to permit the Insertion

thereof between said lug portions, key block members lo-

cated between the shoulders of said coupler butt and said

lug portion, means to norniallv prevent displacement of

said key block members, said means being arranged to pre-

vent spreading of the arms of said yoke adjacent said lag

portions, said last name<l means comprising wings Inte

grally formed with and extending between the arms of

said yoke, and means coacting with said coupler butt and

said wings to substantiaUy prevent rearward movement of

the former relative to the latter.

1, In combination, a yoke having Inwardly directed lug

portions, a coupler having a shouldered butt, the butt of

said coupler being of such siie as to permit the Insertion

thereof between said lug portions, key block members lo-

. ated between the shoulders of said coupler butt and said

lug portion, and means to normally prevent displacement

of said key block members, said means being arranged to

1.224.279. NUMBERING - M.\CHINE FOB PRINTING-

PRESSES. MiNDEB A. OncRTNKY, Birmingham. Ala.,

assignor of one half to Charles R. Patterson. Birming-

ham, Ala. Filed Sept. 29, 1916. Serial No. 122.921.

(Cl. 101—89.)

'M . J»W Jr" .»-'

1. In an apparatus of the character described, a plunger

adapted to be fully depressed only by the printing element

of a press, numeral type dials, mechanism controlled by

the reclprocatory movements of the plunger to prevent

the Inking of the type dials by the press Inking mecha-

nism when the plunger is raised and to present the dials

for co<)peratlon with the printing element of the press

when the plunger Is lowered, and mechanism for Inking

the dials.

2. In a two-color printing numbering machine for

presses, the combination of a plunger depresslble by the

printing element of a press, numeral dials which are rela-

tively adjusted by said plunger and which set normally

below the type high level, mechanism controlled by the

depression of the plunger for raising the dials to type high

level, and a separate inking means for the dials, substan-

tially as described.

3. An automatic numbering machine attachment for

printing presses, comprising a frame carrying a depres-

slble plunger element, numeral type dials mounted for

bodily movement In the frame, mechanism for relatively

adjusting the dials by the plunger movenjents, mechanism

controlled by the depression of the plunger to raise to

type high level the dials which are normally below sach

level, and means to Ink the type on the dials.

4. In an automatic numbering machine attachment for

printing presses, the combination of a main frame, a

spring supported depresslble plunger therein, a floating

frame, type dials Journaled In the floating frame, means

controlled by the movements of the floating frame to rela-

tively adjust the dials, means controlled by the depression

of the plunger to elevate the floating frame and present

the dials in printing position, and means for inking the

dials, substantially as described.

5. In an automatic numbering machine attachment for

printing presses, a main frame carrying a depresslble

spring supported plunger, a floating frame having jour-

naled therein a series of type dials, means controlled by

the plunger for moving the dials Into printing position,

automatic mechanism for relatively advancing the dlala

to serially change the numbers to be printed, an inking

ribbon movable over the dials, and mechanism for inking

the ribbon, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Oafette.]
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1^24.280. FASTENER-DRIViNO MACHINE. Edwabd
CsAio, St. Joseph, Mich. Filed Jan. 20, 1911. Serial

No. 003.631. (CI. 1—14.)

1. In a machine for driving fastening deTleea, a hopper
for holding the stock in a plurality of assembled sets, one
set on top of another, a device for lifting the stock at
one side of the hopper, a feeding apparatus cor>peratlng
therewith, said device being so arrangM as to be actu-
ated by the stock being fed from the other side of the
hopper, and means for driving fastening devices to secure
the stock together.

2. In a machine, for driving fastening derlces, a hopper
for holding the stock, a pivoted device for lifttng the stock
at one side of the hopper, means reaching down Into the
hopper to support said pivoted device, a feeding apparatus
cooperating therewith, the said device being so arranged
as to be actuated by the stock being fed from the other
side of the hopper, and means for driving fastening de-
vices to secure the stock together.

3. In a machine for driving fastening devices, a pair of
stock guides, hooks on said guides to catch and hold the
stock, a pair of movable bars having cams for controlling
said hooks, means for actuating said bars, means for feed-
ing the stock along said guides, and means for driving
fastening devices to secure the stock together.

4. In a machine for driving fastening devices, a hopper,
a chain carrier for feeding the stock from the said hopper,
in successive sets, a friction drive for said chain carrier,
means for engaging the stock to interrupt the feeding mo-
tion of said carrier, and means operating on each set a
plurality of times, at successive points In the path of
travel thereof, for Inserting fastening devices to secure the
stock together.

5. In a machine for driving fastening devices, a hopper
mechanism for holding the stock In a plurality of as-
sembled sets, means for feeding the sets In assembled form,
and a plurality of corrugated sheet metal fastener drivers
operating on each set a plurality of times at successive
points In the path of travel thereof for Inserting corru-
gated fasteners across the joints of the comers of each
set.

[Claims 6 to 59 not printed lo the Gaiette.] (

1,224.281. RIFFLE BOX. Abthcb B. Custir, Salt Lake
City, Utah. Filed June 1, 1915. SerUl No. 31.608.
(CI. 83—88.)

^
1. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a riflle bo.x : a plurality of detachable riffle boards trans

ver^el.v placed as a secondary bottom in said box, and
each having rows of longitudinal recesses cut In the face

thereof, each of said recesses having a portion of Its bot-

tom inclined upwardly toward the front end and the other

portion curved upwardly and having Its rear end at right

angles to the Inclined portion of the bottom, to form a

right-angled pocket, each of said recesses having an over-

hanging Up at its head end : and means to Impart a longi-

tudinal redprocatory movement to said box and boards.

2. Ib a dvslce of the claaa antrtbtd the combination
of a riffle box; a plurality of detachable riffle boards each
having rows of longitudinally disposed recesses cut In the
face thereof, each of said recesses having a portion of Its

bottom Inclined upwardly toward the front end and the
other portion curved upwardly, and having Its rear end
vertically at right angles to the Inclined portion of the
bottom ; and means to Impart a slow forward movement
and a quick return movement to said box and riffle boards.

1,224,282. AUTOMATIC MI.NE TRACK SWITCH. Will
E. Dawkins and AaTHra W. Lipscomb, Breese, 111.

Filed July 24. 1916. SerUl No. 111,013. (CI. 104—24.)

1. In switch mechanism, a main track, a switch tracks

pivoted switch throwing means normally projecting up-

wardly from the main track and eugageable by a car pass-

ing thereon for rocking the said means to open the switch,

mean.s operable to project above said switch throwing

means for locking the switch In the open position thereof,

and means operable by a car passing over the switch track

for releasing the said looking means.

2. In switch me<hanlsm. a main track, a switch track,

enacting switch points, pivoted switch throwing means en-

gageable by a car passing over the main track for rocking

the said means and shifting the switch points In oppo-

site directions to open the switch, and means arranged

for engagement with the said switch throwing means for

locking the switch in open position.

3. In switch mechanism, a main track, a switch track,

coactMig switch points, pivoted switch throwing means
engageable by a car passing over the main track for rock-

ing the said means and shifting the said switch points to

open the switch, and means mounted apon the rails of

the main track and shlftable transversely with respect

thereto for engagement with the said switch throwing

means for locking the switch In open position.

4. In switch mechanism, a main track, a switch lever

mounted to rock at one side of the main track and engage-

able by a car passing over the main track, means urged

Into the path of rocking movement of tho said lever for

locking the lever In the open position of the switch, and

means operable by a car passing over the switch track

for releasing the said locking means to free the said lever.

6. In switch mechanism, a main track, a switch track,

switch throwing means operable by a car passing over

the main track to open the switch, and means urged

to lock the said switch throwing means in the open posi-

tion of the switch with the said switch throwing means
normally providing a stop for the said locking means to

"hold the locking means In Inactive position.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,283. OPHTHALMIC MOUNTI.NG. Gioaci H. Dai,

Southbrldge. Mass., assignor to American Optical Com-

I

pany, Southbrldge. Mass., a Voluntary Association of

Massachusetts. Piled Dec. 27. 1915. SerUl No. 68,782.

(a. 88—«i.)

1. A center for an ophthalmic mounting, comprising a

central arched member terminating In depending portions,

bearing members curving upwardly and inwardly from the
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lower portions of the depending memt>*rs and posts car-
ried by the upper portions of the bearing members and
xtendlng outwardly for engagement with the lens frame.

2. In an ophthalmic mounting, the combination with
a pair of lens frames, a one-piece connecting member there-
for comprising posts extending inwardly from the frames,
thence rearwardly and downwardly in nose engaging por-
tions, upwardly t>ehind the no.se engaging portions and
post, and a common transversely extending portion con-
necting said upwardly extending portions.

3. A center for an ophthalmic mounting, comprising a
central arched member having its maximum width In a
plane parallel to that of the lenses, said member terminat-
ing In depending portions, bearing members curving up-
wardly and Inwardly from the lower portions of the de-
pending portions, and posts carried by the upper portions
of the bearing members and extending outwardly for
engagement with the lens frames.

4. In a spectacle mounting, the combination with a
pair of lenses and means located at the outer edges of the
leases for retaining the mounting in position on the
lace of the wearer, of an adjustable center for connecting
the lenses, said center comprising a central forwardly
curving bridge member terminating in downwardly and
outwardly curving portions disposed behlml the edge of
the lens and out of engagement with the face of the
wearer, said depending portions terminating In rearwardly
and upwardly inclined widened bearing portions adapted
for engagement with the sides of the nose of the wearer,
the upper ends of said bearing portion being curved for-
wardly and outwardly around the depending portions of
the bridge member, and having their outer ends connected
to the lenses, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

1,224,284. GAS SHUT OFF VALVE. Josiph W. D»ak
i.NO. Kaunas City. Mo., assignor to Eureka Automatic
Gas Valve Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo., a Corporation
of Arlxona. Filed Aug. 20, 1914. Serial No. 857,687.
(CT. 187—92.)

^2d^A.

i^r
1. In a valve, a casing having a communicating cham-

bered portion provided with alined oppositely-projecting
tubular hubs, one of Raid hubs having Its bore enlarged
to form a tapered seat or bearing facing the chambered
portion, and the other hub having an Internal bearing and
screw threads, a shaft extending transversely through the
Chambered portion and Journaled and endwise-movable In
the last-named bearing and provided with a conical en-
largement engaging the said tapered seat or l>earlng, a
split not engaging the threaded portion of said hub, an
expanding plug engaging and expanding said split nut
to secure the same against accidental movement, and a

clamping screw adjustably mounted In the expanding
plug and engaging the adjacent end of the shaft to hold
the conical portion thereof firmly upon the tapered seat
or bearing.

2. In a valve, a casing having a communicating cham-
bered portion provided with alined opposltely-projectinf
tubular hubs, one of said hubs having Its tK>re enlarge to
form a seat or bearing facing the chambered portion and
the other hub having an Internal bearing and screw
threads, a shaft extending transversely through the
chambered portion and Journaled and endwise-movable
In the last-named bearing and provided with an enlarge-
ment engaging the said seat or bearing facing the cham
bered portion, an adjustable device secured within the
threaded hub, a plug threaded Into said adjustable device,
a clamping screw extending through said plug and en-
gaging the adjacent end of said shaft, a lock nut mounted
upon said screw and bearing against said plug, and a
hollow nut screwed into said hub and inclosing the outer
end of said clamping screw.

8. In a gas shut-off valve, a casing having an offset
chambered portion provided with alined opposltely-pro-
Jectlng hubs, one hub having a cylindrical Internal seat
and the other a tapering seat, a sectional shaft extending
transversely through said chambered portion and composed
of members interlocked together as regards rotative move-
ment, one member of the shaft having an enlarged cylin-
drical portion engaging the aald cylindrical seat and the
other member an enlarged tapered portion engaging said
tapered seat, a valve within the casing, a crank arm
mounted upon the shaft to turn therewith and connected
to seat and unseat said valve, means to rock said shaft,
means within the hub containing the cylindrical seat, for
applying unyielding endwise pressure on the adjacent end
of one member of said shaft to hold the tapered portion
of the other member pressed against the said tapered
seat, and means closing the outer end of the hub contain-
ing the pressure-applying means.

4. In a gas shut-off valve, a casing having an offset
chambered portion provided with alined oppositely-pro-
jecting hubs, one hub having an Inwardly-facing seat or
bearing, a sectional shaft extending transversely through
said chambered portion and composed of members inter-
locked together as regards rotative movement, one mem-
ber of the shaft having an enlarged portion engaging
said inwardly facing seat or bearing, an expansible device
adjustably secured In the hub at the opposite side of the
chambered portion from the hub provided with Inwardly-
facing seat or bearing, a tapered expanding plug engaging
and clamping said expansible device at the desired point
of "adjustment thereof In said hub. an adjustable device
secured to and extending through said plug and engaging
the adjacent end of the sectional shaft and clamping the
enlarged portion thereof against said Inwardly-facing
seat or bearing, means mounted on said adjustable device
and engaging said plug to prevent accidental movement of
said adjustable device, and means for sealing the outer
end of the hub containing said expansible device.

6. In a gas cut off valve, a casing having an offset cham-
bered portion provided with alined oppositely-projecting
hubs, one hub having an inwardly-facing seat or bearing,
a sectional shaft extending transversely through said
chambered portion and composed of members Interlocked
together as regards rotative movement, one member of the
shaft having an enlarged portion engaging said inwardly-
facing seat or bearing, means within one of said hubs for
applying unyielding endwise pre.ssure on one member of the
shaft to hold said enlarged portion of the other member
pressed against said seat or bearing, a yoke rigid on the
casing, provided with & socket axlally alined with and out-
ward of the hub having the Inwardly-facing seat or bearing
and forming a bearing for the outer end of the shaft
member having the enlarged portion, a crank arm mount-
ed on the shaft within said chambered portion and pro-
jecting into the casing, a valve within the casing to be
seated and unseated by said crank arm, a lever extending
through the yoke and mounted on the shaft section jour-
naled In the yoke, means engaging the lever for holding
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the valve Dormally op^n, and means for tripping said
holding means and then operating the lever to positively
clos^ the valve.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,224,285. SOAP-DISPEN8EK. JosiPH P. Dillon, Kan-
sas City, Mo., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments,
to Roger A. Boushor, Kansas City, Mo. Filed Sept. 80.
1916. Serial No. 53,290. (CI. 221—94.)

1. In a soap dispenser, a bracket adapted to be attached
to a wall and provided with two forwardly extending
arms, and having an upwardly extending arch, the ends
of which are connected respectively with said arms, and
a container pivotally supported between and by said arms,
and adapted to be tilted to an Inverted position for the
discharge of its contents, and In the tilted position engag-
ing saUl arch, whereby the tilting movement to the dis-

charge position of the container is limited hy said arch.
2. In a soap dispenser, a bracket adapted to be at-

tached to a wall and having two forwardly extending arms
and an arch extending upwardly from and forming a con-
tinuation of said arms, and a container pivotally mounted
between and supported by said arms and adapted to be
swung to an Inverted discharge position, the arch being
engaged by and limiting said movement of the container
to a position In which the container when released will
return by gravity to the upright position.

3. In a soap dispenser, a support having two forwardly
extending arms and an arch extending upwardly from and
forming an extension of said arms, and a container
plvote<l between and supported by said arms and tlltable
to an Inverted discharge position and having at its upper
«nd a closure having ar- discharge opening, the arch en-
gaging and serving to limit the tilting movement of the
container and disposed forward of said closure opening,
when the container is In the upright position, so that the
opper end of the container must pass under the arch when
the container is tilted to the discharge position.

1,224^86. UNIVERSAL JOINT. Emanusl C.
BsxjAMiN Do.vTjE. and Cornimcs I. Dontji,
zoo, Mich. Filed Sept. 16, 1916. gerial No.
(CT. 74—19.)

DONTJl,
Kalama-
120,399.

1. In a universal Joint, the combination of a pair of
shaft members each having bearing arms provided with
segmental bearings the combined arcs of which do not ex-
ceed a half circle, yoke-like bearing members provided
with segmental bearings complemental to the bearings of
said arms, there being a space between the bearing arms
of each shaft member for the bearing member of the
other shaft member, a spherical coupling member having
peripheral bearing grooves disposed at right angles to each

other and coactlng with the bearings of said shaft member
arms and bearing members, the sides of said bearing
grooves being diverged outwardly and the sides of said
bearings being converged Inwardly to coact therewith,
and means for adjustably securing said bearing members
to the ends of said bearing arms.

2. In a universal Joint, the combination of a pair of
shaft members, each having bearing arms provided with
segmental bearings, yoke-like bearing members provided
with bearings alined with the bearings of said arms, a
coupling member having bearing grooves disposed at right
angles to each other and coactlng with the bearings of saM
shaft memt>er arms and bearing members, the sides of
said bearing grooves being diverged outwardly and the
sides of said bearings being converged inwardly to coact
therewith, and meaus for adjustably securing said bearing
members to the ends of said bearing arms.

1,224.287. ROTARY BIT. Epward DorBLE. Los Angeles.
Cal. Filed Jane 8, 1914. BerUI No. 843,708. (01.
265—71.)

1. In a rotary bit, a body having a tapered end, a pair
of studs screwed Into opposite faces of said end, rotary
cutters mounted on said studs and a bolt, the end portions
of which are in substantial allnement with the longitudi-

nal axes of the studs, said bolt passing longitudinally

through said studs and securing the same to the body,
each of said cutters having a tapered bore to allow the

passage of the bolt irrespective of the angular rotative
position of the stud.

2. In a rotary bit. a body having a tapered end, a pln-

raltty of studs s'-rewod in opposite faces of said end, each
of kald studs having a bead, a bushing on each atnd. a
rotary cutter mounted on each bushing and retained by
the head of the stud, said studs t>eing hollow, and a bolt

passing longitudinally through both of said studs and
through the body to positively retain the ttads on the

body, a washer between each cutter and the tapered end
portion, and a washer l)etween each cutter and the adja-
cent bead of the stud, each of said bushings having a
lubricant chamber with Inbrlcant ducts leading from said
chamber to the t>earlng surface of the bushing.

3. In a rotary bit, a body having a taperetl end, a plu-

rality of studs screwed In opposite faces of said end, each
of said studs having a head, a bushing on each stud, a
rotary cutter mounted on each bushing and retained by
the head of the stud, said studs being hollow, and a bolt

passing longitudinally through both of said studs and
through the body to positively retain the studs on the
body, a washer between each cutter and the tapered end
portion, and a washer betw(>en each cutter and the ad-
jacent head of the stud, each of said bushings having a
lubricant chamber with lubricant ducts leading from said
chamber to the t>earlng surface of the bushing, each of
said bushings being provided with a filling passage lead-

ing to the lubricant chamber.
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4. In a rotary bit, a body, a pair of headed studs hav-
ing bores formed longitudinally thercthroueh secured
upon opposite sides of the body near the lower end there-
of, rotary cutters mounted on said studs and held in place
by the heads thereof, and a bolt Inserted through the studs
and body and having Its ends located within the bores In
said studs, said studs being located In outwardly and
downwardly Inclined planes relatively to the longitudinal
axis of the body and having their bores uniformly en-
larged at their inner ends t«> allow the passage of the bolt
therethrough Irrespective of the angular rotative positions
of the studs.

1,224.288. HAY PRESS. Watni G. DcrriBLo. Moline,
111., assignor to The Daln Manufacturing ("ompany of
Iowa, Ottumwa, Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa. Filed
June 22. 1914. Serial No. 846.661. (CI. 100—23.)

1. In a hay press the combination of a tiale chamber, a
block dropper having a block holder slldably supported at
lt» front end, of a link connection between its rear end
and the bale chamber, a lever pivotally moutned upon the
bale chamber and means connecting the lever with the
block holder.

2. In a hay press the combination of a bale chamber, a
block holder, the front portion of the sides of the block
bolder slldably supported, a lever connected with the
block holder to actuate the latter, link means connecting
the rear portion of the block holder sides with the bale
chamber to move the top of the block holder -more rapidly
than the t>ottom as the lever Is operated.

3. In a hay press the combination of a bale chamber, a
feed opening, a normally Inclined block holder having a
receptacle adapted to receive a block, means to support
the forward portion of the block holde;-. link means con-
necting the rear portion of the block holder to the bale
chamber, a lever mounted on the bale chamber and con-
nected to the block holder to actuate the latter and rock
the link means to move the block receptacle ?iom normal
Inclined position above the bale chamber to a substantially
vertical position above the feed opening.

4. In a hay press having a bale chamber, a feed opening,
a horizontally reciprocating plunger, and a substantially
vertical reciprocating feeder having a bracket thereon,
the combination of a normally inclined block holder, a
division block carried thereby, means for supporting the
forward portion of the block holder, a link connection
between the rear portion of the block holder and the bale
chamber, a lever, a connection between the lever and
block holder to shift the latter when the lever Is operated
and to rock the link connection to move the block holder
from inclined to a substantially vertical position to place
the block in the path of the bracket on the feeder.

5. In a press for baling hay or the like the combination
of a bale chamber, a block bolder slldably supported there-
bf, a link pivoted to the block holder and pivotally sup-
ported on the bale chamber, said link lying normally sub-
stantially parallel with the top of the bale chamber, a
hortzontally reciprocating plunger In the bale case, a
feeder operating In timed relation with the i)lunger and
adapted to reciprocate Into and out of the path traversed
by the plunger, and means supported on the bale chamber
and connected with the block holder to move the latter
toward thep ath traversed by the feeder.

1.224,289. WEIGHING-MACHINE. PaTSO.NlLLA Edt^
BAiER. Chli^go, 111. Filed Nov. 29. 1916. Serial No.
64,009. (CI, 73—177.)

1. In a weighing machine, a suitable scale Including a
balance-beam, a single bin supported by and movable with
said beam, said bin having a discharge opening, a counter-

balanced hinged plate adapted to close the discharge open-
ing of said bin, and a rock-shaft from which said plate
projects. In combination with a stationary superposed
hopper, a plate adapted to close the discharge opening
thereof, and means for imparting the motion of said rock-

shaft to said plate and open the hopper when the bin Is

closed, and vice versa, said means Including engaging
members that extend from the plate which closes the bin

and hopper respectively.

2. In a weighing machine, a suitable scale Including a
balance-beam, a single bin supported by and movable with
said beam, said bin having a discbarge opening, a counter-
balanced hinged plate adapted to close the discharge open-

ing of said bin, and a rock-bhaft from which said plate

projects, In combination with a stationary superposed
hopper, a swinging plate adapted to close the discharge
opening thereof, and means for imparting the motion of

said rock-shaft to said plate and open the hopper when the
bin is closed, and vice versa, said means including engag-
ing members that extend from the swinging plate and the
plate which closes said bin.

3. In a weighing machine, a suitable scale including a
balance-beam, said bin having s discharge opening, a
single bin supported by and movable with sold beam, a
counterbalanced hinged plate adapted to close the dis-

charge opening of said bin, a rock-shaft from which it

projects, and an arm projecting upward from said shaft,
in combination with a stationary superposed hopper, a
plate adapted to close the discharge opening thereof, a
suitable trip engaging said arm when the bin is closed,

and means engaged by said arm when said bin l> discharg-
ing and causing said plate to close the discbarge opening
In the hopper.

4. In a weighing machine, a suitable scale Including a
balance-beam, a single bin supported by and movable with
said beam and provided with a discharge opening In said
bin, a counterbalanced hinged plate adapted to close the
discharge opening of said bin, a rock-shaft from which
said plate projects, and an arm projecting upward from
said shaft, In combination with a stationary superposed
hopper, a closure for the discharge opening of said hop-
per consisting of a swinging plate, a plurality of trips
adapted to engage the upper end of said arm at the end of
its movement in either direction, and means engaged by
said arm that causes said closure to open the hopper when
the bin is closed, and vice versa.

5. In a weighing machine, a Buitai>le scale Including a
balance-beam, a single bin supported by and movable with
said beam, said bin having a discharge opening, a counter-
balanced hinged plate adapted to close the discharge
opening of the same, a rock-shaft from which said plate
projects, and an arm projecting upward from said plate
at an obtuse angle. In combination with a superposed hop-
per ^ swinging plate adapted to close the discharge open-
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ing thereof, an arm sultiibly oonnected to said rwlnglng
plate and dept^mltng downward and engaging the arm pro-
jecting up from the rook-shaft, and a suitable trip en-
gaging 8aid last-mentioneii arm when the bin Is closed.

[Clalma 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.290. A8H-CART. William Biirmanm. Brooklyn,
N. Y. Filed Sept. 1, 1916. Serial No. 118.060. {CI.
214—1.)

more two oppoalte toola toward the center of the machine
and contemponuieouaJy two other tool* away from the
ame.

2. A machine for cleaning, grinding, polishing or finish-
ing of parquetted floors and similar surfaces, comprising
a motor, oppositely arranged slides adapted to accommo-
date tools for working of the said surfaces, each slide
haring an oblique bent edge, means enabling the said mo-
tor to reciprocate the said slides in pairs contemporane-
ously toward and away from the center of the machine,
a fastening piece for the tools having an obliqne e<1ge and
means for se<uring the said fastening piece to the said
slides.

3. A machine for cleaning, grinding, polishing or finish-
ing of parquetted floors and similar surfaces comprising a
motor, tools for working of the said surfaces, ni.-ans en-
abllnf the said motor to reciprocate the raid tools in pairs
conlemporaneously toward and away from the center of
the machine, a rotatable member concentric with the axis
of the motor and a handle fixed to the said rotatable mem-
ber and adapted to be shifted about the axis of the motor.

A collecting machine of the class described comprising
a portable truck, a vertical conveyer casing rising rigidly
from said truck and having in one side a discharge open-
ing, said casing also having an inlet, a tilting receiver
mounted on said truck and having one side disposed ad-
jacent said side of the conveyer casing and formed with
an opening registering with said discbarge opening, a
receiving chute carried rigidly by said receiver and pro-
jecting through the opening thereof and through said dls- '

charge opening into the conveyer casing when said re-
ceiver Is in operative position, said discharge opening be-
ing of a size to permit the chute to leave the same when
the receiver Is tilted to discharge Its load, and a conveyer
In said casing for lifting material deposited therein and
discharging it into said chute.

1,224,293. SAW FILING MACHINE. HuoH B FoLaT.
Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial No.
125,818. (CI. 76—86.)

i;224,2Sl. REMOVING CATALYZER FROM OIL. Carl^
TON Ellis, Montclalr, N. J. Filed Feb. 5, 1916. Serial
No. 76,380. (01. 87—12.)

1. A process of treating oily material containing cata-
Ijraer in a high state of subdivision, which comprises pass-
ing an oily material containing such a catalyzer through
a filtering mtiterlal comprising silicic acid preclpluted on
a finely divided solid material.

2. A process of treating oily material containing cata-
lyzer in a high state of subdivision, which comprises pass-
ing an oily .aiaterial containing such a caUlyier through
a filtering material comprising silicic acid precipitated on
fullers' earth.

1,224,292. MACHINE FOR CLEANING. GRINDINr..
FINISHING. AND POLISHING OF PARQUETTED
FLOORS .<ND SIMILAR 8URFACE.S. PaoBR Andbb-
SKy F18KKB, Frederiksberg, near Copenhagen, Denmark.
Piled Oct. 28, 1914. Serial No. 869.059. (CI. 13—14.)

1. A machine for cleaning, grinding, polishing or finish-
ing of parquetted floors and similar surfaces comprising a
motor, tools adapted to work the said surfaces, said tools
being arranged in pairs and a traosmisslon adapted to

1. In a saw filing machine, a crosshead support haring
front vertical guides, a primary crosshead movable verti-

cally in the guide* of said support, a secondary crosshead
mounted fur straight line horizontal movements on said

primary crosshead, and provide<l with a file holder, and
a compound crank operative directly on said primary and
secondary crossheads to alternately Impart the respective
straight line movements thereto.

2. In a say filing machine, a saw blade holder, of a
crosshead support having an angular movement in respect
to the plane of the saw blade held by said holder, a croaa-

head device mounted on sai^i crosshead support and pro-

vided with a file bolder, and a power device mounte<l on
and adjustable with Mid crosshead support and biarlng

connections to said crosshead for Imparting thereto, and
to the file holder, saw filing movements.

3. In a saw filing machine, the combination with a saw
blade bolder, of a crosshead support pivotally connected
thereto by a pivot, the axis of which Is in the extended
plane of a saw blade held by said holder, a crosshead de-
vice mounted on said crosshead support and provided with
a file holder arranged to hold a file for engagement with
the saw blade at a point where the projected axis of the
above noted pivot of said crosshead support intersects the
saw blade, and means for imparting saw filing movements
to said crosshead.

4. In a saw filing machine, a saw blade holder, a cross-

head support having an angular movement in respect to
the plane of the saw tdade held hy said holder, a primary
crosshead mounted for vertical movements on said cross-
head support, a secondary crosshead mounted for horlson-
tal movements en said primary crosshead, and provided
with a file holder, and a power device mount«-d on and
adjustable with said crosshead support and liarlng con-
nections for Imparting the respective movements to said
primary and secondary crossheads.

5. In A saw filing machine, the combination with a saw
blade holder, of a crosshead support pivotally connected
thereto by a pivot, the axis of which Is in the extended
plane of a saw blade held by said holder, a crosshead de-
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vice mounted on said crosshead support and provided with

a file holder arranged to hold a file for engagement with
the saw blade at a point where the projected axis of the
above noted pivot of said crosshead support Intersects the

•aw blade, and a power device mounted on and adjustable
with said crosshead support and having connections for
imparting the .saw filing movements to said crosshead. 1

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.294. FURNITURE-CASTER. Ernbt Fbanzkn. Chi-
cago. 111. FUed Jan. 12, 1916. Serial No, 71,666. (Cl.

16—161.)

.V fnrnitnre caster comprising an Inverted substantially
•enil-spherlcal cup equipped with a turn-table rotatable on
the vertical axis of said cup, a roller rotatable on a trans
verse axis carried by said turn table, a sphere disposed
within the cup upon which said roller Is adapted to rest, an
extension member for the mouth of the cup adapted to be
deuchably secured to the latter and through which the
contained spher*- Is adapte<l to project, a plurality of turn-
tables mounted ih said extension member rotatable on axes
•ahflUntlally radial of said sphere, and a roller carried by
aach turn-table rotatable on an axis transverse to the
axis of its turn-table and bearing upon the sphere, all of
the last-named rollers coactlng to maintain said sphere
centered with relation to the first-named tnm-t»ble.

1.224.295. FIRE DOOR. Wainwhight B. Gsbvais, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Variety Manufacturing Company,
Chicago, III., a Corporation of IlUnolH. Flle<l Dec. 6,

1912. Serial No. 735.208. (Cl. 189—58.)

The combination of n drum having counterbalancing
mechanism therein and a shutter to be wound upon said

drum, a cylindrical guideway disposed adjacent one side

of the shutter and having a slot therein, an arm carried

by the lower end of the shutter and projecting into the
guideway through the slot, a weight disposed wholly
within the guideway. a trigger above the upper end of

the guideway to suspend said weight above the arm, and
a fusible cable connected to said trigger to restrain the

same until a predetermined temperature is reached.

288 O. G.—fi

1,224.296. IGNITION DEVICE. LksTER H. GiBSOlf,

Brookline. Mass.. assignor to Glbson-Hoillster Manu-
facturing Company. Boston. Mass., a Corporation of
Massachusetts. Filed Apr. 24, 1915. Serial No. 28,58S.
(Cl. 12s—169.)

-j»

— jt^ a»

1. A spark plug comprising a metal shell having a de-

pending annular skirt, the t>ottom of which Is thickened
to form a conical Inclosed chamber having the side walls
converging to a single substantially circular restricted

orifice at its bottom, the innef face of which orifice

forms one of the sparking points of the spark gap. an in-

sulating boshing secured in the shell, and an electrode ex-
tending through the bushing and having a sparking point
located in the orifice, the restricted orifice compelling the
Ignited gas in the chamber to pass and clean the sparking
points, and the lower face of the shell forming a subsian-
tlslly tlat annular surface around the orifice and being
provided with a slot cut therein and Intersecting the
orifice near the sparking points to permit free access of
combustible );as to the sparking points.

2. A spark plug comprising n metal shell having a de-

pending annular skirt forming an incloaed chaml)er with
a single restricted orifice at Its bottom, the Inner face
of which forms one of the sparking points, an Insulating
bashing secured in the shell, and an electrode extending
through the bushing and having a sparking point located

in the orifice, the passage of the Ignited gas past the
sparking points tending to clean them, and the lower
face of the shell being provided" with a slot cat therein
and Intersecting the orifice near the sparking points to

permit free acceaa of combustible gas to the sparking
points.

3. A spark .plug comprising a metal shell having a de-

pending annular skirt, the bottom of which is thickened
to form an Inclosed chamber with a single restricted ori-

fice at Its bottom, the skirt forming a substantially flat

annular bottom surface for the plug around the orifice,

an Insulating bushing secured in the shell, an electrode

extending through the bushing and having a sparking
point located In the orifice, and a noncorroding ring in-

serted around the mouth of the orifice and flush with the
bottom surface of the plug to form the other sparking
point, the inclosed chamber compelling the ignited gas
to pass and clean the sparking points, and the lower
face of the shell being provided with a transverse slot

cut therein and partially through the ring to intersect
the orifice near the sparking points and permit the free

access of combustible gas to the sparking points.

1.224.297. LAVATORY-FITTING. Joskph H. Guacbbr,
Cleveland, Ohio ; The Citizens Savings & Trust Com-
pany executor of estate of Joseph H. (Jlauber, deceased.

Filed Oct. 28. 1914. Serial No. 868,947. (01.137— 111.)

The combination of a wall or back and a pipe fitting,

with a shank having a threaded end engaged with said

fitting and a flanged screw collar engaged with said wall,

or back, said shank and collar having complementary
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•crew threads of relatively small depth and rounded at
the top DO a radias prominently greater than the depth
of said thread and the f«cr<>w threads on the collar being
larger and having loose longitudinal play relatively to the

screw threads on the shank to afford quick and easy rota-
tion and prevent marring of the shank surface in adjust-
ments and to provide a wedging effect between the parts
in clamping operations.

1.224,298. AUTOMOBILE JACK. Martin J. Haco,
Madelia, Minn. Filed Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124,714.
(a. 284—89.)

An automobile jack comprising a base, axle engaging
and lifting blocks movably mounted on opposite ends of
the base, a movably mounted trip memb4>r mounted ad-
jacent one set of said lifting blocks, connecting means be-

tween the blocks of said set, said trip member being ar-

ranged to be moved by one of the axles of an antomobile
into engagement with said connecting means to swing said
blocks on their pivots as the said axle engages with said
blocks, and connecting means between the trip member
and the other set of blocks whereby said last-named blocks
will be rai8e<l into position to be engaged by the other
axle of the automobile upon the engagement of the first

axle with the first blocks.

1,224.299. IGNITION DEVICE. OnoaoB S. Holli8T«b.
Boston, Mass., assignor to Olbson-Holllster Manufactur-
ing Company. Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. Filed Apr. 24, 1915. Serial No. 28.628.
(CI. 123—169.)

A spark plug comprising a metal shell, an Insulating
bushing secureil In the shell, a high tension electrotle sup-
ported in the bushing, an annular ring secured to the
bushing and surrounding the lower portion of the high

tension electrode, and a plorallty of low tension electrodet
secured to the shell and having upwardly bent portion*
arranged to receive the spark from the annular ring.

1.224.300. CAMERA EXPOSURE INDICATOR AND
SHUTTER LOCK. Clar«.nck A. Hoyt. Tacoma. Wash.
Filed Mar. 29, 1915, Serial No. 17.648. Renewed Jan.
29. 1917.

,
Serial .No. 145,313. (CI. 95—31.)

1. In a photogrnphlc camera, having a fllm-changlng
mechanism and a sbutter-operatlng mechanism ; the com-
bination of a spring actuated stop : means engaging said
sprlng-acttiated stop to hold it in inoperative position

;

means formed on the shutter operating mechanism and
adaptwl to engage said stop to release it from said holding
means when said shutter-operating mechanism Is actuated,
whereby the stop engages and locks the shutter operating
me<-banlKm from further motion when It has complete*! the
exposure ; an.l means actuated by the film-changing mecha-
nism and engaging the spring-actuated stop to remove It

from *«id locking position and to bring It into engagement
with 8al<l holding means.

2. In a photographic camera, having a fllm-changlng
mechanism and a shutter-operating me<-hanism ; the com-
bln.Ttlon of a spring-actuated stop ; means engaging aald
spring-actuated stop to hold it in inoperative position :

means tormed on the shutter-operating mechanism snd
adapte<l to engage said stop to release It from said holding
means when paid shutter-operating mechanism is actuated,
whereby the stop engages and locks the shutter operating
mechanism : means controlled by the shutter-operating
mechanism and engaging the locking means whereby the
locking action thereof Is delayed until the motion of the
shutter-operating mechanism Is completed : \nd means ac-
tuate<l by the fllm-rbanging mechanism and engaging the
spring-actuated stop to remove it from said locking posi-
tion and to bring It Into engagement with the holding
means.

i. In a photographic camera, having a shutter-operating
nie<-hanl8m : the combination with automatic means en-
gaging the shutter-operating mechanism whereby said
mechanism is locke<i against further operation as soon as
it has been actuate<l : means engaging said shutter-lockftig
nieohanlsm whereby the locking mecbaniam is disengaged
from the shiitter-operating mechanism : and means con-
necte<l with said locking means and adapted to indicate
whether the Kbutter-operating mechanism is locked or un-
lockp<l.

4. In a photographic camera, having a fllm-changlng
mechanism and a shutter-operating mechanism, the com-
bination with automatic means engaging the shutter-
operating mechanism whereby said mechanism Is locked
against fnrth»r operation as soon as It has been actuated

;

means adapted to unlock said locking mechanism : and
floslhle raeanti actuate*! by the film changing mechanism
and actuating Kald unlocking means.

1.224.3U1. MOTOR CONTROLLING MECHANISM FOR
TALKING-MACHINES. Albert A. Hcsbby, Chicago
111. Filed July 26. 1915. Serial No. 41,821. (CI
74—46.)
1. In a motor-controlling mechanism for talking ma-

chines, the combination of a motor, a brake for said motor

a spring normally tending to apply said brake, a latch

mechanism for holding said brake retracted disposed

across the path of a movable element of the machine and
adapted to be automatically unlatched by said movable

element, a depresslble pin, ^nd lever and link connections

from said pin to said latch mechanism whereby the latter

may be unlatched to permit the application of the brake at

any desired time.

2. In a motor-controlling mechanism for talking ma-
chines, the combination of a motor, a brake for said motor,

a spring normally tending to apply said brake, a latch

mechanism for holding said brake retracted disposed

across the path of n movable element of the machine and
adapted to be automatically unlatched by said movable
element, a depressible pin, lever and link connections from
said pin to said latch mechanism whereby the latter may
be unlatched to p«'rmlt the application of the brake at any
desired time, a second depressible pin, and lever and link

connections from said second pin to said latch mecha-
nism whereby the latter may be latched to effect the

retraction of the brake.

3. In a motor contn)lling mechanism for talking ma-
chines, the combination of a motor, a brake for said

motor, a sifring normally tending to apply said brake, a

pivoted catch book, a pivoted latch bar connected to said

brake, manually operable means for swinging said latch

bar into engagement with said catch hook to bold said

brake retracte*!, and manually operable means for swing-

ing said catch hook to release said latch bar.

4. In a motor controlling mechanism for talking ma-
chines, the combination of a motor, a brake for said motor,

a spring normally tending to apply said brake, a slldeway.

a slide block on said slldeway carrying a pivoted catch

hook locate<l In the patch of movement of a movable ele-

ment of the machine, and a pivoted latch bar slldable

laterally with said slide block and serving, when engaged

with said catch book to hold said brake retracted.

5. In a motor controlling mechanism for talking ma-

chines, the combination of a motor, a brake for said motor,

a spring normally tending to apply said brake, a slldeway.

a slid? block on said slldeway carrying a plvote<l catch

hook located in the path of movement of a movable ele-

ment of the machine, a pivote<l latch bar slldable. later-

ally with said slide block and serving when engaged with

said catch hook to hold said brake retracted, manually

operable means for engaging said latch bar with said

catch hook, and manually operable means for shifting

said slide block to set said catch hook at any pre<leter-

mlned position In said path of movement.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

John Johnson,
Serial No. 98,911.

1,224.802. DOOR - HINOE FITTER.
Stoughton. Wis. Filed Apr. 27, 1916.

(CI. 38—197.)
1. A door hinge fitter, comprising a rod composed of a

plurality of sections, means at the end of each section for

coupling it with the adjoining section, a member slldably

mounted and movable longitudinally of said rod. a second

men)b<T slidnldy support^-d on said first mentioned member
and movable laterally of said rod and adapted to Indicate

the width of a binge, a third member supported on and
slldable longitudinally of said ro<l and adapted to Indicate

the length of a hinge, and means to secure the members la

their position of adjustment.

/

2. In a door hinge fitter, the combination of one or mure
rod aectlona, an upwardly curved arm mounted on the
upper end of the uppermost section and longitudinally ad-
justable thereon, an approximately U-shaped member slld-

ably mounted and movable longitudinally of the rod on
which It Is mounted and having a slot In one of It*
parallel arms, and a second member slldably supported
on the first mentioned member In Its slotted portion and
movable laterally of the rod to Indicate the width of a
hinge.

3. In a door hinge fitter, the combination of a rod com-
posed of releasably connected sections, a gaging arm lUd-
ably mounted on the end of the upper section and longi-
tudinally adjustable thereon, approximately U-shaped
members slldably mounted and movable longitudinally of
said rod and each having a slotted portion, a second mem-
ber mounted in the slotted portion of each and slldably
supported on said first mentioned member and movable
laterally of said rod and adapted to Indicate the width of
a binge, and means to secure the members in any desired
adjustable position for fitting hinges.

1,224.303. CAN - LABELING MACHINE. HiTOBO
Kawate, Seattle, Wash., assignor of forty one-hun-
dredths to Otoso Shlntanl, Seattle, Wash. Filed Oct.
26, 1916. Serial No. 67,890. (CI. 216—46.)

1. In a can labeling machine, in combination, a can
receiving cell closely embracing the periphery of the can,

rollers projecting within said cell to form carrying rep-

ports for the can, means for turning the can through said

rollers and means for passing a label within said cell to

be wrapped about the can.

2. A labeling device for cans having a fixed paste re»>

ervolr with a perforated wall at one side, means for sup-

porting a bunch of labels with their Inner face at ona
end bearing against said perforated wall, and meana for
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withdrawing the label which contacta aald perforated
wall and applying It to a can.

t. A labeling device for cans having an adhesive re-

ceptacle provided with a perforated side wall, means for
supporting a bunch of lab^s with one end in vertical po-
sition with a side face of the bunch against said perfo-
rated side, meana for holding the upper end of the bunch
In curved position with the lal>el which contacts with the
perforated wall at the concave side of the curve and
means for engaging nald Inner label to withdraw It from
the pile and to apply It to a can.

4. In a can labeling machine, a can receiving cell

adapted to closely embrac*', without gripping, the pe-

riphery of the can, means for turning the can within said
cell, and means for feeding a label between the can and
the walls of the casing cfli.

5. In a can labeling machine, a can recHvIng cell

adaptetl to closely embrace the lan, the walls of said cell

being In sections movable to receive and discharge cans,
means for rotating the can in Its cell, means for feeding
a label between the can and the walls of its cell, and
meana for applying an adhesive to the following end of
the label.

IClalms 6 to 9 not printed In the (>asette.]

1,224.304. MOTION riCTURE MACHINE. William
A. KiMO, La Conner, Wash., assignor of one-half to

William Clemens. Skagit county. Wash. Filed Aug. 24,
1914. Serial No. 858.234. (CI. 88—16.8.)

^^^^a^^^^J^:^^.^^^^^.^^

1. In a motion picture projector comprising an outer
casing, the usual picture films and mechanism for contin-

uously actuating the Alms, and a lens tube, the combina-
tion of meana for producing a continuous projection upon
the usual picture screen, the said means including Inde-

pendent cam tracks and an endless belt or carriage upon
which mirrors are mounted, means for moving the same
around upon the cam track, and a reflector which reflects

the light through the pictures on the film and succes-
sively upon the moving mirrors, the cnms in the cam
tracks being so shaped as to independently and automati-
cally cant the ends of one mirror with respect to Us ad-

jacent mirror at a predetermined angle at or about the
time It reaches the point of concentration of light from
the reflector, whereby the rays of light from the reflec-

tors which pass through the forward end of one of the
said pictures and certain rays from the said reflector

which pass through the rear end of the following picture
are reflected from the mirrors into the lens tube anrl the
remaining rays whi<h pass through the said pictures,

strike the Inclined mirrors at an angle which In the case
of the forward picture Is too obtuse to reflect the said

rays Into the lens tube and In the case of the following

picture is too acute to reflect the rays Into the lens tube,

whereby a complete picture is proje( te<l at all times,
shutters for trimming the pictures, meana for causing the
said shutters to continuously revolve about a common
center, and synchronously with the mirrors and means
for causing the said shutters to each In turn rotate axi-

ally when they are centrally within the path of the rays
of light which have passe<1 thrniigh the rear end of the

forward picture and the forward end of the following

picture and which are deflected away from the lens tube.
2. The combination In a motion picture projector com-

prising an outer eating, lens tube, film feed rolia and
means for continuously actuating the films of a reflector
which la adapted to continuously reflect the light through
the moving film, wheeled mirror carriages connected In
endless belt form and which travels In a vertical plane,
and mirrors thereon, a three way circular cam-track,
upon which the said carriages ride, the cam-track being
so arranged that the outer tracks of the three way cam-
track control the movement of the forward ends of the
carriages and the central track controls the movement of
the rear ends thereof and each mirror Is automatically
tUtetl at a predetermined angle at or about the time It

reaches the point of concentration of light from the re-
flector, whereby the rays of light from the reflector
which pass through the forward end of one of the pic-

tures upon said films and certain rays from the said re-

flectors which pass through the rear end of the follow-
ing picture, are reflected from the mirrors into the lens
tube and the remaining rays which pass through the said
pictures strike the Inclined mirrors at an angle which In
the case of- the forward picture is too obtuse to reflect
the rays into the lens tul>e and In the case of the follow-
ing picture is too acute to reflect the rays into the lens
tube, and a complete picture Is projected at all times

;

shutters for trimming the pictures, means for causing
the said shutters to continuously revolve about a com-
mon center, and sychronously with the wheeled mirror
carriages, and means for causing said shutters to esf-h

in turn rotate axlally when they are centrally within the
path of the rays of light which have passeil through the
rear end of the forward picture and the forward end of
the following picture and which are deflected away from
the lens tube.

3. The comMnation In a motion picture projector, com-
prising an outer casing, lens tul>e. a reflector, film feed
rolls and means for continuously actuating the films, of
a plurality -of mirrors mounted upon an endless belt,

means for moving said belt In a vertical plane, the said
mirrors l>elng adapted to receive the light from the
reflector, a cam-track which tilts the mirrors at a pre-
determined point, trimming shutters, shutter revolving
means which revolves said shutters about a common
center and synchronously with the said mirrors, the said
shutters Intermittently obstructing certain of the light
rays, shutter rotating means which include cam and
coaiting projections for causing the shutters to also ro-
tate axlally when they are centrally within the path of
the rays of light which have passed through the rear end
of the forward picture and the forward end of the fol-

lowing picture and which are defiected away from the
lens tube.

1,224,305. BIRD BATH. Jt lus C. Kr.us, New York.
N. Y. Filed May 0, 191«. Serial No. 95.928. (CI.
119—18.)

1. A Mrd bath comprlaliig a vess^-l adapted to contain
water, a pmjection extendlag opm-ardly from a point cen-
tral of the Inner surface of the said vessel, a plurality of
radially dlsposeil projections extending from the said cen-
tral projection towprd the rim of the vessel in an in-
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cllned plane and terminating above the water line of said

veitsel.

2. A basin adapted for use as a bird bath comprising

a vessel adapted to contain water, a plurality uf pro-

jections sloping upwardly from the center of the inner

surface of the basin, the apex of such projections l)eing

approximately in line with the borlsuutal plane of the

rim of said basin.

3. A bird bath comprising a circular vessel adapted to

contain water and a plurality of projections integral/y

formed upon the Inner surface of the vessel, said projec-

tions radiating from the center toward the rim of said

vessel in an inclined plane.

4. A bird bath comprising a circular vessel adapted to

contain water, a plurality uf sloping projections formed

upon the inner surface of said vessel, said projections

terminating in substantially the same horlsontal plane

and approximately In Hue with the burizootal piaup of

the rim of the vessel.

\

1,224,306. LAVATORY FIXTURE. Mickah- Lbmp,

WiLUAM F. Albkzcbt. and Joseph Sukbol, Syracuse,

N. T., assignors to Aotowl Manufacturing Company,
Syracuse, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed

July 15, 1915. Serial No. 40.037. iCl. 34—26.1

1. In a lavatory fixture, the combination with a bous-

ing having an air Inlet and an opening, a blower, a

motor therefor and a heater, all located within the hous-

ing, said blower comprising a fan and an inclosing case

therefor adjustable about the axis of the fan and pro-

vided with an air Inlet and a delivery noazle extending

outwardly through said opening in the bousing.

2. In a lavatory fixture, the combination with a hous-

ing having an air inlet and an opening, a blower, a

co-axial motor therefor, both journaled In the housing,

the blower comprising a rotary fan and an inclosing case

therefor adjustable about said axis and provided with a

delivery norale extending outwardly through said open-

ing in the housing, and an electric heater within the

blower ca«*e In the path of travel of the air therethrough.

8. In a lavatory fixture, a blower having an Impeller

and a case therefor ailjustable about the axis of the Im-

peller and provided with a delivery noxzle, ami pedal-

operate<l means for holding the blower case In its ad-

justed position. t

4. In a lavatory fixture, a blower having a delivery

nozile adjustable about a horizontal axis to direct the

current of air to different heights and weighted to auto-

matically assume a predetermine*! normal position, and

means operable at will for reUlnlng the nozzle In Its

adjusted position and Including a detent and a spring

support therefor placed under increased tension by said

means.
5. In a lavatory fixture, the combination of a blower

having an Impeller and a case therefor having an air

inlet and a delivery nozzle, said case being adjustable

rotarlly about the axis of the lmi>eller, means operable at

win for holding the case In its adjusted position, an elec-

tric heater wholly within the adjusUble blower case In

the path of travel of the air therethrough, an electric

switch In circuit with the heater, and connections be-

tween the switch and said means for closing the sAvltcli

simultaneously with the operation of the holding means.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224..S07. ARC WELDING APPARATUS. Jamis T.

Lincoln. Cleveland. Ohio. Filed I>ec. 2."?. 1915. Serial

No. 68..302. (CtriTl—22s.)

1. The combination of a gi-nerator and a work circuit

Includlnu a soieuoid. a series field winding for the gen-

erator, and additional field winding means opposing said

siTies field winding and including a field winding < Ircult

having a switch controlled by said solenoid, said switch

operable as the work circuit load increases to increase the

flelil winding strength opposing the series field winding.

2. The ctmiblnatlou of a generator and a work circuit

including a solenoid, a series field winding for the gen-

erator, shunt field winding means for the generator op-

posing the series field windinp means for varylnp the

strength of the shunt field winding means including a

switch operable by .said solenoid as the series field in-

creases for increasing the shunt field binding means.

;{. The combination of a generator and a work circuit

Including a solenoid, a scries field winding for the gen-

erator, a shunt field winding for the generator opposing

the series field winding, and means for varying the

strenirth of the shunt field winding Including a switch op-

erable by said solenoid as the work circuit load Increases

for Increasing the shunt field winding strength.

4. The (oniblnatlou of a generator and a work circuit

Including a series solenoid and a reactance coftp^-ratlng

with said solenoid for dampening the solenoid action, a

series field winding for the generator, a shunt fleld wind

log for the g«>nerator opposine the series fleld winding and
a switch controlled by said solenoid for autoniatUally and
arbitrarily stepping up the load voltage range of the gen-

erator In a determined range over the no load voltage of

said generator.

1.224..308. PLATELIFTER.

65—32.)

ARTHin W.
Serial No.

LOSCT, DOTCT.

1.36.056. (CL

A plate lifter comprising an elongated member of flat

material and having one end portion returned, the free

extremity of said returned i>ortlon being provided with

«tpp<>8itely dlrectJHl arms, the Inner etlges of the arms and

the adjacent end of the nieiqber l>eiug in continuity, and

a handle slidably mounted upon the elongated member
and provided with an angular exteuMioo. the free portion

of .said extension being also provided with oppositely di-
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r^cted arms, the Inner edges of satd last named arms and
the adjacent end of the extension being also In continalty,
aid handle member adjacent Its end remote from the
first named extension being provided with a second ex-

tension disposed in the same general direction as the first

named extension, said handle member comprising a sleeve

having Ita tipper face split longitudinally.

1^24.309. PIPE-HANOER. Paul LOpkb. Jr., Trenton,
N. J. Filed Sept. 30. 1916. SerUl No. 122.968. (CI.

24»—32.)

1. In a pipe hanger comprising a body portion, arms ar-

ranged at each end thereof and extending in relatively

different lateral direction;* one arm crossing the opposite

arm, and means for securing the hanger in position.

2. In a pipe banger comprising a body portion, arms
arranged at each end thereof and extending in relatlTcly

different lateral directions one arm crossing the medial
point of the opposite arm and means for securing the

banger in position.

H. In a pipe hanger comprising a body portion, arms
arrani?ed at each end thereof and extending in relatively

different lateral directions one arm crossing the medial
point of the opposite arm and means associated with one
arm for securing the hanger In position.

4. In a pipe hanger comprising a body portion, arms ar-

ranged at each end thereof and extending in relatively

different lateral directions one arm crossing the medial
point of the opposite arm and means associated with one
arm In allnement with the medial point of aald crossed arm
(or securing the banger In position.

6. In a pipe hanger comprising a body portion, arms
arranged at each end thereof and extending In relatively

different lateral directions one arm crossing the medial
point of the opposite arm and a set screw associated with
one arm In allnement with the medial point of said crossed
arm for securing the hanger in position.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,224.810. BAROMETRIC CONDENSER. Chablbs J.
MiSTA and Chabi^8 L. W. Tbinks, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
assignors to Mesta Machine Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Piled May 15, 1916.
Serial No. 97.497. (Cl. 261—114.)

1. .\ water deflector or weir, consisting of a ring or

annulu.o having a convex upper surface and having a cy-

lindrical wall Inside of the ring and separated therefrom
by a relatively narrow opening, substantially as described.

2. A water deflector or weir, comprising a ring having
Inner and outer substantially parallel flow-guiding vertical

walls separated from each other by a flow opening, sub-
stantially as described.

3. A water deflector or weir, consisting of an Inner cy-
lindrical wall and a surrounding ring separated from the
wall by a relatively narrow slot or opening, said ring hav-
ing a convex upper surface and terminating In a down-
wardly extending lip or flange, substantially as described.

4. A circular weir having a substantially circular flow
opening between Inner and outer walls, substantially as
described.

6. A circular weir having a substantially circular flow
opening between Inner and outer walls having substan-
tially vertical guide portions, substantially as described.

[Claims 8 to 9 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,224.811. SEWING-MACHINE. Obohgs E. Moltnecx,
Bayonne. N. J., assignor to The Singer Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey, Filed July 19.
1915. Sertal No, 40.665. (Cl. 112—7.)

1. In a sewing machine, the combination with stltch-
forming mechanism, of a rock-shaft, a cylindrical sup-
porting bar and a thread -carrier Journaled thereon for
oscillatory movement, an actuator surrounding and slid-

Ingly mounted upon said supporting bar and operatlvely
connected with the thread-carrier, and connections be-
tween the rock-shaft and said actuator for imparting op-
erative movements to the latter.

2. In a sewing machine, the combination with stitch-
forming mechanism Including a needle or needles, of
means for laying a thread In front of the needle or needles
comprising a cylindrical supporting bar. a thread-carrier
Journaled upon said bar for oscillatory movement, a slld-

ably mounted reciprocatory actuator carried by said bar,
a sliding connection between the actuator and the said
thread-carrier, and means for Imparting operative move-
ments to the said actuator.

3. In a sewing machine, the combination with stltch-

formlng mechanism including a needle or needles, of
means for laying a thread or threads In front of the
needle or needles, comprising a supporting bar, a disk
mounted to oscillate upon said bar, a thread -carrier mov-
able with the said disk, a reciprocatory actuator mounted
upon the supporting bar and formed with a guldeway, a
stud carried by the disk and fitted within the said guide-
way, and means for reciprocating the actuator to Impart
oscillatory movements to the disk and operative move-
ments to the thread-carrier.

4. In a sewing machine the combination with stltcta-

formlng mechanism Including a needle or needles, means
for laying a thread In front of the needle or neeilles,

comprising • supporting bar. a disk mounted to oscillate
upon the said bar, a thread-carrier mounted upon said
disk, a reciprocatory actuator mounted upon said sup-
porting-bar and provided with a guide-way, a stud carried
by the disk and fitted within the said guide way of the
actuator, a second disk movable upon the first disk and
provided with a block fitted within the said guide-way,
and a thread-carrier mounted upon the second disk.

3. In a sewing machine, the combination with stltch-
formlnjr mechanism and a plurality of thread -carriers, of
a supporting-bar, superiwsed disks mounted to oscillate

upon said bar, and each supporting a thread-carrier, an
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actuator mounted to reciprocate upon said bar and having

a sliding connection with each of the said disks, and

means for reciprocating said actuator.

1.224.812. DRAFT-GEAR ATTACHMENT. Gkohoc C.

MtTKHAY, rhicngo. 111. Filed Aug. 23; 1915. Serial No.

46.879. (Cl. 218—64.)

1. In combination, draft sills, draft rigging located

therebetween, a key extending through said sills at the

rear of said rigging, and a follower member between aald

rigging and •^ald key. said follower member being cross-

apertured. said key extending through said aperture, a tie

member extending betw«n said draft sills and »ecure<l

thereto, said member being provlde<i with a seat, paid

follower member seating In said seat when In rest position.

2. In combination, draft sills, slotted draft lugs secured

to fald draft sllU. a key extending through the slots In

said lugs and said sills, a coupler abutting said key being

carried thereby, a cross meml»er extending between and

secured to said sills, a second key extending through said

sllla adjacent said cross-meml>er, draft rigging locate<l

between said sills and said lugs and cross member, said

rigging comprising a follower normally abutting against

said draft lugs, a second follower normally abutting

against said cross-memlM>r. and links located outwardly

of said draft sills and extending betwwn said keys.

3. In combination, draft sills, slotted draft lugs secured

to said draft sills, a key extending through the slots in

said lugs and said sills, a coupler abutting said key being

carried thereby, a cross member extending between and

Mcured to said sills, a second key extending through said

sills adjacent said cross-member, draft rigging locate<l be-

tween said sills and said lugs and cross member, said

rigging comprising a follower normally abutting against

said draft lugs, a second follower normally abutting

against said cross-member, and links locate<l outwardly of

said draft sills and extending between said keys, said

second follower being apertured. said second key extending

through and being seate*! in said aperture.

1,224.813. THERMOSTATIC REOl'LATOR,
Nathan. Los Angeles, Cal, Filed Feb, 8, 1915.

No. 6,924. (Cl. 175—275.)

John
Serial

2. Means for regulating the heat pro<luced by an elec-

tric current consisting of a chamber containing a liquid.

a coll In the heat producing circuit for heating the liquid,

a circuit control, means acted on by the Uguld to nuiln-

tain a steady temperature of the liquid and the heat pro-

duced by the current, and means to regulate the tempera-

ture at which the liquid is to 1»e maintained to thereby

control the heat pro<luced by the current.

8. A device for regulating the heat produced by an

electric current consisting of a chamber for a liquid, a

yielding means on said chamber, a heating coll in the cir-

cuit to heat the liquid in the chamber, contacts on said

chamber, a circuit control cooperating therewith, means

actuable by said yielding means under the movement of

the liquid automatically to operate said circuit control

and thereby regiiiate the heat of the liquid and the heat

produce<l by the electric current, and means to regulate

the resistance of said yielding means to the movement of

the liquid.

4. A device for regulating the heat produced by an elec-

tric current, comprising a receptacle for an expansible

fluid, a means arranged to yield under the expansion and

contraction of the liquid in said chamber, a resistance coll

In the circuit to heat the liquid in said chamber, a circuit

controlllnp means operable by the movement of said yield-

ing means to maintain a definite temperature of the liquid

and heat produce*! by the electric current, and adjustable

means to predetermine the heat.

5. A device for regulating the heat produced by an
electric current, comprising a chamber for nn expansible

liquid, a resistance coil in the circuit to heat the liquid

in said chamber, a circuit control, a means on said cham-

ber acted on by the expansion of the liquid to operate said

circuit control and break the circuit and to make the

circuit when the liquid contracts thereby to govern the

heat produced by the electric current, and means jiianually

operable to regulate the resistance of the means on said

chamber to the expansive force of the liquid to control

the temperature of the heiit produced by the electric cur-

rent.

u -

1. A device for regulating the heat pro«luced by an

electric current, comprising a two part cylinder, a heat

Insulating material Interposed between the conducting

surfaces of said parts, a diaphragm between said parts, a

liquid in one part of said cylinder acting upon one face of

said diaphragm, spaced contacts secured to said cylinder,

a switch blade cooperating therewith, a stem connecting

said diaphragm to said blade, a coil spring encircling

said stem to return said diaphragm to normal position,

and means Included in the circuit for heating said liquid.

1,224.314. COMBINED TYPE-WRITING AND COM-
PUTING MACHINE. Osmond W. Olmstbu, Hartford,

Conn . assignor, by mesne assignments, to Underwood

Computing Machine Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpo-

ration of New York. Filed Apr. 19, 1912. Serial No,

691,828. (Cl. 235—60.)

1. The combination of a letter-feeding carriage, a set

of computation wheels, a system of settable pins arrayed

In rows, one row for each wheel, a set of pin setters,

each pin-setter universal to all the rows of pins, keys for

operating the pin-setters, all the pins normally escaping

the pin-setters, and means operable by said carriage for

moving each row of pins in a direction longitudinal of

the row to advance the said row to a position where the

pins are eugageable by all the pin-setters.

2. The combination of a carriage, a set of compu-

tation wheels, a set of bars to operate said wheels, rows

of pins mounted on said bars, key operated setters for the

pins, and means enabling said carriage to posltvely dis-

place the bars endwise successively, to bring all the pins

on €«ch bar into position to be operated by any pin setter.
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3. The cooibloatloD of a carriage, a set of computation
wheels, a set of bars to operate said wheels, indexing
ptns mounteil on nald bars. Itey-operated setters for the
Indexing devices, salil bars exteniUng f«irwardly and rf»ar

wardly of the machine, a set of arms mounted upon the
macbiue to swing forwardly and rearwardly, said bars
engugeabie hy said arms, and means enabling said carriage
to swlcj; .sal<l arms one after another as the carriage
travels In letter-feeding direction, to displace the bare and
tbe indexing devices thereon to settable positions.

4. The combination of a carriage, a set of computation
wheels, a set of bars to operate said wheels, indexing pins
mounted on said bars, key-operated setters for the index-

ing devices, said bars extending forwardly and rearwardly
of the machine, a set of arm.s mounted upon the machine
to swing forwardly and rearwardly, said bars engageable
by staid arms, means enabling said carriage to swing said

arms one after another as the carriage travels In letter-

feeding direction, to displace the bars and the indexing
devices thereon to settable positions, and springs for re-

turning the bars to normal positions after their dis-

placement.

5. The combination of a carriage, a set of computation
wheels, a set of bars to operate said wheels, indexing pins
mounted on said bars, key-operated setters for the index-
ing devices, said bars extending forwardly and rearwardly
of the machine, a set of arms mounted upon the machine
to swing forwardly and rearwardly, said bars engageable
by said arms, means operable by said carriage for swing-
ing said arms one after another as the carriage travels in

letter-feeding direction, to displace or advance the bars

and the indexing devices thereon to settable positions, a
general operator, and bar returning springs mounted to

yield to permit the bars to be advanced by the general op-

erator ; the bars having dead edges or surfaces upon which
the springs may ride during the advance and return of the
bars by the general operator.

[Claims 6 to 65 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,224,315. WIRE-TEENCH AND PICTURE MOLDING.
Otho M. Ottb, Jamestown, N. Y. Filed Mar. 20, 1916.
Serial No. 85,422. (CI. 189—89.)

1. A sheet metal wire trench, a picture molding com-
prising n molding having angular oppositely lengthwise
Inturned etlges. said wire trench having a lengthwise,
downwardly turned flangt>d edge to fit over the upper edge
of said picture molding adjacent the wail, a stay brace
to support the outer portion of said wire trench, and a
three-point clip attached to the wall to support said
")lcture molding, wire trench, and stay brace.

2. A molding Includine a base element, a he^d element,
means borne !>y the head element to Interengage with the
top of the base element, means to hold the base element In

position, and combined means to hold said Interengaging

means in position and to brace and support the front of

the head element.

3. In a molding, a clip, a base having upper and lower
Inturned flanges, means on the lower end of the clip to
engaire and support the lower flange of the base, means on
the clip between the ends thereof !o engage and hold
said upper 'flange of the base, a head, means to support
the head from said second means of the clip, means to
hold the head against upward movement engaging on top
of said head supporting means, and moans on the clip

extending above said head supporting means to lock the
means which holds the head against upward movement in

position.

4. In a molding, a base, a clip having means to engage
the base and hold same in position, a head interengaged
with the base, said clip having a part extending above the
I>oints of Interengagement of the base and bead, and a
brace engaged with said part of the clip and with the
head to hold the latter in Its said Interengaged position
and also engaged with the front of the bead to brace
and support the latter.

6. In a molding, a base, a bead Interengaging with the
b«se. a stay-brace formed to bear on the head adjacent
its point of interengagement with the base to maintain
such interengagement, said head having means to engage
one end of the stay-brace, and means to engage the other
end of the stay-brace.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224,316. MEANS FOB ATTACHING ELECTRIC.VL
APPLIANCES TO CONDUIT OUTLET BOXES. Joh.n
E. PAaKKA and D.\ni«l B. Wintth, Syracuse, N. Y.,

assignors to Crouse-Hinds Company, Syracuse, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed July 27, 1911, Serial
No. 640,747. Renewed Sept 26, 1916. Serial No.
122,318. (CL 247—6.)

1. Means for attaching to conduit outlet boxes having
openings, electrical appliances having fastening members
located at different distances from their centers, said
means comprising a supporting memt)er having a alot,

and a nut in the slot, <the nut having surfaces slidably

engaging the sl<le walls of the slot, whereby the nut Is

held from turning, substantially as and for the purpose
describeil.

2. Means for attaching to conduit outlet boxes having
openings, electrical appliances having fastening memt>era
located at different distances from their centers, said
means comprising a supporting member having a slot, a
nut In the slot, the nut having surfaces slidably engaging
the side walls of the slot, whereby the not is held from
turning, the nut having mesns associated therewith ex-
tending through the slot and engaging the side of the
supporting member opposite to that on whick the nnt Is

located tor holding the nut from detachment from the
support, substantially as and for the purpose speoille*!.

3. Means for attaching to conduit outlet boxes having
openings, electrical appilances having fastening screws
spaced different distances apart, said means coijprlsini; a
pair of nuts adjustable rectillnearly, and means for sup-
porting the nuts and for holding the nuts from tur.n.ng
movement, the nuts being slidabie rectillnearly along the
supporting means, substantially as and for the purpose
specified.

4. The combination with an electric conduit outlet
box having an opening in one aide thereof; of means
adapted to attach to the box electrical appliances having
fastening members located different distances from their
centers, said UMans being arranged in the opening and be-
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Ing formed with a guide grt>ove in one side thereof, and

a alot opening through the bottom of the groove, and a

out adjustable In the groove and having a threaded open-

ing aUned with the slot, substantially aa and for the

purpose described.

5 Means for attaching to conduit outlet boxes having

openings, electrical appliances having fastening members

located different distances from their centers, said means

comprising a supporting ni.-mber adapted to extend

crosswise of the opening of the box, and a part slidabie

lectlllnearly U)ng the supporting member for coactlng

with the fastening member of an electrical appliance, the

mpportlng member being formed with a lengthwise slot

through which the fastening member projects, and means

coactlng with said slidabie part and the fastening member

for holding said part in its adjusted position, the laat-

mentioned means extending through the slot, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

[Claims G to 8 not printed In the Gaaett*.]

1,224,317. CONDUCTOR S-CUBCK HOLDER. OnonoE

A. Pabkhubjkp, MinneapoUs, Minn. Filed Mar. 27,

1916, SerUl No. 86,830. iCl. 40r-lL)

A check or ticket holder comprising a face plate, and

a spring metal disk rigidly and/ permanently secured there

to at its axis, said disk having a continuous unbroken

resilient clamping rim. the extreme outer edge of which

is slightly turned outward to permit the checks or tickets

to be inserted between the same and the said face plate.

the said disk having an outwardly bulged annular portion

between its axial and rim portions.

1,224,318. TRAP NEST. UCrwLF PAti.so.N, Wakefield,

Mass., assignor of one half to Carl B. Forell>, Foxboro,

Mass. Filed Aug. SI, 1916. Serial No. 117,949. (CI.

119—47.)
. ^

2. A trap nest comprising a casing, a normaUy open en-

trance gate therefor, a normally closed exit gate for aatd

casing, a substantially horiionUl frame pivoted within

sal.l casing adapted to be moved downwardly by the

weight of a fowl entering said nest and upwardly whea

said fowl has left said nePt, means operated by the move-

ment of said frame downward from the horizontal poair

tion thereof to close said entrance gate, and means oper-

ated by the movement of said frame upwardly from the

horlaonUl position theroof to partially open said ezU

K*te.

3 A trap oe«t comprising a casing, a nonrally open

entrance gate therefor, a normally closed exit gate for

said casing, a substantially horiiontal frame pivoted

within said casing, a nest arrangeiJ at one end of said

frame adapted to be depreMcd by the weight of a fowl

on said neat, means operated by the depression of said

nest adapted to close said entrance gate, a platfcrm ar-

ranged adjacent to the opposite end of said frame adapted

to l.e depressed hy the weight of a fowl thereon, and means

operated by the depression of said platform adapted to

partially open said exit gate.

4 A trap nest comprtsing a casing, a normally open

entrance gate therefor. • normally closed exit gate for

said casing, a substantially horitontal frame pivoted with-

in said casing, a nest arranged at one end of said frame

adapted to be depressed by the weight of the fowl on said

nest, means operated by the depression of said nest

adapted to close said entrance gate, a platform arranged

adjacent to the opposite end of f»ld frame adapted to be

depressed by the weight of a fowl thereon, means oper-

ated by the depression of said platform adapted to par-

tlBllv open said exit gate, means also operated by the de-

presilon of aald platform adapted to partially open satd

entrance gate, means adapted to hold said entrance gate

partially open while said platform remains depressed,

means adapted to return said platform to its normal posi-

tion a weight disposed above the nest end of said frame

adapted to be lifted when said platform is depressed by the

welcfat of a fowl thereon, said weight being arranged to

return said frame to its normal position when the weight

of the fowl Is removed from said platiorm, and means to

limit the downward movement of «ild weight substan-

ttally beyond the normal position of said frame.

5 A trap nest comprising a casing, a normally open

entrance gate therefor, a normally closed exit .-ate for

said casing, t substantially hortr,ontal frame pivoted

within said casing, a nest arranged at one end of said

frame adapted to be depressed by the weight of the fow

on said nest, means operated by the depression of said

nest adapted to close said entrance gate, a platform ar-

ranged adjscent to the opposite end of said frame adapted

to be depressed by the weight of a fowl thereon moans

operated bv the depression of said platform adapted to par-

tially open said exit gate, means also operated by the de-

nresalon of said platform adapted to partially open said

entrance gate, means adapted to hold said entrance gate

partially open while said platform remains depressed, and

a weight adapted to return said platform to Its normal

position.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed 1« the Gajiette.l

1. A trap nest comprising a casing, an entrance gate

therefor, an exit gate, a frame pivotally arranged within

said casing, means operated by the rocking of said frame

in one direction to close said entrance gate, and means

operated by the movement of said frame In the opposite

direction to open said exit.

1224 319 END GATE FOR GRAIN TANK-WAGONS.
'

Petbh rxTiRSON. near Stavely. Alberta, Canada, as-

signor of one half to William Mnckenhlrr. Stavely, Al-

berta. Canada. Filed May 9, 1916. Serial No. 96.45..

(CI. 21—21.)
^ ^ _

1 In combination with the body of a vehicle ior hold-

ing grain and other comminuted material, a pair of guide

and stop irons fitted thereto, each iron comprising an

upper part which Is U-shapetl In cross-section and a lower

part which is U-shaped in cross section, an upper gate

section pivotally atuehed to said body but held by the

L shaped parts of said Irons against laming outwardly

from the position of closure, and a Inwr gate section

which Is guided verUcally by the U-shaped paru of said

irons and removable by raising it above the same.
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2. In comblnatioD with the body ot k vehicle, a pair
of guide and stop Irons attached to said body, each of
aid irona conalstlng of an upper part which Is L shaped
In cross-section and a lower parr which Is U shaped In
cross-section and extended Inwardly alonif a part of the
bottom of the rehlcle besides being arranged rertlcally
along the proximate portion of Its side, a vertically sUd-
able gate section fitting Into the U-shaped parts of the
irons, iMJth In the vertical and horlsontal porUons, an
upper pivoted gate section turning outward against the
L-shaped parts of said Irons, by which It Is stopped from
turning farther outward, though free to turn Inwardly.

a In combination with guides at the sides of an open-
ing, an upper grain tiate section movable Independently to
open and close the upper part of said opening, a lower
fraln-gate section normally closing the lower part of said
opening but movable vestlcally in said guides and pro-
vided with an opening, and vertical guides at the sides
thereof and a door vertically movable in the latter guides,
the above mentioned devices permitting, as preferred, the
opening of the entire gate, or of the upper section only,
or of the small door only, or of the latter and the upper
section, while leaving the greater part of the lower sec-
tion closed.

4. An end gate comprising, a lower gate section pro-
vided with an opening through Its lower edge, a door
•lldably mounted on said lower section and adapted to
close the opening therethrough, means for maintaining
said lower section In vertical position, an upper section,
means for plvotally suspending the same, means for limit-
ing the rearward swing of said upper section, and turn
buttons carried by the rear of the upper section and
adapted to engage the rear of the lower section to secure
the upper section in closed position and prevent Us for-
ward swing.

1,224.320. TERMINAL FITTING FOR ELECTRIC CON-
DUITS. Jambs C. Phiu>8, Sprlngtteld, Mass. Filed
Oct. 2, 1914. Serial No. 884.626. (CI. 247—12.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with the threaded end of a conduit, of a terminal
cap fitting, a threaded sleeve secured to said cap and
below the external surface thereof and terminating at
the lower end of the cap, a nut on the threaded end of
the conduit, and a second threaded sleeve engaging the nut
and the threaded sleeve on the cap to secure the cap to
the conduit.

2. The romblnatlon with the threaded end of an electric
conduit, a cap, a threaded sleeve permanently secured to 1

the cap, the cap having an annular recessed portion to
receive the end of the conduit, a nut on the threaded end
of the conduit engaging the lower end of the cap. and a
second threaded sleeve having an apertured flange portion
through which the end of the conduit passes, said flange
engaging the lower side of the nut. whereby when the
second threaded sleeve Is screwed onto the threaded sleeve
on the cap said cap and conduit will be secured together.

8. An Insulating cap for closing the open end of an
electrical conduit having threads on Its outer end, the
cap having a re<'e8sed end for receiving the end of the
conduit, a threaded sleeve, said sleeve having an aper-
tured inturned flange to receive the threaded end of the
conduit and being spaced away from the lower end of
the cat), a nut on the threaded portion of the conduit
and engaging the lower end of the cap. said flange enirag-
Ing the lower side of the nut, whereby when the sleeve
is rotated the recessed portion of the cap will be drawn
Into contact with the end of the conduit, the cap being
provided with a plurality of inclined openings fo receive
the electric wires, as described.

4. The combination with the threaded end of an elec-
tric conduit, a cap composed of insulating material for
closing the outlet end of said conduit, and provided with
threads on its outer surface and extending to its lower
end portion, the roots of said threads being below the
external surface of the cap. the cap having an annular
recessed portion for receiving the end of the conduit and
openings therethrough for receivlnj: the electric wires, a
nut on the threaded end of the conduit, a threaded sleeve
engaging the threads on the cap. and formed with an
apertured flange through which the upper threaded end
of the conduit loosely passes, said flange enjtaglng the
lower side of the nut. whereby when the sleeve Is threaded
onto the threads of the cap the cap will be drawn toward
the end of the conduit and secured thereto, as described.

5. The combination with a threaded end of an electric
conduit, a nut thereon serving as a shoulder and con-
nected thereto, said nut being located below the end of
the conduit, a cap having threads on its lower external
surface and formed with divergent openings therethrough
to receive the electric wires, a threaded sleeve formed
with an opening through Its flanged portion to receive
the conduit and engage the lower side of the nut, tb«
threads of the sleeve engaging the threads of the cap.
whereby when the sleeve is threaded on to the cap the cap
Is drawn into engagement with the upper side of the not,
as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224,321. DETECTOR OF COMBUSTIBLE GASES.
AB.NOLo Philip and Loris J. Stbblb, Portsmouth. Eng-
land. Piled Nov. 26, 1912. Serial No. 733.719. tCL
78—«1.)

1. In a catalytic detector, the combination of two active
and two Inactive wires, connections between the active and
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inactive wires forming them into a Wheatstone bridge in

which the active and Inactive wires alternate, and an

Indicating apparatus and source of supply Joined to said

bridge.

2. In a catalytic detector, the combination of two active

and two inactive wires, connections between the active

and Inactive wires forming them into a Wheatstone bridge

in which the active and Inactive wires alternate, an indi-

cating apparatus and source of supply Joined to said

bridge, and means for varying the current supplied to the

bridge.

8. In a catalytic detector, the combination of two active

and two inactive wires, connections between the active

and Inactive wires forming them Into a Wheatstone bridge

in which the active and Inactive wires alternate, an Indi-

cating apparatus and source of electrical supply Joined

to said bridge, means for varying the E. M. F. applied to

the bridge, and means Independent of the bridge for Indi-

cating when a particular value of E. M. F. Is obUined.

4. In a catalytic detector, the combination of two active

and two inactive wires, connections between the active

and Inactive wires forming them into a Wheatstone bridge

In which the active and inactive wires alternate, an indi-

cating apparatus and source of electrical supply Joined

to said bridge, means for varying the current supplied to

• the bridge, a circuit Independent of said bridge of equiva-

lent resistance and* means for connecting said bridge to the

•ource of supply and the Indicating apparatus.

6. In a catalytic detector, the combination of active and

inactive wires adjusted In properties and dimensions so

that the function, connecting current and resli^tance is the

game for each over a small range of volUge. connections

between said wires forming them Into a Wheatstone bridge,

an indicating apparatus and a source of electrical supply

joined to said bridge.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.l

atta<hed centrally to the Iwttoms of the pins extended

slidably through said passages, a vane pivoted beneath the

deck rearwardly of said spots having a width correspond-

ing to the distance between the outermost lateral spot*

and having a dimension longitudinally of the deck cor-

responding to the distance between the rearmost and

foremost spots, said cords being atUched thereto In a

spaced relation on the vane corresponding to the spaced

relation of the spots on the deck, said cords being of •

length to lie taut when the vane Is at the lower limit

jof its movement, resilient means to hold the vane yield-

ably at the upper limit of Its movement, and manually

operated means to move the vane to the lower limit of lt»

movement at will, said connections of the cords of th«

vane Including a resilient element next to the vane.

1,224,323. EXCAVATING MACHINE. Gbobgb M. Ricb,

Lincoln, Nebr.. assignor of one half to Malcolm Mac-

Kay, Kansas City. Mo. Piled June 14. 1915. Serial

No. 33,900. (CI. 87—24.)

1 224 822 BOWLING APPARATUS. Wili>iau J. POWBLL,

Ocean City, .\. J. Filed July 25. 1916. Serial No.

111,174. (CI. 46—54.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a

deck having pin spots and passages therethrough cen-

trally of the spots, cords attached centrally to the bottom

of the pins, a swinging vane beneath the deck rearwardly

of said spots, said cords being connected to the vane at

points spaced correspondingly to the spots, yieldable

means to hold the vane at the upper limit of Ito move-

ment, and means to move the vane to the opposite limit

of its movement at will.

2 A device of the character described, comprising a

deck having pin PPot" therein and vertical apertures there-

through centrally of the spots, respective pins, cords

attached centrally to the bottoms of the pins extended

slidably through said passages, a vane pivoted beneath

the deck rearwardly of said spots having a width cor-

responding to the distance between the outermost lateral

spots and having a dimension longitudinally of the deck

corresponding to the distance between the rearmost and

foremost spots, said <ord8 being attached thereto in a

spaced relation on the vane corresponding to the spaced

relfltlon of the spots en the deck, said cords being of a

length to He taut when the vane Is at the lower limit

of its movement, resilient means to hold the vane yield-

ably at the upper limit of Its movement, and manually

operated means to move the vane to the lower limit of

its movement at will.

8. A ilevlce of the character described, comprising a

deck having pin spots therein, and vertical apertures there-

through centrally of the spots, respective pins, cords

1. In an excavating machine, a l>ed frame provided with

supporting wheels and longitudinal parnllel tracks, a

wheeled truck niountwl on the tracks of the bed frame, an

engine mounted on the wheeled truck, a shaft geared to

the engine, demountable driving connections between said

shaft and the rear wheels of the bed frame, and demount-

able steering connections between the wheeled trueli and

the front wheels of the bed frame.

2. In an excavating machine, a bed frame provided with

supporting wheels and longitudinal parallel tracks, a

wheeled truck mounted on the tracks of the l>ed frame, an

engine mounted on the wheeled truck, a shaft geared to tb«

engine, demountable driving connections betw.M«n said

shaft fcnd the rear wht-ols of the bed frame, means for

reversing the action of said driving connections, an.l de-

mountable steering connections between the wheeled truck

and the front wheels of the bed frame.

8. In an excavating machine, a bed frame provided wltll

supporting wheels and longitudinal parallel tracks, a

wheeled truck mounted on the tracks of the bed frame, an

engine mounted on the wheeled trnck. a driving shaft

mounted on the truck and geared to the engine, vertically

adjustable guides carried by the truck, sprocket wheels

suitably supported at the upper ends of said guides,

sprocket wheels mounted on said driven shaft, parallel

sprocket chalbs engaging the sprocket wheels carried by

said guides and the sprocket wheels mounted on said shaft.

welghte<l sprocket wheels engaging the chains below the

truck and holding them taut with the portions of the

chains extending dlre<tly from the last named sprocket

wheels to the first named sprocket wheels, substantially

vertical and at the rear sides of said guide bars, and ex-

cavating devices carried by and located between said

chains and adapted to perform their excavating functions

as they travel under said weighted sprockets and up-

wardly of said gude bars.

4. In an excavating machine, a bed frame provided wita

supporting wheels and longitudinal parallel tracks, a

wheeled truck mounted on the tracks of the bed frame, an

engine mounted on the wheeled truck, a driving shaft

mounted on the truck and geared to the engine, vertically
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»dju8tat>le guides carried by the trutk, sprocket whc*l« suit-
ably supported at the upper ends of said guides, sprocket
wheels mounted on said driven shaft, parallel sprocket
chains engaging the sprocket wheels carried by said guides
and the sprocket wheels mounte«l on said shaft, weighted
procket wheels engaging the chains below the truck and
holding them taut with the portions of the chains extend-
ing directly from the last-named sprocket wheels to the
flr^t named sprocket wheels, substantially vertical and
at the rear sides of said guide bars, excavating devices
oarried by and located between said chains and adapted
to perform their excavating functions as they travel for-

wardly under said weighted sprockets, a reel Jaurnaled
npon the truck, a cable connecting the reel with the lower
part of the guide bars, means for operating the reel to
raise the guide bars and the parts supported therefrom,
and means to prevent back rotation of the reel.

M24,324. TELBPHONE-BRACKET. Harry B. Robikts,
Highland Park, 111. Filed May 11, 1916. Serial No.
96.758. (a. 248—1.)

r-
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opening, a lubricant-reservoir extending upwar.'ly through
the opening and provided at its lower end with an annular
external •houlder engaging the edge of the aame and be-
low the shoulder provided with an Inclined face combining
with the edge of the opening to form an annular space, a
washer located In said spare, and spring-clips embracing
the saddle and the springs and at thefr lower ends adapted
to extend through the usual cllp-plate and provided with
nats.

f5. The combination with the leaves of a vehicle-spring,
the same having a transverse lubrlcatlng-duct communi-
cating with the rubbing-surfaces between the leaves, a
clip-saddle provided at Its center with an upwardly dis-
posed lubricant-reservoir communicating with said duct
and having an opening In Its wall, a closure for the open-
ing extending laterally from the reservoir, spring-clips
mounted on the saddle and at their lower ends adapted to
extend through the usual clip-plates and provided with
nuts, and a rubber-bumper having Its underside recessed
or chambered to flt the lubricant-reservoir and mounted
upon the same and provided with a laterally disposed ori-
fice tranaveraely elongated to receive the closure of the
reservoir and at its Inner end communicating with the
recess or chamber.

1.224.330. SAFETY DEVICE FOR ELECTRICAL 8T8
TEMS. LasTiiH SiBBBNHAtBE, San Francisco. Cal., as-
signor to Drendell Electrical and Manufacturing Com-
pany, San Francisco. Cal., a Corporation of California.
Filed 8«pt. 27, 1916. Serial No. 52,848. (CI. 172—179.)

1. A safety device for controlling the distribution of
power from a feed wire comprising a controlling means,
a circuit from said feed wire through said controlling
means to the distributing point, another circuit direct
from aald feed wire to said distributing point, a knife
switch having a plurality of curved blades pivotally sup-
ported within their length, one portion of said blades
adapted when the switch Is In one position to close said
last mentioned circuit, tbe same portion of said blades
adapted when the switch Is in another position to break
said last mentioned circuit and another portion of said
blades adapted to close the circuit through said control-
ling means, means for controlling the cycle of operation
of said switch In closing said circuits, means for locking
said switch when closing the circuit through said con-
trolling means, moans actuated on the Interruption of
current flowing through said controlling means for re-

leasing said locking means, and meana for opening said
•witch on the release of said locking means.

2. A safety device of the class described, comprising a
•witch for controlling the distribution of power from a
plurality of wires, means for normally locking the switch
In closed position, a solenoid in circuit with each feed
wire, an armature coSperatlng with each solenoid and
maintained in suspension relative thereto by the current
flowing through said solenoid associated therewith, a lever

aaaociated with each armature and co«i>erating with said
locking means, aald levers adapted to be operated to re-
lease said locking means on the movement of the armature
associated therewith, due to the Interruption of the cur-
rent flowing through Its respective solenoid, and means
for opening said switch on the release of said locking
meana.

1.224,331. SOUND-CONDUCTING AURAL DEVICE.
Rupert B. Smaht, Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 7, 1916.
Serial No. 89,530. (CI. 181—.5.)

In a device of the cliaracter de8crll>ed. the combination
of an audiphone receiver designed to be carried in tbe
clothing of the wearer, ear projecting meana, and a sound
conducting device therefor comprising a rigid tubular
neck piece communicating with said means, and a single
flexible tube adapted to extend upwardly from aald receiver
to said neck piece, said neck-piece shaped to conform sub-

stantially with the neck of the wearer and having a trun-
nion connection with said means, substantially as and for

the puri>OHe8 set forth.

1,224,332. ELECTRICAL PROTECTIVE DEVICE. Bcm-
JAMIN H. Smith, Turtle Creek. Pa., assignor to Weat-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 7, 1916. Serial

No. 82.641. {CI. 17&—294.)

1. In an electric circuit, the combination with a Wheat-
stone bridge operattvely connected to the circuit, one arm
of the bridge being adapted to be heated in accordance
with the current that traverses the rirrult, of a relay
having two wfndlngfs thereon of relatively lilfferent In-

ductances, one of the said windings being connected across
normally equal-potential points on the bridge and the other
winding being adapted to be energized in accordance with
the current traversing the circuit.

2. The combination with a translating device and a
protective device therefor, of a Wheatstone bridge opera-
tlvely connected to the translating device, one arm of the
bridge being adapted to be heated In accordance with the
current that traverses the translating device, and a con-

trolling relay for the protective device having one of Its

windings opera tively connected to the bridge and Its other
winding adapted to be supplied with current In accord-

ance with the current traversing the translating device.

'
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8 The combination with a translating device and a

protective device therefor, of a Wheatntone bridge opera

tively coanected to the translating device, one arm of the

bridge being adapte<! to be heate<l in accordance with the

current that traverse* the translating device, and a con-

trolling Induction relay for the protective device having

one of Its windings connecte<l acroHu normally equal-

potential points of the bridge and Its other winding con-

nected to the translating device.

4. The combination with a translating device, of a

normally balMnr^tl Wheatstone bridge operatively con-

nected thereto, one arm of the bridge »>elng adapted to be

heated in accordance with the current traversing the

translating device, and a relay having one of its windings

re.<ponBlve to the current traversing the translating device

and Its other winding responsive to the unbalancing of

the bridge.

5. The combination with a translating device, of a relay

having two windings of different Inductances, one of said

windings being supplletl with current proportional to the

current traversing the translating device and the other

winding being supplied with current In accordance with

the temperature of the translating device.

[Claims 6 to 14 not prlnte«l In the Oa»ette.l

suitable openings In aald frame which permit a limited

rotative movement automatically as the diameter of the

top roller increases and decreases as the sheet is wound

thereon.

[Clalm» 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1 224,334. AUTOMATIC KEY FOR FEED-SHAFTS. IBA

L. Smith, Pine Bluff, .^rk. Flle<l June 29. 1916. Serial

No. 106,614. (CI. 74—8.)

1224 338 CALCULATING MACHINE. Chestir J.

'

Smith, Jamestown. N. Y. Filed Nov. 12. 1916. Serial

No. 61,148. (C\. 236—86.)

1. In a calculating machine, a casing, a roller Journaled

therein, a calculating she4't wound on the roller, a rate

strip arning^Hl In the casing adjacent the roller and

adapted for movem«-nt as the diameter of the roller is

varied by the rolling and unrolling of the sheet thereon, a

laterally movable pointer extending over the strip and

carried by the latter to move therewith, and means

mounting the pointer whereb^ the indicating end of the

Utter is engageable with the strip.

2. In a calculating machine, a support, a roller Jour-

nale.1 thereon, a character bearing sheet wound on the

roller, and a spring rate strip mounted on the support and

having a resilient edge In constant contacting relation

with the sheet on the roller to yield as the diameter of the

latter increases on the winding of the sheet thereon.

3. In a calculating machine, a casing with a transparent

top to show the parts, a frame In naid casing having

revoluble rollers In spaced relation therein and calculating

indicia on said rollers, pointer operating means revolubly

mounted In said frame between said spaced rollers, a bal

anced pointer supported on said means to be moved In

either direction by the turning of said means, rate strips

one each side of said means adjustable to said rollers and

to said balanced pointer and support to support the latter.

4. In a calculating machine, spaced rollers, a sheet on

each wlndable thereon, spaced spring strips interposed

between the rollers In contacting relation with the re-

• specUve sheets thereon, said strips yielding as the di-

ameters of the rollers are increased by the winding of the

sheets thereon, and a pointer operable between and guided

by the spaced strips. naWl pointer moving to permit of

proper yielding of the strips.

6. In a calculating machine, a frame, a roller revolu-

bly mounted in said frame, a sheet wound around said

roller, and a spring rate stHp supported at each end In

1. In the combination with a wheel, a shaft, said shaft

being provided with a key way, a key member Including a

spring bodv portion, said key member being rigidly

mounted on the wheel, the free end of the key element

having means for engagement with the said key way. said

key having means formed integrally therewith for engage-

ment with the said tree end for automatically disengaging

the key from the key-way upon relative movement of the

shaft and wheel.

2. The combination with a shaft having a key-way, and

n driving element mounteil on bald shaft, of an auto-

matic key Including a curved body portion, said key

having an aptrtured enlargement engaged rigidly with tbe

driving element, said body being also formed with a bow

spring portion, the free end of the bow spring portion

having a lug for engagement with the key way and a Up.

the b<Hly member having a tongue extending therefrom

for engagement with said lip to disengage said lug from

said key-way.

•A. The combination with a shaft, and a driving element

mounted thereon, said shaft having a key way, of an auto-

matic key formed of spring metal, one end of said key

l>elng rigidly anchored to the driving element, the free

end of the key having a lug for engagement in said key-

way, and the anchored end of said key having means for

engagement with the free end thereof.

4. The combination with a shaft and a driving element

mounted thereon, of an automatic key formed of spring

metal, one end of said key being anchored to said driving

element, said shaft having a key way, tbe free end of said

key way beinn formal with a lug for engagement In the

key-way. the key having a tongue formeil adjacent the

auchored end thereof for engagement with the free end of

said key to raise said Ing out of said key way upon relative

movement of the shaft and driving element.

5. The combination with a shaft, and a driving element

mounte<l thereon, said shaft having a key way therein, of

an automatic key Including a curved body portion, said

btHly portion being provided with an apertured enlarge-

ment, said enlargement being rigidly anchored to the

drlvln)£ element, the anchore<l end of said body portion

having a tongue formed thereon, the said body member

having a spring portion formed In continuation thereof,

the free end of said spring element being offset to form a

lip provlde<l with a beveled face, the lip having a lug

formed thereon for engagement In said key-way. and sali',

lip b«-lng enirageable. at times, with said tongue upon th.

stoppage of the shaft and the continue*! rotation of the

driving element.
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1,224.336. WATBRHEATBR. iRviif G. Smith. Elgin.

III., assignor of one-fourth to Russell A. Wh«»lo( k. Elgin,

111. Filed Mar. 25. 1916. Serial No. 86.749. (O.
257—235.)

1. A water beater comprising an annular boiler ; a coll

Inclosed by said boiler and having its ends connected there-

with ; means for introducing and withdrawing water to

and from said boiler ; removable end plates for said boiler

having central openings ; and pipes connected with said

end plates to conduct smoke through said boiler, substan-

tially as described.

2. A water heater comprising an annular boiler; a coll

Inclosed by said holler and having its ends connected there-

with ; means for Introducing and withdrawing water to

and from said boiler ; removable end platen for said boiler

havln); central openings ; and pipes connwted with said

end plates to conduct smoke through said boiler, substan-

tially as described.

3. A water heater comprising an annular boiler; a coll

Inclosed by said boiler and having Its ends connected

therewith, said coll being smaller than the space Inclosed

by said holler and located in the upper portion of said

si>ace ; means for introducing and withdrawing water to

anil from said b<iIlor : and means for passing smoke from
a heating plant through said bolter ; substantially as de-

scribed.

4. .\ water heater comprising an ann<i1ar holler ; a coll

IncIose<l by said boiler and having Its ends connectwl
therewith, said coll being smaller than the space Inclosed

by said boiler and located In the upper portion of said

space; means for Introducing and withdrawing w«ter

to and from said boiler ; rt-movable end plates for said

holler having lentral opening; and pipes connected with

said end plates to conduct smoke through said boiler, sub-

stantlnlly as descrH)ed.

5. A water heater comprising an annular boiler ; a water
supply pipe leading into the lower portion of said boiler

adjacent one end thereof ; a water wlthilrawlng pipe lead-

ing from the uppiT portion of said t>olI«»r adjncpnt the

other end thi-reof ; a ••oil Inclosed by s»»ld tM>tler and hav-

ing Its ends ronnected therewith opposite said supply
and withdrawing pipes, said coll being smaller than the
space Inclosed by said boiler and located In the upper
portion of said space ; removable end plates for said boiler

having central openings and peripheral notches; luittons I

plvotally mounted on the ends of said l>oller and adapted
ro engage through saM notches ; and pipes cunnectetl with

said end plates to conduct smoke through said tK>ller,

substantially as described.

1.224.S3tt. AUTOMATIC MOI8TURE AM> VKNTILA
TION RECUTLATOR FOR INrrB.\TORS. William W.
Smith. Hawthorne. Cal. Piled May 1. 1916. SerUl
No. 94.723. (CI. 119—35.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
with an incubator of nlr Inlet and outlet pa.ssagea,

dampers controlling said passages, a cylinder carried by

and extending tbrongh fhe bottom of nld Inctitator. a

pen carried by the upp<'r end of said cylinder, a pipe con-

necting said pan with a m-ater supply, a wire frame sup-

pM-ted in !<aid pan. a fabric covering for said wire frame.

• thermostat supporting frame carried by said pan, a

thermostat having one part thereof connected to said sup-

porting frame, the other part of .said thermostat being

connected to a rod. extending downwardly through said

cylinder, a sultaldy fukrumed lever, a bracket carried

thereby, a screw plug adjustable In said bracket to whi> b

the lower end of said rod Is connected and conne<-tlons

between said lever and said dampers whereby said dam-
pers «re actuated by the movement of said lever.

• ti>

2. In a device of the clasa described, the combination
of an Incubator provided with air 4nlet and outlet pas-

sages, dampers controlling said passages, a cylinder car-

ried by and extending through the bottom of said ln<'U-

t>ator, a pan carrieil by the upper end of said cylinder,

means for eupplyiag water to aald pan, a frame supported
In said pan, a fabric covering on t^aid frame, a there-

mostat having iti upper part flxe<lly supported between

the said covering and said pan. a rod extending down-
wardly through said i-yllnder and connected at Its upper
end to the lower part of said thermostat, a suitably ful-

crumed lev«'r. a plug carried by said lever and adjust-

able with reference thereto, the lower end of aald rod

being connected to said plug, and connections between
said lever and said dampers whereby said dampers are
actuated by the movement of said lever.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
of an incHibator provideil with air Inlet and outlet pass-

ages, dampers controlling aaid passages, a pan supported
within said lncul>ator, means for supplying water to said

pan. a frame supported in said pan. a faliric covering for

said frame having a portion extending into the water la

Kald pan, a thermostat disposed between said fabric cover-

ing and said pan, a rod connecte*! to the movable part of

said tberenioatat, a suitably fulcruroeil lever, the lower
end of said rod being adjustably connected to said lever,

and coonectlons between said lever and said ilampers
whereby saki dampers are anuated by the movement of

said lever.

XXlA.'Xy.l. SWITt'H. HAi.rnAS A. Stbin. Norwood. Ohio,

assignor, by inetine assignments, to AUis-Chalmeni
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Delaware.
P1le<l Mar. 2.^. 1912. Serial No. 685.716. (CI. 176—282.)

1. In combination, a receptacle provided with a cover,

stationary contacts mounted in said receptacle, switch
m4>(hanlsn) removable as a unit from raid receptacle, said
Kwltch nHM-haniam Incliirllng a drum having contacts

aart op««a tiii means therefor and intermediate contacts

eagattcabte by aald drum contacts and said stationary
contacts, and means for supporting aald drum and said
Intermediate contacts, said drum operating means being
supported Independently of said drum supporting means.

2. in combination, a receiitacle adapted to contain in-

sulatlDT fluid and pr<ivlde<l with a cover, said receptacle
havinc its lower portion of smaller horisontal cross-oeo-

tional area than Its upper portion, stationary terminal

contacts mounted In said receptacle In the portion of

tn^ater crosa-se<-tlonal area, and switch mechanism IB-
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eluding fixed contacts, movable contacts engageable with

a portion of said fixed contacts, and supporting means
(or aald contacts, a portion uf said fixed contacts being en-

gageable with said stationary terminal contacts, and said

switch mechanism being suspended from said cover with

aid movable contacts and the portion of said fixed con-

tacts engageable thereby occupying the portion of said

receptacle of reduced cross-sectional area when in oper-

ative position therein and being removable as a unit with
aid cover on removal thereof from said receptacle.

3. In combination, a tank adapted to contain Insulating

fluid, stationary terminal contact* disposed within said

tank, a removable cover for said tank having a depending
bearing portion, switch meclianism comprising fixed and
mo\-able contacts and a support therefor suspended from

said cover and removable from said receptacle with said

cover, said fixed contacts t>elnf operatlvely engageable

with said terminal contacts and engageable by said mov-
able contacts, and means mounted in and supported by the

bearing portion of said cover (or actuating the movable

element of said switch, said actuating means comprising

an operating element extending through a side wall of

said receptacle when said switch meclianism Is in oper-

ative position therein.

4. In a switch, the combination of a tank, stationary

contacts therein, a removable cover for said tank, a drum
switch, rods suspended from said cover and being provided

with loops to form bearings for said drum switch, and
contact fingers supported through said rods and being

adapted to engage said stationary contacts and drum
switch, said cover, rods, drum switch, and contact fingers

t>elng removable as a unit from said tank.

5. In a switch, the combination of a tank containing

insulating fluid, stationary contacts supported in the sides

of said tank, a removable cover for said tank, a switch

drum, rods suspended from said removable cover and being

provided with loops to form bearings for said switch

drum, a contact finger support mounted on said rod*,

flexible Intermediate contacts mounted on said contact

finger support, said intermediate contacts being adapted

to engage said stationary contacts and said drum switch,

and means for actuating said drum switch, said cover,

rods, drum switch. Intermediate contact fingers, and ac-

tuating means being removable as a unit from said tank.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Cazette.)

1,224,888. CRANK PIN OILER. Chablm A. Sttcknit.

Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. 12. 1915, Serial No. 61,174.

Renewed Mar. 14, 1917. Serial No. 154,875. (CI.

184—87.)

1. In a crank pin oiler adapted to be used with an en-

gine having H crank shaft, a crank pin In said crank shaft

and an opening in said crank shaft leading to said crank

pin. the combination of an oU cylinder communicating
with said opening in said crank shaft and adapted to

carry a supply of oil, a piston slidable in said oil cylinder,

anii means actuated )>y the rotation of said crank shaft

for sliding said piston into said oil cylinder, said means
being controlled by an inertia member coactlBi: therewith.

2. In a crank pin oiler adapted to be used with an en-

gine having a crank shaft, a crank pin having a b^irlng
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surface In said crank shaft, said crank shaft having an
opening leading to the bearing sarface of said crank pin,

the combination of an oil cylinder communicating with
said opening in said crank shaft and adapted to carry

a supply of oil, a pUton slidable In said oil cylinder, and
means actuated by the rotation of said crank shaft for

sliding said piston into said oil cylinder, said means be-

ing carried by said crank shaft without outside support.

3. In a crank pin oiler adapted to be used with an en-

gine having a crank shaft and a crank pin, the combina-
tion of an oil reservoir, and means carried by and sup-

ported wholly by said crank shaft for feeding oil to said

crank pin, an Inertia member associated therewith, said

means being controlled by said inertia member.
4. In a crank pin oiler, the combination of an oil cylin-

der, means whereby oil forced from said cylinder may be

led therefrom, a piston slidable in said oil cylinder, a ro-

tatable member adapted to slide said piston into said

cylinder when rotated, said rotatable member being sup-

ported wholly by the crank, and an inertia member con-

trolling the actuation of said piston by said rotatable

member.
8. In a crank pin oiler adapted to be used with an en-

gine having a crank shaft, and a crank pin In said crank

shaft, the combination of a cylinder adapted to contain
oil, an oil conducting means leading from said cylinder

to said crank pin, a piston slidable in said cylinder, rota-

table means carried by said crank shaft for sliding said

piston into said cylinder when actuated, and frlctional

means serving as a drag on said rotatable means for

actuating said rotatable means.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gatette.]

1.224,339. VAPOR TREATMENT OP METALS. Wil-
liam A. Darrah and Samcbl Tbood, Wllklnsburg, Pa.,

assignors to Industrial Development Company, a Cor-

poration of Pennsylvania. Piled Apr. 4, 1914. Serial

No. 829.662. (CI. 91—70.1.)
1. The process of forming a compound In a metal by

heating the metal under reduced pressure in the presence

of the vapor of the compound forming material.

2. The process of forming an alloy of a metal by heat-

ing the metal under reduced pressure in the presence of

the vapor of the alloy forming metal.

3. The process of forming an Iron alloy by heating the

Iron under reduced pressure In the presence of the vapor
of the alloy forming material.

4. Th« process of condensing a vapor within a metal

by surrounding the metal while heated, by the desired.

vapor at a pressure ttelow atmospheric pressure.

5. The process of forming a coating of zinc upon Iron

by heating the said iron in the presence of zinc vapor
under reduced pressure in a chamber from which other

gases and vapors have been substantially exhausted.

[Claim* e to 6 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1,224,840. MACHINE FOB CONTINUOUS TBKATMKNT
OP MBTALS. Samdil Tbood, New Caitle, Pa.. a«-

slg^nor to Industrial Development Company, a Corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania. Filed June 16. 1914. Serial

Mo. 849,418. (CL 91—12.2.)

1. An apparatus for vapor treating metal comprising
a metal treating chamber, means for heating said chamber,

a seal member for controlling the passage of gases with

regard to said chamber and designed to maintain a sub-

stantial vacuum therein, and means for controlling the

pressure within said chamber.
2. An apparatus for vapor treating metal comprising

a chamber, a liquid seal for said chamber designed to

withstand a pressure substantially equal to that of the at-

mosphere, a source of heat for said chamber and means
for varying the pressure within said chamber.

3. A machine for vapor treating metal comprising a

chamber, a seal of heavy liquid for said chamber designed
to withstand a pressure substantially that of the atmos-
phere, and a source of heat for said chamber and said

eal.

4. A machine for vapor treating metals comprising a
chamber, a liquid metal seal for said chamt>er designed
to withstand a pressure approximately that of the atmos-
phere, and a source of heat for said chamber and said

•eal.

6. A machiue for vapor treating metals comprising a
metal treating chamber, a heated liquid bath serving as
a seal for said chamber, a trap for preventing a loss of

material from said chamber, and means of controlling

the pressure within said chamber.
IClalms 6 to 21 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,841. TIRE-PBOTECTOR. Jobgb Boaois Vblis.
Habana, Cuba, assignor of one-half to Alejandro Angulo
Plnzon, Habana, Cuba. Filed Nov. 24, 1916. Serial
No. 133.266. (Q. 162—88.)

1. A protector for tires, comprising a casing, rods se-

cured at one cTn\ to said casing, cushioning means oper-

atlvely engaging the opposite ends of said rods, a cross

piece upon which said cushioning means rest, a spanner
member adapted to engage a wheel felly, and means for

detachabiy securing said cross piece to said spanner
member.

2. A protector for tires, comprising a casing, rods se-

cured at one end to said casing, cushioning means opera-

tlrely eneaglng the opposite ends of said rods, a cross

piece upon which said cushioning means rest, a spanner
member, and a sliding connection between said spanner
member and said cross piece.

3. A protector for tires, comprising a casing, rods se-

cured at one end to said casing, cushioning means opera-

tlvely engaging the opposite ends of said rods, a cross

piece, upon which said cushioning means rest, a U-shaped
spanner member, and a dove-tailed Joint for detachabiy
securing said cross piece to said spanner member.

4. A device for securing a tire protector In position,

comprising a cross piece, ryiindrli-al members thereon,

cushioning means within said members, rods connecting the

projector to the cushioning means, a spanner member
adapted to engage a wheel felly, and means for securing
said cross piece to said spanner member.

1,224,842. MULTIPLEX TELEGRAPHY. FBCntBiCK K.
Vrsbland, Montclair, N. J., assignor to Vreeland Ap-
paratus Company, Inc., New York, N. Y., a Corporation
of New York. Filed May 20. 1909. Serial No. 497.194.

(01. 178—61.)

1. In a system of multiplex signaling, the combination
of means for generating a plurality of alternating cur-

rents of different frequencies, means for producing signal

impulses by these currents, a plurality of tuned sifting

circuits connected in parallel to a common line and hav-
ing a large unbalanced reactance for small frequency
differences relative to the equivalent line Impedance,
means for Impressing the signal impulses upon the line

through said sifting circuits, and means for selectively

observing at a distance the signal impulses of different

frequencies.

2. In a system of multiplex signaling, the combluatlon
of a plurality of undamped oscillators, generating alter-

nating currents of pure sine wave form and of different

automatically-regulated frequencies, means for producing
signal Impulses by these currents, a plurality of tuned
sifting circuits connected in parallel to a common line

and having a large unbalanced reactance for small fre-

quency differences relative to the equivalent line imped-

ance, means for Impressing the signal impulses upon the

line through said sifting circuits, and means for selec-

tively observing at a distance the signal impulses of differ-

ent frequencies.

8. In a system of multiplex signaling, the combination
with a line of means for impressing thereon alternating

current signal Impulses of different frequencies, a plu-

rality of tuned sifting circuits connected in parallel to

said line and having a large unbalanced reactance for

small frequency differences relative to the equivalent line

Impedance, and selective' receivers associated with said

sifting circuits.

4. In a system of multiplex signaling by alternating

currents of different frequencies, the combination with a

line, of a plurality of tuned sifting circuits at each end
of the line, connected in parallel therewith and having a
large unbalanced reactance for small frequency differences

relative to the equivalent line impedance, means for Im-

pressing on the line at each end alternating current

signal impulses of different frequencies, and selective re-

ceivers associated with said sifting circuits, whereby in-

terference of strong signal impulses from a near station

with feeble signal impulses from a distant station is pre-

vented and simultaneous working in opposite directions

Is thereby iiermltted.

0. In s system of multiplex signaling by alternating cur-

rents of different frequencies, the combination with a line,

of a plurality of tuned sifting circuits at each end of the
line, connected in parallel therewith and having a large

unbalanced reactance for small frequency differences rela-

tive to the equivalent line Impedance, a plurality of un-

damped oscillators, generating alternating currents of

pure sine wave form and of different automatically-regu-
lated frequencies, means for Impressing on the line at

each end signal Impulses of different frequencies from
such undamped oscillators, and selective receivers asso-

ciated with said sifting circuits.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1 224 843. WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. Jamm O. WAt^
'

Kiiis San Francisco. Cal., assignor to Federal Tele-

graph Company, San Francisco. Cal.. a Corporation of

California. Filed July 28. 1916. SerUl No. 42,301.

(CI. 176—346.)

webs of said Z bar end posts, their outer edges flanged an*

secured to said corner posts, their lower edges secured to

said end sills and their upper edges flanged and secured to

the webs of said Z bar end members, said central sheet

meUl plates being flanged at their vertical edges and se-

cured to the webs of said Z bar end posts.

1 224 346 SIDE BEARING. WILLIAM E. WiNl. Toledo.
'

Ohio. Filed Oct. 27, 1916. Serial No. 128,064. (CU

64—66.)

1. In an apparatus of the character described, an elec-

tric circuit, a stretched wire mounted to vibrate and a

smooth edged rotatable disk in contact with said wire

said wire and said disk being connected In series in said

circuit.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, an elec-

tric circuit, a wire mounted to vibrate and a smooth edged

rotatable disk In contact with said wire at an antlnode

aid wire and said disk being connected In series in said

circuit.

8. In an apparatus of the character described, an elec

trie circuit, a stretched wire mounted to vibrate anjl a

smooth edged rotatable disk In light contact with said

wire at an antlnode adjacent the end of the wire said

wire and said disk being connected In series In said circuit.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, an elec-

tric circuit, a stretched wire mounted to vibrate, a smooth

edg.-d rotatabl.' disk In contact with said wire and means

for varying the teniilon of said wire said wire and said

disk being connected in series in said circuit.

6. In an apparatus of the character described, an elec-

tric rtrcnlt. a stretched wire mounted to vibrate, a smooth

fSced rotatable disk in contact with said wire at an antl

node and means for varying the tension of said wire said

wire and said disk l»eing connected In series In said circuit.

((Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the (Jaaette.J

1,224.844. FREIGHT-CAR END. William E. Winb, To-

ledo. Ohio. Filed Apr. 3. 1916. Serial No. 88,621. (Cl.

106—192.)

1 In a box car. the ends of which comprise end sills,

flanged end posts, transversely extending end members,

and vertical sheet metal plates, said transversely extend-

ing end members comprising angular metal sections pro-

vided with vertical flanges on their inner edges and wood

framing members resting thereon and outside of said ver-

tical flanges, said vertical sheet metal plates having their

lower edges secured to said end sills, their vertical edges

flanged and secured to the webs of said end posts and their

upper edges flanged and secured to the webs of said trans-

verselv extending end members.

2 In a box car. the ends of which comprise end sills,

corner posts. Z bar end posts, and transversely extending

Z bar end members and vertical sheet metal plates, said

vertical sheet metal plates having their lower edges se

cured to said end sills, their Inner vertical edges flanged

and secured to the web» of said Z bar end posts, their

outer vertical edges flanged and secured to said corner

posts and their upper edges flanged and secured to the

webs of said Z bar end members.

3 In a box car, the ends of which comprise end sills.

Z bar end posts, corner posts, transversely extending Z

bar end members, outside vertical sheet metal plates and

central sheet metal plates, said outside vertical sheet metal

pUtes having their Inner edges flanged and siKrured to the

1. A side bearing comprising a base member baring side

and end walls forming a box like structure a plate loosely

fitting within said box like structure and «"PPO^*^<^J'^

the bottom wall of said box like structure and capable

of rocking along Its longitudinal axis, a roller supported

by said plate and means Independent of the supporting

plate for preventing the roller from escaping from the

^"
"rstde^bearing comprising a box like structure and

a plate capable of rocking throughout Ita longitudinal

axis supported wholly by said bottom wall and a self-

rentering bearing supported wholly by said Pl*^«
" Ĵ^

operating means between the said plate and said roller

for correctly alining said roller and means Independent

of supporting said roller for retaining the roller In It*

box like structure. _,_.„. „ k...
3 A side-liearing for railway cars comprising a base

member having side and end walls forming a box-i ke

structure, ribs in said box-like structure parallel with the

said end walls, said base member having a fixed d«PJ""^
central portion extending between said ribs, a bearing

plate fitting within said box like structure and between

the said n.entloned ribs and having a rounded under por-

tion extending centrally thereof, said bearing plate capable

of a rocking movement transverse of said base member,

projections on the upper surface of said bearing plate

and a roller provided with recesses In Its lower surface

to co«perate with the teeth on said bearing member and-.

means for retaining the roller In the base member.

4 A side bearing for railway cars, comprising in part, a

base' member having four outwardly extending arms end

and side walls forming a box-like structure, ribs extend-

ing from said w.ills to said outwardly extending arms-

strengthening ribs extending from said end
Y*"" ,

'

wardly, further ribs parallel with said end walls and a.

depressed lower bearing surface. /

5 A side bearing for railway cars, comprising In part,

a base member formed of a base plate with end and side

walls thereon, vertical and horizontally connecting rib*

on the upper Inner surface of said side walls, inwardly ex-

tending ribs from said end walls, other ribs parallel with

said end walls and connecting with said last mentioned

Inwardly extending ribs, the bottom of said base member

being depressed betWeen the ribs that are parallel to the

end walls and a plurality of pockets formed along the de-

pressed central bottom portion.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Qaiette.]

1224 346 ROLLER - BEARING. 8t«n GOBTAr WiNO-

.'qui'st. CH)ttenborg. Sweden, assignor to Aktlebola«et

Svenska KuUagerfabrlken. Gottenborg, Sweden, a Cor-

poration of Sweden. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No.

62,088. (Cl. 64—39.)
1 A self-contained radial and thrust bearing comprising

an Integral outer ring having a conical race, an Integral
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Inner ring having a conical race the top angle of which is
smaller than that of the outer race, conical rollers placed
between the said rings, in contact with the said races, one
of said rings having, outside Its race, a shoulder formed
Integral with the ring to keep the roIl«»r8 in position, said
shoulder having a filling opening for the rollers, substan-
tially as described.

r n

by a variation in the weight of corn in t\ld receptacle for
controlling said operating meana.

i^^

2. A self-contained radla.1 and thrust bearing comprising
an Integral outer ring having a conical race, an Integral
inner ring having a conical race the apex of which co-

incides with the apex of the outer race and the top angle
of which is smaller than that of the outer race, conical
rollers placed between the said rings in contact with the
aid races, one of said rings havlag, outside its race, a
•houlder formcil integral with the ring to keep the rollers
In position, said shoulder having a filling opening for
the rollers, substantially as described.

3. A self-contained radial and double thrust bearing
comprising an Integral outer ring having conical races,
an Integral inner ring having conical races each of which
forms together with an outer race a conical passage, the
top angle of each of said inner races being smaller than
that of the corresponding outer race, conical rollers placed
between the said rings In contact with an outer and an
inner race, one of said rings having, outside ita races,
shoulders formed integral with the ring to keep the rollers
in position, each shoulder having a filling opening for the
rollers, substantially as described.

4. A self-contained radial and double thrust bearing
comprising an Integral outer ring having conical races,
an integral ring having conical races each forming to-
gether with an outer race a conical passage, the apex of
each of said inner races coinciding with the apex of the
corresponding outer race and the top angle of said inner
races being smaller than that of the corresponding outer
race, conical rollers placed between the said rings in con-
tact with an outer and an inner race, one of said rings
having, outside its races, shoulders formed integral with
the ring to keep the rollers in position, each shoulder hav-
ing a filling opening for the rollers, subatantlally as de-
i«crlbed.

5. A self-contained radial and thrust bearing compris-
ing an Integral outer ring having a conical race, an in-
tegral Inner ring having a conical race the top angle of
which Is smaller than that of the outer race, conical roll-
ers placed between the said rings. In contact with the said
races, each ring having, outside its race, a shoulder formed
Integral with the ring to keep the rollers in position, each
shoulder having a filling opening for the rollers, substan-
tially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,324,347. CORN-POPPING MACHINE. Iiu T. WoLFl.
Seattle, Wash. Filed Dec. 21, 1914. SerUl No. 878,278
(a. 53—4.)

1. In a machine of the claaa described, corn-popping de-
Tlcea, an electric circuit controlling said devices, a recep-
tacle for popped corn, and means operative'y connected
with said re.eptacle for closing sal<l circuit in response to
a decrease below a predetermined amoant of the com in
•aid receptacle and for opening said circuit In response to
the Increase above a predetermined amount of the corn in
said receptacle.

2. In a nmrhlne of the class descrll)ed, normally Inop-
eratlre corn-popping devices, means for operating said de-

Tlces, a receptacle for popped corn, and means actuated J

3. In a machine of the claaa described, the combination
with a veaael in which corn is popped, of a hopper for
supplying corn to said vessel, a receptacle for popped corn,
an instrament normally Inoperative for controlling the
discharge of said hopper, a motor, means actuated by «

'

variation In the weight of corn in said receptacle for gov-
erning said motor, and means for continuing the operation
of said motor for a predetermined period of acUon after
said governing means has been actuate<l by an overweight
of corn in said receptacle to stop said motor.

4. In a corn-popping machine, a hopper, a shutter for
said hopper, an electric circuit, an electro magnet Included
In said circuit, a movable element adaptetl to be attracted
by said magnet and operatlvely connected with said shut-
ter, means for opening and closing said circuit, and me-
chanical means for controlling the aforesaid means where-
by the hopper shutter is caused to be successively moved
Into open position between reUtlvely extended periods of
rest.

5. In a machine of the class described, a tlltable vessel,
an electric heater therefor, a hopper arranged to discharge
into said vesael, means to open and cloae the discharge
opening of the hopper, a circuit for said heater, a twitch
for the circuit, mechanical means to periodically effect the
tilting of said vessel and also Influencing the first named
means whereby the same Is actuated for the discharge of
corn from the hopper only between certain tilting move-
ments of the vessel, and is rendered Idle between other like
movements thereof.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,224.348. TURNING - SIGNAL FOR AUTOMOBILES.
JK88B M. WtMA.N. Canton. Ohio. Filed Mar 28 1»1«.
Serial No. 86,188. (CI. 11&—31.)

1. A turning signal for automobiles comprising a horl-
sontally swinging arm to be plvotally mounted on th«
upper edge of one side of an automobile l>ody. said am
being adapted to normally lie longitudinally of the vehicle
and being bent between Its ends to form an upright crank

May 1, 1917.
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pin. and an operating link connected to and extending

from said pin.

2. A turning signal for automobiles comprising a horl-

aontally swinging arm to be plvotally mounted on the up-

per edge of one olde of an automobile body, said arm being

bent to position its front portion substantially parallel

with and spaced outwardly from said edge of the vehicle

body, aald arm l>«*lng bent between Its ends to form an up-

right crank pin, and an operating link connected to and

extending from said pin.

1224 849. STREET - CLEANING DETICE. Harman
'

Ymsnb. Duluth, Minn. Flle«l Sept. 26. 1916. Serial

No. 121.970. (CI. 37—6.)

In combination, a substantially rectangular shaped re-

ceptacle, mounted upon wheels, and having an upwardly

and forwardly extending inclined portion in the bottom

thereof, terminating in a forwnrdly extending downwardly

curved receiving apron, forwardly projecting extensions of

the upper side walls of the receptacle, a revoluble shaft

mounted within said extensions, blades carried upon the

shaft and designed to engage the apron but not to engage

the surface being cleaned, an adjustable curveil wind

shield extending from a point parallel with the center of

the blade carrying shaft to within close proximity of the

surface being cleaned, means for maintaining the forward

edge of the apron normally In contact with the surface

being cleaned, and means for operating the device.

1,224,.%0. NON ATTRITION PROCESS OF AND APPA
RATU8 FOR WASHING AND SORTING COAL. Ubnby

Adams, New I^ondon, Conn., assignor to The Adams
Mining Machinery Corporation, New London, Conn., a

Corporation of New York. Filed May 11, 1916. Serial

No. 96,774. (Cl. 88—84.)

.>

1. A process of treating minerals, orea, coal and the like

consisting In conveying the same to an apparatus, permit-

ting such elements to be freely t?ravltatlonally dropped

down through the apparatus : discharging free. Individual

jeta of water under pressure against the falling material

during its gravitational passage through the apparatus, so

that the elements will l>e defle. ted and dropped into dlf

ferent troughs at the l>ottom of Huch apparatus according

to their weight, permitting the discharge of such lets out

of the apparatuu at different levels into other troughs

paced from one another, so that the dust and finer ele-

ments of the mixture that may be carried with auch jeU

will be deposited In said other trougha according to their

weights.

2. An apparatus for treating coal and the like baring

a frame, there being a plurality of elongated Inlet open-

ings 8pac«Kl from one another at different levels, a plural-

ity of elongated outlet openings also spaced from one an-

other at different levels one for each of said inlet open-

ings, means for discharging jets of water from said inlet

openings across the apparatus to said outlet openings and

out through the same, a plurality of troughs In the bottom

of said apparatus spaced from the inlet openings in a

graduated manner, there being a mouth at the top of said

apparatus, and means for conveying coal to such mouth

to permit the same to drop therefrom, to be actuated upon

by the several Jets of water so that the elements according

to their weight may be permitted to drop In different

troughs at the bottom of said apparatus and the lighter

elements be carried with the jets of water and out through

several outlet openings according to their weight.

3. An apparatus for treating coal and the like having

a frame, there being a plurality of elongated inlet open-

ings spaced from one another at different levels, a plural-

ity of elongsteil outlet openings also spaced from one an-

other at different levels one for ea< h of said Inlet open-

ings, means for discharging jets of water from said Inlet

openings across the apparatus to said outlet openings and

out through the same, a plurality of troughs In the bottom

of said .ipparatus spaced from the Inlet openings in a

graduated manner, there l^.tng a mouth at the top of sold

apparatus, means for conveying coal to such mouth to

permit the same to drop therefrom, to be actuated upon by

the several jets of water so that the elements according

to their weight may be permitted to drop in different

troughs at the bottom of said apparatua and the lighter

elements be carried with the Jets of water and out through

several outlet openings according to their weight, and

other troughs being secured to said apparatus adjacent to

the outlet openings to receive the water discharged there-

through and the finer elements of coal carried there-

through.*

4. An apparatus for treating coal and the like having

a frame, there being a plurality of elongated Inlet op«'n-

Ings spaced from one another at different levels, a plural-

ity of elongatetl outlet openings also spaced from one an-

other at different levels one for each of said Inlet op«n-

ings, means for discharging jets of water from said inlet

openings across the apparatus to said outlet openings and

out through the same, a plurality of troughs in the bottom

of said apparatus spaced from the Inlet openings in a

graduat<>d manner, there l)eing a mouth at the top of said

apparatus, means for conveying coal to such mouth to

permit the same to drop therefrom, to be actuated upon by

the several Jets of water so that the elements according

to their weight may be permitted to drop in different

troughs ai the bottom of said apparatus and the lighter

elements to be carried with the jets of water and out

through several outlet openings according to their weight,

and other troughs being secure<i to said apparatus adja-

cent to the outlet openings to receive the water discharged

therethrough and the finer elements of coal carried there-

through, the troughs being inclined .to the horizontal to

permit the drainage of the water while the finer elements

. will settle In said troughs.

0. A process of treaUng minerals, ores, coal and the Uke

consisting In conveying the same to a waahlng and grading

apparatus : p*'rmltting such elementa to be droppe<l down

into the apparatus ; discharging a plurality of superposed

jeta of water against the stream of such elements during

their passage through the apparatus at such pressure that

the more valuable commercial elementa will be deflected

and deposited into different grades at the bottom of such

apparatus according to their re.specUve weights and fine

ness ; the discharge of such Jets through the apparatus be-

ing at different levels space«l from one another, at an angle

to the line of paiwage of the material or elements Iwlng

1 washed and graded, so as to deposit the finer less val- ble

i
elements into different grades ; so that the dust ALd ttaer
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Clements of the mixture that may be carried with aoch
Jets will be deposited according to their respective weights
and fineness.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,301.

ton, 111.

«5—a.)

CAKE-TURNKR. JosiAH Aooiao.v, Brongh-
Piled Sept. 7, 1916. Serial No. 49,351. (CI.

A cake turner Including a shaft, a handle loosely mount-
ed upon said shaft and having upper and lower leaves, a
bousing at the outer end of oce leaf having a rear wall,

an upper wall and side walls extending beyond and upon
opposite sides of the upper wall, a tongue extending from
the second leaf between the side walls and in front of
the upper wall and provided with an opening through
which the shaft extends, a rack in the housing beneath
the upper wall and a gear carried by the shaft and engag-
ing said rack.

1,224,362. DISK RECORD CABINET. NlCKLAS A. APO«-
TOLOpouLos, Providence, R. I. Filed Feb. 11, 1916.
Serial No. 77,686. (CI. 211—16.)

1. In a disk record cabinet, the combination of recep-
tacles for records, a series of vibratory members for forci-

bly and positively dislodging the records, a single actua-
tor for said members, and means for selectively directing
the actuator to contact with a single member.

2. In a disk record cabinet, the combination of recep-
'tacles for records, a series of vibratory members for forci-

bly and positively dislodging the records, a single actua-
tor for said members, and manually controlled means for
adjusting the actuator to contact with a single member.

3. In a disk record cabinet, the combination of a plu-
rality of receptacles for records, a plurality of vibratory
members for forcibly dislodging the records, a single actn-
ator for all said members, a push rod supporting the ac-
tuator, and manually controlled means •on the rod en-
gaging the actuator for adjusting the actuator to contact
with a single member.

4. In a disk record cabinet, the combination of a plu-
rality of receptacles for records, a plurality of vibratory
members for dlslo<1g1ng the records, a pushVrod mounted
In th* cabinet movable toward and away fropi the mem-

bers, and an actuator axial ly movable on the rod adapted
to contact with a single member when the rod la moved.

6. In a disk record cabinet, tbe combination of a plu-
rality of receptacles for records, a plurality of members
for dislodging the records, a push rod movable toward
and from the members, a single actuator for all of tbe
records comprising a section on the rod, and an arm dl»-
posed at an angle to the rod and adapted to contact with
a single member when the rod Is advanced, and a second
section on the rod adapted to interlock with the first sec-
tion when the rod retreats.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,224.353. FARMOATE. FaaoBaicK Wilmam Bacho.
Blloxl, Miss. Filed July 10. 1916. Serial No. 108,394.
(CI. 39—60.)

1. In a gate of the class described, the combination of
a plurality of spaced standards, a gate pivotasly mounted
upon said standards and t>elng adapted to t>e bwung in a
vertical plane, plates carried by said standards and ex-
tending outwardly therefrom, levers plvotally mounted
upon said plates, eyes carried by said levers upon each
side of the pivot points thereof, one-piece links secured to
said eyes, springs secured to said links, said gate being
provided with eyes and with a bolt, links connecting said
springs to said eyes and said bolt, whereby said levers
are swung said gate may be moved to an open or closed
position.

2. In a gate of the class described, the combination of
• plurality of base standards, said standards having en-
larged notches adjacent their lower ends, a gate pivotally
moutned upon said standards and being adapted to be
swung therebetween, plates carried by said standards and
extending outwardly therefrom, levers plvotally mounted
upon said plates, an eye carried by each lever adjacent
the Inner end thereof, each lever also provided with an
eye adjacent Its central portion, a bolt passing through
said gate adjacent Its lower portion and spaced from the
rear end thereof, eyes carried by said gate adjacent Its
rear end and spaced from the lower ends thereof, said
eyes extending Into said notched portions of said stand-
ards, one-piece links being secured to said holt, springs
being secured to said links, links securing the upper ends
of said springes to said eyes at the inner ends of said
levers, whereby as said levers are swung downwardly the
gate will be moved to an open position, links being se-

cured to said tyes of said gate within said nottrhes, spring*
being secured to said last-mentioned links, links being
secured to said last mentioned springs, said last-mentioned
links being secured to the eyes of said levers adjacent their
central portion, whereby as the upper ends of said levera
are swung upwardly said gate will be swung to a closed
position.

3. In a derlce of the class described, the combination of
a standard, a gate plvotally mounted upon said standard
and being adapted to be swung In a vertical plane, a lever
plvotally mounted upon said standard, links carried by
said lever upon each side of the pivot thereof, links con-
nected to the rear and lower portions of said gate, springs
connecting said first mentioned links with said last-men-
tioned links, whereby when said lever Is swung said gate
win be swung to either an open or closed position.
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1224 864. GRINDING MILL. LociB Bovtabd, La Fert«-

Iwus-Jouarre, France, assignor to Soci^t# G*n#rale

Meullere, La Fert6-sous-Jouarre, France,
«
J'<"^«""«°

of France. Filed Aug. 21, 1913. SerUl No. 785.862.

(CL 83—12.)

other port of the three-way valve, a double armed lerer

on the three way valve stem, operative connccUons be-

tween one arm of said lever and one of the Inlet valves,

and operative connections between the other arm of said

lever and the other inlet valve, substantially as described.

1,224,366. IGNITION CONTROL. WiixiAM C. Bhowm,

Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to Humphrey Gas Pump Com-

pany, aSCorporatlon of New York. Filed Dec. 21, 1911.

Serial li). 667,190. (CI. 123—143.)

1 In a mill having upper and lower cylinders, the lower

cylinder turning In fixed bearings and the upper cylinder

m movable bearings, springs acting downwardly upon the

bearings of the upper cylinder, and means for lifting the

upper cylinder comprising an oscillating shaft snd rods

transmitting motion therefrom to the said movable bear

^?'ln a mill having upper and lower cylinders, the

lower cylinder turning in fixed bearings and the upper

cvlinder In movable bearings, springs acting downwardly

upon the bearings of the upper cylinder, aOd means for

lifting the upper cylinder comprising an oscillating shaft

having cranks, an operating arm on said shaft, and rods

engaging said cranks and communicating movement to the

bearings of the upper cylinder.

8 In a mill having upper and lower cylinders, the lower

one turning in fixed bearings and the upper one In mov-

able bearings, springs acting downwardly against said

movable bearings, and means for separating the cylinders

comprising an oscillating shaft, rods operated thereby and

communicating with the said movable bearings, an operat-

ing handle for turning said shaft, and a counter lever

having a slot-and pin connection with said bsndle for

stopping It In its extreme positions.

4 In a mill having upper and lower cylinders, the

lower one turning In fixed bearings and the upper one In

movable bearings, springs acting downwardly against said

movable bearings, and means for separating the cylinders-

comprising an oscillating shaft having an operating arm

with connections from said shaft to said movable bear-

ings, and means for clamping said arm in position after

adjustment. ,_.,., ki-

5 In a mill having cylinders one of which Is movable,

levers carrying the bearings of said movable ( yllnder. and

adjustable "pivots for said levers comprising conical pivot

pins a support having conical sockets therefor, and a

•crew adjustment for drawing said pins Into said sockets.

[Claims and 7 not printed In the Qaeette.l

1. The method which consists tn reciprocating a colnmn

of liquid of sufficient bulk and path of travel to acquire

useful momentum, said column adspted to move with vary-

ing force, projecting Into the path of travel of said liquid

column a movable element, subjecting said movable ele-

ment to the Influence of a substantially constant force, ao

that said constant force will sometime co«perate with the

force of the moving column and sometimes oppose it. and

the said movable element will be controlled by the stronger

of said two opposing forces.

2. Means for effecting the electrical Ignition of a com-

bustible charge, comprising an electric circuit, fixed and

movable contacts therein, a vane projecting transverse the

path of travel of a liquid, and supporting means for the

movable contact having operative relation with the vane.

3. Means for efTectlng the electrical Ignition of a com-

bustible charge, comprising an electric circuit, fixed ajiA

movable contacts therein, a vane plvotally mounted and

projecting transverse the path of travel of the liquid, and

supporting means for the movable contact having opera-

tive relation with the vane.

4. Means for effectlnj; the electrical ignition of a com-

bustible charge <-<)inpri8lng an electric circuit, fixed and

movable contacts therein, a vane projecting trnnsverse the

path of travel of liquid, and spring controlled supporting

means for the movable contact having operative relation

with the vane.

6 Means for effecting the electrical Ignition of a com-

bustible cljarge. comprising an electric circuit, fixed and

movable contacts therein, a vane projecting transverse the

path of travel of liquid, adjustable spring controlled sup

porting means for the movable contact having operative

relation with the van*.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.)

1 224.366. LIQUID MEASURING AND DISPENSING AP-

PARATUS CHAKLB8 F. BROWN, New York, N. Y., as

algnor to Universal Liquid Register Company, New York,

N Y a Corporation of New York. Filed Feb. 19. 1916.

Serial No. 9.341. (CI. 221—102.)

In combination a cylinder, a movable piston therein

heads provided with Inlet and outlet passages connected

to the ends of said cylinder, a valve for closing each In-

let passage, a three way valve, a pipe connecting the out-

let of one head with one port of the three way valve. •

pipe connecting the ouUet of the other head with an-

1224.367. MECHANISM FOR CX)NTROLLING AERO-
' PLANES Frank A. Bollinoton. Portland. Oreg.

Filed May 1. 1912. Serial No. 694.414. (Cl. 244—29.)

1 A controlling mechanism for flying machines compris-

ing a cylinder with piston working therein, a source of op-

erating fluid under pressure with valve-controlled connec

tlons to said cylinder, a round weight mounted to roll

freely upon a supporting surface, and connecting means

having direct connection with said round weipht and with

said valve, whereby any movement of aald weight in either

direction simultaneously moves said valve.
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2. A controlling mechAnism for flying macblnra compris-
ing In combination therewith, a cylinder, a pliton work-
ing therein, operating connections from said piston to a
movable part of said flying machine, a soarce of operat-
ing fluid under pressure, means providing communicating
passageways to said cylinder, valves for gradually open
ing and closing said passageways to said cylinder, a round
weight mounted to roll freely upon a supporting surface
and operating connecting members extending from said
weight to said valves, whereby to positively move said
valves with any movement of said weight.

3. In combination with an af-roplane having movable
ailerons, elevating planes, and the like, of one or more
cylinders with pistons, operating connectloas between said
pistons and said movable parts, a source of operating fluid
under pressure, a receiving chamber with communicating
connections to said cylinders, controlling devices for said
communicatinB connections, a ball weight mounted to roll
freely upon a plant- Hurfac-e. and having direct positive
connection with said controlling devices for automatically
actuating the same.

4. A controlling mechanism for aen planes, comprlking
a cylinder and piston movably mounted In said aeroplane,
operating connections between said cylinder and piston
and a movable part of said aeroplane, a soarce of operat-
ing fluid under pressure with communicating cunnectlom*
to said cylinder, a controlling device for said communlcat
ing connections, a gravity-actuated element mounted to
move freely for automatically actuating said controlling
device, and means for manually moving said cylinder and
piston bodily in a straight lint- at wlU, for the purpose
indicated.

5. In combination with an aeroplane having movable
ailerons, elevating planes and the like, of movably mount
ed operating cylinders with pistons, operating connections
between &ald cylinders and piKtons and said movable parts,
a source of operating fluid under pressure with communi-
cating connections to said cylinders, controlling devices for
said communicating connections, a gravity-actuated ele-
ment movable freely for automatically actuating said
controlling devices, and means for manually moving said
cylinders and pistons bodily In a straight line, whereby
to manually manipulate the movable parts of aald aero-
plane at will.

(Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,224.358. CAN COVER-SEAMING MACHINE. Fuaxk
W. BcKPaa, South Belllngham. Wash. Filed Oct 11,
1915. Serial No. 65.2M. (CI. 113—14.)

1 r

1. In a machine of the class described wherein the
seaming of the covers on the cans Is performed In two op-
erations under separate seaming heads, the combination
with a 8ultahl.> frame supporting the seaming head spin-
dles, of a first motion shaft throaxh which power is ap
plied to the machine, an Intermediate vertical shaft driven
from the first motion shaft, means for simultaneously
driving the vertical seaming head spindles from the inter-

mediate shaft at a greater speed of rotatloo than tiMt of
the Intermediate shaft, a cam shaft parallel and adja
cent to each seaming head aplndle to coflperate with the
same, means for simultaneously driving the two parallel
and adjacent cam shafts from the intermediate shaft at
a less speed of rotation than that of the Intermediate
shaft, means for raising and lowering the seaming heads,
means for transferring the can bodies from the line of
feed to beneath the seaming heads and for restoring them
to the same line of feed, and means for lifting the can
bodies from the plane of feed to bring their covers to the
plane of seaming and for lowering them therefrom.

2. In a machine of the class described wherein the
seaming of the covers to the cans Is performed In suc-
cessive operations under separate seaming h.ads, the com-
bination with a suitable frame for supporting the seaming
head spindles and the several mechanisms of the machine,
a horlsontally dispoaed first motion shaft through which
power Is applied to the machln»\ meann for operating the
can feed from the first motion shaft, an Intermediate shaft
driven by said first motion shaft parallel and adjacent
the Beaming head spindles, means for routing the seam-
ing head spindles from the intermediate shaft at a higher
speed of rotation than that of the Intermediate shaft, a
cam shaft parallel and adjacent each seaming head spin-
dle, means for driving said cam shafts from the Inter-
mediate shaft at a lower speed of rotation than that of the
Intermediate shaft, means on each cam shaft for raising
and lowering its adjacent seaming spindles, means on each
cam shaft for lifting a can body up to each seaming head,
means on one cam shaft for operating the means for
transferring a can body from the line of feed to a position
under each seaming head, and for returning the can body
after seaming to the original line of feed and means on
the other cam shaft for operating the can body spacing
mechanism.

3. In a machine of the clasa described, having a hollow
spindle which is rotatably mounted in a 8Ultable frame and
susceptible of vertical movement in relation thereto, said
spindle carrying a seaming head at lu lower end. a cen-
tral stem secured at the upper end to the frame of the
machine and passing axlally through the spindle, said
stem having a die head secured at its lower end adapted
to flt within the cover of the can, seaming rollers rou-
Ubly mounted on stems which are slidable In outwardly
angled slldeways on opposite sides of the seaming head,
means for preventing routlonal movement of the seam-
ing roller stems, means for raising and lowering the hol-
low spindle and its seaming head, and means connected to
the central stem for preventing rise and fall of the seam-
ing roller stems while permitting their radial movement
to and from the ails of roUtlon of the seaming bead
spindle.

4. In a machine of the cUhs described for seaming
covers on cans, the combination with a suitable frame, of
a seaming head having a hollow spindle rotaubly mount-
ed in the frame and susceptible of vertical movement in
relation thereto, a stem passing axlally through the spin
die and 8ecure<l agHlnst endwise or rotational movement
in relation to the frame, stems slidably mounted on oppo
site sides of the seaming head In slldeways which are an
gled outward and downward from the axis of the aplndle.
each stem havlnjf a seanilnit roller rotatably mounted at
Ita lower end on a substantially vertical axla, meant ro-
tatable with the head and on the central stem for prevent-
ing vertical movement of the stems which carry the seam-
ing rollers.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a xenming head the spindle of which Is rotatably
mounted In a suitable frame, stems mounted In the seam-
ing h.ad in slldeways which are angled outward from the
axis of the seaming head, each stem having a seaming
roller rotatably mounted on its lower end on4n axis which
Is substantially parallel to the axis of the seaming head,
means for endwise moving the stems of the seaming roll-
ers in their slldeways. and means preventing rotation of
the stems In the same.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaiette.]
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1,224,3M. CONTACT ARRANGEMENT FOR CALL-

BOXES AND OTHER TRANSMITTERS. ALLiaON A.

CuoKBT. Jersey City, N. J., assignor to The Western

Union Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpora-

tion of New Tork. Filed Dec. 6. 1910. SerUl No.

135.607. (CI. 177—878.)

1. A transmitter comprising a toothed grounded break

wheel, two contact pens adapted to make and break con-

tact with each other, and adapted for connection to two

sides of a main circuit, and a third pen, coacting with

and adapted to contact with the teeth and other raised

portions of the break wheel, and arranged, when It drops

Into a notch of the break wheel, to contact with one of the

first mentioned contact pens, and to separate the said first

mentioned contact pens one from the other.

2. A transmitter comprising a toothed grounded break

wheel havlug an Initial raised portion of a height greater

than that of its teeth, two contact pens adapted to make

and break contact with each other and adapted for con-

• nectlon to two sides of a main circuit, and a third pen

coacting with and adapted to contact with the teeth and

other raised portions of the break wheel, and arranged,

when It drops Into a notch of the break wheel, to contact

with one of the first mentioned contact pens and in so

doing to separate the said first mentioned contact pens

one from the other, the height of the teeth of said wheel

being such that when such third pen rises and passes over

one of said teeth all three pens are In electrical connec-

tion, but when the said third pen is In conUct with the

Initial raised portion of the wheel only the two first men-

tioned contact pens are In electrical connection with one

another. ~"/

3. A signaling system comprising in combination a line

circuit and a transmitter therefor comprising a toothed

break wheel, a ground connection for said wheel, two

contact pens adapted to make and break contact with each

other, and connected respectively to the two sides of the

line circuit, and a third pen, coacting with and adapted to

contact with the teeth and other raised portions of the

break wheel, and arranged, when it drops into a notch

of the break wheel, to contact with one of the first men-

tioned contact pens, and to separate the said first men-

tioned contact pens one from the other.

4. A signaling system comprising in combination a line

circuit and transmitter therefor comprising a toothed

break whe<'l having an initial raised portion of a height

greater than that of its teeth, a ground connection for

said wheel, two contact pens adapted to make and break

contact with each other, and connected respectively to the

two sides of the line circuit, and a third pen. coacting

with and adapted to contact with the teeth and other

raised portions of the break wheel, and arranged, when it

drops Into a notch of the break wheel to contact with one

of the first mentioned contact pens and in so doing to

separate the said first mentioned contact pens one from

the other, the height of the teeth of said wheel being

such that when such third pen rises and passes over one

of said teeth all three pens are in electrical connection,

but when the said third pen is lu contact with the ini-

tial raised portion of the wheel only the two first men-

tioned contact pens are In electrical connection with one

another.

ranged spring element having the free ends thereof over-

lapping and peripherally engaging slmulUneously said

opening and said flanges, and a plurality of clrcumferen-

tlally arranged flat spring elements within first said spring

elements, the free ends of second said spring elements be-

ing adapted to abut, at times, to limit the distortion of

the hub, under shock.

1,224,360. RESILIENT WHEEL. ADOr.Pii Clobz, Web-

ster City, Iowa. Filed June 8, 1916. Serial No. 102,541.

(CL 152—45.)

1. A hub of the claaa described, including a main body

provided with a centrally located circular opening, a pair

of plates arranged on opposite sides of said body and in

nug engagement therewith, said plates being provided

with interior annular flanges In relative allnement and

In allnement with said opening, a clrcumferentlally ar-

2. In a resilient hub, the combination of a body having

a centrally located circular opening, plates on either side of

said body provided with annular Interior flanges In allne-

ment clrcumferentlally with said opening, a circular spring

element arranged within said opening and having the mar-

ginal edges thereof in engagement with said flanges, move-

ment limiting members within said spring element, said

body being provtdea with a plurality of aiK-rtures the side

walls of whieh are formed on lines radiating from the

axis of the plates, and a plurality of members carried by

said plates extending through said apertures and adapted,

at times, to engage said radial walls.

3. In a resilient huh. the combination of a body to be

attached to a wheel rim and spokes, plates carried by an

axle and engaged on opposite sides of said l>ody, aaid

plates being snugly engaged with the body and having

packing carried thereby, said plates having annular flanges

on their Inner faces, said body having an opening In allne-

ment with said flanges forming a chamber to receive a

lubricant, circumferential spring elements arranged ea< h

within said chamber and engaging slmultaneonsly with the

wall of said opening and said flanges, said plates having

a plurality of openings therein the side walls of which are

formed on lines extending radially from the axle, bolt

members e.rtending through said openings to transmit mo-

tion from said plates to said body, and a second set of

spring elements arranged within flrst said set and having

their free ends In spaced relation adapted to abut upon

e«centric movement of the plates relative to the body,

whereby to limit such movement.

4. In a shock alisorblng hub. the combination of a body

having a concentric circular opening, plates arranged on

either side of said body and closing said opening, a cir-

cular spring element arranged clrcumferentlally within

said opening and having the free ends thereof In over-

lapping relation, and a plurality of flat circular spring

elements within first said spring element, aecond said

spring elements having their free ends in spaced relation

adapted to abut when the plates and body are relatively

moved for limiting such movement.

1.224,361. EYEGLASS CONSTRUCTION. KTiPHrs J.

Ci.uLEE, Attleboro, Mass. Filed May 3, 1915. Serial

No. 25,479. (CI. 88—47.)

:^*iS!*j.^4i^55s^_^

,

is^tfsiaiiiissss^

1. In eyeglass construction. In coipbination, a lens, n

lens clamp formed to present a glazed surface for en-
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gagement with said lens, and means cementing said glased

surface to said lens.

2. In eyeglass conitructlon, In combination, a lens

clamp having a vitreous material fused against Its Inner

surface In position to engage the lens.

3. In eyeglass construction, In combination, a lens, a

lens clamp having a refractory non metallic material fused

against Us inner surface, and means cementing said non-

metallic surface to said lens.

4. In eyeglass construction. In combination, a lens, a

lens clamp having a refractory non metallic material fused

against Its Inner surface, and means cementing said non-

metallic surface to said lens, said non metallic material

being positioned on the inner surface of each side lug and

of the strap portion of the clamp.

5. In eyegla.ss construction. In combination, a len», a

lens clamp having a plurality of recesses in Its inner sur-

face, a vitreous material secured within each of said re-

cesses to form Inserts therein, the surface* of sahi In-

serts being adapted to fit smoothly and closely the outer

surface of an edge portion of said lens, aud means cement-

ing said vitreous material to the engaging surfaces of said

lens.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,224.362. ALUMINUM-CALCIUM ALLOY AND PROC-
ESS OF MAKING THE SAME. Hdoh S. Coopbb,

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Cooper Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Sept.

29, 1916. Serial No. 122.932. (CI. 75—1.)

1. A ductile alloy of relatively low specific gravity for

casting uses, consisting of a preponderating amount of

aluminum and eight per cent, or less of calcium mixed

together in their elementary form and uniform in struc-

ture and possessed of good machining properties without

brlttleness.

2. A ductile alloy of light weight for casting uses, con-

sisting of aluminum and calcium mixed in metallic form

In the proportion of approximately eight per cent, cal-

cium and a preponderating amount of aluminum.

3. A ductile ailoy of lighter weight than aluminum for

casting uses, consisting of the metals calcium and alumi-

num mixed in elemental form in the proportion of sub-

stantially eight per cent, calcium and approximately
ninety-two per cent, of aluminum.

1.224.363. TOY OR EDUCATIONAL DEVICE. Jamu
IBVINQ Cbcmp, East Orange, N. J. Filed Aug. 2, 1916.

Serial No. 112,687. {CI. 46—87.)
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relatioD thereto, and a flap hlnced to tbe oater end of

aid hinged board.

4. Id a talking machine, an amplifler comprising an out-

wardly flaring bottom board provided with upwardly ex-

tending side walls, another outwardly flaring board above
said bottom board hinged with respect thereto and hav-
ing side walls which lap the side walls of tbe board

first mentioned and have a gilding relation thereto and
a flap hinged to the outer end of said hinged board and
provided with flaps having a parallel relation with the
walls of said hinged board.

5. In a talking machine, a cabinet having vertically ar-

ranged slots and an implifler comprising an outwardly
flaring board provided with aide walls and another out-

wardly flaring board hinged with respect to the flrst-

mentloned board and having side walls which enter the

slots In the cabinet.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In tlie Gasette.]

1^24.870. ELECTRICAL PROTECTIVE DEVICE.
Charles L» G. Fobtbsctb, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor
to Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed May 3, 1916.

Serial No. 95.075. (Cl. 175—294.)

1. The combination with an electrical translating de-

tIm, of a relay having a potential winding operatlvely con-

nected across the terminals of the translating device and
a current winding adapted to receive energy only when
the temperature and tbe current traversing the translat-

ing device reach predetermined values.

2. The combination with an electrical translating de-

vice, of a relay having a potential winding operatively con-

nected across tbe terminals of the translating device and
a current winding adapted to receive energy In accordance
with the temperature of, and the current traversing, the
translating device.

8. The combination with an electric circuit and' a
translating device, of a relay having a potential winding
oi)eratively connected to the circuit and a current winding
adapted to receive energy In the proper direction only
when the temperature of, and the current traversing, the

translating device reach predetermined values.

4. The combination with an electrical translating de-

vice, of means adapted to be heated In accordance with
the temperature of the translating device, and a relay

having a potential winding adapted to be operatlvely con-

nected to the translating device and a current winding
adapted to be so connected to the translating device and
the means that is heated In accordance with the tempera-
ore of the translating device that It Is supplied with cur-

rent in accordance with the temperature of, and the cur-

rent traverslnii;, the translatnlg device.

6. Tbe combination with an electrical translating de-

vice, of an exploring resistor adapted to be heated In ac-

cordance with the temperature of the translating device,

and a relay having a potential winding adapted to be con-

nected to the terminals of the translating device and a
current winding adapted to be so connected to the explor-

ing resistor and the translating device that it Is supplied
with current in accordani-e with the temperature of, and
the current traversing, the translating device.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224,371. PI^W. Ambboisi Gaboon, Meacham, Sas-

katchewan, Canada. Filed Nov. 27. 1916. Serial No.
133,775. (Cl. 97—3.

1. Tbe combination wltb a plow and with thr> mold-
board thereof, of a standard of substantially an^lf shape
provided with a slot in tbe horizontal arm tbereoL having

recesses at the ends and intermediate of tbe length, a link
slldably mounted in one of the said orlflces. a cleaning
knife rigidly mounte<l in the lower end of the link, and a
lever operatlvely supported from the standard and con-
nected to tbe upper endf* of tb>> link.

^jr

2. Tbe combination wltb a plow and with the mold-
board thereof, of a standard operatlvely secured to tbe
moldboard, a bracket mounted on tbe standard and pro-
vided wltb an upper bifurcated end, a lever plvotally
mounted In the bifurcated end of the bracket, a link
pivotally mounted at its upper end to the lever, a cleaning
knife rigidly mounted in the lower end of the link, and an
adjustable brace operatively connecting the standard to
the beam of tbe plow.

1,224,372. FUEL OIL BURNER. Jamh S. Gipsox, Fort
Stockton, Tex. Filed Aug. 14, 1916. Serial No. 114,884.
(Cl. 158—63.)

1. In a device of the class described, a heater adapted
to be disposed in the Are box of a stove, comprising a
burner section and a vaporizing section, the flrst section
having a plurality of sets of burner openings, a plurality
of sliding deflectors movable on the vaporlring section and
adapted to be disposed over said openings, each of said
deflectors consistluK of a heat resisting sleeve surrounding
said vaporizing section, and metallic bands surrounding
said sleeves.

2. The combination with tbe flre-box of a stove, of a
two-part heater therein, each part of said heater having
burner openings, a supply pipe for each of said parts,
tapered cylindrical air inlet pipes extending through one
wall of said flre-box, one of said pipes surrounding each
of said supply pipes, and fingers projecting inwardly from
said inlet pipes into engagement with said supply pipes to
space the former therefrom.

3. K device of the class described comprising a burner
formed from a single piece of tubing, one end being con-
necte<l to the source of supply, the opposite end portion
being l>ent upon Itself to form a loop, the arnui thereof
being sabstantially parallel and in tbe same horizontal
plane, the free end portion being bent upwardly, then con-
tinued laterally In a plane parallel to tbe flrst mentioned
plane and bent upon Itself to provide an additional loop,

the free end thereof being bent downwardly and laterally

and dlspoaod between the arms of the flrst mentioned
loop, said last mentioned end having burner openings, and
an air Inlet pipe for supplyluK air to said burner openings.

4. A device of the class described comprising a burner
formed from a single piece of tubing, one end being con-

nected to the source of supply, the opposite end portion
being bent upon Itself to form a loop, the arms thereof
being substantially parallel and in the same borlsontal
plane, tbe free end portion being bent upwardly, then con-

tinued laterally Id > plane parallel to the flrst men-
tioned plane and bent upon Itself to provide an additional
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loop, the free end thereof being bent downwardly and

laterally and disposed between the arms of the flrst men-

tioned loop, said last mentioned end having burner open

Ings, an air inlet pipe, a second burner formed from a

single tube having one end connected to a source of sup-

ply, the other end portion being disposed between the last

mentioned loop and over said burner openings, and de-

flectors on the last named portion of the second burner.

5. A device of tbe class described comprising a two-

part burner, one part being formed from a single piece of

tubing, one end belnjf oonnected to the source of supply,

the opposite end portion being bent upon Itself to form a

loop, the arms thereof being substantially parallel and In

tbe same horizontal plane, the free end portion being bent

upwardly, then continued laterally In a plane parallel to

the flrst mentioned plane and bent upon Itself to provide

an additional loop, the free end thereof being bent down-

wardly "Dd laterally and disposed between tbe arms of

the flrst mentioned loop, said last mentioned end having

burner openings, and a second part formed from a single

piece of tubing having one end connected to tbe source of

npply. tbe opposite end portion being bent Into the form

of a loop, one arm thereof being adjacent one arm of the

flrst mentioned loop of the other part, the other arm being

disposed between the arms of the other loop of the flrst

mentioned part, the free end of said loop being then bent

between tbe arms thereof and having burner openings

therein.

1.224,874. TWO-WAY, TWO-WIRE TRUNK FOR MULTI-
' OFFICE AUTOMATIC EXCHANGE SYSTEMS.
Chablks L. OooDRiM, Xew York. N. Y., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Western Electric Company. In-

corporated, a Corporation of Xew York. FUed Dec. 8,

1914. SerUl No. 875.579. Renewed Mar. 3. 1«17.

Serial No. 182,434. (O. 179—18.)

1.224,.^73. EOGCARRIER. Mason O. Goble, Beatrice.
'

Nebr. Filed June 3. 1916. Serial No. 101,539. (Cl.

99—6.)

1. An egg candling .arrler having a main frame, jaw

carrying frames movably mounted upon said main frame,

and means for moving isald Jaw carrying frames from and

toward each other In pairs, the Jaws consisting of yield-

ing pear-shaped loops disposed with their reduce<l extreml-

tiea adjacent to the carrying frames.

2. An egg candling carrier having a main frame em-

bodying parallel side bars and a connecting ball or handle

provide<l wltb a transverse grip portion. Jaw carrying

frames slldably mounte<l upon the main frame for simul-

taneous movement In opposite directions in pairs, the

complementary elements of said frames being provided

with complementary egg en»:aging Jaws, connections be-

tween tbe corresponding Jaw carrying frames, an operat-

ing bar slldably mounted upon tbe main frame for move-

ment toward and from the grip portion <.f said ball or

handle, links connecting the operating bar with said Jaw

carrying frames and an actuating spring Inclosed between

said operating bar and tbe grip portion of the ball or

handle.

3. An egg candling carrier having a main frame em-

bodying parallel side bars, and a connecting ball or handle.

Jaw' carrying frames having bars terminally mounted in

slots In the said bars of tbe main frame and carrying

depending Jaws, said Jaw carrying frames also having

uprights and connecting bars, guide rods depending within

the handle, an operating bar terminally mounted to slide

upon said guide rods, a spring Interposed between said

operating bar and the grip portion of the handle, and

linka connecting the terminals of said operating bar with

•aid Jaw carrying frames.

1. In an automatic telephone exchange system, a two-

wire trunk extending between two central offices, an out-

going and an incoming aelector for said trunk at each of

said ofllces, and automatically operated means for com-

pleting in either direction a battery connection to said

trunk at one office and a connection free of battery to the

Incoming selector at the other office.

2. In an automatic telephone exchange system, a trunk

extending between two central offices, selecting apparatus

and a battery for said trunk at each of said offices, and

means operating automatically in setting up a connection

through said trunk in either direction for closing the trunk

to battery at one end. and for maintaining It as a cloaed

loop free from external connections with battery at the

other end.

3. In an automatic telephone exchange system, a trunk

extending between two central offices, selecting apparatua

and a battery for said trunk at each of said offices, and

means operating automatically in setting up a connection

in either direction through said trunk for closing It to

battery at the outgoing end. and for maintaining it as a

closed loop free from external connections with battery at

the incoming end._

4. In an automatic telephone exchange system, a re-

peating trunk extending between two central offices, select-

ing apparatus and a battery for said trunk at each of

t:ald offices, said trunk being normally maintained at each

end as a closed loop free from connections with battery,

means operating automatically In Betting up a connectloa

to said trunk at cither office for closing tbe trunk to bat-

tery at one end and for maintaining the normal condition

thereof at tbe other end, and means for interrupting the

trunk at the outgoing end to repeat calling impulses to

control the selecting apparatus at tbe incoming end of

the trunk.

5. In an automatic telephone exchange system, a two-

wire trunk between two central offices, an outgoing and

an incoming selector for said trunk at each of said offlcea,

a local circuit at each office including multiple bank con-

tacts of an outgoing selector and battery, a second local

circuit at each office Including brushes of an incoming

selector, two connecting circuits at each office inductively

connected, ret-pectlvely. to said local circuits, and auto-

matically operate<l means at each office for controlling the

connection of the trunk line to one or the other of said

connecting circuits at the respective -offices,

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.875. FORMING BEINFORCED-CONCRETB
FLOORS. G»OBGE M. Graham, Jr.. Fargo, N. D. Filed

Mar. 4, 1914. Serial No. 822,255. (Cl. 72—71.)

In means for forming reinforced concrete floors, the

combination with the longitudinal and transverse beams

of the building structure and the aeriea of longitudinal
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I

II

reinforcing anchor bars or rods carried by the same, of an
elevated supporting bar disposed intermediate of two of

the adjacent transverse beams aforesaid and supported

at it8 ends upon the longitudinal beams aforesaid in a

planp above said beams by end blocks, the said elevatwl

supporting bar being arranged in transverse relation to

the reinforcing bars aforesaid, and a series of suspension
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panslve force of an ignited compressed combustible
charge, the return or Instrolie being doe to the energy
tored by the outstroke. utilising the instroke to store

energy in an elastic cushion and also to deilver liquid,

utilizing the movement of the outstroke to compress a
second combustible charge, expanding this charge to

cause an instroke and utilizing the movement of the in-

stroke to compress an elastic cushion and to deliver fluid.

3. The method which consists In reciprocating a liquid,

the first movement of reciprocation being due to the ex-

pansive force of an ignited compressed combustible

charge, the return or instroke being due to the energy

stored by the outstroke, utilizing the instroke to store en-

ergy in an elastic cushion and also to deliver liquid, utiliz-

ing the movement of the outstroke to compress a second
combustible charge, expanding this charge to cause an
Instroke and utilizing the movement of the instroke to

compress an elastic cushion and to deliver fluid under
pressure.

4. The method which consists In reciprocating a liquid,

the first movement of reciprocation being due to the ex-

pansive force of an Ignited compressed combustible
charge, the return or Instroke being due to the energy
stored by the outstroke, utilizing the instroke to store en-

ergy In an elastic cushion and also to deliver liquid, and
utilizing the movement of the outstroke to compress a

fresh combustible charge and to deliver liquid.

5. The method which consists in reciprocating a liquid,

the first movement of reciprocation being due to the ex-

pansive force of an Ignited compressed combustible
charge, the return or Instroke being due to the energy
stored by the outstroke, utilizing the instroke to store
energy in an elastic cushion and also to deliver liquid,

and guiding the elastic fluids so as to obtain stratifica-

tion of the tluids and to hinder intermixing.

[Claims 6 to 13 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.1

1,224,381. PUMP AND COMPRESSOR. Hbrbebt ALr

rBED HcMi'HRET, LondoH, and William Joseph Rcs-
DBLL, Dudley, Worcester, England, assignors to Hum-
phrey Gas Pump Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed Oct. 16, 1912. Serial No. 725,990. (CI. 160—1.)

1. In combination with a play pipe for the reciprocation

of a liquid column, an e.\pnn!>lon chamber for a primary
medium, having an intake valve and an exhaust valve
suitably positioned, a suitably proportioned exhaust con-

duit leading from the exhaust valve and means for oper-

ating the exhaust valve while the expanding medium is

under sufficient pressure to cause the same to escape
through said valve and conduit under such conditions of

velocity and momentum, whereby fresh elastic fluid is

caused to enter the expansion chamt>er.

2. In combination with a play pipe for the reciprocation

of a liquid column, an expansion chamber for a primary
medium connected therewith having an Intake valve and
an exhaust valve suitably positioned with respect to the
Intake valve, a suitably proportioned conduit leading
from the exhaust valve, means for operating the exhaust
valve while the expanding charge Is under pressure, aad
means connected with the exhaust conduit for cooling the
exhaust gases externally to the expansion chamber to

diminish the pressure therein, whereby fresh elastic fluid

Is caused to enter the expansion chamber.
3. In combination with a play pipe for the reciprocation

of a liquid column, an expansion chamber for a primary
medium, having an intake valve and an exhaust valve
suitably positioned with respect to the intake valve, a

suitably proportione<l exhaust conduit leading from the
exhaust valve and means controlled by the pressure in the

expansion chamber for operating the exhaust valve while
the expanding medium is under sufflclent pressure to cause
the same to escape through said valve and conduit under
such conditions of velocity and momentum, whereby fresh

elastic fluid la caused to enter the expansion chamber.

1,224,382. DOOR-CATCH. Carl Ibaksoit, Dunselth,
N. D. Filed Nov. 13. 1916. Serial No. 131,145. (O.
16—78.)

A catch of the character described comprising an In-

tegral structure embo<lylng a plate provided with an en-

trance opening, a socket memt>er In spaced relation rela-

tive to the plate, the entrance end of the socket facing the

plate and in allnement with the entrance opening of the

plate, diametrically opposed webs connecting the plate and
the socket meml)er. the marginal portions of the socket

between the webs being provided with Inwardly bowed lips

capable of relative movement.

1,224,888. COFFIN. Marshall N. Jones. Denver. Colo.,

assignor to National ttlass Casket Company, a Corpora-

tion of Colorado. Filed Nov. 7, 1916. Serial No.

129,946. (CI. 27—8.)

1. A coffin comprising a base and a cover, said base

l>eing composed of a glaas structure having embedded
therein a metallic reinforcing structure comprising a hori-

zontally circumferential strap member the outer face of

which Is exposed, a finishing band secured to said cir-

cumferential strap memt>er, a longitudinally extending
rod at each side of said base and supported by said finish-

ing band, and a plurality of supporting bands extending
under said base and connected at their opposite ends to

said rods.

2. A coffin comprising a base and a cover, said base

being composed of a glass structure tiavlng embedded
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therein a metallic reinforcing structure comprising a

horizontally circumferential strap member the outer face

of which Is exposed, a finishing band secured to said cir-

cumferential strap member, a longitudinally extending rod

at each side of said base and plvotally connected to said

finishing band, and a plurality of supporting bands extend-

ing under said base and connected at their opposite ends

to said rods by elongated loops.

3. A coffin comprising a base and a cover, said base be-

ing composefi of a glass structure having a finishing band

therearound, longitudinally extending rods at each side of

said base and plvotally connected to said finishing band, a

plurality of centrally divided supporting bands extending

under said base and connected at their opposite ends to

said rods by elongated loops, and removable means for

connecting the sections of said supporting bands at the

point of <llvlsion.

4. A coffin comprising a base and a cover, said base be-

ing composed of a glass structure having n finishing

band therearound, a longitudinally extending rod at each

side of said base and connected by pivoted arms to said

finishing band, a plurality of supporting bands extending

under said base and connected at their opposite ends to

said rods by elongated loops, and a slotted link adapted

to retain said rods In extended or retracted position.

5. A coffin comprising a base and a cover, said base

having a finishing band therearound, a plurality of arms

pivoted to said band at each side of said base, a longi-

tudinally extending rod slidably mounted In said arms

At each side of said base, threaded knobs retaining said

rods In position, and a plurality of supporting bands ex-

tending under said base and connected at their opposite

ends to said rods by slotted links.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,384. PORTABLE CONVEYER. Herman Kackains,

Virginia, Minn. Filed Nov. 4, 1916. Serial No. 59.608.

(CI. 193—2.)

1. In a conveyer comprising conveyer-bed-sectiong, blocks

adapted to carry the ends of said conveyer-bed-soctlons, legs

for said blocks, transverse shafU arranged opposite the

ends of said conveyer-bed-sections, cogs carried by said

shafts, conveyer chains arranged to travel over said cogs

and over said conveyer-bed-sections, and driving means

for >«ald cogs.

2. In a conveyer comprising conveyer-bed-sections, blocks

adapted to telescoplcally carry the ends of said conveyer-

bed sections, vertU-ally adjustable legs for said blocks,

transverse shafts arranged opposite the ends of said con-

veyer-bed, cogs carried by said shafts, conveyer chains ar-

ranged to travel over said cogs and over said conveyer-bed-

•eetions, and driving means for said cogs.

3. In a conveyer comprising conveyer-bed-sections, ton-

Xltudinally grooved blocks adapted to adjustably carry

jlkt «ids of said conveyer-bed-sections, vertically adjust-

able legs for said blocks, transverse shafts arranged

opposite the ends of the conveyer bed formed by said

conveyer-bed-sections, cogs carried by said shafts, eon

veyer chains arranged to travel over said cogs and over

said conveyer-bed-sections, automatic chain tightening

(Means carried by said blocks for engagement with said con-

eyer chains, and driving means for said cogs.

4. In a conveyer comprising conveyer-l)ed sections, par-

allel blocks arranged in series and adapted to telescoplcally

carry the ends of said conveyer-bed-sections, vertically ad-
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Justable legs for said blocks, transverse shafts arranged

opposite the ends of said conveyer-bed, cogs carried by

said shafts In allnement with the said parallel blocks, con-

veyer chains arranged to travel Interchangeably over

said cogs and over said conveyer-bed-sections, and driv-

ing means for said cogs.

1,224,385. MEANS FOR INDICATING ABNORMAL
TEMPERATURES IN VEGETABLE MATTER. ALrBBO

D. Kennedy, Greenville, 8. C, assignor of one-half to

American Machine & Manufacturing Company, a Cor-

poration of North Carolina. Filed May 22, 1915. Se-

rial No. 29.771. (CI. 177—355.)

1. In an apparatus of the character stated, a ther-

mostat haying a long handle by which it may be thrust

into a pile of loose material whose temperature is to be

indicated, combined with suitable temperature Indicating

devices separate from the thermostat, a source of electric

energy, and flexible electric circuits Including the source

of energy and Indicating devices extending along the

handle to the thermostat and controlled thereby.

2. In an apparatus of the character stated, a thermostat

having a long handle by which It may be thrust into a

pile of loose material whose temperature Is to be indicated,

combined with a source of electric energy, flexible cir-

cuits connecting the source of energy with the thermostat,

and alarm devices under the control of the theremostat

for Indicating when the temperature of the material In the

pile rises to a predetermined maximum allowable amount.

3. In an apparatus of the character stated, a thermo-

stat having a long handle by which It may be thrust Into

a pile of loose material whose temperature is to be Indi-

cated, combined with a source of electric energy, flexible

circuits connecting the source of energy with the thermo-

stat, and a recording device arranged in the circuit for

recording variations In temperature of the pile as evi-

denced by the thermostat.

4. In an apparatus of the character stated, a plurality

of Independent thermostats each having a long handle

by which It may l)e thrust deeply Into a pile of loose mate-

rial whose temperature Is to be Indicated, and whereby

said thermostats may l>e thrust Into diflferent portions of

the same pile, separate electrically operated indicating

devices arrnuged normally at a dlKtan<e from the ther-

mostats when in operation, separate electrical circuits

leading from each of the thermostats and respectively in-

cluding an indicator device, and a source of energy ar-

ranged In the circuits and common to ail of the thermo-

stats and all of the electrically operated indicating devices.

5. In an apparatus of the character stated, a portable

thermostat having a thermostatic element, a plurality of

circuit closing devices adapted to be successively closed

by the action of the thermostatic element, an Inclosing case

therefor, an IndU^tor of a recording type for Indicating

the condition of the thermostatic member and Its rela-

tion to the circuit closing devices, a source of electric

energy, circuits including the source of energy, the in-

dicator and the circuit closing devices of the th«r-

mostat, and means for introducing variable resistances

Into the circuit leading to the recorder and controlled

by the operation of the plurality of circuit closing ds-

vices, whereby the indicator is made to Indicate and

record the variable temperature conditions of the tb«f-

mostat and the material in which it Is arranged.

li
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1.224.386. LIGHTING APPLIANCE. Lawbbnce Lamo-
NER. New York, N. T. Filed Feb. 3. 1915. Serial No.
5,910. (CI. 240—78.)

1. In a lighting appliance, a bowl of translucont glass,

means for suspending said bowl, a detachable glass plate
formed with an opening therein supported by the upper
part of said bowl, a lamp extending through said open-
ing, a socket for said lamp, and a member Interposed be-

tween said lamp and socket bearing on said glass plate and
closing the opening therein.

2. In a lighting appliance, a bowl of translucent glass,

means for suspending said bowl, a glass plate formed with
an opening therein supported by the upper part of said
bowl and a lamp extending through said opening and sup-
ported by said plate.

3. In a semi-indirect lighting appliance, an open bowl
of translucent glass, a plurality of flexible means con-
nected with the periphery of said bowl to suspend said
bowl, a detachable light-transmitting means overlying
said bowl, supported at tho periphery of said bowl, and
adapted to be removed from said bowl by passing It be-

tween said flexible means, a lamp within said bowl and
beneath said light transmitting means, and a flexible

conductor connected to said lamp.
4. In a lighting applianct>. a bowl of translucent Klass.

means engasing with the periphery thereof for suspend-
ing said bowl, and a readily detachable glass plate having
a relatively large opening therein resting on and 8ui>-

ported by the upper part of said bowl, said bowl and plate
Inclosing a space, and a lamp In said space supported from
said plate.

5. In a seml-lndlrect lighting applian<*«, an open bowl-^

of translucent glass, means for susi;)endlng said bowl from
the periphery thereof, transparent light transmitting and
dust excluding means located at the upper portion of said
bowl supported In position entirely at the periphery of said
bowl, and having an opening therein, said bowl and last
mentioned means together InclosiuK a space, a lamp in said
space and means hetween the lamp and light transmitting
means covering the opening In the latter.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.224.387. SOCKET FOR TENNIS - POSTS AND THE
LIKE. GsuBOB Lanb. Haverford. 111. Filed Apr. 27,
1916. Serial No. 93,838. (CI. 46—24.)

1. A socket of the class described including a tubular
portion and an expande<l anchor plate integrally united
therewith and extending downwardly at an acute angle
thereto.

2. A socket of the class described Including a tubular
portion, a flat surface portion extending at right angles
thereto and an expanded anchor plate extending down-
wardly from the flat portion and forming an acute angle
with the tubular portion.

8. A socket of the class described Including a tubular
portion, a f\nt surface portion extending at right angles
thereto and an anchor plate extending downwardly from

the flat portion and forming an acute angle with the tubu-
lar portion, l>elng united therewith by a web i>ortion, said

anchor being formed of a tapered portion and a toagu*
portion having parallel sides.

1.224. 38S. APPARATUS FOR SUPPORTING LAWN-
TENNIS NETS AND THE LIKE. (iEOBci Lanb, Hav-
erford, Pa. Filed Apr. 27. 1916. Serial No. 98.839.

(CI. 4e—24.)

ir«
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said b«id. said b«id being Interrupted In Its length, said
core extending across the space proTlded by said intermp-
tlon. a plate plrotally mounted on said rore and extend-
ing within said space, said plate having a hole therein, a
Staple on the body portion designed to project throagb
said hole, said body portion bavtni; a torned npper edge,
a portion of which fits wKhln .>Mild lid. the outer lap of
said turned edge dt-pendlng and terminating In a bead
below the bead of said lid, and a hook plvotally secured
to one of said portions and designed to extend through
said staple and to move said plate into frictlonal engage-
ment with Bald bead on the body portion, sul>ataDtiaIIy as
described.

1,224,392. PROJECTING APPARATUS. Fbancis A.
LOFTua. PhlladelphU, Pa. Filed Oct. 5, 1915. Serial
No. 54.135. (a. 88—2-1.)

1. A projecting device of the character stated, compris-
ing a plate bavinK openings therein through which ll^t
is adapted to be' directed onto a screen representing bases
and players, and movable members controlling the open-
ings to indicate the progress of the game, substantially as
described.

2. A projecting device of the character stated, compris-
ing a plate having openings therein through which light

is adapted to be directed onto a screen representing bases
and players, movable members controlling the openings,
said members having colored transparent sections to indi-

cate the progress of the game, Kubstantially as described.

3. A projecting device of the character stated, compris-
ing a plate having openings therein through which light

Is adapted to be directed onto a screen representing bases
and players, movable members controlling the openings to

Indicate the progress of the game, said members having
colored transparent sections, and means for moving the
members to expose the openings or position colorwl trans-
parent sections over the same, substantially as de8crll)ed.

4. A projecting device of the character described, com-
prising a plate having openings therein representing bases
and players, slides controlling tho player openings to indi-

cate the progress of the game, said openings having trans-
parent sections therein of different colors each being
adapted to be moved into position In front of the opening,
substantially as described.

5. A projecting device of the character described, com-
prising a plate having openings therein representing bases
and players, slides controlling the player openings to indi-

cate the progress of the game, said openings having trans-

parent sections therein of different colors each being
adapted to be moveil into position In front of the opening,
said player slides also having openings therein to register

with the player openings, substantially as described.
{Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,393. POISON - BOTTLE INDICATOR. Awnah B.

LO!«OABAioH, Mets, Mo Filed Dec. 12, 1916. Serial

No. 13«,481. (CI. 215—118.)
1. A device 0* the character described comprising a pair

of fx>lle<l !»prlngs having their ends crmnerted by links to

provide an annular etastli' member adapted to embrace the

neck of a bottle and a pronged metallic strip bent to bow
formation and having Its opposite ends engaged with said
links, said strip having upstanding teeth along one of its

edg'S and oatstandlng teeth along the other of Its edges

and said strip being provided with pointed ends whtcb are
bent outwardly beneath said links and nald strip having
projections bent downwardly over said links to thereby
i»ecure said strip to the link.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
pair of colled springs and a pair of Ilnka by which the
ends of said springs are connected to thereby form an
annular elastic member adapted to engage the neck of a
bottle, a sheet metal strip bent to bow formation and
having upstanding prongs along one of Its eilges and out-
.standing prongs along the other of Its edges and having
pointed ends, said strips being passed beneath said links
and said pointed ends being bent outwardly beneath said
links and projections carried by said atrip which are bent
into engagement with said links.

1,224,394. MACHINE FOR CUTTING PLASTIC OB PUL-
VERULENT MASSES OF ALL KINDS. Alfrkd Lctzi,
Halle-on the-Saale, Germany. Filed Aug. 1, 1916. Se-
rial No. 112.496. (CI. 31—65.)

Cf e z; PSA I

^ 1^

OOH^

MonoHrxiseiB

1. In a machine of the class described, in combinatlou,
a pressing device, a cylindrical cutter, a piston within
said cutter, means for operating said pressing device, and
< ams adapte<l to impart reciprocating motion to said cutter
and said piston, each cam being divided and its parts
being adapted to be displaced relatively to each other.

2. In a machine of the class described. In combination,
a pressing device, a cylindrical cutter, a piston within
-said cutter, means for operating said pressing device, and
cams adapted to Impart reciprocating motion to said cut-
ter ami said piston, each cam being divided, and means for
displacing and adjusting the parts of the cam relatively
to each other.

3. In a machine of the class described, in combination,
a pressing device, a cylindrical cutter, a piston within
said cutter, means for operating said pressing device, cams
adapted to impart reciprocating motion to said cutter and
said piston, each cam being divideil and its parts being
adapted to be dlsplac«Hl relatively to each other, and means
for transmitting motion from one part to the cutter and
from the other part to the piston.

4. In a machine of the class described, In combination
a preswlng device, a cylindrical rutter, a piston within
said cutter, means for operating said pressing device, cams
adapte<l to Impart reciprocating motion to said cutter and
said piston, each cam t>e1ng divided and Its parts being
adapted to he displaced relatively to each other, and HnkM
operatlvely connecting one part with said cutter and the
other part with said piston.
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6 In a machine of the class described. In combination,

*( pressing device, a cylindrical cutter, a piston within

said cutter, means for operating said pressing device, cams

ad.pte,! to impart redpro.-ating motion to said cutter and

said piston, each cam being dlvldeil and Its parts being

adapted to be displaced relatively to each other, and means

for temporarily throwing the pressing device out of opera-

[Clalms 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224 396. CHART-CASE. Anna Tayloh MrCLcaa, New

York. N. Y. Filed June 10, 1916. Serial No. 84,491.

(CI. 160—52.)

1224 896 DENTAL APPARATUS. William Thos.

'lyon. Portland. <>reg.. assignor to The International

Dental ApplUnce Co., Portland. Oreg. Original appll

cTtion flle.1 Sept. 24, 1914, Serial No. 863.382^ Divided

and this application flle<l Aug. 21, 1916. Serial No.

116.156. (CI. 32—21.)

1U^-.

1 In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a dental chair; of a "««:• ""PP^^'"X7
mounted on said support, a foot operated motor «'°troller,

connection between said motor and
""'.J"''""""'

"'^

motor having a neck, a sweep arm 'wlveled on "id necW.

a dental Instrument carrle^l by said arm. driving connec-

- tlons between said instrument and said motor -"'d ™otor

including a housing having a track, and an Idler wheel on

Mid sweep arm to ride on said track.

2 In an apparatus of the class described, a motor sup-

port, a motor mounted on said support, said motor having

Tneck. a sweep arm swlveled on said neck, a dental ^-

strument carried by said arm. and driving connections be-

tween said instrument and said motor, said motor Includ-

ing a housing having a trackway, and an Idler wheel on

aald sweep arm to rtde on said trackway.

8. In an apparatus of the class described, n motor

support, a motor mounted on said support, said motor

having a neck, a sweep arm swlveled on said neck a

dental instrument carried by said arm and driving

connections between said Instrument and wild motor,

«ild motor including a housing having a trackway and

an Idler wheel on said sweep arm to ride on said trackway

said sweep arm being composed of articulated actions and

provided with means for expending or "tracking he

sections for belt tightening purposes, and said driving

connection Including a driving belt.

4 In an apparatus of the ctass described, a motor sup

Dort a motor mounted on said support, said motor hav-

ing a bearing neck, an articulated sweep arm swlvelLr

mounted on said neck, an Idler wheel bearing engagement

between said sweep arm and aald motor, a dental Instru-

ment mounted on said sweep arm, a belt and pulley drlv^

ing connection between said dental Instrument and said

motor said sweep arm having a sustaining hook adja-

cent to the motor, which U adapted to receive the end of

the sweep arm when folded back to sustain the dental

Instrument, subatanttally as shown and described.

1. A case for charts or the like, which comprises a

back, front, flap and sides, all made of a textile fabric,

the said sides being extensible, there being elastic members

attached to the sides to normally hold the sides In re-

tracted position, and means for supporting the case from

the back of a desk.

2. A case for charts or the like, which comprises a

back, front, flap and sides, all made of a textile fabric,

the said sides having portions which are double, elastic

members within such porUons. the ends of aald memb.>r8

being secured to the sides so as to normally draw the

front toward the back.

3. A case for charts or the like, which comprises a

back, front, flap and sides, all made of a textile fabric, a

portion of the material between the front, back and flap

being stitched together to form a pocket. In combination

with a rod passing through the pocket, said rod being

adapted to be secured to the back of a desk.

4. A case for charts or the like, which comprise** a

back, front, flap and sides, all made of a textile fabric

a portion of the materUl between the front, back and flap

being stitched together to form a pocket, in combination

with a rod passing through the pocket, aald rod being

adapted to be secured to the back of a derti. and elastic

members associated with the aides to normally draw the

front toward the Imck.

1^224 8»7. MACHINE FOR WINDING THB CORKS OF

GOLF-BALLS. Mabti.n McDaid. Leltb, ScoUand, aa-

signor. by mesne assignments, to Revere Rubber Com-

pany, a Corporation of Rhode Island. Filed Aug. 1,

1916. Serial No. 112.492. (CI. 242—8.)

tr^

1 A ball winding machine, comprising a pair of frlc-

Oon wheels adapted to contact with one side of a ball,

means to hold said ball on the peripheries of said wheels.

Tnd means for rotating said wheels In the aame direction

at different relative consUnt peripheral speeds.

2 A ball winding machine, comprising pairs of Irlc-

tlon wheels adapted to contact with opposite sides of a

h.11 the wheels of each pair being locat.Ki adjacent e«ch

other aiMl means for rotating the wheels of each pair at

dlfft-rent reUtiv* peripheral speeds to turn said ball on

an axis at an angU to reapectlve axes of said wheela.
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8. A ball winding machine, comprising pain of fric-
tion wheels adapted to contact with diametrically opposite
sides of a ball, the wheels of each pair being located ad-
jacent each other, and means for positively rotating the
wheels of each pair at different relative peripheral speeds
to torn said ball on an axis at right angles to the respec-
tlTe axes of said pairs of wheels.

4. A ball winding machine, comprising pairs of fric-
tion wheels adapted to contact with diametrically oppo-
site sides of a ball, parallel shafts on which said wheels
are carried, means connecting said shafts for routing
one wheel of each pair at the same speed, and the other
wheels of each pair at greater speeds.

5. A ball winding machine, comprising pairs of fric-
tion wheels adapted to conuct with diametrically oppo-
site sides of a ball for rotating the same, parallel shafts
on which said wheels are carried, pinions on said shafts,
the pinions for the respective shafts of each pair of wheels
having different numbers of teeth, and a common driving
fear meshing with all of said pinions.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224.398. TOY. William G. McIntosh, Plankinton
S. D. FUed Oct. 19, 1915. Serial No. 56,749. (Cl'
46—87.)

1. The combination with a supporting cable, of a plane
suspended therefrom, and spring actuating means on the
plane including a winding drum and a cable for moving
the plane forwardly over the cable.

2. The combination with a supporting cable, of a plane,
means on the upper surface of the plane for engagement
with the cable to suspend the plane therefrom, a draw
line associated with the plane, and means for winding
the draw line on the plane to consequently cause the
plane to move forwardly over the cable.

3. The combination with a supporting cable, of a plane,
means for suspending the plane from the cable, operating
means on thp plane for moving the plane forwardly along
the cable, and a propeller operably mounted on the plane
for giving the plane the appearance of flying of its own
accord.

4. The combination with a supporting cable, of a plane,
rollers mounted on the upper surface of the plane for
association with the cable, a shaft rotatably mounted on
the plane, a drum on the shaft, a draw line associated
with the drum, spring means associated with the drum
means for winding the spring without routing the drum]
said spring means when released causing the roUtion of
the drum to consequently cause the draw line to be
wound thereabout an.l thus move the plane along the
cablt.

1,224.399. RESILIENT WHEEL. Edwaho L. McKin-
-MT. Johnstown. Pa. Filed Aug. 23, 1915. Serial No
46.933. (Cl. 152—30.)
1. In a resilient wheel, a hub. radial air chambers car-

ried by the hub having open outer ends, elastic caps se-
cured over the outer open ends of the air . hambers and
being normally distended, a bracing structure carried by
the hub, a tread surrounding the hub. and radial supports
guided by the bracing structure and having connection
with the tread, said radial supports being movable Inde-
pendently of and bearing against the elastic caps to sup-
port the tread thereon.

2. In a resilient wheel, a hub. air cylinders radiating
from the hub and helng closed at their inner ends adjacent
to the bob and being open at their outer ends remote from
the hub. resilient caps fitting against the outer open ends
of the cylinders, retaining rings deUchably secured about

the ppeo outer ends of the cylinders and having Inwardly
extending flanges overhanging the marginal edges of the
resilient caps and binding thereagalnst to press and bold
the same against the cylinders and clos« the outer open
ends thereof, a tread structure surrounding the hub, and
radial supports extending inwardly from the tread struc-
ture and having their Inner ends abutting against the
caps to reslllently support the tread structure.

3. In a resilient wheel, a hub. radiating air chambers
surrounding the huh and being open at the outer ends re-
mote from the hub. resilient caps covering the outer open
ends of the air chambers, a tread structure surroundlna
the hub, a bracing structure mounted on the hub and
engaging the tread structure to hold it against lateral
displacement, said bracing structure having bearing
sleeves In radial allnement with the air chambers radial
supports extending Inwardly from the tread structura
through the bearing sleeves and resting against said re-
silient caps to realllenUy support the tread structure and
laterally and clrcumferentially movable connecUons In the
radial supports outwardly of the bearing sleeves to pre-
vent undue binding between the bracing and tread struc-
tures and to permit the free radial movement of the tread
structure.

4. In a resilient wheel, a sectional felly, a hub, radlslun versal supports between the hub and the sectional
felly, a reinforcing ring spaced Inwardly and extending
throughout the length of the felly, a bracing structure
rigidly supporting said reinforcing ring upon the hub a

f ,l'V„
''^^" projecting Inwardly from the sections

of said felly and extending through the reinforcing ringbracing plates surrounding the keepers to serve as abut-menu therefor to hold the felly sections from lateral and
circumferential displacement, and pins projecting through
the inner endU of «ild keepers and through .aid bracing
structure for anchoring said keepers to the ring.

1,224,400. ELECTRICAL PROTECTIVE DEVICK. PadlMacGahan Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation ofPennsyivanUu riled Aug. 9. 1915. Serial No. 44.440.
(Ll. Ii5—294.)

1. In an electric circuit, the combination with a trana-
latlng device and an electrically actuated device, of an

overload relay and a temperature relay haying their con^

UcU^ connected in series with the electrically actuated

device that .aid device operate- only when the overload

XZa the temperature of. the translating device both

reach pnHletermlned values.
^ ,_« „#

12 The ("omb'natlon with a translating device, of

means responsive to the combined effect of the tempera-

ture of, and the load traversing, the translating device

adapted to be rendered operative under predetermined con-

[aaiins 2 to 11 and 13 not printed In the Uaiette.l

1224 401. STARTING<:RANK for AUTOMOBILES.

FalvKLiN E. Mains. Orosl. Cal. Filed Nov. 18. 1916.

Serial No. 132,135. (Cl. 128—186.)

4. A starting crank for Internal combustion engines

comprising a shank formed at one end ''*t»' * j;,*"^^;

adapted to engage the clutch on an engine "«"/"»»*"'*

disk mounted upon the first named shaft to roUte there-

with, a crank arm formed In two opposed sections rotata-

bly mounted upon the shaft on each side of the disk, a

yoke slldlngly mounted in the sections of the crank arm.

a roller supported by the yoke and adapted to seat In the

concavity of the disk, a rod extending from the yok« to-

ward the free end of the crank arm, a cross bar slldlngly

mounted In the yoke and through which the rod P"«^«; »

spring surrounding the rod bearing at one end against the

yoke and at the other end against the cross bar. oppositely

projecting ears on the crank arm beyond the cross bar.

adjusting screws passing through said ears and bearing

against the cross bar, and a crank handle engaging the

end of the crank arm and acting to hold the sections ot

the crank arm in engagement with each other.

1224 402 AUTOMOBILE STEERING ATTACHMENT
'

\ND SELF STARTING DEVICE. JOzar Mabci.nkow-

8KI and JoH.N Bi.vDA. Chicago. 111. Flle<l June 29.

1916. Serial No. 106.700. (Cl. 21—90.)

1 V surtlng crank for Internal combustion engines

comprising a sh'aft. a d.skmounted upon tbe^l^njjj^the d sk

.t one point In Us periphery being formed with a con

r'f \"X.r: :r'^jrtor..'?;
:"''

".'^

Sr rolT. toward the 6M. tbo .prlD. .n<l yok. Wn,

hnnaMi within the crank arm.

2 A Vtart°ng crank for internal combustion engines

cnLr^lng a shaft, a disk mounted upon the shaft, the

Tk ;tone point n its periphery being formed with a con-

civlty a crank arm loosely mounted upon the shaft and

housL the disk, a yoke slldlngly mounted in the crank

arm or longld.na. movement, a roller rotatably moun ed

In the yoke and having a curvature coinciding with the

Curvature of the concavWy in the disk with which con-

c^vltv the roller is adapted to engage. « "P^'^'^ "^«l°« *^^

^ke toward the disk, the spring and yoke being housed

within the crank arm. and means whereby the tension of

thp uorlnK may be adjusted.

'3. A surtlng crank for internal -mbustion en^nes

comprising a shaft, a disk mounted upon the shaft to ro

ure therewith and having a concavity In lU Pe'-»Phery- a

crlnk arm loosely mounted upon the shaft «°
\;'°°;P^'if/.

opposltelv disposed sections disposed on opposite faces of

thTl\sk, sald^ctlons being longitudinally slotted, a yoke

In.lably mounted In the slots of said sections «nd extend^

tng across the Interior of the crank arm a pin carrier! by

the yoke, a roller mounted upon the pin and fitting the

concavlt^ in said disk, a rod extending outward rom the

Toke a cross bar slldlngly mounted in said sections and

through whUh the rod passes, a spring surrounding the

rod and bearing at one end against the yoke and at the

o^er end against said cross bar. and means mounted

upon the crank arm for shifting the cross bar adJusUbly

toward the yoke to thereby Increase the tension of the

spring.

d^
4tf

- »̂ ^

1. A steering device for vehicles comprising forward

ground wheels having pivoted steering knuckles a for-

ward and rear steering arm carried by each of the «id

knuckles, a dlsconnectible sectional connection plvotally

arranged between the said rear arms, a transversely ar^

"ngeS steering shaft, shiftable connections ^••tween the

said shaft and the forward arm of one
^\^l^^'\^^'^^

and steering means operatively connected to the said

""^Tk steering device for rehlcles comprising forward

ground wheels having pivoted steering "[^nuckles. a forward

Tnd a rear steering arm carried by e»ch of the «"«'
J°";-

kles a dlsconnecfble sectional connection plvotally ar-

ranged iK^tween the said rear arms, a t'«"-"-'>
f["°^'^,

steerlnB shaft. shifUble connections between the said shaft

Tnd he forward arm of one of the said wh...^, a r.n.-

versely arranged wheel shifting shaft positioned »'l)a<^^°t

Ihe^am steering shaft, operative connections between the

I^ld'hlfting sbfftand the forward arm of the '>PP;;'«te -«

of said wheels, clutching means between the said shafts,

a releasing latch for the sections of the said arm connert-

ing means and a simultaneous operable closer for the said

clutching moans and release for the said latch.

3 A steering device for vehicles comprising forward

ground wheels having pivoted steering
•'""'J'^'^'///'/^/jj

and a rear steering arm carried by each of the sad

knuckles, a dlsconnectible sectional connection plvotally

arranged between the said rear arms, a transversely ar-

ranged steering shaft. shlfUble connections Iw-twee the

said shaft and the forward arm of one of the said wheels

a transversely arranged wheel shifting shaft Positioned

adjacent the said steering shaft, operative connections be-

tween the said shifting shaft and the forwanl arm of the

opposite one of said wheels, a transversely arranged rock

shaft adjacent the said shifting .haft, an
"Pf^^'^f PJ^*'

upon the said rock shaft, operative connections between

the said ro.k shaft and latch, a fixed gear upon the said

steering shaft, a shlfUble gear upon the said shifting

ii'r.riTnTyrifiTnirTrtf ^\
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•haft nonoally out of mesh with the said ILxeA gear, and
clutching means for the said shlftable gear operatlvely
connected to the said rock shaft.

4. A steering derlce comprising In combination wUh a
vehicle having forvrard wheels connected to the vehicle
by pivoted steering knuckles, detachable connections be-
tween the said knuckles, separate shifting means for each
of the said wheels, clutching connections between the said
separate shifting means operable simultaneously with a
release for the salil connections, and operating means for
the said shifting means.

6. A steering device comprising in combination with a
rehicle having forward wheels connecte<l to rhe vehicle
by pivoted steering knuckles, detachable connections be-
tween the said knuckles, separate shifting means for each
of the said wheels, a steering post operatlvely connected
to one of the said shifting means and an operating band
lever carried by the other shifting means.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

»

1,224.403. HAIR-BOBBING DEVICE. F««ddib A. C.
Meyers, Porter, Minn. Filed Aug. 23. 1916. Serial No
116.505. fCl. 132—31.)

1. A hair bobbing device, comprising a curved comb hav-
ing a guide, for a pair of shears, located outward and
beyond the points of the teeth thereof, and a headband for
supporting the comb in position.

2. A hair bobbing device comprising a curved comb hav-
ing a laterally spaced guide, for a pair of shears located
outward and beyond the points of the teeth thereof, a
multiplicity of longitudinally spacetl hair-holding points
projecting from the guide toward the comb, and a head-
band for supporting the comb in position.

3. A hair bobbing device comprising a curved comb hav-
ing a guide, for a pair of shears loca^ted outward and
beyond the points of the teeth thereof, an adjustable
headband for supporting the comb In position, and a
strap adjustably connecting the intermediate portion of
the comb with the headl>an<l.

4. A hair bobbing device comprising a curved comb
adapted to fit the back of a wearer's head and having a
guide, for a pair of shears located outward and beyond the
points of the teeth thereof, and a head band extending
over the top of the head for supporting the comb in
position.

1.224,404. DUMPING-CAR. Albiht C. Mobphi, New
York. N. T. Filed July 3, 1914. Serial No. 848.728
(CI. 105—191.)

1. In a dumping car. the combination of a longitudinal
car frame having a plurality of transverse rocker beds, a
box body arranged above the longitudinal frame and having
a plurality of rockers on its under side adapted to the beds
said body provided with dlsch.irge apertures at its sides,
doon« hinged to the sides of the body to normally close
the di-scharsre apertures, a longitudinal shaft Journaled on
the longitudinal car frame and extending to the end por
tlon thereof and locaffvl wholly below and Indep^-ndent of
the box body, non flezibie mechanical connections between
the .(haft and the body for tilting it In either direction, a
platfonn at the end of the car. a»d means Independent of

the body locftted at the end of the car frame adjacent to
the platform for rotating the longitudinal shaft whereby
the box body may be rocked in either direction to dis-
charge from either side of the car.

* -

2. In a dumping car. the combination of a longitudinal
car frame having n plurality of transverse rocker beds, a
box body arranged above the longitudinal frame and
having a plurality of rockers on Its under side adapted t«
the beds, saM body provided with discharge apertures at
its sides, doors hinged to the side sof the body to nor-
mally clo.se the discharge apertures, a longitudinal shaft
JournnltHl on the longitudinal car frame and extending
to the end portion thereof and located wholly below and
Independent of the box body, non-flexible mechanical con-
nections between the shaft and the body for tilting It In
either direction, a platform at the end of the car. means
Independent of the body located at the end of the car
frame adjacent to the platform for rotating the longi-
tudinal shaft whereby the box body may be rocked In
either direction to discharge from either side of the car,
and unitary means for locking the longitudinal shaft
•gainst rotation In cither and both directions, at the will
of the operator.

8. In a dumping car, the combination of a longltndlnal
car frame having a plurality of transversely arranged
rocker beds and a platform at each end. a box body ar-
ranged abov« the longitudinal frame and havinx a plu-
rality of rockers on Its under side adapted to the beds,
said body provided with di«charge doors on both of its
•Ides, two longitudinal shafts Joumaled on the longi
tudlnal car frame independent of the body and one of said
shafts extending to one cf the platforms and the other
extending to the other platform, mechanical connections
between car body and the respective shafts whereby the
rotation of each of the shafts may tilt the box body In
either dlr.M>tlon so as to discharge from either side of
the car, an<1 power apply m^ans arrange<1 at each plat-
form for rotating the respective shafts.

4. In a dumping car, the combination of a car frame
having a platform at one end and a plurality of transverse
rocker beds, with a box body arranged above the car frame
and having a plurality of rockers on Its under aide
adaptcil to the beds whereby the body may be rocked to
Incline said bo<ly and lower the dumping side thereof to
either side of the car frame, side doors hinged to said
body, two longltndlnal shafts Joumaled In the car frame
respectively upon each side of the rorker be,ls and the
ends of said shaft extending to the platform end of the car
frame, connecting means between the said shafts and the
body upon opposite side of the rockers for osclllntiniik the
body. raechani<-al mean<» adjacent to the platform for rotat-
ing one of the lonjdtudlnal shafts, and means also adja-
cent to the platform for locking the other longltndlnal
shaft against rotation In either and both directions at the
will of the operator.

5. In a dumping '-ar, the combination of a car frame
having a platform at one end and a plurality of transverne
rocker be«1s. with n hot body arranired above the rsr
frame and having a phiraMty of rockers on Its under side
adapted to the beds whereby the body may be rocked to
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tncllne said body and lower the dumping side thereof to

either side of the car frame, side doors hinged to said

body, two longitudinal shafts Joumaled In the car frame

respoctlvelv upon each side of the rocker beds and the

ends of said shafts extending to the platform end of the

car frame, connecting means between the said shafts and

the body upon opposite sides of the rockers for oscillating

the body, mechanical means adjacent to the platform for

rotating <>ne of the longitudinal shafts, means also ad-

jacent to the platform for locking the other longitudinal

shaft a;.'alnst rotation in either and both directions at the

will of the operator, and said locking means extending

transversely from one of the longitudinal shafts to a point

adjacent to the mechanical means for rotating the other of

the lon;fitudlnal shafts, an.l hand controlled devices ad-

jacent to the mechanical mt»nn8 for detachably holdlnc

the locking means In locking position whereby a single

op»'rator may unlock one of the shafts and rotate the

other without shifting his position.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Oazctte.]

2. In a machine of the character described, a fram«

comprising guide means, a plurality of stiperpose*! rolls

arranged to contact one with the other whereby the lower-

most roll supports the combined weight of the upper rolls,

a shaft carried by the lowermost roll, vertically movable

bearings for the shaft, blocks arranged beneath the lower-

most bearings to contact therewith, springs arranged »>e-

ncath the blocks to normally move the same upwardly,

springs arranged above the lowermost bearings to contact

therewith and to contact with a part of the frame to

oppose upward movement and take up rebound shocks,

means whereby the upper rolls may move with respect to

the lower rolls, means to feed material to be treated

betweep the rolls, and means to drive the rolls.

1,224.406. ATTACHABLE AUTOMOBILE-SEAT.
John He.nby Niekbtadt, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 20,

1915. Serial No. 40,841. (CI. 21—42.)

A seat for running boards of motor vehicles for the

purposes described, comprising a foot piece having an arm

adapte<l to He transversely of a foot t>oard. devices car-

ried thereby to impinge upon n board, a member extended

from the outer part thereof and spacetl therebelow posi-

tioned and shape.! for engRg< meut beneath the running

board, clamping devices In the last named member, said

impinging and clamping devices Including members spaced

from each other whereby rotation of the foot piece will be

pr<»vented, an upstandinu member formed on the said arms

near its outer part but located to stand a distance within

the e«1ge of an engage<l board, extensions on said seat to

be disposed longitudinally of an engaged board upon the

upper side, a seat, and detachable supporting connections

between the seat and said upstanding member.

1.224,4<>fl. MILL FOR OKINDINO OR CRISHINO COT
TON SEED OR THE LIKE. Robert Rorca Nolen,

Dallas, Tex. Flle<l Sept. 7. 1916. Serial No. 118.868.

(CI. 83—12.)
1. In a machine of the character «lescril»e<l, a frame com

prising guld«' means, a plurality of superposed rolls ar-

range<l to contact one with the other whereby the lower

most roll supports the roinblne.1 weight of the upper rolls,

a shaft carried by the lowermost roll, vertically movable

bearings for the shaft arranged within the guide m.-ans.

springs arrange«l beneath the vertically movable bearings

to support them, springs arrsng.Nl nbove the bearings to

oppose their upward movement and take up rewound

shocks, means whereby ti»e upper rolls may move ver

tlcally with respect to the lowerniost roll, means to fee<I

material to be treatwl betw«'eu the rolls, and means to

drive the rolls.

3. In a machine of the character descrlbe<l. a frame

comprising guide means, a plurality of superposed rolls

arranged to contact one with the other whereby the lower-

most roll supports the comblne<l weight of the upper rolla,

a shaft carrle<l by the lowermost roll : bearings for the

shaft ; guides for the lowermost bearings, said guides being

substantially wider than the guide means for the iipper

bearings whereby the said guides have upper hortsontal

portions, said bearings having their tops formed flat and

their lower faces rounded ; blocks having concave upper

faces adapted to contact with the rounde<l faces of the

bearings, springs to move the blocks upwardly, springs

to bear between the tops of the bearings and the horl-

•ontal portion of the guide to oppose the upward move-

ment of the bearings to take up rebound ahocks, a hopper

to feed material to the rolls ; and means to drive the rolls.

4. In a machine for grinding seed containing hard for-

eign particles ; an upstanding frame ; a plurality of crush-

ing rolls mounted In the frame, one above the other in

contacting relation, so that the comblne<l weight of the

upper rolls is carried by the lowermost roll, each roll

being permanently vertically movable with respect to the

frame, so that each roll may move away from its lower

contacting roll upon the passage of material therebetween ;

resilient means serving to support the lowermost roll

whereby hammering caused by the passage of hard par-

ticles between the rolls Is absorbed by the yielding means ;

means to drive the rolls ; and means to feed material to b«

treated therebetween.

1 2 2 4,407. COMBINATION JOLT RAMMING AND
ROCK-OVER MACHINE. WILLIAM C. N0RCRO8B, Terre

Haute, Ind!, assignor to American Molding Machine Co..

Terre Haute, Ind., a Corporation of Indiana. Filed

July 17, 1916. Serial No. 109,698. (Cl, 22—83.)

1. In a combination Jolt ramming and rock over ma-

chine, a rock-over table, a rockable lever operatlvely con-

nected thereto adapted to cause the table to rock over,

and an elastic check or cushion co&peratlng with said

lever.

2. In a combination Jolt-ramming and rock-over ma-

chine, a rock-over Uble. a rockable lever operatlvely con
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nected thereto adapted to caaa« the table to rock over,

and a piston - and - cylinder fluid check or caahlon co-

operating with said lever.

3. In a combination Jolt-ramming and rock-over ma-
chine, a jolting device, a rock over table supported there-

by and movable therewith for the purpose of ramming the

mold, rock-over means for causing the rock-over table to

rise from the Jolting device and to turn over, and a fluid

check or cushion coilperating with said rock-over means.

4. In a combination Jolt-ramming and rock-over ma-
chine, a Jolting device, a rock-over table supported there-

by and movable therewith for the puri>oae of ramming the

mold, a pivotal connection between the rock-over table and
the Jolting device, and rock-over means for causing the

rock-over table to rise from the Jolting device and to turn

over.

5. In a combination Jolt-ramming and rook-over ma-
chine, a Jolting device, a rock-over table supported there-

by and movable therewith for the purpose of ramming the

mold, a pivotal connection between the rock-over table and
the Jolting device, and rock-over means for causing the
rock-over table to rise from the Jolting device and to turn
over when the Jolting device Is elevated beyond Its normal
upward movement.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,224.4 08. ELECTRICAL PRtlTECTIVE DEVICE.
LAcaa.NCB M. Pbbkinb. Wllkinsburg. Pa., assignor to
Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 30, 1916. Se-
rUl No. 128,414. (01. 175—294.)

1. In an electrical system, the combination with a trans-

lating device and a protective device, of a resistor having

substantially constant resistance, a relay fbr controlling

the protective device, and means for so connecting the

relay to the translating device and the resistor that It la

actuated In accordance with the difference In the energy

loss in the resistor and the translating device.

2. The combination with a translating device and a

resistor having substantially constant resistance opera-

tlvely connected thereto, of an electro-responsive device,

and means for so oonue<-tlng the electro-responsive de-

vice to the resistor and the translating device that it will

be actuated in accordance with the difference in the energy

loss in the resistor and the translating device.

3. The combination with a trauslatlng device and a re-

sistor having a predetermined energy loss, of a reverse-

energy relay one winding of which is supplied with en-

ergy in accordance with the relative difference in energy

loss in the said resistor and a portion of the translating

device.

4. The combination with a translating device and a re-

sistor, of means for determining the ratio of the energy

losses in the translating device and the resistor, and an
electro-responsive device adapted to t)e actuated when the

tranilatlng device reaches such temperature that the ra-

tio of the energy losses Is greater than a predetermined

value.

5. In an electric circuit, the combination with a trans-

lating device and a resistor connected to the circuit, of a
reverse-energy relay one winding of which is supplied with

current proportional to the relative difference in the cur-

rents traversing the resistor and the translating device

and the other winding of which is supplied with current

proportional to the voltage impressed across the resistor

and the translating device.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,224,409. BARRIER - CUT - OUT SWITCH. JamIS C.

Phbi^ps, Springfield. Mass., assignor of one-half to

Henry H. Curtis, Springfield, Mass. Filed Nov. 19,

1^16. Serial No. 62.326. (CI. 247—18.)

1. A unit fuse-block having elevated end barrier por-

tions extending to meet the cover of the box a considerable

distance above the main portion of the block, th- barrier

portions being formed with grooves extending In opposite

directions from the top and bottom edges of the barrier

portion and of such a depth that they overlap to form

lateral openings through said barrier portions, and a push

button switch secured to the outer side of the barrier por-

tions, with the push buttons of the switch extending

through the lateral openings, as described.

2. A unit fuse-block having elevate<l end barrier por-

tions with groovt'S In said portions which extend In op-

posite directions from the upper and lower edges respec-

tively, of the barrier portions of the fuse block, and in

overlapping relation for a short distance, the depth of the

gro4}ves being such that lateral openings are formed
through the barriers, a push button switch, the push but-

tons of which are located in the openings, whereby

branch circuits may be opened and closed by said buttons,

as described.

3. An electrical device of the kind described, coniprl.sing

In combination, a fuse block formed with openings in the

end of the block, a switch secured to the outer end of said

block, the operating device of the switch passing through
the openings in the ends of said block as described, bus-

bars secured to the block and electrical connections be-

tween the switch and said bars.

4. The combination with a fuse-block having an ele-

vated end barrier portion of a switch device connected to

the outer end of said barrier portion, with means for op-
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erating said switch device from the inner side of the bar-

rier portion, a bus bar and electrical connections between

the switch and bus-bar.

5. The combination with a fuse block unit having an

elevated and barrier portion, of a switch device mounted

on the outer end of said portion, the barrier portion hav-

ing openings therethrough to receive the operating devices

of the switch, a bus bar, and electrical connections be-

tween the switch and bar.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oaiette.)

1,224,410. GOLF PRACTISING DEVICE. Thomas

Port*, Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada. Filed Nov.

1916. Serial No. 128,968. (CI. 46—4.)

J.

1,

1. In combination an arresting member, a guide wire or

the like leading to the arresting member, a projectile cap

tlve to the wire, and means associated with the member

to register the degree of impact of the projectile with the

member.
2. In combination a movable arresting member, a pro

Jectlle and a guide wire or the like for the projectile and

passing through the memt>er.

8. In combination a movable arresting member, a pro-

jectile and a fixed linear guide for directing the projectile

to hit the arresting member.

4. In oomtolnatlon a movable arresting member, a pro-

jectile, a fixed guide wire or the like for the projectile and

directed to the arresting member and means actuated by

the movement of the arresting member to indicate the de-

gree of Impact of the projectile with the member.

5. In combination a taut guide wire, a ball captive to

the wire, an arresting pad adapted to be struck by the ball

In flight on the wire and means associated with the pad

to Indicate the degree of Impact of the ball with the pad.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,411. TABULATING - MACHINE. Jamm Powaas,

New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Powers Accounting Machine Company, New York, N. Y.,

a Corporation of Delaware. Filed May 22, 1912. Se

rial No. 698,887. (CI. 235—58.)

oiniL
1. A tabtilatlon-prlntlng card-accounting machine of the

type in which movable pins coact with record-card perfo

rations to reproduce statements thereby recorded and

comprising movable pins arranged in series adapted to be

shifted to different record point series of record cards and

to coact with and reproduce statements recorded In per

(orations of such card-series, tabulation printing mecha

nlsm adapted to print such statements In tabular form,

and a purely mechanical action adapted to be uperably lo-

cated relatively to the locations, as aforesaid of said pin-

series and to connect record-reproducing pins thereof with

said tabulation-printing mechanism and cause its opera-

tion and the printing thereby of statements reproduced by

said pins.

2. A tabulation printing, card-accounting machine of the

type in which movable pins coact with record c«rd perfo

rations to reproduce statements thereby recorded and com

prising movable pins arranged In a plurality of series, pin

series adapted to be independently shifted to coact with

different record-point series of record cards and to simul-

Uneously and Independently reproduce statements re-

corded In perforations of the different card-series with

which said pin series coRct, a plurality of tabulation-

printing mechanisms adapted to print such statements In

tabular form, and a plurality of purely mechanical ac-

tions each adapted to Independently connect one of said

pin series with a tabulation printing mechanism and catise

its operation and the printing thereby of sUtements re-

produced by pins of the pin series with which It Is con-

nected by said action.

3. A tabulation printing, card accounting machine of the

type In which movable pins coact with record-card perfo-

rations to reproduce statements thereby recorded and com

prising movable pins arranged In a plurality of series, pin

sprles adapted to be Independently shifted to coact with

different record point series of record cards and to simul-

taneously and Independently reproduce statements re-

corded In perforations of the different card-series with

which said pin series coact. a plurality of tabulation-

printing mechanisms adapted to print such statements In

tabular form, and a plurality of actions each adapted to

Independently connect one of said pin series with a taliu-

latlon mechanism and cause its operation and the print-

ing thereby of statements reproduced by pins of the pin

series with which it is connected by said action.

4. In a tabulation-printing, card accounting machine of

the type In which movable pins coact with record-card

perforations to reproduce statements thereby recorded, a

machine frame ; mounted thereon power transmission mem-

bers adapted to" be connected with .1 source of power, a

card support plate with perforation series therein corre-

sponding with record point series of record cards, and a

Jig-frame operably connected with and adapted to be re-

ciprocated by power-transmission members aforesaid: and

an analyzing and recording mechanism comprising a pin

box slldably mounted on said Jig frame; movable pins ar-

ranged in series In said pin box and adapted to be shifted

then-wit h to coact with different perforation-series of said

card support plate and record point series of record cards

properly located thereon and to reproduce statements re-

corded In perforations of such card-series; a tabulation

printing mechanism adapted to print such statements in

tabular form and a purely mechanical action adapted to

be operably located relatively to the locations as afore

said of said pln-serles, and to connect record-reproducing

pins thereof with said tabulation printing mechanism and

cause its operation and the printing thereby of state-

ments reproduced by said pins.

6. In n tabulation printing, card accounting machine of

the type In which movable pins coact with record-card per-

forations to reproduce statements thereby recorded, a ma-

chine frame : mounted thereon power tranwnlsslon mem-

bers adapted to be connected with a source of power, a

card support plate with perforation series therein corre-

sponding with record-point series of record cards, and a

Jig-frame operably connected with and adapted to be re-

ciprocated by power transmission members aforesaid ; and

a plurality of Independently adjustable and operable an-

alyzing and recording mechanisms each comprislni: a pin

box slldably mounted on said Jig frame ;
movable pins ar-

ranged in series In said pin box and adapted to be shifted

therewith to coact with different perforation-series of said

card-support pUte and record point series of record cards

properlv located thereon and to reproduce statements re-

corded in perforations of such card-series ; a tabulation

printing mechanism adapted to print such statements In
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tabDiar form and a parely mechanical action adapted to
be operably lo<at»Hl relatlrely to tbe locatlona as afore-
said of Bald pin-aerles and to connect record- reprodnctng
pins thereof with said tabalatlon-prlntlnv mecbanlam and
cause Its operation and the printing thereby of tatcmenta
reproduce<l by said pins.

[Claims 6 to 35 not printed in the Gazette.]

1^4,412. ANALYZING AND RECORDING MECHANISM.
Jamcs Powbks, New York. N. Y.. asaignor, by mesne
assignments, to Powers Accounting Machine Company,
New York. N. X.. a Corporation of Delaware. FUed
Apr. 4. 1913. Serial No. 75Ji,776. (CL 235—ttS.)

;F^^^mg-^
-i t Xi

1. An action for analyzing and recording mechanisms of
accoantlnv; machines comprising an analyser having a plu-
rality of rack bars and pinions meshing therewith, a se-

lector having a plurality of rack bars and pinions meah-
Ing therewith, shnftM connecting the pinions of th*- an
alyzer and the pinions of the selector, means for driving
the said pinions, a recorder, and means carried by tbe
selector for causing an operation of the recorder.

2. An action for analyzing and recording mechanisms of
accounting machines, comprising an analyzer having a
plurality of rack bars and pinions meshing therewith, a
selector having a plurality of rack bars and pinions mesh-
ing therewith, connecting means between tbf pinions of
the analyzer and the pinions of tbe selector, means for
driving the pinions of the analyzer, a recorder, and means
carried by the selector for causing an operation of the re-
corder.

3. An action for analyzing and recording mechanisms of
accounting machines, comprising an analyzer having a
plurality of rack bars and pinions meshing therewith, a
selector having a plurality of rack bars and pinions mesh-
ing therewith, connecting means between the pinions of
the analyzer and the pinions of the selector, means for
normally driving the pinions, means for rftaining said
driving means, a recorder, and means carried by the se-
lector for causing an operation of the recorder.

4. .\n action for.analyzing and recording mechanisms of
accounting machines, comprising an analyzer having a
plurality of rack bars and pinions meshing therewith^,
means for driving the said pinions, means for limiting the
movement of the said rack bars, a aelector having a plu-
rality of rack bars and pinions meshing therewith, the
pinions of the analyzer and the pinions of the selector con-
nectetl whereby the movement of the former transmits an
equivalent movement to tlw latter, a recorder, and means
carried by the selector for causing an operation of the
recorder.

C. -\n action for analyzing and recording mechanisms of
aecounting machines, comprising an analyzer having a
plorallty of rack bars and pinions meshing therewith,
means for driving the said pinions, stops carried by the
said rack hnrs provldinii means for limiting their raore-

mcnf. a selector having a plurality of rack bars and pin-
ions meshing therewith, shafts connecting the pinions of
the analyzer and the pinions of the selector whereby the

rotations of the former are transmitted equiralently to

tbe latter, a recorder, and means carried by tbe selector
rack bars for causing pn operation of the recorder.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,413. COMBINED PRINTING MECHANISM AND
PERFORATING-MACHINE. Jauks PowgRS. New York,
N. Y., assignor to Powers Accounting Machine Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware.
Piled Aug. 8, 1»14. Serial No. S56,T24. (CI. 101—»4.>

WQ

1. In combination with a punch selecting mechanism, a
printing mechanism, one key mechanism to simultane-
ously actuate said selecting mechanism and said printing
mechanism, and another key mechanism to singly actuate
said selecting mechanism.

2. In a perforating machine, a series of punches, a mov-
ably mounted punch selecting mechanism traveling trana-

versely to said series of punches, a key mechanism sta-

tionary with respect to said punch selecting mechanism,
and connecting means whereby said key mechanism ac-

tuates said punch selecting mechanism.
3. In a perforating machine, a plurality of rows of

punches, a movably mounte<l punch .selecting mechanism
having one row of punch selectors corresponding to any
one of the rows of said, punches, said selecting mecha-
nism being movably mounted to select any 'one of said
punches, a key mechanism stationary with respect to said
punch mechanism, and eonnectlng means whereby said
key mechanism actuates said punch selecting mechanism.

4. In a combined printing and perforating machine, a
plurality of rows of punches, a movably mounted punch
selecting mechanism having one row of punch selectors
corresponding to one of the rows of said punches, said se-

lecting mechanism being movably mounted to select any
one of said punches, a printing mechanism, a key mecha-
nism stationary with respect to said punch selec-tlng

mechanism and operatlvely connected to said printing
mechanlsqi, and connecting means whereby said key mech-
anism will simultaneously actuate said printing mecha-
nism and said punch selecting mechanism.

5. In an apparatus of the class described having a per-

forating mechanism, a frame for said perforating mecha-
nism, a plarallty of rows of punches mounted in said
frame, a carriage movably mounted on said frame, a row
of punch selectors corresponding to one of the rows of
said punches and operatlvely mounted on said carriage,
said carriage being movably mounted so that said se-

lectors can select any one of said punches, a key mecha-
nism stationary with respect to said punch selectors, and
connecting means whereby said key mechanism actuates
said punch selectors.

[Claims 6 to 47 hot printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,414. DETONATING - FUSE. JoHif N. Powana,
Washington, D. C, assignor to United States Ordnance
Company. Washington, D. C, a Corporation of Vir-
ginia. Filed Feb. 14, 1816. Serial No. 7S.1S0. (d.
102—39.)

1. In a detonating fuse for high explosive projectiles,

the combination of a fase stock, a guide tube element In-

Mav I, i9»7-
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deoendeot of and mounted In one e«l of the stock a houj^

fnTe^e^ent independent of and mounted In the oth^ end

of the stock, a detonatire .comp.,«nd container In tbe

houslL element In line with the guide tube, a normally

Tse^ barrier constantly carried by one of said elementa

andt.terpo.ed between the conUlner and guide tube, and

[llTZZ operated means for opening the barrier.

2 In a detonating fuse for high explosive ProJed^les

the combination of a fu«. stock, a guide tabe secured in

one «d of the stock, a detonatlve compound container

mspo.^ in the stock In line with the guide tube, a bar^

rtern^mally closing the end of the guide tube adjac nt

The contalne;. and Impact operated means for opening the

""""'Vn a detonating fuse for high explosive projectll^

the comldnatlon of a fuse stock, a guide tui>e Independent

of and^monnted in one end of tbe stock a »^o-i-« °«^-

oendent of and mounted In the other end of »»>« «tock. a

S^uSlve compound container In tbe housing In line with

jr^de tobe a normally closed ^^'^'^^ :^''^
^''JZ

lousing and Interposed between the «>°t«;-^
*"^^f J:

t^be, and automatically operated means for opening the

'^'^'Tn a detonating fn^-for high explosive proJectUes.

the combination of a detonatlve compound container ho,«-

lll TdTp ed to be «.cur»Hi in the proie^tlle, an automat^

Suv oi^n-l barrier carrier! by and normally closing ti»e

honll^ra guide tube adapted to be eecured In the pro-

rtl^'lu'epe^eutiy of and in advance ot the hou.^g.

^L antomatically opened barrier carried by and nor-

'^l\:T.ltZr!:X^'^^r high explosive proJectUa.

Ue ci- '-tl of a fuse .tock. a guide tube --^^^ ^-

1^ end of the stock, a detonatlve compound container dto

!Se^?n the stock in line with the guide tube a barrle

• E^allv closing the end of the guide tube adjacent he

'.TalncVtrt uperat.^ means
^^'^^^^ZT::.-

nod centrlfugally released means normally locking tne im

oact operated means Inactive.

ICla^mT 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

members eecured to «ld diak, sal.l members being made of

rtriTmaterial and having upwardly diverging end p«r-

t ons IrlZ electric contacts on the top of tbe recep-

Lcle a rod extending through the cap Into the recePtacle

height on the lower end of the rod slldable ^vlthln the

tentacle and resting upon the contenU thereof said

weight belns "-ovable downwardly as the contents are

dispensed, a member fixed to the rod and adapted to move

between and engage both of said diverging portions when

JhlTeight reacts a predetermined position In/he recep-

tacle a cover on said disk an.l inclosing said cc.°tact»,

si d cover having a hole therein through which said latter

member and rod pass, substantially as described

2 In a dispensing receptacle, a pair of members made

of strV material and having upwardly diverging end

nortlons forming contacts on the top of the receptacle

a rod extending through the top of the receptacle and

Lated^tween the contacU, a weight on the lower end

of tie r^ sTldable within the casing and resting upon the

contents in the receptacle, said weight being inovabe

downwardly as the contents are dispensed^ a ball fixed o

the rod and adapted to engage between both of said

dlverX portions when the weight reaches a P^.f^^'er-

mrne<rposl«on In the receptacle, a cover secured on the

upper end of the receptacle Inclosing said contacts and

hav ^g an opening in Its center for the P-^^af'^ -* the

bJll a flnger-hold on the en,l of the rod above the ball

'ndpo^itlo'S^ed above the upper -''^'^
!»;; ;;:;rtr ^.^^

finger hold being designed to be l^'^'^^'^^^Zl^'^''^
and weight when the ball is In Its contact^ngaplng posl

tlon, substantially as described.

1224 416 GRIPPING TOOL FOR PACKING RINGS.

'CHAH^. A^ R.N.An. Hannibal. MO., assignor of one^

half to John W. Shelburne. Hannibal. Mo Filed

N0T.2 191«. Serial No. 129,204. (CI. 81-3.)

1^24.415. BIRD-CAGE. Pau.
^""^^'''''^f*'',''^^,';

FUed Apr. », 1915. Serial No. 19.866. (Cl. <uv—•« ;

1 m a device of tbe character described, the comblaa_

tlon of a tubular receptacle, a cap fitting the «PP*' ^jj .

of thrre«l,tacle, an insulating disk on said cap. a pair of 1

1 m a tool of the character deserlbe«l. a .ontractible

band, a pair of pUers. a block permanently anchored ta

out end of the band and plvoUUiy - oupled to one of the

plier Jaws, a second block sU.lable along tbe band, a dog

cooperating with said sliding block and positioned to bring

the band betwee-n the dog and block links ---Ixn,

said dog to the opposite Jaw of the pliers, and a sprlnf

«ertmg a draft on the links for uornu»lly forcing the dog

llto engagement with the band and causing the l«nd to

be gripped b. tw.>en the dog and block.

2 A clamping tool for expansible piston rings com-

prising a contractlble band adapted to ''»»»"7 ;»';
'^°J

a pair of pliers, a block anchored to one end of the b«»4.

and provided with ears plvotally coupled to one of the

jaw. of the pliers, a block slUlable along the l-a^d and

provided wltb a pair of lugs or ears l»etween which the

blndU oonfined.'l lever plvot.l '-.W-n the lug. a^
provided with a cam or nose for engaging the band. link.

Lupimg the opposite Jaw of the pliers to the cam lever^

Tdexed spring having one end tixed to the Jaw and it. free

end enga*:in« the links to cause the «une to exert a draft

on the cam lever to normally force the cam against the

band and frictlonally hold the latter between tbe cam and

"e sliding block, tbe cam being forcibly driven spaln.t

the band with a closing m«.vement of the pUer Jaws

whereby the band is firmly grippe<i l>etween said cam and

block, and contracted to clo^e the packing ring confined

within it.
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1.224,417. WINDMILL ATTACHMENT. Lbvi L. Rob-
BBT80N, Madison. Minn. Filed Jane 28, 1916. Serial
No. 106.417. (CI. 103—62.)

0^

1. A windmill attachment and connecting means com-
prl.-^lng a link plvotally connected to one part and sepa-

rately connected to another part, a lever pivoted to the

movable end of said link and slidably connected to the

second-named part to swing without moving the first

named part when the link is disengaged, and mean.s on
the link a(iaptp<l to lock the lever and hold Hald separable

IMtrt in inseparable connection.

2. A windmill attachment comprising in combination
with an operating means and a means to be operated, of

a link plvot<>d to one of the means aforesaid, a separable
connection adapted to be separably connected to the
other of said means, a swinging lever pivoted to said link

at the separably connected end and adapted to be held by
its free end to the opposite end of said link and to one
of said members for locking the separable connection
against disconnection.

3. In a windmill attachment, the combination with an
operating means and a means to be operated, of a connect-
ing link therebetween, said link being plvotally connected
to one of the means aforesaid and separably connected
by a hook-like connection to the other of said means, an
eye on the lower end of said means, a lever pivoted noar
the free end of said link and adapted after passing
through said eye to extend along the said link and be
connected thereto at its lower end to securely lock aald
separable connection against separation

4. In a windmill attachment, the combination of a
windmill rod, plates projecting beyond the lower end
thereof In parallel relation and having a rivet or bolt ex-
tending therebetween, a pump rod or the like, a link
pivoted to said pump rod and having a laterally extending
notch In Its upper end to engage said rivet or bolt and
form a separable connection between the pump rod and
windmill rod. a lever plvotally connected to the link near
Its notched end, an eye on the lower end of one of said
plates through which said lever extends and curving down-
wardly is engaged at its lower end against movement by
a hook on the lower end of said link.

5. In a windmill attachment, the combination of a
pump ro<l. and a link plvotally connected to its upper
end, said link having a lateral notch in one edge near its

upper end. a windmill rod. plates bolted to the opposite
sides of the lower end of said rod and projecting t>elow
the same in parallel relation between which plates f>ald

link Is adapted to pass, a bolt or rlyet between said plate
extensions with which said notch Is adapted to engage and
connect said windmill rod and pump rod, an offset on said
link below the notch and on the opposite sides of the link
therefrom, a lever having a curved quadrant upper end
terminating In a hub plvotally connected by means of said
hub to said offset, an eye on. the side of one of said plates
at its lower end through which said qnadrant end of the

lever passes, and a hook near the lower end of the link
to engage the lower end of said lever and lock the same
against movement and the Unk In separable engagement
with the windmill rod.

1,224,418. FLUX FOR WELDING NICKEL AND
NICKEL ALLOY. Richaad SAJisaaBcrTHER, Dussel-
dorf, Germany, assignor of one-half to the Firm of
Autogenwerk Sirlus, Oesellschaft mlt beschrankter
Haftung, Dusaeldorf-Eller. Germany. Filed Dec. 2«,
1914. Serial No. 879,445. (CI. 75—187.)
1. Flux for autogenous welding of nickel consisting of

a mixtnre of alkali, metal chlorld and chromium to be
applied on the edges of the weld and on the filling wire.

2. Flux for autogenous- welding of nickel consisting of
a mixture of alkali, metal chlorld and chromium, whereof
part of the substances is combined to make a paint to be
applied on the edges of the weld and on the filling wire
and part of the substances is Incorporated In the filling
wire.

1.224,419. BRAKE SHOE. Hruan K. Schoenheitib,
Baltimore, Md., assignor to The American Brake Shoe
and Foundry Company, Wilmington, Del., a CorporfJ
tlon of Delaware. Filed Aug. 26, 1916. Serial No.
117,016. (CT. 188—27.)

1. A brake shoe comprising a body portion of cast metal
having embedded therein two or more different member*
of different metal from said shoe body and from each other,
and so arranged throughout the vertical height of the
shoe that at all times during the life of said shoe some
portion of all of said members and said shoe body forms
the tread surface.

2. A brake shoe comprising a body portion of cast metal
having embedded therein two or more different members
of different castings so arranged throughout the vertical
height of the shoe that at all times during the life of aaid
shoe, said body metal, and a portion of all of said members
form the tread surface of said shoe.

3. A hrake shoe having a plurality of independent dif-
ferently shaped members embedded In the f-astlng of th*
body portion thereof, and so arranged throughout the ver-
tical height of the shoe that a portion of said members
and of the shoe body metal are at all times during the
wear of said shoe on the bearing surface thereof.

4. A brake shoe comprising a body i>ortlon having a
plurality of wave shaped strips arranged one above the
other and In contact with each other, and embedded In
said shoe to extend the substantial longitudinal length
thereof.

6. A brake shoe comprising a body portion having a
wave shaped strip embedded therein to extend the sub-
stantial longitudinal length thereof and an insert of cast
metal also embedded in said shoe body and arranged to
extend the vertical height of said shoe.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.224.420. SYNCHRONIZER. Melvin L. Sbtbbt, Ar-
lington Heights, Mass., and Gbobgb B. Sinclaib, George-
town. Me., assignors to Choralcelo Company, Boston,
Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Mar. 15. 1918.
Serial No. 764,478. (CI. 64—4.)

1. In combination with a driving device and a mecha-
nism driven thereby ; electrically controlled means for
regulating the speed of the driven mechanism, said means
including a circuit closer for its energizing circuit con-
sisting of a very light contact block carried by a resilient
support mounted in or upon and movable with a rotating
element of the driven mechanism, and a second contact
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Insulated from the flrat and saitably secured to said ro-

tating element of the driven mechanism.

'%^

2. The combination with a driving device and a mecha

nism driven thereby, of a speed regulator for the driven

mechanism comprising an accelerative and a retardatlvo

factor, one of which Is constantly in operation during the

operation of the driven mechanism ; and an electric con-

trolling mechanism for bringing into operation the other

of said factors upon the occurrence of a predetermined

peed change, said controlling mechanism including an

electric circuit closer comprising a light contact meml>er

carried by a resilient arm mounted in or upon a rotating

part of the driven mechanism, and a second contact also

carried by said rotating part but Insulated from the first

contact.

3. The combination with a driving device aud a mecha
nism driven thereby, of an electrically controlled speed-

regulator for the driven mechanism, including a circuit

closer consisting of a resilient member mounted in or upon

a rotating part of the driven mechanism and having at its

free end a contact member, and a second contact Insulated

from the first and also carried by said rotating part, the

movable contact aad its supporting arm being very light

and hence capable of responding instantly to minute speed

changes.

4. The combination with a driving device and a mecha-
nism driven thereby, of a speed regulator for the driven

mechanism comprising a driving member, a driven member,

and an Intermediate connection for transmitting motion
from the driving to the driven member ; means tending

normally so to adjust the intermediate member as to in-

crease the speed of the driven member ; and electrically

controlled means brought into operation upon increase of

8i)eed of the driven member to adjust the intermediate

member In a way to decrease the speed of said driven

member.
5. The combination with a driving device and with

mechanism driven thereby, of a speed regulator for the

drlTen mechanism, including a driving member, a driven

member, and an Intermediate device for transmitting mo-
tion from one to the other of said members ; means acting

constantly to adjust the transmitting device in a direc-

tion to accelerate the speed of the driven member ; means
acting intermittently to move the transmitting device in

a direction to diminish the speed of the driven member ;

an electromagnet serving when energized, to bring the

latter means into operation upon occurrence of a prede-

termined maximum speed ; and a circuit closer directly

carried by a rotative part of the driven mechanism,
and positioned by centrifugal force generated therein,

alternately to complete and to break the magnet circuit

in accordance with increase and decrease In the speed of

said rotating part.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.421. HEADLIGHT. Francis D. Shenk. Medford,

and Ralph R. Holman. Stoneham. Mass. Filed Dec.

16, 1915. Serial No. 67,105. (CI. 240—48.4.)

1. A refractive screen for an automobile headlight hav
Ine transverse prisms on Its rear face for the downward

refraction of light rays, the forward face of said priams

having a cylindrical concavity for the lateral refraction

of the rays passing through the ends of the transverse

prisms.

4. A refractive device for use with a headlight having

a reflector, consisting of a memt>er having transverse

prismatic surfaces of downward refractive action on the

reflected rays and having a surface so formed as to refract

the reflected emerging rays on one side of an axial ver-

tical plane of the reflector laterally away from said

plane.

7. A refractive screen for use with a headlight bavlDg

a reflector comprising surfaces of variant vertical dla-

tributive dispersion and surfaces of variant lateral dis-

tributive dispersion at and beyond the Intercept of the

roadway.
[Claims 2, 3, 5, and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

f

1,224,422. FENDER FOR VEHICLES. HiBOO Shiihaba,
Seattle, Wash. Filed June 11, 1914, Serial No. 844,494.

Renewed Sept. 23, 1916. Serial No. 121,902. (CL
105—130.)

1. A fender, comprialng a supporting frame having a

plurality of supporting arms arranged for pivotal mount-

ing on a relatively fixed angle ; a swinging frame plvotally

mounted on said supporting frame to drop below the same
to form a forwardly-opening scoop ; a hoisting mechanism
permanently attached to the swinging frame and oper-

able from the driver's seat ; and means connecting said

frames for guiding the relative movements thereof.

2. A fender, comprising a supporting frame embodylnf
two horizontally forwardly-extending arms

;
pivot block*

for said arms to permit the same to swing horizontally

and not vertically ; means connecting said arms to main-

tain the same in parallel relation ; a drop scoop frame
mounted on said arms ; and weights mounted on said arms,

at the rear of the pivots thereof, to twlance the weights

of the forward portion of said arms and parts carried

thereby.
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3. A fender, coaprlfliac • Bupportlng frame embodying
a plurality of supporting arm« : pivot biocki for said arnu
to provide for horizontal moveinent thereof; a drop acoop
frame mounted on said arms opening forwardly and be-
tween the steering wheels of a vehicle ; weights mounted
on said arms to counter-balance the forward extension of
said arms and frame carried thereby ; and means for main-
taining said arms In parallel relation to the vehicle wheels
between which they are mounted..

4. A fender, comprising a supporting frame embodying
a plurality of supporting arms ; pivot blocks for said arms
to provide for horizontal movement thereof ; a drop scoop
frame mounted on said arms opening forwardly and be-
tween the steering wheels of a vehicle ; weights mounted
on said arms to counterbalance the forward extension
of said arms and frame carried thereby; meann for main-
taining said arms in parallel relation to the vehicle wheels
between which they are mounted ; and a buffer rail pivot-
ally mounted on said arms, in advance thereof, said rail
being adapted to move In a horizontal plane.

1,224.428. TAKE-DP-ACTDATING MECHANISM FDR
SEWING-MACHINES. I'etir Sjostbom. Maplewood.
Mass., assignor to Victor .*<hoe Machinery Co., Lynn,
Mass., a Corporation of MaiMachuitetta. Original appli-
caUon filed Feb. 17. 1915, Serial No. 9,4«3. Divided
and this application filed Aug. 4, 1915. Serial No.
43.899. (CL 112—20.)

to sakl lever at a point Intermediate the outer end and th«
pivot of said lever.

4. In a sewing machine provided with mechanism for
forming a lockstitch, the combination of a main driving
shaft adapted to be oscillated and provided with means
for actuating said stitch forming mechanism at each oscil-
lation

; a disk on said drive shaft and oaclllatlng there-
with

; a thread takeup lever below said disk ; a connector
pivoted at one end to said lever and pivoted at the other
end to said disk at a point above and to the rear of said
shaft, said connector being provided with a recess in its
forward edge adapted to Inclose said shaft during the
oscillation of said disk ; and ni.ans for imparting oadl-
latory movement to said main driving shaft.

5. In a sewing machine provided with mechanism for
forming a lockstitch, the comMnatlon of a main drlvin«
shaft adapted to be oaclIUted and provided with means
for actuating said atltch forming nuchanlam at each oscli
latlon

; a member on said drive shaft and oadlUtlng there-
with

; a thread takeap lever below said member and plvote.1
to the frame of said machine at a point to the rear of
said shaft

;
a connector pivoted at one end to said lever

and pivoted at the other end to said member at a point
above and to the rear of said shaft, said connector being
provided with a recesa in its forward edge adapted to
inclose said shaft during the oscillation of said member

;

and means for Imparting oscillatory movement to said
main driving shaft.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,424. PROCESS OF AND APPARATUS FOR
TREATING COAL. Ch.irles Howard Smith. Short
mils. N. J. Filed May 5. 1916. SerUl No. 95.547
(Cl. 202—8.)

1. In a sewing machine provided with mechanism for
forming a lock stitch, the combination of a main driving
shaft adapte<i to be o.scillated and provided with means
for actuating said .stitch forming mechanism at each oscil-
lation ; a thrend tak<-up lever : a disk on .said drive shaft
and oscillating therewith ; a connector plvotally connecte*!
at opposite ends to said di.sk and lever ; au<l means for
Imparting oscillatory movement to said main driving shaft.

2. In a sewing machine provided with mechanism for
forming a lock .-(titch, the combination of a main drivinj;
shaft' adapted to be oscillated and provl<le«l with means
for actuating said stitch forming mechanl.sm at each oscil-
lation

; a thread takeup lever, a disk on said drive shaft
and oscillating therewith ; a curved ( onncctor pivotally
connected at opposite ends to said disk and lever and
adapted to partially Inclose said driving shaft .luring its
movement about the axis of the pivotal connection with
said disk : and means for Imparting oscillatory movement
to said main driving shaft.

•A. In a :^wlng machine provided with uiechanlsm for
forming a lock stitch including a presser foot me<hani8m,
the tx>mblnatlon of a main driving shaft adapted to be
o«»cillated and provided with means for actuating said
stitch forming meciianbuu at each oscillation ; means con-
trolled by the presser foot meehanlam for measuring the
thread ; a thread takeup lever ; means on said oscillating
driving shaft for operating saUl presser foot mechanism;
a disk secured to said oscillating driving shaft ; and a con-
nector pivoted at one end to said disk and at the other end

1. The methoil of treating coal which method comprise*
heating the coal to drive off a substantial portion of the
gases and tar vapors, fusing the particles Into a coherent
mass, maintaining the mass In said fused condition while
gases and volatile vapors are passing therefrom, with-
drawii^g said gases and volatile va{K>rs, subseifu^ntly re-
moving gnses which are entrained with the coal while still

In plastic condition, and Anally i-ompressing into a briquet
the coal from which a substantial portion of the gases
has t)e<'n remov^-d.

2. In the treating of coal-tbe method which comprises
heating the coal to drive off a substantial portion of the
Ka.s4's and vapors to fuse the coal Into a plastic mass
and to maintain the coal in said fused condition while the
gases and volatile vapors are passing therefrom, agitating
or mixing the coal while It is t>elng heate<1, treating a
portion of the mass after it has left the heating zone so
that at least some of the gases entrained in the coal In
.said segregated mass will be liberated or eliminated there-
from and Anally compressing into a briquet the coal from
which some entrained gases have been substantially elimi-
nated.

.1. In the treating of coal the method which comprises
heating the coal to rtrt%-e off a substantial portion of the
gases and vapors, to convert the coaJ into a fused condi-
tion and to maintain the coal In said fused condition while
the gases are passing therefrom, the heat being continued
or maintained until substantially all of the tar vapor?
within said coal have been eliminated except that portion
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ncccssarr to keep the mass fused or plastic prior to com-

pression and subsequently bind the pressed material, then

treating a segregated portion of the mass while still In a

fused or plastic condition and after It has left the heating

zone to liberate or eliminate some of the gases entrained In

said segregated mass and finally compressing into a bri-

quet or briquets.

4. The method of treating finely divided or pulverized

coal which method comprises heating the coal to drive off

a substantial portion of the gases and vapors and main-

taining the coal In a fused condition while the gases and

vapors are passing from the coal, then removing from the

fused or plastic nintertal gases which are entrained there-

in and finally compressing said material Into a briquet.

6. The method of treating coal which consists in heat-

ing the coal sufficiently to render it In a fused condition

and to drive off a substantial portion of the volatile mat-

ters contained therein, removing the coal from the heat-

ing zone and while It still remains in said fused condition.

treating the mass so as to free It of gases mixed therewith

and Anally compressing the treated mass into a briquet.

[Claims 6 to 32 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,425. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Le Rot W. Stan-

j

TO.v, Davenport. Iowa. Filed June 26. 1916. Serial

1 No. 105,891. (CI. 179—35.)

1. A telephone system comprising a poiy-statlon line;

a plurality of connection tesmlnals associated with said

line ; a link circuit ; a connection terminal for connecting

said link circuit to said line through any one of said con-

nection terminals : a plurality of sources of ringing cur-

rent, each being Individual to one of the stations on said

line : connections for operatlvely connecting said sources

to said link circuit : relays for controlling said connec-

tions, each relay corresponding to and being usable only

with one of said line connection terminals ; and additional

connections whereby said relays are operated Individually

according to the particular line connection terminal used

In connecting the link circuit to the line.

2. \ telephone system comprising a poly-station line,

a plurality of connection terminals associated with said

line, a link circuit, a connection terminal for connecting

said link circuit to said line through any one of said con-

nection terminals, a plurality of sources of ringing cur-

rent, connections for Individually connecting each of said

sources to said link circuit, a relay Individual to each of

said sources and operative only to control the connections

of the particular associated source, and additional con-

nections whereby said relays are Individually and selec-

tively operated according to the particular line connection

terminal used in connecting the link circuit to the line.

3. .\ telephone system comprising a poly-station line,

a plurality of connection terminals associated with said

line, a link circuit, a connection terminal for connecting

said link circuit to said line through any one of said con-

nection terminals, connections for providing a local cir-

cuit for each of said line connection terminals, a ringing

relay in each of said local circuits, sources of ringing

current corresponding to said ringing relays, and connec-

tions for bringing each of said sources into circuit with

238 O. G,—
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the connected line when the corresponding ringing relay

is energized.

4. A telephone system Including a telephone line of

two conductors, substation apparatus, a link circuit hav-

ing two talking conductors, tip and sleeve terminal con-

tacts for uniting the conductors respectively of said line

and link circuit, tip and sleeve relays and interposed bat-

tery In bridge of said talking conductors, a ringing source,

means for connecting said source in circuit with said line

conductors when coanected to said link circuit talking

conductors, a relay and connections for controlling said

means, and connections for controlling said latter relay

which are controlled in turn by said tip and sleeve relays.

5. A telephone system comprising a telephone line of

two limbs, a link circuit of two strands for connecting

with said line, a ridging relay actuated in response to the

connection of said line and link circuit, a source of ring-

ing current connected to said line by the actuation of said

ringing relay, a control relay for varying the circuit of

said ringing relay, and a pair of relays for in turn con-

trolling said control relay, said pair of relays being con-

nected one to one of said link circuit strands and the

other to the other and one being controllable over said

line and one of said strands and the other being con-

trollable over a local circuit including a portion of the

other of said strands and a portion of a limb of the con-

nected line.

1,224,426. RAIL-FASTENINQ. James Robert Steele. Jr.,

Owego, N. Y., assignor to Steele Rail Anchor Company,

Inc., Owego, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Dec. 4, 1912, Serial No. 734,838. Renewed Sept. 9, 1916.

Serial No. 119.280. (CI. 238—4.)

1. The combination with a raU and an underlying tit

having formed holes therein extending diagonally be-

neath the rail, of fasteners having integral laterally ex-

tending heads engaging the flanges of the rail and plain

cylindrical shanks Inserted in said holes, and a tie plate

having openings receiving and closely engaging said

shanks, the tie plate resting on the fasteners.

2. In a rail fastening, the combination of a tie plate

and fasteners having integral heads engaging the rail

flanges and plain shanks passing through and closely fit-

ting the openings of the tie plate and entered diagonally

Into the tie. the tie plate resting on the fasteners.

3. In a rail fastening, the combination of n tie plate

and fasteners having integral laterally extending heads

engaging the rail flanges and plain shanks circular In

cross-section passing through the tie plate and extending

diagonally beneath the rail, the tie plate having openings

to fit the fasteners.

4. In a rail fastening, the combination of a tie plata

and fasteners having integral laterally extending heads

and plain shanks circular In cross-section passing through

the tie plate into the tie In directions diagonal both trans-

versely and longitudinally to the rail, the tie plate resting

on the fasteners.

5. A rail fastening comprising a tie plate having open-

ings and fasteners having Integral laterally extending

heads engaging the rail flanges and plain shanks circular
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In cross-section extending diagonally beneath the rail,

the upi^r parts of the shanks fitting closely in the open-

ings of the tie plate, which rests upon the diagonal
fasteners.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,427. HAT-SHAPING APPARATUS. Leslib
Stevkxs, Glen Ridge, X. J. Original application filed

June 3. 1909. SerUl No. 499,904. Divided and this

application filed July 17, 1913. Serial No. 77M91-
(CI. 223—31.)

1. A form for shaping crowns of extension-crown hats,

having its outer face or base formed with an outwardly
Inclined shaping surface oitending inwardly from the

sides of the form, such inclined shaping surface malcing a

clearly defined angle with the sides of the form and pro-

Tiding a shaping surface of substantial width extending
in an approximately straight incline from such angle.

2. A form for shaping crowns of extension-crown hats,

having on its outer face or base a forming shoulder for

determining the shape and size of the head opening of the

bat and an outwardly inclined surface surrounding the

forming shoulder, such inclined surface making a clearly

defined angle with the sides of the form and providing a
shaping surface of substantial width extending in an
approximately straight incline from such angle to said

forming shoulder.

3. A form for shaping crowns of extension-crown hats,

having on Its outer face or base a forming shoulder for

determining the size and shape of the head opening of

the hat and of a width corresponding to the desired width
of the head band, and an outwardly inclined surface sur-

rounding the forming shoulder, such Inclined surface mak-
ing a clearly defined angle with the sides of the form and
providing a shaping surface of substantial width extend-

ing In an approximately straight incline from such angle

to said forming shoulder.

4. Apparatus for shaping one-piece extension-crown
hats, comprising a crown form having Its outer face or

base formed with an outwardly inclined shaping surface

extending Inwardly from the sides of the form, a brim
form, and means for holding said forms In position rela-

tively to each other with the Inner portion of the shaping

surface of the brim forming facing said Inclined shaping

surface of the crown form and with an outwardly open-
ing space betwf-en them.

5. A form for shaping one-piece extension-crown hats,

comprising a crown form having Its outer face or baiM

formed with an outwardly Inclined shaping surface ex-

tending Inwardly from the sides of the form, a brim form
having an outwardly Inclined shaping surface, and means
for separably holding said forms together with their out-

wardly Inclined shaping surfaces facing each other.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.428. APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY FILL-
ING SHOE BOTTOMS. A.ndrbw Thoiia, Cambridge,
M«H., assignor to North American Chemical Company,
New York, N. T., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Apr.

28, 1906. Serial No. 814.127. (CI. 12—1.)
1. A filler "machine, constructed and arranged to i)«r-

mit the presentation thereto of a shoe with its bottom
cavity In position to be filled by said machine, and having
means operable at the will of the operator for controlling

the filler delivery and amount delivered as desired. Into
said bottom cavity.

^ X

2. An insole filling machine, comprising. In combination,

automatic insole-filling mechanism to provide an insole

with a layer of adhering filling material, said me<'hanlsm

including means for putting a predetermined quantity of

said material Into the Insole cavity, and opt>ratlng means
for actuating said last-mentloneii means.

3. An apparatus for filling shoe-bottoms, comprising

a reservoir of filler supply, measuring means for removing
a predetermined measured amount of the filler from said

supply, and work presenting means to present an insole

in operative relation to said measuring means to receive

said measured amount of shoe filler.

4. In a machine for handling shoe-bottom filler, m>-ans

for delivering shoe filler to the bottom cavity of a shoe,

controlling means for regulating the amount of filler de-

livered, and bottom laying means adjacent the delivery

portion of the machine in position to i>ermit the operator

to press the shoe forcibly with both hands against the

same for leveling and packing the filler into the shoe-

bottom cavity.
^

5. A machine for filling the bottom cavity of shoes,

comprising means for delivering shoe-bottom filler mate-

rial into a shoe-bottom, means under the control of the

operator, for the pretleterniin»Hl regulation of the amount
of filler so delivered, and laying mean.s adjacent the de-

livery portion of the machine for leveling and pressing

the delivered filler into the shoe-bottom.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,429. VEHICLE-WHEEL. Solomo.n ThoMab, near

New Cambria. Mo., assignor of one-half to N. A. Balding.

Calvin Elam, and J. J. Williams, Ethel, Mo. Filed

Aug. 12, 1915. Serial No. 45,268. (CI. 152—18.)

1. In a resilient wheel, a huh, a web rigid therewith. •

second web detachably securetl to the hu>n a head In the

space between said webs, a stem guided in said head, a
spring around the stem, a plunger bearing against the

other end of said spring, a fiexible member connected with
the plunger, a flanged rim. a ball and socket connection

t>etween said fiexible member and rim, and lateral guide
members at the rim rigid with and continuations of sata

webs of the hub and embracing the rim.

2. In a resilient wheel, a hub. webs radiating there-

from, spring members In the spaces between the webs,
fiexible members operatlvely connected with said spring
members, an outer rim. ball and socket connections be-

tween the same and the flexible meml>ers and lateral guide
members at the rim rigid with and continuations of said

webs and engageable with the rim.

3. A resilient wheel comprising a hub having afllxed

thereto a series of radially arranged webs with elongated
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cylindrical spaces therebetween, a head In each cylindrical

•pace having an axial bore, a stem reclprocable in said

bore, a spring bearing at one end against said head, a

plunger contacting with the other end of said spring, a

bashing in an expanded portion tietween said webs, a

steel spring carried by said plunger, peripheral lateral

guide members continuous of said webs and of each other,

an outer rim embraced by said lateral guide members, and

a ball and socket connection between the outer end of

iBld spring and the outer rim.

1.224,430. TOY. William B. Thtrma-n. Madera county,

Cai. Filed July 15. 1915. Serial No. 40.146. (CI.

46—40.)

B. A toy including a travel board ; side strips overhang-

ing the edges of said board ; pins projecting through said

board, and the strips on opposite sides of said Board and
out of transverse allnement with each other ; end pieces

on said strips spaced from the ends of said board ; and

a traveling member having projections engaging said pins

alternately on opposite sides.

1. A toy comprising In combination a travel board hav-

ing a substantially straight pathway, a row of upstanding

pins on each side of said pathway, the pins In one row

being out of transverse allnement with the pins In the

other row, and a traveling member having projections

engaging said pins alternately on the opposite sides.

2. A toy Including a travel Iward ; side strips over-

hanging the edges of said board ;
pins projecting through

said strips and said board ; the pins in one strip being

out of transverse allnement with the pins In the other

strip, a traveling memtwr having projections engaging

said pins.

3. A toy Including a travel board ; side strips over-

hanging the edges of said board ; end pieces on said strips

spaced from the ends of said board ; pins projecting

through said strips and said board, the pins in one strip

being out of transverse allnement with the pins In the

other strip, and a traveling member having projections

engaging said pins.

4. A toy comprising In combination a travel board hav-

ing a substantially straight pathway thereon, a row of

upstanding pins defining said pathway on each side, said

pins being out of transverse allnement with each other, a

traveling member having projections engaging said pins

alternately on opposite sides, and means for concealing

aid pins from above.

1,224,431. MOTORIST'S EYE SHIELD. JOHN Van V0B8T,

Scotia, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6, 1910. Serial No. 82,464.

(CI. 21—148.)

,-r^^^

1. An eye shield of the class described comprising a

pliable tube formed of a colled strip of metal and having

an Internal shoulder following the convolutions of said

colled strip, a tapered plug received In one end of said

tube and having external screw threads engaging said

shoulder, said plug being split longitudinally into two

parts whose outer ends extend beyond the tutx- and are

fashioned into a pair of Jaws, and a partially transparent

plate having one edge gripped between said Jaws.

2. An eye shield of the class descril>ed comprising a

pliable tub*' formed of a rolie<i strip of metal and having

an internal shoulder following the convolutions of said

strip, a plug in one end of said tube having external screw

threads frlctlonally contacting with said shoulder, such

friction serving to contract the convolutions of the coll

when an attempt Ik made to remove the plug by turning

the same in a retrograde direction, thereby holding said

plug against rotation In this direction, and a partly trans-

parent plate carried by the plug.

8. An eye shield of the class described comprising a

pliable tube formed of a colled strip of metal and having

nn Internal shoulder following the convolutions of said

strip, a plug In one end of said tulK? having external screw

threads frlctlonally contacting with said shoulder, such

friction serving to contract the convolutions of the coil

when .in attempt Is made to remove the plug by turning

the same In a retrograde direction, thereby holding said

plug against rotation in this dlrec tlon. a ram for expand-

ing the convolutions of the tube when the plug Is turned

in the opposite direction, thus releaslnK the shoulder from

engagement with the screw threads, and a partly trans-

parent plate carried by said plug.

4. An eye shield of the claas described comprising a

pliable tube formed of a colled strip of metal and having

an Internal shoulder following the convolutions of aald

strip, a plug In one end of said tube having external B<Tew

threads frlctlonally contacting with said shoulder, such

friction serving to contract the convolutions of the coll

when an attempt Is made to remove the plug by turning

the same In a retrograde direction, thereby holding said

plug against rotation In this direction, a cam carried by

the plug for expanding the convolutions of the tube when

said plug Is turned in the opposite direction, thus releas-

ing the shoulder from engagement with the screw threada,

and a partly transparent plate carried by said plug.

6. An eye shield of the class described comprising a

tube having an Internal screw thread at one, end, a par-

tially transparent eye shielding plate, and a clamp for se-

curing said plate to the tube, said clamp comprising a

pair of stamped metal semi-tubular members having ex-

ternal screw threads stamped thereon and serving to form

a tapered attaching shank which is threaded in said end

of the tube, the outer ends of the aforesaid members hav-

ing thereon fiat Jaw plates between which the aforesaid

eye shielding plate is gripped.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gas«ttc.l
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1,224,432. CHECKIN<i DEVICE. FRA.fK Wbdgb, Elyslan.
Minn. Filed Feb. 14, 1916. Serial No. 78,282. (CI.

40—10'.)

•^. y

1. In a checking device the 1 onibination of a body
comprised of two sections Joined with a hinged connec-
tion, means on one of said sections for clamping a pad
of identifying slips, a pair of U shaped extensions asso-
ciated with said pair of sections, the outer end of which
normally connects, and the inner fml of which form.x a
spring for holding said pair of sections normally apart.

2. In a checking device the combination of a body com-
prised of two .sections plrotally connected together, means
on one of said sections for clamping an identifying pad of
slips thereto, a pair of extensions from said sections exert-

ing a spring tension on said sections to normally hold
them open, the outer end of said extensions normally
connecting and being adapted to open when said «ectlons
are closed.

3. In a checking device the combination of an identify-

ing pad holder, means for clampln;; identifying pads there-

on, a pair of distensible finger members normally closed
against sprint; tension, and means associated with said
identifying pad holder for distending said finger members.

1,224,433. MAIL-CATCHER.
Colo. Filed June 8, 1916.
258—23.)

William R. Wist, Simla,
Serial No. 102,550. (CI.

1. In a mall handling device, a station device compris-
ing a standard, a frame havln? upper and lower arms
having their inner end portions terminating In eyes for
plvotally connecting the frame with the standard, a
latching arm extending from said standard above the
lower arm, a collar slidably mounted upon the lower arm
and provided with spring arms for ongaarlnjr the latching
arm of said standard to releasably hold the frame in an
adjusted position, said collar moving to a position out of
engagement with the latching arm when the frame is

swuni; upon the standard, sack holding means connected
with the outer end portions of said arms and sack collect-
ing means extending from one of said arms.

2. In a mall handling device, a station device compris-
ing a standard, a frame having upper and lower arms
plvotally connected with the standard, latching arm ex-
tending from said standard, a collar mounted upon one
of the arms and provided with spring arms for engaging

the latching arm of said standard to releasably hold the
same in an adjusted position, sack holding means coo-
nected with said arms, and sack collecting means extend-
ing from one of said arms.

1,224.434. STORAGE BATTERY. Tueodohe A. WiL
L.\KD, Cleveland, Ohio, a«<»lKn<.r to Willard Storage Bat
tery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of West
Virginia. Filed May 12, 1915. Serial No. 27.481. (CI.
204—53.)

1. In a storage battery, a battery box, one or more bat-
tery Jars conUined in the box and spaced from the aide
walls thereof, and a st-alinu compound filling the space
between the Jar or jars and the side walls of the box
for a predetermined distance up from the bottom of the
box, there being an overtlow and ventilating space between
the sealing comi>ound and the top of the box.

2. In a storage lottery, a battery box, a plurality of
jars in the box and spaced from the side walls thereof,
-said box having openlnKs In Ita side walls, a sealing com-
pound securing the jars in the box and filling the space
around the Jars from the bottom of the box to said open-
ings, the space between the Jars and the box above aald
openings being open for overfiow and ventilation purposes.

1,224,435. INTERNAL - COMBUi^TION ENGINE. RoY
C. WixcuBSTEB. Palmetto, Fla. Filed Aug. 27, 1915.
S«-rial No. 47,007. (CI. 123— 17.5.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination
of a cylinder, a piston mounted therein, a driving shaft,
c-onnections from said piston to said driving shaft for
the purpose of actuating said driving shaft, a pump hav-
ing its piston connected with snld engine piston and actu-
ated directly by movements thereof, the pump piston be-
ing hollow and open at the bottom, connections from said
pump to said cylinder for enabUng said pump to discharge
into said cylinder, and a carbureter connected with the
lower part of said pump for supplying explosive charge*
thereinto, the said explosive charges being compressed lo
said pump.
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2. In an internal combustlou engine, the combination

of a cylinder, a piston mounted therein, a pump having

its piston connected with said engine piston and actuated

by movements thereof, and means for maintaining a vol-

ume of air at the lower end of the pump cylinder to bal-

ance the thrust of the engine piston at the end of the

down stroke.

3. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a cylinder, a piston movable therein, and a car-

bureter ; of a pump having a cylinder and piston, the pis-

ton of said pump being connected with said engine piston

and actuated by movements thereof, connections from said

carbureter to said pump for enabling said pump to draw

an explosive mixture from said carbureter Into the pump
cylinder and compress the same therein, and pipe con-

nections from said pump to said cylinder for enabling said

pump to charge said explosive mixture into ^Id cylinder,

the said connections being adjustable to vary the degree

of compression exerted by the pump.

4. In an internal combustion engine, the combination

with a cylinder, a pUton movable within said cylinder,

and a carbureter : of an air pump connected to said car-

bureter for the purpose of drawing a charge of explosive

mixture from said carbureter into said pump, connections

from said pump to said cylinder for enabling said pump to

charge said explosive charge into said cylinder, and means

connected with said pump below the said connections for

the purpose of forming an air cushion in the lower part

of the pump cylinder to balance the thrust of said piston

at the end of the stroke thereof.

6. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a cylinder, a pUton movable therein, and a carbu-

reter, of an air pump ; connections between the air pump
and the carbureter, the said air pump biThg actuated by

the movements of the engine piston to draw a charge of

explosive mixture from the carbureter into aald pump and
compress the same therein, connections between the air

pamp and the engine cylinder for enabling said pump to

discharge the compressed explosive mixture Into the en-

gine cylinder, and means for varyluK the pressure exerted

by the pump in compressing the charge.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Cazette.]

1.224.43G. HAY-KNIFE. He.vhy C. AMIS, SUnfleld,

Oreg. Filed July 6. 1916. Serial No. 107.795. (CI.

30—8.) .

1. A device -of the character described Including a

stock, a series of cutting blades plvotally connected to the

stock and spaced longitudinally thereof, the aald blades

gradually Increasing in length from the lowermost blade

to the uppermost blade, and an operating member freely

connected to the said blades for simultaneously shifting

the blades relative to the stock.

2. A devlc-e of the character described including an

elongatc-d stock, a cutting blade plvotally connected at Its

inner extremity to the stock, and means having arms ex-

tending upon opposite sides of the blade Intermediate the

ends thereof and plvotally connected to the blade with the

said means shlftable outwardl.v longitudinally of the stock

to pivot the Wade inwardly toward the stock and shift the

cutting edge of the said blade between th% said arms.

3. A device of the character described Including a stock,

a cutting blade plvotally connected at Its Inner extremity

to the stock, an operating member plvotally connected to

the blade Intermediate the ends thereof, and a work hold-

ing member carried by said first mentioned member to

extend longitudinally thereof In advance of the point of

pivotal connection of the said operating member with the

blade with the said operating member shlftable outwardly

longitudinally of the stock to rock the blade Inwardly to-

ward the stock and move the free extremity of the blade

past the said operating member and the said work holding

member.

1 224 437. SOSTENUTO MECHANISM FOR PIANOS.
'

Adkiaxo Abia.ni. New York. N. Y. Filed July 6. 1914.

Serial No. 849,096. (CI. 84—70.)

î J ' ^

1. The combination with a key operated string instru-

ment having dampers for the strings, of sostenuto mecha-

nism comprising a movable support, guides for said sup-

port, means for imparting movement to said support,

striking devices mounted on said support, damper stops

mounted to be moved respectively by said striking devices

and means controlled by the keys for actuating said strik-

ing device.

2. The combination with a key operated string instru-

ment having dampers for the strings, of sostenuto mecha-

nism comprising a support movable along a predetermined

path, guides for said support, means for moving said sup-

port along said guides, striking devices movably mounted

on said support, damper stops mounted to be moved re-

spectively by said striking devices, and means controlled

by the keys, for Individually actuating said striking de-

vices.

3. The combination with a key-operated string Instru-

ment having dampers for the strings, of sostenuto mecha-

nism comprising a support movable along a predetermined

path, striking devices movably mounted on said support,

damper stops mounted to be moved respectively by said

striking devices, means for mounting said damper stops,

means for moving said support along said predetermined

path and means controlled by the respective keys for ac-

tuating corresponding striking devices when said mova-

ble support passes an intermediate position of Its path.

4. The combination with a key operated string Instru-

ment having dampers for the strings, of sostenuto mecha-

nism comprising a movable support, means for moving
said support, striking devices, means for mounting said

striking devices on said support to effect rotational move-

ment, damper stops mounted to be respectively moved by

said striking devices and means individually controlled

by the keys for Individually actuating the corresponding

striking devices.
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6. The combination with a key operated string instru-
ment having daifipers for the strings, of sostenuto mecha-
nism comprising a movable support, means for moving said
support along a predetermined path, striking devices,
means for mounting said striking devices on said support
to effect rotational movement, damper stops mounted to
be respectively moved by said striking devices, and means
Individually controlled by the keys for individually actu-
ating said striking devices when said support passes an
intermediate point along said predetermined path.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

t.224,438. ROAD-DRAG. Nicolai J. BcacB. Deerfleld.
Wis. Filed Nov. 27. 1916. Serial No. 133.608. (CI.
37—5.)

In a road drag, in combination, an axial member, a pair
of backwardly Inclined toothed bars and a pair of scraper
bars extending from the outer ends of the toothed bars
backwardly to the axial member, all of said bars being
hinged for vertical flexure at their Inner ends.

1,224,439. SHOCK ABSORBER FOR BATTERIES.
Frederick N. Bosson, Calumet. Mich., and Lysandeb
B. Armstro.vo, Milwaukee. Wis. Flle«l Aug. 20, 1915.
Serial No. 46,576. (CI. 204—29.)

9-

1. A container for battery elements embodying a casing
having a series of Independently removable cellular units
adapted to nest within the same and in contact with each
other, each cellular unit couiprisinK a rectangular sof*
rubber Jar. the walls of which were adapted to serve as a
cushion for shielding the battery elements from shock
incidental to vibration or Jar of the casing walls.

2. A Jar for the active elements of storage and other
batteries form»Hl of soft rubber and adapte<I to serve as a
cushion for shielding said active elements from shocks
and Jars, horizontal ribs on the Inner faces of a pair of
oppositely dlsposeil walls and vertical ribs on the Inner

faces of the other walls, aald ribs serving to procure a
further cushioning of the active elements disposed In
the Jar and to assist in retaining the normal shape of the
Jar.

3. A Jar for the active elements of storage batteries
formed of soft rubber and adapted to serve as a cushion
for shielding said elements from shock and Jars, ribs on
the inner faces of oppositely disposed vertical walls, and
other ribs on the inner facett of the bottom walls, said
ribs serving to procure a cushioning of the active elements
disposed Id the Jars and to assist In retaining the normal
shape of the Jars.

1.224.440. STEERING-WHEEL-LOCKING MEA>'S FOR
AITOMOBILES. JcNics A. BowDEX, 1ms Angelea,
Cal. Filed Aug. 7, 1916. Serial No. 113,625. (a
70—90.)

•^^
1. Means for locking the steering wheel of an automo-

bile In combination with the stoering wheel and gear caae
near the hub of the steering wheel, comprising a collar
having a flange and a perforation in said flange as one
element, an arm having a perforation In Its outer exten-
sion as a second element, one of said elements adapted to
be secured to the hub of the steering wheel and the other
element adapted to be secured to the housing of the steer-
ing gears, said perforation in the arm and said perforation
In the flanice adapted to register with each other whereby
the arm an<l flange may be secured together by means of
a lock.

2. Means for locking the steering wheel of nn automo-
bile In combination with the steering wheel and gear case
near the hub of the steering wheel, comprising a collar
having a flange and a performatlon in said flange, an arm,
Kaid arm having an enlarged end, an opening In said end.
.*ald opening adapte<l to register with and engage the hub
of said wheel, means adapted to rigidly secure said end
to said hub adapted to prevent rotation and displacement
of the arm. means for securing said collar to said housing,
a perforation in the smaller end of said arm, the perfora-
tion In said flange and the perforation in said arm adapted
to register with each other whereby the arm and flange
may be secured together by means of a lock.

3. Means for Io<klng the ste<'rinj: wheel of an automo-
bile in combination with the steering wheel and gear case
near the hub of the steering wheel, comprising a collar
having a flange and a perforation in said flange, an arm,
said arm having an enlarged end and opening In said end,
Kald opening adapttnl to reslster with and engage the hub
of said wheel, means adapteil to rigidly secure said end
to said hub, said means comprising projecting members
on said enlarge«l end adapted to extemi betw»>en the spokes
of Hjiid wheel and engage the base of the npoken atlapted
to prevent rotation and displacement of the arm. means
for securing said collar to said housing, a perforation In
the smaller end of said arm, the perforation In said flange
and the perforation in said arm adapte<1 to register with
each othe- whereby the arm and flange may be secured
t'^aotber by means of a lock.

1,224.441. KEROSENE ATTACHMENT FOR GASO-
LENE ENGINES. Abthcb Wabken Bbackin, Leto-
h.itchle, Ala. Filed July 31. 1916. Serial No. 112 241
(Cl. 123—25.)
1. A kerosene attachment for water cooled gasolene

engines comprising an Injector provideii with means for
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atuchment to the engine intake in communication there-

with, means for supplying priming fluid to said injector,

and a pipe leading to said Injector and having a coupling

adapte<l for connection with the cooling system of the

engine, said fluid supplying means and pipe being ar-

ranged for alternative communication with said Injector.

support; and transferring the two emulsion films to a

permanent support.

2. A kerosene attachment for water-cooled gasolene

engines comprising an injector communicating with the

engine Intake, a pipe communicating with the water Jacket

of the engine, and an auxiliary supply for priming fluid,

said attachment having provision for placing said pipe

and auxiliary supply alternatively into communication

with said Injector.

3. A kerosene attachment for water-cooled gasolene

engines comprising a needle valve communicating with

the engine Intake, a pipe comuninlcatlng with the water

Jacket of the engine, an auxiliary gasolene tank, and a

two way valve adapted to place said pipe and tank alterna-

tively into communication with said nee<lle valve.

4. The combination with an engine having a water-

Jacketed working cylinder, a charge forming device, and

an Intake leading from said charge forming device to said

cylinder, of an Injector c-ommunlcatlng with said inlet, a

pip,; leading from the water Jacket of said engine to said

injector, nnd an auxiliary fuel supply, said pipe and fuel

supply being arranged for alternative communication with

sal>'> injector.

5. The combination with an engine having a cylinder, a

water Jacket provMwl with a tapped opening, a charge

forming device, and an Intake leading from sahl charge

forming device to said cylinder and having a tapped

opening, of an Injector comprising a threaded, needle

valve-controll.Hl nozzle located in the op«'ning in said

Intake, a pipe leading to said Injector and terminating in

a threade*! nipple located in the opening In said water

Jacket, and a flul<1 supply tank connected with said

injector.

1 224,442. TRANSFERRING rHOTO<}RAPHIC PRINTS

FROM 8EPAR.\TE SIPPORTS TO A SINGLE SUP
PORT. Percy Douglas Bbewster, East Orange, N. J.

Filed June 7. 1910. Serial No. 102.170. (Cl. 41—33.)

1. The method of treating photographic prints on trans-

parent supports, \-omprlslng treating one of the prints to

touahen the emulsion and loosen the same from its sup-

port ; coating the face of such print with a suitable ce-

ment or adhesive capable of setting without drying ;
placing

the other print, face down, upon and in registry with the

first print and allowing the cement to set ;
removing the

transparent support of the first print whereby its emul-

slon-fllm Is left on the emulsion film of the other, t^e two

forming a combined print ; treating the combined print to

toughen the lower emulsion film and loosen It from its

2. The method of treating photographic prints to trans-

fer the same from separate supports to a single flexible

support, comprising treating one of the prints to toughen

anil loosen its emulsion-film : cementing the other print

on the first, face to face ; removing the support of the

first emulsion-film, leaving the two films on the support

of the second film, treating the latter to toughen the same

and loosen it from Its support ; and transferring the two

films to a permanent flexible support.

3. The method of treating photographic color prints to

transfer the pame from separate rigid supports to a single

flexible support such as opaque white celluloid or paper,

comprising treating the first print to toughen its cmulsion-

fllm and loosen the same ; cementing the other print upon

the first, face to face, with a cement capable of setting

without drying; removing the first support, leaving the

two emulsion films cemented together on the second sup-

port, forming a combined print ; treating the combined

print to toughen the underlying emulsion film and loosen

it from the rigid support; cementing the desired perma-

nent flexible support to the uppermost emulslon-fllm of the

combined print ; and stripping oft the fiexlble support with

the two ^mulslon-fllms cemented to It.

• 4. The" method of treating photographic color prints to

transfer the same from separate rigid supports to a single

flexible support, comprising treating the first print to

toughen and loosen Its emulsion film ; coating Its emulsion

film with a cement containing gelatin ; applying the sec-

ond print to the flrst^ face to face, and allowing the cement

to set ; removing the rigid support of the first print,

leaving the two emulsion films on the second support to

form a combined print ; treating the latter to toughen the

underlying emulsion film and loosen the same from its

support ; coating the face of the combined print with a

suitable cement ; applying the desired permanent flexible

support to the face of the combined print and allowing

the same to adhere firmly thereto ; and stripping off the

flexible support with the two emulsion films adhering to it.

1,224,443. STUD FOR THE ERECTION OP CIRCULAR
STRUCTURES. Wiixis Brindley. Seattle. Wash.

Filed July 8, 1914. Serial No. 849,749. (Cl. 20—1.4.)

1. In a sllo, a plurality of vertically arranged studs of

substantially rectangular configuration In cross section
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Adapted to be arranged in spaced circular relation, each
of said studs being rabbeted at its opposite corners upon
the inner and outer sides thereof, the rabb.'ts upon the
Inner sides of the studs being of greater depths than the
rabbets upon the outer sides, and a plurality of horizontal
taves of equal lengths having their ends received and re-

tained In said rabbets upon the Inner and outer sides of
the studs to pr»'sent two concentric walls, the aggregate
lengths of the Inner and outer staves being identical.

2. A double walled silo formed of horizontal staves in-

cluding vertical studs of substantially rectangular cross
sections having the four comers thereof rabbeted with the
rabbets upon the inner sides being of greater width than
the rabbets upon the outer sides, and a plurality of hori-

zontal staves of equal lengths having right angle ends re-

ceived in said rabbets to present inner and outer concen-
tric walla, the rabbets being cut at such angles whereby
the silo will assume a circular formation with faces of
the staves and rabbets contacting over their entire adja-
cent faces, the aggregate lengths of the inner and outer
staves being Identical.

1,224.444. HAIR-TRIMMER. William H. Bcbnb, Chi-
cago. 111. Filed Aug. 7, 1915. Serial No. 44.264. (CI.
30—12.)

1. A hair-cutter, comprising a main plate equipped with
a handle and provided with guard-teeth, a V form guard
disposed at one side of said plate and having oue wing ad-
jacent to said plate and an inclined wing, a blade, and
means for dampingly securing the blade and the first-men-

tioned wing of said guard to said plate In adjusted rela-

tion with respect to the extremities of said teeth, said V-
form guard having its folded edge disposed back of the
cutting-edge of the blade and having its wings divergent
rearwardly from the folded edge of the guard.

2..A hair-cutter, comprising a plate having its upper
portion equipped with a handle and Its lower portion
•quipped with guard-teeth, said plate provided with a
vertical slot, a blade provided with a vertical slot, a
guard having a wing pat-allel with said plate and an In-

clined wing, and a stud extending through said members
and equipped with a clamping device.

3. A hair-cutter, comprising a plate havtni; its upper
portion bent at an angle to aflTord a handle and having its

lower portion equipped with guard teeth, said plate pro-

vided with a vertical slot, a guard having one wing pro-
vided with a central opening and having another wing ex-
tending at an angle from the flrst-named wing, a blade
provided with a central opening, a stud extending through
said slot and openings, and a clamping lever engaging said
tud.

4. A hair-cutter, comprising a plate provided with a

handle and equipped with guard-teeth, said pla^^e having a
central vertical slot, a stud adjustable in the said slot, a
gruard having a wing provided with a central opening
through which said stud extends and having an inclined
free wing, a blade interposed between said guard and plate
and provided with a vertical slot, and a clamping lever
disposed between the wings of said guard and engaging
said stud.

5. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-
tion of a plate having its upper i>ortlon disposed at an

angle affording a handle and having Ita lower portion
tqu'pped with guard teeth, said plate provided with a
vertical central slot, a guard having a wing parallel with
said plate and an upwardly-Inclined wing t^paced with re-

lation to said first named wing, said first-named wing hav-
ing a central perforation, a stjid having a rear head en-
gaging said plate adjacent said slot and having a smaller
front head disposed in front of said first named wing of
said guard, a clamping lever located between the wings of
said guard and detachably engaging the front head of said
stuil. and a blade detachably engaging said stud.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.445. CONVEYER. Fua.nk W. Bubpk. South Bell-
Ingham, Wash., assignor to Burpee & Letson, Ltd.,
South Belltngham, Wash., a Corporation of Washing-
ton. Filed Apr. 19. 1916. Serial No. 92,308. (CI.

193—2.)

A conveyer of the class described embodying a sprocket
chain, each link thereof including a carrier element curved
transversely to present a convexed upper side and a con-
caved lower side, a pair of angularly-disposed side bars
carried by the concaved side of the carrier element and
extending transeversely thereof, disk-like lugs formed on
said side bars at the wider ends thereof, said lugs extend-
ing within the side limits of the carrier element, a cylinder
carried by the narrower ends of the bars and lying com-
pletely beyond the adjacent side edges of the carrier ele-
ment, the cylinder and lugs being aportured with the cyl-
inder of one element lying between the lugs of the adja-
cent element, and a retaining pin passed through the reg-
istering openings In the lugs and cylinders, the adjacent
edges of the carrier el«»menta being beveled and lying at
all times In overlapped relations.

1.224,446. ADVERTISING APPARATUS FOR VEHI
CLE-T0P8. Edward A. Campbell, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Nov. 8. 1915. Serial No. 60,180. (CI. 40—129.)

1. In a device of the class described a rectangular sup-

porting frame provided with sockets on its upper edge ; a
pintle mounted within said frame ; an apertured plate
adapted to be mounted on said pintle ; and a plurality of

display-sign memt>ers provided with hooks to engage said

sockets aud the apertures in said plate.

2. In a device of the class described a rectangular
frame provided with sockets on its upper edge and com-
posed of end-bars and side-bars ; a plurality of display-
sign members having pins to engage said 80<'kets ; said
pins and sockets being so spaced that said sign members
may be mounted and held in allnement with the end-bars
or side-bars of said frame, or with one end of said sign-
member engaging a side-bar and the other end engaging
an end bar of said frame.

Max 1, 19*7-
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1 224 447 VALVE MECHANISM. ABMiSTaAD C. CEOMP,

'ncw York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 11, 1916. SerUl No.

90.468. (CI. 103—66.)

1 In an apparatus of the class described, a body por-

tion and tubes In opposite sides thereof, said tubes pro-

vided with openings in their sides, second tubes over

said first mentioned tubes also provlde<l with openings.

space between the interior wall of said body portion and

said last mentioned openings, said space divided by a

partition, and said space on one side of said partition

open to the atmosphere.

2 In an apparatus of the class described, a pair of

tubes connected together by a plug, a central tube extend-

ing in the open end of one of said tubes adjacent the end

of said plug, and a central tube extending through the

open end of the other of said tubes through said plug, each

of said central tubes provided with openings within said

first mentioned tubes, second tubes over said central

tubes also provided with openings communicating with

the space between said second tubes, and the Interior of

said first mentioned tubes, and an opening from sa d

space to the atmsophere through the end of one of said

first mentioned tubes whereby air may be alternately

pumped through one of said central tubes Into the atmos-

phere and drawn from one of said central tubes through

the other of said central tubes by way of one set of said

openings in one of said central tubes, and In the second

tube over said one of said central tubes.

6. In a device of the character described, a recepUcie

for snow and storm water located below the surface of

the street, having covers which are removable to permit

the Insertion of snow therein and are perforated to per-

mit the passage of storm water, said receptacles being

located over a sewer and extending In a substantially

continuous line between the manholes of said sewer, said

receptacles on each side of a manhole being connected and

openings being provided from a low part of the receptacle

to the sewers, whereby said receptacle serves as a recep-

tacle for snow and serves to convey the melted snow

to the sewer and as an auxiliary to* the sewer In carrying

oflf storm water.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 2 2 4.449. AUTOMOBILE-AXLE CONSTRUCTION.

Clakk a. Dban, St. Louis. Mo., assignor, by mesne as-

signments to Shurnufr Manufacturing Company. St.

Louis. Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Nov.

18, 1915. Serial No. 61.276. (CI. 137—115.)

1 224 448 DEVICE FOR REMOVING SNOW. STORM
' WATER AND SEWAGE. Lot IB Davidsow. New York.

N. Y. Filed June 18, 1914. Serial No. 845,797. (CI.

94—2.)

1. In a device of the character described, a receptacle

for snow and water having its bottom above the bottom

of a sewer and having an entrance opening Into a low part

of the street, covers therefor which are removable to per-

mit Insertion of snow therein and having openings to

permit the passage of water, and a connecUon from the

lower part of said receptacle to the sewer.

2. In a device of the character described, a surface

drain having Its bottom above the bottom of a sewer,

covers therefor which are perforated to permit the passage

of water, and a conduit leading from a lower part of

said recepUcle to the sewer, said drain extending In a

substantially continuous line throughout the territory

drained and forming an auxiliary high level sewer.

3. In a device of the character described, a receptacle

for snow located below the surface of the street, having

covers which are removable to permit the insertion of

snow therein, said rec<>ptacle being located over a sewer

and extending In a substantUlly continuous line to the

outlet, and openings being provided between said recep

t/icle and said sewer through which drainage water may

pass.

4. In a device of the character described, a receptacle

for snow located below the surface of the street, ha^lng

covers which are removable to permit the Insertion of

snow therein, said receptacle being located over a sewer

and extending in a substantially continuous line between

the manholes thereof, the receptacles on the sides of the

manholes being connected to permit the flow of water,

and openings being provided from the lower pert of the

receptacle to the manholes.

1. In an automobile, an axle casing, an axle therein,

and a lubricant-retaining packing device positioned be-

tween the axle and the casing, said packing device com-

prising felted pa.klng and a frame therefor adapted to

maintain said packing In sealing engagement with both

the axle and the casing.

3. In an automobile axle casing, a lubricant reUinlng

packing device adapted to be positioned between the axle

and the casing and comprising, a frame, a felted packing

ring In said frame adapted to engage the axle, and a

felted packing ring on said frame adapted to engage th«

casing.

5. In an automobile axle casing, a lubricant retaining

packing device adapted to be positioned between the axle

and the casing and comprising, a frame, a felted packing

ring in said frame adapte<l to engage the axle, and a felted

packing ring on said frame adapted to engage the casing,

said frame having flanges adapted to engage said rings.

6. In an automobile axle casing, a lubricant retaining

packing device adapted to be positioned between the axle

and the casing and comprising, a frame, a felted packing

ring In said frame adapted to engage the axle, a felted

packing ring on said frame adapted to engage the casing,

and a bearing ring engaging one of said packing rings.

8. In an automobile, an axle casing having an end

shoulder, an axle therein, a bearing between said axle and

said casing, and a lubricant-retaining packing device be-

tween said axle and said casing comprising a frame, a

felted packing ring between said shoulder and said frame

and compressed to engage said casing, and a felted pack-

ing ring between said bearing and said frame and com

pressed to engage said axle.

[Claims 2, 4, and 7 not printed In the Oarette.]

1224.450. HORN FOR FASTENER INSERTING MA-

CHINES. Stsphen a. Dobyne, St. Louis, Mo., assignor

to Oiamplon Shoe Machinery Company, St. Louis. Mo.,

a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Feb. 21. 1914. SerUl

No. 820,216. '(CI. 1—41.)

1. In a machine of the class described, a machine

frame a horn or work support having a bearing In said
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frame, a spring for malDtainlng said horn In raised posi-

tion, means operating intermittently during tbe operation
of the machine for depressing said horn against the ac-

tion of said spring, a movable abutment for said spring
and slidable in said frame, and manually controlled means
constructed and arranged to move said abutment to one
position adapted to raise said horn and to another position

adapted to drop said born. ,

2. In a machine of the class described, a machine
frame, a horn or work support having a bearing In said
frame, a spring for maintaining said horn in raised posi-

tion, means operating Intermittently during the operation
of the machine for depressing said horn, a movable abut-
ment for said spring and slidable In said frame, a treadle,

and means connecting said treadle to said abutment.
3. In a machine of tbe class described, a machine frame,

a horn or work support having a bearing in said frame,
a spring for maintaining said horn in raised position,
means operating Intt-rmlttently during the operation of
the machine for depressing said horn against the action
of said spring, a movable abutment for said spring and
slidable in said frame, a born spindle slidable in said
abutment, and a treadle connected to move said abutment
adapted to raise and lower said horn.

4. In a machine of the class described, a machine frame,
a horn or work support having a bearing in said frame,
a spring for maintaining said horn In raised position, a
movable abutment for said spring, mechanism having a
connection to said horn above said spring for Intermit-

tently depressing said horn against the action of said
spring, and a treadle connected with said abutment and
adapted to raise and lower said born.

5. In a machine of the class described, a machine frame,
a horn or work support having a bearing in said frame, a
spring for maintaining said horn in raised position, a mov-
able abutment for said spring, mechanism for intermit-
tently depressing said born against the action of said
spring, a treadle, a bell crank lever mounted In said frame
and connecte*! with said treadle, and a link connecting
said abutment and said bell crank lever.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,451. HINGED LAST. Chablbs C. Dodgb, Boston,
Mass. FUed Dec. 5, 1914. Serial No. 875,630. (Q.
12—136.)
1. A hinged last comprising a forepart, a heelpart,

hinged meml)er8 connecting said parts, and a spring at-

tached to said hinge-members and arranged to hold them
in a plurality of angular positions.

2. A hinged last comprising a forepart, a heelpart,

hinge-members connecting said parts, and a helical spring
the ends of which are arranged to act upon two portions of
said hinge-members to hold the latter in a plurality of

angular relations, said portions being movable, one rela-

tively to the other, to shift the efTectlve line of spring
stress across the " dead center " of the hinge.

8. A hlaged last comprising a forepart, a beeliwrt,
binge-members connecting said parts, and a helical com-
pression spring the ends of whhb are arranged to act upon
two portions of said binge members to hold the latter in
a plurality of angular relations, said portions being moT-
able, one relatively to the other, to shift the effective
line of spring stress across the " dead center " of the
hinge.

4. A hinged last comprising a forepart, a heelpart,
hlnge-memtters connecting said parts, and a spring plvot-

ally connected to both said hinge-members and arranged
to hold them In a plurality of angular positions.

5. A hinged last comprising a forepart, a heelpart,
hinge-members connecting said parts, and a spring ar-
ranged between said hinge-members to coact as a toggle
with one of said members to bold said binge members In
two angular positions.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1,224.462. SCORE CARD Ft)R GOLF. Joseph J. Eaton
and ALBBBT V. Fbm. Yonkers, N. Y. Filed July 27,
1914. Serial No. 853,568. (CI. 236—126.)

ja ,fc: >; ,»' V >

Vk5 ' ' '

A score sheet or card for golf, consisting of a sheet or
card baring printe<l thereon within the edges of the
sheet or card a plurality of rows of numbers Indicative of
strokes with corresponding numt>er8 in tbe various rows
arranged in columns, and having means bounding the in-

dividual numt>er8 and for enabling the portion of tbe card
associated with the Individual numbers in each to be
removed therefrom, tbe bounding means for the numbers
in each column being spaced apart from tbe bounding
means in adjacent columns.

1.224.453. R008TIN0-P0LE. Ax«L F. Elfsteum, Will-
mar, Minn. Filed Feb. 19, 1915. Serial No. 9,404.'

(CI. 119—25.)

i^ as &j

In a device of the class described, a member having
• channel of angular cross section, the side walls of such
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channel being sabstantlaUy at right angles with relation

to each other, in combination with a cover member of

triangular cross section arranged within tbe channel, said

cover member having a top wall of a width equal to the

maximum width of tbe channel, and side walls at an ob-

tuse angle to each other, thereby leaving an Interspace

between the side walls of the channel and the side wails of

the cover member, the latter being provided with aper-

tures and the channel being provided with pegs rising

from the bottom thereof into said apertures to prevent

tilting and displacement of the cover member.

1,224,454. PROCESS OF MAKING WHITE HYDRAULIC
CEMENT AND POTASH SALTS. Cari.eton Ellis,

Montclalr. N. J., assignor to Ellis-Foster Company, a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed June 29, 1911.

Serial No. 636.118. (CI. 106—26.)

;an,

tlve element and the container, and an alkaline electro-

lyte having n small percentage of zinc hydroxld primarily

Incorporated therein, the positive and negative elements

being free of attachment to the cover and electrical gen-

eration taking place between the positive and negative ele-

ments and between the positive element and the copper

container, the alkaline electrolyte having n stronger af-

finity for the copper oxids of the negative element than

for tbe copper container.

1. A process of producing cement and soluble potassium

compounds which comprises (o) beating a mixture Includ-

ing a potassium-containing silicate mineral and a calca-

reous agent, to a temperature below the volatilizing tem-

perature of the potassium compounds contained therein,

(6) quenching the heated mixture with a liquor containing

a salt of an acid which produces a soluble and compara-

tively easily volatile salt with potassium, (c) rapidly

beating the so obtained product, in a subdivided condi-

tion, to a cllnkerlng temperature and thereby producing a

cement clinker and volatilizing the potassium In the form

of a relatively volatile salt, and (d) then separating said

volatilized potassium salt from, the gases present.

2. A process of producing cement and soluble potassium

compounds which comprises (o) beating a mixture includ-

ing a potassium containing silicate mineral and a calca-

reous agent, to a temperature below tbe volatilizing tem-

pearture of tbe potassium compounds contained therein,

(6), quenching the heated mixture with a solution of cal-

cium chlorld, (c) rapidly heating the so obulned product.

In a subdivided condition, to a cllnkerlng temperature

and thereby producing a cement clinker and volatilizing

tbe potassium in tbe form of a relatively volatile salt,

and (d) then separating said volatilized potassium salt

from' the gases present.

1.224,456. PRIMARY BATTERY. Oborob S. Enolb.

Cranston, R. I. Filed May 5. 1914. Serial No. 836,467.

(Cl. 204—38.)

1. A primary battery comprising a copper container, a

positive metallic element mounted In the copper container

and directly exposed to the opposite walls of said con-

tainer, a negative element composed of copper oxlds asso-

ciated with tbe positive element, the positive element be-

ing Interposed l)etwe€n tbe negative element and the con-

tainer, and an alkaline electrolyte, electrical generation

taking place l>etween the positive and negative elements

and also between the positive element and the copper

container.

2. A primary battery comprising a copper container

having a removable cover, a positive element consisting of

a zinc plate, a negative element composed of copper oxlds,

the positive element being Infrposed between the nega-

8, A primary battery comprising a copper container hav-

ing a cover, positive and negative elements disposed with-

in the container, the negative element being composed of

copper oxlds, a porcelain base supporting the positive and

negative elements at one extremity of each of the latter,

the negative element being supported at its opposite ex-

tremity by and Insulated from a jwrtlon of tbe positive

element, terminals connected to tbe elenfents and extend-

ing exteriorly of tbe conUlner. tbe negative element

adapted to be readily removed and recharged and renewed,

and an alkaline electrolyte wholly covering tbe positive

and negative elements and tbe suspending and terminal

means thereof.

4. A primary battery comprising a copper container, a

cover therefor, a positive element suspended within the

container and free of attachmnet with relation to the

cover, the upper margin of the positive element being be-

low tbe top of tbe container and tbe cover, a copper oxld

negative element having a grooved edge engaged by a sua-

pending wire and also held below the upper edge of the

copper container, terminals connected to tbe positive and

negative elements and extending through the body of and

exteriorly of the container, and an alkaline electrolyte

covering the said elements and their terminals.

5. A primary battery comprising a copper container, a

<x)ver therefor, a positive element consisting of a substan-

tially U-shaped plate suspended within the container, a

copper oxld negative element removably suspended be-

tween tbe parts of tbe poc ive element and having means

engaging the edge thereo*' nd resting in part upon and

Insulated from the uppt. portion of the positive element,

an Insulating base within tbe cunUlner engaged by por-

tions of tbe positive element, a terminal connected to the

positive element and extending exteriorly of the contAlner

through one extremity of the latter and Insulated there-

from, a terminal extending through saUl base and th«-

opposlte extremity of tbe container and having the edge

engaging means of the negative element detachably con-

nected thereto, and an alkaline electrolyte covering the

elements and the terminals.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,456. AUTOMATIC STOP-MOTIO.N. Edward Erick-

soN, Cllftondale, Mass.. assignor to Victor Shoe Ma-

chinery Company, Lynn, Mass.. a Corporation of Massa-

chusetts. Filed Sept. 16, 1916. Serial No. 120.908.

(Cl. 74—46.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a driving shaft : a pulley secured thereto and provided

with a cylindrical hub ; a movable member having a cham-

ber to receive said hub ; a helical spring in said chamber

nnd normally In gripping contact with the periphery of

said hub, said spring having one end attached to said

chambered member ; and means for expanding said spring

and removing It from contact with said hub.
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2. Iq a device of the class described, the corobinatioD of
a driving shaft : a pulley secured thereto and provided
with a cylindrical hub ; a movable member having a cham-
ber to receive said hub ; a helical spring in said chamber
and normally in gripping contact with the periphery of
said hub. said spring having one end attached to said
chambered member ; a slldable member adapted to engage
the free end of said spring ; and means for operating said
slldable member.

£^' «» -

8. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a driving shaft ; a pulley secured thereto and provided
with a cylindrical hub ; a movable member having a cham-
ber to receive safd hub ; a helical spring in said chamber
and normally in gripping contact with the periphery of

' said hnb, said spring having one end attached to said
chambered member ; a slldable member adapted to engage
the free end of said spring ; and treadle actuated mecha
nlam for operating said alidable member.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a driving shaft ; a pulley secured thereto and provided
with a cylindrical hub ; a movable member having a cham-
ber to receive said hub ; a helical spring in said chamber
and normally in gripping contact with the perlphey of
mid hub, said spring having one end attached to said
chambered member ; a slidable member carried by said mov
able member and adapted to engage the free end of said
apring ; and means for operating said slidable member.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a driving shaft ; a pulley secured thereto and provided
with a cylindrical hub : a movable member having a cham
her to receive said hub ; a helical spring in said cham-
ber and normally in gripping contact with the periphery
of said hub, said spring having one end attached to said
chambered member : a headed pin slidably mounted In said
movable member and adapted to engage the free end of
aid spring : a resilient meml)er for moving said pin out-
wardly : and mechanism tinder the control of the oi>er-

ator for moving said pin inwardly.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,457. GRIDDLE GREASER. Ciiahlcs V. GtlCK-
xiR. Canton. Pa. FiJed Feb. 1, 1916. Serial No.
76,544. (CI. 65—12.)

/^ ta
,,

I

A device of the claaa described comprising a substan-
tially rectangular shaped block having an upright handle,
a pad extending across the un<ler face of said block and
overlying the upper end portions of the same, a pair of
U-shaped spring wire clamps overlying the ends of said 1

pad and having the inner free ends of the arms terminat-
ing at polQts substantially midway the length of said

block and In trsasverse allnement, aald clanps bavins the
free ends of their arms disposed adjacent each other and
bent downwardly to form spurs which project into aald
block, coils adjacent the free ends of each of said arms,
staples positioned in said block over the adjacent ends of
the arms and the ends of said staples extending through
the block and having said ends bent inwardly and lying
tlush with the under face of the same, said clamps having
their entire lengths snugly contacting the overlapping
portions of the ixid and a notch in the upper face of said
block at each end whereby the clamps may be easily dis-
engage<l from the ends of the pad for the removal thereof.

1.224.458. HYDROMETALLURGT OF COPPER. John
C. Gaaa.NWAY. Warren. Ariz., and IIarby W. Morsi.
Los Angeles, Cal. Filed June 6. 1910. Serial No.
101.757. (CI. 204—16.)

S X|lw^
1. The process of extracting copper from ores contain-

ing copper and iron, which consists in pasting a solution
of sulfuric acid in contact with the ore until the solution
is substantially neutral, subjecting the substantially neu-
tral solution to the action of sulfur dioxld to reduce ferric
sulfate in the solution to ferrous sulfate, and then elec-
trolyzing the resulting solution for recovery of copper
therefrom.

2. The process of extracting copper from ores contain-
ing copper and iron, which consists in passing a solution
of sulfuric acid in contact with the ore until the solution
Is substantially neutral, subjecting the substantially neu-
tral solution to the action of sulfur dioxld to reduce ferric
sulfate In the solution to ferrous snlfate, and then acidi-
fying thf solution and electrolysing the resulting solution
for recovery of copper therefrom.

3. The process of extracting copper from ores contain-
ing copper together with iron, which consists in leaching
the ore with sulfuric acid solution, subjecting a portion of
the resulting solution to the action of metallic iron to
precipitate metallic copper therefrom, subjecting another
portion of the solution to the action of sulfur dioxld to
reduce ferric sulfate to ferrous sulfate, and then to the
action of metallic copper precipitate as aforesaid, to re-

duce a further quantity of ferric sulfate to ferrous sulfate,
and to dissolve such metallic copper, and then electro-
lyzing the solution to deposit copper therefrom.

1.224.469. CONTAINER-CAP. FRtoiRiCK Hachmank,
St. Loula, Mo., assignor to Hachmann Specialty Com-
pany, a Corporation of Mls.souri. Filed Feb. 24, 1914,
Serial No. 820,441. Renewed Aug. 12, 1916. Serial
No. 114.640. (CI. 215—26.)

3" ^:=i j^jt

W%"" '^
1. A container cap having a bearing opening provided

with an entrance slot, a cap retaining yoke having a re-
duced portion formed and disposed to pass through said
slot for permitting introduction of the yoke Into said
bearing oppning, and means on the yoke for engagement
with a container.

2. A container cap having a bearing opening provided
with an entrance slot, and a cap retaining yoke comprla-
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mg a crown portion and depending container ^°K«8i°K

arms, one of said arms having a re<luced portion adapted,

when the yoke Is inverted, to pass through said slot for

permitting Introduction of said crown portion endwise

Into said bearing opening.

8 A conUlner cap comprising a cover stamped out of

a single sheet of material, it. center portion P'-oJ^^tlng

and provldeil with an elongated slot, the ends thereof

being wider than the center, a yoke formed of a single

wire suitably bent, the corner of said wire being flattened

for permitting the yoke to be Inserted In the slot the ends

of said wire formed into loops, and terminating In curved

anna, substantially as specified.

1224 460 EYELETING MACHINE. Fra.nk L. Har-
'

MOV Beverly, Mass.. assignor to Singer Manufacturing

Company. Elizabeth, N. J., a Corporation o^^N*^'^/""^-

Filed Apr. 20. 1914. Serial No. 833.013. (CI. 218-16.)

6 An eyeleting machine, comprising a material sup-

port, a punch and set mounted and operatlvely connectec

?or punching and setting operations ^-«P^<^*'^^»\*«*
"J

the same surface portfcn of said support as a backing,

said support having parts presenting a punch-block face

and a clenching surface face respectively f°<l Z"^*" ^°

move said parts relatively to each other in timed rela-

tion to the punch and set movements so that one of said

parts is superposed on the other of said parts for one of

said operations, and removed to uncover the face of the

other part for the other of said operations.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the (;aiette.l

1 224 461. COUPLING-KEY RETAINING MEANS. AX-

•b,bt JOHN BROML.Y HARRIS, ^a ^^ Roch^ste^ N Y.

Filed Jan. 26. 1915. Serial No. 4.185. (CI. 85—7.)

1 An eyeleting machine, .omprlslng a material support

«,uipped with a punch-Mock and a clenching surface a

telescopically combined punch and set operatlvely mounted

at one side of «ild support for movement toward and from

said support and for bodily lateral °'«^^";°\"^;*^';'

thereto, means for moving the punch to punch a hole and

for moving the set to clench an eyelet therein, and means

;:; Xn Lvlng the punch laterally whUe sti 1
enga^

m the hole of the clenched eyelet to feed the material

for spacing the eyelets.

2 An eyeleting machine comprising a material sup-

port equipped with a punch block and a clenching sur-

face, Tpunch and set operatlvely mounted and connected

at one side of said support for punching and setting

operations against the same surface portion of said sup-

Trt as a backing, means for moving the punch forward

f^r punching, mean, for moving the set forward or clench^

ins the evelet, and means for then .moving the punch

Ihilestni engaged In the eyelet hole laterally to feed

the material and space the eyelets.

8 \n eveleting machine, comprising a material support

equipped w>th means against which a punch may act and

«i evelet be clenched, a telescopically combined punch

and iet operatlvely mounted at one side of said support,

means for positively moving the punch against sa d sup^

port for punching, means for positively moving the set

iorwanl for clenching the eyelet, said punch mov ng means

being then released, means for yleldlngljH holding the

punch in the eyelet hole, and means for tben mov ng the

punch laterally while still engaged In said hole to feed

the material and space the eyelets.

4 An eyeleting machine, comprising a material support

equipped with means against which a punch may act and

an eyelet be clenched, a telescopically combined punch

and set operatlvely mounted at one side of said support

means for positively moving the punch to act against sad

support as a backing for punching, means for positive y

moving the set forward for clenching the eyelet, said

punch moving means being then released, means for yield-

ingly holding the punch in the eyelet hole, and means for

then moving the punch laterally while still engaged n

said hole to feed the material and space the eyelets, said

means against which the punch acts being connected for

movement relative to said clenching surface whereby It Is

positioned over the clenching surface and beneath the

punch for the punching and removed to uncover the

clenching surface for the setting operation.

-p ^ I
—.— '—

I

f* \^/////.. 'A//?///. -w •

1 In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with an elongated flat key. of a BubstantiaUy rec^

angular collar therefor, and means, »'^^^P*°f
^^J. ^J

*^!

meX^rs with which the key Is employed for locking jald

ToZt on the key to prevent movement thereof in either

m "tlon longitudinally of the key. -»^ --°%';;»"^^»

a retaining pin extending transversely throi-gh tbe collar

and perpendicular to the flat faces of the k:y. said pin

engaging the key when in operative position.
^T In a device of the character described, the combina^

tlon with a key. of a collar therefor, and a retaining pin

extending transversely through the collar and engaging

one ^e of said key. said pin being tapered in a plane

transverse to the plane of the key. whereby the collar Is

p"vented%rom movement longitudinally of the key.

3 In a device of the character described, the comblna.

tlon with a Jey. of a collar at the -d thereof said co^r

having holes therethrough of tapered form, and a retain

fng wedge-shape.1 pin extending through said holes. «ld

Din and the walls of said holes being notched
^

4 ?n a device of the character described tbe comb na^

tlon with a key having notches on the edges thereof a

conar encircling said key and having one edge engaging

one oJJaid notches, and a retaining pin P"«in>^ t».-«g^

aald collar and engaging In the other of said notches In

'"^rin a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a key having notched edges. «' * - ^^
^J^

ronndinK said key and having one end thereof engaging

n^n of said notches, the opposite end of said colUr

Lelng provided with transversely "t^°<*'°«/"P^^^t^°^*';

t^e tails of which are notched, and a wedge shaped pin

extending through said holes and having also a notched

e^ge coOperable with the ,notched walls of «ild holes,

said pin having also a bendable lip.

1224 462 HAIR-CUn^INO INSTRUMENT. Bdwabd

''l^NT HARRIS. Jefferson Barracks, Mo Filed July

24. 1916. Serial No. 111.012. (CI. 30-12.)

1 In a device of the class described, a body ^ember

having a hollow back and provided with teeth, the «j
d

back of the body member being provided at each end with

an opening and beyond each opening with a bearing per
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tlon spaced in stepped relation below the plane of tbe top
of the back, a blade holder disposed within the body and
having a back and resilient p«irtions designed to grip tbe
blade to be held with the cutting edge of the blade located
in joxta-position to the aaid teeth, the said back of tbe

blade holder ))eiDg provided at each end with an upward
extension tt^rniinating in an outwardly extending ear pro-
jecting through the opening In the respective end of the
back of the body memt>er and above the respective t>earing

portion, and adjusting ncrews coactlng with the said
ears and bearing portion.

2. In a device of the class described, a body memt>er
having a hollow back and provided with teeth including
paced portions converging toward their ends, tbe said
back of the body member being provided at each end with an
opening and beyond each opening with a portion having a
threaded aperture and spaced in stepped relation below tbe
plane of tbe top of tbe back, a blade holder disposed within
tbe body and having a back and resilient side portions de-
signed to grip the back of a blade to be held with the cut-
ting edge of th»> blade extending between the spaced por-
tions of the teeth, tbe said back of tbe blade holder being
provided at each end with an upward extension terminating
in an outwardly extending ear projecting through the
opening in the respective end of the back of the body mem-
ber, each ear having a notch formed therein, and adjust-
ing screws threaded into the said apertures and having
their shanks provided with circumscribing grooves receiv-
ing the walls of the notches in the said ears of the blade
bolder, the ears projecting above the portions of the back
of the body member in which the said threaded apertures
are formed.

1,224,463. VEHICLE - LAMP. Ellswobth A. Haw-
thorns, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Mar. 9. 1916. 8«rlal
No. 83,192. (CI. 240—57.)

1. A bracket comprlslnc a pair of members having
oppositely-faced portions defining a pintle socket, and
bavins; oppositely faced jaws defining a seat for a support-
ing element, means for closing said socket about a pintle

and setting said damping jaws, and means carried by tbe
pintle and engaKin;; the p>\ir of members for preventing
accidental withdrawal of the pintle from said socket.

2. A bracket consl.sting of a pair of clamping members
having oppositely pressed-out portions defining a pintle

socket, a pair of swivel members having oppositely dis-

posed presjted-out portions constituting a pintle arranged
for lodgment in said socket, and means for plvotally at-

taching said swivel memt>ers to a lamp or tbe like.

3. A bracket consisting of a pair of clamping members
having oppositely dlspose«i jaws and having oppositely
pressed-out portions defining a pintle socket arranged in

tbe major axis of the bracket, a pair of duplicate swivel
members having oppositely disposed pressed-out portions
constituting a pintle arranged in alinenient with the pin-

tle socket, and a pair of duplicate plates having oppositely
disposed spaced ears between which said swivel members
are fastened for plvotally attaching said memt>er8 to a
lamp or the like.

4. A bracket comprising in combination a headed pintle

adapted to be attached to an object to b« supported, and

a pair of clamping memt>er8 having oppositely disposed
pressed-out portions constituting an open ended socket
for said pintle and having opposed slots adapted to rota-

tably receive the head of said pintle.

6. A bracket having oppositely faced portions defining

an axial pintle socket and having similarly faced movable
clamping jaws arranged transverse to said socket, a pintle

dtsposeil for lodgment in said socket, means for pivotall.v

attaching said pintle to an object to be supported, and
means on the pintle for preventing accidental withdrawal
thereof from the socket.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gatette.]

1.224.464. IXX)SE - LEAF - BINDER CONSTRUCTION.
Edw.\rd Fr.«TCHKR HiLX. Chicago, 111., assignor to

Edward W. Hill, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 12, 1916.
Serial No. 90,581. (CI. 129—8.)

1. Tb* combination with a telescoping jwst, expansible
binder comprising two back members and oppositely dls-

I)osed telescoping posts on the respective back members
freely slldable over each other to permit varying expansion
of the binder and the complete separation from each
other by continuation of the expansion movement, said
back members when the telescopic posts are thus sepa-
rated adapted to be placed In flat relation with their rear
edges opposed and the cooperating members of the tele-

scopic posts in opposition to each other, of connecting
arches engageable with the upstanding oppositely disposed
pairs of telescopic posts and reuniting the thus separated
t>ook sections into book form. ^

2. In a construction of tbe character described, the com-
bination of cover parts, telescoping post members carried
by said cover parts, end plates carried by tbe cover parts,
alining devices secured to the end plates for holding the
cover parts and posts properly spaced apart when in the
open position.

3. In a constru<tlon of the character described, the com-
bination of cover parts, cooperating posts carried thereby,
liack plates carried by said cover parts, connecting arches
carried by said cover posts, end plates carried by said
cover parts, alining devices for connecting tbe end plates
when the cover parts are spread open.

4. In a construction of the character described, tbe com-
bination of cover parts, telescoping posts carried by said
parts, alining devices hinged to one of said cover parts,
and memt>ers carried by the other cover part having slots
for receiving the ends of said alining devices.

."5. The combination with a telescoping post, expansible
two-part binder comprising two back members wholly
separable from each other and oppositely disposed tele-

scopic posts on the respective back members freely slld-

able over each other to permit varying expansion of tbe
binder and separable from each other by continuation of
the expansion movement to permit entire separation of
the back members and tbe placing of the back memberi
in flat relation with their rear edges opposed and cooper-
ating members of the telescopic posts in opposition to
each other, of means for alining the thus separated book
sections to bring the upstanding telescopic posts thereon
into alined opposition and connecting arches engageable
with the upstanding oppositely disposed pairs of tele-

scopic posts and serving to reunite the thus separated
book sections Into t>ook form.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in tbe Gazette.]
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1,224.466. LOOSE LEAF BINDER. Edward W. Hill,

Chicago, III. Filed Feb. 12, 1916. Serial No. 77.887.

(CL 1»—18.)

1. In a loose leaf binder, the combination of opposed

back members, leaf engaging means between said mem

bers, interengaging locking shoulders on the respective

back members adjacent opposite ends of the same for

securing said back members firmly together and dIglUlly

operable means for simultaneously releasing l>oth sets of

said Interengaging shoulders whereby said binder may be

opened by band without the use of a key.

2. In a loose leaf binder, tbe combination of opposed

back members, leaf engaging means between said members,

Interengaging locking shoulders on the respective back

members adjacent oppof-lte ends of the same for securing

•id back members firmly together, digitally operable

means for simultaneously releasing both sets of said inter-

engaging shoulders whereby said hinder may be opened

by hand without the use of a key and means for locking

said <llgltolly operable means inoperative to release tbe

interengaging shoulders

8. In a loose leaf binder, opposed back members, leaf

engaging means between said members, means for securing

said members together In adjusted relation, digitally oper-

able means for releasing said securing means to permit

separation of the back members and means for locking

said digitally operable means inoperative to release the

securing means.

4. In a loose leaf binder, opposed back members, leaf

engaging means between said members, a plate movably

mounted on one of said members, cooperating locking

shoulders on said plate and the other back member, means

for normally holding the locking plate shifted Into position

with the coftperating locking shoplders In engagement,

means for shifting tbe locking shoulders in a direction to

release the locking shoulders and means for locking said

releasing means against releasing movement.

6. In a loose leaf binder, opposed back members, leaf

engaging means between said members, a locking plate

mounted on one of said iiack members, coftperatlng lock-

ing shoulders on said plate and the other back member, a

retracting lever operatlvely connected with said locking

plate, a push button for operating said retracting lever,

and a locking member shlftable Into the plane of move-

ment of said push button.

(Claims 6 to 23 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

composed of a front, back and connecting side portions

forming side grooves, said body portion being provided

at the upper portion of the front with an opening and

having bearing and clamping flanges at the lower portion,

a jaw of yleldable material secured to the relatively fixed

meml>er by the clamping flanges, a swinging frame hinged

to the relatively fixed member by the bearing flange, a

relatively movable member carried by the swinging frame

and having a yleldable portion or jaw to coact with the

jaw of the relatively fixe<l member and a resilient slide

mounted in the said grooves and provided with means for

engaging the relatively movable member.

2. A supporter of the class described Including a rela-

tively fixed member having a front opening and provided

at opposite sides thereof with guiding grooves, a swinging

frame hinged to the relatively fixed meml)er at the bottom

of the said opening, a movable member carried by the

swinging frame, and a resilient slide constructed of a

single piece of material and consisting of a front approxi-

mately U-shaped loop, substantially U shaped rear loops

slldable In the said grooves and bends connecting the front

and rear loops, the said front loop being arranged to

extend through the said opening and engage the movable

member.
3. A supporter of the class described Including a fixed

member, a block of yleldable material mounted on and

extending across the fixed member and provided in Its

outer face with an approximately V-shaped groove, a

movable member provided with a substantially triangular

block of yleldable material arranged to force a fabric Into

the said V-shaped groove, and means for holding the mov-

able and fixed members in engagement with the fabric to

be clamped.

1 224 467. TELEPHONE-DIRECTORY HOLDER. BXBTH-

*oLD JAHN. New Britain, and Josxi-ii C. Hammer, Hart-

ford Conn., assignors to The B. Jahn Manufacturing

Company. New Britain. Conn., a Corporation. Filed

Mar 18 1916. Serial No. 85,189. (CI. 129—88.)

1,224,466. SAFETY HOSE SUPPORTER. Truman Miad

Irwin, Waliaceburg. Ontario, Canada. Filed May 6,

1916.
'
Serial No. 95,597. (CI. 24—251.)

1. A supporter of the class described Including a rela-

tively fixed body portion constructed of sheet metal and

1. A telephone directory holder comprising a frame for

extending along the rear side of the directory and having

forwardly extending branches at the ends, one of the said

branches having a closed slot and the other an open slot,

a holding member having end portions fitting In tbe said

slots, a plvotally mounted locking meml)er for closing tbe

open end portion of the said open slot, and auxiliary lock-

ing means for holding the said locking member comprising '

a lug on the said locking member, the said frame having

means for engaging with the said lug In both the open and

the closed positions of the said locking member.

2. In a telephone directory holder, a frame having an

upper end portion provided with an open slot, a holding

member fitting In the said slot, and a locking member plv-

otally mounted on the said upper end portion, the said

locking member comprising a hook shaped arm composed

of a radial portion and a laterally directed branch por-

tion suitable for bridging the said slot.

3. In a telephone directory holder, a frame having an

upper end portion provided with an open slot, a holding

meml>er fitting in the said slot, and a locking member

plvotally mounted on the said upper end portion, tbe said

locking member comprising a hook shaped artu composed

of a radial portion and a laterally directed branch por-

tion suitable for bridging the said slot, and tbe free end

portion of tbe said branch portion l)elng provided with an

inwardly directed stop lug.

4. In a telephone directory holder, a frame lormeil of a

strip of sheet material having a body portion for extend

Ing along the rear edge of the directory and a forwardly

extending upper end portion, tbe said upper end portion

having an open slot, a holding member for extending
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along between the pages of the directory and fitting tn
the said slot, a locking member pivotally monnted by a
pivotal pin positioned at the rear of the said slot, the said
apper end portion having a hole adjacent tbo said slot.

and the said locking member having a book-shaped arm
for bridging the said slot and having a lug for alternately
engaging with the said hole and with one edge of the said
upper end portion serving as auxiliary lockin-^ means for
locking the said locking member in the closed and the open
positions.

1,224.468. VALVELESS FOUR CYCLE ENGINE. Rollt
A. JQH.NSO.V and Gabfibld Johssox, Los Angeles, Cal.,

assignors of one-sixth to Howard M. Hunter, Los An-
geles. Cal., one-sixth to C. F. Goudy. one-sixth to Frank
•Sparks, and one-sixth to F. C. Hoffer. Filed Aug. 28.
1912. Serial No. 717.511. (CI. 123—45.)

1. In an explosion engine, a cylinder proviaed with an
Inlet and a discharge port extending longitudinally In the
walls thereof and opening into said cylinder a distance
approximately equal to the piston stroke ; and a recipro-
cating and revolubie piston therein, said piston having a
port through the wall thereof adapted to register with
one or the other of said inlet and discharge ports at pre-
determined times.

2. In an explosion engine a crank shaft ; a cylinder ; a
pi.ston having at its lower end exterior vertical grooves ;

a sprocket toothed rim on said piston provided with
•pllnea to slide in the grooves of the piston : a vertical
shaft carrying at its upper end a sprocket wheel ; a chain
from said wheel to the sprocket toothed rim around the
piston : a worm at the lower end of the shaft ; a horizontal
shaft carrying a worm wheel engagrlng with the worm ;

a sprocket wheel on the horizontal shaft ; and a chain
connecting said wh«»e|8 whereby the piston may be re-

volved during the rotating of the crank shaft.
8. In an explosion engine a base ; a cylinder provided

with snitable inlet and outlet ports ; a piston In said cyl-

inder ; a crank shaft and connecting rod. the lower end
of «aid piston having exterior longitudinal grooves, a
sprocket toothed rim having splines in engagement with
the grooves and held in a suitable recess in said base ; a
vertical shaft having a sprocket wheel ; a sprocket chain
connecting said wheel and said toothed rim ; the lower
end of said vertical shaft being geared to the crank shaft.

4. In an explosion engine a cylinder having in the inner
wall thereof a pair of parallel channels extending longi-
tudinally a distance equal to the stroke of the piston ; a
piston having a pair of oppositely disposed ports there-
through, said piston being revolubie and the ports so dis-
posed relatively to each other that during the exhaust
stroke one of the piston ports registers with one of the
channels of the cylinder and with the other channel dur-
ing the intake stroke, and during the compression and
power strokes said ports are out of register and daring
the next exhaust stroke the other port of the piston reg-
isters with the first named channel of the cylinder and at
the intake stroke with the second named channel.

5. In an explosion engine a cylinder having vertical
parallel porta in one side thereof, one being the inlet and

the other the outlet port: ribs extending around and in-

termediate said ports. Integral with the cylinder ; and a
plate overlapping said ports and secured to the aforeeaid
ribs, the plate having channels which register with the
vertical ports of the cylinder ; and means for attaching
manifolds thereto.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.469. HEATING-STOVE. GBOBoa H. Kino. Ander-
son, Ind.. assignor of one-fourth to R. H. Urunt. Sum-
mitville, Ind. Filed July 13, 1916. Serial No. 109,119
(CI. 126—90.)

1. In a stove, the combination with a veitlcal outer
drum and a vertical inner drum open from end to end, of

a plurality of hollow deflecting radiator raeml)ers disposed
l>ctween said drums and communicating with the outer
air and the inner drum.

2. In a stove, the combination of a vertical outer drum
having perforations, a plurality of hollow deflecting and
radiator memt>ers therein forming pockets in line with the
perforations in the outer drum, a vertical inner drum
open from end to end and passing through the hollow de-

flecting and radiator meral^ers and communicating with
the pockets therein, and heating means t>elow and In com-
munication with said outer drum.

3. In a stove, the combination with a base, a vertical

outer drum mounted thereon, and heating means within
said baae, of a plurality of hollow deflecting and radiator
members alternating from diametrically opposite positions
of the outer drum and communicating with the outer air,

and a vertical conical inner drum open from end to end
and passing through said deflecting and radiator mem-
bers and communicating therewith, said deflecting and
radiator members and conical drum forming a worm pas-
sage for products of combustion.

1,224,470. AUTOMOBILE-HEADLIGHT-LAMP MOUNT-
ING. David C. Kitching. Valley Mills, Tex. Filed
Nov. 22. 1916. Serial No. 132.739. (CI. 240—61.)

1. The combination with the shank of an automobile
headlight lamp, of a relatively fixed support, a lamp
swinging member rotativeiy mounted in and surrounded
by the support, and means extending through the swinging
member for engaging and fa.><tening the shank to said
meml)er.

2. The combination with the shank of an automobile
headlight lamp, of a relatively fixed support, a lamp
swinging member rotativeiy mounted in and surrounded
iiy the support, means extending through the swlngiiig
member for engaging and fastening the shank to said mem-
ber, and a closure plate covering the bottom of the sup-
port and concealing the fastening means.

3. In a headlight-lamp adjusting device, an oater rcla*
lively fixed member, an Inner rotatabie member within the
outer member constructed for supporting a lamp, a spring
coiled al>out the inner member an<l having one end con-
nected with the inner member and the other end connected
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with the fixed member, an angular bracket extending from

the fixed member radially and constructed for attach-

ment to an automobile, and a closure member covering the

bottom of the fixed member and attached to the bracket.

ments, a compression spring engaging said striking mem-

ber, a hollow cam provided on said striking member, means

extending axially into and engaging said cam, an electric

motor, and operative connections between the latter and

said means for actuating the same to effect an endwise

movement to said striking member.

1,224,472. DISTRIBUTER FOR GRAVITY CONVEYER
' SYSTEMS. HiNRT KoaN, Chicago, 111. Filed Nov. 9,

1916. Serial No. 180,421. (Cl. 193—44.)

4. In a headlight-lamp adjusting device, a hollow rela

tlvely fixed outer member, an inner member rotatably

mounted in the fixed member and constructed for support-

ing a lamp, a spring having one end attached to one mem-

ber and the other end attached to the other member, a

rotating memb«r fastened on the Inner member within th^^

outer member, a closure member secured to the bottom of

the fixed outer member and concealing the rotating mem-

ber, and a supporting bracket extending radially from

the outer member anU i>y which the outer fixed member

may be supported on an automobile.

5. The combination with the shank of an electric head-

light lamp, of a relatively fixed supporting member con

structed for attachment to an automobile, a rotatabie

member mounted In the support and constructed to receive

the shank of the lamp, a fastening device carried by the

roUtable member for engaging the lamp shank and fas-

tening the same to the rotatabie member, and a rotating

element fastened to the rotatabie member.'

1.224.471. HAMMER. GBOBoa L. Kollock and Robbbt

P. Mabtin, Seattle, Wash., assignors to Universal Ham-

mer Company, Seattle, Wash., a Corporation of Wash-

ington. Filed Jan. 31, 1916. Serial No. 7S.822. (CT.

78—27.)

Apparatus of the class d««:ribed, comprising a casing,

a striking member arranged for reclprocatory axial move-

238 O. G.—

9

1. A three-way distributing switch for gravity conveyer

systems comprising, in combination, a horizontally Jour-

naled rocking switch-member adapted to receive material

on, and discharge material from, its two faces alternately,

a second rocking switch member horizontally Journaled

and having a section adapted to swing over and swing

away from one side of said first named switch member,

and connections for operating said second named switch-

memt>er from said first-named switch member.

2. A three way switch for gravity conveyer systems

comprising, in combination, a horizontally-Journaled rock-

ing switch member adapted to receive material on, and

discharge material from, its two faces alternately, a sec-

ond horizonUlly Journaled switch-member having an up-

per section adapted to swing over and swing away from

one face of said first named switch member, means for

locking said second-named switch-member In a position to

expose the said face of the firstnamed switch member,

and means actuated by the movement of said first named

switch member when discharging material from the said

face for releasing said lock.

3. A three-way distributing switch for gravity conveyer

systems comprising, in combination, a horizontally Jour-

naled rocking switch member adapted to receive material

on, and discharge material from its two faces alternately,

a second horizontally-Journaled switch member having a

pUtform portion arranged above Its Journal and adapted

to swing over, and swing away from the adjacent face of

said first-named switch-member, means for locking said

second named switch-member in a position away from the

said face, means operable by movement of the said face

toward the second named switch-member for releasing said

lock, and means operable by movement of the said face

away from the second named switch member for swinging

the latter to a position over the said face.

4. A three-way distributing switch for gravity conveyer

systems comprising a rooking switch member having three

sections arranged at angles to one another, the said

switch member being horizontally Journaled substantially

upon the line of intersection of the said sections, a second

switch-member comprising two sections extending on op-

posite sides of a horizontal Journal spaced away from the

Journal of said first member, said second switch-member

being adapted to swing toward and away from said first

meml>er, means operable by movement of said first named
switch-member away from said second-named switch-mem-

ber for causing the latter to bUnk the adjacent face of
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said flrst-named switch-member, and m»ns operable by
impact of material on said second named member for mov-
ing It to a position to expose the adjacent face^ji the flrat-
named switch-member.

1,224,473. TRANSMISSION FOR SEWING-MACHINES
AND THE LIKE. Albirt Kbaba. Michigan City. Ind
FUed Aug. 18. 1913. Serial No. 785,334. (Q. 192 8.)

'^^^''-"
'or

The combination with a work table and a power shaft
extending longitudinally under the table, of a plurality of
Independent bracket members rigidly secured against the
under side of the table at Intervals along the same, a
second bracket member adjustably secured to each of the
first named bracket members for both angular and lon-
gltudnal adjustment upon a vertical axis, a series of jour-
nal bearings for the shaft each plvotally mounted In one
of the second mentioned bracket members for angular ad-
justment In a vertical plane to the allnement of the shaft,
a pulley having an outwardly facing clutch engaging face
turning upon the exterior of each of the said Journal
bearings adjacent one end of the same, a clutch plate fixed
against rotation on the shaft adjacent the said end of each
of the said Journal bearings and forming, with the cor-
responding pulley, a cooperating pair of clutch members,
one of each of the said pairs of clutch members being
axlally movable, and a separate controlling lever for mov-
ing each of the movable clutch members.

1,224.474. GREEN -CORN CUTTING AND SCRAPING
IMPLEMENT. Faio O. Laki. Washington. D. C. Filed
July 27, 1916. Serial No. 111.664. (CI. 130^10.)

1. A corn cutting Implement comprising a i)alr of resili-
ent circular cutters each having an inwardly projecting
guard, and spring looped handles connecting and project-
ing from the cotters for controlling the circular movement
of the cutters.

2. An implement of the character described, comprising
a pair of resilient circular cutters, each provided with an
inwardly projecting guard, a pair of resilient circular
scrapers, and resilient handles connecting the cutters and
the scrapers and controlling the circular movement of the
cutters and the scrapers and for operating the Implement
In a cutting and scraping operation.

3. A corn cutting and scraping Implement composed of
a single piece of metal and comprising a pair of resilient
handle members, a pair of circular resilient cuttera be-
tween and connected by the handle members and having
over-lapping portions struck from the handle members
and a pair of circular resilient scrapers between and con-
nected by the handle members and having over-lapping
portions struck from said members.

4. An implement for removing green corn from cobs,
comprising circular cutting members, each provided with
an inwardly projecting guard, scraping members adjacent
to the cutting members and having a scraping edge pro-
jecting inwardly above the guards, and resilient handle
members connecting the cutting and scraping members.

6. An implement for removing green corn from cobs
comprising clrcuUr cutting members, circular scraping
members, a resilient handle portion connecting one end
of the cutting and scraping members, a resilient handle
portion connecting the other end of these members, and
over lapping projections struck out of the handle portions
and projecting from the ends of each of said members

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,475. REVOLVING TABLE. William Hcm«
LooA.N. Louisville, Ky.. assignor to Dow Wire & Iron
Works, Louisville, Ky., a Corporation. Filed May 3
1916. Serial No. 95,242. (CI. 193—1 )

The combination with a conveyer of a revolving table,,
an annular guide rail positioned above said table, a further
guide rail having one end thereof secured to said annular
guide rail, the body portion and free end of said further
guide rail extending over the said revolving Uble in a
curved direction, the free end of the curved guide rail
terminating adjacent the center of the revolving Uble to-
receive and lead articles from said annular guide rail
toward the center of the revolving table In regular order,
and means for driving the revolving table, the body por-
tion and free end of the said curved guide rail being
adapted to yield to the pressure of articles thereagainst
in such manner as to guide articles toward the center of
the revolving Uble in a safe and in an efficient manner.

1.224.476. REINFORCING BACK PLATE AND KEY-LDQ.
ATTACHMENT FOR BRAKE SHOES. William H
McDo.NOCOH. New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to The American Brake Shoe and Foundry
Company, Wilmington, Del., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Apr. 25, 1916. Serial No. 93.361. (CI. 188 82 )

1. In a brake shoe atUchment, a reinforcing backing
having Independent transverse slots therethrough, said
Blots lying within the side edges of said backing and
extending substantially across the width thereof, in com
binatlon with a key lug having side walls transversely
disposed across said back and tongues formed on said side
walls and extending through said Independent slots and
clenched against the Inner sides of said back.

2. In a brake shoe atUchment. a reinforcing backing
having Independent transverse slots therethrough, said
slou lying within the side edges of said backing and:
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' extending snbttaDtially acroM the width thereof, in com-
bination with a key lug having side walls transversely dis-
posed across said back and tongues formed on said side
walls and extending through said slote and clenched
against the inner side of said back, said side walls also
having allne<l key way openings formed through the meUl
thereof.

3. The combination with a reinforcing back having slote
therethrough, of a key lug having side and end walls, and
disposed transversely across said back, said walla having
tongues extending through the slots in said back and
clenched against the inner surface of the back.

4. The combination with a reinforcing back having slots
therethrough, of a key lug having side and end walls, and
disposed transversely across said back, said walls having
tongues extending through the slote in said back and
clenched against the Ipner surface of the back, said side
walls having alined key way openings formed there-
through.

6. In a brake shoe attachment, a reinforcing back and
a key lug formerl separately, said key lug being of in-
verted channel shape and disposed transversely across the
back, said back being provided with a pair of parallel
slots lying within the side edges and extending substan-
tially across the width thereof, and the side walls of said
lug being provided with tongues or feet extending through
said slots and clenched toward each other against the
inner facp of said backing.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,477. SIPHON.
Filed Apr. 11, 1911.

John F. McMann, Rochester, N. Y.
Serial No. 620,288. (CI. 137—20.)

1. A siphon comprising an Imperforate flexible disk
attached to the intake leg, and adapted to coact with the
interior of the neck of a receptacle, of which the neck is
of less diameter than the body, to commence a flow of the
contents of the receptacle through the siphon, and to pass
Into the body of the receptacle and expose the contents
to atmospheric pressure to allow the flow to continue.

2. A siphon hnving a piston on its Intake leg, and a
fender supported by the piston to prevent the direct up
ward movement of liquid into the Intake of the siphon.
1 3. .\ siphon having a piston on its intake leg. spring
arms <leppn<11ng from the piston, and a fender detachably
engagefl by the arms to prevent direct upward movement
Of the liquid Into the Intake.

4. A siphon having a disk surrounding Its intake leg,
cpring arms dep*>ndlng from the disk, and a fender car-
rted by said arms to prevent direct upward movement of
the liquids into the intake.

1,224.478. INVALID-BED. Michael McNeil, Los An-
»ele«. Cal. Filed Nov. 22. 1916. Serial No. 62.902.
(CI. 5—12.)
1. In an invalid bed. means forming a bed having a

vertical aperture, a toilet apparatus with the bowl under
a part of said aperture, a bed section slldlngly mounted
for horizontal movement In said aperture to cover and
ancover said bowl, and a handle beside the be<l and con-

nected to said bed section for operating the said section to
cover and uncover the bowl.

// '

2. In an Invalid bed, means forming a bed having a
vertical aperture, a toilet apparatus with the bowl under
a part of said aperture, a bed section slldlngly mounted
for horizontal movement in said aperture to cover and
uncover said bowl, and a handle beside the bed and con-
nected to said bed section for operating said section to

cover and uncover the bowl, and means within reach of
the occupant of the he6 for operating the said toilet appa-
ratus.

1.224,479. ARTIFICIAL HONEYCOMB. Georgb M.
MacDonald. San Bernardino. Cal. Filed June 14, 1916.
Serial No. 103,692. (CI. ft—11.)

//
fMiim/i

fS

1. An artificial honeycomb consisting of strips crimped
to form troughs on opposite sides of said strips open at
one end and having end walls at the other end formed
by bends of the strips, said troughs forming semi cells,

and said strips being fastened together side by side with
the end walls of the semi-cells In register with each other
to form closures for the Inner ends of complete cells.

2. An artificial honeycomb comprising crimped strips
fastened together side by side, the crimps of the adjoining
strips registering with each other to form cells open »t
one end and practically closed at the other end by por-
tions of the crimped strips.

3. A honeycomb comprising strips crimped to form
complementary grooves extending in parallelism with each
other from opposite sides of the medial line of said strips,
the grooves being open at the edges of the strips and
clo8e<l by end walls formed by portions of the strips at the
medial line of the strips, the grooves of adjoining strips
registering with each other to constitute cells open at
the edges of the strips and practically closed at the medUl
line by said portions of the strips.

4. An artificial honeycomb composed of strips crimped
and forming grooves and end walls, the end wall of a
groove on one side of the strip forming the end wall of
a groove on the other side of the strip.

6. The artificial honeycomb composed of crimped strips
fastened together to form cells open at opposite edges of
the strips, and practically partitioned from each other
endwise by Intermediate bends In the strips.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.480. SIGN. Carbie A. Marshall. Whitewater,
Wis. Filed Apr. 29, 1915. Serial No. 24,767 (Cl
40—133.)
1. An Interchangeable sign comprising a base reflector

plate, a forward cover plate having exposure openings
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formed therein, those portions of the cover plate separat-
ing the openings being depressed to form abutment TOr-
faces, a support extending longitudinally of the sign in-

teriorly thereof and beneath the several openings, instruck
retaining members integral with the cover plate, and
letter blocks Insertible through the openings thus formed,
said members and said support releasably and yieldingly
maintaining the letter blocks in place behind the exposure
openings and against the abutment surfaces substantially
aa described.

2. An interchangeable sign comprising a base plate, a
cover plate having an opening formed therein, a support
affixed to the cover plate beneath the opening, an instruck
retaining member Integral with the cover plate above the
opening, a retaining member at each side of the opening,
and a letter block Insertible through the opening thus
formed, said members acting as a guide for tbe letter
block during insertion, the mentioned block being held In
place by the retaining members, the support member, and
the mentioned instruck tongue.

3. An interchangeable sign comprising a base deflector
plate, a forward substantially elliptical cover plate affixed

to the base plate, the said cover plat*' having a plurality
of openings formetl therein : a depressed strip separating
the openings and forming abutment surfaces therebetween,
a support extending longitudinally of tbe sign interiorly
thereof and beneath the several openings, an Instruck re-

taining tongue integral with the cover plate and above
each of the several openings, retaining members positioned
at each side of the mentioned openings, an Illuminating
means located interiorly of the sign and forwardly of the
reflector plate, and a plurality of letter blocks insertible
one through each of the openings formed adjacent the
several Instruck tongues, the said tongues acting as
guides therefor during Insertion, the several letter blocks
being held in place by the mentlone<l retaining members,
tho said support, and the several retaining tongues afore-
said, substantially as described.

1.224.481. VACUUM CLEANING AND FORCE DRAFT
SYSTEM. Frank J. Matchbttb and Richard Kad-
t>AT7., Milwaukee, Wis., assignors, by mesne assignments,

to Richmond Radiator Company. New York, N. Y., a

Corporation of Delaware. Original applirmtlon filed

Mar. 2, 1905, Serial No. 248.106. Divided and thlp ap-
plication filed Sept. 30, 1910. Serial No. 58-4.585. (CI.

110—150.)
1. In a vacuum cleaning and force draft system, in

combination, a piping system having means for receiving
material to t>e conveyed thereby, an aspirator in commu-
nication with a pressure supply for actuating It, and
with the piping system, a furnace, means for directing

the a.-'plrator exhaust to the desired part of the furnace
and means controlled by the pressure in said system for

regulating the pressure of the air aspirated through said

exhaust.

2. In a vacuum cleaning and force draft system, the
combination of a suction main provided with means
for receiving material to bo conveyed thereby, a furnace,

means for exhausting air from said pipe having a dis-

charge connection with said furnace below the Are therein,
and means automatically responsive to changes of pres-

sure In said suction main for controlling said exhaust.

3. In a vacuum cleaning and force draft system, in

combination, a piping system having means for receiving
material to be conveyed thereby, an aspirator in commu-
nWatlon with a pre.«sure supply for actuating the Mtme

and with the piping system, a furnace. Mid aspirator
being arrangetl to discharge its exhaust below the fire In
said furnace, and means automatically responsive to
changes of pressure in said piping system for controlUng
said exhaust. •

4l

4. In a vacuum cleaning and force draft system, in
combination, a piping-system having means for receiving
material to be conveyed thereby, a stem ejector or ai-
plrator adapted to draw air and dust through said sys-
tem, a steam-generator, including a furnace and grate,
adapted to supply steam to said a.^pirator for operating It,

means for discharging the exhaust of said aspirator un-
der the grate of said furnace and means automatically
responsive to changes of pressure in said piping system
for controlling said exhaust.

5. In a vacuum cleaning and force draft system. In
combination, a piping-system having means for receiving
material to be conveyed thereby, a steam ejector or as-
pirator in communication with a pressure-supply and
adapted to draw air and dust through said system, a
steam-generator, including a furnace, adapted to supply
steam to said aspirator for operating it, and means for
discharging the exhaust of said aspirator into the stack
of said steam generator, whereby Increased draft is pro-
duced In the furnace.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.224.482. VACUUM CLEANING AND FORCE DRAFT
SYSTEM. Frank .1. Matchitti and Richard Rai>-

DATZ, Milwaukee. Wis., a-sslgnors, by mesne assign-
ments, to Richmond Radiator Company. New York,
N. Y., <i Corporation of Delaware. Original application
filed Mar. 2. 1905. Serial No. 248.106. Divided and
thla application filed Sept. 80, 1910. Serial No.
684.58«. (Cl. 110—102.)

C=1

1. In a vacuum cleaning and force draft system, in
combination, n piping-system having means for receiving
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material to be conveyed thereby, a steam ejector or as-
pirator in communication with a pressure aupply and
adapted to draw air and dust through said syatem, a
steam-generator, including a furnace, adapted to supply
steam to said aspirator for operating It, • chamber Into
which said aspirator discharges dust, a dlacharge pipe
lending from said chamber to supply the dust to said
furnace, and an Independent discharge from said cham-
ber for the air discharged through said aspirator ar-
ranged as a draft nozzle in tbe exhauat-flue or stack of
uld ateam-generator.

2. In a vacuum cleaning and force draft system. In
combination, a piping-system having means for receiving
material to be conveyed thereby, a steam ejector or aspl-

,

rator in combination with a pressure supply and adapted
i to draw air and dust through said system, means actuated
by a change of tbe pressure in said system for automati-
cally controlling said ejector, a steam-generator, including
a furnace, adapted to supply steam to said aspirator for

operating it. a chamber Into which aald aspirator dis-

charges dust, a discharge pipe leading from said cham-
ber to supply the dust to said furnace, mi^ans for con-
trolling said discharge pipe, and in independent dls-

I
charge from said chamber leading tftider the fire In said
furnace.

3. In a device of the class described, a piping system
having means for receiving material to be carried thereby,
an aspirator In communication with a pressure supply
for actuating the same and designed to draw air and dust
through sAld system, a fuel burning device, said aspirator
being arranged to discharge air and dust from the system
Into tbe fuel burning device and means controlled by tbe
air pressure In said system for regulating said aspirator.

4. In a device of the class described, a piping system
having means for receiving material to be carried thereby,
an aspirator In communication with a pressure supply
for actuating the same and designed to draw air and
dust through said system, a fuel burning device, said

aspirator being arranged to discharge the air and dust
from the system into the fuel burning device, a valve for
controlling the admlsaion of pressure fluid to said aspira-
tor, and an automatic controller operatlvely connected

I

with said valve and piping system.

.224,488. APPARATUS FOR TREATING HOUSB
WASTE OR SEWAGE. Edwabp L. Mboill, New York,
N. Y. Filed July 14, 1915. Serial No. 39,781. (Cl.

210—18.)

1. In sfwaee (llsposal apparatus the combination of
a plurality of downwardly tending troughs open for the
delivery of liquid from their lower ends, sewage-receiving
receptacles In the troughs having horizontally elongated
aide outlets near their bottoms for delivering the liquid
from the sewage to the re««pectlve troughs ; sand-like ma-
terial In tbe troughs adjacent said receptacles to the ap-
proximate liquid level of the sewage upon delivery Into
the receiving receptacles ; and horizontally reclprocatable
rake means in the sand of the troughs having teeth which
enter the aforesaid side outlets in the receptacles.

2. In sewage disposal apparatus tbe combination of a
plurality of downwardly tending troughs open for the
delivery of liquid from their lower ends ; a succession of
rectangular sewage-receiving receptacles extendlnc down
the middle of the respective troughs, successive recep-
tacles being connected with each other hy liquid overflow-
connections, the sides of said receptacles having horl-
lontally elongated liquid outlets near their bottoms, sand-
Ilka material In the alleys tietween th^ sides of the troughs
and tbe sides of tbe receptacles, and rake-means for agi-

tating tbe sand-like material in said horizontally elongated
liquid outlets.

8. A unit of a sewage dispoaal system comprising a
downwardly tending trough open for tbe delivery of the
liquid from Its lower end, a plurality of rectangular
sewage-recelvlng receptacles arranged in succeaslon down
the middle of said trough to leave alleys between the sides
of the receptacles and the sides of the trough, aald sides of
tbe receptacles being removable and having openings
through them at tbe bottom, and tbe ends of the recep-
tacles having liquid overflow openings through them which
connect successive receptacles.

4. A unit of a sewage disposal system comprising a
downwardly tending trough open for tbe delivery of tbe
liquid from Its lower end. a plurality of rectangular sewage-
recelvlng receptacles arranged in succession down the mid-
dle of said trough to leave alleys between the sides of
the receptacles and tbe sides of the trough, said sides of
the receptacles being removable and having openings
through them at the bottom, and the ends of tbe recep-
tacles having liquid overflow openings through them which
connect successive receptacles ; a cover resting upon the
sides of said trough, the sides and ends of the sewage-
recelvlng receptacles being less deep than the sides of
the trough so that they are not sealed by said cover ; and
tbe lower end of tbe trough extending beyond the la.«it

sewage-recelvlng receptacle and beyond tne cover and
being adapted to receive sand-IIke material to provide a
flnel filtration In the trough open to light and air.

6. Sewage disposal apparatus comprising the combina-
tion of a trough open for the delivery of liquid from Its
lower end. a sewage-recelvlng receptacle In said trough
with a side alley between them, said receptacle near Its

bottom having an outlet for the delivery of the sewage-
llquld from the receptacle to the aforesaid alley.

ICIalms 6 to 28 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,484. MACHINE FOR SEPARATING PEAS FROM
REFUSE. JnsBi R. Mebo, Half Moon Bay, Cal., aa-
aignor of slz-tentbs to Jacob Blumlein, San Frandaco,
Cal. Filed Apr. 13, 1916. Serial No. 21,008. (CL
180—16.)

1. In a machine for separating peas from refuse, a plu-
rality of rollers arrangeid In Inclined superposed relation,
means for directing the peas from one roller to another,
and means for adjusting the position of the rollers with
respect to the directing means.

2. In a machine for separating peas from refuse, a
plurality of rotating corrugated rollers arranged in in-

clined superposed relation. Inclined smooth surfaced plates
arranged to deliver the peas to the successlTe rollers In
a direction opposite to tbe direction of their rotation,
whereby the peas bound from the roller and the refuse
is caught theretiy, and means for varying tbe inclination
of the plates.

3. In a machine for separating peas from refuse, a pln-
rality of horizontally dl8pose<l rollers arranged In in-
clined superitosed relation. Inclined smooth surfaced plate*
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arranged between the succesBlve rollera and adapted to
deliver peas to the rollers, means for varying the In-
clination of said plates and means for varying the posi-
tion of the rollers with respect to the plates.

4. In a machine for separating peas from refuse, a
shaking table having an Inclined perforated bottom, an
oppositely Inclined smooth surfaced table secured to and
arranged below the lower portion of said perforated
bottom and onto which the peas fall from the perforated
bottom, a chamber Into which the peas are delivered from
said smooth surfaced plate and perforated bottom, a plu
rallty of rollers In said chamber over which the peas pass,
and means In the chamber for directing the peas against
said rollers.

1,224.485. PROCESS OF CHLORINATING AND PROD-
UCTS THEREOF. Gail Mcrsirbai-. New York. N. Y.,
assignor to Chemical Development Company, a Cor-
poration of Maine. Filed Mar. 27, 1913. SerUl No
757,146. (CI. 23—24.)

1. The process of making a solvent which comprises
cracking petroleum oil to yield a complex mixture of un
saturated hydrocarbon gases and a gas adapted to serve
as a diluent, removing condensable matter from said gas
and treating the residual gas with chlorln under tem
peratnre-controHed conditions.

2. The process of making a solvent which comprises
cracking petroleum oil to yield a complex mixture of ub-
saturated hydrocarbon gases and a gas adapted to serve
as a diluent, removing condensable matter from said gas
and treating the residual gas with chlorln under tempera-
ture-controlled conditions and chlorinating the residual
gas. said chlorinating operation comprising a treatment
of said gas with chlorln at about 100' C.

3. The process of making a solvent which comprises
treating an oil gas with chlorln In a plurality of stages,
the chlorinated product of each such stage being sepa-
rately removed.

4. The process of making a solvent which comprises
treating an oil gas with chlorln in a plurality of stages
under temperature-controlled conditions, the temperature
in each successive stage being higher than In the next
preceding stage.

5. The process of making a solvent which comprises
treating an oil gas with chlorln In a plurality of stages
under temperature-controlled conditions, the temperature
in one such stage being about 15° C. and In another about
100» C.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.4 86. CORSET FASTENER. John MlTCHiLL,
Northampton, Pa. Filed Oct. 25, 1916. Serial No
127,636. (CI. 24—206.)

In a jwparable fastener, a hook including base members
karing eyes, the base members terminating in outstand-

ing arms merging Into back bent fingers extended toward
the base members and connected by a cross bar disposed
transversely of the base members and supported thereon ;

and a flexible element engaged between the arms and th«
fingers and supported on the cross bar. the flexible ele-
ment having a projection coactlng with the fingers.

1,224,487. WAGON DUMPING MECHANISM. Ejfmico
MoRBLLi. Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor of ono half to
Domenlco Venosa, Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed July 5
1916. Serial No. 107,500. {CI. 21—20 )

1. In a wagon dumping mechanism the combination of
a chassLs. a body-carrying frame pivotally mounted 00
the cha.ssls and adapted to be lifted to bring ihe body
mounted thereon from Its normal load-carrying position
to an elevated load-discharge position, a screw threaded
driving, shaft, a split Internally screw threaded nut
mounted on the shaft, means oporatlvely connecting the
frame and the nut. and mechanism for clamping the nut
In operative relation with the shaft when m.)ve«l In one
direction and for disconnecting the nut from the shaft
when moved In the opposite direction, to permit the frame
to return to Its normal position after movement thereof
to its load d'scharglng position.

2. In a wagon dumping mechanism the combination of
a chassis, a body carrying frame pivotally mounted on the
chaasli and adapted to be lifted to bring the body mounted
thereon from its normal load-carrying position to an
elevate<l load^lscharglng position, a screw threaded driv-
ing shaft, a split Internally screw threaded nut mounted
on the shaft, means operatlvely connecting the frame and
the nut. mechanism for clamping the nut In op«>rative re-
lation with the shaft when moved in one direction and
for operatlvely disconnecting the nut from the shaft when
moved in the opposite direction, to permit the frame to
return to Its normal position after movement thereof to
Its load-discharging position, a ratchet link adapted to
permit elevation of the body carrying frame to a load-dis-
charging position and to prevent return thereof to Us
normal position, a brake adapted to permit elevation of
the body carrying frame to a load discharging position,
and meaas adapted simultaneously to release the link and
to operate the brake to restrain return of said body-
carrying chasais to Its load carrying position.

3. In a wagon dumping mechanism the combination of
a chaasis. a body-carrying frame plvoUlly mounted on
the chassis and adapted to be lifted to bring the body
mounted thereon from Its normal load-carrying position
to an elevated load-discharging poaltlon, a screw threaded
driving shaft, a split Internally screw threaded nut
mounted on the shaft, a series of links operatlvely
connecting the frame and the nut. and mechanism for
clamping the nut in operative relation with the shaft
when moved In one direction and for operatlvely discon-
necting the nut from the shaft when moved in the opposite
direction, to permit the frame to return to its normal
position after movement thereof to Its load-discharging
position.

1,224.488. PIPE. John B. Mokrow, Bay Shore, N. Y
File«l Nov. 17, 1915. Serial No. 82.047. (CI. 131—12.)
A pipe comprising a bowl, a shank extending rear-

wardly from the bowl, said shank having a chamb.»r open-
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Ing out through Its rear end and a reduced bore extend-
ing from the end wall of said chamber to the bowl, a
stem having one of its ends in said chamber in spaced
relation to said end wall and having its bore in alinement
with said first bore, a diaphragm located in the chamber
t>etween said end wall and stem, said diaphragm having
a plurality of circularly arranged openings and a central

opening, the central opening being In alinement with said

bores, a plurality of arms extending through the diaphragm
and bent around the periphery thereof, said arms having
Inclined portions extending from said periphery in the
direction of the axis of said diaphragm and being bent
to extend in parallel relation to each other and driven
into the stem to 8upiK>rt the diaphragm in engagement
with the wall of said chamber.

1,224,489. CARBURETER. Homeb N. MoT8i.\oia, La
Fayette, Ind. Filed Aug. 13. 1916. Serial No. 46,331.

(Ch 261—67.)

In a carbureter and in combination, a relatively large
Venturl-tube having its exit end adapted to be connected
to an engine to be supplied and having an air admission
port in its entrance end, a constantly loaded automatically
operating valve controlling the admission of air through
the said port, a relatively small Vcnturi-tube having its

entrance end open to the atmosphere and its exit end
discharging into the said larger Venturl-tube at an angle
to the axis thereof and at a point behind the throat of
the same, a fuel nozzle discharging into said smaller
Venturl-tube at an angle to the axis thereof and at a
point behind the throat of the same, and a constant pres-
sure means for suppU^lng fuel to the said nozzle.

1,224,490. MOLD FOR MAKING ARTIFICIAL TEETH.
Edwin Modntfobd, York. Pa., assignor to The Dentists'
Supply Company, a Corporation of New York. Original
application fll*Hl May 18. 1916, Serial No. 98.287. Di-
vided and this application filed Not. 7, 1916. Serial I

No. 129.966. (CI. 18—42.)
|

1. A mold for making artificial teeth, constating of a !

plurality of mold parts shaped to provide a tooth space
having a bed portion and an incisor portion, combined
with an inclined stud extending from the bed portion
into the tooth space In a direction toward the Incisor end
thereof, and a web portion also extending from the bed
Into the tooth space and having greatest height at Its end
next to the stud, said stud arranged between the web and
the Incisor end of the mold space.

2. A mold for making artificial teeth, consisting of a
plurality of mold parts stiaped to provide a tooth space

having a bed portion and an Incisor portion, and pro-
vided with an inclined stud extending from the bed por-
tion obliquely Into the tooth space in a direction toward
the incisor end thereof, and said mold also having a web
extending from the bed into the tooth space on the side
of the stud most distant from the incisor portion said
web of less height at one end than at the other and said
stud arranged next to the end of the web having the
greater height and projecting slightly above it into the
tooth apace.

3. A mold for making artificial teeth, comprising a
two-part mold forming a tooth space and one of the parts
having a hole and a projecting web to one side of the
hdle and extending Into the tooth space, combined with
a detachable stud fitting the hole and also extending
obliquely into the tooth space and fitting snugly to the
web, said web of less thickness than the stud.

4. A mold for making artificial teeth, consisting of a
plurality of mold parts shaped to provide a tooth space
having a bed portion corresponding to the back of the
tooth and an incisor portion, said bed provided with a
web extending Into the tooth space and of greater height
at its end next to the Incisor portion than at Its other end,
and also having a hole In the bed between the web and
the incisor portion, combined with a detachable stud
fitting the hole and extending obliquely into the tooth
space and in close relation rtlth the end of the web said
web being of less thickness than the stud.

1,224,491. VALVE MECHANISM FOR FLUSHING-
TANKS. Chauleb H. MccKB.NHiBN, Detroit, Mich., as-
signor to The Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Apr. 11, 1916. Serial No. 90,400. (CI. 4—5.)

The combination with a closet tank haying a flushing
pipe communicating therewith, of a buoyant valve having
a flat seating surface spanning said flushing pipe con-
nection for controlling the same, an operating lever having
a counterbalancing weight thereon suspended in the tank
above the water level, a link pivotally connected to said
operating lever and to the valve to permit a lateral move-
ment of the link relative to the valve upon the shifting
thereof, and means for maintaining said valve In its proper
vertical alinement with the seat during the raising and
lowering thereof comprising a guiding member carried by
the valve, and a part coiiperating with said guiding mem-
t>er, substantially as described.
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1.224.492. PROCESS OF MAKING BREAD. Fh^vk Na-
bob*. New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 13. 1916. Serial No
136.670 (CI. 9ft—10.)
1. The herein described atepa of preparlnjr dough and

baking It as bread and comprising, a tlr.t kneading of the
dough mixture, a second kneading after a rest period of
approximately three hours, a rolling of the dough mixture
Into very thin flat sheets after a rest period of approxi-
mately one hour, an Immediate preliminary heating for
one hour followed by baking In a temperature of 400* to
500 Fah. for thirty seconds, and a reversing of the bread
figures and a continuation of the baking for a period offrom three to four minutes.

2. A process of baking bread, comprising subjecting thedough when In a raised condition, to a beat of 400 to 400
degrees Fah. for thirty seconds, reversing the sheet ofdough and continuing the baking process for a period offrom three to four minutes, whereby the sheet Is baked
tnoroughly and completely.

1.224.493. FOLDING BOX. Al..xa>deb StuMDX. Yon-

m-ij"
*'"«i ^- i. 1»16. SerUl No. 64.487. (01,

iMsably engaging said stock, said cam ring having oppo-
site cam surfaces for simultaneously moving said slides la
opposite directions.

In a folding box. the combination of a bottom, side walls
hinged thereto and foldable thereupon, one of said side
walls being higher than the other and provided on Its
inner top edge with a strip having an Inwardly projecting
retaining flange, transverse cleats the height whereof
matches the thickness of the side walls rigidly secured
to the opposed end margins of the Inner face of the bot-
tom, end walls hinged to said cleats and foldable Inwardly
trips attached to the outer faces of the top margins of
•aid end walls and having Inwardly projecting retaining
nanges forming channels with the top edges of said walls
the said flanges being in the same horizontal plane as the
aforesaid retaining flange of the side wall, strips attached
to the vertical margins of the end walls and proj.-ctlng In-wardly at right angles therefrom to maintain the side
walls vertically when erected, spring detenta attached to
the inner faces of the end walls and adapted to engage the
side walls, and a top slldable In the channels and engage-
able with the side wall retaining flange, said top having
a flange on one side edge of sufficient length to me^t and
complete the shorter aide wall.

1.224.494- COLLAPSIBLE TAP OR REAMER. Paul B
Oatma.s. Erie. Pa. Filed June 24. 1915. Serial No'
86.005. (CI. 10—144.)
3. A tap or reamer comprising a head, a pair of oppo

itely movable overlapping slides each Interlocked with
said head on one end thereof, means slldably Interlocking
•aid slides, a cutter on each slide, and a rotary cam ring
for controlling the slides.

8. A tap or reamer comprising a stock, a head longi-
tndlnally movable thereon, a pair of lapping slides Inter-
locked with salil head and movable transversely thereof
and a rotatahle cam ring mounted on said head and re^

10. A tap or reamer comprising a rotatable head, eppo-
Bltely movable cutter members carried by said head each
member carrying a plurality of cutting edges of different
lengths and spaced at different distances from the axis of
rotation of the tool.

[Claims 1. 2. 4. 6 to 9. and 11 to 16 not printed in the
<'a£ette.J

1.224.498. WRITING INSTRUMENT. Joseph J. OBhi.w
Washington. D. C. Filed Apr. 15. 1911. Serial No!
621.425. Renewed Mar. 26, 1917. Serial No. 157.587.
(CI. 120—98.)

/;V

1. A penholder comprising a handle, a metal tube form-
Ing a pen supply magazine secured on said handle, and a
tube forming a closure for said magazine and having an
end wall and pen holding means located forwardly thereof

3. A penholder consisting of a solid staff, a tube fixed
to the forward end of the staff and adapted to contain a
supply of pens and having an opening through which pens
are inserted and removed, a second tube mounted on the
first tube and adapted to close the opening means car-
ried by said second tube for holding a pen in position for
writing, ana a wall extending transversely across the
second tube and rrarwardly of said holding means for
preventing Ink from creeping into the first tube.

5 An article of manufacture cons^tlng of a handle a
magazine tube on the forward end of the handle aald
magazine tube having a delivery opening, a second tube
movable on the first tube to close the opening of said
first tube and provided with a pen clamping member ei-
tending forwardly of the first tube and adapted to prevent
Ink from creeping from the same into the first tube

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 to 9 not printed In the (]tazette.]

1.224.496. FRICTIONAL SHOCK-ABSORBER FOR VE-HICLES. JOHN F. O'CoN.NOa, Chicago. 111., assignor
to William H. Miner. Chazy. N. Y. Filed Sept 2 1910 .

Serial No. 48.585. (CI. 21—105.)
1. A shock absorber for vehicles and the like compris-

ing, a casing adaptetl to be secured to one member of the
vehicle, two seta of friction disks carried by said casing
and means for turning one set of disks In one direction
relatively to the casing, and the other set of disks always
in the opposite direction relatively to said carfng upM
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relatlTC movements of the vehicle member to which the

cadng Is adapted to b« secured and another member of

the vehicle.

2. A shock absorber for vehicles comprising, a casing,

two sets of friction disks carrie<l Ijv said casing, one set

df disks being rotatable about centers eccentric to the

centers of rotation of the other set of disks, and means
for actuating one set of disks always in the same di-

rection.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with two members of a vehicle adapted to move for-

ward and from each other, of a shock absorber, said shock

•baorber comprising, a basing secured to one of said

members, two sets of friction disks carried by said casing,

aid disk having peripheral teeth, both sets being rota-

table with respect to the casing, one set In one direction

and the other set In the opposite direction, pawl means
cooperating with the teeth of said disks, and devices for

actuating said pawl means upon relative movement be-

tween said members of the vehicle.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with two members of a vehicle adapted to move to-

ward and from each other, of a shock absorber, said shock

absorber comprising a casing secured to one of said mem-
bers, two sets of eccentrically disposed friction disks car-

ried by said casing, said disks having teeth around their

peripheries, a double acting pawl cooperable with the

teeth of said disks, and means for actuating said pawl
Dpon relative movement betwen said members of the

vehicle.

0. A shock absorber for vehicles and the like compris-

ing, a supporting member, two sets of rotatably moanted
friction disks, said disks having peripheral teeth, a train

of gears interposed between the teeth of one set of disks

and the teeth of the other set of disks whereby movement
of one set is Imparted to the other set. and a pawl adapted

to eo'iperate with the teeth of either set of disks.

(CHalms 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

teriorlf from the top of said oven to the apertures in the

bottom thereof, and separate means leading other beat

1.224,497. HEATING APPARATUS. Henbt W.
O'DowD, Jersey City. N. J., assignor to William M.

Crane Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Oct. 16. 1915. Serial No. 56,189. (CI. 126—39.)

1. A stove. Including in combination, an oven aper

tared at the bottom, a radiating element thereunder, an

upper Fource of heat, and means for conveying the heat

from said source down upon said element and thence into

the oven.

1. A stove Including an oven with an apertured bottom,

a flue open at the aperture therein, a radiating element

on said flue opposite said aperture, an upper heat gen-

erating chamber, and moans for conveying heat from said

chamber down upon said element.

8. A stove Including an oven provided with apertures

at top and bottom, a raiUating element under the same,

an upper source of heat, and means for conveying the

heat from said source down to said element along opposite

sides of the oven and up through said apertures.

4. A stove including a source of heat, an oven there-

above, an intermediate radiating element, means for con-

veying a current laterally to said oven past the under side

of said element from said source, and other means direct-

ing a similar current against the upper side of the radiat-

ing element beneath the oven.

5. A stove including an oven with aperiurea in its

t>ottora and sides, means for conveying heat currenta ex-

currents from a point beneath the oven upwardly into

its sides.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,498. BELT-FASTBNER. Hans Petersen, Lost-

wood. N. D. Flle<l May 6. 1915. Serial No. 26.229.

(CI. 24—s83.)

• ^
A belt-fastener, Including pairs of plates, a pair being

applied to each section of the belt, means for connecting

said pairs of plates together, conplings having eyes at

their ends, said plate-connecting means comprising screws

having their heads counter sunk Into, and extending

through said plates and threaded Into said couplings,

the eyes at one end of said couplings receiving said plate-

connectlng means, a locking pin inserted through the eyes

at the other ends of said couplings and lying transversely

of the belt, intermediate the opposed ends of said belt-

sections, and spacing members sleeved upon said locking-

pin. Intfrmedlate the locklng-pln receiving eyes of said

couplings.

1.224.499. RADIO TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY
RECEIVER. Gbebnm.baf Whittibr Pickahd, Ame»-

hury, Mass.. assignor to Wireless Specialty Apparatus

Company. Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of New York.

Filed Apr. 17. 1914, Serial No. 832.591. Renewed Mar.

13, 1917. Serial No. 104.660. (CI. 260—20.)

mzmSsmm
J

1. In a radio receiving f^ystem. the combination with a

coll, of sufficient length to p«>rmlt its natural period to be

substantially equal to the shortest desired wave length,

of a second coll. consisting of a few turns and having a
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natoral period mach smaller than the shortest desired
waye-len^h, said coils being open-clroulted and haying
their free ends substantially facing one another, and the
colls being bodily movable with reference to one another

;

the second coll having unilaterally connected to it suit-
able means for indicating the received intelligence, aub-
stantlally as and for the purpose described.

2. In a radio receiving system, the combination with
two coils, of sufficient length to permit the natural period
thereof to be substautlally equal to the shortest desired
wave length, of a second pair of colls, consisting of a
few turns and having a natural period much smaller than
the shortest desired wave-length, each pair of colls being
open-circuited, and the first pair of colls being so wound
and connected that their free ends are of opposite po-
larity

; the second pair of colls being arranged in coopera-
tive relation with the first pair and being movable rela-
tive thereto and having unilaterally connected to them
suitable means for indicating the received Intelligence,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

1,224.600. MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS. Richard
H. PiwTzscH, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Cino Cam-
era Company. Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Dela-
ware. Filed Aug. 8, 1914. Serial No. 855.723. (CL
8&—18.)

1. In motion picture apparatus, the combination with a
laterally movable frame, of film supporting means carried
thereby, means biasing said frame toward one position,
and means for intermittently moving said frame away
from said position and permitting intermittent return to
said position.

2. In motion picture apparatus, the combination with
a laterally movable frame, of film supporting means car-
ried thereby, means biasing said frame toward one posi-
tion, and a cam for Intermittently moving said frame
away from said position and allowing intermittent return
to said position.

3. In motion picture apparatus, the combination with
a laterally movable frame, of film supporting means car-
ried thereby, a continuously rotating shaft, and a single
continuously rotating cam mechanism intervening between
said shaft and said frame, said mechanism driven by said
shaft and controlling Intermittent forward and backward
movement of said frame.

4. In motion picture apparatus, the combination with a
laterally movable frame, of film supporting means carried
thereby, a continuously rotating cam mechanism, and a
member connected with said frame and engaging said cam
mechanism, said member Interlbittently moved as said
cam mechanism rotates for controlling intermittent for-
ward and backward movement of said frame.

5. In motion picture apparatus, the combination with
a laterally movable frame, of film supporting means car-
ried thereby, a lever connected to said frame for moving
the same, and a cam controlling intermittent movement of
said lever.

[Claims 6 to 44 not printed in the Gaxette.)

1,224,501. RADIATOR COVER. Ch«8t«k MiLo PoiTSCH,
Chicago. 111. Filed Dec. 11, 1915. SerUl No. 66,270.
(a. 237—79.

>

A device of the class described comprising sides, a back,
means for detachably securing the sides to the back, a
removable, adjustable shelf top. means for detachably and
sUdably connecting the top with the back and sides, a
moisture reservoir supported by the back, means engag-
ing with the radiator and slidably engaged with the top
for attaching the top and associated parts to and sup-
porting on the radiator.

1,224.502. LOCK. Abmin Poixak. New Vork. N. Y.
Filed Sept. 1. 1916. Serial No. 48.461. Reatwed Sept.
7, 1916. Serial No. 118.944. (O. 70—68.)

1. In a lock, the combination with a sliding bolt, a
shaft, an arm on said shaft adapted to propel said bolt
outwardly and an actuating means for said shaft, of a
plurality of stops, an arm on said shaft engageable with
said stops when In a locked position, pivoted levers op-
eratively combined with said stops, a rotatable cylindrical
cam for actuating each lever independently and means
for actuating said cams, said means being p^-rmutatlvely
adjustable and accessible from the exterior of the lock
casing.

2. In a look, the combination with a casing, a sliding
bolt therein, and a shaft operatively combined In said
casing for actuating said bolt, of a laterally movable re-

cessed bar parallel to said bolt, a lever combined with said
shaft, a link pivoted In said bar and said lever whereby
said bar Is operateil conjunctively with said bolt, means
operative in the recess of said bar for limiting an exceaa
of motion of said shaft in either direction and means for
operating said shaft

3. In a lo< k. the combination with a casing, a sliding
bolt therein, and a shaft operatively combined In said
casing for actuating said bolt, of a laterally movable bar
parallel to said bolt, connections between said shaft and
said bar whereby a simultaneous motion Is 'compelled, a
plurality of slotted sleeves each independently operable
In Mid casing, lugs formed with said bar ennigeable In
the slots of said sleeves, means for rotating said sle<'ves a
predetermined degree whereby the mentioned slots are
brought into register with said lugs and a second operat-
ing means, disposed on the opposite side of said casing,
and geared to the first mentioned operating means.

4. In a lock, the combination with a casing, a sliding
bolt therein, and a shaft operatively combined in said cas-
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Ing for actuating said bolt, of a laterally movable bar
parallel to said bolt, connections between said shaft and
said bar whereby a simultaneous motion Is compelled, a
plurality of slotted sleeves each independently operable
in said casing, lugs formed with said bar engageable in the
slots of said sleeves, means for rotating said sleeves a pre-

determined degree whereby the mentioned slots are
brought into register with said lugs, gears combined with
said sleeves, a second series of gears engageable therewith
and means for operating said second gears on the opposite
side of said casing.

5. In a lock, the combination with a casing, a sliding
t>olt therein, a spindle operatively combined In said casing
for actuating said bolt, of a laterally movable far parallel
to said bolt, connections between said spindle and said
bar whereby a simultaneous motion is compelled, lugs
formed transversely on the face of said bar. n plurality of
sleeves rotatably mounted in said casing, each of said
sleeves having a slot registrable with a corresponding lug,
a barrel having an indented surface formed with said
sleeve, a spring click engaging the mentioned Indentations,
a spindle adjustably .secured In said sleeve and means for
rotating said spindle whereby the slots In said sleeves
may be brought Into registration with said lugs.

1.224.S0S. REINFORCING BACK FOR BRAKE SHOES
Fits William 8ar<;e.st. Mahwah, N. J., assignor to The
American Brake Shoe k Foundry Company, Wilmington,
I>el., a Corporation of l>elaware. Filed Feb. 20, 1917.
Serial No. 149,716. (CI. 188—82.)

1. A reinforcing back for brake shoes consisting of a
plate substantially ^ Inches in thickness, with a portion
thereof outwardly bent, forming an integral looped lug,
the top surface of said lusr projecting above the plane of
the back the maximum height, for use In connection with
a standard sue brake head ; means associated with the
top of the lug whereby the under surface thereof Is located
at the required distance above the general plane of the
back for uae in connection with a standard size brake
head, and tongues cut from the full height of the sides
of the luK defining keyway openings therein and bent into
the general plane of the hack, said tongues rigidly Joined
together.

2. A reinforcing back for brake shoes consisting of a
metal plate tiubstantially A inches in thickness, with a
portion thereof outwardly extended, forming an integral
looped lug, the top surface of said Iub projecting sub-
stantially lA Inches above the general plane of the back
measured at the sides of the lug, means whereby the under
surface of the top of the lug extends to within substan-
tially li inches of the general plane of the back measured
at the sides of the lug, and tongues cut from the full

height of the sides of the lug defining kovway openings
therein, said tongues bent into the general plane of the
back and rigidly Joined and connected together.

1.224,504. FRONT-WHEEL DRIVE. Emami«l M.
Saider, Wauseon, Ohio. Filed Sept. 5, 1916. Serial
No. 118.479. (a. 21—90.)
1. In a device of the kind described, a wheel, a bevel

gear mounted on said wheel and having Its rim spaced
therefrom, a steering knuckle casing member supporting
said wheel, an arm projecting from the member in the
direction of the wheel, a roller carried by the arm and
engaging the back of the jrear. and a second t)evel gear
supported by the member and meshing with the first gear
opposite the roller.

2. In a device of the kind described, a wheel, a t>evel

gear mounted on said wheel and having Its rim spaced
therefrom, a steering knuckle casing member supporting
said wheel, an arm projecting from the member In the
direction of the wheel, a roller carried by the arm and
engaging the back of the gear, a second casing member, a
shaft extending vertically through the casing membera

-f—

JIf
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and forming a pivot therefor, a second bevel gear fixed to
the upper end of the shaft and meshing with the first gear
opposite the roller, a third bevel gear fixed to said shaft
within the casing members, a driving shaft Journaled in
the wall of the second casing member, and a driving gear
fixed to the driving shaft and meshing with said third
gear.

1.224,505. ATTACHMENT - PLUG. Ralph A. SCHO»i«-
BEEG, New York, N. Y. FUed Apr. 22, 1916, Serial No.
92,980. (CI. 178—359.)

c/'

2. An attachment plug having n screw shell body, the
inside of which is a hollow chamber, said shell having a
perforation in Its wall subsUntlally below the top of the
shell

; a cap with a perforation ; conducting means to hold
said cap to said shell ; a lead wire passing through the
perforation of said cap and through the perforation of
said shell and connected mechanically to said shell at the
outside of the latter ; and exterior Insulation for said shell
between said conducting means and the point of connec-
tion of said lead wire and said shell.

6. An attachment plug comprising a shell with a fiange

;

a formed up cap of insulating sheet material ; and meant
to hold said cap to said flange.

[Claims 1 and 3 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,506. MACHINE FOR REDUCING HARD AND
ROUGH SURFACES TO A POLISHED CONDITION.
Albert R. Seaman, South Connellsvllle, Pa. Filed Sept.
20, 1916. Serial No. 121.325. (CI. 61—11.)

1. A polishing machine comprising a stationary shelf,

pallcys supported thereby, a block projecting from th«
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under surface of the shelf, an arm pivoted to Mid block,
a collar fitted to said arm, a rod movable through said
collar and a rotatable disk having adjustable pivotal con-
nections between the same and said bar which moves
through the collar, a presKure bar pivoted at one end. an
adJusUble weight upon the pressure bar, a pendent bar
pivoted to the pressure bar, a polishing stone carried by
the pendent bar, pivotal bar connections between the
pendent bar and said bar which is movable through said
collar, and means connected to the bar for raising and
lowering the same.

2. A polishing machine comprising a stationary shelf,
pulleys supported thereby, a block projecting from the
under surface of the shelf, an arm pivoted to said block,
a collar fitted to said arm. a ro<l movable through said
collar and a rotatable disk having adjustable pivotal con-
nections between the same and said bar which movea
through the collar, a pressure bar pivoted at one end,
an adjustable weight upon thp pressure bar. a pendent
bar pivoted to the pressure b*t, a poiishinK stone carried
by the pendent bar, pivotal bar connections between the
pendent bar and said bar which is movable through said
collar, a rope secured at one end to said pivotal bar and
passing over said pulleys, a table, balls upon the latter,
and apertures in said table through which said rope and
balls are adapted to pass.

3. A polishing machine comprising a stationary shelf,
pulleys supported thereby, a block projecting from the
under surface of the shelf, an arm pivoted to said block,
a collar fitted to said arm, a rod movable through said
collar and a rotatable disk having adjustable pivotal con-
nections between the same and said bar which moves
through the collar, a pressure bar, a notched, bail-shaped
member secured thereto and a weight adjustably mounted
upon said ball shaped member, a pendent bar pivoted to
the pressure bar. a polishing stone carried by the pendent
bar, pivotal bar connections between the pendent bar and
•aid bar which is movable through said collar, means con-
nected to the bar for raising and lowering the same, a
piston and cylinder In which the same Is mounted, and a
stem to said piston adapted to bear against the pressure
bar.

1,224,507. .\PPABATUS FOR MAKING ICE. GiLBMT
8«LL»H8. Chicago, 111. FUed Nov. 3. 1816. Serial No
129, .S66. (CI. 62—15« •

1. In an apparatus of the nature described, an Ice-can.
and a removable cover for the same, said cover being
adapted for being Ice-sealed to said can when Ice Is form-
ing therein, said cover being dome shaped, there being In
said cover a tube, said tube projecting downwardly through
said cover and an element In said tube, said element being
secured to the lower end of said tube, whereby air will be
entrapped In the upper end of said Ice-can when the water
In said can reaches said cover, and the ice-sealing at-
tained.

2. In an apparatus of the nature described, an Ice-can.
and a removable cover for the same, said cover being
adapted for being ice sealed to said can when ice is form-
ing therein, said cover being a dome-shaped structure hav-
ing a plane top and a downwardly flaring skirt reaching

to the Inner walls of said ice-can. there being in aald
cover a central tube, said tube projecting downwardly
through said cover, and an element in said tube, the lower
end of said element being air tightly secured to the lower
end of said tube.

3. In an apparatus of the nature described, an ice-cmn,
and a removable cover for the same, aald cover being
adapted for being Ice-sealed to said can when ice is form-
ing therein, said cover being a dome shaped structure hav-
ing a plane top and a downwardly flaring skirt reaching
to the Inner walls of said Ice-can. there being In said cover
a centrally located tube, said tube projecting downwardly
through said cover, and a m.'tallic cone, the lower end of
said cone being air-tightly attached to the lower end of
said tube.

4. In an apparatus of the nature described, the combi-
nation, of an Ice-can. a removable cover for said ice-can,
said cover being adapt<Hl for being ice-sealed to said can
when ice is forming therein, said cover being dome-shaped,
there being in said cover a tube, said tube projecting
downwardly through said <x)ver. a tubular element in said
tube, an expansion tank, and piping connecting said tubu-
lar element to said expansion tank.

B. In an apparatus of the nature described, the combi-
nation, of an Ice can, a removable cover for said lce-c«n,
said cover being adapted for being ice sealed to said can
when Ice is forming therein, said cover being a dom*-
sbaped structure having a pUne top and a downwardly
flaring akirt reaching to the Inner walls of said Ice-can,
a tube centrally located in said cover, said tube project-
ing downwardly through said cover, a tubular element in
said tube, an expansion tank, and piping connecting said
tubular element to said expansion tank.

[Claims G to 1.3 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.224,608. CONTROL MECHANISM FOR SEWING-MA-
CHINK MOTORS. Hamt E. SiLLBBs. Wausau, Wis.,
assignor to Marathon Electric Mfg. Company. Wausau!
Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Feb. 6. 191 e!
Serial No. 76.295. (CI. 219—18.)

i.Ji_.',^:»/

1. A controlling element for sewing machine motors
comprising a rheostat having a movable switch arm. a
standard for supporting said rheostat, said standard be-
ing of U shaped cross section and supported on a hori-
zontal base part, means at the upper end of said standard
for attaching said rheostat, a lever pivoted within said U-
shaped standard and connected to the movable part of
said rheostat, a spring normally retracting said lever, and
a connection for attaching said lever to the treadle of a-
sewing machine.

2. A controlling element for sewing machine motors
comprising a rheostat having a movable member, a stand-
ard for supporting said rheostat, said standard being of
U-shaped cross-section and supported on a horizontal base
part, means at the upper end of aald standard for attach
Ing said rheostat, a lever pivoted within said U-shaped
standard below said rheostat and connected to the movable
part thereof, a spring housed within said standard behind
said rheostat and connected so as to nornuilly retract said
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lever, and a connection for attaching aald lever to the
treadle of a sewing machine.

3. A controlling element for sewing machine motors
comprising a rheostat having a movable member, a stand-
ard for supporting said rheostat, said standard being of
U-shaped cross-section and supported on a horisontal base
part, means at the upper end of said standard for attach-
ing said rheostat, a lever pivoted within said U-shaped
standard below said rheostat and connected to the movable
part thereof, a spring housed within said standard behind
said rheostat and connected so as to normally retract said
lever, a connection for attaching said lever to the treadle
of a sewing machine, and a radially disposed shoulder on
said lever adapted to engage the back of said standard for
limiting the downward movement of the treadle.

4. A controlling element for sewing machine motors
comprising a rheostat having a movable member, a stand-
ard for supporting said rheostat, a pair of rods having
their inner ends threaded and their outer ends bent trans-
versely to form shoulders, said rods having their threaded
ends extending through said standard so that their outer
ends engage said rheostat at diametrically opposite points,
nuta on said threaded ends adapted to set said rods for
clamping said rheostat to said standard, a lever pivoted
on aald standard below said rheostat and connected to the
movable part thereof, a spring normally retracting said
lever, and a connection for attaching aald lever to the
treadle of a sewing machine.

5. A controlling element for sewing machine motors,
comprising a rheostat having a movable switch arm. a
standard for supporting said rheostat and having the base
thereof adapted to permit said standard to be positioned
adjacent' to the treadle of a sewing machine, means at the
upper end of said standard for attaching said rheostat, a
lever pivoted on said standard and connected to the mova-
ble part of said rheostat, a spring normally retracting
aald lever, and a connection for attaching said lever to
the treadle of a sewing machine.

1,224.0U9. ROTARY CORE DRILL. Tromas B. Smith,
Wichita Falls, Tex. Filed July 7, 1916, Serial No.
108,031. Renewed Mar. 31, 1917. Serial No. 169,002.
(C\. 266—72.)

1. A well drill of the character described including a
rotatable body, a core barrel conctntrlcallj mounted with-
in aald body, a plurality of cutting blta, means for assem-
bling said cutting bits in operative relation In the lower
end of the body wall, and opposed normally spaced valve
plates mounted within the body beneath the core barrel
and opened by the pressure of the material.

4. A well drill of the ciiaracter described Including a
rotary body having a reduced bore at its lower end, a
core barrel mounted in said bore and extending upwardly
in concentric relation to aald body, a plurality of cutting
blta, means for detachably holding the bits In aaaembled

relation upon the lower end of said body, said blta pro-

jecting below the drill body and having beveled faces, and
spring-held valve plates mounted In the reduced bore of

the body below said barrel and opened by the upward pres-

sure of the material entering the barrel, said drill body
being provided with means permitting the free circulation

of fluid between the barrel and the drill body into the
well.

7. A well drill of the character described Including a
rotary body having a reduced bore at Its lower end and a
plurality of spared longitudinal channels In its periphery,
a plurality of cutting bits each having a shank for en-
gagement in one of said channels, a sleeve threaded upon
said body for engagement over the shanks of the cutting
bits to hold the bits against relative movement, a core
barrel detachably mounted In the upper end of said bore
and extending upwardly Into said body in spaced concen-
tric relation to the same, a sleeve rotatably mounted with-
in the bore below said barrel, spring held valve plates
mounted upon the upper end of the sleeve and opened by
the upward pressure of the material entering said barrel,
and means to retain the sleeve in position therein.

[Claims 2, 3, 6, 6, and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,610. PACK BAG FOR DELICATE INSTRUMENTS
SUCH AS TELEPHONES. CharIes A. Sopbh, Jr.,

Chicago, 111., assignor to Chicago Wholesale Saddlery A
Mfg. Co.. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Dec. 2, 1916. Serial No. 64,780. (01. 160—62.)

1. A device of the class described, comprising a bag
member adapted to receive three or more articles, a plu-

rality of flexible packing cloths secured to the bottom of

the bag at a point Intermediate between two articles to be

packed placed on the bottom of the bag and adapted to be
spread, one over the top of each such article to be packed,
whereby said articles are separated from each other and
from one or more other articles to be packed placed be-

tween or on top of said packing cloths after they are in

place over the first two articles to be packed.
2. A device of the class described, comprising a bag

member adapted to receive three or more articles, a plu-

rality of flexible packing cloths secured to the bottom of
the bag at a point intermediate between two articles to be
packed placed on the bottom of the bag and adapted to be
spread, one over the top of each such article to be packed,
whereby said articles are separated from each other and
from one or more other articles to be packed placed be-

tween or on top of said packing cloths after they are In

place over the first two articles to be packed, this In com-
bination with means for closing the bag.

8. A device of the class described, comprising a bag
member adapted to receive three or more articles, a plu-

rality of flexible packing cloths secured to the bottom of
the bag at a point Intermediate between two articles to
be packed placed on the bottom of the bag and adapted
to be spread, one over the top of each such article to be
packed, whereby said articles are separated from each
other and from one or more other articles to be packed
placed between or on top of said packing cloths after they
are in place over the first two articles to be packed, this in
combination with covering devices for closing the bag, to-
gether with straps attached to opposite ends of the bag
adapted to be secured together over the top of the bag
to fasten the entire device together.
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1.224.511. DEMOUNTABLE RIM AND FELLY BAND
Chahlbs D. Stbphbxs. Austin. Tex., assignor of one-
half to Joseph A. Bachman. Austin, Tex. Filed Feb
12, 1916. Serial No. 77.820. (CI. 152—21.)

1. A demountable rim composed of a plurality of trans
Tersely divided separable sections, locks between the ends
of adjacent sections, one of which permits relative radial
movement of said sections, but prevents reUtlve lateral
movement, and others of which prevent relative movement
of the connected sections In any direction.

2. A demountable rim composed of a plurality of trana-
rersely divided separable sections. locks between the ends
of adjacent sections and located on the Inner wall of said
rim, one of which permits relative radial movement of
said sections but prevents relative lateral movement and
others of which prevent relative movement of the connect
ed sections In any direction ; and an Intep-al felly band
adapted to receive said rim and means on the periphery
thereof for receiving said locks and securing the rim in
place on the said band and reliably holding the sections
thereof together.

3. A collapsible tire rim comprising a plurality of sepa
rable sections, and means for giving said rim temporary
stability comprising blocks on the adjacent parts of the
respective sections, and locking Joints between the blocka.
one of said Joints comprising a mortise and tenon so lo-
cated with respect to the adjacent rim Joint that only one
of said parts overlaps the adjacent rim section, permit
ting relative radial movement of said rim sections at said
Joint, but preventing relative lateral movement of aaid
sections, and the locking Joints between the other sections
preventing relative radial or lateral movement of the con
nected sections.

4. A demountable tire rim constructed of a plurality of
separable sections and means for assembling said sections
comprising blocks on the adjacent edges of the respective
•ectlons and mortise Joints between adjacent blocks, the
mortise and tenon In one of said Joints being so located
with respect to the adjacent rim Joint that only one of
said parts overlaps the adjacent rim section and the
mortises and tenons in the other Joints each adapted to
overlap the adjacent rim section.

5. A demountable tire rim constructed of three sections
separable on transverse lines, one of which comprises ap-
proximately one half of the said rim. and the other two
the remainder, blocks on adjacent parts of the respectlye
sections and mortise Joints between the blocks, the mortise
and tenon In one of said Joints being so located with re
spect to the adjacent rim Joint that only one of said
parts overlaps the adjacent rim .section, and the mortises
and tenons In the other Joints each adapted to overlap
the respective adjacent rim section.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

are not undergoing transfer In allnement, said support
having two longitudinal walls spaced apart from the ends
of said rails to permit of the transfer of slides from
group to group, that end of each rail at the end of eachgroup where slides are Introduced being of entering wedre
formation.

1.224,512. DISPLAY APPARATUS. Dan C. Ti»toh,
Hagerstown. Ind. Filed Mar. 10. 1915. Serial No
13,316. (CI. 4()—38.)

1. Display apparatus Including a support; a plurality
of slides arranged upon said support In two groups ; and
mechanism for effecting transfer of slides from group to
group, said support and slides respectlrely having Inter
engaging rails and notches for maintaining the slides that

2. Display apparatus including a support ; a plurality
of slides arranged upon said support In two groups and
mechanism for effecting transfer of slides from group to
group, said support and slides respectively having Inter-
engaglng rails and notches for malnUlnlng the slides that
are not undergoing transfer In allnement, said support
having two longitudinal walls spaced apart from the ends
of said rails to permit of the transfer of slides from group
to group, said walls being each anchored at one end ad-
jacent the rail «nd where transfernxl slides are first en-
gaged and free to swing at the other and having means
for forcing them Inwardly.

3. Display apparatus Including a support ; a plurality
of slides arranged upon said support In two groups and
mechanism for effecting transfer of slides from group to
group, said support and slides respectively having Inter-
engaglng rails and notches for maintaining the slides that
are not undergoing transfer In allnement. said support
having two longitudinal walls spaced apart from the ends
of said rails to permit of the transfer of slides from group
to group, that end of each rail at the end of each group
where slides are lntro<luced being of entering wedge for-
mation, said walls being each anchored at one end adja-
cent the rail end where transferred slides are first en-
gag.d 11 nd free to swing at the other and having means
for forcing them Inwardly.

4. Display apparatus Including a support : a plurality
of slides arrauKed upon said support In two groups ; and
mechanism for effecting transfer of slides from group to
group, said support and slides respectively having Inter-
engaging rails and notches for maintaining the slides that
are not undergoing transfer In allnement. said support
having two longitudinal walls spaced apart from the ends
of said rails to permit of the transfer of slides from group
to group, said walls being each anchored at one end ad-
jacent the rail end where transferred slides are first en-
gageil and free to swing at the other and having spring
means for forcing them Inwardly.

5. Display apparatus Including a support : a plaralltv
of slides arranged upon said support In two groups ; anil
mechanism for effecting transfer of slides from group to
ffronp. said support and slides respectively having Inter-
engaging rails and notches for maintaining the slides that
are not undergoing transfer In allnement. said support
having two longitudinal walls spared apart from the ends
of said rails to permit of the transfer of slides from group
to group, that end of each rail at the end of each group
where slides are Introduced being of entering wedge for-
mation, said walls being each anchored at one end adja-
cent the rail end where transferred slides are first en-
gaged and free to swing at the other and having spring
means for forcing them inwardly.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oasette.)
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1.224.513. HANGER FOR PICTURES AND MIRRORS.
Gborob Thompson. New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 27,

1912. Serial No. 733,727. (CI. 40—145.8.)

A picture hanger having a flat body portion and 'a sin-

gle projecting member cut therefrom and bent forward at

an acute angle forming a sharp V shaped grip at each side

of said projecting member at its base.

1,224,614. COASTER BRAKE. John J. Tobin. Chicago.

111., assignor to Tobln Manufacturing Company. Chi-

cago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Nov. 3, 1915.
Serial No. 59.408. (CI. 208—57.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a wheel hub, of a driving element, a cage, and
means mounteil in said cage shiftable transversely of said
hub adapted to occupy alternative positions depending
upon the direction of force exerted by said driving element
and Including a section provided with a rack, said means
t>elng Interposed befween said element and said hub, to

alternately drive or brake said huh and said element in-

cluding a pinion meshing with said rack. .

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a wheel-hub, of a driving element, a cage, and
means mounted in said cage shiftable transversely of said
hub adapted to occupy alternative positions dei>ending
upon the direction of force exerted by said driving element
and Including sections each provided with a rack, said

means being Interposed between said element and said

hub to alternately drive or brake said bub, said element
including a pinion and said sections meshing at their racks
with said pinion.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a wheel hub, of a driving element, a cage, shift-

ing means guldlngly confined In said cage and interposed
between said element and said hub and adapted to oc

cupy alternative positions depending upon the direction
of force exerted by said driving element and including a
section provided with a rack, said element Including a
pinion IntermeshlnK with said rack, and means station-

arlly mounted relative to said first-named means and
adapted to cooperate with said first-named means when in

one of Its alternative positions.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a wheel-hub, of a driving element, shifting
means Interposed between said element and said hub, said
means being guldlngly mounted to be movable in a straight
line transversely of the device and affording portions
adapted to occupy alternative positions depending upon
the direction of force exerted by said driving element,
said portions being disposed In different positions along
the axis of said device, one of said portions belnK adapt-
ed to drive said hub, and a braking mechanism for said
hub, positioned for coSperatlon with the other portion of
said shifting means for actuation thereby when the latter

is In one of its alternative positions.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a wheol-hub, of a driving element, shifting
means Interposed between said element and said hub, said
means being movable transversely of the device and af-

fording portions adapted to occupy alternative positions
depending upon the direction of force exerted by said
driving element, said portions being disposed in different

positions along the axis of said device, one of said por-
tions being adapted to drive said hub, a cage In which
said shifting means are guldlngly confined to have straight
line movement, and a braking mechanism for said hub po-

sitioned for cooperation with the other portion of said
shifting means for actuation thereby when the latter la

In one of Its alternative positions.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,515. COMBINED CLAMP AND SUPPORT.
Cyril Stanton Trbact, New York, N. Y. Filed May 10,

1916. Serial No. 96,492. (CI. 137—28.)

1. The combination with a burette and flexible outflow
means connected thereto, of a base directly engaging and
supported by said burette, a clamp In operative relation

to said flexible outflow means and a member rigidly con-

necting a fixed portion of said clamp with said base.

2. The combination with a burette and flexible outflow
means connected thereto, of a base having yleldable arms
directly engaging and supported by said burette, a clamp
in operative relation to said flexible <)utflow means and a
member rigidly connecting a fixed portion of said clamp
with said base.

3. The combination with a burette and flexible outflow
means connected thereto, of a base having circularly ex-

tending arms frlctlonally engaging said burette and sup-
ported thereby, a screw clamp for said flexible outflow
means and a member rigidly connecting said base with a
fixetl portion of said clamp.

4. As an article of manufacture, a clamp and support
therefor for use with a burette having flexible outflow
means, comprising a base having oppositely extending
arms adapted to directly frlctlonally engage the burette, a
screw clamp for controlling the flexible outflow means and
a member rigidly connecting said base with a fixed portion
of the screw clamp.

1,224.616. DAMPER. Clifford M. Ttler. Brookllne,
Mass. Filed Dec. 10, 1918, Serial No. 806.840. Re-
newed Feb. 29, 1916. Serial No. 81,292. (CI. 126—288.)
1. A device of the character described comprising a

damper ; and a handle operatlvely connected to the
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damper »nd adjustable for operative relation to the
damper for any single position of the latter and mounted
to swing on an axis substantially parallel to the front of
the fireplace.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
damper

; and a handle operatively connected to the
damper and adjustable for operative relation to the
damper for any single position of the latter and movable
inwardly to operate the damper.

3. A device of the character described comprising a
damper ; and a handle operatively connected to the
damper and adjustable for operative relation to the
damper for any single position of the latter and movable
Inwardly as the damper Is moved.

4. A device of the character described comprising a
damper

; and a handle operatively connected to the
damper and adjustable for operative relation to the
damper for any single position of the latter and movable
Inwardly as the damper is opened.

5. A device of the character described comprising a
damper raounte<l to swing; a member mounted to swing
on a fixed axis parallel to, but at a distance from, the axis
of the damper and adapted to engage and operate a
damper

; and a second member having rigid but adjustable
connection with the first member.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette,]

1,224.517, SWITCHING DEVICE. ALFEID H. WilM,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Kellogg Switchboard and Sup-
ply Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.
Filed Dec. 26. 1912. Serial No. 738.565. (CI. 178—282.)

«•* *"»*vj

''^-

1. A switching device comprising a switch frame hav-
ing front and rear supporting members, an angularly
shaped switch operating-bar suitably supported by said
frame so as to prevent rotation of said bar but to permit
longitudinal movement thereof, the rear extremity of said
bar beinK adapted to engage the rear mounting support
to limit the backward movement of said bar, projections
formed Integrally with said bar adapted to engage the for-

ward mounting support to limit the forward movement of
said bar, an angularly dl.sposed hook shai>ed handle por-
tion for said bar extending from the face of said frame,
switch contact springs suitably carried by said frame on
opposite sides of said switch bar. Insulating strips on said
bar normally engaged l>y the contacting portions of said
switch springs, and conducting strips also carried by said

bar but Insnlateil therefrom by said insulating strips and
adapted to be engaged by said switch springs to render
the circuit through them continuous when the bar is

operated.

2. A switching device comprising a switch frame having
front and rear supporting members, an angularly shaped
switch operating bar suitably supported by the front
member so as to prevent rotation of said bar but to per-
mit longitudinal movement thereof, a round supporting
stud driven into said bar and extending through the rear
supporting member, switch springs suitably carried by
said frame on opposite sides of said switch bar, insulating
strips on said bar normally engaged by the contacting
portions of said switch springs, conducting strips also car-
ried by said trar and adapted to be engaged by said switch
springs to render the circuit through them continuous
when the bar is operated, and a hook shaped member ex-
tending from said switch bar at its forward end which is
adapted to be grasped by the finger of the operator when
sal.l bar is to be longitudinally moved to operate the
switch contacts.

3. .\ switching device comprising a switching frame,
an angularly shaped movable switch operating member
suitHMy carried by said frame, projections fornied Inte-
grally with said member adapted to engage the frame to
limit the forward movement of said member, a pair of
strips of insulation and a pair of conducting strips
mounted upon said switch operating member, conducting
^ns connecting said pair of conducting strips, a pair of
Springs mounted upon said frame and adapted to co-
operate with said conducting strips, a spring member
secured to said switching frame for yieldingly holding
said operating member in its normal or operated position,
and means for moving said operating meml>er to Its oper-
ated position thereby causing said switch springs to en-
gage said conducting strips to close a circuit connection
between said springs.

1.224.518. ARMATURE CONSTRUCTION FOR DT-
NAMD-ELECTRIC MACHINES. Vinci.nt G. Appls,
Dayton. Ohio. Filed Nov. 19, 1914. SerUl No. 872 959*
(CI. 171—206.)

y

1. The method of wiring a dynamo electric machine
member having axially extending openings disposed
around its peripheral portion with a plurality of Independ-
ent conductors each having parallel legs for insertion in
clrcumferentially spaced openings, which conalsta in
stacking all of the conductors In regular order with the
legs arranged for registry with the openings in the mem
ber, and relatively moving said member and the stacked
conductors axially to Insert atid conductors Into said
openings.

2. The method of wiring a dynamo electric machine
member having axially extending openings, disposed
around the peripheral portion thereof, which contlrti in
shaping a plurality of independent conductors with par-
allel Icgn for Insertion in clrcumferentially spaced open-

ings, stacking all of said conductors in regular order with

the ends of two different bars arranged for registry with

each opening in the member, and relatively moving said

member and the stacked conductors axially to insert said

conductors into said openings.

8. The method of wiring an armature core having a plu-

rality of axially extending perforations disposed around

the peripheral portion thereof, which consists in shaping

a corresponding numl)er of conductor bars into hairpin

formation, sUcklng all of the l>ars in overlapped relation

with their ends arranged for registry with the perfora-

tions. maintainluK the bars in stacke<l relation and rela-

tively moving said armature core and said conductors

axially into said perforations.

4. The metho<l of wiring an armature core having a plu-

rality of axially extending openings disposoil around Its

peripheral portion, which consists In shaping a number of

conductors e<]ual to the number of op<-ulng8 Into hairpin

formation, stacking all of said conductors in regular

order with the ends of two different conductors arranged

for registry with each opening, and relatively moving the

stacked conductors and said armature core axially to in-

sert said conductors Into said openings from one end

thereof.

5. The method of wiring an armature core having a plu-

rality of axially extending openings dlsposetl around the

peripheral portion thereof, which consists in shaping a

plurality of conductors into hairpin formation, staclcing

said conductors in regular order with their ends arranged

for regi.<«try with said openings, threading a perforated

Insulating ring over said conductors to hold them in

stacked position, and relatively moving said stacked con-

ductors and said armature core axially to Insert said con-

doctors Into said np^-nlngs,

(Claim 6 not printe<l in the tJazette.]

1,224.519, COLLAPSIBLE CONTAINER. Joseph Rrbn-

NER and .\BRAHAJi Bresxick, Bostou. Mass. Filed Feb.

13, 1915. Serial No. 8,084. (CI. 220—17.)

charge opening : and n series of finders i^arrled by the

imperforate draft wheel and projectinj: into the hopper

body through said side opening.

A collapsible container having in combination a series

of tapered telescoping rings adaptefl to be moved rela-

tively to each other to extend or collapse said container,

a base attached to the lowermost ring of said series, ex-

tensible links adapted to secure said container either ex-

tended or collapsed, a closure adapted to fit over said

base and Inclose all of the rlni;» of said series when said

container Is collapsed and a yoke plvotally secure*! at one

end to said closure and detachably secured at its opposite

end to said closure adapted to engage said base and retain

said rings within said closure.

1.224,.'i20. FERTILIZER DISTRIiaTER. .Tawes W.
Cadk and .Tack Cade. Mount Carmel, 8. C. Filed June

28. 1916. Serial No. 106.327. (CI. 111—34.)

1. In « fertilizer distributer, a frame embo<iylnK side

bars and cross-bars: an axle carried thereby; a pair of

draft wheels secured to said axle, one of said wheels

being Imperforate and mounted on the axle inside the

frame adjacent to one of said side bars ; a hopper body

mounte<l between the sides of the frame and the Im-

perforate draft wheel and having a bottom inclined down-

wardly and sidewlse toward the Imperforate draft wheel,

said hopper body being provided with a vertical side wall

Ijrlng closely adjacent to said imperforate wheel and pro-

vide with an opening closed thereby, said hopper being

provided also with a discharge opening in its rear wall

adjacent to 8ai<l wheel ; an adjustable gate for said dls-

238 0. G.—10
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2. In a fertiliser distributer, a frame eml>odyIng »lde

bars and cross-bars ; an axle carried thereby ; a pair of

draft wbe«'ls secured to said axle, one of said wheels

being imperforate and mounted on the axle Inside the

frame adjacent to one of said side bars : a hopper body

mounted l>etween the sides of the frame and the im-

perforate draft wheel aud having a bottom Inclined down-

wardly and Bidewlse toward the imperforate draft wheel,

.<aid hopper body being provide*! with a vertical side wall

lying closely a<ljacent to said iuiperforate wheel and pro-

vided with an opening closed thereby, said hopper l>elng

provided also with a discharge op«'uing in its rear wall

adjacent to said wheel ; and a series of fingers carried by

the Imperforate draft wheel and projecting into the

hopper body through said side opening.

3. In a fertiliier distributer, a frame embodying side

bars and cross-bars ; an axle carrieil thereby ; a pair of

draft wheels secured to said axle, one of said wheels

being imperforate and mounte<l on the axle inside th«

frame adjacent to one of said side Itars ; a hopper body

mounted between the sides of the frame and the Imper-

forate draft wheel and having a bottom inclined down-

wardly and sidewlse toward the imperforate draft wheel,

said hopper body being provided with an opening in its

side wail adjacent to the Imperforate wheel and closed

thereby and a discharge opening in its rear wall adjacent

to said wheel ; a series of fingers carrletl by the Imper-

forate draft wheel and projecting into the hppper body

through said side opening ; and means for forcing the

contents of the hopper into contact with said fingers.

4. In .1 fertilizer distributer, the combination of a

frame, an axle journaled therein ; a pair of draft wheels on

said axle, one of which Is an Imperforate disk having a

series of pins on its inner face ; a hopper carried by said

frame having a rear discharge opening adjacent to the

inner face of the Imperforate wheel, said hopper having

an opening In one side thereof closed by said Imperforate

draft wheel and an inclined Iwttom adapted to deliver the

contents of the hopper against said wheel at a point near

the ground ; a rock shaft extending longitudinally through

said hopper and provided with depending fingers adapted

to force the contents of the hopper against the imper-

forate wheel ; and means for varying the size of the

discharge opening, embodying a closure plate slldably

mounted on the rear wall of the hopper and a crank and

pitman for operating' said plate.

l,224.r.21. APPAR.\TrS FOR HANDLING METAL
SHEETS. Samuel H. Carbis, Freeport, Pa. Filed

June 7. 1916. Serial No. 102,125. (CI. 214—4.)

1. An apparatus for the purpose set forth comprising

traveling carriages, propelling mechanism therefor, a

she<>t. conveyer supported by the carriages and provided

with a suitable sheet pick-up, a sheet support, means en-

pigtHl and actuated by one of said carriages during the

travel thereof in one direction for intermittently moving

said sheet support upwardly for positioning the sheet to

be engaged by the pick-up of the conveyer, means ar-

ranged In the path of and actuated by one of said car-

riages during the travel thereof for temi>orarlly dlscon-
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tinning the drive of and rererslng the direction of drive
0/ gald propelling mechanism causing thereby the arreat
of the carriages and the travel of the carriages In a
reverse direction, and means for controlling the travel of
the carriages.

2. An apparatus for the purpose set forth comprising
traveling carriages, propelling mechanism therefor, a sheet
conveyer supported by the carriages and provided with a
suitable sheet pick up. a sheet support, means engaged
and actuated by one of said carriages during the travel
thereof In one direction for Intermittently moving said
sheet support upwardly for positioning the sheet to be
engaged by the pick up of the conveyer, means arranged
In the path of and actuated by one of said carriage*
during the travel thereof for temporarily dlscontlnrtag
the drive of and reversing the direction of drive of said
propelling mechanism causing thereby the arrest of the
carriages and the travel of the carriages In a reverse direc-
tion, and means for vertically moving said conveyer when
the travel of the carriages Is arrested.

3. An apparatus for the purpose set forth comprising
traveling carriages, propelling mechanism therefor, a
heet conveyer supported by the carriages and provided
with a suitable pick-up, a sheet support, means engaged
and actuated by one of said carriages during the travel
thereof In one direction for Intermittently moving said
sheet support upwardly for positioning the sheet to be
conveyed by the pick up of the conveyer, means arranged
In the path of and actuated by one of said carriages dur-
ing the travel thereof for temporarily discontinuing the
drive of and reversing the direction of drive of said pro-
pelling mechanism causing thereby the arrest of the car-
riages and the travel of the carriages In a reverse direc-
tion, and means supported by said carriages for vertically
moving said conveyer when the travel of the carri.-iges is
arrested.

4. An apparatus for the purpose set forth comprising
traveling carriages, propelling mechanism therefor, a sheet
conveyer supported by the carriages and provided with a
suitable pick-up, a sheet support, means engaged and
actuated by one of said carriages during the travel thereof
In one direction for Intermittently moving said sheet sup-
port upwardly for positioning the sheet to be engaged by
the pick-up of the conveyer, means arranged In the path
of and actuated by one of said carriages during the travel
thereof for temporarily discontinuing the drive of and
reversing the direction of drive of said propelling mecha-
nism causing thereby the arrest of the carriages and the
travel of the carriages In a reverse direction, and means
for vertically moving said conveyer when the travel of
the carriages is arrested, and means for regulating the
upward movement of the sheet support.

5. An apparatus for the purpose spt forth comprising
traveling carriages, proprlllng mechanism therefor, a sheet
conveyer supported by the carriages and provided with a
suitable sheet pick-up. a sheet support, means engaeed and
actuated by one of said carriages during the travel thereof
In one direction for Intermittently moving said sheet sup-
port upwardly for positioning the sheet to be engaged by
the pick-up of the conveyer, means arrange<l In the path
of an<l actuated by one of said carriages during the travel
thereof for temporarily discontinuing the drive of and
reversing the direction of drive of said propelling mecha-
nism causing thereby the arrest of the carriages and the
travel of the carriages In a reverse direction, and means
supported by the carriages for vertically moving said con-

veyer whpn the travel of the carriages is arrested, and
means for regulating the upward movement of the sheet
support.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.622. MOTOR-VEHICLE. Harold D. CntTHCH,
Detroit. Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car Com-
pnny, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed
Aug. 6. 1»18. Serial No. 783.374. (CI. 267—37 )

1. In a molor vehicle, the combination with the frame
and the axle, of a spring secured to the axle and extend-
ing forwardly therefrom, a sliding connection from tb«
forward end of the spring to the frame to support the
frame thereon, and a spring device to transmit the end
thrusts of the sprlne to the frame.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame
and the driving axle, of a spring connected to the axle,
and two Independent means for connecting the spring to
the frame, one of said means being adapted to support the
frame on the spring and the other said means being
adapted to transmit th^ driving thrusts of the spring to
the frame.

3. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame
and the driving axle, of a spring secured to the axle and
extending forwardly therefrom, a shackle connection from
the forward end of the spring to the frame, and a spring
connection at one end of the spring adapted to transmit
the drive from the spring to the frame and the pull from
the frame to the spring.

4. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame
and the driving axle, of a spring secured to the axle and
extending fgrwardly therefrom, a shackle connection from
the forward end of the spring to the frame, and a spring
device connecting said spring and frame to transmit the
drive thereof, said device having stops cooperating with
said frame whereby the thrusts are positively taken at
predetermine*! positions of the spring.

5. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame
and the axle, of a spring secured to the axle and extending
forwardly therefrom, n shackle connection from the for-
ward end of th*' spring to the frame, a bracket on the
farme forward of the shackle, a rod connected to the
forward end of the spring and passing through an opening
In said bracket, abutments on said rod on both sides of
said bracket, and springs between said bracket and said
abutments.

1.224.523 METAL WOilKINr. MACHINE. NoRHis El-
more Clark. Plnlnville. Conn. Filed Jan. 11, 1913.
Serial No. 741.370. (CI. 164—6.5.)
1. In a metal working machine, spaced punch and die

cutters having their cutting edges arranged In ilg-rag
form, each cutting edge l)elng Interrupted so as to produce
a plurality of short silts and leaving unslltted strips, and
corrugating means in longitudinal allnement with the
spaces between the cutters for engaging unslltte<l strips
longitudinally along some of the enters of the points of
change of direction of the zig sag silts and carrying said
centers of the alltted sections out of the original plane and
opening the slits.

2. In a metal working machine, cooperating stationary
and movable punch and die cutters arranged in spac^
sections with their cutting edges Interrupted between the
sections, means for operating such cutters to form slitted
sections consisting of short alits in sUggered arrangement

\
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and leaving marginal and intermediate nnalltted strip*
j

and corrugating means 1u longitudinal allnement with the

paces between the sections of cutters for engaging the

Utted stock along the lines of centers of the slitted sec-

tions and thereby opening the slits transversely.

3. In a metal working mac hlnp, means for forming a

•erles uf longitudinal corrugations in an unslltte<l sheet.

punch and die cutters for forming successive rows of short

•llta in staggered arrangement t>etween the corrugations

and corrugating means for subsequently engaging the cen-

tara of the sUtted portions and carrying the slitted por-

tions out of the original plane to open the silts.

4. In a metal working machine, a holder with V-shaped

I, cutter plates Inclined In opposite directions in

recesses, wedges for damping a pair of cutter plates

in each recess, vertically movable cutting means having

cutting edges Inclined In opposite directions and both ar-

ranged to cut strands from a strip of stock in front of the

Inclined plates so as to leave the strands free to be fed

forward without engaging the cutter pfates after the cut-

ting stroke, means for feeding a sheet of metal longitudi-

nally to said cutter(i and means for feeding said sheet

longitudinally away from said cutters.

5. In a metal working machine, a plurality of sets of

Inclined cutting and expanding punches and dies, each set

being arranged to silt and open a section of the sheet into

a deeply corrugated form of meshwork, adjacent sets being

paced apart laterally for leaving unslltted members,

means for guiding and supporting the unslltted margins

of the sheet, means for supporting other unslltted members
between the said sets of punches and dies, means for inter-

mittently operating said punches and dies to progressively

lit and open the stock transversely between the support-

ing mean.4 and means for feeding the stock step by step.

[Claims 6 to 41 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.524. MOP-HEAD. E^dward D. CorRTNiT, Danville.

Ind. Filed Jan. 20, 1917. Serial No. 148.490. (CI.

16—66 )

1. A mop head comprising a tubular core having two

erles of arms thereon, the core having two apertures in

Its wall near one end thereof, a hanger having hooks sus-

pended In the apertures, and two rings connected to the

arms of the two series thereof respectively.

2. A mop head comprising a tubular core having two

eries of arms thereon, the arms of one series being radi-

ally -firranKed adjacent to one end of the core, the arms of

the remaining series being radially arranged adjacent to

the opposite end of the core, and two rings encircling the

core and connected respectively to the arms of the two
erles thereof.

S. A mop head comprising a tubular core having a

banger in one of its ends and also radial arms adjacent to

the end, the core having also relatively longer radial arms
adjacent to Its opposite end, a ring connected to the

shorter radial arms, a relatively larger ring connected to

the longer radial arms, and braces connected to the larger

ring and to the core In proximity to the shorter arms.

4. In a mop, the combination of a tubular core, a handle

Inserted Into and extending partially through the core and
secured therein, a hanger connected to the Inside of tta«

core adjacent to the end of the handle, two series of anna
of different length secured to the core, the shorter arms

being the nearer to the hanger, a ring connected to the
series of shorter arms, a relatively larger ring connected

to the series of longer arms, and braces connected to the

larger ring and also to the core adjacent to the shorter

arms.

1,224,626. CRADLE OR CRIB. Jamis E. Froiian, Ev-
ansvUle, Ind. Filed Jan. 26, 1916. Serial No. 74.205.

(CI. 21—12.)

An Infant's crib comprising a wheel supported frame
including properly connected arcuate memt>ers, the arms
of one of the members extending vertically in spaced re-

lation, resilient suspending elements carried by the said

arms, a ring connected to and suspended from and between
the resilient elements, and a basket detachably received

within the ring and formed with a shoulder for supporting
engagement with said ring.

1.224.626. [WITHDRAWN.]

1,224,627. SPLITTING-MACHINE. Frbdehick M. Fcrbm.
Revere, Mass., assignor to United Shoe Machinery Com-
pany, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Mar. 2. 1914. Serial No. 822,106. (Cl. 69—16.)

1. A machine of the class described, having, in combina-

tion, means for forming a flap on a piece of stock, and
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means acting in conjunction with the flap forming means
for Increasing the thickness of the flap along the entire
base thereof.

2. A machine of the class described, having, in combina-
tion, means for forming a flap on a piece of stock, and
automatic means acting in conjunttlon with the flap form-
ing means for increasing the thickness of the flap at the
base thereof.

3. A machine of the class described having, in combina-
tion, a substantially flat bed to support a piece of stock,
a knife and gage arranged to act In unison in conjunction
with said bed to produce on the piece of stock a flap of
predetermined thicknesa, and means for increasing said
thickness at the base of said flap.

4. A machine of the class described having, in combina-
tion, a substantially flat bed to support a piece of stock,
a knife and gage arranged to act in unison In conjunction
with said bed to produce on the piece of .stock a flap of
predetermined thickness, and automatic means for increas-
ing said thickness at the base of said flap.

5. A machine of the class described having. In combina-
tion, a bed to support a piece of stock, a carriage, a knife
and a gage mounted in said carriage, means for causing
said bed to be traversed by said carriage to produce on
said piece of stock a flap of predetermined thickness,
and means for operating said gage to Increase said thick-
ness at the base of said flap.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224.528. BRACELET. Uknby Gi.nnel. Brooklyn, N. T.
FUed Apr. 20, 1915. Serial No. 22,567. (Cl. 267 12.)

S^S'ci ^' c' fr' o'^Vr/^

1. A link for a spring expansion bracelet comprising
an outer member with side pieces grooved on their inner
faces and loops to hold the side pieces In spaced relation-
ship, an inner member, an Interposed spring and a guide
piece having its ends engaged In the grooves of the side
pieces of the outer member, one of the loops of the outer
member having its limbs extended to engage said guide
piece to prevent excessive compression of the spring.

2. A link for a spring expansion bracelet comprising an
outer member with side pieces grooved on the inner fare*,
an inner member, an interposed spring and a roller Inter-
posed loosely between one end of the sprlnr and the ad-
jacent end of the inner member and having Its ends enter-
ing the grooves of the side pieces of the outer member and
movable freely in the side members longitudinally thereof.

1,224.529. FOLDINO-MaCIWNE. P.rlby R. Glass. Bos-
ton, Mas.s., assignor to P. R. Glass Company, Boston,
Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Jan. 13,
1910. Serial No. 537,947. (Cl. 12—54.)
1. A folding machine comprising a turning device, means

for causing said turning device to press upon and release
the stock, mechanism for moving the turning device back
and forth while respectively pressing upon and clear of
the stock to feed the stock in a series of steps, and mecha-
nl.sm for varying the rate of feed while the machine is In
operation.

2. A machine for folding the edges of sheet atock, com-
prising a turning or foldine device adapted to act on a
short extent of stock, mechanism for causing a relative
lateral movement between the stock and folding device to
be effected whereby the latter is enabled to act soccea-
ively upon contiguous portions of the stock, a snipping
cutter arranged to act on the stock beside said turning
device, and means for Increasing the extent of such rela-
tive movement and simultaneously disabling said snipping
cutter.

3. A folding machine adapted to double over the edge
of sheet material and feed the same while under pressure,
comprising a turning or folding device adapted to act on

short lengths of the edge of such material, means for mov-
ing said folding device while gripping the material, a
snipping cutter for making incisions in such edge, auto-
matic mechanism for operating aaid cutter, and means
under the control of the operator of the machine for
making said operating mechanism Inoperative.

4»«-tC

4. A folding machine for folding the edge of sheet ma-
terial, comprising a gripper, a folding device movable at
right angles to stock placed on said gripper, and oscllla-

tlvely about an axis substantially In the plane of the
Rrlpi)er, and means for so operating said folding device
whereby a portion of the stock projecting from the grip-
per Is bent over and doubled back upon the body of the
stock.

6. A folding machine for folding the edge of sheet ma-
terial, comprising a table to support the material, a fold-
ing device movable transversely through an aperture in
said table and osdllatively about an axis substantially in
the plane of the table, means for so operating said folding
device whereby a portion of the stock projecting over
such aperture is bent over and doubled back upon the body
of the stock, a gripping member movable In the plane of
the table and opposed to said folding device, arranged to
cooperate with the latter and grip the folded stock, and
means for moving !<ald gripping dt vice and folding device
simultaneously to feed the stock.

[Claims 6 to 60 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,224,630. TRANSP.VRENT PANE. Otto Gorrzai, Jer-
sey City, N. J., assignor of one-half to Edward A. Math,
Buffalo, N. Y.. and Theodore G. Hartwi?. Rockville,
Conn. Filed Aug. 19, 1916. Serial No. 115.826. (Cl.
2(>—56.5.)

3. A transparent plane coraprislng two glass plates hav-
ing beveled edges converging Inwardly, a celluloid plate
arranged between said glass plates, and a soft transparent
cushion of glucose cement, fllllng the beveled spaces at the
edges of said plates, thence running on and connecting the
opposite sides of said celluloid plate with said glass plates
and means at the edges of said glass plates for perma-
nently Inclosing the said glucose cushions.
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4. A transparent pane lnclu«llng. In L-omblnatlon, two

glasv plates coated on their interior opposite surfaces with

transparent glucose, a celluloid plate between said glass

platfs, cushioning means between the edges of said glass

plates and means holding the edges together.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.031. CAMERA. William S. Goldwim and John
F. Pattox, Macon, Ga., assignors of one-third to

Wade R. Bedingfleld, Macon, Ga. Filed May 25, 1915.

Serial No. 80,358. (Cl. 95—31.)

1. In a camera, a body, a spool supporting and ro-

tating shaft, rotatably mounted In said body, spring

means normally tending to rot.-ite said shaft, a spring

pressed slide rod normally enganed with a tllm supported

in said camera body for stopping the movement of the

film, means carried by and operable when said slide rod

is In fllm stopping position to lock said spring means
against operation, and manually operated means oper-

able during its return movement to automatically actuate

said slide rod to release the film.

2. In a camera, a body, a spool supporting and rotating

shaft rotatably mounted In said body, spring means for

rotating said shaft, a spring pressed slide rod normally

engage<l with a fllm supported In said body to stop the

movement of the fllm. a spring pressed lever plvotally

secured in said body, manuaily operable means for moving
the said' lever against the spring means associated there-

with, and a spring catch carried by said slide rod adapted

to be engaged by one end of said lever whereby the

longitudinal mov«'ment of said slide rod and the release

of the dim is thereby effected.

3. In a camera, a body, a spool supporting shaft rota-

tably mounted in said body, spring means for rotating

said shaft, a spring pressed slide rod normally engaged

with a film supported In said body, an arm carried by

aid slide rod adapted, when said slide rod Is engaged

with the film, to engage said spring means to lock the

latter against operation, a lever plvotally mounted in said

body, a spring catch carried by said slide rod adapted to

be engaged by said lever to effect the longitudinal move-

ment of the slide rod to release the fllm, spring means

for returning said lever to initial position, and manually

operable means for setting said lever and engaging one

end thereof with said spring catch.

1,224,532. DOUBLE ACTING FORCE PUMP. James C.

GouMAN, Jr., Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to The Barnes

Manufacturing Company, Mansfield, Ohio, a Corpora

tlon of Ohio. Filed Aug. 9. 1916. Serial No. 114,022.

(Cl. 103—76.)

1. An integral pump casing and Jack : said Jack being

external to the pump and having shaft supporting bear-

ings thereon, and .said casing comprising a pump cylinder

opi-n at both ends and having Inlet and outlet openings on

opposite sides thereof and valve openings in Its top to-

gether with water-ways connecting said openings and an

opening for connection with an air chamber, all in one

Integral structure.

2. An Integral punjp body or casing and Jack ;
said Jack

being external to the pump and having shaft-supporting

bearings thereon, and said body comprlBlng a pump cylin-

der open at both ends and having valve-openings in Its

top and Inlet and outlet openings on opposite sides thereof ;

said openings being connected by suitable water-ways,

and also having an opening In Its top^ for connection

with an air chaiftber.

3. An integral pump body or casing and Jack : said

Jack being external to the pump and having shaft-sup-

porting bearings thereon, and said body comprising a

pump cylinder open at both ends and having a removable

cap or cover for the open end thereof adjacent to said

Jack, and also having valve-openings In Its top and an

Intermediate opening foV connection with an air cham-

ber, together with Inlet and outlet openings on opposite

sides there<if and connecting waterways.

4. A pump body or casing and a Jack external thereto

and lnt«»gral therewith ; said Jack having integral shaft-

supporting bearings thereon, and said body comprising a

pump cylinder open at both ends and Integral with a

valve casing having valve openings In its top and inlet

and outlet openings on opposite sides and water-ways In

communication therewith and also having an opening In

Its top for connection with an air chamber, together with

a removable cap for closing the open end of the cylinder

adjacent to said Jack.

6. In combination, a pump casing and a Jack external

to said casing and Integral therewith : said Jack having

spaced bearings thereon for a plurality of shafts and

piston-actuating mechanism comprising a shaft on said

Jack having gear wheels thereon, a cross-head at the

opposite end .of said casing having an Intermediate con-

nection with the piston-rod, pitman-rods on opposite

sides of said casing each connecting one end of said cross-

head with one of said gear wheels, and a second shaft

on said jack geared to said first named shaft and to a

main driving shaft.

1,224,533. FOLDING UMBRELLA. Oscar Gcolibl-

MOSB, New York, N. Y. Filed June 23, 1914. Serial

No. 846,801. (Cl. 135—i6.)

In an umbrella, a rod formed of sections, one of the

sections having a longitudinal recess therein at one end
then'of, the outer end of the recess being restricted so as

to provide an internal shoulder, the mentioned end of

the section having one side thereof provided with a

bayonet slot communicating with the recess in the section

and having one branch opening into the terminal of the

mentioned end of the section, an elongated element n>-
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taUbly and slidablj moanted within the receas, means
on the Inner end of the element adapted to engage the
shoulder within the recess when the element is slid out-
wardly so as to limit the outward movement of the element,
a link having one end plvotally connected to the outer
end of the element and adapted to extend Into the recess in
the rod section when the element is slid inwardly, an ex-
tension carried by one end of the other section o' the
rod and adapted to be received by the outer end of the
recess in the flrst-mentloned section of the roti when the
element and the link are Inserted within the recess, and «
pin plvotally connecting the other end of the link to
the extension and having one terminal projecting later-
ally beyond one side of the extension and adapted to be
received by the mentioned branch of the bayonet slot dur-
ing the insertion of the element and extension into the
recess in tiie flrst-mentloned rod section, and to be re-
ceived by the other branch of the bayonet slot when the
element, link and extension are fully inserted within the
recess, for the purpose specified.

1,224.534. COVER FOR SERVICE BOXES OR THE
LIKE. James F. Hall, Anniston. Ala. Filed Dec 28
1916. Serial No. 138.582. (CI. 187—18.)

5 5 C 6 9 Q T

In combination with a body provided with an opening
and having an Inwardly directed annular flange adjacent
its open end. a cover for said opening, said cover being
provided with a depressed portion, a bolt roUUbly dis-
posed through the depressed portion of said cover and
provided In Us outer end with a head, the portion of the
bolt underlying the depressed portion being angular In
cross aecUon, a button slldably engaged with the angular
portion of the bolt, a marginal portion of said button
being cut away to permit the passage of said button be-
yond the flange, the portion of the button coacting with
the flange being beveled, said beveled portion extending
around the marginal portion of the button and having
separated ends, the space between said separated ends
providing the cut away portion of the button, the high
point of the beveled portion of the button being arranged
subsUntlally midway between the separated ends of said
beveled portion, and a removable member disposed through
the bolt inwardly of the button for holding the button
against movement longitudinally of the bolt.

1.224,536. MAGNETO. Pmca Hamm. Milwaukee Wl«
Filed June 12, 1916. Serial No. 33,692. (CI. 123-ll49.)
1. In a magneto, the combination of a non-rotatable

armature member comprising a plate and a V-shaped
armature core of greater length than the plate secured to
said plate about its center and carrying primary and sec-
ondary coils extending on both sides of the V-shaped core
to form substantially continuous coils of greater length
than the plate, a field member including permanent mag-
nets revolnble therearound, and means for interrupting
the current in the primary.

2. In a magneto, the combination of a non-rotatable
armature member provided with primary and secondary
colls, a field member including permanent magnets reTo-
lubly mounted therearound, and means for automatically
interrupting the current In the primary comprising a
witch carried by the armature member, and a cam plate
adjustably mounted on the under side of the field member
adjacent the magnets for operating the switch.

3. In a magneto, the combination of a non-roUUble
armature comprising a plate, and a core provided with
primary and secondary coils mounted thereon, permanent
magnets revoluble therearound. a circuit Interrupter In
the primary circuit comprising a fixed and movable con-
tact carried by the plate and a cam carried by the mag-
nets for automatically controlling the operation of th«
movable conUct, said movable contact being also under*
the control of the operator whereby the primary circuitmay be continuously interrupted.

4. In a magneto, the combination of a non-rotatable
armature comprising an adjustable plate, and a core pro-
vided with primary and secondary coils mounted thereon
a fly-wheel member including permanent magnets rero-'
lubly mounted around the armature, a circuit Interrupter
in the primary circuit comprising a fixed contact and a
flexible contact carried by the plate and a cam plate cmr-
rled by the magnets for automatically controlling the op-
eration of the fiexible contact, said flexible conUct belna
alto manually operable whereby the primary circuit ma*
l.e continuously interrupted, and a handle carried by the
plate for moving the same to advance or reUrd the spark.

5. In a magneto the combination of a non-routable
armature comprising an adjustable plate and a core pro-
vided with primary and secondary colli mounted thereon.

I

a flywheel member including permanent magnets r«To.

I

ubly mounted around the armature, a circuit Interrupter
,

In the primary circuit comprising a fixed contact and a

I

movable contact carried by the plate, said movable contact
I

extending beyond the fly-wheel for manual control and
I

means on the fly-wheel for automatically controlling the
I

operation of the movable conUct

I

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,536. LEVEL. A.ndbhs O. Himm eh, Williams, Mont
Filed Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 92.962. (CL 38—70.)

w,»
•lit

n-||e>

3'

1. A leveling Instrument comprising a tripod a staff
vertically adjustable through said tripod and having a
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leveling tube thereon formed with upwardly extending

legs, a base plate detachably mounted upon the lower end

of the staff, the staff being shiftable downward through

the tripod so as to carry its base below the lower ends of

the legs, and leveling fluid within said leveling tube.

2. A leveling Instrument comprising a staff, a support

upon which the staff is moutned. a leveling tube mounted

upon the «taff and extending at right angles thereto,

elbows at the ends of the tube, the outer ends of the

elbows having flanges, sight glasses mounted upon said

elbows, an annular member mounteil upon the upper end

of each sight glass, longitudinally extending belts passing

through the annular member and through the flange of

the corresponding elbow and holding the sight glass in

position upon the elbow and acting as a protection to the

aigbt glass, removable closures for the ends of the tubes,

and leveling fluid within the leveling tut>e.

1,224.537. ACETYLENE LAMP. ADOia L. Hanbin,
Evanston, 111., assignor to Justrlte Manufacturing Com-
pany, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Aug. 28. 1916. Serial No. 117,127. (CL 48—4.)

'*.^

1. In an acetylene lamp, the combination with a water

container, of a carbld container, a water tube extending

from the water container into the carbld container and

terminating In an Inverted cup-shaped extension, said

extension being above the normal level «of fresh carbld

charged into the carbld container whereby slaked and

powdered carbld will be forced into the extension to re-

tard and distribute the flow of water to the carbld to

thereby maintain uniform pressure In the carbld container,

and a burner tip connected to receive the gas from the

carbld container.

2. In an acetylene lamp, the combination of a water

container, a carbld container, a water tube extending from

the water container into the carbld container and having

a water outlet, a Talve within the tube controlling said

outlet, the lower end of said water tube flaring to form

an Inverted cup below said outlet and said cup terminating

above the normal level of carbld charged Into the carbld

container whereby when said outlet is opened to permit

water to flow to the carbld the slaked and powdered car-

bld will be forced Into said cup to thereafter control the

flow of water to the carbld to maintain uniform pressure

in the carbld container.

3. In an acetylene lamp, the combination of a water

container, a carbld container, a water outlet from the

water container to the carbld container, walls below said

outlet terminating above the normal level of fresh carbld

In the carbld container and forming a pocket Into which

slaked and powdered carbld is forced after initial water

flow to thereafter act as a retarder for the water flow.

4. In an acetylene lamp, the combination of a water

container, a carbld container, a water outlet between the

water container and carbld container, an Inverted cup

communicating with and below said outlet and terminat-

ing substantially at the normal level of fresh carbld In

the carbld container whereby the slaked and powdered

carbld caused by the first flow of water will be forced

Into the cup to thereafter regulate and control the flow

of water to the carbld to maintain uniform pressure In

the carbld container.

6. In an acetylene lamp, the combination of a water

container, a carbld container, a water outlet hetween the

containers, an inverted conical cup secured to the water

container below the outlet and terminating substantially

at the normal level of fresh carbld In the carbld con-

tainer whereby slaked and powdered carbld caused by the

first flow of water will be forced into said cup to there-

alter regulate and distribute the water flow to the carbld

and to maintain uniform pressure in the carbld container.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,638. MANURE-DRILL. Kobebt Lee HAaaiLL. Lat-

tlmore, N. C. Filed Dec. 7, 1916. Serial No. 135,601.

(CI. 111—14.)

2a f*

1. A fertilizer drill Including a frame, a transverse

shaft extending across the frame, a pair of supporting

wheels mounted upon the shaft, complemental hopper sec-

tions operatlvely connected to the supporting wheels and

formed with open inner ends which have an opposed re-

lation to each other and are separated by a gap through

which the fertilizer is discharged as the hopper sections

rotate, and shifting means for moving one of the support-

ing wheels and the corresponding hopper section to vary

the size of the gap between the hopper sections.

2. A fertilizer drill including a frame, a transverse

fixed shaft upon the frame, a pair of supporting wheels

Journaled upon the transverse shaft, complemental hopper

sections operatlvely connected to the supporting wheels

and flared toward the inner ends thereof which are open

and have an opposed relation to each other, a gap being

normally provided between the flared open ends of the

hopper sections to permit of the dischari^s of the fertilizer,

and a shifting lever for sliding one of the supporting

wheels and corresponding hopper section upon the shaft

to vary the size of the gap between the hopper sections.

3. A fertilizer drill including a frame, a fixed trans-

verse shaft upon the frame, a pair of supporting wheels

Journaled upon the shaft, disks loose upon the shaft and
having pawl and ratchet connections with the respective

supporting wheels, complemental hopper sections carried

by the disks and formed with open inner ends which have

an opposed and normally spaced relation to provide a gap

through which the fertilizer Is discharged. coSperatlng

blades projecting from the shaft and hopper sections for

reducing the fertilizer within the hopper sections, and
means for adjusting the relation between the hopper sec-

tions to vary the size of the gap between the open ends

thereof.

4. A fertilizer drill Including a frame, a tran«ver8e fixed

shaft thereon, a pair of supporting wheels Journaled upon

the fixed shaft, disks loose upon the shaft and having

pawl and ratchet connections with the respective support-

ing wheels, complemental hopper sections carried by the

disks and flared toward the inner ends thereof which are

open and having an opposed and normally spaced relation

to provide a gap through which the fertilizer Is dis-

charged, cooperating blades projecting from the shaft and
hopper sections for reducing the fertilizer within the hop-

per sections, a fixed retarding blade arranged within the

hopper over the bottom of the gap between the hopper sec-

tions to produce a uniform discharge of the fertilizer

through the gap, and a shifting lever for moving one of

the supporting wheels and the corresponding hopper sec-

tion to vary the size of the gap between the open inner

ends of the hopper sections.
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5. A fertilizer drill Including a frame, a fixed trans-
Terse shaft extending across the frame, a pair of support-
ing wheels Journaled upon the shaft, disks loose upon the
•baft and having pawl and ratchet connections with the
respective supporting wheels, complemental hopper sec-
tlona carried by the disks and formed with Sared inner
ends whi.'h are open and have an opposed and normally
•paced relation to each other to provide a gup through
which the fertilizer is discharged, a fixed retarding bladf
arranged within the hopper directly above the bottom of
the gap between the hopper sections, means for adjustably
uppbrtlng the retarding blade so that It ran be raised and
lowere<l. and a shifting lever for sliding one of the sup-
porting wheels upon the axle to vary the size of the gap
between the hopper sections.

1.224.539. RADIATOR COVERING. Charlis E. Ha«-
BiBOK. Littleton. Colo. Filed July 27, 1916. Serial No.
42.209. (a. 156—22.)

1. A folding bench comprising a body-member and sup-
porting-members relatively disposed to permit of the bench
belnii placed In an unfolded condition, over a radiator,
the body member comprising a pair of parallel sills, and
an apertured scat fastened to said sills and terminating
at a distance from the ends of the same whereby to pro-
vide spaces for the reception of the supporting members,
each supporting member being composed of a pair of legs
and an arm-rest connecting the upper ends thereof, and
the legs of the supporting-members being pivoted at a
point between their extremities, to the sills within said
spares whereby in an upright position they extend par-
tially above the seat, and in folded position they are
partially contained between the sills below the seat, and
devices to automatically lock said members In their rela-
tive folded and unfolded positions.

2. A folding bench comprising a body-member and sup-
porting-members relatively disposed to permit of the bench
being placed in an unfolded condition, over a radiator, the
body-member comprising a pair of parallel sills, and an
apertured seat fastened to said sills and terminating at
a distance from the ends of the same whereby to provide
spaces for the reception of the supporting-members, each
supporting member belnjc composed of a pair of legs and
an arm-rest connecting the upper ends thereof, and the
legs of the supporting-members being pivoted at a point
between their extremities to the sills within said spaces
whereby in an upright position thiy extend partially above
the seat and in a folded position, they are partially con-
tained between the sills below the seat, a paper-rack nor-
mally contained In the space between the legs and the
armrest of one of said supporting members, and pivoted
to the legs of the same for outward adjustment, and de-
Tlces to automatically lock the members of the bench In
tbelr relative folded and unfolded positions.

1,224.540. SHEET .METAL BA(i-FBAME. William A.
Hbilmank, Newark, N. J., assignor to The R. Neumann
Hardware Co.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Original
application filed Nov. 25. 1916, Serial No. 133,287.
Divided and thl» application filed Jan. 24. 1917. Serial
No. 144.117. (CI. 190—49.)

1. A bag-frame t-omprlsing a pair of hinged frame-sec
tlons. each frame-section comprising a main body-member

and a depending angular iiipniher integral with said main
body-member, so as to provide a frame section of L-shape<l
CTon sectioo. a covering upon each frame-section, each
covering having a sewing flange extending in an outward
direction from the outer marginal eiige-portion located
at the anale formed between the sjild m.iln body-member
and the depending member of each frame section, said
flanges being adapted to be located beneath the edge-
portions of the mouth of a bag body and further adapted
to receive a continuous straight line of stitching closely
to the said outer marginal edge of eat h frame-section, com-
bined with a hasp plate secured to the said main body-
member having hasp-lug carrying posts extending from
the upper surface-portion of said main body-member at
points back of the outer face of the said depending mem-
ber connected with said main body member of the said
frame-section.

2. A bag-frarae comprising a pair of frai.ie se.-tlons.
each frame-section consisting of a main body-member and
a depending member Integrally connected th 'rewlth. so as
to provlile a frame-section of L-shaped cross .lection, and
a hasp plate secured to the main body-member of one of
said frame-sections having hasp-lag rarrylng posts ex-
tending from the upper surfaep portion of said frame-
section at points back of the outer face of the said depend-
ing member.

3. A bag-frame comprising a pair of frame-sections,
each frame-section consisting of a main body-member and
a depending member Integrally connected therewith, so as
to provide a frame-section of L-shaped cross section, and
a hasp-plate secured to the main bwly member of one of
said frame-sections having hasp lug carrying posts extend-
ing from the upper surface portion of said frame-section
at points back of the outer face of the said depending
member, each post being provided with an angularly bent
portion extending forwardly In a direction toward the
marginal e<lge formed by the angle of the said main body-
member and the said depending member, all arranged no
as to bring the outer face-portion of the said posts ver-
tically in alineraent with the outer face-portion of the
•aid depending member.

4. A bag-frame comprising a pair of frame-sections,
each frame-section c<inslstlng of a main body-member and
a depending member Integrally connected therewith, so as
to provide a frame-section of L-sbaped cross section, said
main body member l>elng provided with openings, and a
hasp-plate secured to the under or lower surface portion
of the main t>ody of one of said members, hasp lug carry-
ing posts connected with taid hasp-plate, said posts ex-
tending into and throagh the said openings and extend-
ing from the upper surface portion of the sjiid main body-
member of said frame-section.

6. A bag-frame comprising a pair of frame sections,
each frame-section consisting of a main boily-member and
a depending member integrally connected therewith, so as
to provide a frame-section of L shaped cross section, said
main body-member being provided with openings, and a
hasp plate secured to the under or lower surface portion
of the main t>ody of one of said members, hasp-lug carry-
ing posts connected with said hasp plate, said posts ex-
tending Into and thronrh tbe said <)p«>nlngs and extend-
ing from the upper surface portion of the said main body-
member of said frame-section, each post being provided
with an angnlnrly Iwnt portion extending forwardly in a
direction toward the marginal edge formed by the angle
of the said main body memt>er and the said depending
member, all arranged so as to bring the outer surface
portions of the said posts vertically in allnement with tbe
oute^ face portions of the said depending member.
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1.224.641. AUTOMATIC PRESSURE - BOLL RELEASE
FOB CLOTHES- WRIN<iEB8. John F. HaifBNWAT,
New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 26, 1916. Serial No.

127.905. HM. 68— 32.)

1. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pres

•ure rolls and pressure means for said rolls mounted

therein, plates secured to the side liars of said frame

having spaced flanges extending into the slots of the

side bars a top bar having metal keepers at its ends

slldably mounted between said flanges, means carried by

said top bar for adjusting said pressure means, pivoted

latches carried by said plates engaging said keepers for

j
koldlng said top bar In predetermined position within

aid frame, releasing members slldably mounted on said

plates Itetween said flanges, arms carried by said latches

arranged In the path of travel of said releasing members,

and trip members carried by said releasing members ar-

I ranged In the path of travel of the shaft of one of said

pressure rolls on the separation of said rolls for moving

said releasing members into engagement with the arms of

•aid latches for swinging said latches out of aald keepers

to release said top bar.

2. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pres-

j •ure rolls and pressure means for said rolls mounted

therein, a top l>ar having metal keepers at its ends slldabl3

mounted in said frame, pivoted latches carried by the

side bars of said frame engaging said keepers, said latches

having arms extending therefrom, and releasing members

adapted to engage the arms of said latches for swinging

•aid latches out of engagement with said keepers, said

releasing members having adjustable trip members actu-

ated by the separation of said pressure rolls for operating

•aid releasing memt>ers for releasing said top bar.

8. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having slotted

I

Bide bars, pressure rolls and pressure means for said rolls

' mounteil in said frame, plates secured to said side bars

having parallel flanges extending into the slots thereof,

• top bar having metal keepers at its ends, slldably mount-

ed between the flanges of said plate, said keepers having

recesses, stop lugs formed on the upper enrls of said plate

ezteoding into said recesses, said plates having bearings,

latches provldtHl with pivots mounted In said bearings

adapted to extend into the recesst's of said keepers for

' holding said top bar in predetermined position therein,

aid latches having inwardly extending arms, and trip

members slldably mounted between tbe flanges of said

plates under Miid arms adapted to l>e moved upwardl;
Into engagement with said arms, on the separation of said

rolls for moving said latches out of said keepers for re

leasing said top bar.

4. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pres-

sure rolls and pressure means fur said rolls mounte<l there-

in, aald frame having slotted side bars, slotted plates

ecured to the outer faces of said side bars having spaced

flailfC* extending into the slots thereof, a top bar having

metal keepers at Its ends slldably mounted between the

flanges of said plate, said keepers having receaaes, stop

lugs formed on the upper ends of said plates extending

into the receaaes of said keepers, retaining members pivot-

ally mounted on said plates engaging aald keepers for

holding said top bar in predetermined position within
•aid frame, and means actuatetl ly the abnormal separa-

tion of said rolls engaging said retaining members for

moving said retaining memlters out of engagement with
the ke<'per« of said top bar.

5. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having slotted

side bars, pressure rolls and pressure means for said rolla

mounted in said frame, plates secured to the side bars of

said frame, a top bar having metal keepers at its ends

slldably mounted in said frame, bearings formed on said

plates, pivoted latches mounted in aald hearings engaging
said keepers for holding said top bar In predetermined

position within said frame, arms formtnl on said latcties,

and releasing members slldably mounted on said plates

engaging the arms of said latches on the separation of

said pressure rolls for moving said latches oJt of said

keepers for releasing said top bar.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.542. CIRCUIT-CONTROLLER William S. Ubjoit,

Rochester, N. Y., assignor to General Railway Signal

Company, Gates, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed Jan. 18, 1918. Serial No. 742.800. (CI. 200—11.)

1. In a circuit controller, in combination: a shaft; a

circuit controlling means moved with said shaft ; a second

circuit controlling means moved Independently of said

stiaft ; means fixed to said second means ; means < oactlng

with Bald last mentioned means for holding said second

means against movement with said shaft in any one of a

number of difl'erent positions of said second means ; means
controlled by said shaft for successively rendering ineffec-

tive said holding means as said shaft is turned ; and re-

silient means tending to move said second moans with said

shaft.

2. In a circuit controlling device, in combination : a

shaft ; a circuit controller moved with said shaft ; a
second circuit controller capable of movement independ-

ently of said shaft ; each of said circuit controllers being

capable of assuming a plurality of circuit controlling por-
tions ; means for holding said second circuit controller

against movement In any one of its circuit controlling

positions ; means for successively rendering said holding

means Ineffective as the shaft is turned successively to its

different circuit controlling positions ; and resilient mean^
tending to move said second circuit controller with said

shaft.

8. In a circuit controlling device. In combination : a

shaft ; a circuit controller moved with said siiaft ; a

second circuit controller capable of movement independ-

ently of said shaft ; each of said circuit controllers being

capable of assuming a plurality of circuit controlling

positions ; n latch plate fixed to said second circuit con-

troller having shoulders around its outer periphery ; a
latch adapted to engage said shoulders and bold said

second circuit controller in each of its circuit controlling

positions : mi>ans for succeaslvely releasing said latches

as said shaft is turned : and means governed by said shaft

for snapping said second circuit controller from one cir-

cuit controlling position to another such position as said

shaft is turned and as said first mentioned circuit con-

troller Is advanced successively from one circuit control-

ling position to another socb position.
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4. In a drcalt controller. In combination : a shaft ; a
contact carrying drum loosely mountod on said shaft and
having a plurality of circuit controlling positions ; a latch
plate fixed to said drum and having shoulders around its

outer periphery ; a latch adapted to engage said shoulders
and to hold said drum In each of its circuit controlling
positions ; a part adjustably securwl to said latch ; a trip
plate moved with said shaft and Including a plurality of
cams adjustable thereon, said cams being arranged to suc-
cessively engage said part and to disengage said latch
from said latch plate and to free said contact drum as
the shaft Is turned ; and resilient means for snapping
said drum successively from one circuit controlling posi-
tion to another such position when said drum Is released.

5. A circuit controller comprising a sliaft, a contact
carrying drum loose thereon, conductive fingers adapted to
co-act with the drum contacts, a shouldered latch plate
movable with the drum, a latch engaging the latch plate
shoulder to stop the drum, said latch having a longitudinal
slot and an adjacent serrated face, a facially serrated
washer, a sleeve, a fastening means passing through said
washer, said sleeve and said slot to hold said washer and
said sleeve at any desired adjustment on said latch, a
trip cam movable by the shaft and acting on the ad-
Justed slee%e to free the latch from the latch plate, and
means turning the loose drum when the latch plate is

freed.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,543. DRIVE MECHANISM FOR AUTOMOBILES.
Edward R. Hiwitt. Mldvale, N. J. Filed June 22,
1915. Serial No. 30,536. {CI. 21—90.)

1. An automobile drive wheel hob, a rear axle hoaslng
supporting said hub, an axle projecting through said hous-
ing and engaging by a flange on the end of said axle two
lugs within the outer limits of said hub, a projecting cas-
ing forming the outer portion of said hub. screw caps
tangentially located In said rasing and having their axes
normally projecting through one of said lugs supported
on the outer end of the drive axle, springs In said casing
engaging said lug. for the purpose described.

2. In an automobile drive mechanism, a drive wheel, an
axle housing, a drive-shaft in said housing, a worm gear
operatively attached to said drive shaft and a yielding
connection between said drive wheel and drive shaft end
comprising a casing, recesses adapted to hold in position
a plurality of pairs of coll springs normally In a straight
line tangent to said casing, and a lug on the co-operating
part located between the two of each of the pairs of
springs, for the purpose described.

3. In an automobile drive mechanism, a drive wheel
hub, a casing adjacent said hub, a drive axle, means at
one end of said drive axle to transmit power and a con-
nection between the other end of said drive axle to de-
liver the power to the hub Including springs adapted to
yield against relative rotary movement, removable caps In
said casing whereby said yielding springs ma.v be inserted
and removed, for the purpose described.

1.224.544. DRIXKINO - FOUNTAIN FOR POULTRY.
Caltiji D. HtxsoN, HUwatha, Kans. Filed Mar. 1,

191T. Serial No. 151,807. {CI. 11»—73.)

In a drinking fountain, a casing having a trough sur-
rounding the same and supplied therefrom, said trough
having Its outer side wall provided with convolutions ex-
tending upwardly and downwardly and designed to pre-
vent a fowl from wetting its wattles in drinking.

1,224,545. MEANS FOR DETERMINING GROUND
SPEED. LODEWYK J. R. H0L8T, Philadelphia, Pa., as-
signor to Arthur Brock. Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
Sept. 8, 1916. Serial No. 118,956. (Cl. 88—1.)

1. Apparatus for determining the ground speed of air
craft comprising in combination means, adjustable for
different air craft elevations, for determining the begin-
ning and end of the time interval required for an air
craft to travel a predetermined distance over the earth's
surface, and a timing mechanlf<m graduated in units of
ground speed for measuring the duration of said time in-

terval.

2. Means for measuring the ground speed of an air
craft comprising a camera obscura having adjusting means
for setting a pair of parallel marks on the Image receiving
screen of the camera at varying distances from one an-
other and having means for indicating different pn-de-
termined settings of the marks for different air craft
altitudes, and In combination therewith a time measuring
device comprising an Indicating member adapted to travel
at a constant speed and a scale graduated In ground speed'^
units for measuring the travel of said member.

3. Means for measuring the ground speed of an air
craft comprising a camera obscura having adjustable
means for setting a pair of parallel marks on the image
receiving screen of the camera at varying distances from
one another and having means, including a scale grad
uated In units of altitude, for indicating settings of the
marks, for different altitudes, at distances apart which
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are each in the same predetermined inverse ratio to the

corresponding altitude, and in combination therewith a
time measuring device comprising an Indicating member
adapted to travel at a constant speed, and a scale for

measuring the travel of said member and bearing sym-
bols indicating ground speeds inversely proportional to

the amount of travel of said member.

1,224,646. DISCHARGE VALVE. Nathaniil D. Hull.
Owensboro. Ky.. assignor to The Hull Pump & Tank
Company, Owensboro. Ky.. a Corporation. Filed Ape
14. 1916. Serial No. 91,039. (Cl. 103—60.)

1. The comblcatlon of a bod.r having Inlet and outlet

connections, a partition dividing the Interior of the body

Into a plurality of communicating compartments, a valve

to control the said communication and means to vent one
of said compartments comprising a valve operatively con-

nected to the first named valve and a vent adapted to be

closed by the second valve when fluid is flowing through
the compartments.

2. In combination, a casing having inlet and discharge

connections for fluid, and having a plurality of communi-

cating compartments therein, ny'ans to control the latter

communication, means to vent one of said compartments
and means to control the vent having operative connec-

tion ta the first named controlling means.

3. In combination, a casing having fluid Inlet and dis-

charge connections and having a plurality of communi
eating compartments within it. a valve to contcol the lat

ter communication, a vent connecting one of said com-
partments with outside air, a valve seat adjacent the vent

and a valve flexibly connected to the first named valve and

adapted to be moved therewith to and off said seat for

controlling the admission of outside air to said compart
ment.

4. In combination, a casing having fluid inlet and dis-

charge connections and having a plurality of commani-
cating compartments within it, a valve to control the said

communication, a recessed and apertured plug in the cas-

ing, a valve seat in the wall of the recess, a resilient mem-
l>er connected to the valve, a ball valve carried by the re-

silient member and adapted to be moved onto and away
from said seat by the first named valve for closing and
opening the aperture in the plug.

tjatJ^T. MOTOR-CONTROLLING MECHANISM FOR
TALKING-MACHINES. Alb«kt A. UcsBBT, Chicago.

111. Piled July 31. 1916. Serial No. 112.254. (Cl.

74—46.)

1. In a motor-controlling mechanism for talking ma-
chines, the combination of a motor, a brake therefor, a
spring for applying said brake, a bodily shlftahle latch

mechanism located In the path of a movable element of

the machine and adapted to hold said brake in retracted

position, said brake being released through contact of said

movable element with said latch mechanism, manually op-

erable means for positioning said latch mechanism at any
deslre<l position in said path of movement, and means
engageable by said movable element for withdrawing the
brake and -causing it to t>e held by said latch mechanism.

2. In a motor-controlling mechanism for talking ma-

chines, the combination of a motor, a brake therefor, a
spring tending normally to apply said brake, a bodily ad-

justable arm extending across the path of movement of a
movable element of the machine, a latch pivoted thereon,

manual means for adjusting said arm to position said latch

In any desired position in said path of movement, a latch

bar connected with the brake and adapted to be engaged
with said latch to hold the brake In inoperative i>oi1tlon,

and means projecting across said path of movement in

a position to be actuated by said movable element whereby
8aid latch bar Is engaged with said latch when said mov-
able element Is brought into contact with said means.

8. In a motor-controlling mechanism for talking ma-
chines, the combination of a motor, a tirake therefor, a
spring for applying said brake, a guideway including an
oscillatory member, an arm mounted for transverse sliding

movement on said guideway, a latch carried by said arm,
a latch t>ar splined on said oscillatory member and adapted
to be engaged with said latch, connections between said

oscillatory member and the brake whereby the brake is

held in Inoperative position when said latch-bar is engaged
with said latch, and means for oscillating said memt>er
against the force of said brake-applying spring to move
said latch-bar Into engagement with said latch.

4. In a motor-controlling mechanism for talking ma-
chines, the combination of a motor, a brake therefor, a
spring for applying said brake, a rock shaft, an arm mount-
ed to slide longitudinally of said shaft, a latch bar splined

to the shaft and slidable with said arm. a latch carried by
said arm in position to engage and retain said latch-bar,

manually operable means for moving said arm to position
the latch In the path of movement of a movable element
of the machine, a connection between said brake and said

rock shaft, and means also adapted to be actuated by said

movable element of the machine for rocking said shaft to

bring said latch-bar into locking relation with said latch.

0. In a motor-controlling mechanism for talking ma-
chines, the combination of a motor, a brake therefor, a
spring tending normally to apply said brake, means for

withdrawing said brake Iticludlng a member mounted In

the path of movement of a movable element of the ma-
chine, a rock shaft operable by said meml>er. and connec-
tions between said 'rock shaft and said brake, and means
for locking said brake in retracted position including a
latch-bar splined on said rock shaft, an arm slidable with

said latch-bar along the shaft, and a latch carried by said

arm in the path of movement of said movable element, said

latch being adapt«'d to lock said latch-bar and to release

the same when engaged by said movable element.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.648. AUTOMOBILE - TIRE HOLDER PARTICU-
LARLY ADAPTED TO CLENCHER - TIRES. JoHW
Clarence Inman. EJden. Ontario. Canada. Filed .Apr. 8,

1916. Serial No. 88.602. (C\. 224—29.)

1. In a holder for clencher tires, a split band U shaped

in cross section having overlapping f-nds. means for ex-

panding the band against the tire and locking It in the

expanded position, and means for forcing the clencher por-

tions of the tire outwardly against the flanges of the U-
shaped band as the band Is carried to the expanded posi-

tion.
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2. In a bolder for clcncber tires, a split band U-abaped
la cross sectioD bavlDg overlappiDg ends, mians for ez-

pandlDK tbe band against the tire and locking it In the
expanded position, and a rib located centrally of tbe band
and extending from end to end of the same adapted to
force tbe clencber edges of tbe tire outwardly.

3. In a bolder for dt^ncher tires, a split band U shaped
In cross section having overlapping ends, means for ex-

panding tbe band against tbe tire and locking it In the

expanded position, and a rib located centrally of tbe band
and extending from end to end thereof and having out-

wardly inclined aides.

4. In a bolder for clencber tires, a split band U-shaped
in croas section having overlapping ends, a bridging bar
extending across th«' holder and secured at one end to the

nnderlapping end of tbe t>and and at the opposite end to

the diametrically opposite portion of the band, a standard
bar secured to the lower or free portion of the band hav-

ing the overlapping t>nd. a lever pivoted upon tbe bridging
bar and pivotally connected to the standard bar, and
means for locking the lever in tbe depressed position.

6. In a bolder for a clencber tire, a split band U-shaped
in croa« section having overlapping ends, a bridging bar
extending across tbe bolder and secured at one end to the
underlapping end of tbe band and at the opposite end to
the diametrically opposite portion of tbe t>and. a standard
bar secured to the low»>r or free portion of the band hav-
ing the overlapping cad. a lever pivoted upon tbe bridging
bar and pivotally connected to tbe standard and having an
oriflce in proximity to Its free end, a projection carried by
the bridging bar over wblcb tbe Ipver is designed to be
sprung so that the projection passes into the oriflce.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,224.549. STEERING APrARATL'S. Joh.V L. Johw-
ON. Nekonia. Kans. f»rlginal application filed Apr. 29,

1916. Serial No. 94.377. Dlvldwl and this application
filed July 22, 1916. Serial No. 110.714. (CI. 21—192.)

1. Id a steering structure, tbe combination, of a sap-

porting frame, a pair of fifth-wheels carried by said sap-

porting framp fur rotation in a horizontal plane. 8upi>ort-

ing wheels rotatably carried by said fifth-wheels, a rack
bar sUdably carried by said supporting frame, means con-
necting said rack bar to said fifth-wheels, for partially ro-

tating the fifth wheels in unison upon slldable movement
of Hald rack bar, and means for moving said rack l>ar.

2. In a steering structure, the combination, of a sap-
porting frame, fifth-wheel structures carried hy said sup-
porting frame and rotatal>l«' In a horizontal plane, sup-
porting wheels rotatable in a vertical plane carried by said
fifth-wheel structures, a rack bar slidably carried by said
supporting frame, rods ct>nnected to the end of said rack
bar and to said fifth-wheel structures for rotating the
fifth-wheel structures in unison upon slldable movement
of the rack bar, a gear nit'shing with said rack bar. a shaft
supporting said gear and adapted for rotation for rotating
the g»'ar and moving the rack bar.

3. In a steering structure, the combination, of a sup-
porting frame, fifth wheel structures carried by said sup-
porting frame and rotatable in a horizontal plane, axles
rotatably carried by said fifth wheel structures, bracing
means connected to said fifth wheel structures and said
axle for bracing the axle, supporting wheels mounted upon
said axle, a rack t>ar slidably carried by said supporting
frame. ro<ls connecting th«» ends of said rack bar to said
fifth wheel structures, and means for moving said rack bar
longitudinally for partially rotating said fifth wheel struc-
tures.

1.224.M0. CLOTH I'lLER. James S. Johnstos. Utica,
N. Y. Filed Dec. 6. 1911. Serial No. 664.218. (Q.
270—31.)

1. In a cloth piler. the combination of a table, a frame
reciprocally mounted upon said table, a second frame
supporting knives and bodily movably mounted in a verti-

cal manner relative to said first named frame, sockets car-

ried by said second frame, whereby to bold a roll of cloth,

means for causing said first named frame to reciprocate,

whereby the roll of cloth may be piled upon said table in

layers, bars and other l>ars movable relative to said first

named bars, whereby to hold said layers upon said table.

2. In a cloth piler, the combination of a table, a frame
movably mounted upon said table, bearings slldlngly

mounted in said movable frame, shafts carried by said

bearings, a frame having knives supported by said shafts,

a bevel gear on said frame having knives, a bevel gear'in
mesh with said bevel gear on said frame having knives, a

shaft for supporting said second named bevel gear, a hol-

low shaft to which said shaft Is splined, a sprocket wheel
on said hollow shaft, ratchet racks adapted to engage
with said sprocket wheel, whereby to turn said bevel gears
and said frame having knives, so as to position said knives
to cut the bight between the layers of fabric spread upon
said table.

3. In a cloth piler, the combination of a table, a frame
reciprocally mounted uiHin said table, bearings slldlngly

mounted In said movable frame, other bearings located
within said sliding bearings, sliafts carried by said last
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named bearlac*. a frame having knives supported by said

shafts. 'sockets formed upon said frame haring knives,

whereby to detachably mount a spindle for carrying a

fabric, a bevel gear on said frame having knives, a bevel

gear In mesh with said bevel gear on said frame, a shaft

for supporting said second named bertl gear, a hollow

fehnft to which said shaft is splined. a sprocket wheel on

said hollow shaft, ratchet racks adapted to engage with

said sprocket wheel, whereby to turn said bevel gears and

said frame having knives, so as to position said knives to

cut the bight between the layers of fabric spread upon said

table, and means for holding said la.rers in place on said

table.

4. In a cloth piler. the combination of a table, a frame

reciprocally mounted upon said table, bearings slldlngly

mounted In said movable frame, other bearings located

within said sliding bearings, shafts carried by said last

named bearings, a frame having knives, supported by said

shafts, sockets formed upon said frame having knives,

whereby to detachably hold a spindle for carrying a fabric,

a bevel gear on said frame having knives, a bevel gear in

mesh with said bevel gear on said frame, a shaft for sup-

porting said second named >>evel gear, a hollow shaft to

which said shaft is splined. a sprocket wheel on said hol-

low sliaft, ratchet racks adapted to engage with said

sprocket wheel, whereby to turn said bevel gears and said

frame having knives, so as to position said knives to cat

the bight between the layers of fabric spread upon said

table, a serrated bar, and a second bar held normally

against said first named bar by springs, whereby to hold

the layers of fabric in place on said table.

1.224,551. RAKE. ALOKZO J08LEN, Oklahoma, Okla.

Filed July 22. 1916. Serial No. 110.721. (CI. 55—10.)

A rake comprising a handle, a pair of metal strips se-

cured by one of their ends to the opposite side faces of

the handle and projecting forwardly beyond the same, the

forwardly extending ends of the strips terminating into

circular enlargements provided with openings, a rake

head Journaled in said openings centrally of Its ends, teeth

carried by the head, tines carried by tbe side face remote

from the face carrying the teeth, a ratchet secured to the

shaft and located centrally between the ends of the strips.

Mid handle provided on Its upper side with a longitudi-

nally extending groove which Is located between tbe con-

nected ends of the strips, a latch pivoted Intermediate Its

ends within the groove and projecting forwardly and rear-

wardly beyond the walls of the same, the forward end of

said latch depending downwardly for engagement with the

ratchet wheel, said handle provided with a recess in its

upper side adjacent the rear wall of the groove, a spring

seated in said recess snd having one end engaging the

rear end of the latch for normally urging its forward end

Into engacement with the ratchet wheel for the purpose

of holding the rake head in \*rloas adjusted positions.

2. A toilet article comprising, in combination, a box

Iiaying an open top, a cover for the Ik)x formed to fit with-

in the box and having a flexible edge to frictlonally en-

gage the Inside of the wall of the box, and a series of

flexible projections extending outwardly from the walls

of the box and shaped and colored to imitate the petals of

a flower.

1,224.552. TOILET BOX. Li blla Stilwsll Kinnard,

Chicago, 111. Filed I>ec. 16. 1915. Serial No. 67,296.

(CI. 41—14.)
1. A toilet article comprising, in combination, a box

having an open top. a fabric covering the sides of the box

and drawn inward at the bottom and having the box at-

tached thereto, a cover for. the box, and a series of flexible

projections extending outwardly from the walls of the box

and shaped and colored to Imitate the petals of a flower.

8. A toilet article comprising, in combination, a t)ox hay-

ing an open top, a series of flexible projections extendlBf

outwardly from the walls of the box and shaped and

colored to Imitate the petals of a flower, and a cover for

the box formed to flt within the box and frictlonally en-

gage the inner surface of the wall, the under face of the

cover being provided with a soft surface and the outer

face made to imitate the center of the flower represented

by the colored petals.

1.224,558. ATTACHMENT FOR BELT GUIDB8 AND
SHIFTERS. William R. Klier, Galva, 111. Filed July

13. 1916. Serial No. 109,066. (CI. 64—4.)

1. An attachment for a belt gul<le and shifter Includinf

a pair of guide rollers arranged at right angles to each

other and means to keep the attachment in tbe same rela-

tion to the belt regardless of the position of the shifter.

2. The combination with a belt guide and shifter Includ-

ing a swinging plate attached to the boiler of a traction

engine, a guide roller at the end of said plate and means

to swing said plate to move the roller away from or toward

the boiler of the engine, of an attachment Including a bar

pivoted to the forward end of the plate beneath tbe roller,

auxiliary guide rollers on the bar for cooperation with the

guide roller on the plate, and means to keep the attach-

ment in tbe same angular relation with the engine boiler

at all times.

8. The combination with a belt guide and shifter Inclod-

Ing a swinging plate attached to the boiler of a traction

engine, a guide roller at the end of said plate an<l means

to swing said plate to move the roller away from or toward

the boiler of the engine, of an attachment Including a bar

pivoted to the forward end of the plate beneath the roller,

auxiliary guide rollers on the bar for cooperation with tbe

guide roller on the plate, a bell crank pivoted to the lower

edge of tbe plate, a rod connecting one arm of tbe bell

crank to the pivoted plate, and a rod connecting the oppo-
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site arm of the bell cra^ to the bar whereby the attach-
ment Is held In the same angular relation with the engine
boiler at all times.

1,224.554. POTATO-VINE LIFTER FOR CULTIVATORS.
Fbid J. Kbbxz. Bloomer. Wl.s. Filed Dec. 7, 1916. Se-
rial No. 135,622. (CI. 97—33.)

1. In a device of the class descrlBed. the combination
with a plow stock and a beam extending^ therefrom having
a supporting wheel on Its forward end. of a pair of run-
ners, transverse adjustable supporting bars for said run
ners. means to connect said bars to the plow beam and
stock, the forward ends of said runners being enlarged
and provided with curved margins to raise potato vines
and the like Imo vertical position to prevent the same be-
ing burled during the cultivating process.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
wltb a plow stock and beam extending therefrom, of a
pair of runners provided with enlarged front ends having
the top margins thereof curved, a plurality of transverse
bars carried by the beam and stock, said bars being ad-
justably connected, the free ends of the bars being con-
nected to said runners whereby to adjustably support the
same In parallpl spaced relation to the cultivating blades.

1,224.555. BOLL-WEEVIL CATCHER AND DE-
STROYER. William C. Mcadams. Millport. Ala., as-
signor of one-half to Will B. Lacy. Columbus, Miss
Piled May 3. 1916. Serial No. 95.171. (CI. 48—1 )

1. The combination with a supporting member, of a boll
weevil catcher and destroyer comprising oppositely dls-
posfMl parallel troughs and resilient supports extending
upward from each trough and each adjustably engaging
said supporting member whereby to permit the troughs to
be shifted toward or from each other, said resilient sup-
ports yieldingly holding the troughs In parallel relation
and In the aam»> plane and beln^ sufficiently yleldable to
permit plant stalks to pass between the confronting edges
of the troughs.

2. An Insect catching attachment for plows comprising
a trough having inwardly turned arms adapted to engage
with a plow beam to support the trough below the beam.
and a coactlng trough having on Its outer edge upwardly
and then downwardly extending arms Independent of the
arms on the first named trough formed to engage the plow
beam.

3. An Insect catching attachment for plows comprising
a trough adapted to be mounted upon a plow beam and
below the same, and an oppositely disposed trough having
a plurality of upwardly extending and then downwardly
extending resilient arms adapted to be operatlvely en-
gaged with the plow beam and laterally adjustable there-
on Independent of the first named trough.

4. An insect catching atUchment for plows comprUing
a trough having slotted arms for engagement with a plow
beam, and a coactlng trough having arms extending up-
ward. Inward and downward, said arms being resilient
and being angularly bent at their extremities and formed
with slots whereby they may be adjustably engaged with
a plow beam.

6. An Insect catching attachment for plows comprising
a trough having an upwardly extending outer wall and a
plurality of Inwardly extending resilient arms on said
wall, the arms being longitudinally slotted whereby they
may be engaged with a plow beam, and a coactlng trough
having a plurality of resilient arms extending from Its
outer edge, the arms extending upward then Inward and
downward, the extremities of the arms being angularly
bent and longitudinally slotted, and a connecting member
attached to said arms and extending longitudinally and
formed at Its extremity with an angularly bent longitu-
dinally slotted rod for engagement with a plow handle.

1.224,556. NUT LOCK. James McConaht, Ellwood City.
P*. Piled Oct. 28. 1916. Serial No. 127.281. (CI
151—3.)

As an improved article of manufacture, a combined
washer and not lock stamped from malleable metal and
consisting of a substantially circular locking disk Integrally
connected to the Inner edge of an annular washer plate at
one side and normally disposed out of the plane of said
washer plate and substantially at right angles thereto,
said washer plate being adapted for arrangement upon the
bolt and held In position by the nut threaded thereon, and
said locking disk being adapted to be bent over upon the
side and end faces of th»» nut and hold the same against
turning movement with respect to the bolt.

1.224.567. INTERNAL COMBU.STIONEN(;iNE. Thomas
M, McK»LVT, Fresno. Cal. Filed Mar. 24. 1916. Serial
No. 86.44T. (CI. 128—80.)

--r-

'
i,

1. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylindrical valve
casing, a rotary valve mounted In said casing having «
plurality of longitudinal grooves, and annular grooves of
greater depth than the longitudinal grooves intersecting
the latter intermediate their ends, packing strips arranged
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In the longitudinal grooves, and split expanding rings ar- '

ranged In the annular grooves normally retaining the

packing strips In outwardly extended position.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylindrical valve

• casing, a rotary valve mounted In said casing having a

plurality of longitudinal grooves, annular grooves at the

ends of the longitudinal grooves, and annular grooves of

greater depth than the longitudinal grooves Intersecting

the latter intermediate their ends, packing rings arranged

In the first-mentioned annular grooves, packing strips ar-

ranged In the longitudinal grooves, and silt expanding
rings arranged In the second-mentioned annular groove

normally retaining the packing strips in outwardly ex-

tended position against the wall of the bore of said casing.

1,224.558. EXPANDING PULLEY." HaB«Y SlTMOtR
Mabsh, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to American Machine

k Foundry Company, New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Oct. 3. 1916. SerUl No. 123.469.

<C1. 64—8.)

1. A rim segment for expanding pulleys having a radial

web one etige of which Is formed into a slide with an

unbroken surface, the opposite edge being In part formed

into a slide and in part into a rack.

2. A rim segment for expanding pulleys having a radial

web one edge of which is formed into a slide extending

substantially throughout its length, the opposite edge

l»elng in part formed into a slide and in part into a rack.

8. A rim segment for expanding pulleys having a radial

web one edge of which projects beyond the operating belt

surface of the segment and is formed Into a slide, the op-

posite edge being in part projected beyond the operating

belt surface and formed Into a slide and in part formed

into a rack stepped back from the slide.

4. Operating mechanism for rim segments of expanding

pulleys comprising a stationary stud mounted between

and projecting beyond the rim segments, and a rim seg-

ment controlling device comprising rim segment actuating

gearing and an operating member In threaded engagement

with said stud arranged and adapted when manually oper-

ated on said stud to produce radial motion of the rim

atgments.

6. Operating mechanism for rim segments of expanding

pulleys comprising a stationary stud mounted between and

projecting beyond the rim segments, an operating member
threaded upon said stud, a rim segment controlling member
arranged and adapted to be moved longitudinally by and

when the operating member Is rotated upon the stud, and

gearing operated by the rim segment controlling member
for producing radial motion of the rim segments.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Ga*«tte.]

1,224.559. VAPOR HEATING SYSTEM. RiCHABD Mah-

j
TIN. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed May 1. 1916. Serial No.

'

»4.626. (CI. 287—68.)

1. In a heating system, the combination with a boiler,

a radiator, a feed pipe l>etween said boiler and radiator,

and n return pipe between said radiator and boiler, of an

air renting conduit tapping said return pipe at a point

above the water level of said boiler and leading to the

atmosphere, a float chamber, partly above and partly be-

low the water level of said boiler and connected to said

boiler at a point below the water level thereof, a float in

said cbaml>er, a valve actuated by said float and operating

by a partial vacuum In the system, to close said air vent-

ing conduit, and an air conduit leading from said float

chamber and arranged to be opened when the first noted

air vent is closed by low altitude of water in said float

chamber.

2. In a heating system, the combination with a boiler,

a radiator, a feed pipe between said boiler and radiator

and a return pipe between said radiator and boiler, a
float chamber partly above and partly below the water
4evel of said boiler and connected to said boiler at a point

below the water level thereof, a valve casing having
upper and lower valve seats, the latter being connected to

said float chamber, an atmospheric air vent leading from
the upper valve seat, a float in said float chamber having

a projecting stem, two valves on said stem, one for en-

gagement with said lower valve seat, and the other for

engagement with said upper valve seat, an air venting

conduit leading from said lower valve seat and tapping

said return pipe at a point above the water level of the

boiler, and a small air passage constantly connecting the

upper portion of said valve casing to the upper portion of

said float chamber.

3. In a heating system, the combination wltb a boiler,

a radiator, a feed pipe between said boiler and radiator

and a return pipe between said radiator and boiler, a

float chamber partly above and partly below the water

level of said boiler and connected to said boiler at a point

below the water level thereof, a valve casing having upper
and lower valve seats, the latter being connected to said

float chamber, an atmospheric air vent leading from the

upper valve seat, a float in said float chamber having a

projecting stem, two valves on said stem, one for engage-

ment with said lower valve seat, and the other for engage-

ment wltb said upper valve seat, an air venting conduit

leading from said lower valve seat and tapping said return

pipe at a point above the water level of the boiler, a small

air passage constantly connecting the upper portion of

said valve casing to the upper portion of said float cham-
ber, the said two valves being Independently adjustable,

one with respect to the other.

4. In a heating system, the combination with a boiler,

a radiator, a feed pipe between said boiler and radiator,

and a return pipe between said radiator and boiler, of a

float chamber partly above and partly below the water

level of said boiler and connected to said boiler below its

water level, a valve casing having Interior valve seats at

Its upper and lower extremities, the said upper valve seat

leading to the atmosphere and the said lower valve seat

being connected to said float chamber and to said return

pipe at a point above the water level of the boiler, a
float in said float chamber provided with a projecting

stem, and two valves on said stem, one engageable with^,

the said upper valve seat under upward movement of the

float and the other engageable with said lower valve seat

under downward movement of said float.
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1.224.560. DRYING APPARATUS. Pkamk Eubrson ' cUted with certain of Mid lifting elemtnts for ralalnf and

NacDHAM and Hbrtox Washinotoi* Ejierick, Salem, lowertng the llftlnic elements and tars simultaneously.

Oretf. Fll«i May 15. 1916. Serial No. 97,679. {C\.

84—19.)

1. In a device of the class described, a rotary distributer

comprising a hesd, a plurality of radlatlui; arms extending

therefrom an<l a plurality of outlets In each arm, and
m(>an8 for supplyint: gas to salil distributor.

2. In a device of the class descrlbe<l. a plurality of

radiatlnif hollow arms extending from said head, and a

plurality of cutlet pipes for each hollow arm. the outlet

plp<>s from the adjacent arms belni; dl«posp<l varying dis-

tances from said head, whereby when said distributer Is

rotated the line of travel of said outlets on one arm will

be between that takpn by those on the other arms, means
for rotating said distributer, and means for supplying gas

to said hollow arms.

3. In n device of the class descrlbwl. a plurality of

rotary distributers, each comprising a hollow head, means
for revolving said heads, a number of radiating hollow

arms extending from each head and communicating with

the Interior thereof, a plurality of upwardly and outwardly

dtschargluK outlet pipes for each hollow arm, said outlet

pipes being space<l varying distances from said heads, and
means for supplying sras to each head to be discharged

through said arms nnd outlet pipes.

4. In a device of the class described, a rotary distributer

comprising a head, a plurality of radiating arms extending

from said head, and a plurality of outlets In each arm, a

stand, a track thereon, said head being rotatably mounted
on said track, means for rotating said head, and a supply

pipe extending through said stand to said head.

5. In a device of the class described, a rotary distributer

comprising a heail having an open bottom, a depending

portion surrounding said opening, n plurality of radiating

arms extending from said head, and a plurality of outlets

on each arm, a stand, a track thereon, a number of bearing

wheels carried by said head whereby the former may be

rotated on the latter, an operating shaft extending through

said stand and head and connected to the latter, means
connecte<l with the shaft for rotating the same, and a

stationary supply pipe extending through said stand and
projecting within said depending portion.

l,224,r>61. AUTOMOBILE JACK. Chables T. Nelson,
Oakland. Nebr. Piled Oct. 4, 1916. Serial No. 123,749.

(Cl. 254—91.)

1. A Jack of the class described including a base, a pair

of shafts rotatably mounted on the upper side of the ta.se

near "ach end thereof, lifting elements secured by one enff

to the shafts at each end thereof for rotation therewith,

the upper ends of said lifting elements l)elng bifurcated

forming spaced arms provided with horixontally alined

openings, a pair of V-shaped reinforcing rods having their

apexes removably secure<l to the medial portions of each

ahaft, the ends of the reinforcing rods being bent angu-

larly and extended transversely through the horixontal

alined openings in the arms of the lifting elements. longi-

tudinally extended supporting bars arranged between the

arms of the lifting elements and removably and plvotally

secured therein by the angularly bent ends of the V-8hap«<l

reinforcing ro<l. and a power applying mechanism asso-

y

2, A Jack of the class described Including a base, a pair

of shafts rotatably mounted on the base, lifting elements
secured by one end to the shaft for rotation therewith,

reinforcing rods sscured to each shaft, the ends of the

reinforcing rods passing through the upper end of the

lifting elements, supporting bars removably and plvotally

secured to the ends of the reinforcing rods, for movement
with the lifting elements.

1,224,562. FILING-TABLE FOR TUBES. Paol B. Niw-
MA.v, La Fayette, Ind. Filed Sept. SO, 1916. Serial No.

123,076. (Cl, 45—31.)

In a filing table structure, the combination, of a sap-

porting structure, horizontal braces for said supporting

strnctare, a top, said top provide<l with a plurality of

spaced circular openings, a plurality of crossed burs car-

rletl by said supporting stnicture and crossing directly

beneath the center of said openings, said cross bars form-

ing supports for tubes lnserte<1 through said openings.

1,224.563. COOKER. Abthuk S. Oldham, Helena, Ark.

Filed Dec. 11. 1914. Serial No. 876,700, (Cl. 126—89.)

A cooker comprising a casing having a substantially

triangular top, separate doors in each side of said top
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having Inwardly extending drip flanges at their lower

edges and «pace<i Inwardly from the walls of the casing,

a food support below the flange«, heating means twlow

the food support, a drip pan below the heating means

lying wholly within the casing and extending beyond the

plane of the flanges, said drip pan having a nipple ex-

tending through the bottom of the casing, and a dam-

pered air Inlet and pan removing opening in a wall of the

casing below the heating means.

1,224,564. BAKING-CONE. Fkei>erick W. Peppeh,

Minneapolis. Minn., assignor to Standard Baking Com-
pany, Minneapolis. Minn., a Corporation of Minnesota.

Piled Jan. 27. 1916. Serial No. 74,595. (Cl. 107—©«,)

1, A baking mold having an approximately conical In-

ner surface, and provided with a branding ring set in

flush with the outer extremity thereof, and detachably

seated therein.

2. A baking mold having a detachable tapered brand-

ing ring set in flush with the opening extremity thereof

and detachably seated therein so as to bind when heated,

the said branding ring being of a metal that has a greater

heat expansion than the body of said mold.

3. A baking mold that is approximately circular In

cross-section, provided at one end with a detachable an

nular branding ring,

4, A baking mold that is approximately circular in

cross-section, having a detachable branding ring set In

flash with the open extremity thereof and detachably

seated therein, so #8 to bind when heated, the said brand-

ing ring being of a metal that has a greater beat expan-

sion than the body of said mold.

1,224,565. LOG-LOADER. William J. Peronto, Hard
wood, Mich, Filed Sept. 8, 1916. Serial No, 119.061.

(Cl. 254—138.)

A log loader comprising a base, a mast rotatably se-

cured to said base, a plate swlveled to the upper end of

the mast, means for supporting the upper end of the

mast, a ring secured to the mast adjacent its lower end.

guy cables securetl to the ring and deUchably secured

to the tase whereby the mast may be inclined to either

238 0. G.—11

side of the base, and a block and tackle plvotally con-

nected to the base and detachably secured to the mast at

the lower end thereof for elevating logs.

1,224,566. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Std-

XEY I. Pbescott, New York, N. Y. Filed Not. 16, 1916.

SerUl Xo. 61,737. (Cl. 128—74.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, the combination

with a source of gas supply, of a cylinder having a com-

bustion chamber, a piston having a wall port elongated

in the direction of piston travel and working within the

cylinder, means coilperative with the piston to form an

induction chamber within said piston, and means con-

tinuously coi'peratlve with and controlling the piston port

to establish open communication between the induction

chamber and the source of gas supply, then confine the

charge of gas within the induction chamber substantially

to the end of the power stroke, and then effect Its trans-

fer to the combustion chamt>er during the first part of

the return stroke.

2. In an internal combustion engine, the comhinatioo

with a source of gas supply, of a cylinder having a com-

bustion chamber, a piston having a wall port elongated

in the direction of piston travel and working within the

cylinder, stationary means cooperative with the piston

to form an Induction chamber within said piston, and

means continuously cooi>eratlve with and controlling the

piston port to establish open communication between the

induction chamber and the source of gas supply, then con-

fine the charge of gas within the Induction chamber sub-

stantially to the end of the power stroke, and then effect

its transfer to the combustion chamber during the first

part of the return stroke.

8. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a source of gas supply, of a cylinder having a com-

bustion chamber, a piston having a wall port elongated

in the direction of piston travel and working within the

cylinder, a stationary dosed-end cylindrical device co-

operative wi*h the piston to form an induction chamber

within said piston, and means continuously cooperative

with and controlling the piston port to establish open

communication between the induction chaml)er and the

source of gas supply, then confine the charge of gas within

the induction chamber substantially to the end of the

power stroke, and then effect its transfer to the combus-

tion chamber during the first part of the return stroke.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a source of gas supply, of a cylinder having a com-

bustion chamber, a piston having a wall port elongated

in the direction of piston travel and working within the

cylinder, a closed-end cylindrical device coilperatlve with

the piston to form an induction chamber within said pis-

1 ton, a cross-head working within said cylindrical device.
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a piston rod connecting said cross-bead with said piston,

and means continuously cooperative with and controlling

the piston port to establish open communication between

the Induction chamber and the source of gas supply, then

confine the charge of gas within the Induction chamber
substantially to the end of the power stroke, and then

effect Its transfer to the combustion chamber during the

first part of the return stroke.

5. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a source of gas supply, of a cylinder having a com-

bustion chamber, a piston having a wall port elongated

in the direction of piston travel and working within the

cylinder, means cooperative with the piston to form an

induction chamber within said piston and having a clear-

•ance definitely larger than that of the combustion cham-

ber, and means continuously cooperative with and control-

ling the piston port to establish open communication be-

tween the induction chamber and the source of gas supply,

then confine the charge of gas within the induction cham-

ber substantially to the end of the power stroke, and then

effect Its transfer to the combustion chamber during the

first part of the return stroke.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed In the Oaaette.]

1;224,667. ROTARY PUMP.
Ga. Filed Feb. 6, 1916.

103—44.)

Ralph Raoan, Atlanta,

Serial No. 76.867. (CL

1. In a rotary pump, the combination with a bousing

containing connected chambers, of a driven rotor and
valve element contained in the said chamt>ers and having

their peripheries In contact, of a recess In the periphery

of the valve-element, and a radially movable impeller on

the rotor entering said recesses and whose outer face bear*

on the wall of the Inclosing chamber, and is of aoch

length as to bear on such wall before it leaves such

recess.

2. In a rotary pump, the combination with a housing

containing connected chambers, of a driven rotor and
valve element contained In the said chambers, and hav-

ing their peripheries In contact, of a recess in the periphery

of the valve-element, the base of the recess being struck

from the center of rotation of the valve element, and a

radially movable impeller on the rotor whose outer face

is struck from the center of rotation of the rotor and

which on entorlng the recess In the valve-chamber bottoms

therein before Its opposite end leaves the wall of the

rotor chamber.

3. In a rotary pump, the combination with a honsing

containing connected chambers, of a driven rotor, and

a valve element contained in said chambers and having

heir peripheries In contact, of a recets In the periphery

of the valve element, the base of the recess being stmck

from the center of rotation of the valve element, and a

radially movable Impeller on the rotor whose outer face

is struck from the center of rotation of the rotor, and
subtends a greater arc than the arc between the line of

centers of the chamber and the junction of their walls.

4. In a rotary pump, the combination with a housing

containing connected chambers, of a driven rotor and
valve element contained in the chamber and having their

peripheries In contact, of a recess In. the periphery of the

valve element, and a radially movable impeller on the rotor

whose outer face la struck from the center of rotation

of the rotor and which, on entering the recess of the

valve chamber and after leaving the wall of the rotor

chamber, is limited in Its outward movement by the bottom

of the said recess.

6. In a rotary pump, the combination with a housing
containing connected chambers, of a driven rotor and
valve element contained in the said chambers and having

their peripheries In contact, of a recess in the periphery

of the valve element, and a radially movable Impeller on-

the rotor whose outer face bears on the bottom of the

receu when fully therein, and la of such a length to bear

on such bottom before It leaves the wall of the rotor

chamber.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

and adapted to slidably embrace said knob and be rigidly

confined in said groove, and a bag suspended from said

bar.

1,224,668. LAUNDRY-RECEPTACLE. Mthtos E. Rcam,
Bvanston. 111. Filed Sept. 11, 1915. Serial No. 50,121.

(CI. 130—1.)

**v-:^ 11

1. The combination of a laundry bag having a hem af
its open upper end and provided with a slit passing

through said hem and downwardly therefrom, a bag-sup-

. porting bar bent Into the form of an elongate*! loop and
having a short upstanding loop at one side open at Its

lower end. the ends of said bar approaching each other

but spaced away from each other at the opposite aide

of the first mentlone<l loop, the bag being adapted to b«

associated with and disassociated from said bar by pass-

ing the hem of said bag onto and off of the ends of sald^

t>ar, and a supporting knob adapted to be removably em-

braced by said smaller upstanding loop.

2. Tb^ combination of a laundry bag having a hem at

its upper end and provided with a slit passing through

said hem and downwardly therefrom, a bag-supporting

bar bent into the form of an elongated loop and having

its ends approaching each other, the bag being adapted

to be associated with and dlsasaoclated from said bar by

passing the hem of the bag onto and off of the bar over

said ends, and supporting means for the bar.

3. A receptacle for laundry or the like comprising a bar

bent to provide a main loop and a short upstanding loop at

one side of the main loop, the ends of the bar approacblng

each other closely, and a bag provided with means at Its

upper edge adapted to be threaded onto the main loop-

over the free ends of the bar, whereby to support the

bag from said main loop, said upstanding loop adapted to

b« hung upon a support.

4. A laundry receptacle comprising a supporting knob
having a deep annular groove, a bag-support Ing bar pro-

vided with a small upstanding loop open at its lower end-

1,224,569. COMBINATION-LOCK. Jamcb M. Robsbts,

Marlon, Ky. Filed Dec. 27, 1916. Serial No. 189,086.

(01. 70—113.)

1. A lock comprising a casing, a frubstantially U-shaped

shackle having Its ends disposed within the casing and

notched, a shaft Journaled In the casing and having notches

for cooperating with the notches In the shackle to per-

mit the shackle to slide freely within the casing, a knob

formed on the shaft and exteriorly of the casing for rotat-

ing the shaft to move said shaft Into the notches of the

shackle to lock said shackle against withdrawal from the

casing, means enfcaging the shaft to lock it against rota-

tion, and means connecfeii with the last mentioned means

and extending exteriorly of the casing for moving said

means to free the shaft.

2. A lock comprising a casing, a substantially U-shaped

shackle having Its ends extending within the casing and

notched, a shaft Journaled within the casing and having

notches for cofiperatlng with the notches In the shackle

to permit the shackle to slide freely In the casing, means

for rotating the shaft to move said shaft Into the notches

of the shackle to lock said shackle against withdrawal

from the casing, oppositely disposed lugs formed on the

shaft, substantially U-shaped members located within said

casing and receiving the shaft between Its arm portions,

said U-shaped members having elongated slots in the

arm jwrtions, means for moving the substantially U-

shaped members to position the slots for receiving the

lugs for permitting the shaft to be routed.

S. A lock comprising a casing, a substantially U-shaped

shackle having Its ends disposed within the casing and

notched, a shaft Journaled In the casing and having

notches therein for cooperating with the notches In the

shackle to permit the shackle to slide within the casing,

means for rotating the shaft to move said shaft Into the

notches of the shackle, guides formed within the casing,

substantially U-shaped members slldable In the guides

and receiving the locking shaft between their arm portions,

said U shaped members having elongated slots in the arm
portions thereof, oppositely disposed lugs formed on the

shaft and located between the arm portions of the sub-

stantially U-shaped members, and operating rods Journaled

In the casing and threaded to the substantially U-shaped

members for moving said U-shaped members to position

the slots so as to permit the lugs to enter them for per-

mitting the shaft to be routed.

1,224.670. INTERRUPTER. Sttabt 8ANDBBrT«R, Stam-

ford. Conn. Filed July 1. 1916. Serial No. 107,049.

(CI. 176—847.)

1. In an Interrupter, a base, a rotary disk roUtably

mounted on the base and provided on its i>eriphery with

a plurality of alternate Insulating and conductive plates,

said plates being connected at their ends by a continuous

ring, a sleeve mounted on the base, a rolling contact in one

end of the sleeve for engagement with the periphery of

the disk, spring means for urging said contact toward

the disk to hold the i)erlpherle8 thereof In continuous en-

gagement, a roUlpg conUct for engagement with the ring,

and spring means for urging the last named rolling con-

tact toward the disk, and binding posts connected to both

of the conUcts, as and for the purpose specified.

2. In an interrupter, a base, a disk rotatably mounted

on one face of the base, and provided on its periphery

with a plurality of alternating insulating and conductive

plates, said plates t>elng connected at their inner ends by

a continuous ring, a sleeve mounted upon said base and
having one end closed and Its other open end In close

proximity to the periphery of the disk, a rolling contact

member rotatably mounted In the open end of the disk,

Its periphery adapted to have engagement with the periph-

ery of the disk, spring means for urging said contact

toward the disk to hold the peripheries thereof In continu-

ous engagement, a rolling conUct for engagement with

the ring, spring means for urging the last named rolling

contact toward the disk, and binding posts carried by the

sleeve and base, said binding posts being connected to

both of the contact^.

3. In an Interrupter, standards mounted upon one face

of the base, a disk rotatably mounted on the sUndards,
said disk provided on Its periphery with an alternating

conductive and insulating plate, a pedesUl on the base,

a sleeve mounted on the pedestal, said sleeve having one

end opened and Its opposite end closed, a rolling contact

rotatably mounted In the opened end of the sleeve and
adapted for engagement with the periphery of the disk,

a ring connecting the Inner ends of the conductive plates

together, pivoted arms mounted beside the routing disk,

outwardly extending fingers formed on said arms, a rolling

conUct rotaUbly mounted between the fingers, said con-

Uct being adapted to engage the ring of the disk, and
spring means to urge said contact toward said disk to

hold the rolling conUct in engagement with the rings.

1.224.671. WEED-PULLER. L0CI8 Schaibh, Minneapo-
lis. Minn. Filed June 19, 1916. Serial No. 104,476.

(CI. 66—148.)

1. In a device of the kind described, the combination

with a handle, of a catting blade secured to the lower end

of the handle, a pair of pinching Jaws for picking up a

plant or weed, the root of which has been cut by the cut-

ting blade, and an adjustable ground-engaging stop for

limiting the depth to which the cutflng blade enters the

ground.

2. In a device of the kind described, the combination

with a handle, of a cutting blade movably mounted on

the lower end of the handle, a pair of pinching Jaws plr-

otally secured In respect to the handle for picking up a

plant or weed, the root of which has been cut by the cut-

ting blade, ^nd means for securing the cutting blade to

the handle with its catting edge In different adjustments

In respect to the pinching Jaws.

8. In a device of the kind described, the combination
with a handle, of a catting blade movably mounted on
the lower end of the handle, a pair of pinching Jaws plv-

otally secured in respect to the handle for picking up a
plant or weed, the root of which has been cut by the cut-

ting blade, means for securing the cutting blade to the
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baiidl« with Its cutting edge in different adjustments In

re8p«ct to the pinching jaws, and an adjustable ground-

engaging stop for limiting the depth to which the cutting

blade enters the ground.

1.224,372. PUMP ATTACHMENT,
fers, Minn. Filed July 11, 1918.

(a. 103—65.)

Petbr Schoin, Jef-

Serial N'o. 108,651.

1. The combination with a pump having a spout, of a

drain pipe including a relatively movable section normally

dl8i>08ed beneath the spout, and bucket controlled means

for moving said section to au inoperative position at one

side of the spout.

2. The combination with a pump having a spoot, of a
drain pipe Including a relatively movable section npr-

mally disposed beneath said spout, and means for moving
said section to one side of the spout, said means including

a bucket actuated element.

3. The combination with a pump having a spout, of a

drain pipe including a relatively movable section normally

disposed beneath said spout, bucket controlled means for

moving said section to an inoperative position at one side

of the spout, and means for automatically returning said

section to normal position.

4. The combination with a pump having a spout, of a
drain pipe including a relatively movable section normally
disposed beneath said spout, and means operable under the

weight of a bucket for moving said section to an inopera-

tive position at one side of the spout.

5. The combination with a pump having a spout, of a
drain pipe including a swiogingly mounted section nor-

mally disposed beneath said spout, and a lever Journaled

on the ^pout and operable to move said section to an in-

operative position.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oaeette.l

1,224.673. CAR CONSTRUCTION. EaitB«T B. SCHDL*.
Chicago, 111., assignor to WlUlam H. Miner, Chazy, N. T.
Filed Mar. 1, 1916. Serial Xo. 81.299. (CI. 106—108.)

1. In car construction, the combination with body and
truck t>oisters perforated to receive a center pin, the per-

foration in the body bolster being Inaccenlble from the

top of the bolster, of a center pin for pivotally connecting
said bolsters, said pin comprising two similar members
each having flanged upper and lower ends adapted to over-

lap adjacent shoulders on the body and truck bolsters, and
an intermediate spreader for said members, and a key ex-

tending transversely through the truck bolster and upon
which said spreader is adapted to rest, all of the parts of

said center pin being insertible from the under side of the

truck bolster and when In position, being adapted to lock

the two bolsters against vertical separation.

2. In car construction, the combination with a truck

bolster having a central perforation to receive a center
pin. said perforation being accessible from the under side,

of a multiple piece king pin all the parts of which are

Insertible from the underside of said bolster up through
said opening, said t>oIster t>eing provided with slots below
the lower end of the king pin when the latter is in posi-

tion, and a removable key inserted through said slots and
adaptetl to retain one of the king pin members In position.

1JS4.674. VEHICLE MOVING TRUCK. Albirt I.. Sl«-

10N8. Bristol, Conn. Filed Apr. 15, 1913. Serial No.

761.238. (CI. 254—88.)

f M
1. A truck including a frame supported by a pair of

rollers located one at each side thereof, said frame com-
prising tread supports spaced apart between said rollers to

receive the wheels at opposite ends of an axle of a vehicle,

said tread supports having outer side parts rising there-

from, roller supportlnft frames for said rollers Journaled
In the upper edges of said side parts, and connections

between said tread supports located below the upper edgea
of the outer side parts to a degree to underlie the under
part of a vehicle.

2. A truck including a frame supported by a pair of
rollers located one at enrh side thereof, said frame com-
prising tread supports lo< ated between said rollers at op-
posite side edges of said frame to receive the wheels of a
vehicle, said tread supports bavinj; side parts rising there-

from at the outer sides thereof and spaced apart to receive

both wheels on the axlt- of a vehicle between them, and
roller supporting frames for said rollers Journaled in the
upper edges of said side parts.
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8 A truck Including a frame supported by a pair of

rollers located one at each side thereof, said frame com

prising tread supporU located at opposite sides thereof

and between said rollers to receive the wheels of a vehicle

and having side parts rising therefrom at the outer sides

thereof and spaced apart to receive both wheels on the

axle of a vehicle between them, roller supporting frames

for said rollers mounted in said frame and rising above

the tread supports, and skids pivotally secured to the tread

supports, and roller supports to sustain said frame.

4. A truck including a frame supported by a pair of

rollers located one at each side thereof, said frame com-

prising side parts vertically arranged and spaced apart

and between said rollers to receive both wheels on the axle

of a vehicle between them, a connection between the lower

edges of said side parts constituting the floor upon which

both wheels on an axle of a vehicle rest, and roller sup-

portlnc frames Journaled In bearings at the upper ends of

said side parts.

6. A truck Including a frame supported by a pair of

rollers located one at earh side thereof, said frame com-

prising tread supports located between said rollers to re-

celve the wheels of a vehicle, said tread supports Including

aide parts rising therefrom, roller supporting frames for

aid rollers mounted In said frame and rising above the

tread supports, and a guide support also mounted In the

frame at one end thereof and rising above said tread sup-

ports, and roller supports to sustain said frame.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.)

1 links, and sprtng means connected to the croaa piece, the

' cross piece being movable about an axis on one side of its

center when the pivoted member is turned to the rtght

and about an axln on the other side of Its center when

the pivoted member Is turned to the left, sntistantlally as

and for the purpose specified.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.676. MOLDING-BASE CANOPY-SEAT. ALLISON
'

8. Smith. Bellalre. Ohio. Filed May 1. 1916. Serial

No. 94.642. (Cl. 247

—

6.)

1^24.676. COASTER. William E. Shebwood, Canas

toU. N. Y. Filed May 16. 1914. Serial No. 8»8.916.

(Cl. 21—94.)

1. A coaster comprising a bo<lj . front and rear support

ing members for the body, one of said members being turn

able laterally in either direction relatively to the body,

a lever turnable with the member and connected at its

opposite ends to said member aod movable with the turn

able member about axes located on opposite sides of its

center, and a spring connected to the lever Intermediate

of the ends thereof and to the body of the aled, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

2. A coaster comprising a body, front and rear support

ing members for the body, one of aald members being turn

able in either dire<tion relatively to the body, a lever con-

nected to said member to be turned thereby, fulcnims for

aald lever located on opposite sides of the center of said

lever, and spring means for returning aald part and said

member to their central position and to resist lateral

tnrning thereof, substantially as and for the purpose

ipeclfied.

3. A coaster comprising a body, front and rear support-

ing members, one memlHT being turnable in either direc-

tion relatively to the body, a lever connected to said mem-

ber to be turned thereby, a spring connected to the lever,

and fulcrum points spaced for engaging the lever at

points spaced apart so that the spring is tensionod when

the member Is moved in either direction. substantUlly

as and for the purpose set forth.

4. A coaster comprising a body, front and rear support-

ing members, one member being turnable In either direc-

tion relatlvelv to the bo<ly. a lever connected to said mem-

ber to be turned thereby, a spring connected to the lever,

and fulcrum points spaced for engaging the lever at points

spaced apart, the spring being connected to the lever be

tween the fulcrum points, substantially as and for the pur-

pose described.

6. A coaster comprising a body, front and rear support

ing members for the body, one member being pivoted to

the body, linka pivotally connected to said member on op

posite sides of Its pivot, a cross piece connected to the

1. A canopy sent comprising n ring of non conductive

material having radially disposed sockets In Its periphery

for receiving the ends of wlre-inclostng moldings and hav-

ing wire-receiving holes leading from said sockets to the

interior thereof, said ring also having a channel in its

outer face for the reception of the larger end of a canopy

fitting, said ring also having an internal annular receaa

in its inner face, and a base member for said ring con-

forming in diameter to the latter and having a rim adapt

ed to be received within said recess, and attaching lugs

carried by aald rtng.

2. A canopv seat comprising a ring of non-conductive

material having radially disposed sockets in its periphery

for receiving the ends of wire Inclosing moldings and hav-

ing wire-receiving holes leading from said sockets to the

interior thereof, said ring also having a channel in its

outer face for the reception of the larger end of a canopy

fitting, said ring also having an internal annular recess

in Its inner face, and a base member for said ring con-

forming in diameter to the latter and adapted to be en-

circled by the plaster of a wall or celling, said member

having a projecting rim on its outer face adapted to be

embraced by said ring and seated within said recess, and

internal apertured ears carried by said ring, said ears

being designed for use either as atUchlng lugs or as ter-

minal mountings.

1224 677. ROTARY SPRING - FITTING MACHINE.

'gbohgb A. Spb.ncer, Jackson. Mich., assignor of one-

third to Ida Glenn, Jackson, Mich. Filed Sept. 22.

1916. Serial No. 121,697. (Cl. 266—6.)

1. A machine of the cla>s described comprising a tank,

a rotary carrier mounted on a horizontal axis for rota-

tion over the tank and Including a plurality of radially

extending tables for supporting spring bending forms,

and adapted to be successively moved into the tank dur-

ing rotation of the c-arrler, each of the table-, having a

plunger associated therewith adapted to close the spring

bending form upon movement of the table into the tank
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and to effect opening of the form upon the removal of the
table from the tank, and a movable reslllently mounted
sprlng-recelvlnK platform mounted on the tank and lying
in the path of rotation of the tables of the carrier, (or

the purpose specified.

2. A machine of the class de8crit>«d comprising a tank,
a stationary shaft extending across the tank and having
a central cam surface thereon, a rotary carrier mounted
on the shaft and Including a plurality of tables adapted
to be successively moved Into the tank and each having
a pair of supporting legs lying, respectively, on opposite
sides of the cam surface on the shaft, a gear disposed
within the tank and located at one side of the carrier and
secured to certain of the supporting legs, spring bending
form closing elements mounted on the tables, rods car-

ried by the elements and having roller* thereon for oper-
atlvely engaging the cam surface on the shaft so as to
effect movement of the elements when the carrier is ro-

tated, a rotatable shaft having one end extending into the
tank, and a gear on the mentioned end of the rotatable
shaft and meshing with the gear on the carrier so as to

rotate the carrier when the rotatable shaft is operated.
3. A machine of the class described comprising a tank,

a rotary carrier mounted for rotation over the tank and
Including a plurality of radially extending tables for sup
porting spring bending forms and adapted to be succes-
sively moved Into the tank during rotation of the carrier,
each table having spring bending form closing means as
sociated therewith and adapted to be moved to operative
position upon the movement of the table into the tank and
to be moved to Inoperative position upon withdrawal of
the table from the tank, and a spring-receiving and pro-
jecting element plvotally mounted on the upper end of
the tank and normally lying In the path of rotation of the
table, and adapted to be successively engaged by the
tables during their withdrawal from the tank, for the
purpose specified.

1.224,578. APPARATUS FOR MAKING BISULFITE
LIQUOR. OcoRGE .\LrBXD Stcbbins, Watertown, N. T.
Filed Aug. 31, 1915. SerUl No. 48,263. (CI. 2a—13.)

Apparatus for making bisulfite liquor Including an ab-
sorption compartment, a receiver for bisulfite liquor In
communication with the bottom of the absorption com-
partment, means for directing gas Into the bottom portion
of the absorption compartment, an agitating compartment,
a suction pipe extending from the upper portion of said
agitating compartment, means for conveying gas from the
upper portion of the absorption oompartm»>nt to the lower
portion of the agitating compartment, an overflow recep
tacle in communication with the lower portion of the
agitating compartment, means for maintaining the con-
tents of the overflow receptacle substantially at a prede-
termined level, means for dlrectlni? a basic solution Into

the upper portion of the agitating compartment, a cooling
coll discharging into the upper portion of the absorption
compartment, and mi^ans for elevating mono sulfite liquor

from the receptacle in communlcatioo with the agitating

compartment to the cooling coll, and agitating means
within the agitating compartment and between the gax
inlet and the inlet of the basic solution.

1,224,570. METHOD OF FORMING THE SHEBT-
METAL BARRELS OF WINDING ROLLERS. Evaa
«TT Stxck, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to Oliver M. Ed-
wards, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed May 29, 1913. Serial
No. 770.612. (CI. 113—116.)

1. The method of forming the sheet metal barrels of
winding rollers from flat strips comprising, forming the
strip with a lengthwise corrugation, one side of which Is

higher than the other side, compressing the high side of
the corrugation together with the adjacent portion of the
strip, toward the other side of the corrugation so that a
channel Is formed, the entrance of such channel formed
by the corrugation, being contracted and flush with the
outer face of the strip, rolling the portions of the strip on
opposite sides of the corrugation into cylindrical form,
and uniting the meeting edges thereof, substantially a/
and for the purpose set forth.

2. The method of forming the sheet metal barrels of
winding rollers from flat strips comprising forming tlie

strip with a lengthwise corrugation, one side of which la
higher than th»> other side and also bending the side mar-
gins of the flat strip one upwardly and the other down
wardly, compressing thp high side of the corrugation
together with the adjacent portion of the strip toward the
other side of the corrugation forming a channel, rolling
the portions of the strip on opposite sides of the corruga-
tion Into cylindrical form and interlocking said margins,
substantially as and for the purpose described.

1.224.580. ORE SKl'ARATING MACHINE. HaaBaaT
HrBA.XD Thompson, Aldrldge. and alfrkd Eva.n
Daviis, Hockley Heath. England. Filed Oct. 13, 1915.
Serial No. 55.618. (CL*83—71.)

p

1. In a magnetic separator, the combination of a main
rotary disk armature, a carrier moving beneath the same.
a pair of magnet poles under the main armature and
below said carrier, a preliminary separating disk arma-
ture In advance of said main armature and located within
the region of Influence of a magnet Influencing said main
armature, said disk armatures having their faces toward
said carrier, and means for rotating t>otb of said arma-
tures to carry attracted material from the magnetic fields.

2. A magnetic separator comprising In combination an
electric magnet a main rotary disk armature arranged
above and within the Influence of said electro- magnet,
a carrier for the materials to be treated, said carrier be-

ing less in width than the diameter of the armature and
traveling through the space between said armature and
said magnet, and a second rotary disk armature In ad-
vance of said main armature and located within the In-

fluence of said magnet Influencing the main armature,
said second disk armature effecting a preliminary sepa-
ration of the more highly magnetic substances from the
materials to be treate<l. both said armatures having their
faces toward said carrier.
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8. A magnetic separator comprising in combination a

main rotary disk armature, an electro-magnet, said arma-

ture being arranged above and within the influence of

said electro-magnet, a carrier for materials to be treated,

said carrier being less in width than the diameter of the

armature, and traveling through the space between said

armature and said magnet, a second rotary disk armature

in advance of said main armature and located within the

Influence of said magnet, both said armatures having

their faces toward said carrier, and means whereby said

disk armatures may be bodily raised or lowered to adjust

their distances from the carrier and from the magnet.

4. A magnetic separator comprising In combination a

main rotary disk armature, an electro-magnet, said arma-

ture being arranged above and within the Influence of

said electro magnet, a carrier for the materials to be

treated, said carrier being less in width than the diameter

of the armature and traveling through the space between

aid armature an^d said magnet, a second rotary disk ar-

mature In advance of said main armature and located

within the Influence of said magnet, said armatures hav-^

Ing their faces toward said carrier, said magnet having"

two pole pieces, and means whereby said pole pieces may

4>e adjusted closer together or farther from each other.

I 6 A magnetic separator comprising in combination a

rotarv dlak armature, an electro-magnet, said armature

being arranged above and within the Influence of said elec-

I

tro-magnet, a carrier for the material to be treated, said

carrier being less In width than the diameter of the arma-

ture and traveling through the space between said arma-

, 4urc and said magnet, means for bodily adjusting said

armature by Inclining Its axis so that the distance from

the magnet of diametrically opposite portions is varied, and

Mid magnet having two poles, and means for relatively ad-

justing said poles.

[Claim 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

2 A holder for the purpose described having a pocket

or seat formed of a blank of wire folded upon itself to

produce flat loops of consecutively Increased length, said

blank terminating at one end in a stem and at the other

1224,581. DEVICE FOR CLEANING CLOTH. Cart
'

Bbyon TwYroBD, SlstersvUle, W. Va. Filed June 17,

1914. SerUl No. 845,654. (O. 15—80.)

The hereindescrlbed device for cleaning cloth, compris-

ing the rigid back of a brush, a pad secured to one of the

projecting ends of said brush, said pad comprising a lining

of batting extending over the top and the longitudinal and

transverse sides of said end. and a fabric cover for said

lining of batting having one end secured to the under

side of said projecting end, said cover having Its other end

extending over and beyond the lining of batting and

fastening means securing said other end of the cover to

the upper and longitudinal sides of the brush back at a

point beyond the lining of batting, said fastening means

lying below the projecting surface of the pad to prevent

them from coming In contact with the article being

cleaned, said pad being adapted to be used simultaneously

with or Independently of the brush bristles, or used after

each sweeping operation of the bristles.

end In a pin disposed transversely of the plane of said

loops, and means for supporting the stem, in combination

with a card provided with an eyelet for the reception of

said terminal pin. <

1,224,683. SPOUT FOR RECEPTACLES. Robh Vacoran,

New York, N. Y., assignor to American Can Company,

New York N. Y., a Corporation of New Jeisey. Filed

Apr 21. 1914. Serial No. 838.341. (CI. 221—11.)

1224,582. CARDHOLDER. Wil^LiAM Gborgb

'GUirr, Harrisburg, Pa. Flleil June 17, 1916.

No. 104.206. (CI. 40—146.)

1. A holder for the purpose described having an

or engaging device, a pocket or seat, a stem ex

from the po. ket or seat and swlveled in said an

device, said pocket or seat consisting of a blank

folded upon Itself to form a series of flat loops of

atlvely lncrea8e<l length.

Vandb-
Serlal

anchor
tending

choring

of wire
consec-

1 The combination with a receptacle having an opening

m the wall thereof with a portion of the wall projecting

inwardly to form a ledge, of a spout plvotally mounted In

said opening on said ledge, said spot having a top of a

size to cover said opening and ledge and haV.ng pendent

sides at substantially right angles to said top, each of

said sides having a lug spaced from the top a distance

substantially equal to the thickness of the receptacle wall,

said lugs being proportioned In width to be easily bent

after the spout Is mounted In said opening.

2. The combination with a receptacle having an opening

In the wall thereof with a portion of the wall projecting

inwardly to form a ledge, of a spout plvotally mounted in

said opening, said spout consisting of a top of a slie to

cover sold opening and ledge, and two sector sides bent at

an angle to said top, each of said sides having a lug spaced

from !*ld top a distance substantially equal to the thick-

ness of the receptacle wall and of a width less than half

the length of one of said sides whereby said lugs msy be

easily bent with an Instrument through said opening with

the spout In position.

3. The combination with a recpetacle having an open-

ing in the wall thereof with a portion of the wall pro-

jecting inwardly on a plane with the surrounding walls

of the receptacle to form a ledge, of a spout plvotally

mounted in said opening, said spout consisting of a top

and two sector sides at an angle to the top. ssld top hav-

ing a straight edge adapted to bear on said l^^dge during

the swinging of the spot, and each of said sides having a
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lug spaced from the top a dUtanoe tubstantlally equal to
the thickness of the receptacle wall, said lugs being bent
at an angle to said sides whereby the top is plvotally held
on said ledge.

4. The (omhination with a receptacle havlnij an opening
In the wall thereof with a portion of the wall projecting
inwardly to form a ledge, of a spout plvotally mounted in
said opening on said ledge, said spout consisting of a top
larger than said opening and pendent side wings adapted
to enter said opening, each of said aide wings having a
lug spaced from said top a distance substantially equal to
the thickness of the receptacle wall and each lug having
a straight edge adjacent to said wall and substantially
parallel therewith, said lugs being so positioned and lim-
ited in width whereby they may be easily bent by an In-
strument inserted through said opening, for the purpose
set forth.

5. In combination, a container having an opening, a
pout plvoUlly mounted adjacent said opening and com-
prising a flat central portion adapted to cover said open-
ing and two sides at angles thereto and extending into
the opening, one edge of the flat central portion coinciding
with the pivotal axis of the spout, and lugs extending at
right angles from said sides adjacent the pivotal line of
the spout and within the container to hold the spout in
proper position with respect to said opening.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prjnted in the Gazette.]

1,224.584. MOLD FOR CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION.
Frank M. Voga.v, Canton. Ohio. Filed May 1, 1916
^rial No. 26,280. (CI. 26—131.5.)

1. For concrete construction a sheet metal mold unit of
relatively thick material and an appliqu* decorative mem-
ber stamped from comparatively thin material and adapt-
ed to be removably connected to said mold unit.

2. For concrete construction a shet-t metal mold unit
provided with an aperture having a marginal e<lge pro-
vided with an offset and an auxiliary moll member ar
range<l in said ap*>rture and having its marginal edge lo-
cated in said off-set.

8. For concrete construction a sheet metal mold unit
and an appllqu6 dp<orative member, flanges lo<-ated around
the edges of said mold unit nod said appilqu<i decorative
member, said flanges provided with apertures and bolts
located through the apertures for removably connecting
the said appliqu« decorative member to said mold unit.

4. For concrete construction a sheet metal mold unit
and an appllqu*' decorative member stamped from com
paratively thin m»-tal and adapted to be removably con-
nected to said mold member, depressions formed In said
mold unit, said depresalons provided with apertures, pro
Jections formed upon said appllqu^ deiorative member
and adapted to register with the depressions in the mold
unit, said projections providerl with screw threaded aper-

tOTM aad screws located through the aperture* in aald
mold units and through the screw threaded apertures in
the projections.

6. For concrete construction a sheet meUI mold adapt-
ed to form a pillar or the like comprising a plurality of
sheet metal mold units, a plurality of appllqu^' decorative
members stamped from comparatively thin material and
provided with flanges at their marginal edges, means for
connecUng adjacent flanges together and means for clamp-
ing all of said molding units together.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,685. BRACELET. Chabl.s B. Wari. Attleboro.
Mass.. assignor to T. I. Smith Company. North Attle-
boro, Mass. Filed Feb. 23. 1916. Serial No. 79.876.
(CL 69—80.)

a J * ^ -i f rO fi ^'^

7 .3 z a J s s d J

1. In a bracelet, hollow link boxes having open ends.
and each having a central opening in its bottom, and
plates having teats receivable In said openings and having
ends which extend over the box ends and being formed to
Interconnect with the adjacent ends of adjacent plates to
form flexible connections between the boxes.

2. In a bracelet, link boxes having central openings in
their bottoms, plates having teats received In said open-
ings, and means to connect the adjacent ends of adjacent
plates.

3. In a bracelet, link boxes having central openings in
their bottoms, plates having teats received in said open-
ings, and means to flexibly connect adjacent plates.

4. In a bracelet, link boxes, plates, means to rigidly and
positively connect the plates to the boxes by relative
movement therebetween, each plate having each of Its ends
forming the respective ends of the boxes, and means to
connect adjacent plates.

5. In a bracelet, hollow boxes arranged in substantiallv
end to end engagement, a filling member In each box each
having lt.s ends forming the respective ends for the boxesand means whereby to flexibly connect the ends of the
fllling members to impart to the bracelet the appearance
of a solid band.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.2J4.686. AUTOMATIC GAS CUT-OFF. Carl A Wiet-
l.NG. Snoqualmle, Wash. Filed June 24, 1916 S«rlal
No. 36,117. (CI. 67—117.)

1. In an automatic gas out off valve device, the combi-
nation witn the burner of a valve, a means operable mann-
ally to move said valve, and open the gas supply to said
burner, resilient means for retaining the valve in nor-
mally closed position, a thermostatic device comprising a
cylinder containing expansible fluid, a piston movable in
said cylinder and connected to the valve for actuating the
same, means engaging the piston to retain the same
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against movement and the valve in open position, and
means for releasing said engaging means upon an extin-

guishment of the burner whereby the resilient means may
return the valve to closed position.

2. In an automatic gas cut-off device ; a valve, a cylin-

der, a piston o|ierating within said cylinder, a connection

between said valve and said piston, means engaging said

piston subsequent to movement to afford a stop means
precludinK return movement thereof, thermostatic means

operating automatically to disengage the stop means with

the piston and Itself preclude a return movement thereof,

and means operating automatically upon disengagement

of the thermostatic means with said piston to return said

piston to its normal position and reversely move said

valve.

3. In an automatic gas cut-off device, a valve, a cylin-

der, a piston operating within said cylinder, a connection

l)etween said piston and said valve, a spring actuated stop

device mounted for engagement with the piston subsequent

to movement to act as a support therefor, a second piston

movable to disengage the stop and said first piston, ther-

mostatic means to actuate the last mentioned piston and
provide a support for the first mentioned piston subse-

quent to movement of the stop device out of engagement
therewith, and spring means operating automatically to

return said piston to Its normal position and accordingly

actuate the valve.

I
4. In an automatic cut-off device, a spring actuated

Talve. a piston, a cylinder Inclosing the piston, a connec-

tion between said piston and said valve, means operable to

move said valve against tension of its spring and move
said piston, a stop device (tp.rating automatically to sup-

port the piston subsequent to movement, a second piston

actnatable to disengage said stop devl( e and said first

mentioned piston, thermostatic means within said cylinder

to actuate said second mentioned piston and support said

first mentioned piston subsequent to disengagement of the

stop device therewith, and spring means operable to re-

turn the second piston and the stop device respectively to

a normal position subsequent to actuation by said ther-

mostatic means, substantially as described.

6. In an automatic gas cut-off device, the combination

with a burner of a valve, a thermostatic device Including

a cylinder containing expansible fluid and a piston mov-
able within the cylinder, a connection between said valve

and :^aid piston, a means operable to move said valve and
accordingly move said piston, a spring actuated stop de-

vice automatically oi;>erable to engage with and hold said

piston against movement, and thereby retain the valve in

open position, a second thermostatic means opj-ratlvely as-

sociated with said stop device to disengage the latter and
said piston, and a means operating automatically to re-

turn the valve and piston to a position whereby the gas
supply to the burner is cut off.

lever arm and the brake l>eam providing means for operat-

ing the brake upon any backward pressure on the pole, and
means mounted upon the pole to prevent the automatic

operation of the said brake.

2. The combination of the front and rear bound, the

pole, reach, and brake of a vehicle, of a brake operating

means, an arch-shaped slottetl member mounted on the

rear end of the said pole, a rod connecting the said brake

operating means and the arch-shaped slotted member, the

said pole being provided with a transverse and vertical

slot therein, a pin connecting the front ends of the front

hound and extending through the said transverse slot, a

bearing supported by the front hound, a pin slidably

mounted in said bearing and vertical slot, a spring mem-
ber normally retaining the said pin out of engagement
with the said vertical slot, and means for slldably engag-

ing the said pin in the slot for a purpose specified.

1,224,587. AUTOMATIC WAGON-BRAKE. William Z.

WiLUS, Bear Creek, Ala. Filed Jan. 8. 1916. Serial

No. 71,024. (CI. 21—9.)

1. The combination with the front and rear hounds, the

pole, the reach, and brake of a vehicle, of a plurality of

bearings mounted on the under side of both arms of the

rear hound, a shaft loosely mounted In the said bearings,

a pin, lever arms mounted on the shaft and connected to

the said pin. an arch shaped slotted member, a connecting

rod having one end slldably engaged in the said arcb-

'faape«l member, the other end thereof being connected to

the said pin. a plurality of rods connecting one end of the

1,224.588. CAMERA ATTACHMENT. Habrt C. What,
North Bend. Oreg. Filed Dec. 30. 1914. Serial No.

879.763. (CI. 95—1.1.)

.•• JW

/»— © *

1. In a camera attachment, a casing adapted to be

secured in the exposure opening of a camera, a ring rota-

tably mounter] In said casing, a transparent disk secured

In said ring and having an indicating mark thereon,

external ratchet teeth on said ring, means for intermit-

tently rotating said ring, and means to lock said rlny

against rotation In one direction.

2. In a camera attachment, a casing, transparent disks

rotatably mounted In said casing, each disk having an

indicating hand marked thereon, rings inclosing said disks,

and means for intermittently rotating said rings and
disks. '

3. In a camera attachment, a casing, relatively large

and small rings rotatably mounted In said casing, disks

secured in said rings and each disk having an indicating

hand marked thereon, external ratchet teeth formed upon

said rings, a slidable spring member normally engaged with

the ratchet teeth of the relatively large ring to Intermit-

tently rotate the latter, said large ring having a pe-

ripheral recess of such depth as to permit said spring

means to engage the ratchet teeth and effect a rotary

movement of the relatively small ring, and means to lock

said rings against rotational movement In one direction.

1.224,589. VARIABLE-DELIVERY PUMP AND IN-

JECTOR. John G. Zdber, Chicago, 111. Filed May 12,

1916. Serial No. 97,047. (CI. 128—140.)

1. A variable delivery pump and injector, comprising In

combination, two chambers In which the liquid is meaa-

ure<l. plungers having fixed lengths of strokes reciprocat-

ing therein, means for reciprocating said plungers, con-

trolling means for timing the strokes of said plungers, an

ejector chamber In communication with said measuring
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chambers having a yaWe controlled discharge port, a
planger In said ejector chamber and operating means for

•aid plunger.

2. A variable delivery pump and injector, comprising in

combination, two commanicating charging cylinders hav-
ing valve controlled inlet and discbarge ports, plungers,*

one reciprocating in each cylinder, operating means for

reciprocating said plungers with constant strokes, means
for varying tbe timing of said plungers, an ejection cylin-

der In communication with the discharge port of the
charging oyllnders, a plunger in said ejection cylinder,

operating means therefor, and a valve controlled discharge

port for said ejection cylinder.

3. A variable delivery pump and injector, comprising
two charging cylinders, having valve controlled inlet and
discharge ports, plungers, one reciprocating in each cylin-

der, operating means for said pistons, and controllable

means for changing the timing of strokes of said plungers
to vary the volume of liquid displaced, an ejector cylinder

in communication with said charging cylinders, having a

Talve controlled discharge port, a plunger In said ejector

cylinder, and operating means therefor.

4. A variable delivery pump and injector, comprising
two charging cylinders, opening to a valve controlled inlet

passage, a plunger In each cylinder, an ejector cylinder

connecting with said inlet charging cylinders, and having
a valve controlled discharge port, a plunger in said

ejector cylinder, a main drive shaft, a cam thereon for

actuating the ejector cylinder piston, two shafts driven
from said first named shaft, eccentric connections between
•aid two shafts and the charging cylinder plungers, and
means for varying the angular relation between the ec-

centrics.

0. A variable delivery pump and injector, comprising In

combination, two intercommunicating charging chambers,
an ejector chamber in communication therewith, means
for admitting a charge to each charging chamber and
discharging it into the ejector chamber, means for varying
the slie of said charging chambers to thereby vary the

volume of charge admitted, and comprising reclprocatory
plungers having constant lengths of strokes, and means
for discharging the charge from the ejector chamber.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224,690. COAL-CABINET. W/lliam B. Armstrong,
Sigoumey. Iowa. Filed May' 10, 1916. Serial No.
96,706. (CI. 126—283.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a body, said body having a slanting bottom, vertical sides

extending from said bottom, said sides terminating In

horizontally extending outwardly bent tracks, a back con-

verging Into said bottom, a cover positioned upon the

upper portion of said sides, said cover having bent side

edges, thereby forming U-shaped guides, said U-shaped
guides fitting upon said tracks, whereby said cover may
slide upon and be guided by said tracks for permitting

access to the Interior of said bo<ly or for closing the

entrance thereof, said cover being adapted to slide in

either direction so as to permit access to either end of

said body.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a body, said body having a bottom slanting downwardly
from its forward end and terminating In an upwardly

curved back, said back terminating In a rolled sleeve, side*
extending from said bottom and having overhanging tracks
formed upon their upper edges and In a plane above said

sleeve, said tracks extending beyond said sleeve, braces
connected to said tracks for reinforcing the same, a cover
having U-shaped guides formed upon Its side edges,
whereby said cover may be moved for allowing access to

either end of said body, and a brace rod passing through
said sleeve for reinforcing said sides.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a l>ody. said body having a bottom slanting downwardly
from its forward end and terminating In an upwardly
curved back, said back terminating In a rolled sleeve, sides

extending from said bottom and having overhanging tracks
forme<l upon their upper edges and In a plane above said

sleeve, said tracks extending beyond said sleeve, braces
connected to said tracks for reinforcing the same, a cover
having U-shaped guides formed upon Its side edges, said
guides slldably mounted upon said tracks, whereby said
cover may be moved for allowing access to the ends of

said body, a brace rod passing through said sleeve for

reinforcing the same, a stand secured to said body for sup-
porting the same in Its correct position, a rod carried by
said stand, and said first mentioned rod connected to said
stand, whereby said stand and said rods will hold said

body from falling or sagging when In use.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a body, parallel tracks carried upon said body, a cover
positioned npon said body. U-shaped guides formed upon
the side edges of said cover, said guides fitting upon said

tracks, whereby said cover may slide upon and be guided
by said tracks.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a body, parallel tracks carried upon said body and pro-

jecting beyond the ends thereof, a cover posltlone<l upon
said body. U-shaped guides formed upon the side edges of
said cover, said guides fitting upon said tracks, whereby
said cover will be movably held upon said body.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,224,591. KLLIPSOORAPH. Anto.m Bacmeistsr, Oro-
ton, 8. D. Filed Aug. 12, 1916. SerUl No. 114,609.

(CI. 33—30.)

1. An ellipsograph comprising a center leg having a
pointed end. a pair of spaced parallel arms connected
with said leg, a U-shaped frame connected with said

arms, a shaft including angularly adjustable sections,

one of said sections being Journaled In the web portion
of said U shaped member, a leg connected with the upper
shaft section, a marker connected with said leg, and
means connected to aald leg to rotatably receive the
lower terminal of the lower shaft section.

2. An ellipsograph including a center leg, a pair of

•paced parallel arms carried by said leg. a U-shaped
member connecte<i at its ends with said arms, a shaft
including pivoted and relatively adjustable sections, tbe
upper shaft section being Journaled In the U-shaped
member, a bearing member plvotally secured to the center
leg engaging the lower terminal of the lower shaft sec-
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tlon, and a marker rigidly connected with the upper

shaft section Including a plurality of relatively adjustable

sections.

3. An ellipsograph Including a center leg. a pair of

spaced parallel arms connected with the upper terminal

of said leg, an Inverted U-shaped member having the free

ends plvotally connected with said arms, a shaft Includ-

ing plvotally connected and relatively adjustable sec-

tions, one of said sections being rotatably mounted In

the web portion of the U-shaped member, an L-shaped

memt>er plvotally secured to said center leg and having

Its axis arranged at right angles to the pivotal axis of the

U-shaped member, a socket carried by said L-shaped

member plvotally receiving the lower terminal of the

lower shaft section, a leg non-roUUbly secured to the

upper shaft section, and a marker carried by said leg.

4. An ellipsograph Including a center leg, a pair of

auxiliary bracing legs plvotally secured to said center

leg. a rotatable marker, and means connecting said

marker with said center leg whereby the dlsUnce between

the latter and said marker Is varied during rotary move-

ment of the marker.

5. An ellipsograph Including a center leg. membeirfi

plvoUlly secured to said leg and having their axes an-

gularly disposed, a shaft Including a pair of plvotally

leonnected sections supported by said pivoted members.

and a marker connected with one of the shaft sections.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.l

1.224.592. COMBINATION RULER. MiCHABt Bboant.

Blliabeth. N. J. Filed Jan. 29. 1916. Serial No.

75.088. (Cl. 33—2.)

device for holding a drill, projections on aald clamping

device disposed at the same angle to each other as the

angle required for tbe point of the drill, and means on

said frame for plvotally receiving aald projection* altar-

natlvely for the purpose set forth.

2. In a grinding machine, the combination of a frame,

a grinding wheel rotatably mounted thereon, a clamping

device for holding a drill, a sleeve member adjustably

mounted on said frame, a pair of cylindrical projections

on said clamping device arranged at substantially 90° to

each other and each adapted to rotatably engage in said

sleeve for the purpose set forth.

8. In a grinding machine, the combination of a frame,

a grinding wheel rotatably mounted thereon, a clamping

device for holding a drill, and means for adjustably sup-

porting said clamping device upon said frame, said

clamping device comprising two jaw members each hav-

ing a plurality of prismatic gripping teeth adapted to

engage between the teeth of the other and said teeth being

cut away to form a central opening for the drill which

is clamped therebetween, and each pair of gripping teeth

which He In a common plane at right angles to the drill

being on opposite Jaws and on diametrically opposite sides

Of the drill,

1,224,594. REFRIGERATING APPARATUS. John C.

Bbbtsch, New York. N. Y. Filed June 7. 1915. SerUl

No. 32,605. Renewed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial No.

122.B61. (Cl. 62—116.)

1. A combination ruler Including a plate provided with

markings for making correct measurements and having a

longitudinal opening tapere<l at one end to form an i-dge

having one portion arranged at an angle to the side edge

of the plate, the remaining portion of the edge having a

straight edge extending from the Inclined edge and ar-

ranged In parallelism with the side edge of the plate and

co'lperating with the said inclined edge to enable plain

bottom trousers to be marked off.

2. A combination ruler Including a plate or bar having

graduations for cuff measurements and provided with a

plurality of longitudinal openings provided with straight

edges arranged different distances from the side edges of

the plate or bar for marking off cuffs of different widths

for pants bottoms, one of the openings being provided

with an enlarged substantially triangular portion form-

ing an Inclined edge arranged at an angle to the adja-'

cent portion of the longitudinal edge of such opening and

cooperating therewith for shaping plain bottom pants.

1.224.593. QRINDING-MACHINE. Bror Johanncs
BiNOTasoN. KAllered. Sweden. Filed Sept. 15, 1915.

SerUl No. 50,818. (Cl. 51—7.)

1. In a grinding machine, the combination of a frame,

a grinding wheel rotatably mounted thereon, a clamping

1. In a refrigerating apparatus, the combination with

a condensing conduit of a water jacket surrounding the

same, said water jacket having an inlet at the bottom

and an internal overflow wall in the upper port, forming

an annular chamber in the Jacket, and an outlet from

said chamber.

2. In a refrigerating apparatus, the combination of

a compressor, lubricant separator, condenser and evapo-

rator connected in series for the circulation of a refriger-

ant through the same, and a water filled casing Inclosing

the compressor, the condenser and the separator, the

connections to the evaporator extending through the wall

of said casing.

3. In a refrigerating apparatus, the combination of a
compressor, lubricant separator, condenser and evapora-

tor connected in series for the circulation of a refrigerant
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through the same, and a casing adapted to contain water
and inclosing the compressor, the condenser and the

separator, said casing comprising a hollow base with an
opening In the bottom thereof and a shell supported on

said base, the compressor being mounted in said base over
the opening, the separator and condenser being moonted
on the compressor, and the connections from the com
pressor to the evaporator extending through said opening.

4. In a refrigerating apparatus, the combination of a
compressor, lubricant separator, a condenser and an
evaporator connected In series for the circulation of a
refrigerant through the same, the separator and condenser

being supported upon the compressor casing and the evap-

orator t>einK connected to said casing.

5. In a refrigerating apparatus, the combination of a
separator, a condenser coil surrounding the same and con-

nected thereto, a compresaor on which said separator

and coil are supported and with which the separator
communicates, and a water Jacket surrounding the sepa-

rator and the coil.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,595. PERMUTATION PADLOCK. OBORca W.
Bo.v.NBYj Phoenix. Miss., assignor of one-third to James
R. Williams, Mechanicsburg. Mira. Filed Feb. 18,

1914. Serial No. 819.314. (Cl. 70—113.)

In a permutation padlock, the combination with a cas-

ing baring a central recess therein opening into the outer
faces of the casing and into the opposite ends of the cas-

ing, the upper end of the opening being restricted, a pln-

rallty of rotatable tumblers mounted in said recess, non-
rotatable washers interposed between said tumblers, said

tumblers and said wanbers being inserted in said recess

at the lower end of said casing, a cover secured to the
lower end of said casing for covering said recess and
holding the different parts in operative position.

1.224.596. TAPPING ATTACHMENT FOR BORING-
MACHINES. Bestil Wilhelm Brona.ndbb, Brooklyn,

N. T., assignor to Wahlstrom Tool Company, New York,
N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 19, 1916.
Serial No. 56.664. Renewed Sept. 19, 1916. Serial No.
121,067. (Cl. 10—1.37.)

1. In a tapping attachment for boring machines, the

combination with a driving spindle, of a driven spindle,

reversing mechanism associated with both of said spindles,

antomatcallj operative means for actuating said reversing

mechanism at rapidly recurring Intervals during the

tapping operation to alternately rotate the driven spindle

in opposite directions the forward rotation of the driven

spindle beinf; in excess of the reverse rotation, and a non-
rotating casing supporting the reversing mechanism.

2. In a tapping attachment for boring machines, the

combination with a driving spindle, of a drlren aplDdle,

reversing merhanism associated with both of said spindles,

automati-ally operatlvp means for actuating said reversing

mechanism at rapidly recurring Intervals during the tap-

ping operation to alternately rotate the driven spindle In

opposite directions the forward rotation of the driven

spindle being in excess of the reverse rotation, and a two-

pnrt non rotating casing supporting the reversing mech-

anism.

8. In a tapping attachment for boring machines, the

combination with a driving spindle, of a driven spindle,

reversing mechanism associated with both of said spindles,

automatically operative Bi««Ds for actuating said reversing

mechanism at rapidly recurring intervals daring the
tapping operation to alternately rotate the driven spindle

In opposite directions the forward rotation of the driven

spindle being in excess of the reverse rotation, means for

throwing and boldluK the reversing mechanism out of

action, and a casing supporting the reversing mechanism
and the means for throwing the reversing mechanism out
of action.

4. In a tapping attachment for boring machines, the

combination with a driving spindle, of a driven spindle

in axial alinement with the driven spindle, reversing

mechanism associated with both of said spindles, and au-

tomatically operative means for actuating said reversing

mechanism at rapidly recurring intervals during the tap-

ping operation to alternateif rotate the driven spindle In

opposite directions the forward rotation of the driven

spindle being in excess of the reverse rotation.

5. In a tapping attachment for boring machines, the

combination with a driving spindle, of a driven spindle,

reversing mechanism associated with both of said spindles

and comprising a train of gears and a clutch device, and
automatically operative means for actuating said clutch

device at rapidly recurring Intervals during the tapping

operation to cause the reversing mechanism to alternately

rotate the driven spindle in opposite directions the for-

ward rotation of the driven spindle being in excess of

the reverse rotation.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.597. CORSET-STAY TIP. Ida Bbown, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed Nov. 30, 1914. Serial No. 874,770.

(Cl. 2—76.)

In combination with a conet stay having fabric thereon,

of a main body portion, a strip of fabric positioned on
said body portion, said body portion having its upper

end and the upper end of Its sides bent upon Itself to form
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a socket for recelvittg the end of the stay, a pair of oppo-

sitely disposed ears formed on the lower sides of the body

portion and having openings therein, eye rivets extending

through the openings and the strip of fabric for securing

the body portion thereto, and providing means whereby

Uread may be passed through the rivets and fabric on

the stay to secure the body portion against movement

upon the end of the stay.

1.224,600. SCRAP - SEPARATING APPARATUS FOR
DODGH-CUTTINO AND SIMILAR MACHINES. JOHK

Carb and Gbobgb Samc»l Baker. London. England.

Filed Feb. 7. 1914. Serial No. 817,221. (Cl. 107—7.)

1 224.698. SCREEN. Hbnbi Ebnton Bcbch, Mlatail,

*

Ariz. Filed Mar. 13, 1916. Serial No. 88,856. (Cl.

88—66.)

1. A screen, consisting of a bar or rod having suitably

spaced projections on one side, and wound to form a sub-

stantially flat splraL

2. A screen having in combination a bar or rod having

suitably spaced projections made on one side thereof and

so wound that the projections on one spiral bear against

the plain side of an adjacent spiral, and means for lock-

ing the spirals, one with the other.

1,224.599. KNOCKDOWN STEP-LADDBR. Cuthbbbt W.
'

Bitchbb, Mamaroneck. N. Y. Filed July 80, 1916. Se-

rial No. 42.739. (CL 228—16.)

In a scrap separating apparatus, the combination of

a cutting table, a substantially horizontally disposed web

passing over said Uble on which the blanks are cut from

the material and on which said blanks and scrap travel to-

gether, means for downwardly deflecting said web at a

point of its length to convey the blanks forward, a second

web spaced only sufBclently from said first mentioned

web to permit passage of the blanks at the point of deflec-

tion of said web. said second web receiving and conveying

the scrap in a horizontal plane, a drum about the periph-

ery of which the scrap receiving web passes to convey the

scrap between said web and drum for a substantial portion

of said periphery, the scrap being finally supported 00

the drum alone, a scraper for removing the scrap from

said drum, and means for collecting the scrap removed by

the scraper.

1,224.601. BED-SPRING LOCKING DEVICE. Frank

Pbtbr Cheslev. Montreal, Canada. Filed Dec. 17,

1916. Serial No. 67.487. (Cl. 6—29.)

In a collapsible ladder with two stair-members, two

rear legs, means connecting the stair-members and the

rear legs together, a top-board, and a plurality of steps,

the combination of a detachably pivoted collapsible rest,

comprising two parallel side bars, a plurality of trans-

verse bars plvotally secured thereto, said side bars hav-

ing In each an elongated slot with their ends curved at an

angle therewith, one slot being longer than the other, and

pins provl(1e<l In the Inner surface of the rear legs for en-

gaging the said slots whereby the rest may be supported

for use. substantially as shown and described.

1. The combination with a bed frame having an In-

wardly extending flange, a frame for a bed spring having

an outwardly extending flange adapted to rest npon the

Inwardly extending flange of the bed frame to support

the spring and means for preventing the outwardly ex-

tending flange slipping off the inwardly extending flange

and consisting of a strip loosely disposed within a slot

formed In one of said frames, such strip having a hook

formed at one end and adapted to take over one frame and

a hook formed A* !<» opposite end adapted to take over

the other frame.

2. A frame for a bed spclng adapted for use with a bed

having a side rail with an inwardly extending flange and

an upwardly extending flange, said frame having an out-

wardly extending flange and a downwardly extending

flange, the outwardly extending flange having a slot

therein and being adapted to rest upon the inwardly

extending flange of the bed rail, and a strip loosely lo-

cated In said Blot, such strip having a hook at one end to

engage the downwardly extending flange of the frame and

being hooked at its opposite end to engage the upwardly

extending flange of the bed rail and prevent th« spring

frame slipping off the latter.

3. A frame for a bed spring: adapted for use with a bed

having a side rail with an inwardly extending flange

and an upwardly extending flange, said frame having
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an outwardly exteniJing flange and a downwardly ex-
tending flange, the outwardly extending flange haying
a alot therein and being adapted to rest upon the
Inwardly extending flange of the bed rail, and a strip
loosely located In said slot, said strip having a hook at
one end to engage the downwardly extending flange of
the frame and being hooked at its opposite end to engage
the upwardly extending flange of the bed rail, the dis-
tance between the hooks being sufllclent to permit of the
required movement of the strip to take over said upwardly
extending flange when the frame rests upon the Inwardly
extending flange of the bed rail.

4. A frame for a bed spring, said frame having angu-
larly disposed flanges, the flrst of which has a slot
therein, a strip loosely located within the slot and of
greateer extent than the depth of the second flange, one
end of the strip belnit hooked to take over a bed rail and
the other end being hooked to take over the second flange,
said strip being adapted to slide transversely of the frame
and within the slot to vary the position of the strip in
accordance with different positions of the frame rela-
tively to varying bed rails and the length of the last men-
tioned hook being greater than the extent of the sliding
movement of the strip transversely of the frame of the
spring to maintain such last mentioned hook in overlapping
position with respect to said second flange of the frame.

1.224.602. ELECTRICAL APPABATDS. Almandm
Chdrchwabd. Boston. Mass., assignor to A-B-C SUrter
Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan
Filed Apr. 23. 1915. Serial No. 23.329. (CL 171—262 )

1. A motor or generator comprising a revolving arma
tare, a frame inclosing the armature and having recesses
formed In the opposite faces to provide pole pieces for the
armature, counter-bored portions extending Inwardly from
adjacent ends of the recesses, an end piece, and pilot
members projecting from the end piece and arranged to
engage within the counter-bored portions of the recesses
to position the end piece properly with relation to the
frame and armature.

2. A motor or generator comprising a revolving arma-
ture, a frame of magnetic material Inclosing the arma-
ture and having recesses formed in its opposite faces to
provide pole pieces for the armature, counter-bored por-

vtions extending inwardly from the ends of the recesses an
end piece of nonmagnetic material, and, pilot members
projecting from the end piece and arranged to be received
in the counter-bored portions of the recesses to position
the end piece with relation to the frame and armature

1.224,603. DRAIN FOR SINKS. Rob.et Clark. Bridge-
port. Conn., assignor to Bridgeport Brass Company,
Bridgeport. Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut Filed
Feb. 10. 1914. Serial No. 817.916. Renewed Sept 2
1916. Serial No. 118.312. fCl. 4—35.)
1. In a drain fixture for sinks and the like, the combina-

tion of a bushing adapted to extend through an opening
In the bottom of the sink and having exterior screw threads
for a nut adapted to clamp the bushing In place in the
sink bottom, a lateral flange projecting horizontally from
the upper end of said bushing to overlie the Iwttom wall

of the sink around the opening In said wall, said bushing
having a smooth. subsUntlally upright seat at the upper
end or mouth thereof to make water tight conuct sub-
sUntlally throughout its area with an ordinary plug or
stopper having a slightly beveled seating surface, a
strainer disk of a diameter subsUntlally equal to the
dUmeter of the mouth of the bushing, and means for de-
tachably engaging said strainer disk with a part of tb«
bushing below said stopper seat to secure the strainer de-
Uchably In said seat when the stopper Is removed, with
the-stralner sabstantially flush with said horltontal flange;
substantially as described.

2. In a drain fixture, the combination of a bushing hav-
ing an integral outwardly directed flange projecting lat-
erally from the upper end thereof, said flange constructed
and arranged to overlie the bottom wall of the sink with
a wide conUctIng surface, said bushing having a wide
smooth seat adapted to make water tight conUct with an
ordinary tapered plug or stopper, a strainer disk adapted
to be Inserted into said bushing sufllclently far to make
Its top subsUntlally flush with the top of the bushing,
and means carried by said strainer disk for engaging the
bushing wall to prevent accldenUl displacement of said
strainer disk with respect to the bushing, substantially
as described.

3. In a drain flxture for sinks and the like, the com-
bination of a bushing, a substantially horizontal laterally
projecting flange on the upper end of the bushing adapted
to overlie the bottom wall of the sink around the opening
in the latter, said bushing being provided at the upper end
or mouth thereof with a smooth, substantially upright seat
for an ordinary stopper or plug having a beveled seating
surface, a shoulder on the wall of the bushing beneath
said seat, a flat strainer disk of a diameter substantially
equal to the maximum diameter of the stopper seat, and
lugs on said strainer disk formed by bending downward
radial tongues extending beyond the periphery of said
disk, said lugs being adapted to engage said shoulder be-
low said stopper seat to hold the strainer disk In said
stopper seat substantially flush with said horizontal flange,
subsUntlally as described.

4. In a drain flxture for sinks and the like, the com-
bination of a sheet metal bushing having a substantUlly
horizontal laterally projecting flange on the upper end
thereof, the outer surface of said bushing being provided
with screw threads for engagement with a nut to clamp
the bushing In the bottom wall of the sink, said bushing
having a portion spun therein Immediately below said
horizontal flange to present a smooth, substantially up-
rtght seat adapted to make water tight contact through-
out subsUntlally Its entire area with an ordinary plug or
stopper having a beveled seating surface, said bushing be-
ing of enlarged diameter Immediately below said stopper
seat so as to provide a shoulder, a flat strainer disk of a
diameter substantially equal to the diameter of the upper
portion of said stopper seat, and lugs on the peripheral
portion of said strainer disk adapted to engage and Inter-
lock with said shoulder, said lugs being of such length
as to support said strainer dhsk In the upper portion of
the stopper seat substantially flush with said horizontal
flange

: substantially as described.
5. In a drain flxture. the combination of a bushing

having an Integral outwardly directed flange projecting
laterally from the upper end thereof, and having a wide
contacting surface on the sink bottom around the opening
in the latter, said bushing having a Upered wide smooth
seat formed directly in the wall thereof at the mouth of
the bushing, adapted to make water tight contact with an
ordinary Upered plug or stopper, a flat strainer of thin
meUl. of substantially the same diameter as the upper
part of said stopper seat, adapted to fit in the upper part 'Vof said seat. substantUUy flush with said outwardly dl-

'
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retted flange, and means carried by said strainer for en-

gaging the bushing wall and detachably holding said

strainer In the aforesaid flush position, subsUntlally as

described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.)

1,224,604. GARMENT SUPPORTER. Waitman
CORDiB. Phlllppl, W. Va. Filed Sept. 16, 1916.

No. 120,270. (CI. 241—21.)

Devkr
SerUI

In a garment supporter, an inelastic webbing doubled

upon Itself at one end to form an inclosure. a member

doubled upon Itself to form a loop, said end of the webbing

being bent In the form of an Inverted U so as to Inclose

the free ends of said loop forming member and to engage

the adjacent part of the body of the webbing, means passed

through the inverted U, through the free ends of said

loop and through said part of the webbing body engaged

by the U to simultaneously support the loop forming

member and to secure the doubled end of the webbing in

position, said Inclosure having a slot in its bottom, a gar-

ment engaging element passed through the slot and a coll

spring secured to the element and loop forming member.

1,224,606. CONVEYING APPARATUS. JirrtRSOS F.

COBBiLL, Bucyrus, Ohio. Filed Jan. 18, 1916. Serial

I No. 72,756. (CI. 104—113.)

Mk.

moving said auxiliary Jaw into an open position, a pin

slldably carried by said upper Jaw and having a head end.

said head end engaging said tongue for moving said auxil-

iary Jaw into a closed position against the tension of said

spring when said flrst named Jaws are moved Into a closed

position, said pin l>elng engaged by the lower of said flrst

named Jaws for forcing it Into engagement with and to

move said tongue upon the closing of said Jaws.

In a conveying apparatus. horlzonUlly disposed track

rails, means supporting said rails in an elevated position.

Inclined track rails connected with the front ends of the

borlzonUl rails and extending forwardly and downwardly

therefrom, a car adapted to travel upon said track rails,

a winding drum, guide pulleys roUUbly supported cen-

trally between the front ends of the horizontal and In-

clined track rails, and a cable colled centrally about said

winding drum, extending over said guide pulley and con-

nected at Its opposite ends to the front end of said car,

whereby, when the front end of the car passes over the

guide pulley supported by the horizontal track rails, the

cable is drawn Uut and the rearward movement of the

car Is automatically stopped.

1,224,606. CULINARY PLIERS. Joseph Bbooks Cot-

TBBLL, Edna. Ala. Filed Apr. 18, 1916. SerUl No.

91,981. (Cl. 65—32.)

1. In a pair of pliers, a pair of pivoted members having

handles and Jaws formed thereon, an auxiliary Jaw ply-

otally connected to the upper of said flrst named Jaws, a

tongue formed upon said auxiliary jaw member, a spring

carried by said upper Jaw and engaging said tongue for

2. In a pair of pliers, a pair of pivoted members having

handles and Jaws formed thereon, an auxiliary Jaw plv-

otally connected to the upper of said flrst named Jaws,

a tongue formed upon said auxiliary Jaw, a spring carried

by said upper Jaw and engaging said tongue for moving

slad auxiliary Jaw Into an open position, a pin slldably car-

ried by said upper Jaw and having a head end, said head

end engaging said tongue for moving said auxiliary Jaw

into a closed position against the tension of said spring

when said flrst named Jaws are moved into a closed

position, said pin being engaged by the lower of said flrst

named Jaws for forcing it Into engagement with and to

move said tongue upon the closing of said Jaws, said pin

falling by Its own weight out of engagement with said

tongue upon opening movement of said Jaws, and said up-

per Jaw provided with a recess for receiving the head end

of said pin.

3. in a pair of pliers, a pair of pivoted members having

handles and Jaws formed thereupon, the upper of said flrst

named Jaws provided with a recess formed in its upper

surface, and an auxiliary Jaw having its lower end piv-

otally mounted within said recess, a tongue formed upon

said auxiliary member and extending longitudinally within

said recess, a spring carried by said upper Jaw and engag-

ing said tongue for moving said auxiliary Jaw Into an

open position, said spring moving said tongue downwardly
within said recess and the lower Inner end of said recess

limiting the downward movement of said tongue for limit-

ing the opening or spreading movement of said auxiliary

Jaw, a pin slldably carried by said upper jaw and having

a head end, said head end engaging said tongue for moving
said auxiliary Jaw Into a closed position against the ten-

sion of said spring when said flrst named jaws are moved
into a closed position, said pin being engaged by the lower

of said flrst named Jaws for forcing It Into engagement
with and to move said tongue upon the closing of said

Jaws.

1.224.607. SPIKE AND TIE-PLATE.
Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Aug. 7. 1916.

(Cl, 288—2.)

Jambs F. C&atbn,
Serial No. 113,618.

1. In combination, a tie plate provided with a hole ad-

jacent the rail »eat, said hole being arranged to guide a

spike In an Inwardly inclined direction, and a spike adapt-

ed to be driven through said hole Into the tie, and guided

by said hole into an Inwardly inclined position.

2. In combination, a tie plate provided with a hole ad-

jacent the rail seat, said bole being arranged to guide a
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Bpike in an inwardly inclined direction, and a «<plke adapt-
ed to i)* driven through said hole into the tie and guided
by said hole into an inwardly inclined position, said
spike having an overhanging head at a lesser angle to the
ahank than in standard spikes.

3. In combination, a tie plate provided with a bole ad-
jacent the rail seat, said hole having an iDcline<l wall, and
a spike adapted to b« driven through said hole into the
tie and guided by said inclined wall into an inclined posi-

tion.

4. In combination, a tie plate provided with a hole ad-
jacent the rail seat, said hole having an inclined wall,

and a spike adapted to be driven through said hole into
the tie and guided by said inclined wall into an inclined
position, said spike having an overhanging head at a
lesser angle to the shank than in standard spikes.

6. In combination, a tie plate provided wftb a hole ad-
jacent the rail seat, said hole being Inclined In a direction
to extend underneath the rail seat, and a spike adapted to
be driven thfough said hole into the tie and guided by the
Inclined walls of said hole into an Inclined position.

[CTalms 8 to 9 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,224,608. RAILWAY-RAIL FASTENER. Jambs F.
C&AVUs, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Aug. 7. 1916. Serial

No. 113,519. (CT. 238

—

4.)

1. A spike guide comprising a member adapted to be
positioned between two spikes and having on opposite
sides guides for said spikes, one of said guides being in-

clined at an angle to the other guide.

2. A spike guide comprising a member adapted to be
positione<l between two spikes and provided on opposite
sides with guides for thp spikes, one of said guides being
vertical and the other being inclined relative thereto.

8. In a rail fastening means, the combioation of a mem-
ber having two guides, one of which is incline<l relatively
to the other, and two beaded drawn members guided
thereby respectively into different inclined positions.

4. In rail fastening means, the combination of a mem-
ber having two guides side by side, one of which is vertical

and the other of which Is inclined, and two drawn headed
members guided thereby respectively into vertical and
Inclined positions.

5. In a driven fastening device the combination of a
member having guides on oppolste faces, one of said
guides being inclined relatively to the other, and two
headed members adapted to be driven into place on oppo-
site sides of said member and guided thereby respectively
Into different Inclined positions.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,609. SPIKE-PULLER. James F. Cbatmn, Pitts-

burgh. Pa. Filed Aug. 7, 1916. Serial No. 113,620.
(CI. 254—27.)

1. A tool for pulling spikes driven In pairs, comprising
a lever having a Jaw adapted to pass under one spike
head and a pivotally attached Jaw adapted to be seated
upon the other spike head and to form the fulcrum of
said lever.

2. A tool for palling spikes driven in pairs, comprising
a lever arm having a claw head adapted to engage one
spike, and a member carried by the claw head adapted to

seat on the other spike and to form the fulcmm for said
lever.

S. A tool for pulling spikes driven In pairs, comprising
a lerer arm having a claw head having a beveled receta to

engage the head of one of the spikes, and a member car-
ried by the claw head adapted to seat on the other spike
and to form the fulcrum for said lever.

4. A tool for puUlnf spikes driven In pairs, comprising
a lever arm having a claw head adapted to engage one
spike, and a member pivotally carried by the claw head
having an extension with an under face adapted to seat
on the other spike and a base adapted to form the ful-

crum of the lerer.

1,224.610. RHEOSTAT. .Matthew S. Cru.vER, New
York, N. Y., and Fbedehick W. Geisse.vhai.neb, Free-
hold, N. J., assignors to Nestor Manufacturing Co.,
Inc., New York. .\. Y., a Corporation of New York-
Filed Dec. 11. 1914. Serial No. 876,609. (CI. 219—61.)

'Hl«WtMJm
1-/7

1. A contact for electric regulators comprising a chan-
nel 8hape<l member of conducting material notched to pro-
vide a plurality of resilient sockets and having perfora-
tions In allnement with the sockets whereby contact pins
may extend through the perforated back of the channel
into the sockets.

2. \ rheostat comprising a supporting plate of insulat-
ing material, a plurality of channel shaped regulating con-
tacts mounted thereon in parallel relation, a plurality of
resistor units having end contacts, spring clips adapted
to engaire the end contacts of said resistor units secured
to the opposite side of the plate and electrically inter-
posed between said regulating contacts, a second set of
channel shaped regulating contacts supported in parallel
relation at a fixed distance from the first set of regulating
contacts and extending at right angles thereto, each of
said regulating contacts being notched and formed to pro-
vide a series of resilient (H>ntact sockets, and one of said
contacts having perforations In allnement with the sock-
ets, the sockets of one being in allnement with the sockets

ii

T
of the adjacent set and removable contact pins for con-

Mcting each of the contacts of one set with one of the

ecntacts of the other set.

8 A rheostat comprising a supporiing plate of insulat-

ing maferial. a plurality of channel shape.l regulating con^

tacts mounte^i thereon in parallel relation, a plurality of

resistor units secured to the opposite side of the plate and

electrically Interpos.'d between said regulating contacts,

a pair of spaced insulating blocks secure<l to the ^rinxxlAV

ing plate near its opposite edges in parallelism with the

regulating contacts, a second H.-t of regulating contacts

extending in a direction at right angles to the first set

and w^oured at their ends to said spaced blocks, each of

said contacts comprising a series of contact sockets, the

sockets of one set being in allnement with the sockets of

tk* other set.

•
t 4. A rheoiUt comprising a supporting plate of insulat-

ing material, a plurality of channel shaped regulating

conUcts mounted thereon in parallel relation, a plurality

of resistor units secured to the opposite side of the plate

and electrically interposed between said regulating con-

tacts a pair of spaced insulating blocks secured to the

fn-^ulatlng plate near Its opposite edges In parallelism with

the regulating contact.^, a second set of regulating con-

tacts extending in a direction at right angles to the first

set and secured at their ends to said spac»-d blocks, each of

said contacts comprising a scries of contact sockets, the

socketH of one set being In allnement with the sockets of

the other set. and a perforated plate mounte<l upon and

insulated from the second set of regulating contacts hav-

ing Its openings In allnement with the contact sockets.

5 A rheostat comprising a supporting plate of Insulat-

ing material, a plurality of channel shaped regulating

conta. ts mounted thereon In parallel relation, a plurality

of resistor units secured to the opposite side of the plate

and electrically Interposed between said regulating con-

tacts a pair of spaced Insulating blocks secured to the In-

sulating plate near Its opposite edges in parallelism with

the regulating contacts, a second set of regulating con

tacts extending In a direction at right angles to the first

set and secured at their ends to said space<l blocks, each

of said contacts comprising a series of contact sockets,

the sockets of one set being In allnement with the sockets

of the other set. and a perforated plate mounted upon and

Insulated from the second set of regulaOng contacts hav-

ing Its openings in allnement with the contact sockets, and

a series of contact blocks embedded In one of said insulat-

ing blocks and severally connected to the regulating con-

tacts supported by said Insulating blocks and a movable

contact member adapted to successively engage said con

tact blocks.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

on a vertical axis In said frame, means normally retain-

ing said cylinder in parallel relation to said drawhead.

c-onnected pipe sections redprocably mounted in said cyl-

inder means normally retaining said pipe sections In

outwardly extended position, a flexible tube connecting

the inner terminal of said pipe sections with said train

pipe, a coupling head carried by the outer terminal of said

plpp sections, and a pair of spring retaining members car-

ried by said coupling head.

3 In an automatic coupling for air pipes, a cylinder,

a piston redprocably mounted in said cylinder, means

normally retaining said piston extended toward one end

of said cylinder, pipe sections connected with said piston,

a hollow coupling head connected with one of said pipe

sections having an external groove provided with an in-

clined wall, and a pair of toothed spring retaining mem-

bers carried l-v .said coupling head.

4. The combination with a rsllway car Including a Innly

and drawhead, a cylinder pivotally supported on a ver-

tical axis by said drawhead, spring means normally re-

taining the cylinder in parallel relation to the drawhead,

and a coupling head supported by said cylinder.

6. The combination with a railway car Including a body

and drawhead. a frame carried by said drawhead. a cyl-

inder pivotally supported on a vertical axis In said frame,

means normally retaining said cylinder In parallel rela-

tion to said drawhead. and a coupling head slidably sup-

ported by said cylinder.

1.224,612. MIXER OE CABBUBETEB FOR INTERNAL-

COMBUSTION ENGINES. David P. Davieb, Racine.

Wis., assignor to J. I. Case Threshing Machine Company.

Racine, Wis., a Corporation. Filed May 25, 1912. Se-

rial No. 699,781. (CI. 201—18.)

1224 fill AUTOMATIC COUPLING FOB AIR PIPES.

Harrt CiRBiaH, Madison, Me., ssslgnor of two-thirds to

John A. Hamilton and John W. Stoble, Madlaon, Me.

Filed June 15, 1916. Serial No. 103.783. (Cl. 188—18.)

1 The combination with a railway car Including a body

and drawhead, a frame carrie<l by said drawhead a cyl-

inder pivotally supported on a vertical axis in «a d frame,

m^ans norma 11 v n-talnln;. said cylinder in parallel relation

to said drnwhead. pipe sections slidably mounted in said

cTllndor. means normally retaining said pipe sections in

outwardly extended position, a coupling head carried by

one of said pipe sections, and a pair of spring retaining

members carried by said coupling head.

2 The combination with a railway car including a

bwly a drawhead. and a train pipe, of a supporting frame

carrl'ed by said drawhead. a oyllnder pivotally mounted

288 O. O.—12

1 A mixer or carbureter for explosive engines comprls-

Ing a mixing chamber having a di8<harKe port and hay-

ing main and supplemental air inlets provided with ports

opening directly Into said mixing chamber, a fuel supply

pipe opening into said main air Inlet, a water supply

having a port adjacent said supplemental air Inlet port,

a spring-held, automatically operating valve arranged to

control said supplemental air inlet port and said water

supply port, and a regulating throttle valve in said dis-

charge port for controlling the suction within said mixing

chamber and thereby automatically regulate the extent

of movement of said spring-held valve and the amount of

supplemental air and of water a.lmltted thereby to said

mixing chamber in accordance with the load oa the engine,

ubstantlally as descrfBed.

2 A mixer or carbureter for explosive engines compris-

ing a body portion havinit a mixing chamber with main

and supplemental air inlet ports opening through its side

and upper portions respectively and a discharge port at

Its lower portion, a fuel supply pipe op«-nlng into said

inlet port, a spring held, downwardly-opening valve con

trolling said supplemental air-inlet port, a water-supply

having a port adjacent said supplemental alr-lnlet. a valve

controlling said water-supply port, and means connected

to said supplemental air inlet valve for opening said

water-supply valve after a predetermined movement of

, saiil air valve, substantially as described.
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8. A mixer or carbureter for explosive engines compris-
ing a mixing chamber having main and supplemental air-
inlet ports and a discharge port, a fuel supply pipe open-
ing into said main air-inlet port, a spring-held valve con-
trollins: said supplemental air-inlet port, a water-supply
having a port outside of said supplemental air inlet, a
spring-held valve normally closing said water supply port,
and a part adjustably connected to said supplemenUl air-
inlet valve for opening said water supply valve, substan-
tially as described.

4. A mixer or carbureter for explosive engines compris-
ing a body portion having a mixing chamber with main
and supplemental air inlets opening through its side and
upper portions respectively, a fuel supply pipe extending
throukfh said main air-inlet, an automatically-operated,
downwardly-opening valve controlling said supplemental
air inlet, a water supply having a port above said sup-
plemental air-inlet, a spring-held valve normally closing
said port, and a part for opening said water supply valve
adjustably connected to the stem of said supplemental
alr-lnlet valve, substantially as described.

5. A mixer or carbureter for explosive engines compris-
ing a body portion having a mixing chamber with main
and supplemental alr-lnlet ports opening through Its side
and upper portions respectively and a discharge port at
Its lower portion, a fuel supply pipe opening into said
Inlet port, a spring-held, downwardly-opening valve con-
trolling said supplemental air-inlet port, a water supply
pipe communicating with a port above said supplemental
alr-lnlet. n <prlng-hel<l valve on the stem of said alr-lnlet
valve normally closing said water-supply port, an abut-
ment adjustably threaded on said valve-stem for opening
said water-supply valve, and a throttle valve in the dis-
charge port from said mixing chamber.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,613. MINING METHOD. Trimble vm Room, New
York. N. T. Filed Feb. 29, 1912. Serial No. 680.817.
(CI. 83—76.)

1. A metho<l of mining comprising forming a working
chamber in the material to be mined, progressively exca-
vating into one face thereof, separating the excavated
material within said chamber, reflnlnK a portion of .the
separated material within said chamber, hydraulically
depositing the valueless portion from the refining step
to the rear of said chamber, and there restraining it, but
leaving at the rear of said working chamber an outlet
passage of less cross-sectional area than that of said
chamber, removing through said outlet passage the un-
refined separated material, and removing the excess water
from said hydraulically restrained material.

2. A method of mining comprising forming a bore and
an enlarged working chamber at the front end thereof,
providing protecting means within said chamber to pre-
vent the collapse of the walls thereof, excavating In front
of said protecting means and advancing said protecting
means in the line of excavation, separating the material
excavated within said protecting means, refining within
said protecting means a portion of the separated material,
transferring the valueless portion from the refining step
to the rear of said protecting means, connecting said bore
with said chamber by an outlet passage of less cross-sec-
tional area than that of said working chamber, and remov-
ing through said outlet passage the unrefined separated
material.

3. A method of mining comprising forming a bore and
an enlarged working chamber at the front end thereof,
providing protecting means within said chamber to pre-
vent the collapse of the walls thereof, excavating in front
of said protecting means and advancing said protecting
means In the line of excavation, separating the material
excavated within said protecting means, refining within

said protecting means a portion of the separated material,
hydraulically depositing the valueless portion from the
refining step to the rear of said protecting means and
there restraining it, c-onnecting said bore with said . ham-
ber by an outlet passage of lees cross-sectional area than
that of said chamber, removing the excess water from said
hydraulically restrained material, and hydraulically re-
moving through said outlet passage the unrefined sepa-
rate<l material.

4. A method of mining, comprising forming a bore In a
mass to be mined, separating the excavated material Into
coarse and fine grades while In the bore, refining one of
said grades to extract the value therefrom while in the
bore, and depositing the Ulllngs thereof In the bore so
as to provide a progressively advancing working space ad-
jacent the material to be excavated, and removing the
coarser value containing material through the deposited
material.

6. A method of mining, comj^lslng forming a bore Iq
a mass to be mined, separating the excavated material
Into coarse and fine grades while in the bore, refining the
fine grade to extract the value therefrom while In the bore,
and depositing the Ullings thereof In the bore so as to
provide a progressively advancing working space adja< ent
the material to be excavated, and removing the coarser
value containing material from the bore.

1^24.614. TEMPERATURE (iUVEKNOR FOR FLUIDS.
Kbnwbot DoiGAX, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed July 81,
1913. Serial No. 782,242. (CI. 236—B.)

1. A temperatur.' jfoveriior for fluids comprising a cas-
ing forming a mixing chamber, hot and cold water pipes
for dellyerlng through separate ducts Into the mixing
chamber, valves for controlling the flow of water through
said pipes, a power driven mechanism adapted to open
one valve and close the other, or vice versa, said mecha-
nism being normally inoperative to effect movement of the
valves, a thermostat positioned to be acted upon by the
temperature of the mixture, means controlled by the ther-
mostat for rendering said mechanism operative, and auto-
matic means for terminating operation of the valves when
the same has been moved a distance proportional to the
extent of movement of the thermostat.

2. In a temperature governor for fluids, the combination
with a body for containing liquid, a hot water pipe and
a cold water pipe for delivering water Into said body,
valves for controlling the flow of water through said
pipes, a motor actuated by the passage therethrough of
the fluid the temperature of which Is to be regulated, mech-
anism operative by said motor, normally inoperative con-
nections therefrom adapted to open one valve and close
the other, and a thermostat so positioned as to be acted
upon by the temperature of the mixture and means mov-
able by the thermostat for rendering said connections
operative. »
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8 A temperature governor for fluids comprising a cas-

ing forming a mixing chamber, hot and cold water pipes

for delivering through separate ducts into the mixing

chamber, valves for controlling the flow of water through

said pipes, a motor actuated by the passage of fluids

through said ducts, mechanism operated by said motor,

including two oppositely driven ratchets for opening one

valve and closing the other, said mechanism being nor-

mally Inoperative but being rendered operative whenever

a ratchet is held from movement and being operative in

opposite dire,tlons when the respectively opposite ratchets

are held, a thermostat positioned to be acted upon by the

temperature of the mixture, and means moved by the

thermostat for engaging and holding either of said

ratchets.

4. A temperature governor for fluids comprising a cas-

ing forming a mixing chamber, valves for admitting and

controlling the flow of hot and cold streams through

separate ducts into said mixing chamber, means for mov-

ing the valves, a thermostat positioned to be acted upon

by the temperature of the mixture and connections there-

from for rendering the moving means operative, and auto-

matic means for terminating operation of the moving

means when the valves have been moved a distance pro-

portional to the extent of movement of the thermostat.

5. A temperature governor for fluids comprising a cas

ing forming a mixing chamber, hot and cold water pipes

for delivering through separate ducts into the mixing

chamber, valves for controlling the flow of water through

said pipes, means Including a continuously moving rstchet

wheel for opening one valve and closing the other, said

means being rendered operative by stopping of the ratchet

wheel, a thermo.^tat posltlone<l to be acted upon by the

temperature of the mixture, and means move«l by the ther-

mostat for engaging and holding said ratchet.

(Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gasette.]

end short of the lower end of thf gas bMl and surrounding

the escape pipe, the annular wall being inwardly de-

flected at one point to accommodate the

and to form a guide for the bell.

wall of the pocket

1224 617 CUP HOLDER. Frank S. Eabton, Stamford,
'

Conn., assignor of one-half to A. M. Suter, Taughannock

Falls. N. Y. Filed July 12, 1916. Serial No. 108,767.

(CI. 248—20.)

1,224 61B. RUG-HOLDER. John Doym, Iloboken, N. J.

Filed Oct. 25. 1916. Serial No. 127.641. (CI. 16—71.)

/^'
The rug holder described comprising a plate having a

downwardly extended spur on Its under face adapted to

engage a floor, upwardb' projecting pliable wire pins on

its upper face adapted to penetrate a rug and fold down-

wardly thereon, said plate being formed at its edge

with means to hold said plate with its lower face out of

contoct with the floor surface to permit of the entrance

of a lifting Implement beneath said plate.

1,224,616 RELIEF DEVICE FOR ACETYLENE GAS
* GENERATORS. 'Warren E. Drsssbi., Edwardsville,

111. Original application filed Feb. 27, 1916, Serial No.

11,012. Divided and this application filed May 8, 1918.

Serial No. 26.886. (CI. 48—56.)

In an acetylene gas generator, an exterior casing divided

by a horizontal partition into a sealing chamber and a

generating chamber, an annular wall extending upward

from said partition into the sealing chamber and having a

head at Its upper end. there being communication between

the generating chamber and the sealing chamber through

said head, the space above said partition and between

the wall and the casing being filled with sealing liquid, a

gas bell disposed In the sealing chamber and having its

open end surrounding the annular wall and depending into

said sealing liquid, a gas outlet pipe communicating at

its lower end with the exterior of the casing and at Its

upper end extending upward between the annular wall

and the casing and extending slightly above the head, a

wall extending downward from the head of the gas bell

and at Its edges engaging the side wall of the gas bell

and forming a pocket, said wall terminating at Its lower

In a device of. the character described, a clamping sup-

port for a box or cup holder, said support comprising a

Journal pin, a base rigidly secured thereto having a pair

of apertures at each end. and ft pair of resilient bars hav-

ing bent-over hook-shaped ends projecting through said

apertures, said bars being resilient and spaced apart so as

to grip the side of said box when in use.

1 224 618 METHOD OF CASTING. LcCas Edel, St.

'

Louis. Mo. Filed Nov. 29, 1916. Serial No. 184.082.

(Cl. 22—198.)

1. The method of producing a casting having an under-

cut rivet cavity therein, which consists in placing a pat-

tern having a* pocket therein In a flask drag, pouring

sand Into the flask drag and tamping it about the pattern.

Introducing Into the pocket a core having an enlargement

at Its end which enters the pocket, applying a flask cope,

pouring In green sand and tampering It about the core,

opening the mold, removing the pattern therefrom, closing

the mold, thereby returning the core so that the enlarge-

ment at its terminal end will project Into the cavity left

by the removal of the pattern, and then pouring casting

material in mobile condition Into the cavity.
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2. The metbod of prodacing a casting having an ander-
cnt rivet cavity therein, which consista In placing a pat-

tern having a pocket therein In a first mold section, pour-
ing green sand into the first mold section and tamping
It about the pattern, lntro<lucing into the pocket a lore

having an enlargement at Its end which enters the pocket
and also having an enlargement toward Its opposite end,
forming a second mold section above the first mold section
and about the exposed portion of the core, so that that
part of the core will be embedded in the second mold sec-

tion, removing the second mold section with the core
therein, removing the pattern from the first mold sec-

tion, replacing the second mold section upon the first

mold section so that the portion of the core which had
projected into the pocket in the pattern will project Into
the cavity left by the removal of the pattern and there-
after pouring castinn material In mobile condition Into
aald mold cavity.

1,224,619. LOCK WHIP SOCKET., Thomas J. Edwards.
Jameaport. Mo. Filed Oct. 14, 1914. Serial No. 806,076.
(CI. 21—130.)

£^

^

A whip socket compriwinf; a hollow ttjbe enlarged lat

erally at opposite sides to provide a pair of vertically ex-

tending r»Tt^aes communicating with the Interior of the
tube, the lateral side walls of said recesses inclining down-
wardly and Inwardly, a partition located within said tube
and provided with diametrically opposed slots, said par-
tition being supported above the bottom of said tube, a
pair of locking fingers having their lower ends pivoted
in said reces.ses below said partition, the fingers extend-
ing up through the slots in said partition to a point above
said partition, a hollow meml>er extending transversely
through and secured to said tube at a point below said
partition and provided with a longitudinal and a circum-
ferential slot, a ram rotatably mounted on said member
at a point between said fingers and provided with a slot

registering with said circumferential slot, and means car-

ried by said member and enRaglng said cam to prevent the
latter from moving longitudinally of the tube.

1,224,620. COFFEE ROASTER. PASguALB Ezzo, New-
ark. N. J. Piled Oct. SI, 1916. Serial No. 128,676.
(CI. 34—5.)

1. In a drvlce of the character described, the combina-
tion of a hollow base adapted to s*»at over a burner of a
gas stove or the like, said base having at Its top a rec-

tangul-^r opening with bearings at the middles of two op-

posite sides, and handles projecting from the middles of

the two othfr opposite sides, a shaft removably mounted

I

in laid bearlncs with one end projecting and provided
wltk a crank handle, said shaft having between the two
bearings and adjacent the bearing nearer the crank han-
dle a radially projecting fin, a hollow cylindrical drum or
coDUiner having in Its opposite ends axial ap«»rtures for
said shaft, one provided with a radial extension to re-

ceive said fin and cause said drum or container to rotate
with the sliaft and yet be removable therefrom, said drum
or container substantially filling the recUngular opening
at the top of the base, and having a door or closure at
one sUle providing access to Its Interior.

2. In a d»'vlce of the character described, the combina-
tion with a hollow base adapted to a«>at over the burner
of a gas stove or the like, said base having at Its top a
rectangular opening with bearings at the middles of two
opposite sides, a shaft removably mounted In said bear-
ings with one end proje<ting and provided with a crank
handle, of a hollow cylindrical drum or (ontainer axially
and nonrotaUlily receiving said shaft, and adapted to
substantially fill the rectangular op<'nlnK In the top of the
base, said dram or container havlnx at one side thereof
a hinged door or cover with flanges upon the Inner side
thereof adapted to project into the drum or conUlner
when the door Is closed and extend longitudinally thereof,
whereby the contents of the drum or container are agi-
tated as the same is revolved.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with n hollow base adapted to s«'at over the burner
of a gas stove or the like, said base having at Its top a
rectangular opening with bearings at the middles of two
opposite sides, a shaft removably mounted In said bear-
ings with one end projecting and provldeil with a crank
handle, of a hollow cylindrical drum or container axially
and nonrotatably receiving said shaft, and adapted to sub-
sUntlally fill the rectangular op4>nlnK in the top of the
liase, said drum or container having at one side ther»>of
a longitudinal door or cover hlnge<l at one end trans-
versely to the container and having at Its other end suit-
able removable fastening means and said door or cover
having Its opposite longitudinal edges bent or turned in-
ward so as to form flanges which project Into the drum
or container when the door Is <losed and agitate the con-
tents thereof as the same is revolved.

1,224,621. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR BRAKES,
CLUTCHES, AND THE UKE. Jacob W. FcLLurrH,
Marlon. Ohio, assignor to The Marlon Steam Shovel
Co., Marlon. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Atig.
28, 1916. Serial No. 117,162. (CI. 188—3.)

ru^^vv.

1. The.comblnatlon with a brake and a power operated
device for manlpulatlni; the same, of manually controlled
means to control the operation of said device to cause said
brake to be set In a selected pcisitlon. and means con-
trolled by said brake to cause It to be retained In said
selected position.

10. The combination with a friction member, a cylin-

der, a piston mounted in said cylinder and connected with
said friction member, and a valve to control the flow of
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flotd to said cylinder, of means to actuate said valve to

admit fluid to said cylinder on one side of said piston to

move said frl« tion member Into a selected position, and

means controlled by said friction member to actuate said

valve to admit fluid to said cylinder on the other side of

said piston when said friction member moves beyond said

selected position.

13. The combination with a friction member, a fluid

operat.Hl device operatlvely connected with said friction

member and a valve to control said device, of a lever plv

otally mounted on an axis fixed with relation to said

valve, a second lever plvotally mounted on the first men

tloned lever and connected with said valve, manually con-

trolled means for actuating said second lever, and an op

eratlve connection between said first-mentioned lever and

said friction member.

25. The combination with a friction member, a fiuld

operated device operatlvely connected with said friction

member, and a valve to control said device, of an actual

ing device connected with said valve, a toggle having one

arm pivoted on a fixed support and the other arm connect

e<l with said actuating device, a link collecting the ad

jacent ends of the two arms of said toggle, and a collar

having a guldeway In which said link Is m<.unted.

[Claims 2 to 9. 11, 12. 14 to 24, 26, and 27 not printed

in the Oasette.l

brake mechanism Is released to engnge and stop the ro-

tating member of the machine.

:{. In an automatic stopping dev • e |. t machines, the

c-ombliiation with a machine havlri.';i rmii:.- nnd a later-

ally released driving member: of m -prmu « t '>» i "d releas-

ing mechanism adapted to laterals mov. rti:<l .^riving

member to release It from driving conuv '! t» ""' aid

machine: a lever pivoted to the machine au.. ti.ivin;; ;'
-•

free end projecting therefrom .mil positioned on v. •• "'d •

of the operators I. j^s ; a latch carried by the opposite «.! «

of said lever aud engaging said spring actuated releasing

mechanlKni to hold It from laterally moving said driving

member: a complementarv ' . pivoted to the machine

and having its free ad projecting therefrom and posi-

tioned on the other side oi' the < perator's legs; and a con

ne<tlng rod joining said coi, plementary levers and se, ured

to oF»poslte sides of their p vots respectively, whereby If

either of said levers Is displa. d said latrh Is removed and

said releasing mechanism Is K-n-d to move said driving

member out of driving connect* :^ with the machine.

1 224.622. AUTOMATIC SAFETY STOPPINiJ DEVICE
'

FOR MACHINES. Feank P. FiLiX)W8. Tacoma. Wash.

Filed Dec 6, 1915. Serial No. 65.362. (CI. 74-—46.)

1 224 628. HEATER FOR OIL LA* •^. Ca«l 8. F«Eor-
'

SON, Jonesburg, Mo. Filed Nov. ». 1916. Seruii >o.

129,500. (CI. 126—256,) I

1. In an automatic stopping device for machines, the

combination with a machine having n frame and a rotat-

ing flywheel : of a rocker shaft mounted on the machine

and having a crank arm thereon : a brake band secured nt

one end to the frame of the machine and at the other end

to the crank arm. and partially epclrcllng said flywheel

and adapt»-d to apply an excessive retarding force thereto

when In contact therewith : a lever connected to said

rocker shaft and adapted to turn It : n latch engaging the

lever to hold It from movement ; a spring actuating said

lever when It Is released from said latch whereby the

rocker shaft Is turne<l and the brake band applied to said

flywheel to stop its roUtlon ; and a pivoted lever carrying

said latch and positioned beside the operator's leg where

by when said pivot.-d lever Is displaced, said latch is re

moved and said brake band Is applied to the flywheeL

2 In an automatic stopping device for machines, the

combination with a machine having a frame and a rotat

Ing member mounted therein : of a sprlng-actuatcMl brake

mechanUm adnpted to engage said rotating member to

stop It a lever pivoted to the machine and having Its free

end projecting therefrom and positioned on one sMe of

the operator's legs . a latch carried by the opposite end of

said lever and encaging said spring-actuated brake mecha-

nism to hold It from engajrlntt said rotating meml>er :
a

complementary lever pivoted to the mac4»lne and having

its free end projecting therefrom and positioned on the

other side of the operators legs : and a connecting rod

lolnlnK said complementary levers and secnre<l to oppo

Site sides of their pivots respectively, whereby If either

of said l-vers Is displaced said latch is removed and said

1. As a new article of manufacture, a heater atUch-

ment for oil lamps comprising an outer casing having

openln-XK nwir Its upper edge and adapted to rest at It^

lower edge upon the body portion of the burner, relatival

>

spaced supporting arms secur|Hl to and located wlthl..

the casing, and a flame confining perforated tube lota*'

within the .aslng and secure<i to the arms, the low

end of said tube being spaced upwardly from *Uc .MWm

edge of the casing to receive the wick tube.

2. The combination with a lamp including a wick tube

and a cap. of a cylindrical outer casing having a slot

therein to receive the cap. relatively spaced supporting

arms secured to the wall of the casing and having elon

Bated slots therein, and a perforated tube extending

through the slots of the arms and having its lower end

disposed over the wick tube to confine the flame therein.

1 224 624. BALL-RETAINER OF SHEET METAL FOR

BALL BEARINGS. Benot ^iktob Fjellman. Slfve

Strand«ata. Oottenlwrg, Sweden, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to S. K. F. Ball Bearing Company, Hart-

ford Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Nov.

:i5, 1913. SerUl No. 802,880. (Cl. 64—69.)

1 -A ball retainer for 1«11 bearings, consisting of a plu-

rality of rings or disks of sheet metal provlde<l with open-

ings for the imlls. such rings being so located, that the

Raid openings are opposite each other by pairs, the edgv.

of one of the rings or disks projecting beyond the edge of

the other ring or disk, and b«ait around the edge of the said

other ring, the same having a beveletl face engaged by the

turned over part of the first ring or dUk.

2. A ball retainer for ball bearings, consisting of a plu-

rality of rings or disks of sheet metal provided wit'- . m n-

Ingsfor the balls, such rings being so located thut the
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said openings are opposite each other by pairs, the rings
being provided v::t. turned up side walls, the edges ot
one of the rlnc- • u.^rnclng the edges of the other ring.

3. A ball n-'.-iititr tui ball bearlngx, cooalsting of a pla-

rallty of r;tm« «ir :u;s 01 sheet metal provided with open-
ings for (h<* Lii;i^ ^^cB rings being so located that the said
op'.. .. - "" ivposite each other by pairs, the side walls
f! the r:rii;» extendltig o^Jiquely with relation to the in-

r.-ri.; '^iiate part, and liit; nnKs* '" ing connected only by
lixii obllQue relation of the side wano.

4. A ball retainer comprising two trougd-eh^ped mem-
bers each having a bottom portion provided with opt:B-

Ings for the balls, anu &! '> t^hIIs dispoHed obliquely to

bottom wall, the side walls of tiie .""•tpective troaghs be-

l7« interlocked.

1,224,626. CoLIPARTMEN' SLEEPING-CAB. ERNEST
Flagc, New York, N. Y Filed Nov. 17. 1913. Serial

No. 801,623. (CI. 106- 207.)

1. A sleeping car having a longitudinal corridor and
a plurality of compartments forme<l of transverse parti-
tions each communicating with said corridor, the alternate
compartments having the floor raised above the floor of
the corridor, and berths in Inoperative position accommo-
ated in said raised floor and the partitions of said com-
-rtraents.

•?. A sleeping car having a longitudinal corridor and a
p.i'-allty of consecutive compartments each communicat-
ing "^'th said corridor, the alternate compartments having
the floor raised above the floor of the corridor ; berths
forming part of the partitions separating the compart-
ments ; and berths normally located under said railed
floor portion of the compartments.

3. A sleeping car having a longitudinal corridor and a
plurality of consecutive compartments communicating with
said corridor, the alternate compartments having the
floor raised above the floor of the corridor ; berths forming
part of the separating partitions of the compartments and
accessible from the compartments having the raised floor;
and berths under the said raised floor portion being acces-
sible from the other compartments.

4. In a sleeping car, longitudinal and transverse parti-
tions forming a longitudinal corridor and a plurality of
Independent compartments each communicating with said
corridor, the alternate compartments having the floor

raised above the floor of the «)rridor ; berths forming part
of said transverse partitions and accessible when in oper-
ative position from the compartments having the raised
floor ; and berths normally positioned under said raised
floor portions and accessible when in operative position
from the other of said compartments.

8. In a sleeping car, longltndlnal and transverse parti-
tions forming a lonicitudinal corridor and a plurality of
consecutive Independent compartments each communicat-
ing with said corridor, the alternate compartments hav-
ing the floor raised above the floor of the corridor ; berths
in the transverse partitions separating said compartments
and in said raised floor portion, said transverse partition
and raised floor portion having movable parts whereby
said compartments are made convertible, snbstantlally as
an<l for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.224,626. METAL WINDOW. Ernbst Flaoo, New York.
N. Y. Piled Jan. 5, 1916. Serial No. 70,442. (CI.
189—72.)

In a metal window, a sill having a step along the rear
thereof, a projection at each end of the sill having the
shape of a corner iron, the inner walls of said projections
facing, the other walls being located at the outer sill edge
and pointed in the opposite direction ; a corneriron-shaped
jamb rising from the sill at each projection, a lintel unit-

ing the jambs, a pair of spaced channeled strips secunnl
to each Jamb so that the bottom of the channel rests on
the Jamb, a sash having channeled stiles engaging the
outer sides of the corresponding channeled strip, said

stiles baring channeled rails, the lower rail of the lower
sash beins adapted to receive the step of the sill, and a
channeleil strip on the lintel to be received by the opp«-r
channeled rail of the upper sash.

1,224.627. FENC&STRETCHER. Robert E. Lk Fhsbsk.
Fayette, Mo. Filed Apr. 12, 1916. Serial No. 90,769.
(CI. 25-i—162.)

1. In a fence stretcher, a body having a laterally offset

bracket terminating In a transverse jaw; a grip bar slld-

able longitudinally for adjustment in the body and dis-

posed substantially at right angles to the jaw. the inner
end of the grip bar coactlng with the jaw to form a post
engaging means : a tightening mechanism carried by the
laterally offset bracket and Including a drum : a sheave
journaletl on the outer end of the grip bar ; a fence hold-
ing means ; a flexible element looped around the sheave,
one end of the flexible element being connected with the
drum ; and mechanism for connecting the flexible element
with the fence holding means.

2. In a fence stretcher, a body provided with an eye
projecting laterally in one direction, and provided at Its

rear end with an offset bracket projecting laterally In an
opposite direction, the bracket terminating In a transverse
Jaw; a grip bar slidable longitudinally for adjustment In
the body and disposed substantially at right ancles to the
jaw ; a movable element mounted in the jaw and coactlng
with the inner end of the grip bar to form a post engaging
means ; a holding member carried by the eye and cooperat-
ing with the grip bar to prevent sliding movement of the
grip bar Independently of the body; a tightening mecha-
nism carried by the laterally offset bracket and including
a drum ; a sheave journaled In the outer end of the grip
bar ; a fence holding means ; a flexible element looped

V
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around the sheave, one end of the flexible element being

connected with the drum ; and mechanism for operatlvely

connecting the flexible element with the fence holding

means.

3. In a device of the class described, a body having a

laterally offset bracket terminating in a transverse jaw;

a grip bar slidable longitudinally for adjustment in the

body, the grip bar being disposed substantially at right

angles to the Jaw ; a movable element carried by the Jaw,

the Inner end of the grip bar coactlng with said movable

element to form post-engaging means ; a movable clamping

device carried by the body and coactlng with the grip bar

to hold the same against longitudinal movement ; a sheave

Journaled In the outer end of the grip bar : a fence holding

means ; a tightening mechanism carried by the laterally

offset bracket ; a flexible element looped around the sheave,

one end of the flexible element being connected with the

tightening mechanism : and means for operatlvely con-

necting the flexible element with the fence holding means.

1,224.628. WHEEL-MACHINE. John T. Gardnbr. Ham-

ilton, Ohio, assignor to The Kentel & Margedant Com-

pany. Hamilton, Ohio. Filed Feb. 21, 1917. Serial No.

149,996. (Cl. 144—8.)

chuck carried thereby and provided with a central recess,

a cutter-spindle Journaled concentrically within the chuck-

splndle and capable of endwise motion therein, a face cut-

ter-head secured to said cutter-spindle and adapted to be

reciprocated Into and out of said recess by the endwise

movement of the cutter-spindle, and means for rotating

the chuck and cutter-spindle Independently of each other

and at different speeds, combined substantially as set

forth.

12. A wheel machine comprising, a chuck mounted for

rotation on a vertical axis and adapted to support a spider

lestlng thereon, radially movable chuck-Jaws for centering

and clamping the spider while it is supported by the

chuck, and upper and lower facing cutter-heads adjusUble

toward each other and adapted to face the upper and lower

surfaces of a spider held in the chuck, combined substen-

tiallv as set forth.

[Claims 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, and 13 to 27 not printed In

the Gaxette.]
{

1,224,629. COUNTERBALANCING DEVICE. Randall

D. GABD.NBU, Boston. Mass. Filed Nov. 28, 1916. Serial

No. 63.048. (Cl. 14—36.)

*o

1. A wheel machine comprising, a chuck-spindle, a

chuck carrleil thereby and provide<l with a central recess,

a cutter-spindle Journaleil « oncentrlcally within, the chuck-

spindle and capable of endwise motion therein, and a face

cutter-head ««'<-ured to said cutter-spindle and adapte<l to

be reciprocate<l Into and out of said recess by the endwise

movement of the cutter-spindle, combined substantially as

set forth.

4. A wheel machine comprising, a chuck-spindle, a

chuck carried thereby an<l provided with a central recess,

a cutter spindle Journaled concentrically within the chuck-

spindle and capable of endwise motion therein, a face cut

ter-head secured to said cutter-spindle and adapted to be

reciprocated into and out of said recess by the endwise

movement of the cutter spindle, "a boring cutter carried by

the end of the cutter-spindle beyond the face cutter head,

and a fllleting-cutter carried by the cutter spindle between

the face cutter-head and the boring-cutter, combined sub-

stantially as set forth.

7. A wheel machine comprising, a chuck-splndle, a

chu.k carrie.1 therel«y and provided with a central recess,

a cutter spindle Journaled concentrically within the chuck-

splndle and capable of endwise motion therein, a face cut

ter-head secured to said cutter spindle and adapted to be

reciprocated Into and out of said recess by the endwise

movement of the , utter spindle, a second facluK cutter

head mounted contljnious to and free from the chu< k and

on an axis at right angles to the axis of the chuck and

adapted to operate upon a piece of work held In the chuck

and face the surface of the work farthest from the chuck,

and a fllleting-cutter carried by the spindle of the second

facing cutter-head and independent thereof and adapted

to sweep across the end of the bore in the work as faced

hy the second cutter head, comblne<l substantially as set

f<irth.

9. A whwl machine comprising, a chuck-splndle, a

1. A counterbalancing device comprising a pivoted mem-

ber to be lifted ; a counterweigh! : two mcml>ers spaced

apart ; flexible means connecting wild pivoted member and

counterweight and passing over said spaced members ; an

auxiliary mcmb<>r between said spaced members and in en-

gagement with said flexible means ; and means operated by

the counterweight to move said auxiliary member to deflect

said flexible means.
2. A counterljalanclng device comprising a pivoted mem-

ber to be lifted ; a counterweight ; two members spaced

apart ; flexible means connecting said member and counter-

welRht and engaging said spaced members ; an auxiliary

member between said spaced members and In engagement

with said flexible means; asd means connected to said

counterweight and said auxiliary memt>er through which

the counterweight moves said auxiliary member to deflect

said flexible means.

3. A counterbalancing device comprising a pivot»><l mem-

lier to be lifted ; a counterweight ; two members spaced

apart ; flexn)le means connecting said meml)er and counter-

weight and passing over said spaced members ; an aux-

iliary member between said spaced members and in engage-

ment with said flexible means; a pivoted arm carrying said

auxiliary member; and means connecting said counter-

weight and pivoted arm through which said auxiliary

member 1h moved to deflect SHld flexible means.

4. A counterbalancing device comprising a pivoted mem-

ber to be lifted : a counterweight ; two members spaced

apart ; flexible means connecting said pivoted member and

said counterweight and engaging and extending between

said two spaced members : and a movable membar to en-

gage and deflect said flexible means between said spaced

members; and means to operate said movable member.

6. A counterbalancing device comprising a pivoted mem
ber to be lifted ; a counterweight ; two sheaves spaced
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apart ; fleiibi«> means oonnecttng aald pivoted member aod
uid counterweiKbt and in enxagement with said abeaves ;

a su[)port ; an auxiliary member guided by aald support ; a
link plvotally connected with said auxiliary member ; a
second link pivotally connected with the first link and
plvotally connected with the counterweight, said first link

carrying a sheave to eiigitge the flexible means between
the two spaced sheaves to deflect the flexible means so as
to tran8f»r a portion of the weight of the counterweight
from the lifted memt>er to the support.

1.224.630. GARDEN - TOOL. John Oilsom, St.. Port
Washington. Wis. Piled July 26, 1915. Serial No.
41.975. (CI. 55—42.)

\t\ ij
'J

In a tool of the class described, the combination of a
ht-ad menil>er having downwardly extending end portions,
a (J-shaped blade member having its arms pivotally se-

cured l>etween the said end portions and having the free
end.H of said arms Inwardly directed and members adjust-
ably held by the head member for engagement with said
inwardly turned end portions.

1.224.631. PERCUSSION-FUSE. K«NNrr Joh.v Gird-
wood, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Filed Aug. 30, 1916.
Serial No. 117,640. (CT. 102—89.)

i^^m.

1. A percussion fust*, comprising a body having means
for connection with an explosive shell, a detonator, a
plunger, radially arrangeil holts consisting of cylindrical
members arranged in radial passages in said body and
spherical heads arranged in enlarged radial chambers In
said body, ami springs for normally maintaining said cylin-
drical bolt members In engagement with said plunger to
prevent movement of the latter toward said detonator,
one side of each of said heads being cut away to destroy
the balance thereof, said cylindrical members beinjf adapted
to be withdrawn from said pa!<saKeH by centrifugal force
and said heads being turne<l with their heavier sides out-
wardly of said fuse by centrifugal force to move the axes
of said cylindrical members out of the axes of said pas-
sages to prevent the entry of said cylindrical members
into said passages after having l)e««n drawn out of the
aame by centrifugal force.

2. As an article of manufacture, for use In a percus-
sion fuse, a plunger locking bolt consisting of a cylindrical
member and an enlarged spherical head cut away at one
side to destroy the balance thereof.

1,224.632. TRAFFIC - SIGNAL. William
San Franclaco. Cal. Filed Jan. 12, 1915.

1,891. (CI. 177—83S.)

Ghiglikbi,

Serial No.

1. A traffic signal comprising a plurality of visible dis-

plays, means for exhibiting said displays, manual means
by which a traffic officer may control the exhibition of

said displays, and means by which the displays may be

automatically changed at regular intervals In the absence
of the officer.

2. A traffic signal comprising a plurality of visible dis-

plays, means for exhibiting said displays, manual means
by which a traffic officer may control the exhibition of
said displays, means by which the displays may be auto-
matically changed at regular Intervals in the absence of

the officer, and means by which the traffic officer can throw
the control of the signal from the automatic means to thp
manual means or vice versa.

8. A traffic signal comprising a plurality of sen8ll>le

Indication means, means by whU'h a traffic officer may
control the op«>ratlon of said Indication means at such
intervals as he may desire : and means by which said

officer can cause said indication means to actuate at

regular interrals wlthoat specific attention from him.

4. .\n electrli-aily operated traffic control system com-
prising a plurality of signals : means by which traffic

officers may Independently control the operation of any or
all signals ; and means by which the traffic officers <'an

cause all or a part of said signals to operate automatically

at regular intervals.

1.224,633. CALCULATING-MACHINE. Htiian Eli
Goldbkrg. Chicago, III. Filed Nov. 13, 1912. Serial

No. 731.199. (CI. 235—133.)

1. In a mechanism of the character described, the com-
bination of a movable lower-value digit-member, a mov-
able higher-value digit-member, a clutch connection be-

tween said members, and means to loosen and tighten said
clutch, a carrying movement of said lower-value member
being transmitted to said clutch while the latter is loose,

the tightening of said clutch transferring such carrying-

j

movement to said higher-value memlter. substantially as
I described.
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2. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a movable lower-value digit-meml)er, a mov-

able higher-value digit-member, a clutch, means connect-

ing said lower-value digit member to an element of said

dutch, means adapted to connect said higher-value digit-

member to and disconnect it from the companion element

of said clutch, aud means to tighten and loosen said clutch,

a carrying-movement of said lower-value dlKlt-member be-

ing transferre*! to its clutch-element while the clutch is

loose and the higher-value digit member is disconnected

from its clutch-element and transmitted to said higher-

value digit-member while the latter Is connected to its

clutch -element and during the tightening of the clutch,

substantially as deBcrlt>ed.

3. In a mechanism of the character descrll)e<i. the com-

l>inatlon of a movable lower-value dlgit-memt>er, a movable
higher value dlgit-memt>er, a clutch, means connecting

said lower-value meml)er to an element of said clutch,

ascaaa adapted to connect said higher-value member to

and disconnect it from the companion element of said

clutch, and means to slide said clutch elements from and
toward one another to loosen aud tighten the clutch, a

carrying-movement of the lower-value digit-member being

transferred to its clutch-element while the clutch is

loose and the higher-value member is disconnecte<i from

its dutch-element and transmitted to said higher-value

member while the latter is connected to its clutch-element

aud during the tightening of the clutch, substantially as

described.

4. In a mechanism of the character described, the com-

bination of movable digit meml>er8 of different values, a

wedge-clutch connection t>etween said memt>er8, and means
to loosen and tighten srid clutch, a carrying movement of

one of said digit -memlters being transmitted to said clutch

while the latter is loose, the tightening of the clutch

transferring such carrying movement to a digit member of

different value, substantially as desciibed.

5. In a mechanism of the character descril)ed. the com-

bination of a revoluble lower value digit-wheel, a rev-

oluble higher-value digit-wheel, a wedge-clutch, revoluble

means conne<*tlng said lower-value wheel to an element

of said clutch, revoluble means adapted to connect said

higher-value digit-wheel to and disconnect it from a com-

panion element of said dutth, and means to tighten and

loosen said clutch, a carrying movement of the lower-

value wheel l>elng transferr<Hl ^to its clutch-element while

the clutch is loose and the higher-value whe«>l is discon-

nected from Us clutch element and transmitted to said

higher-value wheel while the latter is connected to Its

clutch-element and during the coJiperation of the clutch

wedge surfaces during the tightening of the clutch, 8Ul>-

stantlally as described.

(Claims to 9 not printed in the (iatette.]

1.2 24.6 84. DUPLICATING MACHINE. Fbedbbick
O0TT8CHALK, New York, N. Y.. assignor to Graphic

Duplicator Co.. Inc., .New York. N. Y.. a Corporation

of New York. Filed Feb. 25, 1916. Serial No. 80,369.

<C1. 241'—55.)

1. In a duplicating machine, a frame, two removable
spindles, a threaded ro<l for each spindle with a kurled

head and winged lock screw engaging one end of the said

Kplndle.'a disk on said end, a rod engaging the other end
of the spindle, a ratchet wheel on the rod with two lugs

tliereon, a disk with square extension fitting between the

lugs, a pawl with lateral extension. an<l a crank handle

ou the said rod.

2. In a duplicating machioe. a frame with platform,

two removable spindles, a threaded rod for each spindle

with a knurled head and winged lock screw engaging one

end of the said spindle, a disk on said end. a rod enxaging

the other end of the spindle, a ratchet wheel on the rod

with two lugs thereon, a disk with square extension

fitting between the lugs, a pawl with lateral extension,

and a crank handle on the said rod, a gelatin film on the

spindles running over the platform, and a clamp of semi-

circular cross section for securing the end of the film.

3. In a duplicating machine, a frame with standards,

a spindle for the gelatin film with a film protecting disk,

and means on one side adapted to permit the insertion

and removal of the spindle by band, a like second disk

at the other end of the spindle, a square extension with
central opening on the second disk, a rod reaching into

said opening and having a crank handle at its outer end,

a ratchet wheel on the rod within the frame having two
lugs adapted to receive the square extension of the spindle,

and a pawl with projection extending t>eyond the frame.

1,224,635. AUTOMATIC STAVE SAWING MACHINE.
Groveb B. Hambic, Slelth, W. Va. Filwl July 15, 1914.
Serial No. 851,167. (CL 143—85.)

A stare sawing machine comprising a beil, means on the

bed for carrying a block to the saw. arms on the block

carrying means, a rod supporttnl by the arms, a spring

pressed member pivotally supported by the rod, a disk

fixed to the ro<l. said disk having a notch in its periphery,

spring pressed means on the member for " normally en

gaging the periphery of the dink and adapted to engage

the notch to hold the member In an elevated position.

1,224,686. INDEX OR FILE. Robert D. Hates, New
Haven, Conn., assignor to Index Visible, Incorporated.

New Haven, Conn., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Oct. 16, 191."^. Serial No. 50,305. (Cl. 129—16.)

1. In an Index or file, the combination of a support, a

plurality of upstanding cards mounted flatwise on the

support In overlappe<i relation and faavinK their upp^T
margins exposed, and transparent pockets running along
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the upper margins of said cards ; substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In an index or file, the combination of a support, a
plurality of cards, tongiies on said cards nesting them to-

gether and securing them flatwise to said support with
their upper edges exposed, and transparent pockets run-
ning along the upper margins of said cards ; substantially
as described.

3. A rei or<! member, comprising a card, means for at-

taching the lower portion of the card to a support, and a

transparent pocket extending along and open adjacent
the upper margin of the card : substantially as described.

4. A record member, comprising a card, means at the
lower portion of the card for securing it on a support, and
a transparent pocket-forming strip extending along the

upper margin of the card and around and behind the side

edges thereof; substantially as descrlbe<l.

5. A record member, comprising a card, a pocket-form-

ing strip extending across the same, and means on the

card for closing the bottom of the pocket ; substantially as
described.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.637. DEMOUNTABLE RIM. Bahl HEyRT, Albert

Lea, Minn. Filed June 2, 1916. Serial No. 101,344.

(Cl. 152—21.)

1. A demountable rim comprising a split ring slotted
from one end and provided at its other end with an ex-
tension ensjageable In the slot, and a lever hinged at one
end adjacent the extension and pivoted in the slot to
expand or contract th*- rlnc.

2. A demountable rim comprising a resilient ring split

transversely one end of the split having a slot therein, a
lever hinged to the other end of the split and pivoted In
the slot with its free end extending Inwardly of the ring,
and lugs carried by th^ second split, and engageable In
openings in the first spilt and said lever being operable
to move said split ends out of alinement to disengage said
lugs from the openings and contract the rluj*.

1,224.038. HOSE-COUPLING. HaaBBBT H. Hiwitt and
Chahles H. Paeplow, Jr., Buffalo. N. T. Filed Aug.
29, 1912. Serial No. 717.815. (Cl. 137—28.)

1. A coupling for rubber hoae and the like, comprising a
boily portion havinx :i rigid cylindrical shank adapted to

fit within the end of the hose and a shoulder at the Inner
end of said shank, and a cylindrical sleeve adapted t«

encircle the shank and the hose thereon and having con-
nectinir m»nns at its inner end for engaging said shoulder,

•aid bleeve and said shank having substantially parallel,

cylindrical hose-engaging surfaces and said sleeve being
longer than said shank and having an internal rib at its

outer end, said sleeve being arranged and adapted to be
movwl Inwardly over said shank in straight line direction
to compress the hose between said rib and the outer end
of asid shank, substantially as described.

2. A coupling for rubber hose and the like, comprldng
a body portion having a rigid cylindrical shank ailapted
to fit within the end of the hose and a shoulder at the
inner end of said shank, and a cylindrical sleeve adaptetl

to encircle the shank and hose thereon, said sleeve and
said shank having subtsantlally parallel, cylindrical hose-
engaging surfaces, said sleeve being longer than said shank
and having an Internal rib at Its outer end, and connect-
ing means between the inner end of aald sleeve and said
shoulder adapted to move said sleeve Inwardly In straight
axial direction over said shank to compress the hose be-

tween said rib and the outer end of said shank, said rib

and the outer end of said shank having convexly rounded
hose-engaging surfaces, substantially as described.

1.224,639. APPARATUS FOR TRANSFORMING ELEC
TRICAL ENERGY. PsTaa Coopbk Hxwitt, New York.
N. Y.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Cooper
Hewitt Electric Co.. Hoboken, N. J., a Corporation of
New Jersey. Original application filed June 7. 1905.
Serial No. 264,071. Divided and this application flled

July 1. 190.5, .'Serial No. 267.982. Renewetl Oct. 2. 1916.
SerUI No. 128,288. (Cl. 250—87.)

1. A gma or vapor device comprising gas or vapor ar-
ranged in direct contact with and between bodies of vapor
conductor, normally maintalne<l In conducting condition.

2. A gas or vapor device comprising gas «r vapor.
Inclosed with and arranged In direct contact with and
between bodies of vapor conductor normally maintained
In conducting condition.

3. A discharge device, comprising two Independent con-
tinuously operating vapor conductor devices, and a nor
mally non-conducting column of gas In direct contact
with and connecting the same.

4. A caipacity circuit, and a long sealfd and evaciuite<l

container, having pairs of similar electrodes at distant
points therein, one electrode of each pair being vaportx-
able and constituting a discharge terminal of said capac-
ity circuit, in combination with independent In.sulatfM]

sources of direct electromotive force for each pair of

terminals, a vaporlzable terminal of each pair being the
negative electrode of the source to which it is connectetl.

5. A discbarge device comprising two independent con-
tinuously operating lnsulate<l vapor conductor devices,

and a normally non-conducting column of gaseous ma-
terial in contact with and connecting the same.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,224.640. TELEGRAPH SYSTEM. ROMTJt HiTCHCOCK,
New York. N. Y. FUed Jane 16, 1915. Serial No.
84,857. (Cl. 1T8—28.)

1. In a telegraph system, the combination with trans-
mitting and receiving mechanism, of constantly running
motors for Imparting the proper movements thereto, clock
mechanisms adjured to run at a fixed rate, means oper-
ated by the same without affecting their rate, for main
talning the motors running at a correspondingly uniform
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and exact rate Independently of the action or effect of line

impulse^-, and means for connecting the sending and re-

ceiving devices with the motors In exact phase, whereby

the circuit 1h selective for the particular movement de-

slreil at the instant of the transmission and receipt of

such impulse'}.

2. In a telegraph system which depends for selective

action upon apparatus at each station driven at exactly

a fixed rate of speed, the combination with the signal se-

lective means of constantly running motors adapted to

operate the same at the proper times, local means inde-

pendent In operation of the action or effect of line im-

pulses, and comprising clock mechanism adjusted to run

at a fixed and definite rate, and means operated thereby

and Imparting no varying load thereon to affect the rate,

for controlling the speed of the motors and maintaining

the same uniform at all times.

3. In a telegraphic system having transmitting and re-

ceiving apparatus operated by driving means running at

the same speed at each station, the combination with

means for selectively determining the operations of line

Impulses, of a constantly running driving motor therefor,

means for connecting the said apparatus with the motor

and thereby starting It in operation, means for stopping

the same, a clock mechanism at each station adjustiHl to

run at a fixe«l rate, and means operated by the same and

Imposing no load thereon that will affect its rate, for

locally controlling the spee<l of the motor and maintaining

It uniform at all times. Independent of the action or ef-

fect of line Impulses.

then mixing with said material a crude petroleum oil,

then subjecting the mixture to a temperature of approxi-

mately 400° F., then adding to the mixture sufficient

water to stiffen the grease, paraflln. asphaltum. or similar

element of the oil, then forming the mass into suitable

blocks or briquets and subjecting the same to a tempera-

ture of from 500" to 600° F.

1,224,642. MOTOR. Roi B. lioLMCS, Los Angeles, CaU
assignor to Holmes Motor Corporation, Los Angeles,

Cal., a Corporation of California. Filed Aug. 17, 1914.

Serial No. 857,030. (Cl. 128—11.)

1,224.641. METHOD OF TREATING COAL. Charlxs
E. HiTi, Burlington. N. J., assignor to Universal Brl

quettlng Company, a Corporation of Delawure. Flled

June 21. 1909. Serial No. 503,331. Renewed Oct. 6,

1916. Serial No. 124.192. (Cl. 44—1.)

1. The method of treating dry pulverized coal, culm

or similar material, which consists In first .mixing the

material with a crude petroleum oil. heating the mixture

to cau»e a close afBIIation of the components, and after-

ward mixing wat«r therewith

'l. The methtxl of treating pulverized coal, culm or

hlmllar material, which consists In first subjecting ?ald

material to a teniperattire sufficient to drive off the mois-

ture, then mixing with said material a crude petroleum

oil, heating the mixture to cause a close afflllntlon of the

components, then adding to said mixture a suflSclent

quantity of water to stiffen the grease to render the oil

constituent stlky or gummy.
3. The method of treating dry pulverized coal, culm or

similar material, which consists In flrsV mixing with said

material < rude petroleum, heating the mixture to cause

a close affiliation of the components, then mixing there

with cold water to stiffen the mass, forming the mass into

hr'quets while stiff, and then subjecting the same to heat.

4. The metho<l of treating pulverized coal, culm or

similar material, which consists In first subjecting said

^ material to a temperature sufficient to drive off moisture.

»o <^ ft

--

^
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1. in an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, end

walls on said cylinder, outwardly extending annular

flanges on said end walls, a tubular shaft extending Into

the cylinder through one of the end walls, a second shaft

mounted in the tubular shaft exten<ling through the other

end wall, means on the shaft and tubular shaft engageable

with the annular flanges for preventing reverse rotation

of said shafts, and blades on said shafts within the cylin-

der adapted to be advanced by explosive impulses to rotate

said shafts.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, end

walls on said cylinder, outwardly extending annular

flanges on said end walls, a tubular shaft extending into

the cylinder through one of the end walls, a second shaft

mounted in the tubular shaft extending through the other

end wall, disks on the shaft and tubular shaft engageable

with the annular flanges for preventing reverse rotation

*of said shafts, and blades on said shafts within the cylin-

der adapted to be advanced by explosive Impulses to ro-

tate said shafts.

3. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, end
walls on said cylinder, outwardly extending annular

flanges on said end walls, a tubular shaft extending Into

the cylinder through one of the <>nd walls, a second shaft

mounted In the tubular shaft extending through the other

end wall, disks on said shaft and tubular shaft adjacent

the end walls of the cylinder, means on said disks en-

gageable with the annular flanges for preventing reverse

rotation of said shafts, and blades on said shafts within

the cylinder adapted to be advanced by explosive impulaej

to rotate said shafts.

4. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, end
plates thereon, annular flanges on the outer faces of said

plates, a tubular shaft extendln/; Into the cylinder through

one plate, a shaft revolubly mountj^l In the tubular shaft

extending through the other end plate, <iisks mounted on

said shaft and tubular shaft adjacent the outer feces of

the plates having ratchet faces on their outer edges,

rollers dlspose«l In said ratchets adapted to engage the

flanges to prevent reverse rotation of the shafts, and
blades on said 'shafts within the cylinder. «dapte<l to

be advanced by explosive impulses to rotate the shafts.

5. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, end
plates thereon, annular flanges on thr outer fai-es of said

pistes, a tubular shaft extending Into the cylinder

through one plate, a shaft revolubly mounted In the trhn

lar shaft extending through the other end plate, disks
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mounted on said shaft and tubular shaft adjacent the
outer facet* of the plates having ratchet facts on their

outer edges, rollers disposed in said ratchets adapted to

engage the flanges to prevent reverse rotation of the
shafts, blades on said shafts within the cylinder adapted
to t>e advanced by exploslTe impulses to rotate the shafts
Intermittently, a drive shaft, a fly wheel on the drlre

shaft, and means on said shaft and tubular shaft engage-
able with said fly wheel whereby intermittent movement
of the shaft and tubular shaft will effect a contlnnoua ro-

tation of the drive shaft.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1,224.643. TOY. RicHAao Edw.\hd Humbbbt. Montclalr.
N. J. Original application filed Aug. 24, 1916, Serial

No. 116,595. Divided and this application filed Dec. 9.

1916. Serial No. 135.959. (CI. 46—85.)

1. The combination of a set of blocks, a container there-

for, and partitions in the container for maintaining cer
tain of the blocks In assembled relation to represent a

figure.

2. The combination of a set of toy blocks, certain of

which are assembled In the form of a figure, a container
for the blocks, and loose strips following the outline of
the figure and engaging the walls of the container for

maintaining the blocks of the figure in assembled relation.

3. The combination of a set of toy blocks, certain of
which are assembled in the form of a figure, a container
for the blocks, and loose strips following the outline of

the figure and engaging the walls of the container for

maintaining the blocks of the figure In assembled relation,

said partitions and container forming compartments, and
there being certain of the blocks of the set disposed In the
compartments without filling the same.

4. The combination of a set of toy blocks, certain of
which are assembled in the form of a figure, a container
for the blocks, and loose strips following the outline of
the figure and engaging the walls of the container for

maintaining the blocks of the figure In assembled relation,

sa'.d figure being less than the length of the container,
and certain of the blocks of the set being packed close to-

gether in the container to represent a wall on which the
flxure stands.

1.224.644. UTILIZING AN EXPANSIVE FORCE IN
FORCING OR RAISING LIQUID. Hbrbbbt Alfred
HCMPHBCT, London. England, assignor to Humphrey
Oas Pump Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed
Apr. 10, 1912. Serial No. 689,920. (CI. 160— 1.)

1. The combination of a power chamber for a primary
medium having inlet and discharge valves, a play pipe

conne<te<l therewith, for the free reciprocation of a liquid

column capable of acquiring useful momentum, a solid

piston operating between the liquid column and the pri-

mary medium to actuate and to be actuated by the liquid

column, a piston ro<l connected to the piston and a
valve gear operated thereby.

2. A play pipe for the free teciprocation of liquid col-

umn of sufflcient bulk and path of travel to tnable It to

acquire useful momentum, an expansion chamt)er con-

nected therewith, a piston operating in the expan.>«ion

chamber and adapted to reciprocate with the liquid col-

umn to actuate the same and to be actuated thereby, inlet

and exhaust valves connected with the expansion chamber
and means actuated by the p'ston for controlling same.

S. .\ play pipe for the free reciprocation of liquid col-

umn of sufficient bulk and path of travel to enable it to

acquire useful momentum, an expansion chamber con-

nected therewith, a piston o|>erutinK In the expansion

chamber and adapted to reciprocate with the liquid col-

umn to actuate the same and to be actuated thereby. Inlet

and exhaust valves conne<-ted with the expanston chamber
and means controlle4i by the piston for actuating same.

4. A play pipe for the free reclpr«»iatlon of liquid of

sufficient bulk ami path of travel to enable it to ac<iuire

nseful momentum, an expansion chamber connected there-

with, a piston operating therein actuated by an expansible

charge In one direction to actuate the liquid and actuated
by the liquid in the opposite direction, and means, oper-

ated by the piston for charging the expansion chamber
with a primary nie<llum.

5. A play pipe for the fre«> reciprocation of a liquid

column of sufficient bulk and path of travel to enable it to

acquire useful momentum, a power chamber connected
therewith, a rigid piston operating therein between an
expansible charge and the liquid, and an air Intake port

In the cylinder adapted to be over-run by the piston in Its

reciprocating movement.
[Claims 6 and 7 not pr'nted in the Gazette.]

1,224,645. SHEET-FEEDING MECHANISM FOR PRINT-
ING PRESSES. IivixG A. HiNTr.NG, Plalnfleld, N. J.

Filed Dec. 9. 1914. Serial No. 876,207. (CI. 271—80.)

—-*

1. The coniltination of a sh^^et ^iHppo^t : a reciprocating

carriage for advancing the sheet over said support by en-

gaging with the rear edge thereof : a sucker for raising
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the rear edge of the sheet : a valve controlling the suc-

tion in said sucker and adapted to be opene<l and closed

by the movement of the carriage ; and means for raising

and lowering the sucker.

2. .\ sheet feeding mechanism including a sheet-sup-

port ; a carriage ; wheel supporting fingers carried thereby ;

a pneumatic device for raising one end of the sheet the

other end of which still remains supported by said sheet-

I

support : and mechanism for reciprocating said carriage

to bring said fingers into and out of engagement with the

raised end of the sheet and to feed the latter along said

sbeet-sapport.

8. A sheet-feeding mechanism Including a sheet-sup-

port ; a carriage ; yieldingly-mounted sheet-supporting

fingers carried thereby ; a pneumatic device for raising

one end of the sheet the other end of which FtlU remains

I

supported by said sheet-support; and mechanism for re-

' ciprocatlng said carriage to bring said fingers into and

out of engagement with the raised end of the sheet and to

I

feed the latter alonp said sheet-support.

4. \ sheet-feeding mechanism. Including a sheet-sup-

port : a carrlace ; sheet-supporting devices carried there-

by : a cam controlled pneumatic device for raising one end

of the sheet the other end of which still remains sup-

ported by said sheet-support ; and cam-controlled mecha-

nism for reciprocating said carriage to bring said devices

into and out of engagement with the raised end of the

sheet and to feed the latter along said sheet ><upport.

6. A sheet-feeding mechanism including a sheet -sup-

port ; a carriage ; sheet-supporting devices carried there-

by ; a pneumatic device for raising one end of the sheet

the other end of which still remains supported by said

I

sheet support, said carriage controlling the supply of air

to said device; and mechanism for advancing the car-

riage to bring said fingers Into engagement with the

raised end of the sheet and to feed the latter along said

sheet support.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Garette.l

1.224.646. SANITARY SEAT - COVER APPARATUS.
'

Locis A. JiBANiK, Blrnamwood, Wis. Filed Aug. 28,

1915. SerUl No. 47,849. (CL 211—29.)

^^-'

A dispensing apparatus for water-closet seat covers

adapted for association with a substantially hemispherical

water-closet bowl and a support therefor offset Inwardly

from the front and sides of the bowl and Including a

throat portion at the rear of the bowl, said apparatus In-

cluding a casing horisontally curved to conform to the

curvature of the mouth portion of the bowl and having its

lower portion Inwardly offset Ln an ogee curve to conform

to and fit against the front and side portions of the bowl

and the support, upper and lower straps secured to the

sides of the casing and passed about said bowl and throat

portion and about said support and throat poxtlon respec-

tively, the casing being adapted to receive a pad of covers,

and means for proi-urlng ejecting movements of the covers

from the casing.

1.224.647. LUBRICATING DEVICE. Eric Johnson,

Mollne, III., aasignor to I>eere A Company. MoUne, 111.,

a Corpor.Ttlon of Illinois. Filed Nov. 10. 1913. Serial

No. 8<»0.139. Renewed Oct. 4, 1916. Serial No. 64,090.

(Cl. 64-—26.)
1. In a devlceof the eharacter described. the combination

with n hub, of a cap on the bnb adapted to be turned

one way to approach the end of the hub and to recede

therefrom when turned in the opposite direction, and a

member carried by the cap and adapted to engage with •

notch on the hub to hold the csp from turning.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a hub, of a r^p on the fnd of the hub adapted

to be turned one way to approach the end of the hub and

to recede therefrom when turned In the opposite direction

a member carried by the cap and engaging with a notch

In the end of the hub and adapteil to be disengaged there-

from, and means to retain said member In engagement

with a notch when the cap Is at rest.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a hub having one or more notches In the end

thereof, of a cap on the end of the hub and adapted to be

turned one way to approach the end of the hub and to

recede therefrom when turned in the opposite direction, a

member within said cap engaging with a notch in the end

of the hub and adapted to be dlsenpaged therefrom by

the turning of the cap, and resilient means within the cap

operating to retain the member In engagement with a

notch when the cap Is at rest.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a hub having a series of notches in the end

thereof, of a cap on the end of the hub and adapte<l to be

turned one way to approach the end of the hub and to

recede therefrom when turned In the opposite direction, a

member within said cap entraglnp with a notch In the

end of the hub and adapted to be dlsengatred therefrom

by the turning of the cap. and resilient means between

the end of the cap and the member to retain the latter

in engagement with a notch when the cap Is at rest.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a hub having a series of oppositely disposed

notches in the end thereof, a cap on the end of said hub

and tumable one way to approach the end of the hub and

to recede therefrom when turned in the opposite direction,

a member within said cap engaging with a notch in the

end of the hub and adapted to be dlsengagetl form said

notch by the turning of the cap, and n spring In the cap

between the end thereof and the member to retain the

latter In engagement with the notch when the cap is at

rest.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.224,648. FIBER CLEANING MACHINE. William R.

Johnson, Camden, N. J. Piled Aug. 21, 1916. Serial

No. 116,026. (CL 19—9.)

JO

1. The combination In fiber cleaning mechanism, of a
unitary casing having a movable cleaning member therein,

suction producing means In said casing operatlvely con-

nected to said member and operative In unUon therewith.
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Mdd caslDK having an outlet through which said member
ejects material after It has passefl through said caning,

a receptacle for rtn'wivlng matprlal after passing said out

let. and meanM forming a return passage between said

receptacle and said suction producing means whereby ma
terlal is sucked from said receptacle Into the casing and

again ejected out of naid opening, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The combination In fll)er cleaning mecahnlsm. of a

unitary casing having a rotatable cleaning member therein,

said member having a fan operatlvely connected thereto

and mounteil in said casing, said fan being rotatable in

unison with said member, said casing having an outlet

through which said member ejects material after it has

passed therethrough, a receptacle for receiving material

after passing said outlet, and means forming a return

pas«iag»' between said receptacle and the space within said

casing o<'cupled by said fan whereby said fan sucks ma
terlal from said receptacle and again ejects it out of said

opening, "substantially as described.

.1. The combination in fiber cleaning mechanism, of a

unitary casing having a rotatable cleaning member therein,

said member having a fan operatlvely connected thereto

and mounted In said car*ln^'. said fan being rotatable in

unison with said member, sahl casing having an outlet

opening through which said member ejects material after

It has parsed therethrough, additional cleaning means

adjacent t-ald outlet opening, a receptacle lotated below

aid additional cleaning means, and means forming a

p«aMge between said receptacle and the space within said

casing occupied by said fan whereby the latter sucki

material from said receptacle and again ejects It out of

said opening, substantially as described.

4. The combination in fiber cleaning mechanism, of a

casing having a rotatable cleaning member therein, said

member having a fan operatlvely connecte<i thereto and

mounted In said (*aslng. an outlet opening through which

said member ejects material after it has passed there-

through, a series of crushing rolla located adjacent said

outlet opening, a receptacle located below said crushing

rolls, and means forming a passage between said recep-

tacle and the space within said casing occupieil by said

fan whereby said fan sucks material from said receptacle

and again ejects it out of said opening, substantially as

described.

5. The combination In fiber cleaning mechanism, of a

casing having an Inlet and an outlet opening, a rotatable

shaft In said casing, a cylinder secured to said shaft within

said casing, .t fan operatlvely connected to said shaft and

mounted within said casing, additional cleaning .ueans

adjacent said outlet opening, a receptacle located below

said additional cleaning means, said casing having a thifd

opening therein communicating with the fan, and means
forming a passage between said receptacle and said third

opening whereby material is sucketl from said receptacle

Into the fan space and again ejected out of said opening,

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

and fitting over said annulus to form a conditional seal,

said flange and lip being of such relative size as to pre-

vent the top of the metal cap from coming into contact

with said lip or said seal.

1,224,600. TOILET PAPER. Joseph
KiTcuE.v, Blast Orange, N. J. Filed

Serial No. 80.352. (CI. 92—68.)

Moses Ward
Feb. 25, 1916.

1,224,649. BOTTLE-CLOSURE. JonPH Moses Wako
Kitchen-, East Orange, N. J. Filed Mar. 3, 1916.

Serial No. 11.669. (CI. 215—9.)

In a bottle closure, the combination of a l>ottle lip

having a recesse^l sealing seat In the interior of the upper

part thereof, and an outwardly projecting annulus of

curvilinear cross-section at the upper portion, a compres-

sible seal 8eate<l In said recess and frlctlonally retained

therein, and a one-piece metal cap having a flaring flange

1. In a toilet paper, Irregularities of surface combining

lndente<l or projecte*! dams for Intercepting and holding

effete matters, and flat Interspace lines for resisting a

pulling stress of the surface of the paper that would

result In the stretching of the surface of the paper, the

entire surface being unbroken and having Its fibers Intact

ami being mmlerately absorptive to moisture equably over

the entire surface, the Interspace lines for resisting pull-

ing stress of the general surface having a flat smooth

unlndented or unprojectetl surface, the said Interspace

lines and dams being devoid of broken or stretched fil>ers

such as woul<l be produced by Indenting a smooth flat

surface of dry paper.

2. In a toilet paper, roughened or other Irregularities

of surface, and smooth flat interspace lines free from un-

roughened or Irregularities of surface, for rettlstlng pull-

ing stress, said roughened or other Irregularities of sur-

face being In form and so arranged as to position, to

place ridges or dams on the surface of the paper across all

the lines of smooth flat surface for resisting pulling stress

of the paper while In use. said rMges or dams having for

puri>ose the interception and holding of excrementary

matters.

3. In a toilet paper, embossings or Iregularltles of sur-

face adapted by form and by position In relation to ad-

jacent Irregularities of surface, to Intercept, scrape and

hold effete matters, and flat smooth unembossed unln-

dented or embos«e«l Interspaces for preventing stretching

of the general area surface of the paper by a pulling

stress, said irregularities of surface having projections or

processes extending Into the genernl surface of the flat

smooth Interlines or Interspaces, said projections and proc-

esses Intercepting effete matter, and said Interspaces pre-

venting stretching of the general flat surface of the pap«'r.

4. In a toilet paper. Irregularities of form on the flat

surface of the paper, and Interspaces of unlndenteil or

embossed flat surfaces, said Irregularities having project-

ing processes so placed In relation to processes of ad-

joining Irregularities of form as to prevent a straight

line t>elng drawn completely across the surface of the

paper in any direction in the Interspaces of the flat sur-

face of the paper l)etween the processes of said Irregulari-

ties of surface.

5. In a toilet paper, packaged into sheets. saM sheets

being partly divided by Incisions, said sheets having Irregu-

larities of form on the surface of the paper and smooth

flat Interspaces between the Irregularities of form, said

surface Interspaces being projected and running In at least

two directions across the surface of the paper, and a

marginal smooth flat surface surrounding each of the

sheets of the package for maintaining strength In the

edges of the sheets of paper.

(Claims 6 to 10 not prlnfe<l In the Qazette.]

1,224,651. RBLKA8ING DEVICE. William C. Koch,

St. Paul, Minn. Filed Mar. 11. 1914. Serial No.

823.986. (CT. 74—98.)

1. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion of a supporting stem, a sleeve sMdable thereon and

projectable beyond the end thereof, and a finger arranged

essentially In allnement with said stem and being adapted
to be retained thereon by said sleeve when the sleeve pro-

jects beyond the end of the stem.

2. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion of a fixed supporting stem arranged In a certain plane,

a keeper slldable along said stem and adapted to project

beyond the end thereof, a finger arranged In allnement

with said stem and adapted to be maintained In position

abutting the end of the stem by the aforesaid keeper, and

a pressure sustaining arm to which said finger is connected

tending to move in the aforesaid plane, said movement t>e-

Ing resisted by the cooperation between the keeper and

the stem.

1,224.652. ELECTRIC JACK. Henry Kococrek. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to Stewart Warner Speedometer Cor-

poration, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Virginia. Filed

Aug. 26, 1914. SerUl No. 868.746. (CI. 172—162.)

y'^''*:^''

In an electric Jack in combination with a standard, a

Jack screw mounted therein for longitudinal movement,

tke standard being apertured »>etween two Itearlngs of the

Jack screw therein ; an operating ntit on the jack screw

t>etween said bearings and longitudinally stopped in both

directions thereby ; an electric motor operatlvely engaged

with said nut for rotating It to propel the jack screw,

said operating nut having an exterior thread finer tlian

the Jack screw engaging thread ; a follower nut engaged

with said finer thread for travel on the outside of the op-

erating nut ; two ele<trlc circuits In which said motor is

energised, and a snap switch device mounted In the stand-

ard having terminals positioned for encounter by the fol-

lower nut at the limits of Its travel for opening one clr-

calt and closing the other at said limits.

1.224,653. FLOATING BICYCLE. Padl Krabuer, Jer-

sey City, N. J. Filed I>ec. 28. 1916. SerUl No. 139,246.

(CI. 115—26.)

rear thereof, the floats are secured, so that the frame is in

the form of a drop frame suspended from and by the floats

when In the water, a seat on said frame below the floats,

and propelliug and steering means carried by the said

frame.
2. A device of the class described Including front and

rear floats, the rear fioat being the larger, a frame to the

top of which at the front and rear the floats are secured,

so that the said frame Is In the form of a drop frame sus-

pended from and by the floats, a seat on said frame be-

low the floats and nearer to the rear float, and propelling

and steering means carried by said float.

3. A device of the class described, comprising a plu-

rality of floats, a frame dependent therefrom, a seat on

said frame, propelling means, steering means, and a guard

for said propelling and said steering means.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a plu-

rality of floats, a frame dependent therefrom, a seat on

said frame, propelling means, steering means, and a guard

for said propelling and steering means, said guard being

formed to maintain said device in vertical position on

land.

5. A device of the class descril)ed Including a U-shaped

frame, presenting upwardly extending front and rear mem-
l>ers united by a longitudinal depressed member, floats on

the upwardly extending members at the upper ends thereof,

a seat on the rearmost upwardly extending memt)er below

the float, steering means on the front upwardly extending

meifiber, and propelling meatus beneath the longitudinal

member of the frame.

1,224,654. VOLUMETRIC METBR. Otto A. Kreutx-

BERO. Lake Bluff. 111., assignor to Kreutiberg Meter

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

July 25. 1914. Serial No. 853,124. (CT. 73—37.)

1. A device of the class described Including front and
rear floats, a frame to the top of which at the front and

1. In a volumetric meter, the combination of a casing,

a rotary member journaled therein and carrying vanes

hinged thereto, said casing having a guide-wall against

which said vanes operate, and containing an inlet port

and an outlet port, the guide-wall Intermediate said porta

being so shaped as to permit a vane opposite to it to

swing outwardly relative to the next succeeding vana-

when the latter is opposite said portion of the guide-

wall, whereby suction is produced on said succeeding vane

drawing It into engagement with said portion of said

guide-wall, and Indicating means actuated by said member.

2. In a volumetric meter, the combination of a casing,

a rotary member journaled therein and carrying vanes

hinged thereto, said casing having a guide wall against

which said vanes operate, and containing an inlet port

and an outlet port, the guide-wall intermediate salil ports

being so shaped as to permit a vane opposite to it to

swing outwardly relative to the next succeeding vane

when the latter Is at the point of Inlet cut off. whereby

suction Is produced on said succeeding vane drawing it

into engagement with said portion of said gulde-w^all, and
Indicating means actuated by said member.

3. In a volumetric n»eter, the combination of a casing,

a rotary member Journaled therein and carrying vanes

hinged thereto, said casing having a guide-wall against
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which said vanes operate, and containing an inlet port

and an outlet port, a portion of said guide-wall Interme-

diate said ports diverging relative to the path traveled by
the plvotx of said vanes in a direction away from the axis

of Aid member for causing the forward vane to exert suc-

tion action on the rear vane before sal(V forward vane
reaches said outlet port, for drawing said rear vane Into

engagement with said guide-wall, and Indicating means
actuated hy said member.

4. In a volumetric meter, the combination of a casing,

a rotary member Journaled therein and carrying vanes

hlDgefl thereto, said casing having a guide-wall against

which said vanes operate, and containing an Inlet port
and an outlet port, a portion of said guide-wall Intermedi-

ate said ports diverging relative to the path traveled by
the pivots of said vanes in a direction away from the axis

of said member, and so dl.sposed as to l>egln at a point

spaced from the point of cut-off at said inlet port a dis-

tance not greater than the distance l)etween adjacent
vanes when the rear one of said vanes Is at said point of

cut-off, and indicating means actuated by said member.
5. In a volumetric meter, the combination of a casing,

a rotary memt>er Journaled therein and carrying vanes
hinged thereto, said casing having a guide-wall against
which said vanes operate, and containing an Inlet port

and an outlet port, a portion of said guide-wall intermedi-

ate said ports diverging relative to the path traveled by
the pivots of said vanes In a direction away from the
axis of said member, and so disposed as to begin at a
Dolnt spaced from the point of cut-off at said Inlet port a
distance slightly less than the distance between adjacent
vanes when the rear one of said vanes Is at said point of

cut-off. and Indicating m^ans actuated by said memt>er.
[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.656. SHOE PROTECTOR. Kichabd Pxabson Llotd,
Trenton. X. J. Filed Oct. 11, 1915. SerUl No. 55,133.

(CI. 36—72.)

1. In a toe protector, the combination of a stiff member
having a flat plate-like portion adapted to extend under
a portion of a shoe sole near the front, and a wall rising

from the outer etlge of the plate-Uke portion and curved to

extend around a portion of the toe of the shoe and extend-

ing for a distance along the edge of the shoe sole on the

inner side of the foot, and a flexible member secured to

said wall and i^haped to He over the inner part of the

toe portion of the shoe while leaving the outer part sob-

stantlally un-^vered and formed to <ome to a «'orner adja
cent to the <<hoe lace of the shoe and provided with an
eyelet at such corner.

2. In a toe protector for shoes, the combination of an
integral metal member comprising a wall adapted to ex-

tend across the forward portion of the shoe curving part

way around the toe. and a plate portion extending In-

wardly from the lower edge of the wall and adapted to

lie on the under side of a shoe sole, and a flexible member
of approximately rectangular form riveted to the Inner

Bide of said curved wall and adapted to overlie the Inner-

most part of the toe portion of the shoe while leaving

the outermost part uncovered, said flexible member having
an opening adjacent to its free corner.

3. The combination with a shoe provided with lacing

eyelets and a lace, of a protector for the toe portion com-

prising a metal member extending beneath and secured

to the under side of the abo« sole and a curve<l vertical

wall extending part way about the toe and to the rear

thereof on the inner side, and a flexible member secured

to the vertli-al wall of the metal meml>er and overlying

approximately two-thirds of the toe portion of the sho<-

while having the remalnder.of the toe portion uncovered,

said flexible member being provided with an eyelet adapte«l

to register with the lowermost eyelet of the Inner half of

the aboe, whereby the regular shoe lace may pass through
said eyelet in the protector.

1,224.68«. CONCRETEMIXER. Edoab 8. McCANDLisa.
RoUa, Mo. Filed Sept. SO. 1916. SerUl No. 123.002.

(CI. 83—73.)

1. A mixer comprising an upper hopper having a bottom
outlet, a lower hopper beneath the upper hopper, having a

bottom outlet, an Inclined closure adapted to close the

bottom outlet of said lower hopper, a receiver beneath

the lower hopper, means beneath the upper hopper for

deflecting material discharged therefrom against the In-

clined closure, and means beneath the lower hopper for

causing the material discharged from the lower hopper to

be deposited substantially vertk-ally Into the recelvtr.

2. A mixer comprising an upper hopper having a bottom
outlet, a lower hopper beneath the upper hopper, having a

bottom outlet, a conical closure adapted to close the bot-

tom outlet of said lower hopper, a receiver beneath the

lower hopper, means beneath the upper hopper for de-

flecting material discharged therefrom agralnst the con-

ical clQSure, and means beneath the lower hopper for

causing the material discharged from the lower hopper

to be deposited substantially vertically Into the receiver.

3. A mixer comprising an upper hopper having a bottom
outlet, a lower hopper beneath the upper hopper, having

a bottom outlet, a conical closure adapted to close the

bottom outlet of said lower hopper, and forming an in-

wardly Inclined wall extending upwardly Into said lower

hopper, a receiver beneath the lower hopper, a depending

baffle beneath the upper hopper having an Inwardly ex-

tending lower portion for deflecting material discharged

therefrom inwardly against the conical closure, and means
beneath the lower hopper for c-auslng the material dis-

charged from the lower hopper to be deposited substan-

tially vertically Into the receiver.

4. A mixer comprising an upper hopper having a bot-

tom outlet, a lower hopper beneath the upper hopper, hav-
ing a bottom outlet, a conical closure adapted to close

the bottom outlet of said lower hopper, and forming an
inwardly inclined wall extending upwardly into said lower
hopper, a receiver beneath the lower hopper, means be-

neath the upper hopper for deflecting material against

the conical closure, means beneath the upper hopper and
encircled by the deflecting means, for deflecting material
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discharged from the upper hopper bottom outlet against

the deflecting means, and means txneath the lower hop

per for caotlng the material discharged from the lower

hopper to be deposited substantially vertically Into the

receiver.

5. A mixer comprlHlng an upper hopper having a bot-

tom outlet, a lower hopper beneath the upper hopper, hav-

ing a bottom outlet, a conical closure adapted to close the

bottom outlet of said lower hopper, and forming an In-

wardly inclined wall extending upwardly Into said lower

hopper, an outwardly flaring tapering closure for the

upper hopper, adapted to deflect material discharged there-

from outwardly, a depending baffle encircling the out-

wardly flaring closure and adapted to limit the outward

movement of the deflected material and deflect It Inwardly

against the conical closure, a receiver beneath the lower

hopper, and means whereby the material discharged from

the lower hopper Is caused to l>e deposited Into the re-

ceiver.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.224,668. PUNCHINO-BAG PLATFORM. Jo««PH E.

MOBANDO, New York. N. T. FUed Aug. 7, 1916. Sertal

No. 118,480. (O. 46—69.)

1.224,657. DIRBCTION INDICATOR FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. Roman J. Milleb and John Bill. Bremerton,

Wash. Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No. 113,862. (CI.

177—837.)

1. The combination of an automobile, with an indicator

of the class described, said indicator comprising signals

projectable from opposite sides, guide means for tbf sig-

nal*, electrical means for projecting the signals Independ-

ently and with a two step movement, a lamp associated

with each signal and adapted to be automatically con-

nected in circuit when one step Is completed, means for

stopping the signal at the end of Its step and releasable

to permit the signal to move another step, and an addi-

tional lamp associated with the signal and adapted to be

automatically connected in circuit when the second step

Is completed.

2. The combination of an automobile, with a direction

indicator comprising signals movable In opposite direc-

tions beyond the side of the automobile, a guide for the

signals, separate electrical devices for moving the sig-

nals to different distances outwardly, a lamp associated

with each signal and adapted to be lighted automatically

when the latter Is move<l the first dlsUnce. another lamp

associated with each signal and adapted to be lighted

•when the latter Is move<l its full distance outwardly, and

circuit closers for the separate means.

3. The combination of an automobile, with a direction

indicator comprising signals movable In opposite direc-

tions beyond the aide of the automobile, a guide for the

signals, separate electrical devices for moving the sig-

nals to different distances outwardly, a lamp associated

with each signal and adapted to bj lighted automatically

when the Utter Is moved the first distance, another lamp

associated with each signal and adapted to be lighted

when the latter Is moved its full dlsUnce, circuit closers

for the separate electrical means, and a catch normally

set for arresting the outward movement of the signals

and adapted to be released to permit the signals to be

mored their full diaUnce.

238 O. O.—18

1. A punchlng-bag platform comprising a base board,

a frame of Iron bars secured thereto and having curved

end portions, a platform mounted between the curved

end portions of the frame, and a helical spring attached

to the platform and adapted to support the bag.

2. A punchlng-bag platform comprising a base board, a

frame of iron bars secured thereto and having curved end

portions, a wooden platform mounted between the end

portions of the frame, and a helical spring attached to the

platform and adapted to support the bar, said spring

having the narrowest winding on the platform and other

windings gradually Increasing In diameter with the end

secured to the adjoining winding.

8. A punchlng-bag platform comprising a base board,

a frame of Iron bars movably secured thereto and having

curved end portions, a wooden platform mounted between

the curvetl end portions of the frame, a helical spring

attached to the platform and adapted to support the bag,

and an adjusting device in connection with the platform

and base board.

4. A punching bag platform comprising a base board,

a frame of Iron bars movably secured thereto spreading

out and having curved end portions, a wooden platform

mounted between the end portions of the frame, a helical

spring attached to the platform and adapted to support

the bag, and an adjusting device composed of a curved

bar secured to the base, a sliding device with wing screw

thereon, and a long bar secured to the sliding device and

to the platform.

5. A punchlng-bag platform comprising a base board, a

bracket with bearing on its lower portion, a permanent pin

in the bearing, a frame of Iron bars movably mounted on

said pin, a wooden platform with helical spring in the

iron frame, a curved bar secured to the top portion of the

base, a sliding device with wing screw thereon, and a bar

secured to the sliding device and to the front end of the

platform to move the device to the right or left.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Caret te.)

1.224,669. APPARATUS FOR MIXING MOLDING SAND.
William J. Nelson. West Albany. N. Y., assignor to

West Albany Moulding Band Co., West Albany. N. Y., a

Corporation. Filed Jan. 23, 1917. Serial No. 144.029.

(CI. 22—89.)

1. An apparatus for mixing molding sand, comprising a

receptacle for the sand, loam and water ; means connect-

ed with the lower portion of the said receptade whereby

the solution from the receptacle may flow by gravity ; a

grille Into which the solution from the c^cepUcle flows

and Is strained ; pipes leading from the grille to a mixing

device through which the solution after ^ssing through

the grille will flow by gravity ; a mixing box into which

said solution is delivered ; a floor in said mixing box

placed at an angle to the horizontal ; and an obstruction

In said mixing Ikjx, with a n-strlcted opening at the bot-

, torn thereof through which the mixture of sand and loam
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•Qd a small quantity of water will b« excluded from the
hottom of the mixing chamber.

2. An apparatus for mixing molding sand, comprising

a receptacle for the sand, loam and water ; means con-

nected with the lower portion of . the said receptacle

whereby the solution from the receptacle may flow by
gravity ; a mixing box into which said solntion is de-

liyered ; a floor In said mixing box placed at an angle to

the horizontal ; and an obstruction in luld mixing box,

with a restricted opt-ning at the Iwttom thereof through
which the mineral contents of the solution after being

thoroughly mixed will be excluded from the bottom of the
mixing chamber.

1.224,660. BERTH FOR SLEEPING-CARS. Pitib J.

O'Callaghan, Chicai^o. 111. Filed Feb. 5, 1916. Serial

No. 76,369. (CI. 100—211.)

i

1. In a berth for nleepinK cars, the combination with a
pair of seat members and a bar spanning said members,
said bar having flanges at Its extremities, of spring catches
mounted In the car frame and adapted to be engaged by
said bar, and means for projecting and retracting said bar
lengthwise.

2. In a berth for sleeplni? cars, the combination with a
seat frame having rollers and an upright rail, of a sec-

ond frame adapted to be supported by said formes frame
when not In use, said second frame having rollers adapt-
ed to travel upon said rail and itself adapted to move In

contact with said former rollers, and adapted to be raised
to constitute an upper berth.

3. In a berth for sleeping cars, the combination with
a frame adapted to be raised and lowered In a vertical

plane and to constitute an upper berth when In Its ele-

vated position, said frame carrying a rod, and means for

projecting and retracting said rod, of a catch spring
adapted to engage and support said rod when said frame
Is elevated.

4. In a sleeping car, the combination with -a berth hav
Ing a seat frame, a compartment in the wall of said car
adjacent said seat frame, and a second compartment In

Ita top, of a second frame adapted to be seated in said

former frame when not In use and capable of being raised
in a vertical plane to constitute an upper berth.

S. In a sleeping car having upper and lower berths, a
pair of curtains supported above said upper berth, and a
second pair of curtains secured to said former pair near
the lower ends thereof.

1,224,661. MULTISTAGE COMPRESSOR. NSLSOJt J.

Pabkib. Lincoln, 111. Piled Apr. 2S, 1916. Serial No.
94,144. (CI. 230—82.)

1. In combination, a pair of Independent multistage-
compressor units, the smallest cylinder of one of said
multistage-compressor units being larger than the largest
cylinder of the second multistage-compressor unit, a reser-

voir associated with the outlets of said compressor units,

and a pressure-governed valve associated with the outlet
of the first compressor unit and with the Inlet of the
second compressor unit, said pressure-governed valve In-

cluding means operable by a predetermined pressure for

severing communication between the outlet of the first

compressor unit with the reservoir and establishing com-
munication between the outlet and the Inlet of the sec-

ond compressor unit to transform the two units Into a
single compressor unit.

2. In combination, a pair of multlstage-comprei«sor
units, the smallest cylinder of one of said units tH>lng

larger than the largest cylinder of the second of said (om
pressor units, a reservoir associated with the outlet* of
said compressor units, and a valve connecting the outlet
of the first compressor unit with the Inlet of the second
compressor unit, said valve becoming operable at a pre-

determined pressure to sever the first compressor unit
from the reservoir and cause it to discharge Into the sec-

ond, whereby the two units are transformed Into a sla-

gle multistage compressor unit.

3. In combination, a pair of multistage - compressor
units, the smallest cylinder of one of said units being
larger than the largest cylinder of the s*>cond unit, a
reservoir associated with the outlets of said units, a pres-

sure-governed valve interposed between the outlet of the

first compressor unit, the reservoir and the Inlet of the
second unit to cause said first compressor unit to dis-

charge into said second unit when the pressure in said

reservoir has reached a predetermined point.

4. In combination, a pair of multistage - compressor
units, the smallest cylinder of one of said units being
larger than the largest cylinder of the second of said
units, a reservoir associated with the outlets ol said units,

a valve casing interposed between the outlets of the first

compressor units, the reservoir and the inlet of the sec-

ond unit, a valve In said casing for simultaneously cut
ting off the communication between the outlet of the first

compressor unit with the reservoir and establishing com-
munication between said first compressor unit with the
inlet of the second compressor unit, and vice versa. at)d

pressure applying means acting on the valve to maintain
the same in a position such that normally the outlet of the
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first compressor unit is in communication with the reaer

voir, said pressure-applying means adapted to yield when

a predetermined pressure Is reached In the reservoir,

whereby communication Is severed between the outlet of

the first unit with the reservoir and established between

said ouUet of the first unit and the inlet of the second

unit.

B. In combination, a pair of multistage - compressor

units, the smallest cylinder of one of said units being

larger than the largest cylinder of the second of said

units, a reservoir assocUted with the outlets of said

units, a valve casing interposed between the outlet of the

first compressor unit, the reservoir and the inlet of the

second unit, a valve in said housing adapted to bring into

communication the outlet of the first compressor unit

with either the reservoir or the Inlet of the second unit,

s dUphragm exposed to the air pressure of the reservoir,

a spring acting on the diaphragm to resist the movement

thereof under the action of the air In the reservoir and

whereby the valve normally tends to establish communi-

cation between the reservoir ahd the outlet of the first

compressor unit, and resilient means cooperating with th»

valve for counteracting the spring acting on the dia-

phragm and helping the displacement of said valve when

a predetermined pressure has been obtained In the reser

voir, whereby the communication between the first com-

prwsor unit with the reservoir Is severed and that of said

first unit with the Inlet of the second unit Is established.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 224 662 STEAM BOILER. Thomas T. ParrSr, New

York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 16, 1916. Serial No. 181,648.

(Cl. 122—428.)

let, an auxiliary open-top elongated r«?epUcle supported

within the main receptacle above the bottom of the lat-

ter, said auxiliary receptacle being closed at that end

adjacent the said ouUet and oi>en at the opposite end.

and having a transverse partition adjacent said closed

end to provide within the auxiliary recepUcle a supple-

mental chamber having an overflow below the level of the

said ouUet, and means for supplying feed-water to saU.

chamber.
4. In a horlsonUl steam-boiler, an open top main re-

ceptacle within the same having at one end a feed-water

outlet located above the normal boiler-water level and

having also a depending shield directly in front of the

ouUet, an auxiliary open-top elongated recepUcle remov-

ably suspended within the main recepUcle above the bot-

tom of the latter, said auxiliary recepUcle being closed

at that end adjacent the said outlet and open at the op-

posite end, and having a transverse pwtiUon adjacent

said closed end to provide within the auxiliary recepUcle

a supplemenUl chamber having an overflow below the

level of the said outlet, and means for supplying feed-

water to said chamber.

8. In a horliontal steam boiler, an open-top main re-

ceptacle within the same having at one end a feed wBt«r

ouUet located above the normal boiler-water level and

having also a depending shield directly in front of the-

outlet, an auxiliary open top elongated receptacle pro-

vided with laterally-projecting supporting members adapt-

ed to be seated on the walls of the main recepUcle, sal*

auxiliary receptacle being closed at that end adjacent the

said outlet and open at the opposite end and having ^
transverse partition adjacent said closed end to prorlds-

wlthln the auxiliary receptacle a supplemenUl chamber

having an overflow below the level of the said outlet, and

means for supplying feed water to said chamber.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

1224 668 PROJBCrriON APPARATUS AND ILLUMI-
'

NATION SYSTEM THEREFOR. William L. Paitsb-

SON, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Bausch h Lomb (Opti-

cal Company, Rochester, N. Y.. a Corporation of New

York. Filed Feb. 7. 1916. Serial No. 76.M0, (CL

8ft—26.)

1. In a horlsonUl steam-boiler, an open-top main re

ceptacle within the same having at one end a feed water

outlet located above the normal boiler-water level and hav-

ing also a depending shield directly In front of the out

let, an auxiliary open top elongated receptacle supported

within the main receptacle above the bottom of the lat

ter, said auxiliary recepUcle being closed at that end ad

Jacent the said outlet and open at the opposite end, and

means for supplying feed water to said auxiliary recep

Ucle.

2. In a horliontal steam boiler, an open-top main re-

ceptacle within the same having at one end a feed water

outlet located above the normal boiler-water level and

having also a depending shield directly In front of the

outlet, an auxiliary open top elongated receptacle remov

ably suspended within the main receptacle above the bot-

tom of the latter, said auxiliary receptacle being closed

at that end adjacent the said outlet and open at the op-

posite end, and means for supplying feed-water to said

auxiliary recepUcle.

3. In a horizontal steam boiler, an open-top main re

cepucle within the same having at one end a feed-watei

outlet located above the normal boiler water level and

having also a depending shield directly In front of the out-

1. In a projection apparatus, the combination with m

holder for an object to be projected by reflection and an

objective arranged In cooperative relation thereto, of

an Illuminating system comprising a single light source

located at one side of the obJe< t and In close proximity to

that surface of said object which Is to be projected and

In a direction Inclined thereto, a light converging re-

flector arranged with Its axis co-Incident with a straight

line extending from said light source to said object and a

compensating reflector mounte«l on that side of the object

opposite to the light and arranK'-d to direct the light rays

received from the light source onto the object from a di-

rection at the side of the object remote from the light.

2. In a projection apparatus, the combination with •

holder for an object to be projected by reflection, a holder

for an object to be projected by transmitted light, an ob-

jective individual to the former and an objective and coo-
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d^Dtlag lenses IndtvUlnal to the latter, of an lllnnilnatlng

system comprising a concentrated light source arranged

In close proximity to the surface of the holder for the

object to be projected by reflection, and In position to

supply Illumination to said condensing lenses, a mangln
mirror mounted with Its focus concentric with the light

Morce and its axis co-incident with an axis extending

from the first named object holder to the light source, of a

supplementary reflector for directing light received from

the light source onto said object holder from a direction

opposite to that from which the light Is directly lncld«nt

thereon and means for interrupting the passage of light

through one tiystem while permitting the paHsage of light

through the other system.

8. In a projection apparatus, the combination with a

holder for the object to be proJecte<l by refle<*tion, a holder

for the object to be projected by transmitted light, aad

a lens system Individual to each of the obJe<-t holders, of

a light source arranged In position to simultaneously

direct light upon the first named object holder and to

direct light throogh the last named object holder, and a

swinging shutter a'lapted to selectively swing either In

position to Intercept the path of light from the first

named object holder to Its cooperating obJ»-ctlve. or to

swing Into position to Intercept the path of light from the

light source throaffh the last named object koldetr, nld
shntter functloulng to open one ligiit path while obstruct-

ing the other.

1.224.664. LOOSE-LEAF BINDER. WiLUAM S. Proud

riT, (irand Rapids, Mich. Filed May 27, 1915. Serial

No. 30.789. (CI. 129—41.)

said member and hold the same and the arm against the

slackening movement of said member.
5. In a device of the character described ; a pair of

cevera ; a flexible leaf-holding member connecting the cot-

ers ; means rotatably mounted ou one cover for holding

said member In adjusted position thereon : and rotary

bearings for said means dle<l up from said cover and com-

prising a portion forming the inner side of fach bearing,

and another portion forming the outer side of soch

bearing.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the <iasette.]

1,224,665. WALL STRUCTURE FOR SHEET METAL
HOUSES. Clarbncb D. Pauoa.v, Baltimore, Md. Filed

May 13, 1914. Serial No. 838,194. (C\. 189—2.)

1. In a device of the character described ; a pair of

cevers ; a flexible leaf-holding memt>er connecting the

covers ; and means carried by one cover for holding said

members In adjusted position thereon and comprising a

rotatable shaft having an eccentric ram adapted In one

rotary position of the shaft to engage said member directly

and clamp it to said cover.

2. In a device of the character described ; a flexible

leaf-holding member connecting the covers ; and means
carried by one cover for holding said member In adjusted

position thereon, and comprising a rotatable shaft having

an eccentric cam adapted in one rotary position of the

abaft to damplngly hold said member In Its snid adjusted

position, said shaft having a handle portion adapted in the

shaft's clamping position to overlie said member and bold

it in parallel relation to the cover at a point other than

that of the clamping action.

3. In a device of the character described : a pair of

overs ; a flexible leaf-holding member connecting the

covers ; and means carried by one cover for holding said

members in adjusted position thereon and comprising a ro-

tatable shaft baring an eccentric cam adapted In one

rotary position of the shaft to engage said memt>er di-

rectly and clamp it to said cover, said cam t>elng formed

by flattening a portion of the shaft.

4. In a device of the character described ; a pair of

covers : a flexible leaf hoidlni? memtwr connectlnR the

covers : a swinging arm to which said member Is attached,

and pivoted on one cover ; and a latch pivoted on said

cover and adapted in one position to abattingly engage

1. In a wall structure for sheet-metal houses, the com-

bination of a plurality of outer wall sections the vertical

edges of adjacent sections being united ; a plurality of

Inner wall sections Joined together each section having at

Its vertical edges a slg-aag flange formation which pro-

jects toward and contacts with said outer wall sections;

and a vertical strip whose surface is curved outwardly

and bridges over the Joint between every two inner wall

sections and said curved strip retained to its position by

the frictlonal contact of its edges within the edges of the

wall sections.

2. In a wall structure for sheet metal houses the com-

bination with a series of outer sheet-metal wall sections,

of means interposed between and connecting the vertical

eilges of adjacent wall sections,—said connecting means
extending inwardly from the outer side of said outer wall

sections; Inner sheet-metal wall sections each having a

plurality of shoulders adjacent to its vertical edges and
the edges of two adjacent inner sections extending out-

wardly at opposite sides of the Inwardly-extending connect-

ing means of the outer wall sections, and a plate connect-

ed with and extending from a shoulder of one Inner wall

section over and covering the said Inwardly extending

connecting means and engaging a shoulder on the wall

section at the opposite side of said interposed connecting

means. *

3. In a wall structure for sheet-metal houses the com-

bination with a series of outer sheet-metal wall sections,

of means for connecting the vertical edges of adjacent

wall sections said cocnectlng means having a web portion

extending inwardly between the vertical edges of the wall

sections which It connects ; Inner sheet metal wall sec-

tions extending between the Inwardly proJe<;tlng webs of

two connecting means and having a shoulder formed

thereon at one side of each web and a plate having one of

Its vertical edges engaging a shoulder on an Inner wall

section at one side of the web said plate extending over

and covering the said web and having its other edge en-

gaging a shoulder on the wall section at the other side of

said wel).

1.224.666. DEMOUNTABLE RIM. Chaklss Raan Rao»-

DALa, 8t. Louis. Mo. Filed Feb. 17. 1916. Serial No.

78.858. (CI. 152—21.)
1. A wheel rim having a tire retaining bead at one edge

and a plumllty of inwardly directed radial logs at its

other edge, a tire retaining bead member removably held

on said rim at said last named edge, and means for hold-

ing said bead memt>er In place consisting of a ring bearing
on the outer side of said bead memt>er an<I provided with

a plurality of tmyonet slots for the reception of the re-

spective radial lugs, a dependent headed pin on said rim.

and a hook shaped latch pivoted to said removable b«ad

If-

i

I
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member an<1 adapted to engage said pin to hold said bead

member In place.

of said member central oppositely arranged tongues or

flaps connected with the back, and having spaced portions

at the opposite sides of each of said central portions Inde-

pendently connected with the covers of the book to hold the

body In relation to said back and covers.

IClalms 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

2. A wheel rim having a tire retaining bead at one

edge and a plurality of Inwardly directed radial lugs at

Its other edge, a tire retaining member removably held on

said rim at said last named edge, and a ring bearing on

the outer side of said tire retaining member having a

member arranged parallel with said rim provided with a

plurality of spaced bayonet slots for the re<eptlon of the

respective radial lugs, said tire retaining member and said

ring Jointly forming a recess for the last named edge of

said rim, a dependent headed pin on said rim. and a hook

shaped latch pivoted to said removable bead member and

adapted to engage said pin to hold said bead member In

place.

1224,66T. BINDING FOR BOOKS. Fr«d«kick RBrrra,

New York, N. T. Piled June 80, 1915. Serial No.

87,188. (Cl. 11—16.)

1.224.668. INK AND PROCESS OF MAKING THE
SAME. ALLBN Rooaas, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Feb.

1. 1917. SerUl No. 146.926. (Cl. 134—36.)

1.' A news Ink comprising an odorless and thickened as-

phalt base petroleum residuum, a thinning oil of about

40° Baum£, rosin and pigment.

H. A news ink comprising an odorless and thickened

asr^inlt base petroleum residuum, a thinning oil, roaln

and pigment.

6. A news ink comprising about 39 per cent, thickened

and odorless asphalt base residuum, about 47 per cent,

oil of 40° Baum6, known as 300°, about 4 per cent, rosin,

about 0.26 per cent, chip soap, and about 10 per cent.

carbon black.

9. The process of making a news ink which comprises

heating an asphalt base petroleum residuum until the

same Is odorless and acquires a density of about 14.5

Baum«, mixing with about two-thirds Its volume of 300*

oil. adding about 5 per cent, rosin and incorporating twelve

per cent, carbon black and one quarter per cent. soap.

[Claims 2, 4. and 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,669. HYDRAULIC CLUTCH. Wilbur Llotd

Rounds. Rensselaer. N. Y. Filed Mar. 4. 1916. Serial

No. 82,109. (Cl. 138—22.)

1. Means for binding books comprising an elongated

strip of pliant material adapted to be secured lengthwise

along the binding edges of the signatures at the back of

the book, and head bands at the ends of said strip.

2. Means for binding books comprising an elongated

strip of pliant material adapted to be secured lengthwise

along the binding edges of the signatures at the back of

the book and provided with extensions at Its ends of

greater thickness than said strip and forming, when the

trip is secured to the signatures, head bands protruding

beyond the ends of the signatures.

S. Means for binding books comprising an elongated

strip of pliant material adapted to be secured lengthwise

along the binding e<lge8 of the signatures at the back of

the book, and provided at its ends with transversely folded

two-ply portions having reinforcements secured l)etween

their plies and fomdng. when said strip is applied to the

l.ook. heal bands protruding beyond the ends of the signa-

tures and concealing the binding etlges thereof at the

heads of the binding.

4. A book having a body, a back, and covers, and an

expansible connecting member Including separable piles

interposed between the Inner surface of the back and

the reap surface of the body, and head bands upon one

of the piles of said expansible member, protruding beyond

the ends of the t)ody and concealing the binding edces of

the signature* thereof.

6. A book having a body, a back, and covers, and a con-

necting member formed from tough pliant material having

a central portion secured upon the rear surface of the

body, forailng flexible connections between the signatures

thereof, and having opposite lateral portions provided

with central inwardly directed cuts forming at each side

1 A hydraulic clutch comprising driving and driven

elements, one element being In the form of a llquld-tlght

casing having a cylindrical wall, and sets of vanes arranged

on the Internal surface of the said wall, the vanes of the

sets being staggered with respect to each other, and th«

otker element being In the form of an lii4>eller wheel

mounted In the casing and having blades for throwing

the hydraulic medium outwardly against the ranes.

2 A hydraulic clutch comprising driving and driven

elements, one element being In the form of a liquid tight

casing having a circumferential wall, and Internal vanes

on the said wall, the vanes being arranged in sets In

separate planes transverse to the axis of rotation, and

one set of vanes being staggered with respect to the adja-

cent set the Inner ends of one set overlapping the laaer.

ends of the other set, and the other eU-ment being ro-

UUble In the casing and acting on the hydraulic medlnm

therein for throwing the same outwardly against the

va»es.

8. A hydraulic clutch comprising a casing rotatable on

a borlaontai a^ia and having vanes on Its Internal sur-
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face, a thaft connected with the casing to rotate there-
with, a paddle wheel rotatably mounted In the casing, a
•haft extending Into the casing and rotatably connected
with the wheel, the opposite sides of the casing being
dished outwardly, and a hydraulic medium In the casing
of tach Tolame that Its surface lies below the shafts when
the casing and paddle wheel are idle.

4. A hydraulic clutch comprising a rotatable casing
divided transversely to the axis of rotation into two sec-
dona, a set of vanes arranged around the circumference
of each section and extending Inwardly, said sections be-
ing fastened together, with the vanes of one section stag
gered with respect to those of the other, and a paddle
wheel rotatably mounted In the casing and having dr-
cnmferentlal blades disposed in radial planes.

1,224,070. GAME-TRAP. John Sabo. Cleveland, Ohio.
FUed June 16. 1»15. Serial No. 34,3«8. (CI. 48—23.)

1. In an animal trap. In combination, a tuhular skeleton
frame, pairs of spring pressed Jaws plvotally secured to
the frame, a retaining device for each pair of Jaws, and
a common operating means therefor, said operating means
released from within said frame.

2. In an animal trap, in combination, a skeleton frame
Including terminal rings and longitudinal connecting mem-
bers, a pair of spring propelled Jaws pivoted in each end
of said frame, a releasable keeper for each pair of jaws
and a common operating device for said keepers, said oper-
ating device located In said frame intermediate of said
terminal rings.

8. In an animal trap, In combination, a skeleton frame.
Including terminal rings and longitudinal connecting mem-
bers, pairs of Jaws pivoted upon projecting portions of
•aid longitudinal members, throw bars slidlngly movable
in said frame and provided each with an eye encircling
one pair of Jaws near the pivotal points thereof, and a
spring for operating each throw bar. substantially as de-
scribed.

4. In an animal trap, a frame having a central pas-
sage, and formed without projecting parts whereby It
can be Introduced Into an opening, a pair of spring pressed
Jaws at each end of said frame, adapted to engage an
animal entering from either end. a keeper for each pair
of Jaws, and a releasing device for said keepers, operable
by the animal passing through the trap.

6. In an animal trap, a skeleton frame having a central
paaaage, a pair of spring pressed Jaws pivoted in each end
of said frame, a releasing device operable by the animal
passing through said frame, and a netting Inclosing said
frame, to limit the movement of the animal to the central
pasMge.

[Claim 6 not printed in the fJazette.J

1,224.671. STATIONARY WASHTUB. CHAaLia ScHAiraa
New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 10. 1916. Serial No'
90.028. (CT. 4—24.)
1. A wash tub having integral walls with a middle

partition wall forming two compartments and provided
with an integral vertical extension of the outer face of
the rear wall that is chambered to form an overflow con-
duit opening into both the compartments a short dis-
tance below the top, said conduit extension projecting horl-

Bontally forward < a the lower face of the tub bottom for
a short distance, the tub bottom having an aperture In
each compartment, and a pipe fitting In the form of a
tube having extensions at the top secured in said tult
bottom apertur.« and also having a rearward extension
secured In said horlxontal extension of the overflow con-
duit, said fitting being thereby secured to the tub offset
from its iKjttom wall whereby the opponite ends of the
fitting are adapted to have either end secured to a waste
pipe and the other end closed by a plug.

^t

2, A wash tub having a middle partition wall forming
two compartmenU. and provided with a vertical conduit
at the middle porUon of the rear wall to form an over-
flow, said middle partition wall being cut away at the top
adjacent the rear wall to provide an overflow from each
compartment Into the other compartment, said r«ar con-
duit having an opening In the tub rear wall at said cut-
away portion whereby to receive the overflow from both
compartments.

1,224.672. CARBURETER NOZZLE. William C. M.
ScHaADBB, New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 29, 1918. Serial
No. 17,901. (a. 261—12.)

1. In a nossle provided with an inlet for the supply of
hydrocarbon, a direct feed chamber, an axially disposed
direct feed fuel conduit, means including passages for
heated air surrounding the noirle for vaporising the hydro-
carbon, and passages within the nossle for heating all
parts thereof, and means for Inducing moist air at atmos-
pheric pressure Into the vaporized hydrocartion.

2. A nossle having auxiliary and main chambers and a
mixing chamber at the end with a port at Its Inner end,
a longitudinally adjustable axial hydrocarbon feed conduit
controlling said port. In direct communication with the
main feed chamber and formed with a conical portion for
reguUtlng the area of the port through which an auxil-
iary supply of hydrocarbon may be admitted to the mix-
ing chamber, and means within the nossle whereby a cir-
culation of hot air through the body of the nossle may
be effected, said chambers being connected by ports extend-
ing lengthwise of the noizle.

8. A noitle having auxiliary and main chambers and a
mixing chamber at the end with a port at its Inner end,
a longitudinally adjustable axial hydrocarbon feed conduit
controlling said port in direct communication with the
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main feed chamber and formed with a conical poiHlon for

regulating the area of the port through which an auxil-

lar.v supply of hydrocarbon may be admitted to the mix-

ing chamber, means within the noxrle whereby a circu-

lation of hot air through the body of the nossle may be

effected, said chambers being connected by ports extend-

ing lengthwise of the noiile, and a valve for controlling

the auxiliary supply of hydrocart>on.

4. nofile having a mixing and a fuel chamber, means

Including longitudinally disposed ducts within said nozzle

for effecting a supply of h.vdrocarbon to the mixing cham-

ber through an auxllUry high speed supply chamber, an

auxiliary high speed supply chamb«>r, a helical duct lead-

ing from the fuel chamber for Inducing a Jet of hydro-

carbon Into a chamber adjacent the outer end of the

nozzle, said nozik- l>elng formed with ports affording com-

munication between said fuel, auxiliary high speed supply

and mixing chambers.

8. A nozzle having means Including ducts within the

nossle for inducing air at atmospheric pressure Into the

vaporised hydrocarbon, means for vaporizing such hydro-

carbon, a mixing chamber at the outer end of the nozzle,

a main fuel feed supply chamber, an auxiliary fuel supply

chamber for high speed, an axial main feed conduit, and

ducts affording communication between the auxiliary high

speed supply chamber and a valve-controlled chamber at

the_outer end of the nozzle.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette. 1

1,224.678. POWBR-GENERATOR. Edward Scott. Pltts-

burgh. Pa. Filed July 11, 1916. Serial No. 108,666.

(a. 60—4.)

plurality of gas and air mixing compartments, and an

explosive compartment, said air and gas mixing compart-

ments Interposed between the. explosive compartment and

air inlet compartment, means arranged within the air

Inlet compartment for supplying gas Into the lower of the

gas and air mixing compartments simultaneously with the

supply of air to said compartments, an Igniter within

said explosive compartment, said casing further including

a fan or expeller chamber communicating with said explo-

sive chamber, means leading from said fan or expeller

chamber for conducting off the expanded gases of an

explosive chamber from the explosive chamber, and an

oxpeller operating in said fan or expeller chamber.

4. A power generator comprising a casing having aper-

tured partitions to provide an air Inlet compartment, a

plurality of gas and air mixing compartments, and an

explosive compartment, said air and gas mixing com-

partments Interposed between the explosive compartment

and air Inlet compartment, means arranged within the

air Inlet compartment for supplying gas Into the lower of

the gas and air mixing compartments simultaneously with

the supply of air to said compartments, an igniter within

said explosive compartment, said casing further including

a fan or expeller chamber tommunlcatlng with said explo-

sive chamber, means leading from said fan or explosive

chamber for conducting off the expanded gases of an ex-

plosive mixture from the explosive chamber, and an expel-

ler operating In said fan or expeller chamber, and means

within said air inlet compartment and operated by back

pressure of exploded mixture for closing said inlet com

partment.
5. A power generator comprising a casing having means

to provide a fan chamber, an explosive chamber, gas and

air mixing chamber, and an air inlet compartment, said

chambers communicating with each other and said gas and

air mixing chamber communicating with said air Inlet

compartment, means arranged within the air Inlet com-

partment for supplying gas Into the gas and air mixing

chamber simultaneously with the supply of air from said

air Inlet chamber, into said gas and air mixing chamber,

an Igniter within said explosive chamber, means com-

municating with said fan chamber for conducting off the

exploded gases of an explosive mixture from an explosive

chamber, and an expeller arranged within said fan

chami)er.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. A iKJwer generator comprising a casing having aper-

tured partitions to provide an air Inlet compartment, a

plurality of gas and air mixing compartments, and an

explosive compartment, said air and gas mixing compart-

ments interposed between the explosive compartment and

air Inlet compartment, means arranged within the air

Inlet compartment for iiupplylng gas Into the lower of the

gas and air mixing compartments simultaneously with the

supply of air to said compartments, an Igniter within said

explosive compartment, and means for conducting off the

expanding gases of an explosive mixture from the ex-

plosive chamber.

2. A power generator comprising a casing having aper-

tured partitions to provide an air inlet compartment, a

plurality of gas and air mixing compartments, and an

explosive compartment, said air and gas mixing compart-

ments Interposed between the explosive compartment and

air inlet compartment, means arranged within the air inlet

compartment for supplying gas Into the lower of the gas

and air mixing compartments, simultaneously with the

supply of air to said compartments, an igniter within

said explosive compartment, and means for conducting off

the expanding gases of an explosive mixture from the

explosive chamber, and means within said Inlet compart-

ment and operated by back pressure of the exploded mix-

ture for closing said air inlet compartment.

8. A power generator comprising a casing having aper-

tured partitions to provide an air inlet compartment, a

1,224,674. IMPREGNATED FEXT FILLER FORM. RoY

W. SaxTON, WythevUle, Va. Filed Oct. 21, 1914. Se-

rial No. 867,807. {CI. 2—14T.X

A washable flller-form embodying an embroidery design

adapted to be completely covered by embroidery threads^

and comprising a flexible form body of compressed, un-

woven fibrous material, matted together, an Incorporated

soluble binding agent extending from one surface Inward

a fractional part of the entire cross-section, by which the

material Is stiffened and held under partial transverse

compression, said soluble binding agent being removable

by washing to permit the portion of the form incorporated

therewith to expand, and an Incorporated water insoluble

binding agent extending from the other surface of the

form a fractlona! distance Inward, by which the material

Is stiffened and held under transverse compression.

1,224.675. CDT-OPFSAW ATTACHMENT FOR END
MATCHERS. Willis S. SHaaiiAN, Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed Apr. 17, 1916. Serial No. 91.624. (CI. 143—33.)

1. In an end matcher having a work feeding passage-

way, a cut-off saw, and means for feeding work through

the work feeding passageway past the cut-off saw. a sup-
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pl«mental work snp^rtlng table «t the side of the cut-
off saw upon which work may b« wrered wlthont b«lng
fed through the work feeding paswigpway.

f ^ M

(f^S^^^^
2. An attachment for end matchers and the like having

a cut off saw, comprising a bed plate positioned at the
side of the cut-off saw and forming a work supporting
table and yieldingly resisting swinging guide hrms mount-
ed above the bed plate to guide the work as It is pushed
against the cut-off saw.

3. An attachment for end matchers and the like having
a cut-off saw, comprising a bed plate positioned at the side
of the cut off saw and forming a work supporting table,
bracket arms connected to the b«l plate, parallel guide
arms plvotally mounted In the bracket arms and con-
nected together to move In unison and swinging past the
sides of the bed plate, and means for holding the guide
arms In a forward position.

4. An attachment for end matchers and the like having
a cut-off saw comprising a bed plate positioned at the side
of the cut off saw and forming a work supporting table, a
back plate extending upwardly from the bed plate, bracket
arms projecting forwardly from the back plate, a shaft
rotatably mounted in the bracket arms, guide arms fixed
on the shaft outside of the bracket arms, a tubular shell
connecting thp guide arms and having openings to receive
the brackPt arms, an adjustable stop on the tubular shell
for engaging cup of the bracket arms to limit the move-
ments of the guide arms, a hook member engaged with the
tubular shell, an ear on the back plate through which the
hook member passes, and a spring surrounding the hook
member and bearing against the ear and against a spring
seat on the hook member for holding the guide arms In a
forward position with spring pressure.

6. In an end matcher having a pressure head with a
surface forming a wall of a work feeding passageway, a
cut-off saw, means for feeding work througn the work
feeding passageway past the <ut off saw, and a supple-
mental work supporting table formed on the opposite fac«
of the presser bead upon which work may be severed by
the cut off saw without being fed through the work feed-
ing passageway.

1,224.676. AUTOMATIC RELEASE FOR PRESSER
BARS. Willis S. Sucbma.n, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed
Aug. 28, 1916. Serial No. 117.130. (CI. 144 242.)
1. A machine for operating upon the ends of strips of

lumber or the like, comprising a tool, means for feeding
the work to the tool, a clamping guide for the work in
Its travel to the tool, and means for automatically releas-
ing the pressure of the clamping guide agaluot the work
before the work passes off therefrom.

2. A machine for operaUng upon the ends of strips of
lumber or the like, comprising a tool, means for feeding
work to the tool, a spring pressed clamping guide for the
work in Its travel to the tool, and means for automaO-
cally relieving the spring pressure of the guide upon the
work before the work pas.^es out of engagement therewith.

8. A machine for operating upon the ends of strtpa of
lumber or the like, comprising a tool, nipans for feeding
work to the tool, a spring pressed clamping guide for the
work in Its travel to the tool, and means for hlooklng the
work guide to relieve the work of the crushing pressure
thereof before the work Is free therefrom.

4. In ^n end matcher, a cutter, means for feeding work
past the cutter through a work feeding passageway, a
presser bar forming a clamping guide for the work In the
work feeding passageway, and means operated by the
work feeding means for relieving the clamping action of
the presser bar before the work passes out of engageinent
therewith.

5. In an end matcher, a cutter having a work feeding
passageway leading thereto, means for feeding work
through the work feeding passageway, a presser bar form-
ing a clamping guide for the work In iu travel through
the work feeding passagfway, and a block limiting the
movement of the presser bar and operated by the work
feeding means while the work Is In engagement with the
presser har.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,224,677. RADIATOR. Frank J. 8i.\Gaa, Detroit. Mich.,
assignor to American Pressweld Radiator Corporation,
Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Jan.
26. 1916. Serial No. 74,293. (CI. 257—161.)

A sectional container comprising two thlu metal sec-
tions having alined openings therein and flat annular
flanges surrounding said openings, an outer internally
threaded coupling member bearing on the Inner face of
the flange of one of the sections, and an inner externally
threaded tubular coupling member projecting throiigh
the openings in the sections and bearing on the Inner face
of the flange on the other section and also bolng screwed
Into the first mentioned coupling member to draw the sec-
tions of the container together, said externally threaded
coupling member having a lug projecting Inwardly thtre-
from and having a depression In Its external surface cor-
responding thereto.

1.224.678. MARINE VESSEL. Ee.nest L. So.vs, Pitts-
burgh, Pa., assignor of one-half to Samuel A Boyd and
one fourth to William L. McCandless. Pittsburgh Pa
Filed June 21. 1916. Serial No. 104.867. (CI. 114 68.)
1. A marine vessel comprising a hull including an Inner

and outer frame and further having a deck floor formed of
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an upper and lower section, a series of Independent rows

of air containing castings Interposed between said frames,

a series of Independent rows of air containing casings In-

terposed between said floor sections, each of said casings

having one wall depressed to provide a longitudinally ex-

tending groove, an inlet valvular device mounted In the

bottom of each of said grooves, and a series of Independent

air supply pipes, eaih of said pipes common to a row of

casings, positioned In the grooves of and connected to the

valvular device of the casings of the row.

I

2. A marine vessel comprising a bull Including an inner

and outer frame and further having a deck floor formed

of an upper and lower section, a series of Independent

rows of air containing casings Interposed between said

frames, and a series of Independent rows of air contain-

ing casings interposed betw..en said floor sections, each of

said casings being oblong in plan and oval in cross sec-

tion and ea^h having one wall depressed to provide a lon-

gitudinal groove, an Inlet valvular device in the bottom

of each groove, and a series of Independent air supply

pipes, each of said pipes common to a row of casings, posi-

tioned In the grooves of and connected to the valvular

device of the casings of the row.

1.224,679. LIFE-SAVING DEVICE. Eb.nsst L. Sok«,

Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor of one-half to William L. Mc-

Candless and one-fourth to Samuel A. Boyd. Pittsburgh.

Pa. Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No. 113.868. (CI.

1>—12.)

r
et

25
CO

T^'ai^

A
1. A device for the purpose set forth comprising a com-

partment superstructure, inflatable sustaining elements In-

terposed between the floors and walls of the compartments

of said super structure, protecting cylinders inclosing each

of said inflatable elements, and means for inflating said

elements.

2. A device for the purpose set forth comprising a com-

partment super structure. Inflatable sustaining elements

interposed between the floors and walls of the compart-

ments of said super-structure", protecting cylinders Inclos-

tni; each of said Inflatable elements, and means for Inflat-

ing said elements, a wireless telegraph apparatus carried

by said super-structure.

.T. A device for the purpose set forth comprising a com-

partment super structure. Inflatable sustaining elements

Interposed l>etwe«'n the floors and walls of the compart-

ments of said super-structure, protecting cylinders Inclos-

ing each of said Inflatable elements, and means for inflat-

ing said elements, and means for detachably connecting

said super-structure upon the deck of a vessel.

4. A device for the purpose set forth comprising a com-

partment super-structure, inflatable sustaining elements

interposed between the floors and walls of the compart-

ments of said super-structure, protecting cylinders in-

closing each of said inflatable elements, and means for In-

flating said elements, a wireless telegraph apparatus car-

ried by the said super-structure, and means for detachably

connecting said super-structure upon the deck of a vessel.

5. A device for the purpose set forth comprising a com-

partment super-structure. Inflatable sustaining elements

Interposed between the floors and walls of the compart-

ments of said super-structure, protecting cylinders inclos-

ing each of said Inflated elements, said sustaining ele-

ments arranged in longitudinal and vertical rows, and an

independent air supply pipe for the elements of each row.

an inlet valve connection between each pipe and 'ts asso-

ciated element, and means for feeding air to said pipes.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,224,680. METHOD OF FINISHING BALL-BEARINGS.
Frank Stahin, Springfield, Mass. Filed Jan. 16, 1916.

Serial No. 72.260. (CI. 61—#.)

If »

1. A process of flnishlng ball bearing rings, which con-

sists in providing conical grooves In that face of the ring

in which the raceway Is formed, said grooves l>elng ad-

jacent to the raceway and one on each side thereof, taking

hold of and rotating the ring by means reaching first into

one of said grooves and then into the other one of said

grooves, and abrading during these two holding operations

the raceway, the sides and the face opposite to said race-

way of the ring.

2. The herein described process of flnishlng bearing

rings which consists In providing the ring with a race-

way and reentrant grooves on opposite sides of the race-

way, taking hold of the ring by revoluble means at one of

the said reentrant gr<K»ve8 at one side of the ring and ro-

tating the ring, and abrading the said raceway, the side

opposite the raceway and the third unobstructed side of

the ring, and while the latter Is held and rotated by the

revoluble means.

1.224,681. PASSENGER-CAB. CuARLBS Beiwstcb
St«blr, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 29, 1914. Serial

No. 816.264. (CI. 105—205.)

1. A car having an opening at the end thereof, supports

extending from the end of the car, an extension on the

supports provided with a floor, an ingress and an egress

passageway leading over the floor from the car opening to

one side of the extension provided with a plurality of im-

movable steps wholly Inside a vertical plane of the side

walls of the car extended, an egress passaReway leading

from the car opening to the other and opposite side of the

extension provided with a plurality of Immovable steps

wholly Inside a vertical plane of the side walls of the car

extended, leaving a conductor's station.

2. A car havioK an opening at the end thereof, supports

extending from the end of the car. an extension on the

supports provided with a floor, an ingress and an e>n"<»8S

passageway leading over the floor from the f-ar opening to

one side of the extension provlde<l with a plurality of im-

movable steps wholly inside a vertical plane of the side
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walls of the car extended, an egress passageway leading

over the floor from the car opening to the other and oppo-
site side of the extension provided with a plarality of Im-
movable steps wholly Inside a vertical plane of the side

walls of the car extended leaving a station adapted for the

conductor to perform his duties while facing simultane-
OQsly boarding Incoming outgoing and alighting passen-
gers.

8. A car having an opening at the end thereof, an ex-

tension at the end of the car, duplex Ingrress and egress

passageways leading from the car opening to one side of the
extension each provided with a plurality of steps wholly

Inside a vertical plane of the side walls of the car extend-

ed, an egress single passageway leading from the car open-

ing to the side of the extension opposite the duplex pas-

sageways provided with a plurality of steps wholly Inside

a vertical plane of the side walls of the car extended leav-

ing a conductor's station adjacent the steps of the single

egress passageway.
4. A car having an opening at the end thereof, supports

extending from the end of the car, an extension provided
with a floor on the supports, a duplex ingress and egress

passageway leading over the floor from the car opening to

one side of the extension provided each with a plurality of

steps wholly within a vertical plane of the side walls of

the car extende<l, an egress single passageway leading over
the floor from the car opening to the side of the extension

opposite the duplex passageway provided with a plurality

of steps wholly Inside a vertical plane of the side walls of
the car extended, the supports and top-risers of the steps
being flush with each other for upholding the plurality of

steps wholly Inside a vertical plane of the side walls of the

car extended.

5. A car having an opening for passengers at the end
thereof, an extension at the end of the car, a duplex Ingress

and egress passageway divided by a barrier leading from
the car opening to one side of the extension each jwsaage-

way provided with steps the width of each passageway not
exceeding one half the length of the extension, an egress
single passageway leading from the car opening to the
opposite side of the extension and Intersecting one of the

other passageways and provided with steps of approxi-
mately the same width not exceeding one half the length

of the extension, and a barrier on the extension adapted to

close off and guard the egress single passageway leaving a
conductor's station.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.682. POWER - TRANSMITTING MECHANISM.
John H. Stobtz, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Stortx
Gear Shift Company. Wilmington. Del. Filed Oct. 12.

1915. Serial No. 58,461. (CI. 74—58.)

1. A power transmitting mechanism comprising, in com-
bination, with th4 driving and driven elements of a ma-
chine, a transmitting mechanism comprising a member
operatlvely connected with the driven element to recip-

rocate it and a member adapted to rotate it, and means
adapted to selectively connect said members with the
driving element.

2. In a power transmitting mechanism, a driving ele-

ment, a driven element, a transmitting mechanism com-
prising a reciprocating member connected with the driven
element and normally disconnected from the driving ele-

ment and a rotating member normally adapted to con-

nect the driving and driven elements, and means adapted
to disconnect the driving element from the rotating mem-
ber and contemporaneously therewith to connect the driv-

ing element with the reciprocating member.

3. A power transmitting mechanism comprising, in com-
bination with the driving and driven elements of a ma-
chine, a transmitting mechanism comprising a reciprocat-
ing member connected with the driven element and a ro-

tating member adapted to connect the driving with the
driven element, and means adapted to prevent the con-
nection between the rotating member and the driving ele-

ment and to establish a connection between the recipro-
cating member and the driving element.

4. A power transmitting mechanism comprising. In com-
bination with the driving and driven elements of a ma-
chine, a transmitting rlement operatlvely connected with
the driven element and adapted to reciprocate said driven
element, means adapted to cause the driven element to be
rotated by the driving element, means to prevent said ro-

tation, and yieldable means adapted to be actuated by the
preventing means to connect the transmitting and driving
elements.

5. A power transmitting mechanism comprising, in com-
bination with the driving and driven elements of a ma-
chine, means for connecting said elements, a transmitting
element operatlvely connected with the driven element,
a connecting bolt carried by the transmitting element, a
connecting collar mounted on the driving element, and
means adapted to disconnect the driving and driven ele-

ments and contemporaneonsly therewith to establish an
operative connection between the bolt and the collar.

(Claims 6 to 89 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,683. SKIRT-MEASURING GAGE AND MARKER.
Danml Suixivan, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Nov. 2, 1916.
Serial No. 129,056. (CI. 33—9.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a base, a vertical member, an allnlng-rod adapted
to be supported by the said vertical member, means for
adjustably fastening the said allnlng-rod to the said ver-

tical member, and a material-holder adapted to be moved
Into Juxtaposition to the said allnlng-rod.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a base, a vertical member, an allnlng-rod adapted
to be supported by the said vertical member, means for

adjustably fastening the said allnlng-rod to the aald ver-

tical member, and a pivoted material-bolder adapted to be
moved Into Juxtaposition to the said allnlng-rod.
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8. In a device of the character described, the combi-

nation of a base, a vertical member, an alinlng-rod

adapted to be supported by the said vertical member,

means for adjusubly fastening the said alinlng>rod to the

said vertical member, a material-holder adapted to be

moved into Juxtaposition to the said allnlng-rod, and a

pivoted lever, the said material-holder being pivoted to the

aid lever.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of an alining-rod, a support therefor, a cloth-holder

adapted to act in cooperation with the said allnlng-rod.

and a marker borne by the said cloth-holder and adapted

for slidable movement in JuxUposltlon thereto, the aald

marker being adapted to hold suitable marking material

and having means for holding the same stationary therein,

the said means consisting of a movable plate and a set

screw to adjaat the same.

5. In a device of the character described, an allnlng-rod,

a support therefor, a lever fulcrumed on the said support,

and a cloth-holder pivoted on one end of the said lever

and adapted to swing Into allnement with the said alining-

rod, and the said lever being adapted to be actuated by

pressure upon that one of Its ends opjwslte the one to

which the cloth-holder is pivoted.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.684. LATERAL-MOTION TRUCK BOLSTER. Jwi-

BMIAH JOSEPH SfLXlTAN, Nashville, Tcuu. Filed Aug.

22, 1916. Serial No. 116.275. (CI. 105—108.)

1. In an article of the class described, a bolster having

a recess, there being a longitudinally dlsiwsed channel

in the bolster at the bottom of the recess, the sides of

which diverge upwardly from a center-line, and a center-

plate disposed In the recess with Its sides normally spaced

from the bolster at the sides of the recess, the center-plate

having supporting means for moving against the diverg-

ing sides of the bottom of the recess for holding the cen-

ter-plate yieldingly In said normal position.

2. In an article of the class described, a bolster having

a recess, the bolster at the bottom of the recess being

Inclined downwardly from Its sides to a longitudinal

center line, and a center plate disposed In the recess and

having its sides normally spaced from the bolster at the

•ides of the recess, the bottom of the center-plate being

inclined downwardly from Its sides to a longitudinally

extending center line corresponding with the Inclined

bottom of the recess and for the purpose specified.

1,224,685. LATERAL-MOTION TRUCK-BOLSTER. Jra-

MiAH J. Sdlmvan, Nashville, Tenn. Original appll

cation filed Aug. 22, 1916, Serial No. 116.275. Divided

and this application filed Dec. 22, 1916. Serial No.

188,401. (CI. 105—108.)

channel diverging upwardly, a center-plate disposed in

the recess and having Its sides normally spaced from the

said sides of the recess, there being a plurality of longi-

tudinally extending channels In the bottom of the center-

plate, the sides of the last mentioned channels diverging

downwardly, and a plurality of rollers disposed in the

channels between the center-plate and the bolster, the

bolster at the bottom of the recess being Inclined out-

wardly and upwardly from the outer sides of the outer

channels to offer greater resistance under unusoal con-

ditions.

2. In an article of the class described, a bolster having

a recess, the bolster forming sides for the recess, there

being a plurality of longitudinally extending channels in

the bolster at the bottom of the recess, the sides of each

channel diverging upwardly, a center-plate disposed in

the recess and having Its sides normally spaced from the

said sides of the recess, there being a plurality of lonfl-

tudinally extending channels in the bottom of the cenUr-

plate, the sides of the last mentlone<l channels diverging

downwardly, the last mentioned channels being of sub-

stantially the same width as the first mentioned chan-

nels, and a plurality of rollers disposed in the channel*

between the center-plate and the bolster, the bolster at the

bottom of the recess being Inclined outwardly and up-

wardly from the outer sides of the outer channels to offer

greater resistance under unusual conditions.

1. In an article of the class described, a bolster having

a receas, the bolster forming sides for the recess, there

being a plurality of longitudinally extending channels in

the bolster at the bottom of the recess, the sides of each

1.224,686. [WITHDRAWN.!

1.224.687. MOLD FOR MA^NG DENTAL-CROWN
DIES. Samukl Walker Taliafebho, New York. N. T.

Filed Oct. 26, 1916. Serial No. 127,784. (CI. 22—118.)

1. A mold comprising two hollow flask parts closed at

the bottom and open at their opposite faces and entirely

open at the top, a pivotal transverse connection connecting

the flask parts with each other at their closed bottoms, and

a plastic material fllllng the said flask parts and capable of

withstanding a high heat to permit of first making an Im-

pression of a plaster cast In the said plastic material and

subsequently allow casting of a die in the impression

formed by the plaster cast in the plastic material.

2. A mold, comprising two hollow flask parts closed at

the bottom and partly open at their opposite faces and

entirely open at the top, a transverse pivotal connection

connecting the flask parts with each other at their closed

bottoms, a plastic material filling the said flask parts and

capable of withstanding a high heat to permit of first

making an Impression of a plaster cast in the said plastic

material and subsequently allow casting of a die in the

Impression formed by the plaster cast in the plastic

material, and means for holding the said flask parts locked

In closed position.

8. A mold, comprising two hollow flask parts closed at

the bottom and open at the top, the opposite faces of the

flask parts having inwardly extending flanges at the front

and rear, the inner edges of the flanges on each flask part

belnK spaced apart to provide an opening between them,

the flanges of the flask parts engaging each other when

the flask parts are closed, a transverse pivot connecting

the flask parts with each other at their closed bottoms,

and a plastic material fllllng the said flask parts flush

with the outer faces of the said flanges, the plastic ma-

terial being capable of withstanding a high heat to permit

of first making an impression of a plaster cast in the said

plastic material and subsequently allowing casting of a

die in the Impression formed by the plaster cast on the

plastic material.
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1,224,688. SKATE. Gcobge W. Tatlor. Rochester. N Y
Filed Jan. 25. 1917. SerUI No. 144.363. (CI. 46—60.)

1. A skate comprising a pair of parallel runners con-
nected at one end an.i a shoe engaging portion extending
upwardly from the opposite end of each runner.

2. In a skate, th*' combination with a pair of runners
connected to each other at one end. of a shoe engaging
portion at the other end of each runner, and means for
drawing the shoe engaging portions toward each other.

8. In a skate, the combination with a pair of runners
connected to each other at one end. of a shoe engaging
portion at the other end of each runner, and means
operat*^ bv downward pressure of the wearer's shoe for
drawing the shoe engajflne portions toward each other.

4. In a skate, the combination with a pair of runners
connected at their front ends, and a heel engaging portion
at the rear end of each runner, of means operated by
downward pressure of the wearer's heel for moving the
heel engaging portions toward each other.

5. In a skate, the combination with a pair of runners
connected at their front ends, an upwardly extending
portion at the rear end of each runner, and heel engaging
portions at the upper ends of the upwardly extending
portions, of means cooperating with the upwardly extend-
ing portions to draw the heel engaging portions toward
each other.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.689. SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
Pbbct H. Thoma«. Upper Montclalr. N. J., assignor to
Cooper Hewitt Electric Co., Hoboken, N. J., a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 29, 1918. Serial No
757,499. (CI. 175—883.)

fj^t

«

1. A aystem of electrical diatributlon comprising adirect current tran8ml.s.,lon line, a receiving system con-
taining a source of alternating current, and rapor rectl-
aera Interposed between said transmission line and said
receiving system. In combination with means for com-
pleting the circuits of said rectifiers, for passing with
regard to the direction of voluge In said alternating re-
ceiving system time<l Impulses to said receiving system
and for Interrupting the circuit of said rectifiers at other
times, energy being thus supplied to said recelviuK parts
In separate Intejfral sections.

2. In a system of electrical dlstrlbuUon. a direct cur-
rent supply source, a receiving circuit conulning a source
of alternating current, and means for controlling the
direction of current between said direct current source
and said receiving circuit, in combination with means for
controlling the time of current Impulses from said sopply
to said rec<»iTing circuit.

, 3. In a system of electrical distribution a direct cur-
rent supply circuit, a receiving circuit, an alternating cur-
rent machine In said receiving circuit maintaining a

definite freguency and rectifiers Interposed between said
direct current circuit and said machine In combination
with circuit making and circuit breaking devices whereby
energy is delivered from said supply circuit to saM
alternating circuit.

4. In a system of electrical distribution, a constant
direct current supply and an alternaUng receiving circuit
In combination with means for connecting the supply
circuit to the alternating current circuit at a given point
at times when the dlre< t current and alternating electro-
motive force<i are oppo»e.l. means for suppressing the flow
of current fr. m the ret.eivlng circuit to the source during
such perl<xl«. and means for severing the said connection
between the systems at periods when the -lirect voltage
and the alternating voltage are In the same direction.

5. IQ a system of electrical distribution, the combina-
tion with a direct current source, a three phase alternat-
ing receiving drcnit. three single phase transform.rn serv
ing to raUe the voltage In said receiving circuit and means
for permitting the flow of . urrent from the direct current
supply against electromotive force In any of said trans-
formers during periods of rising alternating volume only
in said transformer, of means for suppressing current flow
in response to alternating voJtaRe in said transformers
operating In the same direction as In the direct source.

[Claims G to 14 not printed In the Oasette.]

M24,690. FLEXIBLE COUPLING. Cha«l«8 E Towx-
«Y, Dryden. N. Y. tiled Aug. 25. 1916. Serial No.
116.793. (CI. 74—17.)

1. In a flexible coupling, a member having two jaws one
movable relatively to the other, a collar disposed around
the jaws and having a cross member disposed between the
jaws, there being a bearing in one of the Jaws for a ful-
crum pin. an.l another member having a projection nor-
mally embraced by the Jaws, there being a slot In the
projecHon for a key carrying a fulcrum pin for disposal in
the bearing in the Jaw. and there being a stop on the
cross member for engagement by the key so that the keymay be used to press back the collar.

2. In a flexible coupling, a hollow member having a
head with an opening and provided with a jaw. a second
jaw mounted on the member and movable relatively to the
first Jaw. a collar disposed around the jaws and provided
with a cross piece, a sprinjt In the hollow member, a rod
disposed through the opening in the hollow member and
connecting the cross piece with the spring, and another
member having a proJecUon adapted to be embraed by
the jaws,

3. In a flexible coupling, a hollow member with a jaw
there being a transverse bearing in the member adjacent
the Jaw. A second Jaw having a knuckle Journaled In the
bearing, there being a longitudinal opening In the member
at the Jaw. and there being a cut away portion In the
knuckle which forms an enlargement of the op«'nlng In
the member, a collar disposed around the Jaws, a spring
In the hollow member, a rod connecting the spring with
the coIUr. and a second member having a projection nor-
mally embraced by the Jaws.

4. In a flexible coupling, a member having two Jaws one
movable relatively to the other, a colUr disposed around
the jaws, another member having a projection normally
embraced by the jaws, there being a bearing in the pro-
jection for the Insertion of a key for pressing back the
collar.

5. In a flexible coupnn>:, a member having two jaws one

movable relatively to the other, a collar disposed around

the Jaws, there being a bearing in one of the Jaws for a

fnlcrum pin. and another member having a projection

normally embraced by the Jaws, there being n solt In the

projection for a key carrying a fulcrum pin for disposal

In the bearing in the Jaw. so that the key may be used to

press back the collar.

] (Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,691. CONTAINER. Anthont J. TKASSO. West Ho-

boken. N. J. Filed July 26, 1916. Serial No. 41.867,

(a. iti—11.)

1. A protective container for cigars having an elongated

body portion formed from stiff protective material trans-

versely bent at the end of the cigar and comprising spaced

parallel members extended along opposite sides of the

cigar to protect the same and separated from each other

at their edges to facilitate Inspection of the cigar, and a

retaining band extended around the container and across

the opposite exposed faces of the cigar to hold .said paral-

lel members In relation and to retain the cigar within the

container.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Qaxette.]

>.,224.692. GRA8SPLOT FOUNDATION. Wilxiam H.

TrcKsa. Dobbs Ferry. N. Y. Filed Jan. 6, 1917. Serial

No. 140.907. (CI. 47—86.)
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2. In a mnalc-pUylng instrument, the combination of a
plarality of maslc-playing devices, each comprising a plu-
rality of sound-producing elements, means for actuating
the sound-producing elements of one of said devices, means
actuated by said first-named means for simultaneously op-
erating the elements of the other of said devices and shift-

able into and out of position for effecting said last-referred
to operation, and pneumatically-controlled means for con-
trolling said second-named means to prevent or permit, at
will, the operation of the latter by said first-named means.

3. In a music-pIaylng instrument, the combination of a
plurality of music-playing devices, each comprising a plu-

rality of sound-producing elements, means for actuating
the sound-producing elements of one of said devices, means
actuated by said first-named means for simultaneously op-
erating the elements of the other of said devices and shift-

able Into and out of position for effecting said last-referred

to operation, means tending to shift said second-named
means to a position in which they are actuated by said
first-named means, and pneumatically controlled means for

hlftlng said second-named means Into a position Id which
the latter are not actuated by said first-named means.

4. In a music-playing Instrument, the combination of a
plurality of music-playing devices each comprising a plu-

rality of sound-producing elements, means for actuating
the sound-producing elements of one of said devices, means
actuated by said flrstnaniod means for simultaneously op-
erating the elements of the other of said devices, shlftable

Into and out of position for effecting said last-referred to

operation, an adjustable stop cooperating with said sec-

ond-named means for fixing Its position relative to said
first-named means, and means for shifting said second-
named means, for the purpose set forth.

5. In a maalo-playlng instrument, the combination of a
plurality of muslc-playlng devices, each comprising a plu-
rality of sound-producing elements, automatically operat-
ing means for actuating the said elements of one of said
devices, means actuate<l by said first-named means for

simultaneously operating the elements of the other of aald
devices and controllable to prevent or permit, at will, said
last-referred to operation, and means for operating said
last-referred to elements Independently of said first-re-

ferred to device and simultaneously with the automatic
actuation of the latter.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,224,694. LUBRICATING SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL-
COMBUSTION ENGINES. Eb.nbst M. Whitb. Detroit.
Mich. Filed July 31, 1916. Serial No. 112.229. (CI.

184—13.)

1. In a lubricating system for maltl-cyllnder engines,
the combination of a crank case constituting the main oil

reservoir and an oil pan within the crank case and formed
with transverse oil receptacles, one for each connecting
rod, said oil pan having depressions connecting to said

receptacles, and openings In said depressions through
which the oil can flow to the main reservoir, said oil pan
also having openings in transverse allnement and at one
aide of a plurality of said receptacles, and inclined troughs
on the opposite side from said last named openings to con-
vey oil longitudinally of the crank case.

2. In a lubricating system for multi-cylinder englnea,
the combination 0/ a crank case constituting the main res-

ervoir for lubricating oil and an oil pan within the crank

case formed with tranaverse oil receptacles, one for each
connecting rod, means to convey lubricating oil to the two
end receptacles, said oil pan having openings at one hide
of the central plane of the engine through which oil may
be thrown by the connecting rods as they dip into »ald
receptacles, and inclined troughs on the opposite side of
the oil pan to convey splashed up oil longitudinally of the
crank case to other receptacles.

3. In a lubricating system for multi-cylinder engines,
the combination of a crank case constituting the main res-
ervoir for lubricating oil and an oil pan within the crank
case formed with oil receptacles into which the connecting
rods may dip to splash up the oil, said pan formed with
openings through which the excess of splashed up oil may
pass to the main reservoir ; means to convey a portion of
the splashed up oil longitudinally of the crank case to
other receptacles, and means to carry the oil from the
main reservoir to one of the rt-ceptacles.

4. In a labricatlng system for multl-cyllnder englnea,
the combination of a crank case constituting the main res-

ervoir for labrlcatlnf oil, and a structure mounted within
the crank caae formed with oil receptacles into which the
connecting rods may dip to splash up the oil, said struc-
ture formed with a plurslity of openings through which
the excess of oil splashed up by the connecting rods may
pass to the main reservoir, and a series of tronghs within
said structure inclining inwardly to catch a portion of the
oil splashed up from relatively outer receptacles and con-
vey it to the next adjacent receptacles.

5. In a lubricating sy.stem for multi-cylinder engines,
the combination of a main reservoir for the lubricating oil,

means to convey the oil from the reservoir to the bear-
ings of the engine, a structure mounted in the crank case
below the bearings of the engine and adapted to receive
the oil that flows therefrom and formed with transverse
depressions adapted to hold oil Into which the connecting
rods of the engine may dip to splash up the oil, means to
convey a portion of the splashed up oil to the depression
next Inside the one from which the oil was splashed up,
said structure formed to permit the passage of another
portion of the splashed up oil directly to the main reser-
voir.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,695. SIGNAL. Carl WiLLaaa, Chicago, HI. Filed
May 1, 1916. Serial No. 94,570. (CL 40—77.)

1. In a signal, a casing having one end open and the
other end closed and having a window in one side, a
designating cylinder pivotally supported from the center of
the closed end of the casing, a lamp supported within said
cylinder and arranged to project light through said win-
dow and through the open end of said casing, and means
for turning said cylinder on Its pivot.

2. In a signal, a casing having an opening for lii;ht

on one side, a cap closing the upper end of said casing,
the lower end of the casing being open and unotratmcted
for the passage of light, a designating cylinder pivotally
supported on said cap and within the casing, a lamp se-

cured to the cap and supported within the cylinder below
the pivot, said lamp being arranged to project light
through the open side and bottom of the casing, and means
controlled from the outside of the casing for turning the
cylinder on Its pivot to interi>ose different designations
between the light and the open side of the casing.

3. In a signal, a cylindrical casing having Iti npper
end closed and its lower end open and unobstructe<l. a
designating cylinder located within the casing and pivot-
ally supported from the closed end thereof, a driving con-
nection located within the casing and secured to the
pivotal rapport, and a lamp located within the cylinder.
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4. In a signal, a cylindrical casing, a cap closing the

upper end of the casing, a transparent cylinder located

within the casing, covers closing the ends of said cylinder,

the lower one of aald covers being of transparent material,

a pivotal connection between the cap and the upper cover

of said cylinder by means of which connection the cylin-

der la supported and routed within the casing, and a

lamp supported within the cylinder, the support for said

lamp being connected to said cap and extending through a

slot In the upper cover for the cylinder.

Ing section having a tongue extending Into the groove,

bolts embedded in the sections and extending through the

tongue, the bolts being rigidly secured In the sections and

rigidly securing the tongue in the groove to constitute a

solid body part, the body part having cylindrical guide

channels bored therethrough and also relatively nairow

Blots extending from the faces of the body part to the

channels, and protecting face pUtes set into the face por-

tions of the body part and secured thereto, the face plates

extending across the body part from end to end thereof.

1,224.696. ANTISEPTIC TOOTH-BRUSH HOLDER AND
STERILIZER. John D. Wib», Jackson. Tenn. Filed

Sept. 10. 1916. Serial No. 60,062. (CI. 248—68.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a brush

case, a longitudinal disinfectant holder within said case,

the spaced ends of said disinfectant holder being formed

to support opposite ends of a brush within said case,

perforated end members for said case, and supporting

means for said case.

2. A device of the class described comprising a case,

a brush support within the bottom of said case, an up-

ward extension from said support serving to carry a satu-

rated member longitudinally in the body of said case,

perforated end members for said case, i)erforated disin-

fectant holders positioned In said perforated end members,

and means for supporting said case In upright position.

3. A device of the class described comprising a case,

a perforated cap threaded upon one end of said case, a

disinfectant holder extending longitudinally within said

case, a bruah support Integral with one end of said holder,

a perforated hinged cover air-tight upon the opposite end

of said case, perforated disinfectant holders carrle<l by

said cap and said cover, and means for supporting aald

case.

4. In a tooth brush-holder, a receptacle having closures

mounted upon its ends, a brush supporting member

mounted therein formed from a length of metal having one

end thereof bent at right angles and engaged with the side

of the receptacle, the opposite end of the length of metal

being also bent at right angles and provided with an open-

ing adapted to accommodate the handle of the tooth brush,

the longitudinal edges of the length being bent upon Itself

and extended toward each other and a strip of absorbent

material engaged In the bent longitudinal edges.

5. In a holder of the character described, a receptacle, a

closure mounted on each end thereof having openings

therein to permit the passage of air. a brush holder

mounted In the receptacle and extending longitudinally

thereof, and formed from a length of metal having Its

ends bent at right angles to engage and support a tooth

brush, and means for supporting a disinfectant In the

receptacle.

1,224.697. DIVISION-BLOCK FOR BALING-PRES8ES.

John .William Wbioht, Marlon township. Boone

county, Ind. Filed Sept. 28. 1916. Serial No. 122,684.

(CI. 100—24.)
1. A division-block comprising a body part composed

of two sections, one section having a groove, the remain

2. A division block comprising a body part composed

of two sections, one section having a groove, the remain-

ing section having a tongue extending into the groove,

bolts statlonarlly embedded transversely in the sections

and extending through the tongue, the bolts being rigidly

secured In the sections and rigidly securing the tongue

In the groove to constitute a solid body part, the body

part having cylindrical guide channels bored therethrough

and also relatively narrow slots extending from the faces

of the body part to the channels, protecting face plates

set into the face portions of the body part and secured

thereto, the face plates extending across the body part

from end to end thereof, and protecting end plates in-

tegrally connected to the face plates and set Into the faces

of the ends of the body part respectively.

1 224 698. EXPANSION DEVICE. Lothab R. ZirrnR.

'Rldgewood, N. J. Filed Dec. 18. 1916. Serial No.

67.691. (CI. 85—3.)

1. An expansion device comprising. In combination, •

bolt, a pair of wings pivotally mounted upon the bolt, the

wings being U-shaped In cross-section and arranged to

fold upon the bolt with the side walls of the wings over-

lapping the bolt, and each wing being provided with In-

terengaging shoulders for determining the limit of ex-

pansion of the wings with respect to each other, substan-

tially as described.

2. An expansion device comprising. In combination, a

bolt, a pair of wings pivotally mounted upon the bolt.

the wings being U-shaped In cross-section and arranged

to fold upon the bolt with the side walls of the wings

overlapping the bolt, there being means Independent of

the bolt for determining the limit of expansion of the

wings, with respect to each other, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. An expansion device comprising, in combination, a,

bolt, a pair of wings pivotally mounted upon the l>olt,

there being means for limiting the expansion of the wlngn

with respect to each other, to a position where their

bearing faces are in allnement with each other, said

wings when folly expanded being capable of angular ad-
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Justment with respect to the bolt, sabttantially as de-

scribed.

4. An expansion derice comprisliig. In combination, a
bolt, a pair of winga pivotaily moanted npon the bolt, the
wIngB being U-shaped and of the Hame size in cross-sec-

tion, whereby the wlnKs are pivoted out of alinement with
each other, there beint; means for determining the limit of
exi>anslon of the wings with respect to each other, sub-

stantially as described.

5. An expansion device comprising. In combination, a

bolt, a pair of wings plvotally mounte<l upon the bolt, the
wings being U-shaped in cross-section, tension means for

expanding the wings situated in the hollow portion of

the wings at the pivotal ends thereof, there being means
for determining the limit of expansion of the wings with
respect to each other, substantially as described.

IClaims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,699. CONDIMENT - SFIAKER. Ebnest Arolan,
Kingston, N. Y. PUed Oct. 19, 1916. Serial No.

126,619. (CI. 65—45.)

1. .K condiment shaker comprising a receptacle pro-

vided with external threads at earb end thereof and hav-

ing the interior thereof divided Into two compartments, a

cap for each end of the receptacle, each cap lonsisting of

an end plate having a central perforatetl depression and a

plurality of other depressions radiating therefrom, ««ald

radiating depressions engaging the end of the receptacle

to position the cap, a threaded flange formed Integral with
the end plate, a perforated closing plate rotatably mount-

ed In the central depression, and means for holding said

closing plate in its closed position.

2. A condiment 8hak»*r comprising a receptacle pro-

vided with external threads at each end thereof and bav-

ins the interior thereof divided into two compartment.i, a

cap for each end of the receptacle, each cap consisting of

an end plate having a central perforated depression and a
plurality of other depressions radiating therefrom, said

radiating depressions engaging the end of the receptacle to

position the cap, a threadeil flange formei! integral with

|be end plate, a perforated closing plate situatetl in the

central depression, means for pivoting said plate in posi-

tion, an operating handle formed Integral with the closing

plate and sltuate<l In one of the radial depressions, and
means for normally holding said closing plate in Its closed

position.

3. A condiment shaker comprt.slng a re<'eptacle pro-

vided with external threads at each end thereof and hav-

tsg the interior thereof divided Into two compartments, a

cap for each end of the receptacle, each cap conaUting of

an end plate having a central perforated depression and a

plurality of other depressions radiating therefrom, a

threaded flange formed integral with the end plate, a per-

forated (losing plate situated In the central depression,

nuans for pivoting said plate In position, an operating

handle formed integral with the closing plate and situated

in one of the radial depressions, said handle having
flanges former! with Its sides and end, a lug formed iate-

,K~al with the edgre of the <'lo«iDg plate, another lug

fomio<l from the cap in the region of one of the radial

depressions, said lug being bent outward and the hole left

thereby overlying the end of the receptacle, and a spring

having its ends fastened to said lags for normally holding

the closing plate In Its closed position.

1,224.700. UAS-FURNACE. CHARLca Athrbto.v, Pass
dena, Cal., asxlgnor to Unit System of Heating and M'f'g
rompany, Pa.xadena, Cal.. a Corporation of Callfomia.
Filed Mar. 13. 1916. SerUl No. 83,988. (CT, 126— lift.)

1. In a gas furnace, an outer shell having air inlet ports

in the top thereof, an air Inlet damper so formed and lo-

cated as to close said air inlet ports ; an Inner shell Inside
said outer shell ; a register pipe secured in said Inner
shell in open communication with the Interior thereof,

8a*d register pipe projecting through said outer shell ; a
manifold located Inside said Inner shell near the top there-

of; a combustion chamber resting on the bottom of said

oater shell and projecting Into said inner shell, said bot-

tom of said outer shell having an opening therethroufb
connecting the Interior of the combustion chamber wlta

the outer air ; a plurality of tubes connecting the top of

the combustion chamber with the bottom of the manifold ;

burner means for pro4luclng hot gases in the combustion
chamber ; an Indirect flue intalce connectitng one end of

said combustion chamber with a corresponding end of said

manifold ; a direct flue passing through said outer and
Inner shells and connecting to the top of said manifold ;

a direct fine damper so located that It may be caused to

close said direct flue ; an Indirect flue connected to a point

In the side of said Indirect flue Intake between said com-
bustion chamber and mid manifold, said Indirect flue

passing through said inner shell and said outer shell and
being connected Into said direct flue outside said outer

shell ; a thermostat rod passing between said tubes above
said combustion chamber and having one end secured in

the beater and the other end projecting through said

outer and Inner shells ; and means by which said rod oper-

ates said air inlet damper and said direct flue damper.
2. In a gas furnace ; nn outer shell having air Inlet

ports In the top thereof ; an air Inlet damper so placed as
to open and close said ports : an Inner shell located Inside

said outer shell, a space being left t)etween said shells

down through which the air from said air Inlet ports can
ttavel ; a heating means Inside said Inner shell, said inner
shell being perforate<l at Its lower end to admit air to the
space around said heating means ; a register pipe secured

to said Inmr shell and projecting through said outer

shell ; a thermostatic device In said Inner shell ; a direct

flue for said heating means ; a direct flue damper for said

dirert flue : means by which said thermostat!'' device op-

erates said direct flne damper ; and means hy which said

thermostatic device operates said air inlet damper.

1.224.701. MITLTirLEANODE NfERCURY VAPOR AP
PARATUS. Jauks R. Bakih, Arlington. N. J., as-

slgmor to Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company, Hoboken.
N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled July 25.
191.1. Serial No. 781.121. (CI. 176—42.)
1. In a systena of electrical distribution, the combina-

tion with an electric device having a plurality of anodes
and a common cathode therein, each anode having a cur-

rent carrying capacity less than the normal operative
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current of the device, of a source of energy supplying cur

rent to said device greater than the maximum current

carrying capacity of an ano<le. and means for preventing

an excewrive rise of current at sa*d anode.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the combina-

tion with an electric device having a plurality of anmles

and a common cathode therein, each ano<le having a cur-

rent carrying capacity less than the normal operative cur-

rent of the device, of means for supplying to said device

a current greater than the current carrying capacity of an

anode, and means responsive to energy variations at an

anode for causing corresponding variations at another

anode.

8. In a system of electrical distribution, the combina

tlon with an electric device having a plurality of anodes

and a common cathode therein, each anode having a cur-

rent carrying capacity less than the normal operative cur-'

rent of the device, of means for supplying to said device a

current greater than the current carrying capacity of an

anode, and means respiinslve to energy variations at said

anode for causing corresponding energy variations at an

other anode, whereby the applied energy across the tube

is equally divided between the anodes.

4. In a syst«'m of ele<-trlcal distribution, the combina-

tion with a gas or vapor device having a plurality of

anodes and a common catho<1e therein, each anode having

a current carrying capacity less than the normal operative

current of the device, of means for operating said gas or

vapor device on a current greater than the current carry-

ing capacity of an anode, and means for preventing an ex-

eeaslve flow of current to an anode.

6. In a system of electrical distribution, the combina-

tion with a gas or vapor device having a plurality of posi-

tive electrodes Bn<l a common negative electrode therein,

each positive electrode having a current carrying capacity

less than the normal operative current of the device, of

means for operating said gas or vapor device on a current

greater than the current carrying capaolty of a positive,

and means responnive to current variations at one positive

for causing similar current variations at another positive.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the nasette.]

said holder to permit a movement of said holder away
from the table and allow selected ones of said sheets to

slide upon the holder and pass from a position above the

table to a position below the table, substantially as de-

scribed,

3. In a duplicating machine, the conit>lnation of a

table, a holder adjacent one end of the table adapted to

slidably carry duplicating sheets, a foldable and swinging

support for said holder to permit a movement of said

holder away from the table and allow selecte«l ones of said

sheets to slide upon the holder and pass from a position

above the table to a position below the table, substantially

as described.

4. In a duplicating machine, the combination of a

table, a holder adjacent one end of the table, consisting of

companion frames adapteil to slidably carry duplicating

sheets, and means permitting a shifting of said bolder

away from the table to allow selected ones of said sheets

to slide upon said frames and pass from a position aitove

the table to a position below the table, substantially as

described.

5. In a duplicating machine, the combination of a

table, a bar at one end of the table, a shlftable support for

said bar. companion oppositely-disposed duplicating sheet

holders carried by said bar adapted to slidably carry du-

plicating sheets, and said bar when shifted placing the

holders In position to permit a sheet to slide upon said

holders and move Into a position oa or oflf the table, sub-

stantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,702. DUPLICATING MACHINE. Alexandbb T.

Bbi.l, Chicago. 111. Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No.

113.960. (CI. 101—181.)

1. In a duplicating machine, the combination of a

table, a holder adjacent one end of the table adapted to

slidably carry duplicating sheets, and means permitting a

shifting of said holder away from the table to allow a

tiheet to slide upon the holder and to pass from a position

al>ove the table to a position below the table, substan-

tially as de9crit>ed,

2. In a duplicating machine, the combination of a

table, a bolder adjacent one end of the table adapted to

•Ikdably carry duplicating iibeets, a swinging support for

238 O. 0.^14

1.224.703. METHOD OF DEHYDRATING AND CURING
TOBACCO. Geokoe Hilimbd Benjamin. New York,

N. Y. Filed Sept. 28, 1914. Serial No. 863,100. (Cl.

131—6.)
1. The method of dehydrating and curing tobacco,

which consists In Bubi*ectlng the tobacco to the action of

large volumes of highly heated dry air, continued until

the moisture content of the tobacco is re<luce«l to such an

extent as will maintain the cell membrane of the tobacco

In a condition to permit endosmosls with water, but In-

sufllclent without additional moisture, to coact with the

«nzym of the tobacco to produce fermentation or mold,

and simultaneously subjecting the tobacco to the action

of the rays of an electric light of suflSdent Intensity to

afreet bodies carried by the leaf and develop the color of

the leaf and the aromatic properties of such bodies.

2. The method of dehydrating and curing tobacco,

which consists In flrst subjecting the tobacco to the action

of large volumes of highly heated dry air until the mois-

ture content of the tobacco is re«luced to such an extent

as will maintain the cell membrane in a condition to per-

mit endosmosls with water, but Insufllclent to coact with

the enzym of the tol)ac«o to produ«e fermentation or mold,

and then subjecting the tobacco to a temperature sufl!lcient

to develop the aromatic characteristlcH of the essential oils

of the totwcco and to progreaslvely change the color of the

tobacco.

3. The method of dehydrating and curing tobacco,

which consists in flrst subjecting the tobacco to the action

of large volumes of highly heated dry air until the mois-

ture <ontent of the tot)acco is reduced to such an extent

as will maintain the cell membrane In a condition to per-

mit endosmosls with water, but Insufficient to coact with

the enzym of the tobacco to pro<luce fermentation or mold,

and simultaneously nubjectlng the tobacco to the ac-

tion of electric light and a temperature sufficient to de-

velop the aromatic characteristics of the essential oils of

the tobacco and to progressively change the color of the

tobacco.

4. The method of deh.vdrattng and curing lol>ac<o,

which consists in flrst subjecting the tobacco to the action

of large volumes of dry air heated originally to approxi-
mately 110° temperature, and then succesKlvely Increasing

the temperature until the moisture content of the tobac(Hi

is reduced to such an extent as will maintain the cell

membrane in a condition to permit endosmosls with water,

but Insufficient to coact with the euzym of the tobacco to
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produce fermentation or mold, then Bnbjectlnj? the tobacco
to approximately 200° temperature to develop the aro-

matic characteristics of the essential oils of the tobacco
and to proffresslvely change the color of the tobacco.

5. The method of dehydratlnR and curing tobacco,

which consists In first subjecting the tobacco to the action
of approximately 110° temperature and maintaining said

temperature for from one to two hours ; then raising the

temperature to approximately 120° and continuing said

temperature for from two to five hours : then raising the
temperature to approximately 140° and continuing said

temperature until such time as the original moisture con-

tent of the tobacco is s(> diminished as to permit endosmotlc
action through the cell membrane bat insufficient to coact

with the enzym of the tobacco to produce fermentation
or mold, then subjecting the tobacco to approximately
200° temperature and continuing said temp.>rature for

from two to ten hours, depending upon the character of

the tobacco, color and flavor desired, to develop the aro-

matic characteristics of the essential oils of the tobacco

and to progressively change the color of the tobacco.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,224.704. REVERSIBLE GARMENT. Adolf Beboer.
I'hlladelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to Bernhard
Gottlieb. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 28. 1914. Se-

rial No. 869.011. (CI. 2—86.)

1. A reversible coat adapted to be worn with either aide

exposed and made of a single double-faced fabric and com-
prising parts having split and Inturued edges and seams
Joining said inturned edges whereby the finished appear-
ance on both sides of the coat Is maintained.

2. A reversible garment made from a double faced single

fabric and having Integrally formed strap seams on one
side and plain seams on the opposite side, one side ex-

posing throughout one face of the fabric, and ihe oppodte
side exp<tsing throughout the opposite face of the fabric.

3. A reversihie garment made from a double-faced single

fabric having differently formed seams on opposite sides

and adapted to be worn with either face of the fabric ex-

pose<l. one side of the garment being of a design different

from that of the opposite side.

4. A reversible garment adapted to be worn with either
side exposed made from a double faced single fabric sep-

arable into two component weaves, and having seams
formed by separating said material and lapping the sep-
arated portions over other portions of the garment and
sewing the same thereto.

1.224.706. TTILIZINO BXPANSIVE ENERGY. Wil-
liam Clinton Brown, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to
Humphrey Gas Pump Company, a Corporation of New
York. Filed Dec. 6. 1912. SeriRl No. 735.246. (Cl.

103—62.)

1. The method of ntiliting expansive energy, which
consists in introducing steam Into a cylinder end and ex-

hausting it through a discharge removed from said end,

controlling the discharge by a piston which uncovers the
discharge at the end of Its power stroke, malr.taining the
inlet end sufficiently hot to prevent Initial condensation,
and maintaining the discharge cold, utilizing the power
stroke of the plxton to cause one movement of reciproca-
tion of a liquid column adapted to acquire uiteful momen-
tum and utilizing a return stroke of the column to entrap
and compress the expanded steam that has not been dls-

chargeil from the cylinder.

2. The combination of a uni-flow steam cylinder having
an inlet port In the head or end thereof, a live steam
jacket on the head or Inlet end of the cylinder, said cyl-

inder having exhaust ports at a point removed from the
inlet end, an elongate^l piston operating therein, and
adapte<l to uncover said ports at the end of Its power
stroke and quickly cover them on the return stroke and
thereby to prevent cooling of the interior of the cylinder,
a play pipe for the reciprocation of a column of liquid

adapteil to acquire useful momentum and means whereby
the power stroke of the piston causes one stroke of recip-

rocation of the liquid column and the return stroke of the
column causes the piston to entrap and compress steam
in the cylinder as it moves toward the hot head.

1.224.706. RIM FOR VKllICLE WHEELS. Richard 8.

Bbtant, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Standard
Welding Company. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corjwration of

Ohio. Filed May 27, 1912. Serial No. 699,928. (Cl.

162—21.)

'^mj^^j.

1. In a vehicle wheel, the combination with a felly and
a tire-supporting rim ; of detachable means at the forward
edge of said felly adapte<l to prevent removal of said
rim. said means being locked In place by said rim when
properly seated ; and means adapted to prevent lateral

movement of said rim in a rearward direction with refer-

ence to said felly, said last-name<] means including a
wedging member transversely adjustable of said felly and
adapted in one position to permit sufficient movement of
said rim to unlock said detachable means.

2. In a vehicle wheel, the combination with a felly and
a tire-supporting rim ; of detachable means at the forward
edge of said felly adapted to prevent removal of said rim,
said means being locked In place by said rim when properly
seatwl : and means adapted to prevent lateral movement
of said rim In a rearward direction with reference to said
felly, said last named means including a we<lging member
transversely adjustable of said felly and adapted in one
position to permit sufficient movement of said rim to
unlock said detachable means, and means op**rable from
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the for>*ard side of said felly adaptefl thus to adjust said

wedging member.
3. In a vehicle wheel, the combination with a felly and

a tlre-supportlng rim : of detachable means at the forward

edge of said felly adapted to prevent removal of said rim.

said means being locked in place by said rim when prop-

erly seated ; and means adapted to prevent lateral move-

ment of said rim In a rearward direction with reference

to said felly, said last named means Including a wedging

meml)er tran.sversely adjustable of said f<lly and adapted

In one position to, permit sufficient movement of said rim

to unlock said detachable nienoK. and a rotatnble meinl)er

proje<tlng from the forward side of said felly and having

threaded engag«'ment with said wedging member thus to

adjust the same.

4. In a vehicle wheel, the combination with a felly and

a tire-supporting rim ; of detachable means at the for-

ward edge of said felly adapteii to prevent removal of said

rim. said means being locked In place by said rim when

projwrly seated ; and means adapted to prevent lateral

movement of said rim In a rearward direction with ref-

erence to said felly, said last-named means including a

wedging member trans\ersely ailjustable of said felly and

adapted in one position to permit sufficient movement of

said rim to unlock said detachable means, and n trans-

verselv dlspose<l t>o1t rotatably but non-longitudlnally

movable in said felly and having threaded engagement

with said we<lglng member thus to adjust the same.

6. In a vehicle wheel, the combination, with a felly

band hiving a fixed abutment at one edge, of a disi-on-

t'nuous ring surrounding said felly band and resting

against saUl «butn»ent. the outer portion of said ring being

inwardly lncllne<l. a demountable rim surrouniiing said

felly ban<l and having one of its sides seated on said ring,

said rim beinx adapted to slip over said abutment upon

removal of said ring, a wedging member Introduced be-

tween said rim and felly band at the side opposite said

abutment, said meml>er having Its outer side shaped to

engage the portion of said rim opposite to said ring, and

means for retaining said wedging member in place.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.707. SPEEDOMETER. Allen A. Canton, New
York. N. Y.. assignor to The Device Testing Company,
a Corporation of Connecticut. Piled July l.,1914. 8e-

rUl No. 848.348. (Cl. 176—183.)

response to the said difference of magnetic strength, a

spindle upon which the said magnet is supported, a coll

of wire around said spindle, means for supplying a con-

stant electric current to the said coll of wire and tht

one solenoid, and means for supplying an intermittent

current to the other solenoid.

4. A speedometer comprising a movably mounted magnet,

a pair of solenoids for operating said magnet, means for

indicating the movement of the latter, movable supporting

means for said magnet, a coll of wire surrounding said

supporting means and means for supplying current to the

said coll of wire and the said solenoids.

5. A speedometer comprising a pair of solenoids of

dilTerent magnetic strength, a magnet mounted to move

within said solenoids and In response to their different

magnetic strength, a source of electric energy, connec-

tioms between the latter and the said solenoids and electro-

magnetic means for strengthening the magnetism in said

magnet and connected to the said source of energy.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. A speedometer comprising a pair of solenoids of

different magnetic strength, a magnet mounted to move in

response to the said difference of magnetic strength, a

spindle upon which the said magnet is supported, a coil

of wire around said spindle and means for supplying

current to the latter and the said two solenoids.

2. A spee<lometer comprising a pair of solenoids of

dlfferenb magnetic strength, a magnet mounted to move in

response to the said difference of magnetic strength, a

spindle upon which the said magnet is supported, a source

of ele<-trlc energy, connections l>etween the latter and the

said two solenoids and a coll of wire surroun<ling the

said spindle and connected in series with one of the .said

colls.

3. A speedometer comprising a i»alr of solenoids of dif-

ferent magnetic strength, a magnet mounted to move In

1.224,708. CLIP FOR NECK-YOKES. William Joke*

CA8R. Easton, Me. Filed May 13. 1916. SerUl No.

97.293. (Cl. 21—77.)

1. A neck yoke fixture comprising in combination a

tubular split sleeve adapted to fit around the yoke bar

and provided at its ends with pairs of lugs, reinforcing

meml^ers engaging the Inner walls of said lugs, bolts ex-

tending through the said pairs of lugs, a pole-ring pro-

vided with ears diverging from Its periphery, said eara

engaging said bolts loosely and free to move in all direc-

tions thereon l>etween the lugs of each pair of lugs.

2. A clip for a neck yoke, comprising a tubular split

clip adapted to fit around the yoke bar and provided at

Its ends with pairs of lugs, bolts extending through the

said pairs of lugs, a pole ring connected with the said bolts

Intermediate the lugs of the said pairs of lugs, and In-

verted U shaped strengthening members held on the said

bolts intermediate the lugs and straddling the said ears.

5. A clip for a neck yoke, comprising a tubular split

clip adapted to fit around the yoke bar and provided at

its ends with pairs of lugs, bolts extending through the

said pairs of lugs, a pole ring connected with the said

bolts Intermediate the lugs of the said pairs of lugs, and

Invertetl U-shaped strengthening members held on the

said bolts Intermediate the lugs and straddling the said

ears, the said lugs having flanges extending Inward toward

each other and engaging the edges of the said strengthen-

ing members to hold the latter against turning on the

bolts.

1.224.709. SAFETY CHAIR FOR WINDOW-CLEANERS.
Leon Cholet, New York, N. Y. Filed June 6, 1916.

Serial No. 101.911. (Cl. 20—87.)
1. The herein described safety chair for window cleaii-

ers comprising a rigid seat, a back for the seat comprising

a bow shapetl frame extending upwardly from the seat and

terminating in two straight brace members »>elow the seat,

the frame having short horizontal sections fltte^l squarely

against the bottom of the seat, means connecting these

h»rUontul sections rigidly to the seat, stationary wali
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sockets into which the lower ends of said bracf-H project
at an acute angle with rwpect to the wall,»an<l means
securing the front portion of the •<>at upon the window
•Ul.

2. In a safety chair for window cleaners, a rigid seat,

a back for the seat comprising a rigid one-piece frame
extending both abore and below the seat, the free end

portions of the frame extending below the seat in parallel

relation to each other and constituting brace menil>crs,

the frame having short horizontal sections flttt^l squarely

against the bottom of the seat at the rear edge thereof,

means connecting these horizontal sections rigidly to the

seat, stationary wall members to receive and hold the

free ends of the brace members at an acute angle with
respect to the wall, and means securing the front portion

of the seat upon the window sill.

1.224,710. APPARATUS FOR TREATINO EGOS. VIC-

TOR Claibemont, Petaluma, Cal. Filed Apr. 10, 1915.

Serial No. 20.482. (O. 99—2.)
1. In combination, means for supporting eggs moving

thereon, endless chains traveling adjacent to salil means.
open-bottomed wire baskets above said means and secured

to said endless chains, means for treating eggs In said

baskets while moving on said supporting means, and a

traveling conveyer below said supporting means and
having means for positioning fillers at Intervals thereon,

the path of said conveyer being such that a filler thereon

will pass directly beneath the forward end of said support-
ing means.

2. In combination, means for supporting eggs moving
thereon, endless chains traveling adjacent to said means,

open-bottomed wire baskets above said means and secured

to said endless chains, means for treating eggs In said

baskets while moving on said supporting means, and a
traveling conveyer below said supporting means and hav-

ing means for positioning fillers at intervals thereon,

the path of said conveyer being such that a filler thereon
will pass directly beneath the forward end of said sup-
porting means, one end of the conveyer being to one side

of the rear end of -said supporting means.

3. In combination, means for supporting* eggs moving
thereon, endless chains traveling adjacent to said means,
open-bottomed wire baskets above said means and se-

cured to said endless chains, means for treating eggs In

said baskets while moving on said supporting means, a
traveling conveyer below aald supporting means and hav-
ing means for positlonintc fillers at intervals thereon, the

path of said conveyer being such that a filler thereon
will pasM directly beneath the forward end of said support-
ing iiieanM, and means for causing said endless chains and
conveyer to travel at the same sp^-ed.

4. In combination, a series of parallel tight wires, end-

ieaa chains traveliag adjacent to the outermost wires

of the seriea, open-bottomed wire baskets above said
wires and secured to said endless chains, means for

treating eggs In said baskets while moving on said wires,
and a traveling conveyer beneath said wires and extending
tteyond them, and having means for positioning fillers at

Intervals thereon.

5. In combination, a series of parallel tight wires, end-
less chains traveling adjacent to the outermost wires of
the MTlea, open-bottomed wire baskets above said wirea
and Mcared to said endless chains, means tor treating
ens in said ttaskets while moving on said wires, a travel-
ing conveyer beneath said wires and extending beyond
them, and having metfns for positioning fillers at inter-

vals thereon, and means for causing the chains and con-
veyer to travel at the same spee<l.

[ClaiBH 6 to 10 not printed in the Ciasette.]

1.224.711. APPARATrS FOR PRESERVING K008.
Victor Ci-aibimont. San FranHsco. Cal. Filed Aug. 9,
1910. Serial No. 113.949. <C1. 99—2.)

1. In means for preserving eggs, a tank for containing
a preservative solution, a flat frame open on at leas' one
side and adapted to loosely support a basket of cgga,
means for guiding said frame wtien being lowered Into,
and ralseil out of, said tank, and means for controlling
said guiding movement of said frame.

2. In combination with an open-topped tank, vertical
guide rods therein, a plate guided vertically by said guide
rods, a lever from the free end of which said plate is
suspended, means for vertically oscillating said lever, a
feed table on one side of the tank and lever approximately
on a level with the plate in its uppermost position, and a
delivery table on the opposite side approximately at the
same level.

3. The combination of a suitably pivoted lever having
equal oppositely extending arms, a vertically oscillating
plate suspended from the free end of each arm, a tank
Into which said plate can descend, tables on opposite
sides of each tank and arm, and approximately at the
level of the uppermost position of the plate oscillating
therein, and means for oscillating said lever.

4. The combination of a suitably pivoted lever having
equal oppositely extending arms, a vertically oscillating
plate suspended from the free end of each arm, a tank
into which said plate can descend, tables on opposite sides
of each tank and arm, and approximately at the level of
the uppermost position of the plate oscillating therein,
and a cam for oscillating said lever and f<jrmed to cause
each plate to assume positions of rest during equal in-

tervals within and without the tank.

1,224,712. SINK DRAIN. Robbbt Clauk, Bridgeport,
Conn., assignor to Bridgeport Brass Company, Bridge-
p«>rt. Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Aug.
22, 1914. Serial No. H5S,147. (CI. 4—35.)

1. In a drain fixture such as described, the combination
of a bushing having a laterall.v projecting flange on the
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apper end thereof, a nut engiiging said bushing to clamp
•aid flange against the upper surface of the sink bottom,
said bushing havioK a seat at the upper end or mouth
thereof provlde<l with a subsUntlally smooth surface to
receive an ordinary plug or stopper, a strainer disk of
a diameter Mubstantlally equal to the diameter of the ap-
per portion of said stopper seat, and means for detiich-
ably securing said strainer in said seat without inter-

fering with a water tight fit of the plug or stopper in
said seat when said plug or stopper Is substituted for the
strainer, said strainer-securing means being so construct-
ed that the strainer is released from the bushing, for re-

moval, by turning the strainer In said seat ; substantially
as described.

2. In a drain fixture for sinks and the like, the com-
bination of a bushing having a laterally projecting flange
on the upper end thereof, adapted to overlie the bottom
wall of the sink around the opening In the latter, a nut

. to clamp the said flange against the upper surface of the
X «lnk bottom, said bushing havln.7 a seat at the upper end

or mouth thereof, provtde^l with a qubstanttally smooth
surface to receive an ordinary plug or stopper, a strainer
disk of n diameter substantially equal to the diameter of
the upper portion of said stopper seat, a depending pe-
ripheral wall on said strainer disk adapted to fit the
smooth surface of said stopper seat, and means for de-
Uchably securing said strainer In said seat without In-

terfering with a water tight fit of the plug or stopper in
said seat when said pjuj: or stopper Is substituted for the
•trainer: substantially as described.

3. In a drain fixture for sinks and the like, the combi-
nation of a bushing having a laterally projecting flange on
the upper end thereof, adapted to overlie the bottom wall
of the sink around the opening In the latter, means car-
ried by the bushing for clamping said flange against the
upper surface of the sink bottom, said bushing having a
seat at the upper end or mouth thereof to receive an
ordinary plug or stopper, the surface of said stopper seat
being substantially smooth throughout Its area so as to

make a water tight fit with the stopper, a strainer tllsk

adapted to fit the upper portion of said stopper seat, a
downturned peripheral wall on said strainer disk adapte<l
to fit within the 8m'H)th surface of said stopper seal, and
means for detachably securing the strainer in said stopper
»eat without Interfering with the water tight fit of the
•topper In said seat when It is substituted for the strainer,
said strainer securing means including small teats or pro-
jections on the seat surface merging gradually Into the
•mooth portion of said surface, and cooperating with
notches in the depending wall of the strainer, said notches
so formed that the strainer Is raised and lowered as it

is turned on its axis ; substantially aa described.

4. In a drain fixture for sinks and the like, the combi-
nation of a bashing adapted to extend through an open-
ing in the bottom of the sink and having exterior screw
threads for a nut adapted to clamp the bushing In place
In the sink bottom, a latersl flange projecting horizon-
tally from the upper end of said bushing to overlie the
twttoni wall of the sink around the opening In said wall,

•aid bushing having a smooth, substantially upright seat
at the upper end or mouth thereof to make water tight
contact substantially throughout its area with an ordi-

nary plug or stopper having a slightly b«'veled seating
surface, a strainer disk of a diameter substantially equal
to the diameter of the mouth of the bushing, and means
for detachably engaging said strainer disk wllb a part
of the bushing to secure the strainer 4letachal>ly in said

•eat when the stopper is removed, said engaging means
being so constructed that the strainer is raised ami lo

ered as it ! turned in said •eat ; rabstantlally as de-
scribed.

6. In a drain fixture for sfnks and the like, the combi-
nation of a bushing, having a laterally projecting flange
on the upper end thereof, adapted to overlie the bottom
wall of the sink around the opening in the latter, said
bushing having a s««t at the upper end thereof with a
smooth surface to receive an ordinary plug or stopper
with a watertight fit, a Btralner lu*ertlble into said •cat
when the stopper is removed, and means for securing said
strainer In said seat, such that the strainer Is raised and
lowered as it is turned on its axis, without interfering
with the water tight fit of the atopper in said seat when
it is substituted for the strainer, said securing-meaus in-
cluding small teats or projections on the surface of the
combined stopper and strainer seat located t>eneath the
upper margin of said seat, and adapted to co5perate with
notches in the strainer: substantially as described.

IClaims 6 to 1<» not printed in the Gazette]

1.224,718. FLUIEKGAQE. CLirroRD M. Cor.E, Lander,
Wyo.. assignor of one-half to William S. Adams, River-
ton, Wyo. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No. 88,084-
(Cl. 73—82.)

1. In a fluid gage, a float <-arrylng lever fulcrume«l with-
in a ta.-«k, an arcuate tube supported In concentric rela-
tion with the fulcrum of the lever, an arcuate rod con-
necte<l with the lever and guided through the tube, an
Indiiator casing spaced from the tank and having a scale
and a transparent tulH>. a flexible tube of relatively small
diameter extending between and terminally connected
with the arcuate guide tube and with the indicator cas-
ing, said flexible tube l>eing In Communication with the
arcuate tube and also with the glass tube, a wire extend-
ing through the flexible tube, said wire beinc terminally
connected at one end with the r<Hl guided in the arcuate
tube, and an Indicating member carried by said wire and
operating in the glass tube.

2. In a device of the class described, n supporting Q)<'m-
ber. a float-carrying lever fulcrumed thereon, an arcuate
guide tube extending through the supporting member, and
a ro<l conne<ted with the float-carrying lever and gnided
through the tube.

3. In a device of the class described, a supporting mem-
ber, a float-carrying lever fulcrumed thereon, said lever
having an arcuate yoke forme«l Intermwliate Its enda, an
arcuate guide tube extending through the supporting
member, guide flanges on said tul»e between which one of
the limbs of the yoke is guided, and an arcuate rod con-
nected with the bridgi' portion of the yoke of the lever and
guided through the arcuate tube.

4. In a device of the class described, a tank having a
rectangular opening provided with tongues at the ends
thereof, a washer frame supported adjacent t<i said open-
ing by said tongues and having threaded apertures, a base
plate mounted adjacent to said opening and having ap-
ertures <orresponding with the threaded apertures of the
washer frame, machine screws connecting the base plate
with the washer frame, a lever fulcrumed on the unler-
«lde of the base plate and extending within the tank, said
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lever having a float hingedly connected therewith, and
said lever having an arcuate yoke Intermediate the ends
thereof, an arcuate tube extending through tho i.ase plat.-
and having guide flanges engaging one limb of the yoke
an arcuate ro<l connected with the yoke and extending
through the arcuate guide tube, an Indicator caalug hav-
ing a scale and a glass tube, a flexible tube connected ter-
minally with thp casing and with the arcuate guide tube
and communicating with the latter and alao with the glaaa
tube In the Indicator casing, a wire terminally connected
with the arcuate rod and extending through the flexible
tube and within the glass tube, and an Indicating mem-
l)«r carried by said wire and slldable in the glass tube.

from the head with trunnions Journale<l on the said side
arms, a longitudinally extending spring catch on the head
crosstmr of the said bed frame, a keeper adapted to be
engaged by the said spring catch on swinging the beii
frame Into vertical posltlou. the said keeper being In the
form of a crossbar conne<tlng the side arms of the said
head stand with each other, a locking l>olt slldable on the
said crossbar, and a keeper on the said spring catch and
adapted to be engaged by the said bolt.
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1.224,714. MULTIPLE SPINDLE METAL WORKING
MACHINE. Fra.vk L. Conb. Windsor. Vt., assignor by
mesne assignments, to The .National-Acme Company.
Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Piled Dec
20. 1915. Serial No. 67,853. (CI. 2»—37.)

1. A muItlple-splndle metal-working machine comprising
a bed. a turret Journaled therein, a plurality of tool spin
dies carried by the turret, a tool slide, a plurality of tools
disposed on said slide, a cam or feed shaft having a drum
thernon. a pusher bar conn»-ctfd to th^ tool slide and ar
ranged to be operated by said drum, and guides for the
pusher bar arranged on opposite sides thereof to resist the
thrust of the drum on said pusher bar.

2. In a multiple spindle metal working machine the
combination with a tool slide having a plurality of side
faces to receive tools, a central supporting guide therefor
a pusher bar therefor, a cam shaft and a cam thereon for
reclprotattng said pusher bar. of a guide bar parallel with
the pusher bar. and a slide rigid with the pusher bar and
movable on said guide bar.

3. In a mulUple-splndle metal working machine the
combination with a tool slide, a guldeway therefor passing
therethrough, a cam. and a pusher bar for said tool slide
of a member secured to said pusher bar and having means
for engagement with said cam. a guldeway parallel to
said pusher bar, and a roll on said member movable on
said guldeway.

4. In a multlple-splndle meUl working machine the
combination with a tool slide, a guldeway therefor a* camand a pusher bar for said tool slide, of a block 8ccure<i to
the end of said pusher bar, a roll on said block adapted to
fce engaged by said cam. a guldeway paraUel to the pusher
bar, and a roll on said blo( k movable on said guldeway to
resist the lateral thrust of the cam on said flrst-men-
tioned roll.

5. In a multiple spindle meUl-working machine the
combUiatlon with a tool slide, a central supporting ^ide-
way therefor, a cam. and a pusher bar for said tool slide
of a block secured to the end of said pusher bar. separated
parallel guide bars alongside the pusher bar. means on
•aid block for engaging jjuide bars with a rolling and a
alidlng engagement respectively, and means on said block
for engagement by said cam.

IClaiius 6 to 49 not printed in the Gaiette.]

2. A folding bed. comprising a head stand having side
arms, a bed spring frame provided at the sides with trun-
nions journale,! on the said side arms, a longUudlnally
extending spring catch on the head cross bar of the bed
spring frame and pn.vldwl at its free end with a head a
crosa bar connecting the side arms of the head sUnd with
each other, the head of said catch being adapted to soap
under said cross bar on swinging the be<i frame Into ver-
tical position, a guard plate attached to the spring catch
to prevent accidental shifting of the parts at the .ime
the be»l spring frame is in vertical folded position, and
coactlng locking means on the said crow bar and sprinc
catch.

•

1.224.716. TRACToii. (;r..u u C. tBAVKx. Waurlka Okla
FUed 8*pt. 8, 1915. Serial No. 49,478. (CI. 21—114.)

1,224.715. FOLDING BED. MiCHAiL Cox, New York
\. y. Filed Dec. 10, 1916. SerUl No. 66.0»2. (CL

1. A folding bed. comprising a head sUnd having side
arms, a be<l spring frame provided at the sides a distance

1. In a tractor, a main frame, a front wheel supporting
frame having detachable connection with said main frame
to be adjusted laterally thereof, a traction wheel, powermeans carried by said main frame for driving the traction
whe«.i. and adjusuble means direitly associated with said
supporting frame to maintain the main frame In a substan
tlally horizontal plane.

2. In a tractor, a main frame, a supporting frame hav-ing detachable connection with said main frame to beadjusted laterally thereof, steering wheels mounted a< theend of the supporting frame, a means to adjust one of the
steering wheels vertically with respert to said supporting

I^d'ih'eeJ.'"""
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3. In a tractor, a main frame, a traction wheel, a powermeans mounted on the main frame for driving said trac-tion wheel steering wheel., a ««i« to adjust one of «1^steering wheel, vertically with n»p«ct to the main frame,and a steering mechanism having connection with theteering wheels.

iJ.!^ "k'?.'^**'-
" ""'" '™'"*'- • ""PP«rtln^ fram. hav-ing detachable connection with said main frame to .,«

terminals of the supporting frame, .a steering wheel

mounted on each axle, one of said axles being relatl'^ly

elongated, a pivoted lever having connection with said last

mentioned axle, an operating screw turnable to actuate

said lever and to adjust the steering wheel mounted on

aM elongated axle vertically relatively to said support-

ing frame, a traction wheel, and n power means mounted
on the main frame to drive said traction wheel.

5. Id a tractor, a main frame, a supporting frame, ver-

tical axles mounted at the terminals of the said support-

ing frame, a steering wheel mnunte<l on each axle, one of

said axles being relatively elongated, a lever having piv-

otal connection with said elongated axle, means suppo4-t-

Ing the said lever for pivotal movement above said sup-

porting frame, an operating screw carried by said lever

and engaging the supporting frame to adjust the steering

wheel mounted on said elongated axle vertically relatively

to said supporting frame, arnts mounted on said elongatetl

axle in spaced relation, a rod connecting the mentioned

arms, a bell crank mounted on the other of the said

axles, a rod connecting the l>ell crank and the said con-

necting rod, and a means to actuate the hell crank for

simultaneously bringing the said steering wheels at an
angle to the frame, substantially as described.

1,224,717. SPAItlNi. MACHLNK. Isaac L. Darbt, Greeley,

Colo., and Geobob H. Smith, Columbus, Ohio. Filed

Sept. 16, 1915. Serial No. 51.041. (CI. 97—58.)

J^ t^m^mm-^ .
' 11 -"vL
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1. A spading tiller comprising a vehicle with soli cut

ting means, vegeta'lon flattening means associated with
the soil cutting means, spading means for severing and
lifting the cut soil, dlslntegratlnu means In the path of

the cut coll leaving the spading means, and a leveling

blade for the dlslntegrate<l soil.

2. A spading tiller comprising a vehicle, a laterally

extended series of soil cutting devices carried by the

vehicle with said devices spa<'e<l apart, a laterally extend-

ed series of vegetation flattening devices carried by the

vehicle and alternating with the soil cutting devices, a
laterally extende<l series of spading devices in line with

the flattening means in the direction of travel, disintegrat-

ing means in the path of the cut soil leaving the spading

devices, and leveling means for the dislntegratjd soil.

3. A spading tiller comprising a vehicle with support-

ing wheels, soil cutting means carrie<l by the vehicle,

vegetation flattening means associated with the soil cut-

ting means, spading devices for severing and lifting the

cut soil an<l following the cutting and flattening means*
disintegrating means In the path of the cut soil leaving

the spading means, leveling means for the disintegrated

soil, and p<»wer means on the vehicle connected to the

supporting wheels for drivinK the vehicle and provlde«l

with connections to tbe spading means and disintegrat-

ing means for actuating them.

4. A spading tiller (omprlstng a vehicle with soil cut-

ting devices, vegetation flattenlnK devU-es associated with

the soil cutting devices. reclpro«'atory spading devices for

severing and lifting the cut soil, rotary disintegrating

means In the path of the cut soil leaving the spading

means, and power means on the vehicle for reciprocating

the spadlnu devices and rotating the dlslntetrrating means
5. A spading tiller comprising a vehicle, a laterally

extended series of laterally spaced rotary cutters on the

vehicle, a laterally extended series of vegetation flatten-

ing devices Interxpersed with the cutters, reclprocatory

and oscillatory spading devices for severing and lifting

the cut soil an<l propelling it rearwardly with respect to

the direction of travel of the vehtcle, and a rotary disin-

tegrator in the path of the cut soil leaving the spading

devices.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in, the Gasette.]

1,224.718. MAIZE - HARVESTER ATTACHMENT FOR
WAGONS. Jambs Wittbn Dickey, Olustee. Okla.

Filed Feb. 23, 1916. Serial No. 79,934. (CI. 56—131.)

1. A harvester attachment for wagons Including a pair

of vertically arranged plates, means for"se<urlng the

plates In Kpace<l relation on the body of a wagon adjacent

the forwjyd end thereof, said plates being provided with
a series of spaced openings, a shaft extending through
op<-nings at n common level in the plates, transmission
means for driving the shaft from one of the ground
wheels of the vehicle, said shaft at one end extending
out l>eyond the side of the vehicle body, a reel carried

by the extended end of the shaft, a drum cam <-arrlp<l l>y

the shaft inwardly of the reel, a rod Bupporte<l by the

plates beneath the shaft, a cutting mechanism carried by

said rotl beneath the reel, a bracket carried by one of

the plates, a lever pivotally connected to the bracket and
having connection with the tirum <'nm and the cutting

mechanism whereby the latter may be otHTated, means
for leveling the grain heads and separating the grain stalks

to direct them properly against the cutting mechanism,
and a' chute arranged rearwardly of the cutting mecha-
nism for directing the cut grain into the l>ody of the

vehicle.

2. A harvester attachment for wagons Including a pair

of plates, means for securing tbe plates in spaceil relation

on the body of a wagon, a shaft and a rod support«v| by

the plates and adjustable vertlc-ally, means connecting

the shaft and rod for retaining them at a constant dis-

tance apart Irrespective of their adjustment, transmission

means l>etween the shaft and one of the ground wheels

of the wagon whereby the shaft may be driven, said shaft

at one end extending out beyond the side of the b(Hly of

the vehicle, a reel carried by the extended portion of the

shaft, a cutting mechanism carried by said ro<1 beneath

the reel, transmission means l)etween the shaft and cut-

ting mechanism whereby the latter may be driven, a pair

of spaced arms carried by the rod on opposite sides of the

cutting nie<'hanlsm and extending forwardly thereof, a
roller supported by the arms in advance of the cutting

mechanism, and a chute arranged adjacent to and rear-

wardly of the cutting mechanism and reel for guiding the

cut irraln into the body of the vehicle.

.^. A device of the class described including a pair of

plates, means for securing ttie plates to tbe body of a
vehicle, a shaft adjustably carrie<l by the plates and ex-

tending to one side of the vehicle, a reel carried by said

shaft, transmission means l>etween the shaft and one 0/

the ground wheels of the vehicle whereby the shaft may
be driven, a rod adjustably carried by the plates l>elow
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aid shaft and likewise extendluK to on« Ride of the vehi-
cle, means for retaining the shaft and rod at a oonntant
dUtancH apart Irrespective of their adjustment, a cutting
mechanlsni ou the extension of the rod, mechanism where-
by the latter may be driven, a roller arranged In advance
Of the cutting mechanism, means carried by the rod for
retaining the roller In adjusted position relatively to the
cutting mechanism, and means for guiding the cut grain
Into the t)ody of the vehicle.

4. A device of the class described Including a pair of
plates, means for securing the plates on a vehicle body, a
rwl and a shaft adjustably carried by the plates one above
the other and extending at ome end beyond the side of
the vehicle, means for retaining the rod and the shaft
at a constant distance apart lrresp<'ctlve of their adjust-
ment, a reel and cutter mechanUni carried by the shaft
and rod respectively, means whereby the shaft may be
driven as the vehicle advances, means whereby the cutting
mechanism may be driven from the shaft, a roller, means
for supporting the same In advance of the cutting mech-
anism, an.

I a chute arranged rearwardly of the ctittlng
mechanism and reel and adapted to guide the cut grain
into the body of the vehicle.

5. A device of the class described Including plates,
means for 8«-curlng the plates to the iMxly of a vehicle,
a shaft ami a rod carried by said plates and adjustable
vertl<ally, means for malnfalnlnjt the shaft and rod at
a constant distance apart irrespective of their adjustment,
means for driving the shaft, a reel and cutting mechanism
carried by the shaft and rod. meana for transmitting
motion from the shaft to the mechanism carried by the
Toil, and means for guiding cut grain Into the body of the
rehlde.

3. A ear end Including conjoined upper and lower panels
the upper panel having Its lower margin Hanged outwardly
and downwardly to overlap the lower panel and provide a
longitudinal stiffening memtK-r. and vertical bar members
applied fo the lower panel and connected at their upper
extremities to the said stiffening member.

I. A car end Inrtodlng conjoined upper and lower panela,
the lower margin of the upper panel being flanged out-
wardly to overlap the lower panel, vertical stiffening mem-
bers applied to the lower panel, a transversely extending
bar meml>er applied to the upper portions of said verticalmembers and comhlne<| with the flanKed margin of the up-
per panel to provide a transverse stiffening member.

5. In a car end. the combination of a lower panel a
second panel disposed thereabove and connected thereto
said second panel having Its lower margin overlapping
the lower panel, and a vertl.al reinforcing member ap-
plied to the lower panel and having its upi^-r portion dls-
pose<l iK-tween the lower panel and the lower margin of thesecond panel.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Qaiette.]

1,224.720. EXPANSION DEVICE. Joseph Di Salvo
Jollet, 111. Klled Oct. 2. 1916. Serial No. 128 399*
(CI. 85—2.4.) '

1.224.719. METALLIC END FOR RAILWAY CARS.
William F. Diitbichso.n. St. Louis. Mo., assignor to
American Car and Foundry Company. St. I^uls. Mo.,
a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 26. 191«. Se-
rial No. 93.626. (CI. 105—192.)

1. A car end Including a pair of conjoined panels, one
of which has Its margin shaped with a web and flange
overUppIng the other, a bar member disposed intermediate
the overlapped portions of the panels and extending Ion
gltudinally thereof, and other bar members affixed to one
of the panels and forming struts between the same and
the first mentioned Iwr member for the purpose described.

2. A car end Including two sheet metal panels, the first
of which has a margin shaped with a web and flange to
overlap the second panel and form a stlffedlng member ex-
tending longitudinally of the panels, the second panel hav-
ing bar memlH-rs affixed thereto and extending outwardly
therefrom Into cooperation with the overlapping margin
of the first panel to form struts for the said stiffening
member.

1. As a new article of manufacture, an expansion nut
comprising an integral circular piece of material threaded
on its inner surface and having Its outer surface formed
substantially as a truncated cone, there being a recess In
the outer surface of said nut. the floor of said recess being
substantUlly parallel to the axis of the nut. and an In-
tegral tongue projecting from the outer surface of the nut
commencing at the deep end of said recess, said tongue
having a volume of material substantially equal to the
volume of the reces.s. substantially as and for the purpoie
set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, an expansion nut
comprising a single piece of material having Its outer sur-
face formtd as a truncate,! cone and having Its inner sur-
face threaded, there being a re,ess In the outer surface of
the nut, the floor of said recess being substantially paral-
lel to the axis of the nut.jind an integral tongue project-
ing from the outer surface of the nut at a point adjacent
to the deep end of the recess, substantially as and for
the purpose- set forth.

3. Aa a new article of manufacture, an expansion ntit
comprising a single piece of nuiterlal having Its outer sur-
face of substantially circular cross section, there being
a re<ess In said outer surfa<-e. the floor of said recess lying
substantially parallel to the axis of the nut, and an in
tegral tongue projecting from the outer surface of the
nut at .me end of said re.ess. said tongue having a volume
substantially equal to the volume of the recess, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

1.224.721. GAS-MAIN .MTOI'PER. Jamis S. DoxoHut
VVashlngt.m, D. C. assignor of one-third to Michael v'Moran and one third to John E. Moreland. Washington"
D. C. Filed Sept. 14. 1916. Serial No. 120.187 (CI*
137—76.) ' •

1. In a gas main stopper, expansible and contra.tlble
means to close the main, slldahle means to move saidmeans Into o|>eratlve position, slldable means borne bv
sal.l moving means so as to move therewith and beingmovable independently of «ild moving means to seal themain tap hole, and means to adjustably lo<k the seallni:means t.) said movinx means.

2. In a gas main stopper, expansible and contractlblemeans to dose the n.aln. means to move »ild means Into
operative p..Klfion. and a collapsed flexible ball for seal-ing tb« main tap hole.
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3. In a gas main stopper, expanatble and contractlble
means to close the main, means to move said means Into
operative position, a sleeve slldable on said moving meana.
a collapsed flexible ball for sealing the main tap-hole car-

ried by said sleeve, and nteana to lock the sleeve to said

moving means.

1,224,723. TRAIN-STOPPING APPARATUS, Balti*
Abthir Dubham, Irvlngton. N. J. Filed Jan. 29, 191<k
BerUl No. 76,140. (Cl. 246—&8.)

4. In a gas main stopper, expansible and contractlble
means to close the main, a sleeve formed for manual en-

gagement to actuate said means, a sleeve slldable on and
independently of the first sh-eve and borne thereby so as
to move therewith, means borne by the second sleeve to
seal the main tap hole', and a set screw to lock adjustably
the sleeves together.

5. In a gas main stopper, expansible and contractlble
means to close the main, means to move said means Into
operative position, and means to sea^ the main tap hole.

Including a member having a top formed of two contacting
thicknesses and a skirt depending therefrom and formed
of diverging side parts connected by a ring like l>ottom

part.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oazette.]

1.224.722, PROCESS OF RETTING VEGETABLE
STALKS, William DoruLAS, Detroit, Mich. Filed

June 19. 1910. Serial No. I04.405. {Cl. 92—10.)
1. The process of retting fibrous vegetable matter, con-

sisting In subjei-ting th«' same to the contemporaneous
action of a nou-combluing solvent and water at ordinary
pressure and temiwrature. to effect the dissolution of the

pectose safllclentlv for the removal ,if the starchy element
thereof by the acti.m of spe.lflc gravity.

2, The pro.eas of retting vegetable matter, consisting In

effecting a partial dissolution of the pectose therefrom by
the action of a solvent, and Its <'ontemporaneou8 removal
from further assm-lation therewith by the admixture of an
aqueous element of varlent specific gravity from that por-
tion of the pectose whose removal Is desired.

.T. The process of retting fibrous vegetable matter, con-

sisting in subje<-tlug the same to the action of a solvent
capable of releasing the undeslred portion of the pectose
from Its association with the fibrous portion and to the

action of an aqueous element of varlent specific gravity
(rom said solvent and the pectose released thereby.

4. The process of retting fibrous vegetable matter con-

sisting In subjecting the same to the action of a non-com-
bining solvent, and In effecting the dlsassoclatlon of the
release,] pectose and Its solvent fmm the fibers through
the medium of an aqueous l>ath.

6. The process of retting vegetable matter, consisting
In subjecting the same to the action of a solvent capable
of effecting the partial release of the pectose primarily as-

sociated with the fibrous portlcm. and In removing the re-

leased pectose and Its m>lvent through the medium of an
Immersing element of variant specific gravity.

1. In automatic train stopping apparatus, the combina-
tion with a controlling element of the motor car, of a
fluid motor for actuating said element to cut off position
and adapted to be connected with a source of supply, a
main valve controlling communication between aaid motor
and its source of supply and comprising a head capable of
sliding movement, a normally closed valve operable to
open position in the movement of said head to permit the
passage of the fluid from the source of supply, a piston
operable from the fluid passing through said valve and co-

operating with said valve to admit the fluid to said motor,
said valve being adapted to be connected to the brake pipe,

and means operable from said piston to establish commu-
nication between the brake pipe and the atmosphere.

2. The combination with a fluid motor and a source of
supply therefor, of a main valve controlling communica-
tion between said motor and the source of supply and
comprising a head capable of sliding movement, a nor-
mally close<l valve operable to open position in the move-
ment of said head to (>ermit the passage of fluid from the
source of supply, and a piston operable from the fluid

passing through said valve and cooperating with said
valve to admit the fluid to said motor.

3. The combination with a fluid motor and a source of
supply therefor, of a main valve controlling communica-
tion between ssid motor and source of supply and com-
prising a head capable of sliding movement and having an
inclined portion, a normally closed valve, a lever pivoted
for swinging movement and having one end formed with
a cam edge to operate said valve and the other end dls«
posed within the influen.-e of the inclined portion of said
head, whereby in the movement of said head said valve
will be opened to permit the passage of the fluid from the
source of supply, and a piston operable from the fluid

passing through said valve and cooperating with said valve
to admit the fluid to said motor.

4. In automatic train stopping apparatus, the combina-
tion with the controlling element of a motor car, of a
fluid motor for actuating said element to cut off position
and adapted to be connected to a source of supply, a main
valve controlling communication between said motor and
source of supply and comprising a head capable of slid-

ing movement, elect roresponslve mechanism for moving
said head, a normally closed valve operable to open
position to permit the passage of the fluid from the
source of supply, and a piston operable from the fluid

passing through said valve and cooperating with said
valve to admit the fluid to said motor.

5. In automatic train stopping apparatus, the combina-
tion with the controlling element of a motor car, of a
fluid motor for actuating said element to cut off position

and adapted to be conn»'cte<l to a source of supply, a
main valve controlling communication t>etween sai<l motor
and source of supply and comprising a head capable of
sliding movement, elect roresponslve mechanism for mov-
ing said head, a normally closed valve operable to open
position to permit the passage of the fluid from the source
of supply, a piston operable from the fluid passing through
said valve and oofiperating with said valve to admit the
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fluid to said motor, and a normally closed valve under the
control of aaid piston and controlling the brake system and
operable from the piston in the movement thereof to ren-

der the brake system active.

1,224.724. BRUSH-HANDLE. GaoBca Dtbe, Wallace-
ton. Va. BMled Sept. 4. 1914. Serial No. 800,255. Re-
newed Mar. 7, 1917. Serial No. 153.171. (CI. 15—24.)

<.

\-M

'^

1. A device as specified, including a handle, an object
ongageable end revolubly mounted on the handle, a shaft
slidably associated with the handle and being In en-

gagement with said object engageable member to operate
the latter for disposing the same at various anglt-s, a
member adjustably mounted on said shaft to facilitate

actuating the latter, an elastic element in connection

with the handle and said member for normally holding
said object engageable member In its extreme point of
adjustment In one direction, and means carried by the
handle and being in engagement with said shaft to hold

the latter from di-^iplacement, at times.

2. A device as specified, including a handle, an object
engageable member revolubly mounted in ojie end of said
handle, a shaft slidably mounted on the handle and being
in connection with said object engageable member to

operate the latter for disposing the same at various angles,
a member adjustably and detachably carried by said
shaft to facilitate the aituatlon of the latter, a spring
in connection with said handle and being in eopigement
with said member to normally hold said object «aflacwble
member coincident with the longitudinal axis of the handle,
and means detachably mounted in said handle and being
In engagemt-nt with said shaft to bold the latter from dis-

placement, at times.

1,224.725. MEASURING INSTRUMENT. LoiiB O.
Erickso.n, Denver, Colo. Flle<l Nov. 17, 1915. Serial
No. 61,985. (CI. 33—69.)

on the base having concentric and radial subdivisions, an
upright partly circular scale plate carried by said rotary
member, a swinging Indicator movable in an arc coincident
with the curved edge of said upright scale plate, a sight

member carried by said Indicator, and a pointer carried
by the upright scale plate for cooperation with the scale
plate upon the base.

2. .\ measuring instrument comprising a base, a rotary
member mounted upon the base, a segmental scale plate
on the base having concentric and radial sut>divl8ions, an
upright partly circular scale plate carried by said rotary
member, a swinging indicator in guided connection with
the curved edge of said upright scale plate, gearing for
swinging said indicator, a sight member carried by said
Indicator, and a pointer carried by the upright scale plate
for cooperation with the scale plate upon the base.

1.224.726. PAPER CARTON. LrKi W. F.vbmeb. Somer
vUle. Mass. Filed Mar. 4. 1914. Serial No. 822,259.
(CI. 229—8.)

1. A carton Including a paper body formed near its

apper end portion to provide on the Interior of the body
an annular channel, and a portion above the channel in
parallelism with the axial line of the body, and a disk
of substantially uniform thickness having an annular
edge projection coincident with the lower surface of the
disk to fit the channel and the body, the edge surface of
the disk above said projection being at right angles to

the surface of the disk to fit throughout that portion of

the body above the annular channel.
2. A carton Including a paper body formed on the in-

terior near the upper end thereof with an annular chan-
nel, a disk having an edge portion formed to seat in the
channel, that portion of the disk above the edge portion,
and the corresponding portion of the body above the
channel being arranged for engagement and being dis-
posed In parallelism with the axis of the body, and a
second disk secured to the first mentioned disk and pro-
jecting beyond the edge of the latter to provide a por-
tion to engage the upper edge of the body when the first

mentioned disk is in seating condition therein.

1,224.727. SKITTLE-GAME APPARATUS. I.,fioN Feeon,
Brussels, Belgium. Filed Aug. 1. 1914. Serial No.
854,544. Renewed Sept. 22. 1916. Serial No. 121.695.
(CI. 46—54.)

—7-

1. A measuring instrument comprising a base, a rotary

member mounted upon the base, a segmental scale plate

i
I

1. in a game apparatus, the combination of a frame
provldeii with a track, horizontal guides at the rear of

the frame, .1 frame slidably mounte<I in the horizontal
guides, a plurality of skittles adapted to be snpportetl on
the track, means mounte«l in the slidable frsme for raising

the skittles including a flexible connection, said flexible

connection also serving to draw the slidable frame for-

ward after the skittles are elevated, and means for draw-
ing the slidable frame rearwardly to normal position, the
skittles falling from the sliding frame by gravity when
the flexible connection is released.

2. In a game apparatus, the combination of a frame
provide«l with a track, horizontal guides at the rear of
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the frame, a frame slidably niouDte<l In the horizontal

guides, a plurality of skittles adapted to be supporteil on

the track, a vertically niovablf support niount«Hl in the

Kllding frame, flexible connections between the skittles

and the vertiially movnble support, a guide on the slid-

able frame, a flexible conncition attached to the vertically

movable support and passing over the guide to raise the

latter and the skittles and to draw the sliding frame for-

wanlly, and means for drawing the slidable frame rear-

wanlly, the skittles and the vertically movable support

falling by >:ravity when the flexible conne<-tion is released.

.^. In a game apparatus, the coniblnatton of a frame

having a track, horizontal guldeK near one end of the

frame, a sliding frame mounted in the guides, said slitllng

frame having n plurality of oai-nings, a vertically movable

hupport mounte<l in the slidlnV frame, n plurality of skit-

tles normally supported on ttaf track, flexible connections

between the skittles and the Vertically movable support,

means for guiding the vertically movable support in the

frame, means for elevating the vertically movable support

and drawing the skittles Into the openings and subse

quently moving the sliding frame forward, to position the

skittles, the latter falling from the openings by gravltj

and simultaneously lowering the vertically movable sup

port, and means for returning the sliding frame to normal

poaition.

4. In a game nppaxatus, the combination of a frame

provlde«l with a track, horizontal guides at the rear of

the frame, a frame slidably niounte*! In the horizontal

guides, a plurality of skittles adapted to be Bupporte<l on

the track, a vertically movable support mounte<l in the

sliding frame, flexible connections between the skittles and

the vertically movable support, a guide on the slidable

frame, a flexible connection attached to the vertically mov-

able support and passing over the guide to raise the latter

and the skltties and to draw the sliding frame forwardly,

a second guide, .t rope attache<l to the rear of the slitlable

frame, and pa^slng over the sei-ond mentioned g^ide. and a

weight at the end of the rope to return tHe sliding frame

to normal position, the skittles and the vertical support

falling by gravity when the flexible connection is release<1.

1,224,728. ROAD-DRAG. Ubnjamin Franklin Fi.nduet,

Denver, Mo. Piled Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No. 138,0.39.

(CI. 37—49.)

1. in a drag, a supporting element, a blade connected to

the supporting element for universal angular movement
and provide*! near its <-enter with an upstanding lever,

a cross lever mounted on said supporting element, a con-

nection between one end of the cross lever and the lever

of the blade, and rt connecting means, including a cush-

ioning spring between the other end of the cross lever and

the siipporting lever.

2. In a drag, a supporting element, a blade connected

to the supporting element for vertical angular movement
nn<l provided with a lever, a cross lever mounte<l on said

supporting' element, connecting means lK?tween one end of

the cross lever and the lever of the blade, an angular
lever mounte<i on said supp<»rting element, a link con-

nec'tlng one arm of the angle lever to the cross li'ver and
a cnshioning spring attached to the other arm of the

anzle lever and also attached to the supporting element.

1.224.729. ROTARY CONVERTER. Lionel Fi.eisch-

JUANN, Berlin, Germany, assignor to General Electric

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed May 12,

1914. Serial No. 838,161. (CI. 171—123.)

L>_U Tiupnn-

^^^^^

1. The method of starting a rotary converter having an
Induction motor with a phase wound sec<mdary mechanl-

<-a)ly connected thereto, which consists In connecting said

motor to the alternating current mains as an induction

motor and connecting saiil converter to the mains so as

to apply only a portion of the normal voltage of the mains
thereto, and then connecting the converter to the second-

ary of the Induction motor to supply alternating current

of slip fretinency thereto.

2. The methotl of starting a rotary converter having an
induction motor with a phase wound secondary mechani-
cally connected thereto, which consists in connecting said

motor to the alternating current mains as an induction

motor and connecting said converter to the mains so as to

apply only a portion of the normal voltage of the mains
thereto, then connecting the converter to the secondary
of the Induction motor to supply alternating current of

slip fr<-quency thereto, and then connecting said converter

to said mains so as to supply the full voltage of the mains
thereto.

•S. The method of starting a rotary converter having an
induction motor with a phase wound secondary mechani-

cally connectetl thereto, which consists in connecting said

motor to the alternating current mains ns an induction

motor and connecting said converter to the mains so as

to apply only a portion of the normal voltage of the mains
thereto, then <"onnectlng the converter to the secondary

of the Induction motor to supply alternating current of

slip frequency thereto, and then conn«'ctlug said crmverter

to said mains so as to supply the full voltage of the mains

thereto and disconnecting said motor from the mains and
from the converter.

1.224,730. JOURNAL BOX. Van Blhe.n F08TEB, Boyl'es.

Ala. Filed Jan. 30, 1917. Serial No. 145,486, (CI,

64—39.)

1. A Journal box having one end open and the other

end formed with an opening through which the Journal
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may pnss Into th^ box, rollers within the box around
the Journal therein, a wedge mounted In the upper
end of the box and having the lower gide concave<l
In crofw Hertlon to conform to the curvatur** of the
circle described by Hald rollers, a lip on the forwanl
end of wild w»il>fe. the nlde of said box being formed with
alining openings contiguous to said lip, and a key passing
through Hal<l openlngx ami engaging said lip to support
the forwanl end portion of said wedge.

2. A Journal box having one end open and the other
end forme<l with an opening through which the Journal
may pass into the box, rollers within the box around the
Journal therein, a wedge mounted in the upper end of
the box and having the lower side concaved In cross sec-
tion to conform to the curvature of the circle described
by said rollers, a lip on the forward end of said wedge,
the side of said box being forme<l with alining openings
contiguous to said lip, a headeil key imssing through said
openings and engaging said lip to support the forwanl
end portion of said wwlge, means for holding said key
in operative position, and a cover closing the forward end
of said box.

3. A Journal box having one end open and the other
end forme<l with an opening through which the Journal
may pass Into the box. rollers within the box around the
Journal therein, a wedge mounted in the upper end of the
box and having the lower side concaved In cross section
to conform to the curvature of the circle described by
said rollers, a lip on the forward end of said wedge, the
side of said box being formp<l with alining openings con-
tiguous to said lip, a headed key passing through said
openings and engaging said lip to support the forward
end portion of said weilge, said key having a slot ad-
jacent its fr»"e end, a pin passed through said slot for
holding the key In operative position, and a cover closing
the forward end of said box.

tlons. a flxeii Jaw provided on one end of said sections,
the opposite end of said sections being bent at a point
diametrically opposite the point of formation of the fixed
Jaw to provide an Integral U-shapeil frame, a movable
Jaw .slldably associate*! with the limbs of said frame and
a spring connected with the movable Jaw for drawing the
same in a direction toward the fixed Jaw.

1.224.731. COMBINED VEGETABLE COOKER AND
DRAINER. Minnie Foi r.mbr, Minong, Wis. Filed
Aug. 14, 1916. Serial No. 114,898. (CI. 53—1.)

»./#

An apparatus for reducing a solid food pro<Iuct to a
pulp and comprising the combination with a cooking ves-

sel of a perforated outer receptacle arranged within the
vessel and adapted to contain the prwluct to In* cookeil.
an outstanding flange on the receptacle of a diameter less
than that of the vessel, a ring engaged upwn the rim of
the vessel and removably .supporting the outer receptacle
with Its flange resting thereon, an upstanding apertured
ear fixed to the ring, an inner receptacle smaller than and
removably engaged In the outer receptacle, a lug formwl
on one side of the inner receptacle extending through the
ear and loosely engaging the same, and a handle carried
by the opposite sl<le of the inner receptacle by which
the latter may be rocked into and out of the outer recep-
tacle with said lug and ear as a fulcrum, whereby to force
the cooked product through the perforations of the outer
receptacle In the form of a pulp.

1,224,732. STRAINER-HOLDER. Ralph Fuixenwiobr,
Idaho Falls, Idaho. Flle<l July 10. 1916. Serial No.
108.495. (CI. 248—30.)

1. A support for milk strainer:* comprising a substan-
tially circular body portion formed from a pair of b*c-

2. A support for milk strainers comprising a circular
body portion, a fixed Jaw formed Integral with and to one
side of said body portion, a U shaped frame formed in-

tegral with the body portion at a point diametrically op-
posite the point of formation of the fixed Jaw and the ter-

minals of the frames being provlde<l with guide loops,

a movable Jaw having L-shaped arms provided with
loops on the free extremities thereof, the loops of the
U-8hape«I frame and the loops of the L-shaped arms
forming a slldahle connection of the movable J^w with the
frame of the circular body portion, and a spring conni»<te«l

with the body portion and with the movable Jaw for draw-
ing the latter In a direction toward the flx»Hl Jaw.

3. A support for milk strainers comprising a circular
body portion, a fixed Jaw formed integral with and to
one side of said body portion, a U shaped frame formed
integral with the bo^ly portion at a point diametrically
opposite the point of formation of the fixe<l Jaw and the
terminals of the frames t>eing pro^-ldeil with guide loops,
a movable Jaw having L shape<l arms provided with loops
on the free extremities thereof, the loops of the U shape<l
frame and the loops of the L-shaped armti forming a
•Ildable connection of the movable Jaw with the frame
of the circular bwly portion, an apertureil lug »e<ured
between the limbs of said frame, a secon<l aporturfd lug
secure<l between the L-8har)e<l arms of the movable Jaw
and alining longitudinally with the first mentioned lug.
and a coiled spring connected In the aperture of each of
said lugs for forcing the movable Jaw In « direction
toward the fixed Jaw.

1.224,733. SAFETY-PIN. Jamm J. Firix)no. Tacoma.
Wash. Filed Jan. 12. 1917. SerUl No. 142.072. (CI.
24— 150.)

The herein described safety pin comprising a lower
arm and an upper arm connected by a bend : and a guard
Including a head bent into V shape*! section with Its angle
secured to the end of the lower arm of the pin. its sides
having Incisions producing tongues and the tips of the
latter borne inward Into contact with each other, and
Its sides diverging upward Into wings above said tips,

and a body Integral with the outer end of the head and
bent up over the sam)>. Itt; upper portion being bent Into
Inverted V-»hape«l cross section and its comers passed
down between the wings of the head, the whole for use
substantially as described.
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1.224,734. WATER-CLOSET. John H. Uallaghbb,
Macomb. lU. Filed July 24. 1916. Serial No. 111.041.
(Cl. 4—6.)

A device of this class, including an Integral bowl and
flush tank, the flush tank having an outlet adjacent the
rim of the bowl and also Intermediate of the ends of the

bowl at the rear thereof, a supply pipe entering said

flush tank terminating at a point adjacent the bottom
thereof, a float valve in said pipe, a supply valve also in

said pipe, a dispensing pipe In communication with the

lower outlet and having a valve at the inner end thereof,

a second plp<' In communication with said pipe and the

rim flush of the bowl, an oscillatory member mounted In

the upper portion of the tank an<l operably connected to

the supply valve and the ilispenslng \Tilve. one of said

valves being closed when the other is opened, said cscll-

latory member Itelng provided with a plurality of teeth,

and a spring projecteil Ud actuate*! ro*1 mounted In the
tank and operably connected to said gear.

1,224,786. TAMPON-APPLICATOR. CLOVis Oamachb.
Jr., Nashua, N. H., and Waltxr S. McNbar, Boston,
Mass., assignors to Nur-Pon Company, Boston, Mass.,

a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Oct. 21, 1916.

Serial No. 126,924. (Cl. 128—28.)

1. An applicator for medicated tampons, provided with
cords or tapes consisting of a slotted guitle member adapt-

ed to reloasingly house the tampon therein: and a slotted

coa<'tlng tampon-holder adapted to dlsengaglngly engage
the tampon therewith by the Insertion of the <ord or

tape within the slot provl<led th«'reln for the purpose.

2. An applicator for medicated tampons provided with
cortls or tapes, consisting of a'slotted movable sleeve mem-
ber provided with a holding and operating shank ; and a
tampon-holding meml>er provided with a slotted section
for receiving and hoasing the tampon cord or tape, and
adapted to support said movable sleeve member there-

upon and to form a housing therewith for the tampon held

thereby.

3. An applicator for medicated tampons provided with
cords or tapes, consisting of a slotted tubular sleeve mem-
ber provided with a shank member : and a tampon-holding
member provided with a bearing end for said sleeve mem-
ber and a longltu<linal slot adapted to coincide with the
alot of said tubular sleeve member for receiving the
cord or tape of >he tampon.

4. An applicator for medicated tampons, having project-

ing cords or tapes attached thereto consisting of an
outer and slotted tubular meml>er having an extension
shank provided with a retaining finger section ; and a
tamp*>u holder adapted to slldably support said outer and
slotted tubular member and provided with a grooved recess

longitudinally positioned therein and coinciding with th(

slot of said outer and slotted tubular member for receW
ing the tampon cord and freely bousing the same therein,

and retaining means for the fingers of the hand holding
the same.

5. An applicator for medicated tampons, having project-

ing cords or tapes attached thereto for handling purposes,
consisting of an outer split sleeve member provided with
a shank-piece having a hand engaging recess thereon ; and
a co-acting tampon-holder adapted to slldably support
said outer split sleeve member thereon on the tampon
end thereof, and provided with a tampon cord or tape
recess adjacent to the split of said outer meml>er and ex-

tending clear across the same longitudinally, and tem-
porary locking means at the free end of said tampon-
holder for temporarily engaging with and locking the
cord or tape of the tampon with said tampon-holder in

working position therewith.

1,224,736. MINE-CAR WHEEL AND ATTACHING
MEANS THEREFOR. FHBDBRirK H. G1BB8, Brooklyn,
N. Y., assignor to American Car and Foundry Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of .New Jersey. Filed
Oct. 80, 1916. Serial No. 128,487. (CL 105—67.)

1. In combination, a wheel provided with a cast metal
hub having an axle opening and an integral roller sup-

porting flange at its inner end. a hub cap adapted to tele-

scope with the outer end of said hub, a roller supporting
flange within said hub cap and means adapted to co-

operate with an axle within Bai<i hub cap to retain the
wheel on an nxle.

2. In combination, a wheel provided with a cast metal
hub having an axle opening and an integral roller support-
ing flange at its inner end, a hub cap adapted to tele-

scope with the outer end of said hul>. a roller supporting
flange integral with said hub cap. rollers supported by said

flanges when the wheel is removed from an axle and re-

movable means adapted to lock said bub cap in operative
position.

3. In combination, an axle, a roller bearing wheel com-
prising but two parts each adapted to support one end
of a set of bearing rollers and removable means wholly ex-

ternal to one of said parts adapte<l to lock said parts In
opera tl;5^ position.

4. In combination, an axle, a roller bearing wheel com-
prising but two telescoping parts each adapted to support
one end of a set of bearing rollers and removable means
wholly external to one of said parts adapted to lock all of

said parts In operative position.

5. In combination, an axle, n roller Ix-arlng wheel com
prising but two cast metal parts each adapted to support
l»earlng rollers and tangentlally disi>oHed removable means
adapted to lock all of said parts in operative position.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Ciaaetta.]
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1,224.737. PROCESS OF PRODUCING LAUNDRY BLUE.
Oeouue F. Oili.patrkk. Kansas City. Mo., ansignur to

l>^viH' k RaynoIdH Company. Kansas City. Mo., a Cor-
poration of MlHNourl. Filed Sept. 16, 1916. Serial No.
120.230. (CI. 8—6.)

The process of producing laundry blue, ronsiatlng of
eonflning dry nltra-marlne in a sack composed of double-
faced cotton cloth, confining the said sack and Its con-
tents within a second sack of the same material and sub-

merging said iloubl*- container with Its contents In a
l>ody of water, whereby pigments may percolate through
the double container Into the water In proper quantity to

produce a liquid blue.

1.224.738. FOLDING BED. William Goodcbll. Balboa.
Cal. Filed Aug. 1. 1914. Serial No. 854.456. (CI.

6—64.)

N
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1. In a folding bed having Its center of gravity located

approximately centrally of the enda of the bed. a casing
therefor, hangers plvi)te<l to the casing at points over
and above the bed, said hangers being pivoted to the sides
of the bed at opposite points substantially midway of Its

upper and lower shies bftwe»"n the Inner end of the be<l

and the transverse center line thereof nearer to the center
line than the Inner end, thrust arms pivoted to the casing
rearwardly of the bed below the center of gravity of the
bed and extending downwardly and outwardly from the
support, said arms l>elng pivoted at opposite points on the
sides of the be<l lietween the pivot points of the hangers
with the t)*-*! and the Inner end of the bed below said
hanger pivot points and nearer to the Inqer end of the
bed than to said hanger pivot points, said arms adapted
to swlnK outwardly and upwardly relative to the casing
when the bed Is opened and being downwardly and out-
wardly Incllneil with their Inner ends located at>ove their
outer ends when the bed Is In open position for use.

2. In combination a bed having Its center of gravity
locatpd approximately centrally of the ends of the bed. a
housing for the be<1, hangers pivoted to the bed and to the
housing, the relative arrangement of said pivots causing
the bangers to move from the substantially vertical posi-
tion when the ImhI Is vertical to a forwardly and out-
wardly Inclined position when the be<l Is moved from the
vertical to the horizontal position and thrust arms plvotwl
to the bed and to the housing, th*- relative arrangement
of the pivots of the thrust arms causing the thrust arms
to move from nearer the vertical to nearer the horizontal
when the bed Is moved from the vertical to the horizontal
and the relative arrangement of the pivots connecting the
l-angers and thrust arms to the bed causing the thrust
aruis to move forwardly and upwardly toward the hangers
when the bed Is moved from vertical to horizontal posi-
tion, said thrust arms having their Inner ends locate<l
above their outer ends when the bed Is In position for use.

3. in 1 folding bed, the combination with a bed casing
and a bed free from head and counterweights, adapted
to He upright witbin the casing when In out-of-the-way
position and In horizontal position completely out of the
cnslnc when In operative position, of hangprs pivoted to
the casing above the bed and pivoted to opposite sides of
the bed at points approximately midway of the inner aide

of the l>ed and transverse me^llan line thereof midway of
the upper and lower sides of the l>ed. and thrust arms
pivoted to the casing at points below the center of gravity
of the bed and rearwardly of the pivot points of the
hangers with the casing, said arms being plvote«l to oppo-
site sides of the bed below and rearwardly of the pivota
for the hangers with the t»e<l at points substantially mid-
way of the inner side of the bed and the hanger bed pivot
points, said arms hping Inclined downwardly and out-

wardly when the 1>«><1 Is In out of-the-way and operative
posltlona and extending out of the casing when the bed
is in operative position.

4. In a folding bed. the combination with a bed casing
and a l)e<l free from head and counterweights, adaptt-d
to lie upright in the casing when in out-of-tbe-way posi-
tion and to lie completely out of the casing when In op«-r-

atlvc position, of hangers pivoted to the casing above the
be<l and to opposite sides of the l>e<l approximately
midway of the upper an<l lower sides of the bed be-
tween the inner side of the bed and the transverse
median line thereof, and thrust arms pivoted to the
rasing at points l>elow the center of gravity of the bed and
rearwardly of the pivot points of the hangers with the
casing, said arms being pivote<l to opposite sides of the
be<l tM>low and rearwardly of the pivots for the hangers
with the be<l. the lengths of sabi arms and the positions
of the pivots thereof relative to the rasing and bed being
such that the center of gravity of the t)ed moves in a sub-
stantially horizontal line which has Int»>rnie4llately a
downwardly extending curvr traverse<l by \\\>- . t.ntt»r of
gravity when the l>e<l Is in approximately 4o iv..sltli.n.

5. In a folding bed. the combination with a i»'<l > using
and a b^ free from head and counter weights adapted to
lie within the casing when In out-of-(he way position
and to lie horizontally completely out of the casing when
In operative position, of hangers pivoted to the casing and
l>ed, thrust arms pivoted to the casing and bed and said
hangers and thrust arms having lengths and the posi-
tions of their pivots such that the center of gravity of
the bed moves substantially In a horizontal line which i«

lnterme<llately downwardly curved, the lowest point of
said downwardly curved line being travenwi^ by the center
of gravity when the bed Is approximately In a 45° position
and said thrust arms being substantially at right angles
to the bed when the latter Is In 45° posltlnn. whereby the
effect of the positions of the thrust arms relative to the
l>ed and casing, together with the position of the center
of gravity, will cause the be<l to balance in an approxi-
mately 45° position.

1,224,739. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. Hatnu H. Gob-
DO.\. Washington. D. C. Filed Dec. 4. 1916. Serial No.
134.917. (CI. 123—148.)

1. A source of energy, and a primary circuit therefor,
a plurality of 8e«ondary colls, and means for successively
placing said primary circuit in energizing relationship
with said secondary colls.

16. In a device for the generation of electricity, the
combination with a plurality of se|)arate magnetic paths,
of means tending to simultaneously Induce therein a mag-
netic flux change, and electrical means for normally re-

straining said change in certain of the magnetic paths.
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16. In a device for the geherntlon of electricity, the

combination with a plurality of separate magnetic paths,

of means tending to simultaneously induce a magnetic

flux change In all of said paths and electrical means com-

prising choke windings for normally restraining said

change in certain of the magnetic paths.

19. An electrical transformer comprising two end pieces,

a plurality of cores conne<tlng said end pieces, a magnetc
flux prrMlucIng winding mounted on one of said cores, a

magnetic tlux producing and controlling winding, and a
curr«'nt generating winding mounted on the remainder of

aid cores, and means for opening and closing said mag-
netic flux pr(Mluclng and contrcdllng windings successively

thereby causing a flux change to take place successively

in each of the generating windings, and thereby produc-

ing succesislve current Impulses in the generating windings.

20. In an ignition system, an electrical transformer

comprising a single exciting winding, a plurality of closed

magnetic circuits associated therewith, a choke winding
surrounding each closed magnetic circuit said choke colls

being connected to a timer adapter] to open circuit the

choke windings successively, a second choke winding sur-

rounding each closed magnetic circuit each of these latter

windings being connected In series with each other .ind

with an electrontagnetlc device adapted to open said sec-

ond choke winding circuit when the current flow In the

exciting winding reaches a maximum value.

(Claims 2 to 14. 17. and 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224.740. ROTARY TOOTH BRUSH. Joh.n C. Orikn.
Burwell. Nebr. Filed Oct. 1. 1914. Serial No. 864.504.

(CL 15—37.)

1. A rotary tooth brush of the class described com-
prising a grip portion, said grip portion being substan-

tially triangular In shape, a rotary brush supporting shaft

passing through said grip portion, a wing pivotally se-

cured to said grip portion, and means carried by said grip

portion and co<>peratlng with means upon said rotary

brush supporting shaft for rotating said brush supporting

shaft as said wing Is swung upon said grip portion, said

grip portion being broader toward Its rear end than to-

ward the forward end thereof for resisting the slipping of

said grip portion from the hand of an operator while the

aame Is In use.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a rotary tooth
brush comprising a body, said body terminating in a grip

portion, said grip portion In-lng gradually enlarged to-

war<l the rear end thereof, a wing pivotally secured to said

body, a rotary brush supporting shaft, and means carried

by said wing and co<>peratlng with means upon said rotary

brush supporting shaft for facilitating the rotation of said

rotary brush supporting shaft as said wing Is swung upon
said grip portion, said grip 'portion constituting means
for resisting the slipping of the same from the band of

the operator while in operation.

3. A rotary tooth brush comprising a body, a flat grip

portion carried by one end of said body and provided with
a substantially V-shaped pocket formed therein, said grip

portion being widened toward the rear end thereof for

producing a substantially triangular shape grip portion, a

wing pivotally secured to said bo«ly. and means carried

by said wing and coiipcratlng with moans u|H>n said rotary

brush supi>ortlng shaft for working In said substantially

V shsped pocket for rotating said rotary brush supporting

(haft as aald wing Is swu,ng upon said grip body.

1.224.741. INDICATOR FOR FLUID - CONTAINERS.
Gbobrb Patrick IIbwis. Reglna. Saskatchewan. Can-
ada. Filed July 21. 1916. Serial No. 110,612. (CI.

200—34.)

The combination with a container, of a stationary tubu-

lar guide therein having a spiral guldeway, a rotary shaft

extending longitudinally of said tubular guide and pro-

jecting outside of the container, a buoyant runner movable
longitudinally within said tubular guide and having means
in engagement with said spiral guldeway whereby a par-

tial rotary movement Is Imparted, the latter being slldable

on said shaft and so related thereto as to impart a cor-

responding partial rotary movement to said shaft, an arm
located exteriorly of said container and having a fixed re-

lation to the projecting part of said shaft, and electric

circuit controlling means embodying a stationary member
having an arcuate series of contacts, and another contact

on said arm adapted to 8we«'p over said arcuate series ot

contacts.

1,224,742. EDUCATIONAL DEVICE FOR TEACHING
READING. ViBQiL M0BE8 Hillyek, Baltimore, Md.
Filed Dec. 28, 1916. Serial No. 139,255. (CI. 36—9.)

1. An iHlucatlonal device of the character described,

comprising a card or holder having an intermediate pair

of silts forming a sight opening, and having pairs of guide

silts upon opposite sides of the sight opening, and the

slits of each pair of which are offset laterally, character

tapes threaded through the said guide silts with their ob-

verse faces appearing in the sight opening, and extending
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parallel with one another with their adjacent edgea In
close proximity l^twwn the guide allt» and within the
alght opening, mid guide silts of each pair being offset
from one another In the direction of the length and move-
ment of the tapes, whereby to Independently guide each
tape and prevent the tapes from slipping over or beneath
one another In use.

2. An educational device of the character described, coin-
pricing a card having guide slits, and < haracter tapes ex-
tending through the guide slitn and partially exposed at
the center of the card, the silts of each tape being Inde-
pendent of the slits of the other tape and offset longi-
tudinally therefrom for the purpose described.

.'{. An educational device of the character de»orll>ed,
comprising a card having guide silts, character tapes ex-
tending through said guide slits, said guide slits being
Independent of one another for each tape and offset from
one another laterally «nd longitudinally of the tapes, and
said card having Intermediate silts tkrough which the
tapes pass, forming a continuously framed sight opening
common to the tapes.

1,224.743. REINFORCED CAR WALL CONSTRUCTION.
OscAB IIocHBBBG, St. Louls, Mo.. Bsalgnor to American
Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Filed July 3, 1916. Serial No.
107,368. (CI. IOC—1»2.)

jir

1. A wall structure for railway car* comprising con-
joined sheet metal sections and an interposed reinforcing
member overlapping and secured to both of said sections
and having corrugatlona extending longitudinally of the
ectlons and protruding in opposite directions.

2. A wall construction for railway cars comprising
Juxtaposed sheet metal sections and an Interposed rein-
forcing member overlapping and secured to both of said
lections and formed with corrugations extending longitu-
dinally of the sections and protruding In opposite direc-
tions ; said sections and said reinforcing member being
secured at their extremities to car framing members.

3. In a wall construction for railway cars, a pair of
Juxtaposed sheet metal sections secured at thtlr extremi-
ties to car framing members, and a reinforcing member
Interposed between the said sections and secured thereto

;

said reinforcing member being formed with corrugations
extending longitudinally, one of which corrugations pro-
trudes to the Inside and the other to the outside of the car
wall.

4. In a wall construction for railway cars, a reinforcing
member secured at its extremities to car framing members
and formed with collaterally disposed longitudinal corru-
gations protruding in opposite directions, and sheet metal
sections secured at their margins to car framing members
and to said reinforcing member.

6. In a wall construction for railway cars, a reinforcing
member secured at Its extremities to car framing members
and formed with collaterally disposed corrugations, one
of which protrudes to the Interior of the car to form a

compression meml>er with respect to load thrusts, and
the other of which extends exteriorly of the car to provide
a tens*on member, and adjacently dlHpo»e<i wall sheets
secured to said reinforcing memlter In positions to orsr-
lap the reentrant sides of the said corrugations.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasette.)

1,224,744. SNAI'-HOOK. Li.nosbv E. Holcom, Twisp.
Wash. Filed May 1. 1914. Serial No. 835.659. (CI.
24—238.)

1. A snap hook comprising a body bifurcated at one
end, and spaced parallel books carried by tho arms of the
bifurcation and each having Its throat opening laterally
and opposite to the shank of the other : combined with In-

dependent means out of line with the space between said
hooks for normally closing their throats, and separate
handles on such means exposed on relatively opposite
edges of said arms.

2. A snap hook comprising a bifurcated body, the arms
of the bifurcation having transversely alined abrupt faces
and being provlde<l with longitudinal chambers opening
through said faces snd with slots opening from the cham
l)ers through relatively opposite edges of the two arms,
bolts In said chambers, springs therein Independently pro-
jecting the bolts, handles on the latter extending through
the respective slots ; and twin hooks whose shanks are
Integral with the respective arms and deflected from their
unslotted edges, whose bends are parallel, and whose bills
have their tips directed towsrd and spared from ssid faces
and each alined with its resi>ectlve bolt.

1.224.746. RAILWAY-OATE. ABTHCB C. HuMPHBITa,
Toronto. Ontario, Canada. Filed June 13. 1916. Se-
rial No. 108.562. (Cl. 269—5.)

.-C^
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The combination of a horizontally pivoted railway gate,
a rod adapted to be mounted longltudlnally.of and between
railway tracks, cranks connected to the rod ami adapted to
be operated by a train to shift the rod longitudinally, a
bell-crank lever arranged lnterme<llate said ro<l and gate,
locking mean^ for the rod at Its limit of movement to hold
the gate In lowered position, a trip member operated by
the train to raise the rod to release the locking means,
and a weight to raise the gate, upon release of said locking
means.
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1.224,746. QEARLE8S DIFFERENTIAL DEVICE.
TIM UvBEU, liayles, Cal., assignor of one-fourth to John
F. Finnegan and one-fourth to Sherman Brunner. La
Moln^ CaL Filed Dec 22, 1915. SerUl No. 68,175.

<C1. 74—7.)

H D

u
1. A differential mechanism comprising a divided cas-

ing, a pair of alined axles Journaled in the casing, an en-

larged head formed on the inner end of each shaft having

opposing faces which are provided with eccentrically ar-

ranged recesses, a shaft extending between said opposing

fac^s at right anglfs to tbe axles and also Journaled in the

casing, ball-shaped projections on said shaft engaging in

the eccentrically arrange<l recesses formed In the axle

heads, means for revolving the rasing, and meitns for tak-

ing up end thrust of the axles against the ball-shaped pro-

jections with connected shaft.

2. A differential mechanism comprising a divided cas-

ing, a pair of alined axles Journaled In the casing, an en-

larged head formed on the Inner end of each shaft having

opposing faces which are provided with eccentrically ar-

ranged recesses, a bearing ring secured between the casing

sections and between the opposing faces of the axle heads

to form a thrust bearing, a shaft extending between said

opposing faces at right angles to the axles and Journaled

in the bearing ring, ball-shaped projections on said shaft

engaging in the eccentrically arranged recesses formed in

the axle heads, and means for revolving the casing and
bearing ring.

J. Tbe combination with the headed ends of the axles,

the right angularly disposed shaft provided with the ball-

shaped projections which project into the eccentrically

disjHMed recesses in the axle heads, and the casing sec-

tions inclosing same, of a bearing ring secured between the

casing sections adapted to carry the right angularly dis-

posed (haft and servs as a thrust bearing for the axle

beads.

4. A differential mechanism comprising a divided cas

ing. a pair of alined axles Journaled In the casing, an en-

larged head fortned on tlie inner end of each shaft having

opposed faces which sre provided with eccentrically ar-

rangad recesses, a shaft extending l>etween said opposing

faces at right angles to the axles and also Jouri\aled In

the casing, projections on said Shaft engaging in the ec-

centrically arranged recesses formed In the axle heads,

means for revolving the casing, and means for taking up

end thrust of tlie axles against the projections with con-

net-ted shafts.

1.224,747. CUSHION - WHEEL. William A. Inoallb,

Arkansas City, Kans. Filed Apr. 4, 1912. Serial No.
688,866. (Cl. 162—28.)

1. The combination with a wheel and its felly, of an
outer rim, the spokes of said wheel being cylindrical, a

series of coll springs Interposed between the felly of said

wheel and said outer rim, a plurality of U-shaped yokes
secured to said outer rim encompassing said felly, an an-

nular shield having access openings to receive said spokes

secured to said outer rim, a ferrule secured to the end
of each spoke tiaving a sleeve, a collar held upon each
ferrule and outward of its sleeve, a slide plate connected

to each collar, said slide plates closing said access open-

ings, and flanges secured to aaid shield to slidably bold

said plates.

2. Tbe combination with a wheel, of an oater 8|tac«d

rim, said wheel having cylindrical spuke«<, a lieriets of

springs Interposed between tbe UUy ot said wbeel *sd
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aaid outer rim, a plurality of U-shaped yokes secured to

said outer riiu and encompassing said felly, annular

shields having ac<-e«>s openings to receive said spokes,

means to clamp said t<hleld8 to said yokes, snd slide plates

upon said shields covering said access openings, each slide

plate having a collar engaging a spoke.

3. A sprinj; wheel comprising an ouier rim, a series of

cylindrical spokes, a felly spaced from the outer rim, a

plurality of i-prlngs Interposed between tbe felly and said

rim, a plurality of U-shaped yokes secure^l to said outer

rim and extending about said felly, annular shields having

access openings to receive said !>pukes, means 10 clamp
said shields to said yokes and slide plates upon said

shields covering said access openings, each slide plate

having a collar engaging one of the spokes.

4. A wheel of tbe type described, inclu<llng a felly and
an outer rim, of an inner band secured upon tbe outer

periphery of tbe felly, an outer band secured upon tbe

inner periphery of the rim. and a plurality of springs

in series of three, tbe central spring of each series l>etng

railial and tbe lateral springs thereof converging toward

tbe inner end of the central spring, said inner and outer

bands having right-handed and left-banded screw-threaded

KLuds, said springs having apertured butts, the apertures

of said butts being arranged for engagement with said

studa.

5. A wbieel of tbe type described having spokes and a

connected felly, of an outer rim resillently connected to

Ksid felly, an outer casing having annular flanges cover-

ing said rim, an incasing sectional shield covering tbe

resilient connection between said rim and felly the sec-

tions of said shield having their outer edges received

under said flanges, the Inner edges of said shield sections

being rabbeted together and provided with spoke receiv-

ing openings, a spoke receiving ferrule secure<i to each

spoke, and a sliding plate having a collar surrounding

each ferrule said plates sliding over said spoke receiving

openings.

IClaims 6 and 7 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.224,748. DEVICE FOR THE STUDY OF COMMON
FRACTIONS. KDwiK C. Jacobs, Norwalk. Ohio. Filed

Dec. 12, 1913. Serial No. 806.209. Itenewed Nov. 22,

1916. Serial No. 132,913. (Cl. 35—2.)
1. In a device to assist in the study of fractions, a

foundation disk having a central upwardly extending
point, a disk ceut rally mounted and rotatable upon said

point, said disJt graduateo in degrees of a great circle

apos its edge, said disk having represented thereon radial

Unas, iii<iu<llng fractional parts of tbe circle between
tbeiu and arcs included 1/etwnen said radial lines, tbe

I
fractional amount l>eiug represented upon each arc in

I
common Xractions, and a ruler revoluble upon aaid centar
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ptn and having a radial Bld«» extending beyond the gradu-
ated edge, whereby the sum of any plural number of the
fractions represented by said arcs and differences between
them can be read In degrees of the great circle, and also
In divisions of said arcs.

2. In a device to assist In the study of fractions, in

combination, a disk having Its outer edge graduated in

degrees of a great circle, and provided with a series of
arcs, representing divisional parts of the circle, and with
a representation of a common fraction upon each arc, the
limits of each arc being designated by radial lines, and a
ruler rotatable upon the center of said disk, and having
a radial edge, whereby the number of degrees subtended
by each arc or portions of an arc can be read upon said
graduated margin of said disk.

3. In a device for the graphical representation of oper-
ations In fractions, a disk having a radial base line ex-

tending thereacross. and provided with a graduated mar-
gin, arcs of circles orlgloating in said base line and
radial lines defining said arcs, said arcs designating frac-
tional parts of the circle, additional radial lines, further
subdividing some of these arcs, the fractional values of

said arcs being represented thereon in common fractions,
and a pivoted ruler having a radially extended edge,
adapted to correspond in turn with said radial lines, and
serving to register with the graduations on said grad-
uated edge.

4. In a device for the graphical representation of oper-
ations In common fractions, and also adapted for the
construction of angles In geometric forms, a centrally
pivoted disk, provided with a graduated edge, and a radial
base line, a series of arcs, of different lengths, and limit-
ing radial lines therefor represented upon said disk, said
nrt-8 designated by the denominators of the common frac-
tional parts they represent, and a centrally pivoted ruler
having a radial edge adapted to register with said radial
lines In turn and with the graduations on said edge, and
extending beyond said edge, whereby the fractional
amount Included between any two of said arcs or the
amount of difference between them can be read upon said
graduated edge.

1.224.749. DOOR LATCH AND HOLDBACK.
JOMS, South Coffeyville, Okla. Filed Feb.
Serial No. 149,860. (CI. 16—49.)

FUANK E.

20, 1917.
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1. A latch comprising a base plate having a rectangular
Inclosurr formed thereon, and a vertical extending Up
forming one side of the Inclosure, a pawl pivoted within
the Inclosure, said pawl and lip providing an entrance-
way, a draw rod plvotally connected to the pawl and ex-
tending r*»arwardly through the frame, means for actu-
ating said draw rod to withdraw the pawl, means nor-

mally pushing said pawl toward the lip, and a keeper
having a head adapted to enter between the lip and the
pawl and engage behind the latter.

2. A latch comprising In combination, a base plate and
a strap carried by the base plate, said strap and base
plate being shaped to form a rectangular inclosure. and
having Its outer vertical sides formed into a lip, a pawl
mounted within the Inclosure in substantially parallel
relation to the lip. a draw rod pivoted to the Up and
having a bearing In the second vertical side of the inclo-
sure, means normally pressing the pawl toward the lip.
means operative upon the draw rod to withdraw the pawl,
and a keeper having a keeper head adapted to be projected
between the Up and the pawl.

1,224,760. AUTOMOBILE DRIVING-GEAR. Pmbt L.
JoB»AW. Oallam Bay, Wash. Filed Sept. 26, 1916.
Serial No. 62,688. (CI. 21—90.)

32^=^

In a motor vehicle, the combination with the driving
axle and driving wheels, of a rotary countershaft parallci
to said driving axle, sprocket wheels on said counter-
shaft In spaced relation to each other and provided on
their adjacent sides with clutch faces, a clutch arranged
between said sprocket wheels for throwing either one of
said wheels into engagement with the countershaft, means
for shifting said clutch, sprocket wheels of different diam-
eters fast on the driving axle in spaced relation to each
other, sprocket chains passing around the sprocket wheels
on the countershaft and driving axle, the clutch shifting
means embodying a clutch shifting lever engaging said
clutch, a manually controlled lever, operating connections
between said manually controlled lever and clutch shift-
ing lever, said operating connections including a rod con-
nected with the clutch shifting lever, another rod coi>-
nected with the manually operated lever, a curved link
connecting said rods, and guiding means for said Unk.

1,224,761. PISTON PACKING-RING. Liwis Kinblit,
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Hope Machine Company,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 1, 1916^
Serial No. 64,411. (CI. 121—108.)

A piston packing, consisting of an Inner ring having a
radially shallow circumferential outer groove of uniform
cross section, and a normally wide open gap at one place
In Its circumference, said ring oppositely tapered from a
point diametrically opposite the gap whereby it is thickest
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at said point and tapers gradually on each side thereof

to the gap and further having the Inner opening eccentric

relatively to the outer circumference and the radial width
of the opposite faces in tapering form, combined with a

relatively thin and very flexible spilt ring of uniform
rectangular cross section fitting the groove of the inner

ring and having when under no tension or compression a

aormal outside diameter approximating the working diame-

ter of the piston ring when compressed in use and rela-

tively much smaller normally than the normal outside

diameter of the tapered inner ring, said flexible outer

ring In association with the Inner ring normally tending

to contract and oppose the normal expanding tendency of

the inner ring, whereby the outer thin flexible ring In nse

Is neatral as to tension and is expanded solely by the

tension of the Inner ring.

1.224.762. LIQUID-OAOE. Rambt Kirkwood, Abbeville,

B. C. Filed Aug. 2, 1916. Serial No. 112,790. (€1.

7»—64.)

mounted through said guide, a link plvotally connected

at one end with the rod and at the other end with tBe

bracket, a collar on the rod between the bracket and

1. A llqald gage embodying an elbow, a valve seat ar-

ranged in one end thereof, a glass tube rising from said

end of the elbow, a spring pressed valve disposed beneath
said seat, a cap closing the upper end of said tube, and
a rigid element carried by said cap, and depending there-

from through the valve seat for holding the valve normally
unseated.

'I. A liquid gage embodying an elbow, an apertured disk

arranvtl In one end thereof and constituting a valve

seat, a glabs tube having one end fitted within one end
of the elbow Immediately above the seat, a spring pressed

valve disposed Ixneath the seat, a cap closing said tube,

and a rigid eleLient carried by the cap and disposed

within the tube, Kald element passing through the aper-

ture In Kald disk for holding the valve normally unseated.

8. A liquid gage embodying an elt>ow having a reduced
exteriorly threaded end portion, being Interiorly threaded

at Its opposite end. a disk threaded in the last mentioned
end and constituting a valve seat, said disk having an
enlarged central opening, and relatively small opposed
recesses at opposite sides of the opening, a glass tube ris-

ing from the elbow from a point above said seat, a closure

for the upper end of the tube, and a rigid element depend-

ing from the cap and passing through the central oi>enlng

In said seat for normally holding the valve unseated.

1,224,763. DOOR-SPRING. JOHN Klasnicb, Universal,

Ind. Filed Dec. 22. 1916. Serial No. 138,417. (CI.

16—46.)

1. The combination with a door hinged in Its frame,

and a guide on the door remote from its binge line ; of

a link, means for plvotally supporting the outer end
thereof at a point directly forward of the hinge line, a
rod pivoted to the other end of the link and extending

slldably through said guide, a collar on the rod, and an
expansive spring between the collar and the guide.

'1. In a door spring, the combination with a bracket

adapted for attachment to the frame over the hinge

line of the door, and a guide adapted for attachment to

the door remote from the hinge line ; of a rod slldably

guide, a stiff expansible spring between the collar and
guide, a stop on the outer end of the rod, and a weak
expansible spring between said stop and guide.

1.224,764. GRINDSTONE ATTACHMENT. John E.

KNonrr, Wilmot, Ind. Filed July , 26, 1916. Serial

No. 111,448. (CI. 61—7.)

1. In combination with a grindstone frame having a
grindstone Journaled thereon, of a pair of V-shapod 8ui>-

ports hlngedly and detachably secured to the frame, a
transverse shaft Journaled to said supports, an emery
wheel secured to the shaft, and means connected with the
shaft and with the grindstone for rotating the emery
wheel.

2. In combination with a grindstone frame having a
grindstone Journaled thereon, of a pair of substantially

L-shaped brackets secured to the frame, a pair of V-
shaped supports hlngedly secured to said brackets, means
for detachably securing the V-shaped supports to the
frame, a transverse shaft Journaled to said supports, an
emery wheel secured to said shaft, and means connecting
the shaft to the grindstone for rotating the emery wheel
upon rotation of the grindstone.

8. In combination with a grindstone frame having a
grindstone Journaled thereon, of a pair of substantially

L-shaped brackets secured to the frame, a pair of V-shaped
supports hlngedly sectired to the brackets, a pair of L-
shaped brackets secured to the frame, plates secured to

the L-shaped brackets, means for securing the free ends
of the supports to the plates, a transverse shaft Journaled
to said supports, an emery wheel secured to the shaft,

and means for operatively connecting the transverse shaft

with the grindstone for rotating the emery wheel upon
rotation of the grindstone.

4. In combination with a grindstone frame having a
grindstone Journaled thereon, of a pair of V-shaped sap-

ports hlngedly secured to the frame, a pair of L-shaped
brackets secured to the frame, plates secured to the L-

shaped brackets, bolts carried by said plates, wing nnts
upon said bolts, said supports provided with their fr«e

ends slotted to receive the bolts for detachably securing
the free ends of the supports to the plates, a transverse
shaft Journaled to said supports, an emery wheel seeortd
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to the shaft, and means for operatlrely connf^cting the
transverse shaft to the grindstone for rotatiiic tli*- em«*ry
wke«L

5. In combination with a grrindstono frame having; a
grindstone Journaled thereon, of a pair of V-shaped sup-
ports hingedly and detachably secured to the frame, bear-
ings secured to the apex portions of the supports, a
transverse shaft Journaled In said bearings, an emery
wheel secured to the shaft, and means for opera tlvely
connecting the transverse shaft with the grindstone for
rotating the emery wheel.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

1.224,766. OIL-FEEDIXG VALVE. Albmt P. KOOLM,
San Francisco. Cal. Filed Dec. 2, 1916. Serial No
134,606. {CI. 137—7.)

1,224.756. DIAPEB. Sallif Wbob Laino. New York.
N. y. Filed Feb. 24. 1916. SerUl No. 80,168. Renewed
Mar. 22, 1917. SerUl No. 156,738. (CI. 2—131.)

1. A diaper, coniprlsinfj a body of approximately nc-
tnngutar shape and arrauiced to have Its sides overlap at
the front of the Infant 9 ab<lomen. a leg rtap of approxi-
mately rectangular shape and extending integrall.v from
the lower edgp of the middle portion of the said body, the
tiald flap being narrower tMn the said body and the sides
of the flap being provided at thpir upp^r ends with semi-
circular r-ut out portions to form Wg openings on folding

• the flap onto the front of the said bo<ly. and a pad holding
pocket having tapering sides, said poclipr being secured at
Its upper wider end to thf middle portion of the body and
exfendlnif loosely down upon the leg flap.

(Claim 2 not printed in the Oasette.]

N

A valve including a casing having a central chamber
with a conical valve seat thereabove, said casing having
an outlet slot, an inlet having a port communicating with
the chamber, and a conical plug valve in said seat, said
valve having a peripheral groove extending axlally thereof
and at right angles to said slot, said groove exten<ling
through the bottom end of the solid valve to form a large
inlet and terminating alwve the rectangular slot and hav-
ing its said terminal directed outwardly toward the slot.

1.224.757. INTERLOCKING BLOCK. IIkbma.v Pitm
Thvgehb.v Li.VD, Kew Gardens, England Flle-d Not. 12,
1915. Serial No. 61.194. (CI. 72—38.)

1. A structural block for use In the formation of slab
atructures capable of resisting compressive, tensile, bend-
lag and shearing strewea caused by forces acting norrual
to the surface of the slab, sahl block liavlng smooth, doa-
l>le symmetrical upper and lower surfaces, two plane end
sarfacee and two sides which have ribs and recesses form-
iag lateral profiles which, at any point throughout the
length of the block are symmetrical, said lateral profiles
for the end parts being different to those of the central
part of the block, the rlba on the end portions correspond-
ing to and being supplemental to the recesses In the cen-
tral portion substantially for the purpose hereinbefore set
forth.

2. A structural block for use In the formation of slab
structures capable of resisting compressive, tensile, bend-
ing and shearing stresses caused by forces acting normal
to the surface of the slab, said block having smooth, dou-
ble symmetrical upper and lower surfaces two plane end
surfaces, and two sides which have tapering ribs and re-
ce«.W8 f»)rmlng lateral profiles which, at any point through-
out the length of the block are symmetrical, said lateral
profiles for the end parta being different to those for the
central part of the block, the ribs on the end portions be-
ing of corresponding taper to, and being supplemental to,
the recesses In the central porUon aubsUntially for the
purpose hereinbefore aet forth.

3. A structural block for use in the formation of slab
.structures capable of resistlns compressive, tentile. bend-
ing and shearing stresses cau«e<l by fon-es acting normal
to the surface oi the slab said block having smooth dou-
ble symmetrical upper and lower surfaces, two plane end
surfaces and two sides having projerting Uperlng ribs and
tapering recesses, the tapering rlhs adjacent to the eoda of
the blocks extending each for aubsUntially a quarter of
the length of the block and those at the center for sub-
sUntially one half the length of the l.'ork. the aforesaid
end ribs alter rwitlng with the said central ribs and being
supplemental to the recesses In the central portion of the
block aubsUntially for the purpose h. .-elnU fore set forth

1,224.768. -METALLIC SPRING ACTUATED MECHA-
NISM FOR RUBBER TIRES. Fa)WARO <;. Loaaia. Rox-
bury township, Dane county. Wis., assignor to Canti-
lever Airleaa Tire Co., Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation
of WIsoonain. Filed Jan. 13, 1916. SerUl No. 71.865
(a. 152—«.)

1. In a devlcf of the descr1he<l claaa. the combination
with a wheel rim and a flexible casing, of an annular series
of segnjental arched members. plvoUUy connected together
at their enda and adapted to support the tread porUon of
the ca.slng. an annular series of looaely connected leTers.
pivoted to the wheel rim. and springs Interposed between
the meeting ends of the levers and rim. and arranged to
push the levers Into supporting relation to said segmental
arched membera.
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2. The combination with a wheel rtm and a flexible cas-

ing mounted thereon, of a set of interlapping segmenUl
arches supporting the tread portion of the casing and an
annular series of loosely connected levers, each having one

end plvotally connecte<l with the rim and the other end

resiliently supported therefrom and each lever t>eing also

adapted to coAperate with all of the others in supporting
said arches.

3. The combination with a wheel rim and a flexible cas-

ing mounted thereon, of an annular series of segmental
arches supporting the tread portion of the casing, an an-

nular series of levers plvotally fulcrumed to the rim and
having sliding link connection with each other, springs

Interposed between aaid levers and the rim, and adapted to

press the levers outwardly in the direction of the arches,

and supporting connections between the arches and said

levers.

4. The combination with a wheel rim and a flexible cas-

ing mounted thereon, of an annular aeries of segmental
arches supporting the tread portion of the casing, an an-

nular series of levers plvotally fulcrumed to the rim and
bavlng sliding link connection with each other, springs

Interposed between said levers and the rim, and adapted to

press the levers outwardly In the direction of the arches,

and supporting conue< tlous between the arches and said

levers, together with a set of guards Interpose*! between
the casing aides and said levers and springs, said guards
being connected with the rim and being curved in subsUn-
tlal conformity to the curvature of the sides of the casing.

6. The combination with a wheel rim and a flexible cas-

Ibg mounted thereon, of a set of segmental arches in loose

hinged joint connection with each other arranged In an
annular series In supporting relation to the tread portion

of the casing, said arches having inwardly projecting side

flanges, a aet of arch supporting levera in plvoUl ful-

cnim connection with the rim and projecting outwardly
between the side flanges of the arches, the ends of said
levers distant from their fulcnims being loosely connected
With each other, each alternate lever projecting In an op-

posite direction from Us fulcrum to that In which the
Intermediate lever projects, springs supporting the loosely

connected ends of said levers from the rtm, and support-
ing connections t>etween aald levers and the nrrhes, adapt-
ed to permit the arches and the levers tt) ;;«••>« inwardly
aicalnst the tension of the springs wh«^n '.f •ni'ing is sub-

jected to pressure.

[Clalma 6 and 7 not printed in the Gast^i".!

1,224,769. LINOLEUM TRUCK. Alla.n Jo«h h Mr-
Cabk, Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island, Cnnada
Filed Apr. 8. 1916. Serial No. 89,839. (CI. 21—ti5 »

1. In a truck for bandlluK linoleum and the like, a
frame, longitudinally disposi-d parallel rollers mounted
thereon, an nxle on which the frame Is tiltably supported,

s-nhl axle having ground engaging wheels, an auxiliary

wheel fiiipporting the front end of the frame, and a longi-

tudinally disposed operating rod for swinging the front

wheel upwardly beneath the frame, permitting the for-

w«nl end of said frame to grnvltate downwardly to a

loid recelvlnc posltUm. the operating rod projecting at

tl <» rearward end of the framf.

2. A truck for handling linoleum and the like com-

prisinir a frame, longitudinally disposed parallel rollers

mpported thereon, n wheel carrying axle on which the

frame la tllUbly supported, a yoke hingedly supported

beneath the forward end of the frame, a front wheel jour-

naled in the yoke, and means for swinging the wheel

carrying yoke upwardly beneath the forward end of the

frame to permit the latter to be tilted to load receiving

position, said means Including an operating rod connected

with the wheel carrying yoke, extending longitudinally

of the frame and terminating to the rearward of said

frame conveniently accessible <o the operator.

3. fn n truck of the class descrli>ed. a frame, a wheel

carrying axle supporting the frame, said axle being lo-

cated well toward the rear emd of the frame, a yoke
hlnnedly supporte<l l>eneath the forward end of the frame,

a front wheel journaled in the yoke, and means for

swinging the wheel carrying yoke upwardly beneath the

forward end of the frame, said means including a rod

connected with and extendlnji rearwardly from the pintle

of the hinge, a connection between the rod and the wheel

carrying yoke, and means for turning the rod about

its axis.

1,224.760. TIGHT AND LOOSE BUNNINO-GEAR. JOHK
Lee McDowell, Berwick. Pa., assignor to American
Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis. Mo., a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Flletl June 30, 1916. Serial No.

106.824. (CI. 105—G8.)

1. In combination in a truck, an axle, a wheel havlns a

hub which said axle enters without connecilon thereto,

and a collar firmly affixed to said axle, wild hub and

roller having non-circular portions In inseparable tele-

scopic (Irlvlnp engapement when the ports are asHembleii.

2. In copibination In a truck, an axle, a wheel loosely

mounted thereon and a collar immovably »•« nnil on aald

axle to form an abutment for said wheel, there being

mutually interlocking portions of said wheel ami coKar

forming a driving connection.

3. In combination in a truck, an axle, a j(»urnal b.iji

therefor, a collar spaced from said journal b<jx and Im

inovably secured to said axle and a wheel havinc a hul»

;«M>»ely mounted on said axle between said jonrnnl ia>x

otirt collar, aald collar and wheel having flatfacii por-

tion* teleacoplcaliy Interlocking to form a drlvlr.g con-

necti'ir.

4. In combination in a tight and loose runnlnc gear, an

axle, joui-al boxes therefor near the opposite ends thereof,

a collar spii'-ed from each journal box and rigidly secured

to said axle ,'>:o as to be rotatable therewith, and wheels

having hubs loosely mounted upon said axle between aald

journal boxes and collars. t|ie bub of one wheel and Ita

adjacent collar having non-circular teleacoplcaliy engag-

ing portions helo agnlnst diHassoclatlon and adapted to

cause mutual rotation of said wheel and axle and the

other wheel and its aijacent collar having a relation per

mltting a free rotation of the last mentioned wheel.

."i. In combination In a mine car. an axle, a journal »>ox

into which said axle extends, a collar having a y^ortlon

secured to said axle without the embodiment of another
attachment device and also bavlng another portion

fashion*'*! to form a non-clrcular socket, and a wheel

loosely mounted on nald axle between said journal

box and collar and having a non circular hub extension

projecting into said collar socket to form a driving con-

nection between aaid wheel and axle.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gaiette.l
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1^24,761. TRACTOR-PLOW. GiOROB William McOill,
Cleveland. Mo. Filed Apr, 17, 1914. S«rlal No. 832.608.
<a. 97—59.)

1. The combination of a tractor, a plurality of plowa
conaected to the tractor to be pulled thereby, meana for
tispendlng the plows from the tractor and positively
llmltinR downward movement of the former, a shaft
Joumaled on the tractor above each plow, connections
between each shaft and one of said plows for raising the
plows when their respective shafts are turned In the
proper direction, and a shaft Joumaled on the tractor and
geared to the first-named shafts for turning the same
different distances and lifting the plows simultaneously
equal distances ; said shaft when reversely turned caus-
ing successive reverse movement of said first-named shafta
and conse<juently successive lowering of their respective
plows.

2. The combination of a tractor, a plurality of plows
connected to the tractor to be pulled thereby, means for
suspending the plows from the tractor and positively
limiting downward movement of the former, a shaft
JournaJed on the tractor, a worm secured on said shaft
for each plow, a shaft Joumaled on the tractor for each
plow thereof, a worm wheel secured on each of the last-
named shafts and provided with different numbers of
teeth, independent means for holding said worm wheels
In »-ngagement with their respective worms, and means
for turning the worm shaft in one direction to rotate the
worm-wheel tarrying shafts different distances, and for
turning said worm-carrying shaft In the reverse direction
to effect successive reverse movement of said worm wheel
carrying shafts.

8. The combination of a tractor, a plurality of plows
connected to the tractor to be pulled thereby, a flexible
connection between the tractor and said plows to limit
downward movement of the latter, a shaft Journaled on
the tractor above each plow, a crank arm on each shaft, a
flexible connection between each crank arm and its respec-
tive plow, and a shaft Jonrnale<l on the tractor and geared
to the first-named shafts for turning the same different
distances and llftlnp the plows simultaneously equal dls
tances

;
sal<> shaft when reversely turned causing huc-

cesslve reverse movement of said first-named shafts and
consequently successive lowering of their respective plows.

1.224,788. REVOLVING LIGHT FOR ACTOMOBILEB.
EOMD.VD K. Macoiibi«, Amsterdam, N. Y. Filed Apr.
19. 1916. Serial No. 92,806. (CI. 240—61.)

1,224,762. FLY-SCREEN HOLDER. Annie T. Mo
K«ow.v, Washington. D. C. FUed Aug. 27, 1916. SerUl
No. 47,685. (CI. 24—259.)

The herein described screen frame holder, the same com-
prising a body adapted for attachment to the inner sash
bead of a window, a flat Jaw projecting at right angles
from Its outer edge, and a second resilient Jaw projecting
from Its Inner edge opposite the first Jaw. inclining slightly
toward it, and then bent outward from it at its tip. this
Jaw being shorter than that first mentioned, f«r the pur-
pose set forth.

1. The combination with a motor vehicle, of a rabsTan-
tlally vertical lamp turning shaft, means connecting said
shaft with a member of the steering gear, whereby said
shaft is turned simultaneously with the steering wheela,
a lamp, a bushing by which said lamp Is carried embracing
and frlctlonally engaging said shaft, and a manually op-
erable shaft geared to said bushing and adapted to tuni
said bushing and lamp Independently of said lamp tnm-
Ing shaft.

2. The combination with a motor vehicle, of a substan-
tially vertical lamp turning shaft, means connecting said
shaft with a member of the steering gear, whereby said
shaft Is turned simultaneously with the steering wheels,

i a lamp, a bushing by which said lamp Is carr'.ed embracing

I

and frlctlonally engaging said shaft, and a manually op-

I

erable shaft geared to said bushing and adapted to turn
said bashing and lamp Independently of 8al<l lamp turn-
ing shaft, said manually operable shaft being slldable to-
ward and away from the lamp turning shaft tor the pur-
purpose of f-cnoertlng and disconnecting said lamp turning
shaft and manua::t- operable shaft.

3. The '•.imM nation with a motor vehicle, of a aiibstan-
tlally vertJ.-a: lamp turning shaft, means connecting said
shaft with f> member of the steering gear, whereby said
shaft IB turned simultaneously with the steejlng wheels,
a lamp, a bushing by which said lamp Is carried embracing
and frlctlonally engaging said shaft, a bracket attached
to the vehicle and having a bearing for said lamp turning
shaft, a gear fast on said bushing, a manually operable
and substantially horiiontal shaft Journaled In an arm
of said bracket and extending through the dash of the ve-
hicle, operating means on the rear end of said shaft and
a gear on the forward end of said shaft adapted to meah
with the gear on the lamp turning shaft, said manually op-
erable shaft being both rotatable and slldable. for the pur-
pose specified.

1,224,764. OLDE-POT. Liwis C. Maltbt. Washington,
D. C, assignor to The Stone Straw Compan.T. Washing-
ton, D. C. a Corporation of New Jersey. FMled Feb 21
1916. Serial No. 79.767. (CI. 91—01.)
1. The combination with a rotatable wheel, of a scraper-

shoe or wear-plate having a curved face which coacts with
the peripheral surface of the wheel, said conUctlng sur-
faces having the same general but non concentric curves.

2. The combination with a rotatable wheel, of a i4«raper
having a notched edge which straddles and subsUntlaUr
fits the sides of the wheel, and a wear plate adjacent to
the wheel having a curved face adapted to coact with ttm
peripheral surfaces of the wheel, and the curvature of
which is non-concentric therewith.

8. The combination with a glue-pot and a glue-whevi
roUtably mounted therein, of a support mounted on the
glue pot, a spring hinge for plvoUlly connecting said sup
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port thereto, a scraper carried by the support, means for

securing it thereto, and a wear-plate removably secured to

the scraper.

4. The combination with a glue-pot and a glue-wheel

rotatably mounted therein, of a scraper-shoc or wear-plate

adapted to be held In position to cooperate with the pe-

riphery of the glue-wheel and to remove superfiuous glue

therefrom, the operative surface of said shoe or wear-

plate curved In an arc greater than that of the periphery

of the glue -wheel.
5. The combination with a glue-pot and a glue-wheel

rotatably mounted therein, of a scraper-shoe or wear-plate

adapted to be held In position to cooperate with the pe-

riphery of the glue-wheel to remove superfluous glue there-

from, the operative surface of ttald shoe or wear-plate

curved In an arc greater than that of the periphery of the

glue-wheel, and an adjustable support for said scraper-

boe or wear-plate.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.!

1.224.765. CASTER. Harhv Martin, St. Louis, Mo.

Filed Apr. 10, 1916. Serial No. 90,141. (Ci. 16—i.)

A caster construction substantially as herein described

composed of a pair of spaced apart rollers wnose axes are

parallel, a bracket carrying the said rollers and having

spindles therefor arranged parallel to each other and in

the same horizontal plane but one in advance of the other

at all times, the said bracket having midway between its

•aid spindles and in a vertical plane at a right angle to

the plane in which the said spindles lie a sooket open at

Its upper end and having Its lower end extended to a point

approximately In the horizontal plane of the spindles, and

a non-rotatable Journal pin whose lower end extends into

the said socket and bears at Its lower extremity against

the base thereof approximately in the horizontal plane of

the spindles all substantially as described whereby the

bracket Is mounted to swing horizontally on a vertical

stepped bearing whose step Is arranged in the horizontal

plane of Its spindles to prevent the undue strain of what
would result from a pivoting of the vertical spindle at a

point above the bracket, all as aftd for the purposes set

forth.

1.224.7(}6. DELIVERY-BOX. William D. Mabtin and
David T. Bjork, Ohlf-ago. 111. Filed May 5, 1916. Se-

rial No. 95,662. (CI. 2.'J2—*1.)

1. A door construction of the character described, com-

prising a door frame having oppositely disposed end and

side rails, a door for said door frame, and means for piv-

otally connecting said door between two of the oppositely

disposed rails of said door frame, said pivot means being

located adjacent one of the edges of said door and being

offset Inwardly from the rear face thereof ; the rail of

said door frame adjacent to said pivot means being pro-

vided with a flange arranged In front of said door and
extending over the pivoted edge thereof when the door Is

closed, and each of the other rails of said door frame t>e-

Ing provldetl with a flange arrange<l to the rear of said

door and extending over the adjacent edge^ thereof when
aaid door is closed, and each flange on the rails l>etween

which the door is p' voted having its end terminating shorty

of said pivot means.

2. A door construction of the character described, com-

prising a door frame having oppositely disposed end and
side rails, a door for said door frame, and a rod extending
l>etween two of the oppositely disposed rails of said door

frame, said rod be'ng secured against the rear face of said

door adjacent one of the edges thereof ; the rail of said

door frame adjacent said ro<l being provided with a flange

arranged In front of said door and extending over the edge

thereof adjacent said ro*l. when said door Is closed, and

each of the other rails of said door frame being provided

with a flange arranged in the rear of said door and extend-

ing over the adjacent edges thereof when said door la

closed, and the flange on each of the rails between which

said rod extends having its end terminating short of said

rod.

3. A door construction of the character described, com-

prising a door frame having oppositely disposed end and
side rails, a door for said frame, a rod extending between

two of the oppositely disposed rails of said door frame,

said rod being secured to the inner face of said door adja-

cent one of the edges thereof ; the rails between which
said door extends l)elng provided with Inwardly opening

sockets adapted to receive the ends of said rod. and clamp
members secured to said frame and extending over said

sockets : the rail of said door frame adjacent said rod be-

ing provided with a flange arranged in front of said door

and extending over the edge thereof adjacent said rod

when said door is closed, and each of the other rails of

said door frame being provided with a flang'> arranged to

the rear of said door and extending over the adjacent

edges thereof when said door is closing, and each flange on

the ra'ls between which t^iid rod extends having its end
terminating short of said rod.

4. A door construction for a delivery box of the char-

acter described, comprising a door frame having oppositely

disposed end and side rails, a door for said door frame, a
rod extending between two of the oppositely disposed rails

of iiaid door frame, said rod be'ng secured to the innet'

face of said door adjacent one of the edges thereof, the

rails between which said rod extends being provided with

sockets adapted to receive the ends of said rod, clamp
members 8ecure<l to said frame over said sockets, the rail

of said door frame adjacent said rod being provided with

a flange arranged In front of said door and extending over

the edge thereof adjacent said rod when said door la

closed, and each of the other rails of said door frame be-

ing provided with a flange arranged to the rear of said

door and extending over the adjacent edges thereof when
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said door l8 cIos«l. each dan^e on the rail* between which
said rod eitendg harlng Its end terralnating siiort of said
rod. and a locking member mounted on said <ioor adjacent
the edsre thereof opposite said rod.

5. A door construction for a delivery box of the char-
acter described, comprising a door frame having top, bot-
tom, and side rails, a door for said door fram«>. a rod ex-
tending between the side rails of said door frau.e and hav-
ing pivoted connection therewith, said rod br:ng s^^cured
to the Inner face of said door adjacent the upper edge
thereof, the tJp rail of aald door frame being provided
with a flange arranged In front of said door and extending
over the upper edge thereof when said door in closrd ; the
side and bottom rails of said door frame each being pro-
vided with a flange arrangf^l to the rear of said diwr and
extending over the adjacent edges thereof when said door
Is closed, and a locking bolt slidably monntwl on the inner
face of said door adjacent the lower edge thereof and
adapted to engage behind the bottom Cange of said door
frame.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.224.7 67. MACHINE FOR MAKING PINLESS
CLOTHES-LINES. Andbew J. Mason. Granite, OkJa.
Filed May 9, 1916. Serial No. 96,346. (CI. 140-^71

)

1. A machine of the class described Including a support,
a rotary twisting member having spaced openings and
mounted on the support, said openings being arranged to
receive and space strands of wire, and a loop-forming mem-
ber having a projecting portion arranged to extend be-
tween the strands of wire and having also an outer por-
tion adapted to clamp one of the wires while the strands
are being twisted, whereby a loop is formed.

2. A machine of the class described including a support,
a rotary twisting member havlnt; spaced openings and
mounted on the support, and a loop forming member hav-
ing a projecting tapered portion arranged to extend be-
tween the strands of wire and further spread the same
and having also an outer portion adapted to clamp one
of the wires while the strands are being twisted, and a
wire clamp spaced from the loop-forming member.

3. A machine of the class described including a support
having verti.al openings, a rotary twisting device mounted
on the support in allnement with the openings and pro-
vided with spaced apertures adapted to receive strands o?
wire, vertically movable members having shanks or bars
slldable in the said openlnics. one of the meml)ers being
provided with a clamping arm and the other member hav-
ing a head with a projecting portion arranged to extend
between the strands for forming a loop.

4. A machine of the class described including a support
having vertical openings, a rotary twisting device moant-
ed on the support In allnement with the openings and
provided with spaced apertures adapted to receive strands
of wire, vertically movable members having shanks or bart
slldable In the said openings, one of the members being
provided with a clamping arm and the other member hav-
ing a head with a projecting portion arranged to extend
between the strands for forming a loop, springs monnted
on the support for elevating the shanks or bara, and
treadles connected with the shanks or bars for depreaslng
the same.

8. A machine of the class described including a support.
a rotary twisting device comprising a hollow spindle
mounted upon the support, a cap fitted on one end of the
hollow spindle and provided with spaced apertures, a
wheel mounted on the outer end of the spindle, a bearing
embracing the hollow spindle between the cap and the
wheel, and wire clamping means carried by the support

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.768. MACHINE FOR COATING BOTTLB-CAP8.
Fraxci.s Miisfi.. Boston. Mass.. assignor to Melsel Preas
A Manufacturing Company, Boston. Mass., a Corpora-
tion of Massachusetts. Piled Nov. 16, 1915. Serial
No. 61,532. (CI. 91—54.)

1. In a machine for waterproofing articles of sheet
material, a belt conveyer of permeable felt-like materUl.
guide rolls supporting said conveyer with a substantially
straight operative run. means to deposit articles of aheet
material thereon, and a pair of pressure rolls engaging
said conveyer In said straight run intermediate said guide
rolls, the upper roll being felt covere<l and heated, and
engaging the upper face of said conveyer, and the lower
roll engaging and supplying heated water proofing mate-
rial to the underside of said conveyer, said water proofing
material permeating said conveyer and felt covering and
thereby coating said articles on all sides as they pass with
the conveyer between .naid pressure rolls.

2. In a machine for water proofling articles of sheet
material, a belt conveyer of permeable felt-like material,
guide rolls supporting said conveyer with a substantUlly
straight operative run. means to heat said conveyer at the
beginning of said straight run, means to deposit articles
of sheet material thereon at said heated portion, a pair of
pressure rolls engaging said conveyer In said straight run
intermediate said guide rolls and beyond said heating
means, the upper roll being felt covered and heated, and
engaging the upper face of said conveyer, and the lower
roll engaging and supplying heated water proofing mate-
rial to the underside' of said conveyer, said waterproofing
material permeating said conveyer and felt covering, and
thereby coating said articles on all sides as they pass
with the conveyer between .said pressure rolls, means to
remove said articles from said conveyer as they approach
the end of said straight run, and means to positively ro-
tate one of said guiding rolls and both of said pressure
rolls.

3. In a machine for water-proofing articles of sheet
materUl. the combination of a belt conveyer formed of
felt-like material and having its edges reinforced with
leather strips, guide rolls supporting said conveyer and
gr<»oved to accommodate said strips, means to deposit
articles of sheet aiaterlal on said conveyer, and means to
coat said articles with water proofing material while on
said conveyer, said conveyer forming an effective part
of said coating means.

4. In a machine for waterproofing articles of sheet ma-
terial, a belt conveyer of a width sofflcient to support a
plurality of said articles in lateral spaced relation, means
to deposit said articles on said conveyer, means to coat
said articles with water-proofing material while on mid
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conveyer, said coating means Including said conveyer as

an effective part thereof, a second conveyer comprising

a plurality of narrow parallel tapes spaced apart by leas

than the diameter of said articles, said conveyers t>eing

longitudinally adjacent, and a third conveyer comprising

a plurality of narrow spaced parallel tapes overlying the

tapes of said two conveyers for a portion of their length

and also overlying a portion of said l)elt conveyer, whereby
said articles may be removed from said belt conveyer and
may l>e supported by their edges on the spaced tapes of

said second qpnycjer.

1.224.769. LEAD-PENCIL. Thomas L. Millick, Plain-

field. N. J. Filed July. 26. 1916. Serial No. 111,464.

(CI. 120—S3.)

1. A lead pencil comprising a wooden stock inclosing

a stick of lead and having an internal bore extending

from end to end thereof parallel to the stick of lead, and

a wick occupying the bore throughout its length.

2. A lead pencil comprising a wooden stock Inclosing

a stick of lead and having an Internal bore extending from

end to end thereof parallel to the stick of lead and a wick

occupying the bore throughout Its length In combination

with a reservoir adapted to fit upon one end of said stock

and inclose an absorbent material saturated with moisture

for transmlsiilon by said wick to the pointed end of the

pendl.

1,224.770. POWBR-TAMP. Collbtt H. MmaiMAN, Dana.
Ind. Filed May 22. 1916. Serial No. 99,200. (CI.

28—41.)

1. A tamp comprising nn upright tamp bar. means for

successively raising said bar and -i leasing it. a nor-

mally Idle locking member for holdli g said bar in raised

position, a rocking member having a laterally extending

arm. a yieldable connection t>etween said arm and said

locking member for applying the latter when said rocking

member Is moved to a predetermined position, and means
on said rocking member and bar for elevating the latter

above the hl)rhest position to which it is moved by its

operating means, when said rocking member Is further

turned to a second predetermined position.

2. A ttmp comprising an upright tamp bar. means for

successively raisins: said bar and releasing It, a normally
Idle locking member for holding said bar In raised position,

a rocking memt)er having a laterally extending arm, a

yieldable connection between said arm and said locking

memt>er for applylns the latter when said rocking mem-
ber Is moved to a predetermined position, a second arm
extending laterally from said rocking member, and a pro-

jection on the tamp bar to be engaged by said second

arm when said rocking member is further turned to

another predetermined position, whereby to elevate said

bar above the highest level to which it is moved by Its

operating means.

3. A tamp comprising an upright tamp bar, means for

successively raising and releasing it. a lateral projection

on said bar, a rocking member adjacent said bar, an arm
rigidly secured on and projecting laterally from said rock-

ing member for engagement with said projection to ele-

vate said tamp bar when said rocking meml>er is turned,

and means for holding said memt>er against retrograde

movement.

1.224,771. AUTOMOBILE STREET-SWEEPER. Cahl
G. Miller. Day City. Mich. Filed July 11, 1910. Se
rial No. 108,68.1. (CI. 16—17.)

1. In a street sweeper, a frame adapted to be swlngingly

connected to a wheeled vehicle, caster wheels for support-

ing the free end of the frame, a transversely disposed

brush Journaled in the frame and operably connecttMl to

the wheels of said vehicle, a trackway adapted to be car-

ried by the vehicle body, a shaft mounted upon the track-

way for sliding movement, a second shaft Journaled in

the frame, an endless conveyer operably connected to both

of said shafts, and means for operably connecting one of

said shafts to the brush. I

2. In a street sweeper, a frame adapted to be swlnglngly
connected to a wheeled vehicle, caster wheels for support-

ing the free end of the frame, a transversely disposed

brush Journaled in the frame and operably connected to

the wheels of said vehicle, a trackway adapted to be car-

ried by the vehicle body, a shaft mounted upon the track-

way for sliding movement, a second shaft Journaled In the
frame, an endless conveyer operably connected to both
of said shafts, means for operably connecting one of said

shafts to the brush, a dirt guide shelf adjustably con-

nected to the frame forwardly of the rotary brush, and
rods adjustably swlveled at opposite sides of the vehicle

l>ody and having connection with the caster wheels and
frame.

1,224.772. DRAFT APPLIANCE. Jacob M. Mill«b,
Millersburg, Ohio. Filed Jan. 21. 1916. Serial No.

73,3i7. (CI. 21—189.)

The combination with a vehicle, of a multiple horse draft

element arranged at one side of the tongue of the vehicle

and connected thereto, an arm arranged on the same side

of the tongue as the said draft element, 'said arm being

connected with the longue. a rod adjustably connected at

one end to the arm and connected at its other end to the

tongue rearwardly of the arm. a swingletree, and links

connecting the swingletree to the arm.
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1.224,773. COMBINED STOVE AND TABLE.
TOPHM C. Miles. Westover, Md. Filed Sept.
Serial No. 860.230. (CI. 126—37.)

Chris-
4, 1914.

yy ^ •»- y»

--v^

1. Iq combination, a body, supporting legs thei;efor, a
plate secured in said body In siwced relation to the upper
edges of the latter, said plate having a large central open-
ing formed therein, a drum having an open bottom, a
cover formed Integral with said drum and crimped form-
ing a horizontally disposed flange, said drum being secured
in said central aperture and said flange overlying and en-
gajfing the upper edges of said plate, thereby supporting
said drum, and a burner arranged in said drum to heat
aid cover.

2. In combination, a body, supporting legs therefor, a
plate secured In said body in spaced reUtlon to the upper
edges of the latter, said plate having a large central open-
ing formed therein, a drum having an open bottom, a
cover formed integral with said drum and crimped forming
a horizontally disposed flange, a rod secured to said body,
said rod having a coiled oBTset end terminating below said
drum forming a supporting bracket, and a removable
burner resting on said coiled offset end to beat said cover.

1,224.774. GAS-SAVER ATTACHMENT FOR MOTOR-
VEHICLES. Jambs H. Minch. Lumberton, Miss. Filed
Jan. 23. 1917. Serial No. 144,018. (Q. 187—189.)

An attachment for Internal combustion engines com-
prising a screw plug adapted to be screwed Into an open-
ing In the air intake manifold of said engine, said plug
having an air passage thetethrough and a flat seat sur-
rounding the outer end of said passage, a spiral close-
coil spring having its base secured to said flat seat, said
plug having an arm at one side extending outwardly be-
yond the extremity of the close coil spring, a fan blade
or wing pivoted to the extremity of said arm. and means
for adJusUbly connecting said fan blade with said spring,
rabstantially as described.

1^24,775. WEFT FEELER FOR LOOMS. Charlm B.
NriTiNO. Hopedale. Mass., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to Draper Corporation, Portland, Me., a Cor-
poration of Maine. Filed Oct. 28, 1916. Serial No.
58.486. (CI. 189—85.)
1. A weft replenishing loom having a feeler mecha-

nism comprising two differentially moving feeler fingers
both of which enter the shuttle and contact with the weft
therein, and a loclt for one of satd feelers, said lock also
having a penetrating member which enters the shuttle
and contacu with the weft therein.

2. A weft replenishing loom having a feeler mechanism
comprising two feeler fingers and a lock for one of them,
said lock having a penetrating member entering the
shuttle and contacting with the weft therein.

3. A weft replenishing loom having a feeler mechanism
comprising two differentially moving feeler fingers both
of which enter the shuttle and contact with the weft
therein, and a lock for one of said feelers, said lock having
a pointed actuating finger which enters the shuttle and
sinks Into the weft when the weft is present in ample
qnantlty and thereby maintains the lock In locking posl-
tlon, said lock being move<I to unlocking position when
the penetrating membi-r is effectively encountered by the
weft carrier.

4. A weft replenishing loom having a feeler mechanism
comprising two feeler fingers and a lock for one of them
said lock having a pointed actuating finger which enter^
the shuttle and sinks into the weft when the weft is pres-
ent in ample quantity and thereby maintains the lock in
locking position, said lock being moved to unlocking posi-
tion when the penetrating member is effectively encoun-
tered by the weft carrier.

6. A weft replenishing loom having arfeeler mechanism
comprUInK two feeler fingers and a lock for one of them,
•aid lock having a weft penetrating actuating finger both
said feeler finger and said lock actuating finger entering
the shuttle and coming in contact with the weft therein
said weft penetrating lo<.k actuating finger extending
farther to the rear than said feeler finger when the
shuttle is not at the detecting side of the loom.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Uarette.l

1,224,7 7 6. TANK-CARRYINQ BOX-CAR WITH
TRUSSED DNDERFRAME. All.n E. 08TRand«r,
Rldgewood, N. J., assignor to American Car and Foun-
dry Company, St Louis, Mo., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Piled Dec. 24, 1915. Serial No. 68,686 (01
106—264.)

1. In combination in a tank car, longitudinal central
sills, forming compression members of a truss, spaced
tank head blocks mounted thereon, tension truss members
anchored to said head blocks and struts between yald com-
pression members snd tension members.

2. In t-omblnation In a tank car, longitudinal central
sills forming truss compression members, a Unk bed sup-
ported from said sills, a tank, spaced tank head blocks
mounted on said sills, tension truss members anchored to
said head blocks and struts between said compression and
tension members.

3. In combination in a tank car, longitudinal car sills, a
tank positioned th^reabove. tank head blocks mounted on
said sills, a tank, tension members anchored to said bead
blocks and cross bearers connected with said sills, extend-
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ing between the latter and said tension members and serv-

ing as struts.

4. In combination in a tank car, longitudinal and
transverse underframe members, a tank and tank bead
blocks mounted above said longitudinal members and
tension members anchored to said head blocks, some of

said transverse underframe members serving as struts

between some of said longitudinal underframe members
and said tension members.

6. In combination in a tank car, an underframe con-

taining a truss provided with tension members, a tank
supported thereby and tank head blocks, said tension

members being anchored in said head blocks.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224,777. C0RRDGATED-8HEET METAJ. CAB. AIXiN
E. OsTKANOBU. Ridgewood, N. J., assignor to American
Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Filed Dec. 24, 1915. Serial No.

68,587. (CI. 105—192.)

1. In a car having an underframe, the combination of

side walls and end walls, each comprising a plurality of

relatively parallel conterminous sheets, each sheet having
spaced apart arches producing channels therein and means
for attaching said sheets together and to said underframe,
some of said sheets closing the ends of channels of other

sheets.

2. In a car having an underframe, the combination of

side walls and end walls, each comprising a plurality of

relatively parallel conterminous sheets, each sheet having
spaced apart arches forming channels therein, corner

posts at the corners of said underframe, and means passing

through some of the channels joining said side and end

walls to said comer posts.

8. In a car having an underframe. the combination of

side walls and end walls, each comprising a plurality of

relatively parallel inner and outer sheets having spaced

apart arches, the arches of contiguous sheets being angu-

larly disposed to each other, a roof, side and end plates

extending toward arches of the Inner sheets and over the

arches of the outer sheets of said side and end walls and
in continuous proximity to the upper terminals of the last

mentioned arches, said plates supporting said roof.

4. In a car having side and end sills, the combination

of side and end wails each comprising a plurality of paral-

lel sheets provided with alternate arches and furrows, said

arches and furrows of contiguous parallel sheets being

angularly disposed to each other and said furrows contact-

ing and being secured together, said side and end walls be-

ing attached, respectively, to said side and end sills, and
a floor supported by said sills, some of said arches being

parallel therewith and bearing on the top thereof to hold

said floor down.
li. In a car. an underframe, comer posts lapping the

same and attached thereto, side and end walls supported

by said underframe and said corner posts, connection and
reinforcing members supplementing said corner posts.

said side and end walls each comprising a plurality of

conterminous parallel sheets having alternate arches and
furrows forming channels in said sheets, those of con-

tiguous parallel sheets crossing each other, and fastening

means extending through said corner posts, cUannels of

said sheets and connection members.
[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,224,778. CONTAINER. Oliver Palm, Moran. Tex.

Filed May 12, 1916. Serial No. 97.148. (CI. 220—98.)

e-.
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tlon« hariDg coactlnR arraate surftcw that contact with
eacb other.

f

2. The combination wltb the body of a chuck having
radial slots in its front face, of Jaws mounted In said
lots, means to adjust the jaws, each of said Jawa com-
prising an inner section and an outer section, means
carried by the outer of said sections to engage the adjust-
ing means, a tongue and groove connection between the
sections, a curved slot in the tongue, a pin passing en-
tirely through the first section and through said slot,

said sections having coacting curved surfaces where they
contact with each other and the chock face having an
Inner cut away portion below the Jaws to permit move-
ment of the inner sections.

1.224.781. DIFFERENTIAL DRIVING MBCHANISM.
BuesMB D. PATTiao.v, Danville, 111. Piled JoJy 19, 1916.
Serial No. 110,120. (CI. 74—7.)

1. Id differential driving mechanism, the combination
with a sectional shaft, and a master wheel, of clutch
wheels located at opposite sides of said master wheel and
each fastened to one of the shaft sections, oscillatory
clutch dogs carried by said master wheel, and spring
pressed teeth slldably carried by each of said dogs and
adapted to co<'>perate with said clutch wheels.

2. The combination with the adjacent ends of two
•lined shaft sections, of clutch wheels fast thereon, a
master wheel operating between said clutch wheels, an-
nular dog-carrying members at opposite sides of the mas-
ter wheel and having a positive connection therewith and
an oscillatory movement In relation thereto and also
formed with gruide openings, clutch dogs carried by said
master wheels and having a pivotal connection with their
carrying members and- a po«iltlve connection with the
master wheel, and spring pressed teeth carried by each of
aid dogs and working through said guide openings In the
carrying members.

3. The combination with the adjacent ends of two alined
shaft sections, of cinteh wheels fast thereon, a master
wheel operating between said clutch wheels, annular dog-

carrying members at opposite sides of the master wheel
and having a positive connection therewith and an oscil-
latory movement in relation thereto and also formed with
guide openings, means for limiting the relative osdllatorv
movement of the master whtel ami dog carrying members.
clateh dogs co^>per»tlng with said clutch wheels and hav-
ing a pivotal connection with their carrying members and
a positive connection with the master whet>l. each clutch
dog embodying two arms each formed with a guiding
socket In allnement with one of said guide openings, an.l
spring pressed teeth carried by each of said dogs slldable
! th« sockets of the arms of the dogs and through the
Salde openings In the dog-carrying members.

1,224.782. BED. Prrra PaDERst.s, Newell, Iowa. Fllad
Apr. 24, 1916. Serial No. 98,185. (Q. 5—6.)

In a camp bed. the combination of lazy-tong aide sup-
ports, a flexible bottom disposed l>ctween said aide sup-
ports and having its longitudinal edges formed into bar-
rels or loops that extend longitudinally of the bottom,
longitudinal bars arrange*! In endwise series In said bar-
rels or loops of the bottom and separated by intervening
spaces and having circumferential groove's at their mid-
dles, wire sections, of 8-form, extending through the walls
of the barrels or loops and having eyes disposed In said
grooves of the longitudinal bars and also having eyes
exterior of the barrels or loops, and eyes Interlocked with
said exterior eyes and having shanks which constitute
rivets for the upper portions of the laxytong side supports.

1,224,783. AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUME.NT.
Frank A. Pilchir. Btaghamton, N. Y., assignor of one-
third to Myron C. Beraan and oae-thlrd to Frank
Beman. Blnghamton, N. Y. Filed May 10, 1912. Serial
No. 696.S36. (CI. 84—243.)

1. An automatic musical Instrument rompHslng a stop
action and player action for a given register, a tracker-
board having two rows of staggered control connections,
control device* for the stop action operatlvely connected
to the control connections of one of said rows, and con-
trol devices for the player action operatlvely connected
with the control connections of the other of «a!d rows.

2. An automatic musical Instrument comprising a stop
action and sets of player actions for a plurality of regis-
ters, a trackerboard having two rows of staggered control
connections, control devices for the stop action opera tlvelr
connectefl to the control connectior.s of one of said rows,
and a set of control device* for each of said sets of
player actions operatlvely connected each to the control
connections of the other row, one net to the right portion
and the other to the left portion of the row.
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8. An aytowtlc mosicai instrument coanprising a stop

action and sets of player actions for a plurality of re^s-
t«rs, a truckorboani having two rows of staggered control
o«on«xtioDs. control devices (or the 6top action operatlvely

connected to the control connect1ont^ of one of said rows,

and a set of control devices for each of said sets of player

actions each operatlvely coijnected to control connections
of the other row. one set to the right portion and the

other to the left portion of the row, and means for Inter-

changing the control of said set of player actions between
the right and left portions of said row.

4. An automatic musical instrument comprising

:

sounding devices arranged In a plurality of registers

;

means for actaattug said sounding devices individually
;

meauH for controlling each register of Hounding devices

as a whole ; electromagnets one for actuating each of the
last mentioned controlling means ; a branch circuit for

each of said magnets ; a source of current for all of said
circuits : a pneumatically operated circuit closer in each
branch ; a single manual switch in each branch, to open
and close the same and thereby cut out or cut in at will

the corresponding controlling device : a gang reversing
switch connected In a plurality of said branches, to shift

an<l reverse at will the connection of a plurality of regis-

ters of the sounding devices with the circuit closers ; a
trackerboard : and a note sheet with means to cause the

same to travel over said trackertMmrd and means to con-

trol the circuit closen therethrough.
a. An automatic musical Instrument comprising sound-

ing devices divided Into a plurality of registers, means
for actuating Individually the sounding devices in each
register, a trackerboard and means to operate said ac-

tuating means from the trackerboard, a stop device for

controlling all the sounding devices in each register, an
electromagnet actuating each controlling device, a branch
circuit for each electromagnet, a source of current for all

of said circuits, a pneumatically operated circuit closer

for each branch, and a gang reversing switch connected
In said branch circuits to shift or reverse at will the

control connections between the several registers and the

several circuit closer*.

1.224.784. OA8-HKATKD RADIATOR. Fba.nk J. PioCH,
San Francisco. Cal. Filed June 14, 1916. Serial No.
103.656. (CI. 126—^91.)

1. In combination a <-asiDg Incloaing a combustion
chamber, said casing t>elng provided with an opening, a
damper box arranged In said catling an<l engaging the wall
thereof around said optinlng. a plate adapted to fit over
said opening on the outside of said 'aaing. said plate
being provided with a discharge vent, said damper box
being provid«d with a vent adapted to register with the
vent In said plate, said damper box and said plate being

adjustable with relation to the opening in tsald casing,

means for securing 8aid dainper box and said plate to-

gether to grip the wall of the casing therebetween to

secure the plate and the vent tbenin in adjusted po».ltlon,

ami means for establishing and controlling direct and
Intermeiliate communication bet-ween said damper >>ox and
said combustion chamber.

2. In a heat radiator, a combustion chamber and a
return chamber, a pluraiity of heat-radiating tut>es com-
municating with the combostioo chamber at their upper
ends and with the return chamber at their lower ends, an
adjustable damper box mounted In the combustion cham-
ber, a reheating tube connecting the damper box and re-

turn chamber, a discharge flue, and an adjustable plate

having a vent opening formed therein and adapted to

form communication between the damper box and the

discharge flue.

3. In a heat radiator, a combustion chamber and a

return chamber, a plurality of heat-radiating tubes com-
municating with the combustion chamb<>r at their upper
ends and with the return chamber at their lower ends,

an adjustable damper box mounted in the combustion
chamber, a reheating tube connecting the damper box
and return chamber, a discharge flue, an adjustable plate

having a vent opening formed therein adapted to form
communication between the damper bvx and the discharge

flue, a damper pivotally mounted on the upper end of

the damper box, and a rod attached to the damper and
extending through the lower end ^t the combustion
chamber.

4. In a beat radiator, a combustion chamber and a
return chamber, a plurality of heat-radiating tubes com-
municating with the combustion chamber at their upper
ends and with the return chamber at their lower ends,

an adjustable damper box mounted In the combustion
chamber, a reheating tube connecting the damper box and
return chamber, a discbarge flue, an adjustable plate

having a vent opening formed therein adapted to form
communication between the damper box and the discharge
flue, a damper pivotally mounted on the upper end of

the damper box, a rod attached to the damper extending
through the lower end of the combustion chamber, and a

hook-f-haped handle extension on the lower end of the

rod adapted to secure the damper in its opened position.

5. In a heat radiator the combination with a central

radiator section and an elongated opening formed in the

rear side of the section, of a damper box mounted inte-

riorly of the section, said damper t>ox having an outlet

opening formed therein and registering with the elongated

opening, a plate having a discharge vent formed therein

and mounted exteriorly of the radiator section, said plate

being longer than the elongated opening and adapted to

form a cover for same, and means for adjusting the plate

and damper box vertically and securing the same when
adjusted.

*

(Claims S to 8 not printed In the Gazette.] .

1.224,785. RAIL>JOINT. MotBS S. PiTTMAN, Sawtelle,

Cal. Filed Aug. 2, 1916. Serial No. 112,687. (CI.

289—6.)

In a 4levice of the character set fortfa, a tie plate having
each ot its sides folded over to form outer contacting
parts, said sides being bent upwardly to form shoulders
to engage the opposite sides of the rail base, one of said
sides being extended to engage the top of one side of the
rail base and one side of the rail web and head, the
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other 8lde having a wing terminating at a point adjacent
the Juncture of the other side of the rail baae and web
and having its outer part seating on top of the laat

named side of the rail base at the outer side of the
latter, and an angle bar engaging the head and web and
the inner side part of the base of the last named side
of the rail, said wing of the tie plate being lifted up to

seat on top of the base of the angle bar so as to be held
by the latter against the top face of the outer aide of the
last named side of the rail base, and spike-holes formed
in the contacting parts of the tie plates so that the spike«

^wlU bear on the folded parts and prevent upward move-
ment of the wing.

1.224.786. LIQUID LEVEL INDICATOR. Richabd Pow-
EES, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Aug. 22, 1916. SerUl No.
116.344. (CI. 73—^11.)

1. A liquid level indicating device comprising a sup-
port, a glass tube mounted upon said support, and having
its upper end sealed, means connecting said tube to the
support embodying a bracket, an expansible indicating
plunger movable longitudinally within said glass tube, a
spring for resisting the movement of said plunger in one
direction and instrumental In moving said plunger in the
reverse direction, and tensioning means for saM spring,

said bracket comprising a shelf having an upstanding
tubular seat for said plunger, an annular flange within
which the lower end of the glass tube is received, and a
packing nut embracing said tubular flange and glass tube
and having a threaded engagement with said tubular
flange.

2. A liquid level indicating device comprising a sup-
port, a glass tube mounted upon said support and having
its upper end sealed, means connecting said tube to the
support embodying a bracket, an expansible Indicating
plunger movable longitudinally within said galss tube,
and embodying a resilient annular flange adapted to be
held by liquid pressure In close contact with the tube,

a spring for resisting the movement of said plunger In

one direction and instrumental in moving said plunger in

the reverse direction, and tensioning means for said
spring, said bracket comprising a shelf having an up-
standing tubular seat for said plunger embraced by the

resilient plunger flange at the Initial end of Its move-
ment, an annular flange within which the lower end of

the glass tube is received, and a packing nut embracing
said tubular flange and glass tube and having a threaded
engagement with said tubular flange.

1,224,787. PROCESS OF TRANSFORMING MINERAL
OILS. Alixan'dib S. Rauaoi, Detroit, Mich., assignor

to Bostaph Engineering Company, Detroit. Mich., a
Corpo'-.itlon of Michigan. Filed Apr. 27, 1916. Serial

No. 94,068. (CI. 196—26.)
2. The process of transforming hydrocarbons Into other

hydrocarbons relatively poorer in hydrogen, which con-

sists in bringing the hydrocart>on to be transformed, in a
state of vapor substantially unmixed with reactive oxygen,
into contact with iron oxld at a temperature of 580°-760'
C, and so regulating the time of contact between the
vapor and the oxld as to oxidize a portion only of the
hydrogen component of the hydrocarbon, producing there-
by as reaction products hydrocarbons relatively poorer is
hydrogen, and ateam.

4. The process of transforming paraffins and olefins into
terpenes and aromatic hydrocarbons, which consists in
subjecting said paraffins and olefins. In a state of vapor
substantially unmixed with reactive oxygen, to restricted
oxidation by means of Iron oxld maintained at a tempera-
ture of 680°-760° C. producing thereby as reaction prod-
ucts hydrocarbons relatively poorsr In hydrogen, and
steam.

[Claims 1, 3, and 5 to 12 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1^24,788. PROCESS OF SECURING COMBUSTIBLE
PLDID8 FROM CARBONACEOUS SOLIDS. James
Hbnbt Rbid, Newark, N. J., assignor to Patents Proceas
Company, a Corporation of Maine. Filed Aug. 26, 1916.
Serial No. 47.637. (Cl. 204—64.

>

1. The process of aecnrlnff combustible fluids from car-
bonaceous solids, which comprtaea aaaociatlng the sab-
stance to be acted upon with an electrical conductive re-

sistor and passing electricity then-through until the de-
sired product Is evolved and then securing such product.

2. The process of securing combustible fluids from car-
bonaceous solids, which comprises associating a substance
containing fixed hydrocarbons with an electrical conduc-
tive resistor and passing electricity therethrough until

the desired product Is evolved and then securing such
product.

8. The process of securing combustible fluids from car-

bonaceous solids, which comprises associating a carbona-
ceous shale with an electrical conductive resistor, and
passing electricity therethrough until the desired product
Is evolved and then securing such product.

4. The process of securing combustible fluids from car-
bonaceous solids, which comprisefl associating the sub-
stance to be acted upon with charcoal and passing elec-

tricity therethrough until the desired product is evolved
and then securing such product.

8. The process of securing combustible fluids from car-
bonaceous solids, which comprises associating a substance
containing fixed hydrocarbons with charcoal and passing
electricity therethrough until the desired product it

evolved and then securing such product.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.J
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1.224.789. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENER-
ATING MOTIVE FLUID. Chabi^cb E. Reobdan, Dallas,

Tex. Filed Jan. 7, 1914. Serial No. 810,866. (Cl.

e<V—81.)

1. In an apparatus for generating motive fluid, a gen-
erator, a spherical combustion chamber disposed exteriorly
of said generator, an inlet for supplies of a combustible
fluid and of combustion supporting media under pressure,
a diametrically opposed outlet therefor, and a spherical
ignition device mounted within said chamber and in sym-
metrical relation thereto to block a continuous path
th.-ough said chamber from said inlet to said outlet.

2. In an apparatus for generating motive fluid, a gen-
erator, a spherical combustion chamber disposed exteriorly
of said generator, a pipe for conducting the products of
combustion Into said generator from said chamber, an inlet

to supply said chamber with a combustible fluid and with
combustion supporting media under pressure, a diametri-
cally opposed outlet connecting with said pipe, and a
spherical Ignition device symmetrically mounted within
said chamber to block a continuous path therethrough
from Inlet to outlet and to furnish also a ccmtinuous ig-

nition of said fluid.

3. In an apparatus for generating motive fluid, a gen-
erator, a spherical combustion chamber disposed exteriorly
of said generator, a pipe conducting the products of com-
bustion Into said generator from said chamber, an inlet

to supply said chamber with a combustible lluld and with
combustion supporting media under pressure, a diamet-
rically opposed outlet for said chamber to connect with
said pipe, and a spherical ignition device symmetrically
disposed in said chamber, l>etween said inlet and outlet
and of a size sufficiently large to block a continuous path
through said chaml)er and to furnish also a continuous
ignition of said fluid.

4. In an apparatus for generating motive fluid, a gen-
erator, a pipe leading thereinto, a combustion chamber
having a larger diameter than said pipe and connected
thereto by an outlet, an Inlet for said chamber diamet-
rically opposed to said outlet to supply said chamber with
a combustible fluid and with combustion supporting media
under pressure, a hollow Ignition device shaped similarly
to and opening on the exterior of said chamber and sym-
metrically positioned therein to block a continuous path
therethrough from Inlet to outlet and to furnish also a
continuous Ignition of said fluid, and heating means for
the ignition device leading thereinto from without the
combustion chamber.

5. In an apparatus for generating motive fluid, a gen-
erator, a spherical combustion chaml>er disposed exteriorly
of said generator, a pipe conducting the products of com-
bustion into said generator from said chamber, an air inlet
pipe connected with said chamber, a combustible fluid in-

let pipe extended into said air Inlet pipe having a discharge
end directed toward said combustion chamber, a spheri-
cal ignition device disposed centrally in said chamber,
and a cooling chamber positioned around said combus-
tion chamber.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.790. FLOOR AND WALL CONNECTION FOB
RAILWAY-CAHS. WiLLiAk J. RoA, St. Louis, Mo.,
assignor to American Car and Foundry Company, St
Ix)ul8, Mo., a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Not.
18, 1916. Serial No. 62,081. (Cl. 106—192.)

1. In car construction the combination with a sill mem-
ber having a wide upstanding flange formed Integral with
its upper outer corner, of flooring supported by the upper
portion of said sill member, and wall sheathing, the lower
member of which is thinner tlian the upper members and
is lnten>o8ed between the edge of the flooring and said up-
standing flange.

2. In car construction, the combination with a sill

member having a wide up standing flange formed integral
at its upper outer corner, and wall sheathing, the lower
member of which is thinner than the upper members and
bears on said sill member and against the up-standing
flange thereon.

3. In car construction, the combination with a sill mem-
ber having a wide up standing flange formed integral at
Its upper outer corner, wall sheathing, the lower member
of which is thinner than the upper members and bears on
said sill member and against the up-standlng flange there-
on, and car flooring supported by said sill member with
the edge of said flooring terminating adjacent to the Inner
face of the wall sheathing.

4. In car construction, the combination with a sill

member having a wide up standing flange formed Integral
at Its upper outer corner, wall sheathing, the lower mem-
ber of which is thinner than the upper members and bears
on said sill member and against the up-standing flange
thereon, and car flooring supportcni by and flxed to said
sill member with the edge of said flooring terminating ad-
jacent to the Inner face of the wall sheathing.

6, In car construction, an underframe side sill member
provided with a wide Integral upwardly projecting com-
bined riveting flange and wall sheathing engaging member.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,791. DRAFT ARM AND SILL-REINFORCEMENT.
William J. Roa, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to American
Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Filed Feb. 6. 1916. Serial No.
76,371. (Cl. 106—76.)

1. In combination, a single metal plate having top and
bottom terminal edges and comprising a lower vertical
channel portion and an upper portion with a shoulder
formed Intermediate said upper and lower portions, an-
other metal plate parallel with and spaced from the up-
per part of the flrst plate and in surface contact with the
vertical web of the channel portion thereof, a wood cen-
ter sill secured between the upper portions of said plates
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and resting above said shoalder, and a draft Iuk tecared to

the lower portions of said plates.

2. In combination, shouldered plates comprising par
«llel plate metal portions spared apart for a part of their
upper portions and in surface contact for a part of tbeir
lower portions thereby forming a sill pocket, a wood center
111 secured In said pocket between the spacetl upper por-

tions of said plates and a draft lug extending under said
wood center sill and being secured to the lower portions
of said plates.

8. In combination, a plurality of separately formed
plates comprising parallel upper portions 8{.>aced apart
said platfs being juxtaposed for a part of their lower
portions and stifTened by a lower flant;e throughout the
major portion of their Juxtaposition, and there being a
shoulder Intermediate the upper and lower portions of said

plates adapted to support a wood center sill between the
paced upper portions of said plates and above said
shoulder and a draft lug secured to the lower portions of
said plates.

4. In combination, an end sill, a bolster, a single metal
plate comprising a lower vertical channel portion and an
upper angular portion a part of which form-* part of said

channel portion, another metal plate, the upper portions
of both plates being spared apart and the lower portions
being In surface contact, a shoulder being formed inter-

mediate the upper and lower portions of said plates, r
wood center sill positioned between the upper portions of
aid plates to rest on said shoulder, and a draft Ing se-

cured to the lower portions of said plates, the channel
portion of the first plate extending between the end sill

and the bolster and the upper angular portion of that
plate pas.sing across said bolster.

1.224.792. CAR UNDERFRAMR William J. Roa, 8t.

rx>ul8. Mo., assignor to American Car and Foundry Com-
pany, St. l>ouls. Mo,, a Corporation of New Jersey.
FUed Feb. 5, 1916. Serial No. 76,372. (CI. 106—76.)

1. In combination, a bolster, spaced center sill members
having bottom flanges, a bottom cover plate connecte<l to

said flanges and outstanding laterally from tmld sill mtun-
bers, and wood center sills resting on and be'ng t>olted to

the outstanding portions of said bottom covyr plate, said

wood sills having their major portions positioned below
the top of said bolster.

2. In combination, a bolster, wood center sills, spaced
center sill memt>ers having bottom flanges, a bottom cover
plate connetced to said flanges and outstanding laterally

from said sill members to support said wood sills, draft
sills lapping and secured to the end portl< ns of aakl
flanged slU members and un offset rHxtlng liiterpooed be-

tween said draft allls and sill members and extending Into

alined abutment with said wood center sills within and
so a.s to ilorive underlying support from saM bolster at
their abutting terminals.

3. In combination, a bolster, draft sills, spaced wood
sill members and metal center sill members the latter hav-
ing botton. flanges, a bottom cover plate connected to said
flanges and outstanding laterally therefrom the wood cen-

ter sills resting on the outstanding portions of said bot-

tom cover plate, said cover plate passing through sa'd

bolster and being connected to said draft sIlN.

4. In combination, spaced wood center sill members,
auxiliary reinforcing sill members, a bottom cover plate
connected to the reinforcing members and outistandlcg

laterally therefrom to support said wood t^ill memberR.
(!ra/t sills secured to end portions of said reinforcing sill

memt>ers. draft lugs mounted on said draft sUIs and pro-

vided with draft gear follower stops, and a shouldered
lasting spaced from the follower stops and Lnterpoaed be-

tween said draft sills and the other sill members and
adapte<l to transfer butBng shocks from the draft sills to

all of the other sill members.
6. In combination, a boUter, spaced center aill mem-

bers having bottom flanges, a bottom cover plate extending
laterally from said sill members, wood center sills resting
on and being bolted to the outstanding portions of said

bottom cover plate, draft sills secured to said flanged sill

members and connection castings extending into allne-

ment with said wood sills and between said other sill

members, said cover plate passing through said bolster

and being connected to said draft sills.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,224,793. SCRAPING DEVICE. Lac«a V. Bobinso.n.

Baltimore, Md. Filed Jane 16. 1914. Serial No.
845,230. (CI. 65—12.)

J r-p£^

I
A scraping device comprising a handle, a circular en-

largement at one end of the handle, said enlargement pro-

jecting slightly beyond one horizontal side face of the

handle, a aisk removably secured to the projecting face of

said circular enlargement, said disk having Its periphery
beveled, a plurality of scraping blades secured to the outer
face of the disk at a spaced distance apart and, arranged
in radial spaced rows, a circular row of spaced blades ar-

ranged on the beveled periphery of said disk and extend-

ing outwardly therefrom at an obtuse angle and a second
circular row of spaced blades secured to and extending
outwardly from the beveled portion of the disk and lo-

cates! In a plane below the first named circular row, as

and for the purpose specified.

1,224.794. POX. M.anville F. Robison, Bar View. Oreg.

Filed Mar. 22. 1916. Serial No. 85.942. (CI. 217—64.)

1. Th«> combination with a box having a vertically mov
able bottom, of a plurality of oppositely disposed resilient

corrugated strips having their corresponding upper ex-

trem'tles booked over the upper edge of the adjacent wall
of the box and secured thereto, said strips normally con-
verging In a downward direction and spaced from said
wall*, said strips terminating to provide inwardly ex
tending horizontal flanges disposed beneath the bottom
plan" of the box, and resilient catches carried by the bot-

tom and engaging said corrugated strips for holding said
bottom in adjusted position.

2. The combination with a box having a vertically mov-
able bottom, of a plurality of oppositely disposed resilient
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corrugated strips having their corresponding upper ex-

tremities hooked over the upper edge of the adjacent wall

of the box and secured thereto, said strips normally con-

verging Id a downward direction and spaced from safd

walls, said strips terminating to provide Inwardly extend-

ing horizontal flanges disposed l)eneath the bottom plane
of the box, and substantially L-shaped resilient catches

secured to said bottom and having their vertical branches
extending above the bottom and around it to engage In

the corrugations of said strips for holding the bottom In

adjusted position.

1,224.795. SCREW-CUTTING DIE. Richard W. RobI/-

orsoN, Gait, Ontario, Canada. Filed Aug. 21, 1916.
Serial No. 116,158. {CI. 10—121.)

1. In a screw threading die, the combination of the die

body ; a plurality of radial chasers carried by said body
and each plvotally mounted adjacent Its cutting end ; and
•tops limiting the rocking movement of each chaser In

either direction.

2. In a screw threading die, the i-omblnatlon of the die

body ; a plurality of radial chasers carried by said body
and each plvotally "counted adjacent its cutting end

;

and adjustable stops limiting the rocking movement of
each chaser in either direction.

\' 3. In a screw threading die, the combination of the
die body ; a plurality of pivots mounted on said body and
slotted for the passage of chasers ; a plurality of radial

chasers adapted to slide through said pivots, said pivots

belnc normally adjacent the cutting edges of the chasers;

aad stops engageable by the chasers limiting the rocking
movement of each chaser In either direction.

4. Iii a screw threading die, the combination of the die

body ; a plurality of pivots mounted on said body and
slotted for the passage of chasers ; a plurality of radial

chasers adapted to slide through said pivots, said pivots

being normally adjacent the cutting edges of the chasers

:

and stops engageable by the chasers limiting the rocking
movement of each chaser in either direction comprising
{crews threaded tbroush the die body.

6. In a screw threading die, the combination of the

die body ; a plurality of radial chasers carried by said

body and each plvotally mounted adjacent Its cutting end
and arranged to slide radially ; stops limiting the rocking
movement of each chaser in either direction ; and a collet

threaded on the body adapted to adjust the chasers ra-

dially.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,2 24.796. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR CAR-
DOORS. John M. RoHLriNO, St. Louis, Mo., assignor

to American Car and Foundry Company, .St. Louis, Mo.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct 25, 1916.

Serial No. 57,747. (CI. 105—14.)
1. In combination In a dump car, doors provided with

suitably supported hinges, a shaft parallel with the latter,

door-actuating members operable by said shaft and a door

lock comprising a plurality of plvotally connected mem-
bers suspended from said shaft and operable lndei>endently

thereof.

2. In combination in a dump car, doors provided with

movement-permitting supports, a shaft parallel with the

latter, door-actuating members and a plurality of sus-

pended plural-part door locks the parts of which are

adapted to be simultaneously swung, said members and

locks being connected with said shaft but being Independ-

ently operable.

238 O. G.—16

8. In combination In a dump car, doors, a plurality of

shafts, door-actuating members operable by one shaft

and swingingly suspended door-locks provided with latches

supported from said shaft by vibratory means and inde-

pendently operable by another of said shafts.

4. In combination In a dump car, doors, door-actuating

members adapted to partly close said doors, an operating

shaft therefor, door-locks for engaging the partly closed

doors and completing their closure comprising an oscilla-

tory hanger plvotally supported from said shaft, a swing-

ing latch rockably connected thereto and means for ad-

vancing and withdrawing said latch to and from a door-

supporting position.

5. In combination in a dtimp car, doors adapted to

close against portions of the car structure, door-actuating

means, door-locks supportedly connected with but Inde-

pendently operable from said door-actuating means and
provided with latches held out of contact with said door-

actuating means and adapted to be swung to a door-sup-

porting position and means for operating said door-locka.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,797. DDMPINO-CAR-DOOR OPERATING MECH-
ANISM. John M. RoBLriNO, St. Louis, Mo., assignor

to American Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct 25, 1916.

Serial No. 67,748. (Cl. 105—186.)

1. In combination In a dump car, opposing doors

adapted to close against each other, door-raising means,

members on each side of said doors, swing door locks sup-

ported from the car framing to move In a direction other

than that of the paths of said doors, each adapted to en-

gage the members on opposing doors to hold the latter

closed and means for operating said door locks.

2. In combination In a dump car, opposing doors, door-

ralstng means adapted to close said doors against each

other, members on each side of said doors, swing door

locks supported from the car framing adapted to simul-

taneously come Into cooperative relation with the members
on opposing doors after the latter have been raised and

to maintain said doors closed and operating means for

said door locks.

3. In combination In a dump car, opposing doors hinged

near the sides of the car, members on each side of said

doors, door-ralslng means connected with a plurality of

said members and adapted to close the doors against each

other, swing door locks supported from the car fram-

ing to swing In and parallel with the plane in which said

doors meet, and adapted to engage said members after the

doors have been raised to maintain them closed, and
operating means for said doors locks.
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4. Id combination In a dump car. opposing doora hinged
near and adapted to swing toward the aides of a car on
opening, members on each side of said doors, door-ralslng
means connected to the members at one side of said doors,
door locks supported from the car framing adapted to
be projected under portions of the members on both aides
of the doors after the operation of said door-ralslng means
and to carry said doors into a tight closure and operating
means for said door locks.

5. In combination In a dump car, doors adapted to
•wing toward each other In closing, attachment devices
connected to the sides of said doors, and door-ralslng
means comprising a winding shaft supported by the sills of
the car, means for rotating the same from the aide of the
car. flexible members secured to said attachment devices
and adapted to be wound on said shaft and retro-action
prevention and permitting means for said shaft, and door-
locking means.

[Claims 6 to 49 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,224,798. CHURN. John L. Saxu, Waterbury. Conn.
Filed Mar. 21, 1916. Serial No. 85,677. (O. 269—144.)

A churn dasher comprising a vertical shaft, a pair of
flat, rectangular plates secured to said shaft intermediate
their lengths and extending transversely at right angles
thereto, said plates being arranged at right angles to

each other and in superposed relation, the upper corners
of the upper plate being bent at approximately right
angles to the plane of the plate and In opposite direc-

tions, and the lower corners of the lower plate being bent
at approximately right angles to the plane of tt»e plate
and in opposite directions.

1,224,799. SASH RETAINER AND FASTENER. Fbbd
E. Spahks, Bellalre. Ohio. Filed Apr. 14, 1916. Serial
No. 91.107. (a. 16—122.)

Af

1. A sash lock comprising a casing, having a redpro-
catory bolt, said bolt provided with a ratcheted face on
one side and a rack upon another side thereof, a spring
actuated bolt retaining device movably mounted between
the bolt and its casing to engage said ratcheted face and
a cylindrical fulcrum positioned upon a wall of the casing
to be engaged by said bolt retaining device.

2. A sash lock <oniprlslne a reclprocatory bolt provided
with a rack, and a ratcheted face, a key operated pinion
adapted to engage said rack to reciprocate the bolt when
said pinion Is engag.nl l.y its key. a sprint? actuated bolt
retaining device to engage said ratcheted face to retain
the bolt In a plurality of predetermined positions, and a
key to release said retaining device and to reciprocate
said bolt. .^M

3. A sash lock comprising a reclprocatory bolt pro-
vided with a rack and a ratcheted face, a key actuated
pinion to engage said rack, a spring actuated bolt retain-
ing device posltionwi beside said bolt to engage said
ratcheted face, a cylindrical fulcrum to provide rocking
engagement for said bolt retaining device, a pintle pierc-
ing said bolt retaining device at Its forward end to retain
said bolt retaining device In locking engagement with said
cylindrical fulcrum; one end of said pintle slidably engag-
ing a recess In the lock casing. an<l a key to actuate said
bolt reUlnlng device by engaging the other end of the
pintle.

4. A sash lock comprising a casing having a removable
wall provided with an aperture, a reclprocatory bolt car-
ried by said casing and provided with a ratcheted face
and a rack face, spring actuate<l means to engage the
ratcheted face to malnUin the bolt in a predetermined
position, said spring actuated means having a pintle which
is adapted to be positioned adjacent the rack, a pinion
roUtably mounted in the aperture In the removable wall
of the casing and adapted to Journal upon the pintle to
engage the rack of said bolt and means to rotate the
pinion.

5. A sash lock comprising a casing having a removable
wall provided with an aperture, a reclprocatory bolt
mounted in the i-aslng and provided with a rack, means
carried by the casing provided with a pintle, a pinion
rotatably mounted in the aperture of the removable wall
of the casing and also rotaUbly mounted on said pintle
for removal with the casing wall and removable means to
rotate said plnlun to reciprocate said bolt.

1.224,800. THREAD CUTTER. Habrt L. Spince, San-
ford. Me. Filed Aug. 16, 1916. SerUl No. 115.349.
(CI. 118—16.)

1. In a device of the class described, in combination, a
bobbin lifting plate, a thread cutter connected with said
bobbin lifting plate, and a washer engaging plate on said
thread cutter.

2. In a device of the class de8cril)ed. In combination, a
bobbin lifting plate, a rotatable thread cutter connected
with said bobbin lifting plate, and a washer engaging
plate connected with the thread cutter.

3. In a device of the class described. In combination, a
bobbin lifting plate, a sleeve connected with said plate
for turning movement, a washer engaging plate carried by
said sleeve, and a cutter rod connected with the sleeve
for turning the same.

4. In a device of the class described. In combination, a
bobbin lifting plate, a sleeve rotaUbly connected with said
bobbin lifting plate, a washer engaging plate carried by
said sleeve, and a cutter rod for turning said sleeve mount-
ed to slide therein.

5. In a device of the class described. In combination, a
bobbin lifting plate, a sleeve rotatably connected with said
bobbin lifting plate and having spaced slots therein, a
washer engaging plate carried by mid sleeve, and a cut-
ter rod mounted to slide In said sleeve and having con-
nection therewith whereby said sleeve may be turned by
said cutter ro<l.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette]

1,224.801. STUD EXTRACTOR AND TIGHTENER. Ed-
MrND SPHINO. Detroit. Mich. Filed Sept. 8. 1915.
Serial No. 48.932. (CI. 81—183.)
A device of the type described, comprising a body hav-

ing facets, said body having a longitudinal slot therein
with the walls of said slot parallel with the facets of said
body and the bottom of said slot semi cylindrical relative
to the longitudinal axis of said body, sets of parallel

f
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apertured lugs carried by one of the facets of said body
and spaced apart thereon, the spaces between the lugs

of each set being In open communication with the slot

of said body, and of a knurled gripping member pivoted
between the lugs of each set, and adapted to be swung
Into the slot of said body.

1,224,802. SKATE. Oi>or ST.trr, Milltown, M&nt. Flle<l

I

June 10, 1915. Serial No. 33.367. (CI. 46—60.)

1. The combination in a skate, of a sleeve fixed to the
under face of the heel supporiing portion, the Interior

lK)re of xald sle«'ve Inking oppositely threaded, correspond
Ingly threaded rods adjustable in said sleeve, stops carri*^!

by each of said rods and a strap connecting said stopx.
for the purpose speclfle<i

2. A skate romprislng a shoe-supporting plate, a strap,
and a pair of »e<-Hring members each comprising an axial
portion an<I a strap entraging portion which latter stands
at an angle to the axis of said axial portion, said secur-
ing members being rotatably mounted under said plate,

and normally having their strap engaging portions In en-
gagement with said strap, and t>elng turnable about a
lonimon axial line by movem»'nt of said strap.

3. A skate comprising a shoe supporting plate, a strap,

and a pair of securing members each comprising an axial
portion and a strap engaging portion which latter stands
at an angle to the axis of said axial portion, said secur-

ing members being rotatably and adjustably mounte*!
under said plate, and normally having their strap engaging
portions In engagement with said strap, and being turn-
able about a common axial line by movement of said strap.

4. A skate comprising a shoe-supporting plate, screw
threaded supporting means under said plate and connected
therewith, an adjustable strap, a pair of securing mem
bers each formed with a screw threaded portion and an
apertured end portion whhh latter extends at an angle
to the screw threaded portion, the threaded portions of
said securing members being seate<l In said supporting
means, said strap normally extending through the aper-
tures of said securing members and preventing adjustment
and disadjustment of the latter, but allowing adjustment
thereof when the strap is disengaged from one of said

securing members.

5. A skate comprising n shoe-supporting plate, inter-

nally screw threaded supporting means under said plate

and connectetl thereto, an adjustable strap, and a pair of

securing members each comprising an externally screw
threaded portion and a relatively thin and wide apertured
end portion which latter extends at an angle to the screw
threade<l portion, the threaded portions of said securing
members being seated In said supporting means and each
being therein adjustable independently of the other, said

trap normally extending through the apertures of said

securing members and preventing adjustment and disad

Justment of the latter, but allowing adjustment thereof
when the strap is disengaged from one of said securing
memben.

1,224,803. TIHK PROTECTOR. Eli S. 8talk»b, U«11-
Btead. Pa. Filed Dec. 13, 1916. SerUl No. 66,673
(CI. 162—33.)

A pneumatic tire provided on its outer face with in-

tegral projecting solid resilient bosses, a tire protector of

solid resilient material encircling said tire and provided
with projecting integral solid resilient bosses on its in-

ner face correspontllng In shape with and lying between
and In abutting conta<t with the bosses of the tire and
laterally insertible and removable in relation to said tire

bosses, retaining rings located at opposite sides of both
sets of bosses between the body of the tiro and the body
of the protector, and fastening means inserted through
the tire bosses and said retaining rings.

1,224,804. DIRIGIBLE HEADLIGHT. Charles Robekt
Stknbebg. Onoa, Nebr. Filed Jan. 9, 1917. Serial

No. 141,459. (CI. 240—62.)

1. In a device of the character described, u bracket hav-

ing a pair of spaced bearing sleeves fixed thereto and
adapted to be attached to the f^ame of an automobile, a
shaft Journaled in one of said sleeves and provided with
a lamp at its upper end. a shaft Journaled in the other of

said sleeves and provided with arms at Its opposite ends,

a connecting rod pivoted to the upper of said arms and
having a sliding engagement with the lower end of said

first mentioned shaft, and a flexible actuating device at-

tached to the lower of said arms and adapted to t>e con-

nected to the steering gear, whereby the lamp can be

turned simultaneously with the wheels.

2. In a device of the character described, a l>ra< ket hav-

ing a pair of spaced l>earlng sleeves and adapted to be at-

tached to the frame of an automobile, a shaft Journaled
In one of said sleeves and provided with a lamp at ita

upper end and a transversely extending tulte at its lower
end, a shaft Journaled in the other of said sleeves and
provided with an arm at Its upper end lying in a plane
slightly below said tube, said tube being arranged par-

allel with said arm in one adjustment of the lamp, the

free end of said arm being provided with a bearing, an
angular connecting rod having a vertical portion pivoted
in the l>earlng of said arm. and a horizontal portion tele-

scoping said tut>e and slidably engaging the same, and an
actuating device connected to the lower end of said last-

mentioned shaft for actuating the lamp.
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S. In a device of the character described, a bracket hav-
ing a pair of spaced bearing sleeves fixed thereto and
adapted to be attached to the frame of an automobile, a
shaft Joarnaled In one of said sleeves and provided with
a lamp at its npper end, a shaft Jonrnaled In the other
of said sleeves and provided with arms at Its opposite
ends, a bearing adjustably mounted npon the free end of
the upper of said arms, an angular connecting rod hav-
ing a vertical portion plvotally mounted In said bearing
and a horixontally extending portion slldably engaging
the lower end of said* first mentioned shaft, and a flexi-

ble actuating device attached to the lower of said arms
and adapted to be connected to the steering gear whereby
the lamp can be turned simultaneously with the wheels.

4. In a device of the character described, a braclcet hav-
ing a pair of spaced bearing sleeves fixed thereto and
adapted to be attached to the frame of an automobile, a
shaft journaled in one of said slr^ves and provided with a
lamp at Its upper end, a cap adjustably mounted upon
the lower end of said shaft and provided with a radially
extending tube, a shaft Jonrnaled In the other of said
sleeves and provided with arms at its opponlte ends, the
upper of said arms being rotatably adjustable thereon, an
adjustable bearing mounted upon the free end of the up-
per of said arms, an angular connecting rod provided with
a vertical portion pivoted in said bearing and with a horl-
tontaJly extending portion telescoping said tube, and a
flexible actuating device attached to the lower of said
arms and adapted to be connected to the steering gear
whereby the lamp Is turned simultaneously with the
wheels of the automobile.

5. In a device of the character described, a pair of
spaced bearing sleeves, means attached to the frame of
an automobile for supporting the sleeves In different ver-
tical and horizontal planes, a vertical shaft Journaled in
the npper one of said sleeves and connected at its upper
end to a lamp, a second vertical shaft Journale^l In the
lower sleeve and provided with a pair of arms, said arms
occupying different horizontal planes, a t>earlng connect-
ed to the upper arm, an angular connecting rod having a
vertical portion Journaled In the bearing and a horizontal
portion telescoping with a part connected to the lower end
of the flrst-mentloned shaft, and actuating means con-
necting the steering gear with the lower one of said arms.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.805. APPARATUS FOR FORMING ANNULAR
WORK. Frkderick A. Stbvbnson. Detroit, Mich., as-
signor to American Car and Foundry Company, St.
Louis, Mo., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Dec.
XL, 1915. Serial No. 6G,3.31. (CI. 78—18.)

1. In combination, a work-holdlng-and propelling form-
ing die, an opposed formlng-dle, a guide member extend-
ing into the latter and forming an Internal space between
the same and itself, and means for causing said first men-
tioned forming-die to force work Into said space and to
compress the work, said forming dies and guide member
being adapted to expand said work at predetermined lo-

cations.

2. In combination, a work-boldlng-and-propelling form-
ing-die, an opposing movable forming-die, separate means
for driving each die toward the other die and a pilot mem-
ber extending Into said opposing die and forming a space
between the same and itself, said work holding formlng-
dle being adapted to force work into said apace and move
said opposing die so that said forming-dies and pilot mem-
ber eofiperate to compress said work and to give variant
thickness to its cross section.

3. In combination, a formlng-dle, an opposing movable
forming die, a pilot member provided with a contour sub-
stantially corresponding to the intended interior contour
of a piece of work, both of said dies being annular Inter-
nally and normally out of engagement with said pilot
member, and means for moving the first mentioned form-
ing-die to cause it to force the work between said opposing
forn ing-die and said pilot member and to make such re-
lation between Itself, said opposing formlng-dle and pilot
member that said work is compressed and given a variant
cross section.

4. In combination, a formlng-dle adapted to be driven
and an opposing forming die under oppositely acting move-
ment influences when in Its normal position, both of said
dies baying internal portions substantially corresp^jndlng
to the Intended contour of external portions of a piece of
work, and a pilot member provided with an external con-
tour substantially corresponding to the intended Interior
contour of the work, and means for actuating said driven
forming-die to overcome one of said influences applied to
the opposite die and to force the work between said op-
posing forming-die and pilot member and to so adjust It-

self and said opposing formlng-dle to said pilot member
that the work is compressed and given a variant cross
section.

5. In combination in ring-shaping apparatus, a forming
die adapted to be driven and an opposing movable die,
means for resiliently positioning the latter, a pilot mem-
ber with which said opposing die Is adapted to contact and
to have relative movement with, and means for driving
said driven die, the last mentioned die being adapted to
become Interlocked with said pilot member and cooper-
atively related to said opposing die and to actuate the lat-

ter so that a ring of suitable thickness may be forced be-
tween said pilot member and opposing die and become com-
pressed and given a variant thickness.

[Claims 6 to 43 not printed in the Gazette.]

.224,806. AUTOM.\TICALLY TFIREADING LOOM-
SHUTTLE. Edwaico S. Stimpso.v, iIope<lale, Mass..
assignor, by mesne assignments, to Draper Corporation.
Portland, Me., a Corporation of Maine. Filed July 1,

1916. Serial No. I07.146. (CI. 139—16.)

/J o A' /-^o

1. An automatically threading shuttle havlng^a slotted
side delivery eye B; and a sheet metal threader having
spaced side walls a, h, a beak e, extending rearwardly
from the front wall 6, and outwardly beyond the eye,
a horn f, directing the thread from the beak to the slot
of the eye. and a guard g, extending from the rear
wall a, forwardly over the point of the beak ; in com-
bination with a metal block O between the side walls of
the threader, said block having a rearwardly extending
thread retainer H, a floor m, beneath the retainer and
spaced therefrom, the lower face of the retainer and the
surface of the floor sloping downwardly toward the rear.

and sloping upwardly from the Inner to the cater end,

thereby forming a threading passage which Is upwardly
inclined from the Inner to the outer end and from the

rear to the front at both top and bottom, and a projection

I, extending from the front portion of the block outwardly
and over the lower part of the thread eye, said projection

having a downwardly extending hook {, which Is beyond
the outer wall f, of the block and extends below the bot-

tom of the thread eye, whereby said hook serves as au
outer wall for said eye, the space between the hook i, and
the outer face of the block constituting a throat the top

of which is below the plane of the floor m.
2. An automatically threading shuttle having a slotted

side delivery eye B ; a sheet metal threader having spaced
side walls a and h, a beak e, extending rearwardly from
the front wall h, and outwardly beyond the eye ; a horn

t, directing the thread from the beak to the slot of the
eye, and a guard g, extending from the rear wall a, for-

wardly over the point of the beak ; and a delivery pas-

sage E, having a vertical wall I; In combination with a

metal block G, between the side walls of the threader,

said block having a rearwardly extending thread retainer

H, a floor m. beneath the retainer and spaced therefrom,

the lower face of the retainer and the surface of the floor

sloping downwardly toward the rear, and sloping up-

wardly from the Inner to the outer end, thereby forming
a thread passage which is upwardly Inclined from the

inner to the outer end and from the rear to the front at

both top and bottom, and a projection I extending from
the front portion of the block outwardly and over the

lower part of the thread eye, said projection having a
downwardly extending houk i, which Is beyond the outer

wall i, of the block and extends below the bottom of the

thread eye, whereby said hook serves as an outer wall for

said eye, the forward edge of said hook constituting a
downward continuation of the horn /, and being spaced

from said wall i to form a narrow thread passage.

8. An automatically threading shuttle having. In com-
bination, a slotted side delivery eye ; a threader having
t^paced side walls ; and a block between the side walls of

the threader, said block having a rearwardly extending

thread retainer, and a fioor beneath the retainer and
spaced therefrom, the lower face of the retainer and the

surface of the floor sloping downwardly toward the rear,

and sloping upwardly from the inner to the outer end,

thereby forming a thread passage which is upwardly In-

clined from the inner to the outer end and from the rear

to the front at both top and bottom.

4. An automatically threading shuttle having, in com-
bination, a slotted side delivery eye ; and a threader hav-

ing a block with a rearwardly extending thread retainer,

and a fioor beneath the retainer and spaced therefrom,

the lower face of the retainer and the surface of the floor

sloping downwardly toward the rear, and sloping up-

wardly from the Inner to the outer end, thereby forming

a thread passage which is upwardly Inclined from the in-

ner to the outer end and from the rear to the front at

both top and bottom.

B. An automatically threading shuttle having. In com-

bination, a slotted side delivery eye ; and a threader with

a rearwardly extending thread retainer and a floor be-

neath the retainer and spaced therefrom, the lower face

of the retainer and the surface of the floor sloping down-

wardly toward the rear, and sloping upwardly from the

inner to the outer end, thereby forming a thread {wssage

which Is upwardly inclined from the Inner to the outer

end and from the rear to the front at l>oth top and bottom.

[Galms 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,807. DISK-SHAKPENINO MACHINE. Dambl
Stock, CUrence, Iowa. Filed Sept. 14. 1916. Serial

No. 120,140. (CI. 81—7.)

1. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination of a main frame, a drive shaft rotatably mounted
thereon, a plvotally mounted counter shaft mounted for

movement In the path concentric with the drive shaft,

driving connections between the counter shaft and drive

shaft, and means for B<>curlng the counter shaft in adjust-

ment at>out the drive shaft.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a frame, alined standards secured thereto

near one end thereof, a main drive uhaft rotatably mounted
in the standards, an arm plvotally mounted at Its inner

end on the drive shaft, a counter shaft rotatably mounted
In the outer end of the arm parallel with the drive shaft,

driving connections between the drive shaft and counter

shaft, a bracket arm mounted above the drive shaft, an
adjusting rod projecting through said bracket arm and
loosely connected at Its lower end to the outer end of the

arm carrying the counter shaft, and means for adjusting

the said rod through the bracket arm.

^
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leng^tb of the slots corresponding approximately to the
length of the hab below the cross guide base, whereby in

use no portion of the apparatus will project within the

vessel used with the faucet.

1,224,809. PAPER DRINKINO-CUP. Willabd E. Swift,

Worcester, Mass.. assignor to United States Envelope

Company, Springfield. Mass., a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Mar. 9, 1912. Serial No. 682,796. (CI. 229—63.)

As an article of manufacture, a drinking cup formed of

flexible sheet material, having a body portion and two
side flaps folded over said body portion and united at

the overlapping edges, with one of said side flaps pro-
vided with an extension projecting over the other side

flap, with a portion of said extension folded upon itself

to form a doubled edge and allow the extension to be

raised by either its free edge or by its folded edge.

1,224,810. FORM HOLDER AND WALL-TIE. HiRMAN
0. Tbnholdbk, Beaumont, Tex., assignor of one-half
to Geo. W. Smyth Lumber Company, Beaumont, Tex.,
a Corporation of Texas. Filed Nov. 20, 1916. Serial

No. 132,413. (CT. 25—131.)
1. A form holder and hollow wall tie consisting of a

casting having a series of form seats disposed transversely
In its length and having a tapering head at each end con-
nected to the bar at reduced frangible neck portions, and
lugs opposed to the bases of said heads at the ends of
the reduced necks.

2. A form holder and hollow wall tie consisting of a
nnltary bar having a series of form seats dinposed trans-
versely in Us length and having a pyramidal head at each
end connecte<l at the bases to the bar by reduced frangible
neck portions which are coincident with the end seats,

the bases of the heads projecting above and below the faces
of the bar.

3. A concrete form holder and wall tie consisting of a
bar having on one face, near each end, projecting shoulders
forming seats for mold sections, outwardly tapering heads
at the ends of the bar the bases of which project above
and below the faces of the bar to form supports for sec-

tions, and reduced frangible necks Joining the heads to
the bar ends, at the line of said shoulders.

4. An integral mold or form holder and wall tie having
on one face seats between transverse lugs for mold sec-

tions and notched at its opposite edges to form fracture

lines coincident with certain faces of the seats, and be-

tween the lugs.

5. An Integral mold or form holtler and wall tie having
adjacent its ends pairs of shoulders, each pair forming
theret>etween a seat, and the sides of said seats having
angular notches forming weakene<l planes In the body
coincident with the inner shoulder of thp rod seats.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Uazette. ]

1.2 2 4.811. APPARATUS FOR REFRIGERATION
PLANTS. SoaaN THrasTENSB.^. I^ouisvllle, Ky., as-

signor to Henry Vogt Machine Company, Ixtulnville. Ky.,

a Corporation of Kentucky. Filed May 29. 1915. Serial

No. 31,250. (CI. 122—82.)

1. In a device of the clas.s described, the combination
of a drum, temperature exchanging means within the

drum, and a rich liquor supply pipe extending longitudi-

nally of and along the upper portion of the Interior of the
drum from the front to aryacent the rear thereof and in

a diagonally downward direction toward the rear of the
drum, there being an opening in communication with the
upper end of said pipe for the liberation of vapors there-

from, substantially as described.

2. In an appliance of the class described, the combina-
tion of a drum, temperature exchanging means within the
drum, a rich liquor supply pipe extending longitudinally
of and along the upper portion of the Interior of the drum,
a chambered member with the interior of which said pipe
fommunlcatea. and a main rich liquor supply pipe also
communicating with the interior of said chambered mem-
ber, said chamh<>re4l member b<>lng formed with an opening
to permit of the passage of gas out therefrom, substan-
tially as described.

3. In an appliance of the class dpscrlbed, the combina-
tion of a drum, temperature exchanging means within the
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• drum, a rich liquor supply pipe extending longitudinally

of and along the upper portion of the interior of the drum,

a chambered member with the Interior of which said pipe

communicates, a main rich liquor supply pipe also com-

municating with the Interior of said chambered member,
said chamt>ere<I member t>eing formed with an opening to

permit of the passage of gas out therefrom, and a weir

depending into the interior of said chambered member and

adjacent the opening therein, substantially as described.

4. In an appliance of the class described, the combina-

tion of a drum, temperature exchanging moans within the

drum, a rich liquor supply pipe extending longitudinally

of and along the upper portion of the Interior of the drum,

a chambered member with the interior of which said pipe

communicate8, a main rich liquor supply pipe also com-
municating with the interior of said chambered member,
Mid chambere<i member being formed with an opening to

permit of the passage of gas out therefrom, and a series of

baflles at that end of the chambered member with which
the main rich liquor supply pipe communicates, substan-

tially as described.

5. In an appliance of the class described, the combina-

tion of a drum, temperature exchanging means within the

drum, a rich liquor supply pipe extending longitudinally of

the drum and along the upper portion of the interior

thereof, a chambere<l member with the interior of which
said pipe communicates, a main rich liquor supply pipe
also commnnicating with the Interior of said chambered
member, said chambered member l>elng formed with an
opening to permit of the passage of gas out therefrom, a
weir depending Into the chamber of said chambered mem-
ber and adjacent the opening therein, and a series of baf-
fles at that end of the chambered member with which the
main rich liquor supply pipe communicates, substantially

as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,812. REVER8ING-(;EARIN<;. Jambs O. Tow. Co-
lambia, Mo., assignor, by mesne assignments,' to Dorn-
Cloney Laundry and Dry Cleaning Co., Columbia, Mo.,
a Corporation of Missouri. Filed May 17, 1916. Serial

No. 98.039. (CI. 64—4.)

I. In R reversing gearing, a nhaft, a central and two
side wheels thereon, one of the side wheels being fixed to

the shaft, a rotatable element driven from the shaft when
the central wheel and the fixed side wheel are driven In

unison in the same direction, means actuated by said ele-

ment for driving the other side wheel in the reverse direc-

tion or for reversing the operation of the shaft and fixed

side wheel when the central wheel and the other side wheel

are driven in unison in the same direction, a worm Jour-

naled on said shafts means operated by the fixed side wheel
and central wheel for imparting an alternatlnK rotary

movement to said worm, and a belt shifting mechanism
intergeared with said worm and adapted for automatically

shifting a belt engaging the central and one of the side

wheels from engagement with said side wheel and into

engagement with the other side wheel without withdraw-

ing the belt from operative position at any time on said

central wheel.

2. In a reversing gearing, a shaft, a central and two
side belt wheels upon said shaft, one of the side belt wheels

being fixed to the shaft, a rotatable element driven from

the shaft when the central wheel and the fixed side wheel

are driven in the same direction, means actuated by the

said element for driving the other side wheel in the op-

posite direction or for reversing the operation of the fixed

side wheel when the central wheel and the said other side

wheel are driven in unison by said belt, a gear pinion

rigid with the central belt wheel, a gear wheel Journaled

on said shaft, a pair of planet gears rotatable together

and carried by the fixed belt wheel, and respectively en-

meshed with the said pinion and the said gear wheel

Journaled on the shaft, and means operated by the last-

named gear wheel for shifting & belt engaging the central

and one of the side wheels from engagement with the

said side wheel and into engagement with the other side

wheel without withdrawing the belt from operative posi-

tion at any time on said central wheel.

1.224,818. CARD-MAKING ATTACHMENT FOR ADD-
ING AND LISTING MACHINES. Abtbcr S. Ta»w,
Portland, Oreg. Filed June 17. 1915. Serial No.

34,585. (CI. 101—227.)

1. An attachment for adding machines for making cards

comprising in combination a supporting frame adapted to

l>e attached to the adding machine, a roller mounted there-

in, means for feeding a strip of cardboard around said

roller, means for cutting said strip of cardboard Into

cards, and means for connecting said feeding means and

said cutting means with an operating part of said adding

machine, whereby the operation of the latter operates the

former.

2. An attachment for adding machines for making carda

comprising in combination a supporting frame, a roller

mounted therein, means for feeiilng a strip of cardboard

around said roller, a die roller mounted In said frame

and bearing against said first roller and between which

said strip of cardboard passes, inking means, means for

cutting said strip of cardboard Into cards, and means for

connecting said feeding means and said cutting means
with an operating part of said adding machine, whereby

the operation of the latter operates the former.

3. An attachment for adding and listing machines com-

prising a supporting structure adapted to be attached to

the adding machine, adjacent the printing mechanism
thereof, means for supporting and feeding a strip of card-

board through said supporting structure adjacent the

printing mechanism of said adding machine, means In said

supporting structure for printing a form upon said card-

board as it is fed through said supporting structure, means
for cutting said strip of cardboard into cards, and means
for connecting the feeding means and the cutting means
of said device with an operating part of said adding ma-
chine, whereby the operation of the latter operates the

former.

4. An attachment for adding and listing machines of

the character referred to comprising a self-contained strnc-

)
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tnre adapted to b« attached to an adding and listing ma-
chine adjacent the printing mechanism thereof, aaJd de-
vice comprising means for supporting and feeding a strip
of cardboard therethrough adjacent the printing mecha-
nism of said adding and listing machine, means for print-
ing a form upon said cardbord as It Is fed through said
device, means for cutting said cardboard into cards, and
means for operatlvely connecting said card feeding means
and said card cutting means to operating parts of aald
adding and listing machine, whereby the operation of the
adding and listing machine automatically operates said
<mrd feeding and card cutting means.

*. A device of the character referred to comprising In
OOTBbtnatlon a supporting structure, a feed roller, a die
roller therein, means for inking said die roller, means for
faedlng a strip of cardboard between said feed roller and
aid die roller, meana for cutting* said strip of cardboard
Into cards, operating connecting means for operating said
rollers and said cutting means, and means for connecting
aald supporting structure and said operating connecting
means to a listing machine having printing mechanism,
whereby the operation of said llstitig machine automati-
cally operates said feeding means and said cutting means, '

snbstantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.)

tudlnally extensible and embodying a substantially semi-
circular yoke embracing the first crank shaft and having
rollers coacting with the cam at opposite sides of the
first crank shaft.

1.224,815. GRANULATINQ-MACHINE. Edwabd Aiioa
Walters, Youngstown, Ohio. Filed Sept. 14, 1916.
Serial No. 120,044. (CI. 83—91.)

^1,224,814. ENGINE. Anton Van Ai;t»wa, Kansas City,
*•' Mo. Piled Oct. 7, 1914. Serial No. 865.626. (CT.

123—61.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination
of a rotary crank shaft, a cylinder, a reciprocatory power
piston, connected to said rotary crank shaft, a second re-
ciprocatory piston working In the same cylinder and oper-
ating to scavenge the burned gas in each complete cycle
of operation of the engine, a second crank shaft located
at the opposite end of the cylinder from the first crank
shaft and having said second piston connected therewith,
• cam on the first crank shaft, and a connecting rod form-
ing a direct operating connection between said cam and
the second crank shaft, said connecting rod embodying a
sobstantlally semicircular yoke embracing the first crank
shaft and having rollers coacting with the cam at oppo-
site sides of the first crank shaft.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination
of a rotary crank shaft, a cylinder, a reciprocatory power
piston connected to aald rotary crank shaft, a second re-

ciprocatory piston working in the same cylinder and oper-
ating to scavenge the burned gas in each complete cycle
of operation of the engine, a second crank shaft located
at the opposite end of the cylinder from the first crani:
shaft and having said second piston connected therewith.
a cam on the first crank shaft, and a connecting rod form-
ing a direct operating connection between said cam and
the second crank ahaft. said connecting rod being longl-

1. A machine of the character specified, comprising a
frusto-conlcal open ended casing arranged with the amaU
end upward, a shaft Journaled at the axis of the casing, a
cup supported at the upper end of th« shaft by the casing
and having an outwardly extending marginal lip, a wheel
secured to the shaft below the cup and having a frusto-
conlcal periphery arranged with Its small end upward, a
lecond wheel Journaled on the shaft below the first wheel
and having a frusto-conlcal periphery arranged similarly
to the first-named wheel, said cup delivering onto the
periphery of the uppermost wheel and the uppermost
wheel having means at Its lower end for deflecting the slag
onto the periphery of the lowermost wheel, said wheel
having spiral ribs and the ribs of the wheels being oppo-
xltely arranged, said casing having Internal spiral rlba
nt each wheel and arranged in an opposite manner to
those on the wheel, means for rotating the shaft and the
lowermost wheel In opposite directions, and means at the
top of each wheel for delivering a spray of water through
the falling slag.

2. A machine of the character specified, comprising a
pair of similarly arranged frusto-conlcal wheels, said
wheels being arranged one below the other and with their
small ends upward, means for rotating the wheels in oppo-
site directions, a cup above the uppermost wheel and
having an outwardly extending lip for delivering the slag
onto the periphery of the uppermost wheel, means at the
top of each wheel for delivering a spray of water through
the falling slag, and an inclosing casing for the wheels,
said wheels end casing having peripheral ribs for slowing
the flow of the slag, the ribs of the wheels and casing
t>elog oppositely arrnnged.

3. A machine of the character specified, comprising a
pair of similarly arranged frusto-conlcal wheels, said
wheels being arrangefl one below the other and with
their small ends upward, means for rotating the wheels
In opposite directions, a cup above the uppermost wheel
and having an outwardly extending lip for delivering the
"lag onto the periphery of the uppermost wheel, means at
the top of each wheel for delivering a spray of water
through the falling slag, and an Inclosing casing for the
wheels, said wheels and casing having peripheral rlba for
slowing the flow of the slag.

4. A machine of the character specified, comprising a
pair of similarly arranged frusto-conlcal wheels, said
wheels being arranged one below the other and with their
small ends upward, means for rotating the wheels in
opposite directions, a cup above the uppermost wheel and
having an outwardly extending lip for delivering the slag
onto the periphery of the uppermost wheel, meaaa at the
top of each wheel for delivering a spray of water through
th,e falling slag, and an Inclosing casing for the wbeela.

5. A machine of the character 8i>eclfled, comprising a
pair of similarly arranged fnisto- conical wheels, aald

wheels being arranged one below the other and with their

small ends upward, means for rotating the wheels in

opposite directions, means for delivering the slag to the
topmost wheel, means at the top of each wheel for deliver-

ing a spray of water through the falling slag, and an
Inclosing casing for the wheels.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,816. METALLIC CAR WALL CONSTRUCTION.
Jacob H. Weisbrod, St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Ameri-
can Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo., a
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed July 8, 1916. Serial

No. 107,383. (CL 106—192.)

.*•• '^ o '.

1. In a railway car. a wall (onstructlon including sheet
metal panels one disposed above another and having por-
tlaaa overlapping and Fecure<l together, said panels being
provided with corrugations extending angularly relative
to the overlapping edges, the corrugations in one panel
overlapping the corrugation In the other with their re-

entrant sides together.

2. In a railway car, a wall construction Including
panels one disposed above another and having their ad-
jacent marginal portions overlapped and secured together,
aald panels being provided with allne<l vertically extend-
ing corrugations extending into the overlapping portions,
the corrugations in one panel protruding In a direction
opposite to those in the other relative to the general
plane of the wall.

3. In a railway car, a wall construction including sheet
metal panels marginally conjoined and provided with cor-
rugations, extending angularly relative to the line of
Junction. Raid panels being secured together In S'lch rela-

tionship that the corrugations In one protrude In a direc-
tion opposite to the direction of protrusion of corrugations
in the other and with the adjacent ends of the cormga-
tlons ovprlappeil.

4. In a railway car, a wall construction including sheet
metal panels one disposed above another, the uppermost
and lowermost margins of the panels being connected to
car framing members and the adjacent margins of the
sections being overlapped and secured together, said
panels being provided with vertically extending corruga-
tions extending Kubstantlally to the uppermost and lower-
most margins but terminating short thereof, the corruga-
tions In one section overlapping the corrugations In the
other to provide continuous vertical stiffening members
across the line of Jointure.

8. In a railway car, a wall construction including sheet
metal panels one disposed above another, said panels being
formed with vertically extending corrugations, the corru-
gations in one panel protruding Inwardly of the wall struc-
ture, and the corrugations in the other panel protruding

exteriorly of the wall, the adjacent margins of the panels
being overlapped with the corrugations In allnement, and
a flanged plate Interposed between the overlapped portions
of the panels and extending longitudinally of the Joint to

form a stiffening member.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,§17. VEHICLE BUMPER. Claudb O.
Jacksonville, Fla. Filed July 20, 1916.

40,932. (CI. 213—39.)

Westoveb,
Serial No.

vj/ u
1. In a vehicle bumper, a body portion composed of a

pair of alined sections, a hinge connecting the Inner ends
of the sections to permit said sections to flex rearwardly
when the body portion engages an object, means yieldably
holding the sections in normal position, and means con-
necting the sections to a vehicle.

2. In a vehicle bumi>er, a body portion composed of a
pair of alined sections, a hinge connecting the Inner ends
of the sections to permit said sections to flex rearwardly
when the body portion engages an object, means for yield-

ably holding the sections In and automatically returning
them to normal position, and means securing the sections
to a vehicle.

3. In a vehicle bumper, a body portion composed of a
pair of alined sections, a hinge connecting the Inner ends
of the sections to permit said sections to flex rearwardly
when the body portion engages an object, means for limit-

Ing the Inward movement of the sections, and means
securing the sections to a vehicle.

4. In a vehicle bumper, a body portion composed of a
pair of alined sections, a hinge connecting the Inner ends
of the sections to permit said sections to flex rearwardly
when the body portion engages an object, means for limit-
ing the Inward movement of the sections, said means also
yieldably holding and automatically returning the sections
to normal position, and means securing the sections to a
wheel.

6. In a vehicle bumper, a body portion composed of a
pair of alined sections, a hinge connecting the Inner ends
of the sections to permit said sections to flex rearwardly
when the body portion engages an object, a rod slldably
mounted on the Inner face of each section, a link seemed
to the inner end of each rod. means for slldably connect-
ing said links, a coll spring secured to each rod to auto-
matically return and hold the sections to normal position,
and means securing the sections to a vehicle.

1,224,818. WINDOW-VENTILATOR. Franklin Melvin
White, Toledo, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Joseph
Atkinson. Toledo. Ohio. Filed May 16, 1916. Serial
No. 97,979. (CI. 98—31.)

In a window ventilator, end pieces secured to the frame
of a window, each end piece having a flange extending at
right angles with relation to the end pieces, the lower
end of each flange extending upwardly to provide a pocket,
the upper end of each flange having a slot, a deflecting
sheet having its lower corners cut away to provide shoul-
ders and an Intermediate extended portion, the ahouldera
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adapted to engage within the pocket>. Iwlta carried by
the upper portion of the deflecting sheet, said bolts

adapted to enjpige within the slots, and means on the bolts

for clamping the sheet and flanges together.

1,224.819. SUPPORT FOR LIFE-PRESERVERS. Amam-
DC8 WtoRBN, Ornskoldsvlk. Sweden. Filed Aug. 8.

1916. Serial No. 113,812. (CI. 114—190.)

c
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gravity latch and a stop supported from another car end,
said link being adapted to oscillate said latch, pass there-
beyond and to b« driven reversely by one of said car ends
and caused by gravity to occupy a latch-engaglng plane,
said latch automatically assuming a link-engagement
position and contacting with said stop.

+»

2. In combination In car coupling means, a pivotal and
slldable link supported from a car end, a pivoted gravity
latch and stop supported from another car end and op-

posing bumpers on both car ends adapted to mutually en-

gage to relieve said link from huffing shocks, said link be-

ing adapted to be automatically placed in neutral stress
position by part of the opposing car body and also to

oscillate and cooperatingiy interlock with said latch,

the latter automatically assuming a co5perating and stop-

engaging position.

3. In combination in a car coupling, a pivoted and
slldable link carried from a car end and adapted to be

elevated for uncoupling, an oscillatory gravity latch

adapted to t>e actuated by and Interlock with said link
n<>ar another car end, a pivot and a stop therefor, a sap-
porting bracket for the latch pivot having a flat sur-

face in a plane enabling said link to reciprocate thereon
without being raised toward an unlocking altitude, and
a draft member extending from the last mentioned car end.
said bracket being secured thereto.

4. In combination in a car coupling, a pivotally mount-
ed link carried near a car end, a draft member extending
from another car end, a latch bracket having spaced legs
and a bearing, said draft member extending between said
legs, a gravity latch pivotally connected with said bear-
ing, a stop therefor lapping, said brtcket legs, and means
rigidly combining said draft member, bracket and stop,

said link being adapted to oscillate said latch and inter-
lock thereiflth.

5. In combination in a car coupling, a draft membor
extending from a car end, a latch bracket of strap-like
material rebent to have spaced legs between which said
draft member extends and is secured to, the bracket rebent
portions being shaped to form bearings, a pivot supported
by said bearings, a gravity latch mounted thereon, a
latch stop and a pivotally mounted link carried near
another car end adapted to oscillate said latch and Inter-
lock therewith.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,825. PASSENGER -CAR ROOF. Victob Wil-
UJi'OHBT, Jeffersonville, Ind., assignor to American Car
and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation
of New Jersey. Filed May 8, 1916. Serial No. 96,090.
(01. 108—5.1.)

1. In combination In a car roof, side plates, lower deck
carllnes, upper deck carlines and a deck girder, said lower
deck carlines being secured to said side plates and having
deck i)ost portions stiffening said girder.

2. In combination in a ear roof, a side plate having
an upstanding flange, an eaves member supported from
and extending away from the outer side of said side
plate, a lower deck carllne secured to said flange and
memt>«r and having a deck post extension, and an upper
deck carllne connected with said extension.

S. In combination in a railway car, a side post having
an upward extension, a side plate connected to the body
portion of said side post and provided with an upward
extension, a water-drip strip supported from said side
plate, and a carllne secured to said strip and rigidly com-
bined with said side plate and side post upward extension.

4. In comUilfction in a railway car, a side post having
an upwardly directed extension, a side plate provided with
reversely directed flanges one of which is secured to said
post, an eaves strip connected with said side plate, and
a carllne connected with said strip, another of said flanges
lying between and being connected to said carllne and
tide post extension.

6. In combination In a railway car, a side post, an ex-
ternal side sheathing, an eaves strip lapping and project-
ing above the same, a carllne lapping an upright portion
of said post and eaves strip, and an angularly formed
side plate, the enumerated elements except said plate be-
ing arranged to form a space approximating the sectional
shape of said side plate, and the latter eztendln^; through
said space.

(Claims 6 to 88 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,224,826. BRAKE MECHANISM. Gbosqb L. Wian.
Elkhart, Ind. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No. 182,198.
(CI. 21—8.)

1. The combination of a vehicle having a differential
drive, and brakes for the respective traction wheels, in-
dependent operating members for the re8i>ective brakes,
a single operating lever, and a, separate manually releaa-
able latch that normally connects each operating member
with said brake-operating member, said latch normally
connecting its brake-operating member with said operating
lever and automatically so connecting them when free to
act.

2. The combination of a vehicle having differential
drive, and brakes for the respective traction wheels, in-
dependent operating members for the respective brakes, a
single operating lever, and Independently releasable de-
vices normAlly connecting the operating lever with said
brake operating members, and consisting of a latch bolt
for each of said members mounted on said operating lever.

3. The combination of a vehicle having a differential
drive, and brakes for the respective traction wheels, sepa-
rate brake levers for the respective brakes, an operating
lever, and Independently operable latch bolts for the re-
spective brake levers.

1,224,827. CONTROLLER FOR INDICATING SYSTEMS.
ADOLPH ZiiSBL, Bel Air, Md., assignor to Zelsel Electric
Co., Bel Air, Md., a Cori>oratlon of Maryland. Filed
Feb, 1, 1916. SerUl No. 78,«08. (CI. 200—14.)
1. The combination of a controller of the class described

comprising a resistant element, a handle movable over
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aaid element with a circuit closer comprising a slldable

dash pot for retarding movement of said circuit closer

and a switch operated by said dash pot upon movement
thereof, one element of said switch l>eing rigidly secured

to said dash pot, and resilient means for normally hold-

ing said dash pot in position to open said switch.

1,224,829. DIEMACHINE FOR FORGING ANNULAR
WORK. Joseph H. Ames, Detroit, Mich., assignor to

American Clar and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 14, 1916.

SerUl No. 91,096. (Q, 78—18.)

2. The combination of a controller of the class described

comprising a resistant element, a handle movable over said

element with a clrcnlt closer comprising a slldable dash

pot for retarding movement of said clrcnlt closer and a
switch operated by said dash pot upon movement thereof,

one 'element of said switch being rigidly secured to said

dash pot, and resilient means for normally holding said

dash pot In position to open said switch, said dash pot

having a pin and slot connection with said handle.

3. The combination of a controller of the class described

comprising a resistant element, a handle movable over
said element with a circuit closer comprising a slldable

dash pot for retarding movement of said circuit closer and
a switch operated by said dash pot upon movement there-

of, one element of said switch being rigidly secured to

said dash pot, and re«lllent means for normally holding
said da^h pot in position to open said switch, said dash

pot having a pin and slot connection with said handle,

and a notch segment engaging resilient means upon said

handle for holding the dash pot in adjusted position.

1,224.828. COLLAR ATT.VCHMENT. Joseph H. Allen,
El Paso, Tex. Filed Feb. 13, 1915. Serial No. 8.096.

(a. 24—87.)

A device of the kind described composed of a spring
wire m«'ml)er, said wire member being shaped to provide
a straight shank, said shank being b<>nt back to form a

loop extending in the same direction as itself and termi-

nating in a pin formed at an angle upon one side of the

l%op whereby a shoulder Is formed between the shank
an<l pin, said member being also shaped to provide a rela-

tively large bowed spring upon Its shank the inner end

of which curves laterally beyond said shoulder in the

direction of said pin and Its free end curving around the

shank on the opposite side of said shoulder and spaced

from said shank, said spring having a prong formed at its

outermost end disposed siiostiintlally in a plane at right

angles to the axis of said shank.

1. In combination In a device of the class described,

opposingly positioned die holders, dies retained thereby,

means normally separating said die holders, means posi-

tively connecting the latter and adapted to permit the

same to relatively approach each other, and means for

causing said die holders to move toward each other.

2. In combination in a device of the class described,

opposing die holders, co-acting dies carried thereby, ex-

pansible means normally separating said die holders, oper-

able means cooperating with said expansible means to

maintain said opposing die holders In a given separated

relation, a propelling device adapted to move said die

holders while in said separated relation, and means for

operating said expansible and operable means to drive

said die holders together at predetermined times.

3. In combination In a device of the class described,

opposing die holders, a co-acting die carried by each,

resilient means normally forcing said die holders apart,

operable mechanism for combining said die holders to

adapt the same to travel in unison while separated, pro-

pelling means for said die holders, means for alining said

co-acting dies and means for driving said die holders

toward each other before the conclusion of the propulsion

thereof.

4. In combination In a device of the class described,

opposing die holders, perforated co-acting dies carried

thereby, work-backing means passable through said dies,

means normally forcing said die holders apart, devices

limiting the separation of said die holders, propelling

means for the latter and means for driving said die hold-

ers together and said work-backing means through said

dies.

5. In combination in a device of the class described,

opposing die holders, perforated co-acting dies carried

thereby, a combined work-backing means and pilot passable

through said dies, means for adapting said die holders

to travel in unison and separated relation, propelling

means for said die holders, moans for causing said die

holders to bring said dies together and for projecting said

pilot through said dies, and auxU'r^ry guiding means for

said die holders effective with re8i>ect to the latter at

times when said backing means and pilot is not so

effective.

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,830. VEHICLE-WHEEL ftlM. Robert W. Ash-
let, New York, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Frank
Oberkirch, St. Marys, Pa. File<l June 17, 1916. Serial

No. 104,324. (CI. 152—21.)
1. A device of the character described comprising a

felly band provided at one edge with a seating shoulder

and kt its opposite edge with a depending flange having

punched therein apertures adapted to receive locking re-

ception means, the walls of said apertures being arranged

as auxiliary locking reception means, said felly band
being arranged to receive a tire-carrying rim, having
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Integrally mouDteil on the under sarface thereof at one
edge a plurality of looking traction cleats provided with
means engaKing the walls of said apertures, said locking
traction cleats being provided with means for engaging
said reception locking surfaces on and adjacent said
apertures and being also provided with abutment surfaces
for engagement with said felly band, and means engaging
said locking traction cleats and said first mentioned lock-
ing reception means for exerting upon said tlre-carrylng
rim a contractive action to seat same annularly around
the periphery of said felly band at both of the respective
edges of said felly band.

2. A device of the character described composing a
ftlly band having formed at one edge a reception seating
shoulder and at its front edge with a depending flange
having punched therein apertures, reception looking nuts
Bounted in said apertures, tapered locking surfaces formed
on the walls adjacent said apertures, said felly hand being
arranged to receive a top rim having rigidly mounted
at Its front edge on Its under surface thereof a plurality
of traction locking cleats provided at their lower eftds
with hooks engaging the tapere<l surface of the walls of
said apertures and arrangtMl with abutment surfaces en-
gaging the eflge of said felly band and having formed
therein apertures, and a plurality of locking bolts mounted
la said reception locking nuts and engaging said locking
traction cleats adapte<l to exert uj>on said top rim when
brought Into engagement a contractive seating action to
seat said top rim on said reception seating shoulder and
Bpon the under surfaces of said plurality of locking trac-
tion cleats orn the front peripheral eilge of said felly band.

1,224,831. CAR END CONSTRUCTION. Paul M. Biabd.
St. Louis, Mo., assignor to American Car and Foundry
Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Mar. 16. 1915. Serial No, 14,696. (CI. 105—192.)

1. In an end structure for cars, a pair of sheet metal
sections Juxtaposed and having their adjacent marginal
portions shaped to provide offset beads and connecting
flanges which unite on lines outside the plane of the sec-
tions to form a reinforcing member which Is broadest and
highest at the medial portion of the end strncture and
which tapers to the lateral margins thereof.

2. In a oar end, a pair of sheet metal sections having
their meeting edges secured together and dl.oplaoed to form
a bead or corrugation having Its greatest transverse width
at the medial portion of the end structure and tapering
In width to the cater margins thereof.

3. In a car end, a sheet metal section baring a marginal
portion shaped to form an offset bead and connecting
flange, the bead varying In width and height throughout
Its length for the purpose described.

4. In a car end. a sheet metal section having a portion
adjacent a margin thereof displaced to form an offset por-
tion and an attaching flange, said offset portion tapering
In width from said margin throughout its length.

5. In a car end structure, the combination of end sheets
and side sheets formed and connected together to provide
tubular co.-ner posts at their Junction, side plates, and
gusset plates connecting the side and end sheets and se-

cured to the side plates.

IClaims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224.832. STEEL ROOF. Paul M. Biard. 8t. Louis.
Mo., assignor to American Car and Foundry Company.
St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Jan. 15, 1916. Serial No. 72,254. (CI. 108—5.4.)

1. Id combination In a car roof, successively arranged
roof units comprising conneoted central and side aections.
successive side sections being rigidly connected near said
central sections and contiguous ends of the central sec-

tions l>elng unattached, and Joint caps Interlocking with
and connecting said central sections In a relation preserv-
ing manner.

2. In combination in a car roof, successively arranged
roof units comprising central and side sections having
rigidly connected substantially vertical side flanges, said
central sections having unconnected opposing end por-
tions, and Joint caps projecting Into and Interlocking with
contiguous central end portions and extending discon-
nectedly over connected portions of said side sections.

3. In combination In a car roof, side plates, successively
arranged roof units comprising connected central and side
sei'tlons of substantially the same extent longitudinally
of the roof, the former and latter of succeeding units be-
ing, respectively, unattached and oonneote<l and caps ex-
tending over the Joints of said units and being anchored
to said side plates. ,

4. In combination in a <ar roof, side plates, successive
roof units comprising central sections and side sections
fastened to the sides of said central sections, the central
and side sections of 8uccee<llng units l>elng. respectively,
unattached and connected, and Joint caps Interlocking
with Juxtaposed central section ends and t)elng anchored
to said side plates.

5. In combination in a car roof, sucresslve roof units
comprising central and side sections, the former of suc-
ceeding sections having upstanding porticos and contiga-
ous ends of said side sections t>elng connecte<l. and Joint
caps inclosing the connected side section portions and ex-
tending over and being supported by said upstanding por-
tions and formed Into running board saddle seats.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224.833. COLLAPSIBLE CASE. Thomab Beasi-BT,
North Vancouver. British Columbia, Canada. Filed
Nov. 22. 191.'). Serial No. 62.900. (CI. 217^14.)
A foldahle box or the like embodying a bottom, side

walls hingedly connected thereto, end walls hingedly con-
nected to one of said side walls, a top hingedly connected
to the other of said side walls, spaced transversely dis-
posed reinforcing elements secured to each of the side
walls, said reinforcing elements projecting above and be-
low the upper and lower edges of said walls and having
their lower extremities engaging the opposed longitudinal
edges of the bottom, and said top when in position being
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arranged between the upper extremities of said relnforc-

ing elements, threaded bolts secured to the ends of the box,

the bolts on each end being arranged in right angular re-

lation and extending beyond two adjacent edges thereof

*t II

to project through openings in one side and the top of the
box, and nuts on said t>olts for holding the component
parts of the t>ox in assembled position.

1^24,834. RECJISTER MECHANISM FOR METERS.
I

Waltkb S. Blackmer. Salisbury, N. C. Filed Oct. 25.

1915. Serial No. 57.813. (CI. 235—144.)

W*r
*^a

1. Registering and recording mechanism for meters com-
prising a set of counter disks, spur gears connected to

snld counter disks, respectively, concentrically to the axes

thereof and each having a portion of the periphery cut

out. a set of printing disks corresponding to the counter

disks, spur gears connected to said printing disks, re

spectively, concentrically of the axes thereof and each

having a portion of the periphery cut out, means for trans

mitting motion from one set of disks to the other, a shaft

carrying said means and arranj!<Ml above said disks, a sec

ond shaft arrange<l below said disks, vertical links inter

connecting said shafts, pinions on said lower shaft adapted
to mesh with corresponding spur gears. resp<'ctlvply, and
normally out of engagement with such gears, and means
for moving said shafts bodily to render said transmitting

means Inactive and engage said pinions with the corre-

sponding spur g<'ars, whereby upon the rotation of the

second named shaft, the counter disks and printing disks

may be restored to zero position, the cut out portions of

said spur gears moving Into Juxtaposition to said pinions

when said disks are In zero position.

2. Registering and recording mechanism for meters

comprising a set of counter disks, spur gears connected

to said counter disks, respectively, concentrically to the

axes thereof and each having a portion of the periphery

cut out. a set of printing disks corresponding to the

counter disks, spur gears connected to said printing disks,

respectively, concentrically of the axes thereof and each

having a portion of the periphery cut out, means for trans-

mitting motion from one set of disks to the other, a shaft

carrying said means and arranged above said disks, a sec-

ond shaft arranged below said disks, vertical links Inter-

connecting said shafts, pinions on said lower shaft adapted
to mesh with corresponding spur gears, respectively, and
normally out of engagement with such gears, means for

moving said shafts bodily to render said transmitting

means Inactive and engage said pinions with the corre-

sponding spur gears, whereby upon the rotation of the

second named shaft, said counter disks and printing disks

may l>e restored to zero position, the cut out portions of

said spur gears moving into Juxtaposition to said pinions

when said disks are in zero position, a yoke connected to

said lower shaft and fulcrumed for swinging movement for

moving said shafts, and means on said lower shaft for

rotating the latter to reset said disks.

3. Registering and recording mechanism for meters

comprising a set of counter disks, a set of printing disks,

corresponding to the counter disks and arranged alongside

of the latter, means above said disks and between the

same for transmitting motion from the disks of one set

to the disks of the other set, means disposed below said

disks between the latter and movable into engagement
therewith to reset said disks to zero position, and connec-

tions between said last named means and first named
means whereby the first named means will be drawn into

inactive position in the movement of the second named
means Into resetting position.

1,224,886. OPERATING MECHANISM FOB VALVES.
John Wilpked Blacksto.nb, Shullsburg, Wis. Filed

Dec. 28. 1916. Serial No. 139,432. (CI. 74—5.)

1. In a device of the class described, a supporting

structure having a tubular end provided with a longi-

tudinal slot and with a cross slot communicating with

the longitudinal slot : a roller mounted to rock in the

tubular end and having a neck movable In the cross slot,

the neck being insertlble into the cross slot through the

longitudinal slot ; a spring within the tubular end and co-

operating with one end of the roller ; means carried by the

tubular end for engaging the spring ; and a lever con-

nected with the neck.

2. In a device of the class described, a supporting struc-

ture having a tubular end ; a roller mounted to rock in

said tubular end and provided with a neck extended

through the tubular end, the tubular end having a trans-

verse opening in which the neck is movable ; and a lever

assembled with the neck, exteriorly of said tubular end.

3. In a device of the class described, a supporting struc-

ture ; a lever mounted to rock on the supporting structure

and Including a head having an opening ; a connecting

block and a bearing having coniplemental recesses In w€lch
the head is mounted to rock, the bearing and the block

» having coSperating openings through which the lever

passes ; a U-shaped guard mounted on the bearing and
on the block and housing the end of the head ; and a

securing element passing through the block and through

the bearing and through the opening in the bead and
engaging the guard to hold the same on the bearing.

4. In a device of the cla«s described, a supporting struc-

ture ; a lever mounted to rook on the supporting structure

and provided with a head having an opening ; a connect

Ing block and a bearing having complemental recesses In

which the head is mounted to rock, the bearing and the
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block haviog cooperating openings through which the

lever passes, the bearing and the block being provided
with bores, and the block having an opening which la of

larger diameter than the bore of the block, to define a

shoulder ; a securing element passing through the bore*

and through the opening in the head and including an
enlarged end bearing against the shoulder ; and a rod

threaded Into the enlarged opening of the block and
bearing against the enlarged portion of the securing

element.

1,224,888. TOOL-SETTING GAGK. JOHif Blainm, Far-

rell. Pa. Piled June 6, 1916. Sertal No. 102.016. (CI.

38—89.)

1. A tool gage comprising a body and a T-shaped level

formed integral with said body, said body being formed

In the base portion thereof with notches of different de-

grees arranged in a plane parallel with the level.

2. A tool gage comprising a body and a T-shaped level

formed integral with said body having a grooved head
presenting the head with spaced contact points, the said

bo<ly having notches formed In the base portion thereof

arranged in a plane parallel with the level.

3. A tool gage comprising a body portion, a T-shaped
level formed integral with the body portion and having
a grooved head extending longitudinally of the body por-

tion.

4. A tool gage comprising a body portion, a T-shaped
level formed integral with the body portion and having a

grooved head extending longitudinally of the body por-

tion, and a shank extending transversely of the t>ody

portion.

1,224,837. DEVICE FOR GLUING BELTS. Harbt A.

BLANCHARO, Savannah, Ga. Filed Dec. 23, 1916. Serial

, No. 138,657. (CI. 154—42.)

al
tf

•^'

^ n /i js
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1. A device for gluing belts comprising a frame having
flanged sides which are provided with inclined channels,

said frame having transverse openings therein, movable
clamping members in said openings adapted to engage and
aline the opposite edges of the l)elt, a longitudinally mov-
able clamping member having wedge-sliape<l edges mov-
able in said channels, and a board interposed between the
clamping member and the frame.

2. In combination with a frame having flanged sides

which are longitudinally channeled, said frame having
transverse openings, clamping members having shank
portions with dove-tail connections with said openings,
screws mounted in the flanges of the frame and engaging
said clamping members, a longitudinally movable clamping
member having wedge-stiaped edges and transverse ribs,

and a board interposed between the clamping member and
frame.

1,224,838. PORTABLE DRAIN-BOARD. Amos Bubs-
man and Richard E. Stbubs, New York, N. T. ; said

Blissman assignor to said Struse. Filed Oct. 8, 1916.

Serial No. 54.816. (CI. 141—11.)

r » J

The herein described drain board substantially rec-

tangular in contour and having flanges upstanding from
its body along both sides and across one end, and rolled

outward at their upper edges, supporting /eet depending

from the bottom adjacent the flanged end, and a spout

depending obliquely from the other end of the bottom to

a greater extent than the length of said feet, said flanges

extending along the side edges of the spout, the whole for

use substantially as described.

1.224,839. REVERSING MEANS FOR INTERNAL-COM-
BUSTION ENGINES. ACOC8TB Bomnart, PhUadel-

phU. P*. Filed Dec. 13, 1916. Serial No. 136,727.

(Q. 123—41.)

1. The combination with an internal combustion en-

gine, of a fuel injecting pump for supplying fuel under

pressure to the combustion chamber of the engine, pump
actuating means operated by the engine shaft, moans for

,

changing the timing of the working stroke of the pump
in relation to the working stroke of the engine piston, the

last named mean.s comprising an eccentric nort lly loose

in relation to the engine shaft, an eccentric rod actuated

by said eccentric, and a motion transmitting memt>er fast

on the engine shaft and adapted to engage and disengage

said eccentric.

2. The combination with an internal combustion en-

gine, of a fuel injecting pump for supplying fuel under

pressure to the combustion chamber of the engfine, pump
actuating means operated by the engine shaft, means for

changing the timing of the working stroke of the pump
in relation to the working stroke of the engine piston, the

last named means comprising an eccentric normally loose

in relation to the engine shaft, an eccentric rod actuated

by said eccentric, and a motion transmitting member
fast on the engine shaft and adapted to engage and disen-

gage said eccentric, said motion transmitting member and
said eccentric having a certain amount of free rotative

movement in relation to each other.

3. The combination with an internal combustion en-

gine, of a fuel Injecting pump for supplying fuel under
pressure to the combustion chamber of the engine, pump
actuating means operated by the engine shaft, means for

changing the timing of the working stroke of the pump
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In relation to the working stroke of the engine piston, the

last named means comprising an eccentric normally loose

in relation to the engine shaft, an eccentric rod actuated

by said eccentric, and a motion transmitting member fast

on the engine shaft and adapted to engage and disengage

said eccentric, said motion transmitting member having

a plurality of shoulders in spaced relation to each other

and adapted one at a time to engage a shoulder on said

eccentric.

4. The combination with an internal combustion engine,

of a fuel injecting pump for supplying fuel under pressure

to the combustion chamber of the engine, pump actuating

means operated by the engine shaft, means for changing

the timing of the working stroke of the pump in relation

to the working stroke of the engine piston, the last

named means comprising an eccentric normally loose in

relation to the engine shaft, an eccentric rod actuated by

said eccentric, a motion transmitting member fast on the

engine shaft and adapted to engage and disengage said

eccentric, said motion transmitting member having shoul-

ders in spaced relation to each other, and a shoulder on

s&ld eccentric adapted to be engaged by either one of the

shoulders on the motion transmitting member and capable

of movement from one shoulder to the other without af-

fecting the motion transmitting member.

5. The combination with an internal combustion en-

gine, of a fuel injecting pump for supplying fuel under

pressure to the combustion chamber of the engine, pump
actuating means operated by the engine shaft, means for

changing the timing of the working stroke of the pump
in relation to the working stroke of the engine piston, the

last named means comprising an eccentric normally loose

in relation to the engine shaft, an eccentric rod actuated

by said eccentric, a motion transmitting member fast

on the engine shaft and adapted to engage and disengage

said eccentric, a fulcrum pin for said eccentric rod, and
means for shifting said fulcrum pin to vary the effective

throw of the pump plunger.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,224,840. ICB-CUTTER. Edmo.vd Bodchaki, Plttsfleld,

Mass. Filed Dec. 5, 1916. Serial No. 136,221. (CI.

104—1T«.)

1, A track clearer embodying In combination with a

hanger provided with a pair of alined arcuate slots, a

driving shaft Journaled In said hanger, a pulley on said

shaft, of a frame mounted in said hanger for vertical

movement, a driven shaft Journaled In said frame and pro-

truding through the arcuate slots of said banger, means

for driving the former mentioned shaft, and a series of

cutting disks on said driven shaft.

2. A track clearer embodying in combination with a

hanger provided with a pair of alined arcuate slots, a driv-

ing shaft Journaled in said hanger, a pulley on said shaft,

of a frame mounted in said hanger for vertical movement,

a driven shaft Journaled in said frame and protruding

through the arcuate slots of said hanger, means for driv-

ing the former mentioned shaft, and a series of cutting

disks on said driven shaft, said disks being arranged at

an angle substantially as and for the purpose specified.

238 O. G.—17

3. A track clearer, comprising in combination with a

hanger provided with a pair of transversely alined arc-

uate slots, a driving shaft Journaled in said hanger, gears

on said shaft, of a mowible frame mounted In said hanger

and having a portion thereof protruding through a slot

formed In the hanger, an operating lever connected with

the protruding portion of the frame for effecting the

vertical movement of the frame, a driven shaft Journaled

in the lower extremities of the frame and protruding

through the arcuate slote of the hanger, gears on the

protruding extremities of the driven shaft and adapted

to mesh with the gears of the driving shaft, means for

imparting movement to said driving shaft, and a series

of spaced cutting elements on the driven shaft.

4. A track clearer, comprising in combination with a

hanger provided with a pair of transversely alined arcuate

slots, a driving shaft Journaled In said hanger, gears

on said shaft, of a movable frame mounted in said hanger

and having a portion thereof protruding through a slot

formed in the banger, an operating lever connected with

the protruding portion of the frame for effecting the ver-

tical movement of the frame, a driven shaft Journaled

in the lower extremities of the frame and protruding

through the arcuate slots of the hanger, gears on the pro-

truding extremities of the driven shaft and adapted to

mesh with the gears of the driving shaft, means for Im-

parting movement to said driving shaft, and a series of

spaced cutting elements on the driven shaft, said cutting

elements l>eing arranged at an angle, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

1,224,841. AUTOMATIC TRAIN-STOP. Cbarlss C.

Bowman, Hinton. W. Va. Filed May 3, 1913. Serial

No. 766.233. (CI. 248—69.)

In an automatic train stop, a locomotive carried mecha-

nism comprising the combination with the main air reser-

voir and train pipe, of a normally closed branch pipe

leading to tbe train pipe, a controlling valve In the branch

pipe, a vertically movable trip bar Journaled at one side

of the locomotive and having diametrically crossing slots

therein, an arm projecting at one end through one of said

slots, said controlling valve having an operating arm and

said trip bar arm having a movable connection at its oppo-

site end with the said controlling valve arm, a clamping

bolt extending through the other side of the trip bar and
through the said trip bar arm whereby to secure the latter

In adjusted position, a spring normally holding the trip

bar in lowered position, and a manually releasable latch

for holding the trip bar In elevated position.
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1.224.842. AUTOMATIC POCKET CLOSER. Habcocrt
W. Boyd. Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 13, 1916. 8*rlal
No. 125,453. (01. 2—161.)

-iS

In combination wltli a pocket, a closure comprising a
pair of spring members, embracing the pocket lining near
the opening, hollow rivets to secure said members to-

gether passing through said hollow rivets and said pocket
and c-aps embracing the ends of the spring member*.

1,224,843. MECHANICAL HORN. Charles P. Bradlet,
Pemberton. N. J. Filed Jan. 29, 1915. Serial No. 5,084.
(01. 116—1.)

1. A mechanical horn including a casing, a sound disk
secureil to the casing, a flange projecting laterally from
said disk and provided with teeth, a roUry shaft arranged
coaxlally with the disk, a rotary bo<ly fixed to said shaft,
curved arms pivotal ly connected with Raid rotary body on
opposite sides of the shaft, weights upon the arms, spring
wipers upon the arms to encage teeth of the flange, and
springs for normally resistlnjr outward movement of said
arms beyond a pre<letermlned degree.

2. A mochanlcal horn comprising a disk, a circular
flange projecting laterally from the periphery of the disk,
said flange being provide*! upon Its inner surface with a
continuous series of teeth, a shaft projecting through the
disk and with which said flange is concentric, means for
imparting rotary motion to said shaft, a support carried
by the shaft, curved arms roslllently connected with the
bhaft, and resilient wipers carried by said arms to conUct
with the teeth.

8. A mechanical horn including a circular member pro-
vided with teeth, a rotary shaft arranged coaxially with
said member, a rotary bo<lv fixed to said shaft, curved
arms pivotally connected with said rotary body on oppo-
site sides of the shaft, weights upon the arms, spring
wipers upon the arms to engage the teeth of the circular
member, and springs for normally resisting outward move
ment of 8ai<l arms beyond a predetermined degree.

1,224,844. RAIL^JOINT. William Tate Bradlet, Troy.
Al«. Filed Jan. 19. 1917. Serial No. 143.342. (01
289—8.)
The herein described means for connecting the meeting

ends of rails Including two rails having their ends cut

angularly from the head to the base thereof, whereby the
base of one of the rails will be extended beyond the head
thereof and the head of the other rail projected beyond
the base thereof, said cut ends adapted to rest one upon
the other, the webs of the rails having staggered openings,
a chair member Including a base and angular sides formed
with the base and the rails adapted to rest upon the base
of the said chair, the sides of the chair adapted to be

received In the fishing spaces of the rail, the sides of the
chair having horlsontally disposed elongated staggered
openings registering with the openings In the webs of the
rails, securing means passing through the said openings,
ties upon which the rails and chair rest, and securing
elements passing through notches in the edges of the
chair and entering the ties.

1.224,845. FLUSHINOTANK. Waldo Brioham nnd
Georoe a. FuRNEArx. Dufur. Oreg. Piled Aug. 22,
1916. .Serial No. 116..%0. (CI. 4—5.)

-f*.^™ A»

1. A flush tank comprising a container, a flush pipe
leading thf-refrom and having one end protrude<I therein,
a float within the container and having a siphon tube
tel.^coped over the protruded end of the flush pipe, a
supply pipe leading into the container and having an Inlet
valve, a l»ver adjustably connect.Ml with th.- float and
operative upon the valve for the opening thereof on the
lowering of said float and the closing thereof on the
rising of the same, a rock shaft Journale<l in the con-
tainer and having arms connected with the float, a crank
shaft pivoted in the container and bridging said arms,
and an operating lever on the crank shaft and without
the container.

2. A flush tank comprising a container, a flush pipe
leading therefrom and having one en«l protrude«i therein,
a float within the container ami having a siphon tube
telescoped over the protruded end of the flush pipe, a sup-
ply pipe leading Info the container and having an Inlet
valve, a lever adjustably connecte.1 with the float and op
eratlve upon the valve for the opening thereof on the
lowering of said float and the closing thereof on the rising
of the same, n rock shaft Joumale,! In the container and
having arms connected with the float, a crank shaft
pivoted In the conuiner and bridging said arms, an oper-
ating lever on the crank shaft and without the container,
and vertical guides within the container for the snld float!
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3. A flash tank comprising a container, a flush pipe

leading thervfrom and having one end protruded therein,

a float within the container and having a siphon tube

telescoped over the protrtidetl end of the flush pipe, a

supply pipe leading Into the container and having an

inlet valve, a lever adjustably connected with the float

and operative upon the valvt for the opening thereof on

the lowering of said float and the closing thereof on the

rising of the same, a rock shaft Journaled In the con-

tainer and having arms connected with the float, a crank

shaft pivoted in the container and bridging said arms, an

operating lever on the crank shaft and without the con-

tainer, vertical guides within the <'«mtalner for the said

float, the said container In-lng formed with a well, and a

bearing flange on the open end of the siphon tube to rest

in the well on the lowering of the float.

1.224.846. SHOK-HORN. HrcH Brooks, Glasgow, Mont.

Filed June 1, 1916.. Serial No. 31.582. (01. 132—30.)

ja

1. A device of the class described comprising a tubular

body, a shoe horn carrl^nl by the body and provided with

a pair of curved extensions, said extensions being adapte<l

when the shoe horn Is positioned within the shoe to en-

gage along the Inner surface of the sides of the heel

counter of the shoe, a semi -circular Jaw slidably mounte<l

upon the body and adapted when In one position to engage

the outer surface of the sides of the heel counter, at

points opposite the shoe horn an<l the curved extensions,

and means for operating the said movable Jaw.

2. A device of the class described comprising a tubular

body, a shoe horn carrie<l by the bo4ly. a Jaw in said body
adapted to straddle said horn, and means for longitu-

dinally sliding said Jaw in said body.

1.224.847. TEST-DRILL. Ama.n G. Broussaro. Breaux
Bridge. La. Filed Nov. 14,. 1916. Serial No. 131,323.

(CI. 255—68.)

1. In a device of the class described, an inner tube

carrying a bit. an outer tul>e in which the inner tube Is

mounted for limited rotary movement, and a stop member
limiting such rotary movement and preventing the rela-

tive longitudinal movement of the Inner and outer tubes,

said tut>e8 having longitudinal slots which by partial rota-

tion of one tQt>e may be placed In and out of registry, a

side wall of the outer tube being provided with a project-

ing cutting and scraping member ; in combination with a
valve device supported above the outer tube, said valve

device being adapte<l to permit passage of liquid under

pressure upwardly and downwardly.
2. In a device of the class described, a valve device com-

prising a plug having two ports extending vertically there-

through, a stem on which the plug is mounted, valve disks

seating on the two ends of the plug and having apertures

alining with the respective ports, a guide pin extending

through the plug and the valve disks to prevent axial ro-

tation of the latter, and a spring whereby the bottom valve

Is normally held seated.

3. In a device of the class described, a valve device com-

prising n plug having two ports extending vertically there-

through, a stem on whh h the plug Is mounted, valve disks

seating on the two ends of the plug and having apertures

alining with the respective ports, a guide pin extending

through the plug and the valve disks to prevent axial ro-

tation of the latter, and a spring whereby the bottom valve

Is normally held seated, the axial stem being longitudi-

nally a<ljustable with respect to the plug.

4. In a device of the class described, a valve device com-

prising a plug having two ports extending vertically there-

through, a stem on which the plug is mounted, valve disks

seating on the two ends of the plug and having apertures

alining with the respective ports, a guide pin extending

through the plug and the valve disks to prevent axial ro-

tation of the latter, and a spring whereby the bottom valve

Is normally held seated, the axial stem being in threaded

engagement with the plug for longitudinal adjustment
with respect thereto, and said stem l>eing provided with a

stop member forming an abutntent for an actuating spring

for the bottom valve.
\

5. In a device of the class described, an inner tube

carrying a bit. an outer tube in which the inner tul>e is

fitted for rotation, said outer tube having diametrically

opposed slots, a stop pin extending through the inner tub >

and engaging the slots to limit the rotary movement of the

inner tube, said inner and outer tubes having longitudinal

slots that may be placed in and out of registry by rotary

movement of one tube, a nipple having bleed openings, a
collar connecting the nipple with the outer tube, and a

valve device housed in the collar, said valve device com-

prising a plug having vertical ports extending there-

through, valve disks seated on the top and bottom faces of

the plug and having apertures registering with the re-

spective ports, means whereby rotary movement of the

villves will be prev< nted, and a spring whereby the lottom
valve Is normally maintained in seated condition.

1.224.848. TOBACCO STEMMINfJ MECHANISM. Jaubs
C. Bl'ciiANAN'. Washington. 1>. C. assignor to Rapid
Tobacco t-temmer Co.. l^altimore. Md.. a Corpora tl«in of

Delaware. Filed Mar. 1. 1917. Serial No. 161.767.

(CI. 131—57.)

i

1. In a tobacco stemming machine, a i>alr of horlson-

tally disposed disks having peripheral t' eth provided at

their lower edges with cut Rway portions forming cutting

edges, said disks being arranged In the same plan»> with

their edges adjacent, and mechanism for rotating said

disks.
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4. In a tobacco stemming machine, a pair of horizon-
tally dispoKed disks having peripheral portions provided
with cutting surfaces, said disks being arranged In the
same plane with their edges adjacent, and mechanism for
rotating said disks, and a vibratory knife arranged below
the disks and cooperating with said disks.

7. A tobacco stemming machine comprising horison-
tally disposed disks having peripheral teeth provided with
cutting edges between which the stems of the leavea are
adapted to be drawn, s*ald disks being arranged in the
same plane with their edges adjacent, means for rotstlng
said disks, a horliontally disposed knife located beneath
said disks and provided with a recess which normally
alines with the meeting edges of the disks, and means (or
vibrating said knife.

8. In a tobacco stemming machine, a pair of opposed
disks having peripheral teeth cut away at one end to form
cutting edgt's, means for rotating said disks, and means
for drawing a tobacco leaf between said disks in position
to have the cutting edges stem or strip the same.

10. In a tobacco stemming machine, a pair of parallel

shafts mounted for movement toward and away from
each other, a horizontal disk mounted on each of said
shafts and having peripheral teeth cut away at one end
to form cutting edges, means for rotating said disks,

means for drawing a tobacco leaf between said disks In

position to have the cutting edges stem or strip the same,
and a horizontally disposed knife with a forwardly pre-

sented cutting edge disposed across the lower faces of

said disks.

[Claims 2, 3, 5. 6, 9. and 11 to 17 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1^24,849. PUMP-OPERATING MECHANISM. Harbt
O. BcTtxR and William B. Jb.nmngs, Franklin, Ind.

Filed July 1, 1916. Serial No. 107.044. (CI. 230—27.)

1. A portable tire inflating mechanism, comprising a
bar having an open slot at one end to be slipped over a

shaft and extended alongside a drive member, a pump
mounted upon the bar. and a rotary pump actuator mount-
ed upon the bar between the slotted end thereof and the

pump and adapted to be brought into engagement with
the said drive member by pressure exerted longitudinally

on the said bar.

2. A portable tire inflating mechanism comprising a
bar having an end portion laterally offset and provided
with a longitudinally extending open slot, and having its

opposite end provided with the handle, a pump plvotally

mounted upon a side of the bar intermediate the ends
thereof, and a rotary pump actuator mounted upon the
same side of the bar as the pump and between the pump
and slotted end of the bars and adapted to be brought
Into engagement with the said drive member by pres-

sure exerted longitudinally on the said bar.

1,224,850. COMBINED POLICE CLUB AND WHISTLE.
James A. Byrni, West Orange, N. J. Filed Dec. 5,

1916. Serial No. 135,213. (CI. 46—4.)

1. A club having a recess at one end thereof, in combi-
nation with a whistle having a neck, a mouth piece, and
a disk secured on the neck, said disk being terminally at-

tached to the club when the body of the whistle is lo-

cated within the recess.

2. A club having a recess at one end thereof, in com-
bination with a whistle having a neck, a mouth piece, and
a disk secured on the neck, said disk being terminally at

tached to the club when the body of the whistle is lo-

cated within the recess ; and a cap hlngedly connected
with the disk at one side thereof, and latch means where- 1

by the cap may be detachably connected with the diametri-
cally opposite side of the disk.

3. A whistle having a neck, a mouth piece and a disk
secured about the neck, said disk having a slot, a tooth
projecting from a side wall of said slot, a downwardly
extending lug. a spring actuated latch plate hinged to
said lug, and a threaded pin projecting from the latch
plate through the lug, in combination with a cap hlngedly
connected with the disk and having an apertured spring
adapted for engagement with the notch projecting from
the wall of the slot

M ta

4. A police club having a recess at one end, a whistle
having a body portion seated in said recess and a neck
and mouth piece projecting beyond the same, a disk fixed
on the neck of the whistle and fastened to the end of the
club, said disk having a slot provided with a tooth ex-
tending from one wall thereof and said disk having a lug
extending downwardly, a spring actuated latch plate
hinged to the lower end of the lug, a threaded pin ex-
tending from the latch plate through the lug, and a nut
threaded upon said pin and constituting a push button,
in combination with a lid or cap hlngedly connected with
the disk and having an apertured spring adapted to enter
the slot in the disk and to engage the tooth projecting
within said slot.

1,224.851. RAILWAY-RAIL JOINT. EUGlNi F. Cai«»,
St. Patricks, La. Filed July 10, 1916. Serial No.
108,427. (CI. 239—8.)

A rail Joint comprising two rails each having their webs,
at their ends, thickened, one of the rails having its end
formed with an extension which terminates in a rounded
head, the side walls of the extension converging from
their upper edges to their lower edges and likewise the
head of said extension being beveled to provide a substan-
tially frusto-conlcal member, the lower wall of the head
being parallel with the upper wall thereof, the lower wall
of the extension inclined downwardly at its Juncture
with the head to its connection with the end of the rail,

and the other rail having a longitudinal groove which
terminates in a rounded recess and the walls provided by
the groove and recess being shaped to correspond with the
outer surfaces of the extension of the head thereof where-
by the said extension when received In the groove and
recess will b« wedged against the walls of the said recess

and also whereby the tread surfaces of both of the rails

will be thus maintained In allnement.
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1.224362. SPRAT-DISCHARGE EQUALIZER. FRANK
Caiawell, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Aug. 28, 191B.

Serial No. 46,864. (CI. 123—69.)

1. A manifold comprising a shell having a lower Intake

and upwardly projecting parallel side walls connected at

their upper ends, and one of which has a horizontal series

of laterally opening outlets adjacent Its said upper end,

a top wall connecting the said upper ends of said side

walls, the other side wall having its upper end rounded

adjacent the top wall and opposite the said outlets, and

transverse partition plates connecting said side walls and

arranged between the several outlets of the series, each

of said partition plates depending from the top wall to

a point below the lower edges of said outlets.

2. A manifold comprising a shell having a horizontal

^rles of outlet openings adjacent its upper end, and a

series of partition plates extending transversely therein

and across the same between the several outlet openings,

each of said plates depending from the upper end of the

shell to a point below the lower edges of the said outlets.

1,224.8M. PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING AN AX.

Gborce Wii.ford Campiiki.l. St. John. New Brunswick.

Canada. Filed Aug. 2, 1916. Serial No. 112,879. (CI.

76—103.)

1. The process of manufacturing an ax. consisting of

slitting an ax blank from each side of its head end adja-

cent to the head thereof to provide oppositely disposed

lugs, working outwardly said lugs to provide a recess

therebetween, and then Inserting a cast steel poll be-

tween the lugs and working the lugs around the poll to

secure the poll to the luKS.

2. The process of manufacturing an ax, consisting of

forming transverse grooves in the end adjacent to the

head of the ax blank thereby forming oppositely extend-

ing lugs, working said grooves outwardly of the ax blank

to form a substantially V-shaped recess therebetween,

placing a cast steel poll having a lower V-shaped end

within the recess so as to be embraced by the lugs, heat-

ing said lugs and working them around the poll to weld

the said poll to the lugs.

1,224,854. GAS-GENERATING OIL-BURNER. CAaL

Chables, Rosedale, Kans. Filed Sept. 18, 1916. SerUl

No. 120,670. (CI. 168—66.)

8 J 6

1. A gas generating oil burner, comprising a pipe line

terminating in a tip provided with an orifice for discharg-

ing upwardly, said pipe line embodying two vertically dis-

posed portions at opposite sides of and spaced from said

tip, a pan underlying said vertically disposed portions of

the pipe line and the discharge end thereof and secured

In fixed relation to the latter, a circular generator forming

a part of the pipe line and interposed between and con-

nected at diametrically opposite points to the upper ends

of the vertically-disposed portions of the plp« line and

centrallied with respect to and located in a higher plane

than said tip ; said circular generator having a central

Imperforate portion or web and a depending circular

flange, and a cylindrical burner head fitting with a gas-

tight relation around and firmly secured to said fiange

and provided in a lower plane than the latter with a

horizontal series of radial orifices and with a depending

mixing tube terminating above and centralised with re-

spect to said tip.

2. A gas generating oil burner, comprising a pipe line

terminating In a tip provided with an orifice for discharge

upwardly, said pipe line embo<lylng two vertically dis-

posed portions at opposite sides of and spaced from said

tip, a pan underlying said vertically disposed portions

of the pipe line and the discharge end thereof and secured

In fixed relation to the latter, a circular generator forming

a part of the pipe line and Interposed between and con-

nected at diametrically opposite points to the upper ends

of the vertically-disposed portions of the pipe line and

centralized with respect to and located in a higher plane

than said tip ; said circular generator having a central

imperforate portion or web and a depending circular

flange, a cylindrical burner head fitting with a gas tight

relation around said flange and provided in a lower plane

than the latter with a horizontal series of radial orifice*

and with a depending mixing tube terminating above and

centralized with respect to said tip, lugs extending out-

ward from the burner head at opposite sides thereof and
screws securing said lugs firmly to the generator.

1,224,865. [WITHDRAWN.]

1.224.856. ELECTRICAL CONNECTION. WiM-iam A.

Christ, Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Dayton Engi-

neering Laboratories Co.. a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

May 13, 1912. Sorlal No. 696.992. (CI. 200—24.)

1. In an electric machine, in combination, a removable

brush-holder ; a removable terminal clip ; a common sup-

porting element for said holder and clip ; and means for

locking one of the removable members to said common
supporting element, said member having provisions for

maintaining the unlocked removable member In position.

.2. In an electric machine, the combination with a com-

mutator brush and brush holder ; a common supporting

element ; a removable terminal clip ; a removable brush-

tkolder; means for locking said terminal clip to the com-

mon supporting elem«nt, said terminal clip having pro-

visions for maintaining the removable brush-holder in

position when the said terminal clip Is in locked position.

3. In an electric machine, the combination with machine

windings, a commutator brush and holder of conductive

material ; means for electrically connecting the windings
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aod the brush-bolder ; and resilient means for releasably
maintaining said electrical connection and also releasably
securing the brush-holder in its operable position.

4. In an electric machine,' in combination, a support ;

a commutator bru^h and bruxhholder mounted thereon.

said brush-holder compri8inK a plate having a notched

projecting portion, a part thereof t>eing countersunk

;

means for normally and resillently maintaining said brush-

holder in operable position, comprising a button engaging
with said countersunk part and having resilient connec-

tion with .said support.

0. In an electric machine. In combination, a support

:

an arm secured thereto, having a collar thereon : a brush-

holder releasably engaging said arm : a terminal clip con-

sisting of a plate having an opening of greater diameter
than said collar and an entrance to said opening of less

diameter than said collar ; with provisions for preventing
the accidental displacement of said brush-holder : and
means for maintaining said terminal clip an<l brush-holder

in operable position.

[Claims 6 end 7 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,224,857. RAIL-JOINT. Enw.\HD T. L.*sk*witz, Lynn-
vllle, Iowa, assignor of one-half to Lewis C. Schnell,

Kellogg. Iowa. Filed June 26. 1916. Serial No.
100.862. (a. 289—3.)

ifi

^ :^
1 r-

1 /r* J^
1. A rail Joint coniprisiug a pair of rails having the

sides of the rail ball cut away adjacent to the ends of
the rails, and having a notch In the upper portion of the
web near each end of the rail, a Joint member having
substantially the form of a rail section with a wib por-
tion of less height than the web portion of the rail, said
Joint member being provldfnl with slots to receive the
ends of the ball and web of the adjacent rail ends wh*-n
said joint memtwr is installed by lowering it from abovp
downwardly upon the ends of the rails, a cradle com-
prising a plate arrangeil l>eneath the rail joint, upwardly
extending side meniberK. and upwardly and inwardly pro-
jecting lugs at the ends of said sld»* memt>ers arranged
above the base of said rail Joint member, and a pin
extended through the central portion of said rail Joint
member for limiting the longitudinal movement of said
cradle.

2. A rail joint comprising a pair of rails having the
sides of the rail balls cut away adjacent to the ends of
the rails, and having a notch In the upper portion of the
wpb near each »>nd of each rail, a Joint member having
substantially the form of a rail section with a web por-

tion of less height than the web portion of the rail, said
joint member being provided with slots to receive the
ends of the ball and wcl) of the adjacent rail ends when
said joint member is Installed! by lowering it from abo^e
downwardly upon the ends of the rails, a cradle compris-
ing a plate arranged b«'neath the rail Joint, upwardly ex-

tending side members, and upwardly and Inwardly pro-
jecting lugs at the ends of said side members arranged
above the base of said rail Joint meml>er, a pin extended

throngh the central portion of said rail Joint member for
limiting the longitudinal movement of said cradle, the
parts being so arranged as to allow longitudinal play of

the rails.

1.224.858. COLLAR WRAPPIXO MACHINE. Pbtbb G,
LcHMA.v. Mlshawaka. Ind. Filed May 3, 1915. Serial

No. 25,610. (CI. 223—55.)

1. A collar wrapping machine Including a mounting for
a paper roll, and a wrapping roll mounted for downwani
movement by gravity having operative contact with and
supported against downward movement by the paper roll,

whereby the wrapping roll will automatically adjust Itself

for operative relation with the paper roll as the latter is

reduced In slse by the use thereof.

2. A collar wripplng iimchlne Including a mounting for

a paper roll, a wrapping roll, said wrapping roll l>eing

mounted on a swinging element to permit It to be posi-
tioned In contact with the paper roll or remain space«l
therefrom.

3. A wrapping mac-fclne including a mounting for a
paper roll, a wrapping roll, and means carried by the
wrapping roll to feed the paper roll In the operation of
the wrapping roll.

4. \ collar wrapping machine including a paper roll

supporting means and a wrapping roll, said wrapping roll

having operative contact with the paper roll for rotating
the latter in the operation of the wrapping roll.

5. A collar wrapping machine Including a mounting
for a paper roll, a wrapping roll, and means to guide the
paper from the paper roll about the wrapping roll In the
rotation of the latter.

•(Claims 6 to 20 not prlnte<l In the Casette.]

1.224.859. HAMMIXK. Fr.»nk A. Pobtbb and H.\rrt
B. .\RXOLD, New Britain. Conn., assignors to The Na-
tional Spring Bed Company. New Britain. Conn., a Cor-
poration of Connecticut. Filed Dec. 11. 1914. Serial
No. 876,607. (CI. 6—61.)

1. A main supporting frame Including end pieces, a ham-
mock frame suspended for swinging movement l>etween
said end pieces, legs depending from said hammock frame,
suspension bars attached to said end pieces and to the
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lower ends of said legs, and connecting bars extending be-

tween the end frames and positioned to avoid Interference

with the legs of the hammock frame in swinging move-

ment thereof.

2. A hammock frame including legs, socket pieces se-

cured to said legs and having recesses, end pieces for the

hammock frame, each end piece consisting of branches

adapted to fit In the recesses in said socket pieces, and

fastening bolts for removably securing the ends of the

branches to the socket piectjs. one of said parts having a

groove to receive a bolt attached to the other of said

parts.

.^. A hammock frame including legs formed from angle

Iron and depending therefrom, socket pieces secured to

the Inner surface of the legs at the top thereof and hav-

ing recesses and slots for fastening twits, end pieces con-

sisting of branches, the lower ends of which are shaped

to fit the recesses In said socket pieces, and bolts project-

ing through holes In the lower ends of said branches in

position to be received within the slots In said socket

pieces, and means for drawing the lower ends of the

branches and socket pieces together.

4. Id combination with the end piece of a hammock

frame, a fabric wrapped about said end piece and with Its

upper edge overlapping the top bar of said end piece, a

tightening strip secured to the fabric at a distance from

one edge, and means for uniting the edges of the fabric

and tightening strip.

5. In combination with the end piece of a hammock

fr^me, a fabric wrapped about said end piece and with Its

upper edge overlapping the top edge of said end piece and

provided with holes, a tightening strip secured to the

face of the fabric at a distance from said upper edge, said

tightening strip having holes relatively arranged to those

In the edge of the fabric, and a lacing passed through

the holes in the tightening strip and edge of the fabric to

draw said parts together.

1,224,861. <;RIP HANDLE FOR CAR SEATS. Shmidax
A. Walker, New York, N. Y., assignor to Walker & Ben

nett Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of New

York. Filed Apr. 9. 1912, Serial No. esg.Slt. Renewed

Sept. 28. 1916. Serial No. 122.739. (CI. 155—2.)

1,224.860. PROCESS <^F TREATINO HOG-CHOLERA
ANTITOXIN. John Rkichkl, Philadelphia, and Hbnry

Wbrner. Norwood. Pa., assignors to H. K. Mulford

Companv. Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed Jan. 49. 1917. Serial No. 143,276. (CI.

167—10.)
1. The process of treating hog cholera antitoxin, de-

flbrinated blood, plasma or serum with a solution of an

aldehyde, as for example, formaldehyde or formalin, of an

amount substantially to serve as an antiseptic or preserva-

tive or germicide or steriliser.

2. The manufacture of hog cholera antitoxin, the proc-

ess of changing the coagnlation point thereof by the add-

ing thereto a solution of an aldehyde to the extent sub-

stantially of not more than 0.5 per cent, of the content

as a whole, to serve as a germicide or sterlllier, and to

prevent coagulation and to obtain sterility upon being

heated to avoid contamination by foot-and-mouth disease

Tlrna.

3. In the art of the manufacture of hog cholera anti-

toxin treated with the usual preservatives, phenol or trlk-

resol. the additional treatment step, o^ mixing with the

antitoxin, a solution of an aldehyde, as for example, for-

maldehyde or formalin, to control contamination.

4. In the art of manufacturing hog cholera antitoxin

for sale In a ttnal marketable container, the step of mix-

ing with the antitoxin a solution of an aldehyde. In form

of formaldehyde or formalin, for example, and placing the

antitoxin In the final marketable container, and heating

the same therein to a sulBcient length of time to kill the

foot and mouth disease virus.

6. In the art of the manufacture of a phenolixed hog

cholera antitoxin, the step of compounding therewith a

solution of an aldehyde to the extent of subsUntlally

0,6% In the forms, for examples, of formaldehyde or for

malln. to serve substantially as an antiseptic, germicide

or steriliser.

ICIalms 6 to 11 not printed in the Oasette.]

1. As an article of manufacture, a grip-handle compris-

ing outer and inner walls forming a hand hold, the inner

wall being provided with an inwardly-projecting hump,

so as to limit the insertion of the hand, said walls being

provided at each end with attaching means.

2. As an article of manufacture, a grip-handle for car-

seats, comprising outer and Inner walls and reversely-

curved end walls, the Inner wall being centrally provided

with an inwardly-projecting hump for limiting the inser-

tion of a person's hand, and attaching means at each end.

:}. As an article of manufacture, a grip-handle com-

prising outer and inner walls and reversely-curved end

walls, the Inner wall being centrally provided with an

Inwardly-projecting hump for limiting the Insertion of a

hand, and an attacblng-arm projecting at right angles

from each end.

1,224,862. TEMPERATURE - CONTROLLING DEVICE.
Noah Barker, Seevers, Iowa. Filed Nov. 20, 1916.

Serial No. 132.504. (CI. 128—39.)

1. In a device of the claxh described, an absorbent pad,

a perforated tube therein, and means for supplying liquid

to said tube.

2. In a device of the class described, an absorbent pad,

a p^iforated tube therein, and means for supplying liquid

under pressure to said tube.

3. In a device of the class described, an absorbent pad,

a perforated tube therein, a receptacle adapted to hold

liquid under pressure, a cover therefor, a tube extending

from the lower part of said receptacle through said cover,

means for connecting said last tube with said first tube,

and an adjustable valve for controlling the flow of liquid

from said receptacle through said tubes.

4. In a device of the class described, an absorbent pad,

a perforated tube therein, a receptacle adapted to hold

liquid under pressure, a cover therefor, a tube extending

from the lower part of said receptacle through said cover,

means for connecting said last tube with said first tube,

an adjustable valve for controlling the flow of liquid from

said rex-eptacle through said tubes, and a pressure gage on

said coyer communicating with the interior of said r«-

ceptade.
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5. In a device of the class described, an absorbent pad.
a perforated tube therein, a receptacle adapted to hold
liquid under pressure, a cover therefor, a tube extending
from the lower part of said receptacle through said cover,
means for connecting said last tube with said first tube,
and an adjustable valve for controlling the flow of liquid
from said receptacle through said tubes, said receptacle
having a screw-threaded neck, said cover having a pair of
spaced, downwardly extending, screw- threaded, annular
flanges whereby the cover Is adapted to fit on receptacles
having necks of different sizes.

1.224,863. TRUNK. Clbmbnt D, Bamsdalb, Peters-
burg, Va. Filed Jan. 29, 1917. Serial No. 146.272.
(CI. 190—3.)

1. The combination with a trunic section adapted to
receive a series of drawers arranged in superposed rela-
tion, of a removable panel adapted for Instrtion in the
open side of the trunk, to retain the series of drawers
therein, a cleat secured to the bottom wall of the trunk
sectlo« at its forward edge in spaced relation to the con-
tiguous drawer and between which and the drawer one
edge of the panel is adapted for insertion, said panel be-
ing movable to a vertical position within the open side of
the trunk section, a bar fixed to the inner face of the
panel at Its upper edge and adapted to engage the front
wall of the uppermost drawer, and means mounted in said
bar to lock the panel at Its upper end to the top wall of
the trunk section.

2. The combination with a trunk section adapted to re-
ceive a plurality of drawers arranged in superposed rela-
tion, of a rectangular open panel, a sheet of flexible mate-
rial secured to one side of the panel and covering the
opening therein, a cleat secured to the bottom wall of the
trunk section at Its forward edge in spaced relation to the
contiguous drawer, the lower edge of the panel being
adapted for insertion between said cleat and the drawer,
and said panel being adapted to be moved to a vertical
position within the open side of the trunk section, a
keeper fixed to the top wall of the trunk section, and a
spring locking bolt mounted upon the upper edge of the
panel for engagement with said keeper to lock the panel
in place, in front of the series of drawers.

1,224,864. PORTABLE - ELECTRIC - LAMP HOLDER.
CUABBNCi Carson. Npw York. N. Y.. assignor to H. W.
Johns-Manvllle Company, a Corporation of New York
Filed Feb. 24. 1915. Serial No. 10,243. (Cl. 240 8.6.)
1. A holder for an electric lamp adapted to be attached

to a battery comprising in combination a metal strip
adapted to make contact with one pole of the battery, a
spring clip adapted to grasp the battery shell, a socket

for the lamp. In circuit with the strip, and an Independ-
ent conductor carried by, but Insulated from the strtp
and adapted to complete the circuit from the central
terminal of the lamp to the other pole of the battery.

2. A holder for an electric lamp adapted to be attached
to a battery comprising In combination a metal strip
adapted to make contact with one pole of the battery, a
spring clip adapted to grasp the battery shell, a socket for
the lamp, in circuit with the strip, and an Independent
conductor carried by, but insulated from the strip and
adapted to complete the circuit from the central terminal
of the lamp t© the other pole of the battery, said independ-
ent conductor being movable with reference to the strip
no as to serve as a circuit opening and closing device.

3. The combination of a metal strip adapted to make
contact with the peripheral pole of a battery, an inter-
nally threaded, open-ended metal shell earned by said
strip adapted to serve as a socket for an Incandescent elec-
tric lamp, a sliding member mounted on said strip, and a
conductor mounted on said sliding member, but Insulated
therefrom, and having spring terminals adapted to engaga
the central pole of the battery and the central terminal
of the lamp.

4. The combination of a curved sheet of spring metal
adapted to grasp a dry battery cell, a metal strip fastened
to the sheet and bent to form a handle therefor, while a
free end extends over the top of battery cell In U shaped
formation with its outer end in contact with the periph-
eral pole thereof, a socket for an Incandescent lamp
mounted on and In circuit with the U-shaped portion of
said strip, and a sliding member mounted on the U-
shaped portion of the strip carrying a conductor Insu-
lated from the strip and provided with spring terminals
which are in contact with both the central pole of the
battery and the central terminal of a lamp held in the
before mentioned socket when the sliding member is in
one position, but one of which is out of such contact when
the sliding member la In another position.

5. The combination of a metal strip adapted to make
contact with the peripheral pole of a battery, an inter-
nally threaded, open ended metal shell carried by aald
strip adapted to serve as a socket for an Incandescent elec-
tric lamp, a sliding member mounted on said strip, and
a conductor mounted on said sliding member, but insu-
lated therefrom, and having spring terminals adapted to
engage the central pole of the battery and the central
terminal of the lamp, said sliding member having a notch
engaging the meUl strip when said sliding member is la
one position.

1.224.866. AUTOMATIC SAFETY-BRAKE FOR RAII^
WAYS. Clafm E. Col»8TO!», Fellows. Cal., assignor
of one-half to Merlcos H. Whlttler, Los Angeles, Cal
Filed Feb. 23, 1916. Serial No. 79,956. (Cl. 246-^9.)
1. In an automatic safety brake for railway cars, the

combination of a car frame, axles therefor, a brake operat-
ing lever, yielding means fok normally holding aald lever
in Inoperative position, an afr brake mechanism adapted

May 1, 1917. u. s. Patent office. »«s

to moTe Mid lever into brake operating position, a train

pipe line connected with said brake mechanism, a clutch

on one of said axles, a clutch operating lever, a pneumatic

cylinder connected with said pipe line, a piston movable

in said cylinder and operatlvely connected to aald clutch

lever, a spring tending to move said piston into operative

position, manually operated means for moving said clutch

lever into clutch releasing position against the tension

of said spring, locking means for holding said clutch lever

In inoperative position, and a flexible connection between

aid clutch and said brake operating lever, said connection

being adapted to operate said brake lever when said

clutch is fast to said axle.

'^=3
2. In an automatic safety brake for railway cars, the

combination with a car truck having axles and wheels

rotatably mounted thereon, of brake shoes adapted to en-

gage said wheels, pneumatic brake operating mechanism

for moving tald shoes against the peripheries of the

wheels, a clutch mounted upon one of the axles beneath

the truck, means for actuating it to become fixed to ro-

tate with the axle, a trigger adapted to hold the clutch

In its inoperative position, actuating means for releasing

the trigger and permitting the clutch to become locked,

and means operated by the clutch when In its locked posi-

tion whereby the brake shoes will be set against the wheels

without the aid of the pneumatic brake mechanism.

3. In an automatic safety brake for railway cars, the

conrt)" nation with the running gear thereof, of brake shoes

adapted to engage the periphery of the wheels of said

gear, pneumatic air brake mechanism for forcing aald

shoes against said wheels, a sleeve mounted upon one of

the axles of the running gear, means whereby said sleeve

may be locked to rotate with said axle, a trigger adapted

to normally maintain the sleeve In a disengaged position,

means for actuating the trigger in a manner to release

the sleeve, fiexlble connecting means whereby the rotation

*of said sleeve will move the brake shoes against the wheels

lndep»ndent of the action of the pneumatic brake mecha-

nl»«m, and a pneumatic cylinder adapted to be actuated

to cause the sleeve to disengage the axle and become locked

In Inoperative position by the trigger.

1.224.866. DRAFT -ARM AND CENTER - SILL REIN-
FORCEMENT FOR UNDERFRAME8. ROBERT G.

Bllts. University, Mo., assignor to American Car and

Foundry Company, St. Louis. Mo., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed May 16, 1916. Serial No. 97,841.

(Cl. 105—76.)

1. In combination in a car nnderframe provided with

end sills and center sills, draft arms held adjacent the

end Rills and comprising alternately reversing channel

portions In some of which opposite end portions of the

center sills lie and are securely afllxed. and a reinforce-

ment for the center sills extending between and rigidly

connecting the draft arms.

2. In combination in a car underframe provided with

end sills and a center sill, draft arms projecting Inwardly

from the end sills and provided with seats partly U-

shaped and altering to have different form, opposite ends

of the center sill being retained by said seats and held

thereby against transverse displacement, and means con-

necting said center sill and draft arms.

,3. In combination in a car underframe having end

sills and spaced center sllli. draft arms projecting in-

wardly from the end sills and each comprising spaced

iwcket iwrtions in part embracing opposed sides of corre-

sponding end portions of each of said spaced center lilt

and elsewhere embracing only adjacent sides thereof and

other portions preventing the spreading of said pocket

portions, and means securely attaching aald center silla

and draft arms together, said center sills connecting said

draft arms.
4. In combination in an underframe for railway cars

having an end sill, a bolster and spaced center sills, a

draft arm comprising spaced pocket portions htted to the

sectional shape of and embracing a greater and lesser

number of sides of portions of said center sills in diflTerent

parts of said pocket portions, a portion tying said pocket

portions against lateral displacement and other depending

portions extending between said end sills and bolster

adapted to support draft gear elements, and means rigidly

securing said center sills to said draft arm.

6. In combination In a railway car underframe having

an end sill, a bolster, spaced center sills and a striking

plate, a draft arm comprising spaced U-shaped pocket-

forming portions in which end portions of said center sills

lie, a portion preserving the allnement of said pocket form-

ing-portions and depending draft sill portions extending

forwardly from said bolster, under said end sill and con-

nected to said striking plate, and means connecting said

center sills and draft arm.

[Callms 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,867. REINFORCING-BACK FOR BRAKE-SHOES.
Habbt Jokes, Suffern, N. Y., assignor to The American

Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Wilmington, Del., a

Corporation of Delaware. Filed Feb. 19, 1917. Serial

No. 149,481. (Cl. 188—82.)

1. A back for brake shoes with an outwardly looped

lug, and a reinforcement extending across the open ex-

trpmlty of the lug and fused or welded to the twck.

2. A back for brake shoes with an outwardly looped

luK, and a tie plate extending across the open extremity

of the lug and fused or welded to the back adjacent the

sides of the lug.

8. A back for brake shoes With an outwardly looped

lug. and a tie plate extending across the open extremity

of the lug and fused or welded to the back adjacent the

sides of the lug, and located in the general plane of the

back.

4. A back for brake shoes formed with a looped lug,

and tongues extending across the open extremity of said

lug. forming integral with the t»ack, with the meeting

extremities thereof welded together.

5. A back for brake shoes formed with a looper lug,

tongues formed from the sides of the lug and projecting

across the open extremity of said lug. with the meeting

extremities of said tongues fused or welded together,

forming a unitary and Integral reinforcement for said lug

and back.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.224.868. VARIABLE -SPEEID TRANSMISSION DE-
VICB. DoRB MiLLU, Chicago. III., assignor to Miller

TransmisHlon Company, a Corporation of Maine. Plied

Dec. 22, 1913. Serial No. 808,074. (CI. 74—34.)

1. In combination, a drlrlng 8baft, a driven shaft revo-

luble independently of and alined with the driving shaft,

two gears each fixed to one of the shafts, a member
revoluble about the axis of said 8haft8, connected pin-

ions Journaled on said member and each meshing with
one of said gears and forming a driving connection be-

tween them, a part revolubly mounted on the driven shaft,

means for clutching said part to the driven shaft or to

a fixed support, and means for gradually clutching the

aforesaid member to the said part.

2. In combination, a driving Abaft, a driven shaft rero-

lable Independently of and alined with the driving shaft,

two bevel gears each fixed to one of said shafts, a member
revoluble about the axis of said shafts, pinions Journaled
on said member so as to revolve about axes radial to said

shafts, said pinlon.o meshing with said gears and forming
a driving connection between them, a part revolubly
mounted on the driven shaft, means for clatcblng said
part to the driven shaft or to a fixed support, and means
for gradually clutching tbe said member to the said part.

3. In combination, a driving shaft, a driven shaft
revoluble Independently of and alined with the driving
shaft, two bevel gears each fixed to one of said shafts, a
member revoluble about the axis of said shafts, pinions
Journaled on said member so as to revolve about axe><

radial to said shafts, said pinions meshing with said
gears and forming a driving connection between them, a
second member revoluble about the axis of said shafts,
means for clutching said second member at will either to
the driven shaft or to a fixed support, and means for
gradually clutching said members together.

4. In combination, a dVlvlng shaft, a driven shaft revo-
luble Independently of and alined with the driving shaft,
two bevel gears each fixed to one of said shafts, a mem-
l)er revoluble about the axis of said shafts, pinions Jour-
naled on said member so as to revolve about axes radial
to said shafts, said pinions meshing with said gears and
forming a driving connection between them, a second mem-
ber revoluble about said axis, means for gradually clutch-
ing said members together, and a clatch device for con-
necting said second member to a fixed support.

5. In combination, a driving shaft, a driven shaft revo-
luble Independently of and alined with the driving shaft,
two bevel gears each fixed to one of said shafts, a mem-
ber revoluble about the axis of said shafts. plnlon.s Jour-
naled on said member so as to revolve about axes radial
to said shafts, said pinions meshing with said gears and
forming a driving connection between them, a second mem-
ber revoluble about said axis, a hydraulic clutch connect-
ing said members together, and a clutch for connecting
said second member to the driven shaft.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

steering-shaft adjoining the pinion, and studs carried
by the plate and extending alongside the pinion ; of a
spider hr ving a central opening formed to fit remorably

1.224.869. MOTOR-VEHICLE STEERING MECHANISM.
THORW.4I.D B. Peterson and Wi.ntord C. Petbhsox,
Omaha, Nebr., a.sslgnors to E. 11. .*<prague Manufactur-
ing Company. Omaha. Nebr., a Corporation of Nebrasita.
Filed Sept. 13, 1915. SerUl No. 60,502. (CI. 74—79.)
The combination with a motor-vehicle steering-mecha-

nism having a steering shaft, a hand-wheel, and members
adapte<l to form parts of a plant>tary-gear connection l)e

tween said wheel and shaft : said members including a
stub-shaft carrying the wheel and alined with the steering
shaft, a pinion on the atab-shaft. a plate secared on the

upon and between the teeth of the pinion, and arms
for engaging the studs to form a fixed rotational connec-
tion between the pinion and the plate.

1.224,870. 8TOCKIN<;-KNITTING MACHINE. Robert
W. Scott. Boston. Mass., assignor to Scott and Wil-
liams Incorporate^!, Boston. Mass., a Corporation of
Massachusetts. Filed Oct. 22, 1914. Serial No. 868,108.
iCl. 66—21.)

1. In a stocking knitting machine, the combination with
needles and m(>ans cooperating with a hegment thereof to

knit heels and toes, of a needle carrier holding for co-

operation with said knitting means tbe needles of said seg-

ment In more closed space*! relation than the remaining
needles.

2. In a knitting machine a needle carrier. Independently
movable needles therein space<l moro closely at one part

than at an another part thereof, and means for knitting

at all of said needles, in combination with means acting

at predetermined times to adjust the stitch length at said

closely spaced needles only.

.3. In a knitting machine, a neodle carrier having needle

grooves therein spaced more closely at one part than at

another part thereof. Independently movable needles in

said grooves, and automatic means cooperating with all

of said needles at times to knit fabric of like texture at

all parts of said carrier, and at times to knit of different

texture at the differently spaced needles.

4. In a knitting machine, a needle carrier having needle
grooves therein spaced more closely at one part than at
another part thereof, needles In said grooves, means for

knitting at all of said needles and means cooperating with
.said closely spaced needles to knit fabric of fine or of
coarse texture at predetermined times.

5. In a knitting machine a needle carrier and needles

therein spaced apart for coarse-textured knitting, another
series of needles In said carrier spaced for finer-textured

knitting, web holders, and means co<>peratlng with said
wph-holders to cause salrl last mentlone«l needles to knit
coarse-textured and flner-textured web at predetermined
times.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]
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1,224,871. (JRAIN COLLECTOR. <;eoe<;E W. Indeb-
wooD. Orients. Okla.. assignor of one half to Frank E.

Nicholson. Orienta, Okla. Filed May 29. 1916. Serial

No. 100,596. (CI. 56—61.

1. In a grain collector, a frame having spaced sills, a

flat rocknble bar having end Journals in the sills, a plu-

rality of pairs of brackets fixed on the bar each bracket

consisting of a base flange secured to the bar and an

upturned arm extending rearwardly beyond the bar In

parallel relation with the corresponding nrm of the com-

panion bracket, a pivot pin connecting the rear end por-

tions of the bracket arms, and a fork pivoted on each pin

and resting on the bar.

2. In combination with the frame of a grain collector,

a rockable bnr having a flat upper face and plvote<l to the

frame for permitting Its forward side to swing vertically,

a plurality of forks supported by the flat face of the bar.

means fixed to the bar and pivotally mounting each fork

In rear of the pivotal mounting of the bar for independent

movement, ai)d means for rocking the b:ir to raise antl

lower the forks In tinlson.

1,224,872. CALCri^TINO MACHINE. Edward C.

Wai.tek. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Harry T. Am-
brose. Orange, N. J. F11«>»1 July «, lyil. Serial Xo.

r..^7.199. (CI. 233—60.)

1. The combination with n typewriter and the printing

keys ther<H)f, of a computing attachment Including select-

ing means operated by the keys. Instrumentalities carried

by the attachment and operable in one direction for

effecting additive computation and. in a different direc-

tion, for effecting subtractlve computation, setting means

operable after as well as before the actuation of the select-

ing means by the keys for setting said computation In

str>imentHlltle« to produce additive or subtractlve compu-

tation, an.l means separate from the keys for acting on

the computation Instrumentalities to produce the compu-

tation.

37. In a computing attachment, setting means Including

a netting lever movable into any of a plurality of opera-

tive positions, a shlftable member to which tbe le\->er Is

connected, and means for automatically locking said shift-

able member in position and from which position It Is

released by a pull or push on the lever, said means com-

prising a guiding element with which the lever is engaged
by an oscillating movement of the lever Independent "of

tbe member.
39. In an adding and subtracting machine, instru-

mentalities for producing additive and subtractlve compu-

tation, a gear-support co<>perating therewith and provided

on one side with a large gear and on the opposite side

with a pair of relatively small gears, an lnterp«se<l gear

between the Inrtie and small gears and disengaged there-

from, a segment-gear for effecting rotative movement of

said interposed gear ln<lependent of said large and small

gears, means for positioning said large and small gears

alternately in mesh with said Interposed gear whereby
the large gear or the small gears may rei-elve rotative

movement from said Interposed gear when the segment

effects its rotation, and means including a rotatable c<am

tor actuating the segment-gear.
.'>6. The combination In a t,\THwrlter of a support, a

letter-space carriage including operating-keys shlftably

supported by said support, a calculating-attachment

mounted on said support and Inclti'llng selecting means
Hdapte<l to be actuated by said operaiting-keys when said

carriage Is shifted past tbe calculating-attachment in one

direction, means carried by the calculating atta<hment for

holding tbe carriage from l>elng returned past the i-alcu-

lating-.ittachment imtil the selecting-means Is restored to

normal posltlop. and means carried by the calculating

attachment for returning the aelecting-means to normal
position.

[Claims 2 to 36, 38. 40 to 55. and 57 to 60 not printed

In the Gazette.]

1,224,873. COMPUTING AND BECORDIXG MACHINE.
Edward C. Walter, New York, N. Y., assignor to Harry
T. Ambrose. Orange. .\. .1. Rle<l Aug. 7. 1912 Serial

Xo. 713.921. (Cl. 235—60.)

1 An adding and subtractlag machine Including. In

combination, a row of depresslble keys, a slide-bar adapte<l

to abut against a key when depressed, a pawl for holding

said slide bar against movement until a key is depressed,

a lever loosely connecte<l to said slide-bar and caused to

rotate when said slide-bar Is moved, an arm connecte<i to

said lever, a segment-gear attach»'d to said arm, a spring

Juxtaposed thereto, a manually-operated cam disposed

adjacent theieto, and a pinlon-gear In mesh with said

segment and rotatable in one direction by said segment

acting under the Influence of the spring when a key is

depressed and operated in tl»e opposite direction by the

manually-operated cam.

2. An adding machine Including In combination, a row
of depresslble keys, a releasing member operate<l by a key

when depressed, a pawl operatinl by said member, a slide-

bar held In normal position by said pawl and when re-

leased from said pawl by tbe depression of the key
i

t

!
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moTable to abut against the depressed key, a locking
member for holdlns; the keys in a depressed position, a
lever for moving said locking member to release said keys
from such depressed position, manually-operated means
Juxtapose<l to said lever, said lever being also actaatable
to release keys from the depressefl position by the slide-

bar abuttlnjr thereagainat In being returned to normal po-
sition by said manually operated means.

8. The combination, in an adding machine of a row of
keys, a slldnble member operated by a key when depressed,
a pawl operated by said member, a slide-bar held in

normal position by said pawl and movable when released
from said pawl by the depression of a key to abut against
a depressefl key, a sliding locking member for holding the
keys In a depressed position, a lever for moving said lock-
ing member to release said keys from their depressed
position, manually-operated means juxtaposed to the
lever ; the latter also being actuatable to release the keys
from the depresse<l position by action of said slide-bar In

abutting thereagalnst while being returned to normal
position by said manually operated means, and means for
displacing the lever from Its member-operating position.

4. The combination, In an adding machine, of a row of
keys, a slldable member for holding any of said keys In a
depressed position when depressed, a slide-bar adapted to
abut against said key when depressed, and repeat-mecha-
nism including a lever adaptefl to abut against said mem-
ber and move the same to release the key from Us de-
pressed position, and dlsplaceable to prevent actuation
of said member to prevent releasing of the depressed key.
means for holding the lever In Its displaceil position, and
means for effecting return thereof to normal position.

.">. The combination, in an adding machine, of a swing-
ing arm, repeat mechanism including a lever fulcrumed to
the swinging arm. a spring for holding the lever and arm
In a raised position, a manually-depresslble button con-
nected to said arm and adapte<l to lower the same when
depressed, key operateil selectlng-means having move-
ment when a key is depressed, an<l manually operated
means for restoring said key-operated selectlng-means and
keys to normal position and adapted to restore only the
key-operated selectlng-means to normal position when the
repeat-button Is in its depressetl position.

[Claims 6 to 40 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1,224,874. BEARING. G.iRXKTT H. WoLri, Cheney
Wash., assignor to Rotary Rod Weeder k Manufactur-
ing Company, Incorporated, Cheney. Wash. Filed Dec.
28, 1916. Serial No. 139,349. (CI. 64—12.)

^<^

1. A bearing of the character stated comprising a rela-
tively nxed element and a rotative element, said fixed
element consisting of separable bearing sections, means
for supporting said fixed element and holding said sepa-
rable sections In place, said rotative element Including a
spool having rotation In a bearing bore In said relatively
stationary element, said spool having portions of Its
flanges removed to expose the bearing bore of the sta-
tionary element for self-cleaning purposes, said spool
having a passage adapte<I to receive a rotating rod.

2. A bearing of the character stated comprising a rela-

tively fixed element and a rotative element, said fixed
element consisting of separable bearing sections, means

for supporting said fixed element and holding said sepa-
rable sections in place, said rotative element including a
spool having rotation in a bearing bore In said relatively
stationary element, said spool having portions of Its
flanges removed to expose the bearing bore of the sta-
tionary element for self-cleaning purposes, said spool hav-
ing a passage adapted to receive a rotating rod. said
relatively flxed element having laterally projecting guard
ribs or flanges overlying the flanges of the spool.

3. A bearing of the character stated comprising a rela-
tively flxed element and a rotative element, said flxed
element constating of separable bearing sections, means
for supporting said flxed element and holding said sepa-
rable sections In place, said rotative element Including a
spool having rotation In a bearing bore in said relatively
stationary element, said spool having portions of Its
flanges removed to expose the bearing bore of the sta-
tionary element for self-cleaning purposes, said spool
having a passage adapted to receive a rotating rwl, said
relatively flxed element having laterally projecting guard
ribs or flanges overlying the flanges of the spool at the
front or dirt penetrating edge of the bearing.

4. A bearing for rotary rod weeders and the like com-
prising a relatively flxed element and a rotative element,
said flxed element consisting of a main body having an
elongated passage through the" same, the lower end of said
passage merging with a half bearing bore, said body
being of greater thickness at Its lower end than at its
upper extremity, said relatively stationary bearing ele-
ment including a second body havins a portion to fit Into
said elongate<l slot and provldetl with a hnlf bearing bore
to match with the half-bearing bore of said main body and
having lateral and longitudinal projections to He against
said main body, said main and said supplemental bodies
having bolt apertures, a pendent support to which said
relatively stationary element is adapted' to be bolted
through said aperturea to hold the two parts of the sta-
tionary bearing element in operative relation, said rota-
tive element comprtslnfc a spool having flanges connected
by a cylindrical body designed to rotate in said bearing
bore of said stationary element, the flanges of said spool
tending to partly hold the parts of said stationary element
in matching relation adjacent to the bearinK apertures.

.'J. A bearing for rotary rod weeders and the like com-
prising a relatively flxed element and a rotative element.
*ald flxed element consisting of a main body having an
elongated passage through the same, the lower end of said
passage merging with a half-bearing bore, said bo<ly being
of greater thickness at Its lower end than at Its upper
I xtri'mlty, said relatively stationary bearing element In-
cluding a second body having a portion to fit Into said
elongated slot and provlde<l with a half bearing bore to
match with the half-bearing bore of said main body and
having lateral and longitudinal projections to lie against
said main bo<ly. said main and said supplemental bodies
having bolt apertures, a pendent support to which said
relatively stationary element Is adapted to be bolted
through said apertures to hold the two parts of the sta-
tionary bearing element In operative relation, said rota-
tive element comprising a spool having flanges connected
by a cylindrical body designed to rotate In said bearing
bore of said stationary element, the flanges of said spool
tending to partly hold the parts of said spool element in
matching relation adjacent to the bearing apertures, each
of said relatively stationary bearing sections having com-
plementary guard ribs overlying the spool flanges.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gnsette.]

1,224,875. NIPPLE-WRENCH. Otto Zarth. Aurora,
111. ; Anna Zarth administratrix of said Otto Zarth, de-
ceased. Filed Aug. 4, 1916. SerUl No. 113,095. (CI.
81—119.)
1. In a nipple wrench. In combination, a handle having

a flat head with an equilateral angular socket formed In
one of the side faces of the head and a slot extending
centrally into the socket from one edge of the head, and
a slotted equilateral not removably fitting the socket of
the head In any one of a plurality of different angular
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positions, the slot of the nut extending to the edge of the
nut and registering with the slot In the head of the handle
In one of the said angular positions of the nut.

J
2. In a nipple wrench, in combination, a rotatable head

having an equilateral angular socket In one side and a
slot extending centrally Into the socket from one edge of
the head, and a slotted equilateral nut removably fitting
the socket of the head In any one of a plurality of differ-

ent angular positions, the slot of the nut extending to the
edge of the nut and registering with the slot In the head
in one of the said angular positions of the not.

3. In a spoke nipple wrench, in combination, a slotted
block adapted to straddle a spoke and non-rotatably en-
gage a nipple thereon, and a slotted bar adapted to strad-
dle the spoke and Interlock with the block in a plurality
of angular positions.

1.224,876. SIDE-DELIVERY HAY-RAKINO MACHINE.
Joseph BAnroRO and Ctril Josiph BAMrosD, St.
Mary's Mount, Uttoxeter, England. Filed July 29,
1916. Serial No. 112,146. (CI. 66—68.)

«

in
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plaoe of feed, carrying tbe central unslltted strip into an-

otber plane and thereby moving tbe marginal ansUtted

strips forward relative to tbe central unslltted strip and

opening the meshworli Into oppositely Inclined sectlona.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.224,878. TIRE FABRIC AND METHOD OF MAKING
THE SAME. (J«OBG» F. Fisusa, Plainfleld, N. J., a§-

8l«Dor to Tbe Hartford Rubl>er Works Company, a Cor-

poration of Connecticut. Filed Sept. 22, 1915. Serial

No. 51.998. (CL 28—26.)

1. A tire fabric, comprising an endless annular strip or

ring of braided rubberize<l fabric having substantially the

shape of a tire cut from a coutlnuouH tube having its

strands arranged diagonally or helically.

2. A tire fabric, comprising an unJolnte<l clrcumferen-

tially endless strip of rubberized fabric having the shape

of a torus, the strands of said fabric being arranged diag-

onally or helically.

3. The method of making tire carcaaaes. which com-

prises braiding a continuous longitudinally corrugated

tube thereof by forming helically arranged intermeshing

strands conforming to saltl corrugations and then cutting

said tube into successive annular strips t>etween said

corrugations.

4. The method of making fabric for tire carcasses,

which comprises braiding a plurality of intermeshing

strands of yarn continuously on a series of separable

forms having substantially the shape of a tire core, rub-

berizing said strands, and then cutting the braided strands

into successive annular strips.

5. The method of making fabric for tire carcasses,

which comprises continuously braiding a plurality of in-

termeshing strandH helically on a series of separable

forms having substantially the stiape of a tire core, rub-

berizing said strands, and then cutting the braided

strands into succeaaive annular strips.

1,224,879. LIFTING MECHANISM FOR POWER OPER-
ATED PLOWS. Gboboe a. Kbnnedy, Sandusky, Qhio

;

Marie Kennedy, administratrix of said George A. Ken-

nedy, deceased, assignor to Jacob J. Daucb. Sandusky.

Ohio. Filed June 19, 1913. Serial No. 774,616. (CI.

74—1.)

1. In lifting mechanism tbe combination with a port-

able support, and an element on said support adapted to

be lifted ; of a shaft rotatably mounted on said support.

a pulley rotatably mounted on said shaft ; a disk attached

to said shaft ; one way connections between said pulley

and said disk ; a cam on said shaft ; two plvotally mounted
bars ; one of aaid Itars contacting said cam, said bari

being attached to said support and said element whereby
operation of said pulley in one direction raises said

element.

2. In lifting mechanism the combination with a portable

support and an element on said support adapted to t>e

lifted : of a shaft rotatably mounteil on said support, a
pulley rotatably mounted on said shaft ; a disk attached to

said shaft : one way connections between said pulley and
said disk : means adapte<l to limit rotation of said pulley

in one direction : a cam on said shaft ; two plvotally

mounte<l liars : a roller mounted on said bars at their con-

ne<-tlng point, said roller contacting said cam. said bars

being .attached to said support and said element respec-

tively whereby operation of said pulley in one direction

raises salt! element.

3. In lifting mechanism tbe combination with a portable

support and an element on said support adapted to l>e

lifted ; of a shaft rotatably mounted on said support, a

pulley rotatably mounted on said shaft ; a disk attached

to said shaft ; one way connections between said pulley

and said disk ; means adapted to limit the rotation of said

pulley in both directions, a cam on said shaft; two plvot-

ally mounted bars ; a roller rotatably mounted at the

connecting point of said bars, said roller contacting said

cam, said bars being attached to said support and said

element respectively, whereby operation of said pulley

raises said element.

4. In lifting mechanism tbe combination with a portable

support and an element on said support adapte<l to l>e

lifted ; of a shaft rotatably mounte<l on said support, a

poUey rotatably mounted on said shaft ; a disk attached

to said shaft : one way connections between said pulley

and said disk ; a lug on said pulley ; spaced stops adaptetl

to t>e contacteil by said lug, thereby limiting rotation of

said pulley In either direction, a cam on said shaft ; two
plvotally connected bars ; a roller mounted at tbe con-

nei'ting point of said bars, said roller contacting said cam.
said bars being plvotally attached to said support and
said element respectively, whereby operation of said pulley

In one direction raises said element.

5. In lifting mechanism the combination with a portable

support ; and an element on said support adapted to be

lifted ; of a shaft rotatably mounteil on said support ; a

pulley mounted on said shaft : a cam attached to said

shaft ; two plvotally connecte<l bars, one of said bars

being plvotally attached to said support, tbe other being

connected to the element to be lifted ; a roller mounted on

said bars at their connecting point, said roller contacting

said cam ; a cable attached to said pulley and adapteil

to rotate the same, rotation of said pulley in one direction

being adapted to actuate said cam, thereby lifting said

element.

1.224.880. ELECTRH' SWITCH AND FCSE BOX. Law-
RENca F. Kries, Baltimore, Md.. assignor to Charles

Morgan Marshall, trustee, Baltimore, Md. Filed Mar.

12, 1910. Serial No. 548,925. (CI. 175—282.)
1. The combination with a casing having an opening,

and a door on tbe casing for closing said opening, of fuse

terminals in one part of tbe casing, accessible through

said opening when the door is open, supply-wire terminals

and live switch contacts in another part of tbe casing,

a barrier within tbe casing preventing access through said

opening to said live terminals and switch contacts, a mov-

able switch-member within the casing for connecting said

switch contacts with said fuse terminals, and means opera-

tlvely related to the door and switch member necessitating

the closure of the door prior to the closure of the switch

and the opening of the switch prior to the opening of the

door.

4. The combination with a casing having a door there-

on, of fuse terminals In one part of the casing accessible

when the door Is open and inaccessible when the door is

closed, supply terminals and lire sirltch contacts In an«
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other part of the casing, a barrier within the casing pre-

venting access to said supply terminals and switch con-

tacts when tbe door is open, pivoted switch arms for con-

necting said switch contacts with the fuse terminals, and
means operable from without the casing for rocking the

switch arms and acting to close and lock the door when
salil arms are moved toward closed position and to release

tbe door when said arms are moved from closed position.

10. The combination with a casing having an opening

and a door on the casing for closing said opening, of

fuse terminals In one part of the casing accessible when

tbe door Is open and inaccessible when the door is closed,

supply-wire terminals and live switch contacts In another

part of the casing, a barrier within tbe casing preventing

access to said supply terminals and switch contacts

through said opening, movable swltcli members within

tbe casing adapted to connect said fuse terminals and

switch contacts, mechanism for operating said switch

members and for simultaneously controlling the door, said

mechanism projecting outside the casing and comprising

means for locking the door when the switch members are

in closed position and releasing the door when the switch

members have l)een moved to open position, and means

for locking the said operating mechanism so as to hold

said switch members in open position.

[Claims 2, 3, 5 to 9, 11, and 12 not printed in the

Gazette.]

1,224,881. ELECTRIC SWITCH AND FUSE BOX. Law-
RB.NCE F. Kkies. Baltimore, Md., assignor to Charles

Morgan Marshall, trustee. Baltimore, Md. Original ap-

plication filed Mar. 12. 1910, Serial No. 548.925. I>lvlde<l

and this application filed Aug. 30, 1913. Serial No.

787.438. (CI. 175—292.)
1. The combination of a receptacle for inclosing elec-

trical apparatus, a closure for said receptacle movably

mounte<l thereon and controlling access to said apparatus,

an electric switch for controlling the flow of current to

apparatus in said receptacle and having Inaccessible live

contacts and line terminals, and positive connections be-

tween said switch and closure for effecting the opening and

closing of said switch by the opening and closing move-

ments of the door, and for holding the closure In closing

relation to tbe receptacle In all circuit closing positions

of the switch.

2. The combination of a receptacle for inclosing elec-

trical apparatus, a closun- for said receptacle movably

mounted thereon, an electric switch for controlling the

flow of current to apparatus inclosed in said receptacle

and having Inaccessible live contacts and line connections,

and a link connecting said switch and closure and adapted

to cause the same to move simultaneously.

3. The combination of a receptacle for Inclosing elec-

trical apparatus, a closure for said receptacle movably

mounted relative thereto, an electric switch for controlling

tbe flow of current to apparatus Inclosed In said recep-

tacle, and comprising fixed and movable members, a line

terminal to which one of said fixed members is electrically

connected, means for preventing accesH to such line

terminal and fixed member at all times, and mechanical

connections betweea the said movable switch member
and closure for causing them to move together In opening

and closing directions.

4. The combination of a receptacle having a closure for

alternately permitting and preventing acctss to electrical

connections, said closure being capable of a limited initial

movement in an opening direction before permitting such

access, an electric switch for controlling the flow of cur-

rent to said connections and having inaccessible live con-

tacts and line connections, and a positive mechanical

connection between said door and switch for opening said

switch by such initial movement of said door.

5. The combination with a box for inclosing electrical

fuses, of a switch in snid box, fuse terminals, and line

terminals, said switch having contacts electrically con-

nected .'ith said line terminals, and controlling the supply

of current to said fuse terminals, a ihanually operable

swinging door for said l>ox'. tbe movable part of said

switch l9eing mechanically connected with said door so

as to open and close therewith, all live parts In said re-

ceptacle, Including said switch contacts and line terminals,

being Inaccessible In all positions of said door, and said

fuse terminals being accessible pnly in the open position

of said door.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.224,882. DEVICE FOR RESTRICTING AXIAL MOVE-
MENTS OF SHAFTS. Fbbdsik Ljl'Ngstrom and Bi«-

GBR LnJINGSTbOm. Flnspong. Sweden, assignors to Gen-
eral Electric Company, a Corporation of New York.

Filed Feb. 26, 1917. Serial No. 151,117. (CI. 74—«».)

•-

1. A device for suppressing axial oscillating movements
of a rotating shaft, comprising a movable member con-

nected with the shaft, a stationary member, a friction

device interposed between the movable and the stationary

members and adapted to oppose a displacement of the

shaft, and means for allowing tbe shaft to rotate freely

with respect to said movable member.
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2. A device for suppressing axial oscillatlDg moTements
of a rotating shaft, comprising a movable member con-

nected with the shaft, a stationary member, a friction

device interposed between the movable and the stationary
members and adapted to oppose a displacement of the
haft, means allowing the shaft to rotate freely, and
means for adjusting the pressure of the friction device.

3. A device for suppressing axial oscillating movements
of a rotating shaft, comprising a bearing connected to and
moved by the shaft, a stationary member, and a friction

device Interposed between the bearing and the stationary
member and adapted to oppose a displacement of the
shaft and the bearing.

4. A device for suppressing axial oscillating movements
of a rotating shaft, comprising a hollow piston, means
connecting the shaft and piston so as to allow a swing-
ing movement of the shaft, a cylinder inclosing the piston,

and a friction device interposed between the piston and
the cylinder and adapted to oppose a displacement of the
•haft.

6. A device for suppressing axial oscillating movements
of a rotating shaft, comprising an axial bearing for the
shaft adapted to allow a swinging movement thereof, a
hollow piston forming the stationary part of said bearing,
a cylinder inclosing the piston, and a friction device
interposed between the piston and the cylinder and adapte<l
tb oppose axial displacement of the shaft.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224.883. TELEPHONE SDPERVISORY SYSTEM.
Chhistophkb Mollebcp, Chicago. III., assignor to Au-
tomatic Electric Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation
of Illinois. Filed Jan. 2, 1909. Serial No. 470,329.
(Cl. 179—27.)

1. In a telephone system, a cord circuit, a local bat-
tery manual line, a common battery automatic line, a plug
for use in extending connection from the cord to either
line, and means including only a single relay for the call-

ing end of the cord for completely supervising a call to
either line.

2. In a telephone system, a cord circuit, a local battery
line, a common battery line, a calling line, a plug for use
In extending the call to either line, means for connecting
the plug with the called line and means including only a
single double-wound relay for each end of the cord for
supervising the call to either local battery or common bat-
tery line.

3. In a telephone system, a cord circuit, a local bat-
tery manual line, a common battery automatic line, a
plug for use in extending connection from the cord to
either line, means Including only a single relay for the
calling end of the cord for supervising a call to either
line, automatic selector and connector switches, and de-
vices associated with the cord circuit to which said
switches are responsive for calling and releasing.

4. In a telephone system, a cord circuit, a manual line,

an automatic line, a plug for use in extending a call
through the cord to either line, a calling line, means in-

cluding only a single relay for each end of the cord for
supervising the call to either manual or automatic line, '

automatic selector and connector switches, and devices
associated with the cord circuit to which said switches
are responsive for calling and releasing.

5. In a telephone system, a cord circuit, a local bat-
tery line, a common battery line, a calling line, a plug for
use in extending the call to either line, means including
only a single double-wound relay for each end of the cord
for supervising the call to either local battery or common
battery line, automatic selector and connector switches,
and devices associated with the cord circuit to which said
switches are responsive for calling and releasing.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.224.884. DRIVING MECH.\NI8M FOR POWER OP-
ERATED MACHINES. ADOU8T R. ScHOiNKT. Somer-
vlUe, Mass., assignor to The Reeoe Shoe Machinery Com-
pany. Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed
Sept. 10. 1914. Serial No. 861.001. (Cl. 74—46.)

1. In a power operated machine the combination with
the power shaft and a driven shaft, of a transmitter be-

tween said shafts adjustable Into and from driving posi-
tions, means for effecting said adjustments and supple-
mental means for assisting the restarting of said driven
shaft.

2. In a power operated machine the combination with
the power shaft and a driven shaft, of a transmitter be-
tween said shafts adjustable into and from driving posi-
tions, means for effecting said adjustments, a controller
or lever therefor, and supplemental means operated by the
control lever for assisting the restarting of said driven
shaft.

3. In a power operated machine the combination with
the power shaft and a driven shaft, of a transmitter be-

tween said shafts adjustable Into and from driving posi-
tions, means for effecting said adjustments, comprising
a power-storing device or spring adapted to adjust said
transmitter to driving adjustment, a controller for said
means, and supplemental means operated by the controller
for assisting th; restarting of said driven shaft.

4. In a power operated machine the combination with
the power shaft and a driven shaft, of a transmitter be-
tween said shafts adjustable into and from driving posi-
tions, means for effecting said adjustments, a controller
or lever therefor, and supplemental means operated by the
control lever for assisting the restarting of said driven
shaft by slightly turning the driven shaft to initiate its

rotation.

5. In a power operated machine the combination with
the power sliaft and a driven shaft, of a transmitter be-
tween said shafts adjustable into and from driving posi-
tions, means for effecting said adjustments, a controller or
lever therefor, and supplemental means operated by the
control lever for assisting the restarting of said driven
shaft by starting the adjustment of said transmitter to-

ward driving adjustment.
[Claims 6 to 40 not printed in the Oasette.]
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REISSUES.
14,29a. CHANGE - GEAR. ALBIBT AiCBBUi, Baden,

Switserland. Filed Mar. 22, 1917. SerUl No. 166,769.

Original No. 1,188.528. dated June 27. 1916, BerUl

No. 66.301. filed Oct. 16, 1916. (Cl. 74—68.)

1. A change gear comprising a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, a counter shaft, a toothed wheel on the driving

shaft, a sleeve with at least two toothed wheels movable

together on the counter shaft, and a toothed wheel on

the driven shaft, all toothed wheels having the teeth in

cllned clrcomferentlally. the general direction of IncUna-

Uon of the teeth being the same for all wheels having the

same geometrical axis and in reverse directions for the

drive to and from the counter shaft so tliat the axial

thrust of one wheel on the sleeve is substantially compen-

sated by tl»at of another wheel on the sleeve.

2. A change gear comprising a driving Aaft. a driven

Bhaft. a counter shaft, a toothed wheel on the driving

shaft, a sleeve movable on the counter shaft, and three

toothed wheels fixed on the sleeve, one of the Utter wheels

being constantly engaged with the wheel on the driving

shaft, each of the two other wheels being adapted for be-

ing thrown Into gear with a corresponding wheel on a

driven shaft by moving the sleeve on the counter shaft,

all wheels on wild sleeve having their teeth inclined clr-

cumferentiaily in the same general direction so that the

axial thrusts of two engaged wheels on the sleeve counter-

balance each other and prevent axUl thrust on the sleeve.

8. A. change gear comprising a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, a toothed wheel on the driving shaft, a toothed

wheel on the driven shaft, a counter shaft and rigidly

connected toothed wheels on the countershaft and mounted

for axial movement, one of the rigidly connected wheels

being constantly engaged with one of the first mentioned

wheels and one of this pair of engaged wheels having

a breadth substantially equal the sum of the breadth of the

wheel engaged with Itself and the extent of the axial

movement of th<' wheels on said counter shaft, and all

of said wheels ha\^ng their teeth Inclined in respect to

their axes, the general dlre<tlon of Inrllnatlon of the

teeth being the same for all wheels having the same geo-

metrical axis and In reverse directions for the drive to

and from the counter shaft so that the axial thrusts on

the wheels on said countershaft are substantially com-

pensated.

4. A change gear comprising a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, a counter shaft, a toothed wheel on the driving

shaft, a number of toothed wheels on the counter shaft,

and axially movable together, and a number of toothed

wheels on the driven shaft, all of said wheels having their

teeth inclined in respect to their axes, the general direc-

Uon of inclination of the teeth being in reverse directions

for the drive to and from the counter shaft.

5. A change gear coniprlslng a driving shaft, a driven

haft, a counter shaft, a toothed wheel on the drlTimg
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sfaaft« a number of toothed wheels on said counter shaft

and axiallf movable together, and a toothed wheel on the

driven shaft, all of said wheeU which have the same geo-

metrical axis having their teeth Inclined In the same gen-

eral direction In resjwct to their axes, and the angles of

inclination of the teeth of the wheels which are axially

movable (which angles are formed between the teeth and

the direction of the axis of the wheels) being such that

their trigonometrical tangents are proportional to their

respective pitch-circle diameters.

6. A change gear comprising a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, a counter shaft, a toothed wheel on the driving

shaft, a number of toothed wheels on said counter shaft

and axially movable together, a number of toothed wheels

on the driven shaft, all of said wheels iiaving their teeth

Inclined in respect to their axes and in the same general

direction for all wheels having the same geometrical axis •

and in reverse direction for the drive to and from the

counter shaft so that the axial thrusts of the engaged

wheels on the counter shaft substantially compensate

each other, a further toothed wheel on the driven shaft,

the general direction of inclination of teeth of which is

inverse to the general direction of IncllnatlpB of the teeth

of the other wheels on the driven shaft, a further shaft,

and a reversing wheel axially movable thereon, said last

mentioned wheel being adapted to engage with both the

above mentioned wheel on the driven shaft and one of the

wheels on the counter shaft at the same time. »

7. In combination, a driving shaft, a toothed wheel with

inclined teeth thereon, a driven shaft, five toothed wheels

with inclined teeth thereon, a movable clutch coupling

between the driving and driven shafts, two counter shafts

three toothed wheels with inclined teeth fastened to-

gether and axially movable on each counter shaft, a

further shaft, and an axially movable toothed wheel there-

on with Inclined teeth, the Inclination of the teeth of the

various wheels being such that the axial thrust of one

wheel is substantially compensated by that of another

wheel, and a box surrounding the whole gear containing

the bearings for all of said shafts.

8. In combination, a driving shaft, a toothed wheel

thereon, a driven shaft, a number of tootbe<1 wheels on

an enlarged hollow part of the driven shaft, a movable

clutch-coupHng aod a step-baarlng In the inner room

of the hollow part of the driven shaft, a number of coun-

ter shafts, an axially movable sleeve on each counter

shaft, toothed wheels on the movable sleeves, a further

shaft with a movable reversing wheel thereon, and a box

surrounding the whole gear containing the bearings for

all of said shafts, all of said toothed wheels having their

teeth Inclined In respect to their axes, the general direc-

tion of Inclination of the teeth being the. same for all

wheels having the same geometrical axis and In reverse

directions for the drive to and from the counter shaft so

that the axial thrust of one wheel is substantially compen-

sated by that of another wheel.

9. A change gear Including a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, a counter shaft, a toothed wheel on the driving

shaft, rigidly connected toothed wheels on the counter

shaft and movable In the direction of their axis, and a

toothed wheel on the driven shaft, all of said toothed

wheels having their teeth inclined in respect to their axes,

the general direction of inclination of the teeth being

the same for all wheels having the same geometrical axis

so that the axial thrust of one wheel 1« substantially com-

pensated by that of another wheel.

10. A cliange gear comprising a driving shaft, a driven

shaft, a counter shaft, a toothed wheel en the driving

shaft, at least two toothed wheels on said countershaft

movable together, and a toothe<^ wheel on the driven

shaft, all of said toothed wheels having their teeth In-

clined in respect to their axes, the inclination of the teeth

l>etng in reverse directions for the drive to and from the

counter shaft so that the axial thrust of one wheel on

the counter shaft is substantially compensated by that

of another wheel on said counter shaft.

11. In combination, a driving shaft, a driven shaft,

a t-ounter shaft, a pair of tootJhed wb*>el« for transBtlttiag

power from the driving shaft to tie oooater shalt, aad a
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pair of toothed whe«ls for transmitting power from the
counter shaft to the driven shaft, each of said wheels hay-
ing its teeth inclined in respect to its axis and the wheels
on thf counter shaft having their teeth inclined in the
same general direction and at ancles having their trigo-

nometrical tangents proportional to their respective pitch
Giameters, whereby the axial thrusts of the said wheels on
the counter shaft are equal and opposite.

12. In combination, a driving shaft, a driven shaft, a
counter shaft, a pair of rigidly connected, axially movable,
toothed wheels on said counter shaft, means for rotating
one of said wheels from said driving shaft, and means for
rotating the driven shaft from the other of said wheels,
said wheels having their teeth inclined in the same general
direction in respect to their cotqmon axis and to such an
extent that the trigonometrical tangents of the angles of
inclination are proportional to the pitch diameters of the
wheels, whereby axial thrust on one of said wheels is

substantially compensated by that of the other.
13. In combination, a driving shaft, a driven shaft, a

counter shaft, a toothed wheel on said driving shaft, a
toothed wheel on said driven shaft, and a pair of rigidly
connected toothed wheel.<< on said counter shaft bodily
movable Into and out of power transmitting engagement
with said first mentioned toothed wheels, the wheels on
said counter shaft having their teeth inclined In the same
general direction and to extents varying with the diam-
eters ofvsaid wheels, whereby the end thrusts on the
toothed wheels on said counter shaft are substantially
equal and in opposite directions.

14,294. KNOCKDOWN CONTAINER. Almbt Paul Coch-
BAXB, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Jane Hartley Coch-
rane, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 17, 1917. Sertal No.
156,585. Original application filed June 21, 1918. Serial
No. 774,981. Renewed Nov. 26. 1915, Serial No. 63,076.

. Original No. 1,196,908, dated Aug. 22, 1916. (CI
220—17. >

1. A container comprising the combination of 8e[>arable
side sections having inward projecting abutments at the
edges, and pyramidal corner fastenings comprising inner
and outer portions with means for uniting them diago-
nally through the apical corners.

2. A container comprising the combination of separable
side sections having Inward projecting abutments at the
edges, and corner clamps comprising each a cap formed
to bear upon the three outside faces meeting at the comer,
an inner portion, and a portion passing diagonally through
the apical corner in suitable openings provided therefor
in the sections.

3. A container comprising the combination of separate
and distinct side sections having Inward projecting abut-
ments at the edges whereby they fit into each other when
set up and nest when collapsed, and pyramidal clampinf
fastenings for the apical corners.

4. A container comprising the combination of separate
and distinct tray-like side sections having straight perpen-
dicular flanges and registrable optnings at the corners,
and fastenings for the apical corners of the set-up box
comprislDg inner and outer bearing portions, each engaf-
ing three surfaces, aud diagonal connecting portions pass-
lag through said opening?;. •

5. A container comprising the combination of separable
side sections, abutments projecting inward from edgetr of
said sections, and pyramidal fastenings for the apical
corners comprising inner and outer members adapted to
grip the sections and abutments, and connecting portions
adapted to pass diagonally through openings provided
therefor at the extreme corners.

6. A container comprising separable wall sections each
having an inturned flange extending around the same and
provided with opening's at the corners adapted to aline
with one another when the sections ar^ set up. and fas-
tening means passed through said alined openings.

7. In a container of the class described, the combination
of separable wall sections including a top section having
an opening therein, means acceasible through said open-
ing for securing the sections together, and means to close
said opening comprising a lock having a groove in its edge
opposite its bolt for engaging one edge of said opening,
said bolt adapted to engage below the opposite edge of
said opening.

8. In a container of the class described, the combination
of separable wall sections including a top section having
an opening therein, means accessible through said open-
injr for securing the sections together, and means to close
said opening comprlsluK a reversible lock having a groove
in Its edge opposite its bolt for engaging one edge of
said opening, said bolt also having a groove in its end
to engage the opposite edge of said opening. wherel>y said
lock may be applied with either side out for the purpose
specified.

9. In a container of the class described, the combination
of separable wall sections, Including a top section having
an opening extending across the same, an auxiliary cover
section to close the opening in the top section and having
an opening therein, means accessible through the opening
in the top section when the cover section Is remore<l for
securing the wall sections together, means accessible
through the opening in th^ cover section when the same
is in place for securing said cover section to the wall
sections, and a lock adapted to fill the opening in the
auxiliary cover section and prevent access to the secarlng
means.

10. In a container of the class described, the combina-
tion with separable base, side, end and top sections each
having a right angularly turned flange extending around
its margin, the base and top sections being of a site to
fit over the other sections after the end sections have
been slipped over the ends of the side sections in erecting
the container, of means for fastening said sections to-
gether comprising virtually pyramidal corner fastenings
composed of inner and outer members united diagonally
through the apical comers.

14.295. RAILROAD SYSTEM. IIan.mbal C. Ford. Ja-
malca. N. Y.. assignor to Arthur J. Baldwin. New York,
N. Y. Filed Oct. 12. 1916. SerUl No. 126.331. Origi-
nal No. 815,086, dated Mar. 13, 1906, Serial No. 278,183.
filed Sept. 12, 1905. (CI. 246—59.)

^"^^

1. In a railroad system, a plurality of trains each hav-
ing a traveling zone of variable lnfluenc«> extending from
the rear car thereof, and means governed by said lone of
varlal)le Influence for controlling the speed of a following
train.
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2. In a railroad system, a plurality of trains each hav-

ing a traveling aone of variable influence extending from

the rear car ther»K)f. and nieann governed by said zone of

variable Influence for controlling the speed of a following

train, said system comprising a sectioned trackway, the

sections of which are governed by one of said trains when

passing therethrough, the said zone comprising an influ

ence member associated with the trackway and governed

by a section of said tra< kway. and the said means being

carried by said following train and comprising a speed

responsive device governed by the speed of said following

train, an Intluence responsive device governed by said In

fluence member, and means controlled by the Joint action

of the speed responsive and influence responsive devices

for controlling the speed of the train.

8. In a railroad system, means whereby each train pro

duces a zone of variable Infuence In the rear thereof, and

means upon a following train for governing Its speed In

proportion to its entrance Into said zone of influence, said

system comprising a 8e<tloned trackway, the sections of

which arc governed by one of said trains when passing

therethrough, the said first named means comprising a plu-

rality of Influence members associated with the trackway

and governed by said track sectioned trackway in such

manner ns to cause a plurality of said members to assume

different Influence conditions at the same time, and the

said last named means comprising a speed responsive de-

vice governed by the speed of said following train, an in

fluence responsive device governed by each of said influ

ence members, and means controlled by the Joint action of

the speed responsive and Influence responsive device for

controlling the speed of the following train.

4. In a railroad system, means whereby each train pro-

duces a zone of variable Influence In the rear thereof, and

means upon a following train for governing Its speed in

proportion to Its entrance into said zone of Influence, said

system comprising a sectioned trackway, the sections of

which are govern^^Tiiy one of said trains when passing

therethrough, the said flrst-named means comprising a

series of Influence members associated with the trackway

and governed thereby in such manner as to have their con-

dition altered successively in accordance with successive

changing track section conditions, and the said last-

named means comprising a speed responsive device gov-

erned by the speed of said following train, an Influence

responsive device governe<i by each of said influence mem-

bers, and means controlled by the Joint action of said speed

responsive and Influence responsive devices for controlling

the speed of the following train.

6. In a railroad system, a track divided into units,

train-controlling means at each unit, and means whereby

a preceding trsln sets such controlling means at different

conditions at the rear thereof so as to contral the speed

of a following train, said train controlling means com-

prising track magnets adapted to be de«nerglzed by a pass-

ing train and also comprising an auxiliary source of en-

ergy and apparatus controlled by the respective magnets

to apply the said energy to modify the condition of the

said controlling means associated therewith, and also to

modify differently the condition of the controlling means

associated with another track unit, and the said means

for setting the controlling means to control the speed of a

following train including a speed responsive device carried

by the said following train and braking means controlled

Jointly by said speed responsive device and by said train

controlling means.

6. In a railroad system, a track divided into units,

train-controlling means at each unit, means whereby a

preceding train displaces such train controlling means at

its rear, and controlled parts on a following train for au-

tomatically governing its speed.

7. In a railroad system, a track divided into units,

train-controlling devices at each unit arranged to be va

rtably displaced by a passing train, and controlled means

on a following train for automatically governing its speed

arranged to be engaged by said controlling means.

8. In a railroad system, a plurality of train-controlling

devices arranged at Intervals along the track, means on

each train for displacing such devices variable distances

diminishing in proportion to their distante from the rear

of the train, and means on a following train for govern-

ing its speed controlled by said devices.

9. In a railroad system, a plurality of trains each har-

ing means thereon for producing a traveling zone of va-

riable Influence in the rear of the train, said Influence

being less In proportion to Its distance from the rear of the

train, and means whereby the speed of a succeeding train

is automatically governed according to its amount of pene-

tration into such zone.

10. In a railroad system, a track divided into units, •

mechanical device at each unit arranged to have a lateral

movement, means on each train for governing Its speed in

proportion to such lateral movement, and means on each

preceding train for setting such devices to varying degrees

of lateral movement.

11. In n railroad system, a track divided into units, a

mechanical device at each unit arranged to have a lateral

movement, means on each train for governing its speed In

proportion to such lateral movement, and means on each

preceding train for setting such devices to varying de-

grees of lateral movement an amount Inversely propor-

tional to their distance from the train.

12. In a railroad system, a track divided into units, a-

device at each unit arranged to be displaced by the move-

ment of a train a distance Inversely proportional to the

distance of the rear of the train, and means located at

the front end of the following train and acted on by such

devices for governing its speed.

13. In a railroad system, a track divided into units,

means set in operation by a train for creating a traveling

zone of Variable Influence behind such train, and meons

on a following train for governing its speed in propor-

tion to its entrance into such zone of Influence, the said

first-named means comprising a series of infiuence mem-

bers associated with. the track and each having Its condi-

tion altered In a plurality of 8uc<»es8lve stages In accord-

ance with the condition of the successive track units, and

the said last named means being carried by the following

train and comprising a speed responsive device governed

by the speed of said following train and an Influence re-

sponsivc device governed by said influence members, and

braking means controlled Jointly by said speed responsive

and Infiuence responsive devices.

14. In a railroad system, a track divided into units,

means set in operation by a train for creating a traveling

zone of variable Influence behind such train, and means

on a following train for governing Its speed In proportion

to Its entrance Into such zone of Influence, the said first

named means comprising a series of Influence members

associated with the track and having their condition

altered In a plurality of stages successively In accordance

with the condition of the successive track units, and the

said last-named means being carried by the following train,

and comprising a speed responsive device governed by the

speed of said following train and an Influence responsive-

device governed by said Influence members and a prepara-

tory device, a service brake valve and an emergency brake

valve adapted to be successively operated by the Joint

action of the said speed responsive and Influence responr

sive devices.

16. In a railroad sj-stem, a track divided Into units, con-

nections from each unit for displacing a mechanical de-

vice arranged to govern the speed of a following train, and

means whereby such device displaces following devices tc

a successively less distance than Its own displacement.

16. In a railroad system, means for governing the speed

of a train in proportion to its distance from a preceding

train, the said system comprising a series of track sec-

tions and a series of Influence members, each governed

by one of the successive track sections, and the said

means being carried by the said train and comprising («)

a speed responsive device governed by the speed of said

train, (^) an Infiuence responsive device governed by the

respective Influence members, and (c) means controlled

by the Joint action of said speed responsive and Influence

responsive devices for controlling the speed of the said-

train.

*'
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17. la a railroad ystem, iDMins for corprntniir tbi> Rpeed
of a train In pruportion to itH dUtancc from a pre4<fdin«
train, the said nystem coniprisiriK a »eH« of track 8«»c-

tlons and a series of Influence raembera, eacb gorerned by
one of the succeaclTe track Rertlons, and the said means
beini; carried by the said train and comprising (o) a
•peed responsive device j?ovprne<i by the speed of aaid

train, (b) an influence reflponsive device governed by the
respective influence members, (r) meann controlled by the
Joint action of said 8pee<l resptjnslve and influence re-

sponsive devices for controlling the speed of the said

train, and (d) means for manually i-outrolling the spee<i

of the train when said speed rexponslve and influence
responnive devices are not conjointly acting.

18. In a railroad system, a track divided into onlti,

train controlling means at each anit. adapted to have Its

condition ciianged by a pasriing train, and parts on a
following train adapted to be aflTected by said train con-

trolling means, said parts comprising a speed responsive
device governed by the speed of the following train, and
an influence responalve device governed by said train
controlling means and brnking means controlle*! Jointly

by the speed responsive and the Influence re<ii>on8lve

devices.

19. In combination, a track, a car thereon, a safety
appliance for excessive speed on the car, a speed respon-
sive device on the car, a movable member on the car.

means partly on the car and partly on the track to

Initiate movement of said memt)er and to contlnae its

movement in correspondence with the progress of the car
along the track, and means actuated through a certain
range by said device and said member conjointly and
adapted on the attainment of a certain stage of sach
range to actuate said safety appliance.

20. In combination, a track, a car thereon, a safety
appliance for excessive speed on the car, two members on
the car adapted conjointly to actuate said appliance, a
speed responsive device connecte<l to actuate one member,
means partly on the car and partly on the track adapted
Initially to actuate the other member and thereafter
further to actuate it in correspondence with the progress
of the car along the track, said means being normally In-

operative, the foregoing Apparatus comprising parts capa-
ble of a certain range of ineffective change of relationship
and effective only after such range has beeo accomplished.

21. In combination, a track, a car thereon, a safety

appliance for excessive speed on the car, a speed respon-
sive device on the car, means operative conjointly with
said device Idly over a range and thereafter effectively

to actuate said appliance, means partly on the track to
initiate the operation of 8a!d flrst-mentloned means and
to continue its operation In correspondence with the
progress of the car along the track.

22. In a railroad system, a train having means thereon
by which its speed is automatically controlled to accord
with the position of a controlling device actuated by a
preceding train.

23. In a railroad system, devices along the track dis-

placed at varying distances from a normal position, and
means upon a train for governing its speed controlled by
the position of such devices.

24. In a railroad system, a rail divided into sabdi-
visions, means for dlr^placlng such sulx^visions laterally
to a varying distance proportionetl to the distance from
a preceding train, and means upon a following train for

governing its speed controlled by the position of such
subdivisions.

25. In a railroad system, a track divided into units, a
rail divided Into sutMllvisions corresponding to said units

and laterally dlsplaceable by a train, and an arm on each
train guided by said rail arranged to govern its spee<l.

26. In a railroad system, a plurality of dUplaceable
devices arranged along the roadway, an arm on each
train arranged to be dibplaced by such devices, a part on
each train mounted to be moved In proportion to the
speed of the train, and nienn.s whereby siicti speed la

made to automatically accord with the movement of said

arm.

27. In a railroad system, a plurality of devices disposed
at intervals along the track and arranged to be moved
laterally by the passage of a train, an arm upon a so<s
ceeding train mounted to be displaced by such devices,
and means wheret)y the speed of such following train Is

automatically mnde to accord with the movement of said
arm.

28. In a railroad system, a plurality of devices which
are dlsplace<l by the passage of a train diminishing dis-
tances fn proportion to their distance from the train, and
meann whereby the speed of a following train Is auto-
matically re<luce«l by such devices provided It exceeds a
predetemilneil amount corresponding to Its Interval from
the preceding train.

29. In a railroad system, a rail having laterally dia-

placeable subdivisions extending the entire length of the
track, telescoping extensions for each 8ub<llvlsion, means
actuated by a pastting train for displacing a subdivision
laterally, and means whereby such displacement prevent!
the complete return movement of the following subdi-
vision.

30. In a railroad system, a rail divided into subdivisions
which are laterally dtsplaceable, means on each train for
displacing a sutKllvlslon to its extreme limit of movement,
and means whereby such movement is effective to prevent
the complete return of the preceding subdivisions, whereby
a traveling zone of variable and decreasing influence is

created In the rear of each train for the purpose of gov-
erning the speed of a following train.

31. In a railroad system, a rail divided into subdivisions
each of which Is longitudinally and slightly laterally
movable, telescoping extensions on each subdivision
whereby the preceding sutHlirlsion is permitted a slightly

less degree of movement, and fluid pressure means con-
trolled by 'the passage of a train for successively throwing
the subdivisions to their limit of movement.

32. In a railroad system, a rati having a plurality of
subdivisions each of which is gulde<l to move forwardly
and slightly laterally, means for moving a subdivision
by the passage of a train, and means whereby such sub-
division permits the partial but not complete return of

the preceding subdivisions to their normal position.

14,29«. PL.ANER AND SYSTEM OF MOTOR CO.NTKOL
THEREFOR. Wili^abo T. Biabb. PhlladelphU, Pa.,

and Rami EL H K»raB, deceased. Plainfleld. N. J., by
Niles-Beraent-Pond Company. Jersey City. .N. J., a Cor-
poration of .New Jersey, assignee of the entire Interest.
Filed Oct. 19. 19ie. Serial No. 126.635. Original No.
996.529. dated June 27, 1911, Serial No. 5S9.567, filed

Oct. 28, 1910, (CI. 172—240.)

1. The combination of a reciprocating table: a re-
versible electric motor for driving the table ; electromag-
netic mechanism for controlling the motor ; a pilot switch
artuate<l by the reciprocating table for governing said
mechanism to reverse the motor at regular intervals ; a
second motor controlled by said reciprocating table ; and
a aiotor actuated switch for governing the operation of
the Becood motor.
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2. The romblnatioB of an electric motor ; electroaiag-

netlc meduiulsB for rontrolling the aasM ; a pilot switch

actuated froai said motor for governing aald meclkaolsni ;

a second motor also controlled by said mechanism : and a

fwltrb actuated by the second motor for govemlBg its

operation.

3. A system including two motors ; a reciprocating table

driven by one motor ; electroniagnetic mechanism for con-

trolling the flow of current to the motors ; a pilot switch

actuated by the reciprocating table for governing said

mechanism to reverse tbe table driving motor at regular

Intervals ; and an adjantable switch mechanlspn actuated

by the other of the motors for also governing the flow of

current thereto.

4. A system of motor control Including two motors ;

a reciprocating table driven by one motor ; electromag-

netic mechanism for ct)BtroIllng tbe flow of current to said

motors ; a switch actuat<'d by one of the motors and in

circuit with the part of tbe el«Ttromagnetic mechanism for

controlling said motor ; with a pilot switch actuated by

the reciprocating table and governing the electromagnetic

mechanism to reverse the table driving motor at regu-

lar intervals and connected In circuit with said first

switch.

6. A planer and a system of motor control therefor com-

prising a reciprocating table ; a reversible drive motor

for the table ; a movable cutting tool : an intermittently

operable feed motor for the tool ; mechanism for control-

ling the flow of current to said motors ; with a pilot

switch me( hanJmn actuated by tbe reciprocating table

far governing the operation of aald controlling mechanism

to reverse tbe drive motor and start tbe feed motor at

regnlar Intervals: and a socond switch actuated by the

feed motor for causing the lurrent to be cut off from the

same after It has made a predetermined number of revo-

lutions.

6. A planer and system of motor control therefor com-

prising a reclpr<M-atlng table : a reversible drive motor

for the table; a movable cutting tool: an intermittently

operable feed motor for the tool automatically started by

the table as It reciprocates : electromagnetic mechanism

Including reversing means for controlling the flow of cur-

rent to said drive motor ; with a pilot switch actuated by

the table at each reciprocation for governing the opera-

tion of said mechanism ; and a second switch actuated by

the feed motor for causing the current to be cut off from

the same after it has made a predetermined number of

revolntlona

7. A motor controlling system including a driving nio

tor, and a feed motor : electromagnetic mechanism tor

controlling the flow of current to said motors ; asd two

switches respectively artnated by said motors : one of

Mid switches controlling the flow of current to tbe electro-

magnetic mecbanl.sin, and also ( ontroUing the flow of cur-

rent to the other switch.

8. A motor controlllog system consisting of two motors,

alectromagaetlc mechanism for controlling tbe flow of

current to said motors . a pilot switch for governing the

flow of current to said mechanism ; with a second pilot

switch in circtJlt with the first switch and placed to be

actuated from one of the motors ; said electromagnetic

mechanism including means for short circuiting the arma-

ture of the said motor after its pilot switch has been

opened.

9. A motor controlling system consisting of two motors ;

electromagnetic me<-hantsra for controlling the flow of

current to said motors : a pilot switch for governing the

flow of current to salil mechanism: with a. second pilot

switch In circuit with the first switch and placed to be

actuated from one of the motors : said electromagnetic

mechanism Including means for short circuiting the arma-

ture of said motor after its pilot switch has been opened,

and also inrlndlng means for short circultlnj the arma-

ture of the driving motor when its pilot switch is open.

10. A motor controlling system consisting of two mo-

tors : two solenoids having contacts and connections con-

stituting a reversing switch for one of the motors ; a

third solenoid having contacts in circuit with certain of

thoae of the other solenoids to form a reversing switch

for tbe aveond motor ; and a pDot swttcb for oantroIlInK

tbe flow of cmrreat to said solenoids.

11. A motor controlling system consisting of two mo-

tors ; two solenoids having contacts and connectlona con-

iitltatlng a reversiBg switch for one of the motors ; a tbtrd

solenoid having contacts coOperatlnc with ccrtaiB ot tbose

of the other solenoids to form a reversing switch for the

second motor ; and a pilot switch for controlling the flow

of current ta BBid solenolda; aald reversing switches In-

cluding connections for placing said motors in closed cir-

cuits.

12. A motor controlNng system cooslatlng of a motor ;

a t>ody of armature raitatance therefor ; electromagnetic

switches for governing tbe flow of current to said motor

;

one of said switches being ronaectcd to shunt to the said

resistance ; and a pilot switch for governing the flow of

current to the electromagnetic switches ; the magnet of

tbe rcalatance controlling switch beimg connected to be

energized only when the motor is turned in one of its twa
possible directions.

DESIGN S.

50,678. TIRE-TREAD. SalaThibl S. Adams, Lafayette,

Tenn. Filed Mar. 3, 1917. Serial No. 152,410. Term
of patent 7 years.

The ornamental deolgn for a tire tread as shown.

90.674. WATBRCLOSET BOWL. SrBTHBB D. Bakbb,

New York, N. Y.. aasig&or to The Hotchkias, Vail *
Garrison Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. FUed .Nov. 28, 1916. BerUl No. 1S3,991.

Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a water-closet bow!, sub-

stantially as shown.

i
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-60.670. ARM FOR LIOHTING-FIXTDRES. RoBurr T.

Bauiows, Rutherford, and Gborob V. Stbahan, Newark.
N. J., afislgnors, by mesne assignments, to Mitchell

Vance Co. Inc., New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of

New York. Filed Mar. 8, 1917. Sertal No. 1B2.402.

Term of patent 7 years.

<im^^r^

The ornamental design for an arm for lighting flzturea

as shown.

50.676. WALL-PLATE FOR LIGHTING - FIXTURES.
RoBWT Y. Babbows, Rutherford, and Gbobob V.

Stbahan, Newark. N. J., assignors, by mesne assign-

ments, to Mitchell Vance Co. Inc.. New York. N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 3, 1917. Serial

No. 152,408. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a wall plate for lighting fix-

tures, as shown.

50,«77. WALL - PLATE FOR LIGHTING - FIXTURES.
RoBEBT Y. Babbows, Rutherford, and Gbobob V.
Stbahan, Newark, N. J., assignors, by mesne aaalgn-
"lentt. to Mitchell Vance Co. Inc.. New York, N. Y., a
^corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 8, 1917. Serial

No. 152,404. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a wall plate for lighting flx-

ttiFM. as shown.

60,678. WALL - PLATE FOR LIGHTING - FIXTURES.
Robbbt Y. Babbows, Rutherford, and Gbobob V.
Stbahan, Newark. N. J., aislgrnors, by mesne assign-

ments, to Mitchell Vance Co. Inc., New York. N. Y.. a
Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 8, 1917. Serial
No. 152,405. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a wall plate for lighting fix-

tures, as shown.

50,679. ARM FOR LKJHTING FIXTURES. Robbbt T.

Babbows, Rutherford, and Gbobob V. Stbahan, New-
ark. N. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Mitchell
Vance Co. Inc.. .New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Filed Mar. 8, 1917. Serial No. 152,407. Term
of patent 7 year*.

The ornamental design for an arm for lighting fixtures,

as shown.

50.680. WALL - PLATE FOR LIGHTING - FIXTURES.
Robbbt Y. Babbows, Rutherford, and Gbobob V.

Stbahan, Newark, N. J., assignors, by mesne assign-

ments, to Mitchell Vance Co. Inc.. New York. N. Y.. a
Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 3, 1917. Serial

No. 152,408. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamt'ntal deaigo for a ^rall plate for lighting fix-

tures, as shown.
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50,681. TIRE. John 8. Bbocohton, Trenton, N. J., *•-

• slgnor to United and (Jlobe Rubber MTg. Companies.

Trenton, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No. 136,087. Term of patent 14

years.

50,684. LIGHTING - FIXTURE. Edwin F. Gvth, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to Luminous Unit Company, 8I.

Louis, Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Feb. 20,

1917. Serial No. 161,132. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a tire substantially as shown

60.682. LENS FOR HEADLIGHTS. Hbnbt D. Cohin
Newark. N. J. Filed Feb. 28. 1917. Serial No. 151,569

Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a lighting fixture, as shown.

50,686. LIGHTING FIXTURE. Edwin F. Gvth, St.

Louis, Mo., assignor to Luminous Unit Company. St.

Louis, Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. FUed Feb. 20.

1917. Serial No. 151,133. Texm of patent 7 years.

The ornamentol design tor a lens for headlights, as

shown.

50 688. FLUSHING DEVICE. Hbsbi H. Govb, Bidde-

ford. Me. Filed Mar. 19, 1915. SerUl No. 15,625.

Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a lighting fixture, as shown.

60,686. CLOTH. PAPER. LEATHER. OR OTHER FAB
RIC. Hbbbebt F. Hatch, Newtou, Mass., assignor to

W. H. Holbrook Company, Boston, Mass., a Corporation

of Massachusetts. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No.

185,090. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a fiushlng device, as shown.
The ornamental design for cloth. pap<'r. leather <»r oth-i

fabric as shown.

^
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50,687. GOBLBT. Wil««b S. HCNTBk, Morgantown.
W. Va. Ftled Feb. 25, 1916 Serial No. 80,M3. Term
of iMiteot 7 yean.

The ornamental d«1fn for a goblet as shown.

50,688. SCALE -FRAME. Locis JxavicHaN, Detroit.

Mich., assignor to The Standard Compntlng Scale Com-

pany, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed

Nov. 15, 1915. Serial No. 61,698. Term of patent 14

years.

The ornamental deatgn for a ncale frame, as shown.

50.689. r.RAVITT-CLAMP FOR LIGHT REFLECTING
BOWLS. CHABt-as EaxasT Jomcs. Chicago. 111. Filed

Feb. 5, 1917. Serial No. 146,860. Term of patent 8i
years.

4-

The ornamental design for a rrarlty clamp for light re-

flecting t>owl8, BLu shown.

60,690 R08BTTE CLAMP FOR LIGHT REFLECTINQ
BOWLS. CBARI.B8 Eb.\£ST Jonbb, ChlcBgo, 111. Filed

Mar. 0. 1917. SerUi No. 152.987. Term of patent 81
years.

The ornamental design for a rosette clamp for light r^
fleeting bowls, as ahown.

60.691. CHAIN-SUPPORT FOR CHANDELIERS. Cmamlm
Ebnbbt Joj«bs. Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 6, 1917. SerUl
No. 162.939. Term of patent 8i yeara

I

The ornamental design for a chain snpport for chado-
liers, as shown.

60,692. EXTENSION BRACKET FOR LIGHTING-FIX-
TURES. Chabx.b.s Eb.nest Jonbs.. Chicago, IlL Filed
Mar. 6. 1917. Serial .No. 152,940. Term of patent 81
years.

The ornamental design for an extension bracket for
lighting flxtnres, as shown.
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60,693. ELBC^EIC-BRACKET BACK. CHanus BSHBST
Jonbs, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 12, lfl7. Serial No.

164,408. Temi of patent 3i years.

The ornamental deaisn for an electric bracket back,

as shown.

60.694. CLAMP FOR LIGHT REFLECTING BOWLS.
Chablbs Ebnbst Jonbs. Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 12,

1917. Serial No. 164,409. Term of patent Si yearti.

Tbe omamtntal design for a clamp for light reflecting

bowls, as shown.

60,696. CLAMP FOR LIGHT REFLECTING BOWLS.
CBABLB8 Ebnbst Jones, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 12,

1917. Serial No. 164.410. Term of patent Si yea;-s.

The ornamental design for a rlamp for light reflecting

t>owls, as shown.

60.696. SCROLL-CLAMP FOR LIGHT REFLECTING
BOWLS. Chablbs Eb.nbst Jonbs, Chicago, 111. Filed

Mar. 12, 1917. Serial No. 164.411. Term of patent Si

years.

60.697. ARM FOR CHANDELIERS OS BRACKETS.
Cbablbs Ebnbst Jonbs. Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 12,

1917. Sertal No. 164,412. Term of patent Si years.

The ornamental design for an arm for chandelier or

bracket, as shown.

60,698. BRACKET ARM FOR LIGHTING-FIXTURES.
Chablbs Ebnbst Jonbs. Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 19,

1917. SerUl No. 166,965. Term of patent Si years.

M-s*

The ornamental design for a bracket arm for lighting

fixtures, as shown.

60.699. CASING FOR VENDING MACHINES. Gboroi
Kbbn. Peru, 111. Filed Feb. |, 1917. Serial No. 146,036.

Term of patent 7 years. |

The ornamental design for a scroll clamp for Hglit re-

flecting bowls, as shown.

The ornamental design for a casing for vending ma*

I chines, as ahown.

f
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I

50.700. POULTRY FOUNTAIN. Aamok B. Moi, Lom-
bard, 111., asHigxior to Otis & Moe ManufacturlDg Com-
pany, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 13, 1916.

Serial So. 109.204. Term of patent 14 years.

T"

The ornamental design for a poultry-fountain as shown.

50,701. TOP FOR GAS-STOVE. ROBiBT T. Pamibus,
Pittsburgb, Pa., assignor to Lawson Manufacttirlng

Company. Plttshurgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed Feb. 24. 1917. Serial No. 150,823. Term
of patent 7 years.

rr^ .^p
:ijr%»

Tlie ornamental design for a top for gas stOTe, tnbataQ-

tlally as shown.

60,702. REDUCING -BRASSlfiRES. Marh Pibillat,

New York, N. Y., assignor to Ovlda Company, Inc.,

New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Nov. 25. 1914. Serial No. 874,078. Term of patent 14
years.

The ornamental design for a reducing brassiere, as
ShoMTD.

'

50,708. ARTICLE OF MANUFACTURB. Bdwakd Job 11

RiDOWAT, Staten Island, N. T. Filed Dec. 27, 1916.
Serial No. 139.217. Term of patent 7 years.

A

The ornamental design for an article of manuCactorc,
as shown.

50.704. PHONOGRAPH-CABINET. EcoBNi A. WlD-
JIANN, Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to Path* Frferes Phono-
graph Company, New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of

Delaware. Filed Feb. 24. 1917. Serial No. 150,820.
Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a phonograph cabinet, as
shown. ^
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50.706. PHONOGRAPH - CAIilNET. Eugeni A. WiD-

MANN, Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to Path*' ^r*res Phono-

graph Company. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

I>elaware. Filed Feb. 24. 1017. ' Serial No. 160,821.

Term of patent 14 years.

50,707. PIANO. Otto J. Yt>rN«;M.\x. Berkeley, Cal.. as-

signor of one-half to John H. Hookstra. Berkeley, Cal.

Filed Feb. 7, 1917. Serial No. 147.249. Term of patent

14 years.

The ornamental design for a phonograph cabinet, as

shown.

60.706. PHONO<JRAPH CABINET. EroENi A. WlD-
MANN. Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to Path* Frferes Phono-

graph Compsny. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

Delaware. Filed Feb. 24. 1917. Serial No. 150.822.

Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a phonograph cabinet, as

shown.

The new and ornamental design for a piano, substan-

tially as shown. 1
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The followiiig trade-marks are published In comphance with section 6 of the act of

February 20, 1905, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within

thirty days of this date.

Marks applied for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provision

In clause (b) of section 6 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said act, a fee of ten dollars must accompany ea<;h

notice of opposition. *»

Ser. No. 81,000. (CLASS 4 AFRABIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATEKIALS ) A. Ho«rNBR & Sons,

Buffalo. N. T. Filed Sept. 5, 1914. Under ten-year pro-

viso.

Particular ^aoription of good*.—Soaps, WaBhlng-Pow-

ders. and Cleansers.

CkUm> uae «ince May, 1886.

B*r. No. 82.928 (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) National Gbocbrt Co., Seattle,

Wash. Filed Not. 2C, 1914.

^MPEROl^
Particular description of goodt.—Vinegar and Drted

FrultP.

Claims uae since Dec. 1. 1903.

8er. No. 85,826. (CLASS 28. CUTLERY, MACHINKKY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Wallis
Tractor Companv. Racine, Wis. Filed Apr. 9, 1915.

Particular description of goods.—Tractors.

Claims uae since March, 1914.

8«r. No. 87,680. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Thornton W. ikBtiSSB, Springfield, Mass.

Filed July 1. 1915.

Qiigddy /

Conslst'.og of the word " Quaddy."
Porticwlar description of goods.—Correspondenc«-Paper

and Correspondence-Cards.

Claims use since June 26, 191S.

Ser. No. 88,332. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Joyful Mancfac-
TCBiNO CoMPANT, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The
Phoenix Oil Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation

oir Ohio. Filed July 31, 1915.

JDYFUI
Joy-The trade-mark coosUta of the arbitrary word

ful."

Particular description of goods.—Soaps and CleanBert.

Claims use since prior to Not. 6. 1912.

Ser. No. 89,811. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Joan
J. Ford, Ottumwa, Iowa. Filed Sept. 20, 1915.

NU-FEET
Particular description of goods.—Composition for Baa-

ing the Feet.

Claims use since Sept. 3. 1916.

Ser. No. 90,041. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Th« Wibth-
lin-Mann Compant, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Nov. 18.

1916.

Particular description of ffoodt.—Fire - Sxtingulahers,

Drills, Taps, and Reamers.

Claim* use since Dec. 16, 1912.

Ser. No. 91,185. (CLASS 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) G«o. P. Braon Company, Chicago,

111. Filed Dec. 6, 1916.

rLJr'—J rL-^ ^..iri,'' r^^ ^J fl±; fl_i

Particular description of goods.—Lard Compoiud.
Claims use since January, 1907.
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Ser. Xo. 92.642. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Umox Pacific Tba Company.
New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 4, 1916. Under ten-year
proviso.

SOVEREIGN
Parti ular description of yooda.—Kgga, Corn - Starch,

Granulated Tapioca. Pearl-Tapioca. Jelly-Powder. Gelatin,
Peanut-Butter. Dried CiHlfl.sh. Cocoa, Milk-Chocolate. Pre-
mium Chocolate. Shr*»<lde<l Cocoanut. Table-Rice, Fancy
Head-Rice. Farina. Oat Flakes, Corn Flakes. Salad-Dress-
Ing. Cotton-Seed Salad Oil. Ollve-Oll, White Pepper. Black
Pepper. Onion-Salt. Tomato Catsup. Celery Salt, Poultry-
Seasoning. Cayenne Pepper. Thyme, Allspice. Paprika.
Sage. Savory. Mace. Marjoram, Pastry Splee. Cinnamon,
Clovea, Ginger. Nutmegs. Chilli Sauce. Worcestershire
Sauce. Mustard. rrepare<l Mustard, German - Style Mus-
tard, and Flavoring Extracts for Foods.

Claim8 u«e since 1880.

Ser. No. 92,987. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FURNISH-
INGS. AND NOTIONS.) Waldes h Co.. Prague-
Wrschowltz, Austria-Hungary. Filed Feb. 19, 1916.

KiNGIRL
Particular deacriptiun of goods.—Snap-Buttons Used as

Garment-Fasteners.
Claimt u»e since Mar. 26, 1914.

Ser. No. 92.988. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS, AND NOTIONS.) Waldm & Co.. Prague-
Wrachowitz. Austria-Hungary. Filed Feb. 19. 1916.

Uncle Sam
Particular detcription of good$.—Snap-Buttons Used as

Garment-Fasteners.
Claimt U9e since about July 29, 1913.

Ser. No. 93,401. (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Kc»T
J. ScHDLT*, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 8, 1»16.

kOL-KUF

Particular description of good*.—A Wax Preparation
for Application to the Edges of Collar*, Cnffs, and Neck-
bands of Shirts.

Claims use since Felt. 10. 1916.

Ser. No. 93.466. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) NcTTT McNcrr. Incobporatid,
New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 11, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—A Nut Confection.
Claifns UMC since June 19. 1916.

[Vol. BS8.

Ser. No. 98.621. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) AM«RI< AX I'EAMT COBPORATIO.N,
Norfolk. Va. Filed Mar. 18, 1916.

^oH-od

No claim Is made to the word "America " as a part of
the trade-mark.

Particular description vf goods.—Peanuts.
Claitns use since 1906.

Ser. No. 93,977. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) GaoHoa
M. SaiPLa. York, Pa. Filed Mar. 29. 1916.

This being the portrait of George M. Beiple, the appli-
cant.

Particular de^lcnption of goodn.—Liniment for Rheuma-
tlam. Neuralgia, Sprains, Cramps. Corns. Bunions. Stings
of Insects. Poison, Scalds. Cuts. Bruises, Sore Nipples or
Breasts, Sprained Back. Headache, Toothache, Boils. Car-
buncles. Frozen Feet, and Eczema.

Olaiuu use since July, 1914.

Ser. No. 94,424. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) ViNca.NZo Marbone. Utica, N. T.
FUed Apr. 14. 1916.

PEACOCK

Particular description of \joods.—Macaroni and Canned
Sardines.

Claims use since Dec. 12. 1912.

Fo. 1.]
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Ser. No. 94.548. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) M0BRI8 k COMPAXT. Chicago. 111.

Filed Apr. 19. 1916. Under ten-year proviso.

M?fchte^

Particular description of goods.—Cooked Corned Beef :

Boast Mutton ; Cooked Lunch-Tongue ; Roast Beef ; Dried
Beef : Potted Meat Products ; and Vienna-Style Sausage.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1891.

Ser. No. 95,660. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) The John Hobbru Co., Green Bay, Wis. Piled
May 81, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Tollet-Paper. Pai>er
Toweling, and Paper Napkins.

Claims use since Mar. 19. 1914.

Ser. No. 96.906. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Uxitid STAxma
Silica Co.. Chicago, III. Fileil .June 15. 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Sand-Blast Sand.

Claims use since al>out Apr. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 95.956. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP POODS.) S. S. BoBDEN Co., Chicago. 111.

Filed June 19, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Butter and Eggs.

Claims une since June 5, 1916.

Ser. No. 06,748. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) DixDAB Brothers Co., Philadel-

phia. Pa. Filed July 22, 1916.

No claim Is made to the exclasive use of the word
Farina."
Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.

Claims use since May 26, 1916.

Ser. No. 96.744. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND
ENT8 OF FOODS.) Dcndas Brothers
delphla. Pa. Filed July 22. 1916.

INGREDI-
Co., PhUa-

The exclusive use of the words " Dundas Bros. Co.,"

" Philadelphia, U. S. A.." " Brand." and " Flour " are not

claimed.

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.

Claim* use since May 25. 1916.

Ser. No. 96.861. (CLASS 87. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) ALBANY PaaroRATED Wrapping Paper Com-
pany, Albany. N. Y. Filed July 26. 1916.

[Vol. 988.

Particular description of gooit.—Tollet-Paper and Paper

Towels.
Claim* use since Feb. 19, 1918.
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S«r. Ma. f7,M7. (CLiJtS M. VOOD8 Ajn> INGKm>I-
£NT8 OF FOODS.) Thb Tbmpli Gaci»x Company.
Boston, Mass. Piled Jaly 31. 1916.

isianm
SWR'BFN

Pof^icular description of goods.—Tea. CofFee, Cocoa,
Chocolate, Spices, Extracts for Flavoring Foods, and
Olive-Oil.

Clainu use since Feb. 1, 1909.

Ser. No. 97,084. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING M.^TERIALS.) James W. Mitchill,
RusseUvUle, Ala. Filed Aug. 4, 1916.

NOBO
Particular description of good*,—A CompouDd to b«

Dissolved in Water with Soap to Clean Fabrics.

Claims use since July 27, 1916.

Ser. No. 97,703. iCLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIAL.S.) Champion Chemi-
cal Co.. AaheTlIle, N. C. FUed Aug. 30, 1916.

The trade-mark coDsists of a half-length portrait of

Miss Margaret Sayer holding a can in ooe hand. Partly

surrounding the portrait is arranged the shaft of an
arrow, the head of wh^hpoints to said can. .\bove the

I>ortr«it Is printed the wSW " MI " and below the por-

trait the word " Cleanser ;" but no claim Is made for said

words.
Particular description of goods.—A Cleanser.

Claims use since Nov. 4, 191S.

S«r. No. 97,744. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARM.\CEUTICAL PREPAR.\TION8.) Gbobgi
BoRGr»LDT & Co., New York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 1, 1916.

•^im/AT^

UNI

Partienlar description of goods.—Face-Powder, Toilet

Powder, Tooth Powder and Pastes. Rlie Powder, Smelling-
Salts. Talcum Powder, Sachets. Bath-SaJta; Perfones

UMd Either Pnre at •• an Iagr«di«iit In Toilet Prepan-
tlons In Admirt\ire with Snlt&ble Subataacea In the Form
of Pastes, Salves, Soaps, Powders, Pencils, and Liquids ;

Nail-Enamels, Eyebrow-Pencils. Rouges, (Liquid. Powder,
and Compact,) Pomade Sticks, Hair-Wax, Toilet Waters,
Tooth-Washes, Nail Polishea, Toilet Creaaa, Hair-Tonics.
Hair Dyes and Bleaches.

Claims use since Aug. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 98,004. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Th» Ohio Bdttbrinb Co., Cin-
cinnati. Ohio. Filed Sept. 18. 1916.

DOUBLE"C
Particular description of goods.—Oleomargarln.
Claims ««« since about January, 1912.

Ser. No. 98.633. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Zbnon
Gatkowski, Chicago. 111. FUed Oct. 18, 1916.

Z.-G
No claim is made for the use of the word " Herbs."
Particular descriptif)n of floods.—Herbs for the Treat-

ment of Nervousness, Heart Trouble, Indigestion, Rheuma-
tism, Colds, Summer Complaint, Gonorrhea, Leucorrtaea,
and Diphtheria.

Claims use since April. 1915.

Ser. No. 98,662. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Fea.nk W. Kimball. Boston, .Mass. Filed Oct. 14, 1916.

Applicant diaclalnis excaslve right to the use of the

words " Brand " and " Auto Oil."

Particular description of goods.—Labrlcatlng-OIL
Claims use since June 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 98,799. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND PLUMB-
ING AND STEAM FITTING SUPPLIES.) Jcuca
Blum, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 21, 1916.

No claim is made to the diamond-shaped figure as a

part of the trade-mark.

Particular description of goods.—Metal Seamless Tub-
ing and Iron and Steel Moldings.
CUUmt use since June 4, 1015.

[Vol. 238. V». 1.]
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Ser. No. 98.949. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS. AND NOTIONS.) Walo-cr A. Lovblakd, Kala

maaoo, Mich. Filed Oct. 28, 1916.

The words " The." " Belt," " Health," and " Comfort "

are disclaimed.

Particular description of goods.—An Invisible Gar-

ment or Trouser Supporter In the Form of a Belt.

Claifns use since July 26, 1916.^

Ser. No. 98,961. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) GBOBOi
W. Neidham, Formosa, Ark. Filed Oct. 28, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—A Liquid Preparation

and a Salve for Use in the Treatment of the Eyes.

Claims use since Sept. 10, 1916.

.No. 98.991. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Cbust A. Zon,
Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 80, 1916.

Z-O-LO
Particular description of ffoods.-^A Combined Cleaner

and Dye for Leather and I.#ather Articles.

Clakns use since Oct. 10, 1916.

Ser. No. 99,018. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) R. H. Macy & Co., New York,

N. T. Filed Oct. 31, 1916.

tIbYWHiTR

Particular desoription of good*.—Canned Goods—to

wit Saratoga Chips. Macaroni, Oyster-Cocktail Sauce,

Chilli Sauce, Salad-Dresslng. Grape-Juice. Honey. Fresh-

Fruit Jam. .\pple-Butter. Ounvn Jelly. Tomato C:atsap,

Early June Peas. Red Raspberries, Garden-Peas, White
Asparagus Tips, Lemon Cllng-Peaches, Asparagus-Tips,

Plums, Green Gage Plams, Tomatoes, Lima Beans. Cher-
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riea. White Cherries, Maple-Syrup, MapIe-^Ugar, Concen-

trate«i Strained Tomatoes, Grated Corn. Apricots. Mock-

Turtle Soup, Ox-TaU Soup, Tomato Soup, Clam Chowder

Soup, Black-Bean Soup, White Asparagus, Green Aspara-

gus, Golden Wax-Beans, Golden Wax Cut Beans, Pork and

Beans, Strlngless Beans. Red Kldnpy-Beans. Strawberries.

Beets, Apples, Tomatoes, Bartlett Pears. Sliced Peaches,

Wrinkled Peas, Sweet Wrinkled Peas, Sliced Pineapple,

Evaporated Milk. Condensed Milk, Peanut-Butter. Spinach.

Pumpkin, Okra, Sugar-Corn. Grated Pineapple. Succotash,

Okra and Tomatoes. Plnm-Puddlng, Plnm PiwUllnR Sauce,

Vegetable Soup, Chicken Soup, Navy Bean Soup. Mulliga-

tawny Soup, Celery Htoup. Beets, Black Raspberries,

Chicken Gumbo Soup. Table-Syrup, Squash.

Claims use since 1896.

Ser. No. 99,027. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Joseph V. Meyer,

St. Lools, Mo. Filed Nov. 1, 1916.

Sur-Ezy

Particular description of goods.—Soap.

Claims use since July 1, 1016.

Ser. No. 99.101. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS, AND NOTIONS.) Wald«« & Co., Prague-

Wrschowltz, Austria-Hungary. Filed Nov. 4, 1916.

KiNGIRL

Particular description of goods.—Suap-Fasteners of All

Kinds. Snap-Fastener Tapes, Hair-Pins, Non-Ornamental

Hat-Pins Made of Steel ; Buttons of All Kinds Made of

Non-Precious Metals and Used as Fastening I>evtoe8

—

Namely, Fancy Buttons Used for Ornamenting Ladles' Ap-

parel, Trouser-Buttons and Glove-Buttons, Collar-Buttons,

Ooff-BottOBS, and Necktie-Clasps Made of Non-Precious

Metals, Trtmmlng-Bnttons Made of Non-Precious Metal

Used as Ornamental Devices for Clothing, Not Used for

Fastening : Collar-Supporters, Dress-Shields, Tapes, Steel

Needles Used for Hand Sewing. Brass Pins Used as Fas-

tening Devices, Placket-Fasteners, Safety-Plns, Hooks and

Eyes, Buckles Made of Non-Precious Metals, Used as Fas-

tening Devices for Clothing.

Claims use since Mar. 80, 1914.
- f

Ser. No. 99,176. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-

ENTiriC APPLIANCES.) Rothacrer Film Mro, Co.,

Chicago, 111. Filed Nov. 8, 1916.

Said mark appearing In the handwriting of Watterson

R. Rothacker, president of Rothacker Film Mfg. Co., no

claim being made to the exclusive use of the words
" Film Mfg. Co., Chicago, U. B. A., Trade Mark Reg. '

Particular dencription of goods.—Motion-ltcture Films.

Claims use since Sept. 80, 1916.

No. l.J j .
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Ser. No. 99.286. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-
ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) The Shohkru Company,
Avon. S. D.. and Sioux City. Iowa. Filed Nov. 13.

1916.

Particular description of gooda.—Photo Materiali

—

Namely, Flash-Macbines. Ref.ectors. Flash-Pans. Stands
for Reflectors and Flash-Machines.

Claimg u«t since Mar. 1. 1910.

Ser. No. 99.340. (CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP FOODS.) Silvio Di Bomb, Oakland. Cal.

Filed Nov. 17, 1916.

KOFFYSUB
Particular description of goodt.—A Food Beverage Com-

posed of Roasted Oraln& and Fruit.

Claims use since Oct. 6, 1910.

Ser. No. 99.356. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Pau-
line M. A. ROBBRTS, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Nov. 17,

1916.

Particular descriptitm of goods.—A Preparation for the
Treatment of Cancers.

Claims use since Sept. 12. 1916.

Ser. No. 99.636. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) TkTOM
Ho.NEY Balm Company, Tryon, N, C. Filed Nov. 29,
1916.

YpmN

No claim being made to the use of the word " B&lm.
Particular description of goods.—A Cold-Cream.
Claims use since .June 16, 1916.

Ser. No. 99.663. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Albert Ehlbbs. Brooklyn. N. T.

Filed Dec. 1. 1916.

lyli^

Particular description of goods.—Dry Groceries—vli..

Tea, Coffee. Extracts for Food-Flavoring, Rice. Spices.

Tapioca, Celery Salt, Curry-Powder. Paprika. Thyme. Sage,
and Marjoram.

Claims use since Oct. 14, 1910.

(Vol. 288.

Ser. No. 99.708. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Hisat E.NVKLupB k LiTHO. Company. St. Louis,
Mo. Filed De<-. 4. 1916.

Particular description uf goods. — Envelops. Letter-

Heads, Blll-Heads. Drafts. Checks, and Writing Paper.
Claims use since February. 1912.

Ser. No. 99,836. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Uabolo Chesson ik Son, West Brookfleld, Masa.
Filed Dec. 11. 1916.

INKONOMY

Particular descriiition of goo4s.—Ink-Weil.
Claim* use since Nov. 15. 1916.

Ser. No. 99.873. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Landmb.
F&aby ft Clabk, New Britain, Conn. Filed Dec. 12,
1917.

RESISTAIN

Particular description of goods.—Pocket-Knives. Carv-
ing Knlws, Table-Knlves, Orange Knives, Fruit Knives,
Hanting-Knlves. Flsh-Knlves. Butter-Knives. Scraping-
Knives. Grape-Pruit Knives. Sllclng-Knives. Oyster-
Knives. Factory Knives. Banana Knives. Sloyd-Knlves.
One-Arm Man Knives. Pte-Knlves, Butcher-Knives, Cheese-
Knives. Oil-Cloth Knives, Bread Knives. Sklnnlng-Knlvet,
Cigar Knlvex, HHiklng Knives. Broom Corn Knives. Paper-
Hangers' Knlvps. Pruning Knives. Lemon-Knives. Parlug-
Knlvcs. Boning Knives. Beet Knives, Rubber-Knives. Chil-

dren's Knives. Steak Knives. Tobacco-Knives, Clam-Knives.
Ribbing-Knives. Cottun-Sampllng Knives. Splitting Knives,
Cake-Knives, Cooks' Knives. Pallet Knives. Hop Knives,
Pork-Knives, Bread and Butter Knives. Putty Knives,
Shoe-Knives. <;ildtng-Knives. Medium Knives. I>e8nert'

Knives Having Blades of Base MeUl. and Butter-Spades
and Butter-Trowels. Carvers. Cleavers. Ice-Chisels and Ice-

Picks. Knife Ink Erasers, Market-Steels and Kitchen-
Steels. Scissors and Shears. Kaxors and Safety-Razors.
Vegetable-SUcers.

Claims use since Ma.v. 191H.

Ser. No. 99.916. (CLASS 4ii. FANCY GOODS. FURNISH*
INGS. AND NOTIONS.) Oborge BoR(;rELDT ft Co..
New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 14. 1916.

KEWPIE
Particular description of goods.—Ribbon Wire, Button-

Hooks. Corset and Shoe Laces. Braid-Tape ; Celluloid CufT-
Protectors, Glove-Stretchers. Sewing snd Darning Needles
and Needle-Cases. Crochet and Knitting Needles. Hooks
and Eyes : Beads. Placket-Fasteners : Buttons for At-
tachment to Wearing-Apparel. Except Precious Metal

;

Hair-Curlers other Than Electric, and Fans.
Claim* use since about the middle of March. 1914.

N«, 1.]
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Ser. No. 100.063. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Kbbnrbx Mbdicatbd Earth Co.. Walla Walla, Wash.
Filed Dec. 20. 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Pyorrhea. Cuts. Burns,
Running Sores. Catarrh. Piles, Lumbago. Eczema., Dan-
druff. Sore Feet, and Poison-Oak Poisoning.

Claims use since October, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,070. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) O. Edward Schdltb ft Co.. Wash-
ington, 1>. C. Filed Dec. 20. 1916.

No claim being made to the words " Poultry Feeds

"

nor to the represi-ntatlon «>f a hen.

Particular dvscrii.tiun uf goods.—Poultry Foods.

Claims us€ since Nov. 1. 1916.

Ber. No. 100.083. (CLASS 30. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) The A. SxHABBBURaBR Co..

Inc., Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Dec. 21. 1916.

Dianola
Trade-mark for the word " Phonograph " being dls-

clslmed.

Particular drxcription of goods. — Phonographs and
Phonograph -Records.

Claims use since I>ec. 1. 1916.

m. No. 100.161. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI-
NTS OF FOODS.) Alaska Pacific Fisheries. Port-

land, Oreg. Filed I>ec. 26. 1916. Under ten-year pro-

viso.

Particular description of good*.—Canned Salmon.
Claim* use since 1889.

Ser. No. 100.170. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Krocbb Gbociby ft Baki.no
Co., Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Dec. 26, 1916. Under
ten-year proviso.

^<,v.nttfi£ij^

Particular description of goods. — Canned Salmon,
Canned Cove-Oysters, Canned Shrimp, Canned Tuna Fish,
Cocoa, Canned Peaches, and Canned Chilll-con-Carne.

Claims une since July 1. 1883.

Ser. No. 100,887. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FUR-
NISHINGS. AND NOTIONS.) Rochbbtir Bcttom
Company, Rochester, N. T, Piled Jan. 8, 1917.

No claim Is made for the words " None but the t>est Is

good enough."
Particular description of goods.—Buttons Adapted for

Use for Attachment to Personal Apparel.
Claims use since Oct. 1, 1810.

Ser. No. 100,465. (CLASS 16. OILS AND GREASES.)
Thb Atlantic KcriMNo Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Jan. 9, 1917.

!

The crossed arrows and the outer regular border ars
printed In red.

Particular description of good*.—Lubricating and Par-
affin Oils; Cylinder, Engine, Motor, Spindle. Neutral,
Black, Transformer. Transmission. Journal, Compounded,
Turbine, Gas, Fuel. Road, afad Roofing Oils ; Lubrlcatlng-
Greases ; Axle, Gear. Black, Petroleum, and Transmission
Greases ; Naphthas, Gasolene.

Claim* use since Jan. 28, 1916.

[Vol. SS8. No. 1.]
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Ser. >o. lCKl.49t>. (CLASS 96. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) HowAR* DANin. Dablino-

Tox, Dayton. Ohio. Ftl^d Jan. 9. 1917.

^Otganola^^
Particuleu- degcriptiu* of g>}oda.—A Cabinet Talking-

Machine.

Claima use since Sept. 15. 1916.

8«r. No. 100.531. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Th« Va.n TiL«rR<i Oil ("oiip.\sy. Mlnneapoiis, Minn.

Filed Jan. 10, 1917.

Particular dracrif»tion of goods.—Concrete- Hardener.

Claima use since .Aug. 1. 191fi.

Ser. No. 100.561. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMAi KTTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
SAN-CrRA-Go.v Co., lodUnapolls, Ind. Filed Jan. 12,

1917.

^-CUKkGOU

Particular d€tcriptiou of gondii.—X Reoiedy for Gonor-

rhea and Gleet.

Claima uae •inre .Tanuary. 10ir>.

Ser. No. 100.572. ((^L-XSS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND F0R<;INGS.) JCLICS Bldm. New

York, N. T. Filed Jan. 13. 1917.

«H|'Le>

No claim Is made to the diamond ukaped dgure as a part

of applicant's trade-mark.

Particular deaeription of j»«o4«.—Cold-Flnlshed Steel,

Steel Balls, Alloy Steels, Tool Steel, and Machinery-Steel,

Metal Stamped Into Strips or Sheets.

Claima mac since June 4. lyio.

Ser. No. 100.661. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAR.XTIONS.)

A. BOUBJOI8 & Co. l.NC, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan.

17. 1917.

No. ItO.TlO. (CLASS «. CHEMICALS. MEPI-
dXBS. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
E. F. HOCOHION & Co.. Plilladelphla, Pa. Filed Jan.

18, 1917.

(uii(:k-li6HT

Particular deaeription of good*.—Carborlalng and Cai

Hardening Materials.

Claima uae irince Dec. 28, 1916.

Ser. No. 1M.754. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Samso.n RosK.NBi.Art. New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 19,

1917.

IKTOLE

Particular deacription of good*. — Medicinal Sulfonic

Acids and Their Salts Derived from Mineral Shale.

CUUms uac since Jan. 1, 1017.

Ser. No. 100,839. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Hbnkt E. Zi-n, St. Paul. Minn. Flletl Jan 22, 1917.

No claim be4ng iiiade hert>tn to any of the words appear-

Ins on the Ut>el.

Particular dcacriptiitn of giHida.—Toilet Powder.

ClaiiHH uac Id the l>uslne*< of said corporation and In

the business of Its predecessnirs f<>r more than twenty

years.

(Vol. 281.

While In actual practice the word " Preparations " la

used associated with the word " Oakleaf," disclaimer 1«

made to the word " Preparations " as a part of the trade-

mark.
Particular dcHcriptUm of good*.—Shampoo - Powder,

Shampoo Liquid, and Ptle-Olntment.

Claima uac since Oct. 31, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,855. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Thi Kotas

COMPA.NY, i.NC, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 23, 191T.

jJjS^RC^

Particular deacription of good*.—Ladlea' 811k Under-

tpnrments.

Claima uae since Not. 28. 1016.

No. l.)
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Ser. No. 100.863. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Sphixx FfiL

DBViCM COMPANT, Isc. BrooklyB, N. Y. Filed Jan.

28, 1917.

Ser. No. 100,993. ((XASS la PAINTS AND PAINT-

ERS' MATERIALS.) Wai>tbb W. LoMO«TBrrH, IscOB-

POBATBD, Roeeroont. Pa. Filed Jan. 27, 1917.

The words ' Fuel L)<'vlces " appcarinp upon the accom-

panying facsimile form no part of applicant's trade-mark

and are hereliy dlsclalmeil.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Carbureters.

Claim* uae since Dec. 16, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.866. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-

CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Taw Vi.B»T-MA!»8riBij> I>BrG Company, Memphis, Tenn.

Filed Jan. 28. 1917.

\1

|a Qeole'
Particular deacription of gooda.—HalrPomade, Sham-

poo Preparatloiw, Tooth Paste, Skln-Lotlon, Rouge, Blcc

Powder. Tooth Powder, and Peroxld Cream.

Claima uae since about January. 1911.

Ser. No. 1O0.W8 (CLASS 4 ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) I.OUI8 G. ZOCHIBL,

South CoTentry. Conn. Filed Jan. 24. 1917.

^^^""^z*.
Pmrticular deacription of good*.—A Composition in

Paste Form Used on Window Panes and Eyeglasses to

Prevent Frott. Fog, Hall. Sleet, or other Vapors from

CoIlectiBg on Same and Obscuring Vision.

Cla4mt9 uac since Dec. l.^. 1916.

Ber. No. 100.928. (CLASS 46. FOOOB AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) RiCHAEo HAroHTOK, Paoll, Pa.

Filed Jan. 26. 1917. Under ten-year proviso.

fireuYiUef Mills

Particular deacription of gooda.—Wheat Flour, Yellow

Commeal, White Cornmeal. Rye Flour. Graham Flour,

Cracked Oats. Cracked Wheat. Cracked Rice. Cracke<i

Barley. Cracked Rye, Buckwheat Flour. Natural Brown

Rice. Natural Brown Barley. Bran, Natural Brown Barley

Flour, Natural Brown Rlre-Flour, Whole-Oat Flour.

Claim* »•* since the year 1859,

Ser. No. 100.967. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FUR
NI8HING8, AND NOTIONS.) Thb H. B. Cuaflim

CoBJH)BATiON, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 26, 1917.

i75^^'
z;??/^

No claim being made to the words " Longstreth,"

Rosemont. Pa." and " Trade Mark."

Particular dcacriptioH of gooda.—^Automoblle-Varnish.

Claim* uac since October. 1915.

Ser. No. 100.999. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) The Cake

iiBNT Hardware Co., Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 29. 1917.

No claim Is nikde to the worda *'

or the representation of a rake.

Particular deacriptum of goodx

Claima uae since Jan. 26, 1917.

Dandelion " or " Rake

-Rakes.

Ser. No. 101,028. (CLASS 87. PAPER AND STATION-

ERY.) Saniwax Papbb Co., Kalamazoo. Mich. Filed

Jan. 17, 1917.

SANIWAX

Particular deacription of gooda.-

CUUma uae since Dec. 22, 1916.

-Wrapplng-Paper.

Ser No. 101,120. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) L. C. Chase & Company,

Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 2, 1917. Under ten-year pro-

TlSO.

(fiASE

ire!

Comprising the word " Trlmerel."

Particular deacription of gooda.—Trimmings—rlx.,

Wash-BraMs. Fancy Braids. Wash-Insertlngs. and Fancy

Insertlngs for Dresses, Aprons, or Undergarments.

Claima uae since Oct. 1. 191«.

[Vol. SM.

Particular deacription of (foo4a.—Pi\9 Fhbrlcs Made

Wholly or In Part of Mohair or other Kinds of Cattle-

Hair ; Plush or Pile Rob«>8 for Carriage. Motor, and other

Purposes Made Wholly or In Part of Mohair or other

Kinds of Cattle Hair; Wool Robes. Including Steanier-

Rogs, with and without Fringe ; Pile Fabrics Made Wholly

or In Part of Mohair or other Cattle Hair for Upholstery

Purposes, Woven Textile Fabrics Made Wholly or In Part

of Cotton Suitable for Slip Covers and other Similar Pur-

poses, Cloakings and TrlmmluKS Made Wholly or in Part

of Mohair and other Kinds of Cattle-Hair, Unlngs M-.ide

Ne. 1.1
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of Pile Fabrics Made Wholly or In Part of Mohair or
other Cat tie- Hair. Woven Fabrics Daed Particularly In

the Lighter Weights for Garment-Llnlngs and In the
Heavier Weights for Garments, and Kersey, a Woven
Fabric Used PartlcuUrly for Linings of Horses' Collars
and Similar Purposes.

Claima u«e since at least as early as 1867.

Ser. No. 101.124. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETKEGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Thb Globi Soap
Company, Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Feb. 2. 1917.

^
ve

Particular de»oription of goodt.—Soap, Soap Powder,
and Washing-Powder.

Claima uae since Sept. 5. 1916.

Ser. No. 101.152. (CLASS 46. FOOOS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) G»o. B. .MATTHiwa * Sonb, New
Orleans. La. Filed Feb. 3, 1917

0AM"OC^

^'^?r.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Poultry Feed.
Claima uae since Sept. 28, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,179. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) S»ATTL» Grain Co., Seattle, Wash.
Filed Feb. 5. 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Self-Rising Floor.
Claima uae since Jan. 6, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.228. (CLASS 87 PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) ALBANT PnroRAno Wbappi.no Papu Com-
PA.HT, Albany, N. T. Filed Feb. 8, 1917.

Particular description of good*.—Toilet-Paper.

Claims uae since Aug. 1, 1887.

Ser. No. 101,261. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGRBDI-
BNTS OF FOODS.) Common Ssnsi Gum Company.
New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 9. 1917.

7IUGOETS

Particular dewoription of good*.—(?hewlBf-Onm.
Claima uae since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,306. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thb Stbrn k. Saalbbro Compant, New York, N. T.

FUed Feb. 10, 1917.

ComprlRlng tho word " Lance " pierced by a lance
Particular deacripti/m of gooda.—Congh-Drops.
Clatma uae since Jan. 26. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.306. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thb Stbrn & Saalbbro Company, New York, N. Y.

FUed Feb. 10, 1917.

Comprising the repr»"»enUtlon of a knight in armor
piercing the word " I^anre " with a lance.

Particular deacriptUm of gooda.—Cough-Drops.
Claima uae since Jan. 26, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.834. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Macrici LiTAW, Birmingham. Ala. Filed Feb. 12. 1917.

smxmt

[Vol. 238.

Particular deacription of gooda.—A Hair Shampoo and
Tonic.

Claima uae since September, 1916.
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Ser. No. 101.846. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Wilfred Wallace, New York.

N. Y. Flle<l Feb. 12. 1917.

coiiiNm
Particular dritcriptioH of goodn.-

Claima use t»in<e .\prll. 1910.

-Wheat-Flour.

Ser. No. 101.847. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Shea Smith ft Co.. Chicago. III. Filed Feb.

13, 1917. I'mler ten-j-ear proviso.

Shea Smith t, Co.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Desk-Pads. Lead-Pen-

dls, Bank Plnn. Rubbrr Bands. I>e«l({er-In<l<'xe8, Note-

Books ; Books, olther Blank, or Blank with Ruling, or

Blank with Ruling and Prlntlnx : Envelops. Letter-Files.

Writing and Blotting Papers, and Printed and Ruled

Papers. Job I'rlnted.

ClflfHM uae since 1893.

Ser. No. IOI..I86. (CLASS l«i. I'AINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) The « rssi.vs & Fears Co., Co-

lambas, Ohio. Filed Feb. 16, 1917.

Particular deacription of wnidtt.—Oii-Palnt.

Ciaitna uae since about Jan. 1, 1907.

Ser. No. 101.400. (CLASS 0. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
William E. Cklti her, Ellsabetbtown, Ky. Filed Feb.

16, 1917.

REX
Particular deacription of gooda.—A preparation for the

Treatment of Hog-Cholera.

Claims uae since Sept. 18. 1916.

Ser. No. 101.403. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Robert
REis & Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 15, 1917.

Under ten-year proviso.

eUARANTEtj

UNDERWEAR

Consisting of the term • Guaranteed Underwear.*' no

claim being made to either the wonl " Guaranteed " or the

word •' Underwear " except in the combination and order

of wor"ls a« shown.
Particular deacription of gooda.—Underwear as Follows :

Shirts, Drawers, and Union-Suits in Both Knit and Textile

Fabrics.

Claima hae since 1888.

[Vol. 2S8.

Ser. No. 101.407. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) I'HiLip L. SoMMBR, New York,

N. Y. Filed Feb. 15. 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Coffee.

Claima uae since Oct. 24, 1916.

Ser. No. 101.440. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Fasnie McCall Brown, New
Canaan, Conn. File<l Feb. 17. 1917.

White FeatherFarm

Particular deacriptUm of gooda.—Poultry an<l Eggs.
Claima uae Kince about February. 1914.

Ser. No. 101.469. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) William G. Atr
BRECHT, Baltimore. M.I. Flle«1 Feb. 19. 1917.

/ L-UKKMO

The lines and background around the lettering or name
*'.\l-Brento " are intended to indicate shading only In

order to make the name prominent.
Particular drMcription of gooda.—.^ntlcloiidlng and

Cleaning Materials. The Preparation is Made In Caked
Form and Is Useil for Preventing the Accumulation of

Rain, Moisture. Steam, or Dirt on Glass. Wind Shields,

and the Like Surfaces and for Cleaning Glass and Similar
Surfaces.

Claima uae since Feb. 8, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.485. (CLASS 19. VEHICLES, NOT IN-
CLUDING ENGINES.) Federal Export Corporation,
New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 19, 1917.

Particular deacription of goods.—Automobiles. Wagons,
Carriages. Coaches ; Iron and Steel Tires for Automobiles,
Wagons, CTarriages, and Coaches ; Steel Springs for Auto-
moblle;:, Watrons*. Carriages, and Coaches ; Aeroplanes.

Flying-Machines.

Claima uae since Jan. 1. 1916.

Kg. 1.]
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S«r. No. 101.498. fCLASS 6. CHEMICALS. UEDI-
CINE8, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
MCTUAL Sales Co., Kansas City, Mo. Pll«d Feb. 17,

1917.

The mark Is Hoed to represent red color.

Particular description of good*.—An Antiseptic Surgical

Dressing and Dustlojc-Powder for Cuts and Bums ; and
for Preparations for Fever and to Control Temperature ;

for Constipation of Infants and Children ; for Qrlppe,

Colds, and Malaria : for Biliousness and Bilious Colic

;

for Nervons Headache and Hysteria ; for Diarrhea and
Dysentery : for Coughn and Bronchitis ; for Constipation ;

for Pain, as Headache, Neuralgia, Sciatica, and Monthly
Pains ; for Dyspepsia and Indigestion ; for a Heart Stimu-

lant and Tonic : for Croup ; as an Emergency Remedy for

Relievini; Headache ; as a General and Blood Tonic In

Conditions of Debility ; as a Spray or Oargle in Catarrh.

Sore Throat. Tonsilitis, ami as a Mouth-Wash ; for Dis-

orders of Generative Organs Which Cause Symptoms as

Painful Menstruation. Ovarian Colic, and Uterine Pains ;

and for Acute and Chronic Articular Rheumatism.
Claims use since Jan. 8, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,508. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chlcaco,

111. Filed Feb. 19, 1917.

PENZA

No claim being made to the exciaalve use of any matter
appearing thereon except the word " Penza " and the

rectanpilar flpir* upon which It Is shown.
Particular description of goods.—Tea.

Claims use since Mar. 5. 1907.

Ser. No. 101,609. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Seaks, Roebcck and Co., Chicago,

111. Filed Feb. 19, 191T.

iii«

APALDA

No claim being made to th«» exrlnsiv** use of any mattei
app««r1ng th«»r««on except the word "Apalda " and the r«e-

tanguJar figure upon which It Is shown.
Particular description of goods.—Tea.

Claims use since Mar. 5, 1907.

fVoi.

Ser. No. lOLSl.*?. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
ScHDLTX Phaiimacy, Schlepwlg. Iowa. Filed Feb. 19,

1917.

KATOLENE
Particular description of goods.—A Medical Compound

for Use in Preventing and Treating Bloat in (Dattle and for

a Preventive Against Cornstalks Disease.

Claims u»0 since Jan. 29, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.520. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREA8S8.)
Tide Water Oil Company, New York, N. Y. Filed

Feb. 19, 1917. UBder ten year prorlto. ^

CHESTER
Particular description of goods.—Petroleum Products

Consisting of Lubricating Oils and Greases, Kerosene,
Gasolene, Benzin, Naphtha, and Burnlng-OUa.

Claims use since July, 1881.
»

Ser. No. 101,558. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND rHARMACfiUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Jamks M. SiCpaBNS, near Fvqnay Springs, N. C. Filed
Feb. 20, 1917.

The portrait shown being that of myself.
Particular description of goods.—A Preparation for (dan-

cers.

Claifns use since Jan. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.588. (CLASS ST. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Amsbican Lead Pencil Compant, New York,

N. T. FU«d F*b. 23, 1917.

FORUM
Particular description of goods.—Lead-Pencils.

Claims use since Dec. 1, 1906.

Ser. No. 101.690. (CLASS 23. CTTTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Interna-
tional Habtestcr Cobpobation, Chicago. 111. Filed

Feb. 26. 1917.

TITAN
Particular description of goods.—^Tractors and Internal-

Ombustlon Engines and Parts Thereof.
CkriuM use since Jan. 1, 1910.

ir*. 1.)
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Ser. No 101.691 ((^LiASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) I.fTBBNA-
tional Harvester Corporation, Chicago, 111. Piled
Feb. 26. 1917.

MOGUL
Particular description of goods.—Tractors and Internal-

Combustion Engines and Parts Thereof.
Claims use since Jan. 1. IftlO.

Ser. No. 101,711. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
8. O. 8. Mandfactchino Company, Inc., Lake Charles,
La. Filed Feb. 26, 1917.

s.o.s.
Particular description of goods.—A Dandruff-Remover

and Hair Dresser.

CUims use since August. 1916.

Ser. No. 101,714. (CLASS 0. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Sal-Ooa Chemical Co., Oneonu, N. Y. Filed'
Feb. 26, 1917.

Sal-od^
Particular description of

Treatment of Rheumatism.
Claims use since Feb. 2,

fjoods.—A Preparation for the

1917.

Ser. No. 101.736. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-
ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) General Optical Com-
pany, Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 27, 1917.

NUVR^IY
Particular description of goods.—Optical Lenses.
Claims use since Feb. 8, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.760. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Samcbl Nbcmah. Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 27, 1917.

DE-OXIDE

Particular description of goods.—A I>eodoriier and Dis-
infectant.

Claims use since Dec. 16, 1916.

[Vol. 3S8.

Ser. No. 101.752. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Andrew P. Padgett. Augusta. Oa. FUed Feb. 27, 1917.

viXen
Particular description of goods.—A Preparation for Dis-

infecting Purposes and for Exterminating Insects, Dia-

ease-Cferms, and Vermin.

Claims use since February, 1917,

Ser. No. 101,777. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Dandbhcide Co., Pocatello, Idaho. Filed Feb. 28.

1917.

Particular description of goods.—A Tonic In the Use of
the Treatment of the Hair and Scalp.

Cleims use since Feb. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 101,792. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Mobrii &
Co., Baltimore, Md. Filed Feb. 28, 1917.

MISS PUTTSBURG

Particular description of goods.—Women's and dlil-
dren's Blouses, Coats, Skirts, and Bloomers.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.794. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Samuel H. McKban, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28.
1917. •

Particular description of gooda.—An Antiseptic
Waah in Tablet Form to be Dissolved In Water.

Claims use since Feb. 10. 1917.

Eye-

Ser. No. 101.817. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Jambs Lyon Gabtield. Philadelphia. Pa. FUed
Mar. 1. 1917.

The signature being that of the applicant.
Particular description of gtpds.—Loose Card Leaves,

Loose-Card-Leaf Fillers, Card-Slips, Card-Guides, Index-
Tabs. Binders. Loose Leaves, Index Leaves, Ind^x-Cards,
Desk-Pads. Envelops for Filing Purposes, and Collapsible
Wallets for Filing Purposes.

Claims use since about the latter part of December
1916.

No. l.|
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Ser. No. 101.818. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DBTEROENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Richabd Hcdnut,
New York. N. T. Filed Mar. 1, 1»17.

ELAINE

Particular description of good*.—Soap, (Solid and LIq-
Old.)

Claims use since Jan. 27. 1917.

8«r. No. 101,823. (CLASS «. CHEMICALS. MEDI
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
^ATM Chimicil Company, Mlnneapolii, Minn. Piled
Mar. 1, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Dye.
Claims use slnn* Sept. 16, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,834. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND
PLDMBINO AND STEAM FITTING SUPPLIES.) Wal-
n* G. RoaoLis Compa.vt, Boston. Mass. Filed Mar
2. 1917.

R-K
Particular desonption of goods.—Stop and Check Valvea,

Balanced Valves. Float Valves. Relief Valves. Preasure-
Modlfylng Valvea and Regulators for Controlling the
Same, and Exhaust Heads.

Claims use since January. 1911, on ezhanat-heads, and
all other goods since on or about Aujt. 1. 1915.

Ser. No. 101.840. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Thrbb-A. Mro. Co.,
New Haven, Conn. Filed Mar. 2, 1917.

Particular dencription of goods.—A Cleaning Fluid for
White Leather and Canvas.
Claims use since Feb. 10, 1917.

[Vol 8sa.

Ser. No. 101,847. (CLASS 19. VEHICLES. NOT IN-
CLUDING ENGINES.) AMiBiCA.N Stml Proddcts
Co., Macomb, 111. Filed Mar. 3, 1917.

ZHifUidJL

The portrait In the trademark is fandfnl.
Particular description of f^)o«f«.—Hand Carta and Shop-

Tnckl.
Claims use since Axtg. 15. 1916.

Ser. No. 101,861. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
BBaNADrm Chaloclt ClAmbnt, London. England.
Filed Mar. 3, 1917.

YADIL

Particular description of goods.—Antiseptics and Dis-
infectants.

Claims use since Oct. 1, 1915.

Ser. No. 101.8a7. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
H. G. Chbmical Products Compant, CTeveland. Ohio.
Filed Mar. 3. 1917.

KALKOL
Particular description of goods.—An Antlfreeilng Com-

pound.

Claims use since Feb. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.860. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) iNTaaaTATS COT-
TON Oil RiriNiNo Co., Sherman, Tex. Filed Mar 3
1917.

Particular description of goods.
CUtims use since July 13. 1914.

Wo. 1.1
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Ser. No. 101.897. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
AMBRICAN Chemhal Paixt Company, Philadelphia,
Pa. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

lEOXYLYTf
Particular description of goods.—A Rustless Pickle for

Steel.

Claims use Kince Jan. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.910. (CLASS 47. WINES.) (3oldman Cob
TCMB COMPA.NV. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

ConiprlHlng the words " Betty Wales " and " Ploshkin,"
with the doll figure, all within a recfancle.

Particular description of goods.—Sweet and Sour Wines.
Clarets, Sauternes. Sherry. Grape-Wine, Port, Champagne,
Sparkling Wines, and Rhine Wine.

Claims use since Jan. 5, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.911. (CLA88 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND
LIQUORS.) (3ou>MAN Co8Tt;Mi Company, New York,
N. Y. Piled Mar. 6, 1917.

Comprising the words ' Bttty Walet* ' and " Ploahkln,"
with the doll fljrure. all within a rectangular figure.

Particular description of goods.—Beer. Ale, Stout, Ex-
tracts, and Liquors Brewed from Malt.

CIa<«« use since Jan. 5, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.916. (CLASS
ALCOHOLIC.) (50LDMA\
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6.

46. BEVERAGES, NON-
CoBTUMB Company, New
1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales " and "Ploshkin,"
with the doll figure, all within a rectangle.

Particular description of goodn.—Carbonated Mineral
and Spring Water, IMstllled Water, Grape-Juice, Flavor,
Extracts. Syrups, nnd Ingredients for Use in Non Alco-

holic Soda-Fountaln Beverages, and Non-EfTcrveacent Wa-
ters and Soft Drinks.

Claims use since Jan. 5, 1917.

[Vol 8M.

Ser. No. 101,924. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
.\NTHONV M. Hancc. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar. 6,

1917.
(

POTASSAPHEN

Particular desoription of goods.—Antiseptic Compounds.
Claims use since Nov. 27, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,934. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Lbshir. Whitman & Co.
Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

No claim is made to the exclusive use of the word
" Cloth."

Partiottlar description of goods.—A Dress Fabric with
Cotton Warp and Filling of Wool or Mohair or AljMica,

Either Alone or Combined.
Claims use alnce Feb. 13, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.938. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Martin H. Smith Co., New York, N. Y. Filed M^r. 6,

1917.

<^iyi^,

%yV
Comprising the word " Glykeron."
Particular description of goods.—A Treatment for

Coughs. Bronchitis, Phthisis, Asthma, Laryngitis, Pneu-
monia, and Whooping-Cough.

Claims u*e since Feb. 2, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,946. (CLASS 0. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
North AM Warhbn Corporation. New York, N. Y. Filed

Mar. 6, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Cuticle-Removers. Nall-

White, Nail Bleach, Nail Polish. Nail-Enamel, Rouge for

Nails, Skin, and Lips, and Cuticle-Salve.

Claims use since Aug. 24, 1912.
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Ser. No. 101,959. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-
ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) iNTaB-OcsAK Film Cob
POBATIOK. New York, N. T. PUed Mar. 7, 1917.

JNTEt^OCEAN

Particular dcacripUon nf gooda.—Movlng-Plctxire or

Clnematogfraph Films, Cards or Pictures for Use In Mov-
iQg-Plcture Machines or Cinematographs, and Apparatus
for TaklDtr and Exhibiting Such Films or Pictures.

Claima uae since Oct. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,960. (CLASS 26.

ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.)
N. J. Filed Mar. 7, 1917.

MEASURING AND 8CI-
HiLBN Jbobll, Newark,

HEAT-OMETER

ParlicMlar description of poods.—Autpmoblle-Radiator-
Cap Indicating Devices.

Claimt u»e since July 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,962. (CLA.^S 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Latttz Baoa. * Co.,
BofTalo, N. T. Filed Mar. 7, 1917.

Particular detcription of good*.—Soap.
Claim« use since 1887.

Ser. No. 101,974. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Thomas Y»o-
MA!T8, New York, N. t., assignor to Uoan RpeHaltles
Corporation, New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Filed Mar. 7, 1917.

UCAN
Particular description of goods.—Hair-Cutters.
Claimt uae since Dec. 23, 1916.

Ser. No. 10l,9»». (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, ANT) PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Datid Bbckeb. Yonkers, N. Y. Filed Mar. 9, 1917.

Particular detcription of gooda.—C*«gh Medldne.
Claima uae since Dec. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.004. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Foot Fbib.nd Compaxt, OnUrlo, Oreg. Filed Mar. 9,
1917.

FOOT FRIEND

PorMonlar 4»»er1ftUm of gooda.^X Preparation for
Foot-Powder and Chilblains.

Claima tt since May 15, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.020. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Thi Bbta.nt
Elbctbic Compant, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Mar. 10.
1917.

Particular demcription of 0««K(«.~Sockets and Recep-
tadea for Klectric Lamps and Plugs, Electric Plugs There-
for. Roaettes for Electric Wiring, Cut-Outs and Fuses.
Adapters, Pull Chains. Combination Outlet D«vice«, Cord
Connections, Contacts. Lamp-Grip.s, Socket-Handlea, Shade-
Holders, Insulating Links, Wire Lugs, Face-Plates, Re-
ducers, and Parts for All of Said Devices.

Claima uae since Sept. 17, 1909.

Ser. No. 102.021. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Thb Bbtant
Elbctbic Company, Bridgeport, Coan. Filed Mar 10
1917.

Particular description of gooda.—Electric Swltcbea.
Baaes Therefor, Switch-Boxes, Switch Cut-Outs. Switch-
Keys, Switch-Rosettes, and Ptrts for All of Said Devices.

Claima uae since Sept. 17, 1909.

8«r. No. 102.031, (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Fak Tam
Dbbbs Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

^^V>J

[VoL MS.

Particular dea ription of gooda.—Ladles' and Children's
Outer Dress, Street, and Sport Sklrta.

Cla4ma uae since Dec. 15, 1916.

Ho. LJ
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8«r. Ho 102.042. (CL.\8S 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Lena L. Labkabis. Blmlra, N. Y.
Filed .Mar. 10, 1917.

Sanquet
Particular deacription of gooda.—Ice-Cream.
Claima uae since Feb. 7, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,044. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
John NsciAa, New Haven. Conn. Filed Mar. 10. 1917.

NCCL-ASIDC

Particular description of goods.—A Preparation for the
Treatment of the Scalp.

Claima use since Feb. 17. 1917.

8«r. No. 102,056. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thomas Mbdicinb Co.. Allentown. Pa. FUed Mar. 10.
1917.

Particular description of goods.—A Salve for Use In

Treating Colds. Coughs, Piles, Sore Feet, Headache, and
Neuralgia.

Cla4ms uae since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,073. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Eaoi.b MANr»ACTtTiiiio Co., Ihc,
Baltimore, Md. Filed Mar. 12, 1917.

EMCO
Particular description of gooda.

CUiima use since March. 1914.

-Ice-Cream Cones.

Ser. No. 102,108. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Bbst
ft COMPANT, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 13, 1917.

jfilleUe
Particular deacription of ijocda.—(ilrls' and Misses' Un-

dergarments and Clothing- -Nnmely, Dresses, Skirts, Coats,
Suits, Bloomers, Wslsts, Blouses, Nightgowns, PettlQoats,
Bodices, Drawers. Chemlsps. Comhlnatlons, Rlding-Habits,
Sport-Coats, Golf-Suits. Rathlng Suits, Swimming Suits,

Caps, Gloves. Collars, Sweaters. Mufflers, Bath-Robes Made
Out of Textile Material, and Dres»e«, Skirts, Coata, Suits
Bloomers, Waists. Blouseu. .Mghtjfowns, Petticoat*. Bod-
Ices, Drawers, Chemtsea. Combinations, Riding- Habits.
Sport-Coats, Golf-Suits, Bathing Sulta, Swlmming-Sults.
Caps. Gloves. Collars, Sweaters. Mnfltors. Bath-Robes
Made Out of Knitted Material, anil Gloves, Slippers. House
Slippers, Boots Ov« rpalters. Tuttees and Leggings, Rid
Ing-Boots and Rldlng-8bo«*8, Shoes, Rubbers, Hats and
Caps Made Out of Leather.

Claima use since Feb. 26. 1917.

[Vol. 888.

Ser. No. 103.118. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGSEDI-
KNTS OP FOODS.) ErsTAC R. Kkott, Chelsea. Mass.
Filed Mar. 13, 1917.

Ampoco

Particular description of goods.—Popcorn Confections.
Claims uae since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,184. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
John Bbnb & Soks, Inc., Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Mar.
14. 1917.

NATmuii

Particular description of goods.—^Peroxld..

OkUms use since Jan. 1. 1917.

8«r. No. 102.144. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Johnson A Johnson, New Brunswick. N. J. Piled
Mar. 14. 1917.

"REDINTOL"

Particular deacription of gooda.—A Waxen Preparation
Used as a Dressing for Burns.

Claims uae since January, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,173. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) M. J. WOHL ft

Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Piled Mar. 16, 1917.

PAPTE

ConslBtlng of the word " I*ftnellte."

Particular description of yooda.—Lighting - Cabinets
Equipped with Electric Lamps.

Claims uae since about Nov. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. .102.176. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thb Omboa Chemical Compani, New York, N. T.
Filed Mar. 16. 1917.

t
^rtr

antio
Particular description nf (jooda.-

Claims uae since >£ar, 10, 1917.

Ho. 1.]
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8«r. No. 102.179. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) CARLI.1LE Packing Co., Seattle,

Wash. Filed Mar. 16. 1917.

f^
^trth

Particular description of gooda.—Canned Salmon.

Claims u$e since July 2, 1916.

8«r. No. 102.210. (CLASS 48. POODS AND INORHDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Habt & Company, New York.

N. Y. Filed Mar. 17. 1917.

ARIIOV/3<^
The facsimile signature an signed by Albert Fromm.
Particular description of goods.—Bouillon Cabes and

Beef Extracts.

Claims use since Aug. 21, 1916.

8er. No. 102.223. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP FOODS.) RCNKKL Bkothbrs. Inc., New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 17. 1917.

The trade-mark consists of the word " Runkel'i " dis-

played In white letters on a brown ground.

Particular description of goods.—Confections—Namely.
Sweet Milk-Chocolate with Roasted Nuta.

Claims use since September, J.914.

Ser. No. 102,240. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Nannie L. Bbani, Parkin, Ark. Filed Mar. 19, 1917.

ETHEOPIAN

Particular description of goods.—A Halr-Qrower.

CUiims use blnce Jnne 15, 191B.

Ber. No. 102,246. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Wm. Pl-

LX.vc's Sons Compant. Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 19,

1917.

SCOTTIE
Particular det>cription of goods.—CJolf-Shoee, Golf Hata

and Caps, and Golf-Gloves, Golf-Shlrta, Oolf-Hoalery, Golf

Coats and Suits for Men and Women.
Claims use since Mar. 10, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.250. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Ldct Dvwr OoBDON, New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 19.

1917.

t!r\<XCfrt,

The words " Lady Duff Cordon " app«>arlug In the fac-

simile handwriting of the applicant.

Particular description of goods.—Perfumes, Toilet

Watera, Pace-Creams. Talcum Powder. Face-Powder. Face-

Lotion. Hair Washes and Shampoos, and Hair Dye*.
Claims use since Feb. 20, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.256. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Haskin PRnm era
Co., Ooahen, Ind. File<l Mar. 19, 1917.

Particular dritcription of pnods.—WaHhlng-Powder.
Claims UMC since Mar. 8. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.269. (CI.A88 23. CUTLERY. M.^CHINERT,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Thb S. 8.

WINZBI.L Machini Compant. Philadelphia. Pa. Piled

Mar. 19. 1917.

Duplex
Particular description of goods.—Fermle-*. Tips, and

Fingers of Brushes for Bottle-Wash'ng Machines.
Claims use since at>out July 1. 1901.

Ser. No. 102.271. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Stephen F. Whitman &. Son. In-

CORPOBATBD. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar. 19. 1917.

^
Particular description of good*.—Cbocolates and Candy.

Claimu ute since June 1. 1908.

Ser, No. 102,279. (CL,\88 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
George BoBorBi-Dx & Co., New York. N. Y. Filed Mar.
20. 1917.

TroIkji
Particular description of crooAi.—Face-Powder, Toilet

Powder, Tooth Powder and Pastes, Tooth-Waahes, Rice

Powder. Smelllng-Salts. Talcum Powder. Sachets. Bath-

Salts, Toilet Waters, Perfumes Used Either Pure or as an

Ingredient in Toilet Preparations in Admixtures with

Suitable Substances in the Form of Pastes, .halves. Soap*.

Powders. Pencils, and Liquids: Nail Enamt'l <. Eyebrow-

Pencils; Rouges, (Liquid. Powder, and Compact;) Po-

mades, Pomade Sticks, Hair-Wax, Nall-Pollshes. Toilet

Creams, Hair-Tonics. Hair Dyes and Bleaches.

Claims use since Mar. 16, 1917.
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Ser. No. 102,297. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) O. A. .\ELBos & Compant, San
Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 20, 1917.

THELMJ^

Particular description of goods.—Canned Vegetablea.
Spaghetti, and Salad-Dresttlngs.

Claimu use since May 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,315. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The E. S. Kibbe Compant, Hart-
ford. Conn. Filed Mar. 21, 1917.

;^UNT MARy.^

Pnrticular description of goods.—Roasted Coffee.

Claims use since January. 1909.

Ser. No. 102.326. (CLASS 39. CIX)THING.) John
Wanamakbb, Phii.adbi.phia, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Mar. 21. 1917.

JEANNE
Particular description of goods.—Corsets.

CUUms use since about Feb. 24, 1917.

Bar. No. 102.326. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) John
Wamamakbr, Phiuadblphia, Philadelphia, Pa. Piled
Mar. 21. 1917.

OcUna^
The word "Adora."
Particular description of goods.—Corseta.

Claims use s'.ncc Vfh. 15, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.329. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The H. E. Allen Mro. Co. Inc.. Carthage, N. Y. Filed
Mar. 22. 1917.

SO-BOS-SO

Particular description of goods.—Insecticides.
Claims use since Mar. 1, 1899.

Ser. No. 102,835. (CLASS 19. VEHICLEIS. NOT IN-
CLUDING ENGINES.) Hatebford Ctcle Compant,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Mar. 22. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Motor-Cyclea and Bi-
cycles.

Claims use since about 1916.

Ser. .No. 102,374. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) THE
Friedman Compant, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 28,
1917.

Particular description of goods.—Hosiery.
Claims use since 1914.

Ser. No. 102.416. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT.
AND POLISHI.NG MATERIALS.) Intbbnational
Dbuo company, Wilmington, Del. Filed Mar. 24. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Toilet Soap*.
Claims use since Oct. 27. 1916.
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Ser No. 102.437. (CLASS 3». CLOTHIXO.) L. QoLD-
8T«i.<« if. So.N, New York, N. Y. FUed Mar. 26, 1917.

Suco
Comprising the word " Suco."

Particular deacription of gooda.—Enrelop-Ch^mise.

Claims uae s'nre Mar. 16, 1917.

Ser. No. 102Uil7. (CLJkSS 2S. CLTLKHY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THiUtEX>K.) Iokal Stb.n

CIL Machi.nb Compant. B«lle\ill«, III. Filed lUr. 28,

1917.

IDEAL
Particular dtacription of goods.—Stencil-Cutting

.chines.

Claims MM since Apr. 1, 1914.

8er. No. 102,483. (CLASS 23. CrXLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AN^ PARTS THEREOF.) THi Fl.v.N

MANOrACTTTSiNO CO., Charlotte, Mich. Filed Mar. 27,

1917.

I

Particular deacription of goods.—Earth-Augers and
Post-Hole Diggers.

Claims uae since about October, 1916.

8«r. No. 102.603. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Joh.n Htan. Balti-

more, Md. Plied Mar. 30, 1917. ' Cnder ten-year pro

Tiao.

Particular description of goods.—^Belt-Dressing to Pre-

vent Slipping.

Cla4ms uae since January. 1880.
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
MAY 1, 1917.

116.888. TOILJBT-PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS. Ax-
BA>T PBBroEATED Wkappikc Papbr Compavt, Albaoy.

N. Y.

Piled July 26. 1916. Serial No. 96.862. PUBLISHED
rBBRDART 27. 1917.

118.389. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWKLB. AL-
BANY PmaruBATBD WaAPPiKo Papob Compant, Albany,

N. T.

Piled July 26. 1916. SerUl No. 96,863. PUBLISHED
FKBRUASIf 27. 1A17.

116.390. STEEL. STEEL CASTTNOII, Atm PARTICU-
LARLY MANGANESE STBBL CAn'INGS. AMKti
CAN Manganese Steel Oompant. Cklcafce. 111.

Piled December 11, 1916. Serial No. 99,831. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

Iie,t91. WRITING PAPER. AutuiCA^ Pafbterib Com
pant. Albany. N. Y.

Filed Bday 20. 1916. Serial No. 95.288. PUBU8HED
JANUARY 16. 1917.

116.892. ROAI>MAKINO MACHINES. Ammicah Road
Machxnbrv Company Inc.. Kennett Sguare. Pa.

Filed January 15. 1917. SerUl No. 100.604. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116. .198. TOOTv-STEEL*. Atlas CnnciBLE 8tb»l Com-
pany. Dunkirk, N. Y.

Filed October 21. 1916. Sertal No. »8.798. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.394. MKIMCAL PREPARATION POR INTERNAL
USE FOR THE TRE.VTMENT OF DIABETES. JOHN
Babino. ( bicago. III.

Filed December 30, 1916. Serial No. 100.246. PCB-
USHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116,896. SPECIALLY - PREPABED BARLEY AND
PEARL-BARLEY. Barley Foode Co.. Morgflntown,

W. Va.
Filed December 9. 1916. Serial No. 99,806. PUB-

LISHED FEBRUARY 13. 1917.

116,306. FABRIC GLOVES. B»klin Fabhic Gi^te Co.

Inc.. New York, N. Y.

Piled January 13. mi7. Serial No. 100,871. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

11S.S97. MINTED RPKOl^t SALTS. Chakles Samcbl
Berrt, Little Rork. Art.

PUed Angost 25. 1916. Serial No. 97,618. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 16, 1917.

116.398. PYROMETERS. TACHOMETERS, OPERA-
TION - RECORDERS. THEKMOMETERS. PRES
SURE - GAGES. VACUUM OAGFJ?. VOLTMETERS.
AMMETERS. AND WATTMETERS The Bbown
iNSTUfMKNT COMPANY. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 9. 1917. Serial Wo. 1*0.471 . PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917,

116.399. PASTE PAINTS. THE Cbaklbs H. Bkown
Paimt Co., Brooklyn, N. T.

Filed January 5. 1917. SorUl No. 100,8«6. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.400. ELECTRIC WINDOW LIOHTINO AND EI.KC-

TRIC SIGNS. Chabb Elbcthic Company, Chicago,

HI.

Flle-I September 14. 1916. Serial No. 97.983. PUB-
LISHED FKHRrART 2«. 1917.

116.401. WEIGH ING-SCALRS. JOYin Chatillos A
SONS, New York, N. T.

PWe<l Janmry 11, 1«17. Sertal No. 100,882. PUB
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.
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116.402. CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS. Jambs G.
CtJCDON, Dixon, III.

Filed April 8, 191«. Berial No. »4,248. PUBLI6H£D
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.403. WIND INSTRUMENTS. STRINGED INSTRU-
MENTS. AND PKSCVSBION rWSTRTJMBNTS. C.

G. Conn, Ltd.. Elkhart. Tnd.

FU«<1 Jnno 28, 1916. Serial N«. 9«,1«6. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.404. ILLUMINATING. LUBRICATING, AND
BURNING OILS AND GREASES. Cbbw Letick
CoMi'AVY, Phila(li>lpliia, Pa.

Pllnl January 9. lyil. Serial No. 100.476. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.405. ILLUMINATING. LUBRICATING, AND
BURNING OILS AND GREASW5. Cr«w Lbvick
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 9. 1017. Serial No. 100.477. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.406. ILLUMINATING. LUBKICATINO. AND
BURNING OILS AND GREASES. Crbw Levick
CowpAKV, Philadelphia, Pa

Filed January 9, 1917. Sertal Ko. 1M,478. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

1 1 e . 4 7 . ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING. AND
BURNING OILS AND GREASES. CaEw Levick
Co«n>ANT. Ptitladelpliia, P*..

Filed January 9, 1917. Serial No. l«e,481. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.408. WRAPPING PAPER. Crown Willamettb
Paper Comtakt. San Frandeoo. Cal.

Filed December 27. 1916. Serial No. 160,197. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.409. WRAPPING-PAPER. Crown Willamette
Papbr Company. San FranHfico. Cal.

Filed De<^niber 27. 1916. Serial No. 100,198. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.410. WRAPPINO-PAPKR. Cmmn Willamctte
P.vPER Company, San Francisco, Cal.

Filed December 27. W16. Serial No. 100,200. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.411. PEN-RACKS. CcsHMAN k DKMBOir Mro. Co.,

New York, N. Y.

Piled December 22. 1916. S«1al No. 100.086. PUB-
LISHED FEBRIABY 20. 1917.

116.412. MUSICAL INSTRUMBN'TS OP THE XYLO-
PHONE TYPE HAVING METAL OR WOODEN
BARS. JoH^' C. Dbagak, Chicago, 111., assignor to

J. C. Deagan Musical Bella, Chlca^io, III., a Corpora-
tion of Illinois.

Filed February 23, 1916. Serial No. 93.041. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.413. MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR SORE
THROAT, PYORRHEA. CATARRH, HAY FEVER.
ANT) A MOUTH-WASIL AMCE Da Corncy, Cin-

cinnati. Ohio.

Filed December 9, 1916. Sertal No. 99.808. PUB-
LISBHD PEBBTJABY 27. 1917.

116.414. MOTING PICTURE FILMS. 0»o. L. Debr,
New York, N. T.

Piled January 10. 1917. Serial No. 100,018. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.
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Oio. L. Dams,116.416. MOVING-PICTURE FILMS.
New York, N. J.

Filed January m 1917. Serial No. 100,614. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116,41o. MOVING-PICTURE FILMS. 0«o. L. Dm*,
Npw York, N. Y.

Filed January 10, 1917. Serial No. 100,616. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.417. CERTAIN NAMED LUBRICATING OILS AND
<iREASKS. IHrkkk-Atwood Co.. Minneapolis. Minn.

Filed October 16, 1916. Serial No. 98,686. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.418. MEN'S AND BOYS' DRESS. NEGLIGEE, AND
WORK SHIRTS. EhDUB. MANUrACTUHINC Co.. St
Louis. Mo.

Filed December 26. 1916. Serial No. 100,162. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.419. SHOE-POLISH. William A. Elliott, Brock-
ton, Mass.

Filed November 8. 1916. Serial No. 99,164. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.420. BATH TUB SEATS. SHELF-RAILS, SHELF-
BRACKETS. AND ROBE AND SPRAY HOOKS.
J. P. El'stis Manci-actcbing Company, Boston,
Mass.

Filed April 3, 1916. Serial No. 94.066. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.421. COLD-CREAM. Th» E-ZE Pboductb Co., Ikc ,

New York. N. Y.

Filed January 11, 1917. Serial No. 100,538. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.422. MENS OVERALLS, JACKETS, TROUSERS.
COATS, AND WORK-SHIRTS. W. M. Fi.nck & COM-
PA.VY, Detroit. Mich.

Filed April 13, 1916. SerUl No. 94,881. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917,

116.423. RASPBERRY BRANDY. Josiph Fink»l«t»in
& Co., New York. N. Y.

Filed January 17. 1917. Serial No. 100,668. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.424. CERTAIN NAMED CANNED GOODS. L. Prank
* Son Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed October 2, 1916. SerUl No. 98,354. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 13, 1917.

116.425. CHEMICALLY-ALLOYED HIGH-SPEED
BEARING METAL. FHicriONLaas Mbtal Co., Chat-
tanooga. Tenn.

Filed November 10, 1916. Serial No. 99,210 PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 9. 1917.

116.426. EFFERVESCENT SALT. Ginbral Chbmical
Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed June 20, 1916. Serial No. 96,002. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.427. LINSEED-OIL AND READY MIXED PAINTS
W. R. Gracb & Co.. New York. N. Y.

Filed January 15, 1917. Serial No. 100,621. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917

116.428. LIQUID POLISH FOR POLISHING AUTO-
BODIES. CARRIAGE BODIES. FURNITURE AND
OTHER LIKE OBJECTS. John GhibshambhI Jack-
sonville, Fla.

Filed November 17, 1916. Serial No. 99.347 PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.429. NUTS, BOLTS, AND METAL WASHERS. Grip
Nrr Company, Chicago. 111., and South WhlUey. Ind.

Filed September 14, 1916. Serial No. 97,987. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.480. REPAIR PARTS FOR AUTOMOBILE-EN-
GINES AND CERTAIN NAMED TOOLS. Thb Hili^
Smith Mbtal Goods Company, Boston. Mass.

Flle.1 July 29, 1916. Serial No. 96.956. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.431. MEN'S AND YOUTHS' COATS. WAISTCOATS
TROUSERS, AND OVERCOATS. Hihbh, Wickwib»
Company, Chicago, 111.

Flletl December 14. 1916. Serial No. 99,937. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.432. TRACTORS. Intbrbtati Bnoike & Tbacto*
Company, Waterloo, Iowa.

Filed January 22. 1917. SerUl No. 100,804. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.433. OVERALLS, OVERALL COATS AND PANTS.
Jobbers Overall Co., Inc., Lynchburg, Va.

Filed December 6, 1916. Serial No. 99,748. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.434. PIECE GOODS OF WOOL. COTTON, LINEN.
SILK. AND COMBINATIONS THEREOF. Klaibb*
Bros. & Co., New York. N. Y.

Filed iM'oember 21. 1916. SerUl No. 100.080. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

Lacdkrbach-Barbbr Co.f
116.435. WHEAT FLOUR.

Phlllpsburg, Pa.
Filed Novt-mber 20, 1916. SerUl No. 99,412. PUB-

LISHED FEBRUARY 18. 1917.

116.436. BUTTONS. Lindbnburst MANurACTTRiNQ
Co., LIndenhurst, N. Y.

Filed February 18, 1914. Serial No. 76,004. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.437. COOLING, HEALING, AND ODOR DESTROY-
ING COMPOUND FOR THE FEET. Robert E. Mc-
Cain, Chicago, 111.

Filed January 2. 1917. Serial No. 100.299 PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.438. HAMMERS. William A. McFaddbn, New
York, N. Y.

Filed September 11, 1916. SerUl No. 97,914. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6, 1917.

116.439. LATHES. Machiniby Mbbchantb, Ikc, New
York. N. Y.

Filed March 18. 1916. SerUl No. 98,604. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.440. EMBROIDERIES MADE OF SILK AND WOOL,
AND SUSPENDERS. Abbaham M. Malou* Salt
Lake aty, Utah.

Filed August 21, 1916. SerUl No. 97,466. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 2, 1917.

116.441. METAL-POLISH. William E. Martiii, Chi-
cago, 111.

Filed January 11. 1916. SerUl No. 92.066. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.442. COTTON DUCK. MouMT Vbbwon-Woodbbbbi
Mills, Incorpobatbd, Baltimore. Md.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100.814. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.443. COTTON DUCK. Modkt Vbbnon-Woodberbt
M1LL8, INCOBPORATBD, Baltimore, Md.

Filed January 27. 1917. SerUl No. 100.996 PUB
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.444. [WITHDRAWN.!

116.445. COTTON GOODS IN THE PIECE. Niaoaba
Silk Millb, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

Filed January 27. 1917. SerUl No. 100.997 PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.446. DAIRY-CULTURE. Charlbs A. Owbn. Syra-
cuse, N. Y.

Filed December 27. 1916. Serial No. 100.205 PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.447. WINDOWSHADE CLOTHS OF SIZED AND
OIL-PAINTED FABRICS. Thb Estate or gbobob
Pabbt. Decd, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 6. 1917. SerUl No. 100.374. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.
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116.448. WINDOW-SHADE CLOTHS OF SIZED AND
OIL-PAINTED FABRICS. The Estate or George
Pabst, Dec'd, PhlUdelphU, Pa.

Filed January 6. 1917. SerUl No. 100.876. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.449. HOSIERY. Paramount Knittiko Compant,
Chicago, 111.

Filed December 27. 1916. SerUl No. 91,784. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 29, 1916.

116.450. HOSIERY. Paramodnt Knittino Company,
Chicago, 111.

Filed January 6, 1916. SerUl No. 91,979. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 29, 1916.

116.451. DRY AND READY-MIXED PAINTS. DRIERS,
ENAMELS, STAINS. WALLrPAINTS, LACS, PILI^
ERS, AND VARNISHES. THB PATTERSON Sabqbnt
Company, CleveUnd, Ohio.

Filed August 28, 1916. Serial No. 97,671. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.452. MEDICINE FOR CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES.
William J. Pbppett, Boston, Mass.

Filed December 20, 1916. Serial No. 100,068. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.453. LAWN MOWERS. The Philadelphia Lawn
Mower Company. PhlUdelphU, Pa.

Filed January 26, 1917. SerUl No. 100,970. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.454. LAWN-MOWERS. The Philaoblpbia Lawn
Mowbb Company, PhlUdelphU, Pa.

Filed January 26, 1917. SerUl No. 100,971. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.455. LAWN-MOWERS. The Philadblfbia Lawk
Mowbb Company. PhlUdelphU, Pa.

Filed January 26. 1917. Serial No. 100,973. PUB
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.456. LAWN MOWERS. Thb Philaoblpbia Lawn
Mowbb Company. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 26, 1917. Serial No. 100,974. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.457. MIXED VEGETABLE RELISHES AND
PICKLES. Della E. Phillips, PhlUdelphU, Pa.

Piled April 10. 1916. SerUl No. 86,866. PUBLISHED
AUGUST 3, 1916.

116.458. INDICATORS AND INDEX DEVICES. THB
Rand Company, North Tonawanda, N. T.

Filed June 9. 1916. Serial No. 96.769. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116,469. SOLIDIFIED ALCOHOL FOR FUEL PUR-
POSES. Prank William Richarobok, New York,

N. Y., assignor to Rlchelow Mfg. Co., Inc.. New York.
N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed December 10, 1915. SerUl No. 91.885. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.460. CAKES OF SOAP MADE IN PART BY THE
USE OF COCHIN OR COCOANUT OIL. Edgar Rob-
erts MANUrACTCRINO COMPANY, St. Louls, Mo.

Filed December 27, 1916. Serial No. 91.786. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.461. COMPOSITIONS FOR USE WITH PRINTERS'
AND LITHOGRAPHERS' INKS. ROKO Mancpac-
TURiNO Co.. Denver, Colo.

Filed October 18. 1916. Serial No. 98.687. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.462. WHEAT-FLOUR. RrsSBLL-MiLLBR Milling
Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Piled December 80, 1916. SerUl No. 100.274. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 18, 1917.

116.463. CHEMICAL COMPOUND FOR PRESERVING
RUBBER. Thi Sats-O. Co., Inc.. Hartford. Conn.

Filed November 29. 1916. SerUl No. 99.638. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.464. PRESERVATIVE FOR FRUIT, VEGETABLES,
AND MEATS. Benjamin F. Smbybbs, TrontTlIIe, Pa.

Filed January 9, 1917. SerUl No. 100,601. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

I 116.466. TELEPHONES, ELECTRIC CIOABLIGHTKR8,
ELECTRIC LAMPS. Spielman Elbctbic Co.. New
York, N. Y.

Filed December 20. 1916. SerUl No. 100,071. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.466. MEDICINES FOR DOGS. CATS, RABBITS,
FISH. BIRDS, AND POULTRY. SpaATrB Pat«nt
(Ambrica) Limited, London, England, and Newark,
N. J.

Filed January 9, 1917. Serial No. 100,602. PUBUSHBD
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.467. GRINDING WHEELS. SPBlNGriBLD OBtNDiNO
Co., Springfield, Mass.

Filed January 16, 1917. SerUl No. 100.G86. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.468. ELECTRIC FUSES AND CARTRIDGES. Stab
F^usB Co., Inc.. New York, N. Y.

Filed September 24, 1914. Serial No. 81,488. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.469. SHOVELS, SPADES, HANDLES FOR SHOV-
ELS, SPADES, AND AGRICULTURAL FORKS.
The Stbel Baskbt Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Filed June 23. 1916. Serial No. 96,092. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.470. CERTAIN NAMED CANNED GOODS. SdM-
man, Wobmser a Co., San Francisco, Cal.

Filed January 6, 1917. BerUl No. 100,406. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 13. 1917.

116.471. WRENCHES, CLAMPS, AND CLAMP-CAR-
RIERS. James L. Taylor Mro. Co., Pcughkeepsle,
N. Y.

Filed January 4. 1917. BerUl No. 100.361. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.472. SOAPS, WA8HING-POWDBRB, CLEANSERS,
AND METAL-POLISH. The TBBBarrs * Gablav»
Store, Chicago. 111.

Filed January 17, 1917. Serial No. 100,687. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.473. CIGARS. Thbobalo and Oppbmhbimbb Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa., and New York, N. Y.

Filed August 21. 1916. SerUl No. 97,474. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 2. 1917.

116.474. RUBBER-STAMP OUTFIT AND INKING-PAD
COMBINED. Matthew Tinker, Baltimore, Md.

FUed August 9, 1916. SerUl No. 97,227. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116,476. ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING, AND FUEL
OILS. The Topbka Oil Company, Topeka, Kana.

Filed October 19, 1916. Serial No. 98,776. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.476. COTTON AND LINEN PIECE GOODS. Tbippb
Barker & Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed January 20, 1917. SerUl No. 100.786. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.477. LAXATIVE. Tryalax Mro. Co., I«C., PhlUdel-
phla. Pa.

Filed March 9, 1916. SerUl No. 98,420. PUBLISHED
MAY 28. 1916.

116.478. MOTION-PICTURE FILMS. Umitbd Statm
Motion Pictuhb Corporation, WUkes-Barre. Pa.

Filed December 8. 1916. SerUl No. 99,798. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 80. 1917.

116.479. TOOTH-POWDER. UWITBRBITT CbbmicaL Co.,

PhlUdelphU. Pa.

Filed September 21, 1916. SerUl No. 98,148. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917,

116.480. NETTINGS, VEILS, AND VEILINGS IN THE
PIECE. E. A Z. Van Raaltb, New York, N. Y.

Filed January 26, 1917. SerUl No. 100,981. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.481. PREPARATION FOR EXTERNAL APPUCA-
TION INDICATED IN THE TREATMENT OP
RHEUMATISM. ViB ViTAB Company, Inc., Port-

land, Oreg.

Piled September 18, 1916. SerUl No. 98,067. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.
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11«,482. OVERALLS AND JACKETa EX.11CB E. Wa«-
NBB, Hailetoa, Pi..

Piled January 15, 1917. Serial No. 100.638. PUB-
LISHED rBBRUARY 27, 1917.

118.483. CORSETS. Th» WABirn B«o«. Co., Bridgeport.
Ocma.

Ktled Jaimary 12, 1917. Serial No. lOO.MO. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

118.484. COTTON DUCK. COTTON CANVAS. AND COT-
TON YARN SPUN OR WOVEN IN TEXTILE FAB-
RICS ThI WAUtE.V MAKCVACTUBlMa COMPAHT, WaP-
ren. Md.

Filed December 14. 1916. Serial No. 99,951. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.485. COTTON PIECE GOODS—VIZ.. CORDUROYS
AND VELVETEENS. Watmwidb MiLta, Inc., Low-
ell. Maaa.

Filed January 19. 191T. Serial No. 100.761. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116,486 CERTAIN NAMED CANNED GOODS AND
POOD PRODUCTS. Thb Wbidima.n Co.. aereUnd.
Ohio.

Filed April 19, 1916. Serial No. 94.560. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 18, 1917.

116,487. COATED LITHOGRAPHIC PAPER. WisT
ViBGiNiA Pt-LP & P.\p«B Co.. New York, N. Y. !

Filed January 5. 1917. Serial No. 100,878 PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917. I

Whitin« Papbb Compamt,

PUB-

Wo«-

PUB-

WOB-

PUB-

116.488. WRITING PAPERS
Holyoke. Jiaaa.

Filed January 15. 1917. Serial No. 100,689.
LI8HED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

116.489. TOILET-PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS
TVKDTKB MANcrACTtaiNO Co.. RichiooQd, Va.

Filed September 1, 1916. Serial No. 97,762
LI8HED JANUARY 2, 1917.

1 16.490. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS.
rBxrvKB MA.NurAcn-Bi.to Co., Richmond. Va.

Filed September 1, 1916. Serial .No. 97.764.
LI8HED JANUARY 2, 1917.

116.491. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS.
TBNDTKB MANtTVACTtBiNO Co.. Richmond, Va.

Filed September 1, 1916. Serial No. 97.766,
LI8HED JANUARY 9. 1917.

116.492. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES. Wobth-
IlfOTON PCMP AND MaCHI.SBBT COBPOBATIOH, NeW
York. N. Y.

FUed January 18, 1917. Serial No. 100,730. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

116.493. WOOLEN GOODS IN THE PIECE. WOBCMBO
Ma.mtactibi.no Company, Lisbon Falls, Me.

FUed January 16, 1917. Serial No. 100,660. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.494. MOVING-PICTURE FIL.MS. Zibcfblo Cikbma
Cohpobation, New York, N. Y.

Filed November 28. 1916. Serial No. 99.618 PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6. 1917.

WOB-

PUB-

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED.
14.868. COTTON THREADS AND YARNS OF ALL

SORTS. ZwiB.MBtl & NABHrADSNrABBICK OOBOOIM-
ots, Augsburg, Germany.

Registered May 10, 1887. Renewed May 10. 1917.

14.480. SOAP. JosBPH Cbbtinka, Chicago. 111.; Tba
N. K. Filrbank Company, a Corporation of New Jer-
sey, assignee by mesne asxifrnmenta.

Regiatered May 24. 1887. Renewed May 24, 1917.

LABELS
REGISTERED MAY 1. 1917.

20.061.—7^l«.- "KOF NOT." (For Candy Cough-Tab-
lets.) Thb Abomint Compant. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Filed March 26, 1917.

20,W2.—Title: " BROCKTON BRAND MACARONI."
(For Macaroni.) Bbockton Macabom Mancfactcb-
INO COMPA.NT. Brockton, Mass. Filed March 12,

1917.

20,063.—Title: " WA KE-ZA FOR SORE FEET." (For
Liquid for the Prevention and Cure of Sore Feet.)

BiTBLT Dbco Co.. Lansing, Mich. Filed March 80,

1917.

20.064.—r^Ia. " MAGIC WHISTLE." (For Cartons Con-
taining Whistles.) Frank G. Fawkes k Co., Chi-

cago, III. Filed December 22, 1916.

20,066— Title: " DONT FORGET GOPHERGET FOR
GOPHERS." (For Poison for Gophers, Squirrels.

Moles, and other Pest Animals.) Thb Fblix Qi-

BARD Company, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed April 13,

1917.

20,066.

—

Title: " EOOLA." (For a Substitute for Eggs.)

E^OLA Mro. Co.. West Cornwall, Conn. Filed .\ugust

23, 1916.

20,087.—r«i«. "CHAMOll." (For Book Paper.) Thb
Mbad Pclp and Papbb Company. Dayton, Ohio.

Filed April 2. 1917.

20,068.—rWIe; "THE 20TH CENTURY SHIRT." (For
Men's Work Shirts.) McCawlby & Co. Inc.. Balti-

more, Md. Filed March 13. 1917.

20.069—r«I<>. " STIMPSON - RIVETS." (For Rivets.)

Edwin B. Stimpbon Company. Brook'.yn, N. Y.

Filed March 28, 1917.

20,060.-r«I«.- "MT. PURN BRAND COGNAC." (For
Brandies.) Shobb Distilling Co., Pblladelpbia, Pa.
Filed March 23. 1917.

20.061.—r«J<.- " HOME MADE." (For Cough-Drops.)
C. B. Tbubsdell, Sac City, Iowa. Filed February
12. 1917.

20,062.—Title.- " GEO. WASHINGTON." (For Orangea.)
TCBTIN HiLXB CiTBUB ASSOCIATION, Tustin. CbL
Filed April 13. 1917.

20,063.—r«I«: "KLEENE K-8 SWEEPE." (For
Brooms.) Victoria Broom & Whisk Factoby, Vic-

toria, Tex. Filed December 20, 1916.

20,064.—Title;
Willis G.

1916.

" CHOCOLATE-SPLASH." For a Game.)
YouNO, Chicago. III. Filed December 7,

20,066.—Title.- " CAN-YOU BEAT-IT? (SOLITAIRE)."
(For a Game.) Willis (J. Yocxo, Chicago, III. Filed
December 20, 1916.

20,066.—r«I«.- " TOP - PACHEEZA." (For a Game.)
Willis G. Yoi-no, Chicago. 111. Filed January 2,

1917.

20.067.—Tit/e; " FIG-MILL." (For a Game.) WiLCia O.
TOUNO, Chicago. 111. Filed January 9, 1917.

20,068.-Title.- " LA BELLA * CARMEN.' " (For To-
bacco-Packages.) Hebkero Bros., San Franciaco,

Cal. Filed February 23, 1917.

20,069.—Title; "WATERMAN'S IDEAL INK." (For
Ink.) L. E. Wattrmax Company. New York, N. Y.
Filed April 12. 1917.
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DECISIONS
OF THE

oonyi:i!vd:issiO]srEK> oif i=>jlteitts
AND OF

UNITED STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

DECISIONS OF THE U. 8. COURTS.

Supreme Court of the United St*»ie3

Motion Picture Patents Company r. Universai.

Film Manttfactttbtno Company et al.

Decided April 9, 19T7.

^. r.vTBNTs

—

Right to Restrict Usi or Patentid Ma-
CHIKE.

A pfttpntee or his aMignee may not IIc^dm another to

manufacture and sell a patented moving-picture ma-
chine and by a mere notice attached to it limit its use

by the purchaser or by the purchaser's lessee to mov-
ing-picture Alms which are no part of the patented ma-
chine and which are not patented. {Henry v. Dick, 224

U. 8.. 1 ; 17e O. On 751, overruled.)

2. Same—Same—Rioht to Impose Conditions ArrsR
Sale.

The assl^ee of a patent which has licensed another
to make and sell the machine covered by It may not by

a mere notice attached to such machine limit the use
of it by the purchaser or by the purchaser's lessee to

terms not stated in the notice, but which are to be fixed,

after sale, by auch assignee In Its discretion.

B. Same—Rights Cheated by Grant or Patent.
*' It has lonir been settled that the patentee receives

nothing from the law which he did not have before, and
that the only effect of his patent is to restrain others
from manufacturing, using or selling that which be has
Invented. The patent law Rlmply protects him In the
monopoly of that which he has Invented and has de-

•erlbed in the clalnts of his patent. (United Btate« t.

American Bell Telephone Co., 167 D. 8., 224. 289 ; Paper
Bag Patent Ca*e, 210 U. S., 405. 424 ; Bauer v. O'Don-
nell, 229 U. S.. 1, 10 ; 191 O. G., 1068.)"

*

4. Same—PrarosE or Patent Laws.
" The primary purpose of our patent laws is not the

reation of private fortunes for the owners of patents
but is ' to promote the progress of science and the use-
ful arts.' (Constitution, Art. I, sec 8.)"

5. Same—Scopi or Patent Limited bt Its Ci aims.
" The scope of every patent Is limited to the inven-

tion descrlt>ed in the claims contained in it, read in

the light of the specification. These so mark where the
progress claimed by the patmt begins and where It

ends that they have been aptly likened to the descrip-

tion in a deed which sets the bounds to the grant which
it contains."

C. Sams—Bamb—Patent for Machine Dobs Not Cot^
MATmiALS Operated Upon.

Section 4886. Revised Statutes, restricts the patent
granted on a machine to the mechanism described In the
patent as necessary to produce the described results.

It Is nf>t concerned with the materials with which or on
which the machine operates. The grant is of the ex-
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elusive right to use the mecbanlstn to produce the re-

sults with any appropriate material, and the mate-
rials with which the machine is" operated are no part
of the patented machine or of the combination which
produces the patented result.

Certiorari to the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit.

Mr. Melville Church for the petitioner.

Messrs. Wetmorc d Jenner and Mr. Oscar W.
Jeffrey for the respondents.

Mr. Justice Clarke delivered the opinion of the
Court.

In this suit relief Is sought asrainst three defend-
ant corporations as Joint infringers of claim No. 7
of United States letters Patent No. 707,934 grante^l

to Woodville Ljithara, assignor, on August 26, 1902,
for Improvements in projecting-kinetoscopes. It is

sufflrlent description of the patent to say that it

covers a part of the mechanism used in motion-
picture-exhihiting machines for feeding a fllni

through the machine with n regular, uniform and
accurate movement and so as not to expose the film

to excessive strain or wear.

The defendants in a joint answer do not dispute
the title of the plaintiff to the patent but they deny
the validity of it, deny Infringement, and claim
an Implied license to use the patented machine.
Evidence which is undisputetl shows that the

plaintiff on .Tune 20, 1912, in a paper styletl " license

agreement " granted to The Precision Mac bine Com-
pany a right and license to manufacture and sell

machines embodying the Inventions described and
clalme<l in the patent in suit, and in other patents,
throughout tlie United States, its territories and
possessions. This agreement contain.*? a ctivenant on
the part of tlie grantee that every machine sold by
It. except those for export, shall be sold—
under the restriction and condition that such exhlbltlas
or projecting machine shall t)e used solelv for exliIMtlng
or projecting motion pictures containing the inventions of
reissued Letters Patent No. 12,192, leaded by a licensee of
the licensor while it owns said patents and upon other
terms to be flwed by the licensor and (•omplie<f with by
the user while the said machine la in use and while the
licensor owns said patents (which other terms shall only
be the payment of a royalty or rental to the licensor while
In use).

The grantee further covenants and agrees that to
«>ach machine sold by it, except for export, it will

attach a plate showing plainly not only the dates
No. l.J
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of the I/etters Patent under which the machine is

" licensed," but also the following words and figures

:

Serial No. .

Patented jjo.

The sale and purchase of thlg machine gives only the
right to use It solelv with moving pictures containing the
Invention of reissued Patent No. 12l»2, leased by a llcena«e
of the Motion Picture Patents CompaDv, the bwn«r of
the above patents and reissued patent wKlle It owns said
patents, and upon other terms to be flx«1 by tke Motion
Picture Patents Company and compiled with by the user
while It Is In use and while the Motion Picture Patents
Company owns said patents. The removal or defacement
of this plate terminates the right to use this machine.

Tlie ajfreement further provides that the jrrantee
shall not sell any machine at less than the plalntlfTs

list price, except to jobbers and others for pur-
l>oses of resale an<l that it will require such Jobbers
ami others to sell at not leas than plaintiff's Itet

price. The price fixed in the lfeeni*e contract for
sale of machlDCM after May 1st. 1909. la not less than
one boiHlre*! ami fifty dollars for ejwA machine
aiM) tlie li<*t»t^ airre«R to par m royality of ftre

donsrs on some machines nnd a percentage of the
selling price on others.

It is admitted that the machine, the use of which
is chargeil to be an infringeraent of the patent In
suit, was manufactured by The Precision Machine
Company and wjw sold and delivered under Its

••license agreement" to the Seventy-second Street
Amusenient Company, then operating a playhouse
on S«vetity-«epond strwt. In New York, and that
when sold it was fully paid for and had attached
to It « plate with the Inscription which we have
qn<»te»l as fequtr*^! by the agreement.

KeisRu.'d Patent 12.192, referred to In the notice
att»clie«l to the machine, explrpfl on Anjoist 31. 1914.
The defenflant Prague Amu.spnient Cmnpany on No-
vember 2. 1914, lea«e<l the Serenty-second street
playhouse from tl»e SeTenty-serotid Street Amust^
ment Company, and acquired the nllegefl infringing
miifhlne ns a port of the equipment of the leased
playhouse, {^bsequent to the expiration of rHssuwl
Patent 12.192 the defendant, rnlversn? Fl»m Mami-
facturtng Company made two films or reels, which,
l)etween »larrti 4th and 17th. 1915. were sold to the
defen<lnnt the Universal Film Exchanjie and on
Marrh 17. I^I.T were supplied to the defendant
Prague Amusement Company for nse on the ma-
chine, acquired as we have stated, nrkl were used
upon it at the Seventy-second street plavhon^e on
Manh 18tb. 1915.

On January 18. 1815. the plaintiff sent a letter to

tlie Sevent.v-wcond Street AmtTsement Company,
notifying It In general terms that It was using wlth-
ont a license a machine erobod>ing the invention of
Patent No, 707.864 and warning It that such use
constltuteil an infringement off tlie intent, and on
the Sftme day the plaintiff addressed a letter to the
defendant Universal nim Exchange nottfylniy it

that It also was Infringing the same patents by
supi>lylng flluM for use upon the machine of the
Seventy-second street playhouse and elsewhere. The
bin In this case was filed on March 18. 1&19.

The district court held that the limitation on the
u*e of the machine attemptwl to be rautle by the
notice attached to it, after it had been sold and
paid for. was invalid, and that the Seven tj--second
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Street Amusement Company, the purchaser, and
its lessee, the Prague Amusement Company, had an
implied license to use the machine as it had been
u.sed, and it dismissed the bill without passing on
the question raised in the pleadings as to the
validity of the patent The circuit court of appeals
nflinnefl the district court (235 Fed., 398) and the
ca.se is here for review on certiorari.

It was admitted at the bar that 40,000 of the
plaintiff's machines are now in use In this country
and that the mecfianlsm crweretl by the patent in
suit Is the only one with which motion-picture films
can be used successfully.

This state of facts presents two questions for
decision :

First. May a patentee or his assignee license
another to mannfarttire and sell n patented ma-
chine and by a aiere notice atUched to It limit Its

use by the purcha.ser or by the purchaser's lessee,

to films which are no part of the patented machine,
and which ,Tre not patented?

Second. May the assignee of a petent. which has
license<l another to make and sell the machine cov-
ered by it, by a mere notice attache<l to such ma-
f'hlne. limit the use of It by tho purchaser or by
the purchaser's lessee to terms not stated In the
notice bnt which are to he fixt^. after sale, by sneh
as.slgnee In Its discretion?

It is obviou-s that In this case we have presented
ane^- the inquiry, which la arising with Increasing
frequency in recent years, as to the extent to which
a pnfentee or his assignee is anthorired by our
patent laws to prescribe by notice attached to a
patented machine the conditions of Its use and the
sopplles which must he nsed In the operation of It,

umler pnin of Infringement of the patent.

Ttie statutes relating to patents do not provide
for any such notice and It can derive no aid from
them. RevLse«l Statutes 4fiO0. requiring that pat-

enterl articles shall be marked with the word " Pat-
ented " affects only the damages recoreraWe fbr
Infringement. ( DunJnp v. Rrhnfletd. 1152 V. S.. 244.

>

atid Revlse<l Statutes 4001 protects by Its penalties
the inventor, hut neither one contemplates the use
of such fl " license notice " as we have here nn<1

whateN-er validity It has must he derived from the
general and not from the patent law.

The extent to which the use of the patented
nuichlne may validly be restricted to specific sup-
plies or otherwise by special cootract between the
owner of a patent anrl the porchaser or licensee Is

n question witskle the patent law and with It we
are not here rwicerned. ( KeHer v. SUuidard Fold-
in ff Red Co., 157 F. S.. 659.)

The Inquiry presented by this record, as we have
stated It. is important and fundamental, and it re-

quires that we shall determine the meaning of
Concr<*s.s when in Revised Statutes 4884 It iwovlded
that

—

evpry oatent shall contaia • • • graat to tfce pat-
entee, kls heir*, or MtlsoM. for tb« term of nrrtatttt years
of the e»clu*ive Hght to make, «*« and vend the invention
or itiMrrr^^ throughout the United States 8n<1 the terrt-
tr»rv« rh«-ne«f.

We are concerned only with the right to "uae,"
authorised to be granteil by this statute, for it is

No. l.I
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under warrant o< this right only that the plaintiff

can and does daiaa validity for Its warning notice.

The words osed in the statute are few. simple

and familiar, they have not been changed sabskan-

tlally siace they were first used in the ad «r 1790,

(1 SUt at Large, ch. 7. p. 10»; Bonier v. OX^OMkeU,
229 U. S., 1, 9,) and their meaoing wovld seefu not

to be doubtfil if we can avoid readii^ Into thcas

that which they really do not contain.

In InterpreUng this language o< the statute It

will be of service to keep in mind three mlea long

established by this Coart, applicable to the patent
law and to the construction of patents, via:

1st. The scope of every patent Is limited to the

invention described In the claims contained In It

read In the light of tlie specifi(.-atioD. These so

mark where the progreas claimed by the patent be-

gins and where it ends that they have been aptly

likened to the deHcrti>ti<ni in a deed, which seta the

bounds to the grant whldi it contains. It Is to the

claims of every patent therefore, that we must turn
when we are seeking to determine what the inven-

tion is, the exclusive tise of which is gfven to the

inventor by the grant provided for by the statute,

—

"he can claim nothing beyond them." (A'^w/one
BriAge Co. v. Phoenis Iron Co., 95 U. S.. 274 ; RmU-
road Co. v. Mellon, 104 U. S., 112, 118; Yale Lock
Mfg. Co. V. Orfiei»ie«/, 117 U. S„ 564, 559; l/eOioiA

v. Ortmrnyer, 141 U. S.. 419. 424.

)

2d. It has long been settled that the patentee re-

ceives nothing from the law which he did not have
before, and that the only effect of his patent is to

restrain others from manufacturing, using or aell-

Ing that which he has Invented. The patent law
simply protects him In the monopoly of that which
he haji» Invented nnd has described in the claiuos of

his patent. ( Vniied States v. American Bell Tele-

phone Co.. 167 U. 8., 224, 239; Paper Bap Patent
Cote, 210 U. S.. 406, 424; Bauer v. O'DotmelL, 229
U. S., 1. 10 ; 191 O. G., 1068.

)

8d. Since Pennock v. Dialogue (2 Pet, 1) was de-

cided in 1829 this Court l>as consistently hMd that

the primary purpose of our patent laws Is not the
creation of private fortunes finr the owners of pat-

ents but Is " to promote the progress of science nnd
the useful arts" (Constitution, Art. I. sec. 8). an
object and purpose autliorltatlvely expressed by
Mr. Justice -Story. In that decision, saying

:

WhUe ose (rcat obiect (of our patent lawi) was, by
holdlnr out a rsaaonable reward to Inrrators and glvhig
tkcai the exclvslv* right to their InTcntloni for a lliDltcd
5>erlo4, to fftlmnlate the efforts of genius, the main ob-
e<:t w» " to proiBotc the progresB of »clniee and the
Dssful arU."

Thirty years later this Coart returning to the
subject In Kendall v. Winsor (21 How., ii22) again
pointedly and significantly sa.vs

:

It is uMleaiably tx«« t^t tb« limited aad temporary
mooopolT graated to Inventors wat never deslgTicd for
tksir ezdoslvs proAt or fldraataye ; the h«ae<lt to the pub-
lic or coumaalty at large waa anotiter and dool>tl«aH tli*
primary object la graathig and serarlnf that monopoly.

This Couri has never modified this statement of

the relative Importance of the public an<l private in-

terests Involved In every grant of a patent, even
while declaring that In the construction of patents

and the patent laws. Inventors slmll be fairly, even

fVol

a grant to the patentee, his
* • of the excluslre iii*t to

• the Invention or disoovsrj.

liberally, treated. {Ormnt v. B^tpmond, d Pet, 218,

241 ; Winana v. i>e«aiea4i, 15 How., 330; Walk, on
Pat^., see. 185.

)

These ruies of law make It very denr that the
scope of the grant which may be made to an Inven-

tor In a patent, pursuant to the statute, mnst be
limited to the invention described in the claims of
his patent (104 U. 8^ 11&. 9ut)ra) and to determine
what grant may lawfully be so made we must hold
fast to the language o€ the act of Congress provid-

ing for It. which is foand In two sections of the Re-
vised Statutes. Section 4886 provkiea tlmt—
nay pcraoB who baa invested or dlacovered any new and
nsefnl art. marhfue. maanfarture or composition of mat-
tar. or a ay new and aaeful tatprovcment thereof, • • •
may obtain a patent therefor ;

and section 4884 provides that auch patent when ob-

tained

—

shall contain • • •
beira, or aaalga* *
• • • use • •

Thus the Inventor may apply for, and. If he meets
the required conditions, may obtain, a patent for

the new an<i useful invention which U'> has dis-

covered, which patent ahail^contain a grant of the
riKht to the eschtsive use of his discovery.

Plainly, this language of Uie statute and the es-

tablished rules to which we have referred restrict

the patent granted on a machine, such as we have
in this case, to the mechanism descrlbe<l In the pat-
ent as necessary to protluce the described resulta.

It Ls not concerned with and has nothing to do with
the materials with which or on which the machine
operates. The grant Is of the exclusive right to use
the mechanism to produce the result with any ap-

pr(^riate material, and the materials with which
the machine is operated are no part of tlie patented
machine or of the combination which pn»duce6 the
patented result The difference is clear and vital

l>etweeu tlie eiduaJve right to use Uie machine
which the law gives to the inventor and the right to
use it exclusively with prescribed materials to
which such a license notice as we have here seeks
to restrict it. Tlie restrictions of the law relate to
the useful and novel features of the machine which
are described in the claims of the patent, they have
nothing to do wltli the nwterlals use«l In tlie opera-
tion of the machine; while tlie notice restrictions

have nothing to do with the Invention which Is pat-
ented but relate wholly to the materials to be used
with it. Both in form and in substance the notice

attempts a restriction upon the use of the supplies
only and it cannot with any regard to propriety In

the use of language be termed a restriction upon the ;

use of the machine Itself.

^Tiatever the right of the owner may be to con-
trol by restriction the materials to be used in operat-
ing the machine mnst be a right derived through the
general law trotn the ownership of the property in
the machine and It cannot be derived from or pro-
tected by tlie patent law, which allows a grant only
of the right to au exclusive use of the neu- and use-
ful discovery which has been made—this and noth-
iiiK more.

This construction gives to the inventor the exclu-
sive use of just what his Inventive genius has dls-

Hs. 1 )
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covered. It is all that the statute provides shall be
given to him and It Is all that he should receive, for

It is the fair as well as the statutory measure of his

reward for his contribution to the public stock of

knowledge. If his discovery is an important one his

reward under such a construction of the law will be

large, as experience has abundantly proved, and if

It be unimportant he should not be permitted by

legal devices to Impose an unjust charge upon the

public in return for the use of it. For more than a

century this plain meaning of the statute was ac-

cepted as Its technical meaning, and that It afforded

ample incentive to exertion by inventive genius is

proved by the fact that under it the greatest inven-

tions of our time, teeming with inventions, were
made. It would serve no good purpose to amplify

by argument or illustration this plain meaning of

the statute. It Is so plain that to argue it would
obscure it.

It was not until the time came in which the full

possibilities seem first to have l)een appreciated of

uniting, in one, many branches of business through

coriKjrate organization and of gathering great profits

in small payments, which are not realized or re-

sented, from many, rather than smaller or even
.equal profits in larger payments, which are felt and
may be refused, from a few, that it came to be

thought that the " right to use • • • the inven-

tion " of a patent gave to the patentee or his as-

signs the right to restrict the u.se of it to materials

or supplies not described in the patent and not by its

terms made a part of the thing patented.

The construction of the patent law which justifies

as valid the restriction of patented machines, by

notice, to use with unpatented supplies necessary in

the operation of them, but which are no part of

them, is believed to have originated in Heaton-
Peninaulnr Button-Fastener Co. v. Eureka Specialty

Co.. (77 Fe<l. Rep.. 288.) (which has come to be

widely referred to as the Button Fastener Case,)

decided by the Circuit Court of Appeals of the Sixth

Circuit in 1896. In this case the court, recognizing

the pioneer chnrncter of the decision It was render-

ing, speaks of the " novel restrictions " which It is

considering nnd snys that It Is called upon

—

to mark unothpr t)oundary line around the p«t»*ntPp'B
moDopoly whirh will debar him from engroating the mar-
ket for an article not the »ub)ect of a patent,

which it declined to do.

This decision proceeds upon the argument that,

since the patentee may withhold his patent alto-

gether from public use he must logically and neces-

sarily be permitted to Impose any conditions which
he chooses up«in any use which he may allow of it.

The defect In this thinking springs from the sub-

stituting of Inference and argument for the language
of the statute and from failure to distinguish be-

tween the rights which are given to the inventor by
the patent* law and which he may assert against all

the world through an Infringement procee<Iing and
rights which he may create for himself by private

contract which, however, are subject to the rules of

general as distinguished from those of the patent
law. WMle It is true that under the statutes as

they were (and now are) a patentee might withhold
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his patented machine from public use, yet If he con-
sented to use it himself or through others, such use
Immediately fell within the terms of the statute nnd
as we have seen he Is thereby restricted to the use
of the invention as It Is described In the claims of
his patent and not as It may be expanded by limita-

tions as to materials and supplies necessary to the
operation of It Imposed by mere notice to the public.

The high standing of the court rendering this de-

cision and the obvious possibilities for gain In the
method which It approved led to an immediate and
widespread adoption of the system. In which these
restrictions expandwi into more and more compre-
hensive forms until at length the case at bar Is

reached, with a machine sold and paid for yet
claimed still to be subject not only to restriction as
to supplies to be u.sed but also subject to any re-

strictions or conditions as to use or royalty which
the company which authorized Its sale may see fit.

after the sale, from time to time to Impose. The
perfect Instrument of favoritism and oppression
which such a system of doing business. If valid,

would put Into the control of the owner of such a
patent should make courts astute. If need be. to de-
feat Its operation. If these restrictions were sus-
tained plainly the plaintiff might, for Its own profit

<»r that of Its favorites, by the obviously simple ex-
petllent of varying Its royalty charge, ruin any one
unfortunate enough to be dependent upon its con-
fessedly Important improvements for the doing of
business.

Through the twenty years since the decision In
the Button-Fastener Case was announced there have
not been wanting courts and judges who ha%-e dis-

sented from Its conclusions, ns Is sufficiently shown
In the division of this Court when the question in-

volved first came before It In Henry v. Dick Co.

(224 U. S., 1 ; 176 O. O., 751) and in the disposition

shown not to extend the doctrine In Bauer v. O'Don-
nell (229 U. S.. 1.)

The exclusive right to " vend " a patented arti-

cle is derived from the same clause of the section

of the statute which gives the exclusive right to
" use •* such an article and following the decision of
the Button-Fastener Case, It was widely contended
as obviously sound, that the right existed in the
owner of a patent to fix a price at which the pat-

ente<i article might be sold nnd resold under penalty
of patent infringement. But this Court, when the
question came before it In Bauer v. O'Donnell, (229
U. S., 1,) rejecting plausible argument and adher-
ing to the langtiage of the .'statute from which all

patent-right Is derived, refuse*! to give such a con-
struction to the act of Congress, and decide<l that
the owner of a patent Is not authorize*! by either

the letter or the purpose of the law to fix, by notice,

the price at which a patented article must be sold

after the first sale of it, declaring that the right to

vend is exhausted by a single, unconditional sale,

the article sold being thereby carried outside the
monopoly of the patent Inw nnd rendered fro** of
every restriction which the vendor nmy nttt'iniif to

put upon it. The statutory authority to grant the
exclusive right to " use" a pntentefl machine is not
No. 1.]
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greater, indeed it Is precisely the same, as the au-

thority to grant tl>e exclusive right to " vend," and,

looki'Ug to that authority, for the reasons stated in

this opinion we are convinced that the exclusive

right granted In every patent must be limited to

the Invention described In the claims of the patent

nnd that It is not competent for the owner of a pat-

ent by notice attached to Its machine to. In effect,

extend the scope of Its patent monopoly by restrict-

ing the use of It to materials necessary In Its opera-

tion but which are no part of the patented Inven-

tion, or to send Its machines forth into the channels

of trade of the country subject to conditions as to

use or royalty to be paid to be imposed thereafter

at the discretion of such patent owner. The patent

law furnishes no warrant for such a practice and
the cost, inqonvenience and annoyance to the public

which the opposite conclusion would occasion for-

bid It.

It Is argued as a merit of this system of sale un-

der a license notice that the public is benefited by
the sale of the machine at what is practically Its

cost and by the fact that the owner of the patent

makes its entire profit from the sale of the supplies

with which it Is operated. This fact, if It be a fact.

Instead of commending, is the clearest possible con-

demnation of, the practice adopted, for it proves
that under color of its patent the owner intends to

and does derive Its profit, not from the Invention on
which the law gives It a monopoly but from the un-
patented supplies with which It Is used and which
are wholly without the scope of the patent monop-
oly, thus In effect extending the power to the owner
of the patent to fix the price to the public of the

unpatented supplies ns effectively as he may fix the

price on the patented machine.

We are confirmed! In the conclusion which we are
announcing by the fact that since the decision of

Henry v. Dick Co. (224 U. S., 1) the Congress of

the United States, the source of all rights under
patents, as If in response to this decision, has en-

acted a law making it unlawful for any person en-

gaged in Interstate commerce

—

to leaiie or make a sale or contract for sale of Koods
• • • machinery, supplies, or other commo<litiek,
tehether patented or unpatented, tor use. consumption or
resale • • • or to fix a price charged therefor
• • • on the condition, agroemt-nt or underKtandlng
that the leasee or purchaser thereof shall not use • • *

the goods • • • machinery, supplies or other com-
modities of a competitor or competitors of the lessor or
seller where the m^ct of such lease, sale or contract for
resale, or such condition, agreement or understanding may
be to substantially lessen competition or tend to create a
monopoly In any line of commerce. (88 Stat, at Large,
p. 730.)

Our conclusion renders It unnecessary to make
the application of this statute to the case at bar
which the circuit court of appeals made of it but It

must be accepted by us as a most persuasive ex-

pression of the public pollcj- of our country with
respect to the question before us.

It Is obvious that the conclusions arrive*! at in

this opinion are such that the decision in Henry v.

Dick Co. (224 U. S., 1) must be regarded as over-

ruled.

Coming now to the terms of the notice attached
to the machine sold to the Seventy-second Street
Amusement Company under the license of the plain-

tiff and to the first question as we have stated it.

fVoi. SS8.

This notice first provides that the machine, which
was sold to and paid for by the Amusement Com-
pany may be used only with moving-picture films

containing the Invention of relssue<l Patent No.
12,192, so long as the plaintiff continues to own this
reissued patent
Such a restriction In Invalid because such a film

is obviously not any part of the invention of the
patent in suit; because It is an attempt, without
statutory warrant, to continue the patent monopoly
in this particular character of film after it has ex-
pired, and because to enforce It would be to create
a monopoly In the manufacture and use of moving-
picture films, wholly outside of the patent in suit
nnd of the patent law as we have Interpreted ft.

The notice further provides thnt the machine
shall be used only upon other terms (than those
stated in the notice) to be fixed by the plaintiff,
while it Is In use and while the plaintiff " owns said
patents." And it is stated at the bar that under
this warrant a charge was imposed upon the pur-
chaser graduated by the size of the theater in which
the machine was to be used.

Assuming that the plaintiff has been paid an
avernge royalty of five dollars on each machine sold,
prescribed In the license agreement. It has already
received over two hundred thousand dollars for the
use of its patented Improvement, which relates only
to the method of using the films which another had
Invented, and yet it seeks by this device to collect
during the life of the patent In suit what would
doubtless aggregate many times this amount for the
use of this same invention, after its machines have
been sold and paid for.

A restriction which would give to the plalntlfT

such a potential power for evil over an Industry
which must l>e recognized as an important element
in the amusement life of the nation, under the con-
clusions we have stated In this opinion, is plainly
void, because wholly without the scope and purpose
of our patent laws and because. If sustained. It

would be gravely Injurious to that punitc interest,

which we have seen is more a favorite of the law
than is the promotion of private rortunes.
Both questions as stated must t>e nnsweren in the

negative and the decree or the circuit court of
appeals is affirmed.

Mr. Justice McReynolds concurs In the result.

Mr. Justice Holmes, with whom concur Mr. Jus-
tice McKenna and Mr. Justice Van De^'anter. dis-

senting.

I suppose that a patentee has no less property In
his patented machine than any other own^r. and
that In addition to keeping the machine to himself
the patent gives him the further right to forbid the
rest of the world from making others like It. In
short, for whatever motive, he may keep his device
wholly out of use. (Continental Paper Bag Co. v.

Eastern Paper Bag Co.. 2ie U. S., 405. 422.) So
much being undisputed, I cannot understand why
he may not keep it out of use unless the licensee,
or, for the matter of thnt. the buyer, will use some
unpatented thing In connection with It. Generallv
Ho. 1.]
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speaking the memsnre of a coodltloii is the conse-

quence of a breach, and if that consequence is one
that the owner may impose unconditionally, he may
impose it conditiooaliy upon a certain event. ( Ash'
ley V, Ryan, 15S U. 8., 480. 443; Lloyd . DolUton,
194 U. S., 445. 449. ) Non debet, cut pimt Ueet, <i%o4
ninm* eat non lioere^ ( D. 60, 17, 21.

)

No doubt this principle might be limited or ex-

cluded in cases where the condition tends to bring
about a state of things that there is a predominant
public interest to prevent. But there Is no predomi-
nant public interest to prevent a patented teapot or
film-feeder from being kept from the public, be-

cause, as I hare said, tlie patentee may keep them
tied up at will while his patent lasts. Neither is

there any such interest to prevent the purchase of

the tea or films, that is made the condition of the

use of the machine. The supposed contravention of

public interest sometimes is stated as an attempt to

extend the patent law to unpatented articles, which
of course it is not, and more accurately as a possible

domination to be established by such means. But
the domination is one only to the extent of the de^

sire for the teapot or film-feeder, and if the owner
prefers to keep the pot or tt>e feed«- unless you will

buj' his tea or films, I cannot see in allowing him
the right to do so anything more than an ordinary
incident of ownership, or at most, a consequence
of the Paper Bag Ca*e, o<i which, as it seems to me,
this case ought to turn. (See Qra$U v. Rayvumd,
16 Pet.. 218, 242.)

Not only do I believe that the rule that I advo-

cate 18 right under the Paper Bag Case, but I think

that it has become a rule of property that law and
Justice require to be retained. For fifteen years, at

least since Bement v. National HarrtHc Co., (186
U. S-, 70, 88-93,) if not considerably earlier, the
public has been encouraged by this Court to believe

that the law is as it was laid down in Heaton-Penin-
sular Button-Fastener Co. v. Eureka Specialty Co.

(25 C. G. A.. 267) and numerous other decisions of

the tower courts, I believe that many and im-

portant transactions have taken place on the faith

of those decisions, and that for that reason as well

as for the first that I have given, the rule last an-

nounced in Henry v. .4. B. Dick Co. (224 U. S.. 1)
should be maintained.

I will add for its bearing upon Straus v. Victor
Talking Machine Co., that a conditional sale retain-

ing the title until a future event after delivery, has
been decided to be lawful again and ag^ln by this

Court. (BaHey v. Baker Ice Machine Co., 239 V. S.,

268. 272.) I confine myself to expressing my views
upon the general and important questions upon
which I have the misfortune to differ from the ma-
jority of the Court. I leave on one side the question

,of the effect of the Clayton Act, as the (3ourt has
done, and also what I might think if the Paper Bag
Cnse were not upheld, or If the question were ujkmi

the effect of a combination of patents such as to be
contrary to the policy Aat I am bound to accept
from the Congress of the United States.

Mr. Justice McKknna and Mr. Justice VAn Db-
VANTKR concur In this dissent.
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I**alatl£, a BMaafartarer of aavad-rFprodadac »•-
cMnes embodyiua v&rlooa (eatarcm covered by patents
of whicb It waa the owner, adopted a form of contract
which la called a ** Mcenae contract " and a form of
•tic* called a " Ucenae aottce." The notice waa at-
tached to each BMckiiie and liceaaed the maehlBc for
oae only with certain aanterUls Bade by plain UC,
granted to dlatrlbatera the ri^bt to u«e the ma.chin*
for demonstrating purposes only and a right to asstini
a Mke rlg*t to the public or to revnterly-Ilcenaed dealers
at the dealer*' reaolar ^Imcxnat r»yalty, and prorlded
that the dealers might coavey the Urenfl«> only when a
certain royalty had been paid. It also provided thit
the title to the machine should remain In plaintiff, with
right of reiK>s«es9lofi open breach of the conditions by
payiaff t* tke aaer the aaoant paid by htm leas Ave per
cent, for each year the machine was used, and that
violation of the conditions or remuval of the notice was
an Infringement of the patent Defendant, being a mem-
ber of the general nDflcensed ptrbllc and baring no con-
tract relatfena with plaiatifT. aecnred from plaintiff's
wholesale aad retaU agents aome of the machine* and
sold them, and threatened to sell other*, at price* le*a
than the price flied in the notice. Held that the
" llcenae notice ** Is merely a disguised attempt to con-
trol the price of the machines after they had been sold
and paWt for and that It Is Inralld under the doctrine
annoonced In Adam9 r. Bwrke (17 WalL, 498) and
Bauer . (yDomueU, (229 U. S.. 1.)

CumoaAai to the Circuit Court of Appeals for the
Second Circuit.

Mr. Edtoar4 D. Wise and J/r. Wmltcr C. Noyes for
the petitioners.

ifr. Frederiik .4. Blount nnd Mr. Hector T. Fen-
ton tor the respondents.

Mr. Justice Ci.akke delivered the opinion of the
CouTt.

It will contribute to brevity to designate the
parties to this proceeding as they were in the trial

court—the respondent as plaintiff and the petitioners
as defendants.

The plaintiff In its bill alleges : that it is a cor-
poration of New Jersey ; that for many years it has
been manufacturing sound-reproducing machines
embodying various features covered by pii tents of
whldi It Is the owner, and that, for the purpose of
marketing these machines to the beat advantage,
about August lat, 1918, It adopted a form of con-
tract which It calls a *• license contract " and a form
of notice called a " license notice," under which it

alleges all of Its machines have, since tliat date been
furnished to dealers and to the public.

This " license notice " which Is attached to each
machine and is set out in full in the bill, declares
that the machine to which it Is attache<l Is manu-
factured under patenU, Is licensed for the term of
the patent under which it is Ikensed having the
longest time to run and may be used only with
sound-records, sound-boxes and needles manufac-
tured by the plaintiff ; that only the right to use the
machine " for demonstrating purposes " is granted
to "distributers" (wholesale dealers), but that
these "dlatrlbatera" may assign a like right "to
the public " or to " regularly licensed Victor deal«« "
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(retailer*) "at the dealer's regular discount

royaltj :" that the "denlers" nuiy convey the
•* license to use tl»e machine " only when a " royalty *'

of nut leaa than two hundred dollars shall have
been paid, and upon the " consideration *• that

ail of the conditions of the " license " shall have
been ob8«-ved; that the title tt) the machine shall

remain in the plaintiff, which shall have the right

to repossess It upon breach of any of the conditions

of tlie notice, by paying to the user the amount paid

by hlin less five per cent, for ench year that the

machine has been used. The notice in terms re-

serves the right to the plaintiff to Insi^ect. test and
repair the machine at nil times and to Instruct the

user in its use, " bat it assumes no obligation to do
so;" it provides that "any exct'ssive use or viola-

tion of the conditions shall t>e an Infringement of

plaintiff's patent," and that any erasure or removal
of tlie notice will be considered ns a violation of

the license. Finally, it provides that at ti>e expira-

tion of the patent " under which It is licensed " hav-

ing the longest time to run the mnchlne shall be-

come the property of the licensee provide*! all the

conditioos r>ecite<l in the notice shall have been com-
plleil with aiMl the acceptance of the machine is de-

clared to be " an acceptance of these conditions."

The rcMitract b«twi»en the plaintiff and its dealers

is not set out in full in the bill but it is alleged that

since AnjTUSt 1st, 1913, the plaintiff has had with

ench of Its 7,000 licensed dealers a wTltten contract

in whIHi .ill the terms of the "license notice" are

in substance repenteil niMl in addition it is nlieged

that e.ich denier " If he has signed the assent there-

to** Is authorized to dispoee of any machines re-

ceived from "tlie plaintiff <llpectly or through a
paramount distributing tlealer." but subject to all

of tl»e conilitions cNpressed in the " licen«' notice."

It is allereii tlmt thix contract cootnins the pro-

vlHions that

—

a breach •{ an/ of the condlttona o* the part of a dia-
trlbuter will render him llaMe, not only tor an InfrlnKe
Bent o€ t%e patent hat to aa action on the roatraet or
other proper remedy.

As to the tlefemiuuts tiie bill nllei^es tiiat they
oimduct n huye iiiejcuntiie hujsinesK Lo New York
ciu.v ; tliat with full knowleilge of the terms of the

contract, ns descrlbetl, between tlie plaintiff and its

dlstrn)uters and of the " license notice " attached to

each machine, the defendants " being members of

the general unlicensed public." ixiu] having no con-

tract relation with the plnintlff or with any of its

llcense<l distributers or llcense<l dealers. Induced
*• covertly nnd on Atirions pretenses," one or more
of plaintiff's llcense<l dhUrnnrters or dealers to vio-

late his or their cr)ntrncts with the plaintiff, pro-

vidlag that no mnchltves sljonid \te delivered to any
unlleenKed meinl>er of the ;.'et»era1 pnWIc until " the
full llceose price" stated In tt>e "license notice"
afRzed to each maddrte was paM. an<l thereby
obtained pn«se<4Sioa of a large niiiober of soch ma-
chines at much less tlian the pnces atnted in the
" lloease notiee :" ttiat under the tfmis of the said

Ucenoe agreeiaent and notice, tlaey have no title to
the aaaae, sod thnt they (uive noltl large numbers
thereof to the pi^Ik- and are limposiag on*! threat-

to (ttapoae vt the reraalnder of those which
fVal

they have acquired to ** the unlicensed general

public." at much less than the price stated in the

notice affixed to each machine.

The prayer la for an Injunction restraining the de-

fendants from selling any of the machines, posses-

sion of which they have acquired, from other and
further violation of plaintiff's rights under its Let-

ters Patent and for the usual accounting and for

damages.

The dl.«itrict court regarded the twinsactlon de-

scribed in the " license notice " as in substance a

sale which exhausted the interest of the plaintiff In

the machine, except as to the right to have it used

with records and needles as provided for therein,

aiKi this right not being involved in this case It dis-

missed the bill. (222 Fed., 524.)

On appeal, the circuit court of appeals affirmed

this judgment and remanded the case, but with in-

structions to allow the plaintiff to ameiul its bill

"if it be so advised." (225 Fed.. 535.)

The bill was thereafter so amended as to allege

that the defendants had in their possession a large

numt)er of machines which they had obtained from
piaintilTs distributers and dealers at much less in

each case than the price stated in the " license

notice." and that they were proposing to dispose of

these toachines to the " unllcen.se<l general public "

at less than the prices stated in the " license notice "

in disregard of plaintiff's rights.

Again the district court, oti the same ground as

before, sustained a motion to dismiss the bill, but

the circuit court of appeals reversed this holding

(230 Fed., 449) and the case is here for review on
certiorari.

The abstract of the bill which we have given,

makes it plain : that whate>er rights the plaintiff

bus aj^iost the defendants must be derived frou*.

the " license notice " attached to each macidne. foi

no contract rights existed between them, tlie defend-

ants being only " members of the unlicensed general

public;" and that the sole act of infringement

charged against the defendants is that they exceeded

the terms of the license notice by obtaining ma-
chines from the plaintiff's wholesale or retail agents

and by selling them at less than the price fixed by

the plaintiff.

It Is apparent from the foregoing statement that

we are called upon to determine whether the syt^teni

adopted by the plaintiff was selected as a means of

securing to the owner of the patent that exclBSlve

risht to use its invention which is granted throvgfa

the patent law, or whether, under oslor of anch a

purpose. It is a device unlawfully resorted to in an
effort to profitably extend the scope of its patent at

the expense of the general pubilc Is it the fact.

OS is dfilmed, that this "license notice** «( the

plaintiff is a means or agency designed In caodor
and giKKl faith to enable the plaintiff to make only

that fall, reasonable and exclusive use of Its Inven-

tloai which is contemplated by the patent law or Is

it a diagutsed attempt to control the prices of tts

niachinee after they bare been nold and paid for?

Rrst of all It is plainly apixirent that this plan

of marketing adopted by the plalntftf Is, In

Vs. i.]
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stance, the one dealt with by this Court In Dr. Miles
Medical Co. v. Park d Sons Co. (220 U. S., 373)
and In Bauer v. O'Df/nnell, (229 U. S., 1; 191 O. G..

1068.) adroitly modified on the one hand to take
advantage. If possible, of distinctions suggested by
these decisions, and on the other hand to evade cer-

tain supposed effects of them.
If we look through the words and forms, with

which the plaintiff has most elaborately enveloped its

purpose, to the substance and realities of the trans-

action contemplated, we shall discover several no-

table and significant features. First, while as if

looking to the future, the notice, in terms. Imposes
various restrictions as to title and as to the " use "

of the ninchines by plaintiff's agents, wholesale and
retail, and by the " unlicensed members of the
public," for Itself, the plaintiff makes sure, that the
future shall have no risks, for It requires that all

that It asks or expects at any time to receive for
each machine must be paid in full before it imrts
with the possession of It.

Second, while in terms the " use " of each machine
U restricted and forfeiture for failure to strictly

comply with the many conditions and requirements
of the notice is provided for, this system, elaborate
to the extent of confusion, fails utterly to provide
for entering any evidence of a qualified title in any
public ofl^ce or In any public record, and no require-

ment is found in it for reporting by users or
licensees, who may remove from one place to an-
other taking the machine with them, as would very
certainly be required If the plaintiff intended to
enforce the rights so elaborately asserted In this

notice;—if the system were really a genuine pro-
vision designed to protect through many years to
come the restricted right to " use " and the seem-
ingly qualified title which it purports to grant to
dealers and to the public, from being exceeded or
departed from.

Third. The fact that under this system " at dif-

ferent times " " large numbers " of machines, as Is

alleged in the plaintiff's bill, have been "covertly"
sold to the defendants by the plaintiff's wholesale
and retail agents at less than the price fixed for
them, Is persuasive evidence that the transaction Is

not what it purports on its face to be. If It were
a reasonably guarded plan, really Intended to keep
the plaintiff in touch with each of Its machines un-
til the expiration of the patent of latest date, for
the purpose of insisting upon Its being used in the
manner provided for in the "license notice" the
plaintlfTs prompt and sufficient remedy for such an
Invasion of its ripht as is claimed In this case would
be found In Its sales department or rather In Its
" license " department, and not in the courts. That
the plaintiff comes into court with a bill to enjoin
the defendants from reselling machines secretly sold
to them in large numbers by the plaintiff's agents
Indicates very clearly that at least until the exi-
gency out of which this case grew, arose, the scheme
was regarded by the plaintiff itself and by its agents
simply as one for maintaining prices by holding a
patent Infringement suit in terrorem over the ig-

norant and the timid.

[Vol.

And finally, while the notice iieriiiits the use of
the machines, which have been fully paid for, by
the "unlicensed members of the general public."

significantly calletl In the bill " the ultimate users."

until " the expiration of the patent having the long-

est term to run " (which, under the copy of the notice

set out In the bill, would be July 22<1. 1930) it pro-

vides that If the licensee shall not have failed to
<>l>serve the conditions of the license, and the Victor
Company shall not have previously taken possession

of the machine, as In the notK^e provided, then,

perhaps sixteen years or more after he has paid for

it and in all probability long after It has been worn
out or become obsolete and worthless " It shall be-

come the property of the licensee."

It thus becomes clear that this "license notice"
is not Intendetl as a security for any further pay-
ment upon the machine, for the full price, called a
" royalty." was paid before the plaintiff parted with
the possession of It ; that It Is not to be used as a

basis for tracing and keeping the plaintiff lnforme<l

as to the condition or use of the machine, for no
report of any character is required from the " ulti-

mate user" after he has paid the stipulated price;

that, notwithstanding its apparently studied avoid-

ance of the use of the wonl " -^ale " ami its frequent
reference to the word " use," the most obvious re-

quirements for securing a horui fide enforcement of

the restrictions of the notice as to " use " are omit-
ted ; and that, even by its own terms, the title to

the machines ultimately vests In the "ultimate
users." without further payment or action on their

part, except patiently waiting for patents to expire
on lnventlon.s. which, so far as this notice shows,
may or may not be Incorporated In the machine.
There remains for this "licen.se notice" so far as
we can discover, the function only, of fixing and
maintaining the price of plaintiff's machines to Its

agents and to the public, and this we cannot doubt
Is the purpose for which It really was designed.

Courts would be perversely blind if they failed to
look through such an attempt as thlr " license no-

tice " thus plainly is to sell property for n full price,

and yet to place restraints upon Its further aliena-

tion, «uch as have been hateful to the law from Ix)rd

Coke's day to ours, because obnoxious to the public

Interest. The scheme of distribution Is not a sys-

tem deslgne<l to secure to the plaintiff and to the
public a rea.sonable use of Its machines, within the
grant of the patent laws, but Is in substance and In

fact a mere price-fixing enterprise, which, if given

effect, would work great and widespread injustice

to innocent purchasers, for it must be recognized
that not one purchaser in many would read such a
notice, and that not one in a much greater number,
if he did read it. could understand its Involved and
intricate phra.seology, which bears many evidences
of being framed to conceal rather than to make
clear its real meaning and purpose. It would be
a perversion of terms to call the transaction In-

tended to be embodied In this system of marketing
plaintiffs machines a " license to use the Invention."
{ Bauer v. O'Donnell, 229 U. S.. 1, 16.)

CJonvinced as we are that the purpose and effect
Ho. L]
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of this " license notice " of plaintiff, considered as
a part of its scheme for marketing its product, is

not to secure to the plaintiff any use of its machines,
and as is contemplated by the patent statutes, but
that its real and poorly-concealed purpose is to re-

strict the price of them, after the plaintiff had been
paid for them and after they have passed into the

possession of dealers and of the public, we conclude
that It falls within the principles of Adams v. Burke
(17 Wall., 453, 456) and of Bauer v. O'Donnell,

(229 U. S., 1;) that It Is, therefore. Invalid, and that

the district court properly held that the bill must
fall for want of equity.

It results that the decree of the circuit court of

appeals will he reversed and that of the district

court affirmed.

Reversed.

ADJUDICATED PATEFia

(U. S. D. C.) The Bell reissue patent, No. 14,194,

(original No. 1,111.432,) for a sewing-machine at-

tachment. Held not within the original invention

and void. Pierce v. Bell, 239 Fed. Rep., 549.

[Vol. 288.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Kenney patent. No. 847,947,

for a vacuum-cleaner, Held not anticipated, valid,

and Infringed. Vacuum Cleaner Co. v. Innovation

Electric Co., 239 Fed. Rep., 543.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Legg patent. No. 946,235.

for a shoe-form, Held not infringed. C. S. Pierce

Co. V. Belcher, 239 Fed. Rep., 529.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Lindsay patent. No. 748.760.

for a rear axle for automobiles, claims 2 and 3, In

view of the prior art, Held void for lack of patent-

aable invention. Winton Motor Carriage Co. v.

Lindsay Auto Parts Co., 239 Fed. Rep., 521.

(U. S. D. C.) The Pierce patent. No. 1.154.337.

for a sewing-machine attachment. Held valid and
Infringed. Pierce v. Bell, 239 Fed. Rep., 549.

(U. S. D. C.) The Wendell patent, No. 1,137,438,

for an Ironing-machine, Held void for prior use for

more than two years. Wendell v. American Laun-
dry Machinery Co., 239 Fed. Rep., 555.
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Company. 587 South Dearborn atrw-t, CWcago, 111., for

reclstrttloD of a trade-mark and trade-aaark registered

\uini«t M. l»Oa. No. 46,TfS4. to American Farmer Com
DBjav a Corporation, 38 South Peno*ylT«Jai* street. In

Slanapolle, Ind., and a notic* of such deelatatloa aent by

reaiatered mall to said American Far«j«>r Coaipany a tor

uoration, at the aald addresB having been returned by the

post-oflke undellyerable. Botic« Is her«by given that unless

said American Farmer CompeDy. a Corporation. Us a»-

sljrns or leeal representatives, shall enter an appearance
therein within thirty days from the flrat publication of

thU order the lnterferenc« will be proceeded with as In

^T^h^s notice will be published In the 0»rici.tL Gazitti
for three consecutive weeks. ^ ^ WHITEHEAD.

Firgt AaH»tant Cemmissinner.W

Iwne of May 8, 1917.

Patents 863—No.
Designs 63—No.
Tmdi-Marks . . 75—No.
Labels 2»-No.
PrlnU. ........ 8—No.
Reissues 4—No.

l.Z24,885toNo.
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116,486 to No.
20,070 to No.
4,69 to No.
14,297 to No.

l,a6,7S7,incJuslva.
50,rro, Induslra.

116, &6», incluaJve.
•JO, 082, inclusive.

4,WO, inclusive.

14,300, mclusive.

Total

Disclaimer.

1,074,973.

—

John \e%berger and Jam«$ F. Hinet, Clere-

land. Ohio. Shade and CiBTai!<-PoL» Support.

Patent dated October 7, 1913. Disclaimer filed April

28, 1917.

Hereby disclaim :

•• Being the Joint inventors of the Invention set forth

m said tetters Patent No. 1.074.978. and the aatd John
Neuberger disclaims being the inventor of any part

thereof."

Adverse Docisiona m Interference.

Patiht no. 1.121.911.

On January 80. 1917. a decision was rendered that Wll-

lUm W Baslck was not the first io'^'^to^ J>f the "ubject-

matter covered by claims 8. 7 8, 9. and 10 of Ws Patent

Kft 1 121 ail subject. " Goggles, and no appeal having

£^ntikinwlth"n the time iTloWed such dectilon ban be-

come final.

Interference Notioee

DlPABTMiNT or THE Interior.
Dnitid States Patint Offici.

Wathington, D. C, May t, 1917.

Aw^^rioan Farmer Company, a Corporation, its assignt or

Iraai reprettentativea. take notice: n.m^ u^
An Interference having been declared by this Oflftre be-

tween the sppHcatlon of American Farming PuWlablng

Dspartmint of thi Int»bior,
Umtm) Stat«8 Patent Office,

Waghington. D. C, April li, 19n.

Worrvn B. Smith, hit a»»igna or legal reitretentaUve;

take notice:
. , ^ . ^. , „_ _ . ^

An Interference havlngbeen declared by thl,. Offlce be-

tween the application ofKllng Bros. & Co.. 411-415 ^outh

Fifth avenue. Chicago. 111., for registration of a trade-

mark and trade-mark registered February 28. 1893, No.

22 821. to Warren K. Smith. 49 Lafayette Place. New
To'rk hi T and a notice of such declaration sent by regis-

tered' mall to said Warren E. Smith at the Kald address

having been returned by the post office undellverable. no-

tice Is hereby given that unless said Warren E. Smith, bis

assigna or legal reprejentatlvei, shall enter an appearance

therein within thirty days from the flrat publication of

this order the Interference will be proceeded with as in

^Th?8 not*"e will be published In the Official Gazettb

for three consecutive weeks.

R. r. WHITEHEAD.
r^rat Afi*i*t«nt Commitnioner.

ADJUDICATED PATENTS.

(tJ. S. G. C. A.) The Guy patent. No, 1.007,716.

for a miner's carbld-lunip. Helii void for prior public

use. Ony v. Stein, 289 Fwl. Rep.. 729,

(U. S. C. C. A.) The I>wnard patent. No. 615.868.

for a rubl>er sub.stltute ami prmess of iimkin;: th*-

same, Held not Infringed. LeonorA t. Com Products

Refining Co., 289 Fed. Rep., 784.

(U. S. G. C. A.) The Monroe reissue patent. No.

13 708, for a road-leveling machine. i/«/d vfiid for

prior public use. Monroe v. Bretee, 289 Feil. Bep.,

727.
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APPLICATIONS UNDER EXAMINATION.

Condition at Clot of Businat May 4, 1917.

DivisioDs and subjects at InvonUon.

1. Closore Operators: Fences; Qfttee; Harrows and Diggers; Plows; Railway Gates; Seeders and Planters-
Trees. Plants, and Flowvrs.

2. Bee Culture; Curtains, Shades, and Screens; Dairy; Label Pasting and Paper Hanging; Paper Files^J Binders. Me-linnes; Pneumatics; Presses; Tents, t:anopies, Imbrellas, andCanes; Tobacco
3. Annealing and Tempering; Electric Heating and Rheostats; Electrochemistry; Heating- Metal-

founding; Metallurgii'al Apparatus; Metallurgy. Plastic MeUl Working
4. Conveyers; Elevators; Excavating; Hoisting; Ixjading and Unloading; Pneumatic Despatch' Pu«h-
.

„l°g *nd Pullmg Devices. Railway Mail Delivery; Store-Service; Traversing Hoists.
6. Bookbinding; Harvesters; Jewelry; Music
6. Bleaching and Dyeing; Chemicals; Explosives; Fertilliers; Liquid Coating Compoeitlotis- PJastlc

Compositions, Preservine; Substance Preparation.
'""""^

7. Educational Appliances; Clutches; Games and Toys; Motors; Optics; Velocipedes
8. Beds; Chaars; Flexible-Sheet Securing Device; Furniture; Kitchen and Table Art'lciee; Store Fur-

niture; Supports. '

9. .\ir and Qas Pumps; Hydraulic Motors; Motors, Fluid; Motors, Fluid-Current; Pumne
10. Carriages and Wagons *^

Oidwt new appU-
flatioa and old-
est action by ap-
plicant awaiting
offlce action.

11. Boot and Shoe Makmg; Boots, Shoes, and Leggings: Button, Eyelet, and Rivet Setting; Harness;
Leather Manu^-tures; Nalllne and Stapling: Spring DevicM; Whips and Whip Appanitni.

}2. Journal- Boxes, Pujleys, and Shafting, Machine Elements
. . _ _

Making; Boring and
Tea<letl, and Screw-
Metal Forging and

Making: Nut and Bolt'-LocksTTumini:
" " ^' "° ''°«^' ^«^'« »"d P'«

M. Compound Tools: Cutting and Punching Sheets and Bars; Farrierv: Metal- Bending; Metal-Oma-
menting; Sheet- Metal Ware, Making; Tools; Wire Fabrics and Structure; Wire-Working

15. Bread. Paatry, and Confection Making; Coating; Fuel: Class; laminated Fabrics and Analogous

n "tr
^*^' ^*P®'""***'''°8 *«*i f'oer Liberation; Plastic Block and Earthenware Apparatus;

16. Electric Signaling; Radiant Energy; Telegraphy; Telephony
17. OrnanMntation; l>aper Manufactures; Prmting; Type Castiii; Sheet MateruV Xiiii^toting or 'Fold-'mg: sheet Feeding or Delivering: Tvpe Setting.

e wvi

18. Fluid- Pressure Regulators; lnje<tors and Ejectors; Liquid Heaters and Vaporizers- Lubrication-
Miscellaneous Heat-Englne Plants; Speed Responsive Devices; Steam and Vacuum Pumps'Steam- Engines; .->team- Engine Valves.

J®- ?*iHf*1'^^"^o'}^*'* Furnaces Heating Systems; Stoves and Furnaces; Domestic Cooking Vessels

takf
Members; Builders' Hardware; Cutlery; Dentistry; Ixjcks and Latches; Safes; Inder-

21. BrakM and Qins; Cardine; Cloth- Finishing; C<HitinuoQ»-Strip Fe«ling; Cordage; Felt and Fur
hjiltting and Netting; silk; Splnnlne; Weaving; Winding and Reeling

22. Aeronautic; Air-Guixs, Catapults, and Targets; Ammunition and Explosive Devices; Boats andBuoys; Firearms; Marine Propulsion; Ordnance; Ships"
'^Tto^OmSuin^M^&sS.'''''''^'''

^«™^^«^^^ Registers; Sound Recording and Reproducing;

24. Apparel; -Apparel .Apparatus; siewing-Machines; Garment Supporters
^'

*^Gm£^' ^fi^^«'''"S-
''«"''*'"«»' Bowl Separators: Mills; Threshing; vi^rtibieCitto«MdC^'ii;V

2ft. Electricity, Generation; Motive Power
27. Brushing and Scrubbing; Grinding and Polishing; LaundryV Washing ADparatus
28. Internal-Combustion Engines .... * »»»—•»«

,

29. Coopering: Fire-Escapes; Ladders; Roofs: Wheelwright-Machines;" Wooden BulJdingsiw^lsaWkii-"
Wood-Turning; Woodworking: Woodworking Tools.

—i>"»-s=. v~«-ao mg.

Mar. 1

Feb. 18

Jan. 26

Apr. 2

D«:. 2
Jan. 27

Feb. 20

Jan. 4
Apr. ft

Jan. 1ft

Dec. 14

Jan. 3

Jan. 16
Mar. tl

Nov. 1

Apr. 6
Jan. 6
Dec. 14

32. Cwbonatlne Beverages; Dispensing Beverages; Dispensing; Gas and Liquid Contact Apparatus; Oct. 9Heat Exchange: Packaging Li jui.is. Refrigeration.
33. Bridges; Hydraulic Engineering; Masonry and Concrete Structures; Metallic Building Structures; Jan. 16

**
^Mteners^*"^'''^™^^'

^^''^'' ^*"' *°'* Joints: Railway Rolling Stock; Railway Ties and Nov. IS

35. Buckles Buttons, Clasps, Etc.; Card. Picture, and Sign Exhibiting; Signals; Toilet D«: 27

« ^"«": <^j«o™''"ical Instrumerits; Measuring rnstruments: Photographv; Force Measuring Jan. 27

.rppUc^SS*'
^'•^''"'^'ty- Circuit Makers and Breakers; Ele -trinity, ('ondults; Electricity, OeneraJ Nov. »

» WatTr^DbtrUmtfon.'
^"^^ ^<^^t- Fishing and Trapping; SUtlonery; Stone-Working; Wells Apr. S

40. Baggage; Bottles and Jars; Cbeck-CVrntfoHed Apparatus; Cloth, Uatbar^ ^a^^ fS ai
Deposit and Colle,-tlon Receptacles; Metallic S^ne and^to^S vi^; P^Kje^'k^Si

*

Carriers. Paper Re<^ptacles; Special Re.«ptacles and Packages; Wooden Re^*ptacl^
41. Railway Draft .\pplianccs: Resilient Tires and VS'heels y ^
42. Electricftv, Conductors; Railway Sienallns;: Ele<-trlcitv-Transmlssion to Vehicles ! ! ! ! !

!

'

! ' "

'

!

Dec 8

pSl^tl
Electricity, Medical and Surgical; I^lre-Extingulshers; Sewerage; Surgery; Watir' Jan.' 31

Feb. 12

Apr. 9

Fab. 9
Apr. 7

Jan. 24
Apr. 2

7

Fab. 28

Aug. 26

Mar. 14
Apr. 9

Fab. 1

Apr. 6
Fab. 1

Fab. 1

Mar.
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2. Controlling mechanism for electric switches com-
prising in combination, a revoluble cylindrical member
provided with an axial way. a rotatable knob, mechanism
for imparting movement of said knob in one direction to
said cylindrical member, a device for limiting rotation of
said cylindrical member in the said direction only, a
wheel rotatable about said cylindrical member, a coll
spring about said cylindrical member with one end por-
tion coupled to said wheel and its other end portion
movable with said mechanism to impel said wheel to
rotate In the same direction as said cylindrical member
la moved by said mecfaanlsm, a device for Imparting
movement of said wheel In the said direction to said
cylindrical member, and mechanism for resisting quick
movement of said wheel, and a snap switch engaging
head flttlng in the way of said cylindrical member.

3. In controlling mechanism for electric switches of
the character described, the combloatlon of a revoluble
cylindrical member adapted for connection with the
switch and provided with clrcumferentially dUposed
ratchet teeth, a knob, a motion transmitting member co-

axial with said cylindrical member and operatlvely con-
nectetl with said knob to be rotated by Its movement In
a pre<letermlned direction, a pawl carrle<l by said motion
transmitting memt>er and cooperating with the teeth of

tetd cylindrical member to rotate the same in the said

direction only, a device retdsting rotation of said motion
transmitting member in a direction counter to said pre-

determined direction, a gear rotatable about said cylindri-

cal member, a coll spring about said cylindrical member
with its one end portion coiiple<l to said gear and its

other end portion movable with said motion trnn«mlttlng

member to urge said gear to rotate in the same direction

as said cylindrical member is moved by said motion trans-

mitting member, a device for imparting movement of said

gear in the said direction to Kald cylindrical member, an
escapement mechanism, and a train of gears in operative

relation to said escapement mechanism and in meshing
relation to said gear to resist quick movement of the
latter.

4. In control mechanism for electric switches of the
character described, the combination of a revoluble cylin-

drical member adapted for connection with the twitch and
provided with clrcumferentially disposed ratchet teeth,

a knob, a motion transmitting member coaxial with said
cylindrical member and operatlvely connected with said
knob to be rotated by Its movement in a predetermined
direction, a pawl carried by said motion transmitting
member and cooperating with the teeth of said cylindrical

member to rotate the same In the aald direction only, a
device resisting rotation of said motion transmitting
member In a direction counter to said predetermined di-

rection, a wheel rotatable about said revoluble cylindrical

member, a coll spring about said cylindrical member with
one end portion coupled to said wheel and Its other end
portion movable with said motion transmitting member
to impel said wheel to rotate in the said direction as said

cylindrical member is moved by said motion transmitting
member, a device for imparting movement of said wheel
in the said direction to raid cylindrical member, and
mechanism for resisting quick movement of said wheel.

5. In control mechanism for electric switches of the
character described, the combination of a revoluble cylin-

drical member adapted for connection with the switch
and provlde<l with two sets of clrcumferentially disposed

ratchet teeth, a knob, a motion transmitting member co-

axial with said cylindrical member and operatlvely con-

necte<l with said knob to be rotate<l by its movement in

a predetermined direction, a pawl carried by said motion
transmitting member and cofiperating with one of the

said sets of teeth of said cylindrical member to rotate the

same in said direction only, a device resisting rotation of

said motion transmitting member In a direction counter

to Bflld predetermined direction, a wheel rotatable about
said cylindrical member, a coll spring about said cylindri-

cal member with one end portion coupled to said wheel
and Its other end portion movable with said motion trana-

mtttlng member to impel said wheel to rotate in the same
direction as said cylindrical member is moved by said 1

motion transmitting member, a pawl carried by aald
wheel and cooperating with the other of said sets of
ratchet teeth of said cylindrical member to impart the
said movement of said wheel to said cylindrical member,
and mechanism for resisting quick movement of aald
wheel.

1,224.88«. CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR. Fbitz Bai^
Ma, Chicago, 111., assignor to Troy Laundry Machinery
Company, Limited, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of New
York. Original application filed Apr. 6. 1912, Serial
No, ©88,818. Divided and this application filed July
16, 1913. Serial No. 40,261. (CI. 74—46.)

;--r

f I

1. In a centrifugal extractor, the combination with the
rotary basket thereof, of means controlling the applica-
tion of power to said basket, a cover for preventing sccess
to said basket, a lever mounted upon a fixed fulcrum at
one side of said cover, and a projection on said cover for
oscillating said lever when the cover Is opened Into posi-

tion to obstruct the operation of said controlling means
to apply power to the basket, said lever t>elng auto-
matically movable upon the clofdng of said cover into a
position to permit the operation of said controlling
means.

2. In a centrifugal extractor, the combination with a
casing, of a cover for said casing, a rotary basket within
said casing, means controlling the application of power
to said basket, a lever mounted upon said casing, means
on said cover for oscillating said lever when the cover is

open into position to obstruct the operation of said con-
trolling means to apply power to the basket, and means
for automatically oscillating said lever to a position to
permit the operation of said controlling means to apply
power to said basket when the cover is closed.

3. In a centrifugal extractor, the combination with |^

casing, of a cover for said casing, a rotary basket within
said casing, belt shifting mechanism controlling the ap-
plication of power to said basket, a Ifver mounte^l upon
said casing, a cam on said cover adapted to oscillate said
levt-r when the cover is opened Into the path of movement
of said belt shifting mechanism to obstruct the applica-
tion of power to said basket, and means on said lever
for oscillating the same out of the path of said belt shift-
ing mechanism when said cover is closed.

4. In a centrifugal extractor, the combination with a
casing, of a cover for said casing, a rotary basket within
said casing, belt shifting mechanism controlling the ap-
plication of power to said basket, a lever fulcrnmed inter-

mediate of its ends upon said casing, and a projection
movable with said cover to engage one end of said lever

when the cover is opened, and moving the other end of
said lever into the path of movement of aald belt shift-

ing mechanism to obstruct the application of power to
salil basket, said lever being automatically movable when
dl.><engaged by aald projection Into a position out of the
path of said belt shifting mechanism.

May 8, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. '•$

1,224,880. TURRBT-LATHB. OaOBOB C, BaiDONS, Cleve

land, Ohio, assignor to Bardons and Oliver, a Partner-

ship comprising George C. Bardons and John G. Oliver.

Cleveland. Ohio. Flie<l Feb. 19, 1916. Serial No.

79,282. (a. 29—48.)

"O o
1. In a turret lathe, the combination of a turret slide

having a threaded vertical hole and an upper surface

around the same for supporting a turret, an externally

threaded and Internally conical ring which is screwed

into said hole, and a turret which rests upon the slide

and has a depending frusto-conlcal boss which is rotatably

fitted In said ring.

2. In a turret lathe, the combination of a turret slide

having a threaded vertical hole and an upper surface

around the same for supporting a turret, a spilt ring

which Is screwed Into said hole, means for expanding said

split ring when It has been adjusted to the desired posi-

tion with respect to the turret slide, and a turret which

rests upon the slide and has a depending frusto-conlcal

boas which Is rotaUbly fitted In said ring.

8. In a turret lathe, the combination of a turret slide

having a threaded vertical hole and an upper surface

•round the same for supporting a turret, a split ring

Milch Is screwed into tmid hole, said split ring having

1» its adjacent ends a threaded and tapered hole, and a

tareaded and tapered locking pin which screws Into said

hole, a turret which rests upon the slide and has a depend-

ing fmsto-conlcal boss which la roUtably fitted In said

ring.

1,224.890. CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTOR. Wiluam
Bastholomsw, Chicago. III., assignor to Troy Laundry

Machinery Company, Limited, Chicago, III., a Coriwra

tlon of New York. Original application filed Mar. 26,

1912, Serial No. 686,404. Divided and this application

filed July 16. 1915. Serial No. 40,237. (Cl. 74—46.)

1. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination with a moving member, of a safety guard for

preventing access to said member, means for controlling

the application of power to said member, and elements

connected with said guard and with said controlling means

having intersecting paths of movement whereby when said

guard Is In unprotecting position the element connected

thereto lies In the path of the element connected to said

controlling ineans to prevent the operation of the Matter

to apply power to said member, and when said power con

trolling means Is In position to apply power to said mem-
ber the element connected thereto lies In the path of the

element connected to said guard to prevent the movement
thereof from Its protecting position.

2. In a centrifugal extractor, the combination with a

rotary basket, of a cover for closing said basket, means
for controlling the application of power to rotate said

basket, and elements connected to said cover and to said

power controlling means having Intersecting paths of

movement whereby when said cover is in open position

the element connected thereto lies in the path of the

element connected to said power controlling means to pre-

vent the operation thereof to apply power to the basket,

and when said power controlling means Is in position to

rotate said basket, the element connected thereto lies in

the path of the element connected to said cover to prevent

the movement thereof Into open position.

8. In a centrifugal extractor, the combination with a

rotary basket, of a cover for closing said basket, means
for controlling the application of power to said basket,

a reciprocating rod connected to said means, a second

reciprocating rod having a path of movement Intersect-

ing that of said first rod, means connecting said second

rod with said cover for projecting the same Into the path

of said first rod when the cover Is in open position and

the power is disconnected from the basket and for re-

tracting said second rod out of the path of said first rod

when the cover Is closed, said first rod when the power Is

applied to the basket lying in the path of said second

rod and thereby preventing the lifting of said cover.

4. In a centrifugal extractor, the combination with a

casing, of a rotary basket within said casing, a cover for

closing said casing, a belt shifter comprising a recipro-

cating rod, a second reciprocating rod having a path of

movement intersecting that of said belt shifting rod,

means connecting said second rod with said cover for pro-

jecting the same Into the path of said belt shifting rod

when the cover Is opened and the belt Is on the loose

pulley and for retracting said rod oot of the path of said

belt shifting rod when the cover Is closed, said belt shift-

ing rod when the belt Is on the tight pulley lying In the

path of said second rod and thereby preventing the lifting

of said cover.

1,224,891. MANUFACTURE OF CHAIR-SEATS. Albmt
J. Bacm, New York, N. Y., assignor to Albert Wanner,

Jr., New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 19, 1916. Serial No.

62,340. (a. 166—4.)

4 o * «

1. The herein described chair seat including concentric

endless frame members, a seat proper formed of a piece

of flexible sheet material, said piece being extended over.

and being in a substantially uniformly taut state as to

the whole area of, the Inner frame member and having its

marginal part extended between said frame members, and

a hoop Interposed l>etwcen said meml>er8 In concentric re-

lation thereto and clamping the marrfnal part of said

seat proper In place, said hoop having a continuous groove-

Interlock with each of said members.

2. The herein described chair scat Including concentric

endless frame meml)ers, a seat proper formed of a piece

of flexible sheet material, said piece l>eing extended over,

and being In a substantially uniformly taut state as to
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the whole area of the Inner frame member and haring Its

mar^nal part extended and continuously clamjied between
«ald frame members, said members having opposed con-
tinuous ^ooves, and a hoop engaging in one of said

grooves and pressing the marginal part of the seat proper
Into the other groove and thus interlocking said members.

1,224,892, PROCESS OF HANDLING MATERIAL IN
GLASS-MAKING. John A. Bicht»l, Tarentum, Pa.,
assignor to Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed July 8, 1918. Serial No.
777,860. (a. 214—28.)

---> ^ V / y

1. In a glass plant, In combination with a batcl^ mixer
and a glass melting furnace having charging openings
through its side and provided with melting pots, a wheeled
truck adapted to receive batch from the mixer and mov-
able along the floor of the plant from the mixer to a
position adjacent the furnace, the said truck being pro-
vided with a gravity discharge passage and a valve or
gate controlling sal.l passage, an elevating device for
engaging the truck and carrying it to a position over one
of the charging openings of the furnace, and a ladle inde-
pendent of the truck supported for movement from a
receiving point beneath the discharge passage of the track
through the charging opening to a discharge position In
the furnace.

2. In a glass plant, in combination with a glass melting
furnace having charging openings through its side and
provided with melting pots, a portable hopper adapted to
receive glaas making materials for the pots and transport
tt to a position adjacent the furnace, an elevating device
for engaging the hopper and carrying it to a position
above one of the charging openings of the furnace, the
«aid hopper having a gravity discharge passage from Its
lower portion provided with a gate or valve, a ladle sup-
port independent of the hopper and mounted for move-
ment longitudinally of the furnace, and a ladle mounted
for movement on said ladle support and movable from a
receiving position beneath the discharge passage of the
bopper through the charging opening to a discharge posi-
tion In the furnace.

1,224,893. FOLDING FRAME. Louis I. BncKwiTH,
Boston. Mass. Filed June 17, 1916. Serial No. 34,723
(CI. 20—81.)
1. A frame comprising a top bar T-shaped in cross-sec-

tion, a pair of supporting legs therefor. U shape<l brack-
ets formed of a slnglf sheet of m»'tal and having their
vertical sides provided with T shaped apertures conform-
able to the shape of said top bar whereby said brackets
may be slipped onto said top bar. a tie member connecting
the vertical sides of said T shaped brackets, uprights of
angle iron having one flange rigidly secured to said ties
and the other flange to the side of said U shaped brackets,
and a cam lever pivoted to said tie and adapted to engage
the top of said top bar to lock said brackets to said bar.

2. \ frame comprising a top bar. a pair of supporting
legs therefor, a bracket having apertures In Its walls con-
germing to the shape of said top bar whereby the brackets

may be adjusted longitudinally of said bar, uprights rig-
idly secured to said brackets, means carried by the brack-

ets to lock the same in adjusted position to aald top bar,
and a cross-ttar detachably secured to said uprights and
adapted to be adjusted vertically thereon.

1,224.894. DISPENSING RECEPTACLE FOR MUCI-
LAGE. E^WASD C. Baa.NBRa, Two Rivers. Wis. Filed
Sept. 36. 1916. Serial No. 122,177. (CI. 91—67.6.)

1. A receptacle comprising a body including a mouth
portion, a sealing cap of fragile material disposed over the
mouth portion, and a flexible distributer hood having one
end distended to receive said mouth portion, to secure
said hood and the cap.

2. A recepUcle comprising a body Including a mouth
portion, a sealing cap of fragile material disposed over
the mouth portion and a resilient distributer hood having
one end distended to receive said mouth portion, to secure
said hood and the cap.

3. \ recepUcle comprising a body including a mouth
portion, a cirmmscrlblng bead on said mouth portion, a
sealing cap of fragile material disposed over the mouth
portion, and a resilient distributer hood having one end
distended to receive said mouth portion to secure said
hood and the cap.

1.224.896. INDUCTION MOTOR. Ferdinand Bl.*nc,
(Tharlottenburg. Germany, assignor to Siemens-Schuck-
ertwerke. C. M. B. H.. Berlin, Germany, a Corporation
of Ormany. Filed Jan. 16, 1914. Serial No. 812.460.
(01. 172—120.)
1. In an induction motor of polyphase construction the

combination of an armatur4' having a squirrel cage wind-
ing, the electrical resistance of said winding being such
as to give a strong starting torque, and means, compris-
ing a movable magnetizable ring partially surrounding •
short circuit ring of said winding, for Increasing only the
reactance of said winding.
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2. In an Induction motor of polyphase construction the

combination of an armature having a squirrel-cage wind-

ing, the electrical resistance of said winding being such as

to give a strong starting torque, and means, comprising

a movable magnetleable ring divided Into a plurality of

•egments Individually surrounding a short-circuit ring of

said winding, for increasing only the reactance of said

winding.

3. In an induction motor of polyphase construction the

combination of an armature having a squirrel cage wind

Ing. the electrical resistance of said winding being such as

to give a strong starting torque, means comprising a mov-

able magnetizable ring partially surrounding a short-cir-

cuit ring of saKj winding, for increasing only the react-

ance of said winding, and means for enlarging the distance

between said short-circuit ring and said magnetizable ring

with Increasing spf'ed of said motor.

4. In an induction motor of polyphase construction the

combination of an armature having a squirrel cage wind

Ing. the electrical resistance of said winding being such

as to give a strong starting torque, means comprising a

movable magnetizable ring divided into a plurality of seg-

ments Individually surrounding a short circuit ring of

aid winding, for increasing only the reactance of said

winding, and means for enlarging the distance between

aid short-circuit ring and said magnetizable ring with

increasing speed of said motor.

6. In an Induction motor of polyphase construction the

combination of an armature having a squirrel-cage wind-

ing, the electrical resistance of said winding being such

as to give a strong starting torque, means comprising a

movable magnetizable ring partially surrounding a short-

circuit ring of said winding, for Increasing only the re-

actance of said winding, and a spring being under tension

at the starting period, said spring being adapted to en-

large the distance between said short circuit ring and

aid magnetizable ring with Increasing speed of said motor.

[Claim 6 not printed" in the Gazette.]

1,224.896. OVBN-THERMOMETER. Charlm D, Bolin.

St. Louis. Mo. Filed July 6. 1916. Serial No. 38,080.

(Cl. 73— 119.)

^*!9

4tP W

1. K thermometer comprising a casing and a heat sensi-

tive spring Inclosed therein and fixed thereto at one end,

aid spring having a flnge^ at its free end. a pivot post

fixed to the casing at its inner end and projecting out of

the casing and carrying an index pointer pivoted on its

outer end. said index pointer having an inner portion pro-

vided with an arm plvotally engaging said post within the

casing, said arm having an opening In which said finger

Is engaged for turning the pointer on Its pivot.

2. A thermometer comprising a casing with an open

front closed by a dial and a heat sensitive spring Inclosed

In said casing and fixed to Its back wall at one end. said

spring having a finger at its free end. a pivot post fixed

to the back wall of the casing at Its Inner end and pro-

jecting through said dial and carrying an index pointer

pivoted on Its outer end to sweep across the face of said

dial, said index pointer having an Inner portion provided

with an arm within the casing, said arm having an open- •

Ing In which said finger Is engaged for turning the pointer

on Its pivot.

3. A thermometer comprising a support and a heat

sensitive element fixed thereto, a dial, and a sheet metal

index pointer swinging across said dial, said pointer hav-

ing a hand and an arm In parallel planes on opposite sides

of said dial, a pivot fixed to said support and passing

through said dial and said pointer, and a strap passing

through said dial alongside of said pivot and connecting

said hand and arm, whereby said hand and said arm are

caused to swing In unison, and means connecting said arm
and heat sensitive element for swinging said arm In re-

sponse to deflection of said heat sensitive element.

4. A thermometer comprising a base and a heat sensi-

tive element fixed thereto, a dial, and a sheet metal index

pointer swinging across said dial, said pointer having a

hand and an arm In parallel planes, a pivot fixed to said

base and passing through said hand and said arm, and a

strap alongside of said pivot connecting said hand and

arm and long enough to be twisted between Its ends with-

out Injury, whereby said hand and said arm can be ad-

justed to stand at any desired angle to each other and

are caused to swing In unison, and means connecting said

arm and heat sensitive element for swinging said arm In

response to deflection of said heat sensitive element.

5. As an article of manufacture, a thermometer needle

formed from a single piece of sheet metal having two

parallelly arranged arms, one disposed above the other,

one arm serving as a heat indicating member and the

other arm having provision for connection with a heat

responsive member, a yoke formed Integral with the arms

for rigidly connecting them, there being a pivot hole in

each arm, the pivot holes being In registration with each

other.

1,224,897. OVPN-TIIERMOMETBR. Charles D. Bolin.

St. Louis, Mo. Filed Feb. 18, 1916. Serial No. 79,087.

(Cl. 73—119.)

1. A thermometer comprising a case, having a solid

front wall and an open side at the back, a dial on the

front wall of said case, a back closing the open side of said

case and fixed thereto, a heat sensitive spring and a

pivot post secured to said back, said pivot post projecting

through the front wall of said case, a pointer rotatable on

the end of said pivot post, said pointer having an arm

within said case pivoted on said post and adapted for co-

operation with aald spring.

2. A thermometer comprising a cupped case Inclosing

a heat sensitive spring, the front wall of said case having

an enamel dial thereon, a retainer ring surrounding eald

case, said retainer ring having an Inturned flange for

holding a glass, a separator ring between the glass and

the front wall of the case, said separator ring being con-
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vex wker«by its inaer e4ce covers the edse porti<M of tbe
dUa. and aa tadex polDter m»ved by said spring, MUd
pointer l)<>lng dispose betweeji said glass and dial.

•. A thermoinf'tfr lOiaprifilDg a cupped case baviog a
front wall wltta a bote In It. a dial on the front wall of aaid
caae, a back closing the open side of said caae and fixed

thereto, said b«ek being of thinner metal than said caasi,

a heat sensltlre sirring and a pivot post within said case,

said pivot post having its front end in allnement with
s&ld hole throtigh tbe front face of said case, and a one-
piece Imlex pointer Journaled thereon, and projecting
through said bole.

4. A casing for a therraometer comprising a shallow
cap havini; a front wall and an open side, tbe Ireot wall
of said cup having a dial made thereon, a beck wall se-

cured to said cup and closing Its open side, said cup hav-
ing an opening in its front and peripheral walls for tbe
Insertion of an index p«inter, and an outer ring clodng the
opening In the peripheral wall of said cup.

5. A tli«THionieter 'ompriaing a cupped case having an
open Bide, a dial on the front wall of said caae, a back
closing the open side of said case and fixed to said caae,

a beat sensitive spring and a pivot post arranged in the
case, a pointer rotataltle on tbe end of said pivot post,

said pointer having an arm within said case pivoted as
said post and adapted fur eodperatlon with aald spring,
said case having an opening in its front wall far said index
pointer, said opening having a lateral extension in the
peripbfrai wall af the case for said arm, and a ring
corerlog said exCeaaion.

[ClaliB 6 not printed la tbe gaaette.]

1,224.898. SHAVINGS AND SAWDUST SKPARATOB.
Famaaic W. BacNNBM, Hamilton. Ontario, Canada.
Filed Apr. 29, 1916. Serial No. 94.392. (CI. 83—74.)
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material from the toothed rearwardly npreadlng cylinder,
means for rotating this wide spreading cylinder at a apeed
materially groater than that of the rearwardly spreadlnjr
cylinder, teeth at the central portion of the wide spread
Ing cylinder, and blades at the outer ends of the wide
spreading cylinder, said blades being arranged spirally and
spaced laterally from said teeth, and also being tapered
from a maximum at the outer ends thereof to a minimum
at the Inner ends, for the purposes stated.

1.224,904. A8H DUMPING MECHANISM. Paul L.
Crowi, New York. N. Y. Filed May 15, 1913. Serial
No. 767.906. (CI. 110—40.)

1. In a grate of the class described, the combination
with a frame, a chute plate carried by said frame and pro-
vided with a rearwardly extending flange, a plurality of
closely arranged bridge bars overhanging said flange and
provided with downwardly extending flange portions at
the outer ends thereof for holding said bridge-bars against
upward movement with respect to said plate, interlocking
means formed upon said bridge bars, said chute plate pro-
vided with a plurality of transversely extending tapering
ribe. and said plate provided with a projecting lip upon
the lower end thereof.

2. In a grate of the class described, the combination
with a frame, a chute plate carried by one end of said
frame, a plurality of transversely extending tapering ribs
formed upon said plate and constituting a retarding means
for said chute plate, a reinforcing plate of hardened steel
secured to the under face of said chute plate, and a dump-
ing gate supported below said chute plate, said chute
plate being provided with a projecting lip partially over-
hanging a portion of said dump gate.

3. In a grate of the class described, the combination
with a frame, a dumping gate carried thereby, of operat-
ing bars secured to said dumping gate and extending ion
gltudlnally of said frame, said operating bars provided
with upturned ends, adjusting bolts secured to said ends,
operating levers, an operating rod supporting said operat
Ing levers, heads rotaUbly secured to the outer ends of
said levers, said heads provided with apertures formed
therein, said adjusting bolts passing through said aper-
tures for permitting the adjustment of the length of move-
ment of said operating bars, said levers provided with
notched rear ends, said operating rod provided with flat-
tened portions formed thereon, and adjusting bolts pass
ing through said notched rear ends of said operating le
vers for locking said operating levers In engagement with
said operating rod.

4. In a grate of the class described, the combination
with a frame, a chute plate carried by one end of aaid
frame, a plurality of ribs formed upon said plate and ron
Btltutlng a retarding means for said chute plate, a rein-
forcing chute plate, a damping gate supported below said
chute plate, and said chute plate being provided with
means overhanging a portion of said dump plate.

5. In a grate of the class described, the combination
with a frame, a shaft, pulleys carried by said shaft and
provided with laterally extending bearing portions, one of
said bearing portions of each pulley overhanging said
frame for permitting the sides of said pulleys to fit snugly
against the sides of said frame, and a chain grate travel-
ing upon said pulleys and being held In close engagement
with the sides of said frame.
[CUlms 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,906.

BILES.
May 26,

DIRECTION-INDICATOR FOR ADTOMO-
JosBPB W. Davis, San Franclaco, Cal. Filed
1916. Serial No. 100,088. (CL 177—811.)

1. A direction indicator for automobiles comprising a
casing, a movable wall carried by said casing, means for
swinging said movable wall to a horliontal position, a
bracket mounted within the lower end of said casing and
provided with the upper edges of the side wall of sub-
stantially arcuate shape, a plurality of rods pivotally se-
cured to the arcuate-shaped edges of the side wall of the
bracket, links pivotally connected to each of the rods,
fabric secured to the rods, means for securing the inner-
most rod to the casing, means for securing the outermost
rod to the movable wall to cause said rods to spread apart
when the movable wall is swung to a horizontal, and means
for securing the casing to an automobile.

2. A direction indicator comprising a casing, a movable
wall carried by said casing, moans for swinging said mov-
able wall to a horlzonUl position, a bracket mounted
within the lower end of the casing and provided with the
upper edges of the side wall thereof substantially arcu-
ate-shape and provided with a plurality of relatively
spaced and oppositely disposed openings, a plurality of rods
provided with T-shaped lower ends Journaleil within the
openings, means for connecting said rods together, fabric
secured to the rods, means for securing the Innermost rod
to the casing, means for securing the outermost rod to
the movable wall, and means for securing the casing to
an automobile.

8. A direction indicator comprising a casing consist-
ing of an Inner side wall, a housing secured to said cas
ing and Inner side wail, a movable wall pivotally secured
to the housing, a substantially fan-shaped signal secured
to the inner side wall and to the movable side wall, an
electric lamp carried by the movable side wall, a contact
member mounted within the housing and operatlvely con-
nected to an electrical source, conUct members carried
by the contact block, an enlarged portion formed on the
lower end of the movable wall and provided with slots
therein, spring pressed contact pins slldably mounted
within the slots, means for connecting the sUdable con-
tact pins with the electric lamp, and means for swing-
ing the movable side wall into a horizontal position to dis-
play the substantially fan shaped signal and to Illuminate
the electric lamp.

1.524,906. METHOD OR ART OF CASTING FLUID
METALS. HnifAN H. Doshlbr, Brooklyn, N. Y.. as-
signor to Doehler Die Casting Company, a Corporation
of New York. Filed Sept 10. 1915. Serial No. 49 874
(CI. 22—200.)
1. The herein described method or art of casting fluid

metal, consisting of subjecting a melting pot or crucible
containing metal of substantially the bulk of the casting
• metAl mold, and thereafter forcing and comprlssing the
to be made to a temperature approximating that of the
fusing point of the metal until the metal is reduced to a
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molten condition, pouring the molten metal In said melt-

ing pot or crucible from within an inclosed chamber into
metal by following it up with an elastic fluid' under high
pressnre.

2. The herein describefl method or art of casting fluid

metal, consisting of subjecting a melting pot or crucible
containing metal of substantially the bulk of the casting

to l>e made to a temperature approximating that of the
fnsing point of the metal until the metal is reduced to

a molten condition, pouring the molten metal in said
melting pot or crucible from within an Inclosed chamber
into a metal mold, and subjecting It while It is flowing

from said chamber to the mold to an elastic fluid under
blgh pressure.

3. The herein descrityed method or art of casting fluid

metal, consisting of subjecting a melting pot or crucible

containing metal of substantially the bulk of the casting
to be made to a temperature approximating that of the
ftulng point of the metal until the metal Is reduced to a
molten condition, pouring the molten metal In said melting
pot or crucible from within an Inclosed chamber into a
constructed passageway leading to a metal mold, and
forcing and compressing the metal by subjecting It while
It is flowing through said passage way to an elastic fluid

under high pressure.

4. The herein described method or art of casting fluid

metal, consisting of subjecting a jheltlng pot or crucible

containing metal of substantially the bulk of the casting to
l)e made to a temperature approximating that of the fus-

ing point of the metal until the metal Is reduced to a
molten condition, pouring the molten metal in said melt-

ing pot or crucible from within an inclosed chamber into

a metal mold, maintaining an equilibrium of pressures
within said cbamt>er and said mold while pouring, and
destroying the equilibrium of pressures with a predominat-
ing pressure within said Inclosed chamber whereby while
the metal is flowing to the mold by gravity its movement
is accelerated and It Is forced into and compressed In

the mold under heavy pressure.

5. The herein descrit>ed method or ari of casting fluid

metal consisting of subjecting a melting pot or crucible
containing metal of substantially the bulk of the casting

to be made to a temperature approximating that of the

fusing point of the metal until the metal Is reduced to a
molten condition, pouring the molten metal in said melting
pot or crucible from within an inclosed chamber Into a
constricted passage way leading to a metal mold, main-
taining an equilibrium of pressures within said chamt>er
and said mold while pouring, and destroying the equilib-

rium of pressures with a preponderating pressure within
•aid Inclosed chsmber, whereby while the metal Is flow-

ing to the mold by gravity Its movement is accelerated

and it is forced into and compressed in the mold under
heavy pressure.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

CONNECTOR. HauT A.

assignor to Douglas k Rudd
Bronson. Mich., a Corpora-
May 11, 1016. Serial No.

1,224,907. ELECTRICAL
I>ofr,LAR. Bronson. Mich

.

Manufacturing Company,
tlon of Michigan. Filed

27.465. (CI. 178—828.)
1. A drcult connector Including a contact carrier having

an aperture therethrough, formed to provide a shoulder
therein ; a contact provided with a flange that is seated
on said shoulder ; and a ring nut within the aperture and

through which said flanged contact projects, and which
nut Is in threaded engagement with the carrier and

clamping engagement with the contact flange.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,224.908. ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR. Harbt A.

DODOLAM, Bronson, Mich., assignor to Douglas & Rudd
Manufacturing Company, Bronson, Mich., a Corpora-
tion of Michigan. Filed May 11, 1916. Serial No.
27,466. (CI. 173—846.)

1. A circuit connector including a contact carrier ; •
circuit terminal carried by and entering the carrier; a
contact carried upon the exterior of the carrier ; and an
insetting spring connected with the contact and pressing
upon the circuit terminal.

2. A circuit connector including a contact carrier ; a
circuit terminal carried by and entering the carrier; •
contact carried upon the exterior of the carrier ; and an
insetting spring Integrally formed with the contact and
pressing upon the circuit terminal.

3. A circuit connector including a contact carrier ; two
current conducting contacts carrltMl thereby ; means for

breaking engagement t>etwefn said contacts ; a second
contact carrier ; a third current conducting contact which
Is carried by the second contact carrier ; and means where-
by the contact carriers may be relatively positioned to

enable the third current conducting contact to engage
one of the first aforesaid contacts and force it Into en-

gagement with the other of the first aforesaid contacts.

4. A circuit connector Including a contact carrier ; two
current conducting contacts carried thereby ; means for

breaking engagement between said contacts ; a second
pontact carrier ; a third current conducting contact which
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1« carried bj the aeoond contact carrier; and a shell for

holding aald contact carriers and enabling the contact
carriers to be so relatively positioned as to cause the
third current conducting contact to engage one of the flrst

aforesaid contacts and force It into engagement with
the other of the flrst aforesaid contacts.

5. A clrcnlt connector including a contact carrier ; two
current conducting contacts carried thereby ; a spring
for effecting separation of said contacts ; a second contact
carrier ; a third current conducting contact which Is car-

ried by the second contact carrier ; and means whereby
the contact carriers may be relatively positioned to en-

able the third current conducting contact to engage one
of the first aforesaid contacts and force it Into engage-
ment with the other of the first aforesaid contacts against
the force of said spring, said latter means also enabling
the contact carriers to be held farther apart by the spring
to permit the spring to separate the contacts carried by
the first carrier.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,909. FORMING-MACHINE FOR PLAIN UPHOL-
STERED SEATS. William Dbitlbt, Chicago. 111.

Piled Aug. 27. 1915. Serial No. 47.697. (Cl. 168—48.)

1. Id a machine of the kind specified, a suitable bench,

a raised platform mounted thereon the top of which con
stitutes a bed against which the work U placed, a retaln-
ing-frame consisting of movable longitudinal and end
members that Inclose said bed, the edges of said members
nearest the bed being spaced apart from the same, and
means for holding said members toeether, in combination
with means adapted to press the seat to be upholstered
Into the space Inclosed by the members of the retalning-
frame.

2. In a machine of the class specified, a platform the
top of which constitutes a bed against which the work Is

placed, a retaining frame for Inclosing the work, said
frame being spaced apart from said bed and means con-
structed to press said work Into said frame.

8. In a machine of the kind specified, a suitable t>ench,

a platform mounted thereon which constitutes a t>ed

against which the work is placed, a retaining- frame con-
sisting of movable longitudinal and end members that
Inclose ."wld bed, aald members forming a holding means
for the material that Is to be attached to the work which
Is placed upon said bed and automatic means provided
upon the movable members for locking said members to-

gether, in combination with means whereby the seat to be
upholstered may be pressed into the space inclosed by the
members of the retaining frame.

4. In a machine of the class specified, a platform ar-

ranged to form a bed against which the work Is placed,
a retainlng-frame consisting of movable longitudinal and
end members that indole Bald bed. means arrangf>d inside
of said members across which the material to be attached
to the work may be stretrhed, means for holding said
material in said stretched condition, aald means inrlading
aald movable side and end members and the means acro««
which the material is stretched, and automatic means pro-
vided upon the movable members for locldng said members
together. In combination with means whereby the seat to
l>e upholstered may be prt'.ssed Int" the space incloaed by
the members of the retalning-frame.

6. In a machine of the kind specified, a flat table upon
which the work may be placed having a molding frame
secured thereon parallel with its edges, a retaining frame
consisting of movable longitudinal and end members that
are adapted to rest edgewise on the margins of said bed
outside said molding, and means for holding said mem-
bers together, said table, molding-frame and retainlng-
frame composing a means whereby the material to be
attached to the work may be held in combination with
means adapted to press the seat to be upholstered Into
the space inclosed by the members of the retalning-frame.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Garette.]

1.224.910. COLOR CONCENTRATE FOR EDIBLE OIL
OR FAT COMPOSITIONS. Cablbton Ellis, Montclalr,
N. J. Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No. 126,866. (Cl.

9fr—IS.)
1. A butter color concentrate comprising the liquid

constituents of butter fat freed from water and butyric
add and saturated with yellow coloring matter.

2. A butter color concentrate comprising the liquid
constituents of butter fat freed from water, butyric acid
and casein and saturated with yellow coloring matter.

3. A butter color concentrate comprising the liquid
constituents of butter fat freed from water, butyric acid
and casein and saturated with yellow coloring matter,
all in a sterile condition.

4. A butter color concentrate comprising the liquid
constituents of neutral butter fat sobatantlally saturated
with yellow coloring matter.

6. A butter coloring composition comprising neutral
butter fata free from ra.5eln and aubstantlally saturated
with "yellow coloring material.

[Claims 6 to 17 not prlated In the Gaaette.]

1,224.911. HOPPER FOR SEEDING MACHINES. Hbitbt
N. Waam and William L. Bbalit. Springfield, Ohio,
aaalgnors to The Am^-rlcan Seedlnq; .Machine Company.
Springfield, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Jan.
14, 1916. Serial Ko. 72,047. (O. 111—18.)

1. In the structure of the character described, the ar-

rangement of a sheet metal panel and steel angle hars
secured to said panel at each side edge thereof, one of the
fianges of each of said barx projecting substantially at
right angles to the panel, wooden sides secured to said
flanges, the lower ends of said angle l«ars having their
flanges bent to form legs. aubaUntially as specified.

2. In the structure of the character described, the ar
rangement .of a sheet metal panel and steel angle-bara
secured to said panel at each side edge thereof, one of the
flanges of each bar proj-ctinir substantially at right angles
to the panel, wooden sides secured to aald flangea. tkc
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lower ends of aald angle bars haring their flangea bent to

form legs, and a metal croas bar secured to aald angle
bars to forn> a supporting shelf, for the purpose spedfled.

1.224.912. H.\LF-SCREKN HANGER. Edwabo J. FVU^
MAN, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed June 2. 1916. Serial No.
101.2*0. (CI. 16—48.)

1. A hanger device comprising the combination with a

window frame and a sash member, of suspension plates

on the sash member including upstanding ear portions,

one of said ear portions being provided with a triangular

aperture, the other portion being provided with a slot

open at Its l>ottom portion and having Its top portion

terminating In substantially the same horirontal plane as

the apex of the triangular opening, and pivot members
on the Inner side faces of the frame engaged In said aper-

ture and slot.

2. A hanger device comprising the combination with a

window frame and a sash member, of angular suspension

plates including base portions secured at the ends of

the top of the sash, and upstanding ear portions, one of

aald ear portions being provided with an aperture, the

other end portion being providetl with a vertical slot ex-

tending Into the respective base portion, the angrular por-

tion, of the respective plate being offset inwardly, and
pivot members engaged in said aperture and slot.

and a settling chamber carHed by aald throat member and
provided with a cone-shaped partition member that la

also supported by aald throat member.

1,224,913. SEPTIC TANK. William C. FEBorBOK, St.

Louis, Mo. Piled Nov. 16, 1916. Serial No. 181,708.

(Cl. 210—18.)

1. A septic tank, comprising a digesting chamber, a

settling chamber arranged alwve same, a partition member
arranged Inside of said settling chamber, and a throat

piece for said digesting chaml)er that supports aald par-

tition member.
2. A septic tank, comprising a .digesting chamber, a

settling chamber arranged above same, a partition mem-
ber Inside of said settling chamber whose lower edge por-

tion is spaced away from the side wall of said settling

chamber so as to form a narrow discharge passageway for

the solid particles of the sewage that settle out of the

liquid, and a throat member that forms a contracted re-

ceiving opening for the digesting chamber and also acts

aa a support for said partition member.

3. A septic tank, comprising a digesting chamtwr, a

settling chamber arranged above same, a cone-shaped par-

tition memt>er arranged Inside of said settling chamber,

and a supporting means for said partition member that

forma a throat or contracted receiving opening for said

digesting chamber.

4. A septic tank, comprising a digesting chamber, a
throat member arranged at the upper end of said chamber.

5. A septic tank, compri.siug a digesting chamber, a

settling chamber arranged above same, a partition member
arranged inside of said settling chaml>er whose lower edge

portion is spaced away from the side wall of same so as to

form a iMissageway through which the solid particles of

the sewage that settle out of the liquid can escape from said

chamber, and a supporting means for said partition mem-
ber provided with a wall that slopes Inwardly and down-
wardly from the opening through which the solid particlea

escape from said settling chamber.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the (Gazette.]

1,224.914. GBEA8E-GUN. William T. Fiilo and Johm
A. DcM BOLTON, Lincoln, Nebr. Filed Aug. 4, 1914. Se-

rial No. 856,015. (Cl. 221—78.)

A grease gun adapted to oj>erate by compressed air and
comprising a hollow cylindrical air and grease container,

a plunger movable therein, a tubular plunger rod extend-

ing through the plunger and one end of the container

through which the grease is adapted to be forced under

pressure to charge said container between the plunger

and the grease outlet, a discharge nozzle at one end of

said container, stop cocks controlling said plunger rod

and discharge nozzle, and a cock-controlled compressed

air Inlet and outlet communicating with said container

behind the plunger.

1,224,915. AEROPLANE. Lawbbkcb L. Fosbl'bob, 8a-

pulpa. Okla. Filed Mar. 4. 1915. Serial No. 12,095.

(Cl. 244—29.)

1. An aeroplane including main planes, balancing planes

movatily mounted therebetween, a swinging platform

associated with the upper main plane, flexible connecting

means between the balancing planes and the upper main
plane, other flexible means connecting the balan<'lng planes

the lower main plane and platform and arranged so that

movement of the platform will actuate the balancing

planes, a shaft rotatably mounted on the platform, cables

having their respective ends connected to the lower main
plane and their Intermediate portions wrapped at>out the

shaft, and a brake lever removably associated with the

shaft for locking the shaft against rotation to conse-

quently prevent actuation of the balancing planes.

2. An aeroplane Including upper and lower supporting
planes, means for bracing the planea. a bar aasodatad
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with the under surface of the upper plane, the lower plane
being provided with an opening, a platform arranged be-

neath the opening, supporting members connected to the
ends of the platform and pivoted to the bar, a propelling
Bhaft rotatably associated with the memt>er>, means on
the platform for Imparting a rotary motion to the abaft

to consequently propel the aeroplane, balancing planes
mounted to swing between the main planes, flexible means
for connecting the balancing planes with the upper planes,

flexible means for connecting the balancing planes with
the platform, another shaft rotatably mounted on the

platform, cables having the free respective ends connected
to the lower main plane and having their Intermediate por-

tions wrapped about the last mentioned shaft, a brake
lerer, means for. holding the lever in engagement with
the shaft for preventing actuation of the shaft, and means
for removably holding the lever out of engagement with
the shaft to permit of actuation of the balancing planes.

8. An aeroplane including upper and lower supporting

planes, means for bracing the planes, a bar associated
with the under surface of the upper plane, the lower
plane being provided with an opening intermediate its

ends, a platform, supporting means plvotally connected

to the bar and arranged through the opening In the lower
plane and connected to the platform for supporting the

platform beneath the opening In the lower plane, a pro-

peller operatlvely associated with the supporting means,
means on the platform for actauting the propeller, bal-

ancing planes plvotally mounted and arranged to swing
t>etween the main planes, a cable movably connected to

the main planes, a cable movably connected to the upper
main plane and having its respective ends connected to

the outer ends of the balancing planes, another cable

movably mounted on the supporting means and the lower
main plane and having Its respective ends connected to

the outer ends of the balancing planes whereby when the
platform Is moved the balancing planes will be actuated.
flexible means arranged between the lower main piane
and the platform, and means mounted on the platform and
co-acting with the flexible means for preventing actuation
of the balancing planes.

1,224.916. RADIATOR-SUPPORT. Chablis R. Fowlib.
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Oct. 25, 1916. Serial No.
127,557. (CI. 248—30.)

1. In a device of the character stated, the combina-
tion of a base adapted to t>e secured to a flxed part, a sub-
stantially cylindrical slotted bearing formed in said base,

a pivot member mounteil in said bearing for free turning
movement and a radiator support connected to said pivot
member and extending laterally from said base whereby
a radiator seating upon said support Is held in operative
position and is free to expand and contract.

2. In a device of the character stated, the combination
of a base adapted to be secured to a flxed part, a support
plvotally carried by said base and adapted to support a
radiator and move laterally with said radiator under
expansive and contractive movement and means between
said support and radiator to prevent displacement of said

radiator.

4. Ib a deTlee of the character stated, the combination
of a bracket adapted to be secured to a flxed part, a base
mounted upon said bracket, means l>etween -said bracket
and base to adjust the relative position of one of said
parts with respect to the other and a laterally disposed
support plvotally mounted on said base for lateral move-
ment In a horisontal plane, said support l>eing adapted to
hold a radiator and move with said radiator under az-
panslve or contractive movement.

B. In a device of the character stated, the combination
of a bracket adapted to be secured to a wall and having a
foot piece adapted to be secured to the floor, said bracket
also t>elng provided with a plurality of superposed open-
ings, a base provided with means to engage any one of

said openings for adjustment purposes, means to lock

said base In adjusted position and a laterally dl8i>o«e<l

support plvotally mounte<l on said t)ase for lateral move-
ment in a horizontal plane, said support being adapted
to hold a radiator and move with said radiator under ex-

pansive or contractive movement.
7. In a device of the character stateil, the combination

of a bracket adapted to be secured to a flxed part, a base
or body mounted upon said bracket, means t>etween said

bracket and body to adjust the relative position of one
of said parts with respect to the other, a laterally disposed
support mounted on said base for lateral movement In

either direction, said support being adapted to hold a
radiator and move with said radiator under expansive
or contractive movement and means adjustably secured
to the upper portion of said bracket for engairtng said
radiator.

[Claims 3. 6, and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,917. METHOD OF TREATING ORES. Habbt
Ix>ri8 Fribebobb. Enreka. Kans.. assignor of three-
tenths to Victor C. Joslyn and three tenths to Cornelius
Horatlus Keller, El Paso, Tex. Filed June 3, 1916.
Serial No. 101,5^4. Renewed Mar. 20. 1917. SerUl No.
166.218. (CI. 76—185.)
1. A process of treating ores containing precious metals,

which consists in subjecting the same to the action of a
liquid comprising a cyanld solution, a solution of a resin-

ate and to the continued action of currents of air of sufll-

cient volume to float any portion of the values amenable
to flotation.

2. In the cyanldatlon of precious metal ores the step of
frothing some constituents of the ore with subdivided cur-
rents of air while the said ore Is mixed with a solution
containing dissolved cyanld. and an alkali reslnate.

3. The combined process of cyanldatlon and flotation
of previous metals bearing ores which comprises dis-

solving a resinous substance in alcohol, adding an alkali
to substantially complete neutralization, distilling off su-

perfluous solvent and incorporating the resultant residue
with a cyanld solution, treating the ore In said liquid
with subdivided air to float some constituents of the ore
and thereby separate said constituents and after flitratlon

removing the precious metals from the said solution.

4. A process of treating ores which comprises Qoatlng
the material containing metal In a cyanld solution by in-
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troducing divided air currentQ, Into a body of cyanld solu-

tion containing the flnely divided ore, while In the pres-

ence of a material capable of Increasing the aflinity of the
metal containing particles for the air bubbles.

1,224,918. SPLITTINO-MACHINE. Fbbdbbick M. Fub-
BBE, Revere. Mass., assignor to United Shoe Machinery
Company, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Oct. 30. 1916. SerUl No. 68,822. (CI. 69—16.)

1. A machine for forming a thin flap on a piece of stock

having. In combination, a support for the stock, a carrier

located above the support, a knife and a presser mounted
In said carrier, means for causing relative reciprocation

between said support and said carrier, said presser being

constructed and arranged to bear upon the stock in ad-

vance of the knife and to move over the surface of an
uncut portion of the stock during the flrst half of the re-

ciprocation and to bear upon the surface of the flap during

the last half of the redprocstlon, and means for relieving

the pressure of the presser on the surface of the flap.

2. A machine for forming a thin flap on a piece of stock

having. In combination, a support for the stock, a carrier,

a knife and a presser mounted In said carrier, said presser

being constructed and arranged to engage the stock at a

point in advance of the knife and to determine by its

pressure the thickness of the flap, means for causing rela-

tive movement between said carrier and support flrst In

one direction to form said flap and then in the opposite

direction to cause the knife and presser to be withdrawn,
and means for relieving the pressure of the presser on
the flap during the withdrawing movement.

3. A machine of the class described having, in combi-

nation, a bed for supporting a piece of stock, a carrier, a
knife mounted In said carrier, a gage also mounted in said

carrier and arranged at all times to bear upon the stock

In advance of the knife, means for producing relative

movement between said bed and carrier flrst to cause the

knife to produce a flap on the stock abd then to cause the

knife to be withdrawn from beneath the flap, and means
for separating the gage and bed during said last-named
movement to relieve the pressure of the gage upon the

flap.

4. A machine of the class described having, in combina-
tion, a bed for supporting a piece of stock, a carrier, a
knife mounted in said carrier, a gage also mounted In said

carrier, means for producing relative movement between
said bed and carrier flrst to cause the knife to produce a
flap on the stock and then to cause the knife to be with-

drawn from beneath the flap, and means for rendering;

said gage inoperative during said last-named movement.
6. A machine of the class described having. In combi-

nation, a bed for supporting a piece of stock, a carrier, a
knife and a gage mounted In said carrier, means for Im-

parting to said carrier one reciprocation in a path sub-

stantially parallel to the plane of said bed, and means be-

coming operative at the end of the flrst half of said re-

ciprocation to Increase the space between the gage and
the bed and to maintain said Increased space during the
latter half of said reciprocation.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,224,919. LUBRICATOR. William B. Gaob, White-

water. Wis. Filed July 28. 1910. Serial No. 674,333.

(CI. 184—37.)

A forced feed lubricating device comprising a cylinder

having openings In one end thereof, a pipe extending Into

one of the openings, a reservoir In communication with

said pipe for supplying said cylinder with a lubricant, a
discharge pipe extending from the other opening and being

In communication with the Interior of the cylinder, a valve

for controlling the passage of material through said pipe,

a frame comprising arms and clamping elements, the

clamping elements adapted to embrace the opposite end
of the cylinder, a threaded rod extending Into the cylin-

der and having a piston on one end thereof, means sup-

ported by the arms and engaging the threaded rod of the

piston for moving the piston longitudinally of the cylinder

for forcing material therefrom, said means comprising a
ratchet gear, a lever having one end plvotally mounted in

a bearing and carrying a pawl to engage the ratchet mem-
ber, the upper end of the said lever having a plurality of

openings to receive a connecting arm, said pawl adapted
to engage ratchet teeth of the ratchet, and means for

causing the piston to move longitudinally of the piston.

1,224,920. VEHICLETIRE. Irvin M. Haas, Nblson
R, Haas, and Bbrtram V. Myers, Dayton, Ohio, aa-

slgnors of one-fourth to Gus Haas, I>ayton, Ohio. Piled

Jan. 12, 1914. Serial No. 811.613. (CI. 152—8.)

1. The combination with a rim of a tire Including a plu-

rality of Independent metallic arcuate springs each hav-

ing at the extremities of its arch a reversed or 8 shaped
t)end adapted to be engaged with the sides of the rim, and
Inturned foot portions adapted to abut each other In a
common plane.

2. The combination with a wheel rim of a plurality of

independent metallic arcuate springs each having at its

extremities reversed bends adapted to be engaged under
tension with the sides of the rim with which they are held
In engagement by the lateral expansive tendency of the

arcuate springs, and a t>ody of rubber or similar material

In which the crown or medial portion of each arcuate
spring Is embedded, the reversed ends of the springs being
extended beyond the said body for direct engagement with
the rim.

1,224,921. BRACELET. Art Hadlet, Providence, R. I.

Filed Mar. 4. 1916. Serial No. 82.080. (CI. 68—5.)

1. A bracelet comprising a maltlpllclty of relatively

short links plvotally connected In chain-like form to con-

stitute a structure at all times freely flexible and thereby
being adapted to conform to and fit closely about the
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wrist, said bracelet embodying expansible means for In-

creasing the length thereof during application to or
removal from the wrist, resilient means tending to move
said expansible means into expande<i relation, and re-

leasable catch means for holding said expansible means In
contractetl relation during the usual wearing of said
bracelet on the wrist.

2. In an expansible bracelet, the combination with
reslliently contracted expansible links, of resilient means
tending to elongate said bracelet to reduce the tension on
said reslliently contracted links during application or re-

moval from the wrist of said bracelet, and releasable

catch means for holding said resilient means In contracted

relation during the usual wearing of said bracelet on the

wrist.

3. In a bracelet, the combination of a plurality of flexi-

bly connected links with a clasp for holding said links

about the wrist, said clasp including two interlocking ele-

ments separable from each other for removing said links

from about the wrist, resilient means tending to elongate

said clasp to loosen said links on the wrist preparatory
to removal thereof, and a releasable locking device for

holding said clasp in contracted position against the pres-

sure of said resilient means, whereby on release of said

locking device said clasp Is elongated by said resilient

means, thereby increasing the length of said bracelet and
facilitating the removal thereof from the wrist by the

other hand of the wearer.

4. In a bracelet, the combination of a plurality of

reslliently contracted expansible links, with a clasp for

releasably holding said bracelet closed on the wrist, said

clasp including two relatively slldable interlocking ele-

ments which provide for a reduction in the tension of

said expansible links, resilient means for pressing said

relatively slldable interlocking elements into extended re-

lation, and releasable locking means for holding said Inter-

locking elements in contracted relation with Increased
tension on said expansible links and against the pressure
of said resilient means.

1.224,922. MOUTHPIECE FOR TELEPHONE INSTRU-
MENTS. Christophee M. Hartxitt, Chicago, 111.

Piled Feb. 1. 1916. Serial No. 75,572. (CI. 179—187.)

1. The combinatloo with a telephone transmitter of a
socket connected with said transmitter, a stud mounted
in fald socket provided with a head having two trans-
verse diameters, and a mouth piece provided with an
orifice substantially corresponding with the bead of said
stud adapted to receive said head an*! to be moved on
said stud to aline the unlike diameters of said head and
said orifice.

2. The combination with a telephone transmitter of a
socket connecte«l with said transmitter, a stud mounted
in said socket provided with oppositely disposed projec-
tions at the outer extremity thereof, a mouth-piece con
structed of sheet material having an orifice adapted to
permit the passage of said projections therethrough, said

mouth piece being constructed and arrange<l to be rotateil

on said stud to ilsallne said projections an<l the corre-

sponding portions of said orifice whereby said moutb-
p(o (< may be held upon said stud, and means adapted to

jrleldlngly hold said moutb-plece la contact with said
projections.

3. The combination with a transmitter of a stud
mounted on said transmitter and provided with a bead
having two unlike transverse diameters, a mouth-piece
provided with an orifice substantially corresponding with
the head of said stud, said transmitter being arranged to
be slipped upon said stud over said head and to be rotated
thereon to aline the unlike diameters of said orifice and
said head, and a disk yieldably mounted on said stud
adapted to engage said mouth-piece and retain the same In
contact with said head.

4. The combination with a transmitter of a stud
mounted on said transmitter and provided with a head
having two transverse diameters, a mouth-piece provided
with an orifice substantially corresponding with the bead
of said stud, said transmitter being arranged to be slipped
upon said stud over said head and to be rotate<l thereon
to aline the unlike diameters of said orifice and said head,
a disk mounted upon said stud and movable longitudinally
thereof, and a spring engaging said disk adapte<l to yield-
ingly move said disk toward the head of said stud and to
retain sal.l mouthpiece in contact with said head.

1,224,923. FISH-CLEANINO DEVICE. JoHW W.
NEB, Friday Harbor, Wash. Filed Dec. 28, 1916.
No. 139,386. (a. 17—10.)

Haub-
Serlal

1. A rotative fish cleanInK wheel comprising a body,
f'exlbl<» brush members projecting therefrom, and a spring-
like colI.Kl wire extending peripherally about the said body
!ind cojiperating with the flexible brush members to clean
the fish.

2. A flsh cleaning wheel comprising a rotative body
having projecting bristles and a spring like wire coll em-
bedilei! In the bristles and extending peripherally about
the body in the central plane thereof.

3. A flsh cleaning wheel comprising a rotative body
having a peripheral outline adapting It to fit within the
interior cavity of an opene<l flsh and having bristles pro-
jecting outward therefrom, and three spring-like wire
colls extending peripherally about the body, said body
having seats hollowe<I therein to receive said wire colls.

4. A flsh cleaning device comprising a rotative body
havlnir Its outer part of ovotdal cross section with shallow
iTTooves extending peripherally about the same af and
adjacent to its central plane, springlike colled wires
•seated In said groove-* and bristles projecting between
said coils and on the flank Inwardly of said wire colls.

5. A rotative flsh cleaning wheel comprising a body,
fexlMe brush members projortinj: therefrom, and a spring-
like colled wire extending peripherally about the said
body, and constituting a relatively stiff brushing mem-
ber, and a spring support for said wheel.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1 . 2 2 4 . « 2 4 . SAFBTY-RAZOR-RL.ADK HUAKPENEK.
PSTEB 1>. ILACaEK, i^n Aatonlo. Tea. Piled A«g. 10.

1916. Serial No. 114.11*2. <a. 51—IC)

1. In a sharpening machine the combination of a pair

of rotatable sharpening elements, of a work holder com-

poseil of a single piece of metal bent at Its medial line

to form a pair of clamping Jaws, a horlaontal axis for

said bold T, an adjustable ilaniplng element carried by

wild Jaws, a pair of oppositely arranged Integral spring

tongues at one end of said Jaws, a cam carried by said

knrpenlng elements adapte<l to alternately contact with

nli spring tongues to oscillate the work holder.

•_». A sharpening machine of the rlans des<TltH^l com-

prising a <'aslDg, a pair of closely spaced rotatable ele-

ments mounted therein, means fur Imparting motion to

said elements simultaneously, a horlsontal ails remov-

ably po8ltlone<l In notches in the upper edge of said

casing, a substantially rertangular ple<e of metal, bent at

its medial line around said axis to form work holding

Jaws, an adjustable clamping element carried by said

jaws, a pair of outwardly extending opposed Integral

spring tongues at one <nd of said Jaws, and cams carried

by said rotatable sharpening elements adapte<1 to alter-

nately contact with titld spring tongwes.

1.224,926. POST-ANCHOR. P«rct J. Hikpmarsh, Un
coin, Nebr.. a.sslgDor to The American Steel & Wire

Company of New Jersey, lloboken, N. J., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 26, 1916. Serial No.

17,098. <ri. 18»—31.)

1. In fence post constru<-tlon, a spreader having a plu

rality of lateral w^ngs, the lower portions of the wings

converging to a point and the upper edges of the wings

being inclined outwardly and downwardly from the liody

of the spreader, the Inclination being such as to provide

• i-elatlv«ly abrupt angle between the shank and tke

wings, in combination with a tubular post having a

slitted lower end and adapted to t>e driven wer said

238 0.C;.—22

prea<ler, tk« coostructtoa of the spreader bihig euck that

tbe slitted lower e«d of the post Is caused to flare eat-

wardly to stibstaatlany a borisontal posltlMi. substantially

as described.

2. In fence post construitlon, a spreader having a plii^-~-

raltty of lateral wlng«, tt>e lower portions of the wings
converging to a point and the npper edges af the wings
being inclined outwardly and downwardly from the body

of the xpreader, the Inclination being such as to provide

a relatively abrupt angle betw^een the trbnnk and the

wings. In combination with a tubular post having a
slitted lower end and atlapted to be driven over said

spreader, the construction of the spreader being such that

the slitted lower end of the p«i8t is caused to flare out-

wardly to substantially a tiorltontal position, the section

of metal In the post at the inner end of the slit being

lessened, thereby inducing a more abrupt bend of the said

lower end portion, substantially as described.

3. In a fence post constnKtlon a spreader having a plu-

rality of lateral wings, the apper edges of the wings l)eing

Joined to the shank of tie spreader by a curve, the arc

of which Is struck from a point outside of said shank, the
radius of the curve being sufllciently short to provide a
relatively abrupt angle between the shank and the wings,

in combination with a tubular post having a slitted lower
end and adapted to be drt\-en over said spreader, the con-

struction of the spreader t>elng such that the slitted lower
end of the post Is caused to flare outwardly to substan-

tially a horizontal position, substantially as descril>ed.

4. In a fence post construction a spreader having a plu-

rality of lateral wings, the upper edges of said wings being
lucline<l outwardly, the Inclination being such as to pro-

vide a relatively abrupt angle between the shank and the

wings In combination with a tubular poet, having Its lower
end slitted to provide a plurality of segments, the num-
ber of segments being different from the number of wings
on said spreader, the construction of the spreader being

such that the slitted lower end of the post is caused to

flare outwardly to substantially a horizontal position, sub-

stantially as described.

1,224,926. FENCE-POST ANCHOR. PERcy J. Hi.nd-

mabsh, Lincoln, Nebr., assignor to The American Steel

& Wire Company of New Jersey, lloboken, N. J., a Cor-

poration of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 23, 1915. Serial

No. 57.475. (CI. 189—8L)

In a device of the class described, tbe c«»nit>inatloB of a

tnbnlar member adapted to be located in the croun<l and

provided with slits loiated adjacent to (»»e end thereof,

said memt>er projecting above the grooad a distance snfll-

( lent to provide for th<- attachTiient of a fen<>e theneta. a

washer cw^er the lower end of the post, a ro*l conne<-te<l to

aid wnsber a»d extending throngb said post to tbe np^er

end thereof, and screw means xtlng vpon the upper ««mJ
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of paid post and adapted to exert longltudioal force to
cause the (bulging of the metal at the lower end of the post
and thereby form an anchor. subatantUtlly aa deacribetl.

1^24.927. FENCE POST. I'erct J. Hixdmarsh. Lin
coin. Nebr.. aaalgnor to The American Steel k Wire Com
pany of New Jersey. Hoboken. N. J., a Corporation of^
New Jersey. Filed Oct. 23. 1915. Serial No. 57,476
(CI. 189—23.)

1. A fence post. conBlntlng of a tapered blank bent Into
tubular form at the point above the ground-line and of U-
shape at the point beneath the ground, substantially a.s

described.

2. A fence post of tubular form at Its upper end and
of U shape at Its lower end. said post being so constructed
as to permit of Its being driven Into the groun<1 to a point
at which the U-shaped portion is entirely beneath the
surface of the ground, substantially as described.

1,224.928. STOVE FOR BLAST FURNACES. H»!»HT P.
HowLAMD. Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 30, 1915. Serial
No. 26,076. (CI. 263—19.)

1. In a blast furnace stove, a single central combuation
chamber formed therein, and checkerwork memt>ers having
connected pa.<«sageways locate<i in and at points along
the length of the combust'on chamber.

2. In 11 bla.st furnace stove, a combustion chamber
formed therein, vertically arranged checkerwork members
within said combustion chamber, and checkerwork mem-
bers within the combustion chamber extending crosswise
at point.-* along the length thereof.

S. In a blast furnace stove, a centrally arranged com-
bustion chamber formed therein, and means including a
checkerwork member having passageways with connec-
tions therebetween, through which connections air and gas
pass to be thoroughly mixed.

4. In a blast fnmace store, a ceatrml combuktion cham-
ber formed therein having a plurality of paasagewaTS for
the passage back and forth of hot products of combuation
and a cold air blast, and means for interconnecting said
passageways within the combustion chaml>er to Increase
the heat absorbing and radiating surface therein.

6. In a blast furnace stove, a central combustion cham-
ber formed therein, and means Including meml>er8 with
intercunnectod passageways in sai<i combustion chamber
to cause a mixed fluid fe<l thereto to take an irregular
path In pa.HsIng tberethrougb.

[Claims « to 14 not prlnte<l In the Gasette.I

1.224,929. FIBER BREAKIN*; MACHINE. JOH!«
Hl-BLBB, Brandon, Wis., assignor to Wisconsin Hemp
Company, a Corporation of L>eiaware. Filed .Sept. 25,
1916. Serial No. 121,988. (CL 18—21.)

1. In a fiber hreakin^r machine, the combination of two
or more groups of upper and lower seta of driven breaking
rolls, horitontally disposed endless skeleton carriers be-
tween the groups the working stretch of each of which
travel, upon a gradual upward incline from the receiving
end to a point intermediate of its lentrth and then gradu-
ally In a downward direction from said point, to the dis-
charge end of the stretch, a means for Imparting a vibra-
tory movement to the upward traveling portion of the
stretch, and also to the downwardly traveling portion
of the stretch.

2. In a fiber breaking machine, the combination of two
or more groups of meshed corrugated driven breaking
rolls, the said groups of rolls being successively increased
in speed with relation to the first group of the seriea,
horitontally disposed endless skeleton carriers between
the groups of breaking rolls, the carrier succeeding each
group being driven at a synchronised speed therewith,
and means associate*! with the working stretch of each
carrier for causing It to travel gradually upward from
its receiving end to a point Intermediate of its length,
and from said point gradually downward to its discharge
end.

8. In a fiber breaking machine, the combination of a
fixed group of corrugated breaking rolls, an upper set of
yleldable breaking rolls intermeshed with the first men-
tioned aet. and yieldatile guard plates In abutment with
tbe ends of the rolls.

4. In a fiber breaking machine, the combination of
groups of Intermeshed corrugated driven breaking rolls,

endless driven skeleton carriers Interposed between theae
groups of breaking rolls, and yleldable guard plates Juxta-
posing the ends of the rolls and skeleton carriers.

5. In a fiber breaking machine, the combination of three
groups of breaking rolls each comprising upper and lower
corrugated intermeshed yleldable sets, means for impart-
ing positive drive to all of the sets of breaking rolls in
each group the drive of each group being slightly acceler-
ated with relation to the first of the series of groups, a
single endless skeleton carrier mounted between the first
and second group and second and third group, means for
driving the first carrier at an Increased speed with rela-
tion to the first group of breaking rolls and for driving
the second carrier at an Increased speed with relation to
the second group of breaking rolls, a finishing skeleton
carrier positioned forwardly of the third group of break-
ing rolls and interrupted throughout Its length to form
two Independent sections, and a single pair of positively
driven yleldable breaking rolls between the sections of tha
last mentloneil carrier.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in tbe Gaaette.] •
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.224,9 80. HORIZONTAL - DRILLING MACHINE.
HowABD R. HruHBS, Houston. Tex. Filed Dec. 27,

1915. t<erlai No. 68,859. (Ci. 255—20.)

1. A horlcontal drilling machine, comprising a closed

housing that comprlm-s a I>hs«' (Ktrtlon an<l a removable

cover resting on same and adapt<>d to l)e turned about a

vertical axis, an approximately horizontally-disposed drill

stem operating member that passes through openings in

the cover of said bousing, and a rockable carrier for said

member journaled on the cover of horizontally-disposed

trunnions on said housing.

2. A horizontal drilling machine, comprising a housing

provided with a n'servoir for holding lubricating oil and
having a removable top {wrtion that protects the elements

arranged Inside of the bousing, a substantially horizon-

tally dlspose<l drill stem operatliiK nieint)er, means carried

by aald housing for supporting said member, cooperating

geara and pinions In said housing for rotating said member
and for feeding it longitudinally, some of said elements

being Immersed In tbe oil In said reservoir, and means for

conducting oil to the remaining elements that are arrange*!

above the oil in said reservoir.

8. A horizontal drilling machine provided with a hous-

ing that comprises a stationary base portion and a remov-

able top portion that constitutes a cover for said base

portion and protects the elements arranged inside of

aame, a substantially horizontally-disposed drill stem

operating memb«>r. means mounted on the top portion of

the housing for carrying said memtwr, and mechanism
for rotating said drill stem operating memt>er and for

feeding it longitudinally comprising cooperating elements

In tbe base portion and In the top portion of the housing

that loosely engage each other and which are mounted
so that the top portion of the housing and the parts car-

ried by same can t)e removed as a unit from the liase por-

tion of the housing without disturbing the elements ar-

ranged inside of said base portion.

4. A horizontal drilling machine provided with a houa-

ing that comprises a stationary liase portion and a top por-

tion that cooperates with said base portion to protect the

elements arranged Inside of the housing, a substantially

horizontally-disposed drill stem operating member, a

rockable carrier arranged on the top portion of said hous-

ing for supporting said member, driving gears In the base

portion of the housing that revolve al)out a vertical axis,

one of which Is used to feed the drill stem operating mem-
ber and the other to rotate said member, cooperating gears

on the top portion of the housing that revolve at>out a

horizontal axis, and pinions on said drill stem operating

member that mesh with said last mentlono<l gears and

which rotate aald member and feed It longitudinally when
aald gears are in operation.

5. A horizontal drilling machine, comprialng a bousing

that is provide<i with a stationary base portion and a

top portion, a substantially horizontally-disposed drill

stem operating memt>er. a yoke-shaped carrier on the top

portion of said housing for supporting said member, a

vertically-disposed shaft in the base portion of aald bous-

ing provided with a gear, a sleeve surrounding said shaft

and provided with a gear, one of said gears t>elng used to

feed said drill stem operating member and the other to

rotate said member, and means carried by the top portion

of the housing and by said drill stem operating member
that cooperates with said gears to feed aald m<>mber longi-

tudinally and to Impart rotary movement to same.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,224,931. METHOD OF OPERATING PUMPS. Hbb-
BBBT ALrRBO Hi'MPHREY, London, and William Jobbpb
RrsDBLL. Dudley. England, assignors to Humphrey
Gas Pump Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Aug. 12. 1912. Serial No. 714,563. Renewed Sept. 26,

1916. SerUl No. 122,181. (CL 160—1.)

1. Tbe method of operating pumps without fly-wheela,

which consists In reciprocating masses having sufllcient

weight to acquire useful momentum, one movement or ont-

stroke of said reciprocation l)elng due to an expansible me-

dium, storing energy by the movement of the outstroke,

utilizing a portion of the energy stored for causing a re-

turn stroke, and limiting the period during which the

stored energy Is communicated to the reciprocating mass to

cause tbe return stroke.

2. The method of operating pumps without fly-wheels,

which consists In reciprocating masses having suflldent

weight to acquire useful momentum, one movement or

outstroke of said reciprocation l)elng due to an expansible

medium, storing energy by the movement of the outstroke,

utilizing a portion of the energy stored for causing a re-

turn stroke, and limiting the amount of said stored energy

communicated to the reciprocating mass In causing said

return stroke.

3. The method of operating pumps without fly-wheela,

which consists in reciprocating masses having sufflclent

weight to acquire useful momentum, one movement or out-

stroke of said reciprocation being due to tbe expansion of

an expansible medium, ntlllzlng the outstroke to com-

press an elastic cushion, utilizing a portion of the energy

stored in the elastic cushion to cause a return stroke,

and limiting the amount of said energy which Is com-

municated to the mass In causing said return stroke.

4. The metho<l of operating pumps without fly wheels,

which consists In reciprocating masses having sufficient

weight to acquire useful momentum, one movement or out-

stroke, of said reciprocation being due to the expansion

of an expansible medium, utilizing the movement of the

outstroke to deliver a liquid and compress an elastic

cushion, utilizing the cyclical changes of level of the de-

livered liquid to determine the period or portion of a re-

turn stroke which occurs under the Influence of pressure.

5. The method of operating pumps without fly-wheels,

which consists In reciprocating masses having sufllcient

weight to acquire useful momentum, one movement or

outstroke of said reciprocation being due to the expansion

of an expansible medium, utilizing tbe movement of the

outstroke to deliver liquid and compress an elastic medium,

and utilizing a definite and adjustable change of level

of liquid which occurs during a return stroke to determine

that portion of such return stroke which occurs under the

Influence of pressure.

1.224,982. AUTOMATIC TRAIN STOPPING MECHA-
NISM. Cbzairb Jolt, Salem, Mass. Filed July 18,

1914. Serial No. 860,812. (CI. 246—69.)

1. In a train stopping mechanism of the class described

the combination of a tripping memb«>r arranged adjacent

to the road bed, a supporting base on which aald tripping

member Is horizontally disposed, an operating rod con-

nected to one end of aald tripping member for shifting

the same In a horizontal plane on the base, a valve operat-

ing arm carried by said tripping member and movable to

and from an operative poaltion by the operating rod. a

spring mounted upon said base and arranged to exert
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1 preuure against the ead of uld tripping member oppoaite
the end carrying the valve operatlnK arm. uld aprlng
being nndpr tt'nidon wh<n the- trlpplnif meDiI>er ia In In-

operative position and adapted to facilitate the shifting
of the tripping member by the operating means upon actua-
tion of the latter.

I

2. In a train stopping mechanism of the class described,

the combination of a tripping member arrange<i adjacent
to the road bed, an operating rod connected to the trip-

ping member for actuation of the same to render it opera-
tire and inoperative, a spring cooperating with the trip-

ping member and adapted to be compressed upon actua
tlon of the operating ro<i for moving the tripping memb<>r
into inoperative position, said spring being arranged to

throw said tripping member into operative position upon
disablement of the operating rod aforesaid, and guide
means for said spring comprising a rod around which
the spring Is arranged for maintaining the same in proper
position when under compresaion.

3. In automatic train stopping mechanism of the class

described, the combiaatiun of a tripping meml>er arranged
adjacent to the track and adapted to cooperate with a
train valve, said tripping member being pivoted inter-

mediate Its length for movement in a horizontal plane,
a valve contact arm bent upwardly from one end of aaid
tripping member, an operating rod connected to the oppo-
site end of said tripping member for shifting the same into
operative and inoperative positions, anil spring means co-
operating with the tripping member and adapted to be
placed under tension upon shifting of the tripping member
by the operating rod upon movement of said tripping
member into inoperative position whereby to constitute
aaxlllary actuating meanx for said tripping memt>er upon
disablement of the operating means aforesaid.

1.224.933. ROTARY MILL. Fa«D All».\ Jordan, Duluth,
Minn., assignor of one half to Walter O. Swart, Duluth,
Minn. Filed June 17, 1916. Serial No. 104.241. {Ci.

83—9.)

1. In a rotary mill, a rotatable receptacle, means for
treating material In said receptacle while the same la be-
ing rotated, an electric raptor having armatare wtmllng!*
and field windings, one of said windings being fixed to said
receptacle and the other winding being atationarily moaot
ed. whereby said receptacle Is the rotor of the electric

motor so formed.

2. In a rotary grinding mill, an electric motor compris-
ing a rotor and a stator. said rotor comprising a hollow
rotatable element, grinding means within said element.

and means for supplying ore to and discharging the same
from said hollow rotatable element.

3. In a rotary mill, a motor comprising a stator and a
rotor, said rotor having a relatively fixed hollow rrcepta-
cle. means for treating material in said receptacle while
the same is rotated, and means for feeding material to
and discharging material from said receptacle.

1.224.934. PIPE CLOSURE. John J. K»xmy. Chicago,
III. Filed Nov. 20, 1916. Serial No. 182.810. (CI.
137—76.)

*T-J5 xa

1. In a pipe closure, a seal, means for moving said seal

to clotM- the pipe, arms associated with Haid means for en-
gagement with the pipe, and a spacing member for sail
arms b«-tween said seal and sti<l means.

2. In a closure for the open end of a pipe, a seal, a
screw, a bridge, said screw and bri<!ge adapted to force
said seal into contact with the open end of said pipe,

clamps on said bridge, and a connecting member inter

poaed between the bridge and said open end of the pipe
for said clamps.

.H. The combination of a pipe provided with an open
end, a merat>er adapted to close said open end, means for

causing such closing, gripping members associated with
said means for cngiigement with said pipe, and a tie piv
otaliy (onnecting said gripping members, said closing
means having cam engag>'nient with said gripping mem
ijers.

4. The combination of a pipe having a aeat, a sealing
neni(>er fitting said seat, a screw for forcing said sealing
member toward said seat, a bridge for said screw, clamp
ing means associated with Kaid bridge, and a tie-piece

pivotally connecting said clamping means, said bridge hav
ing cam engagement with the ends of said gripping means
whereby the outward movement of said bridge causes a
relative pivotal movement of said clamping means and
said tie-piece.

5. The combination of a pipe having a socltet and an
internal outwardly facing seat In said socket, a sealing
disk fitting over said seat, a gasket Interposed between
said sealing disk and said seat, a screw coaxial with said

pipe socket for forcing said sealing disk toward said
seat, a threadeil bridge piece for said screw, clamping
Jaws extending from opposite ends of said bridge piece to

opposite sides of the socket, and a tle^-plece pivotally con
necting said Jaws and interposed between said bridge
piece and the outer end <if said socket.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.224.935. TOY DDMP-WAOON. HAaav T. Kinobbdby,
Keene. N. H. Filed July 22. 1916. Serial No. IIO.TM.
(CI. 46—48.)

1. A toy dump wagon, comprising a frame, a body plv
oted at its rear end to the frame, a crank shaft mounted
in the frame at the forward end of the body, and means
carrle<l by the crank shaft for raising and lowering the
forward end of the tnxly.

2. A toy dump wagnn. comprising a frame, a body plT-
oted at Its rear end to the frame, a crank sliaft mounted
in the frame at the forward end. and a crank connection
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between the crank shaft and the body for raising and

lowering the same.

8. A top damp wagon, comprising a frame, a l>ody piv-

oted at ita rear end to the frame, a crank shaft mounted
hi the frame at its forward end, a crank carried by the

shaft and passing throngh an L-sbaped slot in the t>ody

and means for oscUlatlng said crank shaft whereby the

forward end is raised and supported In the raised posi-

tion by the crank shaft.

4. A toy dump wagon, comprising a frame, a body plv

oted at Its rear end to the frame, a crank shaft mounted
in the frame at its forward end. a vertically dlsposeil

ptate carried by the forward end of the body and having

an L-shaped slot therein, and a crank carried by the

<rank shaft and passing through the slot whereby the

forward end of the frame is raised and supported by the

( raak.

B. A toy dump Wagon, comprising a frame, a body piv-

oted at its rear end to the frame, a crank shaft moonted
in the frame at Its forwsrd end. a vertically disposed

plate carried by the forwar<l end of the tK>dy and having

aa L-sbaped slot therein, a crank carried by the shaft and
passing through said L-shape<l slot, and means wh.'reby

said crank shaft is oscillated whereby the crank engages

I be walls of the slot and raises the forward end of the

l)Ody and supports it in Its raised position.

(Claims to 9 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,224,936. LOCK-BOLT. John A. KLixa. Blo<Mn8barg,

Pa. Piled Nor. 20. 1916. Serial No. 132.424. (CI.

88—B.)

1. In a device of the class described, a bolt having a

longitudinal groove and provided with a transverse recess

opening into the groove ; a collar movable longitudinally

of the bolt and provided with an internal tooth movable

in the longitudinal groove of the bolt when tike collar Is

moved longltuillnally of the bolt, the collar being rota

table to cause the tooth of the collar to enter the recess

of the bolt ; and a key Insertlble into the longitudinal

groove of the l>olt and engaging the tooth of the collar

10 bold the tooth in the recess and to prevent a moveineut

of the collar clrt uniferentially of the bolt and longitudi-

nally of the bolt.

(Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gasettc.)

piston above aaid blank holder, a mandrel swinginglr

mounted below saM holding means, and adapted to be

swung upward against the cap*<ule blank, and to coSperate

with said piston to shape said capsule into a relatively

shallow capsule pres8<*d into said piston and having

laterally extending rim below said piston, a bottle sap-

port adapttHl to bring a bottle into ct)ntact with said *cap-

sule upon removal of said mandrel, and to press said

capMule and lateral rim into said piston to form the same
Into a relatively deep capsule embracing the bead of the

bottle.

1.224.987. MACHINE FOR CIA)8INt; HUTTLES AND
THK LIKE WITH CAl'SLLK.S. Axai. Jrms L.AraiTS

La*«b.<«. Copenhagen. I>enmark. Filed Jaly 16. 1915.

Berlal No. 40,209. (CI. ll.V-2.)

1. A machine for placing capsules on bottles, roasprto-

ing means for supporting a capsule blank, a sleeve shaped

2. A machine for placing capsules on bottles, compris-

ing means for supporting a capsule-blank, a sleeve shaped
blank-cutting piston above aaid blank holder, a mandrel
swlngingly mounted below said holding means, and adapt-

ed to be swung upward against the <apsuie blank, and to

cooperate with said piston to shape said capsule into a

relatively shallow capsule pressed into said piston and
having a laterally extending rim below said piston, a
bottle support adapteil to t>rtag a bottle into contact with

said capsule upon removal of said mandrel, and to press

said capsule and lateral rim Into said piston to form the

same Into a relatively de«»p capsule embracing the head
of the lK)ttle. and ejecting means within said piston adapt

-

wl to move said capsuled l>ottle downwardly from sai«l

piston.

3. A machine for placing capsules on bottles, compris
ing means for supporting a capsule blank, a sleeve shaped
piston above said blank, a swinging mandrel holder swlng-

ingly mounte«1 upon the machine frame below said blank

holder, a main shaft for operating said machine, a lever

for swin«ing said mandrel holder, adapted to be operated

from said main shaft, a niandrel stationarily fixed to said

mandrel holder, said mandrel adapted to be swung upward
against the capsule blank, and to cooperate with said

piston to shtipe said libink into a relatively shallow cap-

sule pressed into said piston and having a laterally ex-

tending rim below said piston, a l>ottle support adapted
to bring a bottle into contact with aaid capsule upon
removal of said mandrel, and to press said capsule and
lateral rtin into said piston to form the same into a rela-

tively de«-p (upsule embracing the head of the bottle.

4. .\ machine for pla ing mpsules on bottles. ( omprls-
Ing mean» for supporting a capsule blank, a sleeve shape*!

piston above said blank, a swinging s«<'Ctor-sbape<I man
drel holder, a mandrel stationarily fixed to said mandrel
hokler, a removal ring surrounding said mandrel, a spring
pressed jiawl adapted to yieldingly support said ring so

that the up|>« r edge of aaid ring in its normal position is

at a level with the up{>er edge of the mandrel, said mandrel
adapte<l to l>e swung upward against the capsule blank,

and to cooperate with said piston to shape said l)lank iito

a relatively shallow <'apsol«> preKH«><] into said plst; n r.nd

*
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having a laterally extending rim t>elow said piston and
engaged at its under side by said removal ring, said ring

t>eing pressed downwardly with respect to said mandrel,

a bottle support adapttnl to bring a bottle Into contact

with said capsule upon removal of naid mandrel, and to

prem said capsule and lateral rim into said piston to

forol the same into a relatively de«>p capaale embracing
the bead of the bottle.

5. A machine for placing capsules on bctties, compris-

ing means for supporting a capsule blank, a sleeve shaped

piston above said blank, a Hector-shaped swinging mandrel
holder swInKingly mounted upon the machine frame b^-low

said blank holder, having a slot therein, a mandrel on said

mandrel holder, a main shaft for operating said nuichlne,

a lever pivoted to the frame and provided with a roller

engaging said slot of said mandrel holder, and adapted to

swing said holder by movement in said slot, satd lever

adapted to be actuated from the main frame, said man-
drel adapted to be swung upward asainst the capsule

blank, the transmission of pressure from the mandrel
holder to the lever t>eing in the direction of the mandrel
engaging arm of the lever toward the pivotal point of said

lever, in the working position of said mandrel, said man-
drel adapted to cooperate with said piston to shape said

blank into a relatively shallow capsule presaed into lald

piston and having a laterally extending rim below said

piston, a bottle support adapted to bring a bottle Into

contact with aaid capsule upon removal of said mandrel,

and to press said capsule and lateral rim into said piston

to form the same into a relatively deep capsule embracing
the head of the bottle.

1,224,938. LEVELING-ROD. Will G. L»nkeb, Sunbary,
Pa. Filed Ck;t. 14, 1915. Serial No. 55,869. (CI.

83—74.)

4

,B
1. A leveling rod comprising two relatively movable

aections, an endless sprocket belt carrie<l by one of said

sections and adjustable len;;thwise thereon, an odometer
and a target carried by said latter section, gearing con-
necting said odometer with said belt, and means for hold-

ing one part of said belt stationary with respect to the

other 8«'rtion.

2. A leveling rod comprising two relatively movable
sections, an endless sprocket belt carried by one of said

sections and adjustable lengthwise thereon, an odometer
and a target connected together and adjustably mounted
on saJd latter section, gearing connecting said odometer
with said belt, and means for holding one part of said

belt s;tatlonary with r»'spect to the othpr section.

3. A leveling rod comprlslns a rod. an endless belt

thereon, an optometer and target adjustable on the rod,

gearing connecting the odometer with said bolt, a clutch

for disconnecting the o<lometer from said g»*arinir. and
means for locking said clutch In its disengaged position.

1,224.939. MULTIPLE-EXPANSION STBAM-BNUINB.
Ui'GO Lc.vTZ, Halensee, near Berlin. Gemiany. Plied

Oct 19, 1914. Serial No. 867,518. (CI. 121—85.)

X. _

1. In a multiple expansion steam engine, the combina-
tion of a high pressure cylinder and two low-pressure cyl-

inders adjacent thereto, said low-pressure cylinders hav-
ing inlet and exhaust valve casings all arrangeil In one
plane, and said high pressure cylinder having inlet and
exhaust valve caaings arranged in a plane substantially
at right angles to the flrst-named piano, the said exhaust
valve casing of the high-pressure cylinder being substan-
tially in the plane of the valve casings of the low-pressure
cylinders and being connected directly to the inlet valve
casings of the said low-pressure cylinders, whereby the
st)'Hm has a continuous direction of flow in the high
pressure cylinder and the high pressure exhaust steam
can flow along the shortest path directly to both low-

pressure cylinders at the same time and have a continuous
direction of flow thert-in. substantially as described.

2. In a multiple expansion steam engine, the comblna
tion of a high-pressure cylinder and two low-pressure
cylinders adjacent thereto, inlet and exhaust valve cas-

ings all arrangeil In one plane on the low-pressure cyl-

inders, and Inlet and exhaust valve casings arrange<l on
the high-preHsure cylinder In a plane substantially at

right angles to the flrst-named plane, the exhaust valve
casing on the high pressurt- cylinder Iteing substantially
in the first-named plane, and receivers connected directly

l>etween the outlets of the exhaust valve casing on the

high-preHsure cylinder and the inlets of the inlet valve
casings on the low-pressure cylinders, said receivers t>eing

formed by longitudinal passag**s cast only onto the low-
pressure cylinders on the sides thereof adjacent the high-

pressure cylinder, substantially as descrlbeil.

3. In a multiple expansion steam engine, the combina-
tion of a high-pressure cylinder and two low pressure cyl-

inders adjacent thereto, inlet and exhaust valve casings on
the low-pressure cylinders all arranged in one plane, and
inlet and exhaust valve casings arranged on opposite
sides of the high-pressure cylinder in a plane substantially

at right angles to the flrst-named plane, the exhaust valve
of the high-pressure cylinder being substantially In the

flrst-named plane, the arrangement being such that the

high-pressure exhaust steam can flow directly to the low-

pressure inlets and when the high-pressure exhaust is

open steam can flow along the shortest path to both low-

pressure cylinders at the same time, substantially as
described.

1.224.940. FLUID - PRESSURE - CONTROLLING APPA-
RATUS FOR RAILWAY-VEHICLES. Llotd V. Lewis.
Edgpwood borough. Pa., assignor to The Union Switch
& Signal Company, Swissvale. Pa., a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed May 7, 1914. Serial No. 836,927.

(CI. 246—69.)
1. In combination, a valve, a shaft mounted to oscil-

late, means for biasing said shaft to a middle position,

an arm attached to said shaft for rocking the shaft in

either direction from the middle position, a cam on said

shaft for actuating said valve when the shaft Is rocked
Ln one direction from said middle position, and means for

retarding the return movement of said shaft to said

middle position whereby when said shaft Is rocke«l In

such direction that It does not actuate said valve the

momentum of the shaft and arm at the end of the return

movement toward the middle position will not l>e suffl-
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cient to cause the shaft to swing beyond the middle posi-

tion and actuate the valve.

V

5. In combination, h memlxT mounted to rock and

biased to an intermediate position, a valve opened by

aM member when the member is rocked in one direction

from said intermediate position but not in the other, and

means for retarding the return movement of said member

from the direction in which it does not open the valve.

11. in combination, a meml)er biased to a middle posi-

tion and capable of movement in opposite directions from

said middle position, a source of fluid pressure, a valve

connected therewith, means sontrolled by said member

for opening said valve when the member is moved in one

direction from its middle position, means for retaining

said valve in the open position after the memt>er returns

to its middle position until a substantially complete re

du<-tion of said pressure Is accompllshe<1, and means for

retarding the rflurn movement of said meml>er toward

its intermediate position, whereby, when the member is

rocked in such direction that It dws not open said valve,

the momentum of the meml>er at the end of the return

movement toward th»* intermediate position is not suffi-

cient to cause the meml)er to swing beyond its lnternie<ll-

ate position and actuate the said valve.

'[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 10 not printed In the Ga«ette.J

1.224,941. SOLDERING COMPOUND. Fbancis E. J.

LiTOT. Wilklnsburg, Pa. Original application filed Mar.

22, 1915. Serial No. 16,263. Divided and this applica-

tion flieil June 5, 1916. Serial No. 101,863. (CI. 76—1.)

1. A soldering' compound, containing zinc, tin and lead,

the tin and lead being each not less than the «lnc, so as

to reduce the melting point of the sine to a safe limit l>e-

low the heat which would Injure the parts t>eing soldered.

2. A soldering compound, containing zinc, tin and lead

In the approximate proportions of 25 parts sine. 45 parts

tin, and 55 parts lead.

1.224,942. 1U»TTLE-VENDIN(J MACHINE. Edward C.

Lorbntzk.n, Kendrick township, (ireene county, Iowa.

Flie<l Mar. 16, 1915. .^erlal No. 14,834. (CI. 211—8.)

magazine is moved to discharging position, the lx)ttle re-

ceiving magazine Is moved to receiving position.

2. In a device of the class de8crit>ed, a l)ottle vending

mechanism comprising a cabinet having therein a Iwttle

holding and feeding magazine, a drum mounted for rota-

tion In said cabinet, having pockets, a guard for the lower

portion of said drum, a water receptacle receiving the

lower portion of said drum l>elow the central axis there-

of, the parts being so arranged that the drum receives and

discharges the bottles alK»ve the water level in said re-

{•eptacle, a bottle receiving drum having pockets, a dis-

charging carrier adapted to receive bottles from said first

drum, means for actuating said first drum, a bottle re-

ceiving device in the wall of said cabinet adapted to re-

ceive a bottle outside the wall and carry such bottle

through said wall to position adjacent to said second

drum, means for operatlvely connecting the first and sec-

ond drums, whereby when the first drum is moved for

<llscharging a bottle the second drum Is moved to position

where one of its pockets is In position to receive a bottle

from said bottle receiving member.

3. In a device of the class described, a bottle vending

mechanism comprising a cabinet having therein a bottle

holding and feeding magazine, a drum mounted for rotation

In said cabinet having pockets, a guard for the lower portion

of said drum, a water receptacle receiving the lower portion

of said drum below the central axis thereof, the parts be-

ing so arranged that the drum receives and discharges the

bottles above the water level In said receptacle, a bottle

receiving drum having pockets, a discharging carrier
' adapted to receive bottles from said first drum, means for

actuating said first drum, a bottle receiving device in the

wall of said cabinet adapted to receive a bottle outside

the wall and carry a bottle through said wall to position

adjacent to said second drum, means for operatlvely con-

necting the first and second drums whereby when the first

drum le moved for discharging a bottle, the second drum
Is moved to position where one of its pockets is In posi-

tion to receive a bottle from said bottle receiving mem-
ber, said means being so arranged that when said second

drum is In Its receiving position it may be rotated for a

certain distance without effecting the first drum.

4. In a device of the class described, a bottle vending

mechanism comprising a cabinet having therein a bottle

holding and feeding magazine, a drum mounted for ro-

tation In sal<l cabinet having pockets, a guard for the

lower portion of said drum, a water receptacle re<-eiving

the lower portion of aaid drum below the central axis

thereof, the parts being so arranged that the drum receives

and discharges the bottles above the water level In said

receptacle, a bottle receiving drum having pockets, a

discharging carrier adapted to receive bottles from said

first drum, means for actuating said first drum, a bottle

receiving device In the wall of said cabinet adapted to

receive a bottle outside the wall and carry a Iwttle through

said wall to position adjacent to said second drum, means
for operatlvely connecting the first and second drums,

whereby when the first drum is moved to position where

one of its pockets Is In position to receive a bottle from

said bottle receiving member, said means l>eing so ar-

ranged that when said second drum is in Its receiving

position, It may be rotated for a certain distance without

affecting the first <lruni, and means adapted to he ac-

tuated from outside the cabinet, whereby partial rota-

tion may l>e Imparted to said second drum when said

second drum is moved to Its receiving position.

1. In a iMittle vending nia<-hine. a cabinet, a bottle hold-

ing anil dlsiharglng mak'azlne therein, a bottle receiving

magazine, means for operatlvely connecting said maga-

7.ine8, whereby when the t>ottle holding and discharging

1,224,943. PORTABLE. POWER, WOOD-Sl'RFACEE.
Bnc.elbkkt Lrx. Belllnghani, Wash. Filed Feb. 21,

1917. Serial No. 150,087. (CI. 144—119.)

1. In a power surfacer for wooden ships' hulls. In com-

bination, a set of revoluble surface cutters, power means
to revolve said cutters, two calk-seam rollers, and a plu-

rality of surface rollers.

2. In a power surfacer for wooden ships' hulls. In com-

Idnation, a set of revoluble surface cutters, power means

to revolve said cutters, two calk-seam rollers automatically
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adjustahl«> at rlnht mag\f» tn th# warfare MsAe by Mild
cutters, ajul a pluraittj vt snrfae* roU*r».

\Mm^M—^2^^F»

8. In a powM- !*nrfact«r for w«o«l«i Hblps' hnlla. In nmt-
btnatloD. a »et of rrrolubl* sorfar^ rnttJTs, p<rw«r m«aaa
to rerolTe said rnttprs. two ralkn«m rofl^rs antomatlcally
Bftjtwtabl^ nonnaf to the surface mailf» by said cuttera,

two sorfare roflen lBd(i>en(lrat}7 adjastable at right
anirl«>« to the sirrfare made by saW cutters, and two sur-
face rorllpr« autonatiraHy a<tjmtab(« at rtght anglM to
the surface made by mM cattera, bat tn relattvefy reTerae
direction.

4. la a power sarfaear for wwodea skips' halls, la caaa-

btaation. a »et «f rerolnble »urfa«^ (-ntt»*r». povr^r m^nn*
to rerolvf »at«I ctrttt»r», two-ralk-««im rolkry aatomatl-
cally adJuMtable noraral to the narfaca aiade bjr said mt-
tem, two warfare rollem tmiepent1<>nt)r aitjuiitable at
right a»fl»"H to tb* sorf»<*> RMid4> hy «al«t cattem, and
two surfarp r(iner<< aotoroatlcally ad^afitable at right
ancles to the sorface auide by said ratters, but In rela-

tively rererae dlraetlon. also maaoally atmaltaoeoaaly
adjustable aoraal to aaid mirfac-e In the same dlrertloa.

1,224,944. POWDER DISPENSER FOR BILLIARD-
CUES. WAJLTaa A. McKixaoN, San FrancUco, CaL. aa-
slgnor of one-sixth to Thomas E. Flnley, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. nied July 26, 1916. Serial No 111.489.
(Q. 46—8.)

1. In a du.<ii dispentier for billiard cues, a powder re-
ceptacle having a chamber therein to receive a billiard

cue, and means operated by the cue upon Ita Insertion
Into said chamber for dIscharKing a small quantity of
powder upon It.

2. A powder dispenser for billiard cuea comprising a
powder receptacle having a chamber therein for the In
Bcrtlon of a billiard cue, a slldable plate for uncovering
and covering the openings into the cue chamber, and
meaas to move said platps to permit the escape of powder
on to th*- cue upon Its Insertion Into said chamber.

3. A powdiT dispvnsier for billiard cues comprising a
I)owder receptacle having a chamber for the In.sertlon of
a billiard cue, flaps forming a closure for said chamber,
and mechanical means for sifting a quantity of powder
upon th«- cue upon Its insertion into said chamber.

4. A powder dispenser for billiard cues comprising
a powder receptacle having an pxtenstble ehnmber therein
for th«> Insertion of a billiard <iie. iiDmni* to cause thf
deposit ..f a quantity of pow.lcr upon the rue when pushe^l
Into said chamber, and a polishing fabric semred to the
InaM* of said extensible chamber and against which the
roe may t>* rubbed.

5. A ix.wiUt dispenser for billiard rtien comprising a
rvrepraclf for the pi)Wder having an extimstble chamber
therein, a lining of pollwhlBK material swor^l to th»«

walls of said extensible chamber. iUpa to ektae said cbam-

b«» whea a caa la act lBaerte<l ttoereia, and mechanical
means for depositing' a quantity af powder npoa th« cue
when It Is Inserted in said chamber.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the (;axette.]

1.224.S45. Cm:CK. Elmer T. McPhkr»on, Wilming-
ton. Ohio, asalgnor to The Irwin Auger Bit Company,
Wilmington, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Original ap-
plication filed May 20. 191.'^. Serial No. 29.285. Divided
and this application flle<l Apr. 20, 1910. Serial No.
M.34T. (CI. 1»«—48.)

1. In a device wf the charaeter detnTlbed, a rota table
chock comprising a pert hartnir a so<-lret to r»r»»lve and
support the tip of a shank of a bit and mounte*] to rotate
about a fixed axla, a aecond part carried by said flrnt part
and movable laterally relatively thereto and having an
opeafac to i-ec»»lve said shank and <>nint);e the «am«> at a
point r»'muf»> froai said socket, and iiH»iinH ongaglnK said
second part during the rotation thereof to cause said
second part to move w that Its opening will come Into
altaewewt with said axla dariaa tho rotattcn of the parts.

2. In a devtcp of th»- character d»«scrlbe<i, a rotatable
chuck comprising a part having a socket to receive and
support the tip ..f the shank of a Wt and mounted to
rotate about a fixed axle, a »e< oad part mrrle*! by iwid
fl'wt part ami movnblo laterally r«»latlTely thereto and
havtnz a a r>p)>n*nK to recvlTi* said shank aaii engage the
same at a point remote froai saWI sm-ket.

3. In a device of the character deerrlbed. a rotatable
chuck cfHiiprlslnt; a part havlnc a socket to receive and
sDpport the tip ef the shnnk of a Wt and moanted ta
rotat»' about a flxwl axis, a st^eaod part carrletl by Kal<l

ftrs* parr and movable laterally relatively thereto and
havlni; nn <>p<-nlnc tn receive said shank and ongaae the
same at a point remote from said socket, and a guide
arrangdl to engage said second part as It rotates.

4. Tn a device of the character deecfihed. a chu<-k com-
prlsiBK a part niounte<l for rotation about a fixed axle aad
having a "ocket to rerHve the tip of the shank of a bit. a
seconil part mounted on said first part for movement lont'l-

tudlnally and transversely thereof, n spring Interpose*!
between ^aid parts. snl<l second part having an opening
to re<-elve said shank and engage the same at a point
remote from the tip thereof.

*

5 In a device of the cbtracter described, a chuck com-
prising a part having a aocket to receive the tip of the
shank of a b't and mounted to rotate about a fixed axla, a
second part movable lonrltudtnally of said first part, aald
parts being conneeted together by means of a slot ami
lug. said parts also being arrani{e<l tn allow relative lat-

eral play, said se<-ond part being provided with an open-
ing remote from the socket within saW first part, a spring
lnterpoKe<l betwe«'B said parts, ami means adapted to
engsKc the outer portion of aald second part.

(Claim G not printed in the (iazette.]

1,224,946. OILING ATTACHMENT FOR DIE STOCKS.
Flotd H. MrPHKiaoN, Everett. Wash. Filed Mar. 1,

1916. Serial No. 81.423. (Cl. 10—12«.)
1. A die stock having a hollow handle adapted to serve

a* aa ell reserrolr. a separate pump tube within sai<I

reaervoir having an oil supply p.»rt near the end toward
the die ami a discharge (-oni>«><>tton from this Inner end
o* the pnmp ta the dies, a check valve controlling thla
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discharge connection, and a gravity actuated piston freely

movable in the pomp tube.

2. A die stock having a hollow handle adapted to serve

aa an oil reservoir, the inner eml being provided with an

oil discharge channel leading to the dies and a check

valve controlling said discharge channel, a separate tube

within the handle communicating with the said discharge

channel and serving as a pump cylinder, said cylinder

having an oil Inlet port In Its side near Its Inner end,

means for adjusting the ana of aald Inlet port and a

gravity piston within said pump cylinder.

3. S. die stock having a hollow handle adapted to serve

as an oil reservoir, the inner end being provided with an

oil discharge channel leading to the dies and a check

valve controlling said discharge channel, a separate tube

within the handle commnnU-atIng with the sakl discharge

channel and sening as a pump cyllmler, said cylinder

having an oil Inlet port In Its sld- near Its inner end. a

pump supply tube connecting with said Inlet port and

having Its supply eml facluK the Inner end of the die

stock handle, an adjusting bolt passing through the inner

end of said handle and entering wild pump supply tube.

and a gravity aetuate«l pUton freely slldahle In the pump
cylinder.

4. A remo\-able hollow han<lle for a <lle stock closed to

constitute an oH resenolr. an automatic oil delivery

means <-arrl«Ml on the handle, an air Inlet valve, an out-

wanlly opnning vnlve controlling the discharge from the

oil deilverlng means, and a spring acting to close said oil

valve,

6. A hollow <lle stock hjindle closeil to constitute an oil

reaervolr, an air Inlet valv •, a pump conUlne<l within the

hollow of the handle ami having a gravity acting piston

and an outwardly opening sprlug hel<l valve controlling

the oil discharge from the pump.

[Claims to 8 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,224,947. BOOK-HAN(JER. Allan J. MacDouoall,

l>etrolt. Mich. Fllwl June 12, 19i:». Sarlal No, 33338.

tCl. 45—58.)

A book hana-r adapted to aappsrt a book having a

perforated coi uer, and ( onalitlas •# a wire member having

a suspending ring terminal, and prongs at its opposite

terminals at right angles to the plane of the ring-terminal,

said prongs being adapted to extend centrally Into the

book for engagement with the perforated corner of the

tKiok so that said prongs iimy be foMed within the lH>ok

and htdil the iKiok, when r^uspcnded, parallel to the sup

porting wall.

1,224,948. METHOD OF MAKING EMri.^IONS OF
COMPOUND WAXES .\ND THE PROD! CT C>F SAID
METHOD. (;xob<:k Wellinctox Miles. Belmont.

Mas... Fil«»l July 21. 1915. Serial No. 41.176. (Cl.

134—22. )

1. The method of making emulsions of compound waxes
comprising parntta wax aad a relatively bard and high

meltinx wax. which consists In melting the Ingredient

waxes toRrther to form the compound wax. and then hoat-

luK the wax mixture with soap and a quantity of water

appropriate to the emulslflcatlon of the paraifin wax with

the soap employed.

2. An emulsion in water and soap of a compoand wax
comprising paraflti wax and a hard wax.

2. The DM'thoti of makinc finulslons of compound waxes

coasprlMliix paruffln and a relatively hard and high melt-

ing wax. which consists In meltlnu a preponderant pro-

portion of paraffin wax with a hard wax to form the com-

pound wax and then beating the wax mlxtare with soap

and a quantity of water appropriate to the eraulslflcatlon

of ihe parat&n wax with the soap employe<l.

4. An emulsion In water an<i soep of a compound wax
(*omprlslng a preponderant proportion of paraffin wax and

a hard wax in sultordlnate proportion.

1,224,949. INDICATING DEVICE. John Mohn. De-

troit, Mich. Original application filed Aug. 29. 1913.

8«rial No. 787,26(t. Divided and thla application filed

Jan. 17. 1916. Serial No. 72.398. (Cl. »&—17.)

A comblDe«l indlcatlnp device and trap for liquid dis-

pensing a|ti)aralus. comprising a base having ports there-

in one of which is adapted to receive air and the other of

which is adapted to discharge air. a transparent casing

on aald base, a cap on said casing, a yoke carrietl by said

base and extending over said cap. clamping means car

rled by said yoke for holding said cap on said casing, a

pipe In said casing communicating with the air Inlet port

of said base, a check valve carried by said pipe, and an

apertured tube In said casing in communication with the

air ontlet port of said base.

1,224,960. TIDAL MOTOR. HENttV Monrob, Falrvlew,

Kans. Filed Apr. 8, 1916. SeHal No. 88,628. (Cl.

170—111.)

jy

1. In a tidal wave ^M^tor romprlelna a pair of fioata. a

paddle wheel comprising a hub member having radla'ly
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pxtemllng spokes, reinforced blades nnd means for holding
the blades to the spokes comprising a series of rods serv-
ing to tie the blades at their Inner ends to the spokes and
to brace the outer end of the next succeeding blade, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In a tidal motor having floats, a paddle wheel sup-
ported thereby comprising a hub with radiating spokes,
a series of blades, and tie rods passing through wiUl sp.ikes

and connecting with the Inner end of one blade and the
upper end of the next succeeding blade, substantially as
described.

3. In a tidal motor, floats, and a paddb' wheel mount-
ed on said floats, comprising a hub with radiating xpokes,

a series of blades reinforced at their ends and center and
a series of tie rods for each set of blades passing through
the spokes and tying the Inner end of one blade to the
spoke and to the outer end of the next succeeding blade,

substantially as described.

1^24,961. PROCESS OF MAKING STARCH AND PROD
UCTS THEREOF. Chablm C. Moob«, Washington.
D. C, assignor of one-half to Frederick C. Stevens.
Attica. N. Y. Filed Dec. 16, 1911. Serial No. 666,161.
(Cl. 127—23.)
1. The process of treating potatoes which comprises Im-

pregnattnK the same in a comminuted state with an enzym
poison, desiccating the whole mass and recovering starch.

2. The process of treating potatoes which comprises im-
pregnating the same in a comminuted state with a com-
position comprising SOj, desiccating the whole mass and
recovering starch.

3. In the manufacture of valuable products from pota-
toes, the process which comprises comminuting potatoes,
desiccating, regrindlng, converting the reground material
into a starch milk and recovering starch therefrom.

4. In the manufacture of valuable products from pota-
toes, the process which comprises comminuting potatoes,
desiccating in the presence of an enzym-arresting agent,
regrindlng, converting the reground material into a starch
milk and recovering starch therefrom.

5. In the manufacture of valuable products from pota-
toes, the process which comprises comminuting potatoes,
desiccating, regrindlng, converting the reground material
into a starch milk, recovering starch therefrom and con-
centrating the effluent to form a food product.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the (kisette.]

1,224.952. ELECTRIC SWITCH STRUCTIRE. Saiidbl
R. Naoinev. Bremen, Ohio, assignor of one-half to

Clarence E. Maxwell, Bremen. Ohio. Flle<l Mar. 17.
1910. Serial No. 84.993. (Cl. 173—333.)

1. The combination with the Jointed air line between
cars comprising a pair of hose sections, pivotally connect-

ed coupling members carried by said hose sections, of a
switch socket member and a switch knife member, one
carried on the top side of each of said coupler members
so that when the coupler members are glvtn a pivotal
uncoupling movement. sai<l switch sections will be dis-

connected.

2. The combination with the Jointed air line between
cars comprising n pair of hose sections and pivotally con-
nected coupler memb«'rs carried by said hose sections, of n

i witch socket memt)er and a switch knife member, both
carried by each of said coapler members, so that when th**

coupler members are given a pivotal uncoupling move-
ment the switch sections will be disconnected.

3. The combination with the Jointeil air line between
cars comprising a pair of hose sections and pivotally con-
nected coupler members carried by said hose sections, of
Interchangeable switch sections, one <arrletl by each of
said coupler memlH-rs, each section comprising a knife por-

tion and a laterally disposed Bo<-ket portion for receiving
the knife on the other section.

1,224,963. VEHICLEHUB. Machice OConnob, Fort
Adams. R. I. Flle<l Mar. 1, 1916. Serial No, 81,519.
Renewed Mar. 6, 1917. Serial No. 152,781. (Cl.

21—31.)

1. A vehicle-wheel including a flanged bub having there-
on a plurality of spaced proJe<tlons, a plurality of hub-
supporting members, said projections and said hub sup-
porting members being Interlocked, and tubular spoke-
memt)er8 Intermediate said hiil)-Hupp<>rtlng members and
the wheel-rim, said hub supporting members having Inter-

nal screw threaded connection With said tubular spoke-
members.

(Claim 2 not printed in the (lasette.]

1,224.954. BELT SHIFTER. William (IE8T«ri.cix. Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. asMlgnor to The Oesterleln Machine Com-
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporathm of Ohio. Original
application filed July 9. 1913. Serial No. 778,192. Di-
vided and this application filed Dec. 28. 1916. Serial
No. 1.39,269. (Cl. 64—I.)

A pair of brackets adapted to be secured to a frame
part suppitrting a cone-pulley, a pair of g\ilde-rods extend-
ing from one bracket to the other and rigidly secured to
them In position parallel with the axis of the cone-pulley
with which the belt shifter is to deal, rack teeth provided
upon one of said Kulde-rods, a carriage fitted to slide
freely upon the guide-rrxls and provided with a vertical
mortise between the guide-rods, a shaft Jouriialed In the
carriage at one end of the mortise therein and at right
angles to the guide-rods, a pinion fast on one end' of the
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shaft and engaging said rack-sheet, and means connected
with the other end of the shaft for rotating the shaft and
pinion, combined substantially as set forth.

1,224,966. AUTOMATIC STOP MECHANISM FOR TUR-
RET-LATHES. John <i. Oliver and Obokge C. Bar-
dons, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. 19, 1916. Serial No.
79.2.33. (Cl. 29—66.)

In a turret lathe, having a rotatable turret, the com-
bination with a rotatable stop sleeve. Intermediate mecha-

nism for cau.sing said turret and sleeve to turn simul-

taneously and equally, and a plurality of stop liars adjust-

ably secured to said stop sleeve, of a rotatable stop block

supported by the frame of the machine and having pe-

ripheral gear teeth and having a recess cut In It from end
to end, and an endwise movable ra<'k bar which engages
the peripheral teeth on said stop liar whereby through
the endwise movement of the rack bar this stop block may
be turned to bring its recess Into allnement with the op-

erative stop bar or to l>rlng an unrecessed part of said

stop block Into allnement with said stop bar.

1.224,956. TELEGRAPH TRANSMITTER. Edwin H.
P1ER8E.V, Topeka, Kans. Filed Jan. 18, 1913. Serial

No. 741.783. (Cl. 178—79.)

1. In a telegraph transmitter, character members, driv-

ing mechanism common to all of said character members,
tumblers for Individually connecting said <haracter mem-
bers with said driving merhanisni. spacing members for
holding said tumblers in spac»>d relation, and means for
switching said spacing members to release said tumblers.

2. In a telegraph transmitter, character members, driv-
ing mechanism coniprlsing normally inert m<'inl>er8 for
actuating the <har«cter niemliers. tumblers adapted for
ctxiperatlon with the norm.-illy inert members to render
the same operative, devices for spacing the tumblers from
the normally Inert members, and mechanism for shifting
said spacing devices to release the tumblers.

3. In a telegraph transmitter. < haracter meml>ers. nor-
mally Inoperative mechanism for actuating the character
members, tumblers adapte<l for co.;|>eratlon with the ac-
tuating me<'hanism to render same operative, meml>ers
adapted for spacing the tumblers from the actuating

mechanism, and spacers adaptetl for travel with the tum-
blers.

4. In a telegraph transmitter, character meml>ers. driv-

ing mechanism comprising normally inert members for

actuating the character nieinl>ers, tumblers adapted for

cooperation with the normally Inert meml>ers to render
the same operative, devices for spacing the tumblers from
the normally inert members, mechanism for shifting said
siiaclng devices to release the tumblers, and means for re-

turning the tumblers and spndiig devices to initial po-

sition.

5. In a telegraph transmitter, character members, nor-
mally Inoperative mechanism for actuating the character
menil>ers, tumblers adapted for •ociperatlon with the actu-
ating mechanism to render same operative, members adapt-
td fur spacing the tumblers from the actuating mecha-
nism, spacers adapted for travel with the tumblers, means
for holding the tumblers and spacers in storage, and means
for releasing a tumbler and a spacer simultaneously.

I Claims 6 to 77 not printe<l In the Gazette.]

1,224,957. GARDEN-TOOL. Charles W. Robinson, Bat-
tle Creek, Mich. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No. 67,769.
(Cl. 55—46.)

In a garden tool, a blade formed with double cutting
edges and provided with a tang <>r shank forming a con-

tinuation of said blade and terminating In a handle at-

tachment centrally to both a transverse nnd longlt«dlnal

dimension of said blade, said blade having a rounded
slot with a sharp cutting edge at the free end thereof,

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

1.224,958. TATTING-SHUTTLE. Henrt A. Robmiscb.
niackfoot, Idaho. Filed May 8. 1916. Serial No. 96,208.

(Cl. 66—10.)

A shuttle comprising a pair of side members, one hav-

ing a tube projecting centrally from the inner side theniof

and the other having a member proJe<-tlng centrally from
Its Inner side and engaging In the tut>e, lugs fixedly posi-

tioned on the inner side of each of said side members and
a bobbin having a hub engaging on the tube, said l>obbin

further having flanges at the ends of the hub, each of

sai<l flanges l>elng provbU-d with means to engage the lugs

and thereby lock the side members and l>obbin against ro-

tation relative to each other.

1.224.959. FAUCET. Sik.nkv Rusesfeld, Cleveland.
Ohio. Filed Oct. 27, 1916. SerUl No. 127,988. (Cl.

137—7.)
1. .\ device of the character set forth comprising a cas-

ing having an internal tapere<l valve seat and an open
end beyond the reduced end of said seat, a tapered valve
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body for (>odi><>rstlon with satd seat and harln^ a panagc-
way. the casing; having an opening wherewith the passage-
way of th* ralve tXHly Is adapted to register, the valve
body having an extension wbirb projects from Its smaller

end through the aforesaid end of the casing and being
provided therebeyond with an abataieat, a spring member
Interposed between said abutment and the end of the
c«sln»; and tendtn^r to bold the valve body In engage-

ment with the iM'arIng surface of tke casing, said spring

member being fixed against rotation with respect to the
valve body, and means for turning the valve body, the
canintc and the aforenald spring member having coflperat-

ing parts for limiting the angular moreraent of the valve

body with respect to the caring.

2. A device of the character set forth comprising a
casing having an Internal tapered valve seat and an
open end beyond the reduced end of said 8«it, a tapered
valve body for cooperation with said scat and having a
passageway, the casing having an opening with which the
passageway of the valve body is adapted to register, the

valve body having a polygonal lug which projects from
its smaller end through the aforesaid end of the casing,

an operating handle connected to said lug, and a spring
plate interposed between the handle and the adjacent end
of the casing, said plate having an aperture for the re-

ception of the aforesaid lug that corresponds in shape
substantially to the crosis section of the lug. the plate and
casing having parts which cooperate to limit the angular
movement of the valve body with respect to the casing.

3. A devld| of the character set forth, comprising a cas-

ing having an internal tapered valve seat and an open
end t>eyond the reduced end of said seat, a tapered valve
body for cooperation with said seat and having a passage-
way, the rasing having an opening with which the pas-
sageway of the valve body Is adapted to register, the

valve body having an extension which projecta from its

smaller end and through the aforesaid end of the casing
and having a tlat side, an operating handle connected to

said extension, and a spring plate interposed between
aid handle and the adjacent end of the valve casing and
havitig an aperture for the rweptlon of the aforesaid

extension, said aperture having a straight side for coopera-
tion with tbe flat side of tbe extension, whereby the plate
is held against turning with respect to tbe extension, tbe

casing and plate having parts which cooperate to limit

the angular movement of the vaJve body.

4. A device of the character aet forth comprising •
casing having an Internal tapered valve seat and as open
end beyond the redur^ed end of said seat, a tapered valve

body for corporation with said seat and having a passage-

way, the casing having an opening with which the pas-

sageway of the valve body is adapted to register, the

valve t>ody having an extension which projects from its

smaller end through the aforesaid end of the casing, an
opera tlni: handle pivotally connected to Mid extension,

and a spring plate Interposed between said handle and
the end of the rasing and having bearing surfaces which
coitperate with the opposed surfaces of the handle and
casing, the handle having substantially flat surfaces that

are at an angle with re»p«»<-t to each other and one or

the other of whl<'h Is adapte<i to engage the adjacent bear-

ing surface of the plate to retain said handle In one of

two p<isltlons.

a. A d<vlre of the character set forth. comprMng a
casing having an Internal tapered valve seat and an open

end beyond the re<lufed end of said aeat. a tapered valve
body for cooperation with said seat and having a pas
sageway. the casing having an opening with whtcb the
passageway of the valve body is adapted to register, the
valve body having an extension which projects from Its

smaller end through the adjacent end of the casing, an
operating handle pivotally cnnn«>cted to said extension,
an«l a spring plate interposed hetweem said handle an<l

the end of the casing an<l having bearing surfaces which
cooperate with the opposed surfaces of the handle and
rasing, the end of the handle being flat for cooperation
with the aljarent bearing surface of the plate to hold said
handle In substantial allnement with tbe longitudinal
axla of the valve body, the handle having a flat portion
at substantially right angles to Its flat end and In a plane
parallel to the pivotal axts of the handle for cooperation
with the aforesaid bearing surface of the plate to retain
the handle In operative position.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In tl>e (;asette.]

1.224.060. PAPER-STOCK SHREDDER. Fkamk 'B.
Saickbb, Appleton, Wis., assignor to Appleton Ma-
chine Company. Appleton. Wis, Filed Aug. 11, 1913.
SerUl No. 784,149. (CT. 83—75.)

vU

1. In a paper stock abre<lding machine, the combination
of a feeding mechanism, a driven arl>or, a series of circular
shredding saws on the art)or to which the stock is fed,

aad a plurality of driven rollers disposed under tbe saws
to engage tbe pulp and bold It against said saws.

2. In a paper stock shretidlng machine, the combination
of a feeding mechanism, a driven arbor, a series of cir-

cular shretidlng saws on the arbor to which the stock
is fed. a pair of rollers disposed under the saws for hold-
ing pulp theread>rent, and means for driving the rollers

in opposite directions preventing passaK'e of pulp there-

between.
3. In a paper stock abreddtng mmcbine, tbe combination

of a feeding nie<baulam. a driven arbor, a series of circular

shredding saws on tbe arbor to which tbe stock !• fed,

a pluralltj of driven rollers disposed under the saws, and
disks on aald rollers extending between the saws.

1,224,961. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR LAUNDRY
APPARATUS. PaCbCBiCK W. 8ac«b. Hollls Court.
N. Y., aMtdxaor to Moroe Devices Corporation, Brooklyn,
N. T.. a Corporation. Filed .\pr. 20. 1915. Serial No.
22,649. (CI. 74—50.)

1. A reversing rear, comprising u driving shaft, a gear
thereon. .\ broad Idler In n>e«b with nn<l driven by the
gear on the driving shaft, two plalons slmaltaneously ia
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mesh with and driven by aaid broad klier. a driven shaft
whereon one of said pinions is mounted hnisely, another
pinion looM' on the driven shaft, a countershaft whereon
the other of tlie two pinions In mesh with the Idler Is

fixed, and another pinion (ix<'<| on thic shaft and meshing
with tbe other of the loos*' pinions on the driven shaft, in

combination with a worm ou the driving shaft, a worm
vheel driven by the worm, a cam united with said worm
whe<'l. a ablfter (>perate<l by said cam, and a clutch oper-

ated by said shifter and IocuKmI between the loose pinions

on the driven shaft to couple tbe same alternately to tbe

shaft.

2. In a driving and reversing mechanism, a driven

shaft, a pair of t:ears loose on Ksld shaft, a clutch mem-
ber adapted to couple said gears alternately to their shaft,

aad a lever for shifting )iald clntch member, in combina-
tion with a shaft, a worm thereon, a banger on this shaft,

a worm wheel having a shaft mounte<l on said hanger, and
a anx, unites) with suid worm wheel for operating the
ahlfting lever, said lever having a slotted recess in its

end Into which the end of the worm wheel shaft projects.

3. The combination with a gearing, of a lever control-

ling the same, a shaft, a worm thereon, a banger on said

shaft, a worm wheel having a shaft mounted on said

banger, and a cam unlteti with said worm wheel for oper-

ating the shifting lever, said lever having a slotted recess

In its end into which the end of the worm wheel shaft

projects.

4. The combination with a gearing, of a lever control-

ling the same, said lever having a pair of spaced studs at

one end and a slotted re(<ess l>etween satd studs, a shaft

bearing a cam l>etween said pins, the said shaft entering

the recess In the lever, and means for driving the cam.

5. In a driving and reversing mechanism, the combination

with a driven shaft, a pair of gears loose on said shaft, a

clutch member adapte<l to couple said gears alternately to

their shaft, and a lever for shifting said clutch member,
of power-driven mesns for operating said lever, and re-

silient means yieldingly holding the fulcrum of said lever

In a mid position and permitting displacement thereof to

one side or the other.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

U24,»<tt. REVER8INO-GEARING FOR WRINGERS.
PacDCRicK W. 8A17CB, Hollis Court, N. Y., assignor to

Home Devices Corporation, Brooklyn, N. \'., a Corpora-

tion. Filed Apr. 20. 191^. HerUI No. 22,547. (CI.

74—48.

)

1. In driving meohanism for wringers, the combination
with a vertical frame, and a driven member Journaled
therein, of a box dxed to one .end of the frame adjacent
the en4l of the dr1\-en menit>er. a beve) gear on the saicl

eod of the driven member within said box. a transverm-

driving shaft Journaled in said tmx, op(>oii<><l bevel pinions

loose on aaid shaft within the box meahlng with the IwTel

gear, a double clutch member spUned on the shaft be-

tween the pinions and adapted to engage alternately
therewith, a lever fulcrunied Intermediate its ends on the
end of the frame and engaging at its upper end with said

clutch member, and a rock shaft extending across the

lower portion of the frame through the end pieces thereof,

one end of said shaft t>€arlng a rocker engaging tbe lower
end of said lever and the remote end of the shaft t>earlng

a handle outside the opposite end of the frame.

2. In driving mechanism for wringers, the combination
with a vertical frame, and a driven member Journaled
therein, of a t>ox fixed to one end of the frame adjacent

the end of the driven meral>er. a bevel gear on the said

end of the driven member within said box, a transverse

driving shaft Journaled in said box. opposed bevel pinions
loose on suid shaft within tbe box meshing with tbe t>evel

gear, a doublt clutch member spllned on the shaft between
the pinions and adapted to engage alternately therewith,

a lever fulcrumed Intermediate Its ends on the end of the
frame and engaging at Its upper end with said clutch

member, a rock-shaft extending across tbe lower portion

of the frame through tbe end pieces thereof, one end of

said shaft l>earing a rocker engaging the lower end of

said lever and tbe remote end of the shaft bearing a
handle outside the opposite end of the frame, a retainer

on this end of the frame for engagement by the handle,

the rock-shaft being longitudinally movable to release the

handle from tbe retainer, and a sprint; urging the rock-

shaft lengthwise to hold the handle In engagement with

the retainer.

3. In driving mechanism for wringers, the combination

of a vertically slotted frame, a driven memlwr Journaled

In bearings In the slots of said frame, a box fixed on one
end of tbe frame oppoaite the end of the driven nM-tiiber,

a gear on the end of said driven member, driving means

mounted in said box for driving the driven member in

either direction, and an abutment preventing tbe adjacent

end of the driven member from 'rising.

4. In driving mechanism for wringers, the combination

of a vertically slotted frame, a driven member Journaled

In bearings In the slots of said frame, a ttox fixed on one

end of the frame opposite the en<l of tbe driven member, a

gear on the end of aald driven nieml»er, driving means
mounted In said box for driving the driven member in

cither direction, and an adjustable abutment on said l>ox

for preventing upward movement of tbe adjacent end of

the driven member.
6. In driving mechanism for wringers, the combination

of a vertically slotted frame, a drlvin memt>er Journaled

in bearings in the slots of said frame, a box flze<i on oj>e

end of tbe frame opposite the end of the driven member,
g«arlng In the i>ox fur driving the driven member In

either direction, a plate on tbe adjacent end of the driven

member, aaid plate t>elng held against rotation, and an

abutment screw extending downward through nn over-

hanging portion of said box to bear against said plate.

(Ciaim 6 not printed In tbe Ossette.]

1,224,963. LAUNDRY APPARATUS. Pbederick W.
Saueb, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Home r><'vlce8 Cor-

poration, Brooklyn, N, Y.. a Corporation. Filed Dec.

15, 1915. Serial No. 66.901. (CI. 6g—18.)

1. In a wash tub. a stand, a tub tiltably supported
therein and having an outwardly projecting continuous
top rim. said rim having an inclined notch formed In its

inner side within the lines of the rim so as to constitute

a non-proJectIng pouring lip, ancl a spout top comprising

a flange projecting Inward from said rim over tbe interior

of tbe tub and extending at either side of said notch to

opposite side portions of the tub.

2. A tillable wash tub comprising a sheet metal body
rectangular at the top and having an outwardly project-

ing hollow rim of twxed formation, said rim having a
beveled recess at Its inner side centrally of the front of

the tub forminc a non projecting pouring lip, and a spont
top comprising a flange projecting inward from tbe top
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of the front of tb«> tub and extending from side to dde
thereof, said flange being inclined upward from both ends

toward the middle, and hnving it:* central portion oppo-

site m\d notch upwardly offset from its inclineil portions.

1,224.9«(4. r.U^TK PRINTINO MACHINE. Kkuix B.

ScHAKKKR, Philadelphia. Pn.. assignor to Geo. W. Bla-

bon Company. Philadelphia. Pn., a Corporation of Penn-
Hylvania. F1I»m1 Nov. 7. 191«?. Serial No. 129,948.
(CI. 101—199.)

? ^

--i^-^^Ja*-

1. In a printing machine, the combination of a plu-
rality of printing blocks, with means for reciprocating
said blocks, and means c<imprl«lng a revoluble shaft ex-
tending longitudinally of the machine and having cams
thereon and latching mechanism operated by said cams
for periodically holding said block.s out of action in
predetermined relation.

7. In a printing machine, the combination with a plu-
rality of reclprocatory printing mechanisms, of latching
mechanisms for holding said printing mechanisms out of
action, a plurality of Journale<l shafts extending longi-
tudinally of the machine, means for revolving said shafts
at dlfTerent spewls, cams fixed on said shafts respectirelj,
and means whereby said cams operate said latching mech-
anisms in pre<letermlne«l relation.

[Claims 2 to « an<l 8 not prlnte<l in the Gtazette.]

1.224,965. EMBLEM BROOCH, PIN. OR THE LIKE.
Abraham Schwabtzman, St. Louis. Mo., assignor to
Walter S. Hale. Pittsburg. Knns. Flletl June s. 1916.
Serial No. 102.474. (CI. t>»—29.)

A Jewelry article of the kln«l described comprising, in

combination, a body, an approximately rectangular pin-
inclosing casing upon the txwly having top. side, and rear
walls, said casing being open nt an end and being pro-

vided with nn aperture in its top wall, an emblem-mem-
ber having a depending-cye. said eye fitting through said

aperture and within the casing, and a retaining-pin bar-
ing a reslllently yleldable spring end portion, said pin

snugly fitting removably through the open end of and
within the casing and through said eye and detachably
locking the emblem-member upon the tK)dy. said retaln-

ing-pln frlctlonally engaging at Its spring- nd portion with
the walls of the casing and thereby yieldingly locking It-

self against removal and having a finger-grip portion pro-
jecting exteriorly of the casing aud to one side of, and
embellishing, said body.

1.224.966. ELECTRICAL DI8TRIBDTINO MEANS. Ed-
M0.VD O. ScHWBirzBR, Chicago. III. Original applica-
tion filed Jan. 2, 1913, Serial No. 739.624. (Patent No.

1,162.607.) Divided and this applUation fileil Nov. 26.

1915. Serial No. 63.8n,"?. (CI. 247—13.)

1. In a device for the distribution of electrical energy
the combination of a long rigid hollow pole open at Its

upper end, a distributer block extending part way Into the
upper end of the pole and constituting a plug which fills

and closes the upper end of said pole, a plurality of con-
ductors emt>edded In the block and extending from the
lower end of the block within the pole to the upper end of

the block without the pole, means for Insulating the con-
ductors from each other, and binding poets for the con-
ductors at each end thereof.

2. In a device for the distribution of electrical energy
the combination of a long -rigid hollow pole open at its

upper end. a distribnter block extending part way Into
the upper end of the pole and formlnK a plug therefor,
said block contalnlnK In Its body portion disposed without
the poie a plurality of grooves, a plurality of conductors
embedded In the block, each extending from the lower end
of the block within the pole to and within one of the
grooves, binding posts for the upper ends of the con-

ductors, and connector plates for electrically connecting
the exposed portions of the conductors with the binding
poata.

3. In a device for the distribution of electrical energy
the combination of a long rigid hollow pole open at its

upper end. a distributer block extending part way Into the
upper end of the pole and forming a plug therefor, said
block having a portion of its length without the pole
polygonal In cross section and provided with -recesses at

Its corners, and a plurality of conductors embedded with-
in the block and extending from tKe lower end thereof
within the pole to the recesses in the upper eml of the
block without the pole.

4. In a device for the distribution of electrical energy
the combination of a long rigid hollow pole open at its

upper end. a distribnter block extending part way Into
the upper end of the, pole and forming a plug therefor,

said block having a portion of Its length without the pole
polygonal in croaa-section and provided with receises at
its corners, a plurality of conductors embedded within the
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block and extending from the lower end thereof within the

pole to the rej-esses In the upper end of the block without

the pole, and binding posts for the conductors at each

end thereof.

6. In a device for the distribution of electrical energy
the e<imbinatlon of a long rlKld hollow pole open at Its

upper end, a distributer block extending part way Into the

opper end of the pole and forming a plug therefor, said

block having a portion of Its length without the pole sub-

stantially polvKonal Id rross-aectlon and provided with re-

cesses at Its corners, a plurality of conductors embedded
wlthlu the block and extending from the lower end of the

block within the pole to the recesses in the upper end
thereof without the pole, a connector plate for each con-

doctor adapted to electrically engage that portion of the

conductor exposed by the recessed portion of the block,

and a binding post for each connector plate.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oazette.]

said universal member and capable of being moved into

and out of position to conple said special key to said uni-

versal member.

1,224,967. WIRE WIPER. Laus Pkteu Siaholm and
John Wilton, De Kalb, 111., assignors to The American
Steel & Wire Company of New Jersey, Hoboken, N. J.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Aug. 14, 1916.

Serial No. 114.769. (CI. 91—69.4.)

je>

y

1. In a wire wiping appliance, the combination ot f

lower wipe, a removable upper wipe, a plunger for holding

the last named wipe against a wire, a fixed ledge having

an aperture through which said plunger is adapted to

pass, a replacing wipe l>eing so shaped as to l>e retained

In said aperture during the retraction of said plunger,

whereby upon the return of said plunger said wipe Is Im-

me<llately for«e<l into firm engagement with said wire,

substantially as described.

2. In a wire wiping appliance, the combination of u sup-

port for a lower wipe, an upper wipe, a plunger for forcing

the latter into engagement with a wire, a lever for actu-

ating said plunger, a frame member having an opening for

the accommodation of said plunger, a n'placlng upper
wipe having a flange of a diameter greater than the size

of said opening, whereby the same Is retained in the open-

ing upon the retraction of said plunger until forced out of

the opi'ulng by said plunger and directly Into engagement
with said wire, substantially as described.

3. In a wire wiping appliance, the combination of a anp-

port, a plunger and a wire wiping wad having a flange on
one end thereof, and means adapted to accommodate said

wud and retain the same al>ove a wire by reason of en-

gagement with the flange of said wad, whereby said plun-

ger may act upon said wad to force the same Instantly

into engagement with the wire, substantially as described.

1.224.968. TYPE WRITIN(5 MACHI.NE. 0»orob A. 8»IB.

Illon, N. Y.. assignor to Remington Typewriter Com
pany, Illon, N. T., a Corjwration of New York. Piled

Dec. 11, 1916. Serial No. 136,240. (CI. 197—88.)

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a se-

ries of printing keys, a universal member operated by said

keys, a special key, and a coupler movably mounted on

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

carriage and carriage feed mechanism including a oni-

versal member, of a series ^f printing keys, each adapted
to operate said universal member nt each stroke of said

keys, a special printing key, and a coupler mounted on

said universal member and movable Into and out of posi-

tion operatlvely to connect said special key with said uni-

versal member.
3. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

carriage and carriage feed mechanism Including a uni-

versal member, of a series of printing keys each adapted
at each stroke thereof to operate said universal member,
a special key. and an arm adjustably niounted on said

universal member and movable Into and out of position

operatlvely to connect said special key with aaid universal

member.
4. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

carriage, carriage feed mechanism including a universal

member, and case shift mechanism, of a series of keya
each adapted to operate said universal member, a special

key, a coupler mounted on said universal member and
movable Into and out of position to connect said special

key with said universal member, and means whereby said

case shift mechanism controls said coupler.

6. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a
carriage, carriage feed mechanism Including a universal

rock shaft, and case shift mechanism, of a series of keys

each adapted to operate said rock shaft, a special key, and
a coupler mounted on snld rocker and movable by said

case shift mechanism into and out of position to connect

said special key with said rock shaft.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Garette.l

1,224.969. MACHINE FOR IRONING AND FINISHING
PARAFFINED CONTAINERS. Chablbs W. Sh»vlin,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Climax Container Company,
Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Mar.

30, 1914. Serial No. 828,212. (CI. 93—83.)

1. In a device of the kind specified, a sectional mandrel
upon which a hollow receptacle is adapted to be retained,

means for expanding said mandrel Into contact with said

receptacle, and a device substantially surrounding said

mandrel for moving said receptacle with respect to said

mandrel while the latter is in contact therewith and ex-

panded.

2. A device of the kind specified, comprising an expan-

sible mandrel upon which a hollow receptacle is adapted
to be retained, means for expanding and contracting said

mandrel Into and out of contact with said hollow re-

ceptacle, and an ejector comprising a plurality of segmen-

tal plates suiToundlng said mandrel and against which
said mandrel is expanded, said ejector adapted to be

operated while said mandrel is in an expanded position.

3. S. device of the kind specified, comprising a mandrel

upon which a hollow receptacle is adapted to be retained,

conalstlng of a plurality of segmental sectiona, a plurality

of wedge members interposed between said segmental sec-

tions, a corespondlng number of radially disposed reclpro-

cable carriers upon which said segmental sectiona and
wedge members are respectively mounted, and devices for
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forcing said wedge members against sakl segmental sec-

tions to expand said mandrel into contact with said bel-

low receptacle.

4. A device of the kind ifpecifleU. ccmpuslng u uuiadn 1

apon which a hollow receptacle is adapted to be retained,

consisting ot a plurality of returuable segmental sections,

a plurality of wedge mexubcrs interposed between said

segmental sictiood, a corresponding number of radially

dli«po«ed reclprocable carriers upon which said segmental
sections and we<lge meiubers are respectively mounted,
and devices for forcing said wedge memt>ers against said

segnieotai sectlona to expand said mandrel Into contact

with the walls of said receptacle.

a. A device of tiie kind specifled, comprising s mandrel
upon which a hollow receptacle is adapted to be retained,

coQslstiag of a plurality of segmental sections, s pluraiitj

of wedge members Interposed between saUl segmental sec-

tiuns, a correspond lux nunil»^-r of radially reclprocable

carriers upon which said segmental sections and wedge
members are mounted, devices for forcing said wedge
members against said segmental sections to expand said

mandrel, and means for automatically returning said seg-

mental sections to normal position.

[Claims ti to 13 not printed in the Uazette.]

1,224.970. LINEMAN'S SHIELD. F&a.nk K. SiNon,
Pittsburgh, I'a., a.snignor to American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, Boston, Mas*., a Corporation of

New York. FUcd Nov. 8, 1916. S«rial No. 120,S97.

(a. 173—28.)

A lineman's shield comprising a tnbe of flexible in-

>jtating material, said tube being of approximately uni-

form Internal diameter with its wall longltudlDally divided

at one side, there being a flange projecting outwardly
from the tube along each edge of the division, sucTi hangea
lying closely adjacent and substantially parallel to one

another.

1J224,»71. MULTIPLE SEBVICB CONNBCTION. John
T. Seinnir. Lawrence, Kans. Flied Apr. 24, 1915.

Serial No. 23.713. (CI. 247—12.)
1. A multiple service connectioa of tbe character de-

•rrllied comprislag an lii.<<ulatlac tMdy. Ike latter haviag a

recess formed therein, a roonvctiag bar seated within sa'd

recess, said bar having s plurslity of tranHVpriM-i.v extend-

ing channels theretbroaKh arranged in predetermined and
spaced relation, and a screw opening communicating with

each of said thannels. said tmdv having therein additional

recesses conimunlcstinK with fa<-b of snld <-tiannelK. said

body having tlterein additional recesses conimanicatlnK

and alining with said screw opening and channels, bind-

ing screws egage«l with said s<-rew openings and passing

throngh the additional recesses, a cover plate securotl

to the front xurface of said t>ody and overlying said re-

cesses, that portion of said plate overlying the recesses

belnc Bpa< etl therefrom, insulating material on the inner

surface uf said plate, and a flange formed on the upper
edge of the latter and extending rearwardiy therefrom
sabstantlally as and for the purpoHe s>'t forth.

2. A multiple service connector comprising an Insulat-

ing block having upright front and rear sides and horizon

tal top and bottom sides, said block being formed with a
cavity opening through Its upper side, with wire receiving

apertures leading from said cavity through Its lower aide,

and with screw receiving aperturt-s leading from said

cavity through Its front side, a connecting bar recelvetl

snugly in said cavity and spaced below the upper side of

the block, a plastic fliler In the opper end of the cavity,

the aforesaid bar having wlr*' receiving apertures alining

with said wire receiving apertures in the insulating block,

and binding screws threaded in tbe aforesaid bar for

securing current conducting wires in the wire receiving

apertures of said l>ar, said screws having thetr heads
disposed in the aforesaid screw receiving apertures.

3. A multiple service connector comprising an Insulat-

ing block having upright front and rear sides and hori-

zontal top and bottom sides, said block being formed with

a cavity opening through Its upper side, with wire receiv-

ing apertures leading from said recess through Its lower
side, and with screw receiving apertures leading from
said recesses through Its front side, a connecting imr re

ceived snngly In said cavity and spaced below the upper

side of the block, a plastic fliler In the upper end of the

cavity, the aforesaid bar having wire receiving apertures

allnlng with said wire receiving apertures in the Insnlat

Ing block, binding screws threaded in the aforesaid bar

for securing current conducting wires In the wire reced-

ing apertures thereof, nald screws having their heads

confined In the aforesaM screw receiving apertures, and a

protecting plate covering the front side of the Insulating

block and having a rearwardiy extending flange overlying

the upper side of said block to prevent water and the like

ffom entering the cavity therein aronnd the fliler.

1.224.972. BUTTON FEEDING MECHANISM FOR BUT
TON-ATTACHINC, MACHINES. AxkL C. Ptbnmaw,
Jamaica Plain. Mass.. aslgnor to Independent Button
Fastener Machine Company, a Corporation of Massa
chusetts. Flleil Oct. 14, 1916. Serial No. 125.784.

(01. 218—12.)
1. In combination, a button chnte, a reclprocable lerer,

a spring controlled feed flnger pivoted to said lever, a dog
loosely pivoted to said finger, and a guide for said dog
having an abutment be tween Its ends adapted to partially

reverse said doe during tbe mo%-ement of the feed linger

theretiy to lift said linger omt Lbe lowermost button in

akl chute.

2. In comtoinatinn. a batton chnte, a reclprocable lever,

a ^rtng controlled feed tingn- pivoCed to said lever, a
dog l«(>scJy pivoted to said tlagcr, and having a straight
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bearixkg face and a rounded end, and a guide for said dog

having bearing faces disponed In dltferent planes an^i

along which said straight face of the don is adapte<l to

so<cesslvely aiove and having a fixed abutment against

which said rounded end of the dog is adapted to oontact.

L224,974, LAFATOBY-BOWJL.. AiiTOM &cv*U>BJl, Mil-

wauJcse, Wis. FUed Sept. 20, 1916. Serial X«, 121.1*4.

(CL 4—18.)

8. A button feeding device for a button attaching ma-

chine having a button chute, consisting of a pivoted

spring controlled feed finger, a dog pivoted to said finger,

and a guide having a stepped surface along which said

dog Is adapted to travel ami including a shoulder adapted

to swing said dog on its pivot during a phase of the mov*-

Ment of ssld feed finger, thereby to lift said feed flager

orer the lowermost button In said chute.

4. A button feeding device for a button atUchlnj: ma-

chine having a button chute, consisting of a pivoted

•l)ring controlled feed finger, a dog pivoted to said finger,

a gside having a stepped surface along which said doK'

is adapted to travel and Including a shoulder adapted to

swing said dog on Its pivot during a piiase of the move-

ment of said feeii finger thereby to lift said feed finger

«Ter tl»e lowermont button Id- said chute, and stops

adapted to limit the movement of tbe feed finger in both

directions of Its travel.

6. A button feeding device for a button attaching ma-

chine having a button chute, consisting of a pivoted spring

controlled feed finger, a stud fast on said finger, a dog

pivoted 00 said stud, a guide plate having a stepped sur-

face along which said dog Is adapteil to travel and IncJud-

iBg a shooider adapted to swing said dog on Its pivot

during a phase of the movement of said feed finger thereby

to THlse said feed finger over the lowersDost button In said

chute, and a stop at each end of said stepped surface

adapted to limit the movement of the feed finger In both

directions of its traveL

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oaaette.l

1.224.978. MOTOR VEHICLE. WilxiAM R. Sraiciti-AXD,

Clereland. Ohio, assignor to The Peerless Motor Car

Companv. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporat'on of Ohio.

FUed Jan. 7, 1914. Serial No. 810.743. (CI. 267—37.)

C2J

1. In a motor vehicle construcHoB, in combination with

• chassis frame, n aprlng extending along the wide of

the frame, a flexible bracket ( onnee ting the forward end

of the spring to the chassis frame and permitting relative

lateral movement tietwe.n The spring and the chassis

frame, a bousing carried i>y said bracket, and a pin Jour-

naled In said housing and connected to the spring.

2. In a anotor vehicle construction. In comblaation with

a chassis frame, a spring extending along the chassis

frame, a strap of flexible material secured at nme end to

the chassis said strap being l»«Bt outwardly from the

cba^Kls and at it* free end secured to tbe said aprlng, a

yoke or housing secured to the free end of the said strap,

« pin rotatlvely mounted In said housing or y<ike aa'd pin

engaging the aforesaid spring.

238 O. O.—28

A device of the class described comprising a bowl hav-

ing Its front upper odge disposed in a plane above that of

the main portion of said edge, a shell incasing the bowl

and spaced from the wall thereof, whereby to form an

overflow chamber, the top «t said chamber t>elng open,

the rear portion of said chamber being enlarsed and hav-

ing an outtet, the upper edge of »ald shell l>elng in the

same smbstantlally borlzentai plane and coincident with

ti»e plane of the frost upper edge of tbe t>«wl. a float op

erat*-*! valve In tbe outlet from said «haml>er. and a cover

hinged to the shell and closing the open top of tbe < ham
iier, said cover normally resting on tbe front upper edge

of the bowl and tbe upper edge of the »ihe^l. the same
titrw\tm a support therefor.

1,224.075. BOTARY WEEDER AND CULTIVATOR.
Stablsv S. Swa.nson. Bellevue, Ohio. Filed Jan. 27.

1916. SerlAl No. 74.692. (CL 97—26.)

1. In a cultivator, s frame, adjustable bearing arms

and brackets carried therel>y. and geare.l wheelt, and

weeder shafts detachably and adjustaltly mounted on said

bearing brackets.

2. In a i-ultlvator. a frame provided with adjustable

l»earing arms and brackets thereon, geared wIm-cIs on said

brackets, shafts carried on said brackets, and reverslbly

geared to said geared wheels and weeder elements car-

ried by said shafts.

a. In a cultivator, a frame. l>ear»ng arm." and brackets

adjustable on said frame relatively to each other, geared

wheels and weeder shafts adjustably mounted on said

brackets, and means for reversing the rotation of said

weeder shafts.

4, In a cultivator, an arched frame, »>earlng arms lat-

erally adjustable thereon, adjust^ible, vertically Inclinable

benrlng brackets on said bearing arms, geare*! wheels and

««eder shafts on said bearing brackets, and ni<anii for re-

rersing the direction of rotation of said weeder shafts by

said geared wheels.

6. In a cultivator, a frame, laterally adjustable bear-

ing arms thereon, hortaontally extending Inclinable hear-
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!ng brackets adjustably mounte<l on said arms, geared
wheels and weeder shafts mounted on said biacketi and
adjustable relative to said arms, and means for reversing
the direction of rotation of said geared weeder shafts
rtlat'v(> to said geared wheels.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.1

1.224.fl7«. FILING SYSTEM. Silas EDcab Trout
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 15. 1913. Serial No
789.862. (CI. 129—16.5.)

1. A filing system comprising flling elements carrying
Identifying symbols representative of departmental divi-
sions of fllable matter ; elements carrying Identifying sym
bols representative of units of said departments co<irdlnat
Ing with said departmental symbols; elements carrying
Identifying symt.olM representative of sob-c?as«e8 of said
units of departments ; and spacer elements some carrying
alphabetical and some numerical symbols forming sabdl
visions of said sub-classes of units of departmental divi-
sions of the fllable matter.

2. A filing system comprising a plurality of constltntlve
filing elements: certain of said elements carrying an
Identifying symbol repre«entative of a departmental divi-
sion of the filable matter; certain others of said elements
carrying an ident'flcatlon symbol representative of a unit
of said departmental division said symbols <o6rdinatlng
with said departmental symbols ; certain others of said ele-
ments carrying an Identification symbol representative of
snb-clas.wM of said unit of departmental division ; and
spa<-er elements some carrying alphat>etlcal and some nu-
merical symbols subdividing said sub classes of said unit
of departmental division of the fllable matter.

3. A filing .system comprising a plurality of constitutive
elements carrying coOrdlnaten symbols representative of
departmental, unit of departmental, and subclasses of
sa'd unit of departmental divisions of the fllable matter;
and a series of spacer elements some carrying alphabetical
and some numerical symbols adapted when aggrouped to
classify fllable matter Into departments, units of depart-
ments, subclasses of units, and alphabetical and numeri-
cal subdivisions of said divisions.

1.224.977. DEVICE FOR WINDING YARN AND THE
LIKE. Carl J. Ulmann. New York. N. Y. Piled July
6, 1916. Serial No. 38.097. (Cl. 242—130.)
1. The combination of a carrier, a tubular core of even

internal dUmeter throughout surrounding said carrier and
spaced therefrom, and a plurality of devices normally pro
Jectlng beyond the periphery of said carrier into frlctlonal
contact with the Inner surface of said core whereby the
latter Is supported in spa.e-,1 relation to said carrier. Mid
devices being movable to positions In which no part there-
of projects beyond .said periphery of the carrier whereby
said core and the ball of yarn or the like wound thereon
and over Its ends may be removed from said carrier.

2. The combination of a carrier, a tubular core sur-
rounding said carrier and spaced therefrom, a plurality
of fingers pivotally connected with said carrier and lo-
catwl In pairs at a distance from each other lengthwise
of said carrier, said fingers normally projecting In a radial
direction beyond said carrier Into contact with the Inner

surface of said core wher*by the latter is supported ia
spaced relation to said carrier, said fingers l)eing movable
to inoperative positions entirely within the periphery of
salil <arrler whereby said core and a ball of yarn or the
like wound thereon and over Its ends may be removed
from said carrier and yielding means for maintaining said
fingers in their normal positions and arranged to yield a«
said fingers are moved to their inoperative position*.

3. The combination of a .-arrler having radial slots fla-
gers mounted in said slots and normallv projecting radi-
ally out of same, said fingers b.-iug moval)le to an Id-
operative position entirely within the periphery of said
•nrrier. resilient means for maintaining said fingers in
their normal position and arranged to yield as said fin-
gers are move<l to said inoperative position and yarn
damping means operatlvely conne<ted with said resilient
means.

4. The combination of a carrier having radial slots
fingers mounted in said slots and normallv proJe<tlng
radially out of same, said fingers being movable to an In-
operative position entirely within the periphery of said
carrier, resilient means for maintaining said finger* in
their normal [M>sltlon. and yarn clamping m.ans opera-
tlvely conne<ted with said resilient means, said fliigera
being provided with .-am surfaces adapted to actuate aald
r.sillent means as said fingers are moved to said inop-
erative poaltion whereby said .lamping means is noved
to a releasing p«)s1tlon.

5. The combination of a carrier having an axial < ham-
ber and radial slots communicating therewith, fl gers
pivotally mountrd in said slots and normallv proje-tlng
out of same, said fingers t>elng movable to an Inope -atlve
position entlrly within the periphery of said carrier amember slldably m..unted in sal.l chamber, peripheral pro-
jections on said member extending Into said slots, n yam
clamping plate «t the fr.H. end of said carrier, a ro.l con-
necting said meml>er an<l said plate, and a spring in said
chaml)er In'arlng against said member, said flng-rs l.elng
provlde<I with <-am surfaces adapte<l to engage said pro-

'

jectlons whereby said memlwr, r.wl and clamping plate
are actuate<l against the tension of said spring as the
fingers are moved to said inoperative position.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printtni In the Gazette.]

1.224.978. KILN FOR \S]> MITTHOD OF TREATING
CERAMIC AND SIMILAR MATERIAL. Johs T Tx-
DMwooD and ITHAMAR M. JrsTicB. Dayton. Ohio as-
signors to Underwood Engineering Company. Detroit,
Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Apr 17 iai«.
Serial No. 91.511. (Cl. 25—148.)
1. The combination, with a kiln, of means lo.-at.Ml at

the top thereof for artificially forcing into the same m
and air under pressure, said kiln belnir so constructe«l that
the pressure therein will be In excess, of the air pressure
on the exterior of the kiln, whereby Incoming drafts of
cold air are prevented.

2. The combination, with a kiln, of means lo<at -1 at
the top thereof for admitting gas and air under pr.ssnr*
and means for maintaining said pressure within the kiln
above the normal atmosphere, said means <-omprlsirT a
restricted t»ue adjacent the bottom of the kiln to a:>w
but retard the escape of the products of combustion.
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8. The combination, with a kiln, of a burner located

at the top centrally thereof and means for conveying to

aaid burner gas and air under pressure In excess of the

pressure In the exterior of the kiln.

4. The combination with a kiln, of a burner located ad-

jacent the top thereof and arranged to distribute the

heat of combustion uniformly throughout the kiln, means

for conveying to said kiln gas and air under pressure, and

means for maintaining the pressure within the kiln In

excess of the. air pressure on the exterior of the kiln,

whereby Incoming drafts of cold air are prevented.

5. The combination, with a kiln, of a burner arranged

centrally of the top thereof, and conduits for conveying

gas and air to said burner, one of said conduits being pro-

vided with « plurality of branch condnlts communicating

with the l>urner. and means for Independently regulating

each of said branch conduits.

IClalms 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^4.979. AUTOMATICALLY OPERATED TALKING
MACHINE. Louia P. Valiqo»t, New York. N. Y., as

slgnor to Victor Talking Machine Company, a Corpora

tlon of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 27. 1904. Serial No.

230.202. (Cl. 274—10.)

5. In a talking ma<hlue. the combination with a sound

reproducer, of a record carrier, a receptacle for the rec-

ords, and means actuated by the movement of said re-

producer for starting the operation of said record carrier

and record receptacle.

IClalms 6 to 60 not printed in the Qazette.l

1 A talking machine comprising a support for talking

machine records, a magarlne for holding talking machine

records, and means for automatically clamping and mov-

ing a Ulklug machine record from said magazine to said

support.

2. A talking machine comprising a support for talking

ma< hlne records, a magar-lne for talking machine records,

and means for automatically gripping and moving a talk-

ing machine record from said magazine to said support

and returning the same to said magazine.

'A. A talking machine comprising a support for talking

machine records, of actuating means therefor, a magazine

for holding talking machine records, and means actuated

by said ac tuatlng means for moving any one of said talk-

ing machine records selecUvely from said magazine to

aald record support.

4, A talking machine comprising a support for talking

machine records, actuating means therefor, a magazine for

holding talking machine records, and means actuated by

said first mentlone<l means for moving any one of said

talking machine records selectively from said magazine to

aid retH)rd support and returning the same to said maga

ine.

1.224.980. PIPE. Albxaxder Van BtmiN. East Quogoe,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 21, 1916. Serial No. 92,781. (Q.

131—12.)

A pipe having a stem with an enlarged portion below

Its smoke passage, said enlarged portion having a trans-

verse slot, a plate secured to one side of the enlarged por-

tion covering the slot, and a pivoted door covering the slot

at the opposite side to confine matches.

1224,981. APPARATUS FOR PASTEURIZING, COOI*-

• ING, AND RIPENIN(; MILK. CREAM. AND OTHER
LIQUIDS. Stbphin J. Van KfRBN, Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, assignor to J. G. Cherry Company, Cedar Raplda,

Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa. Filed June 5, 191B.

Serial No. 82.277. (Cl. 287—70.) .

4

.,; V.

1. A rotatable heat Interchanging member for pasteuriz-

ers, coolers, rli>eners. and the like comprising a shaft

having a central portion closed against the passage of

fluids and hollow end portions, openings In the opposite

sides of said shaft adjacent both ends thereof, hollow

metal fillers In said hollow end portions having openings

registering with the openings In said shaft, a plurality

of helical pipe coils disposed one within the other about

said shaft with their convolutions arranged In sul>stan-

tlally parallel relation and their ends secured within said

fillers, said hollow end portions forming, respectively, the

inlet and outlet of said coils, and means on said shaft for

supporting said coils.

2, A rotatable heat interchanging member for pasteur-

izers, coolers, rlpeners and the like comprising a hihaft

having a central portion closed against the passage of

fluids and hollow end portions, openings In the opposite

sides of said shaft and adjacent both ends thereof, hollow

metal flllere in said hollow end portions having openings

registering with the openings In said shaft, a pair of

helical pipe colls disposed one within the other about said

shaft with their convolutions arranged In substantially

parallel relation, the ends of said parallel pipe colls being

disposed through said openings and flanged within said

fillers, said hollow end portions forming, respectively, the

inlet and outlet of said coils, and a plurality of arms se-

cured to said shaft, each having means thereon to embrace

the pipes of the respective colls.

1.224.982. CONVERTIBLE FURNITURE. Herman A.

WA8HEIM. New York. N. Y. Fll«l May 7, 1915. Serial

No. 26,646. (Cl. 166—6.)

In a convertible chair, a main frame having side rails,

hinge plates provided with pairs of registering openings
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tlx<>d to the end of c«<-h rail, an adjustable lUfrober on
earb side of tb« cliair having platen extendtnf between
Mid flrst named platei^ an<l prorlded with palm of opeo-
Inga adapted to reulater with the holes in xatd first named
plate«. a bearing pin paKsing centrally through Mid plates
on each side of the chair, a cro*H piece mounted on the
outer end of each pin. a p«lr of plntt on each cross piece
adapted to register with the boles in said plates, and a

//>
P-^:;^^
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tudlnal groove and is electrically connected to said abell

at Its outer end.

2. In an attachment plug for electric conductors, the

combination with a body of non-conducting material hav-

ing an externally threaded shank, an enlarged portion

forming a transverse ahoulder on said »hank, a central

longitudinal hole extending through said body adapted

to receive two conductor wires, an external longitudinal

lot in said shank extending from the end of said shank

to said shoulder and a transverse slot in said shank inter-

secting said longitudinal slot and extending outward there-

from, said slots being adapted to receive a conductor wire,

of a metal shell provided with internal and external

threads, a metal contact disk, insulating material elec-

trically separating and mechanically Joining said disk to

one end of said shell In axial alinement therewith, said

disk and said Insulating material each having a central

longitudinal hole through It adapted to receive a con-

ductor wire, said shell and said disk constituting the

electric terminals of the attachment plug and being adapt-

ed to make contact with the terminals of an incandescent

electric lamp socket, said shell t>elng adapted to be

•crewed onto said shank.

3. In an attachment plug for electric conductors, the

combination with a body of non-conducting material bav-

Int; an externally threade<l shank, an enlarged portion

forming a transverse shoulder on said shank, a central

longitudinal hole extending through said body adapted to

receive two conductor wires, an external longitudinal slot

In said shank extending from the end of said shank to

aid shoulder and a transverse slot in said shank inter-

secting said longitudinal slot and extending outward

therefrom, said slots being adapted to receive a conductor
wire, of a metal shell provided with Internal and ex-

ternal threads, a metal contact disk. Insulating material

electrically separating and mechanically joining said disk

to one end of said shell in axial alinement therewith, said

disk and said insulating material each having a central

longitudinal bole through It adapted to receive a con-

ductor wire, said shell and said disk constituting the

«lectric terminals of the attachment plug, and being adapt-

ed to make contact with the terminals of an Incandescent
«lectrlc lamp socket, said shell being adapted to be
crewed onto said shank, and two conductor wires, one

of them being passed through said central longitudinal

holes in said body, said insulating material and said disk

and soldered to said disk, and the other being passed
through said central longitudinal hole in said t>ody. bent

outward over the end of said shank and backward through
•aid slots beneath said shell and soldered to said shell.

4. In an attachment plug for electric conductors, a body
of non-conducting material having an externally threaded
hank adapted to be screwed Into the metal shell of an
Bdlson Incandescent electric lamp lyase, an enlarged por-

tion forming means for manipulating said attachment plug
and forming a transverse shoulder to limit the distance

aid shank may enter saM shell, a central longitudinal

hole extending through said body for the reception of the

wires connected to the attachment plug and an external
longitudinal slot extending from end to end of said

threaded shank, terminating at said shoulder, adapted
to receive that one of said wires wblch la to be con-

nected to said shell.

5. An attachment plug comprising an insulating body
having a threade<l shank ; a shell screwe<i onto the shank :

a contact memt>er Insulated from the shell, said shank
having an Inner longitudinal passageway extending there-

through and an external groove which at Its outer end
leads Into or communicates with said longitudinal pas-

ageway.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Uaiette.]

1,224,988. CORNKR PIECE FOR WINDOWS. Hbnbt
WoLr, West Hoboken. N. J. Filed Apr. 20, 1916. Se-

rial No. 92,470. (01. 20—66.)

1. The combination with a window sash, a glass fitted

thereto, and means for securing said glass to said sash,
of comer pieces, each Including a body having an inner
prong and an outer apron, each of said corner pieces dis-

poser! to straddle the glass securing means and to have Its

prong enter the sash and contact with the glass and Its

apron to engage with the outer surface of the sash and
to be secured thereto.

2. The combination with a window sash, a glass fitted

thereto, and means for securing said glass to said sash,
of resilient corner pieces for said sash, each of said
corner pieces Including a rounded body having one of
its edges formed with an angularly extenfllng prong and
Its outer edge formed with an apron extending from the
body in the direction of the prong, said corner piece ar-
ranged to straddle the glaas securing means at the comers
of the sash and to have Its prong forced In the sash Into
contact with the glass and its apron to engage with the

outer surface of the sash.

1.224.989. INTERMITTENT FEEDING MECHANISM
FOR SLICING MACHINES. Wallaoi B. WoLrr, Chi-
cago, III., and Ea.MHT K. Hood. Indianapolis, Ind., as-
signors to American Slicing Machine Company. Chicago,
111., a Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 24, 1915.
Serial No. 63,184. (CI. 74—M.)

1. A reciprocating member, a rotatable element carried

thereby, and means for effecting its rotation responsive to

the movement of the reciprocating member comprising a

drum rotatable on the element, a ratchet Interposed t>e-

tween the drum and the element, and a flexible t>elt wound
about the drum and having Its free end anchored against
movement.
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2. A reciprocating member, a rotatable element carried

thereby, and mean^ for effecting Its rotation responsive

to the movement of the reciprocating member comprising

guide memlKT mounte«1 for reciprocation with resp<>ct

to the re<-lpr«)catlnK member, a drum rotatahi'^ on the ele-

ment and a ratchet clutch between the clement and the

drum, a flexible belt wound about the <1rum and harlng its

free end rigidly attached to the gu'do member.

8. A reciprocating member, a rotatable element carried

thereby, and means for effecting Its rotation resixtnsive to

the movement of the reciprocating memlier comprlKing a

guide member mounted for reciprocation with respect to

the reciprocating meml>er. a drum rotatabl« on the ele-

ment and a ratchet clutch between the element and the

drum, a flexible belt wound alKiut the drum and hav'ng
Its free end rigidly atta<-hed to ttie guide member and a

stop In the path of the guide member oat of line with the

reciprocating member.

4. A reciprocating niemt>er. a rtitatable element carrle<l

thereby, and means for effecting its rotation responsive to

the movement of the reciprocating member compr'slng a

gnlde memt>er mounted for rec'lprocatlon with respect to

the reciprocating member, a drum rotatahl(» on the ele-

ent and a ratchet clutch itetween the element and the

drum, a flexible l>elt wound about the drum and having its

free end rigidly attached to the guide member and a stop

In the path of the guide member out of line vrlth the re

dprocating member and means for adjust'ng the position

of said stop along the line parallel with the Kne of move-
lent of the re<-lprocatlnK member.

6. A reciprocating member, a rotatable element carried

thereby, and means for effecting its rotation n-sponsive to

the movement of the reciprocating memtwr comprising a

drum rotatable on the element, a rat'-het l)etwfen the ele-

Bcnt and the drum a guide bar mounted for reciprocation

on the reciprocating member, a flnger proJe<ting down-
wardly from said bar t>elow such reclproc-atlag member, a

flexible belt wound about the drum and ntta'-hed to such
guide bar. a support upon whl<h the reclpro<at1ng member
Is mounted and a stop carrietl by such sup|>ort projecting

in the path of the downwardly projecting meml)er.

(Claim G not prlnte<l In the Oasette.l

1^24.990. SUPERHEATER, i'harleb D. Yocno, A1-

toona. Pa. Filed Oct. 31. 191.3. Serial No. 798,890.
(CI. 122—462.)

1. In combination with a boiler having a (Ire box and
moke box and fire tubeii extending through the boiler

from the Are box to the smoke box, a pair of superheater
headers, an inlet for supplying saturated steam from the

boiler to one header, an oulet from the other header, and
a plurality of superheater tubes each having one end con-

nected to one header and the other end connected to the

ether header, such tubes each leading into a flre tube at

the front end thereof, extending In a straight length from
Its point of entrance into the tube to a point adjacent the

rear end of the flre tube, recurving and extending to the

front a relatively short distance as compared with the

length of the flre tul>«>. then recurving and extending to a
point adjacent the rear end of the flre tut>e, and finally

recurving again and extending in a straight length out

through the front end of the flre tube.

2. In combination with a boiler having a flre box and
smoke box and tire tubes extend'ng through the t>oiler

from the flre box to the smoke box. a pair of superheater

headers, an Inlet for supplying saturated steam from the

iKtller to one header, an outlet from the other header,

and a plurality of superheater tul)es each having one end
connected to one header and the other end (onnected to

the other header, such superheater tubes each comprising

four lengths only lying In a flre tul>e with two lengths ex-

tending substantially the entire length of the flre tut>e

and the other two lengths extending only a relatively

short distance as compared with the first two lengths,

and such shorter lengths l.ving adjacent the Ure box end

of the flre tubes.

1.224,991. SUPERHEATER. Charlis D. Young, A1-

toona. Pa. Filed Nov. 26, 1913. Serial No. 803,114.

(CI. 122—462.)

*Wv

!(tv/' NVvrmm
'*-M^wi

ti

1. In combination with a boiler having Arc tubes and
smoke l>ox, a drum approxiinateI.v cin-ular in i-roMs-sec-

tion extending transversely of the end of the boiler and
lying in the smoke hot. and having its ends opening
through the sides of the smoke box. cover plates for the
ends of the drum, an upright partition in the drum divid-

ing it into two chambers, and a plurality of su|)erheater

tuttes lying in the flre tubes with their ends expanded into

the wall of the drum on opposite sides of the partition.

2. In combination with a Itolb-r having fire :ul>es and a

smoke box. H drum *n the smoke Ixix extending truns-

vtfaely o| the end of the boiler with its ends opening

through the walls of the smoke box, cover plates for the

end'< of the drnm. a partition dividing the drum into two
chambers, and a plurality of sup«'rheater tubes lying In

the flre tubes and having their ends communicating with
the said chambers on opposite sides of the partition.

1,224.992. PENCIL ATTACHMENT. FsaoBicK ZtiMaa,
Freeport, N. Y. Filed Nov. 28, 1916, SerUl Na
133,962. (CL 120—88.)

1. The combination with a pencil whi<-h terminates at

one end thereof in a reduced stem, of an clastic sleeve

sllpp«Ml removably upon the reduced stem and provided

with a flattened head projecting in diametrically opposite
directions from the sleeve and providing opposed and sub-

stantially parallel side faces to prevent rolling of the pen-

cil on a ^X surface, the length of the head being consid-

erably greater than Its thickness so as to provide side

faces having a largi- area and end faces having a small
area.

2. The combination with a pencil terminating at the

end thereof in a reduced and tapered stem. sal<l stem bar-
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ing longitudinal grooren In the sldw? thereof and an an
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driving contact by presAinK one axlally against the otb4>r,

nld wedgf-tneana serving to lock the luemlMTB against
axial displacement.

[Claims U to 17 not printed in the *iazette.]

1.224.998. CLAMP FOE ADVERTISING, MANIFOLD-
ING, AND OTHER SHEETS. Albbbt F Rakkbe, San
Francisco. Cal. Filed Apr. 18. 1916. Serial Xo. 92.014.

<C1. 24—66.)

1. A clamp for sheets comprising a main member of U-
•hape In cross section, and a coacting clamping member
bent longitudinally to an abtuse angle In cross section,
aid clamping member being fitted within the main mem-
ber In such relation as to bind a sheet when folded over
one of its edgea. against the Inner surface of one side of
the main memlier along two lines, one above and one be-

low and against the lower edge of the Inner surface of the
other side of said main member, and Interengaglng devices
carried by the two members for locking them against direct
•eparation.

2. A clamp for sheets comprising a main member of U-
•hape in cross section, and a coacting clamping member
bent longitudinally to an obtuse angle in cross section,
said clamping member being fitted within the main mem-
ber in such relation as to bind a sheet when folded over
one of Its edges, against the inner surface of one side of
the main member along two lines, one above and one be-
low and against the lower edge of the inner surface of the
other side of said main member, and interengaglng devices
carried by the two members for locking them against di-

rect separation, consisting of tongues and lips at the
en<ls of said members disposed for engagement and release
b.v a relative longitudinal movement of the members.

3. A clamp for sheets comprising a main member of U-
Bhape In cross section and a coacting clamping member
of angle section, fitted within the main member and
adapted by its angularity to bind a sheet when folded
over one of its edges, against the Inner surfaces of the
main member, and Interengaglng devices carrle«l by the two
members for locking them against direct separation, con-
sisting of tongues and lips at the ends of said members
disposed for engagement and release by a relative longi-
tudinal movement of the members.

1,224,999. PISTON. Olivib E. Bakthel, Detroit, Mich.
Filed Aug. 31, 1914. Serial No. 869,273. (CI. 108—63.)

The combination with a cylinder and a connecting rod
extending therein, of a one piece piston IxKly having a flat

outer closed end devoid of connectlona and protuli^rancc^
and provided with an annular grrrove couperatinK with
the periphery of the piston In forming an expansible air
excluding wall having a feather edge In engagement with

the wall of said cylinder, said wall having the feather
edge ther«K)f in a plane with the end of the piston body,
and a bored and interiorly Htepped inner end having the
Inner tM>re<l portion theretif vonne tt^l t<> h.iI«1 <onnei ting
rod anil the extreme outer liored portion providinK an ex-

pansible lubricant exciuding skirt terminating In a feather
edge In engsKement with the wall of the cylinder and co-

operating with the feather edge at the outer end of said
piston body in providing a positive seal between said
piston body and said cylinder.

1,226.000. POSTERIOR INJ ECTION-PROTECTOR.
Evan Allk.n UAkTi.KTT, Fairmont, W. Va. Filed May
26. 1916. Serial No. 99,86<». iCl. 128—28.)

1. A protector of the class descijbed comprising a cir-

cular hollow body portion, a substantially crescent shaped
clamp within the hollow of ssid body, means to move said
clamp inwardly and an oval Hhaped knob a<lapted to be
forced Into engagement with parts of the body to close
passage through said parts.

2. A protector for parts of the l>ody. comprising a hollow
circular body portion, a substantially crescent shaped
clamp adapted to l>e forced Into enicngement with said
parts of the t>o<ly. and a knot) oxiperating with said clamp
to close passage thntugh said parts of the body.

1.226,001. LAUNDRY BAG FOR TRUNKS. John H.
BAaTXCTT. Oahkoah, Wis., assignor to The Oshkoah
Trunk Company, Oshkosh. Wis., a Corporation of Wis-
consin. Filed Nov. 22. 1916. SsrUl No. 132,861. (CI.

190—18.)

-«» ar

1. A trunk, comprising two hlnKe<i together sections, a

door for closing one of said nectlons and adapted to
extend between said sections when the trunk Is closed, a
laundry bag secured to said door and adapted to extend
into one of said sections when the door Is closed, said
door being provided with an opening extending there-
through and opening Into said t>ag so that access may be
had thereinto when »ald door is closed, and a closure for
saiil opening.

4. \ device of the character described, comprising a
supporting member, a laundry bag made of flexible ma-
terial, said bag being secured to said supporting member
on one aide thereof, said supporting member forming one

of the walls of said bag. a base member secured to said
supporting member and forming the bottom wall of said
bajf. and fastening memberK on said supporting member
and said bag an<l ndapteil. when engaged, to hold the
mouth of said bag closed.

7. A wardrobe trunk, comprising two hinged together
sections, one of which constitutes the wardrobe section of
said trunk, a door for closini; said wardrobe section and
being hinged along one of its e<lgeK thereto, a laundry
bag se<ure<l to said door and adapted to project Into said
wardrobe section when the door Is clo8e<l, said door being
provided with an opening extending therethrough and
opening Into said bag. a hinged closure for said opening
anil adapted to be swung outward from said door, and
a shoe holder mounted on the Inner face of said closure.

8. A wardrobe trunk. ^-omprisinK two hinged together
sections, one of which constitutes the wardrobe section
of said trunk, a door for closing said wardrobe section,
•aid door being provided with an opening extending there-
through, a rlosure for said openlnjt, and a shoe holder
moante<l on the inner face of said rlosure.

(Claims 2. S, 6, 6, and 9 not pClnted in the Gazette.]

1,225,002. VALVE. Jacob B. Beam. Punxsutawney. Pa.
Filed Mar. 19, 1913, Serial .No. 755,370. Renewed Oct.
3, 1916. Serial No. 123,518. (CI. 137—4.)

1. A blow-off valve, comprising a sectional valve casing
having communicating openings with tapered walls, a
reversible valve-seat having tapere^l outer walls engaging
the tapered wall of the lower casing section, a ring sur-
rsundlng and closely fitting the upper portion of the valve-
•eat detachable therefrom and havInK tapered outer walls
engaging the tapered walls of the opening In the upper
casing section.

2. A blow-off valve, comprising a casing having two
sections communicating with each other, the lower section
having an opening formed with tapere<1 walls to receive
a valve-seat and the upper section having an opening of
larger diameter and having tapered walls, a valve remov-
able throuKh said last mentioned opening, a reversible
valve-seat having Upered walls engaging the tapered walls
of the op4<nlng in the lower (>asing section, and a ring
surrounding the upper portion of the valve-seat closely fit-

ting It detachable therefrom and having tapered outer
-walla engaging the tapere<l walls of the opening In the
upper section of the casing.

1,225.008. CATTLE STANCHION. William Oeohoe
BEATTif, Fergus. Ontario. Canada. Filed Dec. 20. 1915.
Serial No. 67.928. (CI. 119—149.)
1. A cattle stanchion comprising an upright side, two

horizontal sides extending one from the upper and the
other from the lower end of the upright side, a bracket
slidable on the lower horizontal side, an upright stanchion

side hinged at its lower en«l to the bracket, a bracket
slidable on the upper horizontal side, releasable locking
means for securing the upper end of the hinged stanchion
side to the upper bracket, racks for the upper and lower
horizontal sides and for the brackets, and pinions engag-
ing said racks to cause the nlldlnK movements of the
brackets on said horizontal sides, the side faces of the
pinions being provided with radial grooves and the ad-
jacent faces of the guide brackets being provided with
<-orre8pondlng tongues euKajjlnj: In said grooves, to pre-
vent the rotation of the pinions, and appropriate clamp-
ing m<>ans to compress the sides of the guide brackets
ngalnst the pinions, whereby said tongues will engage In
said grooves and prevent the rotation of the pinions to
lock the slide brackets in their adjusted position and
maintain the upright stanchion sides In their fixed

relation.

2. A cattle stanchion comprising an upright side anrt
two horizontal sides extending one from the upper end
and the other from the lower end thereof, a bracket slid-
able on the lower horizontal side, an upright stanchion
side hinged at its lower end to the bracket and having
at its upper end a keeper for the latch, and a bracket
slidable on the upper horizontal side having a latch
engageable with the keeper, racks for the upper and lowe>
horizontal sides and for the brackets, and pinions en-
f^airinK said racks to cause the sliding movements of the
brickets on said horizontal aides, the side faces of th«
pinions being provided with radial grooves and the ad-
jacent faces of the guide brackets being provided with
corresponding tongues engaging in said grooves, to pre-
vent the rotation of the pinions, and appropriate clamp-
ing means to compress the sides of the guide brackets
against the pinions, whereby said tongues will engage In
said gro<ives and prevent the rotation of the pinions to
lock the slide brackets in their adjusted position and
maintain the upright stanchion sides In their fixed re-
lation.

3. A cattle stanchion comprising an upright side, two
horizontal sides extending one from the upper and the
other from the lower end of the upright side, a bracket
slidable on the lower horizontal side, an upright stanchion
side hingeil at Its lower end to the bracket, a bracket
slidable on the upper horizontal aide, releasable locking
means for securing the upper end of the hinged stanchion
side to the upper bracket, racks for the upper and lower
horizontal sides and for the brackets, and pinions en-
Raging said racks to cause the sliding movements of the
brackets on said horizontal sides, guide brackets em-
bracing the upper and lower horizontal sides and the
slidln;; brackets, and pinions Journaled In the guide
brackets engaging with said racks, the side faces of the
pinions being provided with radial grooves and the ad-
jacent faces of the guide brackets being, provided with
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corr«p<>D<Ung toRCtx*" engaclnit in said grooves, to prevent

tke rotation of the ptnlonn. and appropriat)> rlamplng

means to conipress the tddes of the gaide brackets against

the pinions, whereby mid tongnett will engage in said

grooTeK and prevent the rotation of the pinions to lock

the slide bracketH In their adjustefl position and maintain

tbe aprl«ht stanchion sides In their fixed relation.

4. A rattle stanchion comprising an upright side and
two horizontal sides extending one from the upper end

and the other from the lower end thereof, a bracket slld-

able on the lower horizontal side, an upright stanchion

side hinged at Its lower end to the bracket and having

at Its apper end a keeper for the latch, and a bracket

sIMable on the upper horizontal side having a latch

en^geable with the keeper, racks for the upper and lower

horizontal sides and for the brackets, pinions engaging

said racks to cause the sliding movements of the brackets

on said horlsontal sides, guide brackets through which

said upper and lower horizontal sides are movable, and

pinions Journaled In the guide brackets engaging with

said racks, the side faces of the pinions being provlde«l

with radial grooves and the adjacent faces of the guide

brackets being provided with corresponding tongues en-

gaging In said grooves, to prevent the rotation of the

pinions, and appropriate clamping means to compress the

sides of the guide brackets against the pinions, whereby

said tongues will engage In said grooves and prevent the

rotation of the pinions to lock the slide brackets in their

adjusted position and maintain the upright stanchion sides

In their flxe«l relation.

5. A cattle stanchion comprising an upright side, two

horizontal sides extending one from the upper, and the

other from the lower, end of the upright side, a bracket

slldably mounted on the lower horizontal side, an upright

stanchion side hinged at Its lower end to the bracket, a

bracket sUdable on the upper horizontal side, releasable

lo<-klng means for securing the upper end of the hinged

stanchion side to the upper bracket, guide brackets through

which the upper and lower horizontal sides and slidable

brackets are movable, racks for the upper and lower horl-

sontal sides and for the slidable brackets, and pinions

Journaled In the guide brackets engaging said racks to

cause the slldiag movements of the slidable brackets on

said horizontal sides, the side faces of the pinions being

provided with radial grooves and the adjacent faces of

the guide bracket.^ being provided with corresponding

tonpies entraging In sal<l grooves, to prevent the rotation

of The pinions, and appropriate clamping means to com-

prem the sides of the guide brackets against the pinions,

whereby said tongnes will engage in said grooves and

prevent the rotation of the pinions to lock the slide brack-

ets in their adjusted position and maintain the upright

stanchion sides tn their fixed relation.

^.225,004. HAY-RACK. Rot.br Bl^CK. Pleasant Hill,

Ohio. Filed Apr. 27, 1916. Serial No. 98.950. (CI.

21—74.)

A bay rack embodying a longitudinal frame, horlsontal

tide wings carried thereby extending from one end of the

frane to a point between the ends thereof, a pair of rails

carried by the frame and extending from one end thereof

to the other, said rails being Inclined from end to end

and having their upper ends located at the first men-

tioned end of the frame, a carriage having a platfona

movable over said wings In one direction and adapted to

move fioffh with said wings when moved In the other

direction, said carriage having brackets, wheels i-arrle»l by

aaJd brackets running upon said rails, and rollers car-

ried by the brackets working below the rails to h<>W the

whet-Is th<-reoD, said rails having offsets adjacent to thos*

ends of the wings between the ends of tbe frame, the

wheels at one end of the c-arrlage beln^ nuriaaily dlsposetl

adjacent to said offsets when the platform of the carriage

Is rtush with said wings, and said wheeU being adapte<l

to movf up saiil offsets for raising the corresponding end

of the carriage when the carriage Is moved towanl the

wings.

1.225.005. WELLCA8ING. PrrgB Botd. Beaver, and

AuorsTts M. SArxoBBS. McKeesport. Pa., assignors

to National Tube Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Original application filed Nov. 17,

1911, Serial No. 6«0,846. Divided and this application

filed May 5, 1915. SerUl No.« 25,905. (CI. 1«6—4.)

1. A combined reamer and well casing consisting of a

tubular section having cylindrical ends, the tubular sec-

tion being angular In cross section throughout Its length

between the cylindrical end portions.

2. A combined reamer and well casing consisting of a

tubular section tiavlng cylindrical threaded ends, the

tubular section t>eing angular in cross section through-

out its length between the cylindrical end portions.

3. A tut>ular well-drilling rod which Is angular In ex*

ternal cross section, the longitudinal external corners of

the tubular rod constituting reamer elements.

4. A combined reamer |iBd well casing consisting of a
tubular member which is angular In cross section and is

provided with a cylindrical termlniU portio*.

0. A combined reamer and well casing c«nsistlng of a

tubular meml>er which Is angular In cross section and is

provided with a cylindrical threaded terminal portion.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,006. ROAD-GRADING MACHINE. Jambs U.
Bessbx. Mattouo. lU. Filed June 20, 1910. S«rUl No.
106,037. (CL 55—12.)

1. An apparatus of tbe character des<-r1bed comprising

a rectnngular frame, arch bars, rising from the ends and
center of said frame, a Iwr extending across and secured to

tht tops of said arch t>ars. draft bars secured to and ex-

tending forwardly from said last mentioned bar, rollers
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moonted within said main fraiK, Journal blocks for the
•Kiter ends of said rollers mounted upon the end bars of
the main frame, and a vertically movable Journal support
extending transversely of the main frame and provided
with pivoted Journal blocks wherein the inner ends of
said rollers are supported.

2. An apparatus of the character described comprising a
rigid, rectangualr main frame, upstanding brackets at the
outer ends of said main frame, journal boxes arranged
between and pivoted to said brackets to turn in vertical
direction, a centrally disposed, vertically movable Journal
support. Journal blocks pivotally mounted upon said sup-
port and spring mechanism for normally forcing said
Journal supjjort downward.

8. An apparatus of the character described comprising
a main frame, rollers mounted In said main frame, pivoted
Journal blocks for the Inner and outer ends of said rollers,
a vertically movable har extending transversely of the
main frame, and whereon the Journal blocks for the Inner
ends of the rollers are pivotally mounted and spring
mechanism for forcing wild har normally downward.

4. An apparatus of tbe character described comprising a
rectangulsr main frame, upstanding brackets at the outer
ends of said main frame, journal boxes arranged between
and pivoted to said brackets to swing in vertical direc-
tion, a single centrally disposed, vertically movable Jour-
nal support pivoted at one end to said main frame, jour-
nwl blocks pivotally mounted upon said support, a rod
extending upwardly from the free end of said support and
a spHng mounted upon said rod for forcing said support
normally forward.

5. An apparatus of the character descrll>ed comprising
a main fram*-. ndlers mounted In said main frame, pivoted
Journal blocks for the Inner and ouher ends of said rollers,
a bar extending transversely of the main frame and
whereon the Journal blocks for the Inner ends of the rollers
are pivotally mounted, said Jotirnal bar being pivoted
at one end. and a spring engaging the free end of said
journal bar for forcing it normally downward.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the (Jasette.l

1.225,007. FILTKR. At.05Z0 J. Bbidobs, Bedford, Iowa.
nie«l Aug. 11, 1916. Serial .\o. 114.453. (Cl. 210—4.)

-«f

1. A filter comprising a main container, a strainer
chamber arranged at th*- top of the main container and
having one of Its end walls curved, from the upper edge of
Its top wall, downwardly to the bottom of the said strainer
chamber, a second strainer chamber disposed directly be-
neath the first said strainer chaml>er. and a foramlnous
"y arranged within the second strainer chamber and
provlde<l with an auxiliary strainer element arranged tn
close proximity to the said tray.

2. A filter comprising a main container having a
strainer chamber arranged at Its top. a foramlnous par-
tition provided t)etween the main container and the said

strainer ckaraber, tbe end of tbe said strainer <^amber be-
ing curved to provide a deflecting element whereby tHe
water entering the said chamber will t»e spread evenly aver
tbe foramlnous partition, tbe opposite ead wall of tbe
said chamber t>eing provided with an opening for permit-
ting the discharge of the refuse carried by the said water.

8. A filter comprising a main container divided into
upf>er strainer chambers each provided witl» .. foramlnous
partition. ti»e said main container bavin, a \'ertleally
extending partition terminating in spaced r latlon to tbe
bottom of the container to provide a relatively narrow
compartment, an ejecting chamber carried by the ex-
terior of tbe said main container, the upper end of tbe said
partition being bent to extend across tbe top of tbe aald
compartment, to deflect tbe water Into tbe said ejecting
chamber.

4. A filter comprising a main container having Its upper
portion divided Into a pair of superposed cliamtiers, the
said chambers being dlvld^Kl by foramlnous partitions ar-
range<l one above the other, the top wall of the said majn
container being projected over one side thereof and hav-
ing Its end wall bent from the end edge of the top wall
and curved downwardly and Inwardly to the plane of the
uppermost foramlnous partition, and an ejecting cham-
ber for receiving the contents of the said first mentioned
chambers.

5. A filter comprising a main container having Its upper
portion dlvldeil Into a iiair of superposed chambers, the
said chambers being divided by foramlnous partitions
arranged one above the other, the top wall of the said
main container being projecte<l over one side thereof and
having Its end wall bent from the end edge of the top
wall and curved downwardly and Inwardly to the plane of
the uppermost foramlnous partition, an ejecting chamber
for receiving the contents of the said first mentioned
chaml)ers, the said main container being provided with
a packing of charcoal, a partition formed in the main
container for providing a passageway between one wall of
the container and the charcoal, the said partition being
arrange<l to provide an opening at the bottom of the parti-
tion for permitting the water to pass from the charcoal
into the said passageway.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,225,008, VEUICLK^OAD-TRACK. Ebic F. Bbown,
Buxton. Iowa. Filed Dec. 21, 191& Serial No. 138,282.
(Cl. 104—178.)

1. A vehlde track for highway traffic inclndlng <oact-
ing rails for receiving the wheels of a vehicle, cross ties
connecting tbe rails, and anchoring stakes for tbe aakl
ties arranged with the rails o%-erlylng tbe upper ex-
tremities of said stakes for holding tbe stakes against up-
ward displacement.

2. A road track for vehicles Including coactlng rails
formed to receive tbe wheels of a vehicle and provided
with cupped tread surfaces.

S. A vehicle track for highway traffic including coactlng
rails for receiving the wheels of a vehicle, cross ties
having tbe rails seated thereon, blocks moon ted upon the
ties and engaging beneath opposite margins of tbe rails
for holding the rails against tlltlnt' with respett to the
ties, and means connecting the rails with tbe ties and
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engaging nald blocks with the said means adjastable (or

clamping the blocks In position.

4. A vehicle track for highway traffic Including coact-

Ing concavo-coDTex rails arrange*! with the ronrave sides

of the rails presented upwardly to form ruts for the

wheels of a vehicle. croKn t\f* having the rails seated

therfon with the blocks fitting the convex sides of the

rails and pneaging beneath opposite margins of the said

rails and the ties for holdlnit the rails against tilting

with r»^pect to the ties, and means connecting the rails

with thp ties.

6. A rdad track for vehicles including coacting rails

formed to receive the wheels of the vehicle and provided

with longitudinally tapered drain openings. ' the said

drain op^-nlngs fn'ing arranged with the smaller enda

thereof presented downwardly and b«>lng a<lapte<l to pro-

vide air pockets in the tread surfaces of the rails,

[Claim 6 not prlnt«»<I In the Cazette.]

i;226.0O9. BRAKE. Fbedcbicic C. CAB8TABrHE.\. Tr»»n-

ton. X. J., assignor to Thn American Steel and Wire

Company of New Jersey. Iloboken, N. J., a Corporation

of yrv .'c-s • . Filed June ."i, 1916. Serial No. 101,518.

(CI. 74—»6.)

1. A braking mechanism Inclading means for exerting

a braking effect at all speeds above a determined maxi-

mum and means for holding thf aforesaid means in dxed

position for all speeds below said maximum.

2. A braking mechanism including vanes adapted to be

rotated and to be moved outward as their speed of rota-

tion Increases so as to offtr an Increased resistance and

means for holding said vanes In their inward position

nntU the speed of rotation reaches a determined maxlmam

and then releasing them.

3. A braking mechanism Including vanes adapted to be

rotated and to be moved outward as their speed of ro-

tation Is Increased so as to offer a greater resistance,

means for holding said vanes Inward comprising a weight

and a latch to hold said weight down, said latch being

adapted to yield and permit the upward movement of the

weight and the outward movj-ment of the vanes when the

speed of rotation exceeds a predetermined maximum.

4. A braking mechanism Including pivoted arms having

vanes on one end thereof which are cap shaped, and means

for rotating said arms, said arms being adapted to swing

outward when rotated and means for rotating the arms

and cups thereon, the open ends of the cups being for-

ward to thereby Increase the resistance to rotation offered

thereby.

B. A braking mechanism Including mean* for exerting

braking effect at all speeds above a predetermined maxi-

mum, and means for holding the aforesaid means in fixed

position for all speeds below said maximum, said means

including a latch, a spring for maintaining said latch In

holding position, and means for adjusting the compression

on said opening.

[Claim not printed In the Oasette.]

1.226.01(». EHOE SETTER. Edwin N. Ch.4NDLBB. Brain-

tree. Mass. Flle<l Aug. 21. 1915. Serial No. 4«.67B.

(CI. 12—78.)

1. A machine of the kind described, having a rapidly

moving tool carrier, a casing on said carrier adapted to

receive an electrical heater, conductors on said movable

carrier, corresponding electrical conductors adjacent there-

to on a fixed part of the machine, and means providing

a sliding contact between the movable conductors and said

fixed conductors.

2. A machine of the kind described, having a rapidly

moving tool carrier, a casing pn said carrier adapted to

receive an electrical heater, conductors on said movable

carrier, and corresponding electrical conductors adjacent

thereto on a fixed part of the machine, each having an

end In sliding contact with an end of the corresponding

conductor on the carrier. In combination with means for

yieldingly maintaining said ends in contact.

8. An electrically heated edge setter machine having a

moving carrier for the edge setting tools, an electrical

heater on said carrier, conductors for said electrical heater

an<l co^lperatlnic coDdu<tors on a stationary part of the

machine, comprising yieldingly actuated members adapted

to abat against the corresponding conductora on the

moving carriers, one of each of the abutting conductora

having a surface sufficient to permit relat^e movement of

the other abutting conductor while man^lnlng contact

therewith. ^
4. An electrically heated edge setting machine, having

a vibrating carrier for the setters, a casing on said car-

rier adapted to receive a removable plug heater, a flange

on said casing carrying electrical conductors for said

heater, insulation between said flange and said conductors,

corresponding electrical conductors on a stationary part

of the machine adjacent said first mentioned conductors,

and yieldingly actuated meml>ers on each of these station-

ary conductors constructed and arranged to maintain a

yielding contact with the moving conductors, whereby a

supply of current for said electrical heater is provided

from the stationary part of the machine.

1.225.011. ROAP WORKING MACHINE. Shbbwood M.

Chask and Fba.nk A. Flbmi.ng. Columbus. Ohio, as-

signors to The Chase Foundry and Manufacturing Com-

pany. Columbus. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

July 22. 1916. Serial No. 110,64.{. (CI. 37—6.)

2. A road grader comprising a member consisting of a

frame carrying scraping blades, a wheel supported axle

extending transversely of said frame, a member compris-

ing a longitudinally disposed lever fulcrumed on said axle,

means connecting one end of said lever to the frame, a

flexible connection between the opposite end of the lever

and frame, said connection being fixed to one member, a

guiding device on the other member around which the con-

nection Is directed, and a drum for winding up said con-

nection.

9. In a road working machine, means for supi>ortlng

the machine on the ground, a frame, a rigid member

mounted on said supporting means and pivotally connected

at one end to said frame on an axis extending from front

to rear centrally of the frame, and an adjustable connec-

tion between the opposite end of said member and the
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frame and arranged to allow relative movement of the
frame around said axis.

16. In a road working machine, an axle provided with
wheels, a lever pivoted to said axle for movement there
around as an axis, a fifth wh.t-l connection between said
leyer and said axle, a main frame, a universal connec-
tion between one end of said lever and said frame, a flex-
ible connection between the other end of .said lever and
said frame, means for adjusting said flexible connection
to raise and lower the frame relatively to the axle, and
means for moving said axle and wheels for steering.

18. In a road worklUK iim( hine. the combination, with
a nuln frame, and a plurality of raising and lowering
devices .-arrled thereby and comprising a bridge l)eam for
each of said devices, of a succession of blades arranged in
pairs, a connection between the Inner end of each blade
and said frame, and longitudinal beams connecting the
bridge l>e«ms with the outer ends of the blades, the con-
nections betwe..n the l.lsdes and the main frame and be
twe*n the longitudinal beams and the bridge beams being
flexible, whereby the blades may have limited movement

23. In a road working machine a main frame a plu-
rality of blades, flexible Joints and rocker blades connect-
ing the inner ends of said bla.les to the frame, and means
for adjusting said blades around the Joints and rocker
blocks as pivots.

(Claims 1. 3 to 8. 10 to 14. 16. 17. 19 to 22, and 24 not
printed in the Gasette.]

1.225.012. COCK. Ek.l L. Clau8. Milwaukee. Wis
Filed Nov. 16. 1914. Serial No. 872,274. (Cl. 67—121.)'

1. In a device of the descrll>ed class, the combination
with the discharge end of a <ocli. of an adjustable cap
having longitudinal angular grooves, an orifice closing
member lo<-ated In said cock and having slidable bearings
In said grooves and having ends conforming In shape toand adapte<l to fit the dIscharKe openings in said cap

2^ In a device of the des<rlbed class, the combination
with the discharge end of a cock, of an adjustable cap
having a discharge orifice, and longitudinal angular
grooves, an orlfloe closing member located in said cock
having slidable bearings In sal.l grooves, the ends of said
orifice closing member .onformlug In shape to and adapted
to close said discharge orifice.

1.225.013. APPARATUS FOR VARNISHING RUBBERSHOES. Lb Baron C, Coi.t. Bristol. R. I., assignor to
National India Rubber Company, a Corporation ofRhode Island. Piled Jan. 18, 1909. Sertal No. 472,807.
(Li. 91—44.)

1. An apparatus for varnishing rublier shoes having Incombination a carrier adapted to receive and carry along

the sho« to be varnished, and means for causing a stream
of varnish to flow over said shoe as It Is carried along by
said c-arrler. whereby any lint or other matter upon the
shoe is carrle<1 off by the flowing varnish.

2. An apparatus for varnishing rubber shoes having In
combination a carrier adapted to receive and <arry along
the shoe to be varnished, and means for causing separate
streams of varnish to flow over different portions of said
shoe as it is carried along by said carrier.

3. An apparatus for varnishing rubber shoes having in
combination a carrier adapted to receive and carry along
a series of shoes, and means for causing a stream of var-
nish to flow over successive shoes as they are carried
along by said carrier, whereby any lint or other matterupon the shoe Is carrl.-d off by the flowing varnish.

4. An apparatus for varnishing rubber shoes having In-
combination a carrier adapted to receive and carrv along
a series of shoes, and means for causing separate streams
of varnish to flow over different portions of said shoes aathey are carried along by said carrier.

5. An apparatus for varnishing rubber shoes having In
• omblnatlon a carrier adapted to receive and carry along
a series of shoes with the'r heel portions upward, andmeans for causing a stream of varnish to flow over suc-
cessive shoes as they are carried along bv said carrier

(Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.

J

1.225 014. ELECTRICAL TESTING APPARATUS. Cal.b
J. CONNBB. Coatearllle, Pa. Piled Nov. 6, 1915 Serial
No. 60.048. (Cl. 175—188.)

The method of finding grounds on electrtcal Kus which
consists in bridging the lines by a pair of rrslsto-s and
an Plectrl<al detector, applying a source of potential Im--
tween ground and the Junction of said pair ni resistors
and shunting the lines temporarily from place tr p'a-o

1.228.015. AMBULANCE OPERATING-TABLE At rbrtD CBoaar.Bv. Hartford, Conn., assignor of on -helf to

;n^i .^- ^'"'"'''' •'^'^'^ Y"'''- ^- Y. Filed May 23,
1916. Serial No. 99.428. (Cl. 21—80.)
1. The combination with an ambulance, of n tablemeans whereby the ubie may be pushed In under or drawti
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out from lNni««th the ambulance, meaas at the rc«r end
for supporting th« table leyel or at a desirMl inclination

longltudlnalljr wb«n drawn out. and m«ans for tiltin;; and
holding the table leyel or at a tleaired aDKl** iranHV^Tnely

wben drawn out.

I
=i=^ ,' .ft^ > Sl^/ .^'^̂ =^

2. The combination with an arabulancf framp, of a

track frame Hup^urted ben«>nth thi- ambnlance frame, a
carrylDK frame adapted to be moved in along the track

frame beneath the ambulance frame <>r drawn out from

beneath the ambulance frame, adjaatabie m<*aB« hlnRed to

the rear end of the carrying frame for nupporting that

end of the frame when drawn out, and a table uiounte<l on

and adjustable at an an^e with r<latton to the carrying

frame.

3. "the combination with an ambulance frame, of a

track frame iapportwl l>eneath the ambulance frame, a

carryinn; frame adapte«l to be moved In along the track

frame beneath the ambulance frame or drawn out from be-

neath the ambutan<'e frame, means for supporting the rear

end of the carrying frame when drawn out. and a table

pirotally mounted ua ami adJutitabJe at an ant:le w'.tb re-

lation to the carrying frame.

4. The combination with an ambulance frame, of a
track frame .supported beneath the ambulance frame, a

carrying frame adapted to be moved in aloug the track

frame t>eneath the ambulance frame or drawn out from be-

neath the ambulance frame, means for supporting the rear

end of the carrying frame when drawn out. a table pivot-

ally mounted on the carrying frame, and mean^ for tilting

the table on its axis.

5. The combination with an ambulance frame, of a

track frame, a carrying frame movable in and out along

the track frame beneath the ambulance frame, legs hinged

to the rear end of the carrying frame, feet adjustably con-

nected with the legs, and a table mounted on the carrying

frame.

[Claims 6 to 9 not prlnte«l in the Gazette.]

1^5,016. ACETVLK-NK :.AMI*. J amc« Pkaks Wm
uisa. t'epper i'llff. Ontario, i.'auada. Filed .Vng. 18.

1916. FSertai .N«. 11S.7CQ. <C1. 4»—06.)

1. In an acetylene gaa lamp, the comblnat'on with a

m4»raer>je<1 griMTatlng (^t*I^e^ and a Kan hurii>r Ii(«d. *f

a gas duct exteadlBg vertically frt»ni the generator ta the

'Tiraer head, an excess tea* doct extea^ting letweea the

^eneratlng chamber and burner head and Hurro«indin« the

nmin duct where.hy the exc.ss gm* In the irenerator. when
tt.* -rolmue and pretwure arc suScieDt to nn.w«l the rzoeat*

gas tntie, will be condnrted to the baraer to i>e conaoaied

thereat, and a water separating and ezpaoHion chamber
located In the exceas duct above the water submerging the

Kenerator.

2. .-Vn actylene burner and generator .ouprlslng a

tapering receptacle provided with upper ajul lower com-

partments, a head for the receptacle, a pipe depending
from said head to the lower compartment, a disk separat-

ing tbe compartment* having a depending sleeve endr-
cling the pipe and spared therefrom, a buriier, a ^>lpe

therefrom extending through said head, and a duct encir-

cling the latter pipe and spaceil therefrom terminating

w'thin .said head, said head having a communicating pas-

sage between the depending pipe and the duct.

1 . 2 2 5 , 1 T . MILK BOTTLE AND SIMILAR REXTEP-
TACLE. Wii.i.iAU Mom PirKER, Hnffalo, N. Y. Piled

r>e<-. 27. 1915. Serial No. A8.690. ((1. 215—11.)

1. A bottle-rloimre. comprising an elastic cap having a

depending rim and a flexible spout adapted to be folde<l

against the rim, said rim having n reversible extension

constructed to overlap and compress the folded spout.

2. A bottle-closure, comprising an elastic cap having
a dep«<nding rim and a flenlhle spout adapted to be folded

against the rim. said rim having a reversible extension of

greater elasticity than the remainder of the cap, con-

structed to overlap the folded spout.

3. A bottle-closure, comprialng an elastic cap having a

depending rim and a flexible spout adapte<l to be folded

against the rim. said rim being provided with an annular

l>ea4l and below said 1>ead with a rev^rwlble extension

constructed to extend above said l>ead when reversed to

engage the folded spout.

4. A bottle-closure, coiupilslng n« elastic cap having a

depending rim and a tlextole spout adapted to be folded

against the rim, said rim being provided with an annular
bead and below aald bead with a reversible extension

terminating in an ansalar bead, the beaded edge of the

extension being arranged to overlap the fidd«Nl spout In

the reversed position of the extension.

5. A bottle-closure, comprising an elastic cap having a

depending rim and a flexible spout adapted to be folded

against the rim and provided with a locking projection,

said rim having a reversible extension constructed to

overlsp the f(>We<l spout and provided with a bead ar-

rang»Hl t<> 1nt»*rlock mith the proj^-r-tion of the spout.

(Claims 6 to 9 not pr1nte<i in the daaette.]

1.2?S.01R FKKDI.SfJ DEVICE FOR STAY APPLYING
MAnriNRK. n*>RY Da smith. Roche«ter. N. T.. aa-

siL'B«r to M. D. Knowlton C'wpanv. Ko<heifter. N. T., a
C(>n>onit1on of New York. ^led Aog. R. 1»1«. Herial

No. ll«.2An. <C1. 27*.

)

1. In a machine of the class deacrltted. strip feeding

means comprising a guldf* piste, a reciprocating carrier

mounted on said guide-plate h«id supporting a pair of co-

operating gripping seralM'rs. a braking device for retard-

ing t*e movement of the rarrit-r rni tUe guiile-plate. and
Bi-ans f«r aitnating saM braking derl. # aad suU»«|aMitly

releasing ttie same at pn^letermlnet thnes In the working

stroke of the carrier.

*. In a atachine of the class (V»s<rlhod. strip ft'eding

ins comprialDg a guide-plate, n rerlpnxatlng carrier
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mounted on said guide-plate and supporting a pair of co-
operating gripping members, a braking device for retard-
ing the movement of the carrier on the guide-plate, and
means >or actuating said braking device prior to the com-
mencement of the feed stroke of the carrier and releasing
the same at the end of said fee<l stroke.

8. In a machine of the class described, strip feeding
means comprising a guide-plate, a reclprocaltng carrier
mounted on said guide-plate and supporting a pair of co-
operating gripping meml»ers, a braking device for retard-
ing the movement of the carrier on the gnlde-plate, and
means maintaining said l>raklng device in operation dur-
ing the feed stroke of the carrier and releasing the same
during the return stroke of the carrier.

4. In a machine of the class described, strip feeding
means comprising a guide-plate, a reciprocating carrier
mounted on said guide-plate, and supporting a pair of
coGperatlng gripping members, a braking device for re-
tarding the movement of the carrier on the guide-plate,
means normally maintaining said braking device In opera-
tion, and supplemental means for Increasing the action of
the braking device and subsequently releasing the same at
predetermined times in the working stroke of the carrier.

5. In a machine of the class described, strip feeding
means comprising a guide-plate, a reciprocating carrier
mounted on said guide-plate and supporting a pair of co-

operating gripping members, a braking device for retard-
ing the movement of the carrier on the guide-plate, means
normally maintaining said braking device In operation,
and supplemental means for Increasing the action of the
braking device prior to the commencement of the feed
stroke of the carrier and releasing the same at the end of
aid feed stroke.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,225,019. CUTTER-HEAD. David J. Dixo.n, tacoma.
Wash. Filed Mar. 21, 1916. Serial No. 85,732. (CL
142—27.)

1. A hollow cutter head comprising a circular plate pro-
Tided with a concentric bore, a knife holder having one
end pivotally secured to the front side of said plate ad-
jacent the periphery thereof and Its other end adjustably
secured to said plate opposite said pivot said knife holder
having a knife secureci thereto adjacent the pivot and be-
ing curved in its central portion to clear nald concentric
bore.

2. A hollow cutter head comprising a tubular shank, a
disk provided on one end thereof and having a concentric

238 O. G.—24

bore, a cirnilar plate rigidly secnred to said dlak adjacent
thereto, an adjustable knife holder secured to the rear
side of said circular plate and provided with a knife, and
a guard member having one end pivoted to said disk and
the other end adjustably secured to said disk, the central
portion of said guard member being curveil and adapted to
be moved to overlap the concentric bore in said disk and
said guard member being positioned diametrically opposite
said knife.

3. A hollow cutter head comprising a shank, a circular
plate having a concentric bore, supports rigid with said
shank and fixedly secured to said circular plate at points
removed from the center thereof to leave the Inner central
face of said plate clear, a knife holder having one end
pivotally secured to the front side of said circular plate
and the other end adjustably secured to said circular plate
opposite said pivot, said knife holder having an arcuate
central portion adapted to clear said concentric bore, a
knife on said knife holder, another knife holder having an
arm on one end and having Its opposite end pivotally se-

cured to the rear side of said circular plate, said last
named knife holder having an arcuate center portion, a
knife on said last named knife holder in diametrically
opposite relation to said first named knife, and means for
moving said arm on said last named knife bolder to adjust
the position thereof.

1,225,020. CONVEYER CAI,LE OR ROPE. HcoH F.
Ellard, Missoula, Mont. Filed Mar. 29. 1915. Serial
No. 17,910. (CI. 104—18.)

1. In a cable conveyer, a cable having Intermediate
its ends a loop formed of strands of its own material, an
eyelet in aald loop, and a trail roi)e adapted for attach-
ment to a load and secured to said loop.

2. In a cable conveyer, a cable comprising a series of
•ectiona, each having a plurality of loops throughout its
length, swivel connections between said sections, and a
trail rope adapted for attachment at one of its ends to
any of said loops and at its other end to a load.

1,225.021. CARBURETER ATTACHMENT. Albbht C.
FBaaiiB, Lincoln, Nebr., assignor of one-half to Wil-
liam J. Hill, Uncoln, Nebr. Piled May 26, 1916. Serial
No. 100,013. (CJ. 128—26.)

Devices for the purpose described, comprising. In com-
bination with the Intake manifold, the radiator, the ex-
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haust mAQifoId and the carbureter of an Internal combaa-
tloD engine, a contluotlng pipe traversing a part of the
exhaust manifold and communicating with the radiator,

a valve housing providetl with a compartment communi-
cating with the carbureter and alio provided with an air

intalte, a valve In the valve housing, said valve being

movable to permit a communication t»etween the conduct-

ing pipe and said compartment, a second valve, said second

valve being provlde<i with resilient means for normally

causing a closure of said air Intake and adapted to have

a movement to permit air to enter said compartment, said

first named valve t>eing also movable for terminating the

communication of the conducting pipe with said compart-

ment and permitting a communication of the conducting

pipe with said intake manifold.

1,226,022. AUTOMOBILE-SIGNAL. John W. Fbt, Shreve-

port. La. Filed July 6, 1916. Serial No. 107,826.

(CI. 116—31.)

An automobile signal comprising an arm. means for plT-

otally mounting the same for swinging movement upon an
automobile so that the free end of the arm is movable to

the opposite sides of the automobile, a vertical member
pivotally connected with said arm to oscillate relative

thereto, a dayllKht signal member upon one end of said

member, and a lamp upon the other end of said member.

1,220,023. ANNULAR ARTICLE. Hbrmas M. Foot»,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Mechanical Rubber
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan. 6,

1916. Serial No. 70.605. (CI. 9—17.)

1. An annular article comprising an inflatable open

collar, means for detachably connecting the ends of the

collar together, and an Inflating tube operatively con-

nected with the ends of the collar and allowing a limited

separation of said ends when the connecting means are

unfastened.

2. An annular article comprising an Inflatable open

collar, an inflating tube secured to one end of and bridg-

ing the gap between the ends of the collar, the free end
of the tube extending along the outer periphery of the

collar, means on the collar slidably confining said free

end in place, and a stop on the tnt>e engaging said means
and limiting opening of the collar.

3. .\n annular article comprising an inflatable open

collar, an inflating tube secured to one end of and bridg-

ing the gap between the ends of the collar, the free end
of the tube extending along the collar, loops on the collar

slidably confining said fr^e end in place, and a stop on

said tube engaging one of said loops and limiting open-

ing movement of the collar, the other of said loops being

spaced inwardly from the end of the collar and permitting

said end to be turn*>d above or below the plane of the

collar to increase said gap.

4. An annular article comprising an inflatable rubber

open collar, means for detactiably securing the ends of

said collar together, a rubber inflating tut>e secured to

one of said ends and bridging the gap t>etween said ends,

the free end of the tut>e lying along the collar for 8ul>-

stantially a quadrant of the collar, a pair of spaced rubber

loops secured to said collar and slidably holding said

free end in place, and a rubber enlargpniont on said tube

engaging one of said loops and limiting opening movement
of said collar, the other of said loops being spaced in-

wardly from the adjacent end of the collar and permitting
said adjacent end to t>e turned al>ove or below the plane

of the collar.

1,225,024. PIPE-WRENCH. Malo.n E. Fkeeuan. Colby,

Kans. Filed May 16, 1916. Serial No. 97,894. (CL
81—69.)

'USB-^ ^\ I I

M '»

1. An Implement of the class described, comprising a

stock terminating in a handle and with a plurality of

teeth In one edge and with a slot extending In parallel

relation to the longitudinal plane of the stock, a flexible

pipe engaging member connected at one end to said stock,

a U-shape<l slide engaging said stock and including sides

spaced apart, a detent rigidly connected between said

spaced sides and engaging said teeth one at a time and
having a hook adapte<l to t>e engaged by said pipe engag-

ing member, a pin extending through the slide of the

slot, the slot guiding the slide and limiting Its movement
in botii directions and the pin serving as a pivot on
which the slide oscillates and a spring operating to main-
tain said detent yleldably engaged with said stock.

2. .An implement of the class described comprising a

stock having teeth at one edge and a longitudinally

dlrectetl guide slot, a flexible gripping element swinging
at one end from said stock, a .slide movable upon said

Stock and having a detent for engaging said teeth one at

a time and a hook for receiving one of the units of the

gripping element, and a pin extending through the slide

and through the slot guiding the slide and limiting its

movement In both directions and the pin serving as a pivot

to the slide.

1,225.025. METALLIC CRATE. Johnathan R. Freezm.
MlddletowB. Ohio, assignor to The .American Rolling

Mill Company. Newark, N. J. Flb-d Nov. 8, 1916. Se-

rial No. 130.265. (Cl. 220—111.)
1. A crate comprising, a pair of franifs adapted to form

the ends of the crate, sheet-metal columns connecting the

corners of one frame with the corners of the other frame,

tabes formeii by the longitudinal e<lges of the columns,

and bolts extending through the frames and tubes, com-
bined substantially as sot forth.

2. A crate comprising, a pair of angle-Irons provided

with inwardly extending flanges perforated at their ends

and forming the side members of an end frame of the

crate, angle irons Independent of the flrst-mentloned an-

gle-irons provided with inwardly extending flanges with
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their ends perforated in correspondence with the perfora-
tions In the flratmentloned angle-Irons and forming sep-

arable end-members of the frame, the ends of the horl-

ontal flanges of one pair of members overlapping the ends
of the horizontal flanges of the other pair of members, a
second end frame similarly formed of four angle Irons
provided with Inwardly projecting flanges i>erforated and

overlapping at their ends, columns extending from frame

to frame at the corners of the frames, and bolts extend-

ing from frame to frame through said perforations there-

in and serving to clamp together the overlapping ends of

the horizontal flanges of the frame-members and to clamp
the opposite frames against the ends of the columns, com-

bined substantially as set forth.

[Claims 3 and 4 not print*>d in the Gazette.]

1,226,026. ENVELOP MACHINE.
Montclair. N. J. Filed Nov. 4. 1913.

(CI. 93—64.)

Nelson E. Fonk,
Serial No. 799.221.

1. In an envelop machine, the combination with means
for supporting an envelop blank, said blank being pro-

vided with window apertures therein spaced to provide an
aperture for each envelop blank after the same has been

cut oflf. of means for adhesively applying a continuous

transparent strip of less width than the said blank, to said

blank over the window apertures therein, means for sever-

ing said transparent strip, means for operating upon a
lateral portion of the blank not covered by said trans-

parent strip to fold it over upon the portion adhesively

engaged by said transparent strip and end flap folding

mechanism.
2. In an envelop machine, the combination with meanx

for supporting a continuous envelop blank strip, said

strip being provided with window apertures therein spaced

to provide an aperture for each envelop blank after the

same has been cut off, of means for adhesively applying a
continuous transparent strip of less width than said blank

strip to said blank strip over the window apertures there-

in, mechanism for blanking and severing individual en-

velop blanks from said blank strip, and severing the

transparent strip, mechanism for folding a portion of the

blank strip not covered by the transparent strip upon

the portion adhesively engaged by said transparent strip,

and end flap folding mechanism.
3. In an envelop machine, the combination with means

for supp<irting and feeding a continuous envelop blank
strip, cutting mechanism for forming window apertures
therein at spaced Intervals to providi' an aperture for
each envelop blank after the same has been cut off, means
for adhesively applying a continuous transparent strip of
less width than said blank strip, to said blank strip over
the window apertures therein, cutting mechanism for cut-

ting out portions of the blank strip not covered by said
transparent strip to blank Individual envelops, and means
for severing individual fnvelop blanks from said blank
strip.

4. In an envelop machine, the combination with means
for supporting and feeding a continuous envelop blank
strip, cutting mechanism for forming window apertures

therein, means for feeding a continuous transparent strip

of less wi<^th than said blank strip, and adhesively ap-
plying it to said blank strip over the window apertures
therein, mechanism for cutting out transverse portions of

the blank strip laterally of the transparent strip, and
mechanism for folding a portion of the envelop blank
strip l>etween said cut out portions not covered by the
transparent strip, upon the portion of the envelop blank
strip covered by the transparent strip, and means for

severing the envelop blank strip into Individual envelop
blanks.

6. In an envelop machine, the combination with means
for supporting and feeding a continuous envelop blank

strip, cutting mechanism for forming window apertures
therein, means for feeding and applying a strip of trans-
parent material of less width than the blank strip to said
blank strip over a window aperture therein, cutting mech-
anism for cutting out lateral portions of the blank strip

to partially blank the envelop and define the end flaps

and sealing flap, folding mechanism for folding a portion
of the blank strip between said cut out portions over
upon the portion covered by said transparent strip, mech-
anism for severing the individual blanks from the blank
strip, and mechanism for folding the end flaps and seal-

ing flap.

[Claims 6 to 42 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,027. RUBBER GLOVE. Rich.^rd T. Obiffiths.
Akron, Ohio, assignor to The Miller Rubber Company,
Akron, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed July 10,

1916. Serial No. 108,341. (Cl. 2—9.)

A vulcanized rubber glove made of edge joined blanks
of uncured rubber sheeting united and vulcanized by mold
or die pressure.

1,226,028. MOLD FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF RUB-
BER GLOVES. RicHABD T. (rBirriTHs, Akron, Ohio.
Original application filed July 10, 1916, Serial No.
108,341. Divided and this application filed Feb. 8,

1917. Serial No. 147.484. (Cl. 18—42.)

1. In combination a core conforming In shape to that
of a hand with the thumb opposed to but spaced from th«
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iadex finger, mold sections for the front and back of the
hand, and an Intermediate mold section for fitting In th«
pace between the thamb and index finger.

2. In combination a core shaped to conform to a hand,
and complementary mold sections, the mold section cor-
responding to the palm of a hand having a rabbeted por-
tion to produce a thickened grasping portion In the glove.

3. In combination a core shaped to conform to a band
and complementary mold sections, the mold section cor-
responding to the palm of a hand having a roaghened por-
tion to produce a rougheneil grasping portion in the glove.

1,225,029. ATTACHMENT I-X)R SPRAT-RODS. Ralph
W. E. Hatbs, Galva, 111., assignor of one-half to Hayes
Pump & Planter Company, Qalva, 111., a Corporation of
lUlnola. Filed July 12, 1916. Serial No. 108,842.
iCl. 137—86.)

1. The combination with a spray rod. of a nyssle mount-
ed on the end of the rod, means for changing the form in
which the liquid is projected from the noizie, said means
Including a sUdable stem, a pivoted arm carried by the
nozzle and adapted to engage the stem, a pivoted finger-
piece, the axis of the finger piece extending at right
angles to the axis of the arm. and a connection between
the finger piece and arm, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a bamboo spray rod, of a
nozzle mounted on the end of the ro«l. movable means for
changing the form in which the liquid is projected from
the nozzle, a flnger-plece. a connection between the flnger-
plece and said means for changing the form of the liquid
projected from the nozzle. « plate-like carrying member for
the finger-piece, said carrying member having grooves
formed therein, and a wire for securing said carrying
member to the spray rod. said wire resting, when the car-
rying member la attache<l. within the grooves in said car-
rying member, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a bamboo spray rod. of a no*
zle mounted on the end of the rod, movable means for
changing the form In which the liquid is projected from
the noizle. a finger-piece, a connection between said finger-
piece and said means for changing the form ol the liquid
projected from the nozzle, a plate-like carrying member
for the finger-piece, said carrying member being formed
with a recessed portion adapted to fit over a Joint in the
•pray rod. and an encircling member for securing said car-
rying member to the spray rod. substantially as described.

4. The combination with a bamboo spray rod, of a noa-
ile mounted on the end of the rod, movable means for
changing the form in which the liquid is projected from
the nozzle, a finger piece, a connection between the flnger-
plece and the means for changing the form of the liquid
projected from the nozzle, a carrying member for the
finger piece, comprising a plate formed with grooves ex-
tending from opposite edges thereof and merging into a
receaa, a wire for securing the plate to the pole, said
wire passing around the pole and resting within the
grooves in the plate, the end of the wire being twisted
and forced into the recess of the plate, substentially as de-
scribed.

5. The combination with a spray rod. of a nozzle mount-
ed on the end of the rod. means for changing the form in
which the liquid is projected from the nozzle, said means
Including a sUdable stem, tenaion mechanism tending to
move the stem to closed position, a swinging llnger-pleee. a
pivoted member engaging the stem, a connection between
said finger piece and pivoted member, wild flnger-plece
when moved to thrown position passing across and be-
yond Its center of movement and carrying the point of
securance between it and the connection across said cen-
ter, and said tension mechanism acting through said piv-
oted member and connection to exert a pull on the flnger-
plece, tending to hold it In thrown position, substantially
as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.223.030. TILTABLE TURN TABLE. David W. Hathm.
Lakemp, Okla. Filed Jan. 13. 1917. Serial No. 142,274.
(CI. 104—212.)

fc^5Jt

1. A device of the character described comprising a
t>ase, a bolster mounted to swing thereon in a horisontal
plaae, a vehicle supporting frame tlltable in a vertical
plane upon said bolster and farrle<l thereby, and meant
carried by the bolster an<l engageable with said frame for
tilting the latter and holding It In Its adjusted posltlona.
said means Including a flexible member secured to the op-

posite end portions of the frame.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
base, a bolster mounted to turn on said Imim. a trana-
versely extending shaft Journaled on said bolster, meana
carried by the bolster and engageable with the shaft for
turning the latter, a frame tillable on said bolster and
adapted to support a car. a drum carried by said shaft,
and a chain connected at Its ends to said frame and wind-
ing around said drum.

3. A device of the character described, i-omprislng a
base, a bolster mounted to turn thereon, a transversely
extending shaft Journaled on said bolster, means carried
by the bolster for turning said ^haft. a frame adapted to
support a car and tUtably mounted upon said shaft, a
toothed segment carried by said frame, a pinion carried by
said shaft antl engaging said segment, and a flexible
memh*«r <onne<tlng the opposite end portions of the fraaia

and having its Intermediate portion wound around the
•haft.

4. A device of the character described comprising a
baae. a bolster mounted to turn on said base, U-shaped
bearings carried by said bolster at the ends of the latter,

a shaft Journaled in said bearings, bearings mounted to

torn on said shaft between the first named bearings, a

frame adapted to support a car and embodying side mem-
l>er8 to which said second named bearings are secured,
aald frame also embodying longitudinally extending sills,

and cross bars connected to aald sills at the enda of the
latter, means carried by said sills for retaining a car
thereon, and means carried by the bolster and connected
to said drum for turning the latter on the bolster and
holding the drum at different adjusted positions.

6. A device of the character deacrlbed comprising a
l>ase, a pivot pin projecting upwardly therefrom, a bolster
mounted to turn in a horizontal plane on said pin and
provided at its ends with U-shaped bearinga, a ahaft
Journaled in aald bearinga and provided at one end with
a worm gear, a bracket secured to one end In t-aid bolster,

a shaft Journaled In said bracket, a worm carried by the
last named shaft and meshing with said worm gear, pin-

Ions carried by said shaft, bearings mounted on the first

named shaft between the members of said U shaped
t>earlngs. a frame provided with side blocks connected to
said second named bearings, toothed segments secured to

the sides of aald blocks and meshing with said pinions,
said frame being also provided with longitudinal sills

and grooved bars connecting said sills together in spaced
relation to each other, retaining blocks carried by said

•Ilia and adjustably mounted thereon, a chain secured to

said cross t>ar8, a drum carried by the first named shaft
and around which said chain is adapted to wind, arms
carried by the cro.ss bars of the frame and provided at
one end with hooks, and chains secured to said arms and
adapted to extend around the axles of the car, and en-
gageable with said hooks, for the purpose specified.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oazette.]

1,225.031. GRAIN - HANDLING DEVICE. LociS W.
Hainxx. Arthur. N. D. Filed Apr. 15. 1916. Serial
No. 91,418. (Cl. 21—20.)

1. A carrier including a portable frame, a basket hav-
ing an end open, a gate for said open end, a plurality of
endwise movable bars constituting the t>ottom of the

basket, and means for elevating the bars.

2. A carrier Including a portable frame, a basket hav-
ing an end open, a gate for said open end. a plurality of
endwise movable bars constituting the twttom of the
tmsket. and means for elevating the bars, the end gate

when In closed ponltlon affording a Bnpport for the bars.

3. A carrier Including a portable frame, a basket hav-
ing an end open, a gate for said open end. a plurality of
endwise movable bars constituting the bottom of the

basket, means for elevating the bars, the end gate when
in closed position affording a support for the bars, and
means for holding the gate in closed position, said means
also aerving to prevent the gate from returning to closed

position.

4. A carrier comprising a portable frame, a basket car-

ried by the frame, a plurality of rock arms supported by
the frame adjacent an end of the basket, bars constituting
the bottom of the Iwsket and having end portions pivot-

ally »e«ured to the rock arms intermediate the length of

the rock arms, and means coactlng with the lower ex-
tremities of the rock arms for elevating said rock arms
and the bars.

6. A carrier comprising a portable frame, a basket car-

ried by the frame, a plurality of rock arms supported by
the frame adjacent an end of the basket, bars constitut-
ing the bottom of the t>asket and having end i>ortiona

pivotally secured to the rock arms intermediate the length
of the rock arms, means coactlng with the lower extremi-
ties of the rock arms for elevating aald rock arms and the
bars, and a gate coactlng with the basket, said gate when
closed affording a support for the end portions of the bar*
remote from the rock arms.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,226,032. REFLECTOR.
111. Filed Jan. 2, 1910.

Pai-l M. HoTCHKiN, Chicago,
Serial No. 4. (Cl. 240—41.)

1. A device for projecting light comprising a sector of
a concave refiector provided with a supporting plate and
a supplemental concave reflector supported on aald plate,
the axis of which latter reflector is at right angles to the
axis of the first named reflector.

2. A device for projecting light comprising a sector of
a hemispherical reflector having a plate closing said sector,
and a supplemental reflector supported on said plate the
axis of which latter reflector is at subatantlally right
angles to the axis of the first named reflector.

8. A reflecting device comprising a substantially con-
cave reflector, a top plate or shield extending from the
front to the rear thereof and provided with an opening,
and a concave reflector of relatively small dimensions
mounted in said opening and adapted to reflect a portion
of the light waves from a suitable light source through
said opening upon said first mentioned reflector and a
source of light mounted in said smaller reflector.

4. A reflecting device comprising a substantially cen-
lave reflector, a top plate extending from the front to the
rear thereof and provided with an opening, and a concave
reflector of relatively small dimensions mounted in said
opening the axis of which is at right angles to aald first

mentioned concave reflector and adapted to reflect a por-
tion of the light waves from a suiubl« light source
through said opening upon said first mentioned reflector,

and a source of yght mounted in said smaller reflector.

6. A device for projecting light comprising a sector of
a concave reflector provided with a supporting plate and
a supplemental concave reflector supported on said plate
the axis of which latter reflector is at substantially a
right angle to the axis of the first-mentioned reflector.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,033. WIND-WHEEL. CuABLia C. Jackson, Akron,
Ohio. Filed Apr. IB, 1916. Serial No. 91.350. (Cl.
170—16.)

1. A wind wheel comprising a supporting frame, a ver-

tical shaft rotatably mounted therein, a pair of diska
rigidly mounted on said sliaft and arranged in apaced
relation, and a plurality of horizontal rotatable blades
or wings mounted on vertical axes between said platea,

each of said blades comprising two portions, one of which
is wider than the other, and each provided with an open-
ing adapted to be closed by a swinging door, the doors
on the two portions arranged to swing in the same general
direction clrcumferentlally with respect to the cycle of
movement of the blade on which said doors are mounted.

2. A wind wheel comprising a supporting frame, a ver-
tical shaft, a pair of disk-like members rigidly moanted
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on Bald shaft and arrang«Hl In tipao<Hl relation, a plarallty
of blade* rotatably mounted between said disk-like plates
and each Independently rotatable on its own ails, •tops
for limiting the rotation of said blades each of said blades
embodying two portions arranged at obtuse angles with
respect to each other, each of the portions of said blades
provide<l with an opening, a swinging door on each por-
tion adapted to cover the respective opening therein, the
doors on the two portions arrantred to swing in the same
general direction circumferentlally with respect to the
cycle of movement of the blade on which said doors are
mounted.

3. A wind wheel comprising a supporting frame, a ver-
tical shaft, a pair of disk-like members rigidly mounted
on said shaft and arranged in spaced relation, a plurality
of blades rotatably mounted between said disk-like plates
and each independently rotatable on its own axis, stops
for limiting the rotation of said blades each of said blades
embodying two portions arranged at obtuse angles with
respect to each other, each of the portions of said blades
provided with an opening, a swinging door on each por-
tion adapted to cover the respective opening therein, said
doors arranged on opposite sides of said blade, the doors
on the two portions arranged to swing in the same gen-
eral direction circumferentlally with respect to the cycle
of movement of the blade on which said doors are
mofanted.

4. A wind wheel comprising a supporting frame, a ver-
tical shaft, a pair of disk-like members rigidly mounted
on said shaft and arranged in Bpace<l relation, a plurality
of blades rotatably mounted between said dlsk-Uke mem-
bers and each independently rotaUble on its own ails,
stops for limiting the rotation of said blades, each of
said blades embodying two portions arranged at obtuae
angles with respect to each ofher. each of the portions of
said blades provided with an opening, a door on each
portion adapted to cover the respective opening therein,
said doors arranged on opposite sides of said blade, the
doors on the two portions arranged to swing in the same
general direction circumferentlally with respect to the
cycle of movement of the blade on which said doors are
mounted.

5. A wind shield embodying as an element a blade com-
prising two portions of unequal width, said portions ar-
ranged at an angle with respect to each other, pivoting
means for said blade positioned near the angle between
the portions, each of said portions provided with an open-
ing, a door arranged to close each opening, said doors
arranged on opposite sides of said blade and arranged to
swing In the same general direction circumferentlally with
respect to the cycle of movement of the blade on which
said doors are mounted.

1.228.034. GAS-RADIATOR. Charlm C. Jmsen. Oak-
land. Cal. Filed Feb. 3, 1917. Serial No. 146.504.
(CI. 126—91.)
1. A gas-radiator comprising a radiating shell having

an exit in its upper portion ; a gas-burner fitted to the

lower portion of the shell ; a flue-pipe within the shell,
open at its lower end to the lower portion of the shell
interior and at its upper end adapted to register with the
shell exit

;
a pivot connection suspending said flue-pipe

within the shell ; and means for swinging said flue pipe
into and out of registration with the shell exit.

2. A gas-radiator comprising a radiating shell havinc
an exit In its upper portion ; a gas-burner fitted to the
lower portion of the shell ; a flue-pipe within the shell,

open at its lower end to the lower portion of the shell

interior and at its upper end adapted to register with the
shell exit ; a pivot connection suspending said flue-pipe
within the shell ; a door in the shell to afford access to
the burner to light it ; and a connection between the door
and flue-pipe, adapted when the door is opened to swing
the flue pipe out of registry with the shell-exit, and when
closed to swing the flue pipe into registry with said exit.

3. A gas-radiator comprising a radiating shell having
an exit In Its upper portion ; a gas-burner fitted to the
lower portion of the shell ; a radiating pipe fitted at ita

lower end over the burner and open at its upper end into
the upper portion of the shell Interior ; a flue pipe within
the shell, open at Its lower end into the lower portion of
the shell Interior and at Its upper end adapted to register
with the shell exit ; a pivot connection suspending the
flue-pipe within the shell ; a door In the shell to afford
access to the burner to light it : and a connection between
the door and flue-pipe, adapted when the door is opened
to swing the flue pipe out of registry with the shell-exit,
and when closed to swing the flue pipe into registry with
said exit.

4. A gas-radiator comprising a radiating shell ; a gas-
burner fitted to the lower portion of the shell and having
a surrounding entrained-alr space ; a controlling damper
for said air space ; a radiating pipe within the shell,

fitted at its lower end over the burner and its damper
controlled entralned-air space, and opening at Its upper
end Into the upper portion of the shell interior ; and a
flue-pipe within the shell, open at its lower end to the
lower portion of the shell interior, and at its upper end
communicating with the exterior through the upper por-
tion of the shell ; a pivot connection suspending said flue-

pipe within the shell ; a door in the shell to afford access
to the burner to light It ; and a connection between the
door and flue-pipe, adapted when the door is opened to
swing the flue pipe out of registry with the shell-exit, and
when closed to swing the flue pipe intoregistry with said
exit.

1.225.035. THREAD GUIDE OR EYE FOR LOOM SHUT-
TLES. HiNBT A. KlNNBDT. Providence. R. I., assignor
of five-eighths to Albert W. Chapman. Providence. R. I..

and one-eighth to Hopedale Manufacturing Company,
Hopedale, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed
Ang. 28, 1914. Serial No. 859.067. (CI. 139—46.)
1. The combination in a loom shuttle, a shuttle-t>ody,

means connected with the body for holding a limited
amount of yarn, an opening cut in the shuttle body for
the passage of a strand of the yarn. Initial and secondary
tubular eye members fixed in the shuttle body, the said
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eye members t)elng disposed at substantially right angles

to each other, the walls of the eye memlnrs l>elng longl

tudlnally slotted and communicating with said yam pas-

sage, a pair of non-metallic yarn-guide members having
longitudinally slotted walls, the said non-metallic guides

being secure<l In and projecting from the yarn delivery

ends of the respective said eye members, the slots formed
in the guide members t>elng in open communication with

the slots of the respective eye members, substantially as

4le8cribed, and for the purpose set forth.

4 "o

-'""'' -HtTlr-Til

S. In a loom-shuttle, a shuttle body 'provided with

Mas adapted for holding a supply of yarn, and a passage

formed in the shuttle body adapted to receive the strand

-of yarn, the combination of an initial metal tube or eye

position»*d to receive the yarn direct from said supply,

a Don metallic guide meml>er secured within said Initial

eye and projecting from the terminal or outlet end of the

«ye, the walls of said initial eye and guide members being

longitudinally slitted and in open communication with

each other and with said yarn-passage in the shuttle body.

A secondary metal eye member seated transversely In the

shuttle body, a non-metallic yarn-guide member secured

within the secondary eye and extending from the outer

end of the latter, and having the walls of said secondary

eye and its guide member longitudinally slitted and in

open communication with each other and with the said

yam passage formed in the shuttle body, substantially as

described and for the purpose set forth.

1,225,036. ALARM FOR CARS. Joseph KinuN, Gil-

bert Minn. Filed July 17. 1916. Serial No. 109,770.

(CL 116—9.)

-

1. An alarm device Including a gong adapted to be

attached to a rotating element to turn therewith, a ham-
in<>r supported within the gong and movable Into and out

of engagement with the gong, and an impact imparting

member supported to move Into and out of engagement

with the hammer through turning of the gong.

2. An alarm device including a gong adapted to be

attached to a rotating element to turn therewith, a recip-

rocally mounted hammer supported within the gong and

movable into engagement therewith, a spring normally

holding the hammer out of such engagement, an Impact

Imparting member mounted within the gong, and guiding

ni»'ans directing the member into and out of engagement

with the hammer through turning of the gong.

3. An alarm device including a gong adapted for at-

tachment to a revolving member to turn therewith, a

housing supported within the gong, a hammer recipro-

cally mounted in the housing and extensible beyond one

•end to engage the gong, a spring normally holding the

hammer out of engagement with the gong, and a spherW

cal Impact member mounted for rolling movement In the

housing whereby turning of the gong and housing will

cause movement of the Impact member into and out of

engagement with the hammer.
4. An alarm device Including a gong adapted for at-

tachment to a revolving member to turn therewith, a

housing supported within the gong, a hammer recipro-

cally mounted in the housing and extensible beyond one

end to engage the gong, a spring normally holding the

hammer out of engagement with the gong, a spherical"

Impact member mounted for rolling movement In the

housing whereby turning of the gong and housing will

cause movement of the Impact member Into and out of

engagement with the hammer, and means In the housing

for accelerating movement of the Impact member toward
the hammer.

5. An alarm device including a gong adapted for at-

tachment to a rotating element to turn therewith, a cylin-

drical housing supported within the gong, caps closing

the ends of the housing, a hammer reciprocally mounted
through one cap with an enlarged outer end limiting Its

Inward movement and adapted when the hammer Is pro-

jected to engage the gong, a guide element secured to the

hammer within the housing, a spring engaging between
the guide element and the cap Through which the ham-
mer projects to normally hold the hammer in retracted

position, a plunger reciprocally mounted through the

other cap of the bousing, means limiting the inward

movement of the plunger, a spring normally holding the

plunger in Innermost position, and a spherical impact

member mounted within the housing for movement be-

tween the hammer and plunger.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaeette.]

1,225,087. CORK EXTRACTOR. Mabtin L. Kiksct. Doa
Palos, Cal. Filed May 17, 1916. SerUl No. 98,076.

(CI. 65—48.)

1. A cork extractor including a screw having a polygo-

nal shank and a handle, said shank being tapered with

Its smaller portion adjacent the screw, a knife carrying

element rotatable on the shank adjacent the screw, and a

locking device sUdably fitted on the shank and engaging

said element In one position, the opening In said device

fitting the larger end of the shank in binding relation

when out of engagement with the element.

2. A cork extractor including a screw having a polygo-

nal shank and a handle, the upper end of the screw being

connected to the shank by a cylindrical portion consti-

tuting a Journal, the shank being tapered with the smaller

end adjacent the screw, a knife bar rotatably mounted on

the Journal, knives carried by the bar and projecting

downward parallel to the screw, a collar fixed above the

bar to prevent movement of the bar vertically and a lock

bar of Inverted U-shape and having a central polygonal

opening through which said shank passes, the legs of said

lock bar being arranged to embrace the sides of the knife

bar when depressed, the opening in the lock bar being of

such size as to effect binding engagement of the lock bar
on the shank when the lock bar is raised. '^
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1,226,0.38. CARRIAGE TOP. Fbask H. Kiser. Colum-
bus. Ohio. FJl«fd June 24, 1»16. Serial No. 106,720.
<C1. 21—62.)

A holding arm for a swinging member Including two
•ectlonti. adjacent ends of said sections being In overlap-
ping relation and plvotally connected one to the other,
one of said sections being provided along one of Its lon-
gitudinal margins with a series of spaced notches, th«
opposite longitudinal margin being provided with a flange
to limit the movement of the first section In one direction
relative to the second section, said first section at its

longltudiiual margin opposite to the flange and adjacent
the free end of the portion thereof which overlaps the
•econd section being provld«Ml with a stop co-acting with
the second section for holding both sections of the arm
la longitudinal alinement.

1,225,039. ADJUSTABLE I'LATE EIOLDER ATTACH-
MENT FOR CAMERAS. ASDBE Ki88. Cincinnati: Ohio.
Filed Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No. 124,088. (CI. 96—26.)

cke

1. A device of the class described comprising in combi-
nation with a camera, a disk revolubly mounted thereon
In operative relation thereto and having a sight opening
therein, a plate magazine sUdably carried by the said disk,
a receiving case removably carried by the camera and
means adapted for transferring plates from the said maga-
zine to the said case without exposing the platea to the
light.

2. A device of the class described comprising In com-
bination with the rear portion of a camera having a sight
opening therethrough, guide ways arranged adjacent the
said opening, a magazine plate holder sUdably arranged
within the said ways having an open bottom posltlonable
In registry with the said opening, plate depressing means
within the said holder guides positioned in alinement with
the said ways, a receiving case carried by the said guides
having a receiving opening In the side thereof, the said
holder having an exit slot In the side thereof adapted for
registry with the said case slot when the holder and slot
are In contact with each other, plate centralizing means
within the said case and a combined cover slide and
pusher for the plates carried by the said holder having a
path of movement through the said slots of the holder
and case.

8. A device of the class described comprising In combi-
nation with a camera having a rear board provided with
a central opening therein, a disk having a sight opening
therein mounted for partial rotation upon the said board,
a plate holder operatively carried by the said disk adjacent
the said sight opening, and a plate receiving ^9t; and
means for transferring exposed plates from said holder
to the said case.

f 1.225,040. SURFACE GRINDER. H»net F. A. KLaix-
SCHMIDT, Johnstown, Pa. Filed Oct. 30, 1916. Serial
No. 128.546. (CI. 61—12.)
1. In a grinding machine, the combination of a frame,

means for supporting the same above a rail, a carriage
reclprocably mounted on said frame, a grinder frame
mounted for oscillation on said carriage, a grinding wheel

and means for routing said wheel and for causing tha
reciprocation of said carriage, substantially as described.

2. In a grinding machine, the combination of a frame,
means for supporting the same atwve a rail, a carriage
reclprocably mounted on said frame, a grinding wheel and
motor mounted on said carriage, means for causing the
reciprocation of said carrlag.- and means adapted to be
actuated near the end of the stroke of said carriage for
causing a bodily lifting of said frame.

3. In a grinding machine, the combination of a frame,
means for supporting the samp above a rail, a carriage
reclprocably mounted on said frame, a grinding wheel and
motor mounted on said carriage, means for causing the
reciprocation of aald carriage and means adapted to be
actuated at the limit of the reciprocations of said carriage
for causing an alternate raising and lowering of the ends
of said frame and associated parts, subsUntlally as de-
scribed.

4. in a grinding machine, the combination of a frame,
means for supporting the same above a rail, a carriage
reclprocably mounted on said frame, a grinder frame
mounted for oscillation on said carriage, a grinding wheel
and a motor mounted on said grinder frame, automatic
means for causing the reciprocation of said carriage and
manually operable means for causing oscillation of said
grinder frame, substantUlly as described.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a frame, means for supporting the same above a track
rail, an eccentric shaft disposed between said track rail
and said frame, a levee for causing roUtlon of said ec-
centric shaft and consequently a change In the distance
between said frame and said rail, a carriage reclprocably
mountf^ upon said frame and means actuatable by said
carriage near the end of the stroke thereof for actuating
said lever to cause the elevation of said frame, subsUn-
tlally as described.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,041. PUMP Acq tax E. KrracHBACH, Houston.
Tex. Filed Aqf. 28, 1916. Serial No. 94 242 (CL
103—61.)

*

A pump Including a barrel, a valve controlling the In-
flow of fluid Into one ind thereof, a plunger having a fluid
passageway therethrough arranged to reciprocate In the

barrel, a valve controlling said pasitageway, a hollow plun

ger rod connected to and provided to reciprocate said

plunger through which fluid may be discharged against

said valve and a fluid conduit communicating at Its re-

spective ends with the interior of said ba. rel on opposite

sideK of said plunger, and through which fluid may be

driven against the barrel seat.

1,225,042. CUSHION -TIRE FOR VEHICLE - WHEELS.
Hknrt M. Lambibt. Portland. Oreg., assignor to Lam-
bert Multlplus Company, Phoenix, Aria., a Corporation

of Arizona. Filed June 2, 1914. Serial No. 842,838.

(01. 152—8.)

1. A cushion tread for vehicle wheels comprising a plu-

rality of concentrically arranged space<l bands each con-

sisting of a multiplicity of layers of flexible material and
separate cords, which layers of flexible material are In-

dividually stretched to their limit of elasticity, and the

cords being Independent of the layers of flexible material

and encircling the latter, said cords being stretched so as

to be under tension and bonded to the flexible material by

vulcanization, and a plurality of seres of clrcumfer-

entlally spaced, non-comprexslble blocks disposed trans-

Tersely between the t>ands In the space between the lat-

ter, the blocks of one series being sUggered with respect

to the blocks of the next concentric swles, the elements

of the entire structure being vulcanized into a component

2. A vehicle tire romprlaing a series of clrcumferen-

tlaily arranged, flexible bands radially spaced, and each

stretched to Its limit of elasticity, a series of flexible, non-

compressible blocks lying between said bands ami circum-

ferentially spaced, those of one series being Hlaggered

relative to those of the adjacent series, nn«l an outer

covering for the whole.

3. In combination, a vehicle wheel, a tire therefor com-

prising a series of clrcumferentially arranged, flexible

bands radially spaced, and each stretched to its limit of

elasticity, a series of flexible, non-compressible blocks ly-

ing t>etween said bands and clrcumferentially spaced, those

of one series being staggered relative to those of the ad-

jacent series, and resilient means lying bet\^een the tire

and wheel rim.

4. A vehicle tire comprising a series of clrcumferen-

tially arranged, flexible bands radially spaced, and each

stretched to lU limit of elasticity, and a series of flexible,

non-compressible blocks lying between said bands and clr-

cumferentially spaced, those of one series being sUggered

relative to those of the adjacent series.

5. In combination, a vehicle wheel, a tire thereon com-

prising a series of clrcumferentially arranged, flexible

bands radially spaced, and each stretched to Its approxi-

mate limit of elongation, a series of flexible filler blocks

lying between said bands and clrcumferentially spaced,

and yielding moans arranged between the Inner one of

said bands and the wheel rim, whereby a slight flexing of

the bands will occur at the point of impact to accommo-
date small obstructions and said yielding supports will be

compressed throughout the circumference of the tire when

a large obstruction Is met with, by reason of the non-

stretcbable character of the bands.

1,225,043. CLOTHES-STICK. St«ph»x La Point, Co-

lumbus, Ohio. Filed Nov. 20, 1916. Serial No. 182,244.

(CI. 68—6.)

A laundry transferring device comprising, in combina-
tion, a stick having a silt In Its end and an elongated lug
pivoted In said slit to swing unrestrainedly therein to

project beyond the side of the stick at an angle thereto
and by gravity alone to aline longitudinally with the stick

and permit clothes to slide off the stick by gravity when
the stick is turned to vertical position with the lug-bear-

ing end of the stick lowermost substantially as described.

1,225,044. METHOD FOR PRODUCING BANDS OF
ALUMINIUM. Erwin Richakd Laubek and Robbbt
Victor Nehbu, Emmishofen. Switzerland. Original ap-
plication flled Sept. 21. 1911, Serial No. 650,605. Dl
vlded and this application filed Feb. 12, 1915. Serial

No. 7,914. (CI. 2ft—18.)
1. The method of producing aluminium foils In band

form, which comprises lubricating the surfaces of super-
posed bands of aluminium, removing the excess of lubri-

cant by washing the bands with a solvent, repeatedly sub-
jecting the superposed strips to a rolling operation at a
slight pressure while the strips are under tension to a
thickness less than 0.0008 Inch, and annealing the bands
at Intervals during the rolling operation.

2. The method of producing aluminium foils in band
form, which comprises lubricating the surfaces of super-
posed hands of aluminium, removing the excess of lubri-

cant by washing the bands with benzln, repeatedly sub-

jecting the superposed strips to a rolling operation at a
slight pressure while the strips are under tension to a
thickness less than 0.0008 inch, and annealing the bands
at Intervals during the rolling operation.

1,225,045. NEEDLE. James Alexander Lisd, Provl
dence, K. I., assignor of one-third to Willis Q. Sampson
and one-third to Fred. E. Horton. Cranston, R. I.

Original application flled Feb. 29, 1912, Serial No.
680,653. Divided and this application flled Mar. 6,

1918. Serial No. 752,037. (CI, 112—11.)

^*.,«

1. A nee<lle comprising a poInte<l bmly portion provliled

with a thread receiving eye adjacent Its polnte<l portion,

a resilient guide arm Integral with the pointed portion

of the bo<ly and extending longitudinally of said body

and having a free end that facilitates the placing of a

thread between the arm and body, said body being pro-
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Tided with means for engaging the arm between the eye
and the pointed portion of the body to hold the arm
across the eye.

2. A needle comprisiDg a body and a resilient arm ex-

tending therefrom, said needle being pointed at one end
and provided with an eye near the point, a groove formed
in the body between the eye and the point to receive said

arm, the walls of said groove overlying said arm whereby
the latter is permanently united to said bo<ly between

said eye and said point.

3. A needle comprising a body portion having an elon-

gated longitudinal groove therein, said body being pro-

vide<l with an eye near its pointed end and having a re-

duced part united therewith at the point and lying in

said groove over said eye and the walls of said groove

below the eye being closed over said reduced iwrtlon for

binding the two parts together above the i>oint.

1.225,046. POWER HAMMER RAM COUPLING. LouiS
Mater, Antlgo, Wis. Filed June 8. 1916. Serial No.
102,385. {CI. 78—40.)

1. In a ram coupling for power hammers, the com-
bination with a reciprocating ram and pivotally suspended
yoke arms of bar portions carried by the ram, and links

plvote<l to said yoke arms and having their Inner ends
bent in book shape to embrace the bar portions of the
ram, and other portions of the ram being disposed ad-

jacent said bar portions to hold said links thereagainst

whereby said links may be interlocklngly engaged and
disengaeed with the ram only by rotary movement about
the bar portions.

2. In a ram coupling for power hammers, the combina-
tion with a reciprocating ram and a pair of pivotally sus-

pended yoke arms of links pivoted to said yoke arms, the

upper end of the ram being cut away to form a recess

open at its sides, bar portions extending transversely of

the recess and the inner ends of the links being bent in

hook shape to engage about said bar portions, and being

held against said bar portions by the bo<ly of the ram.

3. In a ram coupling for power hammers, the combina-
tion with a reciprocating ram and a pair of pivotally

suspended yoke arms of links pivoted to said yoke arms,
the upper end of the ram being cut away to form a receM
open at its sides, bar portions extending transversely of

the recess, the inner ends of the links being bent in hook
shape to engage about said bar portions, and a projection

on the bottom of the recess extending between the Inner

ends of the links whereby they may be Interlocklngly

engageil and dlsengage<l with the bars only by rotary

movement about the bars.

1.225,047. COOKING VESSEL. Henbt C. Miixioan,
Canton, Ohio. Filed May 18, 1915. Serial No. 27,781.

(a. 58—8.)
As an improved article of manufacture, the combination

of a vessel body, the inner surface of said body provided

with a groove and openings located through the Teasel

body, a strainer plate adapted to be seated in the groove,
a tang located upon the strainer plate and adapted to

be extended through one of the openings, a wire beaded

to said strainer plate and the ends of said wire extended
outward and adapted to t>e located through apertures

located at the ends of the strainer plate.

1.226,048. GAS PRODUCER. Emil Nimphius. Evans-
ton, III., assignor of one-fourth to James H. Whltaker,

Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 23, 1915. Serial No. 23,386.

(CI. 48—68.)

1. A gas pro<lucer comprising a combustion chamber

;

and a rotatable grate cooperating therewith, said grate
being provlde<l with sides having air passages therethrough
extending Inwardly at an Inclination opposite to the

direction of rotation, substantially as described.

2. A gas producer comprising a stationary combustion
chamt>er ; a rotatable frusto-conlcal grate cooperating
therewith, said grate being provided with air passages
extending Inwardly at an inclination opposite to the

direction of rotation : means for forcing air through said

grate ; a stationary ash platform arranged under said

grate ; and a revolving «< raper blade cooperating with
said platform, substantially as described.

3. A gas producer comprising a stationary combustion
chamber : a rotatable frusto-coniral grate cooperating

therewith, said grate being provldeil with air passage*

extending Inwardly at an inclination opposite to the direc-

tion of rotation ; meann for forcing air through said

grate ; a stationary ash platform arranged under said

grate; a revolving scraper blade cooperating with said

platform ; and means for Introducing air Into the lower

central portion of the space inclosed by said grate, sub-

stantially as de8crlb«»<l.

1,220,049. SOCKET-COVER. HkMMX Nobthwood, Wheel-

ing, W. Va. Filed Dec. 7, 1916. Serial No. 135,566.

(CI. 240—114.)
1. A socket cover comprising a shell having means for

supporting a shade on its lower end and having an in-

turned annular flange at its upper end. and a one-piece

dome member telescopically disposed within said shell,

said member having an axlally disposed opening In Its top

and t>eing provided with a radial slot extending througb-
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out one side thereof, said member also having a radial

slot extending partially through the opposite side thereof.

2. A socket cover comprising a shell having means for

supporting a shade on Its lower end and having an in-

turned annular flange at Its upper end, and a one-piece

dome member telescopically disposed within said shell,

said member having an annular shoulder adapted to seat

against said flange, said member being provided with an

axial opening In its top and having radial Incisions therein

which divide said member Into two similar sections con-

nected only by an integral uncut portion or tie located at

one side thereof.

3. A socket cover comprising a shell having a cylindri-

cal body portion terminated at Its upper end l>y an inter-

nal flange and at Its lower end by an external flange, the

last-mentioned flange constituting a supporting seat for

a shade or reflector, and a one piece dome member tele-

scoped within said shell and having its top apertured and

protruding from the upper end of the latter, said member

having incisions therein which divide It diametrically into

two like sections connected only at one side by a relatively

small uncut portion or tie, said member having an annular

shoulder adapted to seat against the Internal flange of

aald xhell.

4. A socket cover comprising a shell having a cylindri-

cal body portion terminated at its upper end by an in-

ternal flange and at Its lower end by an external flange,

the last mentioned flange constituting a supporting seat

for a shade or reflector, a one-piece dome member tele-

scoped within said shell and having Its top apertured and

protruding from the upper end of the latter, said member

having incisions therein which divide it diametrically

Into two like sections connected only at one side by a

relatively small uncut portion or tie, said member having

an annular shoulder adapted to seat against the internal

flange of said shell, and means carried by the external

flange of said shell whereon a light inclosing member may

be supported.

5. A socket cover comprising a shell having a cylindri-

cal body portion terminated at Its upper end by an in-

ternal flange and at Its lower end by an external flange,

the last mentioned flange constituting a supporting seat

for a xhade or reflector, a one-piece dome member tele-

scoped within said shell and having its top apertured and

protruding from the upper end of the latter, said member

having incisions therein which divide It diametrically into

two like sections connected only at one side by a relatively

small uncut portion or tie, said memlwr having an an

nular shoulder adapted to seat against the internal flange

of said shell, and hooks depending from said external

flange whereon bowl supporting chains may l)e suspended.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaiette.1

traveling on said sprocket wheels, and knives mounted

on the supplemental knife shaft having their outer ends

1,225,060. LAWN MOWER. Wii.mam S. Pedlar, Van

couver, British Columbia, Canada. Filed July 16, 1913.

Serial No. 779.309. (CI. 56—19.)

In a lawn mower the combination of a wheeled body In-

cluding a rotatable knife shaft, and traction operated

means for rotating said knife shaft, knives carried by the

shaft, arms adjustably necured to opposite sides of the

wheeled body, a supplemental knife shaft journaled In

said arms, sprocket wheels flxed on the first named knife

«haft and the supplemental knife shaft, a sprocket chain

disposed beyond the adjacent side of the body and their

Inner ends disposed inwardly of the adjacent ends of the

knives mounted on the first named knife shaft.

1,225,051. PORTABLE ELECTRIC LAMP. Hekbt M.

Peters, Chicago, 111. Filed July 6, 1916. Serial No.

107,844. (CL 240—81.)

1, In a lamp, a standard, an arm pivoted thereon and

carrying an illuminating element, a plate carried by the

arm, guides formed upon the plate, and a shade propor-

tioned to span the arm, removably engage the guides,

and cover the Illuminating element.

2. In a lamp the combination with a standard, of an

arm pivoted thereto and carrying a plate, guide members

formed upon the opposite edges of the plate, and a shade

provided with a slot properly proportioned to span the

arm and with the edges of the slot engaging the guide

members.
8. In a lamp, the combination with a standard, an arm

pivoted thereto and carrying a socket adapted to receive

a bulb, and a plate mounted on the arm between said

pivot and socket and having upright guides ; of a shade

adapted to cover the socket and bulb and having in Its

rear wall an upright Blot whose lower end is open and

whose upper end is adapted to rest upon the arm when

the edges of the slot engage said guides.

1,225,052. PROCESS FOR TREATING ORGANIC COM-
POUNDS BY ELECTROLYSIS. Alfred Piocbt, Basel,

Switierland, assignor to Society of Chemical Industry

In Basle, Baqel, Switzerland. Filed Dec. 31, 1916. Se-

rial No. 69,624. (CI. 204—9.)

1. The described process for treating organic bodies by

electrolysis, consisting In charging Into an electrolyier

an electrolyte and the liquid organic body to be electro-

lysed showing such a difference of specific gravities that

near the active electrode a suflSclent emulsion can be pro-

duced, which cannot reach the other electrode, producing

such an emulsion and electrolyxlng the contents of the

electrolyzer In the usual manner.
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2. Th« described procew for treatlnff organic iMxUefl by
•l«ctrol78i8 consisting in charging into an electrolyaer an
electrolyte and a solutton of the organic body in an In-
different solvent not mixable with the electrolyte, the said
electrolyte and solution of the organic body showing soch
a difference of their speciflc gravities that near the active
electrode a sufficient emulsion can t>e produced, which can-
not reach the other electrode, producing such an emulsion
and electrolyzlng the contents of the electrolyier in the
asual manner.

hL
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8. The described process for treating organic bodies by
electrolysis, consisting In charging Into an electrolyxer an
electrolyte and the organic body to be electrolysed having
such a difference of speciflc gravities that a sufficient emul-
sion can be produced In the neighborhood of the active
electrode which cannot reach the other electrode, patting
the said active electrode into vibration In order to pro-
duce such an emulsion and electrolyzlng the contents of
the electrolyzer In the usual manner.

4. The described process for treating organic bodies by
electrolysis, consisting in charging into the electrolyier an
electrolyte and a solution of the organic body in an In-
different solvent not mixable with the electrolyte, show-
ing such a difference of specific gravities, that a sufficient
emulsion can be produced near the active electrode which
cannot reach the other electrode, putting the said active
electrode Into vibration in order to produce such an emul-
sion and electrolysing the contents of the electrolyier In
the usual manner.

1,225.053. BLOWER FOR 8TEAM-BOILBR FURNACES.
Edwin B. Pitts. 8r.. Oswego. N. Y. Filed May 22,
1915. Serial No. 29,749. (CI. 230—11.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combtna-
tlon with an intake tube of a steam nozzle mounted cen-
trally therein and a combined steam turbine and fan
mounted In said tube with the turbine adjacent aald
nozzle so as to be driven by steam issuing; therefrom,
the fan consisting of a series of radially extending blades
surrounding the turbine and lying in the same plane, a
pair of rings between which said fan blades are held
and In which they are pivotally mounted, and means for
adjusting the angle of said blades, whereby the relative
quantities of air and bteam delivered through said tnbe
may be varied as desired.

2. A blower device for steam boiler furnaces comprising
an intake tube, a steam nozzle disposed centrally thereof,
an injector tube also mounted centrally in said Intake
tabe and disposed in axial allnement with said noule. a
team turbine mounted between said nosxie and Injector
tube anil being of substantially the same diameter as said
tube so that steam issuing from aald nozsle passes through

aid turbln* and then(^ through said injector tube, and
a fan blower surrounding said turbine whereby air la
forced throosk said inuke tube by the combined effect of
said fan and the Injector action of the steam Jet.

8. A blower device for steam boiler furnaces comprla-
Ing an Inuke tube, a steam nozsle centrally dUposed
therein and extending axlally thereof, said nossie being
closed by a cap provided with a plurality of slots, a tur-
bine mounted adjacent said slots so as to receive the
Impact of steam issuing therefrom, and a fan surround-
ing said turbine and rigidly secured thereto, said fan
serving to Impel air through the annular space between
aid tube and noiile.

1,226.054. KITCHEN-CABINET. Miltox C. Powmx,
Ralston, Nebr. Flle<l Jan. 80, 1914. Serial No.
815.494. (CT. 46—16.)

/e

In a kitchen cabinet having a wall or member extend-
ing acroas Its front, the combination with an interior
horlxontal shelf whose front edge Is separated from the
front of the cabinet by an open space, of a drop table
having a short, continuous lower or inner free extension
cut away on Its inner face to a depth equal to the thick-
ness of the front of the cabinet, so as to form a recess
to receive the top edge of the said front when the drop
table is in closed position, the extension being adapted
to play in the said open space when the table Is closed
or opened and to underlie and engage with the under face
of the outer or forward edge of said shelf when the table
Is in lowered position, and hinges permanently connect-
ing the drop table to the upper part of the aforesaid
wall or member, the pivots of said binges being disposed
substantially In line with the outer face of said wall or
member, said drop table being adapted to fold or closa
substantially flush with the front of the cabinet.

1.225.055. FAVfeME.NT. Ber.nard Ransomi. Oakland,
Cal. Piled Mar. 29. 1916. Serial No. 87,686. (CL
94—1.)

1. The combination In a pavement of the character
described, of a base member of concrete, an expanded
metal frame-work, lyinjt edgewise upon said base, having
cuts made at intervals, with the separated ends folded
downward and driven into the base, and a covering of
asphalt above and filling the interstices of the expanded
metal.
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2. A pavement including a base member of concrete, a
surfacing meml>er of asphalt and n connecting and hold-

ing member, composed of expanded metal embedded in the

asphalt vertically on edge, said metal strips being sepa-

rated at intervals and the ends folded downward, and
driven Into the concrete base.

1,225.056. ROTARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION EN-
GINE. Lawis W. RiGGS and Asuljet M. Rigos, Wheel-
ing. W. Va. Filed May 2. 1916. SerUi No. 94.877.

(CI. 128—15.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, an
axlally disposed shaft, a rotary piston fixed on said shaft
within said cylinder and having a plurality of pockets
In its periphery, said piston being also provided with an
offset peripheral recess In front of and opening into the
outer portion of ea< h pocktt; compression heads mounted
within said pockets and adapttnl to 08<-lllate with respect
to the cylinder walls, and means whereby said heads are
actuated at definite Intervals In the rotation of the piston.

2. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, an
axlally disposed shaft, a rotary piston of substantially
cylindrical form fixed on said shaft within said cylin-
der, said piston having a plurality of pockets located at
regularly spaced Intervals in Its periphery, compression
heads mounted within said pockets, and operable Into
and out of close-fit tioK relation to the cylinder walls,
movable resistance heads coiiperating with said compres-
sion heads. an<i means whereby said compression heads
are actuated to oscillate with respect to the cylinder walls
at definite intervals In the rotation of said piston.

3. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, an
axlally disposed shaft, a roUry piston of substantially
cylindrical form fixed on said shaft within said cylinder,
aid piston having a plurality of pockets located at regu-
larly spaced intervals in its periphery, compression heads
pivotally mounted in said pockets and adapted to swing
toward and away from the cylinder walls, movable resist-

ance heads disposed In coftperatlve relation to said com-
pfesslon heads, and means for actuating said compression
heads at definite Intervals In the rotation of said piston.

4. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, an
axlally disposed shaft, a rotary piston of substantially
cylindrical form fixed on said shaft within said cylinder,

said piston having a plurality of longitudinally disposed
pockets located at regularly spaced Intervals in its periph-

ery, said pockets being of substantially triangular form
In cross section, compression heads pivotally mounted
within said pockets, movable resistance heads disposed In

cooperative relation to said compression beads, and means
for actuating said compression heads to swing toward and
away from the cylinder walls at definite intervals in the
rotation of said piston.

5. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, an
axlally disposed shaft, a rotary piston of substantially

cylindrical form fixed on said shaft within said cylinder,

said piston having a plurality of longitudinally disposed
pockets located at regularly spaced intervals in its periph-

ery, mid pockets being of substantially triangular form
In cross section, compression heads pivotally mounted
within said- pockets and operable to and from close-fitting

relation to the cylinder walls, movable resistance heads
disposed In codperatlve relation to said compresalon
heads, and means for actuating said tompression heads to

describe predetermined motements at definite points in the

rotation of the piston.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.067. MEANS FOR SECURING TYPE-WRITERS TO
BASE-BOARDS. Chaelbs Rodbrick and Theron L.

Knapp, Woodstock, 111., assignors to The Oliver Type-
writer Company. Chicago. III., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed July 1, 1910. SerUI No. 569.960. (CI. 45—62.)

The combination of a typewriting machine having a
base portion provided with substantially upright side
walls and fastener lugs rigid with said base portion, a
base board, cushioning members Interposed between said

lugs and said base board for holding said machine base
out of contact with said board, fastener bolts extending
vertically through said base board and said cushioning
members and engaging said lugs to loosely secure said ma-
chine base to said liase board, and a plurality of abut-
ments rigidly secured to said base board and having up-

wardly projecting portions engaging the side walls of said

machine base to securely hold the same against lateral

movement while permitting a limited vertical movemait
thereof relative to said base board, substantially as da-

scribed.

1.225,058. SIGNALING MECHANISM FOR MOTOR-
CARS. Ac. Prank H. Roll. Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Jan.

19, 1914. Serial No. 813,106. (CI. 116—31.)

1. A signal mechanism for motor cars having a casing,

comprising a body provided with an annular rabbet and
a detachable rlm extending over said rat>bet. a rotatable

snpport carrying an indicator and having a circular pe-

riphery arranged in said rabbet and a circumferentlaJ

groove in said periphery, rollers mounted on said casing

and engaging said support, and a belt engaging with said

groove.

2. A signal mechanism for motor cars, comprising two
rotatable supports each provided with an Indicator, an
operating wheel, two belts one of which passes around one
of said supports and one part of the periphery of said op-
erating wheel and the other passing around the other sup-
port and another part of the periphery of said operating
wheel, a casing inclosing said operating wheel, and guide
pnlleys for said belts arranged wltbin said casing, the
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guide pulleyn for one of said belts being: arranged In a dif-

ferent plane from the guide puUeyv of the other belt.

3. A signal meohanism for motor cars, comprising a ro-

tatable support provided with an indicator, an operating
wheel, a belt jMsslng around said operating wheel and
support, and means for guiding the intermediate parts of

the stretches of said belt comprising a pulley casing hav-
ing openings on its opposite aides, a partition arranged In

a plane between the plane of one of said openings and the
plane of the other of said openings, arbors on opposite
sides of said partition, covers secured to said arbors and
closing said openings, and pulleys mounted on said arbors
•nd receiving the tri'tches of said belt.

1,225,059. SOARING AEROPLANE. JoHX Wolo»j*ar
RUBCN, PortUnd. Oreg. Filed July 19. 1915. Serial
No. 40.787. (CI. 244—29.)
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other at their opposite ends and diapoaed in a plane at

riffiit angles to the plane of said members and normally
acting to urge the Mime to effective position and clamp
the sheet upon said parts.

4. A bolder of the class described comprising spaced
sheet engaging parts, clamping members to co-act with
said parts, each of said members consisting of a metal
trip bent upon itself, and a yleldable connection be-

tween the corresponding ends of said clamping members
fixed at its extremities betwe<>n the opposed portions of

the metal strips, said yieldable connections urging the
clamping members to effective position to clamp the sheet

apon said parts.

5. A holder of the class described comprising a sheet
metal plate having its opposite marginal edges t>ent in-

wardly to afford longitudinal grooves, clamping members
to co-act with the walls of said grooves, each of said

members consisting of a metal strip longitudinally bent
upon Itself, and expansible elements connecting said

clamping memt>ers to each other at their corresponding
ends and having their extremities permanently fixed be-

tween the oppose<l portions of the metal strips, said ele-

ments urging the clamping members In relatively opposite

directions and into operative engagement between the

marginal edges of the plate.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,225,065. JACQCARD MECHANISM. Chaelm 81M-
1IIS8, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial

No. 187.941. (CI. 139—16.)

S3

^^
1. In a jacquard mechanism, the combination of a grlff

frame, means for reciprocating said frame, a comber board,
a harness passing through said comber board and con-
nected from the Jacquard head to a loom mechanism, a
guide plate for said harness and means to impart a
shorter stroke to said guide plate than the stroke of said
ffrlff frame, whereby the strain is reduced on said hameas.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Ctasette.]

1,225,066. COTTON-CHOPPER. Jamm Gordon Sims,
Bowie, Tex. Filed Dec. 24, 1915. Serial No. 68.684.
(Cl. 97—45.)

In a cotton chopper, a bracket supported by the frame
of the Implement, an arm pivoted at one end in said

bracket and depending therefrom, a two edged hoe adjust-
ably mounted in the lower end of said arm. a pitman ar-
ranged to swing said arm. and a means for guiding the
arm in its oscillatorr movement, said means consisting
of a pin carried by the arm and a curved fixed bracing
piece in which said pin is supported and gtiided.

1,225.067. UNE-PRODUCING PEN. Jamks E. Simp-
«os, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed June 30, 1916. Serial
No. 106.757. (Cl. 120—110.)

t

/ -

1. A line producing device comprising a wheel, inking
means therefor, and a supporting handle, said handle
having adjustable endwise bearing against said inking
means, and serving to operatlvely positloo aald inking
means with relation to said wheeL

2. A line producing device comprising a wheel, a mount
therefor, inking means for said wheel carried by said
mount, and an operating handle adjustably fitting in said

mount, having endwise bearing against aald Inking means,
and said handle serving to operatively position said Inking
means with relaton to said wheel.

3. A line producing device comprising a wheel, a hollow
mount in which said wheel is Journaled. said mount con-

Uinlng an Inking pad for said wheel, and a handle fitted

in said mount, and having endwise bearing against aald

pad, and said handle being adjustable in aald mount to

regulate the pressure of said inking pad against said

wheel.

4. A line producing device comprising a wheel, a mount
therefor having a flat external bearing surface parallel

with the plane of said wheel, for its 'guidance along a
ruling etige, inking means for said wheel, and an ad-

justable handle fitting in said mount, said handle abutting
against said inking means to operatively and adjustably
position the latter with relation to said wheel.

5. A line producing device comprising a plurality of

wheels, whose peripheral edges are of different widths, a
mount therefor having flat external bearing surfaces re-

spectively for the guidance of said wheels Individually

along a ruling edge, said bearing surfaces forming the

three sides of a triangle, an ink supply for said wheels,

and an operating handle.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.068. AUTOMATIC DECARBONIZER FOR INTER-
NAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES. Harvkt E. Smith
and William H. LAisrsi, Tacoma, Wash. Filed July
3, 1918. Serial No. 107,410. (Cl. 123—180.)

1. A decarbonlier of the class described adapted to be
attached to the intake manifold of an Internal combustion
engine and comprising a fluid container, a vacuum cham-
ber formed integrally with said container, a (ut off valve
In the upper portion of said chamber, said container hav-

ing a port opening into aald chamber above said valve, a

threaded nipple formed Integrally with said chamber for

engagement with said manifold, said chamber having an

oatlet port extending through said nipple, and a spray

nozzle in the end of said nipple.

2. A decarbonizer of the clasa described adapted to be

attached to the Intake ouinifold of an internal combustion

engine and comprising a cylindrical fluid container Iiavlng

a substantially flat top and l>ottom, said top having a

filling opening, an Integral spray pipe depending from

the top of said container to a point adjacent the bottom,

a combined vacuum and alght feed chamber formed inte-

grally with said container, said chamber having sight

openings therein, the upper portion of aald chamber being

internally threaded, a tight feed glaaa in said chamber, a

valve disk threaded into said chamber and engaged with

the top of said glass, said disk being spaced from the top

of said chamber and having a valve seat therein, a rib

formed Integrally with the top of said conUlner and hav-

ing a downwardly inclined pasaage-way communicating

with aald chamber above said valve disk, said passage-

way also communicating with the bore of said spray pipe,

a threaded nipple formed Integrally with the side of said

chamber opposite Its connection with the container, said

nipple having a passageway communicating with the bot-

tom of said chamber, a spray nozzle threaded in the end of

said nipple, a needle valve holder threaded in the upper

end of said chamber, said holder being Internally threaded,

and a needle valve disposed In said valve holder and hav-

ing threads for engagement with the internal threads

thereof, said needle valve belAg adapted to engage the

valve seat In said disk.

3. The combination with an internal combustion engine

having an Intake manifold, and a carbureter on said mani-

fold, of a decarbonizer comprising a fluid container, a com-

bined vacuum and sight feed chamber formed integrally

with said container, said chamt>er having a eight opening

thtreln, a sight feeil glass in said chamber, a member

having a valve seat disposed in the chamber and in engage-

ment with said glass to hold the latter therein, a needle

valve for coaction with said seat, aald container having

a port opening Into said chamber above said valve seat, a

threaded nipple for enBagenunt with the intake manifold,

aid ctiamber having a port extending through said nipple,

and a spray nozzle in said nipple and disposed vrlthln said

manifold.

1.225.069 BOTTLE - CARRIER. Arthcr M. Si<TD«r,

Fairfield, Iowa Filed Mar. 18, 1016. Serial No. 85,227.

(Cl. 216—1.)

of half-ring bottle-holding stirrups, one of them having a
pair of upstanding ears colled at the upper ends, the other

having terminal loops inclosing said ears and slldable there-

on, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The described bottle-carrier formed of wire, and com-

prising a hail with terminal eyes, a part of the wire being

extended to form a ticket-holding clip straddling the ball-

leg, an engaging stirrup with upstanding ears colled at the

upper ends to engage the ball, and a stirrup having termi-

nal loops inclosing said ears and slldable thereon, where-

by the pair of stirrups are made to encircle the bottle neck

below the bead, and may be expanded to slip over said bead.

1. A bottle-carrier, comprising a suspending ball and a

pair of half-ring stirrups, to encircle the bottle neck, one

of the stirrups having upstanding ears to connect with aald

bail, and the other stirrup having terminal loops engaging

said ears, the opening between said stirrups being made

larger or smaller by slipping the looped stirrup up or down.

2. A bottle-carrier, comprising a suspending ball having

one of Its legs extended to form a ticket-holder, with eyes

in aald ball to connect with bottle-holding stirrups, a pair

288 O. O.—25

1.225,070, HAMMER FOR OVERHEAD NAILING. Sam-

CBL Spian, Tatum, Tex. Filed Nov. 28, 1916. Sertal

No. 133,946. (Cl. 145—80.)

1. A hammer Including a head formed with a driving

end having the under side thereof formed to provide a fixed

Jaw, and also provided with a flattened guide surface, a

handle upon one end of which the said hammer head la

fitted, an arm projecting laterally from said handle and

provided with a guide opening, a guide rod loostly fitted

within the said guide opening and screwed into the ham-

mer head, said guide rod being arranged parallel to the

flattened guide surface on the hammer head, and a sliding

Jaw mounted upon said guide rod and having a flattened

side which .sUdably engages the before mentioned guide

surface on the hammer head, said sliding Jaw cooperating

with the fixed Jaw to grip a nail to hold it in position for

starting upon the initial stroke of the hammer.

2. A hammer Including a head formed with a driving end

having the under side thereof flattened to provide a fixed

Jaw, a seat for the head of a nail being formed In the

hammer head at the inner end of said flattene<l surface at

right angles thereto, said seat l>eing provlde<l at one side

thereof with a recess adapted to receive one side of the

nail head, and at the opposite side thereof with a flat guide

surface, a handle upon one end of which the said head Is

fitted, an arm projecting laterally from said handle and
provided with a guide opening, a guide rod loosely mounted

within said guide opening and screwed into the head of

the hammer, said guide rod being arranged parallel to the

flat guide surface on the hammer head, a sliding Jaw mov-

able toward and away from said fixed Jaw for cooperation

therewith to grip a nail and hold It in position for starting

upon the initial stroke of the hammer, said Jaw being slld-

ably mounted upon aald guide rod and provided with a

flattened side which slidably engages the before mentioned

fiat guide surface on the hammer head, and being al.so pro-

vided with a cut away portion adapted to coftperate with

the before mentlone<l nail head seat to receive the opposite

side of the nail head, and a coll spring surrounding tke

liefore mentioned guide rod and Interposed between the

sliding Jaw and the lateral arm projecting from the ham-

mer handle.

SpoTswoon,
Serial No.

1,225,071. PUZZLE-PICTCRE. Frank D.

Lexington, Ky. Filed July 19. 191G.

110,117. (Cl. 46—41.)

1. An article of the class described comprising a sheet

having a blank area defined thereon of a definite outline,

the said sheet having upon another portion segments of a

complete picture which segments will form said ptctore

when separated from the sheet and properly relatively as-

sembled within the outline of the area, the complete pic-
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tQr« being of the same oatllne and dlmengioni as th« mid
blaok area.

,^j.

2. An article of the class described comprising a sheet
having a blanic area defined thereon of a definite cnrvl-
llnear outline, the said sheet having upon another portion
segments of a complete picture which segments will form
said picture when separated from the sheet and properly
relatively assembled within the outline of the area, the
complete picture being of the same outline and dimensloos
as the said blank area.

3. An article of the class described comprising a sheet
having a blank area defined thereon of a definite curvi-
linear outline, the said sheet having upon another portion
segments of a complete picture which segments will form
said picture when separated from the sheet and properly
relatively assembled within the outline of the area, the
complete picture being of the same outline and dimensions
as the said blank area, the majority of said segments each
having an edge for registration with the margin of the
said blank area.

4. An article of the class described comprising a sheet
having a blank area defined thereon of a definite oatllne,
the said sheet having upon another portion segments of a
complete picture which segments will form said picture
when separated from the sheet and properly relatively as-
sembled within the outline of the area, the complete pic-
ture being of t*e same outline and dimensions as the said
blank area, the face of the sheet having within the area
lines defining the position of a definite one of said seg-
ments.

1,225.072. CURRENT - MOTOR. Jamis M. 8taf»obd,
Washington, Ind. Filed Nov. 9. 1915. Serial No.
60,542. {CI. 170—153.)

1. A fluid current motor, including a vertical shaft, a
series of horizontal arms radiating therefrom, snpportlnc
rollers applied to the outer and inner ends of the arms,
outer and inner concentric tracks engaging the said rollers
and cooperating therewith to support the arms, a paddle
mounted upon each of the arms between the two support-
ing rollers and adapted to rotate about the same as an
axis, a frame rigid with each of the paddles and arranged
at right angles to the plane thereof, rollers Journaled upon
the frame and arranged at the corners of a square, and an
annular track for the said rollers of the frame, the track
being provided at diametrically opposite points with de-
pressions and two of the rollers of each paddle normally
traveling upon the track to hold the paddle against rota-
tion, although as the rollers reach the depressions the
paddle is rotated a quarter turn.

2. A fluid current motor. Including a vertical shaft, a
series of horizontal arms radiating therefrom, supporting
rollers applied to the outer and inner ends of the frames,
supporting tracks engaging the said rollers, a paddle
mounted upon each of the arms between the two rollers

and adapted to rotate about the same as an axis, a frame
rigid with each of the paddles and arranged at right
angles to the plane thereof, guide rollers Journaled upoa
the frame and arranged at the corners of a square, a guide
track for the said rollers of the frame, the guide track
being provided at diametrically opposite points with de-
pressions, and guard plates arranged over the depressions
and having a spaced and parallel relation thereto, two of
each of the guide rollers normally traveling upon the
guide track to hold the paddle against rotation, and the
paddle being given a quarter turn by the movement of the
rollers as they travel through the depressions.

1,226,073. EMPLOYEES NUMBER. NAME, AND RATE
RECORD. William H. Stafford. Robert M. Millard,
and J08BPH Pacl, Eau Claire, Wis. Piled Oct. 31.
1918. SerUl No. 128.796. (CI. 11—7.)
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A leaf for a loose leaf binder, comprising a body ; sepa-
rate alined inner end strips applied to opposed faces of
the body and extended outwardly to one edge of the body ;

separate alined outer end strips applied to opposed faces
of the body and extended outwardly to the opposite edge
of the body ; separate alined intermediate strips applied
to opposed faces of the body : transverse securing means
uniting the intermediate portions of the Intermediate
strips with each other and with the body and divldlng^

each Intermediate strip Into lateral wings ; transverse se-

curing means uniting the Intermediate portions of the
respective end strips with each other and with the body,
and dividing each end strip into inner and outer wings,
the outer wings of the inner end strips and the body hav-
ing holes for receiving a binding means ; and longitudinal
lines of securing means connecting the strips with the
body and sub-dividing the wings of the intermediate strips
and the inner wings of the end strips Into co{)peratlng
card holding pockets, the longitudinal lines of securing
means being extended to said edges of the body thereby to
maintain the holes of the Inner strips and of the body
alined, and to hold the outer wings of the outer end strips
to the body thereby to form a double thick reinforcement

1.226,074. PLIERS. Brnist Strap. Blnghamton, N. T.
Filed Mar. 31. 1916. Serial No. 87.981. (CI. 81—15.)

//

i'

In a pair of pliers, the combination with a pair of maAtt-

Jaws having longitudinally curved gripping faces, of an

Intermediate Jaw having opposite longitudinally curved

gripping faces and provided with a raised transverse

rib on one of said faces at a point slightly beyond the

end face of the cooperative main Jaw.

I

1,226,076. POWER - TRANSMITTING MECHANISM.
Et-GB.NE R. Swan, Billings. Mont. PUed June 24, 1916.

Serial No. 105,761. (CI. 21—90.)

1. In a device for transmitting power from the engine

of an automobile, the combination with a frame, a pair of

parallel drums Journaled in the frame and adapted to sup-

port the drivers of the automobile, operative connection

between the two drums to cause them to rotate in unison,

means carried by one of the drums for transmitting power

from the same, and inclined approaches at both ends of

the frame, a horizontally disposed lever pivoted at one

end to one end of the frame, and having at its other end

a handle and a ratchet sector near the other end of the

frame a ball pivoted to said other end of the frame and

arranged to engage the ratchet sector, a brake shoe fixed

on the lever and arranged to engage one of the drums

when the lever is depressed to a certain extent.

2. In a device for transmitting power from the engine

of an automobile, the combination with a frame, a pair of

parallel drums Journaled In the frame and adapted to

support the drivers of the automobile, operative connec-

tion between the two drums to cause them to rotate In

unison, means carried by one of the drums for transmit-

ting power from the same, and inclined approaches at

both ends of the frame, a horizontally disposed lever

pivoted at one end to one end of the frame and having

its other end provided with a handle and a ratchet sector,

a plvote<l ball at the other end of the frame adapted to

engage the teeth of the sector, a hook near the middle

of the lever for engaging over the axle tube of the auto-

mobile and pressing downward on the same when the

lever is depressed to a suitable extent for that purpose.

8. In a device for transmitting power from the engine

of an automobile, the combination with a frame, a pair of

parallel drums Journaled in the frame and adapted to sup-

port the drivers of the automobile, operative connection

between the two drums to cause them to rotate In unison,

means carried by one of the drums for transmitting power

from the same, and inclined approaches at l)oth ends of

the frame, a horizontally disposed lever pivoted at one

end to one end of the frame and having its other end pro-

vided with a handle and a ratchet sector, a pivoted ball

at the other end of the frame adapted to engage the teeth

of the sector, a hook near the middle of the lever for

engaging over the axle tube of the automobile and press-

ing downward on the same when the lever is depressed

to a suitable extent for that purpose, said lever being

offset downwardly near the middle to avoid contact with

the gear-housing of the automobile #xle tube.

1,226,076. CARBURETER-VALVE. Q»OR0i H. Tabir,

Blnghamton. N. Y., assignor to The Taber Carbureter

Company, Inc., Blnghamton. N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed May 8. 1915. Serial No. 26,684. (CI.

137—26.)
1. In an air valve structure for carbureters, comprising.

In combination, an auxiliary air inlet of rectangular cross

ectlon and substantially uniform area, a swinging flange

ralve of rectangular section hinged at one edge of the

rectangular air Inlet and having the two sides extending

closely to the walls of the rectangular Inlet whereby oo

opening the valve all of the air passes between the bot-

tom of the valve and the t>ottom of the rectangular Inlet,

and means In operative association with said moving flap

valve for increasing the resistance to Inward opening pro-

portlonally to engine suction.

2. In air valve structure for carbureters, comprising.

In combination, an auxiliary air inlet of rectangular cross

section and substantially uniform area, a swinging flap

valve of rectangular section hinged at one edge of the

rectangular air inlet and having an opening movement of

substantially 90°. and means in operative association

with said swinging flap valve for Increasing the resist-

ance to inward opening proportionately to the Increase

in engine suction.

8. An air valve structure for carbureters, comprising.

In combination, a swinging air valve, a blade spring for

holding said valve to its seat and resisting the inward

movement of said valve under the Influence of engine suc-

tion, a plurality of adjusting means for said spring, one

device adjusting the spring for excessive engine suction,

a second device adjusting the said spring for medium
degrees of engine suction, said device comprising a slld-

ably adjustable spring mounting, the said mounting being

adapted to be slid up and down along on base disposed in

a plane at an angle to the plane of the flap valve when
closed, and a third device adjusting the spring for low

engine suction.

4. An air valve for carbureters comprising, in com-
bination, an inwardly opening flap valve, a seat therefor,

a blade spring for retaining the flap valve in normally

closed position, and means for increasing the spring ten-

sion after the valve has opened to a predetermined extent,

said means comprising a pair of pivotally connected links

connecting the valve and the spring, and a finger project-

ing outwardly from the valve and adapted to Impact

against said links and to thereby compound their action

whereby the spring tension is increased substantially as

described.

6. An air valve structure for carbureters comprising in

combination a hinged. Inwardly swinging flap-valve, a

pressure finger or lever projecting outwardly therefrom,

a pivoted connection to the outer side of said valve, and
means for causing said connection to transmit pressure

or pull applied to it in a direction perpendicular to the

face of the valve.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,077. GREASE-CUP CAP. Danibl H. Twaits, Chi-

cago, III. Filed Dec. 22, 1918. Serial No. 808,165.

(CI. 184—48.)

1. The combination of a grease cup comprising a cap

member and a body member cooperating therewith, and a

substantially U-shaped spring secured to one of the mem-
bers, and means carried by one of the legs of the spring

for preventing distortion of the spring, said body mem-
ber having means engaging the free ends of said spring.

2. The combination of a grease cup comprising a cap

and a body portion and a substantially U-ahaped spring
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•ecnred at th« connectiDg portion tbereof to one of Mid
members and engaging the other member at the free ends
of the spring and having means carried by one of the
sldea of the U of the spring and engaging the other side
thereof, said body member baring means engaging the
free ends of said spring.

3. The combination of a grease cop comprising a cap
member and a body member secured thereto, and a sub-
stantially U-shaped spring having two legs and a con-
necting portion secured to one of the members at the con-
nection between the legs of the spring, and means car-
ried by one of the legs and embracing the other leg, said
body member having means engaging the free ends of said
spring.

4. In a grease cup, the combination of a body portion
and a cap threaded thereon, a spring having two legs and
a connecting portion forming a U, and means connecting
the two legs and carried by them respectively for pre-
venting distortion of the spring, said body member having
means engaging the free ends of said spring.

5. The combination of a grease cup comprising a body
portion and a cap member threaded on the body portion,
a spring having two legs connected together at one end
and having means for securing the spring to the cap, and
means carried by one of the legs and extending around
the other limiting the movement of the legs in one direc-
tion, said body portion having a non-circular portion en-
gaging the free ends of the spring.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Qazette.]

1,225,078. GREASE-CUP BASE. Da.\i»l H. Twaits,
Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 22, 1913. Serial No. 808,1««.
(a. 184—38.)

1. A grease cup body comprising a stem having an an-
gular tubular upper portion and a threaded lower por-
tion, and a head having an angular tubular portion ex-
tending from the side thereof, the angular tubular portion
of one member embracing the angular tubular portion of
the other.

2. A grease cup body comprising a stem having a thread-
ed lower end, an Internal passaijeway, an angular portion
at its upper end, a head comprising a disk having an an-
gular sleeve extending from the side thereof and engaging
the angular portion of the head, and projections on the
stem extending through the disk and having their ends
upset to engage the same.

3. A grease cup body comprising a stem having a thread-
ed lower end, an internal passageway, an angular portion
at its upper end ; a head comprising a disk having an an-
gular sleeve extendlnf from the side thereof and engaging
the angular portion of the stem, and means for positively
securing the head to the stem.

4. In a grease cup body, the combination of a stem har-
Ing an angular tubular end, a disk having an angular
tubular sleeve extending from the side thereof and pressed
Into Bald tubular end, and a resilient washer furroundlng
said sleeve and resting against said washer, and a second

disk resting against said reslUent washer and abutting tke
upper end of the stem.

6. In a grease cup body, the combination of a hollow
stem having a threaded lower end and an angular por-
tion at its upper end, a disk having an angular sleere
pressed from the side thereof and fitted into the upper end
•f said stem, a washer of resilient material surrounding
said sleeve and fitted against said disk, and a second dlak
having an angular opening surrounding said sleeve, said
second disk resting against said washer and abutting the
upper end of the stem.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,225.079. PACKAQINO WALL - BOARD. Charlm A.
Upso.n, Lockport, N. Y. Filed Apr. 17, 1916. Serial
No. 91,629. (Cl. 206—60.)

1. In combination with sheets or panels of wall-board
and the like, packaging therefor comprising stlffeners for
opposite edges of approximately no greater width than the
thlcknes.s of the package, and straps passed tightly around
the opposite stlffeners and the bundle of sheets or panels
to hold the stlffeners tightly against the edges of tha
bundle and to press the sheets or panels closely together.

2. In combination with sheets or panels of wall-board
and the like, packaging therefor comprising stlffeners for
upposlte edges of approximately no greater width than
the thickness of the package straps passed tightly around
the opposite stlffeners and the bundle of sheets or panels,
and binders Interposed between the stlffeners and the ad-
jacent edges of the bundle and having their edge portions
overlapping the edge portions of the bundle.

3. In combination with sheets or panels of wall board
and the like, packaging therefor comprising stlffeners for
opposite edges of approximately no greater width than the
thickness of the package, straps passed tightly arooitd
the opposite stlffeners and the bundle of sheets or panels,
and binders secured to the stlffeners between the stlffeners
and the adjacent edges of the bundle and having their
edge portions overlapping the adjacent edge portions of
the bundle.

4. In combination with sheets or panels of wall-board
and the like, packaging therefor comprising stlffeners of
wood for opposite edges of the bundle having each a
thickness approximately no greater than the thickness of
the bundle, and straps passed tightly around the opposite
stlffeners and the bundle of sheeU or panels to hold the
stlffeners tightly against the edges of the bundle and to
press the sheets or panels closely together.

5. In combination with sheets or panels of wall-board
or the like, packaging therefor comprising stlffeners of
wood for opposite edges of the bundle having each a thick-
ness approximately no greater than the thickness of the
bundle, binders secured to the stlffeners between the
stlffeners and the adjacent edges of the bundle and having
their edge portions overlapping the adjacent edge portion
of the bundle, and straps passed tightly around the oppo-
site stlffeners and binders and the bundle.

1,228,080. TRAIN PIPE COCPLINO. Thomas W. Vam-
BC8KT»K, Juniata, Pa., assignor of one-half to John L.
Brubaker. Juniata, Pa. Filed June 8, 1916. Serial No.
102.551. (Cl. 188—13.)

1. A train line coupler comprising a cylinder, a piston
slldably mounted In the cylinder, a pipe connected with
the onter end of said piston, a coupler head connected
with said pipe and having one end portion cut to prorlda
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an abutment face and a cam face, the coupler head being

provided with a passageway leading from the pipe to the

.abutment face and with a branch passageway terminating

at the lower face of the coupler head, an auxiliary pipe

communicating with the branch passageway, a valve ex-

tending through the coupler head at the intersection of

the passageway and auxiliary passageway, and a handle

for aald valve positioned for engagement with the cam
face of an adjoining coupler head whereby the valve may
be moved to permit passage of air through the main pas-

sageway of the valve head when the handle is moved by

the cam face of an adjoining valve head.

2. A train pipe coupler comprising a cylinder, a piston

slldably mounted In said cylinder and forming a conduit,

a pipe connected with the outer end portion of said pis-

ton, a coupler bead connected with said pipe and having

one end portion cut to provide an abutment face and a

cam face, the coupler head being provided with a pas-

sageway leading from the pipe and terminating at the

abatment face, and a control valve for the passageway of

the coupler head provided with a turning handle posi-

tioned for engagement with the cam face of an adjoining

coupler head.

3. A train line coupler Including a pipe, a coupler head
connected with said pipe and having its outer end por-

tion cut to provide an abutment shoulder and a cam
shoulder to one side of the abutment shoulder and ter-

minating short of the outer end of the coupler head, the

coupler head being provided with a passageway leading

from said pipe to aald abutment shoulder, a valve for said

passageway, and a turning handle for said valve posi-

tioned for engagement with the cam shoulder of an ad-

joining head whereby the valve may be moved to an open

position when the coupler heads of adjoining cars are

brought together with the outer end portions of the con-

nected coupler heads extending to protect the turning

handles.

4. A train pipe coupler comprising a line pipe having a

Joint Intermediate Its length permitting universal move-

ment, a coupler head connected with said pipe and pro-

vided with a passageway leading from the pipe to one end

of the coupler bead, said coupler head being provided with

a shoulder forming a cam surface, a valve for said paa-

ageway having its stem extending beyond the aide face

of the coupler head, and a turnintc hnndle carried by the

stem of said valve positioned for engagement with the

cam face of an adjoining coupler whereby the valve may
be opened when the couplers of adjoining cars are brought

together.

5. A train pipe coupler comprising a line pipe, a cou-

pler head connected with said pipe and provided with a

passageway leading from the pipe through the coupler

head, said coupler head being cut to provide a cam face,

• valve for said passageway, and a turning handle for said

Talve positioned for engagement with the cam <ace of an

adjoining coupler bead whereby the valve may be opened

when the couplers of adjoining cars are brought together.

1,225,081. POWER TRANSMISSION. Emust L. Van
DoLSBN, Laporte, Ind., assignor of one-half to Loren M.

Russell, Laporte, Ind. Filed Mar. 16, 1916. Serial No.

84,502. (Cl. 21—90.)
1. In equipment of the character descrll)ed, a frame-

rectangle, a power shaft thereon, legs pivoted to the front

end of the frame, means to lock the legs In adjusted posi-

tions to determine the height of the frame end. a pair of

saddles pivoted below their beads adjacent the front end

of said frame, lever means for moving said saddles and
means to fix said lever means in adjusted position.

2. In equipment of the character described, a frame-

rectangle, a iHJwer shaft thereon adjustable longitudinally

of the frame, legs pivoted to the front end of the frame,

means to lock the legs in adjusted positions to determine

the height of the frame end, a pair of saddles pivoted

below their heads adjacent the front end of said frame,

lever means for moving said saddles and means to fix said

lever means in adjusted position.

3. The combination of a frame having slotted side bars,

shaft brackets adjustable in the slots, a power shaft

therein bearing friction wheels, adjustable legs for the

front end of the frame, pivoted saddle meml>ers, levw
means to move said saddle members, and means to lock

said levers In adjusted position.

4. The combination of a frame comprising connected

side members each comprising angle-Irons set In sllt-T

arrangement, shaft bearings adjustable on said side mem-
bers having bolts passing through the slot between the

angle Irons, a power shaft in said bearings, and means
connected with the frame for lifting an automobile trac-

tion wheel from the ground Into driving relation to tb«

power-shaft.

5. The combination of a frame, wheel-supported legs

at the front of the frame disposing said frame in in-

clined position with its rear end resting on the ground,

a power-shaft carried by the frame, and means connected

with the front end of the frame to lift an automobile

wheel from the ground into power-delivering relation to

the power-shaft.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,082. WHEELED TOY. Thoiias li. Vacohar.
Battle Creek, Mich., assignor to B.-C. MTg Co., Battle

Creek, Mich. Filed Aug. 15, 1916. Serial No. 114.962.

(O. 46—45.)

1. In a toy, the combination of a frame comprlsinf a
pair of bars disposed side by aide and having oppositely

offset ends providing wheel forks, a pair of grooTed wheels

adapted to travel on a cord disposed In said forks, an

axle for the rear wheel provided with a crank at one end,

a lever pivoted between said frame bars, a pitman link

connecting the lower end of said lerer to said crank, a
figure member comprising a body jtortlon plvotally mount-

ed between said frame bars, arm portions pivotally con-

nected to 8i..d body and to the upper end of aald lerer,

leg portions comprising plvotally connected Innar and outer

sections, the inner sections being mounted • the body
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pivots on the oater sides of Mid frame b«rs. and tbe oater
sections being mounted on the plTOt connecting said lever

to said pitman link, and a counterweight suspended by a
rod pivotally mounted on the side of tbe frame below said

t>ody pivot, said rod being offset at its upper end and in-

clined below tbe offset.

2. In a toy, the comblnatloo of a frame comprising a
pair of bars disposed side by side and tiavtng oppositely
offset ends providing wheel forks, a pair of grooved wheels
adapted to travel on a cord disposed in said forks, an
axle for the rear wheel provided with a crank at one end.

a lever pivoted between said frame bars, a pitman link

connecting the lower end of said lever to said crank, a
figure member comprising a body portion pivotally mount-
ed between said frame bars, arm portions pivotally con-

nected to said body and to the upper end of said lever,

leg portions comprising pivotally connected inner and
outer sections, tbe inner sections being mounted on the
body pivots on the outer sides of said frame bars, and the

outer sections being mounted on the pivot connecting said

lever to said pitman link.

3. In a toy, the combination of a frame forked at its

ends, grooved wheels adapted to travel on a cord disposed
In said forks, an axle for the rear wheel provided with a
crank, a lever pivoted on said frame, a pitman link con-
necting the lower end of said lever to said crank, a figure

member comprising a body portion pivotally mounted on
said frame, an arm portion pivotally connected to said
body and to the upper end of said lever, and a leg por-

tion comprising pivotally connected sections, the inner
section being mounted on the body pivot and the outer
section on the pivot connecting said lever to said pitman
link, and a counterweight pivotally mounted on said frame
to be suspended below said wheels.

4. In a toy, the combination of a frame forked at its

ends, grooved wheels adapted to travel on a cord disposed
In said forks, an axle for the rear wheel provided with a
crank, a lever pivoted on said frame, a pitman link con-
necting the lower end of said lever to said crank, a figure
member comprising a body portion pivotally mounted
on said frame, an arm portion pivotally connect^ to
•aid body and to the upper end of said lever, and a leg
portion comprising pivotally connected sections, the in-

ner section being mounted on the body pivot and the outer
section on the pivot connecting said lever to said pitman
link.

1,225,083. HARNESS BACK STRAP. John H. Vintm,
Lincoln, Nebr. Filed May 23, 1916. Serial No. 09,36«.
(a. 54—6.)

\ £r dir ^ j'T

In a device of the class described, a back-strap com-
prising top and bottom members ; a reinforcing element
located between the top and bottom members and includ-

ing an intermediate bar, socket portions at the ends of
tbe intermediate bar and fingers projecting in opposite
directions from the socket portions ; means for securing
the reinforcing element to one of said members ; fillers

between the top and bottom memt>ers and provided with
notches receir*^« the fingers : and fillers between the top
and bottom memt>«rs and closing the spaces defined by
the intermediate bar and the socket portions, at the sides

of the back-strap.

1.228,084. PRESSURE INDICATOR AND REGULATOR.
William M. Von Sick. I.,os Angeles. Cal.. assignor of

one-half to Daniel M. Critchley. Filed June 16. 1916.
Serial No. 103,702. (Cl. 137—25*.)
1. A pressure indicator and regulator comprising a cas-

ing substantially T shaped in vertical longitudinal sec-

tion ; a spring chamber in the upper end of the long leg

of said casing ; a longitudinally adjustable pressure regu-

lating bar mounted in the upper end of said spring cham-
ber in screw threaded engagement with said casing and
projecting upwardly therefrom and terminating in a head :

said bar having a portion of its opposite sides flattened,

said flattened portions having indicia thereon for indi-

cating the desired pressure ; means projecting through
said casing adapted to bear against said bar to prevent
rotation thereof ; an outlet chamber in the lower end of

said long leg; a coupling member mounted at one end
In said outlet chamber and projecting downwardly there^
from ; a valve chamber connecting the inner ends of said
spring and outlet chambers ; an inlet pasaage extending
longitudinally through the short leg of said casing and
opening Into said valve chamber, at its inner end the other
end opening to atmosphere ; an Inwardly opening check
valve in tbe outer end of said inlet passage;' a valve seat
In said valve ctiamber above said Inlet opening ; a piston
slldably mounted in the lower end of said spring cham-
ber ; a stem projecting downwardly from said piston into
the valve chamber ; a valve on the lower end of said stem
adapted to seat on said valve seat to close the opening
therethrough ; and a spring in said spring chamber t>e-

tween said pressure regulating bar and the piston adapted
to hold said valve seated until the indicated pressure la

reached.

2. A pressure indicator and regulator comprising a cas-

ing subsUotially T shaped In vertical longitudinal mc-
tion ; a spring cbamt>er in the upper end of the long leg

of said casing; a long^itudinally adjustable pressure regu-
lating bar mounted in tbe upper end of said spring cham-
ber in screw threaded engagement with said casing and
projecting upwardly therefrom and terminating in a head ;

said bar having a portion of its opposite sides flattned,
said flattened portions having indicia thereon (or indicat-
ing tbe desired pressure ; means projecting tbrongh said
casing adapted to bear against said bar to prevent rota-

tion thereof ; an outlet chamber In tbe lower end of said
long leg ; a coupling member mounted at one end in said
outlet chamt>er and projecting downwardly therefrom ; a
valve chaAiber connecting the inner ends of nald spring
and outlet chambers ; an Inlet valve chamber in the outer
end of the other leg of said casing ; an Inwardly opening
check valve in said last valve chamber ; an inlet passage
connecting said inlet valve chamt>er and said first men-
tioned valve chamber ; a valve seat in said valve chamber
above said inlet opening ; a piston slldably mounted In
the lower end of said spring chamber ; a stem projecting
downwardly from said piston Into the valve chamber ; a
valve on the lower end of said stem adapted to seat on
said valve seat to close the opening therethrough ; and a
spring in said spring chamber between said pressure regu-

lating bar and the piston adapted to hold said valve
seated until the Indicated pressure is reached.
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1,225.086. SCALE-CHECK. GD«TAVt78 A. N. Wahlbm,
St. Johnsbury, Vt. Filed Jan. 24, 1916. Serial No.

78.806. (a. 266—62.)

aide of the top borisontal arm, two Jointed vertical roda

parallel with the central shaft, the bottom rod being

attached to arm of bell crank, the top arm supportinc

a sliding spool on the shaft, a lever attached to said

spool at one end and carrying a vertical plate at outer

end and a box in which said plate slides up and down

and divides into two sections, one of the sections being

connected to the water inlet In tank.

1. In a scale, tbe combination with a pan or platform,

of a spindle therefor, a fixed bearing and a check mem-
ber operatlvely connected to said spindle and bearinp, said

check member being formed of resilient metal and having

portions reinforced by substantially non-resilient mem-

bers to localize the point or points of flexibility.

2. In a scale, the combination with a pan or platform,

of a spindle therefor, and a check member having one end

rigidly clsmped to the spindle and Its opposite end rig-

idly clamped from endwise movement, said check member

comprising a metal strip having sutwtantlally non-flexible

bars secured thereto to prevent flexing of the strip at

other than pre<letermlned points.

8. In a scale, the combination with a pan or platform.

of a spindle therefor, and a check member for preventing

lateral displacement of tbe spindle while permitting ver-

tical adjustment thereof, said check member comprising

a strip of flexible metal having one end fixedly secured

from movement and its opposite end fixedly secured to

said spindle, and bars secured to said flexible strip and

extending longitudinally thereof, the adjacent ends of

aid bara l>eing reversely tapered and said bars prevent-

ing the flexing of the tape except at points intermediate

the tapered ends of the bars.

4. In a scale, the combination with a fulcrum stand,

of a lever, a pan or platform having a spindle and oper-

atlvely connected to said lever, said lever having a yoke

mounted on knife-edge pivots, and parallelly-arranged

check members formed of resilient strips and each having

one end clamped to said yoke and its opposite end clamped

to said fulcrum stand.

5. In a scale. tb> combination with a fulcrum stand,

of a lever, a pan or platform having a spindle and oper-

atlvely connected to said lever, said lever having a yoke

mounted on knife-edge pivots, and parallel'y-arranged

check members formed of resilient strips and each having

one end clamped to said yoke and its opposite end clamped

to said fulcrum stand, said strips l>eing reinforced to pre-

vent their flexing at points out of ailnement with the

knife-edge pivots.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.086. AUTOMATIC MEANS FOR REGULATING
PULP-STOCK. Thomas Wabnbr, Oregon City, Oreg.

Filed May 16. 1916. Serial No. 97,795. (Cl. 92—46.)

1. In a pulp stock regulator, in combination with a

tank having a stock inlet and outlet and a water inlet

contiguous to the stock inlet, of a central vertical shaft

therein carrying three horizontal arms, the lower arm

being located at bottom of tank and acting as an agitator,

tbe middle horiiontal arm having hinged thereon near its

outer extremity an upright arm or paddle, the lower

part of which reaches nearly to the bottom of tbe tank,

means for rotating a central shaft, a coll spring attached

to the top part of the paddle and the outer end of the

top horizontal arm. a cable attached to the top of the

paddle arm and to one arm of a bell crank on the top

2. In a pulp stock regulator, in combination with a

tank which has a stock inlet and outlet and a water Inlet,

of a hinged paddle therein whose deflection is proportional

to the density of the stock through which It revolves and

means for controlling the water supply to the tank depend-

ent upon this deflection of the paddle.

8. In a pulp stock regulator of the character described

means for revolving a hinged paddle therein so that it*

deflection will be proportional to the density of the stock

through which it revolves.

4. The method of regulating the consistency of pulp

stock which consists of automatically adding water to the

stock in proportion to its density as indicated by the

deflection of a hinged paddle that revolves through It.

_%

1 225,087. HAY-RACK. JamM P. Watson. Benton, IlL

Filed Aug. 28, 1916. Serial No. 117,343. (Cl. 21—74.)

«-
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A hay rack comprising a plurality of sections, means for

hlngedly connecting adjacent margins of the sectiona

whereby the same may be folded one upon the other, and
ladders pivotally engaged with tbe opposite ends of the

sections and adapted to fold thereover.

1,225,088. ENGINE-CASING. Frank E. Watts and
Donald T. HAaTiNOS, Detroit, Mich., asslgnora, by

mesne assignments, to Hupp Motor Car Corporation,

Richmond, Va., a Corporation of Virginia. Filed Oct.

21, 1915. Serial No. 57,159. (Cl. 123—55.)

1. In a V-type of engine, the combination with the

opposed cylinder casings, valvea therefor, sterna for the
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valvM arranged on the inn<>r side of the cylinder caainK,
and an a<IJustable means between the valve stems and said
•rtuatine mechanism positioned adjacent the top of said

cylinder f-aslng. and spaced chambera reapectlyely asso-
ciated with aald cylinder casings within which said ad-
jastable means is arranged, said chambers having remov-
able portions providing access to said means.

2. In a V-type of engine, the combination with the

opposed cylinder casings, valves therefor, a substantially

horizontal stem for each valve positioned adjacent the

upper end of the casing, a rocker adjacent the lower end
of the casing, a Journal for said rocker, said rocker belsg

provided v^th an arm. an adjustable bearing carried by

said arm and engaging the end of the valve stem, and said

rocker having a second arm, a cam shaft, and a cam 00
said shaft for actuating said second arm.

3. In a V-type of engine, the combination with the

opposed cylinder casings, exhaust conduits for each of

said casings communicating with the cylinders upon the

Inner sides thereof, said exhaust conduit terminating In

a discharge end positioned upon the outer side of said

cylinder casing.

4. In a V-type of engine, the combination with the

oppo8e<l cylinder casings, exhaust condtilts for each of

said casings communicating with the cylinders upon the

inner sides thereof, said exhaust conduit terminating in

a discharge end positioned upon the outer side and ar-

ranged beneath said cylinder casing.

6. In a V-type of engine, the combination with the

opposed cylinder casings, the exhaust conduits of each

of said casings communicating with the cylinders upon
the Inner sides thereof, said exhaust conduit t>«ing Inclosed

within the cylinder casing and terminating in a discrarge

end positioned upon the outer side of aald cylinder casing,

and a comparatively large water-jacketing chamber sur-

rounding said conduit.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,225,089. CHUCK. David Weir, Hartford, Conn. Filed

Dec. 1. 1915. Serial No. 64,550. (CI. 29—116.)

1. A chuck body, a carrier slldably mounted on the
ebtirk body, a carrier actuator rotatably mounted on the

chuck body and having a Pteep pitched cam to operate the
carrier. Jaws attached to the carrier, a member to receive
the thrust of the Jaws and means independent of said
cam to prevent rotation of said actuator on the chuck
bo«1y by reason of thrust upon said cam.

2. A chuck body, a carrier slldably mounted on the
cbijck body and having a cam at its end, a carrier actuator
rotatably mounted on the chuck body and having a cam
at its end to co<>perate with that on the carrier, an op-
erating sleeve rigidly connected with the actuator. Jaws
attached to the carrier and a member to receive the thrust
of the Jaws.

8. A chuck t>ody, a carrier slldably mounted on the
chuck body and having a cam at Its end, a carrier actuator
rotatably mounted on the chuck body and having a cam
at its end to cooperate with that on the carrier. Jaws at-
tached to the carrier, and a member to receive the thrust
of the Jaws.

4. A chuck body, a carrier slldably mounted on the
chock body and having a Jaw closing and a Jaw opening
cam. a carrier actuator rotatably mounted on the chuck
body and having a cam at its end to cooperate with the
Jaw closing cam on the carrier, and also having means to
cooperate with the Jaw opening cam on the carrier, an op-
erating sleeve rigidly connected with the actuator. Jaws
attached to the carrier and a member to receive the thrust
of the Jaws.

6. A chuck body, a carrier slldably mounted on the
chuck body with a cam formation at Its upper end said
carrier also having a cam slot, a carrier actuator rotaf
ably mounted on the chuck body above said carrier and
having a cam formation on Its lower end to cooperate with
the cam formation on the carrier, said actuator having a
pin to engage the slot on the carrier, an operating sleere
rigidly connecte<l with the actuator, Jawa attached to the
carrier, and a member to receive the thrust of the Jaws.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,226,090. TAG-TYING MACHINE. ALraiD H. WHAf^
Lir, Providence. R. I., assignor to Wetherell Tag-String
Ing Machine Company. Fall River, Mass.. a Corporation
of MassachusetU. Filed Oct. 26. 1916. Serial No.
127,803. (Cl, 93—91.)

1. In a machioe having a reciprocating pushrod for

forming and delivering a loop of string at a predetermined
point :—a reciprocating member ; a pair of pick-op flngera
plvotally mounted on said member ; the free end portions
of said fingers being designed to straddle said pushrod and
move between said loop and said pushrod. Into said loop
to op)en wider and hold open said loop and permit the
withdrawal of said pushrod to later form another loop of
string ; fixed cam surface* engaged by said pick-off flngert

to give the desired lateriil movements to the fingers to
enlarge and hold open the string loop ; and means to re-

turn the reciprocating memt)«r and pick-off fingers to nor-
ma] position.

2. In a tag-tying machine having a reciprocating push-
rod for forming and delivering a loop of string at a pre-
determined point, and grippers to move forward and back
through said loop:—a reciprocating member; a pair of

pick-off fingers plvotally mounted on said member ; the
free end portions of said fingers being designed to straddle

aid pnahrod and more between said loop and said paab-
rod. into said loop to open wider and hold open said loop

and permit the withdrawal of said pushrod to later form
another loop of string : fixed cam surfaces engaged by said

pick-off fingers to give the desired lateral movements to

the fingers to enlarge and hold open the string loop ; and
means to retnrn the reciprocating member and pick-off

fingers to normal position, after the forward movement of

said grippen through said loop supported by said fingers.

8. In a tag-tying machine a reciprocating pushrod for

forming and delivering a loop of string at a predetermined

point ; grippers to move forward and back through said

loop : a standard fixed to the frame of the machine ; a
member reciprocatlngly mounted therein : a lock member
pivoted to said standard ; a spring always tending to move
said reciprocating member in one direction ; an oscillat-

ing lever, one arm of which moves said member in the op-

posite direction ; a spring always tending to move and
bold said lock member in locking position ; a lug on aald

reciprocating member, engaged by said lock member, at

the end of one movement due to the oscillating lever ; a

cam surface on said lock member, engaged by the oscillat-

ing lever In Its opposite movement to release the lock

member from the lug on the spring operated plate and
permit the spring to cause the plate to move with great

speed for the desired distance ; a pair of pick-off fingers

pivoted to said reciprocating member, their free end por-

tions being thin and normally close together and adapted

to engage the loop on said pushrod ; cam surfaces on said

atandard. engaged by said fingers and designed to cause

said fingers to spread, enlarge and hold open the loop

formed by the pushrod until said grippers have passed

through the loop, when the reciprocating plate with said

plckoff fingers closed is returned to normal position by

aid oscillating lever.

4. In a tag-tying machine having a rotary member with

string grippers rotatably mounted In said member, to ro-

tate in the plane of movement of said rotary member,

said rotation In one direction being brought about by a

spring, and in the opposite direction, by a series of turn-

ing cams :—a cam surface on the frame of the machine to

engage a surface operatlvely connected with said grippers,

to control the action of said spring so that said grippers

will return in said plane to normal position substantially

nniformly and quietly.

6. In a tag-tying machine having a rotury member

;

string grlpper<i mounte<l on an arbor rotatable In said

member ; an arm fi^ed to said arbor and having two cam
rolls : two cam turning surfaces fixed to the frame of the

machine for their respective cam-4-olls to successively en-

gage to rotate the arbor In one direction ; and a spring

to tend to rotate the arbor In the opposite direction, and
a cam surface on the frame of the machine to engage a

surface operatlvely connected with said arbor, to control

the action of said spring so that the said grippers will

rotatably return to normal position substantially uni-

formly and quietly.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225.091. MACHINE AND METHOD FOR MAKING
PAPER TUBES. William F. Whitcomb, Chicago, 111.

Filed Dec. 31. 1916. Serial No. 69.619. (Cl. 92—66.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a hollow cylinder, a horizontal shaft carrying the cylinder,

the inner wall of the cylinder being inclined toward one

end of the cylinder, a hollow cap on the end of the cylin-

der to which said Inner surface Incline* provided with a

plurality of separated compartment.<« each communicating
with the Interior of the cylinder adjacent to the Inner sur-

face thereof, and with a passageway In the shaft, the in-

terior of said compartments being so shaped and arranged

tbat when a given compartment l;* at the bottom of the

cylinder below the shaft, liquid in that cylinder drains

Into that particular compartment by which it is carried.

as the cylinder rotates, op to a position where it

drain out of said compartment into the paaaagea witUa
the shaft.

*-

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a rotatable cylinder of substantially fire-proof material

provided on Its surface with a multiplicity of perforatlona

through which air is drawn by a suitable vacuum pump,

means for bringing particles of paper pulp Into contact

with said rotating cylinder so that they may be drawn
onto the surface of said cylinder, and means for com-

pressing and drying the paper pulp directly upon tbe cyl-

inder, for the purposes set forth.

8. In a device of the class described, the combinatloa

of a tank containing paper pulp material suspended in

liquid, a hollow rotaUble cylinder having a perforated cir-

cumferential surface rotatable In said liquid, the Interior

of said cylinder commnnlcatlng with a soltable discharge

port located below the normal surface of tbe liquid In the

tank, whereby particles of paper material in said liquid

are normally deposited on the circumference of said cyl-

inder as It rotates, flanges on the ends of said cyllndct

defining the length of the paper material deposited on said

cylinder, a second rotatable cylinder in substantial contact

with said first cylinder provided with superficial iwrfora-

tions leading to an air pump device constantly drawing
air through said perforations, said second cylinder nsesh-

Ing with the flanges of tbe first cylinder, whereby as the

two cylinders are routed a cylinder of paper of defljiita

length is deposited upon tbe second cylinder.

4. In a device of tbe class desert b«<1, the combination of

a tank containing paper pulp material suepended in llqoid,

a bollow rotatable cylinder having a perforated circum-

ferential surface rotatable In said liquid, tbe interior of

said cylinder communicating with a suitable diacharte
port located below the normal surface of tbe liquid In the

tank, whereby particles of paper material in said liquid

are normally deposited on the circumference of said cyl-

inder as it rotates, flanges on the ends of said cylinder

defining the length of the paper material dei»oalted oa
said cylinder, a second rotatable cylinder in substantial

contact with said first cylinder provided with «uperflcla]

perforations leading to an air pump device constantly

drawing air through said perforations, said second cyl-

inder meshing with the flanges of the first cylinder, where-

by as tbe two cylinders are rotated a cylinder of paper of

definite length is deposited upon the second cylinder, and
means for thereafter drying the paper upon raid aeconi
cylinder, for the purposes set forth.

5. In a device of the class described, tbe comblnatioa

of a rotatable cylinder provided with meana for proTldiag

a auction through a multiplicity of perforations on ita

nrface, a second cylinder provided with beating derioa*
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adapted to mesli with the first CTllnder to dry out paper
material placed thereon, and meani for supplying tbe
flr«t cylinder with paper material.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed on the Gazette.]

1.226.092. CIGAR-CASE. Oborob M. Williams. EUia-
beth. N. J., assignor to P. Lorlllard Company. New York.
N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Not. 2,
1916. Serial No. 129.180. (CT. 206—«1.)

1. A case of the class de8crll>ed comprising a pair of
cover sections, and a holder Inclosed thereby, said holder
including a member for receiving and holding the Indi-
vidual cigars In spaced relation, said member being adapt-
ed to be positioned to He substantially flat within one of
the cover sections to enable the cigars to be packed flat-
wl»e therein, and a retaining member posltlonable to ex-
pose the receiving member throughout Its Inner face dur-
ing such packing operation and adapted to be permanently
united with the cigar receiving member after the cigars
have been packed.

3. A case of the class described comprlsln,< a pair of
hinged dished cover sections, and a holder adapted to be
Inclosed thereby, said bolder Including a hinged member
having grooves therein for the reception of Individual
cigars, said grooved member being adapted to be posi-
tioned to lie flat within the adjacent cover 8e< tlon to en-
able the cigars to be packed flatwise In the grooves, and
a hinged retaining member posltlonable to expose the re-
ceiving member throughout Its Inner face during such
packing operation and adapted to be permanently united
with the grooved member to retain the cigars within the
holder, said retaining member having means adapted to
bear against and maintain the cigars In the grooves of the
grooved member.

6. A case of the class described comprlsfng a pair of
hinged cover sections, a sheet pasted to the inner face of
each cover section, a grooved wall section formed Integral
with and hingedly united to one of said sheets and adapted
to be positioned to ile flat against said sheet in the packing
of the cigars, and a retaining wall formed Integral with
and hingedly united to the other sheet and posltlonable to
expose the grooved wall section throughout Its Inner
grooved face during such packing operation and adapted
to be permanently connected with the grooved wall after
the cigars have been packed.

8. A case of the class described comprising a pair of
hinged cover sections, and a box like holder adapted to be
inclosed thereby, said holder including two side walls and
two end walls, one of said side walls having a series of
clgar-recelvlng grooves formed therein and In which the
cigars may be packed flatwise, the other of said side walls
being posltlonable to expose the grooved wall throughout
the length of the grooves and having a series of tongues
adapted to allne with the grooves when the side walls are
united In substantial parallelism after the cigars have
been packed.

11. In a container of the character described, a case of
the leaf section type, and a holder secured to the case and
positioned therein to be housed thereby when the case is
closed, said holder comprising opposing receiving and re-
taining walls adapted to comblnedly produce a receptacle
for positioning the cigars individually and for individu-
ally maintaining the cigars in such positions, said walls
being posltlonable to wholly expose the receiving face of 1

the receiving wall during loading of the holder to permit
flatwtae positioning of the cigars, and relatively movable
to place said walls in receptacle-forming position after
loading Is completed, and means for permanently securing
the walls in such latter position, whereby the cigars may
be collectively introduced flatwise while removal of posi-
tioned cigars will be limited to cigar movements In an
endwise direction.

(CUlms 2, 4. 6. 7. 9. and 10 not printed In the Oasette,]

1,226.093. MATRIX OR TYPE BAR OR HOLDER. Kd-
WABD E. WiLaoN, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr. 11, 1916.

' Serial No. 90,412. (Cl. 19»—12.)

w
1. The combination of a holder bar having recesses

along one face thereof, a removable side plate extending
across said recesses, and separate impression bo<lles hav-
ing projections flttlng In said recesses and held therein
by said side plate.

2. A matrix or type holder bar having recesses extend-
ing across the same along one face thereof adapte<l to
hold matrix or type bodies, and side plates on the bar
having spring tongues adapted to engage the sides of said
bodies.

8. The combination of a holder bar having a row of
undercut grooves across the face thereof, and a plurality
of Impression bodies assembled on said face and having
projections engaged in said grooves.

4. The combination of a holder bar having a row of
undercut grooves across one face thereof and recesses
behind said grooves, and a plurality of Impression bodies
assembled on said face and having projections flttlng In
said grooves and lugs flttlng In said recesses.

5. The combination of a holder bar bavins; a row of
undercut grooves across one face thereof and recesses
behind said grooves, and a plurality of Impression bodies
assembled on said face and having projections flttlng In
said grooves and lugs flttlng in said recesses and side
plates on said bar, having tongues beside the recesses,
engaging said lugs.

1,225.094. LOAD INDICATOR FOR VEHICLES. Aa-
THCR C. WoLuc.NSAK, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Aug. IT,
1916. Serial No. 115.460. (Cl. 265^-42.)

1. A load Indicator for vehicles comprising a plate pro-
vided with means for attachment to the body of a vehicle
and having a scale thereon, an Indicating pointer plvotally
mounted Intermediate Its ends on said plate and having a
ball on Its outer end, a link having sockets In lU opposite
ends, said ball being retained In one of said sockets, and a
screw having a ball on one end retained in the other
socket, said screw being adapted to be atUched to a por-
tion of the vehicle not supported by the springs thereof.

2. A load indicator for vehicles comprising a plate pro-
vided with means for attachment to the body of a vehicle
and having a scale thereon, an Indicating pointer plvotally
mounted Intermediate its ends on said plate and having a
ball on Its outer end, a link composed of a pair of plates
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clamped together and having opposing recesses in their

adjacent sides near their opposite ends to form sockets,

said ball being retained in one of said sockets, a screw
having a ball on one end thereof retained In the other

socket, said screw being adapted to be attached to a

portion of the vehicle not supported by the springs thereof.

8. A load Indicator for vehicles comprising a plate pro-

vided with means for attachment to the body of a vehicle

and having a scale thereon, an Indicating pointer plvotally

mounted intermediate Its ends on said plate and having

a ball on its outer end, a link composed of a pair of

plates clamped together and having recesses In their

adjacent sides near their opposite ends to form sockets,

said ball being retained in one of said sockets, the ad-

jacent sides of said plates being also provided with op-

posing grooves to form a channel extending through one

socket to the other, a grease cup attached to one of said

plates, a iwssage extending through the latter and com-

municating with said grease cup and one of said sockets,

and a screw having a ball on one end thereof retained In

the other socket, said screw being adapted to be attached

to a portion of the vehicle not supported by the springs

thereof.

4. A load Indicator for vehicles comprising a diamond-

shaped plate having a scale extending across the central

portion thereof, an indicating pointer plvotally mounted
intermediate Its ends on one end of said plate for co-

operation with said scale, the outer end of said pointer

being bent laterally outwardly at right angles, and a link

plvotally connected at one end to the laterally bent end

of said pointer, said link being provided with means at

Its other end for attachment to a portion of the vehicle

not supported by the springs.

1,226,095. COTTON-PRESS FOLLOWER BOARD.
Hkarma.h Wcxnsch and Otto Pfbil, Fredericksburg,

Tex. Filed Aug. 21, 1916. Serial No. 116,184. (O.

100—19.)

A removable follower board for the heads of plungers

of baling presses comprising the combination with a plun-

ger head, a plurality of spaced parallel bars removably
carried by the head, spaced transversely extending mem-
bers secured to said spaced bars, and a plate for covering

the space between the transversely extending spaced mem-
bers, said plate being retained in position between the

spaced members and the transversely extending members
substantially as described.

1,225,096. MOTOR CONTROLLER. Charles W. Yee-
oiH. Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer
Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed Oct. 28. 1913. Serial No. 797.876. (Cl.

172—179.)
1. In a motor controller, in combination, means for

establishing power connections, accelerating means, means
to normally shunt the motor armature and means neces-

sitating operation of the first means to establish power
connections prior to operation of tbe third means to Inter-

rupt the armature shunt and necessitating such operation

of said shunting means prior to operation of said ac-

celerating means.

2. In a motor controller, in combination, means for

establishing power connections, automatic accelerating

means, means to normally shunt the motor armature and

to control said accelerating means to Insure against opera-

tion thereof pending Interruption of tbe armature shnat

and means insuring retention of said armature shunting

means in normal position during establishment of power

connections and for a temporary period thereafter.

8. In a motor controller. In combination, means for

establishing power connections, means to normally shunt

the motor armature, automatic accelerating means de-

pendent for operation upon prior operation of said second

means to Interrupt tbe armature shunt and manual con-

trol means for said first two mentioned means insuring

maintenance of the armature shunt during establishment

of power connections and for a temporary period there-

after variable at will.

4. In a motor controller, the combination with electro-

responsive means for establishing power connections and
Increasing the power supply for accelerating the mo-
tor, of electro-responsive means normally comple^^lng

nn armature shunt and control connections for both of

said means insuring retention of the armature shunt for

a temporary period following establishment of power con-

nections and necessitating Interruption of tbe armature
shunt prior to any Increase In the power supply.

5. In a motor controller, the combination with eiectro-

responslve means for establishing power connections for

the motor and increasing the supply of power subject to

the electrical conditions in the motor circuit, of means
normally completing a shunt around the motor armature

and Insuring against response of said first mentioned

means to Increase the power supply until after Intermp-
tlon of the armature shunt.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,097. FRDIT-PICKEB. Valnbh W. Tocno, Abilene,

Tex. Filed May 28, 1916. Sertal No. 99.364. (CL
66—99.)

1. A fruit picker comprising a handle, a head constat-

Ing of a single piece of sheet metal bent Into substantially
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U-«h«ped fonn Mid having Its arras plrotally and adjvit-
ably connected to the handle, a receptacle engaged wJth
the OQtslde of the head, the top portion of said hc«d h«T-
Ing one of iU edge* formed with cutting blades which are
disposed at right angles to the top portion of the head
and a band encircling the receptacle and having a part
engaged with the head to hold the recepUcle clamped
thereto.

2. A fruit picker comprising a handle, a head consist-
ing of a single piece of metal bent Into a substantially U-
shaped form and having Its arms plvotally and adjustably
connected to the handle, a receptacle engaged with the out-
side of the head, said jrms having kerfs formed therein,
and a clamping band encircling the receptacle and having
a part removably engaged In said kerfs, the top portion
of said head having one of Its edges formed with cutting
blades which are disposed at right angles to said top por-
tion of the head.

1.225.098. ROLLER CAR-DOOE HANGER. William
J. Addiso.v, St. Louis. Mo., assignor of one-half to
Alexander K. Boyer, St. Louis. Mo. Filed Jan. 10, 1817.
Serial No. 141,«14. (Cl. 16—90.)

An Improved car-door hanger, comprising a pair of
straight parallel track-rods. brackeU having parallel
horliontal slots into and through which said rods directly
pass and are adJusUbly mounted above the door opening
of a car. means for Bxlng said brackets upon the car,
clamping nuts threaded on said tracks, on opposite sides
of said brackets for locking said rods in said slots after
adjustment, a suitable door, and rollers having grooved
peripheries and running upon said rods at the upper end
of said door. In combination with suIUble means for sup-
porting and guiding the door at the bottom.

1^25.099. MACHINE FOB ROLLING RAW COTTON
INTO SHEETS. DoMi.NiQca Allabd, Manchester, N H
Filed Oct. 28. 1915. Serial No. 68.616. {CL 1»—11 )

1. The combination with a feeder having a rock shaft
for controlling its movement, a sprinkler for moistening
the material handled by said feeder, and a roUry valve
for controlling the flow of liquid to said sprinkler; of a
crank arm projecting from the lower end of the ahaft
and having a longitudinal slot at its outer end, a hort-
sontal rod having at one end a vertical projection re-
ceived slidably In said slot, a guide bracket through which
aid rod passes slidably, a pinion secured on the aforemld

valve, a multlpl.Ting gear segment in mesh with said
pialan and plvotally connected at an eccentric point with
the aforesaid rod, whereby movement of said rod by the
slight rotation of the rock shaft in stopping or sUrting
the feeder will sufficiently turn the valve to respectively
clow or open the same, a stop on said rod, and a coiled
spring Interposed between said stop and the aforesaid
guide bracket, said spring serving to yleldably retal^ all
parts in normal position snd assisting in returning said
parts to this position when agan starting the macbina
after stopping the latter.

2. In combination, a conveyer, a clutch for ntoppiag
and starting said conveyer, a rock shaft having a restricted
amount of movement for throwing said clutch in and out,
a spraying device for moistening the material handled by
the conveyer, a rotary valve for cnttlng off and turning
on the liquid supply of said device, a crank arm extending
laterally from said rock shaft, a pinion secured to said
valve, a multiplying gear segment meshing with said
pinion, and a rod pivoted to said crank arm at one end
and to an eccentric point of the segment at ita other end.

1.220.100. ADJUSTABLE LOGGING-SLING. Orlbt R.
AcaaaT, Holbrook. Oreg. Filed Sept. 15. 1916. Serial
No. 120.823. (CI. 57—9.)

1. A device of the character described Including a cable,
balls anchored on the respective ends of the cable, casings
for removably receiving the balls to permit of universal
movement, a member pivoted to one casing for retaining
the ball against sccidental displacement and for slldable
association with the main portion of the cable, and a
member pivoted in the other casing for retaining the ball
against accidental displacement and for attaching the de-
vice to a suitable hauling means.

2. A device of the character described Including a cable,
balls anchored on the respective ends of the cable, casings
for removably receiving the balls to permit of universal
movement, said casings being of substantial cylindrical
configuration having one end thereof closed, ears formed
on the other end of one of said cylindrical casings, a
member pivoted to one casing between the said ears, said
member being provided with oppositely arranged shoulders
In allnement with the outer edge of the said ears prevent-
ing objects from interfering with the pivoted movement
of said member, the Inner end of said member having a
lug formed thereon providing means for removably re-
talning the said ball in the caaing.

1.226.101. PISTON RING. Auouar A. BALLnaa. Loma.
Colo. Filefl Mar. 14. 1916. Serial No. 84.080. (CL
121—108.)
L An expansible piston ring having free ends provided

with diagonally opposite angular recesses and tongues.
aid tongues being edgewise lapped, the inner faces of the
adjacent ends having elongated plates edgewise lapping,
the adjacent ends of the plates underlapping the diag-
onally disposed recemes of the adjacent ends and under-
lapping the opposite tongues, the inner edge of one plate
being undercut to form a recess, the Inner edge of the
opposite plate having an elongated rib to slidably engage
the recess formed by the undercut, aald rib overlapping
one of the first angular receaaea.

2. An expansible piston ring having free ends, each
end having an angular recess and an adjacent tongue,
disposed diagonally to a correapoodlng recess and tongue
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•f the opposite end, so that said tongue will enter said
recesses, a pair of plates secured to the Inner faces of the
adjacent free ends, each having a tongue reversely dls^

posed to the first tongues, so that the tongues of the
plates will edgewise lap. the said tongues of said plates

having portlouK constituting an edgewise and radially
overlapping Joint, said tongues of the plates being of

greater length than the recesses and tongues of the ad-
jacent free ends of the ring, thereby affording a lap Joint

at the ends of the recesses and tongues.

1,228,102. GEARING FOR AUTOMOBILES. Fbahk
Banks. Hibbing. Minn. Filed May 2, 1916. Serial No.
94,938. (Cl. 74—7.)

1. In a gearing, the combination with two shaft sec-

tions, of tubular housings Inclosing the sections and
formed with enlargements providing a casing about adja-

cent ends of the sections, and gear elements secured to

the ends of the sections and meshing with each other, the

gear elements being Interchangeable from one section to

the other.

2. In a gearing, the combination with two shaft sec-

tions, of tubular housings Inclosing the shaft sections,

one of the housings being formed with an enlargement
providing a cyliudrical casing open at one end and the

other with an enlargement forming a cover plate for the

casing, both enlargements being formed to provide an-

nular chambers surrounding the shaft sections, bearing

races mounted in the chaml)er8, and interchangeable gear

elements mounted upon the shaft sections and Joomaled
by the bearing racea.

S. In a gearing, the combination with two shaft ^aec-

tlons. of tubtilar honalngs Inclosing the shaft sections, oos
sf the housings being formed with an enlargement provid-

ing a cylindrical caaing open at one end and the other
with an enlargement forming a cover plate for the caaing,

both enlargements being formed to provide annular cham-

bers surrounding the shaft sections, bearing races mount-
ed la the chambers, and Interchangeable gear element*

monnted upon the shaft sections and Journaled by tha

bearing racea, aald gear elements including an Internal

gear having a hub Journaled by a baarlng race and
adapted for attachment to one shaft section, and a pinion

tiavlng a hub Journaled by the other bearing race and
adapted for attachment to a shaft section.

1.225,103. CAR-UNDERFRAME. A.-ttoh B»CK»a. Co-
lumbus, Ohio, assignor to The Ralston Steel Car Com-
pany, Columbus. Ohio. Filed July 21, 1916. Serial

No. 110,691. (Cl. 106—76.)

1. In a car underframe. the combination with a ear

twister, of Z-beam center girder memt>er8 having flanged

portions below the plane of the top of the bolster and
having their end portions disposed approximately in the

plane of the top of the bolster and extending over the
latter.

2. In a car underframe, the combination with a car

bolster, of Z-beam center girder members having their

lower flanged edges depending below the plane of tbs
top of the twister, the lower flanged edges at the ends of

the Z-beams being removed and these end portions of the

Z-beaiBS extending over the bolster.

8. In a car underframe. the combination with a bolster,

of Z-beam center girder meml>er8 having the lower flangea

removed at the ends thereof, said end portions extending
over the bolster, and angle beams secured to the webs of

the Z-beanu and reinforcing the end portions of the latter.

4. In a car underframe, the combination with a bolster,

of Z-beam center girder members having their end por-

tions extending over the bolster, draft sills secured to said

center girder members, angle beams secured to the webs
of the Z-t>eams and the draft sills, and angle beams se-

cured to the webs of the draft sills and to said angle
beams.

6. In a car underframe, the combination with a bolster

and wooden center sills terminating at the bolster, metal
center girder members projecting over the bolster, draft
sills secured to the projecting portions of the center
girder members, stops secured to said draft sills to re-

ceive the wooden center sills, laterally offset wooden cen-
ter sills extending t>eyond the twister, gussets secured to
the bolster and to the draft sills, and means securing said
offset center sill to aald gussets.

1,226.104. RAILWAT-RAIL JOINT WITH RERAILER
AND D8RAILER. Jambs Edwako Bkn.nktt and Frawk
CWLUTTi. Momence, IlL FUed Oct. 17. 1916. Serial
No. 126,201. (a. 289—6.)

1. The combination of a railway rail Joint, provided
with re-ralling means and a deraller mounted thereon.

2. The combination of a railway rail Jolat. provided
with re-raillag means and a deraller hinged thereto.
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8. A railway rail Joint and re-raller comprising a main
ansnlar frame piece, a complementary angular frame
piece partly encompagsed by the main angular frame
place and secured thereto, and a re-raiUng groove formed
In one of the angular frame pieces.

4. A railway rail Joint and re-raller comprising a main
angular frame piece, a complementary angular frame
piece partly encompassed by the main angular frame piece
and secured thereto, bosses on the main angular frame
piece serving as stops to position the complementary an-
gular frame piece within the bounds of the main angular
frame piece, and a re-railing groove formed in each of
the angular frame pieces.

5. A railway rail Joint and derailer comprising a main
angular frame piece, a complementary angular frame
piece secured thereto, and a derailing device hinged to
one of the angular frame pieces.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,220.106. PAINT COMPOSITION. William J. Black
and John Nbwton Black, Washington, Pa. Filed
Sept. 15. 1916. Serial No. 120.360. (CI. 134—39.)
1. A paint composition Including slaked lime, crude

oil, sal-ammoniac and turpentine.

2. A paint composition including 43 parts of slaked
lime, 82 parts of crude oil, four parts of sal-ammoniac,
and 21 parts of turpentine.

3. The herein described process of making a paint com-
position which consists In reducing 43 parts of slaked
lime to pulverulent form, adding thereto 32 parts of crude
oil, and thoroughly mixing the same, then adding four
parts of sal-ammoniac, again mixing the whole, finally

adding 2i parts of turpentine to the mixture, subjecting
the same again to a thorough intermixture, and straining
through a sieve to remove conglomerations.

1.226.106. INDEXING ATTACHMENT FOR LATHES
AND THE LIKE. Lewis A. Bbinkman, Chicago, 111.

Filed July 6, 1916. Serial No. 107.620. (CI. 90—67.)

1. A machine Indexing device comprising a pivotally
connected bar and plate, a pin extending from said plate,
a pin extending from said bar In a direction at an angle
to said first pin. said plate and bar having a plurality
of holes therein arranged to register in different com-
binations for different adjustments of the distance be-
tween said pins, and a setting pin for passing through
registered openings to preserve said adjustments.

2. The combination with fixed and movable parts of
a machine, of a retaining member for holding said parts
in different adjusted positions comprising two relatively
movable elements, means for holding said retaining mem-
ber elements in different adjusted positions relative to
each other, certain of said machine parts having openings
therein, a pin extending in one direction and codperating
wltli certain of said openings to secure one of said retain-

ing member elements to one of said machine parts, and a
pin extending In another direction and cooperating with
another of said openings to secure said member to the
other of said machine parts.

8. A machine Indexing device Including two pivotally

connected members, connecting means on each of said

member* for ose in connecting them respectively to fixed
and movable parts of the machine, said members having
a plurality of holes therein arranged to register in dif-
ferent combinations for different adjustments of the dis-
tance between said connecting means, and a setting pin
for passing through registered openings In said members
to preserve said adjustments.

4. The combination with fixed and movable parts of a
machine, of a retaining member for holding said parts
in different adjusted positions, comprising two relatively
movable elements, means for holding said retaining mem-
ber elements in different adjusted positions relative to
each other, certain of said machine parts having openings
therein, a pin cooperating with certain of said openings
to secure one of said retaining memt>er elements to one
of said machine parts, and means cooperating with an-
other of said openings to secure said retaining mem)>er
to the other of said machine parts.

6. The combination with the bed and head-stock of a
lathe, of cone pulleys, a gear wheel located between said
head-stock and said pulleys and rotaUble with the latter,

a carriage movable on said bed. a tool rest on said car-
riage, a feed screw for said carriage, gearing actuated by
said gear wheel to rotate said feed screw, said gear wheel
having a series of openings near its periphery in that
side nearest said head-stock, each of said openings ex-

tending In a direction substantially at right angles to
the plane of said gear wheel, said bed having an opening
In Its front side between the plane of the adjacent face
of said gear wheel and the adjacent face of said head-
stock, said opening extending in a direction substantially
parallel to the plane of said gear wheel, and an attach-
ment for holding said gear wheel in different positions
comprising a pin at its lower end shaped so as to fit

snugly Into said single opening in said bed, a pin at Its

upper end shaped so as to fit snugly into any desired
one of said series of openings in said gear wheel, and
means for holding said pins a constant distance apart
when In position In said openings, said means being of

such length as to bring the upper pin into position for

engagement with those openings in said gear wheel which
are substantlaUy directly above the opening in said bed
and directly forward of the axis of said gear wheel.

1^26,107. COMBINED DISPENSING AND MEASURING
DETVICE. FaaoaaiCK O. Bullis, Louisville, Ky.. as-

signor to Lektric Sales Company, Louisville. Ky.. a
Corporation of Kentucky. Filed Sept. 28, 1914. Serial

No. 863,963. (CI. 221—107.)

1. In a measuring apparatus, a casing, a rotary measur-
ing member mounted in said casing and comprising a
cylinder having an Inwardly directed partitioning blade,
a sleeve carried by the blade, a member forming a closure
for one end of said cylinder, a partitioning blade carried
by said member and disposed to extend within the cylin-

der, a sleeve carried by said blade, and a shaft passing
through the sleeves of the partitioning blades.

2. In a measuring apparattis, a casing, a shaft mounted
in said casing, a rotary measuring member mounted on
said shaft and comprising a cylinder, a partition extend-
ing inwardly from said cylinder, a closure for one end
of said cylinder, a partition extending inwardly from said
closure, and bearing means carried by the partitions
through which the aforesaid shaft extends.

8. In a measuring apparatus, a casing, a shaft extend-
ing through the casing, a rotary measuring member on the
shaft, a second shaft extending thr'^ngh the casing, a
valve mounted on the Becon<l shaft, a dog on the first

mentioned shaft, a crank arm on the second mentioned
shaft, a bell crank lever mounted on the casing and hav-
ing a slot at one end for engaging the crank arm, the
other end of the bell crank lever adapted to engage the
dog, and a spring for normally holding the bell crank lever

in one position, whereby In one position of the measuring
member the valve will be open and in another position

of the measuring member the valve will be closed.

1,226,108. FLUID-GAGE. Albert F. Carton, Pipestone,

Minn. Filed July 25, 1916. Serial No. 111,810. (Cl.

78—82.)

1. In a device of the class described, a tubular member
adapted for Insertion In a tank, a guide bar depending
from said tubular member, a cross bar In said tubular
member, a spindle supported at its lower end for rotation
upon said guide bar and extending at its upper end
through said cross bar. the said spindle being spiral
throughout the major portion of Its length, a float mount-
ed to travel upon said spindle and to engage said spirals
to rotate the spindle, arms carried by said float and
engaging said guide bar, a dial in said tubular member,
the said dial having a filling opening therein, and an
indicator fixed to said spindle, substantially as described.

2. In a device of the class described, a tubular member
having external threads adjacent one end for engagement
with a tank opening, a guide bar carried by said tubular
member and depending therefrom, a spindle rotatably
mounted upon said guide bar and extending at its upper
end Into said tubular member, a dial in said tubular
member, the said dial having an open central portion, a
finger on said spindle adapted to travel around said dial,
the said spindle being spiral throughout the major por-
tion of its extent, a float mounted for sliding movement
upon said spindle and adapted to engage said spirals to
rotate said spindle, and means for maintaining said float

against rotation, substantially as described.

8. In a device of the class described, a tubular member
having external threads at one end and Internal threads
at the opposite end, the said tubular member being adapt-
ed by its external threads to be screwed into a tank, an
indicating means carried by said tubular member, means
controlled by the liquid in the tank for operating said
indicating means, and a transparent cap for engagement
with said internal threads, substantially as described.

4. In a device of the class described, a tubular member
having one end adapted for insertion in a tank, a bottom
in said tubular member having a filling opening and being
provided with a dial, a Indicating finger adapted to
travel around said dial, means controlled by the liquid
in the tank for moving said finger, and a transi>arent cap
closing the protruding end of said tubular member, sub-
stantially as described.

6. In a device of the class described, a tubular member
adapted for insertion in a tank, a bottom for aald mem-
ber, the said bottom being provided with a dial, a spindle
projecting through said bottom concentric with said dial,

a finger oa said spindle for traveling npoo said dial,

means controlled by the liquid in the tank for rotating
said spindle, the said bottom being provided with a filling

opening, and a cap for closing said tubular member, sub-
stantially as described.

1.226.109. AUTOMOBILE WHEEL-POSITIONING DE-
VICE. Christian Christiansen, Sioux Falls, 8. D.
Filed Oct. 29, 1916. Serial No. 68,699. (Cl. 21—200.)

1. An automobile wheel positioning device comprising
an apertured abutment to be secured to an automobile at
a point spaced longitudinally from the transverse steer-

ing rod thereof, a rocker plate having one edge bearing
against the abutment, an arm secured adjacent one end to
said rocker plate and having said end offset and spaced
therefrom, a rod passing through the aperture in the
abutment and having one end disposed between the arm
and the plate, a fastener passing through the arm, the
plate and the Intervening rod, a stop on the other end of
the rod. and a spring interposed between the stop and the
abutment.

2. An automobile wheel positioning device comprising
a bar to be secured to an automobile at a i>oint spaced
longitudinally from the transverse steering rod thereof, a
plate secured to said bar and having one of its end por-
tions extended at an angle to the body of the plate to pro-
vide an abutment, the latter being formed with an open-
ing, a rocker adjacent the plate and disposed in contact
with the abutment, a rod pivoted to the rocker and ex-

tending through the opening in the aforesaid abutment, a
stop on said rod, a spring interposed between the stop and
said abutment, and a rigid arm extending from the rocker
and adapted to be connected with the steering rod of the
automobile.

3. An automobile wheel positioning device comprising
a horizontal bar to be secured to an automobile at a point
spaced longitudinally from the transverse steering rod
thereof, a plate secured to said bar and having its rear
end bent upwardly to form an abutment, the latter hav-
ing therein an aperture, a rocker plate resting on the
aforesaid plate and having its rear edge disposed in con-
tact with the abutment, a rigid arm secured adjacent Its

rear end to the rocker plate and having said end offset

upwardly and spaced from said plate, the other end of
said arm being adapted for connection with the steering
rod of the automobile, a rod extending through the aper-
ture in the abutment and having its front end Interposed
between the offset end of the arm and the rocker plate, a
fastener passing through said offset end, through th*
plate, and through the intervening end of the rod, a stop
on the rear end of the rod. and a spring interiK>sed be-
tween said stop and the abutment.

4. The combination with the running gear of an aoto-
mobile including a V-ehaped radius rod and a transverse
steering rod adjacent the front end thereof; of a trans-
verse horizontal bar secured at its ends to the arms of
said V-shaped radius rod, an abutment carried by the In-

termediate portion of said bar and elongated longitudi-
nally thereof, a rocker bearing against said abutment,
spring means for yieldably retaining said rocker in a nea-
tral position In respect to the abutment, and a rigid Ion-
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gltndliially dlspowd arm Joined at its r«ar end to said

rocker, said arm having a sliding coanectloa at its front
end with the steerlnc rod.

1,225,110. STEERING-KNUCKLE. Fuask E. Chosch.
CIlntonTille. Wis. Filed July 23, 1914. Serial No.
852,691. (CI. 21—90.)

In a device of the kind described, a hollow aapporting
sleeve having oppositely dispose*! cut-away portions at its

outer end arranged to form vertically spaced ears, plYots

carried by said ears, a diametrically split ring mounte<l

on said pivots and carrying a steering arm, a hollow spin-

dle member revolubly mounted In said ring and provided

on one end with a flange to prevent movement of the mem-
ber through the ring in one direction, a collar on said

member to prevent movement thereof In the opposite di-

rection through the ring, a collar ring mounted In said

spindle member, a spindle adjustably projecting through
said collar ring and forming a stub axle adapted to enter

a wheel hub, means to bold the spindle and collar ring

together in adjusted relation, a drive shaft, and & uni-

versal Joint connecting the shaft and spindle and having
Its axis In alinement with the pivots of the diametrically

split ring.

1,225,111. DRAFT OE.\R. John F. CotrasO!*. Pltcaim,
Pa. Piled Dec. 11, 1916. SerUl No. 136,141. (CL
213—64.)

1. A draft gear consisting of a casing, friction shoes
within the casing, a wedge adapted to distend the fric-

tion shoes, a draw bar and follower In operative relation
to the casing, and lever members between said wedge and
the follower engaging and adapted to exert a radial pres-
sure on the friction shoes.

3. A draft gear consisting of a caaing, friction shoes
within the casing having Interior rounded bearing por-
tions, a wedge adapted to distend the friction shoes, a
drawbar and follower In operative relation to the casing,
and lever members engaging said wedge and follower and
the rounded bearing portions of the friction shoes re-

spectively.

7. A draft gear consisting of a casing, friction shoes
within the casing having Inwardly extending wedge por-
tions at their rear ends, a centrally arranged wedge en-

gaging said portions, lever members engaging the friction

shoes and said wetlge and operable to exert a radial pres-
sore on the friction shoes, a drawbar connected with the
casing, and a resisting element interposed t>etween the
drawbar and said levers.

[Claims 2, 4 to 6, and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,112. HORSE-RAKE. Jobbph Dain, Mollne. 111.,

and Jamis Macphail, Davenport. Iowa, aaaignora, by
mesne assignments, to Deere & Company, Mollne, 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Jane 9. 1913. Serial

No. 772.569. (CI. 56—65.)

1. In a horse rake, the combination of a rocking rake-

head, stab axles at each end thereof, wheels Journaled on

aid axles and having Internally toothed babt. two re-

versible dump rods in line with each other and substan-
tially parallel with the rake bead and having like outer
right angular ends adapted tu engage the Internally
toothed bubs, a casting hinged centrally to the rake-head
and having oppositely disposed recesses, like inner right
angular ends on the dump rods to engage with said re-

cesses, means to retain said dump rods in said recesses

Independently of each other, either one of said damp rod*
being removable without affecting the operation of the
other dump rod.

> •

2. In a horse rake, the combination of a rocking rake-
head, supporting wheels Journaled on stub axles on the
rake-head and having internally toothed hubs, two re-

versible dump rods substantially parallel with the rake-

head and having like right anKUlar ends, a casting piv-
oted centrally on the rake-b<-ad and having oppositely
disposed recesses, the outer right angular ends of the
dump rods adapted to engage with the Internal teeth of

the wheel hubs, each of the Inner right angular ends of

the dump ro<ls held in the recesses of said cnating by a
pin. said pins being removable to withdraw either of said
dump rods without affecting the operation of the remain-
ing damp rod.

1,223,113. ADJUSTABLE SPACING COLlAR. Johs M.
Davie, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed July 1, 1916. Serial

No. 107,020. (CL 74—8.)

.A**

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a pair of collars, one collar having an annalar
flange provideil with an exterior screw thread, and the
other collar having an annular flange provided with an
interior screw thread, the diameters of the flanges t>eing

such that the Interiorly screw threaded flange will receive

the exteriorly screw threaded flange, and a l>and carried
by one of the collars and arranged to overlap the flange
on the other collar, the exterior surface of said band
being beveled downwardly and provided on the beveled
portion with a series of graduations.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of two collars adapted to fit on the spindle of a
machine, one of said collars being provided with means to

prevent its rotation on the spindle, said collars carrying
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correspondingly t-rrew threade<l male and female members,
and a band mounted on one of Kald collars and provided
with a series of graduations arranged on the surface of
said hand for the puri>ose Ket forth.

1,225.114. VENTILATING F.XBTBNER. Do.\ M. Davis,
HouHtoo. Tex., and Thomas J. U.m>cuwoud, Kansas
City. Mo. FUed Apr. 29, 1916. Serial No. 94,368.
tCI. 24—152.)

1. \ ventllatlnu' fastener cnmprlHing a staple provlde<l
with a \entllatln;; opening through its head portion, and
• bead m»ml>er molded to said bead' portion of the staple,
said mend»er providing a tree air passage through said
opening and having a barrel portion extending partly
along the legy of the staple.

2. .\ ventilatinc fastener comprising a head member
formed with a head portion and a barrel portion pro-
vlde<l with n ventilatlqg passage extending axlally through
said portions, said barrel portion being formed with
grooves in the opposite Bides thereof, and a pair of clench-
ing prongs secured to said heart portion and extending
through said grooves and beyond the end of said barrel
portion.

3. A ventilating fastener comprising a staple provided
with a ventilating passage through Its head portion, and
a head member molde<l about said head portion to form
an enlarged head portion and a barrel portion extending
within the legs of the staple and provide*! with exterior
grooves for receiving said legs and permitting outwanl
spreading thtreof.

1,225,115. SPRING AND FRAME SUPPORTER FOR
MOTOR VEHICLES. Joseih Dottl, Madison. Wis.
aaaiiinor to The Dottl Manufacturing Company, Madi-
son. Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Nov. 16,
191«I. Serial .No. 181,724. (CL 267—17.)

//• XJ' ^

v^ >

1. A vehicle body supporting bolster extending trans-
versely of the wheel base and having parallel longitudinal
flanges extending downwardly therefrom, and an arched
body supporting main spring centrally secured to the
bolsttt and terminally connected with the axle housing,
In combination with auxiliary supporting units Inter-

pose<l between the bolster ends and snld spring, each unit
consisting of a spring embodying a plurality of convolu-
tions, an upper urm fixedly secureti to the body of the
bolster between the flanges thereof, and a lower arm
•dapteil to rest upon the body supporting spring and to
engage the adjacent clip of the bo<iy supporting spring.

2. A vehicle body supporting bolster extending trans-
erMly of the wheel base and having parallel longitudinal
flanges extending downwardly therefrom, and an arched

238 O. G.—2«

bo<ly supporting main spring centrally secured to the
bolster and terminally connecte<l with the axle housing.
In combination with auxiliary supporting units interposed
between the bolster ends and said spring, each unit con-
sisting of a spring embodying a plurality of convolutions,
an upper arm flxe<l secured to the tKj<ly of the bolster
between the flanges thereof, and a lower arm adapted to
rest upon the body supporting spring and to engage the
adjacent clip of the body supporting spring, said sup-
porter being so related to the bolster and body supporting
i-pring as to transfer a portion of the load of the vehicle
from the central portion of the botly supporting spring to
II point adjacent to one end of said body supporting
spring.

3. In combination, an axle housing, a bolster extending
longitudinally thereof, an arche<l body-supporting main
spring centrally secured to the bolster and terminally
ronnected with the axle housing, and additional springs
through which a portion of the load on the bolster is
transmitted to the main spring, said additional springs
each including a body portion which extends out beyond
the corresponding end portion of the bolster and other
portions which extend from said body portion toward a
vertical plane through the center of the axle housing at
right angles to the axle thereof.

4. In combination, an axle housing, a bolster extending
longitudinally thereof. ;in arched b< dy-supportiuK main
spring centrally secured to the bolster and terminally
connected with the axle housing, and jidditional springs
through which a po. tlon of the load on the bolster is trans-
mitted to the main spring, said additional springs each
Including a bc>dy portion and end portions extending from
the body portion, said end portions lying substantially
in the longitudinal vertical plane through the axle
housing.

5. In combination, a pair of wheels, a bolster substan-
tially above and extending longitudinally of the common
axis of said wheels, means for transmitting loads from
said bolster to said wheels, said means IncJudlng an arched
main spring centrally secured to said bolster, and addi-
tional springs oi>eratlvely connected to the corresponding
ends of the bolster, said additional springs each including
a body portion and end portions extending from the body
portion and lying substantially In the longitudinal ver-
tical plane through the common axis of the wheels.

(Claims to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,116. GOGGLES. Locis Dixkelsbeks, New Tork,
N. Y. Filed Nov. 17, 1916. Serial No. 131,851. (CL
2—149.)

2. A goggle comprising two flexible sections overlapping
each other at their Inner ends and pivotally united at
their overlapping ends and adapted to fold in a single
plane, each of said sections having an integral cup-shaped
portion pressed outward from the central portion thereof
terminating in an inward annular extension, a lens fitted

In each cup and seated against said extension, and a sec-

tion of an adjustable securing band riveted to the outer
end portion of eacH of said flexible sections.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,117. VERTICAL - FEED ATTACHMENT FOB
TURNING-LATHES. Dix Dc.vlai', La Junta. Colo.
FlU-d June 30. 1914. Serial No. 848,241. (CL 82—34.)
In an attachment for turning lathes the combination

with a tool glide, of a ba.se detachable- Interlocking with
the slide and having its upper face l)elow the upper face
of the slide, bolts engaged through the base, a hollow
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cylindrical meml>er having Its lower end engaging the

base and its upper end closed, said bolt passing through
the closed upper end of the cylindrical member, a second

cylindrical member telescoplcally engaged over the first

cylindrical member and provided with a longitudinal slot,

said set'ond cylindrical member having Its upper end

/»<.

v?o -Hi
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blades sectired to said 11p« and said plate, each blade bent
at an angle to the plate and laterally above Its adjacent
lip and then upwardly to form pockets for said plate, each
blade extending beyond the end of said coce and having
a shoulder projecting downwardly over the end of said
cone, a sleeve siotte<l in one face to receive said shoulders
and contacting wltli the said cone, and merns on the
sleeve for fastening the same to the shaft.

1.225,123. MAIL RACK. Thomas V. Oallaghm. Lead-
vlUe. Colo. Filed July 31, 1916. SerUl No. 112.358.
(CT. 211—36.)

1. Means for binding mall packages Including supports
paced apart a sufficient distance to permit a mall package
to be inserted between the same, and an elasti.. cruciform
binder having one of Its loopw engaged upon the sup-
ports and held open thereby to receive the mail package,
aid package in its Insertion being fitted within one end
of the other binder loop, the other end of the latter loop
being extended around the opposite end of the envelop
pack, whereby when the pack is removed from between
the supports, the binder is likewise disengaged from the
supports with the binder loops extending around the pack-
age in intersecting relation to each other.

2. Means for binding mall packages including pairs of
supporting pins spaced apart a sufllclent distance to per-
mit an envelop pack to be Inserted between them, and an
elastic binder consisting of two continuous bands secured
to each other in Intersecting relation, one of said bands
being engaged upon the spaced pairs of pins and held
open thereby to receive the envelop pack, said pack In its
Insertion being engaged within one end of the other elas-
tic band, the other end of the latter band being disposed
over one pair of pins and adapted to be withdrawn there-
from and engaged over the other end of the envelop pack,
whereby when the envelop pack Is withdrawn, the elastic
binder is disengaged from the p'ns with the bands extend-
ing at right angles to each other and around the envelop
iwck.

1.225,124. PUMP. CHAHLig A. Gshmas. New York.
N. Y.. and James W. Higfies. Narberth. Pa., assignors,
by direct and mesne assignments, to Oehmau Pump Com-
pany. Phoenix. Arlx.. a Corporation of Arizona. Filed
Feb. 8, 1915. Serial No. 6.543. (CI. 221—103.)
1. The combination. In a measuring apparatus, of a

erles of registers, a pivotally mounted swinging bar,
means for moving the said swinging bar to aline with any
one of the registers, a pumping device, a plurality of meas-
uring stops Interposed between the pumping device and
the swinging bar, means for moving the swinging bar so
as to actuate a given register through the medium of the
pump operating device, and a brake for stopping the pump-
ing device through the medium of said swinging bar.

2. The conWiinatlon of a cylinder, a pump plunger, a
pumping device connected to the plunger, a series of reg-
isters, selective means comprising a pivoted swinging bar
movable to a plurality of positions and actuated by the
pumping device to actuate any one of the registers, and
adjustable stops carried by the pump'ng device for con-
trolling the amount of liquid delivered and the actuation
of the swinging bar.

3. The combination of a casing, registering mechanism
carried thereby, a pump, a rack rod vertically movable in
the casing and connected to the pump wberehy the latter
may be operated, a plurality of adjustable stops carried by
the rack rod. a register operating member comprising a
swinging bar adapted to be moved into registry with any
one of said stops, a pinion In engagement with the rack
rod. means for operating the same in both directions, a
swinging frame on the same axis as said pinion, auxiliary
pinions carried by said frame alHJve and below the rack-
rod operating pinion and adapted to be thrown into en-
gaffunent with the rack rod. and connectlon.s between said
wlaglng frame and the swinging bar whereby an auxiliary
pinion will be thrown Into engagement with the rack rod
at the end of each movement of the latter.

4. The combination, in a measuring apparatus, of a
casing, a pump, a plunger in said pump, a rod carrying
said plunger, a rack ro<l vertically movable In the casing
and connected to the plunger rod. a pinion for operating
said rack roil, means for operating said pinion, means for
stopping the movement of said rack rod. a swinging bar
operatlvely connected with said rack-red, and means for
locking the rack rod stopping means through said swing-
ing rod.

6. The combination, In a measuring apparatus, of a
rack-rod. a plunger operating pump rod connected there-
with, a cylinder, a pumping device including a plunger
mounted In the cylinder and operatlvely connected to tb«
rack-rod. a series of registers, means carried by the rack-
rod for predetermining the discharge movement of the
same ; said pumping device discharging liquid on the up-
ward movement of the rack-rod and plunger connected
thereto, and a swinging bar movable into aiinement with
any one of said registers and actuated by the rack-rod to
operate the respective registers ; said bar coiiperating
with the means for limiting the upward movement of the
rack-rod.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1.225,125. ELECTRIC CABLE CLAMP. Monboe Gui
Hartford, Conn., assignor to The Hart k Hegeman Man-
ufacturing Company. Hartford. Conn., a Corporation of
Connecticut. Flle<i Apr. 24. 1913. Serial No. 763.272.
(CI. 247—1.)
As a new article of manufacture a cable clamp formed

up to shape from a single piece of sheet metal, and com-
prising at one t-nd a tubular part so formed as to leave
.1 longitudinal slot, and at the other end a flat longitu-
dinally extending arm. the outer end of the tubular por-
tion having screw-recelvlng apertures and slotte<l circum-
ferentlally for a short distance to provide an elastic clamp
for engagement with a cable armor, the tubular portion
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near Its Inner end being provided with an Inwardly pro-
jecting clrcumferentUl bead with a smooth rounding sur-
face for engagement with the unarmored cable without

member bent at right angles thereto and then parallel
therewith to form a clasp for receiving the shank of the
complementary member, the outer end of said last named
flange being beveled at lU ends to facilitate the engaging
and disengaging of the members and being provided with
a bead-like keeper.

cutting the insulation, the end of the arm harini? a key
slot to permit of Its being slid under the head of a clamp-
ing member.

1.226.126. RETAINING CLAMP FOR DEMOUNTABLE
RIMS. LociB B. HAavBT, Walter HoaNBBCK, and
Bbaaik BiBiNoia, Sacramento. Gal. Filed Apr. 20,
11»1G. Serial No. 92.402. (CI. 152—21.)

1.225.128. ROPE -MEASURING DEVICE. Sblmib H.
Hbimark, Hawley. Minn. Filed Apr. 12. 1916. Serial
No. 90.679. (CI. 33—134.)

1. A retaining clamp for automobile rims comprising
the combination with a felly, a pair of V-shaped clamps
carried by the felly, a rim. depending members on the
rim. such members being shaped to fit closely into the
inner vertexes of the V shaped clamps whereby the Inner
sides of the cUmps will engage and support the outer
Ides and lower edges of the depending members.

2. A retaining clamp for demountable rims comprising
the combination with a felly, of a V-shaped flange pro-
>ctlng on one side of the felly, an annular ring remov-
ably mounted on the opposite side of the felly, a V-shapeil
flange similar to the first named flange carried by said
ring, a rim, projecting members on the rim, the edges of
aid projecting members fitting squarely against one side
of the V-shaped flanges, the outer sides of said projecting
members fitting squarely against the other sides of said
V-«haped flanges.

1,226.127. CONNECTOR FOR CIRCUIT WIRES. Lbwib
W. Hbath, Hastings, Mich. Filed Aug. 2. 1915. SerlaJ
No. 43,174. (O. 173—368.)

1. A device of the class described, comprising a pair of
sheet metal members each having a shank portion pro-
vided with a laterally extending flange turned back par-
allel to and spaced from said shank to form a hook-like
clamp, the clasp of one member being adapted to receive
the shank of the other when It is presented laterally
thereto, the bills of the clasps being provided with keep
ers and beveled at their ends to facilitate the engaging
and dlsengatdng of the members.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a pair
of members each having a flat shank member with oppo
sitely extending curved flanges extending from one end
thereof and forming a wire clip, and a third flange ex
tending from one side of the opposite end of said shank

1. A rope measuring device of the character stated com-
prising the following elements in combination ; an open
bottom casing having base members for mounting the
same upon a counter or other base, each end of the cas
Ing having a guide slot, a bottom member that extends
across the casing from one end guide slot to the guide
Blot at the opposite end, the said bottom member being
hinged to the casing near one of its ends for swinging
In the vertical plane, an upper rope guide roller, a shaft
upon which the roller is fixedly mounted, the said shaft
having bearings at the opposite ends In the opposite aides
of the casing, one end of the shaft being formed for re-
ceiving an operating crank, a drive gear on the other end,
an Indicator dial mounted on one side of the casing, trans-
mission gearing for connecting the dial and the drive
gear on the upper rope guide roller, a lower rope guide
roller Journaled in the hinged bottom member, a tension
device tending to normally hold the rope that passes
through the casing and between the upper and lower
rollers In frlctlonal contact with the upper roller, whereby
to rotate the said upper roller as the rope Is pulled
through the casing.

2. A rope measuring device, that comprises an open
bottom casing adapted to be attached to a suitable base,
an upper roUer transversely Journaled In the casing and
having a shaft that extends beyond the side of the casing,
a bottom member in the lower end of the casing that
extends across the casing and under the upper roller, the
said member being hlngeably connected at one end to the
casing and having said end shaped to form a guide for
the rope to be measured, a lower rope guiding roller Jour-
naled on the said bottom member, means for holding the
said bottom member under tension to press the lower
roller up against the upper roller, an indicator dial, a
stub shaft projected from one side of the casing, a dial
gear slldably mounted on the said stub shaft and trans-
mission gearing that connects the dial gear with the
driven gear on the upper roller shaft and meMns on the
stub shaft tending to normally hold the dial gear in mesh
with the transmission gearing.

3. In a measuring device of the character described ; a
casing that ln<ludes opposite side members spaced apart,
a relatively fixedly located upper rope engaging roller
held between the aforesaid side members, a bottom rope
engaging roller yieldingly supported between the side
frame members to hold the rope under tension against the
top roller, an indicator dial, a transmission gear driven
by the rope engaging roller as the rope Is pulled between
the opposite rollers, the said gearing Including a dial
gear slldably and loosely mounted whereby It can be
shifted on Its bearing to turn freely backward, and means
tending to normally hold the said dial gear In mesh with
the transmission gearing.

.K
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1.226.129. PROCESS OF MIXING CEMENT MORTAR.
MORGA.N T. HocHSTRA-ssKR, OalnesvlUf, Fla. Filed
Jaly 25, 1918. Serial No. 111,158. (CT. 83—78.)
The process of mixing cement mortar and concrete

which consists In gifting finely comminuted cement Into
an excess of water, to form a colloidal mass, draining off

the excess water, and Anally mixing the colloidal mass
with the coarser ingredlMits of the concrete.

1,226,130. PEDAL • LOCK FOR AUTOMOBILES.
AOOLPH B. HO«FELM.*N and EENST O. HOErSLMAN,
Platte Center, Nebr. Filed Dec. 23, 1916. Serial No.
138,539. (CL 70—126.)

A safety pedal lock of the class described consisting ol

a pair of fiat elongated members, one of said flat memt>er8
formed with a right angular extension having its outer
end slotted, said flat member having Its opposite end
thickened and provided with a transverse slot, and also

baring that portion between its ends widene«l and pro-

vided with a recess extending In longitudinally from one
side to provide a longitudinally extending finger, the

other of said flat elongated members having a longitudinal

extension at one end plvotally mounte<l In the slotted

outer end of said right angular extension of the first flat

member, and having its opposite end provided with a
right angular tongue dlspose<l oppositely to the extension
of the first flat membor and adapted to project through
said slotted thickened portion, said second flat member
also having recesses In its inner longitudinal edge, and
means for securing said right angular tongue in said

slotted thickened end portion of the first fiat member.

1,225,181. MACHINE FOR MAKING PAPER BOX-
BLANKS. Horace Inman and Frank M. Joslin,
Amsterdam. N. Y., assignors to Inman Manufacturing
Company, Incorporated, Amsterdam. N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed July 29, 1912. Serial No.
712,180. (Q. 93—68.)

1. In a machine of the class de8crlt>ed, the combination
of mechanism for forming and continuously moving •
heavy substantially non-flexible web, printing mechanism
and reciprocating cn-asing and dieing mechanisms, said
printing and creasing and dieing mechanisms b«lng
adapted to operate on the web while the latter is in
motion and in a damp or moist condition.

2. In a machine of the cla.s8 described, the 'combination
of mechanisni for forming and continuously moving at a
uniform velocity, a heavy substantially non-flexible web,
printing mechanism and reciprocating creasing and dieing
mechanisms, said printing and creasing and dieing mecha-
niams being adapte<l to operate on the web while the
latter Is in motion and In a damp or moist condition.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of mechanism for forming and continuously moving a
heavy substantially non-flexible web and reciprocating
creasing and dieing mechanisms, said creasing and dieing

mechanisms being adapted to operate on the web whll*
the latter Is In motion and In a damp or moist condition.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combinatloa
of mechanism for forming and continuously moving at a
substantially uniform velocity a heavy substantially non-
flexible web. and reciprocating creasing and dieing mectan-
nlsros, said creasing and dieing mechanisms being adapted
to operate on the web while the latter is in motion and in

a damp or moist condition.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of mechanism for forming a heavy substantially non-
flexible web, reciprocating creasing and dieing mechanisms
operable on the web in a damp or moist condition, and
means for moving the web through said mechanisms con-
tinuously and at a uniform velocity.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaiette.J

1,225,182. ATTACHMENT FOR STEEL SQUARES AND
THE LIKE. JoHif H. Johmson, Omaha. Nebr. Flle^l

May 2, 1916. Serial No. 94,976. (CI. 33—88.)

1. An attachment for steel squares and the like, com-
prising a bar having two alined sections united by a tele-

scoping engagement ; a spirit level mounted on one of the
sections ; and terminal Junction memt>ers, pivoted to the
ends of the l>ar respectively, and adapter! to engage tk*
limbs of the square.

2. An attachment of the specified class, comprising two
telescoping tube* ; a level mounted on one of the tube* la
parallellam therewith ; and Junction members carried by
the tubes respectively for engagement with a steel square
or the like.

3. An attachment of the specified class, comprising two
alined sections united by a telescoping engagement ; •
level carried by one of the sections ; and terminal Junc-
tion memt>ers pivoted to the sections respectively.

4. An attachment of the specified class, comprising a
bar of variable length ; a spirit level carried thereby ; and
terminal Junction members pivoted to the bar and having
Index fingers.

5. An attachment of the specified class, comprising a
bar having a level carried thereby ; and terminal clamp*
pivoted to the bar and provided with Index fingers.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,133. 8KLFCLEANING CURRYCOMB. 0«car O.
JoNBs. Ontonagon, Mich. Filed Apr. 11. 1916. Serial
No. 90.462. (O. 119—88.)

A curry-comb, comprising In combtnatloo. a two-armed
spring handle having upper and lower arms, a rectangu-
lar frame carried by the lower arm. a plurality of scraper
blades having their ends connected to said frame and
spacing its sides apart, said blades having overturned
flanges which real on said frame, divergent extenalona on
the free end of the upper arm and having their ends over-
lying the corners of the rectangular frame, the extenslona
being also bent downwardly substantially at the point ot
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divergence Into parallel relation to aaid rectangular frame,
pairs of cleaning blades secured across said extensions

and embracing said scraper blades, and diagonally pro-

jected brace members extending from said upper arm to

the outermost cleaning blade.

1,225.134. COMPUTING ATTACHMENT FOR DIAL-
SCALES. Wbslbv Cokhv Jo.vrs, Portland, Oreg. Filed

Sept. 28, 1914. Serial No. 863,907. (CI. 78—104.)

1. A computing attachment for dial scales, comprising
oppositely extending interfitting rings forming a housing,

said rings having registering cut away portions for the

reception of projecting parts of scales, a glass carried by
one of the rings, a face plate carried by the other ring,

said face plate having a radial slot, a marker extending
across the slot and adjustable relative thereto, and a
computing dial within the bousing for attachment to the

Index arbor of the scales.

2. A computing attachment for dial scales, comprising
a cylindrical housing made up of opposed interfitting rings

having registering cut away portions for the reception of

projecting parts of the scales contained within the hous-

ing, a glass carried by one of the rings, a face plate car-

ried by the other ring and having a radial slot, spacing

elements extending from said face plate for engaging one

side of scales contained within the housing, a marker ex-

tending along and adjustable across the slot, and a com-
puting dial within the housing for attachment to the in-

dex arbor of scales within the housing.

3. The combination with dial scales Including an index

arbor, said scales having oppositely extending projecting

portions, of a computing attachment comprising a bous
Ing detachably mounted upon and concentric with the

scales, said bousing consisting of opposed interfitting

rings movable together from opposite sides of the scales

to bouse the scales, a glass carried by one of the rings,

a slotted face plate carried by the other ring, a marker
extending across and adjustable relative to the slot in the

face plate, and a computing dial secured to the index arbor

of the scales, and means for boldioK the face plate at a

fixed distance from the computing dial, the rings of the

bousing being provided with registering cut away por-

tions for the reception of the projecting parts of the

•cales.

1,226,136. PAWL-LOCKINO MECHANISM FOR PAWL-
CARRTINO LEVERS. Hbnrt Josbphbon, Cleveland,

Ohio. FUed Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No. 134.262. (Cl.

74—39.)

1. The combination, with a suitably xupported lever, a

suitably applied rack, a rod arranged longitudinally and
shlftable endwise of the lever and provided at one end
with a pawl which engages the rack in one position of

the rod, and a spring acting to retain said rod in said

position, said rod being provided at Its other end with a

head which is exposed exteriorly of the lever and has a

lateral slot enlarged at one end, of a suitably supported
endwise shlftable bolt arranged at an angle to said rod

and having its body abutting against said bead at one
side of the head and inoperative In the aforesaid position

of the rod, said body being arranged to engage the en-

largement of the slot and thereby lock the rod upon the

actuation of the rod in the direction required to disen-

gage the pawl from the rack, and a spring acting to re

tain the bolt in Its locking position.

t
2. The combination, with a lever, a rack, a rod ar

ranged longitudinally and shlftable endwise of the lever

and provided at one end with a pawl which engages the

rack In one position of the rod, and means acting to re

tain said rod in said position, said rod being provided at

its other end with a head which is exposed exteriorly of

the lever and has a slot extending laterally through the

bead and enlarged at one end, of an endwise shlftable bolt

arranged at an angle to the rod and having its body abut-

ting against said head at one side of the head and inop-

erative In the aforesaid position of the rod. said body be-

ing arranged to engage the enlargement of the slot and
thereby lock the rod upon the actuation of the rod In the

direction required to disengage the pawl from the rack,

and means acting to retain the bolt In its locking position,

said bolt having means for actuating the bolt from Its

locking position Into its inoperative position.

3. The combination, with a suitably supported lever, a

suitably supported rack, a rod arranged Internally and
longitudinally and shlftable endwise of the lever and pro-

vided at one end with a pawl which engages the rack In

one position of the rod, and a spring acting to retain said

rod in said position, said rod being provided at its other
end with a head which Is exposed exteriorly of the lever

and provided with a slot extending laterally through the

head and having a lateral enlargement at one end of the

slot, of a suitably supported endwise shlftable bolt ar-

ranged at an angle to said rod and having Its body abut
ting against said head at one side of the head and inop-

erative in the aforesaid position of the rod, said body t)e

ing arranged to engage the enlargement of the slot and
thereby lock the rod upon the actuation of the rod in the
direction required to disengage the pawl from the rack,

and a spring acting to retain the bolt In Its locking posi-

tion, said bolt having means instrumental In actuating

the bolt from Its locking position into its Inoperative posi-

tion.

4. The combination, with a suitably supported upright

lever, a suitably applied segmental rack arranged at one
side of the lower portion of said lever and having its

teeth arranged at its under side, a rod nrrangtH] Inter-

nall.v and longitudinally and shlftable endwise of the le-

ver and provided at its lower end with a pawl which en-

gages the rack In the upper position of the rod, and a

spring acting to retain said rod in said position, said rod
t>elng provided at Its upper end with a head which Is ex-
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posed at the upper extremity of tb« 1*t*t and provided
with a slot extendint; laterally throngb the head and har
log a lateral enlargement at the upper extremity of one
end of the slot, of a aultably aupported endwise sbiftable
bolt arranged BUl)stantlany at a right anile to said rod
and having a body abutting agaln<«t the aforeMld head at
one side of the head in the upper position of the rod, said
body b<'ing arranged to engage the enlargement of the
slot and ther^-by lock the rod In the lower position of the
rod. a spring acting to retain the bolt In its locking poel-
tlon. and means instrumental In actuating the bolt from
its locking Into Its Inoperative poaltloa.

5. The combination, with a suitably supported lever, a
suitably applied segmental rack, a rod arranged longitudi-
nally and shiftable endwise of the lever and provided at
one end with a pawl which engages the rack In one posi-
tion of the rod. and a spring acting to retain said rod In

said position, said rod being provided at its other end with
a head which is exposed at the exterior of the lever and
provided with a slot extending laterally through the head
and having a lateral enlargement at one end of the slot,

of a suitably supported endwise shiftable bolt arranged
substantially at a right angle to said rod and having a
body abutting against the aforesaid head at one side of
the head in the aforesaid position of the rod. said body
being arranged to engage the enlargt-ment of the slot and
thereby lock the ro<l upon the actuation of the rod In the
direction required to disengage the pawl from the rack,
and a spring acting to retain the bolt In Its locking posi-

tion, the body of the bolt having a stem which extends
through the slot and externally of the lever in either poal
tlon of the bolt.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225,13fl SOUNTVINTENSIFYING DEVICE FOR TELE
PHONES. Hi:rKT J. Kastxbb. Daytoa. Ohio, filed
Feb. 7. Idl6. Serial No. 7«.575. (CI. 17»— 147.)

1. In a device of the character described, a support com-
prising a pivoted bracket having seats spaced apart to re-
ceive and snpport a telephone receiver, a sound Inteuslflcr
mounted on said pivoted bracket in a normally fixed posi-
tion adjai.-ent to one of said seats, and yieldable device
mounted on said bracket to hold said receiver against
lengthwise movement away from said sound Intenslfler
and arrani:e<l to permit said receiver to be moved trans-
versely away from said bracket.

2. In a device of the character described, a support hav-
ing a seat for a telephone receiver, said seat having means
to hold said receiver against lengthwise movement la one
direction, means to hold said receiver against lengthwise
movement in the other direction, and a sound intenslfler
mounted on said support In a normally fixed position rela-
tive to said sent.

3. In a device of the character described, a support hav-
ing a seat for a telephone receiver, said seat having a part
to limit the lengthwise movement of said receiver in one
direction, a resilltnt clip mounted on said support to en
gage said receiver and hold the same normally against
movement away from said part on said seat, and a sound

Intenslfler mounted on said snpport la a normally fixed
position relatively to said sent.

4. In a device of the character described, a support hav-
ing a seat for the head of a receiver and having a part to
.nKage said receiver at a point removed from said head.
a sound intenslfler mounted on said support with one end
adjacent to said seat, and a yieldable device carried by
said seat to hold said receiver against longitudinal move-
ment away from said sound Intenslfler. said yieldable de-
vice being arranged to permit said receiver to be moved
transversely Into and out of engagement with said sup-
port.

5. In a device of the character described, a support hav-
ing a curved seat to receive the lower portlcn of the head
of a receiver and having a part to engag> said receiver
at a point removed from said head, a sound intenslfler
mounted on said support with one end adjacent to said
seat, and a resilient clip carried by said support and ar-
ranged to engage the lower portion of the head of said
receiver when the latter la on said seat to hold the re-
ceiver against longitudinal movement away from said
sound Intenslfler. the arrangement of said seat and said
clip being suck as to permit said receiver to be moved
transversely Into and out of engagement with the end of
said sound intenslfler.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1,225.137. INFLATING DEVICE. Gbobge Keith, Sheri-
dan. 111. Filed Aug. 3. 1916. Serial No. 112.978.
(O. 162—11.)

1. An Inflating device comprising a pump having one
end poaltloned against the hub of a wheel and projectii^
radially therefrom, said ewl haviuK recessed opposite
sides adapted to engage the adjacent spokes of the wheel,
screw threads on the opposite end of said pump, an Inter-
nally threaded cap member operatlvely engaging; said end
and adapted to connect the outlet of the pump with the
air valve of said wheel to secure said pump In position,
and pump actuating means carried by said wheel.

2. .\n Inflating device comprising a pump adapted to be
detachably connected to a vehicle wheel to Inflate the
tire thereof, an eccentric adapted to t>e mounted on the
hub of said wheel, means to operatlvely connect said
ec^centrlc and pump, and an anchoring rod comprising
two sections, one of said sections hinged to the eccentric
and extending to a point in the direction of the guard of
said wheel, and the other section extending downwardly
through said guard, an enlarged head on the upper end
positioned alwve said guard and the lower end of said
•section slldably engaging the adjacent end of the first

mentioned section.

1,226,138. CANDY-PULLING MACHINE. John E.
KxacHT, Batavia, 111. FUed Aug. 81. 1916. Serial No.
117.881. (CI. 107—30.)
1. In combination a shaft adapted to be constantly ro-

tated, a crank arm bearing a pin, adapted to be rotated
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by said shaft, a second shaft adapted to be rotated inter-
mittently, a double crank arm on said shaft, said arm
having a pair of diametrically spaced pins thereupon, and
means for causing said second shaft alternately to ap-
proach toward and recede from said first shaft

2. In combination a single pin crank arm adapted to be
constantly rotated, a double pin crank arm adapted to be
Intermittently rotated and means for causing said second
crank arm alternately to approa< h and recede with re-
spect to said flrst crank arm. said second crank arm being
routed while approaching said flrst crank arm.

3. In combination a single pin crank arm adapted to be
constantly rotated on a stationary ails, a double pin
crank arm mounted on a movable axis and adapted to be
routed at a greater spe«>d than said single crank arm and
means for causing said pin of the single crank arm to
pass between the pins of the double crank arm.

4. In c-omblnation. a single pin crank arm adapted to be
constantly rotated and mounted on a stationary axis, a
double pin crank arm adapted to be intermittently rotated
and mounted on a movable axis, the single pin crank
passing between the pins of the dor' le crank, means to
route both the single and double

1 In crank arm and
means to rectUinearly move said double crank away from
the single crank during a cessation of movement of said
double crank, said double crank being retume<l toward
the single crank along the same path.

5. In combination a single pin crank arm adapted to be
constantly rotated, a double pin crank arm of approxi-
mately the same radius adapted to be rotated at a greater
speed than said single crank nrm. means for causing said
pin of the single crank arm to pass between the pins of
the double crank arm and means for Imparting a relative
motion of translation to one of said crank arms with
re8pe<t to the other.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.139. IJALLOOX. .Toun Kor2«.m«W8Ki, Toledo
Ohio. Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial No. 126.879.
244—1.)

(CI.

A device of the class described comprising a gas bag
Inflated with gas. a carriage suspended thereby, a pro-

peller and motor mechanlam therefor supported by said
carriage, a clock mechanism and casing therefor supported
within said carrlaae beneath said gas bag. a cylinder
supporte<l by said clock casing, a tensloned projectile
within said cylinder, a sliding pin supported by said clock
casing, a cam supporto<l by said clo<k casing and means
operated by the clock mechanism for shifting the cam
into engagement with the said pin whereby the pin la

caused to engage the projectile to release the same from
the cylinder for puncturing the gas bag.

1.226,140. MANIFOLDING APPARATUS. Albbet
KMjkVTH, Hamilton. Ohio. Filed Feb. 27, 1913. Serial
No. 751.046. (CI. 211—31.)

1. An autographic register comprising a pair of oppo-
sitely disposed aperiured side frames, a spring member
secured to one side frame extending radUlly to its aper-
ture, and provided with a journallng boss on its free
end. a spring member on the second side frame extending
radially toward the aperture of the side frame, an exten-
sion rod secured to said spring member extended toward
the opposing spring member and accessible from the ex-
terior through the apertur*. and a Journallng boss upon
the free end of said extension rod axlally alining with the
aforesaid opposing Journallng boss.

2. A machine of the nature disclosed combining a pair
of oppositely disposed side frames, a spring metal arm
secured to each side frame, one thereof having a disk-
shaped Journal boss secured to its free end. a lateral ex-
tension secured to the second arm provided with a dlsk-
shapefl Journallng boss in a coincident axial plane with
said opposing boss.

3. A machine of the nature disclosed combining a pair
of oppositely disposed side frames, a laterally yielding
Journal on one of said side frames, a spring ineUl arm
on the opposite frame, a disk-shaped Journallng boss
mounted on said arm remotely therefrom, and a rigid
bearing slldably supporting the axis of safd boss.

1.226,141. EGG-CARRIER. Fehdinand Khonbnbkrgbh.
Brooklyn, N. Y., a.sslgnor to Frederic B. Clark, Engle-
wood. N. J. Filed Aug. 9. 1918, Serial No. 783,868.
Renewed Feb.. 1, 1917. Serial No. 146,001. (Q.
229-^29.)

^^'c

1. Ad article carrying package comprising a top mem-
ber, a l)ottom member, and Incasing means separate from
both said members, each member embodylnr a web pro-
vided with rows of pocket forming portlors and with a
plurality of stays positioned at impwforate parts of the
web and intermediate the pocket forming portions, cer-
tain of said stays extending In one dlre<tlon and other
stays extending In a direction transverse to the first stays
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and crowing or Intersecting thcrcwltk, aald members be-

ing positioned In opposing relation to each other and with

the pocket forming portions of one member in register

with the similar portions of the other member, the stays

of the upper member being In contact with a wall of said

Incasing means, and the crossing stays of the other mem-
ber being In contact with another wall of said incasing

means, whereby the pressure of said Incasing means is

communicated by the stays to the webs of the respective

members for exerting pressure upon the articles contained

between said webs without bending or deflecting the

webs\t points Intermediate the pockets therein.

2. An article carrying package comprising a top mem-
ber, a bottom member, and an Incasing carton separate

from both said memt)er3, said top member and bottom

member being positioned in opposing relation for receiv-

ing articles between them, each member embodying a

web of material provided with stays and with pockets

offset from the plane of the web and positioned interme-

diate said stays, the stays and offset pockets of each mem-
ber projecting from the same surface of the web composing

said member, and said members being assembled for the

corresponding pockets of said two members to register

with each other, the stays of the upper member extending

Into contact with the top of the carton, whereas the

stays of the lower member depend from the web thereof

Into contact with the t)ottom of the carton, whereby the

pressure of the carton is transmitted through the stays

to the webs so as to be applied to the articles retained

within the pockets of said members.

3. An article carrying package comprising an upper

member, a lower member, and an incasing carton separate

from both said members, each member embodying a web
provided with crossing stays and with slitted portions

intermediate said stays, said slitted portions being yield-

able so as to form a group of tongues which He on the

same surface of the web as the stays, said groups of

tongues having a series of article receiving pockets, said

members being assembled in facing relation so that the

pockets of one member are in register with corresponding

pockets of the other member, the yieldable tongues and
stays of the upper memt>er extending at>ove the plane of

the web of said member whereas the tongues and stays

of the lower member depend from the under surface of the

web of said member, said stays of the upper and lower

members being in contact with the top and bottom respec-

tively of the carton, whereby pressure is applied by the

stays to the webs and the tongues to exert pressure upon
the articles positioned between said memt>erB.

4. In an article carrier, a member composed of a web
provided with rows of slitted portions, said web being

creased on a plurality of parallel lines Intermediate said

slitted portions and provided with slots Intersecting with
said creases, said web t>elnir foldable on the crease lines

and thereby forming stays integral with said web, said

stays extending in one direction with respect to the web,
and separate stays Interlocked with the slotted parts of

the Integral stays, said separate stays and integral stays

extending crosswise and lengthwise respectively of the

web and being positioned between the slitted parts of

said web.

5. In an article carrier, a top member comprising a
web provided with pocket-forming portions and with
stays projecting from the web on lines Intermediate said

pocket-forming portions, and a separate bottom member
comprising a web provided with pocket-forming portions

and with stays projecting from said web on lines inter-

mediate said pocket-forming portions, combined with in-

casing means separate from both members, said top

member and bottom member being positioned within the

Incasing means for the stays on the top member and on the
bottom member to contact with the top and t>ottom re-

spectively of said incasing means, whereby said Incasing
means Is adapted to exert pressure against the stays so

that the webs of the top and bottom members operate to

exert pressure upon articles retained between the webs
and within the pocket-forming portions thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.142. EOO-CABBnUL Fbkoinano KBOMaNBBBOBB.
Brooklyn. N. T., assignor to Frederic B. Clark. Engle-

wood. N. J. Piled Aug. 9, 1»13, SerUl No. 783,8«6.
Renewed Feb. 1. 1917. Serial No. 146.002. {Ci.

229—29.)

1. .\n article carrier eml)odylng a plurality of sheets

each sheet t>elng provided with slitted portions and with

stays interm^iate said slitted portions, said sheets being
assembled substantially parallel to each other and for

the slitted portions of one sheet to register with the cor-

responding portions of the next sheet, the stays of said

sheets being interlocked and retaining said sheets In a
connected condition.

2. An article carrier emt^odying a plurality of sheets

each provided with rows of slitted portions and with
stays which are formed by folding the sheet intermediate
the slitted portions, the stays of one sheet t>elng inter-

locked with the stays of the adjacent sheet, and the slitted

portions being In register on the adjacent sheets.

3. An article carrier emtKxlylng a plurality of sheets
each provided with slitted portions adapted to be deflected

from the plane of the sheet and produce a pocket, each
sheet being foldable Intermediate the slitted portions and
producing a plurality of stays, the stays of the adjacent
sheets projecting from the opposing faces thereof and
said stays t>elng Inter-connected for retaining said sheets
In such relation to each other that the slitted portions
thereof are dlsplaceable by contact with articles positioned
Intermediate the sheets.

4. -An article carrier of the class described embodying
a plurality of members provided with stays, the stays of

one member crossing the stays of the other member and
Interlocked therewith, said members having slitted por-

tions positioned intermediate said stays, said slitted por-
tions being yieldable under the pressure of the articles

Introduced therein.

n. An article carrier emt>odylng a plurality of sheets
each folded at Intervals and producing rows of stays, the
stays of one sheet extending in one direction from the
plane of the sheet and the stays of the adjacent sheet ex-

tending In an opposite direction to the flrst named stays,

said sheets being positioned one above the other and the
stays of one sheet being locked to the stays of the next
sheet, said stays operating to retain the two sheets In a
relatively spaced relation for receiving articles between
the sheets and within the cells formed by the Interlocked

stays.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the r.aiette.]

1,225,143. DISPENSING APPARATUS. Isaac KnucK,
Brooklyn, .N. Y. Filed Aug. 10, 1918. SerUl No,
114,112. (a. 211—8.)

1. A dispensing apparatus comprising a stand, a slotted
container pivoted thereto, a flxe<l gate mounted within the
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container, a pivoted ejector extending longitudinally
throng the container, and means for operatlvely con-
necting said pjector to said gate.

2. A dispensing apparatus comprising a stand, a slotted

drum having heads, pivots connecting the drum with the
stand, a fixed gate within the drum, arms that connect
the gate to the pivots, s grooved ejecting member extend-
ing longitudinally through the drum, pivots that connect
said member to the drum heads, and rods that connect
said member to the fixed gate.

1.225.144. CLUTCH MECHANISM FOR TRANSMIS-
SION-GEARINGS. Flotd E. Land. Medford, Oreg.
Filed July 17, 1913. Serial No. 779,619. {CI. 192—9.)

• ^.'^'^^ ^ ^f' "^F

'y^

The combination of a frame, a drive shaft, a driven
shaft disposed adjacent one end of the drive shaft, an
element fixed on each of the drive and driven shafts and
provided with Inner and outer concentrically disposed
teeth, said outer teeth being reversed with relation to
the Inner teeth, a sleeve non rotatably and sUdably mount-
ed on the drive shaft and provided with teeth on each end
for cooperation with the inner teeth of the adjacent ele-

ment to lock said drive shaft selectively to the driven
shaft, a second sleeve non-rotatably and slldably mounted
on each end of the first named sleeve, each second sleeve
being provided with teeth arranged for cooperation with
the outer teeth of the adjacent element, a central cir-

cumscribing flange on the first named sleeve provided
with a circumscribing groove, a yoke rotatably arranged
In said groove, a rod slldably mounted In the frame and
to which said yoke is connected, whereby the sliding
of the rod will effect sliding of the flrjt named sleeve,

and springs encircling the flrst named sleeve and bearing
at their Inner ends against said flange and at their outer
ends against the respective second named sleeves to nor-
mally hold the latter at the limit of their outward move-
ment.

1.225.145. STAKE-HOLDER FOR VEHICLES. Fhancib
M. Lat, Mollne, 111., assignor to The John Deere Wagon
Company. Mollne, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Oct. 8, 1916. Serial No. 128,511. (CT. 21—54.)
1. A stake holder for vehicles comprising a shell having

one side open, a block within the open side, means to
secure said block and shell together to form a holder, and
means to secure said holder to a vehicle.

2. A stake holder for vehicles comprising a shell having
one side open, a block within the open side at the lower
end thereof, a block within the open side adjacent the top
thereof, means to secure both blocks and shell together to
form a holder, and means to secure said bolder to a
vehicle.

3. A stake holder for vehicles comprising a shell having
one side open snd two opposite sides bent outwardly at
the bottom to form a base, a block within the open side at
the lower end having an outwardly extending portion to
form a base, and means to secure said bases to a vehicle.

4. A stake holder for vehicles comprising a shell having

one side open, means secured to the shell on the open
side to form a holder, ring members secured to the open
side of the shell In vertical allnement, and means to secure
the holder to a vehicle.

5. A stake holder for vehicles comprising a shell having
one side open, a block within the open side at the loiter

end thereof, a block within the open side adjacent the top
thereof, means to secure both blocks and shell together,
a ring member secured to the holder and extending out-
wardly of the lower block, a ring member secured to the
holder adjacent the upper block, both rings t>elng in

vertical allnement, nnd means to secure the holder to a
vehicle.

1,225.146. COATING MATERIAL FOR PAPER FOR
PHOTOGRAPHIC USES. Oeobge W. Lkiohton and
Chablis S. Babcock, Chicago. 111. Filed May 10. 1909.
Serial No. 495,167. (O. 95—7.)

1. The herein described coating material for photo-
graphic paper comprising ferric oxalate, a soluble silver

salt, and a soluble mercury salt ; substantially as specified.

2. A surface suitable for photography, having applied
thereto the herein-described sensitive photographic coat-

ing comprising ferric oxalate, a soluble silver salt and a
soluble mercury salt ; substantially as specified.

3. A sensitizing composition for photography, said
composition containing ferric oxalate, a silver salt as
described, and a mercury salt.

4. A photographic paper coated with a solution of ferric

oxalate, a silver salt as described and mercuric oxld, which
is capable of being developed as platinotype paper Is, sub-
stantially as specified.

5. A photographic paper coated with a solution of ferric

oxalate, a silver salt as described and any salt of mer-
cury which is soluble in a solution of ferric oxalate, which
is capable of being developed as platinotype paper is, sub-
stantially as specified.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,147. INSULATOR. Fb«d M. Locke, Victor, N. T.
Filed Sept. 4. 1914. Serial No. 860.160. (CI. 106—12.)
I. An Insulator of high silica content formed by fusing

silicic material with cryolite and boron material to form
a homogeneous body and molding the mass to desired form.

II. A heat resisting glass of low co-efllclent of expan-
sion comprising boron oxld. alumina, a small amount of
an alkali and a relatively large amount of silica and bar-
ing a coefficient of expansion not greater than .0000060.

17. A glass of low expansion coefflclent formed by fus-

ing silicic material, boron material, cryolite and an alkali,
and showing from analysis silica, boric oxld, alumina and
an alkali.

(Claims 2 to 10. 12 to 16. and 18 not printed in the
Gazette.]
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1.225.148. SPRING-CONNECTOR. Thoma* Mahon»t,
Detroit, Mich., ansUDor to Leonard A. Young, Detroit,

Mich. Filed Aug. 31, 1916. Serial No. 117,S»1. (CI.
6—29.)

1. A sprlDg connector comprising a single channel atrip

twisted In .sections »o as to present the channel alter-

nately on opposite sides of the strip.

2. The combination with two or more springs, of a con-

nector In the form of a channel strip twisted In section

so as to present the channel alternately on opposite sides

of the strip and thereby grip oppositely facing coll por-

tions of adjacent i^prlngs.

1,225.149. CARTRUCK. George E. Marbu. Dubuque,
Iowa. Filed Aug. 21. 1915. Serial No. 4«,723. (CI.

105—243.)

1. In a device of the character described, a frame, pro-

Tided with a recess in its onter end, a journal box, an
arm Integral with the frame near its end and said arm
bent at Its lower end under the Journal box. a member,
and means for removably securing said member in the re-

cess in the frame and engaging one side of the Journal

box, said arm and member being entirely disconnected from
each other at their free ends.

2. In a car truric, a side frame provided in its end with

a pair of spaced arms between which the Journal box is

adapted to fit and be held against vertical displacement,

and a removable member on one of said arms and free

from the other arm and adapted to hold the Journal l>ox

from horizontal displacement, the arm to which the re-

movable member Is fitted being provided with a recess,

and the removable member having a lug adapted to fit In

said recess to prevent horizontal displacement of the said

removable member.
3. In a device of the character described, a Journal box.

a frame provided with a recess In Its outer end, a lug on
opposite sides of the recess and said end resting on the

top of the Journal box, an arm connected to the frame at

substantially right angles to the frame and t>ent at its

lower end and engaging one side and a part of the base of

the Journal box. a member provided with a lug and adapt-

ed to rest In the recess in the end of the frame with its

lag between the lugs on the frame, and meuns Including

• safety bolt for securing the member in the recess in the

frame.

1,225.150. COAT-HANGER. Abthcb L. McOdim. 8t
Louis. Mo. Filed Apr. 13, 1914. Serial No. 831.507.

(CL 46—18.)

1. A coat hanger comprising a book having a spherical

enlargement at its end over which the neck portion of the

coat In the region of thp collar Is hung, a movable retain-

ing arm oo5peratlng with said hook, said arm having a
ring at its end in which the spherical enlargement at the

end of the hook is centrally located when the arm Ls in

closed position, the ring t>etng of round cross section and

of relatively larger diameter than the end portion of said
hook to provide clearance to accommodate the thickness
of the cloth, a looking element arranged and adapted to
engage said retaining arm. a key-check holder located In
cooperative relation to said locking element and a key-
check detachably fitted to said holder and arranged and
adapted to release said locking element from !«ald retain-
ing arm.

2. A coat hanger comprising a body portion, a hook
thereon, said body portion having a housing adjacent to
said hook, a retaining arm pivoted on said housing and
working through an opening in the wall thereof and co-
operating with said hook, yieldable means for holding
said retaining arm in and out of cooperative relation to
said hook, said retaining arm having a shouldered portion
within said housing, a locking device within said housing,
said locking device comprising a gravitating divided piv-
otal plate constituting a plurality of Independently mov-
able sections slmnitaneously engaging said shouldered por-
tion of said retaining arm and each acting separately to
lock said arm in cooperative relation to said hook, a key
check holder located in cooperative relation to said lock-
ing device, and a key check detachably fitted to said holder
and arranged and adapted to release all of the sections
of said locking device from engagement with said retain-
ing arm.

3. A coat hanger comprising a body portion, a hook
thereon, a housing adjacent to said hook, a retaining arm
pivoted to said housing and working through an opening
therein, the outer portion of said arm cooperating with
said hook, and the inner portion thereof having a locking
shoulder within the bousing, a locking element within said
housing adapted to engage said locking shoulder on the
retaining arm. said locking element comprl.'«lng a plurality
of independently movable sections, a key check holder
located In cooperative relation to said locking element,
and a key-check detachably fitted to said holder and hav-
ing a projection adapted to engage two adjoining sections
of said locking element to release the same from engage-
ment with said retaining arm.

4. In a coat hanger, a coat supporting member, a mov-
able retaining member cooperating therewith, said retain-
ing member having a locking shoulder, a gravitating lock-
ing element comprising a plurality of adjoining independ-
ently movable sections severally engaging the locking
shoulder of said retaining member slmultaneoualy and
each acting separately to iwk said retaining member In
cooperative relation to said supporting member, a key-
check holder located In cooperative relation to said locking
element, and a key-check detachably fitted to said holder
and having provision for effecting the release of all of
the sections of said locking member from engngement with
said retaining member.

6. In a coat banger, a coat-supporting book, a pivoted
retaining arm cooperating therewith, a gravitating lock-

ing element comprising a divided pivotal plate constitut-
ing a plurality of independently movable sections sever-
ally engaging said retaining arm simultaneously, and each
acting separately to lock the latter in cooperative relation
to said supporting hook, a key-check bolder in coOperatire
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relation to said locking element, and a key-check detach-
ably fitted to said bolder and hiving provision for effect

Ing the release of all of the sections from engagement with
said retaining arm.

1,225,151. INTERMITTENT MOTION MECHANISM.
A.VTOM Mbhlpsldeb. New York. N. T. Filed June 13,
1913. Serial No. 773,394. (CI. 74—41.)

1. An Intermittent motion mechanism having a con-
tinuously rotating shaft, a cam mounted thereon, said
cam having peripheral grooves, an intermittent shaft hav-
ing a plurality of projections to be engaged by the pe-
hlpheral grooves of the cam to Impart an intermittent
motion to said shaft, and a support for said continuously
rotating cam and shaft adapted to shift the cam in its

relative position to the driven shaft tor the purpose of
deducting from or adding to the regular rotation of the
intermittent shaft Independently of the intermittent mo-
Uon.

2. The herein described intermittent motion mechanism
comprising a drive shaft In two parts universally Joined
together, a cam carried by one part and free for oscilla-

tion, a driven shaft having cam engaging elements adapt-
ed to engage the aforesaid cam in all positions of Its os-
cillations.

3. The herein described Intermittent motion mechanism
comprising a drive shaft in two parts universally Joined
together, a cam carried by one part and free for oscllla
tlon. a driven shaft having cam engaging elements adapt
ed to engage the aforesaid cam in all positions of its os-
cillations, the cam having peripheral grooves.

4. The herein described Intermittent motion mechanism
comprising a drive shaft In two parts universally Joined
together, a cam carried by one part and free for oscilla-

tion, a driven shaft having cam engaging elements adapt-
ed to engage the aforesaid cam in all positions of Its os-

cillations, the cam having periphensl grooves, and the
axial line of the driven member coinciding with the axis
of the universal Joint.

6. A driving shaft and bearings therefor, a continuation
of such shaft, a universal Joint connecting the two, a
cam mounted to oscillate with the continuation upon said
universal Joint and a driven memt>er engaged by the cam.

[Claims 8 to 10 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,225.162. TOOL AND TOOL CARRIER. Herman W.
Mbllino. Jackson, Mich. Filed Mar. 31. 1916. Serial
No. 87.922. (Cn. 90—17.)
1. in a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a tool-carrier comprising a shank and a disk-like

bead provided with notches In Its periphery, a spindle
Journaled In the shank, an extension on the shank, a disk
Journaled In said extension, a beveled gear located on the
end of the sp'ndle. a second l>eveled gear senired to the
axle of the disk and meshing with the first-mentioned bev-
eled gear, a tool carried by the said disk, and means for
engaging In the said notches for holding the tool-carrier

In various angular positions.

I. In B device of the class described, the combination
of a tool-carrier comprising a shank and a disk-like head,
the latter provided with notches In its periphery, an an-
nulus In which the same sets, a spring dowel pin secured
In the annnlus and adapted to engage at different times
in the said notches, a rotating spindle Journaled in the

shank, a disk rotatably Journaled at the end of the shank
on an axis at substantially right angles to the axis of the
spindle, a cutting tool carried by the disk, and a pair of

intermeshing tieveled gears connecting the rotating spin-

dle and the disk.

jitm

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a tool-carrier comprising a disk-like head having a
plurality of notches in its outside surface and a shank, a
bracket in which the disk-like head is supported, a rotat-
ing spindle Journaled In the shank, means on 8ald bracket
for engaging In the notches at various times to secure an-
gular adjustment of the tool carrier, a rotating spindle

Journaled in the shank, a beveled gear on the end thereof,

a disk journaled In the end of the shank at rights anglea
to the spindle, a cutting tool carried by the disk, and a
beveled gear secured to t'he disk and meshing with the
first-mentioned beveled gear.

4. In a device of the character described, a tool-carrier

comprising a shank and a disk-like head, a spindle ro-

tatably Journaled therein, a beveled gear on the end there-
of, the said shank being provided with a flat web-like ex-

tension, a disk having an axle Journaled in <;aid extension
and located Immediately to the outside of the extension, a
beveled gear on the end of the spindle, a beveled gear on
the end of the axle and located Immediately to the Inside

of the extension, the two said gears meshing, and a cut-

ting tool projecting peripherally from the disk.

6. In a die sinking tool or routing tool, the combination
of a tool carrier comprising a substantially solid shank
having a downwardly extending wipb terminal located at
one side of the axis of the shank and comprising a disk-

like bead offset to the axis of the shank, means for rotat-

ably holding the disk-like head, toeans for locking the
disk-like bead in two or more positions of angular adjust-
ment about the hxIs of the head, a spindle Journaled In

the tool carrier axially of the disk-like head and offset

from the axis of the shank, a beveled gear on the end of
the spindle, a disk and beveled gear Journaled together In

the downwardly extending web terminal and the beveled
gear meshing with the beveled gear on the end of the
spindle, and a cutting tool carried by the disk.

1.226.153. RAILWAY CROSS-TIE. John H Mbkisncb.
Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Feb, 7, 1914. Serial No. 817,258.

(a. 288—6.)

A railway tie including parallel upstanding side walls,
each of said side walls being substantially U-shape in

cross section and having its web portion provided with oat*
wardly extending upper and lower flanges defining an out-
wardly opening channel adaptefl to receive the material
from which the road-bed is constructed, rigid plates of
substantially the same width as the flanges of the side

walls connecting the upper flanges of said side walls at
the opposite ends of the tie and having their outer longi-

tudinal edges disposed substantially flush with the ends of
the tie, a base member connecting the lower flanges of the
side walls and provided with oppositely disposed depend-
ing anchoring flanges, and tie plates of greater width than
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the rigid connecting plates bridging the aide walls of the
top of the tie and spaced from each other and from the

Inner longitudinal edges of the adjacent connecting plates,

the diatance ^>etween the Inner faces of the webs of the
side walls being gr^-ater than the height of the tie.

1,226.154. DRAW - BAR - CENTERING DEVICE. Wil-
liam H. MiMB. Chazy. N. Y. Filed Julj 6. 1915. 8e-
rlAl No. 38,090. (CI. 213—42.)

1. In a draw bar centering device, the combination with
a carry-Iron, of a centering frame straddling said Iron and
slldable back and forth thereon, said frame having depend-
ing arms, a spring and spring followers, said followers and
arms having iut^rengaging shoulders which, in operative
position of the parts, prevent accidental removal of either
the frame or the followers.

2. In a draw bar centering device, the combination with
a carry-Iron, of a plate secured to the underside of said
carry-Iron, spring followers slldably mounted on said
plate, a spring between said followers, and a frame slld-
ably mounted on said carry-Iron, said frame having de-
pending arms on opposite edges of the carry-Iron, said
arms and followers being provided with Interengaging,
self-locking means.

3. In a draw bar centering device, the combination with
a carry-iron having a plate secured to the bottom thereof,
of spring followers slldably mounted on said plate between
It and the carry-iron, said followers having forwardly and
rearwardly extended shoulders, a spring interposed be-
tween said followers, a frame slldably mounted on said
carry-iron and straddling the latter, said frame having
depending arms at the corners thereof, each arm having
a shoulder engaging a shoulder of a follower, antl-frlctlon
means Interposed hetween said frame and the carry-Iron,
and antifriction means carried by said frame upon which
the draw bar is adapted to be supported.

1,225.155. COTTON GLOVE. Joha.v Petir MOllbe,
Kewanee, 111., assignor to Boss Manufacturing Com-
pany, Kewanee, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
July 29. 1916. Serial No. 112.086. (CI. 2—9.)
In a glove of the character described, a blank forming

A tK>dy part having a single straight diagonally disposed
silt E within thp blank adjacent the thumb and extending
upwardly through said !ilank. a thumb part of symmetri-
cal formation having the straight inclined edges f on op-

posite sides and the pointed extensions f*. the parts f be-

ing stitched to the edges formed by the diagonal silt E
within the blank, the stitches extending across the pointed

extremities f* of the thumb part and around the app«r
edges thereof to unite the same.

1.225,156. SEWING-MACHINE GUIDE GcoROE B.
.MoLVNirx. Bayonne. N. J., assignor to The Singer
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed July 19. 1916. Serial No. 40,566. (CI. 112—•.)

1. In a sewing machine guide, means for guiding th«
edges of fabric into abutment preliminary to a stitching

operation, comprising guiding walls adapted to receive

and turn two margins of fabric into substantially V-shape
formation and gradually to decrease the degree of such
formation.

2. In a sewing machine guide, means for guiding the
edges of fabric into abutment prplimlnary to a stitching

operation, comprising two separable guiding members co-

acting to turn two margins of fabric into substantially V-
shape formation and subsequently to decrease the degree
of such formation to a point where the said margins are
flattened into substantially the same plane.

3. In sewing machine guides, a guide-foot forme<l with
a V-shape channel in its lower face, and a guide-block co-

acting with said foot, the said block having an upper face

the reverse in contour to the lower face of the foot and
being adjustable relatively thereto.

4. In sewing machine guides, a guide foot formed with
a V-shape channel in its lower face, and a guide-block co-

acting with said foot, the said block having an upper face

the reverse in contour to the lower face of the foot and
having a portion of Its base rut away.

6. In a device for guiding the edges of fabrics into abut-

ting relation and In a compact condition, an upper member
having outwardly diverging and downwardly and later-

ally beveled walls, a lower member having a proj^^tlng
nose spaced from the walls of the upper memb<>r and de-

fining therewith a fabric passage, said passage being in-

clined downwardly.
[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,157. JIGGER FOB SEPARATING COAL AND
SLATE. Harkt J. MoYBB. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed
July 14, 1915. Serial .No. 39,916. (CI. 83—79.)

1. In a device of the character stated, a water tank, a
Jigger box adapted to extend within the water, having
slate and coal outlets and including an upwardly and
downwardly movable screen bottom varying the extent
of slate outlet, reclprocable means for producing relative

movement between the water and the screen bottom, a
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stabiliser for the raorable bottom and counteriMtlancing
support for the movable bottom.

2. In a device of the character stated, a water tank,

ft Jigger box having a slate outlet and providing an up-
wardly and downwardly movable screen bottom support
for mixed slate and coal, affecting the extent of slate

outlet, reclprocable means for producing relative move-
ment between the water and. the screen bottom, dash pot
means directly connected with the bottom to resist the
upward thrust of the water due to the plunger action and
counterpoise means for supporting the weight of the slate

and coal.

8. In a device of the character stated, a water tank, a
Jigger box having a slate outlet adapted to receive slate

and coal to be separated and providing a vertically mov-
able support for the same which affects the slse of the
outlet, reclprocable means for producing relative move-
ment between the water and the support, dash-pot retard-
ing mechanism directly connected to the movable sup-
port, and counter-balancing means engaging the connec-
tion varying In countertialancing effect with the height
of the support.

4. In a device of the character stated, a water tank, a
plonger reclprocable therein, a vertically movable screen
bottom supporting mixed slate and coal, means for coun-
terbalancing the weight of the slate and coal, a dash pot
and connections to damp vertical movement of the screen
bottom, liquid In the dash pot and a connection extending
above the dash pot to receive liquid and bring pressure
upon the liquid In the dash pot.

5, In a device of the character stated, a water tank, a
plunger reclprocable therein, an upwardly and down-
wardly movable bottom support for mlxe<l slate and coal

and counter weighted lever means for supporting the slate

and coal and having the proportion of length of lever to

the support and counter weight respectively upon oppo-
site sides of the fulcrum point automatically varied with
changing heights of support.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gas«tte.]

1,2 2 5.16 8. MOVABLE-BOTTOM 8CREE.N JIGGER.
FTarrt J. Mover, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 21, 1916.
SerUl No. 46,667. (CI. 83—80.)

1. In a device of the character stated, a Jigger box hay-
ing a screen In the bottom movable with respect to the
bottom and adapted to be immersed In water, means for

causlnis relative movement between the water and the

Jigger box, counter - weighting means for the movable
screen and a dash pot stabiliser rigid with respect to the
box and having its piston connected with the screen to
damp its movement.

2. In a device of the character stated, a Jigger tank
adapted to contain water, a Jigger box therein having a
slate outlet and a perforated screen In the bottom mov-
able with respect to the box, in a direction transverse to

the outlet, means for causing pulsations of the water

with respect to the l>ox, counter-weighting means for the
screen having variable weight to power distances from
the fulcrum with different heights of the screen and a
stabilizer for damping movement of the screen In both
directions.

8. In a device of the character stated, a tank adapted
to contain water, a Jigger box adapted to enter the water,
means for producing relative movement of the water and
Jigger l>ox, a screen In the Iwttom of the Iwx movable up
and down with respect to the box, counter-weighted levers
supporting the screen and dash pot stabilizing means con-
nected with the levers for preventing sudden movement of
the levers and screen,

4. In a device of the character stated, a tank adapted
to conUln water, a Jigger box adapted to enter the water,
means for vertically reciprocating the Jigger box to cause
pulsations of the water therein, a screen In the bottom
of the box adapted to support mixed coal and slate con-
tained therein and movable up and down with respect to
the box, in combination -with counter-weighting means for
the screen movable with the box and a stabilizer carried
by the box connected with the screen and adapted to damp
its movement In both directions.

6. In a device of the character stated, a tank adapted
to contain water, a Jigger box having a slate opening re-
clprocable In the water to cause pulsations of water there-
in, a screen section of the bottom of the box being mov-
able up and down with respect to the box. transversely to
the opening and in front of It, varUnt fulcrum counter-
weighting support for the section carried by the box and
means carried by the box for damping the movement of the
section and counter-weights with respect to the box.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225,169. STABILIZED MOVABLE BOTTOM FOB JIG-
GERS. Habbt J. MoYBB. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Not.
15, 1916. Serial No. 61,487. (CI. 8a—79.)

1. In a device of the character stated, a tank adapted
to contain water, a Jigger box therein having a bottom
screen movable with respect to the tank, means for caus-
ing relative movement between the screen and the water,
counter-weighted support for the screen and a dash pot
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stabilizer for the screen adapted to be filled with fluid to
retard all movement of the screen or Insufficiently filled

with fluid to permit predetermined lo«t motioD In each
direction and at the end ot the lost motion retard move-
ment of the screen.

2. In a device of the character stated, a tank adapted
to contain water, a Jigger box therein having a bottom
creen thereof movable with respect to the tank, means
for causing relative movement between the screen and
water and a stabilizer for the movable screen having lost

motion therebetween and adapted to retard movement In

either direction beyond the extent of the lost motion.
3. In a device of the character stated, a water tank, a

Jigger box therein having a slate outlet and a screen In

the bottom movable with respect to the tank, support for

the screen, means for causing relative movement of the
screen and water and a stabilizer for the screen compris-
ing a cylinder, a piston therein connected with the screen
and a by-pass between the ends of the cylinder capable
of rccnlatlon to determine the rate of flow of liquid from
on* cod of the cylinder to another.

4. In a device of the character stated, a water tank, a
Jigger box therein having a bottom screen movable with
respect to the tank, means for causing relative movement
between the screen and water, support for the screen and
a dash pot stabillaer for retarding movement of the screen
provided with a tap for withdrawing part of the Quid from
the dash pot to permit predetermined lost motion of the
•creen before the stabilizer becomes effective.

5. In a device of the character stated, a water tank, a
jigger box therein having a screen in the bottom movable
with respect to the tank, means for causing relative move-
ment between the water and screen, support for the
screen and a dash pot stabilizer for the screen having an
ontaide regulable bypass for fluid between the ends of the
dash pot and a tap for withdrawing liquid from the
dash pot.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225.160. FISH -GATE. .IiLiis Nihaet, Flak, Minn.
FUed Sept. 20. 1916. Serial No. 121.238. (Q. 61—6.)

A screening gate for irrigation ditches comprising a
shaft adapted tp extend transversely over the ditch and
to be rotatably supported on opposite sides of the ditch,

a frame rigid with said shaft and adapted to depend Into

the ditch, said frame conslstlnt; of side and bottom bars
adapted to lie substantially parallel with the walls of the
ditch, said shaft aQd bottom bar having a plurality of

spaced openings therein arranged in relative allnement,
rods extended through said openings to provide a screen

for the frame, the upper ends of said rods being extended
at an angle to the frame so as to provide a laterally ex-

tending guard, substantially as for the punwses set forth.

1,226.161. MEANS FOR Sl'FPORTINO VTCfTriBULE-
DIAPHRAOM FACEPLATES. John F. OCon.nob,
Chicago. III., assignor to William II. Miner, Chatj,
N. Y. Filed Apr. 13, 1916. Serial No. 90.833. (CI.
105—«1.>

1. A single piece hanger rod for vestibule diaphragm
face plates and tlie like, said rotl being yieldingly extensible

and laterslly flexible.

2. A hanger rod for diaphragm face plates and the like
having an Integral coil formed therein intermediate Its

ends, thereby permitting extension and contraction In the
length of said rod and lateral flexing thereof.

3. A hanger rod for diaphragm face plates and the like

having an Integral coll portion intermediate Its ends, the
ends of said rod being threaded.

4. The combination with a vestibuled car and a dia-

phragm face plate, of means for supporting said face

plate, said means Including a pair of upper brackets se-

cured to the car end, a pair of lower brackets secured to

said face plate, said brackets being arranged In pairs on
opposite sides of the vestibule, and single piece banger
rods extending between and secured to each pair of

brackets, each of said rods being extensible and readily

flexible.

5. The combination with a vestibuled car and a dia-

phragm face plate, of a pair of upper brackets secured to

the car end. one on each side of the vestibule, a pair ot

brackets secured to said face plate, one on each side

thereof near the bottom, and a hanger rod extending

between each pair of brackets on each side of the vestibule,

each of said rods being »ecure«l at its ends to the corre-

sponding brackets and having an integral coil therein

Intermediate its ends.

1.225.162. DRAFl' RIO<;iNO FOR RAILROAD CA^S.
John F. OConnor. Chicago, 111., assignor to William
H. Miner, Chaxy. N. Y. Filed July 13. 1016. Serial

No. 109,003. (Cl. 213—42.)

>v^^vy

1. In a draft ringing, the comblniitton with a draw bar
having 8houldere<I sides, of a draft yoke having a hollow
head to receive the draw-bar. and keys, the sides of the
head being provided with vertical grooves, the keys enter-

ing said grooves ami engaging the shoulders of the draw-
bar, said keys being removable downwardly when the
yoke and draw bar are in position on a car.

2. In a draft rU'gint;. In combination : a draw-bar, a
yoke having sides adjacent the sides of the draw-bar.
vertical keys interposed between the said side!" of the
yoke and the draw-bar to secure the draw-bar within the

yoke, said keys being removable downwardly when the
yoke and draw t>ar are In position on a car.
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S. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination

\*ith a draw t>ar. of blocks on the sides of said draw bar

and detachably sertired thereto, said blocks having ver-

tically extending shonlders on the outer faces thereof,

and a yoke having a hollow hoo<l at Its forward end

within which are adapted to be received the draw bar and
said blocks. an<l vertically extending removable memt>ers

between the side walls of the hood and said blocks, said

members engair1n>: said shoulders on the blocks.

4. In a draft rlgpinjr for railroad cars, in combination :

a draw bar having upper and lower shoulders, a yoke

having a hollow head to receive the draw bar, draw-bar

shoulder blocks, and keys, the said blocks having internal

aho'jlders to engage the shonlders of the draw bar, and

also having external vertical shoulders, the yoke head

being provided with vertical grooves to receive the keys,

the said keys engaging the external shoulders of the blocks.

5. In a draft rigging for railroad cars, In combination :

a draw-bar having upper and lower shoulders, a draft

yoke having sides adjacent the sides of the draw-bar,

blocks mounted upon the said draw-bar, and keys, the

draw-bar being provided with openings at Its sides, the

blocks having lugs entering said openings, the said blocks

being further provided with vertical shoulders at Its

sides, the keys engaging the sides of the yoke and the said

vertical shoulders of the blocks.

IClalms 6 to IS not printed In the Gasette.]

1.225,1««. LOCOMOrn'E AND TENDER CONNECTION.
John F. O'Connor, Chicago. 111., assignor to William

H. Miner, Chazy, N. T. Filed July 15, 1916. Serial

No. 109.420. (Cl. 213—42.)

1. In a locomotive and tender connection, the combina-

tion with members rigid with respect to the locomotive

nnd tender respectively, said members having ea<'h a cen-

tral, spherical wertlon. and means for conne<rlng said

members, said means inclndlng a loop at each end thereof

curved to (it over the correspond Ing spherical t»ect1on, ami

a retnovable bearing blwit within each loop fitting the

outer side of the corresponding spherical eectioa.

2. In a devUe of the character de«<Tibed, the comtolna

tloo with two end members each having a spherical

<-entral section, of a connection t>etweeii said members,

said connection including a loop at each end and a remov-

able bearing block within each loop.

8. In a locomotive nnd tender connection, a shackle,

the shackle comprising two end loop members and a

central connecting bar. of means for connecting said loop

merabern to the locomotive and tender respectively, and
means for adjustably i-onnectin;: said bar with each of

said loop members, respectively.

4. In a locemotlve and tender connection, the combina-

tion with two end members adapted to be rigidly attached

to a loconwtlve and fen<ler respectively, each of said rae<n-

bers having a spberii al neotloii. of a shackle extending

between aald metnkers. said shackle comprising t-wo end

loop memht'rs and an intermediate connecting bar. the

loop members having a universal Joint connection with

•each of Ksld first nam«H] memliers. and the coniHwtlng bar

being adJusUtily <'«nne< ted with each of the loop memben;.

8. In a device of the character doscrthed. the combiaa-

tloo with two end members <»ack adapted to be attacbe<l

to a locomotive or tender. o( a counectlon between said

iD«Diker«. Mid conaection inciariiag a loop at nach end

enclrHIng one of «iid laemSers. and a removable bearing

block within each loop engaging the outer side of said

member.
(Claims 6 and 7 not printetl in the Qasette.]
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1,225.164. SAFETY PIN. FRWMtiK Ot^ivtR Ol«CK.
norten, Norway. Filed Feb. 24, 191T. Serial No.

ISO.hSO, (Cl. 24— 156.)

^
1. A safety pin comprising a spring-pressed pointed

end, a leg carrjdng same, a casing mounted on said leg

adapted to receive raid end, said casing comprising two

substantially straight parallel walls with a lateral open-

ing to freely admit, and permit removal of, sai«l pointed

end and forming a passageway for said end the plane

through the center of such passageway pawing through

the center of said leg, and an offset inclined end to said

passageway lying in a different plane to the aforesaid

plane.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226.165. TRIMMING MECHANISM FOR SEWING-
MACHINES. Lakcino OK0BROOMK. N>w York. N. T.,

assignor to The Union Special Machine CxHnpany, Chi-

cago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. SI.

1918. Cterial No. 767,944. (CL 112—«.)

1. A trimming, me<-hanism for sewing machines includ-

ing In combination, a work rupport, a presser foot having
a shank with a receKS therein, a stud secured to the

presser foot and projecting centrally from said recess, an
arm pivotally supported by- eatd stud and projecting for-

wardly therefrom, a trlasatliip memlx-r carried by said

arm, a stationary trimialaLg member mounted on said

presser foot with which said first named trimming member
cooperates, a spring located In said recess on said stud

and operating on the arm to bold the trimming members
in contact, a second arm rigid with the first-named arm
and projecting upwardly therefrom, and means for oscil-

lating said second arm.

2. A trimming mechanism for sewing machines Includ-

ing in combination, a work support, a presser foot having

a shank with a recess therein, a stud se< ured to the presser

foot and projecting centrally from said recew*, an arm
pivotally supported by said siud an<l proJe<-tlng forwardiy

therefrom, a trimming member carried by said arm. a

stationary trimming member mounted on said presser foot

with which said first nnmed trlramlnj: nHMiiber c<»5p«'rates,

a spring located in saki recet»« on tmM sUmI and operating

on the arm to bold the trimming wiiuibers In fwnta't. a

second arm rigid with the first nanii<i Hrm an*l projei-tlng

upwardly tlierefrom, nn operating shaft, a link conBe«ing

said operating shaft with said upwardly prej^'cflng arm.

saiil link l>elng substantially horizontal wh<»reby the rals

lag and lowering of the presaer foo« doet* not affect the

cottiag poelHoa af the trimming mechanism.

1.226,166. PIT-OAR AXLE. F"1iAitciB M. Oswuixa. Wash
ington. Pa. Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial No. 12&.919.

(CL 106—268.)

The combination with a car body, of a pair ©f bearings

carried thereby beneath the sides thereof, a eeatral bear-
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tng Ahneil with the other bearingH, and a pair of reversible
axJe halves uniform In slie and shape, said halves havInK
their Inner ends recelvtnl rotatably In the central bearing
and having their Intermediate portions similarly received
In the other bearings, the outer ends of said halves re-
ceiving rotatably thereon the wheels of the car, each of

mid axle halves having a pair of openings through which
Inner and outer pins are to he passed to rrspectlveJj hold
said halves against outward shifting and to prevent re-
moval of the wheels, and also having an additional pair
of similarly spaced openings to receive said pins when
said halves are reversed.

1.225,167. BINOCULAR MICROSCOPE. William L.
Pattbrson and GrsT.w A. II. Kbllmk. Rochester,
N. Y., asslgoors to Bausch & Lomb Optical Company.
Rochester. N. T., a Corporation of New York. Filed
Dec. 27. 1916. Serl.il No. 6^.614. (CI. 88—89.)

1. An attachment for blno<ular mlirosvopes having a
pair of twin objectives au unted ( n a n.mmon carrier, said
nttachment (onsUting of a single objective and an ob
jectlve prism system as>io<lated therewith, a carrier for
said objective and prism system, the last named carrier
and the optical elements carried thereby being adapted to
be interchangeable with the first named carrier and the
twin objectives.

2. An attachment for binocular microscopes having a
pair cf twin objectives mounted on a common carrier, said
attachment consisting In the combination of a prism sya-
tem. a carrier for said prism system Interchangeable with
the carrier for the twin objectives, an objective system
adapted to be associated with said pri.xm system and a
mounting for the objective detachably secured to the prism
carrier.

3. An attachment for micro c; p«'« embodying a pair of
oculars and a pair of twin objectives removably mounted
iQ coiiperatlve relation to sjld «K-ular8, mid attachment

consisting In the combination of a casing having a jmir
of ocular openings in its upper wall and an objective op«n-
ing in its lower wall, an objective detachably mounted in
registry with said objective opening, a primary prism
mounted within the casing in fixed relation to the ob
Jectlve opening and one of the ocular openings, a Kup-
plementary prism mounted on a universally adjustable
plate having a single point bearing with the casing struc
ture and disposed within said casing interm.-<liate the
primary prism and the other ocular opening, said casing
and obJecUve Itelng adapted to be substituted for the twin
Objectives in cooperative relation with the oculars.

4. An objective prism system for microscopes Including
an objective and a pair of oculars, said prism system com-
prising a primary prism having a partially reflecting sur-
face adapted to be Interposed in the axis of the objective,
•aid sarface functioning to slmultnneously reflect and
transmit complementary portions of light received from
the objective, a totally reflecting surface arrangecl In the
path of the light reflected by the partially reflecting sur-
face and functioning when in the light path of one co-
operating ocular to reflect light recelve<l from said par-
tially reflecting surface into said ocular and a totally re
fleetlnu surface disposed In the path of light transmlited
by said partially reflecting surface, a supplementary prism
cooperating with said primary prism, said supplementary
prism being adapted to receive the light reflected by the
last named totally reflecting surface and direct said light
info the remaining ocular, and means for supporting the
objective, oculars and the prism system in cooperative
relation.

1.226.168, BOLSTER FOR VEHICLES. Pra.'»k R. Paxcm.
Pence. Ind. Plieti July 6. 1914. Serial No. 849.194!
(CI. 21—»9.)

'^ 1

,—

^

w ina
1. An adjustable false bolster for vehicles comprising

complementary sections, each having a horizontal portion
and a vertical portion, the contiguous faces of said verti-
cal portions being provided with horliontal ledges con-
nected by Inclined portions, said vertical portions being
provlde<l with alined openings ; and bolts passing through
said openings and holding sabl complementary sections
together with said horizontal ledges In engagement with
each other, substantially as de8crll>ed.

2. An adjustable, two part, false Iwlster for vehicle*
comprising complementary sections, each having a horl-
sontal portion and a vertical portion, the contignuus
faces of said vertical portions being provided with hori-
zontal ledges; and bolts passing through said vertical por-
tions and holding said sections together with adjaient
horizontal ledges in engagement.

3. An adjustable, two part false bol«ter comprising tom-
plem«^tary sections, each section having a horizontal por-
tion and a vertical portion, the contiguous faces of said
vertical portions being provided with serrations ; and
bolts passing through said vertical portions aud clamp
Ing said sections together with the serrated faces engag-
ing each other.

4. An adjustable, two part false bolster comprising com*
plementary sections, each section having a horizontal por
tion and a vertical portion, said vertical portions being
adjustable on each other ; and means for clamping said
sections together.

5. An adjustable, two-part false bolster comprising com-
plementary sections. ea< h section having a horizontal por-
tion and a vertical portion, said horizontal portions be-
ing provided with notches In the ends thereof : and meant
for clamping said sections together.
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1,226.160. TILL. Michabl PnuianM, AiHance, Ohio.

Filed A^. 18. 1916. Serial No. 90,963. (CI. 46—7.)

^ ^T" >' '"'HWM''^'M:'
'

, "."" *.'"• ' " J^"/""y"r'>>/'>},> '

;>,>V'n

A till comprising an upper drawer Including a pair of
sides and a bottom spaced above the lower edges of said
Idea, a lower drawer slldable between said sides below
said bottom and movable forwardly beyond the upper
drawer, the front of said lower drawer being extended
upwardly to form a front for the upper drawer, and a
flange extending rearwardly from the upper edge and ends
of said front of the lower drawer, said flange forming a
socket receiving snugly therein the front end of the npper
drawer.

1,226,170. FILING-CABINET. Michael Pbrbetin, A1-
Uance. Ohio. Filed Apr, 13, 1916. Serial No. 90,964.
(CI. 46—3.)

1. A device of the class described comprising, a rotary

filing memt>er including a plurality of radiating plates

forming therebetween segmental pockets for papers to be

filed, identification card holders carried by and extending

laterslly from the outer edges of said plates, said holders

having inlet mouths at said edges of the plates, and paper
holders carried by the aforesaid plates to hold the contents

of the segmental pockets therein, said paper holders hav-

ing portions normally disposed opposite said mouths to

prevent removal of cards from the card holders hut being

movahly mounted to allow them to be so shifted as to

readily permit the Insertion or withdrawal of the afore-

Mid cards.

2. A device of the class described comprising, a rotary

filing member includini! a plurality of radiating plates

forming therel»etween segmental pockets for papers to l>e

filed, identification card holders carried by and extending

laterally from the outer edges of said plates, said holders

taavin? Inlet mouths at said <>dges of the plates, and
radially disposed springs pivoted l>etween their ends to

the sides of said plates, the outer ends of said springs be-

ing disposed opposite the Inlet mouths of the holders to

prevent removal of the cards from the holders, while
the inner ends of said springs serve to retain the numerous
papers in the aforesaid pockets.

3. A device of the class described comprising a filing

ineml)er Including a plurality of pockets for papers to l)e

filed, identification card holders for said pockets, and
multi-function members for holding papers in the pocketa

and for also holding the identification cards in the card

holders.

1,226.171. PERMUTATION-LOCK. Michael PBRBaTEN,
Alliance, Ohio. Original application filed Apr. 13,

1916. Serial No. 90,963. Divided and this application,

filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No. 136,038. (CI. 70—67.)

A permutation lock comprising a casing having in Its

front side a plurality of vertical slots, a l)ottom plate for

said casing, a horizontal rod extending across said casing;

parallel with said front side, a plurality of spaced hori-

zontal locking levers fulcrumed between their enda on
said rod and resting nt their front ends on said bottom
plate, said ends having integral locking noses depending
below said plate, a second rod extending across the casing

alK)ve the rear ends of said levers, springs connecting aald

rear ends and said second rod for yleldably holding the
locking levers in operative position, a third rod alKive the
front ends of said levers, a plurality of release levers ful-

crumed between their enda on said third rod and pro-

jecting at their front ends through certain of the aforesaid

slots, links connecting the rear ends of said release levers

with the front ends of said locking levers, a third series

of levers fulcrumed between their ends on said third rod*
and extending at their front ends through the other slots,-

a fourth rod l)elow the rear ends of said third series of
ieverti, springs connecting said rear ends and fourth rod,

and Integral locking fingers depending from the front
ends of said third series of levers and having their lower"
ends disposed in a plane above that in which the lower.*

ends of the aforesaid locking noses are located.

1.225,172. CAN-CONVEYER. Hbnbt C. Pbivbtt, Lonr
Beach, Cal.. assignor to Pacific Canning Machinery Com-
pany. Long Beach. Cal., a Corporation of California.
Filed Apr. 29, 1915. Serial No. 24,647. Renewed Mar.
19, 1917. Serial No. 156.944. (CI. 126—272.)

1. A can-conveyer comprising superposed disks, means
to turn adjacent disks in opposite directions, and means
to gnide cans carried by the disks from the central portion
of one disk to the periphery of a second one of said disks

and from the periphery of the second disk to the central

portion of said second disk.

2. A can-conveyer comprising superposed disks, means
to turn adjacent disks in opposite directions, and means
to guide cans carried by the disks from the periphery of
one disk to the central portion of a second one of said
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disks and from uld central portion to tbe perlpherjr of

said second disk.

8. A can-conveyer comprising superposed disks, means
to turn said disks, a spiral runway mounte«l above each
disk, and means to ^Ide cans from ftne spiral runway to

another.

4. A can-conveyer comprising superposed disks, means
to turn said disks, a ststionary spiral runway mounted
above each disk, and means to guide cans from one spiral

runway to another.
5. A can-conveyer comprising saperposed disks, means

to turn said disks In opposite directions, a spiral run-

way mounted above each disk, and means to guide cans

from one spiral runway to another.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed In the Uaxette.]

1.225,173. BALE-TYING METHA-NISM. William J.

Rat, Fort Smith. Ark. Flle<l June 10. 191A. Serial

No. 102.953. (CI. 100—20.)

1. la a mechanism of the character statwl. the comblDa

tton of a casing, a plunger heacj, operable therein, slltlably

monnted nee<lle* op«Table tr:insver»ely of the caslBX, a

slldably and pivotally UM>unte«l Istch lever conne<'teil to

the needles and optionally connectlble to the plunger head,

connections between !«ald nee«l!e« aad latch lever for

moving the needles Inward a<ro8s the casing when tbe

latch lever Is movwl outwunl lonw'itudlnally of the ras-

ing, said connections being adapte«l to also ro<k the

lever Inward about Its pivotal axis toward the head,

a member carrle<l by rhe plunger head and enmgeable by

aaid latch lever so as to operatlvely connect the same to

said head when the latch lever Is rocked Inward, means

for normally holding the needles In their outermost post

tton and the latch lever In Its Innermost position and for

returning said needles and latch lever to the'r Initial

positions, and mean:* for normally holding the latch lever

In Inoperative position.

2. In a mechanism of the character state«I, the combina-

tion of a caslnc. a plunger head operable therein, a plu-

rality of slldably roountwl neeiUes movable transversely

of the casing, means for normally holding said needles In

their outermost position an<l for returnlUK them to this

position when move<l Inwanl transvemely of said casing,

a pivotally and slldably mounted latch lever connected to

said needles and optionally connectlble to the plunger

head, means for automatically moving the latch lever

Into Inoperative position and for maintaining It In this

position, connections between the lateh lever and the

nee<lles for moving the nee«ll»*s Inward transversely of the

casinc when the latch lever Is moved outwsnl lon^i

tudlnally of the casing, said connections being adapte^I

to also normally rock said lever Inwanl towunl the

plunger head, a member carrlwl by said- plunger hea«l an«l

engAgeable by the hea<l of said latch lever so as to opera-

tlvely connect the plunger head and latch lever when the

latch-lever Is rocke<l Inward, antl mean.s for automatically

tripping the latch lever and releasing It from the plun.-^er

head at the end of the outward stroke of said h. ail.

3. In hay presses, a 1 aslnif. a plunder head operaWe In

said casing, a latch-lever slldably mounted on the casing

and pivoted lnterme*llate Its enils for movement toward

and away from the casing, a meml>er carrle«l by the plun

ger head and engageable by the head of wald latch lever

80 as to operatlvely connect the Itver and head, a pair of

slldably mounte«l needles movable transversely of the

casinc. means for normally holding said needlps In their

outermost position anil for returning them to this position

wh< n moved inward, and a cable secure«l at one end to

said iatch-lever so as to exert outward pressure thereon

la back of the pivotsi axis thereof and force the head

of said latch lever Inward of the casing, the other end of

said cable being secured to said needles whereby the

ne««dle8 are moved inward of the casing when the latch-

lever Is moved outward longitudinally of the casing by

the plunger head, and the latch-lever Is moved Inward

Into Its Initial position when the said needles are moved
outward.

4. In hay presses, a casing, a plunder head operable

therein, a laterally projecting log carrle«l by the head,

said casing being provided with a slot to accommo<late

movement of the \ng longitudinally ol mt casing, a latch

lever slldably and pivotally mounted on the casing and
having an inwardly directed head at its oater end oper-

able through saM slot adapted to engage over said lug,

the pivotal axis of said latch lever being Intermediate

the ends thereof, a bracket mounte«l on the casing, s pair

of neetlles slldably mounted on said bracket for movement
transversely of the casing, means for normally holding

the needles In their outermost position, a guide pulley

mounted on said casing adjacent the needle supporting

bracket, and a cable passed about saiil pulley and secured

at one end to the latch-lever so as to exert outwsnl

pressure on the Inner end thereof, the other end of said

cable being i«e<-ured to said De«>dles.

1.225.174. INTVER.'<AL JOINT. Fekd H. Bbam. Kansas

t^ty. Mo., assignor to Noel Four Wheel-Drive Mana-
farturlni? Company. Kansas City. Mo. Filed Apr. 10,

101«. Ser'al No. JHM.39. (CI. 74—19.)

A unlveiWl Joint

clrcumferentfally w
comprising a cup member provlde<l

ly with Inwardly projecting spaced apart

studs having rollers, s shaft having a hall at its taner

end provlde<l circumferential! y with outwardly projecttag

spacfKl apart studs havlnv rollers, an Idle ring Interpoasd

between said rnp member and the ball on said shaft and

having transver«ely extending elonirnted aperture* alter

nately rnuatted by the rollers on said c»ip member and the

roller* on sal«l shaft, and a lock ring adjustably mounted

on tb* <nn r side of said cup member and adapted for

hoMIng said ball on the shaft In said cup member.

1,316.175. ATPARATIS FOB GENKRATINO BLBC-
TRiriTY. S^LVANUs .\i.BEUT RECt>, New York. N. Y.

Filed Jan. 16. 1814. Serial No. 812.443. (O. 204—54.)

1. In a carbon or hydrogen consuming cell, means of

stibjectlnt; nn extende<l surface of a fuseil acid electrolyte

containing a metallic oxld reducible to a lower degree of

oxidation to an oxygen <'ontalnlnir nas In an oxldlstni;

region and to carbon or hydrogen In a reduction reirton.

an electrode in condiictlve contact with the electrolyte In

the oxidizing region, an ele<'trode In <-ond>ictlve contact

with the electrolyte In the reduction region, a circuit

includlna: said ele<-trodes. and means for maintaining the

electrolyte In the fused condition.

2. In a carbon or hyilrocen consuming cell, means of

subj -ctlnc an extended surface of a fused acid electrolyte

(Hintalnlnr a metallic oxld reducible to a lower derre of

oxidation, to an oxygen containing g«s In an oxidizing re

irton and to carbon or hydrogen in a reduction region, the

regions being In open communication below the surface of

the electrolyte only, an electro<le In conductive contact with
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the electrelyle In the oxidizing region, an electrode in

conductive contact with the electrolyte In the reduction
region, a circuit Including said electrodes, and means for

maintaining the electrolyte In the fused condition.

8. In a fuel consuming cell of the kind described, the
combination of electrodes, means for supplying fuel Inde-
pendent of the electro<les, and a fused add electrolyte
comprising manganese In different stages of oxidation.

l,225,17fl. DISCHARGE EK>OK OPERATING MECHA
NI8M. OBoaoK W. Risti.ve, Jr., Chicago. III., assignor
to Pressed Steel Car Compsny, Pittsburgh. Pa., a Cor-
poration of New Jersey. Filed Dec. 24, 1916. Serial
No. 68,528. (CI. 105

—

14.)

1. In a dump car, a discharge door, a tKxIlly movable
shaft adapted to support said door In its closed position,

and a member adapted to be niove<l bodily Into shaft
supporting position by said shaft, sai<l member being auto-
matically movable by said shaft out of shaft supporting
position when the doors are being opened.

2. In a dump car. the combination with a center sUl^

of a dischaue d.>or hlnge<l to said center sill, a side wall,

a brscket j)|oendlng from said side wall, rollers mounted
in said bracket, a member movable between said rollers

and a bodily movable shaft mounted In said member and
adapted to be mov*-*! Into and out of door supporting
position, said menit>er t>elng movable into and out of shaft
supporting position.

3. In a dump car, the combination with nn under-
frame, of a discharge door hinged thereto, a side wall, a

bracket connected with said side wall, a bodily movable
haft adapted to be move<l into or out of direct supporting
position with said door, and a member shiftably mounted
In said bracket adapted to In- moved Into or out of shaft
supporting position.

4. In a dump car, a discharge door, an op'ratln-; shaft
adapted to be moved Into or out of supporting position
with said door, and a bracket secured to said car. said
bracket having a web adapted to directly support said

shaft only when out of supporting position with said door.
5. In a dump car, a discharge door, an operating shaft

adapted to be movj-d Into or out of door supporting posi-

tion, a bracket secured to said car adapted to directly

support said shaft out of door supporting position only,

and a member mounted In said bracket adapte<l to move
with and support said shaft In door supporting position.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,225,177. TRUSS. Chabubs RoDKNBAroH. Pittsburgh,
Pa. Filed Sept. 20, 1916. SerUI No. 121.102. (CI.

. 128—26.)
1. A truss comprising a body portion consisting of a

pivoted outer section having a cavity and a loosely mount-

ed and'Yvrtlcally adjustable inner section arrsuged In said
cavity, and a rocker element having the outer section of
said body pivotally connected therewith and provided
with means for connecting the truss in position upon the
body of the wearer, said pivoted outer section of said truss
body having^ a pair of oppositely disposed apertured ex-

tenalons for the reception of supporting straps, one of
said sections provided with a l*p overlapping one end of
said element.

^^^/il

2. A truss comprising a body portion consisting of an
Inner and outer section, said outer section having a cavity
In which is arranged sa'd Inner section, means connectetl
with said outer section and with said Inner section to ver-
tically adjust the latter relatively to the former, said inner
section loosely mounted upon said means, and a rocker
element pivotally connected with said outer section and
provided with atraps, the top of said outer section being
flat and the lower face of said rocker element Inclining
downwardly from each end toward the center and said
rocker element having means to constitute a clearance for
the means for vertically adjusting said Inner se.tlon.

8. A truss comprising a body portion consisting of an
Inner and outer section, said outer section having a cavity
in which Is arranged said Inner section, means connected
with said outer section and with said inner section to ver-
tically adjust the latter relatively to the former, said
inner section loosely mounte<l upon said means, and a
rocker element pivotally connected with said outer section
and provided with straps, said outer section provided with
a pair of oppositely disposed apertured projections for the
reception of supporting straps.

4. A truss comprising a body portion consisting of an
outer section provided with a cavity and an Inner section ar-
ranged within said cavity, means carried by the outer section
and connected with the Inner section for vertically adjust-
ing the latter, said Inner sect'on loosely mounted upon the
means to permit of the shifting of the inner section with-
in the cavity, and a rocking element pivotally connected
with the top of said outer section, the top of said outer
section being flat and the lower face of said rocking ele-

ment inclining downwardly from each end toward the
center.

6. A truss comprising a body portion consisting of an
outer section provlde<l with a cavity and In Inner section
arranged with'n said cavity, means carried hy the outer
section and connected with the inner section for vertically
adjusting the latter, said inner section loosely mounted
upon the means to permit of the shifting of the inner
section within the cavity, and a rocking element pivotally
connected with the top of said outer section, the top of

said outer section being flat and the lower face of said
rocking element inclining downwardly from each end to-

ward the center, said rocking element provided with
means to provide a clearance for the means for vertically
adjusting said inner section.

1,225.178. FUEI^TANK GAGE. John F. Ro««r«. New
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 7, 1916. Serial No. 89.708.
(CI. 7:1—82.)

1. The combination with a tank having a filling opening
in the top thereof, and an upright panel arranged at one
s'de of the tank, of a removable apertured closure for the
filling opening of the tank, an Indicator plate applied to
the panel, an indi<-ator weight slidable upon the indicator
plate, a float in the tank, and a flexible member opera-
tlvely connecting the float and Indicator weight and pass-
ing loosely through the aperture of the closure.
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3. The combination with a tank having a filling opening
In the top thereof, and an upright paoel arranged at one

•Ide of the tank, of a removable apertured closure for the

fllllng opening of the tank, the upper end of the aperture

being flared, an indicator plate applied to the panel, an
Indicator weight slldably mounted upon the Indicator

plate, a float In the tank, and a flexible member opera-

tlvely connecting the float to the Indicator weight, aald

flexible member passing upwardly from the float, through
the aperture of the closure, and laterally tu the panel,

the flared upper end of the aperture in the closure provid-

ing a guide for the flexible member.

3. The combination with a tank having a filling oi>ening

Id the top thereof and an upright panel arranged at one

ide of the tank, of a removable apertured closure for the

filling opening of the tank, an upright indicator plate ap-

plied to the panel and formed at its upper end with an
integral ear which is longitudinally concaved and curved

rearwardly, an indicator weight slidable upon the indica-

tor plate, a float in the tank, and a flexible member op-

eratlvely connecting the float and the Indicator weight,

said flexible member extending through the panel and
being guided by the rearwardly curved ear of the indicator

plate.

4. The combination with a tank having a fllling opening
in the top thereof and an upright panel arranged at one

aide of the tank, of a removable apertured closure for the

filling opening of the tank, tiie upper end of the apertnre

being flared, an upright indicator plate applied to the

panel and formed at the upper end thereof wltii an integral

«ar which is longitudinally concaved and curved rear-

wardly, an indicator weight slidable upon the Indicator

plate, a float in the tank, and a flexible member operatively

connecting the float and the Indicator weight, said flexible

member extending from the float upwardly through the

apertnre of the closure laterally to the rearwardly curved

«ar of the indicator plate, and downwardly to the Indica-

tor weight, the flared upper end of the aperture in the

closure and the curved ear of the indicator plate provid-

ing guide means for the flexible member.

1,220,1T9. PLAQUE. Isadob Rudolph. Philadelphia, Pa.

Piled May 5, 1916. Serial No. 26,024. (CT. 41—32.)
1. As a new article of manufacture, a circular plaque

liaving a circular backing and an outer circular ornament-

^d felt facing of smaller diameter than and secured con-

centrically to the backing, substantially as described.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a circular plaque

comprising a backing, a facing sheet of felt on the outer

face. of the backing, said felt having on its outer face an
ornamental stenciled design, said facing being of con-

cavo-convex shape of smaller surface area than and ter-

-mlnatlng short of the edge of the backing, substantially

as described.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a plaque comprising

a backing, a felt facing sheet secured to the uacking, said

sheet being of the same shape as the backing but of

smaller area than the backing so as to expose as a mar-

gin a portion of the backing throughout the edge thereof,

said t>acklng and sheet t>eing of <lifferent colors, substan-

tially as described.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a plaque compris-
ing a backing, a facing sheet having an ornamental de-

sign thereon and of smaller area tlnn said backing, a
covering sheet secured to the rear face of said backing,

and an edging strip bent around the edge of said backing
and having its edges respectively Be<'ured between the fac-

ing sheet and the front face of the backing, and between
the rear face of the backing and the inner face of the
covering sheet, substantially as described.

1.225.180. IMPLEMENT FOR ATTACHING EAR-TAGS.
Jacob Schaib. Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor to Salt

I^ke Stamp Co., Salt Lake City, Utah, a Corporation of

Utah. Original application flled June 1. 1916, Serial

No. 101,114. Divided and this application flled Aug.
30, 1916. SerUl No. 117,687. (CI. 128—27.)

1. An Implement for affixing a cattle tag provided with

guide flanges, comprising complemental Jaws adapted for

movement relatively to each other, one of said Jaws t>eing

provided with a single positioning rib adapted to coop-

erate with the guide flanges of the tag. and the other Jaw
having a working face for clenching one part of the tag

relatively to the other part thereof, the width of said

single rib being less than the width of the Jaw and said

single rib being equidistant from the respective side edges
of the Jaw.

2. An implement of the class described embodying co-

operating Jaws one of which Is provided with a back gage

and with a prong deflecting recess positioned forwardly of

said back gage, said t>ack gage projecting from the work-
ing face of one Jaw and intermediate the ends thereof.

3. .\n Implement of the class described emt>odylng co-

operating Jaws one of which Is provided with a prong-

deflecting recess and with a positioning projection adja-

cent said recess, the rear face of said projection being sub-

stantially continuous w'th the forward edge of said recess.

4. An implement of the class descrlt)ed embodying co-

operatldg Jaws one of which Is provided with a prong
deflecting recess and with an upstanding projection for-

wardly of said recess, the rear face of said projection t>elng

substantially continuous with the forward edge of said

recess whereby the projection Is adapted to enter a slot

In the tag.

5. .\n Implement ot the class <le«crlt>ed embodying co-

operating Jaws one of which Is provided with a prong
deflecting recess and with an ear or projection the wall

of which Is curved continuously with reference to a curved
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face of the recess, sa'd curved wall of the ear or projec-

tion t>elng substantially continuous with the curved face

of the recess.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,181. VEHICLE WHEEL. Joh.n C. Schliichbb,
Mount Vernon, N. T. Filed Apr. 29, 1916. Serial No.
94,461. (CI. 152—10.)

1. A wheel having a rim provided at Its edges with
pnt'umatlc tires and having a solid cushion tire between
said pneumatic tires with Its tread spiced Inwardly from
the treads thereof, and a pair of detachable rings for se-

curing said pneumatic tires on the rim. said rings having
solid cushion tires whose tread surfaces are disposed on
sulistantially the same radius as that of the aforesaid
solid cushion tire.

2. A wheel having a rim provided at Its e^lges with clr-

cunifereotlal channels and having flanges extending in-

wardly from said edges, a pair of circular side plates se

cnr«'d to said flanges and projecting beyond the rim, pneu
matic tires In said channels, removable rings Interposed

between said tires and the projecting edges' of said side

plates to hold said tires In position, sild rings having
tread surfaces spaced Inwardly from the treads of the

tires, and a tread surface surrounding the rim between
said pneumatic tires, the tread surfaces of said second-

named tread and said rings belni; disposed on substan-

tially the same radius.

3. A wheel having peripheral channels in the edges of

its rim, pneumatic tires disposed In said channels, a solid

cushion tire surrounding the rim between the projecting

portions of said pneumatic tires, said cushion tire having
transverse Integral ribs on its perlphef^. a pair of rings
engaging the outer sides of said pneumatic tires to retain

the same In position, and solid cushion tires surrounding
said rings, the tread surfaces of all of the cushion tires

being disposed on substantially the same radius.

1,225.182. MOLD FOR TUBULAR ARTICLES. Emil
A. ScHciTTio. Poteet. Tex. Filed Aug. 21, 1916. Se-

rial No. 116,077. (CI. -26—127.)

1. .\n Inner wall mold comprising a plurality of arcuate
separable sections placed end to end, a removable fas-

tening strip between the ends of two of said sections,

transverse boards having arcuate outer edges secured to

the Inner surfaces of the sections, certain of the boards
projecting at their ends beyond the end edges of the sec-

tions and overlapping the boards of the other sections,

said overlapping ends of the boards being formed with
alined openings, and removable bolts passed through said

alined openings.

2. In a mold for tubular articles, the combination with
an outer wall, of an Inner wall comprising a plurality of

arcuate sections placed end to end. a removable spacing
strip t)etween the ends of two of said sections, bars hav-

ing arcuate outer edges secured to the Inner surfaces of

said S4'<'tions at the top and bottom of the same, certain

of said bars being slightly larger than the sections and
having projecting ends overlapping the other t>ar8, remov-
able fastening meml>ers positioned through said over-

lapped ends, a metallic cover for the outer surface of said

sections, and a removable ring surrounding said sections
at their upper edge.

.ff >a -^

3. An outer w^al! mold comprising three arcuate sepa-
rable sections placed end to end, two of said sections be-

ing of equal size and the other smaller, transverse twards
with arcuate Inner edges secured to the outer surfaces of
said sections, said boards having their ends projecting be-

yond the end edges of the sections and overlapping, said
overlapped ends being formed with alined openings, and
removable twits passed through said alined openings.

4. An outer wall mold comprising three arcuate sepa-
rable sections placed end to end, two of said sections be-

ing of equal size and the other smaller, transverse boards
with arcuate Inner edges secured to the outer surfaces of

said sections, said boards having their ends projecting be-

yond the end edges of the sections and overlapping, each
of said overlapping ends being formed with pairs of ailned
openings, and removable l>olt8 parsed through said allued
openings.

5. In a mold for tubular articles, the combination with
an Inner wall, of an outer wall comprising three arcuate
sections placed end to end, two of said sections being of
equal size, and the other smaller, pairs of bars with over-
lapping ends secured t^o the outer surface of the larger

sections adjacent the top and bottom of the same, single

bars adjacent the top and bottonv-of said smaller sections
with ends overlapping the ends of the bars of the adja-
cent sections, and removable fastening members positioned
through said overlapping ends to detachably lock the
sections In position.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,183. RESILIENT TIRE AND WHEEL. William
D. Sbal, Piedmont, Mo. Flled Nov. 16. 1916. Serial

No. 131,732. (CI. 162—38.)

The combination with a wheel rim, of a pilr of casing
sections substantially semicircular In cross section, each
of said sections being formed with Inner and outer cir-

cumferentially extending l>eads. the Inner beads adapted
to engage the wheel rim flanges, a tread rim formed with
inner and circumferentlally extending flanges adapted to

engage the outer t>eads of said casing sections, a solid

tire mounted upon the tread rim, a plurality of spaced
radially extending resilient reinforcing stays mounte*! in

each of said sections, and hooks formed at the opposite

ends of each stay which project laterally into 8ai<l inner
and outer beads, said hooks engaging behind the wheel
rim and tread rim flanges to positively prevent accidental

disengagement of the casing sections from Bald rims.
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1^20,l»4. aELF-THREADING DEVICE FOR MOTION-
PICTDRE APPARATUS. Mich ail Smbl. New York,
N. Y.. asBlgnor to Elizabeth Mehlfelder Detwlmesger,
Bayslde. N. Y. Filed Jan. 14. 1914. Serial No. 812,066.
(CI. 88—17.)

1. Id combloatlon with a aim aUvanolag mecbanUm ot

a motion picture apparatuH. a roll of Dim, a support there-

for, a ffuide for thf film oiounte<l in cloite proximity to

the outer surface of tlie roll of film whereby ou the rota-

tion of the film roll the free end of the tllm Is caused to

enter said guide and directed by said guide to the feeding
mechanii^m in the motion pictur*' apparatus.

2. The combination of a roll of film and a feed sprocket,

a supporting frame fur the aanit*. a tllm guiding device

Interposed betweea the roll of lllm and the feed sprocket

for thf> purpose of t^iding and dirvrtlng the fre*' end of

the film Into said guiile and from the d -iivfry reel on to

the ft'ed siprocket In a motion picture apparatus aat«>-

matically.

3. The combination of a driven film reel and a sprocket

mounted in a film manipulating; apparatus, and a guide
mounted between the roU of film and a feed sprocket to

catch the film for automatic delivery to the feed sprocket.

4. The combination of a roll of film, a feed sprocket,

a guide mounted between the roll of film and the (e«d

sprocket for the purpose of receiving and delivering a
film from the feed sprocket to a film receiving roll after

the film has parsed tbrouKh the film manipulating appa
ratua or motion picture apparatuM.

5. In a motion picture apparatus, a delivery re«l and a
feed sprocket, a device consisting of a guide funnel inter-

posed between the delivery re»'l and the feed sprocket to

catch the free end of a film from the delivery reel and
deliver it automatically to a feed sprocket in a motion
picture apparatus substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.225.185. MECHANISM FOR TURNING DERRICK-
SUSPENDED GRAB BUCKETS IN A HORIZONTAL
PLANE. GiMtiN K. Sbtmoir, Denver. Colo., assignor

of forty one-hundredths to Alice A. Teats. Denver, Colo.

Filed June 8. 1»15. Serial No. 82.874. (CI. 87—80.)
1. The combination with a derrick boom and a backet

suspended therefrom, of mechanism for turning said

hacket on Its vertical axis in a horisontal plane compris-

ing a pair of ropes attached at one end to said bucket, a

lever attached to the opposite ends of said ropes and plv-

etaliy mounted centrally of Its ends on raid t>oom, a
welrhted sheave mounted on «aiil ropes intermediate of

said lever and said bucket, sheaves arranged to support

said ropes on each side of said weighted sheave, and
mean.") for turninx said lever to swing said bucket in

opposite directions as desired.

2. In a device of the character d«scrlt>ed. the combina-

tion with a derrick boom and means for operating the

same, of a sheave wheel mounted on said boom, a lifting

rope which travels over said sheave, and means tor oper-

ating .said rope, a cros.s bar secured upon the lower end of

said lifting rope, a lifting device supported from the ends
of said cross t>ar. a lever pivoted centrally of its length
upon said boom, sheave pulleys on opposite sides of said

boom beyond said leTer, a weighted support having sbeaTS
pulleys, ropes which pass under the pulleys in said weighted
support and up over the pulleys on said twom, their oppo-
site endx t>elng securer! respectively to the ends of the
cross t>ar and the ends of said lever, and means for rock-

ing said lever.

8. In a device of the character descrli>ed. the combina-
tion with a derrick boom, and means for raising and lower-

ing and laterally swinging the same, of a sheave pulley

supported upon the outer end of said boom, a lifting rope
which travels over said pulley, and means for operating

said rope, a cross bar secured upon the lower end of

said rope, a material lifting device suspended from the
opposite ends of said cross bar. a centrally pivoted lever

mounted upon said t>oom adjacent its inner end. a pair of

sheave pulleys on opposite sides of said boom beyond said

lever, a welxhted support having sheave pulleys, ropes

secured st their ends to the opposite ends of said cross

bar and said lever, the central portions thereof extending

down over the pairs of sheaves on said boom, and under
the sheaves of said weighted support, an operating dmm
and a rope wound around the name, the opposite ends of

which are attached to the ends of said centrally pivoted

lever.

4. In a device of the character descrlt>ei]. the combina-
tion with a derrick boom and means for operating ths

same, of a lifting rope supported ty said boom and means
for operating the same, a crotta bar on the free end of

said rope, a lifting device suspended from the opposite
ends of said cross bar, ropes also attached at one end to

the opposite ends of said cross bar. a centrally pivoted

lever mounted on said boom, to the ends of which ths
opposite ends of said ropes are secured, means for turn-

tnt; said lever In opposite dlre«-tlons thereby to effect a
corresponding movement of said lifting device, depending
loops midway the lengths of said ropes, and a weighted
sheave which Is carried by the said looped portions, where-
by variations In the lenirths of the said ropes may be

antomatlcally effected relatively to the vertical position

of the lifting device.

5. The combination with a derrick boom and means for

operating the same, of a lifting rope supported by said
t>oom and means for operating the same, a cross bar on
the free end of said rope, a lifting device susi>ended from
the ends of said cross bar, a pair of pulleys on each side

of said boom, ropes having depending loop portions which
extend down betwe«>n .said pulleys, the ropes pssslnK over
said pulleys and being secured at one end to the opposite

ends of said cross bar, means carried by the boom and
connected to the opposite ends of said ropes, for slmul-
taneonsly drawing on one of s«ld ropes and paying out the
other, and a welghterl support having a double sheave
wheel which rests In the looped portions of said ropes.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]
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1,226,186. GUAB-BUCKBT FOR DERRICKS. Glbnn K.
SSTMova, Denver. Colo., assignor of forty one-hun-

dredths to Alice A. Teats. iVnver. Colo. Filed June 8,

1915. Serial No. 82.876. (CI. 87—5o.)

-*' X5 /

1. A device of the character described, comprising coop-

erating bucket portions provided wltb adjustable balls ter-

minating in lever extensions which cross each other and

are pivotally conne<te«l. sheaves mounted In the opposite

ends of said 'ever extensions, a lifting line, a closing line,

ropes ea<^h of which passes over one sheave in one lever

extension and around the other sheave In said extension

and across to and is connected with the opposite lever

extension, the opposite ends of said ropes being connected

to said closing line, flexible suspension means attache<I at

one end to the side of each bucket, and at their other ends

to said lifting; line, and means for operating said lines.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a derrick provided with a lifting line and a

closing line, and means for operating said lines, of cooper-

ating l>ucket portions having adjustable balls which ter-

minate In lever extensions which cross each other and are

pivotally connected, sheaves in the opposite extremities

of each lever extension, ropes each of which is connected

at one end to the lower portion of one of said lever exten-

slona, whence it extends to and around the lower sheave

In the opposite lever extension and over the upper sheave

In said extension, a cross liar secured to said closing line

to which the free ends of said ropes are secured, a sus-

pension bar connected to said lifting line, and flexible

means connecting the outer corners of said buckets with

said suspension bar.

^. The combination with a derrick provided with a

lifting line, and a closing line, and means for operating

said lines, of cooperating bucket portions having balls

which are pivotally connected to their opposite ends, said

balls terminating In extensions which cross each other

and are pivotally connecte<l, means for holding the balls

in different adjusted positions, means connected with the

closing line for effecting an Inward pull on the outer end

of one extension and the inner end of the other extension

simultaneously, and flexible means connecting the outer

corners of said buckets with the said lifting line.

4. The combination with a derrlek provided with a lift-

ing line, and a closing line, and means for operating said

Uses, of cooperating bu< ket portions having Iwills which

are pivotally connected to their opposite ends, said bails

terminating in extensions which cross each other, and
are pivotally connecte<l Intermediate of their extremities,

t»ars pivotally connected at one end to the Inner lower

corner portions of said buckets and adjustably connected

at their other ends to the sides of said balls, sheaves

mounted In said ball extensions on opposite sides of

their pivotal connection, a cross bar on said closing line,

and ropes connected at one end to said cross bar, each

of said ropes being passed over the sheave In the outer
portion of one of the extensions a'iU under and over the
other sheave in said extension, and across to and con-

nected with the lower portion of the other extension, and
flexible means connecting the outer corners of said buck-

ets with the said lifting line, said ball extensions being
each provided with a plurality of pivot receiving holes.

5. The combination with a derrick provided with a lift-

ing line, and a closing line, and means for operating said

lines, of cooperating bucket portions having balls which
are pivotally connecte*! thereto, and means for holding

the balls in different adjuste<l positions, said bails having

extensions which cross each other and are pivotally con

nected, flexible means connected with the said closing

line, for simultaneously effecting an inward pull on the

outer end of one extension and the inner end of the other

extension, a cross bar on said lifting line, means connect-

ing the outer corner^ of said buckets with the said cross

bar, means also connected with the said cross bar for turn-

ing said bucket, and means for operating the bucket turn-

ing means.
(Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.226,187. PATTERN APPLIANCE. M.^x A. Blhz and
ADOt^ PiUTzsu, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Nov. 4, 1916.

SerUl No. 129,606. (CI. 22—168.)

1. A pattern appliance comprising a rapping plate and
a lapping pin passed through and Inseparable from said

plate.

2. A pattern appliance comprising a rapping plate hav-

ing an opening and a rapping pin passed through said

opening and provided near each end with a projection

whereby its withdrawal is prevented.

5. A pattern appliance comprising the combination of

a hollowed pattern, a rapping plate occupying a portion

of such hollow and having a plurality of openings, means
passed through some of said openings for fastening said

plate to the pattern, a hollow boss surrounding one of

saltl openings and firmly seated over the major portion of

Its lateral surface whereby to hold the plate securely in

place and prevent tilting and rocking, and a rapping jpln

attached to said plate and adapted to He In another por-

tion of such hollow.

4. A pattern appliance comprising the combination of

a pattern, a rapping plate having a plurality of openings.

means psRse*] through some of said openings for fastening

said plate to cue side of said pattern and a hollow thread-

ed boss surrounding one of such openings and firmly fitted

over all in said pattern whereby to resist tilting and
loosenlhg and means abutting the opposite sides of the

pattern and cooperating with said screw threads on the

bosb to hold the plate in iM>sltion.

6. A pattern appliance comprising the combination with

a pattern of a hollow structure set In said pattern and
including a rapping plate, means for securlnK th< same
to the pattern, said plate t>eing provided with an opening

to the hollow interior of said structure, and a rapping pin

adapted to He In its entirety within the confines of said

structure.

IClaims 6 to 29 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.188. WEED-DIGGING IMPLEMENT. Jacob B*-
WIN Smith, Homestead, Pa. Filed May 11. 1916. Se-

rial No. 96.927. (CI. 66—66.)

1. In a digging Implement for the purposes set forth.

the combination of a tubular rod. blades at the lower end
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tbereof. a sprpader through which the blades pasa, and
a apring actuated rod for moving the upreader with respect
to the blades.

2. In a dljtglug Implement for the purposes set forth, the
combination of a tubular rod, blades at the lower end
thereof, a spreader through which the blades pass, a
spring-actuated shaft for moving the spreader with re-
spect to the blades, and means for holding the shaft
against the action of the spring.

3. In a digging Implement for the purposes set forth,
the combination of a tubular rod having blades project'
Ing from the lower efad thereof, a spreader plate through
which the blades pass, a spring-actuated shaft carrying
the spreader plate and having notches therein, and a catch
on the tubular rod to engage the notches and hold the
shaft against the action of the spring.

4. In a digging Implement for the purposes set forth,
the combination of a tubular rod having blades projecting
from the lower end thereof, a shaft extending through
the tubular rod and between the blades, a spreader plate
loosely mounted on the shaft to have a limited movement
at the outer end thereof, and a disk at the outer end of
said shaft.

5. In a digging implement for th* T)tnT>ose8 «et forth,
the combination of a tubular rod bent into a handle at
Its upper end, a foot piece near the lower end of the rod,
and blades projecting downwardly from said rod. together
with a spreader-plate through which the blades pass, and
means for connecting the spreader-plate movably with
respect to the rod.

(Claim fl not printed in the (lazette.]

1,225,189. WIRE-STRBTCHKR. Lbmiel SoRRiLLg. In-
dustry. 111. Filed Sept. 13. 1916. Serial No. 119,917.
(CI. 254—68.)

A strain applying device comprising parallel side bars
forme<i with perforations at predetermined interyals,
cross bars connecting the side bars, a longitudinally ex-
ten<llng rod attached to the end bars and disposed between
the .-^Ide bars, anchoring devices secured to the rear end
bar. a strain applying member comprising a T-shaped body
portion and laterally projecting arms, the arms and the T-
ahaped bo<ly portion slldingly engaging the side bars, the

l>o<:y portion having a slot through which the guide rod
passes, pins adapted to be inscrte<l in the perforations
In tk« side bars, each pin forming a fulcrum for the
strain applying member, flexible connections extending
from the bo«ly portion of the strain applying member, and
wire clamping members operatively connected to the con-
nections.

1,225.190. TR.\NSMISSION MECFIAXISMr RowLA.Nn
SpABLiNo, Minneapolis. Minn., assignor to Dispatch
Motor Car Company. Minneapolis, Minn., a Corporation
of South DakoU. Filed Apr, 20. 1914. SerUl No.
838.100. (01. 21—90.)

The combination with the motor and traction wheels of
a motor propr'lled vehicle, of an engine driven shaft, a
foothe«l reversing gear mechanism interposed in said shaft,
and a friction gear mechanism having three cooperating
friction wheels, one of which Is driven from said shaft
and the other two of which are «-onnecte<l. one -to each of
the traction wheels of said vehicle.

1,225,191. AUTOMATIC CENTER PUNCH. Chahlbs L.
Throckmorton. San Francisco. t::al. Filed Sept. 28,
1914. Serial No. 863,988. (O. 83—191.)

1. An automatic center punch comprising a tubular
member

; means secured to one end of the tubular member
and adapted to parallel the same with a shaft to b« cen-
tered : a center punch slldably mounted within the tubular
member: levers pivotally mounted upon the tubular mem-
ber and adapte<l to encage the periphery of a shaft: and
means freely slldable upon tbe tubular member ami adapt-
ed to move the levers Into engagement with the periphery
of a shaft.

2. An automatic center punch comprising a tubular
member

: a disk secured at right angles to one end of
the tubular member and bavins radial slots therein,
said disk being adapted to parallel the tubular member
with a shaft to be centered ; a center punch slldably
mounted within the tubular member ; levers pivotally
mounted upon the tabular member and arranged to en-
gage the periphery of a shaft to be centered : and means
slldably mounted upon the tubular meml>er and adapted
to engage one end of each lever and to move the opposite
end thereof onto the periphery of a shaft to be centered.

8. An automatic <-enter punch comprising a tubular
member: a disk 8ecure<l at right angles to one end of tbe
tubular member : a center punch slldably mounte<l within
the tubular member; and means operatively connected to
the tubular member and adapted to aline the same with
the shaft, said means passing through the disk and slld-
ably engHired thereby. '

4. An automatic center puscb comprising a tubular
member; a renter punch slldably mountM within the
tubular member

; means secured to one end of the tubular
member and adapted to parallel the same with a shaft to
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be centered ; levers pivotally mounted upon the tubular

member and adapte<l to engage the periphery of a shaft

to be centered : and means freely slldable upon the tubular

member and adapte<l to engage one end of each lever and

cause the opposite end thereof to engage the periphery of

the shaft and thereby aline the tubular meml)er and center

punch therein with the shaft, said levers extending

through said first mentioned means and l)elng braced

thereby.

5. An automatic center punch comprising a tubular

member : a center punch slldably mounted within the

tubular member ; a disk having radial slots therelb se-

cured to one end of the tubular member whereby the

same may be parallel with a shaft to be centered ; levers

pivotally mounted upon the tubular member and extending

through the radial slots and arranged to engage the pe-

riphery of the shaft : and means slldably mounted upon

the tubular member and adapteil to engage one end of each

lever and to cause the opposite ends of said levers to en-

gage the periphery of the shaft to be centered and to aline

the tubular member and punch therein with said shaft.

(Claim 6 not printed In the (jaxette.]

1,226.192. VEHICLE-BODY. Ezra A. Traylor, Com-
merce, Tex. Filed Nov. 18. 1916. Serial No. 132,167.

(CI. 21—7.)
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1. In combination with a vehicle bo«ly Including side

panels and end panels, transversely disposed bracing

members Interposed between the side panels adjacent the

end panels, eye twits engage*] with the transverse bracing

members and provlde<l with threaded shanks, T-bolts pro-

vided with threadeil shanks disposed through the end

panels, and sl»^ves with which the shanks of the eye bolts

and the T l>olts art' engaged.

2. in combination with a wagon body Including side

panels, a brace member for said side panels includ-

ing an elongated member interposed between the panels

and provldeil with thre«de<l openings at Its opposite

ends, and T-bolts having their shanks disposed through

the side panels and In threach-il etigageiiient with the open-

ing of the ends of the elongated member, the head of each

of the l>olt8 having an angular extremity underlying the

body.

1,225,193. COTTON PICKER. James W. Vittbtoe,

Mart, Tex. Piled Oct. 26. 1916. Serial No. 127,943.

(CI. 66—117.)

1. In a cotton picker, a portable support, a suction

creating tievlce mounted on the support, a conveyer con-

nected thereto, and a revolving picking member communi-

cating with the conveyer and Including a plurality of

radial conveyers each having a revolving cotton picking

head on Its outer end communicating with the radial

conveyers.

7. In a cotton picker, the combination of a portable

support, a vertical revolving drum, hollow arms radiating

from the drum and communicating therewith,, a plurality

of toothed disks fixed to the outer ends of the arms, re-

volving heads surrounding the disks and mounted on the

arms, each head having an opening exposing a portion of

the toothed peripheries of the disks, said heads communi-
cating with the arms, means for creating a suction through

the drum, arms and head, and means for conveying cotton

from the drum.
[Claims 2 to 6 and 8 not printed in the Gtasette.]

,225,194. ARC-LIGHT ELECTRODE. ROBERT P.

Walker, Cleveland, Ohio, .nssignor to National Carbon

Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of New Jer-

sey. File<l Dec. 3, 1912. Serial No. 734,656. (CI.

176—121.)

An arc lamp electrode having two longitudinal chan-

nels, flaming material in one of said channels and a

metallic conductor in the other channel, the protruding

end of said conductor l>eing looped around the core of

flaming material and secure<i to the electrode end.

1,225,195. PICTURE FRAME. Frank W. Wanda, Madi-

son, Me. Piled Apr. 24, 1916. Serial No. 93,130. (CI

40—152.)

The combination with a frame having a ledge on Its

rear face extending entirely around the same, a backl>oard

and means for securing salfl backboard to the ledge : of a

box-like back applied to said frame to entirely cover said

ledge and backboard, means for removably securing the

box-like back to the frame and a packing lnterpose<l be-

tween the outer edges of the frame and said box-like back,

whereby to provide a dust proof connection.

A. Wessb, New
Serial No. 8.786.

1.225.196. PIANO PLAYER. John
York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 17, 1915.

(CI. 84—166.)

1. In a piano player, the combination of an actuating

pneumatic motor, music-sheet winding devices operated

thereby, and means the operation of which is determined

by the position of the music-sheet for admitting atmos-

pheric air directly to the Interior of said motor to stop

the same.

,2. In a piano player, the combination of a pneumatic

motor, music-sheet winding-devices operated thereby, a
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trarker bar havloK a port adapted to b« uncovered by the
moTement of thv mualc-sheet. and means, the operation
of which IS initiated bj the uncovering of Raid port, for
admitting atmospheric air directly to the Interior of aaid
motor to atop the same.

^ ^ u^i^iJJilL?j?f?| . ij

S. In a piano player, the combination of a pneumatic
motor, means for admitting atmospheric air directly to
the interior of said motor to stop the same, pneumatic
devices for actuating said means and pneumatic control-
ling devices for placing said actuating devices In com
munlcatlon with the main exhaust, the operation of said
pneumatic devices being determined by the position of
the music-sheet.

4. In a piano player, the combination of a pnenmatlc
motor, means for admitting atmoi^pherlc air dirertly to
the Interior of 8«l,i motor to stop tb« aame. pneumatle
devices for actuating said means, pneumatic controlling
devices to place said operating devices in communication
with the main exhaust, a tracker-bar having a portadapted to be uncovered by the movement of the moalc-
•lieet. and a connection frt)m said port to said con
trolling devices.

5. In a piano player, the combination of a pneumaticmotor having motor bellows and slide valves therefor
mu«lc-sheet winding devices operated thereby, means tomove one of said valves from It. .eat to admit atmos-
pheric air and stop the motor and device, whereby the
operation of said means is determined by the position of
the music-sheet.

[Qalms 8 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.197 GATE. Thomas C. Wiss.ls and WilliamKam, Lytton. British Columbia. Canada. Filed July 14
1916. Serial No. 109,363. (€1.89-61.)

"""^ ^*'

The combination with a frame having a pair of spaced
uprights

: a pivot bar connecting said uprights, a gate piv-
oted on the bar. springs fixed to each side of the gate and
having their free ends bearing against the adjacent fat-es
of the uprights, said springs having openings where-
through said bar pasw^. « pivot pin carried by the gate
«nd .paced from the gate pivot toward the center of grav-

ity of the gate, a link having lu lower end coBuectcd to
the pivot pin and including length adjusting mean., a
heU crank lever pivoted at Its angle to the frame and hiiv-
lag one of it. arms connected to the link, a link connected
to the secon.i arm of said lever, a .second bell crank lever
pivoted to the frame at its angle and having one arm con
nected to the second link, a third link connected to the
remaining arm of the second lever, and an operating lever
fulcrumed to the frame and having a short arm connetteil
to the third link, the remaining arm of Mid lever extend-
ing adjacent the path ..f the operator.

1.225.198. PULP -SCREEN. Paora P. Wmtbi, Peter-
borough. Ontario. Canada. Filed June 8. 1913 BerUl
No. 772,568. (CI. 92

—

34.)

1. In a pulp screening machine, a casing, a mrreen mem-
ber, a .tepped fe<>dlng chamber projecting within the cas-
ing, said member having discharge ports In the transverse
faces of succeeding steps, and a rotary distributer within
the L-aslng. the blades of which have stepped notches there-
in conforming to the rontoor of the feeding chamber whlck
they overhang.

1. In a pulp screening machtae. a casing, a screen mem-
ber, a rotary di.triliuter thereto, a feeding chamber pro-
jecting within the (TiMlng In a position concvotrlc with the
distributer and having pnlp dls. harge ports located in
different vertical planes substantially perpendicular to the
axis of rotation of the dlstrlt>ater.

3. In a pulp screening machine, a casing, a screen mem-
ber, a rotary distributer, a fe«wJing chamber projecting into
the distributer in a position concentric therewith, said
feeding (haml>er having pulp discharge oriHces located at
different distance* from the axis of roUtlon of the dis-
tributer and in different planes sulwtantlally perpendicular
thereto.

4. In a pulp screening machine, a casing, a screen mem
ber. a rotary dlstri»>uter, a stepped feeding chamber pro-
jecUng within the casing, aald feeding chamber having
pulp discharge ports In the transverse faces of succeeding
step..

5. In a pulp screening machine, a casing, a screen mem-
ber, a circular feeding chamber projecting within the cas-
ing concentric with the distributer and having concentric
pulp discharge ports In the transverse face thereof and
coincident with the peripheral wall of the chamber, and a
rotary distributer.

rcialms 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,199. UNIVKBaAI. JOINT FOR POWER SHAFTS.
William E«a8tc8 Williams. Chicago. III. Plied May
24, 1910. Serial No. 99.616. (CI. 74—19.)
1. A joint of the class described having driving and

driven members, provided with suluhle shoulders, an In-
termediate connecting member provided with trunnions
having shoul.lers at their fwises and adapted to form hinge
connections to the driving and driven member., bearing
bushings mounted In the driving and driven member, and
adapted to serve as journals for the trunnions, mid bu.h-

lng« having rectangular cross sections and being provided
with flange bases adapted to abut against the shoulders
on the driving and driven members and against the shoul-
ders at the bases of the trunnions on the Intermediate
member, and means for securing the bushings In place.

1.225,201. CUE-TIP. F«H>«,ca Ziembi. Preeport. N. Y
Filed Not. 24, 1916. Serial No. 188.218. (Q. 46—8.)

»r

2. A joint of the class described compoMd of two forked
end members and an Intermediate or connecting member,
emhrawKl by the forks and having hinge pins or trunnion^
connecting the meml.ers together. I)earing bushings for the
journals of the hinge pins or trunnions, said bushings hav-
ing faces of approximately rectangular outline rounded at
the rear corners.

8. A Joint of the class described compowd of two end
members and an interme.liate or connecting member hay-
ing hinge pins or trunnions connecting the members to-
gether, bearing bushings for the journals of the hinge pins
or trunnions, said bushings having faces of approximately
rectangular outline roundt>d at the rear comers and pro-
vided with flanges at the base for Uking the radial thrust
of the connecting member.

4. In a device of the class described, two end members,
a third or interm.>dlate member hinged to both, bearing
bushings for the hinge Journals, said bushings being ap-
proximately rectangular in cross wctlon and provided with
flanges at their haws adapted to resist radial displacement
and to furnish radial wearing surfaces, and being further
provided with ribs on the flanges adapted to aid in resist-
ing circumferential displacement and to tie the parts to
gether.

3. In a device of the class descrit)ed, two end members
a third or Intermediate memt>er. hinged to both end mem-
bers, bearing bushings for the hinge journal., raid bushing.
l»elng re. tanguhtr In cross section and provided with
flange, at their l.am>s adapter! to resist radial displacement
and to furnish radial wearing surface., and being further
provlde<l with ribs on the flanges adapted to aid In resist-
ing circumferential displacement and to tie the parts to-

'

gether
:
and means for fastening the bushings against dl^

placen)ent.

[Claim. 6 to 15 not printed In the Gasette.]

> -^^^
1. In a device of the class described, a cap having an

Inwardly projecting flange defining an opening; a cue tip
abutting against the outer face of the flange and includ-
ing a rearwardly extended hollow tubular neck of less di-
ameter than the tip. the neck being compressible to permit
its Insertion through the opening, the neck being expanded
outwardly in a direction substantially at right angles to
the axis of the cap to He aga<nst the Inner race of the
flange

: and a relatively fixed member wherewith the cap
Is detachably assenjbled. the neck being bound between
the inner face of the flange and said member.

f Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.202. GEARING. William II. Ahle and Edward
L. FiTZOBRALD. Gerald. Mo. Filed Apr. 24, 1916. Se-
rial No. 93.163. (01. 74—7.) ^

1.225.200. ART OF OPERATING ON CAN - BODIESJohn M. Yocno, San Francisco. Cal.. assignor to Amer-lan Can Company, San Francl«>o, Cal.. a Corporation
of New Jerwy. Filed May 9, 1914. Serial No. 837 426
(CI. lis—116.)

In a four wheel drive motor vehicle, the combination
with the power shaft thereof, of a main jack shaft dis-
posed on each side of said power shaft, a pinion fixed
upon each of raid main Jack shafts, a driving pinion
feathered upon said power shaft, an auxiliary Jack shaft,
a pinion fixed upon said auxiliary Jack shaft and meshing
with the pinion upon one of said main jack shafts, oppo-
sitely extending drive shafts swivelly connected to the
other of said main jack shaft.s and to said auxiliary Jack
shaft, and mean, for shifting said feathere«l pinion into
mesh with either one or both of said main Jack shaft pin-
ions, whereby power may be transmitted to either one or
both of said oppositely extending drive shafts.

An Improvement In the art of making cans and prepar
Ing the same for subsequent use in the art of canning
which c».n»l.ts in forming a metallic blank Into a sul.stan-
tlally cylindrical body and unltlnp the side edges of said
blank, then for storage purposes deforming said body into
« condition subsuntlally flattened from end to end of the
body along lines parallel with Its axis without injury or
cracking cf the metal, then reforming the deformed can
body Into substantially Its original form and then flanging
the reformed body for maintaining the body In its re-
formed condition and truing the same for the reception of
a can end or end..

1.225.203. MEANS FOR UTILIZIN<; ELECTRICALLY-
TRANSMITTED IMPULSES. Edwabj) H. Amrt. Re-
dondo Beach. Cal. Filed Mar. 4. 1916. Serial' No
82.266. (CI. 179—114.)
1. The combination with a telephone receiver dia-

phragm and electro-magnetl( means for operating uld
diaphragm, of dash-pot forming means containing air
open to atmospheric pressure, means to regulate the size
of the chamber, and means to nearly close the opening to
the atmosphere.

2. A telephone receiver comprising a housing and a dia-
phragm mounted therein, said housing and diaphragm

!
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forming a dash-pot. of which the diaphragm coostltutes
the movable member, an electro-magnet In operable rela-

tion to the diaphragm, a collecting chamber and an outlet

therefrom on the same side of the diaphragm with the
electro-magnet.

3. A telephone receiver comprising a housing ; a dia-

phragm tn the housing, said housing and diaphragm form-

ing a dash-pot chamber on one side of the diaphragm ; an
electro magnet on the other side of the diaphragm, there

being an Impulse chamber on the same side of the dia-

phragm with the electro-magnet and an impulse oatlet

from said Impulse chamber.
4. The combination with a telephone receiver electro-

magnet, of a diaphragm in operable relation thereto, a

housing inclosing the diaphragm and forming a practically

closed air chaml)er on the side thereof opposite the electro-

magnet and also forming a second air chamber on the

same side with said electro magnet, and an impulse outlet

from the second air chamber.

5. In a telephone receiver comprising a diaphragm, an
electro-magnet, a collecting chamber and an impulse outlet

all on the same side of the diaphragm, a dash-pot chamber
on the side of the diaphragm opposite to the electro-mag-

net.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,204. HARROW. Cakl J. Andcrsox, Sanborn,
N. D. Filed Jan. 4, 1916. SerUl No. 70,288, (CI.

56—88.)

^HIK^

A harrow including a (team having a slot therein, means
for supporting the beam in spaced relation to the ground,

a harrow frame disposed transversely of the beam, in-

verted V-shaped supports pivoted at their vertices and the

undersurface of the beam and connected at their outer
ends to the harrow frame, a segmental rack connecteil to

the side of the beam, a transversely arrangeil stub shaft

having one end rotatably mounted In the rack, a bracket

straddling the other end of the shaft and holding It on the

beam, a rigid arm extending from the shaft, a rod ar-

ranged through the slot «n«l having the re«i>ectlve ends
thereof pivoted to the arm and the frame, a foot lever

rigid with the shaft and extending therefrom whereby
when depressed the arm and < onsequently the frame will

be raised, a hand lever rigidly connected to and extending

from the shaft, a pawl slidably mounted on the hand lever

for engaging the rack to hold the frame in various ad-

Jasted positions, and means for releasing the pawl where-

by to permit of the actuation of the foot lerer.

1,225,205. DEVICE POE OPENING AND CLOSING
DOORS FOR GARAGES, &c. Locii F. Alsworth,
Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 3, 1917. Serial No. 140,474.

(CI. 268—8.)

ff J Ji:

1. A device for operating sliding doors for garages,
etc., comprising, in combination with a siidint: door, a
pivotal metallic throw bar and post to which the lower
end of said bar Is pivoted, antl friction wheels mounted
upon said door and spaced apart and between which said
throw bar is adapted tu havi' a play, means for confining
the bar between said rollers, a tilting lever mounted upon
the post and having pivotal link connections with snid
throw bar. a screw adjustably mounted upon the pest,
and a coiled spring fastened at one end to said screw and
its other end to the inner arm of said lever.

2. A device for operating sliding doors for garages, etc..

comprising, in combination with a sliding door, a pivo'al
metallic throw l)ar and post to which the lower end of
said bar is pivoted, antifriction wheels mounted upon
said door and spiced apart and between which said throw
bar is adapteil to have a play, means for cuntlnlng the
bar between said rollers, a tilting lever mounted u;)on
the post and having pivotal link connections with raH
throw bar. a sliding hollow bolt, pivotal link connections
between the same and said lever, said bolt having a lug
projecting from the inner hollow surface, a lock, the
tongue of which is adapted to be thrown in the iwtta of
said lever, and a handle for moving the bolt.

1.225.206. METAL MOLDING AND CASTING APPLI-
ANCE. Altrkd Charles Atkinson, Kelburn, Welling
ton. New Zealand. Filed Oct. 14, 1916. Serial No.
125,592. (CI. 22—97.)

^;'*^*^ -^

X

1. In means for the purposes herein described the com-
bination with a mold casing, of a cover adapted to fit over
one end thereof and formert with a central circular aper-
ture and with a rim surrounding such aperture on Its

outer surface, sulwtantlally ns herein specified..

8. In the means for the purposes herein described. th«

combination with the mold casing, of a cover theref.ir

formed with a central circular aperture, a disk having a
central upwardly projecting cone upon which the sper-
ture In the casing cover Is adapted to pass and rest and
formed with an aperture extending vertically through th'
cone, and a base plate on which the disk rests formed
with a depression beneath the cone of the disk.

4. Means for the purposes herein described compris-
ing the combination with the mold casing, of a cover
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therefor formed with a central circular aperture and with
a rim on its outside surrounding the edge of such aper
ture. and a disk plate having a cone shaped center upon
which the aperture In the casing cover is adapted to pass
and rest, such cone being formed with an aperture ex-

tending vertically through It. and fornie<l with a number
of slight ribs extending radially down its surface, sub-
stantially as and for the purposes specified.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gesette.1

1,226.207. ADJUSTABLE DRESS FORM. Anna Dram
Bailry, New York. N. Y. Filed July 30, 1918. Serial

No. 781,968. (CI. 228—18.)

1. A dress form comprising an Inner body conforming
approximately to the shap.- of the human form, out-

wardly extending compressible coll springs supported by
said inner body and extending outwardly therefrom ap
proximately radial to the o-nter of said form, the outer
coils of adjoining springs being close together and the
entire surface of the Inner body being covered with
springs, a flexible Inclosing casing surrounding the Inner
body and the springs, said ca-Ing conforming to the shape
of th- human form and fnimpressing the springy, the
outer colls of the springs engaging said casing, whereby
aid flexible casing will be held taut by the hprlngs.

2. A dress form comprising a rigid 'inner body, out-
wardly extending compressible springs secured to said
rigid body and extending outwardly therefrom approxi-
mately radial to the center of said body, said springH
being approximately conical with their smaller ends se-

cured to the rigid Inner body, the outer colls of adjoin-
ing springs being close together and the entire surface of,

' the rigid body being covered with springs, a flexible in-

closing casing surrounding the rigid body and the springs,
said casing conforming to the shape of the human form
and compressing the springs, the outer colls of the springs
engaging said casing, whereby said flexible casing will be
held taut by the springs, and a detachable Inelastic cov-
ering for said form smaller than the normal sixe of the
Inclosing casing and adapted to be fitted thereover, and
means for detacbably securing said Inelastic covering
about the Inclosing casing said covering further com-
pressing the springs, whereby said covering will be held
taut by a spring pressure exerted thereon throughout Its

surface.

\\. A dress form comprising an Inner body, outwardly
extending compressible springs secured to said body and
extending outwardly therefrom approximately radial to
the center of said form, said springs being approximately
conical with their smaller ends secured to the Inner body,
the outer colls of adjoining springs being close together
and the entire surface of the Inner t)ody being covered
with springs, a flexible Inclosing casing surrounding the
body and the springs, said casing conforming to the 6hap<'
of the human form and cumpresnInK the springs, the
outer colls of the springs engaging said casing, whereby
aid flexible casing will be held taut by the springs.

4. A drees form comprising a rigid Inner body con-
forming approximately to the shape of the human form,
outwardly extending compressible springs secured to said
rigid body and extending outwardly therefrom approxi-
mately radial to the center of said form, said springs
being approximately conical with their smaller ends se-

cured to the rigid Inner body, the outer colls of adjoin-
ing springs being connected together and the entire sur-
face of the rigid body being covered with springs, a flexi-

ble Inclosing casing surrounding the rigid body and the
springs, said casing conforming to the shape of the hu-
man form and compressing the springs, the outer coils
of the springs engaging said casing, whereby said flexi-

ble casing will be held taut by the springs, and a de-
tachable inelastic covering for said form smaller than the
normal sise of the Inclosing ca.slng and adapted to be
fitted thereover, and means for detactiably securing s.tld

inelastic covering about the inclosing casing said covering
further compressing the springs, whereby said covering
will be held taut by a spring pressure exerted thereon
throughout its surface.

5. A dress form comprising an Inner form, a flexible

outer casing larger than the form and conforming sub-
stantially to the shape of the human form, compressible
springs interposed between the form and the outer cas-
ing, said springs being arranged over substantially the
entire surface of the form and extending outwardly there-
from and being held under compression by the outer cas-
ing, whereby said outer casing will be held taut, and a
non-elastic outer covering conforming to the shape of the
human form and smaller than the outer flexible casing and
adapted to be fitted thereover to contract the form to the
desired slse nnd shape, and means for holding said non-
elastic outer covering In position.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasetta.]

1,225,208. COMBINED BABY HAMMOCK AND SWING.
Bella P. Baiuby, Portland, Oreg. Filed July 14, 1916.
Serial No. 109,377. (CI. 6—10.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a bo<ly,
tabs associated with the body, ropes connected with the
body, said ropes having snap hooks carried by their ends
adapted to engage a support to hold the hammock In a
horlsontal position, or to engage the tabs to support the
hammock In a vertical position.

2. A hammock of the class described comprising a bot-
tom, sides and ends, flaps carried by the upper edges of
the sides, means for lacing the adjacent edges of the
flaps tcgether. second flaps carried by the upper edges of
the sides and having eyelets formed therein, ropes ex-
tending longitudinally of the hammock and engaged In
said eyelets, said ropes being stretched to the corners of
the hammock, the ends of said ropes being provided with
snap hooks, and tabs carried by the ends of the bottom
and adapted] to be engaged by the snap hooks to suspend
the hammock in a vertical position, as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

1.225.209. DRILL EXTENSION. Alfred F. BEArnRr..
Chicag^, III. Filed Jan. 20, 1916. Serial No. 73,228.
(CI. 77-^^tS*4

A drill holder comprising a cylinder having Its lower
end closed and further provided with a longitudinal
groove, a tool holding block formed upon the lower end of
the cylinder, a loEfitHudlnally adjustable rod fitting snugly
within the cylinder and carrying means for connection
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to a tool, a longltmlinal rib formed on the rod and flttlng

within the lonn^tudinal grooTe in the rylinder, and an

\

adjastable collar carried by the rod adapted to engage

the upper edge of the cylinder.

1,225.210. SPRING-TIRE. laA S. Bbkson, Montlccllo.

Miss., assignor of one-fourth to Belle Lot>. Macomb,
Miss., and one-fourth to Emma F. Smith, Monticello.

Miss. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No. 138,071. (CI.

152—87.)

series of dehydrating cells, means for conreylng the modi-

fled air to and from tho cells, means for changing at Inter-

vals the lint- of movement of the air current through the

cells, a supplemental air heating device in proximity to

each cell, and m>>ans for controlling the heat developed i>t

each supplemental air heating device.

^•^^y^
SI

, j^!£l.

In a sprlHK wheel the combination of a felly prcvidecl

with a perlph»'ral channfl having divergent side walls, an

annular ring seate<l within said channel, a substantially

rigid tire encircling the felly and provided with an in-

wardly opening channel slldably rnihracing the sides of

the felly, the web of the second named channel having

a cros.s- sect Ion similar to that of the first nanie<l channel

and l)elng movable thereinto at times, and springs secured

to said annular ring nnd Interposed between It and the

web of the second named channel.

3. In an apparatus for conditioning wool, the combina-

tion of means for primarily modifying the condition of

the air to be introduced into the apparatus as regards

temperature and humidity, a series of dehydrating cells,

means for changing at Intervals the line of n. ovement of

the introduced air currents through the cells, a weighi.ig

apparatus for each cell, and means structurally lndepen<I-

ent of the weighing apparatus but energized by the weijih-

Ing apparatus for indicating the change of weight of the

material acteil upon contained within the cells.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a blower, an atr feed trunk, a waste air trunk, a
serW^s of cells Intfrposinl between the air fetni trunk unci

the wa!«te air trunk, air passages leading from the air feed

trunk to the cells, air passages leading from the cells to

the waste air trunk, means In said air passages leading

from the air feed trunk to the c-ells for changing at Inter-

vals the line of movement of the air currents through the

cells, and air heating devices In each of th»* cells locattsl

tn the path of movement of the air currents through the

c«lls.

5. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-
tion of an air heater, a blower, an air feed trunk through
which hot air may tie trausmltttHl, a waste air trunk, a

series of cells interpose<i between the air trunks, air

passages leading from the air feed trunk to the cells, air

passages leading from the cells to the waste air trunk,

means in each cell for adding heat to the air currents

delivered to the cell, and means in relation to each cell

for changing the level of the air currents passtuf through
the cell at Intervals.

[Claims G and 7 not printed In the Gazette. 1

1^25,212. ART OF DRYING BODIES. 4iBOBOl Hillabd
Bbxjaiiik. New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 20. 1914.

Serial No. 873.108. (H. 34—6.)

12 /3

1.225.211. APPARATUS FOR CONDITICHVING AND
DEHYDRATING FIBROUS AND OTHER BOpiES
George Hillard Benjamin, New York, N. Y. Filed

Aug. 1, 1914. Serial No. 854.598. (CI. 34—39.)

1. In an apparatus for conditioning wool, the combina-

tion of. means for filtering air, means for beating air, a

series of dehydrating cells, means for conveying the modi-

ae<l air to and from the cells, means for changing at

Intervals the line of movement of the air current through

the cells, and a supplemental air heating device tn prox-

imity to each cell.

2. In an apparatus for conditioning wool, the romblna-

tlon of, means for filtering air, means for heating air, a

1. The method of partially dehydrating Imdies. which

consists In Imparting motion to the body and while in

motion subjecting It to the action of air currents, inde-

pendently applied heat, and electrically produce<l light for

a sufflclent time to remove at least 80% of the normal

water content and prmluce color changes.

2. The method of treating cellular bodle^t to pro<lnce a

partially dehydrated body, which consists In subjecting

the body to the action of heated air currents. Independ
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ently applied heat, and electrically produced light, the
physical effects of the heat and light being regulated so
as not to destroy the enzyms present In the body treated.

3. In a dehydrating apparatus, the combination of a
rotary member, an air inlet, an air outlet, means for
continuously altering the level at which the air is trans-
mitted through the lotary member, and means for heating
the rotary member.

4. In a dehydrating apparatus, the combination of a
rotary member, an air Inlet, an air outlet, means for con-
tinuously altering the level at which the air is transmitted
through the rotary nieml>er, and means for heating and
lighting the interior of the rotary member through the
Instrumentality of electric energy.

5. In a dehydrating apparatus, the combination of a
rotary member open at both ends and dlvlde<I into com-
partments by partition.><. an air inlet locafe<l at one end,
an air outlet located at the other end. a series of air
deflecting dampers locate<l in the air Inlet, together with
means for continuously varying the positions of rhe
dampers.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.213. METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR MANU-
FACTURING ICE FROM RAW WATER. Robert J.

BEEBYiiiAN. Philadelphia, Pa. File<l Mar. 8, 1915. Se-
rial No. 12.872. (CI. 62—172.)

1. In the method of manufacturing ice by subjecting a
body of water to a freezing temperature and agitating the
unfrozen water during congelation by Intermittently with-
drawing and returning a portion of the unfrozen water.
the Improvement which (ons'sts In segregatinK impurities
from the water withdrawn before returning the water.

2. In the method of manufacturing ice by subjecting a
body of water to a freezing temperature and agitating the
unfrozen water during congeUtion by intermittently with
drawing and returning a portion of the unfrozen water,
the Improvement which cons'sts in trapping and retaining
impurities in the water so withdrawn before returning the
water.

3. In the method of manufacturing Ice in receptacles
partially immersed in a freezing solution and in which the
unfrozen water content is agitated during congelation by
alternately sucking up and squirting back a portion of the
unfrozen water through conduits extending downward
into the upper ends of the receptacles, the Improvement
which consists in segregating impurities from the water
sucked out of each receptacle before the return of the
water to the can.

4. Apparatus for the manufacture of ice comprising In
combination a receptacle for the water to be frozen, and
means for Intermittently withdrawing water trom the re-
ceptacle, segregating impurities therefrom and returning
It to the receptacle, said means Including an impurity col-
lecting trap through which the water so withdrawn and
returned Is passed.

6. Apparatus for the manufacture of ice comprising In
combination a receptacle for the water to be frozen, and
agitating and purifying provisions comprising a conduit
dipping into the upper end of the body of the water con-
tained in said receptacle, and means for intermittently
withdrawing through said conduit a portion of the water
contained in said receptacle, .st^gregatlug impailties there-
from and then returning it to said receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.
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1,225,214. STREET INDICATOR. Jamu Bi«d. Buffalo,
N. Y. Filed Apr. 14. 1916. Serial No. 91,242. (01.

40j—88.)

/

n^ '

1. In a car Indicator for streets, the combination of a
box, a curtain In said box, a shaft in said box, a storage
roller on said shaft and having said curtain attached
thereto, a secx)nd shaft and an operating roller on said
second shaft which is adapted to move said curtain by
frlctional contact therewith, means to operate said op-
erating roller, a pinion on said storage roller shaft and a
rack to mesh with said pinion and adapted to operate said
storage roller and wind said curtain thereon, a second
rack operatively connected to said first rack and a pinion
on .said operating roller shaft normally held out of con-
tact with said second rack and adapted to mesh with and
operate said second rack when said operating roller is
moving said curtain.

2. In a car indicator for streets, the combination of a
box. a curtain having the names of streets thereon, two
storage rollers to which are attached, and upon which are
wound said curtain, two operating rollers, the first of
which is adapted to move said curtain from the first stor-
age roller to the second storage roller and the second of
which is adapted to move said curtain from the second
storage roller to the first storage roller, reversible means
to operate said operating rollers alternatively, means for
operating said storage rollers from sab operntlng rollers,
said means consisting of racks and pinions, which are nor-
mally held out of mesh with each other and adapted to be
brought into mesh with each other by movement of the
operating roller.

3. In a car indicator for streets, the combination, of a
box, a sight opening in said box. a curtain In said box
having the names of streets on both sides thereof, a stor-
age roller In said box to which said curtain is attached,
an operating roller In said box adapted to move said cur-
tain by frlctional contact therewith, means to reverae
said storage roller whereby the names on either side of
said curUln may be shown through said sight opening,
means to rotate said operating roller to show the names of
said streets successively, and means between said operat-
ing roller and said storage roller to rotate said storage
roller and store said curtain when In the original or re-
verse position, said latter means consisting of pinions
connected to said operating and storage rollers and two
racks yieldingly connected to each other and adapted to
be brought Into and out of mesh with said pinions, and
one of said racks adapted to be reversed.

4. In a car indicator for streets, the combination of a
box. a sight opening in said box. an operating roller Jour-
nnled in ^aid box. two frames in said box which are pivot-
ally connected, and the outer of which Is hinged to said
box, two storage rollers fastened to the inner one of said
frames, a curtain on said storage rollers and having the
names of streets on t)oth sides thereof and means to oper-
ate said operating roller whereby the names on both sides
of said curtain may be successively shown through said
s'ght opening.

6. In a car Indicator for streets, the combination, of a
box, a sight opening in said box. a curtain having the
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namfs of streets thereon, a storage roller to which said
curtain la attached, an operating roller adaptid to move
said curtain across said sight opening toward said storage
roller, means to operate said operating roller and means
to rotate said storage roller from said operctlng roller,

said latter means consisting of a pinion connected to said
storage roller by a ratchet meohanlsni. a rack adapted to
mesh with and rotate said pinion, a second pinion con-
nected to said operating roller through a ratchet mecha-
nism, a second rack yieldingly connected to said first rack
and means to throw said second pinion into and out of
mesh with said second rack.

(Claim 6 not printed io the Oasette.]

1,225,215. CARGO BUCKET-OPERATING DEVICE. Eb-
NB8T EcoiNE BissBTT. Vancouver. British Columbia,
Canada. Filed Oct. 18, 1915. Serial No. 56,509. (CI
87—30.)

1. The combination with a cargo bucket, means for sus-
pending two hoisting lines at different points of location,
the first point of location being over the place from which
the load i.s to be lifted and the other over the place at
which the load Is to be discharged, said bucket comprising
a suspension block, and bucket elements sus-jended there-
from and adapte<l to open and close, one of said hoisting
lines being connected directly to said suspension block,
the other of said hoisting lines coflperatlng with the
bucket elements for opening and closing the same, and a
device connecting said hoisting lines adjacent to the
bucket whereby when said device is in one position, the
bucket will hang closed beneath one of said points of sus-
pension, and when said device is In another position said
bucket will hang open beneath the other of said points of
suspension, said device being operable by slacking one or
the other of said hoisting lines according to the location
of the bucket.

2. The combination with a cargo bucket, two hoisting
lines, one suspended over the place from which the load
is to be lifted and the other suspended over the plate at
which the load Is to be deposited, means operative by the
hoisting lines for susUining the bucket in the open posi-
tion over the place from which the load Is to be lifted and
for sustaining It in the closed position over the place of
deposit, comprising a link for holding the lines substan-
tially parallel to one another adjacent to their place of
connection to the bucket, and a tumbling rod one end of
which Is plvotally connecte<l to each line between said
link and the bucket, and releasabie means for holding
the lower end of the tumbling rod adjacent the lines.

3. The combination with a cargo bucket, two hoisting
lines and means for suspending said lines at two different
locations, a linking block through which both lines pass
before being connected to the bucket, a tumbling lever,
one end of which is connected to each line between the
linking block and the places of connection of the lines

with the bucket, and movable means on Iwth lines and
on the tumbling rod. for holding the lower end of the levef
adjacent to said lines.

4. The combination with a clamp shell bucket, of two
hoisting lines for suspending said bucket, means over the
place where the load is to be lifted for sustaining one ot
said lines and means over the device where the load is to
be deposited for sustaining the other of said lines, a link-
ing block through which both lines are freely movable, •
tumbling rod. one end of which is plvotally connected to
each line between the linking block and the bucket, and
connecting linking shackles endwise movable on the tum-
bling rod and on the lines for connecting the lower end of
the tumbling rod to said lines.

5. The combination with a cargo bucket, two hoisting
lines from which said bucket Is suspended, means for sus-
pending one of said lines at one place and the other of
said lines at another place, means whereby the bucket
may be sustained over the place from which the load la to
be lifted on one line and on a part of the other line and
for sustaining the bucket over the place of deposit on the
other line and on a part of the first line, and means op-
erated by the hoisting lines for transferring the weight
of the bucket from one line to the other in eath case.

1.SS0.216. FENCE-WIRE JOINT. William E. Botbb.
Baebe, Ark. Filed Aug. 11. 1916. SerUl No. 114,42S.
(CI. 24—201.)

1. A fence-wire Joint comprising a pair of complemen-
tary coapllng members, a relatively wide plate carried by
ona end of each member, the opposite edges of each plate
being bent and curved and having cut-out portions er-
tending half the length of each edge, the said curved edge
of each member adapted to be disposed in the said cut-out
portion of the corresponding member for Interlocking tb»
ends of the said members.

2. A fence-wire Joint comprising a pair of complemcn
tary coupling members, a relatively wide plate carried by
one end of each member, the opposite edges of each plate
being bent and curved and having cut-out portions extend-
ing half the length of each edge, the said curved edge of
each member adapted to be disposed In the said cut-out
portion of the corresponding member for interlocking the
ends of the said meml)ers. and extensions formed on the
said curved edges and In spaced relation to the said plate.-
the said extensions of each member being disposed In the
said spaces of the adjacent member when In Interlocked
engagement.

8. A fence-wire coupling member comprising a shank
having Its end provide<l with a relatively wide plate, re-
taining flanges carried by and overlying the piste and pro-
viding spaces between the surfaces of the plate and the
said retaining flanges, the said flanges of each correspond-
ing member adapted to be disposed in the said spaces for
holding the ends of each member in interlocked engagv-
ment.

4. A fence wire Joint comprising a pair of complemen-
tary members, each having a shank, means for atUchlng
a wire to one end of the shank, a coupling element formed
on the end of each shank, comprising a pair of flanges
spaced apart at their edges whereby the shank of each
corresponding member may be disposed between the said
flanges, a relatively wide plate integrally formed with tht
shank and having Its edges connected to the said retain-
ing flanges whereby the said flanges will be dlspo8e<l In
spaced relation to the plate, the said retaining flanges and
the edges of the plate being cut away to provide a slot for
permitting the Interlocking of the said flanges In the said
spaces in each corresponding member.
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1.225.217. STOP MECHANISM FOR PHONOGRAPHS.
WiLL"M R. BoYER, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 18,

1916. SerUl No. 98,242. (CI. 74—46.)

1. The combination In a talking machine having a

record, mechanism for rotating the record, means movable
to stop said mechanism, of a movable member, an arm
secured to said member, a second member carried by and
adjustable Into different positions relative to said arm,
and means for locking said latter member against relative

accidental movement with respect to the arm, said latter

means being manually movable to permit adjustment
between the arm and said second member, said second
member being operative to engage and move said first

means to stop said mechanism, substantially as described.

2. The combination In a talking machine having a

record, mechanism for rotating the record, means mov-
able to stop said mechanism, of a movable member, an
arm secured to said member, and a second member car-

ried by and adjustable Into different positions relative to

said arm. and automatically operative means for adjust
ably securing said latter member to the arm and nor-

mally operative to prevent accidental movement between
the arm and said second member, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. The combination in a talking machine having a rota-

table support, a record on said support, a movable mem-
ber, a stopping lever movable to effect the stopping of said

support, of an arm on said second member, and a plate

eccentrically mounted on said arm for engagement with
the stopping lever, and means for adjustably securing the

plate to the arm, substantially as described.

4. The combination in a talking machine having a

rotatable support, a reconl on said support, a rotatable

member, and a stopping lever movable to effect the stop-

ping of said support, of an arm secured to said rotatable

Biemt>er and having a series of grooves therein, a plate

having a series of ribs designed to engage the grooves on
aald arm. and means for adjustably clamping said plate

to the arm, said means being operative to permit said

plate to t>e moved away from the arm and turned Into

different positions, said plate being designed to engage

said stopping lever to stop the rotatiop of said support,

substantially as described.

5. The combination in a talking machfee having a rota-

table support, a record on said support, a rotatable mem-
ber, and .1 stopping lever movable to effect the stopping of

said support, of an armed secured to said rotatable mem-
ber and having a series of grooves therein, an eccentrically

nounte<1 plate having a series of ribs designed to engage
the grooves on said arm, and means for adjustably clamp-
ing said plate to the arm, said means being operative to

permit snld plate to be moved away from the arm and
turned Into different positions, said plate being designed

to engage said stopping lever to stop the rotation of said

•apport, substantially as described.

(Claims 6 snd 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.216. RAILWAY ROAIVBED. Charlcs F. Bbown,
Salt Lake City, L'Uh Filed Mar. 13, 1917. Sertal No.
154,630. (CI. 104—14.)
1. A railway roadbe<l consisting of a cement concrete

layer having a plurality of vertical holes therethrough ;

ties resting in said concrete to support rails : spaced apart
angle plates adjacent the web and base flanges of rail?

carried on said ties ; lugs struck outwardly from aald
plates ; and a cementltlous paving strata covering said
concrete and engaging with said lugs and bearing against
said plates.

2. A railway roadbed consisting of a la.yer of cement
concrete having a plurality of vertical openings there-
through ; ties partially surrounded by and resting in
said concrete ; angle plates spaced from rails fastened on
said ties ; lugs struck from said angle plates to space
them from the rails and to engage with a cementltlous
paving strata ; a convex portion of said plates to form a
wafer <'hannel leading to said openings in said concrete

:

and a surface strata covering said concrete and abutting
against the outer side of said plates at their upper edges.

3. A »^llway track consisting of a layer of gravel within
which is place<l a drain pipe ; a layer of concrete on said
gravel and having a plurality of vertical openings there-

through ; ties partially surrounded by said concrete
and resting on said grave] : rails fastene<I on said
ties ; opposed sheet metal angle plates spaced from the
web and flange portion of said rails : lugs integral

with said plates ; a cement grouting engaging with said

lugs and resting on said cement concrete; an arc shaped
longitudinally disposed portion of said plates spaced
above the openings in said concrete ; and a surface strata

resting on and adhering to said grouting and concrete.

4. A railway roadbed comprising a drainage layer of

gravel ; a drain pipe therein : a layer of concrete on said
gravel and having a plurality of openings therethrough ;

opposed sheet metal plates having a portion of each
curved upwardly as a covering for said openings in said

concrete ; lugs struck from said plates ; a cement grout-
ing engaging with and adhering to said lugs : and a
surface strata supported by said concrete and grouting.

1.226,219. BLOCK FOR HAY BALERS. William M.
Brcsh, Brule, Nebr. Filed Jan. 25. 1916. Serial No.
74.211. (CI. 100—24.)

1. A baling press block having grooves therein, angle
irons plvotally mounted in the recesses and normally clos-

ing the same.
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2. A baling press block having grooves therein, angle
Irons plvotally mounted In the recesses, and resilient

means urging the angle Irons to a poaition to close the
recesses.

3. A block for a baling presa comprising a main body
member, transverse outer members secured to said malo
body member, certain of said outer members being spaced
to provide transverse recesses in the opposite sides of
said block, a supporting member secured in each recess
and having end flanges, a bearing member positioned in

each recess to form one wall of a wire accommodating
recess, a movable member hinged upon each supporting
member to form an opposite wall for one of said wire
accommodating recesses, means for resiliently retaining
each movable member in normal position to close the
outer side of the wire accommodating recesses, and means
for limiting movement of each movable member in one
direction.

4. A block for a baling press having pockets In its

opposite sides, wire clamping members pivoted In said

pockets, and means within said pockets to normally hold
said clamping members in operative position.

5. A baling press block havfng spaced longitudinal
recesses therein, a metallic lining for the recesses, and
pivoted angle Irons mounted in the recesses and nor-
mally closing the same.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,22 5,220. SEWING-MACHINE. Cabson J. Cadt,
Rochester, N. Y.. assignor to United Shoe Machinery
Company, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Aug. 27, 1915. Serial No. 47,621. (CT. 112—20.)

1. A sewing machine comprising a presser-foot, actu-
ating mechanism for the presser-foot to cause the presser-
foot to clamp the work during the formation of a stitch
and to entirely remove the presser-foot from engagement
with the work during the feeding movement, a grooving
knife supported by the presser-foot and movable relative
thereto, and means for maintaining the grooving knife in
engagement with the work when the presser-foot Is ele-

vated.

2. A sewing machine comprising a presser-foot, actu-
ating mechanism for moving the presser-foot toward and
from the work, a grooving knife supported by the presser-
foot. a spring for moving the grooving knife toward the
work when the presser-foot Is removed from the work,
and means for limiting the movement of the groorlng
knife toward the work.

3. A sewing machine comprising a presser-foot having a
recess provided with a shoulder portion, actuating mecha-
nism for moving the preaser-foot toward and from the
work, a grooving tool slidlngly supported in the recess
and having a shoulder coijperatlng with the shoulder
portion of the recess to limit the outward movement of

the tool In the recess, and a spring for normally main-
taining the grooving tool in contact with the shoulder
portion of the recess.

1.225,221. [WITHDRAWN]

1,225,222. GOVERNING DEVICE FOR TAKE-UP
REELS OF MOVING-PICTURE MACHINES. Albmt
D. CovBKT, Leland, 111. Filed May 5, 1916. Serial No.
96.684. (Cl. 74—97.)
1. In a moving picture machine, the combination with

a power shaft and a take-up reel, of means disposed be-

tween the power shaft and the take-up reel, for driving the

latter from the power shaft, and means for limiting the

maximam speed of the take-up reel.

2. In a moving picture machine, the combination wltb
a power shaft and a take-up reel, of means disposed be-

tween the power shaft and the take-up reel for driving

the latter from the power shaft, means for limiting the

maximum speed of the take-up reel, and means for vary-

ing the limit of the maximum speed of the take-up reel.

3. In a governing device for the take-up reels of moving
picture devices, a power shaft, a ball governor actuated
thereby, a lever, a friction wheel carried by the lever, a
second friction wheel arranged to be engaged by said

first named friction wheel, means for transmitting the
movement of the second named friction wheel to the

take-up reel, and means for limiting the amount of move-
ment of the lever.

4. In a governing device for the take-up reels of moving
picture devices, a power shaft, a ball governor actuated
thereby, a lever, a friction wheel carried by the lever,

a second friction wheel arranged to be engaged by said
first named friction wheel, means for transmitting the
movement of the second named friction wheel to the take-

up reel, and means for limiting the amount of of movement
of the lever, said last named m<'ans comprising a screw.

5. In a governing device for the take-up reels of moving
picture devices, a power shaft, a ball governor actuated
thereby, a lever, a friction wheel carried by the lever, a
second friction wheel arranged to be engaged by said
first named friction wheel, means for transmitting the
movement of the second named friction wheel to the take-

up reel, and means for limiting the amount of movement
of the lever, said last named means comprising a screw,
and means for causing a progressive forward movement
of the screw along its axis during the rotation of the
take-up reel.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Cazette.]

1,225,223. BELT MEASURING DEVICE. Abthcr Dati8,
New Westminster. British Columbia. Canada. Filed
Apr. 9. 1915. Serial No. 20,227. (CT. 33—129.)
1. .\ belting measurluK device, comprising a shaft ro-

tatably mounted In a suitable frame, said shaft having an
arbor secured on one end to which arbor the end of the
belt to be measured is connected, and a measuring wheel
rotatably mounted on an axis parallel to that of the arbor
In a frame which is vertically slidable over the arbor and
a support for said frame on which said frame has vertical
sliding movement for the purpose of changing the distance
between the arbor and the measuring wheel according to

the depth of the material wound on the arbor.
2. A belting measuring device, comprising a shaft ro-

tatably mountetl In a suitable frame, said shaft having a
contractlble arbor secured on one end to which arbor the
end of the l)eltlng to he measured Is connected, a measur-
ing wheel rotatably mounted on an axis parallel to that
of the arbor in a frame which is vertically slidable over
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the arbor, and means for indicating the linear measure-
ment corresponding to the revolutions of the measuring
wheel and a support for said frame on which said frame
has vertical sliding movement for the purpose of chang-
ing the distance between the arbor and the measuring
wheel according to the depth of the material wound on
the arbor.

<
"> '^

3. A belting measuring device, comprising in combina-
tion a frame mounte<l to run on wheels, a shaft rotatably
mounted In said frame the axis of which Is normal to

those of the carrying wheels of the frame, an arbor se-

cured on the end of the shaft to project beyond the
same to which arbor the end of the belting to be
measured is connected, means for rotating the shaft,
parallel columns upwardly projecting from the frame,
a measuring wheel secured on a spindle which is rotatably
mounted in a frame slldably mounted on the columns to

project the measuring wheel over the art>or, means for
l>alancing the weight of the slidable frame on the' con-
tact of the mea.suring wheel on the belt as colled on the
art>or. and means for indicating the linear measurement
corresponding to the revolutions of the measuring wheel.

4. A belt measuring device comprising a support, a
crank shaft Journal*^ In said support, an arbor mounted
on said shaft, said arbor adapted to receive the end of
the belting to be measured and on which arbor the belt-
ing Is designed to be wound, a pair of vertical guides pro-
jecting above said arbor, a vertically slidable frame on
said guides, a measuring register carried by said frame
and Including an operating ehaft and a measuring wheel
mounted on said operating shaft, and weight means for
holding said measuring wheel in contact with the belt
on said arbor, substantially as shown and for the pur-
poses described.

1,226.224. ROTARY MOTOR. Philip J. Dablinoton,
Hartford, Conn., assignor to The Roto Company, Hart
ford. Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Apr.
1, 1915. SerUl No. 18.596. (Cl. 263—3.)

In a rotary turbine motor, a hollow cylindrical casing
with Internal projections at its front end. a front head

having radial arms abutting on said projections and a key
seated In one of said arms and entering a key-way In one
of said projections to retain said arms In angular position
to register with said projections. ^

1,225.226. RESILIENT WHEEL. Aksom W. Dblanb,
New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 26, 1916. Serial No.
68,041. (Cl. 162—28.)

1. A resilient wheel having a double-convex wheel-body
of resilient material secured between parallel plates sei>a

rated by a folly, and encircled plates, separated by a hub.
2. A wheel of resilient material having an interior air-

retaining, annular tie cr brace diagonally secured across

a double convex wheel-body, said brace or tie separating
the wheel-body into two separate compartments.

5. A wheel of resilient material having an annular tie

of resilient material, diagonally secured across the wheel-
body between the felly plates and the opposite side of the
hub plates.

4. A resilient wheel having within a double-convex,
flexible wheel-body, an annular, diagonally disposed, flexi-

ble tie and two unequal, opposed, annular, pneumatic
chambers.

6. A wheel of resilient material having within a double-
convex wheel-body, an annular, diagonally disposed tie,

spun of steel sheets, secured across the wheel-body form-
ing two unequal, opposed, annular pneumatic chambers,
the diagonal wall of one of said chambers lying in close

contact with that of the other.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,226,226. DISTILLATION PROCESS. H»NBT L.
DOHEBTT, New York, N. Y. Filed July 16, 1912. Serial
No. 709,796. (Cl. 195—12.)

1. The method of distilling volatile ingredients from
liquid bodies which comprises the counter-current contact-
ing of a liquid carrying volatile ingredients with a gaseous
heat-carrying medium and the introducing of heat Into

said gaseous medium at a locality intermediate between
the locality at which the said liquid makes contact and
the locality at which the said liquid breaks contact with
said heat-carrying medium.

2. The method of distilling volatile ingredients from
liquid bodies which comprises heating a body of liquid

to the temperature of distillation by counter-current con-

tact with a gaseous heat-carrying medium having an
Initial temperature above the temperature of distillation,

whereby said body of liquid is heated and volatile ingre-
dients are distilled from said body of liquid and the said
gaseou" laedlum is cooled, and establishing heat transfer-
ring relationship between the relatively cool heat-carrying
medium and the relatively hot realdaal liquid from which
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the desired volatile ingredients hare been distilled, where-
by the said heat-carrylngr medium is reheated and the said
resldoal liquid cooled.

3. The method of rtlstUlInK volatile lni?redlents from
liquid bodies which comprises heating a body of liquid
to the temperature of dlRtillation by counter-current con-
tact with a gaseous heat-carrylnjf medium having an
initial temperature above the temperature of distillation,

whereby said liquid is heated and volatile Ingredients are
driven off from said body of liquid and the said gaseous
medium Is cooled, and bringing the relatively cool heat-
carrying medium Into counter-current contact with the
relatively hot residual liquid from which the desired vola-
tile ingredients have been distilled, whereby said heat-
carrying medium is reheated and the said residual liquid

cooled.

4. The method of dlatllling volatile ingredients from
bodies of liquid which comprises maintaining & closed cir-

culation of a gaseous medium. Introducing heat Into said
medium at some locality In the circulation, bringing a
body of liquid Into heat transferring relationship with
said heat-carrying medium beyond the place of Introduc-
tion of heat Into the same, whereby said liquid is heated,
volatile Ingredients driven ofT from said liquid and the
said heat-carrying medium cooled, and bringing the heated
residual liquid from which the desired volatile ingre-
dients have been distilled Into heat-transferring relation-
ship with the cooled heat-carrying me<llum. whereby the
said medium is reheated by the heat of said residual liquid
and the said residual liquid cooled.

5. The method of distilling volatile Ingredients from
bodies of liquid which comprises maintaining a closed
circulation of a ga.«ieous medium. lntro<luclng heat into
the heat-carrying me<llum at some locality in the circu-
lation, bringing a l>o<ly of preheated liquid Into heat trans-
ferring relationship with the heated gaseous medium,
whereby the volatile ingredients of said liquid are vapor-
ized and taken up by the said gaseous m^lum. bringing
the vapor laden gaseous medium Into heat-transferring
relationship with the Initially cool liquid, whereby vapor
is condensed out of said gaseous medium and latent heat
of the condensed vapor and sensible heat of the gaseous
medium are transferred to the initially cool liquid to pre-
heat the S4>me and the said gaseous medium is cooled, and
bringing the heate<i residual liquid into heat-transferring
relationship with the cooled gaseous medium, to reheat
said medium and to cool said residual liquid.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.225,227. RHEOSTAT. Chablbs W. Dcnham, Edge-
wood borough. Pa., assignor to The Union Switch *
Signal Company, Swlnsvale, Pa., a Corporation of Penn-
lylvanla. Filed Feb. 17. 1917. Serial No. 149,232
(CI. 21fr—62.)

1. A rheostat comprising a pair of resistance units, a
movable brldire connecting said units and comprising a
pair of superimposed intersecting arms, and biasing means
lnterpo8e<l between the end? of the arms for retaining the
arms In contact with said units, said arms and biasing

means t>etng formed of conducting material of low aad
high electrical resistance respectlvply.

3. A rheostat comprising a pair of resistance units, •
movable bridge connecting said unlt.s and comprising a
pair of crossed arms biased to engage said units, said arms
being formed of conducting material, and means for mOT-
Ing said bridge over said units.

6. A rheostat comprising a pair of resistance unita,
crossed arms electrically connecting said units, said arms
being movable with relation to said units and to each
other, and coiled springs arranged between the ends of
the arms for biasing said arms into engagement with
said units.

8. A rheostat comprising a pair -of resistance units, a
screw-threaded member rotatably mounted between said
units, a sleeve threadedly engaging said member, crossed
conducting arms carried by said sleeve, and biasing means
Interposed between the opposite ends of said arms for
expanding said arms Into engagement with Mid units.

(Claims 2. 4. 5. 7. and 9 not printed in the Gaiette.J

1.225.228. ROTARY TOP TABLE. Halvm Ol»o.s Ed^
DiNosAAS. Stoaghton. Wis. Filed July 11, 1914 Serial
No. 850,452. (CI. 45—26.)

In a rotary top table, the combination with a support-
ing stand embodying an upper an<l lower deck, the upper-
deck being formed centrally with an opening and the lower
deck formed centrally with a reduced opening, of a splnK
die formed with a reduced lower end to provide a l>earlng
shoulder, said spindle being disposed through the aper-
tures of the upper and lower deck so that the said l>earinff
shoulder will bear upon the lower deck, radial arms
formed integral with the upper end of said spindle, a
multi-chambered top rigid iipon said radial Hrms. and
antifriction means disposed between said arms and said
upper deck, said bearing shoulder serving in conjunction
with the antifriction means to support the combined
weight of the spindle and top and further serving to
reduce the wear upon the anti-friction means to ft

minimum. ^

1.225,229. JAR HOLDING DEVICE. William OacAt
Ellis. Dallas. Oreg. Filed July 6. 1916. Serlsl No.
38,221. (CI. 53—1.)

1. A holder for fruit Jars comorislng a plate having
parallel rows of closely spaced opposed openings therein,
longitudinally extending strips disposed benenth said
openings, U-shaped Jar supportlni; meml>er8 having their
base portions secured t<> said longitudinally extending
strips, and said Jar supporting members having laterally
bent upper ends secured to the lower surface of said plate
adjacent the edges of the openings and at points Inter-
mediate the shortest <llstance between contiguous upen-
Ings, whereby the ends will not overlap and place any
undue strain upon the narrowei«t parts of said plate.
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2. A holder for fruit Jars comprising a plate having
{Mrallel rows of openings disposed therein, vertical longi-

tudinally extending strips positioned l>eneath said open-

ings, said strips having inwardly bent flanges, trans-

versely extending bars connecting the ends of said strips,

U shaped Jar supporting members with laterally bent up-
per ends and tlat base portions, said upper etuis of each
member secured to the lower surface of the plate at dia-

metrically opposite points adjacent the edge of each open-
ing, said base portions of the members being connected
to the upper flanges of the vertical longitudinally ex-

tending strips, and said supports positioned diagonally
with respect to the plate.

1.225.280. ROTARY TOOTH BRUSH. OtoRGi N. El^

WIN. Victoria, British Columbia. Canada. Filed _Sept.

28, 1916. Serial No. 122.648. (CI. 15—37.)

1. In a tooth briuh, the combination of a flat casing
having operating mechanism therein, a supporting handle
detachably connected to one edge of the casing and pro-

jecting outwardly in the plane thereof, an operating le-

ver detachably connected to said mechanism and project-

ing therefrom through the casing in the plane thereof
and in diverging relation to the handle, an arm detach-
ably connected to the opposite edge of the casing and ex-

tending outwardly in the plane thereof and in longitudi-

nal allnement with said handle to provide substantiaJIy a

continuation thereof, a shaft carried longitudinally in

said arm and adapted to be held in detachable engage-

ment with said mechanism by the arm when in position,

a brush spindle mounted transversely In the outer end of

said arm and having operative connection with .said shaft,

and a brush mounted on the end of said spindle and ex-

tending outwardly at right angles to the arm fur applica-

tion to the teeth.

2. In a tooth brush, the combination of a supporting

arm, an attaching plate mounted on the arm and having
spring fingers upon its outer face, a brush head, und eyes

projecting from the brush head adat>!ed for ed^agement
over said spring fingers, the attaching plate having sock

ets arranged behind said flngertf to receive said eyes and
yieldingly hold the brush head to the attaching plate.

3. In a rotary toothbrush, a tubular arm, a trans-

versely extending spindle carried In one end of the arm
and projecting through one side thereof, an attaching
plate carried on said end of the spindle and having spaced-

apart spring fingers upon Its outer face, a brush-head,

rigid eyes projecting from said brush-head for engage-
ment over said spring fingers, said attaching plate tiav-

ing sockets arranged behind said fingers for the reception

of said eyes to yieldingly hold the brui^h-head to Kald at-

taching plate, and a bunch of bristles mounte«i in Kal<l

brush head.

1.225,231. SCREW CAP WRENCH. Emancbl L. FlN-
BTBBifAKXB, Lancaster, I'a.. assignor of one-third to
Franklin H. Burkhart, Lancaster, Pa. Filed Mar. 1,

1916. Serial No. 11,294. (CL 66—26.)

A wrench for removing screw tops comprising a clamp-
ing shoe having a curved face formed to fit against the
periphery of the screw top upon which the wrench ik to
operate and having apertures positioned equidistant from
the ends thereof with end portions projecting uniformly-
beyond said apertures, a handle fulcrumed in one of said
apertures, and a wire loop secured at one of its enda lo
the other aperture and at Its other end to the handle at
a point adjacent to the fulcrum of the shoe, said 8ht>e
and the main part of the wire loop being adapted to be
brought into circular alinement to uniformly grip the pe
rlpheral edge of a screw top, substantlaly as set forth.

1.225,232. TRUSS. Chaulss A, Fi8ch«b, Milwaukee.
Wis., assignor to Allls-Chalmers Manufacturing Com-
pany, Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Dec. 5. 1914. Serial No. 875,993. (CI. 189—34.)

v^W/ ' "v-^^'^iy
»« n Tnrrm

A

1. In combination, a truss comprising, a bent contin-
uous member, means connecting the edges of said member
remote from the bend, and means for causing the por-
tions of said member adjacent said bend to serve a>< struts,
means for rigidly securing one portion of said truss, and
an abutment engaging a se<'ond portion of said truas
whereby a third portion serves as a cantaliver.

2. In combination, a truss comprising, a bert member,
means connecting the edges of said member remote from
the bend, and tension means urging the bent portion to-

ward said connecting means, means for rigidly securing
one portion of said truss and an abutioent engaging a
second portion of said truss whereby a third portion
serves as a cantaliver.

3. In combination, a truss comprising, a longitudinally
bent continuous plate, a second plate connecting the lon-

gitudinal edges of said bent plate, and a series of bolts

urging the bent portions of said first plate toward said
second plate, means for rigidly securing said truss at said
bolts, and an abutment engaging said truss at a longi-

tudinal edge on one side of said securing means whereby
the portion of said truss on the opposite side of said se-

curing means serves as a cantaliver.
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1.225.283. DISK PLOW. Waltsr C. Ford. Erick. Okla.
Filed Nov. 9. 1914. Serial No. 871,128. (CI. 97—37.)

A disk plow comprising a wheeled axle, a frame gup-

portJHl by said axle, a disk arch pivoted on .said frame,

clamps secured to respective ends of the disk arch, each of

said damps embodjlns a block and a U-shape«l member
embracing the arch and having Its arms extending through

passages In the block, an L-shapo<l member having one
arm bearing upon and provided with openings through
which the arms of the clip extend, the other arm of the

L-shaped meml)er extending downwardly and provided

with an upper arcuate slot and a low»>r opening, bolts en-

gaged through the slots and opening respectively, a plate

engaged on said tx>lt8. a U-shaped member secured between

the plate and the adjacent arm of the L-?^haped member,
an axle mounted on the U-shaped member, and a disk gang
mounted on the axle.

1,225.234. KNOCKDOWN TABLE. Uckt M. Fox. Grand
Rapids. Mich., assignor to Grand Rapids Hand Screw
Co.. Grand Rapldi, Mich. Filed Dec. 3. 1915. Serial

No. 64,847. (Cl. 43—48.)

1. In a knock-down table, the combination of a plurality
of pedestals, each comprising a base portion, an upright
mounted centrally thereon, and a top piece on the upright,
longitudinal rails «llspose<l on edge centrally of and with
their ends abutting the sides of adjacent pedestals, said
pedestals being slotted opposite the ends of the rails and
provided with pin-like keepers disposed transversely of the
Blots, plate-like fasteners set Into the ends of said rails to
project therefrom into said slots in sai<l pedestals and
provided with downwardly facing hooks coacting with the
keepers therein, the hooks being forwardly incUne<| so that
the ends of the rails are drawn against the sides of the
pedestals as the hooks are force^l Into position, the Inter-

me<llatp pedestals t)elng provide<l with opposed slots and
keepers to receive a rail at each side, and table top sec-
tions arranged on said ptMlestal top pieces with the ends
of adjacent sections abutting above the intermediate ped-
estals, said top sections having cross cleats on their under
Bides to engage said rails to support the top sections
against transverse movement and disposed so that the end
cleats engage the pedestals to support the top sections
against longitudinal morpnient. the parts below said rails

and between said petlestals being unobstructed.

2. In a knock-down table, the combination of a plurality
of pedestals, each comprising a base portion, an upright
mounted centrally thereon, and a top p|pr»» on the up-
right, longitudinal rails dlspose«l on edge centrally of and
with their ends abutting the sides of adjacent pedestals,
fasteners on the ends of said rails provided with hooks,
aid pedestals l>eing provided with coacting keepers, the

intermediate pe<lestals being provided with opposeil keep-
ers to receive a rail at each side, and table top sections
arranged on said pede«tal top pieces with the ends of ad-
jacent sections abutting above the Intermediate pedestals,
said top sections having cross cleats on their under sides
engaging said rails to support the top sections against
transverse movement and said pe<le8tals to support said
top sections against longitudinal movement, the space be-
low said rails and between said pedestals being unob-
structed.

3. In a knock-down table, the combination of pedestals,
each comprising a Itase portion, an upright thereon, ami a
top piece on the upright, a longitudinal rail disposed on
edge centrally of and with Its ends abutting the sides of
the pedestals, said pedestals being slotted opposite the
ends of the rail and provided with pln-llke keepers dis-
posed transversely of the slots. plate-Ilke fasteners set into
the ends of said rail to project therefrom Into said slots In
said pedestals and provided with downwardly facing hooks
coasting with the keepers therein, the hooks being for-
wardly inclined so that the ends of the rail are drawn
against the sides of the pedestals as the hooks are forced
into position, and a table top arranged on said pedestal top
pieces and having cross cleats on its under side notche«i to
engage the rail to support the top section against trans-
verse movement and dlspo8e<l so that the end cleats engage
the peilestals to support the top sections against longitu-
dinal movement, the space below said rails and l>etween
said pedestals being unobstructed.

4. In a knock-down table, the combination of pedestals,
each comprising a horizontal t»ase portion, an upright
mounted centrally thereon, and a top cross piece on the
upright, a longitudinal rail extending between the pedes-
tals, said rail being tllsposed centrally and on e<lge with
Its ends abutting the sides of the pedestals, fasteners on
the ends of said rail provided with hooks, said pedestals
being provided with coacting keepers, and a table top ar-
ranged on said peflestal top pieces and having cross cleats
on Its under side engaging the rail to support the top
against transverse movement and said pedestals to sup-
port said top sections against longitudinal movement, the
spaces below said rails and between said pedesUls being
unobstructed.

1,225,235. MULTIPLE SPINDLE DRILLING MACHINE.
WiLMAM R. Fox and Edoah W. Cl«velaxd, Jackson.
Mich. ; sal<l Cleveland assignor to said Fox. Filed Oct.
31, 1916, Serial No. 128,767. (Cl. 77—24.)

2. In combination a supporting arm. a spindle bearing
vertically adjustable relative thereto and a plurality of
clamping means for the bearing engaging the same at
different heights and carried by the arm. one of said
clamping means extending at an Inclination upwardly in
relation to the vertical axis of the spindle bearing, sub-
stantially as described.

12. In combination, a vertically slotted supporting arm.
a drill spindle bearing vertically adjustable relative to the
arm. a bolt passing through the slot In the arm and hav-
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Ing a head engaging the spindle t)earlng, said spindle bear-
ing having a way or channel receiving said head, means
for supporting the bolt in said channel and a second bolt
passing through the arm to clamp the spindle bearing
thereto, said supporting means for the bolt first mentioned
consisting of a pin in the bearing upon which the bolt
rests, substantially as described.

[Claims 1,3 to 11. 13. and 14 not printed In the Ga-
sette. ]

1.225.236. SEWING-MACHINE ATTACHMENT. Isaac
N. Frazcbe. St. Petersburg. Fla.. assignor of one-third
to F. W. Covey, Tampa. Fla. Filed Aug. 23, 1916. Se-
rial No. 116.464. (Cl. 51—7.)

An attachment for sewing machines, comprising In com-
bination, with the hand wheel of the machine, a pair of
outwardly bridged plates Intersecting at the bridged por-
tions in interfltted relation, one of said plates having a
transverse recess forming a seat for the other plate. In-
turned fingers formed on the ends of said plates to fit over
the rim of the hand wheel, means for clamping said fln^ rs
In position, a squared bolt having its head seate<l in the
bridged portion and extending outwardly from the Inter-
secting portions thereof, said bolt having an extended
shank, abrading and polishing elements Interchangeably
mounted upon the shank, and means for securing the ele-
ments upon the bolt.

1,226.237. MANUFACTURE OF TOLUOL. William U.
Gartlit, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The United Gas
Improvement Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 30, 1916. Serial
No. 18,061. (Cl. 196—26.)

1. In the process of making toluol the method which
consists in subjecting the naphtha of gas tar distillation
to destructive distillation in a pressure still at a pres
•nr* exceeding about thirty five pounds per square inch,
thereby converting some of It into toluol reQpverable as a
distillate and leaving a residue that bolls at a higher
temperature than the naphtha, substantially as described.

2. In the process of making toluol the method which
consists in suhj^ttng the naphtha of gas tar distillation

to pressure distillation at a pressure exceeding about
thlrty-flve pounds per square Inch, thereby converting
some of it into toluol recoverable as a distillate and leav-
ing a residue that bolls at a higher temperature than the
naphtha, distilling this residue at atmospheric pressure
and recovering a distillate with lower, boiling point than
the residue and leaving coke or heavy hydro-carbon in the
still, and treating the last name<l distillate bv pressure
distillation In repetition of the process, substantially as
describoi.

1,225,238. CYLINDER COCK. Joseph P. Gray, Pitts-
burg, Kans. Filed Sept. 14. 1916. Serial No. 120 166
(Cl. 137—32.)

1. A drain cock embodying a casing comprising a pair
of detachably connected sections, valve seat members
fitted within said sections and holding each other in
place, a ball valve within the casing and movable be-
tween said members and seatable against either of them
and means for unseating said valve from one of said mem-
bers.

2. A drain cock embodying a casing comprising a lower
cup shaped section and an upper cap-shap«^d section hav-
ing Its rim fitted detachably upon the rim of the lower
aetlon. the lower aecUon having an upwardly facing
shoulder and an outlet below said shoulder, the upper
section having an lnle< and a recess below said inlet a
ring fitted within the lower section and having Ita lower
edge provided with an Inturned flange seating upon said
shoulder and providing a valve seat, an annular valve
seat fitting within the recess of the upper section and
seating upon the upper edge of said ring, a Ijall valve
within said ring and movable between and seatable against
either of said valve seats, and means for railing the
valve from the first mentioned valve seat.

1.225,239. FLAME - REGULATOR FOR INCUBATORS
Lewis B. Gkiffix, Candor. N. Y. Filed June 28 1916
Serial No. 106,430. (Cl. 67—72.)

7 If

In combination with an Incubator having a wlck pro-
vided lamp and a thermostatic regulator provided with a
lever having an end projecting over the lamp; a wlck
collar freely slldably on the wlck. and a rod attached to
the lever and termluatlng at Its lower end In a fork hav-
ing Its arms attached to the collar.
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1^0,240. TOBACCO-STEMMING MACHINB. Aasow
QaoDSKY. Clnclnniitl, Ohio. Filed Aug. 2, 1915. 8«-

rUl No. 484i81- (CI. 131—67.)

1. In a machine for stemming totMicco. oppositely dis-

posed cylindrical brushes operating diagonally from a

common center to brush, straighten out, clean and smooth

a tobacco leaf forward and laterally, on each side of the

stem on both sides of the leaf simultaneously, and means

for cutting and removing the stem from said tobacco leaf,

an endless apron suitably supported, a delivery fly, aalQ

apron carrying the acted upon leaf to said delivery fly,

a pressure fly, the delivery fly delivering the leaf under

said pressure fly while said pressure fly is elevated and
means for moving the pressure fly down upon the leaves

as they are delivered.

2. In a machine for stemming tobacco, oppositely dis-

posed cylindrical brushes operating diagonally from a

common center to brush, straighten out. clean and smooth
a tobacco leaf forward and laterally, on each side of the

stem on both sides of the leaf simultaneously, and means
for cutting and removing the stem from said tobacco leaf,

an endless apron suitably supported, a delivery fly, said

apron carrying the acted upon leaf to said delivery fly, a
pressure fly. the delivery fly delivering the leaf under

said pressure fly while said pressure fly Is elevated and

means for moving the pressure fly down upon the leaves

as they are delivered.

3. In a machine for stemming tobacco, mechanism for

brushing and cleaning the leaf, means for cutting and re-

moving the stem from said tobacco leaf, a delivery fly.

means for delivering the cleaned leaf to said delivery fly.

a pressure fly, the delivery fly delivering the leaf under
said pressure fly while said pressure fly Is elevated and
means for moving the pressure fly down upon the leaves

as they are delivered.

1.226.241. ILLUMINATING BURNER FOR CHRIST
MAS TREES. Grover R. GRrpB, Elizabeth. N. J. Flle<l

Feb. 24. 1915. Serial No. 10,302. (CI. 67—87.)

1. Means for Illuminating a Christmas tree comprising

a ^8 burner having a nipple for the attachment of a

flexible gas pipe and a stop cock for mtting off the flow

of gas. a circular bracket having a peripheral rim sup-

ported by said burner, suspending wires connected to the

bracket for supporting the same and the burner from the

branch of the tree, a chimney seated In aairl bracket and
projecting al>ove the burner, a cap for said chimney ex-

tending laterally tieyond the periphery thereof, and fingers

attached to said rap and extending Into the chimney for

supporting the cap In position.

2. Lighting means for Christmas treea comprising a
gas burner including a burner tip. a stop co''k screwed to

said tip. and a nipple projecting from one end of said stop

cock for the attachment of a flexible gas pipe, a circular

bracket having a peripheral rim secured to said gas burner
between the burner tip and the stop cock and having a

central opening therein for the passage of the burner tip.

suspending wires connected to the bracket and extending
upwardly for attachment to the limb of a tree, a chimney
seated In said bracket and projecting above the burner tip.

a cap for the chimney extending laterally beyond the pe-

riphery thereof, and flexible flngers secured to said cap
and extending downwardly into the chimney for support-

ing the cap by flexible contact with the Inner sides thereof,

said flngers having outwardly curved portions that ex-

tend beyond the chimney and serve as stops to prevent
the closure by the cap of the top of the chimney.

1.225.242. OIL-BURNER. Joseph A. Giebin. Seattle.

Wash. Plled^Aug. 28, 1916. Serial No. 117.163. id.
137—80.)

1. In an oil burner head which Includes a chambered
and ported head casting, the combination of automatic

pressure actuated port closing flap valves plvotally mount-

ed within said head, whereby when the supply and pres-

sure of oil mixture Is reduced the ports are automatically

closed, and auxiliary ports In said head which are Inde-

pendent of said valves.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a ported and chambered burner bead, port closing flap

valves mounted within said head and normally closing

the said ports, adjustable spring means for retaining said

valves in a closed position, whereby the pressure necessary

to open said valves may be regulated, and auxiliary ports

cut In said head, whereby when the pressure and quantity

of fuel mixture is reduced to such an extent that the said

valves are In a closed position, the reduced amount of fuel

mixture will pass through the auxiliary ports with suffi-

cient pressure to atomize the fuel.

3. An automatic pressure regulated oil burner bead
comprising a cored casting open at either side, cover

plates for said openings, slotted ports In the front of said

bead, flap valves loosely pivoted adjacent the back of said

head chamber and normally closing said ports and divid-

ing the said chamber Into three wparate compartments,

auxiliary ports In said head Intermediate of said flap

valves, and adjustable sprlnif means for normally holding

said valves In normal position.

1.226.243. SYRINGE AND TUBE HANGER. Oi>OA B.

Hawks. Paterson, N. J. Filed Aug. 3, 1916. Sertal

No. 112,981. (CI. 248

—

31.)

1. A banger Including an arcuate frame, nrcuate cross

-itrlps connecting the s'des of the frame and cooperating

therewith to form a tube supportlnn rack, a hook rtepend

Ing from the middle portion of the frame, and a support
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engaging element extebdlng upwardly from the middle
portion of the frame.

2. A hanger including an arcuate frame formed of wire
and having its ends constituting depending loops, arcuate
cross strips connecting the sides of the frame and coop-
erating therewith to form a tube supporting rack, a wire
depending from the frame at the center ther<»of and form-
ing a receptacle supporting hook, and a support engaging
element extending upwardly from the center of the frame.

1.226.244. HAIR-CLEANER. James 8. HlsfnifKll, Col
vlHe. Wash., assignor of one-half to Frank D. (J^oetter,
Colvllle, Wash. Filed June 22. 1916. Sertal No
105.248. (CI. 84—26.)

^^X

1. An apparatus of the class described, having a casing
within the mouth of which Is arranged a comb, a suction
fan mounted within the casing and a fan operating motor
connected therewith.

2. An apparatus of the class described, having a casing,
a comb arranged In the mouth of the casing, a rotary fan
arranged In th.> casing adjacent to the pUne of said comb,
and a motor carried by the casing and having Its ahaft
connected with the spindle of the fan.

3. An apparatus of the class described, having a casing,
a fan arranged therein and a motor for operating said
fan. a comb being fltted in the mouth of the casing and
consisting of a perforated back, teeth depending from
said back, and bearing elements for conUct with the head
of the person upon which the apparatus is being used.

4. An apparatus of the class described, having a casing,
a fan mounted therein and a motor for operating said
fan, and In combination therewith a comb attachment con-
sisting of a comb ring detachably connected with said cas-
ing, a comb having a perforated back located adjacent to
the plane of said fan, teeth depending from the back, and
a bearing element located In a plane slightly t»eyond the
extremities of said teeth.

5. An apparatus of the character described, having a
casing, a roUry fan mounted therein, and means for op-
erating said fan, and In combination therewith a comb at-
tachment having a comb ring detachably secured to said
casing, a <omb removably fltted in said ring and having a
perforated back arranged adjacent lo the plane of mid

fan, comb teeth depending from said back and terminating
short of the mouth of the comb attachment, and a l>earing
element arranged at the outlet of the comb attachment
and arranged In a plane beyond that of the extremities of
said comb teeth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oatette.]

1.225.246. CARRIER. Emil M. Henmes. Donnellson,
Iowa. Filed Nov. 24, 1916. Serial No. 133.175. (Q.
220—186.)

1. A receptacle, a frame secured about said receptacla
and Including an end plate, a handle secured to the end
plate, a clip extending from said handle, a ball secured
to said frame for pivotal movement and engage<l by said
clip when swung to extend longitudinally of the recep-
tacle, and clips carried by said frame for engaging said
l)all when swung to extend transversely of said recep-
tacle.

2. A receptacle, a frame positioned about said recep-
tacle and Including side strips, end strips connecting said
side strips, and an end plate connecting said side strips,
a handle carried by said end plate and extending trans^
versely of the receptacle and having an extension form-
ing a clip, a ball plvotally connected with said frame
Intermediate the length of said receptacle and engaged by
said clip when swung to extend longitudinally of the
receptacle, and clips carried by the frame for engaging
the bail to hold the same In an upright position.

3. A receptacle, a frame positioned al>out the receptacle
for bracing the same, a handle carried by said frame and
extending transversely of the receptacle at one end there-
of, a clip extending from the handle, and a ball plvoUlly
connected with the frame and engaged by the clip when
swung to extend longitudinally of the receptacle.

4. A receptacle, a bracing frame positioned about the
receptacle, a bail plvotally mounted intermediate the
length of the receptacle, means for releasablv holding
the ball In an upright position, a handle extending trans-
versely of one end of said recepUcle. and means extend-
ing from the handle for engaging the ball to releasably
hold the same extended longitudinally of the receptacle.

5. A receptacle, a handle at one end of said receptacle!
a ball adjustably mounted Intermediate the length of said
receptacle and extending out from the receptacle when in
an operative position and extending longitudinally of
the receptacle when In an Inoperative position, and means
extending from the handle for releasably holding the
bail in an Inoperative position.

1.225.246. COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY. Henrt Hbss.
PhiUdelphia. Pa., assignor to' Hess-Ives Corporation!
Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Virginia Filed
Mar. 26. 1914. Serial No. 827.483. (CI. 96—2.)
1. In the art of color photography, the method of pro-

ducing multi-color prints from a multi-color dlaposltive
comprising preparing a plurality of separate negatives by
exposing through the dispositive to lights respectively
corresponding to the different primarv colors of the dU-
posltlve, preparing from said negatives a pluralltv of cor-
responding monochrome positives each having the com-
plementary color of the light with which the corre-
KpondlDg negative was produced, and thereafter combln-
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luff the remiltlnff monochrome Image* to form a Boltl-

color print.

2. In the art of color pbotogn'Apby. the method of

producing multi-color prints from multi-color diapositlve.

comprising preparing a plurality of separate negatives

by exposing through the diapoditive to lights respectively

corresponding to the different primary colors of the dia-

positlve printing from each of said negatives a corre-

sponding positive, each positive consisting of a colloid

relief, printed through Its base and washed, and staining

each positive to correspond In color to the complement of

the color with which the corresponding negative was pro-

duced, and thereafter combining such monochrome images
to form the multi-color print.

3. In the art of color photography, the method of pro-

ducing multi-color prints from a multi-color transparency

comprising preparing a plurality of separate monochrome
positives from the transparency by the exposure there-

through of sensitised members to lights respectvtely corre-

sponding to the different primary colors of the transpar-

eocy, giving each positive a color complementary of the

light to which it was exposed by the incorporation therein

of suitable coloring matter, and thereafter combining such
monochrome images to form the multi-color print.

4. In the art of color photography, the method of pro-

ducing multi-color prints from a multi-color transparency
comprising preparing a plurality of separate colloid re-

lief positives from the transparency by exposure there-

through and through their bases of sensitised colloid

members to lights respectively corresponding to the
different primary colors of the transparency, washing
and staining each positive a color complementary to the

light to which it was exposed, and thereafter combining
such monochrome images to form the multi-color print.

1,225.247. EYELET SEWING MACHINE. GaOBOi 8.

HiLLs Strafford, N. H.. assignor to United Shoe Ma-
chinery Company, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of N«w
Jersey. Filed Mar. 6, 1916. Serial No. 12,529. (CL
112—4.)

1. An eyelet sewing machine, having. In combination,

stitch forming mechanism and a work clamp relatively

movable to sew about the edge of an eyelet, and an eye-

let positioning device for engaging the eyelet and po«l-

tionlng it in the work clamp.

2. An eyelet sewing machine, having. In combination,

tltch forming mechanism and a work clamp relatively

movable to sew about the edge of an eyelet, mechanism
for closing the clamp, an pyelet poKltlonlng device, and
means for operating the device to engage and position an
eyelet prior to the closing of the clamp.

3. An eyelet sewing machine, having, In combination,
stitch forming mechanism and a work clamp, an eyelet

positioning device, mechanism for closing the clamp and
for moving it from work receiving to sewing position, and
mechanism for actuating the eyelet positioning device to

position the eyelet while the clamp Is in work receiving
position.

4. An eyelet sewing machine, having, in combination,
stitch forming mechanism and a work clamp relatively
movable from work receiving to sewing position, and a
yielding eyelet positioning device for engaging and posi-

tioning an eyelet when the clamp and stitch forming
mechanism are in work receiving relation.

5. An eyelet sewing machine, having, in combination,
stitch forming mechanism and a work clamp relatively

movable to sew about an eyelet, mechanism for closing
tbe clamp, and a yielding finger for engaging and posi-
tioning an eyelet prior to tbe closing of the clamp.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225,248. COMBINATION-RANGE. Room Hooan,
Geneva, N. Y. Piled Oct. 10, 191fl. Serial No. 124,783.
(CI. 126—39.)

1. A combination range comprising an oven, a burner
pocket at one side of said oven, a burner In said pocket,
a vent for said oven, and a deflector plate having one por-

tion of its edge adjacent said burner pocket, whereby the
heated gases on leaving said burner pass partly above
aald plate and partly below the same, said deflector plate

having another portion of Its edge adjacent said vent,
whereby the passage of heated gases through said oven Is

nbstantlally unrestricted.

2. A range comprising an oven, means for supplying
heat to said oven, a vent In said oven and a deflector plate

having one portion of its e*lge adjacent said means, where-
by the heat from said means passes partly above said

plate and partly below the same, said deflector plate hav-
ing another portion of Its edge adjacent aald vent, whereby
the passage of beat through said oven Is substantially
on restrict e<i.

8. A range romprlsing an oven, means for supplying
keat to said oven, a vent for said oven, said means and
said vent being at opposite sides of said oven, and a

deflector plate removable from said oven and having one
portion of its edge adjacent said means, whereby the heat
from said means passes partly above said plate and partly
below the same, said deflector plate having another por-

tion of Its edge adjacent said vent, whereby the passage
of beat through said oven is substantially unrestricted.

1.225.249. INSULATED SCREW DRIVER. Leo O. Q.
HoLTSCHMiDEB, St. Louls, Mo. Filed Jan. 29, 1917.
Sertal No. 145,07ff. (CI. 145—61.)

1. In a device of the class described, a screw driver

proper having a shank and a bit, an insulating tube sur-

rounding said shank, and a handle fitted on the shank on
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the end opposite the bit and over the inner extremity of
the Insulating tube.

6. In a device of the class described, a screw driver
proper having a shank and a bit, an Insulating tnbe,
snugly but slldably fitted around tbe shank with Its outer
end extending In proximity to the bit, a handle fitted on
the inner end of the shank opposite the bit and over the
inner extremity of the Insulating tube, said handle having
a longitudinal recess to receive the end of the shank and
insulating tnbe and a series of radial alita extending
from said recess through the wall of the handle, and a
compressing and locking ferrule fitted on the inner end
of the handle, the peripheral surface of the slltted i>or-

Uon of the handle being tapered and a groove being
formed at the inner termination of the taper, and the
ferrule being tapere<l to corresixjnd to the taper of the
handle and having a bead adapted to be forced Into said
groove.

7. A tool of the class described having a wooden
handle, a metallic shank, and an Insulating tube surround-
ing the shank with one of Its extremities fitted within
and protected by the handle.

[Claims 2 to 5 and 8 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,225.250. APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE GLOSS
OF NON-METALLIC SURFACES. Leonaeo R. Ino»-
80t.L, Madison. Wis. Filed Dec. 20, 1915. Serial No.
«7,867. (CI. 88—23.) (Dedicated to the public)

An apparatus consisting of a casing, a support for the
sample to be tested, a Source of light directed at an angle
to the support, a measuring Instrument at an angle to
the support, said Instrument comprising an objective open-
ing, a polarizer and a smoked glass, each covering approxi-
mately one-half of the objective opening and an analyier.

14225.261. STREET SWEEPER. Charlbs Johnsoh,
Seaside. Oreg. File<l May 13. 1914. Serial No. 838,236.
(Cl. 37—32.
A machine of the type described. Including an inclined

conveyer plvotally supported at Its upper end, said con-
veyer comprising a bed, the floor of said bed having an
opening therein, said conveyer bed having a pan at its
lower end and having Journaled at aald end, the driving
ahaft of th« conveyer proper, said conveyer bed having

intermediate of its ends an inclined hopper secured thereto
at its underside and In such manner as to receive the
sweepings or refuse through the opening in the floor of
said conveyer bed, means providing for the adjustment of
said conveyer upon its pivot, into elevated position, or

lowering it into depressed position, a refuse receptacle
tiltlngly supported laterally of the conveyer, said in-
clined hopper extending transversely of, and below said
conveyer and delivering laterally thereof, into said refnae
receptacle.

1,225,262. MOTOR ATTACHMENT FOR BOATS. Wii^
LiAM James Johnbton, Port Carllng. Ontario. Canada,
assignor of one-half to John Robinson Clair Hodgson,
Gregory. Ontario, Canada. Filed Feb. 12, 1916. Serial
No. 78.048. (Cl. 116—17.)

1. In a motor attachment for boats, the combination of
a casing open at its underside and adapted to receive and
house a propeller and propeller shaft ; a crank shaft
having a bearing in one end ; a propeller shaft carrying
a propeller ; a universal Joint connecting the two shafts ;

a propeller shaft support pivoted at one end withlo
the casing, the pivot extending through the side of the
casing ; and a bearing on said support for tl e propeller
ahaft.

2. In a motor attachment for boats, tbe combination of
a casing open at its underside and adapted to receive and
house a propeller and propeller shaft : a crank shaft hav-
ing a bearing in one end ; a propeller shaft carrying a
propeller

; a universal Joint connecting the two shafts ; a
propeller shaft support pivoted at one end within the
casing, the pivot extending through the side of the
casing ; a bearing on said support for the propeller shaft

;

and an open bearing in which said propeller shaft resta
when the said ahaft is In Its lowest position.

3. In a motor attachment for boats, the combination
of a casing open at Its underside and adapte<l to receive
and house a propeller and propeller shaft ; a crank shaft
having a bearing in one end ; a propeller shaft carrying a
propeller

; a universal Joint connecting the two shafts : a
propeller shaft support pivoted at one end within the
casing, the pivot extending through the side of the cas-
ing ; a bearing on said support for the propeller shaft

;

and a projecting skeg extending from said support to a
point below the propeller.

4. In a motor attachment for boats, the combination
of a casing open at Its underside and adapted to receive
and house a propeller and propeller shaft ; a crank shaft
having a bearing In one end : a propeller shaft carrying a
propeller

: a universal Joint connecting the two shafts ; a
double propeller shaft support pivoted at one end within
the casing, the pivot extending through the side of the
casing; and a bearing for the propeller shaft pivoted
between the parts.

6. In a motor attachment for boats, the combination of
a casing open at Us underside and adapted to receive and
house a propeller and propeller shaft ; a crank shaft
having a bearing In one end : a propeller shaft carrying
a propeller; a universal Joint connecting the two shafta

:
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a double propeller shaft support pivoted at one end with-

in the rasing, the pivot extending through the side of the

casing ; a t)^ariQg for the propeller shaft pivoted between

the parts : and an open blearing in which said propeller

shaft restd when the said shaft is In Its lowest position.

[Claims d to 12 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.225.253. M.VNUFACTURE OF LABELS. COBNlLics
JoaDASj Weehawken. N. J., assignor to E. H. Kluge
Weaving Company, New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed Nov. 14, 1916. Serial No. 131,325.

(a. 40—2.)

The art of formlnj? labels which consists In weaving a

strip of material with portions at intervals narrowed,
dividing the strip through each narrowed portion to form
pieces each including a body portion and reduced ends,

and then folding back each end approximately at the Janc-
tlon line between the same and the body portion.

1,225.254. GARME.NT. Jllius Kapi.a.n, New York. N. Y.

Filed June 23, 1916. Serial No. 105,402. (CI. 2—144.)

1. A garment of the character specified comprising a
body open at the back, said opening extending from the
top of the garment .to the bottom of each leg-member
thereof, and a strap attached to the upper portion of said
bo<ly, said strap extending In a downward direction and
being attached to the crotch-portion of the body with Its

leg-members so as to prevent dropping of the garment
portions at the crotch of the garment.

2. A garment of the character specified comprising a
waist-member having shoulder-portions, arms, and leg-

members extending from said waist member, said gar-

ment being open at the back and said open portion ex-

tending down each leg member, and a strap attached at

one end to one of said shoulder-portions, said strap ex-

tending in a downward direction and the other end of

said strap extending in a forward direction into the
crotch of the garment at the point of connection of the

said leg members with said waist-member and being at-

tached at said point to prevent sagging or dropping of

the garment portions located at the said crotch, and means
connected with said various garment-members for securing

the garment about the wearer.

3. A garment of the character specified comprising a
waist-member having shoulder-portions, arms, and leg-

members extending from said waist-member, said garment

being open nt the back and said open portion extending

down each leg-member, and a strap attached at one end

to one of said shoulder-portions, said strap extending In

a downward direction and the other end of Kald strap

extending In a forward direction Into the crotch of the

garment at the point of connection of the aald leg-mem-

bers with said waist-member and being attached at said

point to prevent sagging or dropping of the garment-

portions located at the said crotch, and spring-like clamp-

ing members connected with the lower portions of the

open leg-members of the garment for springing said lower

portions of the leg-member into held relation about the

ankles of the wearer.

4. A garment of the character specified comprising a
waist-member having shoulder portions, arms, and leg-

members extending from said waist-member, said garment
being open at the back and said open portion extending

down each leg-member, and a strap attached at one end
to one of said shoulder-portions, said strap extending in

a downward direction and the other end of said strap

extending In a forward direction Into the crotch of the

garment at the point of connection of the said leg mem-
t>er8 with said waist-member and t>elng attached at aald

point to prevent sagging or dropping of the garment-
portions located at the said Totch, means connected with

said waidt-member for se^'urlng said waist-member about

the body of the wearer, and spring-like clamping members
connected with the lower portions of the open leg-members
of the garment for springing said lower portions of the

leg-members Into held relation aboat the ankles of the

wearer.
6. A garment of the character apeclfled comprising a

walst-meml>er having shoulder-portions, arms, and leg-

members extending from said waist-member, said garment
being open at the back and said open portion extending
down each leg-memt>er. and a strap attached at one end
to one of said shoulder-portions, said strap extending In

a downward direction and the other end of said strap

extending in a forward direction into the crotch of the

garment at the point of connection of the said leg-mem-
bers with said walst-memt>er and being attach* d at said

point to prevent sagging or dropping of the garment por-

tions located at the said crotch, fastening means con-

nected with the said shoulder portions, straps connected
with the garment at points Intermediate of the waist-

member and the said leg-members, fastening means con-

nected with said straps, and spring-like clamping mem-
bers connected with the lower portions of the open leg-

members of the garment for springing said lower portions

of the leg-members into held relation about the ankles

of the wearer.

1.225.256. CAR-SEAL. Chablcs B. Ktlxr, Evansvllle,

Ind. Filed May 1. 1916. Serial No. 94.684. (CL
70—99.)

A car seal of the class described formed from a single

strip of sheet metal, one end being reduced in width to

form a tongue. Its other end forming a stem, said stem
having a slot in its free end, said tongue being bent in-

wardly at Its Junction with said strip and Into contact

therewith, the free end of said tongue being t)ent out-

wardly to provide a hook, a socket surrounding said hook
and tongue and adapted to receive the slotted end of said

strip, said socket comprising a pair of wings, one extend-

ing from each edge of said strip at a point spaced from
the point of connection of the tongue therewith, said wings
being t>ent over said strip and tongue, and flanges formed on
the lon.;ltudlnal edges of the said wings, said flanges being

Interlockingly engaged, said wings and flanges thereby
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forming one side of the socket, the other being formed
by said strip, the inner end of said socket being open, the
outer end being closed by pressing the ends of the wings
and flanges Into engagement with said tongue and then
bending the end of the strip and the adjacent end of the
tongue over said downwardly bent ends of the wings and
flanges and Into engagement therewith, the ends of said
bent over portion being substantially In the plane of the
apper side of said socket.

1,225.256. SPLASH-BOARD. Mabt Johxbto.v Lambhix,
Dayton, Ohio. Piled Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124,876.
(a. 141—9.)

A protector for dlsb-pans fornie<l from a single blank
of material and (omprislng a body member having a por-

tion of Its margin directed at an angle to the body mem-
ber to provide a flange, and an angular extension at one
edge of the body adapted to be engaged beneath a dlsh-
pan and thereliy support the protector in position for use.

1,225,257. NECKTIE-HOLDER. Robbbt L£pine, New
York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 8, 1917. Serial No. 147.304.
(a. 2—84.)

1. A necktie bolder comprising a slotted transverse
member having an upper rim and a lower rim. a nose that
tapers from Its top toward Its lower pointed end and has
an upper contracted neck Inte^al with the upper rim, col-

lar-button engaging means depending from the lower rim.

and a pair of longitudinal end members having eyes and
slotted outer rims that form passages which open Into said
eyes.

2. A necktie holder comprising a slltted resilient trans-
Terse member having an elongated slot, a pair of longitu-

dinal end members having elongated eyes that extend at
an angle to said slot, and a plurality of apertured lugs de-

pending from the transverse member and adapted to be
alined to permit the insertion of a collar-button, and
means normally tending to separate the same.

[Claim 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,258. WIRE MATTRESS. William Lbwis, Utlca,
N. Y. Filed Apr. 9, 1915. Serial No. 20,249. (CT.
6—89.)

1. The combination with a wire mattress, of reinforcing
means for the edges thereof comprising cross bars having
loops inserted into the mattress from one side, and a rod
slldable through a portion of the mattress and through
said loops for detachably locking the bar and rod to each
other and to the mattress.

2. The combination with a wire mattress, of reinforcing
means for the edges thereof comprising a U-shape bar hav-

ing Its opposite arms provided with loops inserted into the
mattress from the underside and a rod slldable through
a portion of the mattress and through the loops for detach-
ably locking the bar and rod to each other and to tha
mattress.

i

8. The combination with a wire mattress, of reinforcing
means for the edges thereof comprising a U-shape bar hav-
ing Its opposite arras extending transversely from one
edge of and under the mattress and each provided with a
pair of loops for Insertion into a portion of the mattress,
and separate rods slldably interlocked with portions of the
mattress and with said loops.

4. In combination with a wire mattress, reinforcing
members extending Inwardly from one edge part way across
said mattress and attached thereto at points near the edge
and at other points some distance Inwardly therefrom, the
outer edges of said reinforcing members being provided
with upwardly arched portions extending some distance
above the plane of the mattress to reUln the bedding
thereon, and a guard rail attached to the apexes of the
arched portions and extending along the edge of the mat-
tress.

5. A reinforcing device for the longitudinal edges of
wire mattresses consisting of a U shape bar of wire having
substantially parallel arms extending part way across the
mattress from one edge and provided with loops for engag-
ing said edge and with additional loops some distance In-
wardly from the first named loops for engaging other por-
tions of the mattress, and locking wires passed through
said loops and Incorporated In the mattress to retain the
reinforcing members in operative position.

1,225,259. ENGINE. Qbnry Lbla.nd Lowa. Indianapolis,
Ind. Filed Sept. 16, 1911. Serial No. 649,670. (CI.
123—33.)

1. An Internal combustion engine comprising a cylinder,

a piston reciprocating In said cylinder, said cylinder bar-
ing an exhaust opening at Its lower end, and an air Inlet

opening beyond said exhaust opening, a continuously oper-
ating air pump for continuously supplying air under pres-
sure at said air inlet opening, whereby the products of
combustion are dispelled from said cylinder and air sub-
stituted therefor, means for discharging a portion of the
air from said cylinder during the upstroke of the piston,
and means for introducing fuel into said cylinder in pro-
portion to the quantity of air remaining therein.

2. An Internal combustion engine comprising a cylinder,
a piston reciprocating therein, said cylinder having an ex-
haust opening at the lower end thereof, and having an air
inlet opening beyond said exhaust opening, whereby said
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air Inlet opening is uncovered by said piston subsequently

to said exhaust opening, a continuously operating air pump
for supplying air continuously to said air inlet opening,

whereby the gases of combustion are dispelled from said

cylinder and air substituted therefor, means for discharg-

ing a portion of the air from the cylinder during the up-

strolie of the piston, and means for intro<lucing fuel into

said cylinder in proportion to the quantity of air remain-

ing therein.

3. An Internal combustion engine comprising a cyUuder,
a piston reciprocating therein, said cylinder having an ex-

haust opening at the lower end thereof, a mechanically ac-

. tuated valve associated with said cylinder for admitting
air thereinto, means for actuating said valve after said ex-

haust port has been uncovered by said piston, a continu-

ously operating air pump associated with said valve,

whereby, after said valve has been opened, the gases of

combustion are dispelled from said cylinder, and air sat>-

stltute^l therefor, means for discharging a portion of the

air from said cylinder, and means for introducing fuel into

said cylinder in proportion to the quantity of air remain-
ing therein.

1,225,260. GAME -TABLE. Lcov L?kachbr. Detroit.

Mich. Plle<l Dec. 14, 1914, Serial No. 877.152. Re-
newed Jan. 10, 1917. Serial No. 141.694. (Cl. 46—62.)

1. A game table comprising a top which is Inclined to-
ward its head-end and has alleys along Its opposite longi-
tudinal e<lges, said table top also having channels extend-
ing- along the alleys on the inside thereof and a cross-
channel connecting said channels at the foot of the table
top, said cross-channel having an outlet, and a curved wall
extending between the alleys near the head-end of the table
top.

2. A game table comprising a top which is inclined to-

>«ird its head-end and has alleys along its opposite longi-
tudinal eilges, said table top also having channels extend-
ing along the alleys on the Inside thereof and a cross-
channel connecting said channels at the foot of the table
top. said cross-channel having an outlet, a curved wall ex-
tending between the alleys near the head-end of the table
top, and a pin field at the foot-end of the table.

3. A game table comprising a top which is inclined to-
ward its head-end and has alleys along its opposite longi-
tudinal edges, said table top also having channels extend-
ing along the alleys on the inside thereof and a cross-

channel connecting said channels at the foot of the table
top. said cros.s-channel having an outlet, a curve<l wall ex-
tending between the alleys near the head-end of the table
top. and a pin field at the foot-end of the table, the head-
end of the table having a depression which Is in longitudi-

nal alinement -with the center of the pin field.

1^25.261. FLASH-LIGHT APPARATUS. David CHAaua
McCandlbss. Boise, Idaho. Filed Sept. 21, 1916. 8*-

rUl No. 121.473. (Cl. 67—28.)
1. In an apparatus for photographing by artificial light,

the combination of a base member composed of upper and
lower sections hinged together, a powder pan mounted on
the upper section and having in its bottom an opening, a
pair of spaced terminals on the lower section for reception
in said opening when the upper section is lowered, said

terminals being adapted to be connected by a fuse, and
means for supplying electric current to said terminals for

blowing said fuse to ignite the contents of the pan.

2. In an apparatus for photographing by artificial light,

the combination of a tiase, a powder p\n mounted therton

and having a vertically projecting \iall rising from its

rear side, said wall having therethrou»;h an opening, an
angular vibrating arm mounted on said base ami extend-

ing through said opening, a Anger depending from the

front end of said arm for contact with the pan. and means
for vibrating said flnjter to make and break contact t>^-

tween said finger and pan. electric current being supplied

to said finger and pan whereby to create electric sparks

as the finger is raised and lowered.

*«*;*

3. In an apparatus for permitting photography by arti-

ficial light, a folding frame consisting of a vertirally elon-

gated back plate, a disk hinged at its lower edge to th»

upper end thereof and adapted to fold forwardly. a plu-

rality of ribs pivoted to and radiating from said disk,
braces pivoted to said ribs and extending inwardly to a
central point spaced In advance of the disk, an additional
brace pivoted to the back plate and also extending to said

point, an operating member at this point to which all of
said braces are pivoted, an anchoring device connected to
said operating member and slidable through an opening
in the aforesaid disk for holding said operating member in

operative position or for releasing the same, a flash creat-

ing device mounted on the back plate, and a flexible cas-

ing mounted on the aforesaid rit>8 and having an opaque
front.

4. In an apparatus for permitting photography by arti-

ficial light, a folding frame consisting of a vertically elon-

gated liack plate, a di.^k hinged at its lower edge to the
upper end thereof and adapted to fold forwardly, a pla-

rality of ribs pivoted to and radiating from said disk,

braces pivoted to said ribs and extending inwardly to a
central point spaced in advance of the disk, an additional
brace pivoted to the back plate and also extentling to said

point, an operating member at this point to which all of

said ribs are pivoted, an anchoring device connecte<l to
said operating member and slidable through an opt-nin^: In

the aforesaid disk for holding said operating member f-

operative position or for releasing the same, upper auu
lower nieml>ers extending forwardly from the back plate,

upper and lower electric lamps mounted on said members,
a flash creating device mounted Ixtween said members, and
a tlexihle casing supported by the aforesaid ribs and hav-
ing an opaque front.

5. A mechanism for electrically depressing the manual
control of a camera shutter, said iiiei-hanlsm comprising
an arm to be secured to said control, a plurality of verti-

cally spaced metal plates suspended from said arm. and
an electro magnet below said plates for successively at-

tracting the same, said plates having loose connections
wi^ the arm to permit continued downward movement of

the latter after any plate has reached the limit of Its

downward movement.
[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oasette.]
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1,225,262. APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING HYWtOGEN. ber, means for removing waste gases therefrom, means for

Anton Messbrschmitt. Stolberg, Germany. Filed June

26. 1912. Serial No. 706,118. (Cl. 4&—118.1.)

1. In a hydrogen apparatus, a beating chamber, a ver-

tical casing within the chamber and in communication

therewith at one end, a pervious ferruginous reaction mass
within the casing, means for introducing and burning gas

in said chamber and m<>an8 for passing draft currents of

gas and of steam through Iwth the chamber and the cas-

ing.

2. In a hydrogen apparatus, a heating chamber, a ver-

tical iron casing within the chaml>er and in communica-
tion therewith at one end. a pervious ferruginous reaction

mass within the casing, means for intro<iuclng and burn-

ing gas in said chamber and means for passing draft cur-

rents of gas and of steam through both the chamber and

the casing.

3. In a hydrogen apparatus, a pair of concentric cylin-

ders, a ferruginous contact mass in the space between said

cylinders, an inclosing combustion chamber surrounding

said cylinders and containing a refractory checkerwork, a

combustion chamt>er surrounded by said cylinders, means
for introducing combustible gas into each combustion

chaml>er. means for introducing air into each chamber,

means for Introducing steam into each chamber and means

for removing hydrogen from the space between the cylin-

ders.

4. In a hydrogen apparatus, means for maintaining a

pervious column of ferruginous reaction material, a beat-

ing cbamt>er in heat imparting relatloasbip to such col-

umn, means for introducing air into said heating cham-

ber, means for passing gas through said column and said

chamber in succession, means for passing steam through

said chamber and said column in succession and means

for removing hydrogen from said column.

6. In a hydrogen apparatus, an iron container, a per-

vious ferruginous charge therein, means for external beat-

ing of the container, means for passing gns through the

container into the heating raeans, means for supplying air

to the heating means lor the i<>mt>u8tion of such gas,

means for passing stearj through the heating chamber

into the container and m-^ans for removing hydrogen from

the container.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Ossette.l

1,225.263. APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING HYDRO<JEN.
Anton Mbssbrschmitt, Stolberg, Germany. Filed June

10. 1913, Serial No, 772,784. Renewed Feb. 17. 1917.

Serial No. 149,375. (Cl. 48—70.)

1. In a hydrogen apparatus, an inner furnace chamber

formed by an annular casing, an outer heat Insulating wall

spaced therefrom to form a chaml>er to receive an annular

pervious column of ferruglrous reaction material, firing

means for producing combustion in said furnace cham-
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passing reducing gases and draft currents of steair nlter-

nately into and through said column and means (or re-

moving hydrogen produced In steaming.

S. In a hydrogen apparatus, a vertical Inclosing wall, a

contained annular casing, a mass of pervious ferruginous

reaction material between said casing and said wall, means
for producing combustion within said annular casing,

means for alternately passing draft currents of reducing

gases and of steam into and through said mass aud means
for removing the hydrogen produced in steaming.

9. In a hydrogen generator, au annular mass of fer-

ruginous reaction material, a wall surrounding and sup-

porting the same, connections for introducing combusti-

ble gas, air and steam into and through said annular mass,

and for removing waste gases and hydrogen therefrom, an
annular casing wall within and supporting said mass, and
means for producing combustion within an internal cham-
ber formed by said annular wall.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6 to 8, 10, and 11 not printed in the

Gazette.]

1,225,264. PROCESS OF FRODDCiNQ HYDROGEN.
Anton Messbrschmitt, Stolberg, (Germany. Original

application filed June 26, 1912, Serial No. 706,118.

Divided and this application filed Jnn. 9, 1916. Serial

No. 1,444. (Cl. 48—198.)

1. The process of producing hydrogen by aitematel/

passing steam and a purified reducing gas over a fer-

ruginous mass and passing the steam aud the reducing gas
l>efore they enter the reaction furnace through regener-

ators situated outside the furnace and passing the reduc-

ing gas, after it leaves the said furnace^ io admixture with
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oxygPD, through one of the mid regenerators, thereby
raising the temperature of the said regenerator.

3. In the manufacture of hydrogen by the alternate
treatment of a mass of material romprlsing a metal of the
Iron group by draft currents of Rteam and reducing gases,
the process which comprises maintaining a perWoas mass
of such material In a heating chamber In which high tem-
perature heat Is stored and transmitting the various draft
currents both through such chamber and through such
mass.

8. A process for the production of hydrogen, in which
an iron charge in an externally heated veasel is alter-

nately oxidized by means of a current of steam and re-

duced by a current of reducing gas, and these reaction
currents and the liberated hydrogen on their way to and
from the said vessel are caused to flow through heating
spaces In which high temperature heat Is stored and in
which reducing gas has been burned to effect storage of
the heat.

9. A process for the production of hydrogen, In which
an iron charge in an externally heated vessel is alter-

nately oxidized by means of a current of steam and re-

duced by a current of reducing gas, these reaction cur-

rents and the llberatf-d hydrogen on their way to and
from the said vessel being caused to tlow through heating
spaces In which high temperature heat is stored, and be
tween these alternating oxidizing and reducing stage* *
heating stage being Interpolated as required to maintain
the temperature of the heating spaces.

[Claims 2, 4 to 7, 10, and 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.265. SELF-CENTERINK PUNCH. OaoBOa JOHK
MiLLBR, Winnebago, Minn. Filed May 19. 1910. Se-
rial No. 98,634. (Cl. 83—191.)

1. In a centering punch, a hollow shank, threads at the
ends of said shank, a cap engaged with the threads of one
end of said shank, and a bead engaged with the threads
at the opposite end of said shank, the said head and cap
being provided with openings communicating with the
interior of said shank, a punch sltdably arranged within
said shank and adapted to have its sharpened end pro-
jected from said head the stem of the punch extending
above the cap In all positions of the punch, a collar on
said punch, and a spring within said shank engaged with
said collar for normally holding said punch retracted, sub-

stantially AS described.

2. In a centering punch, a hollow shank having threads
upon Its Interior walls at the ends thereof, a cap of sub-
stantially the same diameter as said shank, a boss project-

ing from said cap and having exterior throads for en-

gagement with the threads at one end of said shank, the
said cap being provided with an opening communicating
with the interior of said shank, a head, a boss projecting
from said head and having exterior threads thereon for

engagement with the threads at the opposite end of said

shank, the said head having inclined exterior walls, and
the bead l)elng provided with an aperture communicating
with the interior of said shank, a drfn extending through
said shank and resting in the openings in sa'd head and

cap. a collar on said drill and a coll spring Interposed be-
tween said boss and said collar for holding the latter en-
gaged with the cap boss and with one end of said drill pro-
jecting at all times beyond said cap, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In a centering punch, a shank having a tapered head
at one end adapted to seat In a circular cavity, and hav-
ing a central bore extending therethrough, a punch ar-
ranged to slide within said bore and adapted to have lt»
point projected beyond said tapered head the upper end of
the punch extending beyond the sihank at all times, means
for normally holding said punch retracted within the
head, and means for supporting said shank In axial allne-
ment with the cavity, consisting of an open-ended cylinder
for slidably receiving the shank and a plurality of legs
carrying said cylinder.

1,226,266. ROLLER - BEARING. Thomas W. Owin,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Nov. 14. 1916. Serial No!
131.247. (Cl. 64—61.)

\

1. The combfnation In a roller bearing, a series of spac-
ing rollers " t " rotatably mounted on pins " p." said pins
alternately spaced with pressure rollers " « " and secured
in ftxed allnement to retaining rings " r," forming an an-
nular cage, a series of loosely mounted pressure rollers
" e " within said cage so constructed adapted to rotate
with said spacing rollers, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

2. The combination In a roller bearing arranged in mul-
tiple units, a series of antifriction rollers " t " rotatably
mounted on pins " p," said pins alternately spaced with
pressure rollers "e" and secured in fixed allnement to
retaining rings ** r," forming annular cages; a series of
loosely mounted pressure rollers " e " within said cages so
constructed adapted to rotate with said spacing rollers,

substantially as described.

1,228.267. ROCKER .\RM. Stanlbt H. Pacb. San Fran-
cisco, Cal., assignor to Union Gas Engine Company,
Oakland, Cal.. a Corporation of California. Filed Dec
11, 1916. Serial No. 136.153. (Cl. 74—6.)

I. In combination with an apertared housing a rocker
arm for Inclosed valve operating mechanism comprising a
cylindrical shaft portion adapted to oscillate within a
journal located within said bousing, an arm extending
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laterally therefrom within said housing, by means of

which said shaft is oscillated, and a downwardly curved

arm extending from said shaft in an upward direction, the

upwardly directed portion thereof extending through the

aperture of said bousing, and the end of said curved arm
lying in substantially the same horizontal plane as the end

of the first mentioned arm.

2. A rocker arm comprising a shaft portion and a pair

of oppositely disposed arms extending laterally therefrom,

one of said arms springing from the upper side of said shaft

portion, and thence curving outwardly and downwardly,
and an apertured housing for partially Inclosing the same,

the upwardly directed portion of said curved arm extend-

ing through the aperture of said housing.

8. A rocker arm comprising a shaft portion and a pair

of oppositely disposed arms extending laterally therefrom,

one of said arms springing from the upper side of said shaft

portion, and thence curving outwardly and downwardly ;

and an oil retaining journal within which said shaft por-

tion is adapted to oscillate, said journal having its bottom
and one side extending continuously the entire length of

said shaft portion, the continuous side of said journal

being extended upwardly and lying within the curve of

said arm.
4. In a valve operating mechanism, a housing having a

substantially vertically disposed aperture in its upper por-

tion ; a journal formed within said housing below said

ai>erture : and a rocker arm comprising a shaft portion

mounted for oscillation within said journal, and a pair of

oppositely disposed arms extending therefrom, one of said

arms extending upwardly through the aperture in said

housing and thence curving outwardly and downwardly
outside said bousing.

6. In a valve operating mectuinism. a housing having

an aperture formed in the upper portion thereof, and a

rocker arm journaled within said housing below said aper-

ture, said rocker arm having a pair of oppositely directed

arms, one lying entirely within said housing, and the other

extending upwardly and outwardly through said aperture.

1,225,268. MOTOR PLOW TRACTOR. William Patbb
SON. Oakland. Cal. Filed Mar. 13. 1916. Serial No.

83.993. (Cl. 97—71.)

In a power driven plow in combination, a motor truck

supported near Its rear end on a driving axle, a pair of

rearwardly extending arms having their forward ends piv-

otally attached by sleeve encircling said axle, a horizontal

power driven rvvoluble shaft journaled upon the rear ends

of said arms, radial arms secured to said shaft, disks

plvotally mounted on the outer ends of said last named
arm's, a trailing gang of plows secured to said motor truck,

the plows being so mounted that the point of each plow

will travel in rear of and in allnement with its correspond-

ing disk, as shown and described and for the purposes set

forth in the foregoing specification.

1.226,269. BREATHING APPARATUS FOR USE IN
NOXIOUS GASES. James W. Padl and Clarkncb
Hall, Pittsburgh, Pa. : said Paul assignor to said

Hall. Filed .Tuly 10, 1916. Serial No. 108.335. (Cl.

128—13.)

1. In combination, a main breathing bag, a primary

container for oxygen, a secondary container for oxygen

connected with the main container and having a yielding

wall, a valved connection between said secondary con-

tainer and the main bag. automatically controlled pres-

sure reducing means between the primary and secondary

oxygen containers, inlet and outlet connections for the

main bag. an absorber, connected with the inlet of the

main bag and a mouth piece connected with the outlet of

the main bag and with the absorber, substantially as

de8cril>ed.

\
2. In combination, a main breathing bag. a secondary

container for oxygen having a yielding wall, a valved

connection between said secondary container and the

main bag, inlet and outlet connections for the main bag,

an absorber, connected with the inlet of the main bag,

and a mouthpiece connected with the outlet of the main
iwg and with the absorber, said valve opening under the

oxygen pressure to permit oxygen to flow into the main
bag, substantially as described.

3. In combination a main breathing bag. a primary
oxygen container, a secondary bag of deflatable form and
containing oxygen, automatically controlled pressure re-

ducing means l>etween the primary container and the

secondary bag, a connection between the secondary bag
and the main bag including a valve opening In the direc-

tion of pressure of the gas coming from the re<lucing

means, and under said pressure, whereby the user can
draw through the main breathing bag from the deflatable

secondary bag, an absorber connecting with the main bag
and a moutb-plece communicating with the main bag
and with the absorber, substantially as described.

4. In combination a main breathing bag, a secondary
bag within the main bag, an oxygen supply connected
with the secondary bag. a valve between the secondary
bag and the main bag opening toward the latter and in

the direction of the oxygen pressure thereon, an at>sorl>«r

communicating with the main bag and a moutb piece

communicating with the main bag and the absorber,

substantially as described.

6. In combination an oxygen l>ottle. a breathing bag.

an absorber communicating therewith, a mouth piece

communicating with the absorber and the main bag. an
automatic pressure reducing valve and an automatic

oxygen constant volume regulator communicating with

the main tMtg. and with the oxygen bottle, whereby vol-

umes of oxygen under a substantially uniform pressure

are delivered to the main bag according to the needs of

the user. Eubstantially as described.

(Claims 6 to 28 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,225.270. FILM-LUBRICATOR. Elmbb R. Pearson,
Omalia. Nebr.. and Chklsie E. Jones, Council Bluffs.

Iowa. Filed Aug. 26. 1914. Sertal No. 858,616. (Cl.

91—50.)
A fllm-lubrlcator of the tj'pe described. Including rotary

members over which may be passed a film and the like,

rollers for aiding the retention of the film In Its passage
over the first referred to rotary members, lubricant-

applying rotary members for engagement with the first

referred to rotary members for applying the lubricant

thereto, pairs of reslllently-beld wiping members engaging
said lubricant-applying rotary members, one wiping mem-
ber of each pair being arranged In advance of the other

member, each of said lubricant applying rotary members
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iBdudlnf « ulcered shaft. tb« si««Te bclas paced from
said shaft aod the shaft having a spherical formation

arranged in contact with the inner surface of said aleeve,

said sleeve having pivotal connection with sahl ahaft.

1,226.271. LEVER DEVICE FOR COUPLING HOSE AND
FOR OTHER PURPOSES CONNECTED WITH WA-
TER SYSTEMS. na-NBY Popb. North Adelaide. Sooth
Australia. Australia. Filed Jan. 24, 1917. Serial No.
144,292. (a. 137—28.)

1. A device of the character described, comprising a

flexible bnnd having Its opposite ends reduced In width
and overIappe«l, projections at each end of the band at

opposite <ddec of its center line, and a lever bavioK at

one end thereof oppositely disposal perforatiooM throiigh

which said projections pass, whereby said projections

serve as a fulcrum for said lever during turning of the

latter to tighten itald i>and about an object.

2. A device ot the character describe*!, comprisinx a

flexible band having its opposite en<i8 reduced in width

and overlapped, projections at each end of the band at

opposite sides of its center line, a lever having at one
end thereof oppositely disposed perforations through
-which said projections pass, whereby said projections are

adapted to serve as a fulcrnm for said lever, and a lock-

ing plate pivoted adjacent the opposite end of said lever

and adapted to b« moved Into engagement with said band.

1.225,272. CAR-DOOR. Edwako Pobson, Chicago. 111.

Filed Jan. 19, 1912, Serial No. 672 i54. Renewed Mar.
22. 1»17. Serial No. 166,737. (CI. 16—7.)

1. In a derice of the class described, a wall having a
door opening therein, an outside door, a supporting and
guiding track across the lower edge of the door opening

and extending to one side thereof, a bracket member
secured to the said door and having a socket extending
upwardly from the bottom thereof, a member mounted in

said socket, a stud projecting from one side of said mem-
ber, a roller mounted on said stud and adapted to engag<-

mid track, and a f^ange extending around part of said

stud between said member and said roller.

2. In a device of the class described, a door frame, an
outside door to coact therewith, a track to guide and

rapport nld door, said do«r having sockets, members to
said sockets, rollers carripfl by «ald members, downwardly
extending members secure<l to said door and having
Inwardly turned books at their lower extremities, said
track having an upwardly extending flange to coact with
aid rollers, and a downwardly extending flange adapted
to receive said hooks.

3. In a device of the class described, a door frame, an
ontalde door, a guide track across the lower edge of the
door opening, a bracket attach.»d to the outside of said
door adjacent the lower e<lge thereof, said bracket baving
a socket extending upwardly from the bottom thereof, a
rectangular member loosely mounted in said socket, the
inner wall of said socket having a U shaped slot therein,

a stud carried by said rectangular member and extending
through «ald slot, and a roller mounted on said stud to
coact with said guide track, the outer wall of said socket
having a slot in the upper part thereof through which
a shim may be passed to regulate the position of said
rectangular member.

4. In a device of the class described, a door sill and
guide track formed from a T-sectlon member, the main
part thereof extending across the lower edge of the door
opening to form a door sill and being bent down at one
aide of the door opening to attach to the side wall ad-
jacent thereto, the two sides of the T projecting up and
down, and the upper part forming a track on which the
door rests.

5. In a device of the class described, a door frame, an
outside door, a track to guide and support said door,
brackets attached to the outside of said door and having
sockets therein extending upwardly from the twttom
thereof, blocks loosely mouDte<l in said sockets and hav-
ing studs projecting Inwardly therefrom, said so<ket8
having slots In their walls through which said studs
pass, and rollers mounted on said studs to coact with said
track, said track having an upwardly extending tlange
upon which said rollers rest, said flange having notcbea
therein to engage said rollers and hold said door lo «
desired position.

(Claims 6 to S not prlnte<l in the Gaxette.]

1.225,273. CAR FOR MOLDING-MACHINES. John T.
Rambpbn, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The Tabor
Manufacturing Company. Philadelphia. Pa., a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Jan. 13, 1917. Serial No.
142,231. (CI. 106—82.)

lUibT-iarii-- t-

1. An equalizing car comprising the combination of two
truck members free for twisting movement in respect to
each other and each having three point support, two of
said supports consisting of a pair of wheels and the third
support being inelastic and consisting of the other truck
members, substantially as described.

2. An equalising car comprising the combination of two
truck nieml)ers free for twisting movement in respect to
each other and each having a pair of wheels, and flexible

inelastic connections by which each member Is supported
by the other, substantially as described.

3. An equalizing car comprising the combination of
two triangular truck members each provided with a pair
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of wheels, and inelastic connections whereby each aupports

the other.

4. An equalizing car comprising the combination of two
truck members free for twisting movement in respect to

each other and each having a pair of wheels and each

provided with a laterally disposed extension, and In-

elastic means for connecting the lateral extension of each
Bember for support by the other menit>er, substantially as

described.

6. An equalizing car comprising the combination of two
truck meml>erH each tukvlng a pair of wheels and a wedge
way and a bearing, means for (>upporting each truck mem-
ber upon the ether, a saddle pivotally mounted in said

bearing, and wedge mechanism for the wedge ways, sub-

tantlally as described.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

I

1.226,274. STEAM-PUMP. Edob.ne Robkhts, Salt Lake
City, Utah, assignor to Sugar CentrlfugaJ Discharger
Company, Salt Lake City, Utah, a Corporation of Utah.
Filed Jan. SO, 1916. SerUl No. 5,304. (CT. 103—67.)

1. The combination of a pair of pump pistons mounted
in their respective pump chambers, a pair of steam pis-

tons mounted In their respective steam chambers, each

of said steam pistons being operatlvely connected with

one of the pump pistons, a casing inclosing the said cham-

bers and provided with steam passages and water pas-

sages affordlag communication between the chambers

of each pair and the supply and exhaust passages of the

casing, the respective piston members being provided with

ports or passages by which the Inflow and outflow of

water and of steam Is regulated in a predetermined order,

substantially as described.

2. A steam pump embracing In combination a casing

provided with a series of steam chambers and of water

chamt>ers of approximately semlannular contour arranged

side by side, a series of piston members movably mounted

In said chambers, the casing being provided with steam

inlet and steam outlet passages having communication

with the two intermediate chambers alternately through

passages formed In the movable piston memt>ers mounted
In said intermediate cham)>er8. the casing also being pro-

vided with water Inlet and outlet passages having alter-

nately comniunlcati»n with the end chambers through pas-

sages formed in the respective end piston members, sub-

stantially as described.

8. The combination of a pair of cooperating oscillatory

piston members mounted In a pair of containing steam
chambers, a casing provided with passages for the admis-

sion and exhaust of steam, said passages having alter-

nately communication with each steam chamber through

passages formed in the piston of the companion steam

chamber, a pair of pump pistons mounted in water cham-
t>ers. said pump pistons being operatlvely connected with

the respective steam pistons to cause them to move to

and fro in order to alternately admit and expel water

from the pump chambers, substantially as de8crll)ed.

4. The combination of a casing containing a pair of

approximately semlannular steam cbaml>erf:, oscillatory

piston members mounted therein, each piston member be-

ing formed to control in alternation the admission and
exhaust of steam from the companion steam chamber, a

shaft secured to each piston memt^r, pump pistons se-

cured to the respective shafts and mounted to oscillate

In their respective pump chambers and acting In alterna-

tion to admit and expel water from their respective pump
chambers, substantially as described.

6. The combination of a casing containing a pair of

steam chambers arranged side by side, a pair of steam pis-

tons mounted in the respective steam chambers, each steam
piston being formed when at rest at the end of Its stroke

to control in alternation the admission and exhaust of

steam from the companion piston chamber, and means for

automatically preventing each piston from moving away
from Its position of control until the companion piston

has come to rest, and a pair of pump pistons mounted in

their respective pump chambers and operatlvely connected

with the respective steam pistons to cause them to alter-

nately expel the water content from their respective pump
chambers, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.276. HAT-ADJUSTBR. Lbon Rosbnzwbio, New
York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 7, 1916. Serial No. 136,616.

(a. 2—32.)

1. In combination with a hat having a plurality of

spaced-apart fastener members, a connecting member pro-

vided with an eye in each end for the purpose of engaging
a choice of the fastener members whereby to contract

the bat In such manner as to adjust it to the bead of the

wearer.

2. In combination with a hat, having a plurality of

spaced-apart fastener memt)er8 t>ehlnd a band, a connect-

ing member provided with means on its oppositely dis-

posed ends for engagement with a choice of the fastener

members whereby to contract and Indraw the hat in such

manner as to adjust it to the head of the wearer.

3. In a hat, the combination with a band having a plti-

rallty of spaced-apart fastener members, a connecting

member having an eye In each end for the purpose of en-

gaging a choice of the fastener members whereby to

tighten the band in such manner as to adjust the hat to

the head of the wearer.

4. In a hat, the combination with a band having a plu-

rality of spaced-apart fastener members, an elastic con-

necting member provided with means on Its oppositely

disposed ends for engagement with a choice of the fas-

tener members whereby to tighten and Indraw the band
in such manner as to adjust the hat to the head of the

wearer.

5. In a hat, the combination with a band having open-

ings partly transverse its width and having a plurality of

spaced-apart fastener members, a member having an eye

arranged in each end and adapted for engagement at will,

with a choice of the fastener members whereby to tighten

and Indraw the band in such manner as to adjust the bat

to the head of the wearer.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,276. AUTOMATIC PIN-SETTER. BMIL SCHliOBS-

BBBO, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Aug. 11, 1916. Serial No.

114,366. (CI. 46—64.)

1. In a ten-pins game, a plurality of pins each suspended
Independently, means overbalancing each pin, spring-
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actuated locking means for retaining the suspended pins

In their operative position, flexible means connecting the
locking means to the corresponding pin whereby the sud-
den displacement of the pin on its suspension causes the
operation of the locking means and the pin is moved from
the operative to the Inoperative position by the over-
balancing meauH. means for raising the balancing means
for placing the pins Into operative position.

2. In a ten plQs game, a plurality of pins each suspended
Independently, means overbalancing each pin. means pre-
venting the displacement of the pins by the overbalancing
means when the pins are in operative position, spring-
actuated means for operating the means preventing the
displacement of the pins, means connecting said spring-
actuated means to the corresponding pins to operate said
means when the pin is displaced from its operative poal-
tlon. whereby the means preventing the displacement of
pins are operated and the overbalancing means becomes
effective and moves the corresponding pin to the inopera-
tive position.

3. In a ten-pins game, a plurality of pins, a Jointed rod
for each pin. a weight overbalancing the Jointed rod and
pin, automatic locking means for engaging the rod when
the pin is in operative position, a flexible member connect-
ing the locking means to the pin so that a sudden dis-
placement of the pin from its operative position actuates
the locking means and releases the rod, whereby the weight
raises the pin to the inoperative position, a platform for
receiving the weights, and means for raising the platform
whereby the pins are placed into operative position and
said lockin« means automatically engage the rod, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a fen-pins game, a plurality of pins, a Jointed rod
for each pin. said pin and rod navlng a Jointed connection,
a weight overbalancing each rod and pin. automatic lock-
ing means euKaglng the rod when the pin Is in operative
position, thereby preventing the weight from moving the
pins, a flexible member connecting the locking means to
the pin for actuating the locking means by a sudden dia-
placement of the pin and rendering the weight operative to
move the pin to the inoperative position, and means for
raising the weights to place the pins into operative posi-
tion and bring the rods into engagement with the locking
means.

5. In a ten pins game, a plurality of pins, a Jointed rod
for each pin. a ball Joint between the rod and the pin,
a weight overbalancing each rod and pin, automatic lock-
ing means engaging the rod when the pin is in the oper-
ative position thereby preventing the displacement there-
of by the weight, a flexible member connecting the auto-
matic means to the ball Joint of the pin with the rod to
that the sudden displacement of the pin operates the
locking means to release the rod, whereby the weight raises
the pin to the inoperative position, means for indicating
the displacement of a pin, flexible means connecting said

Indicating means to the rod of the pin. and means for
raising the weights to place the pins Into operative posi-
tion.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Qasette.]

1,225.277. GANG-DIE FOR CUTTING AND SHAPING
SHEET -MBTAL ARTICLES. Paol Scholz, Dama-
gaard. pr. Bergen. Norway. Filed Mar. 16, 1915. 8«-
rUl No. 14,648. (Q. 113—42.)

In a die for manufacturing simulUneonsIy a plurality
of recUngular conserving boxes or similar artlclea. the
combination of a plurality of upper die members placed
closely together in a row with every alternate die member
located somewhat higher than the other ones, whereby
offsets having cutting edges are formed between adjacent
die members, and a row of corresponding lower die mem-
bers arranged similarly to the upper die members, where-
by offsets having cutting edges are formed therebetween.
•o that the offsets of the upper die members. In passing
closely by those of the lower die member, perform a cut-
ting action daring the downward stroke of the upper die
members.

1,226,278. FLUSH VALVE. William H. ScHrLra. Tren-
ton, N. J. Filed June 9. 1916. Serial No. 102,628
(a. 4—«.)

1. A flushing apparatus having a flush tank and a flush

ralvp. a float connected to said valve which by rising tends
to open the valve and acts to hold the valve open during
the flushing, and a float tank for said float having«the
flow of water therefrom controlled to secure a slow closing
of the flush valve.

2. A flashing apparatus having a flush tank and flash
valve, a float connected to said valve which by rising tends
to open the flush valve, a float tank and means for con-
trolling the discharge from said float tank to regulate the
length of the flow.

8. In a flushing apparatus, the combination with a flash
tank, of a flush valve, a float connected to said flush valve
which by rising tends to open the flush valve, a float tank
within which said float operates, a discharge pas -^ for
said float tank, said passage having ports connecting "h
the flush tank, and a regulating valve adapted to coui.ol
the rate of flow through said passage and ports.

4. In a flushing apparatus, the combination with a flash
tank, of a flash valve, a float connected to said flush valve,
a float tank within which said float operates, said float
In rising tending to open the valve and in lowering tead-
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Ing to slowly close said flush valve, and means for con-

trolling the discbarge of water from said float tank to

secure a slow reflll flow after the flush.

1,226,279. ATTACHMENT FOR ELECTRIC-LAMP-
SOCKET KEYS. Albert H. Simmons, Chicago, 111.,

assignor of one-third to Paul B. Asch. Chicago, 111.

Filed Mar. 22, 1916. Serial No. 85,767. (CI. 240—128.)

1. In an appliance of the character described adapted

for the operation of and attachment to the key of an elec-

tric lamp socket or the like, the combination of a ratchet

main body, means to fasten said body to the key, an oper-

ating-member oscillatory on said ratchet main-body, a

pawl on said member adapted to coftperate with said

ratchet and normally retracted therefrom, a cord secured

to said pawl adapted to rock the member from its normal

position snd pull the pawl Into operative engagement with

said ratchet, whereby said main-body and key are turned,

and means to return said operating-member to norma)

position upon release of the cord, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In an appliance of the character described adapted

for the operation of and attachment to the key of an

electric lamp socket or the like, the combination of a

main-body, means to fasten said main body to the key,

An operating-member oscillatory on said main-body, a

gui<le on said operating-member, means to lock said mem-
ber and body together when the operating-member is

rocked in one direction and permitting the operatlng-

memlter to return to normal position without actuating

said main body, a cord coiiperating with said guide and

secured to said locking means, whereby a pull upon the

cord actuates said operating-member, locking-means, main-

body, and key. and oceans to return said operating-mem-

ber to normal position upon release of the cord, substan-

tially as described.

8. In an appliance of the character described adapted

for the operation of and attachment to the key of an

electric lamp socket or the like, the combination of a
ratchet main l>ody, means to fasten said body to the key,

an operating member oscillatory on said nialn'foody, a pawl

on said member adapted to cooperate with said ratchet

and normally retracted therefrom, a guide on said operat-

ing member, a cord securetl to said pawl and cooperating

with said guide, and adapted to rock the member from

Its normal position and pull the pawl into operative en-

gagement with said ratchet, whereby said body and key

are turned, and means to return said member to normal
position upon release of the cord, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In an appliance of the character described adapted

for the operation of and attachment to the key of an
electric lamp socket or the like, the combination of a
ratchet main-t>ody, means to fasten said body to the key,

an operating-member oscillatory on said main-body, a
weighted pawl on said member adapted to cooperate with

said ratchet and normally retracted therefrom by said

weight, a guide en said operating-member, a cord secured

to said pawl cooperating with said guide, and adapted to

rock the member from its normal position and pull the

pawl Into operative engagement with said ratchet, where-

by said main-t>ody and key are turned, and a weight piv-

oted to said operatlng-memt>er adapted to return said

member to normal position upon release of the cord, snb-

stantlaliy as described.

6. In an appliance of the character described adapted
for the operation of and attachment to the key of an
electric lamp socket or the like, the combination of a

main-body, means to fasten said main-body to the key

of the lamp-socket, including a clamping-member having

a divergent hook-portion adapted to engage over an edge

of the key and adjustable toward and from said edge in

the plane of the key, an operating-member oscillatory on

said main-body, a cord to actuate said operating-member,

means between said operating-member and said main-body

adapted to shift the body and key with the operating-

member when the latter is swung in one direction from its

normal position and to permit the operating-member to

return to normal position without shifting said body and
key, and means to return said operating-memt>er to its

normal position, substantially as de8crlt>ed.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,226,280. FUEL-BURNING DEVICE. William C.

8KINNBR, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Filed Feb, 28,

rtl6. Serial No. 80,838. (Cl. 110—80.)

1. In a fuel burning device, the combination with the

fuel chamber, of a combustion chamber located centrally

of said fuel chamber, an air chamber outside of said fuel

chamber, there t>eing openings for permitting air to pass

laterally from the air chamber through the fuel chamt>er

to the combustion chamber, and a normally closed grate

t>eneath said fuel chamber and air chamber, said grate

l>elng adjustable to provide openings through which finely

divided ash can be removed from the fuel chamber and

the air chamber.

2. In a fuel burning device, the combination with the
fuel chamber, of a combustion chamber, an air chamber
outside of said fuel chamber, there being openings for per-

mlttiog air to pass laterally from the air chamber through

the fuel chamber to the combustion chamber, and a nor-

mally closed grate beneath said fuel chamber and air

chamber, said grate being adjustable to provide openings

through which finely divided ash can be removed from

the fuel chamber and the air chamber, said grate having

an upper stationary part and a lower movable part.

3. In a fuel burning device, the combination with an

outer wall, an inner wall and a central wall spaced from
each other a sufficient distance to provide a combustion

chamber, a fuel chamber outside of said combustion cham-
ber and an air chamber outside of said fuel chamber, said

combustion chamber having an outlet for the heated gases,

and an air inlet at Its lower end, said walls being pro-

vided with apertures to permit a transverse draft from
the air chamt>er, through the fuel chamber to the com-

bustion chamber, the draft apertures being arranged to
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prevent the discharge from the air chamber of ash or doat
through such apertures, and m(>ao8 for cleaning the air
chamber from ash or doat.

!

1^26.281. POST CARRYING CROSSED THREADS FOR
THE SUPPORTING OF CROP OR PLANTS. NllLa
GaoBO SOrinsix. Stockholm. Sweden. Filed Dec. 21.
1916. Serial No. 68.062. (Cl. 47—12.)

1. A post for carrying crossed threads for the aapport
of crops or plants, said post being provided at Its upper
end with crossed slot.s of dlffprent depths and transverse
boles of greater diameter than the bottoms of said slots
commonlpatlng with the bottoms of said slots respectively,
the shallower slot having an oblique direction with respect
to the hole with which It communicates.

2. A post for carrying crossed threads for the support
of crops or plants, said post being provided at Its upper
end with crossed slots of different depths and transverse
holes of greater diameter than the bottoms of said slots
communicating with the bottoms of said slots respectively,
each slot having an oblique direction with respect to the
hole with which It communicates.

3. A post for carrying crossed threads for the support
of crops or plants, said post being provided at Its upper
end with crossed slots of different depths and two adjacent
transverse holes each of greater diameter than the bot-
toms of the said slots commnnlratlng with each other
through a narrow opening and with the bottoms of said
•lots respectively, each slot having an oblique direction
with respect to the two adjacent holes.

4. A post for carrying crossed threads for the support
of crops or plants, the said post being provided at Its up-
per end with crossed slots of different depths and trans

I Terse holes of greater diameter than the bottoms of said
lots communicating with one of the said slots through a
restricted opening provided between two of three adjacent
holes placed In a triangle and communicating with each
other through narrow openings.

1.226,282. MACHINE-FRAME. BuKT D. Stbvbns. River
side. 111., assignor to Miehle Printing Press A Manufac-
turing Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.
Filed Jan. 30, 1914. Serial No. 815,463. (Cl. 248 30.)

1. In a machlno of the character described, the combina-
tion of a main frame adapted to rest near one end on the
foundation or floor, a secondary support disposed trans-
versely of the main frame, a rocking connection between
•aid secondary support and main frame near the end of
the latter opposite Its other supports, a main body carried
by said main frame and adapted to carry the operative
parts of the roa'hine, and one or more supporting brack-
ets carrle<l by said main body for supporting the operatlre
parts of the mechanism.

2. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation of a main frame adapted to rest near one end on

tie foundation or floor, a secondary support disposed
transversely of said main frame at the opposite end th««re-
of, a rocking connection between said main frame and
secondary support, and a ma'n body adapted to carry the
operative parts of the machine disposed transversely of
and fastened to said main frame near the center thereof.

3. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation of a main frame having near one end a pair of
Vaced feet adapted to rest on the foundation or floor, a
secondary support dlsposetl transversely of the main frame
at the opposite end thereof, a rocking connection between
said support and main frame, a main body carried by said
main frame and disposed transversely thereof approxi-
mately midway between the supports for the main frame
at Its opposite ends, and one or more brackets fastened to
said main body to support the operative parts of the
mechanism in conjunction with said main body.

1,225,283. AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC GENERATING AP
PARATU8. Chestcu F. Stbono, Des Moines, Iowa,
Filed Nov. 8, 1912. Serial No. 730,276. (CT. 171—314.)

(> . .'

1. In an automatic electric genpratlng apparatus, the
combination of an engine, a dynamo electric machine, a
storage battery, swrlce wires, an ampere hour meter,
means for electrically connecting the storage battery, the
dynamo electric machine, the service wires and the am-
pere hour meter, whereby all of the current flowing from
the dynamo electric mach'ne to the storage battery will
flow through the ampere hour meter, and all of the cur-
rent flowing from the storage battery will also flow
through the ampere hour meter, and corrent flowing from
the dynamo electric machine to the service wires will pass
directly,to he service wires and will not pass through the
ampere hour meter, said ampere hour meter bplng capable
of being operated In one direction by the current flowing
from the dynamo electric machine to the storage battery,
an-i of being operated in the opposite direction by the
current flowing from the storage battery olthpr to the
dynamo electric machine or the service wires, and means
actuated by said ampere hour meter when in one position
of its movement for operating the dynamo electric ma-
chine from the storage battery to start the engine.

6. In an automatic electric generating apparatus, the
combination of an engine, a dynamo electric machine op-
eratlvely connecte<l therewith, a storage liattery electri-
cally connected with the dynamo electric machine, a cur-
rent measuring device arranged In the circuit between the
dynamo electric machine and the storage battery, an elec-
tric ignition device for the engine, and two coactlng means
for breaking the circuit of the electric Ignition device,
one of said means being controlled by the current measur-
ing device and the other by a rise In the battery voltage.
said coactlng means being so arranged that both must be
actualeil before the ignition circuit Is broken.

7. In an automatic electric generating apparatus, the
combination of an internal combustion engine having an
electric ignition devU-e. a dynamo-electric machine opera-
tlvely connected therewith, a storage battery electrically
connected with the dynamo-electric machine, an ampere
hour meter lncla<led In the circuit between the dynamo-
electrtc machine and the battery, and having a movable
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indicator arm and also having a contact device for the

movable Indicator arm. an Independent circnit in which
the movable indicator arm and the contact device are in-

cluded, means automatically actuated upon the closing of

this Independent circuit for breaking the circuit through

the engine ignition device, and a switch included in said

Independent circuit normally open and designed to be

automatically closed upon a rise In voltage of the storage

battery.

8. In an automatic electric generating apparatus, the

combination of an iDt»-rnal comhustlon engine, a dynamo-
electric machine operatlvely connected therewith, a stor-

age battery electrically connected with the dynamo-elec-

tric machine, an ampere hour meter included in the cir-

cuit between the dynamo electric machine and the bat-

tery, and means controlled by the ampere hour meter,

after a certain predetermined amount of electricity has

pas.sed from the dynamo-electric machine to the storage

battery, for stopping the operation of the engine, said

latter means also including a switch device operated by a

rlae in voltage in the storage battery, and said parts be-

ing so arranged that the latter means must be operated

before the engine will stop.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6. and 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.284. AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC GENERATING AP-
PARATUS. CHusTsa F. Stbono, Des Mo'iuea. Iowa.

Filed Sept. 15, 1913. Sertal No. 789,906. (Cl. 171—314.)

1. In an automatic electric generating apparatus, the

combination of an engine, a dynamo electric machine op-

eratively connected with the engine, a storage battery

electrically connected with the dynamo electric machine,

a main switch Included In a circuit between the storage

battery and the dynamo electric machine for closing the

drmlt to operate the dynamo electric machine as a motor
to start the engine, an overload current relay Included

in a circuit from the storage battery so arranged as to

close said main switch when the current In the battery is

being discharged at a certain predetermined tate. and a

corrent measuring device electrically connected with the

storage battery and also electrically connected with the

main switch for automatically closing said main switch

when the battery has reached a certain predetermined con-

dition of discharge.

2. In an automatic electric generating apparatus, the

combination of an engine, a dynamo electric machine op-

eratlvely connected with the engine, a storage battery

electrically connected with the dynamo electric machine,

a main switch included In a circuit between the storage

tvattery and the dynamo elpctric machine for closing th*-

circuit to operate the dynamo electric machine as a motor

to Htart the engine, an overloatl current relay included in

a circuit from the storage battery so arranged as to close

said main switch when the current In the t>attery Is t>elng

discharged at a certain predetermined rate, and a current

measuring device including a movable member capable of

moving in one direction when the battery it dlacharginff.

and in another direction when the Iwttery is being re-

charged, said current measuring device being electrically

connected with the storage battery, and said movable
member being capable in one position of closing a circuit

through the main switch for automatically closing the

main switch when the movable memt>er has reached the

predetermined position which it assumes when the battery

Is in condition to be recharged.

3. In an automatic electric generating apparatus .the

combination of an engine, a dyname electric machine op-

eratlvely connected with the engine, a storage battery

electrically connected with the dynamo electric machine,

a main switch included in a circuit between the storage

battery and the dynamo electric nuichlne for closing the

circuit to operate the dynamo electric machine as a motor

to start the engine, an overload current relay Included in

a circuit from the storage t>attery so arranged as to close

said main switch when the current In the battery is being

discharged at a certain predetermined rate, and a current

measuring device electrically connected with the storage

battery and designed to l>e operated in one direction when
the battery is discharging and In another direction when
the battery Is being recharged, said current measuring

device including a movable member so arranged that until

said movable member has reached a certain predetermined

position the said main switch will be held closed, and

when said predetermined position has been reached the

main switch may be opened to permit the engine and

dynamo electric machine to discontinue their operation.

4. In an automatic electric generating apparatus, the

combination of an engine, a dynamo electric machine op-

eratlvely connected with the engine, a storage battery

electrically connected with the dynamo electric machine,

a main switch included in the circuit between the storage

battery and the dynamo electric machine for closing the

circuit to operate the dynamo electric machine as a motor

to start the engine, and two devices each capable at times

of controlling said main switch, one of said devices com-

prising an overload relay capable of closing the switch

upon an excessive discharge from the battery, and the

other comprising a current measuring device capable of

closln); said main switch when said current measuring

device Is in condition Indicating that the battery should

be recharged, whereby the apparatus will be maintained

in an economical working condition with the dynamo elec-

tric machine working constantly during an overload in the

current consumption, and the battery supplying all of

the current at other times until the battery Is in condition

to t)e recharged. •

6. In an automatic electric generating apparatus, the

combination of an engine, a dynamo electric machine op-

eratively connected with the engine, a storage battery

electrically connected with the dynamo electric machine,

a current measuring device electrically connected with the

storage battery and Including a movable member, means
for closing a circuit when the movable member has reached

a certain predetermined position, a signal relay included

In the latter circuit, a signal device, means actuated bj

the signal relay for actuating the said signal device,

means whereby a circuit will be closed when said mov-

able member reaches another predetermined position, and
a circuit breaker capable of operating when said latter

circuit is closed by means of the movable member, said

circuit breaker being designed to open the main circuit

from the storage battery to the service wires to thereby

automatically prevent further discharge of the storage

battery.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gaxette.l

1,22^,285. DOOR HOLDER DEVICE. Claude R. Swim,
Mnncle, Ind., assignor to Ortn H. McDowell {'"tiben-

vine, Ohio. Filed Jan. 20. 1917. St^rlal No. 143.442.

(Cl. 16—84.)

A door holder device, comprising a frame adapted to

be seated in a mortise provided therefor In the door, the

face plate of said frame having a vertical slot, a detent

lug dlKpoT^efl slldlngly between the sides of said frame and
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having a threaded bole in its bottom aide, and there being
tranaverse studs on 8ald detent lug to move In vertical

guldeways In said frame, a tubular guide member adapted
to be Inserted to neoure position In the bottom of the
door, a plunger sUdlngly disposed in aald tubular guide
member and having an upwardlj disposed stem adapted
to be screwed Into the said detent lug, a spring In said
guide member to normally depress the said plunger, •

spring pressed pawl retained slidlngly between the sides
of said frame to engage and hold the detent lug at the
raised position but which pawl is adapted to be shifted
from said engaged position, and a lift handle loosely

connected to the said detent lug and arranged to nor-
mally hang In the slot of said face plate but which when
swung outwardly has fixed engagement with the detent
lac.

1,226,286. PACKING AND THE LIKE. EaNtax J.

SwiETLAND, Montclair, N. J. Filed Jan. 20, 1916.
SerUl No. 73.130. (O. 154—45.5.)

1. An article of manufacture comprising a woven metal-
lic fabric embe<l(Ied In rubber, said rubber being secured
to the fabric by chemical bond.

2. An article of manufacture comprising a woven fat>-

rlc, one set of threads of which is composed of bundles
of metallic wires, said fabric being embedded In rubber.

3. Aq article of manufacture comprising a woven fab-

ric, one set of threads of which is composed of bundles
of metallic wires, said fabric being flattened under pres-
sure and embedded In rubber.

7. An article of manufacture comprising a wov*n fab-

ric, one set of threads of which is compose<l of twisted
bundles of metallic wires, said fabric being elongated
under pressure In one direction more than another, after
weaving, as by rolling, and having rubber incorporated
therewith throughout Its mass.

[Claims 4 to and 8 to 11 not printed In the Qatette.]

1.226,287. FEATHERING PADDLE-WHEEL. OscA« E.
Thompson, Hadlock. Wash. Filed Nov. 2, 1916. Serial

No. 59.191. (CI. 170—149.)
1. A paddle-wheel, comprising in its construction

spokes, paddles provi(le<I with pintles whereby the ped-

dles are pivotally connected to the spokes, a crank on
each of said pintles, a cam formed with a web member
and two spaced flanges extending laterally therefrom,
said web member being provided with an opening be-

tween said flanges, a series of rollers operable against the
opposing surfaces of said flanges and adapted to be Intro-
duced or removed through said openings, rods connecting
said rollers with the respective cranks, and means pro-
videtl on the spok«s and serving to direct the rods
whereby the rollers are caused to revolve with the wheel
to effect the tilting movements of the various paddles
through the agency of said cam flanges.

2. A paddle-wb«el, comprising In Ita construction,
spokes, paddles pivotally connected to said spokes, a cam
formetl with a web member and two spaced flanges ex-
tending laterally therefrom, said web member being pro-
vided with an opening intermediate aald flanges, a series
of rollers operable against the opposing surfaces of the
cam flanges and adapted to be lntroduce<l or removed
through said opening, a pin serving for the axle of each
of said rollers, said pins being provided with chambers
serving for lubricant receptacles communicating with tht
journal bearings for the respective rollers, and operative
connections between the respective rollers and aald pad-
dles whereby the Utter are tilted through the instru-
mentality of said cam to occupy substantially upright
positions as they are revolubly carrle«l through the water.

1,225,288. SPRING-MOUNTING FOR VEHICLES. Elva
B. ToTTLSa, Macon, 111., assignor of one-half to George
F. Wilson, Macon, 111. Filed June 8, 1916. Serial No.
102,399. (CI. 267—30.)

1. In combination with the frame and running gear of

a vehicle, a main spring extending from the front to the
rear axle, said main spring having a pivotal connection
with said frame, a supplemental spring element connected
to the rear axle and the frame, and an additional spring
element pivotally connected to said main sprint; and to
said supplemental spring and having a movable bearing
on said main frame.

2. In combination with the frame and running gear of
a vehicle, a main spring extending from the front to the
rear axle, said main spring having a double curve and
being pivotally connected at the highest point of the
forward curve with the frame, a supplemental spring
element connected to the rear axle and extending forward
therefrom and connected to the frame and an additional
spring element pivotally connectetl to an Intermediate
part of said main •spring and to an Intermediate part of
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said supplemental spring element, said additional sprins

element having a movable bearing on said frame.

3. In combination with the frame and running gear of

a vehicle, a main spring extending from the front to the

rear axle, said main spring having a double curve and

being pivotally connected at the highest point of the

forward curve with the frame, a supplemental spring

element connected to the rear axle and extending for-

ward therefrom and connected to the frame, and a pair of

additional spring elements spaced apart on opposite sides

of said supplemental spring element and pivoted at one

end to an Intermediate part of the main spring and also

having an Intermediate pivotal connection with an inter-

mediate part of said supplemental spring element, said

additional spring elements having a movable bearing on

said frame.

4. In combination with the frame and running gear of

a vehicle, a main spring extending from the front to the

rear axle, said main spring having a double curve and

being pivotally connected at the highest point of the

forward curve with the frame, a supplemental spring

element connected to the rear axle and extending forward

therefrom and connected to the frame, and a pair of

additional spring elements spaced apart on opposite sides

of said supplemental spring element and pivoted at one

end to an Intermediate part of the main spring and also

having an Intermediate pivotal connection with an inter-

me<ilate part of said supplemental spring element, said

additional spring elements having a roller member
mounted on their other ends and t>earing against said

frame.

6. In combination with the frame and running gear of

a vehicle, a main spring extending from the front to the

rear axle, said main spring having a double curve and
t>elng pivotally connected at the highest point of the

forward curve with the frame, a supplemental spring

element connected to the rear axle and extending forward

therefrom and connected to the frame, and a pair of addi-

tional spring elements space<l apart on opposite sides of

aid supplemental spring element and pivoted at one end

to an Intermediate part of the main spring and also

having an Intermediate pivotal connection with an inter-

mediate part of said supplemental spring element, said

additional spring elements having a movable bearing on

•aid frame, said supplemental spring element and said

additional spring elements crossing each other and having

a scissors-like movement.
[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,289. STEERING MECHANISM. Willard Ibvino
TwoMBLT, New York, N. Y., assignor to Twombly Car
Corporation, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Oct. 16, 1913. Serial No. 795,199. (Cl.

74—39.)

1. The combination with steering mechanism, of a ro-

tatable post consisting of a pair of sections, one section

mounted to rotate In a flxed position and operative^y con-

nected to the steering mechanism, and the other section

having a telescoping movement into and rotatable with

the flxed section ; a plurality of axlally spaced recesses in

the inner post section ; and spring Angers integral with

the outer section adapted to engage substantially the en-

tire circumference of either one of said recesaes to retain

the post sections in adjusted position, and said Angers

adapted to be thrown out of engagement with said re-

cesses by an axial push or pull on the post, substantially

as and for the purpose speclAed.

2. The combination with steering mechanism, of • lon-

gitudinal adjustable rotatable post consisting of a section

operatlvely connected to the steering mechanism and a
section to have telescoping movement into the tobular sec-

tion and bodily removable therefrom ; a key flxed In the

outer section to slldably engage in a groove in the Inner

section whereby one section Is rotatable with the other ;

Integral spring Angers formed at the free end of the walla

of the tubular section ; and recesses In the telescoping sec-

tion for the esigagement of said Angers, substantially as

and for the purpose speciAed.

3. The combination with steering mechanism, of an ad-

justable rotatable post consisting of a tubular section op-

eratlvely connected to the steering mechanism and hav-

ing integral resilient Angers with inwardly turned flanges

substantially encircling its free end and tensloned to

spring Inward, and a section to have telescoping move-

ment Into and rotatable with the tubular section, said

telescoping section having a series of axlally spaced apart

annular recesses in which the finger flanges of the tubular

section are adapted to engage to retain the post sections

In adjusted position in normal use, and adapted to be

thrown out of engagement with said recesses when sul>-

jected to abnormal axial pressure for the purpose speci-

fied.

4. The combination with steering mechanism, of an ad-

justable rotatable post consisting of a tubular section

mounted to rotate In a Axed position and operatlvely con-

nected to the steering mechanism, transverse slots in the

free end of said tubular section to provide resilient An-

gers, said Angers having Inwardly projecting flanges, and

a post section having a hand wheel flxed thereto slldably

engaging in the tuhular section, a scries of annular grooves

In said post section in either one of which the resilient

Anger flanges of the tubular post are adapted to engage

to lock said post section In adjusted position, said resilient

fingers adapted to be sprung out of operative engagement

with the annular grooves to unlock the post section when
an axial pressure or pull is applied to the slidable post

section, a longitudinal groove In the slidable post section,

and a key flxed in the tubular post section to engage in

said groove to rotatably connect the post sections and
permit adjustment thereof.

5. An axlally adjustable steering wheel pillar, compris-

ing a tubular post flxed to the steering reduction groore

mechanism, a movable post telescoping therein and fixed

to the steering wheel and adapted to be axlally removed
from said flxed tubular section, a key interior to the tu-

bular section and a longitudinal groove In engagement
therewith extending from one end of said adjustable post

toward the middle of said post, a series of spaced circum-

ferential grooves on said adjustable post from a point ad-

jacent the end of said longitudinal groove to a point ad-

jacent to said steering hand-wheel, a .vieldlng clip at the

free end of said tubular section substantially surrounding

the adjustable post and adapted to engage any of said

circumferential grooves about their circumference, where-

by said post is held against axial movement under normal
pressure and may be readily displaced for quick adjost-

ment by abnormal axial pressure.

1,225.290. INSULATION REPAIRING DEVICE. Wll^
LiAU C. Ulrich. St. Paul, Minn., assignor of one-halt

to Peter J. Lavalle, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Jan. 81,

1916. Serial No. 75.406. (Cl. 91— .•?2.»

1. A device for repairing the insulation on electrical

conductors, comprising, a portable receptacle for holding

a bath of insulating material, guides at Its opposite ends
having a rolling contact with the conductor, a carriage

having a deflecting guide adapted to Immerse the con-

ductor In said bath, and means held under spring tension

for securing said carriage to said receptacle.

\
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2. A device for r^'pairing the tnsaUtlon oa elwtrlcal
ooodoctora. comprising, a portable receptacle for boldlng
a batta of Insulating material, guides at its opposite ends
having a rolling contact with th*> conductor, a carrlaxe
having a deflecting guide adapt>'d to Immerae the con-
ductor in said batb. and means held under spring tenaion
for detachably securing said carriage to said receptacle.

lA

3. A device for repairing the insulation on electrical

conductors, comprising, a portable receptacle for boldlng

a bath of Insulating material, guides at Its opposite ends
adapted to travel upon the conductor and bold the recep-

tacle in position to receive the conductor, a carriage ar-

raiiged upon said receptacle having means for immersing
the conductor in said bath, a series of fasteners hinged
to secure said carriage on said receptacle and arranged
to successively release from said carriage by contact with
cross wires connected with said conductor.

4. A device for the repairing of insulation on electrical

conductors, comprising, a portable receptacle for holding

a batb of insulating material, guides at the opposite ends
of said receptacle adapted to travel upon the conductor
and hold the rec -otacle In position to receive the con-

ductor, a carriage .arranged upon said receptacle, and hav-
ing means for Immersing the conductor In said bath, fas-

teners having shoulders adapted to releasably secure said
carriage on said receptacle, said fasteners being releasable

by contact with cross wires connected with said conductor,
means on said fasteners for guiding said cross wires over
said shoulders without said cross wires engaging said fas-

teners and means for wiping the superfluous insulating
Boaterial on said conductor received from said batb.

5. A device for repairing insulation on electrical con-

ductors, comprising, a portable receptacle for holding a
bath of Insulating material, guides at the opposite ends of

aid receptacle adapted to travel upon the conductor and
hold the reo«'ptacle In position to receive the conductor, a
carriage arranged upon said receptacle and having means
for immersing the conductor In said batb, a series of fas-

teners hinged upon said receptacle ami releasably engag-
ing said carriage, said fasteners being successively releas-

able from said carriage by contact with cross wires con-

nected with said conductor without entirely releasing the
carriage from said receptacle and wipers carried by said
parts for removlug superfluous Insulating material re-

ceived from said bath.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.)

ed to (ause a busy signal to b« sent over the subscriber's
line.

1,226,291. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Fka.vcis Mobuit
Wabd, Giouge He.nry Bhyant, and ThomajB Montaod
Inman, London. England, assignors to The Relay Aoto-
matic Telephone Company, Limited, London. England.
Filed June 5, 1916. Serial No. 101.769. (CI. 179—18.)
1. Id a telephone system, a subscriber's line, a cut-off

relay associated therewith, a calling circuit controlled by
aid relay, a boldlng circuit for said relay extending over
the 8ut>8crlber'fl line, means for completing said holding
circuit upon the disconnection of the talking circuit and
a busy signal circuit controlled by said means and adapt-
ed to cause a busy signal to be sent to the subscriber upon
the release of the connection.

2. In a telephone system, a subscriber's line, a relay as-

sociated therewith, a calling circuit controlled by aald

relay, a boldlng circuit for said relay extending over the
sabscrlber's line, a relay operating upon the disconnection
of the talking circuit to complete said holding circuit, and
a busy signal clrcnlt controlled by said relays and adapt-

W^\
-r

1k
3. In a telephone system, a plurality of subscrlbera*

lines, automatic switches for Interconnecting said lines, a
relay associated with each subscriber's line, a holding cir-

cuit for said relay extending over the subscribers line, a
time switch operating to disconnect a non-completed talk-
ing circuit aftc/ a certain period, means for completing
the holding circuit of said relay upon the release of the
connection and a busy signal circuit controlled by said
means and adapted to cause a busy signal to be sent to
the subscriber.

1,225,292. BOILER TUBE CLEANER. Ohxn W. Wat^
SON. Detroit, Mich., as.Mgnor to Diamond Power Spe-
cialty Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Mich-
igan. Filed I>c. 16. 1915. SerUl No. 67.270. (C\.
122—392.)

1. The combination with a furnace wall, of a rotatlvely
adjustable cleaner tube extending through said wall and
provided with one or more Jet nowles. a supply conduit
for said tube, a fitting for connecting said supply conduit
with said tube having a swivel connection with the lat-

ter and Including a laterally deflected portion or goose-
neck, a spur-gear mounted on said tube, a pinion In mesh
with said spur gear having a Journal bearing on the lat-

erally deflected portion of said fitting, and manually-op-
erable means for rotating said pinion to Impart a slow and
steady movement to said rotative tube.

2. The combination with a furnace wall, of a rotative
tube projecting through said wall and having one or more
Jet noczles, a supply conduit outside said wall, a fitting

for conne<-tlng said supply conduit with said rotative tube
having a swivel connection with the latter and including
a laterally deflected portion or goose-neck, a spur-gear
mounted on said rotative tube, a pinion meshing with
aid spur-gear, a pin forming a Journal for said pinion
mounted in the laterally deflected portion of said fitting

and projecting laterally therefrom, a sheave also Jour-
naled on said pin and coupled to said pinion, and a chain
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for rotating said aheare and imptrtlBg through the me-
dium of said pinion and spur-gear a slow and steady ro-

tation to said tube.

3. The combination with a furnace wall, of a rotative

tabe extending therethrough having one or more Jet noc-

les at Its inner end, a bearing for said tube In said

furnace wall, a supply conduit outside of said wall, a fit-

ting connecting said supply conduit with said rotative

tube including a laterally-deflected portion or goose-neck

and a swivel connection for said rotative tube, a spur-

gear mouute<l on said rotative tube, a pinion meshing
with said spur gear, a pin forming a Journal bearing for

said pinion mounted in a boss on said fitting, a sheave

connected to said pinion and also Journaled on said pin,

a chain for operating said sheave, and a bracket member
connecting a bearing in said furnace wall with said pin

and forming an anchorage for said fitting.

4. The combination with a furnace wall, of a rotatlvely

adjustable < leaner tube extending through said wall and
provided with one or more Jet nojtzles, a bearing for said

tube in said furnace wall, a bracket arm projecting from
said bearing, a gear mounted upon said tube outside of

said wall, a pinion in mesh with said gear, a supply con-

duit having swivel connection with said tube and having

a portion return bent In proximity to said pinion, and co-

acting with said bracket arm to support the pinion, and
means for rotating said pinion.

1,225,293. STEAM-BOILER. HowABO J. Wbbstbb, Phlla-

delphU, Pa. Filed Apr. 17, 1916. Sertal No. 91,642.

(Cl. 122—406.)

1. A return flue boiler comprising a shell, a plurality

of separated groups or trnnks of horliontal Are tubes ar-

ranged within the shell from the upper section of the

boiler down to the lower section of the boiler shell and
the outer tubes of the outer groups being spaced from
the bolfer shell, thereby forming unobstructed narrow
longitudinal vertical passageways between the groups or

banks of Are tubes and passageways between the outer

tubes and the boiler shell, said vertical passageways
tietween the groups of tubes t>e1ng srranged Intermediate

of the central vertical plane and the outer shell of the

boiler, whereby when heat is applied to the exterior of

the lower portion of the shell and to t^e interior of the

Are tubes, the water within the boiler shell elevated at

the upper and central section of each group of Are tubes

during the generation of steam within the boiler, is per-

mitted to directly pass into and circulate in a downward
direction in the vertical passageways between the groups

or banks of flre tubes to the bottom section of the boiler

and thence in an upward direction between the rowa of

Are tubes in each group or bank and in the passageways
t>etween the boiler shell and the outer rows of Are tubea

of the outer groups or banks and the generated steam
will pass unobstnictedly Into the upper steam space of

the boiler.

2. A return flue boiler comprising a shell, means for

heating the underside of the shell, a plurality of sepa-

rated groups or banks of horizontal flre tubes arranged

within the shell from the upper section of the boiler

down to the lower section of the l)oller shefl and the

outer tubes of the outer groups being spaced from the

heller shell, thereby forming unobatructed narrow longl*

tudinal Tertical passageways between the groups or banks
of flre tul>ea, and passageways between the outer tubes

and the boUer shell, said vertical passageways between

the groups of tubes being arranged intermediate of the

central vertical plane and the outer shell of the boiler,

whereby when heat is applied to the exterior of the lower

portion of the shell and to the interior of the flre tut>cs,

the water within the ttoller shell elevated at the upper
and central aectlon of each group of flre tut>es during the

generation of steam within the boiler. Is permitted to

directly pass into and circulate in a downward direction

in the vertical passageways between the groups or banks

of flre tubea to the bottom section of the boiler and thence

in an upward direction l)etween the rows of Are tubes in

each group or bank and In the passageways between the

boiler shell and the outer rows of lire tubes of the outer

groups or banks and the generated steam will paas unob-

structedly into the upper steam space of the boiler.

8. A return flue boiler comprising a shell, a plurality

of separated groups or banks of horisontal flre tubes ar-

ranged within the shell from the upper section of the

boiler down to the lower section of the boiler shell and
the outer tubes of the outer groups being spaced from the

boiler shell, thereby forming unobstructed narrow longi-

tudinal vertical passageways between the groups or banks
of flre tut>e8 and passageways t>etween the outer tubed

and the boiler shell, said vertical passageways between

the groups of tubes being arranged Intermediate of the

central vertical plane and the outer shell of the boiler,

vertical circulating funnels disposed in said passageways
between the groups or banks of flre tubes, whereby when
heat is applied to the exterior of the lower portion of

the shell and to the Interior of the flre tul)es, the water
within the boiler shell elevated at the upper and central

section of each group of flre tubes during the generation

of steam within the boiler, is permitted to directly pass

into and circulate in a downward direction through the

vertical circulating funnels between the groups or banks
of flre tubes to the bottom section of the boiler and thence

in an upward direction between the rows of flre tubes in

each group or bank and tn the passageways between the

boiler shell and the outer rows of flre tubes of the outer

groups or banks, and the generated steam will pass unob-

structedly Into the upper steam space of the boiler.

4. A return flue t>olIer comprising a shell, a plurality

of separated groups or banks of horizontal flre tubes ar-

ranged within the shell from the upper section of the

boiler down to the lower section of the boiler shell and
the outer tubes of the outer groups being spaced from
the boiler shell, thereby forming unobstructed narrow
longitudinal vertical passageways between the groups or

banks of flre tubes and passageways between the outer

tubes and the boiler shell, said vertical passageways be-

tween the groups of tubes being arranged intermediate

of the central vertical plane and the outer shell of the

boiler, and the flre tut>es of each group disposed in

straight vertical rows and staggered horizontal rows and
arranged to form unobstructed straight vertical paasage-

ways between said tubes, whereby when heat is applied

to the exterior of the lower portion of the shell and to

the interior of the flre tabes the water within the boiler

shell elevated at the upper and central section of each

group of flre tubes during the generation of steam wlthla
the boiler, is permitted to directly pass into and circnlata

in a downward direction in the vertical passageways be-

tween the groups or t>anks • f flre tubes to the bottom
section of the boiler and thence in an upward direction

t>etween the rows of flre tubes In each group or twnk and
in the passageways between the boiler shell and the outer

rows of flre tubes of the outer group or ttanks, and the

generated steam will pass nnobstructedly into the upper
steam space of the boiler.

5. A return flue boiler comprising a shell, a plurality

of arparated groups or banks of horlsontal flre tubes ar-

ranged within the shell from the upper section of the

boiler down to the lower section of the boiler shell and
the outer tubes of the outer groups being spaced from
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the boiler shell, thereby forming anobstructed narrow
longitudinal vertical passageways between the groups or

banks of fire tabes and passageways between the outer
tubes and the t>oiler shell, aald vertical passageways
between the groups of tubes being arranged intermediate
of the central vertical plane and the outer shell of the

boiler, and the two upper horizontal rows of Are tubes
tveing disposed in staggered relation and arranged to form
anobstructed straight vertical passageways b«tween said

tabes, whereby when heat is applied to the exterior of

the lower portion of the shell and to the Interior of the
flre tubes, the water within the boiler shell elevated at
the upper and central section of each group of flre tube*

daring the generation of steam within the boiler, is per-

mitted to directly pass into and circulate In a downward
direction in the vertical passageways l)etwpen the groups
or banks of flre tubps to the bottom 8«»ctlon of the boiler

and thence In an upward direction between the rows of

flre tubes in each group or bank and in the passageways
between the boiler shell and the outer rows of flre tubes
of the outpr group or bank<4, and the generated steam will

readily escape tbtough the spaces between the upper two
rows of staggered flre tubes and the boiler shell, and unob-

tructedly pass into the upper steam space of the boiler.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaaette.

]

1,225.294. INTERLOCKING MECHANISM FOR 8EC
TIONAL FURNITURE. Albkbt T. Weiss, Rochester,

N. Y., assignor to Yawman & Erbe Mfg. Co., Rochester.

I N. y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 26. 1914.

Serial No. 814.405. (CI. 45—94.>

The combination with two separable superposed sec-

tional furniture units having drawers operating therein,

the upper one provided with a marginal supporting flange

projecting below its bottom wall and the other with a
marginal seat on its upper wall occupied by said flange,

of a vertically movable member on the rear of each unit

provided with a drawer catch movable therewith into and
out of locking position, means for detachably interlock-

ing the members for joint movement comprising two coop-

erating members mounted on the movable members respec-

tively, and guided respectively in the lower wall of the

upper member and the upper wall of the lower member
ao that they engage between said walls, and a key con-

trolled device for actuating one of the members.

1.22S.2M. INTERN.\L COMBUSTION ENGINE. JoH.v

F. We.vtworth, Qulncy. Mass. Filed Feb. 26, 1916.

SerUl No. 10.838. (Cl. 12S—179.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, means
for admitting air at atmospheric pressure to the cylinder.

means for compressing said air to the ignition temper-

ature of the fuel, means for admitting fael to the cylinder

at the beginning of the working stroke, means for vary-

ing the amount of air admitted to the cylinder and means

for flrst warming the cylinder through the operation on
the volatile mixture cycle.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, means
for admitting air at atmospheric pressure to the cylinder,

means for compressing said air to the ignition tempera-

ture of the fuel, means for admitting fuel to the cylinder

at substantially the beginning of the working stroke,

means for varying the amount of air admitted to the
cylinder, and means whereby said engine may be started

by the use of a volatile mixture and an ignition devlca.

^ J3fe:> .cj3&JEh
i-ir.-yr:,J:rh:^.:^ ir!-:

5. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, means
for admitting air for compression, means for compressing

said air to a point above the ignition point of the fuel

to be injected, means for injecting the fuel at But>stan-

tlally the beginning of the working stroke, means for

varying the amount of air compressed per stroke and

means for warming said cylinder whereby the ignition

point of said fuel may be obtained at a lower pressure

than is possible in a cold engine.

4. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder, means
for admitting air for compression, means for compressing
said air to a point above the ignition point of the fuel,

means for injecting the fuel at substantially the end of

the compression stroke, means for varying the amount of

charge compressed per stroke, means for warming said

cylinder so that the Ignition point of the fuel may be

below the pressure necessary In a cold cylinder, a fuel

pump, means for operating said fuel pump so that the

fuel may be delivered to the fuel valve substantially dur-

ing the opening of the fuel valve and means for varying
the duration of the opening of the fuel valve.

6. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, means
for admitting air for compression, means for compressing
air to a point above the ignition point of the fuel,

means for injecting the fuel at substantially the end of
the compression stroke, means for varying the amount of

charge compressed per stroke, means for warming said

cylinder whereby the ignition point of the fuel may occur
at a lower point of compression than would be the case
In a cold engine, said means consisting of a carbureter on
a branch of the air inlet pipe, of an Ignition device on
said cylinder and of a timing device and means whereby
the engine may be run either by the volatile mixture when
the engine is cold or by the nonvolatile fuel after the

engine has been warmed by the operation ift the engine on
the volatile fuel.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.296. TREATMENT OF LEAD 8CLFID ORES.
PsacT C. H. Wist, London. England. Filed Nov. 24,

1915. Serial No. 63.280. (Cl. 75—19.)

1. A process of treating lead sulfld ores to obtain basic

lead sulfate which comprises feeding lead salfld onto an
incandescent bed of coke, partially oxidizing the vapors
thus formed and then completing the oxidation of the

vapors at a lower temperature.

2. A process of treating lead sulfld ores to obtain basic

lead sulfate which comprises feeding powdered galena onto
a deep bed of Incandescent coke, volatilizing the lead sulfld

at a uniformly low temperature, partially oxidizing the

vapors formed and then completely oxidising the vapors

at a lower temperature.
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8. A process of treating lead salfld ores to obtain basic

lead sulfate which comprises feeding the lead sulfld ore

onto a deep bed of Incandescent coke, volatilizing the lead

sulfld at a temperature of lOOO-llOO* C. partUlly oxidiz-

ing the vapors formed and then completely oxidizing the

vapors at a lower temperature.

4. A process for the treatment of lead sulfld ores com-

prising feeding the lead sulfld on to a t>ed of Incandescent

coke while maintaining the bed of coke at a temperature

below that which Injection of a gaseous mixture of the

composition of air would cause It to assume.

6. A process for the treatment of lead sulfld ores com-

prising volatilizing the lead sulfld at a comparatively low

temperature in an attenuated atmosphere and oxidizing

the vapors produced.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,297. CONNECTOR AND CONNECTION FOB
STORAGE BATTERIES. Tbkodobb A. Willabd, Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignor to Wlllard Storage Battery Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of West Virginia.

FUed July 16. 1916. Serial No. 40,188. (CT. 204—62.)

1. A battery connector comprising a body having an
Insert of relatively hard material, said Insert being com-
posed of a sheet metal stamping provided with a tapered
part projecting from the connector.

2. A battery connector comprising a body having a
lateral extension, a sheet metal insert of relatively hard
material in said extension and provided with a tapered
terminal portion.

3. A battery connector comprising a body having a
socket for a terminal post and having a relatively hard
sheet metal insert with a portion extending about the

socket and a ta4>ered portion projecting from the con-

nector and adapted to be attached to a conductor terminal.

4. A connection adapted particularly for storage bat-

teries comprising a battery terminal having an Insert of

relatively hard material with a part projecting from the
terminal, a conductor terminal having a tapered portion
which engages Hit- projecting part of the Insert, and clamp-
ing means for fastening the parts together and provided
with a portion tapered which fits onto the tapered part of

the conductor terminal.
5. A connection adapted for storage batteries compris-

ing a battery terminal having a tapered part ; a conductor
terminal having a part with tapered surfaces, one tapered
surface engaging the tapered part of the battery ter-

minal ; and clamping means having a tapered surface fit-

ting onto another tapered surface of the conductor ter-

minal.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.] '

1,226.298. CONNECTOR AND CONNECTION FOB
STORAGE BATTERIES. Theodore A. Willabd, Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignor to Wlllard Storage Battery Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of West Virginia.

Filed July 16, 1916. Serial No. 40,189. (Cl. 204—62.)

1. A storage battery connector or terminal, comprising

a body having a socket for a battery terminal post and
having an insert provided with a protruding part to which
a conductor may be connected.

2. A connector or terminal adapted for storage bat-

teries, comprising a body having an insert of relatively

hard material, said Insert having a projecting tapered

portion to which a terminal of a conductor may be con-

nected.

3. A connector or terminal for storage batteries, com-

prising a body having a socket for a terminal post and
having a lateral extension projecting from the socketed
part, an insert of relatively hard material burled in said

extension and provided with an outwardly projecting part

to which a terminal of a conductor may be attached.

4. A connector having a body portion provided with a
socket for a terminal post of a battery and with an in-

sert of relatively bard material, said insert having a por-

tion extending around said socket and a tapered project-

ing part to which a terminal of a conductor may be at-

tached.

6. A storage battery connector having a body portion

provided with a socket for a terminal post and having an
extension, an insert of relatively hard material burled In

the connector and extending through the extension and
around the socket of the l)ody portion of the connector,
said insert having near one end of the extension a project-

ing part to which a terminal of a conductor may be at-

tached.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.299. POTHEAD-CONNECTOR. Pacl F. Willumb,
Chicago, 111., assignor to G & W Electric Specialty Co.,

Chicago. III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. 16,

1910. SerUl No, 649,489. (Cl. 247—12.)

1. A device of the class specified comprising in com-
bination a bowl having its top provided with an annular
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upstanillng wall or collar, an Insulator having a groore

arraDK^cl within iwld annular collar said Insulator form-

ing an outlet for the bowl, cementing material In said

groove to hold said insulator in place, and a screw or

screws extending through said annular wall forming said

rim and engaging said Insulator.

2. A device of the class specified comprising in com-

bination a casing, an Insulator extending through the wall

of said casing and forming an outlet from the same, and
mean.s for detachably securing said Insulator in place

within said casing, said Insulator being provided with

interiorly arranged connecting devices and being made
in separate parts to permit access to said connecting

devices.

3. A device of the class sp«clfled. comprising a bowl

having an outlet formed by an InsulatlnK tube, connecting

devices within said insulator, means for holding said

connecting devices detachably In position within said In-

sulator, said means extending through the Insulator, and
an insulating cap arranged to be fltteU over the outer

end of said Insulator and cover said securing means.

4. A device of the class specified, comprising a bowl hav-

ing an outlet formed of an insulating tube, said bowl hav-

ing upstanding annular walls forming an annular rim
through which said insulator is extended, screws passing

through said annular rim and enmging said insulator,

connecting devices within said Insulator, screws extending

through said Insulator and engaging said connecting de-

vices, and a cap fitting over said insulator and covering

the screws for the connecting devices.

1.225,300. CONNECTING DEVICE FOR ELECTRIC
CONDUCTORS. Pavl F. Williams. Chicago, III., as-

signor to G & W Electric SpecUlty Co.. Chicago, 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Deo. 11, 1911. Serial

No. 6«4,916. (01. 247—12.)

1. A pothead comprising in combination, a casing hav-

ing an aperture, a perforated closure for said aperture,

said closure being provided with threads whereby the same
is secured to the casing, said closure t)eing adapted to re-

ceive a cable and having a tapering cut away portion

largest at its inner end, and a ring adapted to fit into the

Inner end of said tapering cutaway portion, said ring

and closure being provided with threads whereby the same
are secured together.

2. A pothead comprising io combination, a casing hav-

ing an aperture, a perforated closure for said aperture,

said closure having the outer end portion of its bore of

substantially the same sise as a cable sheath, and having

the inner end portion of its bore larger than a cable

sheath, and a ring having a acrew-threaded connection

with the Inner end of said closure, said ring being adapted
to fit within the enlarged bore of said closure and also

adapted to fit closely upon said cable sheath.

3. A pothe&d comprising in combination, a casing hav-

ing an inlet aperture, a closure for said aperture provided

with an opening for receiving a cable sheath and having

a cut away portion for receiving a ring also surrounding

said cable sheath, posts carried on said ring and support-

ing a second ring above said first named ring, and a third

ring detachably secured to said second ring.

4. A pothead comprising in combination, a casing hav-

ing an aperture, a perforate closure for said aperture,

said closure being adapted to receive a cable sheath, and
holding means within the casing for engaging the cable

sheath at a place separated from the place of engagement
by said closure.

5. The combination with a casing having an aperture,

of a perforate closure for said aperture, said closure hav-

ing an aperture for a cable sheath, and holding means
wltliln the casing for engaging the turned-back end of

the cable sheath, said holding means comprising members
for engaging both sides of the cable sheath at a place

separated from said closure.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the (Gazette.]

1,226.301. PIPE -VISE CLAMP. Wali^cs F. WoLrB.
Schenectady. N. T. FUed Mar. 29. 1915. SerUl No.

17.06a. Renewed Mar. 15, 1917. Serial No. 155.092.

(CI. 81—41.)

1. A plpe-vlse-clamp. having in combination, a clamp-

base-plate provided with a plurality of bolt apertures for

Interchangeable connection with the liases of different

pipe-viaes and having along its opposite sides bearing-

flanges formed with stepped seats and with extended flat

bearlng-sarfaces on opposite sides of said stepped seats ;

a clamp member complementary to aaid clamp-base-plate

having stepped seats and on either aide thereof an ex-

tender) Oat bearing - surface ; and screw - mechanism for

drawing together said clamp-baae-plate and said comple-

mentary clamping member independently of the base of

the pipe-vise.

2. In a pipe-vlse-clamp. and in combination, a clamp-

base-plate provided with bolt-holes for connection with the

base of a pipe-vise ; an exteniion bar detachably secured

to said clamp-base plate, both said clamp-base-plate ana
said extension bar being adapted to receive screw-mecha-
nism ; a clamping-bar complementary to said damp base-

plate ; and screw-connections between said complementary

clamping bar, and either said clamp- base-plate or said ex-

tension-bar Interchangeably.

3. In a pipe-Tlse-clajiip. and in combination, a clamp-

base-plate provided with bolt-holes for connection with the

base of a pipe vise and with an opening for a clamping-

bolt ; of an extension-bar detachably secured to said plate,

said bar having a hook embracing a iiortlon of the plate at

one end and t>elng provided with an opening for a clamp-

ing-bolt ; a clamping-member complementary to aaid clamp-

base-plate provided with bolt -apertures ; a screw-bolt con-

nected with one end of said complementary clamping-mem-
ber and adapteil to Interchangeably occupy the clamping-

bolt-openings in the clamp-base-plate and said extension-
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bar ; and a screw-bolt-connection between the other end of
aid complementary clamping-member and the other end of
said clamp-l'ase-plate.

1,225,302. CAR. Winkieli> H. Tost, Montreal. Quebec,
Canada, assignor to Rodger Ballast Car Company. Chi-

cago, III., a Corporation of Maine. Original application
filed July 6, 1908. Serial No. 442.106. Dlvide<l and this

application filed May 7, 1918. Serial No. 766.173. (CI.

106—15.)

1. In a car, side walls, end walls, said side walls being

provided with corner members flaring outwardly at the

ends of said side walls.

2. In a car. a corner stake, said stake comprising a

channel beam, and a curved guide and reinforcing member
carried by said beam.

3. In a car, a i-omer stake, said stake comprising a

channel beam, a curved guide and reinforcing member car-

ried by said beam, and a second curved member secured to

Mid reinforcing member.
4. In a car, a corner stake, said stake comprising a

channel beam, a curveil guide and reinforcing member car-

ried by said beam, and a second curved member secured to

aid reinforcing member adjacent the floor of aaid car.

5. In a car, a corner stake, said stake comprising a

channel beam, and a curved guide and reinforcing member
carried by said beam, said beam being rigidly secured to

the underframlng of said car.

[Claims to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.803. UNIVERSAL JOINT. Waltbb 8. Adams.
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The J. G. Brill Company,
Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Ftb. 17. 1918. Serial No. 78.816. (CI. 74—19.)

1. In a device of the class de«crlbed. a casing! a cylinder
rotatlvely mounted in said casing, said casing having an
opening through which said cylinder is placed within the
casing, means for closing the opening through which the

238 O. G.—80

cylinder is passed, the cylinder having an opening and a
shaft having a bead movably mounted in the opening in
said cylinder, said sfiaft head being removable from the
opening in the cylinder without removing said cylinder
from Us casing.

2. In a device of the class described, a casing, a cylinder
rotatlvely mounted therein, the casing having an orenlng
through which the cylinder is passed, a cap for said open-
ing to close the same, said cylinder having an opening, a
shaft having a head fitting the opening In the cylinder
adapted to pivot about an axis at right angles to the axis
of the cylinder, said shaft head being removable from the
opening in the cylinder without removing said cylinder
from its casing.

1,225,304. BOILER. Pacl A. Bancbl. New York. N. Y.
Filed July 9. 1918. Serial No. 778,084. (CI. 122—291.)

1. A header or water leg for water tube boilers, pro-

vided with a separate passageway within the same to con-
vey the steam and water from the lower tubes directly to
the water and steam drum, and formed by a partition or
partitions normal to the plane of the header.

2. A header or water leg for water tube boilers, pro-

vided with a plurality of passageways within the same,
each of said passageways adapted to convey steam and
water from groups or nests of tubes located at different

heights, said passageways formed by partitions normal to

the plane of the header.

3. A water tube l)oller comprising front and rear head-
ers, each divided into a plurality of passagewa.vs, the up-
per nest of boiler tubes connected to one of the passage-
ways of each of said headers and the lower nest of tubes
connected to another passageway in each of said headert,
and means for admitting feed water through the upper
nest of tubes and its corresponding passageway to the
water and steam drum, said pas.sageways in said headers
for the lower nest of tubes connecting directly with the
drum whereby the water from said drum previously heated
by passing through the upper tubes is permitted to circu-

late through the lower nest of tubes and the last mentioned
pa88agewa.vs.

4. A water tube boiler provided with means for admit-
ting only water to the lower nest of tv.bes which has al-

ready passed through the upper nest of tubes, coinprlslng

a front and rear header provided with passageways to
which the upper tutn-s are connected, and separated pas-
sageways opening intg the water and steam drum to which
the lower tubes are 'connected, and means for admitting
feeil water to the drum through the tipper tubes and con-
nected iMssageways.

6. A water tul)e boiler provided with means for admit-
ting only water to the lower nest of tubes which has al-

ready passed through the upper nest of tubes, comprising
front and rear headers each provided with a passageway
leading to and from the drum respectively and to which
the upper tu!>e8 are connected, and separated imssageways
opening into the water and steam drum to which the lower
tubes are connected, and means for admitting feed water
to the boiler and steam drum through the upper tnl>ep and
its connected passageways, said last mentioned pasaage>-
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ways opening directly Into the steam drum whereby water
from 8aid drum Is adapted to circulate through said upper
nest of tubes In addition to the flow^rom the feed pipe.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed In th«> (;asette.]

1,225.305. SECTIONAL MOUNTING OP CHARTS. Ac.
John H. Barnabo. Brooklyn, N. Y. Flle<^ Sept. 10, 1918.
ierlal No. 789,018. (CI. 35—6.)

1. A chart comprising a plurality of sections each of the
same area and inter-engaging means on the edges of the
sections to lock the sections together ao<l position their
edges in allnement.

2. A sectional mounting for charts, drawings and so
forth, consisting of a series of sections each carrying a
part of the chart or drawing, and a support, the sections
being provided with means for interlocking them with
each other and with the support so that consecutive sec-

tions will produce a combined area made from the several
sections.

3. A chart comprising a plurality of sections each of
the same area and inter engaging means on the edges of

the sections to lock the sections together and position
their edges in allnement, a support for each of said sec-
tions and means for securing each section to said support.

4. A chart comprising a plurality of sections each of the
same area and dove-tall engaging means on the edges of

the sections to lock the sections together and position
their edges in allnement.

6. A sectional mounting for charts, drawings and so
forth, consisting of a series of blocks each carrying a part
of the chart, and a slab, the blocks being provided with
means tor interlocking them with each other and with the
slab, so tbat, consecutive sections of a print or drawing,
will pri>duce a combined area, made from each of several
charts or drawings.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.300. ELECTRIC BATTERY. Raymond C. Bkmnes
and Harry F. Fr«nch, Fremont, Ohio, assignors to
National Carbon Company, a Corporation of New Jer-
sey. Filed Oct. 22, 1915. Serial No. 57.231. (Cl.
204—38.)
1. In electric batteries, a sheet metal container, a bot-

tom plate secured In one end of said conUiner, a lining of
pitchy material covering the Inside of said container and
bottom plate, a paper lining adhering to the 'nside surface
of said pitchy material, and a zinc electrode inside said
coating of pitchy material.

2. In electric batteries, a sheet metal conUlner, a bot-
tom plate In one end of said container, a coating of pitchy
material Inside of the container and bottom plate, a paper
lining inside of said pitchy material, a thin sine electrode
fitting inside of said paper lining and a cardboard disk
on top of the pitchy lining on said bottom plate.

3. In electric batteries, a sheet metal container, a
metal bottom plate closing one end of the container, a
coating of pitchy material on the inside of said container
and bottom plate, a paper lining inside of the coating, a
thin sine electrode inside of the paper lining, a conducting

strip secured to said sine electrode and passing up over
the e«lge of the container, a layer of insulating material

between said strip and the container and a binding post
Re<-ure«l to said strip.

1,225.807. POWER TRANSMISSION MECHANISM.
Carl H. Bloustrom and I^owell C. Blombtrom. De-
troit, Mich. Filed Jan. 8. 1916. SerUl No. 70,900.
(Cl. 74—34.)

1. In a power transmission mechanism, a casing, a main
shaft adapted for driving engaMment with an engine, a
pinion thereon, a slet-ve Journaliil In said casing and
having an enlarged portion forming a g>-ar housing, shaft
sections Journale<l in said sleeve, differential gearing in-

closed by said bousing, and connecte<l In driving engage-
ment with sold shaft sections, a gear ring embracing and
bearing clrcumferentlally on said enlarged portion of said
housing and meshing with the pinion of said main shaft,
and clntch mechanism operably carried on said sleeve and
coCperating with said gear ring for establishing a direct
driving connection between said main shaft anti said shaft
sections through said differential gearing.

2. In a power transmission mechanism, a casing, a main
shaft adapted for driving engagement with an engine, a
pinion thereon, a sleeve Journaled in said casing and hav-
ing an enlarged portion forming a gear bousing, shaft
sections Journaled In said sleeve, differential gearing
inclosed by paid housing and connected in driving en-
gagement with said shaft sections, a gear ring em-
bracing and bearing clrcumferentlally on said enlarged
portion of said housing and overlapping the sides of the
same, said gear ring meshing with the pinion gear of said
Bsftln shaft, and clutch mechanism operably carrletl on
said sleeve and cooperating with said gear ring for estab-
lishing a direct driving connection between said main shaft
and said shaft sections through said differential gearing.

3. In a power transmission mechanism, a rasing, a
main shaft adapte<i for driving engagement with an engine
and a pinion carried thereon, a sleeve Joumale<l in said
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casing and forming a gear housing, shaft sections Jour-

naled in said sleeve, differential gearing In said housing

and connected In driving engagenient with said shaft sec-

tions, a countershaft Joumaletl in said casing, transmitting

gears of varying sizes carrieii thereby, a gear ring rota-

tably embracing said housiug and In driving engagement

with said pinion, a pinion thereon In mesh with a gear of

said countershaft, and a slldable gear mounted on said

sleeve and operatlvely arranged for locking engagement

with the pinion of said gear ring and for direct engage-

ment with a gear of said coyntershaft for transmitting

motion either directly from said gear ring or through said

countershaft to said shaft sections.

4. In a power transmission mechanism, a casing, a main

shaft adapte*! for driving, engagement with an engine and

a pinion carrle<i thereon, a sleeve Journaled In said casing

and forming a gear housing, shaft sections Journaled in

said sleeve, differential gearing mounted in said housing

and connected In driving engagement with said shaft sec-

tions, a countershaft Journaled In said housing, trnnsmit-

tlng gears of varying sizes, on said counter shaft, a gear

ring rotatably embracing sai<l housing and overlapping the

sides of the same, said gear ring lH>ing in driving engage-

ment with said pinion, a pinion thereon in mesh with a

gear of said countershaft, and a sll<iable gear mounted on

said sleeve and operatlvely arranged for locking engage-

ment with the pinion of said gear ring and for direct

engagement with a gear of said countershaft for trans-

mitting motion either directly from said gear ring or

through said countershaft to said shaft sections.

5. In a power transmission mechanism, a main shaft

adapted for driving engagement with an engine and a

pinion carried thereon, a sleeve structure, shaft sections

Journaled in said sleeve structure, differential gearing

carried by said sleeve structure and connected In driving

engagement with said shaft sections, a countershaft, trans-

mitting gears of various sizes on said countershaft, a

gear ring in mesh with said pinion and a pinion thereon

in mesh with a gear on said countershaft, a slldable gear

mounted on said sleeve structure and movable Into

and out of engagement with a gear on said countershaft

for transmitting motion from said gear ring through said

countershaft to said shaft sections.

[(TIalms 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,225.808. GARBAGE RECEPTACLE FOR SINKS.
JcLius L. Born, Detroit. Mich. Filed Jan. 26, 1916.

Serial No. 74,286. (O. 4—80.)

1. In combination with a sink, a garbage re<-eptacle

support mounted In position to support a garbage recep-

tacle therein, said support including an arm having a

plurality of spaced, upwardly extending projections

thereon, and a paper garbage receptacle having perfora-

tions In which the projections are received, whereby the

ret^'ptade may be readily »e 'ured on the arm or detached

therefrom.

2. In combination with a sink, a garbage receptacle

support mounted In position to support a garbage recep-

tacle therein, said support Including an arm having a

plurality of spaced upwardly extending projections thereon,

and a paper garbage receptacle having perforations in

which the projections are received, whereby the receptacle

may be readily secured on the arm or detached therefrom,

said receptacle having an open top and a flap arranged to

be swung over the contents of the receptacle to prevent

the hand of the user from being soiled thereby.

8. In combination with a sink and a drainboard there-

for, a garbage receptacle conforming to one wall of the

sink, said receptacle Including a flap which Is adapted to

lie on top of the drainboard. and means for retaining the

flap In the position stated.

4. In combination with a sink and a drainboard there-

for, a paper garbage receptacle conforming to one wall or
the sink, said receptacle including a flap which is adapted
to lie on top of the drainboard, and to be swung over the

top of the receptacle to prevent the hand of the user from
being soiled by the contents thereof, and means for retain-

ing the flap In the first named position, whereby the re-

ceptacle is prevented from moving away from the wall of
the sink.

5. .\ garbage receptacle formed from a blank having

substantially sertor shaped body portion, side portions

along the radial edges of the body portion and arranged
to be bent at right angles thereto, and a cover flap along
one edge of one of the side portions, said cover portion

being arranged to be swung about the said edge.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.)

1.225,809. CLUTCH FOR ROLL-DRIVING MECHA-
NISM. David R. Bowkn, Ansunia, Conn., assignor to

Parrel Foundry & Machine Company. Ansonla, Conn.,*

a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed June 16. 1908.
Sertal No. 438,701. (Cl. 192—14.)

1. The combination with a driven shaft, of a driver ar-

ranged to drive said shaft and mounted on the shaft, a
clntch connecting the <lrlver to and disconnecting it front

the shaft and arranged to yieldingly open, clutch operat-

ing connections including a rock-shaft, an actuating mem-
ber for the rock-shaft, means for giving the actoatinif

member a gradual movement in two directions to rock th»
rock-shaft, thus throwing the clutch Into and out of op-

eration, and means for quickly releasing It to allow It to

move quickly in one direction to rock the shaft to throw
the clutch out.

2. The combination with a driving pinion, of a drivel*

shaft, a relatively large gear operating also as a fly wheel

loosely mounted on the shaft and arranged tc drive the

shaft, a slip clutch connection between the gear and the

shaft, and means for operating the clutch.

3. The combination with a driving pinion, of a driven

shaft, a relatively large gear operating also as a fly wheel

mounted on the shaft and arranged to drive the shaft, a
slip clutch connection between the gear and the shaft,

means for operating the clutch to connect It to and dis-

connect It from the shdft, and an Instantaneous release

mechanism for disconnecting the gear from the shaft.

4. The combination with a driven shaft, of a relatively

large gear operating also as a fly wheel on the shaft and
arranged to drive the shaft, a coil clutch connection t>e-

tween the gear and the shaft, means for operating the

clutch to connect the gear to and disconnect It from the
shaft, and a release mechanism Including an actuator ac-

cessible from points along the shaft for instantaneously

disconnecting the clutch from the shaft.

6. The combination with a driven shaft, of a gear

mounted on the shaft and arranged to drive said sbatt.
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•aid «ear having a recessed hub, a clatch lying on one side
of the hub and extending into the recess and arranged to
release the shaft, a sliding collar on the opposite side of
the hob, connections between the collar and 'latch extend-
ing through the gear, a lever for operating the collar,

means Including a screw and a hand operated nut for op-
erating the lever, means for holding the screw against
endwise movement, and an actuator arranged to release
the said screw-holding means.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.810. INTER.NAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. JOHX
W. Bt-rkbtt, Columbus. Ohio, assignor to The Burkett
Manufacturing Company, Columbus, Ohio, a Corpora-
tion of Ohio. Filed Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No. 134.802.
(CI. 123—79.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine provided with In-

take and exhaust passages, a common pas.wRe leading
Into the engine cylinder and communicating with both the
intake and exhaust passages, a cage member located with-
in said common passage and provided with a valve seat
at Its inner end. a hollow valve supported by said cage
member movable to brlnn the engine cylinder into or out
of communication with .said passages, a pocket structure
in said common passage in a position over the intake pas-
sage and open at Its front end to permit the flow of gases
therethrough into the engine cylinder, and a valve work-
ing on the valve seat of said cage.

2. In an Internal combustion engine provided with in-
take and exhaust passages, a common passag<> leading Into
the engine cylinder and communicating with !>oth the in-
take and exhaust pa.ssages, a cage member located within
said common passage and provided with a valve seat at Its

inner end, a hollow valve supported by said cage member
and movable to open or close communication between the
engine cylinder and said passages, a pocket wall located
within said common passage between said intake and sx-
hrtust passages to form a pocket for the incoming gases,
and a valve working on the valve seat of said cage.

3. In an Internal combustion engine provided with in-
take and exhaust passages, a common passage leading into
the engine cylinder and communciating with both the in-
take and exhaust passages, a cage member located within
said common pas.sage and provided with a valve seat on its
inner end, a hollow sleeve valve supported on the exterior
of said cage member movable to open or close the commu-
nication between .«ald passages and the' engine cylinder, a
pocket wall within said cage member interposed between
said intake and exhaust passages and open at Its inner
end, and a primary valve working on the valve seat of
aid cage.

1,225,811. HOG RINGING AND CASTRATING CRATE.
ErcBNB BrTTS, Evansville, Wis. Piled Mar. 22, 1916.
Serial No. 86,842. (CI. 119—99.)

The combination with an open ended crate of rectangu-
lar construction, of sliding doors mounted In the open
ends thereof, one of said doors having a centrally dis-
posed enlarged opening to admit either the nose or pos-
terior portion of the animal and a pair of leg receiving
•penings disposed near its bottom and on either side of
aid enlarged opening, a platform forming the floor of

j

the crate and having one end free and It- other end
hinged to the crate near the door having the openings,
said platform having guides on either side to prevent the
feet of the animal from slipping therefrom, and means
for elevating the free end of said platform consisting of a

drum mounted on the top of the crate, a handle for op-
erating the drum, a rope connected to the free end of the
platform and wound upon said drum, and a pawl and
ratchet on tiie drum and crate for securing the platform
in raised position.

1.226.312. SPEEDOMETER. ALi^jf A. Canton, New
York.* N. r.. assignor to The Device Testing Company,
a Corporation of Connecticut Filed May 17, 1913.
Serial No. 768.220. (CI. 175—183.)

1. A speedometer comprising a movable indicator, an
electromagnet for producing a magnetic field, a coll
mounted to move within said magnetic field to operate
said movable Indicator, an electric circuit for supplying
current to said electromagnet, a current Interrupting de-
vice in said circuit and means for operating said inter-
rupting device to cause current impulses of equal dura-
tion to pass through said electric circuit and said electro-
magnet.

2. A speedometer comprising a movable Indicator, an
electromagnet for producing a magnetic field, a coll mount-
ed to move within said magnetic field to operate said mov-
able Indicator, an electric circuit for supplying current to
said electromagnet, a current Interrupting device in said
circuit and means for operating said interrupting device
to cause current impulses of equal duration to pass
through said electric circuit and said electromagnet irre-
spective of the operating spe<Mi of said Interrupting device.

8. A speedometer comprising a movable Indicator, an
electromagnet for producing a magnetic field, a coll moanted
to move within said magnetic field to operate said movable
Indicator, an electric circuit for supplying current to said
electromagnet, a rotatable current interrupter device In
said circuit and means for rotating said device stepwise
through a constant angle for each step irrespective of the
operating speed of said interrupting device.

4. The combination with a shaft the speed of which is
to be measured, of a speedometer comprising an Indicator,

,A

i
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an electric circuit, an electromagnet therein for operating

aid indicator, means for Varying the strength of said

electromagnet comprising a current interrupting device

and a member driven by said shaft for Intermittently op-

erating said device to cause current impulses of equal
' duration to pass through the said electric circuit and elec-

tromagnet irrespective of the operating speed of the said

shaft.

5. The combination with a shaft the speed nf which is

to be measured, a speedometer comprising an Indicator, an
electromagnet for operating said indicator, means for

passing current impulses of equal duration through said

electromagnet to vary the strength thereof, said means
comprising an electric circuit, an interrupting device for

interrupting the cunent in said circuit and means driven

by said shaft for intermittently operating said interrupt-

ing device.

1.226,818. HOOD-CL^MP. Chacxcbt Chambeblain,
Ionia, Mich., assignor to John F. Field, Ionia, Mich.
Filed Sept. 2. 1916. Serial No. 118.186. (CI. 70—82.)

1. A hood clamp, cuinprlsing a fixed bolt, a barrel en-

ga){lng thereabout and provided with a spring, and a hook
on the lower end of the barrel whereby the barrel may be

lifted and turned through quarter of a turn for disengag-

ing the hook or engaging the hook with the bead of the

hood cover.

2. A hood clamp, having In combination, a Ktrip of

metal secorable to the side frame bar of an automobile
an(V having an outwardly and downwardly bent portion, a

bolt secured thereto in fixed relation so as to project up
wardly and tip slightly outwardly, a barrel arranged to

re<'lprocate upon the bolt and turn thereabout, a coiled

spring engaging between the lower end of the barrel and
the head of the bolt, and a hook on the lower end of the

Itarrel adapted to engage the bead of the hood cover.

8. A hood clamp, having in combination, an Inclined

upright arranged to have a fixed and permanent relation

with respect to the hood, a barrel engaging thereabout

and arranged to reciprocate and turn about the fixed up
right, a coiled spring In the barrel tending to force the

barrel downward, and means on the barrel for engaging
with the hood for holding the same down.

1,226,814. GAGE. Robbkt Conrad, Welssensee, near
Berlin. Germany. Filed Dec. 29. 1908. Serial No.
469,869. (CI. 33—168.)

G < X I f 1

1. In a gage, the combination of a tubalar holder, a
tul»e shorter than said holder mounted therein, one or

more spheres In said tube, and one or more (spheres in

said bolder, said spheres being tangential to one another
to form the determinative measuring parts.

2. In a gage the combination of a tubular holder, a tube
shorter than said holder mounted therein, a plurality of

spheres of varying diameters in said tube and one or more
spheres in said holder, all said spheres being tangential

to one another to form the determinative measuring parts.

3. A measuring Instrument including a tubular holder,

and a single row of spheres within sntd holder and con-

tacting with each other, the two terminal spheres of said

row projecting slightly beyond the ends of said holder and
adapte<l to enpage with opposed surfaces between which
it is desired to gage the distance.

4. A measuring instrument including a holder and a

plurality of spheres disposed therein and contacting with
each other, portions of opposed surfaces of separate
spheres being exposed and adapted to engage with the
surfaces l)etween which it is desired to gage the distance.

5. In a measuring instrument the combination of a
holder and a plurality of spheres, a surface portion of one
sphere being opposed to a surface portion of another
sphere and other surface portions t>elng exposed and adapt-
ed to engage with the surface to be gaged.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.316. GAGE. Robbrt Conrad, Berlin, Germany.
Filed June 26. 1913. Serial No. 776.842, (CI. 83—168.)

1. A gage comprising a one-piece gaging member in the
form of a spherical steel ball presenting a polished, har
dened peripheral surface with all diameters constituting
the determinative measuring dlsl:ance and having a por
tlon at one side of said peripheral surface cut away to
leave a non-spherical surface, and a handle secured to
said member at said non-spherical surface and of smaller
diameter than said member, whereby said member may
enter the bore or interior to be gaged and insure accurate
KSging Irrespective of wide variation in the angle of the
handle In respect to said bore or Interior.

2. A gage comprising a steel spherical ball having a
hardeneil polished surface and a handle secured thereto,
said handle being of smaller diameter than said ball at
the point of attachment whereby said ball is adapted to
enter Jhe bore or Interior to be gaged Irrespective of wide
variations in the angle of the handle in respect to the
bore, and the diameter of said ball constituting the de-
terminative measuring distance.

3. \ gage comprising a steel ball having a hardened
polished surface and a tubular sheet metal handle of
smaller diameter than said ball and having a portion of
said ball projecting into said handle and rigidly secured
thereto.

4. A plug or bore gage comprising In combination a one-
piece gaging element in the form of a steel ball liavlng a
hardened spherical surface, said memt>er being adapted to
enter the bore or Interior to be gaged and afford all the
gaging contacts therefor, and a eeparate handle, said gage
piece being provided with a projecting portion and said
handle at one end servinc to receive and retain suid pro-
jection.

6. A plug or bore gage comprising in combination a one-
piece gaging element adapted to enter the l^ore or interior
to be gaged and afford all the gaging contacts therefor,
and a separate handle, said gHge piece provided with a
projecting portion and said handle at one end serving to
receive and retain said projection, and a locking ring en
circling said end portion and retaining the latter in ea-
gagement with said projection.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,225,316. PROCESS OF MAKING RAIL BONDS. Law-
RBXCB p. CRBCBL1U8. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The
Electric Railway Improvement Company. Cleveland.
Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Nov. 23, 1914.
Serial No. 873.617. (01. 29—148.)
1. The method of producing a rail bond, which c nn-

prises inserting a conductor into a socketed terrj nal

;

heating the conductor and terminal ; and by pressure bras-
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!ng together the conductor and terminal and slmulta-

neoasly swaging the terminal.

H

2. The method of producing a rail bond, which com-
prises QUiformly uniting by heat and predetermined pres-

sure a conductor and a portion of a ttond terminal, and
MiinuItaoeouRly applying preaaure to another portion of

the terminal so as to form a swaged end suitable to be

united to a rail.

3. The method of forming a rail bond, which consists
In uniting a conductor to a portion of a terminal by braa-
Ing the same thereto through the application of heat and
pressure, and simultaneoasly applying pressure to another
portion of the bond located beyond the end of the con-
ductor so as to form a swaged end suitable to t>e united
to a rail.

4. The method of forming a terminal for a rail bond
which comprises simultaneouHly intimately uniting a con-
ductor and terminal member with a portion of the ter-

minal member wholly surrounding a portion of the con-
dactor and simultaneously shaping the terminal.

5. The method of forming a terminal of a rail bond
which comprises simultaneously intimately uniting by heat
and pressure a conductor and a portion of a terminal mem-
t>er with a portion of the terminal memt>er surrounding a
portion of the conductor and simultaneously flattening or
shaping the portion of the bond terminal which is to be
applied to the rail.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oazette.]

1^25,317. AUTOMATIC NAILING-MACHINE. Thomas
G. Cdhminos, Grand Rapids. Mich., assignor of one-
half to Patrick Grant, (.rand Rapids, Mich. Filed Aug.
«0, 1916. Serial No. 47,974. (CI. 1—10.)

1. In a nailing machine, a supporting frame, a plurality

of nailing mechanisms mounted on said frame lengthwise
thereof and in allneinent, each nailing mechanism over
hanging a distance In front of the frame, tracks extending
at right angles to the length and In front of said frame,

a work holder movably mounteil on salil tracks, means
to drive said nailing meohaniNms. means for moving the
workholder step by step toward or from the frame, and
means for moving the nailing mechanl;<ms step by step
lengthwise of the frame and over the workholder, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In a nailing machine, a supporting frame, a plurality
of nailing mechanisms mounted on said frame In allne-

ment lengthwise thereof, each nailing mechanism over-
hanging a distance in front of the frame, tracks extending
«t right angles to the length and in front of the frame, a

work-holder movablj mounted on said tracks, means to
drive the nailing mechanisms, means for moving the \^ork
holder Htep by step toward or from the frame while the
nailing mcchanlMnm are In operation, means for similarly
moving the nailing mechanisms step by step in either di-

rection lengthwise of the frame and over the workholder,
and a manually operate<l means for the workholder and
for the nailing mechanlHms for controlling the action of
each as to direction of movement and time of operation,
substantially as described.

3. In a nailing machine, a supporting frame, a nailing
mechanism mountetl on the frame, means to drive the nail-

ing mechanism, a work holder positioned below the nail-

ing mechanism and in front of the supporting frame, mean*
Interposed between the driving means and the work h<»ld<r

for moving it step by step In a direction at right angles t •

the length of the frame and toward or from the support-
ing frame when said driving means is In operation, and
means carried by the work holder to reverse the direction
of movement of the work holder, substantially as described.

4. In a nailing machine, a supporting frame, a nailing
mechanism mounted on the frame, a work holder posi-

tioned below the nailing mechanism and in front of the
supporting frame, means to drive the nailing mechanism,
means driven by the said driving means for moving the
work bolder In a direction at right angles to the length
of the frame t)ack and forth step by step In front of the
supporting frame, and means carried by the workholder
and engaged by the supporting frame to automatically
render said moving means Inoperative on attainment of a
predetermined position thereof with reference to the sup-
porting frame, substantially as descrit)etl.

5. In a nailing machine, a supporting frame, a nailing
me<-hanlsm mount'-d on the frame, means to drive said
mechanism, a work holding frame positioned below the
nailing mechanism, and in front of the supporting frame,
tracks supporting the work holder, a shaft extending
lengthwise of the work holder, racks parallelling the
tracks, pinions on the shaft engaging the racks, a ratchet
wheel on the shaft, a pair of levers loosely mounted on
the shaft and extending In opposite directions, pawls on
the levers normally engaging the ratchet wheel, means
driven by the driving means to oscillate the levers through
a limited arc about the shaft, and means for holding
either pawl away from the ratchet, and simultaneously
permitting the engagement of the other pawl therewith,
substantially as described.

(t'laims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,318. TUNNEL KILN. Conrad Dre88i.er. Marlow,
England. Filed May 24, :916. Serial .No. 99.58S.
(CI. 25—142.)

1. A tunnel oven of the type described, comprising an
Inclosing chamber, a combustion chamber arranged longi-

tudinally on each side of the Inclosing chamt>er, and adapt-
ed to heat by radiation and discharge the products of com-
bustfon exterior to the inclosing chamber, means for heat
ing the combustlt»n chamber, and means for regulating the
heating means.

2. A tunnel oven of the type descrlt)ed, comprising an
inclosing chamt)er, a combustion chamber arranged longl-
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tudtnally bn each side of the Inclosing chaml)er, and

adapted to heat by radiation and discharge the products

of combustion exterior to the Inclosing chamber, means

for heating the combustion chamber situated at one end

thereof, means for beating the c<)ml>u8tlon chamber sit-

uated at sections of the length thereof, and means for

conveying the products of combustion from the combus-

tion chambers.
3. A tunnel oven of the type described, comprising an

Inclosing chamber, a combustion chamber arranged longi-

tudinally along the floor at each side of the inclosing

chamber and adapted to heat by radiation and discharge

the products of combustion exterior to the Inclosing cham-

l>er, means for heating the combustion chamber situated

at one end thereof, means for heating the combustion

chamber situated at a distance from each other and along

the length of said chamber, and means for conveying the

products of combustion from the combustion chamber.

4. A tunnel oren of the t.vpe described, comprising an

Inclosing chamber, a combustion chamber arranged longi-

tudinally on each side of the inclosing chamber and adapt-

ed to heat by radiation and discharge the products of

crtmbustlon exterior to the Inclosing chamber, said com-

bustion chamber coDslstlng of a series of aectlons and a

series of Interposed sleeves, means for heating the com-

bustion chamber located along the length thereof, and
means for controlling the supply of heat.

8. A tunnel oren of the type described, comprising an

inclosing chamber, a combustion chamber arranged longi-

tudinally on each side 01 the inclosing chamber and adapt-

ed to heat by radiation and discharge the products of

combustion exterior to the Inclosing chamber, means for

heating the combustion chamber situated at one end there-

of, means consisting of gas and air burners arranged at

Intervals along said combustion chamber, and means for

controlling the heat at the gas and air burners.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the <^;azette.]

1.225.319. SrPrc»RT FOR WARIITCBS. Macbicb M.

Elt, Clinton, lows, assignor of one half to C. F. Hooks,

Clinton. Iowa. Filed Oct. 30, 1913. Serial No. 798,181.

(C\. 68—35.)

1. In apparatus of the class described, an angle plate,

a bent leg. n transverse slot therein adapted to receive

one tlange of said angle plate, said plate having a bolt hole

therein, a pair of bolt holes in said leg one of which is

adjacent the slot, l>olts passing through said holes, a hook

plate having a pair of apertures to receive the bolts passed

through said bolt holes, and wing nuts on said b Its, all

so KonstructiHl and arrange*! that when said leg, angle

plate and hook plate are bolted together said hook plate

will reinforce said leg at the slot, and the angle plate

will form a support for a tub.

2. In apparatus of the class described, an angle plate,

a leg. a recess therein to receive aald angle plate, an

adjustable hook plate ad«pte<l to fit over the uppfr rim of

a tub and having elongated Iwlt holes therein and adapted

to be bolted to the rear of said leg, the lower end of said

book plate overlying the back of the leg opposite the

recess therein, substantially as de8crll>ed, whereby aatd

leg will be bolted t>etween the angle plate and the hook

plate.

1,226,820. STALL CONSTRUCTION. Henry L. Ferris,

Harvard, 111., assignor to Hunt, Helm, Ferris & Com-
pany, Harvard, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Nov. 7 191."}. Serial No. 799,651. (CI. 119—150.)

*-

¥1 W^

1. In combination, a stanchion, an elastic device se-

cured to one end thereof to normally hold the stanchion

in a central position and to yield under force and permit

longitudinal movement of the stanchion in either direction,

and stationary supporting means for the said elastic

device.

2. In combination, a stanchion, two loosely mounted
elastically extensible devices permitting t)oth longitudinal

and transverse movement of the stanchion, each having
one end attached to one end of the stanchion and extending

oppositely therefrom, and stationary supports for the

opposite ends of said elastic devices.

3. In combination, a stanchion, two elastically exten-

sible devices, each having one end attached to one end

of the stanchion and extending oppositely thicrefrom, and
stationary pivotal supports for the opposite ends of .said

elastic devices.

4. In combination, a stanchion, a flexible device In the

center of which the stanchion is attached at one end
permitting both longitudinal and transverse movement of

the stanchion, and means to hold said flexible device un-

der tension.

5.. In <-omblnatlon, a stanchion, a stationary support,

an elastic device connecting said stationary support with
one end of said stanchion, and means for supporting the

opposite end of the stanchion, said stanchion being free

to move longitudinally against the resistance of said

elastic device.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,321. PROCESS OF NITRATING TOLUOL8 CON-
TAINING PARAFFINS. Bernharo Jacques Flcb-
8CHEIM, Fleet, England, assignor to Aetna Explosives

Company, Inc., New York. N. T., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Mar. 23, 1916. Serial No. 86,180. (01.

23—24.)
1. The process of separating mononltrotoluol from con-

tained paraffins which consists in mixing the same with

sulfuric add until the mononltrotoluol Is dissolved there-

in and then separating the solution from the paraflllns.

2. The process of separating mononltrotoluol from con-

tained paraffins which consists in mixing the same with

a substantially equal quantity by volume of sulfuric acid,

and then separating the solution of mononltrotoluol and
acid from the paraffins.

8. The process of manufacturing trinitrotoluol from
toluol containing paraffins, which cqnslsts In nitrating the

toluol to mononltrotoluol, then mixing the mononltro-

toluol with sulfuric acid until the mononltrotoluol la
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dissolved thprein and aeparatinff out the UDdlKSolved
IMratBns. and then nitrating the purified mononitrotoluol
to trinitrotoluol.

4. The process of manufacturing trinitrotoluol from
toluol' containing paraffins, which consists in nitrating the
toluol to mononitrotoluol, then adding to the monooitro-
toluoi a subauntlally equal quantity by volume of sulfuric
acid to dissolve the moDonitrotoluol, separating out the
andlsaolved paraffins, and then nitrating the purified mono-
nitrotoluol to trinitrotoluol.

5. The procesM which consists in nitrating a hydro-
carbon of the benzol series containing paraffin to a mono-
nltro derivative thereof, then mixing the said derivative
with sulfuric acid until the said derivative Is dtsaolved
therein and separating out the undi6«olved paraffins, and
then nitrating the purified derivative to a higher degree
of nitration.

1.225.322. DOOR - CLOSING MECHANISM. Charuis
Forth, Ottawa, Ontario. Canada. Filed Aug. 4, 1916.
Serial "So." 113,100. (Cl. 16—88.)

1. In a door closing mechanism, the combination of a
closing motor, an arm actuate<l thereby, a linlc pivoted
to the arm. a toothed member carried by one of said parts
adjacent the pivot, a yielding locking member carried by
and movable relatively to the other part and adapted to
engage the toothed member and hold the link and arm
yieldingly against relative pivotal movement, and a mann-
ally operable releasing device sustained In position to act
on the locking member, said releasing device being oper-
able at will to disengage the locking member, from the
tootheil member and hold the same disengaged.

2. In a door dosing mechanism, the combination of a
closing motor, an arm actuated thereby, a link pivoted
to the arm, a toothed member carried by the link adjacent
the pivot, a yielding locking member mounted on the arm
and adapted to engage the toothed member and hold the
parts yieldingly against relative movement, and a manu-
ally operable releasing device sustained In position to act
on the locking member, said releasing device being oper-
able at will to disengage the locking member from the
toothed member and hold the same disengaged.

3. In a door closing mechanism, the combination of a
closing motor, an arm actuated thereby, a link, a pivot
connecting the arm and link pivotally together, a toothed
member surrounding the pin between the arm and link
and movable with the link, a spring pressed locking bolt
mounte<l on the arm in position to engage the toothed mem-
t>er and hold the arm and link yieldingly against relative
pivotal movement, and a manually operable releasing cam
sustained in position to act on the locking bolt and dis-
engage It from the toothed member.

4 In a door closing mechanism, the combination of a
closing motor, an arm actuated thereby, a link, a pivot
pin connecting the arm and link pivotally together, a
toothed disk surrounding the pin between the arm and
link and connected with the link, a spring-pressed locking
bolt mounted on the arm and provided on its end with a
locking tooth in position to engage between the teeth on
the disk, and acting when so engaged to hold the arm
aod link yieldingly against relative pivotal movement, and
a manually operable releasing cam rotatable on the pivot
pin l>etween the toothed disk and arm In position to act
on the locking tooth and disengage the same from the
toothed disk.

1,225.823. SANITARY SOAP DISK. Otto Goitzkk, Jer-
sey City, N. J. Filed Mar. 19. 1917. Serial No. 165,739;
(Cl. 87—28.)
1. A circular centrally concaved pasteboard disk having

nu Inwardly raised and beveled edge seated upon a cor

responding paste-board disk both of which are coated on
their outer surfaces with a thin coating of soap and a film
of soap closing the edges and holding the two disks
together.

2. The combination of a circular concaved shell like
disk loosely seated on the rim surface of another circular
concaved shell like disk and a film of soap Inclosing the
outer surfaces and edges thereof and holding the two
shells together Hubstantlally as described.

1.225.324. IDE.NTIPICATION DEVICE. Cbarus F.
Go[j>BacK, PhlladelphU. Pa. Filed Aug. 8. 1916. Se-
rial No. 113,686. (Cl. 40—10.)

1. An Identification device composed of an attaching
plate. A bar of resilient material which Is connected pivot-
ally with said plate, said bar and plate having between
them a chamber for receiving Identification matter, said
bar belnj: adapted to cover and uncover said chamber and
means on said bar and plate for locking said bar In closed
position over said chamber, said bar being adapted to be
bent out from Its pivotal end thus disconnecting the lock
ing means and turned to the right or left and to spring
back flat upon said attaching plate preserving the uncov-
ered condition of said chamber.

2. An identification device composed of ao attaching
plate, a bar which Is connected pivotally with said plate,
said bar and plate having between them a chamber for
receiving identification matter, said bar being adapted to
cover and uncover said chamber, and means for locking
said bar and plate with each other, said bar being of
resilient material and held at one end on said plate by
the pivot of the plate, and having a member of said lock-
ing means on the free end of the bar, the sides of the
bar extending from the side walls of said chamber form-
ing flanges which are adapted to rest flat on said atUch
ing plate.

3. An identification device composed of an attaching
plate, and a resilient bar which is connected pivotally
with said plate, said bar and plate having between them
a chamber for receiving Jdentiflcation matter, said bar
being adapted to cover and uncover said chamber, said
bar being provided on its free end with a teat, and said
plate "being provided with a socket with which said teat
may be engaged for reslliently locking said bar with said
plate, the sides of said bar forming on the sides of said
chamber flanges which are adapted to rest flat on said at-
taching plate.

4. An identification device composed of an attaching
plate having a locking member thereon, a resilient laterally
movable t)ar pivotally connected at one end with said
plate and having on its free end a locking member adapted
to engage that on said attaching plate, said bar being
bendable by its resiliency In and out from said pivot, .^ald

bar and plate having in the same a chamber for contain-
ing the identification matter.

5. An Identification device composed of an attaching
plate having a locking member thereon, a resilient laterally
movable hjir pivotally connected at one end with said
plate and having on its free end a locking member adapteil
to engage that on said attaching plate, said bar being
bendable by its resiliency in and out from said pivot, said
bar and plate having In the same a chamber for contain-
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ing the identlfl(atloQ matter, the sldex of said bar forming

on the sides of said chamber flanges which are adapted

to rest flat on said attaching plate.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,225,325. CONCRETK RAILWAY TIE. Edqar N. GooD-

LETT, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb. 8. 1910. Serial

No. 75.894. (Cl. 288

—

S.i

flexible lingers opposing the roller and tending to hold the

paper being perforated against said roller and between

which the disk operates.

1,225.327. DITCHINCJ MACHINE. Walteh W. Hart-
•OUGH, Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Apr. 24. 1915. Serial

No. 23.588. (Cl. 37—29.)

1. A railway tie including a plurality of sections joined

by resilient rods and having recesses therein tapering

downwardly ; and tapered blocks fitting said recesses,

each section being formed with a hole running from the

lower face thereof to the recess therein to receive a block

dislodging tool.

2. A railway tie incladlng concrete end sections with

recease therein tapering downwardly : removable com-

presalble blocks frictlonally engaging the walls of said

recesses : and ro^ls Joining said end sections each section

being formed with an unobstructed hole to receive a block

dislodging tool.

3. A railway tie including concrete end sections with

downwardly tapering recesses therein opening in the cen-

ter of the tops of said end sections : blocks fitting said

recesses, and continuous resilient rods Joining said end

sections and embedded therein.

4. A railway tie iuclu<llng concrete cml sections with

downwardly tapering recesses therein opening in the cen-

ter of the tops of said end sections ; blocks fitting said

recesses, and continuous resilient Joining rods embeded
In the ends of said end sections.

5. A railway tie Including concrete end sections with

recesses therein tapering downwardly
;

pairs of blocks

combined and hhape<l to fit said recesses and projecting

above Hald ^nd sections: and resilient Joining rods em-,
bedded in said end sections.

[Claims 6 to 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,225,326. PERFORATOR. Habold D. HkHh and Jamks
J. I.,AMBERT, Houston„Tex. Flle<l Mar. 17, 1916. Serial

No. 84.797. (Cl. 164—100.)

LJ

1. A device of the character described Including two
rotatable shafts, a disk whose margin is tapered to an
edge and i»errate<l forming te«'th. adjiistsbly mounted on

one of the shafts, a roller hiiving a plurality of peripheral

grooves fixed upon the other shaft, said teeth projecting

Into the opposing grtwve of said roller, ejector wheels

fixed on one of said shafts and opposing ejector bearings

forme<I of yieldable material flxe<l on the other shaft and
contat'tlng with said respective wheels.

2: A device of the character described Including two
rotatable shafts, a disk whose margin Is tapered to an

e<lge and serrated forming teeth a<ljiistably mounte<l on 1

one of the sabi shafts, a roller having a plurality of

peripheral grooves fixed on the other shaft, said teeth

projecting Into the opposing groove of said roller, and

1. In n device of the character described, a rotatable

drum, a plurality of knives radiating relative to each

other and whose Inner ends are pivoted to the forward

end of snld drum, each edge of each knife being a cutting

etlce, a strap for ea<h knife, each end of each strap being
securM to the drum and each strap being spaced from
the drum, providing a slot In which each knife oscillates,

each slot being arcuate Id contour, so as to cause a laternl

oscillation of the knife as it moves bsck and forth in sa'.d

slot.

2. In a device of the character described, a rotatat>le

drum, a knife whose Inner end is pivoted to one end of

said drum and whose outer end extends beyond the periph-

ery of said drum, each edge of said knife being a cutting

edge, a means for securing the knife against the end of

the drum, said means providing a slot through which the

knife projects and In which It has a limited lateral move-
ment, said slot Ix'lng so shapeil as to hold the operative

edge of the knife at an outwardly diverging angle relative

to the end of the drum.
3. A device of the character described including a sup-

porting frame, a ilrum rotatably mounted at one end
thereof, a chute arrangJHl on each side of the drum and
carried by the frame, said chutes diverging npwanlly from
the drum, on endless conveyer driven by the drum and
traveling alon-z Kald chutes, scapers carried by said con-

veyer, whose free edges travel along the bottom of said

chutes and convey material along the chutes and discharge

it from the upper end thereof, means for driving said

drum, a reversing mechnnlsiu whereby said driving means
may be <anse<l to operate in either direction, cutting blades

carrleil by the forward end of the drum, by means of

which the mnterlal to be excavated is delivered Into the

path of said conveyer.

4. In a device of the character descrll)ed, a rotatable

drum, a plurality of knives radiating relative to each
other and whose Inner ends are pivoted to the forward
end of Kal<l drum, the free end of each knife being widened,

each e<lge of each knife l>elng formed into a cutting edge
nnil means permitting a limited lateral operation of each

knife.

a. In a device of the character de8crll>ed. a rotatable

drum, a plurality of knives radiating relative to each
other and whose inner ends are pivoted to the end of said

drum, the free end of each knife being turne<l at right

angles to the body thereof, each edge of said knife being

forme<l Into a cutting eilge and the bearing In which eaci.

knife i>perat<'s. permitting a limited lateral movement
thereof.
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1.225.328. PATTERN-CONTROLLED DEVICE. Edoab
F. Hathaway, Boston, and Charles D. Lanniso, Dor-
chester, Mass., assignors to Anierii-an Warp Drawing
Machine Company, Boston, Mass., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Apr. 2. 1906. Serial No. 309,323. (Cl.

139—94.)

jacent each side at the lower part a slot alined with the
direction of rotation of said container, a trousb on the

1. Driving mechanism for machines having operating

devices to be intermittently actuated, comprising an inter-

mittently rotated clutch member normally free to turn

relatively to its corresponding op»'rating device, a counter

clutch member capable of linear movement independent

of the other member, means for disengaging said clutch

members, pattern mechanism controlling the movement

thereof, and means permitting a yielding longitudinal

movement of said rotatable clutch member.

2. In a machine for operating upon warp threads hav-

ing a plurality of operating parts to be intermittently

actuated, the combination with pattern mechanism, clutch

members controlled thereby comprising an intermittently

rotatable part, a stationary part, a part adapted to be

moved into engagement with said rotatable or stationary

part, and means permitting relative yielding movement

t>etween said stationary and rotatable parts.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with pattern mechanism of the sleeve d, the gear i, the

cooperative clutch pin f adapted to be connected thereto

and the spring p associated with the gear.

4. In a warp-drawing machine the conblnation with

drawlng-ln mechanism, harness eye positioning devices

adapted to be intermittently actuated, pattern mechanism,

clutch members controlled thereby for the actuation of

said positioning devices, said clutch members comprising

e*ch an intermittently rotatable part, a stationary part,

a part adapted to be moved into engagement with said

rotatahle or stationary part, and means permitting rela-

tive yielding movement between the said stationary and

rotatable parts.

5. In a warp-drawing machine the combination with

drawing in mechanism of harness eye selecting devices

adapted to l>e intermittently actuated, pattern mechanism

for selecting and causing the actuation intermittently of

one or more of said devices, driving means, and yieldable

connections between said driving means and a part to be

actuated to prevent injury to the machine.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed In the Ga»ette.]

1.225.329. WASHING MACHINE. Got E. Shbpakd,

Hardwlck, Vt. Filed Mar. 10, 1916. Serial No. 83,287. .

(Cl. 68—18.) I

1. In n washing machine, a stationary liquid holding

casing, a rotatable apertured container, said casing hav-
1

ing a plurality of narrow slots therein at the lower part
'

alined with the direction of rotation of the cylinder, a
|

transverse trough on the casing beneath and around the I

slots and extending considerably be.tond the superficial
\

area of the slots, and an outlet connection on the troofh

2. In a washing machine, a stationary casing, a rota

table open work container therein, said casing having ad

rf

casing l>eneath said slot and drain connections with the

trough intermediately of the slots.

1.225.330. MAGNETO. Otto Huns. New York. N. Y.,

and Charles M. Wild, 'Springfield. Mar^.. assignors to

Bosch Magneto Company. New York, N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed Mar. 1, 1916. Serial No.
81.349. (Cl. 123—149.)

0.9

1. In a magneto for electric Ignition systems, a rota-

table bipolar armature with polar projections, and a six-

pole field member ctimposed of three permanent magnets
having pole* embracing different axial parts of the arma-
ture, the polar projections of the armature being designed

to bridge the spaces between the poles of a single one of

the magnets at a time.

2. In a magneto for electric ignition systems, a rota-

table bipolar armature with polar projections, and n six-

pole field member compose^l of three permanent magnets
having poles embracing different axial parts of the arma-
tnre. the polar projections of the armature t>plng designed
to bridge the spaces between the poles of a single one of

the magnets at Intervals of 60'.

3. In a magneto for electric ignition systems, a rota-

table bipolar armature with polar projections, and a stx-

pole field member compose<l of three permanent magnets
having poles embracing different axial parts of the arma-
ture, one axial part of the polar projections being designed

to bridge the spaces t>etwecn the poles of one of the mag-
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nets while the other axial parts simultaneously register

with the poles of the other magnets.

4. In a niagnt-to for ele< trie ignition systems, a rota-

table iirmature of shuttle form, and a six pole field mem
ber composed of three permanent magnets each having

poles emlira<'lng a different axial part of the armature.

6. In a magneto for electric Ignition systems, a rota-

table bipolar jirmatrire of Khuttle form, and a six pole field

member ot.mposed of three horse-shoe magnets each having

poles shoes dispostHl on a diameter at W to the diameters

of the pole shoes o* the other magnets and embracing a

different axial part of the armature.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gasette.J

1,225.331. TYI'E- WRITING MACHINE. William F.

Hblmond. Hartford, Conn., assignor to Underwoo«l

Typewriter Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation

of Delaware. Filed May 6, 1915. Serial No. 26.213.

(Cl. 197—123.)

V

1. The combination with a platen and a line-space wheel,

of clutch mechanism connecting said platen and wheel,

comprising clutch parts movable Into and out of grip-

ping engagement and means forming an Inclosing casing

for certain of the dutch parts, an adjusting device with-

in the casing for adjusting the clutch parts to thereby

regulate the holding power of the clutch, and locking

means located externally of the casing, and thereby ac-

o»'SKll>le for locking said adjusting device in Its adjusted

position.

2. The combination with a platen and a line-space wheel,

of clutch mechanism connecting the platen and line-space

wheel, said mechanism comprising clutch parts movable

Into and out of gripping engagement, means f<irmlng an

abutment for one of said parts, a wedge for adjusting aald

abutment, me.nns forming an Inclosure for certain of suld

clutch parts, and n locking device operable to lock said

wedge in adjusted position, said locking device located ex-

ternally of said Inclosure. and thereby accessible for op-

eration.

3. The combination with a platen and a line-space wheel,

of friction clutch mechanism to connect said parts, said

me<hanlsm comprising a pair of dutch gripe, a spacing

device between adjacent ends of said grips, said spacing

tlevice comprising parts expansible, or movable toward

and from each other, a wedge for adjustably spreading or

expanding said parts, to thereby adjust said grips, means

forming with the clutch mechanism an Inclosure for said

grips and spacing device, said expansible parts comprising

lugs or projections extending through an opening or open

ln«s In said inclosure. and a locking screw mounted In

said projections and accessible for operation from the out-

side of the inclosure, to clamp or lock said expansible

parts to said we«lge and thereby lock the latter in its a(!

justed position.

4. The combination with a platen and a line «pa(e wheel,

of chit< hing mechanism for connecting the platen and said

wheel, said nie< hanlsm comprising a drum having a pe

rlpheral bearing surface, a pair of grips extending along

opposite sides of said hearing surface and movable Into

and out of frli tlonal holding contact with said surface, a

split block against which adjacent ends of the grips bear,

an operating device for moving the opposite ends of said

grips Into position to cause them to grip said surface, an

adjusting screw, (he opposing faces of said block having

threade<l s<ickrts to receive said screw and in which the

screw is adjustable to expand Fald bearing block pnd there

by change the position of the grips relatively to the oper-

ating device to regulate the pressure with which said

grips will engage said surface when moved to gripping po-

sition by said operating device, and a locking screw to

lock the clutch parts against relative rotation In either

direction, said locking screw extending through an open-

ing forme<l in said drum, and entering a screw-threaded

opening In the said adjusting screws.

.5. The combination with a plat«'n and a line-spate

ratchet wheel, of a clutch mechanism to releasably con-

nect the platen and wheel, said mechanism comprising

clutch parts connected respectively to the platen and

wheel, and means to connect said parts while the platen

is In any position of rotary adjustment relative to the

line-space wheel ; a device for rotating the platen through

distances greater than a line-space distance, said device

«cniprlsing a driving rat< bet connected to rotate with the

platen, a driver having a pawl to engage said ratchet and

thereby rotate the platen through a pre<letermlned fixed

distance, and means to positively lock the line space

ratchet wheel to rotate with the platen, said lo< king

means arrange<l to hold the line-space ratchet wheel In

register with said driving ratchet.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225..^32. METHOD OP AND A^PARATU8 FOR TRANS-
LATINO ELECTRICAL VARIATIONS. Peter ((hiper

Hewitt. RIngwootf Manor. N. J., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Cooper Hewitt Electric Company. Hobo-

ken. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Original ap-

plication filed Mar. .•»<•. 1»<»7. Serial No. 365.597. DI

vldetl and this applhatlon filed May 15. 1915. Serial No.

28,433. Renewed Aug. 25. 1916. Serial No. 116,805.

(Cl. 250—27.)

1. An apparatus for translating electrical variations

comprising Indicator, variatli n and main current supply-

connections, in combination with a gas or vjvpor tube pro-

vl<l<'d with electrodes for malntninlng normel current flow

therein, one of said electrodes being liquid, a conducting

solid projecting above the surface of the said liquid and

an auxiliary pocket adapted to contain a supply of said

liquid.

2. An apparatus for detecting electrical variations,

comprising variation and main circuit connections, in com-

bination with a gas or vapor device having two main elec-

trodes, the- main negative electrode being In the broken

down state of resistance and passing torrent. In combina-

tion with a magnetic field arranged with the magnetic

lines in the region of suld negative electrode, lylnn ap

proximately parallel with the general direction of th»

negative electrode flame, substantially as described.

.1. An apparatus for detecting electrical variation**,

comprising variation and ninln circuit connections and a

gas ( r vapor device having two adjacent main electrodes,

the main negative electrode being In the broken down
state tif resistance and passing current. In combination

with a magnetic field arranged with magnetic lines lyinf

In the path between said main ele<trodes, snbstantlally

parallel with the direction thereof, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. An apparatus for detecting feeble electrical varia-

tions, comprising an hermetically sealed container having

a high vacuum when cold and provided with main elec-

tro«les and a source of current for maintaining normal
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carrent flow therethrough, «d aoxlUarj terminal and a
circuit therefrom through an indicator, one of said main
electrodes containing mercary and being provided with a
projection wetted thereby, in combination with a magnetic
field, arranged with its magnetic lines in the region of

said negative electrode, lying approximately parallel with

the general direction of the negative electrode flame, sub-

stantially as described.

5. An apparatus for detecting feeble electrical varia-

tions, comprising an hermetically sealed container having

a high vacuum when cold, and provided with main elec-

trodes and a source of current for maintaining normal
current flow therethrough, an auxiliary terminal and a
circuit therefrom through an Indicator, in combination
with a magnetic field arranged with its magnetic lines in

the region of said negative electrode, lying approximately
parallel with the general direction of the negative elec-

trode flame, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,226,333. APPARATUS FOR TRANSLATING ELEC-
TRICAL VARIATIONS. P«TtB CoopiB HawiTT, Ring-

wood Manor. N. J. Filed Aug. 8, 1916. Serial No.
113,681. (CI. 260—20.)

1. In a system for causing electrical variations to pro-

duce corresponding amplified electrical effects, an evacu-
ated container provided with main electrodes for main-
taining normal current flow therein, the main positive

eletrode extending into the dark space adjacent the main
negative electrode, and an auxiliary electrode independent
of said main electrodes ; a main current supply circuit, a
circuit for supplying variations to the device, and a cir-

cuit adapted to be enregized by amplified currents flowing
from said device in response to said variations, in com-
bination with a vacuum discharge gap connected In shunt
between said variation supplying circuit and the ground
and a condenser between the shunt connection of said

discharge gap and said amplifying device, for the purposes
described.

2. An aerial conductor for receiving electrical energy,

a translating device for utilizing energy received thereby
and a condenser in said aerial, in combination with a cir-

cuit connection leading to the ground from a point above
said condenser and a gas or vapor vacuum device Inter-

post^d in said circuit connection.

3. An aerial conductor for receiving electrical energy, a

translating device for utilizing energy received thereby
and a condenser in said aerial, in combination with a cir-

cuit connection leading to the ground from a point above
said condenser and a vacuum device having means where-
by the voltage required to pass current Is lowered, inter-

posed in said circuit connection.

4. An aerial conductor for receiving electrical energy,

a translating device for utilizing energy received thereby

and a condenser in said aerial, in combination with a cir

cult connection leading to the ground from a point above
said condenser and a vacuum device containing ray emit-

ting material. Interposed in said circuit connection.

6. An aerial cwiductor for r«oeiTlng electrical energy,

a translating device for utilizing energy received thereby
and a condenser in said aerial, in combination with a cir-

cuit connection leading to the ground from a point above
said condenser and a vacuum device containing ray emit-
ting material whereby the voltage required to pass cur-

rent is lowered, interposed in said circuit connection.
[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,225..334. MACHINE FOR i ENTERING. MARKING.
AND TESTING LENSES. Chauncit W. Howland.
Geneva. N. Y., assignor to The Standard Optical Coa*--^^^

pany. Geneva, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed
Dec. 14. 1916. SerUl No. 66,736. (CI. 88—56.)

1. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation of a bed having lengthwise guides, a sight tube
mounted on one end of the t>ed. a carriage movable along
and upon the guides on the opposite end of the bed. a
cross-line target rotatably mounted on said carriage co-

axial with the sight tube and having its side facing the
tube provided with a circular row of numlM-re<i gradua-
tions, each representing a predetermined number of de-

grees of a circle, a relatively short fixed degree scale ad-
jacent the upper edge of the target in the vertical plane
of its axis and extending circumferentially a iMstance ap-

proximately equal to the distance t>etween two adjacent
numbered graduations of the target, a separate carriage
mounteil on the guide ways of the bed betweeu the target
and sight tube, a ring mounted on the second-named car-

riage coaxial with the axis of the target and sight tuba,

a lens-bolder mounted on the ring, and a marking device

mounted upon the second-named carriage ttetween the ring

and sight-tube.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com-
blnatlon of a t>ed having lengthwise guides, a sight tube

mounted on one end of the bed, a carriage movable along
and upon the guides on the opposite end of the bed. a

cross-line target rotatably moutned on said carriage co-

axial with the sight tube and having its side facing the

tube provided with a circular row of numbered gradua-
tions, each representing a predetermine<l number of de-

grees of a circle, a relatively short fixed degree scale ad-

jacent the upper edge of the target in the vertical plane
of its axis and extending clrcumferentlally a distance ap-

proximately equal to the distance between two adjacent
qumbered graduations of the target, a separate carriage

mounted on tbe guide-ways of the bed. a ring mounted on
the second-named carriage coaxial with the axis of the

target and sight tube, a lens holder rotatably mounted on
the ring, and a lens-marking device mountetl on tbe sec-

ond-nameil carriage between tbe ring and sight tul>e.

3. In a machine for center'ng, marking and testing

lenses, the combination of a lens rest having separate
bearing points for a lens in spaced relation axially, a

marking device, and a supporting carriage therefor hav-

ing a relatively movable section upon which (he marking
device is directly mounted for adjustment thereof to dlf

ferent positions corresponding to tbe spaced relation of

the separate lens bearing. .'

4. In a machine for centering, marking and testing

lenses, the combination of a lens rest having separate
bearing points for a lens in spaced relation axlall/, a
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marking device and a supporting carriage therefor hav-

ing a relatively movable section upon which the marking

device is directly mounted for adjustment thereof to dif-

ferent positions corresponding to the spaced relation of

the separate lens bearings, and means for locking the

relatively movable sections In its adjusted position rela-

tively to the main supporting body of the carriage.

6. In a machine for centering, marking and testing

l«Bses. the combination of a target lens-re^ts at different

dlaUnces from th- target, and a lens marker movable

about tn axis to impress a mark upon the len?. said axis

bttet ahlftable lengthwise of the target-axis relatively to

tkc lens-rests to cause the marker to strike the lens at the

same place when the lens Is engaged with either rest with

Its optical axis In the same relation to the axis of the

target.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225,3,36. CONTROL ME1\NS FUR MOTION-PICTURE-
I'RINTING MACHINES. Albert S. Howbll, Chicago,

111., assignor to Bell &. Howell Company, Chicago, 111., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 22, 1916, Serial

No. 23,020. (CL 96—76.)

1. In motion picture apparatus, a movaole member

adapted to contact a film, means for pressing one end of

said member toward the film, an electrical coutact device

operable by the movement of said member, an electro-

magnet in circuit through said contact, an escapement

a'tUHtod by said electromagnet, a ratchet »>ar coactlng

with said escapement, an indicator carried by said ratchet

bar, and an Index card-holder disposed in cooperative re-

lation with said Indicator.

2. In motion picture apparatus, a movable meml)er

adapted to contact 9 film, means for pressing one end of

aald member toward the film, an electrical contact device

operable by the movement of said member, an electro-

magnet In circuit through tnld contact, an armature de-

pending within the Influence of said magnet, means co-

acting with said armature for controlling mechanism for

stopping the operation of said machine, and a circuit

breaking device actuated by said stop mechanism for In

terruptlng the electromagnetic circuit.

3. In motion picture apparatus, a movable member

adapted to contact a film, means for pressing one end of

said member toward the film, an electrical contact device

operable by the movement of said member, an electro-mag-

net In circuit through said contact, an armature depen(?-

Ing within the Influence of said magnet, means coactlng

with said armature for controlling mechanism for stop-

ping the operation of said machine, a valve controlling

the flow of air through said machine, and a movable mem-

ber actuated by said stop mechanism adapted to operate

said valve.

4. In motion picture apparatus, a movable member

ailapted to contact a film, means for pressing one end of

said member toward the film, an electrical conUct device

operable by the movement of said member, an electro-

magnet In circuit through said contact, an armature de-

pending within the influence of said magnet, means co-

acting with said armature for controlling mechanism for

stopping the operation of said macMne, a valve control-

ling the flow of air through said machine, a circuit breaker

in the circuit of said electro-magnet, and a movable mem-

ber actuated by said stop mechanism and adapted to con-

trol the movement of said valve and coact with said cir-

cuit-breaker.

5. In motion picture apparatus, a film actuating mech-

anism including a main drive gear, means for stopping

said mechanism, comprising a rod adapted to be moved

Into the path of said gear, mechanism for retaining said

rod in Inoperative position, an armature coactlng with

said retaining mechanism, and an electro-magnet dispose<l

in coactlve relation with said armature, and means for

controlling the circuit through said magnet coactlng with

the fllm, actuated by said film actuating mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.336. BRAKE SHOE. Haert JONaa. Suffem. N. Y.,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to The American Brake

Shoe & Foundry Company, Wilmington. Del., a Corpora-

tion of Delaware. Filed Aug. 81. 1916. Serial No.

117,863. (CI. 188—27.)

^m-

1, A brake shoe conslatlng of a cast metal iK)dy, an in-

sert embedded therein and formed of superposed layers of

openwork metal, the strands of said openwork metal being

In allnement and defining open-ended pockets with sub-

stantially continuous side walls.

2. A brake shoe consisting of a cast metal body, an In-

sert embedded therein and formed of superposed layers of

openwork metal, the strands of said openwork metal be-

ing in allnement and defining open-ended pockets with sub-

stantially continuous side walls, and a composition filling

positioned within said pockets.

8. A brake shoe consisting of a cast metal body, an in-

sert therein formed of openwork metal extending to tbe

wearing face of said body, a coating of hard steel sur-

rounding the strands of said Insert, and forming In con-

nection therewith pockets extending to the wearing face

of aald shoe body, and a composition filling positioned

within said pockets.

4. A brake shoe consisting of a cast metal I'ody, a net-

ting of connected and Interlaced strands of ductile metal

and hard wear-resisting steel, embedded In said cast metal

body and extending to the wearing face thereof, the open-

ings between the Interlaced strands of said insert extend-

ing to the wearing face of said body and defining open-

ended pockets, and a composition filling disposed within

sail pockets.

6. A brake shoe consisting of a cast metal t-ody, an In-

sert of superposed and registering layers of expanded

metal, and a coating member extending around and be-

tween adjoining strands of the expanded metal, defining

pockets in said Insert with substantially continuous side

walls, and a composition filling disposed within said

pockets.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Qaaette,]

1,226.337. SEPARABLE ATTACHMENT PLUG. Walt«R

Cltdb JoNas, Chicago. HI. Filed Jan. 21, 1918. Sertal

N«. 743,264. (CI. 173—843.)

1. In a separable attachment plug, the combination with

an insertlble portion comprising an insulating base, an end

contact, a stationary contact member at the top of said

base, a threaded shell conUct roUtably mounted on aald

base and having a sliding engagement with said stationary

contact at the top of the base, a pair of separable contact

memt>ers mounted on said base and connected to said sta-

tionary contact member and end contact respectively, of a

separable member comprising an insulating base, a pair of

sepnrable contact members mounted thereon and con-
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structed to cooperate with the xeparable contact members
mounttHl c>u th«* inMcrtl' If nifnil)«T, and blndiug-pogts con-

uecttMl with bald second pair of separable contact mem-
bers.

'2. In a separable attachment plug, the combination with
an tnsertible portion comprising an insulating baae. a cen-

ter contact mounte<1 ou the top of said base, a separable

contact member oppositely disposed on said base, a connec-
tion extending through said t)ase from the center contact
to the separable contact member, a stationary contact
member mounted on the top of said base, a rotatable

threaded shell mounted on said base and having a sliding

engagement with said stationary contact member, a sepa-
rable contact member oppositely disposed on said base
from said stationary contact meml>er, a connection extend-
ing through said base connecting said separable contact

member with the stationary contact member, of a sepa-
rable member comprising an insulating base, separable con-

tact members mounted on said base and coi^perating with
the separable contact members mounted on the Insertlble

portion, and binding-posts mounted on said separable
member and connected with the separable contact members
mounted thereon.

1,225.338. SHADE ROLLER. Emil Kbaemeb and GioSGl
8cHCL£a, Woodside. X. T. Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial

No. 126.818. (CI. 166—36.)

1. In a shade roller, a longitudinally movable spindle,
in combination with a casing containing the same but per-
mitting such movement of the spindle through the end of
the casing, means carried by the protruding end of said
spindle to engage a fixed liracket, a spring surrounding
said spindle and attached thereto at one end, the other end
being relatively fixed within said casing, the said spring
acting to cause the longitudinal movement of the spindle
and also serving to rewind the roller, and the bracket-
engaging means carried by the spindle malnUining the
latter In its longitudinally aiijusted position against the
tension of the spring after said spindle has been longitudi-
nally adjusted.

2. A shade-roller consisting of a casing aclapted to be
rotatably supportetl at one end thereof by a bracket, a
spindle carried by said casing and the outer end of which
is adapted to be engaged by a bracket arranged to prevent
the rotation thereof, a spring within the easing secured to
said spindle at one end thereof, a plate located at one end
of said casing surrounding said spindle but free to rotate
thereupon, means connecting said plate and said casing,
means to connect the outer end of the spring to said plate,

pawls carried by said plate to engage said spindle, said
spring acting to move said spindle longitudinally of the
casing and means to prevent said plate from moving longrl

tudlnally of said spindle under the action of said -spring.

8. lu a shade-roller, a casing, a spindle carried thereby
provided with grooves longitudinally thereof, a cap carried
by said casing at one end thereof, the end wall of said cap

being spaced from the adjacent end of said casing to pro-

vide a chamber, a plate locate^l in said chamber provided
with an opening for the free passage of said spindle, pawls
carried by said plate to engage the grooves in said spindle,

means carried by the cap to engage said plate, and a spring

connected at one end thereof to said plate, the other end
of nalil spring being connecteil to said spindle.

4. In a shade-roller, a casing, a cap at one end thereof,

the end of said cap being spaced from the ailjacent end of

said spindle to form a chamber, lonsltudlnal ribs carried

by said cap. a plate within nid chamber provided with re-

cesses to engage said ribs, ild plate being provide<l wUh
a central opening, a spind c> passing loosely through the

opening in said plate and through said cap, the spindle

having grooves longitudinally thereof, pawls carried by
said plate engaging the grooves In said spindle, and •
spring secured at one end thereof to said spindle.

5. In a shade-roller, a lasing, a cap at one end thereof,

theend of said cap being spaced from the adjacent end of

said spindle to form a chamber, longitudinal ribs carried

by sold cap, n plate within said chamber provided with re-

cesses to ingage said ribs, said plate being provided with
a central op«>ning. a spindle passing loosely through the
opening In s:il(l plate and through said cap. the spindle
having grooves longitudinally thereof, pawls carrleil by

said plate engaging the grooves In said spindle, a spring

secured at one end thereof to said plate, the other end of
said spring being secured to said spindle, and means < ar-

ried by said cap to prevent the longitudinal displacement
of said plate.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the (iazette.]

1,225,389. AUTOPLOW. Anthony KL«r«, Toledo. Ohio,

assignor to Robert B. Wilson, trustee, Toledo. Ohio.

Filed Not. 28. 1914. Serial No. 878,6201. (CI. 21—114.>

1. The combination in a tractor, a main frame, a main
and a secondary axle spaced parallel and Journaled trans-

verse the main frame, a pair of intermeshlng duplicate

gears, one rigidly fixed on each of said axles, a pair of

opposed worm wheels spaced and rigidly fixed one on each

of said axles, a worm shaft spaced and Journaled trans-

verse the main and secondary axles, a pair of opposed

worms spaced and rigidly fixed ou the worm shaft and
intermeshlng the worm wheels on the main and secondary

axles, means to rotate and reverse the rotation of the

worm shaft, a pair of tractor wheels revolubly mounted on
the main axle, a pair of clutches, one to each tractor

wheel, adapted to clutch or onclutch the said wheels in

relation to the main axle, means to simultaneously or sepa-

rately operate said clutches, an annular frame secured to

the main frame and adapted to rotate horizontally, a steer-

ing wheel revolubly mounted in the annular frame, and
means to rotate the annular frame.

2. The combination in a plow tractor, of a main frame,

a main driving axle Journaled transverse the main frame,

a secondary axle parallel with the main axle in the same
horizontal plane, a pair of intermeshlng duplicate gears,

one fixedly mounted on the main axle, and the other <>n the

secondary axle, a pair of worm wheels, one having teeth

oppositely pitched to the teeth of the other, one of said

worm wheels being flxe<lly mounted on the main axle, and
the other on the 8e<'ondary axle In the same vertical plane,

each In fixed relation with the companion duplicate gear,

a worm shaft Journaled transverse the main and secon<lary

axles in the vertical plane of the worm wheels, a pair of

worms fixedly mounted on the worm shaft, and intermesh-
lng respectively the worm wheels of the main and second-
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ary axles, a pair of tractor wheels revolubly mounted on

the main axle, each having the inner end of Its hub adapt-

ed as u clutch member, a <oMi|>anl<>n clutch member for

each traction wheel slidably mountetl ou the main axle,

and means to manually operate the companion clutch mem-

bers to each engage or disengage Its respective traction

wheel.

1.225.340. FLUSH - TANK MECHANISM. EDWARD P.

Lacey. . Zolfo. Fin., assignor of one-half to I>avid L.

Skipper, Zolfo, Fla. Filed July 19, 1918. Serial No.

110,124. (CI. 4—6.)

2. A device of the character de8crll>ed, comprising iB

combination, an annular compression meml)er. a collar

surrounding said compression member, inwardly project-

ing flanges on said collar to engage one on each side of

said compression member, a removable sleev< carried by

said collar and having a greater Internal diameter than

said compression member, and means for creating a

vacuum within said sleeve.

1. A flush tank mechanism comprising in combination

with a tank, a pipe extending upwardly in the tank and

having an op« n upi>er end. a bell covering the open upper

end of the pipe and hinged to swing, a nipple communicat-

ing with the upper end of the l>ell and extending downward

and open at both ends, a vent tube leading from the nipple

to a point within the tank Iwlow the normal water line and

above the lower end of the nipple, and means to raise the

-^>ell upon its hinge.

2. A flush tank mechanism comprising In combination

with a flush tank, a pipe extending upwardly within the

tank and having an open upper end. a bell over said pipe,

a nipple communicating with the upper end of the t>ell and

extending diagonally downward to a point adjacent the

I ottom of the bell and having an open outer end. and a

bent tube occupying a small portion of the nipple and hav-

*lng its opposite ends above the uppermost portion of the

open outer end of the nipple.

8. A flush tank mechanism comprising in combination

with a flush tank, a pipe extending upwardly into the tank

and having an open upper end. a l>ell covering the pipe,

a nipple communicating with the upper end of the bell and

extending diagonally downward to a point adjacent the

bottom of the bell, a bent tul>e Insert^l In the lower end of

the nipple and having Its oppsslte ends above the upper-

most open portion of the nipple, and means to raise the

bell until the nipple and tube extend alKtve the bell.

1,226.341. SURGICAL DEVICE. Otto Ln>Bau. Vienna,

Austria. Filed Nov. 29, 1918. Serial No. 808.863.

(CI. 128—9.)
1. A device of the character described, comprising in

combination, an annular <ompresslnn meml>er. the aper-

ture in which is of substantially the same diameter as

that of the part to which the device is applied, before

congestion of said part, a collar surrounding said compres-

sion member, inwardly projecting flanges on said collar

to engage on both sides of said compression member, a

removable sleeve carried by said collar, and means for

creating a vacuum within said sleeve.

8. A device of the character described, comprising in

combination, an annular pomprcsslon member, the aperture

in which is normally of substantially the same diameter

as that of the part to which the device Is applied, before

congestion of said part, means for varying the diameter

of said compression member, a removable sleeve connected

with said compression member, and means for creating

a vacuum within said sleeve.

4. A device of the character described, comprising la

comblnaticn an annular compression member, consisting

of a plurality of rings each having an aperture of sub-

stantially the same diameter as that of the part to which

the device is applied, before congestion of said part, a

collar surrounding said rings and holding the same In

position, a removable sleeve carried by said collar, and

means for producing a vacuum within said sleeve.

5. A device of the character described, comprising in

combination an annular compression member, a collar

surrounding said member, flanges en said collar to fit upon

each side of said compression member, a removable sleeve

carried by said collar, a tubular inexpanslble extension on

said collar and within said sleeve, and means for produc-

ing a vacuum within said sleeve.

(Claims 6 to 9 not prlnte<i in the Gasette.l

1.226,342. STEAM-ENGINE FOR LOCOMOTIVES. Hcoo

LaNTZ, Berlin Ha lensee, (iermany. Filed Jan. 6, 1916.

Serial No. 717. Renewed Oct. 2, 1916. Serial -No.

123,447. (CI. 121—106.)

1. In a steam engine for locomotives and the like, the

combination with a supporting plate, of a steam cylinder

disposed at a distance from the supporting plate, valve*

and means including a shaft for operating the same, and

itdm
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a caalng jNTOTldlng a support for th« Talve shaft, lald

caMng being di8po8«d independently of the cylinder and
having: steam admission and exhaust rbambers arranged
about the same and Independently of the cylinder.

2. In a steam engine for locomotlyes and the like, the

combination with a supporting plate, nf a steam <yllnder

disposed at a distance from the supporting plate, ralyes

and means including a shaft for operattnt; the same, and
a casing providing a support for the valve shaft, said

casing being disposed independently of the cylinder and
having steam and exhaust chambers arranged about the

Kame and Indepenflently of the cylinder and each other.

3. In a steam engine for locomotives and the like, the

combination with a supporting plate, of a steam cylinder

disposed at a distance from the supporting plate, valve*

and means including a shaft for operating the same, a cas-

ing providing a support for the valve shaft, said casing

being disposed Independently of the cylinder, and at least

one chest surrounding the casing of the valve shaft and
having its Inner wall at a distance from the casing and
providing admission and exhaust chambers.

4. In a steam engine for locomotives and the like, the

combination with a supporting plate, of a steam cylinder

disposed at a distance from the supporting plate, valves

and means iDcluding a shaft for operating the same, a

casing providing a support for the valve shaft, said casing

being disposed Independently of the cylinder, and admis-

sion and exhaust chests surrounding said casing and dis-

posed with their inner walls at a distance from the casing.

5. In a steam engine for locomotives and the like, the

combination with a supporting plate, of a steam cylinder

disposed at n distance from the supporting plate, valves

and means including a shaft for operating the same, and
a casing providing a support for the valve shaft, aald

casing being disposed lndepen<lently of the cylinder and
having stearn admission and exhaust chamt>er8 arranged
about the same and independently of the cylinder, said

casing communicating with the exhaust chamt>er.

1.225.343. TEMPLE FOR SPECTACLES AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME. William E. McDoxcll, Roches-
ter, N. Y.. assignor to E. Kirstein Sons Company.
Rochester, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Dec. 7, 1914. Serial No. 875,774. (CI. 88—62.)

1. The method of making temples for spectacles which
consists in forming a longitudinal cavity in the end of

an ear-piece composed of celluloid or similar material and
then forcing endwise (nto such cavity a lens attaching
wire of greater diameter so that the material of the ear-

piece is exiwnded or displaced.

2. In a temple for spectacles, the combination with a

aolld ear-piece of comparatively large dimeter comi>osed
of celluloid or similar material and having a recess in

its forward end, of a relatively smaller lens attaching wire
having its extremity anchored in the recess of the ear-

piece by forcing It endwise therein, said extremity being
provided with a laterally outstanding longitudinal fin

while adjacent portions of the wire are approximately the

size of the prepare*! recess.

3. In a temple for spectacles, the combination with a
solid ear-piece of comparatively large diameter composed
of celluloid or similar material and liaving a recess in

its forward end, of a relatively smaller lens attaching
wire having its extremity anchored in the recess of the
earpiece by forcing It endwise therein, said extremity
being provided with a laterally outstanding longitudinal

fln while adjacent portions of the wire are approximately

the size of the prepared recess.

4. In a temple for spectacles, the combination with a

solid ear-piece of comparatively large diameter composed
of celluloid or similar material and having a recess in

its forward end, of a relatively smaller lens attaching

wire having a fluted bead at Its extremity anchored in the

rscess of the earpiece by forcing it endwise therein, the

recess being the same size as the body of the wire, and
a ferrule surrounding the wire and clampe<l over the tip

of the earpiece, the said head being embedded in the mate-

rial of the ear-piece beyond the ferrule.

1,225,344. PNEUMATIC TIRE FOR VEHICLES AND
METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME. Ibaac B. Mc-
GiiHAN, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Filed Oct. 10, 1916.
SerUl No. 124.871. (CI. 154—14.)

1. A single tul>e pneumatic tire formed of layers of

fabric and rubber having uniting edges, a cylindrical strip

of rubber between the edges of the fabric where the struc-

ture in Integrally united, and a valve vulcanixed within
said strip of rubt>er.

2. A single tube pneumatic tire formed of layers of

fabric and rubber constructed with circular uniting edges

where the tire is joined together during the process of

vulcanization, and a suitable valve for inflating the same,
substantially as specilled.

3 The herein described method of constructing a single

tube pneumatic tire which consists of first forming the

tir« over a circular collapsible core leaving an opening

from which the core may be removed,—then Joining the

said edges at the opening, and, by means of a suitably

inserted valve. Inflating the tire within a mold for vol-

canizing as described.

4. The herein described method of constructing u single

tube tire which consists of rolling the layers of rubt>er

filled fabric on a collapsible metal core, leaving an open-

ing at the bottom with bead formation on either side of

the said opening,—removing the core from the opening on

the lower side of the tire and placing the tire within a

vulcanizing mold so formed as to close the said opening ,

and cause the edges of the same to unite firmly, a suitable

valve for inflating the tire within the mold and vulcanis-

ing with internal pressure substantially as described.

1,226.345. CONTROLLING THE SUPPLY OF LIQUID
FUEL TO INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES. Jamb«
MrKBCHMB, Barrow-in FurD«>SK, England, assignor to

Vickers Limited. London. England. Filed Nov. 7. 1916.

Serial No. 129,953. (CI. 12»—140.)
'

1. In an internal combustion engine, a fuel injection

valve by which liquid fuel Is sprayed into the cylinder,

a fuel pump Including a mecbanlcally controlled suction

valve, a pair of adjustable lever and cam devices for oi>er-

atlng the said injection and suction valves and a com-

mon control gear adapted simultaneously to vary the ad-

justment of the lever and cam devices for both of the
said valves.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, a fuel injection

valve by which liquid fuel is sprayed into the cylinder,

a fuel pump including a mechanically controlled suction

valve, a pair of adjustable lever 'and cam devices for

operating the said inje<'tion and suction valves, means for

varying the effective clearance l)etween the valve levers

and their respective cams and a common control gear
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adapted simultaneously to actuate the said varying .

of the lever and cam devices of both of the said vaJv

3. In an internal combustion engine, a fuel injection
Talve by which liquid fuel is sprayed into the cylinder,
a fuel pump including a mechanically controlled suction
valve, a cam for operation of the injection valve, an in-

jection valve lever mounted on an eccentrically adjust-
able pivot, a cam for operating the pump suction valve,
an eccentrically pivoted suction valve lever actnated by
the said cam and a common control effecting the adjust-
inent of both eccentric pivots simultaneously.

4. In an internal combustion engine, a fuel inje<tlon
valve by which liquid fuel is sprayed into the cylinder, a
fuel pump including a mechanically controlled suction
valve, a cam for operation of the injection valve, an in-

jection valve lever mounted on an eccentrically adjust-
able pivot, a cam for operating the pomp suction valve, a
suction valve lever actuated by the said cam, a rock-
shaft on which the latter lever Is eccentrically mounted,
a connection from the rockshaft to the eccentric pivot of
the Injection valve lever and engine regulating mecha-
nism oi>eratively connected to the said rockshaft for simul-
taneous adjustment of the two levers.

6. In an Internal combustion engine, a fuel Injection
valve bv which liquid fuel is sprayeil into the cylinder, a
fuel pump Including a mechanically controlled suction
valve, a pair of adjustable lever and cam devices for oper-
ating the said injection and suction valves, an engine
governor, hand regulating mechanism, control gear adapt-
ed for operation by both the governor and the hand regu-
lating mechanism and adapted to vary the adjustment of
both of the lever and cam devices simultaneously and
means f"? disconnecting the hand regulating mechanism
from the governor.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,846. GRAVITY BATTERY ELECTRODE. Patrick
T. MacNauaba, New York. N. Y.. assignor to The West-
ern Union Telegraph Company. New York, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 6, 1916. Serial
No. 89,280. (CI. 204 19.)

1. A battery electnMle comprising a iiu'inluT having a
plurality of spaced limbs with connecting portions, such
limbs and the connecting portions being of triangular
cross-section with the point of the triangle downward.

288 O, G.—81

4. A battary electrode comprising a body having a pe-
ripheral rlM with a diametral member and with limbs
extending radially Inward toward the center, but not con-
tacting with each other or with the said diametral mem-
ber, such rim, diametral member and limbs all of trian-
gular cross-section with the point of the triangle down-
ward.

6. A battery electrode comprising a body having a rim
with limbs extending therefrom, such rim and extending
limbs being each of a cfoss-aectional figure having a more
or less sharp lower edge with sides extending obliquely
upward, the section being devoid of flat horizontal lower
surfaces upon which hydrogen may collect

[Claims 2, 3, and 6 not printed 1b the Gazette.]

1,225,.S47. NITRO AROMATIC COMPOUND AND PROC-
ESS OF MAKING SAME. Johk R. Mardick, New York,
N. Y. Filed June 6, 1«16. Serial No. 101,920. (CI.
62—3.)
1. The proce.s8 of preparing nltro compounds from tar

which consists in first nitrating impure tar or tars in
a relatively weak mineral add bath while agitating said
mixture and maintaining the temperature below 60° C.
and above 10° C. : then Increasing the strength of said
bath by adding thereto relatively strong nitric acid while
maintaining the temperature below 60° C. ; then raising
the temperature of said bath while still constantly agitat-
ing the mixture to a point In excess of 70" C. and not
exceeding 90° C. and maintaining such elevated tempera
ture for a i>rolonged period of time until substantial re-
action has been effected, then p«'rmlttlng the mass to set-
tle and separate into layers, separating the lower add
layer from the upper substantially solid layer, then dis-
solving the solid mass so obtained in relatively strong
nitric add while maintaining the temperature between 30°
and 60° C, then adding fuming sulfuric acid and heat-
ing the mixture to a temperature in excess of 96° C. and
not exceeding 105° C, and maintaining such temperature
for a sufllclent time to effect high nitration.

2. The process of preparing nltro compounds from tar
which consists in first nitrating Impure tar or tars in a
relatively weak mineral acid bath while agitating said
mixture and maintaining the temperature below 60' C.
and above 10° C. ; ther, increasing the strength of said
bath by adding thereto relatively strong nitric acid while
maintaining the temperature below 60* C.

3. The process of preparing nltro compounds from tar
which consists in first nitrating impure tar or tars in a
relatively weak mineral acid bath while agitating said
mixture and maintaining the temperature below 60* C.
and above 10° C. ; then increasing the strength of said
bath by adding thereto relatively strong nitric acid while
maintaining the temperature below 60° C. ; then raising
the temperature of said bath while still constantly agi-
tating the mixture, to a point In excess of 70° C. and not
exceeding 90* C. and maintaining such elevated tempera-
ture for a prolonged period of time until substantial reac-
tion has been effected, then permitting the mass to settle
and separate into two layers, and separating the lower
add layer from the upper substantially solid layer.

1.226.848. PROCESS FOR CHAJ<GING THE CONSIST-
ENCY OF LIQUIDS CONTAINING SOLIDS, luvisa
8. Mbhrbll, Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to Merrell Soulo
Company, Syracuse, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed Oct. 19, 1916. Serial No. 126,524. (CI. 99 5.)
1. The process of concentrating a substance containing

liquid consisting in Introducing the substance into a con-
tainer of substantially circular cross section heated to a
temperature suflflcient to vaporize liquid constituents of
the substance at substantially atmospheric pressure, shap-
ing the substance In a unitary layer of continuous ex-
terior conformation and with an interior substantially un
ob.structed vapor zone of paraboloid form, rapidly moving
the layer circularly over the surface and simultaneously
<n using the entire body of substance to move from the point
of introduction toward the opposite end of the container.
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permitting the subatance to escape after treatment, and
permittint; tho vapor to em-ape inwardly from the layer
and freely from the container.

2. The method of condensing liquids consisting in

Introiluclng the liquid Into a vertically arranged cylin-

drical heated container, centrlfugally shaping the liquid

with an interior vapor zone of paraboloid form and mov-
ing the liquid endwUe of the container, and simulta-

neously wiping the Inner surface of the container.

3. The method of condensing liquids consisting in in-

troducing the liquid into a vertically arranged cylindrical

heated container, centrlfugally shaping the liquid with an
Interior vapor of paraboloid form and moving the liquid

endwise of the container, and mechanically removing the
adhering particles from the surface of the container with-
out Interrupting the movement of the body of liquid.

4. The process of condensing liquids consisting in in-

troducing the liquid into the bottom of a vertically ar-

rangetl lyllndrical container, heating the container, cen-
trlfugally causing the liquid to move upwardly upon the
inferior surface of the container, and wiping the Interior

surface of the container.

5. The method of condensing liquids consisting in cen-
trlfugally causing the liquid to move rotarlly and longi-

tudinally of a vertically arranged heated container, and
polishing the surface of the container.

(Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gaaette.]

conveyer for the bottles to be filled, said conveyer having
Its operative part a<ljustable relative to the movable sec-

tion of the aforesaid <luct.

1,225.349. APPARATUS FOR FILLING AND CAPPING
BOTTLES. JoH.M C. MiLLCB, Canton, Ohio, assignor to
The Miller Pasteurizing Machine Company. Canton,
Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Aug. 24, 1908.
Serial No. 170.645. (CI. 226—28.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a frame, a liquid holder, mechanism connected with
said liquid holder for filling a plurality of bottles simul-
taneously, said mechanism Including a plurality of ducta
having valve seats and valves therefor, means for advanc-
ing rows of bottles step by step and successively posi-

tioning the rows at the filling station with the mouth of
each bottle of a row In allnement with one of said filling

ducts, means for adjusting said twttle advancing and
positioning means relative- to said filling mechanism,
means for opening and closing said valves substantially
simultaneously, and means for varying the period of time
that said valves are open.

2. In mechanism for filling bottles with liquid, -the com-
bination of power mechanism, a holder or receptacle for

the liquid, a withdrawing duct communicating with the
receptacle and having a downwardly movable section, and
a valve movable downwardly with and also relatively to

said duct section to permit operation of the valve, and a

3. In a machine of the class descrlt>ed, the combination
of a liquid holding receptacle, means for supporting a
bottle below said receptacle, a depending filling duct lead-

ing from said receptacle and comprising a stationary sec-

tion conneote<l thereto and a section slldable relative to

said stationary section and arranged to engage with tlie

mouth of a bottle, a vertically movable frame, a valve

mounted In the movable section of the filling dact for

controlling the flow of liquid therethrough, and connec-

tions between the stem of said valve and said frame for

supporting and operating said valve.

4. In a machine for filling bottles with liquid, the

combination of a frame, a holder or receptacle for tl>€

liquid, a duct leading from the liquid receptacle to a Iwttle

and having a movable section, a weighted arm bearing

against said movable section, power devices, and means
actuated b^ the power devices for moving the movable
duct section relative to said holder or receptacle and In

opposition to the weighted arm.
5. In a machine for filling bottles with liquid, the com-

bination of .1 frame, a holder or receptacle for the liquid,

a duct extending from the receptacle and having ther«>on

a movable section, the lower free end of which engages

with and closes the mouth of the bottle, a valve adapted

to engage the lower end of the movable section, a rod

passing through the du( t and connecteil to said valve,

means for holding said movable section In engagement
with the bottle, and means for positively moving the valve

through said valve rod Independently of the movable sec-

tion and relative to said bolder or rece{>tacle.

[Claims 6 to 48 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,350. SPUR. Jdlich G. NBoaETB, Cerro. Cnka.

Piled Jaly 5. 1916. Serial No. 107.629. (O. 54—8S.)

In a spar, the combination with a heel eagaglag frame,
of a shanic carrlwl by the frame ami having a socket
formed therein, said shanic having spaced plates at its free
end. a pin supported by the plates, a head having spurs
which are normally extended beyond the adjacent edges
of the plates, said spurs being movable to a position be-

tween the plates when pressure is exerted thereon, said
head having a slot formed therein for slldably engaging
the pin. shoulders carrleil by the head, a coll spring en-

gaged at one end with the shoulders, and a plug engaged
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in <ine end of the socket, said plug being engaged by the
other end of the spring, and being adjustable to regulate
the tension of the spring.

1,225,351. TRANSOM LIFTER. William F. O'Rocbkb.
Chicago, ni. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. Serial No. 116,868.
(Clr 16—28.)

1. A transom lifter, comprising a stationarlly snpi>orted
rod. a rod clnmp housing closed at the front and formed
with spaced lugs on Its Interior, said housing being elid
ably mounted thereon, angularly disposed, rearwardly ex-
tending rod gripping levers plvotally supported between
said lugs in said housing, each having two holes in its
free end In allnement with corresponding holes In the
other lever, and said rod passing through one pair of
alined holes, a colled compression spring encircling mid
rod and extending from one of said levers to the other,
an operating rod extending through the other alined holes
of said levers and having shoulders engaging the outer
sides of said levers, a brace rod plvotally connected to a
lug forme«l on the front wall of said housing and lying
In the same plane as the stationarlly supported rod and
operating rod, and an angular transom bracket adjustably
•ecur.Hl to said brace rod and adapted to be secure<l to a
transom window, at either side of said rods.

2. A transom lifter, comprising a stationarlly supportefl
rod. a rod clamp housing slldably mounted thereon, said
housing having a front wall, sides and ends and open at
the bark, and having four pairs of spaced, rearwardly
extending, oppositely disposed lugs cast upon the inner
Bides of the side walls, two angularly disposed, roarwardly
extending rod gript)ing levers, each plvotally supported
between two pairs of oppositely disposed lugs, and each
lever having two holes In its free end In allnement with
corresponding holes In the other lever, said rod passing
through two alined holes of said levers, a spring extending
between said levers, an operating rod extending through
the other alined holes of the levers and having shoulders
engagljit the outer sides of said levers, a brace rod
plvotally connected with ears extending out from the
front wall of said housing, said brace rod lying in the
same plane as the stationarlly supported rod and oper
atlntf rod. and an angular transom bracket adjustably
secured to said brace rod and adapted to be secured to
transom window at either side of said rods.

1.225.862. FLUSH-VALVE APPARATUS. Abham N.
Pasman, East Orange. N. J. Filed Dec. 1, 1016. Serial
No. 184.286. (Cl. 4—5.)

1. A flush valve comprising a tubular body member hav-
ing a seat, a valve adapted to bear against the said seat.
and a vane movably connected to the said valve and
actuated by pressure exerte<i against one portion thereof
by the me«llum flowing through said tubular body mem-
ber to cause another portion thereof to bear directly
against a pnrt of the said tubular body merat>er to main-
tain the valve In an open position.

2. In a flush valve apparatus and in combination, •
tank,^ a flush valve comprising a tubular body member
having a seat, a valve head adapted to bear against the
said seat, and vanes plvotally connected to the said valve
head and actuated by pressure exerted against correspond-
ing portions thereof by water flowing through the said
tubular valve member to cause other portions thereof to
bear directly against a part of the said tubular body mem-
ber in order to maintain the valve In an open position
until the water In the tank is lowered to a predetermined,
level.

8. In a flush valve apparatus and In combination a Unk,
a flush valve comprising a tubular body meinb^r having »
seat, a valve head adapted to bear against said Beat,
means wnnected to the said valve head, movable there-
with, and actuated by the pressure of water flowing
through the body member to cooperate with the said
body member In order to maintain the valve in an
open position until the water In the Unk is lowered
to a predetermined level, and adjustable devices assod-
ate«l with the said valve for determining the water leveli
In the tank at which the valve will close.

4. In a flush valve apparatus and in combination, «•
tank, a flush valve comprising a tubular body member
having a valve seat at the Inner end thereof, a valve head'
adapted to bear against the said seat, blades sceured to
the said valve head and fitting within the said bodj
member to guide the valve head in the movements thereof,
and means carried by the said blades and bearing directly
against the body member by the pressure of the water
flowing therethrough to maintain the valve head In »»<
open position until the supply In the tank has been lowered
to a predetermined level.

5. In a flush valve apparatus and In combination, a
tank, a, tubular body member fixed In the tank and having
a seat-kt Its Inner end, a valve head adapted to bear
against the said seat, radially placed blades secured to-
the said valve head and adapted to fit within the valve
body to guide the valve bend In the movements thereof;
and vanes plvotally connected to the said blades and
coactlng with said body member against the pressure of
the water flowing therethrough to maintain the valve In
an open position until the supply In the tank has reached
a predetermined level.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.353. LOCOMOTIVE PIIX)T. GaOBOB B. Phillips,
Lima, Ohio, assignor of one-fourth to Arthur W. Wheat-
ley, Shawnee township, Ohio, and one-fourth to Wil-
liam A. Austin and one-fourth to Watson M. Myera,
Lima, Ohio. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. Serial No. 119,48&.
(Cl. 105—254.)
1. A pilot made of sheet metal and having a horizontally

extending groove adjacent Its base, and Bteps deUchably
secure<l at said groove.

6. A sheet metal pilot having a deep horizontally ex-
tending groove Just above Its base, said groove forming •
strong reinforcing ridge.

7. A sheet metal pilot having a deep horisontally ex-
tending groove Just above Its base formed by deflecting tbe
metal Inwardly and forming a strong reinforcing ridge at
the Inaide of said pilot, the lower waU of wld groor*
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forming a oomparatiTely wl<1« supporting ti^at for «t-

tachmeDta to th« pilot.

/7

10. Id combination, a sheet metal pilot having a de«p

horlxoDtally extending groove forming a strong Interior

strengthening ridge and a comparatively wide supporting

seat Just above the pilot base, and a plow having projec-

tions for engaging said seat to vertically support said

plow on the pilot.

JClaims 2 to 4, 6. 8. and not printed in the Gazette.]

having substantially npberioal-shaped portions that fit In

openingN In said member and parts, and spring washers
on said pins that exert pressure on said {Mirt^ and bold

them tightly against said memt>er.

1.226.354. PROTECTED STCMTKINO OB THE LIKE.
Gbobcb L. I'lEBCi. Broolclyn, N. Y.. aaalgnor to A. O.

Spalding k Bros., New Yorlt, N. Y., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed June 15, 1914. Serial No. 845,064.

(CI. 2—130.)

1. A stocking, or the like, having secured thereto a plu-

rality of flexible sausage-like cushion members secured in

parallel relation longitudinally of the stockln,? and sepa-

rable from each other a» the 8to<klng stretches,

2. A stocking or the like having secured thereto a plu-

rality of flexible sausage-like members secured in parallel

relation longitudinally of the stocking, each of said mem-
berfi having an outstanding seam at its tmck whereby it Is

secured to the stocking.

1,225,355. DRIVING MKrn.\NISM. OEoar.E D. Po«C«.
St. Louis, Mo. Filed Oct. 26, 1916. Serial No. 127,819.

<C1. 74—7.)
1. A driving mechanism, comprising a drive shaft pro-

vided with a laterally-projecting portion, driving memberH
having flanges arranged on opposite sides of sjiid portion,

a deylce rockably mounted In the laterally-projecting por-

tion on said drive shaft and projecting into openings In

said flanges, resilient means for clamping said flange«

tightly against the portion on the drive shaft which they

embrace, and an Independent means for I'mlting the cir-

cumferential movement of said flanges with relation to

the laterally-projecting [)ortlon on the drive shaft.

2. An equalizing device for gearing, comprising a sub

«tantlaUy disk-shaped driving member, parts arranged on

opposite sides of sa'd member, transversely-dUposed pins

3. An equalizing device for gearing, comprising a rab-

stantially disk-shaped driving member, parts arranged on
opposite sides of said memt>er. transversely-disposed plna

having substantially spherical-shaped portions that fit in

openings In said member and parts, and stops in said

member that project into elongated openings In said parts.

1,225.350. rONCRETE-CASTINO MACHINE. WaLT1«
C. Polk, Fort Branch, Ind. Filed Sept. 7, 1916. (Se-

rial No. 118,805. (Cl. 25—124.)

1. That Improvement In the art of casting monolithic

structures, which comprises the substantially continuous

vibration and vertical lifting of the forma during placing

of the fresh concrete.

2. Apparatus for casting monolithic structures com-

prising a form therefor, a support for aald form, and

means for lifting aald forms and for vibrating the form

during the lifting operation.

3. Apparatus for casting monolithic str'j<tures, com-

prising a form therefor, a support for said torm, a vi-

bratory motor arranged to vibrate said form, llftiQg mech-

anism arranged between the form and the support, and
means operated by the motor for operating said lifting

mechanism.
4. .Apparatus for casting monolithic structures, com-

prlinlng a supporting mast, casting forms supported by

said mast, an Internal combustion engine mounted upon

said forms, a hydraulic Jack carried by said forms and

engaging .the mast, and a pump operated by said engine

and connected to said hydraulic Jack.

5. Apparatus for casting monolithic structures, com-

prising forms therefor, a support for said forms, an
Internal cumbust'on engine mounted upon said forms so

as to vibrate the same, a lifting jack arranged between

said support and forms, and means operate<l by the engine

for operating said lifting Jack.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,226.387. VARIABLE RESISTANCE DEVICE. Eov E.
Reed. Ripon, Wis. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No.
181,001. (Cl. 21fr—61.)

1. A varinlde resistance device of the kind described,
comprising a casing, a resistance-conductance device con-
tained in said caalng and comprising a plurality of con-
ducting blocks arranged in a stack, means for Insulating
said resistance-conductance device from said casing, a
pressure rod mounted In said casing and engaged with one
end of said stack, means for adjusting said rod to vary
the pressure on said stack, and means for maintaining
said rod In its adjusted position.

2. A variable resistance device of the kind described,
comprlsinK a casing, a re»istance-conductance device con-
tained In salil casing and comprising a plurality of con-
ducting blocks arranged In a stack, means for insulating
said reslsUnce conductance device from said casing, a
screw pressure rod rotatlvely mounted in said casing and
engaged with one end of said stack, a crank arm flxed to
said rod. and means for maintaining the said rod In any
adjusted position.

8. A variable resistance device of the kind described,
"omprtslng a casing consisting of a tubular body and top
and bottom end caps, an insulation tube within said caa-
lng, a plurality of separate carl>on blocks arranged In a
tack within aald casing, means for supporting said stack
above said bottom cap and for Insulating the bottom end
of aald >rtack from said casing, said blocks being of smaller
diameter than the internal diameter of said insulation
tube, a screw pressure rod threaded through the top cap
and arranged to Impart pressure to the top end of said
tack, and a crank nrm flxed to said screw pressure rod
and adapted to rotate the same.

4. A variable resistance device, adapted to be inter-
posed in an electric circuit supplying a translating device,
comprising a plurality of conducting blocks of compare
tlvely large cross-sectional area in proportion to the volt
ajre of the current In the circuit, said blocks being ar-
ranged in a stack forming part of «ald electric circuit, a
pressure device for varying thp Intimacy and cloaeneas
of the contact between adjacent blocks of the aald stack,
and means for preventing chattering of said blocks when
the pressure on the stack Is reduced.

5. A variable resistance device, adapted to bo Inter-
posed In an electric circuit supplying a translating device.
«oraprlslng a plurality of conducting blocks of compara-
tively large cross sectional area In proportion to the volt
age of the current In the circuit, said blocks being ar
ranged in a stack forming part of said electric circuit, a
pressure device for varying the intimacy and closeness of
the contact between adjacent blocks of the said stack, the
several blocks being provided with recesses In their proxi-
mate ends, and expansion springs interposed between said
blocks and seated In said recesses.

1,226,358. ORNAMENTAL BUCKLE. fc.a»in«L Bivblib,
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Aug. 11, 1916. Serial No.
114.316. (Cl. 2—187.)
1. In an ornamenUI buckle, the combination of the

frame ; a •tiff backing with its edges extending beyond

the frame and having its front properly surfaced to pre-
sent the appearance of a filler piece ; and means for be-
curing the frame to the backing; said backing having
means for securing it to the object with which it ! to be
associated, aald last mention "d means being substantially
within the planes bounding the surface of the backing.

'

\ i' ' 2

WrzkzrJ

2. In an ornamental buckle, the combination of the
frame ; a stiff backing with Its edges extending beyond
the frame and having its front properly surfaced to pro
sent the Hpp4-arance of a filler piece ; and means for se-

curing the frame to the backing; said backing having
openings for securing It to the ol)Ject with which It is to
be associated, which openings arc completely covered and
hidden by the frame.

1.225,359. FRICTION-STAY. 0«cab C. Rixbon, New
Rochelle, N. Y. Filed Jan. 20, 1916. Serial No. 78.121.
(Cl. 16—22.)

1. In a friction stay for swinging closures, a plurality
of rigid members plvotally connected together, one of the
end members comprising an anchor piece, a pair of ears
carried by said anchor piece, a bolt passing through said
ears, a link comprising spaced bar pistes pivoted upon said
bolt between said ears, each of said bar plates having a
portion of its outer surface engaging the inner surface
of an ear, means mounted on snld anchor piece and held
against rotation with respect thereto surrounding said
bolt and having surfaces engaging the Inner surfaces of
said bar plate, said bolt being adjustable to press said
surfaces Into frictional engagement.

2. In a friction stay for swlui^'ing closures, a plurallt/
of rigid members plvotally connected together, one of tha
end members comprising an anchor piece, a pair of ears
carried by said anchor piece, a bolt passing through said
ears, a link comprising spaced bar plates pivoted upon
said bolt between said ears, each of said bar plates hav-
ing a part of Ita outer surface engaging the Inner surface
of an ear, a part mounted on said anchor piece surround-
ing said bolt and having Its surfaces engaging the Inner
surfaces of said bar plates, said bolt being adjustable to
press said surfaces into frictional engagement, and a
spring washer on said bolt exerting its tension to hold
said surfa(*e8 In frictional engagement.

3. In a friction stay for swinging closures, a plurality
of rigid members plvotally conneited together, one of the
end members thereof comprising an anchor piece, a pair of
ears carried by said anchor piece, a bolt passing through
said ears, said member pivoted to said anchor piece com-
prising a link composed of spaced bar plates plvotally
mounted on said bolt, a disk mounted between said bar
plates and secured thereto, and disks carried by the anchor
piece and held against rotation with respect thereto In-
terposed between said disk carried by said bar plates and
the Inner surfaces of said bar plate, the outer surfaces of
said l>ar plates engaging the innt^ surfaces of aald ears.
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said bolt being adjuntable to press said sarfaces Into frlc-

tional engrageinent.

4. In a friction stay for swinging cloaares, a plurality

«f rigid members pivotally connected together, one of the

«nd members thereof comprising an anchor pl«*ce. a pair

«f ears carried by said anchor piece, a bolt passing through

said ears, said member pivoted to said anchor piece com-

prising a link composed of spaced bar plates plTOtally

mounted on said bolt, a disk mounteil between said bar

plates and secured thereto, disks carried by the anchor

piece and held against rotation with respect thereto In-

terposed between said disk carried by said bar plates and
the Inner surfaces of said bar plate, the outer surfaces of

said bar plate engaging the inner sarfaces of said can,

said bolt being adjustable to press said surfaces Into frlc-

tloual engagement, and a spring washer on said holt ex-

erting Its tension to maintain said surfaces In frictlonai

engagement.

1,220,860. EPICYCLIC OEARING. Frbdsbick Hbnbt
BOTCi. Derby, England, assignor to Rolls-Royce Lim-

ited, Derby. England. Filed Sept. 1», 1916. Serial N«
121,070. (CI. 74—34.)

1. In an eplcycllc gearing, the combination of a main
fear shaft, a motive power shaft disposed co-axlally there-

with, a sun-wheel flxed on said gear shaft, planet wheels
driven from the power shaft in mesh with said sun-wheel

to drive the same, an annular gear encircling said planet

wheels and in driving engagement therewith, means for

driving said annular gear from said power shaft, a caa-

iBg Inclosing the gearing plements, an end bearing for the
gear shaft, a housing for said hfarlng s««oured to the ras-

ing, and means for preventing relative rotation between
said casing and sun-wheel while permitting limited radial

and axial movements of the latter.

2. In an ppicycllc gpHrlng the combination of a main
sear shaft, a motive power shaft disposed co-axlally there-

with, gearing elements comprising a sun-wheel on aald

gear shaft, and planet-wheels in mpsh with said sun-

wheel, means for driving said planet wheels from said

power shaft, a casing Inclosing said glaring elements, an
end-bearing for the gear shaft, means for adjusting said

end bearing radially in relation to said power shaft, means
for anchoring said sun wheel against rotation in relation

to the casing, and means for permitting limited radial and
axial movements of said sun-wheel relatively to the gear

easing.

3. In an eplcycllc gearing, the combination of a main
sear-shaft, a motive power shaft disposed co-axlally there-

with, gearing elements comprising a sun wheel on the gear
shaft and planet wheels in m<>sh with said sun-wheel,

means for driving said planet wheels from said power
ahaft, a casing Inclosing said gearing elements, a carrier

for said stin-wheel having recesses, an anchor plate ad-

jacent said sun-wheel-carrler also having recesses posi-

tioned angularly to those of the carrier, means for per-

mitting axial movement of said anchor plate relatively

to the casing, and floating rings having meml)ers adapt-

ed to slide In the recesses of the carrier and anchor plate

to permit limited radial movement of the snn-wheel car-

rier.

4. In an eplcycllc gearing, the combination of a main
.cear shaft, a power shaft disposed co-axlally therewith.

gearing elements comprising a sun wheel on said gear-

shaft and planet wheels in mesh with said sun-wheel,

means for drlvlnc said planet wheels from said power
shaft, a casing inclosing said gearing elements, means for

anchoring the sun-wheel to the casing adapted also to per-

mit alinement of the sun-wheel In an exactly central po-

sition In relation to the planet wheeU. an end bearing for

the gear shaft, and means for adjusting oald end bearing

radially In relation to the axis of the power shaft.

l,225,3fll. LUBRICANT RET.\IM.N(; DEVICE FOR
THE VALVE MECHANISM OF I.NTERNAL COMBUS-
TION ENGINES. Fbbdibick Hinby Rotcb, Derby,

England, assignor to Rolls-Royce Llmlteil, Derby, Eng-
land. Filed Sept. 19, 1916. SerUl No. 121.071. (CL
64—22.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine having overhead

valves the combination of a cam shaft casing adapted to

contain lubricant, a cam shaft therein, levers operated by

said cam shaft adapted to actuate the valves and ex-

tending through said casing, and plates on said levers

forming baffles adapted to prevent lubricant tending to

creep along said valve levers from passing to the ex-

terior of said casing.

2. In an Internal combustion engine the combination

with a cam shaft casing adapted to contain lubricant and
having an aperture In its wall, a valve operating lever

projecting through said aperture, a baffle plate In con-

nection with said lever adjacent said aperture and adapted

to arrest lubricant passing therethrough, a second aper-

ture In the casing wall and a conduit exterior to the cas-

ing and In communication with said second aperture and
the baffle plate for conducting lubricant from the latter

back to the Interior of the casing.

1.225,362. DENTIFRICE. Wim.iam M. RCTHBAcrv, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed Oct. 2, 1916. SerUl No. 123,212. (Q.
167—9.)
1. A dentifrice comprising an add salt Inert to the trl-

basic calcium phosphate of the tooth structure, and ca-

pable of stimulating secretion of alkaline saliva and of

reacting therewith to deposit trl-baslc calcium phosphate

in the Interstices of the tooth surface.

2. A dentifrice acid In reaction, containing a soluble

acid salt Inert to the calcium phosphate of the tooth

structure and adapted to stimulate the flow of saliva.

3. A calcifying dentifrice containing substantially cal-

^<'lum salts entering Into the composition of the tooth

held In a vehicle In such condition as to be acted upon by

the saliva, and to l>e converted thereby and deposited on
Interstices of the tooth surface.

4. An add dentifrice inert to the tooth structure, made
by combining calcium phosphate In excess of the theoretical

combining amount, with an acid, the excess calcium phoa-

pbate serving as a protective and abrasive agent.

6. A dentifrice comprising a soluble acid calcium salt

Inert to the structure of the teeth, adapted to be carried
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Into intimate contact with the soft tissues In the mouth,
whereby the antiphlogistic and hemostatic properties of

the calcium Ion are availed of to prevent Inflammation
and bleeding, and promote quick recovery of said tissues.

1,229,863. ROLL-HOLDER. Lrcics N. Sabin, San Fran-
dsoo, Cal. Filed June 29, 1914. SerUl No. 848.052.
(a. 211—81.)

1. In a holder for a roll of paper, a spindle, hubs ro-

tatably mounted on said spindle and adapted to hold a
roll of paper, a nut on said spindle, a resilient element
arranged between said nut and the adjacent hub. a ball
race engaging said hub. a ball race engaging said resilient
element and a plurality of Imlls t>etween said races.

2. In a holder for a roll of paper, a spindle, hubs ro-

tatably mounted on said spindle and adapted to hold a roll
of paper, a nut on said spindle, a resilient element ar-
ranged between the nut and the adjacent hub, a ball race
engaging said hub, a second ball race enga^ng said re-

silient element and being held by said first ball race against
longitudinal movement outward and a plurality of balls
between said races.

1^5,364. CRUTCH. rxTCH W. Sandehs, Belleville. N. J.
riled L»ec. 19. 1916. Serial No. 137,756. (CI. 136—50.)

'S\

t. cmtch comprising two members having arms
adapted to slide on eaih other, the arms on each side of
the crutch being slotted with alined slots, a bolt passing
through the slots and having means on Its ends for exert-

ing pressure Inward, a handle on the bolt between the
arras on each side, and plates, each plate havlnj; an open-
ing through which the bolt passes and being adapted to
h*M.T against the outer face of one of the arms and having
projections to enter the arm to prevent slipping, each
plate having side flanges to engage the sides of the slotted
portion of the arm with which said plate engages, the
flanges having their engaging faces terminating short of
the arm adjacent to the one with which said plate Is

la contact.

2. A crutch comprising two roemt>erB having arms, the
arms of one member sliding on the Inner faces of the
arms of the other, said arms being narrow and having
vertical slots therein, clamping plates engaging the outer
faces of the assembled pairs of arms, the plates having
end flanges to engage the outer edges of the slotted parts
of the arms, a handle, a headed bolt paaslng through the
plates, the slots and the handle, a nut on one end of the
bolt for forcing the parts In binding engagement, said
clamping plates having projections to enter the arms when
the parts are so forced together, the slots In the outer arms
being short, the slots In the inner arms t>elng materially
longer.

1,225,866. APPARATUS FOR PERFORATINtJ JAC-
QUARD-CARDS. Hjppoltt SAtRBR, Arbon, Switzer-
land. Filed Nov. 14, 1911. Serial No. 660,267. (CI.
164—114.)

1. In apparatus for perforating Jacqnard cards, sev-

eral perforating devices, means to operate the perforating
devices so that one part of the perforating devices exe-
cutes one portion or phase of working necessary for each
perforating stroke simultaneously when the other part
of the perforating de-tlces executes another portion or
phase of working necessary for completing a course of
working, but belonging to another perforating stroke.

2. In apparatus for perforating Jacquard cards, per-
forating devices, means to operate the perforating devices
so that one petfocatlng device executes one portion or
phase of working necewwry for a perforating stroke at the
same time that the other perforating device execute*
another portion or phase of working necessary for com-
pleting a course of working, but belonging to another i)er-

foratlng stroke.

3. In an apparatus for perforating Ja<quard cards, the
combination with mechanism for measuring the length of
a stitch ; of perforating devices, and selecting mechanisms
between the perforating devices and stitch measuring
mechanism for selectively controlling the perforating de-
vices, and means to cause one or more selecting mecha-
nisms to control the punching mechanism while one or
more selecting mechanisms are being controlled from the
stitch measuring mechanism.

4. In a Jacquard card punching machine embodying per-
forating elements for perfAratIng a jacquard card ; means
alternately operating for selecting the punching elements
at different periods, whereby the selecting means efl'ect

different portions of their cycle of operations at different

times.

6. A punching machine comprising means for perforat-
ing a card, alternately operating selecting means for
selecting the perforating means, manually operated means
to Initiate the movement of the selecting means, and me-
chanically and automatically operating mechanism to com-
plete the operations of the machine Including mechanism
for automatically and alternately returning the selecting
means to lero position.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the GaMtte.]
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1,225.886. JOINT FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUCTORS.
Ch.^blcs B. ScHoi.NMa.v. Wlllcinshurg. and R.\li'H M.
HoccK, Swlssvale. Pa. Filed 8«pt. 11, 1016. Serial

No. 119,8*4. (Cl. 173—263.)

1. A Joint for electrical conductor* compri.slng a pair of

sections formed of weldable material and corresponding In

contour to the shape of the Joint to be formed, each of

said sections haviof a weldable and bendable lug for con-

necting the sections to the conductors to be Joined prior

to the welding of said sections together.

2. A Joint for electrical conductors comprising a pair

of sectiolis formed of weldable material and corresponding

in contour to the shape of the Joint to be formed, each
of said sections having a weldable and bendable lug for

connecting the sections to the conductors to t>e Joined

prior to the welding of said sections together, each of said

sections provided with grooves to receive the ends of the

conductors when freed from insulation.

8. A Joint for electrical conductors comprising a pair

of section.s formed of weldable material and correspond-

ing In contour to the shap« of the Joint to be formed, each

of said sections having a weldable and bendable lug for

connecting the sections to the conductors to be Joined

prior to the weldloff of said sections together. Mch of said

sections provided with grooves to rei^ive the ends of the

conductors when freed from insulation, each of said lugs

being disposed laterally with respect to that section with

which it associates.

4. A Joint for electrical conductors comprising a pair of

sections formed of weldable matorlal and corresponding

In contour to the shape of the Joint to l>e formed, each

of said sections having a weldable and bendable lug for

connecting the sections to the conductors to be Joined

prior to the welding of said sections together, the lug of

one section being disposed in opposite direction with re-

spect to the log of the other section.

5. A Joint for electrical conductors comprising a pair

of sections formed of weldable material and correspond-

ing In contour to the shape of the Joint to l>e formed, each

of said sections having a weldable and bendable lug for

connecting the sections to the conductors to be Joined prior

to the welding of said sections together, each of said sec-

tions provided with grooves to receive the ends of the

conductors when freed from Insulation, the lug of one

section being disposed in opposite direction with respect

to the lug of the other section.

[ClAims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.l

1.226.367. HARROW-TOOTH. HiNBT HCD8ON ScOTT,

8tras8burg. Saskatchewan. Canada. Filed June 11,

l»16. SerUl No. 33.436. (Cl. 55—37.»

1. ta a harrow tooth, a downwardly and backwardly
CTirved body portion provided at one side of lt« upper end

with an offset angnlarly disposed block and havine the

other side of its apper end cut at an angle parallel with

the 9ald block, an attacblng shank integral with the said

body portion formed by cutting away the und>«r face of

the back thereof, a trlaaffular fishtail cutting plate

detachably se<'ured to the said shank, and securing nieana

integral with the upper end of said body portion.

2. In a harrow tooth comprising a downwardly and
backwardly curved body portion, said body portion being

triangular in cross section having its apex directed for-

wardly and sharpened to form a cutting edge, a horlsontal

portion extending from said body portion, the lower face

of said horizontal portion being cut away, and a triangular

fishtail cutting plate secured to the lower face of said

horizontal portion substantially as and for the purpose

set forth.

1,225,368. METHOD OF MAKINO RESISTANCE ELE-
MENTS. MiLviN L. .Severy, Arlington Heights, Mass..

assignor to Severy Manufacturing Company, Boston,

Mass.. a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Jan. 16,

1914. Serial No. 812.238. (Cl. 219—76.)

2. The process of forming a resistance element having
a progressively varying conductivity in different portions

thereof, which consists in feeding two plastic materials

having different degrees of conductivity, at relatively

varying rates to a mixing device, performing a progressive

and localized mixing action upon the material passing

through said mixing device, discharging the resulting

mixed material progressively to a mold or former, and
finally pressing the same to shape.

' 5. The method of making resistance elements having a
progressively varying conductivity in different portions

thereof, which consists In feeiling two substances having

different -degrees of conductivity, at relatively varying

rates, to a mixing device, effecting a progressive and local-

ized mixing action upon said material in said device, and
ejecting the material in a continuous stream in said mixed
condition.

[Claims 1, 3. 4. and 6 not printed In the Gasette.l

1,228.869. LINE-FORMTNO DEVICE FOR TYPE-WRIT-
ING MACHINES. Jamss B. Sivpson. Brooklyn, N. T.

Filed May 1. 1016, Serial No. 94.626. Renewod Jan. 16,

1017. Serial No. 142.742. (CT. 197—118.)
1. The combination. In a typewriting machine, having

a revolahle platen, with endwise movement, of a pair of

line forming wheels, having Inking means of dlfferaat

colors respectively, a holder therefor, means for slldahly

supporting said holder for movement toward and from
»ald platen, means for shifting one of said wheels In ad-

vance ami rearwardly of the other wheel, and means for

detaining said shifts Me wheel In Its set positions.

2. In a typew riting machine, the combination of a rev-

oluble platen having an endwise movement, a line forming
wheel having Inking means, a slidably and rotatnbly
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mounted support for said wheel whereby said wheel may
be reciprocated toward and from the platen with the axis

of the wheel parallel with or at right angles to the axis

of the platen, and yieldable means eugagiug hald support

to slidably hold the support In its rotatably adjusted posi-

tion.

2. A tire carrier comprising a pair of brackets adapted

to be detachably secured at the inner end portions there-

of to the frame members of a chassis, a transverse liar

secured across the outer end portions of the brackets, the

end portions thereof extending beyond the brackets and

curbing rearwardly to conform to an applied tire casing,

c1anip8 each having a T head detachably engaging a slot

In the companion end portion of the transverse bar and

enc'rcllng a stud that extends from each bracket the por-

tions o( the clamps adjacent the studs being formed to

dear the latter when the clamp is swung away therefrom

while still engaged with the end portion of the transverse

bar, and nut« for securing the clamps adapted to be

locked to the clamps to prevent renyoval from the studs.

3. A line form'ng device, comprising a line forming

wheel having Inking means, a holder for said wheel, means

for slidably supporting said bolder for movement toward

and from a platen, means for rotating said holder to posi

tion the wheel to form lines of various angles, yieldable

means having a aRding engagement with said holder to

maintain the wheel In its set position, and yieldable means

for normally retraitlng the slidable holder from the platen.

4. A line forming device, comprising a line forming

wheel having Inking means, a rotatably mounted bolder

for said wheel, means for moving said bolder toward and

from a platen and for rotating said holder to set the wheel

to form lines of various angles, bearing surfaces on said

holder, and a spring adapted to slidably and yieldably en-

gage either of said bearing surfaces to maintain the wheel

in set position and permit reelpro<a tion of the bolder.

6. In a typewriting machine, the combiDStlon of a

frame, a rotatable platen having an endwise movement, a

line forming wheel, a bolder for the wheel, means for slid-

ably supporting the bolder for movement toward and

from the platen, bearing surfaces on the holder, means
mounted on a stationary part of the frame adapted to

slidably and yieldably engage either of said bearing sur-

faces to maintain the wheel in set position, and means for

rotating said holder against the resistance of said yield-

able means to set the wheel.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225.870. TIRE-CARRIEK. Mii.TON H. Stbwabt, De-

troit, Mich., assignor to Thomas J. Walsh, Detroit,

Mich. Filed Nov. 4, 1016. Serial No. 129,407. (Cl.

t24—20.)

1. A tire carrier comprising a pair of brackets adapted

to (>« detachably interlocked with and secured to the frame

members of a vehicle chassis, a transverse bar having out

wardly curved end portions outside the bracket ends to

which the transverse meml)er is secured, a stud extending

from each bracket, a clamp apertured at one end to en-

gsge over the stud and lnterl(>cke<l at the other end in an

opening through the curved end portion of the transverse

bar. nuts on the studs for securing the clamps and lugs on

the nuts adapted to register with corresponding lugs on

the clamp and apertured to receive a lock.

1.226,371. FRICTION TRANSMISSION GEAR. JOHJI

W. SiTTOx, Oakhlll, and Mokki8<_)n .Mbadb. Longford,

Kana. Filed Dec. 6. 1916. Serial No. 136,396. (Cl.

74—26.)

1. In transmission gearing, the combination of a traos-

mlsslon shaft, a disk slidably mounted on said shaft and

connected to the shaft for rotation therewitn, an axially

movable drlven-cone-gear mounted at each "Ide of the

transmission shaft, said gears being In axUI allnenient

and having their common axis disposed at right anglef' to

the axis of said shaft, means for forcing said gtars toward

said shaft so as to maintain the inner faces of the gears

in driving engagement with said disk, a drive shaft mount-

ed In axial allnement with said transmission shaft, a

cone drive gear mounted thereon for axial movement and

connected to said shaft so as to rotate therewith, means

for holding said drive gear in mesh with said driven gears,

means for simultaneously moving all of said gears out-

ward axially Into Inoperative position, said means being

adapted to permit return of the drive gear to Its Inner-

most position Independently of said driven gears, and

means for locking the driven gears in inoperative posit'on

and for simultaneously connecting the paid disk directly

to said drive gear so as to rotate therewith.

2. In transmission gearing, the combination of a drive

shaft, a transm'esion shaft in axial allnement therewith,

a cone driven gear mounted at each side of said trans-

mission shaft in axial allnement. a disk slidably mounted

on the transmission shaft and connected to said shaft for

rotation therewith, means for normally forcing said gears

inward so as to maintain the inner faces thereof In engage-

ment with said disk, each of said gears being provided

with a central rf'cess In Its Inner face, a cone drive Rear

mounted on said drive shaft and connected to the shaft

so as to rotate therewith, means for holding said drive

gear in frictlonal engagement with both of said driven

gears, and means for adjusting said drive disk longitudi-

nally on the transmission shaft at either side of the com-

mon axis of the said driven gears.

3. In transmission gearing, the combination of a trnns-

mission shaft hav'ng an enlarged Intermediate portion, a

drive shaft In axial allnement therewith and closely ad-

Jecent one end of the transmission shaft, said enlarged in-

termediate portion being reduced to form a b*'aring stud

the said drive shaft itelng provided with an axial bore to
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rotatahly receive satd stud, a cone clutch member ro-

tatably mounted on the transmission shaft intermediate

Mid enlarged portion thereof and said stad. said cone be-

ing provided with a plurality of recesses In its inner face,

a drive disk slidably mounted on the enlarged portion of

the transmission shaft and connected thereto so as to

rotate with said shaft, said disk being provided with a
plurality of pins adapted to engage into the recesaes of

the clutch cone, an axially movable cone gear mounted at

each side of the drive shaft, means for forcing said gears

inward, a drive cone gear mounted on said drive shaft for

axial movement and connected to the shaft so as to ro-

tate therewith, said gear being provided with a conical

recess to receive the aald clutch cone, resilient means for

forcing the said drive cone inward axially. iireans for si-

multaneously moving all of said gears outward into in-

operative position, said means being adapted to permit in-

ward movement of the drive gear Independently of the

driven gears, and means for locking the sajd driven gears

in inoperative position und for simultaneously forcing the

said disk toward the drive-cone-gear so as to caase en-

gagement of the pins carried thereby into the recesses of

the clutch cone.

4. In transmission gearing, the combination of a trans-

mission shaft, axially movable driven cone-gears mounted
at each side of the transmission shaft in axial allnement

and equidistant therefrom, a disk slidably mounted ot

the transmission shaft and connected thereto for rotation

with said shaft, means for forcing the said driven gears

inward into engagement with said disk, a drive shaft

mounted In axial allnement with, and closely adjacent,

said transmission shaft, an axially movable drive cone

gear mounted on the drive shaft and connected thereto so

aa to rotate with said shaft, means for forcing said drive

gear luward axially Into engagemfut with said driven

gears, means for moving all of said gears outward simulta-

neously, said means being adapted to permit independent

Inward movement of the said drive gear, and means for

releasably securing the driven gears in Inoperative posi-

tion independently of the drive gear whereby inward
movement of the driven gears into engagement with the

drive gear subsequent to the Inward movement of the

drive gear may be obtained so as to insare accurate mesh
of the said gears.

B. In transmission gearing, the combination of two
axially alined driven cone-gears, a drive cone having its

axis disposed at right angles to the common axis of the

driven gears, all of said gears being mounted for axial

movement In either direction, means for forcing each of

said gears Inward axially. and means for moving all of

said gears outward axially simultaneously, said means be-

ing adapted to permit return of the said drive gear to its

innermost position independently of the driven gears.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Oazette.]

I

1,225,372. MACHINE FOR FILLING THE BOTTOMS
OF SHOES. Andbbw Thoma, Cambridge. Mass., a«-

•Ignor to North American Chemical Company, New
York. N. T., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Mar. 28.

1912. Serial No. 686.977. (O. 18—1.)

1. A shoe bottom filling machine, comprising a chamber
for holding the filler for use, said chamber being con-

structed and adapted to handle a filler compo»^ of finely

granulated cork and a binder, combined with means for

the restricted passage of an even tempering moisture to

and within the filler-maaa in said chamber, said means ron-

tainlng as a part of Its construction mcan.s for evening
the distribution of the moisture and restricting said mois-

ture to a tempering amount sufBcient merely for develop-

ing and maintaining the stlcklneaa of the filler without
washing off or deteriorating the binder portion of the

flllcr with relation to the cork, and said chaml er and first

mentioned means cooperating to retain in the chamber all

the filler In a finely moistened and tempered condition for

the operator.

2. A shoe bottom filling machine, comprising a chamber
for holding the filler for use, said chamber being con-

structs and adapted to handle a filler composed of finely

granulated cork and a binder, combined with means for

the restricted passage of heat and an even tempering
moisture to and within the filler mass in said chamber,
said means containing as a part of its construction means
for evening the distribution of the moisture end limiting

nald moisture In accordance with the requirements of the

filler to an amount and flow sufllcient merely for develop-

ing and maintaining the filler in a homogeneous, sticky,

united condition without washing off or deteriorating the

binder portion of the filler with relation to the cork, and
said chamber and first-mentioned means cooperating to

retain In the chamber all the filler In a finely moistened
and tempered condition for the operator.

3. A shoe tKittom flil'ng machine, comprising a <hamber
for holding the filler for use. said chamber being con-

stmcted and adapted to handle a filler composed of finel)

granulated cork enveloped In a binder, having latent ca-

pacity for increased stickiness, combined wltn mechanism
for beating the filler and for simultaneously Introducing a
tempering fluid to and within the filler mass In said cham-
ber, said mechanism containing as a part of its construe

tlon means for evening and distributing said fluid In lim-

ited amount to the tiller mass sufllch-nt nier«'ly. In con-

nection with the lieat, for developing and quickening the

latent binder so as to maintain the stickiness of the filler

without washing off or deteriorating the bln<ler portion

of the filler with relation to the cork, and said chamt>er

and mechlnsm cooperating to retain all the filler in said

finely moistened and tempered sticky condition In the

chamber ready for the operator.

4. A shoe bottom filler machine. comprisinK a chamber
for holding the filler for use and adapted to contain «
filler composed of comminuted cork Intermingled with a

binder, aald chamber having a bottom perforated with a

restricted area of fine perforations capable of permitting

the upward passage of vapor while preventing the down-
ward escape through the bottom of the filler, the front

part of the supporting portion of said twttom having the

vapor directly excluded therefrom to facilitate the hold-

ing of the filler thereat by the t>ottom and the manipulat-

ing of the filler from said bottom Into the shoe.

5. A shoe bottom filler machine, comprising a tank con-

taining a water cbamt>er. means for heating and vaporiv
ing the water therein, a filler receptacle constructed and
arrange<1 to support and retain the filler, said receptacle

being mounted within the Influence of the heated vapor

from said chamber, and having provision for affording the

vapor direct access to the filler in one part of the receiH

tacle and for excluding said vapor from said direct access
to the filler in another part of the receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,873. METHOD OF ELECTRIC WELDINO.
Roland Davis Thomson, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor

to Thomson Electric Welding Company. Lynn, Mass., a
Cori;>oration of Massachuetts. Filed Aug. 21, 1916.
Serial No. 115.989. (CI. 219—10.)

1. The herein described improvement In making a Joint
progressively alonx the line of desire*! union by the elec-

tric welding process, consisting in Interposing a supple-

mental piece of good conducting material l>etween the
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work and the electrode and adapted to be engaged by the

electrode progressively as It passes over the work.

2. The hertln described Improvement in forming a Joint

progressively by the use of a rolling contact electrode

applying welding current and pressure to the work, con-

slstlnK in Interposing between said electroile and the work
a piece of good conducting material adapted to be pro-

greiudvety en^'aged by the contact surface of said elec-

trwle as and for the purpose describ^-d.

3. In an electric welding apparatus for forming a seam
or line of weldluK progressively by the electric welding
process, the combination with a rockliig electrode having

an operating handle, of supplemental means for ansisting

In holding the roller contact electro<le against the work.
4. In an electric welding apparatus for forming an elec-

tric line or seam weld progressively, the combination of a

rocking electnxle and a supplemental contact piece adapte<l

to be engaged progressively by the contact surf&ce of the

electro<le as it is applied to the work in the formation of

the line of weld, said supplemental piece being Interposed

between said electrode and the work.

1.225,374. PROCESS FOR MANUFACTT'RINO METAL-
LIC CHROMATES. Kbbb Toabb, Winchester, Mass.
Piled Oct 6, 1916. Serial No. 124,047. (D. 134—58.)

1. The process herein described for manufacturing me-

tallic chromates, which consists in subjecting the metallic

element employed, to a selected temperature t>etween 60°

and 140* C. to the nrtinn of a solution consisting of

water, chromium containing substance and an acid which
has a solvent action on the metallic element.

2. The process herein described for manufacturing me-

tallic chromate«i, which consists in subjecting the metallic

element employed, to a selected temperature between 60°

and 140° C. to the action of a solution consisting of

water, chromic acid and an acid which has a solvent action

on the metallic element.

3. The process herein described for manufacturing me-
tallic chromates, which consists in subjecting the metallic

element employed, to a selected temperature between 60°

and 140° C. to the action of a solution consisting of

water, chromic acid and nitric acid.

4. The process herein described for manufacturing me-

tallic chromates^ which consists in subjecting the metallic

element employed to a selected temperature twtween 60°

and 140° C. to the action of a solution consisting of

water, chromium containing substance and an acid which
has a solvent action on the metallic element.

5. The process herein de8cril)ed for manufacturing me-
tallic chromates, which consists in subjecting metallic

lead, to a selected temperature between 60° and 140° C,
to the action of a solution consisting of water, chromic

acid and nitric acid.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1.225,375. aRKASB-Cl'P BODY. Da.mel H. Twaits,
Chicago, III. Filed Jan. 19, 1914. Serial No. 812,873.

(CI. 184—38.)

1. A grease cup body comprising a stem, a disk rigid

therewith and having a cylindrical flange at its outer

edge, a resilient member, and a ring embracing said re-

silient memb« r and having a portion tightly fittfcg the

Inner periphery of the first mentioned flange.

2. In a grease cup tKxIy. the combination of a tubular
stem, a disk rigid with the tipper end thereof and having

a cylindrical flange, a resilient ring at the e«1ge of said

flange, a ring having a groove in which said resilient ring

is mounted and having a cylindrical flange tightly flttlng

the interior of the first mentioned fiange.

^^
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the cylinder head for maintaining the relative poaitlon
between th«> cylinder and tht- houBing.

2. !d an engine, the combination of a stationary boas-
ing, a cylinder movably seated therein, a piston operating
In the cylinder, a rotatable valve member Journaled in the
housing and operating in a concave valve seat in the head
of the cylinder and means at the cylinder head for limit-

ing the relative movement between the cylinder and the
boDslng.

3. In an engine, the combination of a stationary boos-
ing, a cylinder movnbly seated therein, a piston operating
in the cylinder, a rotatable valve member Journaled in the
housing and operating In a concave valve seat in the head
of the cylinder and means at the cylinder head for limit-

ing the relative movement between the cylinder and the
Talve.

4. In an engine, the combination of a stationary hous-
ing, a cylinder movably seate*! therein, a piston operating
In the cylinder, a rotatable valve member Journaled In the
housing and operating In a concave valve seat in the heart
of the cylinder, and adjustable means at the cylinder head
for maintaining the relative position between the cylinder
and the honsing.

9. In an engine, the combination of a stationary hoas-
hig, a cyliufler movably seated therein, a piston operating
tn the cylinder, a rotatable valve member Joumaleil in the
housln? and operating in a concave valve seat in the head
of tho cylinder and positively adjustable means at the
cylinder head for maintaining: the relative position l>e-

tween the cylinder and the housing, whereby the pressure
of the expanding charge In the cylinder is utillied to make
effective the fit l>etween the valve and Its seat.

(ClalDM 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,877. AUTOMOBILE-TOP. JOH!C Vicic and Haxar
J. Sandbieo, Chicago, 111. Piled Mar. 8, 1916. Serial
No. 82,060. (CI. 21—62.)

1. A folding top for vehicles, comprising pivoted verti-

cally extending supporting arms, a plurality of members
extending longitudinally from said supporting arms and
having hinged Joints which permit of folding said memt>ers
Che against the other alternately in opposite directions,
and bow-shaped members for supporting cover material
plvDtally secured to said memt>ers near the hinged Joints
thereof, whereby said bow <ibaped meml>ers will be spaced
in substantially parallel relation and will form extensions
of said hinged members when the top Is folded.

J. A folding top for vehicles, comprising plvote<l ver-
tically extending supporting arms, a plurality of members
extending longitudinally from said supporting arms and
having hinged Joints which permit of folding said mem-
bers one against the other alternately in opposite direc-
tions, and l)ow-8hape<l members for supporting cover ma-
terial plvotally secured to said members near alternate
hinged Joints thereof, whereby said bow-shaped members
will be spaced In substantially parallel relation and will
form extensions of said hinged members when the top Is

folded.

1,225,878, POTATO-HILLING PLOW. Rcdolph Bos-
8WIT Docrm Walbui, Blenheim. Neir Zealand. Piled
Nov. 26, 1913. Serial No. 803,303. (01. 97—24.)
1. The combination with a plow having a mold board, of

an arm fixed to said mold board and extending rearwardly

therefrom, a second arm extending rearwardly from said
first mentioned arm, a connection between said arms
having means whereliy said second mentioned arm may be
angularly adjusted with respect to said first mentioned
arm, a socket at the end of said second arm, a stem slld-

ably mounted In said socket, and extending substantially
at right angles to said second mentioned arm, means for
holding said stem in adjusted position in said socket and
a cylindrical roller mounted at the end of said stem.

2. The combination with a plow having a mold board,
of an arm fixed to said mold l>oard and extending rear-
wardly therefrom in a curve, a second arm extending rear-

wardly from said first mentioned arm, a connection be-

tween said arms having means whereby said s»'cond-men-
tione<l arm may be angularly adjusted with respect to said
flrst-mentloned arm, a socket at the end of said second
arm, a stem slldahly mounteil in said socket, and extend-
ing substantially at right angles to said second-mentioned
arm. means for holding said stem in adjusted position In
said socket and a cylindrical roller mounted In the end of
said stem.

1,226,879. TOY. John H. Warner. Dayton, Ohio. Piled
Dec. 26, 1916. Serial So. 138.840. (CI. 46—87.)

1. A toy comprising a flat piece provided with an aper-
ture, and a flat spinner mounted within the latter for

rotation by a blast of air from the human mouth.
2. A toy comprising a flat piece provided with an aper-

ture, and a flat spinner mounted within the latter for rota-
tion by a blast of air from the human mouth, said spin-
ner adapted to t>e brought to rest In the same plane as that
occupied by the piece which supports it.

3. A toy comprising a flat piece provided with an ap«T-
ture, a flat spinner conforming In shape to, but of less

slse than, the aperture, and means by which said spinner
Is supported within said aperture for rotation by a blast
of air from the human mouth, said spinner adapted to be
brought to rest In the same plane as that occupied by the
piece which supports it.

1.228,380 LAWN MOWER. Howa«d Wabbbn, Los An-
geles, Cal. Filed Aug. 21, 1916. Serial No. 116,084.
(CI. 66—19.)

i2/ '^r

1. An attachment for the cutter bar of a lawn mower,
consisting of a sultal>le number of tines each adjustably
and removably attacheil to the cutter l)ar, the tines pro-
jecting In a forward direction from the cutter bar and
pointing downwardly.
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2. An attachacnt for the ctitt<«r bar of a lawn mower,
(vnMtsting of a suitable number of tines each adjustably
and rem<^ivably attached to the cxitter bar having a shoul-
der resting against the rutting »><lge of the cutter bar, the
front ends of the tines projecting forward and with the
pointed ends downwardly from the lawn mower.

1,225,881. GAS-BURNER. Utlet Wcdoc, Ardmore, Pa.
Filed Mar. 1, 1916. SerUl No. 11,363, (CI. 168—99.)

1, A gas burner having a block of porous refractory
material on the surface of which corabastlon is effected,
another block of porous refractory material Inwardly be-
yond the same and through which the fuel is compelled to
pass on Its way to the first block, and a cooling device
Interposed between said blocks.

*. A gas burner having a block of porous refractory ma-
terial on the surface of which combustion Is effected, and
means embedded In the block for increasing the beat of
the same.

.1. A gas burner having a block of porons refractory ma-
terial on the surfkce of which combustion Is effected, and
h«'at conducting bars emtn-dded In the block and project-
ing from that fa'*e of the same on which combustion Is
maintained.

4. A gas burner having a block of porous reftactory ma-
terial on the surfar.1 of which combostlon is effected,
means emt>edded in the blo< k for increasing the heat of
the samr. and cooling means at the rear of the block.

ft. A gas burner having a block of porous refractory ma-
terial on the surface of which combastion Is effected,
means for Increasing the heat of said block, and water
cooled means at the rear of the block for reducing the
temperature of the combustion flald at that point.

1,225,882. POTATO-CURING APPARATUS. Jamu B.
Wills, Long%iew, Tex. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No.
66,086. (CT. 98—26.)

1. A potato caring apparatus. Including a housing struc-
ture Inclosing a plurality of bins and providing an upper
chamber above said bins with means for exhausting air
th*»refrom. each bin <'ommunicatlng with said chamber and
having In Its lower portion an upwardly extending air
distributing nosxle, a dLstrlbuttng coiidnit connecting with
aid noiales, a damper to control the communication with
each nocsle, and means whereby air at any desired tem
peratnre may be forced into said c«>adait.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226.883. ACETYLKNE-BURNBB. Bn.vBaan Wieweu,
Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 19, 1915. Serial No. 66,702.
(CI. 168—27.4.)

1. A burner comprising a gas pipe; a flame tip coop-
erating with said gai< pipe ; means for admitting air at
the base of said tip ; and a casing surrounding the has*
of said tip and said gas pipe, there being air adioisalon
openings In said casing remote from the base of said tip,
substantially as described.

4. A burner comprising a gas pipe ; a gas noszle at tba
discharge end of said pipe; a sleeve surrounding said noz-
zle and projecting beyond the same; a flame tip thread-
ed In said sleeve to cooperate with said nozzle, there be-
ing a gap between the end of said tip and salai nozsle and
air admission openings in said sleeve opposite said gap;
a casing mounted on said sleeve surrounding said gas
pipe ; and an enlargement at the base of said gas pipe
fitting the corresponding end of aaid ca.slng, there being
longitudinal air admitting notches In said enlargcMent,
substantially as described.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,384, VEHICLE-TOP, Michabl F. Wildad, Buf-
falo, N. Y, Filed Feb, 7. 1916. Serial No. 76,600.
(CI. 21—62.)

-_if-iL

1. The combination of a vehicle-body having a trans-
verse pocket which is narrower In its lower than In its
upper portion, vertically-movable supports arranged In
said pocket, a collapsible and foldable top frame pivoted
to said supports and adapted to enter said pocket, said
frame narrowing toward its front end to conform to the
lower portion of said pocket, and a flexible covering ap-
plied to said frame.

2. The combination with a vehicle-body having a pocket
extending from side to side thereof and made narrower
in its lower than In its upper portion, of telescopic stand-
ards secured within said pocket adjacent to Its aide walls,
and a cidlapsihle and foldable t( p adapted to enter said
pocket, said top having a frame comprising telescopic ver-
tically swinging side-members pivoted at their rear por-
tions to the upper ends of said standards and transverse
bows each carried by a pair of opposing sections of said
side-members and extending laterally beyond the same
nearly to the side walls of said pocket in the foWed posi-
tion of the top, the front portion of said top>-frame being
narrower than Its rear portion to conform to the lower
portion of said pocket.
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8. The combinatloD of a rehlcle-body having a pocket,

teleflcopic standards arrant;ed In said pocket, a cross-bar

connectlnK the upp*>r movable members of said standards,
guide-pulleys Journaled on the rear wall of said pocket, a
lifting cord attached to said cross-bar and engaging said

pulleys, and cushioning springs attached at their lower
ends to said cross-bar and at their upper ends to the wall

of said pocket.

5. A vehicle-top having a frame comprising telescopic

side-members provided with longitudinal slots and trans-

verse bows each having its end portions secured to a pair

of said side-members and normally arranged in the slots

of the adjacent side-members, the slots of the foremost
pair of side-members terminating short of their front ends,

while the slots of the remaining side-members extend to

their front ends and are constructed to admit the eod-

portions of the preceding bows.

[Claims 4, 6, and 7 not printed in the Qasette.]

1,226,888. REINFORCED-CONCBETE PILE AND
METHOD OF MAKING THE SAME. JiSSB E. Wil^
HBLM, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Great Lakes
Dredge ft E>ock Company, Chicago, 111., a Coriwration
of New Jersey. Filed Nov. 8, 1918. Serial No. 59,386.

(CT. 72—T«,5.)

1. The combination of a pile, longitudinally extending
interlocking wings projecting laterally from the sides of

the pile, a series of securing rods extending perlmetrlcally
at>out the outer surface of the pile and spaced apart, and
means carried by each of said rods for convenient attach-

ment of each of the rods to the longitudinally extending
members, whereby these meml)er8 are securely mounted
on the pile.

2. The combination with a pile, of an interlocking mem-
ber extending longitudinally along the same, transverse

grooves extending around the outside of the pile, and
securing members lying in said grooves and adapted to t>e

attached to the interlocking member whereby it may be

held in position on the pile.

3. The combination of a pile, longitudinal grooves
formed In the surface of the pile, 'transverse grooves ex-

tending around the outside of the pile between the longi-

tudinal grooves, interlocking members adapted to seat in

the longitudinal grooves, securing members adapted to lie

In the transverse grooves, and means for damping the

last named members to the interlocking members.
12. The method of making a concrete pile consisting of

casting the pile In a mold and forming on the exterior

surface perlmetrical grooves, then securing a laterally

extending wing to the pile by transverse members lying

In said grooves.

13. The method of making a concrete pile consisting

of casting the pile with a longitudinal groove in the exte-

rior thereof, then placing a laterally projecting interlock-

ing wing in said groove and securing the same in place

by a series of transverse members around the exterior of

the pile.

[ClBlma 4 to 11 and 14 to 21 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,226,886. HOE. Charles H. Williams, Fowler, Cal.

Filed May 17. 1916. Serial No. 98.186. (CI. 97—84.)

1. An agricultural Implement comprising spaced parallel

runners adapted to span a furrow, standards secured rig-

idly to and rising from the runners adjacent the front

and rear ends thereof, a main frame, a hinge rod pivot-
ally connecting the rear end of the main frame with the
rear standards with the front end of the said frame
adjfistably secured to the front standards for tilting the
frame upon the standards, and a ground treating blade
supported from the rear end of the main frame by the
said rod.

2. In an agricultural Implement, the combination of a
main frame comprising side members and front and rear
cross bars connecting the side members, a hinge rod fitted

in the rear extremities of the side members, a blade plv-
otally supported from the hinge rod, rear standards hav-
ing their upper ends supporting the binge rod with the
said rod pivotally connecting the main frame with the
said standards, front standards adjustably secured to the
front portion of the main frame, and runners secured rig-

idly to the lower ends of said standards and disposed
beneath the side members of the main frame and adapted
to span a furrow.

8. In an agricultural implement, the combination of a
main frame comprising side memt>ers and front and rear
cross bars connecting the side members, a hinge rod fitting

on the rear extremities of the side memt>ers, a blade
pivotally supported from said hinge rod, rear standards
having their upper ends supporting the hinge ro<l with
the said rod pivotally connectlnK the main frame with
the said standards, front standards adjustably secured
to the main frame, longitudinally extending base bars
connecting the lower ends of the standards, and runners
each secured rigidly to one of said base bars.

4. A device of the character described Including a main
frame having side bars and front and rear cross bars
with the said side iMtrs projecting: beyond the rear cross
bars, means for supporting and permitting travel of the

said main frame, beams fitting between and pivotally con-

nected to the projecting portions of the side bars of the

main frame, a blade connected with the outer extremities

of said beams, handles pivotally connected to the said

beams, hangers secured to the beams and extending al>ove

the handles with the said handles adjustably secured

thereto for elevating the handles with respect to the
t>eamB, a spring secured to the front cross t>ar of the main
frame, and a flexible connection t>etween the said spring

and the upper extremities of said hangers with the said

spring normally tending to pivot the said beams upon the

main frame and elevate the said blade.

5. A device of the character described including a main
frame, means for supporting and permitting travel of the

said main frame, beams pivotally connected to the main
frame, a blade connected with said beams, handles pivot-

ally connected with the beams, hangers secured to the'

said beams, means adjustably connecting the handles with
the said hangers for elevating the handles with respect to

the beams, and resilient means operatlvely connected with
the said hangers and normally tending to pivot the t>eams

upon the main frame for elevating the said blade.

1,225.887. WEIGHING MACHINE. BlNNiAH H. WtN-
TSKs and Nklson C. Massbt, Springfield. Ohio, assign-

ors to The Wlnters-Coleman Scale Company. Springfield,

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Flleil Dec. 21. 1914. Se-

rial No. 878,839. (CI. 265—68.)

1. The combination of an indicator dial (craduated to

Indicate awoaats or weights of initial dial capacity, a snp-
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-Jftfc?-

plemental indicator dial associated therewith having grad-

uations corresponding to said first dial, one of said indi-

cator dials beinn arranged to Indicate the presence of a
load greater than Initial dial capacity, and means for

moving cne dial relatively to the other a predetermined
fixed distance whenever the presence of said last men-
tioned load is indicated.

2. The combination of an indicator dial with grad-
uated spaces for indicating loads of initial dial capacity
and haviuK a supplemental and additional ungraduated
space for loads greater than said initial capacity, a sup-
plemental indicator dial associated therewith having grad-
uat^Kl spaces corresponding to said first dial, and means
for retracting one of said dials to the extent of saW sup-
plemental space, substantially as specified.

^. The combination of an Indicator dial with graduated
rpaces for loads of initial dial capacity and a supplemental
space for loads greater than that, a supplemental Indi-

cator dial associated therewith and m'aduated correspond-
ingly to the first dial, and means for moving one dial hi Its

relation to the other a predetermined fixed distance equal
to aald supplemental space, for the purpose specified.

4. The combination of an Indicator dial graduated to

Indicate loads of initial dial capacity and having a sup-
plemental space for Indicating the presence of loads
greater than, that, a supplemental indicator dial associated
therewith and graduated correspondingly to the first dial,

an indicator for indicating counterbalances, and means for

moving one of said dials a predetermined distance equal
to said supplemental space, substantially as specified.

5. The combination of an indicator dial graduated for
loads of initial capacity and having a supplemental space
for loads exceeding dial capacity, a supplemental indicator
dial associated therewith having graduated spaces cor-
responding to the graduated spaces of the first dial, and
means for advancing and retracting said supplemental dial

a fixed amount equal to said supplemental space, for the
purpose specified.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,226.388. ELECTR0MA(;NETIC SWITCH. Josbph
LxsTBB WooDBBiDfli, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 6.

1915. Serial No. 6,418. (Cl. 175—281.)

7^

In an electromaenetlc switch, the combination of a
movable switch element, a coll adapted, upon energixatlon,

to operate said element to close the switch, said coll hav-
ing a risinif voltage ( haracferlstic with ln<-rements of cur-

rent therethrough, ami In >«eri<'H with said coll a negative
temperature coefllclent resistor of material characterl«e<l

by a drooping voltage characteristic with Increments of

current throngh it and adapted to 8nt>stant tally neutralize
the rising voltage characteristic of the coll.

1,228,889. PR(X:B88 FOB TREATING LEATHER. Pbbct
Alexanobe. Marblehead, Mass. Filed Sept. 26, 1914.
SerUl No. 863.711. (Cl. 149—6.)
1. The process of treating leather which consists In

Impregnating the leather with a solution comprising »'

heated emulsion of a dextrlnous gum and an oleaginous
substance, drying same partially or wholly and finally

Ironing the leather.

2. The process of treating leather which consists In
impregnating the leather with a solution comprising a
heated mixture of a dextrlnous gum, and Turkey red oil

and subsequently Ironing the leather.

3. The process of treating leather which consists la
impregnating one side of the leather with a solution com-
prising a heated mixture of dextrlnous gum and Turkey
red oil substantially in the proportions specified, appl7>
ing pressure to the leather to cause more uniform impreg-
nation and to remove the surplus of the fluid and finally

ironing the leather by a heated means.

1,225,390. TOWELSERVING APPARATUS. Cabl B.
Anobbson, Austin, 111., assignor to Jacques Rousso,
Chicago, 111. Filed June 27, 1912. Serial No. 706,219.
(Cl. 45—32.)

1. In a device of the class descrli)ed, a screw threaded
shaft adapted to extend through the alining apertures in

the towels of a pile of towels, an Internally screw threaded
carrier engaging said shaft, means on said carrier to en-

gagre one of said towels, and means to rotate the said
shaft and thereby advance the carrier along the same.

2. In a device of the class described, a slotted tubular
standard passing through the gromets of a pile of towels,

a screw threaded shaft within said standard, an In-

ternally screw threaded 'carrier within the standard en-
gaging said shaft, means on said carrier projecting out
through the slot of the standard to engage one of the
said towels, and means to rotate the said shaft and there-

by advance the carrier illong the same.
3. In a device of the class descrll)ed. a frame, a rod

having both ends supported by the frame, said rod being
adapted to be engaged by the gromets of a series of towels,

a carrier mounted on and adapted to move along a portion
of said rod, means on the carrier to engage a towel, and
means to advance the carrier and thereby deliver a towel
along said rod.

4. In a device of the class described, a l>ox with a false

bottom, a standard rising from said false bottom and
adapted to engage a pile of towels, a <-arrler adapted to

move along the standard, and mechanism l>eneath the false

bottom adapted to move said carrier.

6. In a device of the class described, a platform to sup-
port a pile of towels, a fixed standard projecting up from
said platform and adapted to extend through the gromets
of said towels, a carrier adapted to allde up and dowa
said standard and adapted to engage the gromet of the
uppermost towel of the pile, a lever under the platform
with Its handle projecting beyond the edge thereof.
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lerer being plTofe<l im ypttlral *xl« an»l^r tlie platform,

and operation niet-hantsm coanectlng nak) Ipver to Mid
carrier.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the r^azette.)

1^26,391. ATTACHMENT-PLUG. Ebsst O. K. A!»DM-

«ON, Cbicago, III., asfllKnor to Benjamin Electric Manu-
facturing Comp«ny. Filed Apr. 10, 1913. Serial No.

760^61. (Cl. 173—»43.)

m g

A separable attachment plug comprising two members,

one of said members including an insulating base, elec-

trtcall.v connected inner and outer renter contacts car-

ried by said base, a conducting sleeTe secured to said base

and extending rearwardly thereof so as to form a cham-

ber, and a threaded outer contact rotatably mounted on

said sleeve, and the other memt>er Including an insulating

base having a center contact for engagement with said

Inner center contact and having an outer contact for en-

gagement with said sleeve, said members having interen-

gaglng manually releasahle means for retaining them to-

gether.

1,225.392. MOTION-PICTURE APPARATUS. L0DI8

Arkin and Samvbl Adslma.v, Boston. Mass. Filed Jan.

8, 1917. SerUl No. 141.131. (Cl. 88—19.)

radially dlcpoved oo said rotor, a spindle having a flat-

tenml portion adapted to fit within said slot, said spindle

>>ornaled In said fasteners.

&. In apparatus of t^ class describe, a casing, and
a rotor eomprislng a pair of heads and a picture carrying

\xntw^h<n detachably secured thereto.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gaiette.l

1. In apparatus of the clasM «les<ribe<l. a knock-down

casing having overlapping portions on opposite sides there-

of, a pair of fastener* adapteil to pasf« through wild over-

lapping portions, a rotor mounted In said fa.iteners and

a series of picture?* radially <llspo8e<l on i*ald rotor.

2. In apparatUH of the class de»<rll)e<l. a knock-down

casing having overlapping portions on opposite sides

thereof, a pair of fasteners adapte<l to p*»« throi»gh said

overlapping portions, a rotor, a series of pictores ra-

dially dlspose<l on said rotor, and a sp'.m'.le engaslng said

rotor and Journale<l in said fastenerw.

3. In apparatus of the class described, a knock-<U>wn

casing Imving overlapping po rt!••••• ailpoBlte sWlen there-

of, a pair of fasteners adaptt»d to pass through said over-

lapping portions, a rotor, a series of pictures radially

disposed on said rotor, and a spindle detachably engag-

ing "aid rotor and jonrnwled In wild fasteners.

4. In apparatus of the class desrrit>eil. a knock-dewn

(asing having overlapping portions on opposite sides there-

rf. a pair of fasteners adapteil to pass through said over-

Ispp'ng portions, a rotor having a slot, a series of pictures

1,225,393. GAME. Macrici A. AI7D8LBY, West PhiU
delphla. Pa. Filed Aug. 2. 1916. Serial No. 112.847.

(a. 46—69.)

1. A toy or game vessel having a loosely fitting deck

portion and loose elements thereon, in <>omblnation with

spring mechanism contained In said vessel, beneath said

deck portion, a release for said spring mechanism where-

by the latter is caused to create a sharp Impact agalniit

the under surface of aald deck portion to throw It and the

loose el«iiir'nt« iher<»t>n upwiirdly. ind a detent exposed

through the vessel aide, as a target, to, when struck,

operate said release mechanism.

2. The combination in a game, of a toy liattleeblp coiu-

prlslng a rigid bull, a deck loosely fitting thereon, and

target elements coDsUtlng of smoke sta<-k, fighting mast,

bridge and turret loosely fitting on said deck, together

with spring mechanism to throw upwardly said deck and
the target elements, a release for said spring mechanism,

! and a detent, visible at one side of said toy t>attleshlp. to

recelre the Impact of a projectile and thus to actuate said

release mecbaniam.
3. The combination In a toy battleship, having a rigid

hull, of forward and after loosely fitting de< k portions

therefor, an Individual spring t(/ react upon each deck

portion, release aeana for each spring, and a separate de-

tent for each release means, said detents being risible as

targets at the side of the battleship, to separatily receive

the Impact of a projectile, and thu« to actuate the release

aeibanlsm, said springs being arranged, respectively, to

exert tbelr force In opposite directions, whereby the deck

portion which is thrown upwardly Is directed in Its pro-

jected movement away from the other deck portion.

1,225,394. MEANS FOR PREVENTING
TREKS AXr> OTHER \ K' ;(: r ATION.
lUuKKR. Pasadena. Cal. I : Mar. 11,

No. 753,049. (CI. 126—59.5.)

FROST ON
Geou(;e H.

1913. Serial

77777

1. A p<>rtalde fotdAbie frame having side walls and •
front wall, a top Inclined downward from the front wall

to the ground, means for detachably securing the frame

to the ground, said frame being covered with a fabric per-
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meable to heat, and a beater within tl>e Indosure and lo-

cated beneath the top at Its lower end.

2. A device as described having a vertical rectangtilar

front wall, triangular side walls, and a top inclined down
ward from the front wall to the ground, a heater within

said inclosure at the lower end thereof, a deflector for said

beater extending beneath the top at its lower end, and a

cloth fabric permeable to heat, covering tbe Inclosure.

3. A device as described having a vertical rectangular

front wall, triangular slile walls, and a top Inclined down-

ward from the front wall to the ground, said walls being

formed from a heat fabric, a heater within aald inclosure,

and a deflector for the beater extending beneath said top

at Its lower end.

4. A device of tbc character described comprising a

chamber having a vertical rectangular front wall, side

walls In the form of right angled triangles, a slanting

cloth top permeable to beat, a heater In said chamber at

the lower portion of the top ; and means for deflecting the

beat across said lower portion of the top.

6. A device of the character described comprising a

portable foldable frame having a vertical front wall, tri-

angular side walls, a top sloping from the front wall to

the ground, means for detachably securing the frame to

the ground, said frame being covered with a fabric per

meable to heat, said frame and cover forming a wedge

shaped Inclosure, a heater within the inclosure at Its

lowsr end : and means for deflecting the heat across said

lower end.

1,225,396. SPHYGMOM.XNOMETER. GnoucE F. Dbach
LBR. Cleveland. Ohio. FUed Aug. 13. 1914. Serial No.

866.633. (Cl. 73—44.)

It
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the zone and generate COi then causing the aggregate
temperature of the zone to dlKassociate the COj of the

products of combustion as well as the CO:: prodaced with-

in the zone to produce in combination with free carbon,

2C0.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.397. SHADE-SUPPORTING DEVICE. Ridbin B.

Bknjamin. Chicago, 111., assignor to Benjamin Klectrlo

Manufacturing Company. Chicago, III., a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Nov. 22, 1918. Serial No. 802.607.

(CI. 240—114.)

1. The combination with a lamp socket having a bead,

of a shade supporting device including a shade supporting
member, a plurality of spring tongues formed thereon and
adapted to embrace »'ai<i Itead. a rotatable ring having
a plurality of spiral <^ms thereon adapted to engage said

tonifue and force them against the bead when the ring is

rotated, and a plurality of flexible members on said sup-

porting member adapted to be bent into engagement with
said ring to hold the same in place.

2. The combination with a lamp socket having a bead,

of a two pice shade supporting device including a mem-
ber having means associated therewith for supporting the

shade, a plurality of spring-tongues on said member, said

tongues having means for embracing said bead, a rotatable
ring mounted on said supporting memt>er and having on
its upper Inside edge a plurality of spiral cams adapted
to be brought into engagement with said spring-tongues
to press the same against said t>ead when the ring is

rotated.

3. The combination with a lamp socket having a bead,

of a two piece shade supporting device including a shade
supporting member having thereon a plurality of sprlng-

tonsoes, said tongues having longitudinal groovea formed
therein and vertically struck-ln portions below said

grooves, whereby said tongues embrace said bead, a ro-

tatable ring mounted on said Supporting member and hav-
ing on its upper edge a plurality of spiral cams adapted to

be brought into engagement with said spring-tongues to

press the same against said bead when said ring is rotated.
4. The combination with a lamp socket having a t>ead,

of a shade supporting device including a shade supporting
member, a plurality of spring-tongues formed thereon and
adapted to embrace said bead, a rotatable ring having a
plurality of spiral cams thereon adapted to engage said
tongues and force them against the t>ead when the ring
fc rotated, said tongues having a portion bent outward
to embrace said ring, and a plurality of flexible members
on said supporting member adapted to be bent into engage-
ment with said ring to bold the same in place.

5. The combination with a lamp socket having a bead,
of a shade supporting device Including a shade support-

ing meaiber, a plurality of spring-tongues on said member
and adapted to embrace said bead, a rotatable ring having
a plurality of spiral cams thereon adapted to engage said

tongues and force them against the bead when the ring
is rotated, said tonicues having a portion bent outward
to embrace said ring, a plurality of lugs on said supporting
member bearing on said ring to retain the same in place,

and a stop on said ring adapted to engage said lugs
to limit the extent of rotation of the ring.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,220,398. CARBURETER. Rii bin B. Bikjauir, Chi-

cago. III., assignor to Benjamin Electric Manufacturing
Company, Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Flletl

Aug. 6. 1914. Serial No. 856,196. (CI. 261—48.)

1. In a carbureter, the combination with a fuel supply
and an air supply, of means for controlling the flow of

fuel from said supply, comprising a conical rotating mem-
ber, means for causing the fuel to flow In a thin film over
the surface of said member toward its larger end, and
mean.s movable with said rotating member for causing
the air to flow in. a thin sheet over said film.

2. In a carbureter, the combination with a fuel suppl/
and an air supply, of means for controlling the flow of

fuel from said supply, comprising a rotatable tapering
member, means for causing the fuel to flow In a thin film

over the surface of said member toward Its larger end.

and tubular means carried by said rotatable tapering
member and substantially coaxial therewith, for causing
the air to flow In a thin sheet over said film.

3. In a carbureter, the combination with a fuel supply
and an air supply, of means for controlling the flow of

fuel from said supply, comprising a tapering member,
means for causing the fuel to flow in a thin fllm over the
surface of said member toward its larger end, and movable
means surrounding said tapering memt>er and adjacent
thereto for causing the air to flow In a thin sheet over

said fllm and for controlling the admission of an additional
supply of air to the fuel.

4. In a carbureter, the combination with a fuel supply
and an air supply of means for controlling the flow of

fuel from said supply, comprising a tapering member,
means for causing the fuel to flow In a thin fllm over the
surface of said memt>er toward its larger end, and tubular
means carried by said tapering memt)er and substantially

coaxial therewith, for causing the air to flow In a thin
sheet ever said fllm and for admitting an additional cup-
ply of air to said fuel.

5. In a carbureter, the combination with a fuel supply
and an air supply, of a fuel outlet port, a member com-
prising a needle valve portion controlling said port, and
a portion tapering outwardly away from said port and a
movable tubular member surrounding said flrst membei
and adjacent thereto, for causing the air to flow in a thin

sheet over the surface of said tapering part, said tubular
member also comprising valve means for controlling the
admission of an additional supply of air.

[Claima 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.399. COMBINED MULCHING AND LEVELl.NG
ATTACHMENT FOR PLX)W8. Johk Ramdall Bi-ack.
Toulon. 111. Filed Jan. 17, 1916. Serial No. 72.683.
(CI. 97—*4.)

1. A mulching and leveling attachment for plows com-
prising a supportluK frame, cylinders revolubly mounted
therein, a rigid bar connector having means for eugage-
ment with a plow frame and a swiveled connection wltk
said supporting frame, and means for exerting a yleldlns
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pressure on said supporting frame whereby the cylindera

are held in yielding conUct with the surface over which

they are drawn.

2. A mulching and leveling attachment for plows com-

prising a supporting frame, cylinders revolubly mounted

therein, a rigid bar connector having means for engage-

ment with a plow frame and a swiveled connection with

said supporting frame ; and coBperatlng means carried

by said connector and supporting frame for exerting a

yielding pressure on said frame.

3. A mulching and levelini: attachment for plows com-

prising a supporting frame, cylinders revolubly mounted

therein, a rigid bar connector having means for engage-

ment with a plow frame and a swlvele<l connection with

aid supporting frame ; and coCperatlng means carried

by said connector and supporting frame for exerting a

yielding presstire on said frame, said means being de-

tachably connected.

4. A mulching and leveling attachment for plows com-

prising a supporting frame, cylinders revolubly mounted

therein, a rigid bar connector having means for engage-

ment with a plow frame, said bar having a depending arm

at Its other end provided with longitudinally spaced

laterally extending apertured ears, a pivot bolt extending

through said ears, an arm pivoted to swing on said bolt

between said ears and having a depending stud on its free

end. spring metal straps plvotally engaged at one end with

said bolt, said straps diverging and connected at their

other ends to said supporting frame, and an outwardly

bowed plate spring secured at one end to said frame

and having an aperture at Its free end for detachable en

^cagement by said stud.

6. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a supporting frame and a surface engaging member

carried thereby ; of a rigid connector with which said

frame Is plvotally connected to swing in a horizontal plane,

an arm mounted on the pivot of said frame to swing In

a horizontal plane and held against vertical movement,

mid arm projecting over said frame, and a spring dis-

posed between said arm and frame for exerting a yielding

pressure On said frame.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.400. LEVELING AND MULCHING ATTACHMENT
FOR PLOWS. John Randall Black. Toulon. 111.

Filed June 6. 1016. Serial No. 101.807. (CI. 97—44.)

1. An attachment of the class described comprising a

supporting fram^. earth working means carried by said

frame, a draw bar. and a plate spring fixed at one end to

aid frame and swiveled at its other end to said draw bar.

2. An attachment of the class described comprising a

supporting frame, earth working means carried by said

frame, a draw bar. a plate spring fixed at one end to the

center of said frame and swiveled at ita other eod to said

draw bar.

3. An attachment of the class described comprising •

supporting frame, earth working elements carried by said

frame, a platform rising from the center of said frame, a

draw bar, and a plate spring fixed at one end to said plat-

form and swiveled at Its other end to said draw bar to

provide for the lateral swinging of said frame.

4. An attachment of the class described comprising a

supporting frame, earth working elements carried by nld
frame, a draw bar, a plate fixed to said draw bar, a spring

metal bar secured at one end to said frame and extending

under said plate and plvotally connected to swing later-

ally relatively to said draw bar, the contacting faces ol

said plate and spring frlctionally engaging.

6. An attachment of the class described comprising a

supporting frame, pulverizing elements carried by aald

frame, a draw bar. a disk-shaped plate fixed to aaid draw
l)ar, a spring metal bar secured at one end to said frame

and extending under said plate and plvotally connected

to swing laterally relative to said draw bar, said plate

having a flat lower face across which said spring meta.

bar extends and engages, a bolt extending through said

spring bar, said plate and draw bar, tuid a roller on tald

bolt in the aperture of said spring bar.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,401. WATER-COOLING DEVICE FOR ENGINE-
PISTONS. Cbablbs M. Blanchabd, Willoughby, Ohio.

Filed Apr. 7, 1916. Serial No. 89.676. (01. 12»—176.V

-^s

1. In a device for cooling a reciprocating piston, the

combination with telescoping tubes leading to the piston,

and a tube surrounding these tubes leading from the pis-

ton and reciprocable therewith, the sliding joint of the

first mentioned tubes being within the latter tube.

2. In a device for cooling a reciprocating piston, the

combination with telescoping tubes leading to the piston,

a tube surrounding these tubes leading from the piaton

and rigid therewith, the joint of the flrst mentioned tul)ea

t)elng within the latter tube, and a receptacle for the tube

leading from the piston, said receptacle having an exit

opening larger than the inlet tubes.
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8. In a derlee for cooliar a reciprocating piston, the
combination with telescoping tubes leading to the piston,

and a tiih.- rigid with and leading from the pl^ttun. a reoep
tacle for the tube leading from the piston Into which It

may projert, the receptacle having a large draining open-

ing which may prerent water accumulating in the recep-

tacle.

4. In a device for cooling plstona. the combination with
a piston having a chamber at the bead, passages leading

to and from the chamber, a stationary casing, an inlet

tnbe carried by said casing, a tube connected with the

inlet passage of the piston and telescoping with the latter

tnt)e as the piston reciprocates, means for leading water
to said tubes, a tube surrounding the telescoping tubes

and adapted to project at all times Into the casing and be

reciprocated by the piston, the latter tube surrounding the

telescoping tubes, and an exit opening leading from the
casing larger in diameter than the inlet opening.

5. In a device for cooling pistons for Internal combos-
tlon engines, the combination with a chamber in the

piston, passages leading to and away from the same, a pair

of telescoping tut>e8 connected with one of said passages
for leading water thereto, and a tube concentric with the

other tubes connected with the other passage for leading

the cooling water away from the piston, the latter tube at

oil times surrounding the sliding Joint of the telescoping

tubes whereby any water leaking at this Joint may be

carried away in the exit tube.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.!

1,225,402. HAIR 8INGEINO DEVICE. Ebmst Boc-

CHixo, Passaic, N. J., assignor of nne-half to Walter
Bronllller. Haledon, N. J. Filed Dec. 80, 1916. Serial

No. 139,849. (CI. 182—8.)

9. In a device of the kind deacrlbed, a face-plate, means
for securing a comb on the rear of said face-plate so that
the free ends of Its teeth project above said face-plate,

a handle portion connected with one end of said face-

plate, a movable gnard-plate adapted to cooperate with
the upper edge of said face-plate to clamp the tips of hair
gathered by said comb and distributed over said upper
edge of said face-plate, means for pivoting the end of said

guard plate to the inner end of said face-plate, spring
means for moving said gnard-plate to operative position,

a finger-piece on said guard-plate for manipulating the
same, a longitudinally extending guide rail secured on
the exterior surface of said face-plate, a slide-piece mount-
ed on said guide-rail, a burner member, embracing fingers

connected with said slide-piece adapted to embrace and
hold said burner member free to oscillate thereon, but
adapted to move longitudinally with said slide-piece, an
inlet pipe connected with said burner-memt>er, and a flnger-

plece on ^^aid inlet pipe for the purpose described.

[Claims 1 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,126.403. APPARATUS FOR CLEANING AND DRYING
GRAIN. MiCHAiL BoRiSLAVSKT, Mlnsk, Russia. Filed
Bept. 5, 1913. Serial .No. 788,267. (CI. 84—38.)

1. Apparatus for cleaning and drying grain, comprising
a easing, a plurality of movable sieves arranged therein

so as to continuously conduct the grain through the cas-

ing, partitions flexibly connected to said sieves to form
therewith separate closed compartments, each having an
outlet opening, a common conduit connected to said outlet

openings, a suction pump in said conduit, an air chamber,
a pitirallty of apparatus for supplying to said chamber air

at various temperatures, tmmmt tm caatvaUlag the sdpply
of air from each of said apparatus, means connecting said
air chamber with said casioK. and a fan In said connect-
ing means for forcing the air from said chamber through
said casing.

2. Apparatus for cleaning and drying grain, comprising
a casing, a plurality of movable sleveti arranged therein
so as to continuously conduct the grain through the
casing, partitions flexibly connected to said sieves to form
therewith separate dosed lompartments each having an
outlet opening, a common conduit connected to said outlet
openings, a suction pump In said conduit, an air chamber,
a plurality of apparatus for supplying to said air chamber
air at various temperatures, means for controlling the
supply of air from each of said apparatus, means con-
necting Mid air chamber with said casing, a fan in said
connecting means for forcing the air from said chamber
through said casing, and a dust collector connected to

said conduit.

1,225,404. SPRI.NG WHEEL William Rot Bowliuo,
Selden. Kans. me<l Dec. 24, 1915. Sertal No. 68,586.
(a. 152—28.)

A spring wheel including a wheel hub and rim, a series

of spoke sections plvotally connected to the hub, a series

of tubular spoke sections plvotally connected at their
outer ends to the rim to telescoplcally receive the first

named spoke sections, a collar secured upon each of the
tubular spoke sections, a guide member rotatably mounted
upon each collar and having Its axis of' rotation dispowd
at right angles to the spoke axis, a rod movable through
each guide member, means yieldingly retarding the move
ment of said rod. and arms rigidly fixed to the wheel hub
at their Inner ends and plvotally connected to one end of
the respective roda
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1,226,406. LIQCID-FTEL COMPOSITION AND PROC
ESS OF MAKING THE SAME. ARTHi W Swa.xbebo.

Minneapolis, Minn., assignor of one-half to Frederick C.

Flak, Wllllamsville. N. Y. Filed June 23, 1916. Serial

No. 105.396. (CI. 44

—

8.)

1. A liquid fuel for Internal combustion engines and

similar purposes comprising kerosene, anthracene and car-

bon blsulfld.

2. A liquid fuel for Internal combustion engines and

similar purposes ct>mprl»ing kerosene, anthracene, carbon

blsulfld and as much water as the mixture will take up.

3. A liquid fuel for Internal combustion engines and

similar purposes comprising kerosene, cartwn blsulfld and

anthracene, the anthracene being present in the amount of

about two ounces per gallon and the carbon blsulfld In the

amount of at>out six ounces per gallon.

4. The process of making a liquid fuel for internal com-

bustion engines and like purposes which comprises dis-

solving anthracene in carbon blsulfld and mixing the solu-

tion with kerosene.

6. The process of making a liquid foe! for Internal com-

bustion engines and like purposes which comprises mixing

anthracene with carbon blsulfld In the presence of mois-

ture and dissolving the solution so formed in kerosene.

1,226,406. AFTOMOBILB-GUARD. Gaoaoa T. BtT«K«t.L,

River Forest, 111. Filed Dec. 2, 1916. Serial No.

64.718. (CI. 128—198.)

1. In an automobile, the combination of an engine, a

foot board, an exhaust conduit extending from the engine

QBdemeath said foot board, a device for throttling the ex-

haust gases Inserted In said conduit underneath said foot

board, and a lock in the foot iward for placing an<l holding

said throttling device In operative or Inopeiative posi-

tloa.

2. In an automobile, the combination of an engine, an

exhaust conduit connected with the engine, and extending

onderneeth the foot board, an alarm device operaUble by

the exhaust gases dispose<l in said conduit underneath the

foot board, and a lock operated In said foot board, placing

said alarm device in operative or in Inoperative position

respectively.

8. A safety device for automobiles, including In combi-

nation with the exhaust of the automobile engine, a mov-

able element adapted to create back pressure when moved

in a predetermined position, and means for locking said

back pressure element In said position.

4. In a safety device for automobiles, in combination

with the exhaust conduit of the automobile engine, an

element within said conduit adapted to create back pres

sure in the engine when placed In a predetermined posi-

tion, a signal device assoclateil with said element and

becoming operative when said element Is moved In said

predetermined position, and means for locking said ele-

ment In said position.

6. In a safety device for automobiles, the combination

with the exhaust conduit of the automobile engine, of a

lockable back pressure creating device combined with an

alarm device, an Ignition circuit, and a switch for the

same, the lock for said back pressure and alarm device

being operatlvely connected wUh the ignition circuit

switch.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.)

1,226.407. MANTTFACrrRE OF CALCIUM ACETYL
SALICYLATE. Alebrt Bi 8< h. Brunswick, and Rich
ABO Lauch, Berlin. Germany, ash.'vnors to the Firm of

Johaan A. Wttlflng. Berlin. Germany. Filed June 9,

1915. Serial No. 83,064. (CI. 23—24.)

1. The improved manufacture of calcium acetyl-safl-

cylate. consisting in mixing equivalent proportions «f

acetyl-sallcyllc acid and calcium hydroxld In a dry state,

and moistening the mixture w'tb a ketone of the aliphatic

series.

2. The Improved manufacture of callcum acetyl sali-

cylate, consisting In mixing equivalent proportions af

acetyl-sallcyllc acid and calcium hydroxid in a dry state,

and moistening the mixture with a ketone of the allptiatic

series to moist paste.

3. The Improved manufacture of calcium acetyl-sali-

cylate. i-onslMtlng Id m*xlng equivalent proportions of

acetyl sallcyll- acid and cahiom hydroxld in a dry state,

and moistenlBg the mixture with a ketooe sf the aliphatic

series to a moist paste aad subjecting tte paste tbua ob-

tained to a kneading action.

4. The Improved manufacture of calcium acetyl-sali-

cylate, consisting In mixing as intimately as possible

equivalent proportions of acetyl-sall<-yllc acid and calcium

hydroxld in a dry ptate, moistening the SBixtiire with a

ketone of the aliphatic series to a moist past*-, and knead-

ing the mass till the product of reaction Is clearly soluble

in water.

6. The Improved manufacture of caldum acetyl-sali-

cylate, consisting In mixing equivalent proportions of

acetyl-sallcyllc acid and calcium hydroxld In n dry state.

moistening the mixture with a ketone of the aliphatic

series, subjecting the moistened mixture to a kneading ac-

tion, and removing the 'olvent.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

I,«a6,408. REFRIGERATING MACHINE. 0»OBoa P.

Cabboll, Bridgeport. Conn. FUed Oct. 11, 1918. 8e-

rUl No. 794.583. (CI. 62—6.)

1. In comblnat'on a condenser, an evaporator leading

from said condenser, a still adapted to contain an absorb-

ent, having a cooling water passage and leading from said

evaporator into said condenser, valve means controlling

the flow of water through said passage, an expansion valvs

controlling the flow of refrigerant from said condenser

Into said evaporator, an Inlet valve controlling the pas-

sage from sa<d evaporator Into said still, an outlet valTS

controlling the passage from said atlU into said condenser,

means for heating at intervals said still, means for acting

on said ^-alve means to prevent the presence of water In

said cooling passage during such beating, and means pre-

venting the starting of such heating and the opening of

said outlet valve until said expansion valve U closed and

said valve means is so acted upon.

2. In combination a condenser, an evaporator leading

from said condenser, a still adapted to contain an absorb-

ent, having H cooling water passage and leading from said

evaporator Into said conden.ser, a flow valve contro'' ng

the expansion of refrigerant from said condenser int > Kikl
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evaporator, an Inlet rmlve controlling the passage from
Mid evaporator into said still, an outlet valve controlling

the passage from said still Into ^ald condenser, means for

beating at intervals said still, and means preventing the
opening of said expansion valve and a flow of water
tbrongb said cooling passage until said ourlet valve is

closed.

3. In combination a condenser, an evaporator leading
from said condenser, a still adapted to contain an absorb-

ent and leading from said evaporator into said condenser,

an expansion valve controlling tbe flow of refrigerant

from said condenser Into said evaporator, an Inlet ralTe
controlling the passage from said evaporator into said

still, an outlet valve controlling tbe passage from said

still into said condenser, means for beating at intenrals

said !<till. and means preventing tbe opening of said ex-

pansion valve until after tbe termination of t'ucb beating

and tbe closing of said outlet valve.

4. In combination a condenser, an evaporator leading

from said condenser, a still adapted to contain an absort>-

ent, having a cooling water passage and leading from said

evaporator into saM condenser, an expansion valve con-

trolling tbe flow of refrigerant from said condenser into

said evaporator, an inlet valve controlling The passage

from said evaporator into said still, an outlet valve con-

trolling the passage from said still Into said condenser,

means for heating at Intervals said still. an<l means pre-

venting tbe opening of said expansion valve and a flow of

water through said cooling passage nntll after tbe termi-

nation of such beating and tbe closing of said outlet valve.

5. In combination a condenser, an evaporator leading

from said condenser, a still adapted to contain an absorb-

ent, having a cooling water passage and leading from said

evaporator into said condenser, valve means controlling

tbe flow of water through said passage, an expansion
valve controlling the flow of refrigerant from said con-

denser into said evaporator, an Inlet valve controlling the

passage from said evaporator Into said still, an outlet

valve controlling the passage from said still into said con-

denser, means for heating at intervals said still, means for

acting on said valve means to prevent tbe presence of

water In said cooling passage during such beating, and
mean^t preventing the starting of sacb beating until said

expansion and Inlet valves are closed.

[Claims 6 to 59 not printed in tbe Gkizette.]

1,226,409. SAFETY-RAZOR. Mobbib Cicil, New York,
N. Y. Filed Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No. 124,719. {CI.

30—12.)

In a safety razor the combination of a guard plate

having oppositely disposed punched up registering por-

tions, a razor blade comprisInK two blade sections spaced

In parallel position, each of said blade sections consisting

of a blade and a stiffening member folded over the inner

edge of tbe blade, tbe Inner corners of the said blade*

being cut away between the folds of the stlflTening member,
holding members having portions extending Into said cot

away portions of the blades between the folds of the

stiffening member for Joining the two blade sections to

form a safety razor blade, said holding members being

further provided with socket portions extending inwardly

a distance between the said blade sections and adapted to

receive tbe punched up registering portions of the guard

plate aforesaid to register tbe blade on the guard, a

backing plate having sockets for receiving tbe holding

member sockets aforesaid and means for clamping the

blade between the said gnard and backing plate.

1,226.410. SMEBT FEEDING MECHANISM. Kobebt Q.

Clabk, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Sept. 4, 191.-|. Serial No.

48,977. iCl. 101—39.)

1. In a sheet feeder, the combination of a support for

a pile of sheets ; a reclprocable carriage ; means on said

carriage to engage with and move a sheet from tbe pile

wb'>n moving in one direction ; means to engage with and
buckle said sheet daring said movement thereof ; and
means on said carriage to engage with tbe buckle<l por-

tion of the sheet when tbe carriage is moved in reverse

direction to separate and feed tbe sheet from the pile.

2. In a sheet feeder, the combination of a support for

a pile of sheets ; a reclprocable carriage : means on said

carriage to engage with one edge of a sheet and move It

from the pile when moving in one direction : nieano to

engage with the opposite edge of tbe sheet and buckle the

same during said movement of tbe sheet ; and means on
said t-arrlage to engage with the buckled portion of tbe

sheet when the carriage is move<l in reverse direction to

separate and feed tbe sheet from the pile.

3. In a sheet feeder, the combination of means to sup-

port a pile of sheets adjacent the sides ; a reciprocnble

support for tbe central portion of the sheets ; means <ar-

rled by said support to enga»;e with and move a sheet

from the pile when moved in one direction ; mean.* to

buckle said sheet during said movement thereof ; and
means carried by said support to engage with and sepa-

rate said sheet from tbe pile when tbe support is moved
in a reverse direction.

i. In a sheet feeder, the combination with a support

for a pile of sheets, of a reclprocable carriage ; a dog
movable with tbe carriage to engage with and move tbe

lowermost sheet from the pile for a predetermined dis-

tance when the carriage is moved In one direction : means
to engage with and buckle said sheet during said move-
ment : and Angers movable with the carriage to engage
over the buckled portion of the sheet when the carriage

is moved In a reverse direction to separate and feed the

sheet from the pile.

5. In a sheet feeder, the combination with a support for

a pile of sheets, of a reclprocable dog to engage with tbe

lowermost sheet of tbe pile and move it a pre<letermlned

distant e In one direction ; an abutment with which said

sheet engages during said movement to buckle the same;
and Angers movable with tbe dog to engage with the

buckled portion of said sheet when the dog is moved In a
reverse direction to separate and feed the sheet from tbe

pile.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Qasette.]

1.220,411. ELECTRIC LIGHTING FIXTURE. Albibt
Corn and Louis H. Dibs. Chicago, 111. Filed I>e<>. 1,

1916. Serial No. 134.299. (CI. 240—81.)

1. In a lighting flxture. a bracket comprising a central

supporting member, a plurality of projecting arms, and a
socket-supporting nipple carried by each of said arms,
said arms being Integral with said central member.

2. In a lighting flxture. a unitary bracket device com-
prising a washer, a plurality of projecting arms, and a

socket-supporting nipple Inteerai with each of said arms,
said arms being integral with said washer.
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3. In a lighting flxture. a bracket comprising a washer,

a socket-supporting nipple carried thereby, and a stud

and supporting floger therefor Integral with said washer.

4. In .1 lighting flxture. a bracket comprising a washer
a plurality of arms integral therewith, a socket-support-

ing nipple carried by each of said arms, a stud, and n

supporting finger integral therewith and Integral with

said washer.

5. In a lighting flxture, a unitary bracket device com-

prising a central supporting member, a plurality of nip-

ples, and a threaded stud all formed in a nnltary piece.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in tbe Gasette.]

1,226,412. PENCIL-SHARPENER. GlOROB COOPCR,
Ansonia, Conn. File<l Apr 1, 1916. Serial No. 88,244.

(a. 120—98.)

1. A pencil sharpener comprixlng a pair of oppositely

dlsposttl ciroilar cups each of which is provided with a

lateral opening, and a socket member provided with

sharpenlnK Instrumentalities disposed transversely of one
of said cups so that the open end of tbe socket Is in back

of said opening In the latter, one of said cups being sleeved

upon the other whereby both of said op<>nings may l>e

brought Into alinement to permit the Insertion of a
pencil point Into said socket.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gatette.]

1.225,413. RAILWAY TIE. WILLIAM G. Cocoblim,
Philadelphia^ Pa. Filed June 80, 1914. Bertal No.

848,225. (Cl. 288—6.)

1. Tbe combination with a wooden cross-tie, of two
separated and Independent rail-supporting and tie-pro-

tecting devices mounted on said tie, one of said devices

being lo<*atetl beneath ea< h rail and each device compris-

ing a channel member having a web extending across the

top of the tie with integral flanges embracing the sides

of the tie. and a second channel memt>er having a web
extending across the tie beneath tbe same with Integral

flanges embracing the sides of tbe tie, means extending

through tbe tie for securing said members thereto, and
means carried by the top channel members for securing

rails lo place thereon.

X
II um ii j ii ) III <

2. The combination with a wooden cross-tie, of two
separatet'. and Independent rail supporting and tie protect-

ing devices, each comprising a channel piece resting on
the ti" and adapted to < arry the rail, a second channel

piece beneath the tie, the upper channel piece having

downwardly converging flanges and the lower channel

piece having upwardly diverging flanges.

.;. The combination with a wooden QToss-tie, of two
separated rail supporting and tie protecting devices, each
(Oil prising a c hannel piece resting on the tie and adapted
to carry the rail, a second channel piece beneath the tie,

the upper channel piece having downwardly converging
flanges and the lower channel piece having upwardly dl-

\erg:1ng flanges, the flanges on the opposing channel pieces

overlapping and the webs of said pieces constituting stops

engaging said flanges to limit tbe movement of tbe chan-

nel pieces toward each other.

4. The combination with a cross-tie, of a rail support-
ing and tie protecting device comprising a channel piece

having a web beneath the tie and upwardly extending
flanges embracing the tie, the web being concave on Its

under surface and extending laterally beyond said flanges

In <-onformlty with the curvature of said surface.

ft. A tle-relnforclng and rall-supfwrtlng device compris-

ing H channel member the flanges of which are capable of

fitting the sides of the tie beneath and a short distance
on opposite sides of a rail supported thereon, tbe web
of said channel having a rib on its tie engaging face, and
means carried by the web of the channel for clamping the

foot of the rail in place on said device.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.225.414. FIREPROOFING OF FABRICS AND OTHER
ARTICLES. Thomas .Tohn Ireland Craio, Manchester,
England. Filed Feb. 6. 1915. Serial No. 6.610. (Cl.

,23—5.)
1. The process of treating textile fibers and fabrics and

other porous or absorbent substances or articles to render
them less inflammable by precipitation or forming therein

or thereon a double carbonate of alumina and alkali which
consists in treating such a substance with a solution of a
suitable alkali aluminate and then treating the ahimlnated
substance with a suitable liquid or solution which is a
source of supply of carbon dloxid, substantially as here-
inbefore described.

2. The process of treating textile fibers and fabrics and
other porous or absorbent substances or articles to render
them less inflammable by precipitating or forming therein
or thereon a double carbonate of alumina and alkali which
consists in treating such a substance with a solution of

suitable alkali aluminate, drying the aluminated substance
and then treating it with a suitable liquid or solution
which is a source of supply of carbon dioxld, substan-
tially as hereinbefore described.

.T. The process of treating textile fibers and fabrics and
other porous or absorbent substances or articles to render
them less Inflammable by precipitating or forming therein
or thereon a double carbonate of alumina and alkali which
consists in treating such a substance with a solutton of

suitable alkali aluminate, subjecting tbe aluminated sub-
stance to a temperature of over 100" C. and then treat-
ing it with a suitable liquid or solution which Is a source
of supply of carbon dioxld, substantially as herelntiefore

described.
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4. The process of treating textile fibers and fabrics and
other porous or absorbent sabstanceti or articles to render
theiu less inflammable by precipitating or formlns therein

or thereon a double carbonate of alumina and alkali which
consists In treating such a substance with a solution of

alkali alumlnate, treating It with cart>on dloxld gas, then
treating It with a saitable liquid or solution which Is a

source of supply of carbon dloxld, substantially as herein-

before described.

5. The process of treating textile fibers and fabrics and
other porous or absorbent substances or articles to render

them less iaflammable by precipitating or forming therein

or thereon a doable carbonate of alumina and alkali which
consists in treating such a substance with a solution of

suitable alkali alumlnate, drying the alumlnated sub-

stance, treating it with carbon dioxid gas. then treating

It with a saitable llqoid or solution which Is a source

of supply of carbon dioxid, substantially as hereinbefore

described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.225.415. ARTIFICIAL ARM AND HAND. Mo«»s E.

Cronemillbh, Patton. Pa. Filed Feb. 9. 1916. Serial

No. 77.271. (CI. S—12.)

1. An artificial hand having a plurality of fingers each

composed of a plurality of plvotally connected Joints or

members, a toggle lever having its links pivoted at their

outer ends to adjacent finger members, and an actuating

link-rod connected to the outer toggle link and to a part

separate from Raid adjacent members.
2. An artificial hand having a plurality of fingers each

composed of a plurality of plvotally connected Joints or

members, a toggle lever having its links pivoted at tbelr

outer ends to adjacent finger members, and means directly

connected with said toggle lever for causing it to fold or

bend when the finger is swung toward the palm of the

hand.

3. An artificial hand having a plurality of fingers each
composed of a plorality of plvotally connected Joints or
members, toggle levers connecting the adjacent memt>ers, a
rod extending transversely across the hand upon which
the innermost finger members are pivoted, a link bar mem-
ber secured to said innermost finger Joint and pivoted
on said rod, a rock-shaft, and links connecting said rock-

shaft with the said link bar member.
4. An artificial hand having a plurality of ftngera, each

composed of a plurality of plvotally connected Joints

or members, a rock-shaft extending transversely of the
band, links connecting said shaft with the respective

fingers, a rotary disk mounted to rotate In the plane of

the band, and a connecting rod or link pivoted to said

disk and to said rock-shaft respectively.

0. An artificial band having a plurality of fingers, each
composed of plorality of plvotally connected Joints or

memt>en). toggle-levers connecting adjacent meml>ers, means
for causing said toggles to bend or fold when the fingers

are moved toward the palm of the hand, a rock-shaft ex-

tending transversely of the band, links connecting said

shaft with the respective fingers, a rotary disk mounted
to rotate in the plane of the hand, and a connecting rod

or link pivoted to said disk and to said rock-shaft re-

spectively.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,225.416. LIQUID LEVEL EBGULATOR. Achillm di
Khotinskt. Chicago, 111., aadgnor to Central Scientific

Company, Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Mar. 26, 1916. Serial No. 86,688. (C\. 137—21.)

1. .Apparatus for maintaining liquid In a container at

a constant level including a relatively small auxiliary re-

ceptacle connected to said container near the bottom
thereof, and replenishing and overflow means both con-

nected to said auxiliary container, said means t>elng simul-

taneously adjustable to vary the height of the operative

connections between said auxiliary container and said re-

plenishing and overflow means while maintaining said

replenishing means In predetermined relation to the sur-.

face of the liquid as determined by said overflow means.
2. Apparatus for maintaining the level of liquid in a

container including 'a vertical tube with oppositely di-

rected lateral openings, a partition dividing said tut>«

into sections leading respectively from each opening to

the upper and lower ends of the tut>e. an outlet connected

to the lower end of the tube, said tube being vertically ad-

justable whereby the level of the liquid In said container is

varied and the predetermined relation of said partltloo

to the surface of the liquid is maintained.

.3. Apparatus for maintaining the level of liquid In •
container Including an outlet pipe for said liquid, and
means associated with the entrance to and wholly con-

taine<l within said pipe for rupturing the surface tension

of liquid rising In the container above the said entrance.

4. Apparatus for maintaining the level of llqnld in a
container Including means for supplying replenishing
liquid, an overflow outlet, an inlet for the replenishing

liquid, said outlet and inlet being oppositely directed with
respect to said container and simultaneously adjustable
to maintain said Inlet in predetermined relation to the sur-

face of the liquid as determined by said outlet.

0. Apparatus for maintaining the level of llqnld in a
container, including a vertical tube with oppositely di-

rected lateral openings, a partition dividing said tube into
sections leading respectively from each opening to the
upper and lower ends of the tube, means for supplying
replenishing liquid to the upper end of the tube, and an
outlet connected to the lower end of the tube.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gaiette.]
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1,225,417. APPARATUS FOR VAPORIZING AND BURN-
ING HYDROCARBON FUELS. John Ashtox Doblb,
Waltbam. Mass. Filed Jan. 28. 1914. SerUl No.

816.069. (a. 122—46.)

>»

A Steam generatlnjr construction for automobiles com-
prising the combination of a vertical boiler having at the

top thereof a chamber for the products of combostion, a
motor and direct connected fan, a condnlt for conducting
the fan discharge to the bottom of the tubes of the boiler,

means for conducting liquid fuel to said fan. a plurality

of air pipes in said top chamber and a conduit for carry-

ing the air heated in said pipes around said fuel conduct-
ing means and to the fan. >

1.226,418. LIQUID - DISPENSING DEVICE. Chaelm
DoiBiNO, Jr., and Hbnbt H. Docbino, Chicago, 111.

Filed Aug. 12. 1916. Serial No. 46.100. (CI. 221—88.)

1. A device of the class described, comprising a recep-

tacle adapted to receive an Inverted bottle or container,

a reservoir tiltably mounted in the receptacle at a point

beneath the orifice of the bottle and arranged to receive

the orifice of the Inverted bottle or container so that fluid

in the reservoir will automatically control the flow of

the liquid from the bottle or container, said reservoir

being adapted to tilt upward toward the bottie orifice into

discharging position without disturbing its receiving rela-

tion with the bottle.

2. A device of the class descrll»ed. comprising a recei>-

tacle provided with a discbarge opening, means for hold-

ing an Inverted bottle or container, and a reservoir tilt-

ably mounted in the receptacle and arranged to receive

the orifice of the bottle or container so that fluid in the
reservoir will automatically control the discharge from
the bottle or container, said reservoir being arranged to

discharge into the discharge-opening of the receptacle

when the reservoir is tilted.

8. A device of the class described, comprising a recep-

tacle provided with an opening in the top thereof adapted
to receive an ln>-erted bottle or container, the receptacle

being provided with a discharge-opening, a reservoir tilt

ably mounted In the receptacle, and means arranged with-
in the receptacle whereby the Inverted bottle or container
win be held In fixed relation to the normal position of
the reservoir.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a recep-

tacle adapted to receive an Inverted bottle or container,

a reservoir tiltably mounted In the receptacle, with the
upper portion of the reservoir normally arranged in a
horizontal plane above the plane of the orifice of the
bottle, and a discharge-outlet in the receptacle arranged
coincident with the discharge-end of the reservoir.

6. A device of the class described, comprising a recep-

tacle provided with a holding portion adapted to receive
an inverted bottle or container, a reservoir tiltably mount-
ed in the receptacle and adapted to receive the orifice of
the inverted bottle or container so that liquid in the reser-

voir will automatically control the flow from the bottle

or container, and means whereby the reservoir may be
tilted and liquid discharged therefrom.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,419. NUT-LOCK. Obobgb A. Donahcb, Wilming-
ton, Del. Filed Jane 16. 1916. Serial No. 108,818.
(CI. 161—6.J

1. In a nut lock a bolt having a cavity, a nut provided
with a tapered opening mounted on said bolt, the larger
end of said opi|>ning being Inward, and a tapered locking
pin mounted in said opening.

2. In a nut lock a l)olt having a cavity, a nut provided
with a tapered npening mounted on said bolt, the larger
end of said opening being inward, a tapered locking pin
mount<H] Id said opening, and means for normally forc-

ing said locking pin Inward.

8. In a nut lock a bolt having a cavity, a nut provided
with a tapered opening mounted in said bolt, the larger
end of said opening being inward, and a spring actuated
tapered locking pin mounted in said opening with the
larger end Inward, said larger end arranged to engage the
cavity In the bolt.

4. In a nut lock the combination with a l>olt having a
longitudinal groove, of a nut provided with a bolt re-

ceiving opening having a circumferential groove, said not
also provided with a hole leading from said groove, a
tapered opening communicating with said groove and the
bolt receiving opening, said tapered opening having its

larger end In rommunication with the bolt receiving open-
ing, a tapered locking pin mounted In the tapered open-
ing with its lar;;er end projecting Into the bolt receiving
opening, said locking pin having a notch in its smaller
or outer end, an annular wire spring adapted to sorroond
the nut mounted In the circumferential groove and regis-

ter with the notch in the locking pin. and an extension
formed from t ne end of said spring and engaging the hole
in the nut to prevent rotation thereof.

1.225.420. FASTENING MEANS. Lena H. Koobbt,
Rochester, N. T., assignor to Bastian Brothers Co..
Rorhester. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed
<><t. 18. 1916. Serial No. 126.309. (CI. 24-217.)
1. The combination with a rigid wall and a device at-

tached thereto, and abutting said wail, of fastening means
between said two members surrounded by aald abatting
portions and comprising a rigid projection on one of said
members, having an effective portion aniform is cro.?a-
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sectional area throughout Its length, a wall of aheet mate-
rial on the othpr memt>er of less thickness than the effec-

tive length of tho projection. 8aUI wall baring an open-
ing conforming suhntantially in ahape to a crosa-aectlonal

area of the effective portion of the projection but b«ing
slightly gnialler in size than said cross-sectional area, the
wall of uid opening being slightly yleldable in a direc-

tion transverse of the sheet wall and beln« unyielding In

the direction of the plane of the aheet wall.

2. The combination with a rigid wall, and a device
attached thereto and abutting said wall, one of said mem
bers having a concavity surrounded by aaid abutting por-
tions, of fastening means between said members arranged
In said concavity and comprising a rigid projection se-

cured to one of the members having an effective portion
uniform in cross-sectional area throughout its length, a
wall of sheet material secured to the other part and
having less thickness than the effective length nf the pro-
jection, said wall having an opening conforming substan-
tially in shape to a cross-sectional area of the effective

portion of the projection but being slightly smaller In

slse than said cross sectional area, the wall of said open-
ing beln? slightly yleldable in a direction transverse of
the sheet wall and being unyielding in the direction of

the plane of the wall, said projection and wall being
contained within the concavity.

3. Fastening means between two members comprising
a rigid projection on one of said members, having an
effective portion uniform and noncircular In croas-sectional

area throughout Its length, a wall of sheet material on the
other meml>er of less thickness than the effective length
of the projection, said wall having a noncircular opening
conforming substantially in shape to a cross-sectional area
of the effective portion of the projection but being slightly

•mailer in size than said cross sectional area.

4. The combination with a rigid wall and a device
attache<l thereto and abutting said wall, of fastening means
between said two members surrounded by said abutting
portions and coniprising a rigid projection on one of said
members, having a portion uniform in cross-sectional area
throughout its length, a wall of sheet material on the

other member of less thickness than the effective length
of the projection, said wall having an opening conform-
ing substantially in shape to a cross-sectional area of the
effective portion of the projection but being slightly

smaller in size than said cross-sectional area, the sheet

wall being provided with radial openings so that the wall
of the opening Is slightly yleldable in a direction trans-
verse of the sheet wall and is unyielding in the direction
of the plane of the sheet wall.

1,225.421. RAILROAD-CROSSING. HaNBT O. Elfbobo.
Chicago, III., assignor to American Manganese Steel

Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Maine. Flletl

Nov. 2, 1916. Serial No. 129.086. (CI. 104—40.)

1. A crossing, comprising In combination a plurality of
pairs of rail extensions, the members of one pair being

duplicates of the members of the other pairs composing
the crossing, the ends of the members of each pair being
out of abutting engagement.

2. A crossing, ooniprlslng In combination a plurality of
pairs of sections, each pair of sections being comple-

mentary, the inner ends of said sections being secured In

abutting engagement with a similar transversely -extending
section.

3. A .crossing unit composed of two members adapted
to be disposeil In end to-end relation, an element of •
transversely-extending cooperating unit spacing apart the
ends of said members, four duplicate units being sufficient
to complete a crossing, substantially as described.

4. A railroad crossing, comprising In combination four
duplicate crossing units suitably Joined, each unit being
composed of two members, one of the members of each of
the four units passing transversely through one track of
the crossing and abutting the other track of said crossing.

7. A railroad crossing compose^l of four units, each unit
being composed of a plurality of complementary sertlons.
one section extending through one track rail and abutting
another, and another section abutting said last named
track rail.

[Claims 5, G. and 8 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.225.422. EAR rROTBCTING DEVICE. lIiCHA«L
F«HiB. Alliance, Ohio. Filed Feb. 7. 1917. Serial No.
147.148. (CI. 128—10.)

1. In an ear-protecting device, adjustably -ospported
elements, one of which Is resilient, an ear-engaging flap

carried by the resilient element, a sound stop provided on
said flap and designed to engage within the auditory canal
of the ear. and means conibineii with sal<l sound stop for
expanding and contracting it perlpherically.

2. In an ear protecting device, suitably supported ele-

ments connected at one end and movable conjunctively,
one being rigid and one being resilient, an ear encageable
flap carried by the resilient member, a sound stop pro-
vided on said flap and designed to engage the auditory
canal of the ear. means combine*! with said sound stop
for expanding and contracting It perlpherically and mean >

carried by the rigid element for llmltedly advancing the
resilient element therefrom.

3. The combination of an arcuate bead engaging ele-

ment, connected rigid and resilient elements llmlte<llv
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alidable <onJunctlvely thereon, a cone-Uke sound stop sup-
ported by the resilient element, spring means within the
sound stop for expanding It p<-ripherically. and means
carrle<l by the rigid element for limltedly advancing the
resilient element therefrom,

4. In an ear protecting device, the combination with a
supported element, of a Hgld and a resilient element con-
nected together and sUdable llmltedly on the supported
element, a relatively flexible cone-like sound stop sup-

portetl by the resilient element, spring means combined
with the sound stop for expanding; It perlpherically. and
means carrie<l by the rigid element for llmltedly advancing
the resilient element therefrom.

1.225,423. AORICULTIR-VL IMi'LEME.NT. LEON FON-
NKKBECK, lAigau, Utah. Original application filed Apr.
6. 1916. Serial No. 89.415. Divided and this application

filed July 11, 1910. Serial No. 108,676. (CI. 97—63.)

1. In a rotary plow, the combination of a drum pro-
vided with slots dispose<l in triangular relation, a plow, a
triangular cap plate at the upper end of the plow pro-
vlde<l at one •slge with projection.-* passing through two
of the slots In the drum and engaging the inner surface
of the same, the cap plate being provlde<l at the corner
remote from said projections with a slot registering with
s slot in the drum, n latch Inserted through said register-
ing slots, said latch having a neck to pass through said
slots and a head at the Inner end of said neck to bear
against the Inner side of the drum and permit rocking
of the latch, the latch being further constructed with
an arched portion to clear the edge of the cap plate and
permit Its extremity to lie close against the drum, pro-
jections on the drum at the sides of the latch, and a
securing device lnserte<1 through said projections and
passlns over the latch.

2. In a rotary plow, the combination of a drum, a plow,
a cap plate on said plow having means at one end to
enter the drum and engage the inner face thereof, and
means at the opposite end of the cap plate for locking
the same to the drum.

S. In a rotary plow, the combination of a drum, a plow,
a cap plate at the upper end of the plow having a slot at

one end. projections at the opposite end of the cap plate
extending Into the drum and engaging the Inner side of
the same, a latch Inserted outwardly through the drum
and the slot In the cap plate and turned over against the

drum, ami a retaining device secured upon the drum and
extending over the end of the latch.

1.226.424. RTKAM-TIRBINK. Clarinci E. Fowl«b,
Toledo. Ohio. Filed July 26. 1916. Serial No. 111,879.
(CI. 263—50.)

2. In a turbine, a rotatable wheel having in Its pe-

riphery a drtumferentl.TJ channel, a series of buckets or

blades mounted In and across said channel and capable
of elastlcally yielding In the direction of the rotation of
the wheel, and a nozzle for directing a steam Jet Into

said channel and successively Mgalnst said buckets or

blades.

'). In a turbine, a rotatable wh<^l having in its pe-

riphery a channel, in said channel a series of blades or
buckets comprlslnc. respectively, a plurality of thin resili-

ent fingers secured at one end to the bottom of the

(hannel, the free ends of the fingers being bent back-
wardly, a like series of deflecting plates secure<l in and
across said channel and overhanging the free ends of said

fingers, r.nd a nozzle which dischargee t>etween the suc-
<'e8«lve pairs of deflecting plates.

[Claims 1, 3, and 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.425. PROTECTOR FOR INCANDESCENT LAMPS
AND THE LIKE. Edwabd G. B. Fox. Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to The Franklin Electric Manufacturing Com-
pany. Hartford, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.
Filed Feb. 9, 1916. SerUl No. 77.254. (CI. 217—29.)

id c3
—r
r T— ;,

1. An article of the character (lescribed made from a
single piece of flexible material and comprising an aper-
tured base to receive the lamp base, side members folded
down from two opposite edges of said base, one side mem-
ber being apertured to receive the end of the other aide
member, the ends of said side members being extended to
form resilient feet.

2.' An article of the character described made from a
single piece of flexible material and comprising an aper-
tured base to receive the lamp base, side members folded
down from two opposite edges of said base, the ends of
said side members being crossed and interengaged. and
extending beyond the point of engagement to form resili-

ent feet.

3. An article of the character de8<'ribed made from a
single piece of flexible material and comprising an aper-
tured base to receive the lamp base, side members folded
down from two opposite edges of said base, one side mem-
ber being apertured. the end of the other side member
being reduced in width to pass through said aperture, in-
terengaging parts on said side members, and extensions
l>eyoiid said point of engagement forming resilient feet.

1.226.426. TUBE-BENDING MACHINE. WiLt.iAif P.
FSANK, Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 18. 1916. Serial No.
67,606. (Cl. 168—40.)

T

1. \ tnbe bending machine coniprlsin'.; a rotatable ele-
nient provided with means for engaging a tu1>e ; a plug
Insertlble In a tube engaged by said element ; and a
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grooTed <lle partially enclrcllDg and cooperating with Miid

elemeot, substantially as described.

2. A tnbe bending machine comprlalng a grooved ro-

tatable element provided wltb means for engaging a tube ;

a plug Insertlble in a tnbe engaged by aald element ; and
a grooved die partially encircling and cooperating with
aid element, subatantlally as described.

8. A tube bending machine comprlalng a baae ; a grooved
head rotatably mounted in said baae ; a grooved die par-

tially encircling and cooperating with said head ; a wedge
for forcing said die into cooperating relation with aald

head ; a threaded stem anchored on said bate substan-

tially tangential to said head ; and a plug on said stem
positioned substantially at said tangent point and In-

sertlble in a tube arranged in said grooTes, subatantlally

as described.

1,226,127. DOOR-SECURING MECHANISM. Edward
E. Oaob, New York. N. Y. Filed June 80, 1816. Serial

No. 106,846. (CI. 70—74.)

tlon of said plate moves said second bolt into and out of

engagement with its socket.

6. The combination with a door and door casing, a
latching means carried by aaid door, a key controlled
lock on said door, a rota table meml>er for controlling said

latching mechanlam, a plate secured to rotate therewith
a plurality of radial arms extending from aald plate, alld-

able bolts secured to aaid door at the top, bottom and one
side thereof and operatlvely connected with said plate

and locking means for said plate controlled by aald ke/
controlled lock.

1.226.428. TRACTOR BINDER HITCH. Joseph W.
Oamblb, Carpentersvllle, 111. Filed Aug. 7, 1916. Serial

No. 113.467. (CU 21—187.)

1. The combination wltb a door and door casing, a

latching mechanism for said door, a key controlled lock

for said door, and additional securing means for aald door
comprising a plurality of bolts adapted to secure said

door to aald caaing at top. bottom and aide, and means
controlled jointly by aaid lock and said latching mechanism
for controlling the operation of said additional securing

Beans.
2. The combination with a door and door casing of a

knob controlled latching mechanism for aaid door, a key
controlled lock for said door, a socket In said casing re-

mote from aald latching mechanism and said lock, a bolt

carried by aald door adapted to be moved into and out of

engagement with aald aocket by means of aald latcning
mechanism, and meana controlled by said lock for pre-

venting the movement of said latching mechanism.
3. The combination with a door and door casing, a

latching mechanism therefor, a rotatabie member for said

latching mechanism, a socket in said caaing at one end

of said door, a bolt carried by said door and adapted to

engage aaid socket, a key controlled lock on said door
separate from aaid latching mechanism, and means con-

trolled by said key controlled lock for controlling the ro

tatlon of aaid rotatabie member, and an operating con

nection between said rotatabie member and said bolt.

4. The combination with a door and door casing a latch-

ing mechanism, a knob for operating aald latching mech-

anism, a plate aemred to rotate with said knob, a key

controlled lock separate from aald latching mechanism,
a bolt controlled by aaid key controlled lock aUapt>>d to

engage said plate to hold said knob against rotation, a

socket In said door casing at one end thereof a ^cond
bolt on said door adapted to engage aald socket and con-

nection between aald bolt and said plat* whereby the rota- 1

1. In a device of the rlaaa de8crll>ed a main bar adapted
to connect with a tractor draw bar, a rocking lever, a
plate adapted to support said rocking lever mounted on
said main bar, and means for adjustably securing said

rocking lever to aald tractor draw bar.

2. In a device of the class described a main bar adapted
to connect with a tractor draw bar, a rocking lever, a
plate mounted on said main bar below said rocking lever,

and means for securing said rocking lever rigidly to said

plate, and means for adjustably securing said ro<-klng

lever to said tractor draw bar.

8. In a device of the claaa deacrlbed a main bar adapted
to connect with a tractor draw bar, a rocking lever mounted
on aaid main bar, a plate supporting aald rocking lever

and means whereby said lever may be adjustably mounted
on said plate, and a cross strap connecting the opposite
end of said rocking lever to either end of said tractor
draw bar.

4. In a device of the class described, a main bar, one
end of which is adapted to be secured to the forward end
of an Implement and the front end aecured to the rear

end of the tractor, and a grain bar positioned on the grain

side of said nuln bar, and means for adjustably securing

said grain bar to said main bar, said means including

a rocking lever pivotally mounted on aaid main bar and
a plate containing means for holding aaid rocking lever

in any deaired position.

6. In a tractor binder hitch the combination with a
rear bar, a main bar, a grain bar pivotally mounted there-

on, a rocking lever mounted on said main bar, a plate

mounted on said main bar to which aald rocking lever

may be rigidly secured, the end of aald grain bar being

pivotally connected to the left-hand side of said rocking

lever, a forward extenaion bar to which aald main bar
la pivotally secured, and a cross strap connecting the

right band end of said rocking lever to one end of said

extension bar.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.225,429. MICROPHONIC SIGNALING DEVICE. Johji

GABONsa, Knott End, England. Filed July 18. 1914.

Serial No. 861.702. (O. 177—811.)

1. A microphonic Instrument comprising two vibratory

reeds each supported at one end and hav*ng a current con-

ducting element at the other end. said reeds vibrating in a

vertical plan*', a current conducting meml>er bridging said

conducting elements, said member resting upon said ele-

ments and being maintained In position thereon by gravity.

2. A microphonic instrument comprising two vibratory

reeds eaeh 8upi«)rtPd at one end and carrying an electrode

at the other, said reeds vibrating In a vertical plane, aald

electrode comprla'ng pieces arranged to provide a V-

shaped space l)etween them, a cylindrical electrode bridg-

ing said first named ele<'trodf8 and poMitioaeU In aaid V-
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kaped space, aaid cylindrical ele<trode being maintained
in contact with said first named electrodes by gravity.

8. A microphonic instrument comprising a support, two
vibratory reeds comprising flat strips each secured at oneend of saJd support, said reeds vibrating in a vertical
plane and having their free ends provided with electrodes
arranged to form a V-shaped space between them, a cylin-
drical electrode bridging said flrst named ele<trode8 and
positioned in said V-shaped space, said cylindrical elec-
trode being malnuined in conUct with said first named
electrodes by gravity.

1.226,430. KITCHEN UTENSIL. Joseph G. Gavlak

1. A kitchen utensil comprising a tapering water con-
tainer having a flat bottom, a tapering dough receiving
recepUcle having a portion permanently extended above

ii!J^°*r. " "'' "' ****'" P*""""" extending into and
frlcttonally engaging with the inner face of the container
the bottom of said receptacle being flat and being spacedfrom the bottom of the container, said bottom of aaldreceptacle provided centrally with an upwardly extending
hollow cone closed at Its apex and open at Its base, a lid
for closing said receptacle, said container having Itsbottom formed with diametrically opposed vertical offsets
itttendlng from the top edge and terminating above thebottom of a container, said offsets providing outlet oas-
sages for stesm.

(Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.

]

1.228.481. KNOCKDOWN FURNITURE. Thtophilc. A.GlLBAtT New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 8. 1916, SerUl
No. 82.802. (CI. 6—4.)
I. A device for releaaably connecting the component

perts of fum'ture. comprising a tubular member having a
longitudinal opening with opposite transverse shoulders
formed In the Inner wall to cooperate with ahoulders
formed on parts adapted to be Inserted Into the tubularmember through the longitudinal opening to prevent end-wUe displacement of said parts, opposite recesses In the
sides of the tubular member adjacent the sides of theopening, and a lo-Mng member to alldably engage in said
receawfs. sabstanf...ly as and for the purpose specified

2. A derlce for releaaably connecting component parts
of furnltore, conpristng s tubular member having a Ion-

gltudlnal opening, opposite transverse shoulders la the
inner wall of said member to cooperate w'tn shoulders
formed on parts adapted to be Inserted Into the tubularmember through the longitudinal opening to prevent end-
wise displacement of the parts, and a pair of ears pro-
jecting laterally from one side of said member, and alocWng member having Uterally projecting ears adapted
to alldably engage In the opening In the tubular member
substantially as and ror the purpose specified.

8. A device for releaaably connecting component parts
of furniture, comprlalng a rectanguUr hollow member
having one side open with longitudinal recesses in th*
sides of the opening, opposite tranaverse shoulders In th*
inner wall of said member, a pair of ears projecting Ut-
erally from one side of aald member, and a locking mem-
ber of T-ahape in cross section having a pair of laterally
projecting ears to sUdably engage In said recess, sabstan-
tlally as and for the purpose specified.

4. A device for releaaably connecting component parts
of furniture, comprising a tubular member having a lon-
gitudinal opening In the side wall communicating with
the bore of said member and through which opening a
component part or parts of furniture are adapted to be
Inserted Into the tubular member to project from opposite
ends, and said tubular meml>er having means exterior
thereof for the connection of another part of furniture,
and a member having a releasable connection with the
tubular member adjacent the opening to close said opening
and lock the component part or parts of furniture therein
and having means exterior thereof to connect a component
part of furniture thereto.

1,226,432. BRUSH-RAKE. Horace M. Gilbsbi. North
Yakima. Waah. FUed Jan. 6, 1917. Serial No. 140.996.
(CI. 66—66.)

A. brush rake comprising an elongated tine, side tines
diverging therefrom, supplemental tines arranged at op-
posite sides of the first named tine and secured at their
inner ends to the diverging tines, a brace member secured
to all of the tines, a tubular member underlying all of
the tines and terminating In upstanding forwardly di-
rected extensions, a flexible member disposed through aald
tubular member and the extensions and with the ex-
tremities of said fleil>le member terminating in advance
of the free ends of tSe extension, and a hitch member towhich said extremities of tbe flexible member are secured.
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1,220,483. DETACHABLE CONTACT-PLATE. Qmowau
W. OiLMoaa. AlllEQce, Ohio. Filed Sept. 14. 1915. Se-

rial No, 60.694. (CI. 175—282.)

ing (^Berating chamber arranged below the holding cham-
ber and having Its entire bottom op<>D and unobitrncted to

the admlsalon and emlnion of water, the opening In the

t>ottom of the holding chamber enabling communication
of the latter with the generating chamber : a TalTe for

controlling the opening between the two chamberi and the

pasaage of material from the holding chamt>er Into the

generating chamber : means for normally holding the raWe
open against a predetermined pressure ; and means for

doting the valve against thf aition of its holding means
controlled by the pressure of the gas generated.

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a contact plate, of a supporting terminal base plate

having a projecting flange for engaging one edge of the

contact plate, adjustable ra*>ans for engaging the other

end of the contact plate and clamping it against said pro-

jecting flange in electrical contact with the terminal base

plate, and means for preventing transTerae movement of

Raid contact plate.

2. A device of the class described comprising the com-
bination with a contact plate ; of a terminal baae plate

having means for supporting one end of said contact plate,

a terminal sleeve carried by said terminal base plate,

means carried by said sleeve for engaging the opposite end
of said contact plate and retaining the latter in engage-

ment with said terminal base plate, means for preventing

movement of said contact plate upon said terminal base

plate, and means for supporting said terminal base plate.

3. A device of the class described comprising the com-
bination with a contact plate having notched ends, of a

terminal baae plate in electrical cantact therewith and
having a projecting flange for engaging one end of the

contact plate, a terminal socket carried by said terminal
base plate, means for supporting said terminal bas<< plate,

adjastable means on the terminal socket for engaging the

other end of said contact plate and clamping it aecurely

against said terminal base plate flange, and members pro-

jecting from said terminal base plate and engaging said

notches to prevent lateral movement of said contact plate

t>etween Its clamping members.

4. A derlce of the class described comprising the combi-

nation with a contact plate : of a terminal base plate, a

terminal upon said terminal base plate and provided with

an extension, means carried by said terminal base plate

for supporting said contact plate, means mounted In the

extenalon of said terminal for securing said contact plate

against said terminal base plate, means for preventing

movement of said contact plate upon said terminal base

plate, and means for supporting said terminal base plate.

6. A derlce of the class described comprising the com-

bination with a contact plate having channels formed in

Ita opi>oslte ends, and a notch extending across each of

said channels, of a terminal base plate In electrical con-

tact with said contact plate and having a projecting flange

for engaging one of the channels of the contact plate, a

terminal socket carried by said base plate at the end op-

posite said projecting flange, screws carried by said ter-

minal socket engaging the channels in the unsupported

end of said contact plate for clamping said plate securely

to the base plate, pins projecting from the t>ase plate and
through the notches in the end of the contact plate for

preventing transverse movement of said contact plate,

and means for supporting said terminal base plate.

1.220,434. ACETYLENE - GENERATOR. AaxHca P.

KaoAK, Newark. N. J., assignor to Safety Car Heating

& Lighting Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Dec. 19. 1912. Serial No. 737.610. (Cl, 48—03.3.)

1. A gas generator having, in combination, a holding

chamber provided with an opening in Ita bottom ; a float-

2. A gas generating buoy comprising a float : a holdlnf

chamber mounted upon the float : a generating chamber

carried by the float and ext ndlng from the latter Into tha

water and to the holding chamber, said generating cham-

ber being entirely open at its bottom and nnobatmcted to

the admission and emission of water ; a valve between the

holding chamber and the generating chamber ; means for

automatically opening said valve and maintaining it thns

against a predetermined pressure ; and pressure actuated

means for closing said valve.

3. A generator comprising a chamber for holding the

material from which the gas Is produced ; a generating

chamber having Its entire bottom open and unobstructed

to the admission and emission of water, said chamber be-

ing located below the holding chamber and having opera-

tive connection therewith : means controlled by the pres-

sure of gas In the generating chamber for regulating the

flow of the material into said generating chamber ; meana
for utilixlng the gas ; a 'H)nduit connecting the generating

chamber with the gas-utiUalng means ; and a float for sup-

porting the entire structure upon the surface of a body of

water.
4. A gas generator comprising a chamber for holding a

powder of the material from which the gas is produced ; a

generating chamber located below the first-named chamber
and having operative connection therewith, said generat-

ing chamber having its entire bottom open and unobstruct-

ed to the admission and emission of water ; means con-

trolled by the pressure of gas in the generating chamber
for regulating and discontinuing the flow of the powder

;

means opposing the action of the controlling means for

continuing the flow of the powder ; means for utilising the

gas ; a conduit connecting the generating chamt>er with the

gas-utilizing means : a purifier connected to said conduit

;

and a float for supporting the entire structure upon the

surface of a body of water.

0. A generator of a combustible gas comprising a cham-

ber for holding the material from which the gas is pro-

duced ; a generating chamber arranged adjacent the first-

named chamber and having its entire bottom open for the

admission and emission of water ; means for feeding the

material from one to the other chamber ; means controlled

by the pressure of the gas generated for regulating the

feed of the generating material ; means for utilizing the
gaa ; a conduit connecting the generating chamber with the

gaa-utlliilng means ; means for supporting all of aald parts
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on a body of water with the generating chamber extending
Into the latter so that the united weight of the structure
and the opposing pressure of the water In the generating
chamber shall produce the gas pressure and automatically
effect its regulation as used.

[Claim* 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.220.436. WINDOW CONSTRUCTION. William F.
Hajsk. Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 2«, 1916. Serial No
•il.fJftT. (Cl. 16—29.)

1. The combination of a window frame, a sash slldable
in said frame

; a molding strip constituting a guide for
the inner side of aald sash, said strip being provided with
a plurality of openings extending therethrough ; headed
studs in the frame opposite said openings ; a plate secured
over the outer side of each of said openings ; and a locking
member in the form of a bell crank pIvoUlly mounted on
each of said plates In the corresponding opening, the upper
arm of said bell crank being extended Inwardly and pro-
vided with a depending notched flange adapted to engage
the corresponding stud, the other arm of said bell crank
depending and extending Inwardly, there being an open-
ing In said plate opposite said depending arm. substan-
tially as described.

2. A fastening for window moldings or the like com-
prising a plate having securing tangs at opposite ends
ther^f and perforated lugs at opposite sides thereof ; and
a locking member pivoted in said lugs, said locking mem
ber being In the form of a bell crank one arm of which
extends upwardly and Inwardly, the inner end of said
arm being provided with a depending notched flange
adapted to engage a headed stud, and the other arm of
aald bell crank depending Inwardly, said plate being pro
vided with an opening opposite said depending arm sub
stantlally as described.

1.228.436. GARMENT SUPPORTER.
Louis, Mo. Filed Feb. 28, 1016
<C\. 24—246.)

Gaouoi Haki, St
Serial No. 80,996.

1. A garment supporter comprising a button, means for
suspending said button, and a clasp between which and
said button a garment may be held, said clasp Including
a suspension member, a button receiving loop and con-
necting members between said suspension member and
loop, said button receiving loop having alined inturned
end portions arranged end to end beneath the button ; and
means operable on said connecting members whereby said
button receiving loop may be contracted to move Ita In-
turned end portions endwise toward each other.

2. A garment supporter comprising a button, means for
suspending said button, and a clasp between which and
said button a garment may be held to aald button, said
clasp Including a suspension member, a button receiving
loop and connecting members between said suspension
member and loop, said button receiving loop having end

portions arranged end to end beneath the button, one of
which is telescopically fitted to the other ; and means op-
erable on aald connecting members whereby said button
receiving loop may be contracted to move Its Inturned
end portions endwise toward each other.

1,226,437. ELECTRIC SIGNAL AND DAMPER CON-
TROL. Phillip W. Hammond, Columbus. Ohio. Filed
Apr. 20, 1914. Serial No. 838,063. (Cl. 177—366.)

SP 7 ^M

^^

1. In combination with a valTe control, an alarm oper-
ative when the said valve should be moved toward open
position, and means connecting said alarm and said valve
control of such a nature that the rendering of such alarm
Inoperative moves said valve toward opin position.

2. In combination with a valve, a valve control, an
alarm operative when the said valve should be moved to-
ward closed position, and a removable bridge In said
alarm circuit and connected to said valve control, said
control and the valve being of such form that removal
and release of said bridge permits automatic movement of
said valve toward closed position.

3. In combination with a valve control a manually op-
erable alarm operative when the said valve control should
'>e moved toward either open or closed position, and means
connecting said alarm and valve control of such nature,
that the rendering of said alarm Inoperative results in
the movement of the said valve control toward open or
cloaod position.

4. In combination with a valve control, an alarm oper-
ative when said valve control should be moved toward
open or closed positions, and means connecting said alarm
and valve control of such a nature that the rendering of
said alarm inoperative results in the movement of the
said valve control automatically toward one position and
adjustment of said alarm for operation when another dan-
ger limit shall be reached.

6. in combination with a thermal alarm adapted to
give a maximum limit signal and a minimum limit slg-
nal, a manually operable valve control, and means for
coaction with said valve control and maximum and mini-
mum limit signals to make wald signals operative or in-
operative, said valve control being adjustable to two poal-
tlons and so constructed and connected to said means that
when adju8te<l to one position It places the maximum sig-
nal in operation and the said valve control is moved to-
ward open position, and when adjusted to the other por-
tion the minimum limit signal Is placed in operation and
the said valve control Is moved toward closed position.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.2 26.4 88. AUTOMATICALLY TIMED ASPHALT-
TESTER, William B. HowAan, Brooklyn, N. T. Fltod
June 21. 1916. Serial No. 30,247. (Q. 260—10.)
1. Apparatus for testing viscosity comprising In combi-

nation, a penetrator-bar adapted to force a penetrator Into
the substance to be tested and being normally free to move
for the purpose of adjustment ; a grip means to hold aald
penetrator bar against operating movement ; a tlme-lntcr-
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Tml-controller ; an actuator operable bj a single move-
ment for aotomaticaUy causing the grip meNn« to release

•aid penetrator-bar and the tlme-interTal-controUer to

tart In operation ; automatically operating nieann fur

effecting the regrlpplng of aald penetrator-bar after a pre-

determlnable time-lnterral ; and said grip means having
provisions operable independently from the control of said

tlme-lnterval-controller to effect the release of said pene-

trator bar.

2. Apparatna for testing vlacoalty comprlalng in combi-
nation a penetrator-bar adapted to force a penetrator Into

the substance to be tested ; a normally inactive grip for

holding said penetrator-bar against the operating force of
aaid bar ; a grip-operator for making said normally in-

active grip active to hold said penetrntor-bar after it has
been freely adjusted ; a time interval controller ; an actu
ator operable by a single movement for automatically stop-

ping the operation of said grip-operator and starting the
operation of said tlme-interval-controUer ; and automatic
means for returning said actuator to normal position after
a predetermined time Interval to restore the operation of

aid grip-operator for the purpose of causing the grip

again to bold the peoetrator-bar.

3. Apparatus for tenting viscosity comprlalng in combi-
nation, a penetrator-bar adapted to force a i>enetrator
iato the substance to be tested and being normally free

to move for the purpose of adjustment ; an flectro mag-
netic grip to hold said penetrator-bar against opera tine
movement ; a tlme-lnterval-controller ; an actuator-switch :

openable circuit connections between said grip and said
actuator-switch and adapted to Include a aoarce of elec-

tricity, aaid connections adapted when dowd, to caote
aid grip to hold said penetrator-bar against operating
movement ; an actuator under the control of said time
interval-controller and operable by a single movement for

automatically oftfnlng said actuator-switch and starting

the operation of said time-lnterval-controller ; and auto-

matic means for returning said actuator to normal posi-

tion after a predeterminable time-interval to close said

actoa tor-switch, causing said grip to operate.

4. Apparatus for testing viscosity comprising in combi-
nation, a penetrator-bar adapted to force a penetrator into

the substance to be tested ; a grip for said penetrator-

bar ; a tlme-interval-oonfroller having provisions for any
one of various time-Intervals for control ; an actuator
normally causing said grip to operate and operable by a

ingle movement to release said grip and start aaid tlme-

lnterval-controller in operation ; means for holding said

actuator throughout the predeterminable time interval

and then returning it to normal poHition to cause said

grip to operate ; and means for varying the time-interval

of control of said time interval-controller upon aaid ac-

tuator.

5. Apparatus for testing viscosity comprising In combi-
nation, a penetrator-bar adapted to force a penetrator
Into the substance to be tested ; a grip for said penetrator-

bar ; a time-lnter\-al-controller having provisions for any
one of various time-intervals for control ; an actuator
normally canalng said grip to operate and operable by a
single movement to release said grip and start said tlme-

lnterval-controller in operation ; means for holding said

acttiator throughout the predeterminable time interral

and then returning It to normal position to cause said

grip to operate ; means for varying the time-Interval of

control of said time interval controller upon said actu-

ator ; and means Independent of said actuator and said

tlme-lnterval-controller for releasing said grip to permit
movement for adjustment of said penetrator-bar.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.225.439. HINGE FOR VANITY CASES. William O.
Kbndall. Newark, N. J. Filed Jan. 26, 1917. Serial

No. 144,508. (a. 220—11.)

1. In a hinge construction, the combination with two
members to be hinged, one being formed with a slot, of a
hinge ear proJe<-tlng from the other, a tongue projecting
laterally from the ear at its free end, and a second tongue
projecting forwardly from the free ehd of the ear at that
side opposite the first tongue, the ear at the base of th«
second tongue t>elog formed in Its side edge with a notch
whereby the second tongue may be swung to aline with
the first.

2. In a hinge construction, the combination with a re

cepfacle having an upstanding wall formed adjacent its

free edge with a horizontal slot and a cover having a de
pending flange to engage about the wall, of a hinge ear
projecting from the flange and substantially equal in width
to the wldtb of the slot, said hinge ear having Its free

end portion bent to extend at substantially right anffles

to its body portion, an anchoring tongue extending lat-

erally from the free end of the ear at one side, and an
anchoring tongue extending beyond the free end of the
ear and in the direction of the ear at the free side, such
side of the ear being notched whereby after the first

tongue has been passed through the slot of the box wall
and the ear xwiing to pass its free end through the slot

after the first tongue, the second tongue may t>e bent to

aline with and extending in a direction opposite to the

first tongue while still lying In the plane of the free end
of the ear.

3. In a hlnjce construction, a hinge ear, a tongue pro-

jecting laterally from one side of the ear at its free end,

and a second tongue projecting In the direction of and
beyond the ear at its free end and adjacent the opposite

side of the ear, the ear at the base of the second tongue
betng formed in its side edge with a notch whereby the

second tongue may be swung to extend In allnemenl with
the first.

1.225.440. FIRE POT ATTACHMENT. Ea.fasT KiM
MICH. Detroit, Mich. Filed Nov. 10. 1916. Serial No.
130.584. (C\. 126— 147.)

1. The combination with a fire-pot and a series of moT-
able grate-bars arranged therebeneath and coactlng there-

with, of a division plate fur the fire-pot extending acroas
the name and suspended to clear said grate-bars and per-

mit shaking movement thereof, and a borixontal plate at

the top of said dirlsloo plate for exciading fuel from one

side of the latter and preventing short circuiting of the
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air, the space beneath said horizontal plate at one side of
said division plate being in free air communication with
the space below the grate to permit clrcuUtion of the air
and cooling of said plates.

2. The combination with a fire-pot and a series of mov-
able grate-bars arranged therebeneath and coactlng there-
with, of a vertical division plate extending diametrically
across said fire pot and suspended therein, with its lower
edge clearing the grate bars, and a horizontal plate for
closing the space at one side of said division plate and at
the upper end thereof, said horizontal plate being sup-
ported on said division plate and abutting thereagalnst
to prevent lateral displacement, the space beneath said
horizontal plate being in free air communication with the
space below the grate.

3. The combination with a tapering fire pot having an
interior ledge and a series of movable grate bars arranged
below said fire pot and coactlng therewith, of a division
plate arranged in a vertical plane to extend diametrically
across said fire-pot and conforming to the taper thereof,
said plate having a ledge substantially on a level with
that of the fire-pot, the lower edge of said division plate
clearing said grate bars and its upper edge portion being
supported at its ends upon said ledge of the fire-pot and a
horizontal plate resting upon said ledges of the vertical
plate and fire pot and closing the space at one side of the
vertical plate.

4. The combination with a fire-pot having an Interioi
ledge and a series of movable grate bars arranged there
beneath and coactlng therewith, of a vertical division
plate extending across said fire-pot and suspended therein
with its lower edge clearing the grate bars, said plate be-
ing restrained against lateral displacement by the fire-

pot wall and having a ledge substantially opposite that
upon the flre-pot wall, and a horizontal plate supported
on said ledges and restrained against lateral displace-
ment by the vertical plate, a space having free air com-
munication with the space below the grate, being formed
between the grate and said horizontal plate.

1,226.441. FILTER -TANK. BauNO Richard Kobbino.
Detroit, Mich. Filed Dec. 22, 1915. Serial No. 68 155
(01. 210—11.)
1. In a filter tank, the combination of an inclosing

shell, a vertically-disposed filtering metlium within said
shell and dividing the Interior of the latter Into a receiv-
ing chamber and a filtrate chamber, means for Introducing
into said receiving chamber liquid to be filtered, means for
Introducing into said receiving chamber a gas under pres-
sure, a horizontally - disposed partition in said filtrate
chamber dividing the latter into a plurality of compart-
ments, and a closable outlet from each of said compart-
ments.

2. In a filter tank, the combination of an inclosing
bell, a vertically-disposed filtering medium dividing the
Interior of said shell into a receiving chamber and a fil-

trate chamber, means for introducing into said receiving
chamber liquid to be filtered, means for introducing into
said receiving chamber a gas under pressure, a horizon-
tally-disposed partition In said filtrate chamber dividing
the latter into a plurality of compartments, said partition
•loping downwardly from said filtering medium to said
shell, and a closable outlet from each of said compart-
menta at the lowermost portion thereof.

238 O. G.—33

8. In a filter tank, the combination of an inclosing
shell, a vertically-disposed filtering m«'dium closed on it-

self and spaced Inwardly from said shell, whereby a receiv-
ing chamber is formed within said filtering medium and a
filtrate chamber is formed between said filtering medium
and said shell, m«"an8 for Introducing Into said receivinf
chamt^r n liquid to be filtered, means for introducing Into
said receiving chamber gas under pressure, a horizontally-
disposed partition within said filtrate chamber dividing
the latter into a plurality of compartments, and a closable
outlet from each of said compartments.

4. In a filter tank, the combination of a cylindrical In-,

closing shell, a cylindrical and vertically-disposed filtering
medium spaced Inwardly from said shell whereby a receiv-
ing chamber is formed within said filtering medium and
an annular filtrate chamber is formed l>etween said filter-

ing medium and said shell, means for introducing into said
receiving chamber a liquid to be filtered, means for Intro-
ducing Into said receiving chamber a gas under pressure,
a horizontally-disposed partition within said filtrate cham-
ber whereby the latter is divided into upper and lower
compartmenta, and a closable outlet from each of said
compartments.

6. In a filter tank, the combination of a cylindrical in-
closing shell, a vertically-disposed cylindrical filtering me-
dium spaced Inwardly from said shell, whereby a receiving
chamber Is formed within said filtering medium and an an-
nular filtrate chamber is formed between said filtering me-
dium and said shell, means for Introducing Into said re-
ceiving chamber a liquid to be filtere<l. means for Intro-
ducing Into said receiving chamber a gas under pressure,
a plurality of horlzontally-dlspoBed partltlong within said
filtrate chamber whereby the latter Is divided into a plu-
rality of compartments one above the other, and a closable
outlet from each of said compartments.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,442. MECHANICAL MOVEMENT. John Konae,
Chicago, III., assignor of two-thirds to Thomas Francis
Adams, Sunnyslde, Mont. Filed Mar. 16, 1912. Serial
No. 684,292. Renewed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial No
122.547. (CI. 74—14.)
1. A mechanical movement comprising, a primary lerer

pivoted at one end, a secondary lever pivoted at one end
and provided with a lug intermediate its length for bear-
ing engagement upon an upper surtace of the primary
lever, and a resilient means having bearing against an un-
der surface of the primary lever and an upper surface of
the secondary lever., substanttally as set forth.

2. A mechanical movement comprising, a primary lever
pivoted at one end and provided with a bracket extension
Intermediate Its length, a secondary lever pivoted at OB«
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end and provided with a lug IntermedlJitc its length for
liearlng engagement upon an upper surface of the prlnoary
leTer, and a resilient means having bearing against an
under surface of the aforesaid bracket extension and an
upper surface of the secondary lever, substantially as set
forth.

8. A mechanical movement comprising, a primary lever
pivoted at one end, a secondary lever pivoted at one end
and provided with a lug intermediate its length for bear-
ing engagement upon an upper surface of the primary le-

ver, and an arc shape spring having bearing against an
under surface of the primary lever and an upper surface
of the secondary lever, substantially as set forth.

4. A mechanical movement comprising, a primary lever
pivoted at one end and provided with a bracket extension
intermediate Its length, a secondary lever pivoted at one
end and provided with a lug Intermediate its length for
bearing engagement upon an upper surface of the primary
lever, and an arc shaped spring having bearing against
an under surface of the aforesaid bracket extension and an
upper surface of the secondary lever, substantially as set

forth.

5. A mechanical movement comprising a plurality of
primary levers pivoted at one end and provided with a
plurality of latch toes, a plurality of secondary levers piv-

oted at one end and provided with lugs Intermediate their
lengths for bearing engagement upon upper surfaces of the
primary levers, resilient means having bearing against an
under surface of the primary levers and upper surfaces of
the secondary levers, and a latch plate common to the

^
series of latch toes aforesaid, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,443. HEAT-INSULATING BOARD COMPOSED OF
CEREAL STRAW. Jamis E. Lappbn, Winona, Minn.,
assignor to Union Fibre Company, Winona. Minn., a
Corporation of Minnesota. Filed Dec. 27, 1915. Serial
No. 68.661. (a. 92—3.)
As a new article of manufacture, a thermal insulating

board composed of long, partially purified fibers of cereal
straw feltefl and agglomerated with a binder of the gummy
components of said straw and constituting a coarsely po-
rous and coherent body.

1,225.444. RUNNER ATTACHMENT FOR VEHICLES.
Hb.nbt H. Lbclaib. LowvlUe, N. Y. Filed May 13, 1916.
Serial No. 97,366. (CT. 21—47.)

1. The combination with a vehicle wheel and a shaft
for the wheel, bearings mounted on said shaft at oppoaite
sides of the wheel, a flat spring having a slot formed
therein for the reception of the wheel, and a runner alao

provided with a slot for receiving said wheel, said runner
and said fiat spring being connected at their terminals.

2. The combination with a vehicle wheel and a shaft
for the wheel, bearings mounted on said shaft at opposite
Rides of the wheel, a flat spring having a slot formed
therein for the reception of the wheel, a runner also pro-
vided with a slot for receiving said wheel, said runner and
said flat spring being connetted at their terminals, and
resilient means lnterpo!«ed between said runner and said
flat spring.

3. The combination with a vehicle wheel and a shaft
for th<» wheel, bearings mounted on the shaft at opposite
sides of the wheel, a flat spring having a slot formed
therein for the reception of said wheel, a runner also pro-
vided with a slot for receiving said wheel, the ends of the
runner being curved upwardly and having Its terminals
bent toward each other and connected to the ends of said
flat spring.

4. The combination with a vehicle wheel and a shaft
for the wheel, bearings mounted on said shaft at opposite
sides of the wheel, a flat spring secured to said bearings
and provlde^l with center longitudinally extending slot
through which the wheel is disposed, a runner having
curved end portions and Its terminals secured to the ter-
minals of said flat spring, said runners also provided with
a slot through which said wheel extends, and brace mem-
bers having their ends secured to said runners for bracing
the curved portions thereof.

5. The combination with a vehicle wheel and a shaft
for the wheel, bearings carried by said shaft at opposite
sides of said wheel, a flat spring secure<l to said bearings.
a runner having Its terminals fastened to the terminals
of said spring, a pair of cylinders depending from said flat
spring an<l secured thereto, and resilient means connected
to said runner and disposed within the central bores of
said cylinders

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,225.448. SOUNDING TOY. Locis LBomwrNi, Merl-
den. Conn. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No. 188.108.
(CI. 4«—46.)

n-'.

.1

1. In combination with a member provided with an ex-
plosive chamber, a magazine carried by the member and
delivering within the chamber, valves carried by the
member and extending within the magailne, and means
for moving said valves In unison but In reverse directions.

2. In combination with a member provided with an
explosive chamber, a magailne carried by the member
and delivering within the chamber, valves carried by the
member and extending within the magailne, and means
for moving said valves in unison but in reverse directions,
said valves being spaced longitudinally of the magazine!
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8. A device of the character described comprising a
memt>er provided with an explosive chamber, a magazine
carried by the member and delivering within the chamber,
valves extending within the magailne for controlling the
delivery therefrom and extending exteriorly thereof, the
exterior portions of the valves being provided with open-
Insa, an endwise movable member carried by the first

named member and extending through the openings of
the valves, the portion of the endwise movable member
eoacting with the valves being bent to afford cams whereby
•aid valves upon movement of said last named member
are caused to move in unison but in reverse directions.

4. A device of the character described comprising a
member provided with an explosive chamber, a magazine
carried by the member and delivering within the chamber,
valvea extending within the magazine for controlling the
delivery therefrom and extending exteriorly thereof, the
exterior portions of the valves being provided with open-
ings, sn endwise movable member carried by the first

named member and extending through the openings of
the valves, the portion of the endwise movable member
eoacting with the valves being bent to afford cams whereby
said valves upon movement of said last named member
are caused to move in unison but in reverse directions,

and means for normally maintaining the endwise mov-
able member at the limit of Its movement In a direction
away from the explosive chamber.

1^25,446. HAND-LOOM. Cosinnb M. Lbwib, Newton
Tllle, Mass. Filed Sept. 29, 1915. Serial No. 63,186.

(01. 189—12.)

•t

1. In a hand loom comprising a frame, a warp roll and
a cloth roll Journaled therein, guiding rolls for said
warp spaced apart and lying In the same substantially
Tertlcal plane, a vertically reciprocable and laterally mov-
able lay carrying a reed and harness, a support for the
lay located at a distance below the fell of the cloth formed
upon said warp, flexible members having at one end
kangers secured to the ends of said lay, said hangers be-

ing so constructed that the center of gravity of the lay
and hangers will lie in the longitudinal vertical central
plane of the lay, rotary guides for said flexible members
mounted upon the frame above the upper guide roll and
a light treadle member connected to the opposite end of
said flexible members whereby the weight of the lay will
cause It normally to descend and rest upon said support
and the depression of said treadle will raise the lay to
beat up the filling.

2. In a hand loom comprising a frame, a warp beam
and a cloth roll mounted therein, means for guiding the
warp from said warp beam to said cloth roll and means
for beating up the filling; pawl and ratchet mechanism
for said warp beam and cloth rolls adapted to permit
adjustment of the tension upon the warp and means
for maintaining the teeth of the ratchet In firm engage-
ment with the pawl thereby preventing alteration of the
tension after the same has been set.

8. In a hand loom comprlslng''a frame, a warp beam
aad a cloth roll mounted therein, means for guiding the
warp from said warp beam to said cloth roll and means

for beating up the filling ; pawl and ratchet mechanism
for said warp beam and cloth rolls sdapted to permit
adjustment of the tension upon the warp and means for

preventing alteration of the tension after the same has
been set consisting of counterweighted flexible members
fixed to and coiled about the shafts of said warp beam and
said cloth roll in a direction to maintain the ratchets
and pawls in constant engagement notwithstanding the
shocks and rebound caused by the beating up of the filling.

4. A lay for a band loom comprising a reed and a de-

mountable harness frame carrying a series of movable
heddles.

5. A lay for a hand loom comprising a hollow frame
containing a reed and a demountable rectangular metallic

heddle frame consisting of parallel beddle bars and end
pieces detachably secured together and a series of heddles
mounted upon said heddle bars whereby broken heddles
may readily be removed and others substituted therefor
without dismantling the lay.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,447. METHOD AND MEANS FOR DYEING FUR-
SKINS. Habbt C. Lcbabbkt, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No. 123,879. (CI. 8—6.)

1. The herein described method of dyeing fur skins,
which consists In laying the skins fur side up upon a
traveling carrier, brushing into the hair of the skins a
dye material, transferring the carrier and skins into a
drying atmosphere, discharging the dyed skins, returning
the carrier in a dried condition to the Initial position and
repeating the operation.

2. The herein described method of dyeing fur skins,
which consists in laying the skins fur side up upon a
traveling carrier, successively pressing back the hair of
the skins to expose the sides of the hairs as the skins are
conveyed by the carrier, brushing upon the exposed hairs
at their free ends alone and at a distance from the skin
surface a dye material, transferring the carrier and skins
into a drying atmosphere, discharging the dyed skins,
returning the carrier in a dried condition to the Initial

position and repeatng the operation.

3. The herein described method of dyeing fur skins,
which consists in laying the skins fuf side up upon a
traveling carrier, brushing Into the hair of the skins a
dye material, thoroughly distributing the dye applied by
the brushing operation by a second brushing operation,
transferring the carrier and skins Into a drying atmos-
phere, discharging the dyed skins, returning the carrier In
a dried condition to the initial position and repeating the
operation.

4. The herein described method of dyeing fur skins,
which consists in laying the skins fur side up upon a
traveling carrier, successively pressing back the hair of

the skins to exi>ose the sides of the hairs as the skins
are conveyed by the carrier, brushing upon the exposed
hair at their free ends alone and at a distance from the
skin surface a dye material, thoroughly distributing the
dye applied by the brushing operation by a second brush-
ing operation, transferring the carrier and skins into a
drying atmosphere, discharging the dyed skins, returning
the carrier In a dried condition to the initial position and
repeating the operation.

5. In dyeing apparatus, the combination of a drying
chamber, an endless belt carrier guided through the
chamber and guided to a point outside of the same, a
rotating dye applying brush srranged transversely of the

<
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carrier outside of the drying chamber, and means (or
•npplylng the brash with a dye material whereby It

mAy be applied to skins conveyed by the carrier under the
brush, and means for heatlnj? and drying the carrier sur-
face before returning to position under the brush.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the (Jaxette.]

1,225.448. GDY-ANCHOR. Ldct LcaABDi, Deflanc*.
Mich. Filed Aug. 17, 1914. Serial No. 857,169. (Q.
189—91.)

A guy rope anchor comprising a stem provided with
rope attaching means and pointed at one end, a sleeve
fixed In said stem adjacent the point and having oppo-
sitely extendinii; ears placed in a staggered relation to
each other, said ears being Inclined In opposite direction
transversely of their minor dimensions, auger blades se-

cured to said ears and Inclined In the same direction of
the ears, said blades being formed of semi-circular disks
and being pointed at the Junction of the curved and
straight lines.

1,225.449. FEEDMILL. Harrt O. McCcixoch, Free-
port, III., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Stover
Manufacturing and Engine Company. Freeport. 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Feb. 9, 1914, Serial No.
817,396. Renewed Mar. 1, 1917. Serial No. 131,814.
(01. 83—8.)

1. In a feed grinder, the combination with a suitable
frame and driving gear of grinding burs mounted therein,
housings Inclosing a breaking chamber, a main breaker
shaft Journaled in the lower portion of said chamber near
the xrindins burs, suitable breaking teeth and spirally
arranged, conveying devices upon the shaft to break up
the feed and urge it toward the grinding burs, a pre-
liminary breaker shaft Journaled in the breaking cham-
ber and geared to a slower rotation than the main breaker
shaft and radially projecting breakers upon the prelimi-
nary breaker shaft spirally arranged to give the feed a
alight preliminary movement toward the grinding end of
the machine.

2. In a feed grinder, the combination with a suitable
frame and driving gear of grinding burs mounte<l therein,

housings inclosing a breaking chamber, a main breaker
shaft Journaled In the lower portion of said chamber near
the grinding burs, suitable breaking teeth and spirally

arranged conveying devices upon the shaft to break up
the feed and urge it toward the grinding burs, a pre-
liminary breaker shaft Journaled in the breaking chamber
and geared to a slower rotation than the main breaker
shaft and radially projecting breakers upon the prelimi-
nary breaker shaft.

3. In a feed grinder, the combination with a suiUble
frame and driving gear of grinding burs mounted therein,
housings inclosing a breaking chamber, a main breaker
shaft Journaled in the lower portion of said chamber near
the grinding burs, suitable breaking teeth and spirally
arranged conveying devices upon the shaft to break up
the feed and urge It toward the grinding burs, a pre-
liminary breaker shaft Journaled in the breaking chamber
and radially projecting breakers upon the preliminary
breaker shaft spirally arranged to give the feed a slight
preliminary movement toward the grinding end of ths
machine.

4. In a feeil mill, a breaker chamb<'r having an adjustable
discharge opening, a fee<l chamber to receive material
discharged through said opening and Itself open on the
side opposite said opening, a screw conveyer arranged to
force material out of the feed chamber at sild opposite
side, grinding devices through which said conveyer force*
the material which It expels from the feed chamber, and
means in the breaking chaml>er for breaking material and
forcing it through said discharge opening, said means.
conveyer and a part of the grinding devices being flied to
a common shaft.

5. The combination with a breaker chamber having an
adjustable outlet opening, devices in said chamber for
breaking material and urging it toward said opening, a
fee<l screw in position to receive material delivered
through said opening, grinding devices In position to
receive material dlscharge<l by the screw, and a casing
inclosing the screw and resisting outward movement of
material !n its path.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.225.450. COMPOSITION OF FRUIT MATTER FOB
FOOD PBODICTION. Alic« Macleod, San Joae. Cal.
Filed July 18. 1916. Serial No. 109,960. (CI. 99—11.)
The herein described composition of matter, com-

pounded in the manner and in the quantities substantially
as described, consisting of water substantially pure, prune
pulp from cured prunes, olive pulp from cured olives,
garlic, fine salt, ground red pepper, ground ginger, ground
cloves, ground c^lnnamon, vinegar substantially pure, sub-
stantially as described and for the purpose speclfled.

1,225,461. SECTIONAL HAT BOX. JoaiPH B. Macon,
Pine Bluff, Ark. Filed Oct. 2, 1914. SerUl No. 864,628.
(a. 206—9.)

1. A hat box composed of a plurality of sections stacked
one upon another, each section Including a body, said body
being open at top and bottom, a sleeve disposed in the
upper end of the body and projecting above the same, aa
inwardly extending annular flange provliled on the lower
end of said sleeve and disposed horizontally in the body
and midway between the ends thereof, a substantially
conical collar adapted to be disposed within the bo«ly and
having prongs struck therefrom and adapted to engage
said flange to provide a stop and rest for the collar, a
rim. said rim comprising a band adapted to fit snugly
within the sleeve, said band provided with a top having a
central opening therein of smaller dimensions than the
corresponding dimensions of the collar, whereby said top
may overhang the collar on all sides, said collar adapted
to receive the crown of a hat, the rim of the latter adapted
to be disposed upon the upper edge of the collar between
the same and the top of said rim, subsuntially aa de-
scribed.

2. A hat box comprising a plurality of individual sec-
tions stacked one upon another, each section comprising a
hollow body, a flange arrange<| therein, a collar supported
on the flange and adapted to receive a hat, and a rim
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Including a i>*nd snugly fitting In the body above the
flange, and means carrle<l by the band for overlying the
brim of the bat.

8. A sectional hat box comprising a plurality of indi-

vidual sections stacked one upon another, each section
Including a hollow body, a collar, and a rim. said body,
collar and rim being separable, cooperating means be-

tween the collar and body for supporting the former
within the latter, said collar adapte<l to receive a hat,

said rim adapted to fit within the body above the collar,

said collar, rim and body adapted to support said hat
against movement relative to the section.

4. A hat box comprising a plurality of sections stacked
one upon the other, each section including a body having
a sleeve therein projecting at Its upper portion above the

upper edge of the body and having; an Inturned flange

po8ltlone<l within the body, a collar extending through the
opening debne<l by the flange and having meann engaging
the flange for detachably retaining the collar In position

thereon, and a rim detachably fitting in the body above
the said Inturned flange and including means overlying
the collar at a distance therefrom.

M25,452. SIPHON STRUCTrBB FOR USE IN WATER
CLOSETS. John Maddock, Trenton, .\. !j., assignor to
John Maddock A Sons. Trenton. N. J., a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Sept. 11, 1910. Serial No. 119,577.

{CI. 4—22.)

1. A siphon structure for use in water closets having at
the bottom of the down leg a horizontal splash surface,

and a lateral enlargement ext< hdlng around three sides of
the bore of the down-leg at and adjacent to the Juncture
of said down-leg with said splash surface.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,463. REFRIGERATING APPARATUS. GCBTarB
F. Maiscu, Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 2, 1916. Serial
No. 123,274. (CI. 62—115.)

1. In a refrigeratlng-appllance of the character de-

scribed, the combination of a gas-compressor, a refrlgerat-

Ing-coil connected thereto, a supply-tank of gas under
pressure, and an automatic-valve connecting said supply
tank to the system and adapted to compensate for the

leakage of gas from the system by admitting gas from the

tank thereto, substantially as described.

4. In a refrlgeratlng-appllance of the character de-

scribed, the combination of a gas-compressor, a refrigerat-

ing coll connected thereto, a supply-tank of gas under
pressure and an automatic valve connecting Bald sup-

ply-tank to the system and adapted to compensate for ti\c

leakage of gas from the system by admitting gas from the

tank thereto, said valve having means to subject the valve

to an opening action and to n greater closing action, both
by the pressure of the gas on the low pressure side of the

valve, substantially as described.

9. In a refrlgeratlng-appllance of the character de-

scribed, the combination of a gas-compres.sor, a refrlger-

ating-coil connected thereto, a supply-tank of gas under
pressure, an automatic-valve conenctlng said supply-tank
to the system and adapted to compensate for the leakage

of gas from the (iystcm by admitting gas from the tank

thereto, a manually-operated valve between said auto-

matic-valve and said tank, and a detachable connection
between said manual and automatic-valves permitting re-

moval and replacement of the tank, substantially as de-

scribed.

10. In a refrigeratlng-system of the character described,

the combination of a refrlgeratlng-coll, a gas-compressor,
a condenser receiving the compressed-gas from said com-
pressor, and a gas supply-tank connected to the system
and located adjacent to said condenser to receive heat
therefrom, substantially as described.

19. In a refrigeratlng-system of the character de-

scribed, the combination of a refrlgerating-coll, a gas-

compressor, and a condenser-coll between said compressor
and refrigera ting-coil, said condenser-coil comprising two
pipes one within the other, the inner pipe being adapted
to contain a cooling medium, the space between the inner
and outer pipe being adapted to accommodate the com-
pressed gas received from said compressor, and a gas
supply-tank inside of said condenser-coil, substantially aa
described.

(Claims 2, 8, 6 to 8, and 11 to 18 not printed in the
Gasette.]

1,225.464. CHANGEABLE SIGN. Aarok H. Makdil and
Maximilian Roth. New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 20,
1913, Serial No 792.302. Renewed Sept. 22, 1916.
Serial No. 121.686. (CI. 40—124.)

1. In a sectional sign supporting frame, a plurality of
detachable card receiving sections, a forwardly extending
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flaoge on the lower edge of e«cb section, said fiance

comprialng an upwardly extending Inner ply spaced from
the face of the body of said section, to form a groove, a
downwardly extending outer ply spaced from the Inner ply,

an end ply extending between the Inner and outer piles

in spaced relation thereto, a forwardly and downwardly
extending flange on the upper edge of said section, the up-
per edge of each section extending between the Inner and
end piles of the section next above, and the upper flange
of each section extending into the space between the end
and outer plies of the section next above, the upper edge
of each section being spaced from the end ply of the sec-

tion next above to provide a groove parallel with the flrst

mentioned groove to afford therewith means for the re-

ception of the edges of a sign section.

It

>«

2. An article of manufacture designed to constitute a
sign element and including a sheet provided with a flange

on ita lower edge, said flange comprising an upwardly
extending inner ply, spaced from the face of the body
portion of the sheet to form a groove, a downwardly ex-

tending outer ply spaced from the Inner ply. an end ply
extending between the inner and outer piles In spaced
relation thereto, and a forwardly and downwardly ex-

tending flange on the upper edge of said sheet.

3. An article of manufacture designed to constitute a
sign element and Including a sheet provided with a flange
on its lower edge, said flange comprising an upwardly ex-

tending Inner ply, a downwardly extending outer ply
spaced from the inner ply, an end ply extending between
the inner and outer piles In spaced relation thereto, and a
forwardly and downwardly extending flange on the upper
edge of said sheet.

1,225.455. PNEUMATIC SHOE. RArrAELK MARABim.
New York, N. Y. Filed June 23, 1916. Serial No.
108,462. (CT. 36—3.)

'

1. The combination with a shoe, of a support located
within the shoe and provided with a groove, a pneumatic
cushion consisting of an elastic tube seated in and project-
ing above the groove, and an Inner sole arranged upon
the cushion and adapted to compress the same when sub-
jected to pressure, the compression of the cushion being
limited by the said support.

2. The combination with a shoe, of a support located
within the shoe and provided with a groove, a pneumatic
cushion consisting of an elastic tube seated In and pro-
jecting above the groove, an inner sole arranged upon the
cushion and adapted to compress the same when subjected
to pressure, the compression of the cushion being limited
by the said support, said cushion being provided with aper-
tures communioatlng with the Interior of the shoe and a
rear air tut>e connected with the cushion and mounted in

the rear portion of the shoe and communicating with the
outside atmosphere.

3. The combination with a shoe provided at the back
with a tapering support having a substantially U-shaped
groove, of an inner sole provided at the front of the sup-

4.

within the shoe and
shaped groove curved
tudlnally In depth, an

port with perforations and an approximately U-shapad
pneumatic cushion arranged in the said groove and pro-
jecting above the said support and having front outlets
communicating with the said perforations and a rear air
tube mounted in the back portion of the shoe and having
a lower terminal portion extending Into the back of the
pneumatic cushion.

The combination with a shoe, of a support arranged
provided with a substantially Cl-

in cross section and tapered longl-

inner sole located above the sup-
port and provided intermediate of Its ends with perfon-

I

tions located at the front of the said support, a sutwtan-
tially U-shaped pneumatic cushion seated In the said
groove and approximately D-shaped In cross section to fit

the groove and present upper flat faces to the inner sole,

said cushion being provided at the front with outleU
communicating with the said perforations and a rear air
tube mounted in the back of the shoe and having a lower
inwardly extending terminal portion piercing the back of
the pneumatic cushion.

5. A pneumatic cushion for shoes consisting of an elas-

tic tube approximately D-shaped in cross section and
rounded at the bottom and having a flat top portion, said
tube being provided with apertures and having longitudi-
nally disposed sides conforming to the configuration of
the shoe, a rear air tube, an inner sole supported by the
flat upper portions of the tube, and a spring extending
along the elastic tube and having a leaf or portion bearing
against the under side of the flat top portion of the tube.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.466. ANIMAL - OILING DEVICE. William J.
Marsh, Dexter, Iowa. Filed July 21, 1916. Serial No.
110,696. (CT. 119—167.)

^T

42 44

1. A device of the class described comprising a tank,
and a rotating cement member supported adjacent said

tank and having a portion thereof projecting into the
same, said member having pockets molded therein, to

forih wells for dipping up the contents of said tank and
spilling it over the same.

2. A device of the class described comprising a rec-

tangular tank, plates secured to the upper edge of said
tank and Inclining downwardly from their inner to their
outer edges, flanges struck upwardly from the inner edges
of said plates and having bearings therein, a shaft ro-

tatably mounted In said bearings and having a wheel fixed

thereon, said wheel having a portion thereof projecting
Into said tank and having pockets arranged on the pe-
riphery thereof, and a U-shaped hood having the lower
ends of Its sides fixed to said flanges and covering said
wheeL

3. A device of the class described comprising a tank, a
wheel rotatably mounted on said tank and having a por-
tion projecting into the same, pockets in said wheel
near its periphery having contracted Inlets opening In one
side thereof, and outlets opening from the Inner portions
of said pockets and extending to the periphery of said
wheel.

4. A device of the class described comprising a tank, a
cover for said tank having a central longitiullnal opening.
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material on the edges of said opening extending upwardly
and forming flanges, bearings extending upwardly from
said flanges midway the length thereof, a wheel having
axlally projecting studs received in said bearings, a por-
tion of said wheel projecting through said opening Into
the tankf an Inverted U-shaped hood covering the major
portion of said wheel, the lower ends of the side portions
of the hood having notches therein alined with the bear-
ings on the aforesaid flanges, said studs extending through
the bearings and notches, and means for securing the
lower ends of said side portions of the hood to said
flanges.

1,225.467. COMBINATION COIL AND CONDENSER
FOR DYNAMOS. Chablis Thomas Maso.v. Sumter.
8. C, assignor to Splitdorf Electrical Company, New-
ark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan.
7. 1916. Serial No. 70,801. (CI. 123—149.)

of the extremities of the Utter, H-bolts for secnrtng the
central portion of the spring to the axle of the vehicle,
the upper and lower ams of said bolt embracing the upper
and lower sections respectively, and cross pieces of the

1. In a dynamo, a removable core, a generating wind-
ing about said core, and a condenser associated with said

core and winding, said condenser being removable with
said core and winding and removable from said core and
winding.

2. In a dynamo, a removable core, a generating winding
about said core and supported wholly thereon, a condenser
having terminals connected with said winding and core
and supported thereby, said condenser being removable
with said core and winding and removable therefrom.

3. In a dynamo, a generating winding, a core therefor,

heads supporting said winding, terminals on said heads,
and a condenser across said heads and connected to one
of said terminals and to said core, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a dynamo, generating windings, a core therefor,

heads on said windings, an Insulating block between said
heads, a conducting segment carried upon said block, a
condenser mounted on said windings and heads and sup-
jwrted thereby, and connections between the terminals of
said coll and the segment, the condenser, and core.

6. In a dynamo, a structure adapted to be removed as
a unit and comprising a core, a generating winding about
said core. Inclosing heads for the winding, said heads car-
rying terminals and a condenser connected to said struc-
ture and supported thereby.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

'>.

said H-bolts engaging recesses formed in the said block
and adapted to bear ui>on the upper surface of the lower
section whereby the leaves comprising the latter are inde-
pendently secured In place.

1.226,469. WHEEL-TIRE. Albbht 8. Mack, Orange-
vllle, Md. Filed Dec. 3, 1914. Serial No. 876,286.
(01. 162—14.)

1,225,468. VEHICLE • SPRING. Edwabo Matthews,
Denver, Colo., assignor of one half to Lewis E. Lemen,
Denver, Colo. Filed May 22, 1916. Serial No. 99.027.
(CT. 267—27.)
1. K vehicle spring composed of upper and lower sec-

tions, a block interposed between the said sections mid-
way of the extremities of the latter, H-bolts for securing
the central portion of the spring to the axle of the ve-

hicle, the upper and lower arms of said bolt embracing
the upper and lower sections respectively, and cross pieces
of the said H-bolts adapted to bear upon the upper surface
of the lower section whereby the leaves comprising the
latter are independently secured In place.

2. A vehicle spring composed of upper and lower sec-
tions, a block interposed between the said sections midway

A non skid tire having on its tread a central circum-
ferential main rib and at each side of said main rib a
plurality of circumferential auxiliary ribs and having a
plurality of transverse bars lying In staggered relation
between the main and the auxiliary ribs and Integrally
formed at their ends therewith, the circumferential main
and auxiliary ribs and transverse bars providing circum-
ferential rows of cups, all the said circumferential ribs

extending beyond the outer faces of the transverse bars
to gradually break the sealing of the cups when being re-

lieved from compression, the transverse bars bracing the
circumferential ribs and by their staggered relation act-
ing when the tread Is compressed to distort the clrcnm-
ferential ribs Into sinuous form at the points under com-
pression, said auxiliary circumferential ribs providing lat-

eral abutments for engagement with the road-way when
the central rib is compressed to hold the tire from lateral
skidding.

1,226,460. INSULATOR WALL BRACKET. James B.
McCabthy, Birmingham. Mich., assignor to National
Metal Molding Company. Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation
of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 31. 1916. Serial No.
88,024. (CI. 173—.366.)

"

1. .An insulator bracket, comprising a supporting mem-
ber provided with holes for attaching an insulator thereto,
an insulator provided with a wire-receiving hole extend-
ing substantially transversely through the axis thereof
and further provided with a pair of longitudinally dis-

posed holes lying one on each side of said flrst named
hole, an annular groove in the outer surface of said in-

sulator, and an attaching member extending through said
pair of holes In the Insulator and through said holes of
the supporting member, said attaching member clamping
the Inner end of the insulator to said supporting member.
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2. An Insulator wall bracket for the attachment and
•upport of electrical conductors. comprNlng In combina-
tion a supportinK member provided with means for attach-
ing au Insulator thereto, a unitary substantially cylin-
drical Insulator provided with an open wlre-recclvlng hole
extending substantially transveraely through the axii
thereof, and further provided with a pair of longitudi-

nally disposed holes lying one on each sld# of aald first
named hole, an annuUr groove in the outer surface of
said Insulator in the general plane of said transverse hole,
and an attaching member extending through aald pair of
holes In the Insulator and engaging said supporting mem-
ber and clamping the Insulator to said member.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.461. GUABD. Robert H. McCaetht, Madella,
Minn. Filed Mar. 24. 1917. SerUl No. 167,197. (CI.
114—240.)

1. A gruard comprising a plurality of connected disks.
S face of each of said disks being provided with a pocket,
and an explosive medium arranged within each of the
pockets.

6. A guard comprising a plurality of connected disks,
a face of each of said disks being provided with a pocket,
an explosive medium arranged within each of the pock-
ets, a member overlying the explosive medium, detachable
means enacting with the member and the disk for holding
the member in applied position, and a pliable member
operatlvely engaged with the first named member and
the disk for holding said first named member in applied
position.

[Claims 2 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,462. CHURN. Ford McE.ntibe, Shelby, N. C. Piled
Mar. 2. 1916. Serial No. 81.726. (CI. 04—29.)
In combination, a stationary member having a circular

opening therein, a rotary member, a stem extending from
the rotary member Into said circular opening, said stem
having a longitudinally extending bore, a tube in said bore
and projecting 1h yond the end of the stem, said tube hav-
ing a radial flanjct' formed thereon at a point spaced from
its outer end and disposed In engagement, with the end
of the stem, an annular flange being formed on the edge
of the radial flange and surrounding the end of the stem,
said annular flange being dldpoaed in said circular opening
to form a bearing .surface for the stem, meaoa for secur-
ing the tube and flanges to the stem, a rod alidable and

noorotatable in said tube, means on the tube between
its end and said radial flange for engacemeat with ikt

rod to hold the same In adjusted positions in said tuba,
and operating means connected with the rod.

1.225,463. MOUTHPIECE FOR TELEPHONES AND
THE LIKE. JEBOMB T. Mc<;oxioal, Pottersdale, Pa.,
assignor of one-half to M. T. Bowman, Clearfield. Pa.
Piled Apr. 6, 1916. SerUl No. 89,102. (CI. 179—184.)

An antiseptic guard to be selected from a multiple
thereof, for temporary use In a telephone transmitter
mouth piece ; lugs on the outer edge of said transmitter
mouth piece and diametrically disposed ; said guard com-
prising a circular fiber piece having a central opening,
and provided with a silt radially extending from said open-
ing to the outer edge of the guard piece, said circular
guard piece when to be used turne<l conlcally upon itself
to form a cone, the parts adjacent said silt to be adjustably
and automatically slldably overlapping, whereby the di-
ameter of the cone may be varied to fit different sited
pieces, and to spring outwardly adjacent the inner sur-
face of the month piece, whereby the outer edge of the
guard will spring Into engagement with said lug to hold
the guard in place.

1.226.464. DR.\FTINf; INSTRUMENT. RoT F. Mc-
I.NTIRB. Pella, Iowa. Filed May 10. 1916. Serial No.
96.660. (CI. 33—104.)

^

? 6

As a new article of manufacture, a drafting block hav-
ing four flat faces, two faces being Identical and each In
form of a right angle triangle, the hypotenuse of each
being disposed at an^iei^ of sixty and thirty degrees to the
sides thereof, and having another face in the form of a
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right angle triangle having its hypotenuse at an angle

of forty five degrees to Its sides, the remaining face being

formed of a triangle all the edges of which are being ar-

ranged at acute angles to each other.

1,225.465. SWITrn-KniFTER. Ambrose McVet, Wil-

mington. Del. Filed May 23. 1916. Serial No. 99,305.

(Cl. 104—171.)

1. The combination with a movable switch In a railway

track, of a transversely slidable frame carried by a car,

a roller carried by said frame and normally held In raised

position, means for forcing said roller toward the track,

a horizontally arrangeil lever pivoted to said car and In

operative connection at one end with Kald frame, foot ac-

tuated means on the other lever end for swinging said

lever to move said frame and roller transversely of the

track, and track means in the path of the roller for ac-

tuating said switch.

2. The combination with a movable switch In a railway

track, of a transversely slidable rod carried by a car, a
frame carried by said rod. a roller carried by said frame

and normally held In raised position, foot actuated means
for forcing said roller toward the track, foot actuated

msans for moving said rod. frame, and roller transversely

of the car. and track means in the path of the roller for

actuating said swit* h. ^

1.225.466. C.\RBURETER. Harbt Carboli. Mbbbiam,
Indianapolis. Ind.. assignor to American Carbureter Co..

Indianapolis. Ind., a Corporation of Indiana. Filed

Mar. 22, 1916. Serial No. 86,886. (C\. 261—41.)

IL A carbureter, comprising an oil supply, a plurality

of nozzles in communication therewith, a valve for each

nozzle, means for leading air around each nozzle, two piv-

oted dampers embracing one of said nozzles adapted to be

raised by a drtnand of an engine, and links connecting said

dampers pivotally with the respective valve to open the

latter as said dampers are raised to increase the air sup

ply.

2. A carbureter, comprising an oil supply, a plurality

of nor.zles in communication therewith, a valve for each

nozzle, means for leading air around each nozzle, two piv-

oted dampers embracing one of said nozzles and provided

with surfaces eccentric to their pivots whereby said

dampers are gradually separated from each other and

from said nozzle when raised from normal positions to in

crease the air supply, and links connecting said dampers
pivotally with the respective valve to open the latter as

said dampers are raised to Increase the air supply.

is." A carbureter, comprising an oil supply, a plurality

of nozzles in communication therewith, a valve for each

nozzle, means for lead'ng ulr around said nozzles, two
pivoted dampers embracing one of said nozzles and pro-

vided with surfaces eccentric to their pivots whereby said

dampers recede from each other and from said nozzle

when raised from normal positions to Increase the air

supply, and links pivoted to said dampers adjacent their

pivots and to said valve of said nozzle whereby said valve

will be raised In gradually decreased degree as said dam-

pers are progressively raised to Increase the air supply

and thus Impoverish the mixture at Increasing engine

speeds.

4. A carbureter, comprising a casing, an oil supply, a

plurality of nozzles In communication therewith, means

for leading air around said nozzles, a partition arranged

horizontally in said casing consisting of oppositely di-

rected plates, and a leaf member pivoted to each plate and
normally touching each other at their outer edges and

embracing one of said nozzles, a valve for each nozzle,

and means for raising the valve of said embraced nozzle

when said leaf members are raised, thereby increasing the

supply of the fuel mixture.

6. A carbureter, comprising a casing, an oil supply, a

plurality of nozzles in cornmunlcation thercT^th, a valve

for each nozzle, means for leading air around each nozsls,

a partition in said casing consisting of oppositely directed

plates and normally contacting plates pivoted to said first

named plates and embracing one of said nozzles, means
for raising the valve of said embraced nozzle when said

contacting plates are raised, and means for providing a

circular venturl around said embraced nozzle consisting

of dependent wings of interior arcuate formation the ra-

dius of which is progressively increased downwardly,

whereby a gradually increasing diameter of uald venturl

results as said contacting plates are raised to increase the

air supply.

1 Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.)

1,225.467. SPARK PLUG. OacAB C. Millsb. Phlladel-

ph'a. Pa., assignor of one half to Cyril M. Gldley. Phila-

delphia. Pa. Filed July 21. 1914. Serial No. 852.221.

(Cl. 123—169.)

In a device of the kind described. In combination a me-

tallic shell, having a transverse Inner annular shoulder,

a packing engaging said shoulder, an electrode bolder dis-

posed In said shell and having n shoulder seated on said

packing, and formed with an unthreaded polygonal bore

and with an elongated unthreaded opening of lesser di-

ameter than said boss, a circular block formed terminally

of said shell, a boss formed with a cavity in which said

block fits, said bore having Its lower portion formed of a
uniform diameter with said ele<'trode holder and its upper
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portion reduced to form a shoulder, a cap threaded on
said shell and pressing the shoulder of said boss to hold

the boss and holder In enga^nient. a stem screw threaded
throughout Its main length and adapted to pass loosely

through the bore and opening of said electrode holder but
threaded into said boss, an annular disk formed at one end
of said stem, a nut fitted simply in said polygonal hor«,

said stem being threaded into said nut, and a lock not
engaging the free end of said stem, said disk disposed out-

Ide of said shell.

1.226,468. EXPANSION-BOLT. G«OBG» F. Min.nis, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed Dec. 29, 1915. Serial No. 69,143. (CI.

86—2.4.)

1. The combination with a bolt having a head, a shank

having a barrel next the head of greater diameter than

the remainder of the shank, which latter has a smooth
barrel portion and a screw- threaded pwrtlon extending to

its end, of a casing split longitudinally Into halves the

outer ends of which are provided with lateral flanges and
the bore of which Is provided with a medial screw-thread-

ed portion, and a washer surrounding the outer flanged

ends thereof.

2. The combination with a bolt having a head, a abank
having a barrel next the head of greater diameter than
the remainder of the shank, which latter has a smooth
barrel portion and a screw-threaded portion extending to

Its ends, of a casing split longitudinally Into halves the

outer ends of which are provided with lateral flanges and
the bore of which is provided with a medial screw thread-

ed portion and a smooth tapered portion between it and
Its Inner extremity, and a washer surrounding the outer

flanged ends thereof.

3. The combination with a bolt having a head, a shank
having a barrel next tbe head of greater diameter than
the remainder of the shank, which latter has a smooth
barrel portion and a screw-threaded portion extending to

Its ends, of a casing split longitudinally into halves the

outer ends of which are provided with lateral flanges and
the bore of which Is provided with a medial screw-thread-

ed portion, a smooth portion between the same and Its

outer end and a smooth tapered portion between said

medial threaded portion and its inner extremity, and a

washer surrounding the outer flanged ends thereof.

4. The combination with a bolt having a head and a
screw-threaded portion extending to Its end, a casing split

longitudinally into halves the outer ends of which are
provided with lateral flanges and the bore of which Is

provided with a medial screw-threaded portion, and a
smooth tapered portion between It and its inner extremity.

1,225,469. CURTAIN-BRACKET. John Mistkik, Etna,
Pa. Filed Oct. 5, 1916. Sertal No. 123,911. (CL
156—24.)

1. In a device of the class described a plate having a
resilient tongue struck therefrom, a clip slidably mounted
upon the plate and having an opening receiving the tongue j

and a curtain pole supporting a clamp adjustably sap>
ported upon the clip.

2. In a device of the class described, a plate having h

resilient tongue struck therefrom, a clip slidably mounted
upon the plate and having an opening receiving tbe tongue
and a curtain pole supporting a clamp adjustably sup-

ported upon the clip, said clamp Including an element
mounted for movement at right angles to the movement
of the clamp as a whole.

3. In a bracket of the character described, a supporting
plate having an upstruck tongue, a clip having an open-
ing receiving tbe tongue and further shaped to have a slot

and a curtain pole supporting clamp stamped from a single
sheet of metal to have limbs arranged In the slot and
limbs arranged exterior of the clip and a thumb nut
passing through said exterior limbs for securing the clamp
in any of Its adjusted positions.

1,225,470. OIL OR (iAS BURNING SMELTING FUK-
NACE. Oliver P. Moorb, Spokane, Wash. Piled Aoc.
2, 1916. Serial .No. 112,769. (CT. 263—16.)

1. In a furnace : the combination of a smelting or re-

fining chamber and a preheating and reduction chamber
in communication at its bottom with said reflning cham-
ber. and having a Ailing opening at its top axlally with

said opening of communication ; of a wedge shaped arch
extending transversely of said preheating chamber, adja-

cent the bottom portion thereof. Just above the opening of

communication In substantially direct line with said flU-

Ing, thereby dividing the ore and deflecting same upon
opposite sides of the l>ottom of the preheating chamt>er,

said opi>oslte sides of tbe bottom constituting ledges for

retaining or retarding the ore In said preheating cham-
ber ; and means in opposite walls of the preheating cham-
ber, adapted to be reciprocated at intervals, for feeding the
ore through said opening of communication, into said

reflning chamber.
2. In a furnace ; the combination of a pre heating and

reduction chamber and a smelting or reflning chamber in

communication at Its top with said preheating chamber

;

of means, at opposite aides of tbe reflning chamt>er adja-

cent the top, to throw flames over the surface of the bath ;

tbe lower portion of the base of the furnace having an
air passage, and air flues leading from the opposite sides

of tbe reflning chamber from points Just below said means
and connecting with said air ptassage beneath tbe floor of

the reflning chamber; a discharge chamber and flue in tbe

base of tbe furnace ; and beat flues leading from the oppo-
site sides of tbe reflning chamber at points Just below said

means and extending under the floor of the reflning cham-
ber and communicating with tbe discharge cbamt>er, the
relation of said heat flues and the air flues, and the air

passage, and the discharge chamber being such as to

provide a draft out through the discharge, a circuit of air
passing from tbe air flues through the heat flues, th«
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relation between the air flues and tbe air passage being
such as to provide a partial upward draft in the preheat-
ing chamber at a time when tbe discharge may be closed.

1.226,471. ANT EXTERMINATOR. G»OROi G. MOM-
H«AD, San Jose, Cal. Filed Oct. 11, 1916. Serial No.
66,209. (CI. 167—8.)
An Insect exterminator, comprising a bromid of an alka-

line metal, one portion, in substance sixteen portions of a
syri^y vehicle containing glucose.

1.226.472. AUTOMOBILE TAIL - LIGHT. Joskph A.
MoaiN, Sprlngfleld, Vt Filed July 20, 1916. Serial No.
110,840. (CI. 240—46.)

^z'

1. A tall light comprising a casing, a rearwardly facing
reflector positioned In the rear end of said casing, a lamp
in said reflector, a second lamp in the casing between the
front end thereof and the reflector, said reflector having
an opening with a colored screen across the same disposed
to receive the rays from said second lamp and said casing
having t>etween Us ends sn opening adjacent said second
lamp for illuminating a license tag.

2. A tall light comprising a cup-shaped casing having
an opening adjacent Its edge, an angularly disposed hood
for said opening having a transparMit outer end, a lamp
in said casing adjacent said opening to direct its rays
therethrough to Illuminate a license tag, a reflector hinged
to the edge of the casing and adapted to close tbe open
rear end of the same when in position, a second lamp lo-

cated lo said reflector, said reflector having an opening
therein disposed for receiving the rays of the first named
lamp, and a colored screen across said opening and car-
ried by tbe reflector.

S. A tail light comprising a cup shaped casing, a re-
flector hinged to tbe edge of said casing and adapted to
cover the open rear end of the same when in position, a
centrally disimsed socket member in said reflector, a lamp
positioned in said socket member, said reflector having
an opening adjacent one side of said lamp, a colored screen
extending across said opening, a second socket member In
the casing in substantial allnement with the opening in
the reflector, and a lamp in said last named socket memt>er.

1,226,478. CIGARETTE - CASE. GsoBoa T. Moritz,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Nov. 22, 1916. Sertal No.
132.769. (CI. 206—41.)

I. In a cigarette case, a hollow body having sabstan-
tlally parallel sides and open at one t-nd, tbe hollow body
t>elng adapted to be held in the band of a user and having
a catch In position to be actuated by the said liand when
holding the body, a lid hinged to the open end of the
hollow body on an axis disposed transversely of the said
sides of tbe hollow body and having means for supporting
a cigarette substantially parallel with the sides and with
tbe ends of tbe hollow body, connecting its sides adjacent
the open end of the hollow body, the lid being adapted to
be held in closed position by the catch, and a spring for

throwing forward the lid with its cigarette-supporting
means when the catch on tbe lid Is actuated.

2. In a cigarette case, a hollow body baring substan-
tially parallel sides and open at one end. the hollow
body being adapted to be held in the hand of a user and
having a catch in position to be actuated by the said band
when holding the body, a lid hinged to the open end of
the hollow body on an axis disposed transversely of the
said sides of the hollow body, members secured to the lid
and having a plurality of cells tbe axes of which are dl»-
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posed substantially parallel with tbe sides and tbe ends
of the hollow body connecting the sides adjacent the open
end of the hollow body, tbe lid being adapted to be held
In closed position by the catch, and a spring for throwing
forward tbe lid with tbe said members when tbe catch on
the body is actuated. .

1,226,474. LAMP BURNER ATTACHMENT. Harry J.
M0B8B, Norwich, Conn. Filed Apr, 12, 1916. SerUl
No. 20,886. (CI. 67—79.)

/r

The combination with a lamp burner including a wick
tube, of a sleeve carried by said wick tube, oppositely dis-

posed lugs formed on said sleeve. Jaw members pivoted
on said lugs and extending upwardly and outwardly upon
each side of the wick tube, a plate slldable on the wick
tube, extensions formed on each end of the plate, flanges
formed on the lower ends of the Jaw members and rest-

ing upon the extensions, weights pivoted to the burner,
and disks secured to the weights for engaging the exten-
sions to move the Jaw members In engagement with each
other ui>ou lateral movement of the weights.

1,226,476. CALIPERS. Roy Ltnn Mossman, Humboldt.
Tenn. Filed Aug. 9. 1916. Serial No. 113,863. (CI.

33—149.)
An instrument of the class described comprising hlof-

edljr connected caliper members, and a series of cusps on
complementary lateral edges of the members, the caaps
on one member being arranged to register with the maps
on the other, the outermost cusp of tbe members being
so related to the other cusps that the distance between

> *l
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the oatermost cusps will give the diameter of a circle

from which ereo-slded poljgons of the aame dUgon&l dl-

measioD and having diameters equal to the dlstancet be-
tween the other registering cusps, can be obtained.

1,225.476. BEATER ROLL. Jamis A. Mcia. Morrla-
town. N. J. Filed Jan. 9. 1917. Serial No. 141.381.
(CI. 92—22.)

»> i~ r^

"•

—

a '/. > tf
-

1. A beater roll, coniprlalng a shaft provided with heads
having registering dovetail grooves, beater blades having
dovetail bases fitting the said grooves, wooden supports
fastened to the sides of the said heads, flllpt bars fitting
between the blades and fastened to the said supports, and
reinforcing strips fitting between adjacent blades and re-
movably attached to the said bars.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,225,477. PROCESS FOR PRODDCING HALFTONE
ENGRAVLNGS. Arthur C. Mdbrat, Buffalo N. Y
Piled June 22, 1915. SerUl No. 35.732. (CI. 41—43.)

so-

1. The improved process of making half-tone engravings,
such proc*88 consisting in making a plate from a negative
and giving It the first etch in the usual manner, then
heating the plate and rubbing over it a block of paraffin
wax, completely covering the plate and fllllng up all of the
etched portions, then, while still hot, cleanly wiping out
the wax from all the portions of said plate which are to

be etched and lastly etching said plate in the uaoal
mannej.

2. In the art of producing half-tone plates, treating a
plate to obtain a half tone surface, applying to such sur-
face a coating of paraffin or similar wax while in a heated
condition, wiping such surface while still heated and
removing the wax from the portion of said surface to be
further etched, cooling said plate and etching the plate
while thus prepared.

3. A method of producing half-tone plates, which con-
sists In preparing a flat etche<l plate, heating the plate
and applying a coating of paraffin or similar wax to fill

up the etched surfaces, cleaning out the wax fram the
high lights and thinning out the wax from the middle
tones while the plate is still heated, cooling said plate
and applying an etching fluid in such a manner as to
give a full etch to the high lights and to gradually clean
out the wax in said middle tones and thereby give said
middle tonea a graduated etch according to their tone
values.

1,225,478. TCBE-FLANGE AND CLAMPING DEVICE
THEREFOR. Thomas E. Mcbrat, New York, N. Y.
Filed Dec. 14, 1916. Serial No. 186,864. (CI. 137—28.)

1. A tube, a channeled ring of sheet metal, the said tube
being butt-welded to the edge of the inner wall of said
ring, and a channeled ring of sheet metal seated in said
flrst-nameil ring.

2. A tube, a channeled ring of sheet metal, the said tube
being butt-welded to the edge of the inner wall of said
rlDK. a channeled! ring of sheet metal seated in said first-

named ring, an annular washer of metal on said tube and
having openings, bolts hooke^l at one end and passing
through said openings in said washer, and means for
setting up said l>olta.

1,225.479. VALVE. Thomas E. Mirbay, New York,
N. Y. Filed Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 139.504. (Q.
187—5.)
1. A valve chamber, a tubular valve seat having porta

in its wall, and a valve; the said valve comprising a
stem, a core thereon, an expansible shell inclosing said
core and bearing against said seat, and resilient means
interjMMed between said core and said shell for expanding
said shell to force it against said seat.

2. A valve chamber, oppositely disposed ducts com-
municating with said chamber, a tabular valve seat in
said chamber having ports in Its wall, tubular externally
threaded projections on said seat surrounding said porta,
a valve In said seat, means for moving said valve to opes
and close said ports, and Internally threaded riuKs secured
In said chamber, receiving said threaded projections and
registering with the ends of said ducts.

3. A valve chamber, oppositely disposed ducta com-
municatiUK with said chamber, a tubular valve seat In
said chamber having ports in its wail, tubular externaliv
threaded projections on said seat surrounding said ports.
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a valve in said seat, gutde crooTee on the inner periphery
of said chamber wall, ribs on said valve entering said
grooves, means for moving said valve to open and cloae
said ports, and int.rnally threaded rings secured In said
chamber, receiving said threaded projections and register-
ing with the ends of said ducta.

6. A valve chamber of sheet metal formed In two half
ectlons electrically welded at tlielr meeting edges and
having oppositely disposed tubular projections for receiv-
ing the ends of ducts, a tubular valve seat of sheet metal
in said chamber having oppositely disposed ports and
formed In two half sections electrically welded at their
meeting edges, tubular projections on said valve seat sur-
rounding said ports and secured in said chamber projec-
tions, and a valve in said seat : the said valve comprising
a aolld core, a shell formed of two semi-tubular half sec-
tions on said core and bearing on said seat, and means
for moving said valve to open and close said ports.

6. A valve chamber, a tubular valve seat therein in
Inverted frusto conical form baviuK ports in its wall, a
valve in said seat, and means for moving said valve to open
and close said ports ; the said valve comprising a core, a
resilient casing formed of two aemi-tubular half sections
inclosing said core and having flanges extending above and
below said core, and a shell formed of two semi-tubular
half sections Inclosing said casing and having flanges
extending over said casing flanges.

[Claim 4 not printed in the Oasette.!

1.225.480. HOSE COUPLING. Frank Nickolai, JrUDs
E. Nickolai, and Carl L. Nickolai, De Beque, Colo.
Piled June 12. 1916. Serial No. 103,219. (Cl. 137 28.)

1. The herein described coupling exteriorly smooth and
free from abutments or projections and made up of two
complementary members; the said members each com-
prising a face disposed at an obtuse angle to the longi-
tudinal center of the member. Inwardly Upered lugs ar-
ranged at right angles to and extending laterally relative
to said face and having Inner tapered flanges disposed
at acute angles to the face, tapered recesses shaped in
confornUty to and adapted to receive the tapered lugs of
the other member, and tapered grooves communicating
with said recesses and disposed at acute angles to the face
and adapted to receive the lug flanges of the other member,
and a spring strip connected with the member and hav-
ing a fr-,. portion adapted when the other member is moved
home to spring outwardly and assume a position back of
the same.

2. A hose coupling made up of two complemenUry
members, each member having a longitudinal bore and also

having a face disposed at an obtuse angle to the longitu-
dinal center of the member, lugs tapered Inwardly In tb«
direction of their length and arranged at right angles to
and extending laterally relative to said fac^ and endwise
tapered recesses shaped In conformity to and adapted to
receive the endwlse-Uperetl lugs of the other member
when the members are moved endwise inwardly into en-
gagement with each other, and means on each member
constructed and arranged to engage the other member and
reUln the mem()ers in Interlocked relation.

8. A hose coupling made up of two complemenUry mem-
bers, each member having a longitudinal bore and also
having a face disposed at an ot)tuse an>:le to the longitudi-
nal center of the member, lugs tapered inwardly in the
direction of their length and arranged at right angles to
and extending laterally relative to said face, and endwise
tapered recesses shaped In conformity to and adapted to
receive the endwise tapered lugs of the other member
when the members are moved endwise Inwardly into en-
gagement with each other, and automatic resilient means
on each member constructed and arranged to spring Into
engagement with the other member to retain the members
in interlocked relation.

4. A hose coupling made up of two complementary mem-
bers, each member having a longitudinal bore and a face
disposed at an obtuse angle to Its longitudinal center and
also having end wise-tapered, hook-like means for interlock-
ing with corresponding means on the complementary mem-
ber to force the faces of the members together In opposed
relation, and automatic means for detachably fastening
the members in their Interlocked relation.

6. A hose coupling comprising two complementary mem-
bers, each member having a longitudinal bore and a face
oblique to its longitudinal center and also having end-
wise tapered hook-like means for interlocking with cor-
responding means on the complementary member when
the members are hooked together and then moved endwise
In opposite directions.

1.226,481. DOUGH-SHEETING MACHINE. Ole C.
NruBsoN and Johan A. Ncbson. Duluth, Minn. FiledMay 4. 1916. Serial No. 26,796. Renewed Mar 21
1917. Serial No. 166,459. (CL 107—12 )

1. A dough sheeting machine comprising an upright
series of opposed rollers In pairs and adapted to progres-
sively thin the dough sheet, means for driving the rollers
at speeds corresponding to the progressive thinning of
the dough sheet, and means projecting across the path
of the dough sheet traveling from one pair of rollers to
another for supporting the dough sheet and opposing the
action of gravity thereon.

2. A dough sheeting machine comprising an upright
series of opposed rollers in pairs and adapted to progres-
sively thin the dough sheet, means for driving the rollers
at speeds corresponding to the progressive thinning of
the dough sheet, and means In the path of the dough
sheet traveling from one pair of rollers to another for
supporting the dough sheet and opposing the action of
gravity thereon, said last named means comprising de-
flecting devices In the path of the dough sheet for divert-
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log It to opposite sides of the direct line of tr«Tel be-

tween the sets of rollers.

8. A dough sheeting machine comprising an upright

erles of pali;^ of opposed rollers, flour receptacles ad-

jacent to the rollers and discharging beneath the rollers,

each receptacle having its discharge end provided with

a gauze covering, and a rotatable brush adjacent to the

discharge end of each flour receptacle causing the dis-

charge of flour and Its projection against the dough sheet

after having passed between the rollers above the dis-

charge end of the flour receptacle.

4. In a dough sheeting machine, dough thinning rollers,

flour receptacles having discharge ends below the rollers

with each receptacle having its discharge end covered

with gauze, and a rotatable brush adjacent to the gauze

and positioned with reference to a dough sheet discharged

from the rollers to direct flour thereupon.

5. In a dough sheeting machine, dough thinning rollers,

flour receptacles having dl.i^charge ends below the rollers

with each receptacle having Its discharge end covered

with gauze and positioned with reference to a dough sbe«t

discharged from the rollers to direct flour thereupon, each

flour receptacle having its discharge end movable toward

and from the brush for determining the quantity of flour

discharged.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.482. NECKTIE FORMER AND FASTENER. Wil-
liam F. OLflON, Omaha. Nebr. Filed Dec. 31. 191S.
Serial No. 69,589. (CI. 2—84.)

As a new article of manufacture, a necktie former, and
fastener, of substantially Inverted U-shape, and formed
of a single piece of resilient wire bent Intermediate of Its

ends downwardly and laterally to form a curved body
free from projections, then having Its ends bent down-
wardly to form eyes with the terminals extending to
within a short distance of the body and parallel with and
close to the downwardly extending end portions to form
therewith clamps.

1,225.483. AXLE LUBRICATOR. Thomas Opi» Oboam,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed May 26, 1916. Serial No.
99.957. (01. 64—26.)

1. A wheel having an annular reservoir to contain a
lubricant, a removable cap on the hub at one side, said
rap and the opposite flxed side of the wheel having
opposed bosses spaced to form an annular slot extending
from the bore of the hub to the said reservoir, the said slot

being flared Inwardly, producing an enlarged annular
chamber adjacent to the bore of the hub, and a pendulous
ring accommodated in the annular slot and weighted at
the lower end to prevent its turning, said ring having a
bore to freely receive an axle, the ring at the top having
an upwardly extending member terminating at the top
of the reservoir to detach lubricant therefrom and permit
it to gravitate to the Iwre of the ring.

2. In a wheel having a reservoir for receiving lubri-
cant, and an axial bearinx communicating with the reser-
voir by an annular slot ; a pendulous lubricating device
having a ring-like body formed with a bore to Dt loosely
on an axle and having a pendent weight in flxed relation
to said body and radially outward therefrom, the ends
of the said weight being tapered to offer the minimum re-

sistance to the lubricant, said body having an upwardly
projecting arm thereon at the top and extending adjacent
to the top of the reservoir to collect the lubricant.

3. In a wheel having a reservoir for receiving a lubri-
cant and formed with an axial bearing communicating with
said reservoir through the medium of an annular slot

;

a lubricating device comprising a body In the form of a
ring, having a bore to flt loosely on an axle, an arm
rising from the ring at the top and terminating adjacent
to the top of the reservoir to collect the lubricant from
the latter as the wheel revolves, and an integral arcuate
weight on the ring at the bottom and radially outward
from said body, the ends of said arcuate weight being
tapered to offer the minimum resistance to the lubricant.

1,225,484. NUTCRACKER. William Johnson Patni,
Panther Burn, Miss. Filed Sept. 19, 1916. Serial No.
120,943. (CI. 146—8.)

1. In a device of the class described, a flxed jaw, a
movable jaw. a cam plate plvotally connected to the
movable jaw and whereby said movable jaw can be moved
to and from the flxed jaw. and operating means connected
to the flxed jaw for engaging the cam plate at any posi-

tion thereof and move the same through a predetermined
limited distance toward the flxed jaw by a complete dis-

placement of said operating means, substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

2. In a device of the class described, a flxed jaw. a
movable jaw, a cam plate presenting an arcuated ratchet
surface and having an arm in pivotal cotuiectlon with the
movable jaw, and means in pivotal connection with the
flxed Jaw for engaging said ratchet surface of the cam at
any position thereof whereby a predetermined limited
movement may be Imparted to the muvable jaw toward
the flxed jaw by a complete movement of said means, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

8. In a device of the class described, a flxed Jaw. a
movable jaw. a cam plate presenting an arcuated ratchet
surface having an arm In pivotal connection with the
movable Jaw, and a flrst-class lever mounted on the flxed

jaw and having means for engaging the ratchet surface

of the cam and whereby a limited displacement may he

imparted to the movable Jaw toward the flxed jaw.

4. In a device of the class described, a flxed Jaw, a
movable Jaw. a cam plate presenting an arcuated ratchet

surface and plvotally connected to the movable jaw. and
a flrst-class lever on the flxed Jaw for engaging the

I
ratchet surface at any position of the movable Jaw to
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Impart a limited displacement to said movable Jaw
toward the flxed Jaw.

5. In a device of the class described, a body portion
presenting a flxed Jaw, a jaw movable on the body to
and from the flxed jaw. a cam plate pivoted to said mov-
able Jaw to swing in the body, a lever of the flrst class

pivoted to the body to move into the path of the cam plate,

said cam plate presenting an arcuated ratchet surface
to the lever to be engaged thereby and whereby a limited
movement may be imparted to the movable jaw toward
the flxed Jaw by said lever, the arcuated ratchet surface
of said cam being so formed that the displacement im-
parted to the movable jaw by the lever is substantially
constant at any position of the movable Jaw relative to
the flxed Jaw.

1,225.486. CONCRETE BHIDOE CONSTRUCTION.
nowARD LaoNZo PaoRAM, Mulvane. Kans. Filed July
9. 1915. SerUl No. 38,878. (CI. 72—66.)

1. In a bridge, a plurality of truss elements comprising,

each, an upper hammocked set of rods, a hurizontal set of

rods, a lower arched set of rods, means for tying the same
together at the center of the bridge, means for anchoring
the ends thereof, and a concrete inclosure therefor.

2. In a bridge, a plurality of piers at each bridge end,

rertlcally arranged yokes secured to the respective piers,

bars carried by said yokes, and a plurality of truss ele-

ments comprising, each, an upper hammocked set of rods,

a horizontal set of rods, and a lower arched set of rods
carried by said bars, and a concrete Inclosure therefor.

3. In a bridge, a plurality of piers at each bridge end,
vertically arranged yokes secured to the respective piers,

bars carried by said yokes, a set of upper hammocked rods
over each pair of piers, a set of horizontal rods thereover,
a set of arched rods thereover, said rods being carried by
said bars, stays from certain of said bars to said arched
rods, and a concrete Inclosure therefor.

1.225,486. MEANS FOR TRANSMITTING ANGULAR
MOVEMENTS. SopHus PtTERSEN. Brooklyn, N. T.,

assignor to Sperry Gyroscope Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 17. 1915. Se-
rial No. 51,188. (CI. 64—40.)

1. A rope grip device comprising resilient members
adapted to grip a rope therebetween and a wedge posi-
tioned adjacent the point where the rope engages or leaves
said members for spreading said members.

2. The combination with a rope grip pulley, of a wedge-
shaped roller positioned adjacent the point where the rope
leaves or engages the pulley for releasing the grip of the
pulley on the rope.

3. A rope grip pulley comprising resilient members
adapted to grip a rope therebetween, a wedge-shaped
roller mounted adjacent the point where the rope engages
or leaves said members adapted to hold said members in
an open position at said point, as the pulley is rotated.

4. A rope grip pulley comprising a plurality of sheet
metal disks at least one of said disks having a flared

periphery provided with a plurality of slits and an annu-
lar depression, the disks being secured together so that
the annular depression forms gripping jaws for the rope.

6. A rope grip pulley comprising a pair of sheet metal
disks each of said disks having a flared periphery pro-
vided with a plurality of silts and an annular depres-
sion, the disks being secured together so that the annular
depressions form gripping jaws for the rope.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,487. GEARING FOR TURRET - L.\THES AND
OTHER MECHANISM. Jambs C. Potter. Pawtucket,
R. I. Filed Apr. 3, 1913. Sertal No. 768,691. (CI.
74—68.)

1. In a gear changing mechanism for lathes, the com-
bination of a driving shaft, a spindle, a plurality of gear
trains between the shaft and the spindle, and means for
changing from one gear train to another, comprising a
consUntly revolving shaft, a clutch operating shaft, a
positive gear connection between the constantly revolving
shaft and the clutch operating shaft, and automatic means
to render said positive gear connection operative or in-
operative at predetermined times.

2. In a gear changing mechanism for lathes, the com-
bination of a driving shaft, a spindle, a plurality of gear
trains between the shaft and the spindle, and means for
changing from one gear train to another, comprising a
constantly revolving shaft, a clutch operating shaft, a
positive gear connection between the constantly revolving
shaft and the clutch operating shaft, a clutch for said
positive gear connection having a slotted flange and a sta-
tionary flange engaging lug, that flxes the duration of the
clutching engagement.

3. In a gear changing mechanism for lathes, the com-
bination of a driving shaft, a spindle, a plurality of gear
trains between the shaft and the spindle, and means for
changing from one gear train to another, comprising a
constantly revolving shaft, a pair of clutch operating
shafts, a positive gear connection between the constantly
revolving shaft and the two clutch operating shafts, and
automatic means to render said positive gear connection
operative or inoperative at predetermined times.

4. In a gear changing mechanism for lathes, the com-
bination of a driving shaft, a spindle, a plurality of gear
trains between the shaft and the spindle, and means for
changing from one gear train to another, comprising a con-
stantly revolving shaft, a clutch operating shaft, a posi-
tive gear connection between the constantly revolving
shaft and the clutch operating shaft, including a clutch
member slldably mounted on said clutch-operating shaft,
automatic means for moving said clutch member In each
direction, and automatic means that flx the duration of
the clutch engagement of said clutch member.
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5. In a gear chaoKlDg mechaninn for lathei, the combi-

nation of a driving shaft, a spindle, a pluraiity of gear

trains between the shaft and the spindle, and means for

clxanglng from one gear train to another, comprlaing a
constantly revolving shaft, a clutch operating shaft a
positive gear connection between the constantly revolving

shaft and the clutch operating shaft, including a clutch

memb«r slldably mounted on said clutch-operating shaft,

automatic m«>ans for moving said clutch member In eack
direction, and automatic means that fix the duration of

the clutch engagement of said clutch memb«>r, comprising

a notched flange and a lug cooperating with the flange

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]

1^25.488. ICE SAWING MACHINE. HowiLL D. PiatT,

Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Link-Belt Company, Chi-

cago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois, Filed Sept. 24,

1914. Serial No. 863,351. (Cl. 126—14.)

1. The^ combination In apparatus for sawing ice, of a
channel having water therttn and through which the lc«

has to be passed ; a fixed frame spanning the channel ; a
Tertlcally adjustable saw frame mounted on the fixed

frame and extending under the surface of the water in

the channel : a gang of saws on the saw frame ; means for

drlrlng said saws, said saws being so arranged as to cat

a series of kerfs in the bottom of a block of Ice as It paswa
through the channel ; and means for vertically adjusting

the frame so as to regulate the position of the saws in re-

spect to the under side of a block of ice.

5. The combination of a channel having water therein ;

a main saw frame : a saw spindle vertically adjustable

thereon ; a series of saws mounted on the spindle ; means
(or driving the spindle ; a supplemental frame pivotally

mounted on the nmln saw frame ; a segment on the mala
saw frame of the apparatus ; a hand shaft having pinions

meshing with the segment ; a saw spindle on the lower

end of the supplemental frame below the surface of the

water in the channel ; a series of saws on the saw spindle

for cutting a k»Tf in the under side of a block of Ice ;

a shaft having a retarder consisting of a toothed cam ; a
haft carried by the supplemental frame and geared to the

shaft carrying the retarder so that on turning the first

mentioned shaft the retarder will be moved toward or

from the under side of a block of ice.

[Claims 2 to 4 nut printed in the Gazette.]

sQch manner as to place the cord under tension In the
direction of the sounding-board against which the said

1,226,489. TUBULAR CHIME CLOCK. Jambs R. Put-
nam, Waterbury. Conn., assignor to Waterbury Clock

Co., Waterbury. Conn., a Corporation. Filed Aug. 80,

1916. Serial No. 117.646. (G. 58—13.)
In a tubular chime clock, the combination with a tube

tospended by a cord, of a sounding-board, a chlme-brldge

interp<)<e<l between the said sounding-board and cord in

chime-bridge is thus pressed by the weight of the tube,

and a hammer for striking the tut>e.

1,226,490. LOCOMOTIVE-VALVE-SETTING MACHINE.
CHABLB8 r». R.^rnaTT. Mlddleport, Ohio. Filed Sept.

6. 1916. Serial No. 118.733. iCl. 105—17.)

1. A locomotive valve setting machine Including spaced

front and rear rotary elements arranged to engage and
support the driving wheels of a locomotive, a transverse

shaft connecting the front rotary element, a worm wheel
mounted on the transverse shaft, a worm meshing with the

worm wheel and a pneumatic motor connected with the

worm for rotating the same.

2. A locomotive valve setting machine including spaced
front and rear rotary elements arranged to engage and
support the driving wheels of a locomotive, a transverse

shaft connecting the front rotary element, a gear case,

a worm wheel mounted on the transverse shaft and lo-

cated within the gear case, a longitudinal shaft Journaled
in the gear case and having a worm meshing with the

worm wheel, a motor having a shaft connected with the

longitudinal shaft and bracing means connecting the gear

case with the motor.

3. A locomotive valve setting machine including front

and rear rotary elements arranged In pairs, a transverse

shaft connected with one pair of the rotary elements,

the latter being adapted to support the driving wheels
of a locomotive, a gear case having bearings receiving the

transverse shaft, a transversely disposed supporting frame
arranged In spaced relation with the transverse shaft and
having rail engaging means, a motor mounted on the

transverse frame and connected with the transverse shaft

and means for rigidly connecting the gear case with the

transverse frame.

4. A locomotive valve setting machine including bear-

ing blocks arranged In pairs and designed to be arranged
upon the rails of a track, means for connecting the bear-

ing blocks, rotary elements arranged in pairs and car-

ried by the bearing blocks, a transverse shaft connecting

one pair of the rotary elements, a gear case having bear-

ings receiving the transverse shaft, a transverse frame
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arranged In sfwced relation with the transverse shaft and
proTided with rail engaging means, a motor mounted on

the transverse frame, and gearing connecting the motor
with the transverse shaft.

5. A locomotive valve setting machine including bear-

ing blocks art-anged in pairs and designed to be arranged

upon the rails of a track, moans for connecting the bear-

ing blocks, rotary elements arranged in pairs and car-

ried by the bearing blocks, a transverse shaft connecting

one pair of the rotary elements, a gear case having bear-

ings receiving the transverse shaft, a transverse frame
provided with rail emraglng means, a motor mounted on

the transverse frame, rigid bracing means connecting

the gear case with the transverse frame, and gearing

located within the gear case and connecting the trans-

verse shaft with the motor.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Gaiette.J

1,225.491. PORTABLE ELECTRIC LAMP. Adolph C.

RBCsaa, Oakvllle. Conn., assignor to Waterbury Mfg.

Co., Waterbury. Conn., a Corporation. Filed Nor. 8,

191«. SerUl No. 180.181. (O. 240—8.5.)

8. In a portable electric lamp, the combination with a
candlestick comprising a base, a handle therefor, a socket,

and a threaded cup Iocate<I within the socket, of a tubular

battery-casing having Its lower end threaded for being

screwed Into the threaded portion of the said cup, an
electric lamp located In the upper end of the said casing,

a vertically movable battery located within the said cas-

ing, and a rocking battery liftir Interposed between the

aid base and the bottom of the said socket, and provided

with a llftlng-member arranged to engage with the lower

end of the battery for lifting the same to ligh^ the lamp,
and for sustaining It in Its elevated position.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,225.492. GDN CARRIAGE FOR ORDNANCE. Emilb
RiMAit.HO, Paris. France, assignor to Compagnle Des
Forges Et Aclerles De Ijv Marine Et D'Homecourt.

Paris, France. Filed May 5. 1915. Serial No. 25,968.

(Cl. 89—40.)

1. A gnn carriage, and means for supporting the gun

carriage at three points of contact independent of the

wheels, the said means comprising trail members diverg-

ing toward the rear, the ends of the trail members forming

two of the points of contact, and a strut placed tinder-

neath the axle, the end of the strut forming the other

point of contact with the ground.

7. In a gun carriage, the combination with the wheels

and axle, of means for supporting the gun carriage inde-

p«'ndent of the wheels, and comprising trail members dl-

Terging rearwardiy and adapted to engage the ground,

288 O. O.-

a strut arranged between the wheels and extending cen-

trally below the axle, the said strut being of such length

that when in a supporting position on the ground the

wheels of the gun carriage are raised above the ground,

the strut being mounted to be swung transversely and also

adapted tp be moved In a forward and rearward direction,

and means for locking the strut in the desired position.

11. In a gun carriage adapted to be dismantled, the

combination with the wheels and axle of the gun carriage,

the gun carriage being removably supported on the axle,

and means for supporting the axle and gun carriage in-

dependently of the wheels, of a safety device comprising

a lock mounted to oscillate on the gun carriage, and adapt-

ed to engage fhe axle to lock the same to the gun car-

riage, and means for holding the said lock in locked posi-

tion.

[Claims 2 to 6, 8 to 10, and 12 not printed in the

Gazette.]

1.226,493. RAILWAY SIGNALING SYSTEM. ALPBONsa
Riocx, Nashoa, N. H., assignor of one-half to Joseph

Richard, Nashua. N. H. Filed June 2, 1816. Serial No.
101.378. (CT. 246—68.)

1. A conductor for railway systems made In sections

spaced apart from each other at their ends, a contact block

In such space connected with a main rail, supports in

which the sections are slldably mounted, and means for

automatically moving the parts of a broken section into

contact with said block, for the purpose set forth.

6. In a railway signaling system, the combination with

the main rails, a third rail made In sections and normally

out of electrical contact with said main rails, and means

for throwing the parts of any broken section Into elec-

trical connection with said rails; of a source of electric

energy, means traveling on said rails to make electrical

contact therewith, conductors connected to said means and
said source to make a complete circuit when contact is

completed by a broken third rail, and a signal device con-

nected within the circuit elements to be energized thereby.

[Claims 2 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,494. AUTOMATIC HEADLIGHT CONTROL. ROB-

RT S. R18DON, San Francisco, Cal., assignor of one-half

to Mary Lawson, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Sept. 24.

1916. Serial No. 52,423, (Cl. 240—62.)

The combination with a vehicle frame and steering axles

therefor, of mounting brackets secured to opposite sides

of the frame and each embodying a flxe<l ring having btr-
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eled and outwardly sloping top and bottom bearing facea,
bearing plates detachably mounted In said brackets, lamp-
Bupportlntr shafts extending through said bearing plates,

operating connections between said shafts and the steer-
In? axles, and bearing collars arranged above and below
aald bearing plates and rings, surrounding said ^afts, and
provlde<l with outwardly sloping beveled bearing faces cor-
responding and cooperating with the beveled faces of the
fixed rings.

1,225,495 CAMERA ATTACHMENT. William P. BoBi-
VBTT and Jambs A. Olllbdgi, Maiden, Mo. Filed Jan.
12. 1916. Serial No. 1,862. (01. 95—32.)

J9 >U? JS
J-^ .ZJ^

K camera attachment Including a casing comprising top,

bottom, front and inner walls, said inner walls connecting
the top and bottom walls intermediate their ends and
being arranged In spaced relation to cooperate with the
top and bottom walls to receive a camera, the outer ends
of the front walls being directed Inwardly, a mask secured
to the top. tMttom and inner walls adapted to engage a
camera t)ack and having an exposure opening therein,
means to secure said mask to a camera back, and a cover
removably secured to said casing, said cover Including top
and bottom walls engaged with the top and bottom walls
of the casing, and a rear wall having inwardly turned
edges snugly fitting against the inwardly turned edgea of
the front walls.

1,225,496. DETEROENT DEVICE. Ollvthi'S B. Robin-
son, Denton. Tex. Filed May 7, 1914. Serial No.
837,010. (01. 187—78.)

The combination with a washing machine of an intake
pipe connection from the bottom of the shell thereof, a
cold water feed tank, a hot water tank, a first pipe leading
from said cold water tank to the top of said hot water
tank, .1 valve in said plp«>, a second pipe leading from the
lower portion of said hot water tank to said intake pipe
connection, controllinu means for the flow through said
second pipe, a third pipe communicating with said first

pipe at a point In advance of said valve and leading to
said Intake pipe connection, means for controlling the flow
through said third pipe, a fourth pipe communicating with
said first pipe at a point beyond said valve and leading
to said intake pipe connection, and a valve In said fourth
ploc.

1.225,497. ANTI-AIRCRAFT BOMB OR SHELL. NiKOLAJ
F. RoDziKSvjTiH. Farrell. Pa. Filed Nov. 27, 1916.
Serial No. 133,647. (01. 102—29.)

1. A bomb of the class de8crll>ed having longitudinal

channels In Its sides, tearing arms having then rear ends
pivoted Id the channels, braces having their front ends
pivoted to the arms and their rear ends slldahly mounted
In the channels, and springs connecting the free portions

of said arms and the body of the bomb adjacent the rear
ends of the channels.

2. K t>omb of the class descrilKKl having longitudinal
channels In Its sides, tearing arms having their rear ends
pivoted In the channels, braces having their front ends
pivoted to the arms and their rear ends slidrtbly mounted
in the channels, springs connecting the free portions of
said arms and the l>ody of the bomb adjacent the rear ends
of the channels, said arms and the body of the bomb being

provided with grooves alining when the arniM are folded,

and a cartridge casing partly enveloping the t>omb and
arms and having its mouth crimped into said grooves.

1,225,498. TORPEDO-ODARD FOR WAR-SHIPS. NiKO-
LAj F. RoDziKBviTCH. Farrell. Pa. Filed D«c. 1, 191«.
SerUl No. 134,446. (CI. 114—240.)

1. The combination with a ship : of a series of pontoons,
a series of swinging booms pivoted to the ships, verti*^!

guides supported by the free ends of said booms, connected
nets supported from said pontoons, and universally joint-

ed connections between said guides and the e^>ls of said
pontoons.

2. The combination with a ship : of a series of pontoons,
a series of swinging booms pivoted to the ships, vertical

guides supported by the free end of said booms connected
nets supported from said pontoons, and universally and
telescopically Jointed connection between said guides and
the ends of said pontoons.

8. The combination with a ship ; of a series of pontoons,
a series of swinging booms pivoted to the ships, vertical
guides supported by the free ends of said booms, connected
nets supported from said pontoons, ImIIs slldahly mounted
In said guides, and stems on said balls connected to the
ends of said pontoons and universally jointed connections
between said guides and the ends of said pontoons.

4. The combination with a ship, of a series of pontoons,
a series of swinging booms pivoted to the ships, vertical
guides supported by the free ends of said booms, conne< ted
nets supported from said pontoons, balls illdably mounted
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In said guides, and stems on said balls telescopically con-

nected to the ends of said pontoons.
5. The combination with a ship ; of a series of pontoons,

a series of swinging booms pivoted to the ships, vertical

gnldes supported by the free ends of said l)Ooms, connected
nets supported from said pontoons, balls slidably mounted
In said guides, stem on said balls connected to the ends of

said pontoons and universally jointed connections between
said guides and the ends of said pontoons, and tubes ex-

tending through the pontoons and receiving said stems.
(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.226.499. MAIL-ASSORTINO DEVICE. Ix>t is Rosbn-
BBRo, Richmond, Va. Filed July 20, 1915. Serial No.
40,867. (CI. 211—36.)

An apparatus In which package mail matter may be

assorted, comprising a frame rectangular in plan, side and
end views, said frame having a plurality of compartments
arranged In four parallel rows, each compartment termi-

nating In a correspondingly shaped inlet opening flush,

with the upper surface of the frame, said compartments
t>elng arranged In two outside rows adjacent the sides of

the frame, and two intermediate rows, the walls of the

compartments of the outside rows being fixed, the Inter-

mediate compartments being L-shaped and extending in

lateral opposite directions and under the compartments of

the outside rows, the wall between the two intermediate

rows of compartments branching into forks In cross sec-

tion extending laterally In opposite directions forming the

bottoms of said intermediate compartments, said inter-

mediate and outside rows of compartments terminating In

outlet openings formed In the opposite sides of the frame,
whereby access may be had to said compartments, and a

closure for each of said outlet openings.

1,226,600. DEVICE FOR TAKING FOOT IMPRES-
SIONS. GiLBBBT G. Rosing, Sandusky, Ohio. Filed

Mar. 28, 1916. SerUl No. 87,238. (01. 11—28.)

1. A device for taking foot impressions comprising a

base of suitable sire to receive a foot, a rolled inking

meml>er normally disposed adjacent to the base in inop-

erative position and adapted to be unwound for disposi-

tion adjacent to the base aforesaid to receive the foot In

the taking of an impression thereon, means for tempo-

rarily holding the inking member In the operative position

over the base and spaced therefrom whereby only such

portions of the under surface as are depressed by the foot

will contact with the base, and means for inking the sur-

face of the Inking member upon the side thereof adapted

to contact with the base when In the operative position

aforesaid, the other side of the Inking member being im-
pervious.

2. A device for taking foot impressions comprislnf <
base of suitable size to receive a foot, a rolled inlcing mem-
ber normally disposed adjacent to the base in inoperative

position and adapted to be unwound for disposition ad*

jacent to the base aforesaid to receive the foot in the

taking of an Impression thereon, means for temporarily
holding the inking memt>€r In the operative position over
the base and spaced therefrom whereby only such i>or-

tlons of the under surface as are depressed by the foot

will contact with the base, means for inking the surface

of the inking member upon the side thereof adapted to
contact with the base when In the operative posltioi^

aforesaid, the other side of the inking member t>eing im-

pervious, and means for withdrawing the Inking member
Into Inoperative position upon release from the boldinir

means whereby to render the impression made upon the
base accessible.

8. A device for taking foot Impressions comprising a
base of suitable size to receive a foot, an Inking device for
making an impression on the base consisting of a flexible

memt>er a support therefor comprising an ink supplying

element with which the operative surface of the flexible

member contacts normally to receive a coating of Ink from
the support, manipulative means for moving the flexible

nieml>er into operative position over the base and into Ina-

pression taking relation with respect thereto, and means
for holding one end of the flexible member normally spaced
from the base when In the operative position, said support
l>etDg arranged, to hold the other end of said memt>er Uke^
wise spaced from the iMse whereby only such portions of

the under surface as are depressed by the foot will cod'

tact with said base.

4. In combination, a spring actuated inking member, an
ink supplying roll at»out which the Inking memt>er Is

adapted to be wound to Ink a surface of the same contact-

ing with the roll, and guide means coacting with said

surface to hold the inking member in elevated position

and constituting ink distributing means for said inking
member.

5. In combination, a foot receiving receptacle for tak-

ing foot impressions, an Impervious ink carrying meml>er
mounted at one end of the receptacle and movable into

position over the base of said receptacle, and revoluble

supporting means for said carrying member for Inking the
under surface thereof.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.)

1,225,601. FLEXIBLE
Anton Q. Rubek and
N. T. Filed Sept. 17,

8<^—1.6.)

SLEEVE
Clakb.ncb

1910. Serial

FOR STAY-BOLTS.
11. POKTBU, Albany,

No. 61,146. (CL

'>3 'yjt'A''^

1. A flexible sleeve for stay bolts, provided at one end
with means for securing It to a boiler wall and at the
other end with a head adapted to receive a wrench and
having a threaded opening, a flexible web adjacent the

head and an annular passage adjacent the web for increas-

ing the flexibility of said web.

2. A flexible sleeve for stay bolts, provided with a head
having a threaded opening, a flexible web extending from
the head, an annular enlargement adjacent the web, an
annular passage in the enlargement, and a slot leading

from the passage out through the enlargement and Wffkr
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rating the enlargement from the web, whereby the resili-

ency of the web it IncreaBed and the enlargement made
to serve as a limiting stop.

[Claims 3 and 4 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,226,502. SHOE-CLEANER.
Mo. Filed May 3. 1912.
18—«6.)

JOSBPH RUSSIL, St. Lod1«,

Serial No. 096,003. (CT.

1. In a device of the character described, a polish dis-

tribntlnir member, a paste receptacle and a llqaid polish

container provided with outlets terminating adjacent said

polish distributing member, and independent means for

controlling the discharge of material from said containers

through the oQtlets thereof.

2. In a device of the character described, a iMiste re

ceptacle provided with a downwardly turned outlet por

tlon. a liqald container secured alongside of said paste

receptacle and provided with a downwardly turned out-

let portion, a polish distributing member apertured to

receive the downwardly turned portions of the paste re-

ceptacle and liqald container, a handle for the device, and
Independent means for controlling the discharge of mate-
rial from the paste receptacle and liquid container.

8. In a device of the character described, a paste re-

ceptacle provided with a downwardly turned outlet por

tlon, a liqald container extending along the underside of

said paste receptacle and provided with a downwardly
tnrned outlet jwrtlon lying alongside the downwardly
turned outlet portion of the paste receptacle, a polish dis-

tributing member apertured to receive the downwardly
turned portions of the pa^te and liquid containers, a ban
die for the device, and independent means for controlling

the discharge of material from the paste receptacle and
liquid container.

4. In a device of the character described, a paste re-

ceptacle provided with a discharge outlet, a liquid con-

tainer secured to said paste receptacle and provided with
a discharge outlet, a shaft rotatably supported in said

paste receptacle and projecting without the same, a han-
dle secured to the projecting portion of said shaft, mean;*

acting upon the rotation of said shaft for feeding mate-
lal from the paste receptacle through the outlet thereof,

and means positioned adjacent said handle for controlling

the discbarge of liquid from the liquid container.

5. In a device of the character described, a polish re-

ceptacle provided with an outlet, a polish distributing

member at said outlet. In combination with means for

forcing the discharge of the polish from the polish re-

ceptacle, and means associated with said last mentioned
means for cutting or breaking up a polishing paste with

In the receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,225,503. RAILROAD CROSS TIE. Edmond A. Salt»r.

Provenclal. La., assignor of one-half to Eugene H.

Holder. Cypress, La. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No.

187,»83. (CI. 238—5.)
The combination vT n cross tie provided with integral

upwardly extending lugs spaced apart a distance equal to

the bottom flanges of a rail and adapted to flt against the

aide edges of the same to form stops for the said rail.

nf<1 lugs being provided with openings and the said cross

tie harlng transverse slots spaced from the lugs, clamp-

ing plates provided between their ends with slots to re-

ceive the said lugs and having engaging terminal portions
at one end and provided at the other end with reduced

4 3

i-*.

depending tongues extending through the transverse slots

of the cross tie and fastening devices arranged in the

openings of the said lugs and retaining the clamping
plates In engagement with the adjacent rail.

1,225,604. PROCESS OF DECORATING WOOD. Paol
Schramm, Chicago. 111. Filed Aug. 2. 1915. Serial No.
43,307. (CI. 41—29.)

1. A process of imitating Inlaid wood which comprises
(a) printing designs upon the wooden article, said de-
signs representing closed figures, (b) treating Inside of
the outline of said figures with a water-soluble repellent
resist : (c) treating outside of said lines with a material
to which paint will adhere, (d) passing a paint rolltr

over the entire surface, whereby, the portion of the sur-

face outside the said lines becomes coated with the paint,

(e) and drying the painted surface.

2. In the described process of producing Imitation in-

laid wood which comprises <lst) producing an entirely

smooth surface to the wooden article, (2nd) bleaching
said surface, (3rd) printing upon the smooth bleached
surface an outline representing the outer edges of the
Inlay. (4th) treating the surfaces inside of said outlines

with dextrin, and treating the surface outside said out-

line with shellac, (5th) passing a paint roller over the
entire surface, whereby the paint adheres to the portion
of the wood treated with shellac and not to the portion
treated with dextrin, (6th) drying the painted surface and
(7th) varnishing the entire surface.

1.225,606. SOUND-BOX. Locis K. Scottobd, Chicago,
in. Filed May 9, 1916. SerUl No. 96.848. (CL
274—86.)

T'^liis

1. In a sound box, the combination of a box proper,

and a stylus bar pivotally supported thereby, the box
being split and having its ends adjustable toward each
other, substantially as described.

5. In a sound box, the combination of a box propar
having lugs projecting therefrom, a stylus bar having its

I arbor supported between said lugs, said box being split

and having lugs projecting therefrom on opposite sides

of said ' split ", and a screw for adjustably securing said
last named lags together, substantially as deacrit>ed.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gaxette.]
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1,225,506. CIRCLE-SWING. Luran Scott. Gafden

Grove, Iowa, asaignor of one-half to May Conner, Gar-
den Grove, Iowa. Piled Oct. 28. 1916. Serial No.
1274261. (CL 46—^27.)

A circle swing comprising an upright support, a plu-

rality of seats mounted for rotation on said support,

means for adjustably supporting said seats at different

heights on said support, said upright having a vertically

elongated slot, a ratchet on said upright, having a lug

projecting into said slot, a handle rotatably mounted on
said support, said ratchet being operatively mounted with
relation to said handle, and a pawl pivoted to said handle
and designed to coact with said ratchet.

1,226,507. MAGNETIC CIRCUIT-CLOSER FOR TRAIN
STOPS AND SIGNALS. Hiram G. Sedgwick. Mill

Valley. Cal.. assignor to The National Safety Ap-
pliance Company, a Corporation of California. Filed

Nov. 22. 1912, Serial No. 732.984. Renewed Oct. 9,

1916. Serial No. 124.682. (CI. 24&—26.)

1. In combination with a road bed magnet, and a rail-

way vehicle, of a receptacle mounted on tbe vehicle and
having a space at its front end. an armature In said
space consisting of a mass of loose magnetic material,
said receptacle having at its rear a pair of separated
contacts which are adapted to be connected by said mass
when- the same is moved rearwardly by passage over the
magnet on the road bed.

2. In a cirmlt closed of the class set forth, the com-
bination of a magnet on the roadbed, a railway vehicle,
a support adapted to be attached thereto, a receptacle at-

tached to tbe support In such position as to pass through
the magnetic field of the magnet, electrical contacts with-
in the receptacle, and a mass of loose comminuted mag-
netic material confined In said receptacle and adapted to

be moved in a direction opposite to the direction of move-
ment of the vehicle to close the circuit between said con-

tacts.

3. In a circuit closer for the purpose set forth, a rail

way vehicle carrying a receptacle, electrical contacts ex-

tending thereinto, and a mass of loos^ magnetic material

adapted to close tbe circuit between said contacts, and a
magnet on tbe road t>ed for shifting said magnetic material
In a direction opposite to the direction of movement of

the vehicle into contact with said contacts, said recep-

tacle being BO located on the vehicle as to pass through
the magnetic field of the magnet.

4. A <ircult closer consisting of a receptacle and means
supporting It on a railway vehicle, electrical contacts at

the rear end of the receptacle, and a circolt-clMlng arma-
ture consisting of electrical conductive magnetic mata-
rial confined loosely within the receptacle.

5. In combination with a road bed magnet and a rail-

way vehicle, of a receptacle mounted on the vehicle in

such position as to pass through tbe field of~tbe magnet,
electrical contacts at the rear end of the receptacle and a
train control clrcnlt connected therefo, and an electrically-

conductive arssatare freely movable In said receptacle, the

bottom of tbe receptacle being shaped so as to hold the

armature normally at the forward end of the receptacle,

whereby upon passage of the receptacle through the
field of tbe magnet the armature will be thrown back-
wardly against the contacts.

[Claiaas 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,225,508. TRAIN-STOP AND SIGNALING SYSTEM.
HiBAM G. Sbogwick, Mill Valley, Cal., assignor to The
National Safety Appliance Company, a Corporation of
California. Filed Nov. 28, 1912. Serial No. 788,162.
Renewed Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124,688. (CL
246—25.)

1. In combination with a railway vehicle, two seta of
armatures carried thereby, one set being arranged at each
side of the center of the vehicle, two groups of train con-
trol devices, means operated by one set of armatures
while the train Is going in one direction to actuate the
devices of one group and means operated by the other
set when the train is going In the opposite direction to
actuate the devices of the other group and means to oper-
ate each armature Independently of all the other arma-
tures.

2. In combination with a railway vehicle, train control
devices thereon embodying a non magnetic armature box
having Its lower side open, an armature and means for
normally drawing It upwardly and forwardly into the
box, a positive abutment being provided at the rear end
of the armature for preventing it actuating the train
control devices while In normal position, and means
whereby the armature will actuate the train control de-
vices when It Is drawn downwardly and rearwardly out
of abutting relation.

8. In combination with a railway vehicle, train control
devices thereon, an armature box horisontally supported,
a series of separated horizontal bars In said box, a series
of bar armatures flanged at their lower edges and having
their web portions extending up between said bars, springs
for normally drawing these armatures upwardly, and
means whereby when each armature is pulled downwardly
against the action of its spring it will cause an inde-
pendent actuation of one of the train control devices.

4. In combination with a railway vehicle, two sets of
visual signals, one set being mounted forward of the
engineers usual position in the vehicle and th» other set

l>elng located at the rear thereof, and constantly operable
means for actuating the forward set when the vehicle is

moving forwardly and the rear set when the vehicle Is

moving rearwardly said means embodying devices whereby
each set operates wholly independent of the devices for
actuating the other set.

5. In combination with a railway vehicle, two seta of
visual signals, one set being in front of the engineer's
position and the other set being at the rear thereof, rnd
means on tbe vehicle adapted to cooperate with oad
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bed dcTices whereby either Bet of signals will be actuated
according: to the direction of moTement of the vehicle,

aald means belni? constantly operable.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Cazette.]

1,220,509. ELECTRIC WELDING. John A. Saaoa,
Nlskayuna, N. Y./asgigiior to General Electric Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 9, 1914.
Serial No. 811.121. (C\. 219—4.)

_ym^
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1. In an electric welding system including a aource of

«ncrgy, means for applying the energy to the work and a

circuit controlling the supply of energy to said means, a

resistance for said drctilt, two contacts for completing the

circuit through different portions of said resistance and
means operative upon energy being supplied to the work
for breaking the circuit through one of said contacts and
completing it through the other.

2. In an electric welding system inclading a scarce

«f energy, means for applying the energy to the work
and a circuit controlling the supply of energy to said

means, a resistance for said circuit, two contacts for

completing the circuit through different portions of said

resistance and means operative upon energy being sup-

plied to the work for completing the circuit through one
of said contacts, the circuit prior to the operation of said

means being completed through the other of said contacts.

.3. In an electric welding system Including a source of

energy, means for applying an electrical welding current
to the work, a separate circuit controlling the supply

of energy to said means, an adjustable resistance com-

pleting said separate clrctilt, and means operative upon
energy beluK supplied to the work for removing an ad-
justable portion of said resistance from said circuit.

4. In an electric welding system Including a generator, a
resistance, the field winding circuit being completed
through an adjustable portion thereof, and means oper-

ative upon energy being supplied to the work for com-
pleting the circuit through another adjustable portion

thereof.

5. In an electric welding system including a generator,
an adjustable resistance for the field winding circuit of

the K^nerator and means operative upon energy being
supplied to the work for removing all but an adjustable

portion of said resistance from the field circuit.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.l

1.225.510. MECHANICAL MOVEMENT. Rof-r F. Sicn-
BiKG. New Britain. Conn. Filed Deo. 22, 1916. Serial
No. 138,400. (CI. 208—87.)

1. In a mechanical movement, a pair of relatively moT-

ahle members each having an angular recess, and a key
mounted to swing in each of the recesses about Its ends
and engage simultaneously the facing sides of the two
recesses when locking the relative nK)vem«>nt of said

members.

8. In a coaster brake, a driver, a driven member, a
sleeve revolnbly mounted on tbe driver, said sleeve and
driver having sectorial recesses with roaoded comers, the
arcuated sides of the recesses facing each other, a pris-

matic key having rounded corners fitting radially Into
said recesse*. meanK for coupling the sleeve yieldingly
to the driven memt>er, and a braking mechanism asso-

ciated with the driven memt>er, said sleeve and driven
member having coupling means adapted to cooperate when
the key engages one pair of tbe facing radial sides of tbe
recess, said sleeve and braking mechanism having cou-
pling means becoming operative when the key engages the
other pair of opposite radial sides of the recesses.

(Claims 2 to 7 and 9 not printed in tbe Gasette.]

1,226,611. COLLAPSIBLE BUCKET. G»oboi B. Stx-
Tox, San Francisco. Cal. Filed May 9, 1916. Serial
No. 96,372. {CI. 160—48.)

1. A collapsible bucket having a flexible circular wall
and a flexible base, tbe outer edge of which is secured in

flatwise contact against the lower Inner portion of tbe

wall, a flexible reinforcing strip secured around the said

connecting edges of the wall and base, a plurality of ver-

tical spaced rigid reinforcing members extending along
tbe wall, rivets securing tbe said reinforcing members
to the upper and lower edges of the wall, the rivets at

the lower ends of said members extending through the
connected sdges of the wall and base and through the
said flexible reinforcing strip, and a flexible handle
through the extremities of which certain of the rivets at

tbe upper ends of said rigid reinforcing members are ex-

tended to secure the handle In connection with the body.

2. A collapsible bucket having a flexible circular wall and
a flexible base, the outer edge of tbe base being connected
in flatwise contact with the lower Inner portion of the

said wall, a flexible reinforcing strip secured around the
said connecting edges of the wall and base, and a plu-
rality of spaced vertical rigid reinforcing memt>er8 ex-

tending externally along the said wall, and rivets secur-

ing tbe upper and lower edges of said rods to tbe wall,

tbe lower rivets being extended through tbe said con-
nected edges of the base and wall and through tbe said
flexible reinforcing strip.

8. A backet having a flexible circular wall and a
flexible base secured to one another, a plurality of vertical,

spaced, rigid, reinforcing members projecting exteriorly
along said wall, rivets securing tbe upper and lower ends
of said reinforcing members to tbe said wall, and a flexible

handle the extremities of which are also engaged by cer-

tain of the said rivets at the upper ends of the reinforc-

ing members, to securely fasten tbe handle in connection
with tbe body.

4. A collapsible bucket having a flexible circular wall

and a flexible base, and having vertical external reinforc-
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tng members of rigid material along tbe said wall and
secured at their upper and lower ends thereto.

6. A collapsible bucket having a flexible base and a
flexible circular wall secured at iti> lower portion to tbe

base and tapering toward Its upper open end.
(Claims and 7 nut printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,612. CHECK. John F. Sbobmakeb, Des Moines,
Iowa. Filed May .H, 1916. Serial No. 95.266. (CI.

11—18.)

A bank check having columns of figures arranged in

progressively increasing amounts near the left-band end
of said check, a vertical line at the right side of each
column. Inclined lines arranged between the successive

sums of each column, said check having a body portion
on one side of said columns and a stub portion on the
other aide thereof, said body portion having blank lines

to receive tbe name of the payee, the name of the maker
and the amount for which the check Is drawn, a warning
line extended diagonally across said blank lines and hav-
ing characters to Indicate that the check is not good for
more than the largest amount shown In the figures on
the margin, said check having the words " Pay to the order
of " or their equivalent arranged adjacent to said col-

umns and adjacent to one end of the blank line for the
name of the payee, and means for further indicating the
peculiar nature of the check extending Into the body of

the check from said columns above and below said last

mentioned words, whereby it Is made necessary to sever
the check body from tbe stub on lines having certain rela-
tions to said figures In order to u«e the check and whereby
it is made impossible to raise the check.

1.236.618. LUMBER STAMPING MACHINE. BlBT K.
Simpson. Cbassell. Mich. Filed June 9, 1916. Serial

No. 102.730. (CI. ICl—41.)

1. An article stamping machine comprising a horizon-
tally disposed rotary shaft, stamping mechanism operable
upon rotation of tbe shaft, a s«>cond shaft mounted for
rotation, gearing connecting the shafts for simultaneous
rotation, and a roller fixed upon the second shaft for ro-
tating the latter and operated by the article to be stamped.

2. An article stamping machine comprising a horizon-
tally disposed rotary shaft, stamping mechanism oper-
able upon rotation of said shaft, a yoke mounted on the
shaft, a second shaft Journaled on said yoke, gearing con
necting the respective shafts for simultaneous rotation,
and means under the control of the article to be stamped
for rotating said second shaft.

3. .\n article stamping mai hlne comprising a hurison-
fally disposed rotary shaft, stamping mechanism operable
upon rotation of said shaft, a yoke mounte«l on said
shaft, a second shaft Journaled on tbe yoke, gearing con
necting said shafts for rotation, and a roller flxe^i upon

the shaft and operated by the article to be stamped (or
rotating said second shaft.

4. .An article stamping machine comprising a horlton-

tally disposed shaft, a stamping mechanism operable apon
rotation of said shaft, a yoke, a second shaft Journaled
In tbe yoke, gearing connecting th«- respective shafts for

rotation, a roller on said second shaft for rotating tbe
latter and operated by the article to be stamped, and said

yoke being mounted for vertical swinging movement for

tbe purpose described.
6. An article stamping machine comprising u rotary

shaft, stamping mechanism including a horizontally dis-

posed fiat resilient arm secured at one end to a support,
means cooperating with the opi>oslte end of the arm for

elevating and tensioning the latter as tbe shaft rotates,
said means permitting the arm to forcibly gravitate to

stamping position, and means under control of tbe arti-

cle to l>e stamped for rotating said shaft.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,614. <X)URSE - FINDER. William M. Sibtakb,
New lyondon. Conn. Filed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial No.
122,399. (CI. 83—76.)

L I- "i^
1. In a device for finding courses, the combination of

a l>lade and a circular disk on one end having «u annular
depression on one face, of a bead transversely arranged
and slldably adjustable on the blade, a direction dial piv-

oted in said depression, and means for holding the dial in
adjusted position according to the varlationi* of a chart
compass.

2. In a device for finding courses, tbe combination of

a blade and a circular disk on one end having an annu-
lar depression on one face, of a bend transversely ar-
ranged and slldably adjustable on the blade, a direction
dial pivoted in said depression, and means for holding the
dial in adjusted position according to the variations of a
chart compass, and a device having 8wivele<l connection:*
on said means to extend between two predetermined points
on a chart and extend radially from the center ( f tbe
dial to determine tbe course relative to the variation as
set on the dial.

3. In a course finder, a direction dial, a holder there-
for, and a thumb screw whereby the dial may lie held set

according to the variations between tbe true and magnetic
norths of a compass of a chart, said thumb screw having
a tapering base, a ring swiveled on the tapering base, the
taper of which prevents upward displacement of the ring,
and means attached to the ring an<l desigue<1 to extend
between two predetermined points on a chart and extend
Ing radially across the dial to find the course of a vessel
relative to said variations.

1.225,616. PRINTING MACHINE. Gcohge S. Slingm
LAND, John F. ZairANc, and John OorriN, Niagara
Falls, N. Y.. assignors to Niagara Multiple Typewriter
Company, Niagara Falls, N. Y. Filed .Tune 3(K 1913.
Serial No. 776,619. (CI. 101—11.)
1. In a printing machine, the combination of a chase

which carries the type, a base which supports said chase
and which is provided with means to permit tbe chase to
slide lengthwise of tbe base, an inked rll)bon which ex-
tends over the type in a fixed relation with regard to the
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iMue and which, lo Its operstlve position Is arranged at a

distance fruni tho base and forma with the base a passage
throagh which the chase can i>axs Into a pooltion In which
one end of the chaae extends beyond the ribbon to render
the type acceaslble, a hand-operated preswer roller adapt-

ed to be mored over the type. *d<1 means for withdraw-
ing the chase by hand from Its operatlTe position ander
the ribbon.

2. In a printing macliine, the combination of a cltase

which carries the type, an inlied ribbon extending over

said tjrpe, a base which supports said chase and which
tias walls between which said chase is confined, one end
of said tMse being open to permit the chase to slide length-

wise of the base Into its operatire position and into a

position in which one end of said chase extends beyond
said ribbon to render the type accessible, si>ool8 on which
said ribbon is wound, one of said spools being arranged
at the open end of aaid base and above the level of the

type on the chase, a handle on said chase extending un-

derneath said spool and beyond said ribbon whereby the
chase can be withdrawn from its operative position under
the ribbon, and a hand operated roller adapted to be

moved over the type and cooperating therewith to perform
the printing operation.

3. In a printing -machine, the combination of a base, a
chase which is slidably mounted on said base and which
carries the type, an Inked ribbon extending over the type,

spools on which said ribbon is wound, one of said spools

being arranged at)ove the level of the type, a handle on
aaid chase extending underneath said spool and beyond
said ribbon whereby the chase can be withdrawn from its

operative position under the ribbon, means for yieldingly

holding said chase in operative relation ander the ribbon,

and a platen adapted to cooperate with the typ* for per-

forming the printing operation.

4. In a printing machine, the combination with a

platen, a carriage on which said platen is rotatably mount
ed and which la adapted to move back and forth over tb^
tjrpe on the machine, a rotatable eccentric on said car-

riage which supports aaid platan, a worm gear on B«id

eccentric, and a worm engaging aaid worm gear for ad-

justing said eccentric to control the position of said platen

relatively to the type, a second eccentric Joarnaled within
said first mentioned eccentric, and relatively stationary

means at opposite ends of the path of travel of said car-

rlag« for engaging said second eccentric for turning the

same to move the platen alternately Into and out of op-

erative relation to the tjrpe.

5. In a printing machine, the combination of a chase

which carries the type, a base which supports said chase

and which is provided with means to permit the chaHe to

slide lengthwise of the base, an inked rlbt>on which ex

tends over the type, rollers on which said ribbon is wound
and which are mounted on said base In position to guide
the ribbon clear of the path of movement of said slldable

chase so that the chase can be removed from its operative

position into a position in which the end of the chase ex-

tends beyond the ribbon to render the type accessible, and
a hand operated presser roller adapted to be moved over
the tyi>e.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1 , 2 2 S . S 1 6 . DIRIQIBLE-HEADLIOHT OPERATING
MECHANISM. Kdoab Chbistian Smtth. Fallon, Nev.
riled Dec. 29. 1916. Serial No. «9,177. fCl. 240—«2.)

1. The combination with n vehicle having a steering
apparatus, of movable head lights coupled together, a rod.

connecting means between the rod and one of the lights

whereby motion Imparted longitudinally to the rod will

be Imparted to the light for shifting the latter, a bracket
connected with the steering arm of the steering appara-
tus, said bracket being provided with a slot wkich regis-
ters at its Inner end with the pivotal point upon which
the arm redprocatea, a pin carried by one end of nld rod
and extending through said alot. a pivoted lever, foot
operable means for actuating the latter, and connecting
means between said lever and rod whereby the pin may
be moved through the slot Into or out of allnement with
the pivotal point upon which said arm reciprocates.

2. The combination with a vehicle having a steering ap-

paratus, of movable headlights, means connecting the
head-lights whereby they will move in unison, a rod, con-

necting means between the rod and one of the lights

whereby longitudinal movement of the rod will shift the
lights, a bracket connected with the steering arm of

a ateerlng apparatus, a pin and slot connection between
the rod and bracket having an Inner terminal alined with
the pivotal point upon which the arm reciprocates, a lever

bavlDK a cunn»H:tioD with the rod wbi>reby the latter may
be shifted along the bracket when the lever is actuated,

and means whereby the lever may be actuated at will.

3. The combination with a vehicle having a steering ap-
paratus, of movable headllKhti< coupleil together, a rod
connected with one of the lights, whereby motion Im-

parted to the rod will be Imparted to the light for shifting

the latter, a pin nnd slot connection between the rod and
the steering arm of the steering apparatus, allowing
movement of the rod toward and away from the pivotal

point of the steering arm and adapted to actuate the rod
when the latter Is out of allnement with the pivotal point

of the steering arm, and means operable at will whereby
said rod may be shifted toward and away from the piv-

otal point of the steering arm.
4. The combination with movable head-lights coapled

together for operating in unison, and the steering appa-
ratus, of a bracket connected with a portion of the steer-

ing apparatus provided to turn about a pivotal point, a

rod connecting the bracket with one of the lights, a pin

and slot connection between the rod and bracket having
an Inner terminal coinciding with the pivotal point of the

bracket, and means for ahlftlng the rod at will whereby
its point of connection with the bracket may be moved to-

ward and away from the pivotal point of the bracket.

1.225,517. BRAKE. Qlsmn Bmith, Young's Cove, New
Brunswick, Canada. Filed Apr. 28, 1914. Serial No.
835.013. (CI. 74—13.)

In a device of the kind described. In combination a
standard, incladlng a pair of upright bars, pintles mount
ed In said bars, a rotatable body supported upon said

pintles between said bars, a brake wheel mounted upon
one of said pintles, a bracket secured to one of said bars
beneath said wheel, a brake nhoe having a boss formed
therebelow, a threaded bolt passing through said bracket
and having a swlvellng support lu the boas of said shoe,
a Wing head formed upon said threaded bolt, and a lock
nut threaded onto aaid bolt and adapted to engage said
bracket, said brake shoe being arcuate and of a greater
length than aaid boss.

1,226.818. FLEXIBLE COUI'LINC;. RoiERT Aimbtrono
Smith, Mahwah, N. J., assignor to Smith Serrell Co.,
In«., New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Oct. 13. 1916. Serial No. 65,729. (CT, 04—18.) t

1. A coupling comprising in combination driving and
driven members, one of said menil>ers being formed with
a recess, a laminated t)exil>le member for connecting the
driving and driven members, a set of superimposed leaf
springs having one end seated In said recess, and spacing
means between certain of aaid springs.

2. A coupling comprising lu combination a driving and
a driven member, one of said coupling menil)ers being
.formed with a recess, a laminated flexible member for
connecting the driving and driven members (oniprislug a
set of superimposed leaf sprlnBs having one end seated in
said recess, and meanii cooperating with wid springs
whereby a clearance Is afford^Kl between the edge of the
recess In the coupling member and said springs.

3. A coupling comprising In combination a driving and
a driven member, one of said members being formed with
a recesa, a laminated flexible memb«^r for connecting the
driving and driven memlwrs of the coupling comprising
a set of su|>erimposed leaf springs having one end seated
in aaid recess, and means free from contact with said
coupling member spacing apart certain of the leaf springs
at one end.

4. A laminated fexlble spring member for connecting
the driving and driven members of a coupling, one of
said coupling members being provided with a recess, the
laminated flexible spring member having an end movably
seated in said recess, the first point of contact between the
outside spring of the laminated flexible spring member
and the receaaed member being normally back of the Inside
edge of said recessed coupling member.

5. The combination with a driving and a driven mem-
ber, one of said members l)elng formed with a recess, of a
laminated flexible immber for connecting the driving and
driven members comprising a set of superimposed leaf
springs having one end firmly reUlned and the opposite
end alidably retained, and spacing means for the springs
at the latter end so pesltloned in relation thereto as to
malnUin a clearance between the outermost springs and
the comers of the recessed memt>er.

IClaims 6 and 7 not prl ted In the (iazette.]

1.228.619. BLOTTER Wai.to.n Dcam Smith, Prophets
town, III., assignor to ('«rl W. Thurow, Aurora. III.
Filed May 13. 1916. Serial No. 97.353. (CI. 120—24.)

1. In a blotter, a pair of saperfmposed leaves of blot
ting paper having compreaaed ends of reduced thickness
directly fastened together and engaglna rarh other, the
opposite ends ot Mid l^^vet. I>eing normally dlverg«>nt by
ison of the compression of the fastened end*..

2. In a blotter, a pair of superimposed leaves of Wot-
ting paper having compressed ends of reduced thickneaa
lying fticf to face and directly fastened together by means
of adhesive material, the opposite ends of said leaves be-
ing normally divergent by reason of the compression of
the fastened ends.

3. In a blotter, a pair of superimposed leaves of blot-
ting material having compressed ends of reduced thickness
directly engsglng each other and lying face to face, the
compressed portions of the leaves extending for a distance
substantially one-fourth of the length of one of the leaves
and fastened together by means of an adhesive, the op-
posite ends of said leaves diverging by reason of the con-
nection at the first-mentioned ends thereof.

1.225,520. SHIPPING-PAIL. Hakbison L. Stalmt, Mar-
tinsville. Ind., and Wai.tke B. Simmoxs. Richmond.
Va., assignors to Wilts Veneer Company. Richmond, Va.,
a Corporation of North Carolina. Filed Apr. 28, l»lfl!
Sertal No. 94,158. (CI. 217—89.)

J 4

1. In combination with a pail body, closure-holding
means embodyiUK a sheet metal hoop fitting around the
edge of the pall body, said hoop belfcg provided along one
edge with a plurality of oblique silts to form nail-like
fastening points, these points being formed by bending
the sharpened points of the tabs formed by the sllta In-
wardly, the said slits txtending Into the band to a point
beyond the bent-ln points.

2. In combination with a pail body, a band fitting the
upper rim of the body and fastened thereto, the upper part
of this band being bent outwardly to form an upwardly-
facing shoulder* at the upper edge of the pail, the ex-
treme upper edge of this band being bent upwardly to
form an annular upstanding flange ; a cover fitting down
on said upwardly facing shoulder and within said flange :

and means for clamping the cover down on said shoulder.
3. In combination with a pail body, a band flttlng the

upper rim of the bodjj and fastened thereto, the upper
part of this band being bent outwardly to form an up-
wardly-facing shoulder at the upper edge of the pall, the
extreme upper edge of this band being bent upwardly to
form an annular upstanding flange; a cover fitting down
on said upwardly facing shoulder and within said fiange;
and means for clamping the cover down on said shoulder!
said means consisting of wire bails anchored to the band
and extending up over the upatandlng flange and pressing
the same against the edge of the cover.

4. In combination with a pall body, a tiand flttlng the
upper rim of the body and fastened thereto, the upper part
of this l)aDd bring bent outwardly to form an upwardly-
facing shoulder at the upper edge of the pall, the ex-
treme upper edge of this band being bent upwardly to
form an annular upstanding flange ; a cover flttlng down
on said upwardly faring shoulder and within said flange;
nnd means for clamping the cover down on said shoulder,
paid means consisting of wires having their ends extend-
ing unwardly through the outwardly bent shoulder and
headed at their upper • nds.

5. In combination with a pail body, a band flttlng the
upper rtm of the body and fastened thereto, the upper
part of this band being bent outwardly to form an up
wsrdly faring shoulder at the upper edge of the pall the
extrejHP uppi-r , d.<-e of this band being bent upwardly to
form an annular upstanding flange

; a cover flttlng down
on said upwardly faring sh-.older and within said flange-
and menns for clamping the rover down on said shoulder
said means consisting of wires having their ends exf nd-
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Ing upwardly through the outwardly bent shoulders and
headed at thir upper ends, said wires being flattened at a
point below the horizontal flange, for the purpose herein
set forth.

1.225,521. PROTECTINO FROM POISONOUS OAS IN
WARFARE. Joseph A. Stiinmitz. 1'hlla.ielphla, Pa.
Filed Sept. 4, 1918. Serial No. 49.133. (CI. 98—27.)

1. The method of protecting against poisonous gas ad-
vancing toward an area td be protected which consists in

burning along a line slightly in front of the boundary of

the area to t>€ protected, highly combustible fuel, thus
forming a protecting wall of heated rising gas which de-

flects the poisonous gas to a safe height above such area.

2. The method of defending against poisonous gas ad-

vancing toward an area to be protected which consists in

delivering along a line slightly in front of the margin of

Qch area highly combustible fluid fuel under pressure and
igniting the fuel so delivered, thereby forming a wall of

rapidly rising heated gases to deflect to a safe height the
advancing poisonous gas.

3. The method of defending against poisonous gas used
in warfare which consists in delivering a supply of fluid

fuel under controlled pressure along a line slightly In

front of the area to t>e protected and igniting the fuel so
delivered, thereby forming a controllable wall of heated
rising gases to deflect advancing poisonous gas to a safe
height above said area.

1,226.622. SAFETY LOCK FOR DUMP CARS. CHAWJlg
W. SxicKLaa, Lansford, Pa. Filed Apr. 1, 1916. Serial

No. 88,332. (CL 214—11.)

1. In a dump car having an upwardly movable gate for
unloading it, and a catch projecting laterally from and
movable with the gate for holding the gate in its lower
closed position, said catch being releasable to unfasten the
gate by upward movement of the gate, a device coopera-
tive with the catch to lock the gate in Its lower closed
position during transit of the car and having a pendant
portion normally holding said device in locking position
and adapted to be actuated by an obstruction 01 projection
to retract said device and thereby automatically unlock
the catch and permit upward movement thereof and of the
gate as the car Is brought to the dumping point.

2. In a dump car adapted to be used in connection with
a tipple, the combination of a gate for unloading the con-
tents of the t-ar, a catch carried by the gate for holding
the latter in closed i>osltion, the gate and catch being

movable downwardly and upwardly to fastenetl and un-
fastened positions respectively, and a horisonUlly slldable
bolt movable into a position above the catch to lock the
same and the gate in their lowered fastened position dur-
ing transit of the car. said bolt having a lever pendant
therefrom and in posit'on to engage a part of the tipple to
automatically unlock the catch as the car Is brought to
the dumping point.

3. In a dump car having a gate for dumping the con-
tents thereof, and a catch for holding the gate in closed
position, the gate and catch being movable downwardly
and upwardly to fastened and unfastened positions re-

speitively, a latch movable into a position above the
catch to lock the same In gate-holding position during
the transit of the car, and means for retracting said
latch to unlock the catch when the car is brought to the
dumping point, said latch having means for nutomatically
moving it into a position to lock the catch as the latter la

returned to gate-holding position.

4. In a dump car having a gate for unloading the same
and a catch for holding the gate in closed poaltlon, the
gate and catch being movable Tertically into fastened and
unfastened positions, a device operative to lock the catch
in gate-holding position during transit of the car, said
device having a member movable into a position above the
catch to retain the latter in gate-fastening position and
also a co4)peratlng part movable in a direction longitudi-
nally of the car and adapted to engage a projection as the
car is brought to the dumping point, thereby automati-
cally unlocking the catch.

5. In a dump car, a load discharging gate pivotally
mounted thereon, means for holding the lower portion ol
the gate in dosed position embodying a detent fixed on
the body of the car and a catch carried by and having a
limited vertical movement relatively to the gate and
adapted to cooperate with the detent, and means opera-
tive by the pressure of the load against the gate for lift-

ing the latter and said catch and thereby disengaging the
catch from said detent, said catch being movable vertically
independently of the gate to reengage with said detent.

1.225.523. LUMBER - STACKER. RoBMT K. SiBLia,
Cuthbert. Ga. Filed Feb. 27. 1915. Serial No. 10,979.
(CI. 214—6.)

1. An apparatus of the class described comprising a re-

ceiving device, means adapted to support parting mem-
bers and carried by said receiving device, guide devices
for said part*ng members spaced from said supporting
means, and means for vertically adjusting .said receiving
device.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, a vertically
movable receiver, a stationary guide device spaced from
said receiver and adapted to support one en.l of apaclng
strips, and a support for the other end of said apadnc
strips removably connected to said receiver.

3. In an apparatus of the class described, a vertically
movable receiver, a beam carrleti by said receiver, vertical
supports spaced from said receiver, supports for one end
of spacing strips carried by said vertical supports, sup-
ports for the other ends of said spacing strips and mov-
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ably ronnecte<l to said receiver, running t>oards engaged
at one end by said beam, and means for supporting the
other ends of said running hoards from said vertical sup-
ports.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, a vertically
movable receiver, stationary vertical supports spaced
from said receiver, supports for one end of spacing strips
swinging from said stationary vertical supports, and sup-
ports for the other ends of said spacing strips ^nd movably
connected to said receiver.

5. In an apparatus of the class described, a member
mounted to swing, supporting members connected to said
swinging member, holding means adapted to engage said
supporting members at a plurality of points, a receiving
device for the material and carrle<i by said supporting
members, means for holding the material upon the receiv-
ing device and discharging it therefrom, a rod slldable
relative to said »^upporting nirnil>er.s and carrying sup
porting fingers adapted to engage spacer members, and
means for moving said rod longitudinally to withdraw
said fingers from engagement with said spacer members.

1.225,524. SHAFT COUPUNG. Gbobob A. 8wa«tz.
Pearl Elver, X. Y. Filed July 16, 1914. Serial No.
851,156. (CI. 74—19.)

A shaft-coupling, comprising In combination, a seml-
phfrlcal shell having an outtumed flange formed around
its edge, said flange having diametrically opposite bearing
notches formed therein, a narrow complementary retain
Ing ring faced against said flange and having companion
notches registering with the notches in said flange, a
•plndle rotatably mounted In said bearing notches and
having a s(]uare<l shank, and a solid spherical head mounted
In said shell and retained by said ring, said head having a
diametrical .slot through which said spindle extends and
the latter riding against the opposing faces of the alot.

1,225,526. OUTLET-BOX AND SUPPORT THEREFOR.
Olivm T. Swi»t. St. Louis, Mo. Filed May 25, 1914.
Serial No. 840,821. (CI. 247—6.)

av

1. The combination with an outlet box having a plural-
ity of studs projecting from the side thereof, which studs
are disposed in square arrangement, of' an attaching mem
ber having an angular flange at one extremity thereof,
said attaching member being provided with aperturop
adapted to accommodate the plarallty of studs whereby
the attaching plate may be selectively secured to the box
with the angular flange at either the front or rear or at
either side thereof.

2. The combination with an outlet box having a plural-
ity of headed studs projecting from one side thereof, which
studs are dispose*! in square arrangement, of an attachink
plate having an angular flange at one extremity thereof,
said attaching plate being provided with key hole aper-
tures disposed in square arrangement and adapted to ac-
commo<]ate the headed studs whereby the attaching plate
may be selectively secunnl to the box with the angular
flange disposed toward the front or rear of the box or
toward either side thereof.

3. The combination with an outlet box having a plural-
ity of studs projecting from one side thereof, of an attach-
ing member comprising a plate and a flange projecting at
right angles from one end thereof, said plate being pro-
vlde<l with apertures adapted to accomnxMlate said studs,
sal<l stud.s and apertures Iteing relatively located so as to
permit the attaching memlier to l>e selectively secured to
the box with the flange dispo.sed toward the front or rear
of the box or toward either side thereof.

1.22.'5,52e. ELECTRIC.VL RECEPTACLE. GaoHoa B.
Thomas. Bridgeport. Conn., axsignor to The Bryant
Electric Company, Bridgeport, Conn., a Corporation of
Connecticut. Filed Apr. 1, 1914. Serial No, 828,909.
(CI. 173—880.)

I* rs ,c

1. A plug receptacle having a chambered body with en-
trance aperture for a plugging member of the Alison type,
a center contact in the receptacle chamber, a door nor-
mally closing said entrance aperture but Inwardly dl«-
placeable Into engagement with said center contact, for
the purpose described.

2. A plug receptacle having an inwardly dlsplaceable
door and means positively force<l by the door, upon the
Inward displacement of the latter, Into gripping engage-
ment with an inserted plug.*

16. In a plug receptacle, a plug gripping lever of the
first class pivoted on an axis at right angles to the axis of
the receptacle and provided at Its outer end with an In
wardly extending projection adapted to engage the thread
of an inserted attachment plug, together with an out-
wardly angled shoulder above said projection and against
which an entering member may bear to tilt said lever out
<V* olistructlng position, in combination with downwardly
moving means bearing again.et the lower end of said lever
to force said end outward and thus move the upper end
inward Into gripping engagement with the inserted plug.

18. In a device of the character descril>ed, the combi-
nation of a normally "dead." inwardly dlsplaceable center
contact, with a cottperating " live '• conductor engaging
said center contact on the inward displacement of the lat-
ter by an Inserteil plug.

[Claims 3 to 14, 16, 17, and 19 to 22 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1,225,527. INDICATING MECHANISM. Ralph B.
Thompho.k. Rrookllne. Mass. Filed Jan. 19, 1914. Se-
rial No. 813.109. (Q\. 7.S—51.)
1. .An indicator compcislng a standard scale, a dial ro-

tatably mounted and having a retracting spring, means for
rotating said dial against the action of said spring, a
spring retracted rotary shaft extending through aaid dial
and having a needle extending over the face of said dial
and said scale, and means for effecting rotation of said
shaft, the movement of said dial and said needle being
correlated with said scale.
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2. An indicator comprising a iprlDc retracted dial, a
pring retracted shaft having a needle extending over the
face of said dial, said shaft and said dial having cams,
cable* for effecting the rotation of said cams, and dla-

aaaociated mechanisms adapted to operate said cables.

3. An Indicator comprising a casing having an annular
scale member, a spring retracted shaft rotatably mounted
axially of said scale and having a needle, a cam on said
shaft, a dial rotatably mounted on said shaft ami having
a retracting spring and a cam. cables cooperating on said
cams, speed actuated means for actuating one of said
cables, and fluid flow measuring means for operating the
other of said cables.

4. Id an Indicator for a motor, the combination with a
fuel supply for said motor, a gage, a pair of indicating
members mounted to move relatively to each other and to
said gage, a connecting mechanism for one of said indicat-
ing members adapted to be operated by said motor in re

latlon to the output of said motor, and means adapted to
be influenced with relation to the flow of fuel through said
supply- and having a connection adapted to actuate the
other of said indicating devices,

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,528. STEAM HEATING COOKING-RANOE. Isaiah
P. TowLim. Newark. N. J. Filed Nov. 18, 1»14. Serial
No. 872,808. (O, 126—5.)

In combination, a cooking range Including a fire box and
a compartment, of a steam boiler positioned upon the
range and directly above the flre box, meaaa for supplying
water to said boiler, a steam pipe connected to the upper
end of the boiler for receiving steam therefrom, m^ans for
connecting the steam pipe to a plurality of radiators for
heatlag a building, a water retaining tank located adja-
ceat the range, a braaeh ateam ptp« connected to aaid
steam pipe and to the tank for heating and softening tb«>

water therein, a pipe connected to the tank adjacent the

bottom thereof and to the boiler adjacent ita bottom to
allow the water from the boiler to pass into the tank to
aid in heating the water therein, and an auxiliary heater
located in the compartment and operatlvely connected to
the tank adjacent the bottom thereof to heat the water
therein when not ualng the boiler.

1.226,629. SLED. OacAB John Tdbbs. Wlnslow. Ma.
Piled May 23, 1916, Serial No, 99,296. (CI. 208—161.)

1. In a sled, the combination of a frame, a center rod
arranged tran.sversely in said frame, a pair of radius arms
Journaled at their front ends on said center rod. a plu-
rality of transverse braces connected to said arms and
forming therewith a practically rigid rectangular frame,
a digger wheel, a cranked axle secured to the digger wheel
and Journaled in the rear ends of said radius arms, pedal
devices Journaled upon said center rod, connecting rods
between the pedal devices and the aile. and sprlnif means
acting between the frame and certain of said cross braces
to variably control the digging action of the wheel.

2. In a sled, the combination of a main frame, a center
rod arranged transversely In the frame, propelling devices
mounted on said center rod for vertical oadllatlon within
the rear portion of the frame, a lever acting upon the rear
portion of the propelling devices as a fulcrum, one end
of the lever being adjustably connected to another por
tlon of the propelling devices, and spring means acting
upon the rear end of the frame and the other end of the
lever serving to automatically hold the propelling mecha-
nism down with a force proportionate to the position of
adjustment of the first mentioned end of the lever.

8. The herein described sled comprising In combination,
a rigid frame, a center rod arranged In the frame, a pair
of springs connected adjacent the rear comers of the
frame, propelling devices mounted for oscillation upon
said center rod and Including a U shaped brace extending
across the rear portion thereof and another brace extend-
ing transversely of the propelling devices, a lever bearing
upon the upper face of said brace and having spaced rear
ends connected to said springs, and means connecting th»-

front end of the lever to the latter mentioned brace and
acting upon the front end of the lever to variably adjust
the automatic action of the springs to hold the propelling
devices In contact with the roadway according to varying
conditions thereof.

4. In a sled, the combination of a frame, front and
rear bobs connected thereto, propelling means suspended
from the frame, means to torn the front bob around a ver-
tical axis, and an antl-sklddlng wheel for the front bob
jonrnaled on a transverse spindle whose axis lies In the
same vertical plane as the axis around which the bob is

turned.

5. In a sled, the combination of a frame, a plurality of
runners and connections between the frame and the run-
ners, each connection comprising a hanger rod having a
transrerse spindle, and a bracket, said brackat comprising
a pair of similar bar metal memben hartng their lower
ends constituting diagonal braces connected to the mnnera,
their upper ends constituting a pair of ears spaced later-

ally In parallel vertical planes through which said spindle
projects, the Intermediate portions of the members being
b«nt la vertical planes perpendicular to the plane of the
ears and connected rigidly together.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,225,630, CASING FOB SAUSAGES AND PROCESS OF
PREPARING. Gmniob B. Twitchbll, anclnnatl, Ohio.
Filed Apr. 26. 1916. Sertal No. 24.102. (CI. 99—8.)

1. The herein described process of preparing gut sausage
casings, which ctmslstB In Incorporating into the mem-
braneous tissue a non-deleterious material having the
property of structurally strengthening the same without
impairing the elasticity.

2. The herein described process of preparing gut sausage
casings, which consists in Incorporating into the mem-
braneous tissue a food product having the property of

structurally strengthening the same without impairing the
elasticity.

3. The herein described process of preparing gut sausage
casings, which consists In incorporating Into the mem-
braneous tissue a casein having the property of structu-

rally strengthening the same without Impairing the elas-

ticity.

4. The herein described process of preparing gut sausage
casings which consists in soaking the gut in a solution
of casein.

5. The herein described process of preparing gut sausage
casings which consists in soaking the gut In a solution of
casein and then fixing the casein in the tissue.

[Claims 6 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,531. BRD8H AND TIMBER CUTTING DEVICE.
William Fredrick Twomblt, OHent, Itfwa. Filed June
80, 1916. Serial No. 106.986. (CI. 143—68.)

1. In a cutting device of the class described, the com-
blnati«;i with a sled structure, of a power driven shaft
rotatably mounted thereon, a iK>cond shaft rotatably
mounted on the sled structure, intermeshing gears at-
tached to said shafts, one of said gears being larger than
the other, a frame, an arm extending from said frame, a
ball and socket joint connecting said arm to the sled
structure, a saw redprocatingly mounted in said frame, a
pitman, a ball and socket joint at each end of said pitman
conneciing the ends of the pitman to said saw and one of
said gears re«i>ectlvely, a clutch mechanism on the power
driven shaft, a lever adapted to connect or disconnect the
clutch mechanism, and means to hold the sled structure
against skidding movement.

2. The combination with a sled, of an arm, a ball and
socket joint connecting said arm with the sled, a guide
frame carried by the outer end of said arm, a cutter bar
reclproratlngly mounted In said frame, a power driven
gear mounted upon the sled, a pitman, and ball and socket
joints connecting the opposite ends of said pitman with
the cntter bar and the power driven gear respectively,
said ball and socket joints of the arm and pitman permlt-
tln>: the cutter bar to be moved vertically and laterally
with respect to the aled.

1,226,082. POWER SYSTEM AND APPARATUS. BlCH-
abo Vahlbt, Bnglewood. N. J., assignor to Varley Du-
plex Magnet Company, Jeraey City, N, J,, a Corporation
of New Jeraey. Piled Mar. 12, 1913. SerUl No.
763.703. (CI. 74—69.)

1. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion with a combustion engine, of a shaft adapted to
transmit power to and be driven by the engine, a generator
connected to the shaft, a starting motor, a gear looselj

carried by the shaft and adapted to be driven by tha
motor, and clutch means for bringing the gear into engine
starting relationship with the shaft.

2. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion with a combustion engine, of a shaft adapted to trans-
mit power to and be driven by the engine, a generator
connected thereto, a starting motor, a gear loosely car-
ried by the fehaft and adapted to be driven by the start-

ing motor, clutch means for bringing the gear Into starting
relationship with the shaft, and means for normally ren-
dering said gear inoperative, whereby the shaft may actu-
ate the generator without driving the motor.

3. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion with a combustion engine, of a shaft adapted to
transmit power to and be driven by the engine, a generator
connected to the shaft, a starting motor having a shaft
paralleling the first shaft, a gear loosely carried by the
first shaft, a gear carried by the motor shaft and oper-
atlvely associated with the first gear, and clutch means
for bringing the flret gear Into starting relationship with
the first shaft.

4. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion with a combustion engine, of a shaft adapted to trans-
mit power to and be driven by the engine, a generator
connected to the shaft, a starting motor, a shaft therefor
mounted beside the first shaft, a gear carried by the first

shaft, a gear carried by the motor shaft and operatlvely
associated with the first gear, and clutch means for bring-
ing the first gear into starting relationship with the flrat

shaft.

6. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion with a combustion engine, of a shaft adapted to trans-
mit power to anjl be driven by the engine, a generator
connected to the shaft, a starting motor, a shaft therefor
mounted beside the first shaft, a gear loosely carried by
the first shaft, a gear carried by the motor shaft and
meshing with the firat gear, and clutch means for bringing
the first gear into starting relationship with the first shaft

[Claims 6 to 8 not printeil In the Gazette.]

1,226,638. IGNITION SYSTEM AND APPARATUS.
RiCHAEO Vablbt, Englewood, N. J. Original applica-
tion filed Ang. 29, 1914. Serial No. 869,160. Divided
and this application filed Sept. 11. 1914. Serial No.
861.280. (CI. 128—148.)

1. In Ignition systems and apparatus, clrcnlt control-
ling means comprising a yleldable conUct. a shiftaMc
support therefor and actuating means, and means, coa>-
prlsing said support, for bringing the contact into and
out of oi>eratlve association with said actuating means.

a. In Ignition systems and apparatas. circuit controlling
means comprising a yleldable contact, a pivotal support
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therefor, and actuating means, and meaoa, Including mid
support, for bringing: the contact Into and out of opera-

tive association wltb said actuating means.

•s»

8. In Ignition systems and apparatus, circuit con-

trolling means comprising a resilient contact blade, a

support tlierefor. and actuating means, and means, includ-

ing said support, for shiftint; the contact blade into and
out of operative association with the actuating means.

4. In ignition systems and apparatus, circuit control-

ling means comprising a resilient blade, a pivotal support
therefor, and rotatory cam means, and means including
said support, for swinging the contact blade into and out
of operative association with tbe cam means.

.

5. In ignition systems and apparatus, circuit controlling

means comprising a contact lever carried by a support,

an actuating cam, and means for varying the position of

the support, whereby the contact lever may be brought
Into and out of operative association wltb tbe cam.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,534. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. Richabd Vahlit,
Englewood. N. J. Piled Apr. 27. 1915. Serial No.
24,262. (a. 128—148.)

1. A source of energy and a circuit therefor, a coll in-

ductively related to said circuit and a second coll induc-
tively related to the other coll, of current responsive
means for intermittently short circuiting said first coll.

2. A source of energy and a circuit therefor, a plu-

rality of colls Inductively related to said circuit, one of

aid colls having in circuit a spark gap, and cnrrent actu-
ated means for intermittently short circuiting another of

•aid coils.

8. A source of energy and a circuit therefor, a plu-

rality of colls Inductively related to said circuit and to one
another, and current actuated means for intermittently

hort circuiting one of said coils.

4. A source of energy and a circuit therefor, a plurality

of coils inductively related to said circuit and to one
another, one of said coils having in circuit a spark gap,

and current actuated means for intermittently short cir-

cuiting another of said colls.

6. A sonrce of energy and a ctrcalt therefor, a coll in-

ductively related to said circuit and having In circuit a
spark gap, a coll for controlling said inductive relationship,

and current responsive apparatus for Intermittently short

circuiting said controlling coll.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,535. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. Richard Vablbt,
Englewood, N. J. Original application filed Apr. 27,

1915. Serial .No. 24,252. Dlvlde<l and this application
filed SepL 29, 1916. Serial No. 63,196. (CI. 123—148.)

1. In electrloal systems, a plurality of transformer units
each of which is provided with a primary winding, a sec-

ondary winding Inductively related thereto, and a circuit

controlling said Inductive relationship, a current respon-
sive Interrupter for said circuit, a source of energy, and
means for intermittently succpssiTely connecting the pri-

mary windings in circuit with the source of energy.

2. In electrical systems, a plurality of transformer units,
each of which is provldtnl with a primary winding, a sec-

ondary winding Inductively related thereto, a circuit con-
trolling said inductive relationship, and a current respon-
sive interrupter for said circuit, a source of energy and
means for intermittently successively connecting the pri-

mary windings in circuit with tbe source of energy.
3. In electrical systems, a plurality of transformer units,

each of which is provided with a primary winding, a
secondary winding inductively related thereto, and a cir-

cuit controlling said Inductive relationship, a current re-

sponsive interrupter for said circuits, a source of energy,
and means for intermittently successively connecting the
primary windings in circuit with the source of energy and
the current responsive interrupter.

4. In electrical systems, a plurality of transformer units,

each of which is provided with a primary winding, a sec-

ondary winding Inductively related thereto, a circuit con-

trolling said inductive relationship, and a current respon-
sive interrupter for said circuit, a source of energy, and
means for intermittently successively connecting the pri-

mary windings and the current responslTe interrupters in

circuit with the source of energy.

6. In electrical systems, a plurality of transformer units
each of which is provided with a primary winding, a sec-

ondary winding Inductively related thereto, and a circuit

controlling said Inductive relationship, interrupter mecha-
nism connected in the said controlling circuits, a sonrce
of alternating current, a source of continuous current, vi-

brator mechanism, and means for intermittently succes-

sively connecting the primary winding In circuit with the

source of alteratlng current or in circuit with the source
of continuous current and the vibrator mechanism.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,536. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. Richabo Vabi.st.
Englewood, N. J. Filed Dec. 6. 1916. Serial No. 65.382.

(CI. 128—148.)
1. In an electrical system, spark producing means in-

cluding a circuit and a controller for periodically opening
and dosing said circuit for the production of sparks and
capable of spark adjustment, an alternating current gen-

erator supplying said sparking means with energy and
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having a sblftable generator phase adjusting member
BCtuable without thereby effecting adjustment of the con-
troller, and power actuated means for shifting said phase
adjusting member.

2. In an electrical system, spark producing means in-

cluding a circuit and a controller for periodically opening
and closing said circuit for the production of sparks and
capable of spark adjustment, an alternating current gen-
erator supplying said sparking means with energy and
having a shlftable generator phase adjusting member actu-
able without thereby effecting adjustment of the con-
troller, and a centrlfugally operated device for shifting
said phase adjusting member.

3. In an electrical system, spark producing means In-

cluding a circuit and a controller for periodically opening
and closing said circuit for the production of sparks and
capable of spark adjustment, an alternating current gen-
erator supplying said sparking means and having winding
connected In said circuit and having a shlftable generator
phase adjusting member actuable without thereby effecting
adjustment of the controller, and power actuated means
for shifting said phase adjusting member.

4. In an electrical system, spark producing means in-

cluding a circuit and a controller for periodically opening
and closing said circuit for the production of sparks and
capable of spark adjustment, an alternating current gen-
Irator supplying said sparking means with energy and
having a revoluble armature shlftable for adjusting the
generator phases without thereby effecting adjustment
of the controller, and means for shifting the armature.

6. In an electrical system, a transformer forming part
of spark producing means and having a winding, circnit

controller means for said winding, capable of adjustment
for varying the time of sparking, an alternating current
generator supplying said transformer and having a cur-

rent phase adjusting member, and means for automatically
adjusting said member without thereby effecting adjust-
ment of tbe controller means.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

t,225.537. EXCAVATINO-MACHINE. GSOBOB Bldbr
Waonbb, Beaver Palls. Pa., assignor to Keystone Driller

Co., Beaver Falls. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Piled June 10. 1916. Serial No. 102,956. (CI. 254—184.)
1. In an excavating machine, load controlling means

comprising a winding drum, planetary gearing and brake
devices for controlling the transmission of power to the
drum, a ratchet wheel fast to the drum, a pawl tot the
ratchet wheel in normal engagement therewith means for
actuating the brake devices, and means mov.ible with the
last named means and provided with connections in op-

erative relation to the pawl for moving the latter out of

engagement with the ratchet wheel at will and independ-
ent of the movements of the brake actuating means.

2. In an excavating machine, load controlling means
comprising a winding drum, driving gearing and brake
devices for the gearing for controlling the application of
power to the drum, a ratchet wheel fast to the drum, a
pawl for the ratchet wheel in normal engaecment there-

with, a lever having connections to the brake devices for

controlling the latter, and manually operable means in

part carried by the lever and provided with connections
in operative relation to the pawl for moving the latter out
of engagement with the ratchet wheel at will, said pawl
controlling means being operable irrespective of move-
ments of the lever to control the brake devices.

3. In an excavating machine, load controlling means
comprising a winding drum, driving gearing and brake
devices for the gearing for controlling the application of
power to the drum, a ratchet wheel fast to the drum, a
pawl for the ratchet wheel in normal engagement there-
with, a lever having connections to the brake devices for
controlling the latter, and manually operable means in

part carried by the lever and provided with connections
in operative relation to the pawl for moving the latter out
of engagement with the ratchet wheel at will, said pawl-
controlling means being operable irrespective of move-
ments of the lever to control the brake devices, the pawl
having a normal trend toward engagement of the ratchet
wheel by gravity and the pawl operating means including
devices for moving the pawl In opposition to the action
of gravfty.

4. In an excavating machine, load controlling means
comprising a winding drum, brake means for controlling
the drum, pawl and ratchet means for controlling the
drum, brake operating means, and means for controlling

the pawl operatively Independent of and in part carried
by the brake operating means, whereby an operator in
controlling the brake can at the same time control tbe
pawl.

6. In an excavating machine, load controlling means
comprising a winding drum ; means for the application of
power to the winding drum, a lever for controlling the
means for applying power to the drum, a ratchet wheel
fast to the drum, a pawl for the ratchet wheel, and con-
trolling means for tbe pawl In part mounted on and mov-
able with the lever and having connections in operative
relation to the pawl extending from the lever closely ad-
jacent to tbe pivotal axis of said lever.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,588. ATTACHMENT FOR ORAPHOPHONE-MA-
CHINES. Edwabd C. Walter, New York, N. Y. Piled
June 6. 1918. SerUl No. 771,978. (CI. 74—46.)
1. A device of the kind described Including in combina-

tion, a motor-driven element, a controlling Instrumentality
therefor, a movable arm cooperating with the motor-
driven element, a bell-crank-lever tiltable on an approxi-
mately horizontal axis In relation to the movable arm and
provided with an arm-locking notch, and a swinging arm
extending from the controlling Instrumentality and under-
lying the bell-crank-lever and moving on an approximately
vertical axis ; the bell-crank-lever being tiltable on Its

horizontal axis to effect engagement and disengagement of
its notched portion with the swinging arm when the same
swings on Its vertical axis.

2. A device of the Irind described including in combina-
tlou, a motor-driven element, a controlling instrumentality
therefor, a movable arm cooperating with the motor-
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drlrcn element, a b«il-eimnk-lever til table od an approxl-

oiately horizontal axis la relation to the movable arm
and provided with an arm-locking notch, and a swincloc

arm extending from the controlling Instrumentality and
onderlylng the bell-crank lever and moving on an approxi-

mately vertical axis : the b^U-cranklever being tlltable

on Its horizontal axis to effect engagement and disengage-

ment of Its notched portion with the swinging arm when
the same swings on its vertical axis, and a spring for

actuating the swinging arm.

1.225.&39. KET-CUTTINO MACHINE. Frank Wankbi..
New York, N. T. Filed Dec. 7. 1916. SerUl No.
IM.Ml. (CI. 90—13.)

3. A device of the kind described. Inrlndlnic in combina-

tion, a motor-driven disk-operating element, a movable

arm cooperating therewith, a machine-controlling con-

trivance comprising an actuating arm, a tripping lever

arranged in the path of movement of said traveling-ann

and adapte<l to be operated thereby, a twise-niember to

which said tripping member Is operatively connected, said

actuating arm being centrally pivoted on said t)a9e-mem-

ber and Interposed Iwtween said base-membt-r and said

tripping member and adapted to be held in <>ne position

by said tripping member, and means operating on said

actuating arm to move the same when released from aaid

trlpplng-meml)er.

4. A device of the kind described. Including in combina-

tion, a motor-driven operating-element, a movable ele-

ment-operated arm overlying the same, a machine-con-

trolling contrivance, Inclndlng a controll'.ng-lever, a

pring-operated actuatlng-arm connecting with said con-

trolling-lever and adapted to be moved In one d'rectlon

by said controlling-lever, arm operating means acting on

said actuatlng-arm to move it In the opposite direction,

a hase-memher underlying said actuatlng-arm, and a trip

ping-member overlying said actuatlng-arm and occupying

a position in the path of movement of said element-op-

erated arm, whereby when the latter engages said trii>-

ping-member. said actuating arm is thereby released and
moved under the action of the aforementioned arm-op-

erating. means.

5. A device of the kind described. Including *n combina-

tion, a motor-driven operating element, a movable ele-

ment-operated arm overlying the same, a machine control-

ling contrivance, including a controlling-lever, a spring-

operated actuating-arm connecting with said controlling-

lever and adapted to l>e moved in one direction by said

controlling lever, arm-operating means acting on said ac-

tuating arm to move It In the opposite direction, a base-

member underlying sa'd actuatlng-arm, and a tripping-

member overlying said actuating arm and occupying a po-

sition in the path of movement of said element-operated

arm, whereby when the latter engages said tripping-mem-

ber, said actuatlng-arm Is thereby released and moved

under the action of the aforementioned arm operating

means, said tr!pping-member carrying an adjustable buffer-

element adapted to be engaged by said element-operated

arm to move it and the trlpplng-memUer.

(Clnlma 6 to 15 not printed in the Oaaett*.]

1. In a key cutting machine, the combination of a sta-

tionary table having a pair of guide grooves along Its op-

pos!te edges, a carriage movable longitudinally of the

table and comprising a pair of side rails having tongues

projecting Into and gUdable along said grooves, said car-

riage also comprising a pair of tie rods extending from one

side bar to the other and serving to determine the adjust-

ment of the same with re8i>ect to the table groorea, aald

carriage having at one end a pair of alined holes, a guide

bar fitted In said holes and movable longitudinally of Its

axis therein transversely of the <arrlage and table, a clamp-

ing head for master and blank keys secured to s&id guide

bar and slidable along one of the tie rods for lateral move-

ment with respect to the carriage and movable with the

carriage longitudinally of the table, a rotary tutter Jour-

naled upon the table for action upon the blank, and a

guide post fixed to the table In the plane of the cutter for

cooperation with the master key for determining the di-

rection and extent of movement of the head and carriage.

2. The combination with a fixed table and a rotary cut-

ter Journaled therein for operation In a definite plane, of

a guide post secured to the table and having its operative

portion in the plane aforesaid, a carriage comprising a

pair of parallel side bars fitted to the side edges of the

table and adapted to reciprocate freely therealong. said car

riage also Including a pair of tie rods, each having a head

at one end cooperating with one side bar and having ita

other end threaded In the other side bar. whereby the dis-

tance between the side bars Is accurately determined and

means to lock the tie rods in adjusted position, a clamping

head, means to secure master and blank keys to said head

In parallel relation to each other for cooperation with the

side post and cutter respectively, and means to support

said head upon the carriage for movement laterally inde-

pendently thereof and longitudinally with the carriage

whereby convolutions will be formed by the cutter in the

blank key exactly similar to the convolutions in the mas-

ter key.

1.225.540. DUST-PAN. GaoBaa Tillbt Wbll«, Provl

dence, R. I. Piled Apr. 27. 1916. Rertal No 98,899.

(CI. «{^—63.)

1. A dustpan having a bottom, two sides, a back, a
forwardly extending top portion having a saw-tooth edge,

a spring arm having a free end adapted to reat on the

floor and an upwardly extending member adjacent the

i back of the pan. the Iwck of the pan. the upwardly extead-
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ing member and the intermediate portion of the spring

arm forming a foot bold.

2. A dust-pan having a bottom, a transverse rounded

retaining ridge, a spring lip. two sides, a back, a for-

wardly extending top portion having a saw tooth edge all

formed Integral, a spring arm extending ontw.irdly from

the back and having a curve<l free end adapted to rest on

the fioor and an upwardly extending member adjacent tht

back of the pan. the back of the pan, the upwardly extend-

ioc member and the lnterme<llate portion of the spring

ana forming a foot hold.

a. A dust-pan having a flat bottom 6. a transverse

rounded retaining ridge 7, a downwardly extending spring

lip 8, having a straight e<lge, two upwardly extending

aMta &, 0, an upwardly extending flat back lU. and a for

wardljr extending flat top portion 11 having a saw tooth

edge 12, said saw teeth pointing toward the front of the

pan, all formed integral, a spring floor arm 6 extending

centrally outwardly from the bottom C at the back 10

and having an upwardly bent member 13. adjacent the

back 10, a downwardly Inclined portion 14 and an up-

wardly cuned floor end, the back 10, the upwardly l>ent

member 13 and the Intermediate portion of the spring floor

arm 5 forming a foot bold 16, as descrltx-d.

opening and adapted when in a ralsetl position to form

a drain passage between the edge thereof and the pot body.

1.22S.541. GUARD OR SHIELD FOR GLA88 DRAWING
APPARATUS. William WaaTBiBT. OkmuUee, Okla.,

assignor to L. H. 8kelton, Okmulgee, Okla. Filed Jan.

26, 1910. Serial Xo. 74,469. (CI. 49—17.)

1. A shield of the character described comprising a

nectional supporting ring, and an annular series of Are

proof bricks disposed beneath the ring, said bricks being

provided with lapping portions and detechably connected

with the ring.

2. A «hield of the character described comprising a sec-

tional supporting ring having depending supporting pro-

jections, and an annular series of flre-proof bricks dis-

posed beneath said ring, said bricks havlnc lapping en-

gagement with each other and detachable Interlocking en-

gagement with said projections.

3. A shield of the character described comprising a

sectional supporting ring having depending, spaced dove-

tailed projections, and an annular series of fireproof

bricks having flanges for lapping . ngagement with each

other, said bricks being provided with dovetailed projec-

tions, said projections forming dovetailed recesses be-

tween the bricks, for detachable interlocking engagement

with the dore-talled projections of the ring.

4. A shield of the character described comprising i\

sectional supporting ring having dependlnif spaced dove-

talle«l supporting lugs, and fire proof bricks having lap-

ping portions and provided with dove tailed projections

for lateral interlocking engagement with said lugs.

1.225.542. DRAWIX(i-RIN«i. William WaaTBrav, Ok-

mulgee. Okia., assignor to L. 8. Skelton, Okmulgee, Okla.

Filed Feb. 8, 1916. Serial No. 77.063. (CI. 49—61.)

1. .\ drawing t\uk or pot comprising a ring-shaped body,

and a bottom or partition vertically movable in sHld body

and provided with an Inlet opening, said bottom or parti-

tion operating when In a determined position to form

a drain passage between the same and the pot body.

2. A glass drawing ring or iwt comprising an annular

body and a movalde bottom or partition having an inlet

238 O. G.—35

3. A drawing ring or pot comprising a ring-shaped body

having a portion of minimum diameter at the bottom

thereof, and a bottom or p«rtitlon adjustable In said body

and having an Inlet opening therein, said bottom being

entrageable with said pt>rtlon of minimum diameter when
lowered and adapted when elevated to be spaced from the

wall of the body to form an Intervening drain passage.

4. A glass drawing ring or pot comprising a ring-shaped

body, and a body or partition adjustable vertically there-

in, and provided with a glass Inlet opening, said l)ody

and bottom having surfaces to close the bottoipi of the pot

with the exception of said opening when the bottom is in

lowered position and to form a drain passage when the

bottom is In raised position, said bottom having an upper

surface sloping from said opening toward its peripheral

edge, such edge being adapted when the l>ottom Is elevated

to l>e spaced from the wall of the IxmIv to form an Inter-

vening drain passage.

5. A glass drawing ring or pot comprising a ring-shaped

body, and a Iwdy or partition adjustable vertically there-

in, and provided with a glass inlet opening, said l>ody

and bottom having sloping surfaces to close the bottom

of the pot with the exception of said opening when (he

bottom is in lowered position and to form a drain passage

when the bottom is in raised position, said bottom having

an upper aurface sloping from said oi)enlng toward its

peripheral edge, such edge being adapted when the bottom

is elevated to be xpaceil from the wall of the body to form

an intervening drain pas.sawe.

[ClalniK 6 and 7 not printed in the (iazette.J

1,225.548. BLANK FOR NEGOTIABLE BANKING IN-

STRUMENTS. David Bird Whbbler, Washington, D. C.

Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No. 114,077. (CI. 11—13.)

1. As a feature of a banking system, a blank form for

a negotiable Instrument containing data with lilanks to be

filled in to make a certificate of deposit ; directions that

the amount deposited for which the certificate- is issued

l>e credited to a pooled account ; and an order for the

withdrawal of the deiwslt good only when signed by the

depositor and a person authorized to act for the pooled

account, substantially as set forth.

2. A banking system blank for a negotiable instrument

containing data with blanks to be filled In to make a cer-

tificate of deptwit ; directions that the amount deposited

be credited to a pooled account ; an order for the with-

drawal of the deposit good only when signed by the de-

positor and a person authorized to act for the pooled

account : and a stub receipt having a form on which the

person authorized to act for the pooled account may re-

ceipt to the depositor for the certificate of deposit, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. A blank form for a negotiable Instrument for use In

a pooled banking account containing data with blanks

to be filled In to make a certificate of deposit to the indi-

vidual members of the pool ; directions that the amount
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deposited be credited to the pooled account ; an order for
the withdrawal of the deposit good only when sifted by
the depositor and a person authorized to act for the pooled
account ; a stub provided with a blank form for a receipt
to be given by the person acting for the pooled account
to the owner of the certificate of deposit ; and a statement
thereon of the interest at a given rate expressed in even
cents for specified periods, substantially as set forth.

4. In a banking system, a blank form for use in pooled
accounts containing data with blanks to be filled in to
make a certificate of deposit ; information expressing the
Interest at a given rate in even cents for specified periods ;

authority to credit the deposit to the pooled account ; and
an order for the withdrawal of the deposit plus earned
interest good only when signed by the depositor and one
authorized to act for the pooled account, substantially as
Mt forth.

5. In a banking system for the accommodation of pooled
accounts, blanks therefor Including a certificate of de-

posit for each Individual showing the amount deposited ;

directions to credit the amount to the pooled account ; an
order for withdrawal ; and a receipt made for the certifi-

cate of deposit to be given by a person representing the
pooled account, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.544. BICYCLE-GEARING. Fr.\nk Vkdbr Whit
MAN. Walkervllle, Mont. Filed Jan. 5, 1911. Serial
No. 600.926. (Cl. 208—57.)

/t
<r/

1. In a bicycle, the combination with the rear axle,

of a two part casing forming a hub for the rear wheel In

which the axle Is Journaled. a sleeve Journaled on the
axle at one end and rigid with the frame, a cross head
fixed on the sleeve, a pinion Journaled at each end of the
cross head, a gear ring rigid with the hub with which the
pinions mesh, a crown wheel having a hub journaled on
the sleeve and moshlng with the pinions, the hub of the
said wheel having Its end Internally beveled, and having
clutch teeth at the said end, a brake ring having the end
adjacent to the crown wheel beveled and cooperating with
the beveled surface of the .said wheel, a plurality of con-
centric sleeves Journaled on the axle, each sleeve having
the end adjacent to the crown wheel provided with clutch
teeth for cooperating with the teeth of the brake ring
and of the crown wheel hub, respectively, each sleeve
having a spiral 9\<n Intermediate Its ends, the slots of the
respective sleeves being oppositely arranged, a pair of
oppo.iitely arrant;e<l arms extending radially from the axle
and (engaging the slots, the hub of the rear wheel having
clutch teeth at the end remote from the crown wheel, a
collar slldable on the axle and keyed thereto, and having
olntrh teeth cooperating with the teeth of the hub. means
for operating the collar, and means to turn the axle.

2. In combination with the rear axle and the rear wheel,

of a hob for the rear wheel Journaled on the axle and hav-
ing clutch teeth at one end. a collar having clutch teeth
for cooperating with the teeth of the bub slldable on the

axle and keyed thereto, means for shifting the collar, a
cross head rigid with the frame of the bicycle, a gear
ring rigid with the hub adjacent to the cross head, a pin-
ion Journaled at each end of the cross head and meshing
with the gear ring, a crown wheel Journaled on the axle
and meshing with the pinions, said wheel having a hub
provided with a beveled Inner surface and having a series
of clutch teeth at the end of the hub, a brake ring on the
axle having a t)eveled end for cooperating with the
crown wheel, and having clutch teeth at the other end. a
plurality of concentric sleeves on the axle, each having
clutch teeth at the end adjacent to the crown wheel for tx)-

operatlng with the teeth of the said wheel and of the
brake ring, respectively, each of the said sleeves having
a spiral slot, the slot of the sleeves being oppositely ar-
ranged, radial arms on the axle engaging the slots and
means whereby the axle may be moved angularly for mov-
ing the sleeves In opposite directions when the arms are
moved angularly.

3. In combination with the rear axle and the rear wheel,
of a hub for the rear wheel Journaled on the axle and hav-
ing clutch teeth at one end. a collar having clutch teeth for
cooperating with the teeth of the hub slldable on the axle
and keyed thereto, means for shifting the collar, a cross
head rigid with the frame of the bicycle, a gear ring rigid
with the hub adjacent to the cross head, a pinion Journal<Ml
at each end of the cross head and meshing with the gear
ring, a crown wheel Journaled on the axle and meshing with
the pinions, said wheel having a hub provided with a beveled
inner surface, and having a series of clutch teeth at the
end of the hub. a brake ring on the axle having a bevele<l

end, for cooperating with the crown wheel, and having
clutch teeth at the other end. a plurality of concentric
sleeves on the axle, each having clutch teeth at the end
adjacent to the crown wheel, for coOperatlnic with the
teeth of the said wheel and of the brake ring, respeclvely,.
and a connection l>etween the sleeves and the axle for
moving said sleeves longitudinally and in opposite direc-
tions when the axle Is moved angularly with respect to-

the sleeves.

4. In combination with the rear axle and the rear
wheel, of a hub for the rear wheel Journaled on the axle an<l

having clutch teeth at one end, a collar having clutch
teeth for cooperating with the teeth of the hub illdable
on the axle and keye<l thereto, means for shifting the col-
lar, a cross head rigid with the frame of the blcyrle, a gear
ring rigid with the hub adjacent to the cross head, a pinion
Journaled at each end of the cross head and meshing wltb
the gear ring, a crown wheel Journaled on the axle and
meshing with the pinions, a sleeve on the axle, said sleeve
and crown wheel having Interengaglng clutch parts, a con-
nection between the sleeve and the axle for movlijg said
sleeve toward and from the crown wheel when the axle
Is moved angularly with respect to the sleeve, a braking
device for the crown wheel, and means for operating said
device simultaneously with the sleeve and In the opposite
direction.

5. In a bicycle, a rear axle, means for rotating the axle.
a wheel having a hub encircling the axle, a gear ring rlfld
with the hub, a fixed bar rigid with the frame, a plnlou
on each en<l thereof and meshing with the gear ring, an
Internal gear meshing with the pinions, a clutch for con-
necting the internal gear to the axle, and means operated
by the angular movement of the axle for operating the
clutch.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,545. SAW TABLE AND TRACK. William J.
Whit.\kbb. Reeds. Mo. Filed Apr. 13, 1916. Serial No.
21.092. Renewed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No. 127.034
(Cl. 148—62.)

A saw table comprising a pair of end bara. one of aaltf
end bars extending beyond the other, side bars connect-
ing the end bars, said side bars comprising' a pair of
spaced strips held in spaced parallel relation by blocks,
guide rollers Journaled between the strips and near the
end bars. U-shaped brackets secured to one of the side
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bars to prevent the table from tipping, the longer end

bar extending beyond the plane of the opposite aide bar,

a platform supported on the side bars and extending be-

tween the end bars, a forwardly-extending bar secured to

the extension of the longer end bar and projecting In a

plane parallel with the side bars, the ends of said for-

wardly extending bars being In the same plane with the

ends of the side bars, the said bar being positioned In a

plane beneath the upper face of the platform, and an in-

verted U-shaped bracket connecting the forward end of

the forwardly-extending bar with the foremost end bar,

•aid bracket being adapted to accommodate a saw when
the carriage Is moved forwardly.

1.225,54«. MUSIC LEAF TURNER. Benjamin F. Wiu
LIAM8. (Jrand Kaplds. Mich. Filed Oct. 29. 1916, Se-

rial No. 58.620. Renewed Apr. 3, 1917. Serial No.

109.522. (Cl. 84—17.)

the ground may be varied, and digging devices mounted
on said bars.

1. In a music haf turner having leaf carrying arms
and a rocking spindle, au arm turning element consisting

of a dome mounted slidabVy on the spindle for rotation

therewith, said dome having a notch extending through

an arc of approximately I80 degrees, said notch engaging

the leaf tarrying arms.

2. A leaf turning device comprising a plurality of leaf

carrying arms supported plvotally In approximately ver-

tical series, a rock shaft having a double spiral groove,

a spring retracted sleeve slidalily engaging the rock shaft

and having means to engage the double spiral groove

therein, means for actuating the sleeve against the ten-

sion of Its retracting spring, and a dome having a sleeve

slldably engaging the ro« k shaft and feathered thereon

for rotation therewith, said dome having an approximately

triangular notch engaging the topmost leaf carrying arm
and extending through an arc of approximately 180 de-

frees.

1^6.647. ROAI> MAK1.\(; MACHINE. Acocbtch C.

W1LL8ON. I>e8 Moines, Iowa. Filed Mar. 27, 1916.

Serial No. 87,109. (CT. 87—60.)
1. In a device of the class described, a frame, a trans-

verse shaft mounted therein, a plurality of bars, means
for adjustably mounting said bars on said shaft for vary-

ing the positions of the ends of the bars radially of the

shaft and also In circles around the shaft, whereby the

total diameter of the device forme<l by said bars may be

rarled. and whereby the angles at which they approach

,2. In a device of the class described, a frame mounted
on suitable devices, whereby said frame may be carried

over the ground, forward and rearward rotatable shafts

mounted In said frame, adjustable digging devices mount-
ed on the forward shaft, adjustable cutting devices mount-
ed on the rearward shaft, adapted to move dirt upon the

longitudinal center of the path over which the machine
travels, a source of power, and means for operatlvely con-

necting said shafts therewith.

1,255,648. EYE SHIELD SPECTACLES. Fbcdkbick
WiLLgON and NcMA Bocbqiin, Reading, Pa., assignors
to T. A. Willson & Co., Inc., Reading, Pa., a Corporation
of Pennsylvania. Filed Jan. 15. 1915. Serial No. 2.301.

(Cl. 2—149.)

1. A spectacle frame having eye-wires, curved eye
shields hlngedly connected to approximately diametrically

opposite sides of the respective eye-wires, and temples at-

tached only to aald hinged shields.

6. A spectacle frame having eye- wires, curved eye

shields hlngedly connected to opposite sides of the re-

spective eye wires, and temples plvotally attached to the

respective shields and adapted to fold back upon, ^d
extend beyond the pivot portion of, the folded shields.

7. A combined eye shield and temple for spectacles, said

shield having a semicircular base l>ar formed with pivot-

ing terminals, and said temples being plvotally and de-

tachably connected to said shield so as to swing laterally

thereon.

8. A frame having eye wires provided with lateral de-

tents, eye-shields plvotally connected with the respective

eye-wires at substantially diametrically opposite sides and
having means arranged to >>e engage<I by said detent, and
temples carried by said eye-shields and projecting out-

wardly from the free edge thereof.

10. As an article of manufacture, a combined eye-shield

and temple for goggles, comprising an ovate frame having
separate points of pivotal engagement and a reticulated

web extending over the space included within said frame
and a flexible ear engaging piece fixed to the edge of the
frame.

[Claims 2 to 5, 9, 11. and 12 not printed In the Oatette.]
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1,225.549. AUTOMOBILE KUNWAY AND LIFT.
DRBW A. WixEB. Oala. Fla. Filed Sept. 22, 1916
rial No. 121,633. (CI. 254—88.)

An-
Se-

1. The combination of a runway comprising parallel
members having oppositely located aeta of lncllne«l por-
tions pitched in the same direction, a vehicle elevating
truck mountPfl for movement lonifltudlnally of said mem-
bers and embodying truck wheels movable along the In-
clined portions thereof, friction shoes carried by said
truck having Incllnwl frl<tion faces. Inclined fHctlon U-
bles adapted to be cngag»-.l by the friction faces of said
Hhoes and to support said shoes and the weight imposed
thereon, and meant for raising and lowering said friction
tables comprising a rock shaft common tq both tables.

2. The combination of a runway comprising parallel
members having oppositely located seta of Incline<l por-
tions pitched in the same direction, a truck mounted f<Jr
movement longitudinally of said members and embodving
truck wheels movable along the Inrllned portion.s thereof,
friction shoes carried hy said truck having Inclined frtc-
tlon faces, inclined friction tables adapted to be engaged
by the friction faces of said shoes and to support said
shoes and the weight Imposed thereon, means for raising
and lowering said friction tables comprising a rock shaft
common to both tables, and springs arranged under said
tables and exerting an upward pressure against the same.

3. The combination of a runway comprising parallel
members having oppositely located sets of Incllneil por-
tions pitched In the same direction, a vehicle elevating
tmck mounted for movement longitudinally of said mem-
bers and emho<lylng truck wheels movable along the in
clined portions thereof, friction shoes carried by said
truck having inclined friction faces. lncilne«l friction ta-
bles adapted to be engage<l by the friction faces of said
shoes and to support said shoes and the weight imposed
thereon, means for operating said friction tables compris-
ing a rock shaft common to both tables, arms fast on said
rock shaft. links plvotally connected at one end to said
arms and directly pivoted at their other ends to the tables,
and means for operating said rock shaft.

4. The combioatloB of a runway comprising parallel
members having oppositely locate<l sets of Incllne«l por-
tions pitched In the same direction, a truck mounted for
movement longitudinally of said membera and embodying
truck wheels movable along the Inclined portions thereof,
friction shoes carried by said truck, inclined friction U-
bles adapted to be engaged by said friction shoes and to
support said shoes and the weight imposed thereon, means
for operating said friction tables comprising a rock shaft
common to both tables, arms on said rock shaft. plvoUl
links connecting said arms directly with the tables, means
for operating said rock shaft, buffers on said runway mem-
bers, and projections on said truck adapted to strike
against said buffers In the return movement of the track.

1.225.550. GATE. Christian Wixtiir. Oskaloosa Iowa
Filed Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No. 134.289. (CI. 2.^6—78.)

A s»te comprising a frame provided with longitudinal
members, a pair of end members conne<'ted with said longi-

tudinal members, said end members each having a right
hand thread at one end and a left hand thr.>ad at the
other end whereby upon the rotation of the end members
the longitudinal memlK-rs will be adjusted, a plurality of
vertical wires connecting the longitudinal members, and a
plurality of longitudinal wires connectefl with said end
members, said longitudinal wires t»eing partially wound
on the end members on the same side whereby one «nd
member may cause the longitudinal wires to be loosene<l
when spreading said longitudinal members and the oppo-
site end member tighten said longitudinal wires when
spreading said longitudinal memljers.

1.226.561. CRDDE-OIL BURNER. Habht Wood. SanU
Barbara. Cal. Filed July 6. 1916. Serial No. 107 769
(CI. 158—92.)

1. A liquid fuel burner, comprising a vertically disposed
cylindrical mixing chamber open at the top. a tubular com-
bustion chamber thereabove and co-axial therewith, a ver-
tically extending liquid fuel Inlet pipe w*thln said mixing
chamber, an air inlet nozzle horizontally disposed and tan-
gential to the lateral waUa of aaid mixing chamber for
supplying air thereto.

2. A liquid fuel burner, comprising a vertically disposed
cylindrical mixing chamber open at the top, a tubular
combustion cham>>er thereabove and co-axial therewith,
said combustion chamt)er having a greater diameter than
aaid mixing chamber, a vertically extending liquid fuel
inlet pipe within said mixing chamber, an air inlet in the
lower end of said mixing chamber adapted for supplying
air in a horizontal plane and tangential to the wall of
Kald mixing chamber, and means incorporated within the
burner whereby the air delivered to said air Inlet la pre-
heated.

3. A liquid fuel burner comprising a vertically disposed
tubular mixing chamber, an enlarged tubular combustion
chamber thereabove and co axial therewith, a preheating
coll adapted to surround said combustion chamber, an air
pipe connected to said preheating coll. an air nozzle in
communication with said air pipe and adapted to project
through the wall of the mixing chamber and to extend
horizontally and tangentlally to the lateral wall thereof,
a fuel supply pipe adjustably mounted to the bottom wall
of the mixing chamber, and to extend vertically there-
from to a point a.ljacent to and below said combustion
chamber.

4. A liquid bnrner comprising a vertically disposed
tubular mixing chamber, an enlarged combustion cham-
ber thereabove and co-axUl therewith, means incorpo-
rated la said burner for pre heating air. an air pipe
connectetl to said means, an air nozzle in communication
with said air pipe and projecting through the wall of
the mixing chamber and adaptetl to deliver a current of
air tangentlally to the wall of said mixing chamber, a
vertically adjustable fuel supply pipe having It^ outlet
located adjacent and below «aid combu.stion chamber,
and means connected to said air pipe for delivering air
under pressure.
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1,225.652 KNIFE-SETTING GAGE. Frbdbrick J.

WcESTHOFT, San Francisco. Cal. Filed May 17. 1916.
Serial No. 98,062. (CI. 83—186.)

*4C

1. The combination with a cutter head and Its blade.

of means for setting and gaging the blade including gage
plates adjacent opposite ends of the blade, each of said

plates having a surface movable Into firm eren contact

with tbo periphery of the cutter head and also having

a gage surface overlying and bearing upon the outer

edge of the blade, and pressure means Including a screw

carried by each gage plate for forcing Its first mentioned

nrface against the cutter head.

2. The combination with a cutter head and Its blade,

of means for setting and gaging the blade including gage
plates adjacent opposite ends of the blade, each of said

plates having a surface movable Into Arm even contact

with the p<>rtphery of the cutter head and also having a
gage surface overlying and bearing upon the outer edge

of the blade, and relatively engaging means carried by

the cutter head and each gage plate whereby to maintain
said gage plates in uniform relation to the cutter head
and to the blade.

8. The combination with a cutter head and Its blade,

of means for setting and gaging the blade including gage
plates adjacent opposite ends of the blade, each of said

plates having a surface movable Into firm even contact

with the periphery of the cutter head and also having
a gage surface overlying and bearing upon the outer edge
of the blade, and means whereby to maintain said gage
plates In uniform relation to the cutter head and to the

said blade.

4. The combination with a groove<1 cutter head and Its

blade adjustable in the groove, of springs In the groove
Inwardly against which the blade Is movable to set posi-

tion, and gage plates for (rearing against the outer edge
of the blade adjacent opposite ends thereof, having sur-

faces movable into Arm even contact with the periphery

of the cutter head, to limit Inward adjustment of the
blade. '

6. The combination with a grooved cutter head and Its

blade adjustable In the groove, of springs in the groove
Inwardly against which the blade Is movable to set posi-

tion, gage plates having gage surfaces bearing against the
outer edge of the blade adjacent opposite ends thereof,
and means whereby to force the said gage plates into firm

even contact with the periphery of the cutter head
whereby to move the blade to set position against the
tenaions of the said springs.

1,225,553. ELECTRICAL CONDUIT. Chatjncit W.
Abbott. Auburn, N. T., assignor to The American Con-
duit Manufacturing Company, Plttuburgb. Pa., a Cor-

poration of Pennsylvania. Filed June 22, 1914. Se-

rial No. 846.567. (CI. 247—8.)

e
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1. A Joint for electrical conduits, comprising a pair of

substantially flat base sections disposed at an angie one
to the other and lying with the end of one bane section

In iniiufdlate proximity to the other base settion. aaid

base sections being provided with edge portions closely

spaced from and substantially parallel to the supporting
surfaces by which they are carried, and a cover memlwr
of resilient material having portions of genernl U- or

channel-shaped cross section lying at an angle to each
other, each portion thereof having Its edges turnerl in-

wardly to lie around the edges of the base sections.

2. A Joint for electrical conduits, comprising a pair of
substantially flat base members having edge portions
closely siMced from and substantially parallel to a sup-
porting surface, one of said members having an end there-

of lying in proximity to a lateral edge of the other mem-
l)er, and a cover member of resilient material having por-

tions of general U-shaped cross section lying at an angle
to each other, each portion thereof having Its edges turned
Inwardly to engage over the edges of the base members.

3. A Joint for electrical conduits, comprising a pair of

substantially flat base members having edge portions
closely spaced from and substantially parallel to a sup-
porting surface, one of said members abutting endwise
against an edge of the other member, and a cover member
of reaillent material baring portions of channel or bow
shape In cross section lying at an angle to each other,
each portion thereof having its edges turned inwardly to
engage over the edges of the base members.

4. A Joint for electrical conduits, comprising a pair of

substantially flat base members closely spaced from and
substantially parallel to a supporting surface, one of aaid
members abutting endwise against an edge of the other,

a coupling plate uniting said base members, and a cover
member of resilient material and comprising a body of

general U, channel or bow shape in cross section and
having edge portions turned inwardly to engage over the
edges of said base members.

5. A Joint for electrical conduits, comprising a pair of
substantially flat base members lying In the same plane
and having edge portions closely spaced from and sub-

stantially parallel to a supporting surface, one of aaid

members abutting endwise against a side edge of the
other, cover members engagiuK with said base members,
and a Joint cover member having portions at an angle to

each other and "whose edges engage with the edges of said

cover members.

1,225,554. ENDLESS WEB BELT. WILLIAM AcHT-
MBTBB. Mlddletown, Conn. Filed July 10, 1916. Se-

rial No. 108.484. (01. 74—63.)

1. As an article of manufacture, an endless web belt,

comprising a flat straight woven webbhjg rolled up to
form an endless band of a plurality of superimposed lay-

era, the webbing having Its warp threads projecting be-

yond each end, the projecting warp threads of the ends of
the webbing passing through the adjacent layers of the
webbing and extending lengthwise between adjacent
superimposed layers.

2. As an article of manufacture, an endless web belt,

comprising a piece of webbing formed into superimposed
layers and having each end provided with projecting warp
threads, certain of the layers of the webbing being pro-
vided with transverse rows of holes through which ex-
tend the projecting ends of the warp threads, the aaid
projecting warp thread ends extending lengthwise be-

tween adjacent superimposed layers to Join each end of
the webbing to a layer thereof.

3. As an article of manufacture, a many-ply endleas
web belt, comprising a single piece of single-ply webbing
rolled up into an endless hand having a body of a plu-
rality of superimposed layers, the ends af tke webbiag
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having proj«ctliig warp tbreadt*. each layer next to an
end of the webbing having a transverse row of holes
through which the projecting warp threads of aald end
extend lengthwise In a forward direction between the ad-

jacent layers, and longitudinal rows of stitches connect-
ing the several layers of the body with each other.

4. As an article of manufacture, a many-ply endless
web belt, comprising a single-piece of stngle-ply webbing
rolled up Into an endless band having a body of a plu-

rality of superimposed layers, the ends of the webbing
having projecting warp threads and the layer next to

each end of the webbing having a transverse row of holes
through which the projecting warp threads of said end
extend lengthwise in a forward direction between the

two adjacent layers, the rows of holes being located ap-

proximately opposite each other, and longitudinal rows
of stitches connecting the several layers of the body with
each other.

5. As an article of manufacture, an endless web belt,

fomprlalng a piece of single-ply webbing formed Into

»uperimposed layers and having each end provided with
projecting warp threads passing through the adjacent
layer and extending lengthwise between adjacent saper-

Imposed layers, successive warp threads t>eing short and
long.

1,225.555. WEB - FASTENER. William Achtmbtir,
Mlddletown. Conn. Filed July 13, 1916. Serial No.
109,051. (Cl. 74—37.)

1. In combination, a multiply web having an under
laynr and a wearing layer of greater density than the
under layer, a support on which rests the said trader

layer, the support having an aperture, and a fastener

provided with a shank, a head and prongs, the said shank
engaging the said ap^-rture. the said head being Integral
with one end of the said shank and being seated on the
said support adjacent the said under layer, and the said

prongs extending Integrally from the top marginal por-

tion of the head and being driven into the said web, the
aid prongs prior to being driven into the web being bent
slightly outwardly to cause the material of the under
layer to compact between the prongs and the head and
thereby spread the prongs intermediate the outer and
Inner faces of the web.

2. In combination, a multiply web, a support on which
rests the said web, the support having a countersunk ap-
erture, and a fastener attarhlng the said web to the said
support, the fastener having a shank, a head and prongs,
the said shank engaging the aperture, the said h«^d be-

ing Integral with one end of the shank and iiaving its

under side beveled and seated In the countersink of the
said aperture, and the said prongs extending integrally
from the top marginal portion of the said head and being
driven Into the said web, the said prongs prior to being
driven into the web being bent slightly outwardly to

cause the material of the under layer to compact between
the prongs and the head and thereby spr«>ad the prongs
intermediate the outer and inner faces of the web.

3. As an article of manufacture, a metallic fastener for

fastening multiply web linings, web blocks and similar
web articles to their supports, the fastener having a head,
a shank and prongs, the said shank engaging the said

support and <>xtendlng integrally and centrally from the

underside of the said hekd and the said prongs extending
integrally from the marginal portion of the top of the

said head in a direction opposite to that of the shank,
the said prongs being slightly bent outwardly and being

adapted to be driven into one face of the web article

to compact the web material between the prongs and the
head and thereby cause the prongs to spread Intermediate
the faces of the web article.

4. As an article of manufacture, a metallic fastener for

fastening multiply web linings, web blocks and similar

web articles to their supports, the fastener having a head,
a shank and prongs, the said shank engaging the said

support and extending Integrally and centrally from the
under side of the said head and the said prongs extend-

ing Integrally from the marginal portion of the top of

the said head in a direction opposite to that of the shank,
the said prongs being slightly bent outwardly and the
outer ends of the prongs being beveled from the inner
face upward and outward to the outer face of the prongs,

the underside of the said head being beveled and the said

prongs being adapted to be driven into one face of the web
article to compact the web material between the prongs
and the head and thereby cause the prongs to spread in-

termediate the faces of tBte web article.

1,225.666. FLYCATCHER. Jamis Allin. Washing-
ton. D. C. Filed Apr. 26, 1910. Serial No. 93,741.
(Cl. 43—22.)

1. A f!y catcher comprising a receptacle made of non
transparent sheet material open at the bottom and closed

at the top and coated on the Interior with sticky mate-
rial, the said re^-eptacle being pruvide<1 wttb a series of

perforations in its outer walls to permit the passage of

light tberethroagh. and the side walls of said receptacle

being provided at their base with a series of tabs t>ent np
so as to form entrance openings for the flies, substantially

as described.

2. A fly catcher made of a single semicircular sheet of

non transparent material, bent with Its edges overlapping
to form a hollow cone, the said sheet being provided on
the InterioiT with a coating of sticky material, adapted
both to catch the flies and to form a securing means for

the overlapping edges forming the joint, and the shell of

the said cone being provided with a series of p<'rf(iratlons.

and the said shell being also provided at Its base with a

series of tabs bent up so as to form entrance openings for

the flies, substantially as described.

3. A fly catcher made of a single semicircular sheet of

non-transparent material, provided with a semicircular
Bone of sticky coating and having a semicircular no-
coated band at the outer curved edge thereof, the said

sheet being bent to form a hollow cone, and the shell of
said cone h4>lng provided with a series of perforations to

permit the passage of light therethrough, and the shell

t>elng also provided at Its base with a series of tabs bent

up so as to form entrance op.'nlngs for the flies, substan
tially as described.

1,226,567, DKMOU.NTABLE RIM. AXIL ALLOlCim,
Dover, N. J. Filed Sept. 14, 1916. Serial No. 120.040.
(Cl. 162—21.)

The combination with a relatively fixed rim of solid or

unbroken nature throughout its circumference, a series
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-of equally spaced lugs carried by the outer surface of said

rim. ea'^h lug having two parallel offset surfaces eccentric

to the rim, one of these surfaces pertaining to a projec-

tion of flared form, the wider portion thereof being at the

same end as the thicker portion, of a relatlv«»ly movable
rim surrounding the fixed rim. a series of wedges carried

by the inner surface of the movable rim and spaced simi-

larly to the spacing of the lugs aforetsald, each wedge
having a plurality of parallel surfaces eccentric to the
wheel and having a shoulder extending clrcumferentlally
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of the wheel t>etween said two surfaces and adapted to

Interlock with the offset portion of an adjacent lug, an
abutment secured to the fixed rim between two of the lugs

thereof, a binding wedge movable transversely of the wheel
between said abutment and one of the wedges of the mov-
able rim, and screw operated means to cause said binding

wedge to mwv positively In either direction, as and for

the purposes set forth.

1,225,558. STARTING DL\ Ri:. Fubd ALLtaoN, Detroit,

Mich., assignor to A. B. C. Starter Company, Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed June 26, 1916.

Serial No. 105,971. (Cl. 74—6.)

1. Starting mechanism of the nature deacrll>ed compris-

ing an engine crank shaft, s starter shaft In allnement

with said crank shaft, coupling means actuated In one
direction through rotation of said starter sliaft, power
transmitting means having a terminal member, and releas-

able means for fixedly connecting said terminal member
with said starter shaft.

2. Starting mechanism of the nature described compris-
ing an engine <rank shaft, a starter shaft in allnement
with said crank shaft and adapted to be operated by a

crank, a coupling clutch for said shafts, a power transmit-

ting gear rotatable about the axis of said starter shaft,

and relf^sable means to fixedly connect said gear with
said starter shaft.

3. Starting mechanism of the nature described compris-

iac an engine crank shaft, a starter shaft, means auto-

matically to couple and uncouple said shafts, a, means
adapted to l>e manually operated to rotate said starter

shaft, a power transmitting means rotatable on said starter

skaft, and releasable means to fixedly connect said trans-

mitting means and ^ald starter shaft.

4. Starting mechanism of the nature described compris-

ing an engine crank shaft, a starter shaft, means carried

by said starter shaft automatically to couple with said

crank shaft, a power transmitting means having a member
rotatable at>out the axis of said starter shaft, and releas-

able means to lock said member to said starter shaft.

5. Starting mechanism of the nature described compris-

ing an engine crank shaft, a sturter shaft, means carried

by said starter shaft automatically to couple with said

crank shaft, a power transmitting means having a meml>er

rotatable about the axis of said starter shaft, and rotatable

releasable means to lock said member to said starter shaft.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,559. ACETYLENE GAS GENERATOR. TilbsphoRE
Babix, Houma, La. Filed Dec. 12, 1912. Serial No.
736,883. (Cl. 48—44.)

>^ •»"^a5^*'*»^

In combination with a bell casing of a gas generator to

rise and fall Incident to the increase and decrease of gas
therein, said casing having a ctiamber containing gas
generating material In its upper end provided with a
conical bottom terminating In an opening, said casing
having a guide pipe, a rod mounted In said guide pipe and
having at its lower end a right angle extending portion, a
second rod pivoted to said right angle extending portion
and extending through the opening of the conical bot-
tom, and provided with a valve to open and close said

opening to control the flow of the gas generating material
through said opening, the first rod having its upper end
threaded and provided with an aperture at its extremity,
a nut engaging the threads of the first rod and to co6i>erate
with the upper end of the guide pipe to lift and assist

In holding the first rod in different adjusted positions, said
casing having an apertured member, a link pivoted In the
aperture of said member, and a tubular rod threaded to
said link and having at its upper end a hook to engage
the aperture at the upper end of the first rod, to hold the
nut in contact with said guide pipe, to secure the valve
in different adjusted opened positions.

1,226,560. ATTACHMENT FOR PHONOGRAPHS. Frank
Lkb Barrows, Moscow, Idaho. Filed July 13, 1916.
Serial No. 109,047. (a. 274—16.)

1. In combination with a phonograph, of means oper-

ated by the motor of the phonograph and controlled by
the position of the needle, for lifting the reproducer,
moving the reproducer arm to commencing position and
lowering the reprwlucer into playing position, said means
comprising a lever pivoted to the reproducer arm, a link
connecting one end of the lever to the repro<lufer support
for lifting the reproducer when the lexer Is swung In the
proper direction, a cam disk, a connection between the
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motor and the cam disk for op»>rating the aarae, a trip
lerer for normally holdini; the naid coonectlon out of
engaging position, and in i>o«itlon to be engaged by the
other elid of the reproducer supported lerer when the
needle is at the end of the record for swinging the said
trip lever to release the connecting mechanism, said lever
havInK a notch at the said end and a disk having a pin
for engaging the notch to first swing the lever to lift the
reproducer, and afterward move the lever and the repro-
ducer to commencing position, and means for cushioning
the movement of the reproducer toward the record.

2. In combination with a phonograph, of means oper-
ated by the motor of the phonotrraph and controlled by the
position of the nee<lle for lifting the reproducer, moving
the reproducer arm to commencing position and lowering
the reproducer into playing position, such means compris-
ing a lever pivoted to the reproducer arm, a link connect-
ing one end of the lever to the reproducer support for
lifting the reproducer when the lever is swung In the
proper direction, a cam disk, a connection between the
motor and the cam disk for operating the same, a trip
lever for normally holding the said connection out of
engaging position, and In position to be engaged by the
other end of the reproducer supported lever when the
needle is at the end of the record for swinging the said
trip lever to release the connecting mechanism, said lever
having a notch at the aald end and a disk having a pin
for engaging the notch to first swing the lever to lift the
reproducer, and afterward move the lever and the repro-
ducer to commencing position.

3. In a combination with a phonograph, of means oper-
ated by the motor of the phonograph and controlled by
the position of the needle for lifting the reproducer,
moving the reproducer arm to commencing position and
lowering the reproducer into playing position, such means
comprising a lever pivoted to the reproducer arm, a link
connecting one end of the lever to the reproducer sup-
port for lifting the reproducer when the lever is swung
in the proper direction, a cam disk, a connection between
the motor and the cam disk for operating the same, means
for normally holding the said connection out of engaging
position and in position to be engaged by the other end
of the reproducer supporting lever when the needle is
at the end of the record, for operating the said means to
release the connecting mechanism.

1,225,561. ATTACHMENT FOR PHONOGRAPHS. FUjk*k
L. Bahbows, Moscow. Idaho. Filed Nov. 16, 1916.
Serial No. 131.689. (CI. 274—10.)

1. In combination with a phonograph, of m^ans oper-
ated by the motor of the phonograph and controlled by
the position of the needle for removing the record, said
mechanism comprising an arm having an angular lug
provided with a depending pin for engaging the opening
of the record, and counter-balanced to normally engage
the aaid opening, a cam plate on which the arm is joar-
naled, said arm having a laterally extending cam portion,

• cam disk normally disconaecte<i from the motor and hav-

ing a cam for engaging the cam of the removing arm to
lift the pin out of engaging position, and haviniz a pin
for engaging the cam platt> to swing the arm with the pin
over the opening of the topmost record and to swing the
arm with the topmost record away from the turn table,
and means controlled by the movement of the reproducer
for connecting the said cam with the motor.

2. In combination with a phonograph having a %'ertlc-

ally movable turn table for supporting a series of saper-
posed records to be played In succession, a rec»'lving table
adjacent to the turn tabic, a lever pivoted between the
table* and supporting and balancing the tables, the re-
ceiving table being counter-weighted to overbalance the
turn table and a series of superposed reconls, an escape-
ment device in connection with the lever, means controlled
by the movement of the reproducer for moving the top-
most record from the turn table to the receiving table,
and means operated by the reproducer for releasing the
escapement before a record has been removed to the re-
ceiving table.

8. In combination with a phonograph having a vertic-
ally movable turn table for supporting a series of super-
posed records to be played In succession, a receiving table
adjacent to the turn table, a lever pivoted l>etween the
tables and supporting and balancing the tables, the re-
ceiving table being counter-weighted to overbalance the
turn table and a series of superposed records, an escape-
ment device In connection with the lever, and means con-
trolled by the movement of the reproducer for releasing
the escapement.

4. In combination with a phonograph having a Ter-
tlcally movable turn table for supporting a series of
superposed records to l>e played In succession, a receiv-
ing table adjacent to the turn table, a connection between
the tables for balancing the same, means controlled by
the movement of the reproducer for moving the said
tables, and means controlled by the movement of the
reproducer for removing the records in succession from
the turn table to the receiving table.

5. In combination with a phonograph having a ver-
tically movable turn table for supporting a series of super-
posed records to be played in succession, a receiving table
adjacent to the turn table, and a connection between the
tables for balancing the same, and means controlled by
the movement of the reproducer for moving the said
tables.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,225,562. COLLECTION WAGON. Hebmax BAruxV
and ISBAKL TsiTiLBAUM. Ncw York, N. T. Filed Nor.
80, 1914, Serial No. 874,678. Renewed Apr. 6, 1917.
Serial No. 159,982. (O. 21—20.)

1-r—lil Au i-2 1— » ' i -. J

1. A vehicle of the class described comprising a wheel-
supported frame, a pivoted rear dumping body mounted
on the frame, a cover for the top of the body and having
a vertical movement of translation, means on the frame
for maintaining the cover in a horizontal position during
its opening and closing movement, and means for bodily
raising the cover off the body as the latter tilts from
normal to damping position.
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3. A vehicle of the class described comprising a wheel-

supported frame, fixed guides at the front thereof, a

rear dumping body mounted on the frame, a cover mov-

able up and down at the top of the body, means con-

nected with the cover and movable along the guides,

link means between the front of the body and the aaid

means for raising and lowering the front of the cover

as the body moves to and from dumping position, and

means connected with the rear portion of the cover and

acted on by the said body to raise and lower the rear

portion of the said cover as the body moves to and from

damping position.

6. A vehicle of the class described comprising a sup-

porting frame, a pivoted body thereon, a cover for the

body, a guide on the frame, an element movable longi-

tudinally of the guide and connected with the cover,

and a link connected with the said element and the body

for causing simultaneous movement of the body and

cover.

7. A vehicle of the class described comprising a wheel-

supported frame, a swinging rear dumping body open at

Its top, a uniUry cover for the top of the body, guide

means fixed on the frame, means on the cover engaging

the guide means, whereby the cover Is confined to an up

and down movement and prevented from having lateral

or longitudinal movement, links pivotally connected with

the front of the body and connected with the cover for

raising and lowering the latter as the body moves, addi-

tional links connected with the cover, and arms connected

with the links and movable with the body.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.225,663. PUMl". Samtei. E. Bbilah, Chiricahtia,

Aril., assignor of one-half to Timothy Perkins Blevlns,

Chlrlcahua, Arit. Filed Mar. 2S, 1916. Serial No.

86.229. (CI. 103—73.)

<r

2. A suction pump comprising a flat body disposed In

a vertical plane and having formed in one side a seg

menUl main piston chamber and a segmental aux

lllary piston chamber, each having Its curve«l wall

formed around the same axis, said side ' also having

formed therein a passage leading from a point adjacent

said main chamber around said auxiliary chamber to a

point adjacent the upper end of the body, an outlet

pipe rising rigidly from said body and communicating

with the upper end of said passage, a port establishing

constant open communication between said end of the

passage and the upper end of the auxiliary piston cham-

ber, a port leading from the main piston chamber into

the lower end of said passage and having a check valve

opening Into the latter, an inlet Into the lower end of

said main chamber having a check valve opening into the

same, a main and an auxiliary piston Joined rigidly and

received respectively in the main and auxiliary chambers,

said pistons being mounted on a common pivot, a vertical

piston rod connected to said main piston, said side of the

body having a vertical groove slldably receiving said rod,

and a cover plate secured ovet said side of the body and

closing the two chambers, the aforesaid passage and said

groove.

1,225,664. TYPOGRAPHICAL MACHINE. William B.

BiBTRAM, Brooklyn, and Thomas S. Homanb, Hemp-

stead. N. Y., assignors to Intertype Corporation, New

York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan.

17, 1914. Serial No. 812,779. (Cl. 199—7.)

1. A suction pump comprising a pump body, main and

auxiliary segmental piston chambers In said body and

having their curved sides formed around the same ails,

a main and an auxiliary piston rigidly Joined and mounted

on a common pivot, said pistons being disposed respec-

tively In said main and auxiliary chambers, an Inlet Into

the lower end of the main chamber having a check valve

opening into the latter, a piston rod slldable in said

body and connected to the main piston, a passage formed

In the body from a point adjacent the main chamber and

extending around the auxiliary chamber to a point adja

cent the apper end of the body, an outlet pipe communi-

cating with the upper end of said passage, a port estab-

lishing constant open communication between said end

of the passage and the upper end of the auxilUry cham-

ber, an unobstructed air vent from the lower end of said

anxlliary chamber, and a port leading from the main cham-

ber into the lower end of said passage and having a check

valve opening into the latter.

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a pluralltv of magasines, a set of upwardly projecting

escapement actuating rods, and single means operative

to alternately effect movement bodily of all the magazines

and to effect relative movement between certain of aaid

magazines to bring any one of said maKatlnes Into opera-

tive position above the escap«'ment actuating rods.

2. In n machine of the class described, the combina-

tion with escapement actuating m««ns, of a magatlne

frame, and a plurality of magaslnes carried thereby, cer-

tain of said magazines being movable relatively to the

others to carry the escapements thereof into or out of

operative position above said actuating means, and the

magazine frame being movable to shift the magazines

bodllv.

8. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion with escapement actuating means, of a magazine

frame, and a plurality of magazines carried thereby, cer-

tain of said magazines being slldable In said frame and

Independently of the other magailnes therein to shift

the magazine escapements to and from operative position

above the escapement actuating means, the magaxine

frame being movable to shift the magazines therein bodily.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion with escapement actuating rods, of a plurality «rf

nM;
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magaziDes, a frame therefor moTable p^rpendicnlarly to

the plaDea of said magazlnea. and single means operative

to alternately effect such movement of the magazine
frame and to effect Independent movements of certain

of said masaztnes to move them to and from a position

above the escapement actuating rods.

S. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion of escapement actuating rods, a plurality of maga-
zines, and means for shifting the magazines bodily in a

direction transverse to the planes thereof and for shift-

ing certain of said magazlnea longitudinally and inde-

pendently of the others, to move the escapements thereon

to and from a position above the escapement actuating

rods.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,225,565. VALVE GEAR. Marc BinKiGT, Bois-Colombea,

Prance. Piled Jun^ 21. 1915. Serial No. 35,383. (CL
121—»7.)

1. A valve gear comprising a valve stem formed of two

telescoplcnlly associated adjustable sections, the one »ec-

tion having a head on the upper free end thereof and a

lower screw-threaded stem and the other section (ubular

and interiorly screw-threaded to receive the stem of the

other section and also provided with a valve on the lower

end of the same, .1 non-rotatable disk mounted on the

section provided with the valve and having a vertical

sliding movement on said section, the lower side of the

bead and the upper side of the disk being respectlTely

provided with Interlocking teeth, and resilient means en-

gaging the under side of the disk and a part of the valve

gear for holding said valve upon its seat and forcing aald

disk against the head whereby the teeth of the head and
disk are caused to enga^'e to lock the valve stem sections

In adjusted positions.

'2. \ valve gear comprising a valve stem composed of

two adjustable sections, one of the sections being tubular

and threaded and the other movable In the tubular one.

the tubular section having a valve on Its lower end and
the remaining section being provided with a head on its

upper free end, a non-rotatable slidable disk on the stem

adjacent to the Miid head, t)eveled teeth being formed on

the adjacent opposing sides of the disk and head, spring

means engaging the disk and a suitable abutment and
operating to normally seat the valve and force the toothed

aides of the disk and head Into engagement to look the

valve stem sections in adjusted positions, the disk and
head being formed with means for adjustably turning one

with relation to the other.

3. The comblDatioD with a valve seat, of a valve stem

having a valve normally held in closed position against

the said seat, the valve stem comprising two adjustable

aections. one section carrying the valve and of elongated

tubular form with interior threads and the other section

also threaded and adjustably fitted in the tubular section

.ind carrying a disk head on Its free upper end, the said

disk head being provided with peripheral npaced operat-

ing means, a non-rotatable disk slidably associated with

the tubular portion of the stem and held adjacent to the

said head, the disk being also provider! with peripheral

operating means, the spaced operating means of the head

and the peripheral operating means of the non-rotatable

disk providing means for turning one of these devices

relatively to the other to effect the adjustment, the disk

and head on their adjacent faces having interlocking teeth,

nnd a spring surrounding said valve stem and engaging
the (llfk and an abutment forming part of the valve seat

organization and exerting a tension to normally seat the

valre and force the teeth of the slidable disk into engage-

ment with the teeth of the head to lock the valve stem
sections In adjusted positions.

4 The combination of a valve seat having an upstand-

ing guide, a valve normally closed against said seat and
having a stem comprising two adjustable aections, one
being tubular and threaded and the other threaded and
shlftalile in the tubular section, the valve being carried

by the tubular section and the remaining section having
an enlarged head at its upper end, a non-rotatable disk

sUdably mounted on the valve stem and engaging the

tubular section and held adjacent to the said head, the

head and disk being provided with interlocking teeth on

their adjacent faces and both the head and disk engaging
the upstanding guide, the Mild guide serving to brace the

head and disk and maintain the latter In proper vertical

alinement, and a spring engaging a part of the valve seat

and the said disk to effect an interlock of the teeth of

the head and disk and maintain the sections of the valve

stem in locked adjuste<l positions, the head and disk being

provided with peripheral means whereby one may be

turned relatively to the other in effectins the adjustment
of the valve.

1,226,566. VIOLIN CHIN REST. Akthib R. Bolbs, In-

dUnapoUs, Ind. Plied Oct. 11. 1916. SerUl No.

125.081. (a. 84—74.)

1. In a violin chin rest, attaching means embodying
clamping Jaw members, one of said members being pro-

vided with a channele<l guide and the other member hav-

ing a resilient bowed shank slldably fitting within the

pulde. means for relatively adjusting the members, a rhln

plate, and a supporting post for the plate slldably fitting

the said channele<l guide, the said bowed ahank bearing

frictionally against the said post.

2. In a violin chki rest, attaching mean* emt>odying

clamping Jaw meml>ers, means for relatively adjusting

the members, one of said memt>ers iiaving a channeled

guide, the side walls of the channel having Inwardly ex-

tending flanges and the edge of one flange being formed
with rack teeth, the other member having a t>owed shank
fitting within the channeled guide with its bowed side

presenteil toward the said flanges, a ihln plate, a tiupport-

Ing post for the plate slldably fltteil within the channeled

guide between the Inner sides of the said flanges and the

said bowed shank and frictionally engaged by the said

shank, and a pawl upon the shank coacting with the said

rack teeth.
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1.225,567. HEAD - REST HANGER FOR BARBERS-
CHAIRS. Anpo.mo BoNOiovA.NM. Bamesboro, Pa., as-

signor of one-half to Harry Greenwood, Barnesboro, Pa.

Filed Aug. 31. 1914, Serial No. 859.336. Renewed Feb.

8. 1917. SerUl No. 147,508. (C\. 155—26.)

1. The combination with a chair frame, of a clamp con-

sisting of a stationary and a movable Jaw for fastening the

clamp to the frame, a frame connected to the stationary

)aw. and a block removably connected to the stationary

Jaw. said block and last mentioned frame being adapted to

support a head rest when not In use.

2. A bead rest hanger for barbers' chairs comprising an

approximately U-shaped clamp provided at its inner side

with adjusting means, an open frame extending outwardly

from the outer side of the clamp and adapted to receive

the rack or bar of a bead rest, and a block or member

located within the frame and fitted against and detachably

Interlocked with the outer side of the clamp.

3. A head rest hanger for barbers' chairs including a

clamp adapted to engage a barber's chair and provided

with an exterior Jaw or portion, an open frame extending

downwardly from the said exterior Jaw or portion at an

inclination, and a removable block or memt>er arranged

within the frame and detachably interlocked with the ex-

terior Jaw or portion of the clamp, said block comprising

ao Inclined outer face.

1,225,568. CLOTHES-PIN. Willii A. Botnton. New-
castle, Tex., asalgrnor of one half to Geo. A. Terrell. New
castle, Tex. Filed Sept. 14, 1916. Serial No. 120.076.

(CI. 24—189.)

1. A clothes pin constructed from a single piece of

spring wire bent to form spaceil opposing spring coils, the

wire portions beyond each coll forming clamping Jaws, the

corresponding Jaws of iK)th pairs extending downwardly

and converging toward each other and being bent and
merging into downwardly extending portions, which

slightly converge toward each other, said last named
downwardly extending portions having means for secur-

ing them together, the other corresponding Jaws of each

pair extending downwardly and converging toward each

other and merging together to form a loop extending out-

wardly and downwardly and having its free end spaced

from said last named downwardly extending i>ortlon,

whereby the clothes line with the clothes thereon may be

forced between two pairs of Jaws, an anchoring device

carried by the clothea line for connecting the clothes pin

to the line, and having means for drawing said last named
downwardly extending portions toward each other.

2. A clothes pin constructed from a single piece of

spring wire bent to form spaced opposing spring colls,

the wire portions beyond each coil forming clamping Jaws,

the corresponding Jaws of both pairs extending down-
wardly and converging toward each other, one pair unit-

ing and forming a loop flared outwardly from the other

pair, the second pair having depending extensions which

slightly converge and are connectetl by right angled benda,

and an anchoring device having a loop for attachment

to the clothes line and loops which engage the depending

members of one pair of Jaws, so that when the clothe*

pin is pulled over the ends of two adjacent pieces hung on

the line said anchoring device will pull the two sets of

Jaws together and lend to stretch the pieces which it

engages on the line.

1.225.569. APPARATUS FOR TREATING HEAVY
OILS. Ebnbst Bbowk, London. England, assignor to

M. Marie Am4d#e Henry de Damplerre. Paris. France.

Filed Apr. 13, 1915. Serial No. 21,081. (Cl. 196—26.)

Apparatus for treating heavy oils, comprising a boiler

for vaporizing the oil to be treated, a pipe extending Into

the boiler for Introducing a current of hydrogen into the

lower portion thereof, a conduit through whi'-h the vapor

passes from the boiler, nickel plates extending trans-

versely of and closing said conduit, said plates having

numerous holes therethrough for the passage of the vapor,

and a pipe for connecting the outlet end of said conduit to

a condenser.

1,225,670. THERMOMErkR HOLDER FOR INCUBA-
TORS. Lccirs A. Bbown, Clay Center, Nebr.. assignor

to The M. M. Johnson Co.. Clay Center. Nebr. Filed

Mar. 23, 1916. Serial No. 86,211. (Cl. 73—62.)

1. The combination, with an incubator comprising an

incubating compartment and a door whereby access may
be had thereto, of a thermometer bolder disposed In the

Incubator and loosely connected at one end with the door

whereby it will move freely Into and from said chamber

upon closing and opening the door, the other end of said

bolder being formed so as to act as a runner so that it

may freely skid over eggs In the Incubator chamber, and a

thermometer mounted on said holder.

2. The combination, with an lncul»ator comprising an
incubating compartment and a door whereby access may
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b« bad thereto, of a thermometer holder disposed In the

tncubator ami loosely connected at one end with the door

whereby It will move freely Into and from said chamber
upon closing and opening the door, the other end of said

holder l>eing upturned after the manner of a runner where-
by to facilitate the movement of this portion of the holder

over eggs in the Incabator chamber and while engaged
with said eggs, and a thermometer supported by aaid

holder, the holder being provide<l with an opening to per-

mit said thermometer to rest in direct contact with an
egg in the Incubator chaml)er.

3. The combination, with an Incnbator comprlslnf an

incubating compartment and a door whereby a'^ceaa may
be bad thereto, of a thermometer holder disposed in the
Incubating compartment, a thermometer on said holder for

registering the temperature of the eggs in the compart-

ment when the door Is* In closed position, and a connection

between the holder and the door whereby on opening of

the door the holder moves outwardly therewith and alao

has movement independent thereof so as to facilitate

reading of the thermometer, said connection being such as

to afford additional movement of the holder independently
of its movement by the door to carry the holder and ther-

mometer into a position to avoid liability of breakage of

the same.

4. The combination, with an incubator comprising the

usual incubating compartment and a door whereby access

may be had thereto, of thermometer holding means con-

nected with said door and adapted to be moved by the

closing and opening of the door into indicating relation in

respect to eggs in the incubating compartment and into a
position facilitating the reading of a thermometer carried
thereby, the said holding means being provided with a
rtinner to facilitate movement of the same orer and In

contact with eggs in the incubating compartment.
6. The combination, with an incubator comprising the

usual Incubating compartment and a door whereby access

may be had thereto, of a thermometer holder, means mov-
ably connecting one end of said holder with the door
whereby the holder may be moved into and out of the in-

cubator upon closing and opening the door to astmme posi-

tions facilitating temperature registering and reading of a
thermometer carried thereon, and a tbermonMter eap-
ported on said bolder, said holder being formed at its

other end with a runner to facilitate engagement and
movement of said holder in contact with eggs in the in-

cubating chamber.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,225.571. MAIL-BOX SUPPORT. Bernahd N. Bhonino,
Breda. Iowa. Filed Sept. 22, 1915. Serial No. 52,091.
(Cl. 248—19.)

1

T

~i

necting saM longitudinal members, means for moving said

longitudinal members into operative engagement with a

mall box. and means to secure the mail box against end-

wite movement in the frame.
2. A mail box support including a post, an arm pivot-

ally secured to the upper end of said post, a frame carried

by said arm, said frame including a pair of spaced parallel

side members, means for moving aaid side members into

operative engagement with a mail box. a rod. clamping
members slidably mounted on said rod, and means for

moving said clamping members Into clamping engagement
with the ends of a mail box.

3. A mall box support Including a post, an arm pivot-

ally secured to the upper end of said post, a frame carried
by said arm. aaid frame including a pair of spaced parallel

aide memt>ers. means for moving said side members Into

operative engagement with the sides of a mail box, trant-

verae members connecting the side members, a rod con-
fined between the moving means and said trantverse mem-
bers, clamping members slidably mounted upon said ro<l,

and means for moving said clamping members into clamp-
ing engagement with the ends of the mail box to secure
the latter against endwise movement in the frame.

1,226,572. BELT FASTENER. Charlie Brya.vt. Coin,
Iowa. Filed Apr. 8. 1916. Serial No. 89.828. (Cl.

24—83.)

2-

1. A belt fastener 'ncludlng a body plate having one end
reduced and hooked, the opposite end of said hinge sec-

tion being formed with an inwardly extending longitudinal

silt defining a pair of oppositely directed toncues adapted
for Insertion through a belt, the tongue lying opposite the

hook t>elng provided with an angularly directed end adapt-

ed to be anchored in one end of a belt.

2. In combination, a belt, a plarality of hinge sections

secnred to the adjacent ends of said t>elt. a hinge rod con-

necting said sections, each hinge section including a body
plate having one end hooked and engaged with said hinge

rod, and formed at its opposite end with an inwardly ex-

tending slit defining a pair of tongues, one of said tongues

being extended outwardly toward the free end of said l)elt

and along the inner surface of the latter and the other

tongue being extended oppositely to the first-mentioned

tongue and provided with an angularly directed end pene-

trating the belt.

1. A mail box support comprising a frame inclodliig ad-

justable longitudinal members, transrerae membera

1,226,578. ADJ U8TABLK PEDESTAL. Hijtbt H.

Bosh, Moakegon, Mich. Filed Feb. 16, 1916. Serial

No. 78,660. (Cl. 46—117.)

1. In a pedestal, the <-omblnatii>n with a hollow base

having one side thereof provided with an opening and an
internal annular recent surrounding the opening, of a

body adjustably mounted within the base and having one
aide thereof provided with an elongated recess opposing

the opening in the si<le of the ba.se. a metal strip serureil

within the recess in the bo«ly. a block mounted within the

opening in the side of the base, a flange formed on the

inner end of the block and engaging within the recess in

the side of the t>ase and oppoHlng the strip on the ad-

justable body, fastening elements extending through the

flange and the adjacent side of the base, the satd block

having an opening th«>rein. and means adjustable within

the opening in the block and against the strip cnrried by
the iMxiy for holding the body in adjusted position.

2. A pedestal consisting of a pair of telescoping mem-
bera, meaus for hokiing the members In adjusted poal-

\A
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tion, the inner member having a longitudinally extending

bore therein extending in from the outer end thereof, a

disk carried by the outer end of the inner member, a

rotatable disk mounted on the first-mentioned disk, a

f

pnlr of intersecting and stipporting arms resting on the

rotatable disk, and a shaft extending through the point

of intersection Ijetween the arms and through the disk

an.l rotatably received by the bore in the inner member.

1,2 26,57 4. APPARATl S FOR CONDENSING GAS
UNDER HIOH PRESSURE. (}oi>rHEY L. Cabot and

James J. Cabot, Boston. Mass. Fiie«l Oct. 26, ,1914.

Serial No. 868,680. (Cl. 257—240.)

A device of the class described comprising a closed heat

insulated chamber having a zig-zag passage extending

therethrough from its upper to its lower end. said passage

being provided with an outlet at its upper end, a coil of

pipes arranged within said chamt>er and having its turn

following the course of said paKsage and i>eing provided

with an inlet at its upper end, a horizontally extending

closed collecting tank arranged in the lower end of said

chamber, one of the ends of said tank being connected to

the lower end of said coll, an outlet at the other end of

said tank exti-miing through said < hamber to the exterior

thereof, imd an expansion valve fixe<i to the upper side

of said tank at its opposite end thereof to provide an exit

for the pases collecte<l In the upper portion of the same,

said valve lM>lng provided with manually operable means
disposefl on the exterior of aaid chamber for operating the

same.

1,226,575. GAS-HEATER. William H. Caiw, Los An
geles, Cal. Filed Oct. 23. 1916. Serial No. 127,149.

(Cl. 120—«1.)
1. A ventilating gas radiator tomprising a central sec-

tion, having a partition wall dividing the same into a

Tertical combustion chamber and a vertical waste gas off-

take' flue, a plurality of vertical burner sections arranged

on either side of said central section, each of said burner

sections comprising a pair of vertical flues connected at

the top. s common burner chamber horizontally disposed

and communicating with the bottom of a flue in each

burner section, and with said combustion chamber, a

burner located therein, a gas and air mixer supplying a

gaaeoin fuel mixture to said burner, a waste gas collect-

ing flue arranged near the lower ends of satd burner sec-

tions for conducting the waste gases to said waste gas

offtake flue, a vent pipe at the upper end of said waste

gas offtake flue, and a draft accelerator comprising a

tubular member having the shape of an inverted cone

located in the upper part of said vertical combustion

chamber, and a pipe tapering toward its orifice connected

to said tubular member whose orifice is located adjacent

to the center of the inlet of aaid vent pipe.

2. A ventilating gas radiator, comprising a vertical

combustion chamber, a burner at the lower enri thereof,

a plurality of radiator sections, burners In said s«'ctlon8,

means for supplying fuel and air to all of said burners,

a waste gas collecting flue connecting aaid sections, a
conduit conveying the waste gases from said collecting flue,

a discharge pipe loading from said conduit, and a draft

accelerator inducing a positive draft in said discharge

pipe, said accelerator compri.>dng a tube leading from the

combustion chamber into said conduit to a point near
said discharge pipe whereby, on ignition of the burner,

a positive draft is established, causing Immediate circula-

tion of the gases through the various flues of the radiator.

3. A ventilating gas radiator, comprising a combustion
chamber, a burner located therein, means for supplying
fuel to said burner, one or more liurner sections provided
with burners, a conduit conveying the waste gases from
said burner sections, a discharge pipe leading from said

conduit, and a draft accelerator comprising a tube lead-

ing from said combustion chamb»r Into said conduit

whereby, on Ignition of the burner In said combustion
chamb* r, a positive draft Is established causing immediate
circalation of the hot gases through the various flues of

the radiator.

4. A ventilating gas radiator, comprising a vertical

corabnstion chamber, a burner located therein, means for

supplying fuel to said burner, a waste gas discharge pipe

located adjacent to said combustion chamber, and a draft

accelerator comprising a tubular number extending from
the upper part of said combustion chaml>er and leading

into said discharge pipe, the outlet orifice of said tubular

member l>eing of a comparatively small size whereby, on
ignition of the burner in the combustion chamber, a posi-

tive draft is established In the discharge pipe.

1,225,576. PARTITION WALL. JoHX B. Campbell,
Louisville. Ky. Filed Feb. 9, 1914. Serial No. 817.440.

(Cl. 72—46.)

1. A partition wall construction comprising a series of

slabs each havlne end and side grooves and tongues to

form interlocking Joints and siiperposeii in staggered
relation, each slab having spaced apart vertical channels
across one face, said channels alining and forming con-
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tinuous grooves, studding strlpn counterRunk In the
grooves, boltn paastng through each slab and strips from
one side, nuts secured on the opposite ends of the bolts

adjacent the studding strips, the bolt heads and nuts
being countersunk within the surfaces of the slabs on
both sides, and means for securing the upper and lower
endf of the strips to a celling and floor respectively.

Vf^

2. A partition wall construction comprising a series of

Blabs each having end and side grooves and tongues to

form Interlocking Joints and superposed in staggere<l

relation, each slab having spaced apart vertical channels
across one face, said channels alining and forming a
continuous groove, channel Iron studding strips seated

within said continuous grooves, said strips countersunk
in the grooves, bolts passing through each slab, and strips

from one side, nuts secured on the opposite ends of the
bolts adjacent the studding strips, the bolt heads and nuts
being countersunk within the surfaces of the slabs oo
both sides, and means for securing the upper and lower
ends of the strips to a celling and floor respectively.

1.225,577. LUBRICATING-BEARING. Mebli P. Chap-
LlN, Fairfield. Me., assignor to Keyes Fibre Company,
Fairfield. Me., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Aug. 8,

1913. Serial No. 783.695. (CI. 64—27.)

1. In an apparatus of the class described, a fixed mem-
ber provided with a laterally extending shaft having an
axial duct and slots, substantially equal in length to the
bearing portion of the shaft, leading froih said duct to the
surface of the shaft, a member rotatably mounted upoD
said shaft and t»earlng at one end against said fixed mem-
ber, a cap secured to the opposite end of said rotatable

member and engaging the end of the shaft, means for sup-

plying lubricant through said cap to said duct and means
for forcing the lubricant toward the bearing between the

fixed and rotatable members whereby the shaft bearing
will be protected against entry of foreign matter.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, a fixed mem-
ber provided with a laterally extending shaft having an
axial duct and slots, substantially equal In length to the

bearing portion of the shaft, leading from said duct to the
surface of the shaft, a member rotatably mounted upon
said shaft and bearing at <>ue end against said fixed mem-
ber, a cap Inclosing the opposite end of said rotatable

member and tightly engaging the end of said shaft, means
for supplying a lubri<'aut axially through said cap to the
duct In the shaft and means for forcing the lubricant to-,

ward the bearing between the fixed and rotatable mem-
bers whereby the shaft bearing will be protected against
the entry of foreign matter.

3. In an apparatus of the class described, a fixed mem-
ber provided with a laterally extending shaft having an
axial duct and slots, substantially e<iual in length to the
bearing portion of the shaft, leading from said duct to
the surface of the shaft, a member totatably mounted
upon said shaft and bearing at one end against said fixed

member, a cap Inclosing the opposite end of said rotatable
member and engaging tightly the end of the shaft, means
fur supplying a lubricant through a plurality of apertures

In said cap to the axial duct in said shaft and means for
forcing lubricant simultaneously through said passages to
said axial duct, whereby constant lubrication of the bear-
ing between said shaft and said movable member will be
maintained.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, a fixed mem-
ber, a shaft secured thereto, a member having a yoke ro-

tatably mounted upon the ends of said shaft, and means
for Introducing a lubricant at the ends of said shaft and
for distributing it uniformly throughout the relatively
rotatable surfaces and causing the same to flow toward the
fixed member, whereby the shaft bearings are protected
against foreign matter entering through the bearings l)e-

tweeD the fixed and rotatable members.
5. In an apparatus of the class described, a stationary

member, a shaft secured thereto, a member having a yoke
provided with sleeves rotatably mounted at the end of said
shaft caps secured to said sleeves and inclosing the ends
of said shaft, means for introducing a lubricant through
said caps for distributing the lubricant uniformly, sub-
stantially throughout the relatively rotatable surfaces and
for causing a flow of said lubricant toward the stationary
member, whereby the shaft bearings are protected against
foreign matter entering through the bearings between Mid
fixed and rotatable members.

tClalms 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.225,578. NETHERGARMENT. A.ntoni Ci«8Lik, Lo-
rain, Ohio. Filed Jan. 26, 1917. SerUl No. 144,697.
(CI. 2—122.)

1. The combination with a pair of trouaera ; of a lining
for the legs of said trousers constructed of non-adherent
material and terminating above the kn«'e portion of the
trouser legs, said lining being secured at its lower end
portions to said legs and being further secured to the
trouser legs on each side of the front median line of each
leg to form a pocket in connection with the material of
the trousers, and elastic webbings each extending through
a pocket and down the front of a trouser leg, each web-
bing being .secured at Its upper and lower ends to the
trousers, the warp threads of said webbings being of elastic

material and the woof threads being formetl of material
adapted to adhere to the material of the trousers.

2. The combination with a pair of trousers; of a lining
for the legs of said trousers constructed of non adherent
material and terminating above the knee portion of the
trouser legs, said lining being secured at Its lower end
portions to said legs and being further secured to the
trouser legs on each side of the front median line of each
leg to form a pocket In connection with the material of
the trousers, and elastic webbings each extending through
a pocket and down the front of a trouser leg. the warp
threads of said webbings being of elastic material and the
woof threads being formed of material adapted to adhere
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to the material of the trousers, loops fixed at the top and
bottom s^ms of the trousers, and hooks carried by the
ends of the webbings and engaging the loops.

I

1,225.579. STOP FOR PHO.NOGRAPHS. W1LI.ABD E.
Cl-itbland, Fall River, Mas.s.. assignor to Cote Piano
Mfg. Co., Fall River. Mass.. a Corporation of Massachu-
setta. Filed Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 92.996. (CI.
74—»6.)

1. An automatic stop for phonographs, comprising an
actuating rod controlled by the tone arm, a trigger, a
spring pressed brake lever adapted to be engaged by the
said trigger to hold the brake lever in inactive position
and to release the brake lever at the time the stylus reaches
the end of the record, and an adjusting lever connecting
the rod and trigger and pivotally connected with both.

2. An automatic stop for phonographs, compristng an
actuating rod controlled by the tone arm, a trigger having
two levers, of which one Is pivotally connected with the
other lever and pivotally connected with the said actu-
ating rod, and the other lever being mounted to swing on
a fixed fulcrum, and a sprlng-preftsed brake lever for stop-
ping the phonograph and adapted to l>e held In inactive

position by the free end of the said other lever and a
spring pressing the said other lever.

3. An automatic stop for phonographs, comprising an
actuating rod controlled by the tone arm, a trigger hav-
ing two levers, of which one is pivotally connected with
the other lever and pivotally connected with the said actu-
ating rod and the other lever being mounted to swing on
a fixed fulcrum, the said lever connectetl with the actu-
ating rod having a manually controlled handled extension
for adjusting one lever relatively to the other, and a
spring pressed brake lever for stopping the phonograph
and adapted to be held in Inactive position by the free end
of the said other lever and a spring pressing the said other
lever.

4. An automatic stop including a trigger having two
levers, one of which is adjustably mounted on the other,
and an actuating rod connected with and controlled by one
of the levers to be moved into various positions relatively
to the other lever.

5. An automatic stop Including a trigger having two
levers, of which one is mounted to swing on a fixed pivot,
a friction pivot connecting the levers with each other to
normally move the levers as a unit and to allow of ad-
justing the other lever with respect to the first named
lever, and an actuating rod connected with the said other
lever and adapted to be moved thereby into various posi-
tions relatively to the first named lever.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,580. ELECTRIC SWITCFI. Harry E. CtirroBD.
Cambridge. Mass.. assignor to General Electric Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed May 29. 1913.
Serial No. 770.637. (CI. 175—282.)

1. The method of maintaining an Inert atmosphere in
an electrical device containing oil. which consists In vapor
izlng a fiuld mlsclble with the oil, passing the vapor through
the space In said device above the oil. removing all gaseous

products In said space, condensing the mixture of gases
and vapor, returning the condensed mixture to said fluid,
and holding the condensed gases in solution with said
fluid.

2. The method of preventing the formation of explosive
gaseous mixtures in a circuit interrupting device contain-
ing oil. which consists in vaporizing carbon tetrachlorld,
passing the vapor through the space in said device above
the oil, removing thereby all gaseous products in said
space as fast as such are formed, cooling said mixture of
gases and vapors removed from said device, allowing the
return of said vapors to said device and preventing the
return of said gases.

8. The method of preventing the formation of explosive
gaseous mixtures In an oil switch, which consists in vapor-
izing a fluid which does not Impair the dielectric prop-
erties of the oil, passing said vapor through the switch
to cleanse said switch of all gaseous products as fast as
such are formed, condensing the mixture of gases and
vapor, returning the mixture to the fluid, revaporlzlng the
condensed fluid, and trapping the condensed gases in the
fluid reservoir.

4. The method of preventing the formation of explosive
gaseous mixtures In a circuit interrupting device contain-
ing oil. which consists in vaporizing a flnld capable of
dissolving the oil, cfrculating said vapor over the oil in
said device, carrying off by entralnment from said device
the gaseous products of volatilization formed from the oil,
and condensing said gaseous products In said fluid.

5. The method of preventing the formation of explosive
gaseous mixtures In a circuit interrupting device contain-
ing oil, which consists in vaporizing carbon tetrachlorld,
circulating the vapor over the oil in said device, carrying
off by entralnment from said device the gaseous products
of volatilization formed from the disrupted oil, and con-
densing said gaseous products In said carbon tetrachlorld.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225.581. SUPPORTER. Prank i» M. Colson, Salt
Lake City, Utah. Filed May 12. 1916. Serial No.
97,128. (CL 241—1.)

A garment supporter including a waist section in the
form of a strap, means for adjustably connecting the ter-
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mtnals of the Htrap, a plurality of garter sections, con-

nector straps intermetllate the garter sections and waist

ectlon, noetal connectors carried by the connector straps

and supportinx the garter sections to permit independent

longltu<llnal adjuntinent of the garter sections with re-

spect to the connected straps, an engaging member car-

ried by one free end of each of the garter sections, one

of said metal connectors being formed with an opening
to receive one terminal of the (farter section and of sufll-

cient size to permit the coupling therewith of the engag-

ing member carrie<l by the opposite end of the garter

section.

1,225,582. CTE-POIXTING TOOL. Frank C. Cook,

Denver. Colo. Filed Aug. 18, 1915. Serial No. 46.028.

(CI. 142—1.)

1. A cue pointing tool Including a rotary chuck, a sup-

port for the cue stick, said support t>elng suitably spaced

from the chuck, a trimmer comprising a shank mounted

to be swung manually on a pivot whose axis is parallel

with the axis of the chuck, and a knife plvotally applied

to the free extremity of the shank, the axis of the pivot

being perpendicular to the axis of the chuck, the knife

being also slldably adjustable bodily on the shank.

2. A cue pointing tool including a rotary chuck, a sup-

port for the cue stick, said support t)elng suitably spaced

from the chuck, and a trimmer Including a shank mounted
to be swung manually on an axis parallel with the axis

of the chuck, a holder plate rotatably applie<J to the free

end of the shank, and a knife provided with elongated

slots mounted upon the holder plate and means secured

in the latter and projecting through said slots whereby
the said knife is slldably adjustable upon the holder plate.

1,225,583. BRAKE-SHOE. Jcdson Cook, Albany. N. Y.

Filed Jan. 10, 1917. Serial No. 141,538. (CT. 188—82.)

1. The combination in a brake shoe, of a back having an
upwardly projecting lug with side and end openings, sepa-

rate retaining means loi-ate<l within the lug and closing

the end openings, means for holding the retaining means
in place, ami a body portion cast around the back and
against the parts of the retaining means which close the

end openings of the projecting lug.

2. A brake shoe comprising a back having bifurcated

end portions, a stmck up lug with side and end openings

and beveled edges, separately formed retaining and
strengthening means Inserted beneath the lui; and parts

bent to hold the same In place, and a body portion cast

around the beveled edges of the back and a^i^lnst the re-

taining means.

3. A brake-shoe comprising a shoe body, a back upon
which said body is cast, a lug struck up from said back,

nod means consisting of a separate retaining piece bent to

shape from an H-shaped blank and having arms inserted

Iwneath the lug and the arms bent into retali^lng posi-

tions for, boxing in the opening to the lug to permit the

material of the body to flow into each end of the lug.

4. The combination in a brake shoe, of a Iwck with a

struck up lug having side and end openings, retaining

means with arms inserted beneath the lug and the arma
bent outwardly and around the metal defining the edges
of the log with part of the retaining means closing the

end openings, and a body portion cast around the back.

1.225,584. TIRE VULCANIZING MOLD. HrOH COONIT,
Marion, Ind. Filed Feb. 16, 1916. Serial No. 78,718.

(CI. 18—34.)

1. A tire vulcanising mold comprising a pair of mem-
bers having a mold chamt>er In their opposing sides and
also provided In their opposing sides with grooves near

the inner side of the mold, packing rings in said grooves,

counter-grooves In the tire members at the outer side of

said packing rings, packing in said counter-grooves, and
a protecting lining for arrangement in the tire and with
its sides extending beyond the sides of the tire, said ex-

tended sides of the lining being engaged between said pack-

ing rings and the opposing sides of said grooves and said

packings In the counter-grooves.

2. A tire Tulcanliing mold comprising; a pair of mem-
bers having a mold chamber In their opposing sides and
also provided In their opposing sides with grooves near

the Inner side of the mold, packing rings in said grooves,

a protecting lining for arrangement in the tire and having
Its sides extending beyond the sides of the tire, said ex-

tending sides of the lining being engaged betwe«>n said

packing rings and the opposite sides of .said grooves. ksKI

mold members and packing rings having alined openings

In their opposing sides, and a valve arranged in said

openings.

S. A tire vulcanising mold comprising a pair of members
having a mold chamt>er in their opposing sides and also

provided In their opposing sltles with grooves near the

Inner side of the mold, packing rings in said grooves, «
protecting lining for arrangement 1b the tire and having
its sides extending beyond the sides of the tire. saM
extending sides of the lining being engaged between said

packing rings and the opposing sides of said groove*,

said moid memt>ers and packing rings having alined open-

ings In their opposing sides, and a valve arranged In said

openings, and a clamping means connecting the pair «f

mold members detachably togetbeir and also clamping the

valve In place.

1.225.585. SCPPORTING-UOOK. EoDis L. Cosnu. Koa
noke. W. Va. Filed Nov. 2, 1916. Serial No. 129,158.

(CI. 248—26.)

1. A supporting hook constructed fmm a singb^ length

of yieldable or spring wire material, said book having an
eye at ita upper end and having a portion extending down-
wardly nkerglug Into an outwardly and duwawardly in-

clined part, wblc'b in turn curvea or merge* into a «l*wn-
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wardly and Inwardly Inclined part, thereby forming a
loop, said downwardly and inwardly Inclined part merg-
ing into a loop having a striilght portion, which is en-
gaged by a hook of a fastener to secure the second loop
to a stationary support, said straight portion of the sec-

ond loop merging or bending Into an outwardly and down
wardly Inclined pirt, the terminus of wliicb terminates
Into an upwardly proJe«*tlng hook, said eye designed to
receive a fastener to secure the upper part of the hook to

a stationary support.

2. A supporting hook constructed from a single length
of yieldable or spring wire material, said hook at Its up-
per end having an eye to receive a fastener to secure the
upper part of the hook to a stationary support, aald hook
having a portion extending downwardly merging into an
outwardly and (downwardly inclined part, which In turn
curves or merges Into a downwardly and Inwardly in-

clined part, thereby forming a loop, said downwardly and
Inwardly Inclined part merging into a loop having a
straight portion, which is engaged l)y a hook of a fas
tener to secure the second loop to a stationary support,
said straight portion of the second loop merging or bend-
ing Into an outwardly and downwardly inclined part, the
terminus of which terminates Into an upwardly projecting
hook, said second outwardly and downwardly extending
portion being yieldable and provided with an arch arching
over the downwardly and Inwardly Inclined portion, to
clamp articles therebetween.

1.225.586. SELECTIVE DISCHARGE CONVEYER.
James T. Cowi.by. Mlnot. Mass.. assignor to The I.«m
son Company, Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Oct. 8, 1915. Serial No. 64.884. (C\.
193—4.)

1. Selective-discharge conveying apparatus comprising
means for conveying articles along a determined path,
means for unloading said articles as they arrive at a point
la said path, a controlling device to be loaded upon said
conveying means, said conveying means after being loaded
with said device carrying the latter lengthwise of said
path, and means, controlled by fald device upon Its ar-
rival at a predetermined point in Its line of travel, for
unloading an article «arrled by said conveying means, at
a point other than that aforesaid.

2. Conveying apparatus comprising means for convey-
ing artldes along a determlneil path, in combination with
means for determining the point of discharge of an arti-
cle traveling along said path, said determining means in-

cluding a controlling device to be moved lengthwise of
said path by a part of said conveying means and ap-
plicable to and removable from the latter and means, con-
trolled by said device upon its arrival at a pre-determined
point in Its path of travel, for unloading said article from
said conveying means.

8. Conveying apparatus comprising means for convey-
ing articles along a determlne.l path, in combinatloB with
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means for determining the stopping point of an article
traveling along said path, said determining means includ-
ing a controlling device to be moved lengthwise of said
path by a part of said conveying means and applicable to
and removable from the latter and movable means, con-
trolled by said device upon Its arrival at a pre determined
point in Its path of travel, to engage said article and In-

terrupt its further propress along said path.
4. Conveying apparatus comprising means for convey-

ing articles along n determined path, in combination with
means for determining the stopping point of an article
traveling along said path, said determining means includ-
ing a controlling device to be moved lengthwise of said
path by a part of said conveying means and applicable to

and removulile from the latter and means, controlled by
said device upon Its arrival at a predetermined point in

its path of travel, to engage said article and Interrupt Its

further progress along said path.

5. Conveying apparatuii! comprising means for convey-
ing articles along a determined path, in combination with
means for determining the point at which articles travel-

ing along said path cease to travel tberealong. said de-
termining means including a controlling device to be con-

veyeir along said path by said conveying means and ap-
plicable to and removable from the latter and means to
engage and automatically prevent further travel of said

device along said path and co acting therewith to Inter-

rupt tbe movement along said path of articles, following
said device.

[Claims 6 to 29 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,587. PROTECTING MEANS FOR TRANSMIS-
SION SYSTEMS. Elmer E. F. Criighto.n, Schenec-
tady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed May 14, 1913. Serial
No. 767.543. {C\. 175—30.)

1. The combination with an electrical conductor, of
means located In proximity to said conductor for localis-

ing dlscliarges from said conductor, supports for said
means providing paths to ground from said means, and
means connecting said supports and said first mentioned
means cooperating with said supports to provide paths
having a resistance sufficient to render discharges over
said paths non-oscillatory.

2. The combination with an electrical conductor, of an
Insulated metallic member positioned relative ti> said con-
ductor to receive any discharges therefrom, a path to

ground from said member Including a support for said

memher. and a resistance between said member and said
support of a value which provides aald path with a total
resistance sufBcient to render all discharges over the same
non -oscillatory.

S. The combination with an electrical conductor, of an
Insulated metallic men)ber jKtsltloned relative to said con-
ductor to reduce the insulation value of said conductor
at that point, a support for said member, and a resistance
between said member and said support which combined
with the resistance of said support provides a path hav-
ing a total resistance to conduct all discharges to ground
and render them non -oscillatory.
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4. The combination with an electrical conductor, an
Insulating support therefor, an arcing ring carried by said
support, and a connection to ground l^om said rlnt; hav-
ing a resistance of approximately critical value.

1,225.588. HAND PROTECTOR. Danti S. Cnnrisa,
Orillia. Wash. FUed Apr. 8. 1916. SerUl No. 89,787.
(CI. 2—104.)

1. A hand protector formed of flexible material in flat
form, presenting a palm portion, a transverse strap
permanently secured at both ends at the back of the
palm portion, a centrally divided front end portion pre-

senting finger members, each adapted to afford protection
for two fingers, separate transverse straps on said fin-

ger members at the backs thereof, each i>ermanently se-

cured at its ends, a wrist strap permanently secured to
the wrist portion at one side of the protector, co-acting
fastener members on the protector at the opposite side
and on the wrist strap, the member on the strap being
longitudinally adjustable, the said protector having a
thumb opening, a thumb flap permanently held to the pro-
tector at the front end of the opening, a transverse strap
on said flap, and a reinforce member secured to the face
of the protector at the base of the thumb flap and px-
tendin)? partially around the opening and overlapping the
thumb flap, the said reinforce having a slit in the said
overlapping portion extending from the unsecured edge of
the reinforce.

2. A hand protector formed of flexible material in sub
Btantially flat form and including a palm portion, a strap
on the protector at the back of the palm portion, a wrist
portion, a strap for fastening said wrist portion, finger
menil)€r8 at the front of the palm portion, separate straps
on said finger members at the back, said protector having
a thumb opening, a thumb flap on the protector at the
opening, and a reinforce secured to the protector at the
base of the thumb flap and extending around the said
opening at the front, the said reinforce having a free por-

tion overlapping the thumb flap, said free portion being
slltted and presenting separate flap members at each side

of said slit, the said thumb flap extending beyund the
slltted portion of the reinforce.

1,228.589. RAILROAD- SPIKE. William 8. CtrrriNO.
Onaway, Mich. Filed Jan. 26, 1916. Serial No. 74,506.
(CI. 85—23.)

1. A rail spike having a longitudinal recess therein,

pins mounted in the walls of said rei-ess, a spur pivoted
upon one pin and normally positioned within the recess,

a longitudinally movable member retained in the recess

by one of said pins and slotted to receive said spur, one
end of the slot being adapted, as the member Is moved lon-

gitudinally in one direction, to impinge against the edge of
the spur to throw the same to a position at right angles
to the length of the spike.

2. A rail spike having a longitudinal recess therein,
pins mounted in the walls of said recess, a 'ongltudlnally
movable member retained within the recess by one of said

plus and provided with a curved slot, one end of the mem-
ber t>eing outwardly t>ent. a spur pivoted upon one pin

and extending through said slot and having a portion of
its rear edge Inclined, adapted To bear agaln.si the end of
said slot.

1,226.590. ADDINCMilACHINE. Jambs L. ualtun. Pop-
lar Bluff. Mo., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Dalton Adding Machine Company, Clncinaati. Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. Filed Feb. 27. 1904, Serial No,
195.551. Renewed Nov. 27, 1916. SerUl No. l.'ia 818.
(CI. 236—60.)

1. In an adding machine, the combination with movable
racks, of a shaft, a group of adding wheels on said shaft,
automatic- m«>an8 for mov'ng the shaft and thereby the
wheels toward the racks when necessary to add. two arm*
pivoted to said shaft, a lork-riHl supported by said arms
between the teeth of the adding wheels, and a hook ar-
ranged to engage with one of said arms to bold the rod
out of engagement with the t^eth of the adding wheels
when the latter are being operated.

2. The combination with the recording mechanism in an
adding machine, of a positioning frame, a plurality of
separate groups of adding wheels carried by uld position-
ing frame, a locking mechanism for each group of wheels,
manual means for moving said posit'oning frame to carry
any selected group of adding wh^^ls to and Irom position
to be engaged with the recording mechanism by operation
of the actuating frame, and an actuating frame support-
ing said positioning frame for moving the same as required
to engage the selected group of adding wheels with the re-

cording mechanism.
3. The combination with the recording mechanism In an

adding machine, of a positioning frame, a plurality of
s.*parate groups of adding wheels carried by said position-
ing frame, a locking mechanism for each group of wheels,
manual means for moving said positioning frame to carry
any selected group of total wheels to and from position to
be engaged with the recording mechanism by operation of
the actuating frame, an actuating frame supporting said
positioning frame for moving the same as required to en-
gage the selected group of adding wheels with the record-
ing mechanism, and automatic means for releasing the
locking mechanism from any group of adding wheels that
is moved into engagement with the recording mechanism,
as aforesaid.
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4. In an adding machine the combination with the sec-

tors 2, of the wheels 9 operable thereby to add. means lor

moving the wheels into and out of engagement with the

said sectors, the arms 19. the rod 20 carried by said arms
19. means for holding said rod 20 between the teeth on

the wheels 9 when the said wheels are ont of engagement
with the sectors 2. and means for holding the said rod

away from the said wheels when the latter are in en

gagement with the sectors 2. sntMtantlally as specified.

6. In an adding machine, a series of actuators, a pln-

ralfty of sets of adding wheels arranged to contain sepa-

rate numbers simultaneously, a separate lock for locking

all of the wheels In each set, manually controlled means
for positioning any selected set of wheels in allneroent

with said actuators for operstion thereby, automatic
means for moving any selected set of wheels into engage

ment with the actuators after the selected set has been

placed In alinement with said actuators as aforesaid, and
a device for positively disengaging all of said locks from
the selected ^ets of wheels respectively as an Incident to

the movement of said selected sets of wheels into engage-

ment with said actuators.

[Claims 6 to 38 not printed In the Clasctte.]

1.225.591. GLASS DRAWING APPARATUS. Chablkb
Dat. Okmulgee, Okla., assignor to Okmulgee Glass Com-
pany, Okmulgee, Okla. Filed Sept. 24, 1915. Serial

No. 62.483. (CI. 49—17.1.)

'^'i 'r^"i I
1

1. In a glass drawing apparatus, the combination with

a drawing mechanism including a draw carriage and a

halt, of a horizontal cylinder support, a second horizon-

tally movable carriage, and means for moving said car-

riages successively to form the cylinder, to swing the cap

end of the cylinder laterally with relation to the line of

draw, and to lower said cap end of the cylinder and the

bait from the draw carriage so as to adapt said cylinder

to be turned from a vertical to a horizontal position so as

to dispose It upon said support.

2. In a glass drawing apparatus, the combination of a
vertical trackway, a horizontal trackway connected at one

end with said vertical trackway, a draft carriage mounted
to travel upon the horizontal trackway, a draw carriage

arranged to travel upon both trackways, and means for

operating the draw carriage to first form the cylinder

and support the same from the draft carriage and for

then moving both carriages along the horizontal trackway
and lowering the cylinder from the draw carriuge so as to

turn and dispose said cylinder in a horizontal position.

3. In a glass drawing apparatus, the combination of a

vertical trackway, a horizontal trackway arranged In an
Inclined plane and connected at its higher end with the

vertical trackway, a draft carriage mounted to travel

upon the horizontal trackway, a draw carriage mounted
to travel upon both trackways and means for operating

the draw carriage to first form the cylinder and support

the same from the draft carriage and for then moving

both carriages along the horizontal trackway and lowering

the cylinder from the draw carriage so as to turn and dis-

pose said cylinder in a horizontal position.

4. In a glass drawing apparatus, the combination of a

vertical trackway, a horizontal trackway leading at one

end from the vertical trackway, a draft carriage mounted

to travel upon the horizontal trackway, a draw carriage

mounted to travel upon both trackways, a windlass, a

bait, a draft cable carrying the bait and in running con-

nection with the draw carriage and guided connection with

the draft carriage, and a second cable connected with the

draft carriage, whereby the draw carriage may be first

elevated to form the cylinder and both carriages then

moved along the horizontal trsckway and the cylinder

swung and lowered so as to turn said cylinder from a

vertical to a horizontal position, said cables l)€lng opera-

tive for returning the parts to normal position after ac-

tuation.

5. In a glass drawing apparatus, the combination of a

vertical trackway, a horizontal trackway leading at one

end from the vertical trackway, a draft carriage mounted
to travel upon the horizontal trackway, a drawing mech-
anism Including a bait and a draw carriage mounted to

travel upon both trackways, and means coOi»erating with

said carriages whereby the draw carriage may l)e operated

to form the cylinder and jS>oth carriages then moved along

the horizontal trackway and the cylinder lowered to turn

said cylinder from a vertical to a horizontal position,

said means being operative for returning the parts to

normal position after actuation.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.692. NIGHT SIGHT FOR FIREARMS. Beita.nmo
Solako dil Bobgo. Paris, Prance. Filed Feb. 1, 1916.

Serial No. 76,560. (CI. 38—62.)

1. A device for use in sighting fire-arms In the dark,

comprising a plurality of chambers each having a concave

base with a deposit of radio-active material, lenses clos-

ing each of said chambers at the front, and supporting

devices adapted to be secured to the flre-arm near the

front and rear ends thereof and adapted to hold said

chamt>er8 in positions to constitute back and fore-sights.

2. A device for use in sighting fire-arms in the dark,

comprising in combination a foresight with means for

securing It on the flre-arm adjacent the torward end

thereof, and a back-sight with means for securing it on

the fire-arm adjacent the rear end thereof, each of said

sights including a pair of chambers containing radio-active

material and each closed at the rear by a lens, the said

chambers on the back-sight being disposed wider apart

than those on the foresight.

1.226.593. PNEUM.\TIC-TIRE - BUILDING APPARA-
TUS. Pbtee Dk Mattia and Barthold De Mattia,

Clifton. N. J. Filed June 13, 1916. Serial No. 103,427.

(CI. 154—9.)

1. An apparatus as described comprising a series ol

centering bars grouped about a central bearing, said Imn
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being movable In lines offset from said bearing; means
for moving Raid bars simultaneously toward and away
from the center of said bearlnst ; means for guiding said
bars In their movement, said means embodying a rotary
•npportlng plate supporting said bearing and having end-
opening channels therein for holding saUl bars; and a
cover plate rotatlvely mounted on said supporting plate
and operatlvely engaging' all of said bars for moving the
•ame in unison for expansion and contraction thereof.

2. An apparatus as described comprising a series of
centering bars grouped al>out a central bearing, said bars
being movable In lines offset from said bearing ; means for
moving said bars simultaneously toward and away from
the center of said bearing ; means for guiding said bars
In their movement, said means embodying a rotary sup-
porting plate supporting said bearing and having end-
opening channels therein for holding said bars : a cover
plate rotatlvely mounted on said supiMrting plate and
operatlvely engaging all of said bars for moving the same
In unison for expansion and contraction thereof; and
means operatlvely connecting said bars and said plate,
said means embodying rack teeth on each of said bars,
and a spiral ridge on said cover plate engaging said teeth.

3. An apparatus as described comprising a series of
centering bars groupe<l about a central bearing, said bars
being niovablo In lines offset from said bearing ; means for
moving said bar^ simultaneously toward and away from
the center of said bearing ; meaus for guiding said bars
In their movement, said means embodying a rotary plate
supporting said bearing and having end-opening channel*
therein for holding said bars ; a cover plate rotatlvely
mountetl on said supporting plate and operatlvely engaic
Ing all of said bars for moving the same in unison for
expansion and contraction thereof ; and means operatlvely
connecting said bars and said plate, said means embodying
rack teeth on each of said bars, and a spiral ridge on said
cover plate engaging said teeth, said teeth on said bars
being curved In correspondence to the pitch of said ridge
In service relation.

1.225.594. MAIL CATCHIN*; AND DELIVERING AP-
PARATUS. Jo.sEPH D. Dexbcroer, Lents, Oreg. Filed
May 22, 1916. Serial No. 99.178. (CI. 25S—20.)

1. In mall bag receiving means, a supporting post, and
a receptacle carried thereby composed of a plurality of
sections mounted for movement toward and away from
each other and slldably connected at their rear edgea
whereby, when one of said sections Is subjected to pres-
sure adjacent Its rear edge, the two said sections are
moved toward each other to close the receptacle.

2. lu mall bag receiving means, a supporting post, and
a receptacle carried thereby composed of two rockably
mounted sections having their rear edges slldably con-
nected whereby, when one of t^aid sections Is subjected to
pressure adjacent Its rear edge, the two said sections
are moved toward each other to dote the receptacle.

J. lu mall bag receiving meaus, a supporting poat, and
a receptacle carried thereby composed of two superpoaed
sections mounted for movement toward and away from
each other and slldably connecteil at their rear e<lges, the
upper edge of one aide of the lower one of said sections
l>elng Inclineil an.f said lower section being provided with
an opening at the lower end of this inclination.

4. In a mall bai; receiving means, a receptacle having a
lower section plvutally mounted on a borlzonul axla, ^'Pl<l
a similarly mounted upper section, the axes of the two
said sections being In the same vertical plane, and tka
rear edge of one of said sections being slldably con-
nected to the other section.

5. In mail bag receiving meaus, a receptacle Having a
lower section pivotally mounted on a horizontal axis, a
similarly mounted upper section, a guide strip securad
to the rear portion of the lower section, and a guide
member securetl to the upper section and engaging atwut
the guide strip so as to alldably connect the two said
sections.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,595. BRAKE MECHANISM. Edward A. Dietrich,
New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 24. 1915. Serial No.
16,736. (CI. 183—10. J

1. In combinatlou. a spring motor, a reversible power-
driven motor connected with the said spring motor for
winding up the spring thereof, a brake for the spring
motor, and releasing means for releasing the hrake of the
Hprlng motor, the said releasing means being operated by
reversing the said power-driven motor.

9. In combination, a spring motor, an Internal gear
wheel mounted loosely on the shaft of the xprlng motor
and forming a brnke wheel, a brake band for preventing
rotation of said brake wheel, gearing for winding up the
said spring motor at the time the brake band Is applied
to the brake wheel, a power driven motor for actuating
the gearing. th«- sal<l gearing Including pinions In mesh
with the Internal gear wheel and traveling around the
same when the gearing is actuated to wind up the spring
of the motor, and means for releasing the said brake band
to allow the spring motor to exert Its power Independent
of the said power ilrlven motor.

13. In combination, a spring motor, a gearing for wind-
ing up the said spring motor, a brake mechanism for the
said gearing and having a spring-pressed lever, a re-
versible electric motor, a governor controlling the said
lever, a clutch mechanism controlled from the said elec-
tric motor and adapted to connect the latter with the
said gearing .and the said electric motor with the said
governor, and a limit switch for the circuit of the said
electric motor and controlled by the said spring motor.

[Claims 2 to 8. 10 to 12, and 14 not printed in the
Gaxette.J

1,225,596. ATTACHMENT FOR CUTTING FIGURES
ON FABRICS. Michael E. Dribcoll. Somervllle,
N. J. Filed Jan. 12. 1917. Serial No. 141.987. id
26—6.)
1. The combination in a pile fabric shear, with cuttlnc

devices for dipping the ends of the pile and a frame sup-
porting the cutting devices, of a series of plungers sup-
ported upon the frame with their ends adjacent to the
line of cooperation between the cutting devices, and
actuator menus co^iperatlng selectively with the aeveral
plungers for reciprocating the same Individually toward
the cutting devices.

1

I
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2. In a pile fabric shear, the combination with a main
frame, a cutter frame adjustably secured thereon and
relatively movable cutting devices carried by the cutter
frame, of a series of dart-like plungers arrange^] with
their axes in the same plane and directed so as to inter-
sect the cutting devices, means supporting the plungers
upon the main frame adapting any or all of them to be
reclprocate<l longitudinally, and an endless actuator belt
operating beneath and Id contact with the ends of the
plungers remote from the cutting devices to reciprocate
the plungers selectively, substantially as set forth.

6. In an attachment of the character set forth, the
romblDation of a series of plungers arranged parallel to
one another and over which the fabric Is adapted to be
drawn, means to support said plungers for endwise re-
ciprocation, and means for reciprocating the plungers
comprising an endless actuator belt carrying a plurality
of larger and smaller rollers movable beneath the ends of
the plungers.

(Claims 8, 4, and 6 not printed in the Oarette.]

1,225.997. APPARATUS FOR DISCHARGING COKE-
HOPPERS OR THE LIKE. Arthi r McDoroALL
DCCKHAM, Ashstead. England. Filed Dec. 17, 1916.
Serial No. 67.468. (CI. 193—24.)

1. Means for discharging coke hoppers, comprising. In
combination, an inclined cylinder rotating on Its axis and
arranged to rec< he the coke from the hopper ; a revolving
discharge drum structurally separate from the cylinder
and capable of rotation relative thereto, said drum being
adapted to receive the coke from said cylinder ; conveyer
buckets arranged to pass beneath said drum to receive
the < ok.' dlscharge<l thereby ; an actuating chain for said
buckets

; a toothed ring connected to said drum to ro-
tate the same and engaging said chain to be driven there
by; and means Including belting connecting said ring and
aid cylinder to drive the latter from the former.

2. Means for discharging coke hoppers, comprising. In
combination, an lDcllne<l cylinder rotating on Its axis
and arranged to receive the coke from the hopper; a

revolving discharge drum structurally separate from thfr
cylinder and capable of rotation relative thereto, said
drum being adapted to receive the coke from said cylinder

;

conveyer bnckets arranged to pass beneath said drum to
receive the coke discharged thereby ; an actuating chain
for said buckets ; a toothed ring connected to said drum
to rotate the same and engaging aald chain to be driven
thereby

; and means Including belting connecting said
ring and aald cylinder to drive the latter from the former,
said belting leading from said ring to a point remote
from said cylinder and then back from such point to said
cylinder.

8. Means for discharging coke hoppers, comprising. In
combination, an Inclined cylinder rotating on Its axis
and arranged to receive the coke from the hopper; a re-
volving drum structurally separate from the cylinder and
capable of rotation relative thereto, said drum t>elc3 pro-
vided with an open end into which the discbarge end of
said cylinder projects, and also with peripheral discharge
mouths

; conveyer backets arranged to pass beneath said
mouths so as to receive the coke discharged therefrom ;

an actuating chain for said buckets ; a toothed ring con-
nected to said drum to rotate the same and engaging
said chain to be driven thereby; and means Including
belting connecting said ring and said cylinder to drive the
latter from the former.

4. Means for discharging coke hoppers, comprising an
inclined cylinder rotating on its axis, a revolving drum
adapted to receive the coke from the cylinder, said drum
being structurally separate from said cylinder and capa-
ble of rotation relative thereto, conveyer buckets into
which the coke is discharged from said drum as they
arrive in turn below the drum, a chain for actuating the
conveyer buckets, a toothed ring loosely encircling said
cylinder and engaging said chain to be driven thereby, a
bearing ring on said toothed ring, rollers for supporting
the bearing ring, a belt pulley fixed to said bearing ring,
a shaft driven by the belt pulley, and means for rotating
the cylinder from said shaft

1.225.698. DISK-GUARD FOR GRAIN-BINDERS. Fbaxk
Di MI.EH, Isabella, Okla. Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial
No. 114,024. (CI. 56—126.)

1. In a binding and knotting mechanism. In combina-
tion with a disk and a breast plate having an opening
sufficiently large to clear the disk and through which
opening the disk extends below the breast plate, a sta-
tionary guard secured to the under side of the breast
plate, nrrnngeil under and across the opening thereof and
also under the disk to prevent straw from coming In con-
tact with the disk.

2. In a binding and knotting mechanism. In combina-
tion with a disk and a breast plate having an opening
sulBdently large to clear the disk and through which oi>en-
Ing the disk extends below the breast plate, a stationary
guard secured to the under side of the breast plate, ar-
range<l under and across the opening thereof and also
under the disk to prevent straw from coming In contact
with the disk, the said guard having an opening directly
t>elow the disk for the passage of bits of twine and the
like therethrough.

3. In a binding and knotting mechanism. In combina-
tion with a disk and a breast plate having an opening
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sufficiently large to clear the disk ami through which
opening the disk extendi below the breast plate, a lU-
tionary guard secured to the under side of the breast
plate, arranged under and across the opening thereof and
also under the disk to prevent straw from coming In con-
tact with the disk, the xuard being also provided on the
rear side with a flange which closely approaches the
under side of the breast plate.

1.225.599. AUTOMATIC TOOL-SHARPENING BUT-
TON-LATHE. Pacl F. DC8HA and A.nton F»tk, New
York. N. T., assignors to Holub-Dusha Company, New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 14,
1916. Serial No. 125,544. (CI. 79—8.)

1. A machine of the class described comprising a turn-
ing head, a slidable tool turret movable toward and from
the head, a grinding device associated with the turret
and with which a tool is engaged and disengaged while
another tool In the turret moves Into and out of co-
operative relation with the turning head, and automatically
adjustable stop means for increasing the range of move-
ment of the turret in the same proportion as the tools
grind away.

2. A machine of the class described comprising a turn-
ing head, a tool turret carrying a plurality of tools and
rotatable to bring the tools successively Into cooperative
relation with the turning head, means for moving the tur-
ret toward and from the turning head, and a plurality
of grinding devices of different grinding power for auto-
matically grinding a plurality of tools upon the back and
forth movement of the turret and past which each tool
travels.

3. A machine of the class described comprising a turn-
ing head, a tool turret carrying a plurality of tools and
rotatable to bring the tools successively into codperative
relation with the turning head, means for moving the
turret toward and from the turning head, a plurality of
grinding devices for autoraatleally grinding a plurality
of tools ui?on the back and forth movement of the turret,
and automatically adjustable stop means for maintaining
the tools In proper relation to the turning head and grind-
ing devices as the tools grind away.

6. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a turning head, a slidable turret movable toward and
from the head and having a rotatable tool-carrying body,
a grinding device arranged to successively grind the
tools as the turret body turns, and means for automati-
cally Increasing the range of movement of the turret as
the tools grind away.

8. A machine of the class described comprising a tool
turret. In combination with a grinding device for succes-
sively sharpening the tools as the turret is turned, said
device comprising a grinding wheel, and a structure ad-
justable rectlllnearly In two directions at right-angles to
each other and adjustable angularly for properly posi-

tioning the grinding wheel with respect to the tools.

[Claims 4. 5. 7, and 9 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.600. RAILROAD-TIE. Riben Dcval. Arma. Kans.
Filed Nov. 7. 1916. Serial No. 130.099. (CI. 238—5.)

1. railroad tie having a pair of rail engaging clamps
thereop, each of said damps having a flxed jaw and a

movable Jaw, said jaws having reccMea therein providing
rail seats, a beveled face on said flxed jaw having a
tapered groove therein, and a beveled face on said mov-
able Jaw having a tapered tongue thereon to be received
in said groove when said movable jaw is In rail engaging
po«l^on.

-=IL^

2. A railroad tie having a pair of spared rail engaging
clamps thereon, each of said clamps having a flxed jaw
formed Integral therewith and a movable jaw. said jaws
having rail receiving recesses therein providing the jaws
with rail reUlnlng lips to engage with the base flanges
on a rati placed therebetween, a latch bar on said flxed
jaw, and a keeper on said movable jaw to engage with
the latch bar when said movable jaw Is In rail engaging
poaltlon.

3. A railroad tie having a pair of spaced rail engaging
clamps thereon, each of said rail engaging clamps having
a pair of Interengaglng jaws recessed to provide a rail
seat, one of said jaws being formed integral with the tie
and having a shank rigidly connected therewith, the
other of said Jaws having a shank pivotally connected
with the tie. and means for holding said jaws In Inter-
engaglng poaltlon.

1,225,601. STOVK-UD LIFTER. Labb.v STAroHD Ed-
monds, Chapmanville, W. Va. Filed Apr. 26, 1916.
Serial No. 93,491. (CI. 126—828.)

1. A stove Ud lifter comprising a handle supporting
a lip, a foot detachably secured to the handle and an ad-
justable element aasoclated with said lip.

2. A store lid lifter comprising a handle formed with
a lid engaging lip. a foot detachably secured to the handle
adjacent said Up and a rest slidably mounted on the
handle contiguous said lip.

3. A stove lid lifter comprising a handle formed with
a lid engaging Up. a foot detachably secured to the
handle adjacent said Up and a rest having a pin and
slot connection with said handle.

4. A stove lid lifter comprising a handle formed with
a Ud engaging Up, a foot detachably secured to the handle
adjacent said Up and a rest U-shape in cross section
and embracing three sides of the handle, said rest having
a pin and slot connection with the handle.
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1.225.602. FORMINO-MA^HINE. Chaslbs E. Erick
N. Indianapolis, Ind.. axHlgnor of one-third to Joseph
Allerdlce and one-third to W. H. AUerdlce. Filed Jan.
24. 1916. Serial No. 78,956. (Cl. 31—66.)

In an apparatus of the character described, a molding
table including a platform, pairs of guides uprising from
saiu Platform adjacent the ends thereof, frames slidably
mounted in said guides, the rods connecting Raid frames,
a stamp or mold connected to the frames adjacent to their
upper endK. a pair of yokes connected to the frames adja-
cent their lower ends and extending longitudinally of the
platform, adjusting screws connected to said yokes for
longitudinal and lateral movement and cutter wires
connected to the adjusting screws.

1.225.608. MBASURED-SERVICE TELEPHONE SYS-
TEM. JOHK Rrickson, Chicago, 111., assignor to Auto-
matic Electric Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation
of Illinois. Filed Aug. 5. 1910. SerUl No. 675,761.
(Cl. 179—6.5.)

1. In a telephone system, a calling and a called sub-
•crlber's line, means including automatic progressively
movable switches controllable over two sides of a line In

series for establishing connertion between said lines,

means for rendering the calling telephone Inoperative for

talking when the called subscriber answers, and means
for ther«'aftpr rendering said telephone operative.

2. In a telephone system, a calling and a called sub-
scriber's line, means Including automatic progressively
movable switches controllable over two sides of a line In

series for establishing connection between two of said
Unes. means for reversing the current in the calling
line when the called Bubscrll)er answers, means respon-
sive to said reversal of current to render said telephone
Inoperative for talking, a measured service device, and
means controlled by the operation thereof for thereafter
rendering said telephone operative.

8. In a telephone system, a plurality of aubscribers*
lines divided into groups, means including automatic
switches having motion of one character to select groups
and a second motion to And a line in the selected group
for establishing connection between two of said lines,

jneans for controUlng the two sides of a line In aeries to

operate said switches, means for rendering said calling
telephone inoperative for talking when the called party
answers, and means for thereafter rendering said calling
telephone operative.

4. In a telephone system, a plurality of subscribers'
Unes divided into groups, means Including automatic
switches having motion of one character to select groups
and a second motion to find a line in the selected group
for establishing connection between two of said lines,
means for controlling the two sides of a line in series to
operate said switches, means for reversing the current
In the calling line when the called party answers, means
responsive to said reversal of current to render the calling
telephone Inoperative for talking, a measured service de-
vice, and means controlle<i by the operation of said devlc*
for rendering said calling telephone operative.

5. In a telephone system, a calling and a called sub-
scriber's line, means including automatic switches having
motion in two Intersecting planes for establishing a con-
nection between two of said lines, means for controlling
the operation of said switches over two sides of a line
circuit in series, a transmitter and a receiver on each of
said lines, and means controlled upon the response of the
caUed subscriber for closing a short-circuit directly
around said transmitter on the calling line, said short-
circuit excluding the calling receiver.

[Claims 6 to 44 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,225,604. SAFETY GAGE - GLASS. Gboboe Ehnst.
Newark, N. J. Filed June 1, 1916. Serial No. 101.045.
(a. 78—64.)

1. In a safety gage glass, the combination of end nip-
ples each having an externally threaded socket extension
directed toward the other, a frame comprising socket
pieces having threaded connection with said nipple ex-
tensions and each having a semi-cylindrical integral neck
projecting toward the other, said frame also including
a seml-cyllndrical back, detachable fasteners securing Its
ends rigidly to said semi-cylindrical necks, and a gage
glass extending freely through the socket members and
into the nipple sockets out of contact with the parts
aforesaid.

2. In a safety gage glass of the character set forth,
the combination with a gage glass tube, of a metal frame
therefor comprising end socket pieces into which the ends
of the tube project and also Including a frame back of
segmental tubular form extending from one socket piece
to the other, each socket piece having a neck projecting
toward the other to which the adjacent end of the back
is rigidly secured, a reticulated guard member embracing
the open side of the tube and extending from one socket
piece to the other, and a pair of elastic rings surrounding
the ends of the same and the ends of the frame holding
the reticulated member resillently In place.

3. In a safety gage glass of the character set forth
the combination with a gage glass tube, of a frame there^
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for comprising uppvr and lower end socket pieces and a
rtjfld serai-cyllndrical back extending from one socket
piece to the other and lecured rigidly thereto, said back
being provided with a yertical series of boles paaalag
therethrough for the passage of Ught. each socket piece
having a neck projecting toward the other to which the
back In connected, means carried by the inner surface of
the back along said holes to Intensify the disparity of
rlsual effect above and below the water line, and means
co<iperatlng with the socket pieces to make !>team-tight
eonnectlon therewith and holding the ends of the glaaa
tube out of contact with the parts aforesaid. .

1^25.605. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. Geoesi
PtOTD, Portsmouth. Ohio. Filed Nov. 26. 1915, Serial
No, 68,573. (CI. 123—57.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, a base, a pair of
oppose«l cylinders supported up<.n said hase. pairs of
guides connecting said cylinders and projecting forwardly

-there<if. a pair of hearings supported upon the forward
end of sahl base and connected with the forward extremi-
ties of salil guides, a crank shaft rotatably supporte.1 in
said hearings, n pair of spaced cross heads supporteil in
said guides, adju.9table rigid connections between said
cro8.s heads, a connecting rod connecting the forward
cross head with said crank shaft, pistons redprocably
mounted In .said cylinders, platon ro<ls carried by said
pistons fitted In one of said cross heads and adjustable
with relation to each other and with relation to the cross
head, and means for locking said piston r.nls In adju»te<l
position with relation to said cross head.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, a crank
shaft, a piston reciprocably mounted in said cylinder, con-
nections between said piston and said crank shaft, a
cam shaft connecteil with said crank shaft, valves mounted
in the heads of said cyllndera, bell cranks associated with
said valves, a pair of spaced sleeves slldably and non
rotatably secured upon said cam shaft, pairs of cams
formed upon each sleeve and adapted to be moved Into
operative position with relation to said bell cranks, later-
ally projcctlnir lugs formed on the opposite sides of the
cam engaging ends of the bell cranks having Inclined faces
adapted to permit free sliding movement of said cams.
and means for simultaneonsly adjusting said sleeves.

1.225.606. OPKRATING MEANS FOR ELEVATOR SHAFT
AND CAR DOORS. Jobs E. W. Fo«al. Qulncy. 111.,
assignor to Qulncy Elevator Gate Company. Qulncy. Ill
Fllcfl Sept. 9. 1916. Serial No. 119.249. < CI. 187^2.)
1. An elevator shaft, a car movable therein, a gate for

the car. an element extending up and down the shaft and
capatle of movement Independently of the car. and means
on the car and having a running .t)nnectlon with the said
element for receiving motion therefrom when the element
is roove<l to open and close the gate.

2. An elevator shaft, a car mo\ahle therein, a gate for
the car. an element extending up and down the shaft and
capable of mov.nient independently of the car. means on
the car and having a running connection with the said
element for re<-elvlng motion therefrom when the element
Is mov-'d to open and close the gate, a shaft door, and
means for opening and closing the shaft door by the move-
ment of the said element.

8. The combination of an elevator shaft, a car movable
therein, elevator shaft doors, a gate on the car, means 1

la the shaft for opening and closing any of the shaft doors,
means on the car for operating the <»r gate, a cable de-
vice connected with the first mentioned means for actuat-
ing the same and having a running connection with the
said means on the car, a mechanism for actuating the said
device, and a controller operative from the car for throw-
ing the said mechanism Into operation.

4. The comblnatloB of an el«>vn(or shaft, a car moratde
therein, elevator shaft doors, a gate on the car. means In
the shaft for opening and closing any of the shaft doora,
means en the car for operating the car gate, a cable
device connected with the first mentlonwl means for actu-
ating the same and having a running connection with the
said means on the car. a me<hanlsm for actuating the
said device, and a controller operative from the car for
throwing the said mechanism Into itperation. said mecha
nism including a device for automatically stopping It when
the gates reach <,p«"n or closed position.

5. An elevator shaft, a car movable therein, a gate for
the car, aa element extending up and down the shaft and
capable of movement Independently of the car. a pulley
system on the car and having a running engagement with
the aald eleaaent, one pulley of the said system being mov-
able, and Beans actuated by the movable pulley for open-
ing the said gate.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.

]

1.225.607. A8SORTIN.; CABINET. Osc.iR B. Ford.
Ea.VE8T H. IX)Y. and Jbrsk J. IIebtcr, Lewlsburg. Ohio
Filed Mar. 7, 1916. Serial No. 82,757. (G. 211—36.)
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Ab assorting cabinet including a rigid top and Iwttom.
rigid ^orlsontally disposed partitions arrang.d In spaced
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relation intermediate aald top and bottom, flexible end
walls connecting said partitions and top and bottom, ver-
tically disposed flexible partitions connecting said top and
bottom and Intersecting said horlsontally disposed parti-
tions, straps carried by the opposite ends of said bottom.
straps carried by the top. and means for adjustably secur-
ing the adjacent ends of the first and second mentioned
straps to retain the cabinet in collapsed condition.

1,226.608. GLARE-SHIELD FOR AUTOMOBILES. Ab-
THCB C. Freeman. Jr.. Norfolk. Va. Filed Sept 12,
1916. Serial No. 119.761. (CT. 21—148.)

1. A device of the class descrll»e<l comprising a mount-
ing rod, an attaching clamp carried by the said rod, pro
Jectlng pins at one end of the said rod, a carrying mem-
ber Joumaled upon the said ro<l having receiving notches
adapted for adjustably seating over the said pins, a
resilient washer having radially projecting fingers over-
lying the free end of the said carrying member, and an
antiglare shield member carried by the said carrying
member.

2. A deTlc>e of the class described comprising a support-
ing rod having one en«l portion thereof rectangular and
the other cylindrical in cross section, a mounting clamp
attached to the rectangular portion of the said rod, ad-
justable spacing means )>etween the said clamp and rod,
a carrying member Journals] upon the cylindrical portion
of the ro<l having slots in its lower edge, projecting pins
carried by the said rod over which the said slots are
normally seated, a resilient washer non-rotatably monnted
upon the free end of the said cylindrical rod portion
having radial resilient fingers normally overlying the
upper end of the said carrying member in contact there-
with, a cap threaded upon the upper end of the said
carrying member overlying th." said washer, and an antl
flare moaber carried by the said carrying member.

1.2Sa,<M. PACKAGE TIE. Robebt C. Fuet.ir. Chap
MB. lU. Piled Sept. 22, 1916. Serial No. 61.919.
(CI. 24—17.)

1. A tie of the character described Inclading a body
portion adapteil to lie upon one side of a package, flexible

elements secured at their extremities to the body portion

with the intermediate portions of said elements deflnlnf
co-acting looi>B free with respect to each other for en-
gagement over the package, and means for connecting tha
Intermediate portions of said loops upon the side of tha
package opposite th.- body portion.

2. A tie of the character described Including crossed
members adapted to lie upon one side of a package, flexi-

ble element* connected at their extremities to the ex-
tremities of said menil>ers with the Intermediate portions
of aald elements defining co-actlng loops having their in-
termediate portions free with the said lot>ps free with re-
sp' t to each other for engagement over the package, and
means for connecting the intermediate portions of said
loops upon the side of the package opposite the said mem-
bers.

3. A tie of the character described including crossed
members secured together and adapted to lie upon one
side of a package, flexible elements secured at their ex-
tremities to the extremities of the said members with the
intermediate portions of said elements free to define co-
acting loops free with respect to each other for engage-
ment over the package, and a hook freely connected to
the Intermediate portion of one of said !oops and engag-
ing the intermediate portion of the other loop for con-
necting the said loops upon the side of the package op-
posite to the sail. meml>ers.

4. A tie of the character described Including crossed
members, flexible elements secured at their extremities to
the extremities of said members with the intermediate por-
tions of the said elements free and defining coacting loops
free with respect to each other for engagement over the
package, a stop carried by one of said flexible elements,
and a hook 'connected to the said element upon opposite
sides of aald stop and engaging the other of aald elements
for connecting the intermediate portions of said loops
upon the side of the paikagc opposite to the said members
with the said stop adapted to hold the hook against shift-
ing movement longitudinally upon the said first men-
tioned element.

5. A tie of the character described including n body
portion adapted to He upon one side of a package, flexible
elements carried by the body portion and defining co-
actlng loops free with respect to each other for engage-
ment over the package, a fastening device carried by one
of said loops, and means carried by the other of said
loops and adapted to engage said fastening device for ad-
Jusubly connecting the intermediate portions of said
loops upon the side of the package opposite to the said
body portion.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,610. POWDER CONTAINER. Asa Brut Garner.
Kitimiller. Md. Filed July 7. 1915. SerUl No. 38.580.
(CI. 221—1.)

In n device of the kind described In combination a hol-
low body having a bottom and an upwardly tapering an-
nular top portion t'rrninatlng in a spout making an angle
with itself, an Opwardly Inclined tubular fuse receptacle
securetl upon the twttom of said tapering top portion, a
funnel having its spout fitted over said first named spout
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and Its main body fitting around said tapering top por-

tion, said funnel formed with an arcuate shaped cut-

away portion adapted to lit around said tubular fuse re-

ceptacle and be held against rotation on said tapering top
portion, a keeper on said funnel, and a hook on said hol-

low body, engaging said keeper to hold said funnel against
vertical displacement from said hollow body.

1,226,611. GARMENT-SUPPORT. Edward C. GATtin,
Kansas City, Mo. Filed Apr. 27, 1916. SerUl No.
03.973. (Cl. 46—37.)

fi

In a garment supporting device, the combination with

a telescopic supporting pole having circumferential flanges

at its opposite eq^s, of a pair of supporting brackets, each

bracket formed from a single piece of sheet metal and pro-

vided with a U shaped pole receiving recess, a flexible

arm carried by the upper portion of each bracket and

adapted to be bent over the pole into alinement with the

bracket, said flexible arms each being of a length suf-

ficient to extend across the recess whereby the bracket

will completely encircle the pole, and attaching tongues

struck up from each bracket for anchoring said bracket

upon a support.

1,225,612. PERCUSSIVE TOOL. Gbobgb James Gaw-
L«v, Fleet, England. FUed Apr. 24, 1916. Serial No.

93.291. (a. 81—8.)

o

s ^

1. An apparatus for utilizing atmogpherlc pressure for

delivering impacts comprising a chamber having a closed
end adapted to be placed against the article to t>e struck,
the opposite end of said chamber t>eing open to the atmos-
phere, a piston mounted in said chamber and adapted to

be moved toward said closed end for delivering an Im-
pact thereto by atmospheric air entering said cylinder and
means for moving said piston away from the closed end
of the cylinder, whereby a vacuum will be created between
the closed end of the cylinder and said piston.

2. An apparatus for utilizing atmospheric pressure for

delivering impacts comprising a cylinder having an anvil

at one end, a second cylinder slldably mounted in the

first named cylinder, and provided with a closed end which
is adapted to contact with said anvil, said second cylin-

der being open to the atmosphere at Its opposite end. a
piston slldably mounted in the second cylfbder and adapt
ed to be moved away from the closed end to create a vac-

uum between the piston and the closeil end of the second

cylinder, and means for moving the second cylinder rela-
tively to the piston whereby a vacuum will be created In
the second cylinder on one side of the piston and atmos-
pheric air will act on the oppoalte side of the piston.

3. Apparatus for utiliilng atmospheric pressure for op-
erating percussive tools, comprising a cylinder or cham-
ber, closed at one end. an outer cylinder in which It slides,

a piston sliding within the Inner cylinder, a handle or
extension connected to the said Inner cylinder, a guard or
shield on the said handle which telescopes over the outer
cylinder, means for connecting the piston with the outer
cylinder and a device in connection with the handle or
extension for disconnecting the piston from the outer cyl-

inder so that the said piston can move under atmospheric
pressure to strike the base of the Inner cylinder, sub-
stantially as hereinbefore described.

4. An apparatus for utilising atmospheric pressure for
delivering an Impact comprising a chamber having a
closed end adapted to be placed In contact with the sur-
face to be struck, the opposite end of the chamber being
open to the atmosphere, a memt>er slldably mounted in

said chamber, and means for moving said member away
from the closed end of said chamber to create a vacuum
in said chamber between the closed end and member, said
member being moved toward said closed end by atmos-
pheric air entering the open end of the chamber.

5. An apparatus for utilising atmospheric pressure for
delivering an Impact, comprising a cylinder closed at one
end, an outer cylinder in which the first cylinder slides,

a piston slldably mounted In the Inner cylinder, means for
moving the inner cylinder relative to the piston for cre-

ating a vacuum between the piston and the closed end of
the inner cylinder, means for detachably connecting the
piston with the outer cylinder, and means for disconnect-
ing the outer cylinder and piston so that the said piston
can move under atmospheric pressure to strike the l>aae

of the inner cylinder.

1,225,613. SKIRT-FASTENER. CoBNBLios M. Gbiobb,
St. Petersburg, Fla. Filed Feb. 20. 1915. Serial No.
9,684. (Cl. 2—143.)

The combination with a skirt provided with a walat
hand, a placket consisting of inner and outer overlapping
members, of an elastic tab secure<l at one end to the inside
of the inner memt>er and projecting beyond the free end
thereof, an eyelet secured to the other end of the elastic

tab. an adjustable elastic strap secured at one end to the
Inside of the waist band at a point spaced inwardly from
the free end of said outer member, a hook secured to

the other end of the strap and having loops formed in the
bill portion thereof to establish a locking connection to

the eyelet, and means for adjustably connecting said outer
,tnd inner members together.

1.225,614. CONDUIT-CONNECTOR. Hbmbt R. Giljsos,

Baden. Pa., assignor to National Metal Molding Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Feb. 21. 1916. Serial No. 79.698. (Cl. 247—10.)
In an electrical installation, the combination of a

T-shaped connector formed of integrally unite<l plates and
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comprising a stem and oppositely projecting arms at one

end thereof, said stem adjacent to said arms being pro-

vided with an opening through which electrical con-

ductors may pass, a two-part conductor conduit extending

parallel with and having its base attached to one of said

arms, and a second such conduit extending parallel with

and having its base attached to said stem, the second

arm of said connector forming a closure for the otherwise

open end of said second -named conduit.

1,225,615. BUTTON AND BUTTONHOLE MARKER
COMBINED. John Altbbd Gobman. Newton. N. J.

Plied Apr. 11, 1916. Serial No. 90.340. (Cl. 33—190.)

1. In a device of the character described, a platform for

receiving the quarters of a pair of shoes, a pin for marking

or piercing said quarters, a pressing bar for pressing said

quarters against said pin. and means for moving the pin

together with said pressing bar while the pin is engaging

the quarters so as to move the quarters.

2. In a marking machine of the character descrit>ed, a

marking pin, means for causing the same to engage a

pair of quarterK, said means including mechanism for

causing the pin to press against the quarters and swinging

mechanism for moving said last mentioned means and said

pin while the pin Is in engagement with the uppers for

moving the uppers a predetermined distance.

3. In a marker of the character descrit>ed, a platform

for receiving quarters of shoes, a marking device for

marking and Intermittently moving said quarters, said

marking device being formed with a pair of gripping

members for gripping the quarters, means for moving the

gripping meml)erg forward while gripping said quarters,

means for causing the gripping memt>erti to release the

quarters and move back a predetermined distance from

the first gripping point ready for a second operation, and

a clamping mechanism for holding the quarters against

movement while the marking mechanism Is moving back

to again grip the quarters.

4. In a marking device of the character described, a

platform provided with a slot therein, an anvil extending

t>eneath said paltform, a pin connected with said anvil

and extending into said slot so that the upper end will be

flush with the platform, a preaxer bar arranged above said

pin, a piercing or marking member arranged between said

presser bar and said pin. means for operating said presser

bar for moving the name down against said piercing mem-
ber and moving the piercing memt»er against said pin,

and means for swinging said anvil, presser bar and parts

associated therewith including said quarters a predeter-

mined distance.

5. In a marker of the character described, a platform
for receiving quarters of shoes to l>e marked, said plat-

form having a slot therein, a swinging bar having a pla
extending through said slot so as to be flush with the
top of the platform, a quarter marking member arranged
above said pin, a presser bar for pressing said quarter*

against said marker and said marker in turn against said

pin, means for swinging the pin, pr«-sser bar and asso-

ciated parts including the quarters a predetermined dis-

tance, means for gripping and holding the quarters against
return movement, and means for causing said pin to

alternately grip and release ttald quarters.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,22 5,610. FIRE-HOSE COUPLING. William R.

GouoH, Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Isabelle V. Gougb administra-

trix of said William R. Gough. deceased. Filed May 27.

1915. Serial No. 30,782. (Cl. 137—28.)

1. A hose coupling, comprising coupling heft<ls and a
coupling member, the said heads and coupling member
being made of a low-priced metal and the said coupllnx

member being mounted to turn loosely on one of the

coupling beads, the other coupling head and the coupling

member having Interior brass bushings of which the brass

bushing of the coupling head projects beyond the end
thereof and is provided with an exterior screw thread, and
the brass bushing of the coupling member is provided

with an interior screw thread screwing onto the threaded

projecting end of the other brass bushing.

2. A hose coupling, comprising coupling heads, a cou-

pling member, the said heads and member being made of a
low priced metal and the said coupling member l>eUig

mounted to turn loosely on one of the said coupling heads,

the other coupling head having a conical opening, tbc
apex of which is at the face of this coupling member, a
brass bushing having a conical Inner end fitting the said

seat and having an outer portion projecting beyond the

face of this coupling memt>er, the projecting end belBg
provided with an exterior screw thread, the said coupling

member having a conical opening throughout its length
and with the apex on the inner face of the coapUag
member, and a conical bushing fitting into the said conical
opening and having an Interior screw thread screwing
on the said exterior screw thread on the projecting end
of the other bushing.

8. A hose coupling, comprising coupling heads, a coa-

pling member, the said heads and member being made of a
low price<l metal and the said coupling member being
mounted to turn loosely on one of the said coupling heads,
the other coupling head having a conical opening, the
apex of which is at the face of this coupling member, a
brass bushing having a conical inner end fitting the said

seat and having an outer portion projecting beyond the

face of this coupling member, the projecting end being
provided with an exterior screw thread, the said coupling
member having a conical opening throughout its length
and with the apex on the inner face of the coupling mem-
ber, and a conical bushing fitting Into the said conical
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opening and harln^ an Interior norew thread acrewing on
the said exterior screw thread on the projecting end of
the other bushing, the «ald bushings hartng exterior Ingi
on the non threaded portions fitting Into reccnes to the
walls of the said Beat and the lald opening.

4. A hose coupling, comprising a pair of coopllng he«da
and a coupling member, the 8ai<l heads and member being
made of pressed steel, and bushings of non-«orrodlble
metal having screw threads screwing one on the other,
one of the bushings being expanded In one of the coapUng
beads and the other being conical and preaaed Into •
conical opening in the coupling member.

6. A hose coupling, comprising a pair of coupling heads
and a coupling member, the said heads and member being
made of pressed steel, and non-corrodlble bnahlngi harlag
screw threads screwing one on the other, one of the bush-
ings being expanded In one of the coupling beads and the
other being conical and pressed into a conical opening in
the coupling member, the said bushings baring exterior
lags on the non-threaded portions engaging receanes In the
walls of the corresponding coupling head and the coopllng
member.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.225.617. INJECTOR. John W. Gbantua.vd. Cincinnati.
Ohio. Filed Aug. 9, 1915. Serial No. 44.M1. (O.
162—1.)

1. In a device of the class described, a vaWe rod mount-
ed and slldable In a stationary support, a lever connect-
ing with said valve ro.1, a valve operating rod plroUIIy
connei'ted at one end to valve operating dericea, and a
Unit member connecting said valve operating rod to aald
lever, and relatively arranged to adapt raid valve operat
ing rod to be moved Independent of the lever, or with said
lever and first named valve rod.

2. Id a device of the class described, a lever, a valve
rod directly connected with said lever to be reciprocated
thereby, a second rod longitudinally extending in a direc-
tion at an angle to the lever and arranged to pivotally
connect with said lever for unitary motion of said con-
nected members, and a Unit connecting said lever and
second rod. adapting said second rod to be swung about
said pivotal connection for said lever and second rod for
moving said second rod independent of the lever.

4. In a device of the class described, a lever, a valve
connecting with and controlled by said lever, a valve oper-
ating rod extending in a direction lateral to the lever,
ami a link connecting said lever and rod, said rod being
adapte«l to move with said link to bring the rod into en-
gagement with the link lever pivot to Join the parts for
unitary motion and alternately for swinging aald con-
necteil ro<l and link about the link lever pivot for rod
motion independent of the lever.

(Claim 3 not prlntecl In the Gazette.]

1.225.618. ADJUSTABLE HAT - LINING. Fatoftaic
Gar NIC, New York, N. Y., and Maxims U Van Hcblb,
Elisabeth. N. J. Filed Nov. 24, 1916. Serial No.
183.151. (CI. 2—113.)
As a new article of manufacture, a hat lining compris-

ing a crown, the side portion of which is formed of a

flexltJe matertai-cnt at a bias, the lo«ver edge of the said
side portion bete* formed into a hem for atUchraent to
the inside of a Jwt, an adjustable hoop held in the said
hem. a flat top farmed of an Inner piece of flexible mate-
rial similar to that of the crown and an outer reinforcing

piece of bockram, to which top the upper edge of the
side portion la attached in gathered relation, and a ring
trimming on the under side of the said top at the Junc-
tion of the top with the said side portion and contrasting
in color with the side and top.

1.225.619. PRESSURE - REGULATOR. Jamk« Clabki
Uaobt, Chicago, III., assignor of one-half to The Cable
Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
May 11, 1908. SerUl No. 432.200. {CI. 85—168.)

1. The combination, with a pressure chamber, a pres-
sure-regnlatlng chamber, a communication between said
chambers, a valve controlling said communication and
means for automatically operating said valve upon pres-
sure-variation In said regulating chamber, of a perforation
in said valve and means (1) operable through said perfo-
ration to act with counterbalancing effect upon said valve.

12. The combination of a main pneumatic having a
port to be regviated. a supplemental pneumatic arranged
within aaid main pneumatic and rigidly mounted therein,
said supplemental pneumatic having Its swinging member
mounted to control said port, a rod connected with the
swinging member of said supplemental pneumatic and also
connected with the movable member of the main pneu-
matic, whereby the movement of the latter actuatps the
former to control said port, a third pneumatic mounted
upon the vibratory member of the main pneumatic and
connected with aald rod which U connected with the swing-
ing member of the supplemental pneumatic, and tension
springs controlling the swinging member of the main
pneumatic and also controlling said third mentioned pneu-
matic.

17. The combination with first and second fluid pres-
sure systems, of a pressure regulator operated by and
acting upon the pressure In the first of said systems, and
means through which varying changes in pressure in the
second of said systems may determine the pressure which
said regulator automatically acts to maintain in the first

of aald systems.

32. The combination with a motor for advancing a
music sheet across a tracker, of means for automatically
varying the motor operating pressure In accordance with
and controlled by variations in the reUrding influence of
said tracker upon said sheet.

S3. The combination with a motor for advancing the
music sheet of an automatic muaical Instrument, of me.ins
for automatically controlling the motor op«-ruting presaure
by variations in the action operating pressure.

IClalma 2 to 11. 13 to 16. 18 to 31, and 34 to 40 not
printed In the Gaxette.]
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1.225,620. POWfiR-RSGULATING APPARATUS. Jamm
Clarsi Haokv, Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to

The Cable Company, Chicago, III., a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Apr. 16, 1913. *>erUl No. 761,470. (CI.

84—168.)

J J
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a plunger operable through the side of the tank and adapt-
ed to engage the nupport to which the bracket It secured

to puncture the acid container upon the falling of the
tank into operative position.

1,225.625. MORTISING MACHINE. HlXBT S. HaLI^
WOOD, Columbus. Ohio. Filed Feb. 1, 1916. Serial No.
75.543. (CI. 144—69.)

1. The combination in a drilling machine with a sup-
porting carriage and a revoluble. reciprocable drill holding
spindle, of hlngnU braces connected to the carriage having
adjustable means for holding the drill in rigid position.

2. The combination with a supporting carriage and a
rcToluble. reclprocable drill holding spindle, of a pair of

braces hinged to the carriage, and oppositely disposed set

screws In the braces for retaining the drill in Inflexible

operative position.

3. The combination with a fixed bed baring a lineal

series of equidistant holes therein, of a reclprocable car-

riage supported on the bed. a pawl pivoted on the car-
riage and provided with fingers of diifereDt radii adapted
to engage said holes, a drilling tool supported in the car-

riage, and operating means therefo^

1,225,626. NUT AN1» BOLT LOCK. CcsTiB L. Hanno.v
and Clay Cross. SkUtook. Okla. Filed June 6, 1916.
Serial No. 101.921. (CI. 151—13.)

1. In a nut and bolt lock, the combination of a bolt

passing through two members to be clamped and having
means embedding in one of the members to prevent move-
ment of the bolt and provided with an elongated groove

in its shank and a nut threaded upon the shank and pro-
vided upon Its inner face with a plurality of ratchet teeth,

of a yieldable split ring intenmsed between the nut and
the member to be clamped, one end of the ring having a
lug extending toward the shank and shaped to fit the
groove, the other end being offset laterally 'rom the body
of the ring and being of a length suflBcient to overlie the
other end when the nut is screwed home, said offset end
of the ring having upon its face adjacent the ratchet face
of the nut a V shaped lug to ratchet over said teeth of
the nut and finally engage one of said teeth when the nut
Is completely screwed home.

2. In a nut and bolt lock, the combination of a bolt
passing through two members to be clamped and having
means embedding in one of the members to prevent its

turning therein and a nut threaded upon Its shank, of a
yieldable split ring surrounding the bolt and iDterpo8«>d be-

tween the nut and the member to be clamped, said bolt be-

ing provided with an elongated V-shaped groove formed
longitudinally in Its shank, said nut being provided with a
plurality of ratchet teeth upon its inner face, one end of
said ring having a lug so disposed and shaped as to fit the
groove, the other end of the ring being offset laterally and
circumferentlally with respect to the first end and having
a V-shaped lug to ratchet over said tefth of the nut, the
offset end of the ring contacting with the teeth of the nut
and having the V-shaped lug so disposed that one leg of
the V is perpendicular to the face of the ring and being
of a length sufficient to overlie the other end of the ring,

so that when the nnt la screwed home and the V-shaped
lug has engaged a final tooth the offs^-t end may be In a
position to be prised out beyond the radius of the nut to
permit the release of the same when it is desired to un-
screw the nut.

1.225,627. FUMKJATINO APPARATUS. fLlTCHER M.
Hawki?(S. Greenville. Tex. Filed Feb. 20. 1915. Se-

lla! No. 9.616. (01. 167—8.)

Fumigating apparatus including a stove casing, a fnel

supporting grate therein, a shaft mounted for rotation in

the casing and ai>ove the grate, said shaft having a crank,

means for rotating the shaft, means for holding the shaft

against rotation with the crank held out of lowered posi-

tion, a receptacle for holding fumigating material, a con-

nection between the receptacle and the crank for raising

and lowering the receptacle with the crank and relative to

the fuel upon the grate, and means for collecting the
fumes generated by the heating of the contents of the

receptacle.

1.225. 628. FEEDING MECHANISM FOR BLIND-
STITCHINQ-MACHINE8. Thomas J. Hates. Roslin-

dale, Mass., assignor to Arbetter Felling Machine Com-
pany. Boston, Mass.. a Corporation of Maine. Filed
Apr. 9. 1914. Serial No. 8.'?0.790. (CI. 112—8.)

1. Feeding mechanism for sewing machines comprising
a work support, a feed dog. toggle mectuinlsm connected to

said work support and said feed dog adapted to cause rela-
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tire movement between said feed dog and said work sup-

port alternately to raise and lower said work support and

feed dog Into engagement with the under surface of the

work, means for actuating the same and means actuated

intermediate of the raising and lowering of said feed dog

automatically to advance and to retract said dog.

^^^

vide for said raising and dropping, said means comprising

a vertically movable section, longitudinal keys formed on

said section and grooves formed in an adjacent section.

2. Ceding mechaniHm for sewing machines comprising

a reclprocable work support, an under f«"ed dog movable

relatively thereto, toggle mechanism connecting said work

support and said feed dog to cause relative up and down

movement therel>etween, means for actuating said toggle,

and means actuated intermediate of successive movements

of the feed dog alternately to advance and to retract said

dog.

S. Feeding mechanism for sewing machines comprising

a reclprocable work support, an under feed dog movable

relatively thereto, toggle mechanism connecting said work

support and said feed dog to cause relative up and down

movement therebetween, means for actuating said toggle,

in(>an8 actuated intermediate of saAd movements of the

feed dog alternately to advance and to retract said dog,

an upper feed dog and means for causing the same to

clamp the work against the lower feed dog and to partake

of the advancing movement of the lower feed dog.

4. Feed mechanism for a sewing machine comprising

a reclprocable work support, a feed dog pivotaily and

slidably mounted thereon, a toggle mechanism connecting

said feed dog and said work support, means for actuating

said toggle mechanism to cause said work support and said

dog alternately to engage the goods and means for ad-

vancing and retracting said dog.

5. Feeding mechanism for sewing machines comprising

a work support and a feed dog plvotally and slidably

mounted thereon, a rock shaft, means connecting the

pivotal support for said feed dog to said rock shaft to

cause forward and backward movement thereof, toggle

mechanism connecting said work support and said feed

dog adapted to raise and lower said support and dog alter-

nately, a rocking sleeve mounted upon said rock shaft,

means connecting said sleeve to said toggle and means for

actuating said rock shaft and said sleeve.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,225.629. DRILL. Siw»ix S. HcvsLaY, Mexla. Tex.

Filed Oct. 13, 1916. Serial No. 125.498. (CI. 256—61.)

1. A drill comprising continuously rotatable stem sec-

tions, an intermittently rotated bit, means for automati-

cally raising and dropping a portion of the stem sections,

and means Interposed between said bit and the revolving

mechanism of the stem sections for conip«"u«atlng for the

raising and lowering of the stem sections.

2. A drill comprising stem sections, a bit-carrying shank

rotatable within said stem sections, lugs located upon the

shank and coacting with lugs upon thp Interior of the

Stem sections, ratchet teeth located between the said lugs

and the bit and vertically movable compensating means

located above the bit.

3. A drill comprising stem sections, an Intermittently

rotated bit adapted to be secured to said stem sections,

means for alternately raising and dropping the stem sec-

tions and means Interposed in said stem sections to pro

4. A drill comprising stem sections, a bit operateu \}j

said stem sections, a removable shank connected to said

bit, ratchet teeth formed on said shank and coacting with

similar ratchet teeth formed on the stem sections, lugs

secured to said shank and coacting with similar lugs car-

ried by the lowermost stem section, a coupling section

formed with a thickened lower portion and provided with

longitudinal grooves, a reduced section slldable within

this coupling and longitudinal keys formed on this re-

duced section.

5. A drill comprising a continuously rotatable drill

stem, a removable bit operated by said stem, a shank for

said bit, ratchet teeth located on said shank and enacting

with similar ratchet teeth carried by the stem, cam lugs

carried by said shank and coacting with similar lugs car-

ried by the rotauble stem, a telescopic coupling located

in said rotatable stem and a feather and spline between

the members of said telescopic coupling.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,226,630. CXOTHES-PIN. James William Hickb,

Clifton Hill. Victoria, Australia, assignor of one-third

to Thomas Aloysius Nolan and one-third to Ebenexer

Webb, Victoria, Australia. Filed June 20, 1916. Serial

No. 104,763. (a. 24—139.)

A clothes pin comprising a handle, a continuous piece

of wire bent to form two legs secured in the handle, said

wire being bent from the lower end of one of the legs to

form a substantially oval shape loop of spiral form the

smaller end being at the bottom, and continued from the

upper end of said loop and bent to form a second snb-

stantlall.V oval shape loop of spiral form, the smaller end

being at the bottom and said loop being larger than the

first mentioned oval loop, the upper end of the second

mentioned oval loop Joining the other leg. whereby the

greater portion of the first mentioned loop may be passed

through the second mentioned loop, the smaller loop be-

ing transversely bent to form gripping surfaces, the lower
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end of the first mentioned loop bt'lns b«»nt outwardly and
the lower end of the second mentioned loop being bent
outwardly In the opposite direction.

1,226.631. PORTAllLE ELECTRIC WATER HEATER.
Clam.vcb E. Hi.NKL«,'Roswell, N. Mex. Filed Dec. 13,
1916. Serial No. 136.719. (CI. 219—39.)

1. An electrical water heater including an inner core,
an outer casing, a series of sets of electrically insulated
resistance units and heating colls disposed between said
core and casing, said colls having a common inlet and
common outlet, mean^ for connecting the resistance wires
with a source of electric supply and electrical insulating
material between the colls and resistance units, said ma-
terial permitting the free transmission of heat.

2. .\n electrical heater Including an inner core, an
outer casing, a pair of spaced concentric water conducting
coils disposed between the core and casing, said coils hav-
ing a common inlet and a common outlet, electrical re-
sistance coils disposed respectively between the outer coU
and the casing and between the inner coll and the core,
a third resistance coll between the water heating coils
and common to both coils, electrical insulating and heat
non insulating material between the resistance colls and
heating coils, and means for connecting the resistance
coil with a source of current supply.

3. An electrical water heater comprising an inner core,
an outer casing, a pair of resistance colls between the core
and casing, a pair of water heating colls disposed be-
tween said resistance colls, a third resistance coil disposed
between the water heating colls, layers of electric insulat-
ing heat-conducting material between said resistance
wires and heating colls, a Layer of heat non-conducting
material between the outer resistance coil and the casing,
and means for connecting the resistance colls with a
source of electric stipplj.

1,225.632. MOLD FOR LI.NE CASTING MACHINES.
Thomas S. Homans, Hempstead. N. Y., assignor to In
tertype Corporation, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of
New York. Filed June 4, 1913, Serial No. 771,766.
(a. 199—13.)

1. In a mold of the class described, the combination of
a mold having relatively separable parts to form the top
and bottom walls of the mold cavity, and means for hold-
log together the mold parts comprlslDg a clamp member

attached to one of the mold parts and baring an offsei
Ing within the plane of the mold, and nn adjustable mem-
ber on the othor mold part eoi'.perative with said lug to
exert pressure to hold the mold cap and body trtgefher.

2. In a slug-casting mold for machine* of the class dr-
scribod, the combination of the mold bo<ly. the mold cap,
clamp members plvotally attached to one of said mold
parts to swing toward and from the respective ends of
the mold and provided with shoulders, and adjusuble
devices on the other mold part arranged to act on said
shoulders to draw the cap and body rt'latlvply toward one
another.

3. In a line casting mold, the combination of the Ixnly
portion, the cap portion, the Interposed liners, damp mem-
bers plvotally connected to the cap and extending Into
the body portion and having steps or shoulders offset to
occupy positions in the plane of the mold, and pressure
devices on the body adapted to act on said steps whereby
the body and cap may be held to the liners.

4. In combination in a line casting mold, the body, tha
superposed cap, the liners Interposeil between said cap
and body, connections extending from the rap down to
the body and provided with forwardly (.ffs»'t steps, and
downwardly acting screws In the body adapted to engage
the connections and thereby hold down the cap.

1,228.633. TYP0(;RAPHICAL MACHINE. Thomas 8.
Homans, Hempstead. .N. Y., assignor to Intertype Cor-
poration, .New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed Aug. 27, 1915. Serial No. 47,679. (CI. 199—7.)

1. Ib a machine of the class described, the <-ombinatlon
of a plurality of forwardly and downwardly Inclined
magazines jointly mounted at different Inclinations, and
means for moving the forward and rear ends of the maga-
sines about different axes to bring any one of th^m into
certain operative register with cooperative parts of the
machine.

2. The combination of a plurality of Inclined. super-
Imposed, non parallel magazines, mounted in fixed relation
to each other ; and single actuating means for moving
the respective ends of the magazines about different axes
to bring any one of the magazines Into the proper oper-
ative angle and register.

8. In a machine of the linotype class, the (omMnatlon
of a movable magazine carrying frame, a plurality of in-
clined magazines mounte<l thereon : said magazines be-
ing spaced relatively far apart at their upper ends and
relatively close together at their lower ends, and means
for guiding and moving the upper and lower ends of the
inairailne carrying frame alwut different axes and through
arcs of different angles.

4. In a machine of the linotype class, in combination
with a plurality of Inclined matrix magailnes. a movable
carrying frames for said magazines, means for movlnf
the lower end of the carrying frame In a circular arc.
means for movinx the upper end of said frame through
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a drcolar arc of relatively smaller angle, a fixed stop for

the upper end of said frame In Its lower position, and
a»««B8 for the upper end of said frame to slide longitudi-

nally after reaching its stop to compensate (or excess
•OTCJnent of the lower end.

6. In a machine of the linotype class, in combioatlon
with a plurality of inclined raartlx magaxlnes. a movable
carrying frame for said magazines, means for moving the
lower end of the carrying frame In a circular arc about
an operative shaft, means for moving the upper end of

said frame through a circular arc of relatively smaller
amgle, a fixed stop for the upper end of said frame in

its lower position, and means to compensate for excess
Movement after the upper end of the frame has reactaeil

Its stop.

[Claim 6 not printed Lp the Gasette.)

the lever in one direction, and means of^erable by a trip
and connected to the other furcation of tbe lever and to

71 n/n nnn

1^2&,M4. DEHYDRATIN<; OB DRYING APPARATUS.
OnoBun KanoBBiCK Ht'MPBBiY, London, England, as-
signor to .\lliance Vegetable Company Limited, London,
England. Filed Sept. 20, 1916. SerUl No. 121,218.
(a. 34—39.)

1. Apparatus for dehydrating food stuffs, comprising
• pair of drying chambers, arranged back to back, heat-

ing chambers above and below said drying chambers, said

heating chambers having heaters therein, and communi-
cating with both of said drying ( hambers, an air inlet

duet communicating with the lower of said heating cbam-
t>er8. air outlet ducts communicating with said drying
chambers, and means for opening and' closing the com-
munications between the said beating chambers and said

drying chambers, whereby air Is led either through the

heating and drying chambers in series, or through one
bfatlng chamber and either of the drying cbaml>er8 only
while the other drying chamber is being recharged.

(Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Ciazette.]

1,225.636. RAILWAY SWITCH. Maxky Jackson, Top
penlsh. Wash. FUed July 18. 1916. SerUl No. 109,873.

(O. 104—24.)
1. In a switch raecbanlsm. fixed main and branch rails,

a pair of movable switch points, a bar plvotally connecting
the points for simultaneous movement, a lever pivoted
l)etween its ends, a link conne<tlng one end of the lever

to one of the switch points, a point throwing lever pivoted
to the other of said points, a second point-throwing lever

pivoted to a fixed main rail, and links connecting the
point-throwing levers to the first lever.

2. In s switch, fixed rails, a movable switch point asso
dated therewith, a lever pivoted t>etween its ends and
having one end furcated and one of its furcations con-

ne<'ted to tiie point, a stop for limiting the movement of

238 O. G.—37
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the opposite end of the latter for actuating the switch
point.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,636. MOTION-PICTURE MACHINE. Charlm
Pbancis Jenkins, Washington, D. C. Filed Mar. 20,
1913. Serial No. 765,752. (Cl. 88—18.)

-^

!LA-\j
l!\\--'

1. The combination with a source of liKht and means
for properly presenting the film In the path of the light

at a certain point, of a moving apertured shutter located

in free cooling air and In the patli of the light from its

source to said point.

2. The combination with a light, a condensing lens, and
a plate having an exposure aperture, of a rotary shutter
Interposed between said lens and exposure aperture and
forming the sole means of interrupting a light beam
passing from said lens to said aperture, said plate and
shutter being located In free cooling air.

1,22 6,68 7. TIFTH WHBBL OB COUPLING-! JEA*.
Charles Hiram Jbnkiss, Garfield. Wash. Filed J«ly
21, 1916. Serial No. 110,544. (Cl. 21—89.)

<4~

%r' l^ j^'

1. In a fifth wheel for vehicles, the combination of a
body supporting bolster, an axle bolster, a pair of circular

plates, one plate having a base for the body bolster at
a higher level than the upper face of said plate and hav-
ing flanges on opposite sides of said base for connection
to the body bolster, the other plate having an elongated
transverse boss connecting it to the axle bolster, a damp-
ing device for connecting the plates, said transverse boss
having extensions at each end wherein supporting bolts

are secured, said boss and snid base I>etweeD said flanges
actinjj as a spacing means to prevent the clamping device
from engaging either the axle bolster or body bolster, an
axle, and a stirrup bolting means connecting said axle
and the lower plate of said pair of plates with the axle
bolster Intervening.
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2. In a fifth wheel for vehicles, the combination of a
boily supporting bolwtfr. an axle bolstpr, a pair of circu-
lar plates (JifftTlng In dlauit-HT. one plate having a hase
for the body bolster at a higher level than the upper
face of said plate and having flanges on opposite sides of
said base for connection to the body bolster, the other
plate having an elongat<-d transverse boss for connecting
It to the axle bolster, a clamp separable into halves and
U-shaped in section for connecting the plates together,
said clamp p«'rforming the functions of a king-pin. said
transverse Ik>88 having extensions at t>ach end wherein
supporting bolts are secured, said boss and said base be-
tween said flanges acting as a spacing means to prevent
the clamp from engaging either the axle bolster or body
bolster.

1.225.638. FLY-TRAP. Albbbt S. Jmnioan, Cheyenne,
Okla.. asRignor of one-fourth to J. h. M. Curry and A. J.
Smith, Cheyenne, Okln. Filed Dec. 8, 1915. Serial No.
05,784. (01. 43—32.)

- Vrf

!-»k!i.«

A fly trap comprising a lower receptacle of sahatan-
tially rectangular formation, a motor mounted In said
receptacle, an upper rectangular receptacle having an
opened front, a partition arranged diagonally in said
upper receptacle and positioned inward of said opened
front and ending short of the top of the lower receptacle
and spaced from the rear wall forming an outlet opening,
a cage removably supported on the top of said upper re-

ceptacle having an opening registering with said outlet
opening, a disk rotatably mounted on said motor and
positioned partially Inside and outside of said diagonal
partition, a door hlngedly connected to the front edge of
sad diagonal partition for permitting access to the Inte-

rior of said upper receptacle, and a brush secured to the
free edge of said door and partially overlying the same
for engagement with said disk for the purpose specified.

1,225,639. METHOD AND MEANS OF VOLTAGE CON-
TROL. SviND E. JouA.N.NKSi.N, Ptttsfleld, Msss., as-
signor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of
New York. Filed Jan. 3, 1913. Serial No. 740.003.
tCL 171—119.)

—wwiAJ

1. The method of controlling the resultant voltage Im-
pressed on a circuit having a load connected thereto which
consists In providing electromotive forces Inducing other
electromotive forces In the load circuit by means of said
first mentioned electromotive forces, and changing the
relative phase relation of the flrst mentioned electro-
motive forces and the ratio of transformation between

one of said Induced electromotive forces and its indac-
ing electromotive force as the load changes.

2. The method of maintaining constant the current
produceil in a circuit by a plurality of component electro-

motive forces, which consists in maintaining the value*
of the component electromotive forces substantially con-
stant and varying the relative phase relation between
two of the components to compensate for tendencies
toward change of current.

.^. The metho<i of maintaining conntant the current
produced In a fircuit by a plurality of component electro-
motive forces, which consists in maintainlDg two of such
component ele<troraotlTP forces substantially equal in

value and varying the<r phase relation to compensate for
tendencies toward change of current.

4. The method of maintaining constant the current pro-
duced by a plurality of component electromotive forces
in a circuit having a load connected thereto. whl< h con-
sists in partially regulating the voltage by varying the
phase angle between two comiK>nents and partially by
controlling the relation of the values of the components
as the load changes to compensate for tendencies toward
change of current.

5. The method of maintaining constant the current
produced by a plurality of component electromotive forces
in a clrt'ult having a load connected thereto, which con-
sists in providing electromotive forces, inducing electro-

motive forces in the load circuit by means of the flrst

mentioned electromotive forces and changing the rela-

tive phase relation of the flrst mentioned electromotive
forces and the ratio of transformation between one of
said Induced electromotive forces and Its inducing elec-

tromotive force as the load changes to compensate for
tendencies toward change of current.

(Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gasette.J

1.225,640. BKAB-SIGHT BOLT-ACTION MILITARY
ARM. Thomas C. Johxbon, New Haven, Conn., as-

signor to Winchester Repeating .\rms Co., New Haven,
Conn., a Corporation. Filed Feb. 23, 1917. Serial Na
150,519. (CI. 42—16.)

In a bolt-action military arm. the combination with a
receiver having an upwardly and laterally extending
cartridge-charging and cartrldge-ejectlnf opening, a
transverse undercut groove formed in its top to the rear

of the said opening and also having its left hand wall ex-

tended rearwardly to form a sight-base support ; of •
sight having its base formed upon the lower face of its

forward end with a transverse dovetail rib to enter the
said groove, and the said ba<«e being extended rearwardly
to overhang the rear en<l of the receiver and to rent upon
the said rearwardly extended sight-base support.

1.225.641. MILLINERY CABINET. LuCT B. JoxM,
Chattanooga. Tenn. Filed Oct. 23, 1916. Serial No.
57.519. (G. 211—16.)
A cnblnet tabic comprising a top, legs supporting said

top. a plurality of frames between and supporting ths
said legs. ea( h frame having an opening, and a door ia
each frame hinge«l to swing in a lateral direction and Inde-
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pendently of the doors of the other frames, said doors
carrying jpparel holding meauR whereby apparel carried

thereby may be concealed beneath the table and supported
on said means when the door is closed.

means for securing said parts at the upper ends of said
supports.

4. A folding easel comprising two elements adapted to
cooperatively support an object In a slanting position
upon a surface and each composed of a triangularly bent
strap provlde«l at lt« upper corner with an extension for
the attachment of a copyholder, straps connecting said
elements and cooperatively arranged to permit of tbo
latter being moved toward and from each other, a copy-
holder composed of two members provided with means for
the suspension of a copy, and means for detachably secur-
ing said members separately to the extensions of aald
elements.

1.225.643. ELECTRIC GA8-ENOINE-STARTINQ AND
BATTERY-CHARGING SYSTEM. Heinrich H. M.
KAM.VEttHorif. Orange, N. J. Filed Oct. 14, 1914.
Serial No. 800.622. (CI. 171—316.)

1,225.642. FOLDING EASEL. William O. A. Joifia,
Denver, Colo. Filed Nov. 3, 1915. Serial No. 69,868. j

(CI. 45—129.)

n^' #

1. A folding easel comprising a pair of adjustably con-
nected supports each Including a sole member, a slanting
member, means on the last mentioned member for the sup-
port of a sketch pad or the like, and between said mem-
bers, a connection adapted to engage the forward edge of
« paint box supported upon the sole members of the said
supports, and fingers adjustably connected with the slant-
ing members of the supports, to be placed in engagement
with a paint-box supported upon the sole members of the
same, for the purpose specified.

2. A folding easel comprising a pair of adjustably con-
nected supports each including n slanting member for the
support of a sketch-pad or the like, the said slanting
members being notched for the attachment of rests at
different elevations, rests having detents to enter the
notches of the slanting members of the supports, and
sliding sleeves for securing the rests in their adjusted
positions on the slanting members.

8. A folding easel comprising a pair of supports each
including a sole member and a member slanting with rela-
tion thereto, a connection between said supports, adapted

,

to permit of their l>elng moved apart or closed together,
rests on the slanting members of the support, adapted to

\

conjointly support a sketch pad or the like, a copy holder ,

composed of two cooperative parts provided with means I

for the suspension of a copy above the supports, and

1. The combination of an engine to be started, a shaft
divided into two sections, means connecting one section of
the shaft to the engine, a dynamo electric machine con-
nected with the other section of the shaft, a clutch for
operatlvely connecting the shaft sections, spring means
operating on the clutch, a battery connected with the
dynamo electric machine, a magnet connected with the
battery and dynamo electric machine and operatlvely re-
lated to the clutch for controlling the driving relation of
the shaft sections, a starting switch in circuit with the
magnet, a solenoid responsive to current generated by the
dynamo electric machine after the engine has started and
drives the said machine, and a switch controlled by the
solenoid for controlling the circuit connections between
the dynamo electric machine and battery and the electro-
magnet.

2. The combination of an engine to be sUrted. a dynamo
electric machine adapted to operate as a motor for sUrt-
Ing the engine and adapted to be operated as a generator
by the engine, clutch elements for connecting the said
machine with the engine, yielding means for Influencing
the driving engagement of the clutch elements, electrical
means cooperating with said yielding means to control
the driving engagement of the clutch elements, a sonrc*
of current for the motor, a starting switch for connecting
the said electrical means and motor with the said scarce
a switch for cutting out the starting switch and electrical'
means from the circuit of the said source, and means
responsive to the voltage generated by the said machine
when driven by the engine for operating the last-mentioned
switch.

3. The combination of an engine to be started, a dynamo
electric machine adapted to act as a motor to start the
engine and as a generator when driven by the engine
connecting means between the engine and machine and
including clutch elements, yielding means for forcing the
clutch elements together, electrical means for aHlatiac
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the Haiti .rt«l<Ilng n)<>anK, n nonrve ot <-urr«it for the said
niaohlne. a startloK switch for connecting the said M>arr«
with the motor and for ronaectlnR the aald electrical
meanH In circuit with the mource. and a circuit f^ntroUer
for catting the said electrical nieanH an<i sUrtlng switch
out of circuit when the said machine operates as a gen-
erator and for connectinx the said machine with the Mid
iMJHrce for charging the Kani»-. said circuit controller in-

dutliiiK a winding rexptm.tire to the voltage of the said
machine when operatln;; as a generator.

1,225.644. Al TOMOHILK LII-TINc; JACK APPARA-
TUS. Emelia p. KA.fDLBiNDEH. «prlngfleld. 111. Filed
Aug. 17, 1916. Serial No. 115.550. (Cl. 254—86.)

-kr-^

E r

An automobile Jack coniprlttln'; hangcnt and means for

clamping the same against the adjacent etlgeH of the
forward and rear axles of a vehicle, each hanger having a

yoke which is recessed, the opposite walls of the recess

provided with registering apertures, a threade<l shaft

mounted In said apertures and a key for holding the shaft
from rotation, a caster wh«<*l secured to the bottom of

each shaft, a sprocket wheel with a lentral opening hav-

ing interior threads, said wheel Journaled upon the

threaded shaft within the recesa of said yoke, a sprocket
chain passing about the several sprocket wheels, and a
driving sprocket wheel In engagement with the sprocket

chain and having a driving handle, as set forth.

1,225,645. SALT - HOLDING DEVICE FOR ANIMALS.
W1LX.IAU J. KcKNBDV, Fairfield. Iowa. Fiied May 17,
1916. Serial No. 98,132. (CL 119—52.)

1. In a device of the class descrllted, a container having
reduced opening in one side, and a bottom niemt»er for

aid container and in. llneil to tht> transverse plane of the

•ame having a trough shajHMl txtenslnn projecting throush
naid opening, the bottom of the trough merging without
rthstruction Into the bottom meinl>er.

2. In a device of the class described, a container having
a retluced opening in one side, and a bottom member for

aald container having a trough-shaped extension project

Ing through said opening, said lH)ttom member and the
bottom of the trough shaped e.Ttensinn l»elng Incllneil to

the transverse plane of the container and merging one
Into the other, and a guard member rising from the Iwttom
menSer and bearing against the inner face of the shell.

1.225,046. PERISCOPE. William Emil Kmslhi. Jer-
sey City, N. J. Filed Sept. 80. 1916. Sertal No. 123.181.
(Cl. 88— 1.)

/»-

1. In a periscope, a tube, ail objertlve ieoi movable lon-
gitudinally within the periscope tube from its normal posi-
tion to a position permitting access thereto for cleaning or
repair, and means for causing such movement.

2. In a periscope, a tube, an objective lens movable lon-

gitudinally within the periscope tube from its normal
position to a position permitting access thereto for clean-
ing or repair, and means for causing said movement, aald
means automatically retaining said lens in its adjusted
position.

3. In a periscope, a tube, an objective lens therewlthin,
means for moving the lens longitudinally within the perl-

scope tube from its normal position therewlthin to a poal-

lion p.Tmlttlng acn ss to the len?4 for cleaning or repair
and means for guiding the lens during such movement.

4. In a periscope, a tube, an objective lens adapted for

movement longitudinally within thi- periscope tut)e, means
for guiding the tens In such movement, and means for

moving the lens along Its guitJc said moving means acting
automatically to retain the said lens In adjusted position.

5. In a periscope, guide-ways extending longitudinally

within the tube, an objective lens, a casing for said lens

mounted for movement between the guides, and means for

moving said lens casing and lens from Its nornoal i>08ltlon,

to a position permitting acceas thereto for cleaning or

repair.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,647. AUTOMATIC LAMPLKJUTER. Robebt L.

Kino, Yancy Mills, Mo. Flle<l July 21, 1916. Serial

.No, 110,566. (Cl. 67—10.1.)

In combination, a lamp burner including a wick tube
and a wick therein, of a pair of relatively spaced earn
"truck up from the burner, a casing pivoted to said ears, a
spring arm secured to the wick tul>e and engaging the
casing for supporting it In (larallel sllnement therewith, a
piece of pyrophorlc material slida,ble in said casing, a
spring posltloneil In said casing for urging the pyrophorlc
material upwardly therein, a pair of relatively spaced
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•tandarda aemred to the burner and extending parallel

with the casing, n transverse shaft Journaled in said stand-

ards, an Igniting wheel semrcil to the shaft and in engage
ment with the pyrophorlc material, clutch elements car

ried by the shaft, a spring for normally holding the clutch
elensentB in engagement with each other, a gear carried by
one of the clutch elements, a lever pivoted to the spring

arm, a rack bar formed on said lever and In mesh with the

gear, and means for rocking the lever to rotate the ignit-

ing wheel.

1,225,648. TEMPERATURE SIGNAL FO9 STACKS. WiU
LiAu R. Kleckxeh, Cowell. Cal. Filed Mar. 16, 1916.

Serial No. 84.588. (Cl. 236—6.)

1. Id a device of the class descril>ed, n tubular member
open longitudinally, means for rigidly securing one end of

said tubular member, an arm assoclatt^ with the other

end of said member, a first-class lever having one end

thereof connected to said arm, and an expansible rod
within the tnbular member adapted to be exposed to heat
through the gap of the tnbular member, one end of said

rod being connected to the other^d of the flrat-class lever.

2. In a device of the class described, an expansible

tubular member open longitudinally, means for securing
one end of said tubular member, a rigid arm extending

from the other end of said tubular member, A first-class

lever having one end thereof In pivotal connection with
said arm. an expansion rotl within said tubular meml>er
and having one end thereof connected to the other end of

aid first-class lever, and transverse members bridging the

longitudinal opening of the tubular member adapted to

support the expansion rod. said expansion rod being
accessible to heat through the longitudinal <>p>enlng In salo

tubular member.
8. IQ combination with a stack, an expansible tutmlar

member having a longitudinal gap whereby in cross section

the tubular memt>er has substantially the shape of a horse-

shoe, said tubular nienit>er projecting through the end of

the stark, means for securing one projecting end of said

tubular member to the stack, an arm extending from the

other projecting end of the tubular meml»er, a lever of the
first class having Its fulcrum secured to the stack, one end
of said lever being In pivotal connection with the arm. an
expansion rod passing through the tubular member and
having one end thereof In communication with the other
end of said lever, and transverse members bridging the
gap of said tnbular member and forming supporting means
for the rod In the tubular member.

1,225,649. COATING-MACHINE. Alfbed L, Kbonqueet,
ChlcEffo, 111., assignor to Continental Can Company,
Inc., Syracuse, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 139,638, (Cl. 91—51.)

1. A coating machine for cans, inclnding in combina-

tion, a series of radially disposed coating rolls arranged
to simultaneously engage and coat the end fiange of the

can t>ody.

2. A coating machine for cans, including In combina-
tion, a tank adapted to contain coating material, a series

of radially disposed coating rolls located in said tank and
extending above the surface of the sealing material, said

rolls being shaped and disposed so as to simultaneously
engage and support and coat the end flange of a can body.

4. A coating machine for <'ans. including in combina-
tion, a tank, a vertical shaft extending into the tank, a

support carried thereby, a series of cone-abaped rolls

mounted on the support and having their upper faces lo-

cated in a horizontal plane, a gear carried by each coat-

ing roll, a fixed rack engaging the gears for rotating tb«
rolls as the support rotates.

[Claim 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,650. MOLD FOR MAKING PIG-TROUGHS. JoHif
Krg.nseb, Appleton, Wis. Filed Jan. 27. 1917. Serial
No. 144,907. (Cl. 25—121.)

2=
JO Je IT
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1. A trough mold including a bottom of rectangular
configuration, end walls hinged thereto with the lower
edges thereof resting upon the upper face of the bottom.
Inward extensions carried by the opposite ends of the end
walls with the Inner faces thereof engaging the outer
side edges of the bottom, bodily removable sides for the
mold, each side having an angular extension projecting
in the same direction, the outer faces of the angular ex-
tensions being perpendicular to the mold bottom, the In-

ner faces of the side walls converging downwardly, the
perpendicular outer faces of the extensions adapted to
lie Juxtaposed to the inner faces of the end wall exten-
sions, metallic angle straps fixed to the side walls and
adapted to engage the end wall extensions to clamp the
parts in operative i>osltion, and a central core within the
mold.

2. A trough mold Including a bottom, end walls hiaged
thereto, Inward extensions carried by the opposite and*
of the end walls, bodily removable sidea for the mold,
each side having an angular extension projecting In tb«
same direction, the inner faces of the side walls converg-
ing downwardly, the outer faces of the extensions adapt-
•hI to He Juxtaposed to the inner faces of the end wall
extensions, straps adapted to clamp the parts in opera-
tive position, and a central core within the mold.

3. A trough mold comprising a bottom, end wall*
hinged thereto, inward extensions carried by the end
walls and positioned laterally of the sides of the bottom,
side members having angular extensions positioBed OB
the mold bottom with the outer sides of the exteasloiM
engaging the end wall extensions In a manner to preaeat
rectangular pockets at opposite ends of the mold, and a
V-shaped central core removably positioned therein.

4. \ mold comprising a bottom, end walls hinged there-
to and side walls operatively aHso<'lated with the end walls
and lK>dily removable from the mold, the end walls being
wider than the distance l)etween the side walls and spaced
therefrom, means extending between the side and end
walls, and means for securing the side walla in engaga-
ment with the last named means.

5. A mold Including a bottom, end walls and side walls,
one set of walls being hinged to the bottom and the outer
set of walls being liKmely supported thereon aiKl bodilj
removable therefrom, the end wails being wider than the
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distance between the side walla and spaced there from,
means extending between the side and end walls, means tor

clamping the parts together, and one set of walls adapt-
ed to be moved relative to the bottom to permit move-
ment of the other set of walls when the plastic material
la set In the mold.

1,225,651. ENGINE SUPPORTING DEVICE. William
O. Kkodsi, Wyoming. Iowa. Filed Apr. 3, 1916. Se-
rial No. 88,638. (CI. 29—89.)

1. In a testing frame for Internal rombu«tion engines,
a base, standards thereon, a supporting frame on said

standards, means for rotating the frame Including a pair
of sections mounted on said standards, a casing formed
by aald sections, a gear wheel rotatably mounted In the
casing, an operating shaft, a worm gear mounted on the
end of said shaft meshing with the gear wheel, and the
aid supporting frame being rigidly connected to the aald
gear wheel for a purpose specified.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.225,652. SHUTTER OPERATING ATTACHMENT FOR
CAMERAS. Thbodohb KRCcaa. Peoria, 111. Piled
Apr. 1, 1916. Serial No. 88,312. (Cl. 74—98.)

J?*
/r*

3k-

1. In a shutter operatlnt; attachment for cameras, a
casing, an .-lectromagnet within the casing, a spring
pressed arm carried by the casing, one end of said arm
b«lng arranged* to project out of the casing, a spring
pressed trigger for normally holding said arm against the
tension of the spring, said trigger having an armature,
and a flexible connection between said spring pressed arm
and th« shutter arm.

2. In a shutter operating attachment for cameras, a
casing, a magnet disposed within the casing, an arm plv-
otally mounted within the casing and arranged to extend
outside the casing, a second arm rigidly connected with
aid flrat-mentloned arm, a spring for exerting a tension
on said second-mentioned arm, a pivotally mounted trig-

ger having an armature disposed in close relation to the
core of the magnet, one end of said trigger being ar-
ranged to extend In the path of said flrst-mentioned arm,
and a spring for holding said trigger normally in the
path of said flrat-mentloned arm.

3. In a shutter operating attachment for cameras, a
casing, a magnet disposed within the casing, an arm piv-
otally mounted within the casing and arranged to extend
outside the casing, a second arm rigidly connected with
aid flrst-mentloned arm. a spring for exerting a tension
on said second-men tloneil arm. a pivotally mountwl trig-

ger having an armature disposed In close relation to the
core of the magnet, one end of said trigger being ar-
ranged to extend In the path of said flrst-mentioned arm.
a spring for holding said trigger normally In the path of

said flrst-mentloned arm. and adjustable means for at-
taching said casing to the camera.

4. In a shutter operating attachment for cameras, a
casing, a magnet disposed within the casing, an arm piv-

otally mounted within the rasing and arranged to extend
outside the casing, a second arm rigidly connected with
said flrst-mentioned arm, a spring for exerting a tension
on said second mentioned arm. a pivotally mounted trig

ger having an armature disposed In dose relation to the
core of the magnet, one end of said trigger being ar-
ranged to extend In the path of said first mentioned arm.
a spring for holding said trigger normally in the path of
said flrst-mentloned arm, adjustable means for attaching
said casing to the intmera, and flexible connections be-

tween said flrst-mentloned arm and the shutter urm of the
camera.

1,225,653. BOTTLE WASHING MACHINE TadicsB
Ja.v Laiipi. Warsaw. Russia. Flle<l Mar. 9, 1914, Se-
rial No. 823.514. (Cl. 141—7.)

tr MM**"
I iiiiiiw-e^-^

1. In a bottle washing machine, the combination of a
liquid holding receptacle, a shaft mounted therein, inner
and outer revoluble members mounted on said shaft, each
of said members being provided with spaced bottle engag-
ing elements, spirally formed means intermediate the
spaced revoluble memt>er» and relatively stationary with
respect thereto, said spiral means being adapted to engage
the bottJea and to caaae movement thereof loagltudlnally
of the receptacle upon actuation of the rerolable means
aforeaald.

2. In a bottle-washing machine the combination of a
cylindrical trough, adapted to be filled with a cleansing
liquid, a shaft rotatably mounted therein, two cylinders
rotatably arranged within the trough, the one cylinder
lying within the other and l)elng provided with external
axially extending and radially disposed vanes, the outer
cylinder being provided with Internal axlally extending
and radially disposed vanes lying in radial line with the
vanes of the Inner cylinder, a stationary worm between
the two sets of vanes, and means adapted to rotate the
two cylinders correspondingly and with the same velocity.

3. In a bottle washing machine the combination of a
cylindrical trough, adapted to be fliled with a cleansing
liquid, a shaft rotatably mounted therein, two cylinders,
the one being rotatably mounted on the aald shaft, the
other being rntatal>ly mounted on projecting hubs of
the said trough, the cylinders lying one within the other,
the inner cylinder being provided with external axlally
extending and radially disposed vanes, the outer cylinder
being provl(le<I with Internal axlally extending and ra-

dially disposed vanes lying in radial line with the vanes
of the Inner cylinder, a stationary worm between the two
seta of vanes, the worm l)eing fixed to the said hubs of the
aald casing, and means adapted to rotate the two cylin-

ders correspondingly and with the same velocity.

4. In a bottle-washing machine, the combination of a
cyliudrica! trough, adapted to be fliled with a cleansing
liquid, a shaft rotatably mounted therein, two cylinders,

the one being rotatably mounted on the said shaft, the
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other l>«lng rotatably mounted on projecting hubs of the
aalil trough, the cylinders lying one within the other, the
Inner cylinder being provide<l with external axlally ex-
tending and radially dlsp4>.s4il vane.s, the outer cylinder
being provlde<l with Internal axially extending and radi-
ally disposed vanes lying in radial line with the vanes
of the Inner cylinder, a stationary worm l»etween the
two seta of vanes, the worm being fixed to the said hubs
of the said caxlng, and means adapted to rotate the two
cylinders correspondinglv with the same velocity, the
Inner cylinder being driven liy directly rotating the t^aft.
and the outer I elng provided with teeth engagtMl by a
member positively connected with the driving means
actuating the aald shaft.

1.226,654. ADDING MACHINE Harry Landsikdel,
Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The Dalton Adding Ma-
chine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of
Ohio. Filed Feb. 28, 1916. Serial No. 80,941. (Cl.
2«6—60.)

1. In an adding machine. dlffereBtlal mechanism com-
prising transverse series of longitudinally movalde stop
pins, a resilient supporting device adjacent to each series

of [ilna, a series of resilient arms carried by said sup-

porting device, and projections on said pins engaging
said arms.

-*. In an adding machine, differential mechanism com-
prlKlng series of longitudinally movable stop pins, a resili-

ent sup|M>rt adjacent to each series of pins, resilient

arm: extending from said supp<»rt, and projections on said
arms engaging said pins, whereby said arms will retain
said pins in their lower position.

.1. In an adding machine, differential mechanism com-
prising series of longitudinally movable stop pins, a
resilient support adjacent to each series of pins, resilient
arm<< extending from said support, and projections on
aald arms engaging said pins, whereby said arms will re-

tain aald pins In their upper positions.

4. In an adding machine, differential mechanism com-
prKing series of longitudinally movable stop pins, a
resilient support adjacent to each series of pins, resilient
arms extending from said support, and projections on
aald arms engaging said pln». whereby said arms will re-

tain aald pins in their lower and upper positions.

6. In an adding machine, differential mechanism com-
prising a carriage having upper and lower wall plates,
series of vertically movable stop pins carried by said
plates, means for limiting upward and downward move-
ment of said pins, a resilient support adjacent to each
eriea of pins, and resilient arms on said support engag-
ing and retaining said pins in their lower positions.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printefl in the (iazette.]

1,226.655. ADDING AND RECORDING MACHINE.
Harry Landsibdel, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to The
Dalton Adding Machine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. Filed Apr. 17, 1916. Serial No.
91,766. (Cl. 285—^8.)
1. In an adding machine, the combination of type-

carriers, spring actuated hammers for driving- the type
on said type-carriers to print, a rock shaft, mechanism
for positioning said type-carriers for printing as an inci-

dent to the rocking of said shaft In one direction, nnd
me< liaalsm for operating said hammers to drive the type
controlled by said rock shaft and arrangetl to operate
during the initial movement of said rock shaft toward

Its starting point after said type-carriers have been posi-
tioned.

2. In an adding and recor«llng machine, type-carriers
movable to and from recording position, hammers for
driving the type on said type-carriers to print. a<-tuators
for said hammers, a rock shaft, automatic mechanism for
moving said type-carriers to and holding them in record-
ing position while said rock shaft Is moving In one di-
rection, and mechanl;<ni, controlle<l by said rock shaft dur-
ing the initial portion of Its movement to Its starting
point after said type-carriers have been positioned, for
operating said actuators to drive the type to print.

5. In an adding and recording machine, the combination
of type-carriers movable to and from recording position,
differential mechanism for stopping said type-carriers in
recording position, a rock shaft, means f<jr moving said
type-carriers to re<ording position as an Incident to the
rocking of said shaft In one direction from Its starting
point, hammers for cooperating with the type to print,
actuators for said hammers, releasable couplings for con-
necting said actuators and hamujers, and mechanism con-
trolled by said rock shaft J»r operating said hammers to
cooperate with the type after nald rock shaft has <om-
pleted Its movement In one direction and has started on
its movement In the opposite direction toward Its starting
point.

4. In an adding and recording machine, the combina-
tion of type carriers, dlfferpntial mechanism for stopping
said type-carriers, a rock shaft, actuators for said type-
carriers, means controlled by said rock shaft to enable
said actuators to move said type-carriers to recording po-
sition during the movement of said rock shaft from Its

starting point, hammers for coiiperatlng with the type te
print, a pivote«l actuator for each of aald hammera, •
spring for operating each actuator, means preventing op-
eration of said actuators and said hammers while said
rock shaft Is moving from its starting point, and means
controlled by said rock shaft for enabling said actuators
to operate said hammers during the movement of said
rock shaft toward its starting point after said type-
carriers have become stationary.

6. In an adding and recording machine, the combina-
tion with type-carriers, a rock shaft, mechanism con-
trolled by said shaft for moving said type-carriers to re-

cording position while said rock shaft is moving from Its

starting point, an<l mechanism for stopping said type-
carriers In recording position during the movement of
said ro<>k shaft from Its starting point, of hammers for
cooperating with said type-carriers to print, couplings
for said hammers, means operated by said type-carriers
for connecting said couplings with said hammers, and
mechanism controlle*! by said rock shaft for operating
couplings and thenrt»y said hammers after said type-
carriers have stopped and during the movement of said
rock shaft toward Its starting point.

[Claims 6 to 66 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1.225,e56. ADDING AND RECORDING MACHINE.
Habby Landsibdbl, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The
DaltoD Adding Machine Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. Filed Apr. 28. 1916. Serial No.

94,226. (CI. 230—60.)

1. In an adding and recording machine, a movable sup-

port, serifs of differential stops mounted In said support,

stop setting elements, mechanism for moving said atop

setting elements to position in allnement with .nald itopa,

mechanism for moving said support to engage stops

therein with the setting •lements positioned as aforesaid,

magazines for receiving said stops, and means for ac-

tuating said stops Into said magaslnes

2. In an adding and recording machine, a serlea of

stops for each of several digits, stop setting elements for

the stops of fach digit, means for supporting the stop

setting elements corresponding to each digit separate from

the elements corresponding to the other digits, mecha-

nlam for selecting and moving said elements from their

supports and positioning them In allnement with the

stops, a movable support In which said stops arc mounted,

and means for moving said support to engage the stop

setting elements In allnement therewith.

3. In an adding and recording machine, the combina-

tion with a number of positioning devices and correspond-

iDf respectively to each of several digits, an actuator for

operating said devices slmaltaneonsly, a series of atop

setting lements under control of each of said devices,

and optional means for placing said elements under con

trol of said devices, of a movable support, stops In said

support, and means for moving said support to engage

stops therein with the elements which iMd been posi-

tloaed by said devices.

4. In an adding and recording machine, the combina-

tion of positioning devices corresponding respectively to

each of several digits, a series of parts adapted to be

posltlone<1 by each of said devices, means for supporting

said parts out of control of said devices, means for placing

said parts selectively under control of said devices, an
arttutor for operating said devices to move the parts coo

trolled thereby to »plecte<1 positions, series of differential

stops, and mechanism for setting those of said stops

which correspond to the parts positioned by said devices.

6. In an adding and recording machine, the combina-

tion of positioning devices corresponding respectively to

each of several digits, a series of stop aetttag eletnents

adapted to b« positioned to represent numbers, means
for supporting said elements out of control of said devlcea,

means for selectively placing said elements under control

of said devices.* an actuator for operating said devices to

move said elements to position to represent numbers, dif-

ferential stops adapted to be set to represent numbers, a
movable support for said stops, and means for actuating

said STipport to engage stops therein with the stop setting

elements positioned as aforesaid.

[Claims 8 to 21 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,225.(W7 SHOB-SUPPORT (HABLBg .T. T.a'to. Law
renceburg, Ind. Filed July 29, 1916. 8«rlal No.

112,051. (CI. 211—14.)
1. A shoe support Indudlng a body plate having the

upper portion thereof offset and extended vertically, and

a flexible bhoe-en gaging memt)«r secured to said body plate

and adapted to embrace the beel of a shoe, to secure tlie

latter in position upon the body plate.

2. A shoe support Including a body plate having the

upper portion offset and extended vertically for engaginf
the heel of a shoe to support the latter in an elevated poal-

tion. and elastic bands carried by said body plate, one of

said bands being adapted to engage the heel of a shoe to

secure the latter upon the offset portion of the body plate

and the other band being adapted to engage the vamp of

the shoe to secure the latter against the front of the bodj

plate.

3. A shoe support Including a body pUte having the

upper portion offset for engaging the beef of a shoe to sap-

port the latter, and a flexible member carried by the body

plate adapted to embrace the shoe beel and retain the

latter in position upon the plate.

1,225.658. REEL. Edwi.n V. LAW«»NCn, Brookfleld,

Mass., assignor to Ideal Coated Paper Co.. Brookfleld,

Mass.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Jane 29.

1915. Serial No. 87.113. Renewed Apr. 9, 1917. SerlAl

No. 160.896. (CI. 242—107.)

1. A reel of the class described comprising side plates,

a spladle carried by said side plates, a spool frictlonally

held between said side plates, a bead rotatably carried by
said spindle, n pawl yteldably carried by said bead en-

gaging said spool, a spring connecting said bead and eae
side member, and means for regulating the frictloaal con-

tact of said side plataa, spool and bead.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1,226,«>9. CULTIVATOR SnOVEL. Vai.bxtim D. Law
BiifCB. Nemaha, Nebr. Filed May 8, 1916. BeHal No.

96,1T2. (CI. 97—13.)

z«

2. A cultivator shovel comprising a blade having a cut-

ting edge, and a conical shaped receiving portion, a sup-

port, a standard depending from the support and plvotally

connected with said receiving portion, a lever fulcrumed

on said support, and a rod connecting the lever with said

receiving portion whereby the shovel Ls placed In different

inclinations with respect to the surface.

8. A coltlrator afaovel comprising a blade, and a conical

ahaped receiving portion thereon, said blade being detach-

able from said member, a support, a standard for sus-

pending the shovel from the support, a pivotal connection

between tbe standard and said shovel, a lever pivoted on

aald support, a rod connecting the lever with the shovel

whereby the latter Is placed in different inclinations with

reapect to the surface for the purpose specifled.

(Claim 1 not printed in the Gazetta]

1,226.660. MULE STOP-MOTION. ABTHiB Randolph
La than, Dover, N. H. Filed May 28, 1915. Serial No.

80.974. (CI. 64—4.)

1. The combination with means for operating a shipper

lcT«r Including a shaft having an arm, a spring for auto-

matically rotating the 8al<l shaft, a latch normally en-

gaging the arm for holding the shaft against rotation

and tbe said means out of operation, and means adapted to

be held normally against movement by the opposite flights

of a draft rope, the last mentioned means when released

l>elnK arrange<l to move tbe latch out of engagement with

tbe said arm to permit the said shaft to rotate.

2. The combination with mechanism for automatically

opersting a shipper lever including a spring actuated shaft

having an arm, a pivoted latch provided with means for

engaging the arm to hold the shaft against rotation and

the shipper lever against movement, a pair of separate

levers arranged to engage the said latch to release the

arm and spaced means connected with the levers and held

aK«lnHt movement by the opposite flights of a draft rope

for actuating the said pair of levers to release the latch

when the draft rope breaks.

3. The combination with mechanism for automatically

actuating a shipper lever Including a shaft having an arm,

a spring for automatically rotating the said shaft, of a

latch provided with means for engaging the arm, a lever

arranged to swing the latch out of engag«>ment with the

arm. a spring for actuating,the lever, means for connect-

ing the lever with one of the flights of the draft rope for

holding the lever normally against movement, and auto-

matically operable means normally maintained in an inop-

erative position by the other flight or stretch of the draft

rope for actuating the latch to release the said arm.

4, The combination with means for automatically ac-

tuating a shipper lever Including a rotary spring actuated

shaft having an arm. a plvotally mounted latch provided

with means for engaging the arm. a cam arranged to move

the latch out of such engagement, a crank shaft provided

with means for engaging one of the flights or stretches of

a draft rop<' and having a crank arm, a sprin^ for actuat-

ing the crank shaft, a rock shaft, means for connecting

the rock shaft with the cam, and a rod extending from the

rock shaft and having an opening engaged Ny the said

crank.

6. The combination of mechanism for automatically ac-

tuating a shipper lever including a spring actuated shaft

provided with an arm, a plvotally mounted approximately

L-shaped latch provldeil at one of Its arms with a hook

for engaging the said arm of the said shaft for holding

the shipper lever against movement, the other arm of the

latch being provided with lateral projections, a cam ar-

range<l to engage one of the projections and located at one

side of the latch, a lever located at the other side of the

latch and arranged to engage one of the said projections

to trip the latch, said lever being provided with means for

engaging one of the flights or stretches of a draft rope and

means connected with the cam for engaging the other

flight or stretch of tbe draft rope.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 225,661. TAG-HOLDER. John E. Lbavitt, Stongbton,
'

Mass. Filed May 24, 1915. Serial No. 29,972. (CL

40—16.)

A tag holder having. In combination, a piece of sheet

material having Its edges l>ent backwardly to form groove*

adapted to hold a tag, a fastener comprising a wire bent

to form a cross-bar with a coll at each end thereof,

prongs extending substantially at right angles to aald

cross-bar from said colls, two tongues on said sheet nm-

terial and projecting through said colls for securing said

fastener and two other tongues on said sheel material

and adjacent the points of said prongs and arranged to

engage the ends of said prongs.

1,225,662. SUBMERSIBLE VESSEL. ALBSBT JOKM
Frbi>brick Ln, West Ealing. England. Filed Mar. S,

1917. Serial No. 153,452. (CI. 114—0.6.)

1. A submersible vessel, the croae section of wbtck
amidships has approximately tbe form of an inverted U,

and a second vessel housed between tbe sides and bottom
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plating of the outer veaMl and •eparated from It by a
cu8hloD of air.

2. A submersible Tenel, the cross section of which
aml«l8hlp8 has approximately the form of an inverted U.
the limbs of which are divided Into water tight compart-
ments, means for fllUnK these compartments with water
ballast and for emptying the compartments, and a second
Teasel housed between the sides and bottom plating of
the outer vessel and separated from It hy a cushion of
air.

3. A submersible vessel, the croaa section of which
amidships has approximately the form of an inverted U,
a second vessel housed between the sides and bottom
plating of the outer vessel and separateil from it by a
cushion of air, Internal combustion engines provided In
one of the said vessels for propulsion and means for sup-
plying the engines with air for combustion from the air
cushion between the vessels.

4. A submersible vessel, the cross section of which
amidships has approximately the form of an lnverte<l U.
a second vessel housed between the sides and bottom
pUtlng of the outer vessel and separated from it by a
cushion of air, air compressors for supplying air as re-
quired to the said air cushion and means for obtaining
this supplementary supply of air from above the surface
of the water.

5. A submersible vessel, the cross section of which
amidships has approximately the form of an Inverted U,
a second vessel housed between the sides and bottom plat-
ing of the outer vessel and separated from it by a cushion
of air, air compressors for supplying air as required to
the said air cushion, and a swiveling tube connected to
a float resting on the surface of the water for obtaining
this supplementary supply of air.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the (Gazette.]

1,226,663. LAPPET AND THREAD-GUIDE FOR SPIN
NING AND LIKE MACHINES. Thomas EB.vaaT
Lbioh. Manchester, England, assignor to Anglo-Ameri-
can Textile Machinery Company, Ablngton. Mass., a
Corporation of Massachusetts. Flle<l May 17 1913
Serial No. 768,251. (01. 242—167.)

1. In a lappet and thread guide for spinning machines
and the like, the combination with a lappet of box-like
form, of a thread guide having a shank passed through
the front wall of the lappet, said shank havlnn an inner
offset portion extended toward one side wall of the lappet,
and means for attaching the offset portion to said side
wall.

2. In a lappet and thread guide for spinning machines
and the like, the combination with a lapp«n of box-like
form having a slot In one side wall, of a thread guide
having a shank passed through the front wall of the
lappet, said shank having an inner offset portion extended
toward the slotte<l side wall, and means for adjustably
attaching the offset portion of said shank to the slotted
portion of said side wall.

3. In a lappet and thread guide for spinning machines
and the like, the combination with a lappet of box-like
form, of a thread guide having a shank passed through
the front wall of the lappet, said shank having an Inner
offset portion exti-ndeil toward one side wall of tho lappet,
and a bushing attached to said side wall, the offset por-
tion of said shank being engaged with one end of said
bushing.

4. In a lapi)et and thnad guide for spinning and like
machines the .omblnatlon with n lappet of box-like forma-
tion and having an opening in Its front portion ami a
longitudinal slot to the rear thereof of a thread guide
adapted to pass through the said opening and having its
rear end bent transversely of its main portion, an exten-
sion of the said shank the said .xtension comprising a
bushing screwed on to the rear end 6t the shank and to
extend transversely from the main portion of the shank
to one side of the lappet, and a screw adapted to pass
through the longitudinal slot in the rear portion of the
lappet and to engage with and to clamp the said bushing
and thread guide to the lappet.

5. In a thread guide, n lappet having an opening In
Its front end and a longitudinal slot In Its rear portion,
a thread guide having its shank passing through said
opening, the rear end of said shank extending transversely
of said lappet and provideil with a threaded end, an Ir-
temally threaded aleeve to receive the threaded end of
said shank adjustably mounted In said longitudlnp.: s'oc,
and a screw for locking said sleeve In Its adjusted posi-
tion.

1.225,664. MANUFACTURE OF CORN OIL. Adouph
W. H. L»Nr>sH8 and Hans F. BAiBm, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Filed Nov. 3, 1916. Serial No. 69,842 (CT
87—6.)
1. Improvement In the manufacture of corn oil from

germs previously treated with an acid which consists In
neutraliting the acid before subjecting the germs to the
drying and pressing operations.

2. Improvement In the manufacture of corn oil which
comprises steeping the grain In an add solution, removing
the germ, treating the same with a neutraliiing agent
and drying the germ and expressing the oil therefrom.

3. Improvement In the manufacture of corn oil which
conslfts In steeping tile grain In dilute sulfyrous acid,
breaking up the kernels and removing the germ, washing
the germ In water containing an alkali in sufficient quan-
tities to neutralise the add remaining from the steeping
process, subjecting the germs to heat to dry the same,
and expressing the oil therefrom.

1,225,665. KNO<:'KDOWN CRATE. JosiPH LiMO.'«caLLO
Chicago. 111. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. SerUl No. 116.866
(CI. 217—M.)

2. A knock down structure of the character described
comprising a aertes of spaced-apart slaU or staves ; flat
hoops crossing the outside surfaces of said slats near their
respective ends ; wire hoops, secured to the inside surfacea
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of said slats within the diametric plane in which said flat

hoops are locat«Hl, when the structure is assembled, fasten-

ing devices passing over said wire hoops through the slats

and through the flat hoops, clenched on the outside thereof

and heads resting on the inner wire hoops; hooks on the

eo^s of the wire hoops to hold the structure in cylindri-

cal shape and crossing wires for fastening the heads in

place, crossing the outside surfaces of the heads, having

their ends secured In staples driven Into the outside of

the assembled structure.

3. In a structure of the character described the combi-

nation of a series of spa ceil apart slats or staves ; flat flex-

ible hoops extending around the outside near the ends

thereof and lapped at their meeting ends ; a wire hoop at

each end. Inside the structure when set up, each hoop hav-

ing hooks at each of Its ends, located on the outside of the

structure, overlying the over lapped ends of the flat hoops

when the structure Is set up for separable engagement and

cleats secured to selected slats below said wire hoops to

support the heads to be inclosed therein, and a head over-

lying each wire hoop.

4. In a structure of the character de8crll>ed the combi-

nation of a series of 8pac«Hl-apart slats or staves ; flat

flexible hoops extending around the assembled slats near

their ends, conuecti-d thereto and having over-lapped ends

and wire hoops on the Inside of the structure under said

flat hoops, the ends whereof are provided with separable

hooks located outside of said structure, said wfre hoops

extending through the structure so as to Include a plu-

rality of slats between the outwardly projecting ends.

(Claim 1 not printed in the Garette.l

1,226.666. ORGAN SWELL-BOX. LociS 8. LOCKWOOD,

North Tonawsnda, N. Y., assignor to The Rudolph Wur-

Utser Manufacturing Company, North Tonawanda. N. Y.,

a Cori)oratlon of New York. Filed June 30, 1915. Se-

rial No. 87.181. (CU 84—23.)

An organ swell box having spaced stiles provided with

•concave edges and longitudinal grooves in said edges, and

a rotary shutter fitted t>etween said stiles and provided

with convex edges and longitudinal grooves In said edges

arranged to register with the grooves of the stiles in the

closed position of the shutter.

1.226.667. PRINTING-PRESS IMPRESSION MECHA-
NISM. Ctrcs a. McCain, Bensonhurst, N. Y. Filed

Jan. 5. 1916. SerUl No. 70.411. (Cl. 101—4.)

1. A printing press Impression mechanism comprising

an impression cylinder. Journal boxes for said cylinder, a

support for one of said boxes having a 8ubstantli>lly hori-

zontal ledge, an extension of said support having a co-

operating substantially horizontal ledge, a wedge between

said ledges for determining the vertical adjustment of said

extension relative to said support, an eccentric acting be-

tween said extension and the associated journal box, and

means for actuating said eccentric to raise and lower the

associated Journal box.

2. A printing press impression mechanism comprising

an Impression cylinder, journal boxes for said cylinder, a

support for one of said iMJxes having a substantially hori-

zontal letlge, an extension of said support having a co-

operating substantially horizontal ledge, a wedge between

said ledges for determining the vertical adjustment of said

extension relative to said support, a screw passing through

a portion of said support and into the end of said wedge
and operative to move said wedge longitudinally, an ec-

centric acting between said extension and the associated

Journal box., and means for actuating said eccentric to

raise and lower the associated journal box.

:{. A printing press impression mechanism comprising

an Impression cylinder, journal boxes for said cylinder,

a support for one of said boxes having a substantially

horizontal ledge, an extension of said support having a co-

operating substantially horizontal ledge, a wedge between

said ledges for determining the vertical adjustment of

said extension relative to said support, a screw passing

through a portion of said support and into the end of said

wedge and operative to move said wedge longitudinally,

cap screws passing through said support and extension to

clamp the latter in adjusted position when once adjusted

hy said wedge, an eccentric acting l>etween said extension

and the associated journal Ik)x, and means for actuating

said eccentric to raise and lower the associated journal

box.

4. A printing press impression mechanism comprising

an Impression cylinder, journal boxes for said cylinder, a

support for one of said l)oxes having a substantially hori-

zontal ledge, an extension of said support having a co-

operating substantially horizontal ledge positioned beneath

the ledge of said support, a wedge between said ledges

for determining the vertical adjustment of said extension

relative to said support, means acting against the under

side of said extension and between it and said support to

force the ledge on said extension against said wedge,

means for adjusting said wedge, means for clamping said

extension In adjusted position, an eccentric acting be-

tween said extension and the associated journal box, and

means for actuating said eccentric to raise and lower said

associated Journal box.

5. A printing press Impression mechanism comprising

an impression cylinder, journal boxes for said cylinder, a

main frame, a support extending upward from said frame

toward one of said boxes, an extension on said support

extending upward from a portion of said support into en-

gagement with portions of the underside of the associated

box. an eccentric located below the axis of said cylinder

and acting between said extension and portions of the

under side of said associated box. and means acting be-

tween said support and extension for adjusting said exten-

sion and box as a unit relative to said support.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (Jazette.]

1.226.668. PRINTING-PRESS INKING MECHANISM.
Crars A. McCain. Bensonhurst. N. Y. Filed Jan. 6,

1916. Serial No. 70.694. (Cl. 101—78.)
1. In a printing press, the combination with an impres-

sion cylinder and reciprocating bed. of form inking rollers,

ink distributing rollers for supplying ink to said form Ink-

ing rollers, a supporting frame having sockets Into which

the shafts of said distrlt>utlng rollers extend In all posi-

tions of said frame, a main support, and radius links piv-

oted to said support and to said frame at normally dif-

ferent distances from the Impression cylinder, the connec-

tion of each link to said frame being nearer to said cyl-

inder than Its connection to said support, when-by 'said

frame and Impression rollers may be swung up and away
from said inking rollers and away from said cylinder.
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2. In printing prew. the romblnattoo of an Imprewlon
cylinder and reciprocating bM. of form Inking roUert. Ink
distributing rollers for supplying Ink to aald form Inking
rollers, a supporting fram»> having sockets into which the
bafts of said distributing rollers extend In all positions
of said frame, a main support, and means acting between
said support and frame to Mwing said frame and distrib-
uting rollers up and away from said inking rollers and
•way from said cylinder.

3. A printing press InMng mechanism .-omprlslng form
Inkin* rollers, associated distributing rollers, a reclpro
caUng Ink pUte. an oscillating form dnct roller for trana-
ferrlng ink from said plate to said distributing roUer.
means for osK-lllatlng said form duct roller In response to
the reciprocations of «ald plate, and means for raising
said duct roller out of the path of travel of said plate and
ln<Jepend«"ntly of the jwsltlon of said plate

•4. A printing press Inking mechanism comprising form
inking rollers, associated distributing rollers, a recipro-
cating ink plate, an oscillating form duct roller for trans-
ferring ink from said plate to said dlatrlbuUng rollers,
»«ans for oscillating said form duct roUer in response to
reciprocations of aald plate, a cam pivoted beneath one
end 0/ said duct roUer and operative to raise said roller
above the path ot travel of said plate, and an actuating
bar secured to said tan and operative to cause said cam
to assume Its different operative positions.

5. A printing press Inking mechanism comprising form
iniOng roll«Ts. aswotlated distributing rollers, a redpro-
catlng ink plate, an oscillating form duct roller for trans-
ferring Ink from said plate to said distributing rollers
means for oscillating said form duct roller In response to
reciprocations of said' pUte. a cam pivoted adjacent to
one end of .said duct roller and operaUve to raise said
roller above the path of travel of said plate, a bar secured
to a portion of said cam. and a pedal connected to said
bar and operative through it to cause aald cam to asrame
its different operative positions.

{Claims G to 26 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,225,669. PBINTINO-PRESS SHEET DELIVBBYMETHAXISM. C'Yara A. McCaik. Bensonhurst N Y
Filed Jan. 8, 1916. Serial Xo. 71,08©. (CI. 101—31 )

1. la a prlntiBg press, the combination of a main frame,
a|) Impreaalon cyllader. a conveyer having Its frame pir-

otally supported adjacent to said cylinder, a reciprocating
carrUge. pivoted «-arrtage-actuatlng arms, connections be-
tween snlfl arms and said carriage, and means for con-
necting the free ends of said arms with the free end of
said conveyer frame to hold the conveyer elevated to
permit access to the parts of the press below it.

2. In a printing preas. the combination of a main frame,
an lmpre'»nlon cylinder, a conveyer having Its frame plv-
otally supporte<l «t a point adjacent to said cjllnder, car-
riage way barw extending from the free end of said con-
veyer frame when In ita conveying position, a carriage on
nald way bars arms pivoted to said main frame adjacent
to the free end of said conveyer frame, connecting bars
between said arms and mid carriage, means for oscillating
said arm« to reciprocate said carriage, and means for
conneiting the free ends of *ald arms with the free end
of said conv»yer frame to hold the latter elevatetl to
permit ac.-ess to the parts of the press l)eneath it.

S. In a printing pretis. the combination of a main frame,
an Impression cylinder, a conveyer having Its frame plv-
otally supported adjacent to said cylinder, a reciprocating
carriage, pivoted carriage-actuating arms, connections be-
tween said arms and said carrlagp. said arms being po«i.
tionetl to niovf in their normal operation past the nideg of
said conveyer frame, laterally movable pins Journaled In
the sides of said conveyer frame adjacent to its fr.-e end,
means for throwiag sai<l pins outward into the path of
travel of raid arms, and means on the outer ends of said
arms for enKagini; smUI pinti to enable said arms to boUl
sail conveyer frame in elerated position.

4. In a printing press, the cnmliinatlon of a main frame,
an impression cylinder, a conveyer having its frame piv-
otally suppoiTteil adjacent to said cylinder, a reciprocating
carriage, pivoted carriage-actuating arms, connections be-
tween said arms and said carriage, said arms being posi-
tioned to move In their normal operation past the sides of
said conveyer frame, laterally movable pins Journaled lo
the side* of said conveyer frame adjacent to Its free end,
a pivotod lever having one arm secure«l to one of said
pins, and a member securail to the other arm of said lever
and to said other pin, whereby the actuation of said lever
throws said pins outwanl Into the path of travel of aald
arms.

5. In a printing press, the combination of a main frame,
an impression cylinder, a conveyer having Ita frame piv-
otal ly support e<l adjacent to said cylinder, a reciprocating
carriage, pivoted carriag«'«rtnating arms. mnn»Ttlons b^
tween said anna an<l said carriage, said arms beiag posi-
tioned to move In their normal operation past the sides of
said conveyer frame. Uterally movable pins journaled la
the sides of said conveyer frame adjacent to Its free end,
a pivoted lever baring one arm secured to one of raid
pins, a member secured to the other arm of said lever
and to aald other pin, whereby the actuation of aald
lever throws said pins outward Into the path of travel
of said arms, and means for holding said pins la either
extended or retracte<l position.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.226,670. PRINTING PRESS. Ctana A. McCain, Ben-
aonbunrt, N. Y. Filed Jan. 12, 1»16. Serial No. 71 706.
(CI. 101—411.)
1. Printing press mechanism comprising a cylinder,

sheet grippers on said cylinder, a gripper shaft, a tumbler
on said shaft, gripper pins for engairing said tumbler to
actuate said shaft, a reciprocating sliding bar having
oppositely Inclined slots, a guide bar along which said
reciprocating bar travels, pins In said gripper pins ex-
tending through aald slots, and means for actuating said
bar In response to the rotations of said cylinder,

2. Printing press mechanism comprising a cylinder,
sheet grippers on said cylinder, a gripper shaft, a tumbler
on said shaft, gripper pins for engaging aald tumbler to
actuate said shaft, a reciprocating sliding bar having op-
poaltely Inclined slots, a guide bar along which aald re-
ciprocating bar travels, pins in said gripper pins extend-
ing through aald slou, an oscUlatlag lever to reciprocate
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aid bar and actaate said plna, a wheel rotatable with

said cylinder, a cam ahoe on aald oscillating lever, and a

cam groove on aald wheel for coiiperatlng with said ahoe

to oscillate said lever.

/8 87

8. Printing press mechanism comprising a cylinder,

sheet grippers on said cylinder, a gripper shaft and

tnnibler on aatd shaft, and a pin for engaging said tumbler,

said tumbler having two oppositely disposed open-ended

grooves separatnl by a central Interposed partition and

having a central conical surface outward of said grooved

portions, sal<l surface having its conical axis concentric

with the axis of said gripper shaft, aald grooves being for

the reception of the pin in normal operation and said

convex surface being to ward off the pin when engaged

while not In receiving position and aald pin being mounted

to yield in response to the pressure exerted by said

conical face.

4. Printing press mectianism comprising a cylinder,

sheet grippers on said cylinder, a gripper shaft and

tumbler on aald shaft, and a pin for engaging said tum-

bler, said tumbler haring two oppositely dlsposetl open-

ended grooves separated by a tentral Interposed partition

and tuvlng a central conical surface outward of said

grooved jwrtlons. said surface having its conical axis con-

centric with the axis of aald gripper shaft, aald grooves be-

ing for the reception of the pin In normal operation and

said convex surface being to ward off the pin when engaged

whll» not in receiving poaltion, and said pin having two

relatively movable parts normally held distended by an

Interposed spring.

5, A tumbler for Krlpp<*r mechanisms comprising two

oppositely disposed pin-engaging slots and a central

conical face outward of said slots for warding off the pin

when said tumbler is engaged while not In receiving posi-

tion, said conical face having Its conical axis extending

at right angles to the plane of said tumbler and inter-

secting the same at a point between said slots.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

3. In a machine of the character Ueacrihed the

blnation of, a frame, reciprocating needlea Mooted la

said frame, a shaft secured in said frame, preaaure dlaki

rotatably mounted upon said shaft, said ahaft bavlof

apertures formed through the same for the passage of the

neeilles an<l means for supporting the material to be

treated.

1,225,071. MACHINE F'OK INTERLACING CURLED
HAIR. Fbckcbh K Macss.n'KB, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to Mudollue L. Mauasner. CoUingswood, N. J.

Filed Oct. 28, 1910. Serial No. 127.088. (CI. 38—7.)

1. In a machine of the character described the com-

bination of, a frame, reciprocating neeilles mounted In

the frnme, a shaf^ secured in the frame, said shaft having

apertures formed therein through which the needles oper-

ate and means for supporting the material to be treated.

2. In a machine of the character de«<Tlbe<l the com
blnation oi, n frame, reciprocating nesedles mounte<i in the

frame, a shaft located in the path of said n*>edles. said

shaft having apertures forinexl therein through which
sal<l needles are guided, and means for supporting the

material to be treated.

4. In a machine of the character (lescTlbe<l the com-

bination of, a frame, reciprocating needles mounted In

the frame, a shaft secured In the frame, apertures formed
through the shaft for the passage of the needles, pres-

sure disks rotatably mounted upon said shaft, spacing
members secured upon the ahaft between the disks and
means for supporting the material to be treated.

5. In a machine of the character described the com-
bination of. a frame, reciprocatlnu needles mounted In the

frame, a shaft secured in the frame, apertures formed
through the shaft for the paaaage of the needles, pressure

disks rotatably mounted upon said ahaft. segmental spac-

ing blocks secured upon salil shsft at either side of the

apertures formed therein for separating the pressure

diaka. and means for supporting the material to be treated.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,225,672. TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER AND MOUTH-
PIECE. HiTASD KaxjlI, Havre, Mont. FUed June 28.

1916. Serial No. 106,344. (CI. 179—187.)

I

!
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caslnK. a perforated platt> In the bottom of said caHlDg, a

disk rotatable in said caning provided with complemental
perforntioDs, and means on said detachable mouthpiece
in engagement with aald disk for rotating the latter upon

mouthpiece remoral to carry the perforations of lald

disk and plate out of register.

3. The combination with a telephone transmitter pro-

vided with a tbreade<l opening for a mouthpiece, of a

casing provided with a threaded neck engaged in said

opening, a perforated plate in said casing, a similarly

perforated disk rotatable in said casing, said casing hav-

ing a flange at its outer side rut away at opposed points,

• mouthpiece provided with hooks adapted to be passed

beneath said flange through said cuts, and means on said

disk for engagement with said hooks whereby said disk is

rotated by said mouthpiece t'l carry said perforations into

and out of register in the installation and removal of

aid detachable mouthpiece.

4. As an article of manufacture, for use with a tele-

phone provided with a casing having an interrupted flange

at the front thereof ; a mouthpiece provided with hooks

adapted to be passed beneath said flange, a plurality of

destructible mouthpieces nested within said first named
mouthpiece and adapted for individual removal after suc-

cessive uses of said telephone, all of said mouthpieces

having perforated bottoms with the perforations In regis-

ter, to permit the passage of sound waves, and means
passed through certain perforations In all of said mouth-

pieces for holding the latter together while permitting the

removal of the innermost one by its destruction after use.

1,225,673. SANITARY TOILET SEAT COVER. Ella L«
GOBB Nichols, Kansas City. Mo. Piled Nov. 3, 1913.

Serial No. 798,862. (CI. 4—18.)

\j ^

A sanitary cover for toilet seats comprising a ring-like

body having a flap, said flap and t>ody being folded to pro-

vide an overlapping portion extending in a line radially

of the latter to vary the size of the body and said tongue
being farther folded transversely onto the body to con-

stitute a lock for the overlapped portion of the latter.

1,226.674. CLAMP FOR WELL POLISHED BODS. Hcoh
W. NCTT, Rainier, Oreg. Filed Apr. 1, 1916. SerUl No.

88,286. (CT. 24—249.)

rTsl

A clamping device of the character described, consisting

of two oppositely disposed arms of suitable length, said

arms having oppositely disposed curved Jaws provided

with teeth and two lateral straps within and near the ends

of which said arms are pivotally mounted and so arranged

that the gripping faces of the Jaws are movable a suitable

distance apart and the curvature of each Is eccentrical

to the center of its arm pivot In a pre-determlne<l manner
to adapt the Jaws to engage the opposite sidea of a cylin-

drical object between them and the arms to forthwith

engage an upper end of a rigid casing surface below each,

rabstantially as deacribed.

1,226,676. DRAFT - RHiGING FOR RAILWAY - CARS.
John F. O'Connor, Chicago, III., assignor to William H.
Miner. Chaty, N. Y. Filed Mar. 1. 1916. SerUl No.

81,331. (CI. 213—42.)

1. In a draft rigging for railway cars, in combination,

a slotted draw bar having laterally extended bosses, a
draft yoke comprising a pair of loops having connecting
plates at their forward ends, and a coupler key. the lat-

eral plates of the yoke being perforated to receive the

bosses of the draw bar, the coupler key passing through
the slot of the draw bar.

2. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination
with a draw bar having a transverse slot therethrough,

the draw bar being provlde<l with laterally extended bosses

surrounding the terminals of said slot, of a two-part yoke,

each part having a plate at Its forward end perforated
to receive said l>osses. whereby a coupler key Is adapted
to be extended through said slot and the perforations in

the yoke part.

1,225,676. PUMPCYLINDER ATTACHMENT. Oiobt.b

E. Okbll, Los Angeles, Cal.. assignor to (Miss) Cora
M. Lane, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Feb. 20, 1916. Serial

No. 81.125. (CI. 108—71.)

1. In combination with a reducer having a cylindrical

bore, a shoulder adjacent an end thereof, and Intake ports

In its wall communicating with said bore ; a draw head

comprising a cylindrical shell slldably disposed in the bore

abutting said shonlder having openings registering with

said intake ports, intake valves within said shell detach-

ably mounted in said openings, a piston guide shell axlally

disposed In said cylindrical shell, a discharge valve dis-

posed at the upper end of said cylindrical shell ; and

means for detachably locking said cylindrical shell to said

reducer.

2. In combination with a reducer having a cylindrical

bore, a shoulder adjacent an end thereof, and Intake ports

in its wall communicating with said bore ; a draw head

comprising a cylindrical shell slldably disposed in the bore

of said reducer and allotting said shoulder, having open-

ings registering with said intake ports, intake valvei
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within said shell detachably mounted In said openings, a

piston guide shell axlally disposed In said shell and ex

tending above the latter, an annular valve reciprocably

mounted on the extended portion of said guide shell, and
•eating on the upper end of said cylindrical shell ; and a

bayonet Joint for lucking said cylindrical shell to said

reducer.

1,225.677. ROLLER SIDE BEARING. Calvin B. Patch,
Glenellyn, 111., assignor to William H. Miner, Chazy,

N. Y. Filed July 14. 1916. Serial No. 109,282. (CI.

64—64.)

1. In a roller side l>earlnK. the combination with a re-

taining member, and a roller lK>dlly movable therein, of

meauN for returning said roller to normal position after

actuation thereof, said means comprising, a pin extend-
ing through the roller, and spring means connected at
their ends to the end of said pin and also to the retain-

ing member.
2. In a roller side Iwnring, the coniblnntlnn with a

base casting having a tread portion, of a roller, a detach
able Journal pin extending tbfough said roller, the side

walls of said base casting being provided with lugs on
their inner faces, and springs on each side of the roller,

each spring being attached at one end to sajd Journal pin

and at Its other end to one of said lugs.

.3. In a roller side bearing, the combination with a

hollow base casting, the side walls being each provlde<l

with an offset portion, of a roller mounted within said

base casting, a detachable Journal pin extending through
aid roller and having the ends thereof working in the
pockets formed by said offset portions, an<l springs con-

nected to the ends of said Journal and to portions of the

base casting.

4. -In a roller side bearing, the combination with a base

casting having side and end walls, the side walls being

each provided with an offset portion forming a pocket on

the Inner side, the base casting being provided with lugs

near the bottom of said pockets, a roller mounted with-

in said base casting, n Journal pin extending through said

roller and having the ends thereof working within said

pockets, and springs extending between the ends of said

Journal pin and said lugs and being attached to the lat-

ter, the side walls of the base casting being provided with

openings through which said Journal pin may be Inserted

or removed.

1,225.678. SPRING CONTROLLED ROLLER SIDE
BEARING. Calvi.v B. Patch, Glenellyn, III., assignor

to William M. Miner, Chazy. N. Y. Filed July 14. 1916.

Serial No. 109,233. (CI. 64—64.)

nally slldably mounted in said base casting, and springa

extending from said i-aps to the interior of the roller, the

latter and the spring caps being movable In unison.

2. In a roller side bearing, the combination with a liaso

casting, of a roller located therein, spring caps longitudi-

nally slldably mounted in said base casting, and springs

extending from said caps to the interior of the roller, the

latter and the spring caps t)eing movable in unison, the

roller and the base casting being geared together.

3. In a roller side hearing, the combination with a l>aM

casting, of a roller, the base casting and roller having
meshing teeth, spring caps longitudinally slldably mount-
ed on the base casting, and springs extending from the
roller to said spring caps, the springs being non-rotatably

secured both to the roller and to the respective spring

caps.

4. In a poller side bearing, the combination with a base

casting having side walls, the latter being provided with

longitudinally extending guide channels, of spring caps

slldably mounted in said channels, a roller located with-

in the base casting and having a central perforation, the

inner ends of said spring caps extending into said perfo-

ration, and springs extending from said spring caps to

the interior of the roller and non-rotatably secured at

their ends to the roller and respective spring caps.

5. In a roller side bearing, the combination with a base

casting having side walls, the latter being provided with

longitudinally extending guide yT^hannels, of spring capa

slldably mounted In said channels, a roller located with-

in the base casting and having a central perforation, the

inner ends of said spring caps extending Into said per-

foration, and springs extending from said spring caps to

the interior of the roller and non-rotatably secured at

their ends to the roller and respective spring caps, the

roller and base casting having meshing gear teeth.

1,225,679. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR COVER-
PLATES. Lyman A. RANSiHOCsaN, Springfield, Man.
Filed Mar. 6, 1916. Serial No. 82,440. (CI. 220—124.)

1. In s ro11«>r side bearing, the combination with a base

casting, of a roller located therein, spring caps longitudt-

1. The combination with a rim having an opening of a
cover adapted to fit flush in said rim and close said open-
ing, key operable means to raise said cover from its rim,

and a key operable device to thereafter rotate said cover.

2. An operating device for manhole covers and the like,

comprising, a meml>er adapted to be secured to the rim of
the cover, a part within said member having an arm ex-

tending without the latter adapted to be secured to said

cover, means operable by a key from without said mem-
ber to raise the cover from its rim. and a device operable
by further movement of the key to swing the cover on
said member as a pivot.

3. The combination with a rim having an opening, of •
cover adapted to fit flush in aaid rim to close said open
ing, means normally locking the cover to said rim and
key operated devices to release said means, and move the
cover to expose said opening.

4. The combination with a rim having an opening of

a cover normally fitting flush in said rim to close aaid
opening, means normally locking said cover to said rim,

key operable devices to release said means and raise snld

cover from the rim, and means operable by further move-
ment of the key to swing the cover away from the rim to

expose said opening.

5. The combination with a frame having an opening, of

a cover ad»pte<I to fit flush into the frame to close said

opening, means arranged to normally lock said cover in

the frame, key operable devices to release said meana and
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if

rai«« tbe cover (roai »ald frame, and another key oper-

al>le devii-e to swing said c-over awaj from tht* frame to

expose the opeaing. itaid meann lacludiiig mechanism to

positively force naid t-over into the frame mh i«aiil ileviees

are returned to normal position.

[Claims 6 to 12 nut printeil in tbe Uasette.]

1^25.680. SHOViX. John D. BbdUa.v. FUlmore. N. Y.

Filed July 24. 1W6. Serial No. 110.923. (CI. 55—!•«.)

In a shovel, a bowl having a rear and side walls, a han-

dle for tbe said bowl, a gate at the front of the shovel to

close tbe space between the side walln. means at the up-

per comers of the said gate for hinging It to the side

wails of the shovel, said shovel having an opening form-

ing a guide, a rod slidable In the said opening, said rod

having a portion of its length lying parallel to tbe han-

dle of tbe shovel and the forward end standing at an
angle thereto, means for pivoting the forward end to the

said gate, a collar slidable on the handle, means for piv-

otally connecting the said collar to the said rod, aod
means for limiting the movement of the said collar.

1^25.fWl. IGNITER AND VALVE MECHANISM. FRBD-

BBitK E. Ri pRKiHT, Inteflochen. .Mich., assignor of one-

half to Willis Pennington. Interlo<hen, Mich. Original

application fll.d Feb. 17. 1913. Serial No 74i».(>41.

Divided and this application filed Apr. 13. 1914. 8«>rial

No. 831.697. (CL 12S—148.)

1. .An internal combustion engine cnmpriMing cylln^era

;

spaced ieveni and means for supporting the levers : a slld-

ably mounted rod : fingent slldably m'tunte<l up«B tbe rod

and adapted to fogAtf thp reHpe< five lever* to form

switches (onstitutlDK parts of Ignlti-rs individual to th«

cylinders, tbe rcnl nnd the ttngers leing provldetl with

intcreogaging elemeotn coacting to spacn the finders from

the levers ; meclianism for operating the ro*l ; and means

under tbe control of an operator for shifting both levera

at once thereby to effect a timing of the explosions In the

cylladera.

2. An internal combustion eagtne comprlidng cyHn<lerH ;

levers and m»'ans for supportln;; th»' levers: link-* con

ue<te<l with the l»vfr« ; a wallcinic t»»am pivotiUly «on

nectcd wltb fbp llnkx ; movable switch members adapt^'d to

engage the levers and coJiperatlnx therewith to form

ignit <ni individual to the cylinders ; ami means for adjust

Ing tbe poaition of the walking beam thereby to effect A
timing «>f the spark.

3. An internal combuation engine comprising cylinders ;

levers an*! means fur supporting tbe levers ; links con-

neeted with tbe levers; a sltdaltly mounttni rod: fingers

slidable upon the rod and coacting with the levers to

form switches constituting parts of Igniters Individual to

the cylinders, the fingers and tbe rod t>eing provided with
interengaging elements cooperating to space tbe fingers

from the levers ; means for movlnjr the links to effect a
timing of the explosions In the cylinders ; and means for

holding the links In adjusted positions.

4. In an Internal combustion engine. Ignition mecha-
nism comprising a lever; means for pupporflng the lever

intfrmedlate Its ends; a link connected with one end of

the lever ; a walking beam pivoted to tbe link and provided
with a handle : a fixed locking means coacting wltb tbe
handle to hold tbe handle in adjusted positions thereby to

effect a timing of the explosion ; and a movable switch
member adapted to come into and out of engagement with
the other end of the lercr.

1,2 2 5.682. SHOW CASE REFRKiERATOR. John
ScHi'LDB, St. Ix>uis. Mo., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Harry I-. Mussmann Refrigerator A Supply
Company. St. Ia>uIs. Mo., a Corporation of Missouri.

Filed Aug. 21, 1915. Serial No. 46,68«. (O. 62—87.)

1. A counter refrigerator comprising an elongated show-
having transparent panels, a refrlKeratlna unit In-

clvding H container adapte<l to re<'elve a fre<-ilni{ mixture
aa«l mounted at one end of said showcase, said contntner

having a vertical paasagr at the l>ack thereof and having
tutX's passing therethrough and op<>n at their rear ends
to said vertical passaKe ami at their forwanl ends to said

skaw-caae. constructed and arrangeil to permit a cir< ula

tlon of air through the unit and along the bark thereof,

and said unit )>elnK adapted aod pnsltlone<l to cause a cur-

rent of nir to circulate In a path from the l>ottora of Kald

unit aloBK the liottom uf said show-case and In a return

path along the top of the show-case into the top of said

unit.

2. .\ connter refrigerator comprlsinir an elongate*! ahow-
case having tranvpirent panels, a refrigerator unit Includ-

ing a container adapted to receive a freestng mixture and
mouate<l at one end of salfl show-caae, and a drip pan
arran«»d heldw the container and receiving the brine

therefri>m. s^ilil container havlnic a vertical passage at

the iMick thereof and having tu)>e« passing therethrough
and open at their rear ends to naid vertical passage and
at their forward ends to said show case, constructe<l and
arrang-^I to p4>rmlt a circulation of air through said unit

and along the back thereof, and said unit being adapted
ami positional to cause a current of air to circulate in a

path from the bottom of said unit along the bottom ot

said show-case and In n return path along the top of the

show-case Into the top of said unit.

8. A counter refrigerator comprising an elongated show-

( ase provldeil with transparent panels, a refrigerating unit

a<lapte<l to receive a freeiing mixture and mounte<l at one

end of sabi showcase, said unit having passages con-

structwl nnd arranged to permit a circulation of air there

through and along the ba(k thereof, and said unit being

a<'apte<l Hnd positioned to cause a current of air to circu-

late In a path from tbe bottom of said »inlt along the

Itottom of the ahow-catie aad la a return path along the

top of the show-i-aae Into the top of said unit, and a pan

extending along the bottom of the show-<"ase Iteyond said

unit and adapte<l to receive the t>rlne from said unit.

4. A counter refrigerator comprising an elongat»Hl show-

case having transparent panels, n refrigerating unit ndnpt-

e<l to rfi-elve a freexlni: mixture and mounto«l at one end

of said show case, said unit baring passages construct«Hl

and arranged to permit a circulation of air therethrough

and along the back thereof, and said unit t>elng adapted

an<l positioned to cause a current of air to circulate In a

path from the Iwttom of said unit along the bottom of the

show-case and In a return path along the top of tbe show-

caae Info the top uf said unit, and a l>a(Be positioned l»e-

tween the Inlet and outlet of said unit and adapteil to

direct said < urrent of air.

5. A refrigerator comprising a <asing having a refriger-

ator compartment aiMl a compartment adapted to receive

a refrlgerative Iwxly. said bmly l>eing provldJMl with open

ended passages each opening at one end toward said re-

frigerator compartment, the said passages having their

other ends termlnatlni; and adapte<l for communication
with one another within said l>o<ly, whereby the air l>elng

refrigerate*! will pass from one to another of aaid passage^^

without leaving the said lx>dy.

(Claims to 15 not printed in the <>aEette.]

1421,983. rATTER.N MECHANISM FOR KNITTINC
MACHINES. RoHCRT W. Scott, Boston, Mass., assignor

to Bcott ft Williams, Incorporated, Boston, Mass., a Cor-

poration of Massachusetts. Filed July 25, 1913. Serial

No. 781.062. (CI. 6«— 24.)

1. In a pattern mechanism, a timing or pattern shaft,

a primary pattern surface, and a pattern surface normally

movetl by said shaft, means controlled by sajd primary pat-

tern surfaie to move said pattern shaft Inti-rmlttently. In

combination with devices independently controlled by said

primary i^attern surfa<e for a<kp»<icing said pattern sur-

face with respect to said shaft at predetermined times.

2 A knitting machine having a rotary knitting element,

needles, and nj>edle controlling devbes, an Intermittently

actaate<I timing or pattern shaft, a pattern surface normally

moved by said shaft, and connections from said surface

to said controlling devices. In combination with devices

for advancing said pattern surface with resp<'ct to said

shaft at pre<letermlne<l times during a pre<ietermined part

of a revolution of said rotary element only.

3. .\ knitting machine having a rotary knittlnfr element,

nee<1U'<». and needle controlling devices, an intermittently

actuated timing or pattern shaft, a pattern surface nor-

mally mor^Hl by said shaft, and connections from said sur-

face to said controlling devices, in combination with de-

rlcea for advanclnir said pattern surface with respect to

said shaft at predetermined times during a predetermined

part of a revolution of said rotary element only, and means
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for holding said surface stationary during anhsequent

movement of said shaft.

6. A pattern mechanism comprising a timing or pattern

shaft, a primary pattern surface, and a main pattern sur-

face moved by said shaft, means controlled by said primary

pattern surface to move said pattern shaft at preileter-

mlned times, an auxiliary pattern surface and means to

cause said auxiliary surface normally to move coOrdlnately

with said shaft, in combination with devices controlled

by said primary pattern surface for advancing said auxll-

)ary pattern surface with respect to said means at pre-

determined times.

7. A knitting machine having a rotary knitting element,

a timing or pattern shaft, a primary pattern surface, and

a main pattern surface moved by said shaft, means con-

trolled by said primary pattern surface to move »ald pat-

tern shaft intermittently, an auxiliary pattern surface and

means to cause said auxiliary surface normally to move

coordinately with said shaft, in a combination with devices

controlled by said primary pattern surface for advancing

said pattern surface Intermittently with respect to said

means at predetermined times relattHl to predetermined

parts of a revolution of said knitting element.

[Claims 4. 5, and 8 to 13 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.22 5,68 4. AIR MUISTENINC; DEVICE. Olivbr I.

Shaver. Park Rapids, Minn. Filed Aug. 18, 1916. Se-

rUl No. 116,681. (CI. 281—95.)

1. In a device of the class descrllMvl, a closed vessel

adapte<l to contain water, a boriiontal perforated parti-

tion fixed some distance from the Itottom of the vessel,

and one or more felt pads adapted to float upon the water

above aald partition.

2. In a device of the class descrll>e<l, a close<l vessel

adapted to contain water, a horisontal perforated parti-

tion fixed some distance from the bottom of the vessel, one

or more felt pads adapted to float upon the water above

said partition, said vessel having in its top an air inlet

and outlet and therebelow a foramlnous horizontal parti-

tion by which to limit the upward floating of the felt pad

or pads.

1,225.685. WEIGHT-MOTOR. Jakob Skaxoora. Racine,

Wis. Filed June 27, 1»16. Serial No. 106.166. (CI.

185—I.)

1. A weight motor including a driving shaft consisting

of two Independently revoluble sections, a primary weight

operated driving drum keyed to one of said sections, a

gear Journaled on said section, a clutch sleeve for clutch-

ing the said gear to said section shiftably spllned upon

said section, a secondary <lrum upon the other section, a

weight carrying operating cord upon said secondary drum,

a gear having a clutching hub member JournRled upcm one

of said shaft sections, a cooperating hub dutch member
upon the secondary drum, an automatic means for re-

leasing tbe clutch sleeve of the first-named gear and si-

multaneously closing the clutch members of tbe secondary

drum and the second named gear and a driven shaft hav-
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ing pinions secured thereto, each of which mesh with one
of said gears.

2. A weight motor Including a driving shaft comprising
two alined independently revolnble sections, a dram keyed
to one of said sections, a gear Journaled on said section,

means for clutching said gear to iJaid section, a drum
shlftably splined to the other shaft section and provided
with a clutching hub meml)er, a gear Journale«i on the
first-named shaft section and provided with h clutrhing
hub member adapter] to be engaged by the clutching bub
member of .said drum, a driven shaft having pinions se-

cured thereto, each of which mesh with one of said getra,
a weighted cord adapteil to l)e wound upon each of said
drums, and means for automatically unclutcbtng said first

mentione<i gear from its shaft section and simultaneously
moving the second-mentioned drum to engage Its clutching
hab member with the clutching hub member of said sec-

ond-name4l gear after the unwinding of the cord from the
flrst-namcd drum.

8» A weight motor comprising a driving shaft consisting
of two independently revoluble sections, a primary drum
upon one of said sections, a se<'ondary drum upon the
other section, a weight carrying cord upon each of said
drums, a stop secureil to each of said cords, a clutch for
each of said drums, a plvotally-mounteil lever for shifting
said clutches, and a pivoted fork carried by said lever In
normal supporting relation with reap«'ct to the stop upon
the cord of said secomiary drum, the said lever being
adapted to be moved by the stop upon the cord of the pri-

mary drum to release said fork from the stop upon the
cord of the secondary drum upon the termination of the
operation of the primary drum.

1,226.686. ELElTRIC CONTKOL^EK. Hahkv Fbost
STB.iTTOX, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Electric Con-
troller k Manufacturing Company. Cleveland, Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. Filed Sept. 9, 1915. Serial No.
49.687. (CI. 172—289.)

^"^.^^

X
r^g^

-i— "^M^
..?>..

s>
i^a

1. In a motor control system, a 8ourc(> of supply, an In-

duction motor, a transformer for supplying a reduced
starting voltage for the motor, means for connecting the
motor to the transformer and directly to the source, and
means controlling the change of the motor connection
from the transformer to the source, said means including
two opposing windings, one of which is connected In series

with the motor and the other of which is energiied by the
starting voltage.

2. In a motor control system, a source of supply, an in-

duction motor, an adjustable transformer for supplying
starting voltage for the motor, means for connecting the
motor to the transformt-r ami directly to the source, and
means controlling the change of the motor connection
from the transformer to the source, said means including
two opposing windings, one of which Is conne<-teil in series

with the motor and the other of which Is so connecteil with
relation to the transformer that when the transformer is

adjusted to increase or de<rease the starting voltage, the
energizing current of the winding will be resp«'ctlvely in-

creased or dei-rease^l.

8. In a motor control system, a source of supply, an In-

duction motor, an ailjustable transformer for supplying
starting voltage for the motor, means for connecting the

motor to the transformer and directly to the source, and
means controlling the cbauge of the motor c<jnnection fron>

the transformer to the source, said means including two
opposing wintiings, one of which is energize^i by the motor
current and the other by the motor starting voltage, and
means whereby when the transformer is adjusted to in-

crease the starting voltage, the energising voltage of the
other winding will l>e increaseii.

4. In a motor controller, movable contacts, starting
an<l running contacts arrangeti to be engager! thereby, a
single electromagnet for operating said contacts and for

holding them in their operated positions, and means co-

operating with said niaKnet for causing the movable con-

tacts to eogaKe the startinK conta<'ts before engaging the
running contacts, but (>ermittlng the return of said niov

able contacts from the running contacts to neutral posl

tion without engaging the starting contacts.

5. In a motor controller, movable contacts, starting and
running contacts arranged to l>e engaged^ thereby, a single
electromagnet for operating the contacts, and means co-

operating with the magnet for causing the movable con-

tacts to engage the starting contacts by movement in one
direction and to engage the running contacts bv movement
In the opposite direction.

(Claims 6 to 45 not printed In the Oaiette.)

1.225,687. ELECTROMA(}NETIC APPARATrP. Harrt
F. Htbattij.v. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The F:iectric

Controller & Manufacturing ('ompany. Cleveland. Ohio,

a Corporation of Ohio. Original application filed Sept.

9. 1915. Serial No. 49.687. Divided and this applica-

tion filed Mar. 8. 1917. Serial No. 15.1..3.17. (CI.

175—838.)

1. In an electromagnet, a plurality of poles, a loosely
pivoted armature arrangeil to be attracted thereto, a
winding surrounding one pole, a loosely supported non-
magnetic separator between said pole and the armature,
means providing a continuous pull l»etween a second pole
and the armature when the winding is energised with
alternating current, and external means causing a thrust
of the armature agalnstt the pole not having the continu-
ous pull.
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8. In an electromagnet, a plurality of poles, a loosely

pivoted armature arranged to be attracted thereto against

a wortdug load, a winding surrounding one pole, a loosely

Bupporteii non-magnetic separator between said pole and

the armature, means providWig a continuous puH l)etween

a se<-ond pole and the armature when the winding Is en-

ergised with alternating current, means between the work-
ing load and the armature whereby the direction and point

of application of the load tends to separate the armature

from the second \xAe and to rotate the armature toward

the fir-It pole on the second pole as a fulcrum.

5. Id an electromagnet, a plurality of stationary poles,

an .nrmature arranged to be attracted thereto, an ener-

gizing winding for the stationary poles, a loosely sup-

ported nonmagnetic separator l>etween one pole and the

armature, means providing a continuous poll l>etween a

second pole and the armature when the winding is ener-

gised with alternating current and when the armature en-

gages the said second pole, a loose pivotal connection for

the armature whereon the armature may rotate when at-

tracte<l towani the stationary poles, and whereby the

armature ntay have movement toward and from the first

pole without disengaging the armature from the second

pole.

[Claims 2. 4. and 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225.689. OPHTHALMIC MOUNTINCi. JOEL C. Wells.
Southbridge. Mass. Filed May 3. 1915. Serial No.
25.498. (CI. 88—47.)

1.225.68H. RAILROAD CROgS-TIE. Edw.^rd Wartman
and Nels Mitchem,. Everett. Wash. Filed Aug. 22.

1916. Serial No. 116.562. (CI. 288—5.)

to

»g

1. A metallic railroad tie comprising a casing, Iwxes

disposed therein in spacefl relation, rail-carrying blocks

movable vertically in said boxes and resilient means sup-

porting said rail-carrying blocks.

2. A railroad t<e comprising a metallic caMng. guide

boxes disposed therein in spaced relation, rail-carrying

blocks movable vertically in said boxes, resilient means
supporting said blocks and rigid means limiting the <iown

ward movem'^nt of said blocks.

3. A railroad tie comprising a netalllc casing, guide

boxes disposeii therein in spaced relation, said guide boxes

having lnt«riorly disposed, upwardly directed shoulders,

rail-carrying blocks adapted to fit within said boxes, said

blocks having downwardly directed shoulders engageable

with the shoulders *n said boxes to limit the downward
movement of said blocks, and resilient means supporting

said blocks.

4. A railroad tie comprising a metallic casing, having

an open top side, cover plates for said casing, guide boxes

dlspowMl in said casing, said guide boxes having Interiorly

directed shoulders, raU-<-arrylng blocks having shoulders

engageable with the shoulders in said boxes to limit the

•lownward movement tbere<)f. lever arms pivoted to said

boxes, the short ends of said lever arms forming supports

for said blocks, and compression springs engaging the

longer ends of sa'd lever arms.

6. A railroad tie comprising a rectangular metallic cas-

ing, a guide i>ox removably secured therein and resting on

the bottom of said casing, ijald guide box having upwardly
directed shoulders, levers pivoted in said guide t>ox and

extending lengthwise of said casing, said levers having In-

wardly directed short arms and outwardly directed longer

arms, springs exerting a downward pressure on the outer

ends of said longer arms, and rail-carrying blo'ks adapted

to rest on the short ends of said levers, said rail-carrying

blocks having shoulders to engage w*th the shoulders In

aid boxes and limit the downward movement thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1. An eyeglass mounting comprising in combination with
a lens having a rei-ess forme<l therein, a bridge having a
portion thereof dlsposeil within the recess with the ter-

minus of Its Inner face flush with the edge of the lens,

whereby the Inner face of said portion of the t)ridge forms
a continuation «jf the curve of the edge of the lens.

2. In a mounting of the character described, the com-
bination with a lens having a recess formed therein, of a
clip disposed within said recess, said lens having a second
recess formed adjacent said first re<e8s, and a bridge

having a portion thereof secured within said second recess.

.'i. In an ophthalmic mounting, the combination with

a lens having recesses formed therein, of a bridge having
the end thereof shaped to t>e received within one of said

recesses, the other recess being adapted to receive a por-

tion of the bridge whereby the symmetrical curvature of

the e<lge of the lens is unimpalretl. an<l an adhesive mate-
rial for securing the bridge and clip within the recess.

4. A bridge for an ophthalmic mounting, comprising a

central arched portion l>eaTing a lens attaching member
on each end thereof, said members each comprising a box

having a <>entral opening surrttunded on three sides by

walls each comprising a cross web connection and up-

standing lateral flanges substantially normal to the web,

the fourth wall of the l)ox being forme<l by the bridge

proper, substantially as described.

5. The combination with a lens having a larger aper-

ture formed therein, of a,mounting for the lens compris-

ing an arch meml>er bearing a box at its terminus, said

box fitting within the aperture of the lens to bring the

Inner face of the arch flush with the edge of the lens,

whereby the edge of the lens will contact with the nose

when the mounting Is in position on the face, the said

box being centrally ape|tur«><l and having a contlnous

web fitting the entire face or wall Inclosing the aperture

In the lens, and being further provided with front and
rear side flanges overlying the web and the edges of the

slut in the lens, and a cemeutitlous medium uniting both

the web and the side flanges with the incloseil portion of

the lens, substantially as lllustrate«l.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225,690. APPARATUS FOR PREPARING COFFEE,
TEA. OR SIMILAR DRINKS. (;BORr, WiBEBG, Stock-

holm, Swe<len. Filed May 11, 1915. Serial No. 27.322.

(CI. 53—3.)

t
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rest with Ita lower end on th^ bottom of said vesMl, one
or more furaminoux runtainers of narrow width, a hub
attacbeil to the Imck of each container and fitted to the
said rod, at the same time acting as sparers between two
contalnera, and means for rotating said rod and said con-
talaers.

1.225.6»1. FLUSHINO-TANK. William A. Williams.
San Francisco. Cal. Filed Sept. 5, 1916. Serial No.
118.434. (CI. 137—106.)

-* <»

1. The combination of a tank, a supply pipe therefor,
two menn.s for controlling raid supply pipe, floats for
controlling the respective means, one of said floats t>elng

adapte<l by its descent to open the supply pipe, and the
other to close It, means for preventing the rising of the
latter float with the rise of the level of the water In the
Unk. and means for withdrawing said prerentlve means,
controllable from the outside of the tank.

2. In a device for automatically operating flushing
tanks, the combination of a tank, a supply pipe therefor,
two means for controlling said supply pipe, floats for con-
trolling the respective means, one of said floats being
adapted by its descent to open the supply pipe, and the
other to close It, means for preventlnK the rising of the
latter float with the rise of the level of the water In the
tank, a Jet for supplying a small quantity of water con-
tinuously to the flushing tank, a buoyant float, and mean*
actuated by the rise of the latter float for withdrawing
said preventive means.

1.225.692. SAFETY PUR8E HOLDER. Bir.nard D. Wil-
U8. Chicago, lU. Filed Sept. 19, 1912. Serial No
721,166. (a. 24—8.)

1. A guard having n wire bent Into a loop, one side
arranged for engaging a pocket book, another one of the
•Ides provided with a pocket engaging shelf extending sub-
stantially horizontally.

2. A guard having a wire bent Into a loop, one side
arrange<l for engaging a pocket book, another one of the
sides provided with a pocket engaging shelf extending
substantially horizontally, said mentloneil sides adjust-
able toward and away from each other.

8. A pocket guard having a pair of pocket engaging
limba, a link connecting said limbs, said link adjustable.
whereby the space between the limbs may »»e varieil.

4. A pocket guard having two limhs, one provided with
a pocket book engaging clasp and the other with a pocket
engaging shoulder, said shoulder slidably mounte*! upon
the other of said limbs, said slidable shoulder provided
with space for advertising purpose*.

6. A pocket guard having two limbs, one provided with
a pocket engaging clasp and the other with a pocket en-
gaging shoulder, said shoulder slidably mounted upon the
other aide of aald limbs.

1.228.6»a. OA8 HEATING APPARATUS. John Woi^
LA.VT. Cleveland. <»hlo. P'ile«l Feb. IS. 1913. Serial No.
749,144. Reuewe<l Apr. 7, 1917. Serial No. 16lt.&40.
(CI. 126—90.)

"paipat

In combination, a cold air cell, a cold air pipe leading
thereto, a combustion chamlHT. said chaml>er being pro-

vided with an opening In the top thereof for the escape
of the products of combustion, a circular gas tiurner in

said combustion chamber located In the bottom thereof,

a conduit communbatlng with said cold air cell and sub-
stantially concentric with the combustion ohainlx-r and
extending substantially parallel to said chamber, the walla
of the combustion chamber and the conduit forming a
pasaage for the air. the conduit being shorter than the
combustion chaml>er. a plurality of liaffle plates In said
chamt>er. such baflle plates being provided along that part
of the chamber co incident with said conduit, each baflle

plate being provided with an opening, and mounte<l so that
the openings are In staggered relation with respect to one
another and form a tortuous passage for the pro<lucts of

combustion through the combustion chamber, the baffle

plates engaging the side walls of the rhami)er. a casing
surroun<llng the combustion chamb«'r and thf conduit and
space<l therefrom to form a passage for the passage of air
from said cold air cell, a second conduit leading through
the circular gas burner and the combustion chamber to
conduct cold air therethrough, the Inner edges of said
baffle plates resting against said second conduit, and hot
air flues leading from the top of said <-aslng.

1.225.694. CAR HANDLINO APPARATUS. Fbank E.
WoonroRD. Chicago. 111. Filed Dec. 20. 1911. Serial

No. 067,047. (CI. 1(14

—

210.)

1. The combination with a railway track, of a feed con-
ductor Independent of the track, means for supplying cur-
rents of different potentials to said conductor, a central
switchboard having a variable resistance and a single con-
troller to vary the currents In said conductor ; and a series
of Independent cars on the track provided with motors
and brakes, and motor and brake circuits having operative
contact with said conductor.

2. The combination with a railway track, of a feed con-
ductor independent of the track, means for supplying cur-
rents of different potentials to said conductor, a single
controller to vary the currents In said conductor ; and a
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series of independent cars on the track provided with

motors and brakes, and motor and brake circuits having

operative contact with said conductor.

3. The combination with a motor driven car having an

electric brake, of a single feed conductor external of the

car for supplying the motor and brake, and an electric

controller for controlling the motor and brake in alterna-

tion from a distant point through said feed conductor.

4. The combination with a motor driven car having an

ele<-tric brake, df a single feed conductor external of the

car (or supplying the motor and brake, and means to con-

trol the motor and brake in alternation from a distant

point through said feed conductor.

5. The combination with a plurality of motor driven

cars each having an electric brake, of a single feed con-

ductor for the motor and brake, and means for controlling

the motors and the brakes of the cars in alternation from

a distant point.

[Claims 6 to 50 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.695. DROP HAMMKR. LouiB O. Batrih. Hart-

ford. Conn., assignor to The BUUngs k Spencer Com-
pany. Hartford. Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed Mar. 2, 1915. Serial No. 11,448. (CI. 78—29.)

1. In a machine of the character described, a board

clamp comprising an active clamp member operable to re-

lease a board, and an Inactive clamp member, slide ways

In which said inactive member is free to move toward and

away from the active member to adjust and retain the

spacing of saltl board clamps, a support, a wedge depend-

ing therefrom at the rear of and adapted to act upon said

Inactive member, and means for adjusting and holding

aid support.

2. In a machine of the character described, a base, side

uprights, a head, a board clamp mounted on said head and

comprising active and inactive clamp members, said in

active clamp member being slidlngly supported, a socket

into which the rear end of the inactive memt>er project*,

a wedge fitting in said socket and bearing against the rear

end of said inactive menit)er to cause its movement toward
said active memt>er. a downwardly extending l>ar connect-

ed with said clamp, a lug near the bottom of one of said

side uprights through which said bar passes, and adjust-

ing nuts threaded onto said bar above and below said lug.

3. In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation with the sltdlDgly mounted active member of a

board (lamp, of operating means therefor, comprising a
lever plvotally supported in said head, a connection l>e-

tween the outer end of said lever and a foot treadle, and a
link connecting the inner end of said lever with said clamp
member.

4. In a machine of the character described. Including a

head and a board clamp located therein, a pin upon which
the active member of said board clamp is mounted, a slid-

ing support for said pin in the sides of the head, a lever

plvotally mounted In said head, and a link connection l)e-

tween the inner end of said lever and said clamp member.

1.225.696. AIR WASHING APPARATUS. Charlbs H.
BiCALKT. Buffalo. N. Y. Filed May 81, 1913. Serial

No. 770,844. (CI. 210—14.)

1. The combination of a sump which Is adapted to con-

tain water, a movable scrtn-n ha\ing a part submerged In

said water and a part arranged above the level of the

water, a spray nozzle adapted to deliver a spray of water
against the unsubmerged part of said screen, and means
for Intermittently flushing saijj nozzle.

2. The combination of a sump which Is adapted to con-

tain water, a movable screen having a part submerged in

said water and a part arranged above the level of the

water, a spray nozzle adapted to deliver a spray of water
against the unsubmerged part of said screen and having

an outlet and a head movable toward and from said outlet,

and means for automatically actuating said nozzle at In-

tervals.

8. The combination of a sump which receives water, 4
rotatable screen having one part submerged in the water
of said sump and another part arranged above the level of

the water in the sump, means for withdrawing water from
the interior of said screen and means for clearing the

meshes of said screen comprising a sprayer arranged with- <

in the screen and adapted to deliver a spray of water
outwardly against the unsubmerged part of the screen and
having a water delivery nozzle, a head movable toward
and from the outlet of the nozzle, and means for opening
said head by movement derived from said screen.

4. The combination of a sump which receives water, a
rotatable screen having one part submerge<l in the water
of said sump and another part arranged above the level of

the water in the sump, means for withdrawing water from
the Interior of said screen and means for clearing the

meshes of said screen comprising a sprayer arranged with-

in the screen and a<lapted to deliver a spray of water out-

wardly against the unsubmerged part of the screen and
having a water delivery nozzle, a head movable toward
and from the outlet of the nozzle, a spring operating to

close said head, a lever operating to open said head, and
a cam arranged on the Inner side of said screen and adapt-

ed to shift said lever.

1,225.697. STEERING-WHEEL LOCKING MEANS FOR
AUTOMOBILES. JrNirs A. BowDcx. Los Angeles. Cal.

Filed Aug. 21. 1916. Serial No. 116.0.'»6. (CI. 70—90.)

1. In a device for locking a steering wheel of an au-

tomobile, comprising a clamping ring, a cylindrical mem-
ber having an external flange and an Inwardly directed
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flange, a perforation in said external flange, nameroua
perforations In iiaid iowurdly directed flange. H|iid ring

having numeroun prongs, xaid member adapte<] to engage
the lower part of the hub of the steering wheel, Haid ring

adapte<l to engaKe upper part of the hob of the steering

wheel, said prongs adapted to enter said perforations in

the Inwardly directed flange and adapted to Lte clenched

thereto for binding the ring and member to said hub, a
collar adapted to be secare«l upon the housing of a steer-

ing rod. a flange on said collar and a perforation in said

flange, for the purpose described.

d^̂ r'

2. Means for locking the steering wheel of an automo-
bile. In combination with the steering wheel and housing

of the steerint; rod, comprising a clamping ring and a cy-

lindrical member, said ring adapteii to engage the upper

part of the spokes of said wheel near the hub of the

wheel, said member adapted to engage the lower part of

the spokes of said wheel near the hub of the wheel, means
between said spokes adapted to extend from the ring to

the member whereby the ring and member may l>e drawn
secarely to said spokes, a flange on said member, a per-

foration In said flange, a collar adapted to be secured

upon said honslog. a flange on said collar, a perforation

in said flange, said perforation adapted to register with

the perforation in the flange of said meml)er for the pur-

pose described.

3. Means for locking the steering wheel of an automo-

bile. In combination with the steering wheel and housing

of the steering rod, comprising three main elements, a
clamping ring, a cylindrical meml>er having an external

flange, a collar having a flange, a perforation in the flange

of said collar, a j)erforatlon In the flange of said member,

said member having an end wall nnd a central opening In

said wall, means between the ring and member adapted

to attach to the ring and to the member whereby the ring

and member may i>e bound rigidly against the hub of the

steering wheel, the collar adapted to be secured upon the

housing of the steering rod. the perforation in the flange

of said member adapted to register with the perforation

In the flange of said collar whereby said flanufs may be

locked together for the purpose described.

1,225,698. TYPE WRITINc; MACHINE. Michail
Bba.nch, Richmond, Va. Filed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial

No. 115.311. (CI. 197—139.)

1. In a typewriting machine having a platen, the com
hinatioD with three rods adjacent the platen, a guide

plate having a looped central portion to receive the center

rod anti havinK the upper end curved to pass under the

upper r<H\ and bear against the platen, and the other end

eogaging the outer face of the lower bar.

2. In a typewriting machine having a platen, the com-

bination with three rods adjacent the platen, of a metal
guide pLate supported by the center rod. and having one
end passing under the upper bar and the opposite end on

the outalde of the lower bar.

1,225,699. MBASUBIN&FAUCET. Edward K. Kuow.v,

Boston, Man. Filed Aug. 27, 1910. Serial No. 579,283.

(Cl. 221— 102.)

1. A valve casing having an inlet and an outlet, and
having two intermediate ports op«>ning into its Interior,

passages exterior to said casing leading from said ports,

II valve having packings arranged to prevent flow of liq-

(|ulil directly from the Inlet to the outlet, and a pair of
pK<'klngs spaced to correspond with the distance between
salil ports, the valve having also an inclosed channel lead-

ing from the inlet side of the flrst packing to the space
between said pair of packings and being movable to reg-

ister such channel with either of said ports, at the same
time closing the passage leading from said port to the

outlet and opening the passage leading from the other

port to the outlet.

2. A valve comprising a casing and a spindle of leas

diameter than the bore of the casing movable longltadl-

nally in the casing, said casing having an Inlet at one end
and four porta In Ita sides locatetl in different longitudi-

nal zones, and the spindle having four spaced apart pack
Ings making liquid-tight engagement with the sides of the
casing, and said spindle having a port l>etwt-pn the middle

packings and an opening through its Inner end, said

opening extending to the port in the spindle.

3. A four way valve comprising a casing having an end
opening and four side ports In different longitudinal lo-

cations, a valve spindle of a less diametHr than tb«> bore

of. the casing movable endwise in said casing and hnvlnf
a passage extending from its end adjacent the end open-

ing of the casing to a port in Its side, packings carried

by said spindle on respectively opposite sides <if ssld last

named port, and additional packings carried l>y the spin-

dle between the respective ends of the casing and the side

ports of the casing.

4. A four-way valve comprising a casing having an in

let. two porta conatitnting entrances to an external cir-

cuit, and two outlet porta, and a controller having a plu-

rality of closures arranged with passages lietween them,

one of said passages t)eing always in connection with the

inlet, and the controller being so movable ns to place the

.latter passage In registry with each circuit port alter-

nately ; the closures being lo<nted to put the other circuit

port than that which registers with such passage in con-

nection with one of the outlet ports, in either position of

the controller, and to close the other outlet port.

1.225,700. SHADE - HOLDER. Wiluiam L. CoLLiNa,
Pittsburgh, ra. Filed June 6, 1916. Serial No. 101,910.

(Cl. 240—115.)
1. A shade support, comprising a downwardly extend-

ing gallery having an opening through the lower portion

thereof, upwardly and Inwardly extending glot>e auapeod-

ing members connecte<l to said gallery and arranged to

support the glot>e. one of said memlH'rs being formed of

spring metal bent upon Itself and extending outwardly

and Inwardly through the opening In the gallery and
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then upwardly to form a support for the globe, said out-

wardly and Inwardly extending portion forming an ac-

tuating handle for drawing said nipnil)er outwardly sub-

stantially as described.

2. A shade holder having n gallery, a spring metal band

connected to said gallery, and having a plurality of up-

wardl.v and Inwardly extencling projections formed there-

on arranged t<i support th<' glol»*, one of said projections

having a handle which extencis outwardly through an

opening In the gallery to permit said projection to be

withdrawn laterally to release the shade; substanlially

as descril>ed.

3. A shade holder having a gallery, a spring metal band

connecte<l to said gallery, and having « plurality of up-

wardly and inwardly extending projections formed there-

on to support the globe, said gallery having an opening

through the lower end thereof, one of said projections

l>eing bent upon Itself and extending outwardly and In-

wardly through the opening, and then upwardly to form

a shade support, said outwardly and Inwardly <"Xtendlng

portion forming an actuating handle to withdraw said

projection laterally to release the shade ; substantially as

described.

1,701. UNDERREAMKR. William C. CrTLKR. North

Olendale, Cal. File<l Mar. fl, 1917. Serial No. 152,856.

(Cl. 253—75.)

1. In an un<ler-reamer comprising a bo«ly, cutters yield-

ingly mountecl on the body, and operating means con-

necte<l to the cutters, the combination of a key loosely

mounted in the reamer connecting the body and operating

means having re<'esses sultaldy provided in the surface of

the key, nnd locking means yieldingly inserted In the

reamer engaging with the recesses in the key for holding

the cutters and operating means in operative position in

thf reamer.

4. In an underreamer of the type describe<l comprising

body, cutters and connecting members, the combination

of a key loosely mounte<l in said brnly and operatively

connecting said iMxly an<l said connectinR members having

Interlocking means provld.Nl In Its surface, and locking

means yieldingly Inserted In said bcsly having Interlock-

ing means for engaging with the Interlocking means in

the key locking the key within the reamer.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the C^zette.]

1,225.702. INTERNAL-COMBISTION ENGINE. Gboboe

K. Davol, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb. 21. 1910.

Serial No. 545,029. (Cl. 123—172.) .

\

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder in which expansion of the working gases

takes place, a piston guided to reciprocate within but not

In contact with the said cylinder being separated there-

from by an annular clearance, the said clearanc-e being

open or unconflned at the open or crank end of the

cylinder, and means for supplying water to the said

clearance.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder in which expansion of the working gases

takes place, a piston guided by means external to the said

cylinder to reciprocate within but not in contact with the

walls of the said cylinder, said piston being separatetl

from said cylinder by a free annular space open or un-

conflned at the open or crank end of the cylinder, and

means for Introducing water Into said annular space.

3. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a working cylinder, a piston guided to reciprocate

within but not in contact with the walls of said cylinder

lieing separated therefrom by a free annular space, said

annular space opening freely nt Its outer end to an ex-

haust passage, and means for introducing water Into the

said annular space.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder Ih which expansion of the working gases

takes place, a piston guided by means external to the said

cylinder to reciprocate within but out of contact with the

walls of the said cylinder being separated therefrom by an

annular clearance, the said clearance op<'nlng at its outer

end to an exhaoat passage, nnd means for Introducing

water Into the said annular ciearanc-e.

."». In an Internal c-ombustlon engine the combination

of' a cylinder in which expansion of the working gases

takes place, a piston guided to reciprocate within but not

In contact with the said cylinder being separated there-

from by a fre<' annular space, means for introducing water

Into the said annular space, and a plurality of substan-

tially parallel unconnecteil grooves l»etween the piston

and cylinder for receiving said water and producing eddy

currents therein.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the (iazette.)

1,225,703. FUEL-VALVE FOE INTERNAL-COMBUS-
TION ENOINEP. <iBOEr,E K. Davol, San Francisco,

Cal. Filed Nov. 12, 1912. Serial No. 780,881. (Q.
123—33.)
1. in a fuel Injecting apparatus for internal combua-

tion engines, the combination of a spraying valve, a spring

or other yielding means for holding said valve against lt»

seat, means for Imparting angular movement to said valve

immediately upon closing and while so held against its

seat, and means for forcing liquid fuel between said valve
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aod Its seat agaioit tbe action of said Hpring or other
yielding lueanH.

2. In a fuel Injectinj? apparatus for internal combus-
tion enKines, tho combination of a Nprayln^; valre opening
Inwardly Into the cylinder of the engine and held on its

seat by a spring or other yielding niean^, means for inteiv

mittently forcing liquid fuel between Maid valve and its

seat, and means for turning or oscillating said valve on
Its seat in opposite directions.

3. In combination, an annular valve seat, a valve for
mid seat, yielding means for holding said valve upon its

seat, means for periodically forcing liquid fuel between
the valve and the seat against the action of said yielding
means, and means for oscillHt*ng said valve upon its seat
in opposite directions between successive periods of fuel
injection.

4. In a fuel injecting apparatus for internal combustion
engines, the combination of a chamber, means of supply-
ing fuel to said chamber, a spraying valve placet! between
said chamber and the engine cylinder, means for peri-

odically twisting or oscillating said spraying valve on its

seat, an escape valve when open permitting the fuel to
escape from said chamber, and means for opening and
closini; said escape valve.

5. In a fuel Injecting apparatus for Internal combustion
engines, the combination of a chamber, a passage or port
connecting said chamber with the engine cylinder, a
spraying valve closing said passage or port except during
the periods of fuel Injection, a spring or other yielding
means forcing salil spraying valve on its seat, means for
pf'rlfMllcally Imparting angular movement to said spraying
valve imme<]lately upon closing and while held against its

seat by the said spring or other yielding means, and means
for periodically establishing a fluid pressure of liquid
fuel within the said chamber, the said pressure being
sufficient to force the said spraying valve off Its seat
against the action of the said spring or other yieldtng
means.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Qaiette.]

1,22.^,704. CONTATXER FOR EGOS AND THE LIKE.
Hkxry p. Dwyer. San Francisco. Cal. Piled Feb, 2.

1916. Serial No. 75,«43. (CI. 217—27.)
1. A container for fragile articles comprising a case,

and an arched support therein having a hole therethrough
for recelvlnj; an end of the article and the ends of the
arch are supporteil against pressure perpendicular to its

l>a»e and cut out to form tongues part of which extend
outwardly and part inwardly from the arch.

2. A container for fragile articles comprising a box or
case, and a compound arch-shaped member comprising
two arch-shnpetl memlM-rs secure*! together at their e<ige«.

the outer arch shape<l member having a recess to receive
the article, and the inner jirih sha!>»-d memlM>r being
eune<l less than the outer arch shaped member.

S. A container for fragile articles comprising a box or
case, and a compound arch-shaped member comprising i

two arch shape<l ni«*mtM>rs seiurt'd together at their edges,
an ttutft ar<-h shap«-<l nifmber having tongues extending
therefrom and an Inner a nh shaped m.-mber having In Its
margin tongues lu lugage the t*.ii^'ii^> ..f the other arch-
shape<| member.

4. A rontalner for fragile articles comprising a box or
case, and a (*ompoun<i arch shap)>K| niemb«>r <oniprl«lng
two arch shaped members secureij together at ^.lelr e<Ige«,
an outer arch-shape<i member having tongues extending
therefrt)m and an Inner arch 8hap«-«l member having In
its margin tongues to engage the tonicnes of the other
arch-shaped member, and having also a tongue extending
l>etween the tongues of the outer arch shape«l memlwr.

6. A container for fragile articles comprising a box or
case, and an arched support cut out to form outwardly
extending tongues to engage the sMes of the article aiid
tongues to engage the end of the article.

'

1,226.705. SHIPriN<;-CASE. Edward T. Dtsos and
Haksy S. BrLL».\, Oakland, Cal. Filed May 5. 1915.
Serial No. 26.961. (CI. 22»—16.)

A shipping case comprising an oater container having
top and bottom closures and ventilating openings In the
sides and ends thereof, a plurality of nested trays adapted
to be held in said container, shoulders formed on each of
said trays adapte<l to support the superlmpotwHl tray a
fixed distance therefrom, the space between said trays
alining with the ventilating openings in said container.

1,226.706. CASTING ME<^HANISM FOR PRODUCING
LINOTYPE. Lkjra.m. Fribi. and Ci-Atoa L. Fbiel,
Los Angeles, Cal. Filed July 8, 1915. Serial No.
88,814. (CI. 199—13.)

1. In a linotype machine a mold comprising a station-
ary end member ; an adjustable top member ; means to
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adjust the position of the top member ; an adjustable end
member partly carried by said top meml>er and adjusted
as to Its position longitudinally by said top member ; and
a bottom member adjustable vertically; and means to
adjust said bottom member.

2. In a linotype machine a mold comprising a movable
top plate having a lug prujertlng from Its lower face; a
Stationary end plate a« ross whUh said top plate can
Bove ; a bottom plate; means to adjust said Iwttom plate
Tertlcally ; an end plate carried by said bottom plate and
connected to said top plate; means to adjust said last

end plate and top plate; and other means to cause the
movement of the top plate to eject a linotype.

1^25.707. APPARAXrs FOR MOLDIN<; WAX AND
OTHER MATERIALS. Alaxso.n McD. Gray. Ellia-
beth. X. J. Filed Aug. 7, 1913. Serial Xo. 783.453.
(CI. 196—24.)

l.An assemblage of molding and chilling plates ar-
ranged in alternation and heating caps adapted to cover
the top of such assemblage «if plates.

2. An assemblage of inoldlnu and chilling plates ar-
ranged In alternation, heating caps adapted to cover the
top of such assemblage of plates and counterbalancing
means applied to the h**atlng caps whereby the latter
may readily l>e elevated to Inoperative position or lowered
to operative position over the assemblage of plates.

1.226.708. NAIL. John H. Gray, Worcester. Mass.
FUed July 26. 1916. Serial Xo. 111.529. (CL 85—28.)

As an article of tnanufsfture. n square-ended cut nail
for use In wood having a shank provided with sides slightly
dlrerging and edges diverging more widely from the
point toward the head and farther apart than said sides,
ami having a head wider thnu the upper end of the shank.
Its two Sides being sabstantlally flush with the upper ends
of the sides of the shank but diverging from each other
from that point to the top of the head, the edg»'s of the
head »>elng farther apart than the edges of the shank at
any point and having stjuare shoulders under them whereby
when driven Into the wood with Its slightly diverging
sides parallel with the grain the head can be driven
slightly Into the woo<l. but will Ije 8topp4>d by said
shoulders before being driven materiallv Into It.

1,226,709. PNEUMATIC ACTION FOR PNEUMATI-
CALLY OPERATED MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Adoi.hh Pcteb t.isTArso.N, Chicago. 111., assignor to
M. S<hul2 Co.. Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 18, 1913, Se-
rial Xo. S07.4OO. (CI. 84—178.)
1. The rumblnation of a longitudinally extending mem-

"ber provided with a longitudinally extending duct or

passage, flexible strips extended crosswise of said mem-
ber, longitudinal and crosswise strips limiting the extent
of flexible portion of said flexible strips and pneumatics
secured to the under side of said longitudinally extending
SMinber with the end portions of said flexible strips be-
tween said pneumatics and said memt>er.

2. The combination of a longitudinally extending mem-
l>er having a longitudinally extending passage In its lower
portion, valve openings In Its upper portion, valves In
said openings, flexible strips extended crosswise of the
lower surface of said member and having flexible por-
tions extending up into said duct or passage, cross side
artd end strips for limiting the loose portions of said
flexible strip, pneumatics secureil to the under side of
said member and holding said flexible strips in position,
ducts or passages leading from said valve openings to said
pneumatics, and connections securing said valves and dia-
phragms together.

3. The combination of a board provided with a longl-
tmllnally extending channel, of a strip mounte<l thereon
and provided with horizontal and vertical Intersecting
cross channels, the former being connected with tracker
board tubes and the latter extending to said longitu-
dinally extending channel and containing vents, the
upper ends of said vertical channels being provided with
removable closures, and their lower ends opening into
the top of said longitudinally extending channel.

4. The combination of a valve chaml>er, a valve pro-
vided therein, said valve being provided with a flexible
meml)er, a pouch chamber and diaphragm closing said
chamber, apd a member extending between said flexible
member and said diaphragm and having Its opposite ends
secured to said valve and pouch diaphragms.

6. The combination of a valve chaml>er. a valve pro-
vided therein, said valve being provide*! with a flexible
member, a pouch chamber and a diaphragm closing said
pouch chamber, said diaphragm being substantially cup
shaped and the opening of said cup shaped diaphragm fac-
ing the pouch chamber, a member connecting said dia-
phragm and flexible member together and the diaphragm
provided In said pouch chamber being constructed to lift

the valve In said valve chamber.
[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gaxette.1

1,225,710. CLASP. Edward F. Herschede, Cincinnati,
Ohio. Piled May 22,^916. Serial No. 99,008. (Cl.
24—222.)

1. In a clasp, the combination of a sleeve, a cooi)erat-
Ing memlter. and means for frlctlonally securing the
sle<'ve upon a strap end; the sleeve being adapted to re-
ceive the strap end. and the coiiperatlng member being
adapted to l»e located at another strap enrl.

2. In a clasp, the combination of a sleeve, a cooperat-
ing memt*er. and a wedge for frlctlonally securing the
Sleeve upon a strap end, the sleeve iK-Ing adapted to re-
ceive the strap end. and the co^.|>eratIng meml>er being
adapted to be located at another strap end.

3. In a clasp, the combination of a sleeve adapted t<L
receive a strap end. a pin secured to the strap en<l. •nd
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a plate baviog an aperture to receive the pin and being
adapttHi to l>e secured to another strap end,

4. In a elaap, the ronibination of a sleeve adapted to

receive a strap end. means for frlctlonally securing the
sleeve upon the strap end, a pin secured to the sleeve and
a plate having a slot therein and having spring fingers

projecting Into the slot and adapteil to yield to paiss the
head of the pin.

1,225.711. PLANE AND THE LIKE FOR AERO-
PLANES. Alexander Albert Hollb, Thames Ditton,

England, assignor to The Varloplane Company Limited,

London, England. Flletl Dec. 22, 1916. 8ertal No.

138.464. (CI. 244—31.)

1. In an aerofoil for aeroplanes, the combination of a

rigid frame carrle*! hy the fuselsKe of the marhlne, a no<«e

piece carried by said frame forming the front or enter-

ing edge of the aerofoil, a continuous or unbroken unde-

formable under surface carried by said frame, s continuous

or unbroken deformahle upper surface carried by said

frame, and a flexible trailing e<lge carrie<l by said frame.

2. In an aerofoil for aeroplanes, the combination of a

rigid frame carried t>y the fuselage of the machine, a nose

piece carrle<l by said frame forming the front or entering

e<lge of the aerofoil, an artlculatwl frame ("onnected to

said frame, a continuous undeformable under surface

carried by the rigid frame, a rontlnuous deformable
upper j<urface carrieil by the rlgM frame and meihanlsm
coupling the articulated frame with the deformahle upp«T

surface of the forward part of the aerofoil, so that as

the trailing edge of the articulated frame is flexed down-
ward the camber of the deformable upper surface is in-

creased and as the trailing e«lge Is flexed upward the

camber of the deformable upper surface is decreased.

3. In an aerofoil for aeroplanes, the combination of a

rlglil frame carried by the fuselage of the machine, a nose

piece carrlefl by said frame and forming the front or

entering e<lge of the aerofoil, an umleformable under

surface carried by said frame, a deformable upper surface

carried by said frame, an articulate*! frame forming a

flexible trailing eilge carrle«i by said frame, a rocking

l)eam mounted on the rigid frame, mechanism opera te<l

by one end of the rocking beam for flexing the trailing

e<lge, mechanism operated by the other end of the rock-

ing beam for raising and lowering the upper surfa<'e of

the front or leading part of the aerofoil so that as the

trailing edg>> is flexed downward the camber of the

upper surface is Increaseil and as the trailing edge Is

flexed upward the camber of the upper surface is de-

creawHl.

4. An aerofoil comprising a rigid frame carrle«l by the

fuselage of the machine, an articulated frame couple«l to

and forming an extension of the rigid frame, a series of

flexible upper and lower ribs transversely arrangetl In

respect to and carried by said frames, a series of longi-

tudinally arr«nge<l girders connecte<l to said ribs, mecha-

nism for raising and lowering said girders and ribs.

mechanism for flexing the elements of the articulate*!

frame, rocking beams pivoted on the rigid frame aatd

t>eam8 being connecte<1 at their front ends to the mecha
nism for raising and lowering the upper surface of the

front part of the aerofoil and at their rear ends to the
mechanisms for flexing the articalated frame forming the
rear or trailing edge of the aerofoil.

5. An aerofoil comprising a main rigid frame carried

by the fuselage of the machine and constating of two
or more plates and a plurality of longitudinally arranged
spars, an articulated frame consisting of a plurality of
elements plvote<J together said frame being i-oupled to

the main or rigid frame, a series of flexible upper and
lower rlbe transversely arranged in respect to and car-

rle«l by said frames, a series of longitudinally arrange*!
girders connected to said ribs, a series of levers pivoted
to the rigid frame and connected to the upper parts of
the flexible ribs, links connecting the elements of the
articulateil frame to the main frame, rocking beams pivot-

ed to the main frame the forward parts of said beams
l>eing connecte<| to the levers operating the upper sur-

face of the forward part of the aerofoil and the rear parts
of said b4-ams being connecte«l to the inner elements of
the articulated frame forming the flexible trailing part
of the aerofoil.

[Claim 6 not printe*! in the Gaiette.]

1,225.712. LOCKING MEANS FOR PRINTING-TYPES.
LAR.tx A. HoMKi.Na. Los Angeles. Cal.. assignor to

Edwin T. Earl. Ix>s Angeles, Cal. Piled May 13, 191«.
Serial No. 97.290. (CI. 101—169.)

In combination, a chase for a press cylinder having
means to prevent radial displacement of the types, two
or more lines of Individual types In said chase. ea<h type

in an end line having one end arranged to cooperate with

said means. an<l a rabtiet cut In the opposite end thereof,

the types of each row abutting the types in the con-

tiguous row. said rabbets on adjacent types registering,

a key In each set of registering ral)l>ets. and spacers ex-

tending the width of said chase locked therein and over-

laying said keys to prevent displacement of the latter.

1.225.713. SPRAYINfJ DEVICE. Frederic D. Hocoh-
•m.v, Worcester, Mass. Filed Jan. 20, 1916. Serial No.

73,241. (<1. 137—14.)

1. In a device for use for spraying purposes, the com-

bination with a casing having an Inlet at one end and an
outlet at the other, of a cake of solid soluble material

centered within said casing and spaced from the outer

walls thereof, and a woven textile Alter bag Inclosing and
covering the end of said cake which Is located adjacent to

said outlet and also Inclosing said inlet to prevent any
water passing through the casing without also passing

through the Alter bag.

2. In a device for use for spraying purposes, the com-

bination of a casing having an outlet at the end, a cake
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of solnble material located therein and spaced from said

outlet end. the end of said cake toward the outlet l>elng

concave and a woven textile Alter Itag surrounding the

end of said cake toward the outlet end and stretched

across the concave end of the cake to provl<le a space for

receiving solid particles and to prevent the Alter bag en-

tering said outlet.

3. Ib a device for spraying purposes, the combination

of a reticulated member of a long hollow form for hold-

ing a soluble substance In solid form, a woven Alter bag in-

closing said member and the soluble sulmtance. and means
for iilre*-ting a stream of water through one end of said

reticulate*! member Into contact with the soluble sub-

stance and out at the other end. whereby the water will

be Altered by said bag.

4. In a device for spraying purposes, the coml>ina-

tlon of a casing having an inlet and an outlet lo(*ated at

opposite ends, a Alter bag located between said inlet and
outlet and having one end there<if substantially Aat and
lo<^ted remote from said Inlet, whereby the liquid pass-

ing through the bag will be filtered through the said end
of the bag.

5. As an article of manufacture, a holder for a soluble

solid cake for spraying purposes comprising a wire screen

member for containing the cake th<^eln, means for hold-

ing said member adjacent to a hose or pipe connection to

cause water to flow through the interior of said 8cr<>en

member, and a textile filter in bag form entirely surround-

ing aald screen meml>er and having only one opening and
that constituting a mouth securfHl around said hose or

pipe connection for the purpose of directing all the water
passing through the device Into and through the filter.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,714. AUTOMOBILE SIGNAL. Edwin L. Johnson,
Kansas (Mty, Mo. Filed June 8. 1916. Serial No.
102.456. (CU 116—31.)

In an automobile signal, a bracket having a vertical

arm and a laterally extending arm. a signal having an
end arm projecting therefrom and pivoted to said vertical

arm, a horizontal memlwr secured to the upper end of

the latentlly extending bracket arm, a depending link

pivoted to the outer end of the signal arm. contacts for

the lamp extending beyond the l>ottom of the signal, and
a single curve*! flat contact spring connecte*! at its center

to the horizontal member and formed to engage said sig-

nal at Its ends, said spring serving to cushion the move-
ment of the signal when the latter Is moved Into display
position.

1.225,715. HIGH - CAPACITY FRICTION SPRING
DRAtT RIG(;iN<;. (JEORciE A. Johnson, Chicago. 111.,

assignor to William H. Miner, Chazy, N. Y. Filed Nov.
30. 1914. Serial No. 874.665. (CI. 213—64.)

1. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the **omb1natlon
with a friction shell having friction devt<;es codperable
therewith, of a spring <-as4- rigid with respect to said shell,

said case having two space*] followers rigid therewith,

tandem arrange*! sets of springs within said case, and
two movable followers within said case.

2. In a draft rigging for railway <>ar8, the combination
with a casting having a friction cylinder, rear wall and
intermediate wall, of friction devices cofiperable with
said cylinder, springs within said casting between the

Intermediate wall and the friction cylinder, and springs
t>etween aald Intermediate wall and the first name*! wall.

8. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination
with a friction cylinder having a spring case formed in-

tegrally therewith, said case being divide*! into two
compartments by a rigid interme*llate wall, springs In each
of said compartments, a movable follower in each of said

compartments, one of said followers having extensions
Into the adjacent chamb*'r and adapteil to be engaged by
the other movable follower, and friction devices cooper-
able with the friction shell.

4. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination
with a casting having a friction cylinder, rear wall and
Intermediate wall, of friction devices coiiperable with the
friction cylinder, a spring follower l>etween the friction

cylinder and the interme*llate wall, springs between aald

follower and said IntermtMliate wall, a spring l>etween said

follower and the friction devices, another follower mount-
ed wittiin said casting between the rear wall and the

Intermediate wall thereof and having extensions passing
through said inierniediate wall, and springs t>etween said

follower and the rear wall of the casting.

5. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combina-
tion with a friction shell, friction elements couperable
with aald shell, a follower at the inner end of said ele-

ments and with which some of the latter are adapted to

dire*-tly engage, a spring normally In engagement with
said follower and exerting pressure thereagalnst during
all movements of said follower, a second spring In aline-

ment with the Arst name<l spring, a second follow^er co-

operable with said second namfnl spring. an<! thrust means
exten<llng from said second named follower toward the
flrat named follower but normally out of engagement
with the latter, said thrust m<^ns and Arst named fol-

lower ctmiing Into engagement after a predetermined move-
ment of the friction elements and the Arst named fol-

lower, whereby said springs <xjme Into action In sequence
and their resistance to the movements of the friction ele-

ments is rendered cumulative.

IClalm 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.716. LIQUID FUEL BURNER, Phimp D. Johm-
•ox, Chicago, III., assignor of one-half to Charles A.
Brown, Hinsdale, III. Filed Mar. 13, 1916. Serial

No. 83 704. (CI. 158-30.)

1. In combination a main burner, a shell surrounding
said main burner, a mixing tube for said burner, a housing
mounte*! on said shell, said housing c*tmprislng a tMise

portion and a -cap portion, a vaporizing tutw extending
through said shell over and along said tturner and project-

ing lnt(» said housing, a nozr.le for said mixing tube, a con-
necting block joining said vap*>rizing tube and said noa-
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a plate having an aperture to receive the pin and t>elns

adapted to be aecared to another strap end.

4. In a clasp, the combination of a sleeve adapted to

receive a strap end, means for frictlonally securing the
sleeve upon the strap end, a pin secured to the sleeve and
a plate having a slot therein and having spring fingers

projecting into the slot and adapt*^l to yield to pa^ia the

bead of the pin.

1.225,711. PLANE AND THE LIKE FOR AERO-
PLANES. Albxander Albkbt Hollb, Thames Dltton,

England, assignor to The Varloplane Company Limited,
London. England. Filed Dec. 22, 1916. Serial No.

138,464. (CI. 244—31.)

1. In an aerofoil for aeroplanes, the combination of a

rigid frame rarrle<l by the fuselaj?e of the machine, a nose

piece carrleil by said frame forming the front or enter-

ing e<lge of the aerofoil, a contlnuouH or unbroken unde-

formable nnder surface carried by said frame, a continuous

or unbroken deformahle upper surface carried by said

frame, and a flexible trailing e<lge carrlwl by said frame.

2. In an aerofoil for aeroplanes, the combination of a
rigid frame carried by the fuselage of the machine, a nose

piece carrietl by said frame forming the front or entering

eilge of the aerofoil, an artlculate<l frame connected to

saifl frame, a continuous undeformable under surface

carried by the rigid frame, a continuous deformable
upper surface carried by the rigid frame and m^'chanism

coupling the articulated frame with the deformable upper

surface of the forward part of the aerofoil, so that as
the trailing edge of the articulated frame is flexed down-
ward the camber of the ileformable upper surface is in-

creased and as the trailing e<lge is flexeil upward the

camber of the deformable upper «urfa<'e is decreased.

3. I'l an aerofoil for aeroplanes, the combination of a

rigid frame carried by the fuselage of the machine, a nose

piece carrlefl by said frame and forming the front or

entering e<lge of the aerofoil, an untieformable under

surface carried by said frame, a deformable upper surface

carried by said frame, an articulated frame forming a

flexible trailing edge carrlwl by said frame, a rocking

beam mounted on the rigid frame. mechanlKm operate*]

by one end of the rocking beam for flexing the trailing

edge, mechanism operated by the other end of the rock-

ing beam for raising and lowering the upper surface of

the front or leading part of the aerofoil so that as the

trailing edge is flexed downwanl the caml»er of the

upper surface is increase<1 and as the trailing edge Is

flexeil upward the camber of the upper surface is de-

creaseil.

4. An aerofoil comprlalng a rigid frame carrier! by the

fuselage of the machine, mu articulated frame coupled to

and forming an extension of the rigid frame, a series of

flexible upper and lower ribs transversely arrange*! In

respect to and carried by said frames, a aeries of longi-

tudinally arranged girders connecte<l to said ribs, mecha-
nism for raising and lowering said girders and ribs,

me^'hantsm for flexing the elements of the articulated

frame, rooking beams pivoted on the rigid fraoM satd
beams being connecter! at their front ends to the mecha-
nism for raising and lowering the upper surface of the

front part of the aerofoil and at their rear ends to the
mechanisms for flexing the artlcniated frame forming the
rear or trailing edge of the aerofoil.

5. An aerofoil comprising a main rigid frame carried

by the fuselage of the machine and consisting of two
or more plates and a plurality of longitudinally arranged
spars, an articulated frame consisting of a plurality of

elements plvote«l together said frame being coupled to

the main or rigid frame, a series of flexible upper and
lower rll>a transversely arrange<l In respect to and car-

rle*l by aald frames, a series of longitudinally arranged
girders connected to said ribs, a series of levers pivoted
to the rigid frame and connected tt» the upper parts of
the flexible ribs, links connecting the elements of the
artlculatetl frame to the main frame, rocking beams pivot-

ed to the main frame the forward parts of said beams
Iteing connecte<i to the levers operating the upper sur-

face of the forward part of the aerofoil and the rear parts
of ^aiil lj«>anis Itelng connecte«l to the inner elements of

the articulatHl frame forming the flexible trailing part
of the aerofoil.

[Claim 6 not printe<l In the Qatette.]

1,225,712. LOCKING MEANS FOR PRINTING-TYPES.
Labax a. HosKi.va. Los Angeles. Cal.. assignor to

Edwin T. Earl. I^s Angeles. Cal. Filed May 13, 1»1«.
Serial No. 97,290. (CI. 101—189.)

-^

f ^
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«1«, said blo<k having a readily relcAsable threaded stud
•ecured to the base of said houaing. said cap t>elDg readily

removable to permit said vaporising tube and block to be
withdrawn through hhUI base.

2. In combination a main burner, a staell irarrouBdlng
said main burner, a mixing tube for said burner, a bousing
mounted on said shell, said housing comprising a base

portion anil a cap portion, a vaporizing tube extending
over and along said burner and projecting into said bous-
ing, a nozzle for said mixing tube, said nozzle extending
into said housing, a connecting block Joining said vaporii-

ing tube and said nozzle, said block having a stud secured
to the base of said housing, said cap being readily remov-
able to permit withdrawal of said block, said nozzle

and .said vaporizing tul>e. and a tongue forming a part of

said housing, said tongue extending over said main burner
to be heated thereby.

3. In combination a main burner, a shell surrounding
aid main burner, a bousing mounted on said shell, said

koaslng comprising a base portion and a cap portion,

said t>ase portion l>eiDg open at its bottom, a pair of

vaporizing tut>es extending over and along said burner
and projecting Into said housing, a nozzle for each of said

vaporizing tubes, separate connecting blocks for Joining

If each of said vaporizing tubes to the corresponding noz-

zle, a stud for each block to secure the same to the base

It of said housing, and a pilot burner having means for

closing off the bottom of the base portion of said boosing,

said pilot burner having portions of its active surface ex-

tending below .said connecting block.

4. In combination a pair of vaporising tubes, a housing
comprising a base and a cap therefor, said tubes projecting
into said housing, a pair of nozzles, connecting blocks
for Joining said tube« and said nozzle, a bracket secur«d
to said vaporizing tubes, a pilot burner vaporiser secured
to said cap, said vaporizer b<-lng adapted to have Its end
supported by said bracket, and means for removably se-

curing said cap to the front of said base.

5. In combination a main burner having a grooved or
corrugated face, a shell surrounding said main burner. •
hoosiag mounted on said shell, said housing comprising a
base portion open at the front and at the bottom and a
cap for closing said front, vaporizing tubes projecting into
said bousing, said tubes having nozzles for feeding said
main burner, a pilot burner having a plate for closing off

the bottom of said liase, said pilot burner having a por
tlon adapted to project into said housing to heat the end
of said vaporizing tube, said pilot burner having a syllt

luc secured to the inner end thereof, and a pin mounted
on said main burner for holding said split lug.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,717. OIL-BURNER. Philip D. Johnson. Chicago,
111., assignor of one-half to Charles A. Brown, Hins-
dale, III. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. Sertal No. 98,677. {CI.

158—31.)
1. In combination, a main burner casting, a main

vaporizer tube extending over said casting, a pilot burner
below said vaporizer tut>e, a ring secured to said vaporiser
tube, a pilot vaporizer comprising a pair of concentric
tubes, the outer tube having its Inner end closed and
adapte<l to be Inserter! in said ring, and means to supply
liquid fuel to the inner one of said concentric tubes.

2. In combination, a main burner, a casing surrounding
said burner, a mcln vaporizer tube extending over said
burner and projecting out of said casing, a ring rigidly

secure<i to said vaporizer tube, a pilot burner beneath said
vaporizing tube, a pilot vaporiser comprising a tube
having a closed end adapted to project throuKh said ring
and means for fee<llng liquid fuel to the interior of said
pilot vaporizer tube adjacent said closed end.

3. In combination, a main burner, a casing surrounding
said main burner, a vaporizer tube for said main burner
projecting through the front of said casing, a ring rigidly

secured to said vaporiser tube, a pilot burner below said
vaporiser tube, a pilot vaporiser tube having Its inner
end closed, the inner end of said pilot vaporiser tube be-

ing supported In said ring, a plate secured to the outer

end of said pilot vaporizer tube, and means for securing
said plate to said burner casing.

4. In combination, a main burner, a casing surround-
ing said main burner, said casInK having a slot in the
upper end therei>f. a vaporizer tube above salt! main
burner, said tube having its end lying in said slot, a
plate secured to said vaporizer tube, said plate having an
aperture therethrough, a pilot burner vaporizer tube
having its Inner end close^l, a plate secured to the outer
end of said pilot burner tube, and means for holding said
plates against the casing of said main burner.

5. In combination a shell detintnK a fire box, a burner in
said shell, a vaporizer for said burner, said \-sporlser
comprising a pair of concentric tubes projecting Into said
Are box, said outer tube having its inner end closed, a
plate forming a flange a)K)ut said outer tube, said plate
being secured to said shell, a nozzle opening into said
outer tube at its outer end, snd means for supplying liquid
fuel to said Inner tube.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette]

1,225,718. OIL-BURNEB. Philip D. JoHxaox. Chicago,
III., assignor of one half to Charles A. Brown, Hinsdale,
111. Filed June 19. 1916. SerUl No. 104.858. (CI.
158—8.)

1. In combination a pilot burner having a separate
vaporiser and a plurality of independently operable main
burners having separate vaporizers, said main burners
and said pilot burner being so organized that said pilot
burner conditions said main vapocizers for operation at
all times, means for supplying liqutil fuel to all of said
vaporizers and means for individually turning on or off

all of said burners Indejiendently.

2. In combination a prismatic hollow casing having an
open top. a main oil burner located in said casing, a pilot
burner for said main burner, a front plate secured to said
casing, said front plate forming a flange extending be-
yond the sides of said casing, a housing projecting upon
the outside of said front plate, and a vaporiser for said
liquid fuel burner projecting Into said housing, said hous-
ing comprising a base portion and a cap i)ortlon. said
pilot burner being removable by removing said cap portion.

8. In combination a burner casting having a pair of
perforated ridges to form bomers, a wall dividing said
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•casting Into two separate chambers to form independent
burners, individunl vaporizers above said burners, regu-

lating means for controlling the height of flame of each
burner Individually and independent valve means con-

trolling the off and on position of »>ach burner.

4. In combination a burner casting having pair of

perforated ridges, a wall between said rldnes to form Inde-

pendent passages or chambers for two separate burners,

an Individual vaporizer for each of said burners, a pilot

burner disposed between said main burners and adapted

to condition said main vaporizers for operation, a pilot

vaporiser above said pilot burneis means for regulating

the flame of each main burner, means for regulating the

flame of the pilot burner and valve means for shutting

off each of the main burners.

5. In combination a main burner casting having a
plate or bracket at its rear end projecting vertically, a
socket in said vertical plate, a pair of vaporizing tut>ea

arranged one above the other, a connecting block at the

Inner ends of said vaporizing tubes, said block having a
projecting member In line with the lower one of said

vaporizing tubes adapted to He in said socket, a second

connecting block for mechanically connecting the vaporiz-

ing tubes, a bousing for supporting said second block

and a nozzle secured to and communicating with the

lower vaporizing tube through said latter block.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,719. PILOT-BURNER. Philip D. Johnson. Chi-

cago. III., assignor of one-half to CtMirles A. Brown,
Hinsdale, 111. Filed Sept. 2U, 191^ Serial No.

121,205. (CL 158—81.)

1. In combination a bousing comprising a base por-

tion and a cap portion, main vaporizer >>lock8 secured to

said base portion, said blocks diverging from each other,

a pilot vaporizer block secureil to the cap of said housing,

said pilot vaporizer block being of substantially the same
thickness as the main vaporizer blocks and being tapered

to fill the space between said main vaporizing blocks,

nozzles for said main vaporizing blocks and a nozzle for

ssld pilot vaporizing block and a pilot burner having wings
extending between the main vaporizing nozzles and the

pilot nozzle and being adapted to heat saiil block and
nozzle.

2. In combination a pilot burner, a nozzle for said

burner, a vaporizer for said burner, said vaporizer being
connected to said nozzle, said vaporizer comprising a
block having a passage therein and a pair of tubes, a

cleaning screw lying In line with the bore of each of said

tubes and normally closing an opening permitting access

to both of said tubes, t>oth of said tubes t>elng free to

expand under the Influence of heat, said tubes and said

block being heated by said pilot burner.

8. In combination a housing comprising a base portion
and a cap portion, main vaporizer blocks secured to said

base portion, said blocks being Inclined toward each other,

a pilot vaporizer block secured to said cap portion, ssld

block closely fitting between said main vaporizer blocks,

a pilot burner having wings projecting below all of said

blocks, a pilot vaporizer nozzle embraced by said burner
wings and a pair of vaporizer tubes connected to said

pilot vajKirlzer block, said tul>es being supported by said

block alone, and a single cleaning screw providing access

to the bore of both vaporizing iuIm-s.

4. In combination, a housing comprising a base and cap,

a pair of divergently related vaporizer blocks therein, a
tapering pilot vaporizing block snugly arranged between
first said blocks snd having a duct, a pair of converging
tubes communicating with each other at their free ends,

one of said tubes communicating with the pilot block and
the other tube passing through said block, and a pilot

nozzle carried by the block.

5. In combination a pilot vaporizer block having a

passage therein, a vaporizer tul)e secured to said block

and communicating with said passage, a second vsporizer

tube closely secured in said bkK-k, said vaporising tubes

being Joined together at an angle and having a single

cleaning screw permitting access to both «f said tubes,

said screw lying at the intersection of said tubes.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,720. COIN-CONTROLLED MACHINE. (itOHQU

Kb&n. Peru, 111. Filed June 8. 1916. Serial No.

102,438. (CI. 194—61.)

1. A device of the class describe<l. Including In com-

blnstion, a casing, a supporting plate therein, a coin-

receiving element, a coin-lever constructed to impel a

coin, a coin-Impelled pawl constructed to release said

lever, dial-rotating means including a ratchet wheel

actuated by said coin, a dial, a pawl in connection with

said dial constructed to engage said ratchet wheel, and

a dlal-lndlcatlng bar.

2. A device of the class described, including. In com-

bination, a casing, a supporting plate therein, a coin-re-

ceiving element, a coin lever constructe<l to Impel a coin,

a dial-rotating mechanism actuated by said coin, a dial,

a dlal-lndlcatlng bar, a gong, and gong-strlklng means,
ssld gong-strlklng means being released by said dial-ro-

tating mechanism.

8. A device of the class described. Including, In com-
bination, a casing, a supporting plate therein, a coln-re-

celvlng element, a coin-lever constructed to Impel a coin,

a coin-Impelled pawl constructed to release ssld lever,

dial-rotating means Including a ratchet wheel actuated
by said coin, a dial, a pawl in connection with said dial

constructed to engage said ratchet wheel, a dlal-lndlcat-

lng twr, a gong, and gong-strlklng means released by said

dial-rotating mechanism.

4. A device of the class described, including In com-
bination, a casing, a supporting plate therein, a coin-

receiving element, a coin-lever constructed to impel a
coin, a coin-Impelled pawl constructed to release said

lerer, dial-rotating means actuated by said coin, a dial,

a dlal-lndlcatlng bar. a gong, and «;ong-striking means re-

leased by said dial rotating mechanism.
6. A device of the class described including, in com-

bination, a casing, a supporting plate therein, a dial, a
dlal-lndlcatlng bar, a coin-receiving clement, a coln-leTcr
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coQstructeii to impel a coin, a dial-release luecbanlsin
mctoated bjr said eoln-lever, dial-rotating means actuated
by said coin, a Kong, gong-striklng mechanism released

by said dial-rotating means, and dial-stuppiug means re-

leased by said coin-lever.

[Claims ti to 14 not printe<l in the Uazette.]

1,225.721. DIRKCTION-INDICATOR FOR AITOMO-
BILE8. Chablbs M. Nash, CoTlna. Cal., assignor of
one-half to Frank C. Johnson, Covina, Cal. Filed
Mar. 21. 1916. Serial No. 85.708. (CI. 116—31.)

In a direction Indicator for vehicles, the combination
of a pair of tubular casings, each casing having a bousing
at the outer end thereof, a signal arm slidably mounted
In each casing, a signal carried by said arm and nor-

mally incloseil in said bousing, a large grooved pulley, a
amali grooved pulley fast to said large pulley, a flexible

member connecte<l to said arms and wound about the
periphery of the large pulley, a pair of Independently
operateil pedals, a flexible member wound about said

small pulley and connected to said peilals. a helical spring
in each of said casings acting in opposition to said pedals
for movinif, said arm and signal into inoperative position.

1,225.722. PROCESS OF MAMFACTURINO ALKALI
METAL PERCARBONATE. Aloi.s Schaidhacf,
Frankfort-on-the-Maln, Oermany, assignor to Roessler
& Hasslacher Chemical Company, New York, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 16, 1917. Serial
No. 142.732. (CI. 23

—

13.)

1. A process ot manufacturing alkali metal percar-
bonate, consisting in mixing hydrogen peroxld with alkali
metal carbonate previously subjecte<l to calcination or
roasting treatment In onler to destroy detrimental cata-
lysts therein.

2. A process of manufacturing alkali metal percar-
bonate consisting In mixing hydrogen peroxld with alkali
metal carbonate previously subjecte«i to a roasting treat-
ment in order to destroy detrimental catalysts therein,
and performing the mixing operation in the presence of
at least one stabilizing agent.

3. A process of manufacturing alkali metal percar-
bonnte. consisting in mixing hydrogen peroxld with alkali
metal ••arbonate previously subjected to a roasting treat-

ment in order to destroy detrimental catalysts therein,

adding at least one stabilizing agent during the mixing
operation and at least one further stabilizing agent to

the proiluct of the reaction.

12. A process of manufacturing sodium i>ercarbonate.
consisting in mixing hydrogen peroxi<l with sodium car-

bonate previously subjected to a roasting treatment in

order to destroy detrimental catalysts therein, perform-
ing the mixing operation in the presence of a magnesium-
alkall-silicate. and a<lding gum-arabic to the product of
reaction.

[Claims 4 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.723. COMHINATION TOOL. Frank Sivgeb. Syra
cuse, N. Y., assijnior to Syracuse Twist Drill Company,
Syracuse, N. T., a Corporation of New York. Filed
Apr. 24, 1915. Serial No. 23,577. (CI. 254—28.)

A device of the class described Including a handle hav-
ing a head Integral therewith, said head being provided

with a curved edge and having a boss extending laterally

therefrom at a point spaced from the end of said head,

said boss being provider! with a socket, and a iKttter pin

removing spur having one end secured In said socket and
having its other end curveii to lie adjacent and spaced
from the curved edge of said bead.

1.22.5.724. VACriM LIFTIXU-CIP. Cari.tox L. SMITH,
Saginaw, Mich., assignor to Saginaw Plate Glass Com-
pany. Saginaw. Mich., a (Corporation of Michigan. Filed

Apr. 23, 1915. Serial No. 23,412. (Cl. 57—9.)

1. A suction deyic« comprising a body portion, a dia*

phragm of flexible material secur»Hl to the face thereof,

sal 1 diaphragm being of substantially uniform thickness

and t>elng curveil away from the bo<ly portion of said

suction device adjacent to its outer edges, whereby In

use the exhaustion of air will procee<l progressively from
the edges of said diaphragm inwardly, substaunaily •
described.

2. A vacuum cup comprising a casing one end of wblrh
Is closed and the other open, said casing t>elng provlileil

with an opening adapted for connection with a vacuum
pump or the like, and a diaphragm of flexible material
secured to the open end of said casing, said diaphragm
being of substantially uniform thickness and being curved
away from the bo<ly portion of asid vacuum cup adjacent

to Its outer edge, whereby in use the exhaustion of air

will proceed progressively from the edges of said dia-

phragm Inwardly, and said diaphragm being constructeil

and arranged to conform to the surface of the object to

be lifted when compre8se<l against the same, substantialiv

as de«crlbe<l.

3. A vacuum cup comprising a casing one end of which
is closed and the other open, a flange around the open
end of said casing, a spider secured In the op^-n end i>f

said casing provided with a central opening and with
other openings outside of said central opening, and a

diaphragm of flexible material secured to the open end
of said casing, said diaphragm being provldeii with a
central opening and with holes outside of said central

opening which respectively communicate with the central

and outer openings in said spider, said diaphragm beint;

alho provided in its expose<i face with shallow recesses

communicating witk said outer boles therein, said dia-

phragm l>eing of substantially uniform thickness and being
curvtMi away from the Uxly portion of said vacuum cup
adjacent to Its outer etige, whereby In use the exhaustion
of air will procee<l progressively from the edges of said

diaphragm Inwardly, and being constructe<i and arranged
to conform to the surface of the object to l>e llfte<l when
compressed against the same, substantially as descrit>ed.

4. A diaphragm for a suction device of the type de-

scribe<l, made of flexible material and adapted to conform
to the surface of an object when compressed against the
same, said diaphragm being of substantially uniform
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thickness and being curved toward its suction side ad-

jacent to Its edges, whereby In use the exhaustion of air

will proceed progressively from the edges of said dia-

phragm Inwardly, substantially as descrlbe<l.

5. A diaphragm for a vacuum cup of the type described,

said diaphragm being of substantially uniform thickness

and being curved toward its suction side adjacent to its

e<lge, and being provided with holes adapted to communi-

<-ate with the interior of a vacuum cup casing and with

shallow recesses In its under surface which communicate

with said boles, substantially as described.

1.225.725. BAIL EAR FOR OIL CANS. Chaulkb L.

Waua.xdt. I*ultlniore, Md., assignor to The National

Enameling & Stamping Company. New York, N. Y,. a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 19, 1914. Se-

rial No. 867.836. (Cl. 220—28.)

2. An oil-can having a breast provided with a screw-

nozzle secured to the breast by an annular Joint ; two
ball-ears one of which has position at one side of the noz-

zle diametrically opposite the other and the bases of both

ears engaged In the same annular Joint that secures the

crew-nozzle to the breast.

(Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.726. STANDARD AND KNEE CONNECTION FOR
MILLING AND OTHER MACHINES. JOH.\ Bbckbb.

Hyde I'ark. Mass.. assignor to Becker Milling Machine

Company, Hyde Park, Mass., a Corporation of Massa-

chusetts. File<l Apr. 21. 1910. Serial No. 666,718.

(Cl. 74—84.)

1. The combination of an upright standard 1 with a

knee 11 having a dove tail projection 17 thereon, a guide

member 16, Mid standard and member being formed to

present a dove-tall groove, and meuis 23 to press said

member against said projection to secure said knee to

said standard In diflferent positions of adjustment.

2. The combination of an upright standard having a

dove-tall groove in a face thereof with a knee vertically

adjustable relatively to said standard and having a recti-

linear dove-tail projection fitting in said groove, the lat-

ter having a clamp member set In a recess in said stand-

ard ; and means adjustable to connect said clamp member
to said standard for securing said knee to the latter in

diflferent positions of vertical adjustment, the vertical

outer faces of said knee and standard at one side of the

knee tteing in the same plane, and the corresponding op-

posite fac<'8 of said knee and standard l>elng In the same
plane, said clamp member presenting an external surface

substantially flush with one of said planes.

3. The i-ombination of an upright standard having a

dove- tall groove In a face thereof, with a knee vertically

adjustable relatively to said standard and having a recti-

linear dovetail projection flttlng in cald groove, the lat-

ter having a guide member seated in an external recess in

said standard, said guide member and recess being formed

to present shoulders for preventing movement of said

member in one direction ; and adjustable means for se-

curing said member against movement in a different di-

rection for clamping said knee in different position.* of

vertical adjustment.

4. The combination of an upright standard having h

dove-tail groove In a face thereof, with a knee vertically

adjustable relatively to said standard and having a recti-

linear dove-tall projection fitting in said groove, the lat-

ter having a guide meml>er seated in an external recess

in said standard ; and means detachable to conne<*t aaitl

guide member to said standanl and having provision for

clamping the knee thereto.

5. In a maehlne of the class described, the combination

of a support having guides projecting therefrom ; an ad-

justable member having guides cooperating therewith

;

gage screws threade<l into one of said guides and adapt-

ed to bear- against said support : and screws loosely en-

tered through said guide and threaded Into said support

for clamping said guide thereto.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,727. JOINT FOR SASH-BARS. Joah nnooDEX.

Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to David Lupton's Sons

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation of Penn-

sylvania. Filed July 28, 1913. Serial No. 781.467.

(Cl. 189—36.)

^
Jir m̂"^^^

_^

3f

1. A Joint for metal sashes comprising crossing bars,

one of which has a mortised tongue, and the other of

which Is dlvlde<l transversely, forming sections, the end

of each section having a portion adapted to abut against

the side faces of the tongue of the other cross bar, and a

projecting portion extending through said mortise, said

projecting portions being the full thickness of the tongue

of the sash Imr, and lying one over the other and filling

said mortise, the adjacent faces of said projections having

registering recesses adapted to receive locking members

for holding said sections together and in assembled rela-

tion with the other cross t>ar.

2. A Joint for metal sashes comprising cross bars one
of which has a mortised tongue, the mortise being lo-

cated at a point above the lower edge of the tongue and
the other of which is divided transversely forming sec-

tions the end of each section having a portion adapted to

abut against the side faces of the tongue of the other

cross bar below the mortise, said projecting portions t)e-

Ing the full thickness of the tongue of the sash bar and

lying one over the other in and filling said mortise, the

adjacent faces of said projections having spaced register-

ing recesses adapte<l to receive locking rivets for holding

said sections together and In assembled relation yrlth the

other cross bar.

1,226.728. CUP-DISPENSING APPARATUS. H»NBT B.

CooLEV. Kensington, Conn., assignor to The American

Paper Goods Company, Montclair, N. J., a Corporation

of New Jersey. Filed June 17. 1914. Serial No.

846.619. (Cl. 211—8.)

1. In a cup dispensing apparatus, a separator of con-

tinuous annular form having reslllently acting separating

members located at intervals and clrcumferentlally yield-

ingly connected one with another throughout Its length,

said separator being of a size to support the cups by lips

at the upper edges thereof resting on the separator, and

means for supporting the separator.
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2. In a rup illnp^-nsInK apparatuH, a i«««pnrator of yield-

log cootlnuou.t annular form havint; nieniberD located at

substantially regular Intervals and clrcuniferentlally yield-

ingly connected one with another throughout Its length,

said separator l>eing of a xize to Mupport the cupA by lips

at the upper eilges thereof resting on the separator, and
means for supporting the separator.

8. In a cup dispensing apparatus, a base, a separator

supporting sleeve mounte<l on the t»ase and provided with

openings arrange«l at Intervals throu;:hout Its length, and
a separator of continuous annular form located upon the

outside of said sleeve and having separating members pro-

jecting through saltl openings.

4. In a cup dispensing apparatus, a supporting base, a

separator supporting sleeve located within said base and
having a groove on Its outer sarface, radial openings
from said groove Into the center of the sleeve, and a sepa-

rator of continuous annular form located in said groove

and with portions projecting through said openings.

5. In a cup dispensing apparatus, a supporting base, a
separator supporting sleeve located within the base and
having an annular groove In its outer surface and spacers

projecting downwardly forming openings at intervals

around the sleeve, and a separator of continuous annular

form located within said groove and with portions pro-
' Jecting radially through said openings.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Qaxette.l

1,225.729. PHOTOGRAPHIC - PRINTING MACHINE.
JoH.v H. FrLLMBR and Robxkt W. Runseb, Buffalo,

N. Y., assignors to Iluebner-Bleiatein Patents Company,
Buffalo, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Jane
16. 1914. Serial No. 845.347. (CI. 9&—73.) •

1. A photographic printing machine comprising a main
frame, a primary carriage movable hortaontally In one di-

rection on said frame, a se<'ondary carriage movable hori-

rontally on said primary carriage, means for supporting

a sensitize*! member on said secondary carriage, compris-

ing a rack having a frame detachably mounted on the sec-

ontlary carriage, and stretching bars adjustably mounted
on said frame and adapted to be connected with said sensi-

tized member, and means for producing photographic im-

pressions on said sensltlzeil member.
2. A photographic printing machine comprising a main

frame, a primary carriage movable horizontally In one di-

rection on said frame, a secondary carriage movable hori-

zontally on said prinwiry carriage, means for supporting a

sensitized meml>er on said secondary carriage, comprising

a rack having a frame detachably mounted on the sec-

ondary carriage and provided with parallel rows of open-

ings In two of Its bars, parnllel stretching bars each pro-

vlde«| at Its ends with perforated lugs engaging said per-

forated bars, pins passing through the openings In said

lUffs and perforated bnrs. and clamps mounted on said

stretching bars and atlapted to grip said sensitized mem-
bers.

3. A photographic printing machine comprising means
for supporting a member having a sensitized surface, a

transparent printing plate adapted to engage said sensi-

tized surface, a frame on which said plate is mounted,
means for moving said frame toward said menit>er compris-

ing a plurality of cams engaging said frame, and means
for operating said cams simultaneously comprising rock

shafts on which said cams are niounteil. rock arms secured
to said shafts, a relatively fixed guide arrange*] hetween
said shafts and a clamping device slldable on said guide
and adjustably connected with both of said arms.

4. A photographic printing machine comprising a main
frame, a primary carriage movable horizontally In one
direction on said frame, a secondary carriage movable
horizontally on said primary carriage, means for support-
ing a sensltlze<l meml>er on said secondary carriage, a
tran.sparent printing plate adapted to engage the sensitized

surface of said member and a supporting block adapted to
engage the unsensltlzed surface of said member, means for
moving said plate and block toward and from opposite
sides of said meml>er. and means for rotating said plate

and block in planes parallel with the surfaces of said sen-

sitized member.
5. A photographic printing machine comprising means

for supporting a member having a sensitized surface, r

printing plate, a printing frame supporting said printint
plate, and a light chamber having its upper end open and
adapted to receive said printing frame and having the up-
per part of one of Its walls provUled with a passageway
through which the printing frame and associated parts
may be moved horizontally into and out of said light

chamber.
(Claims 6 to 22 not printe<l in the <iazette.l

1.225.7.'?n. MACHIN!: FOR PRODrciNO R.ADIATOR-
TUBIXO FOR .vrTOMOBILES. Salvatobe (JARoit'iX).

New Haven. Conn., assignor to The O A O Manufac-
tarlng Co.. New Haven, Conn., a Corporation. Filed

Aug. 19. 1915. Serial No. 46,398. (CI. 153—77.)

1. In a nuichtne for making radintor tubing for auto-

mobiles and the like, the combination with means for pro-

ducing folds In a stock strip, of an anvil located on one

side of the path In which said strip is fed, a pair of oscil-

lating segmental Jaws, a shaft movable toward and away
from the said path and mounting the said Jaws, a bar-

cam co-acting directly with the said Jaws for moving them
into operative position and operating them In that posi-

tion, and means for so operating the said bar-cam.

2. In a machine for making radiator tubing for auto-

mobiles and the like, the combination with means for pro-

ducing folds in a stock-strip, of an anvil located on one
side of the path In which the strip Is fe<l. a pair of oscil-

lating segmental Jaws, a shaft movable toward and away
from the said path and mounting the said jaws, a bar-cam
co-acting directly with the said Jaws to move the same
into operative position and to operate them In that posi-

tion, means for so operating the said bar-cam. and means
for controlling the pinching action of the said Jaws upon
the folds of the stock-strip.

.^. In a machine for making radiator tubing for auto-

mobiles and the like, the combination with means for pro-

ducing open V shaped folds In the stock strip, of an
anvil locate«l above the path In which the said strip is

fed. a vertically movable shaft located below the said

I

/
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path, oscillating segmental jaws applied to the said shaft

by which they are carried, a bar-cam co acting with the

lower ends of the said jaws for forcing their upper ends

together to operate apon the folds in the strip, and cam*

for operating the said bar-cam.

1.226.731. PAPEE- HANGING MACHINE. Albmit J.

Hitch, Windsor, Ontario. Canada. Filed Sept. 5, 1916.

Serial No. 118.353. (Cl. 216—6.)

1. A paper hanging machine comprising end walls, a

paste receptacle supported thereby, a paste roller In said

receptacle, guide rollers between said end walls, a paper

roll receptacie carried by said end walls, a brush, and a

bail stipportlng said brush and having ends thereof ex-

tending through said end walls to provide pintles for a

paper roll In the paper roll receptacle.

2. A paper hanging machine comprising end walls, a

channel shaped bottom plate carried thereby and provid-

ing a paste receptacle, a paste roller In said receptacle, a

C shaped housing carried by said end walls and providing

a pajter roll receptacle, a paper applying device having
ends plvotally connected to said end walls and extending

therethrough to serve as pintles for a paper roll In said

housing, and guide rollers supported by said end walls and
adapted for maintaining paper from the paper roll on the

paste roller and over the paste receptacle.

3. A paper banging machine comprising a paste recep-

tacle, a paper roll receptacle, a paper applying device hav-

ing ends thereof extending Into the paper roll receptacle

and adapted as pintles for a paper roll, said paper apply-

ing device having lateral portions to facilitate manipulat-

ing said devlce^when said machine Is held In the hands,

and means In said paste receptacle adapted for guiding

paper from the paper roll through said paste receptacle.

4. A paper hanging machine comprising a paste recep-

tacle, a paste roller therein, a paper roll receptacle, a

brush, a ball supporting said brush and having the ends

thereof plvotally mounted In the ends of said paper roll

receptacle and adapted for supporting a paper roll therein,

and guide rollers In said paste receptacle adapted to re-

tain paper from said roll on said paste roller and as a

closure for said paste receptacle.

1.225,732. GARMENT. Htma.n Edelmam. Chicago, 111.

Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No. 113,906. (CI. 2—144.)

.#--

A garment made of substantially nonextenslble fabric

closed on the sides thereof and adapted to extend from the

238 O. G.—89

ankles of the wearer only to a point below the arms and
provided with an aperture In the t>ack thereof extending
above and below the waist line of the garment, a flap the

ends whereof extend laterally across and l)eyond the ends

of said aperture and are attached to said back, said flap

being adapted to cover said aperture and said aperture

being adapted to automatically close while said garment
is in wearing position and to open when the upper end of

the garment is turned down on the waist line thereof, to

enlarge said waist line and permit said garment to be

drawn over the hips of the wearer and suspender straps

secured to the upper edge of the back of the garment and
adapted to be secured to the front of the garment.

1,226,733. MUSICAL TOY. Hskby Andrew Gbasb, Chi-

cago, 111. Filed June 26. 1916. SerUl No. 105,786.

(Cl. 46—46.)

1. In a musical skipping rope, a handle, a rotary harp
in said handle, and meaus in the handle for engaging and
vibrating the strings of the harp during the rotation

thereof by the swinging motion of the rope.

2. The structure of claim 1, substantially as shown and
described, said harp comprising a longitudinal shaft pro

vided with disks spaced apart thereon, and wires stretched

between said disks.

3. The structure of claim 1, substantially as shown and
described, said harp comprising a rotary longitudinal

shaft, a crank arm on the end of said shaft for the end of

the rope, a fixed shoulder on said shaft, a disk bearing

against said shoulder, said shaft having a threaded por-

tion, a disk screwed onto said threaded portion, and wires

stretched between said disks.

4. In a musical skipping rope, a handle, a rotary sup-

port for said handle, a wire stretched taut on said sup-

port, and means on said handle to engage and vibrate

said wire when the support Is rotated by the swinging

motion of the rope.

5. In a toy. a hollow body, a support in .said body, said

support and body being capable of relative rotation, wires

stretched taut on said support and extending substantially

parallel with the axis of said rotation, means on the inner

surface of said body to engage and vibrate said wires, and

means to rotate said body and support relative to each

other.

1,225,734. PROCESS OF VENEERING. John Mac-

LAiraiN, Brookfleld, Mass. Filed Dec. 29, 1915, Serial

No. 69.248. Renewed Apr. 9, 1917. Serial No. 160,894.

(Cl. 91—68.)

1. The process of veneering comprising, the application

of a veneering tape to the meeting e<lges of veneering to

temporarily hold said e<lgea together, said tape having a
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Aim of adbealre carried thereby, and the removal of said

tape from tim film of adheslre through a film of binding

material.

2. The process of veneering comprising the application

of a fabric veneering tape to the meeting edges of veneer-

ing, to temporarily hold said veneering In flxed relation,

said tape having a film of adhesive carried thereby to

adhere to said veneering, and the subsequent removal of

the fabric tape through a film of binding material between

said tape and film of adhesive, said binding material hav-

ing the desired tenacity for securely holding said tape and

aim of adhesive together until said tape Is forcibly removed

by the separation of said film of binding material.

1.225,735. VENEERING TAPE. John MacLaCHIN, Brook-

fleld, Mass. Filed Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 69.249.

Renewed Apr. 9. 1917. Serial No. 160,895. (CI.

91—68.)

1. In a veneering tape, a fabric tape, a film of adhesive,

and a binder of impervious material <^)nnecting said tape

and film of adhesive.

6. In a veneering tape, a fabric tape, a film of adhesive,

and a binder connecting said tape and fllm of adhesive,

said binder comprising a mixture of starch and wax emul-

sion to partly penetrate the fibers of said tape, and to

render said binder Impervious, borax to partly absorb por-

tions of the adhesive, and china clay to afford a body to

receive adhesive.

[Claims 2 to 5 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,225.786. SIGNALING SYSTEM. Carl P. Nachod,

Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Nachod Signal Company,
Inc., a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 18, 1914.

Serial No. 862,264. (Cl. 246—36.)

\£9^'

^:=r^

1. In a slgnallni! system for vehicles, plural aspect sig-

naling means comprising three signal elements, means in-

cluding a vehicle controlled switch for displaying one only

of said signal elements alone, and means for displaying

said one of said signal elements with either one of the

other signal elements.

2. In a signaling system for vehicles, plnrml aspect sig-

naling means comprLsing three signal elements, means in-

cluding a vehicle controlled switch for displaying OiDe only

of said signal elements alone, the display of said one of

Aald signal elements giving a stop indication, and means for

displaying said one of said signal elements with either

one of the other of said signal elements to form a per-

missive signal.

3. In a signaling system, plural aspect signaling means-

comprising three signal elements, means for displaying

one only of said signal elements alone, the display of said

one of said signal elements giving a stop indication, means
for displaying said one of said signal elements with an-

other of said signal elements to form a permissive signal,

and means for displaying said one of said signal element«

with the remaining one of paid signal elements to likewise

give a permissive signal, the change from the display of

signal elements which give one permissive signal to that

of signaling elements which give another permissive signal

giving a third indication.

4. In a signaling system for vehicles, a stop signal, a

plurality of similar signal elements associated with said

top signal, and means Including a vehicle controlled

switch for displaying said signals, each of said signal

elements when displayed with said stop signal forming •
permissive signal, one of said similar signal elements

being disposed to one side of said stop signal and at a

height different from said stop signal.

5. In a signaling system for vehicles, a stop signal, a

plurality of similar signal elements associated with said"

stop signal, and means Including a vehicle controlled,

switch for displaying said signals, each of said signal ele-

ments when displayed with said stop signal forming a.

permissive signal, said stop signal being disposed abovt-

said similar signal elements, one of said signal elements

being disposed to one side of said stop signal.

[Claims 6 to 47 not printed In the Gatette.]

1,225,737. STEERING MECHANISM FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. Rbmi 8z Skbban, South Bethlehem. Pa. FileA

Sept. 8. 1916. Serial No. 49.487. (O. 21—192.)

1. A steering mechanism for vehicles Including steering

wheels, and a steering column, opposed gears at opposite

sides of the column loosely mounted on a shaft, said col-

umn extending through the nhaft. means operable by th»

gears for turning the wheels, a gear on the column en-

gaging both of the aforesaid gears, the column being mov-

able to disengage Its ear from the others and a spring for

resisting such disengagement.

2. A steering mechanism for vehicles including the

steering wheeU, a divided shaft, opposed gears, a shaft on

which said gears are mounted, a steering column Jour-

naled in said last mentlone<l shaft, means on the steering

column and engaging the opposed gears for turning said

gears oppositely and In unison, a connection between th«

respective opposed gears and the respective shaft sections,

and a connection between the respective shaft sections and

the steering wheels.

3. A steering mechanism for vehicles Including steering

wheels, a steering knuckle for each wheel, a gear carried

by each steering knuckle, a divided shaft, a gear mounted

on each shaft section to engage with the respective first

mentioned gears, a steering column, opposed gears mount-

ed one on each side of the mentioned column, a shaft con-

junctively utlHiabie as a support for the opposed gear*-

and as a bearing for said column, a gear mounted on

said column to engage with the opposed gears that the

latter may be turned oppositely and in unison, and a con-

nection between the respective opposed gears and the re-

spective shaft sections that the latter may be turned op-

positely and in unison to swing the wheels at an angle to

the vehicle, substantially as described.

4. In a steering mechanism for vehicles, the steering

wheels, a steering column, opposed bevel gears mounted

one at each side of said column, a shaft conjunctively

utillxable aa a support for the mentioned gears and aa a:

bearing for said column, a bevel pinion mounted on saldi
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column to engage with the opposed gears that the latter

may be turned oppositely and In unison, resilient means
inalntalnlng said pinion In engagement with the gears, a

divided shaft, the respective sections of which have'con-

iMctlon with the steering wheels, and a connection between

the respective opposed gears and the respective shaft sec-

tions. «

RE ISSUE S.

14,297. AUTOMOBILE STARTER. Edgim Bootz, Edge-

water, Colo. Filed Nov. 18. 1916. SerUl No. "132,201.

Original .No. 1.196.650. dated Aug. 29, 1916, Serial No.

92,540, filed Apr. 20, 1916. (CI. 74—54.)

1. In an engine starter, the combination with a main

ahaft having a clutch element, a second clutch element op-

posed thereto, and yielding means for holding these ele-

ments out of engagement ; of a pulley connected with said

second element, a guide tube leading from the floor of the

automobile beneath its engine and with Us forward end

directed upward tangentially toward the pulley and ob-

liquely across the rim thereof, an antifriction pnlley with-

in said tube and at Its bend, and a rope leading from said

floor along the tube and over the antifriction pulley, up-

ward to and around the rim of said driving pulley, and

attached to the latter.

2. In an engine starter, the combination with a main

shaft having a clutch element, a second clutch element

opposed thereto, and yielding means for holding these ele-

ments out of engagement ; of a pulley connected with said

•econd element and having a wide rear flange, a guide tube

led from a dlsUnt point with its forward end directed tan-

gentially toward the periphery of said pulley and ob-

liquely to Its ;^ane and across said wide flange, and a

flexible operating member paaslng through said tube and

wound around the rim of the pulley and attached thereto.

3. In an engine starter, the combination with a main

abaft having a clutch element, a second clutch element op-

posed thereto, and yielding means for holding these ele-

ments out of engagement ; of a pulley connected with said

•econd element and having a wide rear flange, n guide tube

leading from the floor of the automobile beneath Its en-

gine and with Its forward end directed upward Ungen-

tially toward the pulley and obliquely across the rim

thereof, anti friction pulleys within the length of said

tube and at its bends, and a rope leading from said floor

along the tul>e and over the antifriction pulleys, upward

to and around the rim of said driving pulley, and attached

to the latter.

4. In an engine starter, the combination with a main

•haft, a clutch element attached thereto, a second clutch

element slldably mounted on said shaft, and a flanged pul-

ley on this element ; of a guide tube with Its front end

directed toward said pulley and obliquely aci-oss Its wide

flange, an operating rope passing through said tut>e and

wound around and aecured to the rim of the pulley, and a

spring attached at one end to the pulley and having Its

other end attached to said tube, for the purpose set forth.

6. In an engine starter, the combination with a main

abaft, a toothed clutch element attached thereto and hav-

ing a spindle projecting forward therefrom, a collar flxed

on the front end of the spindle, a second toothed clutch

element having a sleeve slldably mounted on said spindle

between the flrst element and collar, and a pulley carried

by this element and having a wide rear flange; of • guide

tube led from the automobile floor t>eneath its engine and

with Its front end directed toward said pulley and ob-

liquely across Its wide flange, an operating rope passing

through said tube and wound around and secured to the

rim of the pulley, and a weak spring attached at one end

to the pulley, making several convolutions around said

sleeve, and having Its other end attached to said tube, for

the purpose set forth.

6. In an engine starter, the combination with a main

shaft, a toothed clutch element attached thereto and hav-

ing a spindle projecting forward therefrom, a collar fixed

on the front end of the spindle, a second toothed clutch

element having a sleeve slldably mounted on said spindle

between the flrst element and collar, and a pulley carried

by this element and having a wide rear flange ; of a guide

tube led from the automobile floor beneath Its engine and

with its front end directed toward said pulley and ob-

liquely across its wide flange, an operating rope passing

through said tube and wound around and secured to the

rim of the pulley, a casing carried by the automobile frame

and Inclosing said pulley, the front end of the tube pass-

ing upward through the bottom of said casing, and a weak

spring having one end attached to the pulley, then colled

around said sleeve between the pulley and collar, and Its

other end passing through the casing, attached to said

tube, and attached to the casing, for the purpose set forth.

7. In an engine starter, a shaft, a clutch element car-

ried on the shaft, a second clutch element slldable upon

the shaft, means to hold the clutch elements yieldingly

out of engagement, a drum carried by the sliding clutch

element having a flange extending beyond the periphery

of the drum, a rope wound about the drum and drawing

across the flange at an angle to the axis and initially op-

erative directly thereon to pull the drum along the shaft

and subsequently to turn said clutch.

8. In an engine starter, the combination with a shaft

having a clutch element thereon, a second clutch element

slldable upon the shaft Into engagement with the first

clutch element, yielding means for holding the elements

out of engagement, a pulley carried by the slldiifg clutch

element having a wide flange, and an operating rope

wound about the pulley and drawing angularly across the

flange In the direction toward the clutch element carried

by the shaft the reaction of said rope axlally on the flange

operating to shift the pulley to close the clutch raemlHjrs

and then rotate them.

9. In a starting device for engines, a sbaft-witb a flxed

clutch member, a complementary clutch member slldable

along the shaft to operatlvely couple therewith, means

normally holding the sliding member disengaged from the

other, and a rope connected to the sliding clutch member

and operative directly thereon to first pull the member

along the shaft to effect clutch engagement.

10. In a starting device for engines, a shaft with a flxed

clutch member, a complementary clutch meml>er slldable

along the shaft to operatlvely coupit therewith, means

normally holding the sliding member disengaged from the

other, and a rope connected at one end to said sliding

meml>€r and so disposed relative thereto that the rope acts

directly, when drawn taut, on the said member to abift

It axlally to close the clutches and subsequent pulling

then turns the shaft.

11. In a starting device for engines, a shaft with a flxed

clutch memt)er, a complementary clutch member slldable

along the shaft to operatlvely couple therewith, means
normally holding the sliding member disengaged from the

other, and a draft rope connected to the sliding member
and leading therefrom angularly in the direction of pull,

whereby when the rope is drawn taut It acts flrst and
directly upon said member to move It in the direction of

pull to close the clutch.

14.298. HYDROMETAX.LURGY. Edward B. Holder,
Los Angeles, Cal. Filed June 10, 1916. Serial No.

108.048. Original No. 1.175,867. dated Mar. 14. 1916.

Serial No. 39,727. flled July 14, 1915. (Cl. 75—18.)
1. The Improvement in hydro-metallurgy consisting in

putting Into a tank a quantity of ore and a solvent there-
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for. is Imparting to the contents of the tank, anch motion
as will cause particlea of ore to rise above the bottom
stratum but without elevating from the bottom stratum
the larger particles of metals and their compounds not
dissolved bjr the solvent and. at the proper time, without
stopping such motion, removing from the upper part of
the tank downwardly all the contents of the tank except
the bottom stratum.

2. The improvement in hydro-metallurgy consUting in

putting into a tank a quantity of ore and solvent there-

for, In Imparting to the contents of the tank a rotary
motion and gradually drawing off the contents of the

tank from the top downward to a predetermined levef,

while maintaining the rotary motion substantially as set

forth.

3. The herein described Improvement In hydro-metal-
lurgy, which consists in mixing pulverized ore with a dis-

solving solution, and giving the mixture of solution and
pulverised ore a rotary motion in a tank, whereby the
particles of ore are elevated to the different strata in

the solution, according to their sire and specific gravity
and when the solution has dissolved the metallic contents,
withdrawing the gangue and solution from the tank,
stratum by stratum In successive steps downward from
the top.

4. The herein decsrlbed method of dissolving and con-
r-entrating the valuable constituents of an ore, at one
and the same time, which consists in mixing pulverised
ore with a liquid solvent, rotating the mixture of the
ore and solvent in a tank so that the particles of ore
are elevated by the action of the rotary motion of the
liquid, and form various strata in conformity with their
specific gravities and sizes, while the larger particles of
metals and their compounds, not wholly dissolved in

the solution, remain In the bottom of the tank, then
withdrawing the solution containing the dissolved metals
:ind the gangue from the tank, in successive steps down-
ward from the top, while maintaining and continuing
the rotary motion of the solution and its contents, leaving
the non-dissolved metals and their compounds in the
lowermost stratum of the tank, and subsequently recover-

ing and removing such separate remaining non dissolved

metals and their compounds.

14.299. AUTOMATIC BACK REiST. Gistaf E. Prrmi-
8O.1. Hartford, Conn., assignor to Pratt * Whitney
Company, Hartford, Conn., a Corporation of New Jer-

sey. Filed Feb. 17, 1917. Serial No. 149,362. Origi-

nal No. 1.191.220, dated July 18, 1916. Serial No.
91,812. filed Apr. 15. 1916. (CI. 82—39.)
1. A back-rest having a yoke-shaped body, radially ar-

ranced plungers loosely supported by the body, means for

varying the length of the plungers, springs for thrusting
the plungers outward, and a weight for moving the

plungers Inward.

2. A back-rest having a yoke-shapeil body, radially ex-

tensible plungers loosely supported by the l>ody. means
for increasing or diminishing the length of the plungers.

springs for thrusting the pluuKers outwardly, a cam plat*
for forcing the plungers inwardly. an<i a weight mounted
on and adapted to turn the cam-plate.

3. A back-rest having a yoke-cbapeil body, radially
arranged plungers loosely supported by the body, means
for adjusting the inner ends of the plungers independently
of the body part of the plungers, springs for thrusting
the plungers outwardly, a <am-plate for forcing the
plungers Inwardly, and a weight for turning the cam plate
and moving the plungers radially iHward.

4. A back rest having a IkkIv, radially arrange<l ex-
tensible plungers loosely supported by the bo<ly. means
for increasing or diminishing the length of the plungers,
springs for thrusting the plungers outward, and a weight
for moving the plun>:ers inward.

5. .\ back-rest having a yoke-shaped body, ratllally ar-

ranged sleeves loosely supported by the body, studs lo<»sely

carried by the sleeves, means for adjusting the studs lon-
gitudinally with relation to the sleeves, means for thrust-
ing the sleeves outwardly, and a weight for moving the
sleeves and studs Inwardly.

6. A back-rest having a yoke-shaped body with radially
arranged sockets, sleeves loosely mounted in said sockets,
studs loosely mounted In said sleeves, adjusting K<rews
connecting the sleeves and the studs, springs arranged in

the sockets for thrusting the sleeves and studs outward,
a cam-plate with cams engaging the outer ends of the
sleeves, and a weight adapte<l to turn the cam-plate and
force the sleeves and studs Inward.

7. A back-rest having a yoke-shaped body, radially ar-

ranged plungers loosely supportetl by the body, means for
varying the length of the plungers, means for thrusting
the plungers outward, and means for moving the plungers
inward.

8. In a hack-rest adapted to support stsck while being
acted upon by a grinding wh'eel. the combination of a
body, a plunger, mechanism for automatically moving the
plunger inward as the diameter of the stock is reducetl,

and means dependent on the diameter of the stock for

limiting the action of the said mechanism.
9. In a back-rest adapted to support stock while t>elng

acted a{>on by a grinding wheel, the combination of m
body, a plunger, mechanism for automatically moving the
plunger inward as the diameter of the stock is reduced
.ind for automatically locking It against outward move-
ment, and means dependent on the diameter of the stock
for limiting the first said action of the said mechanism.

10. In a back-rest adapted to support stock while being
acted upon by a grinding wheel, the combination of a
body, two plungers positioned to respectively engage the
stock at the bottom and at the side opposite the wheel,
mechanism for automatically moving the plungers Inward
as the diameter of the stock is reduced, and means for
engaging the stock at the top to limit the extent of inward
movement of the plungers.

11. The combination in an open-8ide<l back rest, of a
body and radial plungers constructed snd arranged to

permit stock held thereby to i>e engaged by a grinding
wheel, and mechanism having positive engagement with
all of the plungers and automatically tending to move
them Inward uniformly.

12. The combination in an open-sided back-rest of
body and radial plungers constructed and arranged to
permit stock held thereby to be engaged by a grinding
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wheel, twor«f the plungers being substantially diametri-

cally opposUe each other, and mechanism having positive

engagement with all of the plungers and automatically

tending to move them inward uniformly.

13. The combination In an open-sided back-rest, of a

body and radial plungers constructed and arranged to per-

mit stock held thereby to be engaged by a grinding wheel,

and mechanism automatically tending to move the plun-

gers Inward and automatically locking them against move-

ment outward.

14,800. DESTRUCTIVE DISTILLATION OF WOOD AND
THE LIKE. SnwABT E. Seaman. Oauley Mills, W. Va.,

assignor to Seaman Waste Wood Chemical Company.
Incorporated. New York. N. T., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Joly 28, 1916. RerUl No. 111,952. Orig-

inal No. 1.108,403, dated Aug. 26. 1914. Serial No.

I- 809.112. filed Dec. 27. 1913. (H. 203—6.)

1. The herein described improvement In the art of de-

structive distillation of wood and the like, which con-

sists in treating the charge In a sealed retort from which

air is excluded, and eliminating the air from the charge

before It reaches the retort by forcing the cool uncon-

densed gases generated In the retort through the charge

before it enters the retort.

2. The herein descril>ed Improvement in the art of the

destructive distillation of wood and the like, which con-

sists in heating the charge in a suluhle retort, drawing

off the gaseous products of the charge from the retort,

condensing said gaseous products, forcing the cool un-

condensed gases of the condenser through the charge be-

fore the latter enters the retort, thereby expelling the

air from the charge and delivering the mixed gas and air

so obtained as a fuel beneath the retort.

8. The herein described improvement in the art of the

destructive distillation of wood and the like, which con-

slats in feeding a charge through an air tight casing Into

a suitable retort, condensing thi- gaseous products of the

retort, discharging the cool uncondensed gases from the
^ condenser Into the aforesaid air tight casing, and with-

drawing the air and gases from said casing and discharg-

ing them as fuel beneath the retort.

4. The improvement in the art of the destructive dis-

tillation of wood and the like, which consists In feeding a

charge to a retort through an essentially air tight casing,

drawing off the gaseous products of the charge from said

retort, then trapping said ga.seous products to collect the

tar. then condensing said gaseous products, next drawing

the cool uncondensed gases through the aforesaid feed cas-

ing thereby forcing the air from the charge, and finally de-

livering the mingled air and gas collected from said cas-

ing to a point below the retort as a fuel.

6. The hereindescribed improvement in the art of the

destructive distillation of wood and the like, which con-

sists in feeding the finely divided charge to the retort from

an essentially air tight casing, condensing the gaseous

products of the retort, and forcing the cool uncondensed

gases through the aforesaid air tight casing, thereby driv-

ing out the excess of air from the charge.

6. The Improvement in the art of continuons destmctlve
distillation of wood and the like, which consists In con-

tinuously subjecting the material to be distilled to de-

structive distillation in a suitable retort, feeding such

material to the retort, and expelling air from the said ma-
terial as It is being fed and before It reaches the retort, so

that the said material is delivered to the retort substan-

tially free from air.

7. The Improvement in the art of continuous destructive

distillation of finely divided wood and the like, which con-

sists in continuously subjecting the said material to de-

structive distillation in a suitable retort, feeding such ma-

terial to the retort, and expelling air from the said mate-

rial as it is being fed and before it reaches the retort, so

that the said material is delivered to the retort substan-

tially free from air.

8. The Improvement In the art of continuous destructive

distillation of wood and the like, which consists In feeding

to a suitable retort the material to be subjected to destruc-

tive distillation, expelling air from such material while It

is being so fed, continuously treating the material to de-

structive distillation In the retort, withdrawing the gas

eous products therefrom, cooling the said gases and con-

densing therefrom the condensable constituents thereof,

and passing the cool uncondensed gases through the mate-

rial as it is being fed and before it enters the retort, to

expel air therefrom.

9. The improvement In the art of continuous destruc-

tive distillation of wood and the like, which consists in

feeding to a stiltable retort the material to be subjected

to destructive distillation, expelling air from such mate-

rial while it is being so fed, continuously treating the ma-
terial to destructive distillation in the retort, withdraw-

ing the gaseous products therefrom, cooling the said gases,

and passing them through the material as It Is being fed

and before it enters the retort, to expel air therefrom.

DESIGN S.

50,708. HOLY-WATER FONT. GnoHO« E. Bailey, Brook-

lyn, N. Y., assUfDor to Sterling Casket Hardware Com-
pany, Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Mar. 7, 1917. ScrUl No. 153,194. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a holy water font, as shown.
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50,709. WALL - PLATE FOB LIGHTING - FIXTURES.
RoBtET Y. BARBOwg, Rutherford, and G»oboi V.

Steahan, Newark, N. J., asslirnors, by mesne aaeisn

ments, to Mitchell Vance Co., Inc.. New York. N. Y., a

Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 3, 1917. SerUtl

No. 152,406. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a wall plate for lighting fix-

tures, aa shown.

60,710. CASKET-HANDLE LUG. Geobgb R. Bailbt.
Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Sterling Casket Hardware
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of New York,

Filed MAr. 7, 1917. Serial No, 163,196. Term of patent

7 years.

The ornamental design for a casket handle Ing, as

shown.

60.711. SEWING-TABLE. Lola A. Bormi, Firdale, Wash.
Filed Jan. 25, 1917. Serial No. 144,540. Term of pat-

ent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a sewing table, aa shown.

50.712. CASKET. Hesmah Colbman, Kansas City, Mo.
Filed Jan. 23, 1917. Serial No. 144.066. Term of

patent 7 years.

!2= 3:

The ornamental design for a casket, as shown.

60.713. WHEELED CABINET. Thomas F. Cummimcb,
Chicago, 111 Filed Nov. 21, 1914. Serial No. 878,412.
Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a wheeled cabinet as showa.

50.714. AEROPLANE BODY. Nelson W. DaLtov, Baf-

falo, N. Y.. a.tslgnor to Curtlss .\eroplaDe A Motor Cor-

poration, a Corporation of New York. Filed Feb. 28,

1917. Serial No. 151.671. Term of patent 14 years.

d
The ornamental design for an aeroplane body as shown.
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60.716. EMBLEM. Paul Edwabd Flbmino, Huron, 8. D.

Filed Jan. 3, 1917. Serial No. 140,467. Term of patent

7 years.

The ornamental design for an emblem, as shown.

50,716. STREET-LIGHT STANDARD. Ihna T. Fbabi,

aeveland. Ohio, assignor to Charles Andrew, Terrace

Park, Ohio, Frank Andrew. Cincinnati, Ohio, and Wil-

liam Andrew, Norwood, Ohio, doing business as Electric

Railway Equipment Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

Oct. 18. 1916. Serial No. 125,519. Term of patent 14

jears.

.'^.\

!!

o

i

50,717. CLOCK - BANK CASE. Albbbt C. GbckwaLD,

Maywood. 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The

Automatic Recording Safe Company, Chicago. 111., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 22, 1915. Serial

No. 28,115. Term of patent 7 years.

i

1

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

60,718. CLOCK -BANK CASE. Albert C. Gbcnwald.

Maywood, 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The

Automatic Recording Safe Company, Chicago, 111., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 22, 1916. Serial

No. 28,116. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a street light standard as

shown. The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.
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60.719. CLOCK - BANK CASE. Albibt C. Grckwalo,
Maywood, 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Automatic Recording Safe Company, Chicago, 111., 1
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 22. 1915. Serial
No. 23,117. Term of patent 7 years.

50.721. CLOCK -BANK CASE. Albert C. Gst .vwALto.
Maywood, 111., assignor, by mesne aasigomeats, to The
Automatic RecordlUK' Safe Company. Chicago, 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 22, 1915. Serial
No. 23,119. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

00.720. CLOCK - BANK CASE. Albert C. GBrHWALO.
Maywood, 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Automatic Recording Safe Company. Chicago, IlL. a
Corporation of lUlnois. Filed Apr. 22, 1916. Serial
No. 23.118. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank caac, as shown.

60.722. CLOCK -BANK CASE. Albbht C. Gbinwald,
Maywood. 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Automatic Recording Safe Company. Chicago. 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 22. 1915. Serial
No. 23,120. Term of patent 7 yean.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown. I The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown
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60.728. REVOLVING TRAY. Edwin F. Gdth, SL Loola,

Mo., aseignor to Luminous Unit Co.. St. Louis, Mo., a

Corporation of Missouri. Filed May 17, 1917. Serial

No. 155.620. Term of patent 14 years.

60,726. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmukd S. Hochi, Chi-

cago. 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 23.122. Term of patent 7

jears.

The ornamental design for a revolving tray, as shown.

60.724. CLOCK - BANK CASE. Edmcnd 8. HoCH», Chi-

cago. 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of IlllnolB. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 28,121. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

60,726. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmund S. Hochb, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, 111.,' a Corporation of Illinois. Flle<l

Apr. 22. 1915. Serial No. 23,123. Term of patent 7

years

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown. ^ The ornamental design far a ciock-bank case, as shown.
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50.727. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmuio) S. Hochb, Chi-

cago. 111., assignor to The .Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 23,124. Term of patent 7

jearit.

50,729. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmund 8. HocHi, Chi-

cago, 111.. aRBignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22. 1915. Serial No. 28,126. Term of patent 7

7e«rs.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank caae, as shown.

60,728. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmund S. Hochb, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 23,125. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a dock-bank caae, as shown.

80,780. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmund 8. Hochb. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, III., a CorjMration of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 23.127. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown. The ornamental design for a clock-t>ank case, as shown.
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50 781. CLOCK-BANK CASK. Edmund 8. Hochb. Chi-

cago, IH., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago. Ill . a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 23,128. Term of patent 7

ytan.

50,733. CLOCK-BANK CASE. EDMUND S. HocHB. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 28.180. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamenul design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

80 782 CLOCK BANK CASE. EDMUND 8. HocHB. Chi-

cago lU. assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Comi>any, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 28,129. Term of l>atent 7

years.

The omam^nUl design for a clock bank case, as shown.

50 784 CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmund 8. Hochb, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois Filed

Apr. 22. 1916. Serial No. 23.131. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case. a. shown. The ornamenUl de.lgn for a clock-bank case, as shown.
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50.736. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmund S. Hoch», Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe
Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Plied
Apr. 22, 1916. S«rial No. 23.132. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as ataown.

50,736. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmund 8. HocHi, Chi
cage. 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe
Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. SerUl No. 23,133. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-t>ank case, as shown.

60,787. CLOCK-BANK CASK. Bdmckd S. HocHl. Ckl-

cago. 111., assignor to The .\utoroatlc Recording Safe
Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Apr. 22. 1916. Serial No. 28.184. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

50,738. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmcnd S. Rochi, Chi
cago. 111., assignor ti' The Automatic Recording Safe

Company. Chicago. 111.^ a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serlat No. 23,135. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for ji clock-hank case, as shown.
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60,789. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmund 8. Hochb, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. TZ, iyi5. Serial No. 23,136. Term of patent 7

years.

50,741. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmcnd S. Hocrb, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 23.188. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank rase, as shown.

60,742. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmund 8. Hoch», Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 23,139. Term of patent 7

•ars.

/
60,740. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmcxd S. Hochk, Chi-

cago. III., assignor to The .\utomatlc Recording Safe
Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 28,187. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, ap shown.

50,748. CLOCK-BANK CASH. Edmund S. Hocbb, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company. Chicago, ill., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916. SerUl No. 23,140. Term of patent 7

yt-urk.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank «#e. as shown. The ornamental design for a clock-t^nk case, as shown.
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SO.744. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmcnd 8. HoCH». Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of IlUnola. Filed

Apr. 22. 1915. Serial No. 23,141. Term of patent 7

yeara.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

50,748. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmind 8. Hocna, Chi-

cago. 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22. 1915. Serial No. 28.142. Term of patent 7

years.

fi0,747. CLOCK-BANK CASK. Edmuko 8. Hochb, Chi-

cago. 111., assignor to Tlie Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 28.144. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

."^0.748. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmund 8. nocHB. Chi-

cago. III., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, ChU>agu, III., a Corporation «f Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 28,145. Term of patent 7

yeufft.

60,746. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmund S. Hocaa, Chi-,

cage. III., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr 22, 1915. Serial No. 23,143. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown. 1 The ornamenUl design for a clock-bank cas*, as shown.
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50.749. CLOCK-BANK CASE. Edmund 8. Hoche. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 28,146. Term of patent 7

years.

50,781. GOBLET. " Wilbcr E. HrN-ntH, Morgantown.
W. Va. Filed Dec. 28, 1916 Serial No. 139.412. Term
of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, as shown.

60,760. CLOCK BANK CASE. Edmund S. Hochb. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Automatic Recording Safe

Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 23,147. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a goblet, as shown.

60,762. NECKTIE. Benjamin H. Kunkel, Lemoyne.

Pa. Filed Mar. 16, 1917. Serial No. 166.838. Term

of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a clock-bank case, an shown. The ornamental design for a necktie, as shown
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50,753. HORN. Chablbs T. Lamo.nt. Mllwanke*. Wis.
Filed Mar. 10. 1917. Serial No. 154.046. Term of

patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a bora, as shown.

50,754. CONNECTING ROD. Hbbron B. Latman, New
York. N. Y.. assignor to The Layman Pressed Rod Com-
pany, Inc., New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Mar. 17, 1916. Serial No. 84.978. Term of pat-

ent 7 years.

^n> KX/

Tbe ornamental design for a connecting rod as shown.

50.765. MINNOW BUCKET OR BIMILAB ARTICLE.
Philip O. Ldcas. Jr., St. Louis. Mo. Piled Not. 18,

1910. Serial No. 61.423. Term of patent 14 years.

Tbe ornamental design for a minnow bucket or simi-

lar article, as shown.

50.756.' COFFEE-I»OT. Waltbr Lctthinchacb. May-
wood. 111. Filed Feb. 19, 1917. Serial No. 149,683.
Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a coffee pot, as shown.

50.767. CURTAIN. Thomas J. McMahon, Brooklyn.

N. Y. Piled Oct. 27, 1916. SerUl No. 128.187. Term
of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a curtain, as shown.
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M,T58. NOM-GLAEB LAMP-CASINO. WILLIAM C.

Padl. Newark, N. J. FnUd Feb. 7. 1917. BerUl No.

147.161. Ter« of patent 14 years.

60.761. CREAM PITCHER OR ilMILAR ARTICLE.

Olitsb H. Sbbbikg, Rebrlng. Ohio. Piled Mar. 4, 1916.

Serial No. 82.246. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a non-glare lamp casing, as

Aown.

50.T89. NONGLARE LAMP CASING. William C
Pacl, Newark. N. J. Filed Feb. 7. 1917. Serial No.

147,262. Term of patent 14 years.

\

The ornamental design for • cream pitcher or similar

article as shown.

60 762. RING. WiLLUM Shbtf. New York. N. Y. Filed

Mar. 2, 1917. Serial No. 162,180. Term of patent 14

years.

The ornamenUl design for a non-glare lamp casing, as

shown.

60.760. CRETONNE OB OTllEB TEXTILB FABRIC.

Matthbw W. Ryan, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 30,

1917. Serial No. 146.633. Term of patent 31 years.

The omamental design for a cretotme or otiier teitlle

fabric consisting of the design substantially as ^

288 O. G.—40

The ornamental design for a rlag as stews.
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50J03. BROODEE-8TOVE. Samuil B. Smith, Cleye-
land. Ohio, assignor to The Buckeye Incubator Com-
panj, Springfield, Ohio, a CorporaUon of Ohio. Filed
Dec. 6, 1916. SerUl No. 65,431. Term of patent 7
yean.

The ornamental design for a brooder store, aa ihowa.

60,764. TBAPOT OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. WitrriaLO
Dextbh Smith. .Asbury Park. N. .T.. and RtTDOLPH J.

BocBOBOis, Oak Park, 111., assignors to W. D. Smith
Silver Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Dela-
ware. Piled Feb. 27, 1917. Serial No. 1B1.3C3. Term
of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a teapot or similar article,

substantially as shown.

60.766. TEAPOT OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. WlNniLD
Dbxtkb Smith, Asbary Park, N. J., and Rudolph J.

Bourgeois, Oak Park. 111., assignors to W. D. Smith
Silver Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Dela-
ware. Filed Feb. 27. 1917. Serial No. 161,864. Term
of patent 7 yeara.

The ornamental design for

substantially aa shown.
a teapot or similar article,

50,766. LINK FOR NECK-CHAINS. Edwin Spkidbl,
Cranston, R. I., assignor to Standard Neckchaln Com-
pany, Providence, R. I., a Firm comprlalng Albert Spel-

del and Edwin Speldel. Filed Feb. 17, 1917. Serial
No. 149,364. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a link for neck chains,
shown.

60.787. TABLE-CHAIR. William B. TaowBaiDOl,
Baldwinsville, N. Y. Filed Mar. 20, 1917. Serial No.
156,205. Term of patent 31 yeara.

The ornamental design for a table chair as shown.

50,768. '\fc6l4)IN«>. Hofct-P P T^^L, [>4eF Berlin,
Ohio. Filed Feb. 2. 1917. Serial No. 146.294. Term
of pataat 7

The ornamental design for molding. Fuhstantlally
shown.

Mat 8, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 6«7

60,769. TRBAD FOR AUTOMOBILE TIRES. BnoaNB
Von VABQTAa, Washington, D. C, assignor of sixty one-

hundredths to John J. Vavora, Blngbamton. N. T. Filed

Dec. 19. 1916. SerUl No. 137,764. Term of patent 14

years.

The ornamental design for the tread for aotomobile

ttrw as Aown.

50,770. VEHICLE-LAMP. (Jordon Williams. Mount
Carmel, Conn., assignor to The English & Merslck Co.,

New Haven. Conn., a Corporation. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

Serial No. 154.048. Term of patent H years.

The ornamental design for a vehicle lamp, as shown.
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED MAY 8, 1917

The following trade-marks are published In compliance with section 6 of the act of
February 20, 1905, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within

thirty days of this date.

Marks applied for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provision
in clause (b) of section 5 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said act, a fee of ten dollars must accompany each
notice of opposition.

8«r. No. 81,881. (CLA88 23. CUTLEBY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Eowakd M.
Wabimo. New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 14. 1014.

Ser. No. 91,892. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MATE-
RIALS.) Thb Oakland Pavino Cohpant, Oakland,

OO. FUed Jan. 3. 1916.

KqrrectIKUT

Partieulor detcription of good:—Cutting-Machines and
Machine KnUes— Namely, Certain Cloth-Cuttlnsr Machines
with the Knives and Separate Parts of said Clotb-Cuttlng

Machines.

Claim* ««e since May. 1914.

Ber. No. 86,251. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED. AND
TEXTILE FABRICS.) Thi Bbainbrd and Abmstbono
COMPANT, New London. Conn. Filed Mar. 19. 1915.

mw lExsi

Particular description of goods.—Fabrics In the Piece

Woven of All Silk.

Claima use since Jan. 1, 1896.

8«r. No. 90.492. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) THi TCHN
BCix MANrrACTiBiMS CoMPANT, WUmlhgton. Ohio.

FUed Not. 6. 1916.

Partieular detcription of good*.-—Valve-Grinders, Valre-

Sprlng Lifters. Oaa Engines, Cone-Ma chines, and Batter-

Mixers.

(7ki(m« use since about Aos. 1, 1910.

[VoL2M.

ROCKITE
No claim being made to the words " The Oakland Paving

Co."

Particular description of goods.—Asphaltlc Eoad-Sur-
facing Materials.

Claitn* u»e since January, 1916.

Ser. No. 92.087. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MATE-
RI.\I.«.) CoLBTTX T. OvBBTON, Towaoda. Pa. FUed
Jan. 12, 1916.

The drawing lllastrates a red square, which forms a
feature of this trade-mark, no claim being made to the

words •' Robber Rooilng."

Particular diKcription of good*.—Rubber Roofing.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1914.

Ser. No. 92,640. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, .VIEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) UxiON
Pacific Tba Company, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 4,

1916. Under ten-year proviso.

<0m/ff^
Particular dexoription of goodn.—Baklng-Powder. Creain

of TarUr. Bicarbonate of Soda, Saleratus, Table-Salt.
Coloring Extract-s fi)r Koods, Tooth Paste, Tooth Powder,
Talcum Powder. Bay-Rnm. Bluing, Powdered Borax, and
Jamaica Ginger.

CI<i<MM «ae since 1880.

Wo. 2 ]
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S<»r. No. 94.290. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND 8CIIIN-

TIFIC APPLIANCES.) The Labobatobt Supply Co.,

Columbus, Ohio. Filed Apr. 10, 1916.

CIRCLE -"S"

Particular description of goods.—Chemical and Scien-

tific Laboratory Appliances Consisting of Crucibles, Beak-

era. Microscopic Slides. Casseroles. Evaporatlng-Cans,

Tubing. Stoppers. Clamps. Support-Standa.

Claims use since about Mar. 16, 1916.

i--»r. No. 94.292. (CLASS 19. VEHICLES. NOT INCLUD-
I VO ENGINES.) Motor - ACC1880BT Di.sTBrBDTiMO

>MPANT. Boston, Mass.. assignor to Longford Com-

pany of America. Cambridge. Mass., a Corporation of

MalDf. Filed Apr. 10, 1916.

No claim Is made to the words " Trade Mark."

Particular description of goods.—Automobile-Truck

Chassis. Automobile Parts and Accessories—Namely. Side

Frames. Springs, Axles. Truss-Rods, Runnlng-Boards,

Brackets. Brake-Rods, Mud-Pans. Universal Joints for

Automobiles, and Drive-Shafts.

Claims use since Apr. 1, 1914.

Ser. No. 94.848. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOTS, AND SPORT-
ING GOODS.) The Wobthi.voton Ball Compamt,

Elyrla. Ohio. Filed May 1. 1916.

GOLDEN KING
Particular description of goods.—Golf-Ballt.

Claims u»e since Apr. 11. 1916.

Ser No. 95.496. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Th« SocTHwisTiHN Milling Co.

Inc., New York, N. Y.. and Kansas City, Mo. Piled

May 27. 1916.

COCKATOO
Rye-P-irticular description of goods.—Wheat-Floor,

Flour. Self-Rising and Prepared Flour.

Claims use since September, 1914.

(Vol. 288

Ser. No. 96,366. (CLASS 43. THREAD AND YARN.)
RiCHAKDSo.N Silk Co., Chicago. 111. Filed July 6, 1916.

The lining appearing on the shield is not Intended to

indicate color, no claim being made to the words •' Rich-

ardson Silk Co.. MTr's.. Crochet Cotton, Art 88.100 Yds.,

Wash with Ivory Soap."

Particular description of goods.—Cotton Threads, Mer-

cerized and Unmorceriied. for Embroidery. Crochet. Knit-

ting. Tatting, Sewing, and All other Hand or Machine
Uses.

Claims use since June IB, 1916.

I

Ser. No. 96,431. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Gou>»!i-

BWUQ'B. Washington, D. C. Filed July 8, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Coats. Vests, Trousers,

Hats. Caps. Outer Shirts, Undershirts, Drawers, Unlon-
Solts, Collars, and Cuffs.

CUUmt use since May 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 98.119. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) NoBTH-
BBN iNSBCTiriDi SpBciALTT Co.. Hermou, N. Y. Filed

Sept. 20, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—An Insecticide in

Liquid and Powdered Form, a Louse-Killar, a Fly and
Germ Killer and Disinfectant, a Fly-Killer and Insertl-

"Ide.

C2<Mm« use since Not. 1, 1918.

No. 8.1
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8«r. No. 99.652. (CLASS 6. CHEMICAI^, MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) The
DiLSON CHBMiCAL Co. IHC, New York, N. Y. Filed

Dec. 1. 1916.

No claim being made to the excluslTe use of the words

** For Distemper," the representation of the dog's head

being a reproduction of a photograph of Meadowvlew For-

ester F. D. S. B. 32501 Blue Belton English Setter,

(Lavarack.)

Particular description of good*.—A Treatment for Dis-

temper.
Claims use since Oct. 1. 1916.

Ber. No. 99.821. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED, AND
TEXTILE FABRICS.) Lack MANurACTiiBiNO COM-

FANT, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 9, 1916.

WONDER-LIN

Particular description of good».—Cotton and Mercerised

Textile Fabrics In the Piece.

Claim* use since Nov. 1, 1916.

8«r. No. 100.257. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) James A. Hbarn & Son,

iHC. New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 30, 1916.

JAH]S@[M

Comprising the word " Jahson."

Particular description of goods.—Cotton. Wool, and

Linen Pleoe Goods and Mixtures Thereof. Table and Art

Linen. Silk Piece Goods, Towels and Toweling. Blankets

and Comforters and Pillow-Caaea, Curtain M.aterial. Flan

nels. Lace Curtains. Linings and Muslin Plllow-Cases.

Portieres. Upholstery Fabrics, and Sheets.

Claims use since Friday. Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.570. (CLASS 82. FURNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) ABT Metal Construction Co., Inc.,

Jamestown, N. Y. Filed Jan. 13, 1917.

No claim being made for the expression " Jamestown,
New York, U. S. A."

Particular description of goods.—Metal Flllng-Cabinets,

Desks, Cupboards, Library-Stacks, Beds. Counters. Tablea,
Chairs, Roller Book-Shelving, Plain Shelving. Counter-
Screens, Wardrobes, Lockers, and Bookcases.

Cladms use since Nov. 1, 1914.

Ser. No. 100.665. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. .NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Rudolph Dbutsch, N«w
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 17, 1917.

No claim belns made to the exclusive use of the word
" Fabrics " apart from the mark as shown in the speci-

mens.
Particular deseript4on of goods.—Woven Knitted Piece

Goods of Wool. Worsted, or Silk or Mixtures Thereof.

Claims use since Oct. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,743. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Otto IIigel

Company, Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 19, 1917.

Xedbiola
c^

Particular description of good*.—Electric Motor-Driven

Pump.
Claim* use since Jan. 6, 1917.

Ser. No. 100,862. (CLASS 6. ADHESIVE8.) Chab. A.

ScHiBKEN Company, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 28.

1917.

Particular description of good*.—Adhesive Belt-Cement.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1907.

(Vol. 888. No. 2.]
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It^^'v,^^.^
(CLAM «. BBVBBA018. NON- S«r. No. 101,10S. (CI^M 1 raw OR PABTLY-PHB.

««. S^ T o77a,^
»"*'"« ^^^^^"^^ Bo«ton. PARED MATKKIAL8.) H.uaw^ Fum DUBsmo ftMasa. Filed Jan. 23. 1917. Dt«i.x« Co. New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 1. Igl7.

The won1§ and ignre* " Refflntered. Nod lDtozlc«tlnc
Bevera^, Nutrltloos. Healthful. Cereal Beverage. Trade-
Mark, Content* 12 Flald 0««.. Suffolk Brewing Co!. Bos-
ton, Mats." are disclaimed.

Particular degcription of gooda.—A Non-AlcohoUc Cereal
Beverage Sold as a Soft r>rlnk.

Claims ute since Oct. 30, 1816.

Ser. No. 100,991. (<?LASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Joseph Cbbtschbl, Long Island City, N. T. Piled Jan.
27. 1917.

Particular deacription of good*.—Herb Compounds (Bit-

ters) Remedial in Cases of Stomach and Bowel Dlsordera.
Claims uae since about December. 1916.

Ser. No. 100.998. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEDICAL.
AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) Nobtham Wamb.n
Corporation, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 27. 1917.

CUTEX
Particular description of anods.—Manicure - Buffers,

Emery Boards, Manicure-Sticks, Manictire-Flles.
Claims use since Apr. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,071. (CLASS 34. HEATING, LIGHTING,
AND VENTILATINr. APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Rbznor MAvrrACTCR
i.vo COMPANT, Mercer borough. Pa. PUed Jan. 31. 1917.

J^jf^

Particular description of good^.—Gas and Oil Stoves
and Heators.

Claims use since en or abent Sept. 16. 1»16.

[Vol. 8».

No claim is made to the word " Reliable."
Particular description of goods—Dj^ Animal Skins.
Claims use since about Jan. 12. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.184. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
TERIAL8.) Trcsbbd Comcrrte Strrl Coupakt De-
troit. Mich. Piled Peb. 2, 1917.

^shestHe
Poriicular description of ooi>4s.~A»bf>.tom Shingles aa4

Asbestos Baildlng-Lumber.
Claims use slnrt- Dec 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 101,190. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
R. J. BcsH AKO COMPANT. Strovdsburg. Pa. PUed Feb.
6, 1917.

^#«0«,/
'̂^

The portrait shown being that of Reeves J. Bush.
Particular description of goods.—A Compound for Vital-

izing Gasolene.

Claims use since on or about Jan. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,224. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) ALBANY PBRrORATED WRAPPINO PAPBB COM
PANY, Albany, N. Y. Filed Feb. 8, 1917.

Particular description of goo4s.—Toil«t-Papcr.
Claims use since Dec. 1, 1887.

No. 8.)

May 8, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. ^
Ser. No. 101.864. (CLASS 50. MERCHANDISB NOT
0TH£:HWISK CLAS8IF1KD.) Thr Crowk Corr and
Sbal Company or Baltimorb City, Baltimore, Md.

Filed Feb. 14, 1917.

Particular dtsiyription nf goods.—Clo«ure« for Bottles

and the Like.

Claims use since Jan. 4, 1917.

8er. No. 101,866. (CI.ASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Hoi.dbn - Leonard Co.,

New York. N. T. Piled Feb. 14, 1917.

SILVERTONE
Particular description of goods.—Fabric Woven of

Worsted Yam, Woolen Yarn, and Silk for Garments and

Coverings.

Claims use since December, 1916.

8er. No. 101.873. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Tboy

Okdbrwbab Co. Ihc, Troy, N. Y. Piled Peb. 14. 1917.

TUCC
No claim being made to the words ** Distinctively,

Tailored."

Particular description of goods.—Dress. Negligee, and

Work Shirts, Underwear Consisting of Union-Suits, Under-

shirts, and Drawers, and Sleeping-Garments Consisting of

Night Dresses and PaJamaH.

Claims use since Feb. 8. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.420. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Forstmann 4 HumiANN
Co.. Passaic, N. J. Filed Feb. 16, 1917.

Valeria
Comprising the word " Valeria."

Particular description of goods.—Woolen and Worsted

Piece Goods.

Claims use since Feb. 7, 1917.

Ber. No. 101,446. (CLASS 24. LAUNDRY APPLIANCK8
AND MACHINES.) A. Krramer, Inc., Brooklyn. N, Y.

Piled Feb. 17, 1917. Under ten year proviso.

Particular description of goods.—Square and Oval Wash-

boilers, Washkettles, Suction Clothes-Washers, Hat-Baths,

Clothes Sprinklers.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1888.

[Vol. 2M.

Ser. No. 101,881. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
NELLIE H. Rhoads. Serery, Kane. Filed Feb. 24, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Salve for the Treat-

ment of Old Sores, Blood Pol8on. Gansrrene. Ulcers. Ab-

sceBses, Boils. Burns, Cuts, Wounds, and Bruises.

Claims use since June 16, 1916.

Ser. No. 101.671. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Atlas Kmbroidbby Wobkb,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Feb. 26, 1917.

.o=4Qc^i^i^^.

(BRUi^aETTEl

Particular description of goods.—^Embroider; and Lao«
by the Piece,

Claima use since Peb. 10, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.748. (CLASS 39. CIXyrillNO.) Abbahak
H. MORORN, New York, N. Y. Piled Feb. 27. 1917.

No claim Is made to the excloslve use of the words
" Dress Co.. Nos. 22. 24, 26 West 82nd Street. New York,"

Particular description of goods.—Dresses and Petti-

coats.

Claims use since Jan. 1, 1918.

Ser. No. 101,789. (CLASS 1 RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) E. C. Mills Leather Co.,

Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 28, 1917.

TOCHESS
The word ** Dochess."

Particular description of goods.—Finished Calfskins.

Claims use since January, 1907.

Ser. No, 101.798. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Sami EL H. McKbam, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28,

1917.

The trade mark consists of the word " Irophos," appear-

ing In black letters on a white background.
Particular description of goods.—A Tonic to Increase

the Red Corpuscles of the Blood. Strengthen the Nerrea,

and Correct Faulty Metabolism.

Claims use since Peb. 10. 1917.

Ro. 2.]
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S«r. No. 101.798. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
TERIALS.) Thb N.vtio.nal Builders Company, Cleye-

land, Ohio. Fllwl Feb. 28. 1917.

ARMORCRETE
Particular de«cnptinn of goods.—Metallic Hardeners for

Concrete.

Claims use since about the 20th day of February, 1816,

Ser. No. 101,803. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Harry E.

ScHWARZ, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Hosiery and Knitted

Underwear in One and Two Piece Garments.

Claims use since Feb. 15. 1917.

Ser. No. 101,832. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-

ENTIFIC AP1'LI.\NCES.) Nbituxb Mbtir Company.
Jersey City. N. J., and New York, N. T. Flle<i Mar. 2.

1917.

OTR IDQNTC*

Particular descripti^m of goods.—Water and other Flald

Meters and Parts Thereof.

Claims use since about Joly. 1892.

8er. No. 101,846. (CLASS 44 DENTAL, MEDICAL,
AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) Amirican StirL

Proddcts Co., Macomb, 111. Filed Mar. 3. 1917.

y^.yu&L
The trade-mark In which the portrait Is fancifal.

Particular dcs ription of goods.—Hog Oilers.

Claims use since about Xng. 15. 1916.

Ser. No. 101,850. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) C. E. Bash k Co.. Huntington,

Ind. Filed Mar. 3, 1917.

BUSY 0I0OY
Particular description of goods.—Poultry Food

—

Namely. Egg-Mash and Chick-Grower.
Claims use since January, 1914.

[Vol. 288.

Ser. No. 101.881. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thi Nrwton Milling & Elrta-
TO« Co.. Newton. Kans. Filed Mar. 8, 1917.

Particular description of good*.—Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since Nov. 1. 1816.

Ser. No. 101.888 (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INQRKDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) WoLrr Milling Company, New
Haven. Mo. Filed Mar. 8. 1817.

UPPER TEN
Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since July 1. 1892.

Ser. No. 101.902. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Cobdrk-
ScoTT Co.. Inc.. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6. 1917.

"Coane Out of tKe K.itcKea''

Particular des ription of goods—Outer Waists for

Women and Girls.

Claims use since Feb. 19, 1917.

8«r. No. 101,904. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) J. «.

Prr.vch Co.. RockUnd. Mass. Filed Mar. 6. 1917.

MANOEUVRE

Particular description of goods.—Leather Boots and
Shoes.

Claims use since December, 1915.

Ser. No. 101.948. (CLASS 45 BEVERAGES. NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Thb Geo. Wibdkmann Brewino Com-
pany, Newport. Ky. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

iBtsiizz
Particular descriptit>n of good*.—Non-Alcohollc EfTer-

vescent Beverages Sold and Uaed as Soft Drinks.

Claims use since about the 1st day of February, 1917.

No. 2.)
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Ser. No. 101,956. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) TuE Josbph N. Eisendrath

COMPANY, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 7, 1917. Under ten-

year proviso.

nseKirath's

Particular description of goods.—Leather.

Claims use since about the year 1876.

Ser. No. 101,983. (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
D1GK8TIVI FiRMB.NTS Co.. Detroit, Mich. Filed Mar. 8,

1917.

RENZYME
Particular description of goods.—Milk - Curdling Prod-

ucts.

Claims use since June 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.046. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The P.\rk A Pollard Company.
Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

Partifular descripti'fn vf goods.—Corn, Oats, Barley,
Wheat, Buckwheat, (ornnieal. Cracked Corn, Sproutlnc
Oats, and Mixed Corn and Oats.

Clain^ use slyce May 1. 1915.

Ser. No. 102.082. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS.) Gordonvilli Rollbr Mills, Got-

donvllle, Mo. Filed Mar. 10. 1917.

r
69

V*-^J>
e-
tn

Partiouiar description of goods.—Self - Rising Wheat
Vloor.

Claim* use since about Jan. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.038. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Gordonvillb Rollbr Millb.
Gordonville, Mo. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

Particular detcription of good*.—Self-Rising Wheat-

Flour.

Claims use since about Jan. 1, 1917.

[Vol. 288.

Ser. No. 102,050. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARM.\CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
O. RoTTENKOLBEK. Scruntun, Pa. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

BRILLIANTO

The signature shown is a facsimile of the applicant's.

Particular description of good*.— .K Preparation for

Clarifying Beer.

Claims use since Feb. 23, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,079. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) G»o. Kipp & Son, Baltimore.

Md. Filed Mar. 12, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—I.#ather.

Claims use since Feb. 2, 1917.

.^er. No. 102.093. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Geo. P, Plant Milling Co., St.

I^ouis. Mo. Filed Mar. 12. 1917.

KALOQPAM
Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Floor.

Claims use since July 7, 1916.

No. 2.1 '
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8er. No. 102.094. (CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INOREDI-
BNT8 OP FOODS.) Q»o. P. Plawt Millimo Co., St.

Loals, Mo. Piled Mar. 12. 1917.

Portiemtmr description of good*.—Wbeat-Floiir.

Cla*in» «M« ilnce July 7, 1916.

8«r. No. 102,096. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF POODS.) G«o. P. Plant Milling Co., St.

Loals, Mo. Piled Mar. 12, 1917.

CALUGR\M
Portinamr description of yood*.—Wheat-Plour.

Claim» Me alnce July 7. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.111. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Cbnt«mnial Mill Co., Seattle

Wash. Filed Mar. 13, 1917.

^
^

^jtOWL

Particular description of good*.—Wheat-Flour.

Claima use since 1899.

Ser. No. 102,126. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) PoTxaa A Wbiohtinoton, Boston,

Mass. Filed Mar. 13, 1917. Under ten-year proviso.

^VINC,.^

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Meal and En-

tire Wheat Flour.

C(a{iH« use since 1866.

Ser. No. 102.130. (CLASS 34. HEATING, LIGHTING.
AND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) UNION Stoti Wobes,
Peeksklll. N. Y. Filed Mar. 13, 1917.

^a^
Particular description of goods.—Gas Cooking Ranges,

Gas Heating-Stoves, and Combination Coal and Gas
Ranges.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1917.

[Vol. 2S8.

S«r. No. 102,163. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOBEDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) J. D. Manob k Co.. New Market.

Va. Filed Mar. 15. 1917.

Particular description of aootf«.—Self Rising Wheat-
Flour.

OUkims use since Feb. 15. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.181. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP POODS.) DULCTH-SUPBBIOB MILLING COM-
rANT. Dulutb. Mtno. Filed Mar. 16, 1917.

|<iH«M»\f
Particular dmcription of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
CUHms MW since Sept. 1. 1882.

Ser. No. 102,192. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Libibtt-
DUBOIN Inc.. Haverhill, Mass. Filed Mar. 16, 1917.

ji^
7-'

no*
kill

Parttcul€ur description of goods.-'—l.e^t'tar and Textile

EU>ot8 and Shoes.

Claims use since Mar. 12, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.206. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Moses Milton Baumgabtnbb,
Freeport. 111. Filed Mar. IT, 1917.

Y
E
L
I

YEL-0-RYS
I

R
Y
S

Particular description of goods.—Rice.

Claim* use since Dec. 1. 1916.

N6. ».}
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8«r. No. 102.212. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Hbml Milling Comfant, East
St. Louis, 111. Filed Mar. 17. 1917.

Particular description of good*.—Wheat-Floor.
Claims use since Nov. 23. 1911.

Ser. No. 102.220. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) PLATTi Vallit Milling Com-
pant, Gothenburg. Nebr., and Denver, Colo. Filed
Mar. 17, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Self Rising Wheat-
Flour.

OUim* u*e aince Sept. 30. 1916.

Ber. No. 102,270. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Th» S. 8.

WiNzBLL Macbinc Compant, Philadelphia, Pa. Piled
Mar. 19. 1917.

"IDEAL*'

Particular descriptirtn of goods.—Rubber Brushes for

Bottle-Washing Machines.
Claims use since about Jan. 1, 1910.

Bar. No. 102.309. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Pobstmann k HcrriCANN
Co., Pasaalc, N. J. Piled Mar. 21, 1917.

Gratilla

Comprising the word " Gratilla."

Particular description of goods.—Woolen and Worsted
Piece Goods.

Claims use since Jan. 18, 191T.

Ser. No. 102,810. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Fobstmakn k HcfTMANN
Co., Paaaalc, N. J. Piled Mar. 21. 1917.

Loopine

Comprising the word " Loopine."
Particular desoHption of good*.—Woolen and Worsted

Piece Goods.
Claims use since Sept. 17, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,408. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Forbtmann k Hcitmanm
Co., Passaic. N. J. Filed Mar. 24, 1917.

Loretta

Comprising the word " Loretta."
Particular description of goods.—Woolen and Worsted

Piece Goods.
Claims use since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,410. (C^LASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thb Modbl Milli.ng k Elbvatob
Compant, Greeley and Denver. Colo., assignor to Colo-

rado Milling k Saerator Co., Denver, Colo., a Corpora-
tion of Colorado. Piled Mar. 24, 1917.

MOUNTA/N

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since Jan. 16. 1917.

[Vol. MS. Mo. t.]
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Ser. No. 102,420. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Modbl Milli.vc & Elbvatob
Company, (jreeley and Dt^nver. Colo., assignor to Colo-
rado Mining & Elevator Co., Denver, Colo., a Corpora-
tion of Colorado. Filed Mar. 24. 1917.

ParticMlar descripUon of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
C/awFM u«€ since Jan. 16. 1917.

Ber. No. 102,421. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Th» Modbl Milling & Elitatob
CoMPA.NY. Greeley and Denver, Colo., assignor to Colo-
rado Milling 4 Elevator Co.. Denver, Colo., a Cor^ra-
Uon of Colorado. Filed Mar. 24. 1917.

Particular description of i/ood».

CUMims M«e since Jan. 16, 1917.

-Wheat-Flour.

Ser. No. 102.422. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INORKDI-
BNTS OF FOODS.) The Modbl Milling ft Elbvatob
CoMPANT, Greeley and Denver, Colo., assignor to Colo-

rado Milling k Elevator Co., Dt-nver, Colo., a Corpora-
tion of Colorado. Filed Mar. 24, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—8«lf-RlBlng Wheat-
Floor.

Claims use since Jan. 16, 1917.

Ser. Na 102,428. (CLASS 46. BEVERAGES. NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Frank H. Sbttbi.b, Baltimore. Md.
Filed Mar. 24, 1917.

NULO
Particmlar description of goods.—

A

Beverage Sold as a Soft Drink.

Claims use since May, 1915.

Non-AlcohoUc

S«r. No. 102.48S. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
John B. Dixso.n, Buffalo. N. V. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.

X-/»f vy^«--«<'^6*5/-t^

A facsimile of the signature of Dr. Roawell Park, de-
ceased.

Particular description of goods.—Compoand Liquor
of Arsenic Bromld.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,456. m'I.ASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PUARM.VCEUTICAL PREi'ARATIONS.)
William A. Minick. <:Uagow. Ky. Filed Mar. 26,
1917.

Helrng Hand

Particular deticription of goods.—A Tonic for Treat-
ment of Syphilis. Scrofula, Kidney Trouble, Brlght's Dis-

ease, and All Diseases Arising from an Impure Blood.

Claims use since Sept. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.458. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Nbwbpapbr Fiatcbb Servicb, I.'«c., New
York, N. T. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.

FULLER BUNK
PartUmlar description of goodM.—A Newspaper-Section.
CUtims use since Feb. 19. 1OT7.

Ser. No. 102.460. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Prarrss Milling Compa.ny, Leb-
anon. 111. Filed Mar. 26. 1917.

rTHEWAL
Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since about 1895.

[Yol. 28S. No. 3.]
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Ser. No. 102.462. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) PrcrrBE Milli.no Company, Leb-
anon, HI. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.

FLW^tirrLEs
B

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour, More
Bpeclflcally Rplf Rising Flour.

Claims use since about 1911.

8«r. No. 102,463. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) PrcrrER Milling Company. Leb-
anon, ni. Filed Mar. 26. 1917.

tiVIPSV ILOVIE

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour, More
Bpeciflcally Self-Rising Flour.

Claims use since about 1911.

Ser. No. 102.464. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Ptbtpto Milling Company, Leb-
anon, IlL Filed Mar. 26. 1917.

JCfNC

ROSES
Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flouf.
Clain^s use since about 1914.

8er. No. 102.466. (CLASS 46. FO<)'>S AND INQREDI-
iTNTS OF FOODS) Vrzrnn Milling Company,
Lebanon, 111. Filed Mar. 26, 1917. Under ten-year
proviso.

LEBANON
JEWEL

Particular description of goods.—Wheat Flonr.
Claims use since about January, 1896.

[Vol 288. N«. S.j

Ser. No. 102,467. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF (k)ODS.) Pfeffbk Milling Company,
Lebanon, HI. Filed Mar. 20, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since about 1915.

Ser. No. 102.478. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORCINGS.) L. C. Blancki Co.
Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 27. 1917.

"TOPNOKM"
Comprising the words " Top Notch."
Particular description of goods.—Steel.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.48.'5. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) M. Heminwat k. SoNS
Silk Co., Watertown, Conn. Filed Mar. 27. 1917.

PILGRIM

Comprising the word " Pilgrim."
Particular description of goods.—Silk Piece Oooda.
Claims use nince Jan. 1. 1914.

Ser. No. 102,492. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEl TICAL PREPARATIONS.)
McCoMB Brothcrs, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 27,
1917.

Particular description of goods.—Rejnvenator for
Oriental and Dompptic Rugs, Carpets, and Clothing.
CUHms use since Slar. 1. 1909.

Ser. No. 102.49.S. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
THEODoa* F. Meyer, Springfield. Mass. Filed Mar. 27,
1917.

I articular description of ^ood«,—Bluing for Laundry
'*;' '•poses.

'-
' n* use since Feb. 6. 1917.
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8«r. No. 102.505. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTEDAND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Sou Bldm & Bros. New
York, N. T. Filed Mar. 28, 1917.

PRIORITY.
Particular deacription of j^ood*.—Dreas-SUks, Llnlng-

Sllks. aothlers* 811k. and SUk Jeraey Cloth Kaowa as
Piece OoodR.

Claims use since Mar. 27, 1917.

8«r. No. 102,591. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Cow-B«B BrBBKs Shoi Co.. Maiden. MaM. Filed Mar. 80.
1917.

JlJkutii^ TTlaa^

Ser. xVo. 102.507. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) E. W. Conkli.^ 4 Son, Inc.,
Blnghamton. N. Y. Filed Mar. 28. 1917.

SWEEP STAKES

PartitMlar description of goodn.—Women's Boots and
Shoes.

Claim* use Blnce at leaat as early as Mar. 23, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,600. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) A. B.
LiTTU( Co., Lynn, Mass. Filed Mar. 30. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Seed-Com, Seed-
Grain, Grass-Seeds, Clover and Field Seeds.

Claim* use since Mar. 8, 1917.

8«r. No. 102,537. (CLASS 1 RAW OR PARTLY PRE
PARED MATERIALS.) Saix)mo.v A Phillips. New
York, N. y. Filed Mar. 28, 1917.

S&p

Particular description of goods.—Boots and Shoes Made
of Leather or Cloth and Leather.

Claimns use since Mar. 20, 1917.

Particular description of goods. — Mannfactured
Leather.

Claims use since Dec. 81, 1873.

Ser. No. 102,561. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) H. L. Heath Fibeb Com-
PA.NY, San Francisco, Cal. Flletl Mar. 29, 1917,

Ser. No 102,<K>5. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Wc8TMOBri.ANn Chbhical and Color Compant,
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar. 30, 1917.

FER-AGULANT
Particular description of goods.—Ferric Sulfate In

Solution.

Claims use since Mar. 5. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.649. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
S M. FoNTAiNB, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Apr. 2, 1917.

Patricular descriptUm of goods.—Cordage Fiber.
Claims use since aboot .VIar< h. 1914.

LTINTOP
Particular description of goods.—A Vegetable Com-

pound for the Treatment of Asthma.
Claims use since Mar. 23. 1917.

Ser. No. 102,655. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Th« Kaut-
RiiTH, Shob Company, Carthage. Mo. Filed Apr. 2,

1917.

CjPORT WXLkQ

8«r. No. 102.573. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Ponemah Mills, Taft-
llle. Conn. Flle.1 Mar. 29, 1917.

JTyinsr

Particular descHption of goods.—Cotton Piece Goods.
Claints use since Mar. 15, 1917.

ParticuUir dexcriptUm of goods.—Boots and 8hoe« of
Kid, Leather, Bearskin, and C^anvas.

Claims use since Mar. 22, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.678. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Baer Brothebs, New York. N. Y.
Filed Apr. 3. 1917.

BACRNAMEL
ParlicuUir d*^*criptu>n <,f u'xxis.—White Enamel.
Olaimfi u«e kIdc* Mar. 1, 1917.

[Vol. itt. m: 2.1
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Ser. No. 102,693. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
McK<k.asoN & RoBBi.NS. Incobpohateo, New York, N. Y.
Filed Apr. 3, 1917.

SosoL
Consisting of the word " Sorol."

Particular description of goods.—An Antiseptic and Dis-
infectant.

Claims use since November, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.696. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
McKesson A Robbi.ns, I.ncokpokatkd. Nfw York, N. Y.
Filed Apr. 3. 1917.

PINOTOL
Consisting of the word " Plnotol."

Particular description of goods.—A Disinfectant.
Claims use since March, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,697. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
McKessov & Robbins, I.ncobpokated, New York, N. Y.
Filed Apr. 3, 1917.

Jfenee
Particular dcsrrtption of goods.—Perfumery, Including

Liquid and Powder,

Claims use since April, 1915.

Ber. No. 102,701. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) William J. Sbkhan Co. Inc., New
Haven, Conn. Filed Apr. 3. 1917.

H@o®(&

Particular descHption of goods.—Whisky.
Claims use since August, 1904.

Ser. No. 102.713. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Chemical Piomints Cobpoiatiox, Philadelphia,
Pa. Filed Apr. 4, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,719. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
LocwooD Prodccts Corporation, New York, N. Y.
Filed Apr. 4, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Vegetable Dyes—t1«..
Logwood Liquid Extract, 51" Twaddell ; Hematln Crys-
tals, and Logwood Paste.

CMms use since Novemlwr, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.723. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) The National
Safetv Appliance Compant, San Krandaco, Cal. Filed
Apr. 4. 1917.

ZINCOLITH

Particular description of goods.—Chemical Pigments.
Claims use since Feb. 9, 1917.

238 O. G.—41

Particular description of goods.—Electrical Train Stop
Appliances, Electrical Train-Signal Appliances, Connector-
Plugs. Line Rela.vs, Protective Relays, Time-Element Re-
lays, Engine-Relays, Engine-Relay Cases, Track-Magnet
Cases, Receivlng-Coll Cases, Electropneumatlc Valves and
Cases for the Same.

Claims use since Aug. 5, 1915.

Ser. No. 102.735. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Jesse Clyde Dcble, New York, N. T.
Filed Apr. 5, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Ginger - Ale, Saraa-
parllla. Birch Beer. Lemon Soda, Orange-Soda, Vanilla-
Soda, Pineapple Soda, Raspberry-Soda, Strawberry-Soda,
Nectar, Root-Beer, Pop, and Soda,

Claims use since Mar. 24, 1917.

[Vol.238. No. 2.)
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8er. No. 102.740. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Cbarlu D. HorrAB. LoulsvUle, Ky. Filed Apr. 6, 1917.

ZIN-KAS

Particular deacripHon of goodt.—A Medicinal Com-
pound for Constipation and Indigestion. Usually In the
Form of Tablets.

Claims use since on or at>ont Sept. 1, 1918.

Ser. No. 102,741. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
John H. Howatt. Port Chester, N. Y. Filed Apr. 6,

1917.

NON-COROSO

Comprising the words " Non-Coroso."
Particular description of goods.—An AntifouUng Com-

pound.
Claims use since Sept. 21. 1915.

Ser. No. 102.749. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Natham A.'iD CoHi.'* Co.

Iwc, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 5. 1917.

-LIK

Particular description of goods.—Cotton Piece Goods.
Claims use since Mar. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,766. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Buck-
ingham k. Hbcht, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Apr. 6,

1917.

BUCKHECHT

Particular description of goods.—Boots, Shoes, and
Slippers Made Wholly or in Part of Leather and Fabric.

Claims use since Jan. 19, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.781. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
C. A. Pbtbrs Limitsd, Derby, England. Filed Apr. 6.

1917.

PETERLINEUM

Particular description of goods.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1917.

-Wood-Preservatives.

[Vol. 8S8.

Ser. No. 102,803. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thi RosasLKa & Hasslacher Chemical Co., New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 7. 1917.

CIANUOVO
Particular description of goods.—Cyanld Salta Adapt-

ed for Metallurgical and other Use*.
Claims u»e since Apr. 2, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,804. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thi Robsslbr A Hasslaches Chemical Co.. New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 7. 1917.

ClANHUEVO
ParticMlar description of goods.—Cyanld Salt* Adapt-

ed for Metallurgical and other Usea.

Claims use since Apr. 2, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.816. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) BaafELOEN Mills. Plain-

neld. N. J. Filed Apr. 7. 1917.

**Momiag'Gloty
Particular description of goods.—Broad Silk.

Claims use since Jan. 3, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.846. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) B0ROI88 Bat-
T«RT Company, Madison. Wis. Piled Apr. 10, 1917.

BANNER
Particular description of goods-

Claims use since Jan. 23. 1917.

-Electric B«tterle«.

8*r. No. 102,847. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
William H. Bolton. Seattle. Wash. Filed Apr. 10.

1917.

Particular description of goods.—Germicide and Anti-
septic Solution.

Claims use since Jan. 1, 1917.

No. 2.]
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S«r. No. 102.860. (CLASS 16. OILS AND GREASES )Cebw Letic« Compaht. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr.
10. 1917.

J IJ P
Particular description of i^ooda.—Illuminating. Lubri-

cating, and Burning Oils and Greaaes.
Claims use since Mar. 21. 1917.

8«r. No. 102.866. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES )

lo"r9lV'^''
company, PhUadelphla. Pa. Flle<l Apr.

fS A ^ I) IV

Particular description of i;ood«.—Illuminating, Lubri-
cating, and Burning Oils and Greases.

Claims use since Mar. 21. 1917.

8«r. No. 102,861. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
C«Bw Levick Company, PhUadelphla. Pa. FUed Aor
10, 1917.

PAOHMAKHR
Particular description of ^oods.—IliumInaUng, Lubri-

cating, and Burning Oils and Greases.
Claims use since Mar. 21, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.866. (CLASS 16. OILS AND GREASES )Crew Levick Company, PhlUdelphla. Pa. piled Aor
10, 1917. '

B«r. No. 102,862. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.) ^er No. 102.857. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES)'^'" '"• - - - 1T791';"""'
'^°*"""' P»'"»<'-lP»''*. P»- Filed Apr.

C«Ew Levick Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr.

n A V i:

Particular description of goods.—lUumiaatlxig. Lubri-
cating, and Burning Oils and Greases.

Cla4ms use since Mar. 21, 1917.

S K N T R Y
Particular description of i^ood*.—Illuminating. Lubri

eating, and Burning Oils and Greases.
Claims use since Mar. 21, 1917.

PARAMOUNT
Particular description of (?ood«._Illumlnatlng. Lubri-

cating, and Burning Oils and Greases.
Claims use since Mar. 21. 1917,

8*r. No. 102,868. (CLASS 16. OILS AND GREASES )Cebw Levick Company, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Aor
10. 1917.

PHRrHOTOI.
Particular description of aood«.—Illuminating. Lubri-

cating, and Burning Oils and Greases.
Claims use since Mar. 21. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.858. (CLASS 16. OILS AND GREASES )Crew Levick Company, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Aor
10. 1917.

'^

A N A I) R
Particular description of cooda.—Illuminating, Lubri-

cating, and Burning Oils and Greases.
Claims use since Mar. 21, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.864. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES
)C«BW Levick Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr.

A M P I. H X
Particular description of oooda.—Illuminating. Lubri-

cating, and Burnlnp OIIk and Greases.
ClnimH use since Mar. 21. 1917.

[Vol. 288.

Sir. No. 102.868. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTEDAND TEXTILE FABRICS.) LovBMAN BROTHERS New
York. N. Y. Piled Apr. 10, 1917

^elqiu^^eMe

Comprising the word " Netqulsette "

s.iC'"'^'?.'"*'
*'""^'"*«" o^ Pood*._piece Goods of Cottonsilk Cotton, and Artificial or Real Silk and Mixtures of

r»o(iii« use since Apr. 3. 1917.

No. 8.
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•"diN^-S, ir'p'HAi2l1?4.";..?.^'?'S^"v"?.?V ' ^...?»- '?^»A«:- <CLAS« «. t,ENT.I.. MEDICAL.CINE8. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Shbbwood E. CumtaxuAX. Phoebug, Va. Filed Apr 11
1917.

AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) The Stork Com-
PANT, Boiton, Mass. Filed Apr. 12, 1917.

Port(culmr 4e0eription of ^od».—Robber Mpples, Baby
Comforterg or Ptclflers, and Babies' Nnrslng-Bottlefc

Claims uw since prior to April, 1910.

Particular detcription of good:—A Germicide.
Claitnt lue since Julj, 1916.

8«r. No. 102.995. (CLASS 8. CHEMICALS. MliDI-
CIXES. AND PH.\RMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS..
Fbkdbrick Stbab.vs & Co.. Detroit, Mich. Filed Apr.
14, 1917.

VIROX

Particular description of good:—Nerve-Tonic,
Claima use since November, 1916.

[oL No. 8.]
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
MAY 8, 1917.

11C.495. CERTAIN PILE REMEDY. AjAX PiLl RaiiBDT
COMPANT, Chicago, m.

Filed October 9. 1916. Serial No. 98.510. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.496. STUFFED RIPE OLIVES AND RIPE OLIVES.
ALEXA.NPiR it Callin, Los Angeles. Cal.

Filed January 8, 1917. herlal No. 100,414. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

110.497. SUOAR FOR USE AS A FOOD. Thi Ambbi-
CAN Scoar REFiyiNo COMPANY. Jersey City. N. J.,

and .New York, N. Y.

Filed January 12. 1917. Serial No. 100.540. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.498. APPETIZER MADE FROM SELECT OLD
WINES. LfciiN Ardin. New York. N. Y.

Filed December 2. 1916. Serial No. 99,673. PUB
LI8HED MARCH 6. 1917.

110.499. CAPSULES CONTAINING ATROPIN, STRYCH-
NIN, AND EXTRACT CANNABIS INDICA, USED
AS HOME LIQUOR AND DRUG TREATMENT.
Feed I. Barker. Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed January 16. 1917. Serial No. 100.605. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

110.BO0. NON-INTOXICATING BREWED SOFT DRINK.
Val. Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed January 26 1917. SerUl No. 100,979. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

118.601. CANNED SALMON. Booth Fisheries Com-
pany. Ch!r«go. 111.

Filed January 9. 1917. Serial No. 100.470. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 191T.

116.502. SODA ASH. CAUSTIC SODA. CHLORATE OP
POTASH. AND BICHROMATE OF SODA. B. Baoww
A Bbo., New York, N. Y.

Filed January 15. 1917. Serial No. 100,606. PUB-
LISHED M.\RCH 6. 1917.

lie.SO.'i. SALTED PEANUTS, PEANUT-BUTTER. PEA-
NUT-OIL. COFFEE. SUGAR, AND TEA. The Brux-
DAOB Bbo8. Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Filed January 22. 1917. Sertal No. 100,793. PUB-
LISHED- FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

110.504. DENTIFRICES. Bccadyne Chemical Com-
pany, San Francisco. Cal.

Filed January 2. 1917. SerUl No. 100,278. PUB-
U8HED MARCH 6, 1917.

110.505. CERTAIN NAMED FOODS. Castle Brothers.
San Francisco, Cal.

Filed January 15, 1917. Serial No. 100,610. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

110.606. CERTAIN NAMED FOODS. Chamberlain A
Company, Inc.. Boston. Mass.

Filed November 20. 1915. Serial No. 90.786. PUB
LI8HED MARCH 6. 1917.

110.607. VALVE GRINDING COMPOUND. Habby H.
Chandlbb, New York, .N. Y.

Filed January 13. 1916. Serial No. 92.100. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

110,508. HAIR WATER FOR TREATING DANDRUFF
AND MEDICATED I.NJECTIOX AND PILLS FOR
TREATING VENEREAL DISEASES. Holgbb V.
Claosbn, New York, N. Y.

Filed January 17, 1917. Serial No. 100.068. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

ACOtnW P. ElOXKMAKN,116.509. WORK - SHIRTS.
Evansvllle, Ind.

Filed October 23, 1910. Serial No. 98.832. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.510. PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF
CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES. Stephen Fabco,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed January 29, 1917. Serial No. 101.005. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.511. FRUIT JELLIES, PRESERVES, AND MARMA-
LADES. Flobida FnriT Pbbsbbvino Co., Jackson-
ville, Fla.

Filed January 15, 1917. Serial No. 100,618. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

FOLSOM ASPABAOUB OiN

PUB-

116.512. ASPARAGUS GIN.
Co.. San Francisco. Cal.

Filed December 30, 1916. Serial No. 100.262
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.613. REMEDY FOR MUSCULAR RHEUMATISM.
ALPH0N8E P. FoosB, Dayton, Ohio.

Filed January 18, 1917. Serial No. 100,698. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

110.614. REMEDY FOR ASTHMA. Frost Remedy Com-
pany, Albany. Mo.

Filed November 29, 1916. Serial No. 99,024 PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 2, 1917.

116.615. WOOD-PRESERVATIVES AND CREOSOTE
SHINGLE-STAINS. Gbnbbal Roopino Manufao-
TURiNo Company, East St. Louis. 111.

Filed December 6, 1915. Serial No. 91,220. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.616. ANTIPHIXX3ISTIC PREPARATION IN THE
FORM OF A PLASTIC DRESSING. The Cebmicidi
Company, Denver. Colo.

Filed October 27, 1916. Serial No. 98.923. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 2, 1917.

116.517. SPAGHETTI, APPLE-BUTTEK. MINCE-
MEAT. AND MARMALADES. Qlencrmt Food Co
Chicago. 111.

'

Filed November 18, 1916. Serial No. 99,374. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.518. TOILET WATER, PERFUMES, AND NAIl^
POLISH. Goodrich Drug Compant, Omaha. Nebr.

Filed January 29, 1917. Serial No. 101,007. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.519. SOLES AND HEELS FOR BOOTS AND SHOES
FORMED OF AN ARTIFICIAL COMPOSITION.
The Goodyear Tire A Rubbbr Company, Akron,
Ohio.

Filed .January 81. 1917. Serial No. 101,065. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116,620. ORGANIC PHOSPHORUS COMPOUNDS. Thi
.Obain Chemical Compakt, Inc., New York; N. Y.

Flle<l January 17, 1917. 8«rial No. 100,670. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917. ^

1 16,521. SELF - LUBRICATING TROLLEY - WHEEL
BUSHINGS AND METAL AND GRAPHITE BEAR-
INGS AND BUSHINGS. The Ghaphitk Lcwucat-
INO Company, Boundbrook, N. J.

Filed October 19, 1914. Serial No. 81,982. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 23, 1917.
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116.522. CONDENSED MILK. Qeo«o« R. Hardic. New
York, N. Y.

Filed January 8. 1917. Serial No. 100,427. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.523. [WITHDRAWN.!

116.524. CERTAIN NAMED CONFECTIONERY. Im-
perial Candt Co., Seattle. Wash.

Filed November 11, 1916. Serial No. 99,245. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.525. TALKING MACHINES. E. P. Johnso.h Piano
Co., Ottawa, 111.

Filed June 21, 1916. SerUl No. »«,018. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

118.526. ODORLESS KEROSENE USED AS A HAIR-
DRE8SINQ AND DANDRUFF REMOVER. CHAaL«8
Kkstan. New York, N. Y.

Filed February 2, 1917. Serial No. 101,127. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.527. REMEDY FOR CERTAIN NAMED AFFEC-
TIONS AND DISEASES. Long W. Kibchnm,
Baltimore, Md.

Filed January 18, 1917. Serial No. 100,712. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116,628. REMEDY FOR CHOLERA AFFECTING CAT-
TLE AND FOWL. Marie Klabinm. Leigh, Nebr.

Filed Febroary 1, 1917. Serial No. 101.098. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.529. CALCIUM SALTS. P. Max Kcihnkich, Lo«
Angeles, Cal.

Filed September 27, 1916. Serial No. 98,262. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.530. CALCIUM SALTS. P. Max Kdbhnrich, Lot
Angeles, Cal.

Filed September 27. 1916. Serial No. 98,264. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.631. CALCIUM SALTS. P. Max Kpbhnrich, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Filed September 27, 1916. SerUl No. 98,266. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.532. POWDER USED AS A REMEDY FOR PILES.
Shiblds David La.ncb, Troy, Ohio.

Filed January 31, 1917. Serial No. 101.073. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.533. CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. Lanoi
Canning Co.. Eau Claire. Wis.

Filed June 8. 1916. Serial No. 96.710. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 23. 1917.

116.634. DANDRUFF AND FALLING HAIR. Thb
Lo.vowooD Laboratorim. INCORPORATID, Kingston
N. Y.

Filed January 27, 1917. SerUI No. 100,994. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.635. MINERAL WATER. CARBONIC WATER, AND
TABLE-WATER. Jca.n Marti, Santa Coloma de
Farnta, Spain.

Filed October 14, 1916. SerUl No. 98.663. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.536. DIPHTHERIA SPECIFIC. Sidnrt C. Mathi*.
Walton county, Ga.

Filed January 25, 1917. Serial No. 100,982. PUB-
USHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.537. PINB-OIL ANTISEPTIC. Thr William 8.
Mbrsbll Cbrmical Company. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Filed January 29, 1917. SerUl No. 101.010. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.538. ANTISEPTIC. GERMICIDE. AND DISINFEC-
TANT FOR DENTAL USE. Hrnbt Mrstater, N>w
Orleans, La.

Filed January 8, 1917. SerUl No. 100,440. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.639. OINTMENT ESPECIALLY PREPARED FOE
THE BYE, EAR, AND NQSB AND GENERAL
USE. E. R. MiLLia, Frederick, Md.

Filed December 1, 1916. Serial No. 99,661. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.640. CLEANSING OR SCOURING CAKE OE
POWDER. Enoch Morgans Sonb Company, New
York, N. Y.

Filed August 7, 1916. Serial No. 97,140. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6. 1917.

116.541. BBEAKFAST-BACON. John Morrbll k Co.,
Ottumwa. Iowa.

Flle<l November 4. 1916. Serial No. 99.092. PUB-
USHED DECEMBER 5, 1916.

116,642. PORK, AND PARTICULARLY FOR PORK
CURED WITH DRY SALT AND PLAIN PICKLB.
Morris and Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed October 2, 1916. S«rlal No. 98.870. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.543. CANDIES. William A. Mobby, Marvell, Ark.
Filed January 13. 1917. Serial No. 100,586. PUB-

LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116,644. BEVERAGE MADE FROM A COMPOUND OW
MALT AND HOPS AND CEREALS. MCnch
Brbwbby Bottling Dbpt., Inc., New York and
Brooklyn. N. Y.

Filed October 26. 1916. Serial No. 98.906. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 16. 1917.

116.545 [WITHDRAWN.]

116.646. LAXATIVE TABLET. Thb 8. 8. Nbttlbs Co.,
Montgomery. Ala.

Filed January 26, 1917. Serial No. 100,968. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917,

116.547. NASAL SALVE. Thb Noryton Company, Iwc.
.New York, N. Y.

Filed January 20. 1917. Serial No. 100,775. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.648. FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOUND. Thb
Nc-Ex Fia» Appliancb Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Filed January 29. 1917. SerUl No. 101,017. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116>49. SODIUM SILICATE. Philadelphia Quarib
Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

Piled January 20, 1917. Serial No. 100,778. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.650. MEDICAMENTS FOR RECTAL AND VAGINAL
APPLICATION. Edmund Mobsb Pond. Rutland. VL

Filed January 9. 1917. Serial No. 100.600. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.551. RUBBER SOLES AND HEELS. Qcabacg Rub-
ber Company, Brookfleld and North Brookfleld. Mass.

Filed January 8, 1917. Serial No. 100,450. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.552. OVERALLS. Rbliancb MANorAcruRiMO Com-
pany. Chicago, 111.

Filed November 27, 1916. SerUl No. 99.686. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 23, 1917.

116.553. CANDY. Bidlby a, Thb Old Chamber St.
Candy Manufactory, New York, N. Y.

Filed October 6, 1916. SerUl No. 98,483. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.554. PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF
GRAVEL, BLADDER, BACKACHE, AND KIDNBY
TROUBLE. Albert Robart, Minerva, Ohio.

Filed July 10. 1916. SerUl No. 96.478. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116,566. ICB-CREAM CONES. Roberts Cone Manu-
rACTURiNo Company, St. Joseph. Mo.

Filed December 15. 1916. Serial No. 99,969. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

May 8, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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116.556. VETERINARY REMEDY—NAMELY A PREP
ARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF HEAVES IN
HORSES AND MULES. Elmer R. Roooehb. 8t.
Joseph, Mich.

Filed November 14. 1916. Serial No. 99,302 PUB
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.567. TEA. The " Salada " Tea Company Incor-
porated. Portland. Me., and Boston, Mass.

Filed AugUHt 8, 1916. Serial No. 97.171. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6. 1917.

116.658. PERFUMES. COLD-CREAM, MASSAGE
CREAM. TOILET WATER, AND FACE POWDER.
Salux Drug Company, St. Louis. Mo.

Filed February 4, 1916. SerUl No. 92.650. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 23, 1917.

116.669. LEATHER SHOES. Sbarb. Roebuck and Co
Chicago. 111.

Filed January 30, 1917. Serial No. 101,040. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.660. CHILDREN'S SLEEPING - GARMENTS. W.
.'^HANHorBE & Sons, Rockford. 111.

j

Piled September 6. 1916. SerUl No. 97.811. PUB- I

^ LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.661. CAKES. Hakry W. Bloat, Chicago. 111.

Filed October 9, 1916. Serial No. 98,682. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.662. PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPERS. Stbcsb-
Andbrbon Laboratories, New York, N. Y.

Piled January 17, 1917. SerUl No. 100,684. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

Stbubb-116.663. PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPERS.
A.VDEH80N Laboratories, New York. N. Y.

Filed January 17. 1917. SerUl No. 100,686. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

lie.664. CHOCOLATES. Swbbt Candy Co., Salt Lake
City. UUh.

Filed January 16. 1917. SerUl No. 100,684 PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

!
116.665. COMPOSITION INSOLES. BOX-TOES, AND

I

HEEL COUNTERS FOR BOOTS AND SHOES.
' United States Rubber Company. New York, N. T.

Filed January 29. 1917. Serial No. 101,026. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.666. COMPOSITION INSOLES. BOX-TOES AND
HEEL - COUNTERS FOR BOOTS AND SHOES.
United States Rubber Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed January 29, 1917. Serial No. 101,026. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.667. PREPARATION FOR TREATMENT OF CAN-
CER AND FOR CHARGING WATER WITH RADIO-
ACTIVB THERAPEUTIC PROPERTIES. Jamu
Frank Wallis. Pleasantvllle, N. J.

Filed December 27, 1916 SerUl No. 100,218. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.668. BUTTER. Frank Waskow, Chicago. HI.
Filed September 22, 1916. Serial No. 98,178 PUB-USHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.669. MEDICINAL PREPARATION OR TONIC FOR
USE IN CERTAIN NAMED CONDITIONS. HOBACE
P. W1LKIN8, Chicago, 111.

Filed February 2, 1917. SerUl No. 101,186. PUB-LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED,
14,887. PREPARED BARLEY. Keen, Robinson &

Bblltillb, London, England ; Keen Robinson and
Company, Limited, London. Enjtland, a Corporation
of Great Britain, assignee by mesnp assignments.

Registered October 18, 1887. Renewed October 18, 1917.
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LABELS
REGISTERED MAY 8, 1917.

10.070.

—

Title: " JEWEL STOVES AND FURNACES DE-
TROIT STOVE WORKS." (For Stoves and Fur-
naces.) Detroit Stove Wobks, Detroit, Mich. Filed

March 17. 1917.

tO,071.—Title. " HEALTH FOOD." (For Bread.) JoH.v
W. Hamilto.v. Hutchinson. Kans. Filed April 19,

1917.

20,072—Title: " HEALTH FOOD." (For Candy.) JoHw
W. Hamilton. Hutchinson, Kans. Filed April 19,
191T.

20.073.—r«k. "MORTON'S." (For Chewlnif-Ouni.) In-
DiPK.NUE.VT GcM Co.. Kansas City, Mo. Filed April
18. 1917.

20,074.—r«If. " MORTON'S." (For Chewing-Gum.) Iil-

DtPB.\D«.\T Gm Co.. Kaoaas City, Mo. Filed April
18, 1917.

20.075.—raie; "MEN'S SUIT BUTTONS." (For But-
tons.) IN'DBPBNDINT BrTTON & MaCHI.VK COMPANY.
Chicago. III. Filed April 25. 1917.

20,076— rttl*.- " 8AVE-THE COW.' (For Medicine for
Cows.) Gbobge H. Lap«. Adrian. Mich. F11«d
April 9. 1917.

20.077 —r«ie. " WHITE LILY BRAND BUTTER." (For
Butter.) S. Lcshi.n, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Febru-
ary 12. 1917.

20,078.—rule-. "OLD MORRIS
Whisky. > I. MiCHKLsoN &
Ohio. Filed April 20, 1917.

20,079.—r«l«. " FOR PLAYTIME AND ALL TIMES."
(For Boys' and Girls' Outer Garments.) McCawlit
A Co. Inc.. Baltimore, Md. Filed March 13. 1917.

20,080.—ri/Jc. " NOWATER CLEANSER MADE IN
U. S. A." (For Cleansers.) Thi Nowatir Soap and
Clcansbr Co, or U. 8, A.. Warren, Pa. Filed March
1, 1917.

(For Coffee.)

Filed April 24.

1878 BRAND." (For
Bbothebs. Cincinnati,

20.081.—T«I«r.- " HAPPY HOLLOW.
Olson CorrBB Co., Omaha. Nebr.
1917.

20.082.—Ti«<.- "FOR THAT THIRST." (For Non-
Alcobollc B<»Terase.) The Qiencho Co., Baltimore,
Md. Filed April 9, 1917.

20,0M.—TUle: "FOB DRY PEOPLE." (For Non-
Alcohollc Beverage.) The Qib.ncho Co., Baltimore,
Md, Filed April 9, 1917.

20,084.

—

Title: " FOR GOODNESS SAKE," (For Kon-
Alcoholic Beverage.) The Qi'Bncho Co., Baltimore,
Md. Filed .\pril 9. 1917.

20.085.

—

Title: "RANDOLPH SPECIAL." (For Or-
anges.) Randolph Fbiit Co., Loa Angeles, Cal.
Filed April 24. 1917.

20,0M.—Title: " SUNAPEE." (For Fine Yarn Cham-
bray.) Reliance MANrrACTtaiKC Company, Chi-
cago, 111. Filed April 16. 1917.

20,0B7.—Title: "BO." (For Cigars.) R. P. Richard^
SON, Jr. * Co. Ikc, East Orange, N. J., and Relds-
vllle. N. C. Filed April 6. 1917.

20,088.—TWI*.- " COTTON TOP." (For Non Intoxicat-
ing Beverages.) Jrucs F. Tibbbrman. Cincinnati,
Ohio. Flle«l April 23. 1917.

20.089—r«Jc.- "NAIL BRIGHT." (Fer Nail Polish.)
Whbblbb Bbacty Co., New York. N. Y. Filed Jan-
uary 23. 1917.

20,090.—r«ie; "QUALITY CIG.\BS."" (For agars.)
Ambrjcan Lithographic Company, New York. N. T.
Filed March 21. 1917.

20.091.—r«*f.- •"DIRECTIONS." (For E-Z Marvel
Cleaner.) Grorob Hesb. Chicago. III. Filed April
19. 1917.

20.092.—r«te; " E Z MARVEL KLEANER." (For a
Cleaner.) Gbobge Hess. Chicago, 111. Filed April
19. 1917.

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 8, 1917.

4,683.—r«Je; "CHEERFULLY BRIGHT WHEREVER
O CEDAR POLISH IS USED. " (For O-Cedar Polish.)
Channell Chemical Company. Chicago. III. Filed
November 3, 1916.

4,QS4.—Title: "THE O-CEDAR WAT." (For O-Cedar
Polish.) Channell Chkmical Company, Chicago.
III. Filed November 3. 1916.

4,686.—Title: " BULLETIN B 602." (For Lathes.) Dal-
TON Machinb Co. Inc, New York. N. Y. Filed April
25. 1917.

4,QSfi.—Title: " BULLETIN B-601." (For Lathea.) Dal-
Tox Machinb Co. Inc., New York, N. T, Filed April
25, 1917,

4,687.—rate.- " BULLETIN B-603." (For Lathea.) Dal-
TON Machine Co. Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed April
20, 1917.

4M8.—Title: "ALWAYS IMPROVING." (For Stovea
and Ranges.) Rathbonb Sard A Company, Albany.
N. T. Filed April 4. 1917.

4.689—r«I«. "ALWAYS IMPROVING.'* (For Ranges
and Heaters.) Rathbonb Sabo k Company, Albany.
N. Y. Filed April 4, 1917.

4.690—Title: "NUGGET FASTENER." (For Spring
Snap-Fasteners.) Spring Snap Fastbnbb Company,
Lynn. Mass. Filed April 7, 1917.

DECISIONS
OF THE

con^n^issionsTER/ of i^jltej^tts
AKD or

UNITED STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.
DECISIONS OF THE U. S. COURTS

Oonrc of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

I.N EE TkAVILLA.

Decided January », l»rj.

Patentability—Procbbb op Comstbuctino Roads.
Claims Held to be unpatentable in view of the art of

record,

Mr. James A. Carr for the appellant.
Mr. W. R. Ballard for the Commissioner of

Patents.

Sh£pasd, C. J.:

This is an appeal from a decision of the Patent
Office rejecting the following claims in an applica-
tion for a patent

:

lA' J'^^ Improvement In the process of constructing roads
which consist In spreadlnn, raking and rolling a course of
too<*. spreading and rolling a second course of stone on
**

11
course, thp stones of said second course being

amaller than the stones of said first course and being
apread in a pre<lptermlned quantity equal to the quantity
which can be rolled tightly info said first course and below
the surface thereof, and applying a penetrating bitumen
binder to said courae.

2- The improvement In the process of constructing
roads which consist In forming a bond between the con-
Btltuent parts thereof by applying thereto a coat of tarand thPD applyinx a binder of asphaltlc cement.

8. The improvement In the process of constructing roadswhich consist In spreading a course of stones of compara-
tively large size. spr»'adlng on said first course a second '

course of stones of sntaller slw, rolling the stones of said >

aecond course tightly into the spaces between the stones I

of said first course and below the surface of said first
course, applying liquid tar, and then applying liquid as-
phaltlc cement.

4 The Improvement In the process of constructing
roads which consists in rolling courses of stones together
the siie of the stones of each of said courses belM suc-
cessively smaller than the stones in the preceding course
and the amount of stones in each of said courses being
Fire«letprmlned as the amount which can be rolled tlghtlv
nto the surface of the unfinished road formed by theprerpdlng courses, applying a coat of refined tar to the
constituent parts of said courses, and then applying a
binder of asphaltic cement

8. The improvement in the process of constructing roadsWhich consists in rolling courses of stone together the
Bisp and amount of the stones in said coursp belnir' pro-
portioned to fill partially the void spaces In said unfinished
road, applying an adhesive coat of a material capable
of Inseparably adhering to the stones in said coursesrand
then anplylnr a cohesive binder capable of adhering to
said adhesive coat.

6. The improvement In the process of building roadswhich con.slsts In coating the constituent parts of a course
of stone with a penetrating adhesive bitumen, and after-ward bonding together the constituent parts thus coatedwith n cohesive bitumen.

7. The process of making roads which consists inspresdlnK. raking and rolling a course of stone, spreadinirand rolling on said first course a second course of stone
the stones of mid aecond course being smaller than theatones ©f said first course, the quantltv of stones of saidaecond course being predetermined as the quantity which
IT/" r?*!;'"

,**«»»<'-T 'n\o 'he spaces between the stonasof said first course, then applvlng a bituminous cement
to the unfinished road thus formed and finallv rolllna
Into the spares between the stones of aald unfinished roadother still smaller atonea.

I
**. The process of making roads which conslsta In roll-ing together a aeriM of separately applied courses of stone.
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the size and amount of the stones in each of said coursesbeing proportioned to flU partially the void spaces in the
IJJPJPT.^Pa'I "' ^^^ l^^^- •" applying a coat of tar to theconstituent parts of the upper part of said road, and thennillng the spaces between said constituent parts with abinder of aspha.ltlc cement.

-u^" v^^^ improvement in the process of conatructlng roads
}1 i..*^'*****" •^. maWng a base, laying a course of stoneon said base, raking and rolling said courae. and partially
filling the void spaces in said course by rolling Into theeurface of Mid course other courses of stone the stonea Ineach of said other courses being proportioned in site andamount according to the size and amount of the void apaces

stabUlt
-*^°"'"** "^ * *° '®'"™ * ^^^'^ ^^^y having inherent

10. The process of constructing roads which consists InapreadlnK a course of comparative! v large stone over abase, raking and rolling said course, the stone In aaldconrae constituting the major portion of the stone In thecompleted road, spreading on said first course a aecondcourae whose stones are smaller than the stones in saidrat coarse, rolling the stones of said second courae tightly
into the spaces between the stones of said first couraeapplying hot tar to said stones, applying heated asphaltlc
cement after aald tar haa set. spreading a third course of
atone of amaller site than the stones in said second conrae
roiling the stonea of aald third course tightly into the
Interstices of the parUy formed road, and spreading and
rolling a fourth course of still smaller stone

11. The process of constructing roads which conslats Inwreading a layer about five Inches thick of stones of a
Blae from three Inches to one and three-quarters inches
'"*ri ,< *°" rolling said stones, spreading and rolling onMid llyer a comparatively small quantitv of stones of a
alae of from one and one-half inches to three-quarters ofan inch, applying hot Ur to the partlv formed road, then
applying heated asphaltlc cement to aaid partlv formed
road after said tar has set spreading and rolling a com-
paratively small quantity of atones of a size of from one-
half of an inch to one-quarter of an inch, and then spread-
ing and rolling a small quantity of atone of still another
amaller aize.

12. A road composed of stone graded In size and having
the amount of each sUe proportioned to fill partially the
Told spaces In aaid road, an adhesive coat on aaid atoaa.and a cohesive binder between said stone.

13. A road composed of stone, an adhesive coat of taron aaid stone, and a cohesive binder of asphaltlc cement
between said stone.

^iwA ^^^'^ fomposed of atone, the larger stonea of said
road being at the top of aald road, the space between aald
larger stones being partially filled by smaller stones, the
atones In the upper part of said road having a coat of tar
thereon, the spaces between said stones in the upper part
of said road being occupied by asphaltlc cement

16. A road compoaed of stones of dilTerent altea. the
dlirerent sized stones being interlocked with one another
to form a body having the amount of void space therein
autnciently small to prevent internal displacement under
traffic an adhesive coat of a material capable of insepara-
bly adhering to said atones, and a cohesive binder between
aald stones of a material capable of adhering to aaid ad-
hesive coat.

The decisions of the various trlhunals of the
Office discuss the questions raised by the applicant
very fully. They cite n patent to Warren. March 11,

1902; Warren, May 5, 1903; Badger. August 21,
1906; and an old English patent to Cassell, 1834,
and, also, Bulletin 98 of the United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Office of Public Roads, Issued
December 12. 1912. page 10. section 6.

The experiment noted by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, taken In connection wltii
the various patents cited, was considered to show a
H«.8.|
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complete antlcipatioo of the inveBtlon claimed by
the applicant

We agree with the conclusions of the Commis-
sioner, and content ourselves with referring to the

several decisions of the Office which are found in the

record.

The decision is affirmed.

Affirmed.

Oourt of Appeals of the Biatrict of Oolnmbia.

In HE Mattitixath.

Decided February 5, 19n.

1. Patentability—Flyino-Machinb.
Claims Held to be unpatentable on the ground of

inoperativeness.

2. SAMa—Res Adjudicata.
The decision in in re Mattullath (38 App. D. C. 497 ;

C. D., 1912, 490) was directed to the question of
abandonment, and the question of operativeness wa*
not passed upon.

Mr. W. U. Swenarton for the appellant.

Mr. W. R. Ballard for the Commissioner of
Patents.

RoRB, J.:

This is an appeal from n decision of the Commis-
sioner of Patents rejecting ten claims of an appli-
cation for patent. Claims 1, 3 and 10 are here
reproduced

:

1. In a flying machine, the combination with a sup-
porting body and the aeroplane mounted thereon, of sup-
portlnK stanchions composed of vertical uprights, keels
of hollow sblp-shaped cross section united at a distance
apart by a vertical sertes of transverse members consti-
tuting aeroplanes and stiffening members.

.3. In a flytnE machine of the character described, the
herein described means for promoting its lateral stability
during flight, the same consisting In the combination with
the fixed supporting aeroplanes thereof, of two boat-haped cars extending longitudinally of the flying ma-
chine adjacent Its outer edges, said boats being widely
•eparated and dividing between them the principal part
of the weight so as to Increase the moment of Inertia of
the vessel.

. ,
1<^- In * flying machine of the aeroplane type, the com-

bination of a plane supporting means, elevatloh con-
trolling means movable .ibout a transverse horizontal axis
of the machine, laterallv arranged stablllilng means
positioned on opposite sides of the longitudinal axis of
said machine, and a steering rudder operatably connected
with said machine.

The alleged invention, as will be gathered from a
reading of the above claims, relates to a heavler-
than-air flying-machine, and the rejection was on
the ground of inoperativeness. About 1903 the ap-
plication was held abandoned for failure to respond
to Office action within the year provided by law.
Several years later, upon the refusal of the Com-
missioner to grant a petition to revive It, an appeal
was taken to this court and we ruled that there had
been no abandonment and therefore reversed the
decision of the Commissioner

—

with direction to set aside the order of abandonment and
reinstate the application. (In re Mattullath, 38 App.
D, C>i 487.)

It now is urged that our decision involved the
question of operativeness, and hence is re« adjudi-
cata here. The fallacy of this contention soon will

become apparent. The Office had ruled that the
application was abandoned for failure of the appli-

cant properly to respond to Office action. A peti-

tion was addressed to the Commissioner to revive

the application, and the only question before this

[Vol

court was whether the Commissioner erred in re-

fusing that petition. A reversal of his decision
simply established the status quo; in other words,
it re6stabllshetl the situation at the time of the
alleged abandonment. The question of operative-
ness had not been passed upon by the Examlners-In-
Chief or the Commissioner, and was neither In-

volveil nor passed upon here.

Each of the three tribunals of the Patent Office

has very carefully and satisfactorily stated the
rea.sons for the rejection of these claim.s, and as it

would serve no useful purpose to repeat them we
shall not do so. It is enough to suggest that in our
opinion appellant is attempting to read into the
application the wonderful development that has
talcen place In this art since the filing of this appli-

cation.

The decision Is affirmed.

Affirmed.

Oourt of Appeals of^e District of Oolnmbia.

In be Cubttss.

Decided March t, an.

1. lNT»RrCH«NCE—RiS ADJUDICATA.
The broad rule stated In Blackford v. Wttder (28 App.

D. C, 886: C. D., 1907. 491; 127 O. O.. 1266) that
" the final decision In the first Interference Is conclu-
sive, unless It can be made to appear that the question
upon which the determination of the second case resta
is one that neither waa nor could have been presented
and determined in the first case." applies only when the
cause of action is the same or the claim and demand In

controversy Is the same.

2. Samk—Samb.
" It follows, therefore, that only the matters that

might have been presented relative to the particular
thing or issue determined In the former Interference
can constitute estoppel in a second proceeding between
the same parties relating to the same subject-matter."

3. Sami—Samb—Test.
Where, after final decision in an interference, claims

are presented by the losing party, the test to determine
whether they should be refused on the ground that the
matter is re« adfudicata is whether they would domi-
nate the subject-matter upon which the other party pre-
vailed.

4. Sami—Samb. '

Where in an interference t>etwe«n C. and J. it waa
finally held that " the issue calls for and describes a
hydroaeroplane, a machine capable of rising from and
alighting upon the water." and priority was awarded
to J. on the ground that the building and testing by C.
of a machine which could skim on the water at high
speed but could not rise Into the air was not a reduc-
tion to practice of the Invention there in issue, Held
that this was the only point or question actually liti-

gated and determined in that interference and that C
was not estopped to thereafter make claims relating
solely to a device capable of traveling at high speed
upon the water without regard to its ability to rise from
or alight upon the water.

Mr. S. M. Ward, Jr., for the appellant.

Mr. W. R. BaUard for the Commissioner of Pat-
ents.

Van Obsdkl, /.;

This appeal is from a decision of the Commis-
sioner of Patents rejecting six claims of n divisional
application for a patent on a machine supported
No. S.]

May 8, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. ^
Jointly by air and water while at speetl upon the
watw. The invention is sufficiently described for
our purpose In claim 6. as follows

:

6. In a machine adapted to be supported Jointly by air
and water while running at speed on the water, the com-
bination of a main aeroplane supporting surface acted
Xn by the air so as to tend to lift the machine to lessen

.>lacement of the machine when running at speed on
the water, lateral balancing aeroplane surfaces to assist
in controlLinf the machine while running at speed on the
water, a main water-borne central boat structure adapted
to support substantially the entire machine on the water,
and except for the aeroplane lift constituting substan-
tially the entire supporting element at all npeeds of the
boat structure on the water, relatively small horizontal
balancing water engaging means located below the sup-
porting plane and beyond each side of said boat structure,
said balancing means being located above the level of the
boat bottom and provided with surfaces inclined down-
wardly and rearwardly. adapted to be acted upon by the
rush of water when the machine loses its lateral equi-
librium, means for operating the lateral balancing aero-
plane surfaces to create a difference of air lift to assist in
controlling the machine at speed on the water, one or
more elevator air planes, means for controlling the same
to vary the angle of incidence of the boat on the water,
and an air propeller with means for driving the same to
proi)el the boat at speed on the water.

The claims were rejected, not for lack of patent-

ability, but because of a former adjudication in an
Interference In which appellant Curtiss was a party.

(Janin v. Curiisa, 45 App. D. C, 362; C. D., 1916,

233; 231 O. G., 1539.) In that interference, the ap-

plication of Curtiss, of which the present one Is a

division, was Involved. The issue there consisted
of a single count, as follows

:

A hydroaeroplane comprising a main aeroplane nup-
porting surface, lateral stabilirlng aeroplane surfaces to
create a difference of lift, a main water-borne central boat
structure adapted to support the entire machine when on
the water, and except for the aeroplane lift, constituting
substantially the entire supporting element at all speeds
so long as the boat structure Is traveling In contact with
the water, relatively small horizontal water balancing
floats located below the supporting plane and beyond each
side of said boat structure, said floats being located above
the level of the l>oat bottom and provided with surfaces
inclined downwardlv and rearwardly, adapted to be acted
upon by the rush of water when the machine loses Its lat-
eral equilibrium, and means for operating the stabilizing
surfaces to create a difference of air lift.

The interference turnetl upon a single Issue. The
Examiner construed the count as broad enough to

embody a machine capable of operating at high

speed upon the water, but not capable of rising from
the water and flying in the air. The Board of Ex-
amlners-in-Chief held the issue limited to a machine
capable of rising from the water by Its own power
and flying In the air. The Commissioner of Pat-
ents agreed with the Examiner, reversing the Board.
This court reversed the Commissioner, holding

that—
the issue calls for and describes a hydroaeroplane, a ma-
chine capable of rising from and alighting upon the water.

In other words, we held that the invention there

In issue, and of which Curtiss sought to establish a

reduction to practice, was a flying-machine capable
of rising from and alighting upon the water. The
interference turned on the question of reduction to

practice of the Invention in issue by Curtiss, Jaoln
claiming his filing date as a constructive reduction
to practice.

Curtiss's case depended upon what was linown as

the Hammondsport experiment, where his machine
demonstrated ability to sliim on the water at high
speed, but could not rise into the air. The latter

function we held was called for by the issue, and
was what Curtiss was aiming to accomplish on the
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lake at Hammondsport. Speaking of the object
sought by Curtiss, this court said

:

To determine whether this test was a reduction to vrue-
tlce of the invention for which Curtiss is now seekuc •
patent. It is important to consider his application. la
the Introduction to his 8i)eclflcation he describes the la-
vention as follows :

" My Invention relates to improre-
ments in heavier than air flying machines, and has ref-
erence particularly to a machine adapted to alight on tb«
water and arise therefrom by its own power. Some of
the features of the Invention are, however, applicable to
ordinary b«a\ier than air machines." This statement
of the scope of his invention embodies in brief what he
describes in his speclflcation. His drawings discloBe a
flying machine, and of his flfty-one claims all but claim
88 call for a flying machine, and that claim calls for an
aeroplane.

The present claims were rejected as ret judi-

cata in the light of our decision In the former case.

The Invention to which the claims of the issue are
here directed is described in the application as fol-

lows :

This present divisional application is directed partlco-
larly to machines having a water-borne boat structure, air
planes and control devices so as to l>e capable of safo
operation at high speed on the water, regardleu of
whether the machines are constructed so as to be able to
subsequently rise from the water and fly in the air. The
object of the invention claimed herein is to provide a ma-
chine having a boat structure for supporting a machine
when at rest on the water, air planes acted upon by the air
to help support the machine when operating at speed on
the water, means including an aerial propeller for driving
the machine at speed on the 'water, and means for bal-
ancing and controlling the machine when so operatlas.
The invention consists in certain novel combinations
that are directed to operation of the machine on the water.
The invention may t>e embodied and used In a machine of
the character described, capable of operation at speed on
the water only, or It may be embodied and used in one
capable both of operation at speed on the water and of
then rising by its own power from the water and flying
in the air. The invention herein claimed is generic to
machines capable of performing one or both of theoe
operations. In either case, operation and control at speed
on the water is attained in the same way.

It Will be observed that the claim here made is

totally different from the issue involved in the inter-

ference. It is not an attempt to broaden the scope
of the former claim, as in Blackford v. Wilder (28
App. D. C, 535) and other cases cited by the tri-

bunals below and by coun.sel for the Government.
The real test here Is whether or not the granting of

these claims to Curtiss would dominate the subject-

matter upon which Janin prevailed In the Inter-

ference. If so, the claims should be denied, (/n re
Marconi, 38 App. D. C, 286; C. D., 1912, 483.) The
claim in the Interference, however, relating solely to a
hydroaeroplane capable of rising from and alighting

upon the water by Its own power, was awarded to

Janin as the prior Inventor, and is In no respect

dominated by the present claims relating solely to a
device capable of traveling upon the water at high
speed. If Curtiss should be found to be entitled to

priority of the claims In issue, it would in no re-

spect affect the prior rights of Janin acquired
through the former Interference. True, an attempt
was made by Curtiss in the former case to claim
both the flying and skimming features In the coont
of the Issue, but we held, in the light of his specifica-

tion and his attempted reduction to practice, that
he should be limited strictly to a hydroaeroplane;
and this was the only question adjudicated.
The rule of ret judicata or estoppel by judgmwit

was announced in Netbit v. Independent Di*triot,

( 144 U. S., 610, 618, ) as follows

:

When the second suit is upon the same cause of action
and between the same parties as the first, the Jodsment
In the former is conclusive in the latter as to every quoo-
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tlaa which was or ini«tat have been preaented and <!•>

tennined in the first action : but when the second ault la
upon a different cause of action, though between tta« rtiar
parties, the Judgment in the former action opermtea a« an
e«to|m«l only as to the point or qoeatloB actually tltlcated
aad determined, and not as to other matters wlilch mlcht
kave been llticnted and determined.

The same rule has been applied by this court to

•djudlcatlons made by the tribunals of the Patent
Office. Indeed. Rule 127 of the Rules of Practice

of the Patent Office expressly forbids the declaration

of a second Interference

—

upon a new application for the same Invention filed by
either party.

In Blackford v. Wilder, supra, the court stated

the rule In sweeping terms when applying It to

the facts before it, as follows

:

To sum up : The parties are the same. The applica-
tions are the same, and disclose the invention of each
issue. The constructions relle<l on, respectively, as erl-
dencing conception and reduction topractice of the Ibtcb-
tlon of both issues are the same. Tae fundamental facts
of both cases are the same. Applying the well-aettled
principle of eatoppel by Judgment, before stated, It foltowa
Inevitably that the final decision in the first Interferenoe
is conclnsive. unless it can be made to appear that the
question upon which the determination of the aecond caae
rests is one that neith«>r was nor coald hare been pre-
sented and determined In the first case.

But these broad rules apply only where not only
the cause of action Is the same, but where the dalm
or demand in controversy is the same. The distinc-

tion is well stateil in Cromwell v. Countp of Sue,

(94 U. S., 351.) where the action was upon four

county bonds and four coupons thereto attached.

Estoppel was claimed by a judgment in favor of the
county In a prior action upon earlier-maturing cou-

pons attached to the same bonds between the same
parties in Interest. The Court, speaking through
Mr. Justice Field, said :

la considering the operation of this Judgment, It slKmld
be borne In mind, as stated by counael, that there ta a
dliference between the effect of a judgment as a bar or
estoppel against the prosecution of a second action upon
the same claim or demand, and Its effect aa an estoppel In
another action between the same parties upon a dtfrerent
claim or cause of action. In the former case, the jodg-
ment. If rendered upon the merits, constitute* an abaolote
bar to a subsequent action. It ia a flaallty as to the
claim or demand in controversy, concluding parties and
those in privity with them, not only as to every osatter
which was offered and received to austain or defeat tike
claim or demand, but as to any other admissible matter
whicli mifht have been offered for that purpoae. • • •
The language, therefore, which is s« often osed, that a
Judgment estops not only as to every ground or defense
actually presented in the action, bat alao as to every
ground which might have been presented, is strictly
accurate, when applied to the demand or claim la con-
troversy. Such demand or claim, having paaaed into
Judgment, cannot again be brought into litigation between
the parties In proceedings at law upoa any ground what-
ever. But where the 8««cond action between the same
parties is upon a different claim or demand, the Judgment
in the prior action operates as an estoppel only as to
those matters In issue or points controverted, upon the
determination of which the finding or verdict was ren-
dered. In all cases, therefore, where it is sought to
apply the estoppel of a judgment rendered upon one rauoe
or action to matters arising in a suit upon a different
cause of action, the Inquiry must always be aa to the
point or question actually litigated and determined In the
original action, not what might have been thus litigated
and determined. Only upon such matters is tl»e Judgment
conclusive in another action.

There are compelling reasons why the rule of es-

toppel by judgment should not be applied with the

same severity In interference proceedings in the
Patent Office as In cases at law and In equity. In
the latter In.^tances the Issues are made up by the
parties themselves, with wide latitude for amend-

ment to meet unexpecte<l contingencies arising in

the course of trial. In interferences the Issues are
made up by the proper official in the Patent Office,

and the case Is confined to the Issues thus found.

True, they are made from the applications of the

respective parties, which. In a sense, constitute the
pleadings in the case ; but the issue, nev^-theless, la

the result of the view taken by the official of the

case presented by the applications, and Is conclusive

on the parties.

Unlike a suit at law or in equity, the parties are

limited in an interference to the specific Issue or

iasues found by the Patent Office. The broad rule

that all questions are res judicata which were, or

might have l)een, determined in the former case

must be applied with reference to the limitations of

the particular procee<ling. It may often (X-cur with-

in the broad scope of a proceeding at law or in

equity that matters which might have l)een de-

termined and which constitute estoppel In a sec-

ond action, would have no application In an inter-

ference proceeding. In the former proceeding the

whole purpose of the litigation may be examined
to ascertain the Issues which might have been de-

termined In a prior suit, but In the latter the in-

vestigation Is limited to the specific issue or Issues

pointed out by the Patent Office, as embraced with-

in the interference. It follows, therefore, that only

the matters that might have been presented rela-

tive to the particular thing or issue determined in

the former interference can constitute estoppel In

a second proceeding between the same parties re-

lating to the same subject-matter.

This brings us to tlie narrow ls.««ue of the inter-

ference and the claims of the present divisional

application. Do they present a single cause of ac-

tion? We think not. In the Interference, the sole

issue upon which the case was decided was whether
or not the claim called for a device capable of ris-

ing from and alighting upon the water. That was
the only " point or question actually litigated and

determined " In that action. The present claims

relate solely to a device capable of traveling at high

speed upon the water, without regard to its ability

to rise from or alight upon the water. That ques-

tion was not determined in the former case. In-

deed, we held that it could not be under the count

there in iasue. The claims of the present Issue

were found to be patentable over the prior art, but
were rejected solely upon the grounds herein stated.

Though relating to the same structure, the specific

claim found to have been made in the former case

was for a different Invention than that here In-

volved ; and, the cause of action being different, we
are of opinion that appellant is not estopped to

make the claims of the present Issue.

The decision of the Commissioner of Patents is

reversed, and the clerk Is directed to certify these

proceedings as by law required.

Reversed.
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Patanls.

Iflsue of May 15, 1917.

m-No. 1436,718 to No. 1^98,831, ineJitfiva.
»-No. 60,771 to No. 60,808, taaclaslva

Trada-Marka 166— No. 116,670 to No. 116,736, indualve.
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Total. 1088

Hotioe rroposed Amendment to Snle 93.
In view of tbe dedatoD in Hwiny, Commiggioner of Pat-

ent; T. United 8ftea, em rel. The Fowler Oor Company,
I»rlnted elaewhere in this issue of the GAzarrB, it ia pro-
poaed to change Role 98 by the Inaertlon of the matter
printed in itallca, so that the rule shall r«ad aa follows

:

"An Interference la a proceeding Instituted for tbe pur-
poae of determining the qneatlon of priority of InTention
between two or more partlea claiming anbatantlally the
aame patentable larentlon. In order to a«««rta4«i whether
omy quegtion of priority arieet the CommUstioner may call
•pon tmy fnnior appU mt to afte in writimo the date
when he eonoeived the inrentirm under coneideration. AH
etatementt filed in eommUanee with tMg rule will be re-
turned to the parties filing them. In loee the applicant
maket no reply within the time apeoifled, not leee than ten
doyg, the OommieeUmer will proceed upon the atawmmtion
that the told date Ig the date of the oath attoehed to the
aoplicatioH. The fart that one of the parties has already
obtained a pattnt will not prevent an interference, for,
althoQfh the Conmilaaloner haa no power to cancel a pat-
ent, he may grant, another patent for the same invention
to a person who proves to be the prior inventor."

Any communications on this subject received prior to

May 28 will be considered.

Diiolaimen.
1,040.048.

—

Franklin H. Smith, Yonkers, N. Y. Elbctric
Hbatbr. Patent dated Octobpr 1, 1912. Disclaimer
filed May 2, 1917, by the aaaignee, Qold Car Heating
4 lAghtimg Company.

Eaters this dlaclaliwr—
" To tkat part of the claim in

la in the foHowing worda, to wit

:

"6. Is an alactrtc haatar, a casing, slotted and plates
ectired thereto, each of said alots adapted to bold a

lid specification which

beater and to permit its removal independently of the
other heaters, and means for mounting the beaters Id
said alota comprialng blocka secured to each end of the
heater and adapted to nllde in said slots.

•' 13. Id an eWtric heater, a caalng having groovod end
platea, and a plurality of heating unita in aaid casing each
mounted In a groove in aaid end platea ao as to be inde-
pendently removable."

1,112,184.

—

Daniel K. .Alliaom, Cincinnati. Ohio, aod Bryam
D. Pinkney, Newport, Ky. CRACKBa-CcTTiNO Ma-
chins. Patent dated September 29, 1014. Disclaimer
filed May 7, 1917, by the aaaignee, The J. H. Day
Company.

Heretofore cracker-cutting machinea have been provided
with pan-akipping mechanism In which means are em-
ployed for setting the conveyer relatively forward or l)ack-
*ard to register the pana with the pan-akip, disconnecting
the pan conveyer from lU driving power and from the
paD-aklpplng mechanism aa In the United States Letters
rf,*S°*^S- 1.180.080 to TWmaa L. Oreen, laaned April 18,
1916 ; and therefore any interpretation of the claims which
woald inclode such a conBtmctlon is disclaimed.

1,182,376.

—

Franklin B. Ahhott, Boffalo. N. T. SpLica-
Bab. Patent dated Aognat 81, 191S. Diadaimer filed

May 1, 1917. by tbe invutor and the aaaignee, Lacka-
wanna Steel Company.

Sinter thla diadaimer

—

"To all tbe claims of aaid patent, aaid claima l>elBg

nombered from 1 to 5, reapectively, and arc as foUowa

:

"1. A apllce-bar for rail Jolnta formed with a central
depression on its upper edga to avoid contact with tbe
rail ends.

"2. A apllce-bar for rail joints taavinc tbe central por-
tion of Its upper edge sligiitly depressed and correspond-
ingly tlilckeaed, to prevent contact with the ends of the
ralla. while preserving the full atrength of the bar at the
center.

"8. A splice-bar for rail joints formed to fit aaagly in
the ' flshlng angle ' of th« rail, and having a depression
In its upper portion adapted to be arranged adjacent the
rail ends to insure clearance between the bar and the cor-
nera on the under surface of the rail enda.

" 4. As a new article of manufacture, a aplice-bar for
rail-Joints formed with an npper aorface to encage the
under side of the rail heads, and liaviag a smalTdepres-
sioB fomed In said upper surface and adapted to under-
lie the corners on the underside of the rail ends, substan-
tially aa shown.

"6. The combination in a rail joint of tht tiro rails
having their ends arranged adjacest and a splice bar
bolted to said two ends t« coooect the two rails, said Joint
being formed to provide a d8arance between the npper
surface of the spUee-bar and the «nder side of the rail
heads adjacent their ends, stibstastially as detcrtbed and
shown."

Aooe88 to Pending Applioation8.

No person except tlie applicant, the assignea whose as-
signment is of record, or the attorney ot recoil will be
permitted to have acceaa to tbe file of any application, ex-
cept aa provided for under the interferance ralv, onleas
written authority from the applicant, aaatenae. or attor-
ney, identifying the application to be laapfimd. is filed in
the case to beepme a part of the record tbereef, or apon
tbe writtMi ordM of the CommlBrio—r, whiah wUI alao
become a pert of the record of the case.
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APPLICATIONS UNDER EXAMINATION.

Condition at Clote of Bxuineu May 11, 1917.
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side said casing and adapted to cofipernte with said retain-

lofc means to release the stud, and a resilient member
within said casing adapted to force the stud from the
socket without manipulation of said stad.

3. A socket member of a fastener, comprising a casing
bavlng a stud receiving aperture, stud retainlag meaoa
wltbio said casing, stud releasing means projecting oat-
side said casing and adapted to cooperate with said re-
taining means to release the stud, and a resilient member
within said casing ailapted to be engaged and stressed by
the stud upon its Insertion into the casing and to force
the stud from the socket without manipulation of the
stud.

4. A socket member of a fastener, comprising a casing
having a stud receiving aperture, a pair of stud retain-

ing arms within said casing sjMiced apart and extending
on opposite sides of said stud receiving aperture, stud
releasing means extending outside said (-asing and adapt-
ed to cooperate with said retaining arms to release the

«tud, and a resilient m»-mb«r adapted to be engaged and
stressed by the stud upon its Insertion Into the casing and
to force the stud from the socket without manipulation
of the stud.

0. A socket member of a fastener, comprising a casln,;

having a stud receiveing aperture, a pair of stud re-

taining arms within said casini; spaced apart, provided
with sockets and extending on opposite sides of said stud
receiving aperture, stad releasing means extending out-

side said casing and adapted to cooperate with said re-

taining arms to release the stud, and a reailient member
adapted to be engaged and stressed by the stad upon its

insertion into the casing and to force the stud from the

socket without maniptilatlon of the stud.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Qaxette.]

1,226,742. MACHINE FOB FINISHING BASE OR GAS-
CHECK PLDG8 FOR ABTILXJSRT SHELLS. Edwin
J. BANriBLO. Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Filed Dec.

4, 1918. SerUl No. 65,114. (CI. 29—27.)

1. In apparatus of the class described the combination

of a spindle provided with a chuck at one end ; a two-

speed drive ; controlling means for the drive ; a tool

holder carriage movable transversely of the apparatus

;

turning tools carried thereby ; a mining cutter and spladle

therefor ; a bearing for said spindle slldable on said car-

rlaye longltadinally of the apparatus ; and means for

movlBg said bearing.

2. In apparatus of the class described the combination

of a spindle provided with a chuck at one end : a two-speed

drive ; controlling means for the drive ; a tool holder car-

riage movable transrentely of the apparatus ; turning

tools carried thereby ; a milling cutter )oumale<1 on said

carriage to cut transrersely of the apparaton : means
for moving the cutter longitudinally of the apparatus

comprlirtng a chaser adapted to move the cutter ; and a

thread rotatahle with the driving spindle of the apparatus
and with which the chaser engages when the cutter ts

In working iwsitlon.

H. In apparatus of the class described the combination

«f fi «plnd1e provided with- a chuck at one end ; a two-speed

drive ; controlling means for the drive ; a tool bolder car-
rUige movable transversely of the apparatus; turninR
tools carried thereby a milling cutter Journaled on saUl
tarrlage to cut transversely of the apparatus ; means for
moving the cutter longitudinally of the apparatus com-
prising a chaser arm adapted to move the cutter, a chaser
adjustably connected to the arm so that it may be set
radially of the mUllng cutter, and a thread rotatable with
the driving splmlle of the apparatus and with which the
chaser engages when the cutter is in working position.

4. In apparatus of the class described the comt>lnatiiin
of a spindle provided with a chuck at one end ; a two-
speed drive ; controlling means for the drive ; a tool holder
carriage movable transversely of the apparatus ; turning
tools carried thereby; a milling cutter Journaled on salu
carriage to cut transversely of the api>aratus ; menus
for moving the cutter longitudinally of the Apparatus
comprising a chaser arm adapted to move the cutter, a
chaser adjustably connected to the arm so that It may
be set radially of the milling cutter ; a thread rotatable
with the driving spindle of the apparatus and with which
the chaser engages when the cutter is in working
position; and means for limiting the movement of ihc
carrlajjp bringing the milling cutter toward Its work.

r>. In apparatus of the cla«.H described the combination
of a splndip provided with a chuck at one end ; a two-
speed drive ; controlllnx means for the drive ; a feed car-

riage oscillatable on the frame of the apparatus; a tool

holder carriage movable on said feed carriage transversely
of tbe apparatus ; turning tools carried thereby ; a mill-

ing cutter Journaled on said carriage to cut transversely
of the apparatus; and means for moving the cutter longi-

tudinally of the apparatus.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.)

, 2 2 5 , 7 4 S . SHEET-DELIVERY APPARATUS FOR
PRINTING MACHINES Howard M IUriskb. Stonlns-
ton. Conn., assignor, by mesne assignments, to C. B.
Cottrell ft Sons Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of Delaware. t"ll.<l Jun.- :'4, 11»01). Serial No.

504,110. (CI. 101—31.)

1. In a sheet delivery apparatus for printing machines,

a printing mechanism, a sheet feeding endleaci tape carrier

driven at a certain spee<l and a positive sheet forwarding
device lo<«ted Intermediate the ends of the tape carrier

and driven constantly at the speed of the tape carrtar ar-

ranged to be brought into and out of engagement with the

sheet.

9. In a sheet delivery spparatus for prlatlnf raaefclnea,

a printing mechanism, a sheet feeding endleos tape car-

rier driven continuously at a certain speed and a posi-

tive sheet forwarding device located intemedlate the enda
of the tape tinnier and driven constantly at the speed of

the tape carrier arranged to be brought Into and out of

engagement with the sheet.

9. In a sheet delivery apparatus for printing machine*,
a printing mechanism, a sheet delivery devlee, a contlnii-

oofily driven sheet feeding endless tape earrlar and a
positive sheet forwarding device located intermadlate the
ends of the tape carrier and arranged to be bronght into

engacement with both sides of the sheet for feedlsg It

Into position to he eagaged by the dalivary device.
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4. In a sheet delivery spparatus for printing machines,
a printing mecbanl£m, a sheet delivery device, a con-
tlnnoualy driven sheet feeding endless tape carrier and
a positive sheet forwarding device locateil Intermediate
the enda of the tape carrier and driven constantly at the
speed of the tape carrier arranged to be brought Into en-
gagement with the sheet for feeding It into position to
be engaged by the delivery device.

5. In a sheet d»'llver>- apparatus for printing machines,
an endless sheet delivery carrier, a contlnuou.><ly driven
sheet feeding endless tape carrljT, and a positive sheet
forwarding device located lnterme<llate the ends of the
tape carrier and driven constantly at the speed of the
tape carrier arranged to be brought into engagement with
the sheet for feeding it into position to be engaged by the
delivery carrier.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,744. DRAIN AND REUEF VALVE. Noel Wil
LiAM Bakkkr, Victoria, British Columbia. Canada. Filed
May 18, 1916. Serial No. 98,370. (CI. 137—32.)

1. A water drainage and pressure relief valve for an
engine cylinder or the like, said valve comprising a hollow
body divided by partitions into three chambers, the upper
one of which having provision for connecting It to the
steam chest of the engine, the middle chamber having
provision for connecting It to the engine cylinder, and the
lower chamber t>elng open to the atmosphere, the parti-

tions between the chamt>ers being apertured in allne-

ment, connected valves seating downward In the partition

aperttires and a spring normally holding the valves open.
2. A water drainage and pressure relief valve of the

class 'Aiscrlbed, said valve comprising In combination a
hollow body divided into three chambers tbe upper cham-
ber being connected to t^e middle one by a circular aper-
ture and the middle one to the lower by a relatively

smaller aperture in tbe same axial alinement, a valve
seating la the upper aperture and opening upward, a
valve seated in the lower aperture and opening upward,
means for connecting the two valves together to allow a
limited movement t»etween them, a spring tending to bold
both valves open, means for delivering steam from the
steam chest into the upper chamber, means for delivering
drainage water from the cylinder Into the middle cham-
ber, and means for delivering from the lower chamber to
the atmosphere.

8. A water drainage and pressure relief valve of the
class deacrlbed, said valve comprising in combination a

hollow body divided into three chambers the upper cham-
ber being connected to the middle one by a circular aper-
ture and the middle one to the lower by a relatively
smaller aperture in the same axial alinement, a valve
seating In the upper aperture and opening upward, a
valve seated in the lower aperture and opening upward,
the stem of the lower valve being socketed Into the upper
valve and pin-connected in a manner to permit of limited
endwise movement, a spring within the lower chamber
tending to hold both valves open, means for delivering
steam from the steam chest into the upper chamber, means
for delivering drainage water from the cylinder into the
middle chamber, and means for delivering from the lower
chamber to the atmosphere.

4. A water drainage and preaaore relief valve of the
claaa descr1t>ed, said valve comprising in combination a

hollow body divided into three chambers the upper cbam-
be^' being connected to the middle one by a circular aper-
ture and the middle one to the lower by a relatively
.smaller aperture in the same axial alinement, a winged
valve seating In the upper aperture and opening up-
ward, said valve having a conical seat and having a
cylindrical portion fitting the aperture and of a depth
slightly less than the maximum upward movement of the
valve, a valve opening upward and ha^-ing a flat seat to
dose the lower aperture the lower valve being socketed
and pin-connected to the upper valve, a spring within the
lower chamber tending to hold both valves open, means
for delivering steam from the steam chest Into the up-
per chamber, means for delivering drainage water from the
cylinder Into the mldle chamber, and means for delivering
from the lower chamber to the atmosphere.

5. A water drainage and pressure relief valve of the
class described, said valve comprising a hollow casing
open at the lower end, a partition body fitted steam-tight
within tbe casing and retained in position by a lower
cover screwed in the casing, chambered apertures through
the body portion connecting tbe space above it to tbe space
beneath, connected valves to open upward seated on the
upper edge and on the chambered projection of each
aperture, a spring tending to hold each pair of valves in
the open position, means for delivering steam from tba
steam chest into the space above the upper valves, meana
for delivering the drainage water from each cylinder end
into the chambered space between each pair of connected
valves, and means for delivering from the space beneath
tbe valves to the atmosphere.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in tbe Gasette.]

1,226,746. BORING BAR FOR USE IN THE MANUFAC-
TURE OF AMMUNITION SHELLS OR THE LIKE,
JOHM William Babnbs, Rock Ferry, England. File*
Apr. 17, 1916. Serial No. 91,794. (CI. 77—58.)

1. In a boring apparatus for shells or tbe like. In com-
bination, a cutter bar, a bearing piece mounted rcvolubly
and slldably on the bar. a disk adjustable longitudinally
on tbe bar for limiting tbe depth of the cut, and a com-
pression spring disposed between the disk and tbe t>ear-

Ing piece.

2. In a boring apparatus, in combination, a cutter bar,
a disk mounted on the bar, a ix-arlng piece mounted below
tbe disk, and resilient means disposed between the bear-
ing piece and disk for permitting longitudinal movement
of the bar with relation to the bearing piece.

3. In a boring apparatus, In combination, a dlak ver-
tically adjustable on tbe cutter bar, a bearing block
through which the cutter bar operates, adjustable neana
carried by tbe disk for limiting tbe movement af the cot-
ter bar without adjusting the disk, and mcAna for haldlac
the dlak and bearing block in spaced relation.

1,226,746. WIND-SHIELD ATTACHMENT. JOHV
Bacib, l,oulsville, Ky. Filed Jan. 12, 1917. Serial No.
142,038. (CI. 16—69.)

1. An attachment for wind shields and the like IncluA-
Ing a revoluble transparent disk, an endless belt cxtind-
ing from the periphery of the disk to a point adjacent tha
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««nter thereof and engaging one sarfaoe of the disk, means
for contlnaoasljr actoatlng said belt daring the rotation

ct the disk to mb one surface of the disk.

2. An attachment for wind shields and the like, Inclad-

Ing a supporting structure, a transparent disk mounted
for rotation therein, an endless belt engaging one surface

of the disk and extending toward the periphery thereof,

means for supporting said belt In front of the disk, a
•haft, means for transmitting motion from, the shaft to

the disk, means for transmitting motion from the shaft

to the belt.

3. An attachment for wind shields and the like, includ-

ing a supporting structure, a transparent disk mounted
for rotation therein, an endless belt engaging one sur-

face of the disk and extending toward the periphery

thereof, means for supporting said belt in front of the

4Usk, a shaft, means for transmitting motion from the
rtiaft to the disk, means for transmitting motion from the
shaft to the belt, and an elongated roller engaging the

disk and extending from the periphery thereof to a point

adjacent its center.

4. An attachment for wind shields and the like, includ-

ing a supporting structure, a transparent disk mounted
for rotation therein, an endless belt engaging one surface

of the disk and extending toward the periphery thereof,

means for supporting said belt in front of the dlak, a
shaft, means for transmitting motion from the shaft to
the disk, means for tranamlttinc motion from the shaft
to the belt, and means engaglnx the diak for holding the
«ame against rlbratlon.

6. An attachment for wind shields and the like, in-

cluding a circular frame, means for supporting the same,
« transparent dlak mounted for rotation within and guided
^y the frame, a shaft, means actuated thereby for ro-

tating the disk, an endless belt engaging the front face
of the disk, and means operated by the shaft for actuating
the belt relative to the disk during the rotation of the
^sk.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1^20,747. RAILB0AD-8I0NAL. JOHN D. Biattt, iTan-
hoe, N. C. Plied May 4, 1916. Sertal No. 96,469. (O.
246—69.)

1. A signal mechanism embodying a tripping derlce, in

combination with a train carried reclprocable member hav-
tog a spring hook engageable with the tripping derlce,

«Bd a signal controlled by said member.
2. A signal mechanism embodying a rock shaft having

ma offset tripping member, In combination with a train
carried reclprocable member having a spring hook engage-
able with said tripping member, and a signal controlled
by said redprocable member.

8. A signal mechanism embodying a rearwardly slldable
member having a spring hook to engage a tripping device.

« signal, and means operatlvely connecting the signal and
•aid member whereby the signal is operated when said
«iember is slid rearwardly.

4. A signal mechanlam embodying a frame, a rod slldable

therein, and having a spring hook at its rear end engage-
«blt with a tripping device, a signal, means connecting

said signal and forward end of the rod whereby whm the
rod Is slid rearwardly relative to the frame, the signal la

operated, and spring means for moving said rod forwardly.
5. A signal mechanism embodying a rod having a re*

silient hook to engage a tripping device, spring means for

moving said rod forwardly, a signal, means connecting
said signal and rod whereby the signal is operated when
the rod is moved rearwardly. and means for holding said
rod when moved rearwardly.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.748. CONDENSATION PRODUCT AND PROCB88
OF MAKING SAME. Wallacb A. Bbattt. New York,
N. T., asaignor. by direct and mesne aaaignmenta, to
George W. Beadle, New York, N. Y. Piled June 6, 1912.
Serial No. 702,046. (CI. 106—22.)

1. A condensation product of a substance having the
formula

.C«B«.OH

No/'

In wtdch R represents an alkyl radical ; and a substance
having at least one methylene group, said product being
of a gummy nature, and soluble in strong alkali, substan-
tially as described.

2. An odorless gum soluble in alkalis, which gum, when
acted upon by an arid, is converted into a substance
which is Insoluble in alkalis.

3. An odorless condensation product In the form of a
brittle gum. which is soluble in alkalis, acetone, alcohol,
amyl alcohol, amyl acetate, glacial acetic add. acetylene
tetrachlorld. and Inaoluble in Unseed oil, turpentine or
mineral oils, said gum, when acted upon by an acid, being
converted into a substance which is insoluble in alkalis,
and aaid gum being convertible by heat Into a subatance
Insoluble in the above mentioned solvents.

4. A substance having a formula of approximately :

OH

UiOH.,

substantially as set forth.
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1. A substance baring a formula of approximately :

—

R^ ^c,e,H'<:

Ry^ ^CHjR":

C

R-^ ^C«H,R'

,0

-R'

tn which R represents an alkyl radical, R' an alkylldene
radical, and R" a hydrogen or an alkyl radical.

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.225,749. SYNTHETIC GUM. WalLacb Appliton
Bbattt. New York, N. Y. Filed June 80. 1916. Serial
No. 87.887. (CI. 106—22.)

1. An Insoluble substance, which may be produced by
heating the condensation product of a substance of the
claas

H4OH

(la which R represents an alkyl radical), and a substance
eantalnlng at least one active methylene group, said sub
•tance being Insoluble, and unacted upon by acids, alka
Ua. acetone, alcohol, amyl alcohol, amyl acetate, glacial
acetic acid, acetylene tetrachlorld. or mixtures of these.

beiag bard, inodorous, transparent, non-brittle and burn
tng only when held In a flame or under other similar con
tfitions, as described.

2. A process of making an insoluble, substantially non
eomtmstlble substance, comprising reacting upon a body
luvlng the formula

V X.H40H

C

(ta which R represents an alkyl radical) with a substance
coBtaining at leant one active methylene group and then
heating the resulting condenaatlon product.
V A process of making an Insoluble, substantially non

combustible substance, comprising reacting upon a body
having the formula

R X,H40H

C

h/\C,H«OH,

(tn which R represents an alkyl radical) with a substance
containing at least one active methylene group, in the
preaence of an alkali, and then beating the resulting con
daosatlon product.

4. A process of making an Insoluble. Rubstantlally non-
combustible substance, comprising reacting upon a body
having the formala

1H4OH

C

r/^ \c h«oh.

(in which R represents an alkyl radical) with a substance
containing at least one active methylene group. In the
preaence of a cendenalng agent, and then heating the re-

MiltlBg coDdensatloa prodact.

5. A process of making an Insoluble, substantially non-
combustible substance comprising rt-acting upon a body
having the formula

.CU.OH

R^ \c«H40H.
V

(in which B represents an alkyl radical) with a substance
containing at least one active methylene group, in the
presence of an alkali at a temperature of about 100 to
160* C, and then heating the resulting condensation
product.

[Claims 6 to 28 not, printed in the Gasette.]

1.225,750. ARTIFICIAL GUM AND PROCESS OF PRO
DUCING THE SAME. Wallacb Applbton Beattt,
New York. N. Y. Piled June 30. 1916. Serial No.
87,388. (Cl. 186—22.)
1. The process of making a condensation product which

cpmprisps condensing a ketone with a cresol, and con-
densing the resulting product with an aldehyde, substan-
tially as described.

2. The process of making a condensation product which
comprises condensing a ketone with a mixture of cresols,

and condensing the resulting product with an aldehyde,
substantially as described.

3. The process of making a condensation product suit-

able for reacting with formaldehyde to produce a gum,
which consists In beating an impure phenol containing a
cresol with an Impure ketone in the presence of a con-

densing agent, allowing crystals to form, and washing the
product thus obtained, substantially as described.

4. A gum derived by the condensation of a ketone with
a cresol, and further condensation with an aldehyde, said

gum being soluble in alcohol and alkali and convertible

Into an Insoluble mass, substantially as described.

5. The herein described gum derived by the condensa-
tion of an acetone and cresylic acid, and further condensa-
tion with formaldehyde, said gum being soluble In alcohol

and alkali, and convertible into an insoluble mass, snb-

stantially as described.

1,226.761.

Springs,

161,688.

RAILWAY-TIE. Hcrman L. B*b, Webster
W. Va. Filed Feb. 28, 1917. Serial No.
(a. 288—6.)

IS

134^
II

1. A metallic railway tie comprising a plate and de-
pending marginal flanges, brace members interposed be-

tween the longitudinal marginal flanges at a point be-
neath the rail seats, and additional members interposed
between the longitudinal marginal flanges of the tie at
opposite sides of each of the first named braces, the lon-

gitudinal marginal flanges being provided with openings
at opposite sides of each of the first named braces and
inwardly of the second named braces at opposite sides
thereof, said second named braces t>elng substantially U
shaped In form with their bases oppositely directed.

3. A metallic railway tie comprising a plate and <W-
pending marginal flangea. brace members interposed t>e-

tween the longitudinal marginal flangea at a point be-
neath the rail seats, additional members interposed be-
tween the longitudinal marginal fianges of the tie at op-
posite sides of each of the first named braces, the longi-
tudinal marginal flanges being provided with openings at
opposite aides of each of the first named braces and in-

wsrdly of the second named braces at opposite aide^ there-
of, said second named braces being substantially U-chapcd
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In form with tbelr bases opposltelj directed, and addl
tlonal brace members lnteri>Ofled between the longltuUlnal
mar^nal flanges of the tie at the central portion thereof,

the bases of the Inner of the second named brace members
being secured to said last named members.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Qasette.]

1.225,762. COMBINED VIBRATOR AND SPRAY Hn.yaT
Bbrm, Elisabeth, N. J., assignor to WUIlam S. Heal,
Elizabeth, N. J. Filed Aug. 10, 1914. Serial No.
S56.886. (a. 128—16.)

1. A vibrator comprising a holder, a nozsle for inject-

ing flnld into the holder and out through the front, a rotor
arranged to rotate in the holder, and means for tuapend-
Ing the rotor so that it can be shifted into and oat of the
path of the stream of fluid.

2. A vibrator comprising a holder, a nossle for direct-
ing a stream of fluid through the holder, a perforated
screen in the holder and opposite the noasle to transform
the stream into a spray, and an unbalanced rotor mounted
between the nonle and the screen and adapted to impart
a Tlbration to the holder by its rotation.

3. A vibrator comprising a holder, a nonle for directing
a stream of fluid through the bolder, a perforated screen
in the holder and opposite the nossle to transform the
stream into a spray, a rotor rotatably arranged in the
holder, and means for suspending the rotor so that It can
be moved into and out of the path of the stream of IJuid

from the nozzle.

1,226,753. PLASTER - BLOCK - MAKING MACHINE.
David FanoaiCK BsaNHAanr, New Tork, N. Y. FUed
Apr. 16, 1916. Serial No. 91,834. (CI. 25—1.)

1. A machine of the class described comprising an
endless belt having an external forming surface, an end-
less belt disposed over the flrst-mentloned belt and having
its upper flight fonolng a mlzlnff trongh from which ma-
terial is conducted to the flrst-mentloned belt continu-
ously and having its lower flight In dose proximity to the
upper flight of the first-mentioned belt to apply pressure
to the material delivered to the latter.

2. A machine of the class described comprising an end-
less belt having an external ferming surface, an cndlan
belt disposed OTsr the flrst-mentloned belt and having
tta opper fllgkt forailng a mixing trough from which ma-

terial la conducted to the flrst-menUoned belt continu-
ously, and traveling means at the (>dge8 of the belts to
give shape to the lateral edges of the strip of plastic
material.

8. A machine of the class descril>ed comprising an end-
less belt having an external forming surface, and an end-
less belt disposed over the flrst-mentloned belt and having
its upper flight forming a mixing trough from which ma-
terial is conducted to the flrst mentioned belt continu-
ously.

4. A machine of the clas.-? d»*scribed comprising a travel-
ing former, an endless belt disposed over the former with
Its lower flight in close proximity thereto to serve as a
pressure applying means to the strip of material formed
on the former, the upper flight of the belt being sup-
ported to form a mixing trough from which material feeda
continuously to the former by the travel of the belt, and
means for supplying dry material and liquid to the
trough.

5. A machine of the class described comprising a travel-
ing former, an endless belt disposed over the former with
its lower flight in close proximity thereto to serve as a
pressure applying means to the strip of material formed
on the former, the upper flight of the belt being supported
to form a mixing trough from which material feeds c«n-
tinnousiy to the former by the travel of the belt, menas
for supplying dry material to the trough, a rotary drum
extending across the trough to act on the material therein,
and a water supplying device disposed over the drum
and discharging water onto the drum and into the trough.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Ciasette.]

1.226,764. DBIVING-CLDTCH FOR MA0NBT08. D»>
cs.vaio BidtNDirt, Arbon, SwlUerland, assignor to tko
Firm Adelph Saurer, Arbon, Switaerland. Filed
SI, 1916. Serial No. 76.346. <C1. 64—Ig.)

1. The combination with a shaft having a claw thereon
constituting one member of a clutch, and an annular
clement having a recess for the reception of said claw
and constituting the other member of said clutch, mU
clutch members being separable by axial movement of
either member : of a spring and a ball retained in a bore
In one of said members, said ball being urged by the
spring to project from the bore against the driving faco
of the other member, said spring and bore cooperating
to prevent the ball from rolling out of alinement with the
axis of the spring during axial movement of said memt>erfl.

2. The combination with a shaft having a radial claw
thereon constituting one member of a clutch, and an an-
nular element having a radially dlsjwsed recess therein
and constituting the other member of said dutch, said
clutch membars being separable by axial movement of
either member, said annular eleotent having a bore open-
ing into said recess ; of a coll spring retained la said bor«
and arranged to exert pressure against said claw.

3. The combination with a shaft having a radially dis-
posed claw thereon constituting one member of • dutdl,
and an annular elenlent having a radially disposed recess
to receive said claw and constituting the other member
of the clutch, said clutch members being separable by
the axial movement of either member, one of said mem-
bers having a bore opening at the driving face of the
member ; of a spring of less diameter than said bore, and
a ball retained in said bore, said ball being urged by the
spring to project from the bore against the drivlag fko*
of the other member with a force at lenot equal to the
driving pressure, whereby slight axial ^y of anld imm*
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bers will not cause the ball to roll out of alinement with
the axis of the spring.

4. The combination with a shaft having a radially dis-

posed claw ther«H>u constituting one member of a clutch,

and an annular element having a radially dlspoa^ receas

to receive said claw and coustltating the other clutch

member, ssid clutch members being separable by the axial

movement of either memtter. and said annular memt)er hav-

ing a bore from Its periphery to one of the faces of said

recess; of a spring and a bail retain<><l in said bore, said

spring urging the b&\\ to project from said bore and engage
the claw.

6. The combination with a shaft haviUK a radial claw
thereon constituting one memt)er of a clutch, and an
annular element having a radially disposed recess therein

for receiving ssid claw and constituting the other member
of said clutch, said clutch members being axlally sepa-

rable, said annular element having a bore opening into

said recess ; of a coll spring in and of less diameter than
said bore, a ball seated on one end of said spring and
projecting from the end of the bore against one face of

the claw, said spring exerting a pressure at least equal

to the driving pressure.

1.225,755. CATALYTIC PRODUCTION OF AMMONIA.
Cabl Boscb and Alwin Mittasch, Lodwlgshafen-on-

the-Rhlne, Germany, assignors to Badlsche Anilln &
Soda Fabrlk, Ludwigshafenon-the-Rhine, Germany, a

Corporation. Filed Nov. 18. 1911. Serial No. 661,014.

(Cl. 28—21.)
1. The process of producing ammonia catalytlcally by

passing a mixture of nitrogen and bydrosen over iron

which has been obtained by heating pure iron oxid to a

high temperature and then reducing the iron ozld when
soUd.

2. The process of producing ammonia catalytlcally by

passing a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen over Iron

which has been obtained by heating pure iron oxid until

It melts, then allowing it to solidify and then reduc-

ing It

8. The process of producing ammonia catalytlcally by

pasaing a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen over Iron

which has been obtained by heating pure iron in the

presence of oxygen to a high temperature and then reduc-

ing the Iron oxid thus obtained when solid.

4. The process of producing ammonia catalytlcally by

passing a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen over Iron

which has been obtained by heating pure iron in the pres-

ence of oxygen until a molten mass Is obtained, and then

allowing the Iron oxid thus obtained to solidify, and re-

ducing it.

B. The process of producing ammonia catalytlcally by

passing a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen over iron

which has been obtained by heating pure iron in the pres-

ence of oxygen until a molten mass Is obtained, then

allowing the Iron ozld thus obtained to solidify, and re

duclng it with a mixture of nitrogen and hydrogen.

1,226.786. PITMAN. Ei-msr Richard BorcHAED,

Knowles, Okla., aaaignor of one-half to Guy Parker,

Knowlea, Okla. Piled Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124,671.

(Cl. 74—17.)

,

'

^ -^jqi i;

the journal blocks of each pair together, apring-actuated

means between the Intermediate blocks and having a con-

stant tendency to spread the blocks apart, and holding

means extending through the frame and through the in-

termediate blocks with the latter movable in the direc-

tion of their length on the boldlng means, whereby the

frame is held from spreading at points Intermediate of

its length.

2. A pitman comprising a frame with journal blocks at
opposite ends, intermediate blocks between the flrst named
Journal blocks and having beveled adjacent ends and
also being slottod between the ends, bolts traversing the

slots and the frame and provided with springs bearing

against one face of the frame, a bolt traversing the frame
between the t>eveled ends of the Intermediate l>lock8 and
provided with a wedge-shaped head engaging the beveled

ends of the blocks, and a spring surrounding the last-

named bolt and bearing against the face of the frame.

3. A pitman comprising an open sheet metal frame with

longitudinal side flanges having flexible extremities, jour-

nal blocks seated in the end portions of the frame and
removable therefrom, other blocks in the frame Inter-

mediate of the ends of the frame and bearing against the

journal blocks, and spring actuated means having a con-

stant tendency to move the Intermediate blocks against

the journal blocks.

4. A pitman comprising an open sheet metal frame

with longitudinal side flanges having flexible extremities,

journal blocks seated in the end portions of the frame

and removable therefrom, other blocks in the frame inter-

mediate of the ends of the frame and bearing against the

journal blocks, and spring actuated means having a con-

stant tendency to move the intermediate blocks against

the journal blocks, the end i>ortions of the frame having

flangea extending laterally of the length of the frame to

retain corresponding journal blocks, and the intermediate

blocks having flanged members engaglnf? others of ths

journal blocks for holding them against lateral move-

ment in the frame.

5. A pitman having journal blocks at opposite ends for

engafrlng corresponding journals and provided with pas-

sages for the preliminary application of lubricant be-

tween the blocks for the respective journals to reach

journals mounted therein, other blocks between the pairs

of journal blocks and engaging the latter to hold the

journal blocks against journals mounted therein, and

lubricant cups adjacent to the joomal blocks for the

lubrication of the Journals by grease softened by heat

frictlonally generated In the journal blocks, said second-

named blocks and the journal blocks adjacent thereto hav-

ing matching passages for conducting lubricant from the

cups to the respective journals.

1. A pitman comprialng an open sided frame with pairs

of journal blocks at the ends adjustable for wear, inter-

mediate blocks between the pairs of journal blocks and
morable longthwlae of the frame to correspondingly move

1.226,767. ATTACHMENT FOB CAMERAS. GnoMn W.
Bkbtz. Houston. Tex., assignor of three-flfteenths to

Claud A. Lowry, Oscar O. Wood, J. H. Wade, and P. B.

Plrtle. one-flfteenth to P. E. Jones, one-flfteenth to 8. H.

Gripp, and one flfte«'nth to L. C. Irons. Houston, Vex.

Filed Apr. 18, 1916. Serial No. 90.889. (Cl. 96—1.1.)

1. The combination with a photographing machine hav-

ing an opening through the wall thereof, of a translacent

member arranged to b« exposed through said epentag,

means excluding light admitted throng said membor whan
in its exposed position, a mechanism connected to said

member for withdrawing the same from said opening And
seating the same against the camera Aim, a shntter nor-

mally cloaing aald opening after the tranalncent membs*
is withdrawn therefrom, said mechanism also engaging
against said shutter to open the same after said membar
has seated against the film.
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5. The oombIn«tloD with photographing machine, hav-
ing an opening throagb the wall thereof and prorlded
with a film, of a translucent member arranged to be ex-
posed through said opening, a shatter normally In closed
position between said opening and film to exclude the
light from the latter, a slidable plate closing said oi>enJng
when said member is withdrawn therefrom, a mechanism
actuating said member and plate and withdrawing the
former from aald opening and seating It against the film,
a shntter carried by the plate which alines with the open-
ing, and Is temporarily opened by said mechanism when
said member is seated against the film.

18. A caaing having a controllable exposure opening,
within which casing a sensitised photographic element
>ay be protected from light and held in position from ex-
posure, a ground glass inscription receiving member ar-
ranged to be exposed through said opening and having a
surface adapted to receive an Inscription differing in
light transmitting properties from the remainder of the
aorface, a light excluding means arranged to exclude light
from the sensitized element when said ground glass mem-
ber Is exposed through said opening, a mechanism con-
nected to said member for withdrawing the same from Its
exposed position and reversing It and bringing It Into
printing relation with said sensitized element, and con
trollable means whereby light may be admitted through
aid inscribed member to light print its Inacrlptlon on said
enaitised element.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^6.768. THERMOSTAT. Willum H. BmiSTOL an<l
Hbbman KoBam. Waterbury. Conn., asslanors to The
Bristol Company. Waterbury. Conn., a Corporation of
Connecticut. Piled June 11, 1916. Serial No. 38 622
(Q. 200—31.)

1. In a measuring Instroment : a measuring member
;

contacts to cooperate therewith ; a spindle atUched to the
measuring member; an actuating member rotatably mount
ed on said spindle

; reaillent means carrted by said spindle
to «Jgage said actuating member ; and meaas to restrict
the range of movement of the measuring member in one
direction.

2, In a measuring Instroment : a tensioned measuring
member

;
an actuating member therefor rotatably mounted

with respect to .said measuring member and free to leave
aame in one direction of rotation ; means carried by one
of said members to be engaged by the other to actuate the
measnring member in one direction ; means to restrict the
range of movement of the measuring member in the oppo-
site direction

; and means to cause said measuring member
to follow said actuating member in this direction to a pre-
determined extent, the said actuating member being free
to continue its movement in said direction beyond the
point of restriction.

a. In a meaaurlof instrument : a measuring member ; a
spindle attached thereto; an actuating member rotatably
mounted on said spindle ; reaillent means carried by said
spindle to engage said actuating member; and means to
rertrlct the range of movement of the measuring member
in one direction.

4. In a meaanrlng Inatmraent : a measuring member ; a
spindle attached thereto ; an actuating member rotatably
mounted on said spindle ; a pin extending from said
spindle to engage said actuating member ; a bushing mov-
able with said spindle ; a collar mounted about said bush
Ing and atUched to said actuating member ; a coiled spring
about aald buahing. one end of which spring Is fixed to
said collar and the other to said bushing; and means to
restrict the range of movement of the measuring member
In the direction in which the spring tends to urge the
same.

5. A thermosUt. comprising : suitable adjustable con-
tacts and each including two parallel strips, the Inner
one of insulating material being the longer, having bev-
eled ends and Its edge projecting beyond the correspond-
ing edge of the other and conducting strip ; a resilient con-
tact making member adapted to first ride upon said In
sulatlng strip and then upon said conducting strip to make
conUct with the latter ; means to actuate said contact
making member

: and means to restrict the range of move-
ment of the same, said actuating member being adapted
to continue Its movement beyond the point of restriction
without transmitting the same to said contact making
member.

1,225.759. BEETTOPPER. HoiitH IX Bbowk, Ogden,
UUh. Piled June 30. 1916. Serial No. 100.869. (CI
55—107.)

1. In a device of the class described In combination a
supporting frame, a plurality of bars beneath said sup-
porting frame, flexible connections uniting the ends of said
bars, horizontal blades carried by certain -of said bars,
and means connecting said bars with said frame.

2. In a beet topping machine In combination a plurality
of bars, flexible means secured to the ends of said bars for
flexibly connecting aald bars together to constitute a drag,
topping knives carried by cerUln of aald bars, and means
for dragging said bars over the earth to enable said knives
to cut the tops from the beets.

3. In a beet topping machine In combination a plurality
of transversely extending wooden barti, means for flexibly
connecting saJd bars together, a topping blade carried by
one of said bars, and means for forcing said topping blade
Into contact with beets to top said beets prior to their be-
ing removed from the earth.

4. In a beet topping machine In combination a support-
ing frame, a plurality of transversely arrangeil drag bars
beneath wild supporting frame, a topping blade carried by
one of said bars, means for flexibly connecting said bars
together and resilient means for connecting said bars to
said supporting frame whereby said bars may have an un-
dulatory motion In passing over uneven ground, substan-
tially ns described.

5. In a beet topping device in combination, a flexible
frame^work, a beet topping blade carried by said frame
work, a draft frame and means connecting said frame-
work with said draft frame In such manner as to main-
Uln said beet topping blade In contact with the earth to
enable said blade to cut the tops from beets when said de-
vice Is operated in the manner described.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,225,760. PUZZLE. OaCAB W. BaowN, White Rock.
S. D. Filed June 27, 1916. SerUl No. 10A.248. (CI.
46—41.)

1. A block poaale coraprlaing a rectilinear key block
and a plurality of counten>art rectilinear blocka each
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notched out on two of Its adjacent sides and In the middle

portion to permit interflttlng of the blocks In a relation

that they are assembled in crosaed mounting and leave an

opening through which the key block may t>e inserted to

hold the counterpart notched blocka In the mounted rela-

tion

2. A puEsIe comprising a plurality of rectilinear blocks

aach notched on two adjacent sides and certain of said

blocks mortlaed out adjacent to the notches to thus form
grooves and cavltlea, said blocks having the grooves and
cavities thereof formed to permit Interflttlng of the blocks

in a crossed relation and to leave an opening through the

structure, and a counter-part rectilinear key block to be

fitted through the opening to hold the notched and mor-

tised blocks against displacement from their Interfltted

mountings.

3. A block puztle comprising six counterpart rectilinear

blocks, one of which is left plain to be used as a key block,

each of the remaining blocks notched on two adjacent

aides and three of the notched blocks mortised out to form

cavitiea in addition to the grooves formed by the notching,

aald notched and mortised blocks being shaped to be inter-

fltted In crosaed relation and In Interlocking mounting,

and the key block adapted to be fltted through an opening

formed by the proper fitting of the remaining blocks to

secure the same in the proper relation and against disas-

sembly.

1.226.761. HEAT-CON8ERVER FOR GAS-STOVES.
Habry BoNca, East Isllp, N. T. Filed Aug. 21, 1916.

aerial No. 116.084. (CI. 126—216.)

1. A cooking stove Including a gas burner, a shallow

casing arrang«>d over the gas burner and inclosing a heat

conserving chamber, the top of the caxlng being provided

with a aerlea of cooking openings, removable lids for the

cooking openings, a pair of substantially parallel dampers

extending across the casing on opposite sides of the burner

and arranged to shut off the end portions of the casing

from the middle i>ortlon thereof, a transverse damper ex-

tending between the parallel dampers on one side of the

hurner for further reducing the size of the heat chamber,

and means for operating the said dampers.

2. A cooking atove including a gaa burner, a shallow

casing arranged over the iras burner and Inclosing a beat

conserving ctiamt>er, the top of the casing being provided

with a series of cooking openings, removable lids for the

cooking openings, a pair of substantially parallel dampers
extending across the casing on opposite sides of the burner,

aald dampers being hinged to the bottom of the caaing and

being adapted to be swung upwardly into engagement

with the top thereof to shut off the end portions of the

casing from the middle portion thereof, transversely ex-

tending operating rods connected to the dampers and ex-

tending through the sides of the casing for manipulating

the dampera, a transverse damper extending between the

gtarallel dampers on one side of the burner for further re-

ducing the size of the heat chamber, a rock shaft extending

along the bottom of the casing and carrying the trana-

verse damper, and means for rotating the rock shaft to

move the transverse damper into operative and inoperative

positions.

1.226.762. FIRE-SCREEN. Allen Bdrch, Amory, Miaa.,

assignor of one-half to Walter W. Pennell, Amory,

Miss. Filed Aug. IB, 1916. Serial No. 46,159. (CI.

126—298.)

1. A fire screen Including spaced front panels, thread-

ed rods connecting the panels and constituting adjustable

connections therebetween, said rods extending across the

space between the panels, a central panel, ears extending

therefrom and engaging one of the rods to support the

central panel normally In front of the Inner end portions

of the side panels, the upper edge of the middle panel co-

operating with the back faces of the side panels to sup-

port the middle panel in a substantially horizontal poal-

tlon back of the side panels and Irrespective of the ex-

tent of adjustment of said side panels relative to each

other.

2. A fire screen Including spaced front panels, thread-

ed rods connecting the panels and constituting adjuatable

conne<tlons therebetween, said rods extending acroas the

space between the panels, a central panel, ears extending

therefrom and engaging one of the rods to support the

central panel normally In front of the Inner end portlona

of the side panels, the upper edge of the middle panel co-

operating with the back faces of the side panels to sup-

port the middle panel In a substantially horizontal poal-

tlon back of the side panels and Irrespective of the extent

of adjustment of said side panels relative to each other,

and arms adJusUbly connected to the rods and support-

ing feet extending from the arms.

1,225,763. WINDOW - FASTENER. Jaum AlixandBB

BuRKi. Llgonler, Pa. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No.

88,109. (CT. le—119.)

A window frame, a sash slidably mounted in said frame,

a strip guiding the movement of said saah and provided

with a toothed flange forming a rack bar, a housing con-

nected with said sash and having its walls provided with

Inwardly extending flanges, a closure plate fitting againat

the flanges of aald housing and connected therewith, a

latch pin slidably mounted In said housing and extending

through one end thereof, an abutment head at the Inner

end of said latch pin curved transversely, a spring po«l-

tlone<f between said head and one of the end walls of aald

housing to yleldably hold said latch pin in an extended

position for engagement with said rack bar, and an actu-

ating pin extending from said latch pin and having ita

outer end portion bent to provide an engaging book.

1 225,764. ALUMINUM-SOLDERING FLUX. HcoH V.

BcBT, Rock Island, 111. Filed Mar. 2, 1916. Serial No.

81,664. (CI. 75—187.)

A flux for soldering alumina, consiatlng of oleic add,

ninety parts and spirit of ammonia eight parts.
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1,226.765. BALL.-BOLLINO MACHINE. Fbboinand E.
Camda, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 11, 1916. Serial
So. 71,504. (CI. 80-—18.)

1. A machine for forming balls and other objects of rota-

tion, comprising a base, a grooved roll moanted for rota-

tion with re8i>ect to said base, said base having pedestal*
on opposite sides of said roll, a frame member spanning
the roll and secured to said pedestals, and a grooved breast
located In proximity to the roll and with Ita groove* In
registry with the grooves of the roll, said breast supported
by said frame member.

2. A machine for forming balls and other objects of
rotation, comprising a grooved roll and a correspondingly
grooved breast, and a support for said breast comprising
two side members on opposite sides of said roll, and an
Intermediate member spanning the roll and firmly secured
to said side members and also connected to the breast to
support the same.

8. A machine for forming balls and other objects of
rotation, comprising a grooved roll and a corresiwndlngly
grooved breast located In proximity to the roll, a base, a
support for said breast rigidly secured to said base, and
means, carried by said support and engaging the sides of
said roll, and arranged to prevent lateral motion of said
roll.

4. A machine for forming balls snd other objects ot
rotation, comprising a grooved roll and a correspondingly
grooved breast located in proximity to the roll, a base, a
support for said breast rigidly secured to said base and
spanning the roll and having spokes near the sides of said
roll, and means engaging said spokes and comprising shoes
bearing against the sides of the roll and preventing lat
eral motion thereof.

5. A machine for forming balls and other objects of
rotation, comprising two grooved die members, one of
which is movable with respect to the other, the grooves
of Kuch die members registering reapectlvely, and the space
between said die members growing progressively narrower
in the direction of motion of one of said members with
relation to the other, and means for Introducing material
to be acted upon between said die members comprising a
movable support for such material to be acted upon, and
means for moving such support toward the entrance to
the space between said die memNrs.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228.7«6. CLOTHES-LINE REEL. Johm CABi^aos. Fort
William, Ontario, Canada. Filed June 22, 1915. Serial
No. 36,681. (CI. 68—3.)

1. In a device of the class described, in combination, a
vertical post, a crosa bar secured thereupon, an eye se-
cured at one end of said crosa bar, a policy secured upon

the opposite end thereof, a fixed sapport. a ahaft mounted
on said support, a drum fixed apon said shaft between
Its ends, a bar having a pair of pai^tys secured at oppo-
site ends and subsUntlally spaced apart a distance e<iual
to the distance apart between said eye and puUey on the
cross bar, a feed rope wound around said drum, a pulley
secured to the cross bar between Its ends, said feed rope
passing around the last named pulley over the pulley at
one end of said cross bar, back around the two pulleys
on the other bar and being secured to said eye. a pair
of ropes secured upon said shaft at opposite sides of said
drum but adapted to wind on the shaft when the drum
unwinds, said ropes being secured a( their opposite ends
upon said second named bar for actuating the same in
movement, and means for operating said shaft.

2 In a device of the class described, in combination, a
support having a cross bar at Its upper end, an eye and
pulley secured respectively at opposite ends of said crosa
bar, a movable bar, a pair of pulleys secured upon the
opposite ends of said movable bar. a pulley secured upon
said cross bar between its ends, a rope passing over thla
last named pulley around the two pulleys on the movable
bar and being secured upon said eye, a second support
mounted thereop and connected to the movable bar. flexi-
ble means for operating said movable bar and means
whereby said rope may be paid out In a direction oppo-
site to that In which said movable bar moves.

1,225,767. FLORAL DECORATION. Aktonios Cas-
rmRis, Newark, N. J. Filed Jan. 6, 1916. Serial No.
70,699. (CL 47—18.)

1. A floral decoration comprising endless branches of
a structure to permit the circulation of liquid there-
through and provided with holes, means for supplying
liquid to the branches, means for supporting the branches
in fixed spaced relation, and floral elements having their
stems inserted In the holes of the branches.

2. A floral decoration comprising a plurality of branches
of a structure to permit the circulation of a liquid there-
through and provided with holes, means for holding th*-

branchofl in spaced relation, a bottle adapted to fit between
the branches, said bottle having an angular off-set there-
on, a tube extending from the bottle into a branch, and
floral elements with their stems i^erted In the holes In
the aforesaid branches.

1,226.768. CULVERT MOLD. Gnoaoi H. Cavil, West De
Pere. Wis. Filed June 26. 1916. Serial No. 105,920.
(CI. 26—128.)
1. A culvert mold Incloding planks forming the sides

and bottom respectively, a pair of planks of less width
than the first named planka forming part of the top and
having beveled edges at their Inner sides, a key plank
engaging with beveled edges the beveled edges of said top
forming planks, brace pieces at the top and bottom, and
wedge plates engaging said brace pieces.

2. A culvert mold Including planks forming the sides
and bottom respectively, a pair of planks of less width
than tbe first named planks forminx part of the top and
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havint tteveled edges at their inner sides, a key plank
engaging with beveled edges the beveled e^lges of said top

forming planks, brace pieces of a length less than the

iuHlde width of the mold, cleats formed on said brace
pieces snd wedge plates fitting between said cleats and
the side forming planks, substantially as described.

3. .\ core structure comprising bottom, sides, and top

forming planks, said top forming plank being divided

longitudinally to form side and intermediate sections, the
said sections being formed with beveled outer corners,

brace pieces at the top and bottom, and wedge plates

engaging said brace pieces.

4. -V core structure of the kind set forth comprising
twttom, sides, and top forming planks, said top forming
plank embracing longitudinal sections at the ends having
beveled Inner and outer edges, and an Intermediate section

engaging the beveled inner edges of said longitudinal sec-

tions, said longliudioal sections resting on said side form-
ing planks, brace pieces at the top and bottom, cleats

formed on said brace pieces, and wedge plates fitting be-

tween bald cleats and the side forming planks.

1.226,769. COMBINED GAS STOVE AND FIRELE88
COOKER. John E. Chambbrs, Shelbyvllle, Ind. Filed
Mar. 80. 1911. Serial No. 618.047. (CI. 126—39.)

K^^^^p^C

1. In a combined stove snd fireless cooker, a cooking
compartment provided with an opening therein leading to

the exterior thereof, a burner in said cooking compart-
ment, a fuel valve controlling the passage of fuel to said
burner, saM valve boing provided with a rotatable stem,
a damper for the opening In the cooking compartment,
operating mechanism for tbe damper inclndtng an operat-
ing handle loosely mounted on tbe stem of the fuel valve,

said operating handle and valve stem being provided with
cooperating portions acting to turn the valve to closed po-

sition when the operating handle is shifted to move the
damper to closed position and permitting free action of

tbe valve independent of the damper operating mecha-
nism.

2. In a combined stove and fireless cooker, a cooking
compartment provided with an opening therein leading to

the exterior thereof, a burner in said cooking compart-
ment, a fuel valve controlling tbe passage of fuel to said
burner, said valve being provided with a rotatable stem,
and an operating handle projecting laterally therefrom, a
damper for tbe opening In the cooking compartment, op-

erating mechanism for tbe damper Including a lever

loosely mounted on tbe stem of the fuel valve and pro-
vided with a projection normally positioned alongside of
the operating handle of the fuel valve so as to contact
therewith as the lever is shifted.

3. In a combined stove and fireless cooker, a cooking
compartment, provided with an opening leading to the
outside, a burner for said cooking compartment, a foal
valve controlling the passage of fuel to said burner, a
handle for said valve, a closure for the opening In tbe
cooking compartment, operating merhanisni for tbe clo-

sure inclndlng an operating handle, the said handles t>e-

ing mounted to rotate about a common vertical axis, and
operatively associated means whereby a movement of one
handle in one direction will result In a movement of the
other handle in the same direction, and said connection
permitting independent movement of one of said handles.

4. In a combined stove and fireless cooker, the combi-
nation of a cooking compartment provided with an open-
ing leading to the outside, a damper for controlling said

opening, a burner for the cooking compartment, a valve
for controlling the fuel supply to said burner, an operat-

ing handle for the valve, operating mechanism for tbe

damper, an operating handle for said mechanism, said op-

erating handles being mounted to rotate about a common
axis, and an operative engagement between said handles
whereby as the damper is moved to closed position, the

burner valve is simultaneously moved to closed position,

and said operative engagement permitting free independ-
ent movement of the fuel supply valve when the damper
Is open.

5. In a combined stove and flrelt sa cooker, the combina-
tion of a cooking compartment provided with a vent open-
ing, a damper for said opening, a burner for the compart-
ment, fuel supply means for the burner, a rotatable valve

for regulating tbe fuel supply, a handle for said valve,

operating mechanism for the damper including a handle,

said handles being arranged adjacent to one another and
a connected part of one handle constituting a support for

the other handle, the handle for the fuel valve being

adapted to move Independently of the handle for operat-

ing the damper, and Inter-engaglng means carried by the
handles whereby as the damper handle Is moved to close

the damper tbe fuel supply vaive Is moTed to dosed posi-

tion.

1,226.770. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Jamcs FABQDnARl)
(THAtrviN, Houma, Ia., assignor to Campbell P. JonM,
Houma. La. Filed Sept. 22, 1916. Serial No. 121.629.

(CI. 162—18.)

1. A tire protector of the character described inclading
a series of round resilient rods extending clrcnmferentially
of the tire and forming an outer row, a second series of
similar rods extending clrcumferentlally and forming a
second inner row. sncb rods of tbe second row being dis-

posed opposite the spaces between tbe rods of the oater
row, substantially inelastic stitching wound alternately
about tbe adjacent rods of both inner and outer rows for
securing the rods against transverse displacement, a cov-
ering extending over tbe outer faces of tbe outer row of
said roda, and a lining placed over the inner faces of the
inner row, sabstantlaUj as described.
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2. A tire protector of the character described incladlnx

a Miles of round reallient rods extending circumferentlallr

of the tire and forming an outer row, a second series of

similar rods extending circumferentlally and forming a
second Inner row, such rods of the second row being dis-

posed opposite the spaces between the rods of the outer
row, sQbstantialljr Inelastic stitching wound alternately
about the adjacent rods of both inner and outer rows for

securing the rods against transverse displacfnient, a cov-

ering composed of a series of tmnsversely extending strips

having their ends overlapped and placed over the outer
faces of the outer row of said rods, other strips placed
over and concealing the Joints of the overlapping ends of

said first mentioned strips, and a lining covering the In-

terior faces of the Inner row of said rods and secured at

Its ends to said covering, substantially as described.

1.226.771. ECRA8EDR OR SUCH LIKE INSTRUMENT.
Jamu p. Clars, Newton. Mass. Filed Sept. 1, 1916.

Serial No. 117.981. (CT. 128—28.)

\

1. In an instrument of the type spedfled, the combina-
tion comprising a stem, a tube carried by the stem, a wire
passed through the tube, a carriage movable on the otem.
a finger hold pivotally secured to the carriage, said bold
presenting an edge for engaging and holding the wire
passed between it and the carriage.

2. In an instrument of the type specified, the combina-
tion comprising a stem, a tube carried by the stem, a wire
passed through the tube, a carriage movable on the stem,
a combined finger and wire bold, and means for securing
the same to the carriage, whereby the hold may be turned
to engage and grip the wire passed between It and the
carriage.

3. In an instrument of the type specified, the combina-
tion comprising a stem, a tube carried by the stem, a wire
passed through the tube, a carriage movable on the stem,
a finger hold comprising a lever pivotally secured to the
carriage and presenting an edge cooperating with the side

of the carriage to engage and grip the wire when the lever

Is turned to an engaging position.

4. In an instrument of the type specified, the combina-
tion comprising a stem, a tube carried by the stem, a wire
passed through the tube, a carriage movable on the stem,

a finger hold pivotally secured to the carriage to turn
thereon and engage the wire passed between it and the
carriage for holding the wire, and means for applying
pressure to the finger hold when turned to an engaging
position.

5. In an instrument of the type 8i>ecifled, the combina-
tion comprising a stem, a tube carried by the stem, a wire

passed through the tube, a carriage movable on the stem,

a cam-shaped finger hold, means for pivotally securing the

hold to the carriage whereby it may be turned to grip the

wire passed between the hold and the carriage, and means
for applying pressure to the hold when occupying its en-

gaging position and for maintaining it In such position.

1,226,772. SEWINf^MACHINE. l^rrvm Obobgs Coadi.
Birmingham, England. Filed Nov. 27, 1914. Serial No.
874,297. (CT, 112—2«.)

1. In a sewing-machine, a clutch driving said machine,
tripping means for retaining said clutch in engagement
with said machine, supports beneath the fabric led through
said machine, a lever connected to said tripping means, a
claw on said lever, a feeler resting on the border of said
fabric between said supports aD4] connected to said clow
lever and a moving claw adjacent to said claw.

2. In sewing machine, a clutch driving said machine,
tripping means for retaining said clutch in engagement
with said machine, supports beneath the fabric led through
said machine, a lever connected to said tripping meaus. a
claw on said lever, a feeler resting on the Imrder of said
fabric between said supports and connected t.. said claw
lever and a rotating claw adjacent to said claw.

3. In a sewing machine, a clutch driving said machine,
tripping means for retaining said clutch In engagement
with said machine, pivoted supports beneath the fabric led

through said machine, a lever connect<Hl to said tripping
means and to said pivoted supports, a claw on said lever,

a feeler resting on the border of said fabric between said
supports and connected to said claw lever and a rotating
claw adjacent to said claw.

4. In a sewtnit machine, a clutch driving said marbine,
tripping means for retaining said clutch in engagement
with said machine, a shaft connected to said tripping
means, levers secured to said shaft, bars extending be-

tween said levers beneath the fabric led through said ma-
chine, another lever secured to said shaft, a lever piv-

oted to said last mentioned lever, a feeler resting on the
border of said fabric l>etween said bars and connected to

said pivoted lever, a claw on said pivoted lever and a ro-

tating claw adjacent to said claw.

1,226,773. AUTOMATIC SAFETY KLEVATOR-OATE.
Jat Haboino Col«, Blnghamton, N. Y. Filed Mar. 29,

1916. Serial No. 87.647. (CI. 187—60.)

1. In combination an elevator car and elevator gate;
a slldable and laterally movable member adjacent the
gate, a trip on said member, operative connections between
said slldable member and the gate to operate the latter

when the slldable member is moved vertically, means for

swinging the said trip into position to be engaged by
catches on the car. catches attached to the car adapted
to engage the trip when In operative position, devices
adapted to hold the trip in position to be engaged by the
catches on the car, and means adjacent the path of the
<-ar adapted to cause the trip to disengage the catches on
the car when the slldable memt>er has made sufficient

movement.
2. In combination with an elevator car and ipite ; a

cable and drum for operating said gate, a slldable swlng-
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able member adjacent the gate, a trip on said member,
means whereby said slldable member operates the drum,
means for swinging said slldable member into position
to have the trip engaged by members on the car. members
attached to the car adapted to engage the trip when in
operative position and cause same to move with the car,
devices adapted to hold the trip in position to be engaged
by the memt>ers on the car. and means to cause the trip
to disengage the members on the car, when the slldable
member has made a sufflcient movement.

^ - •#•

8. In combination with an elevator car and fioor gate;

of a slldable laterally swlngable member adjacent the path

of the elevator, means mnnually controllable by the op-

erator on the car for shifting said swlngable memt>er into

position to be engaged by a memt>er on the car so that

said swlngable member will be shifted by the movement
of the car, means connected with said swlngable member
for opening the gate when said slldable member Is shift-

ed by the car, and means for disengaging the slldable

member to close the gate when the car moves beyond
certain limits.

4. In combination with an elevator car and floor gate ;

a slldable swlngable member adjacent the floor landing,

means adapted to be operated by said swlngable member
for opening the gate at such floor, means manually op-

erable by the operator on the car for throwing said swing-
able member Into operative position, means on the car

adapted to engage said swlngable member when in op-

erative position and actuate said member, and means for

disengaging said swlngable member from the car means
after the gates are opened when the car moves beyond
certain limits.

6. In combination with an elevator car and gate ; of a
vertically and laterally movable member mounted adja-
cent the path of the elevator ; means manually operable
by the operator on the car for causing said member to be

engaged by members on the car, means connected with
said movable member for opening the gate when the mem-
ber Is actuated by the car, members on the car adapted
to engage the movable member and move the same as the
car moves, and means for automatically disengaging said

movable member from the car member if the car moves
beyond certain limits.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.774. APPARATUS FOR COOLING STERILIZED
OR COOKED CANNED GOODS. Justin B. Cook,
Tempe. Aris. Filed Mar. 4. 1916. Serial No. 82,618.

(Cl. 269—66.)

1. In apparatus of the class specified, the combination
of fonveyers having pivotally mounted runways, and
means for oscillating said runways.

2. In apparatus of the cla!«s specified, the combination
of conveyers having plvotally-mounted runways, elevators

at the ends of the conveyers, and means for oscillating
the runways.

3. In apparatus of the class specified, the combination
of a plvotally-mounted runway, a shaft, an eccentric on
the shaft, a link connected to the eccentric, and a lever
having one end portion thereof pivotally connected to
the linlc and having the other end portion thereof at-
tached to the runway.

4. In apparatus for cooling canned goods, the combi-
nation of conveyers arranged In a substantially vertical
plane and at different levels, means for moving the canned
goods to the conveyers in succession, and means whereby
the canned goods is agitated while being carried by said
conveyers.

6. In apparatus for cooling canned goods the combina-
tion of OHcillatable conveyers arranged In a substantially
vertical plane and at different levels, and means for ele-

vating the canned goods from the lower to the higher
conveyers in succession.

{Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,226.776. SPECTACLES. Abthub M. Cox, Commerce,
(tkla. Filed Oct. 12, 1916. Serial No. 126.241. (CL
88—*1.)

1. A device of the character described including a
frame, lenses pivoted thereto, a nose-piece connected to
the frame, means for bracing the lenses so that they may
t>e moved simultaneously, means for retaining the lenses
in an operative position against the frame, and meana
arranged between the nose-piece and the bracing means
for removably holding the lenses in a raised or inopera-
tive position.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
spectacle frame consisting of a bar having its opposite
ends curved downwardly, lens holders pivotally connected
to the bar adjacent its curved ends and adapted to lie

in operative position against said curved ends, a nose
piece depending from the bar and lying between the lens
holders, means connecting said lens holders together so
that they may be moyed in unison, and means between
the nose piece and connecting means for retaining the
lens holders in a raised and Inoperative iMsitlon relative
to the frame.

3. A device of the character described including a sup-
porting frame, lens holders pivoted thereto, lenses receiv-
able in the holders, means for bracing the lens holders
so that they may be moved simultaneously, means for
retaining ^he lens holders In an operative position against
the frame, a substantially U-shapsd support arranged
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adjacent the bracing mean*, and resilient means for re-

ceiving the support connected to the support and to the
nose-piece so as to exert a tension on the bracing means
to automatically swing the lens holders into a raised or
inoperative position when the retaining means is released.

4. A device of the character described comprising a
spectacle frame consisting of a bar having its opposite
ends curved, lens holders pivotallj connected to the bar
adjacent its curved ends and adapted to lie in operative
position against said curved ends, a nose piece project-
ing from the bar and lying betwepu the lens holders,
means connecting said lens holders together so that they
may be moved in unison, an arm pivotally connected to
the nose piece and In constant engagement with said last
mentioned connecting means, resilient means associated
with said arm and normally tending to raise said arm
whereby said lens holders are moved to an Inoperative
position, and means for retaining the lens holders in an
operative position relative to the frame.

1,225.776. SPINE REST OR SUPPORT. Arthcr Still
Cbaiq. Kansas City. Mo. Filed July 3, 1914. Serial
No. 848,893. (CI. 135—26.)

1. The combination with a seat, of a supporting mem-
ber mounted at the rear of the seat, and a plurality of
elastic elements carried by said supporting member at
points above the seat and located in position to exert
pressure only at opposite sides of and immediately adja-
cent the base of the spine of a person sitting upon the
eat.

2. The combination with a seat, of a supporting member
mounted at the rear of the seat, and a pair of elastic
elements carried by said supporting member at points
above the seat and spaced apart in position to exert a
combined upward and forward pressure only at opposite
sides of and Immediately adjacent the base of the spine
of a person sitting upon the seat.

8. Id combination with a wat, an appliance comprising
a member adapted to be held against the back of the seat,
and a pair of conical helical springs having thMr apex
ends secured to said member and projecting forward there-
from In position to engage the opposite sides of the pelvic
portion of a person sitting upon the seat and exert pres-
sure thereon, said springs being spaced apart to avoid
pressure upon the base of the spine, and means for hold-
ing compreased the upper portions of the convolutions
of each spring while permitting their lower portions to
remain spread apart, thereby adapting the same to exert
an upward as well as forward pressure.

4. In combination with a seat, a plate adapted to be
held against the back of the seat, a pair of conical helical
springs la front of said plate, the upper comers of the
latter being turned over to clamp the ends of the apices
of said springs and support said springs in horizontally
spaced relation, and a link associated with each spring
and embracing the upper portions of its convolutions to
compress the sam<> while permitting their lower portions
to remain spread apart, thereby caoalag the springs to
face in an upward and forward direction.

5. A device of the character described comprising i
plate, a pair of spared lugs provided on said plate, a pair
of conical helical springs, each having its apex end
clamped between one of said lugs and said plate, links
compressing the upper portions of the convolutions of
each spring while permitting their lower portions to re-
main spread apart, and a flexible covering for said plate
and springs.

1,225.777. PIPE-UNION. David Cbaig, Peabody, Mass.
Filed Nov. 5, 1914. Serial No. 870.402. (CI. 137—29.)
1. A pipe union comprising a hub having a partition

dividing it into two parts, said partition having a central
bore provided with a beyeled wall and a lip.

2. A pipe union comprising a hub having a mouth pro-
vld«Hl with a beveled wall and a partition dividing said
hub into two parts said partition provided with a central
bore having a beveled wall and a Up, circnmferentUl
guide surfaces within said hub for guiding a pipe into
position therein, a circumferential groove whereby the
pipe may be secured in angular position within said hub,
and another circumferential groove adapted to receive
a packing interposed between said pipe and said hub and
to prevent dlalodgment of said packing.

1.225,778. WET MACHINE. Umv>T G. CaAii and
CLiFroBD A. PAasoNs. Mlllisocket. Me., assignors to
Oreat Northern Paper Company, MlUlnocket, Me., a
Corporation of Maine. Filed July 19. 1916. 8erUl No.
110,224. (CI. 92—67.)

1. A wet machine comprising a pair of codperatlng
press-rolls arranged to compress a layer of pulp on the
pulp-recelvlng roll during the fonnatlon thereon, and hav-
ing means asaodated therewith for forming a line of
weakness longitudinally thereof, and pneumatic-means ar-
ranged to rupture said layer at said line of weakness.

2. A wet machine comprising a pair of cooperating
press-rolls arranged to compress a layer of pulp on the
pnlp-recelving roll and to leave a narrow unpressed
weattssd line loocltwllnally thereof and pnenmatlc-

4
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means arranged to rupture the layer of pulp at said

'Weakened line.

S. A wet machine comprising a pair of cooperating
presa-rolls arranged to compress a layer of pulp on the

pulp-receiving roll and to leave a narrow unpressed

weakened line longitudinally thereof and pneumatic means
arranged to rupture the layer of pulp at said weakened
line, and a deflect the end portion of the ruptured layer

away from the roll.

4. A wet machine comprising a pair of cooperating
press-rolls arranged to compress a layer of pulp on the

pulp-receiving roll and to leave a narrow unpressed

weakened line longitudinally thereof, and pneumatic-

means arranged to deliver a current of air against the

inner side of the layer of pulp on said roll at the un-

pressed weakened portion thereof to rupture the pulp

layer entirely across the same.
5. A wet machine comprising a pair of cooperating

press rolls arranged to compress a layer of pulp on the
pulp-receivtng roll and to leave a narrow unpressed weak-
ened line longitudinally thereof, and pneumatic-means ar-

ranged to deliver a current of air against the inner side

of the layer of pulp on said roll adjacent the unpressed
weakened portion thereof to rupture the same, and to

deflect the end-portion of the ruptured layer away from
the roll.

[Claims 6 to 89 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.779. APPARATUS FOR TREATING RUBBER
ARTICLES. JoH.N T. CaowLST, Beacon Falls, Conn.,

assignor to The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Company,
Beacon Falls, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed Nov. 10, 1916. Serial No. iao,627. (CI. 18—46.)

1. A porous wooden last having a chamber within the

foot portion and means for communicating the said cham-
ber with a source of low fluid pressure.

5. A form comprising a wooden last having a bore ex-

tending from Its upper portion toward the heel and ad-

jacent the Juncture between the heel portion and the

sole portion, and a bore extending longitudinally of the

last and adjacent the in-curve between the instep portion

and the toe portion, and means for connecting said bores

with a desired condition of fluid pressure.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printtnl In the Gazette.]

1.225.780. SAFETY DEVICE FOR ELEVATORS. John
L. Davis. Walnut Springs. Tex. Filed Apr. 19, 1916.

Serial No. 92,271. (CI. 187—89.)

The combination with an elevator car and vertical

guide rails therefor, of a vertically disposed lever pivot-

ally mounted upon the top of the car, pivotally mounted
brake shoes to engage the respective guide calls, links op-

erstlvely connecting said shoes to the lever on relatively

opposite sides of Its pivot, a latch bar pivotally moanted
at one of its ends upon the top of the car and provided

with a slot In which the upper end of the pivoted lever is

entfagpd, a roller mounted in said slot, a spring connected

to the lower end of the lever and holding said lever at

Its upper end in bearing engagement against the roller, a

238 O. G.

counterbalanced fan blade pivotally mounted upon the
top of the car at one of its ends, and a link connection be-

tween said blade, adjacent to its pivoted end, and the
other end of the latch bar, whereby said bar Is actuated

in the upward movement of the fan blade when subjected

to excessive air pressure to permit of the movement of

said lever under the action of the spring and the fric-

tional engagement of the brake shoes with the guide rails.

1,225,781. BONDING-PIN. Edward M. Debus, Forest
Hills, N. Y., assignor to Duplex Channel Pin Company,
Inc., a Corporation of New York. Filed May 18, 1916.

Serial No. 97,266. (CI. 173—283.)

*^V^

1. A bonding pin consisting of a tapered body portion
having a solid driving portion at one s'de thereof through-
out the length of the pin, and having two wire receiving

grooves formed in the opposite side thereof, said grooves
converging and merging into a single channel as they ap-
proach the smaller end of the pin.

2. A bonding p'n consisting of a tapering body portion
having a solid driving portion at one side thereof extend-
ing throughout the length of the pin. and having a grooved
wire-gripping portion at the opposite side thereof having
two wire-receiving grooves formed therein, said grooves
converging as they approach the smaller end of the pin
and merging into a single broad channel at a point inter-

mediate the ends of the pin.

3. A bonding pin consisting of a tapering body portion
having a solid driving portion at one side thereof extend-

ing throughout the length of tfie pin. and having a grooved
wire-gripping portion at the opposite side thereof having
two longitudinal wlre-receiviag grooves formed therein,

said grooves being separated by an intermediate wedge-
shaped portion the width and height of which decreases
toward the smaller end of the pin.

4. A bonding pin consisting of a tapering body portion

having a solid driving portion at one side thereof extend-

ing throughout the length of the pin. an^ having a grooved
wire-gripping portion at the opposite side thereof having
two wire-receiving grooves formed therein, said grooTes

converging as they approach the smaller end of the pin

and merging Into a single wire-receiving channel so as to

form a wedge-shaped web between the grooves throughout
a portion of their length.

6. A bonding pin consisting of a tapering soft metal

body portion having a solid driving portion at one aide

thereof extending throughout the length of the pin, and
having a grooved wire-grlpping portion at the onK>site
side thereof having two slngle-wire-recelving channels
formed therein converging and merging Into a broad two-

wire-receiving channel as they approach the smaller end
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of tbe pin, said cbannels harlng this deformable side walls
adapted to l>« crashed tightly around the wires when the
pin Is driven Into the rail.

1,225,782. CAM OPERATED TRANSMISSION MECHA-
NISM. Mark Thomas Dinne, Rushden. England.
Filed Sept. 22. 1914. Serial No. 8«3.019. (CI. 74—1.)

In a device of the class described, the combination with
a driving cam member, of an oil-tight casing In which said

cam member is received and which is adapted to receive

sufficient lubricating oil so that said cam member will be

at least partially immersed In the oil, an oscillatory shaft

journaled In and extending through the wall of the cas-

ing at a point below the level of the oil therein, means
making an oil-tight joint between said shaft and casing,

an arm connected to the inner end of said shaft within

aid casing, and having operative engagement with said

cam, and a tool-actuating member on the outer end of
said shaft exterior to said casing.

1,226,783. THREADING DEVICE FOR HOOK-NEEDLES
IN SEWING-MACHINES. Mark Thomas Dinnb, Rush-
den. England. Filed Sept. 22, 1914. Serial No. 863,022.

(CI. 112—20.)

In a sewing machine, the combination with an oscilla-

tory needle, of a looper spindle situated substantially In

the plane of oscillation of the needle and Inclined to the

horizontal plane passing through the axis of oscillation

of the needle, means supporting said spindle for both axial

and oscillatory movement about its axis, a looper secured

to the lower end of the spindle, a saddle piece secured to

the upper end of tbe spindle, and an arm extending lat-

erally therefrom in a downwardly-inclined direction, a
lever pivotally mounted at one end and extending at sub-

stantially right angles to the spindle, a block carried by
the other end of said lever and embraced by said saddle

piece, an arm extending laterally from said lever, a sec-

ond lever pivoted Intermediate of Its ends and connected
to tb« arm extending from the saddle piece, and a cam
for giving oscillatory movement to both of said levers.

1.225,784. MINING METHOD. Trimbli di Roodi. New
York. N. T. Piled Dec. 29, 1911. Serial No. 668.411.

(CI. 87—61.)
1. A method of mining comprising formlag an opsnlng

In the material to be mined, providing means to prefect
the collapse of the walls thereof, excavatlag in front of

said protecting means, advancing said protecting means

In the line of excavation, transferring a portion of the ma-
terial excavated to the rear of said protecting means as
the latter Is advanced, restraining said material to the
rear of said protecting means for forming a protected
passage to the rear of said protecting means, said pro-
tected passage extending through said restrained material,
and transferring the balance of said excavated materia!
through said protected passage to the rear.
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2. A method of mining comprising forming an opening
in the material to be mined, providing means to prevent
the collapse of the walls thereof, excavating In front of

said prote^'ting means, advancing said protecting means in
the line of excavation, transferring a finer portion of the
material excavated to the rear of said protecting means
as the latter Is advanced, restraining said material to the
rear of said protecting means for forming a protected pas-
sage to the rear of said protecting means, said protected
passage extending through said restrained material, and
transferring a coarser portion of said excavated material
through said protected passage to the rear.

3. A method of mining comprising forming an opening
in the material to be mined, providing means to prevent
the collapse of the walls thereof, excavating in front of
said protecting means, advancing said protecting means
in the line of excavation, transferring a portion of tbe
material excavated to the rear of said protecting means
as the latter is advanced, restraining said material to the
rear of said protecting means for forming a protected {mb-
sage to the rear of said protecting means, said protected
passage extending through said restrained material, and
transferring the balance of said excavated material througb
said protected passage to the rear, the restrained mate-
rial being finer than the material transferred through said

protected pas.sage, said coarser material being transferred
througb said protected pa.ssage hydraullcally.

4. A method of mining comprising forming a bore In
the material to be mined, advancing into said bore a pro-

tecting shield fumlsbing a working siMice therein pro-
tected thereby, cutting away the material to be mined in

front of the edge of said shield by hydraulic mean!*, exca-

vating the material In front of said shield, constructing
behind said shield a protected outlet passage communicat-
ing with the interior of the shield but of less cross sec-

tional area than the cross sectional area of said shield,

transferring to the space around said protected passage
and at the rear of said shield a portion of the excavated
material, advancing tbe shield as the excavation progresses
and continuing to deposit to the rear of said shield and
around said smaller protected passage a portion of tbe
excavated material.

6. A method of mining comprising forming a cut lnt&
the material to be mined and placing therein a movable
bulkhead, excavating the material to be mined In front of
said bulkhead and transferring tbe excavated material to
the rear of said bulkhead and utilising the pressure of said
material at the rear thereof to advance said bnlkhead.

[Claims 6 to 28 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.786. NUT - LOCK. Mbbo Dbbvoz, Chicago, 111.

Filed Aug. 81, 1916. Serial No. 117.846. (Q. 161—9.>
1. In combination, a longitudinally slotted twit, a nut

having ratchet teeth formed in its outer end surface, a one
piece dog having a foot sliding in said slot and an up-
standing body having a tooth facing tbe toothed surface
of said not, and a spring located between the twttom of

tbe slot and tbe foot of tbe dog for pressing said body
toward said teeth.
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2. In a nut lock, tbe combination of a threaded bolt

having a longitudinal slot, a nut having ratchet teeth

formed In its outer surface and an annular countersink on
Its Inner surface, a dog having a foot sliding in said slot,

an upturned toe fitting Into said countersink, an upstand-
ing body at the outer end of the foot, a tooth on tbe inner
surface of said body for engaging tbe teeth on the foot,

and a leaf spring located between the bottom of the slot

and the foot of the dog for pressing tbe latter radially

outward.

S. In a nut lock, tbe combination of a threaded bolt hav-

ing a longitudinal slot, s nut having ratchet teeth formed

In its outer surface and an annular countersink on its

Inner surtftce, a dog having a foot sliding in said slot, an
apturned toe fitting Into said countersink, an upstanding

body St tbe outer end of tbe foot, a tooth on tbe inner sur-

face of said body for engaging the teeth on tbe foot, and a

spring on tbe sole of the foot for urging tbe body of the

dog toward the teeth on the nut.

1^26,786. CAR AND ELECTRIC COUPLING. Edward
H. DawaoN. New York, and Thomas R. Bbown, Sparklll.

N. Y., assignors to Tbe Westingbouse Air Brake Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania,

riled Jan. 8, 1914. SerUl No. 810,112. (CI. 178—832.)

1. In a car coupling, the combination with a casing con-

taining a plurality of fixed contacts connected to train line

circuits, and a movable carrier having corresponding con-

tact bars, of fluid pressure means for projecting said ear-

lier to electrically connect tbe corresponding contacts of

counterpart couplers, and a valve device for controlling

the return movement of said carrier.

2. In a car coupling, the combination with a casing con-

taining a plurality of fixed contacts connected to train line

circuits, and a movable carrier having corresponding con-

tact bars, of fluid pressure means for projecting said car-

rier to electrically connect tbe corresponding contacts of

counterpart couplers, and means carried by each coupler

for controlling tbe return movement of the contact carrier

npoD either one of tbe couplers.

8. In a car coupling, the combination with a casing con-

taining a plurality of fixed contacts connected to train line

circuits, and a movable carrier having corresponding con-

tact bars, of fiuld pressure means for projecting said car-

rier to electrically connect tbe corresponding contacts of

counterpart couplers, snd a manually controlled valve de-

vice for releasing fluid from said fluid pressure means to

cffet t a return movement of said carrier.

4. In a car coupling, tbe combination with a casing con-

taining a plurality of fixed contacts connected to train line

circuits, and a movable carrier having corresponding con-

tact bars, of fluid pressure means for projecting said car-

rier to electrically connect tbe corresponding contacts of

counterpart couplers, s valve device for controlling the
release movement of said carrier and a conduit establish-
ing communication between said valve devices of the coun-
terjMirt couplers.

5. In a car coupling, tbe combination with a casing con-
taining a plurality of fixed contacts connected to train line

circuits, and a movable carrier having corresponding con-
tact bars, of fiuld pressure means for projecting said car-

rier to electrically connect tbe corresponding contacts of
counterpart couplers, a valve operated automatically upon
the coming together of the couplers for supplying fluid

pressure to said means, and a manually controlled valve
device for releasing fluid therefrom to effect a return move-
ment of said carrier.

(CUims 6 to 20 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.226.787. EDUCATIONAL MAGNETIC TOY. Abtrcb
V. DiBHL. Buzzards Bay, Mass. Filed May 15. 1916.
Serial No. 97,488. (CI. 46—41.)

I, «

1. In a magnetic toy. a container baring a transparent
cover, a plurality of para-magnetic objects within the con-
tainer and under said cover, a series of disks fastened
to tbe container, a magnet adapted to be manipulated out-
side tbe cover and to lift said objects up within the con-
tainer and to carry the same over said disks, whereby said
objects may be released and drop on said disks which aid
In neutralizing tbe force of Inductive magnetism of tbe
magnet.

2. In a magnetic game of the kind described, a container
comprising the representation of land or water, a glass
cover for said container, a plurality of raised portions of
said container in touch with tbe cover, a plurality of me-
tallic disks in said container, a plurality of para-magnetlc
objects representing aerial and similar para • magnetic
objects representing bombs and adapted to t>e conducted
with the aerial craft about the container by means of a
magnet held on the outside of the glass cover, said metal-
lic disks facilitating tbe neutralizing of tbe inductive mag-
netism and the separation of the bomb from an aerial
craft.

1.225,788. PROCESS OF MAKING ELBOWS. CHABLaa
A. DiBS, Chicago, 111., assignor to Clayton Biark, Chi-
cago. 111. Filed Feb. 16. 1912, Serial No. 677,790. Re-
newed Sept. SO, 1916. Serial No. 128,016. (Cl.
118—116.)
1. The process of making elbows, comprising reducing

the ends of a tubular blank and thickening tbe walls of

that side of tbe blank designed to form tbe long aide of the
elbow, then bending tbe blank centrally to tbe desired
angle.

2. The process of making elbows, comprising thickening
by compression (In varying degrees from ends toward tbe
center) tbe stock along one side of a tubular blank, than
bending tbe blank toward tbe opposite side to the desired

angle.
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3. Th« prorets of making elbowg, comprising reducing
th« ends of a tabular blank, bending the blank to the de-

sired angle and forming It to an elliptical crom sectional
ghape, th«Q trains the blank to a uniform diameter.

4. The process of making elbows, comprising bending an

internally unsupported tubular blank to the desired angle,

and reducing it to an elliptical cross sectional shape, then

sizing the blank to bring It to a uniform diameter.

5. The process of making elbows, comprising reducing

the diameter of the ends of a tnbalar blank and thickening

the walls of one side of the blank, bending the blank to

the desired angle with the thickened walls forming the

long side of the angle and shaping the blank to an ellip-

tical form, then truing the blank to a uniform diameter.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,789. ADTOMOBILB-WHKEL. Salvador DoiiiN-

GC«Z, San Antonio. Tex. Filed Sept. 1, 1916. Serial

No. 118,126. (Cl. 162—41.)

In a derlce of the class described, an axle ; wear plates

carried bj the axle ; side plates mounted to reciprocate

wltii respect to the axle and located between the wear
plates, the side plates being provlde<i at their peripheries

with flanges which project toward the median plane of

tht wheel, the flanges having lugs which project toward

the axle ; an outer hub provided at its sides with flanges

which project away from the axle, the said flanges being

peripherally provided with notches which extend entirely

therethrough and are locatetl exteriorly of the body por-

tion of the hub, the notches receiving the lugs to prevent

relative circumferential movement between the side plates

and the hub ; a tire : means for connecting the tire with

the hob ; an Inner hub carried by the axle ; and a cushion

Interposed between the hubs.

1.225,790. EDGE-FOLDING MACHINE FOB POCKET
BOOK BODIES. Waltbb C. BiCH»i«i«o»m, West Bend,

Wis., assignor to Enger-Kreas Pocket Book Co., West
Bend, Wis. Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial No. 12e,0&8.

(Cl. 69—8.)
1. A machine of the class described romprislng a body

plate provided with a recess, means for holding the sheet

of work material in the recess, means movable inwardly

of the recess for bending the edge portions of the sheet

of work material, means for actuating said bending means,

a false bottom in said recess, and means for moving uild

false bottom toward the mouth of said recess siraoltaae-

ously with actuation of said bending means to feed the
edge portions of the work material to said )>endinK

3. A machine of the class de»crlt>e<l comprising a l>ed

plate provided with a recess, means for holding a sheet

of work material in the rereoR. means movable Inwardly

of the recess for bending the edge portions of the sheet

of work material, a presf«lng member movable toward and
away from the body plate, said pressing member inclad'

ing a portion movable outwardly thereof, and means for

h<riding said movable portion In outward position and
adjacent the bed plate to form a guide for the work mate-

rial upon actuation of said bending means.

4. .\ machine of the class descrlt>etl comprising a l>ody

plate provided with a recess, means for holding a sheet

of work material In the re<ess. a pair of plates slldable

on the body plate and movable inwardly of the edges of

the reccM, a second pair of plates slldable on the first

plates and movable inwardly of the edges of the recess,

means for simultaneously moving said plates Inwardly,

and upstanding enlargements on the undermost bending
plates having their top faces flush with the top faces of

the uppermost plates.

(Claims 2 and 5 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,791. COUPLING ELEME.NT. Fbedebick Mac-
DoNALo Fairokiivb, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Filed

Jane 16, 1916. Serial No. 104.106. {Cl. 16—11.)

1. As a new article of manufacture a coupling element
within the perimeter of ^ich has t>een stamped two alined

holes, and a tongue positioned between said holes, the top

and bottom edges of which are substantially parallel t«

each other ; one side of said tongue being severed from
said coupling element, but normally resting substantially

in contact therewith.

2. Tke combination with a coupling element provided

with two alined holes separated by a tongue, the top and
bottom edges of which are substantially parallel to eack
other, one end of said tongue being severed from said

coupling element, wklch element is designed to be
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•* buckled " on a line passing substantially centrally
through said holes and tongue, to provide a passageway
through said coupling element, of an element provided
with a hole passed Into said passageway and coupled to
said tongue by means of its bole ; the said coupling ele-

ment, after said second-mentioned element has been posi-

tioned, being pressed back into normal position, as set
forth.

1^26.792. ROADDRAG. Charles Fxrocson, Milton.
Ind. Filed May 22, 1916. Serial No. 99.085. (Cl.

rr—«.)

1. A road drag comprising a pair of interchangeable

sections disposed in angular relation with the line of the

road way, and with each other, each of said sections com-
prising a pair of sills, a pair of end bars and a center

bar rigidly connecting said sills of each sectloa In spaced
parallel relation one to the other, a blade secured to the

forward face of the front sill and extending therebelow,

an angle-Iron smoother secured to the rearward sill, a tie-

plate extending across said sections, means for adjust-

ably securing the ends of the tie-plate to the central bar
of the sections, a container formed at either end of said

tie-plate for the reception of Suitable weights therein, a
draw-bar, and means connecting said draw-ber and the end

bars of said sections whereby the drag may be drawn over
tke road way.

2. In a road drag, the combination with a pair of angu-

larly and oppositely disposed scraper sections, a plate

adjustably connecting said sections in any desired spaced
angular relation, means carried by said plate for support-
lag weights centrally of said sections, draw bars spacedly

secured on said sections In parallel relation to the line

of the roadway and to each other, a draft bar coextenslTe

with said sections, and means spacedly connecting said

draft iMir with each of said drawbars.
8. In a road drag, the combination with a pair of re-

versible angularly and oppositely disposed scraper sections,

of an elongated plate connecting said sections, means for

adjusting said sections in spaced relation one with the

other, means carried at the opposite ends of said plate

for supporting weights centrally of said sections, draw-
bars spacedly secured on said sections in parallel relation

to the line of the roadway and to each other, a draft bar
coextensive with said sections, and means spacedly con-

necting said draft bar with each of said drawbars.

4. In a road drag, the combination with a pair of re-

versible angularly and oppositely disposed scraper sections,

of an elongated plate connecting said sections in either of

their operative positions, means for adjusting said sections

ia spaced relation one with the other, extensions carried
by said sections, and adapted to cooperate with the latter

la one of their positions of operation, means catried at

the opposite ends of said plate for supporting weights
ceotrally of said sections, drawbars spacedly secured on
said sections in parallel relation to the line of the road-
way anil to eaih other, a draft bar coextensive with said

sections, and means spacedly connecting said draft bar

with each of said drawbars.

1.226.793. REVOLVING PLATFORM. Anton K.
Fischer and Anto.n C. Fischkb. Cedarburg, Wis. Filed

Jan. 10. 1916. Serial No. 71.154. (Cl. 211—20.)

In a device of the described class, the combination of a
plurality of annular stationary platforms, a plurality of

candles supported by said stationary platforms, a revolu-

ble spindle centrally located wltbln said stationary plat-

forms, an annular series of vanes supported from the

upper end of said spindle, a plurality of revolubic plat-

forms supported from said spindle centrally located within

said stationary platforms, a plurality of candles supported

from said revoluble platforms, all substantially as and for

the purpose specified.

1.225,794. NAILING-MACHINE. John B. Flint, Wln-
throp. Mass., assignor to The Reece Shoe Machinery
Company, Boston, Mass.. a Corporation of Maine. Filed

July 6, 1912. Serial No. 708,041. (Cl. 1—18.)

1. In a nailing machine of the kind specified, a longi-

tudinally movable awl bar, an awl block laterally movable
on said bar, and an awl fixed In said block, said block

being composed of two separable parts and having means
for clamping them together with the awl between tbem,
and for adjustably securing the block to said bar. and
means for insuring correspondence of the said sejMrable
block parts In their adjustments.

2. In a nailing machine of the kind specified, the com-
bination with nail driving means of a reservoir for loose
nails, a chute for conducting a series of nails from the
reservoir to the driving means, means for causing nails

in said reservoir to pass lnto\tbe chute, said chute bdnc
fitted to reciprocate and osclllatr, and a rocking bearing
piece on the reservoir having a sliding connection with the
chute.

3. In a nailing machine of the kind specified tbe com-
bination with a reservoir, a chute morable with relation
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to Mild reserroir, and « clearing wh««l part of which
extends Into the reservoir near the chute for clearing

obatracting nails therefrom, said wheel mounted on an
aozUlary power driven shaft and a safety device In con-

nection with said shaft for permitting slippage or dis-

engagement of the clearing wheel when the clearing wheel
is stopped from rotation by clogging or the like.

4. In a nailing machine of the kind specified the com-
bination of a to and fro moving head, an up and down
moving driver carried thereby, a driving shaft, a walking

beam lever, a connection at one end of said lever to said

driver, and a connection from said shaft to the other end

of said lever, said last named connection comprising an
eccentric on the shaft and a universal Joint between said

eccentric and said lever.

0. In a nailing machine of the kind specified, the com-
bination of a main shaft, a horizontally reciprocating

head, an awl bar movable vertically in the head, a pair

of parallel horizontal shafts each- having an arm or crank,

means connecting one such arm or crank to said head,

means connecting the other arm or crank to said bar, and
a cam on said main shaft for actuating both said parallel

shafts, said first connecting means comprising a link and
said second connecting means comprising a stud or roller

on said bar engage<l directly by the arm or crank.

1,225,795. PIPE-FITTING. Dasibl M. Frasib, Toronto,

Ontario, Canada. Plied Apr. 21, 1916. Serial No.

92.599. (CI. 189—28.)

1. A pipe fitting comprising an anchoring member hav-
ing a rigid threaded extension adapted to enter the end
of the pipe, a wedge threaded on the said extension, and
a plurality of wedge members adapted to engage the cen-

tral wedge and the Inner wall of the pipe.

2. A pipe fitting, comprising an anchoring member
adapted to rotatably abut the end of the pipe and having
an annular projecting flange adapted to encircle the pipe
end, a stud rigidly secured in said anchor member, cen-

trally in relation to said flange and having a threaded
end, a wedge threaded on said stud, and wedges placed In

the pipe and expanded Into locking contact by said central

wedge on the rotation of said anchor member.

1.225,796. AUTOMATIC FOG SAFETY SHIPS GUIDE.
Otto Fricki, New Tork, N. Y. Filed Dec. 2, 1914.

Serial No. 875,166. (CI. 181—5.)
1. The combination of a sending station, a receiving

rtaMon, at least one of said stations being in motion, a

record receiving member located at the receiving station

and means cooperating with said record receiving member,
and arranged to be actuated by signals sent colncidentlly

from the sending station and having different speeds of

travel whereby a record visibly indicating the movements
of the moving station is produced upon said record receiv-

ing member.
2. The combination of a sending station, a receiving

station, at least one of said stations being in motion, a

record receiving member located at the receiving station

and means cooperating with said record receiving member
and arranged to be actuated by an electric Impulse and
the sound waves of an andlble signal sent coinddentally

with aaid electric Impulse from said sending station

whereby a record visibly indicating the movements of the

moving station Is produced upon said record receiving

member.

3. At] Instrument of the kind described comprising
means for receiving an electric Impulse, a driving mecha-
nism controlled by said means and adapted to be set in

motion as said electric impulse is received, a marking
device caused to travel In an inoperative position by said
driving mechanism, a chart located in proximity to the

path of said marking device and means actuated by sound
waves produced by an audible signal sent coinddentally
with said electric Impulse whereby said marking device
is moved from an operative to an inoperative position to

produce a mark upon said chart.

4. An instrument of the kind described comprising
means for receiving an electric Impulse signal, a driving
mechanism controlled by said means and adapted to be

set in motion as said electric Impulse is received, a
plurality of endless belts extending radially from a given

point and adapted to be actuated by said driving mecha-
nism, marking derlces carried by said belts and movable
therewith in Inoperative positions, a chart located In

proximity to the paths of said marking devices and a
plurality of means each controlling one of said marking
devices and each adapted to be actuated by sound waves
produced by an audible signal sent coincidentally with
the electric impulse whereby said marking devices are

operated to produce marks upon said chart.

5. The combination of a sending station and a receiving
station, at least one of which Is traveling, a record receiv-

ing member located at the receiving station and provided

with indications designating distances, and means co-

operating with said record receiving member and arranged
to indicate the direction of location of one station rela-

tively to the other, uld meant being operated by signals

sent coincidentally from the sending station and having
different speeds of travel whereby a record visibly indi-

cating the path of the movable station. Its distance from
and its -direction of location from the other station is

produced upon said record receiving member.
[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

Gabpnu, Holden-

Serial No. 53.682.

1.226,797. FLOUR-BIN. Pmct W,
vllle, Okla. Filed Oct 1. 1915.
(Cl. 211—6.)

1. The combination with a structure having a comiwrt-
ment, of supporting arms plvotally mounted for swinging

movement to position within the compartment and to po-

sition extending exteriorly of the compartment, a bin sup-
ported between the said arms, and supplemental means
carried by the bin for supporting the same both when In

position within the compartment and when in position

for filling exteriorly of the compartment.
2. The combination with a structure tiavlng a compart-

ment, of supporting arms plvotally mounted for swing-
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Ing movement to position within the compartment and to

position extending exteriorly of the compartment, a bin

supported between the arms, a yoke plvotally connected

to the bin, a fiexible element connected to the yoke, a
pulley about which the said element Is passed, and a
counterweight connected with the said element.

3. The combination with a structure having a compart-
ment, of supporting arms plvotally mounted for swinging
movement to position within the compartment and to po-

sition extending exteriorly of the compartment, a bin

supported between the said arms, and supporting legs

carried by the bin and constituting a supplemental means
for supporting the bin, both when in position within the
compartment, and when in position for filling exteriorly

of the compartment.
4. The combination with a structure tiaving a compart-

ment, of supporting arms plvotally mounted for swinging
movement to position within the compartment and to

position extending exteriorly of the compartment, a bin

supported between the arms, a yoke Including spaced arms
and a connecting portion, the said yoke being arranged
with its arms extending at opposite sides of the bin and
plvotally connected therewith by the pivots which con-

nect the bin and the first-mentioned arms, a flexible ele-

ment connected to the connecting portion of the yoke, a
pulley about which the said element is passed, and a
counterweight connected with the said element.

1.226,798. METHOD OF PRODUCING SMOKE FOR
CURING MEATS. Ralph J. Gacdt. Detroit, Mich.
Piled Nov. 16, 1916. Serial No. 131.669. (Cl. 219—29.)

>
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1. Tbe method of producing smoke, comprlPlng the

electrical generation of heat limited in temperature to

less than required tor Ignition of the smoke-produfrlng
material, and the subjection of said material to said beat

generation.

2. The method of producing smoke, comprising the

electrical generation of heat, limiting the temperature to

less than the ignition point of the smoke-producing ma-
terial, and relatively feeding the material and electrical

beat generator to produce a continuous and uniform smoke

production.

3. The method of producing smoke, comprising the

passing of an electrical current through a resistor pro-

portioned to generate in said resistor heat limited In

temperature to less than the ignition point of the smoke-
producing material, and feeding said resistor through the

Bmoke-producing material.

4. The method of producing smoke, comprising the

passing of an electric current through a resistor, placing

said resistor on the top of a pile of smoke-producing

material, and feeding the same by gravity through said

pile.

5. The method of producing smoke, comprising the

generation of heat in a heater, of a temperature less than
the ignition point of the smoke-producing material but

sufficiently high to carbonize said material, placing said

heater on the top of a pile of smoke-producing material

and feeding the same by gravity through said pile.

1,225,799. FOOT-BALL PANTS. Hugo Goldsmith, Cin-

cinnati, Ohio. Filed Jan. 8, 1917. Serial No. 141.071.

(Cl. 2—126.)

1. In athletic pants. In combination with the leg por-

tions, leg guards having eyeleU therein, and eyelets set

into the pants in the front portion of said leg portions

and spaced apart the width of said leg guards, whereby

the guards may be laced In place in the inside of the

front of the pants.

3. In athletic pants, in combination with the leg por-

tions, leg guards having a plurality of sets of eyelets

therein, said eyelets set into the front part of the pant

legs, leg guards having a plurality of eyelets along the

sides thereof, and laces to secure the guards to the legs

by means of said eyelets, said sets of eyelets in the legs

being spaced apart ,_a distance equal to the width of the

leg guards.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226.800. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR INK-ROLL-
ERS. Samckl G. Go8g, Glencoe, 111., assignor to The
Goss Printing Press Company, Chicago, 111., a Cor-

poration of Illinois. Filed June 16, 1916. SerUl No.

103,944. (Cl. 101—74.)

1. In a printing press, the combination of an inking

mechanism, and means for driving said Inking mecha-
nism, comprlsng means serving upon an locrf-a.se In tbe

speed of the press to decrease the speed of the inking

mechanism relative to that of tbe press.

2. In a printing press, the combination of an inking
mechanism, and meaDs driven In timed relation to tbe

speed of tbe press adapted to drive said Inking mechanism
at a difTerential speed, serving upon an Increase in the

speed of the press to decrease tbe speed of tbe inking

mechanism relative to that of the press.

3. In a printing press, the combination of an inking
mechanism, and means for driving said inking mechanism
In timed relation to the speed of the press, adapted when
the press is being driven at its low gpeed and when tbe

press is being brought up to Its high speed to drive the

inking mechanism at a comparatively higher speed rela-
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tlve to that of th«> press than wh«n the press
tained ita normal high speed rotation.

haa at-

iM

4. In a printing presa, the combination of an Inking
mechanism, and means for driving said inking mechanism
in timed relation to the speed of the press, comprising
a governor driven in timed relation to the speed of the
press adapted upon an increase In the speed of the press
to decrease the speed of the Inking mechanism relative to
that of the press.

5. In a printing press, the combination of an Ink-foun-
tain, a fountain-roller revolubly mounted In said fountain,
and means for rotating said foantaln-roller, comprising
means serving upon an Increase in the speeed of the
press to decrease the speed of rotation of the fountain-
roller relative to that of the press.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225.801. MOVING PICTURE MACHINE. John Grant,
Chicago. 111. Filed Sept. », 1913. Serial No. 788,887.
(CI. 88—19.4.)
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1. In a device of the class described having an opening,
a shutter for said opening, said shutter having an armi
means to drive a film or the like, said means comprising
• shaft, a hub member adapted to be mounted upon and
engage .said shaft, a lever having a portion mounted to
slip upon said hub portion, means associated with said
hub to rotate the same together with said shaft and means
to frlctlonally engage said lever with said hub upon rota-
tion thereof, whereby said lever will be actuated to coact
with said shutter arm and thereby open said shatter and
maintain the same In open position during the operation
of said driving means.

2. In a device of the class described, a Are shutter, a
rotatahle shaft, a pin or the like carried by said shaft,
a hub member mounted on said shaft and engaging said
pin, a collar loosely mounted on said hub and operatlvely
associated with said shutter, and a friction producing
means having a portion Interposed between said hub and
pin and operal>le upon roUtlon of said shaft by said hob to
engags said collar and rotate the same to open saJd shutter.

3. In a device of the class described, a Are shutter, a
rotaubie shaft, a pin or tbe like c*rrl«d by said skaft.

an operating handle having a hub split to engage said
pin and fitting around said shaft, a collar loosely fitting
around said hub, means carried by said collar to operate
said shutter, and a friction producing member having a
portion partially fitting between said hub and collar and
a portion flttlDg between said hub and said pin. said mem-
ber being arrange<l and constructed so that proper rota-
tion of said handle will effect frlctlonal engagement be-
tween said collar and hub to open said shutter.

1.226.802. STOKER. Samibl G. Ghb.nawalt, Shawlnl-
gan Falls, Quebec. Canada. Filed June 1. 1916. SerUI
No. 101,018. (CI. 110—115.)

J- The combinatico of a furnace having an opening la
lU wall, a grate within said furnace and mounted below
said opening, a casing providing a bousing, a rotor in said
honstog having a plurality of paddies thereon, said ca*
lag having an elongated neck forming a complete Inclosure
and providing a relatively narrow passage communicating
with the Interior of said housing and extending partway
Into the opening, said opening having an Inclined bottom
extending directly from the lower inner etige of the neck
toward said grate, means for rotating the rotor, a deflector
hinged to the upper Inner edge of said neck, and means
for moving said deflector toward and from thp Inner end
of the neck, said deflector being designed to deflect fuel,
which is ejected through said neck by the rotor, directly
on the Inclined bottom of the opening and over the entire
area of the grate, substantially as described.

2. The combination of a furnace having an oi>enlng
through Its wall, a casing forming a housing, a rotor
therein, a neck on said casing providing a passage In
communication with the interior of the housing, and pro-
jecting into said opening, means for actuating the rotor
to cause fu«*l placed thereon to he passed through the
passage In the neck, a deflector adjacent the open end of
the neck to vary the direction of the fuel as It passes out
of said neck, a sleeve having an opening communicating
with the Interior of the housing, a conveyer In said sleeve,
two sprockets, a crank pin on one sprocket, a rod con-
necting said crank pin with the deflector and passing
throngh an opening In the wall of the furnace, means for
rotating the other of said sprockets and the conveyer, a
chain operatlvely connecting the sprockets, and means for
rotating said rotor, substantially as described.

1,225,8P3. PHOTO«;RAPHir DEVELOPING APPARA-
TUS. JoH.\ S. (JRIBXE, Rochester, N. T.. assignor to
Commercial Camera Co., Providence, R, I., a Corpora-
tion of Rkode Island. PUed Nor. 1, 1916. Serial No.
128,889. (a. 95—90 5.^

1 In a photitgraphtc developing apparatvs. tke cem-
Mnatlon with a Hqnid rontaiB«>r adapted to recrtve skeets
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of photographic material at one end and having an in-

clined guide for delivering them out of the container at

the opposite end, of means for feeding the sheets up the

inclined guide.

4. In a photographic developing apparatus, the com-
bination with a liquid container adapted to receive sheets

of photographic material and having an inclined guide at

mie end leading ( ut of the container, of a fixed wringing

element adjacent to the guide, a movable wringing element
normally cooperating therewith and adapted to be raised

by the operator Into spaced relationship, and a paddle
device for fee<llng the sheets up the guide and between the

wringing elements.

6. In a photographic developing apparatus, the con-
blnatlon with a llqntd container having an inclined guide

at its delivery end. of a paddle device for feeding photo-

graphic sheets through the container toward the guide and
for agitating the liquid, and a displaceable stop for pre-

venting the sheets from advancing onto the guide.

10. In a photographs developing apparatus, the com-
bination with a liquid container having an Inclined guide

at Its delivery end and a wringing element adjacent to the

gnide, of a hinged cover above the latter, a second wring-
ing element carried thereby to cooperate with the first

when the cover is down, a paddle device for agitating the

fluid and for feeding a sheet of photographic material from
the container onto the guide and between the wringing
elements when the cover is raised, and a swinging plate

on the underside of the cover adapted to act as a light

guard when the latter Is raised and as a stop for prevent-

ing the advance of the sheet by the paddle device when the

cover is down.
(Claims 2, 8. 5, and 7 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

trolling the operation of the machine and changing tha

course of a continuous flow of fluid relative to the mato>
rial passing therethrough.

1.225,804. MACHINE FOR TREATING FIBER CHAaLBS
M. Orbibixo, St. Paul. Minn., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to International Harvester Company of New Jer-

•ey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Oct. 9, 1913.

Serial No. 794.255. (CI. 19—11.)
1. In a machine for treating flt>er, the combination of

m^ans for supplying treating fluid to material passing

through the machine, and shlftable guide means for chang-

ing automatically the course of the fluid when operation

of th«» machine Is affected.

2. In a machine for treating flber, the combination of

means for supplying treating fluid to material {Mtsslng

through the machine, and means for diverting the supply

of fluid away from the iiuiterlal when the machine is

stopped.

3. In a machine for treating fiber, the combination of

means for supplying treating fluid to material passing

through the machine, and operated means for <]lverting

the supply of fluid away from material when the machine
is stopped and to permit the supply of fluid to the mate-

rial when the machine is set In motion.

4. In a machine for treating flber, the combination of

means for supplying treating fluid to material passing

through the machine, and means for simultaneonsly con-

6. In a machine for treating flber. the combination of

means for (supplying trea.ting fluid to material passing

through the machine, and simultaneously controlled means
for starting the machine into operation and changing the

direction of the flow of fluid to the material.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.

}

1,225.805. AIR AND GAS COMPRESSOR. AuornTO*
W. H. Obi«p«, New York. .N. Y.. assignor to Turbo Com-

pany, a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Jan. 24,

1914. Serial No. 814,135. (CI. 263—189.)

A fluid compressor having a plurality of concentric

series of velocity Increasing chambers the entrances of

which are of greater transverse dimensions than the exits,

and like series of pressure augmenting chambers the en-

trances of which are of less transverse dimensions than

the exits, each series of velocity Increasing chambers and

each series of pressure augmenting chambers progressively

decreasing in radial width, size and capacity frcm the cen-

ter toward the outer periphery of the casing, the casing

being provided with a single admission throat at the pe-

riphery thereof and branches leading therefrom diver-

gently Inward to the center of the casing where they com-

municate directly with the pressure augmenting and ve-

locity increasing chambers of the series of least diameter.

1.225,806. SNAPPINO-ROLL8 FOR CORN BUSKERS.
PICKERS, AND THE LIKE. Babnbt Oronke, Chicago.

III., assignor to International Harvester Company of

New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May
8. 1913. Serial No. 766.296. (CI. 130—5 )

1. A snapping roll having a plurality of longitudinally

extending grooves therein, longitudinally extending round-

ed or rolling ribs Intermediate said grooves and a trans-

versely extending groove in each of said rounded ribs.

2. A snapping roll of sub-^tantially rectangular cross

section, longitudinally fluted, and provided with longltQ-
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dlnally extending rounded rlb« intermediate th<> Anted por-

tions thereof and a plurality of transversely extending
(rooves Intermediate the ends of each of said rounded ribs.

I

8. A snapping roll of substantially rectangular cross

•ectlon longitudinally fluted and provided with longitudi-
nally extending rounded corners Intermediate the fluted

portions thereof, and a plurality of transversely extending
grooves Intermediate the ends of each of said rounded
ribs having convex bottoms lying in the circumference of
a circle whose center coincides with the axis of the roll.

4. A plurality of co<Jperatlng snapping rolls, each hav-
ing a plurality of longitudinally extending grooves there-

in, longitudinally extending rounded ribs intermediate
said grooves, and a plurality of transversely extending
grooves In each of said ribs communicating with the lon-

gitudinal grooves, the transverse grooves in one roll be-

ing arranged in staggered relation with respect to the cor-
responding grooves In the other roll, and the longitudi-
nally extending ribs on one roll being received In the lon-
gitudinally extending grooves in the other.

5. A snapping roll having a plurality of grooves there-
in, rounded or rolling ribs intermediate said giooves, and
a groove in each of said ribs.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,225,807. CORN-HUSKER. Bab.vbt Gbonkb. Chicago.
111., assignor to International Harvester Company of
New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed June
9. 1918. Serial No. 772.477. (Q. ISO

—

6.)

1. In a corn husker. a frame, a husking roll rotatably
mounted thereon, an agitator supported by said frame
and reclprocable above and below said roll, and means for

reciprocating said agitator.

2. In a corn husker, a frame, a plurality of husking
rolls rotatably mounted thereon, an oscillating agitator
upported by said frame and vibratable up and down be-

tween certain of said busking rolls, and means for vibrat-
ing said agitator.

3. In a corn husker. a frame, a plurality of husking
rolls Journaled thereon, a plurality of oppositely oscillat-

ing agitators movable above and below the axes of cer-

tain of said rolls and rotatably mounted in said frame,
and means for oscillating said agitators.

4. In a corn husker. a frame, a plurality of husking
rolls rotatably mounted therein, a plurality of agltatora
movable between certain of said rolls in a plane at right
angles thereto, and means for oppositely actuating said
agitators.

6. In a corn husker. a frame, a plurality of huaklng
rolls rotatably mounted thereon, and an agitator Jour-
naled beneath said rolls and movable between the same In
a plane at right angles to the plane of said rolls.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Qasette.l

1.226,808. COINTESTING MECHANISM FOR COIN-
CONTROLLED MACHINES. ALB»KT D. Oaovaa, New
York. N. Y., assignor to Autosales Gum A Chocolate
Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 2,

1916. SerUI No. 48,681. (CI. 194—102.)

1. In a coin-testing device, the combination of a coin-
chute having a coin entrance slot, a movable device for
normally closing said coin chute in proximity to said slot,
a pair of movable members for actuating said device into
open position, said members being adapted to be slmulU-
neously operated by a proper coin entering said slot, the
connections between said members and said device being
such that the simultaneous operation of both members is

necessary to move said device into open position, and
means provided at the free ends of said members for pre-
venting simultaneous operation thereof when a disk of
less than preacribed thickness is inserted Into the sl«t.
whereby said disk Is stopped by said device from fnlly
entering said slot.

2. In a coin-testing device, the combination of a coin-
chute having a coin-entrance slot, a hinged gate for nor-
mally closing said coin-chute near the slot, a pair of levera
mounted Independently of said gate and adapted to move
the same Into open position, said levers being adapted to
be simulUneously operated by a proper disk as it enters
said slot, cooperating means on said gate and said levera
for compelling the simultaneous operation of said levers
to open the gate, and means provided at the free ends of
said levers for preventing slmulUneous operation thereof
when a disk of less than prescribed thickness Is inserted
into the slot, whereby said disk is stopped by aald gate
from fully entering said slot.

1.226.809. ELBVATINO-MACHINE. Charlm W. Had-
Lnt. Ogden. UUh. Filed Dec. 26, 1912. SerUl No.
738.679. (Cl. 193—6.)

1. In elevating machines, the combination of a multiple-
run conveyer, and means for increasing or diminishing the
number of runs of the conveyer, optionally.
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2. In elevating machines, the combination of a multiple-

run conveyer, and means for increasing or diminishing
the number of runs of the conveyer, optionally, during
the operation of the conveyer.

3. In elevating machines, the combination of a lower

pnlley, two upper pulleys mounted in spaced relation, a
belt passed about all of said pulleys, and means for moving
one of said upper pulleys out of engagement with said

belt and for simultaneously raising the other said pulley,

whereby the conveyer can be converted from a three-run

into a two-run conveyer, optionally, and said belt main-
tained under constant tension.

4. In elevating machines, the combination of a palley,

a tiltably Journaled bracket, two pulleys carried by said

bracket and mounted in spaced relation, a belt passed

at>out all of said pulleys, the pulleys carried by said

bracket being Inside of the runs of the belt, and means
for tilting said bracket.

B. In elevating machines, the combination of a palley,

a tiltably Journaled bracket, two pulleys carried by aald

bracket and mounted In spaced relation and closely adja-

cent each other, a belt passed about all of said pulleys,

the pulleys carried by said bracket being Inside of the

runs of said belt, and means for tilting the bracket.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,810. COMBINED TYPE WRITING AND COMPUT-
ING MACHINE. FHBDaRicK A. Habt, Jersey City, and
BCR.vHAM C. 8TICKN1Y, Elizabeth, N. J., assignors, by

mesne assignments, to Underwood Computing Machine

Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Nov. 4. 1911. Serial No. 668,470. (Cl. 236—60.)

1. The combination with computing wheels, of spring
detents therefor ; means being provided for causing said
detents to assume abnormal positions when the wheels
stand in zero positions, and said detents provided with
dogs ; a special type ; a key to control said type, and a
key-locking bar movable by said key past said dogs when
the latter are In their abnormal positions, but intercepted
by said dogs when the latter are in normal positions.

2. The combination of computing wheels, spring detents
therefor, a special character-printing key. and a bar mov-
able by said key ; said detents having dogs which are idle

whenever all the wheels stand at zero, but which at other
times may rest in the path of said bar.

3. The combination of computing wheels, spring detents
therefor, a special character-printing key, and a bar mov-
able by said key : said detents having dogs which are idle

whenever all the wheels stand at zero, but which at other

times may rest In the path of said bar. a key-controlled

mechanism, and meana controlled thereby releasing said

bar from said dogs.

4. The combination with dial wheels having notches,

of spring detents to engage said notches, said detents hav-

ing dogs, a universal bar, a key for moving said universal

bar. and a special type operable by said key. the notches
of each wheel including one deepened notch Into which the

detent falls when the wheel stands at aero, to move a dog
out of the path of said universal bar.

6. The combination with dial wheels having notches,
of spring detents to engage said notches, said detents hav-
ing dogs, a universal bar, a key for moving said universal

bar, the Dotches of each wheel including one deepened
notch into which the detent falls when the wheel stands
at zero, to move a dog out of the path of said universal
bar, a rock arm operated by said key. a rock arm connect-

ed to the first-named rock-arm, a bell crank connected to

the second-named rock-arm, a swinging rod operable by
said bell crank, an arm connected to said swinging rod, a
link connected to said arm, and a type-operating lever con-

nected to said link.

(Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,811. SHOE - SHINING CHAIR. Oti8 R. Hastt,
Elgin, 111. Filed Aug. 28, 1916. Serial No. 117,191.

(Cl. 166—7.)

2. In a shoe shining chair, a platform providing an
under space, a foot rest standard vertically disposed with-

in the space with the upper end projecting slightly at>OTe

the floor level, a foot rest thereon, a seat standard like-

wise vertically disposed within the space with its upper
end projecting al>ove the platform, a seat on the latter

standard at an elevation appropriately corresponding to

that of the foot rest, the seat and foot rest standards croas

connected together, and mechanism for raising and lower-

ing the seat and foot rest Jointly.

8. In a shoe shining chair, a platform providing an
under space, a foot rest standard vertically disposed with-

in the space with the upper end projecting slightly atrare

the floor level, a foot rest thereon, a seat standard like-

wise vertically disposed within the space with its upper
end projecting above the platform, a seat on the latter

standard at an elevation appropriately corresponding to

that of the foot rest, the seat and foot rest standards
cross connected together, the seat standard bearing a
toothed rack, a pinion meshing therewith, a motor-driven

shaft, a countershaft, a pair of loose pulleys thereon, drlT-

Ing connection between the pulleys on the countershaft

and the driven shaft, a double-faced clutch on the coun-
tershaft arranged to engage the two loose pulleys alter-

natively, a train of gearing connecting the countershaft

and pinion, means to actuate the clutch whereby to raise

or lower the seat and foot rest Jointly, means to shift the
clutch to neutral position when the seat approaches Ita

extreme upper position and likewise when it appruacbea
Its extreme lower position, said means comprising cama
moving with the seat standard and arranged to act on
the clutch-actuating means, a detent arranged to engage
and hold the seat standard in elevated position, and a con-

nection between the clutch actuating m«-ans and detent
whereby to automatically retract the detent as the clateta

is thrown into operation.

[Claims 1 and 3 to 7 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1^5.812. COFFEE-POT. LOBINO B. Hasm, Bond.
Miu., assignor of one-half to James WUIlam Black,

Bond. Mlsa. PUed May 10, 1916. 8«rUl No. 90,077.

(CI. OS—8.)

1. A coffee pot, a cold water receptacle supported there-
by, a sleeve upstanding within said recepUcle and com-
municating with the pot, and an Inner sleeve upsUnding
within the aforesaid sleeve for conveying the steam from
the pot Into the first mentioned sleeve.

2. A coffee pot having a cover, a cold water receptacle
mounted upon said cover, a alecTe upstanding from the
bottom of said receptacle, a second aJeeve upstanding from
the bottom of the recetpacle within the first mentioned
sleeve, caps closing the upper ends of said sleeves, the
second mentioned sleeve having apertures adjacent Its
upper end. said cover and bottom of the receptacle having
an opening registering with the second mentioned sleere,
and having apertures between the sleeves.

1^20,813. DUMPING DEVICE. CLAaaxcB E. MiMOii.
Monarch, Wyo. Filed June 20. 1916. Serial No.
104.756. (CL 193—46.)

1. la coi^jlnation with a weigh basket having a conn-
terwelghted discharging door and stops for limiting the
opening movement of the door, of means normally opera-
tlve for locking the door In open or closed position and
manually operated means for releasing the said locking
means In either position, said locking means comprlslBg
vertically movable bars pivoted at their lower ends to
the ends of the door, said bars having notches, and a
support for the basket having catches for engaglnx the
notches to hold the door In op«'n or closed position, yleid-

lag meana normally pressing the bars toward the catches,
aaid releasing mean<« comprising: a croaa arm joumaied
transversely of the basket at the edges of the bars pr<>-

Tided witk the notches and having extccskws for engag-

ing the bars to release them from the catches, and means
for oaclllating the cross arm.

2. In combination with a weigh basket having a coan-
terwelghted dlscharRintc door and stops for limiting the
opening movement of the door, of means normally opera
tlve for locking the door In open or closed position and
iMnaally operated meana for releasing the said locking
means In either position, said locklni; means comprUlng
rertlcaily movable bars pivoted at their lower ends to
the ends of the door, aald bar* having notches, and a
rapport for the basket having catches for engaging the
notches to bold the door in open or closed poaltlon. and
yielding means normally pressing the bars toward the
catches.

ft. In combination with a weigh basket having a coun-
tcrweighted discharging door and stops for limiting the
opealag movement of the door, of means normally opera-

tive for locking the door In open or closed position and
inally operated means for releasing the aaid locking

la In either position.

4. In combination, a hopper having a counterwelghted
discharge door, means normally operative for lo<-klng

thm door In open or closed position, and manually oper-

ated means for releasing 8ald locking meana when in

either position.

1.226.814. BUTTON FASTENER. NaiJi M. Holstb.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 18, 1913. Serial No.

779.704. (CI. 24—90.)

Aa an article of manufacture, a sewing element con-
sisting of a length of waxed thr^d Upered to a point
at each end, and a needle on each of said ends not greater
In diameter than the thread and having an eye in one end
large enough to receive a portion only of the tapered
end of the thread.

1.2 26.8 18. MECHANISM FOR WEAVING SLAT-
BLINDS. Aml Clajiencb HoioH, Janeavllle, Wis.,
aaalgnor to Hough Shade Corporation, Janeavllle, Wis.,
a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed May 4, 1916.
Serial No. 95,476. (Cl. 139—32.)

1. Apparatua of the kind described, comprising slat

weaving and slat beating mechanism. In combination
with additional automatically actuated means to hold a
partly woven slat closely adjacent the next preceding
woven slat and to exert an additional tension thereon In

the line of direction of said beating up mechanism.
2. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising slat

weavtaa and slat beating nsechaalsas in combtnatloa with
additioBal automatic means to move and hold a partly

woven slat closely adjacent the next preceding woven
slat.

8. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising slat

weaving and slat beating mechanism adspted to beat np
a slat during the weaving operation closely adjacent the

next prece<llng woven slat and a plurality of preasare

applying devices to exert tension in the line of direction

of beating to retain a slat In its beaten up position.

4. Apparatus of the kind descrlt>ed. comprising slat

weaving and slat beating mechanism adapted to t)eat up
a slat iluring the weaving operation closely adjacent the

next preceding woven slat and adjustable means to

engage automatically the edge of a partly wuven slat

and hold the same In woven position with a yielding

tension in the line of the direction of beating during

the retraction of the beating up mechanism, and the

Insertion and beating up of another slat.

5. Apparatas of the kind described, comprising slat

weaving mechanism adapted to beat up a slat during the

weaving operation closely adjacent the next preceding

woven slat and adjustable means to engage automatically

the edge of a partly woven slat, including a lever carry-

ing a thin edge-engaging prong, and meana to Impart a

four-motion feed to said lever.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.816. SELF-STAETER FOR AUTOMOBILE - EN-
GINES. LxB HowB and Charlbs M. Howb, Nemaha,
Iowa. Filed Feb. 2. 1916. Serial No. 75,809. (Cl.

123—181.)

1. In a mechanism of the character described, a valve

casing including chambers disposed at right angles to

each other there being a valve seat at the Intersection
of the chamt>er8, a sprioR actuated valve disposed in one
of said chamt>ers and when In a closed position t>earlng

against the seat and having a rounded portion projecting

Into the other chamber, and a plunger operating In the
other chamber and adapted to engage said rounded por-
tion of the valve to force It from Its seat.

2. In a self-starting system for automobiles, the com-
blDatioo with a cylinder, of a maDtfold leading from a
source of compreaaed air, a valve casing connected to the
cylinder and tb« manifold and including chambers dis-

posed at rliibt angles to each other, one of said chambers
having a valve seat, a spring actuated valve disposed in

one of said chamt>ers and when In a closed position pro-

jecting Into the other chamber, a plunger oi>eratlng in the
other chamber and adapted to engage said valve to force

it from its seat, means for urging the plunger out of

engagement with the valve, and power-operated meana
for Intermittently reciprocating the plunger.

3. The combination with an automobile engine com-
prising a plurality of cylinders, pistons operating in the

cylinders and a crank shaft connected thereto, of a
compressed air tank disposed rearward of the engine, a
rompresMlon pump disposed rearward of the engine and
operatlvely connected to the tank, a pump driving shaft

operatlvely connected at one end to the crank shaft and
at Its rear end formed with a Jointed section, a friction

wheel mounted upon said shaft section, a driven friction

wheel with which said first friction wheel engagea.

aprfnga holding the frlctloo wheels in engagement, and
meana for ahifting said friction wheels out of engage-
ment eoaprislng a casing connected to the reservoir or

taak and a piston therein and adapted to engage with
aald shaft section to shift It away from the driven fric-

tion wheel when the pressi're within the reservoir rises

beyond a predetermined degree, and means for establish-

ing communication between any one of said cylinders and
tke reaerroir.

4. The combination with an Internal combuatlon en-

gine including a plurality of cylinders, of means for

starting the engine including a compressed air renervolr,

a manifold extending therefrom, manually operable

means permitting the entrance of air Into the manifold

and automatically operated means for establishing com-
munication between the manifold and the several cylin-

ders in accordance with the timing of the pistons for

the several cylinders comprising valves, one for each

cylinder, a cam shaft, cams thereon operating said valves,

the cam shaft being made in two sections, means for

transmitting the power from the crank shaft to one of

the sections of the cam shaft, and a clutch automatically

engaging t>oth sections of the cam shaft with each other

but thrown out of operation upon an increase of the

speed of the engine beyond a predetermined point.

6. The combination with an Internal combustion en-

gine Including a plurality of cylinders, of means for

starting the engine Including a compressed air reservoir,

a manifold extending therefrom, manually operable means
permitting the entrance of air Into the manifold and
automatically operated means for establishing communi-
cation between the manifold and the several cylinders In

accordance with the timing of the pistons for the several

cylinders comprising valves, one for each cylinder, a cam
ahaft, cams thereon operating aaid valves, the cam shaft

being made in two sections, means for transmitting the

power from the crank shaft to one of the sections of the

cam shaft, and a clutch automatically engaging both sec-

tions of the cam shaft with each other but thrown out

of operation upon an Increase of the speed of the engine

beyond a predetermined point, said clutch comprising

oppositely disposed disks, one of said disks being formed

with a socket and a governor arm plvotally mounted upon
the other disk and having a centrifugally actuattnl head

at Its extremity normally seating In said socket and con-

necting the two sections of the shaft when the engine is

running below a predetermined speed.

1.225,817. COMPRESSOR. William H. Howe. (Hiicago,

111. Filed Dec. 1, 1914. Serial No. 875,0.33. (Cl.

230—6.)

1. In a refrigerant compressor, parallel cylinders caat

In spaced relation and forming a gas chamber therebe-
tween of substantially cylinder length, a partition wall
between the upper end of the cylinders and forming a
relatively small chamber isolated from the large gat
chamber.

2. In a refrigerant compressor, parallel cylinders cast
in spaced relation and forming a gas chamber ttaereb«-
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tweeo of aubstantially cylinder length, a jwrtition wall

between the upper end of the cylinders and forming a
relatlrely small chamber Isolated from the large gas cham-
ber and gas ports in the small chamber adjacent the

upper and lower portions thereof.

3. In a refrigerant compressor parallel cylinders cast

in spaced relation and forming a gas chamber therebe-

tween of substaDtlally cylinder length, a partition wall be-

tween the upper end of the cylinder and forming a rela-

tlTely small chamber isolated from the large gas cham-
ber, gas discharge ports In the small chamber adjacent the

apper and lower portions thereof and gas Inlet dacts

formed clrcumferentlally of the cylinder and communi-
cating with the large chamber.

4. In a refrigerant compressor, parallel cylinders cast

In sjMtced relation and forming a kss ctiamber therebe-

tween and a wall extending between the cylinders and
forming a gas chamber isolated from the first mentioned

gas chamber.
B. In a refrigerant compressor, parallel cylinders cast

In spaced relation and forming a gas chamber therebe-

tween, a partition wall extending between the cylinders

and forming a gas chamber Isolated from the first men-
tioned gas chamber, and gas ports in both gas chambers.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.

]

1.226,818. SNAP BUTTON OR FASTENER. El«i1 A.

Jantzbb, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed July 7, 1915. Serial

No. 88,508. (CI. 24—208.)

1. In a snap fastener, a socket element for receiving

and engaging with the stud element, comprising a secur-

ing device formed of wire arranged to provide a rectangle

with sides 6. 6. rigidly secured together and points 6

projecting from the sides of the rectangle, a socket plate

8 formed with a central socket aperture and fitted to

the said wire rectangle and having its corner portions

bent around said sides 6 and brought to the edge of the

said central socket aperture and the extreme corner tips

bent outward from said edge, and a stud element having

a contracted neck and an expanded sheet metal head

adapted to be passed through the opening in the socket

element and to engage with the bent comer parts of the

plate thereof.

2. The herein described snap fastener having in com-

bination a socket element and a stud element each formed

of a securing device and a rectangular plate, each secur-

ing device having a wire rectangle formed of wires rigidly

secured together with the pointed ends of the wires ex-

tending laterally from the corners of the rectangle, and
said rectangular plate being arranged to have its sides

respectively Inclined to the sides of the rectangle and
having its comer portions bent around the side wires of

the rectangle, the projecting wire points at the corners

being adapted to be bent so as to project at right angles

to the plane of the plate, the plate of the socket element

having a central aperture with the extreme corners of the

plate bent In to the edge thereof, and the stud element

having a central Integral narrow neck and a wider button

head, substantially as set forth.

8. A snap fastener having two elements adapted to

detachably engage with each other, one of said elements

comprising a multiple pointed frame of wires all lying in

approximately the same plane and each wire having Its

Inner end rigidly secured to an adjacent wire, and a sheet

metal plate secored to said frame by bends in the sheet

metal carried around the wires, and the wires being

adapted to be bent to lines approximately at right angles

to the plane of the sheet metal to permit Insertion Into a

fabric and adapted to be clenched on the side of the

fabric opposite to the plate.

4. A snap fastener having two elements adapted to de-

tachably engage with each other, one of said elements

comprising a multiple pointed frame of diverging wires

each wire having its inner end rigidly secured to an
adjacent wire and all the wires adapted to have their

diverging pointed ends passed through a fabric for

clenching, and a sheet metal plate secured to said frame
having a passage through the plane of the plate, said

plate being secured to said frame by t>ends In the sheet

metal carried around the wires, and having projections

adapted to-be bent inward to the edge of the passage and
then bent outward to position the t>ends therein at points
adjacent said edge.

5. A snap fastener having two elements adapted to de-

tachably engage with each other, one of said elements
comprising a multiple pointed frame of wires each of said
wires having its inner end rigidly secured to an adjacent
wire and all the wires adapted to have their pointed ends
passed through a fabric for clj^nchlng, and a sheet metal
plate secured to said frame by bends in the sheet metal
carried around the Inner ends of the frame wires, and
said plate being formed with means for engaging a com-
panion element.

1,225,819. OAGE. John T. Johnbo.n. Chicago, 111.

Filed Nov. 17, 1916. Serial No. 181,888. (CI. 38—82.)

<» -jm-

1. A gage comprising a straight edge base bar. spaced

slides carried by the t>ar, one of the slides having a pro-

jecting part extending laterally from the base bar. and a
scratcher carried by the other slide and projecting lat-

erally from the same side of the base t>ar as the aforesaid

projecting part of the first mentioned slide.

2. A gage comprising a straight edge base bar, spaced
slides carried by the bar, one of the slides having a pro-

jecting part extending laterally from the base bar, and
a longitudinally adjustable scratcher carried by the other

tfllde and projecting laterally from the same side of the

base t>ar as the aforesaid projecting part of the first-

mentioned slide.

1.225,820. ELECTRIC SWITCH. Chari^is F. Krrrsa-
INO and RoBCBT S. Dr Maebb, Dayton, Ohio, assignors

to The Dayton Engineering Laboratories Co.. a Cor-

poration of Ohio. Filed July 14, 1913. Serial No.
778,940. (CI. 175—282.)

1. In a switch, the combination with a casing having a
head portion : sets of stationary contact plates mounted
in said head portion : of a movable contact element slid-

ably mounted In said casing and including a plurality of

sections in electrical contact with each other, but capa-

ble of relative movement thereto ; of a resilient member
tiavlng sets of oppositely disposed fingers, each set of said

fingers t>elng adapted to resiliently support one section

of said movable contact In contact making position.

2. In a switch, the combination with a casing, includ-

ing a head having sets of stationary contacts mounted
therein : of a rod passing through said casing ; a carrier

mounted on said rod ; and a movable contact including
a plurality of sections having slots therein of determined
diameters : a rod extending through said slots and adapt
ed to be secured to said carrier for maintaining said sec-
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tlons of the movable conUct from Improper displacement,
the diameters of said rod being less than the diameters of
the slots provided in said sections; and a resilient mem-
ber mounted on said carrier and having sets of oppositely
disposed resilient fingers, each set of said fingers being
adapted to engage with and support one section of said
movable contaft in contact making position.

S. In a switch, the combination with staUonary con-
Uct elements; of a coflperating contact element com-
prising a plurality of sections

; and a cradle having sets
of oppositely disposed resilient fingers each set of fingers
being adapted to resiliently support each of said sections
independently whereby said sections are capable of rela-
tive movement.

4. In a switch, the combination with a casing, of a
removable head having sets of stationary conUcts mount-
ed therein

; of an operating rod mounted within said cas-
ing

;
a movable contact mounted on said rod, including a

plurality of sections, each having an enlarged central por-
tion provided with an elongated slot; a carrier for said
movable contact and a rod secured to said carrier and
adapted to pass through said elongated slots; and a re-
silient cradle having substantially Independent sets of
oppositely disposed fingers, each set of fingers being adapt-
ed to resiliently support one of said sections of the mov-
able contact member in contact making position relaUve
to the stationary contacts.

5. In a switch, the combination with a casing having
a head portion

; sets of sUtlonary conUct plates mount-
ed in said head portion and adapted to be separated by
part of said head portion ; of a movable contact element
Blldably mounted in said casing and including a plurality
of sections in electrical contact with each other, but capa-
ble of relaUve movement thereto, each of said sections be-
ing cut away In alinement with that part of the head por-
tion which separates the sUtlonary conUcU ; and a com-
mon supporting element having provisions for reailicnUy
supporting each of the sections of the movable conUcU in
conUct making position

; and means for permitting rela-
tive movement of the Independent sections of the movable
conUct but preventing accldenUl displacement thereof

1.225,821. TOT PISTOL. Jo.bph D. Kiujorb. Home-
stead, Pa. FUed Mar. 10. 1916. Serial No. 83,325
(CI. 42—57.)

1. A pistol, having a loading aperture In iU wall, a
gate seat in rear of and below said aperture, a gate piv-
oted forwardly of and below said aperture to swing up-

wardly and forwardly in opening, and an abutment at th*
forward end of said gate seat to support said gate la
open position.

2. A pistol, having a loading aperture in its wall, an
outstanding gate seat In rear of and below said aperture,
and a gate pivoted forwardly of and below said aperture
to Kwlng upwardly and forwardly In opening ; the forward
end of said cutsUndlng gate seat forming a supporting
abutment for said gate In open position.

3. A pistol, having a loading aperture in its wall, a
gate for said aperture having a single pivot mounted In a
suitable bearing in one wall of the pistol frame, and a
projection adjacent said pivot to engage the other wall of
said frame and prevent displacement of said gate.

4. A pistol, having a loading aperture in Its wall, a gate
for said aperture having a single pivot mounted In a
suitable bearing In the pistol frame, and a circumferential
fin at the base of said pivot to engage the other wall ot
said frame and prevent displacement of said gate.

5. A pistol, comprising complemenUry sections one of
which has a magazine and the other of which has a
loading aperture, a gate for said aperture having a single
pivot, a pivot bearing on the magazine section, a projec-
tion on said pivot to engage ttie inner wall of said aper-
tured pistol section and prevent displacement of said
gate, and a bolt to lock said sections together and said
gate between said sections.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,822. JACK.
Mass. Filed Dec.
254—103.)

Philip Switt •Kimball, Milford,
16, 1916. Serial No. 137,279. (01.

1. An extension handle for screw jacks comprising sec-
tions having complementary flat interlocking end-portions
carried by said section, a pivotal connection between said
end portions offset from and at right angles to the axial
line of the sections, whereby the sections may be closely
folded together, each end-portion having a square end face
and a square shoulder disposed on opposite sides of the
pivotal connection, the end face and shoulder of the end
portion of one section being adapted to engage a shool-
der and end face respectively of the end portion of the
other section to limit the movements of said sections In
one direction to a substantially alined position, said
complementary end portions, when said faces and shoul-
ders are in engagement, serving to transmit a rotary
motion from one section to the other, and grip members
carried by one section.

2. An extension handle for screw jacks comprising two
sections, complementary interlocking end-portions carried
by said sections, a pivoUl connection between said end
portions offset from and at right angles to the axial line
of the sections, whereby said sections may be closely
folded together, square end-Uces and shoulders disposed
on said end portion on opposite sides of the pivotal con-
nection, adapted for engagement to limit the an«ular
movement of the sections in one direction, and plvoUlly
supported hand grips carried by the free terminal of the
other section, the pivoU of the hand grips being perma
nenUy perpendicular to the pivot of the sections to permit
the section and band grips to be folded into compact
relation without interference
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1,225,823. SAFETY-PIN. Fm«DKaiCK A. Kinsbt, Phila-

delphia, Pa. FUed Jnlj 6. 1916. Serial No. 107.728.

(CI. 24—150.)

1. A safety pin Inclndlng a reces»pd head, and two

longitudinally extending bars spaced apart, said bar« and

head forming an elongated loop, and an elongated pin

Extending lonj:ltuillnally between the elongate<l Bldea of

the loop and having Its free end designed to catch within

the recess of the head, one of said bars having a free

end designed to catch within said recens, said latter bar

having a spring portion designed to move its free end

away from said head after having been manually released

therefrom, substantially as described.

2. A safety pin including a recessed head, and two
longitudinally extending bars spaced apart, said l)ars and
head forming an elongated loop, and an elongated pin

extending longitudinally between the elongated sides of

the loop and having Us fre« end designed to catch within

the recess of the heatl. one of said bars forming an aux-

iliary bar and having a free end (leslsned to catch within

said recess, said free end of the auxiliary bar having a

smooth enlarged head, substantially as described.

3. A safety pin including a main l>ar having a recessed

head secured at one end and an auxiliary bar springing

from its opposite end, said auxiliary bar having a blunt

free end designed to engage the recess In the head, and a

pin springing from said latter end of the main bar, said

pin having a sharp free end adapted to engage the recess

with the blunt end of the auxiliary t>ar, said pin extending

longitudinally between the main and aaxillary bcrs, 8ut»-

stantially as described.

4. A safety pin including a main bar comprising two

strands of wire secureil together and having a recessed

head at one end, one of said strands, at the end opposite

said head, being turned to form a spring and then ex-

tended to form an auxiliary bar. said bar having a blunt

end designed to engage In the recess of said head, the

Other of said strands, at the end opposite the head. t>elng

turned to foim a spring and then extended between said

main and auxiliary bars to form a pin. said pin having a

sharp freo end adapted to engage the recess with the

blunt end of the auxiliary bar. substantially as described.

5. A safety pin including a recessed head, and two

longitudinally extending bars leading from said head and

being spaced apart, said bars and bead forming an elon-

gated loop, and an elongated pin extending from one of

said bars and Including a coll providing a spring at a

position remote from said head and having its free end

designed to fit within said recess, said pin t>eing offset

between said coll and the free end of the pin to form a

shoulder, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,824. ROWLOCK. Ue.nbt W. Kippes, Brooklyn,

N. T. Filed Oct. 2, 1916. Serial No. 123,350. (CL

9—26.)
1. A rowlock of the class described including a bottom

brace adapted to be secured to the gunwale of a boat, a

stem projecting upwardly therefrom, a circular plate hav-

ing a centrally disposed opening therethrough Jour-

naJed on said stem, ball-bearing means associated there-

with, a U-frame adapted to receive an oar. and arcuate

outwardly and downwardly projecting arms extending

from the base portion of said frame and secured to the

top of the plate at diametrically opposite points adjacent

th" marginal edge thereof.

2. A rowlo<'k of the class desiTibeti Including a bottom
brace adapted to be secured to the gunwale of a boat, a

bolt extending upwardly therethrough, a circular plats

having a centrally disposed opening mounted on said bolt,

the upper and lower faces of said plate having recesses

therein surroandlng the opening, ball-bearings in said

recesses, bearing cones to hold said balls In position, sta-

tionary washers adjacent the ends of the bolt to hold the

cones In the recesses, a locking nut on the upper end of

said bolt, a top brace on the upper surface of the plate,

and an Integral U-frame carried thereby and adapted to

receive an oar.

1.225.825. FERTILIZER AND PROCESS FOR MAKING
SAME. Edwabd C. L. Krcsski.. Camden, N. J. Filed

July 21. 1914. Serial No. 862,292. (CI. 71—9.)

1. \ fertilizer In the fomi of a dry, non hygroscopic

and non-putrescible mass comprising the solid organic

and inorganic matter of sulfite waste liquor mixed with

biological agents and adapted, in connection with the soil,

to form a i)owerful culture medlnm for bacterial develop-

ment and growth.

2. A fertilizer In the form of a dry, non-hygroscopic

and non-putrescible mass, derived from sulfite wast«

liquor, calrlnm oxid and a chlorid of an alkali metal, con-

stituting, in connection with the soil, a culture medium
for the development of Iwicterla and growth.

8. A fertiliser in the form of a granular, non-hygro-

scopic and non-putrescible mass derived from biologically

treated sulfite waste llqnor. caldnm oxfd, and a chlorid

of an alkali metal, constituting a culture medium for bac-

terial development and growth in soil.

4. A fertilizer In the form a granular, non hygroscopic

and non putrescible mass, derived from sulfite waste

liquor treated with a biological agent and cnicium oxld,

and sodium chlorid. a mass constituting a culture medium
for l)acterlal development and growth In soil.

5. A fertilizer In the form of a granular. non-hygn"o-

scopic and non-putrescible mass, derived from sulfite waste

liquor mixed with biological agents, calcium oxid, and
sodium chlorid, the whole constituting a culture medium
for bacterial development and growth in soli.

[Claims 8 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.!

1,225.82«. ELECTRICAL HEATINO UNIT. Fbamk
KcHN and Frank E. Shailor, Detroit, Mich., assignors

to American Electrical Heater Company, Detroit, Mich.,

a Corporation of Michigan. Filed May 8. 1915. Serial

No. 26,792. (CI. 219—63.)

1. An electrical heater, comprising a series of units

each comprising an Insulator support having a conical

and a shouldered portion, and a tapering coil seated upon
and anchored to said conical portion, means for connect-

ing a plurality of said units In series, a mounting for said
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nnlts In spaced relation to one side of said means, and an
apertured plate supported upon the shouldered portions
of said Insulator supports upon the opposite side of said

connecting means.
2. An electrical beating unit, comprising an Insulator

support having a conical portion, and a tapering resistor

coll engaging said conical portion, having contacting ad-

jacent convolutions of slight resistance.

8. An electrical heating unit, comprising an Insulator
support having a conical portion, and a tapering close-

colled resistor of slight resistance between convolutions
supported on said conical portion and anchored thereto
by a central terminal wire.

4. An electrical heating unit, comprising a tapering In-

sulator support having a conical portion and a central

aperture, a resistor coll seated upon the conical portion of

said insulator, having contacting adjacent convolutions
with but slight difference of potential therebetween, and
a t<-rminal extending from the snuill end of said coil,

throngh said central aperture, and forming an anchor for

retaining said coil.

1,225,827. ELECTRICAL HEATINO UNIT. Frank
KcHN and Frank E. Sbailor, Detroit. Mich., assignors

to American Electrical Heater Company, Detroit, Mich.,

a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Oct. 15, 1915. Serial

No. 66,940. (CI. 219—37.)

An electrical heating unit, comprising a pan. a depend-

ing frame secured to sa'd pan. an insulator rod extending

across said depending frame, a resistor coiled upon said

Insulator rod, terminal contacts, an insulator block for

supiK>rting said contacts mounted on the bottom of said

pan, connectors extending from said terminal contacts

t>ent to embrace said insulator rod, and clamps for secur-

ing said connectors to said resistor.

1.225,828. CEMKNT-APPLYINO MACHINE. WilXlAM
F. I>AUTiN8CBLA0Ea. Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed June 5.

1916. Serial No. 101,840. (CI. 91—40.)

1. In a machine for applying cement to the nutrgln of

flexible material, the combination of a rotary cement-ap-

pller, a margin supporting and guiding means at the feed-

ing In side of said rotary cement-appller for guiding said

margin in a path crosswise of the path of rotation of said

rotary cement -a pplier, and a yieldable cement-control at

the feeding out side of said rotary cement appller extend-

ing crosswise of the position of the margin guided by said

margin supporting and guiding means.

7. In a machine for applying cement to the margin of

flexible material, the combination of a rotary cement-ap-

238 O. G.—44

pller and a gage for the outer e<lge of the margin of the
flexible material arranged for feeding movement of the

margin crosswise of said rotary cement-appller and length-

wise of the margin, said rotary cement appller provided

with a flexing periphery having flexing mov<'nient across
the outer edge of said margin, and a yielding cement-string
control at the feeding-out side of said rotary cement-ap-
pller extending across said periphery and said outer edge.

[Claims 2 to 6 and 8 to 11 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.225,829. POLE-TIP. Charles L. Lear, Burton, Nebr.

Filed Dec. 81, 1916. Serial No. 69,628. (CI. 21—92.)

In a device of the class described, a hollow tubular

body provided in Its opposite sides with openings and In-

teriorly threaded at its outer end, a plug removably fitted

into the threaded end of the body and provided axially

with a bore, a stem slldably fitted within the said bore, a
head at the Inner end of the stem, retaining fingers pivot-

ally connected with the said head and projecting through
the said openings, a spring upon the stem within the said

body bearing at one end against the head and at its other

end against the plug, and an abutment upon the stem
between the forward end thereof and the said bead ar-

ranged to coact with the plug to limit the outward move-
ment of the stem against the tension of the said spring.

1,226,830. INTERIIAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. FEED
C. Lbdvina, Irving,' Iowa. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial

No. 74,221. (CI. 123—86.)

An internal combustion engine comprising a casing, a
main cylinder in said casing, piston cylinders in said cas-

ing extending above the casing and open at their upper
and lower ends and provided with side openings communi-
cating with the upper end portion of said main cylinder,

a driving piston slldably mounted in said main cylinder,

valve pistons slldably mounted in said valve cylinders and
of greater length than the distance between the openings
communicating with the main cylinder and the intttoms

of the valve cylinders, the upper end portions of the
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valve pistona being provided with depressions terminating
In side opeoings registering with the openings communi-
cating with the main cylinder when the valve pistons are
at their lowest point of movement, a driving shaft ex-
tending into said casing and rotated by said main piston,
cranlt shafts extending Into said casing and having con-
nection with the valve pistons for reciprocating the same
as the crank shaft rotates, and means for Imparting
nv>vement from the driving shaft to the crank shaft.

I

1,225,831. BRAID-BINDER. JOH!» Philip Ligbb«. Leo-
minster, Mass., assignor to Standard Comb Company, a
Firm consisting of W. H. Lane and John Philip Legere.
Leominster, Mass. Plied July 3, 1916. Serial No.
107,244. (CI. 182—22.)

As an article of manufacture, a braid binder compris-
ing a back member and a retaining bar connected there-
to, located in a plane transverse to the plane of said back
member and having hair engaging means projecting toward
said back member at a short distance therefrom for hold-
ing the same pressed against and In position on a braid,
said back member having a pair of transverse passages at

its opposite ends for receiving a ribbon.

1.225,832. PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING ALKALI
PERCARBONATES. Otto Liibknbcht, Frankfort-on
the Main. Germany, assignor to Roessler St Hasslacber
Chemical Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of
New York. Filed Jan. 27. 1917. Serial No. 145,021.
(a. 2a—13.)

1. A process of manufacturing alkali percarbonates.
consisting in associating hydrogen peroxid with alkali-
carbonate In the presence of such a restricted proportion
of water as to insure the direct obtalnment therefrom of
solid percarbonates.

2. A process of manufacturing alkali percarbonates.
consisting In associating hydrogen peroxid with alkali-

carbonate by means of a restricted proportion of water so
as to insure the direct obtalnment of solid percarbonates
therefrom, and simultaneously providing for the presence
of stabilizing agents.

6. A process of manufacturing alkali percarbonates.
consisting in associating hydrogen peroxid with alkali-
cartionate by means of a restricted proportion of water,
and providing for the presence of a displacing agent so as
to insure the direct separation of crystalline percarbon
ates.

7. A process of manufacturing alkali percarbonates,
consisting in Incorporating alkali-carbonate with a soln
tlon of hydrogen peroxid containing a restricted propor-
tion of water, and adding common salt thereto to facilitate
the direct separation of the crystalline percarbonates.

11. A proces-s of manufacturing alkali percarbonate.
consisting in associating hydrogen peroxid with alkali car-
bonate in the presence of a restricted proportion of water,
adding a displacing agent to facilitate the direct separa-
tion of the crystalline percarbonate, and providing for
the presence of stabilizing agents containing a silicate
of magnesium and an alkali metal.

(Claims 3 to 6 and 8 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,883. PAPER ABSORBENT MATERIAL FOR SUR
GICAL AND SANITARY PURPOSES. Ao.vas BaNNBTr
LiLLaY. Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Dec. 14, 1911. SerUl
No. 665,809. (CI. 128—8.)

An absorbent material comprising a series of layers of
bibulous paper of soft and fluffy texture, and having longl

tudlnal and lateral binding threads composed of twisted
paper passed therethrough, whereby said layers are held

together, and a mesh of twisted paper threads Inclosing
said layers, substautlally as described.

1,226,834. WATER HEATER FOR GAS OR GASOLENE
STOVES. J.\ME8 A. LiTTi.r, ni.imarck. N. D. Filed
Aug. 26, 1916. Serial No. 117,063. (CI. 126-867.)

1. In a water beater, a source of heat, a beating cham-
ber mounted for horizontal swlnglnK movement, said .ham
ber being of triangular form In cross section and having
a horizontal base wall, a water supply and means for
establlshlnsr a continuous circulation of water between the
same and said chaml>er when the chamber is swung to
an operative position over the source of heat, and a heat
retaining hood having Inclined walls extending In parallel
relation to the top wallK of the water chamber and ver-
tical marginal walls extending below the horizontal bot-
tom wall of the ohamt>er.

2. In a water heater, a source of heat, a fixed, vertical
support having ceparate water receiving compartments,
a heating chamber having spaced nipples mounte<l upon
the support for turnins: niov. ment and communicating with
the respective compartments, a source of water supply,
supply and return pipes connecting the same to the respec-
tive compartments of said support, and a heat reUlnlng
hood extending over the water chamber and having slots
In one of Its end walls to accommodate the nipples, said
nipples limiting the vertical movement of the hood with
respect to the chamber.

3. In a water heater, the combination with a range
having a burner, of a water heating chamber mounted at
one side of the range for horizontal swinging movement
to operative or inoperative position with respect to the
burner, a water reservoir, means establishing a circula-
tion of water between the reservoir and the heating cham-
ber when said chambef is in operative posrition. said cir-
culation being cut off when the chamber is swung to an
Inoperative position, and a heat retaining hood inclosing
said chamber and havlni: llmltwl vertical movement with
respect thereto, said hood resting upon the range around
the burner thereof when the heating chamber Is In oper-
ative position. «

1,226.836. CAUPER8. GaoBci A. Lock, Cambridge,
Mass. Filed July 19, 1915. SeHal No. 40 683 (CI
33—169.)

A caliper comprising a sUnd having a cylindrical base
surface, an arm carried by said stand an<l projecting lat-
erally beyond the base of said stand, a bar arranged to
slide In said arm In a line intersectlux the axis of curra-
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ture of said base surface, and a friction device carried by

•aid bar and adapted to slide thereon and abut said arm,

lid bar being arranged a sutrntantlal distance away from

lid bate.

1,226,886. GAIN-CUTTER. Hinby
City, Iowa. Filed Mar. 4, 1916,

(CL 144—2T.)

McLofOHLiif, Sioax

Serial No. 82,111.

1. In a derice of the class described, a chisel gage
adapted to be secured to a l>ody of stock and including

two parallel rods, a pair uf Jaws slldably secured on each

of the rods and engageahle with opposite sides of the

stock, side chlsel-guldes, a rear chlsel-gulde movable trans

versely and Interconnecting said rods, said rods being mov
able toward and from each other, and a front cblsel-guldc

adapted to rext adjacent the side of the stock and mov-

able Tertically to regulate tbe depth of cutting by the

chisel.

2. A device of tbe class descrll>ed comprising a chisel

movable laterally and longitudinally to cut gains in a body

of t^tock, two pairs of lntcrconnecte<l Jaws engageable with

opposite sides of the t>ody of stock, each pair being mov-
able toward and from the other, and each Jaw being mov-
able toward and from Its mate, guides carried by the Jaws

to limit lateral movement of the chisel, a chisel-guide dis

posed at right-angles to Faid first guides and movable
transversely, a page adjustable at the side of the stock to

regulate the depth of the gains, and a stop carried by

the chisel, said stop being adjustable longitudinally of tbe

chisel and engageable with the gage to limit the longi-

tudinal movement of the chisel.

8. A device of the class described comprising a chisel

movable laterally and longitudinally to cut gains in a

body of stock, a gage adapte<l to be 8ecure<l to the stock

and including two parallel rods, a pair of Jaws slldably

secured on each of the rods and engageable with opposite

sides of the stock, side chlsel-guldes. a rear chlsel-gulde

movable transversely and Interconnecting said rods, said

rods being movable toward and from each other and a

front chisel guide adapted to rest adjacent the side of the

stock, and movable vertically to regulate the depth of the

gains, and a stop on the chisel, engageable with the latter

guide to limit the longitudinal movement of tbe chisel.

4. A device of the class described comprising a chisel

movable laterally and longitudinally to cut gains in a

body of stock, a chisel gage adapte<l to be removably se-

cured to the stock and including two parallel ro<ls, front

and rear Jaws slldably mounted on tbe rods to engage

opposite sides of tbe stock, side chisel guides carried by

the front Jaws and adapted to rest upon the stock, a rear

chisel guide adapted to rest upon the stock and slldably

secured to the rods to move forwardly and rearwardly. aixl

a front c hlsel guide carried by the front Jaws and movable
vertically adjacent the side of the stock to regulate the

depth of the gains, said rods being movable toward and
from each other, and a longitudinally adjustable stop on
the chisel to limit the movement of the chisel.

6. A device of the class described comprising means for

cutting gains in a body of stock, and a gage adapted to be
removably secured to the stock and including two parallel

rods, front and rear Jaws slldably mounted on the rod*

to engage opposite sides of the stock, side guides for tbe

cutting means carried by the rods and adapted to rest

upon the stock, a rear guide for the cutting means adapted
to rest upon the stock and slldably secured to the rods to

move forwardly and rearwardly, and a front guide for tbe

cutting means carried by the front Jaws and movable ver-

tltrally adjacent the side of the stock to regulate tbe depth
of the gains, said rods being movable toward and from each
other.

1,226,887. MACHINE FOR INSERTING FASTEN-
INGS. Faao L. MAcKsNtiB, Beverly. Mass.. assignor

to United Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J^
a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed July 28, 1916.

Serial No. 41,643. (CI. 1—6.)

1. In a machine for inserting fastenings In boots and
shoes, tbe combination of a hopper having a plurality of
chambers, a raceway having a plurality of grooves for

directing fastenings to tbe inserting position, and mean*
for pivotally mounting the raceway inside the exterior
limits of the hopper.

2. In a machine for Inserting fastenings In boots and
shoes, the combination of a hopper having a plurality of

chambers, a raceway having guiding grooves converging
toward their delivery ends for directing fastenings to
Inserting position, and provided with a projection ex-

tending between and In a direction toward the diverging

portions of said guiding grooves, and means for plT-

otally mounting said projection within the exterior con-
tour of the hopper.

8. In a machine for inserting fastenings In boots and
shoes, the combination of a hopper having a plurality

of chambers, a raceway having guiding grooves converg-

ing toward their delivery ends for directing fastenings to
inserting position and provided with a projection ex-

tending betwe<>n and In a direction toward the diverging

portions of said guiding grooves, and means for adjaat-

ably pivoting said projection to permit lateral swinging

movement of the raceway and adjustment of tbe pivot In

a direction longitudinally of the raceway.

4. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination of a hopper having a plurality of chambers for

supplying fastenings of different character, a racewajr

having a plurality of continuous guiding grooves for

said fastenings and pivotally mounted for swinging
movement to present the end of any one of said groove*

In delivering position, and means permitting adjustment

of said pivotal mounting in a direction longitudinally of

the raceway.
6. In a machine of the character described, the con»-

blnatlon of a hopper having a plurality of chambers for

supplying fastenings of different character, a racewaj"

having a plurality of continuous guiding grooves for said

fastenings and pivotally mounted between its fattening-
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rvcelrlng and deliyering portloDs for swlnglnK movement
to present the end of any one of said grooves In deliver-

InS poaltlon, a bracket by which said pivotal mounting
la carried, and meana for adjusting said bracket and
piTOtai mounting In a direction longitudinally of the
raceway.

(Claima 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1^26.888. PRUIT-STONING APPARATUS. Qunuaro
Mai, West Hoboken. N. J. Filed Oct. 31. 1916. Serial

No. 128.661. (CI. 14&—6.)

1. A fmlt atoning apparatus comprising a frame, a

plunger mounted therein, a plurality of radially disposed

blades carried by the plunger, one of said blades being

longer than the other blades, and a cup below the plunger,

said cup having a longitudinal outwardly opening slot

adapted to accommodate the protruding end of the

longer blade.

2. A fmlt stoning apparatus comprising a frame, a

plunger mounted therein, a plurality of radially disposed

blades carried by the plunger, one of said blades being

longer than the other blades, the cutting edges of all

of the blades having inner concaved sections and outer

convezed sections and a cup below the plunger.

1.225,839. ANTISKID DEVICE FOR AUTO-TIRES.
John P. Maktint, Big Rapids, Mich. Filed Jan. 18,

1916. Serial No. 72,818. (CI. 24—68.)

A tightening device for bands having spaced eyes at

each end consisting of. a yoke member arranged to pass

through one pair of said eyes and having eyes at the

enda of its legs, a second yoke member having a bight

portion passing plvotally through the eyea of the first

yoke and having parallel legs each bent twice In the same
direction to provide central portions adapted to lie be-

neath a wheel rim and end portions adapted to lie at

the addes of such a rim, the ends of said legs t>eing pro-

vided with hooks, a third yoke member adapted to extend
through the remaining eyes of the element and having
Inwardly directed ends on its legs, a yoke lever having
Its sides plvotally supported on the ends of the third

yoke member, and a yoke member swingingly connected to

one end of said lever and having its bight portion en-

gageable with the hook ends of the second member, the

oafer free end of the lever being movable to a position

inwardly of a line drawn through Its pivotal axis and
the pivotal axis of the last mentioned yoke.

1,220.840. CIRCULATING LUBRICATING SYSTEM.
HaiNRiCH Mayih and (irsTAv Schl^ttsb. Arbon,
Switzerland, assignors to the Firm of Adolph Saurer,

Arbon. Switzerland. Piled Jan. SI. 1916. Serial No.
75,325. (Cl. 184—6.)

==5^7^

1. In a lubricating system, a circulating oil tank, a
series of scoop channels above the latter, and a fresh oU
tank arranged to overflow Into the channels for furnish-

ing a preliminary supply of oil to said channels.

2. In a circulating lubricating system, a circulating

oil tank having an overflow outlet, a series of scoop

channels above the tank, a fresh oil tank having an Inlet

port and communicating with the channels and circulat-

ing oU tank for furnishing a preliminary supply of oil

to said channels, and mfsns to simultaneously open or
close said Inlet and outlet.

8. The combination with a circulating lubricating sys-

tem comprising a circulating oil tank and a pump con-

nected thereto, of a fresh oil tank having an overflow

opening into the former tank, and means connecting the

lower part of the fresh oil tank to the said system.

4. The combination with a circulating lubricating sys-

tem comprising a circulating oil tank, scoop channels,

and a pump for supplying oil from said tank to aaid chan-

nels, of a fresh oil tank having an overflow leading to

said channels and thence to said tank, and means for

supplying oil from the fresh oil tank to said system.

5. The combination with a circulating lubricating sys-

tem comprising a circulating oil tank having an overflow

outlet and a pump connected to said tank, of a fresh oil

tank having an overflow opening Into the former tank

for filling the same, a pump for supplying oil from the

fresh oil tank to said system, means* controlling said outlet

and means for closing the inlet uf said fresh oil tank

operatlvely connected with the former means.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,841. BEET AND VEGETABLE TOPPER. Law-
KE.vci NoBLi Mbkk, Squirrel. Idaho. Filed Jan. 26,

1916. Serial .No. 74,130. (Cl. 55—107.)

1. .\ topping machine having a topping member, means
to support said member for vertical movement, a presser

member for the topping member having a bearing head
therefor and a spring connected to said presser noember

and supporting means to urge the topping member down-
wardly.

2. A topping machine having a topping member, a sup-

porting m^-lnber. a shaft for said topping meml)er movable
vertically through xaid tiupportlng member, meana to

drive said shaft, a presser member for said shaft and a
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spring associated with said supporting member and presser

member to urge the shaft and cutter member downwardly.

8. A topping machine having topping members, shafts,

bracket* supporting said shafts for verUcal yielding

movement, means to drive nald shafts, presser members

engaging the tops of said shafts, friction reducing means

Intermediate the ends of said shafts and presser members,

connecting means for said presser members, and a spring

associated with one of said presser members and one of

said brackets to urge the shafts and cutters downwardly.

4. A topping machine having topping members, shafts,

one on each of said members, a supporting body, brackets

extending upwardly from said body and supporting said

shafts, brackets extending downwardly from said body

and supporting said shafts, and fastening bolts, each com-

mon to one of said brackets supported above and one of

said brackets supported below the body.

6. An agricultural machine having a tool, a supporting

shaft, a body, means to mount said shaft from said body,

means on said shaft to limit the depth of penetration of

said tool Into the soil, a brace member pivoted to said

last mentioned means, said meml>er having a substantially

horizontal portion, an eye member carried by the body

through which said subsUntially horizontal portion

passes, springs, one on each side of said eye member, and

fa.stenlng members on said portion to prevent displace-

ment of said springs and serve as abutments therefor.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226,842. DIFFERE.NTIAL <".EARI.NG. William Msn
Nil, Detroit, Mich., assignor of one-half to Carl A. Fet-

tlg, Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct 9. 1916. SerUl No.

124,479. (Cl. 74—34.)

1. In a differential gearing, the combination of a pair

of alined shafts, gears on rtae adjacent ends of the shaft,

a casing revolubly mounte<l on the adjacent ends of th'-

shafts and means to revwlve tb« casing, a pair of gears

revoluble on said shafts and connected to said casing to

revolve therewith, and a set of alined planetary pinions

rigidly united and meshing with said four gears.

2. In a differential gearing, the combination of a pair

of alined shafts, a pair of gears of unequal size on said

shafts, one being attached to each shaft, a casing revo-

lubly mounted on the adjacent ends of the shafts and
means to revolve the casing, a pair of gears revoluble on
said shafts and connected to said casing to revolve there-

with, and a set of alined planetary pinions rigidly united

and meshing with said four gears.

3. In a differential gearing, the combination of a pair

of alined shafts, a pair of gears of unequal size on said

shafts, one being attached to each shaft, a casing rerolo-

bly mounteil on the adjacent ends of the shafts and means
to revolve the casing, a pair of gears of equal size revo-

luble on said shafts and rigidly connected to the casing

to revolve therewith, and a set of alined rigidly united

planetary pinions meshing with said gears.

4. In a dlfTerontial gearing, the combination of a pair

of alined shafts, a pair of gears of unequal size on said

shafts, one being attached to each shaft, a casing rerola-

bly mounted on the adjacent ends of the shafts and means
to revolve the casing, a pair of gears of equal size revo-

luble on said shafts and rigidly connected to the casing

to revolve therewith, and a set of alined rigidly united

planetary pinions meshing with said gears, the diameters
of the gears attached to the casing being Intermediate the
diameters of the gears attached to the shafts.

6. In a differential gearing:, the combination of a pair
of alined shafts, a pair of gears of unequal size on said
shafts, one being attached to each shaft, a casing revolu-
bly mounted on the adjacent ends of the shafts and means
to revolve the casing, a pair of gears revoluble on said
shafts and connected to said casing to revolve therewith,

and a set of alined planetary pinions rigidly united and
meshing with said four gearh. the teeth of the gears at-

tached to the shafts being sul>stantlally spiral and In-

clined in opposite directions.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.226,843. BELT. Cbarlbs Minnicb and Joh.h J.
Mathews, Greenville, and Hbnby B. Mathews, An-
sonla, Ohio. Filed Aug. 20, 1915. Serial No. 46,623.
(Cl. 241—9.)

1. A device of the class described Including a belt, and
flexible stay members each connected at an intermediate

point to the belt with the opposite ends of the stays pro-

jecting beyond the adjacent longitudinal e<lge8 of the

belt a distance greater than the width of said belt, said

stays having their upper ends formed with button engag-

ing devices, the belt being adapted to extend around
the l>ody of the wearer with the free ends of the stays

conforming to the shape of the hips and cooperating with

the l>elt to receive the weight of a garment connected to

said stays.

2. A device of the class descrit>ed comprising oppositely

disposed flexible stays having spaced longitudinal open-

ings formetl in the intermediate portions thereof and
their upper ends provided with button receiving notches, a

l>elt threaded through the openings in the stays and bear-

ing against the inner faces of the stays between said

openings, and resilient reinforcing members secured to the

outer faces of the stays l>«>twe4>n the openings therein, ea<-b

end of each stay projecting l>eyond the adjacent lon^-

tudlnal edge of the l>elt a distance at least equal to th?

width of the belt.
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1.226.844. ROTARY ENGINE. Aoocbt E. Mr»LL«R.
Cbicaffo, 111., aBaigitor of one-tbtrd to Thomas J. Hruby
and one third to John O. Hruby. Jr.. Chicago. 111. Filed

June 12, 1916. Serial No. 103,271. (CI. 263—74.)

1. A rotary engine comprising a «-aslng provided with

a central unolwtructed annular space and with laterally

«M>OMd steam chambers ; a rotor comprising a dlsk-Uke

body in said central space and provided with two annular

series of oppositely dlrecte<l bodies which extend Into aald

steam chambers ; Inlet ports arranged to admit motive fluid

simultaneously to said chambers at both sides of the rotor

for Impact with the blades and to balance pressure on

opposite sides of the rotor, and exhaust ports < onimunhat-

Ing also with said steam chambers.

2. A rotary engine comprising a casing formed with a

central unobstructed space to receive the body of a rotor

«nd provided with laterally oppose«l annular steam cham-

bers ; a rotor rotatlvely mounted in said central space

t)y means which divides or separates said steam chamt)€r8

and provided with two annular series of oppositely di-

rected blades which extend into said steam chambers,

with means to afford fluid-tight Joints between the edges

of the blades and the walls of the steam chambers ; inlet

ports opening Into said steam chambers at both sides of

the rotor, and open exhaust ports leading from said

steam chambers.

3. A rotary engine comprising a casing formed with a

central unobstructed space to re<elve the tK)dy of a rotor

and provided with lateral annular steam chambers ; a

rotor rotatlvely mounted In said central space by means
which divides or separates said steam chambers and pro

vlded with two annular series of oppositely directed

blades which extend into said steam chambers, with means
to afford fluid-tight Joints between the edges of the

blades and the walls of the steam chambers ; inlet porta

leading into said steam chambers at both sides of the

rotor and disposed In a plane at one side of the axis of

rotation thereof ; other inlet ports leading to said steam

chamber at both sides of the stator and disposed in

planes at the other side of the axis of rotation of the

rotor, and open exliaust ports in planes on opposite sides

•of said axis of rotation and leading from said steam

•chambers.

4. A rotary engine comprlslnR a casing formed with

laterally separated annular steam chambers ; a rotor

therein to separate said steam chambers and provided with

two annular series of oppositely directed blades and two

sets of inlet ports leading to the steam chambers on re-

spective opposite sides of the axis of rotation of the

rotor, and outlet ports leading from said steam chambers.
6. A rotary engine comprising a casing provided with

laterally spaced steam chambers ; a rotor In said casing

constituting a fluid barrier between said steam chambers
and provided with oppositely directed blades which ex-

tend into said steam chambers; Inlet ports leading to the

steam chambers on respective opposite sides of the axis

of rotation thereof, and exhaust ports arranged between

the inlet ports to serve as a common ex'haust for motive

fluid admitted to said steam chambers through said inlet

ports, whereby the engine may be driven in either of two
opposite directions.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,226,846. VULCANIZING DEVICE. Frank M. Nat-
SMiTH, Thomas J. Gillaspt, and Forrist D. Cabl,
Davenjwrt, Iowa, assignors, by direct and mesne a«-

slgnments. of one-half to aald Thomas J. GUlaspy and
one-half to A. D. Brownlle, Davenport, Iowa. Filed

May 22, 1916. Serial No. 99,099. (a. 18—18.)

1. A vulcanizing device, comprising in combination with
a heating member, a (lamp having a base and a crab moy-
ably supporte<l with relation thereto and adapted to exert

pressure upon said heating member, said crab having re-

taining means located at various distances from a central

point for engaging various sises of heating members.
2. A vulcanising device, comprising In combination with

a heating pan, a clamp having a base and a crab movably
supported with relation thereto and adapted to exert
pressure upon said pan, said crab having a plurality of

feet provided with pan retaining means located at varloat

distances from a central point for engaging various slies

of pans.
.3. A vulcanizing device, comprising a clamp having a

base and a crab movahly mounted with respect thereto

and consisting of a Icngltudlnal bar, and arms extending
outwardly from said bar, said b«r and arms t>eing pro-

vided with pan retaining means located at various dla-

tant^s from a central point to engage various sizes of pans
for holding them on the base during the vulcanizing op-

eration.

4. A vulcanizing device, comprising a base and an over-

hanging arm, a crab adjustably mounted on said arm, and
having a plurality of pan engaging feet locate<l at various

distances from a central point to accommodate various

sizes and shapes of pans.

6. A vulcanizing device, comprising a clamp having a
base and a crab movably supported with respect thereto,

said crab consisting of a bar and a plurality of arms ex-

tending outwardly from the bar, said bar and arms hav-

ing pan engaging feet with grooves therein located at
various distances from a central point for engaging vari-

ous sizes of vulcanizing pans.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.!

1.226.846. COMBINED SUPERHEATER AND ECON-
OMIZER. RuDOt^ M. OsTiRifANN, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to Locomotive Superheater Company, New York,
N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Nov. 24, 1016.

Serial No. 133,202. (CI. 122—428.)

1. In a boiler provided with a plurality of enlarge«l flue

tubes, the combination with each of some of such tubes,

of a superheater element comprising four serially disposed
pipes, two of which are in one plane and extend substan-

tially the entire length of the flue tube while the other

two are in a parallel plane and extend from the rear ends
of the longPT pipes to a point well to the rear of the smoke
box. an economizer element In the same plane as the

shorter leg of the superheater element and extending from
the end of .said shorter leg to the smoke box, means for

passing steam from the boiler through the superheater
elements and means for passing water through the econ-

omizer elements to the boiler.

2. In a tviller provided with a plurality of enlarged tine

tubes, the combination with each of some of such tubes.

X
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of a superheater element comprising four serially dis-

posed pipes, two of which are in one plane and extend

substantially the entire length of the flue tul»e while the

other two are in a parallel plane and extend from the rear

ends of the longer pipes to a point well to the rear of the

smoke t>ox, an economizer element comprising a single

loop of two pipes In the same plane as the shorter leg of

the superheater element and extending from the end of

said shorter leg to the smoke box, means for pnssing steam

from the boiler throngh the superheater dements and
means for passing water through the economizer elements

to the boiler.

chgtnbers so as to constitute one continuous series, the

end chambers of the series being respectively Joined to a

source of water supply and to the boiler.

1.225.847. PHONOGRAPH - RECORD CLEANER AND
LUBRICATOR. Charles Palmsb, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed

May 6, 1916. Serial No. 95,S99, (CI. 274—1.)

S. In a twiler provided with a plurality of enlarged flue

tubes, the combination with each of some of such tubes,

of a superheater element comprising four serially dis-

posed pipes two of which sre in one plane and extend

substantially the entire l»'ngth of the flu*" tube while thr

other two are In a parallel plnne and extend from the

rear ends of the longer plpe?< to a point well to the rear

of the smoke box, an economizer element comprising a sin

gle loop of two pipes in the same plane as the shorter leg

of the superheater element and extending from the end of

said shorter leg to the smoke box, means for pissing steam

from the l)oller through the superheater elements In par-

allel and means for passing water through the economizer

elements In series to the boiler.

4. In a boiler provided with a plurality of enlarged flue

tubes, the combination with < ach of some such tubes, of a

superheater element comprising four serially disposed

pipes two of which sre In one plane and extend substau

tlally the entire length of the flue tube while the other

two are in a parallel plane nnd extend from the rear ends

of the longer pipes to a point well to the rear of the

smoke box, an economizer element comprising a single

loop of two pipes In the same plane as the shorter leg of

the superheater element and extending from the end of

said shorter leg to the smoke box, means for pasblng

steam from the boiler through the superheater elements,

an economizer header In the smoke box provided with a

plurality of Independent chambers the chambers being

adapted to be connected serially by the <'conomizer ele-

ments, and means for Introducing water Into one end

chamber of the series and for transferring water from the

other end chamber to the boiler.

6. In a boiler provided with a plurality of enlarged flue

tubes arranged In horizontal rows, the combination with

each of a plurality of tubes in said rows, of a superheater

element comprising four serially disposed pipes two of

which lie In one horizontal plane and extend substan-

tially the entire length of the flue tube while the other

two are In a parallel plane and extend from the rear ends

of the longer pipes for substantially half the length of

the flue tube, an economizer element comprising a single

loop of two pipes In the same plane as the shorter leg of

the superheater element and extending from the end of

said shorter leg to the smoke box, a steam header having

a collecting and distributing chamber for saturated and

superheated steam respectively, the ends of the super-

heater elements being connected In parallel to said cham-

bers, and a transverse economizer header for each row

of economizer elements adjacent to the ends of the flue

tubes said header having Independent chambers and the

ends of the economizer elements being connected between

A phonograph comprising a needle adapted to engage

a record, a sound box on which said needle is mounted,
and a cleaning device mounted on said box and compris-

ing a supporting lug depending from the box and pro-

vided with a screw thread, a guide sleeve having a thread

at Its upper end which engages with the thread of said

lug and having a head at Its lower end which Is provided

with a guide opening, a plunger btiving a guide rod ar-

rang«<d in said opening and a head at Its upper end ar-

ranged in said sleeve, a spring arranged in said sleeve be-

tween said head and said log, and a shoe having a screw,

connection with the lower end of said rod and provided

on its underside with a felt pad adapted to rest on said

record.

1,226,848. CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR KNITTING-
MACHINES. William Smith Paukbr, Rockford, 111.,

assignor to Burson Manufacturing Company. Rockford.

III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Se-

rial No. 44,474. (CI. 66—80.)

-iir

1. A controlling device for knitting machines compris-

ing a disk provided on Its periphery with a controlling

depression having slots at the ends thereof, and an in-

sert provided with fingers adapted to fit In said slots to

retain the Insert In position In said depresslcn.

2. A controlling device for knitting machines compris-

ing a disk provided on the periphery with controlling de

presslons and spring steel Inserts (onstructed to fit said

depressions and be detachably attached to the disk so

that the outer surfaces of said inserts will present curved

continuations of the periphery of the disk across said de-

pressions.

3. A controlling device for knitting machines compris-

ing a disk provided on its periphery with a controlling
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d<>pre88ioD. an insert constructed to flt said depression so

that the outer surface of said insert will present a curved
continuation of the periphery of the disk, said disk hav-

ing a retaining recess extending from snid depresKlon and
said insert being shaped so as to be detachably engaged
in said recess without the use of tools so as to be de-

tachably retained in operative connection with the disk.

1.225,849. CASE FOR SASH PULLEYS. LOCKS. OR
THE LIKE. Saiic»l Rowland Pabkes. WiUenhall.
England. Filed Feb. 25, 1916. Serial No. 80,498.

(C\. 1ft—17.)

A case for sash pulleys comprising a pair of side mem-
bers, abutments formed along the edges of said side mem-
bers adjusted to hold said side members In spaced relation

ship, a sash pulley positioned between said side members,
a pintle pas«*ng through said sides and supporting the pul-

leys, a casing face being formed Integral with said side

members, the extremity of one half thereof being pressed

back out of the main plane of the same to an extent equal

to the thickness of the metal so that when the two halves

are placed together the whole of the back presents a flat

surface, the overlapping ends of these side members being

provided with openings adapted to receive screws adapt-

ed to connect the, whole of the parts of the casing to-

gether and further serving to secure the casin? in applied

position.

1.225,850. REFRIGERATING APPAR.\TUS. John M.
Peterson, Chicago, 111., assignor to George J. Sayer,

Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 4. 191S. Serial No. 64.976.

(CI. 62—4.)

S=sr

1. A refrigerating system having a compressor for com-
pressing refrigerant, a water supply valve for controlling

the supply of condensing water, a thermostat responsive
to thr temper.iture of a chamber to be cooled by said re-

frigerant, a motor for operating said compressor, means
responsive to the pressure on the high side of said com-
pressor to control said valve, and means controlled by said

first aforesaid means and said thermostati.: element to

govern the operations of said compressor, sa'd last afore-

said means Including a diaphragm responsive to water
pressure, and a plurality of contacts controlled thereby.

2. A refrigerating system having a compressor for com-
pressing refrigerant, a water supply valve for controlling
the supply of condensing water, a thermostat responsive
to the temperature of a chamber to be cooled by said re-

frigerant, a motor for operating said compressor, means
responsive to the pressure on the high side of said com
pressor to control said valve, and means controlled by said
first aforesaid means, said thermostat, and by the presence
of said condensing water to govern the operations of said

compressor, said last aforesaid means Including a d'a-

phragra responsive to water pressure, and a pluraltty of

contacts controlled thereby.

3. A refrigerating system having a compressor for com-
pressing refrigerant, a water supply valve for controlling

the supply of condensing water, a thermostat responsive
to the temperature of a chamber to be cool«M by said re-

frigerant, a motor for operating said compres-sor. means
responsive to the pressure on the high s'de of said com-
pressor to control said valve, and switching means con-

trolled by said first aforesaid means and said thermostatic
element to govern the operations of said compressor, said
last aforesaid means including a diaphragm responsive to

water pressure, and a plurality of contacts controlled

thereby.

4. A refrlgerat*.ng system having a compressor for com-
pressing refrigerant, a water supply valve for controlling
the supply of condensing water, a thermostat responsive
to the temperature of a chamber to be cooled by said re-

frigerant, a motor for operating said compressor, means
responsive to the pressure on the high side of said com-
pressor to control fa\d valve, and switching means con-

trolled by said first aforesaid means, said thermostat, and
by the presence of said condensing water to govern the

operations of said compressor, said last aforesaid means
Inclading a diaphragm responsive to water pressure, and
a plurality of contacts controlled thereby.

5. A refrigerating system having a compressor for com-
pressing refrigerant, a water supply valve for controlling

the supply of condensing water, a thermostat responsive

to the temperature of a chamber to be cooled by said re-

frigerant, a motor for operating said compressor, means
responsive to the pressure on the high side of said com-
pressor to -control said valve, and means controlled by said

first aforesaid means, said thermostat and by means re-

sponsive to the presence of conden^dng water to govern

the operations of said compressor, said last aforesaid

means Including a diaphragm responsive to water pressure.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,225.851. CHANGE SPEED GEARING. Walt«b Phil-
lips and Ha.vRT W. .Allingham. London. England, as-

s'gnors to Morse Chain Company, Ithaca. N. T.. a Cor-

poration of New York. Filed Nov. 6, 1911. Serial No.

058,666. (CI. 74—«».)

1. In a transmission mechanism, the combination with
a driving shaft, a sprocket gear wheel loosely mounted
thereon, a driven shaft In axial aliuement therewith, and
a loosely mounted sprocket gear wheel on »ald driven
shaft, of a lay shaft, corresponding sprocket gear wheels
rigidly mounted thereon, connections Itetween said wheels
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on the driving and driven shafts and the gears on the

lay shaft, clutch devices for the sprocket gears of the

driving and driven shafts, a longitudinally adjustable re-

versing gear mounted on the driven shaft, and a corre-

sponding gear mounted to turn with the lay shaft.

2. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of a

driven shaft, a sprocket gear wheel mounted thereon, an-

other shaft, a correspond'ng sprocket gear wheel thereon,

a connection between said wheels, a pair of reversing

gears mounted to turn with the respecfve shafts, a lat-

erally, adjustable bearing for one of the shafts, and a cou-

pling between the adjustable shaft and its reversing gear.

3. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of a

shaft having a laterally adjustable bearing, a sprocket

gear mounteil on said shaft, a gear mounted on a fixed

bearing surrounding said shaft, and a driving connection

between the shaft and the last mentioned gear.

4. In a transmission mechanism, the combination of a

shaft having a Jh'eraiiy adjustable bearing, a sprocket

gear mounted on said shaft, a gear mounted on a fixed

bearing, and a fiexlble coupling between the shaft and said

gear for driving the same.

5. In a change speed mechanism, the combination w'.th

a driving shaft, a loosely mounted sprocket g«ar thereon,

a driven shaft mounted in axial allncjnent therewith, and

a loosely mounted sprocket gear on said driven shaft, of

a parallel lay shaft, laterally adjustable bearings for said

lay shaft, rigidly mounted sprocket wheels on said lay

shaft, connections between the corresponding sprocket

gear wheels of the driving and driven shafts, and the

gears on the lay shaft, clutch devices for said gears, a

longitudinally adjustable reversing gear wheel mounted

on the driven shaft, a corresponding gear wheel mounted

on a fixed bearing surrounding the lay shaft, and a cou-

pling between the lay shaft and the said gear wheel.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225.852. RECTIFIER. GKEENLEAr Whittibb Pickabo,

Amesbury, Mass., assignor to Wireless Specialty Appara

tus Company. New York, N, Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Nov. 21. 1908. Ser'al No. 403.769. (O.

2tt0—31.)

^ •

of said conductors ; one of said conductors being mounted

eccentrically to the axis of rotation of said support, where-

by the rotation of the support permits contact selection

along a circular path on the surface of one of said con-

ductors.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 6 not printed in the Gaittte.]

1. In an oscillation detector, the combination with a

rectifying conductor of the class described and a contact-

ing conductor therefor, of a rotatable support for one of

said conductors, said conductor being mounted eccentric

to the axis of its said sup'wrt.

8. In an oscillation detector, the combination with a

rectifying conductor of the class described and a contact-

ing conductor therefor, of a support for one of said con-

ductors, said support consisting of a reciprocating, swing-

ing and rotating arm. said conductor being mounted ec-

centric to the ax's of rotation of the arm.

7. In an oscillation detector, the combination with a

rectifying conductor of the class described, and a con-

tacting conductor therefor : of a rotatable support for one

1,226.853. CULTIVATOR. CLir»ORD H. PiDCTOK, Co

lumbns, Ohio. Filed Sept 13, 1915. Serial No. 50.326.

(a. 97—34.)

In a cnltlTator, the combination of a frame containing

a transveftw horizontal rock shaft and means for latching

the same in position, a cultivator tooth having a shank,

a head with which said shank Is connected, said head be-

ing plvote<l directly to said rock shaft to oscillate hori-

zontally, said head also provlde<l with a lateral extension

at each side thereof and a spring between each of said

exten^Uons and the rock shaft and operating directly

thereon, substantially as shown and descrll)ed.

1.226.854. SLEEPING-CAR. FJdwabd D. Prie.st, Sche-

nectady, N. Y. Filed Oct. 19, 1916. Serial No. 126,536.

(Cl. 106^-23 )

CZl EH
-h-h h h hh h h^_

1. A sleeping ••ar comprising seats spacwl apart, and

upper berth members spaced apart, each of said upper

berth members being plvotally mounted in the side of said

car and arranged to swing downwardly to form an upper

berth, said seats and upper berth members being arranged

to form compartments, each of said compartments com-

prising a lower berth formed of two of said seats adjacent

to each other, an upper berth formed of a single one of

said upper berth members swung downwardly into a hori-

zontal plane directly alwve said seats forming the lower

berth, and partitions for separating one end only of each

upper berth from the adjacent compartment, the other

end of said upper berth being In communication with the

space between said lower Iwrth and said adjacent com-

partment formed by the spacing of said scats, whereby ac-

cess may be had to said upper berth.

2. A sleeping car comprising seats spaced apart, and

upper berth members spaced apart, each of said upper

berth members being plvotally mounted In the side of said

car and arranged to swing downwardly to form an upper

berth, said .s'fits and upper berth members being arranged

to form compartments, each of said compartments com
prising a lower berth formed of two of said seats adja'-ent

to each other, an upper berth^ formed of a single ca- of
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said upper berth members swung downwardly Into a hori-

zontal plane directly above said seats forming the lower

l>erth, partitions for separating one end only of each up-

per berth from the adjacent compartment, the other end
of said iipppr berth being In communication with the

space between said lower berth and said adjacent com-

partment formed by the spacing of said seats, whereby
access may be had to said upper berth, and a platform

above the floor of said car and arranged in said space l>e-

tween said lower berth and the adjacent compartment.

8. A sleeping car comprising reversible seats arranged

to face in the direction of motion of said car for day
travel, said seats being spaced apart, and upper berth

members spaced apart, each of said upper berth members

being plvotally mounted in the side of said car and ar-

ranged to swing downwardly to form an upper berth, said

seats and upper l)erth members being arranged to form

compartments for night travel, each of said compartments

comprising a lower berth formed of two of said seats ad-

jacent to each other, one of each being reverseil so as to

face the other, an upper berth formed of a single one of

said upper berth members swung downwardly into a hori-

zontal plane directly above said seats forming the lower

berth, and partitions for separating one end only of each

upper berth from the adjacent compartment, the other end

of said upper berth being in communication with the space

between said lower berth and said adjacent compartment

formed by the spacing of said seats whereby access may
be had to said upper berth.

4. A sleeping car comprising reversible seats arranged

to face In the direction of motion of saltl car for day

travel, said seats being spaced apart, and upper berth

members spaced apart, each of said upper l)erth members

being pivotally mounted in the side of said car and ar-

ranged to swing downwardly to form an upper berth, said

seats and upper berth members being arranged to form

compartments for night travel, each of said compartments

comprising a lowpr berth formed of two of said 8«>at8 ad-

jacent to each other, one of each l)elng reversed so as to

face the other, an upper berth formed of a single one of

said upper berth members swung downwardly Into a hori-

zontal plane directly above said seats forming the lower

Ijerth. and partitions for separating one end only of each

upper berth from the adjacent compartment, the other end

of said upper berth being in communication with the space

l>etween said lower berth and said adjacent compartment

formed by the spacing of said seats whereby access may

be had to .said upper berth, and a platform above the floor

of said car and arranged in said space between said lower

berth and the adjacent compartment.

5. A sleeping car comprising seats having removable

backs so that said seats may be arranged to face In the

direction of motion of said car for day travel, said seats

being spaced apart, and upper berth members spaced apart,

each of said upper berth members being pivotally mounte<l

in the side of said car and arrange<l to swing downwardly

to form an upper berth, said seats and upper berth mem-

bers being arranged to form compartments for night

travel, each of said compartments comprising a lower

berth formed of two of said seats adjacent to each other,

an upper berth formed of a single one of said upper berth

members swung downwardly Into a horizontal plane di-

rectly above said seats forming the lower berth, and par-

tition^ for separating one end only of each upper berth

from the adjacent compartment, the other end of said up-

per berth being in communication with the space between

said lower berth and said adjacent compartment formed by

the spacing of said seats whereby access may be had to

said upper berth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.858 COMBINED STEEL AND CONCRETE PILE

Francis L. Pbctn. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 17,

1914. Serial No. 825.243. (Cl. 72—81.)

The combination with a pair of tabular sections of a

bushing provided with a central flange portion having

faces beveled Inwardly for confining the abutting ends of

the sections and having ends provided with resilient por-

tions for holding the sections in allnement and a non-

reslllent portion adapted to effect a watertight joint in

conjunction with the flange portion.

1.226.866. TOOTHED TRANSMISSION GEARING. Av-
rRBP Arthcb QncK. I/ondon, England. Filed Mar. 22,

1916. Serial No. 16,094. Renewed Mar. 28. 1917. Se-

rial No. 168,111. (01. 74—28.)

1. A toothed gear element for use in toothed gearing,

composed of a series of toothed disks, a series of friction

disks alternately arranged with the disks of the flrst

named series, a carrying member for both series of disks,

the toothe<l disks being mounted on said carrying member
so as normally to rotate therewith Imt so as to be capable,

under certain conditions, of an axial movement, on nald

carrying member and of a rotary movement in a reverse

dire<'tlon to the rotary movement of the carrying member,

the friction disks being mounted so as to rotate with said

carrying member but so as to be capable, under certain

coadltions. of an axial movement on said carrying niemt>er,

means for drawing the two series of disks together thereby

setting up frictional resistance t>etween such disks, and
means for increasing such resistance as the load increases

whereby the disks are caused to rotate with the carrying

member as the load Increases.

4. In a toothed gearing a toothed gear element com-

posed of a plurality of disks, a carrying memt>er upon
which such disks are frictloaally mounted, said disks being

mounted on the carrying memt>er so as normally to rotate

therewith but so as to be free to adjust themselves to any
Inaccuracies In the teeth of a co-acting toothed element so

that the load Is distributed along the entire length of the

intermeshing teeth, and means for Increasing the resistance

as the load Increases comprising clutch elements located

between the driving element and the disks such elements

having Inclined co-acting faces whereby the torque on the

shaft effects a separation of such clutch elements and a

consequent Increase of friction between the disks.

8. In toothed searing a toothed gear element composed

of a plurality of disks, a carrying member upon which

such disks are frictionally mounted, bearings for support-

ing said carrying member, said disks being mounted on the

carrying member so as normally to rotate therewith but so

as to be free to adjust themselves to the load and to any
Inaccuracies in the teeth of a co-acting toothed element

BO that the load Is distributed along the entire length of

the intermeshing teeth, and means for drawing the disks

toward each other and away from the l)earlng8 Bup{>orting
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the carrying member whereby the friction between the

disks is increased and the gear element is able to grad-

ually pick up the load as Kuch load increases.

I rciaims 2, a, and 6 to 7 not printed in the Gasette.l

1,225,857. SPRINKLING DEVICE. John R. Raohot,

Chicago. HI. File«l I)e<-. 20, 1916. Serial No. 138,052.

{Cl. 137—69.)

one with respect to the other in combinstion with a gage

in contact with the work, contacts maintained by the gage

until the work has been ground to the required size and
ele<tr(»maKnetic means for reisiilently drawing the wheel

transversoiy upon the other guiile In advance of the flrst

named transverse feed and having Its circuit closed by

said contacts.

^SjfyyX jfg —jr I
' ^

1. The combination with a pair of posts, of a wire

member suspentle*! from and between the said posts, of a

sprinkler comprising a body, said body having an opening

therein to receive the water supply means and a second

opening to permit the discharge of the water, a pair of

standards extending from the si.ies of said body and

Joining above the same, a book member extending from

said Jointure for a purpose specified.

2. The combination with a pair of posts, of a wire

member suspended from and between the said posts, of a

sprinkler comprising a body, a pair of standanht extend

Ing from the sides of said bmly and Joining above the same,

a hook member extending from said Jointure adapte<l to

engage said wire, said body having an enlargement formed

on one side thereof, the said enlargement being provided

with a recess, a supporting means for the sprinkler

mounted in said recess, and the said body having means

associated therewith to receive the water supplying means,

and an op«-nlug forme<l in the said body to permit the

discharge of the water.

3. The combination with n pair of posts, of a wire

member suspendeii from and between the said posts, of a

sprinkler <x)mprif=ing a bodv. a pair of standards mounted

on said body Joining above the same, a neck member

formed at said Jointure, a book formed on the free end

of said neck adapted for slldable engagement with th^

said wire, and a <listributer suspended from said neck for

a purpose speclfleil.

4. The combination with a pair of posts, of a wire

member suspende<l from and between the said posts, of a

sprinkler comprising a body, a pair of standards mounte<l

on said bo<ly Joining above the same, a neck formed at

said Jointure, a hook formed on the free end of said neck

adaptiNi for slldable engagement with the said wire, a

frusto-conlcal distributer, a rod mounted on said dis-

tributer, the said neck havina a longitudinal opening

therein, the said rod being adapted for slldable engage-

ment In the said longitudinal opening for a purpose

specified.

0. The combination with a pdir of posts, of a wire

member suspende<l from and between the said posts, of a

sprinkler comprising a body, said body having au .-iM'nlng

therein to receive the water supply means and a second

opining to permit the discharge of the water, a pair of

standards extending from the sides of said body and

Joining above the same, n hook member extending from

aid Jointure, and a seml-clrcular deflecting member de-

tachably .-issodated with said standards for a purpose

specified.

1,225.858. AITOMATIC SIZING DEVICE. Clifkobd

T. Rauuc, Philadelphia. Pa. Fileil July 20, 1915.

Serial No. 40,832. (Cl. 51—4.)

1. In a device of the character stated, a grinder having

means for holding the work to l>e ground, a transverselj

movalde grlu<llng wheel, guides for two cumulative trans-

verse fee<ls of the grinding wheel and separate means for

transversely feeding the wheel on one of the guides and

giving relative longitudinal feed to the work and wheel.

Zrt es StL V?

2. In a device of the character state<i, a grinder having

normal longitudinal fee<l for the wOrk with respect to the

grinillng wheel, two sets of jru'des for transverse feed of

the wheel and a positive transverse feed for the. wheel

upon one set of guides, a gage in contact with the work
I>eing ground, contacts closed l>y the op.-ration <)f the gage

until the required size of the work has been reached, an

electric circuit closed by the contacts, resilient means for

holding the wheel m engagement with the positive feed

and electromagnetic means connecte<l with the circuit for

puilin;; the wheel along the second set of guides In ad-

vance of the forced feed against said resilient means.

3. In a device of the character stated, a grinder naving

lost motion between its grinding wheel and the trans-

verse positive feed for the wheel and a resilient device

adapted to draw the wheel toward the feed, taking up the

lost motion, in combination with a gage resting against

the work l>eing ground, a circuit <loseil by the gage and
an electromagnet In the circuit and connections adapted

to move the wheel against the work overcoming the pull

of the resilient device.

4. In a device of the character stated, a grinder having

a positive feed for the grinding wheel, an electromagnetic

resilient feed for the wheel adapted to press it agninst the

work in advance, in a transverse direction, of the positive

fe<>d and work-operated automatic means for applying the

automatic feed.

5. In a device of the character statetl, a grinder having

a positive feed for the grinding wheel, an electromagnetic

resilient feed for the wheel adapted to press it against the

work in advance, in a transverse direction, of the positive

feejl. resilient means for pulling the wheel back from the

work, opposing the electromagnetic feed and work-oper-

.ited automatic means for applying the automatic feed.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.)

1,225,859. TRUCK. Homer L. Reed, Louisiana, Mo.

Filed May 12. 1916. Serial No. 97.056. (Cl. 21—66.)

1. In combination with a wheele<l truck frame, com-

prising channels bent at an angle at their rearmost ends,

a carriage frame having rollers arranged for movement in

sal<l channels, a truck head movable with said carriage

and dispose<l at an angle relative to the body of said

carriage whereby to elevate one end of a box or the like.
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I

•o that the entire truck may be moved to underlie the
major portion of the box and to automatically lower the
elevated end of the box to lie upon the body of the truck.

2. In combination with a truck body having next its

rearmost end an angularly disposed portion and a wheeled
support next its forward end, a carriage mounted for
movements along the said body and its angular portion,
•aid carriage compriMing a truck head inclining forwardly
and upwardly relative to the carriage body, said truck
head arranged to be moved into and out of the plane of
said body portion by a movement of the carriage relative
to said body and Its angular portion.

3. In combination with a truck frame comprising paral-
lel channeled elements having angular portions at their
rearmost ends and a wheeled support adjacent their for-
ward ends, a carriage having rollers arranged for move-
ments In said channeled elements, and a forwardly and
upwardly inclined truck head carried by said carriage.

1,225.860. ELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEM. Fha.nk
RiEBEB, San Francisco. Cal., assignor to The Rleber
Laboratories. San Francisco. Cal., a Corporation of
California. Filed Aug. 17. 1916. Serial No. 115,414.
(CI. 250—34.)

J-

¥-

1. The combination with a ROntgen-ray tube and a
circuit therefor, of a high reslsUnce lamp in series in
said circuit and means for shortdrculting the lamp and
causing the tube to be energized.

2. The combination with a transformer of a supply
circuit connected to the primary of the transformer, a
RSntgen ray tube connected to the secondary, a high
resistance lamp in series with the primary and adapted to
limit the current therethrough and to Illuminate the room
In which the tube is arranged and a switch for short-
circuiting said lamp.

1,225,861. LATCH MECHANISM FOR FOLDING CAM
ERAS. ALFRED A. RCTTA.N and CHAKLIg B. HUTCHINOB,
Rochester, N. Y.. assignors to Eastman Kodak Company.
Rochester, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed
Nov. 24, 1916. Serial No. 133,113. (CI. 70—82.)

1. In a folding camera, the combination with a camera
body having a door at the front and a removable back
member, of a plate secured on the inner face of one of the
side walls of the body to extend from front to rear of the

latter, and two latches carried wholly by the plate to coOp
erate respectively with the door and back member.

2. In a folding camera, the combination with a camera
body having a door at the front and a removable back
member, of a plate secured on the loner face of one of
the side walls of the body to extend from front to rear
of the latter, and two latches carried wholly by the plate
to cooperate respectively with the door and back memN-r,
said latches embodying spring arms having catches there-
on and sliding cam plates vo.Jperatlng with the arms and
terminating in push buttons projecting through an adja-
cent wall of the camera bmly.

4. In a folding camera, the combination with a camera
body having a door at the front, of a plate secured on the
Inner face of one of the side walls of the body, a latch
carried wholly by the plate to cooperate with the door
links extending through the said wall of the body, a handle
on the outside of the latter secured to the links and pro-
jections on the plate interlocking with the links on the
inside of the body.

[Claim a not printed in the tiaiette.]

1.226.862. ADJUSTABLE STOP FOR WINDOWS OR
DOORS. Chablks .Tkwbtt SAXr, Montreal. Quebec,
Canada. FUed Dec. 13, 1915. Serial No. 66,617. (Q.
16—6.)

1. In combination, a frame, a window sash hinged to
the frame and having a recess therein, shoes within the
recess, a spring device pressing the shoes against the wall
of the recess and a connection between the shoes and
frame and having a lateral movement within the recess.

2. In combination, a frame, a window sash hinged to the
frame and having a recess therein, the edge of the frame
being adapted to cover the recess, a tube within the recess,
such tube being longitudinally split at dUmetrlcally oppo^
Bite points, a pair of laminated springs between and re-
spectively bearing against the halves of the tube, a stop
to limit the withdrawal of the tube from the recess and a
link plvouily connecte<I at its ends to the tul)e an<l frame
respectively and having a lateral movement within the
recess.

1,226,863. SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR GARMENT-
POCKETS. John J. Schaab. St. Louis. Mo. Filed Oct.
16. 1916. Serial No. 126,878. (CI. a—161.)

1. A safety attachment for pockets comprising a frame
composed of pairs of terminal toggle links, a pair of inter-
mediate links pivotally Joined to the toggle links, slides
on the toggle links operating to fold the links together
with a movement of the slides toward the intermediate
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links, and to allow the toggle links to open with a move-

ment of the slides away from the intermediate links.

2. A safety attachment for pockets comprising a Jointed

linked frame securable to, and between the pocket walls,

slides for controlling the relative position between the

members of a Jointed pair of links, and means for friction-

ally holding the slides at any point along the links.

3. In a safety attachment for pockets, a collapsible link

frame provided with terminal toggle links, a slide provided

with an opening for the free passage of the links, resilient

lobes on the slide engaging the links, and a pin mounted

between the lobes and operating between the links for

maintaining the slide In position on the links.

4. A safety attachment for pockets comprising a Jointed

frame composed of a pair of intermediate links, a pair of

terminal toggle links at each end of the Intermediate links,

and slides for controlling the folding and unfolding of the

toggle links and the movement to and from each other of

the intermediate links, the intermediate links being pro-

vided with means for securing the same to the pocket walls.

visual globe bearing distinctive insignia thereon mounted

directly on the faucet between the attendant and the

1,225.864. BAKER'S PEEL. L»o?( Schlaom, New York,

N. Y. Filed July 16, 1916. Serial No. 40.166. (Q.

107—67.)

1. A baker's peel comprising a blade of thin sheet metal,

a pair of clamp memt>er8 to which the blade is attached,

said clamp members being formed with a socket for holding

the width of the blade and a socket in which the handle

Is inserted, tapering walls upstanding from the longitudi-

nal e<lges and merging with the body of the blade a dis-

tance from the forward e<lge thereof, and corrugations In

the blade adjacent the walls and extending along the

length thereof to stiffen the blade.

2. .\ baker's peel comprising a thin sheet metal blade,

a pair of sheet metal clamp members between which Kaid

plate is attached, said clamp memt)er8 being providetl with

a transverse socket in which the blade is secured, a longi-

tudinal socket in which the handle is secured, and longi-

tudinal corrugations formed upon said clamp members to

strengthen the same.
^

3. .\ baker's peel comprising a sheet metal blade, a

mounting therefor to which the blade Is secured, said

mounting l>elng formed with a socket for the Insertion of

the hanrlle. and air passages about the socket for prevent-

ing undue beating of the handle.

4. K baker's peel comprising a thin sheet metal blade,

a sheet metal mounting In which said blade is attached,

said mounting being provided with % transverse socket in

which the blade is secured, a longitudinal socket in which

the handle is 8e<ured. and air passages formed within the

mounting about said handle.

6. A laker's peel comprising a thin sheet metal blade,

a pair of sheet metal clamp members in which said blade

is a.lapted to be attached, said clamp members having a

tran'^verse socket in which the blade Is secured, a longi-

tudinal socket in which the handle is fltte<l. means for

Joining the members together at the longitudinal socket

and also for securing the handle therein, corrugations

formed In each of the clamping members to strengthen the

same, and apertures communliating with the transverse

socket and with the corrugations whereby air is admitted

to pass freely therethrough and circulate about said

handle.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,866. ELECTRICAL ADVERTISING DEVICE.
Frank ScHNBiiLft, New York, N. Y.. assignor to C. A.

Bchneible. In< .. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of

New York. Filed Jan. 13. 1916. Serial No. 71,860.

(CI. 177—«4«.)
.\n electrical advertising device for liquids to be dis-

pensed comprising in combination with a faucet, a

easterner, an electric light to illuminate the globe, and

means to change the condition of the circuit of the light

upon manipulation of the handle of the faucet.

1,226,866. BAO-HOLDER. Cornblu s Schriam, Tolna,

N. D. Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No. 114,012. (Cl.

88—26.)

1. In a device of the class described, an upright shaft

supported for roUtlon, a collar fixed adjustably on the

shaft. T-shaped arms pivotally connected with the collar,

said arms including cross bars at their outer ends, bag

holding elements pivoted on the arms, a second collar

fixed adjustably on the shaft above the first mentioned

collar and having radially extending arms, casings con-

nected with said arms, springs within the casings, hook

members supported by the springs, and links connecting

the hook members with the arms connected pivotally with

the first mentioned collar.

2. In a device of the class described, an upright shaft

supported for rotation, a collar fixed adjustably on the

shaft. T-shaped arms pivotally connected with the collar,

said arms including cross bars at their outer ends, bag

holding elements pivoted on the afms, a second collar

fixed adjustably on the shaft abovf the first mentioned

collar and having radially extending arms, casings con-

nected with said arms, springs within the casings, hook

members supported by the springs, and links connecting

the hook members with the arms connected pivotally

with the first mentioned collar; in combination with a
platform connected with the upright shaft and revoluble

therewith.

3. In a device of the class described, an upright shaft

supported for roUtion, a collar fixed adjustably on said

shaft, an arm pivotally connected with said collar, said

arm having a cross bar at its outer end. bag holding ele-

ments pivotally connected with the arm, a bolt or pin

connecting one of the elements adjustably with the cross

bar. and a ratchet member pivoted on the arm and
adapted to engage the other bag holding element.
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1.225,867. SECTIONAL CULVERT - PIPE AND THB
LIKE. (iBa.\RU ScurMACHEK, Annlston, Ala. Filed

Peb. 4, 1916. Serial No. 6,107. (CI. 61—9.)

1. A pipe leDgtb baring a spigot end formed with a
doable-taper continuous rib around Its extremity, the
annular end wall of said spigot end being beveled from
the circumference of the rib to the Inner surface of the
pipe, the top and bottom portions of said rib being
formed with lateral puiargemtnt*, said pipe length also
having a bub end formed with a continuous Internal V
groove, the top and bottom portions of said groove hav-
ing lateral enlargements, said pipe length being composed
of upper and lower longitudinal sections having abutting
longitudinal edges, the meeting sides of said sections
having corresponding exterior under-cut longitudinally-
inclined lugs adapted to form wedge-shape^l blocks at
the sides of thn sections between their hub and spigot
ends, and exterior clampini; members adapted to embrace
said bloclis and wedge thereon longitudinally of the pipe
sections to clamp said sections together, substantially as
described.

2. A pipe length having a spigot end and a hub end,
the spigot end at its extremity having an exterior rib,

aa<l the hub end having an interior groove to receive and
center said rib of an adjolnin« pipe length and to form
flush Joints between the inner surfaces of adjoining pipe
lengths, said length being composed of upper and lower
longitudinal sections having meeting longitudinal edges,
the rib of the lower section having a lug projecting
laterally therefrom toward the hub end of the section
and the groove of the lower section having a correspond-
ing recess projecting laterally therefrom toward the outer
end of the hub to receive the lug of the lower section
of an adjoining pipe length for maintaining the upper
longitudinal edges of said lower sections In allnement,
substantially as described.

3. A pipe length having a spigot end and a hub end,
the spigot end extremity having an exterior rib and the
hub end having a corres^ndlng internal groove, said
length composed of upper and lower longitudinal sections
having longitudinal meeting edges, said edges at the hub
ends thereof having short tapered pins and correspond-
ing sockets to Interlock and hold the end edges of the
sections in allnement. exterior means for clamping said
sections together, the hub and spigot ends of the lower
section formed with lateral recess 14, and lateral lug

15, to Interlock with the corresponding portions of ad-
Joining lower sections to hold said sections with their
top longitudinal edges flush and in allnement.

4. A pipe length having a spigot end formed with a
double-taper continuous rib around its extremity, the

annular end wall of said spigot end being beveled from
the circumference of the rib to the inner surface of the
pipe, the top and 1)ottom portions of said rib being
formed with lateral enlargements, said pipe length also

having a hub end formed with a continuous internal V
groove, the top and bottom portions of said groove having
lateral enlargements, said pipe length being composed of
upper and lower longitudinal sections having abutting
longitudinal edges, .substantially as described.

1,226,868. STAMP-AFFIXING MACHINE. Williak
F. SCHWBIGBS, Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Multipost

Company. Rochester. N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed June 30. 1914. Serial No. 848.290. (CI.

211—33.)

1. In combination with a support, a finger plvotally

mounted thereon and comprising a body portion that is

hollow for a portion of Its length, and a spring having

one end connected to the support and Its opposite end
freely movable in said hollow |K>rtion of the finger.

2. In combination with a support, a finger plvotally

mounted thereon and comprising a substantially U-shaped
bo<ly portion, and a spring havini; one end connected to

the support and its opposite end freely movable between

the walls of said t>ody portlo i of the finger.

3. In combination with a support, a finger plvotally

mounted thereon and comprising a substantially U-
shaped sheet metal b<Kly portion bent upon Itself, and a
spring having one end connected to the support and its

opposite end freely movable betwe«>n the walls of said

body portion of the tinger.

4. In combination with a support including a bearing

or spindle, a finger plvotally mouDte<i on the bearing

and comprising a substantially U shaped body portion,

and a spring overlying the hearing and having one end

attached to the support and Its opposite end freely mov-
able t>etween the walls of the iKxIy portico of the finger.

6. In combination with a support including a bearing

or spindle, a finger plvotally mountel on the bearing and

comprising a substantially U-shaped body portion, and a

spring overlying the bearing and having one end attached

to the support and Its opposite end freely movable be-

tween the walls of the iMxIy p<irtlon of the finger, and

means for limiting the movement of the finger on the

support.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,225,869. BRAKEBEAM. Fkancis E. Schwiittlmi,

8t. Louis, Mo., assignor to American Brake Company,

.*<t. I^uls. Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Sept.

16, 1914. Serial No. 861.971. (CI. 188—22.)

I)

00O>
3' l-J

1. A brake beam comprising a beam portion formed of

a rolled metal section, end members secured thereto and
projecting beyond the ends of said sections, pivot pins

on said end members and brake lever lugs also secured

to said be^m.

2. A brake beam comprising a beam portion formed of a

rolled metal section, end members secured thereto and

having pockets, said end members projecting beyond the

ends of said section, and pins supported In both the Inner

and outer walls of said pockets.

3. A brake beam comprising a beam portion formed of

a rolled metal section, end members secured thereto and
having pockets closed at the bottom and one side, and
banger pins supported in the walls of said pockets.

4. A brake beam comprising a l>eam portion formed of

rolled channel sections, end members riveted between the

webs of said channel sections and carrying pivot pins,

and brake lever lugs also riveted t>etween said channel

sections.

6. A brake beam comprising a beam portion formed of

a rolled metal section. Integrally formed end members and
brake lever lugs secured at the ends of said sections and
carrying pivot pins for the bangers.

1,226,870. SERVI.N<; DISH llENUirrTA Schwing, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Mark Cross Company. New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec.

29, 1915. Sertal No. 69,178. (CT. 66—53.)
A serving dish holder comprising a split ring of resill

ent material, claws projecting inwardly and adapted to
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engage the edge of a plate, cups adapted to hold condi-
ment shakers on the ring, a handle extending from one

portion of the split ring to a point diametrically opposite
and a closed, horizontal ring in the handle at the top por-
tion thereof adapted to receive a cup.

1,226,871. WATERMARKING DEVICE. Fkank O.
Scott. Mittlneague, Mass., assignor to Southwortb
Company, Mittlneague. Mass., a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. Serial No. 116,364.

(a. 101—23.)

" jt J9 -»rc

1. In a paper making machine, a plurality of drier

drums, a hard Iwcking roll located intermediate the drier

drums, a pressure roll adapted to bear with a heavy pres-

sure against said backing roll, a fabric covering over the

pressure roll, said covering comprising two independent
pieces of fabric, each covering a portion of the roll.

2. In a paper making machine, a plurality of drier

drums, a hard backing roll located intermediate the drier

drums, a pressure roll adapted to bear against the back-

ing roll, said pressure roll comprising an incomplete roll

and a section adapted to complete the same, each covered
with an impression producing fabric.

3. In a paper making machine, a plurality of drier

drums, a pressure roll comprising a roll having a de-

pressed portion longitudinally thereof, cleats at the base
of said depressed portion to engage and clamp fabric,

a sector for filling said depressed portion, means to cover

the outer side of said sector with fabric, substantially

as described.

4. In apparatus of the class described, a pressure roll

having a depressed portion longitudinally arranged there-

in and a sector for filling said depressed portion, the

underside of said sector being cut away along a portion
of its length, securing devices passing through the un-
cut away portion of the sector into the roll to secure the
sector thereto.

6. In apparatus of the class described, a pressure roll

having a depressed portion longitudinally arranged there-

in and a sector for filling said depressed portion, the
underside of said sector being cut away along a portion
of Its length, securing devices passing through the tin-

cnt away portion of the sector into the roll to secure the
sector thereto, and abutting devices extending into the
space between the cut away portion of the sector and the
roll to take the pressure of the roll.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,872. PROCESS FOR RENDERING ALKALI PER-
CARBONATES STABLE. Alois Schaidhauf, Frank-
fort-on-tbe-Main, Germany, assignor to Roessler k Haa*-
lacher Chemical Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpo^-
tlon of New York. Filed Jan, 16, 1917. Serial No.
142,719. (CI. 23—13.)

1. The method of rendering alkali-percarbonates stable,

consisting in incorporating stabilizing agents with th«
alkali percarbonates during the process of manufactur-
ing said alkali percarbonates.

3. A process of Imparting storage stability to alkali

percarbonates, consisting In incorporating with the alkali
percarbonates stabilizing agents capable of rendering
solid percarbonates stable, and adding further 8tabllix-

Ing agents capable of rendering solutions of percart>onat«i'
stable.

4. A process of Imparting storage stability to alkali
percarbonates, consisting in incorporating with the alkali
percarbonate stabilizing agents containing silicic acid com-
bined as a silicate.

12. A process of imparting storage stability to alkali
percarbonates, consisting in adding to the alkali percar-
bonates stabilizing agents containing silicic acid combined
as a silicate and gum-arabic.

13. An alkall-percarbonate, containing glllclc acid com-
bined as a silicate as a stabilizing agent.

[Claims 2, 6 to 11, and 14 to 19 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1,226,873. FERTILIZEH - DISTRIBUTER. Jamh A.
Sharp, Springfield, Ohio, assignor to International
Harvester Company of New Jersey, a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Oct. 24, 1913. Serial No. 797,044.
(CI. 111—40.)

1. In a fertilizer distributer, an apron, variable speed
driving mechanism therefor including a movable member,
means for shifting said movable member, reverse-driving

mechanism for said apron, means for shifting said re-

verse-driving mechanism in and out of opera.tlve position,

a single operating lever for both of said shifting means,
and positive means including a slotted cam control mech-
anism and in addition a movable locking memt>er for pre-
venting movement of said reverse-gear shifting means
when operating said variable speed gear shifting means.

2. In a fertilizer distributer, an apron, variable speed
driving mechanism therefor including a movable member,
shifting mechanism for said movable member, reverse-
driving mechanism for said apron, means for shifting

said reverse-driving mechanism in and out of operative
relation, an operating lever, a bar connected to said op-
erating lever and to both of said shifting means, and a
cam-shaped guiding meml>er for said bar and an addi-
tional safety member whereby the variable speed shifting

means may l>e operated without imparting movement to
said reverse shifting means.
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3. In a fertilizer distributer, an apron, variable speed
driving meolianlgm therefor including a movable member,
means for shifting said movable member, means for shift-

ing said variable si)eed driving mechanism out of oper-
ative relation with the apron, reverse-driving me^^hanism
for said apron, including a movable clutch member, shift-

ing means for controlling said movable clutch member,
and means including two separate control members, at

least one of which is controlled by the position of aald

driving-gear shifting means for positively preventing
movement of said reverse driving clutch member while
said variable speed member Is being moved.

4. In a fertilizer distributer, an apron, variable speed
driving mechanism therefor Including a movable member,
means for shifting said movable member, a rock shaft for

moving said driving mechanism out of operative relation

with .said apron, reverse driving mechanism for said
apron, a lever for shifting said reverse driving mechanism
out of operative relation with said apron, an operating
lever, a link connected to said lever and to the reverse-

gear shifting lever, shifting means for said movable driv-

ing memt>er connected to said operating lever, a cam-
shaped guiding member for said connecting link and le-

ver whereby the movable drivinR member may be shifted

without Imparting movement to the shifting mechanism
for said reverse mechanism, and additional means to pre-

vent movement of the shifting mechanism for said re-

verse mechanism under certain conditions.

5. In a fertilizer distributer, an apron, forwardly-drlr-
ing mechanism therefor, shifting means for said driving
mechanism, a rock sha.ft for operating said shifting means,
reverse-driving mechanism for said apron, a horizontal
lever for shifting said reverse-driving mechanism in and
out of operative relation, and a lug on said rock shaft
adapted to engage said lever for preventing operation of
said reverse driving mechanism when the forwardly-drlv-
Ing mechanism Is In operative position.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oaiette.l

1,225,874. ENGINE. Chakl«s W. 8hartlb. Middle-
town. Ohio. Filed Aug. 5. 1916. Serial No. 113,214.
(CT. 92—27.)

1. In a Jordan engine, the combination, with an outer
easing and an inner lining, of longitudinal strips or 'lag-

ging Interposed between the ad.1acent walls of the casing
and lining and actins to bind the two structures together.

[Claims 2 to 8 not printed in the Oarette.]

1,225.875. AUTOM.4TIC TABLE CONTROL FOR FAB-
RIC PILING MACHINES. Harry A. Shiblds. Grand
Rapids. Mich. Filed Apr. 28, 1916. Serial No. 94.142.

(CT. 270—30.)

1. In a device of the character described, a supporting
frame, a cloth piling machine mounted to move hack and
forth over the frame, a table located below the machine
on to which the cloth Is delivered, said table being mount-
ed for vertical movements with respect to the frame, and
means carried by the frame nm\ ninchlne nnd operated by

the material piled in the tnble for iufomatically lower

ing the table with each reciprocation of the machine a
distance equal to the thickness of the material laid ou
the table from said machine.

2. In a device of the character deacrlbed, a frame, up-
per and lower shafts at each end of the frame, sprocket
wheels on the shafts, sprocket chains around the wbeelx.
a table supported by the chains, a cloth piling machine
mounted for movement back and forth over the frame
above the table, means normally at rest for turning said
shafts to lower the table, and means carried by the cloth

piling machine and operated by the material piled on the
table for connecting the shaft turning means with a source
of power to lower the table, .said means operating only as
long as the material on the table Is above a predetermlne<l
plane, substantially as described.

3. In a device of the character described, a supporting

frame, a table carried by the frame and mounted for

movements to different positions, a cloth piling machine

supported by the frame and movable back and forth length-

wise thereof, a drive shaft, mechanism interposed between

said shaft and the table supports for raising and lower-

ing the table when said mechanism Is driven by the shaft,

means mounted on the frame, operation of which will

connect said shaft with said mechanism, and means on

the cloth piling machine adapted to contact with the up-

per layer of cloth piled on the table, and moved thereby

when the cloth Is above a predetermine*! plane to engage

with and operate said first mentioned means causing the

lowering of the table so that said upper layer of cloth

is lowered to said predetermlneil plane.

4. In a device of the character described, a supporting
frame, npper and lower cross shafts at each end of the

frame, sprocket wheels at each end of said shafts, chains

around the wheels, a table connected to the chains and
supported In substantially horizontal position, a drive

shaft on the frame, a second shaft mounted on the frame,

a gear loose on said second shaft, a pinion on the drive

shaft engaging with and driving said gear, a clutch se-

cured to the second shaft adjacent the gear, gearing con-

nections between an upper cross shaft and the second

shaft, a bar mounted on the frame for up and down move-

ments, and means lnterpos«>d lietween the t>ar and clutch

for moving the clutch to engage with and turn with the

gear on downward movement of the bar.

5. In a device of the character described, a supporting
frame, opper and lower cross shafts at each end of the

frame, sprocket wheels at each end of said shafts, chains
around the wheels, a table connected to the chains and
supported in horizontal position, a drive shaft on the

frame, a seconci stiaft on the frame, a member loosely

mounted on the second shaft and driven continuously from
the drive shaft, a clutch element spllned on the second
shaft, gearing connections between the second shaft and
an upper cross shaft, a bar for moving the clutch element
Into engagement with said continuously rotating member,
bell crank levers mounted on the frame, a horizontal t>ar

carried by the levers, an arm on a lever engaging with the

bar for moving It to operate said clutch element on de-

pression of the horltontal bar. and means for normally

freeing the clutch element and holding the bnr to upper
position.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaaette.)
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1.225,876. SHEET METAL BARREL. Thouab SlLK,

Portsmouth, Ohio. Filed July 8. 1916. Serial No.

108,083. (CI. 220—1.)

1. A sheet-metal barrel comprising a body, a head hav-

ing a peripheral flange, said flange being seated within

an end of said body to form a chime of double thickness,

a wire ring embracing said chime, and a cblme-embrac-

Ing hoop having a part disposed in seated relation to the

inner tece of said chime and having another part l>ent to

conformably embrace and Interlock with said ring.

2. A sheet metal barrel comprising a body, a head hav-

ing a peripheral flange, said flange being seated within an

end of said body to form a chime of double thickness, said

chime being slightly bowed to form an annular channel, a

wire ring seated in said channel, and a hoop having a part

disposed In close fitting relation to the Inner face of said

chime and having another part bent to embrace and Inter-

lo<-k with said ring.

8. A sheet metal barrel comprising a body, a bead hav-

ing a peripheral flange, said flange being seated within an

end of said body to form a chime of doulUe thickness,

said chime being slightly bowed to form an annular chan-

nel, a wire ring seated In aald channel, and a hoop dis-

posed in inclosing relation to the chime and said wire

and interlocking with the latter.

4. A sheet-metal t>arrel comprising a body, a bend hav-

ing a peripheral flange, said flange being seated within an

I

end of said body to form a chime of double thickness, the
' parts of said chime having their edges welded together, a

ring embracing said chime, and a boop disposed in clamp

Ing relation to said chime and said ring, said hoop being

interlocked with said ring and exerting such a binding

force that a rlnraeatlng Indentation is formed in said

<hinB*.

5. A sheet-metal barrel comprising a body, a head hav-

ing a peripheral flange, said flange being seated within

an end of said body to form a chime of double thickness,

the parts of aald chime having their edges welded to-

gether, a ring eabraclng said chime, and a hoop disposed

In Incloslag relation to said chime and aald ring, said

ring being Intarlotked with said chime and said hoop be-

ing interlocked with said ring.

(Claim 6 not printed In tb« Gazette.]

1,225,878. METHOD OF PREPARING LEGUMES FOR
THE MANUFACTURE OF IK)UGH OR FLOUR FOR
BREAD AND BAKERS' WARES. Bbnbt Simoxb, Cas-

sel. Germany. Filed Sept. 22, 1916. Serial No. 52,131.

(CI. 9ft—10.)

1. The method of preparing legumes for the manufac-

ture of dough or flour for bread and bakers' wares, con-

sisting in subjecting said legumes to the action of steam

of less than 100° C. In order to preserve the diastase, sul>-

btantlally as described.

2. The method of preparing legumes for the manufac-

ture of dough or flour for bread and bakers' wares, con-

sisting In subjecting said legumes to the action of steam

of less than 100* C. In order to preserve the diastase, and
then drying and crushing said legumes, substantially as

descrit>ed.

1,226,879. ENGINE - STARTER. William E. Smpbb,
Roxboro, N. C. Piled June 30, 1916. Serial No.

10d,820. (Ci. 123—179.)

1 228.»rT. MBTHOD OF PREPARING TliBKRS FOB
MANrFAfTURB OF DOUGH OH FI/>UB KOR HBEAD
AND BAKERS' WARES. Bbnst Simons. CasBel. Ger

mmmj. Ftled Sept. 22. 1915. Serhil >io. 62.130. (CI.

99—19.)

1. The raetho<l of prepartng tubers for the laaanfactwre

of flowr for hrea«f and bakers' wnr-s. .oasisttng In sob-

JectlBg saltf tabers to the action of steam of less tbAB 100°

C. In order to preeerre tbe Aiaatase', sa»»Ktant;aJly as *e-

•crtbed.

2. The method of preparing tubers for the manufJwtwre

of fleur for brea<i and tmkers' waren. consUtlnp in subject

Ing said tubevs to the action ctt steam of less than 100*

C. in order to preserve tbe dlastose. and then drying and

cmslllng said tubera aahetantlally as d«i»er1b»icl.

3. The method of preparing tubers for the maa«factisre

of floor for bread and bakers' w«res. consl«<lBR in subject-

ing saM tubers to the action of a hot gas having a tcnv

peraMfe of less tbaa 100* C. in octVr to pro*ice steam

wltbtn said tut>ers. said steam then acting as an openlmg

or disintegrating medium.

2S8 O. O.—

M

1. The comMnatlon with a motor, a driving shaft con-

noeted to the motor, and a l>evel gear on said driving

shaft, of a cross shaft, a pair of gears slldably mounted on

said cross shaft and rotatable therewith, said gears being

positioned on opposite sides of the driving shaft, means

to move either of said gears into engagement with the

bevel gear for rotating the cross shaft In either direction,

crank portions In said cross shaft, fly wheels lonnected to

said shaft, pistons connected to the crank portions of said

cross shaft, cylinders in which said p'stons are reclpro-

catlngly mounted, said cylinders having ports, valves co-

operating with said ports, means to eccentrically attach

the valves to said fly wheels, casings surrounding said

valves, and means to convey propelling medium Into said

valve casings whereby tbe ptstoss will be operated and

the cross shaft rotated In one dlrectlo* for starting the

motor.
2. The comlitoatloa wtth a motor, a drivln« irhaft and a

beveled gear on said driving skaft. at a cross shaft having

crank portions, fly w fctaU at each end of the cross abaft,

pistons connected to saM crank pertiona, cyltiiders incas-

ing said pistons, saM c.t tUi*i 1 ri having inlet and exhaust

ports, valve casings on aai<l cyitBders, valves slldably

mounted In said <aaiBg adapted te control th^ admission

and exhaust of the poiwer asedlum In said cylinders, means

to eccentrically attach the valves to said fly wheels, a

tank for containing rbe propelling medium, menus to con-

nect the tank wUh said valve casings, a gear en the cross

shaft adapted to be nseved Into engagement with the bevel

gear for rotating the motor, a second gear ou said cross

shaft adapted to b« moved into engagement with said

bevel gear for reversing the rotation of the cross shaft

and causiag said pistons to store propelliDg me<llBra in

said task, aad means to slataltaneooaly move one o€ said
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gears on the crost shaft Into engagement with the berel
gear and the other gear of the cross shaft out of engage-
mPDt with the bevel gear.

1.225.880. FILLER FOR TIRE CASINOS. Theodobi A.

SPBAOCI. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. SerUl
No. 93,709. (Cl. 152—6.)

1

1

1. A resilient filler for cushion tire casings consisting
of a body having a central continuous annular support-
ing portion extending clrcumferentlally of the rim and
providing a continuous support between the lim and the
tread portion of the tire casing, the Inner edge of said
body portion being clrcumferentlally grooved or channeled,
and the opposite sides of the central portion adjacent the
groove being shouldered to engage and retain the clencher
portions of the tire casing ; said central portion being also
provided on its opposite sides with laterally projecting
spaced partitions adapted to distend and support the sides
of the casing.

2. A filler for cushion tire casings cons'stlng of a body
formed of elastic material having a central continuous an-
nular supporting portion extending clrcumferentlally of
the rim and providing a continuous support between the
rlni and the tread portion of the tire casing, said central
portion being provided on opposite sides with laterally
projecting spaced partitions adapted to distend and sup-
port the sides of the casing ; the outermost portion of the
core being of softer material than the major portion there-
of ; the Inner edge of said body portion being clrcumferen-
tlally grooved or channeled and the aides of the body por-
tion adjacent the groove being shouldered to engage and
retain the clencher portions of the tire casing ; with a
clencher casing adapted to surround the core, substan-
tially as described.

1,225.881, TRANSMISSION-GEARING.
Stanek, Renwlck, Iowa. Filed Jan. 27,
No. 74.G5ti. (Cl. 74—58.)

WiLLUM G.

1916, SerUl

"
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5. A boiler feed water rejculator comprlHlnK a pressure

fluid operated feed watf-r valy, piping connecte*! thereto

for sapplylag pressure fluid to the valve, a Bormally open

valve for said pipint;, a float cluinit>er having upper aad

lower porta for coBoeetlon with a boiler above aad helow

the water level, a cylln<ler connected to the upper por-

tion of Bald chamber to receive preswure fluid therefrom, a

piston within the cylinder for seating the second men-

tioned valve when preaaurc fluid is admitted to tlie cylin-

der, a float within said chaiiifier. and a valve operated by

said float and noratally shutting off the flow of pressure

fluid from the chamt)er to the cylinder, the last mentioned

valve being unseattvl when the float lowers.

[Claims e to • not prtated in the Gasettc.]

1,226.886. LEAF BINDER. FuAxcia J. fcmoaBL, Chicago.

111., assignor to F. J. Strobel A Co., a Coriwratlon of

Delaware. Filed Aa*. 28. 1913. Serial No. 47,721.

(a. 12»—19.)

1. An article of manofactnre comprising a binding atrtp.

a plurality of adheslre Ubs hlr^wl thereto along one edje

and normally folded over onto said strip, and a Cap hinged

along the other edge of said strip and folded over onto

said tabs.

2. An article of manufacture comprising a binding strip,

a plurality of adhesive tabs attached along the edge there-

of, and perforations exten<ilng rransversely across said

strip in allnement with the spacv between said tabs.

8. .4n article of manufacture comprising a binding strip,

a plurality of adhesive tabs attnche<l along one (d-^e there-

of, there being perforations extending transversely of said

strip in allnement with the spaces between said tabs, and

a flap having a perforated connection to the other e«lfe

of said strip.

4. An article of manufacture comprising a binding strip.

a plurality of adhesive tabs Integrally hlngeil thereto, said

tabs being integrally attached rne to another at points

distant from their connection to said strip, and parallel

perforations extending transversely across said strip in

allnement with the space between said tabs.

5. An article of mannlacture. comprising a binding strip,

a plurality of adhesive tabs attached along the edge there-

of and normally folde<l over onto aald strip, and a flap

having a perforatetl hinj;e connection to the other edge

of said strip and foldable over onto said talis.

[Claims 8 and 7 not printed in the Oazette.T

4. A device of the class described, comprialng an expan-

ton notcr, an electric circuit including means for heat

log and thereby causing the operation of said motor, a

pair of springs of unequal strength for resisting the opera-

1.225,8ST. VALVE-OPERATI>f ; MBCHAJ«ISM. John
• H. Swan, Chicago, III., assignor to KlipfeT Maanfnitar

lag Company. CHIcago. IIL. a Corporation of Illioois.

Ftletl Joly 22. 1915. Serial Mo. 41.812. (CI. 286—4.)

1. .V device of rbe cl»u»s desKTlb«d. rowipri-^latf a valve, a

spring normally urging said valve to one p«>sttl«n. a fluid

pressure motor for shifting said vahre to aiMHher posi-

tion, an electric heater for hejittng the fluid In said motor,

a switch for controlling said heater, a »ec< nd -spring of

greater strength than the flrst mentlone«l ><prlng for nor

mally urging said swtti h to a closed yMlttoa. said fltild

pressure motor being arranged to actmte s«l4 swtteh to

an open position after said valve has been shifted to said

oth^r position.

tlon of said motor, and separate devices connected to aald

springs for the purpose of being operated In aucceaslon by

aaio motor.

[Clatma 2 and S not printed In the Gaaettc.]

1,228,888. AUTOMATIC CONTROIXER. Ftx>td T. TaT-

L<M, BoHton, Mass. Filed Mar. 22, 1911. Serial N*.

61«,20e. {CI. 161—15.)

1. In combination, a power responsive device, a plurality

of controller Inatrumentalitlea therefor, each of aald Instro-

mentalltles being movable lutlependcatly of th« other to a

predetermined position whereby said device la rendered

ineffective and means necessitating movement of certain

of said Instrumentalities into said predetermined position

prior to movement of the other out of said predetermined

position.

2. In combination, a power responsive device, a plurality

of controlling Instrumentalities therefor, any one of said

instrumentalities being operable at will Independently of

the remainder to Interrupt the supply of power to said

device, and an interlock necessitating the operation of

lH>th the said Instrumentalities to renew the supply of

power to said ilevlce.

3. In combination, a power responsive device, a plurality

of controlling Instrumentalities therefor, any one of said

Instrumentalities being operable at will Independently of

the remainder to Interrupt the supply of power to said

device, and an interlock neewssltating the oi>eratIon of

both the said instrumentalities to renew the supply of

power to said device after Interruption of the supply of

i power hf a rertnln one of said devices.
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^ 4. In combtaatiaa. a power responsive device, two eon-

trolling InstruDientaHties therefor, either being operable

independently of the other to Interrupt the supply of power
to said device, and an interlock necessitating the opera
tlon of both of said instrumentalities to renew the supply
of power to said device after Interruption thereof by a

certain one of said instrumentalities, the other of said In

atrnmentallties when operated to Interrupt thf supply of
power to said device being operable to renew the supply
of power without further operation of the first mentioned
instrumentality.

B. In combination, a power rettponslve device, a plurality
of controlling instrumentalities therefor, any one of said

instrumentalities being operable at will to interrupt the

supply of power to said device, and one of the same being

operable at will to renew the supply of power to said

^lerlce, while the other of said instrumentalities remains
In a predetermined position, and an Interlock between said

instrumentalities necessitating movement of said first men-
tioned Instrumentality to a position to interrupt the sup-

ply of power to said device prior to movement of said other
Inatrumentality to said predetermined position.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.889 APPAR.XTUK FOE •COOLING W.\TBK AND
OTHER LIQUIDS. Cabl C. Thoma«. Baltimore, Md.
PUed fiept. 14, 1916. Serial No. 50,997. (CI.

261—a08.)

1. Water cooliixg apparatus comprising spray producing

meana and a plurality of Inclined water film supporting

meana lacated one above another and arranged around
Buch spray means and ailspted to rec«-ive the sj>rh> there-

from and to p<'rmtt the flow of water from such spray

downward over them la the form of thin films, vrtierehy

through transfer of beat t»etween su<-b water films and
the air between said Inclined film -supporting measf air is

caused to flow along and In contact with such films.

2. Water cooling apparatus comprising spray producing

meana and a plurality of Inclined water-fllm supporting

meana located one above another and arranged around

such spray means and adapted to receive the spray there-

from and to permit the flow of water downward In the

form of thin films, the space between the said film-

supporting means being greater near the center than near

the sides of the apparatus.

3. Water cooling apparatus comprising spray producing
meana and a plurality of Inclined water-film supporting

meana located one at>ove another and arranged around
such spray meana and adapted to receive the spray there-

from and to permit the flow of water from such spray

downward over them in the form of thin films, whereby
through transfer of heat between such water films and
the air between said inclined fllm-supportlng means air

Is caused to flow along and in contact with such films,

Mid water film-supporting means having approximately
the form of truncated conical surfaces.

4. Water cooling appnratus. comprising spray produc-
ing means, and an open - center water - film - supporting
means surroundlDg such spray producing means and
adapted to receive the spray therefrom and having ap
proximately the form of a truncated conical surface,

whereliy through transfer of heat between the water film

•n such surface and the air above, such air is caused to

flow over the water Him.

i. Water cooling apparatus comprising spr.Tv jirodnc-

tng means and a plurality of inclined water-film support-
Ing mean»i located one above another and arrangtd around
such spray means and adapted to receive the .<ipray there-
from and to permit the flow of water downward In the
form of thin films, and a screen of wide mesh located at
the entrance, near such spray producing meana. to the
spaces between said water film supporting means.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasett*- J

1,225.890. FUSE-PLUO. Hckbt vok Phcl THouAa.
Kirkwood. Mo., assignor to Klllark Electric Mannfat^
turing Company, St. Louis. Mo., a Corporation of M*a-
souri. Filed May 15, 1916. fierial No. 97,682. (01.
175—277.)

1. A fuse plug or the like including a combined socket-

engaging and window-retaining member.
2. A fuse plug or the like Including an Insulation-mem-

ber, an insulation-window, and a metallic-member fixed

upon the insulation member and Including a window-re-

taining portion, the metaljic-member adapting the plug

for engagement with a socket and its said window retain-

ing portion engaging upon said window to retain the

same in operative position upon the lnsulatlon-meml)er.

R. A fuse plug or the like Including a chambered insu-

lation member, an Insulation-window fitting flatwise niKni

the insulation-member and provifling a closure for its said

chamber, and a metallic member fixed upon the insulation-

member, said metallic-member having a portion adapting
the plug for engagement with a socket and a portion en-

gaging upon the window to retain the same in operative

position upon the Insulation member.
4. A fuse plug or the like Including a cylindrical cham-

bered insulation-member, an insulatlon-dlsk fitting flat-

wise upon the insulation member and providing a closure

for its said chamber, and a metallic member fixed upon
the inBulatlon-meml>er, said nietalllc-member liavlng a
partly threaded portion adapting the plug for engage-
ment with a threaded socket and a portion engaging upon
said disk to retain the same in operative position upon
the insulation-member.

6. A fuse plug or the like including a cylindrical cham-
bered insulation-member, an insulatlon-dlsk fitting fiat-

wise upon the lnsuIatlon-meml>er and providing a closure

for Its said chamber, and a partly threaded metallic-

member fitting upon, and engaging at opposite ends with,

the Insulation member, the metallic-member adapting the

plug for engagement with a threaded socket and retain-

Ing said disk in operative position upon the insulation-

member.
[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gasette.)

1,226,«B1. OIL-WELL DRn.LING APPARATUS. JaMH
V. TBOMPflON. Hpencer. W. Va., assignor of one-fonrth

to Chester A. Crlslip and one-half to John D. Rnaa,
Spencer. W. Va. Filed Mar. 80. 1916. Serial No.
87.706. (CI. 266—13.)

1. In a rocking-arm impact-rig for oil m-ell drilling ap-
paratus, a driving-sluk ft, a crank fixed near one end and
centrally of the width thereof to said shaft and provided.
Intermediate its ends, near the longitudinal edges of said

crank, with openings, a removable trlpplng-pln projecting
ttiTough one of said openings, said crank being plvotally
coimected. at the other end thereof, with one end of a
movable crank, said movable crank being provided with a
plurality of longitudinally-extending holes extending from
the end thereof opposite the pivotal end, a wrist-pin
passing through one of said openings in the movable
crank, and a link pivoted on said wrist-pin.
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2. In a rocklng-arm Impact-rlg for oil-well drilling ap-

paratus, a driving-shaft, a crank fixed near one end and
centrally of the width thereof to said shaft and provided,

intermedtate Ita ends, near the longitudinal edges of said

crank, with openings, a removable tripplng-pln projecting

through oii>' of said openings, said crank being pivotally

connected, at the other end thereof, with one end of a
movable crauk, said movable crank being provided. In

one face, with a longitudinally-extending pocket and
with a pluralit> of longitudinally-extending holes regis-

tering with said pocket and extending from the end of

the movable crank opposite the pivotal end thereof, a
wrlrt-pln paaaing through one of said openings In the

moMible crank and provided with a threaded end, a nut
screwed on said threaded end and resting in said pocket,

and a link pivoted on said wrist-pin.

3. In a rocklng-arm impact-rig for oil-well drilling ap-

paratus, a driving shaft, a crank fixed near one end there-

of to said shaft and provided with a movably-positloned

trip-pin, a movable crank pivotally connected at one end

thereof with the otherwise free end of said fixed crank,

and a link pivotally connected to the movable crank and
to the walking-beam, said movable crank being provided

with means, cooperating with said link, for changing the

length of drop of said walking beam.

1^26,892. BALlr-COCK. Patbick JoaiPH TmOT, Brla-

tol. Conn. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. SerUl No. 03,388.

(CI. 187—104.)

A ball cock including a body having a passage extend-

ing therethrough and with a rounded end inclnding a
valve seat, a cap secured to the body and providing a
valve chamber between its outer end and the body and
having porta through its side wall, a plunger mounted In

said chamber and having a threaded stud at its inner

«nd, and a valve having an opening partially through it

to receive said threaded stud, said valve being rounded
to provide a space betwet-n it and the valve body gradu-

ally increasing in length outwardly, said valve fitting in

said valve seat when In the closed position.

1,225,893. APPARATUS FOR MANUFACTUKINO ARTI-
FICIAL ICK. G»OHG« T. Tra.vBB, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed July 16. 1916. Serial No. 40,210. (CI. 62—160.)

1. The herein described method of manufacturing Ice

artificially which consists in Introducing to molds posi-

tioned with respect to a freezing agent, raw water of pre-

determined constant static head in a continuous cycle to

promote an agitation thereof in said molds during the

freezing process, the water being maintained at a lerel

higher than the level of the freezing agent line.

2. In apparatus for the artlcflcial manufacture of ic«,

a source of water supply maintained at a constant leva!

at a given pressure, a tank containing a freezing agent,
molds positioned therein, means for feeding water under
force of gravity to said molds, and means for returning
at least a portion of said water to the source of supply,
said supply and return cemprlsing s continuous cycle of
water for creating an agitation within said molds daring
the freezing process, the water being maintained at a
level higher than the level of the freezing agent line.

8. Apparatus of the character stated embracing a tank
containing brine, a mold located therein, means for intro-

ducing to said mold raw water of predetermined static
head In a continuous cycle, the water bein({ maintained
at a level higher than the brine line and means for main-
taining constant said static head.

4. .\pparatus of the character stated embracing a tank
containing brine, a mold contained therein, a source of
raw water supply of predetermined static head located
above said receptacle, piped connections for establishing
communi<^tion through gravity between said source of
supply and said mold, the water being maintained at a
level higher than the brine line, means for returning over-
flow water from said mold to said source of ttupply and
means for maintaining constant said static head.

5. Apparatus of the character stated embracing a cov-
ered tank containing brine, a aeries of molds located there-
in, a source of raw water supply of predetermined static
head, means for maintaining said static head constant,
and piped connections for establUhing a continuous cycle
of water between the molds and said source of supply, the
major portion of said piped connections being contained
within said tank above the brine line thereof.

1,226.894. WHEELED TOY. JOHw C. TuBwaa, Dayton,
Ohio. Filed Nov. 26, 1916. SerUl Na 138.801. (CI.
46—48.)

1. In a toy having two parts adapted to be connected

one to tt^fi other, a connecting device comprising upright
flanges extending inwardly from the opposed edges of

one part of said toy near one end thereof and having their

inner edges spaced apart, a plate secured to and projecting

beyond the adjacent end of the other part of said toy,

said plate l>elng of a width greater than the distance be-

tween said flanges and having notches In the lateral edges
thereof to receive the respective flanges.

2. A toy comprising two parts adapted to t>e connected
one to the other and having overlapping portions, one of
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said portions having openings near the respective lateral

e<lges thereof, and the other portion having urrlght mem-
bers rigidly secured thereto and spaced apart to enter the

respective openings in the first mentioned portion, said

upright members extending some distance above said over-

lapping portions when the two parts of said toy are in

their connected positions.

8. A wheeled toy comprising two parts, one of said

parts comprising a body portion formed of sheet metal and

having Integral Inturned flanges at one end thereof, said

flanges being spaced apart, the other part of said toy hav-

ing a bottom plate of sheet metal, said pUto extending

beyond that end of the last mentioned part of said toy ad-

jacent to the flanged end of the first mentioned part there-

of, a projecting part of said plate be'.ng of a width greater

than the distance between the Inner edges of said flanges

and having notches in the lateral edges thereof to receive

the edges of said flanges and establish a separable connec-

tion between the two parts of said toy, said flanges being

unobstructed at their inner and upper edges to permit said

notched plate to be placed in interlocking engagement

therewith.

4. In a toy having two parts adapted to be connected

one to the other, a connecting device comprising members

carried by the respective parts of said toy an.l adapted to

be placed in !nterlocking relation to connect together the

two parts of said toy. said Interlocking parts having rela-

tive movement to permit one part of said toy to move

aboot a horizontal axis relatively to the other part there-

of, and the two parts of said toy having opposed surfaces

arranged below said interlocking members to limit the

movement of said part of said toy about saltl horizontal

axis.

6. In a toy having two parts adapted to be connected

one to the other, a connecting device comprising upright

Biembers carried by one part of said toy near one end

thereof and spaced apart and a cooperating member car-

ried by the adjacent end of the other part of said toy,

projecting beyond said end thereof snd having openings

to receive the respective upright members, said openings

being of a width greater than the thickness of said up-

right members to permit the free movement of the latter

therein, the two parts of said toy also having cooperating

moans to limit their relative movement about the horizon-

tal axis of said connecting device.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.].

1,225,896. KADIATOR. Gsokgx W. Tcrnbt. Rome, N. Y.,

assignor to Rome-Turney Rad'ator Co., Rome, N. T., a

Corporation of New York. Original application flled

Dec. 6, 1915, Serial No. 66,266. Divided and this appli-

cation flled Mar. 21, 1916. Serial No. 85,647. (CI.

257—262.)

a frame positioned to slide along ^Id support, a pair of

driven shafts carried by said frame, operative orivlng con-

nections between said power shaft and said driven shafts

and irrespective of the position of said frame on aald sup-

port, and a foot treadle for establishing or Interrupting

said driving connections at the will of the operator.

.4. In a gearing of the class described, the combination

of a power shaft, a bevel gear slldable along said shaft, a
horizontal shaft driven by said bevel gear, a swinging ver-

tical shaft operable by said horizontal shaft, and revers-

ing mechanism Interposed between said horizontal shaft

and said vertical shaft, a pair of horizontal driven shafts

operatively connected with said vertical shaft, and a

frame whereon said driven shafts, said vertical shaft and
said horizontal shaft are carried.

7. The combination of a support, a power shaft carried

by said support and having a square i>ortlon, gear mecha-
nism mounted to slide along said power shaft and driven

thereby, a horizontal shaft driven by said gear mechanism,

reversing gears operatively connected with saUl horizontal

shaft, a frame mounted to slide along said support, driven

shafts carried on said frame, a vertical shaft movable
with said frame and operative to connect said horizontal

shaft with one of said driven shafts, and control means
movable with said frame for swinging said vertical shaft

through a short arc to change the geared relation between

the horizontal shaft and the vertical shaft in starting,

stopping or reversing the movement of said driven shafta.

[Claims 2, 8, 6, 6, and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. An Improvement in radiators comprising a tube, a

closed annular helix of resil'ent metallic ribbon colled

edgewise, each convolution having a recess In its inner

periphery, the convolutions of said ribbon being distended

long the tube, and a solder thread contained in said re

cesses and attaching said convolutions to said tube.

2. An Improvement In radiators comprising a tube, a

closed annular helix of resilient metallic ribbon colled

edgewise, each convolution having a recess in its Inner

periphery, said recesses being in allnement longitudinally

of the tube, the convolutions of said ribbon being dis-

tended along the tube, and a solder thread contained In

•aid recesses and attaching said convolutions to said tube.

1.225,896. WASHI.NG MACHINE GEARING. William
H. VosB, Davenport, Iowa. Filed June 28. 1913. Se

rtal No. 776. ."186. (CI. 74—60.)
1. In a gearing device, the combination of a support, a

power shaft mounted on said support lengthwise thereof.

1,225.897. LANDING DEVICE. LiwiB E. Watbbmah,
Rockford. 111., assignor to Emerson-Brantlngham Com-
pany, Rockford. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

July 10, 1916. Serial No. 108,469. (CI. 21—86.)

1. A landing device comprising a frame, a tongue con-

nected with the frame so as to swing laterally relatively

thereto, means for swinginx the tongue laterally and
holding It locked against such movement comprising a

pair of opposed foot levers movable about a common pivot

to effect said swinging movement, and means for locking

the foot levers In set position to lock the tongue against

said swinging movement, said foot levers and locking
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m<>anfl being arranged ao that the levers moat be Ter-

ticallj depressed to release them from locking position
and then swung backwardly and forwardiy In a hori-

zontal plan«> to irwing the tongue laterally.

2. A landing device comprising a frame, a draft ele-

m<»nt piTotAlly mounted thereon to swing laterally rela-

tively to the frame, a bracket fixed to the frame, an ele-

ment .plvotally mounted on said bracket on an upright
aria, a connection between said element and the draft
element so that the two will swing in unison, a pair of

foot levers plvotally mounted on said element on hori-

zontal axes and extending in opposite directions from the
pivot axis of said element, a ratchet connection between
each lever and the bracket arranged so that the levers
will be disengaged from the bracket upon being swung
downwardly upon their pivots, and spring means urging
the levers into enga^iement with the brackets, whereby
to swing the draft element the levers must be first de-

pressed to disengage from the ratchet faces and then
twang forwardly and rearwardly on the oprigbt azia of

aid element.

1,225.898. ROCK-DRILX,. Daniel Sh.iw WArOH. Den-
ver. Colo., assignor to The Denver Rock Drill Manu-
facturing Company. Denver, Colo., a Corporation of
DeUware. Filed Feb. 1», 1916. 8eria.l No. 9.477.

(CI. 121—10.)

•« -"^».-»

1. In apparatus of the character set forth, the com-
bination with a drill actuating: motor, of a drill rotating
motor, means for supplying motive flold to the drill ro-
uting motor, a distributing valve for aaid motive flnid,

and means controlled by the actuating motor for deliver-
ing a charge of motive fluid partly against the distribut-
ing valve and partly and aimultaneoualy to the motor to
move both.

2. In apparatUB of the character aet fortn, the com
blnatlon with a drill actuating motor inclnding a cylin-
der member and a piston operating therein, of a drill ro-
tating motor, means for supplying motive flnld to the
rotating motor, a distributing valve controlling said
supply, and a passageway for delivering fluid against the
piston and valve to move them, said passageway being
controlled bf the actuating motor piston on its move-
ment

3. In apparatus of the character set forth, the com-
bination with a drill actuating motor including a cylinder
member a^d a piston operating therein, of a drill rotating
motor, means for supplying motive fluid to the rotating
motor Independently of that supplied to the drill actuat-
ing motor piston, a distributing valve controlling said
upply. and a passageway for delivering fluid against
the actuating piston and valve to move both, said passage-
way being controlled by the actuating motor piston on
its movement.

4. In apparatus of the character set forth, the com-
bination with a drill actuating motor, of a drill rotating
motor, means for delivering motive fluid to the latter, a
differential distributing valve for the motive fluid de-
livered to the rotating motor, said valve having a pres-
sure surface operated on by said motive fluid, to move
the valve in one direction and having an opposed pres-
sure surface, and means controlled by the actuating motor
for Independently delivering a charge of motive fluid

partly to said motor to operate it and partly and slmal-
taneoasly against said opposite pressure surface.

5. In apparatus of the character set forth, the com-
bination with a drill actuating motor, of a drill rotating
motor, means for ddiverlag motive fluid to the latter. In-

dading a distributing valve chamber, spaced passages
IcAding t^^efrom to the rotatlag motor, and a supply

passage leading to the intermediate portion of the cham-
ber, a differential distributing valve In said chamber
having a pressure surface against which the supply con-
stantly operates and an opposing; eml surface of greater
area, and means controlled by the actuating motor for

delivering motive fluid intermittently against said end
surface, to move said valve against said constant prea-
ure.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Uazette.]

1,225.899. HINGE CONTRIVANCE. Max Wsbm. Cl»-ve-

laAd, Ohio. FUed Oct 7. 1915. Serial No. 54,519.
(a. i«—laa.)

1. A hinge eontrlvanoe comprlalng in comMaatioa with
a door and casing, a pair of brackets secured to the cas-

ing and having vertically alined projecting portions, the
latter formed with openings oat of vertical alinement
spaced different distances from the casing, to form b«>ar-

tngs. and a pair of arms of different length secured equal
dlatances from the attached edge of the door and spaced
apart the same distance as said brackets, the ends of

said arms formed with studs adapted to have universal
movement In said bearings respectively.

2. A binge contrivance comprising two pairs of co-

operating members, one of said meml)ers of one pair be-

lag provided with a socket and an arcuate rib there-

about, the other pair of said members each Including
a hollow L shaped part, one extension of each of said
parts adapted looaely to pivot in said sockets raapsrtlvely,

and stiffening bars fitted within the otht^r extension of

said part.s. one of said last meDttoned extenstons adapted
to ride upon said rib, one of the roeml>er8 of oae i^>-

operating pair t)elng furthermore longer than the coire-

spondlng member of the other pair sach that the pivot
centers are alined at an angle to the perpend Iralar.

1,225,900. SOLE-SPLITTING MACHTNE. Evwin A.
Wbbstbr, Plalstow, N. H., assignor to United Shoe
Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Sept. 7, 1915. Serial No. 49,205.

(01. eM>—12.)

1. A sole-splitting machine having a splitting knife and
a sole supporting beil. means to reciprocate said knife
and bed relatively, a preaser gage for holding the ik>I»

against the bed in proximity to the knife edge, and
means permitting said gage to move out of effective press-
ing engagement with the sole on the return OMrement of
the re«lprocatlag part.

2. A soie-splittiag machine kavlnt a splitting knife
and a sole supporting bed. means to reciprocate said
knife and bed relatively, a preeser gage, means for caus-
ing said gage to press the sole firmly against t^ bed In
proximity to the knife edge daring the forward move-
ment, and means permitting the sole-engaging portion
•f said cage to move away from the bed and the knlfa
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edge on the return movement of the reciprocating part,

whereby the pressure of the gage upon the sole is

greater during the forward movement than during the

return movement
8. A sole-splitting machine having a splitting knife

and a sole-sapportlng bed. means to reciprocate said

knife and bed relatively, a presser gage having a sole-en-

gaging face normally extending into proximity to the

knife edge and terminating abruptly at that point, and

means permitting movement of said gage to carry its

sole-engaging face away from the knife-edge and the

surface of the b.^. at the beginning of the return move-

Bscnt of the reciprocating part.

. «. A sole-spllttlag maehlne having a splitting knife

and a sole-supporting bed, means to reciprocate said

knife and bed relatively, a presser-gage mounted above the

bed to swing about an axis approximately parallel to

the knlfe-<'dge, and having a curved face arranged to

engage the sole in proximity to the knife edge, and re-

cessed over the edge portion of the knife to terminate

said face abruptly, and a stop for limiting the swinging

movement of said gage toward the knife.

. 5. A sole-splitting machine having a splitting knife

and a sole-supporting bed. means to reciprocate said

knife and bed relatively, a pr»>s»(r-gage mounted above

the bed to swing about an axU approximately paralleJ to

the knife-edge, and having a curved face arranged to en-

gage the sole In proximity to the knife edge, and re-

cessed over the edge portion of the knife to terminate

aaid face abruptly, a stop for limiting the swinging

movement of the gage toward the knife, and means to

hold said gage yieldingly in engagement with said stop.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,901. HIGH TENSION SWITCH. BBifST WmtsB-

BIKO, Cassel, Germany. Flle<l June 10, 1914. Serial

No. 844,234. (CI. 175—308.)

1. A high tension switch mechanism, comprising a gas

tight chamber, a switch therein, a second gas tight cham-

ber in axUl aJloeroent with the first said chamber, a

plunger extending Into t>oth said chambers and supporting

the movable part of said switch, and controllable means

for carrying a pressure medium to and away from the

opposite faces of said plunger, for the purpose of alter-

nately opening and closing It, said pressure medium being

also adapted to extinguish the arc set up on operation of

the switch.

2. In a high tension switch mechanism, in combination,

a gas tight switch box. a switch or switches therein, a

pressure chamber in axial alinement with said box, a

plunger operably extending Into said box and said cham

ber. said switch adapted to be operated by said plunger,

a tank containing a gaseous pressure medium, conduits

cooaecting aaid tank with said switch box and said

pressure chamber, means for controlling respectively the

sdiaiasirin and emission of the pressure median to and

from said switch box and said pressure chamber, said

pressure medium being adapted to operate said plonger

and to also extinguish the switch arc, and aaid con-

trolling means being secured to, and operated with, the

said plunger.

1,226,902. PRESSURE - CONTROLLING MECHANISM
FOR AUTOMATIC MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. Ed-

win Welte. Freiburg. Germany. Filed May 25. 1914

Serial No. 840,911. <C1. 84—168.)

1 In combination, striker pneumatics, a main source

of power for actuating said striker pneumatics, a r«!ga-

lator comprising a movable member having a port pro-

vided with a valve, for controlling communication be-

tween the main sourc of power and the striker pneu-

matics, the said valve being arranged to move bodily with

said movable member, and a pneumatic device coanected

to saw valve and arranged when actuated to impart a

movement to the valve relatively to the movable member.

2. In combination, striker pneumatics, a main source

of power, a regulator having a movable member provided

with a port communicating with the main aonroe o«

power, a valve controlling said port, said valve being

arranged to move with and to have movement relatively

to the movable member and pneumatically actuated

devices mounted for movement with and movable inde-

pendently of the movement of the regulator and connec-

tions between said devices and the valve for varying the

position of the valve of said regulator whereby any pres-

sure may automaHcally be maintained by the regulator.

3. A regulating device for musical instrument*' com-

prising a movable regulating memtver having a wind pas-

sage, a main source of power communicating therewith,

a valve moving with said movable regulator and con-

trolling said wind passage, pneumatically actuated means

connected with said valve and including automatic pneti-

matlc controlling mechanism arranged to cause the said

means to move with or have a movement relative to tha

movable regulating member.

4. In combination, a source of power, a regulator com-

prising a movable member having an air passage com-

municating with said source of power, a valve carried

thereby and having a bodily movement corresponding to

the movements of the regulator pneumatic devices com-

municating with the main source of power by which said

pneumatic devices are controlled, connections between

said devices and the valve of the regulator arranged to

move simultaneously therewith or to have a movement

relatively thereto whereby the regulator will assume

different positions with reference to the controlling valve

and determine the action o; the main source of power with

reference to the regulator.

5. In combination, striker pneumatics, a main source

of power for actuating the same, a regulator commani-

catlng with said main source of power and the strikw

pneumstlcs. a valve for said regulator mounted to be

controlled by the movements of the regulator, a pneumatic

device comniunl<atlng with said regulator through its

valve and automatically controlled devices for simulta-

neously admitting atmospheric air to the regulator and

to the pneumatic controlling device.

LClainut « to 6 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1,225,903. DISPLAY-RACK. Edwahd B. Wiston, Day-

ton. Ohio. Filed Apr. 7, 1915. Serial No. 19.784. (CI.

211—24.)

1. In a display rack, two pairs of side standards, sheets

connecting and holding spaced apart the side standards

of each pair, Intermediate Unking means to which the

pairs of standards are Independently secured adapted to

permit the standards to swing In substantially a half

drcle thereon, and a frame rigidly secured to the Inter-

mediate linking means, whereby the side standards may
be folded down to bold the frame upright, or folded up to

inclose the frame between the standards.

2. In a display rack, two pairs of side standards, sheets

connecting and holding spaced apart the side standards

of each pair, intermediate Unking means to which the

pairs of standards are Independently secured adapted to

permit the standards to swing in substantially a half

circle thereon, and a frame rigidly secured to the inter-

mediate linking means, whereby the side standards may
be folded down to hold the frame upright, or folded up
to Inclose the frame between the standards, said side

itandards having spacer members comprising shelves be-

tween the pairs, and means for removably securing said

•pacer shelves t» the nide standards of o»e pair.

1,225,904. HARROW. Chablcs E. Whit«, Mollne. lU..

assignor to Deere & Mansur Company, a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Feb. 4. 1909. Serial No. 476,068. Re-
newed Sept. 30, 1916. Serial No. 123,194. (CI. 56—81.)

1. In a disk harrow, the combination of a draft frame,

two oppositely arranged gang frames having their Inner

end parts vlbratable vertically and horizontally and in

dependently movable longitudinally, means for preventing

the inner end of either gang from rising above horizontal

lines predetermined relatively to the other gang, draft

connections with the draft frame permitting all of the

aid movements of the disk gangs, and abutting devices

for the inner ends of the gang frames adapted to con-

stantly Intcr-engage, each abutting device being a widely

extended flattened boss having a convex operative sur-

face which at its edge fits closely to the convex sarface

of the innermost disk of a gang the central part l>eing

relatively flattened and the peripheral part being described

with a radius approximating but slightly less than the

radios of the convexity of the disk whereby the abutment
bosses are relatively thin at the axial lines but are rela-

tively wide in vertical planes and. are adapted to abut

Constantly against each other Independently of the disks

irrespective of the angle of the gangs to permit each
other to twdlly slip radially while they are abutting.

2. In an Implement of the class set forth, the combina-
tion of the draft frame, the gang frames plvotally con-

nected to the draft frame, the curved draft bars each
having a relatively downward curved rear end portion

and connected at its rear end to the inner end of one of the

gang framea, the hand levers plvotally mounted on the

draft frames and connected to the forward ends of the

aid draft bars, and the vertically adjustable contact

plate mounted on the draft frame al>ove the draft bar«

and adapted to limit upward movement of said bars, the
curvature of the draft bars being such that the limit of

the upward movement of the Inner ends of the gangs re-

mains constant for all positions of the draft bars when
they are adjasted backward and forward.

3. The combination of the axle, the spaced disks there-

on, the upright bars or standards carried by the axle

and disks, and the rectangular frame secured to the stand-

ards above the disks, said frame comprising front and
rear bars arranged longitudinally of the disk axis, and
transverse bars connecting the longitudinal bars, the up-
right bars being disposed In the angles formed by the

longitudinal and transverse bars and being bolted to the

latter.

4. The combination of a series of disks and Interposed

spacing spools, means for securing the disks and spools

together on a common axis, the bearing boxes mounted
on the spacing spools, the upright bars or standards
rigidly secured to the bearing boxes, and the rectangular
frame secured to the standards above the disks, said

frame comprising front and rear bars arranged longi-

tudinally of the disk axis, and transverse bars having
their ends bent at right angles and bolted to the Inner
faces of the longitudinal bars, the upright bars being

disposed In the angles formed by the longltndinal and
transverse bars and being bolted to the latter.

5. T2m combination of the axle, the spaced disks there-

on, the upright bars or standards carried by the axle

and disks, and the rectaagular frame secured to the

standards above the disks, said frame comprising front
and rear t>ar8 arranged longitudinally of the disk axis, and
transverse bars having their ends t>ent at right angles and
bolted to the longitudinal bar*, the upright bars being

disposed In the angles formed by the longitudinal and
transverse bars and being bolted to one of said bars and
braces connecting the vertical and transverse bars.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225.906. FILM WINDING DEVICE.
8BLL, Greenville, Ohio. Filed Mar.
No. 87.760. (CI. 88—18.7.)

David P. Whiti-
30, 1916. Uertai

^ '"

^^^y-*'Ty«>" ~^t^\^ s

rr^
» mm

\

^ yz~^^

1. In a film winding mech.nnlsm, a rota table film re-

ceiving receptacle, a feeilint: moans for the fllm, means for

rotating the receptacle and optratins the feeiilng means,
and means operated by said receptacle for increasing the

speed of the receptacle relative to the feeding means.
2. In a fllm* winding device, a rotatable fllm receiving

receptacle, means for rotating said receptacle and feeding

the fllm to said receptacle, mod means carried by said re-
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ceptacle coacting with a 8peed changing mechanism for

changing the speed Gf said receptacle.

3. In a fllm winding device, a rotatable film receiving

receptacle, means for feeding fllm to said receptacle, means
for holding said receptacle in yielding contact with a fric-

tion roller whereby said receptacle is rotated.

4. In a fllm winding device, a rotatable fllm receiving

receptacle, means for feeding fllm to said receptacle, means
for holding said receptacle in yielding contact with a
friction roller, whereby said receptacle is rotated, and
means for moving said friction roller nearer the axis of

rotation of said receptacle m a manner to Increase the

peed of said receptacle.

5. In a fllm winding device, a rotatable fllm receiving

receptacle, means for constantly feeding film to said recep-

tacle, a driving friction wheel for said receptacle in driv-

ing relation with said feeding means and means for mov-
ing said wheel nearer the axis of rotation of said recep-

tacle as said receptacle rotates In a manner to constantly

Increase the speed of said receptacle, and means carried

by said receptacle for operating said wheel moving means.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,906. HYDRAULIC JACK. Cael WIOTIL, Brook
lyn, N. Y., assignor to The Watson-StiUman Company,
Aldene, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar.

10, 1916. Serial No. 18,812. (CI. 188—9.)

1. A hydraulic jack comprising a reservoir at the base,

an uprlKht ram post proJectInK from the base, the tower
part of the post being within the reservoir and the post

being removable from the base and reservoir and contain

Ing a fluid passage which extends lengthwise, a ram Into

which the post extends and which is vertically movable
thereon, a suction-valve in the post at its lower end, a
horizontal pump, the cylinder of which extends into the

ram-post above the suction valve, the Interior of the cyl-

inder communicatinK with the fluid-passage, and a ram-
valve in the post above the pump-cyllnder.

2. A hydraulic Jack comprising a reservoir, a hollow
vertically movable ram, a horizontal pump, a suction-

valve, and a ram-valve, and containing a vertical fluld-

paaaage which communicates with the reservoir and ex-

tcads upward therefrom to the interior of the ram and
iBclodea vertical ports normally closed by said valves and
communicates with the pump-cyllnder between the valves,

the suction valve being .it the lower end of the fluid-pas-

sage and the ram-valve t>elng above the other.

8. A hydraulic jack comprising a reservoir at the base,

a ram-post mounted on the base and extending through

the top of the reservoir and removable from the base and
reservoir, a ram on the ram-post, a pump, a suction-valve

and a ran>-valve, the post containing a fluid passage which
extends lengthwise thereof and from the reservoir to the

ram and includes vertical ports normally closed by said

valves, and the interior of the pump-cylinder being in com-
munication with the fluld-pussage between the valves.

4 A hydraulic jack comprising a ram post mounted on
and removable from the base, a ram on this post, a pump,
a suction-valve and a ram-valve, the ram post containing

a fluid-passage, the valves being in that passage, and the

Interior of the pump-cylinder being in communication with
the passage between the valves.

5. In a hydraulic jack the combination with the ram of

a claw movable lengthwise of the ram. and means for

securing the claw on the ram at different distances from
the head of the ram, said means Including a fastening

composed of two parts, one of which is engageable with

the other at different places.

[Claims 6 to 18 not pHnted In the Gazette.]

1,226,907. BOG BEATER HOLDER. Fhans F. Wik-
STBDT, Fltchburg, Mass. Filed Aug. 13, 1915. Serial

No. 45,358. (CI. 248—30.)

1. A device of the class described comprising an upright
rigidly supported socket, a stem adapted to be raised and
lowered in said socket and having an arm projecting hori-

zontally therefrom, means for securing said stem to said

socket In any adjusted position, a vertical plate terminat-
ing the outer end of said arm, and locking means adjust-

able on said plate for clamping an agitator In engagement
therewith.

2. A device of the class descrlbe<l comprising an upright
rigidly supported socket, a stem adapted to be raised and
lowered in said socket and having an arm projecting hori-

zontally therefrom, means for securing said stem to the

socket in any adjusted position, a vertical plate terminat-

ing the outer end of said arm, means on opposite sides of

said plate for supporting an agitator In adjusted position

on either side, and means for clamping said agitator to

said plate.

3. A device of the class described comprising an upright

rigidly supported socket, a stem adapted to be raised and
lowered in said socket and having an arm projecting there-

from, means for securing said stem to the socket In any
adjusted position, a vertical plate terminating the outer

end of said arm, vertlcaJly disposed serrations forming

recesaes on opposite sides of said plate for adjustably

supporting an agitator member on either side, and a clamp-

ing member movable vertically in p slot in said plate to

lock said agitator member in operative position.

4. A device of the class described comprising an upright

rigidly supported socket, a stem adapted to be raised and
lowered In aald socket, means for securing said stem to

the socket In any adjusted position, a vertical plate car-

ried by said stem, vertically disposed serrations forming
recesses on opposite sides of said plate at its upper end,

u laterally projecting and bifurcated extension from the

lower end of said plate on each of said sides, said rec«B*e«

and extensions adapted to snpport an agitator in adjusted
position on either side, and a locking bolt vertically ad-

justed in a slot in said plate adapted to clamp said agi-

tator member to the plate in operative position.
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1,220.908 FLOORTILE. Henbt N. Will, Bamhurit.
N. T., assignor to Non-Slip Tile Company, New York.
N. T., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Dec. 10, 1914.
8«rlal No. 878,472. (01. 72—18.)

I

1. A tread for either vitrified, encaustic or glass floor
tiles comprising a base block having a socket formed there-
in, said socket being reduced at Its lower portion, the walla
of the upper portion of the socket being Inclined down-
wardly and Inwardly, the walls of the reduced portion of
the socket being Inclined upwardly and Inwardly forming
a dove-tall, and a rough filler mounted within the socket,
the upper portion of said fsooket forming a tread portion
and the reduced portion a retaining means for the rongh
filler.

2. The combination with a floor tile either vitrified, en-
caustic, glass or any other so-called floor tile, having a
socket formed In its upper face, said aocket being reduced
at Its inner end. said reduced portion equal in depth to
approximately half the depth of the socket, the unreduced
portlsn of the socket having Its side walls inclined up-
wardly and outwardly and a rough filler mounted within
the socket and secured to the side walla thereof.

3. The combination with a floor tile either vltrlfled. en-
caustic, glasti or any other so-called floor tile having a
socket opening out through its upper face, said socket
being formed of less width at its inner portion than at
its outer portion, the inner portion leaving a table located
at a point between the upper face of the floor tile and the
bottom of the socket of plastic material placed within the
socket and forming a tread surface for the tile, said plastic
material being supported by said table.

4. A composite tile consisting of an encaustic or other
suitable body, provided with an opening or cavity in its
upper surface the sides of which are substantially vertical
and a sub-cavity smaller than the first cavity leaving a
table surrounding the sub-cavity ; the sides of the aub-
cavlty being dove tailed under the said table, thereby
forming an anchorage for the Insert, aad a table for the
edses of the insert to rest upon ; the said cavitleB b«ing
flUed with a non-slipping material aubatantlally as de-
scribed.

1,226.909. PIPE-WRENCH. Gconoi: WrLLiAM Willahd,
Bherbrooke, Quebec, Canada, assignor of (me third to
Cyms A. French, Sherbrooke. Quebec, Canada, and
one-third to Lockhart Rand Wlllard. East Angus,
Qnebec, Canada. Filed Mar. 16, 1916. Serial No!
84,706. (d. 81—91.) : "S*

said shanks, a handle having lugs at the end engaging in
said reces.ses nnd two pairs of parallel bars joining said
Jaw members and pivotally workable thereon on the turn-
ing of said handle.

1,225.910 TIRE-VALVE UNSEATING DEVICE. Wil-
liam A. Williams, Barton. Ohio. Filed Nov. 7. 1916.
Serial ^o. 129.989. (CI. 152—12.)

1. A tire-valve-unseatlng device consisting of a single-

wire bent to form a resUl'^nt clamp embodying a spring

coil, said clamp being adapted for slipping over a valve-

tube and having a memlter designed to engage and seat

upon the valve-stem for depressing the latter.

2. A tire-valve-unseatlng device composed of a single

length of wire shaped to form opposed resilient members
adapted for assuming clamping engagement with a valve-

tube, a spring roil intermediate said members, and a
member adapted for entrance within the end of said tube
for engaging nnd depressing the valve-stem.

3. A tire-valve-unseatlng device composed wholly of a

single length of wire and embodying oppose<l reailient

members adapted to be slippe<l longitudinally over the
end of a valve-tube and to assume clamping engagement
with the latter, and a member formed of one of the wire
terminals carried In fixed relation to said memt>er8 and
adapted to enter .<^aid tube In axlally alined relation
thereto for engaging and depressing the valve-stem.

4. A tire-valve unseating device composed wholly of a
single length of wire an<l adapted to seat upon a valve-
tul>e in clamping relation to the body portion of the
latter, said device comprising a pair of clamp members
designed to be slipped longitudinally into gripping en-

gagement with said tube, one of said members embodying
means for limiting the extent to which the members may
be applied, and a member adapted to aatomatically as-
sume valve-unseating relation to the valve-stem as said
members are applied to said tube.

5. A tire-valve-unseatlng device adapted to seat upon a
valve tube in clamping relation to the latter, said device
being composed wholly of a single length of wire bent to
form opposing clamp members of which one embodies a
stop adapte<l to seat against the shoulder locate<l inter-

mediate the body of the valve-tube and the reduced end of
the latter, and a terminal member adapteil to auto-
matically seet upon and depreM the valve-stem as the
damp-members are moved to seated position.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.225,911. FORCE-PUMP MECHANISM. Edobn Wom-
NBB, Stuttgart, Gemjany, assignor to the Firm of Rob-
ert Bosch, Stuttgart, Germany. Filed July 14, 1914.
Serial No. 850J»67. (CI. 184—27.)

The combiaation of two Jaw members having gripping ^ ^ „,^
faces and ahanka therefrom and arc-abaped recesses in i ^nip having a puaip' piston"hb^ "two "valTe pirto^ns

In consolidated high and low pressure pump mecha-
a single-acting high-pressure pomp having a pump

piston and a valve piston, a doable acting low pressure

and
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common driving mechanism for both pumps comprising a
rotary shaft, a cam mounted on the shaft In driving en-

gagement with both pump pistons to reciprocate them,
and a second cam mounted on the shaft in driving en-

gagement with the valve pistons of both pumps to re-

ciprocate them In suitable relation with the respective
pump pistons.

2. In consolidated high and low pressure pump mecha
nlsm, a plurality of high pressure pumps having pump
pistons with driving connections disposed In one circle

and valve pistons with driving connections disposed In
another circle about the same center, a low-pressure pump
of large bore having a pump piston with a driving connec-
tion located In the circle with the driving connections of
the high pressure pump pistons and also having valve
pistons with driving connections extending Into the circle

of the driving connections of the high pressure pump
pistons, nnd common driving mechanism for all the pumps
comprising a shaft rotatable on an axis passing through
the center of sakl circles, a cam mounted on the shaft In

driving engagement with the driving connections of all

the pump pistons to reciprocate them, and a second cam
mounted on the shaft in driving engagement with the
driving connections of all the valve pistons to reciprocate
them In suitable relation with respect to the pump pistons.

1,226,912. COMBINED TRACTOR. ROLLER. AND
PLOW. RoBXBT IDOLPUO WoLTE, Omaha, Nebr. Filed
Aug. 12, 1916. Serial No. 114,511. (CT. 55—24.)

1. la an implement for the purpose deacribeil. a frame
having an axl«>, a drum revoluble on the axle having Its

peripheral wall provided with ai>ertures. shifttng bars
within the drum, resilient means for controlling the more-
men tK of the shifting bars, a plurality of plungers trav-

ersing the peripheral wall of the drum, each being movable
by a movement of a shifting t»ar. a plurality of teeth

disposed in the apertures of the drum each being con-

nected with a plunger, each of said plungers being
adapted to be moved Inwardly of the drum against the
force of said resilient mean-< to cause a movement siroul

taneous therewith of a tooth outwardly of the drum.
2. In an implement for the purpose desor1l>ed, a frame

having an axle, a drum supported by the axle and having
Its peripheral wall provided with apertures, shlftlng-bars

within the drum and disposed approximately parallel with
the axle, resilient means for controlling the movements
of the shifting bars, rock levers suitably mounted and
disposed within the drum and movable by the movements
of the shifting bars, a plurality of plungers traversing

the peripheral wall of the drum, a plurality of teeth en-
gaging in the apertures of the drum, said plungers and
teeth being arranged in pairs and mounte«l oa the rock
levers, each of said plungers being adapted to be moved
Inwardly of the dnim against the force of said resilient

means to cause a movement simoltaneons therewith of a
tooth outwardly of the drum.

3. In an Implement for the purpose descrlt>ed, a frame
having nn axle, a drum supported by the axle and having
Its peripheral wall providetl with apertures, shifting bars
within the dnim disposed parallel with the axle, resilient

means for controlling the movements of the shifting-bars,
sleeves normally dispose«l radially of the drum, rock
levers mounted on the sleeves and movable by the move-
ments of the shifting bars, a plurality of plungers trav-
er^iinc tl>e peripheral wall of the rlrum. a plurality of
teeth engaging the apertures of the drum, said plungers
and teeth being arranged in pairs and mounted on the

rock levers, each of said plungers being adapted to be
moved Inwardly of the drum against the force of said
resilient means to cause a movement, aimultaneously
therewith, of a tooth outwardly of the drum, the sleeves
being movable longitudinally to permit the shifting bars,
plungers and teeth to move Inwardly of the drum.

4. In an Implement for the purpose described, a frame
having an axle, a drum revoluble on the axle and having
Its peripheral wail provided with apertures, shifting-bars
within the drum, springs engaging and normally tending
to move the shifting-bars Inwardly of the ,druia. rock
levers within the drum, a plurality of plungers traversing
the peripheral wall of the drum, a plurality of teeth
traversing the shifting-bars and disposed in the apertures
of the drum and pivotally mounted on the rock levera,

each of said plungers being adapted to be moved In-

wardly of the drum subject to the resistance of the
springs to actuate a rock lever for moving a tooth out-
wardly of the drum.

1,225,918. RUDDER CONTROL. FaANK W. Wood, Mont
Clair, N. J., assignor to Charles Cory * Son, Inc., New
York, N. T.. a Corporation of New York. Filed May
20. 1916. SeHal No. 98,718. (01. 114—146.)

1. The combination with the rudder of a vessel, a
manually operable steering element, and tiller connec-
tions extending between the rudder and said element for
producing rudder movements, of power mechanism in per-
manent operative engagement with said connectlona in-

termediate the mdder and steering element and adapted
to produce rudder movements when the mechanism is ac-
tive and when said element is held stationary, the length
of the connections between rudder and steering element
remaining constant during mechanism operation.

2. The combination with the rudder of a vessel, of a
manually operable steering element, tiller table connec-
tions extending between the rudder and said element far
producing rudder movements, said connections including
a bight in each conQectlon. and power mechanlam for
varying the bight lengths when said element is held sta-
tionary, said mechanlam including a device in permanent
operative engagement with each bight and movable rectl-

llnearly by mechanism movements.
6. In a vessel the combination of a quadrant connected

to the rudder of the vessel, a hand gear including a helm,
oppositely disposed tiller ropes connect'ng the quadrant
with the helm, a power gear disposed at a point between
the connected ends of the tiller roi)e» and Including a
motor, a controller further arranged adjacoit to the helm,
oppositely disposed travelers permanently connected to
the tiller ropes and means connecting the travelers with
the motor, said means operating to move the travelers
rectlllnearly when the motor is in action, and to lock the
travelers against bodily movement when the motor Is at
rest whereby the operation of sabstltotiag h^n^^ power for
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motor power and rice versa to operate the tiller ropes and
quadrant may be performed while either of taid gears la

In any of Its possible positions of adjustment.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed in the Oawtte.J

1.226.914. PORTABLE WATER CLOSET. Hkrbirt J.

Wood, Moant Clemens. Mich. Filed Jnly 21, 1916.

Serial No. 110.474. (CI. 4—28.)

1. In a portable water closet, tbe combination of a

cabinet, a water tank therein, a horisontal axis mounted
in the cabinet, a bowl and rearwardly extending si>oat

mounted on said axis, a flushing pipe extending from said

axlf along the outer edge of the bowl and pruvided with

holes to discharge water into said bowl, a discharge pipe

extending from said tank to said flushing pipe, a yalve to

control the flow of water to said pipe, and means con

nected to said bowl to operate said Taiye.

2. In a portable water closet, the combination of a

cabinet, a water tank mounted therein, a horizontal axis

mounted in said cabinet below the tank, a bowl and a rear

wardly extending spout connected to said bowl, said axis

extending through the rear end of said spout, a flushing

pipe extending from said axis along the outer edge of the

bowl and provided with holes to discharge water Into said

bowl, a discharge pipe extending from said tank to said

axis, a hinged connection between the flushing pipe and
the discbarge pipe, a valve wltbln the tank to close the

npper end of the discharge pipe, means connected to said

valve and to said spout to close the valve when the Iwwl
reaches a horizontal position, and a seat pivoted on the

axil, independent of the bowl.

3. In a portable water closet, the combination of a

cabinet, a water tank mounted therein, a horizontal axis

mounted in said cabinet below the tank, a bowl mounted
on said axis, a flushing pipe extending along the upper

front edge of tbe bowl and having a series of holes to dls-

cbarjfo water Into tht» outer edg** of the bowl, connections

between said pipe and tank, and a valve controlled by the

l>owl for stopping the flow of water to the bowl.

4. In a portable water closet, the combination of a sup-

per^ a water tank carried thereby, a bowl and an axis

therefor, said bowl having a rounded bottom and front

edge and rearwardly extending discharge spout, a flushing

pipe extending along the upper and outer edge of the

bowl and having downwardly opening discharge holes, and
means connected to the bowl to control tbe flow of water
through said pipe.

5. In a portable water closet, the combination of a

rapport, a water tank carried thereby, a t>owl and a borl-

aontal axis therefor, said bowl having a rearwardly ex-

tending discharge spout adjacent the axis, a flushing pipe

extending along the upper front edge of th«» bowl and
having downwardly opening discbarge holes, and means
to control the flow of water from the tank to said pipe.

[Claim e not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.226.91S. PROCESS FOR MAKING ORKASB - CUP
BODIES. OacAH Zehk. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor, by
mesne assignments, to George W. Bowen. Auburn, N. T.

Filed July 31. 1913. Serial No. 782,181. (Q. 29—148.)

1. The process of making a grease cup body, consisting

in forming tbe body into an elongated cup like form,

thickening the portion of tbe t>ody near the closed end
thereof and compressing the closed end of the form bj
pressure applied to said end while the form is held Inter-

nally and externally throughout its entire length with the

exception of tbe inner end portion being compressed.
2. The process of making a grease cup body, consisting

in forming the body Into an elongated form closed at one
end, then causing the metal to flow toward tbe closed end
of tbe body to thicken tbe same, and compressing tbe
closed end by pressure applied to said end while the cup
like form is held Internally and externally throughout
its length with the exception of tbe closed end.

3. Tbe process of making a grease cup t>ody from sheet
metal consisting in stamping tbe metal into a ctip like

form having a cylindrical shank closed at its outer end
and formed with a reduced extension at said end. causing
tbe metal to flow from the large end of tbe shank into the
reduced extension, and compressing the extension end-
wisely when the blank Is held Internally and externally
with the exception of a i>ortion of said reduced extension.

4. The process of making grease cup bodies consisting

of forming a blank into an elongated form having a cylin-

drical shank, and pushing tbe metal from tbe upper end
of tbe bore of the shank toward the lower end thereof.

5. The process of making grease cup bodleii consisting
in forming a blank Into an elongated form tiaving a tubu-
lar shank, pushing tbe metal toward the lower end of the
shank and compressing tbe lower end of the shank while
the form Is held internally and externally.

[Claim 6 not printed in tbe Oaxette.]

1,225,916. ROTARY DISK VALVE FOR GAS KNOINK8.
Edwin T. Ajuibtbono, Adrian, Mich. Filed Nor. 8,

1916, SerUl No. 130.288. {CI. 123—190.)

1. The combination with an engine having a seat there-

in ; of a valve disk disposed In said seat and having a cen-

tral aperture and a pair of openings space<i outwardly
from said aperture, a second valve disk spaced from the

first and having a pair of openings alined with tbosp
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therein, a valve head comprising a flat clrculsr plate dis-

posed between said disks and having a single opening
adapted to register with either of the alined openings In

tbe disks, a valve stem connected with the valve head and
extended through said central aperture into tbe crank
case of said engine, a beveled gear carried by the inner
end of said stem, a spur gear, a second beveled gear car-

ried by said spur gear to mesh with the first beveled gear,

a second spur gear In mesh with tbe first mentioned spur
gear, each of said gears being of tbe same size, and a pin-
ion carried by the crank shaft of said engine and meshing
with tbe second spur gear, said pinion being one-half tbe
lie of said gear.

2. The combination with an engine having a seat there-
in ; of a valve disk disposed in said seat and comprising a
flat circular plate, said disk having a central aperture and
• pair of openings spaced outwardly from said aperture,
a second valve disk also disposed in said seat and com-
prising a circular plate having a pair of openings alined
with the openings in the first mentioned disk, the inner
face of said plate being flat and its outer face convex, a
ring of a diameter e<juaJ to the diameter of said disks
and disposed therebetween, fastening elements connecting
said disk and ring to the engine, a valve head in the form
of a flat circular plate disposed within said ring, said
bead being of a diameter substantially equal to the open-
ing In said ring and of approximately the same thickness
as said ring and having a single opening therein, a valve
stem extended through said central aperture and con-
nected to tbe valve head centrally " thereof, and means
for rotating said valve head to move Its opening Into reg-
istration with either of the openings In said disks.

1,226.917. FOLDING SUNSHADE AND TENT. John
BAKKia, Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Feb. 29, 1916. Serial
No. 81.142. (a. 186—6.)

/Iz^.
V

-t-

1. In combination, an elongated ridge member, a bracket
at each end of said ridge member, said bracket extending
downwardly and then Inwardly longitudinally under the
ridge member, a transverse pivot carried at the inner un-
der end of each bracket, a leg plate mounted on each of
said transverse pivots and adapted to lie normally in an
approximately vertical plane or to fold Inwardly and up-
wardly under the ridge member to a horizontal iMsition,
a pair of supporting legs pivoted to each of said leg plates
to swing thereon transversely of the elongated ridge mem-
ber so that the legs of each pair may swing outwardly
from each other at tbe lower ends, folding brace means
for holding said leg plates normally in their vertical posi-
tions, a pair of spring winding rollers carried longitudi-
nally beneath the ridiie menvi)er and supported in the end
brackets, a pair of roof canvases rolled upon said rollers,

edge slats for the upper edges of said roof canvases, and
folding means for supporting the slats from tbe legs em-
bodying arms pivoted one to each leg to swing in the
planes of the legs and pivoted to said slats to swing In
tbe planes of the slats and longitudinally of tbe ridge
member.

2. In combination, a ridge member, extensible canvases
attached thereto, supports for the ridge member at each
end thereof embodying a member pivoted to the ridge mem-

ber to swing between a position extending vertically down-
wardly from the member and a position folded horizontally
against the ridge member, and a pair of supporting legs

piTOted to each of said pivoted members to swing thereon
in a plane transverse of tbe length of the ridge member.

3. In combination, a ridge member, extensible canvases
attached thereto, supports for the ridge memt>er one at
each end thereof embodying a member pivoted to the ridge
member to swing between a position extending vertically
downwardly from the member and a position folded horl-
sontally against the ridge meml)er. and a pair of support-
ing legs pivoted to each of said pivoted members to swing
thereon in a plane transverse of the length of the ridge
men r ; edge slats for the canvases, and supporting
means for the canvases embodying arms pivoted one to
each leg to swing in the planes of the legs transversely of
tbe ridge member and pivoted to said slats to swing in
tbe planes of the slats and longitudinally of tbe ridge
member.

1.226,918. CLOSE-RANGE ATTACHMENT FOR GUN-
SIGHTS. Jambs W. Bbblsr, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Oct.
2, 1916. Serial No. 123,264. (Cl, 33—47.)

^C7
1. A close range attachment for gun sights comprising

a plate provided with a sight perforation and adapted to

be attached to the end of the range member of a stand-

ard sight, substantially as specified.

2. A device of the character descrll)ed comprising in

combination with a standard gun sight, a detachable mem-
ber having a sight opening and means for supporting said

member In position on tbe standard sight, substantially as
specified.

3. A device of the character described comprising a de-

tachable member in combination with a standard gun
sight, said member equipped with a sight opening to be

used for close range and a means for clamping the member
in position on said sight, substantially as specified. «

1,226.919. FOLDER FOR SEWING-MACHINES. Joseph
Bebgbb, Jr., Utlca, N. Y., assignor to Union Special Ma-
chine Co.. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Dec. 6, 1906. Serial No. 846,666. (Cl. 270—36.)

.9

1. Tbe combination with a folder having means for fold-
ing a strip upon itself and Inverting said fold, of a ten-
sion member independent of the folder, said member be-
ing constructed and arranged to bear solely on the edges
of the strip, as the strip is passing through the folder.

2. Tbe combination with a folder having means for fold-
ing the strip and turning in its edges, a tension member
having a forked end bearing upon the folded edges of the
strip passing through said folder ; substantially as de-
scribed.

8. The combination with a folder having means for fold-
ing the strip and turning in its edges, a tension member,
a bracket carried by said folder and supporting one end
of said tension member, the other end of said tension
member bearing upon tbe folded edges of tbe strip pass-

i
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ing throngb said folder, and means for boldiag said ten-

sion member on said strip ; substantially as descrlb* d.

4. The combination with a folder having means for fold

InK the strip and turning in Its edges, a tension member,
a bracket secured to said folder and supporting one end
of said member, the other end of iuid tension memlHT be-

ing forked and bearing upon said strip pasKlng ttirougb

said folder and means for placing said member umicr ten-

sion : substantialiy as described.

5. The combination with a folder having means for fold

Ing the strip and turning in its edges, a tension member
lndependf>nt of the folder, a bracket located near the re-

celring end of said folder and formine a support for said

tension member, the other 'Ud of said ten-ion member ex-

tending to a point adjacent the delivery end of said folder

and bearing on the fabric passing theretbroagb and means
for placing said member under tension ; sabstantlally as

described.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225.920. RUBBING-POST. RsrBiN H. Bloomm, Coun-

cil Bluffs. Iowa. Filed Sept. 8, 1914. Serial No.

860,638. (CI. 119—167.)

1. In combination, a standard, a receptacle secured to

said standard havinv: xn rtM'ape opening, a valve normally
closing said opening, a bar capable of being vertically re-

ciprocated located below said valve to an»PHt the same,
means for grinding said bar at its upper en«l and a link

plvotally securing said l)ar to said stan«l«rd, said link

limiting the upward movement of said bar.

2. In combination, a standard, a receptacle secured to

said Htandard having an escape opening, a spring actuated
valve normally rlosin« said opening, a bar capable of be-

ing vertically reciprocated to unseit said valve, means for

guiding said bar at Its upper end ami links plvotally se-

curing .said bar to iwtd standard, and limiting the up-

ward movement of said bar.

3. In combination, a sttndard ending in n receptacle

having an escape opening, a sprlag a«t«ated valve nor-

mally closing saiil opening, a bar, means for guidiuK said

bar at its upper end. .-^nd Mnka swurInK said bar to said

standard, said bar being capable of b«ini; vertically n-dp-

rocatrd to unseat said valve, said bar in its upward move-

ment i-oofa«t ng with said <tan4lard. thus limiting the op-

ward roovi-ment of said imr

4. In combination, a .«Hanilard. ending In a receptacle

having an »*scap.' openin^j. .1 spring a< tuated valve nor-

mally closini: 8%id opening, a Iter, m ans for guiding said

bar at its upper end. links plvotally semrlng said bar to

said standaril. -aid i)ar iielnu capable of being moved up-

ward to unseat said valve. tu\M standard limiting the op

ward movement of snid bar.

5. The combination with a standard I'lid ng in a recep-

tacle having an ei»<-ap>» opening, with a y«>k > located lielow

.-•aid opening, of a aprinc actuated valve normally closing

said opening, and ending above said yoke, a link plvotally

secured to said standard, a rub bar vertically reclprocat

ing within said yoke and secured at Its lower end to said

link, said link limiting the downward movement of said

bar, said bar being provided with a plurality of down
wardly extending drain channels, each communicating
with a rib extending beyond the tides and outer e<lfe 9t

said bar.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,225,921. CLIP. Lmlii 8.

Minn. Filed Mar. 2, 1916.

24—17.)

BaocKWAT, Minneapolis,

Serial No. 81.690. (Cl.

A pack holding clip constructed from a single piece of

wire, having alined straight body portions connected by

a zig zag Intermediate spring section, having end por-

tions bent at a right angle to the plane of said lx>dy por-

tion and sig-zng spring section, and having looped ends

bent Into planea parallel to the above noted plane.

1,225.922. TRIPLE SCREW-DRIVER. JOHN B. Bbown,
.Akron. Ohio. Filed Nov. 24. 1915. Serial No. 63,249.

(Cl. 145—50.)

In a device of the kind de!Mrlt>e«l. the combination with

a handle. woo4i working tools normally concealed therein,

a rotatable sleevi- having a cam slot normally enssged by

^-ald tools and adapted to project and withdraw th^m one

at a time, a spring pressed Imll carried by the handle, and

reoesaeg carried by the sleeve and adopted to receive said

liall, a reccfw allniug with said t>all during extreme out

ward projection of one of said tools, as and for the pur-

pose set forth.

1.22&JiMKt. .\RTIFICIAL LE<;. FnoiN.i.sn BuCHaniS.
MtananpoiU. Minn. Piled Oct. 19. 19ia Serial No.

1M.M7. (Cl. 3—«.)

1. In an artificial leg. the combination with a hollow

lower leg .section and a foot connected thereto by an ankle

Jotet. •< a >>ri«lgp block in said leg section and having a

pasiwgewsv and an anchor pin extending therethrough,

and a heel connection secured to said pin.
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2. In an artificial leg, the combination with a hollow

lower leg section and a foot connected thereto by an

ankle joint, of a bridge block In said leg section and hav-

ing a seat, and a toe lift Including an inverted conlcally

colled spring mounted In said seat.

line connecting their bases but not so far as to extend

beyond said neck, said rear sections being secured to-

gether by paste through a portion of their overlapping

surfaces.

1,225.925. VARIABLE-SPEED TRANSMISSION GEAR-
IN<i. Francis B. Cannock. New York, N. Y. Filed

July 9, 1916. SerUl No. 38,847. (Cl. 74—26.)

3. In an artificial leg, the combination with a hollow

lower leg section and a foot connected thereto by an

jankle joint, of a bridge block in said leg section and hav-

ing a vertical seat and passageway located, the former

la front of the latter, a toe lift Including an inverted

"conlcally colled spring seated in the upper end of said

seat and having clearance with the lower end thfereof, a

pin extended transversely through said passageway and

secured to the bridge block, and a heel connection secured

to said pin.

1.225,924. SAFETY - ENVELOP. Geoegk P. BcRBis,

Pueblo, Colo. Filed Nov. 22, 1915. Serial No. 62.719.

(Cl. 229—84.)

'/

JO

1. .An envelop blank adapteil to be so folded as to con-

stitute a front section, two rear sections on the sides of

tlie front section, and two end sections on the ends of

aid front section, said end sections each having a neck

projecting therefrom and a tongue connected to said

neck, said tongue being wider than said neck and t>eing

adapted to be so folded as to form wings extending out

of the plane thereof, the parts l)elng so prot>ortloned and

the line of fold being so taken that the wings extend in-

wardly beyond the Imaginary line connecting their bases

bot not so far as to extend beyond said neck.

2. .\n envelop comprising a front section, a pair of

doubly slotted overlapping rear sections, and a pair of

end sections, each end section having a neck projecting

therefrom and a tongue connected to said neck adapted to

be passe<l through the adjacent pair of slots, said tongue

being wider than said neck and being so folded as to form

wings extending out of the plane thereof, the parts being

so proportioned and the line of fold being so taken

that the wings extend Inwardly beyond the imaginary i

238 O. O.—46

1. In a variable speed transmission gear, the combina-

tion of a supporting frame provided with a single bearing,

a member rotatably and slldably mounted in said bearing

and provided with a pair of disks, a parallel rotary mem-
ber provided with a disk adapted to be received between

the pair of disks and to contact therewith and means for

varying the distance l>etween said members to vary the

speed of one of said memt>er8.

2. In a variable speed transmission gear, the combina-

tion of a supporting frame provided with a single bear-

ing, a member rotatably and slldably mounted In said

t>earing and provided with a pair of conical disks having

the conical sides thereof facing toward each other, a

IMrallel rotary member provided with a disk having a

conical rim adapted to be received between the pair of

disks and to contact therewith, means for rotating the

pair of disks and means for varying the radial position

of said conical rim relatively to the conical disks to

thereby vary the speed of one of said members.

3. In a variable speed transmission gear, the combina-

tion of a frame provided with a single bearing, a member
rotatably and slldably mounted in said l>earlng and pro-

vided with a pair of conical disks having the conical

sides facing toward each other, said disks being longita-

dinally separable but connected to rotate together, means
for normally forcing said disks toward each other, a
rotary driven member parallel to the first said member
and provided with a disk having a rim l>eveled on both

sides, said rim being adapted to lie between said pair of

disks and contact with the conical sides thereof, means for

rotating said pair of disks, and means for varying the

distance between the axes of said rotary members to

vary the speed of the driven member.
4. A variable speed transmission gear, comprising a

rotary driven member carr>-lng a friction disk, a frame, a

longitudinally movable member carrl*»d by said frame, a

single bearing carried by said movable member, a driving

member rotatably and slldably mounted in said bearing

in parallel relation to the driven member and provided

with a pair of friction disks, means independent of said

bearing for normally pressing said disks toward each

other, the friction disk on the rotary driven member being

adapted to enter betw^een said pair of friction disks and
contact therewith and means mounted on said frame for

moving said longitudinally movable meml)er to thereby

vary the speed of the rotary driven member.

5. A variable speed transmission gear, comprising a

rotary driven member carrying a friction disk, a frame

a longitudinal member carried by said frame, a single

bearing carried by said movable member, a sleeve and

shaft rotatably and slldably mounted in said bearing in

parallel relation to the rotary driven member, said shaft

l)elng slidable In the sleeve but rotating therewith, fric-

tion disks carried by the shaft and sleeve respectively and

means independent of said l)earlng for normally pressing

said disks toward each other, the friction disk on the

rotary member being adapted to enter between the two
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friction dlska and contact therewith, and means mounted
on said frame for adjusting the said longitudinally moT-
able member, to thereby yary the speed of the rotary

driven member.
[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.225.926. TROLLET-HARP. Jamm H. Cabmack, Denl-
son. Tex. Filed Not. 26, 1915. S«rUl No. 68,686.
(CI. 191—«1.)

1. In a device of the class described, a harp, a trolley

wheel rotatably monnted In the fork thereof, a brush for

eollecting the electricity from the wheel, said brush com-
prising a T-shaped member, the opposite ends of the head
thereof being pivoted within said fork, the body portion

of said member being substantially semi-cylindrical and
adapted to lie in the groove in said wheel, the flat face
of said portion having a socket, the adjacent surface of

said fork being also provided with a socket, an expansion

spring having its ends disposed in said sockets for forc-

ing the brush Into the groove of said wheel, and a con-
ductor extending from said brush to the trolley pole.

2. In a device of the class described, a harp comprising

a body member, a fork mounted thereon, the upper ends

of the arms of said fork being bifurcated, tongues formed
on the inner side of the furcations, bearing blocks having
grooves in their edges adapted to receive said tongues,

insulating bearings in said blocks, a bolt extending be-

tween the furcations of each of said arms above aaid

blocks to hold the same therein, a trolley wheel rotatably
mounted in said bearings, and a brush for engagetnent
with said wheel to collect the electricity therefrom.

1,225.927. MUFFLER FOR INTERNAL-COMBUSTION
ENGINES. G«ORG» S. Clark, Oilfields. Cal. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916. SerUl No. 92,858. (Cl. 12»—194.)

1. A mufller comprising a cylindrical member having ita

sides concave to form two cone-shaped members disposed
in opposite relation, a radial division wall in the caatnx.

an Inlet opening into the casing on one side of the
division wall, an outlet leading from the casing on the

opposite side of the division wall, and a disk pivoted with-

in the casing and arranged to have a rocking motion
vertically and circumferentially as described.

2. A muffler comprising a cylindrical member having
two concave sides forming cones disposed In opposite re-

lation, a sphere pivoted between the cones, a pin fixed to

the sphere obliquely with lespect to Its vertical axis and
arranged to gyrate around the vertical axis, a disk on the

sphere movable within the casing, and an inlet and outlet

from the casing, as described.

3. A muffler comprising a casing* having ita sides formed
Into two cones dispostnl in opposite relation, a sphere

pivoted between the cones, a pin fixed to the sphere
obliquely with respect to the vertical axis thereof, an-

other pin fixed to the casing in the same vertical line to

the vertical axis of the sphere, a turnable sleeve on each

of the pins, such sleeves being fixed together, a disk on

the sphere within the casing, the casing being provided

with a radial wall, and an inlet and outlet on opposite

sides of the wall, as described.

4. A muffler comprising a casing having ita sides formed
into two cones disposed in opposite relation, a sphere

pivoted between the cones, a pin fixed to the sphere

obliquely with respect to the vertical axis thereof, an-

other pin fixed to the casing in the same vertical line to

the vertical axis of the sphere, a turnable sleeve on each

of the pina, such sleeves being fixed together, a disk on
the sphere within the casing, the casing being provided

with a radial wall, an inlet and outlet on opposite sides

of the wall, an arm connected with the first named pin

and socketed to the casing, such arm being provided

with a slip Joint, as described.

1,225,928. STEEL CUPBOARD. Habry Gori>on CLirr,
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Filed Jan. 10, 1916. Serial

No. 71,365. (Cl. 45—102.)

^ f—w-

1. In a cupboard, the combination with a base, of a
cover portion, side and rear wall portions detachably en-

ga»ring one with the other and with the base and cover
portions, a door sash, arm members permanently carried
by the sash and adapted to swing in vertical planes to
the rear wall and each provided with a downwardly pro-
jecting portion, and a coacting angle bracket for each
carried by the rear wall portion all adapted to form in-

terlocking connections with the brackets so as to de-

tachably lock the front sides and back together, and also
form tray supports.

2. In a cupboard, the combination with a metal cover
having downwardly extending edge flanges and a base
having upper extending edge flanges adapted to slip out-

side of the top and bottom of the vertical walls, of back
and sides detachably connected together, and a front re-

inforcing sash extendiniK around the Interior of the front
portion of the sides and cover and base and means for

detachably connecting the sash to the cover and base,

and arms hinged on the sides of the sash having rear
hooks adapted to swing in vertical planes and bracket*
on the back with which the hooks are designed to engage
to bind the cupboard together.
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1.225,929. APPARATUS FOR TREATING PHOTO-
GRAPHIC FILMS. John I. Crabtub. Rochester, N. Y.,

Assignor to Slastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. T.,

a Corporation of New York. Original application filed

May 11. 1914, Serial No. 837.961. Divided and this

application filed Jan. 15, 1916. BerUl No. 72,194.

(Cl. 242—77.)

2. In an apparatus of the character descrlt>ed, the com-
bination with a cylindrical rigid hollow drum having a

slatted periphery adapted to take the winding pressure

of a film strip, of an outer covering of dental rubber

thereon against which the film is wound and means for

introduclni; fluid under pressure to the interior of the
drum to expand the covering and cause it to intimately

contact with the under surface of the film In a fluid tight

manner.
3. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination with a perforate rigid hollow drum having a
slatted periphery adapted to take the winding pressure of

a film strip, of an outer elastic and non-ab8ort>ent cover-

lag therefor against which the film is wound and which
Is adapted to be expanded agalnKt the film by fluid pres-

sure within the dram, and a flexible but nonelastlc body
connecting the covering to the drum at the ends of the

latter.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,930. MEASURING INSTRUMENT FOR TAILORS.
CLirroRD H. Craio, Redstone. N. H. Filed May 29,

1916. Serial No. 100,684. (CT. 88—8.)

1. A device of the class described compriBlng a foot

plate embodying a heel and a toe portion, spaced rulers

disposed at right angles to the plane of the foot plate,

extensions carried by the lower ends of said rulers and
disposed transversely of the foot plate between the heel

and toe portion thereof, and means for adjustably con-

necting said extensions to said foot plate.

2. A device of the class de«crlbe<l comprlRlne a foot

plate embodying a heel and toe portion, spaced rulers

disposed at right angles to the plane of said foot plate,

extensions carried by the lower ends of said rulers and
disposed transversely of the foot plate In overlapping

relation to each other, said extensions being each pro-

vided with a longitudinal slot, and a clamping screw
extending through each of said slots and into the base
plate whereby the spa<-e<l rulers may l>e adjusted relatively

to one another.

1,225,931. REVERSING SHAFT FOR ENGINE VALVE-
GEARS. Charles W. Dake, Chicago, 111., assignor to

The Pyle-National Company. Chicago, 111., a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Filed Sept. 18, 1916. SerUl No.
120,619. (Cl. 74—5.)

1. A reversing shaft assembly for steam engines and
the like comprising a central rigid shaft, a bearing for

one end thereof, a rock arm rigidly mounted thereon

adjacent the bearing, a sleeve rotatable on the other end
of the shaft, a bearing for the sleeve, a rock arm rigidly

mounted on the sleeve adjacent the end of the shaft and
a pair of rock arms having their ends located in a com-

mon plane perpendicular to the axis of the shaft inter-

mediate its ends, one of them being mounted on the sleeve

and the other on the shaft.

2. A reversing shaft assembly for steam engines and
the like comprising a rigid continuous central shaft, bear-

ings at either end thereof, a sleeve rotatably mounted on
one end of the shaft within one of said bearings, a rock

arm on the sleeve adjacent the end of the shaft and a

rock arm mounted on the opposed end of the shaft, the

sleeve being expanded and cut away for a portion of its

circumference intermediate its enii, a rock arm on the
shaft in line with the expanded portion of the sleeve pro-

jecting outwardly through the cutaway portion and a

rock arm on the sleeve adjacent the latter.

8. A reversing shaft assembly for steam engines and
the like comprising a rigid central shaft, bearings ad-

jacent the ends of the shaft, a sleeve mounted on one end
of the shaft within one of said bearings and rock arms
adjacent the ends of the shaft one on the sleeve, the other
on the free end of the shaft, a collar mounted on the

shaft intermediate the ends of the sleeve, the sleeve l>eing

expanded and cut away for a portion of its circumference
to leave room for said collar, and rock arms one of them
on the collar, the other on the sleeve.

1,225.932. COUPLING-BOLT. Isaac Davidson, Albert
Lea. Minn. Filed Apr. 21, 1916. Serial No. 92,729.

(Cl. 74—8.)

IT /y

r (.^,
// .'f -'£

A coupling bolt comprising an Integral straight body
having one end portion reduced In one direction diamet-
rically of the body with a resultant shoulder, a leaf

spring riveted against the outer end portion of the face
of the reduced portion and having its butt extended
against and across the adjacent end face of the body, said
leaf spring extending dlverglngly from the face of the
reduced portion to a point beyond the face of the unre-
duced portion and short of said shoulder and then ex-

tending to a point behind said shoulder, whereby the leaf
spring will be held against pivotal movement on its rivet
and the bolt may be seated by hammer blows against the
opposite end of the integral body meml>er.
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1^25,933. CHAIN-REEL. Daniil D. Dawlit, PtotI-
dence, R. I., assigrnor to Payton k Kelley Company.
Providence, R. I., a Corporation of Rhode Island. Filed
Mar. 27, 1916. Serial No. 17.517. (CI. 242—98.)

— I V/

1. A reel comprising: a drum, a casing for said drum
being provided with a lateral slot on Its periphery and a
connecting radial slot in its side wall, a chain leading from
the drum out through said slot, means In the drum co-

operating with said slot in the side wall of the casing
for gripping the chain and temporarily preventing rota-

tion of the drum, said gripping action being effected by
the moving of the chain from the lateral into the radial

slot.

2. A reel comprising a spring actuated winding drum
having a flange provided with a notch In lt« periphery, a
casing for said drum having a slotted wall through which
the chain wound on the drum may be led, said drum being
adapted to be locked by causing the notch and ilot to
register and then moving the chain into engagement with
both.

3. A reel comprlsint; a casing having a slot in its walla,

a spring actuated winding drum rotatably mounted In said
casing, a flange on the drum having a peripheral notch
adapted to register with said slot, whereby the flexible

member on the drum in leading out through said slot may
be moved into engagement with both the slot and notch
to lock the drum against rotation.

4. A reel comprising a casing having a slot in its

peripheral wall and extending over into its side wall, a
spring actuated winding drum rotatably mounted In said
casing and having a flange piovlded with one or more
notches in its periphery any of which may be caused
to register with the slot in the side wall portion of the
casing, whereby a lateral movement of the flexible mem-
bers on the drum In leading out through said slot may
cause the flexible member to enter both the notch and slot
to lock the drum against rotation and said member being
readily withdrawn to release the drum.

5. A reel comprising a casing having one of Its mem-
bers formed in a cup shape with a peripheral flange and
a front wall, the same being provlde<l with a slot in said
flange and extending over into Its front plate, a drum
rotatably mounted in said casing, a spirally formed ac-
tuating spring in said drum, one of the flanfes of said
drum having one or more notches adapted to register
with said slot, a chain wound on the drum leading out
through said slot and adapted to be positioned therein
to also enter said notch to lock the drum against rota-

tion, and a plate for closing the back of said casing.

1,225.9.34. FIRE-ALARM SYSTEM. David G. Dai. Chi-
cago. 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Rochester
H. Rogers. Rochester. .N. Y. File<l Feb. 10. 1913. Se-
rial No. 747. .109. (CI. 179—6.)

1. In a Are alarm system for magneto telephone lines,

the combination with a subscriber's metallic circuit ter-

minating In a spring cut-off line Jack, adapted for the
insertion of an operator's connecting plug, and a ring-
down drop adapted to be eliminated from the subscrltier's
circuit upon the insertion of the operator's connecting
plug in the spring cut-off line Jack, of a Are alarm circuit

connected to both sides of the sub8crit>er's circuit and to
ground, whereby the ring down drop will be operated when

the operator'! connecting plug is inserted la the ttaa
aforesaid.

2. In a fire alarm system for magneto telephone lines,

the combination with a 8ubscril>er's metallic circuit ter-

minating in a spring cut-off line Jack adapted for the In-

sertion of an operator's connecting plug, and a ring-

down drop connected to both sides of the subecriber't

circuit, of a Are alarm circuit connected to the sub-

scriber's circuit and to ground, an alarm box in the Are

alarm circuit, a battery and relay also included In the

fire alarm circuit, an alarm controlled by said relay, and
means for closing the fire alarm circuit when the alarm
box is operated, the 8ubscril)er's circuit being closed

when the alarm box is idle and open when the alarm
box Is operating.

a. In a Are alarm system for magneto telephone lines,

the combination with a .subscriber's metallic circuit ter-

minating in a spring cut-off line Jack adapted for the in-

sertion of an operator's connecting plug, and a ring-down
drop connected to the subscriber's circuit, of a fire alarm
circuit normally open and connected to the subscriber's

circuit, and an alarm controlled by the Are alarm circuit

and adapted to be operated when the latter la closed, and
means for closing the Are alarm circuit through either

side of the subscriber's circuit.

4. The combination with a subscriber's line circuit, of

an open alarm clrcalt connected to both sides of said sub-

scriber's line circuit and to ground, a normally open aux-
iliary alarm circuit, a normally open trouble alarm cir-

cuit, and a relay in said alarm circuit for simultaneously
closing both the auxiliary alarm circuit and trouble

alarm circuit upon the closing of a clrcalt throngh either

side of the 8ubscrit)er's circuit and the ground.
5. The combination with a subscrlt>er's line circuit, la-

eluding a ring-down drop bridged across the same, of a
normally open alarm circuit connected to both sides of

said subscriber's circuit and to ground, and means oper-

able upon the alarm circuit for despatching Impulses over
either side of the subscriber's line circuit and the ground
irrespective of the connections between the drop and
the subscriber's line circuit.

1,225,935. FIRE - ALARM TKI-KPHONE TRANSMIT-
TING MECHANISM. David O. D«a. Rochester, N. T.,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to Rochester H. Rogers,
Rochester. N. Y. File<i Feb. 25, 1914. Serial No.
820.948. (CI. 179—5.)

1. In a telephone Are alarm system, the combination
with a subscriber's line circuit having a telephone instru-
ment set and provided with contacts normally maintain-
ing said Instrument connected to the line and which may
be operated to disconnect it and close the line circuit In-

dependently of the instrument, of a trouble alarm mecha-
nism comprising a circuit having a pair of contacts
and an alarm apparatus controlling the first mentioned
contacts and serving to despatch current impulses over the
line circuit and simultaneously operating the trouble cir-

cuit contacts to break the trouble circuit.

2. In a telephone Are alarm system, the combination
with a subscriber's line circuit having a telephone In-
strument set and provided with contacts normally mala-

II

;i

III
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talning said Instrument connected to the line and w'2lchmay be operated to disconnect It and close the line cir-
cuit independently of the Instrument, of a trouble alarmmechanlKm comprising a circuit having a pair of normally
closed contacts and an alarm apparatus serving to openthe Utter and control the line circuit contacts to des-patch Impulses of current over said line circuit.

latter adapted to be energised when the plugs are inserted
in the Jacks, of means for short circuiting the relay of
one trunk when the other relay is operated

\

3 In a telephone Are alarm system, the combination
with a subscriber's line circuit having a teleph,one Instru-
ment set and provided with contacts normally main
tainlng said Instrument connected to the line and whichmay be operated to disconnect It and close the line circuit
Independently of the Instrument, of a troul.le alarm merh
anism comprLslng a circuit having a pair of normallv
closeil contacts and an alarm mechanism adapted to trans-
mit a plurality of groups of impulses controlling the line
circuit conucts to disconnect the telephone set during
the transmission of the Impulses and subsequently re-
connect It to the line upon the termination of the last
group of Impulses, said mechanism also serving to open
the trouble circuit conUcts upon the commencement of the
transmission of the alarm impulses and permitting them
to remain open after the telephone set has been recon-
nected to the line.

4^ In a telephone Are alarm system, the combination
with a subscriber's line circuit, of an alarm mecha-
niam for despatching current Impulses over said line cir-
cuit, a local circuit for setting said alarm mechanism In
operation, a trouble circuit for maintaining the local cir-
cuit under coosUnt test, and trouble circuit contacts
under the control of the alarm mechanism for opening
said trouble circuit.

6. In a Are alarm telephone system, the combination
with a subscribers line circuit, of an alarm mechanism
for despatching current Impulses over said line circuit
a local circuit for setting said alarm me, hanism in opera-
tion, a trouble circuit for mainUlnlng said local circuitunder consUnt test and transmitting a trouble alarm overthe line circuit aforesaid, an.l trouble contacts under the
control of the alarm me,hanl8m aforesaid, for opening
said trouble circuit when the alarm mechanism Is ac
tuated.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.93G. FIRE ALARM TRUNK SWITCHING MECH-ANISM. David G. Dee, Rochester, N. Y.. assignor by
mesne assignments, to H.^hester H. Rogers, Rochester
N. Y. Filed Feb. 25, 1914. Sertal No. 820,949. (Cl!

1. The combination with a plurality of telephone
lines each provided with impulse despatchinjf mechanism
and terminating in line Jacks at the central office of
a plurality of plugs each comprising a repeater trunk
adapted to 1* connecte<l with the telephone lines and
having normally open contacts, relays for closing the

^. In a telephone Are alarm trunk switching mechan-
ism, the combination with two separate sets of signal
apparatus, and a plurality of subscribers' telephone
lines including telephone sets each Une provided with
means independent of said telephone sets for despatching
impulse*! of current thereover, of central office swltch-
Itoard mechanism for connecting the subscribers' llne.-i
with the signal apparatus comprising means cottperatlng
with both sets of signal apparatus and serving to seise
one set for the first Incoming call and switch subsequent
incoming calls onto the other set of signal apparatus.

3. In an alarm trunk signal switching mechanlsta
for telephone Are alarm systems, the combination with
a plurality of subscribers' lines, of separate sets of alarm
mechanisms, an alarm signal despatching mechanism
on each subscriber's line and operable independent of
the normal functions of said line, a plurality of means
for connecting the different lines and one or another
of the alarm mechanisms upon the operation of a
despatching mechanism, and apparatus associated with
said connecting means for automatically appropriating
one of the alarm mechanisms to one of the subscribers'
lines and rendering the other alarm mechanism capable
only of being connected to another subscriber's line.

4. In an alarm trunk signal switching mechanism the
combination with a telephone exchange system com-
prising a plurality of subscribers' lines and a plurality ofalarm trunks, of switch board plug circuits for connecting
the 8ubscril)er8' lines to the alarm trunks, and apparatus
for connecting ihe plug circuits with one or another of the
alarm trunks and serving when one trunk is connected to
a line to connect the other plugs to the idle alarm trunk

5^ In a fire alarm telephone system, the combination
with a plurality of subscribers' lines, a central exchange a
plurality of alarm trunks and a plurality of plug circuits
for connecting said lines and trunks, of an automatically
operated switching apparatus, controlling the connections
between the plug circuits and trunks and acting to seizeone trunk upon the connection of a plug to a line and to
connect the remaining plugs to the other trunk.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.] ''

1.225.9.37. FACTORY-FIRE-DRILL SYSTEM David Op.E Rochester, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments!
to Rochester II. Rogers, Rochester, N. Y. Filed Feb
25, 1914. .sserlal No. 820,950. (Cl 177 367 )
1. The combination with a normally energized aUrmcrcuit provided with alarm mechanism thereon a re-

sistance reducing tile flow of current bridged to said circuitand a galvanometer arranged In the latter and actln- to<ut out said resistance upon a decrease in the flow of "nrrent below a predetermined voltage and Indicating mech-anism actuated by the de^'nerglzlng of the resistance
2. The combination with a normally energized «Tarm

circuit provided with alarm mechanism, and a resl.ta."
included m said circuit for normally rendering said mech
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anism lDoi>eratlTe, of a dCTlce for malntaiDlng the Uow
of current under a constant test and serylng to cut out
said resistance wh*>n the flow of current drops below a

Kiven voltage and a circuit having trouble indicating

mechanism adapted to be set into action upon the opening
of the alarm circuit-

US

^p^
%i

.-§- -%.

3. The combination with a main alarm circuit which ta

normally energized and provided with alarm mechanism,
of means for testing the flow of current comprising a
movable member, contacts arranged In said circuit and
adapted to be opened by the movement of said memkter
in one direction due to a fall In the potential of the cur-

rent flowing in the main circuit, an Independent circuit

having trouble Indicating devices and means for energis-

ing said circuit when the main circuit is opened.
4. The combination with a main alarm circuit which la

normally energized and provided with alarm mechanism,
and also a relay coll of sufficient resistance to normally
render the alarm mechanism Inoperative, normally open
contacts controlled by the relay and a local trouble Indl

eating circuit extending from said contacts, of normally
closed contacts In the main circuit and means controlled
by current In the main circuit for opening said contacts
when the flow of current falls below a predetermined
voltage.

5. The combination with a main circuit normally ener-
gized and provided with alarm devices, a resistance for
normally rendering said devices Inoperative, a trouD'e
alarm circuit having Indicating devices normally mala-
talned Inoperative by the energized condition of the re-

sistance, of testing apparatus for operating the alarm de-
vices comprising normally open contacts adapted when
closed to bridge the main circuit and shunt the resistance,

normally closed contacts In the trouble circuit and means
for opening the latter contacts when the former are
closed.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.938. MOTOR VEHICLE. Hirbirt F. Dipdi and
Clark A. Dipci. Movllle, Iowa. Filed June 12. 1918.
Serial Xo. 103.300. (CI. 21—90.)

1. In a motor vehicle, a main frame, a drive axle in-

cluding an axle housing, a differential gear and Its houa-
Ing. a bolster disposed longitudinally of the main frame
and supported by the differential housing, the bolster be-
ing provided with Journals at Its ends, bearings on the
main frame Inclosing the Journals, a drive shaft extend-
ing through one of the Journals, and a driving connection
l)etween the shaft and said gearing.

.1. In a motor vehicle, a main frame, front and rear
axles, each Including an axle-shaft and its housing, a dif-

ferential-gear housing, and a differential-gear incloaed
thereby and having intermediate parts supported by the
differential-gear housings, upright shafts rotatably in-

closed by said parts, and upon which the latter housing*
are pivoted. beve\ pinions on the lower ends of said shafts
and engaged with the drive rings, bevel-gears on the upper
ends of aald shafts, the front bolster being disposed lon-

gitudinally of the mainframe and provided at Its ends
with Journals pivoted 00 the main frame, the rear one
of said Journals being provided with an axial bore com-
municating with said part, a main-drive shaft disposed
longitudinally of the main frame, and having Its front end
portion inclosed by said bore, bevel-plnlons on the main
drive shaft engaged with said latter gears, links connect-
ing the ends of each axle with the opposite ends of the
other axle, a steering-gear shaft, flexible links wound in

opposite directions thereon, and connected with the re-

spective ends of one of said axles, and means for con-
trolling said latter shaft. Including a worm wheel on the
latter shaft and a steering post having a worm engaged
with the worm-wheel.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,225,939. POCKET MATCH BOX. Jat H. Dbwbbsb.
Moscow, Ky. Filed July 12. 1916. SerUl No. 108,869.
(CI. 20ft—21.)

1. In a match box, the combination with a container,
of a rod vertically movable therein, resilient means for
urging the rod In one direction, a match holder plvotally
mounted on the outer end of the rod. resilient means for

moving the match holder In one direction and means for
ejecting a match from said bolder.

2. In a match box, the combination with a container, of
a vertically movable rod therein, a spring for normally
pressing said rod outwardly from the container, a bar
pivoted to the rod and adapted to swing at right angles
thereto, a dog secured to the t>ar, means within the con-
tainer for engaging the dog to retain the rod within the
container against the action of the aforementioned spring,
a match holder rotatably mounted on the bar, means for
rotating the match holder and means for ejecting matches
therefrom.

3. In a match box, the combination with a container,
of a follower for moving the matches toward one wall of
the container, a plvotally mounted match bolder mounted
on a sliding rod and adapted to move Into said container
and means for moving the holder plvotally upon Its moTe-
ment from the container.

4. In a match box, the combination with a container,
of a rod slldably mounted therein, means for urging said
rod outwardly, a bar pivoted on the rod, a spring for
moving the bar in substantial allnement with the rod. a
match holder rotatably mounted on the bar, a finger piece
secured to the match holder, a trip member slldably
mounted on the match holder, means for moving the trip
member in one direction to eject a match from the holder,
the finger piece being adapted to engage the trip member
to prevent such movement, a dog carried by the bar. means
within the container for engaging the dog and means for
releasing the dog.

(CI. 11^1)
"'•• ^^^*- ^""^"^ ^'«- »18235.

said bars and adapted to prerent nld ban from encaciiiK
the screen portion of said sifter.

1. In an alarm device of the character described, a com-
pression chamber with a valve controlled air inlet, means
on the chamber whereby a sound producing device adapted
to be operated by air pressure may be detachably mountedon the chamber, an air compressing means connected tothe chamber, adapted to be operated at Intervals for sup-plying air through the valve controlled Inlet to increase
the air pressure therein for operating the sound producing
device to signal an alarm, elastic means on and directly
connected to the compression chamber, providing an auxil-
iary chamber which I. filled with air under pressure inunison with the charging of the compression chamber, said
elastic means being adapted to be manually manipulated
to feed air into the compression chamber to operate thesound producing device Independently of the operation
or the air compressing means.
I 2. In an alarm device of the character described, a com-
pression chamber having a partition wall provided witha valve controlled air inlet, means on the chamber where-by a sound producing device adapted to be operated by airpressure may be detachably mounted thereon, electrically
operative air compressing means connected to the cham-
her, adapted to be operated at Intervals for supplying airthrough its inlet to increase the air pressure therein foroperating the sound producing device to signal an alarmand an elastic auxiliary chamber on the compression cham-ber between the partition wall and the sound producing
device, aald auxiliary chamber being filled with air underpressure In unison with the .barging of the compressionchamber, whereby a reserve supply of air pressure ismalnuined to equalize variations of the air pressure Inthe compression chamber to produce a uniform note ofalarm when the sound produclnp device is operated

3. In an alarm device of the character described, a com-
pression chamber having a casing with a dividing walland with a valve controlled air Inlet therein, means on thechamber whereby a sound producing device adapted to beoperated by air pressure may be detachably mounted
thereon, an electrically operative air generator connected

Ik h",
',^" ""^ mounted In the casing on the side ofthe dividing wall opposite to the compression chamberadapted to be operated at Intervals for supplying airthrough, the inlet of the compression chamber to Increasethe air pressure therein for operating the sound producing

device to signal an alarm, and an elastic bulb on the com
presaion chamber, for the purpose specified.

snart and arranged nf ria-y,t «„_! ^
vnmeu ny said

provided with an exfeni on H ' !r
"" ^"'^ °**'"- " «"*"

«ald bars, and mean« LIhJ ^ "''T'^ '^ "^ '''<^'^ "^

each bar and adaDfedf« ^ ^ opposite ends of

•H:-----.^erL»:s»^^^^^^^^^^^

1.228.941 ASH-SIFTER. Sami.l Dcskm, Montreal
Quebec. Canada. Filed Nov. 11. 1916. Serial No'
130.762. (a. 88—60.)
1. An ash sifter of the character described comprising

an ash can, a shaft Journaled therein, bars carried by said
shaft and arranged at right angles to each other, and a
sifter adapted to be engage<l by said bars.

2. An ash sifter of the character described comprising
an ash can, a shaft Journaled therein, bars carried by said
shaft and arranged at right angles to each other a sifter
adapted to be engaged by said bars, and means carried by

™i:/ r'!^.''^
comprtslng a hack and 'ends, a rompart-ment extending rearwardly from said back, a vertl<^n,a7k

s'ne'clTe/ Ir^'T"'
""* ^"'"'""°- ^'^^'^ -«blons ".Li .i'spectlvely hinged to one another at their adjacent endsand adapted to fold together and pass Into saldTeal compartment, and a Ih.1 frame disposed below said cushionsextending into said compartment and adapted to bi wi t

h

drawn therefrom to form a bed.
2. A sofa bed comprising, in combination with back andend Rectlons. a compartment adjacent to and extendingrearwardly from said back, seat and back cushions plvoMalong their meeting edge, casters upon the bottom of saidseat cushion, guldeways upon the walls of said compart

Zl^LT. T^ y '^"*'°* °^" ^'••^^ ^"'J cushions areadapted to travel, and a bed section mounted upon incllne-itra.ks sobstantially below said cushions.
'°<*"°e-i

1.225.943. SWITCHBOARD CORD-CIRCUITS FOR FIREALARM TELEPHONE SYSTEMS. John Eric^n.
Chicago III., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Roches-
tor H. Rogers, Rochester, N. Y. Filed Feb. 25 1914
Serial No. 821,096. (CI. 179—6.)
1. The combination with a main circuit, a source ofcurrent supply therefor and means for varying the poten-
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tUl of said current comprlsinK an alarm impalM despatch-
ing mechanism, of an inductive circuit in which current
impulses are generated by fluctuations in the potential In
said main circuit, a polarized magnet coll in the induc-
tive circuit and devices operated by the magnetism devel-
oped in said col) for transmitting Impulses equivalent to
the originally despatched Impulses.

2. The combination with a main circuit, a source of
current supply therefor and means for varying the poten-
tial of said current comprising an alarm impulse despatch-
ing mechanism, of two inductive circuits In which current
Impulses are generated by variations in the potential In
said main circuit, two polarized magnet colls, one located
In each of said Inductive circuits and devices operated by
the magnetism developeti in said colls for recording the
impulses originally despatched.

8. The combination with a main circuit, means for
varying the potential of the flow of current therein and
a polarized electromagnet device comprising magnet coils,
of a separate circuit for each magnet coil, means asso-
ciated with the main circuit and with each of said magnet
circuits for inductively generating current In the latter
upon the occurrence of fluctuations of current in the main
circuit.

4. The combination with a telephone answering cord
circuit, of a calling cord circuit, a pair of inductive cir-

cuits one side of each constituting one side of said calling
cord circuit, means for varying the potential of the cur-
rent flow in said answering cord circuit, and means where-
by an Induced current is generated In said Inductive cir-

cuits by the variation of the potential of the current flow
In the answering cord circuit.

6. In a telephone fire alarm system, the combination
with a subscriber's circuit provided with means for vary
Ing the potential of current flowing therein comprising a
code signal Impulse despatching mechanism, and a separate
Are alarm circuit, provided with a polarized masnetir
operating device, of switchboard mechanism for connect-
ing said circuits whereby the code Impulses may be repro-
duced in the alarm circuit comprising answering and
calling cords each having tip and ring strands provided
with inductive windings and a source of current supply
connected to the tip and ring strands of the answering
cord.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,225,94-1. FIRE EXTINGUISHING APPARATUS. Jambs
B. Erwi.v and Obla.ndo R. Ebwi.v. Milwaukee, Wis.
Filed Aug. 31. 1916. Serial No. 117,827. (CI. 169—7.)
1. The combination of an ordinary standard tip-over flr«

extinguisher tank of the soda-and-acid type, ap elongated
cylindrical Inner solution receptacle, removably Installed
therein, through the usual top collar-neck of said extin-
guisher tank, a bail, rigidly connected to the upper end
of said inner rereptacle, said ball fitting loosely In the
collar of said extinguisher tank, for loosely retaining the
npper discharge end of said inner receptacle in a centra]
longitudinal position in said extinguisher tank, and a

gravity opening stopple seating unattached upon and cloa-
Ing the upper end of said inner receptacle.

2. A Are extinguisher, comprising a substantially closed
tnbnlar outer receptacle, an elongated tubular Inner recep-
tacle loosely and removably Installed therein In a longi-
tudinal position, said receptacles having openings at cor-
responding ends, a collar attached to said outer receptacle
at the opening thereof and having a neck rigidly fastened
thereto, an outer cover for said neck, means for securely
holding said cover upon said neck, a ball, rigidly connected
to the discharge end of said Inner receptacle and said hail

fitting looaely In the collar of said outer receptacle, an
Inner stopple seating upon but unattached to the discharge
end of said inner receptacle, together with means rigidly
afllxed to the Inside wall of said outor receptacle for
loosely and removably supporting and retaining the lower
end of said inner receptacle In a longitudinal position
within said exterior receptacle.

8. In a Are extinguisher of the descrll>ed class, the com-
bination of an exterior receptacle provided at its upper
end with a discharge opening and a contracted neck, and at
its lower end with an outwardly and upwardly tapering
bracket adapted to surround and nmovably retain the
lower end of an inner receptacle in place in said exterior
receptacle, an inner receptacle provided at Its upper end
with a loosely fitting stopple and a ball, said Inner recep-
tacle being of uniform diameter throughout its length, said
ball being adapted to removably fit the contracted neck of
said inclosing receptacle, while It retains said inner recep-

tacle in place and facilitates removing the same from said
outer receptacle.

1.22S.»4S. CHILD'S UNDERGARMENT. JlNXlc L. P
FglKffniN. Grand Forks. N. D. Filed Mar. 23. 1916.
Serial No. 86,119. (CI. 2—144.)

1. A knit undergarment having a belt Integrally knit
therewith provided with eyelets adapted to receive fat-
tening devices for garment supporters.

[Claim 2 not printe«l in the Gazette.]
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1.22B.946. EMERGENCY WINDLASS FOR ADTOMO
BILES. Lawbbnci Fbknholx. Arcadia, Wis. FU«d
Jane 6, 1916. Serial No. 101,927. (CI. 242—96.)

1. An emergency draft windlass for the purpose set
forth provided with a flexible draft member, comprising
a hollow drum fitted telcscopically over the hub of an au
tomoblle wheel, and having end flanges, one of said flanges
having a plurality of T shaped slots arranged in pairs,
each coincident to a spoke of the driving wheel, the por
tlon of each slot forming the top of the T being concentric
with the center of the drum, the other portion of the T-
shaped slot extending toward the edge of the flange of
the drum, and staples arching the spokes, the arms of
each entering the T shaped slots adjacent the T-portlons
thereof, whereby upon Imparting a partial movement to
the drum the arms of the sUples will enter the ends of
the T-portlons of the slots, thereby detachably clamping
the drum to the wheel.

2. An emergency draft windlass for the purpoge set
forth provided with a flexible draft member, comprising
a hollow drum fitted telescopically over the hub of an au
tomoblle wheel, and having end flanges, one of said flanges
having a plurality of T shaped slots arranged In pairs,
each coincident to a spoke of the driving wheel, the por
tlon of each slot forming the top of the T being concen
trie with the center of the drum, the other portion of theT shaped slot extending toward the edge of the flange of
the drum, and staples arching the spokes, tLe arms of
each entering the T-ahaped slots adjacent the T portions
thereof, whereby upon imparting a partial movement to
the drum the arms of the staples will enter the ends of
the T portions of the slots, thereby detachably clamping
the drum to the wheel, means upon the arms of the staples
to tighten the drum in position, the arms of the staples
having means whereby the staples may arch the spokes of
the wheel without removal of the tightening means.

1,225.947. BELT. Allibox Howabd Fleming, Fair-
mont, W. Va. Filed Oct. SO. 1916. Serial No 128 451
(a. 241—9.)

1. A trousers-supporting belt having flat stiffened hip-
surmounting elements slldably mounted upon and adapted
to maintain the belt in a plane atmve the hips of the
wearer, each of said elements consisting of a foldetl mem-
fcer forming a belt-receiving gtiide, and an upwardly ex-
tending trousers-engaging device carried by said member
and secured l>etween the folds thereof to deflne the width
of the belt-receiving guide.

2. A trousers-supporting belt having flat btlffened hip
surmoonting elements slidably mounted upon and adapted

to malnuin the belt in a plane above the hips of the
wearer, each of said elements consisting of a plate pro-
vided with an inclosing fabric sheath, doubled upon itself
to form a lower rounded bearing edge, and an upwardly
extending trousers-engaging device carried by said mem-
ber and secured at its lower end between and spacing the
folds of said member, and terminating short of the bot-
tom of the same to deflne a belt-receiving guide.

8. A trousers-supporting belt having flat stiffened hip-
surmounting elements adapted to maintain the belt In a
plane above the hips of the wearer, each of said elements
conaisttng of a folded and stiffened memt>er, a trousers
engaging device having its arm located between the parts
of said folded member, and fastening means extending
through the parts of the folded member and the arm, the
end of the latter defining a belt receiving guide between
parts of the foldi^ member.

1.226,948. STEEL-SHEATHED BOX-CAR. William E.
KowLBE, 8r.. Chicago. 111., assignor to The Fowler Car
Company, Chicago, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Origi-
nal application filed May 28, 1914. Serial No. 841,465.
Divided and this application filed Feb. 17, 1916. Se-
rial No. 8,766. (Cl. 105—192.)

1. In a railway car. the combination of a side wall
composed of a plurality of sheets or plates, the marginal
edges of which are bent into L-shape, the terminal flanges
of adjacent L-shaped portions be'.ng overlapped and riv-
eted, the channel-shaped space formed by such construc-
tion being open to the inside of the car and being adapted
to receive a wooden post.

2. In a railway car, the combination of a sheathing
composed of metallic sheets, two of the marginal edges
of each of which sheets are bent and overlapped to form
channels, said channels extending outside of the plane of
the sheets, means for securing together the overUpped
portions of the sheets, and means extending parallel to
the plane of the side of the car for bridging said channels
and preventing their spreading under strain, substantially
as described.

3. A car end constructed of a plurality of alined metal
plates having their meeting edges constructed in" Z shape,
the lateral ribs whereof extend outwardly beyond the
plane of the plates and the vertical flanges whereof over-
lap and are connected together in channel beam formation.

1,226,949. COLTER. Morgan C. Fm.nch, Denver, Colo.
Filed Oct. 11, 1916. Serial No. 126,058. (Cl. 97—6.)

1. The combination with a plow beam, of a supporting
member adapted to be attached thereto, a horlzonUl swivel
arm attached to said supporting member, a downwardlv
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Inclined colter arm plvoUlly attached at Its upper end to
said horizontal swivel arm, and a cutter blade carried by
the lower end of the colter arm.

2. The combination with a plow beam, of a supporting
member adapted to be attached thereto, an angular swivel
arm pivotally attached at one end to said supporting mem-
ber for horizontal movement, a downwardly inclined colter
arm pivotally attached at its upper end to the other end
of said swivel arm, a cutter blade carried by the lower
end of the colter arm, and spring tension means positioned
between the angular portion of said swivel arm and the
lower end of said colter arm to permit the colter arm to
yield upwardly.

3. The combination with a plow beam, of a supporting
member, an angular swivel arm pivotally attached at one
end to said supporting member for horizonul adjustment,
a downwardly Inclined colter arm pivotally attached at its
upper end to the other end of the swivel arm, a bracket
carried by the lower end of the colter arm, a tension ad-
Justing rod pivotally attached at its upper end to the an-
gular portion of said swivel arm and having its lower end
slldably projecting through said bracket and provided with
a retaining nut, an adjusting nut mounted on and adja-
cent the upper end of the tension rod, and a spring posi-
tioned on the tension rod between said bracket and the
said adjusting nut, whereby the tension upon the colter
arm may be varied.

4. The combination with a plow beam, of a vertically
adjustable shaft adapted to be attached to and supported
by the plow beam, a horizontally disposed eccentric plate
carried by the lower end of said shaft and adapted to be
adjusted In a horizontal plane, a swivel arm pivotally at-
tached at one end to said eccentric plate for horizontal
swinging movement, and a colter arm pivotally attached
at its upper end to the other end of the swivel arm.

5. The combination with a plow beam, of a vertically
adjustable and rotatable shaft, means for clamping said
shaft in adjusted position to the plow beam, a horizon-
tally arranged eccentric plate carried by the lower end of
said shaft, a horizontal swivel arm pivotally attached at
one end to said eccentric plate, and a colter arm pivot-
ally attached at its upper end to the other end of said
swivel arm.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,950. BAG-FASTENER. Fhanz A. Fuller, New-
ark. N. J., assignor to The J. E. Mergott Company,
Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Aug. 25, 1914. Serial No. 858,526. (CT. 70—116.)

1. In combination with a bag frame, two channeled
frame members, each provided with a centrally-arranged,
upwardly receiving pocket, one of said frame members be
Ing provided with a pair of alined apertures, a latch stud
provided with a pair of correspondingly alined flanges,
said flanges designed to be received in the said alined
apertures, said latch stud being further provided with a
flattened portion located between said flanges, mounted to
turn in one member of said frame, and further provided
with a latch head adapted to have locking engagement
with the other member of said frame, and a spring com-
prising two members, one member being provided with
end means to receive the other member and said other
member being provided at the other end with an offset to
position said member with relation to the other member,
said spring being located In the receiving pocket of one
frame memlx-r and between the flanges of said latch stud
to receive and be operated upon by the flattened portion of

the latch stud for controlling the movement of said latch
stud and for simultaneously rotatlvely securing said latch
stud to turn in one member of said frame.

2. In combination with a bag frame, two channeled
frame members, one of said frame members being pro-
vided with a pair of alined apertures, a latch stud pro-
vided with a pair of correspondingly alined flanges, said
flanges designed to be received in the said allne<l aper-
tures, said latch stud being further provided with a flat-
tened portion located between said flanges, mounted to
turn In one member of said frame, and further provided
with a latch head adapted to have locking engagement
with the other member of said frame, and a spring lo-
cated in the channel of one frame member ami between
the flanges of said latch stud to be received and operated
upon by the flattened portion of the latch stud for con-
trolling the movement of said latch stud and for simul-
taneously rotatlvely securing said latch stud to turn in
one member of said frame.

1,226,951. PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM CARTRIDGE. Hahrt
L« B. Grat, Rochester, N. Y.. assignor to Eastman
Kodak Company. Rochester. N. Y., a Corporation of
New York. Original application flU-d May 18. 1914,
Serial No. 839,232. Divided and this application filed
June 30, 1915. SerUl No. 37,372. (CI. 95—9.)

1. A film cartridge consisting of a strip of flexible film
and a flexible backing or covering strip of translucent flexi-
ble material associated therewith having sequential desig
nations printed thereon adapted to be light printed on the
film by exposure to actinic light.

2. A film cartridge consisting of a strip of flexible fllm
and a flexible backing or covering strip of translucent flexl
ble material associated therewith having sequentUl desig
nations printed thereon and adapte<l to be printed on the
film by exposure to actinic light with said designations
interposed and addlUonal designations at the margin of
the covering strip.

3. A fllm cartridge consisting of a strip of flexible fllm
and a flexible backing or covering strip of translucent flexi-
ble materUl associated therewith having sequential desig
nations printed thereon and adapted to be printed on the
film by exposure of the fllm to actinic light passing
through the covering and additional designations printed
on the margin of the covering at points removed from the
flrst mentioned designations.

4. A fllm cartridge consisting of a strip of flexible photo-
graphic fllm and a flexible translucent covering strip of
greater length than the tllm and having a marginal por-
tion extending beyond a side edge of the fllm. said strip
having designating marks inside of the marginal portion
adapted to be printed on the fllm by exposure to actinic
light and further marks on said marginal portion as an
aid In positioning the fllm within a camera.

5. A fllm cartridge consisting of a strip of flexible fllm
and a flexible covering strip associated therewith having
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3tlal designations permanently Indicated thereon
WMch are adapted to be light printed on the fllm by light
IMsalng through the strip when the designation bearing
portion of the covering strip and the associated portion of
the fllm are expo8e<i to actinic light.

1,225,952. HOLDER FOR SEWING MACHINE BOB-
BINS, Ac. Hdoh R. Haiiilton. Webster, Mass.. as-
signor to Richard W. Mllzner. Montreal, Canada. Filed
Feb. 8, 1916. Serial No. 77,111. (CI. 211—14.)

A bolder for sewing machine bobbins and the like, said
holder comprising a base, a central rod attached thereto,
a series of storage spindles attached to the base and hav-
ing reduced outer ends equidistant from the rod. and in-

dependently movable rod-obstructing stops pivoted to the
outer end of the rod. the stop* being apertured to receive
the reduced outer ends of the spindles and being ar-
ranged to spring downwardly so as normally to maintain
engagement »>etween the stops and the spindles therebe-
neath.

1.225.953. INCUBATOR. Richard Craio Hamilton,
Inverness. .Nova Scotia. Canada. Filed Aug. 30, 1915.
Serial No. 48,136. (CI. 119—40.)

A JO If

In an Incubator, a nursery chamber, an egg chamber
thereupon, a heat chamber superposed upon the egg
chamber, an air inlet pipe terminating in the heat cham-
ber, means for heating the air In said pipe, ventilation
means comprising air outlet pipes extending from the
lower part of the nursery upwardly, then Inwardly and
through the upper part of the heat chamber to the at-
mosphere, dampers for the exhaust ends and an automatic
control for simultaneously operating the heating means
and the ventilation means.

1.225.954. FLOOR COVERINi;. Dam»l F. Havbrstick,
Trenton. N. J. Filed .May 17, 1916. Serial No. 98.009!
(CI. 154—49.)

1. As an article of manufacture a composite sheet ma-
terial comprising a ba< king of relatively tough fibrous

material rendered water proof by a water proofing sub-
stance, a layer of varnish comprising a mixture of
-Manila copal and acaroid resin and a top or surface
layer of flexible material upon the said layer of rarnlsb.

2. As an article of manufacture a floor covering com-
prising a backing of suitable fibrous sheet material satu-
rated with a water proofing substance, an impervious
layer of flexible material comprising Manila copal fixed
to the said backing sheet and a top or surface layer of
flexible material upon the layer of Manila copal.

3. As an article of manufacture a floor covering such
as linoleum, cork carpet or oil cloth comprising a back-
ing sheet of porous material saturated with water-proof-
ing substance, a layer or coating of material upon the
said backing sheet, said layer or coating comprising Manila
copal and a top or surface layer of flexible material upon
the said layer of Manila copal.

4. As an article of manufacture a floor covering such
ns linoleum, cork carpet or oil cloth comprising a back-
ing sheet of porous material, a layer comprising Manila
copal aflJxed to said sheet and a top or surface layer of
flexible material upon said layer of Manila copal.

1.225.955. ROTARY TOOTH-BRUSH. John Hickman,
Tangleflag, Saskatchewan, Canada. Filed June 3 1916*
Serial No. 32,019. (Cl. 16—39.)

1. In an article of the class described, the combination
with a handle, of a pair of spaced rotary disks provided
with oppositely extending bristles, means rotatably sup-
porting the disks on the handle, and a connection be-
tween said disks whereby the movement of the brush
In one direction over the teeth will cause the disks to
recede relatively to each other, and the movement of the
handle In the opposite direction over the teeth will cause
the disks to approach each other.

2. The combination with a handle, of a pair of spaced
rotary brushes carried thereby, a connection between
the brushes whereby when the article Is moved in one di-
rection over the teeth the bristles will be moved apart
relatively to each other, and when the article is moved
in the opposite direction over the teeth the bristles will
be moved toward each other.

3. In a rotary tooth brush, the combination with •
handle terminating in a forked section, a threaded spindle
having one end socketed in one of the arms of the forked
section, a disk mounted upon the spindle and provided
with bristles, a second disk having a pin adapted to ro-
tatably bear In the other arm of the forked section, a tubu-
lar stud carried by said second disk and threaded Inte-
riorly to receive the threaded spindle of the flrst mentioned
disk, and bristles carried by the second disk and project-
ing the opposite direction to the bristles of the flrst men-
tioned disk.

1,225,956. PICKLING-BATH AND METHOD OF MAK-
ING THE SAME. Addison F. HorrMAN. Pittsburgh,
Pa., assignor of one-half to William M. Parkin, Pltts^
burgh. Pa. Filed July 24, 1915. Serial No. 41,690
(Cl. 148—42.)

1. A pickling bath formed by the reaction of concen-
trated salt water and sulfuric acid in the presence of an
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abundance of water, the aalt water aad anlfurlc add
being proportioned to aubBtantlally eliminate free saifnric
acid in the bath.

2. A pickling bath formed from concentrated aalC
water and sulfuric acid proportioned to substantially
satisfy the chemical equation of

Naa + H,SO«—NaHSO« + Ha.
3. A pickling bath substantially non-wasting In char-

acter and composed of a solution having not leas than two
add pickling elements adapted to form predplUtes In the
presence of the material b«>lng pickled, the oon-prcdpl-
Ute having the property of continued activity upon the
addition of the element producing chemicala.

4. A pickling bath substantially non-wasting in char-
acter and composed of a solution having not lesa »fc-»

two pickling elements adapted to form preclplUtea In
the presence of the material being pickled, the preciplutea,
under the action of heat, forming gases comblnabl* with
the non-precipiUte of the solution to produce plckliag ele
ments.

5. The method of producing a pickling bath which con-
sist in combining not less than two pickling elements In
an abundance of water, forming precipitates by the pres-
ence of the material being pickled, removing the precipi-
tates and heating them to form gases comblnable with
the Bon-precipitate of the solution to produce pickling
elements.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,957. PRINTING FRAME. Evwis H. Hollistbh.
Ashland, Nebr. Filed Oct 12, 1914. Serl*! No. 86*iJ289
(CI. 95—77.)

1. A frame having a seat therein for a transparent
pane, a clamping device in said frame adapted to l>ear

against said pane whereby a film or the like may be

clamped with the glass against said seat, and a reslllent

strip adapted to be interposed along one of Its long edges
between said clamping device and said seat.

2. .\ printing framf having a seat for the reception of
a transparent pane and means lying within one side of
•Id frame for clamping a film or the like against said
pane, said means acting along one edge of said film.

3. In apparatus of the class described a support for a
pane, means including pressure elements adapted to l>ear

along one edge o? wild pane and a removable resilient
trip Inserted sldewlso undt-r said means for clamping a

film to the pane at a point removed from the edge of said

means.
4. Id combination with a printing frame and clamping

means therein, a resilient strip substantially curved in
cross section and adapted to be engaged with said clamp-
ing means along one of Its longer edge*.

5. A printing frame having a manually operable lock-
ing means including pressure means in one side In com-
bination with a resilient strip curved In cross section
and adapted to be engaged with said clamping means
along one of Its longer edges.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1,225,958. COMBINATION CUPBOARD AND TABLE.
Ebni.ht p. Hopwood, Portland, Oreg. Filed S*pt. 2,

1915. Serial No. 48.664. (CI. 190—12.)

1. A combination cupboard and table of the character
shown and descrlbetl comprising a vertical cupboard

structure having bottom, top and end walls scoured to-
gether and provided with partition members dividing said
cupboard structure into compartments, said cupboard
structure being provided with carrying means, whereby
it can be llfte<l bodily, a table composed of three sec-
tions hinged together, the middle section correspond-
ing to the bottom of said cupboard structure and adapted
to receive the same thereupon, and two side sections
adapted to be folde^l upwardly over the opposite sides of
said cupboard structure, whereby to close the same, and
means for securing said side sections to said cupboard
structure, substantially as shown and described.

2. A combination cupboard and table of the character
referred to adapted to flt against the back of the front
seat of an automobile, comprising a vertical cupboard
structure having bottom, top and end walls and tapering
from the bottom to the top and provided with partition
members dividing said cupboard Into receiving compart-
ments for food stuffs, and a table composed of middle and
side sections hinged together, said middle section corre-
sponding In breadth to the bottom of said cupboanl struc-
ture and adapted to receive the same in upright position
thereupon, and said side sections being adapted to fold
upwardly over the opposite sides of said cupboard strne-
ture, whereby to close the same, securing means for secur-
ing said table to said cupboard structure when folded
thereabout, and carrying means upon said cupboard
structure, whereby the same can be conveniently carried,
sutMtantially as shown and descrlbe<l.

1.225,969. SHEET METAL 8P(X)L. Ebes J. HrBBARD.
Chicago. 111. Filed Jan. 21, 1916. Serial No. 73 272.
(CI. 242—128.)

1. In a sheet metal spool, the combination of a cylindri-
cal sheet metal core, end dlslcs having openings, the ends
of said core extending through said openings and being
turned over against the outer faces of the disks, and
strengthening and finish plates applle<l to the bent over
ends, said ends being welded to said disks and plates thus
Intimately and rigidly securing the parts together.

2. In a sheet metal spool, the combination of a < yllndrl-
cal sheet metal core, end disks having openings, the ends
of said core extending through said openings and being
turned orer against the outer faces of the disks, and
strengthening and finish plates applied to the bent over
ends, said ends being welde«l to said dislts and plates
thus intimately and rigidly securing the parts together,
the outer edges of said plates belnc deflected over Into
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engagement with the disks to set as abutments for resist-
ing bending of the disks,

3. In a sheet meUI spool, the combination of a sheet
meUl core, sheet metal end dUks, said core having
tongues at Its ends and said disks having slots for receiv-
ing said tongues, said tongues being bent over against the
outer sides of the disks to lock the disks to the core,
finish plates engaging the outer faces of asld bent over
tongues and said tongues being intimately welded to said
end disks and flnlsh plates, said plates having outer pe-
ripheral flanges Inclosing said tongues, said plates and
end disks having central registering openings, and the
peripheral edges of said disks being turned outwardly
and Inwardly to form strengthening flanges, said flnlsh
plates being entirely within the outer radial planes of
said disk flanges so as not to interfere with the flat
seating of said spool on said disk flanges.

4. In a sheet metal spool, the combination of a cylindri-
cal core, sheet metal end disks, said end disks having
central openings and slots concentric with said openings,
said core having tongues at its ends for extending through
said slots and being bent over against the outer sides of
the disks, circular finish plates applied against the outer
sides of said bent-over tongues and said tongues being
spot-welded to said end disks and finish plates, said flnlsh
plates having central openings and the metal adjacent
sai.i openings being deflected inwardly a distance through
the end disk central openings, flanges at the peripheries
of said finish plates engaging against the outer edges of
the bent-over tongues and inclosing said tongues, the
outer edges of said end disks being bent outwardly and
radially Inwardly to form protecting flanges, the outer
fsces of said finish plates being within the outer radial
planes of said flanges.

be Intenalttently actuated therefrom ; and a floatlBg har
adapted to be driven by the elatch to transmit power to
the rock shaft In one direction only, the said bar being
provided with stationary guiding means.

4. The combination in an adding machine, of an opera-
tive rock shaft, a motor, a clutch mechanism adapted to
be intermittently actuated therefrom ; and a floating bar
adapted to be driven by the clutch to transmit power to
the rock shaft in one direction only.

5. The combination in an adding machine of an opera-
tive rock shaft, a motor, a clutch mechanism adapted to
be Intermittently actuated therefrom ; a float bar
adapted to be driven by the clntch to transmit power to
the rock shaft and means for restoring It to its original
position, the said bar being provided with sUtlonary
guiding means.

[Claims 6 to 72 not printed In the Gasette.l

1,225,961. CARRYING MECHANISM. John P. Hcntbb
and IlENBY Koentzlbr, Wllkes-Barre, Pa., assignors to
Adder Machine Company. Wllkes-Barre, Pa., a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed June 27, 1913. Serial
No. 776,104. (CI. 235—183.)

14225.960. MECHANICAL MOVEMENT FOR ADDIN<J-MACHINES. John Pihrono Hdnter and Henbt
KCy-niJiR. Wilkes Barre. I'a.. assignors, by direct and
mesne assignments, to Adder Machine Company, a Cor-
poration of PennsylvanU. Filed Dec. 28, 1908. Serial
No. 469,529. (CI. 74—14.)

1. The combination in an adding machine, of an opera-
tive rock shaft, a motor, a clutch mechanism adapted to
be Intermittently actuated therefrom; and a floating
power transmission member intermediate the rock shaft
and the clutch mechanism, the said member being provided
with stationary guiding means.

t. The combination in an adding machine, of an opera-
tive rock shaft, a motor, a clutch mechanism adapted to
be Intermittently actuated therefrom ; and a floating.
rectUlnearly moving power transmission member inter-
mediate the rock shaft and the clutch mechanism uncon-
nected with the clutch mechanism, and IntermlttenUy
driven thereby to transmit power from the clutch to the
rock shaft, the said member being provided with sUtlon-
ary guiding means.

a. The combination in an adding machine, of an opera-
tive rock shaft, a motor, a clutch mechanism adapted to

1. A wheel of lower order, a wheel of higher order,
means for rotating both wheels, a vibrating arm. an os-
cillating lever pivoted thereon ; and means foi tilting th«
lever to engage the means whereby the wheel of higher
order is rotated.

2. A wheel of lower order, a wheel of higher order,
means for rotating both wheels, a vibrating arm. an os-
dilating lever pivoted thereon ; and means adapted to b«
moved when the wheel of lower order is rotated, for tilt-
ing the lever to engage the means whereby the wheel of
higher order is rotated.

a. In a calculating machine, the combination with a
main ahaft

; a series of numeral wheels ; and means to ro-
tate the numeral wheels : of a vibratory arm driven from
the main shaft

: an oscillatory lever pivoted on the arm
;

and means contacted by the lever when the latter is travel-
ing In one direction, to shift the lever to cau« it to posi-
tively actuate the wheel-rotating means.

4. In a calculating machine, the combination with a
main shaft

; a series of numeral wheels ; and means t9
rotate the numeral wheels; of a vibratory arm driven
from the main shaft ; an oscillatory lever pivoted on the
arm

;
means conUcted by the lever when the latter is

traveling In one direction, to shift the lever to cause It to
positively actuate the wheel-roUting means; and a lock
to hold the lever-shifting means In effective position to
canse the operation of the lever.

5. A tens carrying device comprising a series of de-
nominational wheels; means to rotate the numeral wheels;
a vibratory arm ; a lever pivoted on the arm. and nor-
mally ineffective to actuate the wheel-rotating means;
and means to Increase the eltectlve length ol the lever!
Including » device Interposed In the path of the lever!
to tut the lever and cause It to positively actuate the
wheel-routing means of a wheel of higher denomination.

[Claims 6 to 39 not printed in the C;azette.l
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1,225.962. SAFETY DEVICE. Fbbdbbick Hymans. Olen
Rlds«, N. J., assizor to Otis Elevator Company. Jersey
City. X. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct.
20, 1914. Serial No. 867.589. (CI. 187—91.)

1. In an elevator, the combination with an eievator car,

a spring operated car brake, an electrical switch actuating
speed governor, electro-mechanical apparatus controlled
thereby for controlling the application of the brake, and
means for maintaining the said electrical switch in open
position when the car speed Is excessive.

2. In an elevator, the combination with an elevator car,

a car brake, means for applying the brake, electro-me-
chanical apparatus operatlvely associated with the car
brake, a governor, and means comprising a switch and
circuits controlled thereby for effecting the application of
the brake by the aforesaid means, and for effecting the
release thereof by means of the electromechanical appa-
ratus.

3. In an elevator, the combination with an elevator car,

a car brake comprising brake members carried by the car
and co5peratlng guide rails, a spring for applying the
brake, electromechanical apparatus for releasing the
brake members and maintaining the same In released po-
sition, a speed governor, and means comprising an electric
witch and a system of electrical circuits for effecting the
application of the brake members by means of the spring
when the car speed is excessive.

4. In an elevator, the combination with an elevator car,
a car brake, a spring for applying the brake, and means
comprising a rotary electric motor and mechanical con-
nections for effecting the release of the brake.

5. In an elevator, the combination with an elevator car,
a car brake comprising members carried by the car and co-
operating guide rails, means for applying the brake, and
means for releasing the brake members carried by the
car, the said means comprising a rotary electric motor
and power transm'.ttlng connections between the said
motor and the brake members carried by the car.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.!

1,226.963. MOTOR CONTROL APPARATUS. Fbidbbick
Htma.vs. Glen Ridge. N. J., assignor to Otis Elevator
Company. Jersey City. N. J., a Corporation of New Jer-
sey. Filed Oct. 20, 1914. Serial No. 867.690. (CL
74—70.)
1. In combination with mechanism required to be op-

erated, a translating device, means for effecting a move-
ment of the said mechanism from an initial to an operated
position by means of the translating device, means to re-
turn the mechanism to Intlal position without transmit-
ting motion to the translating device, means Independent
of the translating device for moving the said mechanism
to an Initial position, and means for maintaining the
said mechanism in operated position for a predetermined
period of time.

2. In combination with mechanism required to be oper-
ated, a pilot motor, means for effecting a movement of the

said mechanism from an initial position to an operated
position by means of the pilot motor, means to return the
mechanism to an Initial position without Imparting mo-
tion to the pilot motor, means independent of the pilot
motor for moving the said mechanism to an Initial posi-
tion, and electrically operated means for maintaining the
said mechanism In operated position.

3. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
with a translating device, a member having bodily and
rotary moTements, means connected to the said member
for operation thereby, for effecting a bodily movement of
the said member in one direction by means of the trans-
lating device, and means cooperating wltn said first

named means for effecting a return movement of said

bodily movable and rotary member independently of the
translating device and without transmitting motion
thereto.

4. In apparatus of the class described, the combinatloD
with a translating device, a member having bodily and
rotary movements, means dependent for operation on the
movement of the said member bodily, and connections be-

tween the translating device and the said means for effect-

ing a bodily movement of the said member In one direc-
tion, and means to return the said member independently
of the translating device and without Imparting motion
thereto.

5. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
with a member having bodily and rotary movements, a
rotary actuating device operatlvely connected with the
said member, and means for effecting a bodily movement
of the said memt>er in one direction by the said rotary
device, and means cooperating with said first named means
to effect movement of the said member independent of the
rotary device In the opposite direction and without im-
parting motion thereto.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.225.964. SAFETY DEVICE. GairriTH John, Ton-
kers. N. Y., assignor to Otis Elevator Company. Jersey
City. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr.
27. 1914. Serial No. 834.668. (Cl. 187—90.)
1. In a safety appliance for elevators, the car. guide

rails therefor, means for engaging the guide rails when
the car attains an undue speed, and cushioning means for
gradually arresting the car, when the said means engage
the guide rails, the cushioning means comprising a cylin-
der having graduated openings and rigidly connected with
the first named means, a piston having openings therein
and fixed to the car and movable in the cylinder, the
graduated openings In said cylinder cooperating with said
openings In the piston, and means Independent of the pis-
ton for supporting the cylinder on the car.
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2. In a safety appliance for elevators, the car. a fluid
cylinder carried by the car, a piston fixed to the car and
movable in the cylinder, the said piston having an Interior
chamber communicating with the cylinder chamber, means
for arresting the cylinder, and means independent of the
cylinder and piston for receiving the discharge fluid upon
the movement of the piston into the cvlinder.

8. In a safety appliance for elevators, the car, a fluid
cylinder, a piston fixed to the car and movable In the cyl-
inder, the said piston having an Interior chamber commu-
nicating with the cylinder chamber, means independent of
the piston for suspending the cylinder from the car.
means movable with the car for arresting the cylinder
when the car attains an undue speed, and means inde-
pendent of the cylinder and piston for receiving the dis-
charge fluid, upon the movement of the piston Into the
cylinder.

4. In a safety appliance for elevators, the car, a fluid
cylinder carried by the car, a piston fixed to the car and
movable in the cylinder, the said piston being In plunger
form and having a chamber communicating with the fluid
In the cylinder, the cylinder having graduated openings
coOperaUng with the piston chamber to effect a gradual
retardation of the piston In the cylinder, and means for
arresting the cylinder when the car attains an undue
speed.

6. In a safety appliance for elevators, the car, a fluid
cylinder carried by the car and having a sleeve therein
provided with graduated openings, a piston fixed to the
car and movable in the said sleeve, the piston being in
plunger form and having a chamber communicating with
the Interior of the sleeve, a tank carried by the car and
communicating with the piston chamber, and means for
arresting the cylinder when the car attains an undue speed

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.966. BRAKE MECHANISM. John W. Joh.vbon
and (iaoRca W. Hoovbb, Wapella, III. Filed June 13
1916. Serial No. 103,618. (Cl. 188—24.)

1. A brake mechanism, comprtslng the combination with
parts of a truck, of brackets carrletl by said parts of the
truck, said brackets having channels, arms projecting
from the brackets, links mounted In the channels in the
brackets, bars pivoted to said links, brake shoes carried
by the bars, means to suspend the brake shoes, thrust
bars adjustably attached to the upper ends of said links.
levers pivoted to the arms of the brackets and to one end

of each thrust bar, a head block pivoted to the Inner ends
of said levers, a plvotally mounted lever connected to said
head block and adapted to move the same Inwardly or
outwardly to operate the brake shoes.

2. In a brake mechanism, the combination with parts
of a truck, of brackets mounted upon parts of the truck,
said brackets having channels, the walls of said brackets
having curved slots, links extending vertically Into the
channels of the brackets, a pair of thrust bars for each
link, pivot pins for securing the Inner ends of the bars
to the links, the ends of said pivot pins entering said slots,
brake shoes pivotelly attached to the outer ends of said
bars, means to suspend said brake shoes from parts of
the truck, a thrust bar adjustably attached to the upper
end of each link, an operating lever plvotally attached to
the outer end of each thrust bar, an arm on each bracket
to which said levers are plvotally attached, a head block
plvotally connecting said levers, and means to apply
pressure to said head block for operating the brake shoes.

1.225.966. SLEEPING-ROBE. David R. Joxiis, Jr.,
Dubuque, Iowa, assignor to Jones Bros. Overall Com^
pany, Dubuque, Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa. Filed
Feb. 1, 1916. Serial No. 75,601. (Cl. 2—41.)

1. In a device of the character described, a sleeping
robe having a front and back portion united together and
each portion provided with a flap at the bottom, -secur-
ing members attached at their upper ends to the Inside of
the front flap, buttons on the Inside of the securing mem-
bers, foot receptacles provided with buttonholes near their
top through one side adapted to be engaged by the but-
tons on the securing members.

2. In a device of the character described, a sleeping
robe formed In two parts and each part provided with a
flap at the bottom and sewed together to near the lower
end of both parts and the lower ends detachably united
by buttons and buttonholes, securing members attached
to the inner side of the front flap and provided with but-
tons and foot receptacles provided with buttonholes
adapted to be engaged by the buttons on the members
whereby the foot receptacles shall project below the
front flap.

1,225,967. VEHICLE-WHEEL. William J. Jonm
Martinsville. Va. Filed July 12. 1916. Serial No'
108,864. (Cl. 162—8.)
A vehicle wheel comprising an Inner rim member the

member being provided with spaced radial openings, an
outer member concentric to the inner member and pro-
vided with polygonal openings of substantially larger
area than the openings In said Inner member, plungers
each having a polygonal body slldable through a respec-
tive outer member opening and a reduced stem slldable
through a respective opening in the inner member, each
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of said ploDKera having a rectangular head, spring* aar-

ronnding said stems and arming said plungers ontward, a
tire resting on said heads and laterallj cotermlDoaa

Jj

therewith, said tire having lateral flanges, and rigid
Bide plates having internal flanges overlapping the flanges
of the tire and lateral portions of the plunger heads.

1,225,968. UNDERREAMER. William M. Kbck, Coal-
Inga, Cal. Filed Oct. 28, 1916. Serial No. 128.243.
(CI. 255—75.)

1. An underreamer comprising a body portion formed
With an axial bore and a lineally disposed slot commanl-
catlng with said bore and having a relatively deep por-
tion, a relatively shallow portion, a semi-cylindrical upper
end and a seml-cyllndrical back ; a cutter member carried
within said slot and adapted for lineal sliding movement
and swinging transverse movement, said cutter member
having a cutting edge adapted to protrude beyond the
body when said cutter member lies in the shallow portion
Of said slot, and to be retracted within said body when
In the deep portion of said slot, and said cutter member
being further formed with semi cylindrical bearing faces
adapted to seat against the upper end and back of said
Blot when said member is In the shallow portion thereof,
and said cutter member being also formed on its back with
a flat bearing face ; a lineally movable mandrel fitting
closely within the bore of the body portion, said mandrel
having a flat face forming a lateral thrust bearing for
the flat face on the cutter back ; and a connection between
the mandrel and cutter member.

2. An underreamer comprising a body portion formed
with an axial bore and a lineally disposed slot communi-
cating with said bore and having a relatively deep por-

tion, a relatively shallow portion, a seml-cylindrlcal npper
end and a seml-cyllddrical hack ; a cutter member carried
within said slot and adapted for lineal sliding movement
and swinging transverse movement, said cutter member
having a cutting edge adapted to protrude beyond the
body when said cutter member lies in the shallow portion
of said slot, and to be retrat ted within said body wben
in the deep portion of said slot, and said cutter member

being further formed with seml-cyllndrical bearing faces

adapted to seat against tb>- upper end and back of said

slot when said member is in the shallow portion thereof,

and aaid cotter member being alio form^ on Its back
with a flat bearing face and a lug projecting rearwardly

therefrom : and a lineally movable mandrel fitting closely

within *he bore of the body portion, said nuindrel having

a fiat face forming a lateral thrust bearing for the flat

face on the cutter back and baring also a slot in which
the lag of the cutter member easnges.

3. An underreamer comprising a body portion adapted
to be passed through the casing of a well, and having

meant at its upper end for connection with a drilling

line and means at its lower end for connection with a

drill bit, said body portion being offset laterally with re-

spect to said end connection means ; and a cutter member
carried within said body portion and adapted to be pro-

truded therefrom and retracte<l thereinto, said cutter

member having an elongate<l bearing surface adapted to

project beyond the side of said body portion when said

cutter member is retracted, aaid bearing surface being

adapted to bear against the side of the well-casing and
to coact with said offset body portion to guide said drill

bit centrally within said casing.

1,225,969. INSTRUMENT. Cbarucs J. K«nn«DT, Du-
luth, Minn., assignor to Northern Novelty Manufactur-

ing Company, Duluth, Minn., a Corporation of South

Dakota. FUed June 1, 1916. SerUl No. 101,008. (CI.

51—6.)

1. An instrument of the character described, comprising
a handle portion, a thin flattened portion fixed to the

handle and having the faces thereof parallel, pads of dif-

ferent character fixed to the opposite fares of the flat-

tene<l portloi; and means adjacent the innermoKt eduew of
the pads for supporting the instrument when not in use.

2. An Instrument of the character described, oomprlslog

a cylindrical shaped body portion having a handle at one
end, the opposite end flattened to a rectangular shape
transverse the body portion, the two faces of said flattened

portion being parallel, pads fixed to the opposite faces of

the flattened portion and means for preventing the pads
from contacting the object upon which the instrument
rests when not In use.

1.226.970. VENDING APPARATUS. Gbobgb Kehx, Fern,
111. Filed Oct. 12, 1916. Serial No. 125,202. (CI.
46—56.)

*' m
1. In an apparatus of the nature described, the com-

bination, of a coin receptacle, a series of coin-receiving

compartments above said coin receptacle, said coin recep-

tacles having movable bottoms, a superstructare on said
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coin receptacle, a rotatable disk in said superstructure,

rearing constructed to rotate said disk, and a coin receiv-

ing element In said superstructure through which a coin

may be dropped upon ..taid disk and projected Into one of

said coln-rei-elvlng r«>mpartments.

2. In an apparatus of the nature descrltied, the com-
>>lnatlon. of a closed coin re<-epta<-le. a series of coin-

receiving compartments above said coin receptacle, said

coin receiving compartments having dri<p-l>ottoms. a super-

Htructure on said coin re>-eptacle. means in said super-

structure constructed to project a coin Into one of said

coin-receiving compartments, and means for depressing

said bottoms to cause said r«iln to drop Into sahl coin

receptacle. »

3. In an apparatus of the nature deftcrit>ed, the com-
liination, of a coin receptaclf, a series of coin-receiving

compartments above (lald coin receptacle, a coin-receiving

element above said coin-receiving compartments, a mov-
at>le bottom comason to all of said coin-receiving compart-
ments, means for projecting a coin deposited in said super-

structure Into one of said coin-receiving compartments, and

means for depressing aaid movable bottom to cause a coin

in one uf said coin-receiving compartnieuts to drop into

said coin re<-eptacle.

4. In a structure of the nature described, the combina-

tion, of a coin receptacle, a series of coin-receiving com-

partments above Fald coin receptacle, a coin-receiving ele-

ment above satfl coin receptacle, a transparent cover over

said coin-receivlnj? compartments, a coln-recelvlng element

above said compartments, means for projecting a coin

deposlte<l In said coln-recelvlng element into one of said

coin-recelvlun compartments, and means for removing a

coin from said coin receiving con)partments and passing it

into said coin receptacle.

5. In an Hpparatus of the nature descrlbe<I. the com-

bination, of a coin receptacle, a series of coln-recelvlng

compartment.s al)ove said coin receptacle, a <lome above

said coln-recelvlng compartments, said dome having a coin-

slot, a rotatable disk, suid disk being horizontally disposed

in saKI dome and adapted to support .1 coin passed through
said coin slot, and m<>an8 for rotating said disk to project

said coin Into one of said coin receiving compartments.

IClalms 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette. 1

1.225.971. INSECT HEATER. WiLLAao W. KiSTBR,

Paso Robles, Cal. FlUnl Jan. 20, 1916. Serial No.

73,219. (CI. 43—1.)

1. A device of the class descrlt)ed comprising a pair of

plvotally connected socket members, one of said socket

members being adapted to receive one end of a handle

meml>er. the other socket member being adapted to receive

the handle of a beater, and a spring connected to said

socket members for retaining the same In their relative

normal poaltlons.

2. A device of the class described comprising a tubular

socket memlier adapted to receive one end of a handle
ibcr. a second tnlMiiar socket member adapted to re-

238 O. Q.—47

celve the handle of a l>eater, one end of the first socket
meml>er being plvotally connected to said second socket
member at a point intermediate the ends thereof, and a
colled spring connected at one of its ends to one of said

socket members and at its other end to the other socket

member.
3. \ device of the class described comprising a ;ubular

socket member adapted to receive one end of the handle
of a beater, an anti-sllpping member secureil to one side

of said socket member at one end thereof, a second tubular
Kocket memt>er adapted to receive one end of a handle
member, one end of said second socket member being plv-

otally connecte«l to the lnterme<llate portion of the first

socket member, a coiled spring connected at one of Its ends
to one of said socket members and at its other end to the
other socket member, and a stop secured to <ine of said

socket members for limiting the relative movement of the

same.
4. A device of the class described comprising a tubular

socket member adapted to receive one end of the handle
of a beater, a pair of spaced aperturetl ears extending

laterally outward from cne side of aaid socket member
lnterrae<liate the ends thereof, a second tubular socket
member adapted to receive one end of a handle member,
additional apertured ears extending longitudinally uf said

second socket member and disposed between the first men-
tioned ears, a pivot pin extending through the apertures
in said ears for plvotally connecting said socket mem-
l)ers together, a coiled spring connected at one of Its ends

to one of said socket members and at its other end to

the other socket nieni>>er, and a lug extending longitu-

dinally of the second socket meml>er iind having its free

end positioned to engage one side of the first socket mem-
ber for limiting the relative movement of said socket
members.

1.225.972. ROOFING - CLEAT. Harrt C. Kett»Ij»0>i,

Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Aug. 19, 1916. Serial Xo.
115,784. • (Cl. 108—7.)

9

.„.
^

1. A roofing cleat comprising a strip of wire having

spaced portions flattened whereby the portions of wire
therebetween extend below said f:pace<l portions to grip-

pinfily engage a roof and said spaced flattened portions

being provided with nail receiving apertures.

2. A roofing cleat comprising a strip of wire having
spaced portions flattened whereby the portions of wire
therebetween extend l>elow said space«l portions to grlp-

pingly engage a roof, said spaced flattened portions being

provided with nail receiving apertures, and nails disposed

in said apertures and having their adjacent portions
swaged to secure the nails in the apertures and to pro-

vide water tight Joints between the nails and the fiat-

tened portions.

3. A roofing cleat comprising a strip of wire having
spaced portions flattened and upwardly offset whereby the
portions of wire disposed therebetween extend below said

space<l portions to gripplngly engage In a roof and said

flattened portions being provided with nail receiving aper-
tures.

1,225.973. RUBBER TIRE AND ITS ATTACHMENT
AND DETACHMENT TO AND FROM WHEELS. Eo-
WAKO Bkice Killct«. London, England. Filed Feb. 18,

1914. Serial No. 819.438. (Cl. 152—1.>

1. A rubt>er tube tire having an annular air tight chnm
ber of sulHitantially gable-like cross section and an up-

standing tread having a right and a left treading wall

with unbroken plain treading surfaces and a row of deep
cavities located centrally around the upstanding tread

above the apex of the gable-like air chamber, said (avltiea

being of substantially triangular shap^- in plan and ar-

ranged so that the base of each triangular cavity lies upon
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the same clrctunferentlal line as the apex of the next and
each corner of the triangular cavity being made blunt by
means of extra walls, tread surface of the tire being sub-
stantially flat transversely and extendlnx a considerable
distance beyond the cavities at each side when the tread
surface is free from compression so that the cavities are
brought into sealed contact with the road surface sub-
stantially immediately upon engagement therewith.

2. A rubber tube tire comprising an upstanding tread,
base beads, thick side walls for carrying the load inclined
toward one another. Joining the tread with said base beads
and an endless retaining rim which together with said
side walls form an air-tight chamber of gable-like shape
in cross-section, a rubber formation consisting of extend-
ed toes on the inner side of said beads and n short extra
side wall at each of the corners of the base of the gable-
like air chamber inclined outward and arranged between
each extended toe and the adjacent portion of Its corre-

sponding side wall out of contact with the endless retain-

ing rim, the Junctions of the extra walls with the side
walls being the widest part of the air chamber and out of
contact with the endless retaining rim. as and for the
purposes described.

3. A rubber tube tire comprising an upstanding tread,

base beads, thick side walls for carrying the loud Inclined
toward one another Joining the tread with said tmxe beads
and forming an air tight chamber between thera of gable-

like shape In cross section, a rubber formation consisting

of extended toes on the inner side of said beads, a short
extra wall at each of the corners of the t>ase of the gable
like air chamber arranged between each extended toe and
the adjacent portion of Its corresponding side walls and
an extra wnll In the form of an inwardly projecting rib

of open V-shape In cross section at the apex of the gable-
like air chamber, as and for the purposes described.

1.225.974.

Mar. 20,

VALVE. John J. Lanb.
1916. Serial No. 85..S46.

St. Louis, Mo. nied
(CI. 137—4.)

A valve, comprising a casing provided with a valve
seat, a valve disk that co-operates with said seat and which
Is provided with an upwardly-extending boss, said boss
having an Internally screw-threaded bore and a plurality
of laterally-projecting lugs or wings, a bonnet arranged
on said casing and provided with gutdeways that co-

operate with said lugs, said bonnet being also provided
with a conical portion, a one-piece valve stem having a

threaded portion that cooperates with the threaded bore
in said valve disk and also a conical shoulder that co-
operates with the conical portion of said bonnet so as to
prevent leakage around said valve stem and out of the
upper end of said bonnet, said bonnet having a cylinfl^ical
pocket that surround* said valve stem above said conical
portion, a resilient washer In the base of said pocket, an
abutment carried by aald valve stem and lying partly
within said pocket, said abutment and pocket being pro-
vided with alining grooves for the reception of packing
material, and a colled expansion spring Interposeil be-

tween said abutment and said washer, said spring exert-

laC pressure on said washer so as to expand the same and
cause it to tightly engage the valve stem and prevent
leakage around same In case the flrst-mentloned leak-pre-
venting means becomes inefficient.

1.225,975. MBBCDRY MOTOR METER. Robirt C.
Lanphibr. Sprlngfleld. 111., assignor to Sangamo Elec-
tric Company. .><prlngfleld. 111., a Corporation of Illi-

nois. Filed Mar. 12. 1913. Serial No. 753,719. (CI.
171—265.)

1. An electricity meter, comprising a casing having •
mercury chamber through which the current to be meas-
ured flows, an armature adapte<l to rotate In the marcury
Ih said chamber, a magnet having a main driving pole, for
<-auslng the armature to rotate, and a pair of magnet poles
of opposite polarity to that of the main driving pole and
disposed at illametrirally opposite sides of the armature
and at right angles to the line of maximum current flow
therethrough, all of said magnet poles being adjacent to
the same surface of said armature.

2. An electricity meter, comprising a casing having a
mercury chamber through which the current to be meas-
ured flows, an armature adapter! to rotate In the mercury
In said chamber, a magnet having a main driving pole, for
causing the armature to rotate, and branrh<-d magnet poles
of opposite polarity to that of the main driving pole and
disposed at diametrically opposite sides of the armature
and at right angles to th- line of maximum current flow
therethrough, all of said magnet poles being adjacent to
the same surface of said armature.

3. An electricity meter, comprising a casing having a
mercury chamber through which the current to be meas-
ured flows, an armature adapted to rotate in the morrury
In said chamber, a niagntt having a main driving pole, for
causing the armature to rotate, a pair of magnet poles of
opposite polarity to that of the main driving pole and dis-
posed at diametrically ( pposlte sides of the armature an I

at right angles to the line of maximum (urrent flow there
through, all of said magnet p'Jles being adjacent to the
same surface of aald armature, and means adjacent to the
opposite surface of said armature for providing a path
for the lines of force.

4. An electricity meter, comprising a casing having a
mercury chamber through which the current to be meas
ured flows, an armature adapted to rotate In the mercury-
In said chamber, a magnet having a main driving pole, for
causing the armature to rotate, a pair of magnet poles of
opposite polarity to that of the main driving pole and
disposed at diametrically opposite sides of the armature
and at right angles to the line of maximum current flow
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therethrough, and a soft Iron pole-piece disposed at the
diametrically opposite side of the armature from said
main driving pole and connected with the latter, said tioft

iron pole piece having a winding through which more or
leas of the current measured by the meter flows in one
direction or the other, depending on the direction of flow
of current through the armature.

5. An electricity meter, comprising a casing having a

mercury chamber through which the current to be meas-
ure<l flows, an armature adapted to rotate In the mercury
In said chamber, a magnet comprising a substantially con-
tinuous frame disposed in a plane parallel with the mer-
cury chamber and supporting the same, said frame having
a main driving pole arranged In proximity to the lower
surface of the armature for causing the same to rotate,
aald frame also having a pair of magnet poles of oppo-
site polarity to that of the main driving pole and disposed
at diametrically opposite sides of the armature and at
right angles to the line of maximum current flow there-
through, all of aald magnet poles being adjacent to the
same surface of said armature.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,225,976. ELEVATOR CONTROL SYSTEM. David LtB
80.\. Berlin, Clermany. assignor to Otis Elevator Com-
pany, .lersey City, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed July 30, 1912. Serial No. 712.341. (CI. 172—152.)

lo a push button controlled elevator, the combination of
a polyphase supply circuit, an alternating current motor,
a magnet controlled reversing switch for the motor, a mag
net controlled main line switch for the motor, a relay
controlling the reversing switch, and a push button for
operating the relay, the operating magnets of the revers-
ing switch, main line switch and relay being connected in

a different phase of the supply circuit.

1.226,977. FLUID MEA.^UKIN<; MECHANISM. JoHN
W. Lbdocx. Swarthmore. Pa. Filed Mar. 18, 1915.
Serial .No. 15.208. (CI. 210— 10.)

1. The combination with a conduit having a weir for
the passage of fluid, of counterbalancing devices movable
by resultant fluid pressures due to variations of the depth
of fluid In said weir and adapted to be subjected re-

spectively to different pressures In their different positions
due to said variations.

2. The combination with a conduit having a weir for
the passage of fluid, of counter balancing devices com-
prising a float having variable submergence and exerting
Tariable force due to variations of the level of said fluid,

whereby the positions of said devices are functions of the
depth of fluid In said weir.

3. The combination with a conduit having a weir for
the passage of a fluid, of counter balancing devices acting in

different mediums and adapte<l to be subjected to differ-

ent pressures respectively at different levels of the fluid In

aid weir, one of said devices displacing a different bulk
of a medium aforesaid at different elevations of levels of
aid fluid, whereby the positions of said devices are func-
tions of the depth of fluid In said weir.

4. The combination with a conduit having a weir for

the passage of a fluid, of counter-balancing devices compris-
ing connected floats acting In mediums of different specific

gravity, one of said floats having variable cross-sections
and different parts thereof submerged at different depths
of fluid in said weir.

5. The combination with a conduit for conveying a fluid,

of counter-balancing devices movable by resultant fluid

pressures due to changes in the flow In said conduit, one
of said devices having variable cross-sections and exert-
ing variable pressures at different elevations thereof,
whereby the movements of said devices are proportional
to changes In the rate of flow In said conduit, a second
conduit for conveying a fluid, and means operated by said
devices for regulating the flow in said conduit second
named proportionately to the flow in said conduit first

named.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,978. PROPORTIONAL METER. John W. Lbdoux,
Swarthmore. Pa. Filed Apr. 16, 1915. Serial No.
21,626. (CI. 210—1».)

1. In a proportionate meter, a plurality of fluid con-
duits having discharge apertures of constant character,
and means for providing heads In one of said apertures
proportionate to the heads in the other, said means com-
prising a duct having a movable outlet, valve mechanism
for controlling said outlet, and mechanism for moving
said duct to control the position of said outlet.

2. In a proportionate meter, the combination of a plu-
rality of fluid conduits having respe<-tlve weirs of con-
stant character and means, comprising a float movable
with variations of the level of fluid in one of said welrs
and a float movable with variations of the level of fluid
in the other of said welrs, wherel>y the heads In one of
said welrs are maintained In substantially constant rela-
tion to the heads in the other of said weirs.

^
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3. In a pruportlonate meter, a plarality of open fluid
paMsages having discharge notches of constant character,
a float movable by fluid flowing in one of said passages, a
lever movable by said float, a duct having a movable out-
let dl8<^'harglng into the other of said passages, means
whereby said lever regulates the elevation of said outlet,
and valve mechanism for controlling said outlet.

4. In a proportional meter, a weir of constant charac-
ter, a movable duct having an outlet, and means whereby
said duct is moved to vary the elevation of Its outlet with
variations In the head of fluid flowing through said weir.

5. In a proportional meter, a conduit having a movable
outlet, a lever, means whereby said lever regulates the
elevation of said ontlet, a weir of constant character, and
means movable with fluid In said weir whereby the posi-
tion of said lever is varied with changes in the level of
fluid in said weir.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Cazette.]

1.225.979. WINDOW-SCREEN. Butha E. Littoc, Pa-
onla. Colo. Piled Jan. 28, 1916. Serial No. 74.841.
(Cl. 156—14.)

'M^Ml

M 'a

A screen comprising a body, U shaped metallic reinforc-

ing members embracing the upper and lower edges of the

body, said members being provided with upset portions

interlocking with the body, flexible reinforcing members
along the side edges of the body, U shaped clips embracing
the last named reinforcing members and the body to se-

cure said members and body together, and means for de-

tachably securing the upper and lower ends of the screen

to a window element.

1,225,980. APPARATUS FOR SEALING GLASS BULBS.
Albebt J. LoEPSi.XJEU. Cranston. R. I., Assignor to

General Fire Extinguisher Company, New York, N. Y..

a Corporation of New York. Filed July 3. 1912. Serial

No. 707,473. Renewed Apr. 2, 1917. Serial No. 159,327.
(Cl. 226—4.)

1. An apparatus for sealing glass bulbs comprising a
'^losed receptacle, means for maintaining pressure within
*aid receptacle, and means for applying heat to a bulb
within said re<-eptacle to seal said bulb.

2. An apparatus for sealing glass bulbs comprising a
olesed re<*ptacle provided with means for holding a bulb
therein, means for maiutalulng pressure within said re-

ceptacle, and means for applying heat to aaid bulb to
seal the same.

3. An apparatus for sealing glass bulbs comprising a
closed receptacle, means for maintaining pressure within
said recepUcie. a burner within said receptacle, and means
for moving said burner toward and from the bulb to t>e

sealed.

4. An apparatus for sealing glass bulbs comprising a
receptacle, a burner located within said receptacle, means
for supplying gas to said burner, and means for moving
said burner toward and from the bulb to be sealed.

5. An apparatus for sealing glass bulbs comprising a
receptacle, a burner located within said receptacle, means
for supplying gas to said burner, nieanx for regulating
the quMntity of gas supplied to said burner, and means
for moving said burner toward and from the bulb to b«
sealed.

[Claims « to 9 not printed In the Gazette.)

1.225,981. PIPE-CUTTERS WORK BENCH. Clyde H.
Loi(;hridg« and How.^ao R. LnroHuiiMjE. Pittsburgh,
Pa. Filed Nov. 4, 1915. Serial No. 59.548. (Cl.
81—41.)

1. A pipe supporting table having a vise-supporting t>ar

at each side of an Intervening working position, a longi-

tudinally adjustable vise mounted on each of said l>ars,

means for rigidly supporting the bars at each end, and
additional supports for the inner ends of the vise-support-
ing bars providing an intervening clearance space.

2. In a work bench or frame of the type disclosed, the
combination with a supporting >>ench having a securing
device, of a similar bench spaced beyond the end of said
first named bench and provided with a securing device, the
securing devices being movable toward and away from each
other independently of their supporting benches.

3. In a work bench or frame of the type disclosed, the
combination with a supporting bench having a securing^
device, of a similar bench in allnement therewith spaced
Ijeyond the end of said tlrst named bench and also provided
with a securing device, a vertically arranged standard for
each of .said benches, vertical supports conne<tlng the ad-
jacent ends of said benches and providing an Intervening
clearance space, and bracing members connecting the bench
standards and said vertical supports.

4. In combination, an interrupted two-part support ter-

minating at each side of an intervening clearance space, a
mounting frame therefor having rigidly connected bracing
devices, and longitudinally adjustable supporting and ae-

<urlng devices mounted on ea<'b of said main supports.

1.225.982. BARREL WASHING AND RENOVATING
MACHINR Max Lrpi.vsKi and OBoanc J. Mevcr. Mil-
waukee. Wis. Flle<l Dec. 30. 1915. Serial No. 69.500.
(Cl. 91—11.)
1. In a barrel washing and renovating machine, the

I ombination with Interior and exterior barrel washing ap-
paratus, of a bung stopper removing device, a bung finder,
a heater adapted to enter the bung hole, and an injector
nozzle also adapted to enter the hung hole and connected
with a source of calking and sterilizing material under
pressure, and means for automatically removing barrels
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from the washing apparatus and advancing them step by
step to the stopper removing device, bung finder, heater
aad injector.

ro-

2. In a barrel washing and renovating machine, the
combination with a bong remover, of a spray nozzle adapt-

ed to enter the bung hole of the barrel to deliver water to

the Interior thereof, a heater al.so adapted to enter said
bung hole, and means for automatically delivering liarrels

from the spray nozzle to the heater. wherel)y the heating
operation may fill the barrel with superheated steam, de-

Telope<l from the water left in the l^arrel after the spray-
ing operation.

8. In a barrel washing and renovating machine, the
combination with a barrel runway, of a tank for liquid

cleansing material and a flexible longitudinally extensible

pipe adapted to connect said tank with the interior of a
barrel while the latter is moving along the runway.

4. In a Iwrrel washing and renovatiuR machine, the
combination with a barrel run-way. of a tank for liquid

cleansing material, a flexible pipe adapted to connect said
tank with the interior of the barrel, and a water tank pro-
vided with washing devices for the exterior surfaces of
the Iwrrel and to which said run way leads.

5. In a barrel washing and renovating machine, the
(»mbinattou with a barrel run-way, of a tank for liquid

cleansing material, a fiexible pipe adapted to connect said
tank with the interior of the barrel, and a water tank pro-
vided with washing devices for the exterior surfaces of
the barrel and to which said run-way leads, together with
barrel lifting mechanism adapted to lift barrels out of said
water tank, means for opening the barrel, removing the
cleansing compound, rinsing the Interior surfaces, melting
and draining out old calking material and Injecting fresh
calking material, all in a .series of automatic operations.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printeti In the Gazette.]

1,225.983. BARREL CALKING AND RENOVATING MA-
CHINE. Max Lrpi.NSKi and <;bobob J. Meyeb. Mil-
waukee. Wis. Filed Dec. 80, 1915. Serial No. 69,507.
(Cl. 91—11.)

1. A barrel renovating and calking machine, including
the combination with a series of lineally 8llne<l sfjaced

blow torches, an Injector nozzle alined with the blow
torches and similarly 8pa<-ed from the last one. means for

supplying melted pitch to said injector nozzle under pres-

mre sufflclent to drive It through the notzle to all parts
of the Interior surface of a barrel into which the nozzle is

inaertJMl. means for advancing harrels step l)y step along
the series of blow torches to the Injector nozzle, said bar-

rel advancing means t>elng adapteil to deposit the barrels

la the Intervals betw«'en Ptep by step movements, with the

blow torches and Injector nozzle eitindinR into the bung
holes of the respective Imrrels. and nMans controlled by

the barrels for automatically turning on combustible flaid

to the blow torches and opening the injector nozzle as the
barrels move Into position upotr the torches and nozzle.

2. A barrel renovating and calking machine. Including
the combination of means for intermlttlngly lifting and
advan'lng barrels from one station to another, of flame
injecting means at one station and pitch Injecting meana
at another station, and means for utilizing the barrels to
control the flame Injecting means and the pitch lujerting
means.

8. A barrel renovating and calking machine, including
the combination of meanf> for intermlttlngly lifting and
advancing barrels from one station to another, of flame
injecting means at one station and pitch Injecting means
at another station, and means for utilizing the tiarrels to
control the flame Injecting means and the pitch Injecting
means, together with additional means for cutting off the
supply of pitch after a pre<letermined Interval independ-
ently of the iMirrel control.

4. A barrel renovating and calking machine, including
the combination of a pitch supply tank, means for beating
the pitch In said tank, a spray noazle counerted with said
tank, means for forcibly ejecting the pitch from said noz-
zle, means for automatically and successively adjusting
barrels with said nozzle projecting into the bung hole
thereof, and barrel actuated valve mechanism controlling
the ejection of pitch from said nozzle.

5. A barrel renovating and calking machine, including
the combination of a pitch supply tank, means for heating
the pitch In said tank, a spray nozzle connected with said
tank, means for forcibly ejecting the pitch from said noz-
zle, and means for automatically and successively adjust-
ing barrels with said nozzle projecting into the bung hole
thereof, and valve mechanism controlling the ejection of
pitch from said nozzle, said valve mechanism including a
set of valves, one provided with connections for opening
It directly from the barrel and another provided with con-
nections for opening and closing it intermlttlngly at pre-
determined Intervals, and the delivery of pitch being de-
pendent upon both valves being open at the same time.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,984. DIRIGIBLE HEADLIGHT FOR VEHICLES.
EvA M. Lton, Escondldo. Cat. Filed Oct. 17. 1916.
SerUl No. 126,177. {C\. 240—62.)

1. The combination with a vehicle steering mechanism

;

of a lamp supporting bracket secured ui>on the vehicle
frame, a lamp carrying casting mounte<l in said bracket
and having vertically alined laterally extending collars, a
lamp post loosely mounted in said collars and having a
tuliular upper end. a lamp having a stem fixed to said
tubolar post end, said lamp resting and turning on the
uppermost of said collars, and a connection l)etween said
post and steering mechanism wheretjy said lamp post is

turned In said collars when the steering meibanls < is op-
erate<l.

2. The combination with a vehicle steering mechanism ;

of trLantralar lamp supporting t»rackets composed of folded
sheet metal, triangular lamp c-arrying castings mounted in
Kaid brackets nud having vertically spaced alined collars.
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lamp posts having tabular upp«r ends loosely mounted In

Mtid collars and with openings formed therein, lamps each

having a stem flxe<l to one of said tubular post ends, said

lamps resting and turning on the uppermost of said col-

lars, a connection between said posts for synchronously
turning them, and a connection between one of said posts

and said steering mechanism whereby the posts are turned

in said collars when the steering mechanism is operated.

1,225,985. SHOWEB KATH APPARATUS. John How-
ABn McElsoy, Chicago, 111. Filetl Apr. 6, 1909. Serial

No. 488,164. Renewe<l May 27, 1912. Serial No.

700.080 (CI. 4—26.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a hot-water cock, of a cold-water cock, a spherical

mixing-chamber body between said cocks, an apertured

disk mounted in the face of said body through which a

shower of water can be thrown into the tub, a discharge

outlet into the tub, and a valve in said mixing-chamber

body adjustable to discharge the water through the aper-

tures or the outlet, as may be desire*!.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a hot-water cock, of a cold-water cock, a spherical

mixing-chamber body between said cocks, an apertured

ditik removably mounteil in the face of said body through

which a shower of water can be thrown Into the tub, a

discharge outlet into the tub, and a valve in said mixing-

chamber body adjustable to discharge the water through

the apertures or the outlet, as may be desired.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a hot-water cock, of a cold-water cock, a spherical

mixing-chamber body between said cocks, an apertured

disk threaded into the face of said bo<ly through which
a shower of water can be thrown Into the tub, a dis-

charge outlet into the tub, and a valve In said mixing-

chamber boily adjustable to discharge the water through

the apertures or the outlet, as may be desired.

1.225.986. DAMPER. Neal Teimble McKee, Yonkers.

N. Y., assignor to Locomotive Superheater Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed

Mar. 22, 1916. Serial No. 86,034. (CI. 122—480.)

1. In a boiler cf the class described, the combination of

flues, superheater elements locate*! In said flues, flre tut>e8,

and means to Increase with an increase<l steam demand
the proportionate part of the hot gases flowing through

the flre tubes.

2. In a t>oller of the class described, the combination of

flues, flre tubes, a steam pipe delivering steam from the

boiler, superheater elements locate*! In said flues, means
for controlling the flow of hot gases through the flues,

and means responsive to the flow of steam through said

steam pipe permitting an increased proportionate flow

of hot gases through the flre tubes as the steam flow

Increases.

3. In a boiler of the class descrlbtnl, the combination ol

flues, a superheater whose elements are located In said

flues, a pipe to carry steam from the superheater, flre

tubes, a baffle .<idapted to prevent gases from the flre

tubes, from reaching the superheater elements and to shut
off the flow of hot gases through the flues, a damper in
said baffle opening to Its full extent In response to steftm
pressure in the steam pipe, and a damper adapted to
permit a freer flow of hot gases through the flre tubes
with an increase in steam demand, but never shutting said
flow off completely.

4. In a boiler of the class describe*!, the combination of

flues, a superheater whose elements He within said fla«s,

a conduit carrying steam from the boiler to said super-

heater, a throttle in said conduit, a damper controlling

the flow of hot gases through the flues, damper rigging

which opens the damper to Its full extent, when the

throttle Is opened, and keeps It open until the throttle

Is again closed, flre tubes, a second damper controlling

the flow of hot gases through said flre tubes, mechanism
adapted to open the second damper to a greater or lesser

extent.

1,225,987. FLU8H-VALVB FOR WATER-CLOSETS.
Daniel W. McNml, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor to The
John Douglas Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, a Corpora-
tion of Ohio. Filed June 4, 1915. Serial No. 32,08S.

(CI. 137—98.)

In a '.lush viiU-e, the combination of a casing closed at

Its lower end and having, upon Its Interior Intermediate
Its ends, an annular flange, an outlet port near the upper
end of the casing and an Inlet port below the flange, a

cap for the casing having a hollow cylindrical extension

projecting Into the casing, a push rod extending through
the cylindrical extension, an auxiliary valve upon the
lower end of the push r*>d an<l adapted to flt within the
annular flange, a spring within the cylindrical extension
and adapted to hold the push r*>d In a position with the
aaxiliary valve above the annular flange, a main valve
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normally contacting with the lower end of the annular
flange, and means for permitting seepage of water between
the main valve and the lower end of the casing.

1,225,988. PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM CARTRIDGE. Beb-
SAtLD H. Meteeing, Rochester, N. T., assignor to East-
man Kodak Company. Rochester. N. Y., a Corporation
of New York. Filed July 31. 1914. Serial No. 854,218.
<CI. 95—9.)

1. A photographic fllm cartridge embodying a flexible

strip of sensitive fllm and an opaque flexible covering
strip wound with It Into a roll, said covering strip being
provided with a plurality of light permeable i>ortions
each adapted, when the backing and fllm are unrolknl, to
transmit light to a restricted area of the fllm In the form
of a designating character to be light printed thereon.

2. A fllm cartridge embodying a flexible strip of sensi-
tlxed fllm, an opaque flexible covering strip wound with
It into a roll, said covering strip having perforations
therein forming designating characters and permitting
the passage of light to the fllm when the strip is exposed
to light and a translucent covering for reducing the
Intensity of the light passing to the fllm through said
perforations.

1,226,989. COVER FOR COAL llODS OR SIMILAR DE-
VICES. Hbbman F. Mii-leb. RushvUle, Nebr. Piled
Apr. 27. 1916. Serial No. 93.999. (CI. 220—41.)

1. The combination with a receptacle having a flared

mouth section, and a ball plvotally attached to said
r<*ceptacle, of a cover formed of a stationary section, and
a movable se<'tlon hlngedly connected to said stationary
section, said movable section being of slightly larger diam-
eter than the open end of the receptacle and having its

side edges disposed In the path of movement sf said ball

Whereby when the ball is moved rearwardly of the recep-

tacle to the vertical. It will bind against the circumferen-
tial edge of the movable section to hold the removable sec-

tion In closed position.

2. The (combination with a re*'eptacle having a flared

month section, and a ball plvotally attached to said re-

ceptacle, of a cover formed of a stationary section, a mov-
able section hing<-dly connected thereto, said movable
section being of slightly larger diameter than the open
end of the receptacle and having Its side edges disposed
In the path of movement of said bail whereby the l>all,

when swung rearwardly of the rer^ptacle, will frlctlonally
blnrl and hold the movable section In close*! position, and
means for normally holding the movable section closed.

1,225,990. LAMP CHIMNEY HOLDER. James E. Mitch-
ell. Pine Hill. Ky. Filed Mar. 11. 1914. Serial No.
824,002. (CI. 240—97.)

.\ < hininey holder comprising In combination with a
lamp burner, a continuous wire length forming a pair

of legs having their ends secured to the burner, and a
chimney engaging yoke at the upper ends of the legs, said
yoke consisting of forwardly extending spring fingers
formed by bending the intermediate portion between the
legs forward horisontally to the latter and doubling the

remainder rearwardly to form a closed loop behind the legs,
a socket formed centrally of the loop, a third leg secured
in said socket and having Its lower end secured to the
burner, and a handle formed on said third leg thereby to
steady the holder upon removing a chimney.

1,225,991. EXTENSION-TABLE. JcLlcs MOHE. Mil-
waukee, Wis. Filed Aug. 6, 1915. Serial No. 44.009.
(CI. 45—112.)

-T/

2. An extension table comprising a table top formed in

sections, one section having its underside provided with a

leaf receptacle, the leaf receptacle being provided with
spaced parallel walls having spaced parallel seats formed
therein for the reception of the longitudinal edges of

leaves, and at Its ends being provided with spaced par-

allel supports for the ends of leaves, and a closure con-

trolling access to the receptacle.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.225,992. TURBOGENERATOR FOR SHIPS. RoBEBT
v. MoBSE. Ithaca, N. Y. Filed Apr. 5, 1915. Serial
No. 19.349. (CI. 74—78.)

1. A gyroscopic mounting for ships' generators com-
prising in combination a main frame, a turbo-generator
secured to said frame, a hollow trunnion through which
steam may enter to the turbo-genera tor, a second hollow
trunnion through which expanded uncondensed exhaust
steam may exhaust from the turbo-generator, the main
frame being mounted to swing upon said hollow trunnions,
and means for controlling said swing.

2. A gyroscopic mounting for ships' generators, com-
prising in combination a steam turbine mounted with Its
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axla In a suhstantlally horizontal position, trunnions
plvotally supporting said turbine, the trunnl«>n8 being
arranged In a subHtanttally rertical position, and means
for conducting steam to said turlilne.

8. A gyroscopic mounting for chips' turbines, compris-
ing In combination a turbine, trunnions supporting said
turbine to permit swinging movements thereof, one of
said trunnions having an intake passage, one of said
trunnions having an exhaust passage, the exhaust pas-
sage being sufficiently larger than the intake passage to
allow expanded uncondensed exhaust steam to flow freely
through the exhaust passage.

4. A gyroscopic mounting for ships' turbines, comprising
in combination a turbine, trunnions supporting said tur-
bine to permit swlnginir movements thereof, one of said
trunnions having an Intake passage, one of said trun-
nions having an exhaust passage, the exhaust passage
being sufficiently larger than the Intake passage to allow
expanded uncondensed exhaust steam to flow freely
through the exhaust passage, and means for controlling
the swinging movements of the turbine.

5. In a gyroscopic mounting for ships' turbines, the
combination of a turbo-generator mounted for swinging
movements relative to a ship, means for conducting the
motive fluid to the turbo-generator, means for conducting
the electric current from the turbo-generator, and means
for locking the turbo-generator against swinging move-
ments relative to the ship.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,225,993. STRAINER FOR FLUIDS. JOH.v F. McL-
LAMV, Colorado Springs, Colo. Filed Mar. 5, 1912.
Serial No. 681,892. (01. 210—16.)

1. The combination of a strainer for milk, water or
other liquids comprising a receptacle having an Intake at
Its top and an outlet at its bottom, with an upward pro-
jecting strainer shell approximately of the shape of the
frustum of a cone with a dome-shaped ai)«i and covering
said outlet, and being perforated from top to near Its
base and belns liquid tight about its l)a8« so that the r.

-

cess between its wnil and the wall of tha receptacle forma

a trap adapted to receive debris and retain It from the
strainer surface, and a cloth or fiber strainer member
covering said shell and a heavy ring securing by compres-
sion said straln<>r member about the said base, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The combination In a strainer for milk, water or
other liquids compsislng a receptacle having an Intake
at Its top and an outlet at its t>ottom. with an upward
projecting perforated shell member in the form of a frus-

tum of a cone with a dome-shaped apex, covering said
outlet, the reevM in the bottom of said receptacle and
between said menilier and the wall of the receptacle form-
ing a Ugnld tight trap for debris around the base of said
member, a cloth or fiber strainer member covering said
shell member and a heavy open ring securing said strainer
member by compression about the said base, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. In a strainer for liquids in combination with a re-
ceptacle having an Intake at its top and an outlet at its
bottom, an upwardly projecting flange about Its outlet,
forming a trap recess between it and the wall of the re-
ceptacle adapted to receive and retain debris, a shell
member with perforated walls in the form of the frustum
of a cone with a dome shaped apex, detachably secured
to the top of said flange and covering said outlet, a cloth
or other fabric strainer member covering said shell mem-
ber and secured atmut the base of said shell member by
means of an open spring ring dropped over said fabric
and down to the base of said shell member and adapted
to compress said strainer member, substantially as set
forth and for the purposes specified.

4. In a strainer for milk, water or other liquids, a re-
ceptacle having an intake at Its top and an outlet at
its bottom, an upwardly projecting flange about Its out-
let, forming a trap re<'ess between it and the wall of the
receptacle adapted to receive and retain debris, a shell
member with perforated walls in the form of the frus-
tum of a cone detachably secure*! to the top of said flange
and covering said outlet. In combination with a cloth or
iabrlc strainer member covering said shell member and
secured about the Itase of said shell member by m<«n8
of a thick open ring dropped over said fabric and down
to the base of said flange, substantially as set forth and
for the purposes specified.

5. A strainer for liquids comprising a receptacle hav-
ing an intake at Us top and an outlet at Its twttom, an
upwardly projecting strainer shell approximately of the
shape of the frustum of a cone with a dome-shaped apex
and covering said outlet, and being perforated from top
to near its base and being liquid tight about Its base so
that the recess between Its wall and the wall of the re-

ceptacle forms a trap adapted to receive debris and re-
tain it from the strainer surface. In combination with a
cloth or fiber strainer member covering said shell and a
heavy ring securing said strainer member about the said
base, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.225.994. OILrBDRNER. Albxaxder Q. Nabh, Kansas
City, Mo. Filed Jan. 11, 1917. Serial No. 141.S77.

(01. 158—65.)

1. A burner having an annular distributing cbamt)er of
nniform cross-sectional area, means to feed carbureted
gas Into said distrtbutinx chamber at a tangent whereby
the gas flows continuously in one direction, and a baffle

dividing said chamber into upper and lower annular pas-
sages.

4. A burner having a continuous annular chamber of
uniform cross-sectional area, a perforated baffle dividing
said chamber Into upper end lower portions, and means
to feed carbureted gas Into said lower portion In a line
with the path of flow therethrough whereby the flow of
gas is continuous in one direction.

5. A burner head comprising a ring like chamber hav-
ing a starting trough arranged within the ring op.>ning
below the zone of combustion, and a retort arrangt'd ver-
tically over said starting trough and continuous through-
oat the length of the latter, and means connecting the
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retort and barntr ring to feed gas Into the latter at a

tangent.

8. A burner head comprising a channel provided with
a laterally extending flange, an Inverted channel member
having one edge resting on said laterally extending flange
and the other edge s^^ateil within the bend of the first

named channel to form a closed distributing chamber
and a starting trough.

(Claims 2, 3, 6. 7, and 9 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.225,995. RIVETING-MACHINE. Henry O. Noaais,
Celeste. Tex., assignor to Burr E. Porter, Celeste, Tex.
Filed Nov. 19, 1915. Serial No. 62.277. (01. 78—49.)

1. In a riveting machin*'. a reoiprocatory hammer and
a movable anvil, a cutting device, a means for periodically
reciprocating the hammer, a means for periodically mov-
ing the anvil toward or away from the hammer while
said hammer is at rest and a means for operating the cut-

ting device after the movement of the anvil toward the
hammer and prior to the reciprocation of the hammer, In

combination with a revolul>le tripping wheel having pe
rlpherai offsets arrangi^ to control the operating means
for both anvil and hammer and side offsets arranged to

control the operating means for the cutting device.

2. Id a riveting machine, the combination with an anvil,

a reciprocating hammer, and a cutting device, of means
for operating the hammer, means for oiMrating the cut-
ting device, and a revolving operating element having
provision for operating the hammer operating means and
alto the cutting device operating means, the cutting de-

vice being oi)erate<l previous to the hammer.
3. In a rivetiDK macbin<>. the combination with a base,

of an anvil mounted thereon, a hammer supported over
the anvil, a hammer operating arm. a rutting device hav-

ing cutters disposed relatively l)etween the anvil and
hammer, tripping levers for operating the cutting device,

a tripping wheel having provision for rocking the hammer
and arm and also means for operating the tripping levers.

4. In a riveting machine, the combination with a base,

of an anvil mounted on the base, a hammer supported over
the anvil, means for elevating the anvil, a hammer operat-
ing arm, a cutting device having cutters disposed rela-

tively between the anvil and the hammer, an operating

device for the cutting device, a tripping wheel having
provision for rocking the hammer arm and also means for

operating the cutting device, and an operating element
having connection with the anvil elevating means and
provision for Imparting rotation to the tripping wheel.

1,225,996. INDICATOR. John F. OConnob, Chicago,

111., assignor to William H. Miner, Chazy, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 10, 1915. Serial No. 60.687. (CI. 83—1.)

1. An Indicator of the character described comprising a

member having an index scale and an arc of a circle

thereon, the lines forming the scale corresponding to

angles between a series of tangents to said arc and one

of the diameters of said circle.

2. An indicator of the character described, comprising

a member having an arc of a circle described thereon, the

radius of aald circle corresponding to a predetermined
unit of tiiiie, said member having two points Indicated

thereon and located on a diameter within the arc of said

circle, said points being located equi-dlstant from the

center of said circle and Indicia corresponding to the

angles between the diameter located by said points and a
series of tangents drawn to said arc.

8. An indicator of the character described, comprising

a member having an arc of a circle described thereon, the

radius of said circle corresponding to a predetermined

unit of time, said member having two points Indicated

thereon located within the arc of said circle and on a

diameter thereof, and an Index scale which is determined
by a series of tangents to said arc, the zero point of said

scale corresponding to the tangent perpendicular to said

diameter.

4. An Indicator of the character described, comprising a
transparent member having a circle described thereon,

said circle l)eing adapted to V)e placed tangent to a vertical

line passing through the zero point of a described curve,

said member being provided with means locating a diame-

ter of said circle, said diameter paralleling a tangent to

said curve at a point located a predetermined distance

from said vertical Hue, said member having also a scale

thereon indicating the number of predetermined units of

displacement on said vertical line between the point

where it intersects said curve and where said tangent. If

projected, would Interesect said vertical Hoe.

1.225,997. PANEL-BOARD AND LINING STRIP 8UP-
I'ORTING MEANS. Edwin A. Olley. Syracuse. N. Y.,

assignor to Crouse-Hlnds Company. Syracuse. N. T.. a
Corporation of New York. Filed June 14. 1913. Se
rtal No. 773,747. (CI. 247—13.)
1. A device of the cbara< ter described including a

bracket comprising a standard formed with an opruing for

receiving the corner of the panel board, and means ad-
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Jaaubly carried by the stRDdard for holding the panel
board, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. A device of the character described including a
bracket comprising a standard, the major part of the
standard being flat and formed with an opening for re-
ceiving a corner of the panel board, and means carrle<l
by the standard for holding the panel board, substantially
as aod tor the purpose described.

8. A device of the character described comprising a
bracket IncludinK a standard, the major iwirt of which Is

flat, the standard being formed with angularly arranged
margins and the flat portion being formed with an open-
ing for receiving the corner of the panel boaril. and also
with a vertical guide, means for holding the panel board
at the corner including a memln-r arranged In the guide,
and means for securing said member to the standard, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. A device of the character described including a
bracket comprising a flat portion having an opening for
receiving the corner of the panel board, and means for
holding the panel board engaging the upper and lower
sides thereof, and means for securing the holding means
to the flat part of the standard, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

5. A device of the character described including a
bracket comprising a base flange and a standard bent up-
wardly from the base flange, the major part of the stand-
ard being flat and formed with a centrally located open-
ing near the base flange for receiving the corner of the
panel board, and clamping means carried by the standard
for engaging the panel board, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Oiizette.]

1,225,998. DEVICE FOR TRANyFORMIXO A MOTOR
CAR INTO A SLED. Jocelv.n Emilc <^)LLivirR. La
Vignette St. Orvals. France. Filed Oct. 5. 1914. Se-
rial No. 865,160. (CI. 21—47.)

1. A motor sled having a vehicle wheel, a sled runner
adapted to be used in conjunction with said wheel to raise
the latter from the ground, and driving mechanism for
said wheel comprising a number of pivoted spikes. sai<l
spikes being adapted to swing outwardly to extract the
snow from between th.' spikes after the spikes are re-
leased from contact with the ground.

2. In combination, a wheel, driving mechanism for said
wheel comprising a number of spikes, means for pivoting
saUl spikes to said wheel, and means for causing said
spikes to swing outwanlly to extract the snow from be-
tween the spikes.

3. In combination, a wheel, a plurality of splkei pivot-
ally mounted on said wheel, the backs of said spikes be-
ing adapted to bear against the rim of said wheel when
In contact with the snow, and resilient means associated
with said pivoted spikes to cause the backs of siiid spikes
to move from the rim to extract snow, and the like, from
between the spikes.

4. The combination with a sled runner, of a sled pro-
peller comprising a vehicle wheel mounted upon said run-
ner, and driving mechanism for said wheel having a num-
ber of pivoted spikes mounted on said wheel, the ba( ks of
said spikes being adapted to engage against the rim of said
wheel when In contact with thcT snow, and springs asso-
ciated with said pivoted spikes to cause the backs of said
spikes to move from the rim to extract snow and the like
from t>etween the spikes.

5. In combination, a vehicle wheel, spikes plvotally
mounted to said wheel, said spikes being adapted to en-
gage with their backs against the outer circumference of
said wheel and adapted to dig successively into the ground
to effect propulsion of the vehicle, and resilient means
associated with said pivoted spikes to swing the spikes
outwardly to extract snow therefrom and stops on said
wheel to limit the pivotal movement of said spikes.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.225,999. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR ADTOSLKD8.
JocBLv.v Emilb OuLiviiH, La Vignette. St. Gervala les
Bains. France. Filed Feb. 29, 1916. Serial No. 81,161
(CI. 21—47.)

1. In cou)t>lnatlon. a whe^l. a spike, and toggle mecba
nism connecting said spike to said wheel and permitting
a swinging movemt-nt of said spike.

2. In combination, a wheel, links pivoted to «ald wheel,
arms plvote«l to said links, and spikes on the outer ends
of said arms and having a swinging movement.

3. In combination, a wheel, a spike, toggle mechanism
f>etween the spike and the wheel and permitting swing
Ing movement of said spike, and means for limiting the
toggle action of said toggle means.

4. In combination, a wheel, spikes, links pivoted to said
wheel, arms pivoted to said links and csrrylng at their
outer ends said spikes, a stop to limit the movement of
said link, and a stop for limiting the toggle movement
between said arms and links.

5. In combination, a whe<>l. spikes, links pivoted to said
wheel, arms pivoted to said links and carrying at their
outer ends said spikes, stops at either side of said links on
.<»ald wheel, and means for limiting the toggle movement
between said arms and links.

[Claims 6 to 2»i not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,000. GATE-LOCK. John Olson, Fort Atkinson,
Wis., assignor to James Manufacturing Company, Fort
Atkinson, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Mar.
15. 1916. Serial No. 84.291. (CI. 7Q—28.)
1. In a device of the described class, the combination

with a gate and gate posts, of a latch support, means for
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rigidly connecting said support to a gate, a swinging arm
plvotally connected to said support and adapted, as said

gate Is closed, to contact with one of the posts, moans for

locking and normally retaining said swinging arm in post

engaging position, means for manually unlocking said

locking means, and means for automatically Imparting a
quirk lateral movement to said swinging arm when un-

locked, whereby said gate Is thrown open as soon as said

locking mechanism Is released.

2. In a device of the described class, the combination of

a latch support, means for rigidly connecting said latch

support to a gate, a relatively fixed post, a swinging latch
arm plvotally connected to said support and adapted as
said gate Is closed to contact with said post, whereby the

arm Is swung toward the plane of the gate, means for

locking and normally retaining said swinging arm sub-

stantially In the plane of the gate, means for manually
unlocking said arm, and a spring connected with said

swinging arm, and arranged for Increasing tension as said

swinging arm moves toward the plane of the gate.

3. In a device of the described class, the combination
of a shank, means for rigidly connecting said shank to a

gate, a post, a swinging arm plvotally connected to said

shank and adapted as said gate Is closed to contact with
said post, whereby It Is brought Into allnement with said

shank, means for locking and normally retaining said

swinging arm In allnement with said shank, means for

manually unlocking said locking means, a spring, a wedge
connected with said locking means and swinging arm, and
means for Increasing the tension of said spring as said

swinging arm Is brought Into allnement with said shank,
said wedge t>eing adapted to bear against said locking

mechanism wheret)y said last named locking mechanism is

retained in Its unlocked position until said wedge is with-

drawn by the action of said swinging arm as the latter

is brought Into allnement with «ald shank.

4. In a device of the described class, the combination
of a shank, means for rigidly connecting said shank to a

gate, a post, a swinging arm plvotally connected to said

shank and adapted as said gate is closed to contact with
said post, wherelty It Is brought Into allnement with said

shank, a hook plvotally coanecte^l to said shank, a lug

forn)ed integral with said hook, another h(v^k formed on
the Inner end of said swinging arm adapted to engage said

first named hook as said swinging arm Is brought Into

allnement with said shank, a wedge plvotally connected

at one end to said shank and adapted to bear against said

lug. and a spiral spring connected at one end to said last

named lug and at its opposite end with said swinging

arm. the tension of said spring being increased by the

movement of said swinging arm, and snld wedge being

adapted to be drawn forward as said swinging arm is

brought Into allnement with said shank.

5. In a device of the described class, the combination of

a shank, means for rigidly connecting said shank to a

gate, a post, a swinging arm. the free end of which is

provided with bifurcated members, said arm being plvot-

ally connected to said shank and adapted as said gate Is

closed to contact with a gate post, whereby It Is brought

Into allnement with said shank, means for locking and
normally retaining said swinging arm In allnement with

said shank, means for manually unlocking said locking

means, and means for Imparting a quick movement to said

swinging arm. whereby said gate Is thrown open as soon

as said loeking mechanism Is released.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.001. B<X)K-CLA8P. Arthtb T. Palmbb, Albany,

N. Y. Filed July 20, 1916. Serial No. 110,852. (CI.

24—2.)

1. A clasp comprising an arm having Its outer end

adapted to be plvotally attached to a cover of a book, and
t)ent at its Inner end to form a crossbar, said bar being

doubled over on to Itself to form a clamp adapted to en-

gage and compress the covers of a book.

2. A clasp comprising an arm having Its outer end

adapted to be plvotally attached to a book cover and bent

at its Inner end to form a crossbar, said bar being doubled

over on to Itself to form a clamp having a loop at the

outer portion of said clamp to adjust the width and In-

crease the tension of said clamp.

3. A clasp comprising an arm having Its outer end

adapted to be plvotally attached to a book cover and bent

at Its Inner end to form a crossbar, said bar being doubled

over on to Itself to form a clamp adapted to engage and
compress the covers of a book, said clamp and cover hay-

ing a respective projection and depression adapted to en-

gage each other.

4. .\ clasp comprising an arm having its outer end
adapted to be plvotally attached to a book cover and bent

at Its Inner end to form a crossbar, said bar being doubled

over on to Itself to form a clamp, said clamp being de-

pressed In part Inward toward the cover of said books to

Increase the tension of said clamp onto a predetermined

part of said book.

1,226,002. SLIP-JOINT-PIPE-LOCKING MEA.NS. J08IAH
PiBPEB, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Filed Oct. 9. 1916.

Serial No. 124,694. (CI. 126—308.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of two telescoplcally Joined pipe sections, a circum-

ferential bead for one of said sections, a contractlble and
expansible spring band encircling said bead, and means for

manually contracting and expanding the band.

2. In A device of the character descrll)ed, the combina-
tion of two telescoplcally Joined pipe sections a circum-

ferential bead for one of said sections, a contractlble and
expansible spring band encircling said bead, said band
having turned or angular ends, and means carried by said

ends for manually contracting and expanding said bano.
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3. Id a d«yicr of tb<> character de8<>rlb«<l. the comblBA-

tlon of two tele«coplrally joined pipe sections, a drcum-

ferentlal bead for one of said sect'ons. said Lead baring

a cut-out portion, a contractlble and expansible band en-

circling said bead and provided with turned or angular

spaced end portions having threaded apertures, said end

portions being mounted In said cut-out portion of the

bead, and a right and left hand threaded screw-bar mount-
ed in said threaded apertures for manually contracting and
expanding aald band.

!

1,226.003. LAWN SPRIN'KLKH. J08IAH PiKPBB. Coeur
d'Alene. Idaho. Filed Ort. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124,595.

(CI. 137—17.)

I ^r -Jl^

F±Tf
A lawn sprinkler having a chambered body, a hollow

partition extending loDgltudinally of the body and dlvid-

Lng It Into two separate chamt>ers. one wall of each cbaaa-

ber being perforated, a nozxle connected to the oater end
of the hollow partition, a separate intak*> opening for

each chamber and for th»> hollow partition, a supply duet,

a valve adapted to direct liquid from the supply du<rt se-

lectively to either chamber or to Iwth (hamh«>r« simnlta-
Beously, or to shut It off from the chamt)ers and direct It

to the interior of the partition or to cut off the supply

entirely.

1,226.004. AUTOMOBILE-SIONAL. Haut T. Randl«.

St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one-fourth to George A. Cl-

balka. St. Louis. Mo. Filed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial No.

115,143. (CI. 177—311.)

1. A signal comprising a support, an arm pivoted on

the support, an illuminating element on the arm. a source

of ele<'trical energy, a circuit for supplying aud Illuminat-

ing said element, a bracket for supporting said arm In

folded position, a handle, and connections from said han-

dle to said arm whereby movement of said handle in one
direction will extend said arm outwardly from a folded

position and a subsequent movement of said handle In the

same direction will move said arm again to folded posi-

tkm.
2. A signal, comprising a vertical support, a stationary

arm secured to said support, a movable arm pivoted oa

aid stationary arm. an Illuminating element on the mov-

able arm. n wire carried dy saltl movable arm for conduct-

ing electrical energy to said illuminating element, a scarce

of electrical energy, a circuit wire carried by said station-

ary arm for supplying energy to said wire to Illuminate

aaid element, means for supporting said moTa)>le ara in

folded position, a handle, and connections from said han-

dle to said arm whereby movement of said handle in one

direction will Impart a movement to said arm by which

It will be extended outwardly from folded position, and
subsequent movement of said handle in the same direction

will Impart a movement to said arm by which it will be

moved again to folded position.

3. A signal, comprising a support, an arm pivotally car-

rle<l by the support and movable from a folded position

outwardly to an unfolded position, an Illuminating ele-

neat supported by said arm, electrical means for Illumi-

nating said illuminating element as an Incident to move-

ment of said arm from folded position outwnrdly to an
unfolded position as aforesaid, an actuator, and connec-

tions from said actuator to said arm, whereby movement
of said actuator in one direction will impart a movemtrnt
to said arm by which it will be extended from folded po-

sition outwardly to an unfolded position, and a subse-

quent movement of aald actuator in the same direction

will Impart a movement to said arm by which it will be

moved again to folded position.

4. A signal, comprising an arm, means for fastening

said arm to one of the upright side members of the wind
shield of an automobile, a movable arm pivoted on said

first-named arm. a wi«e passing through said first-named

arm, a wire pa.ssing through said movable arm, contact

members whereby said wires are placed in circuit when
said movable arm Is extended relative to said first named
arm, and whereby said wires are out of circuit when said

movable arm is folded relative to the first named arm, a

source of electrical energy for energlilng said wires, a

lamp carried by said movable arm and illuminated by the

energy of said wires, when said wires are In circuit as

aforesaid, and an actuating handle for moving said mov-
able arm to and from folded position.

l,12«,0O5. COFFEE-PKRCOI.ATOR. G11.BERT Rath-
MAM, New York, N. Y., assignor of three-tenths to Wil-

liam Ilodgkinson and four-tenths to James A. Brown,
New York, N. Y. Flle«l Oct. 23, 191G. Serial No.

127.083. (CI. 53—3.)

1. In a coffee penolator, the combination of a casing, a

liqald holding tank therein, a coffee bag supported above

said tank, a conduit connected at Its lower end with the

lower portion of said tank and terminating at a point

above the coffee bag, a pump in said conduit having an

onobatructed liquid passage therethrough, and means for

driving said pump to draw liquid from tbe tank and
return It thereto through the coffee bag. and a coffee off-

take connecte«i with the lower end of said tank, whereby

when the tank is drained through said off-take, the pump
and conduit are also drained.

3. In a coffee percolator, the combination of a casing, a

liquid receptacle therein having an open npper end, a

coffee bag supported over said receptacle, a coffee off take

connecte<l at one end with the lower portion of said

receptacle and having a faucet at Its outer end. a ver-

tically extending liquid circulating conduit connected at

Its lower end with said off take, and having a lateral

extension on Its upper end adapted to discharge the liquid

into the coffee bag. a rotary pnnip In said circulating

conduit having an unobstructed liquid passage then^
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through, an electric motor for operating said pump, and a
•time controlled switch for automatically stopping said

motor after a predetermined period of operation.
(Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the OnEette.]

1,226.006. POWERIIAMMKK .MKCHANIHM. Samdsl
V. Rawlings, Calumet, Mich. Original application filed

Feb. 24. 1913. Serial No. 750.389. DIvldeti aud this

application filed Jan. 22, 1917, Serial No. 143,561.

(CI. 121—10.)

1. In a power hammer mechanism, the combination with
a cylinder and piston, of a distributing valve for alter-

nately connecting the opposite ends of said cylinder to

the supply and exhaust, means controlled by said piston
for automatically operating .^ald valve, and a mnnually
controflefl starting and stopplni; valve arranged. In idle

position, to connect the forwanl end of the cylinder to

the source of supply, and In working position, to connect
the same to a port controlle<l by said distributing valve.

2. In a power hammer mechanism, the combination
with a cylinder and piston, of a valve chest, a distributing
valve therein for nlternafely connecting the opposite ends
of said cylinder to the supply and exhaust, means con-

trollefl by said piston for automatically shifting said dls

tributing valve and, a manually operable starting and
stopping valve arranged to alternately connect said valve
chest and the front end of said cylinder to the source of

snpply.

3. In a power hammer mechanism, the combination with
a cylinder and piston, of a valve chest, a distributing
valve tben'ln for alternatHy connecting the opposite ends
of «ald cylinder to the supply and exhaust, means con-

trolled by Raid piston for automatically shifting said
valve, and \ manually op«'rable starting and stopping
valve arranir«><i. In working position, to connect said valve
chest to the source of supply and the forward end of

said cylinder to a port controlled by said distributing
valve, said starting and stopping valve, in Idle position,
being arranKe<l to connect said valve chest and the rear,

end of said cylinder to the exhaust and the front end of
said cylinder to the source of supply.

4. In a power hammer mechanism, the combination of
a cylinder havini: a valve chest at one end. a piston in

said cylinder, a distributing valve In said valve chest for
controlling the flow of motive fiuid to and from the oppo-
site ends of said cylinder, and a rock shaft Journaled In

the en<l of said cylinder and having a crank arm engag-
ing said valve, said rock shaft and said piston having a
cam slot and follower connection for effecting the move-
ment of said valve and said cam slot having straight end
portions for hobllng said rock shaft and valve against
movement.

5. In a power hammer mechanism, the combination of a
cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, a dl&tributlng slide

valve for connecting the opposite ends of said cylinder
to the supply and exhaust, an operating rock shaft and
an arm on said shaft having a lost motion connection
with said valve, said rock shaft and said piston having a
cam slot and follower connection and said cam slot hav-
ing straight end porilons for holding said rock shaft
against movement.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,007. TYI'OGRAPil MliClIAMSM. William A.
Rbadb, Cleveland, Ohio, aaaignor t6 The Ludlow Typo-
graph Company. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of
Maine. Fll.sl Aug. 20, 1915. Serial No. 46,499. (CI.
199—10.)
1. In a typograph machine, the combination with a

suitable holding member ; of a set of detached matrix bars

each having an edge adapted to cooperate with a mold,
and oppositely extending lateral projections, said member
t>elng formed with an elongated opening adapted to re-

ceive and support a number of said bars In selected rela-

tion with such projections resting on the sides of said
memt>er, so as to form a composite matrix, the mold co-

operative edges of said bars lying below the nnder face
of said member when thus supported therein ; and other
bars provldetl with similar lateral projections antl with
other projections on their mold cooperative edges adapted
to extend from such corapoaite matrix Into the mold, sub-
stantially as deacrlbed.

2. In a typograph machine, the combination with a
snltable mold having a casting slut, and a suitable hold-

ing member ; of a set of detached matrix bars each having
an edge adapted to cooperate with said mold, and oppo-
sitely extending lateral projections, said member being
formed with an elongated opening adapted to receive and
support a number of said bars in selected relation with
such projections resting on the sides of said member, so
as to form a composite matrix, the mold co5peratlng
edges of said bars lying l>elow the under face of said
member when thus supported therein ; and other bars
provided with similar lateral projections and with other
projections on their mold cooperative edges adapted to
extend from such composite matrix into the mold, sub-

stantially as descril>e<l.

1,226,008. SPINDLB-PROTBCTOR. Jambs T. Ridbk,
Rlenai, Miss. Filed Feb. 26, 1916. Serial No. 80.672.
(CI. 21—40.)

*

i IB ^\ 1 ''^

1. The combination with a spindle and a wheel rota-

tably mounted with respect thereto, of a cylindrical cas-

ing rigidly secured to the wheel hub and encompaslng the
spindle, and a closure mounted at an inclination on the
spindle and having the upper edge arranged within the
upper part of the casing and the lower edge projecting
beyond the lower part of the casing and the sides thereof
arranged In close relation with the Inner wall of tiie

casing to prevent the access of mud to the casing and
direct the mud toward the ground and to also remove mud
from tbe outer e<lge of the casing.

2. The combination with a spindle and a wheel rota-
tably mounted with respect thereto, of a cylindrical cas-
ing connected to the wheel hub and encompassing the
spindle, semicircular closure platex, means for mounting
the plates at an angle on the spindle at an Inclination so
that the upper plate will be arrange<l within the upper
part of the casing and the lower plate will be arranged
within the lower part of the casing while the lower edge
of the lower plate will l>e arrangitl below the lower
outer edge of the casing for preventing mud entering the
casing and deflecting it toward the ground, and the side
edges of the plates being arranged in dose relation with
the onter edge of the casing for removing mud from the
outer edge of the casing during the rotation of the wh«>4>l

and casing.
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1.226.009. BURGLAR ALARM. Chablbs Ribsbb. Chi-
cago, 111. Filed Sept. 3. 1915. SerUl No. 48.810. (CI.
177—314.)

1. A burglar alarm comprising an operating circuit

branch, and an alarm circuit branch, said branches nor-

mally connectwl Id series, and means for testing said

branches independently and for locking said branches
open.

2. In a burglar alarm, an operating circuit, an alarm
circuit, a shunt circuit branch, a switch In said shunt
circuit, a switch in said alarm circuit, a lever ; the re-

spectire terminals of said circuits being connected ; when
aid lever Ls in one position, both of said switches being
open ; when said lever is in a second positlun. said shunt
circuit switch being closed or open and said alarm circuit

switch being closed ; when said lever is in a third posi-

tion, said shunt circuit switch being opened and said
alarm circuit switch being closed.

•T. In a burglar alarm, an operating circuit and an
alarm circuit ; said two circuits being normally connected
in series ; a shunt circuit connecting the terminals of

said alarm cin ult : and a testing member ; when said
member is In one position, said alarm circuit and said

Bhunt circuit both being open ; when .said member Is in a
Becond position, said alarm circuit being closed and said

hunt circuit being open ; when said member Is in a third
position, said alarm circuit being closed and said shunt
circuit being opened or closed.

4. The combination of a burglar alarm and testing

means ; said alarm comprising an operating circuit, an
alarm circuit, and a shunt circuit ; the respective termi-
nals of said circuits being conne<-ted : said operating cir-

cuit including an elertro-magnet ; said shunt circuit In-

cluding a switch operated hy an armature adjacent said
electro-magnet ; when said testing means Is In one posi-
tion, twth said alarm and said shunt circuits being locked
open : when said testing means is in second position, said

armature being against said electro-magnet and the shunt
circuit switch being open ; when said testing means Is in a
third position, said armature t>eing free to move away
from said electro-magnet to close said shunt circuit when
said operating circuit is open, and resilient means tend-
ing to move said armature away from said electro-magnet.

1,226,010. ALARM BELL. Albbrt F. Rockwbi.i.. Bris-

tol, Conn., assignor to The New FH'parture Manufac-
turing Company. Bristol, Conn., a Corporation of Con-
necticut. Filed Nov. 17. 1911. Serial No. 660,871.
(CI. 116—33.)

1. In a device of the character Indicated, the combina-
tion with a traction wheel, a sounding member, and means
Immediately under the influence of the centrifugal force
immediately generated by the rotation of said wheel
about its traction point and movable under the Immediate
action of such force to sound said member, of means under
the control of the operator for p4>rmittlng or preventing
he movement of said flrst named means ; substantially aa

described.

2. In a device of the character indicated, the combi-
nation with a traction wheel and a sounding member In

the character of a circular gong mounted concentrically
upon said wheel, of striking means for Bald member car-'
ried by said wheel and within said gong and movable into
contact with said gong by the centrifugal force generated
by the roUtion of said wheel about its traction point ; sub-
tantlally as described.

3. In a device of the character indicated, the combina-
tion with a traction wheel and a sounding member, of a
pair of angularly related soundlng-member-strlklng arms
rigidly connected approximate the apex of the angle there-
between and eccentrically pivoted to said wheel near said
apex and extending crosstwise of the wheel ; >ub8tantlaliy
as described.

4. In a device of the character indicated, the combina-
tion with a sounding member and an arm movable to
sound said sounding member, of an arm rigidly connected
to said movable arm and extending therefrom at an angle
thereto, and a stop located between said arms and mov-
able to and from the Injunction thereof; substantially
as deacribed.

5. In a device of the character indicated, the coniMna-
tioD with a ounding member and a pair of angularly re-
lated sounding-member-strlklng arms rigidly connected ap-
proximate the apex of the angle therebetween and movable
to sound the sounding member, of a atop located between
said arms and movable to and from said apex ; sultstan-
tlally as described.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Uasette.]

1.226.011. DESICCATINt; APPARATUS. Chablbs E.
KoiJEBs. Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct. 18. 1913. Serial .No.

796,043. (CI. »»—5.)

1. Desiccating apparatus comprising a chamber of com-
paratively large cubical content, main conduits adjacent
opposite sides of the chamber, branch conduits leading
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from said main conduits Into the chamber whereby air

forced through one series of branch conduits flows into

the chamber toward the branch conduits on the opposite
side, means for producing a flow of heated air through
the conduits, means for spraying fluid to be desiccated Into

each of the branch conduits, exhaust chambers at the bot-

tom of said first named chamber upon opposite sides there-
of, a screen between ea<-h of said exhaust chambers and
the first named chamt>er, each of said screens having an
area in excess of the combined cross-sectional area of the
conduits, exhaust conduits in communication with said
exhaust chambers, and means for withdrawing air through
aald exhaust conduits.

2. Desiccating apparatus comprising a chamber of com-
paratively large cubical content, main conduits adjacent
opposite sides of the chamber, branch conduits leading
from said main conduits into the chamber, means for pro-

ducing a flow of heated air under pressure through the
conduits, means for spraying fluid to be desiccated Into

each of the branch conduits in the direction of flow of
the air therethrough, exhaust chambers at the bottom of
said flrst named chamber upon opposite sides thereof, a
plvotally mounted screen between each of said exhaust
chambers and the flrst named chaml>er. each having an
area in excess of the combined cross-sectional area of the
conduits leading into any one side of the chamber, means
for slowly forcing said screens out of normal position,

means for returning the screens to normal position in such
manner that the screen Is sharply Jarred or shaken, ex-

haust conduits In communication with said exhaust cham-
bers, and means for withdrawing air through said exhaust
conduits.

8. In a desiccating apparatus, a conduit for heated air,

means for forcing heated air through the conduit, a tube
in the conduit with the longitudinal axis thereof practi-

cally coinciding with the longitudinal axis of the conduit,

and terminating in a bell shaped portion at a distance
from the discharge end of the conduit, a spray nozzle In

said bell-shaped portion, a fluid supply pipe, and a flexible

tube connecting the nozzle with the supply pipe, said bell-^

shaped nozzle being less in diameter than the conduit.

4. Desiccating apparatus comprising a chamber of com-
paratively larg^ cubical content, a plurality of conduits
leading thereinto upon opposite sides of the chamber,
means for supplying each of the conduits with heated air
having substantially equal pressure, a spraying device in

each of the conduits connected with a source of the fluid

to be desiccated, a screen, having a superficial area
greater than the combined cross-sectional areas of the
conduits, and means for withdrawing air from the cham-
ber through the screen ; said means being adapted to main-
tain a pressure in the chamber less than the pressure in

the conduits.

5. In desiccating apparatus, conduits for heated air,

means for discharging liquid to be desiccated in finely

divided form into the air in the conduits, a separating
chamber Into which the conduits lead, an exhaust cham-
ber communicating with the separating chamber at the
bottom, means for exhausting air from the exhaust cham-
ber, said means being of a capacity sufficient to maintain
the air in the separating chamber at not greater than at-

mospheric pressure, and a screen between the exhaust
chamber and the separating chamber having a superficial

area greater than the cross-sectional area of the conduits
leading into the separating chamber.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

mesh with aald gear surfaces, said last-named means com-
prising an arm mounted on said flrst abaft to shift aald
shiftable gear, and a connection between said arm and
said Internal gear member substantially as shown and
described.

1.226,012. TRANSMISSION GEARING. Hahhy Bbauhb-
OABO Ross, Denver, Colo., assignor*' to Ross Transmis-
sion Gear Co., Incorporated. Denver, Colo. Filed Sept.
16, 1912. Serial No. 720.563. (CI. 74—58.)

1. In a transmission gearing, a flrst and a second shaft,

a gear carried by said first shaft, an Internal gear mem-
ber carried by said second shaft within which said gear
operates, said Internal gear member having a set of alter-

nately disposed concentric and eccentric gear surfaces,
meenrfor shifting said gear Into mesh with the respective
Internal gear surfaces, and means for holding said gear in

2. In a transmission gearing, a first and a second shaft,

a gear carried by said first shaft, an internal gear mem-
ber carried by said second shaft within which said gear
operates, said internal gear member having a set of al-

ternately disposed concentric and eccentric gear surfaces,
means for shifting said gear Into mesh with the respective
internal gear surfaces, and means for holding said gear
in mesh with said gear surfaces, said last-named means
comprising an arm mounted on said flrst shaft to shift

said shlftat)le gear, and a connection between said arm
and said internal gear member, said set of concentric and
eccentric gear surfaces Including a concentric gear sur-

face of the same diameter as that of said shiftable gear,
in virtue of which when said shiftable gear is in mesh
with the same said internal gear member and said shift-

able gear will turn as one to offset a direct connection be-

tween said shafts.

3. In a variable speed gearing, the combination of a
shaft and an internal gear member fast thereon and hav-
ing a set of internal gear faces a plurality of which are
concentrically arranged and another eccentrically dis-

posed with relation thereto, said gear member having
shoulders on its outer side in different planes forming
abutments, a second shaft, a gear carried thereby for co-

operation with said internal gear, a movable member and
a roller carried thereby for continuous engagement with
the outer periphery of said gear member and coOperable
with said abutments.

4. In variable speed gearing, the combination of a driv-
ing element, a driven element comprising change speed
gears, an operating device for shifting the driving ele-

ment and for moving the change speed gears of the driven
member to effect chaiq^es of speed of the driven member,
said driven member having external abutments In differ-

ent planes, and a roller movable with the driving element
and arranged for continuous engagement with the outer
periphery of the driven member and for coSperation with
said abutments to prevent shifting of the driving element
from one position to another.

6. In variable speed gearing the combination of a driv-

ing gear, a driven gear member composed of gears of dif-

ferent diameters, said gear member having exterior shoul-
ders in different planes forming abutments, means for
shifting the driving gear, and means movable with the
latter for continuous engagement with the outer periph-
ery of said gear member and coSperable with said abut-
ments to prevent shifting of the driving gear.

/
1.226.013. FtlACTURE APPARATUS. Adolph Roth,
New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 80. 1915. Serial No.
18.147. (CI. 128—52.)

1. In a fracture apparatus, the combination with a sup-
port, of external and internal members connected to the
support and located on each side of the injured limb, a
plurality of bands connected to the external member, and
means on said external member to which the terminals of
the bands are connected, a perineum strap connected to
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said external member, and meant for connecting Mild

strap to the internal member.

2. In ft fracture apparatus^, the combinat.on with a

support, of external and Internal members connected to

the support and located on each side of the lnjure<l limb,

a plurality of reversible bands connected to the external

member, and reversible means on said external member to

which the terminals of the bands are connected, a peri-

neum strap connected to said external member, and means

for connecting said strap to the Internal member.

1.226.014. PROPUL.^ION -VlECllAMSM. GlOBGB W.

RrNDLc. Columbus, Ohio. Filed Nov. 8, 1916. Serial

No. 130.174. (O. 208—36.)

*4

«/vrj"J

1. A propulsion mechanism for vehicles, comprising a

driving axle, a rotatable driving member operatively con-

nected to said axle, a ratchet fixed to said member, a piv-

oted pawl engaging the ratchet, a lever carrying the pawl

at one end, actuating means connected to the other end

of the lever, and an abutment in the path of the pawl

located to Intercept the same to disengage it from the

ratchet.

2. A propulsion mechanism for vehicles, comprising a

driving axle, a rotatable driving member operatively con-

nected to said axle, a ratchet fixed to said member, a

pivoted pawl engaging the ratchet, a lever carrying the

pawl at one end, a longitudinal drive link connected to

the other end of the lever and extending tranrveraely

thereof, and an abutment in the path of the pawl to In-

tercept the same at the end of the strolie of the lever In

one direction to disengage the pawl from the ratchet, said

abutment being located to Intercept the pawl prior to the

relative movement of the lever and the link into a dead-

center position.

3. A propulsion mechanism for vehicles, comprising a

driving axle, a rotatable driving member operatively con-

nected to said axle, a ratchet fixed to said member, a

pivoted pawl engaging the ratchet, a lever carrying the

pawl at one end. a longitudinal drive link connected to the

other end of the lever and extending transversely thereof,

and a stop for limiting the stroke of the lever In one direc-

tion, said stop being locate«l to stop the lever prior to

the relative movement of the lever and the link Into a

dead-center poalt'on.

4. A propulsion mechanism for vehicles, comprising a

pawl and-ratchet device, a lever carrying the pawl at one

end, a drive link connected to the other end of the lever,

and an abutment intercepting the link at the limit of Its

strokes in opposite directions.

6. A propulsion mechanism for vehicles, comprising a

pawl-and-ratchet device, a lever carrying the pawl at one

end, a drive link connected to the other end of the lever,

and an abutment extending transversely of the link and
intercepting the latter prior to its dead-center position

with respect to the lever.

1.22«.01.'5. CHECK CONTROLLED APPARATUS. ADOLPH
RroQCiST, Rochester. N. Y. Filed Dec. 17. 1913. Se-

rial No. 807,162. (a. 194—102.)

1. In a check controlled apparatus, the combination
with an oscillatory check carrier, of an actuator opera-

tively connected to the carrier, a locking abutment, a
locking member movably supporte<i on the carrier and
adapted to cooperate with sa'd abutment, and a check
controlled po!*ltlonlng device parallel to and connected
with the locking member and opt^ratlng to move it rela-

tively to the carrier when a proper coin is not Inserted,

so as to engage the abutment after a limited movement of

the carrier.

2. In a check controlled apparatus, the combination
with an oscillatory check carrier, of an actuator opera-

tively connected to the carrier, a locking abutment, a
locldng member movably supported on the carrier and
adapte<l to cooperate with said abutment, and a plurality

of independent check controlled posit'onlng devices co-

operating with dlfTerent portions of a check adapted to

extend beyond the face of the check nearest thereto, said

positioning devices being connected with the locking mem-
ber and operating to move it relatively to the carrier

when a proper <oln Is not Inserted so as to engage the

locking abutment after a limited movement of the carrier.

3. In a check controlled apparatus, the combination

with an oscillatory check carrier, of an actuator opera-

tively connected to the carrier, a locking abutment, a lock-

ing member movably supported on the carrier and adapted

to cooperate with said abutment, and a pair of independ-

ent check controlled positioning devices, one co^>peratlng

with the central portion and the other with the exterior

edge of a check, said positioning devices being connected

with the locking member and operating to move it rela-

tively to the carrier when a proper coin is uot inserted,

so as to engage the lock'ng abutment after a limited move-
ment of the carrier.

4. In a check controlleil apparatus, the combination

with a check carrier, of an actuator operatively ronnected

to the carrier, a locking abutiuent. a Ux-king member mov-
ably supported on the carrier, and a check controllo<) posi-

tioning device connected with the locking member ar-

ranged to extend beyond the face of the "hi^ck nearest

thereto and operating to move it relatively to the carrier

when a proper coLn Is not inserted so as to engage the
abntraent np«>n a limited movement of the carrier.

5. In a chet k controlled apparatus, the combination

with a check carrier, of an actuator operatively connected

to the carrier, a locking abutment, a locking member mov-
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ably kupported od the carrier, and a plurality of independ-

ent check controlled positioning devices parallel to aaid

locking member and cooperating with different portions of

a check, said positioning devices being connected with the

locking member and operating to move it relatively to the

carrier, when a proper coin is not inserted so as to engage

.the abutment upon a limited movement of the carrier,

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Oazette.1

1.226.016. TOY RIFLE. Jacob R. Sandagb, St. Joseph,

Mich., assignor to Upton Machine Company. St. Joseph.

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed May 5, 1916.

Serial No. 95.646. (CL 124—13.)

1. A toy rifle, comprising a barrel, a projectile-impel-

ling spring associated with said barrel, a manually oper-
able member, movable in one direction to set said spring
and in the opposite direction to be moved beyond the path
of movement of said spring, a trigger adapted to retain

said spring in set position and to release the same, and a
locking member actuated by said endwise movable member
Into and out of locking engagement with said trigger. In

the movement of aald movable member into and beyond
the path of movement of said spring.

2. A toy rifle, comprising a barrel, a projectile-impel-

ling spring, a plunger in axial allnement with said spring
and movable endwise with a reciprocating movement to

compreaa said spring and to be wl^drawn beyond the
path of movement thereof, a trigger adapted to engage
and retain said spring in compressed position, and an end-
iwlae movable locking member located adjacent to the path
of movement of said plunger and adapted to be actuated
by saJd plunger through a relatively short distance into

and out of locking engagement with said trigger.

3. A toy rifle, comprising a barrel, a projectile-impel-

ling spring associated with aaid barrel, a trigger adapted
to retain said spring in compressed position, a plunger in

axial allnement with said spring and adapted to be moved
endwise with a reciprocating movement Into and beyond
the path of movement of said spring to compress said
spring, and a locking member arranged parallel to said
plunger and adjacent to the path of movement thereof,

•aid locking member and plunger being provided with co-

acting members adapted to move aaid locking member into
locking engagement with said trigger during the compres-
ion of said- spring and out of locking engagement with
aaid trigger during the movement of said plunger beyond
the path of movement of aaid spring.

4. A toy rifle, comprising a barrel, a projectile-impel-

ling spring associated with said barrel, a trigger Including
a head movable transversely to said spr*ug and adapted
to retain the same in compressed position, a plunger in

axial allnement with said spring, adapted to he moved In

one direction to ^x>mpress said spring and in the opposite
direction beyond the path of movement of bald spring,

and a locking memlHT comprising an endwise movable
strip located adjacent the path of movement ot said spring
and provided at one end with a projection extending into
the path of movement of said plunger, the latter being

provided with shoulders spaced apart and adapted to en-

gage said projection of the locking member to move the
same into and out of locking engagement with said trigger.

6. A toy rifle, comprising a barrel, a projectlle-lmpel

ling spring associated with said barrel, a trig,<er including

a bead movable transveraely Into and oat of4he path of

OMTtment of aaid spring to engage and release the same
'la C—pressed position, a plunger lik axial allnement with
said aprlng. adapted to in? moved in one direction to com-
press aaid spring and in the opposite direction beyond the

path of movement of said spring, and a locking member
comprising an en<lwlsf movable strip locate<l adjacent the

238 O. G.—48

path of movement of aaid spring and prorMed at ene end
with a projection extending into the path of movement
of said plunger, the latter being provided with shoulders

spaced apart, adapted to engage said projection of the
locking member to move the same a relatively short dis-

tance into a position to engage the head of said trl^cger

during the movement of said plunger in a oirection to

compress said spring, and to move bald locking member
out of engagement ^ith said head in the movement of said
plunger in the opposite direction.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.] '

1,226,017. INCLOSED FUSE. Gaoaoa A. Schabfbb,
Chicago, 111., assignor of one-half to Fred W. Irving,

Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 23, 1914. Serial No. 833.872.
(CL 175—273.)

1. In an Inclosed fuse, the combination of a tube, a pair

of plates associated with one end of said tube and each
having a portion extending outwardly to constitute a
part of the end wall of the tube, a fuse link having its

end between said contact plates, and a sleeve carried

by the end of the tube for holding the contact plates in

position upon either side of said fuse link, said sleeve

and said outwardly extending portion having cooperating

beveled surfaces for exerting a clamping effect upon said

fuse link.

2. In an inclosed fuse, the combination of an insulating

tube, a pair of angular clamping plates at each end of

said tube, coOpearting keys and keyways carried by the

tube and clamping plates for alining them, a flat fuse

link extending through said tube and between the clamp-
ing plates at either end thereof, and a threaded sleeve

carried by each end of the tube for holding the correspond-

ing clamping plates in position upon opposite sides of

said fuse link, the outwardly extending portions of said

clamping plates being circular and t>eveled and engaging
similar internal beveled surfaces carried by said sleeves.

3. In an inclosed fuse, the combination of an insulating

tube, a closure for each end of said tube, comprising a
pair of integral bent plates, each having a longitudinally

extending contact portion and a laterally extending semi-

circular portion, a flat fuse link extending between the

longitudinal extensions of the end closures, and a threaded
sleeve mounted upon each end of said tul>e for holding said

closures securely In contact with said tube, said closures

having beveled edges coOpearting with similar Internal

beveled surfaces upon said sleeves to clamp said longi-

tudinal extensions against said fuse link.

4. In an inclosed fuse, the combination of an insulat-

ing tube, threaded sleeves on the ends of the tube, semi-
circular end closures separate from said sleeves and held
In position thereby to close the ends of said tut>e, said

end closures being of rigid metal each having a contact
blade extending rigidly therefrom axlally of the tube, said
tulx- having keyways and said end closures having keys
cooperating therewith to prevent rotation of said end
closures relatively to aald tube without interfering wltk
the seating of said end closures against the ends of the
tube, and a flat fuse link extending through said tube and
t)etween said blades, whereby the insertion of said blades
Into connecting Jaws clamps the ends of said fuse link

between said blades.

6. In an inclosed fuse, the combination of an insulat-
ing tube, threaded sleeves on the ends of the tube, a
pair of rigid semi-circular metal plates separate from
the corresponding sleeve and held in place thereby to close
each end of said tube, said plates having rigid Integral
blades extending outwardly in parallel relation with the
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ails of the tube, said tube havlDg kejrways and said
plates bavlDi; keys cooperating therewith to prevent rota-
tion of said plates relatively to said tube without Inter-
fering with the seating of said plates against the ends of
the tube, and a flat fuse link extending through the
tube and between the bldaes substantially from end to
end of said blades, whereby each pair of blades firmly
clamps the corresponding end of said fuse link when said
blades are inserted In a connector Jaw.

1,226.018. COLLAPSIBLE BARREL. Ebnst C.
SCHR«iN«E, Toledo, Ohio. Filed Jan. 6, 1916. Serial
No. 70.669. (CI. 217—44.)

1. A collapsible barrel having staves hinged together at
their outer ends for outward hinged movements relative

to each other, and pairs of staves having hinges con-
necting together the staves of each pair for inward hinged
movements relative to each other and relative to the first

named staves.

2. In a collapsible barrel, a plurality of staves hinged
together at points along their edges for outward move-
ment of adjoining staves, two pairs of staves located In

diametrically opposite positions relative to the barrel,
each pair of staves hinged together, and flexible members
for connecting the staves of each pair to the first named
staves adjoining the said pairs of staves.

3. In a collapsible barrel, a plurality of staves, two
pairs of staves located in diametrically opposite positions
relative to the barrel, a pair of chains, the links of the
chains having lengths substantially the same width as
the width of the staves and secured only to the first

named staves, the pairs of diametrically positioned staves
t>eing hinged together, and flexible means for connecting
the staves of the pairs to the adjoining staves of the
barrel.

4. In a collapsible barrel, a plurality of staves, two
pairs of staves located in diametrically opi>oslte positions
rel.Htlve to the barrel, a pair of chains, the links of the
chains having lengths substantially the same as the width
of the staves and secured only to the flrst mentioned
staves, the pairs of diametrically positioned staves being
hinged together, a flexible means for connecting the staves
of the pairs to the adjoining staves of the barrel, and
metal bands surrounding the outside of the ends of the
barrel.

5. In a collapsible barrel, a plurality of staves, two
pairs of staves located In diametrically opposite posi-
tions relative to the barrel, a pair of chains, the links
of the chains having lengths substantially the same as the
width of the staves and secured only to the first mentioned
staves, the pairs of diametrically positioned staves being
hinged together, a flexible means for connecting the staves
of the pairs to the adjoining staves of the barrel, metal
hands surrounding the outside of the ends of the barret
and having Inwardly extending lips for engaging the top
of the barrel, and means for locking the band relative to
the staves.

rClaim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.226,019. PICTURE-HANGER. GiOBdt I. SCHLlT. Chi-
cago. 111. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No. 184.906.
(CI. 40—146.2.)

The combination with a picture frame having a rear-
wardly extending horizontal bracket arm apertured ver-
tically at Us outer end, of a vertical rod pa.sslng loosely
through the aperture of the bracket arm. means for mount-
ing the rod In holding position, and a pull device con-
nected to the outer end of the arm beyond the aperture
through which the rod passes.

1.226,020. ELEVATOR. Alfbbd L. Schollib, Upper
Montclalr, N. J., assignor to Otis Elevator Company,
Jeraey C^lty. N. J., a Corporation of New JerMy. Filed
May 28, 1914. Serial No. 841,410. (CL 187—17.)

1. The combination with an elevator, of a shipper cable
for actuating the starting and stopping mechanism, a shaft
extending vertically of the hatchway, a sheave carried by
said shaft about which the shipper cable is wrapped, a ver-
tically movable landing gate, and means separate therefrom
actuated by the movement of said gate toward open po-
sition for locking said shaft against movement and there-
by preventing the operation of the shipper cable to start
the car.

2. The combination with an elevator, of a shipper cable
for actuating the starting and stopping mechanism, a shaft
arranged for rotation by said cable, a landing gate, a
clutch memt>er carried by said shaft and rotating there-
with, a co-acting stationary clutch member, a lever adapt-
ed to effect the engagement and dLsengagement of said
clutch members to lock and unlock said shaft against
rotation, and an operative connection between said lever
and gate.
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3. The combination with an elevator, of a shipper cable

(or actuating the starting and stopping mechanism, a

ahaft arranged for rotation by said cable, a landing gate,

a clutch member slldably mounted on said shaft but pre-

Tented from rotating with respect thereto, a co-acting sta-

itlonary clutch member, and means associated with said

allding clutch member and the gate for effecting an inter-

lock of the clutch members to prevent the rotation of the

aid shaft.

4. The combination with an elevator, of a shipper cable

(or actuating the starting and stopping mechanism, a shaft

arranged for rotation by said cable, a landing gate, a

clutch member, spUned to said shaft, a co-acting stationary

clutch member adapted to be engaged by the first named
clutch meml>er to prevent a rotation of the said shaft, a

pivoted lever associated with said spUned clutch member,

and a detent on said gate adapted to engage said lever

when the gate Is moved toward closed position and there-

by effect a disengagement of said clutch meml>ers to per-

Biit a rotation of the shaft.

5. The combination with an elevator, of a shipper cable

(or actuating the elevator starting and stopping mecha-

Blsm. a shaft extending vertically of the hatchway and
constrained to rotate when said cable is operated, a land-

ing gate, a sliding clutch member splined to said shaft,

a co-acting stationary clutch memt)er, means for effecting

an engagement of said clutch members to prevent a rota-

tion of the shaft when the gate is in open position, and

means for permitting a relative rotative movement of said

chitch members when In engagement with each other.

1.220,021. ANIMAL-YOKE. Kiva Leota Sbaman, Arpan,

S. D. Filed Feb," 10, 1917. SerUl No. 147,811. (CI.

119—136.)

An animal yoke comprising a horizontally and trans-

versely disposed bar having spaced openings formed ver-

tically therethrough, a U shaped member of wire having
one of its ends pointed to adapt it to pierce the skin of

an animal, the legs of said member passing upwardly
through the spaced openings of the bar and extending a

considerable distance thereabove, nuts threaded upon said

legs at>ove said bar, and a right angular fence engaging
member carried by said bar and disposed between the legs.

1.226,022. REVERSIBLE POT. GBORoa A. Shibldb,
Columbus. Ohio. Filed Oct. 2Q, 1914. Serial No.

868,676. (CI. 49—53.)
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in the t>ody of the pot between said receptacles of less

diameter than the receptacles, adapted to accommodate
an operating tool.

2. An Integral reversible pot* comprising alined oppo-

sitely, opening receptacles, and a single air duct extend-

ing through the body of the pot from end to ^end as

described.

3. A glass pot comprising a pair of oppositely opening

receptacles, a perforated boss projecting through each re-

ceptacle and an air duct extending through the body of the

pot and communicating with said perforated bosses.

4. An Integral pot comprising a pair of receptacles and
formed with a central reduced throat between the recep-

tacles adapted to accommodate an operating tool, a boss

projecting through each receptacle, and an air duct extend-

ing through said bosses and throat.

1.226.023. CLAMP FOR SOIL-PIPE TEST - PLUGS.
Waltbb Abchib Smith, Topeka. Kans. Filed Jan. 22.

1917. Serial No. 148,672. (CI. 187—76.)

1. An integral reversible glass pot comprising oppositely

disiKTsed receptacles and formed with an annular groove

1. The combination of a clamping member proper hav-

ing a spanner portion formed with an outer leg and an
inner leg, the outer face of the inner leg being formed
with teeth and being convexed and the Inner face of

the inner leg being concaved, a brace comprising two legs

pivoted at their upper ends to the upper Inner corners of

the clamp proper and a spacer extending between said

two brace legs and securing them rigidly toget^ier, a spring

secured to said brace and adapted to bear against the

inner face of the Inner leg of the rlanip proper, and a set-

screw having screw-threaded engagement through said

outer leg ; said clamping member proper being also formed

with a projection with which said spring engages when the

brace is swung around to the outer side of the member.
2. The combination of a clamping memt>er proper hav-

ing a spanner portion formed with two legs, a set-screw

having Rcrew-threade<i engagement through one of said

legs and adapted in conjunction with the other leg to

clamp the end of a pipe, and a brace pivoted to said

clamping member proper and extending inwardly of the

pipe beyond the end of the last-mentioned leg.

3. The combination of a clamp proper comprising a
spanner portion and two substantially parallel legs, one
of said legs being formed with teeth facing the other leg,

and a set-screw having screw-threaded engagement through

said other leg and adapted in conjunction with said

toothed leg to clamp the wall of a pipe, and the end of

said toothed leg being formed as an abutment for a test-

ing plug.

1.226,024. FLUID - RECEPTACLE. Charls LaopOLD
Stohs and Gcstavb R. Finke, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed

May 29, 1916. Serial No. 100,552. (CI. 229—1.)

1. In a device of the described class, a receptacle formed
of a single sheet of fibrous material, w^hlch sheet has been

previously creased preparatory to being folded Into the

desired shape, a metallic bottom meml)er provided with an

angular groove, the vertical sides of which are rigidly

clamped to two opposing sides of the vertical walls of

said receptacle, an aperture formed in the opposite end
of said receptacle from said metallic bottom, and a tup
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•dapt«d to close said aperture, said receptacle when fonned
comprising at its lower end a plurality of thlckneMes of
material, at its upper end a single thickness of material,
and a plarality of thicknesses of material at Intermediate
points between Its respective tnds.

11- 8
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2. In a device of the described class, a receptacle
formed of a single sheet of flbroas materUl. which sheet
has been previously creased preparatory to being folded
into the desired shape, a metallic bottom member pro-
vided with an angular groove, the vertical sides of which
are rigidly clamped to two opposing sides of the vertical
walls of said receptacle, an aperture formed in the oppo-
site end of said receptacle from said metallic bottom, and
a cap adapted to close said aperture, said receptacle when
formed comprising at its lower end Ave thicknesses of
material, at Its center three sheets, and at its upper end
one thickness, substantially as and for the purpose speci-
fied.

1.226.025. STORAGE BIN. Mack Da.niil Stokbb. Ap-
pleby, Tex. Piled Mar. 6. 1916. Serial No. 82.515.
(CL 98—26.)

In a bin, a housing with a floor, supports on the floor
In spaced relation to each other at their sides and ends,
permitting transverse and longitudinal ducts, a screen on
the said supports, pipes extending upwardly through the
said floor and having their outer ends terminating in
goose neck extensions with the openings facing the earth,
and a layer of fibrous material 00 the said screen.

1.226.026. OPTICAL INSTRUMENT. Charl«s H.
Stout. Rochester, N. Y., assignor to Crown Optical Com-
pany, Rochester. N. Y., a Corporation. Piled Apr 19
1916. Serial No. 92.283. (CI. 88—33.)

and adjusting devices bearing against the first named
device to hold the prism to its seat and to shift the prism
on Its seat In the plane of said aeat.

2. In combination In an optical Instrument, a seat, a
prism arranged on the seat and having two angularly-
arranged faces, and a cover for the prism provided with
portions engaging the angularly-arranged faces near op-
posite sides of the latter and having a space between such
engaging portions next to the prism for evaporating any
moisture on the prism.

3. In combination In an optical instrument, a seat, a
prlam arranged on the seat and having a pair of angularly
arranged faces, a cover for both faces formed with two
grooves, and two adjusting devices bearing in the grooves
and acting to hold the cover to the prism and the latter
to its teat

4. In combination in an optical Instrument, a seat, a
prism arranged on the seat and having a pair of angularly
arranged faces, a cover member bearing against both faces
throughout their lengths and extending about the corner
of the prism, said cover member providing an evaporating
space In proximity to the faces of the prism and having
two grooves, and two adjusting screws having pointed
ends operating in said grooves to hold the cover member
to the prism and the latter to its seat.

1.226.027. NOTION - COUNTER. Mac«ic» Tac8«i«,
Chicago. III. Plied Sept. 7, 1915. Serial No. 49,148.
(CI. 211—16.)
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1. In combination in an optical Instrument, a seat, a
prism arranged on the seat and having two angularly ar-
ranged faces, a device bearing on said prism throughout
the lengths of both faces, and having a space next to
the prism for evaporating any moisture on the prism.

JU /r /•

A notion counter comprising; a counter frame, having a
glass front and top portion, and an open back, a metal,
open work frame secured In said counter and consisting
of front and back metal strips, each arranged In the form
of a rectangle, horizontal cross connecting strlpi and
Intermediate upright strips extending between the top
and bottom members of the rectangular members, trans-
versely extending, metal rails secured to said upright
members, drawers slldably supported on said rails, with
their front ends overhanging said metal frame, and In-
creasing in length from top to bottom, and stops on said
rails and drawers co-acting to limit movement of th*
drawer* in one direction.

1.226.028. GAME APPARATUS. William C. TATLon,
Bloomfleld. N. J. Filed Jan. 25. 1916. Serial No.
74,270. (CI. 46—61.)
1. A game apparatus Including a ball course and a

ball catching device formed of metal or other sulUble
material, comprising a pen formed with floor having means
therein for retaining a ball and having two side walls, and
a scroll shaped tubulnr deflector extending from such
floor in a curve forming an upward and forward scroll
continued sufficiently to pitch a ball backward after a
complete circular course therein.
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S. A game apparatus Including a ball course, a series

of pens extending across one end of such course and
fonned by settlBg partitions upon and vertical to Its

playing surface, backed or backed and surmounted by a
scroll-shaped tubular deflector extending from the rear
end of such course In an upward and forward scroll con-

tinued Hufflclently to pitch a ball backward after a com-

plete circular course therein.

8. A game apparatus including a ball course, a series
of pens extending across one end of such course and
formed by setting partitions upon and vertical to its
playing surface, the forward part of such partitions being
located radially to the pivotal point of a projectile throw-
ing device swivellng horixontally upon such course, and
the rearward part of such partitions being curved or
bent in a course divergent from said radial course, said
pens being backed or backed and surmounted by a scroll-

shaped tubular deflector extending from the rear end of
such course In an upward and forward scroll continued
sufficiently to pitch a ball backward after a complete
circular course therein.

4. A game apparatus Including a ball course, a series of
pens extending across one end of such course and formed
by setting partitions upon and vertical to Its playing sur-
face, the forward part of such partitions being located
radially to the pivotal point of a projectile throwing de-
vice swivellng horizontally upon said course, and the
rearward part of such partitions being curved or bent
In a course divergent from such radial course, said pens
being backed or backed and surmounted by a scroll-shaped
tubular deflector extending from the rear end of such
course in an upward and forward scroll continued suffi-

ciently to pitch a ball backward after a complete circular
course therein, and means for retaining a ball In such
pens after deposit from such tubular deflector.

5. game apparatus Including a ball course, a series
of pens extending across one end of such course and formed
by setting partitions upon and vertical to Its playing sur-

face, the forward part of such partitions being located
radially to the pivotal point of a projectile-throwing de-
vice swivellng horizontally upon said course, said pens
being backed or backed and surmounted by a scroll shaped
tubular deflector extending from the rear end of such
coarse in an upward and forward scroll continued suffi-

ciently to pitch a ball backward after a complete circular

coarse therein, the floor of said pens having an Inclined

plane section, or a step, or trench or pocket therein to

prevent the escape of a ball when deposited from such
tubular deflector, substantially as and for the puri>ose

described.

[Claim 6 not printed In XhP Gazette.]

vided with a series of mck teeth and the other of which is

provided with a counterbored annular boss, a cam plate

Jouroale^f In and housed by the boss having a cam seg-

1,226.029. CLAMP. Fredirick P. Tessmer. Detroit.

Mich. Filed Feb 23. 1916. Serial No. 79,920. (CI.

144—299.)

1. A clamp comprising a pair of members having co-

operating Jaws and telescoping shanks one of which Is pro-

mental flange on the base adjacent the rack teeth for en-

gaging ttre latter, and a handle for oscillating the plate

that lies between the confines of the telescoping shanks.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,030. DEVICE FOR PROTECTING RECEPTACLES
AGAINST FREEZING. Gbobge W. Tsibbet, Marsh-
field, Oreg. Filed July 31, 1916. Serial No. 112,389.

(Cl. 187—71.)

1. The combination with a receptacle, of a glass member
having a connection between the xame and the vessel, and
adapted to be broken by the freezing of water therein, and
a spring associated with said glass member and adapted
to eject the broken portion of the member out of the con-

nection. In order to make a free passageway for the water.
2. The combination with a receptacle for water, of a

frangible member, a connection between the frangible

member and the lower portion of the receptacle, a spring

associated with said frangible member and adapted to

force the broken portion thereof from the connection when
the member Is broken, and a perforated guard around said

frangible member, for protecting the same and also for

holding the broken portfSns thereof in case the member Is

broken.

8. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-
tion of a vessel, a glass tube, connections between the tube

and the vessel to permit the water In the vessel to enter

the tube and a .<:prlng associated with said tube, the ar-

rangement t>elng such that the tube will be broken by the

freezing of the water therein before the water In the vessel

Is frozen, and when broken will permit the escape of water
from the vessel, said spring serving to eject a portion of

the broken tube to make a free passageway for the water.

4. The combination with a receptacle, of a glass tube

having a reduced portion therein, connections from the

end of the tube to the vessel, and a spring arranged be-

tween one end of the tube and its connection so that the

spring will force the end of the tube out of the connection

when the tube is broken.

5. In a protective device of the character set forth, the

combination with a vessel or receptacle, of a pair of con-

nections, a glass tube having constricted portions forming

a restricted area therebetween, and having Its ends fitting

In said connections, and a compression spring arranged

between one of said ends and its connection and adapted

to eject said end when the tube is broken.
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1,226,031. ELECTRIC SWITCHBOARD. Chablbb Am-
TBOM Vandebvell and Albert Hbnbt Midolbt. Acton
Tale. London. England. Filed Jane 2, 1913. Serial No.
771.257. {CI. 178—298.)

1. An improved switchboard more particularly for nse

in connection with ligbtin^ and like electric Installatlona

on motor-cars and other vehicles, comprising In combina-

tion with two end brackets and a plurality of fixed rods

arranged between said end brackets and secured thereto,

a plurality of fixed contacts provided with holes by which
they are strung together and supported on said fixed rods

and a plurality of Insulating members provided with boles

by which they are strung together on the fixed rods be-

tween the fixed contacts, as set forth.

2. An improved switchboard more particularly for use

Id connection with lighting and like electric installations

on motor-cars and other vehicles, comprising in combina-

tion with two end brackets and a plurality of fixed rods

arranged between said end brackets and secured thereto,

a plurality of fixed terminal contacts provided with holes

by which they are strung together on said fixed rods and
with fixing screws arranged with their heads toward the

front of the switchboard, and a plurality of Insulating

members provided with holes by which tbey are strung

together on the fixed rods between the fixed contacts, as

and for the purpose set forth.

3. An improved switchboard more particularly for use

in connection with lighting and like electric installations

on motor-cars and other vehicles, comprising In combina-

tion with two end brackets and a plurality of fixed rods
arranged between said end brackets and secured thereto,

a plurality of fixed rigid terminal contacts and a plurality

of fixed spring contacts, said fixed rigid terminal contacts

and fixed spring contacts being provided with holes by
which they are strung together on said fixed rods and the

sides of the terminal contacts abutting against the sides of

the spring contacts, and a plurality of Insulating members
provided with holes by which they are strung together on
the fixed rods between the said rigid terminal contacts and
spring contacts, as and for the purpose set forth.

4. An improved switchboard more particularly for use

in connection with lighting and like electric installations

on motor-cars ar 1 other vehicles, comprising In combina-
tion with two end brackets and a plurality of fixed rods
arranged between said end brackets and secured thereto,

a plurality of fixed rigid terminal contacts and a plurality

of fixed spring contacts, the fixed rigid terminal contacts
and the fixed spring contacts being provided with holes by
which they are strung together on said fixed rods, a plu-

rality of insulating members provided with holes by which
they are strung together on the fixed rods between the said

rigid terminal contacts and spring contacts and a remov-
able bridge member arranged between two of the rods and
provided with contacts engaging with some of the spring
contacts, as and for the puri>ose set forth.

5. An improved switchboard more particularly for use
in connection with lighting and like electric installations

on motor-cars and other vehicles, comprising in combina-
tion with two end brackets and a plurality of fixed rods
arranged between said end brackets and secured thereto.

a plarallty of fixed rigid terminal contacts and a plurality

of fixed spring contacts, said fixed rigid terminal contacta

and fixed spring contacts being provided with holes by

which they are strung together on the fixed rods, a re-

movable bridge member arranged between two of the rods

and provided with contacts engaging with some of the

spring contacts, and a switchboard ltd provided with a
suitable contact, whereby when the lid is placed in posi-

tion, the contacts thereon close certain circuits by coming
into contact with certain of the contacts carried by the

rods and by the bridge member, as and for the purpose set

forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.1

1.226,082. ORIMDING-RI.NO FOR ATTRITION MILLS.
William Van Nostrand. Dalton. X. Y. Filed July 24,

1916. Serial No. 111.003. (CI. 83—3.)
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them and the Insulated Joint between the said two pieces

\j\ng between thp two sashes of the frame, substantially

as set forth.

4. In window construction, the combination of a pair of

wall members spaced apart to form an opening, and h»T-

ing flanged edfes extending laterally Into said opening, a

window frame comprlnlng' side members having flanges

adapted to abut said flanged edges, rhannel-shai>ed strips

secured about the abutting edges of said wall-meml)er8 and

window side members, and a sash mounted in said frame
with grooved lateral edges In which said strips are re-

ceived, said strips being adapted to operate as sash guides

and also as weather-strips, substantially as set forth.

1,226,086. CLUTCH. William H. Wait*, Cleyeland,

Ohio, assigDor to The Browning Company, Cleveland,

Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Sept. 8, 1916. Se-

rial No. 119,108. (CI. 192—13.)

1. In a friction clutch, the combination of a shaft, a

driven member rotatlvely mounted upon the latter ; a

spring within said driven member and surrounding said

shaft ; driving means adapted to expand said spring to

engat^o said driven member ; said spring being non-unitary

in structure whereby It may be removed from said shaft

in a direction transverse with respect to the latter.

8. In a friction clutch comprising a shaft and driving

and driven members, a spring consisting of a multiplicity

of parts separable from each other, said part« being mount-

ed in Juxtaposition and engaging each other so that they

coact to perform the function of a single spring, each

Buch part being capable of being removed from the shaft

without dismounting the latter or removinc any of itald

members therefrom.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,037. INDICATOR DEVICE FOR SAWMILLS.
William L. Waldino, Mllford, La. Filed Aug. 7, 1916.

Serial No. 44,231. (CT, 143—124.)

1. An Indicator device comprising a dial, an operating
gear for the dial, an adjustable dial mounted on the first

dial, cooperating graduations on the faces of said dials,

ao Indicator flngtr extending over the face* of aald dial.

and means to rotate said dials from the set shaft of •
saw mill carriage and bring said graduations on the diahi

In line with the said finger to determine the thickness of

the timbers being sawed.

2. An indicator device for saw mill carriages compris-

ing a gear having an elongated hollow sleeve, means to

support said gear, a dial fixed to said sleeve, said dial

having an Inclined face portion on which are placed gradu-

ations, an adjustable dial rotatably mounted on said

sleeve and resting on th^ upper edge of the first dial,

said adjusting dial having an Inclined face divided Into

spaces, each space having graduations thereon of differ-

ent dimensions, an Indicating finger adapted to coiiperate

with the graduations on said dials, and means to rotate

said gear and dials from the set shaft of a mill carriage

to successively move certain of the graduations on the

dial to register with said finger.

3. A calculating device for saw mill carriages com-
prising a bracket having a socket, a standard fixed in

said socket and extended upwardly tberefr tm, a gear ro-

tatably mounted on said standard, said gear having an

elongated hollow sleeve, a dial fixed In said sleeve and
having graduations thereon, an adjustable 'dial rotatable

on said sleeve and having graduations to cooperate with
the graduations of the fixed dial, means to bold said ad-

justable dial In engagement with the fixed dial under
tension, an indicating finger carried by the standard and
extending over the faces of the dials adapted to cooperate

with the graduations thereon, and means to rotate said

dials to successively bring certain of the graduations

thereon Into registration with the indicating finger.

4. A calculating dMrlce for saw mill carriages compris-

ing a bracket, a standard carried by the bracket and fixed

thereto, a gear rotatable on said standard, an elongated

hollow sleeve carried by the gear, a graduated dial fixed

to the sleeve, a graduated adjustable dial rotatable on
the sleeve and engaging the upper edge of the fixed dial,

means to direct downward pressure on the adjustable dial,

an Indicating finger adapted to cooperate with the gradua-

tions on the dials, and means to operate said dials from
the set shaft of the mill carriage.

1.226,038. CASKET. William C. Watkins, Weston,

Ohio. Filed Mar. 27, 1916. Serial No. 86,968. (CL
27—7.)

1. A casket comprising a base having an Integral end-

less flange rising therefrom to form side and end walls

and having an endless trough without said flange, closure

means telescoping over said flange and seating at Its

lower edge ki said trough, said base and closure means
each having hand hold forming parts projecting laterally

therefrom, and means cooperating with said band bold
parts to secure the base and closure means together.

2. In combination, a casket member having an open
top, removable closure parts for said top, one of said

parts having supporting legs projecting down into the
casket at opposite sides thereof, and a vault member for

telescoplcally fitting down over the casket member and
resting at its top on the top closure having said support-

ing legs.

3. In combination, a casket member, an Inverted U-
sbapeil part removably mounted In said member and serv-

ing to partially close the top of said member, and an
Inclosing member telescoplcally fitting over said casket

member and resting at its top on said part.

4. In combination, a casket member, an inclosing mem-
ber for telescoping down over said casket member, flanges

projecting, respectively, from the side wails of said mem-
bers In vertically spaced relation and forming hand holds.
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and means connecting said flanges to secure the members
Id assembled relation.

&. A casket comprising a base having an Integral end-

!«• flange rising therefrom to form side and end walls

•Bd having an endless trough without said flange, pri-

mary closure means for the top of the body receiving

chamber formed by said flange and base, and secondary

closure means telescoping over said fiange and primary

closure means and resting on the latter with Its lower

edge seating in said trough said base and secondary

closure means each having hand hold forming parts pro-

jecting laterally therefrom.

1,226.039. GARME.NT-FA8TENING. JcLids WsiL,
PMIadelphla, I'a. Filed Nov. 6, 1916. Serial No.

129t675. (CI. 24—218.)

1. A resilient fastening member for garments made of

a single piece of wire bent to form marginal securing

edges of substantially circular outline by which It may
to sewed directly to a fabric, the end portions of the

wire extending across the circular marginal portion and

havlng^ the terminals thereof bent around the marginal

portion to be supported by and guided on a circular mar-

ginal portion as the terminals are moved relative in

directions of approach and separation, the said end por-

tions being bent to form a stud -receiving opening and
Intertwisted at one side of the stud receiving opening be-

tween the marginal securing edges and the stud-receiving

portion.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,040. VALVE. NaAL W. Whitbsck, Detroit. Mich.,

assignor to Michigan Lubricator Company, Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Mar. 31, 1916.

Serial No. 87,940. (CI. 137—4.)

1. A valve, comprising a casing having alined and op-

posite nipples, a valve seat therebetween and a laterally-

extending nipple, one of said allnpd nipples being Inte-

riorly threaded, a threaded valve stem insertible into en-

gagement with said interiorly-threaded nipple through

aid alined nipple and thp aperture In the valve seat, said

stem having an annular groove adjacent one end a valve

disk insertible through said lateral nipple above said seat

into allnement with said stem and provided with a recess

for receiving the grooved end of said stem, and a cou-

pling between said disk and stem, comprising a U-shaped
m<>oil>er insertible through spaced apertures in said disk

embracing said stem and engaging in the groove thereof,

and allowing the valve disk t>oth to rotate and rock rela-

tive to the stem.

2. A valve, comprising a casing having alined opposite

nipples with a valve seat therebetween and a laterally-

extending nipple, one of said alined nipples being lnte>

riorly threaded, of a threaded valve stem Insertible into

engagement with the threaded nipple and the aperture

In said valve seat, a valve disk Insertible through said

lateral nipple above said valve seat Into alinement with
said valve stem, said disk being provided with a projecting

boss recessed to receive the end of said stem and said

stem having a groove in the portion engaging said recess,

a member for securing said disk to said stem of U-shaped
form, engaging apertures In said boss on opposite sides of

said stem and Int^Tsecting the groove in said stem, said

member being insertible through said lateral nipple and
having a projec-tlng end clenched to hold the same from
disengagement, the valve disk being free Jio rotate and
rock relative to Its stem.

1

1,226,041. TREATMENT OF MINERAL OILS AND
RESIDUES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF LOWER-
BOILINO HYDROCARBONS. Carter White, Lon-
don, England. Filed May 13, 1914. Serial No. 838,280.

(CI. 196—26.)

1. Process for the treatment of mineral oils or residues

for the production of lower boiling products, comprising
bringing the oil or residue In a liquid state on to quick-

lime heated to a temperature of between about 400* to

about 650° C. In the absence of added water vapor, the

lime remaining in an unslaked condition during the carry-

ing on of the process.

2. Process for the treatment of mineral oils or residues
for the production of lower boiling products, comprising
bringing the oil or residue in a liquid state on to quick-

lime heate<l to a temperature of about 550* to 575° C,
In the absence of added water vapor, the lime remaining
In an unslaked condition during the carrying on of the
process.

3. Process for the treatment of mineral oils or residues

for the production of lower boiling products, comprising
bringing the oil or residue In a liquid state on to quick-

lime containing carbon and heated to a temperature of

about 550° to 575" C, In the absence of added water
vapor, the lime remaining In an unslaked condition during
the carrying on of the process.

4. Process for the treatment of mineral oils or residues

for the production of lower boiling products, comprising
bringing the oil or residue in a liquid state on to quick-

lime heate<l to a temperature of between about 400* to

about 650* C, in the absence of added water vapor, the

lime remaining In unslaked condition during the carrying

on of the process, and applying suction to draw away the
vapors generated, for the purpose of restraining reduction
of same Into undeslred low forms.

5. Process for the treatment of mineral oils or residues

for the production of lower boiling products, comprising
bringing the oil or residue in a liquid state on to quick-

lime heated to a temperature of about 550* to 575* C.
in the absence of added water vapor, the lime remaining
In unslaked condition during the carrying on of the proc-

ess, and applying suction to draw away the vapors gen-

erated, for the purpose of restraining reduction of same
Into undeslred low forms.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,226,042. RECEPTACLE-FILLEK.
Brockton, Mass. Filed Aug. 2.

112,709. (CI. 226—13.)

Lyman J. Wilbcs,
1916. Serial No.

^f'^:M m

1. A receptacle filler comprising a conduit having a
delivering portion adaptetl to enter a receptacle and pro-
vided with a valve seat, a normally closed valve co-

operating with said seat, means whexeby the valve may
be manually opened, automatic means for locking the
valve In an open position, and a lever supported by and
adapted to oscillate on a fixed fulcrum In the delivering
portion of the conduit and having a longer arm provided
with a float, and a shorter arm, the said float being di«-

placeable by liquid rising in the receptacle, and the
shorter arm constituting a trip adapted to render said
locking means inoperative and automatically unlock the
valve when the float la displaced by the rise of liquid In

the receptacle.

2. A receptacle filler comprising a condOit having a
delivering portion adapted to enter a receptacle and pro-

vided with a valve seat, a normally closed valve co-

operating with said seat, means whereby the valve may be
manually opened, automatic means for locking the valve
in an open position, and a lever supported by and adapted
to oscillate on a fixed fulcrum In the delivering portion
of the conduit and having a longer arm provided with a
float, and a shorter arm, the said float being displaceable
by liquid rising in the receptacle, and the shorter arm
constituting a trip adapted to render said locking means
inoperative and automatically unlock the valve when the
float is displaced by the rise of liquid In the receptacle,
the shorter arm being provided with an adjustable mem-
ber whereby the float-displacing rise of liquid may t>e

regulated.

4. A receptacle filler comprising a conduit having a
delivering portion adapted to enter a receptacle and pro-
vided with a valve seat, a normally closed valve co-

operating with said seat and provided with a stem com-
posed of an upper portion projecting above the valve
through a wall of the conduit and a lower portion pro-
jecting below the valve into said delivering portion, said,

upper portion being manually movable to open the valve,

and the lower portion being toothed at one side, a spring-
pressed detent adapted to automatically engage a tooth
on said lowt-r portion and lock the valve open, and
means operable by a rise of aquld in the receptacle to

shift said detent and unlock the valve.

[Claims 3 and 5 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.043. DEVICE FOR FILLING PIPE-JOINTS.
Gkoboc H. Wiuci.vs. Greenfield, Mass., assignor to
George H. WUklns Company, Chicago. III., a Corpora-
Uon of Illinois. Filed Dec. 14, 1916. Serial No.
136,880. (CI. 22—118.)
1. A device of the class described, comprising In com-

bination, clamping members plvotally connected together,
each member being formetl with a clamping surface for
engaging the rope that is designed to be drawn around
the outer surface of a pipe, a pouring spout connected to

a member for directing the flow of molten material into
the space between the meeting ends of the rope, and
means for normally forcing the clamping plates toward
each other.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination,
of substantially parallel members, menus for pivoting the
members together, a stop device for limiting the inward
movement of the lower ends of said members toward each
other, said members having clamping surfaces for hold-
ing the ends of a rope together, one member having a
spout forme«l at the lower end thereof to direct the flow
of the molten material.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a pair of clamping members, means for pivoting the
members together, a stop device for limiting the move-
ment of the members toward each other, said memb«n
baring clamping surfaces to receive a rope, one member
having a pouring spout to direct the flow of molten ma-
terUl.

4. A device of the class descrlbe<l, comprising clamping
members, said members being pivotally connected to-

gether, the lower ends of which are formed with plates
for receiving a fiexible packing or the like which Is

designed to be placed around the spigot end of a plp«
section and close to the bell end of an adjacent pipe
section for confining the fiow of molten material, a
pourlng-spout Integral with one of the clamping plates,

and located so as to direct the fiow of the material
through the rope and into the annular chamber sur-
rounding the spigot end of a pipe, said pourlng-spout
being formetl so as to conform to the upper surface of

the spigot end of a pipe, and means for moving the

clamping plates toward the T(fpe so as to engage the
opposite outer surfaces of the rope.

5. A device of the class described, comprising a pair
of plates, each having an arm for pivotally securing the
same together, a stop device for limiting the movement
of the plates toward each other, a spring attached to the
plates for forcing the plates toward each other, one of
the plates having an inclined spout connected thereto and
the outer side of the spout being substantially triangular
in form, its lower edge being designed to rest upon the
spigot end of the pipe.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.226,044. STEAM COOK-STOVE. John M. Wilson,
Wichita, Kans., assignor of one-third to Vernon E.

Mitchell and one third to Keith and Wright, a Firm
consisting of William Keith and Monroe Wright,
Wichita, Kans. Filed Nov. 19, 1915. Serial No. 62,398.
(CI. 126—20.)
1. In a cook stove, a casing, a front oven, a pair of

superpose<I ovens arranged to the rear of the front oven
and adjacent to but spaced from the latter, beating means
for the front oven arranged therebeneatb and opposite to

the lower of the pair of ovens, beating means for the pair

of ovens arranged in the space between the latter and
opposite to the rear of the front oven, a boiler ar-

ranged to the rear of the pair of ovens and spaced from
the latter, a pair of steam ovens connected to the boiler

and arranged respectively over the latter and over the
upper of the first named pair of ovens, and heating means
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for the boiler arranged therebeneath and adjacent to the

lower oven of the first named pair of ovens.

2. In a cook stove, a case, a pair of steam ovens In the
case, a steam boiler, a pipe extending from the boiler

and having combined steam supplying and drainage
branches connectefi to each oven, a three-way valve for

each oven arranged in each branch of the pipe, a common
drain pipe connected to each three-way valve, and means
to operate the valves independently whereby to allow

steam to enter either oven and to allow drainage of either

oven independently or simultaneously.
3. In a cook stove, a casing, a pair of superposed ovens

therein, heating means for said ovens arranged in the

space between the latter, a boiler at one end of the pair

of ovens and extending across the sjMce between the
ovens so as to receive heat from said heating means, a

pair of steam ovens connecte<l to the boiler and arrange<l

respectively over the latter and over the upper oven of

said pair of ovens, and heating means for the boiler

arranged therebeneath and adjacent to the lower oven of

the said pair of ovens.

1.226,045. BUCK-CLAMP. Chaelbs W. WoLr». New
York, N. T. Filed Aug. 19. 1916. Sertal No. 116,809.

(a. 72—101.)

1. A buck clamp. Including an anchor plate adapted to

be embedded In the concrete between superposed wall

blocks, and having opposed, substantially parallel, side

flanges both extending in the same general direction to

embrace the opposite sides of a wall block, a plate por-

tion at one end of said anchor plate and extending sub-

stantially vertically In the opposite direction from said

side flanges, for engagement with the face of a buck, and
flanges at opposite ends of said second mentioned plate

and space<l apart to receive the buck therebetween, said

flanges having Inturned terminal portions constituting

teeth siiMced from said vertical plate to a dista.nce greater

than one-half the thickness of said buck and adapted to

be driven Into said buck adjacent to the face thereof away
from said vertical plate.

2. A buck clamp Including an anchor plate adapted to

b« embedded in the concrete between superposed wall
blocks and having opposed, substantially parallel, side

flanges extending downwardly to embrace the opposite
sides cf the wall block therebeneath, a plate portion at
one end of said anchor plate of a width substantially equal
to the width of the buck and extending upwardly for en-

gagement with the back face of a buck, flanges at the op-
posite ends of said second mentioned plate to receive the

buck theret)etween and engage with the opposite side

thereof, and means for securing said last mentioned
flanges to the opposite sides of the buck.

3. A buck clamp including an anchor plate adapted to
be embedded in the concrete between superposed wall

blocks, a plate portion at one end of said anchor plate

and extending vertically between one of the wall blocks
and the buck, flanges upon opposite ends of said last men-
tioned plate and extending in the same general direction

and spaced apart to receive the buck therebetween, and
means for securing said flanges to the buck at points ad-
jacent to the face of the latter away from said vertical

plate.

1,226.046. ROTARY TYPE SUPPLY DRUM. Waltm
Wright. New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 10. 1909. Serial

No. 482,630. Renewed Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No. 124.20«.
(CI. 276—16.)

1. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a frame, a type drum, channels on said drum
for carrying grooved type, an index with characters dis-

played thereon, type in said channels corresponding to the

characters displayed on said Index opposite thereto, a
pointer, a type holder having a series of longitudinal type
channels therein, said holder being supported on the frame
between said type drum, and said index, a handle for ro-

tating said drum and index In unison, and means asso-

ciated with said handle for locking said drum and Index,

so that any one of the channels of the type drum may be

locked in allnement with one of the channels of the holder,

substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a frame, a type drum, type channels in said

drum for carrying grooved type capable of sliding therein,

a character Index having a character displayed thereon

opposite to one of said type channels, a stationary pointer

supported on said frame, a type holder having tyi)e chan-
nels therein corresponding with the channds in said

drum, 8a!d holder being supported from the frame, a han-

dle for rotating said drum and index, and means asao-

clated with said handle for locking said drum and index
when any character displayed on said index Is opposite to
said pointer, and means whereby one of the channels of
said holder will be in allnement with the channel of the

drum carrying type of the same character as that dis-

played on said Index opposite to said pointer, when so

locked, so that type may be moved from said drum, into

one of the channels of the holder, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a frame, a type drum, type channels on said
drum for carrying grooved type, a character index having
characters displayed thereon opposite to said channels, a
stationary pointer, a type holder having channels therein
suitable for holding grooved type, means for supporting
said holder, a handle for rotating said drum, and means
associated with said handle for locking said drum from
further rotation when any character on the index plate Is

opposite to said pointer, a carriage for adjustably sup-
porting said holder, and means whereby any one of the
type channels In said holder may be brought Into allne-

ment with the end of the type channel on said drum, con-
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talolng t7i>e of the same character as that diaplayed 00
mid Index, opposite to said pointer, sutMtantially as de-

erlbed.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a frame, a type dram, type carried on Mid
drum, a character index rotatable therewith, a pointer,

a type holder, a carriage for supporting said holder, means
whereby said carriage may be raised or lowered so that
any one of the type channels therein may be brought Into

alinement with any one of the channels of the type drum,
a handle for rotating said druof. and means associated

with said handle for locking said drum when any one of

its channels Is in alinement with the end of one of the

channels of said bolder, substantially as described.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a frame, a type drum, tyi>e channels on said

drum for carrying grooved type, grooved type in said

channels capable of being moved longitudinally In aald

channels, a character Index having characters displayed

thereon to correspond with the type carried In the differ-

ent channels of said drum, a pointer, a type form holder
having longitudinal type channels therein, a carriage for

supporting said holder, means through the moyement of

said carriage for bringing any one of the type channels

of said holder into alinement with any desired chaonel of

the type drum, a handle and means associated with said

handle for locking any type channel of said drum, oppo-

site to a channel of said type form holder, substantially

as described.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,047. TOOL-HOLDEK. Oscab T. Andikson, Water-
loo, Iowa. Filed Dec. 14. 1916. Serial No. 136,912.

(CI. 29—100.)

1. A tool bolder having a longitudinal tool receiving

channel and a socket at right angles to said channel com-
municating with same, a rock body In said socket having
a number of gear-teeth, and a wedge mounted in said chan-

nel having a number of gear teeth in mesh with the teetb

on said rock-body and adapted to adjustably clamp a tool

between itself and the Inner wall of the channel.

2. A tool-holder having an inclined tool receiving chan
nel opening at one end and a lateral socket at right

angles to said channel communicating therewith and
spaced away from the end of the holder, a rock body in

said socket having an outwardly extending projection

and having a number of gear-teeth extending into nld
channel, and a body seated movably In said channel and
adapted to clamp a tool between Itself and the inner wall

of the channel, said body having a number of gear-teeth

In mesh with the gear-teeth on said rock-body.

1 , 2 2 fi . 4 8 . TR.ANSMIS8I0N MECHANISM. JoaiPH
Ar.vbb, Washington, D. C. assignor of one-fourth to

George V. Gadde and three-sixteenths to Claude C. Haw-
baker. Washington, D. C. Filed Mar. 14, 1914. Serial

No. 824,809. (CI. 74—84.)

1. A transmission mechanism. Including a driving ele-

ment, a driven element, an Internal gear carried by one
of the elements, a rotatable gear carried by the other ele-

ment and having its tef^th in mpsh at one point with the

Internal gear, and selective means for regulating the si>eed

of the rotary gear and the speed and forward or reverse

transmission effect between the driving and driven ele-

ments.
2. A transmission mechanism. Including a driving and

driven element, an Internal gear carried by one of the ele-

qMcnta, a gear mounted for Independent and free rotation
in mesh at one-point with the internal gear and carried
t>odily by the ether element, the rotation of the driving
element imparting rotary movement to the free gear, and
means for regulating the si>eed of the free gear independ-
ent of the speed of the' driving element and consequently
the speed and forward or reverse movement transmitted
to the driven element.

3. A transmission mechanism, including a driving ele-

ment, a driven element, an Internal gear carried by one of
the elements, a rotatable gear carried by the other ele-

ment and having its teeth In mesh at one point with the
Internal gear, selective means for regulating the speed of
the rotary gear and the transmission effect between the
driving and driven elements, and codperable means inter-

poaed between the selective means and the freely rotatable
gear whereby a greater speed is imparted to the rotatable
gear and a consequent reversal of rotation to the driven
element.

4. A transmission mechanism. Including driving and
driven elements, an Internal gear carried by one of the
elements, a gear mounted for Independent and free rota-
tion in mesh at one point with the Internal gear and car-

ried bodily by the other element, the rotation of the driv-

ing element Imparting rotary movement to the free gear,

means for regulating the speed of the free gear independ-
ent of the speed of the driving element and consequently
the speed transmitted to the driven element, and coOper-
able means Interposed between the last means and the
freely rotatable gear whereby a greater speed is Imparted
to the rotatable gear and a consequent reversal of rota-
tion to the driven element.

5. A transmission mechanism. Including a driving shaft,
a driven shaft, an internal gear carried by the driven
shaft, a rotatable gear carried by the driving shaft and
having Its teeth in mesh at one point with the internal
gear, and a relatively fixed slidlngly mounted selective
means disposed to engage the rotatable gear to regulate
the free rotation thereof without effecting the rotation
of the driving shaft, whereby the speed transmitted from
the driving to the driven shaft is regulated.

(Galms 6 to 14 not printed In the Gatette.]

1,226,049. EDUCATIONAL MODELING DEVICE. Au
WIN B. Bachmann, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Jan. 12,
1916. Serial No. 71.737. (CI. 46— .15.)

1. An educational modeling device comprehending a
series of strips apertured at Intervals and Interwoven to

form concrete figures, and members extending through the
registering apertures of the various strips to form a fas-

tening means therefor.

2. An educational modeling device comprehending a

series of flexible strips Interwoven to form a pattern, said
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trips having apertures spaced therealong, and fastening
Beans Inserted through such registering apertures of the
overlapping strips.

3. An e<lucatlonal modeling device comprehending a
•erles of strips woven together, said strips being provided
with apertures registering when woven, fastening means
disposed In such apertures, and a figure formed on aald
woven strips by similar strips and held in place by the
ame fastening means.

4. An educational modeling device comprehending a
series of strips woven together, said strips being provided
with apertures registering when woven, fastening means
disposed in such apertures, a figure formed on said woven
trips by similar strips, and separate fastening means
from the first mentioned means for holding the said figure
In place relative to the woven strips.

5. An educational device consisting of a plurality of
strips, m(>ans interconnecting said strips in woven rela-
tion, fastening means disposed in the Interstices of said
strips, and a figure superposed on sa^d woven strips and
held In place by said last mentioned fastening means.

1.226,060. TAG. William F. Bar.ves, Spartanburg.
8, C. Filed Feb. 18. 1916. Serial No. 79,141. {CI.
40—27.)

1. A tag having identifying data thereon and also hav-
ing a duplicate of said Identifying data thereon, and an
Indestructible fireproof shield applied to said tag and cov-
ering said duplicate Identifying data and serving also to
reinforce the tying end of the tag.

2. A tag having Identifying data thereon and also hav-
ing < duplicate of said Identifying data thereon near one
etii or the tag and an indestructible fireproof shield
comprising two metal leaves embracing and secured to the
end portion of the tag and covering said identifying data.

1,226,081. LATHE. Carl G. Barth, Philadelphia. Pa.
Filed Sept. 14, 1916. Serial No. 120,019. (CI. 82 8.)

T ,V°

1. In a lathe having the usual head, a face plate, and a
dog. the combination of an equalizing plate having limited
movable connections with the fa<o plate and with the dog,
and means for causing yielding frictlonal engagement be-
tween the equalizing plate and the face plate.

2. In a lathe having the usual head, a face plate, and a
dog, the combination of an equjilizlng plate having limited
movable connections with the face plate and with the dog,
and means tncludlng helical springs for causing yielding

frictlonal engagement between the equalizing plate and
the face plate.

3. In a lathe having the usual head, a face plate and a
dog, the combination of an equalizing plate having lim-
ited movable connections with the face plate and with the
dog, means Including helical springs for causing yielding
frictlonal engagement t)etwe«»n the equalizing plate and
the face plate and means for varying the tension or pres-
sure exerted by the springs.

4. In a lathe having the usual head, a face plate and a
dog, the combination of an equalizing frame having lim-
ited movable connections with the face plate and with the
dog, the said frame and the points of said connections all
being In the same plane,

5. In a lathe having the usual head, face plate, and
dog, the combination of an equalizing frame having lim-
ited movable connections with the face plate and with the
dog, the points of said connections all being in the same
plane, so arranged that the main strains to which the
equalizing plate Is subjected are strains of compression
and of tension In straight lines In the same plane.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette,]

1,226,062. METHOD OF DRYING HOPS. Qboroi HiU
I.ABO Bbnjamin. New York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 28,
1914. Serial No. 863,101. (CI. 99—6.)
1. The method of drying hops, which consists In sub-

jecting them to the action of large volumes of dry air
heated first to approximately 120° temperature, and then
to successively Increasing temperatures until such portion
of the moisture remaining In the hops is sufficient to main-
tain the cell membrane of the hops In a condition to per-
mit endosmosls of water at some subsequent period, but
insuffldent to coact with the living enzyms carried by the
hops to produce fermentation of mold, the enzyms not
being destroyed by the temperature employed.

2. The method of drying hops, which consists in sub-
jecting bops to the action of large volumes of dry air
heated to approximately 120° temperature for from one
to two hours ; then to the ^ctlon of large bodies of air
heated to t>etween 1#0-165° temperature for from two to
five hours, until such time as the amount of moisture left
in the body will be insufficient to effect fermentation or
the production of mold with the enzym present.

S. The method of drying hops, which consists In sub-
jecting hops to the action of large volumes of dry air
heated to approximately 120° temperature for from one to
two hours ; then to the action of large bodies of air
heated to between 140-165* temperature for from two to
five hours, until such time as the amount of moisture left
In the body will be insufficient to effect fermentation or
the production of mold with the enzym present, and then
to the action of a temperature of approximately 170»
Fahrenheit for from thirty minutes to one hour.

4. The method of drying hops, which consists in sub-
jecting hops to the action of large volumes of dry air
heated to approximately 120° temperature for from one to
two hours ; then to the action of large bodies of air
b«ated to between 140-166° temperature for from two to
five hours, until such time as the amount of moisture
left In the body will be Insufllclent to effect fermentation
or the production of mold with the enzym present, then
to the action of a temperature of approximately 170*
Fahrenheit for from thirty minutes to one hour and then
to the action of sulfurous acid gas for from fifteen minute*
to half an hour.

6. The method of drying hops herein described, which
consists In extracting all of the water present by the
action of dehydrated hot air, and without destroying the
enzyms present, except such an amount as Is necessary
to maintain the capacity of the cell membranes to bring
about endosmosls when the hops are subsequently Im-
mersed in water and to protect the lupulln within the
cell walls from the oxidizing action of the air or ex-
ternal moisture, but such water Insufllclent In amount
to coact with the enzyms present to produce fermentation
or mold.

(Claims fl to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.226,053. SHOE - POUSHING STAND. Charlis A.

BBTias, Kane. Pa. Filed Sept. 2. 1915. SerUl No.
48.671. (CI. 16—68.)

^P _i-f^ .3 ri-sr -;rJB

1. A polishing stand for shoes Includins a tMise tray,

upright supports on two opposite sides of said tray extend-

iog In parallel planes, each support comprising a wire
bent into substantially U-shape with horizontal top and
outwardly inclined legs fastened at their lower ends to

the corners of said tray on one side, a horizontal inclosure

formed integrally of the wire of one of said supports
projecting outwardly from the top of the same, braces
Joining the horizontal top portions of said supports and
forming guides for a polishing cloth, and a foot rest pir-

oted in parallelism between said braces to rock laterally.

2. A polishing stand Including a base tray, uprights te-

cnred to said tray at each side thereof, transverse brace*
Joining the uprights of opposite sides, plates carried by
said uprights between said braces and formed with abut-
ment flanges, and a foot rest pivotally supported by said

plates in parallelism to said braces and adapted to have
Its movement limited by contact with said flanges.

1,226,004. GARTER.
Filed Jan. 2, 1914.

Habtst B. Black, Bogota, N. J.

Serial No. 809,898. (CI. 241—6.)

1. A garter, comprising a slotted plate, and a cla8i>-
carrylng strap threaded therethrough and held In adjust-
ment thereby, said strap having two depending ends, each
carrying a clasp, and a looped portion extending laterally
from the plate and constituting a part of the girdle of
the garter, said looped portion varying In length accord-
ing to the adjustment of the clasp-carrying strap. In com-
bination with another girdle portion, the same belnf? sepa-
rate from the clasp-carrying strap and having a separable
fastening and a compensating take-up device.

2. A garter, comprising a clasp-carrying strap, and an
adjustment-holding and direction-changing device through
which the strap is threaded, said strap baring two depend-
ing ends, each carrying a clasp, and a laterally extending
portion forming part of the girdle of the garter, in com-
bination with a separate grirdle strap and a take-up device
therefor.

3. A garter, comprising a slotted plate, a clasp-carrying
trap threaded therethrough and held in adjustment here-
by, said strap having two depending ends, each carrying
a clasp, and a laterally extending looped portion forming

part of the girdle of the garter. In combination with a
member of a separable fastening attached to the end of
the laterally extending portion, and a separate girdle

strap secured at one end to the slotted pUte and at the
other end carrying the complementary member of the sepa-

rable fastening and having a take-up to compensate for

adjustment of the clasp-carrying strap.

4. In a garter, the combination of a clasp-carrying strap
carrying hose supporting clasps at Its opposite ends, and
a common plate through which the strap is threaded and
from which both said ends depend, said plate being pro-

vided with two reversely diagonal slots and a horizontal

slot which frlctionally hold the strap and direct the said

ends in diverging diagonal directions.

6. A garter, comprising a slotted-plate, and a clasp-

bearing strap threaded through the plate with its ends
directed in diverging relation and provided each with a
hose-supporting clasp, said clasp-t>earlng strap having a

laterally extending looped portion, in combination with a
separate girdle member which connects with the looped
portion.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.056. LIFE SAVING DEVICE FOB OCEAN VES-
SELS. Fra.nk Bohn, Chester, Pa. Filed Aug. 10, 1916,
SerUl No. 114.286. (CI. 114—77.)

1. The combination with the hull of a ship having a
compartment In the upper portion thereof which has Its

upper end open, of a float located in the compartment, aad
a downwardly directed propeller connected with the lower
portion of the float.

6. The combination with the hull of a ship provided in

its upper portion with a compartment which has its upper
end open, of rollers secured to the sides of the compart-
ment, the contacting Inner surfaces of the rollers of each
side defining an arc of a circle, the radius of which has
its center taken at the top of the opposite side ; of a float

arranged within the compartment and having curved sides

to cooperate with the rollers, the curved sides being taken
on arcs which are concentric with the first named arcs.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,056. ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT.
William M. Bradhbaw and Waltbb G Mtlits, Wll-
kinsburg. Pa., assignors to Westlnghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Nov. 28, 1918. Serial No. 803,447. (CI. 171—264.)
1. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the combina-

tion with a magnetizable core having a central memt>er
and side members spaced from each other at one end by
air gaps, of two closed -circuit conductors comprising sides

movable respectively in the said air gaps, sides having
polygonal openings, and sides having circular openings, and
bolts having polygonal heads for engaging said polygonal
openings for adjusting the positions of the sides of the
conductors in the said air gaps.

2. In an ictrical measuring instrument, the combina-
tion with a magnetizable core having a central member
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and side members spaced from each other at one end by
air gaps, of two closed circuit conductors comprising sides
movable respectively in the said air gaps, sides having
polygonal openings, and sides having circular openings,
bolts having polygonal heads for engaging said polygonal
openings for adjusting the positions of the sides of the
conductors in the said air gaps, and means for cUmplng
both sides of the said closed-circuit conductors to the said
bolts.

8. In an electrical measuring instrument, the comblna
tlon with a laminated magnetizable core having a central
member and side members spaced from each other at one
end by air gaps, of two closed-circuit conductors compris-
ing sides movable respectively in said air gaps, sides
having polygonal openings, and sides having circular
openings, and means for engaging said polygonal openings
for adjusting the positions of the sides of the conductors
In the said air gaps.

4 In an electrical measuring instrument, the combina-
tion with a laminated magnetizable core having a central
member and side members spaced from each other at one
end by air gaps, of two closed-circuit conductors compris-
ing sides movable respectively in said air gaps, sides hav-
ing polygonal openings, and bolts having means for engag
Ing said polygonal openings to adjust the positions of the
sides of the conductors in the said air gaps.

8. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the combina-
tion with a laminated magnetizable core having a central
member and side members spaced from each other at one
end by air gaps, of two closed-circuit conductors compris-
ing sides movable respectively in said air gaps, sides hav-
ing polygonal openings, and sides having circular openings
two bolts constituting means for pivotally mounting said
closed circuit conductors, means for adjusting the rela-
tive positions of the sides of the conductors in the said
air gaps, and means for securing the lamine of said mag-
netizable core together.

[Claims 6 snd 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,057. TOE-CENTERINO DEVICE. Locis M. Bhow.n
Beverly, Mass., assignor to United Shoe Machinery
Company. Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey
Filed Apr. 3. 1911. Serial No. 618,827. (Cl 33 4 )

JU

1. Apparatus for finding the centers of the ends of
•oles having, in combination, a toe receiving fork, a table
having the slots 10, the feelers 12 projecting through said
slots and above the surface of the table, the carrier le-
vers 14 for the feelers, the toggle 16 and the actuator 16
arranged to slide lengthwise of the table to actuate the
toggle 16 to produce symmetrical movement of the feelers
together toward and from the middle of the table.

2. Apparatus for finding the center of the toe end of a
sole having, in combination, a toe receiving fork, feelers,

means whereby they are moved together symmetrically
with relation to the center of the fork to position later-
ally a sole placed in the toe fork, and a stamp mounted
on th.> toe fork in position to mark the center of the toe
when the sole has been so positioned.

3. Apparatus for finding the center of the end of •
sole, having, In combination, a toe receiving fork, feelers,
means whereby they are moved together symmetrically
with relation to the center of the fork to poslUon lat-
erally a sole placed In the toe fork, and a marker ar-
ranged with relation to the fork to place a mark on the
sole at the center of the periphery of the toe.

4. Apparatus for finding the center of the end of a sole
having in combination, a toe receiving fork, feelers, means
whereby they are moved together symmetrically with re-
lation to the center of the fork to position laterally a sole
placed In the toe fork, a plunger guide erected over the
center of the fork, a yieldingly upheld plunger guided
therein against turning movement, and a marking blade
on the lower end of the plunger to make a line extending
from the center of the tip of the sole rearwardly in the
median line of the sole.

5. An apparatus for flndfnf the center of the end of
a sole, having. In combination, a table for supporting a
sole, a toe receiving fork, a heel centering fork, one of
said forks being adjustable relatively to the other length-
wise of the table to center a sole, and a stamp associated
with the toe fork for marking the edge center of the toe
of the sole.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.058. ELECTRICALLY-CONTROLLED CALCULAT-
ING-MACHINE. Jamis W. Brycb. Bloomfleld. N. J.
Filed Apr, 12. 1916. Serial No. 90.667. (Cl. 286—92.)

1. In an electrically operated elapsed time calcnlatlnf
machine which comprises means for introducing and mov-
ing through the machine punched time cards, means for
closing an electric circuit when the punched holes are en-
countered by contacts and means for recording the cal-
culated time, the calculating mechanism herein de8crit)ed
consisting in the combination with type wheels Indicating
time units, of means for adjusting the same to bring the
proper type to printing position, electro-magnets for con-
trolling the operation of the same, and circuit controllers
for limiting the activity of such magnets to the periods
which elapse between the encountering of the holes In
the cards by the contacts.

2. In an electrically operated elapsed time calculating
machine which comprises means for introducing and mov-
ing through the machine punched time cards, means for
clotting an electric circuit when the punched holes are en-
countered by contacts, and means for recording the calcu-
lated time, the calculating mechanism herein described
consisting in the combination with type wheels indicating
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time units, of means for adjusting the same to bring the

proper type to printing position, electro-magneta for con-

trolling the operation of the same, circuit controllers for

limiting the activity of such magnets to the periods which

elapse between the encountering of the holes in the cards

by the contacts and subtracting magnets controlled by the

circuit controllers for throwing back the type-wheels rep-

resenting units of higher value one space whenever the

first or " In " figure of any group of units is greater than

the second or " out " figure of the same group.

3. In a calculating machine such aa herein described,

the combination with electromagnetic type-wheel adjust-

ing mechanism, of circuit controllers for op«>ratlng the

same, comprising two actuating electro-magnets and cir-

cuit controlling levers either one of which magnets Is

adapted when energized to maintain the adjusting mecha-
nism in opiTation until it Is thrown out of operation by
the subsequent energization of the other magn<t.

4. In a calculating machine such as herein described,

the combination with the electro-magnetic type-wheel ad-

justing mechanism of circuit controllers for operating the

same, comprising two actuating electro-magnets, adapted
respectively to cause the type-wheela to move in opposite

directions, and circuit controlling armature levers, either

magnet adapted when energized to turn the type-wheel

until Its motion is checked by the energization of the other

magnet.
6. In a calculating macbine controlled In Its operation

by current Impulses produced by the relative movement of

contacts and time cards punched with lines of holes which
by their position indicate different points of time, the com-
bination with electro-magnetic type-wheel adjusting mech-
anism of circuit controllers operated by the said current
impulses, either magnet when once energized being adapt-

ed to set and maintain the adjusting mechanism in opera-

tion, the other magnet being adapted when subsequently
energized to throw such mechanism out of op«'ration.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,059. AUTOMOBILE - JACK. William H. Bdlla,
King City, Mo. Filed Aug. 14. 1916. Serial No. 114,829.
(CI. 254—91.)

1. A vehicle Jack embodying a supporting frame mount-
ed for movement upwardly and downwardly away from
and toward a floor when moved longitudinally, a stop mor-
abl»» upwardly and downwardly relative to the floor into
and out of operative position, the frame when moved up-
wardly being adapted to abut against the stop in operatire
position, said frame and stop being movable independently
of one another, means for moving said frame longitudi-
nally in one direction, and means whereby when said
means is operated, the stop Is raised to operative position
for the abutment of the frame thereagainst.

2. A vehicle Jack embodying a supporting frame mount-
ed for movement upwardly and downwardly away from
and toward a floor when moved longitudinally, a stop moT-
able upwardly and downwHrdly relative to the floor into
and out of operative position, a device for moving the
frame longitudinally In one direction for raising it and
including a flexible element connected to the frame, and
means connecting said atop with the flexible element where-
by when said device is operated the stop is raised to op-

erative position for the abutment of the frame there-

against.

3. A vehicle Jack embodying a supporting frame, swing-
ing members supporting it, a stop bar having one end plr-

otally supported remote from said frame and having' ita

other end abuttable with the frame when it is raised, the
last mentioned end of said bar being swingable down-
wardly when the frame is lowered, a device for pulling

said frame longitudinally to raise it, and means whereby
when said device is operated said bar is raised to frame
stopping position.

4. A vehicle Jack embodying a supporting frame, swing-

ing members supporting it. a device for pulling said frame
in one direction to raise it having a flexible element con-

nected to the frame, a stop bar having one end pivotally

supported remote from the frame, the free end of said

bar being abuttable with the frame when it la raised, and
means carried by said bar slidably engaging said cable

whereby the bar la ralaed to frame stopping position when
the frame is raised.

1,226,060. RECEIVER OF ELECTRICAL OSCILLA-
TIONS. Elmer E. BrTCHiR, Interlaken, N. J., assignor

to Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America, •
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 9, 1914. Serial

No. 830,593. (CI. 260—20.)

§1

8 u

1. In a receiver of electrical osclllatlona, an aerial

grounded at only one end and a detector connected to tb*
opposite end thereof.

2. In a receiver of electrical oscillations, a circuit

earthed at only one end and containing means for adjust-
ing to the periodicity of the received oscillations adjacent
to the earthed point and detecting means connected to the
circuit at a point remote from said means and from the

earthed end.

3. In a receiver of electrical oscillations, a circuit

earthed at only one end and containing means for adjust-
ing to the periodicity of the received oscillations and de-

tecting means connected to the circuit at a point of maxi-
mum potential remote from the earthed end.

4. In a receiver of electrical osclllatlona, a circuit

earthed at only one end and containing means for adjust-

ing to the periodicity of received oscillations adjacent to

the earthed point and detecting means connected to the

circuit at a point of maximum potential remote from the

earthed end.

5. In a receiver of electrical oscillations, a circuit in

the form of an extended elevated horizontal conductor
earthed at only one end and containing means for adjust-

ing to the periodicity of received oscillations and detect-

ing means connected to the circuit at a point remote from
the earthed end.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,061. RAILROAD-RAIL. Charles W. Cason, 8r..

Camden, N. J. Filed Feb. 7, 1917. Serial No. 147.218.

(CI. 239—16.)

A rail road rail comprising a pair of alined base mem-
bers each Including a weh and a flange, the webs being
provided in their upper edges with alined longitudinal

grooves, the base members being cut away longitudinally

at their meeting enda to form a lower extension on one
base member and a superposed upper extension on the
other base member, one of said extensions being provided
with recesses communicating with the groove thereof,

and the other of said base members having lateral lugs

received In the recesses ; a removable ball extending un-
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brokenly across the meeting ends of the base members
and provided with a depending flange received in the

-'•s-i.'*^ - —- rrrn;'

^ /

5

grooves
; and means for holding the ball on the base mem-

oers.

1.226.062. ORE FLOTATION PROCESS. Hbrbebt C.
<'OLBitt.\, Colorado Springs, and hlaxEsx A. Colburn,
l>enver, Colo. Flle<l May 31, 1916. Serial No. 100,947.
(CI. 83—85.)

1. The process of separating valuable particles of
finely divided ores, consisting in mixing ore-pulp with a
substance having a selective affinity for the desired valu-
able particles, agitating and emulsifying the mixturf with
the addition of a gas. under a pressure less than atmos-
pheric, and then conducting the emulsified mixture to .n

separate receptacle In which the froth can rise uader a
higher pressure.

2. Th«' process of separating valuable particles of finely
divided ores, consisting in mixing ore-pulp and oil, agitat-
ing and emulsifying the mixture with the addition of a
gas, under a pressure less than atmospheric, and then
conducting the emulsified mixture to a separate receptacle
in which the froth can rise under a higher pressure.

1.226.0eS. ORE-FLOTATION APPARATUS. Herbert
C. CoLBCBS, Colorado Springs, and Ernest A. CoLBrBX,
Denver, Colo. Original application filed May 31. 1916,
Serial Xo. 100.947. Divided and this application filed
Oct. 31. 1916. Serial No. 128.721. (CI. 88—85.)

1. Apparatus/for aeparating valuable particles of finely
divided ores by a flotation process, comprising In combina-

288 O. G.—49 y

tlon, a mixing chamber having a feed-opening and an
outlet, a mixing element operating in said mixing cham-
ber for the agitation and emulsiflcation of its contents,
means for maintaining a partial vacuum in the mixing
chamber during the operation of said element, and a
settling chamber under a higher pressure, connected with
said outlet.

2. Apparatus for separating valuable particles of finely
divided ores by a flotation process, comprising in com-
bination, a mixing chamber having a feed-opening, an In-
let for Introducing a gas into material admitted through
said feed-opening, and an outlet, a mixing element oper-
ating In said mixing chamber for the agitation and emul-
siflcation of its contents, means for mainuining a partial
vacuum in the mixing chamber during the operation of
said element, and a settling chamber under a higher pres-
sure, connected with said outlet.

3. Apparatus for separating valuable particles of finely
divided ores by a flotation process, comprising in com-
bination, a mixing chamber having a feed-opening, an
inlet for introducing a subsUnce having a selective
afllnlty for the desired valuable particles, into material
admitted through said feed-opening, and an outlet, a mix-
ing element operating in said mixing chamber for the
agitation and emulsiflcation of its contents, means for
maintaining a partial vacuum in the mixing ehamber dur-
ing the operation of saii element, and a settling chamber
under a higher pressure, connected with said outlet.

4. Apparatus for separating valuable particles of finely
divided ores by a flotation process, comprising In com-
bination, a mixing chamber having a feed-opening, an In-
let for introducing an oil Into material admitted through
said feed-opening, and an outlet, a mixing element oper-
ating in said mixing chamber for the agitation and
emulsiflcation of Its contents, means for maintaining a
partial vacuum In the mixing chamber during the opera-
tion of said element, and a settling chamber under a
higher pressure, connected with said outlet.

5. Apparatus for separating valuable particles of finely
divided ores by a flotation process, comprising in com-
bination, a mixing chamber having a feed-opening. Inlets
for introducing a gas and an oil into material admitted
through said feed-openin.^, and an outlet, a mixing ele-

ment operating In said mixing chamber for the agitation
and emulsiflcation of its contenta, means for maintaining
a partial vacuum in the mixing chamber during the opera-
tion of said element, and a settling chamber under a
higher pressure, connected with said outlet.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,064. ADDING-MACI^INE. George Cobdts, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Charles E. Dressier, New York,
N. Y. Filed May 18, 1912. Serial No. 698,088. (CI.
235—142.)

M
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digit whe«I, a disk having a Hat p< rtloa fixed on the shaft
adjacent each of the digit wheels and with the perimeter
of which disks the pawls engage, and a ratchet wheel
connected to the side of the wheel of the next higher
denomination with which the pawls codperate aa they
pa»« over the flat portions of the disks ; means to manu-
ally rotate the digit wheel shaft ; and a pawl carried by
each of the digit wheels to codperate with a longitudi-
nally extending groove In the shaft to return all of the
digit wheels to initial position.

2. An adding machine, comprising in combination a
casing, a plurality of Juxtaposed toothed wheels having
digits on the apex of the teeth mounted in the casing
to have Independent movement In one direction ; an open-
ing In the casing with which axlally alined digits on
the digit wheels are adapted to register ; means carried
by said wheels and operable when the wheels have made
a complete revolution in one direction to advance the
next adjacent wheel of higher denomination one tooth
space ; a shaft extending parallel with the axis of the
said digit wheels ; a toothed wheel mounted on said
shaft to have adjustment along the same and rotatable
therewith and adapted to mesh with either of the digit
wheels ; means carried by said wheel to extend through
an opening in the casing and register with numerals
on the casing to indicate the position of said wheel with
relation to the digit wheels ; manually operable means
to adjust such wheel along its shaft ; and a lever to im-
part movement to the shaft and connected wheel, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. An adding machine comprising In combination a
casing

; a shaft Joumaled in said casing ; a plurality of
Juxtaposed toothed wheels having digits on the apex of
the teeth loose on said shaft and have Independent move-
ment on the sliaft ; an opening in the casing through
which an axlally alined row of digits of the digit wheels
are adapted to be exposed ; a toothed propelling wheel
adjustable along an axis parallel with the axis of the
digit wheels and adapted to mesh with either one of the
latter wheels to advance said wheels In one direction,
said wheel having means to project through an opening
in the casing to indicate the position of said wheel ;

means to rotate said wheel a predrtermlned distance

:

means carried by the digit wheek^ to cooperate when a
digit wheel has been actuated by the propelling wheel
and made a complete revolution to advance the adjacent
digit wheel of the next higher denomination one tooth
space

; means connected to the digit wheel shaft to
manually rotate the same ; and pawls carried by the
digit wheels to engage In a longitudinal groove in the
shaft when the digit wheel shaft Is rotated in a direc-
tion reverse to the movement of the digit wheels imparted
thereto by the propelling wheel to return the digit
wheels to xero position.

4. An adding machine comprising in combination a
casing

; a shaft Journale<i in said casing ; a plurality of
Juxtaposed toothed wheels having digits on the apex of
the teeth loose on said shaft ; an opening In the casing
through which an axially alined row of digits on said
wheels are adapted to be exposed ; a shaft in the casing
extending parallel with the axis of the digit wheels; a
toothed propelling wheel sUdably mounted on said shaft
and to rotate therewith ; means to adjust said wheel
along its shaft to cause It to mesh with either one of
the digit wheels ; means connected to said propelling
wheel projecting through an opening in the casing to
Indicate the position of said wheel ; means carried by
the digit wheels to cooperate when a complete revolution
has been imparted to a digit wheel In one direction to
advance the adjacent digit wheel of the next higher de-
nomination one tooth space ; and means to rotate the
propelling shaft, comprising a toothed segment having
a lever, a pinion with which said segment meshes loose
on the shaft of the propelling wheel, a pawl carried by
said pinion, and a ratchet wheel fixed on the shaft of
the propelling wheel with which the pawl cooperates
when the segment Is moved In one direction to couple the
pinion to the shaft, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

T
1.226,065. MINING APPARATUS. Trimblb de Rood*.
New York, N. T. Filed Feb. 29, 1912. Serial No.
680,618. (CI. 83—76.)

1. In an apparatus for use in a bore or cot, a movable
protecting means furnishing a working space therein open
at one end, a refining apparatus within said protecting
means, and means for transferring and depositing the ma-
terial excavated In the l)ore to the rear of and adjacent
said protecting means as the latter is advanced to pro-
gressively refill said bore or cut.

2. In an apparatus for use in a bore of cut. a movable
protecting means furnishing a working space open at one
end, means within said working space for separating the
exi'avated material, and means for progressively deposit-
ing the finer part of said excavated material in the bore at
the rear of the protecting means as the latter is advanced
to progressively refill said bore or cut, said protecting
means having an outlet passage at the rear with means
for moving the coarser excavated material through said
passage.

3. In an apparatus for use in a bore or cut. a movable
protecting means open at the front forming a working
space, means for separating excavated material into fine

and coarse grades, a refining apparatus within said pro-
tecting means cooperating with said separating means, and
means for transferring and depositing the finer grade of
the separated material in the bore to the rear of said pro-
tecting means as the latter is advanced to progressively
refill said bore or cut.

4. In an apparatus for use in a bore or cut, a protect-
ing means open at the front forming a working siwce,
means for separating the excavated material within said
working space Into fine and coarse grades, and means for
progressively depositing the finer grade in the bore to the
rear of the protecting means to progressively refill said
bore or cut, said protecting means having an outlet pas-
sage of less cross sectional area than the cross sectional
ffea of the working space, and means for moving the
coarser grade of material through said passago.

5. In an apparatus for use In a bore or cut. a protect-
ing mean^ furnishing a working space open at one end.
means for separating the excavated material within said
working space info fine and coarse grades, a refining ap-
paratus cooperating with said separating means to treat
part of the material separated thereby, means for pro-
gressively depositing the material from said refining ap-
paratus In the Iwre to the rear &i the protecting means,
said protecting means having an outlet passage of less

cross-sectional area than the cross-sectional area of the
working space, and means for removing through said pas-
sage the part of the separated material not treated by
said refining apparatus.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Gazette.] /

1,226,066. ROD-CUTTING DEVICE. Napdleon Dr Bbcl.
Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Sept. 18, 1916. Serial No.
61,464. (CI. 181—37.)
1. In a rod cutter, a housing having a lubricant cham-

ber, a slide mounted on said bousing and intersecting the
lubricant chamber, a shaft also intersecting said chamber,
a cam located within the chamber and coactlng with the
slide to reciprocate the same, a knife mounted upon the
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allde outside of the chamber, and means for developing
a transverse reciprocating movement In the knife com-
prising a second cam mounted on the cam shaft ; said slide
having mounted thereon, studs within the chamber, in
position to receive the first-mentioned cam in developing
the said reciprocating movement.

2. In a rod cutter, a housing having a lubricant cham-
ber, a slide mounted on said housing and intersecting the
lubricant chamber, a shaft also intersecting said chamber,
a cam located within the chamber and coactlng with the
slide to reciprocate the same, a knife mounted upon the
•lide outside of the chamber, and means for developing
a transverse reciprocating movement in the knife com
prising a second cam mounted on the cam shaft ; said
slide having mounted thereon, studs within the chamber.
In position to receive the first mentioned cam In develop-
ing the said reciprocating movement ; said studs being
Introduced transversely through the slide and being ac
cessible from the outer side of said slide.

3. In a rod cutter, a housing having a lubricant cham
ber, a slide mounted on said housing and intersecting the
lubricant chamber, a shaft also Intersecting said chamber,
a cam locate<l within the chamber and coactlng with the
allde to reciprocate the same, a knife mounted upon the
allde outside of the chamber, and means for developing
a transverse reciprocating movement in the knife com
prising a second cam mounted on the cam shaft ; said slide
having mounted thereon, studs within the chamber. In
position to receive the first mentioned cam In developing
the said reciprocating movement ; said studs being intro-
duced transversely through the slide and being accessible
from the outer side of said slide ; said lubricant chamber
having an opening permitting the Introduction and with-
drawal of said studs without removal of the slide.

4. In a rod cutter, the combination of a housing having
a lubricant chamber, a slide mounted upon said housing
and Intersecting said chamt>er, a cam located in said cham-
ber and coactlng with said slide to reciprocate the same,
a knife mounted on said slide and reciprocating there-
with in the line of rod feed, and means for developing a
transverse reciprocating movement in the knife; the
mounting for said knife comprising a rocker-arm plvotally
supported on the slide and carrying a bearing in which
the knife is mounted to rotate ; and the means for develop
Ing said transverse reciprocating movement comprising a
•econd arm extending from the knife mounting, and a
econd cam mounted upon the shaft of the cam within the
lubricant chamber

; said second cam having a face groove
ubstantlally corresponding In curvature with the curva-
ture of the slide reciprocating cam, and said second arm
carrying a stud having its end working in said face
groove.

6. In a rod cutter, the combination of a housing having
a lubricant chamber, a slide mounted upon said houRlng
and intersecting said chaml>er, a cam located in said
chamber and coactlng with said slide to reciprocate th.>
same, a knife mounted on .said slide and reciprocating
therewith In the line of rod feed, and means for develop
ing a transverse reciprocating movement In the knife

;

the mounting for said knife comprising a rocker ariii
plvotally supported on the slide and carrying a bearing in
which the knife Is mounted to rotate ; and the means for
developing said transverse reciprocating movement com-

prising a second arm extending from the knife mounting,
and a second cam mounted upon the shaft of the cam
within the lubricant chamber; said second cam hav-
ing a face grooved substantially corresponding in curva-
ture with the curvature of the slide reciprocating
cam, and said second arm carrying a stud having its
end constructed In the form of a curved segment fitted
to and working in said face groove.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226.067. AUXILIARY APPARATUS FOR VAPOR-
CONVERTERS. Earl E. Eby, Wllklnsburg. Pa., as-
signor to Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Nov.
6. 1916, Serial No. 60,000. Renewed Oct. 21, 1916
Serial No. 127,089. (CI. 176—354.)

1. In electric apparatus embodying a closed conUiner.
the combination with said container, of an exhausting
tube leading therefrom, a valve for closing said tube, a
movable electrode within said container, and a common
actuating means for said valve and said electrode.

2. In electric apparatus embodying a closed container,
the combination with said container, of an exhausting
tfibe leading therefrom, a valve for closing said tube, an
auxiliary starting and maintaining electrode within said
container, and a common actuating means for said valve
and said electrode.

3. In electric apparatus embodying a closed container,
the combination with said container, of an exhausting
tube leading therefrom, a valve for closing said tube, a
movable electrode within said container, an armature
within said tube, a solenoid exterior to said tube and oper-
atlvely associated with said armature, and connections
from said armature to said electrode and to the moving
portions of said valve, whereby both of said members may
be operated by the energization and de^nerglzatlon of said
solenoid.

4. In electric apparatus embodying a closed container
the combination with said container, of a vertically dis-
posed exhausting tube extending therefrom and terminat-
ing In an open end, a casing surrounding said open end
and forming an annular trough therearonnd, a mass of
sealing material In said trough, a cap surmounting said
tube and having Its lower edge extending Into proximity
to said sealing material, a movable electrode within said
contlner. a movable armature within said tube, magnetic
operating means therefor exterior to said tube, and con-
nections whereby the movement of said armature ac-
tuates said cap to move the lower edge thereof Into and
out of said sealing material and also actuates said elec-
trode.

6. In electric apparatus embodying a closed conUlner
the combination with said container, of a vertically dla*
posed txhaustlug tube extending therefrom and terminat-
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ing In an open end. a casing Burrounding said open
end and forming an annular trough therearound, a nutas

of sealing material in said trough, a cap anrmount-
Ing said tube and having its lower edge extending into

proximity to said sealint^ material, a morable electrode

within said container, a movable armature within said

tube, magnetic operating means therefor exterior to said

tube, and connections whereby the movement of said ar-

mature actuates said cap to move the lower edge thereof
into and out of said sealing material and also actuates
said electrode, the connection to said cap embodying a
loose coupling whereby said electrode may be actuated
without operation of said valve.

1,226,068. DRAFTING-TOOL. Waltek Paas, K1 Paso,
Tex., assignor of one-fourth to Catherine Steffen, El
Paso, Tex. Filed Aug. 2, 1916. Serial No. 112,771.
(CI. 33—1.)

A drawing instrument including a ruler having a fldu-

clal edge and provided with arcuate slots located entirely

within the contour of the ruler and disposed near to the
ends of the fiducial edge, the ruler being inscribed with
180 decree protractors, the 9<) degree marks of which are
disposed at right angles to the fiducial edge of the ruler,

the protractors having graduations which read in opposite
directions from the ends of the ruler toward the middle
portion thereof, a part of the markings of the protractors
lying adjacent the slots, and a part of the markings 6f

the protractors lying along the extreme end edges of the
ruler.

1,226.069. ANODE STRUCTURE FOR VAPOR-CON-
VERTERS. SiD.NBY W. Fabnsworth, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignor to Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed July
12, 1915. Serial No. 39.362. (CI. 176—50.)

\yu
1. An electrode for vapor-electric apparatus comprising

a loop of tubing composed of Impervious material, means
for circulating a temperature-regulating medium there-

through, and a mass of arc-supporting material mounted
thereupon.

2. An electrode for vapor apparatus comprising a maae
of pervioua arc-supporting material, and means for circu-
lating a cooling medium therethrough without permitting
the passage of gas from raid medium Into said arc-sup-
porting material.

3. In vapor-electric apparatus, the combination with an
electrode provided with a gas-free portion, and means for
restricting the operating arc to said gas free portion.

4. The combination with an evacuted container, of an
electrode therein comprising a member projecting down-
wardly through the upper portion thereof. t>ending trans-
versely and terminating in an upwardly extending por-
tion and a cooperating electrode.

5. In a vapor converter, an anode depending from the
cover and having substantially a J shape and means for
maintaining an arc on the terminal portion thereof from
a coiiperatlng electrode.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.)

1.226.070. CHANNEL-GUIDE MECHANISM FOR SEW-
ING MACHINES. ALrRBD B. FowL«H. Beverly. Mass..
assignor to United Shoe Machinery Company, PateraoB,
N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed July 24.
1910. Serial No. 41,675. (CI. 112—20.)

1. An Inaeam shoe sewing machine, having in combioa-
tion, stitch forming devices, a channel guide movable
tranrversely to the direction of feed to engage and re-

lease the work during each cycle of operations, a cam for

positively moving the guide In both directions, and a
spring acting in advance of the cam for moving the guide
yieldingly Into engagement with the work.

2. An inseam shoe sewing machine, having In combina-
tion, stitch forming devices, a channel guide movable
transversely to the direction of feed to engage and releaM
the work and movable in the direction of feed during each
cycle of operations, a cam for positively moving the guide
in both directions acting to complete the work engaging
movement when the guide is at the end of its feed move-
ment, and a spring acting in advance of the cam for mov-
ing the guide yieldingly Into engagement with the work.

1.226.071. MASTER LAST.
York. N. Y. Filed Sept.

(CI. 142—50.)

Mki>orem W.
1916. Serial

<tREIR. New
No. 118.820.

1. A master-last comprising a body forme«1 of plastic
compound of a relatively fragile material, a core extend-
ing longitudinally through said last to reinforce the same
against endwise crushing strain.

2. A master last comprising a body forme*! of a plastic
compound of a relatively fragile material, a core extending
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longitudinally through said last to reinforce the nme
against endwise crushing strain, with means for locking
•aid core in said body against relative rotary movement.

1.226,072. COMBINED TYPE WRITING AND COMPUT-
ING MACHINE. Frederick A. Hart. Jersey City.
N. J., a.ssignor to Underwood Computing Machine Com-
pany. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York
Filed Jan. 6, 1912. Serial No. 669,751. (CI. 235—60 )

1. The combination with computation wheels, carry-over
trains, said wheels having teeth to start said carry-over
trains, and gears to complete the movements of said carry-
over trains, of stop devices normally in position to prevent
overthrow of said carryover trains when started by said
wheels, and means for automatically withdrawing saidtop devices during the operation of said gears.

2. The combination with computation wheels, carry over
trains, said wheels having teeth to start said carry-over
trains, and gears to complete the movements of said carry-
over trains, of stop devices normally in position to prevent
overthrow of said carry-over trains when started by said
wheels, a rotatable shaft on which said gears are mounted
an actuator on said shaft, and means to enable said actu-
ator to withdraw nald stop devices.

8. The combination with computation wheels, carry-over
trains, said wheels having teeth to start said carry-over
trains, and gears to complete the movements of said carry-
over trains, of stop devices normally in position to prevent
overthrow of said carry over trains when started by said
wheels, a rotaUble shaft on which said gears are mounted
an actuator on said shaft, means to enable said actuator to
withdraw sal<l stop devl.es. and a spring to restore said
stop devices to normal positions.

4. The combination with computation wheels, carry-over
trains, said wheels having teeth to start said carry-over
trains, and gears to complete the movements of said carry-
over trains, of a rotatable shaft carrying said gears, a
atop bar in position to prevent overthrow of the carry-over
trains when started by said wheels, a rock shaft having an
arm to withdraw said stop bar. a cam on said gear shaft,
a connection froA said cam to said rock shaft to with
draw said stop bar at the beginning of the rotation of the
gear shaft, and a spring device to restore the bar and rock
shaft to normal positions at the conclusion of the move-
ment of said gear shaft.

5. The combination with computation wheels, carry-over
trains, said wheels having teeth to sUrt said carry-over
trains, and gears to complete the movements of said carry-
over trains, of means to prevent overthrow of the carry-
over trains when started by said wheels, and means to re-
lease said carry-over trains for actuation by the gears
brought into action concomitantly with the movement ot
said gears.

(Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

the pressure of the fluid delivered to one of the tachom-
eters for controlling the operation of the other.

1.226.078. SPEED - INDICATOR. Herbert T. Hbrr.
Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
The Westinghouse Machine Company, East Pittsburgh.
Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar 23
1912. Serial No. 685.722. (CI. 264—15.)
1. In combination with two fluid actuated Uchometers.

• pnmann respoBxlve device re»i>ouslve to variations in

2. In combination, a liquid actuated tachometer, a fluid
actuated tachometer, and a liquid actuated synchronliing
device for synchronizing the two tachometers.

3. The combination with a liquid operated tachometer,
means for supplying liquid thereto, an air operated ta-
chometer, means for supplying air thereto, and means for
synchronizing the movements of the mechanism of the
second mentioned tachometer with those of the first.

4. The combination with a liquid operated tachometer,
means for supplying liquid thereto, a motor-controlled
valve for the liquid, an air operated tachometer, means
for supplying air thereto, and means controlled by the
valve for synchronizing the movements of the liquid op-
erated tachometer with those of the air operated U-
chometer.

6. In combination with a device, the speed of which is
to be indicated, a pressure actuated tachometer at a dis-
tance from the device, a pressure actuated tachometer
adjacent to said device, and pressure actuated means re-
sponsive to the actuating pressure delivered to the adja-
cent tachometer, for controlling the operation of the re-
mote tachometer.

(Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,074. PROCESS FOR MAKING CIGAB-TIPS.
BARN-n? I. Horwite, Denver, Colo. Filed Apr. 19
1915. Serial No. 22,285. (CI. 131—62.)

1. The herein described process of producing a tip or
mouth piece for cigars, consisting in coating a blank with
paraffin or similar substance, bending the blank into tip
form with the paraffin surface Innermost, causing parts
to overlap so as to leave an aperture adjacent the point
of the tip. and finally heating the inner surface to cause
the paraffin to melt and close the said aperture and seal
the overlapping portions of the blank.

2. The herein described process of producing a tip or
mouthpiece for cigars consisting in coating a blank with
paraffin or similar substance, bending the blank Into tip
form with the paraffin surface Innermost, causing parts
to overlap, and finally heating the inner surface to cause
the paraffin to melt and seal the overlapping portions of
the blank.

3. The herein deMrribed proeess of producing a tip or
mouthpiece for cigars consisting in coating a blank with
paraffla or similar subsUnce, beading the blank Into tip
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form with the paraflSn surface iDnermost. causing i>art8

to overlap so as to leave an aperture adjacent the point
of the tip. and finally beating the Inner surface to cauae
the paraffin to melt and close the said aperture.

4. The herein descrtbt-d process of producing a tip or
mouthpiece for cigars, consisting In coating a blank with
paraffin or similar substance, bending the blank Into tip

form with the paraffin surface Innermost, causing parta
to overlap, and finally heating the inner surface to cause
the paraffin to melt.

6. The herein described process of producing a tip or
mouthpiece for cigars, consisting In coating a blank with
paraffin or similar substance, bending the blank Into tip

form with the paraffin surface Innermost, causing parta
to overlap so as to leave an aperture adjacent the point
of the tip, and finally beating the inner surface to cauM
the paraffin to melt and seal the overlapping portions of
the blank.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,075. FORTIFICATION SHIELD. Gborgi Goal
l80N, Mangum. Okla. Filed July 29, 1916. Serial No,
112,061. (CI. 89—36.)

1. A movable projectile shield and means resisting the

movement of the shield Including a pair of connected fluid

containing chambers, a plunger disposed In one of the

chambers and operatlvely connected to the shield, and
means for resisting the movement of fluid from one cham-
ber to the other.

2. A movable projectile shield and means for adjustably

resisting the movement of the shield Including a pair of

connected fluid containing chambers, a plunger disposed

In one of the chambers and operatlvely connected to the

shield, and means for resisting the movement of fluid from
one chamber to the other.

3. A movable projectile shield and means for resisting

the movement of the shield comprising a pair of connected
fluid containing chambers, a plunger disposed In one of

the chambers and operatlvely engaged with the shield,

means for controlling the outlet of fluid from the other
chamber, and means for adjustably controlling the pas-

sage of fluid between the chambers.
4. A fortification shield plvotally supported at its for-

ward edge and normally extending upward and rearward,
casings disposed beneath the shield and connected by a
duct, a plunger operatlvely connected to the shield and
extending Into one of said casings, a valve controlling

passage between the casings, and valves controlling out-

lets from the casings.

5. A fortification shield plvotally supported at Its for-

ward end and normally extending upward and rearward,
a pair of casings disposed beneath the shield and con-

nected by a duct, a piston disposed In one of said casings

and having a piston rod extending out of the casing and
engaged by the shield, a spring normally supporting the

shield, fluid disposed within the casings, and means for

controlling the passage of fluid from one casing into the
other.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.226,076. REVOLVING FAN. Oliver S. Jinninob,
Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric

and ManufacturlnK Company, a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. FUed Jan. 6. 1915. Serial No. 788. (CL
230—1.)
1. The combination with a rotataMe supporting mem-

ber provided with an Inclined pivot member, of a rotatable

fan plvotally mounted upon the said pivot member, where-
by the said fan tends to rotate under the influence of
gravity around the said pivot.

2. The combination with a rotatable supporting mem-
ber provided with an Inclined pivot for supporting a ro-

tatable fan, of means for opposing the tendency of the

said fan to rotate under the Influence of gravity around

the said pivot.

3. The combination with a rotatable supporting member
provided with an Inclined pivot for supporting a rotatable

fan. of a spring adapted to oppose the tendency of the

said fan to rotate under the Influence of gravity around
the said pivot.

4. The combination with a rotatable supporting member
provided with an Inclined pivot member, of a rotatable

fan plvotally supported by the said pivot member and
adapted to be plvotally moved thereon by centrlfugaJ

force du^'lng the rotation of the said supporting member,
and a stop associated with the said supporting member
for limiting the degree of such pivotal movement of the

said fan.

5. The combination with a rotatable supporting memt>er

provided with an Inclined pivot member, of a rotatable

fan plvotally mounted upon the said pivot member and
adapted to be plvotally moved In one direction under the

Influence of gravity and also adapted to be plvotally

moved In the opposite direction by centrifugal force dur-
ing the rotation of the said supporting member.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the (;azette.]

1.226.077. PICTDRJ5-FRAME. Thomas K. Jope. New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 3, 1915. Serial No. 18,989.

(CL 40—152.)

't-
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gaging the p«rforatioDi of mid ears, and screws engaging

aid reduced portions of the lever head and provided with

heads of greater diameter than the perforations of said
ears and bearing against the outer sides of the same.

1,226.081. MEASIRING FAUCET. Hevbt D. Kkllt,
Kansas City, Mo. Filed June 30. 1915. Serial No.
37.156. (Cl. 225—21.)

V^^

1. A faucet provided with a charging chamber, a plug
passage, a port connecting the chamber and passage and
a spout for and below said passage, a plug fitting rota-
tabljr In said passage and provided with a measuring
chamber for altprnate communication with the said port
and spout ; said plug having a stem projecting from its

Inner end, an agitator detachable on the stem, and a
handle for operating the plue and aRitator.

2. A faucet provide<l with a charEing chamber, a plug-
passage, a port connerting the chamber and paaMge and
a spout for and below said passage, a plug fitting said
passage and provlde<l with a measuring chamber for

altpmatp <x)mmunlcation with the said port and spout ;

said plug having a stem projecting from Its inner end and
formed with grooves In its opposite sides, an agitator or

stirrer provided with a blfurcatM arm for engaging aald
grooves of the plug-stem, and a handle for oscillating the
plug and agitator or stirrer.

1.226,082. FURNACE OR STOVE CONSTRUCTION.
GiOROB C. Kidder, Salt Lake City. Utah. Filed Mar.
27, 1916. Serial No. 86,891. (Cl. 110—81.)
1. A furnace of the character described having a com-

bustion chamber, a retort adjacent thereto adapted to

receive a relatively larjre supply of fuel diirlnu the burn-

ing thereof and havlnx a ooinraiinlratioD wltti the com-
ImstloB chamber for the passage of th>> gasot generated
fn>iii the fael In tbe r»>tort. an air sappirinir meaiw con-

veying air to the combustion chamber to mix with tbe
gases led thereto, said air supplying means consisting of

a conduit disposed below the inner wall of tbe retort and
having a plurality of independent air chambers therein,

each chamber being provided with spaced dl8char»;e upen-

inga facing tbe combustion chamber, one air feeding cham-
ber being disposed above the other, for the purpose
described.

4

2. A famac« of the character described comprising a
combustion chamber, a retort for burning fuel adjacent
thereto and in communication with the combustion cham-
ber, an air supplying contlnit of substantially rectangular
formation directly underlying the Inner wall of the retort

and having a plurality of division walls therein dividing

the chamber into Independent air passages, each passage
having discharge openings facing the combustion cham-
ber, means for introducing air to each of said passages,
substantially as descrlbetl.

.3. A furnace of the character desrribe<l. comprising a
combustion chamber, a retort on each side of said cham-
ber, for burning fuel and having communications with the
combustion chamber to permit the gases generated In the
retorts to enter the combustion cliamber, air supplying
conduits disposed beneath the Inner walls of each retort

having a plurality of division walls therein dividing each
conduit into independent air chambers, said chambers
having spaced air feeding openings therein facing the
combustion chamber for permitting the escape of air to

the combustion chamber to mix with the gases led thereto,

substantially as described.

4. A furnace of the character described comprising a
combustion chamber, a retort on each side of said cham-
ber for burning fuel and having communications with the
combustion chamber to permit the gases generated In the

retorts to sater the combustion chamber, air supplying
conduits disposed beneath tbe Inner walls of each retort

having a plurality of division walls therein dividing each
conduit Into independent air chambers, said chambers
having spaced air feeiling openings therein facing the

combustion chamber for permitting the escape of air to

the combustion chamber to mix with the gases, the said

air chambers being arranged one above another and tbe

discharge openings therein being of different dimensions.

5. A furnace of the character described having a com-
bustion chamber, a retori adjacent thereto adapte^l to

receive a relatively large supply of fuel and communi-
cating with the combustion chamber for the discharge of

the gases generated from the fuel In the retort, air sup-

plying means for Introducing air to the combustion cbam-
l>er comprising a member having Independent air cham-
bers therein disposed at different heights, each of said

chambers being provided with spaced discharge openings

of different dimensions for feeding the air to the com-
bustion chamber, for the purpose described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,083. IGNITION DEVICE FOR INTERNAL-COM-
BUSTION ENGINES. QusTAVB A Kbohs. Coarsegold,

Cal. nied Feb. 7, 1916. Serial No. 78.507. (CT.

12a—167.)

1. .An IgaitioD timing device for iotemal combnsfion
engines comprising a driving member, a driven member, a

centrifugal element forming an operative connection be-

tween said members and ailapte<l to vary the angular
relation of the meml>ers by changes In Its position, a

contact arranged on tbe driven member, a stationary

commutator surrounding said contact and engaged

thereby, a casing containing the commutator, an extension

ring fixedly (ugaginx the engine casing and surrounding
said centrifugal element, a shoulder on said ring engaged
by said commutator casing and means for holding said

casing on said ring.

2. In an Internal combustion engine having a casing

and timing shaft extending therethrough and a shoulder
on the casing concentric with said timing shaft, a contact

holder, a centrifugal element forming an operative connec-

tion between said timing shaft and contact holder and
adapted to vary the angular relation of the contact

holder with respect to tbe shaft by changes In Its position,

an extension ring fixedly engaglpg the shoulder on the

engine casing, a shoulder on the extension ring, a com-
mutator casing engaging the shoulder on the extension

ring, a commutator in said casing in position to be en-

gaged by the contact in said contact holder and a spring

for pressing said commutator casing against Aid ring.

3. The combination with an Internal combustion engine

having a casing provided with a circular shoulder, a

timing shaft extending through the casing and concentric

with said shoulder, a commutator, a casing surrounding
the commutator adapted to seat on said shoulder and a

contact arranged to engage the commutator, of an exten-

sion ring arrangetl between the ^en^tne casing and the

commutator casing arranged to seat on the shoulder on
the engine casing and having a shoulder of the same
diameter on which tbe commutator casing seats and a

centrifugal element forming an operative connection be-

tween the timing shaft and the contact adapted to vary

the angular relation of the contact with respect to the

timing shaft by changes In its position.

4. The combination with an Internal combustlou engine

having a casing provided with i. circular shoulder, a

timing shaft extending through the casing and concentric

with said shoulder, a commutator, a casing surrounding
the commutator and adapted to seat on said shoulder, of

a flanged bushing secure<l to the timing shaft, governor

weights plvotally attached to the flange of said bushing,

a sleeve surrounding the bushing, a gear on said sleeve,

gear segments on said governor weights meshing with said

gear, a contact carrier secured to said sleeve, a contact

carried by said carrier, an extension ring engaging said

shoulder ami provide^i with a shoulder on which said

commutator casing seats, a nut engaging said shaft and
holding said sleeve on said bushing and means pressing

the commutator casing against said ring.

1,2 20.0 84. TRANSMISSION CLUTCH CONTROL.
Chabus C. Lane. San Francisco. Cal. Filed May 8.

1916. Serial No. 96.033. (Cl. 74—81.)

1. The combination with tbe transmission clutch and
tbe brake pedal on an aotomoblle. of means connected

with tbe brake pe<lal for throwing the dotch oat of

easairement when tbe brake pedal Is operated, locking

means adapted to act in conjunction with or Independ-

ently of said brake pedal for positively locking the clutch

out of clutching condition, and means for operating said

locking m^ans Independently of said brake pedal.

2. The combination with the transmission clutch and
the brake pedal on an automobile, of means connected
with the brake pedal for automatically throwing the

clutch out of engagement when the brake pedal Is oper-

ated, and means for automatically locking the clutch

against return movement or engagement when the brake
or clutch pe<ial is actuated to disengage the clutch.

8. The combination with the transmission clutch aiMl

the brake pe<lal on an automobile, of means connected

with the brake pedal for automatically throwing the

clutch out of engagement when tbe brake pedai Is oper-

ated, means for automatically locking the clutch against

return movement or engagement, and means for manu-
ally releasing said lock to permit the clutch to return and
engage.

4. The combination with the tranomission clutch and
the brake of an automobile, of means for automatically

throwing the clutch Into Ineffective position when the

brake is actuated, means for automatically locking the

clutch in ineffective position and for retaining the dutch
so locked Independently of said brake, and independent
means to enable said clutch to return to effective position.

5. The combination with the transmission clutch and
the brake and pedal therefor of an automobile, of means
connected with the brake pedal for automatically throw-
ing the clutch Into ineffective position when the brake is

actuated, means for automatically locking the clutch in

ineffective position and for retaining the clutch so locked

Independently of said brake pedal, and means Independent
of said brake-pedal-and-clutch connecting means for dis-

engaging said locking means to enable said clutch to

return to effective position.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,086. CAR-COUPLING. Jambs A. Labmobb. West-
grove, Pa. Filed June 9, 1916. Serial No. 102.607.

(Cl. 213—9.)

1. In a car coupling, in combination, a pivoted knuckle

Jaw provided with a tail, a pivoted latching lever adapted
to engage said tall and means comprising a compression

spring Interposed between aald Jaw and lever tending to

bold the Jaw closed when It ts In latcbed position and
i operating In cunnectlon with a pail on tbe iaw when tbe
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latching lever is moved to release the Jaw, to turn and
maintain said Jaw fully open.

2. In a car coupllnsr. in combination, a pivoted knackle
Jaw provided with a tall, a pivoted latching lever adapted
to engage said tall and means comprising a compression
spring Interposed between said Jaw and lever tending to
hold the Jaw fully open, and operating when said Jaw Is
turned toward its closed position to reverse its action
and hold the Jaw in locking relation with the latch lever,
said spring being constantly under tension.

8. In a car coupling, in combination, a lever pivoted
between Its ends and having a rearwardly extending arm
on one side of Its pivot and an arm on the other side of Its
pivot, said lever being notched near Its pivot, a pivoted
Jaw having a tall engaging said notch when In closed
position and thereby held from opening, and a tension
device one end of which is carried by and movable with
the second arm of the Utch lever and the other end of
which Is carried by the Jaw between Its pivot and the
engaging end of the tall.

4 In a car coupling. In combination, a lever pivoted
between its ends and having a rearwardly extending arm
on one side of Its pivot and an arm on the other side of
Its pivot, said lever being notched near Its pivot, a piv-
oted Jaw having a tall engaging said notch when In closed
position and thereby held from opening, and a tension
device one end of which Is carried by and movable with
the second arm of the last lever and the other end of
which Is carried by the Jaw between Its pivot and tho
engaging end of the tail, and the point of connection of
the tension device to the Jaw, when closed, being at one
ride of, but relatively close to a line connecting the Jaw's
pivot and the point of connection of the tension device
with the lever, whereby, when the Jaw Is moved away from
its closed position by the manual turning of the latch lever,
said point of connection of the tension device to the jaw
moves on the other side of the line, causing the tension
device to open said Jaw fully.

1,226,086. THREAD LOCK. Albbkt Latham. Beverly.
Mass., assignor to United Shoe Machinery Company,
Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
July 15, 1915. Serial No. 39.993. (Cl. 112—20 )

1. A thread lock for lock stitch sewing machines, the
stitch forming devices of which Include a needle and a
take-up, said thread lock consisting of a lever provided
on its thread clamping end with a wear plate, said lever
and plate having cofiperating portions whereby said plate
may be sprung into operative position on the lever.

2. A thread lock for lock-stitch sewing machines, the
stitch forming devices of which include a needle and a
take-up, said thread lock consisting of a lever and a wear
plate located on the thread clamping end of the lever,
s'ald plate being composed of resilient material by virtue

of which It may be sprung Into operative position on the
lever.

3. A thread lock for lock-atltch sewing machines, the
stitch forming devices of which Include a needle and a
Uke-up, said thread locking device comprising a lever, a
slot In the thread clamping end of the lever, and a wear
plate mounted on the clamping end of the lever ha>'lng
ears adapted to enter the slot and prevent lateral displace-
ment of the wear plate.

4. A thread lock for lock-stitch sewing machines the
stitch forming devices of which Include a needle and a
take-up, said thread locking device consisting of a lever
having a wear plate mounted on the clamping end thereof
said lever and plate having cooperating portions whereby
when said plate Is sprung Into operative position on the
lever, it Is held against longitudinal and lateral displace-
ment thereon.

*.!\.'^/*""'^** ^°''^ '*" lockstitch sewing machines, the
stitch forming devices of which include a needle and a
take-up, said thread locking device conalstlng of a lever
having a concave surface at Its thread cUmpIng end pro-
vided with a longitudinal slot, the extremities of theclamping end of the lever being arranged in acute angular
relation with said surface, and a wear plate mounted on
the clamping end of the lever having a clamping surface
shaped In conformity with the surface of the lever theends of the plate being arranged slmlUrly to the extremi-
ties of the clamping end of the lever and being provided
with Inwardly projecting tongues adapted to enter the
slot In the clamping end of the lever.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.08-. CORSET. Acocst. J L.corTR.. Worcester.Mass assignor to Koyal Worcester Corset Co., Worce^

\T t^?!"' t
^<*''P«'-''"«n o' Massachusetts. Filed Apr.

18, 1916. Serial No. 90.864. (Cl. 2 74.)

1. In a corset, the combination with two parts laced
together, of a shield or tongue permanently attached at its
upper end only to the insides of the upper portions of
said parts, said shield or tongue being of a proper width
to bridge the spa^ce between the said corset parts behind
the lacing, and hose supporters comprising looped portions
the ends of which are attaclre<I to the lower ends of the
corset parts and to the lower end of said shield or tongue.

2. In a corset, the combination with two parts laced
together, of a shield or tongue permanently attached at
its upper end only to the insldes of the upper portions of
•aid parts, tald shield or tongue being oi' a proper width
to bridge the space between the said corset parts behind
the lacing, and said shield or tongue being provided with
transverse stlffeners, and hose supporters comprising
looped portions the ends of which are attached to the
lower ends of the corset parts and to the lower end of said
shield or tongue.
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1,226,088. INSULATOR AND COMPOSITION MATE-
RIAL FOR INSULATING AND OTHER PURPOSES.
Fmd M. Locks. Victor, N. T. Piled June 16, 1914.
Serial No. 845,371. (Cl. 106—36.1.)

1. An Insulator of high silica content formed by fusing
silicic material with halogen material and boron material
into a homogeneous body, and molding the mass.

2. The method of forming a homogeneous body of high
silica content consisting in fusing silicic material, halogen
material and boron material to form a homogeneous body.

3. An Insulator of high silica content formed by fusing
silicic material, halogen carrying material and boron mate-
rial to form a homogeneous body.

4. An insulator for high voltage current formed by fus-

ing silicic material, boron material and halogen-carrying
material to form a homogeneous body.

5. An Insulator for high voltage current formed by fus-

ing silicic material, boron material and fluorin material
to form a homogeneous body.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed la the Gazette.]

1,226,089. AUTOMATIC HORN. GiOBoa F. Long, New
York. N. Y.. assignor to Gottfried Plel, New York,
N. T. Filed Deo. 16, 1910. Serial No. 697,677. (Cl.

116—1.)

1. A horn comprising a metal diaphragm having annu-
lar corrugations therein, an actuating member secured
to said diaphragm, a movable disk having radial ribs

or flanges thereon adapted lo engage with said actuating
member and vibrate the diaphragm, and means to actu-
ate said disk.

2. A horn comprising a diaphragm under tension, an
actuating member secured to said diaphragm comprising
a plug and a passage therein with a restricted opening
at one end to form a ball seat, a, ball In said passage
and means for securing said ball in said passage to

cause a segment thereof to project beyond the end of

the plug, a disk provided with means engaging said pro-

jecting segment of said ball to produce to and fro move-
ment of the diaphragm and means for moving said disk.

S. A horn comprising a metal diaphragm under ten-

sion having annular grooves therein, an actuating mem-
ber secured to said diaphragm and comprising a ball ro-

tatable in said member and held against displacement
with respect thereto, a disk having radial ribs on Its

orface to engage with said actuating mt-mber. a drlv

tng gear for rotating said disk, a driving pinion, means
for actuating said driving pinion, and a clutch mecha-
nism between said pinion and driving gear substantially

as described.

4. In a device of the class described, mechanism for

actuating a dlaphraghm horn comprising a diaphragm
actuating member formed of a disk provided with dia-

metrically disposed diaphragm contacting ribs and pro-

vided with open spaces between adjacent ribs, a shaft
supporting said disk centrally thereof, a pinion fixed to

said shaft and constituting the end member of a train

of gears, a second member of said train meshing with
aid pinion, a manually actuated reciprocating member
and means between said reciprocating member and said

second gear train member for converting the reciprocat-

ing movement of said handle Into continuous rotary iflbve-

ment of said disk, said mechanism t>elng freely rotatable.

6. In a mechanism for actuating a diaphragm horn, a
diaphragm engaging member comprising a shaft, a disk
mounted on said shaft, one flat surface of said disk be-

ing provided with radial grooves to form ribs l>eveled In

section and of var>-lng width, aald ribs being spaced
apart and adapted to engage a projection from the dia-

phragm of the horn to vibrate said diaphragm and means
for rotating said disk about an axis perpendicular to
said grooved face.

1,226,090. BUSHING FOR BUNGS, .\lbisrt C. LVJh
LCM, New York, N. Y., assignor to National Bush Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 25, 1914,
Serial No. 827.019. Etenewed Mar. 31, 1917. Serial

No. 159,026. (Cl. 217—118.)

<*-.

1. A bushing for a bung bole having a resilient arched
external flange, an externally smooth body, and an ex-
pansible inner end, whereby the bushing when set re-

sUlently grips the material of the barrel throughout its

thickness to prevent rotation and leakage.

2. A bushing for a bung bole having a resilient arched
external flange, an externally smooth body, and an ex-
pansible inner end having Its outer surface relatively

sharply tapered, whereby the bushing when set reall-

lently grips the material of the barrel throughout its

thickness to prevent rotation and leakage.

1,226,091. ALTERNATING - CURRENT INDUCTION-
MOTOR. Burton McCollum, Washington. D. C.
Filed Aug. 2, 1915. Serial No. 43,151. (Cl. 172—120.)

1. In an Induction motor, the combinntion of a pri-

mary winding, a secondary element providing a plurality

of secondary electrical circuits In inductive relation with
said primary winding, but substantially not inductively

related to each other, and means providing paths of low
and substantially unvarying magnetic reluctance for the
flux linking said primary winding with certain of said

secondary circuits, and separate paths of high and sub-

stantially unvarying reluctance for the fluxes linklnc
said primary winding with the others of said secondary
circuits.

2. In an Induction motor, the combination of a pri-

mary winding, a secondary element providing a plurality

of secondary electrical circuits in inductive relation with
said primary winding, but substantially not inductively

related to each other, and means providing a path of low
and substantially unvarying magnetic reluctance for the
flux linking said primary winding with one onl.< of said
secondary circuits, and separate paths of high and sub-
stantially unvarying reluctance for the fluxes linking

said primary winding with the others of said secondary
circuits.

3. In an Induction motor, the combination of a pri-

mary winding, a secondary element providing a plurality
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of secondary electrical circuits lo loductlve relation with
•aid primary wlDdlng. but subsUntlally not Inductlrely
related to each other, and meann provMIng paths of low
•Dd substantially unvarying magnetic reluctance for the
flux linking said primary winding with certain of said
secondary circuits, and separate paths of high and sub-
stantially unvarying reluctance for the flaxes linking
•aid primary winding with the others of said secondary
circuits, the said secondary circuits which are linked
with the paths of low reluctance having relatively low
electrical resistance, and the said secondary circuits
linked with the paths of high reluctance having high
resistance.

4. In an induction motor, the combination of a pri-

mary winding, a secondary element providing a plu-
rality of secondary electrical circuits In Inductive re-

lation with said primary winding, but substantially not
Inductively relates! to each other, and means prorldlng
a path of low and substantially unvarying magnetic re-

luctance for the flux linking said primary winding with
one only of said secondary circuits, and separate paths
of high and subatantlally unvarying reluctance for the
fluxes linking said primary winding with the others of
said secondary circuits, the said secondary circuit which
Is linked with the path of low reluctance, having a rel-

atively low electrical resistance, and the said secondary
circuits linked with paths of high magnetic reluctance,
having relatively high resistance.

5. In an Induction motor, the combination of a pri

mary winding with end connections, and • secondary
element providing three secondary electrical clrcuita, one
of said secondary electrical circuits being In inductive
relation with the said primary winding through a mag-
netic circuit of low reluctance, and the other aecondary
electrical circuits being In inductive relation with the
end connections only of the said primary winding
through magnetic circuits of relatively high reluctance.

(Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.

)

1,226.092. UNCOUPLINO .MEOFIAMSM. William Mc-
COKWAT, Jr., and William J. Rboa.<«, Pittsbarfh, Pa.,
assignors to The McConway & Torley Company, Pltt»-
bnrgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec.
21. 1916. Serial No. 138.229. (CI. 213—69.)

1. In an uncoupling mechanism, the combination with
a coupler, its lock, and carrying Iron, of means for mov-
ing said lock to unlocked position, said means Involving
a member operatlvely connected to said lock and sup-
ported on said carry-Iron so a« to be roUtable only, aald
rotation being performed about a plurality of axes.

5. In an uncoupling mechanism, the combinaUon with
a coupler, and Its lock, of means for moving said lock to
unlocked position, said means Involving a plurality of
plvoUlly connected members one of which is plvotally
mounted on a stationary part of the car and a rotatable
uncoupling lever having a portion forming the pivotal
connection of said plvotally connected members.

(Claims 2 to 4, 6, and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1,226,093. UNCOUPLING AND CENTERING MECHA-
NISM FOR CAR-COUPLINGS. William McConwat.
Jr., and William J. Regan. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors
to The McConway & Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 21, IQie!
Serial No. 13S,230. (CI. 218—69.)
1. In mechanism of the character indicated, the com-

bination with a coupler provided with a movable lock, of
a carry-Iron fur said coupler, a shoe Interposed between

said coupler and carry-Iron, and means connected to said
shoe for unlockingvaald coupler.

2. In mechanism of the character Indicated, the com-
bination with a laterally movable coupler, of a carry Iron
for said coupler, and manually operated means for shifting
said coupler laterally, said means Involving a laterally
movable shoe Interposed between said coupler and carry-
iron and serving to shlf^ said coupler laterally to any de
sired position.

3. In mechanism of the character indicated, the com-
bination with a coupler, of a carry iron for said coupler, a
shoe Interposed between said coupler and carry-iron and
provided with means whereby It may support mechanism
for unlocking the coupler, and antl friction devices Inter-
posed between and engaging said shoe and carry-Iron.

8. In mechanism of the character indicated, the com-
bination with a laterally movable coupler, of means for
shifting said coupler laterally, aald means involving a
fulcrum member and a lever, said fulcrum member and
said lever being each provided with a plurality of cooper-
ating teeth.

10. In mechanism of the character indicated, the com-
bination with a laterally movable coupler, of means for
shifting said coupler laterally, said means Involving a ful-
crum member carried by the car and a lever adapted to be
moved into engagement with said fulcrum member, said
lever having an operating arm and an arm adapted to en-
gage said fulcrum member, said lever arms extending at
an angle to each other, and said operating arm being dis-
placed from the vertical when the lever Is In engagement
with said fulcrum member.

(Claims 4 to 7 and 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,094. UNCOUPLINO MECHANISM. William Mo-
ConwAY, Jr.. anil William J. Rwoas, Pitt*hurgh, Pa.,
assignors to The McConway k Torley Company, Pitt*-
burgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Feb.
2, 1917. Serial No. 146,182. (CI. 213—69.)

SutTI

1. In an uncoupling mechanism for car couplers, the
combination with a coupler locking mechanism, of a ro-
taUble uncoupling lever, a bracket secured to the car at
one side of the coupler, a member Jourmled on said
bracket and a lock actuating member operatlvely con-
nected to and having slldable engagement with said lock-
ing mechlnsm. said uncoupling lever constituting means
for plvotally connecting aald lock actuating m»rober to the
member journaled on said bracket.

2. In an uncoupling mechanism for car couplers, the
combination with coupler locking mechanism, of a rotat-
able uncoupling lever, a bracket rigidly secured to the car
at one side of the coupler, a supporting member for sa'd
uncoupling lever plvotally mounted on said bracket, and a
curved member plvotally connected to said supporting
member and operatlvely connected to and having slldable
engagement with said coupler locking mechanism.

3. In an uncoupling mectiaalsm for car couplers, the
combination with coupler locking mecbanlKm, of a rotat-
able uncoupling lever journaled on the car and extending

>l
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toward the side thereof, a bracket secured to the car andhaving a plurality of bearing members. socketed ^e„"r
^/•°f

P'°»'^» ^Ptf^ to be Journaled in sa^3«member, and a curved member operatlvely ^nnecST tland having slldable engagement wUh said locking m^chlnlsm, said curved member extending Into said socketVbHbeing p votally connected to said socket" mem^r J

v

means of said uncoupling lever.
member by
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Juxtaposed upper lug. of a pair of adjacent lower tile,the tile, being so formed that the overlapped pIrUontt

prlt. Nova Scotia, Canada. Filed Oct. 80 1916 slrial No. 128.561. (CL 116-23.)

pUcVnnVe"r 'tK'' "/ ""J"*
'"' '"''"'''' »°^« "'J «"* ofplace under the ^verlapping portion of the tile above.

descrl*^.
^'^ ^''* °y ""^"^^^ »uf»«tantlally as

1.226,^8. SAFE FOR SEA-GOING VESSELS Thoma.

1.226,096. RAILWAY TIE PL\TP ir,v.» 1.. r
ley Junction, Iowa. FIJ^ Oct 7 1fl,« «'1'';

""'•

54.670. (CI. 238-6.) ' ®^'- ^'^^^ ^o.

1
^^^^i-^ism

relnfnl"!*'"*'''*^
"""''^ ''* P'«»* comprising two flat meui

e^ h h- ? °"""'^" ^'""""^ '« ^•^ ^^^<^'^ in con^^^;

rr:?e<^^ri:^ve^;L^'n:rr?;arr?'[ ^-^ '^--^ -
detachably an.I adjXb y secuJ^ to th'"""""°*

'''^'

the reinforcing members .odTa^^l.^^/roldTnrsani;'orcing members exactly In line with each other flatmetl"
L Lm'k* k'

"'""*" •'^^••'"^ ^o '•«'t above the^n^^^iIn which the reinforcing members are embedded aid «llengaging members having portions exte«dS downward/,

-id ran e?
'': "'' reinforcing members, and means on- d ran engaging members for engaging and supporting

adipt^d^trz; zi: itz\'ltz:;', ^^"-^ --

^tie'rc^L;^^-—^^^
P-tments, and a P.uraM^'Lrin Ip irr'^r.taMeT"-Mng compartments arranged w.th'n thV up'pe"r"Tham

adfpttdrz; urnrrrvsortorrfl '^"^^ -'^^

above the bottom of the shell :nT ZZ Z'ZTlTo

1.226.097^ ROOFING AND WALLING. Will.aM McLaf)D. WangHnul Ww 'a».i..,^ ,

"ii-liam mc-
to !.«.,.. rv:K \^ ^aland. assignor of one-fourth

.r.rc,rrii»-,i-;r.,.r~-

l«wer tiles, said lower lug being also adapte^J to sp'n the

IMS. Sen., X„. 8„,.T12. ,c, 25^37?"^ "^^ "•

..... ob.r^.'r.,K,:^ .Ton?-""'"
*" '"" »» ""' ""
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3. In a device of the character described, a closed oscil-
latory circuit Including an Inductance which constitutes
the secondary of a transformer, a plurality of auxiliary
oscillatory circuits each including an Inductance, all of
said last mentioned inductances constituting the primary
of the transformer, means for charging one of said aux-
iliary circuits, and means for dlschanclng said auxiliary
circuits In sequence, said auxiliary circuits being so ar-

ranged that the discharge of each one but the last, cbargea
a succeeding one.

4. In a device of the character described, a plurality of

oscillatory circuits, each provided with a stationary ter-

minal and a movable terminal, means for charging one of

said circuits, means for actuating said movable terminals
whereby the circuits are discharged in sequence, and an
aerial conductor operatlvely connected to said circuits,

said circuits being so arranged that the discharge of each
one but the last, charges a succeeding one.

5. In a device of the kind described, an oscillatory cir-

cuit, a plurality of exciting circuits connected therewith
each comprising a condenser, means for discharging a con
denser In one exciting circuit Into a condenser In anothei
exciting circuit and then discharging the condenser In the
last-mentioned circuit and continuing and repeating these

steps in orderly manner for the purpose of maintaining
continuous oscillations In said oscillatory circuit.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226.100. GYMXASIUM-SKIRT. Mollii Mabkcn. New
York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 20, 1916. Serial No. 121,128.
(CI. 2—137.)

1. In a garment, the combination with a hem, of a cas-

ing formed by a portion of the inner fold of the hem and
a strip secured along Its edges thereto, and a drawing
string in said casing for the purpose specified.

2. In a garment, the combination with a hem, of a cas-

ing formed by a portion of the loner fold of the hem and
a strip of less width than the hem secured along its edges
thereto, and a drawing string in said casing for the pur-

pose specified.

1.226,101. VASE HOLDER. John E. Marsob.n, Phtla
delphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 25, 1916. Serial No. 80,481.

(a. 248—20.)
1. The combination with a ring holder, of a vase hav-

ing a narrow elongate<l transverse depression In its ex-

terior surface, and a lug carried by and movable with re-

spect to said ring holder adapted to engage in said de-

pression when the vase is in the holder, the side walls of

said depression t>eing of such slope that the lug cannot be

forced out of the depression In the direction of the longi-
tudinal axis of the vase by force applied to the vase, said
depression being of such shape that the lug may be re-

moved therefrom by turning the vase In the holder.

2. The combination with a taperlng-walled vase, of a
ring holder having similarly tapered walls forming the
sole support for said vase, a spring-pressed lug carried

by and movable with respect to said ring holder, said vaxe
having a narrow elongated transverse depression in its

exterior surface, said lug adapted to engage in said di>-

pression when the vase is in the holder, said depression
being relatively slightly concave outwardly In the direc-

tion of the longitudinal axis of the depression, whereby
the vase is locked In said ring holder against movement
in the direction of the longitudinal axis of the vase, but
may be unlocked by turning the vase in the rln« holder.

1.226,102. niRECTlO.N I.NDICATOR AND SIONALINO
DEVICE FOR VEHICLES. Randall F. Midicds,
Youngstown. Ohio. Filed May 10. 1916. Serial No.
96.500. <C1. 177*—337.)

1. In a direction indicator and signaling device for

vehicles the combination of a casing adapted for attach-

ment to the vehicle and constructed with a casing cover

with a central round opening, vertical slots positioned to

the right and left of said central opening, said slots

formed with a point extending outwardly at Its upper
end. direction indicating leaves mounted within said cas-

ing, lights immediately underneath the openings of said

casing, solenoids In conjunction with said leaves, flick-

ering devices causing the lights underneath the vertical

slots of said casing cover to flicker, controlling switches

mounted upon the steering wheel energizing by means of

an electric circuit said parts either singly or simulta-

neously.

2. In a direction Indicator and signaling device for

vehicles the combination of a casing adapted for attach-

ment to the vehicle and constructed with a casing cover,

having a central round opening, vertical slots positioned

to the right and left of said central opening, said slots
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formed with a point extending outwardly at Its upper end.
direction signaling leaves mounted within said casing and
controlled by solenoids within the casing, electric lights
Immediately underneath said vertical slots and central
opening, flickering devices for the lights energized by com
mon circuits, solenoids in conjunction with the signaling
leaves and an electric bell, circuits to energize the above
parts either singly or slmulUneously, and a central tall
light operating upon an Independent circuit arranged to
shed light upon a license number sign positioned directly
underneath said tall light.

3. A direction Indicator and signaling device for ve-
hicles comprising a casing, a signaling leaf mounted with-
in the casing at each end, a cover provided with a central
round opening and two vertical slots located at the right
and at the left of said central opening, these slots formed
with a point extending outwardly In the direction of the
position of the signaling leaves, electric lights. Immedi-
ately underneath these vertical slots, a central tall light
located directly underneath the central round opening and
directly under an arched portion of the casing side, the
signaling leaves connected to solenoids, a solenoid in con-
Junction with each leaf, said solenoid attached to a cog
wheel with an extended arm mounted within the casing
engaging another cog wheel Journaled within the casing
and upon which is atUched a signaling leaf, a coll spring
attached to the cog wheel with the extended arm and to
the bottom of the casing, an electric bell secured within
the casing, flickering devices located to the right and to
the left of the central opening and securely fastened
within the casing, said flickering device consisting of amagnet, a vibrating arm mounted between two contact
points, a piston rod plvotally connected to said arm and
operating a piston within a cylinder filled with oil two
electric circuits to energize the solenoids, either singly
or simultaneously, also the lights located immediately
underneath the vertical slots of the casing cover, the elec-
tric bell operating on either circuit, or both a licensenumber sign attached Immediately below a slot in the cas-
ing, the tail light operating upon an Independent circuitand lighting said license number sign, and a common
mounting for the casing and the license number sign

1^.103. APPARATUS FOR SEPARATING DNFIL-TERABLE MATERIAL FROM A MIXTURE OF FIL-TERABLE AND UNFILTERABLE MATTER ChablmW. Mbhhill. Berkeley. Cal. Filed June 7, 1910 Serial

1. The combination In a pressure filter of a series of
soluble filter plates, one or more containers converging
toward the bottom, each provided with a ducf leading
from a feed channel located above the bottom of the con-
Ulner and terminating within the same adjacent to said
bottom, and a suitable outlet through the upper portion
of the side-wall of each filter plate whereby the filtrateU discharged by means of a suitable delivery.

2. A container for use In a pressure filter provided with
a noo-meUlllc duct of convenient size and suitable ma-
tertal, leading from a feed channel located above the bot-
tom of the container and terminating within the same at
or near said bottom.

a> A container for use in a pressure filter provided with
a removable non metallic duct of convenient size and
sulUble material, leading from a feed channel located
above the bottom of the container and terminating within
the same at or near said bottom.

4. A container for use in a pressure filter provided with
a non-metallic removable duct of convenient size and
made of suitable material, leading from a feed channel
located above the bottom of the container, and terminating
within the same at or near the bottom thereof, and de-
vices substantUlIy as described for attaching the duct to
the feed channel.

6. A container for use in a pressure filter provided with
a non-metallic duct of convenient size and suitable ma-
terial, leading from a feed channel located above the bot-
tom of the container and terminating within the same at
or near said bottom and connected with said feed channel
In any suitable manner.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.!

1,226,104. PROCESS FOR TREATING SEMISOLID
MATERIAL IN THE CONTAINERS OF FILTER-
PRESSES AND REMOVING THE SAME THERE-
FROM. Charles W. Mebrill, Berkeley, Cal. Filed
June 7, 1910. SerUl No, 565.547. (CI. 21(V—13.)

1. The hereinbefore described method of treating In
and removing solid or semisolid material from the con-
tainers of pressure filters consisting in depositing the
same In thin layers upon the filter cloths which form the
closure of the filters so that a space is left between the
layers, then subjecting the layers to any desired metal-
lurgical treatment, subjecting the material during the
deposition and treatment to continuous pressure upon the
layers and then opening the gates of the containers and
Anally subjecting the layers to the pressure of liquid
vapor or gas acting from behind the filter cloths whereby
the same are discharged from the pressure filter through
said bottom outlet gates of the containers.

2. The hereinbefore described method of treating in
and removing solid or semisolid material from, the con-
tainers of pressure filters consl.sting In depositing the
same In thin layers upon the filter cloths which form
the closore of the filters so that a space Is left between
the layers, then subjecting the layers to anv desired metal-
lurgical treatment, subjecting the material during the
deposition and treatment to continuous pressure upon the
layers, subjecting the layers to the pressure of the liquid,
vapor or gas acting from behind the filter cloths then
forcing said material out of the containers by the im-
pingement of a stream of liquid, vapor or gas under pres-
sure directly upon and below the upper surface of the
contents of said containers without separating the units
of the same.

3. The hereinbefore described method of removing solid
or semisolid material from the containers of pressure
filters consisting in depositing the same In thin layers
upon the filter cloths which form the closure of the
Alters so that a space Is left between the layers then
subjecting the layers to any desired metallurgical treat-
ment, subjecting the material during the deposition andtreatment to continuous pressure upon the layers and
then opening the gates of the containers and finally sub-
jecting the layers to the pressure of liquid, vapor or gas
acting from behind the filter cloths then sluicing or forc-
ing said material out by the impingement of a stream of
liquid, vapor or gas under pressure Introduced upon the
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contruts of said contaiDers at a point adjacent to the out-

let thereof.

4. The hereinbefore described method of treating solid

or •emi-soHd material in the containers of preuure-flltert

consistlDg in depositing the same under continuous pres-

sure in thin layers on the fllter-cloths which form the

closure of the contaliifrs so that a space is left between

the layers, then subjei-ttng the layers while under contina-

ous pressure to any desired metallurKlral treatment.

1.226.105. NECKTIE. William K. Miter. Brooklyn,

N. T.. assignor to Meyer. Bacharach and Friedheim. New
York, N. T.. a Firm composed of William K. Meyer,
Robert L. Bacharach. and Arthur Friedheim. Filed

June 24, 1915. Serial No. 36.039. (CI. 2—11.)

1. A necktie having a neck-band portion which merges

into expanded or enlarged tying ends, an Inner lining and

transverse criss-cross lines of reinforcing stitching extend-

ing entirely through the body of one of said tying ends

and the lining thereof.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,226.106. WATER-FAUCET. Chaklbs Thomas Millkb,

Macon, Ga. Filed Feb. 21, 1916. Serial No. 79.718.

(CI. 137—7.)

A combined cut-off and drain cock including a casing

having longitudinally elongated inlet and outlet service

ports, of a rotary valve member mounted In said casing

also having an elongated port to register with the service

ports, said casing being further provided with a hot water

waste pipe connection, said valve memt>er having a trans-

verse opening through one side thereof communicating

with the port of said member adjacent to its lower end

and adapted, when said member is In its closed position,

to register with the lower end of the outlet service port,

the wall of the valve casing also having an orifice open-

ing into the hot water waste port connection adjacent the

lower side thereof and communicating with the bore of

the valve member when the same Is In Its closed position,

said valve casing having a discharge port also In communi-
cation with the bore of the valve casing to register with

the lower end of the elongated valve port and receive and
discharge the water drained from the service and waste

pipes through said valve member.

1,226.107. GASOLENE-EVAPORATOR. William Nevillb,

Duluth. Minn. Filed Oct. 28, 1915. SerUl No. 57,662,

(Cl. 267—241.)
1. In a gasolene evaporator, the combination of a cas-

ing, said casing having a base provided with an inwardly

bulged portion, said bulged portion being adapted to fit

snujjly upon the exhaust pipe of an engine, mean.s for re-

taining said casing in Its correct position, said casing be-

ing adapted to be supplied with water whereby the heat

from the exhaust pipe will beat the water, said casing

provided with an' Internal chamber and means whereby

gasolene may pass through aald chamber so as to tM
heated by the water carried within said casing.

2. In a 1—Itce evaporator, the combination of an outer
casing, said casing provided with a base having an in-

wardly bulged portion. Integral ears extending from the
upper portions of said casing, a U-bolt carried by said
ears, said bulged portion being adapted to tit upon the
exhaust pipe of an engine so as to allow said U-bolt to
embrace the exhaust pipe for securely retaining the casing
in its correct position upon the exhaust pipe, a chamber
carried within said casing and fixedly secured at spaced
distances from the side portions thereof, means for sup-
plying said casing with water, means for supplying said
chamber with gasolene, whereby the heat from the ex-
haust pipe will heat the water within the casing for
heating said chamber, thereby heating the gasolene pass-
ing through said chamber to a high degree.

3. In a gasolene evaporator, the combination of a cas-
ing, said casing beiuK adapted to be mounted upon an
exhaust pipe of an explosive engine, a chamber {Ktsitioned
within said casing, integral necks connecting the upper
portions of said chamber to the upper portions of said
casing, said necks provided with vertically Internally
threaded openings. plp«>8 carried within said openings and
communicating with the Interior of said chamber whereby
gasolene may be conducted to and conveyed from said
chamber, said casing provided with openings In Its side
portions, pipes threaded Into said openings for conveying
water to and from said rasing, whereby the water within
the casing may be heated by the exhaust pipe upon which
the casing Is mounted so that as the water circulates
about said chamber It will be heated so as to Impart heat
to said chamber, whereby the ttasolene passing through
said chamlier may be heated to a high degree.

1.226.108. MEASURING AND MIXING DEVICE.
UaOBoa J. OLXET, Westernvllle. N. Y. Filed Feb. 7,
1916. Serial No. 76,820. (Cl. 86—44.)

1. In a measuring and mixing machine the combination
of two separate hoppers, a hollow cylindrical casing

therebelow with openings opposite the hoppers, a cylinder
mounted therein closing the outlet from said hoppers and
having two series of pockets, one series under each hopper
and adapted to t>e filled therefrom, said cylinder being

I

-
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rerolobly mounted whereby its pockets are filled when In
upward position and may empty themselves when In down-
ward position and will return to receiving position as
the cylinder revolves, a pipe for conducting liquid di-
rectly into the cylinder for one series of pockets at a
point before the said pockets reach the outlet from their
hopper and an air outlet from the cylindrical casing op-
posite said pockets adapted to let the air escape from the
pockets being filled without pas.«lng upward through the
hopper.

2. In a measuring and mixing machine the combination
of two separate hoppers, a hollow cylindrical casing there-
below with openings opposite the hoppers, a cylinder
mounted therein closing the outlet from said hoppers and
having two series of pockets, one series under each hop*
per and adapted to be filled therefrom, said cylinder being
revolubly mounted whereby Its pockets are filled when
In upward position and may empty themselves when In
downward position and will return to receiving position
as the cylinder revolves, a pipe for conducting liquid to
the hopper feeding one series of pockets and a pipe for
conducting liquid directly into the cylinder for the other
series of pockets at a point before the said pockets reach
the outlet from their hopper and an air outlet for the
cylindrical casing opposite said second pockets adapted
to let the air escape from the pocket being filled without
passing upward through the hopper.

1.226,109. ENGINE CRANK-CASE. Stanl»t H. Paqu,
San Francisco, Cal.. assignor to Union Gas Engine Com-
pany. Oakland. Cal.. a Corporation of California. Filed
Dec. 11, 1916. Serial No. 136,166. (CI. 121—105.)

5. Ad engine cylinder supporting base and crank case
comprising interconnected side and end walls, the side
walls converging toward their upper ends and each con-
sisting of a I'lurality of parallel spaced wall members, a
plurality of vertically disposed webs connecting the mem-
bers of the respective side walls at Intervals, a ported top
wall connecting said side walls at their upper ends, a plu-

rality of transverse webs connecting the side walls at
their lower ends, and a plurality of vertically disposed
tubular open ended pillars connecting each of said last
mentioned wel>s with said top wall, said pillars providing
a means for (onnectlng the engine cylinders and the cam
shaft bearing housing to said crank rase.

8. An engine cylinder supporting base and crank case,
comprising a single nnlt casting having Interconnected
side and end walls, a porteil top wall connecting the up-
per portion of the side walls, said side walls consisting of
a plurality of parallel Kpaced wall members, the outer
wall member of each side being provided with a suitable
opening, a plurality of webs, one connecting the respec-
tive side wall members Intermediate the openings In said
outer wall members, whereby an open chamber is provided
In the crank case side wall.

[Claims 1 to 4, 6. and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226,110. AIRLESS AUTO-TIRE. LON H. Pattbesok.
Portland. Oreg. Filed July 14. 1916. Serial No.
109,S40. (Cl. 162—1,)
1. A tire comprising a plurality of circumferential

binders ; and sets of blocks between the hinders, the blocks
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of the sets being spaced from each other drcumferentlally
of the tire, the blocks of the respective sets being sup-
ported at one end by those portions of the binders wbich
bridge the spaces between the blocks of an adjoining set,
and being supported at the other end upon the blocks of
an adjoining set.

2. A tire comprising binders in the form of continuous
circumscribing strips disposed in a plurality of convolu-
tions

; and filling means between the binders ; each of the
strips Including wftrp threads and weft threads, the weft
threads being of smaller diameter than the warp threads,
and the weft threads being flexed upon abrupt angles giv-
ing slackness to the weft threads.

1.226.111. ACCOUNTING - SHEET. Jambs William
Pbnnbwill, Silver City. N. Mex. Filed Oct. 6, 1916
Serial No. r.4,166. (Cl. 11—19.)

1. In a sheet of the character described, a plurality of

horizontal rulings arranged so as to produce Independent
horizontal spaces, a guide forme<l with notches a<IJacent

the upper end corresponding to said spaces, and a plu-

rality of apertures in the body of the guide corresponding
to said notches, whereby one of the horirontal rulings will

be disclosed through said aperture when one of the
notches engages the upper edge of said sheet, and when
the other notch engages the upper edge of said sheet an-

other horizontal ruling will be disclosed to view, thus
allowing a vertical addition of numbers on the different

horizontal rulings.

2. In a sheet of the character described, a plurality of
horizontal rulings for producing horizontal spaces, said
spaces being of the same width, each alternate space being
filled with shading for causing the alternate spncrs to be
distinct, a guide formed with space<l openings, said open-
ings being space<l apart equal to the width of nald spaces,
and means on the guide for causing said oponlnp* to ap-
pear opposite either of said spaces.

1,226,112 TRESTLE. Jclb C. Pbpix and Joseph N.
Pepin. East Chicago. Ind. Piled Oct. 8, 1918. Serial
No. 794,017. (Cl. 20—88.)

1. In a folding trestle, laterally incline<I legs, .i bridge
having Its side faces Inclined to correspond to the Incline
of the legs, bolts having their beads located In the In
terlor of the bridge and their threaded portions extending
outwardly and perpendlcolar to the Inclined sides, said
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l>olts extending through the legs and serving as pivots for

them, and nuts for clamping the legs to the bridge.

2. In a foldlnK trestle, a bridge formed of two pieces

secured together, bolts having their heads located in

pockets at the Joint between the two pieces and extending
outwardly through said pieces, legs pivoted upon said

bolts, and nuts for securing the legs in place.

3. In a folding trestle, a bridge having Inclined sides,

bolts extending into the bridge and perpendicular to said

inclined sides, laterally inclined legs plvote<l to the bridge,

and nuts for holding said legs in place.

1,226,113. BRASSlfiRE. Gabhielue M. Poix, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Piled Feb. 16. 1917. Serial No. 148,931. (CI.

2—98.)

n

1. A brassiere comprising In combination front and back

portions, the upper part of raid front and bark portions

comprising a plurality of gores, spwed together to form a
support for the bust, the lower part of said front and
back portions comprising a plurality of rows of elastic

material, and bands of Inelastic shirred material connect-

ing said elastic bands to permit of the stretching of said

elastic bands arrangefl to support the diaphragm.
2. A brassiftre comprising in combination front and back

portions, the upper part of said front and back portions

comprising a plurality of gores, sewed together to form a
support for the bust, the lower part of said front and
back portions comprising a plurality of rows of elastic

material, the upper row of elastic material beln«f greater

In circumference than the 8uccee<llng lower rows, each
row being less In circumference than the row above it,

saM elastic material arranged to support the diaphragm.

1.226.114. CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER. Karl C. Ran-
dall, EMgewood Park, Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed Apr. 6. 1914. Serial No. 829,861.
(CI. 175—282.)

1. In a circuit interrupter, the combination with co-

operating contact membf'rs and an operating mechanism,
of a fluid-actuated accelerating device operatively con-

nected to the operating mechanism, and conduits for con-
ducting the gases generated by the separation of the
contact members to the accelerating device.

2. In a circuit interrupter, the combination with co-

operating contact members and an operating mechanism,
of a fluid-actuated accelerating device operatively con-
nected to the operating mechanism, and conduits having
one-way valves therein for conducting the gases generated

by the separation of the contact memi»ers to the ae-
celei;»ting device.

3. In a circuit interrupter, the comblBation with co-

operating contact members, and an operating mechanism,
of an accelerating device, means for oi>eratlvely connect-
ing said accelerating device to the said operating mecha-
nism, and means for supplying said accelerating device
with gas generated by the separation of the contact
members.

4. In a circuit Interrupter, the combination with •
substantially air-tight receptacle. coOi>erating contact
members therein, and an operating mechanism therefor,

of a fluid-actuated device operatively connected to the
operatiuK mechanism, and means for supplying the said

device with the gases generated by the separation of th«
<'onta<t members.

5. In a circuit Interrupter, the combination with a
substantially air-tight receptacle, cooperating contact

members therein, and an operating mechanism therefor,

of a cylinder having a piston operatively connected to
the operating mechanism, and means for conducting tJi«

gas gvner-ited In the substantially air-tight receptacle by
the separation of the contact members to the said cyl-

inder.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaxettc]

1,226.115. BRICKMAKINO-MACHINE. Daniel 1.
RcAOA.v, Columbus. Ohio. Plletl Mar. 18, 1916. Serial

No. 85.091. (CI. 25—21.)

1. In an attachment for a brick machine, the combina-
tion of a frame having a die opening and flanges at th«
four sides thereof, a removable four sided integral die or
lining within said opening and supported by the flanges,
the top member of said die being cut away at Its outer
end, the cut away edge being shapeil to conform to the
periphery of a roll, a roll carried by the frame and located
adjacent the free edge of the bottom of the die and In a
position to receive the clay bar and be rotated thereby,
and a roll mounteii in said frame adjacent the free edga
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of the top of the die with its lower portion resting in the
said cut away and recessed portion of the die, whereby
the lower portion of the roll forms a continuation of the
upper side of the die.

2. In an attachment for brick making machines, the
combination of a frame having a box like opening, a
removable four sided Integral die or lining for said open-
ing, the top member of said die being cut away and re-
cessed at its outer edge and provided with a longitudinal
ridge on its lower face, -a roll carried by the frame and
located adjacent the free edge of the bottom of the die
In a position to receive the clay bar and be rotated
thereby, the said roll being provided with a peripheral
enlargement comformlng to the ridge on the die, a roll
adjusubly mounted in the cut away and recessed portion
of the die, and gearing connecting the two rolls whereby
they will be rotated In unison by the movement of the
clay bar as it Is ejected from the machine.

3. In an attachment for brick making machines, the
combination of a die. a positively driven roll located to
engage the top face of the clay bar as It is forced from
the machine, a holder movably mounted with relation to
said roll, means for moving and for locking said holder in
place, and a wiper carried by tUe holder and engaging the
periphery of said roller.

4. In an attachment for brick making machines, the
combination of a die. a positively driven roll located to
engage the top face of the clay bar as it is forced from
the machine, the said roll having a plurality of recesses
or pockets in its periphery and a peripheral enlargement,
a flexible wiper and lubricator engaging the periphery of
said roll, a holder for said wiper, and means for moving
the holder toward the roll and adjustably secured to said
frame.

6. In an attachment for brick making machines, the
combination of a die, a roll located to receive the weight
of the clay bar as the latter is forced from the die, a roll
located to engage the top face by the clay bar and mounted
in bearings which are adjustable toward and from the clay
bar, the said latter roll having a plurality of recesses or
pockets in its periphery, gearing connecting said rollu
whereby they will be positively rotated by the movement
of the clay bar, and an adjustable bolder carrying a flex-
ible wiper engaging the periphery of the top roll.

1.226,116. COUPLINO-CBNTERINO MECHANISM.
William A. Rcoman, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to The
McConway A Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed Sept. 23, 1916. Serial
No. 121,780. (CI. 213—59.)

•1. In mechanism of the character Indicated, the com-
bination with a laterally movable car coupler, of means
for moving the locking mechanism of said coupler to un-
locked position and for shifting said coupler laterally,

' said means involving a lever comprising relatively mov-
able connected sections, one of said sections being inde-
pen.lently movable to effect an unlocking movement of
said coupler locking mechanism.

8. In mechanism of the character indicated, the com-
bination with a laterally movable car coupler, of means
for moving the locking mechanism of said coupler to un-
locked position and for shifting said coupler laterally,
said means involving a jointed lever which is atUched at
one end to the railway vehicle.

5. In mechanism of the character indicated, the com-
bination with a laterally movable car coupler, of means
for shifting said coupler laterally, said means involving a

lever having a ball and socket connection with the rail-
way vehicle, the socket having oppositely disposed down-
wardly flaring recesses.

[Claims 2, 4. and 6 to 9 not printed in the Oaxette.l

1.226.117. METHOD OF FINISHING EDGES. LLOTD
T. Rbmick, Brockton, Mass.. assignor to United Shoe
Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J., a Corp.iratlon of
New Jersey. Original application file, Apr. 13, 1914.
Serial No. 831,614. Divided and this application filed
Oct. 14, 1914. Serial No. 866,678. (CI. 12—146.)

1. That Improvement in the method of flnlshinK the
edges of sheet material which consists in moving the
material Intermittently, forming step-by-step in the margin
of the material during Its periods of rest a fold, applying
during each Intermittent movement a portion of a rein-
forcing element in predetermined relation to said fold and
intermittently securing to the body of the material said
folded over margin and said jwrtlon.

2. That Improvement in method of finishing an edge of
sheet material which consists In cementing the marginal
portion of the sheet, thereafter progressively folding over
the cemented margin of the sheet, progressively applying
in predetermined relation to the folded portion a reinforc-
ing element, and progressively securing the folded portion,
and the reinforcing element to the body portion of the-
sheet.

3. That improvement In method of finishing the skived'
edge of a sheet of materUl which consists In applying
cement to the skived portion, forming a crease or angle
in the skived portion, laying a reinforcing member In said
crease, folding the skived portion over against the body
portion of the sheet, and pressing the folded portion and
the reinforcing element against the body portion of the
sheet.

4. That Improvement in method of finishing an edge
of sheet material which consists In applying cement to
the inner side of the marginal portion of the material
thereafter initiating a fold In said cemented portion In-
troducing a reinforcing element Into the fold, and com-
pleting the fold to Inclose the reinforced element In the
fold and to bring the cemented surfaces of the fold and
the reinforcing element into holding relation to the sheet
material.

6. That Improvement In method of finishing the edfea
of sheet material which consists in forming step by step
a crease or angle In the marginal portion of the material
laying a reinforcing element progressively into said crease
or angle, slitting the margin of the upper, folding the
margin of the upper over said element and down upon
the body portion of the material, and securing the folded
portion andt he body portion together.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1.226,118. CLUTCH CONTROL. GaaALo C. Salt. Vic-
toria. British Columbia, Canada. Filed Sept 5 1916.
Serial No. 118.480. (CI. 74—81.)
1. In a mechanism of the character stated, the combina-

tion with the clutch lever of an automobile; of n pash
device adapted to be cofiperatively engaged with the clutch
lever when said device is moved in one direction to impart
a limited movement to the clutch lever, such clutch leTer
being Independently movable through its normal range.

2. Means for imparting a limited movement to the
clutch lever of an automobile, said means comprlstof a
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supplemeDtar.v p«>tlal havlni; 8u«h ilinited movement, and
means seiured to the clutita pitlal ami projet-ting in the
path of the >uppleni<'ntary pedal.

3. M'-nrs for Imparting movement to the clutch lever
Ml an idtomoblle as far as the neutral position, said means
Comprlslr*? •» supplementary pedal having such limited
movement, auii '»ti attachment to the <lutch lever project-
ing In the path of the supplementary pedal.

4. Means for imparting; movement to thf clutch lever

bf an automobile to the neutral potiition, «nld means rtim-

. pri<:lnK a Rupplementary pedal movable adjac« ot to the
clutch lever in a plane parallel thereto, a member secured
to the clutch lever and projecting therefrom in the path
of the supplementary pedal, a spring normally maintain-
ing the supplementary pedal at the backward limit of its

movement, and means limiting movement of the supple-
mentary i>edal to that sufficient only to move the clutch
lever into the neutral position.

1.226.119. HDB-PLATE. Albbbt J. Sams. Pittsburg,

Kans. Filed Apr. 10, 1916. Serial No. 9U.154. (t'l.

106—146.)

1. la a device of the class described, a bub plate cob-
prisiag separable parts: a relatively stiff reinforcing face

plate applied to the hub plate and (omprisinx separable

parts, the ends of the parts of the hub plate and the ends
of the ptirts of the fAc<' plate belaK disponed in break-

Joint relation : pins forming connections t>etween the parts

of the face plate and the parts of the bub plate ; and a

hub including a groove wherein the hub plate and the

face plate are received, there being recesses In the hul).

at the base ot" the groove and re<'elvlng the pins.

2. la a device of the Hass described, a hub plate com
prising parts ; a face plate applied to the hub plate and
comprising parts, the ends of the parts of the hub plaff

and the ends of the parts of the face plate t>etni; dlspostMl

in break-Joint order ; s.rews includlnt; heads ami threaded

shanks definiog shoulders, the shoulders eoi^aKlng the face

plate and the i^hanks passing through the fare plate and
en(ni»dnK the hul> plate : and a hob Including a irroove

wherein the fac«> pUte and the hub plate are received.

tkere being recesses In the hub at the iMise of the groove,

and receiving the heads of the screws.

1.226.120. OATK-LJiTCH. Wilxiam ScaasiBBE. PbUa-
delphla. Pa. Piled May 19. 1916. Sertal No. 29,126.
(CI. 70—28.)

In a gate latch, the combination with a post carrying
a keeper, a gate movable with relation thereto, a shaft
mounted for rotation in said gate and having Its ends
transversely apertured, a latch bar fixed on said shaft

and projecting into operative engagement with said keeper,

a spring carried on said latch bar and bearing t>elow the
upper end of the keeper for holding the latch bar at the
limit of its downward movement, handles having looped
en<l« spaced apart and alined with the ends of the apertu"e
through the shaft and pins detachably inserte<l throu rh

the aperture and the alined loops for 8up(K>rting ih:>

handles.

1.226.121. MANUFACTURE OF ELECTRODES. AKTiitTB
P. Scott. Chicago. III., assignor to Chile Exploration
Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corp<iration of New Jer-

sey. Piled Nov. 17. 1916. Sertal No. 61.904. (CI,

22—200.)

1. The method of casting hollow magnetite electrodes,

which comprises pouring the molten magnetite into molds
heated to about 350" C. allowing the mold to stand un-

<llsturt)ed until a shell of solid magnetite has been forme<l,

an<l pouring the still molten magnetite from the mold ;

substantially as described.

2. The method of forming hollow magnet'te electro<1es.

which comprise* pouring the molten magnetite at a tem-
perature of atMut 1590° C. into molds heated to about
.t50° C, allowing the mold to stand undisturbed for about
one minute, pouring the still molten magnetite from the

mold, stripping the hollow magnetite electrode from the
mold at a temperature of about 1100° to 1200° C, and
slowing annealing the resulting electrode : sutMtantlally

as described.

.S. The method of forming hollow magnetite electrodes,

which comprises ponrtng the molten magnetite at a tem-
perature of about 1590° C. Into molds heated to about 350'

C. allowinj^ the mold to -ttand undisturbed for about one
minute, pouring the still molten magnetite from the

mold, stripping the hollow magnetite electrode from the
mold at i temperature of about HOC* to 1200° C. and
slowly annealing the resulting electrode by burying the
same In a pulverulent non conducting material for a saffl-

clent per'iMl of time to permit the desire«l cooling to take
place : substantially as des<^lbed.

4. The method of casting hollow magnetite electrodes,

which comprises poartng the molten magnetite Into a

heated mold provided with a heated removable top forming
an extension thereof, allowing the mold to stand undis-
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turb«d until a shell of solid magnet'te has been formed in
the mold and removable top. and subsequently removing
aid top and the shell formed therein and pouring the
•till molten magnetite from the mold ; substantially as de-
scribed.

6. The method of casting hollow magnetite electrodes,
which comprises pouring the molten magnetite into a
heated mold provided with a heated removable top forming
an extension thereof, allowing the mold to stand undis-
turbed until a shell of solid magnetite has been formed in
the mold and remurable top. Inverting said mold and pour-
ing the still molten magnetite therefrom, and automat-
ically removing said top with a shearing effect during the
inversion of said mold ; substantially as descrilxrd.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oasette.)

1.226.122. KLECTRIC FURNACE AND METHOD OF
PRODUCING MOLTEN MAGNETITE THEREIN. Ah
THrm P. Scott. Chicago. 111., assignor to Chile Explora-
tion Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Nov. 17. 1916. Serial No. 61,905. (CI
204—64.)

V
^>-::-v 7^

1. An electric furnace of the direct arc type provided
with a bottom protective conducting layer of magnetite

;

substantially as described.

2. An electric furnace of the direct arc type provided
with a lower fixed contact and an upper movable electrode,
and with a protective conducting layer of magnetite over-
lying said bottom contact and forming the bottom elec
trode; substantially as described.

3. An electric furnace of the direct arc type provided
with a bottom protective conducting layer of magnetite
with which cast magnetite scrap is incorporated ; substan-
tially as described.

4. .\n electric furnace of the direct arc type provided
with a lower fixed contact and an upper movable electrode,
and with a protective conducting layer of magnetite over-
lying said bottom contact and forming the bottom elec-
trode, said layer of magnetite having cast mai;netlte scrap
Incorporated therewith ; substantially as described.

5. A single phase alternating current electric furnace
of the direct arc type provided with a lower fixed electrode
and an upper movable electrode, and with a protective
conducting layer of magnetite overlying said bottom con-
tact and forming the bottom electrode ; substantially as de-
scribed.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.128. CASTING-MOLD. Arthir P. Scott, Chi
cago. III., assignor to Chile Exploration Company, New
York, .\. y., a Corporation of New Jersey. Original ap-
plication filed Nov. 17. 1916, Serial No. 61,904. Di-
vided and this application filed Feb. 1, 1916. Serial
No. 76.477. (CI. 22

—

158.)

2. A metal mold for casting magnetite, said mold hay-
ing a plurality of parts readily detachable from one an-
other, a trunnion on each of said parts forming a trans-
verse axis on whlih said mold may be swung to pour oat
the liquid magnetite after a shell has formed within said
mold, and automatic means operative during said swinging

for shearing one end of the casting while still hot ; mb-
stantlally as described.

8. A metal mold for casting magnetite, said mold com-
prls*ng two parts readily detachable to release the casting
while still hot, said mold having pivots on which it may
swing to pour out the liquid magnetite after a shell has
formed Jn the mold and a removable top section forming
an extens'on of said parts and capable of being removed
from the mold with a shearing effect.

4. A mold for casting magnetite, said mold being of
cast Iron and split diagonally Into two parts, readily de-
tachable moans for securing said parts together, a trun-
nion on each part to provide a transverse axis on which
sa'd mold may l>e swung end for end to pour out liquid
magnetite after a shell has formed within the mold and a
pouring funnel forming an extension of said parts and
removable therefrom with a shearing movement.

[Claims 1 and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.124. ATTACHMENT FOR
^Albbet SsxArsB. Madrid. Iowa.
Serial No. 65,578. (CI. 21—85.)

WAGON - REACHES.
Filed Oct. 12, 1916.

In a device of the class described, the combination of a
wagon Ting gear having a reach provlde<l with a plurality
of openings, with an attachment comprising a pair of op-
posite brackets having horizontal members, bolts extended
through said horizontal members, and selectively received
In the openings in said reach, each bracket having a verti-
cal member provided with a plurality of openings, a roller
having at its ends spindles selectively received in the open-
ings in said vertical members, and a diagonal brace con-
necting the horizontal member of each bracket with the
vertical member thereof.

1,226.125. MANURE LOADER. Robsrt SHSDs.MHBLit,
Ladora. Iowa, assignor, by mesne assignments, of four-
tenths to H. S. Butler, Ladora, Iowa. Filed May 11,
1908. Serial No. 432,098. (CI. 37—32.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a relatively long and shallow yagon bed. capable of re-

ceiving a load of material, and of carrying it from place
to place, an apron in the bottom of the wagon bed capable
of moving material toward the rear of the wagon bed,
said wagon bed belnn <npable of tilting downwardly at Its
forward end to run close to the ground, a scraper ar-
rangwl at the forward end thereof, a conveyer Interposed
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between the scraper and the front end of the wagon bed
to deliver material from the scraper to the forward end of
the wagon bed, and means for operating said conveyer
and apron when the wagon bed Is in any position of Its

vertical adjustment.
2. Id a device of the class described, the combination

of a wagon frame, supporting wheels therefor, a relatively
long and shallow wagon bed mounted on the frame, capa-
ble of vertical adjustment thereon, a movable apron there-
in, a scraper at the forward end of the wagon bed, a con-
veyer between the scraper and the wagon bed, and means
operated from a supporting wheel for driving the apron
and conveyer when the wagon bed is in any position of its

vertical adjustment.
3. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a wagon bed, a scraper secured to the forward end
thereof, bars fixed to the scraper and extended rearwardly
and upwardly toward the wagon bed, a conveyer inter-

posed between the scraper and the wagon bed, said con-
veyer having toothed cross bars thereon, and said teeth
on the cross bars being arranged to travel t>etween said
twrs on the scraper.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a wagon bed, a frame secured to the forward end there-
of, and extended downwardly and forwardly, a scraper
block tiltlngly connected with the forward end of the
frame, means for securing it In various positions of Its

adjustment, bars flxe<l to the upper portion of the block,

and extended upwardly and rearwardly, bars fixed to the
lower portion of the block and extended rearwardly, an
endless conveyer mounted between the sides of the frame
and having cross slats thereon, teeth on the cross slats,

aid teeth being so arranged as to move upwardly and
rearwardly between the upper bars to receive material
from the scraper block, and discharge it into the wagon
bed.

6. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a wagon bed, a frame secured to the forward end there-
of, and extended downwardly and forwardly, a scraper
block tiltlngly connected with the forward end of the
frame, means for securing It in various positions of its

adjustment, bars fixed to the upper portion of the block
and extended upwardly and rearwardly, bars fixed to the
lower portion of the block and extended rearwardly, an
endless conveyer mounted between the sides of the frame
and having cross slats thereon, teeth on the cross slats,

•aid teeth being so arranged as to move upwardly and
rearwardly between the upper bars to receive material
from the scraper block and discharge it Into the wagon
bed, and means operated upon the advance of the wai;on
bed for moving the conveyer.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,226.126. SYSTEM OF DISTRIBUTION AND CON-
TROL FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS. Kabl A. SIMMON,
Wilklnsburg. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric and
>£anafacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-
vania. Filed Sept. 2*, 1912. Serial No. 722.937. (Cl.
171—814.)

I

1. An alteroatlnf direct-current system of distribution,
comprising a change-over switch and a relay switch for

governing the position of the change-over switch, said re-
lay switch being provided with an actuating coil and with
a neutralizing coil which Is effective In neutralizing the
actuating coil only on alternating current.

2. A system of distribution comprising a supply circuit,
an alternating-current and a direct-current source adapt-
ed to be connected to said supply circuit, translating
means, a transformer, an auxiliary source of direct-cur-
rent energy and a change-over switch adapted to connect
the translating means either to the transformer or to the
auxiliary source of direct current energy, according as the
supply circuit is charged with alternating or direct-cur-
rent energy.

8. A system of distribution comprising a supply circuit,
an alternating and a direct current source adapted to be
connected to said supply circuit, a distributing circuit, an
auxiliary source of direct current and means for supply-
ing energy to the distributing circuit either from the aux-
iliary source of direct current or from the supply circuit,
according as the supply circuit conductor is charged with
direct current or alternating-current energy.

4. A system of distribution comprising a supply circuit,
an alternating-current and a direct-current source adapt-
ed to be connected to said supply circuit, a distributing
circuit, an auxiliary source of direct-current eaergy, a
transformer and automatic means for supplying energy to
said distributing circuit either from the auxiliary source
of direct current or from the transformer, according aa
the supply circuit Is charged with direct-current or alter-
nating-current energy.

5. A system of distribution comprlslnt; a supply circuit,
a direct-current and an alternating-current source adapt-
ed to be connected to said supply circuit, a dlatrlbutlng
circuit, a storage battery, a transformer and means for
energising the transformer from the supply circuit and
supplying energy from the transformer to the distributing
circuit when the supply circuit Is connected to the alter-
nating-current source and connecting the storage battery
to the distributing circuit when the supply clrcalt Is con-
nected to the direct-current source.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226.127. SELF LUBRICATING CAB WHEEL. Jamm
MoNaoa SuiDOHTiK, Chattanooga, Tenn. Filed Sept-
11. 1916. SerUl No. 119.497. {C\. 106—67.)

1. In a car wheel, the combination with the axle having
a locking groove, a bushing bored to fit over *the grooved
end of the axle, a locking means Independent of the axle
and the bushing cooperating with the said axle groove and
the said bnshing to lock the said bushing to the axle, a
car wheel having a tubular hub in which the bushing and
axle are received, means for Interlockably connecting the
bushing and the hub and other means for holding the
wheel and hub from endwise displacement over the bnah-
ing and axle.

2. In a car wheel, the combination with the axle having
a locking groove, a bushing bored to fit over the grooved
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end of the axle, a locking means cooperating with the said
axle groove and the said bushing to lock the said bushing
to the axle, a car wheel having a tubular hub In which the
bushing and axle are received, means for Interlockably
connecting the bushing and the hub and other means for
holding the wheel and hub from endwise displacement
over the bushing and axle, the said bushing and a:xle hav-
ing a relative limited longitudinal movement.

8. In a car wheel, the combination with the annularly
grooved axle and the wheel hub ; of a bushing bored to
lit over the end of the axle, locking means cooperating
with the bushing and the axle, said axle and bushing hav-
ing a relatively limited longitudinal movement, and means
Interposed between the end of the axle and the bushing
for transferring the end thrusts on the axle to the bush-
ing and the hub to thereby relieve the locking means from
end thrust strains.

4. In a wheel, the combination with the end close<l

wheel hub and the axle, the said axle having an annular
groove In the end that enters the wheel hub ; a bushing
bored to fit over the grooved end of the axle, a closuri-
niemt>er that engages the axle and covers the open end of
the hub. the said bushing having a closed end face, means
tor holding the said end face of the bushing up againft
the closed end of the hub, locking devices that cooperate
with the bushing and the groove In the axle, the said axle
having a limited movement relative to the locking devicea,
whereby to relieve the said devices of end thrust strains,

and means Interposed between the axle end and the bush-
ing for transferring the axle end thrnst to the bushing
and the wheel hub.

6. In a wheel, the combination with the end closed
wheel hub and the axle, the said axle having an annular
groove In the end that enters the wheel hub ; a bushing
bored to fit over the grooved end of the axle, a closure
fluember that engages the axle and covers the open end of
the hub. the said bushing having a closed end face, means
for holding the said end face of the bushing up against
the closed end of the hub. locking devices that coflperate
with the bushing and the groove In the axle, the said axle
kaving a limited movement relative to the locking de-

vices, whereby to relieve the said devices of end thrust
•trains, and means Interposed between the axle end and
the bushing for transferring the axle end thrust to the
boshing and the wheel hub, the said hub and bushing hav-
ing relatively annular grooves that form oil wells, the
hob having a normally closed inlet for receiving the oil.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,426,128. HEAT- RADIATOR. Charms FIonnibokn,
West Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Pressed Metal Radl-

. ator Company. Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Penn
sylvania. Piled Jan. 22, 1916. Serial No. 78,762. (C\.

287—191.)

>-

f^^^ (4

'«

-.*•
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1. A heat radiator, comprising a tank or reservoir for
contalnlntr a liquid and provided with two series of open
lags near Its top and Iwttom. and a series of bnilt-op
radiator units spaced around said tank, each unit comprls

Ing two header sections communicating with openings
near the top and bottom of said tank, and metal tubes
secured to and connecting said header sections.

2. A heat radiator, comprising a tank or reservoir for
containing a liquid and provided with two series of open-
ings near its top and bottom, and a series of radiator units
spaced around said tank, each unit comprising two header
sections communicating with openings near the top and
bottom of said tank, and a plurality of metal tubes of
oblong cross section welded or brazed to said header sec-
tions.

1,226,129. HEAT RADIATOR. Charles So.vNaBoan,
West Pittsburgh. I'a.. assignor to Pressed MeUl Radia-
tor Company, Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. Filed Jan. 22, 1916. Serial No. 73,763.
(Cl. 267—191.)

4

1. A heat radiator, comprising a tank or reservoir for
containing a liquid, and a series of built-up radiators
spaced around the periphery thereof, each of said radia-
tors comprising a plurality of header sections having a
central portion provided with openings and two wings,
metal tubes secured to the edges of openings In said
wings and conn%cting the header sections, and nipples
threaded into the central openings in said header sec-
tions and connected to the reservoir.

2. A heat radiator, comprising a tank or reservoir for
containing a liquid and provided with two series of open-
ings near Its top and bottom, and a series of radiators
spaced around said tank, each radiator comprising a plu-
rality of units each embodying hollow metal sections and
a plurality of metal tubes welded or brazed thereto. In-

ternal connections for the units of said radiators, and
nipples connecting said radiators to the tank.

1,226.180. BRUSH FOR ELECTRIC MACHINERY.
Bdoab M. SoRaNG, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Allis-
Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis.,
a Corporation of Delaware. Filed July 8, 1912. Serial
No. 708,111. Renewed Oct. 10, 1914. Serial No.
866,336. (Cl. 200—26.)

1. A brush for electric machinery, consisting of the
combination of electric conductors, and a backing of solder
connecting some of riald conductors together and extend-
ing to the tip of the brush.

8. A brush for electric machinery, consisting of the
combination of copper wires, and solder Impregnating the
upper surface of the brush and extending to the tip
thereof.

4. A brush for electrical machinery comprising a body
portion of metal and of generally porous structure at
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one portion of its surface, and a retnforeinsf metal back- 1

ing for said body portion, said backing and aald body

portion being intimately unlteil along said surface por-

tion of generally porous structure at that part of the

body portion that is adapted and intended for current-col-

lecting engagement with a cooperative current-collecting

device.

7. A brash for electrical purposes comprising a body

{k>rtion of metal fabric, and a reinfordng metal backing

for Kaid body portion, said backing being Intimately

unite<l to said body portion by impregnation of said body

portion with particles of said backing.

10. A brush for electrical purposes comprising a body

portion of fabricated metal, and a reinforcing metallic

backing for said body portion, said backing being of ma-

terial less capable of resisting abrasion than the mate-

rial of said body portion and being intimately united

with said body portion at the part thereof normally In-

tended for current-collecting engagement with a co-

operative current-collecting device.

[Claims 2, 6, 6, 8, and 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

I,22fi.l31. BLOWER. Iba H. Spbxcib, West Hartford,

Conn., assignor to The Organ Power Company, Hart-

ford, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Aug.

14, 1915. Serial No. 45,494. (CI. 280—11.)

1. A blower including a case with blower mechanism
therein, a motor connected with the blower mechanism,
a base to support said motor, and a generator supported

by said base and operatively connected with said motor.

2. A blower including a case with blower mechanism

therein, a motor connected with the blower mechanism, a

baso to support said motor, a generator supported by

said base and operatively connected with the motor, and
an electrical device supported by the base and opera-

tively connected with said generator.

8. A blower Including a case, a base located within

the case, blower mechanism supported by the base, a

motor connected with the blower mechanism and sup-

ported by the base, and a generator supported by said

base and operatively connected with said motor.

4. .\ blower including a case with blower mechanism
therein, a motor connected with the blower mechanism,

a shaft secured to the blower case, a generator secured

to said shaft, and connections between said motor and
generator.

5. A blower including a case having blower mechanism

therein, a motor connected with the blower mechanism,

a shaft secured to the blower case, a generator secured

to said shaft, connections between said motor and gen-

erator, a rheostat secured to said shaft, and electrical

connections between said generator and rheostat.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,132. COMBUSTION ENGINE. Elmbb A. SpHiaT,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Piled Jan. 18. 1905, Serial No. 241,680.

Renewed May 6, 1916. Serial No. 26,424. (CI.

123—36.)

1. In a compound four-cycle internal combustion en-

gine having prior to cobustlon an inhalation and a com-

pression stroke within the combustion cylinder, means
for utilizing the further expansion of the gases after the

normal combustion or working stroke, means for com-

pressing the air, a seimrate means for comprissing the

fuel prior to introduction into the said combustion cylin-

der, an air valve opening Into the combustion cylinder,

a separate fuel valve, and means for operating the valve*

In succession with the air valve leading the fuel valve

In opening, as and for the purpose specified.

2. In a compound four-cycle internal combustion en-

gine having prior to combustion an Inhalation and a

compression stroke within the combustion cylinder,

means for utilizing the further expansion of the gases

after the normal combustion or working stroke, means
for compressing the air, a separate means for compressing

the fuel prior to introduction into the said combustion

cylinder, an air valve opening Into the combustion cylinder,

a fuel valve opening to the air valve, and means for open-

ing the air valve previous to and closing it after tne

opening and closing of the fuel ralre. for the puri>o8e

specified.

3. In a four-cycle, compound Internal combustion en-

gine, in combination, a low pressure cylinder, a iMiir of

double acting high pressure cylinders operatively con-

nected with the low pressure cylinder by suitable pas-

sages, pistons for said cylinders, a common crank shaft

having a crank connected with the low pressure piston,

and a second crank connected to both of the high pres-

sure pistons, and valves for said cylinders time<I so that

the high pressure cylinders will alternately exhaust Into

the low pressure cylinder at the termination of the

power stroke of the respective high pressure pistons.

4. In a four-cycle compound internal combustion en-

gine. In combination, a low pressure cylinder, a pair of

double acting high pressure cylinders located one above

the other and side by side and operatively connected with

the low pressure cylinder by suitable passages, pistons

for said cylinders, a crank shaft having a crank con-

necte<l with the low pressure piston, a common crow
head for the high pressure pistons, a second crank on the

crank shaft connected with the cross head and dis-

placed 180* from the first crank, and valves for said

cylinders timed so that the high pressure cylinders will

alternately exhaust into the low pressure cylinder.

5. In a four-cycle compound internal combustion en-

gine. In combination, a double acting low pressure cylin-

der, a pair of double acting high pressure cylinders opera-

tively connected with the low pressure cylinder by suit-

able passages, pistons for said cylinders, a common crank

shaft having cranks connected to the pistons, air, fuel

and exhaust valves for the high pressure cylinders, ex-

haust valves for the low pressure cylinder, means for

supplying air and fuel under pressure to the high pres-

sure cylinders, means for opening the air valves dur-

ing the exhaust of the high pressure cylinders, and

means for opening alternately the high pressure cylinder

exhaust valves which control the passage of the exhanst

to the same end of the low pressure cylinder.

[Claims 6 to 38 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1,226,133. DIRIGIBLE - HEADLIGHT MECHANISM.
John S. SpiniwrKi. Jr.. Milwaukee, Wis., assignor of

one-third to Daniel C. OConneii and one-third to James
£. O'Connell, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Mar. 28, 1916.

Serial No. 87,196. (CI. 240—61.)

A lamp structure of the type described comprising a

hollow attaching member having an open lop, a lamp

carrying head including upwardly extending arms, a lamp

Journaled In the arms for vertl<-al swinging movement, a

depending flange on the head engaging the attaching

memt>er to form an upper Journal for the head, a shaft

extending through the attaching member and Journaled In

the bottom thereof, a pulley on the head, and a cable

secured to the forward end of the lamp and trained about

aid pulley and extended through the'' flange and attaching

member.

1.226.134. CIRCULAR EXTENSION-TABLE. Piabl M.
Sraobk, Lebanon. Kans. F'lled Nov. 15. 1916. Serial

No. 61,618. (CI. 46—26.)

An extension table comprising a supporting pedestal, a

main table supported by t^e pedestal and comprising a

top having a depending circular flange provided with open-

ings therein, means for forming sockets Interiorly of said

flange and In registration with said openings, extension

sections having arms the inner ends of which detachably

engage said openings in the sockets, a rotary table top

having extension sections detachably connected thereto, a

circular plate fixed to the upper surface of the first

named top, spaced concentric flanges carried by said plate

for forming a raceway, ball bearings In said raceway, and

a circular plate carried by the second named top and en-

gaging the balls In said raceway and having a depending

flange engaging the outer surface of the outer concentric

flange of the first named plate.

1.226.136. PROCESS OF MAKING MOVING-PICTURE
FILMS. Reoinald V. Stamraioh. Dayton, Ohio, as-

signor to Artfilm Studios, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corpora-

tion of Ohio. Filed May 26, 1916. Serial No. 100,036.

(CI. 88—16.)

1. The method of making a photographic print, con-

sisting In photographing upon the print surface through

a lens and slmultaneoosly making a print thereon through

a negative placed between the print and the lens.

2. The process of making movlnK-plcture films, consist-

ing in pbotograpblng a view upon a sensitized surface and

simultaneously printing upon the lam* surface from
a negative.

X^O

i>A«^

TX3T

3. The process of making moving picture films, con-

sisting In preparing a negative film, superposing It upon

a raw positive film and simultaneously photographing a

view and printing l^om said negative upon said positive

film.

4. The pocess of making moving picture films, consisting

In making a strip of negative film, sui>erposlng It upon

raw positive film behind a lens directed at photograph-

able subjectmatter, and thus simultaneously photograph-

ing and printing upon the positive film to make a com-

plete positive view.

5. The process of making moving picture films, con

sisting In making a strip of negative film of a field having

a dark background and lighter subjectmatter thereon,

superposing the negative upon a raw positive film In a

moving picture camera, arranging dark images (text^

upon a white field before the camera, and making expo-

sures, thus simultaneously photographing said black

Images upon the positive film and printing on said film

through said negative.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,136. RAILANCHOB TIE-PLATE. Abthcb L.

Stakfobd, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 25, 1916. Serial

No. 116,896. (CI. 238—2.)

1. A device of the class described comprising. In com-

bination, a tie plate having on one side an abutment for

engaging one side of the base of a rail, and having on Its

other side an abutment Tor the accommodation of a set-

screw, the said abutments being separated a sufficient dis-

tance for the accommodation of the base of the rail and

for the provision of a space between the last mentioned

abutment and the adjacent edge of the base of the rail,

a spring block located In said space, said spring block

having a curved fac^ adjacent to the edge of the rail

base, and a set-screw threaded into the adjacent abut-

ment and engaging the spring block for the purpose of

compressing the same against the base of the rail.

2. A device of the class described comprising, in com-

bination, a tie plate having on its upper portion a pair

of abutments, one of said abutments preventing move-

ment of the rail I)a8e away from the other abutmen^, and

the abutments being separated a sufficient distance to pro-

vide a space between the other abutment and the base

of the rail, a spring block located in said space, said

spring block having a curved face adapted for engage-

ment against the adjacent edge of the rail base, and a set-

screw threaded through the adjacent abutment and en-

gaging the spring block to compress the spring block

against the rail base.
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3. A device of the class described comprising, in com-
bination, a tie plate haviog on Its upper portion a pair

of abutments, one of said abutments serving to prevent
movement of the rail base away from the oth«»r abutment,
the abutments being separated a sufflcient distance to

provide a space between the rail base and the last men-
tioned abutment, a spring block located in said si>ace,

•aid spring block having a curved face adapted to engage
the adjacent edge of the rail base, and means under the
control of the operator for exerting a force between the
last mentionp'l abutment and the spring block for the pur-
pose of compressing the spring block against the edge
of the rail base.

4. A device of the class described comprising, In com-
bination, a tie plate having on Its upper portion a pair of

abutments, one of said abutments serving to prevent move-
ment of the rail base away from the other abutment, the
abutments brine separated a sufflcient distance to provide
a space between the rail base and the last mentioned
abutment, a spring block locat«d In said space, said spring
block having a curved face adapted to engage the adjacent
edge of the rail base, and means for«exertlng a force be-

tween the last mentioned abutment and the spring block
for the purpose of compressing the spring block against
the edge of the rail base.

5. A device of the class described comprising, in com-
bination, a tie plate having on its upper portion a pair
of abutments, one of said abutments serving to prevent
movement of the rail base away from the other abutment,
the abutments being separated a sufflcient distance to
provide a space l)etween the rail 'base and the last men-
tioned abutment, a spring member located in said space
and bearing against the adjacent edge of the rail base,

and means under the control of the operator for exerting
a force between the last mentioned abutment and the
spring member for the purpose of compressing the latter
against the edge of the rail base.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed la the Gazette.]

1,226,137. AUTOMATIC IRRIGATION-NOZZLE. Fb«I>-

Bicir W. STANUif, Washington, D. C. Piled Jan. 81,
1917. Serial No. 145,811. (CT. 187—155.) (Dedicated
to the public.)

1. In an Irrigation device, the combination of a supply
pipe, a nozzle movably connected thereto, a cylinder In
communication with said supply pipe, a piston In said
cylinder, a rod connected to said piston, a ratchet wheel
connecte<l to said nozzle and adapted to be engaged by said
rod so that movement of the piston Is communicated
through said ratchet wheel to said nozzle.

2. In an irrigation device, a movable nozzle, a cylinder,
a piston therein, a supply pipe in communication with said
nozzle and said cylinder, and connections between said
nozzle and said piston including a series of rods and a
ratchet wheel, the piston adapted to be moved by turning;

on and off the water to the supply pipe to change the posi-

tion of said nozzle.

1,226,138. SAFETY APPLIANCE FOR MOTOR - VE-
HICLE STEERING MECHANISM. Charlbs A.
STApr.KTON, Anthony, Kans.. assignor of one-half to

Otha P. Burchflel, Anthony. Kans. Filed Aug. 10, 1915.
Serial No. 44,802. (CI. 21—200.)
1. In a safety .\ppliai>re for the steering mechanism of

motor vehicles, an axle member comprising angularly
disposed wings, a link member arranged in the angle

formed between the wings of the axle member and com-
prising angularly disposed wings, an arm projecting from
the link member, a cnrved rod pasting through a wing of

the link member and attached to the adjacent wing of the

r-\

axle member, and an expansible helical spring mounted
upon the curved rod and arranged to exert a pressure
against opposite ends of the link member.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,139. PLOAT-VALVE. Timothy Stibbinb, Daven-
port, Iowa, assignor to Red Jacket Mfg. Co., Davenport,
Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa. Filed July 29, 1916.
Serial No. 42,559. (CI. 187—104.)

• • ^
1. In a float valve, the combination of a body portion ;

a valve cage mounted thereon having an open outer end
and communicating at Its inner end with the body portion ;

a valve seat In said cage ; a freely movable ball valve nor-

mally resting on said seat with a portion of Its periphery
projecting from the open end of the cage ; a lever pivoted

Intermediate its ends at one side of said cage and having
one arm extending across the open end of the cage and
adapted to press the ball to Its seat ; an adjustable stop

carried by said ball-engaging arm for limiting thf pres-

sure thereof on the ttall ; and a stop carried by the other

arm of said lever for limiting the movement of the ball-

engaging arm away from the open end of the cage to

confine the ball within the cage.

2. In a float valve, the combination of a body portion ;

a valve cage communicating therewith at Its inner end
and having an open outer end i a valve seat In said cage

;

a ball valve normally resting on Mild seat with a portion

of Us periphery projecting from the open end of the rage,

said ball being capable of free movement In the cage

;

a lever pivoted Intermediate Its ends at one side of said

cage and having one arm extending over the open end of

the cage and adapted to press the ball to its seat ; means
for limiting the pressure of said arm on the ball ; and
means for limiting the movement of said arm away from
the open end of the cage to conflne the ball within the
cage.

1,226,140. PUMP. Timothy Stcbbi.ns, Davenport, Iowa,
assignor to Red Jacket Mfg. Co., Davenport, Iowa, a
Corporation of Iowa. Filed Nov. 26, 1915. Serial No.
63,447. (CI. 103—56 )

1. In combination with a pump rasing, a check valve
frictlonally held In position In the lower end thereof, a
plunger provided with a valve, and means whereby the
plunger may be Interlocked with said check valve and at

the same time open the valve In the plunger, whereby the
check valve may be lifted off its seat and the water above
the plunger allowed to drain through the plunger and past
the valve, for the purpose set forth.

2. In combination with a pump casing, a check valve
frictlonally held In position In the lower end thereof, a
plunger provided with a valve, and means whereby the
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plunger may be interlocked with said check valve and at

the same time open the valve in the plunger, whereby the

check valve may be lifted off its seat and the water above

the plnnger allowed to drain through the plunger and past

the valve, the check valve being provided with an upstand-

ing threaded stem and the plunger being provided with a

depending threaded ring for engaging said stem.

8. In combination with a pump casing, a check valve

frictlonally held In position in the lower end thereof and

iwovided with an upstanding threaded stem, a plunger

provided with a valve having a depending sttm and also

with a depending Internally threaded ring, whereby the

plunger may be Interlocked with the stem of the check

valve and this stem may be made to contact with the

depending stem of the valve In the plunger and hold the

same open, for the purpose set forth.

4. In a pump of the character set forth, a pump base,

a T-castlng and means for removably supporting the same

In the pump bai>e with its horizontal branch In communi-

cation with the outlet thereof, a pump rod extending

down through said casting out of contact therewith, a

pipe surrounding the pump rod and having packed slid-

ing connection with the upper end of said pipe, and a

water pipe surrounding the aforesaid pipe and having a

ftacked sliding connection with the lower end of said

T-cattlng. the pump twise being provided wtlh a movable

oap through which said pump rod extends.

5 In a pump of the character set forth, a pump base,

a frost casing depending therefrom, a well casing and a

connection attaching the same to the lower end of the

frost fusing, the Interior of said connection being pro-

Tlded with a packing seat, a pump rod, a pipe surrounding

the pump rod, a water pipe surrounding said aforesaid

pipe, a head attached to the lower ends of said pipes

and provided with a lateral leak-discharge opening, a pack-

ing ring Inserted between the lower end of said head and

and said packing seat In th-' connection, and means where-

by said pipes and said head may be forced downwardly
Independently of the pump rod to make an annular water-

tight Joint at the jMcklng, for the purposes set forth.

(Cnalms 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,141. NA\^IOATION- PROTRACTOR. Frank W.
Stbhlino and Ralph A. Koch, U. S. Navy. Filed Atig.

16, 1913. Serial No. 786.120i. (CI. 33—75.)

1. In a navigation protractor, a boss, two cards plvotally

mounted on said boss, means for simultaneously adjusting

the frictional resistance of said cards, a plurality of point-

ers plvotally mounted on said boss, and means for simul-

taneously adjusting the frictional resistance of said

pointers.

2. In a navigation protractor, a boss, a transparent cir-

cular compass card, a transparent rectangular card, a

plurality of pointer arms all centrally and revolubly

mounted on said boss, means for adjusting the frictional

resistance to rotation of said cards and Independent

means for adjusting the frictional resistance to rotation

of said pointer arms.

3. In a navigation protractor an outwardly threaded

apertured boas flanged at Its lower end and a transparent

circular compass card, a transparent rectangular card

superposed thereon, both plvotally and centrally mounted

on said boss, a nut screwed on to the boss for adjusting

the frictional contact between the two cards, three trans-

parent pointer arms revolubly mounted on said boss above

said nut, a plurality of washers separating the pointer

arms, and a nut screwed on the upper end of the boss for

locking and adjusting the frictional resistance to rotation

of said pointer arms.
4. In a navigational protractor a central boss having an

outwardly threaded portion, two cards, both plvotally and

centrally mounted on said boss, a plurality of radial arms
similarly mounted on said boss, and two nuts screwing

on said boss, one for adjusting the resistance to rotation

of the cards, and the other for similarly adjusting the re-

sistance to rotation of the arms.

1,226,142. VOLTAGE- REGULATING SYSTEM. No«-

MAN W. Storbr, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westln*-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corpo-

ration of Pennsylvania. Filed Jan. 7, 1914. Serial

No. 810,790. (CI. 171—229.)

:l-l-

1. In a voltage-regulating system, the combination with

a supply circuit, translating means connected thereto, an
energy-consuming device In circuit with said supply dr-
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cult, and a switching device for adjnstlng the circuit con-

nections of said energy-consuming device, of power-oper-

ated means for actuating said switching derlce, a plurality

of governing means associated with said actuating means,

and means responsive to conditions of said supply circuit

for causing the operation of both of aald governing means
to effect movements of said switching device In one direc-

tion, and for rendering one of said governing means Inop-

erative to effect movements of said device In the opposite

direction.

2. In a voltage-regulating system, the comblDatlon with

a supply circuit, a resistance-governing switching device

therein, and translating means connected to said circuit,

of a power-operated device for actuating said switching

device In opposite directions, a plurality of electro-mag-

netlcally controlled valves associated with said power de-

vice for governing its operation, and means responsive to

electrical conditions of said supply circuit for normally
energlzlngone of said valves, for de*nerglilng said valve

for effecting movements of said switching device in one
direction, and for energizing both of said valves for effect-

ing movements thereof In the other direction.

3. In a voltage-regulating system, the combination with

a supply circuit, a resistance-controlled switching device

therein, and translating devices connected to said circuit,

of a power actuated device for moving said switching de-

vice, a plurality of electro-magnetlcally controlled valves

for governing the operation of said power device and elec-

-o-responsive means for energizing one of said valves

nder normal conditions of said supply circuit, for de-

.•nergliing said valve under other conditions of said cir-

cuit, and for energizing t>oth of said valves nnder other

conditions of said circuit.

4. In a voltage-regulating system, the combination with

a supply circuit, translating means connected thereto, a
resistance-governing switching device associated with said

supply circuit, and a power actuated device mechanically

associated with said switching device for effecting move-
ments thereof, of a plurality of electro-magnetlcally con-

trolled valves for governing the operation of aald power
dt'vicc, one of whlth Is blaspd to its open position and
the other to its closed position when their respective elec-

tro-magnets are de#nergized, and means responsive to

electrical conditions of said supply circuit for controlling

the operation of said valves to effect variations of said re-

sistance in accordance with predetermined drcult condi-

tions.

6. The combination with a resistance-controlling switch-
ing device, and a tluld-operated mechanism associated

therewith for moving said switching device, of a pinrallty

of valves for governing the operation of said flnid-oper-

ated mechanism, one of said valves being biased to open
position and the other to closed position, means for open-
ing the valve that is biased to closed position under nor-

mal conditions of an electric circuit, and means cooperat-

ing therewith for concurrently closing the other valve, un-
der other predetermined conditions.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.143. LOCK-NUT. Chablii C. STCBBLBriBLD and
Frank C. Hawkins. Rogers. Ark. Filed Sept. 9. 1916.

Serial No. 119.297. (CI. 151—11.)

cut away portion Intersecting the opening In the nut for

the bolt, and said groove, a resilient semi-circular locking

member seated within the groove, a right angular bifur-

cated terminal on said member, engaged in the socket, and
an Inwardly bent locking terminal on said member, and
lyiog within the cut away portion to co-act with the
grooves in the bolt.

The combination with a bolt, having a threaded portion

provided with longitudinally disposed grooves, of a nut
adjustably mounted on th<' threaded portion of the bolt,

and having an annular groove in Its outer face concen-

trically of the bolt, and also provided with a socket and a

cut away portion diametrically opposite each other, the

1,226,144. AUTOMATIC GEAR-SHIFTING MECHANISM.
Waltbb p. Sullivan, Horton, Kans. Filed Aug. 9,

1916. Serial No. 113,979. (CI. 74—58.)

I. In gear shifting niechaniams for transmission gear-

ings, the combination with a clutch through which power
is transmitted to the transmission gearing and a trans-

mission gearing Including reciprocally mounted gear

shifter rods, of power driven means operable to move
either shifter rod in either direction, means controllabl*

by a slogle hand lever governing the power operated

means to select which rod shall be shifted and In which

direction, and power driven means for throwing out the

clutch and for subsequently releasing the clutch, said

means operating In conjunction with the hand lever.

.3. lu gear shifting mechanisms for transro'saion gear-

ings, the combination with a transmission gearing, means
for shifting the gearing, and a clutch including a movable
clutch element, of manually controlled power driven me:ins

for throwing out the clutch, said means incladlng an en-

gine driven shaft, a winding drum mounted upon the

shaft, a clutch operating leser, means connected to the

lever and windable about the drum to operate the lever,

and means releasable manually for locking the winding
drum to the shaft.

6. In gear shifting mechanism for transmission gear

ings, the combination with a transmission gearing includ-

ing reciprocally mounted shifter rods, of an engine driven
shaft, a shifting elt-nient fixed to turn with the shaft and
having spaced annular shoulders formed at diametrically

opposite sides with reversely arranged diagonally extend-'

ing camways, members seating between the shoulders at

opposite sides of the shaft and mounted upon the shifter

rods for turning movement, and manually controlled

means for turning such members to i^auae either member
to selectively move through one or another of the cam-
ways.

8. In gear shifting mechanisms, the combination with

a clutch, and a transmission gearing, of means for selec-

tively shifting the transmission gearing, pow. r operated

means for moving the clutch to inactive position during

such shifting and for permitting its return to active posl

tion after such shifting, and a brake for checking the re-

turn movement of the clutch.

II. In gear shifting mechanisms, the combination with

a clntch, of a lever for moving the clutch to inactive posl

tion, a constantly driven shaft, a wlmiing drum loose

upon the shaft, manually operable means for frlctionally

locking the winding drum to the ahaft, connecting means
for the lever and drum whereby rotation of the drum will

sw'ng the lever to release the clutch, and means tr: anto
matlcally dtsconnet-tlng the winding drum from the shaft.

[Claims 2. 4. 5. 7. 9, 10, 12, and 13 not printed In the

Gaxette.l
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1.226.146. WINDOW. Aikbn C. Taylob, Richmond, Va.,

assignor to Emanuel P. Summerfleld, Norfolk, Va.

Filed Jan. 20, 1916. Serial No. 73,194. (CI. 20—42.)

m^^^
1. The combination with a window frame, of channeled

guide strips located at the sides thereof, a vertically slid-

ing window sash, and pivot cams secured to the lower

ends of the sash and movable In the channels of said

strips, the said cams having body portions substantially

circular In formation and resilient fingers integral with

the body portions and eccentric to the centers thereof, the

said fingers being adapted to bind against the walls of the

guide strips when the saah is swung to an Inclined po-

sition.

2. The combination with a window frame having guide

channels, of a sash mounted in the frame and having

cams slldably and rotatably engaging the corresponding

guides and of such dimensions as to insure movement of

them Into and out of contact with the sides of the chan-

nels, the contacting faces of the cams being in resilient

relation to each other for yielding engagement with the

sldea of the channel.

3. The combination with a window frame having guides,

of a sash mounted in the frame, cams carried by the sash

in guiding relation to the guides and upon which the sash

ia slldable and rotatable with respect to the guides, links

connected with the saah and having cams similar to the

first named cams and in similar relation to the guides, the

cams being movable Into locking engagement with the

guides when the sash Is swung plvotally, said cams being

constructed for resilient engagement with the guides,

whereby engagement of all cams is insured.

1.226.146. PROCESS OF REPAIRING ENAMELED
LE.ATHER. .\DBLBBBT M. TowLB, Augusta, and Gdt
M. TowLB, Hallowell. Me., assignors of one-third to

Leontine B. Paquln, .Vugusta. Me. Filed Nov. 24, 1916.

SerUl No. 133,2.39. (CI. 91—71.)

1. The process for repairing enameled leather and simi-

lar materials consisting in coating the outer surface or

finish of the leather with a filler and then uniting the

filler with the finish of the leather so as to form an in-

tegral coherent mass therewith l)y the direct application

of fire.

2. A process for repairing enameled leather and similar

materials consisting in coating the outer surface or finish

of the leather with a filler and then subjecting this filler

and the finish of the leather contiguous thereto to the

direct action of fire.

3. A process for repairing enameled leather and simi-

lar materials consisting In coating the finish of the leather

with a filler, painting the filler with an Inflammable sub-

stance, and then Igniting said Inflammable substance so as

to cause the filler to unite with the enameled finish of the

leather so as to form a coherent mass therewith.

4. A process for rei>airlng enameled leather and similar

materials consisting in coating the enameled finish of the

leather with a filler, painting the filler with an alcohol

solution of sellac, and then igniting said solution so as

to cause the filler to unite with the enameled finish of the

leather so as to form a coherent mass therewith.

5. A process for repairing enameled leather and similar

materials consisting in coating the material to be re-

paired with a filler, permitting the filler to set, and sub-

jecting this filler to the direct action of flame.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226,147. ART OF COOKING. Chaklbs B. Trbscott.
Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 7., 1916. Serial No. 124,262.

(CI. 99—11.)

1. In the art of low-temperature cooking with moisture-

saturated hot air In the cooking-chamber, the process

wblch consists in using live steam as the primary source

of heat and moisture, cooling the steam to reduce its

temperature, and continuously introducing during the

cooking operation the resultant hot condensate into said

chamber to produce and maintain therein the predeter-

mined cooking temperature ami saturated condition of

said air.

2. In the art of low-temperature c-ocking with moisture-

saturated hot air in the cooking chamber, the pro<ess of

directing live steam through said chamber to an extrane-

ous cooling medium, thereby lowering the temperature of

the steam, and continuously directing during the cooking

operation the resultant hot cond nsate into said chamber

to produce and maintain therein the predetermined cook-

ing temperature and saturated condition of said air.

8. In the art of low-temperature cooking with moisture-

saturated hot air In the co<iklng chamber, the process of

directing live steam through the upper part of said cham-

ber Into an elevated cooler to lower the temperature of

the steam, and continuously past<ing. during the cooking

operation, the resultant hot condensate downwardly Into

said chamber to produce aod maintain therein the prede-

termin<>d cooking temperature and saturated condition of

said air.

4. In the art of low-tem|>erature cooking with moisture-

saturated hot air In the cooklng-chnmber. the process of

directing live-steam under low pressure through the up-

per part of said chamber into an elevated cooler to lower

the temperature of the steam, running the resultant hot

condensate downwardly into said upper part of the cham-
ber and there Intercepting It, and introducing said con-

densate from the point of Interception into the lower part
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of said chamber to form a body of hot liquid therein and

produce and maintain In the chamber the predetermined

cooking temperature and saturated condition of Ita con-

tained air.

1,226.148. DIVING-DRESS. Fka.nk William Waltbbb,
'

Auckland. New Zealand. Filed May 3, 1916. SerUl

No. 95,061. (CI. 61—7.)

spring controlled planner mounted In the outer chamb«>r

and bearing Inward against the flexible diaphragm, means

for adjusting thp tension thereof, and openings In the

wall of such outer chamber, substantially as and for the

puriKkses Bi>ecifled.

I S. In dlTlng dresses, forming the body and limbs of the

[
dresa with double walls of flexible material each strength-

' ened or reinforced by bands of metal encircling them at

Intervals apart and secured within or upon the material,

having provision for the Inlet of an air supply into the

space between the walls and for th«> passage of the air

from such space through a spring controlled valve Into

the Inside of the dress, a helmet upon the dreaa and a

spring controlled air outlet upon such helmet, aubstan-

tlally as and for the purpose* apecifled.

1. A diving dress having an inner and an outer lining,

an air supply Inlet opening into the space between such

linings, a spring controlled valve opening from such space

Into the Inside of the dress, a spring controlled valve

opening from the helmet and an air pipe leading from

such latter valve, each of such valves being constructed

to automatically vary the respectlv,- openings with the

variations in the pressure around the dress, substantially

as specified.

2. A diving dress having a double walled corselet and

double walled body and limbs arranged with spaces be-

tween the respective walls in communi ntion with each

other, an air supply inlet leading into the space between

the double walls of the corselet, an opening from such

space to within the dress, a spring valve controlling such

opening and constructed to autoni.Ttlcally vary the amount

of such opening with the variations in pressure around

the dress, a helmet upon the dress, an outlet air valve In

such helmet also constructed to automatically vary the

area of the outlet with the variations in pressure around

the dress and an air escape pipe leading from such valve,

substantially as specified.

3. In diving dresses, the combination with a double

walled dress having an air supply inlet leading into the

•pace between the walls, of a valve adapted to control the

pa.s«»ge of air from such space to the Inside of the dress,

such valve consisting of an Inner and an outer chamber

having a flexible diaphragm division between them the

inside chamber communicating through openings respec-

tively with such space and the Inside of the dress, a stem

valve mounted inside such chamber adapted to close the

opening Into the Inside of the dress, a spring surrounding

the stem and forcing it normally outward to open said

opening and against the flexible diaptiragm, a spring con-

trolled plunger mounted In the outer chamber of the

valve and bearing Inward against the diaphragm and hav-

ing means for adjusting Its tension, and openings in the

outer chamber communicating with the outside of the dress,

Fubstantially as specified.

4. In diving dresses, the combination with a double

walled dress having an air supply pipe leading into the

space between the walls and an air valve controlling

the passage of air from such space to within the dress.

of a helmet fitted on such dress having an air outlet

valve mounted therein consisting of a chamber within the

helmet and a chamber on the outside thereof separated

from one another by a flexible diaphragm, an opening In

the Inner end of the Inside chamber a stem valve mounted

in such cliamber and adapted to close such opening, a

spring surrounding the stem and forcing It normally out-

ward to open said opening and against the flexible dia-

phragm, an opening In the side of the inner chamber, a

pipe leading from such opening to outside the helmet, a

1.226,149. ANCHOR STRir FOR PAVING-BLOCKS.
George W. Wabmoth, Indianapolis, Ind. Piled Aug.

16. 1915. Serial No. 46,722. (CI. 94—1.)

1. In the combination with street railway tracks, of

paving blocks laid between said tracks, a metal strip t>e-

tween each row of said blocks, means for engaging said

blocks and holding them In their proper position, and

means on each end of said strip for securing It in i>osltlon.

2. In the combination with street railway tracks, of

paving blocks laid t>etween said tracks, a metal strip be-

tween each row of said blocks, means on said strip for

engaging said blocks and holding them in their proper

position, and flanges on each end of said »trlp adapted to

fit snugly under the lip of said rails so as to be held

securely In position by the head thereon.

1,226,150. PAPER BOX. I'ETEB R. Wabben, Boston,

Mass. Filed May 14. 1915. Serial No. 28,167. (CT.

229—29.)

1. A receptacle for push pins or the like formed from a

single blank of sheet cardboard, said receptacle consisting

of an outer box and an Inner box adapted to be Inclosed

within said outer box, one portion of said blank being

folded to form the outer l>ox and the remaining portion of

said blank being folded to form the inner box, the front

portion of said inner box being of less height than the

front portion of said outer box, and having a longitudinal

slot therein, a portion of the front of said outer box being

adapted to He adjacent the front of said Inner box. and a

tongue on the front iwrtion of said outer box adapted to
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be received within the said slot to secure the said outer
box together and to space the said inner box from the
cover of the said outer box.

2. A receptacle for push pins or the like formed from a
ingle blank of sheet cardboard, said receptacle consisting
of an outer box and an Inner box adapted to be Inclosed
within said outer box and having a base memt>er which
forms a common bottom for both of said boxes, one portion
of said blank being folded to form the outer box and the
remaining portion of said blank being folded to form the
Inner box, the front portion of said inner box being of
less height than the front portion of said outer box and
having a slot lengthwlKe thereof adjacent the bottom of
said box, a portion of the front of aald outer l)ox being
adapted to lie contiguous with the front of said inner bbx,
and a tongue on the lower edge of said outer box adapted
to be recelvwl within the said slot and rest on the said
t>ottom to hold the said outer box together and to space
the said Inner box from the cover of said outer Ik)x.

3. A receptacle for push pins or the like formed from a
single blank of sheet material, said receptacle consisting
of an outer box and an inner box adapte<l to be Inclosed
within snld outer box, and having a base member which
forms a common bottom for both of said boxes, one por-
tion of said blank baing folde<l to form the outer box and
the remaining portion of said blank being folde<l to form
the Inner box, the front portion of said Inner box being
of less height than the front portion of said outer box
and having a longitudinal slot therein, a portion of the
front of said outer box being adapted to He adjacent the
front of said Inner box, a tongue on the front portion of
•aid outer box adapted to be received within the said slot,

and a back portion on saiil outer box having side mem-
bers provided with segment 8hape<l tucks adapted to be
Inserted within the side members of said Inner box to
enable the device to be used as a closed box or as a
display holder.

1,226,151. REFILLABLE CARTRIDCJE Fl'SE. Lotns
E. Weinbbho, New York. N. Y.. assignor to Star Fuse
Co.. Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed May 28, 1914. Serial
No. 841,447. (CI. 175—273.)

1. In a fuse, the combination of a glass tube, metallic
end caps closing said tube at the ends thereof, and a film

of solder Intermediate the ends of said tube and said
metallic end caps, said solder being quick-hardened by
application of cold after insertion Iwtween said tube and
said caps In Its heated state, and connecting said tube and
•aid end caps, said glass tul>e being provided with
weakened areas at the tips thereof, and a fuse element
within said tube and connected to said metallic end caps.

2. In a fuse, an outer casing, an inner glass tube
having metallic end caps at the ends thereof, a film of
•olldifled solder Intermediate and connecting the ends of
said Inner tube and metallic end caps, a fuse element
within aald Inner tube and connected to said metallic end
caps, said metallic end caps having shoulders projecting
therefrom, forming shields adapted to prevent coherence
of melte<l solder with said casing, upon blowing out of
said fuse, and adapted to center said tube in said casing.

3. In a fuse, an outer casing, an Inner glass tube having
metallic end caps at the ends thereof, a film of solidified

solder Intermediate and connecting the ends of said inner
tube and metallic end caps, a fuse element within said
Inner tube and connected to said metallic end caps, said
metallic end caps having shoulders projecting therefrom,
forming shields adapted to prevent coherence of melted
•older with said casing, upon blowing out of said fuse,
and adapte<l to center said tube in said casing, said shoul-
ders being of a size relative to said outer casing, and

adapted to render It Impossible to insert said Inner tube
Into an outer casing having a size other than that relative
to the size of said shoulders.

1,226,152. SHOOTING. Charles Wbslow, Jersey City,
N. J. Filed Feb. 2. 1916. Serial No. 75.677. (CI.
46—61.)

1. A combined projectile actuating and retrieving device
comprising an elongated tube one end of which Is to be
used as the discharge end and the other end as the
charging end, and a magnet secured to the charging end.

2. In a device of the class described, a rigid tube having
at one end an extension extending at substantially a right
angle to the main body of the tube by a curve connecting
such extension with the main body of the tube ; means
for admitting a plurality of projectiles to the top end of
the main standard of the tube, and means for retaining
and for releasing such projectiles one by one so that they
will by gravity pass down through the main standard of
the tube and out of the angular open mouth thereof.

3. Id a device of the class described, a tube adapted to
be held in the hand to receive a plurality of projectiles ;

a projectile catch trigger mechanism located at the upper
end of the tube adapted to retain such projectiles In the
upper end of the tube, and to release them one by one

;

and a discharging end for the tube at an angle to the
axis of the main body of the tube merging Into the main
body of the tube by a gradual curve, the axis of the
discharge end being at an angle to the main body of the
tube.

4. In a device of the class described, a rigid tube hav-
ing at one end an extension extending at substantially a
right angle to the main body ol the tube by a curve con-
necting such extension with the main body of the tube;
means for admitting a plurality of projectiles to the top
end of the main standard of the tube, and retaining the
same adjacent to the top ; means for releasing such
projectiles one by one so that they will by gravity pass
down through the main standard of the tut>e and out of
the angular open mouth thereof ; a plurality of projectile*
adapted to pass by gravity through the tube, such pro-
jectiles being of spheroidal form, formed of paramagnetic
material ; and a terminal magnet carried by the entrance
end of the elongateil tube for retrieving the porjectlles.

5. In a device of the class describe<l. a tube adapted to
be held in the hand and to receive a plurality of projec-
tiles ; a proJectUe catch trigger mechanism located at the
upper end of the tube adapted to retain such projectiles
In the upper end of the tube, and to release them one by
one

; and a discharging end for the tube at an agle to
the axis of the main body of the tube merging Into the
main body of the tube by a gradual curve, the axis of the
discharge end being at an angle to the main body of thi-

tube : a plurality of projectiles adapted to pass by gravity
through the tube, such projectiles being of spheroids)
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form, formed of paramagnetic material : and a terminal
ma>;net carried by the entrance end of the elon>Mte«l tube
for retrieving the proj^-ctlles.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,153. DUSTPAN. <;«ono» Whbali. Meadowbrook,
Pa. Filed Jan. 12. 1915. Serial No. 1,835. (CI.
65—20.)

1. In a dust pan, thi- combination of a l>o<ly. a handle
having an extension projecting beneath the body and
plvotally connected thereto so that the handle may move
In a horizontal plane, and a flange on the body to main-
tain the handle In Its plane.

2. In a dust pan. the combination of a iKxly provided
with upturne<i edges, a handle provided with a plurality
of recesses, an extension fcinued on the handle, said exten-
sion beintf pivoted beneath the I>o<ly whereby the handle
may move horizontally. tiniT a Hanjje on the body recelve<l
in the recess to guide the handlv in its movement.

1,226.154. CONTAINER. Eh.nbst O. Whkelock. Chi
cago. III. Filed July 14. 1915.' Serial No. 39,869.
(CI. 229—47.)

\

1. A container comprising a body having an opcolng
therein, a cap for said op«-ning, one of said parts having
an edge tiange parallel to the cd^e p«rtlon of the other
part, and a securing strip of soft, anaeuleU meul lient

over and coaipr»'sse»l upon the L'ange and edge portion of
said parts to secure said cap In place.

2. A container cum pri.sing a body having an opening
therein, a cap for said opening, one of said parts having
an edge Oange parallel to the edse portion of the other
part and one of said parts beiag formed of flbroua, yield-
ing material, and a flexible strip of soft, aon-elaatic metal
bent over and compressed upon the lUnge and edge por
tlon of said parts to secure said cap in place an«l form a
tight Joint lietween tlie same and the body of said con-
tainer.

3. A container comprising a t>ody having an opening
therein, a cap for said opening, one of said parts having
an edge flange parallel to the edge portion of the other
part, and a flexible strip formed of soft, annealetl metal
and consisting of a series of connected loops bent over
an<l compressed upon the flange and edjje portion of said
parts to secure said cap in place.

4. A container comprising a l>ody having an opening
therein, a cap for said opening, one of said parts having
an edge flange paralU-l to the ctliie jvortion of the other
part, and said parts l>eing formed of yielillag. fibrous ma-
terial, and a flexibte strip of soft. anncaie<l meUl and
«ousi.stlng of a series of <onnected loops 1»ent over ind

compressed upon the flange and edge portion of said parts
to secure said cap In place and form a tight Joint between
the w»nie and the body of said container.

5. In closures, the combination of a body portion open
at its end, a cap having an outturned flange fitting within
said opening, and a securing strip formed of soft, non
elastic metal and consisting of a aeries of connected loops
bent over and compressed upon said flange and the edge of
said body portion.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^26.155. MECHANICAL TOY. Joseph Wilh.lm and
CUABLBH A. Kat«. McKeea Rocks, Pa. Filed Aug. 26,
1916. Serial No. 117,005. (Cl. 46—37.)

1. A mochantcal toy. comprising a .supporting frame, a
stipply hopper mountul thereon, a two-car carrying run
way plvotally connected In the said sapportlng frame, and
car dumping devices a<-tuat«-d by the movement of the cars
upon th*" said runway.

2. A mechanical toy, comprising a supporting frame. ;i

supply hopper mountetl thereon, a two-ear carrying run
way plvotally connected in the said supporting frame, au.l
car loading devices actuated by the movement of the cars
upon the said runway.

3. A mechanical toy romprlslnj; a supporting frame, a
supply hopper mounted thereon, a ba'anced runway pivot
ally connected in the said supporting frame, two cars
carried on said balanced mnway, and means for loading
one of said cars during the dumping operation of the
other, substantially as de8crll)e<i.

4. A mechanical toy comprising a supporting frame, a
supply hopper mounted thereon, a balanced runway plvot-
ally conn.eted in sui.l supporting frame, two i-ars carried
on said balanced runway, and means for dumping cme of
the said cars during the loading op.ratlon of tht other
substantially as deHirDnd.

*

5. A nMK.hanlral toy comprising a supporting frame, a
supply hopper mounted th»>reou. a balanced runway plvot-
ally connected In said supporting frame, two cars carried
on the said runway, and means arranged on said mnway
for dumping the said cars, substantially as set forth.

(Claims 6 lo 8 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,226.156. CHAIN LUG. J. Pbahl Wii.«jn, JackMtn-
vlll»>, F!a. Filed May 13. 1915. Serial .No 27 920
(Cl. 193—8.)

1. A chain lag campriaing two plates constructed and
adapted to embrace a chain-link from opposite sides, a
spacing sleeve, approximately corresponding In length to
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the width of the link to which the lug is secured. Inserted
between the plates, and a bolt extending through the
holes In the plates and the bore of the sleeve, and a nut
screwed thereon for holding the plates composing the lug
securely upon the link.

2. The combination with a chain, of a lug composed of
two plates having flanged Inner ends, which fit and em-
brace the Inner edges of the link, a spacing-sleeve of a
length approximately corresponding to the width of the
link inserted between the plates in position to engage the
outer edge of the link, and a fastening means extending
through the sleeve and holes In the plates for securing
the plates and sleeve together and the lug rigidly upon
the link.

1,226.167. COMBINED TELEPHONE AND SIGNAL-
ING SYSTEM. Chajil»8 8. Winston, Chicago, III.,

assignor to Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Company,
Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct. 1,

1913. Serial No. 792,710. (Cl. 179-6.)

1. A system of the character described baring a cen-
tral station and a plurality of substations each united
with the central station by a line circuit, means at the
central station for registering a code call, means at
•ach substation for actuating said call receiving means,
a line signal at the central station, a relay aaaociated
with the line circuit to partially control said line signal,

a second relay controllable by said first relay to also
control said line signal, said second relay having means
to eatmblish a locking circuit therethrough, and ' means
•t a aabatatlon for controlling the artuatlon of one of
said relays.

2. A system of the character described having a cen-
tral station and a plurality of substations each united
with the central station by a line circuit, means at the
central station for registering a code call, means at each
ubsution for actuating said call receiving means, a line
signal at the central sUtlon, a relay associated with the
line circuit to partially control said line signal, a second
relay controllable by said first relay to also control said
line signal, said second relay having means to establish
a locking circuit therethrough, a Jack for said line cir-

cuit, and means aaaociated with said Jack to control the
circuit through said second relay, and means at a sub-
station for controlling the actuation of one of said
relays.

8. A system of the character described having n cen-
tral sUtlon and a plurality of substations each united
with the centra] station by a line circuit, means at the
central station for registering a code call, means at
each substation for actuating said call receiving means,
a line signal at the central station, a relay associated
with the line circuit to partially control said line ilg;nal,

a second relay controllable by said first relay to also
control said line signal, said second relay having means
to establlah a locking circuit therethrough, a Jack for
said line circuit and means associated with said Jack
t» control the circuit through said second relay, means
Whereby said first relay controls said registering device,
and means at a substation for controlling the acttiatlon
of one of said relays.

4. A system of the character described having a cen-
tral station and a plurality of substations each united
with the central sUtlon by a line circalt. means at the
central station for reglatering a code call, m«ana at
each substation for actuating said call receiving naeans,
a line signal at tlie central statloa, a relay associated
with the line circuit to partially control said line alcaal,
a sec«Md rela/ caotrollable by aald first relay to also
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control said line signal, said second relay having means
to establish a locking circuit therethrough, a Jack for
said line circuit and means associated with said Jack to
control the circuit through said second relay, means
whereby said first relay controls said registering device,
said first relay having two coils dlfTerentlally wound,
and means at a substation for controlling the actuation
of one of said relays.

6. A system of the character described having a cen-
tral station and substation united by a line circuit, means
at the central station for registering a code call, means
at the substation for actuating said call receiving means,
a telephone set incltidlng a switch-hook at the substa-
tion, a locking relay at the substation responsive to
signaling current transmitted from the central station,
a signal at the substation, a local operating circuit for
said signal under tite control of said relay, and an elec-

tromagnet at the substation operated responsive to the
switch-hook at the substation when answering the call

for restoring the locking relay thereby opening the local
operating circuit of said signal.

[Claims 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,158, PROPORTIONAL GAS-METER. Thomas B.
Wylib, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Mar. 29, 1916. SerUl
No. 87,611. (Cl. 78—68.)

1. In a proportional meter, a tally meter, a controlling
chamber having a constant area open proportional flow
channel leading to a conduit containing the flowing fluid
to be measured, and also having an outlet connection to
the tally meter and a return connection from the tally
meter, a valve controlling the said outlet, and two pres-
sure plates In said chamber connected directly to the
stem of said valve, both of said plates being exposed
on one side to the Intermediate pressure In said chamber,
and one pressure plate being exposed on its other side
to the high pressure, and the other pressure plate being
exposed on Its other side to the low or static pressure,
sabstaatially as described.

2. In a proportional meter, the combittation with a
flow conduit and a tally meter, of a control chamt>er
exterior of said conduit and having a constantly open
constant area proportional flow connection with the con-
duit and also baying a connection with opposite sldei of
the t&Uy meter, a valve cootroUlng the flow from the
control chamber to the tally meter, and two preasnre
plates in the control cliamber and operatively connected
to the valve, both of said plates being exposed to the
intermediate pressure at one aide, and one plate being
exposed to the high pressure 00 its opposite side, and
the other pressnre plate being exposed to the low or static
pressure at its opposite side, substantially as described.

3. In apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination with a coodait having a constantly full-open
flow passage for the onmeasored gaa. a controlling cham-
ber having a constantly full-open proportional flow pas-
sage connection with said conduit, a tally meter con-
nected to the controlling chamber, a valve controlling
the flow from the said chamber to the tally meter, and
a pressure plate system connected to said valve and con-
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trolling Its extent of opening in accordance with ctuu>ce8

In the flow in said conduit, substantially as described.

4. A proportional meter comprising in combination with

a main flow channel a tally meter, a controlling cham-
ber having a connection with opposite sides of the tallj

meter and having a valve controlling the outlet connec-

tion from the chamber to said tally meter, two pressure

plates in said chamber connected to said valve, a con-

nection leading from the main flow channel into said

chamber between said plates and terminating in a Pltot

tube in said channel, and another Pltot tube in said

channel connected with a space in said chamtwr behind

one of said plates, and a static or low pressure connection

leading from behind the other plate into the main flow

ctiannel, substantially as descrit>ed.

5. In a proportional meter, the combination with a
flow coDdalt and a tally meter, of a control chamber ex-

terior of said conduit and having a constantly open
constant area proportional flow connection with the con-

duit and also having a connection with the inlet side of

the tally meter and a static or low pressure connection

with said flow conduit, a valve controlling the flow from
the control chamber to the tally meter, and two preaaore

plates in the control chamber and operatlvely connected

to the valve, both of said plates being exposed to the

intermediate pressure at one side, and one plate being

exposed to the high pressure at one side, and the other

plate being exposed at its opposite side to the low or

static pressure, together with means whereby the area

of the proportional flow channel while normally constant

may be changed at will, substantially as described.

1,226,159. WEATHER-STRIP. John T. Allmand, De-

troit, Mich., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Fisher

Body Corporation, a Corporation of New York. Filed

June 8, 1916. Serial No. 102.408. (CI. 21—148.)

1. A weather strip for lapped windshield panels con-

structed of rubber or distortable material and having a
W cross section forming a channel adapted to fit over the
edge of one panel, and a sealing flange to engage the

other panel of windshields having lapping panel edges.

2. A weather strip for lapped windshield panels, com-
prising a strip constructed of rul>ber or other distortable

material and having two channels side by side, one clian-

nel a constrictable channel by reason of the tendency
of its wails Inward and the other channel an expansible
channel by reason of the tendency of its walls outward,
the constrictable channel serving to fit over one edge
of one windshield panel to cause the strip to cling

thereto and the outside wall of the expansible channel
serving as a sealing strip thrusting against the other
windshield panel.

3. The combination with a windshield having panels
whose mtetiug edges lap. of a rubt>er or other distortable

material strip of roughly inverted W shape in which
the walls of one channel tend together and the walls of

the other channel tend to part, the flrst-mentloned chan-
nel being adapted to fit over the edge of one panel so

as to secure the device thereto removably and the walls

of the other channel tending to spread to bring the oat-

side wall against the lapping panel for the purpose of
excluding the weather.

[Claim 4 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1.226,160. ATHLETIC BRACE FOB LJMBS. Loci*
ALLI8. Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Mar. 28. 1916. Serial

No. 87,208. (CI. 128—52.)

1. A limb brace comprising a pair of encircling mem-
bers adapted to be disposed one on each side of the Joint
of a limb, a pair of pivotally connected links, one being

rigidly secured to each member, the pivoted end of one
link being extended and adapted to engage the other,
a locking loop of a cross sectional size and shape similar

to the limb and slldable over the extended end of one and
the adjacent portion of the other, and means for posi-

tively holding the loop against shifting on the links.

3. A limb brace comprislug a pair of encircling mem-
bers adapted to be disposed one on each side of a Joint

of a limb, a pair of pivotally connected links, one being
rigidly secured to each member, the pivoted end of one
link t>«ing extended and adapted to engage the other, a
leaf spring fixed to said other link adjacent its connection

with one of the members and adapted to extend longi-

tudinally of the links, the free end of the spring being
adjacent the end of said extended portion when the
links are disposed longitudinally, and a locking loop

slldable over said extended portion and the adjacent
part of the other link, said loop being engaged by said
spring and held against shifting on said links.

[Claim 2 not printed in the (lasette.

]

1,226,161. CONNECTOR. Sta.vley Anthoxy, Boston,
Mass. Filed Sept. 24, 1913. Serial No. 791,669. (Q.
173—328.)

64 »5 '» » ^

1. A connector for electrically and mechanically con-

necting conductors comprising two terminal members, each
having a contact element adapted to engage that of tha

other member, a locking element extending from the ^nd
of one member and located entirely within the peripheral
outline thereof, a yleldable co/^peratlng locking «>len)ent

carried by the other member and positioned to engage ao-

tomatically with the first named locking element when the

two terminal memt>er8 are brought into operative position

relative to each other, said locking elements being sepa-

rate from the contact element and the engaging portions

thereof being shaped to lock the terminal members to-

gether positively.

[Claims 2 to 11 not printed In the Qazette.]

1,226.162. MECHANICAL BAIT - CASTING FISHING-
ROD. FRKDaaic ATTCLA, Chicago. III. Filed Mar. 8,

1917. Serial No. 153,600. (H. 4.^—16.)
1. A mechanical iuilt casting instrument, comprising •

tubular handle, the upper end of said handle being flat-

tened to afford a head having parallel wa1l<i. a lever piv-

oted in said bead, said lever having a short arm provided

with a pin, and a long arm bored at its end, there being

on said lever a laterally projecting arm, a dog pivoted in

aid head, said dog having two members, there being a

Mries of notches in the edge of one of said memt>erB, a bell

crank pivotally mounted in said head, one arm of said

t>ell crank t>earing against the other member of said dog,

and a tensioned spring in said handle, one end of said

spring l>eing connected to the aforementioned plu, the

other end of said spring being connected to the lower end
of said tubular handle.

2. In combination with an instrument of the natnre
described in claim 1, of a rod removably connected to said
instrument, said rod having at one end a fork to engage
bait to be cast by said Instrument, one member of said
fork being resilleni.

3. The combination, with an instrument of the nature
aet forth in claim 1, of means whereby the trigger in the
instrument by which the bait casting mechanism is liber-

ated, may be locked when In operative position to pre-
vent accidental discharge of the bait.

1,226,163. PODNTAIN-BRUSH. John Acld, Chicago, III

Filed July 17, 1916. Serial No. 109,768. (CT. 16—61.)

1. The combination with a fluid container having an
outlet spout, of a brush holder comprising a tube adapt-
ed to receive the spout and to be secured at Its inner end
to the container, bristles at the outer end of said tube, a
stopper within the tube engaRin^ against the spout out-

let, and a by-pass around said stopper for the flow of fluid

to the bristles.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a fluid container having a neck, a spout extending at

its lower end through said neck and open thereat to the

container, a tubular holder adapted at its lower end for

insertion in said neck, bristles at the upper end of said

holder, and a stopper within the holder held against the

spout outlet when the holder is folly inserted in said

neck and released from the spout outlet when the holder

is partially withdrawn from the neck, there being pas-

sageway around the stopper whereby the container con-

tents will flow through the spout and through the holder

to the bristles when the stopper is withdrawn from the

spout.

8. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a fluid container having a threaded neck, a cnp-shai>ed

plug having screw-threaded engagement in said neck, a
spout secured to the bottom of said plug and extending

outwardly therefrom, a tubular brush holder having
threaded engagement at its inner end In said p'ug and
having bristles at its outer end, and a stopper se ured In

said holder and normally engaging with th*' '^pout end,

partial unscrewing of said holder causing; the stoppter to
be withdrawn from the spout whereby the container con-

tents may flow to the brush Holder, there being by-paa-

sageway around said stopper whereby fluid may flow to

the outer end of the brush holder and to the bristles.

1,226,164. APPLIANCE FOR BORING METALS OB
OTHER HARD SUBSTANCES. Hirmrt Adstim,
Bromsgrove, England. Filed Nov. 21, 1916. Serial No.
132,647. (CI. 77—68.)

1. A boring appliance for boring a cavity of varying di-

ameter in metal or other hard substance, comprising an
endwise traversable substantially cylindrical holder pro-
vided in its forward portion with a longitudinal tubular
socket parallel with and eccentric to the axis of the cavity
to be bored, a cutter bar turnable in said socket, project-
ing in front of said holder and carrying a cutter in Ita
projecting portion, and means for automatically turning
said cutter bar continuously within said socket while a
cavity is being bored to a continually varying diame'er
to shift said cutter toward or from the axis of the cavity
and change the diameter of traverse of said cutter.

2. The combination, in an appliance for boring In melAl
or other hard substance a length of cavity which Is re-
quired to vary in diameter, of a holder which travels end-
wise, a bar carried by said holder eccentrically of the
cavity to be bored and provided with a groove within
said bar, a cutter carried by said bar, and a key which !•
carried by said holder and engages with said groove and
is stationary in relation to the holder, and said grooTe
being shaped to Insure that its interaction with the key
will turn the bar as required for variations in the diam-
eter of said length of cavity.

5. The combination, In an appliance for boring metal or
other hard substance in which a cavity to be bored is par-
allel for a portion of Its length and varies in diameter
for another portion of its length, of a holder which travels
endwise, a bar carried by said holder eccentrically of the
cavity to be bored and provided with a groove within such
bar, a cutter carried by said bar, a rod which is slldable
in relation to the holder, a key which Is carried by said rod
and engages with said groove, said rod and key traveling
with said holder while the cutter is boring said parallel
portion of the cavity, a shoulder of said rod which, when
said holder has reached the point of its travel when the
bore of varying diameter Is to commence, is against a
fixed abutment and arrests the travel of said rod. and
said groove being of such shape as to insure that Ita In-
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teractlon with tbe key. when the movement of the key has
been arrested, wUl turn the bar as reiiuired for TarUitloii«
lo tbe diameter of the cavity.

tCUlms 3. 4. and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,165. LUBKICANT. CiELB F. Axmll, N«w York,
N. Y., asalgnor of one-half to Otto P. Amend. New York.
N. Y. Filed July 19, 1916. Serial No. 110,064. (a.
87—9.)
1. A new composltiuD of uiatter comprising a aoiution

of calcium chlorld and a tolUl lubricant.

2. A new compot>itloQ of matter couiprlsiox a aolutlun
of calcium chlorld, a solid lubricant and alcohol.

3. A new composition of matter comprialng a aolation
of calcium chlorld and graphite.

4. A now composition of matter <'omprliilBg a solution
of calcium chlorld. Kraphlte, ami al<-obol.

5. A lubricant capable of ua« In low temperature com-
prising about a thirty per cent »(olutlon of calcium chlorld.
and a solid lubricant In about th*- proportion specified.

IClafms 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.166. RECEIVER SUPPORT FOR TELEPHONES.
Beunabo BAOA.Nsa, New York. N. Y. Filed July 15, 1916.

Serial No. 100,467. (CI. 179-148.)

A receiver supportiuK attachment for telephones com-
prising two :iubsuntially e4iual length «llgbtly resiiieot

metallic strips, one of the name being adapte<l for horizon-
tal positioning; while in uxe tiaviof a half torn with oue
end portion bent in the form of a substantially circular
claaop, a reUining bolt for the said clamp, the oppocilte
end portion of the fiaid strip having a right-angular bend
therein, tbe strip being bent upon itself forming a foot
of double thickness of the material, the adjacent free end
of the horUontal strip havini: a longitudinal slot, the
other of said strip*! being adapted for vertical arrangement
havlns; one end slidably ovei lapping the -lald slot, retaining
screws positioned through the said slot lu engagement
with the said vertical Mtrip. the said vertical strip having
Its free end portion l>«nt lo the form of a U-shaped socket
centrally projecting from the adja<»*nt portion of the utrlp,

the material of the atrip being l>ent back upon its<.'lf fom-
in^ a loop at said bending point arranged at one side of
the socket, the free eml of the vertical strip being of
looped formation at th»' opposite side of the sakl socket,
the said vertical strip having a sidewlse bend snbata&tially
centrally at the bottom of said socket aod an edge-wla.^
bend at a point slightly i^paceil therefrom.

1,226,167. FURNACE. Fkask. E. B.\U)ex, Portland.
Oreg. Filed .Nov. 1, 1916. Serial No. 128,871. (O.
110—78.)
1. As a new article of manufacture, a 9np<>r-heater com-

prising an open bottomed member provided with Imperfo
rate side ami rear walls, and with a perforated front wall.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a super heater com-
prising an open bottomed member provided with Imperfo
rate aide and rear walls, and with perforated front and
pa'tttloa wails.

8. The combination with a furnace or the Uke and Its

crate, of a super-beater having an open bottom adapted

to rest upon the grate, and bavint; imperforate side and
rear walls, and a perforate<l front wall.

1,226,168. FLAT SHEET DELIVERY MECHANISM FOR
PRINTING-PRESSES. Howard M. Bahbib. Stoning
ton. Conn., assignor to C. B. Cottrell k Sona Company,
New York. N. Y,, a Corporation of Delaware. Flle«l
S«pt. 21. 1915. Serial .No. 01.788. (CI. 101—31.)

J'n i ]^P^

1. A flat she»'t delivery merhanlHm for printing preasaa
Includirg an en<lleits delivery carrier, a sheet receiving
table, a ^tntlonary sheet support, and means on the carrier
coactinc with said support for preventing tbe sagging aint
falling ahead of the sheet as It is being delivered onto
the sheet receiviuK table.

2. .\ flat sheet delivery mechanism for printing presses
including an endless delivery carrier, a stationary sheet
support, and adjustable means on tbe carrier coactlng
with said support for preventing the sagging and falling
ahead of the shei-t as It Is being delivered.

3. A flat sheet delivery mechanism for printing presses
including an endless delivery carrier, a stationary sheet
support, and yielding means on the carrier coactlng with
said support for preventing the sagging and falling ahead
of the sheet as it la helng delivered.

4. A flat sheet delivery mechanism for printing presses
including an endless delivery carrier, a stationary sheet
support, and adjustable yielding means on the carrier
roaitlng with said support for preventing the sagging and
falling ahead of the sheet as It Is Iwlng delivered.

5. A flat sheet delivery mechanism for printing presses
including an endl< ss delivery carrier arranged to travel in
partly <lrrular and partly linear paths and having grlp-
pers for engaging the head end of the sheet and means
on the carrier for deflecting the tall end of the sheet as
Its head end is released by said grlppers.

I Claims 6 to 25 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.169. R(X)F-JACK. Martin Bacs*. develand.
Ohio. Filed Dec. 21, 1914. Serial No. 878.4*7. (CI.
20—«6.)

1. In a roof jack. In combination, a T shaped base plate,
a thin flexible blade adjustably secured to the center arm
of said base plate, said flexible blade having a hook In its

;

edge, puinted dogs laterally adjustable upon the cross
arm of said base plate, a plank supporting member plvotetl

;

In the outer end of said base plate, and a longitudinally

I
adjustable arm having one end pivoully attached to said
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! ^^^'° *"* "•* ***^' *"<> to said plank supporting

tz
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2. Iq an instrument of the character described, a body
consisting of spaced plates and a sleeve interposed there-

between, a blade disposed loosely on the sleeve between

the body plates for swinging movements, a circular seriei

of teeth provided on the blade about the sleeve, the op-

posing face of the adjacent body plate being providad

with a like series of notches to receive the teeth, a bat-

ton having spaced pins slidable through the body plate

specified and adapted to engage the blade at points within
the circular series of teeth, and a spring interposed be-

tween the other body plate and the blade, the apices of

the teeth being flattened.

-•

—

-i

-i :

• ^

.-• ^

• ^
«—:

—̂

8. In an Instrument of the character described, a body

plate having an annulur series of notches on one face

and an opening within the series, a blade having pivotal

connection with the b<Mly plate, a tooth on the blade adapt-

ed for meshing with tbe notches, resilient means normally

holding tbe tooth In m>^8h with a notch, and means oper-

ahle through the opening of the body plate for engaging

with the blade to un>-fat the tooth from the notch.

4. In an Instrument of the character described, a pair

of spaced plates one of which Is provided on its inner

face with an annular series of notches, a pivoted toothed

blade t>etween said plates, and a rotatable screw thread-

edly engaging the notched plate while the other plate and
the blade are freely pivoted around said screw, whereby
the operation of tbe latter will effect the engagement and
disengagement of the toothed blade and notched plate.

5. In an instrument of the character described, a body
plate, a pivot pin therefor, said plate having a notch, a
blade pivoted on the pin and having a tooth adapted to

engage in tbe plate notch, <uiid tooth being spaced radially

from the pivot pin, and means engaging the blade be-

tween the path of the tooth and tbe pivot pin for disen-

gaging the tooth from the plate notch.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

to the opposite end of the opposing face of said plate and
adapted In closed position to engage over the head of the

stud.

1,226,173. COMBINED CARPENTERS SQUARE AND
MITER-GAGE. Clahb.sci F. Bb.njaui.n. Mllford, Conn.
Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No. 126,948. (CI. 38—120.)

1. In an instrument of tbe character described, a main
body plate, a blade plvote<l to one end of said plate, said

pivotal connection consisting of a headed stud counter-

sunk within said plate and having its end Internally

threaded, a headed screw engaged In the threaded end

of the stud, and a bowed spring Interposeil between the

•crew head and the adjacent blade.

2. In an Instrument of the character described, a main
body plate, a blade pivoted to one end of said plate, said

pivotal connection consisting of a headed stud counter-

sunk within said plate and having its end Internally

threaded, a headed screw engaged In the threaded end of

the stud, a bowed spring Interposed between the screw
head and the adjacent blade, and a second blade pivoted

,

3. In an Instrument of the character described, a main
body plate, a blade pivoted to one end of said plate, said
pivotal connection consisting of a headed stud counter-
sunk within said plate and having Its end Internally
threaded, a headed screw engaged In the threaded end of
the stud, a bowed spring lnterx>o8ed between the screw
head and the adjacent blade, a second blade pivoted to the
opposite end of the opposing face of said plate and
adapted in closed position to engage over the head of the
stud, and means for locking the free end of the first blade
to the main blade and constituting a pivotal connection
between the latter and the second blade.

4. In an Instrument of the character described, a main
body plate having foldable blades pivoted to the opposite
faces of said plate and at opposite ends thereof, the piv-

otal point of one of said blades consisting of a stud and
an engaging screw having a head, said blade and plate
having on their contacting faces circular series of con-
centric Bxxiced Interengaglng teeth and notches, and a
spring element interposed between said head and blade
to effect the resilient engagement of said teeth and
notches.

6. In an instrnment of tbe character described, a main
body plate, a blade, a stud countersunk within said plate
and extending freely through said blade and acting as a
pivot therefor, said blade and plate having interengaglng
teeth and notches, a beaded screw engaging said stud, and
a spring element encircling said screw and confined be-

tween the head thereof and said blade, whereby a friction

is Imposed between said blade and plate with said teeth
and notches resillently engaged.

1,226,174. QAG OPERATING AND CONTROLUNO
MECHANISM FOR PUNCHING AND RIVETING MA-
CHINES. Lawbinc* H. Bbbtsch, Cambridge City,
Ind., assignor to Bertsch k Company, Cambridge City,
Ind., a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Jan. 3, 1916.
Serial No. 69.895. (O. 78—81.)

1. In a punching and riveting machine having a plan-

ger moanted in the head thereof, the combination of a
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block member secured to said plunger, a pair of tool mem-
bers carried in said block member, a gag member mounted
on said block member and adapte<l to alternately engage
•aid tool members, a rod extending transversely through
said gag member, a rack attached to and extending lat-
erally from said block member, a handle bar adapted for
engagement In said rack, a pair of arms connecting said
handle bar and said rod whereby the gag member Is given
a reciprocatory motion. an<l means, actuated by said rod
member, for raising and locking the tool members in
operative position.

2. In a punching and riveting machine having a plun-
ger mountetl In the head thereof, tbe combination of a
block member secured to said plunger and having trans-
verse grooves formed at either end thereof, a pair of tool
members, having elongated slots formed therein, of rods
mountrd In said grooves of the block member and adapted
for engagement In the slots In said tool members, a gag
member adapted to alternately force said tool members
Into operative position, a pair of cam members mounted
in axial allnement at opposite sides of said block mem-
ber, a plurality of roller bearings mounted on said rods
and adapted for engatcement with said cam members, and
means for the dual operation of safd gag member and
said cam members, and for the locking of one of said tool

members In an Inoperative position.

8. In a punching and riveting machine having a plun-
ger moanted in the head thereof, the combination of a
tool support secured to said plunger, a pair of tool mem-
bers mounted In said tool support, a gag member mounted
on said tool support, means for the operation of said gag
member whereby one of said tool members Is placed in
operative position, a pair of bell-shaped cam members
mounted for oscillatory movement at tlther side of said
tool support and actuated by the first mentioned means, a
rod connecting said cam-members and said gag member,
means for alternately raising said tool members by said
cam-members simultaneously with the operation of said
gag member, and means for locking the raised tool mem-
ber In an inoperative position.

4. In a punching and riveting machine having a plun-
ger mounted in the head thereof, the combination of a
block member secured to said plunger, a pair of tool mem-
bers carried by said block member, a gag member mounted
on said block member, means for the operation of said
gag member whereby one of said tool members Is placed
In operative position, a pair of cam members mounted
on said block member and actuated by the first mentioned
means whereby said tool members are alternately raised
Into Inoperative position, and toes formed at the lower
corners of said cam-members for locking the raised tool
member in inoperative position.

opening the lower side of the wall surrounding the open-
ing forming a conical valve seat, and the upper side of
said wall forming a conical seat disposed In an opposite
direction to the first seat, a nipple on said body coaxial
with said opening, a cylindrical cage mounted In said
nipple and engaging said vertical wall, said cage being
held against rotation in said nipple, and having a plu-
rality of depending fingers having inclined edges en-
gaging against the second named seat but projecting
below the first named seat, said cage also having a port
for communication with said fluid passage, a valve adapted
to close said port, a plug threaded Into the bottom of
said body opposite the lower seat and having a vertical
bore, a rod slidable in said bore, a valve carried by said
rod. a spring in said plug pressing the last name<l valve
against said fingers, the latter holding said valve spaced
from the first named valve seat, and a bonnet engaging
said last name<l nipple and also said cage to hold said
fingers against the second named seat, the last named
valve having a conical surface urged by said spring to
engage said first named seat when said cage is removed.

' 1,226.176. SLIDE-SHIFTING DEVICE FOR PROJEC-
TION APPARATUS. Chhistopheb H. Bimbaijm, Buf-
falo, N. Y. Filed Aug. 19, 1916.
(CI. 88—25.)

Serial No. 115,850.

1.226.17.'). FAUCET. Fbancis J. Bibl«h«I8ER. Jr.,
Baltimore, Md. Filed July 25, 1914. • Serial No,
868,211. (CI. 187—4.)

In a faucet, in combination a body having a fluid

passage therethrough and formed with a connecting nip-
ple at one end of said fluid passage, said body being
formed on its inner surface across said passage with a
vertical wall and a horliontal wall, the latter being
spaced above the bottom of the faucet and having an

1. In a projection apparatus, the combination of a
slide-carrier, motive means for moving the carrier from
one position to another to change the slides, means under
the control of the attendant for setting said motive means
ready for action, and means under the control of the
lecturer for throwing said motive means into action to
move the carrier.

2. In a projection apparatus, the combination of a
slide-carrier, motive means for moving the carrier from
one position to another to change the slides, means under
the control of the attendant for rendering said motive
means effective, means for holding the carrier against
movement by said motive means, ami means under the
control of the lecturer for releasing said holding means.

8. In a projection apparatus, the combination of a
slide carrier, means for automatically moving the carrier
from -one position to another to change the slides, means
for hold In;; the carrier against movement by said auto-
matic means, and means under the control of the lecturer
for releasing said holding means to permit said auto-
matic means to move the carrier.

4. In a projection apparatus, the combination of a
slide carrier, means for automatically moving the carrier
from one position to another to change the slides, means
under the control of the attendant for rendering said
automatic means effective, means for holding the carrier
against movement by said automatic means, and means
remote from th" apparatus for releasing said holding
means.

5. In a projection apparatus, the combination of a
slide carrier, means for locking the carrier against move-
ment from one position to another, a spring for moving
the carrier to change the slides, means under the control
of the attendant for tensioning said spring, and means
under the control of the lecturer for releasing said locking
means.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.)
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1.22«,177. SLIDE - PRESENTING MACHINE. Dohau
Undibwood BILLI50B. Topeka, Kans. PIImI Aoc. 80,
l»ie. Serial No. 117.740. (O. 88—28.)

1. A slide presentiDg machine embodylnK an endleu
chain mounted for circuitous movement and comprlMng
hingedly connected slide-carrying frames having outstand-
ing lugs at their side edges, a pair of plates between which
the chain is movable, stops carried by one plate and nor-
mally projected into the path of said lugs to stop the
chain, one plate having slots, slldable rods mounted adja-
cent said slots, pawls pivotally connected with the rods
and working in said slots to engage said lugs, and means
for reciprocating said rods to intermittently advance the
chain, the stops being moved out of the way when the
aforesaid means is brought Into operation to advance the
chain.

2. A slide presenting machine embodying an endless
chain mounted for circuitous movement and comprlslDg
hingedly connected slide-carrying frames having logs, a
redprocatory member, a pawl carried by said member en-
gageable with said lugs, and means for deflecting said
pawl away from a lug when the pawl passes saiil lug dar-
ing the return movement thereof.

3. A slide presenting machine embodylBg an mdleaa
chain mounted for circuitona movement and comprising
hingedly connected sllde-oarrylng frames having loirs, a
redprocatory member, a pawl carrl.-d by said member en-
gageable with said lugs, and a deflector for deflecting the
pawl away from a lug when the pawl is retumetl past said
lug. said deflector being movable out of the way when the
pawl is advanced.

4. A slide presenting machine embodying an endless
chain mounted for circuitous movement and comprising
hingedly connected slide-rarrylng frames having lugs, a
plate adjacent said chain having a slot, a reciprocatory
rod adjacent said plate, a pawl carried by said rod work-
ing In said slot and enwgeable with snid lugs, and a de-
flector pivoted to said pLate and extending across said slot
to deflect the pawl away from the lug when the pawl is

returned past said lug. the deflector being swlngable oat
of the way when the pawl Is advanced.

6. A slide presenting machine emboflylng an endless
chain mounted for circuitous movement and comprising
hingedly connected slide-carrying frames having outstand-
ing lugs at their side edges, a pair of vertical plates be-
tween which the chain Is movable downwardly, said plate*
having light openings, stops carried by one plate and nor-
mally projecting into the paths of said lugs to stop the
chain, one plate having vertical slots extending upwardly
from said stops, vertical reciprocatory rods carried by
said plate adjacent said slots, pawls pivoted to said re-

ciprocatory rods and projecting through said slots to en-
gage said lugs, meajis for reciprocating said reciprocatory
rods, tb9 stopa being moved oat of the way when the re-

ciprocatory rods are started downwardly, and deflectors
carried by said plate and normally projecting across said
slotj to deflect the pawls away from the lugs when the
pawls are moved upwardly past said luga, aaid deflectors
being movable downwardly out of the way. /

(Claim « not printed in the Oasette.)

1 , 2 2 « , 1 7 8 . PROCB88 OF PRODDCINO OL088Y
THREADS FROM VI8C08E. Mabco Biboli. Pavla,
Italy. Filed Nov. 18. 1916. Serial No. 182,108. (CL
18—64.)

1. The process of prodndnc glossy threads from viscose
which consists In passing the viscose tlireads Into a bath
of sodium bisalfate with the formation of xanthogenate,
and then passing the resulting threads into a solution con-
taining an organic add radical.

2. The process of producing glossy threads from viscose
which consists in parsing the threads into n bath of sodium
bisulfate with the formation of xanthogenate. and then
passing the resulting threads Into a bath of snitabie salts
and organic adds to cause the decomposition or flxatlon
of the xanthogenate threads.

1,226,179. SPRING HINGE. Emil Bommbb. Brooklyn,
N. Y. Filed July 23. 1916. Serial No. 41,470. Renewed
Mar. 19, 1917. Serial No. 165.949. (CI. 18—26.)

.*?. In a spring hinge of the character described, the com-
bination with a frame mortised in the door, comprising
spaced inner and outer walls, spaced upper and lower
walls provided with bearings, and oppositely disposed
stops at the upper and lower ends of said frame, of a sta-
tionary shaft Journaled In said bearings, a sleeve on said
shaft, rotatable means on the upper and lower end* of
said sleeve, a spring disposed between said rotatable
means, means on said sleeve adapted to permit movment
of one of said rotatable means In one direction with re-
spect thereto, means on said sleeve adapted to permit
movement of the other of said rotatable means In the
other direction, means on the said rotatable means adapt-
ed to be engaged by said oppositely disposed stops of the
frame, to rotate one of said rotatable means during one
direction of movement of the door, and to rotate the
other of said means during the other direction of move-
ment, and releasable means adapted to lock the said sleeve
with respect to the said shaft.

4. In a spring hinge of the character described, the com-
bination with a frame mortised in the door, comprising
spaced inner and outer walls, spared upper and lower
walls provided with bearings, and oppositely disposed
stops at the upper and lower ends of said frame, of a
stationary shaft Journaled In s^ld bearings, a sleeve on
said shaft provided at its upper end with a flanged rim,
rotatable means on the upper and lower ends of said sleeve,
a spring disposed between the said rotatable means, means
on the said sleeve adapted to permit movement of one
of said rotatable means In one direction with respect
thereto, means on said sleeve adapted to permit movement
of the other of said rotatable means In the other direc-
tion, means on said rotatable means adapted to be en-
gaged by the said oppositely disposed stops of the frame.
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to rotate one of said rotatable means during one direc-
tion of movement of the door, and to '•otate the other of
said means during the other direction 01 movement, lock
Ing means <-arried by the said shaft provided with means
adaptetl to enciige the .said faage of the sleeve to lock the
ssid sleeve with respect to the said shaft, and extraneous
means adapte«l to dlKengage the said means from the said
flange to permit Independent movement of the sleeve.

9. In a spring hinge, the combination with a spring ac-

tuated door closing member, and means adapted to be ac
Ifrated to make the same Inoperative, of means for actu-
ating the said flrst nam*-d means, comprising a divided
slide plate adapted to be moved to engage the said first-

named means.
10. In a spring hinge, the combination with a spring ac

tuated door closing memlM-r, and means adapted to be ac-
tuated to make the same inoperative, of means for actu
atlng the said first-named means, comprising a divided
slide plate, one part thereof having a rocking motion for-
ward upon the other part thereof, and adapted to he
moved to engage the said first named means.

12. In a spring hinge, the combination with a spring; ac-
tuated door closing memt>er, and means adapted to l>e ac-
tuated to make the same Inoperative, of uD-ans for actu-
ating the said first-named means, comprising a recessed
member, the upper portion of said recess being tapered, a
divided slide plate dlspf>sed in said recess, the upper por-
tion of said slide plate being tapered to permit a forward
rocking movement thereof upon the lower portion of the
said slide plate, and adapted to engage the said first-

named means.
[Claims 1. 2, 6 to 8. and 11 not printed in- the Gasette.]

t

1,226.180. METHOD OF AND MEANS FOR MAINTAIN-
ING INTERNAI^COMBUSTTON CHAMBERS AT AN
EFFICIENT TEMPERATURE. Edwabd Bodton. Jr.,

Los Angeles. Cal. Filed May 18, 1916. Serial No.
28,841. (01. 123—178.)

1. The method set forth of maintaining an internal com-
bustion chamber at efficient temperature, consistiag in
applying to such chamber a vaporlzable body of coolltag

medium, collecting vapors from said medium, condensing
said vapors, collecting the condensate In a body having
its top surface below the level of said body of cooling me-
dium and returning the products of such condensation to
said body of cooling medium.

2. The method set forth of maintaining an internal com-
bustion chamber at effldent temperature, consisting In ap-
plying to such chamber a vaporlzable body of cooling liq

uld medium, collecting vapors from said medium, con-
densing said vapors, collecting the condensate in a body
having Its top surface below the level of .said body of cool-

ing medium and returning the products of such condensa-
tion to said body of cooling medium.

8. The method set forth of iikaintalnlng nn Internal com
bustlon cliamber at efficient temperature consisting in ap-
plying to such chamlior a body of vaporlzable cooling me-
dium, maintaining said medium and the vapors or steam
therefrom at s pressure in excess of atmospheric pres-
sure, si lowing vapors or steam to escape upon undue pres-
sure, condensing the escaping vapors or steam and return-
ing only the products of such condensation to the cooling
body.

I

4. The method set forth of maintaining an Internal com- I

t>nst1on cL-.nit)er at efficient temperature consisting in ap '

plying to such chamber a body of vaporisable cooling me-
1

<Iium. maintaining said medium and the vapors or steam
therefrom at a regulated pressure in excess of atmospheric
pressure, allowing; vapors to escape upon undue pressure,
condensing the escaping vapors or steam and returning
the products of condensation to the cooling body.

6. The mesns set forth for maintaining an internal com-
bustion chamber at efficient temperature which comprtses
in combination with the combustion chamber, means for

applying cooling medium to the walls of said chamber,
means for collecting vapors or steam from said cooling
medium, means for condensing the vapor»< or steam thus
collected, and means for conducting the products of con-
densation to an Isolated surface of condensate thus col-

lected, and means for returning such condensate to the
cooling chamber ; said condensate returning meass oper-
ating simultaneously with said collecting, condensing and
conducting means.

[Claims G to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,181. CHANGE-MAKER.
III. Filed Dec. 24. 1916.

l.^•<—5.)

Max C. Bbdhn, Chicago,

Serial No. 68,660. (CL

_i^_

1. In a device of the class described, a plurality of
^-oln tubes. Independently operatable ejecting mechanisms
for the coins beneath each one of said tubes comprising
a pivoted ejecting ring and a trigger pivoted adjacent
thereto, a tall on said trigger slidably engaging a curved
slot In said ring to actuate the same, and unitary means
adapted to engage behind said trigger for locking all of
said mechanisms from operation.

:2. In a device of the class de8cril>ed. a plurality of coin
tul>es. ejecting means for each one thereof disposed in
register therefoeneath. means pivoted transversely about
said ejecting means, a tail portion Integral therewith
slidably engaging a curved slot in said ejecting means to

operate said ejecting means when said pivoted means is

depressed, and unitary mechanism adapted to engage be-
hind said tall portions for locking all of said ejecting
means from operation.

.'1. In a device of the class described, a plural.ty of coin
tubes, pivotal ejecting mechanism mounted beneath each
one thereof, a stop on each of said mechanisms to limit
inward movement thereof into registering position be-

neath said coin tubes, a trigger pivoted adjacent each of
.said ejecting mechanisms, and a tall portion on said trig-

ger slidably engaging a curved slot in an ejecting mecha-
nism whereby said ejecting mechanism is operated when
said trigger is depressed,

4. in a device of the dass described, a plurality of coin
tubes. Independently operatable slotted ejecting mecha-
nism for the coins beneath each one of said tubes com-
prising a pivoted ejecting ring, mechanism limiting the
movement of said ring to a position only slightly out of
register with the coin tubes to permit a coin to fall there-
from, mechanism to limit the Inward movement of said
ejecting mechanism Into position registered beneath said
coin tube, a trigger slldable In said slot for operating said
ejecting meehanism. and resilient means associated with
said trigger to resist depressing movements thereof and
acting to restore said trigger and said ejecting mecha-
nisms to normal position after each actuation thereof.

8. In a device of the class described, a plurality of coin
tubes, ejecting rings mounted beneath each one thereof,
a trigger pivoted adjacent each of said rings, said eject-
ing rings each having a curved slot therein, a tall por-
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tlon on said trigger engaging said curved slot acting
when said trigger la depressed to transmit the movement
to said ejecting ring to swing the same outwardly from
beneath the coin tubes to permit a coin to fall therefrom,
and resilient means associated with said trigger to return
the same and said ejecting ring to normal position after
each actuation thereof.

1,226,182. GRAVITY - CARRIBB. Human J. Bdck,
Ellwood City, Pa., assignor to Mathews Gravity Car-
rier Company, Ellwood City, Pa., a Corporation. ' Piled
Feb. 3, 1914. SerUl No. 816,141. (C\. 189—36.)

1. In a gravity carrier, the combination with the abut-
ting rails, of L-shaped links pivotally mounted on each
end of each rail, and each rail having means at the end
thereof, forming part of the rail itself, for interlocking
with the short arm of the link on the adacent end of the
abutting rail.

2. In a gravity carrier, the combination with the abut-
ting rails, of L shaped links pivotally mounted on each
end of each rail, each link comprising plates in parallel

relation to each other and spaced apart to straddle the
ends of each pair of abutting rails, each mi having
means, forming part of the rail Itself, for interlocking
with the short arm of the link on the adjacent end of
the abutting rail.

3. In a gravity carrier, the combination with the abut-
ting rails, each provided with notches in its upper and
lower edges and near the end thereof, of coupling links
pivotally connected on the end of each rail, pins to enter
the notches in the lower edge of the rail to which each
link Is pivoted, each link also having pins to enter the
notches in the upper and lower edges of the abutting rail.

4. In a gravity carrier, the combination with abutting
rails provide<l with notches In their upper and lower
edges, of links pivotally mounted near the ends of said
abutting rails, pins mounted in said links to enter re-

spectively the notches In the lower edges of the rails to
which said links are pivoted and the notches In the upper
edges of the abutting rails and removable pins fitting

within said links and th" notches In the lower edges of
the abutting rail.

1.226.183. WASHING-MACHINE. Harbt Bcdd, Inde-
pendence, Kans. Filed .Nov. 1.3. 1918. Serial No.
61.267. (CI. 68—19.)

1. A washing machine comprising a housing having a
flared lower end, a mesh container located within the
housing, a plunger having a rod extending through the
top of the container, an adjustable support, gearing
mounted on the support, and means connecting the gear-
ing with the plunger rod.

2. .\ washing machine comprising a housing, a cover
on said housing, a standard on said cover having a slot-

ted upp»T portion, a gear plate having guide members
projected into the standard slot, a bolt extending through
-aid Blot, a nut for attaching the twit to the standard.

a gear wheel and pinion mounted on the plate and mesh-
ing with each other, a pitman on the gear wheel, connec-

tion t>etween the pitman and the plunger rod, and a crank
connected with the pinion, for the purpose set forth.

1,226,184. ELECTRICAL SELECTOR. Lionaro
Cbablbs BToaAVB. London. England, assignor to The
Relay .Automatic Telephone Company, Limited, London,
England. Filed Feb. 8, 1916. Serial No. 76.956. (CI.

177—353.)

,e-^^

1. A selector comprising a series of switching relays,

an impulse circuit for energizing the relays In succession
and means for de£nergicing a previously energised relay
on the interruption of the impulse energizing the next
relay.

2. A selector comprising a series of switching relays,

an impnlse circuit for energizing the relays in succession,
means whereby each relay on operating prepares the cir-

cuit of the next and means whereby each relay on de-
energizing extends the impnlse circuit to the next relay
but one.

^. In an electrical selector, the combination of a start-

ing relay, a plurality of switching relays, an impulse wire,

means for transmitting electrical impulses to such wire,

a back contact of each switching relaj connected to a
spring of the next succeeding relay, all such back con-
tacts and springs being normally connected In series with
the winding of the starting relay, a front contact of
each switching relay being normally connected to the wind-
ing of the next succeeding relay, one of the springs of

such next relay being adapted to break such connection
and being connected to a front contact of the succeeding
relay, springs of the relays connected to the impulse wire
and adapted to cooperate with the last mentioned con-
tacts and means for restoring the relays to normal.

4. A selector comprising a series of switching relays,
an impulse circuit for energizing the relays in succes-
sion, means whereby each relay after having been operated
is d^energized on the interruption of the impulse ener-
gising the next relay, said means comprising a holding
circuit for each relay and means for opening such circuit

on the cessation of the impulse succeeding the impulse
which caused such relay to be energized.

5. A selector eomprl.slng a series of switching relays,

an Impulse circuit for energizing the relays in succession,
means whereby each relay, after having been operated, is

de^nergized on the Interruption of the impulse energis-
ing the next relay, said means comprising a holding
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circuit for each relay and means for branching such dr-
cnlt to the Impulse circuit on the operation of the next
relay.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,186. MACHINE FOR MAKING BOX - SPLINTS.
VENEERS, SHINGLES, Ac. Samibl Caelin, Spokane.
Wash., assignor of one-half to Ernest Morin, Spokane,
Wash. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No. 184,921. (Q.
144—162.)

I. In a splint, veneer or shingle forming machine, a
table for sup{>ortlng the stock to l)e sliced, a main recip-
rocating knife for sllftng off from the .stock a splint of
the desired thickness, and knives moving with said main
knife for scoring the stock to form a splint cut by said
main knife of the desired length during the slicing stroke
of said main knife, said scoring knives being movably
mounted for retraction on the return stroke on engage-
ment of said scoring knives with the stock, whereby feed
pressure may be constantly applied to advance the stock
toward «al<l main knife, substantially as described.

8. In a wood scoring device of the class described, a
mounting block provided with knife abutment, a knife
t)ar pivoted to said block, a scoring knife secured to said
knife bar and adapted for engagement with said abut-
ment to thereby hold said knife to its work during scoring
reciprocation, and means normally holding said knife bar
in engagement with said abutment, substantially as de-
scribed.

II. In combination, a reciprocating knife frame pro-
vided with a slicing knife, a table for the stock having a
fixed base portion, a wood surface portion adjustably
mounted on said base portion for movement toward or
from said knife, the top of said surface portion having a
grid-work of grooves formed therein, and a grid of Babbitt
or like soft metal fitting in said grooves and being flush
with the top of said surface portion, substantially as de-
•crlbed.

12. In a wood slicing machine, a table for the stock, a
reciprocating knife frame movable past said table, and
a knife carried by said frame and having a stock side con-
cave from Its cutting edge toward its base, substantially
as de8cril)ed.

14. In a wood slicing machine, a table for supporting
the stock, a slicing knife having a rutting edge and being
concave on its stock side from its cutting edge toward its

butt, whereby the knife may b* reciprocated at a plane at
right angles to the surface of the table, substantially as
describe.

(Claims 2 to 7, 9, 10, 18, and 16 not prlnte<l in the
Oasette.]

1.226,186. REFRIGERATING APPARATUS. THOMAS
Carbioan. New York, N. Y., and Andbbw .T Swib.nbt,
Bayonne, N. J. Filed May 6, 1916. Serial .No. 95,621.
(CI. 62—119.)

1. In an absorption refrigerating apparatus, the com-
bination with a generator, a condenser and an evaporator,
of a mechanical device for effecting a circulation of weak
liquor from aud strong liquor to the generator, and a
mechanical device for imparting sufllclent pressure to the
gaseous refrigerant from the evaporator as to cause the
same to be absorbed by the circulating liquor, without
effecting a reduction In temperature thereof, substantially
as set forth.

5. In an absorption refrigerating apparatus, the com-
bination with a generator, a condenser and an evaporator,
of a weak liquor pipe leading from the ;:enerator, a re-

ducing valve therein, a rotary liquid pump having a plu-
rality of stages connected with the weak liquor pipe, a
strong liquor pipe leading from the discharge of said pump
to the generator and a rotary gas pump for forcing the
gaseous refrigerant from the evaporator under sufficient

pressure as to be absorbed by the low pressure weak liquor,
without effecting a reduction in temperature thereof, wab-
stantiaily as and for the purposes set forth.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,187. PLANTER. EiGB.vt Macon Coli and Elisha
WOETH CoLB, Charlotte, N. C. Piled June 27. 1916.
Serial No. 106,196. (Q. 111—6.)

1. In a planter, the combination with means for deposit-
ing a row of seeds upon the ground, of means for depress-
ing the seeds to different depths below the surface of the
ground.

2. In H planter, tjie combination with means for deposit-
ing a row of seeds upon the ground, of separate means for
successively engaging the row of seeds to depress the seeds
to different depths below the surface of the ground.

3. In a planter, the combination with m>^ns for deposit-
ing a row of seeds uiwn the ground, of means for moving
along the row of seeds to form a series of depressions of
varying depths.
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tlon on said trigger engaging said curved slot acting
when said trigger is depressed to transmit the movement
to aald ejecting ring to swing the same outwardly from
beneath the coin tubes to permit a coin to fall therefrom,
and resilient means associated with said trigger to return
the same and said ejecting ring to normal position after
each actuation thereof.

1^26,182. GBAVITT - CABRIEH. Hbrman J. BUCK,
EUwood City, Pa., assignor to Mathews Gravity Car-
rier Company, Ellwood City, Pa., a Corporation. ' Piled
Feb. 3, 1914. SerUl No. 818,141. (CI. 189—36.)

1. In a gravity carrier, the combination with the abut-
ting rails, of L shaped links plvotally mounted on each
end of each rail, and each rail having means at the end
thereof, forming part of the rail Itself, for Interlocking
with the short arm of the link on the adacent end of the
abutting rail.

2. In a gravity carrier, the combination with the abut-
ting rails, of L shaped links plvotally mounted on each
end of each rail, each link comprising plates In parallel
relation to each other and spaced apart to straddle the
ends of each pair of abutting rails, each ibll having
means, forming part of the rail Itself, for Interlocking
with the short arm of the link on the adjacent end of
the abutting rail.

3. In a gravity carrier, the combination with the abat-
tlng rails, each provided with notches in its upper and
lower edges and near the end thereof, of coupling links
plvotally connected on the end of each rail, pins to enter
the notches in the lower edge of the rail to which each
link is pivoted, each link also having pins to enter the
notches in the upper and lower edges of the abutting rail.

4. In a gravity carrier, the combination with abutting
rails provided with notches in their upper and lower
edges, of links plvotally mounted near the 'ends of said
abutting rails, pins mounted in said links to enter re-

spectively the notches In the lower edges of the rails to
which said links are pivoted and the notches In the upper
edges of the abutting rails and removable pins fitting
within said links and th** notches In the lower edges of
the abutting rail.

1,226,183. WASHING-MACHINE. Habhi Bcdd, Inde-
pendence, Kans. Filed Nov. 13, 1915. Serial No.
61.257. (CI. 68—19.)

1. A washing machine comprising a housing having a
flared lower end. a mesh container located within the
housing, a plunger having a rod extending through the
top of the conulner, an adjustable support, gearing
moiiDte<l on the support, and means connecting the gear-
ing with the plunger rod.

2. A washing machine comprising a housing, a cover
on said housing, a standard on said cover having a slot-

ted upp»r portion, a gear ^late having guide members
projected into the standard slot, a bolt extending through
jsald slot, a nut for attaching the bolt to the standard.

a gear wheel and pinion mounted on the plate and mesh-
ing with each other, a pitman on the gear wheel, connec-

tion between the pitman and the plunger rod, and a crank
connected with the pinion, for the purpose set forth.

1,226.184. ELECTRICAL SELECTOR. L»OlfABO
Cbaklbs Btgbavb, London. England, assignor to The
Relay .Automatic Telephone Company, Limited. London,
England. Filed Feb. 8, 1916. Serial No. 76.955. (CI.

177—353.)

1. A selector comprising a series of switching relays,

an Impulse circuit for energizing the relays in succession

and means for de^nerglzlng a previously energized relay

on the interruption of the Impulse energizing the next
relay.

2. A selector comprising a series of switching relays,

an Impnlse circuit for energizing the relays in succession,

mea^s whereby each relay on operating prepares the cir-

cuit of the next and means whereby each relay on de-
energizlng extends the impulse circuit to the next relay
but one.

^ Tn an electrical selector, the combination of a start-

ing relay, a plurality of switching relays, an Impulse wire,
means for transmitting electrical Impulses to sneh wire.
a back contact of each switching relay connected to a
spring of the next succeeding relay, all such back con-
tacts and springs being normally connected in series with
the winding of the starting relay, a front contact of
each switching relay being normally connected to the wind-
ing of the next succeeding relay, one of the spring<> of
such next relay being adapted to break such connection
and being connected to a front contact of the succeeding
relay, springs of the relays connected to the Impulse wire
and adapted to cooperate with the last mentioned con-
tacts and means for restoring the relays to normal.

4. A selector comprising a series of switching relays,
an Impulse circuit for energizing the relays In succes-
sion, means whereby each relay after having been operated
is dienerglied on the Interruption of the Impulse ener-
gising the next relay, said means comprising a holding
• Ircnit for each relay and means for opening such circuit
on the cessation of the Impulse succeeding the impulse
which caused such relay to be energized.

6. A selector eomprLslng a series of switching relays,
an impulse circuit for energizing the relays In succession,
means whereby each relay, after having been operated. Is

defnerglzed on the Interruption ot^the impulse energis-
ing the next relay, said means ^^nprlslng a holding
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circuit for each relay and means for branching such cir-

cuit to the impulse circuit on the operation of the next
relay.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.185. MACHINE FOB MAKING BOX - SPLINTS,
VENEERS, SHINGLES, Ac. Samdbl Cablin, Spokane,
Wash., assignor of one-half to Ernest Morln, Spokane,

Wash. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No. 184,921. (CI.

144—103.)

I. In a splint, veneer or shingle forming machine, a
table for supporting t,he stock to be sliced, a main recip-

rocating knife for slicing off from the stock a splint of

the desired thickness, and knives moving with said main
knife for scoring the stock to form a splint cut by said
main knife of the desired length during the slicing stroke
of said main knife, said scoring knives being movably
mounted for retraction on the return stroke on engage-
ment of said scoring knives with the stock, whereby feed
pressure may be constantly applied to advance the stock
toward said main knife, substantially as described.

8. In a wood scoring device of the class described, a
mounting block provided with knife abutment, a knifo

bar pivoted to said block, a scoring knife secured to said
knife bar and adapted for engasenicnt with said abut-
ment to thereby hold said knife to its work durln;; scoring
reciprocation, and means normally holding said knife bar
in engagement with said nbutment, substantially as de-

scribed.

II. In combination, a reciprocating knife frame pro-
vided with a slicing knife, a table for the stock having a
fixed base portion, a wood surface portion adjustably
mounted on said base portion for movement toward or
from said knife, the top of said surface portion having a
grid-work of grooves formed therein, and a grid of Babbitt
or like soft metal fitting In said grooves and being flush

with the top of said surface portion, substantially as de-

scribed.

12. In a wood slicing machine, a table for the stock, a

reciprocating knife frame movable past said table, and
a knife carried by said frame and having a stock side con-
cave from its cutting edge toward its base, substantially

as described.

14. In a wood slicing machine, a table for supporting
the stock, a slicing knife having a cutting edge and being
concave on its stock side from Its cutting edge toward its

butt, whereby the knife may be reciprocated at a plane at

right angles to the surface of the table, substantially as
described.

[Claims 2 to 7, 0, 10, 18, and 16 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1,226,186. REFRIGERATING APPARATUS. Thomas
Carrioan, New York, N. Y., and Andrbw J. Swmnbt,
Bayonne. N. J. Filed May 5, 1916. Serial No. 96,621.

(Cl. 62—119.)

1. In an .ibsorptlon refrigerating apparatus, the com-

bination with a generator, a condenser and an evaporator,

of a mechanical device for effecting a circulation of weak
liquor from and strong liquor to the generator, and a
mechanical device for Imparting suflScient pressure to the

gaseous refrigerant from the evaporator as to cause the

same to be absorbed by the circulating liquor, without
effecting a reduction In temperature thereof, substantially

as set forth.

6. In an absorption refrigerating apparatus, the com-
bination with a generator, a condenser and an evaporator,

of a weak liquor pipe leading from the {renerator, a re-

ducing valve therein, a rotary liquid pump having a plu-

rality of stages connected with the weak liquor pipe, a
strong liquor pipe leading from the discharge of said pump
to the generator and a rotary gas pump for forcing the

gaseous refrigerant from the evaporator under sufficient

pressure as to be absorbed by the low pressure weak liquor,

without effecting a reduction In temperature thereof, snb-

stantially as and for the purposes set forth.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,187. PLANTER. Ecgb.ne Macon Colb and Elisba
Worth Colb, Charlotte, N. C. Filed Jane 27, 1916.

Serial No. 106,196. (Q. 111—6.)

y^-*y

1. In a planter, the combination with means for deposit-

ing a row of seeds upon the ground, of means for depress-

ing the seeds to different depths below the surface of the

ground.

2. In H planter, the combination with means for deposit-

ing a row of seeds upon the ground, of separate means for

successively engaging the row of seeds to depress the seeds

to different depths below the surface of the ground.

3. In a planter, the combination with means for deposit-

ing a row of seeds upon the ground, of means for moving
along the row of seeds to form a series of depreralons of
varying deptm.
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4. In a planter, thf comblnatfan with ineana for depodt-
ing a row of seed* apon the jtroand, of means for morlog
aloB? the row of FpMa to form a series of depressions of
varying depths, said means being adjustable to prodace
depressions of different depths.

8. In a planter, the combination with means for deposit-
ing a row of seeds upon the grround. of a wheel mounted
for rotation and movable along the row of deposited aeeda.
shoes plTotaJly motinte<I In the rim of the wheel and ad-
justable anjrularly relative thereto, and means for holding
the shoes against movement relative to the wheeL

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,226.188. ROCK-SHAPT BE;ARIN(J FOB LOOMS. RoB-
wiT R. Corn, Union, S. C. Filed Aug. 11, 1916. Serial
No. 114,476. (Cl. 64—55.)

1. The combination with a rock shaft, lu original bear-
ing, and the parallel bar of a loom, of a supplemental
bearing secured to a portion of the loom frame and receiv-
ing the original bearing, and means for limiting relative
roeking movement between the two bearings.

2. The combination with the rock shaft and parallel bar
of a loom, meams connecting said shaft and bar, a bearing
adapted to receive .said connecting part, means for adjust-
ably connecting said bearing to the loom frame, and means
for limiting rocking movenient of the said connecting part
and the said bearing.

1,226.190 PROCESS FOR THE EXTRACTION AND
RECOVERY OF COPPER. A«chibau) Cox. Plainfleld.
N. J., and Aknold H. Pctib, New York. N. Y. Filed
Aug. 20. 191 J. Serial No. 785,635. (Cl. 78—18.)
1. A process for extracting and recovering copper from

ore, comprising converting the copper content Into copper-
snlfld (or sulflds), dissolving the copper sulfld In cyanid
solution, and recovering the copper from the solution.

2. A process for extracting and recovering copper from
ore, comprising converting the copper-content of the ore
to copper sulfld for sulOds), dissolving the copper-sulfld,
and recovering the copi>er from the solution.

3. A process for extracting and recovering copper from
ore, comprising treating the copper-content with a snlfur-
yleldlng substance in solution, dlsrolvlng in cyanid so-
lution, and recovering the copper from the solution.

4. A process for extracting and recovering copper from
ore containing also other metals, comprising converting
the metal-content of the ore to sulflds. dissolving the
copper sulfld in a selective solution which does not
readily dissolve the other snlOds and recovering the cop-
per from the solution.

5. A process for bringing the copper content of ore into
bOlutlon, comprising converting the copper content to
copper sulfld (or sulflds), and dissolving the copper sul-
fld In a suitable solution.

1,226.191. PRIMLNO DEVICE. Irvix S. Cb«aiieb
Pleawint Hall. Pa. Filed May 2, 1914. SerUl No'
836.023. (Cl. 128—169.)

1.226489 GRAIN-SEPARATOR. John B. CORNwaix,
MoUne. III., assignor to Barnard and Leas Manufactur-
ing Company, Moline, 111., a Corporation of Illinola.
Fil^ Nov. 24, 1916. Serial No. 133.208. (CL 130—18.)

1. In a separator for the purpose specified a curved
screen adapte<l to be vibrated and a slmUarly curved
apron overlying the perforated portion of the screen and
supported at its Inner or receiving side Independently of
the screen.

2. In a grain separator a curved screen adapted to be
vibrated

: and a co acting similarly curved and relatively
stationary apron overlying the perforated portion of the
scr.'.n and supported at Its inner or receiving side inde-
pendently of the screen.

3. In a sep.irator the combination of a cnrved screen
adapted to be reciprocated, an apron extending over the
perforated surface of the screen and curved correitpond
Ingly to the screen : and a bar flTe<l to a stationary per
tlon of the separator Independent of the vibrating screen
and adapted to support the apron at Its Inner or recelTing
aide.

1. A prlmin? d-vlce for lutrraal combustion engines
Including a conpllDz adapted for conne.t1on to an engine
nlfnder. having an outer externally thre«<»««d .nd. and a
longitudinal opening in communication at one end with
the Interior of the englB* ryllnder. having the other end
of said opening dlspo*ied offset !n the space of the threaded
terminal, a valve cssing having threaded engagement with
said threaded terminal, and provided with a central bore,
a lateral bore in said valve casing In commnntratlon with
the central bore, adapted to have communication with the
op«»nlng« In the ronpMngs. In one position of the valve
casing, the valve . asing when rotated being adapted to
serer such communication, n primlni: cup on said valve
ca.stng having an opening In communication with the valve
casing bore, a valve rontroMIng the opening of the cup.
and a sprtng for retaining the valve in normally closed
position, said casing being provided with a lateral port In

' communication with the central bore and the atmosphere.
2. A priming device for Internal combustion engines

' Indnding s vslve casing open to the engine cylinder and
pn>vlded with an attenuated air pasrage way leading to
said casing, a member connerted with said valve casing
and the explosion chamber of the engine cylinder, said

t member being provided with a longitudinal bore laterally
' offset with respect to said valve casing, a Mquld cup con-
I aeeted with the valve casing to establish communication
therewith, a valve located In said valve ca.slng to be held
nrvrmally closed and to be opened by the Intake stroke of
the engine piston to permit the liquid In the liqatd cup
to flow to the explosion chamber and the air Introduced
through said air passage way to comingle with the
engine charge, substantially as described.
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3. A priming f^evlce comprlsinj: a valve casing having a
central bore therethrough, a iiiember connecting said valve
casing with the cylioder of an engine and provided with
• passage offset from the line of the bore of ti»e valve
<^**M to establish communication between this Iwre and
the explosion chamber of the engine, a liquid cup secured
to the valve casing and pro\-lded with an opening to
communicate with the bore of said casing, a valve located
In the bore of the valve casing, and a spring received
within the bore of the casing to bear against the valve
and against the blank surface of satd connecting member
presented In the twre of the casing to hold the valve at a
position to cut off coBusunicatlon from the liquid cup.

4. A priming device comprising a valve casing con-
nected with the explosive chamber of the engine, a liquid
cup connected with the valve casing and provided with an
opening to establish communication srith the casing, an
air passage formed through the wall of the valve casing
to connect the Interior of said casing with the atmosphere,
said passage way l>eing of sufficient attenuation to prevent
destruction of the vacuum on the Intake stroke, and a
valve in the valve casing to be normally seated to close
the opening from the liquid cup and to be moved by the
su<tlon stroke of the engine to a position that the liquid
Is permitted to flow into the valve casing and co-mlngle
with the air drawn through the air passage to form an
explosive mixture which is drawn Into the explosive
chamber of the engine.

1.22«.192. MILKBOTTL,E HOLDER. Charlbs M.
Davis and MiLTO!f J. Loomis, Rattle Creek. Mich.;
said Loomis assignor to ssld Dsvls. Filed Mar. 16,
1918. Serial No. 16,977. (Cl. 248—20.)

A receptacle of the class described formed from a sheet-
metal blank, said blank comprising a top, extensions from
said top forming ends and inturncd portions of said ends
forming <md bottom portions to salil recepUdes ; a longi-
tudinal extension to said top forming a bark between said
ends and an inturned portion of said back forming an
Intermediate bottom spsced from said end bottom por-
tions, and U'<lges to underlie an<l engage said end bottom
portions

: a narrowed extension of said top forming a
front and engaging the intermediate bottom of said re-
cepUcle, and ears formed from integral portions of
said back, the same comprising a hollow article having
openings in the front and provided with a slotted bottom,
the slotii thereof flaring outwardly and registering with
said front openings, substantially as set forth.

1.226.198. SWITCH CONNECTION FOR ELECTRIC
LAMPS. Chaslm L. Dm Ma&tin, CoiujersvUle. Ind.,
asaignor to Indiana Lamp Co., ConnersvlUe, Ind.. a Cor-
poration. FUed Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No. 124.676. (Cl.
240—41.) "X

1. An electric switch connection Including a socket, a
lamp secured In said socket, having a contact point there-
on, a removable insert in f^aid socket, a contact on said
Insert in position to engage the contact on said lamp, a
switch member adapted to engage and operate said remov-
able Insert, a lamp casing, an external switch handle, and
means rigidly secured to said hsndle and extending through
said easing for engaging and operating said switch member
so as to make and break contact when said handle is oper-
ated.

2. An electric switch connection including a socket, a
lamp secured In said socket, having double contact points,
a removable insert In said socket, contacts on said Insert
adapted to engage said lamp, outwardly extending pins in
saitl Insert, a switch member adapted to engage said pins,
a lamp casing, an external switch handle, and meauiB rig-

idly secured to said handle and extending through said
casing for engaging and operating said switch member so
as to make and break contact with said contact points
when said handle is operated.

8. An electric switch connection Includlug a socket, a
lamp In said socket having double contact points, means
for making and breaking contact with .said points, a switch
member having a bifurcated arm adapted to engage said
means, and a switch handle adapted to be rigidly secured
to said member whereby said member will operate so as to
make and break said contact when said handle in turned.

4. An electric switch connection Including a socket, a
lamp In said socket having double contact points, means
for engaging and disengaging said contact points, a switch
member having a bifurcate<l arm adapted to engage said
means, a lamp casing, a switch handle on the outside of
said casing, a screw secured to said handle and extending
inwardly through said casing, and a pin extending through
said screw and between the bifurcated portions of said
member for causing the operation thereof for making and
breaking contact with .said lamp.

5. An electric switch connection including a socket, a
lamp in said socket having a double contact thereon, means
for making and brcaklnj; contact therewith, a switch mem-
ber adapted to engage said means, a lamp casing, a switch
handle on the outside of said Casing, a screw having an
enlarged head adapted to wedge In aaid handle, said screw
extending through said teasing and engaging said means,
recesses on said head, and a disk adapted to be secured
thereon having inwardly projecting portions for engaging
said recesses so as to secure said screw within sahl handle.

IClalm 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,194 (X>LLAP8IBLE VOTING-BCKXTH, Wii-uam
A. Da Km IDT, Cedar Grove. Wis., assignor of one balf to
John H. De Smldt, Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Aug. 12.

1916. Serial No. 114.580. fCl. 20—3.)

A cotlapsU>le voting itooth comprising a supporting wall,
a series of spaced stiles recored to said wall, a panel
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hlngedly connected to each of iald stiles but one, meaos
carried by each panel but one for detacbably enga^ioK an
adjacent panel to bold them in parallel position at right

angles to the wall and foldable against one panel, the
proportionate thickness of the stiles being such that the

panel with the means on its inner face may be swung
to a position flush with the face of the stiles into incon-

spicuous position.

1,226,195. LIQUID COATING COMPOSITION. Jambs
Cabrsl Dobbins, Portland. Oreg. Filed Jan. 10, 1917.
Serial No. 141,679. (CI. 134—18.)
A sizing composition in the nature of a paste compris-

ing approximately 100 lbs. Portland cement, 20 lbs. hy-

drated lime, 1 lb. plaster of Paris, 80 lbs. colored mortar,

i lb. ground mica, 1 fluid ounce ammonia, 1 fluid ounce
tincture of asafetida, and sufficient water to give the com-
position a pasty consistency.

1,226,196. SUBMARINE MINE. Giovanni Ei^ancils
Elia, Westminster, London. England, assignor to Vickers
Limited, Westminster, England. Filed Feb. 10. 1917.
Serial No. 147.827. (CI. 102—3.)

1. Submarine mine firing gear provided with a retain-

ing or safety device for holding the firing gear Inoperative,

a flexible cable connected to the retaining device for hold-

ing it in a predetermined position, and means for support-

ing the cable under tension stored therein prior to launch-

ing the mine, whereby when a ship strikes the mine tbe

tension on the flexible cable Is relieved to i>ermit the re-

taining device to be displaced and the mine fired ; substan-
tially as described.

2. Submarine mine tiring gear comprising the combina-

tion of a casing, pegs or projections carried thereby, a
cable supported under tension upon the pegs or projections,

and a retaining or safety device connected to the cable

whereby when a ship strikes the mine, one or more of the

projections are displaced, thus releasing the cable so that

It is no longer under tension ; sutMtantlally as described.

8. Submarine mine firing gear comprising the combina-
tion of a mine casing, a ring or member composed of porce-

lain or other readily breakable material suitably con-

nected to the casing, projections or bosses formed on the

ring or member, a member supported under tension upon
the projections or bosses, and a retaining or safety device

connected to the last named member ; substantially as

described.

4. Submarine mine firing gear comprising the combina-
tion of a striker having a stem, a retaining device for

holding the striker in inoperative position, and a tension

memt>er or cable to which the retaining device is connected,

the retaining device t>elng In the form of a plate having an
inclined surface which coacts with a portion of the striker

stem, whereby the plate is displaced when the tension on
the member or cable is relieved by the Impact of a ship

with the mine ; substantially as described.

5. A submarine mine comprising the combination of a
casing, a flexible member or cable mounted upon the mine
casing at a plurality of distributed points, firing gear for
the mine and a retaining or safety memt>er connected to
the flexible member or cable and normally held thereby
in a position for preventing operation of the firing gear ;

substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.197. SUBMARINE MINE. Giovanni Emandbu
Klia. Westminster, Ix>ndon. England, assignor to Vick-
ers Limited. Westminster. England. Filed Feb. 2S,
1917. Serial No. 1B0.436. (O. 102—8.)

1. Submarine mine firing gear comprising in combina-
tion a retaining device for normally holding said gear in-

operative, said device being arranged within the mine cas-

ing, a tension member arranged within the mine casing
and connected to said device, and means for relieving the
tension on said member, when a ship strikes the mine, to
release said retaining device.

2. A submarine mine comprising the combination of a

mine casing, firing gear for the mine, a retaining device
located within the casing for holding the firing gear inop-

erative, a plurality of supports within the casing, a fiezlble

member positioned by the supports and connected to the

retaining device, and means operated by engagement of a
ship with the mine for displacing one or more of the sup-
ports so that the flexible member will no longer prevent
movement of the retaining device.

3. Submarine mine firing gear comprising in combina-
tion a retaining device for normally holding said gear In-

operative, said device being arranged within the mine cas-

ing, a tension meml>er arranged within the mine casing
and connected to said device, and means for mechanically
relieving the tension on said member, when a ship strikes

the mine, to release said retaining device.

4. Submarine mine firing gear comprising in combina-
tion a retaining device for normally holding said gear In-

operative, said device being arranged within the mine cas-

ing, a tension cable arranged within the mine casing and
connected to said device, a pulley by which said cable 1b

supported, said pulley being normally connected to the

mine casing and means for disconnecting said pulley from
the mine casing when a ship strikes the mine.

6. Submarine mine firing gear comprising in combina-
tion a retaining device for normally holding said gear in

operative, said device being arranged within the mine cas-

ing, a tension cable arranged within the mine rasing and
connected to said device, a pulley by which said cable is

supported, a spring controlled pin by which said pulley is

normally supported on the mine casing and means for

liberating said pin when a ship strikes the mine, for en-

abling the spring of the pin to displace the pin and dis-

connect the pulley from the mine casing.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.226.198. ROLLING - MACHINE. Waltsr EbbslOh,
Barmen. Germany. Filed May 14. 1918. Serial No.
787.661. (Cl. 29—17.)
1. In a metal rolling machine, a frame, standards on the

frame, pressing rolls carried by the standards, a drum at
each end of the frame, gearing for operating the drums,
clutch members for moving the drums Into and out of op-

eration, whereby the direction of rotation of the drams
and rolls is reversed.
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2. In a metal rolling machine, a frame, standards sup
ported centrally of the frame, pressing rolls supported by
the standards, a drum supported at each end of the frame.

and on the i»ame horizontal plane with the pressing rolls,

means for operating the drums, means for coiiimunlcatlng
movement of the drums to the pressing rolls, and clutch
members for throwing the drums Into and out of operation.

1.226,199. GASOLENE TANK FOR MOTOR - CYCLES.
Leigh R. Evans, Rochester. N. Y. Filed Aug. 26. 1916.
Serial No. 117.073. (Cl. 21—90.)

1. A gasolene tank comprising two counterif«rt sections

spaced apart, pairs of strips fastened to said sections and
bavliMT tbelr upper end portions fastened together in over-
lapping relation, the lower end portions of said strips pro-
jecting l>elow the bottom of said sections, a !)lock disposed
between the lower projecting end portions of each pair of

strips and having side faces disposed In converging planes
In contact with said end portlon.«i. and means for drawing
the lower projecting end portions of said pairs of strips

toward each other. ,

2. A gasolene tank comprising two counterpart sections
spaced apart, pairs of strips connected to said sections and
having their upper end portions fastened together, the
lower end portions of said strips projecting below the bot
torn of said sections, a removable block disposed l)etween
said lower end portions of each pair of strips and having
side faces disposed In converging planes and in contact
with said end portions of said strips, said block having a
concave groove In Its upper face, the end faces of said
block t>eing parallel and spaced apart a distance substan-
tially equal to the space between said sect'ons. whereby
said block may he placed between the end portions of each
pair of strips In position to hold said end portions parallel,

and clamping bolts passing through the lower end portions
of each pair of strips.

3. A gasolene tank (Comprising two counterpart sections
spaced apart, pa'rs of strips fastened to said sections and
connecting said sections along their upper edges, the lower
end portions of said strips being extended below the bot-
tom edget of said sections, a removable blook disposed
between the lower end portions of each pair of strips, the
side faces of said block l>elng disposed In converging planes
and the end faces of sa*d block being parallel, whereby
said block may be placed between the lower end portions
of each pair of strips In position to maintain said end por-
tions parallel or to permit said end portions to converge
together downward, and clamping bolts passing through
the lower end portions of each pair of strips l>elow the cor
responding block and .serv'ng to draw said end portions
together.

4. A gasolene tank comprising two counterpart sections
spaced apart, pairs of. strips fastened to said sections and
having their upper end portions fastened together In over-
lapping relation, the lower end portions of said strips pro-
jecting below the lower edges of said sections, a curved

bendahle p'pe connected at Its ends to the bottoms of mid
sections, and means for drawing the lower projecting end
portions of said strips together.

5. A gasolene tank comprising two counterpart sections
spaced apart, each section being formed of two members
of sheet metal fastened together, one of said members
forming the top. bottom and one side of a section, the
other member forming the other side of the corresponding
section, a curved bendable pipe connected at its ends to
the bottom of said sections, and means for connecting said
sections together.

1.226.200. AGRICULTURAL TRACTOR. HlNLlT BT«a-
80L«. Newman. III. Filed May 31. 1912. Serial No.
700.679. Renewed Feb. 12, 1917. Serial No. 148.249
(Cl. 21—114.)

1. A tractor Including a main frame, ptows carried by
said frame for plowing, supporting wheels, one of which
is adapted to travel In the furrow 'n advance of a plow
and another wheel adapted to travel In the furrow behind
the plow, means for steering said furrow wheels, means
for propelling said furrow wheels and a vertically adjust-
able swivel wheel at one side of the frame arranged as and
for the purpose set forth.

"*

2. A tractor including a main frame, supporting wheels
therefor located at each end of the frame and said wheels
mounted so that they can be turned simultaneously for
steering, means for driving said wheels, means for steer-

ing them simultaneously In opposite directions, plows
mounted In connection with said frame between said
wheels so that one of said supporting wheels will travel
in the furrow in advance of a plow and the other wheel
will travel in the furrow behind a plow, and a vertically

adjustable swivel wheel mounted in connection with the
frame to one side of said supporting wheels so as to travel
on the unplowed land.

3. A tractor including a main frame, a supporting wheel
therefor, a yoke carrying said wheel with an upward pro-
jection pivoted to said frame so that the yoke and wheel
may oscillate, means connected with said yoke for steer-
ing the wheel, a double horizontal gear mounted on the
projection of said yoke concentrically with the axis there-
of, a power shaft mounted in said frame, a pinion thereon
meshing with the upper bevel of said horizontal gear, s
vertical gear mounted in said yoke meshing with the lower
part of said double gear, means for transmitting power
from said last mentioned gear to the wheel so that it may
be propelled while it is being steered and a vertically ad-
justable swivel wheel at one side of the frame arranged as
and for the purpose set forth.

1.226,201. BULL-STAFF. Howaed J. FiBRis, Harvard,
111., assignor to Hunt-Helm^Ferris & Co.. Harvard. IlL,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. 17. 1917. Serial
No. 165,455. (Cl. 119—162.)
1. The herein described bull-staff, having In combina-

tion a hollow tubular portion, a handle at the rear thereof,
a hook at the front thereof, a book-closing pawl, a member
running through the hollow tubular member to the handle
and connected with the pawl opening the same, and a
pawl-operating lever engaging the member adjacent to the
hook.

j.

2. The herein described bull-staff, comprising a tubaUr
member, a handle at one end, a hook at the other end.
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a bouk-rloxing pawl, a chain runniag through the tubular
member from the pawl to the handle for openLag the book.

f

and an operating lever extended through a chain-link and
projecting laterally from the staff ndjacont to the hook
for operating the pawl when grasped near its front end.

1,226,202. ROLLER SIDE BEARING. Rat E. Fobmci,
Chicago, lU., assignor to William H. Miner, Chaay, N. Y.

Filed July 15. 1916. Serial No. 109.4&a. (CI. «4—64.)

1. In a roller aide bearing, the combination with a

base member, of a roller bodily movahly mounted within

said base membor, and spring means for returning the

roller to central position after each actuation thereof,

•aid spring means comprising bowed springs, each secured

at one end to the roller and at the other end to the base

member.
2. In a roller side b«'«rlng. the romblnatlon with :i

bolJow box-like base casting, of a roller mounted within

aid base casting, the roller having extended eentrallv

located bosses at each end thereof, and a spring extending
from each of said bosses to the base casting and ronnected
to both, the springs nelng adapted to return the roller

to normal position after each actuation.

3. In a roller side t>earlng, the combination with a hol-

low box-like base casting, the side walls of which are pro
Tided with centrally located offsets, of a roller mounted
within «ald base casting and having bosses extended from
the ends thereof and worklne within said offset portions of

the base casting, and a bowed spring at each end of the
roller, each of said springs being connected at one end to

one of said bosses and at its other end to the plate which
acts is the base casting.

1,226,203. WIND-SHIELD,
ford. Conn. Filed Jan. 17,

(CI. 21—148.^

Naima?* Golobiro, Hart-
1916. Serial No. 72.477,

A wId«1 shietil h«vin£ a sight npt^Blni; ttaereia and a
frame ot>inpri>>iag rin^s located on opputiite itidea of the
»hleld about said opening, one of said rings having an
fXtenaJon from the e4«e of the openU:.' therein pn swing
tbrougk said Might opening within the e«l^ thereof, fln««rs

spaced apart about the edge of aald extension and pro-
J«-ctlng therefrom, said flngera being overturned against
the face of the other ring, and a button rotatably secured
to one of said rings.

1,226.204. TYPCXJRAPHICAL OR LINE CASTING MA-
CHINE. JoH.N W. Graham. HInton, W. Va. Filed
May 20. 1916. Serial No. 29,347. (CI. 19^—7.)

1. In a typographical machine. In combination, a frame
having a pair of 8pac«d apart armii, a plurality of Inde-
pendent racks, removable magazines housed in said racks,
and rollers on said racks adapted to guide their movement
relative to said arms.

2. In a typographical machine, in combination, a frame
bavLnic a pair of apai-ed apart arms, a plurality of inde-
pendent racks, guide rollers on said racks coactlns with
said arms, and supporting rollers projecting above the
plane of the rack on which they are mounted for support-
ing the rack next above out of contact with the maga-
zine adapted to be carried thereby.

S. In a typographical machine, in combination, a frame
having a pair of spaced apart arms, a plurality of inde-
pendent racks mounted between said arms adapted to
carry removable magazines, rollers on each rack adapted
to support the ra«k thereabuve out of contact with the
magazine carried thereby, means associated ulth the
frame adapted to k<>ep th« racks in line againsit lateral
Dtovement. and means associated with the upper parts of
the arms adapted to direct tbe racks rearwardly from
the operator.

4. In a typographical machine, in combination, a frame
having a pair ut 'pat-tHl apart arms, a plurality of inde-

pendent rackai adapted to contain renovable magazines,
guide roUerti associated with each rack, a fnime on which
the racks are movable, means adapted to prevent lateral
luovemeBt of said racks, and roller mesn.s associated with
each rack adapted to support the rack therecbove. that
part of the frame with which the ^ulde rollers coact com-
prisiojt a pair of bent arms having a reduced width at the
bend to permit the rollers to pass thereby.

5. In a typo'irapbical aiachlne. in combination, a frame
tvavlog a pair of i^paced apart arms, a piurallty of Inde-

p<>ndent racks adapted to contain removable magazines,
guide rollers associated with each rack, vertically dia-
pomed arms with which said guide rollers coact having
their upper parts l>ent rearwardly to carry the racks
away from the operator, a l»ase traveling on said arms
to support said ratkx. a threaded mem'ier a.siioclated with
ral.l ba.se. screw means engaging said thrnaded member,
and laeans for actuating said »<-rew means to move the
'•ase relatively to said arms.

(Claims to 12 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,226,^<)5. TYPOGRAPHICAL OR SLCO^ASTIVG MA-
CHINE. JoHx W. Gbaiiam. HlBton. W Va. FUad
July 19. 1915. .s«.rUl No. 40.804. (CI. liH^—1.)
1. In a typographical machine the comMnatlnn of a pla-

rality of removable m;igazlnes, racks tberrfer, guUle ruU-
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erf on said racks, arms to engage the rulde rollers, there

being notches In the said arms to receive the guide roll-

era of the magazine to be locked In operative position.

2, In a typographical machine the combination of a plu-

rality of removable magazines, racks therefor ; guide roll-

ers for said racks, arms to receive the guide rollers, there

t>elng notches In the said arms for the purpose specified,

and operating bars made with projections exten(!!ng in-

ward to engage the guide rollers of the magazines in op-

erative position.

t. In a typographical machine the combination of a plu-

rality of removable magazines, racks therefor, guide roll-

ers for said racks, arms to receive the guide rollers, there

being notches in said slotted arms, operating liars, pro-

jections on the Kald operating bars, rollers on the said op-

erating bars, a screw mechanism passing up each side of

the series of magazines, blocks on the said screws, rollers

on the said blocks and means to engage the rollers on the

bars with the rollers on the screwa.

4. In a typographical machine the combination of a plu-

rality of reniovat>le magazines, racks therefor, guide roll-

ers on said racks, arms to receive the guide rollers, there

being notches in the said nrms, lock operating bars, pro-

jections on the said bars, a screw mechanism passing up
each side of the series of magazines, and blocks movable

up and down on said sscrews cooperating with the pro-

jections on said bars.

B. In a typographical machine the combination of a plu-

rality of removable magazines, racks therefor, guide roll-

ers on said racks, arms, there being notches in the said

arms, lock operating bars, projections on the said bars,

screwa passing up the sides of the series of magazines,

blocks movable up and down on said screws, and a roller

affixed to each of the said blocks co^iperatlng witn the

projections on said bar*.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,206. LAWN MOWER. Walter E. Graham. Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Dec. 18, 1915. Serial No, 67,631.

(01. 86—19.)

1. A lawn mower c«>mposed of a power lawn mower
positively driven, trailer lawn mowers arranged In trana-

238 O. G,—62

verse alinement with each other and connected with the

former and adapted to be drpwn by the same, and inde-

pendent oscillatory mountings for said trailer lawn mowers
whereby the latter are adapted for Indepedent vertical

oscillatory niovements.

T. A power lawn mower, a blvoted lever connected with
the frame thereof to turn to the right and left, arms con-

nected with said lever, means whereby said arms are

adapted to be oscillated vertically, a beam connected with
said arms, and trailer lawn mowers carried by said beam
to the right and left rearward of said power lawn mower,
the trailer lawn mowers hairing their frames plvotally

connected Independent of each other with said beam.
[Claims 2 to 6 not printed (n the Oacette.]

1.226.207! FREIGHT CAR lk>OR. JOHN Layton Gobb-
kA.NT, Sedalla, Mo. Filed

I Mar. 80, 1916. Serial No.

87,771. (CI. 20—81.)

1. A door structure embodying a pair of plates having
flanges, a door adapted to rest against said flanges and
having T-members at its side edges providing opposite
flanges certain of which are adapted to overlap the afore-
.sald flanges, and means for overlapping the other flanges
of the door and moving said door toward and clamping
it against the first mentioned flanges.

2. The combination with a door frame, of a pair of
members at the inner side thereof at the opposite sides of
the door way, a track, a door suspended from said track
and slidable to and from the door way between the door
frame and one of said members, the edge portions of the
door being adapted to rest against said members, the
door having a hinged portioh adapted to be swung out-
wardly away from said raemlbers, and means for forcing
said door Including said poittlon thereof tightly a»:alnst
said members.

3. A door structure embodying a pair of members, a
main door having a portion to rest against said memberi
and movable outwardly through the door way, a second-
ary door adiipted to rest akcaiinst said members at one end
of the main door and movable outwardly through the door
way. and means for clamplbg both doors against said
members and operable for first releasing the secondary
door with the main door stiljl held against said members
and then releasing the main door for outward movement.

4. The combination with a door frame, of a pair of

members at the opposite sidi» of the door way, a main
door having a portion to re«t against said members and
movable outwardly through the doorway, the lower end
of the main door being spaced from the sill of the frame
to provide an opening, a eecoadatyy hinged door for closing
said opening and adapted td rest against said members
and to move outwardly through tbe door way, and means
for clamping both doors against llald members and oper
able for first releasing the secondary door for outward
movement with the main doer held in position and then
releasing the main door for outward movem«nt.
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5. The combination with a door frame, of a pair of
members at the inn<T side thereof at the opposite sides
of the door way, a track, a main door suspended from said
track and slldable to and from the door way, the main
door having a hinged portion adapted to rest against said
members and to swing outwardly through the door way, a
secondary door adapted to rest against said memtn-rs at
one end of said hinged portion and movable outwardly
through the door way. and means for clamping the hinged
portion and secondary door against said members and op-
erable for first releasing the secondary door for outward
movement with the said portion in position and then re-

leasing said portion for outward movement.
[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,208. STOCKING. Phancm PorrzscH Hasdschuck,
New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 26, 1913. Serial No.
786,698. (01. 2—23.)

1. A stocking formed above with a selvaged opening,
said opening being furthermore buttonhole-stitched for
the useful purpose specified.

2. A stocking formed above with a double ply having
registering selvaged openings, the edges of said openings
being furthermore button hole-stltched together, for the
useful purpose specified.

3. A storking having a two ply band at the upper end,
said ply being fashioned with selvaged openings adapted
to register, and means for binding the edges of said open-
ings together, for the useful purpose specified.

4. A stocking having Its upper portion folded upon it-

self and provided with a plurality of selvage<l opening!
in both body and fold portions, different pairs of open-
ings in said body portion and fold respectively being
adapted to register, each such registering pair of open-
ings being button-hole-stitched together, for the useful
purpose specified.

1^26,209. PLUMBING APPLIANCE. Hugh H. Hamib,
Alexandria, Va. Piled Aug. 3. 1916. Serial No
112,954. (CI. 187—76.)

1. A device of the class described comprising relatively
adjustable members, an expansible element controlled by
said members and adapted to be Insertetl into a pipe
whereby to plug the same, and means for alining a thim-
ble and retaining the same alined with said pipe, whereby
the longitudinal axes of said members, said pipe and said
thimble will coincide.

2. A device of the class described comprising relatively
adjustable members, an expansible element controlled by
said members ami adapted to be Inserted Into a pipe
whereby to plug the .same, and means carrle<l by one of
<ald adjustable members for alining a thimble and retain-
ing the same alined with said pipe, whereby the longi-
tudinal axes of said members, said pipe and said thimble
will coincide.

3. A device of the class described comprising relatively
adjustable members, au expansible element controlled by
."•aid members, and a frusto-conlcal plate adjustable longi-
tudinally of salil relatively adjustable members for alin-
ing and centering a thimble with a pipe to be repaired.

4. A device of the class described comprising relatively
adjustable members, an expansible element controlled by
said members, and a frusto-conlcal plate adjustable longi-
tudinally of said relatively adjustable members for alin-
ing and centering a thimble with a pipe to \te repaired and
having a central opening for receiving said members.

5. A device of the class described comprising relatively
adjustable members, an expansible element controlled by
said members, means adjustable longitudinally of said
relatively adjustable members for alining and centering
a thimble with a pipe to be repaired, and means carried
by one of said adjustable members for adjusting the first

name<I means.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,210. SEAM FOR SEWED ARTICLES. Thoma*
J. HATts. Boston. Mass., assignor to Arbetter Felling
Machine Company. Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of
Maine. Continuation in part of application Serial No.
667.467. filed Dec. 23. 1911. This application filed July
19. 1918. Serial No. 779,943. (CI. 112—34.)

1. A seam for sewed articles comprising a main layer
of fabric, a superimposed layer presenting an edge there-
on, the said layers being fastened together by a thread
presenting two rows of loops, the points of entrance and
emergence of each loop of one row being located In the
npper surface of the base layer beneath the superimposed
layer, the points of entrance and emergence of each loop
of the other row being located In that portion of the sur-
face of the superimposed layer adjacent the base layer,
and means for concatenating said loops.

2. A seam for sewed articles comprising a main layer
of fabric, a superimposed layer presenting an edge there-
on, the said layers being fastened together by a thread
presenting two rows of loops, the points of entrance and
emergence of each loop of one row being located In the
upper surface of the base layer beneath the superimposed
layer, the points of entrance and emergence of each loop
of the other row being located in that portion of the sur-
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face of the superimposed layer adjacent the base layer,

and a second thread locking the loops of the said two
rows together.

8. A seam for sewed articles comprising a main layer

of fabric, a ^uperimpose<l layer presenting an edge there-

on, the said layers being fasteninl together by a thread

presenting two rows of loops, each loop of one row laid

close to said edge and entering and emerging from the

upper surface of the base layer, each loop of the other row
laid beneath the upper surface of the superimposed layer

and entering and emerging from the surface of the super-

Imposed layer at or under the edge, and means for con-

catenating said loops.

4. A seam for sewed articles comprising a main layer

of fabric, a superimposed layer presenting an edge there-

on, the said layers being fastened together by a thread

presenting two rows of loops, each loop of one row laid

close to said edge and entering and emerging from the

upper surface of the base layer, each loop of the other row
laid beneath the upper surface of the superimposed layer

and entering and emerging from the surface of the super-

Imposed layer at or under the edge, and a second thread

locking the loops of the said two rows together.

5. A seam for sewed articles comprising a main layer

of fabric, a superimposed layer presenting an edge there-

on, the said layers being fastened together by a thread
presenting two rows of loops, each loop of one row laid

close to said edge and entering and emerging from the

upper surface of the base layer, each loop of the other row
laid beneath the upper surface of the superlmpo^d layer

and entering and emerging from the surface of the super-

Imposed layer at or under the edge, and a second thread

passing through each of said loops and forming therewith

a lock for said loops.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,211. LIGHTING FIXTURE. Max Hbrhkoviti.
Chicago, III., assignor to Peerless IJght Company. Chi-

cago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 26,

1916. Serial No. 111.4.36. (CI. 240—85.)

1. A new article of manufacture, comprising an insert-

Ible body portion, U-shaped in cross section throughout

the greater portion of its length and having a screw
threaded neck on one end, said body portion being adapted
to be Insertefl In an Inclosing shell, and the groove in the

body portion being adapted for the reception of conductor

cords.

2. A lighting fixture comprising an insertlble body por-

tion having a 8rrew-tbreade<l neck at each end. a shell

surrounding said body portion, and means for securing

said shell on said insertlble body portion, there being a

passageway within the shell for the reception of conduc-
tor cords.

8. -V lighting fixture member, comprising an insertlble

tMHly portion having a screw-threaded extension on one

end. and a reduced body portion for the reception of a
shell, there l>eing a shoulder formed between the unre-

duced portion and the reduce*! portion against which a

shell may bear, and there being a passageway for con-

ductor cords extending lengthwise of the body portion,

and means for securing a shell on said reduced portion in

contact with said shoulder.

4. A lighting fixture member, comprising an insertlble

body portion having a screw-threaded extension at each
end, and having a reduced l)ody portion for the reception

of a shell, there being a shoulder formed t>etween the un-
reduce<l portion and reduced portion against which a shell

may bear, and there being a passageway for conductor
cords extending lengthwise throughout the greater extent
of the bo<ly and opening out through the body portion at
the threaded extension on the reduced portion thereof,

and a member threaded on the threaded extension of the
reduced portion and arranged to hold a shell in engage-

ment with said shoulder.

5. A lighting fixture member, comprising an insertlble

body portion, having a screw-threaded neck on each end,

and having a reduced body portion for the reception of a
shell, there being a shoulder formed between the unre-

duced portion and reduce<l portion, against which a shell

may bear, and there being a groove extending lengthwise
of the body and lying on each side of said shoulder, and
a screw-threaded member threaded on the screw-threaded
neck of the reduced portion for holding a shell In contact
with said shoulder.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,212. SPLICE-BAR. Adam K. HaDBTON, Roaring
Spring. Pa. Piled July 21. 1916. Serial No. 110,582.

(CI. 239—9.)

1. A splice bar including a body, a bearing flange carried

by the said body for supporting the bar In active position,

a chair flange projecting inwardly beneath the bar and
adapted to receive the base flange of a rail, and a reln-

foning member connecting the chair flange with the bear-

ing flange and of a thickness greater than the combined
thickness of the chair and bearing flanges.

2. A splice bar including a body having angularly dis-

posed vertical and lateral flanges adapted to fit in the

angle between the tread and base flange of a rail, a rail

chair flange carried by said lateral flange, and a reinforc-

ing member for the chair flange at the Junction between
the said last mentioned flanges, with the thickness of the

said reinforcing member rising over the outer face of the
said lateral ilange.

8. A splice bar Including a body provided with a bear-

ing flange adapted to support the body in active position,

a chair flange integrally formed on the bearing flange to

extend Inwardly therebeneath for engagement with the
base flange of a rail, and a thickened portion arranged at
the Junction l>etween the sai<l flanges to provide a rein-

forcing member for the chair flange with the said member
extending laterally from the bearing flange and rising over
the outer face thereof.

4. A splice bar including a body having angularly dis-

posed vertical and lateral flauges, a chair flange integrally

formed on the lower margin of the said lateral flange and
adapted to engage beneath the base flanges of a pair of
rails at the Joint therebetween with the said vertical and
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Uteral flaacn fitting in the angle between the treads and
t>a.se flanges of the said rails to overlie the said Joint and
with the extremities of the lateral flanve seating upon ties

supporting the rail ends at opposite sides of the joint,

and a reinforcing meml>er for the chair flange formed In-

teicrally with the outer extremity thereof and the lower
margin of the said lateral flange with the said reinforcing
meml)«r providing a thickened portion rising orer the
outer face of the said lateral flange.

1.226.213. RAILROAD CROSSING GATE. LlNDa*T L.
Hill, Louisville, Ky. Filed Mar. 7, 1916. Sertal No.
82,719. (CI. 269—6.)

1. A gate for railway crossings including standards
adapted to be positioned at opposite sides of a roadway,
oppositely extending barriers swlnglngly mounted upon
ach standard, connecting means between the barriers of
each standard, whereby movement of one will cause cor-
responding movement of the other, a bell crank lever on
each standard connected to a barrier thereon, a lever
pivoted adjacent one end near one standard, a lever piv-
oted intermediate Its length adjacent the other standard,
links connecting the free ends of the levers with the free
ends of the bell crank levers, a connecting rod connecting
the intermediate portion of the first lever with the free
end of the second lever, and means for swinging one of
the levers.

2. In a railway crossing gate, a standard adapted to be
located adjacent the crossing and Including spaced sides,
a main barrier swlnglngly supported adjacent one end
upon the standard, a supplemental oppositely extending
barrier pivotally supported at one end upon the standard,
bell crank levers pivotally supported upon the standard
with one arm of one lever projecting in the opposite di-

rection to the corresponding arm of the other and with
thflr remaining arms extending parallel, a link connect-
ing the free end of the parallel arm of one bell crank
lever with the Intermediate portion of the corresponding
arm of the other, a link connecting the free end of the
last arm of the bell crank lever with the free end of the
main barrier, and a link connecting the free arm of the
flr^ bell crank lever with the Intermediate portion of the
supplemental barrier.

.1. In a gate construction for railway crossings, a
standard, main and supplemental barriers swlnglngly sup-
ported on the standard, bell crank levers swlnglngly sup-
ported on the standard, links connecting certain arms of
the bell crank levers with the barriers, and a link con-
necting the free arm of one bell crank lever with the in-

termediate portion of that arm of the other bell crank
lever which Is connected to one of the barriers and means
for swinging one of the bell crank levers.

4. In a gate construction for railway crossings, a
f>tandard adapted to be positioned adjacent a cro.ssing
and Including spaced side members formed intermediate
their h.lght with alined openings, a sleeve seating at its

enda in the openings, a barrier including a h^ad having
side portions projecting past the sides of the standard, a

pivot bolt passed through the side portions of the barrier
head and through the sleeve, and a plurality of roller
bearings located In the sleeve and surrounding the pivot
bolt and held against displacement by the aide portions
of the head of the barrier.

5. A gate for railway croaalnga Including a standard,
oppositely extending barriers swlnglngly mounted upon
the sUndard one above the other, bell crank levera
swlnglngly mounted upon the standard, links connecting
one arm of each bell crank lever with the barriers, means
connecting the free arm of one bell crank lever with the
other bell crank lever, and means for operating said latter
bell crank lever.

1,226,214. BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. Ralph Z. Hop-
Ki.NS. Detroit, Mich. Filed Feb. 26, 1914. Serial No.
821.146. (Cl. 72—29.)

1. A building structure comprising face blocks prorldsd
with a series of grooves In their inner faces and a StrtM
of tongues partly closing the grooves, a series of inner
blocks, each block having notches formed in its edges
corresponding in number and location to the grooves In
the face blocks, and a series of transverse connecting
blocks joining the Inner blocks and the face blocks, each
connecting block having a groove at each end which forms
a tongue, said tongue and groove corresponding to a
tongue and groove In the adjacent face block, and a series
of notches In Its edges corresponding In location to the
Inner blocks whereby the whole Is rigidly secured to-

gether.

2. A building structure comprising face blocks provided
with a series of grooves In their inner faces and a series
of tongues partly closing the grooves, a series of inner
blocks, each block having notches formed in its edges
corresponding In number and location to the grooves in
the face blocks, and a series of transverse connecting
blocks joining the Inner blocks and the face blocks, each
connecting block having a groove at each end which
forms a tongue, .said tongue and groove corresponding to
a tongue and groove In the adjacent face block, a series
of notches in its edges corresponding in location to the
Inner blocks whereby the whole Is rigidly secured to-
gether, and a fllling of concrete between the face blocks
and the adjacent Inner blocka

3. A building structure comprising longitudinal face
blocks provided with a series of grooves In their Inner
faces and a series of tongues partly closing the grooves,
a series of longitudinal spaced rows of inner blocks, each
block having notches formed in its edges corresponding
In number and location to the grooves In the face blocks.
and a series of transverse connecting blocks Joining the
inner longitudinal blocks and face blocks, each connecting
block having a groove at each end which forms a tongue,
said tongue and groove corresponding to a tongue and
groove in the adjacent face block, and a series of notches
in Its edges corresponding In location to the rows of in-
ner blocks, whereby the rows of blocks are rigidly united,
and a filling of concrete between some of the rows of
blocks.

4. In a building structure, a series of face blocks in
spaced pairs, one of the pairs being arranged at right
angles to another pair, the opposite members of each pair
being joined by connecting blocks, the connecting blocks
that Join one pair of face blocks being arranged to cross
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the connecting blocks that join another pair of face blocks
and being reduced in cross section at the Intersecting
points.

5. In a building structure, a series of face blocks in
spaced pairs, one of the pairs being arranged at right
angles to another pair, the opposite members of each pair
being joined by connecting blocks, the connecting blocks
that join one pair of face blocks being arranged to cross
the connecting blocks that join another pair of face blocks
and being reduced In cross section at the Intersecting
points, and a concrete fllling between the face blocks and
the connecting blocks.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,216. [WITHDRAWN.!

1.226,216. FOLD-COLLAR. Hi bbard F. Hubd, Troy.
N. Y., assignor to Cloett. Peabody it Co. Inc.. Troy,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 1, 1916.
8«rial No. 118,028. (CI. 2—67.)

A high fold-collar having a band and a folded-over top,
the lower edge of the folded over top being cut away at
the sides to fit freely over the shoulders of the wearer, the
middle and end portions of the top being of greater width
than said cut-away portions.

1.226.217. CURTAIN CONSTRUCTION FOR VEHICLES.
JnsMiAH P. Johnson. Detroit. Mich. Filed May 16,
1914. Serial No. 838.997. (CT. 21—62.)

1. In a top for vehicles, the combination with a canopy
top, of grooved vertical guides demountat)ly secured to the
bows of said canopy top. a curtain roll frame detachably
engaging the upper ends of said guides and hsving a seal-

ing engagement with the depending flange of the canopy
top, a curtain roll mounted in said frame, and a curtain
on said roll having Its edges entageable with the grooves
of said guides to form a weather seal.

2. In a top for vehicles, a grooved guide, a draw cur-
tain having a corded edge for engaging said grooved guide,
and a roll on which said curtain Is wound cut away at its

en<l to provide clearance for the corded edge.
3. In a top for vehick-s, vertical grooved guides, a draw

curtain having Its edges engSgeable with said guides to
form a sealing joint, a roller on which said curtain is

wound, and a frame for carrying said roller detachably
engaging the upper ends of said gxildes and having a
laterally-extending flange for forming a sealing engage-
ment with the depending flangtp of the canopy.

4. In a coMapoible top for vehicles, a curtain roller, a
draw curtain mounted thereupon, vertical guides grooved
to receive the curtain edges to form a weather sealed
Joint therewith, and a l)ar baviug a lug at each end for
supporting the roller, and a Hpcond pair of terminal lugs
for detachably engaging the bAr with said guides.

6. In a ti>p for vehicles, a raller. a draw curtain mount-
ed thereupon, a non-revolnl>le frame supporting the roller.

ami vertical gtildes formed at their upper ends to engage
lugs projecting endwise from said frame and grooved
to receive the curtain edges to form a weather sealed
Joint therewith.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gatette.]

1.226,218. DISPENSING DEVICE. Otto Kabchm, Can-
ton, Ohio. Flle<i Feb. 3, 1915. Serial No. 5,811. (Cl.
65—59.)

I-

1. A dispensing device comprising a containing recep-
tacle provlde<l with an aperture In the bottom thereof, an
inverted dispensing cup slldal>]y mounted within sai'l

aperture and a hinged cover provided upon the top of said
dispensing cup said hinged cover being for the purposi»
of preventing breaking of any articles contained in said
dispensing device which might extend beneath said cover
when the dispensing cup drops to its normal position.

2. A dispensing device, comprising a containing recep-
tacle provided with an aperture in the bottom thereof,
an Inverted dispensing cup slldably mounted within said
aperture and a plurality of hinged covers provided upon
the top of said dispensing cup.

3. A dispensing devici' comprising a containing recep-
tacle provided with nn inclined bottom having nn aper-
ture loratcii In the lowest point thereof, a downwardly dis-

posed neck locate<l around said aperture, an Inverted dis-
pensing cup slldably mounted within said neck, said cup
provided with apertures, vertical ribs provided around the
side wall of said cup. said ribs being outwardly fliared at
their upper extremities and a plurality of hinged segmen-
tal covers provided upon the top of said cup. said hinged
segmintal covers delnp for the purpose of preventing
l)reaklng of any of the articles contained in said dispens-
ing device which might extend beneath said covers when
the dispensing cup drops to its normal position.
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4. A dispensing device comprising a containing recep-

tacle provided with an inclined bottom having an aperture
located In the lowest point thereof, a downwardly dis-

posed neck located around said aperture, an Inverted

dispenslnt; cup slldably mounted within said neck, said

cup provided with apertures, vertical rlbe provided around
the side wall of said cup, said ribs being outwardly flared

at their upper extremities and a plurality of hinged

segmental covers provided upon the top of said cup, each
of said segmental covers provided with a downwardly dis-

posed flange around Its outer edge, said hinged segmental

covers being for the purpose of preventing breaking of any
of the articles contained in said dispensing device which
cnlgfat extend beneath said covers when the dispensing

cup drops to its normal position.

5. A dispensing device, comprising a containing recep-

tacle provided with an inclined bottom having an aper-

ture located In the lowest point therein, an Inverted dis-

pensing cup slldably mounted within said aperture, said

cup provided with apertures In its side wall, a spaced
plate connected at the top of said cup, a downwardly dis-

posed peripheral annular flange provided upon said plate,

the lower edge of said flange being spaced from the top

of said cup, a series of segmental covers located upon the

top of said cup, enlarged heads provided upon the inner

«nd8 of said segmental covers. Inclined inner faces pro-

vided upon said heads, said heads being located beneath

said spaced plate, said hinged segmental covers being for

the puriK>se of preventing breaking of any of the articles

contained in said dispensing device which might extend
t>eneath said covers when the dispensing cup drops to Its

normal position.

of gases from the furnace through the beat storing appa-
ratus and to the generator.

1,226,219. SPRING STRUCTURE. I.s.\ac Kabpin, Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to S. Karpen & Bros., Chicago, III.,

a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Aug. 6, 1916.
.Serial No. 44,061. (Cl. B—13.)

1. In a spring structure of the character set forth, the

combination of a plurality of elongated flexible envelops,

each containing a plurality of springs, and a plurality of

flexible envelops extending through silts in said first

named envelops and each containlnK a plurality of springs.

IClaims 2 to 6 not printed In the fJazette.]

1.226,220. POWER-DEVELOPING APPARATUS. AL»tc-

ANDIB T. Kasliy, Swlsavale, Pa., assignor to The West-

inghouse Machine Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Piled Sept. 22, 1915. Serial No. 52,042. (Cl.

60—3.)
1. In an organised apparatus of the character de8crlt>ed,

a power developini; apparatus, refractory heat storing

material in open communication with the power develop-

ing apparatus and means for creating a continuous flow

of heat carrying fluid through the refractory material,

the power developing apparatus, and back to the refrac-

tory material.

2. In an organized apparatus of the character descrlt>ed,

a pressure generator, a furnace for delivering heat to

said generator, a heat storing apparatus between the fur-

nace and said generator, and means for creating a flow

3. In an organized power developing apparntiis for

submarines, a heat conserving device, a furnace for de-

livering heat to said device, a heat storing apnaratus be-

tween the furnace and the device, means for creatine a

flow of the proilucts of combustion from the furnace

through the heat storing apparatus and to the device

while the furnace la in operation and for creating a con-

tinuous flow of heat carrying fluid throueh the heat

storing apparatus, the device, and back to the heat storing

apparatus when the furnace is not in operation.

4. In a power developing apparatus for submarines, a
fluid pressure generator, a furnace for delivering heat

to said generator, a heat storing apparatus located t>e-

tween said furnace and said generator and means for

creating a continuous flow of heat carrying fluid from
said heat storing apparatus, to said generator, and t>ack

to said heat storing apparatus when said fnmace is not

in operation.

6. In a power plant for submarines, a fluid pressure
generator, a furnace for delivering heat to said generator,

a second furnace, and a heat storing apparatus between

said second furnace and said generator, and through

which the products of combustion from the second burner

pass in passing to the generator.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gasettc]

1.220,221. ADJl'STARLE CLAMP. Edwabd O. Keatob,
Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Sept. 11. 1916. Serial No.

119,364. (CT. 24—184.)

9 X3 r»

1. .An adjustable clamp comprising a bo<ly portion hav-
ing a series of supporting faces extending In angular rela-

tion with one another and a passage extending through
the bo<ly portion In allnement with the face« and spaced
at varying distances from one face and its adjacent face,

said passage being adapted to receive an object to be
clampe<l. and means mounted in the bo<ly portion adapte<l
to retain the object in the passage.

2. An adjustable clamp comprising a body portion hav-
ing a series of supporting faces extending in angular
relation with one another, a passage extending through
the body portion in allnement with the faces and space<i

at varying distances from one face and Its adjacent face,

and a second passage intercepting the first mentioned pas-
sage and extending through the bo<ly portion from one of
the supporting faces, said pa.ssages t>eing adapted to
receive an object to be clamped, and means mounte<l in

the body portion adapteii to retain the object in its

mounting passage.
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An adjustable clamp comprising a body portion bav- 1,226,224. RADIATOR. Howard J. Lambert, Portland,
Oreg., assignor of one-half to Herbert L. Frank, Port-

3

Ing a series of supporting faces extending in angular
relation with one another and having a passage extending
through the body portion from one of the supporting faces

and another passage intercepting the first mentiondij^
passage and extending transversely of the l>ody portion,
said (second menttone<I passage extending parallel with the
supporting faces and spaced at a greater distance from
one than from the adjacent supporting face, an eccentric
rotatlvely mounted on the bo<ly portion and extending
into the first mentlone^l passage, and means intercepting
the passages, adapted to move an object located In the

first mentioned passage into position to be engaged by the
eccentric, and to secure an object located in the second
mentioned past^ge against displacement therefrom.

1.226,222. REVERSIBLE COUPLING FOR GRAVITY-
CARRIERS. WiNTHnop C. Kblixhjo, Wllkinsburg, Pa.,

assignor to Mathews Gravity Carrier Company, Ell-

wood City, Pa^ a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed
Dec. 18. 1915. SeHal No. 67,585. (Cl. 189—36.)

^/

^^
f̂ ir €s

1. A coupling for gravity carriers, comprising a female
member composed of bars arranged with a recess between
them, a slot extending vertically through both of said

itars. a bolt passing through i^aid slots, and a male mem-
ber having upper and lower recesses forming a T-head,
either one of said recesses being arranged to engage the
t>olt extending through the slots in the female member,
substantially as describe*!.

2. A coupling for gravity carriers, comprising a female
member having a vertical recess, a slot extending ver-
tically through both walls of said recess, a hoXX. passing
through said slots, and a male member arranged to project
into said recess and having a T-head, either side of the
head being arranged to engage the bolt extending through
the slots In the female member, substantially as de8crll>ed.

1,226.223. LACB-BRAIDING MACHINE. EuiL Kbbns-
i>«B, Barmen, Germany. Filed Oct. 10. 1918. Serial
No. 794.477. (Cl. 28

—

4.)

.\ lace braiding machine comprising a chain of main
race circles having two-horned drivers, a chain of aux-
iliary race circles interposed In the chain of main race
circles, said auxiliary race circles having four-horned
drivers, a chain of race circles alongside said anxiliary
race circles and having four-horned drivers coBperating
with the drivers of the auxllisry race circles for moving
a carrier, and means for locking the drivers of the aux-
iliary race circles after each quarter turn thereof.

land, Oreg. Filed

(Cl. 237—72.)
Sept. 9|, 1915. Serial No. 49.771.

1. In a radiator, a plurality of radiator sections
adapted to be coupled together, with means for connecting
the same to form a separate passageway through all of
said radiator sections, each radiator section having inte-

gral portions therein forming a separate chamber In open
communication at one end with said separate passageway
through said rndlator sections, each of said separate
chambers l>eing open at its other end within the radiator
section, and each radiator section having water containing
spaces adjacent the chamber formed therein, and means
for supplying a heating medium to said separate passage-
way and said chambers within said radiator sections,
whereby to cause a circulation of the water contained in

each radiator section.

2. In a radiator, a plurality of radiator sections
adapted to be coupled together, with means for connecting
the same to form a separate passageway through all of
said radiator sections, each radiator section having cast
therein a separate chamber in open communication at one
end with said separate passageway through said radiator
sections, each of said chambers being open at its other
end within the radiator section, and each radiator section
having water containing spaces adjacent the chamber
formed therein, means for supplying a heating medium to
said separate passageway and said chambers within said
radiator sections, whereby to cause a circolatlon of the
water contained In each radiator section, and means con-
necting the opposite ends of said several radiator sections
in open communication with each other.

3. In a radiator of the character referred to, a plurality
of radiator sections, each section having a plurality of
radiator columns, one of the radiator columns of each
radiator section being partitioned with integrally formed
partitions to form a separate chamber therein for a part
of Its length, means for connecting said radiator sections
together to form a separate passageway through said
several radiator sections, with said passageway in open
communication only with the separate chamber in each
of said radiator sections, and means for connecting a
source of heating medium to said separate passageway
through said radiator sections and said separate cham-
bers, substantially as described.

4. In a radiator of the character described, a radiator
section having a plurality of radiator columns, one of
said columns being integrally partitioned to form a sepa-
rate chamber or passageway therein extending longi-
tudinally thereof, and means forming a separate, trans-
verse passageway through said radiator In open communi-
cation with said separate chamber, said chamber being
open at its opposite end within said radiator section,
substantially as described.

5. In a radiator, two radiator sections. cHch composed
of a plurality of radiator columns, one column of each
radiator section being Integrally partitioned to form a
separate chamber therein open at Its upper end. and
terminating at its lower end in a separate transverse
passageway through said radiator sections, means con-
necting said radiator sections through their adjacent
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walla at their upper ends, means connecting said radiator

Mectlons through tbeir adjacent walls and tbrouKh said

transverse passagewaj at their lower ends, and means
for connecting a source of beating medinm into said

transverse op>>ning and said separate chambers, substan-

tially as and for the purpose descrlbeil.

1.226.225. SPRING SUPPORTING DEVICE FOR VEHI
CLES. AxBi, JcLics Latbits Lassen, Copenhagen.
D«'nmark. Filed Apr. 29. 1915. Serial No. 24.656. (CI.

267—8.

)

1. A spring support for a vehiclp comprising an axle.

• frame, a longitudinal lever having a stiff connection
with said axle and a pivotal connection with said frame,
and a lonKitudinal leaf spring disposed t)etween said axle
and said frame and having a pivotal connection with said
frame and a rigid connection with said lever at a point
betwe«'n Its said connections.

2. A spring support for a vehicle comprising an axle,

a frann'. a <.ont;itudinal lever having a stiff connection
with said axle and a pivotal connection with said frame,
and a longitudinal leaf spring disposed Iwtween said axle
and said frame and having a pivotal conned ion with said
frame and a rigid connection with said lever at a point
adjacent to its connection with said frame.

- 3. A sprini; support for a vehicle comprising an axle, a
frame, a longitudinal !• ver provided at one end with a
longitudinal stud supported in a transverse bearing of
said axle and at Its other end with a pivotal connection
with said frame, and a longitudinal leaf spring disposed
between wil<l axle and said frame and having a pivotal
connection with said frame and a rigid connection with
said lever at a point between its said connections.

4. A spring support for a vehicle comprising an axle,

a frame, a longitudinal lever having a stiff connection
with said axle and a pivotal connection with said frame,
and a longitudinal leaf spring having a pivotal connection
with said frame and a rigid connection with said lever

at a point between Its said connections, said pivotal con-
nections being disposed one in advance of said axle and
the othT In rear thereof.

B. A •princ support for a vehicle compri'sing an axle,

a frame having a dependent projection forward of said
axle and a dependent projection In rear thereof, a lever
having a stiff connection with said axle and a pivotal con
nectlon with one of said dependent projections, and a l<>af

spring having a pivotal connection with the other depend-
ent projection and a rigid connection with said lever
l)etween Its said connections.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oazette.l

1,226.226. RECUPERATING - CYCLE FOR ENGINES.
Lena JiLBs Jb.\.v-Bai»ti8Tb Lk Ro\n, Paris. France.
File«l Jan. 31. 1908. Serial No. 413.565. (CI. 60—29.)
1 A method of operating a thermal motor which is

driven by the expansion of aeriform fluids, which consists

in driving said motor by means of a mixture of said
aeriftrni fluid:*. f«td fluids belnit put into action tu drive
the motor at the same Initial temperature, one of said

fluids l>eini; condensable to the liquid state during tbe

expansion thereof when Its initial temperature is lowered.
and the other of said flu'd.i being non-condensable at the

working temperatures and presaures of said motor, the
initial pressure of said mixture of fluids when they are
put into operstion to drive said motor being such that said
condensable fluid is In a state of saturation at said Initial

temperature, the fall In temperature of said condensable
fluid being le?(s than that of said non condensable fluid for

the same amount of adiabatlc expansion, whereby, when
said mixture of fluids expands, the non condensable fluid

abstracts the beat of vaporisation of said condensable fluid,

and causes said condensable fluid to liquefy as said ex-

pansion continues, the proportions of said condensal>le
fluid in said mixture bein;; such that It Is sabstantially
completely condenses! at the completion of the expansion
of said mixture of fluids.

2. A method of operating a thermal motor which i"

driven by the expansion of aeriform flui<ls. which con-
sists in driving said motor by means of a mixture of saia

aeriform fluids, said fluids t>eing put into action to drive
the motor at the same initial temperature, one of said
fluids being condensable to the liquid state during the
expansion thereof when Its Initial temperature is lowered,
and the other of saltl fluids l>elng non-condcn8a)>le at the
working temperatures and pressures of said motor, the
Initial pressure of said mixture of fluids when they are
put into operation to drive said motor l>elng such tliat

said condensable fluid Is in a state of saturation at said

initial temperature, the fall in temperature of said con-
densable fluid l)eing less than that of Kakd non condensable
fluid for the same amount of adlal>atlc expansion, whereby
when salil mixture of fluids expands, the non -condensable
fluid at>8tracts the heat of vaporization of said condensable
fluid, and causes said condensable fluid to liquefy as said

expansion continues.

3 A method of operating a steam engine, which consists
in operating it by means of a mixture of air and steam
having a given Initial temperature and pressure, said tem-
perature being that of th>? saturation of steam at said

pressure, the proportion of steam l>elng such that said
steam is substantially completely condensed at the com-
pletion of the expansion of said mixture, to drive said
engine.

4. A method of operating a steam engine, which consists
in operating it by means of a mixture of air and steam
•having a given initial temperature and pressure, said tem-
perature being that of the saturation of steam at said
pressure.

1.226.227. FCSldaBLE CRATE. lav LrcT, Long Pine.
Nebr. Filed May 3, 1916. Serial No. 95.123. (CI.

220—132.)
1. A collapsible crate comprising top and bottom sec-

tions having longitudinal side corner bars angular in cross
section, side sections comprising link bars having their
adja<-ent ends pivotally united, and their upper and lower
ends pivotally connected to the side corner bars of the
bottom and top sections, said link bars of the side sections
having a) utment stops to contact with the side corner
bars of the top and bottom section, to prevent the link
bars of the side sections from collapsing Improperly, elon-

gated bars pivotally connected to the adjacent ends of
the link liars of the side sections, snd end sections pirot-
ally conntH-te*! to the bottom section.

2. A collapsible crate comprising top and bottom sec-
tions having longitudinal side corner I ars anenlar in cross
section, side sections (<>mpri«lng link bars having their
adjacent ends pivotally uait<>d. and their upper and lower
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ends pivotally connected to the side corner bars of the

trattom and top sections, said link tmrs of the side sections

having abutment stops to contact with the side corner

liars of the top and bottom section, to prevent the link

bars of the side bections from collapsing Improperly, elon-

gated bars pivotally connected to the adjacent ends of

the link bars of the side sections, and (nd sections pivot-

ally connected to the bottom section, the elongated bars

which connect the adjacent ends of the link l)ars of the

side sections, each having one of Its ends provided with a

U-shaped part terminating in a lug to engage one edge

of one of the link bars of the side section, thereby pre-

venting the crate from collapsing in a direction opposite

to the Improper direction.

3. A collanllMe crate comprising top and »>ottom sec-

tions having longitudinal side comer bars angular In cross

secilon, side sections comprising link bars having their

adjacent ends pivotally united, and their upper and lower

ends pivotally connected to the side comer bars of the

bottom and top sections, said link bars of the side sec-

tions having abutment stops to contact with the side

comer bars of the top and bottom section, to prevent the

link bars of thi side sections from collapsing improperly,

elongated bars pivotally connected to the adjacent ends

of the link bars of the side sections, and end sections

pivotally connected to the bottom section, said top and
bottom sections having abutment means for one of the

hinged end sections, the other hlnge<l end section consist-

ing of two parts, said parts comprising pivotally united

bars, and means on the adjacent ends of the pivotally

united bars of the two parts of the end section, to prevent

the two parts of the end section from collapsing outwardly.

1,226,228. WRENCH. Mobtimkr McKlirxii, New York,

N. Y., assignor of one third to .Joseph Potter, New York.

N. Y. Filed Aug. 9. 1916. Serial No. 113,940. (CI.

81—119.)

<g O.

1. In a wrench, having a shank, a head at one end of

said shank having a longitudinal re<-ess in one side thereof,

a transverse opening communl<atin? with said reces.s. and

a transverse recess adjacent to said opening and com-

municating with and iocateil at one side of said longitwli-

nal recess.

2. In a wrench, having a shank, a bead at one end of

said shank having a longitudinal recess in one side there-

of, a transverse openlnj: communicating with said longi-

tudinal recess, and transverse re<e»»s«'s adjarent to and

upon both sides of said op«'nlng and commonicatlng with

and at both sides of said longitudinal recess.

1,226,229. METALLIC COMPOUND FOR INTERNAL
ADMINISTRATION. WHARTON B. McLaughlin. New
York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 5. 1916. SerUl No. 113,316.

(CI. 167—7.)
1. A metallic compound for internal adminlstrhtion con*

slstlng of an Iron or calcium soap dissolved In a sufllcient

quantity of a solvent inert and non-injurious in its tbera*

peutic effect.

2. A metallic compound for internal administration,

consisting of a solution of a calcium or iron soap in a
soap-forming acid.

3. A metallic compound for internal administration con-

sisting of a solution of an Iron soap in stearic acid.

1.226,230. COMBINATION SAD-IRON AND HEATING
UTENSIL. Jbremiah B. McLbnb. Chicago, III. Filed
Dec. 22, 1916. Serial No. 138.334. (CI. 126—276.)

1. The combination of a sad Iron and means for sup-

porting said Iron in an Inverted or upturned position, and
an oven adapted to contain the iron and holding means
when not in use and having on Its bottom a plurality of

lugs adapted to Interlock with the base of the Iron to

prevent the relative displacement of the iron and oven.

8. The combination of a sad iron, a U-shaped holder for

supporting fhf Iron In an inverted position with its handle
between the sides of said holder, a base piste for said

bolder, an oven adapted to contain the Iron In Inverted

position in its holder when not in use and having a series

of latches on its bottom disposed on a line conformed to

the contour of the i>ottom of the Iron and adapted to In-

terlock with the bottom of the iron to hold the oven and
Iron against relative displacement, and a hinged door for

^ said oven adapted to be normally maintained closed by

gravitj.

5. The combination of a sad iron having a heated bot-

tom member, a body portion and a handle on the body por-

tion, a support for the iron comprising a base plate formed
to contact with the surface upon which the holder is

placed along the edges only and a U-shaped portion open
at Its ends and top and fastened to said base plate and
arrangeil to support the body of the iron along its upper
edges with the handle of the Iron disposed t»etween the

sides of said U-portlon. an oven having a hinged door as
Its front wall and adapted to contain the iron and its holder

In their assembled relation when not in use, said oven
having a plurality of under cut projections on Its bottom
disposed on a line conformed to the contour of the bot-

tom member of the iron so as to Interlock therewith to

maintain the oven In place, a tray adapted to fit within
the bottom of the oven when in use and to fit in 1nverte<l

position over the bottom of the Iron when not in use. and .t

removable grate having supports arranged to maintain it
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spaced from the bottom of the oven when In nse and being

adapted to be positioned against the rear wall of the oven
when the iron and holder are placed In said oven.

[Claims 2. 4. 6. and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.281. HOLDER FOR TOILET ARTICLES. Jamm
Edwahd Mack, Ray Brook, N. Y. Filed Mar. 13, 1916.
SeHal No. 83.916. (CI. 248—63.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a back

plate having upper and lower portions, a shelf projecting

forwardly from the lower portion of the back plate, and a

channeled offset portion connecting the upper and lower

portions of the back plate and arranged above the shelf,

sa'd offset presenting top, bottom and front walls, said

top and bottom walls having openings for the passage of

articles to rest upon the shelf.

8. A holder of the character described comprising a

body of sheet metal consisting of a back plate, a flange

free shelf projecting forwardly from the lower portion of

the back plate, a supporting member projecting forwardly

from the back plate above the shelf and perforated to re-

ceive and support articles designed to rest upon the shelf

the said supporting member having means for frictlonally

engaging the article, and struck out article supporting

means upon the back plate above said supporting member.
9. A device of the character described including a sheet

metal back plate having a slot of oblong rectangular shape
formed therein, a shelf projecting from the base of said

slot and formed by a portion of the metal displaced to

form the same, and sets of retaining tongues arranged In

spared and superposed relation along the sid*- walls of the

slot and bent therefrom, said sets of tongues having for-

wardly projecting portions and inwardly projecting por-

tions providing a cage-like receptacle, the opposite sets of

tongues being arranged in staggered relation to each other.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,232. DENTAL CEMENT. Josbpu Edt.ak Mahan.
Swlssraie, I'a.. assignor to Lee S. Smith and Son Manu-
facturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corp<»ratlon of

Peonaylvania. Filed June 13, 1916. SerUl No. 103,412.

(CI. 106—6.)

1. A dental cement containing copper silicate.

2. A dental cement containing metallic oxlda and copper

silicate.

3. A dental cement containing aboat 2i per lent. of cup-

per silicate.

4. A dental cement containing metallic ozids w*th about

'.ii per cent, of copper silicate.

6. A dental cement containing oxlds of zinc, bismuth,
magnesium, and manganese with copper silicate.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.233. lONITION-DYNAMO. Chabl«« Thomas
Mason, Snmter. 8. C, assignor, i)y mesne assignments,
to Splitdorf Electrical Company. Newark. N. J., a Cor-
poration of New Jersey. Filed June 19, 1915. Serial
No. 36.160. (CI. 123—149.)

10. A system for generation ^nd distribution of elec-

tric currents among a plurality of translatin>; devices in

determinate order, comprising the following instrumen-
talities : a source of current, a trunk conductor connected
thereto, and a distributer comprising a fixed shell and a
driven rotor centered with respect to the shell, a plurality
of sets of distributing terminals supported upon said shell

in circles spaced apart from each other, a circular series

of fixed terminals also supported on the shell and all con-
nected to said trunk conductor, a plurality of Insnlated
brush contacts on the rotor, each adapted to sweep over
one determinate circle or arc of distributing terminals
and no other, a corresponding number of insulated brush
contacts angularly displaced from each other, but all ar-

ranged to sweep over the circle or arc of terminals con-

nected to the trunk conductor, and means connecting said

brush contacts in pairs, each pair adapted in the course
of its travel with the rotor to conn«ct the trunk conduc-
tor through one of its terminals to one or the other of the
unit terminals in one of the distributing sets.

62. An apparatus for distributing ignition current from
a trunk point to a plurality of spark devices including Id

combination, a plurality of receiving terminals each of

which is adapted to be connected to the spark device of

an internal combustion engine, said receiving terminals
t>eing arranged in a plurality of groups, a series of contacts
mechanically separated but electrically connected to-

gether and to said trunk conductor, and means for simul-
taneously selecting one of said groups of receiving ter-

minals at a time and connecting a unit terminal therein
with an associated unit contact in said series of contacts
connected to said trunk conductor.

[Claims 1 to 9, and 11 to 61 not printed in the Gasette.)

1.226.234. DISTRIBUTER FOR IGNITION DEVICES.
Chakuis Thomas Mason, Sumter, S. C. assignor to

Splitdorf Electrical Company. Newark, N. J., a Cor-
poration of New Jer8«>y. Filed Sept. 15. 1916. Serial

No. 120.326. (CI. 123—149.)
1. A distributer for ignition systems including in com-

bination a trunk conductor adapted to be connected with
a source of current, a casing having a plurality of contacts
arranged in circular rows, means for connecting the con-

tacts in one of said rows together and to the trunk con-

ductor, cables connected with the remaining rows of con-

tacts and adapteil to be connected to translating devices,

a plurality of pairs of traveling connected contacts ar-

ranged so that one contact of each pair will engage alter-

nately the contacts connected to the trunk conductor
while the other contacts of each pair engage respectively

and alternately the contacts connected to the translating
deTlces.

2. A distributer for ignition systems including in com-
bination a trunk conductor adapted to t>e connected with
a source of current, a casing having a plurality of con-

tacts arrange*! in circular rows, means for connecting
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the contacts in omm of sskl rows together and to the trunk

conductor, cables coaiiected with the remaining rows of

contacts and adapted to be connected to translating de-

vices, a rotating part locat<Mi within said casing and hav-

ing a plurality of pairs of traveling connected contacts

arranged so that one contact of each pair will engage

alternately the contacts connected to the trunk conductor

while the other contacts of each pair engage respectively

and alternately the contacts connected with the translat-

ing devices.

!

3. A distributer for Ignition systems including In com-

bination a trunk conductor adapted to be connected with

a Hource of current, a casing having a plurality of con-

tacts arranged in circular rows, means for connecting the

contacts in one of said rows together and to the trunk

conductor, cables connected with the remaining rows of

contacts and adapted to be connected to translating de-

vices, a rotating part locate<l within said casing and hav-

ing a plurality of pairs of traveling connected contacts

arranged so that one contact of each pair will engage

alternately the contacts connected to the trunk conductor

while the other contacts of each pair engage respectively

and alternately the contacts connected with the translat-

ing devices, a cap plate connected to said casing closing

the end thereof and covering said rotating part.

4. A distributer for Ignition systems including in com-

bination a trunk conductor adapted to be connected ^ith

a source of current, a casing having a plurality of con-

tacts arrangi-d In three circular rows, a rotating part

located within said casing, means for connecting the cen-

tral rows of said contacts, means carried by the rotating

part for connecting said central row of Contacts to the

trunk conductor, a plurality of pairs of contacts carried

by said rotating part and arranged so that one contact of

each pair will engage the central row of contacts on the

casing while the other contacts of each pair engage re-

spectively a n<l alternately the contacts on said casing.

5. A distributer including in combination a bearing

sleeve, a bushing of insulating material extending through

said sleeve, a trunk conductor extending through said

bushing and having a yielding contact at its outer end,

a part mounted to rotate upon said sleeve, a plate located

centrally of the rotating part and adapted to be engaged

by said yielding contact, a contact carried by the outer

face of said rotating part electrically connected with said

plate, an outer casing surrounding said rotating part, a

plurality of circular rows of brushes carried by the outer

caning and normally projecting slightly beyond the Inner

face thereof, means for connecting the brushes of the

central row, catiles connecte«l to the brushes of the outer

rows and adapted to l)e connected with translating devices

respectively, said central row of tu-ushes being adapted to

engage the contact member on the rotating part whereby

said brushes are continuously connected with the trunk

conductor, pairs of contacts carried by the rotating part

and disposed so that one contact in each pair is adapted

to engage alternately the brushes in the central row,

while the other contacts of each pair engage respectively

and alternately the brushes In the outer rows.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226.2.%. BROODER. Frank X. Meii.«, Boulder. Colo.

Filed Nov. 2, 1914. Serial Xo. 869,719. (Ci. 119—32.)

'aakas^B'^

^-prmr^^y^
id ^ %
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1. In a brooder, the coml>in«tion with a casing divided

by a horizontal partition to present n lamp chamber

and a brooding chamber, the central portion of said parti-

tion being made of heat-conducting material and con-

stituting a heat-radlatlng member and the surrounding

portion of the partition having heat insulating properties,

of a lamp in the lamp chamber to heat said heat-radlatlng

member, a plate secured to the upper face of said parti-

tion and provided with an opening in line with said heat-

radiating member, an inverted cup-shape<l air-heating

drum secured to said plate and inclosing the heat-radlat-

lng member, the upper end of said drum extending well

toward the top of th" brooding chamber, and having air

delivery ports therein, an air inlet pipe leading to the

lower end of said drum, a protective screen secured to the

peripheral edge of said plate and inclosing the heating

drum, and ventilating pipes communicating with the

brooding chamber near its bottom below the air delivery

ports of the drum.
[Claim 2 not printed In the (Jazette.]

1,226.236. METHOD OF MANUFACTURING TIRES.
EawiN E. A. G. Mbyer and (Jbsboe W. Ssibbrlino, De-

troit, Mich., assignors to Morgan St. Wright, a Corpora-

tion of Michigan. Continuation of application Serial

No. 868.031. filed Oct. 22. 1914. This application filed

Jan. 22, 1916. Serial No. 73,540. (CI. 18—53.)

1. The metho<l of manufactufing tires which consists

In making the carcass of thread or cord associated with

rubl)er annular and substantially U-shaped in cross-sec-

tloh. subjecting such annular structure to the action of

heat to cause the rubber component to soften and thereby

lessen its function of holding the threads or cords, where

by the threads or cords are free to adjust themselves

with respect to conditions of tensio^ and relationship

with one another, and completing the process by vul-

canization under the compacting pressure of rigid mold

members.
2. In the manufacture of tires, the method which

consists in assembling the fibrous parts with rubber upon

a ring core, the rubber serving to hold the fibrous parts

in their assembled positions, heatinc the structure thus

formed until the rubber loses its effective hold leaving

the fibrous parts free to readjust themselves, maintaining

the heat at the vulcanizing temperature after the read-

justment of the parts until the rubber is partly vulcanized

to a sufficient extent !o cushion the fibrous parts and to

permanently maintain the readjustment, subjecting the

structure to the action of rlpld moid sections placed

under a compacting pressure, and while thus subjected

completing the vulcanization.

8. In the manufacture of tires, the method which con-

sists in assembling the fibrous parts with rubber upon a

ring core, the rubber serving to hold the fibrous parts in

their assembled positions, simultaneously subjecting the

structure thus formed to a fluid pressure and to heat

until the rubber loses its eflfective hold leaving the

fibrous parts free to readjust themselves, maintaining

the heat at the vulcanizing temperature after the read-

justment of the parts until the rubber Is partially-vul-
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canized to a sufficient extent to cushion the fibrous parts
and to permanently maintain the readjustment, subjecting
the structure to the action of rigid mold sections placed
under compactlnx pressure, and while thus subjected com-
pleting the vulcanization.

4. In the manufacture of tires, the method which con-
sists in assembling the fibrous parts with rubl)er upon a
ring core, the rubber serving to hold the fibrous parts in

their assembled positions, simultaneously subjecting the
structure thus formed to a fluid pressure and to heat
until the rubber loses Its effective hold leaving the fibrous
parts fret- to readjust th<>m8elves, maintaining the heat
at the vulcanizing temperature after the readjustment of
the parts until the rubber is partially vulcanized to a
sufficient extent to cushion the fibrous parts and to per-
manently maintain the readjustment, cooling the struc-
ture under pressure, subjecting the structure to the ac-
tion of rigid mold sections placed under compacting pres-
nire, and while thus subjected completing the vulcaniza-
tloo.

B. In the manufacture of tires, the method which con-
sists In assembling the fibrous parts with rubber upon a
ring core the rubber serving to hold the fibrous parts In
their assembled positions, subjecting the structure thus
formed to a preliminary heating below the vulcanizing
point and then raising the temperature to the vulcaniz-
ing point thereby destroying the effective hold of the rub-
ber on the fibrous parts and leaving said parts free to
readjust themselves, maintaining the heat at the vulcaniz-
ing temperature after the readjustment of the parts until
the rubber is partly vulcanized to a sufficient extent to
cushion the fibrous parts and to permanently maintain
the readjustment ; subjecting the structure to the action
of rigid mold sections placed under a compacting pres-
ure, and while thus subjected completing the vulcanlsa-
tlOD.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Qasette.]

1,226,237. ACETYLENE-LAMP. Pitir Mora, Clinton,
Ind. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No. 132,080. (01.
48—23.)

JV

*2

1. An acetylene gas lamp comprising a water xeceptacle,
an Inverted bowl-shaped casing arranged within the bot-
tom of said receptacle, a sleeve axlally arranged within
•aid casing, a water supply pipe terminating within said
sleeve communicating with said receptacle, a guide mem-
ber having a tubular portion frictlonally arranced over
the said sleeve and having an outlet port communicating
with the open end of the said pipe, an auxiliary container
arranged within the said casing, a packing disk enjfaging
the said container threaded Into the said sleeve, a needle
valve extending through the said receptacle having Its

lower end movably arranged within the said pipe, a turn
knoll upon the uppt-r end of the said valve, a curved gas
outlet tube carried by the said casing extending through
the said receptacle projecting exteriorly thereof.

2. An acetylene gas lamp comprising a water receptacle,
an lnverte<l bowl-shaped casing arranged within the bot-
tom of said reteptacle. a sleeve axlally arranged within
said casing, a water supply pipe terminating within said
sleeve communicating with said receptacle, a guide mem-
ber having a tubular portion frictlonally arranged over
the said sleeve and having an outlet port communicating

with the open end of the said pipe, an auxiliary container
arranged within the said casing, a packing disk engaging
the said container threaded into the said sleeve, a needle
valve extending through the said receptacle having Its
lower end movably arranged within the said pipe, a turn
knob upon the upper end of the said valve, a curved gas
outlet tube carried by the said casing extending through
the said receptacle projecting exteriorly thereof, a pro-
tecting anbulus carried by the said receptacle surrounding
the projecting free end of the burner tube, a main con-
tainer positioned In axial allnement to the said casing re-
movably secured to the latter, a valved gas communicat-
ing means between the said main container and said
bomer tube within the annulus. and water supply means
for the said main container.

3. An acetylene gas lamp comprising a water receptacle,
an Inverted bowl shaped casing arranged within the bot-
tom of said receptacle, a sleeve axlally arranged within
said casing, a water supply pipe terminating within said
sleeve communicating with said receptacle, a guide mem-
ber having a tubular portion frictlonally arranged over
the said sleeve and having an outlet port communicating
with the open end of the said pipe, an auxiliary oontainer
arranged within the said casing, a packing disk engaging
the said container thre,ide<1 Into the said sleeve, a needle
valve extending through the said receptacle having its
lower end movably arrange<l within the said pipe, a turn
knob upon the upper end of the said valve, a curved gas
outlet tube carried by the said casing extending through
the said receptacle projecting exteriorly thereof, a pro-
tecting annulus carried by the said receptacle surround-
ing the projecting free end of the burner tube, a main con-
tainer positioned In axial alln«>ment to the said rasing re-
movably secured to the latter, a valved gas communicating
means between the said main container and said burner
tube within the annulus. a water tube extending through
the said sleeve terminating within the main container with
Its upper end forming a valv»' seat within the receptacle,
a tubular valve threaded to the receptacle positioned upon
the said seat when the valve Is closed, and a flexible clean-
ing wire longitudinally shiftably arranged through the
said tubular valve and water supply tube of the main
container.

1,226.238. ENVELOP - SEALING DEVICE. Doaiia H.
MosTBLLEB and CHAaL,as E. Kbnnedt, Chicago, lU.
Piled May 4. 1914. Serial No. 836.333. (CT. 120—6.)

^m
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bers associated respectively wltb said elements, one mem-
ber Ix'ing Id the form of a ring substantially L-sbaped in

cross-section and baring inner and outer concentric pads,
tbe inner pad being arranged tn tbe angle of said L-

sbaped member, and tbe otber member comprising a ring

in tbe form of a cbannel witb tbe open side of tbe chan-

nel facing laterally, tbe latter member being arranged to

inclose tbe outer pad wltb one side wall of its cbannel
extending between the pads, substantially as and for the

purpose described.

5. Tbe combination with an axle, a wheel bavins its

bub mounted on the axle, and antifriction bearings lo-

cated in the hub between the axle and said bub ; of a

dust-proof cap including a member mounted on the axle,

and having inner and outer concentric pads, and a sec-

ond member including a ring fixed to tbe bub and having

a flange extending between the pads, substantially as and
for tbe purjwse specified.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in tbe Qazette.]

1,226.241. locking; DEVICE FOB MOTOR-VEHICLES.
Asa (J. NiviLLE. Wellsburg. W. Va. Filed Nov. 8. 191«.
Serial No. 130,212. <C1. 70—126.)

1. A device of tbe character described Includinj; a body,
a locklnt; element carried thereby and shiftable to active
position projecting laterall.v from the body, and a lock
mounted upon the body for shifting the said element and
provided with a bolt projectable to provide a locking mem-
ber in tbe active position of tbe said element.

2. A device of the character described including a body,
a locking element mounteil to rock thereon in a plane at
substantially right angles to the body, and a lock having
a bolt projectable to active position and engaging the said
element for simultaneously rocking the locking element
to active position.

3. A device of the character described including a body,
a locking element mounted thereon, and a lock carried
by the body and removable at one end thereof, the lock
t>eing provided with a bolt projectable to lock the lock
lK>dy upon tbe said first mentioned body and engaging said
locking element for shifting the said element to active
position upon tbe projection of the bolt.

4. A device of the character described including a hol-
low casing, an attaching member abutting one end of the
casing, means for connecting the said attaching member
with the casing and concealed in the casing, a locking
element mounted within the casing, and a lock fitted In
the opposite end of the casing and provided with a bolt
projectable through the casing to active position and en
gaged with the said locking element for shifting the said
element to active position upon the projection of the bolt.

6. A device of the character described including a hol-
low casing, a locking element mounted to rock therein
and provided wltb spaced lugs, and a lock mounted upon
tbe casing and provided with a bolt projectable to form
a locking member and engaged with tbe said element for
rocking the said element to active position upon the pro-
jection of the bolt witb tbe said lugs each providing a stop
member.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.226,242. LIFTING-JACK MECHANISM FOR MOTOR
VEHICLES. John- Orkrdiek, Mount Uilead, Ohio.
Filed Mar. 20, 1916. Serial .No. 85.490. (CI. 2&4—86.)
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1,226,245. AUTOMOBILE-BRAKK. Joseph Ohklski,
Parsons, Pa. Filed Nov. 17, 1916. Serial No. 131,930.

(CI. 21—8.)
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the bottom plate opposite to the Inlet plate, and prorlded
with a turned-over top so as to facilitate the exit of the
ready molded loaves of dough, a rod fixed across the back
of the upper part of the outlet plate, the protruding ends
of this rod moving In slots so arranged In the framework
of the machine that the width of the outlet opening be-
tween the face of the rotating reel and the top of the
outlet plate remains always the same at any position of
the bottom plate, means consisting of racks for adjusting
the depth of the molding channel and resilient means
consisting of adjustable springs for keeping this depth.

3. In n dough molding machine comprising rotary ad-
justable rollers adapted to roll out the dough to a sheet,
means consisting of acrewrods with stops and bevel
gearing for adjusting the distance between each pair
of such rollers, resilient means consisting of adjustable
springs for keeping this distance, a curved, adjustable
folding member, a folding roller revolving toward the
concavity of the folding member and quicker than the
sheeting rollers, and arranged so in regard to the latter
and to the folding member that the sheet of dough com-
ing from the former is driven into the concavity of the
latter and thus rolled up. a rotary reel, a plate fitting
loosely between the sides of the reel and forming with Ita
face and side.s the molding channel, means consisting of
racks for adjusting the distance of this plate from the
face of the reel, and resilient meflus consisting of adjust-
able springs for keeping this distance.

4. In a dough molding machine, the combination with
a rotary reel, of a bottom plate fittinp loosely between
the sides of the reel and thus forming the bottom of the
molding channel, guide rods arranged at the said plate
pointing outward and provided with stops, adjustable bars
stationary while the machine is at work, provided with
openings for the guide rods to slide in and so arranged
in regard to Mi.> latter that those parts containing the
openings a situated between the stops of the guide rods
and the bottom-plate, racks sliding in guide blocks fixed
to the framework of the machine, carrying the said bars
and adapted simultaneously to adjust these bars and
thereby thp depth of the molding channel, and springs
contained in stationary casings so arranired In regard to
the bottom plate and so adapted that they press the stops
of the guide rods against the bars in the openings of
which these rods slide.

5. In a dough molding machine, the combination with
a rotary reel, of a bottom plate fitting loosely between
the sides thereof and thus forming the bottom of the
molding channel, guide rods arranged at the said plate
pointing outward and provided with stops, adjustable
bars—stationary while the machine is at work—provided
with openings for the guide rods to slide in and so ar-
ranged that those parts containing the openings are sit-
uated between the stops of the guide rods and the bottom
plate, racks sliding in guide blocks fixed to the frame-
work of the machine, carrying the said bars and adapted
simultaneously to adjust these bars and thereby the
depth of the molding channel, springs so arranged In
regard to the latter and so adapted as to press thp stops
of the guide rods against the bars In the openings of which
the rods slide, and casings containing the said springs
and attached to the said bars.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.250. MACHINE FOR MOLDING DOUGH AND
THE LIKE. Lot'is Charles Rbesb. Saginaw, Mich.,
assignor to Werner .<k Pfieldorer Co.. Saginaw. Mich!
Original application filed Oct. 2. 1916. Serial No.
53,842. Dlvlde<i and this application filed June 19
1916. Serial No. 104.568. (CI. 107—9.)
1. In a dough molding machine, the combination with a

pair of rotary adjacent rollers, of a stationary frame
carrying the axle of one roller, a movable block carrying
{he axle of the other roller, projections provided In the
stationary framework at each side of the roller and con-
taining female threads, guide rods at each side of the
rollers and provided with threads fitting Into the female

threads of the projections, stops arranged at the guide
rods between the stationary framework apd the movable
block, Ijevel wheels arranged at the ends of the guide rods
protruding over the sUtlonary frame opposite to the
stops, bevel wheels meshing with these bevel wheels and
attached to a common axle, a hand wheel working same,
hooks arranged at the movable block, wires atucbed to
the hooka and a weight carried by the wires, the weight
and wires being so arranged as to press the movable block
against the tttops of the guide rods.

•J S.f

2. In a dough molding machine, a device for sheeting
dough, consisting of a rotary roller the axle of which
rotates in bearings fixed to the stationary framework of
the machine, guld«>«> arranged at each side of the roller
In this framework, means consisting of a screw arrange-
ment for simultaneously adjusting the guide rods, a sec-
ond rotary roller placed in allnement with the first roller
between the said guide rods, a guide block sliding on the
latter and carrying the bearings for the axle of the second
roller, stops provided at the guide rods between the sU-
tlonary frame and the movable block, a weight and wires
connecting same to the movable block and arranged in
such a way that the movable block is pressed against the
said stops.

3. In a dough molding machine, the combination with
rotary rollers adapted to roll out the dough to a sheet,
of means consisting of screwrods and bevel gearing for
adjusting the distance between each pair of such rollers,
resilient means worked by weights pressing on the moT-
able rollers for keeping this distance, a folding member
curved on its surface turned toward the passing sheet of
dough, convex In its upper and concave In Its lower part,
means Consisting of screw studs fixed to the said mem-
ber and of slots provided in the framework of the machine
for adjusting the position of the folding member, and a
folding roller revolving toward the concavity of the
folding member and quicker than the sheeting rollers, the
folding member and the folding roller being so arranged
underneath the latter and in regard to each other, that
the sheet of dough leavlnir the sheeting rollers meet*
on its nearly perpendicular downward passage the folding
roller just above its center, is driven by same into the
concavity of the folding member, and thereby, folded up
into a roll.

4. In a dough molding machine, comprising rotary
adjustable rollers adapted to roll out the dough to a sheet,
means consisting of screw rods with stops and bevel gear-
ing for adjusting the distance between each pair of such
rollers, resilient means consisting of weights for keepinf
this distance, a curved adjustable folding member, a fold-
ing roller revolving toward the concavity of the folding
member and quicker than the sheeting rollers, and so
arranged in regard to the latter and to the folding mem-
ber that the sheet of dough coming from the former Is
driven into the concavity of the latter and thus rolled
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up. a rotary reel, a plate fitting loosely l)etween the sides
of the reel and forming with its face and sides the molding
channel, means consisting of racks for adjusting the dis-

tan<e of this plate from the face of the reel, and resilient

means consisting of adjustable springs for keeping this

distance.

5. In a dough molding machine comprising adjustable
and resilient rollers adapted to roll out the dough to a
•heet. a curved plate, a roller rotating toward the con-
cavity of this curved plate and arranged so that the
dough sheet leaving the sheeting rollers meets it just
above its center and is then thrown into the concavity
of the curved plate and folded up. a rotary reel, a sta-

tionary resilient bottom plate fitting into the space be-

tween the sides of the reel and forming with same and
its face the molding channel, a curved, unmovable inlet

plate fixed to the framework of the machine and so con
structed and arranged as to facilitate the ejitrance of

the folded-up rolls of dough into the molding channel,
a flexible Intermediate plate fixed to the top of the bot-

tom plate and connecting loosely the latter and the inlet

plate, a flexible outlet plate fixed to the upper part of
the bottom plate opposite to the inlet plate and provided
with a turned-over top. means consisting of racks for
adjusting the distance of the bottom plate from the face
of the reel, adjustable springs for keeping this distance,
and means for allowing the intermediate and the outlet
plate to follow the movements of the bottom plate with-
out the distance of the top of the intermediate and of
the top of the outlet plate from the face of the reel being
altered.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,261. MACHINE FOR MOLDING DOUGH AND
THE LIKE. Loris Chahi-bs RsasB. Saginaw. Mich ,

assignor to Werner A Pfleiderer Co., Saginaw, Mich.
Original application filed Oct. 2, 1915, Serial No.
63,842. Divided and this application filed June 19.
1916. Serial No. 104.559. (CI. 107—9.)

1. In a dough molding machine, comprising rotary

adjustable rollers adapted to roll out the dough to a

sheet, means consisting of screw rods with stops and
bevel gearing for adjusting the distance between each

pair of such rollers, resilient means consisting of weights
for keeping this distance, a curved adjustable folding

member, a folding roller revolving toward the concavity

of the folding member and quicker than the sheeting

rollers, and arranged so in regard to the latter and to

the folding member that the sheet of dough coming from
the former is driven Into the concavity of the latter and
thus rolled up. a rotary reel, a plate fitting loosely be-

tween the sides of the reel and forming with its face and
sides the molding channel, means consisting of racks

for adjusting the distance of this plate from the face of

the reel, and resilient means consisting of weights for

keeping this distance.

2. A dough molding machine, comprising a feed hopper,

rotary rollers arranged in pairs and adapted to roll out

the dough fed thereto into a sheet, a stationary frame
carrying the lower aet of rollers, movable blocks for each-

roller belonging to the upper set, guide rods adapted for

these blocks to slide on and adjustably arranged at the
said stationary frame, stops provided on the guide rods to
hold the movable blocks, weights connected to these
blocks and pressing them against the said stops, station-

ary plates leading the dough sheet from one pair of rollers

to the successive one, a curved plate situated underneath
the last pair of rollers, a roller adjacent to this plate andi
rotating toward its concavity and quicker than the sheet-

ing rollers, thus folding up the sheet into a roll, a sta-

tionary curved plate adapted to lead the rolls of dougb>
produced into the final molding channel, a rotary reel,

a bottom plate fitting into the annular channel and. fol-

lowing the lower half of its circumference, forming with
it the molding channel, a flexible plate fixed thereto and
sliding behind the plate leading the dough Into the chan-
nel, guide rods arranged at the t>ottom plate of the mold-
ing channel, pointing outward and provided with stops,

bars provided with openings for the said guide rods to
slide In, racks carrying the said bars, pinions working the
racks, bevel gearing working the pinions simultaneously,

a weight, wires carrying same, running along the outside

of the bottom plate of the molding channel and so ar-

ranged as to press the stops of the said guide roi^s against
the bars in the openings of which these rods slide, a
flexible plate fixed to the bottom plate of the moldlnp
channel at Its outlet < nd and having a turned over top,

and a chute receiving ti.e completely molded dough loaves

from over the top of the latter plate and movably con-

nected to same, t>oth piiiles being provided with means to
follow together the mo><iiiont8 of the l>ottom plate of the
molding channel.

8. A dough molding ma l:lne comprising the feed hop-
per A, the brake rollers B, Bt, Bj and B», the bridge
plate C, the adjustment devices D and Di, the bevel gear-
ings Dt and Dt working the said devices, the weight ar-

rangements E and El, the folding member F, the folding

roller (i, the rotary reel I, the bottom plate H. the Inlet

plate K, the intermediate plate L, the outlet plate M.
the rack adjustment devices N, Ni and N*. the weight ar-

rangement O and the chute P. substantially as shown and
described.

1,226,252. CHARGING AND DISCHARGING OF AUTO-
MATIC OVENS, PROOFING CHAMBERS, AND THE
LIKE. Ix)ri8 Charles Reese, Saginaw. Mich., as-

signor to Werner** Pfielderer Co., Saginaw. Mich.
Original application filed Feb. 28, 1916, Serial No.
81,008. Diulded and this application filed Aug. 17»

1916. SerUl No. 115.617. tCl. 193—2.)

1. In devices for charging and discharglnp apparatua
of the kind de8crll>ed, the combination with the trays

holding the articles to be treated, of hooks attached to

the trays and adapted to automatically engage with and
disengage from rings suspended from cross rods ruintably
mounted in and connecting the chains carrying the traya
on the said rods through the apparatus, and conveyers
arranged therein at points, where the booiks of the traji^
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while OQ the uid conreyers, are boand t* (>a<age with tke
said linga when trarellng ofrward. aD4l to disengage fron
the said rLogs when pas^dng Jownwanl.

2. In derlcea for chargtiif and <lU(-har|dni! apparatus
of the kind des«Tlbed. the <-omWnatton with the trays
holding the articles to be treated, of books attach^l to
each narrow end of the trays aol adapted to automatlcaily
engage with and diseagaire from rings rotatabir sa*»-

I>ended from ciwas rodti <"onnerting the chains carrying
the trays on the rods through the apparatiw. and con-
veyers arranged therein at points, where the books of
the trays, when on the said conTeyers, are ttotind to en-
gage with the aald rings when traveling upward, and to
disengage from the said rings when passing by on the
chains In a downward dtrectioa.

3. In drvli-e* for charging and di»chargtn;: apparatos
of the kind described, the conihinatli»a with the trays
holding the articles to be treated, of hooks attached to

the trayF and adapted to autaniatlcally engage with and
disengage from rings rotatably suspeade<l from cross
roda rotataWy moanted In and connecting the chains
carrying the trays on the rods through the apparatus,
and conveyers arranged therein at points:, where the
hooks of the trays, when on the said conveyers, are
bound to engage with the said rtnc* while traveling up-
ward, and to disengage frora the said rings while traretlng
downward.

4. In devices for < harglsg an*! iHs4 barging apparatus
of the kind described, the eon.i Inatlnn with the trays
holding the articles to be tre«!t. d. of hooks attached to
the trays, of cross rods rotai.ii ly monntod In and con-
necting two parallel endles- halns moving the trays
through the apparatus, of rings suspended from said
cross rods, of sprocket whi. i.s propelling the chains, of
means for supporting the trays at a point where the chains
and thplr rroK-; rods moT«j up^vard len.llne the rings smi-

pended therefrocn to engage with the br>oks of the trays
on the support, of a spro<-fcet wheel leading the cross
rods In the said apwnni direction, of a roovey^r remov
ine the trays with the treated articles from the apparatus
and so arranited therein that the hooks of the trays
settling thereon dliw-nKsge from the rings wospeoded from
the cross rods pasalnK hy In a downward direction, and of
a sprocket wheel leadlnc the chains and cross rada In
the said downward dlrertloo and away out of the reach
of the trays on the conveyer.

5. In devices for charging and discharging apparatus
of the kind described, the combination with the trays
holding the article* to be treated, of stajs flxed to the
trays, of double hooks having opposite downward-bent
arma and movably mounted with their stems on the aald
staya. of stops arranged at the said stays In such a man-
ner as to limit the play of the .stems of the hooks to
that necessary for keeping the trays in a horizontal
position, may one or the other arm of the book be used,
of cross rods rotatahly mounte<l in and connecting the
chains carrying the tmys through the apparatus, of rings
8u.si>ended from these cross rods, and of conveyers ar-
ranged In the apparatus at points where the hooks of the
trays, when on the said conveyers, are bound to slip into
the said rings pasalai; by in an upward direction, and to
allp out of the nid rings passing by In a downward
direction.

[Claims 6 to 9 wot printed In the Oazette.]

1.226.253. CHARGING AND DISCHARGING OF AUTO-
MATIC OVENS. PROOFING CHAMBERS. AND THE
LIKE. L0CI8 Chaslxb Rbksi. Saginaw. Mich., as-
signor to Werner k Ptloiderer Co.. Saginaw. Mich.
Original application filed Feb. 28. l»ie. Serial No.
81.008. Divided and this application filed Ai«. IT.
1»16. Kerial No. 115,51&. (Cl. 19S—2.^

1. In ile*-1ce8 for charging and dlwharirlnR apparatus
•f the kind described, the comMnatloo with the trays
hakdirg the articles to be treated. aT rings attached to the
ttaysi and adapted t« aut<>matlcaJiy engage wtth aad dls

engage from hooka suspended from croas rods rotatahly
mounted In and connecting the two chains carrying the
trays on the said rods through the apparatus, and con-
veyers arranged therein at points, where the rlaga of the
trays, while on the aaid convey«r8, are bound to engage
with the said hooks traveling upward, and to ilacsifafr
from the said hooks traveling downward.

2. In devices for charging and discharging apparatus
of the kind described, the coinblnatlon with the trayn
holding the articles to be treated, of rings attachad to
each narrow end of the trays and adapted t* automati-
cally engage with and disengage from books rotatably
suspended from cross rods connecting the chains carrying
the trays on the rods through the apparatus, and con
veyers arranged therein at points where the rings of the
trays, when on the said conveyers, are bound to engage
with the aald books travellag upward, and to dlseagage
from the said hooks traveling in a downward direction

3. In devices for charging and discharging apparatus
of the k*nd described, the combination with the trays
holdiag the articles to t>e treate*!. of rings attached to the
trays and adapted to automatically engage with and dis-

engage from hooks rotatably suspended from cross rods
rotatably mounted In and connecting the chains carrying
the trays on the rods through the apparatus, and con
veyers arranged therein at polnU, where the rings of the
trays when on the said convejrera, are bound to engage
with the said hooks trav«l*Bg upward, and to disengage
from the said hooks traveling down wan).

4. In devices for charging and dlsrtiarglng apparatus
of the kind described, the combination with the trays
holding the articles to be treated, of rings attached to the
trays, of croas rods rotatably moonted in and connecting
two parallel endless chains aoviag the trays through the
apparatus, of hooks suspended from said cross rods, of
sprocket wheels propelling the chains, of means for sup-
porting the trays at a point where the chains and their
cross rods move upward leading the hooks suspended
therefrom to engage with the rings of the trays on the sup-
port, of a sprocket wheel leading the cross rods in the aald
upward direction, of a conveyer removing the trays with
the treated articles from the apparatus and so arranged
therein that the rings of the tray* settllag thereon dlsen-
gape frofB the hooks suspended from the rroMi rods passing
hy la a downward direction. ao<l of a t>pro<'ket wheel lead-
tag the chains and cross rods la the sshl downward dl-

ractloo and away out of the rvach of the trays on the roa-

5. In devices for charging and dis<*arglag apparatus
•f the Uad described, the ostnWnafon with the trays
holdlag tbe articles to be treated, of rlnm* fired to the
traya. of cross rods rotatal)ly moaBt)'d la and connecting
tbe diaias carrying the trays through the apparatna. of
doubie hooks suspended from these crass rsds. sad of coa-
i^jrers arranged In the apparatas at points where tbe^
rings ot the trays, when on the saM conreyens, are bound
to «t1p lato tbe said hooks pasMng by in an npward dlT«c-
rk'U. aAd to slip out of the sal<l haoks passing by In a
downward direction.

iClalBM 6 ts S nst printed in the Oasettr.]
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1.226,264. NON-SKID TIRE. MttOSB RiCH. SUnford,
Conn, riled May 9, l»ld. Sertal No. 06496. (Cl.

152—14.)

1. A non-skid tire comprising a body, a foundation strip

extending around tbe t>ody and being provided with slots,

a chain arranged on said foundation with certain of Its

links engaged In said slots, a flnl.shing ply over the foun-

dation strip and supporting tbe remainder of the chain

links, a stem carried by said foundation strip and project

Ing through one of tbe latter mentioned links, and a clamp

on said item for engagement with said link, substantially

as described.

2. A non-skid tire comprising a body, a foundation strip

extending around the body, a chain arranged on said foun-

dation strip, stems projecting from said foundation strip

through tbe Intermediate links of said chain, a clamp re-

movably secured on each stem and engaging said Interme-

diate links, and knoba on said clamps projecting out-

wardly and terminating even with the outer extremities

of tbe alternate links, substantially as described.

3. A non skid tire comprising a body, a foundation strip

extending around said body and being provided with slots,

metallic plates secure*! to tbe outer face of said foundation

•trip between aald slots, threaded sterna projecting out-

wardly from said plates, a finishing ply arranged over

saM foundation strip and l>elnt;' provided with slots alined

with those of said strip, a chain disposed around said

body with Its alternate links seated In and projecting

from said slots, the Intermediate llaks resting upon said

finishing ply and inclosing sa'd stems, a clamp on each
stem engaging the adjacent Intermediate link, and a nut
on each stem for binding said clamps in place, substan-

tially aa described.

4. A non-skid tire comprising a body, a foundation strip

extending around the lH>dy. plates arranged In spaced re-

lation upon said strip on the exterior face thereof, a stem
for each plate, heads on said stcsM, the said beads being
secured t>etween said plat(>s and aald strip and tbe mid
stems projecting radially from aald tire, a chain arranged
around Raid tire, the said stems projei-ting through certa'n

of the links of aald chain, and knobs removably attached
to the outer ends of said stents.

4. The rombinatlon with a plurality of electric motors,
of a controller adapted to Intermittently reverse tbe direc-

tion of operation of the motors. Independent resistances In

the motor circuits adapted to be Inserted and gradually

cut out at each change of direction of operation of the
motors and automatic means acting to close the motor dr
cults, upon starting, when the controller la In such posi-

tion a.4 to Include all ot said resistances In the respective

eirctilts.

1.226,255. MOTOK - CONTROLLING DEVICE. John
Richmond, Rochester, N. T.. assignor to American
Laundry Machinery Coiapaay, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Cor-

poration of Ohio. Piled Jan. 8, 1914. SerUl No.

810,935. (Cl. 172—179.)
1. The comtdnat'on with an electric nsotor, of a con-

troller adapted to Intermittently reverse tbe dlret-tlon of

operation thereof and automatic means acting to dose tbe

motor circuit whtn the controller reaches a preiletermiaed

position, to start tbe motor.

2. Tbe coniolnation with a plurality of electric motors,

of a controller adapted to Intermittently reverse the direc-

tion of operation thereof, and automatic means acting to

close the motor circuits when the controller reaches a
predetermined position, to start the motora

3. The combination with an electric motor of a con-

troller adapted to intermittently reverse the direction of

operation thereof, resistance In tbe motor clrctilt adapted

to be Inserted and gradually cut out at each change of di-

rection of operation of the motor and automatic means
acting to close the motor circuit. uv<>a starting, when tbe

controller Is In position to Include all of said resistance ;

In the circuit.
|

5. The combination with an electric motor, of a con-
troller adapted to intermittently reverse the dlre<-tlou of

operation thereof, a normally open ele<-tro-magnetic Hwltch
in tbe motor circuit, a realstaiii-e in the circuit preventing
the closing of the switch, ucaas for cutting out said reslat-

ance to effect operation of tbe switch when the controller
reaches u predetermined point, to start tbe motor, and
means for actuating the controller.

1,226,256. EQUALIZING - TABLE. Robmt Pha-^klin
Ri.NoLs, Zellenople, Pa., assignor to Herman Pneumatic
Machiae Company. Zellenople. Pa^ a Corporation of
PennitylvanU. Filed Nov. 20, 1914. Serial No. 873.161.
(CL 22—90.)

-4r

1. An Mioalhilng table comprising a transportable t>ody

portion, parallel side b4>anis pivoted to said body portion

aad adapted to coafom to the snrface against which tbe
same come in contact, springs on sa'd l»ody portion and
i>ngagiag with said beams for normally fixing tbe position

of saM side boiaas. friction pads en said body and t>eams.

and means for locking said stde beams In their asmimed
positions

2. An e<rual1xing taMe inclnding a t>ody member, paral
lei l)eams pivotally carried thereby, yieldabb meana ter-

minally supporting said beams, means wber>>by said beams
may be vertically adjusted, and means for locking aald
tieams :n adjnstetl posltioa.

8. An equalizing table Including a body memtwr. ro'>m
Journaled at the coraers thereof for transporting the tcble
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on and oflf a molding machine, beams plvotally attached
to the body member for vertical adjustment with respect
thereto, yleldable means normally maintaining the beams
In horizontal position, and means for locking said beams
against both swinging and vertical movement.

4. An equalizing table including a body member, paral-
lel beams extending longitudinally with respect to the
body member, transverse spring members terminally sup-
porting the b^ams. means plvotally connecting the beams
to the body member, said body member being vertically

adjustable on said means, and a locking member carried
by said means for holding the beams in adjusted position.

1.22tf,267. LOCK. Robibt W. Ritzibt. Dayton, Ohio.
Filed May 24, 1916. Serial No. 99,682. (CI. 70—46.)

1. In a device of the character described, a rotatable

tTyllnder having a plurality of spaced locking shoulders
formed upon the periphery thereof, a sleeve or barrel with-
in which the cylinder is mounted, a plurality of pivoted
detents supported upon the sleeve or barrel and each nor-
mally engaging one of said locking shoulders to prevent
the rotation of said cylinder, and a key adapted to oscil-

late the detents to release the cylinder, the said detents
being adapted when oscillated beyond a predetermined
limit to engage a second locking shoulder In said cylinder.

2. In a device as described, a rotatable cylinder, a
sleeve or barrel in which the cylinder Is mounted, a plu-

rality of detents pivoted to said sleeve or barrel each
adapted when oscillated in either direction beyond a neu-
tral position to engage the cylinder to prevent the rota-

tion thereof, a spring for each detent normally oscillat-

ing the detent into engagement with the cylinder and a
key adapted to oscillate the detents against the tension
of their spring out of engagement with the cylinder.

3. In a device of the character described, a rotatable
core having a longitudinally disposed key way therein
and also having spaced recesses therein for the engage-
ment of a locking detent, a double detent either extremity
of which may be engaged with one of the spaced recesses
of the rotatable core to prevent the oscillation thereof,
a spring normally tending to oscillate the detent in one
ylirectlon into engagement with the core and a key in-

^ertible in said key way adapted to oscillate the detent
-out of engagement with the core against the tension of
-the spring.

4. In a device of the character de8crlt>ed, a sleeve or
'barrel having a central bore and a plurality of transverse
slots intersecting the bore, a rotatable core mounted with-
in said iHjre, a plurality of pivoted detents mounted in
:sald transverse slots and normally engaging the core, and
a key adapted to oscillate the detents out of engagement
with the core.

5. In a device of the character de8cril>ed, a rotatable
cylindrical core having peripheral notches therein, a sta-

tionary sleeve within which the core rotates, a pivoted
anrht>r escapement pawl mounted on said sleeve the pal-
lets of which may be alternately engaged with the periph-
eral notches of the rotatable core by the oscillation of the
detent to lock said cylindrical core against rotation, a
spring tending to oscillate the detent into locking posi-
tion and a key adapted to disengage the detent against
the tension of the spring.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,258. DOOR CHECK. Clar«.\c» T. Roons. New
York, N. Y., assignor to Emil Bommer, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Filed May 16, 1914. Serial No. 838,967. (CI. 16—88.)

1. In a door-falnge including a plurality of leaves, the
combination of a liquid container carried by one of said
leaves, means partially located within said container and
partially carried by the other leaf for causing the flow of
said liquid from the lower part of said container to the
upper part of said container upon a movement of one leaf

relatively of the other upon a door-opening operation, and
means for restricting the flow of said liquid, said means
Including a ball, a chamber for the ball within which the
ball is adapted to travel vertically, a passage leading up-
wardly from said chamber, said pHs.migp having a lower
mouth adapted to be restricted more and more as the ball

approaches said mouth, and adjustable spacing means
adapted to predetermlnedly space said ball from said
mouth at all times.

2. In a door-hinge Including a plurality of leaves, the
combination of a liquid container carried by one of said
leaves, means partially located within said container and
partially carried by the other leaf for causing the flow
of said liquid from the lower part of said container to the
upper part of said container upon a movement of one
leaf relatively of the other upon a door-opening operation,
and means for restricting the flow of said liquid, said
means Including a ball, a chamber for the ball within
which the l>all Is adapted to travel vertically, a passage
leading upwardly from said chamber, said passage having
a lower mouth adapted to be restricted more and more as
the ball approaches said mouth, and adjustable spacing
means adapted to predetermlnedly space said ball from
said mouth at all times, said spacing member Including
a vertically arranged screw and a threaded support for
said screw located above said passage.

3. In a door hinge including a plurality of leaves, the
combination of a liquid container carried by one of said
leaves, means partially lot-ated within said container and
partially carried by the other leaf for causing the flow
of said liquid from the lower part of said container to the
upper part of said container upon a movement of one leaf
relatively of the other upon a door-opening operation, and
means for restricting the flow of said liquid, said means
including a hall, a chamber for the ball within which the
ball is adapted to travel vertically, a passage leading up-
wardly from said chamber, said pas.sago having a lower
mouth adapted to be restricted more and more as the ball
approaches said mouth, and adjustable spacing means
adapted to predetermlnedly space said ball from said
mouth at all times, suld spa< Ing member including a ver-
tically arranged screw located above said passage, said
screw having a depending portion adjustable vertically of
said mouth, and said depending portion being of smaller
cross-sectional area than said passage whereby an annular
space is provided between said passage and said portion.
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4. In a door-hinge Including a plurality of leaves, the

combination of a liquid container carried by one of said

leaves, means partially located within said container and
partially carried by the other leaf for causing the flow of

said liquid from the lower part of said container to the

upper part of said container upon a movement of one leaf

relatively of the other upon a door-opening operation, and
means for restricting the flow of said liquid, said means
Including a ball, a chamber for the ball within which
the ball is adapted to travel vertically, a passage leading

upwardly from said chamber, said passage having a lower

mouth adapted to be restricted more and more as the ball

approaches said mouth, and adjustable spacing means
adapted to predetermlnedly space said ball from said

mouth at all times, said spacing means including a ver-

tically arranged screw and a threaded support for said

scr<-w located above said passage, said screw having a de-

pending portion adjustable vertically of said mouth, and
said depending portion being of smaller cross-sectional

area than said passage whereby an annular space Is pro-

vided between said passage and said portion, and said

passage having an outlet leading from said annular space

to a portion of the container located above said support.
' 5. In a door hinge including a plurality of leaves, the

combination of a liquid container carried by one of said

leaves, means partially located within said container and
partially carried by the other leaf for causing the flow of

said liquid from the lower part of said container to the

upper part of said container upon a movement of one
leaf relatively of the other upon a door-opening operation,

and means for restricting the flow of said liquid, said

means including a ball, a chamber for the ball within
whlih the ball is adapted to travel vertically, a passage
leading upwardly from said chamt>er, said passage having
a lower mouth adapted to be restricted more and more as
the ball approaches said mouth, and adjustable spacing
means adapted to predetermlnedly space said ball from
said mouth at all times, said spacing means including a
vertically arranged screw and a threaded support for said

screw located above said passage, said screw having a de-

pending portion adjustable vertically of said mouth, and
said depending portion l>eing of smaller cross-sectional

area than said passage whereby an annular space Is pro-

vided between said passage and said portion, and said pas-
sage having an outlet leading from said annular space
to a portion of the container located above said support,
said outlet t>elng angularly offset from said passage.

I Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.250. COMBINED SAFETY AND * THROW-OFF
MECHANISM. Chahlbs F. Root, Mansfield, Ohio, as-

signor of one-fourth to Byron O. Conn.. Mansfield. Ohio.

Filed Mar. 16, 1915, Serial No. 14,441. Renewed Feb.

5, 1917. Serial No. 146.846. (CI. 74—46.)

an opposing element, driving means, means to connect the

driving means to the work engaging element to directly

and continuously drive and force same to complete its

working movement toward the opposing element and exert

a pressure upon work Interposed between the elements,

and automatic means to actuate the connecting means
to prevent the work engaging element from completing

its working movement, thereby leaving a gap between the

elements, when an obstruction extraneous to the work is

Interposed t>etween the elements.

3. In a combined safety and throw-off mechanism for

machines having a movable work engaging element and
an opposing element, driving means, means to connect the

driving means to the work engaging element to directly

and continuously drive and force same to complete Its

working movement under normal conditions, a controller

plvotally mounted upon the opposing elements, means to

hold the controller In a predetermined position alined with
the space between both elements, and means to actuate
the connecting means from the controller to render the

connecting means inoperative when an obstruction ex-

traneous to the work Is encountered by the controller.

7. In a combined safety and throw-off mechanism at-

tachable to printing presses and analogous machines,
which are equlpptd with opposing co<)perative pressure
elements, means to continuously reciprocate one of said

elements and force same to complete Its cycle of movement
under normal conditions, means whereby the reciprocating

means Is automatically operated to prevent the recipro-
cating element from completing Its cycle of movement,
thert by leaving an opening between the pressure elements
when an obstruction extraneous to the work is Interposed
between the elements, and means to sustain the parts so
as to continually prevent the element from completing its

cycle of movement during continued operation of the re-

ciprocating means.
12. In a safety mechanism for machines equipped with

cooperating pressure members, means for moving one of
said members toward the other to act upon work inter-

posed therebetween, and automatic means operable by an
extraneous obstruction for limiting and restricting a con-
tinued movement of said movable pressure member to-

ward the other thereby leaving a gap between the pres-
sure mambers.

(Claims 2, 4 to 6, 8 to 11, and 13 to 26 not printed in
the Gazette.]

1.226,260. COMBINED SAFETY AND THROW - OFF
MECHANISM. CHABLB8 P. Root. Mansfield, Ohio, as-
signor of one-fourth to Byron O. Conn. Mansfield, Ohio.
Filed Oct. 21. 1915, Serial No. 67.059. Renewed Feb. 6,
1917. Serial No. 146,847. (Cl. 74—46.)

1. In a combined safety and throw-off mechanism for

machines equipped with cooperating pressure elements.
draw-bars yieldingly connected to said elements, a tog-

1. In a combined safety and throw off mechanism for gle mechanism connected to one of said elements and to

machines having a movable work engaging element and [ the draw-bars ; said toggle meclMinlsm t>elng adapted
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andey noraMl cMidltlAiM to impart a wovkteg mov«ra4>nt t»
th* f-lrrif^t cesBTft^ to tt in th<' «tir«>ctioD of and 1*
:hixtap»»i4tW>»i with the <»pf)o*»i»g ^Ifmpot. a controlter
i»o«at»>(I to tmiog b^wr*« tbe ripments wMrli ts aBt«»-

imitiralfr op(>Tal>l« by prg—

n

» »r r»i>iataDr« to p«raalt ac-
tuation of tb* 7lpl(}lDg cQvarcttons of the draw bars to
preyent tb*' Movable ^icaient frMn completing Its work-
ing nioT#raent toward th* opf>os)Dg ekmrnt thereby leaT-
iBg a safety zone or gap between tb* prcsmirp plrmeBtn.

2. In (1 romhlned safety and throw off aterhMnlani for
»( kifHx* ^aippe«i with eoAperatlre prvMwrp el^mpots.
*raw bars yiekllDgly ruaaerted to said elements, a toggle
isechaBiMii <-onneeted to ©ae of said elements and to tbe
dr»w bars ; saM toggle merbnnii^m being adapted uttder
normal rondlti«n» to impwrt a working aiovement to tbe
eleaaeat <'OBnected t* It In tbe dIreetloB of and in jntn-
pasttlon with the oppoirtng elerwent. a ctoatroller mounted
to vwlag hetween th* eieTm>nts whir-h \n niitonMtlrally
operaM«> by pressirr*" or re«lstanre to permit .irtnatlon
of tbe yielding eoDBertioas of the draw bars to prereal
tbe ararable element from ronpletlog tta working mwre-
uient toward the opposing element thereby leaTlng a safety
gsp or zone between the pressure eleui.'Bts ; said rontroller
also being nrterable by hand maiilpulatkm to actoate the
jWUttng coanectlons of tbe draw bars to throw off tbe Im-
piiaalon «n<l at the same time leare a sulBrlent gap be-

tween the elements to prerent injury to the operator,
a. In a combined an/ety and throw off mecbanlsm for

radehtnes equfpped with eo*Vperattng prewore eJemenfa,
tfmr-bars. a toggle metlMnlsm roonerted fo one of tbe
etoOMBfs to Impart BHirement thereto, anxiltary ftnks ron-
rre<^ecT to fh.. (fraw burs and to the toggle RierhaDism.
means to Interlock the aaxlltary llnka to the draw b«r^ to
force tbe movable elemeirt to roniplete Its working move-
ment nmfer normal «?oBdlttons. a rontrolh^ mounted to
pivot betw»>en the pressure eUnients operatjle by an oto-

atmrtloB In the path of the moraMe element to caase
afto«tlf»« of the anxflhiry links which antomatlrariy pre
reirts the niorable element from eompleflng Its working
movpTjiewt tb»T.hy lea ring a gup between tbe prewsnre
clemen ta.

7. In a romWnetl safety and throw off mechanism for
nrarbines having cooperative preasnre elements, itraw-
bars. iiicans to yieldingly connect the draw-bars to one
element, means to Impart a rocking movement to tbe
yieldingly connected element, a controller located In the
path of the pressure elements, means to force the yleld-
lof coonectlons to cooperate with the draw-bara to Im-
part roraplete working movement to the yieldingly con-
nected el^aent, and nieana operable by reaiatance upon
tlie controller to actuate the yielding connections to pre-
vent the draw-bars from inipartlDg a complete working
movement to the yieldingly connected element.

(Claims 4 to 6 and 8 to 15 not printed in the Oazette.J

pas into rxtrr>me tiampins poaitlon witbaut movement of
said merbBalam after It reacbea tbe Inlet of tbe mixer, ao
ttaat aald pas h»» one tllttag motion wMte rtalac and a
differeat tlltlag mottoB while dnmplag. anM B*eans laclnd-
Ing a stB«l« ptrutal conaectioB between nUd pan and
mecha nisaa.

1.226,261. DEVICE FOB LOADING CONCRETE-MIX-
ERS. Nils Matbus Rosend.ahl, Wlnthrop Harbor,
111., assignor to Frederick C. Austin, Chicago, 111. Filed
Mar. 25, 1916. JU>riaI No. 86.616 ^Cl 214—3.)

1. App.iratus for loading tbe materials Into a mixer,
comprising a pan having opposite receiving and discharge
ends and adapted to rest on the ground to receive the ma-
terials, a hoisting connection for raising the pan. and link
mechanism for supporting and tilting said pan Into carry-
ing position while rising from the ground to the mixer.
8ald mechanism having means for permitting said apna-
ratus to tilt the pan into extreme dumping position with-
out movement of said mechanism after it reaches the inlet

of the mixer, so that said pan has one tilting motion while
rising and a different tilting motion while dumping.

2. Apparatus for loading the materials into a mixer,
comprlsini; a par having opposite receiving and discharge
eiHs «ftd adapted to rent on the gronnd to receive the ma
terlaM. a hofrtlng connectbin for raising the pan. and link
n»e.-haiTi«H> for «npp«»rTlne and tilting said pan Into mrry
Inc p»»sltlon while rising to the mixer, said mechanism

8. Apparatos for loading the materials Into a mixer,
comprising a pan having opposite receiving and discharge
ends and adapteil to rest on the ground to receive the ma-
terials, a hoisting connection for r*lsli»g the pan, and link
mechanism for supporting ami tilting salil pan Into carry-
iiig position while rising to tb.- mixer. saUl mechanism
having Hcau« for permitting said apparatus to tilt the
pan Into fxtrem*- dutnplng position wlthuat movement of
haid mechanism after It reaches the inlet of the mixer, so
that sai<l pan has one tilting motloD wklle rising and a
different tlltiug motion wbiie damping, said means having
a sLagle pivot disposed at tbe di'iclurge end of said pan
and forming an axis which la stationary while said pan is

tilting into dumping position.

4. .Xpparatu.x for loading the amtcrials Into a mixer,
comprtnin^ a pau having opposite reteivlng aad dlacbarge
ends and adapte<l to rest on tbe ground to recalve the ma-
terials, a hoUting connection for raising the pan. and link
mechaninm for supporting an<l tilting sai«i pan Into carry-
ing poaitlua while rising tu the mixer, said nectianlsm
having meanx for permitting Maid apparatus to tilt the
pan into extreme dumping position without movement of
said nicchanlitai after it reacl»«»» the inlet of tbe mixer, ao
that said pan has one tilting motion while rising and a
different tilting motion while dumping, said means includ-
tag a wipport ^or engaging tbe l>ott*f« of saM pan while
the latter Is rising In carrying position aiMi a pivot be-
tween ene end of sal*l support and said pan to pernUt tilt-

ing of 8al4l pan into dumping p«5»ltlon while said suppart
remains stationary In horizontal po.sltlon.

5. .»ppjiratu-< for loaillng the materials into a mixer,
comprising a pan having opposite receiving and discbarge
ends and adapte<] to rest on the ground to receive tbe ma-
terials, a hoisting connection for ralalag the pan. and link
mechanism for tilting said pan Info carrying position
while rising to the mixer, said mechanism having meana
for permitting said apparatoa to tilt the pan Into extreme
dumping position after It rea<'hes the Inlet of the mixer,
and .said mechanism including Unks pivoted a distance
apart on the mixer and a paB-aiapportlng member on which
Nald links are pivated a greater distance apart to bring
said memlier Into an inclined lower position for the load-
ing of the pan and into a horlwnital nppcr poaition In front
of said inlet.

[Claims 6 to J) not printed in the Oazette.]

.226.262. SOUND - »OX FOR SOUND REPROPrCINO
MACHINES. Paxtl Etdbst, Tarentnm. Pa. Contlnoa-
tlon of application Serial No. 26,020, filed May 5, 1915.
This application filed Jan. 31, 1917. Serial No.
145.024 (CI. 274—27.)
A snami b«« for talklBg macblnes nr the like cwuiprls-

bavlng means for permitting said apparatns to tilt tbe | Ing a cylhidrifal casing having a awond exlf opening dla-
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centrally of one end thereof, a diaphragm carried by

casing, means for transmitting vibrations to said dia-

phragm, said tranamlttlng means being attached solely t»

the center of said diaphragm, a disk on the side of said

diaphragm toward said opening, said disk "being Kulistan-

tlally parallel with said diaphragm and being spaced a

material distance therefrom and from said end, and said

disk being Imperforate at and adjacent Ita caater and be

ing formed with apertures adjacent the periphery thereof.

1.226,268. PROCESS OF AND APPARATUS rOR 8EPA
RATING COTTON-SEED HULLS AND MEATS. Ri

rca W. RuBTi?". Blshopvllle. 8. C. Filed Nov. 6, 19W.
SerUl No. 129,788. {C\. 180—17.)

1. The method af aepnrating cotton seed halla and

meats, consisting in first, tteparatiag the fine meats from

tbe Bwaa. second. sei)arstlng the coarse meats :tiKl fine

bulls from tbe coarse hulls, and then separating the One

balls from the coarse meats.

2. The method of stpitrating rottoa seed bulls and
meats consisting In flrst st-jMiratlng the floe meats from
tbe mass, second separating the course meats and fine bulls

from tbe coarse balls, and then pn^mmatically aeparatlng

the f^ne hulls from the coarse meats.

4. In a separating apparatus, the combination with a
aliaker having an inclined screen over which tbe aaaterial

flows, of a suction trunk bavlug a contracted mouth or

slot extending airuss and slightly al>ove said screen, and

lips projecting outwardly from opposite edges of aaid

mouth and substantially parallel to the screen.

6. In a separating apparatus, the combination with a

abaker having an Inclined screen over which the material

flows, of a suction trunk having an enlarged head with

a contracted mouth extending acros.s said screen and
slightly above the same, the Inner wall of said mouth l>e-

ing Inclined upwardly and backwardly from tbe lower lip

thereof In the general direction of the flow of said ma-

terial.

8. Tbe combination of a shaker comprising a frame hav-

ing an upp«'r section with a screen having coarse perfo-

rations, and a lower section with an upper plate receiving

the coarse material from said screen and a lower plate

receiving the material passing through said screen, said

upper plate having an (>{ienlng through the same, and the

lower plate having a fine screen under said opening, an<l

a suction trunk proJe<'tlng tlirougb <ald opening Into prox

imlty to wild fine screen.

[Claims 3. 6. 7. 9. and 10 not printe<i In tbe Gazette.]

1,226.264. ELECTRIC FURNACE. Frank C. Schmitz,

New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 3. 1913. Serial No.

798,922. (CI. 204—64.)

1. In a furnace, a slag pot having a <'urved bottom and
aide walls, and having substantially vertical end walls, a
plurality of subktantlally parallel bars extending lungi-

tudlnally with tbe elemeutH uf .lald bottom and aide walls,

a plurality of substantially parallel bars at said end walls.

•aid walls having cells «r spaces formed therein between

said bard, and a plurality .of water-cooled units held in

said spaces, said bars being partially embedded in aaid

walla and having tianges exposed on tbe outer Adea of

t^aid walls, ami means for engaging sal«l flanges to secure

tbe s.'>ld water-cooled units in said ceils.

2. In an Hectric farnare. a pair of cradle-beams, rein-

forced concrete supports secured at their opposite ends

to aaid beams, and cooling plates or units located between

and supported liy said concrete supports.

8. In an electric furnace, a pair of spaced «Tndle l>eams,

spaced supports spanning snld beams and secured thereto

at their opposite ends, and cooling plates or units located

betwfcn said supports.

4. In an electric ftirnare. a pair of spaced rradle-beama,

parallel supports arrange<l In sfwi-ed relation to each other

and secured at their opposite eads to .said beams, cooling

plates or nnlts l<x-ated between aaWl supports, and means
for removably supporting said cooling plates or nnlts

B. In an electric furnace, a pair of spaced cradle-beams,

parallel supports arranged In spaced relation to each otber

and secure<l at their opposite ends to said l)eama. cooling

plates or units located between said supports, and means
for removably sopporttnp said cooling plates or nnlts, said

means resting upon the pjirallel supports.

[Oalms 6 to 22 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,226,265. CONVERTIBLE FORK AND RAKE. Iba V.

BKiPFia, Meridian. Mlaa. Filed Dec. 12, 1916. Serial

No. 136,569. (CL 5C—25.)

1. A convertible fork and rake comprising a handle

meml>er having one end reduced to form a stem, a bead
having a bifurcation straddling said stem and plvotally

connected thereto for swinging movement and adapt)*d

to be seiured longitudinally of the handle, and at an
angle thereto, the bifurcation and tbe stem each being

formed with a slot, a bolt carried by the bifurcation and
extending through the slots, tbe handle slot having a
vertical portion extending through the upper face of the
stem, the stem being formed with a plurality of divergent

notches for tbe reception of said bolt.

2. A convertible fork and rake Including: a handle hav-

ing a reduced end portion formed with a bayonet slot

opening through tbe upper edge portion thereof, and radi-

ating notches formed in said edge portion adjacent the

slut, a bead plvotally mounted on tbe reduced portion and
provided with a longitudinal slot, and a transverse bolt en
gaged in tbe slots and movable Into and out of the t>ay-

unet slot, said bolt being also engageable in the said

radiating botches.
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1,226,266. FURNACE FOR HEATINtS OR ANNEALING.
Alfbed Suallwood, London, England, assignor to

American Incandescent Heat Company, Portland, Me., a
Corporation of Maine. Filed Sept. 21. 1914. Serial

No. 862,753, (CI. 263—40.)

1. In a furnace, a working chamber, a place for initial

combnRtlon, a heat reservoir having an extended surface

for the absorption of heat, adapted to distribute heat to

the working chamber both directly and by radiation,

said heat reservoir comprising a main heat chamber in

which combustion can continue and a heat-distribating

chamber, a plurality of flues connecting such heat-dis-

tributing chamber and said working chamber, and means
for controlling the passage of gases through said flues.

2. In a furnace, a working ctiamber, a place for initial

combustion of fuel, a beat reservoir comprising a main
heat chamber and a secondary heat chamber adapted to

transmit heat to the working chamber by radiation, a
plurality of flues leading from tbe secondary heat cham-
ber to the working chamber, the arrangement of the

heat reservoir and flues being such that tbe heated gases

must pass in proximity to the working chamber for 8ul>-

stantlally the length of such chamber before entering

such chamber through said flues.

3. In a furnace, a working chamber, a place for initial

combustion of fuel, a heat reservoir comprising a main
heat chamber and a secondary heat chamber adapted to

transmit beat to the working chamber by radiation, a
plurality of flues leading from the secondary heat cham-
ber to the working chamber, said heat reservoir being so

constructed as to supply an extended surface for the

absorption of ht>at and to lengthen the flow of substan-

tially all of the hot gases so that they may heat such
extended surface before passing through said flues.

4. In a furnace, a working chamber, a place for initial

combustion, a heat reservoir comprising a primary heat

chamber in which combustion can be continued and a
secondary heat chamber in proximity to said working
chamber, adapted to transmit heat from said main heat
chamber and distribute it in tbe working cluimber both
directly and by radiation, and having an extended surface

to hold heat until absorbed in the working chamber, a
plurality of flues leading from said secondary heat cham-
ber to said working chamber, and means for controlling
the passage of gases through said flues.

5. In a furnace, a working chamber, a place for initial

combustion, a heat renervolr comprising a primary com-
bustion cliamber and a heat-dlstrlbuting chamber, so ar-

ranged as to supply extended surfaces for the absorption
of heat, and an extended passage for eases within which
combustion can be substantially completed, said heat
reservoir being adapted to give an even distribution of

beat to the working chamber t>oth directly and by radia-

tion.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,267. FURNACE. Alfred Smai.i.wood, London.
England, assignor to American Incandescent Heat Com-
pany, Portland. Me., a Corporation of Maine. Filed

June 19, 1915. Serial No. 35.061. (CI. 263—36.)
1. In a furnace, a plurality of working ctiambers, a

place for initial combustion, a common combustion cham-
ber, a heat-dlstrlbuting chamber for each of said work-
ing chambers, said heat distributing chambers having ex-

tended surfaces for tbe absorption of beat and t>elDg

adapted to radiate heat to the working chambers, flues

connecting such beat distributing chambers with tbe work-
ing chambers, and control damp^Ts for said flues.

2. In a furnace, a plurality of working chambers, a
place for initial combustion, a common combustion ctiam-
ber, an intermediate combustion cbaml>er for each work-
ing chamber, such Intermediate combustion chambers
having an extended surface for the absorption of heat
and being adapted to give an even distribution of heat
to each working chamber, both directly and by radiation.

3. In a furnace, a plurality of working chambers, a
place for Initial combustion, a heat reservoir compris-
ing a main heat chamber In which combustion may be
continued and from which only a relatively small amount
of heat can pass by radiation and a plurality of radiating
chambers, each one of which Is adapted to radlat»> heat
Into one of said working chambers, flues connecting said
radiating chambers with said working chambers, and
dampers adapted to control the passage of gases through
said flues.

1,226,268. CLUTCH. Gbobcb M. Smith, WInooskI, Vt
Filed June 13. 1916. Serial No. 103.546. (CI.

192—6.)

1. A driving member, a driven member, a clutch there-

between, and a clutch controlling memlter, said clutch

comprising an element flxed to the driving member mov-
ing in a flxed circular path and an element movable into

and out of said path consisting of a toggle, one end of

which is pivoted to the driven member and the other end
of wtiich Is pivoted to said clutch controlling member,
said clutch controlling member having a limited move-
ment relative to said driven member adapted to move the

elbow of said toggle into and out of the path of the

clutch element flxed to the driving menib>*r.

2. A driving member, a driven member, a clutch there-

between, and a clutch controlling member, said clutch

comprising an element flxed to the driving member mov-
ing in a fixed circular path and an element movable into

and out of said path consisting uf a toggle, one end of

which is pivoted to the driven member and the other

end of which Is pivoted to said clutch controlling mem-
ber, said clutch controlling member having a limited

movement relative to the said driven member adapted
when arrested to cause the elbow of the toggle to move
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out of the path of tbe clutch element flxed to tbe driving

member, and means adapted when the clutch controlling

member is released to caus*- the elbow of the toggle again
to move into the path of tbe clutch element flxed to tbe

driving member.

3. \ driving member, a driven member, a clutch there-

between, and a clutcb controlling member, said clutch
comprising an element flxed to the driving member mov-
ing In a flxed circular path and an element movable into

and out of said path, consisting of a toggle, one end of

which is pivoted to the tlrlven member and the other
end of which is pivoted to said clutch controlling mem-
ber, said clutch controlling member consisting of a
ratchet wheel having a limited movement of rotation

relative to said driven member, adapted when arrested

to cause the olbow of tbe toggle to move out of the path
of the clutch element flxed to the driving member, and
means adapted wlien the ratchet wheel Is releaseil to

cause the elbow of the toggle again to move into the

path of the clutch element flxed to the drivlns member.
4. A driving member, a driven meml)er, a clutch there-

between, and a clutch controlling member, said clutch

comprising an element flxed to the driving member mov-
ing In a flxed circular path and an element movable Into

and out of said path consisting of a toggle, one end of

which is pivoted to the driven member and the other

end of which is pivoted to said clutch controlling member,
said clutch controlling member having a limited move-
ment relative the said driven member adapted when
arrested to cause the elbow of the toggle to move out of

the path of the clutch element flxed to the driving mem-
l)er, and frlctlonal connection between the driving mem-
ber and the clutch controlling member adapte<l, when the

clutch controlling member is released, to rotate the

clutch controlling member relatively to the driven mem-
ber and thereby move the elbow of the toggle into the

path of the clutch element flxed to the driving member.
0. A driving member, a driven member, a clutch there-

between and a clutch controlling member, said clutch

comprising an element flxed to the driving member mov-
ing in a flxed circular path and an element movable into

and out of said path consisting of a toggle, one end of

which is pivoted to the driven member and the other

end of which is pivoted to said clutch controlling mem-
ber, said clutch controlling member having a limited

movement of rotation relative to said driven raeml)er,

adapted when arrested to cause the elbow of the toggle

to move out of the path of the clutch element tlxe<l to

the driving member, a friction wheel connected to the

clutch controlling member to turn therewith, and frlf-

tional connection between the friction wheel and the driv-

ing member adaptetl. when the clutch controlling member
is released, to rotate said friction wheel and clutch con-

trolling meml>er relative to said driven member and
thereby move 4he elbow of the toggle Into the path of

the clutch element flxed to the driving member.
(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,269. HOOD CONSTRUCTION. Ltlb K. Snelu
iJetrolt. Mich., assignor to Cadillac Motor Car Company,
Detroit. Mich., a Corjwratlon of Michigan. Filed Apr.

8, 1915. Serial .No. 20,068. (CI. 21—90.)

1. In combination, a motor vehicle having a hood in-

cluding a top section and a side section pivotally con-

nected thereto and means for normally forming a narrow
PHHsage along the lower side edge> of the side section

through which heated air may escape.

2. In combination, a motor vehicle having a hood in-

cluding a top section and a s'de section pivotally connef ted

thereto and means for normally forming a narrow passage

along the lower side edge of the side section through
whi<li heate<1 air may escape, the exterior opening to said

passage being entirely beneath the corresponding lower

edge of the hood.

3. In combination, a motor vehicle Including side bars

and a hood having Its lower eflges arranged above said

side bars, a plate carried by eacli of the ^ide bars and
extending upwardly therefrom, said plate being spaced

apart and within the corresponding side of tbe hood,

whereby a passage is formed for the escape of heated air
from beneath tbe hood.

4. In combination, a motor vehicle including side bars
and a hood, a plate carried by each of the side bars, said

plate including a flange that extends horizontally beneath
the corresponding edge of the hood in spaced relation

thereto and a vertical flange that rises from the horizon-

tal flange and Is also spaced from the edge of the hood,
whereby a passage Is formed for the escape of heated air

from beneath the hood.

5. In combination, a motor vehicle including side bars
and a hood, a plate carried by each of the side bars, said

plate including a flange that extends horizontally beneath
the corresponding edge of the hood in spaced relation

thereto and a vertical flange that rises from the horizon-
tal flantfe and Is also spaced from the edge of the hood,
whereby a passage Ik formed for the escape of heated air

from beneath the hood, one of the flanges being shaped to

form a longitudinally extending conduit, a headlight, and
a cable within said conduit for conducting electricity to
said headlight.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,226,270. TIRB-CLAMP. Lair-bencb E. Snivelt, Jr.,

Glenslde, Pa. Filed July 26, 1916. Serial No. 111,100.
(CT. 152—17.)

2. In a wheel tire, a rim, an auxiliary tire adapted to

l>e seated over the tire proper, a clamp bridging the rim
and having lateral portions, extensions of said lateral por-

tions engageable with the rim, and means adjustable In

said lateral portions for engagement with said auxiliary

tire.

3. In a wheel tire, a rim, a resilient clamp bridging the

rim, an auxiliary tire adapted to l>e seated over the tire

proper, and resilient means carried by said clamp for en-

gaging said rim and additional means carried by and ar-

ranged substantially parallel with tbe flrst-uamed meaoi
for engaging said auxiliary tire. .

4. In a wheel tire, a r'ra. an auxiliary tire adapte<l to be
seated over the tire proper, a clamp bridging the rim and
having lateral portions, extensions of said lateral portions
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terminating In hooks ensaseable with the rim, and meani
adjustable In said lateral portions (or cnsagemeot with
said auxiliary tire.

[Claims 1 and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

1,226.271. TAB END. Hinbi J. Stuabt, Derby, Conn.,
assignor to The Robert N. Bassett Company, Derby.
Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. FUed June 10.
1914. SerUl No. 844.162. (Cl. 24—240.)

In ft tab end, a base plate, a button mounted thereon,

two transverae slots In said plate above said button, one
transverse slot In said plate below said button and a tape
threaded through said slots as follows : through the up-
permost slot from the front to the rear, thence down to

and around the lower edge of the plate and up to and
through the lowermost slot from the front to the rear,

thence up to and through the Intermediate slot above the
button from the rear to the front, thence up to and again
through the uppermost slot from the front to the rear,

the tip end terminating between the uppermost and lower-
most slots and at the back of the frame.

1.226,272. PILE-HAMMER. Thoma* B. Stcsttivant.
Dover. N. J. Filed Apr. 8. 1916. Serial No. 89,777.
(Cl. 121—19.)

1. A power hammer comprising an engine having a cyl-

inder, a piston, a valve casing and a cylindrical oscilla-

tory valve therein, a guide adjacent to and connected with
the cylinder, a hammer block connected to the piston
adapted to reciprocate in the Kulde and formed to provide
opiKMltely Inclined external surfaces, and a solid one-piece
cam rod forming a continuation of the cylindrical oscil-

latory valve and formtHl to provide an oscillatory bearing
surface, and a pair of oi^pofitely inclined beanng surfac*>s

adjacent to the hammer block and cooperating with the
cam surfaces thereof, whereby a reclprocatory movement
of the hammer block effects an oscillatory movement of
the valve.

li. A power hammer cpmprlsing an engine having a cyl-
inder, a piston and a valve, a barrel externally continuous
with the cylinder, and connected thereto, a hammer block
connected to the piston, adapted to reciprocate io the

barrel and provided with a pair of oppositely inclined ex-
ternal cam snrtaces. and a solid one-piece semi-cylindrical
cam rod directly connected to the valve at one end and
formed to provide oppositely inclined cam surfaces to co-
operate with the respective cam surfaces of the hammer
block.

3. A hammer comprising a prismatic body having an
engine cylinder, a barrel and tie rods for aecurlng the
parts of the body together, a piston for the engine, a ham-
mer block connected to the piston and mounted to slide
within the barrel, a valve for the engine and means de-
pendent directly upon the movement of the hammer block,
for operating the valve.

4. A hammer comprising a prismatic body having an
englBe cylinder, a barrel, an anvil block reUlner snd tie
rods for securing the parts of the body together, a piston
for the engine, a hammer block connected to the piston
and mounted to slide within the barrel, a valve for the en-
gine, an anrll block, and a cam rod subsUntlally parallel
to the movement of the hammer block and actuated ther«-
by for operating the valve.

6. A hammer comprising a prismatic body having an
engine cyl'nder, a barrel, an anvil block reUlner and tie
rods for securing the parts of the body together, a piston
for the engine, a baumnr block connected to the piston
and mounted to slide within the barrel, an anvil block
held by the reUiner to position to b« struck by the ham-
mer block, an oscillatory valve for the engine and a cam
rod in the barrel, said hammer block and cam rod having
coiiperatlng cam surfaces whereby the reclprocatory move-
ment of the block producM an oscillatory movement of the
valve rod.

[ClaiiB not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.278. TOY GUN. Thomas Blwood Moom, Sablna,
Ohio, assignor of one-half to Orland J. Moon. New
Holland. Ohio. FUed Aug. 7. 1916. Serial No. 113,516.
(CL 124—12.)

il. A toy gun having a barrel extending In a horisontal
pane to adapt It to rest upon a level surface, a rear-

wardly extending, upwardly and downwardly curved han-
dle elevated above the barrel so as to provide a clear
siwce for the hand between said handle and said surface,
a piston in said tiarrel. a sprlnR b*>hlnd the piston, and
releasable means depending from said handle Including a
depending pivoted fulcrum piece or lever provided with a
series of notches therein and having a direct connection
with said piston and a depending pivoted catch or trigger
adapted to engage the notches in said lever whereby the
spring may be compressed and held under different degrees
of tension for varying the force exerted by the piston In

impelling a ball.

2. la a toy gun. a stock having an arched handle ele-

vated above the barrel, a barrel extending longitudinally
therefrom In a plane substantially parallel with the horl-
son, said barrel having a spring-actnated piston therein
protrudluB from Its open end and a connecting rod se-
cured thereto extending through the cIorwI end of the
barrel ami pivoted to a notched fulcrumetl lever, said
lever being pivoted and depending from the handle of the
gun. together with a catch adapted to engage the notches
in said lever and hold sakl spring under tension.

3. A toy gun having a stoik. a l>airel. a piston Is said
barrel, a fulcrumed lever depending from the stock hav-
ing notch«>« therein, aad detachably secured to a rod con
nected to said piston, a triitger having a catch thereon
adapted to engsiice the notches In said lever, and means for

Impelling the piston when said trigger Is released.
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4. A toy gun comprising a barrel adapted to rest on a

flat surface in line with an object lying on said surface,

an<i a stock having a rearwardly extending handle ele-

vated al>ove the barrel, so as to give free action to the

hand of the operator, and provided with a plvotally

attached notched l>ar and trigger for engagement with

said bar depending from Its under side ; said barrel having

a reciprocating plunger therein, a spring adapted to be

comprensed by said plunger, and a rod connecting said

plunger and not<'he<l bar.

5. A toy gun having a barrel extending in a horisontal

plane to adspt it to rest upon a level surface, an arched

handle elevated above the barrel so as to provide a clear

pace for the hand txtween said handle and aald surface,

a piston protruding from the muasit- end of said barrel,

a spring behind the piston, releasable means depending

from said handle having a direct connection with said

piston for <-ompre8slng and holding the spring under dif-

ferent degrees of tension as desired for heavy or light

shotK. and a trlgs<r for retaining said releasable means
la different adJoste<l positions.

l^SH4t74. LIFE RAFT. George F. Swbc.mt. Boston.

liBaa. ; Ifargaret Sweeney. Boston. Mass., administratrix

of said George F. Sweeney, deceased. Filed May 24.

1915, Serial No. 80,013. Renewed Feb. 7, 1917. Serial

No. 147,231. (Cl. 9—11.)

04 It

^.x^
1—li'^J^b?^

#/ -»

1. .\ nfe MTlng apparatus of the kind deacribed. com-

prising a substantially oval shaped buoyant body adapted

to l»e used In reversible potdtlon. a plurality of water-

tight receptacles carried by said body at spaced intervals,

constituting a reinforcing and bracing portion of the

buoyant body, and means permitting access into said re-

ceptacles from either side of the apparatus.
,

2. A life saving apparatus <if the kind described, com-

prising a sulmtantlally oval shaped buoyant body adapted

to l>e used in reversible position, a plurality of water-

tight receptacles carr1e<I by said body at spaced intervals,

constltutlne a reinforcing and bracing portion of the

buoyant lK)dy, and means comprising a plurality of open-

ings and watertight rovers for each opening, permitting

access to Mild receptacles above the line of flotation In any

floatable position of the apparatus.

14^26,275. CRUaniXG MACHINE. Edcab B. Symcns,

Chicago. lU. Filed Oct 18. 1913. Serial No. 795,840.

(Cl. 88—10.)
1. A crushing machine comprising a pair of opposed

rotatlag crunhlng disks inclined one to the other and

rotating In unison, the effective crushing surfaces of said

disks being paralW-l along a radial line and means for

changing the relative positions of the axes of said disks

during rotation to move said radial line.

2. A crushing machine comprising a pair of opposed

rotating crushing disks Inclined one to the other and
rotating in unison, the effective crashing surfaces of said

disks being parallel along a radial lino and means for

constantly gyrating the axis of one of said disks about

the axis of the other to give said radial line a uniform
Hainterrnpted moveaient about a fixed center.

8. A cru^liiug machine comprising a pair of opposed

rotating crashing diaka incllDed one to tbe other a*d

rotating in nnison, the effective cmshing sarfacea of aald

dlakt being parallel only along a constantly progressing

radial line.

—^ 1
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detachable complpmeotao' portion of said bousing extend-

ing from said p<>Hpb«>raI portion Inward on tbe opposite
side of said raik to a point nearer the wheel axis, and
a member clamped to said wheel and having sealing con-

tact with a portion of the periphery of said detachable
complementary portion.

6. The combination with an axle and a wheel journaled
thereon, of a non-concentric drive mechanism for said
wheel, a brake-drum surroun<llng said non -concentric drive

mechanism, a stationary bousing for said non-concentric
drive mechanism and brake-drum, a brake-strap surround-
ing saM brake-drum and having outwardly-extending lugs

at its opi>oslte ends engaging a recess in said housing, an
actuating rod for one end of said brake-strap passing
through the lug thereof and outward from said bousing
a sleeve surrounding said rod for engaging tbe opposite
lugs of the brake-strap, a spring sleeved on said rod inter-

mediate said lug for expanding the strap, and mechanism
without said housing for relatively moving said rod and
sleeve while permitting freedom for Joint movement
thereof.

8. The combination with an axle and a wheel Journaled
thereon, a brake-drum secured to said wheel, a brake
strap for cooperating with said brake-drum, actuating
members for tbe opposite ends of said brake-strap, and
means for relatively moving said actuating meml>ers while
permitting freedom for Joint movement thereof.

9. The combination with an axle and a wheel Journaled
thereon, of a non-concentric drive mechanism for said

wheel, a stationary housing for said drive mechanism in-

cluding an annular portion surrounding said gear and
extending Inward beyond said gear, and a revolnble mem-
ber secured to said wheel and having a substantially seal-

ing contact with said stationary bousing.

[Claims 3 to 5 and 7 not printed in tbe Qasette.]

1,226.277. DEVICE FOR USE IN INDUSTRIAL-LIFE-
INSURANCE SYSTEMS. Fmdikick F. Tatlob. Pel-

ham, N. Y., assignor to Provident Systems Corporation,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

July 8, 1916. Serial No. 107,462. (CI. 11—23.)

t
^ !

1. A devic«- for use in accounting comprising a plu-

rality of superposed sheets secured together at one edge
and provided with a detachable stub provider! with num-
bers, and a series of separate receipts detachably con-
nected to said stub, ami to each other, said receipts being
numbere<l to correspond with numbers on said stub, and
the stub being rulwl so that the amount indicated by
each of said receipts may be transferred to said stub,
with means for transferring any memoranda written on
the top sheet to the sheet beneath, in combination with a
loose leaf provided with a series of spaces each dated,
respectively, to correspond with tbe dates of required
payments of premlum.s, said spaces being adapted, re-

spectively, to receive one copy of each of said receipts

when detach(-d from Its sheet, and to visually indicate
the last date to which said premiums have been paid,

substantially as described.

2. A device for use in accounting comprising a book
composed of a series of set^ of superposed sheets secured
together at one edge and provided with a detachable stub
provided with numbers, and with a series of separate
receipts detachably connecte<l to each stub, and to each
other, said receipts being numbered to correspond with

numbers on the corresponding stub, and the stub being
ruled so that the amount indicateil by each of said
receipts may be transferred to said stub, with means for
tranxferring any memoranda written on tbe top sheet to
the sheet beneath, in combination with a series' of loose
leaves, each providinl with a series of spaces each dated,
respectively, to correspond with the dates of required
payments of premiums, said spaces being adapted, re-

spectively, to receive one copy of each of sai<' ''ecelpts

when detached from its sheet, and to vlsuall> indicate
the last date to which said premiums have been paid,
substantially as described.

3. A device for use in accounting in the business of
life insurance comprising a pair of superpose<l sheets
secured together at one edge and provideil with two de-
tachable stub members, and with a series of separate re-

ceipts detachably connectetl to said stub members, and
to each other, one of each pair of stub memb«-rH being
provide*! with numtters. ami said receipts being numbered
to correspond with numbers on said stub members, and
the stub member being ruled so that the amount Indl-

cate<l by each of said receipts may be transferre<l to said
stub member, and the other stub member being left blank
for memoranda, tbe upper sheet having its back coated
with copying material, whereby any memoranda written
on the top she»>t will be transferre<l to the sheet beneath.
In combination with a loose leaf provldetl with a series

of spaces each dated, respectively, to correspond with the
dates of required payments of premium, said spaces being
adapted, respectively, to receive one copy of each of said
receipt."* when detached from Its sheet, and to visually
indicate tbe last date to which raid pn-mluras have been
paid, substantially as described.

4. A device for use In n'-counting comprising an upper
and a lower sheet, with means for transferring any
memoranda written on said upper sheet to said lower
sheet, the upper sheet being provided with a plurality of
receipt forms, and with lines of perforations whereby
said sheet may be readily separated Into a stub and a
plurality of receipt segments, said stub being provided
with numbers, and said receipt segments being numbered
to correspond with numbers on said stub and sai<l re-

ceipts having a limited portion only of their face ruled
to receive autographic memoranda, and tbe lower sheet
being correspondingly ruled to make a complete compact
copy of tbe autographic memoranda on the upper sheet,

and provided with lines of perforations whereby tbe
copies of said receipts may be detached complete in form
but 1n smaller segments than the receipt segments in

the upper sheet, substantially as describe<l.

5. A device for use in accounting comprising a book
composed of a series of upper and lower sheets, with
meABS for transferring any memoranda written on said
upper sheet to said lower sheet, each upper sheet being
provided with a plurality of receipt forms, and with lines

of perforations whereby said sheet may be readily sepa-
rated Into a stub and a plurality of receipt segments, said

stub being provided with numbers, and said receipt seg-
ments being numbered to corre8x>ond with numbers on
said stub and said receipts having a limited portion only
of their face ruled to receive autographic memoranda,
and the lower sheet t>elng correspondingly rule<l to make
« complete compact copy of the autographic memoranda
on the upper sheet, and provlde<l with lines of perfora-
tions whereby tbe copies of said receipts may be detached
complete in form but In smaller segments than the re-

ceipt segments In the upper sheet, substantially aii de-
scribed.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In tbe Qatette.]

1,23«^8. 8ALTSHAKER PULVERIZER. Friderick
S. Tbtu, Olen Cove, N. Y. FUed May 22, 1914. Serial

No. 840,228. (CI. 60—57.)
1. A salt shaker pulveriser comprising, a continuous

wire, shaped to form adjacent one end, a straight shank ;

and a spiral body co-axial with said shank, the other
end of said wire being Inturned toward the axis of said
spiral body and wrapped about the said shank.
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2. A salt shaker pulverizer comprising, a continuous

wire, shaped to lorm adjacent one end, a straight shank;
a spiral body coaxial with said shank, the other end of

aid wire being inturned toward the axis of said spiral

body and wrapped about the said shank ; a shaker cap

having a central preforatioa forming a guide for said

shank ; and a handle rigidly moutne<l on the end of said

bank to maintain said cap in engaged relation to said

pulverizer.

1,220.279. PROCESS OF ELIMIX.\TING AND RECOV-
ERING ACIDS OR METALLIC SALTS. Hahold E.

TirrANT, Newark, Del., assignor to The Continental

Fibre Company, Newark, Del., a Corporation of Dela-

ware. Filed Jan. 5, 1916. Serial No. 70,477. (CI.

204—1.)

' 1. The Improved method of washing and purlng out

fll>er or similar substance containing metallic salts or

acid, which consists In subjecting the material to electro-

lytic action.

2. TMe herein-described method or process of elimi-

nating the metallic salts or acids used In the hardening

of fiber, which consists in subjecting the material to

electrolysis.

8. The herein-described method or process of elimi-

nating tbe metallic salts or acids used in the hardening

of fiber, which consists in subjecting the material to

electrolytic action by placing the fiber saturated with

tbe hardening material in an electrolyte and passing a

current through it.

4. The herein-described method or process of ellmi-

oating the metallic salts or acids used in the hardening

of fiber, which consists In subjecting the material to

electrolytic action by placing the fiber saturated with the

hardening material In an electrolyte, passing a current

through it, and employing the fiber thus saturated as one

of the electro<ies.

B. Tbe herein-described method or process of elimi-

nating metallic salts or acids U8e<l In the treatment of

certain fibrous materials and In recovering same, which

consists in submerging the fibrous materials in a bath of

acid or metallic salts, which gelatinizes or softens the

cellulose therein, then subjecting the material under
treatment to electrolytic action, whereby to remove and
recover the acid or metallic salts, and finally drying tbe

fibrous material treated, which then results In tbe harden-

tBf of tbe latter.

1.226.280. MUSIC-LEAF TURNER. Joseph B. Tcbnbb,
Sulphur, La., assignor of forty one-bundredths to James
A. Johnson, Sulphur, La. Filed May 10, 1916. Serial

No. 96,670. CCl. 84—17.)
Tbe combination with a supporting structure having a

transverse slot and a leaf carrying arm mounted for

swinging movement upon tbe structure, of an Inclined

ilertectlng niembi-r within the slot, a conveying lever plv-

otally mounted in tbe slot adjacent tbe upper end of tbe

deflecting member, yielding means for holding one arm
of said lever normally positioned under the deflecting

memt>er and tbe other arm of the lever normally elevated.

--J.

a finger depending from said elevated arm of the lever

and normally supported above tbe path of the leaf carry-

ing arm, and means for shifting the lever out of its

normal position to bring the finger carrying arm of the

lever into position under the deflecting member to lower

said finger into engagement with tbe leaf carrying arm.

1,226,281. CLIP-TAG. ALBBBT T. Van Al«tyn, New
York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 12, 1914. Serial No. 871.660.

(Ci. 40—26.)
I

1. In a clip-tag, the combination with a pasteboard

ticket folded over upon itself thereby forming two por-

tions, there being perforations in one of said portions, of

a wire clip composed of a single piece of wire, bent upon

itself to form a tension arm, the end portions being bent

outwardly at right angles from said tension arm in oppo-

site directions to form shoulders, the arm and said shoul-

ders forming the body of tbe clip, the wire at the outer

ends of said shoulders being first bent to form arcuate

bends looping outwardly away from the free end of said

tension arm and then bent to form hook arms extending

parallel to said tension arm, the ends of tbe wire at the

free ends of said hook arms being l>ent into hooks, tbe

points of said hooks lying substantially In the plane of

said tension arm so that when a ticket portion Is forced

between said tension arm and said points the hook arms

will be placed under tension, the hook arms when attached

being dlspos«<d on the side of the portion of said ticket

opposite that side thereof In which the perforations are

formed, the tension arm being disposed between the two

portions of the ticket, the arcuate bends largely neutral-

izing tbe strain created when the hook arms are flexed,

and being disposed in the perforations and thereby spacing

the shoulders from the adjacent parts of tbe hook arms
so that the tension arm may He snugly between tbe por-

tions of said ticket, and the shoulders forming torsion rods

when tbe hook arms are flexed to receive a fabric sheet.

2. In a clip tag, a symbol bearing element scored lat-

erally to form face and back portions when doubled, the

latter portion having perforations, and a wire clip com-
prising a single length of spring wire bent upon Itself to

form a tension arm, the ends being bent outward at sub-

stantially right angles from said arm in opposite direc-

tions to form shoulders, the tension arm and shoulders
forming the body of the clip, the wire at the outer eod
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l,22«.L>82. COIX)RING MACHINE ROR IfOVING-PIC-
TUKK FILMS. Marc-kl Vakdal. ParU. Franop. Filed
Jaw 7. 1912. SerUl Ko. 702.331. (a. 1«1—121.)
1. A rolorlBt; Duu-tain«> f»r flloui cvB^rlaiac a table,

M-aas for ^^idlnx in a stJ-ai^M Mae ea th« uid tabi« a
fllM and «u opf'n-wark oolwrtni: fl!», t** latter tin belac
OB the tof> of t*^ former on^, inking or rolorlng tapea ar-

nugni parallel to t^ patti of the lla, od both aides ^f
MM'b path. bruBhe« I(i«atpd aiMrr«> t^ tattle. »mt m> slt-

raaged as to ro«vej- tl»e rwiors fnmi tbe tapes to tl»
open m-ork flliu. and aaeuia wbere\>y te Isyart to Che
Uruabes ttotA opposite rec^ocatory awreiaeata a»d a iee«-

<«tl circular inorefnent is the plaxke parallel to tke table.

of eaeli shoulder portion bHa; mrred around and extead-
'

ed to form hook arms, said arnia being bent into a plane
approximately pnralir'l with nald teaalon ana and having
pointed hooked ends apaced froai the latter a dlataaee
lem thnn the thickneaa of aald ajmbol bearing eietaeat,

said clip and element beluK aaaerabled with the book
arm« of the former projecting through the perforation

of the latter whereby the thickneaa of aald element
separates and thereby tensions the hook arms and causes
said book arms to t>e maintained under tension In the
assenbled clip taj:. the face portion of aald element being
folded 00 the acoriaj; line to a position adjacent the back
of the back portion aad aecured in such position thereby
locking the tension arm and shoulders of the wire clip

between the two portions of said element, the point on
^each hook arm being turned toward the back portion of
the said element to engage and hold caods Inserted be-

tween said element and book arms.
3. In a clip tag. a symbol bearing element scored lat-

erally to form face and back portions when doubled, the
former having perforatlona, and a wire clip comprising
a single length of spring wire bent to form a tension arm
and hook arma. the latter having hookrd pointed ends, the
major portion of aaid book am* extending approxinately
parallel with said tension ami and spaced therefrom the
hooks being normally spaced from said tension arm a dis-

tance consid*"ral>ly less than the thickness of aaid element,
aald clip and element being aasea^bled to«etiwr with the
hook anms projectlaff through aaid perforations and with
the back portion of aaid element disposed between the
hook arms and tension arm to Kpriug aald book arau
away from said teaaion arm and caaee the booked [wlnta
of the latter to forcibly engage the bach of the back por-
tion of said element whereby said clip tag automatically
fastens itself to goods inserted between said hook arms
and symbol bearing element.

4. In a dip tag. a asmbol bearing ele>ment having per-
forations, and a wire clip comprising a single length of
spring wire bent to form a tension arm and hook arms,
the latter having hooked pointed ends, the major portion
of said hook arms extending approximately parallel with
said tension arm and spaced therefrom the hooks being
normally spaced from said tension arm a distance consid-
erably less than the thickness of said element, said clip
and element being assembled together with the hook arms
projecting through said perforations and with said ele

meot disposed between said hook arms and tension arm
to spring said hook arms away from said tension arati and
canse the hooked points of the latter to forcibly engage
the back portion of said element whereby aaid clip tag
aotomatically fastens itself to goods inserted between aald
hook arms and symlwl bearing elenwnt.

5. In a clip tag, a symbol bearing element, and a spring
wire clip having a tension arm and hook arms In ap
proximately parallel relation with the ends of said book
arms provided with points turned Inwardly toward aaid
tension arm, said clip and element being assembled to-

gether with said element disposed between said tension
arm and hook arms to spring said hook arms away from
said tension arm and cause ttie hook points of the hook
arms to forcibly engage tlie side of said element adjacent
thereto whereliy aaid clip tag automatically fastens Itself

to goo^ inserted between said hook arms and symbol
bearing element.

2. In a coloring machine for films, the film to be colored
and the openwork aim having the usaal perforations, the
<oubinatio« of a table, a pair of apaoed drama between
arhlch the fllraa are extended over the table, two aJEca
parallel to the table between the said drums, four toothed
disks mounted in pairs on the said axes and of which the
teeth are adapted to engage in the perforations of the
films, all of said diaka being looaely mounted In their said
axea so as to slide and rotate upon their aaid axes separate
from one another.

S. In a r«iorlag aiachiae for flina. the combination of

a tabl^ haring guiding meaaa for gukUng a film and an
open-work film, the latter film on the top of the former
one, a main frame supporting such table, a plate hinged
on the table, rotary plates mounted on the aald plate,

movable brushea carried by such platea, a grooved pulley
mounted on the said plate and adapted to revolve or turn
such plates, grooved^ rollers mounted on the main frame,
and an endlesa cable pasaing around the aaid rollers and
around the pulley to drive the pulley, the position of the
pulley and of the rollers being such that the cable is taut
when the plate is horixontal and alackeoed when the latter
U upright.

4. Ill a coloring machine for films, the combination of
meaoM for supporting and moving the films to be colored,
an eadiesK iukioK ur coloring tape, drums around which
the aaid tape passes, a color container In which one of the
said drums is partly submerged, means connected to the
aoeans for moving the fiiuis and arranged for imparting
a forward aovensent to the tape, color brushes so ar-
ranged as to take the color from the tape and apply it to
the films, and means whereby to impart to the brushei
both opposite reclprocatory oioveiuenta and a general cir-

colar movement.

1,226,283. WASHING APPARATUS. Jasaia E. Vibdbn.
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 29, 19i6. Serial No.
»4.2»8. (CI. 68—20.)

1. A washing appasataa comprising a washboard har
tng a runway Of-ar mmt l«a«itudinal edge thereof, an orer^
haaging aMmher eKteadtag alaag the aame «4«e of the
board, a carriage and means thereoa engaging aaid runway
and Ter ha agiag member, and a pad pivoted en the car-
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rlage on an axis extending parallel with aaid runway and
adapted to be swung to and from the washboard.

2. A washing apparatus comprising a washboard having
runways adjacent to its opposite longitudinal edges, an
overhanging member extending along one edge of the

washboard, a carriage movable between one of the run-

ways and said overhanging member, a pad pivoted on the

oarriage on an axis extending parallel to the last named
runway and adapted to be swung toward and from the

washboard, and means on the free end of the pad adapted
to movably engage the other runway.

3. A washing apparatus comprising a washboard having
a runway near one longitudinal edge thereof, a piece se-

cured along the aame edge of the board having an over-

hanging member, a carriage, two rollers movable with the

carriage, one engaging the runway and the other extending
under said overhanging member, a pad pivoted on the
carriage, and a handle on the pad whereby the latter may
t>e reciprocated along the board.

1,226,284. PEDAL-QATE FOR PIANOS. Theodorb W.
Vrana, Newark. N. J. Filed June 17, 1916. Serial No.

104.260. (CI. 84—24.)

A gate for the pedal openings of pianos, comprising a
support having a rearwardly directed lateral flange at one
end thereof, a rearwardly slanting tongue at the other

end of said support, a gate member slidably mounted In

the support, said gate member having a flange at the
upper edge thereof for engaging the pedal, and a spring.

one end of which Is secured to said tongue, said support
haring a slot through which the other end of the spring
projects to engage the gate member to maintain the gate
member against the pedal across the opening.

I

1,226.285. STEM-WINDING AND STEM-SETTING
W.\TCH. Frederick Wehinger, Waterhury. Conn., as-

signor to Waterbury Clock Co., Waterhury, Conn., a
Corporation. File<l Aug. 80. 1916. Serial No. 117,628.

(CI. 68—63.)

">^^

In a stem-winding and stem-setting watch of the type

in which the stem Is pulled out for setting, the combina-

tion with the front and rear movement-plates thereof,

of a bridge interposed directly between the upper edges

of the said plates which It spaces apart and having the

front face of one of its ends recessed, a winding-and-set-

tlng pinion Journaled In the said bridge, a wlndlng-and-

setting stem mounted In the said pinion which it rotates,

but in which it has longitudinal movement, a primary
setting-lever interposed between the recessed front face

of the bridge and the rear face of the said front move-
ment-plate and plvotally mounted upon the screw em-

ployed for securing the recessed end of the bridge to

the front movement-plate, means for securing the opposite

end of the bridge to both of the movement-plates, a sec-

ondary settlng-'.ever co-acting with the said primary
setting-lever, and wlndtng-and-setting means alternately

brought into play by the action of the said levera.

238 O. G.

.226.286. STEM-WINDING AND STEM-SETTING
WATCH. Frbderick Wehinger, Waterbury, Conn.,
assignor to Waterbury Clock Co.. Waterbury, Conn., a
Corporation. Filed Aug. 80, 1916. Serial No. 117,629.

(CI. 68—«8.)
7

1. Id a pull-out setting mechanism for stem-winding
and stem-setting watches, the combination with a wind-
ing-end setting stem organized with the watch-case, of

a windlng-and-aetting shaft organlred with the watch-
movement and connected with the stem for rotation there

by, a primary setting-lever plvotally mounted upon the
front movement-plate and having its outer end connected
with the said stem for positive movement thereby in

both directions, a secondary setting-lever pivotally

mounted upon the said front movement-plate and con-

nected with the said shaft for positively moving the
same inward away from the said stem for converting
the watch from winding to setting, the aaid levers co-

acting directly with each other in being positively locked

in their setting positions, and means for moving the aald

shaft outward for converting the watch from setting to

winding when the levers are unlocked.
(Claims 2 and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,287. BOW REST AND CLAMPING DEVICE.
Harry B. White, Canton. Ohio, assignor to The Oil-

liam Manufacturing Company, Canton, Otto, a Cor
poration of Ohio. Filed July 12, 1915. Serial No.
89.218. (CI. 21—CI.)

1. In a device of the character described, the com-
binatlon of two members, one movable and the other ata-

tlonary, arranged to support and clamp a set of bows
between them, means for operating said movable member,
the said means including a lever pivotally connecte<i to

said stationary member at one tide of aaid movable mem-
ber, and a link pivotally connected at its opposite ends
to aaid lever and to the extremity of said movable memt>er
and a spring Interposed between said members and ar-

ranged to be compressed when th» lever is moved into

operative position.

2. In a device of the character described, the com-
bination of a bow rest member, a tubular member sap-
ported thereby, a clamping memlier arranged to cooper-
ate with said rest memt>er and having a post movably aup-
ported with relation to said rest member, a collar adjuat-

ably mounted upon said post, a sleeve coupling adjust-
ably mounted upon aaid part and movable with said collar,
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said sleeve coapling slldably mounted within said tubalar
meml>€r, a resilient member interposed between said collar

and said tabular member and means for operating aaid
clamping member, said means including a lever plvotally
connected to said rost member and a linlc plvotally con-

nected at lt« opposite ends to said lever and to the ex-

tremity of said movable member.
3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a bow rest member, a tubular memt>er supported
thereby, a clamping member arranged to cooperate with
said rest member and having a post movably supported
with relation to said rest member, a collar adjustably
mounted upon said post, a sleeve coupling adjustably
mounted upon said post and movable with said collar,

said sleeve coupling slldably mounted within said tubular
member, means for operating said clamping member, the
said means including a lever plvotally connected to said
rest member and a link plvotally connected at its oppo-
site ends to said lever and to the extremity of said sleeve

coupling and a spring interposed between said collar and
said tubular portion and arranged to be compressed when
the lever la moved Into operative position.

4. In a device of the character described, the com-'
binatlon of a bow rest, a tubular member supported there-

by, a clamping member arranged to co^Sperate with said

rest member and having a post movably supported with
relation to said rest member, said post being provided
with a screw threaded extremity, an internally screw
threaded collar mounted upon said screw threaded pi-

tremlty, an Internally screw threaded sleeve coapUng
mounted upon said screw threaded extremity and mov-
able with said collar, said sleeve coupling slldably

mounted within said tubular member and means for

operating said clamping member, said means including
a lever plvotally connected to said rest member and a
link plvotally connected at its opposite ends to said
lever and to said sleeve coupling and a spring Interposed
between said collar and said tubalar member and ar-

ranged to be compre8se<l when the lever la moved Into
operative position.

6. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a bow rest member, a tubular member supported
thereby, a clamping member arranged to cooperate with
said rest member, and having a post movably supported
with relation to said rest member, said pottt being pro-
vided with a screw threaded extremity, an Internally

screw threaded collar mounted upon said screw threaded
extremity, an internally screw threaded sleeve coupling
.mounted upon said screw threaded extremity and movable
with said collar, said sleeve coupling slldably mounted
within said tubular member, and means for operating
aid movable member, the means Including a lever pivot-

ally connected to said stationary member at one side of
said movable member, and a link plvotally connected at
Its opposite ends to said lever and to the extremity of

said movable member and a spring Interposed between
said members and arranged to be compressed when the
lever is moved into operative position.

[Claim S not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.288. TRAP. James E. Whitx, Baltimore. Md.
Filed Apr. 16, 1916. Serial No. 91,377. (Cl. 43—24.)

1. In a trap, a box member, a wall disposed within said

box member and spaced from the walls of the latter, a
roof portion connecting said wall with said box member,
the said wall and box member being provided with open-
ings, a door arranged adjacent each of the openings In

said wall and being capable of swinging inwardly and
upwardly, a cord attached to each door and extending
through said roof portion, the extremity of said cord
extending downwar«.'ly through said roof, and a weight
on the end of said cord.

2. In a trap, inner and outer box members, a wail se-

cured to the outer box member and snugly surrounding
said inner box member, a roof portion connecting said
wall with said outer box member, the said outer twx
member, wall and inner box member beinj provided with
openings, and doors for clofrtng ail of said openings.

8. In a trap, an outer box. a wall arranged within said
box and being spaced from the latter, a top connecting
said wall and box, the said wall and box having openings,
an inner box removably arranged within said wall and
having openings alined with those of said wall, and door*
closing said openings.

'r^i,'

4. In a trap, an outer t>ox having a foraminous upper
portion, a wall arranged within said box, a roof connect-
ing said wall with said box at the juncture of the forami-
nous portion therewith, the said wall and box having open-
ings, doors closing «ai<l openings, an inner l)ox remov-
ably arranged within said wall and l>elnv provided with
openings alined with those of said wall, and a lid 00
said box.

1,2 2 6,2 89. APPARATUS FOR MAKING RUBBER
STAMPS. ROBBBT WiLDAT, New York, N. Y. Filed
Nov. 13, 1916. Serial No. 61.308. (Cl. 18—17.)

1. An apparatus for making rubber stamps comprising
a press with vulcanizing plates disposed therein and
adapted to receive a mold and rubber piece between them,
one plate having studs and the other apertures to engage
the studs, and yielding means on the studs to normally
bold the plates normally spaced apart a distance greater
than the thickness of the mold and rubber piece, said
plates having bandies and the plates being arranged to
register, with the handles thereof registering to permit the
plates to be simultaneously Inserted in or removed from
the prens.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226.290. STORAGE BATTERY. Thbodorb A. Wri^-
LARo, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to Wlllard Storage Bat-
tery Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of West
Virginia. Filed July 6, 1915. Serial No. 38,168. (CL
204—62.)

1. In a storage battery, a cover having an opening for
a terminal post and having an offset portion extending
about and forming a receptacle surrounding said opening,
a terminal post extending upwardly through the opening,
a connector on the post having a body portion which ex-
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tends downwardly along the post sut>8tantlally in contact

therewith into the said receptacle and sealed therein.

2. In a storage battery, a cover having an opening for

a terminal post and a receptacle in the form of a recess

or depression surrounding the opening, a terminal post ex-

tending upwardly through the opening, a connector on the

post ha\ing a bo<ly portion which extends downwardly
along the post substantially in contact therewith into the

said recess or depression and sealed therein.

1,226,291. AIR VALVE AND TRAP. BsBT C. Williams.
San Francisco, Cal., assignor of thirty onc-hundredths
to Fred B. Bain, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 25,

1916. Serial No. 86,669. (Cl. 137—122.) .

1. In a pressure controlling trap of the character de-

scribed, a vertical tubular chamber and a horixontal mem-
t>er extending from the center of one side, a valve opening
from said member into the side of the first named cham-
ber, a valve controlling said opening and a thermostat
located behind said valve, a float in the main chamber, a
valve carrle<l by the upper end of the float, and a con-

trolled outlet at the bottom of the chamber.
2. An air and pressure controlling trap, consisting of

vertical and horizontal tubular united chambers, the ver-

tical chamber having an escape passage and valve seat at

the top, a two part float in said chamber and a valve car-

ried by the upper end of the float, a valve controlled open-
ing from the horizontal chamber to the vertical one, con-
nection from the horizontal chamt>er to a radiator, and a
thermostat located t>etween said inlet and the valve.

3. An air and vapor pressure controlling trap, compris-

ing a horizontal chamber connected at one end with the
source of presNure, a guided valve closable upon a seat at
the opposite end and a thermostat contacting with the
base of the valve, a vertical chamber with the side of

which the first named ^valve opening connects, a two part
float having a valve at its upper end and a opening and
valve wat, with which said valve co-acts, a controlled dis-

charge passage at the bottom of the chamber, and guides
formed In the sides of the chamber to control the move-
ments of the float and Its valve.

1,226,292. COMPOSITION FOR LITHIC BUILDING
MATERIAL. William L. Willing and Cadoht B.
WiLLi.vo, Bellevue, Ohio. Filed June 80, 1916. Serial

No. 106,939 (Cl. 106

—

24.)

1. A substance for use as a buUding material consisting

of porous granulated slag, crushed slag sand, and cement.
In about the proportions specified.

2. A comi>08ltion of matter comprising a mixture of

porous granulated slag and cement in about the propor-

tions specified.

3. A building material in the form of concrete lumt>er
comprising planks or slabs made by mixing together Port-
land cement and porous granulated slag in at>out the pro-
portions Bpecifie<l as preferre«l, the composition being mois-

tened, molded to shape snd then dried.

1,226.293. PAPER CONTAINER. Wylb T. WiLaoic,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 24, 1916. Sertal No.
80,213. (Cl. 229—13.)

r ^

1. A container having a body portion of paper provided
at one end with a tapered rim ; and a spherical closure
also of paper having a cylindrical extension located In-

side said rim and fitting the Interior of said body portion,
substantially as described.

2. In a container the combination of a c.vllndrical body
portion of paper having one of its ends provided with a
contracted tapered rim ; and a closure of paper spherical
in shape having a cylindrical extension fitting the in-

terior of said body portion, substantially as described.

1,226.294. AUTOMOBILE LAMP. Fea-nk E. Wolcoit,
Hartford, Conn. Filed June 16, 1916. Serial No.
103,961. (Cl. 240—#1.)

— )»'

1. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-
tion of a stationary casing having at its front portion a
rearwardly projecting inner flange, a lens secured against
the front portion of the flange, a parabolic reflector with-
in the casing and pivoted at its front edge on a horizontal
axis to said flange, said reflector being so disposed that
the front edge of its lower half is adapted to abut against
the lens when the axis of the reflector is horizontal, and
being beveled at Its upper half bo that It will abut against
the upper portion of the lens when the axis of the re-

flector is tilted to cause the light to be projected in a
beam downwardly in front of the lamp, and means project-
ing through the rear portion of the casing to conduct elec-
tricity to the lamp and control the position of the re*
Sector.

2. In an automobile lamp, the combination of a casing
having attached at its front an inner rearwardly project-
ing curved flange, a parabolic reflector within the casing
pivoted on a horizontal axis to said flange, the upper and
lower halves of the reflector having their front edges ar-
ranged in planes at an angle to each other and so dis-
posed that said flange constitutes a continuation of the
reflecting surface of the reflector according to the position

of the reflector, a lamp fitted in the rear portion of the
reflector in the focal center thereof, a stationary support
fitted in the rear portion of the caHlng and extending
thence upwardly between the reflector and the casing, a
plunger slidable in said support and embracing a portion
of the reflector, means acting upon the plunger to move
it automatically in one direction, and other means acting
In opposition to the automatic means to move the reflector

In the opposite direction.

3. In an automobile lamp, the combination of a casing
having a hole at the back portion, a stationary support
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fitted ligridly In said hole and having a tabular lower end,
the upper end of the sapiK>rt extending vertically, a plun-
ger slldably fitted in the vertlcai end of the support, a
spring acting upon the plunger to move it in one direc-

tion, manually controlled means acting upon the plunger
to move it In the opposite direction, a yoke connected to

the upper end of the plunger, a reflector pivoted on a

horizontal axis at the front portion of the casing, a lamp
carried by the rear portion of the reflector, said reflector

including a socket for the lamp, said socket being em-
braced by said yoke, and means extending through the
hollow lower end of the support to conduct electricity to

the lamp.

4. In an automobile lamp, the combination of a main
support, a reflector pivoted at its front edge in said sup-

port and movable at Its rear end vertically in the arc of

a circle, said rear end including a rearwardly projecting

extension, a lamp fitted in said extension, and means co-

operating with said extension to control the pivotal move-
ments of the reflector, said last mentioned means includ-

ing a ring loosely embracing the extension and having
spring contacts filling the sjMce between the ring and the

extension, said ring being movable vertically.

6. The combination of a stationary casing, a tubular

•apport fixed in the rear portion of the casing, the lower

end of the support being curved and the upper end of the

support being straight and vertical, the curved portion of

the support being provided with a lateral hole, a plunger
telescopically connected with the upper end of the sup-

port, a spring acting upon the plunger to project it up-

wardly in a vertical line with respect to the support, a
yoke secured to the upper end of the plunger, a reflector

pivoted in the casing and having at its rear end a socket

projecting rearwardly over the plunger and through the

yoke, a lamp fitted in the socket, spring contacts between
the yoke and the socket extension, and lamp wires lead-

ing through the lower end of the support and thence
through the lateral hole to the lamp socket between the

casing and the reflector.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Qarette.l

1,226.296. SACK HOLDER AND SUPPORT. Ibvin
Alsthom. Oalva, 111. Filed May 26, 1916. Serial No.
100,041. (CI. 83—26.)

«•

y*

1. In a device of the class described, a support having
a plurality of extended slotted arms arranged in pairs,
and a sack bolder having extensible moans to engage the
slots of a pair of arms to retain the sack holders In posi-
tion on said support between the pair of arms.

2. In a device of the class descrit>ed, a support having
a plurality of extended arms and a spring actuated sub-
stantially rectangular sack holder having studs to engage
said arms to retain the sack holders between the arms of
said support.

3. In a device of the class described, a sack holder com-
prising a substantially rectangular contractlble frame
formed of tubular end and side members, the side members
having oppositely positioned plungers, and resilient means
to engage each of said plungers to maintain said frame In
one of Its distended positions, and threaded elements to
engage the end tubular members for changing the width
of the frame.

4. In a device of the class described, a sack bolder com-
prising a substantially rectanfular contractlble frame hav-
ing extensible and contractlble end members and exten-
sible side meml)er8, the side members of said frame having
a tubular section, and spring actuated plungers mounted

thereon, one end of each of said plungers being secured to
oppositely positioned end members of said frame to pro-
ject the plungers in opposite directions.

1.226.296. TYPE-WRITER CARRIAGE RETURN MECH-
ANISM. Neal Larki.n Axdbrson, Winston Salem, N. C.
Filed Mar. ->9, 1916. Serial No. 87,402. (CI. 197—66.)

1. The combination of a typewriter having a carriage,
means for moving the carriage to effect letter spacing, a
motor independent of said means and permanently con-
nected to the carriage so that advance and return move-
ments of the carriage are accompanied by forward and re-
verse operation of the motor, and means for relieving the
carriage of the drag of the motor when the carriage is

moved to effect letter spacing; subsUntially a.« described.
2. The combination of a typewriter having a carriage,

a spring for advancing the carriage to effect letter spac-
ing, an electric motor adapted to operate In one directioo
to return the carriage, a connection from the motor to the
carriage re<iulrlng operation of the motor in the other di-
rection in correspondence with the advance movement of
the carriage, and means for relieving the carriage of the
drag of the motor when the carriage is moved by said
spring; substantially as described.

3. The combination of a typewriter having a carriage,
means for advancing the carriage to effect letter siwdng,
a motor adapted to operate In one direction to return the
carriage, a connection from the motor to the carriage re-

quiring operation of the motor in the other direction in
correspondence with the advance movement of the car-
riage, and means for operating the motor automatically In
correspondence with advance movements of the carriage;
substantially as described.

4. The combination of a typewriter having a carriage,
a motor adapted to operate in opposite directions, a am-
nectJon from the motor to the carriage through which the
motor effects the return of the carriage when the motor is

operating In one direction, means independent of the
motor for effecting advance movements of the carriage,
and means for operating the motor in the opposite direc-
tion automatically to relieve said first named means from
the drag of the motor during advance movements of the
carriage; substantially as described.

5. The combination with a typewriter having a car-
riage, of a motor permanently connecte<l to the carriage
for effecting return movements of the carriage and adapt
ed to operate in opposite directions as the carriage is

moved in opposite directions, and means for effecting ad-
vance movements of the carriage unimpeded by the motor

;

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 45 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.2 26.29 7. BELT TIGHTENER AND BRAKE FOR
SPONGING - MACHINES. Locia BAjrrr. Plalnfleld,

N. J. Piled Sept. 14. 1915. Serial No. 50.609. (Q.
74—«6)
In an apparatus for sponging cloth, having a twit-

driven sponging cylinder, and a wheel rigid with the cjl-

inder. the combination of a lever pivotally mounted on the
frame, having a downwardly extending arm, a pulley car-
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rted thereby and engaging the belt to tighten the same,
said lever having a brake attached to its upper part in a
position to engage the face of the wheel, and means for

locking said lever in a position to hold the pulley against

the belt and the brake out of contact with the wheel, and
for holding the brake against the wheel and the pulley off

of the belt, means tending to hold said lever lu the last
named position, and a treadle for releasing said locking
means.

1,226,298. HEATING APPARATUS. Edwin M. Bassleb,
Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to Bayley Manufacturing
Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Filed Sept. 8. 1914. Serial No. 859.997. (CI.

126—101.)

1. The combination of a generator and radiator com-
prising a header, a partition which divides the interior
thereof into compartments, pipes secured in said header
the inner ends of which are in open communication with
the interior of said header and the outer ends of which
are closed, said pipes Including generator and radiator
pipes which communicate, respectively, with different com-
partments of said header, open-ended pipes secure<l in the
partition wall and which extend into the pipes secured in

said header, the attached ends of which are in open com-
munication with the compartments of the header other
than those with which the pipes into which they extend,
respectively, communicate, a furnace setting for said
header which incloses the generator pipes which commu-
nicate with one compartment of said header, and a casing
which incloses the radiator pipes which communicate with
the other compartment of the header, said casing being
provided with an ladmixsion opening adapted for connec-
tion with a blower and with a discharge opening adapted
for connection with a heating and ventilsting system, sub-
stantially as described.

2. The combination of a generator and radiator com-
prising a header comprising a substantially vertical leg,

and a substantially horizontal leg. a partition which di-

vides the interior of said header into compartments, gen-
erator pipes secured in the vertical leg of said header and
which extend beneath the horizontal leg thereof and which
communicate with one compartment of said header, and

radiator pipes secured In the horizontal section of said
header, the inner ends of which communicate with the
other compartment of said header and the outer ends of
all of said pipes being closed, open-ende<l pipes secure<l in

the partition wall and which extend into the pipes secured
in said header and which communicate with the compart-
ments of the header other than those with which the outer
pipes Into which they extend, respectively, communicate, a
furnace setting for said header which incloses the genera-
tor pipes secured in the vertical leg or section of the
header, and a casing which incloses the radiator pipes
secured In the horizontal leg or section of the header,' said

casing being provided with an admission opening adapted
for connection with a blower and with a discharge open-
ing adapted for connection with a heating and ventilating
system, substantially as described.

3. A combined generator and radiator comprising a
header, a partition which divides the Interior thereof Into
compartments, pipes secured in said header the inner ends
of which are in open communication with the Interior of
said header and the outer ends of which are close<l, said
pipes including generator and radiator pipes which com-
municate, respectively, with different compartments of
said header, and open-ended pipes secured In the partition
wall and which extend into the pipes secured In said
header, the attached ends of which are In open communi-
cation with the compattments of the header other than
those with which the pipes into which they extend, re-

spectively, communicate, substantially as described.

4. A combine<l generator and radiator comprising a
header, a partition which divides the interior thereof into
compartments, pipes secured in said header the inner ends
of which are in open communication with the interior of
said header and the outer ends of which are closed, aaid
pipes Including generator and radiator pipes which com-
municate, respectively, with different compartments of
said header and opm-ended pipes secured in the partition
wall and which extend into the pipes secured in said
header, the attached ends of which are In open communi-
cation with the compartments of the header other than
those with which the pipes into which they extend, re-

spectively, communicate, said generator pipes comprising
a front series of relatively large pipes, substantially as de-
scribed.

6. A combined generator and radiator comprising a
header comprising a substantially vertical leg and a sub-
stantially horizontal leg, a partition which divides the in-

terior of said header Into compartments, generator pipes
secured in said header and which extend beneath the hori-

zontal leg or section thereof and which communicate with
one compartment of said header and radiator pipes se-

cured in the horizontal section of said header, the inner
ends of which communicate with the other compartment
of said header and the outer ends of all of said pipes
being closed, and open-ended pipes secured in the partition

wall and which extend Into the pipes secured In said

header and which communicate with the compartment of

the header other than those with which the outer pipes
into which they extend, respectively, communicate, sub-
stantially as described.

1,226.299. HEAT ECONOMIZING APPARATUS. Pb«D
S. Bot^TZ. Cambridge. Mass. Pile<l Aug. 9, 1916. Serial

No. 113,909. (CI. 267—224.)
1. An apparatus of the character stated, comprising a hol-

low body forming a conduit portion of large cross sec-

tional area having a fluid inlet ai one end and a fluid

outlet at its opposite end. recessed heads attachetl to the
ends of said body, the one head having a fluid inlet and
the other head a fluid outlet, tube sheets between the said
beads and the ends of the body, said heads and tube sheets
forming chambers at the ends of the body, parallel tabes
engaged with said tulie sheets and extending through the

iKHiy. a series of baffle plates apertured to receive and
slide to place on said tubes and adapted to slide to place
In said body, and means for supporting said plates in

spaced relation to each other, the said chambers and tubes
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coDstitutinsT a ramifl»d conduit adapted to conduct a heat-
ed tluid from one chamber to the other, and the uild body,
t»b€ sheets and baffle plates forming a sinuous conduit

Inclosing said tubes, adapted to receiye a relatively cold
fluid at Its inlet, and conduct the fluid In a sinuous course
crosswise of said tubes to Its outlet.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,300. APPARATUS FOR FEEDING SCALE-PRE-
VENTIVE INTO BOILERS. William W Bonfiilo,
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Dec. 12, 1913. Serial No.
806.246. (CI. 210—19.)

In an apparatus of the character described, the combi-
nation of a boiler, means for feeding liquid thereto having
a high pressure and a low pressure side, a reservoir for
a graphite mixture to be fed to the Iwller, the reservoir
having a dished bottom, an opening at the upper portion,
a vent cock fitted Into said opening, a second opening In-

termediate the top and bottom of the reservoir, a connec-
tion between said opening and the low pressure side of
the feeding means, and a connection from the high pres-
sure side of the feeding means having a pipe smaller In
diameter than said opening and leading therethrough and
terminating adjacent the dished bottom of the reservoir.

1,226.301. RECORD CABINET. Albxa.ndbr Max Bbr-
CNDoar. Carlisle, Pa. Filed Mar. 14, 1916. Serial No.
84,066. (a. 211—16.)
1. A record cabinet Including a record holder mounted

to turn on a vertical axis, a series of shelves on said
holder, said shelves having cut-outs at opposite sides at
the front of each shelf, and staggered spacing members
between said shelves at the side edges thereof to position

the records with edge portions alternately disposed at
the respective cut-outs of the shelves.

2. A record cabinet Including a vertical series of shelves
and fixed members lnteT|K>sod between the shelves, alter-

nately at opposite side edges thereof, thereby presentlnc
between the shelves overlapping record receiving space*
within the cabinet between the respective members and
the opposite wall of the cabinet into and out of which
spaces the records are movable between the said spacing
members and the said opposite walls.

1,226,302. MACHINE FOR MAKING NUT - BLANKS.
Latham H. Bkiohtman, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Oct.

19, 1915. SerUl No. 66,786. (Cl. 29—68.)

1. The herein deacribed method of making nut blanks
which consists In rotating the stock, feeding a cut off tool
Into said stock to cut the blanks therefrom, feeding a
chamfering tool into said stock at the same time said cut
off tool la being fed in, and withdrawing said cbamferloc
tool before the cut off tool completes the severance of tba
blank.

2. A nut blank making machine comprising a rotatable
chuck to bold the metal stock, a boring tool in alinement
with said stock, a cut off tool, a chamfering tool, and
means for feeding said tools into and away from the
stock bar but withdrawing the chamfering tool out of
contact with the work before the cut off tool has com-
pleted the severance of the blank, said means being soch
that both of said tools operate on said stock simultane-
ously.

3. A nut blank making machine comprising a rotatable
chuck to hold the metal stock bar. a boring tool In aline-
ment with said stock bar, means for feeding the stock bar
through said chuck, a stop against which the end of the
stock bar is fed, a cut off tool, means for feeding said
tool into and away from said stock bar, and a flnger
arranged to be In a substantially stationary position In
the direction of the withdrawing movement of said cot
off tool and disposed in back of the end of the stock bar
to be cut off to prevent the cut off tool drawing the
ered blank back with it.
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4. A nut blank making machine comprising a rotatable

chuck to hold the metal stock bar, a boring tool in aline-

ment with said stock bar, means for feeding the stock bar

through said chuck, a stop against which the end of the

•tock bar is fed, a cut off tool, means for feeding said

tool Into and away from said stock t>ar, a chamfering tool

and support disposed at substantially a right angle to

said cut off tool, and a depending finger carried by said

chamfering tool support and disposed in the rear of the

end of said stock bar to be cut off to prevent Ibe cut off

tool drawing the severed blanks back with it.

6. A nut blank making machine comprising a rotatable

chuck to hold the metal stock bar, a boring tool In aline-

ment with said stock, means for feeding the stock bar

through said chuck, and a longitudinally alining stop for

limiting the forward movement of said stock bar formed
through a portion of its length with a longitudinal bore

for guiding said t>orlng tool, said stop being open on its

front under side to allow the escape of the shavings from
said t>oring tool.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.!

1,226.308. AUTOMATIC CUT-OFF MACHINE. Latham
H. BatoHTMAN, Columbus, Ohio. Filed Feb. 7, 1916.

Serial No. 76,814. (Cl. 82—2.)

r.Ll

1. A machine of the class deecrit>ed comprising a ''buck

to hold the metal stock bar, means for feeding the stock

1>ar through said chuck, a stop against which the end of

said stock bar Is to abut, means for feeding said tool Into

and away from said stock bar, and means for withdraw-
ing said stop in a longitudinal direction from its engaging
contact with the end of said stock bar during the time

the cut-off tool is being fed Into the bar.

2. A machine of the class described comprising a main
frame, a chuck to hold the metal stock bar, means for

feeding the stock bar through said chuck, a cut-off tool,

means for feeding aald tool Into and away from said

stock bar. a slide bar slldably supported In said frame-

work, a stop support adjustably mounted on said slide

\mt, a stop member adjustably supported in said member
against which the end of the stock bar is fed, and means
connected to said slide bar to move it In a longitudinal

direction to with<lraw said stop member from engagement
with the end of said stock bar during the time said cut-

off tool Is fed Into the t>ar, said separation being complete

before the bar end Is severed.

3. A machine of the class described comprising a chuck

to hold the metal stock bar, means for feeding the stock

twr through said chuck, a stop against which the end of

the stock bar is fed, a cut off tool, means for feeding said

tool into and away from said stock bar, and means oper-

able after the cut-off tool has started the cutting action

for withdrawing the stop from engaging contact with the

end of the stock iMir to permit the free fall of the severed

end and to be out of contact with the stock bar before

the seveiance Is completed.

4. -\ machine of the class described comprising a chuck

to hold the metal stock bar. means for feeding the stock

bar through said chuck, a cut off tool, means for feeding

said tool into and away from said stock bar, a stop against

which the end of the stock bar is fed, and an operative

connection between said stop and said cut-off tool oper

able, when the cat-off tool is fed into the stock t>ar, to

cause a withdrawing of the stop out of contacting engage-

ment with the stock t>ar end.

6. In a machine of the class described a chuck to hold

the metal stock bar, means whereby said chuck tern

porarily releases said stock bar, and means for feeding

the stock bar through said chuck comprising a roll, means
for rotating said roll, and means for bringing the rotating

roll into engagement with the stock bar during the inter-

val that it is released by said chuck.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,804. WATER-BAG STOPPER. Howard V. BbcH-
LBT, Plandome, N. T., assignor to Whltall Tatum Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Oct. 14, 1916, Serial No. 126,666. (Cl. 21{^—1.)

4. In a water t>ag the combination with a flexible han-

dle and a stopper having a thumb member, of an Inflexible

connection formed of a single length of wire Including

an upwardly extending stem with an annular base member
bent at right angles to the stem to loosely encircle the

thumb member, the stem having an eye at Its upper end,

and a ring connected to the eye for slldlngly embracing

the handle.

[Claims 1 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,805. FOLDING COOP. William Bccklit and
William Ivbrsbn, Portage. Wis. Filed Mar. 17, 1916.

Serial No. 84.938. (Cl. 220—132.)

1. In a folding coop, a floor having upturned edges and

overlapping oorners, a brace extending transversely of

said floor and having its ends bifurcated and bent upward
from said floor, longitudinally extending rods Journaled

in the bifurcated ends of said brace and in the comers of

said floor, folding sides carried by said rods, end pieces

pivotally carried at the corners of said floor and adapted

to fold inwardly upon said sides, cooperating roof sections

hinged to said end pieces, one of said roof sections being

provided with brace rods, a swinging door carried by the

other roof section, a sliding latch carried by said door,

and a Jointed post carried by the said brace for coopera-

tion with said roof sections and with said latch to retain

said roof sections in operative position, and for coopera-

tion with the said brace rods of the first mentioned roof

section when said roof sections are In folded relation to

retain them compactly in position.

2. In a folding coop, a floor having upturned edges and
overlapping corners, a brace extending transversely of said

floor and having its ends bifurcated and bent upward from
said floor, longitudinally extending rods Journaled in the

bifurcated ends of said brace and in the corners of said
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floor, folding sides carried by said rods, end pieces plTot-
ally carried at the corners of said floor and adapted to fold
Inwardly upon said sides, cooperating roof sections hinged
to said end pieces, a Jointed post carried by the aforesaid
brace for cooperation with said roof sections in operative
or folded position, a sleeve encircling said post, flexible
means carried by said post and engaging said sleeve for
yieldingly retaining the same in engagem^^nt with the
Jointed portion of said post, and a manually operable latch
for engagement with said post when the coop is in opera-
tive position.

I,22e..l06. PISTON PARTICULARLY FOR I.NTERNAL-
C094BUSTION ENGINES. Frcdebick T. BcRcrss.
Coventry, England, assignor of one-half to Unmber
Limited, Coventry, England. Filed Oct. 30. 1916. Se-
rial No. 128,648. (CI. 74—85.)
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vertical support dlBpose<l througb the central opening In

the plate, bearings In the support above the plate, bear-

ings on the frame above the horizontal plane of the plate,

two rollers disposed radially above the plate one at each
Bide of the support and Journaled in the bearings, means

to rotate the plate and the rollers in opposite directions

at neighboring points, there being a spiral groove in the

plate and a spiral groove in one of the rollers disi>o«ed

opposite each other at neighboring point*.

[Claims 1 to 7 and 9 not printed in the Gazetta.]

1,228.814. CABLE-CONTROLLED CARRYING APPA-
R.\TUS. ALPHON8O Daviso, San Diego, Cal. Filed

May 1, 1916. Serial No. 94,583. (CI. 104—111.)

>^^ ^-^

1. In an apparatus of the class described, a pair of

electric circuit carrying cables, a carriage mounted on

said cables, a carriage in the form of an aeroplane sus-

pended from said first mentioned carriage by means of

cables and drums upon which said cables are wound,

secured to said last mentioned carriage, means for man-

ually operating some of said drums and means for syn-

chronizing other of said drums with said first mentioned

drums.
2. In an apparatus of the class described, a pair of

electric circuit carrying cables, a carriage mounted on

said cables, a carriage la the form of an aeroplane stis-

pended from said carriage by means of cables, drums
upon which said cables are woand secured to said ve-

hicle, means for manually operating some of said drums,

means for synchronizing other of said drums with said

first mentioned drums and a propeller mounted on said

carriage for moving said carriage on said cables.

3. In an apparatus of the class described, a pair of

electric circuit carrying cablet, a carriage mounted on
said cables, a vehicle In the form of an aeroplane sus-

pended from said carriage by means of cables, drums
upon which said cables are wound secured to said vehicle,

means for manually operating some of said drums, means
for synchronizing other of said drums with said first

mentioned drums, a propeller mounted on said vehicle

for moving said vehicle and said carriage on said cables,

and means for locking said carriage on said cables.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the com-

bination of a supporting cable, a carriage mounted there-

on, a plurality *of cables suspended from said carriage, a

passenger carrying device, drums revolubly mounted with

their bases secured to said passenger carrying device, the

one adapted to be manually operated and the other oper-

ated by means of a gyroscope operating a rheostat, where-

by said drums are synchronised and said passenger carry-

ing device maintains its equilibrium when being raised

and lowered by the winding of said cables on said drums.
5. In an apparatus of the class described, the com-

bination of a supporting cable, a carriage mounted there-

on, a plurality of cables suspended from said carriage, a
passenger carrying device, drums revolubly mounted with
their bases secured to said passenger carrying device,

the one adapted to be manually operated and the other

operated by means of a gyroscope operating a rheostat,

whereby said drums are syncronlzed and said passenger
carrying device maintains its equilibrium when t>eing

raised and lowered by the winding of said cables on said

drums, and means for propelling said passenger carrying

device.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,815. COMBINED TYPE-WRITING .\ND COMPUT-
INO MACHINE. Gtstav* O. D»oenih. New York,

N. Y., aadgnor to Underwood Computing Machine Com-
pany. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed July 27, 1911. Serial No. 640.752. (CI.

235—130.)

1. In a combined typewriting and computing machine,

the combination with typewriter numeral keys and a

traveling carriage, of an adjustable stop forming part

of a tabulating mechanism for positioning said carriage,

computing mechanism comprising Indexing mechanism,

connections between said Indexing mechanism and said

keys, means between said indexing mechanism and said

keys for locking said keys, and connections whereby said

locking means Is controlled by said stop.

2. The combination with a carriage and a plurality

of typewriter keys, of a computing mechanism controlled

by said keys, a series of Interfering members movable

across a common path, so that each one when actuated

will Interfere with the movement of the rest of said

members, said memt>er8 being operatively connected to

certain of said keys, so as to control the action of said

certain keys, a plurality of trippers pivotally mounted,

a bar having sockets therein adapted to be engaged by

each of said trippers, a lever, and an Interfering member
connected to said lever, a link connection movable Into

the path of said first-mentioned interfering members, so

as to prevent the movement of the computing mechanism
by certain of said keys at certain times, and means for

operating said trippers at predetermined Intervals.

3. The combination with a computing mechanism, of

a series of keys for controlling the action of said com-

puting mechanism, a traveling member, stops for con-

trolling the jwsltlon of said member, and means oper-

ated by said stops for preventing the actuation of said

computing mechanism by said keys.

4. In a combined typewriting and computing machine,

the combination with a traveling typewriter carriage, of

decimal tabulating mechanism for positioning said car-

riage, an adjustable stop forming part of said mechanism
and adapted to arrest said carriage at any one of a plu-

rality of columns determined by the position of the stop,

typewriter numeral keys, computing devices under the
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control of said keys, and means whereby said stops are

effective to lock said keys at a plurality of predetermined

denominations in a column selected by said tabulating

mechanism.
5. The combination with a computing mechanism, of

Dumeral keys for actuating said computing mechanism,

locking mechanism for said numeral keys, a series of

trippers spaced apart at predetermined intervals, opera-

tive connections between said trippers and said locking

mechanism whereby the former may control the latter, a

traveling member, and stops for controlling the i>osition

of said traveling member, said stops being arranged to

engage said trippers and thus actuate said locking mecha-

nism at predetermined points In the travel of said mem-
ber.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette]

1.226,816. TAKE-DP DEVICE FOR WRIST-STRAPS
FOR WATCHES. Charles L. J)«POLLira, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed July 19, 1916. Serial No. 110.076. (CI.

24—178.)

1^'

t. In combination with a wrist strap, connecting de-

vices therefor Including a take-up device which consists

of a flat plate having a bar and two outer bars sepa-

rated from the first named bar by spaces to permit the

strap to be threaded through said bars and engage the

same with a frlctlonal grip, one of the outer bars being

adapted to be engaged by the looped end of the strap

and both of the outer bars being free from the first

named bar at one end and movable means to bridge the

spaces between the free ends of the outer bars and the

first named bar to permit the strap to be disengaged from

the take-up device.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,317. COTTON-GIN. William T. Dodd, Brooklyn,

N. Y., assignor . to National Roller Gin Company,
Phoenix, Arli., a Corporation of Arizona. Filed Dec.

2, 1912, Serial No. 734,509. Renewed Oct. 20, 1916.

Serial No. 126.799. (Cl. 13—7.)

1. In a cotton gin. two ginning rolls spaced apart, di-

viding members forming a conduit leading to the space

between the ginning rolls, conduit members, spaced from

the dividing members and cooperating with the ginning

rolls to dlr«»< t air from between the ginning rolls under the

ginning rolls, fans disposed adjacent the conduit members

and disposed under the ginning rolls, and beater rolls at

the outer sides of the fans.

2. In a cotton gin, two ginning rolls spaced apart, di-

viding meml>ers forming a conduit leading to the space

between the ginning rolls, conduit members spaced from

the dividing members and cooperating with the ginning

rolls to direct air from between the ginning rolls under
the ginning rolls.

3. In a cotton gin. a casing having a side with a pro-

jection in which there Is a recess, there being an opening

at the bottom of the recess, a knocker roll rotatably

mounted at the recess, a doctor blade projecting ob-

liquely from without the casing to a position at the inner

side of the casing adjacent the knocker roll, means below

the projection at the outer side of the casing for adjust-

ing the position of the doctor blade, and a ginning roll

disposed at the inner side of the doctor blade and the

knocker roll.

4. In a cotton gin, a ginning roll, a knocker roll dis-

posed adjacent to the ginning roll, a doctor blade dis-

posed for cooperating with the ginning and the knocker
rolls, a beater roll disposed below the doctor blade, and a
fan for directing an air blast at the side of the beater

roll.

5. In a cotton gin, a ginning roll, a knocker roll hav-
ing its axis at one side of the vertical plane of the axis

of the ginning roll, a doctor blade for cooperating with

the ginning and knocker rolls, a beater roll disposed below
the horizontal plane of the axis of the ginning roll, and
a fan for directing air from the other side of the vertical

plane of the axis of the ginning roll down at the sldt

of the beater roll.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.318. RUBBER SOLED SHOE. Ernbst W. Ddn-
BAB, Hudson. Mass.. assignor to Apsley Rubber Com-
pany, Hudson, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts.

Flle^ Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No. 184,252. (Cl. 86—14.)

1. A rubber soled canvas shoe having a canvas top, a
rubl)er outer sole, an inner sole, >ind a strip of rubberized

cloth having one edge extending in between the inner and
outer soles, the other edge being secured to the top along

the lower edge of the top and forming an exposed bead be-

tween the top and the outer sole.

4. In a rubber soled canvas shoe, a cavas top, a rubber

outer sole, an inner sole, a filling between the inner sole

and the outer sole, and a strip of rubberized cloth folded

over at one edge and secured by suitable fastenings

through the fold to the outer face of said canvas top

around the lower part thereof, the other edge of said rub-

berized strip extending in and being lasted between the

said inner sole and outer sole, the said folded edge of the

rubberized strip appearing in the finished shoe as a bead
between the outer sole and the canvas upper.

[Claims 2, 3, and 5 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,319. OIL - VAPORIZER FOR EXPLOSIVE - EN-
GINES. Cbaslik W. Dyer, Stratton. Me. Filed July
27, 1916. Sertal No. 111,711. (Cl. 219—38.)

The combination of a closed cylinder adapted to he con-

nected at its upper end to the intake of an internal com-
bustion engine, a plug of insulating material secured In

the lower end of the cylinder, an elongated solenoid coll

carried by the plug, a binding post carried by the plug and
electrically connected to one end of the coll, a rod carried
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by the plug and electrically connected to the other end
of the coll. a pipe threaded thronsb the upper end of the

cylinder In vertical allnement with the coll, and a feed
regrulating valve Interpos«>d in the pipe.

1.226.320. TIRE. Th.\ddioc8 V. Elliott. New York,
N. Y.. «H8ljmor to Elliott Rim Chain & Tread Corpora-
tion. Esopus. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed
Jan. 29. 1916. Serial No. 78.018. (CT. 152—16.)

1. In a pneumatic tired wheel, a tread hartng eyea at
its sides, chains having hooks at their enda, the hooka
at the outer ends engaging the eyea, the hooks at the
inner ends of the chains having enlarged ends, and a rim
having longitudinal channel rings at its sides with which
the said lower hooks engage, the channel rings being
notched to permit the engagement of the said hooka with
the rings.

2. In a pneumatic tired wheel, a tread, chains secured
to the tread and provided at their inner ends with hooka
having enlarged ends, and a rim having longitudinal chan-
nel rings at sides with which the hooks of the chains en-
gage, the said rings being notched to permit the engage-
ment of the hooks with the rings.

1,226,321. INTERMITTENT-GRIP DEVICE FOR CAP-
STANS. GioRiic M. Ellis, Mitchell, 8. D., and Gboboi
F. Bbowx. Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada ; said Ellis as-
signor to said Brown. Filed Feb. 1. 1911. Serial No.
606.022. (CI. 74—55.)

In a device of the class described, the combination of
a supporting frame, an axle mounted thereon, a abaft
Journaled on the frame parallel with the axle and pro-

vided with a gear, a drum having end members roUUbly
mounted on said axle, one of the end members being pro-
vided with an extension having a gear to mesh with the
shaft gear, means to engage the surface of the drum to
move the same in one direction, clutch means carried by
the shaft gear whereby the shaft Is also rotated In one
direction, and means within the drum to deliver auto-
matically a reverse rotation of the drum, sal.l clutch
means precluding the reverse rotation of the shaft.

1,226.322. SAFETY R.\ZOR. Cabl O. Enostrom. Sac,
ramento. Cal. Filed Aug. 28, 1915. SerUl No. 47.779
(CI. 30—12.)

1. A safety razor comprtsinc a blade holder, a blade
for positioning therein, a guard in advance of the cutUng
edge of the blade and in spaced relation thereto, and a
handle pivotally connected to said blade holder and per-
mitting a movement of the holder independently of the
handle when the holder Is being drawn across the face,
the pivotal axis of which is above the cutting edge of the
blade and adjacent the front edge of the holder.

2. A safety razor comprising a blade holder, a blade
for positioning therein, a guard for the blade, and an oper-
ating handle plvoUlly connected to said blade holder,
the fulcrum point of which connection is located above
the cutting edge of the blade holder, whereby the blade
holder is permitted to have a movement Independently of
the handle to allow the same to follow the contour of the
face.

3. A safety raxor comprising a blade holder, a blade
for positioning in the holder,.* guard for the blade, means
for adjusting the rear edge of the blade to vary the angle
of the cutting edge thereof, and an operating handle ful-
cmmed to the blade holder at a point above the cutting
edge of the blade and near the forward edge of the holder,
permitting the blade holder to have a movement Inde^
pendently of the handle to allow the same to follow the
contour of the face.

4. A safety razor comprising a blade holder, a bUde
for positioning therein, a guard for the blade, an operat-
ing handle fulcrumed to the blade holder above the cut-
ting edge of the blade, said bolder being capable of a move-
ment Independently of the handle whereby the blade fol-
lows the contour of the face, and means for normally
maintaining said blade holder In a plane parallel with
said handle.

6. A safety raxor comprising a blade holder, a blade
removably positioned therein, a guard for the blade, an
operating handle extendiof in a plane at substantially
right angles to the cutting e<lge of the blade and ful-
crumed to the blade holder above the cutting edge of the
blade and near the forward portion of the h Ider. per-
mitting a movement of the holder Indt-pendently of the
handle to allow the same to follow the contour of the face,
and means for normally maintaining said blade holder
in a plane parallel with said handle.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.)

1.220.323. BICYCLE MUD-OUARD. Kazimir A. FUL-
aowsKi. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Mar. 23. 1916. Serial
No. 86.206. (CI. 208—144.)
The combination with a bicycle, of a mud guard for

the same comprising a longitudinally and transversely
bowed and open ended casing mounted on the frame there-
of, a plurality of like telescoping sections carried thereby,
means for connecting one of the end sections with the

bicycle frame, a pair of supporting arms having their

lower ends pivotally connected with the bicycle frame

and their upper ends connected with one of the telescop-

ing sections adapted to be swung away from the bicycle

frame when the sections are extended.

1.226,824. HINGB-LOCK. 8«TH H. Gaob, Amesbury,

., assignor of one-half to Frederick H. Rowe, Lynn,

Filed Feb. 10, 1915. Serial No. 7,361. (Cl.

21—60.)

1. A hinge lock comprising a pair of shouldered mem-

bers having pivotally connected ears, cooperating locking

means on each of said ears, and a resilient lorking mem-
ber adapted simultaneously to engage said locking means.

2. A hinge lock comprising a pair of shouldered mem-
bers, one having a pair of separated cylindrical ears and

the other member having a centrally dlspo.ned comple-

mentary ear adapted to \>e positioned between the sepa-

rated cylindrical ears, said pair of ears having a plu-

rality of peripheral alined slots and said centrally dis-

posed ear being peripherally slotted, pivotal means con-

necting said CATS whereby upon relative movement be-

tween the pair of ears and the central ear all slots may
be alined, and locking means movable simultaneously to

engage all slots when In allnement.

3. A hinge look comprising a pair of members having

pivotally connected ears, peripheral locking means on

said ears, and a resilient locking member L-shaped In

form having a shorter arm folded upon Itself to reinforce

and stiffen the same, said shorter arm being adapted simul-

taneously to engage said locking means whereby the

hinge is locked.

4. A binge lock comprising a pair of members having

pivotally connected ears, peripheral locking means on said

ears, a strip spring on one of said members having a bent

stiffened portion adapted simultaneously to have ten-

sloned locking engagement with said locking means.

6. A hinge lock comprising a pair of members having

pivotally connected ears, a leaf spring secured to one of

aald members, a latch segment formed by an integral t)ent

portion of said spring and means on said ears adapted to

receive said latch segment whereby said hinge members

may be simultaneously engaged.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,325. PROJECTING - LAMP. Hbrcclm Wallacb
Obbomanos. Boston. Mass. Filed Feb. 11, 1916. Serial

No. 77,625. (Cl. 240

—

41.)

1. In combination, a main reflector having the curva-

ture of a conic section, a source of light substantially In

the focus of said main reflector, a secondary semispherlcal

reflector within the main reflector, and a plate at the edge

of aald secondary reflector dividing the main reflector Into

upper and lower horlaontal halves, the center of curva-

ture of said secondary reflector being substantially in the

focns of the main reflector, said secondary reflector fac-

ing the lower half of the main reflector.

2. In combination, a main reflector having the curva-

ture of a conic section, a plate substantially In the hori-

zontal plane passing through the axis of said main re-

flector and dividing the same into lower and upper horl-

lontaJ halves, a semispberical reflecting surface on said

plate facing the lower half of the main reflector, the

radius of curvature of said semlspherlcal reflector being

substantially tliat of the focal length of the main re-

flector, and a source of light substantially in the focus of

the main reflector.

8. In combination, a main reflector having the curva-

ture of a conic section, a plate In the horizontal plane of

the main reflector passing through the axis thereof and

dividing the main reflector into lower and upper halves,

a secondary reflector carried by said plate and facing the

lower half of the main reflector, the center of curvature

of said secondary reflecting surface being substantially In

the focus of the main reflector, and a source of light sub-

stantially in the focus.

4. In combination, a main reflector having the curva

ture of a conic section, a secondary semlspherlcal reflector

the edge of which Is In the horizontal plane passing

through the axis of the main reflector, the radius of

curvature of said secondary reflector being substantially

equal to the focal length of the main reflector, and the

center of curvature of said secondary reflector t>elng sub-

stantially in the focus of the main reflector, a source of

light substantially in the focus of the main reflector, and

a source of light within the main reflector and exterior of

the secondary reflector.

6. In combination, a main reflector having the curva-

ture of a conic section, a secondary reflecting surface with-

in the main reflector, a plate at the edge of said second-

ary reflector dividing the main reflector Into two parts,

the focus of said secondary reflector being coaxial with

the main reflector, and a source of light disposed between

the focuses of the main and the secondary reflector.

1,226.826. PNEUMATIC ACTION. CnABLis G. GlL-

BBRG, Rockford, 111. Filed Aug. 17, 1914. Serial No.

857,013. (Cl. 84—178.)

2. The combination of a pneumatic, a valve casing ar-

ranged against the under side of the pneumatic, a wind
trunk to which said valve casing is detacbably connected,

said valve casing being arranged near one end of said

pneumatic, and said wind trunk being arranged at the

opposite end of said pneumatic, and said wind trunk

forming a support for one end of the pneumatic.

[Claims 1 and 3 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,226.327. ARCH - READJUSTER. William Gsoroi
Orav, St. John, New Brunswick, Canada. Filed JuJy
31. 1916. Serial No. 112.324. (CI. 86—71.)

1. An arch readjuster comprising a base plate, a pair of
•nperlmposed curvilinear plates, slidably engaging at their
adjacent ends and operatively mounted on the base plate,
and resilient means operatlvely supporting the said pair
of plates from the base plate.

2. An arch readjuster comprising a base plate, a pair
of curvilinear plates having their adjacent ends slldably
engaging, the opposite ends being rigidly secured to the
base plate, and a spring Intermediate the said pair of
plates and base plate.

3. An arch readjuster comprising a base plate, a pair
of curvilinear plates mounted on the base plate, and slld-
ably engaging at their adjacent ends, an angularly dis-
posed flange integral with one of the plates, and resilient
means supporting the said pair of plates from the base
plate.

4. An arch readjuster comprising a base plate, a pair of
curvilinear plates mounted on the base plate, and slldably
engaging at their adjacent ends, resilient means support-
ing the said plates from the base plate, and an Insole
superimposed on the pair of plates and rigidly secured to
one of the same.

1,226,328. AIR - COMPRESSOR. VhnaBLi J. QuTHan,
Cambria, Va., assignor of one-eighth to John C. Guthrie,
Pearlsburg. Va., and one-eighth to William C. Guthrie!
one-eighth to Henry D. Jordan, and one-eighth to Frank
Gordon, Dublin. Va. Filed June 22, 1916. Serial No.
106,226. (CI. 230—27.)

f-

1. A compressor embodying a compression chamber, a
cylinder communicating therewith at one end and having
an Inlet at its other end, a valve for said Inlet, a tubular
piston slldable In said cylinder, a valve carried by the pis
ton seatable toward the Inlet, a crank shaft, a connecting
rod connecting the crank shaft and piston, and a displace-
ment cone upon the connecting rod having its larger end
arranged adjacent to the piston, the chamber having an
outlet.

2. A compressor embodying a compression chamber, a
cylinder having one end communicating with said cham

ber and having an inlet at its other end, a valve for said
inlet to prevent the outward flow of air therethrough, a
tubular piston slldable In said cylinder having a valve
seat at that end nearest said Inlet and having a wrist pin
at its other end offset away from said Inlet, a crank shaft
having a crank working within said chamber, a connect-
ing rod connecting said crank and wrist pin, and a dis-
placement cone having its apical portion secured upon the
connecting rod, the larger end of the cone being open and
cut at an obtuse angle to work adjacent the end of the pis-
ton, and said chamber having an outlet.

3. A compressor embodying a compression chamber hav-
ing an outlet, a pair of cylinders having certain ends com-
municating with said chamber and having Inlets at their
other ends, valves for said inlets to prevent the flow of
air outwardly therethrough, tubular pistons slldable In
the cylinders, valves carried by the pistons seatable to-
ward said Inlets, means for reciprocating the pistons In
opposite directions, and displacement cones associated and
movable with the pistons and working within said cham-
ber, the larger ends of the cones being arranged adjacent
to the pistons and having portions spaced therefrom to
provide openings.

4. A compressor having a compression chamber having
an outlet, a cylinder having one end communicating with
said chamber and having an air Inlet at Its other end, a
valve for closing said inlet, a piston slldable within the
cylinder, the piston having a valve seat facing away from
the Inlet, a spring pressed valve seatable against said
seat and having a chamber and air conducting means ex-
tending from the chamber to that portion which rests
against said seat, the second mentioned valve having an
opening communicating with said chamt>er and with that
end of the cylinder having the inlet, and a spring seated
valve carried by the second mentioned valve and seatable
away from the first mentioned valve to close said opening.

6. A compressor embodying a compression chamber hav-
ing an outlet, a cylinder having one end communicating
with said chamber and having an air Inlet at Its other end,
a valve for closing said inlet, a piston slldable within the
cylinder and having a beveled valve seat facing away from
the Inlet, a spring pressed valve having a beveled portion
seatable against said seat and having a chamber, the sec-

ond mentioned valve having air conducting means extend-
ing from said chamber to said beveled portion and nor-
mally covered by said seat when the second mentioned
valve Is seated, the second mentioned valve having an
opening communicating with said chamber, a third valve
seatable to close said opening, the third mentioned valve
being seatable away from the first mentioned valve, and
spring means within said chamber for seating the third
mentioned valve.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,820. MACHINE FOR GROOVING LENSES. Ma-
RiNlua Hansin. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Sept. 27„1916.
Serial No. 122,834. (CI. 61—3.)

1. A machine for grooving lenses comprising a movable
supporting frame in which the lens is rotatably mounted,
a roUry cutter, a fixed abutment to limit the movement
of the lens in one direction with relation to the face of the
cutter and means cooperating with the frame for auto-
matically maintaining the lens In the position determined
by the abutment.
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2. A machine for grooving lenses comprising a movable

supporting frame In which the lens is rotatably mounted,

a rotary cutter, a fixed abutment to limit the movement of

the lens in one direction with relation to the face of the

cutter, and a spring cooperating with the frame for hold-

ing the frame yieldingly in the said position determined

by the abutment.

8. A machine for grooving lenses comprising a movable

supporting frame In which the lens Is rotatably mounted,

a rotary cutter, a fixed abutment to limit the movement
of the lens In one direction with relation to the face of the

cutter, means cooperating with the frame for holding the

frame yieldingly in the said position determined by the

abutment and means to hold the edge of the cutter and
the edge of the lens In yielding operative engagement.

4. A machine for grooving lenses comprising a movable

supporting frame In which the lens Is rotatably mounted,

a rotary cutter, an adjustable arm in fixed relation to the

cutter and having an abutment to engage the face of the

lens to position the cutting edge with respect thereto and
means In operative engagement with the frame to move
the same laterally and hold the face of the lens yieldingly

against the abutment.

6. A machine for grooving lenses comprising a movable

rapportlng frame In which the lens is rotatably mounted,

a rotary cutter, an adjustable arm In fixed relation to the

cutter and having an abutment to engage the face of the

lens to position the cutting edge with respect thereto,

means in operative engagement with the frame to move
the same laterally and hold the face of the lens yieldingly

against the arm, and means to adjust the said arm to vary

the point of bearing of the abutment against the face of

the lens.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,330. PROCESS OF CONCENTRATING AND SEP-
ARATING MINERALS BY FLOTATION. Hehbebt
E. T. Hacltain, Toronto. Ontario, Canada. Filed June
16. 1915. Serial No. 34,213. (O. 83—86.)

1. A process of concentrating and separating minerals

by flotation which consists in pulping the ore ; treating

the same In a first stage by flotation in a series of steps

in which the sinking products are successively re-treated

to obtain a final sinking product substantially free of the

most readily floatable constituent of the ore, re-treatlng

the floating products of the first stage In a second stage

by flotation in a series of steps In which the floating prod-

ucts of each step except the first are returned for re-

treatment in a previous step to obtain a substantially

clean final product of another constituent of the ore as a

float from the first step.

2. A process of concentrating and separating minerals

by flotation which consists In pulping the ore ; treating

the same In a first stage by flotation in a series of steps

In which the sinking products are successively re-treated

to obtain a final sinking product substantially free of the

most readily fioatable constituent of the ore, re-treating

the floating products of the first stage in a second stage

by fiotatlon In a series of steps in which the fioatlng prod-

ucts of each step except the first are returned for re-treat-

ment in a previous step to obtain a substantially clean

final product of another constituent of the ore as a fioat

from the first step, the floating products of the first stage

being introdaced at different steps In the second stage ac-

cording to the quality of the float.

3. A process of concentrating and separating minerals

by flotation which consists In pulping the ore and traitlng

the same by fiotatlon in a multi-series of steps in which

the floating products of each step except the first are re-

turned for re-treatment In a previous step to obtain a final

product substantially free of the most readily fioatable

constituent of the ore as a float from the first step.

4. A process of concentrating and separating minerals

by flotation which consists In pulping the ore and treating

the same by flotation 1n a multi-series of steps and in

which the floating products of the later steps are progres-

sively moved up for re-treatment in earlier steps to ob-

tain the cleanest final floating products at the earlier steps.

5. A process of concentrating and separating minerals

by flotation which consists In pulping the ore ; treating

the same In a first stage by flotation In a series of steps in

which the sinking products are successively re-treated to

obtain a flnal sinking product substantially free of the

most readily floatable constituent of the ore, re-treatlng

the floating products of the first stage in a second stage

by flotation In a multi-series of steps and in which the

floating products of each step except the first are returned

for re-treatment in a previous step to obtain a substan-

tially clean flnal product of another constituent of the

ore as a float from the first step.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,831. CLOTHES-WRINGER. John F. Hbminwat,
New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 2, 1916. Serial No.

128,876. (CI. 68—32.)

1. A clothes wringer, comprlsfng a frame having pres-

sure rolls and pressure means for said rolls, a movably

mounted top bar having means for adjusting said pressure

means, a releasing mechanism for said top bar, a member

extending outwardly from said top bar In a plane below

the top thereof, and a stop carried by the aide bars of

said frame cooperating with said extension for limiting

the upward movement of said top bar.

2. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pres-

sure rolls and pressure means for said rolls, a movable top

bar mounted in said frame, mechanism for holding said

top bar in predetermined position therein, boxes carried

by said top bar provided with extensions, pressure screwg

mounted In said boxes for adjusting said pressure means,

and plates carried by the side bars having slots to receive

said extensions for limiting the upward movement of said

top bar.

3. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pres-

sure rolls and pressure means for said rolls, a top bar

movably mounted In said frame having means for adjust-

ing said pressure means, means for holding said top bar

In predetermined position within said frame, a slotted

plate secured to the side bar of said frame In a plane be-

low the upper ends thereof, and a member extending out-

wardly from said top bar working In the slot of said plate

for limiting the upward movement of said top bar.

1,226,332. EXPRESSION INDICATIONS FOR PERFO-
RATED NOTE SHEETS FOR PLAYER PIANOS AND
THE LIKE. Frid»rick Hopkins. Buffalo. N. Y. Filed

Sept. 18, 1916. Serial No. 120.876. (CI. 84—162.)

1. In a perforated note sheet, a plurality of perfora-

tions which perform no automatic or mechanical function
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In the operation of a playlngr machine, but are designed
solely to be seen and followed by the eye. which perfora-
tlona are located in some position on the note sheet not
required for the production of the music, and where they
may be readily observeil and follow one another succe*-
•Ively. forming a straight and continuous line which
traverses the note sheet parallel to the sides thereof, said
continuous line constituting an expression cr dynamic
line which Indicates to the observer the dynamic condi-
tions and changes appropriate to the music or to the op-
eration of such sheet by means of the relative degrees and
changes of degree of propinquity to one another of the per-
forations of which such line Is made up, according to an
arbitrary symbolism by which a certain a8*nimed degree
of propinquity Indicates a certain dynamic degree, and an-
other assumed degree of propinquity Indicates another
dynamic degree, and Intermediate degrees and change* of
degree of propinquity Indicate corresponding Intermediate
dynamic degrees and changes of degree.

them to the surface the said suspended pulp to form of
the latter a scum or surface stratum, and removing the
said scum or surface stratum.
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2. In a perforated note sheet, a plurality of perfora-
tions which perform no automatic or mechanical function
in the operation of a playing machine, but are designed
solely to be seen and followed by the eye. and are located
In some position on the note sheet not required for the
production of the music, where they may be readily ob-
served, and which by their sire and shape, and by their
location and arrangement upon the note sheet, and by
their combination and grouping and their degree of pro-
pinquity with respect to one another upon such sheet con-
stitute symbols, recognizable as such by the eye' and
capable of receiving, embodying and representing separate
and differentiated deflnltlons. meanings. Interpretations
and Instructions Incident to the performance of the music
and the operation of the sheet, and of transmitting the
same to the observer.

3. In a perforated note sheet, a plurality of perforations
which perform no automatic or mechanical function of a
playing machine but are designed solely to be seen and
followed by the eye. and are located In some position on
the note sheet not required for the production of the music
where they may b* readily observed, said perforations be-
ing spaced with their degree of propinquity depending
upon the dynamic degree with which the Instrument
should play the music from the note sheet.

1.226.333. PROCESS OP SEPARATING SUSPENDED
PULP. William Hoskins. Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 10
1915. Serial .No. 56,161. (Cl. 210—1.)
1 The method of separating from a liquid-body con-

sisting of or containing in aolntion a chemlcally-actlve
con.stltnent. paper pulp suspended therein, which consists
In bringing the liquid into contact with an immersed solid
of a character which is acted upon by the said constituent
to liberate gases, whereby the liberated gases rise from
the immersed solid and In passing upwardly carry with

2. The method of separating from an acid liquor paper
pulp suspended therein, which consists In bringing the
liquor Into contact with an Immersed carbonate which la
attacked by the said acid to liberate carbon dioxid.
whereby the carbon dioxld will rise through the liquor
and carry to the surface thereof the suspended pulp, form-
ing of the latter a surface stratum or acum. and removing
the said acum.

3. The method of separating suspended pulp from sul-
fite waste-waters which consists fn phasing the said waters
over immersed limestone, and removing the resulUnt
pulp-carrylng surface stratum.

1,226,334. BATTEN-STRIP. Mabtin L. HfKK.a, Wheel-
ing. W. Va.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Whlt-
aker-Olessner Company, Wheeling. W. Va., a Corpora-
tion of West Virginia. Filed Mar. 6. 1916. SerUl So
82.360. (Cl. 108—12.)

A batten strip composed of sheet metal akayed to form
a central longitudinal arch of inverted forai. the crown of
said arch being designed to rest upon adjacent boards at
opposite sides of an Intervening crack, inwardly inclined
wings extending laterally from the extremities of the
opposite side walls of said arch and Joining the latter
through a regular curve, and flat panels located laterally
of said wings and disposed In the plane of the crown of
said arch for seating upon said boards.

1,226,335. WHEEL-HOLDER. Hobace Evebbt Jomb
Ebensburg. Pa. Filed Dec. 28, 1916. Serial So
139,246. (Cl. 144—288.)

1. A wheel holder comprising a frame formed of a strip
of metal In arched form, a spindle having a base embrac-
ing the said arche<l top and slldable thereon, a set s<rew

il
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extending through the underside of the base to engage tlie

•aid top, upper.and lower damp element* on the spindle

adapted to hold a wheel therebetween, and a reUlnlng

device threaded on the spindle above the said upper clamp

element.

2. A wheel holder comprising a frame pre«entlng an

arched top, a uplndle having a base, aaid base extending

laterally from the spindle at one side, then downwardly,

tkeni* laterally In the opposite direction from the first

mem»)er. then t>eneath the arched top, and returned on

Itself in an upward direction above the arched top, a set

crew extending throush the lower member of the base

and adapted to bind against the arched top and wheel

holding mean* carried by the spindle

1,226,M6. STAND OR SUPPORT FOR LOOSE LEAF
BOOKS, Ac. ADOLPR n. KCPBTZ, New York, N. Y., as-

signor, by necne assignment*, to Underwood Computing

Machine Company. .New York, N. Y., a Corporation of

.\ew York. Filed Feb. 2, 1916. Serial No. 5,608.

(Cl. 4(^—«7.)

1. A ttand or receptacle for a loo*e-leaf binder, for sup-

porting therein hhiders of Tarious tblcknes!«es with "their

leaves In unlocked condition. In a manner to permit the

ready withdrawal and restoration of any leaf in the

Wndcr, and to hold the binder open at the point where

the l.af has been withdrawn, comprising a pocket or de-

vice for Btrpportlng on edge the back portion of the binder

Inserted In the pocket, said pocket having opposite chairs

combining to form a saddle arranged to locate the bact

of the Mnder !n central portion In the pocket. Bald chairs

being relatively adjustable to accommodate binder backs

of different widths, and means to retain the chairs where

adjusted, said receptacle constructed so that a binder of

any width Inserte*! In the pocket may be retained thereby

nearly in closed condition with its upstanding coTer* and

leaves tilted outwardly, whereby the leaves may remain

tnted against either cover, and thereby keep the unlocked

binder open at the point where a leaf la withdrawn.

2. A stand or support for a loose-leaf binder, comprlirtng

a pocket or frame provided with a *evlee for mechanically

centrallxlng the back of the looaa-Uaf binder in the

pocket, and also comprislB« opposite chairs to form a

addle for said back, and means connecting saUl chairs

for >iimultaneou« equal adjustment toward or away from

«acb other.

3. A stand or support for a U>o*e-leaf binder, comprialng

a pocket or frame having bottom rests, mean* supporting

said reals, opposing chairs on said rests, said chairs taken

together forming a taddle for the back of the loo*e-leaf

bln<ler to hold It in central position, said chair* slldable

to iiad from each other upon said rests, and means for

relatively adjusting said chairs to expand or contract the

saddle while keeping the saddle In central position In the

po( ket.

4. A stand or support for a loose-leaf binder, comprising

a po< ket or frame having tMttom resU, two pair* of oppos
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ing chair*, one pair upon eadi rest, all of said chair*

Uk«n together forming a saddle for receiving the back of

the loose-leaf binder, tongues on said chairs, and screw*

threaded through said tongues to adjust them to and from

each other to expand or contract the saddle while keeping

the saddle in central jwsltlon In the pocket.

6. A device to support a loo*e-leaf binder In a slightly

open position with Its covers upstanding, said device con»-

prislng, in combination, supports for the coverw of the

binder, a saddle to support the back of the binder cen-

trally with relation to said supports, said saddle com-

prialng chairs arranged to hold the binder In such position

that the covers thereof are maintaine<l at equal angles

to the vertical, and adjusting means for simultaneously

shifting said chairs toward or from each other to fit them

to binders of different thlckn«a*ea, said adjastlng mean*

comprising a rod having right and left-band screw threads

to engage, respectively, correspondingly threaded portions

of the chairs, whereby the latter are simultaneously ad-

justed through equal distance* but In opposite direction*,

while the saddle remains centrally located with reference

to said support*. I

1,226,337. UNIVERSAL MICROMETER. Pbteb Lack-

.NEB, New Brunswick. N. J. Filed Sept. 15. 1916.

Serial So. 120,235. (Cl. 33—164.)

1. In a measuring Instrument of the character de-

scribed, a pair of separable legs, each of aald legs being

formed with an enlargement Intermediate its ends, each

leg being provided with a socket, one of said sockets

exteniUng entirely through the leg on which it is ar-

ranged, a threaded bar extending through said last

mentioned socket Into the socket in the other leg. a piv

otal member connecting said bar with said last mentioned

leg, a rounded meml)er for transmitting strain from said

bar to one of said legs, and a nut on said threaded bar

acting on said rouadetl Btem4>er for limiting the opening

movement of said leg<i.

2. In a micrometer of the character described, a caliper

construction including legs and a threaded Rbaft. a scale

arranged on said shaft for Indicating the annount of

opening of the calipers, a nut on said shaft for llnsltlng

the opening of the legs of the caliper, said nut being

forrae<l with graduations thereon for indicating the

amount of turning of the nut »o as to determine small

fractional changes of distance* between the points of the

calipers, and means Interposed l)etween said nut and the

legs coactlnj; with the graduations on the nut for Indi-

cating the amount of turning of the nut.

3. A micrometer of the character described, comprising

a caliper construction including legs and the usual

threaded bar and nut, a washer arranged between the

legs of the caliper and said nut. and a threaded sleeve

fitting into one of the leg* of *ald caliper and engaging
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wild washer whereby upon unnorewlDK the sleeve to •
predetermine*! extent wear on the parts of the microme-
ter may be taken up In order to maintain the micrometer
accurate.

4. In a micrometer of the character described, a caliper

construction Including legs an<1 a threaded tension bar
aod a Dut, a washer sarroundlng said bar and engaged
by said nut, said washer having an enlargement formed
with i\ rounded end, and a sleeve threaded Into one of

said legs, said sleev»' being formed with a socket fitting

the enlargement on said washer whereby the parts auto-

matically assume a correct position and by an adjustment
of the sleeve the wear on the parts may be compensated.

1.226,338. LAMP-SOCKET LOCK. Herbert R. Land,
Little Rock, Ark. Piled Jan. 11, 1917. Serial No.
141,819. (CI. 173—366.)

1. In comblantlon with an Incandescent lamp and
socket or holder therefor ; of an Insulating sleeve mounted
in the socket shell with its outer end flush with the

outer surface of the said shell, a metallic hub fixedly held

In the sleeve and Including a head portion at the inner

end that extends over the Inner end of the Insulating

sleeve, the said hub having a threaded bore, a screw pin

that engages the said bore, said pin having Its Inner end
shaped for Interlockably engaging the metal end rlm of

the lamp when the pin Is screwed home, the outer end of

the pin being shaped for receiving a suitable turning
Implement.

[Claim' 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,339. SOLVENT FOR ACETYL CELLULOSE.
William G. Lindsat, Caldwell, N. J., assignor to The
Celluloid Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed May 23, 1912. Serial No. 699,232.

(CI. 106—40.)

The combined solvent for acetyl cellulose of that va-

riety which is freely soluble In acetone comprising a

mixture of about 54 to 61 parts by weight of benzol

about 46 to 39 parts by weight of methyl alcohol, and a
water, said methyl alcohol being diluted to contain about

3i to 7 per cent, of water.

1,226,340. SOLVENT FOR ACETYL CELLULOSE.
William G. Lindsat, Caldwell, N. J., assignor to The
Cellnlold Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Piled May 23, 1912. Serial No. 699,237.

(CI. 106—40.)

1. A solvent for acetyl cellulose of that variety which
is freely soluble In acetone which comprises eplchlorhy-

drln and a monohydric alcohol having not more than two
carbon atoms, said substances being present In about
equal proportions, substantially as described.

2. The solvent for acetyl cellulose of that variety which
Is freely soluble In acetone which comprises eplchlorhy-

drin and methyl alcohol in about equal proportions sub-

stantially as described.

3. The composition of matter which comprises acetyl

cellulose of that variety which is freely soluble In

aceton,, eplchlorhydrln and a monohydric alcohol having

not more than two carbon atoms, said substances being

present In about equal proportions, said composition
further comprising paraethyltoiuolsulfonamld.

4. The composition of matter which comprises acetyl

cellulose of that variety which Is freely soluble In

acetone, eplchlorhydrln and a monohydric alcohol having
not more than two carbon atoms, said substances t>elnff

present in about equal proportions, said composition
further comprising paraethyltoiuolsulfonamld and trt-

pbenylphospbate.

6. The composition of matter which comprises acetyl

cellulose of that variety which Is freely soluble In

acetone, eplchlorhydrln and a monohydric alcohol having
not more than two carbon atoms, and paraethyltoluolsul-

fonamld.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,341. PROCESS OF MAKING ACETYL-CELLD-
LOSE PLASTIC COMPOUNDS. William G. Lindsat,
Caldwell, N. J., assignor to The Celluloid Company.
New York, N. Y., a Con>oratlon of New Jersey. Origi-

nal application filed May 23. 1912, Serial No. 699,232.

Divided and this application filed July 10, 1915. Serial

No. 89.188. (CI. 106—40.)

1. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellaloae of that variety which is freely soloble

in acetone that consists in adding to such acetyl cello-

lose water, benzol, and methyl alcohol to produce a gelatl-

nated mass at ordinary room temperature ; adding para-
ethyltoiuolsulfonamld to such gelatlnated mass and mixing
the ingredients ; and subjecting the resulting product to

manipulation.

2. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose which consists In treating acetyl cello-

lose of that variety which Is freely soluble In acetone,

with water, benzol, methyl alcohol and paraethyltolu-

olsulfonamid ; and manipulating the mass.

3. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose of that variety which is freely soluble

In acetone that consists In adding to such acetyl cellulose,

water, benzol, and methyl alcohol to produce a gelatlnated

mass at ordinary room temperature ; adding an alkylated
aromatic sulfonamid to such gelatlnated mass and mixing
the Ingredients ; and subjecting the resulting product to
manipulation.

4. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose which consists In treating acetyl cellu-

lose of that variety which Is freely soluble In acetone,

with water, benzol, methyl alcohol and an alkylated aro-

matic sulfonamid, and manipulating the mass.

6. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose which consists in treating acetyl cellulose

of that variety which is freely soluble in acetone, with a
mixture of water, benzol and methyl alcohol, adapted to

produce a gelatlnated mass at room temperature : and
Incorporating with said mass a substance which produces
a mass that can be rolled, pressed and molded and which
prevents the loss of the solvent effect as the water, benzol

and methyl alcohol evaporate during such manipulation.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.342. PROCESS OF MAKING ACETYL-CELLU-
LOSE PLASTIC COMPOUNDS. William G. Lind-
sat, Caldwell, N. J., assignor to The Celluloid Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey. Origi-

nal application filed May 23, 1912. Serial No. 699.286.
Divided and this application filed July 10, 1915. Serial

No. 39,191. (CI. 106—*0.)

1. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose of the variety which is freely soluble In

acetone which consists In mixing the said acetyl cellulose

with paraethyltoiuolsulfonamld and adding thereto
methyl acetate and ethyl alcohol, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose of the variety which is freely soluble in

acetone which consists In mixing the said acetyl cellulose
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with paraethyltoluoisolfonamid and adding thereto methyl
acetate and methyl alcohol, and subjecting the mass to
heat and pressure, substantially as described.

8. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose of the variety which is freely soluble in
acetone which consists in mixing the said acetyl cellulose
with paraethyltoiuolsulfonamld and trlphenylphosphate

;

then adding to the mixture a solvent consisting of methyl
aceUte and methyl alcohol, subsUntlally as described.

4. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose of the variety which is freely soluble In
acetone which consists in mixing the said acetyl cellulose
with paraethyltoiuolsulfonamld and trlphenylphosphate

;

then adding to the mixture a solvent consisting of methyl
sceUte and methyl alcohol, and subjecting the mass to
heat and pressure, substantially as described.

6. The process of producing plastic compounds from
acetyl cellulose of the variety which is freely soluble In
acetone which consists In mixing the said acetyl cellulose
with an alkylated aromatic sulfonamid and adding thereto
methyl acetate and ethyl alcohol, substantially as de-
sertt>ed.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.848. PROCESS OF MAKING ACETYL-CELLU-
LOSE PLASTIC COMPOUNDS. William G. Lindsay,
Caldwell, N. J., assignor to The Celluloid Company,
New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Origi-
nal appllcaUon filed May 23, 1912, Serial No. 699,237.
Divided and this application filed July 10, 1915. Serial
No. 39,192. (CI. 106—40.)

1. The process of making plastic compounds from that
variety of acetyl cellulose which is freely soluble in ace-
tone that consists In mixing acetyl cellulose which is freely
soluble in acetone with paraethyltoiuolsulfonamld

; adding
to this mixture a solvent composed of equal volumes of
eplchlorhydrln and a monohydric alcohol having not more
than two carbon atoms, substantially as set forth.

8. The process of making plastic compounds from that
variety of acetyl cellulose which is freely soluble In
acetone that consists in mixing acetyl cellulose which Is
freely soluble In acetone with an alkylated aromatic sul-
fonamid and trlphenylphosphate ; adding to this mixture
eplchlorhydrln and methyl alcohol, substantially as set
torth.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,844. RADIATOR ATTACHMENT. D McRa Liv-
,
INOSTON, New York. N. Y. Piled Nov. 17, 1915. Serial
No. 61.994. (CI. 267—182.)

1. In a radiator, a water tank, and means to mask and
cool said tank, said means comprising a covering shell
open at the front and hack, and spaced from the said
tank to form an air passage over the top of the tank and
at the sides thereof between said tank and the said shell,
said passage being in free communication with the open
front of the shell, the said shell extending forwardly be-
yond the tank, a grid In said shell at the front, and
spaced radiating elements on said tank at the front with-
in said grid and at the top and sides of the tank In the
s.Hid air passage, said shell and the said grid affording
en entrance of air direct to and against the front of the
tank.

2. In a radiator, a water tank, and means to mask and
cool said tank, said means comprising a covering shell
open at the front and back, and spaced from the said
tank to form an air passage over the top of the tank
and at the sides thereof between said tank and the said
shell, said passage being in free communication with the
open front of the shell, the said shell extending forwardly
beyond the tank, and spaced radiating elements on said
tank at the front at the top and sides of the tank In the
said air passage formed by the tank and shell, said shell
affording an entrance of air direct to and against the troat.
of the tank.

3. In an apparatus of the class described IncIudlBg »
water tank and a shell supported over the tank andr
spaced therefrom to form an air passage over the top of
the tank and at the sides thereof, the said shell being
open front and back In free communication with the said-
air passage and adapted to direct a current of air through,
the said passage ; together with radiating elements m.
the tank and extending from the same forwardly towardT
the front opening of the shell, and extending upwardly
approxlmat^y to the Inner surface of the shell.

4. An apparatus of the class described Including a radi-
ator having a water tank at the top. a covering shell ever
said radlat^^r and tank and spaced therefrom at the top
and sides to form an air passage between the said shell
and the said radiator and top tank, the shell being opei>
front and rear in free communication with the said air
passage to cause a current of air to pass therethrough^
and a motor hood at the rear of the shell in line with the
latter, said hood having support at Its front end on the
shell so that the one Is complementary to the other, and
the Interior of the hood being In free communication with
the said radiator and the said air passage.

5. The herein described combination hood and mask
to conceal the motor, radiator and radiator casing of an
automobile, the same Including a front shell to constitute
a radiator mask, means to secure the said shell on an
automobile and spaced from the radiator and its casing
to form a passage between the said mask and the radiator
casing to conduct air over the exterior of the radiator
tank, a rear hood section having support at its front end
on the shell at the rear of the latter and In free com-
munication with the Interior of the said shell, the front
of the shell being open for the entrance of air. the open-
ing extending to a height to permit the entering air to
strike the front of the radiator tank and force the re-
ceived air to and through said passage over the radiator
tank and to and through the said hood.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.226,346. DOUBLE-THRUST BEARING. Chablis 8.
LocKwooD, Newark, N. J., assignor to Hyatt Roller
Bearing Company, Harrison, N. J., a Corporation of
New Jersey. Piled Nov. 14. 1916. Serial No. 131,217
(CI. 64—62.)
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connei-tHl to It* opposite end». of cylindrical rolls fitted

to the cylindrical aeat and having means to prevent lon-

gitudinal movement of these rolls, rolling meiabers bear-
ing upon the conical seats and contacting with the oppo-
alte ends of the eyllsdrlcal rolls, and a casing baTing two
ajinular sections with their outer portlosa fitted to th«
tapering roll* and th^ir Inner portions fitted to the oppo-
site end portions of the c.vlinUrU-al rolls, to facilitate the
4aaeBihliug of the rolia with the hub and casing.

3. In a double thrust roller bearing, the combination,
with a hub having a cylindrical seat with conical seats

connected to its opposite ends, of cylindrical rolls fitted

to tba cylindrical seat and having each a groove inter-

mediate to Its ends, tapering rolls bearing upon the conical
seats and contacting with the opposite ends of the cylin-

drical rolls, and a casing having a middle section formed
to engage the groove in ««ch cylindrical roll, and having
two outer sections fitted to opposite sides of the middle
section and furnished with seats to bear upon the cylin-

drical roil and upon the tapering rolls.

4. In a double thrust roller bearing, the combination.

'With a bub having a cylindrical seat with conical seats

connected to its opposite en^s. of cylindrical rolls fitted

\o the cylindrical seat and having means to prevent lon-

glt<Hl\iuil movement of these rolls, rolling members bear-

ing upon the conical a<'at8 and contacting with the oppo-

site ends of the cylindrical rolls, a casing formed in an-

nular sections fitted to the outer sides of the rolls and

rolling members, and a shell embracing the exterior of

the casing and overlapped upon its ends to retain all the

parts in their working relation.

5. In a double thrust roller bearing, the combination,

with a hub having a cylindrical seat with conical seats

connected to its opposite ends, of cylindrical rolls fitted

to the cylindrical seat, rolling members t>earlng upon the

conical seats and contacting with the opposite ends of

the cylindrical rolls, a casing fitted to the exteriors of the

rolls and rolling members, and the cyliodrlcai rolls having

each a groove Intermediate to its ends and means pro-

jected from at least one of the bearing seats of the rolls

for engaging the groove In each roll and preventing lon-

gitudinal movement.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,.'?46. KEG LINER AND CLEAT. Chabl«» Fvu.it-

CI8 Lore Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Nov. 22, 1916. Serial

No. 132.841. (CL 217—89.)

1. In combination with a ki-g and Its head nnd the hoop

that embraces the staves adjacent the head ; of a head
retaining member including a strap lying across the out-

side face of the head and terniinatiiig in hooked portions

that engage over the ends of the staves and project down
between the staves and the hoop, the ends of whi< h strap

memlier being t>eut up over the hoop to be retained In

place thereby.

8. As a new article of manufacture, a bead securing

device comprising a pair of strap members, one of which
is provided with tongues and the other with slots, the

tongues of one of the members passing through the slots

of and t)elng clenched over the other member to secure

said menjbers together in croxMil relation. tisM iueinl»ers

ba\lnf hook ends to fit over the end of a keg and terui-

Dating In portions adapted to be located between the keg
tKKly and the hoop at the head end of the keg and adapted
to be bent back over the hoop for securing purpiises. said

strap members adapted to lie on the outside face of the

head whereby the same may be applied to the keg after

the head is In place.

(CUlm 2 not printed In the Gnsette.]

I,23«,a47. YKA.'JT SUBSTITUTE. Joh.n Oodt LCMn-
DB.\, Seattle. Wash. Filed Dec. 4. 1916. Bcrlal No.

134,880. (a. 9»—10.)

1. A yeast sobstitute, which comprises water, floors of

rice, com and wheat, sugar and malted barley. In propor-

tions substantially as specified, mixed and fermented, the

resulting liquid forming a substitute for yeast.

2. \ yeast substitute, which con.«ists of the followlti;:

ingredients, wster, rice rtour, white <*oru flour, white-

wheat flour, granulated sugar, and malted grain, in pro-

portions substantially as specified, mixed and fermented,

the resulting liquid forming the substitute for yeast.

3. A yeast substitute which consists of the following
Ingredients, water, floors of rice, corn and wheat, granu-
lated sugar and grain, in proportions substantially as
specified, mixtd and fermented, the resulting liquid form-
ing a sutMtitnte for yeast.

1,226.348. SUBMARINE MINB AND PROPELLER EN-
TANGLEMENT. Abthitb N. McGrjit. New York, N. T.
Filed Jan. 30. 1916. Serial No. 5,213. (O. 102—3.)

1. A submarine defense comprising a plurality of looped

propeller entanglements, an anchoring cable, and a con-

nection extending from the bottom of each loop to the

c-able, each loop having float means for co<)peratlng with

the cable to maintain the loops more or less upright, and
the float mean.i also serving to hold the loops open for

entanglement with propellers, said loops t>eing independent

of each other and free to move laterally in all directions

from the anchoring cable.

2. A submarine defense comprising a plurality of looped

propeller entanglements, an anchoring cable, a connec-

tion extending from the bottom of each loop to the cable,

each loop having float means for co«>peratlng with the

cable to maintain the loops more or less upright, and the

float means also serving to bold tbs loops open for en-

tanglement with propellers, and mines attached to the

loops, said loops being independent of each other and
free to move laterally In all directions from the anchoring
cable.

1,226..'?49. SLEEPING CAR. Jambs A. McNcivrT. Min-
neapolis. Nbls H. Nii.s'^n. WlUmar. and Jambb Jessbn,
Minneapolis, Minn. Piled .Nov. 8, 1915. Serial No.

60,189. (CI. 106—207.)
1. A sleeping car having sections, each section having

alcoves at the ends thereof extending to the floor and in

which the occupant may stan<i upright, seats within each

section, said seats having parts thereof arranged to form
upper and lower berths extending lengthwise of the car,

one berth i>eing accessible at one end from one shove and
the other berth accessible at one end from the other alcove

when the berths are made up.

2. The combination with a sleeping car section, of a
pair of seats within the section, each seat having a two
part hinge*! back, the two [Mirts of one seat back being

adjustable to form an end wall and half of the upper berth

and the two parts of the second seat back being adjustable

'o form the other half of the upper berth and an end wall

for the lower t>erth.
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3. The combination with a sleeping car section, of a

pair of seats within the section, each seat having a two
part hinged l>a('k. the two parts of one seat t>ack t>etng

adjustable to form an end wall and half of the upper t>ertb

and the two parts of the secon<l seat back being adjustable

to form the other half of the upper berth and an end wall

for the lower l>erth. said end wall of the upper berth

l>eing located at the opposite end of the section to said

end wall of the lower berth.

4. The combination with a KJeeplng n^r section, of a

pair of seats within said section, said seats having backs
hinged at their upper ends and movable to a horlEontal
position to form an upper t>erth. a vertical partition at

one end of the upper t)erth, a vertical partition at the
opposite end of the lower l>erth. said sections having al-

coves at the en<l8 thereof, one alcove communicating with
the lower berth and the other alcove with the upi>er
berth.

B. A sleeping car divided into sections by partitions
extending transversely thereof and having a longitudinal

central aisle, seats within each section, each section hav-
ing alcoves at the ends thereof between the seats and
said partitions, and collapsible storage closets at each end
of each section, said closets being all collapsed when the
berths are made up to thereby provide Increased alcove
space.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.860. MECHANISM FOR WELDING PIPE BY
ELECTRICITY. Ci^AacNCE Mask and Cabl (>tto Bbrg-
MAN, Bvauston, 111., assignors to Clayton Mark, Lake
Forest, III. Filed Sept. 11, 1914. Serial No. 861,167.
(Cl. 219—6.)

1. In apparatus for electrically welding pipe, a plu-

rality of rotatahle heads, each of said heads having two
beveled contact faces insulated from each other and each

of said heads bHng adapted to engage and transmit heat

to one of the separated edges of the pipe blank through

said contact faces, one of the contact faces on each head

engaging one of the separated edges of the pipe blank

and the other of said contact faces engaging the periph-

ery of the pipe blank, in combination with means for

forcing together and welding the edges of the pipe

blank after they have t>een heated to the welding tem-

perature.

2. In apparatus for electrically welding pipe, two sets

of heads, one set of heads l>eing part of an electric cir-

cuit adapted to be closed by the interposition of one of

two longrltudlnal and separated edges of the pipe blank,

and the other set of beads being also a part of abother

electric Hrcalt adapted to be closed by the interposition

of the other longitudinal and separated edge of the pipe

blank, each head having a pair of contact faces thereon

insulated from each other, one of said contact faces on-

gaging one of the said longitudinal edges, and the other

engaging the periphery of the blank, and means for su|>-

porting the pipe blank In contact with said heads.

3. In apparatus for electrically welding pipe, the com-

bination of two sets of rotatahle heads, the heads of one
set having a plurality of contact faces oppositely dis-

posed to the contact faces of the heads of the other set,

the contact faces on each set t>eing insulated from each

other and forming with the pipe blank a path for electric

current.

4. In apparatus for electrically welding pipe, rotating

heads, conductors leading to the rotating heads, one con-

ductor being concentrically arranged within the other,

the said arrangement being adapted to neutralize the self-

inductive effect of the current passing through each con-

ductor.

1,226,351. ADJUSTABLE ALLIGATOR WRENCH.
LCTHEB Marsh, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 25, 1917.

Serial No. 144,398. (CT. 81—111.)

1. In a device of the character stated, a handle formed

with and encircling a transverse slot, an opening formed as

a continuation of said slot, a Jaw formed Integral with

said handle, a separate Jaw pivoted to said handle and
having a rearwardly extending lever arm provided with

rack teeth, the rack portion of said arm extending within

said slot and adapted to abut either end of wild slot to

form a stop to limit the movement of said pivoted jaw and
a worm leader nut mounted In said opening and meshing
with said rack, whereby said pivoted jaw may be adjusted

with respect to said fixed jaw.

2. In a device of the character stated, a handle formed

with and encircling an opening, a jaw formed Integral

with said handle, a toothed Jaw pivoted to said handle

and having a lever arm provided with rack teeth, a por-

tion of said lever arm projecting into said opening, a

worm leader nut mounted in said opening and meshing

with said rack teeth and means integral with said handle

and located respectively at opposite sides of said lever

arm and in the path of movement thereof to limit the

movement of said plvote<l jaw.

1.226.852. ZITHER-ACTION. Fbbdbeick Mbkzbnhaubb,
Jersey City, N. J. Filed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial No.

122.362. (Cl. 84—116.)
1. A zither, comprising a body having strings, a sup-

port attached to the said body and provided with a stop

bar having spaced notches on the top. spring-pressed ham-
mers pivoted on the said support, the hammers having

rigid shanks ranging In the direction of the length of the

strings and passing into the said stop bar notches on

swinging the hammers downward Into lowermost i>osl-

tion to sound the strings, and keys pivoted on the said

support and having their free ends engaging the said ham-

mer shanks immediately in front of the said hammers,
the free ends of the keys being located above the stop

bar and engaging the top of the said stop bar on pressing

the keys to limit the downward swinging movement of

the keys and to allow the hammers to swing farther down
to sound the strings.

2. A zither, comprising a body having strlngfi. a sup-

port attached to the said body and provided with a stop

bar having .spaced notches on the top. sprine-pressed

hammers pivoted on the said support, the hammers tiaving

rigid shanks ranging In the direction of the length of the

strings and passing into the said stop bar notches on
swinging the hammers downward into lowermost position
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to Mtmd the stiiugs, keys pivoted on tbe said support

and having theh free ends engaging the said hammer
shanks immediately In front of the said hammers, the

free ends of the keys being located above the stop bar

and engaging the top of the said stop bar on pressing

the keys to limit the downward swinging movement of

the keys and to allow the hammers to swing farther down

to sound the strings, a plate having a felted stop strip

for the free ends of the hammers to abut against when in

uppermost, position, and arms pivoted on the said sup-

port and on which the said stop plate is fulcrumed to

swing up and down, the pivoted end of the atop plate

extending directly above the free ends of the said keys to

limit the upward swinging movement of the keys.

being located above the said bar to engage the latter

on pressing the keys to limit the downward swinging

movement of the keys.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

3. A zither, comprising a body having bass strings and

sets of complementary chord strings, each set of chord

strings being arranged adjacent the corresponding bass

string, spring-pressed hammers, one for each bass string

and one for each set of chord strings, the hammers having

rtgld shanks ranging in the direction of the length of the

strings, the ends of the shanks being pivoted, pivoted keys

engaging with their free ends the said shanks in advance

•f their fnlcrums, and manually adjustable stopping and

holding means located above the said hammers for stop-

ping the return movement of the hammers, the said stop-

ping and holding means being capable of holding the ham-

mers depressed for shipping purposes.

4. A xlther, comprising a body having bass strings and

sets of complementary chord strings, each set of chord

strings t>elng arranged adjacent the corresponding bass

string, hammers, one for each bass string and one for

each set of chord strings, each hammer having a rigid

shank carrying a head at one end, each shank ranging

lengthwise In the direction of the corresponding string

and above the same, and each shank being pivoted at its

other end, the said pivoted end being provided ylth an

extension, a spring for each hammer and pressing the

said extension to normally hold the hammer in raised

position above the string, and keys fulcrumed at one

end and having their free ends engaging the hammer

•banks in advance of their falcranu.

6. A zither, comprising a body having accomiMinlment

strings, a support attached to the body and having a stop

t)ar extending across the top of the said accompaniment

Strings, a transverse rod on the said support extending

across the top of the strings in the rear of the said stop

bar, hammers fulcrumed on the said rod and adapted to

sound the said accompaniment strings, the said hammers

having rearward extensions, springs attached at one end

to the said support and pressing with their free ends on

the said hammer extensions to normally hold the hammers

In raised position, and keys fulcrumed at their rear

ends on the said support and extending forwardly, the

forward ends of the keys engaging the said hammers in

advance of their fulcrums ; the forward ends of tbe keys

1,226.358. BAKB-PAN. Nathanibl
York. N. Y. Filed May 9, 1916.

(CI. 63—«.)

C. MiaaiLL, New
Serial No. 96,282.

1. A bake pan and means for supporting the pan above

a heating surface and comprising a pair of transversely

disposed U shaped bars pivoUUy connected at their cen-

tral portion, said bars having their free ends bent out-

wardly to provide fingers for engaging with the pan.

2. A bake pan having air circulating openings formed

therein and means for supporting the pan above a heating

surface and comprising a pair of transversely disposed U
shaped bars plvotally connected at their central portion,

said bars having their free ends bent outwardly to provide

fingers for engaging with the pan.

3. A bake pan provided with a plurality of sockets, and

means for supporting the pan above a heating surface and

comprising a pair of transversely disposed U shaped bars

plvotally connected at their central portion, said bars hav-

ing their free ends bent outwardly to provide fingers for

engaging the sockets of the pan.

1,226,364. NUT AND BOLT LOCK. Gaoaoa T. MiLLia,

Williams, Cal. Filed Dec. 20. 1916. Serial No. 67,79*.

(O. 161—30.)

1. A nut and bolt lock consisting of tbe combination of

a flattened substantially U-shaped member, a plurality of

teeth formed upon tbe edge of one of the arms of said

U-shaped member, with the inner end of one of tbe arms

of said member being formed with the knife edge.

2. A nut and bolt lock consisting of a flattened U-shaped

member, the Inner edge of one of the arms of said member
being formed with a knife edge, and tbe other Inner edge

provided with a plurality of teeth, the said teeth and cut-

ting surface meeting centrally of the throat of said U-

shaped member, tbe teeth extending on the throat provid-

ing means for embodying and gripping a portion of tbe

bolt for a purpose specified.

1,226.366. SHINGLE. Daniel W. Millsaps, Albemarle,

N. C. Filed Mar. 30, 1916. Serial No. 18.186. (O.

108—17.)

1. A tile comprising f. body portion having an opening

adjacent its upper end and having a housing extending

over tbe opening, said bousing being closed at its upper

end and sides and open at its lower end. and a baflle ex-

tending upward from the body l>etween tbe openings and

terminating short of tbe bousing.

2. A tile comprising a body portion having an opening

adjacent its upper end and having a housing extending

over tbe opening, said housing being closed at its upper

end and sides and open at Its lower end, and a baffle ex-
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tending upward from tbe body between tbe openings and

terminating short of the housing, said baffle being con-

cavely curved in tbe direction of the opening in the bous-

ing, means to protect the opening In tbe housing, said

means comprising a lip extending downwardly from the

lower edge of the top of said housing.

1^6.366. CARBURETEK. Ai.bbbt F. Mohb, Milwau-

kee. Wis., assignor to International Harvester Corpora-

tion, a Corporation of New .Jersey. Filed June 30, 1913.

Serial No. 776.686. (CI. 261—14.)

1. In a carbureter for Internal combustion engines, the

combination of a mixing chamber, a hot air connection

thereto, fuel supply means in said hot air connection di-

rected into said mixing chamber, a connection which Is

normally open and through which cold air is normally

supplied to said mixing chamber, a valve In said hot air

connection to control the passage of air therethrough, and

control means for said cold air supply, said hot and cold

air connections being connected at a point independent of

the mixing chamt>er.

2. In a carbureter for Internal combustion engines, tbe

comlilnation of a mixing chamber, fuel supply means di-

rected thereinto, a primary air connection to said chamber,

a secondary air connection to said chamber, said connec-

tions being connected at a point independent of the mix-

ing chamber, and single means for controlling the supply

of air through one or both of said connections.

3. In a carbureter for Internal combustion engines, the

combination of a mixing chamber, fuel supply means asso-

ciated therewith, a hot air connection to said mixing cham-

ber, a cold air connection to said chamber, and means in

said hot air connection controlling the supply of hot air

through t>oth of said connections to said chamber.

4. In a carbureter for Internal combustion engines, tbe

combination of a mixing chamber, fuel supply means as-

sociated therewith, a hot air connection to said chamber,

a cold air connection to said chamber, and means in said

hot air connection controlling the supply of hot air there-

through and also tbe supply of cold air through said hot

air connection to said chamber.

6. In a carbureter for Internal combustion engines, tbe

combination of a mixing chamber, fuel supply means asso-

ciated therewith, two air connections entering the mixing

chamber separately, and means in one of said connections

controlling the supply of air through both of said connec-

tions to said chamber.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette:!

1,226,357. SIGN. Richard J. Moboan, Peoria, HI. Filed

Apr. 26, 1915. Serial No. 24,061. (CI. 40—132.)

1. In a device of the character described, a sign box

including a top and a bottom member, said top and bot-

tom meml)ers tapering toward their forward extremities,

bar members carrlcil by each of said top and bottom mem-
bers, other bar members having connection with said first

mentioned bar members to space said top and bottom mem-
bers in parallelism, a collar structure including an annu-

lar flange, said flange being secured to certain of said

second mentioned bar members, an adjustable light sup-

porting structure arrange<l in said collar structure, a

detachable reflector member carried by said collar struc-

ture and a bracket secured to certain of said second men-

tioned bar members and eald flange for supporting the

entire structure substantially as described.

2. In a device of the character described, a sign box

structure including a top and a bottom meml>er, said top

and bottom members tapering toward their forward ends,

tbe longitudinal edges of said top and bottom members
being bent to form flanges, bar members carried by each of

said top and bottom members and engaging said flanges,

other bar members having connection with said first men-

tioned bar members to space said top and bottom members
in parallelism, a collar structure secured to certain of

said second mentioned members, an adjustable light sup-

port cooperating with said collar structure, a reflector

carried by said collar structure, substantially as described.

3. In a device of tbe character described, a sign box

structure comprising a top and a bottom member, said

top and bottom members tapering toward their forward

ends, the longitudinal edges of each of said members being

bent to form retaining flanges, angle bars in engagement
with said retaining flanges and extending loncitudlnally

of said top and bottom members, other angle bars secured

to said first meationed angle bars for spacing said top

and bottom members in parallelism, sign plates In engage-

ment with said angle bars, a collar structure including a

collar flange, said collar flange being secured to certain

of said second mentioned angle bars, an adjusted light

support arranged In said collar structure, a reflector mem
ber carried by said collar structure, supporting brackets,

one of said brackets secured to certain of said second men-

tioned bar members, the other of said brackets engaging

said collar flange and said collar structure for the purpose

specified.

1,226.368. TIRE-TREAD. Mabblls NaCB, Piedmont. Cal.

Filed Nov. 29, 1916. Serial No. 63,943. (CI. 162—16.)

10 9

1. Tbe combination with a tire, of a plurality of con-

nected plate members surrounding the tire, a tread mem-
ber projecting outwardly through each plate and remov-

able by Inward movement, a cushion member Interposed

between each plate and the tire, and clips on each plate

securing each cushion member against its respective tread

member.
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2. An applied tread for an automobile dre comprlalnf
a eertlonal ring or band to encircle the tire, each section
of the ring or hand baring an openlnf, an Insertlble and
readily removable tread member insertlble through the
opening of a section from the inside of the ring to present
an outward tread portion, and said insert held againRt
the tire by said encircling baud or ring, and Bprlag clips
carried on the inalde of tbe sections engaging the Inner
sides of the inserts.

8. A tire tread comprislni:. In Its entirety, a 8e«'tional
body, each section of which consists of a holder plate
having an openlnx, a flanged outer tread member project-
ing through the opening with its flange abutting tbe plate,
and an Inner tread member arranged Immediately next to
the outer tread member in direct 'contacting relation there-
with.

4. A tread section comprising a plate, a cushion member
removably carried thereby, a spring clip blaged to one
side of the plate for swinging across the cushion member
to hold the latter to the plate, and a keeper on the oppo-
rite side of the plate with which the clip engages when
operative.

5. In combination with a tire and an encircling tread
band, of lateral clip-like spring arms carried by the band
and embracing the sides of the tire, and roughened shoes
carried by the terminals of the arms between the latter

and the tire.

1.226,359. RECKPTACLB OR CONTAINED, Isaac Nat-
LOB. Los Angeles, and Hbnry B. Rt-o«i.aa, PasBdaoa,
Cal. Piled Jnly •. 1914. S«riRl No. 84».874. (O.
229—67.)

"I ";!

A barrel having an end of cylindrical form wtth longi-

tudinally projecting teeth the side edges of which are
inclined to provide Inclined reces.ses, said teeth being in

the plane of the body of the barrel, each terminatlnjf at

the upper etlge of the barrel and a head provided with a

circumferential flange having spaced teeth alternating
with those of the barrel and receivable In Interlocking

engagement within the recesses, the flange and barrel bo&f
being In longitudinal allnement.

1,220.360. SPLICE-BAR FOR RAILROAD-RAILS. A»-
ORBw J. NiAriB, Mountain Lake, and CHAaLss B.

French, Dover, N. J., assljitnors to Lackawanna Steel

Company, Lackawanna, N. T., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Oct. 31, 191ft. Serial No. 128.6««. (CL
239—9.)

s -f . 1

i 1
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1. A apUce-bar for mil Joints formed wltfc a central

depression on its upper edge to avoid contact with the
rail ends.

2. A spllce-bar for rail Joints having the central por-

tion of Its upper edge slightly depressed and correspond-
ingly thickened, to prevent contact with the ends at the
rails, whilf preserving the full Htrcngth of the bar at
the center.

3. A splictsbar for rail Joints formed to fit snugly 'n

In its upper portien adapted to be arranged ad>c«ot the
rail ends to insure clearance between the bar and the
comers on the under surface of the rail ends.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a splice-bar for

rail-Joints formed with an upper surface to engage the
under side of the rail heads, and having a small depression
formed In said upper surface and adapted to underlie tbe
corners on the undersMe of the rail ends, yubstantlally as
shown.

6. The combination in a rail Joint of the two rails hav-
ing their ends arranged adjacent and a splice-bar bolted
to said two ends to connect the two rails, said Joint being
formed to provide a clearance between the upper surface
of tbe slice bar and the uader side of tbe rail heads adja-
cent their ends, bnbst&ntially as described and shown'.

1,226,361. DEVICE FOR MAKING THE CUTTINO-
LJ.ST8 OF 8LIT-UI' FABRICS. Valkvtin Nar>«a-
wBBTBR, Burkhardtsdorf. Oermany. assignor to tiM
Firm of Fiedler it CJo., O. M. B. H., Burkhardtadorf.
Oermany. Original application filed Apr. 21, 1914,
Serial No. 853.492. Divided and this appllcatloD flle4

Jane 19. 1915. Serial No. 3ft, 183. (01. 139—84.)

In a device for making tbe cutting lists of sUt-ap
fabrics, the combinatloa of an «p and down movable ilide
carrying straight eye-needles, two curved eye-needles mov-
ably arranged beside said slide In scissorlike manner and
adapted to be moved toward one another upon one ascent
of the aUde and away from one another upon the other
aaccnt of tbt slide, substantially as and for tba purposa
act forth. <

1.22«,362. VEUICLM-WHEKL. Madbics O'Cownob,
Fort Adams, R. I. Filed Mar. 1, 1916. Serial No.
81,518. (CL 15*—81.)

In a wbt-el of the class referred to, in combination with
spring-reUevmf spokes, rim <»ectlons aemred to tba said

the " fishing angle " of the rail, and having a depression
i
spokes, springs located between and abattlng said rtm
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sections, n flanged tire support on the rtm sections, bolts
for clamping together the said jtlre support and rim sec-
tion, an<l nuts screwed upon the said bolts; said nuts
being locat.-d in the rim section and locked against acci-
dental rotation when screwed home In the rim section.

1.22«,368. C?OMBINATION SWEEPER AND VACUUM
CLEANER. SHozABran Otani, San Francisco, Cal.
Filed Aug. 28. 1916. Serial No. 117.171. (C\. 15—60.)

ar

1. In a cleaner, a casing having inclined slots, a
wheeled axle movably arrauRed In the slots, a pair of
swinging arms pivoted at their upper ends to the respec-
tive sides of the casiuK. a brush-carrying axle Journale<i
In the lower emis of the arms so as to swing with the
latter, friction disks on tbe brush axle, coil springs con-
nected to the arms between their ends and secured to the
casing sides to move the arms and therewith the disks of
the brush axle against the wheels, and dust pans for the
brush.

2. In a cleaner, a casing, a rotatable brush carried by
the casing, a dust pan pivoted adjacent the brush, and a
wire spring for the pan, said spring being approximately
L-shape and having one end connected to the pan In
front of the pan pivot and having its other end secured
to the casine above tbe pan and to the rear of the pan
pivot whereby to retain the pan In either operative or
dust-dumping positions.

3. In a cleaner, a casing, a rotatable brush carried by
the casing, a dust pan pivoted adjacent each side of the
brush, and Independent yielding means for each pan con-
nected thereto to hold same operative and to also enable
same to be independently moved to and automatically
held In dust-dumping position.

1.226.364. PITMAN Chaklks Pearson, Chicago, lU..
assignor to International Harvester Company of New
Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar 19
1914. Serial No. 825.823. (Cl. 74—17.)

^^=-,5^-!^^*

^^^teSSoH;

1. In a pitman connection, a pitman having Jaws,
means for clamping said Jaws together Including a con-
trolling member, and a toggle operatively connected be-
tween said pitman and said controlling member.

2. In a pitman connection, a pltmnn haying Jaws,
means for clamping said Jaws together Including a con-
trolling member, and a spring-pressed toggle mechanism
operatively connected between said pitman and said con-
trolling member.

3. In a pitman connection, a pitman having resilient
Jaws, a member carried thereon having a shouldered
portion projecting through one of said Jaws, a wedge
engageable with said shouldered portion, and a toggle
operatively connected between said pitman and wedge.

4. In a pitman conne<tion. a pitman havlnfr resilient
Jaws, a Blotted member projecting through said Jaws, a
wedge extending through the slot in said member and a
toggle operatively connected between said pitman and
wedge.

5. In a pitman connection, a pitman having resilient
jBws, a slotted memb«- carried by one of the same and

projecting through the other thereof, a wedge eztendlnc
through the slot In said member, and a toggle operatively
connected between said pitman and said wedge.

(Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,365. CORN HUSKBR AND SHREDDER. Gbobqi
L. Phblps, Chicago, 111., assignor to International Har-
vester Company of New Jersey, a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed June 29, 1912. Serial No. 706,632. (CL
130—6.)

*

1. In a corn handling machine, a frame, a snapping roll
Journaled thereon, a supplemenUI frame pivoted on said
frame at one side of the axis of said roll, a cooperating
roll Journaled in said supplemental frame, resilient means
intermediate said frame and said supplemental frame, and
resilient means normally holding said flrat mentioned re-
silient means under compression.

2. In a corn handling machine, a frame, a snapping roll
Journaled thereon, a supplemental frame disposed In a
plane above said roll and pivoted at one side of the axis
thereof, a cooperating roll carried on said supplemental
frame, and resilient means acting in opposition to each
other on opposite sides of said supplemental frame posl
tloning said movable roll In a predetermined position with
respect to said first mentioned rolL

3. In a corn handling machine, a frame, a snapping roll
Journaled thereon, a standard carried on said frame a
supplemental frame pivoted thereon and protruding over
said roll, a member pivoted on said main frame and pro
trudlng upward therefrom adjacent the end of said sup-
plemental frame, a cooperatinK snapping roll carried on
said supplemental frame, and resilient means carried on
said pivoted member exerting opposite pressure* upon op-
posite sides of said supplemental frame.

4. In a corn handling machine, a frame, a snapping roll
journaled thereon, a supplemental frame disposed in a
plane above said roll pivoted to said main frame at a point
at one side of the axis of said roll, a cooperating roll car-
ried on the movable end of said supplemental roll, an up-
standing member pivoted on said frame adjacent said sup-
plemental frame, a spring on said upstanding meml>er In-
termediate said supplemental frame and said main frame,
and a second spring on said member Intermediate said sup-
plemental frame and the free end of said member.

5. A corn husking machine Including, in combination, a
machine frame, a pair of coacting snapping rollers, one of
said rollers being Journaled In fixed bearings carried by
said frame, the opposing roller being Journaled In bear-
ings movable toward or from the axis of the companion
roller, pressure springs operative to yieldingly press the
movable roller toward the fixed roller, and buffer springs
operative In a manner to cushion the return movement of
the movable roller toward the axis of the fixed roller.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,366. CARBURETER FOR GAS ENGINES. HBKaT
J. PodlbSAk, Chicago, 111., assignor, by mesne assign
ments. to International Harvester Corporation, a Cor-
poration of New Jersey. Filed Jan. 6, 1913. Serial No
740,479, (Cl. 261—18.)
1. In a carbureter, the combination of a member hav-

ing two parallel passageways side by side, one for air nnd
fuel, the other for air and water, and means for healing
the mixture of air and fuel before the same is mixed with
the air and water from the second passageway.

2. In a carbureter, the combination of a member having
two associated parallel passageways side by side, one for
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•Ir and fuel, the other for air and water, and a heater
having a passageway forming a continuation of the air
and fuel passageway.

3. In a carbureter, the combination of a member having
two parallel passageways side by side, one for air and
fnel, the other for air and water, a mixing chamber, and
a heater intermediate said air and fuel passageway and
said mixing chamber In which the mixture of air and fuel
la heated before mixing with the mixture of air and water
from the second passageway.

4. In a carbureter, the combination of a member having
two passageways side by side, means for supplying fuel
and air to one of said passageways and water and air to
the other, an Independent exhaust member through which
hot fluid passes, and means detachably secured to aald
member adapted to absorb heat therefrom and Impart It
to tho fuel and air passing therethrough for vaporizing
the fuel and air mixture before being mixed with said
water.

1.226.367. STOVE -LID LIFTER. Tbodosio Potbnza.
New Haven, Conn. Filed Jan. 27, 1917. 8«rlal No
144.894. (CI. 126—323.)

1. In a stove lid lifter, the combination with two non-
pivotal complementary rockers having their adjacent edges
convexed to adapt them to rock directly upon each other,
whereby llftlng-flngers formed at the Inner ends of the
said rockers are spread apart for gripping a stove-lid ; of
a spring for normally holding the said llftlng-flngers to-
gether, and Integral Interlocking means for holding the
rockers together with freedom for rocking upon each
other.

3. In a stove lid lifter, the combination with two non-
plvotal rockers having their adjacent edges convexed for
rocking directly upon each other for moving lifting Augers
at their inner ends apart to grip a stove-lid, of an Integral
coupling lug extending laterally between the rockers for
coupling them together with capacity for rocking move-
ment. Integral guide lugs extending laterally between the
rockers on opposite sides of the lug, and a spring applied
to the outer ends of the rockers for normally holding the
said llftlng-flngers In their closed positions.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,226,368. PAINT-BRUSH. Wiuliam McIntyhb Ra»-
BCH.N. Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Piled Apr. 4 1916
SerUl No. 88,867. (O. 16—49.)

1. A paint brush comprising a handle, a brush bead, a
reservoir arranged thereon, a tube In the top of said
brush head provided with a valve seat and a valve at-
tached to a connecting rod operated by an arm arranged
through the side of said brush handle, in combination with
a spring adapted to hold said valve In closed position and
a distributing disk at the lower end of said connecting rod.

2. A paint brush comprising a handle, a brush head, a
reservoir arranged thereon, a tube In the top of said brush
head provided with a valve seat and a valve atUched to
a connecting rod operated by an arm arranged through
the side of said brush handle, in combination with a spring
adapted to hold said valve in closed position, a distribut-
ing device carried by said connecting rod, and means pro-
vided in said handle for retaining the valve in open posi-
tion so that paint may flow back Into the reservoir when
the brush is belnjc used for overhead work.

3. A paint brush comprising a handle secured to the
upper side of a removable cap, which latter is mounted on
a reservoir connected to a brush head by a hollow tube
provided with a valve seat. In combination with a connect-
ing rod having an operating arm arranged through the
brush handle, a valve mounted on said connecting rod
which latter terminates In a notched distributing disk,
said valve being held In closed position by means of a
spring arranged around said connecting rod, and means
provided in said handle for retaining the valve in open
t>OBltlon.

1,226,369. GRAIN SHOCKER Clbiima R. Ranit, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to International Harvester Company
of New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Jan. 29. 1912. Serial No. 674,135. (CI. 56—122.)
1. In a shocking machine, a prostrate shock receptacle,

and means for building therein a prostrate shock in which
the butts of the sheaves diverge and the heads overlap.

2. In a shocking machine, a prostrate shock receptacle,
sheaf delivery means delivering sheaves thereto, and
means operating upon said delivery means whereby the
sheaves are so deposited as to weave their heads together.

3. In a shocking machine, a shock receptacle, sheaf de^
livery means delivering sheaves thereto, and means oper-
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ating upon said delivery means whereby the sheaves are
built up In the shock receptacle with their heads Inter-

woven and their butts spaced apart.

4. In a shocking machine, a frame, a sheaf receiving

member reclining thereon and pivoted thereto at Its ex-

treme rear end, shock building mechanism for building
up a prostrate shock therein in which the tops of the
sheaves converge and the butts diverge, and automatic
means set In operation by said mechanism for turning
said receiving member substantially upright and setting
the shock therein butt downward upon the ground.

6. In a shocking machine, a frame, a sheaf receiving
member normally reclining thereon and pivoted thereto at

Its extreme rear end, shock delivering mechanism placing
sheaves therein In successive substantially parallel layers
and In such a manner that the sheaf tops converge, and
automatic means set In operation by said mechanism for

binding said sheaves Info a shock and elevating said re-

ceiving member about It pivot.

[Claims 6 to 68 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.370. RARVK8TRR ATTACHMENT. Clmuua R.

Ranbt, Chicago, III., assignor to International Har-
rerter Company of New Jersey, a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Dec. 80, 1912. Serial No. 739,259.

(a. 66—126.)

1. In a harvester, a binder deck, a sheaf packing arm.
and a sheaf ejecting member plvotally attached to said
arm and reslliently supported on said deck.

2. In a harvester, sheaf packing arms, and a plurality of
relatively movable reslliently supported sheaf ejecting
members plvotally attached thereto.

3. In a harvester, sheaf packing arms, and means in-

cluding a plurality of ejecting members each operable
thereby to Impart a series of forward impulses to the
sheaf.

4. In a harvester, sheaf packing arms, and means op-
erable thereby to Impart a series of forward Impulses to
the sheaf at different points along Its length.

6. In a harvester, sheaf forming and discharging mech-
anism, and auxiliary mechanism including a plurality of
•uccesslvely acting sheaf ejecting members for ejecting

the sheaf and preventing angular movement thereof dur-
ing the ejecting operation operatlvely connected with the
moving parts of said sheaf forming mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,871. GRAIN SHOCKER. Clbmua R. Ranit, Chi-
cago, and ROBCBT C. Livesay, Berwyn, 111., assignors to
International Harvester Company of New Jersey, a
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan. 6, 1913. Serial
No. 740,483. (CI. 66—121.)

1. In combination, a harvester, a shocker, draft con-
nections between said hervester and said shocker, and
means carried by and operable from the harvester for ad-
Justing the shocker bodily at the will of the operator In

a fore and aft direction relative to the line of draft of the
machine.

2. In combination, a harvester, a shocker, draft con-
nections between said harvester and said shof^ker. means
operable while the harvester Is moving forward whereby
said shocker may be adjusted at the will of the operator
In a fore and aft direction relative to the line of draft of
the machine, and means operative to counterbalance the
draft of the shocker.

3. In combination, a harvester, a shocker, draft con-
nections between said harvester and said shocker, means
operable from the harvester whereby said shocker may be
adjusted at the will of the operator In a fore and aft di-

rection relative to the line of draft of the machine, and
resilient means operative to counterbalance the draft of
said shocker.

4. In combination, a harvester, a shocker, draft con-
nections between said harvester and said shocker, and
means Including a lever mechanism carried by said har-
vester and operative at the will of the operator and from
the harvester to adjust «ald shocker In a fore and aft di-

rection relative to the line of draft of the machine while
the latter is moving forward.

6. In combination, a harvester, a shocker, draft connec-
tions between said harvester and said shocker, and means
including a lever mechanism carried by said harvester
and operative at the will of the operator while the ma-
chine Is moving forward to adjust said shocker in a fore
and aft direction relative to the line of draft of the ma-
chine, and a spring mechanism connected with said hand
lever mechanism and operative to counterbalance the draft
of said shocker.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,372. HARVESTING - MACHINE ATTACHME.NT.
Clwima R. Raney, Chicago, 111., assignor to Interna-
tloDal Harvester Company of New Jersey, a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Filed Feb. 3, 1913. Serial No.
745,838. (CI. 66—126.)
1.' In a harvester, sheaf binding mechanism, sheaf dis-

charging mechanism, and sheaf discharge retarding means
controlled by said binding mechanism.

2. In a harvester, sheaf binding and discharging mech-
anism, and sheaf discharge retarding means cofli>eratlng
therewith and controlled by one of said mechanisms.
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8. In a harvester, sheaf bindlBg merhanlinr Hh«f dis-
charging ine<'baDi!iDi. and a sheaf dlnrharge limiting mem
ber operatlrely ronnerted to said binding raerhaniam and
actuated thereby.

4. In a harvester, sbeaf binding mechanism, sheaf dis-

charging mechanism, and a plnrallty of nipplemental dis-

charge retarding sheaf piercing tines oi>eratlTely connect-
ed to said binding mechanism.

5. In a harvester, sheaf binding mechanism, sheaf dis-
charging mechanism and a sheaf retaining member suc-
cessively operated by said binding mechanism after each
binding operation to retard the discbarge of the bound
sheaves.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Oasette.]

1^26,373. SHOCKING-MACHINE. Ci.muuA R. Ran»t,
Chicago, 111., assignor to International Harvester Com-
pany of New Jprsey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Not. 17, 1913. Serial No. 801.626. (Cl. 66—121.)

1. In ft 8iM»cking nuichlae. a frame, aheaf delivery Bi«rh-
aotcm Including a movable sheaf delivery member Inter-
mittently engag»able with said fram*'. and means Includ-
ing a constantly rotating drive member engageable with
uM sheaf delivery member during a portion of the cycle
of movement thereof for prevMitlng hammering of said
member upon said frame.

2. In a shocking machine, a frame, sheaf delivery mech
anism including a sheaf delivery member movable during
a portion of iti movement independently of Its driving
ro«N-hanl8m Into engagement with said frame, and means
for controlling the speed of said member during such inde-
pendent movement.

3. In a shocking machine, a frame, a abeaf delivery
member pivoted thereon, means whereby aald member la

normally caused to move at a variable speed, supplemental
constant speed mechanism, and means for automatically
connecting said member thereto during a portion of Its

movement.
4. In a shocking machine, a frame, a sheaf delivery

member pivoted thereon, operating mechanism for said
member with respect to which the latter may move Inde-
pendently during a portion of Its movement, and mean.s
for maintaining said member at a constant speed during
•nch independent movement.

5. In a shocking machine, a frame, a sheaf delivery
member pivoted thereon and rnovablp In one direction of
rotation over its center Into engagement with said frame,
operating mechanism for driving said member over Ita

center, and means for preventing acceleration of aald
member as it moves downward Into engagement with said
frame.

[Claims e to 34 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.374. GR.\IN SHOCKING MACHINE. Climma B.
Ramit. Chicaso, 111., assignor to International Har-
veater Company of New Jersey, a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Nov. 17, 1913. Serial No. 801,a26. (Q.
66—122.

)

1. la a shocking Biacbine. a frame, a prostrate dump-
Lag ahock receptacle thereon, and an upstanding and inde-
pendently movable tine carried on the bottom of aald re-

ceptacle and luteraiedlate the ends thereof adapted to en-
gage with the heads of the upper sheaves therein.

2. Id a shocking machine, a frame, a dumping shock
receptacle thereon, and a noraially npstanding tine piT-
otally uoonted in the bottom of aald receptacle and mov-
able about its pivot as the receptacle la operated.

3. In a shocking nuchlne, a frame, a damping shock
receptacle thereon, an upstanding head piercing tine piv-
oted on the bottom of said receptacle. «nd means for re-

turning said tine to upstanding position after movement
thereof about Its pivot.

4. In a shocking machine, a frame, a dumping shock
receptacle thereon, an npataoding head piercing tine piv-
oted on the bottom of said receptacle, and reailient mean*
for returning aald tine to upstanding position after move-
ment thereof about Its ;rivot.

5. In a shocking machine, a frame, a preatrate dump-
ing shock receptacle thereon, a plurality of transversely
.spaced upstanding pivotally mounted tinea In the bottom
of said receptacle and so disposed with respect thereto aa
to pierce the upper sheaves therein at points adjacent
their heads, and yleldable means for normally retaining
said tines substantially perpei*dlmlar to the bottom of the
receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 41 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.226.375. AUTOM.ATIC TRIP FOR SHOCKING-MA
CHINES. Clbmua R. Ranet. Chicago. 111., aaalgnor to
International Harvester Company of New Jersey, a
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Nov. 17, 1018. Ae-
rial No. 801,627. {Cl. 66—121.)

1. la combination, a binder, sheaf discharging mecha
nlsm thereon, a shocker frame operatively ronnei ted to
.-«id binder, a movable sheaf delivery member thereon,
and means moving said meml)er a substantial distance
prior to the discharge of a sheaf into the plane of move-
ment thereof.
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2. In combination, a binder, a binder deck, sheaf dia-
charglng loecbaaiaa thereon, a shocker frame operatlvely
connected to aald binder, a sheaf delivery member piv-
otally mounted on aald frame and normally dlaiMsed in a
pUne beii.ath said binder deck, operating mechanism
therefor, and longitudinally extensible means for control-
ling the operation of said sheaf delivery member and
setting the same in operation while a sheaf moves out-

i
ward over said binder deck.

:J. In (omblnatlon. a binder, sheaf discharging mecha-
nism thereon, a binder deck thereon, a shocker opera-
tlvely connected to said binder, a pivoted sheaf delivery
member carried thereon normally dLsposed beneath the
plane of aald hinder deck, and automatic means for driv-
ing said sheaf delivery member upward through a substan-
tial Interval prior to the ejection of a discharged sheaf

1

sod into engagement with said aheaf as the latter occupies
• a position substantially opposite the edge of aald binder
deck.

4. In combination, a binder, sheaf discharging mecha-
nism thereon, a binder deck thereon, a shocker operatlvely
connected to said binder, a pivoted sheaf delivering fork
carried thereon normally disposed l>eneath the plane of
said binder deck with its tinea upstanding, and means
for driving said fork upward through a substantial Inter-
val prior to the ejection of a discharged sheaf and em-
bedding the tines thereof la aald sheaf as the latter oc-
cupies a position subsUntlally opposite the edge of said
binder deck.

i 6. In combination, a binder, a binder deck thereon
heaf discharging mechanism ejecting the .sheaves from'
said binder deck In a aubsuntially horizontal plane, a
shocker, a movable aheaf delivery member moonted there-
on ami normally disposed In a plane a substential dis-
Unce beneath aald binder deck, and means for driving
said sheaf delivery member Into engagement with a sbeaf
•a the sheaf la opposite the edge of said binder deck.

ICIaima 6 to 28 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.22e.«76. BINDI.VO MECHANISM. Clbmma R. Rakbt,
Chicago. III., assignor to International Harvester Com-
pany of N..W .irrsey. n Torporation of New Jersey
Piled Nov. 19. Ittia. Serial No. 801,889. (Cl. 66—83 )

1. In a shocking machine, a frame, a damping shock
recepude thereon, means for dumping said shock recep-
Ude. mechanism including a knotter for binding a ahock
therein, and means for stripping the twine from aald
knotter thereby preventing stripping of the band from the
bound shock as said shock rec«'pUcle is dumped.

2. In a shocking machine, a frame, a dumping shock
receptacle thereon, means for dumping said shock recep-
tacle, mechanism including a knotter for binding a shock
therein, and means for stripping the twine from the knot-
ter aa the shock is dumped thereby preventing rotation
of the band upon the bound shock.

3. In a shocking machine, a frame, a dumping shock
re<fptacle carried thereon, shock binding m.( hanlsm in-
cluding a knotter carried on said frame, and means on
said recepUcle cooperating with said knotter to strip the
twine therefrom as said recepUcle moves toward dump-
ing position.

4, In a shocking machine, a frame, a damping shock
receptacle thereon, mechanism Including a knotter for
binding a shock therein, and means for stripping the twine
from the knotter and ther.by preventing stripping of the
band from the bound shock or rotation of said band as
said receptacle Is dumped.

5. In a shocking machine, a frame, shock binding mech-
anism thereon including a knotter having a hook, a dump-
ing shock receptacle carried on said frame, and supple-
mental means operating as said receptacle Is moved to
dumping position cofiperatlng with said knotter to strip
the twine from the knotter hook.

[Claims 6 to 29 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.226,377. ROTARY DRILLING BIT. Lerot L. RlCH-
AHD. Coallnga, Cal. Filed Aug. 16. 1916. Serial No
116,014. (Cl. 266—6L)

1. A rotary drilling bit composed of a stock the lower
edge of which Ik <iirved upwardly symmetrically frrai
each side toward the middle, and the lower end from the
middle to the sides being bent symmetrically in opposlts
directions to form the cutters, and said stock, througbont
Its length, being thicker at its 8ide«( than the portion
Intermediate the sides. «

2. A rotary drilllnj: bit composed of- a stock having on
each face a central longitudinal depression, the lower edge
of said stock being symmetrtcally curved from each side
upwardly to said depressions and lt>^ lower end from said
depressions to each side being symmetrically bent in oppo-
site directions to form the cutters, and said stock through-
out Its length beln« thicker at Its aides than the portion
intermediate said aides.

1.226.3.8. CUFF-LINK. Caull A. Riikeb and Bbaxdom
IIiXDRiCKs, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 20. 1916
Serial No. 73,161. (Cl. 24—102.) ^

r f (

//
oJJXl

1. A cuff link, comprising a cylinder open at one end,
a rod telescoped therein and provided with a head, a coll'
spring around said rod one end of which bears against
said head and the other end of which bears against the
cylinder at ita open end. a button head carried by said
cylinder at its closed end, and a button head carried by
said rod at ita outer end.

2. A cuff link comprising a cylinder having an eye at
one end, a button head In pivotal connection with said eye,
a rod extending Into the cylinder and having a head at
the end within the cylinder and an eye at the end outside
of said cylinder, a button head In plvoUl connection with
the eye of the rod. and a coll spring surrounding the rod
In the cylinder and having one en<l engaging the head of
the rod and its other end engaging the end of the cylinder
through which the rod extends.

1.226.379. SUPERHEATER. Lawis A. Rilit, 2d, Whlta
Plains, N. Y. FUed Oct. 8, 1916. Serial No. b^JdlZ
(Cl. 257—226.)

'

I. In apparatus of the character described, an outer
shell provided near one end with heating fluid inlet
means

;
a tube extending longitudinally within the outer

shell and having one end open and arranged near the
opposite end of the outer shell, aald tube extending beyond
the first named end of the outer shell for a substantial
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distance and provided with beating fluid outlet means
dlscbarglDK to the atmonphere exteriorly of the outer

shell ; and fluid beating apparatus arranged within the
outer shell between It and the tube.

*«

2. In apparatus of the character descrlt>ed ; an outer

shell having heating fluid Inlet means ; a tube extending

longitudinally within the outer shell and proTlde<l with

heating fluid outlet means ; a header attached to one end
of the tube ; a supply conduit for fluid to be heated con-

nected with the header; and pipes connected with the

header and arranged within the space between the tube

and the outer shell.

3. In apparatus of the character described ; an outer

shell having heating fluid inlet means arranged near one
end thereof; a tube extending longitudinally within the

outer shell and projecting outwardly beyond the end of

the outer shell having at one end heating fluid inlet means
and provided near the opposite end with heating fluid

outlet means ; a header attached to the Inner end of the

tube ; a supply conduit for fluid to be heated connected
with the header ; and conduits connected with the header
and arranged within the space between the tube and the

outer shell.

4. In apparatus of the character described ; an outer

shell having fluid Inlet means ; a tube extending longl-

tudlnal'y within the outer shell and having fluid outlet

m<>r.u:i : a header attached to the tube ; a supply conduit

i I- fluid to be heated connected with the header ; an outer

header attached to the outer shell ; and pipes connecting
the first and second named headers.

5. In apparatus of the character described ; an outer

shell ; an inner tube and header arranged therein ; a sup-

ply conduit connected with the header; an outer header
attached to the outer shell ; and plpea connecting the first

and second named headers.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette]

1.226,380. GATE-VALVE. Ralph Jambs Rilit, Liver

more Falls, Me. Piled Jan. 18. 1917. SerUl No.

143,052. (CI. 187—6.)

1 In a gate valve, a main section formed of halves

and each having a fluid pa-ssage, a substantially rec-

tangular valve seat between the halves, said valve seat

having a rectangular bore open at the top and bottom
edges of the seat, said seat having a fluid passage adapted
to register with the gate opening of the halves, bolts

securing the valve seat to the halves and maintaining
the passages of the halves and the seat In reglater, a
bonnet, a bottom clean out, and bolts for securing the

bonnet and bottom clean-out to the halves, said bolt*

having apertured heads engaging the bolts which secure

the halves and seat.

2. In a gate valve, a pair of sections each adapted to

be secured to a conduit, a gate seat between the sections.

bolts uniting the sections and locking the gate aeat to
the secticns, a clean-out engaging the gate seat at the
bottom thereof, means for securing the clean-out to the
sections adapted to be anchored to some of the bolts, a

bonnet surmounting the sections, and means securing the
bonnet to the sections adapted to be anchored to tome
of the bolts.

3. In a gate valve, a pair of sections each adapted to

be secured to a conduit, a gate seat spacing the sections,

bolts securing the two sections together and locking the

gate seat to the sections, a bonnet surmounting the sec-

tions, bolts for securing the bonnet to the sections adapt-

ed to be anchored to the bolts securing the sections to-

gether adjacent the bonnet, a clean-out associated with
The bottom of the gate valve, and bolts for securing the

clean-out having means wbereby said bolts may be an-

chored to the bolts for securing the sections togetl^r
in proximity of the clean-out.

4. In a gate valve, a pair of sections each adapted to b«

secured to a conduit, a gate seat spacing the two Bectlons,

bolts securing the two sections together and locking the
gate seat to the sections, some of said twits having means
for spreading said sections whereby the removal of the

seat from between the sections is facilitated, a bonnet,
bolts for securing the bonnet to the sections, said t>olts

having apertured beads for receiving the bolts in prox-
imity of the bonnet which connect the sections, a clean-

out engaging the bottom of the gate seat, and bolts for

securing the clean-out having apertured heads adapted to
engage the bolts which connect the sections In proximity
of the clean-out.

6. In a gate valve a pair of sections each adapted to be

secured to a conduit, a gate seat substantially rectan-

gular In form spacing the two sections, bolts uniting the
sections adapted to clamp the gatp seat to the sections,

said gate seat having a rectangular bore open at the top
and bottom edges thereof, a gate adapted to move through
the upper end of the bore of said gate seat, a bonnet, bolts

for securing the bonnet to the sections, said bolts having
apertured heads for enga«r1ng the twits securing the sec-

tions in proximity of the bonnet, a clean-out adapted to

engage the rectangular bore of the gate seat at the lower
end thereof, bolts for securing said clean-out to the sec-

tions, said bolts having apertured heads for receiving the
bolts which connect the sections in proximity of the clean-

out, and means associated with the other bolts which
connect the sections for spreading said sections apart to

facilitate the removal from or Introduction between the
sections of the gate seat, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

1,226,881. RAIL -HOLDER. William Rixton, Pond
Eddy, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28. 1917. SerUI No. 151.508.
(CI. 238—B.)

A rail holder of rail-shaped cross section having a
base, an upstanding web, and a head supported by the
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web, said holder having an upwardly opening slot whose
lower end is closed and relatively wide In the upper por-
tloD of said base and lower portion of said web, the

!"——-O

intermediate portion of said slot being relatively narrow
and extending from the lower portion of the web upwardly
Into said head, and the upper portion of the slot being
relatively wide In the upper portion of said head.

1.226.882. ARTIFICIAL TOOTH PLATE. Lucius ROB-
BTSON, Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Mar. 3. 1917. Serial
No. 152,401. (Cl. 82

—

4.)

_[f-_
^ denUl plate for the lower Jaw comprising a chan

p«feaped curved portion to < over the alveolar ridge and
ft Mt of false teeth fastened therein, said teeth set inside
the alveolar ridge so as to be flush on the lingual side,
and the labial side of the teeth being flush with the in-
ner side of the alveolar ridge, said curved portion extend-
ing out materially on the labUl^slde of the alveolar.

2. In artificial teeth, a plate made of a suitable mate-
rial and capable of passing over the alveolar ridge the
teeth set back of the alveolar ridge on the lingual' side
thereof, and the labial side of the teeth being flush with
the inner side of the alveoUr ridge, said plate being ma-
terially enlarged on the labial side of the alveolar ridge
so that the membranes of the mouth and cheeks will con-
Uct with the same and tend to hold it In normal posi-
tion.

1,226.388. X-RAY TUBE. William Robinson, West
Lynn, Mass. Filed July 18, 1916. SerUl No. 109,886
(Cl. 260—86.)

1. An X ray tube having two metallic electrodes both
on the outside of the vacuum chamber In conUct with

Its walls, one being at the end of the tube and the other
at an Intermediate point of Its body.

6. An X ray tube having no metallic parts within the
vacuum, metallic electrodes on the outside wall one at
the end and the other at the side of the tube, and a win-
dow permeable to the rays at the free end.

8. An X ray tube having reentrant glass pockets formed
in the walls of the tube, mercury electrodes sealed In
the pockets, one In the end and the other in the side of
the tube, and a window at the other end permeable to X
rays.

9. A tube generating a ray having the photographic
and therapeutic properties of the X ray Inclosing a tenu-
ous vacuum and provided with electrodes on Its outer
wall as terminals of high potential, high frequency elec-
tric charge and a window sealed in the glass tube In the
cathode end permeable to X-rays, whereby the Inside wall
becomes a generatrix of rays of short wave length.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6, and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226.884. DUMPING-VEHICLE HOIST. Robbrt W.
Ross, Marblehead, Mass. Filed Sept. 1, 1916 Serial
No. U8.022. (Cl. 21—20.)

1. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising a ve-
hicle truck, a body mounted thereon with provision for
lifting at an inclination, mechanism to lift and Incline
said body with relation to the truck, said mechanism In-
cluding a pair of hoisting levers arranged at each side of
the body, a bearing for said levers Intermediate their
length over which said levers travel, flexible actuating
means for said pair of levers attached to the outer ends
of said levers and a bearing for the flexible winding means
on said levers whereby the Initial winding will exert a
vertical lifting tension on the levers and said body and
then complete the lifting action by actuating said levers
from their outer ends.

,

2. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising a re-
hlcle truck, a body mounted thereon, with provision for
lifting at an Inclination, and hoisting mechanism. In-
cluding a pair of hoisting levers pivoted to the body and
having Inclined surfaces to cooperate with an antl-frlc-
tlon roller during a portion of the hoisting action and
a bearing contour for said levers extending aboVe the
bottom of the body when in lowered position and adapted
to also bear on said antifriction roller during a portion
of the hoisting action.

3. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising a ve-
hicle track, a body adapted to be inclined thereon a pair
of curved hoisting levers pivoted to the body and' having
cross braces extending adjacent each end across an arc
of the levers, whereby a combined horizontal, vertical and
torsional bracing Is secured.

4 Apparatus of the kind described, comprising a Te-
hlcle truck, a body adapted to be inclined thereon a pair
of curved hoisting levers pivoted to said body at one endand having means to operate them secured to the oddo-
slte ends, antifriction rollers carried by the truck for
said levers to engage during the hoisting operation forthe entire length of said levers and means permltUng afurther hoisting action to said levers after they hare
left the said rollers.

'
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5. Apparatus of the kind tlescrlbed, comprising a ve-

hicle truck, a body mounted thereon to be boistod at an
•Bgle, hoisting mechanism therefor operating between the

bottom of said body and the top of the truck, said

mei'banism Including a pair of curved arm levers, each

lever having one end pivoted to the body and the other

end free, an antl-frictlon bearing on said truck for each

lever, the outer end of said levers normally extending

above the plane of said bearing, flexible means connected

with the free ends of said levers and adapted to wind
upon a shaft at the other side of said antifriction bear-

ings, a croas bar on said curved levers normally below

aid anti-frlctlon bearing and in position to be engaged

by the flexible winding means at a tlistaore below the

winding shaft therefor, whereby the winding of said

flexible means will first exert a substantially vertical

lifting action on the hoisting levers and when the cross-

bar is above the level of the winding shaft, will then trans-

fer the lifting power of said flexible winding means to

the outer ends of the hoisting levers to complete the

hoisting action.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,385. MERIDIAN FINDER AND LATITUDE-INDI
CATOR. G»OBOB A. RossiTBR. Brooklyn, N. Y., as-

signor to Frank O. Carrie, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr.

17. 1913. Serial No. 761.668. (CI. 33—204.)

^

1. In an apparatus of the class described the corablna

tion of a fram*' ; a vertically disposed shaft connected to

said frame ; a mass mountwl to rotate In said frame on

said shaft : a serond frame mounted on said first frame ;

a second mass adapted to rotate on a vertical axis in

said second frame ; a third mass for supporting said

frames and first and second masses and on which said ver-

tical shaft pivots ; and means for plvotally suspending

said third mass, substantially as de8crlt>ed.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-
tion of a frame ; a vertically disposed shaft connecte<l to

said frame ; a mass mounted to Rotate In said frame on

said shaft ; a second frame moanted on said fir^t frame

;

a second mass adapted to rotate on a horizontal axis ; a

third frame pivoted on a vertical axis In aald second

frame for supporting said second mass ; a third mass for

supporting said frames ^aA first and second masses and
on which said vertical shaft pivots ; and means for pivot-

ally suspending said third mass, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. In an apparatus of the class described the combina-

tion of a frame ; a vertically disposed shaft connected

to said frame ; a mass mounted to rotate in said frame on

said shaft ; a second frame mounted on said first frame ;

a second mass adapted to rotate on a horizontal axis

In said second frame ; a third mass for supporting said

frames and first and second maaacs. on which said vertical

shaft pivots ; spring connections between said shaft and
raid third mass ; and means comprlufng gimbal rings for

pivotally sospending said third mass, substantially as
described.

4. In an apparatus of the class describe<l the combina-
tion of a frame; a vertically disposed shaft connected
to said frame ; a mass mounted to rotate In said frame
on said shaft : a second frame mounted on said first

frame; a second mass adapted to rotate In said second
frame; a rotating disk located within said second frame;
latitude indicating means mounted on said rotating disk

within said second frame; means to which said disk Is

rigidly connecteil for plvotally suspending aald second
mass in said second frame ; a third mass for supporting
said frames and first and second masses, on which said

vertical shaft pivots; and means for plvotally suspending
said third mass, substantially as descrlt>ed.

1,226,386. CUTTER READ FOR SUCTION-DREDGES.
Joh:« Warrcn SACKrrr. .Tarksonvllle. Fla. Filed May
12. 1916. Sertal No. 97.006. (CI. 37—40.)

1. A (Utter bead fur suction drqdges having spaced
cutting blades presenting a curved cutting edge, and re-

movable teeth carried by each blade on the outer surface
of the blade with their back surfaces In planes parallel

to the axis of the head, said teeth projecting ahead of the

corresponding cutting edge, and the extremities of the

teeth on the same blade lying in a <-urvature substantially
similar to the cutting edge of the blade.

2. A cutter head for suction dredges having curved
cutting Mad^s the nitting e^igrs of whtck are developed
on a sarfare of double curvature snbstantlany that of the
parabolic conoid, tooth sockets on said blades, and teeth

removably as.sociateil with the sockets, the cutting edge
of the blatte under the teeth being cleared for the teeth,

wheret.y the cutting edge of the blade is toothed.

3. A cutter head for suction ih-e<lg«'s In the shape of

a crown having curved blades, the cutting edges of which
are developed substantially on a sarface of double curva-

ture, and teeth on the outer surface of each blade and
removably associate*! with said blades, said teeth having
their back surfaces in planes parailel to the axis of the

head.

4. A cutter head for suctlan dredges having a rim, a
nose co-axlal with the rim and spaced therefrom, curved
cutting blades from the rim to the nose, the curvature

of the cutting edt;e of the blades being developed sutv

stantlally on a parabolic conoid, teeth sockets on th«

outer surface of said blades, and teeth removably asso-

ciated with said M>ckets. aald teeth being so located on
.said blades that their h«ok surfaces are In planes par-

allel with the axis of the head.

5. A cutter head for suctloa dredges comprising a rim,

a nose coaxial therewith and spaced from the rim, curved
blades from the rim to the nose each presenting a cut-

ting edge of double curvature, teeth on the outer sur-

face of the blades and detadiably associatad with said

blades and having their extremities ahead of the cutting
eil^e, the extremities of the teeth close to the nose tx^-

tng in front of the nose to clear the way for the nose, the
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•Ktnemltfes of the teeth cm the same Made lyiaif in a <Tir
vatnre nabstaatialiy sbnlUr to tbe cuttlag «lge of tli*-

Made.
[Clahns « f« 9 not prlat*^ !n th* Ga»ette.l

1^26X81. UAUUKST SUI'PORTEIl. Ci^abcrc* K.
ScBAvrNHt. cnnrlnanrt, l>bk). nied A«g. 12. 1»12. Se
rtal No. T14,«74. (CI. 24—22S.)

In a ganBMit-«api>orter, a metallic cast-off or coupling
rucmber coMprlillig a transversely-slotted plate provldeil
mlth a forwardly proJ«Htla« headed-stud, a coupling
huckle-member provided with a vertical slot or elongated
oprnlng pierced In Its upper end and adapted to engage
the said headed-stud, a pair of forwardly-projectlng stops
on the outer face of the buckle member one at either side
of said vertical slot, and a vertical damp-plate plvotally-
Boanted at Its upper end ad^uent t^ said vertical slot

and the tmid stops of the buckle member and having an
Inwardly-proiectinK horisMital flange at Its upper end
that is adapted to engage both the head of said stud and
the said stops when the stud Is In full locking engage-
ment with said vertical slot.

2. A tool as characterised comprlnlng a fac* ptate

;

a base movably mouated on said face plate: a brack*«t
shaft rigidly mounted in said base for extension perp«'n-
dlcuiar to said face plate; a rotary mandT«>l drcum-
foldlng said shaft ; bearings for said mandrel for support-
ing the opposite ends thereof, one of said bearings being
MMiated in said base and the other of said bearings being
aiduntcd in the outer end of said shaft ; and means rigidly
ppoTlded «ni said mandrel for revolving the same on said
bearing*, jMild means eiul odying a power-driven element
rigidly niuunt»*il on .snirt maaUrcJ adjacent said base.

3. A tool as characteriz4Hl comprising a fare plate adapt-
ed for centering on a Uthe head; a base mounted on said
plate and laterally movable thereon to positions eccentric
thereto

; means for moving said base ; a bracket shaft
extending from said liase in perp^dlcular relation to aald
fate plate

; a rotai;y mandrel clrcumfoldlng said shaft in
spaced relation theretD, said mandrel having formed there-
on adjacent «ald base a pulley member ; and a plurality
oT bearings support in j: the opposite ends of saW man-
drel, said iHTirlnKs havlnp each a rotary member and
a statlanary member, the stationary member of one of saM
bearings 1<einp permanently mounted in said base and the
stationary member of the other of said bearings being
permanently mounted on said sfcaft.

4. A t<Kd as characterlred comprlBlng a fare plate
adapted for centering on a lathe head ; a base monnte^l on
said plate and laterally laovable thereon to positions ec-
centric thereto

; nwans for moving said ba.se ; a bracket
shaft extending from said base In perpendicular relation
to said fare plate: a rotary mandrel clrcumfoldlng sakl
shaft In 8pace<l relation thereto, said iimndrel having formed
thereon adjacent said base a pulley member; a plurality
of bearings supporting the opposite ends of said raan<1n>l,
said »)f«r1ngs having each a rotary ro*Tnber and a sta-
tionary member, the stntlonapr mem»>er of one of said
bearings belnp permanently mounted In naM ba!»e and the
stationary member of the other of saM bearings being
permanently mounted on said shaft ; and means for lock-
ing said base ami faw plate In ser>ice relation.

1,226,889. TRANSMITTKR-CUT-OIT DEVICE. Pxvu.
O. ScHULX, IVoyd. Minn. MIed Apr. Ti, 1»1«. Sertal
No. 93,»60. tCl. 179—161.)

1,226,388. BORING AND GRINDING T9OL. Charlis
H. SCHOUtB. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Aug. 11, 1916.
BeHal No. 114.367. (CI. 61—#.)

• \
1. A tool OS characterleed conprisiag a base plate; a

mandrel rotatably mounted tiM>re<>n ; a bearing for said
mandrel, part of said l>earln>r l>elng permanent in said
bai» plate ami part of said Unirluc l»«lng permanent in
aaid mandrel ; bh^bs for applying power for rotating «»ai<l

mandrH. said iteaas embodying an integral belt^»ngag
Ing memtM-r. said BH-mber being disposed in juxtapoMHi
relation to said t>«irlng ; and « second tMwriog for said
mandrel, part of said l»«iring being ptrmanently cx>n
nerted with aald base plate by means of a structnrai
lemtier extending therefrom through said maadrel.

288 O. O.—66

The combination with a telephone Indwdlng a receiver,
n re<'elver hook and a switch «.perated by tlN* movement
of the hook, of an arm pivotally moniit*^! on the tele-
phone and adapted la one pwition to be engaged by the
hook when the receiver Is removed therefrom to limit
movement of the hook so thnt only the receiver spring
of the swltfh will (e engaged by tb<> line spring of the
switch, and an extension on said arm <MigaKeable by the
receiver during removaJ of the latter from the hook to
trip the arm to a position to permit full movement of the
receiver hook as the receiver is removed.

1.226,390. CAR REPLACER. Charles M, Shewmake,
CastJerock. Wash. File<i Apr. 18, 1916. Serial No.
91,965. (CI. 104^164.)
1. A car replacer comprising an inclined supporting

»Ute bsviag its opper end disposed slightly higher than
the fop of the raU. the raiseit end of the plate at one edge
thereof l>elni.' curved downwardly whereby the outer
loDCita<liaal edge of the said plate will n-st iirH»r the
railway ties, the opposite ed^e of the said plate being
beat to provide a Up matacting aitb tbe edge of tiM rail
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head, and a pair of Integrally formed raised rails extend-
ing luD^itudlnal of the plate and at ao angle to the rail.

2. A car replacer coniprislni; an lncliDe<l Kiipportlng

plate haviuK Its upp«T end (lixpoMe*! slightly hl^htT than
the top of the rail, the raisetl end of the plate at one
eiigf thereof being c-iirved downwardly whereby the outer

loDKitudinal edge of the naid plate will re«*t upon the

railway ties, the oppoulte e<lge of the wild plate being
bent to provide a Up contacting with the e<lge of the
rail head, a pair of integrally formed raiHed rails extend-
ing longitudinal of the plate and at an angle to the rail, a

supporttoK wall depending from one end of the said plate,

one edge of the said wall being curved to conform to the
curve of the raised end of the 8atd plate.

3. A car replacer comprising an inclined supporting
plate having Its upper end dlsposetl slightly higher than

the top of the rail, the raised end of the plate at one
edge thereof being curved downwardly whereby the outer
longitudinal edge of the said plate will rest upon the rail-

way ties, the opposite edge of the said plate being bent

to provide a lip contacting with the edge of the rail head,

a pair of Integrally formed raised rails extending longi-

tudinal of the plate and at an angle to the rail, a sup-
porting wall depending from one end of the said plate,

one edge of the said wall being curved to conform to the

curve of the raised end of the said plate, a supporting
wall integrally formed with the plate and depending
therefrom, the said supporting wall being parallel with
the railway rail engaged with the etlge of the flange

thereof, and an extension depending from both the sup-
porting wall and the e<lge of the plate and provided with
a pin for engagement with the proximate side of one of
the said railway ties.

1,220,>391. REFRIOERATIN<; OR ICE MAKING APPA-
RATUS. Thomas Shipi^t, York, Pa. Flle<l Sept. 28,
1916 Serial No. 122,655. (CI. 62—115.)

1. In r-'frlgeratlng or Ice maldng apparatus, the com-
bination with the compressor, the refrigerating coll, and
the suction line Including the refrigerating coll and lead-

ing to the suction side of the compressor, of a check
valve interposetl In the suction line between the re-

frigerating coll and the compressor, whose closing move

ment is in the direction of the flow of the flui<i in the
suction line, and means extraneous to, and ln<lepeuilent
of, the fluid circulating system in which the suction line
Is includetl, adapted and arranged to exert upon the check
valve during the normal operation of the comprHssor a
superior pressure In a direction to open It and hold it open
against the pressure in the suction line, said check .valve
being automatically closed by the pressure In the suction
line whenever the superior pressure exerte<l by said
extranjHjux means Is removeil.

4. The combination with the compressor, refrigerating
coll, suction line, and check valve interpose*! In the
suction line between the refrigerating coll and the com-
pressor, of the force puuip. the pump line between said
pump and the check valve, through which liquid under
pressure Is forced by the pump to open the check valve
against the pressure In the suction line, and manually
operable means a<lapte<l to lift and open the check valve
independently of the pressure in the pump line.

5. The combination with the compressor, refrigerating
coll, suction line, and check valve interposed in the suc-
tion line between the refrigerating coll and the com-
pressor, of the pump ; the pump line between the pump
and the check valve, through which liquid under pres-
sure is force«l by the pump to open the check valve
against the pressure in the suction line; a discharge
opening In the pump line at a suitable point between
the pump and the check valve ; a control valve for said
opening, closeil by pressure In the pump line, and opened
whenever said pressure falls below a predetermined limit

;

a housing for said control valve ; a valve or cock-con-
trolle<l outlet in said housing for escape of liquid passing
from the ptunp line through said discharge opening ; and
a bleeder extemling from the interior of the pump line
through the control valve, and arranged and adapte<l to
discharge through the outlet In the control valve housing,

[Claims 2. 3, and 6 not printed In the Qaxette.]

1,226,392, SPEED-TRANSMISSION MECHANISM.
FiTZROV Krabicl Simpson, Kansas City, Mo. Filed
May 23, 1916. Serial No. 99,303. (01. 74—69.)

1. A transmission mechanism comprising a driving
shaft, a driven shaft, a countershaft, sets of constantly
meshing gwirs on the counter and driven shafts, clutches
between one Fhaft and the gears thereon, a lever for each
clutch, a single cam element engaging nil the levera,

whereby only one lever can be in clutch-closed position at
a time, means for actuating the cam bar, said cam bar
having a movable cam portion, and means for moving the
cam portion Into and out of operative position, whereby
the levers can be operated selectively.

2. A transmission mechanism comprising a driving
I shaft, a driven shaft In allnement therewith, a counter-

V

shaft, gearing means between the driving and counter
shaft, a clutch for connecting the gearing means and driv-
ing shaft or disconnecting the same while connecting the
driving shaft with the driven shaft directly, a lever for
the said clutch, meshing gears on the driven and counter-
shafts, clutches for connecting the driven shaft with the
gears thereon, levers for the said clutches, a cam bar
having a groove In which all the levers engage, and means
for actuating the cam bar for causing a progressive grada-
tion of spee^ by the movement of the cam bar.

3. A transmiaaioD mechanism comprising a driving
shaft, a driven shaft in allnement therewith, a counter-
shaft, gearing means between the driving and counter-
shaft, a dut'-h for connecting the gearing means and driv-
ing shaft or disconnecting the same while connecting the
driving shaft with the driven shaft directly, a lever for
the said clutch, meshing gears on the driven and countei*-
shafts, clutches for c-onnectlng the driven shaft with the
gears thereon, levers for the said clutches, a cam bar
having a groove In which all the levers engage, means
for actuating the cam l)ar for causing a° progressive grada-
tion of speed by the movement of the cam bar, said cam
bar having a movable cam portion, and means for throw-
ing the cam portion Into or out of position for actuating
the levers, whereby the gears can be operated selectively.

4, A transmission mechanism comprising a driving
shaft, a driven shaft, a countershaft, a clutch means
normally connecting the driving and countershafts and
adjustable for disconnecting them and connecting the driv-
ing and driven shafts, intermesblng gears on the counter
and driven shafts, clutches for connecting the driven
shaft with the gears thereon, and a single lever control
me«-hanism for actuating the clutches to produce a suc-
cessive gra<lation of speed through a certain range of the
movement of the control me<hanlsnf and a direct connec-
tion of the driving and driven shafts through the opera
tlon of the first mentione<l clutch by further movement of
the said control mechanism, a reverse gear connection
between the driving and (ountersliafts, a clutch for the
said connection, and means for operating the clutch by
the movement of the said control mechanism in a direc-
tion from neutral position oppoHite from that by which
the speed Is Increased.

14226.393. DRILL. Samubl T. Skke.n, Sandoval, 111.

Filed Sept. 30, 1916. Serial No. 63,391. (CI. 266—69.)

1. A drill comprising a conveyer stem having Its con-
veyer elements deflected and lapped at one end to pro-
duce a pair of oppositely disposed jaws which form con-
tinuations of said conveyer elements, and a cutting de-
vice secured between said Jaws and extending therefrom
so as to deflect the iKirlngs along said Jaws.

2. A drill comprising a spiral conveyer stem having its
spiral elements spilt and lapped at one end to produce a
pair of opposing blade holding Jaws which form continua
dons of aald spiral elements, and blades secured between
and extending from said Jaws so as to deflect the borings
along said Jaws and onto the spiral elements.

8. A drill comprising a stem provided with a pair of
Jaws and a pair of transverse abutments, a pair of blades
arranged between aald Jaws, eath of said blades being

provided with a slot, and a fastening device passing
through the slots and also through said Jaws, the inner
portion of each of said blades being fitted to one of said
transverse abutments, and the outer portion of one blade
being offsi't to form an abutment which engages the other
blade to prevent said blades from moving toward each
other.

1,226.394. lODIN COMPOUND AND METHOD OF PRE-
PARING SAME. IlAjtRY Pbbcival Slat«r. Cedar
Rapids, Iowa. Filed Nov. 15, 1916. Serial No. 61,68».
(Cl. 23—24.)
1. The process of producing addition products of hexa-

methylene-tetra-amln and lodln, comprising effecting a re-
action between hexa-methylene-tetra-amin and lodln there-
by forming an addition product, and treating the same
with ammonia, substantially as set forth.

.

2. The process of producing addition products of hexa-
methylene-tetra-amin and lodln, comprising effecting a re-
action between an aqueous solution of hexa-methylene-
tetra-amin and a solution of lodln In a suitable solvent,
thereby forming and precipitating an addition product,
separating the same from the liquid, and treating the
same with ammonia, substantially as set forth.

3. The process of producing a compound of hexa-methyl-
ene tetra aniin and lodln, consisting In stirring together an
aqueous solution of hexa-methylene-tetra amln, potassium
lodld and lodln, until precipitation of hexa-methylene-
tetra-amln-perlodld, washing the precipitate with water,
and mixing the same with an aqueous solution of am-
monia, washing the precipitate formed with water, and
drying the same without addition of heat, substantially
as set forth.

4. The process of producing a compound of hexa-methyl-
ene-tetra-amin and lodln, consisting In stirring together
aqueous solutions of hexa methylene-tetra amln and lodln.
at room temperature, to form an orange-yellow precipi-
tate, washing the same with distilled water, and treating
the same with ammonia, to form a finely-divided, red
powder, substantially as set forth.

5. The process of producing a compound of hexa methyl-
enetetra-amin and lodln, consisting in stirring together
aqueous solutions of hexa-methylene-tetra-amin with lodln,
at room temperature, to form an orange-yellow pre-
cipitate, and treating both the precipitate and the liquid
in which the precipitate forms with ammonia, to form a
finely-divided red powder, substantially as jet forth.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,395. SAFETY ENGINE CRANKING DEVICE. A0«-
TIN E, Slatttrt, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Feb. 8^
1916. Serial No. 77,OS6. (Cl. 123—185.)

D=^

1. The combination of an engine starting shaft, m
ratchet wheel connected to said shaft to rotate therewith,
a starting crank Journaled around said shaft as a (enter,
a sliding latch member movable in a rectilinear path and
carried by said starting crank, guiding means on said
crank for said latch, a thrust spring for holding said latch
normally In engagement with said ratchet wheel, a sta-
tionary annulus. and a latch retracting dog pivotally at-
tached at one end to the latch and having a clutch face
at its other end eccentric to the starting shaft and held
against said annulus, said dog coactlng with said annulos
in one direction of movement of the starting crank to
ahlft the latch out of engagement with said ratchet wheel.
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2. Tl>« ccn;:.l^;^tion of an «>ng1oe starting ntuift, a
r^cbft wb«fl c'laa^ ted to aaUl shaft to rotate therewith.
a ctarnQK rnnk journaleil aronml mill Hbaft as a center,

• illilinK latch raeait^er carried by Mid starting craak, a
thrust Mpriag for boMing said latch Bornially in enjgag*-

Bient with Kaid ratchet wlteel. a Htatioaary annulait. a
latch retracting dog plvotally attached at unc end to tke
latch and having a ciatch face at itm other end eccentric

to the HtartLng shaft and held against said annulus, aaid

dog coactlng with Haid annulur* In one direction of move-
ment of the Htartlng cran)( to xhlft the latch out of en-

gagement with said ratchet whe<-l, means for locking said

dog io latch retracting position, said means embodying a

catch pivotally carried by the starting crank, and a pro-

jection carried by the dog and adapted to be engaged by
aald catch.

respectively hlngedly connected with the hub and rim ^f
ttie wheel.

1,226.396. MICKOMETEK UAGE. JoHM T. 8l«COMB,
Prorideace, &. I., aattignor to J. T. Slocooib Conpany.
Providence. R. I., a Corporation of RbtMle Island. Plied

Jan. 4, 1816. Serial No. 70,112. <C1. 33—1«4.)

to —

1. A micrometer gage for measuring the thickness of

tnbing. having, in combination, a rigid. Integrally-furmed
frame having a recess at each end thereof, a micrometer
spindle adjustably mounteil In one of said recesses, an
anrll, a supporting stem for the anyll, both anvil and
stem being circular In cross section with a common axla,

the anvil being of greater diameter than the stem, and
the end of the stem being normally held rigidly at right
angles to the spindle in the other recess in the frame, and
adjustable therein to bring a new surface on the anvil

opposite the spindle.

3. .4 micrometer gage for measuring the thickness of

tubing having, in combination, a frame, a micrometer spin-

dle adjustable In the frame, an anvil having a spheroidal
surface opposite the spindle, and a cylindrical supporting
stem for the anvil rigidly mounted in the frame at right

angles to the spindle and of less diameter than the anvil.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Qasette.]

1,226.397. SPRI.N(}-WHKEI>. Cu bbo O. Smith. Pall

sades. Colo. Filed Dec. 14. 1915. Serial No. 66.713.
<CL 152—sa)
1. A wheel comprising a hub and lim. circular springs

located between the latter, ea< h spring being compose<l of

two approximately semi-<rircular spring members whose
extremities are hingedly c-onnectetl with ea-h other and
respectively hinge<ily connected with the buo and rim of

the wheel, and spoke springs also located between said

hub and rim and also having their extremities respectively

hingedly connected therewith, the outer extremities of the
spokew and circular springs being blnge<l about a comnioo
pivot.

2. A wheel coraprialng a hul> and rim. circular springs
locatwi between the latter, each spring being CT<mpn«ed of
two approximately seml-circnliir spring m«'mbers whose
extrem'ties are hingedly connected with •ach other and re

wpectlvely hingedly ronne<ted with the bub ami rlni of the

wheel, and spoke springs also located between said hob
and rioi. their outer extremities l>eiiiK bingetlly crtnneoted.
the said i^»nnertlon surroundlnic the hinced eonn<>ctlon of
the elrruJar springs, aad ttielr Inner and outer extremities

8. A wheel comprising a huh and rIm. plates secured to
the opposite sides of the rim. and having perforations
therein, plates secured to the opposite sides of the hub
and also provided with perforaf ons. bolts passed through
the perforations In the hub and rim plates, circular springs
located t>etwe-?n the hub and rim. each spring composed of
two approximately semi-circular spring memt>er8. one ex-

tremity of each of said memt>ers having an eye formed
therein while Its oppos'te extremity has two separated
eyes forme<i therein, and the Inner and outer extremities
of these memt>ers being adapted to respectively surround
bolts carried by the rim and huh plates In such a manner
that the single eye portion upon the extremity of one
meml>er surrounds the bolt Intermediate the spaced eye
portions of the extremity of the other member, and spoke
springs also located between the hub and rim of the wheel
and having their extremities terminating In eyes, the
outer extremities of the spoke springs being adapted to
overlap the corresponding extremities of the semicircular
spring memt)ers and surround the same bolt, while their
Inner extremities engage holts carried by the hub plates.

1,226.398. SHOCKI.VO MACHINE FOR GRAIN AND
LFKE. JOHS P. Smith. Chicago. 111., assignor to Inter-

national riarvester Company of New Jersey, a Corpora-
tion of .New Jersey. Filed Jan. 29, 1914. Serial No
816,139. (CI. 56—121.)

1. Id a shocker, a shocker frame having an upstanding
arm thereon, and a laterally extending sheaf hoiding mem
ber plvotally mounted upon said arm and movable down
wardly and rearwanlly with resjiect thereto.

2. In a shocker, a sborker frame having an upstanding
arm thereon, a sheaf holding memtter plvotally moaoted
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upon said arm and movable downwardly and rearwardly
about its pivot, aad means for retalntoK said meipiier nor
mally la laterally extending position.

8. In a shocker, a shocker frame having an upstanding
arm thereon, a sheaf holding member plvotally mounted
upon said am and movable downwardly and rearwardly
about Its pivot, and resilient means for ret.nlning sa'd
meml>er normally in laterally extending position.

4. In a shocker, a sheaf receptacle, a frame supporting
aald sheaf re<-eptarie and having stantlards located on the
opposite Rides ther.H)f. a sheaf holding member mounted
on a substantially horlsuatal pivot upon each of said
standards above said receptacle, and means for normally
retaining said metnlK-rs projecting laterally above said re-
ceptacle.

6. In a shocker, a sheaf receptacle, a frame carrying
said receptacle and having standards thereon located at
the opposite sides of said receptacle, a sheaf holding mem
ber mounted on a subsUntlally borisonUI pivot upon each
of said standards above said recepUcle. and resilient
means for normally retaining said members projecting
laterally above said receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.226..199. SPARKPLUG. JoaaPH John Smith. Jr
Benton Harlmr. Mich. Piled Nov. 13. 1915. Serial No
61.323. (CI. 123—169.)

1. In a spark ping constru( tius, a pair of opposed ter-
minals, a tip f«r each terminal, said terminals being
threaded at their ends and Uing provided with cut-away
portions, each of said tips being threaded internally to
engage the threaded end of the leriBlnal and adapted to
be cumpresse*! Into tbe rut away portion wikereby the dis-
tortion will lock tbe tip to the terminal.

1. In a spark plug construction, a pair of opposed ter-
aiaals, tbe ends of the said terminals extending In paral-
lel directions, each of said end* being threaded, a sleeve
for each terminal hav'ng a bore threaded intemaUy and
arranged ecceatrtcaJly of the aieeve. whereby tbe sleeve or
tip on adjacent terminals may Ik> brought nearer together
«g larther apart by th. rotation of either or both of said
letves on said tenulnnla.

1,226,400. BAI^'FI.K ptATE FOR PBOPEXLKB WHEELS.
HiD.viT A. Smith. Jamestown, N. Y. Filed Sept. 9
1916. Serial No. 119,275. (CL 116—42.)

1. A baOe plate for propeller wiietls tuivlng a vertical
Incased drive comprls'ng a tlat plate, and means for re-
movably and adjustably supporting said plate in a hori
Mntal poaitioQ from the shaft rasing and over the pro
peller wheel to cut edgewise throtigh the water.

4. The combination with a pro[x>ller drive shaft cas-
ing and wheel of an ont-b<iard motor, of a flat trlangnlar
shaped plate, a split tube «ttache«l near the front point
of aald triangular plate, a .screw band damp to attach
said split tube on sabi casing ancl hold said pUte boriaon-
tally a spaced distance above said propeller wheel to pre-
vent said wheel taking air in shallow water.

6. A baflle plate for propeller shafts composed of a flat
perforated plate member, a vertical support received in
the perforation of the plate, and means to adjustably lock
the plate to sat^l support.

[Claims 2, S, 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,401. MOSQUITO -BAB Victob Alvin Smith,
Rockport. Miss. Filed Aug. 17. 1016. Serial No.
115.355. (CI. 5— 14.)

c r

1. A mosquito bar for beds comprising a yielding, nor-
mally straight rod one en*! of which Is adapted to be se-
cur*-*! to the head of the l>ed. a netting forming the bar,
tape reinforcing the netting at tbe margin.Tape connecting
the free end of the yielding rod to the rAnforring tape,
elastic members for securing the reinforcing tape to the
ImhI whereby the bar Is malntalnt'd In operative position,
and elastic webbing for gathering the bnr toward the free
end of tbe rod when the bar Is In iDoperitlve p4k^itlon

2. A moKiiulto har for be^ls. comi. rising a yielding, nor-
mally straight ro<l one end of whii-h Is adapted to be se-
cure<l to the l.ed. crosfdng. yielding. Bornially straieht rlba
secured at their crossing to the free e»<l of the ro.1. a net-
ting forming tbe nionqnito bar. ta|ie reinforcing the (jsr at
tbe margin, tape connecting the free end of the yielding
rod to the reinforcing tape at points of said reinforciag
tape which are to be located at the corners of tbe bed.
elastic members for securing the reinforcing tape to the
bed whereby the mosquito bar is maintained In operative
position on the bed, and elastic webi>ing connecting the
ends of the yielding ribs to the Upe. said eUstlc wel>J>lng
being adapted to deflect tbe ribs and give shape to tbe bar
when the same Is In operative position and to gather the
bar toward the free end of the rod when the bar is placo«l
Into inoperative position.

1.226.402. KETT.ESt8 CLOCK. William J. "Smith. Wa
terbury. Conn., asidgnor to Waterbury Clock Co., Water-
bury. Conn., a Corporation. Filed May 12, 1916. Se-
rial No. 97 058. (CI. 6R—46.)

1. In a keyless clock, the combination with the winding
train and dial work thereof, of a rotary wln<llng-and-set-
tlng ring having an internal gear, means for connecting
the internal gear of the said ring with the said winding
train and with the said dial work. Including a wiiKllng-
arl«>r mounting a winding pinion In ro««*h with a member
of the said winding- train, a clutch mounted upon the aald
wimiiug-arbor and having a sliding member co-acting with
a nierolwr of the dial work and tneairs for manually oper-
ating the Mild sliding clnt'h member.

:i. In a keyless clo< k. the combination with tbe wlndiac-
traln and dial-work thereof, of a rotary winding and set
tine ring having an Internal gear, connections tietween
tbe said ring and winding tra'n and dUI-work. Including a
rotary art>or. a cone nlldably and rotatably mo:inted there-
on and provided with winding and setting gear teet'-. a
two-part clutch one memlter of which is carried I r the
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said cone and the other niemher of whirh 1« flxed to the

«Bld arhor for rotation therewith, ami a spring for nor-

mally maintaining the 8aid clutch-ro<>mherii In engagement.

whereby the movement is maintalne«l in adjustment for

winding; and a manually operabl«' converting-lever adapt-

ed to co-act with the said cone for sliding the same upon
the said artx>r so as to dUengage the members of the said

clutch and bring the windlng-and-setting gear teeth of the

cone Into connection with the dial-work.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,220,403. BUCKET HANDLE. AC(;i-8T Z. Smtdir. Tur-

tle Creek. Pa. Filed Oct. 13, 1916, Serial No. 125,434.

(CI. 220—32.)

1. A detachable handle comprising a substantially cy-

lindrical member having a lonKitudlnal slot therein, and a

permanently attached binding wire seated In grooves at

each end of said member, said wire having Its free ends

turned downwardly into the longitudinal slot.

2. .\ detachable handle cuniprlMlng a substantially cy-

lindrical member having a longitudinal slot therein, bind-

ing wires partially surrounding said handle and spring
retaining ends forme<l on said wires and extending within

said slot.

1,226,404. SWITCH. .Vlbxandbr K. Suthbuland. .New

Britain, Conn., assignor to The Trumbull Electric Manu-
facturing Company, Plalnville, Conn., a Corporation of

Connecticut. Filed Oct. 28, 1916. Serial No. 128,321.

(CI. 175—293.)

a »

2. In a switch of the character set forth, a rocking con-

tact carrying member, a detent for said contact carrying

member, an operating rocker, a cam for freeing the detent

from the contact carry'ng member supp<)rted l>y and mov-
able with the rocker, and means for shifting said cam on
the rocker to thereby Impart a detent-freeing movement
thereto in addition to the movement imparte<1 thereto by

the rocker,

3. In a switch of the character set forth, a rocking con-

tact carrying member, a detent for said contact carrying
member, an operating roclter, ,h cam for freeing the detent

from the contact carrying member supported by and mov-
able with the rocker, and means for shifting sai<l cam on

the rocker to thereby Impart a detent-freeing movement
thereto in addition to th*- movement imparte«l thereto by
the rocker Including an abutment dispoNeil in the path of

movement of the cam and arranged liy engagement with
said cam to produce a detent freeing movement of the cam.

[Clalma 1 and 4 to 9 not printed in the Oaaette.)

1,226,405 (WHLKWAY. Krvi.n I). Swax, Glen Ridge.
N. J., assignor to Lldgerwood Manufacturing t.^ompany.
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed
June 7, 1913. Serial No. 772,263. (CI. 212—89.)

1. In a cableway. In combination, a support, a cable

supported thereby and exerting its load thereon, a wind-

ing drum upon which the cable is wound, and means
whereby the load of the cable on the drum Is less than

the load of the cable on the support.

2. In a cableway, in combination, a support, a cable

supported thereby, a friction holding means for connecting

the main cable to said support but permitting passage of

the cable in either direction, and a drum upon which the

c-able is wound.
3. Supporting means for one end of a cableway, com-

prising an elevated support, a rotatable member swlveled

on said support and adapted to have a cable pass over the

same, and means for locking said member against rota-

tion in a direction taken by the cable in being paid out.

4. Supporting means for one end of a cableway, com-

prising an elevated support, a rotatable member supported
on said support and adapted to have a cable pass over the
same, and means for locking said member against rotation

In a direction taken by the cable being paid out hut per-

mitting rotation of the member In the opposite directior

said means comprising a weighted meml>er normally ii

locking position.

5. In a cableway. In combination, a support, a rotatable

memt>er having swivel connection with said support, a
winding drum, a cable passing over said rotatable nieni-

l>er and wound on said drum, and means for locking the

said rotatable member against rotation in a direction to

pay out the cable.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.406. ALTERNATING-CURRENT SYNCHRONOUS
MOTOR. RoBEBT W. Swift, Warren. Ohio, assignor
to The Peerless Electric Company, Warren. Ohio, a Cor-

poration of Ohio. Piled Dec. 4, 1914. SerUl No.
876,448. (CI. 172—120.)
1. In an Induction motor, in combination, a stator and

a rotor, one member having a polar field and the other an
electrical path which Is symmetrical with said flehl and
a path which Is unsymmetrlcal with said field.

2. In an induction motor, in combination, a stator and
a rotor, one member having means for producing a given
number of poles therein, and the other member having
a number of conductors prime to said pole number, con-
nected to provide a conducting path unsymmetrlcal to said
poles, and also provided with an electrically conducting
path symmetric thereto.

3. In an induction motor, in combination, a stator and
a rotor, one member having an eren numt>er of polar wind-
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Ings and the other an odd or uneven number of plugs, a
plurality of l>ars dividing said plugs, said plugs and bars
forming two electrical paths one of which Is symmetrical
with said windings and the other unsymmetrlcal with
said windings.

4. In an induction motor, in combination, a stator and
a rotor, one member having an even number of polar wind-
ings and the other an odd or uneven number of plugs, a
plurality of bars dividing said plugs, said plugs and bars
forming two electrical paths, the conductivity of said
bars being greater than that of said plugs.

5. In an induction motor, in combination, a stator hav-
ing an even number of polar windings and a rotor hav-
ing an odd or uneven number of plugs unsymmetrlcal
with relation to said polar windings, and a plurality of
bars equally spaced and separating said plugs Into series,
said bars In-ing In symmetrical relation to said windings!

I Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,226.407. DEVICE FOR ROLLING RUGS. Cabl R.
Taylob and Mark Bbaymes. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed
May 8, 1916. Serial No. 96.1K3. (CK 242—85.)

1. A rug rolling device comprising a roller having
wheels flxed to the ends thereof. meanH to atta<-h the end
of a rug or the like to the roller and operating bandies
plvotally connected to the opposite ends of the roller and
adapte<l to turn the roller, to wind the rug thereon, and
also to roll the wheels along the floor.

2. A device for rolling rugs or the like, comprising a
roller having wheels fl.xed to the ends thereof, means to
attach a rug or the like to the roller, and means carried
by each wheel to turn the same and the roller.

3. \ device for rolling rugs or the like, comprising a
roller having wheels fixed to the ends thereof, means to
attach the en<l of a rug to the roller, a ratchet on each
wheel, levers fulcrumed on the ends of the roller, and
pawls carried by the lever and engaging the ratchets.

1.226,408. DIE-CASTIN<} MArillNE. Ix»di8 P. Tbnca,
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. Serial No
23.962. (CI. 22—70.)
1. In a pressure casting apparatus, the combination

of a metal reservoir, a nozzle adapted to t>e snugly in-
serteil In a nwdd plate, means connected to said reservoir
and saiii nozzl- for Nupplylng metal lender pressure from
the former Into the latter, said nozzle t>eing provided with

separate metal supplying and air discharging passages
arranged to discharge all of the air from such mold plate
while the same Is being filled with meUl.

2. In a pressure casting apparatus, the combination of
a metal rewrvolr. a nozzle adapted to be snugly inserted
In a mold plate, means connected to said reservoir and
said nozzle for supplying metal under pressure from the
former Into the latter, said nozzle being provided with
separate metal supplying and air discharging passages,
the terminal opening of such passage extending to a higher
level than the terminal opening of such metal passage.

.{. In a pressure casting apparatus, the combination of
a metal reservoir, a nozzle adapted to be snugly inserted
in a mold pUte. means connected to said reservoir and
said nozzle for supplying metal under pressure from the
former Into the latter, said nozzle being provided with
separate metal supplying and air discharging passages,
the terminal opening of such air passage extending to a
higher level than the terminal opening of such metal pas-
sage and returning to dis.harge into said reservoir.

4. In a pressure casting apparatus, the combination of
a metal reser\olr. a nozzle adapted to be snugly inserted
In a mold plate, means connected to said reservoir and
said nozzle for supplying metal under pressure from the
former into the latter, said nozzle having an extension
extending I., neath the level of the metal In said reservoir
and being provid.'d with separate passages, one such
passage extending from the outer end of the nozzle to
such pressure metal supplying means, and the other pas
sage extending from the outer end of the nossle to the
end of such extension.

6. In a pressure casting apparatus, the combination of
a metal reservoir, a nozzle adapted to be snugly inserted
in a mold plate, means connected to said reservoir for
supplying metal under pressure to .said nozzle, the latter
having passages connecting said means and the mold
chamber In such mold plate and the latter and said reser-
voir, thereby forming a complete circuit throngh said
reservoir, said nozzle, such mold chamber and said metal •
supplying means.

1.226.409. ADJUSTABLE WARP STOP MOTION DROP-
WIRE RACK FOR LOOMS. William T. Thackeb and
CHBI8TAPHBR C. GosNBLL, GreenTllle, 8. C. Filed Apr.
7, 1916. Serial No. 89,708. (CI. 189—92.)

>t'

'-V m 4

1. A warp stop motion drop wire rack adapt.-*! to be
placed on and removwl from a loom bodily and including
flxed lower rods adapted to pass through the upper slot
of the drop wires and supporting means <arried by the
rack and cortperatlng with the flxed rods to hold the drop
wires against vertical movement for holding the drop
wires in an elevated position and for enabling the pattern
to be tie<l with the drop wires in such position.

2. A warp stop motion drop wire rack including upper
and lower longitudinal rod^ adapted to pass through the
upper slot of the drop wires arranged to hold the latter
against vertical movement, the lower rods being fixed, the
upp«»r rods being removable and supporting the drop wire*
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in an devated poslticn when the rmck U reiaovcd from a
looia.

3. A warp atop motion drop wir^ rack {or looms includ-

ing spaced cad plates, center and si<le lonKltudlnal bars

connectlDff the end plates and spaced apart to receive the
lower portions of the drop wlr<^ and adapted to support
the yarn to prevent tfce same froaa cotnlnp in contact w^lth

the lower emls of the drop wlm. and reds carried by the
end plates aad arrang^l to extend tkroach the apper slots

of the drop wires and bold the latter ai^iort vertical

movement.
4. A varp stop motion drop wire rack for Ioodm fairlud-

Ini; spaced eail plates, center and side loni^tudisal bars
connecting the end plates and spaced apart to receive the
lower portions of the drop wires and adapted to support
the yarn to prevent the same from coming in contact with
the lower ends of the drop wires, and upper and lower
rods supported by the end plates and adapted to pass
thrnujrh the npper siots of the drop wires ami arranged
to hold the hitter against vertical movement, the upper
pods befng remorable and serving to support the drop
wires In an elev«te<1 position when the rack Is not in ui»e.

3. An adjustable warp stop motion drop wire rack for
looms fnrhjrtfnjf vertical end plates, lower central and
side bars connectfn;; the end plates, the tatter being pro
vlded above the said bars with perforations and upper
and lower lonirftudinal rods arranged In the said perfora-

tions and adjustable on the end plates, said rods being
arranged to hold the drop wires against vertical movement.

1.226.410. CHAIR DETAII^ Eavi.x R. Thibl, Slheboy

gan. Wis., aoslsnor to Uitoon Maaafarturiag Cuapaay.
Port Waskiagton. WU. Filed Feb. 20. ldl&. Scrtal
No. «.62a. (CI. 155—41.)

zi '^J

1. chair iron coniprlsiag a base sieail^r having a
ban- provUle<i with gulde-e^Iot* paralleling Its axis, as
ext«'rnally threaded sleeve sotket. the sauie coaiprlaiBg a
series of longitudinal slots defining ribs which form a
shaft receiving bore of approximately the same slxe as
tbe base bore, the rlba being silitable ka the base gaide
alots. a tbreade*) huh supported by the base eagagi^ the
threads of the .sleeve socket, and a chair supportIbk shaft
mounted in said sle«v«.

5. A chair-iron comprising a base meml)er having a
bore provided with guide slots paralleling its axis, a
skeleton sleeve .socket comprising a series of axially alined
ribs farming a smooth shaft recetvtnK bore of a sire at
least e^ual to tbe bore of the base the rtl>s being sUdable
In the guide-slots of said base, threads extending from
the upper end of the sleeve socket throughout approxi-
mately half Its length, a threaded hub supported upon the
base engaareaMe with the sleeve socket threads, and a
chair supporting shaft Journaled In the bore of the afore-
said sl»-eve socket and engageable with the bore of the
base, the shaft tjelng supported by said sleeve.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not prlnte<! In the Gazette.]

1.826.411. STEi^IRING DKVICE. WiLijaH Baiut
THOMta. JarksoBviUe. Fla Filed Ju»»« SO. 1»1«. 8e
rial No. 10ft.86Z (CI. 74—3».»

1. A steering device for nsotor vehicles, romprislog a
steering eoluam com(>o«ed of telescoptng seettons. and a

whe4>l piv(>t)>d to the upperoioAt section to sviag Into
(>Ui.es trasiiverse tu the axis of the coluaut or parallel
therewith. r<-l«msal4e latch meehaaiua for hoMlaff the
wheel In either putdtl<»B, axans for preveating downward
movement of the upper »e<tli>D with respei t tw the lower
section and controlled by the movement of the wheel into
a plane transverse to the column, to lock the sections
from downward movement aad to release the said sections
when the wheel is BMved lato a plane parallel with the
axis of the column.

2. A steering device for ntotor vehicles, coaaprising a
idoerlng culumn composed of telescoping sectloaa, and a
wheel pivoted to the upp»-rmost section to swing Into
planes trannverse to the axis of the column or parallel
therewith, releasable latch Mechanism for holding the
wheel in either position. m«>ans for preventing downward
movement of the upper section with resp«'<t to the lower
seetioB anil coBtrolled by the swinging movement of the
wheel.

S. A steerlag device for motor vehlrlt s. coaiprislng a
steerlnB column compose<i of telescoping sections, and a
wheel pivoteil to the uppermost se<tii>n to swing Into
planes transverse to the axis of the column or parallel

therewith, and means for preventing downward movement
of the upp«r section with respect to the lower section ami
controlIe<l by the swintdng movement of the whael.

4. A steering device for motor vehicles, romprislng a
collapsible steering column, and a wheel pivoted to the
top of the column to swing into transverse planes to the
axis of the column or parallel therewith, means for pre
venting the collapsing of the column and controlled by
the swinging of the wheel, and collapsible control shafts
supported by the column and movable therewith.

5. .\ steering drrkv for motor vehicles, comprising a
collapsible steering colaaus. and a wheel pivote<l to the
top of the columa to swln:; Iwt* planes transverse to the
axis of the column or parallel therewith, means for pre-

veatlBg the collapsing of th«> mltimn aad coatrulled by
the swinging of tbe wheel.

[ClBlais « to 11 Bot priBted ! the Gasctte.)

1.226.412. COAL CTTTI.Nt; .MACFn.VE WrtxiAM M.
TnouAB, New York. N. T.. assljaior of tlfty and one
half one-hondreilths to Frank Oberkirch. New Tork.
N. T. riled July 14. 1918. Serial Xo. 3«.T60. (CI.

128—14.)
1. In a mining machine, the combination, with cutters

arranged to cut a kerf in a substantially horizontal direc-

tion, of catters arranged to cut In an upward direction

from said horiaontal kerf, a pair of separate*] side kerfs

and a back kerf connecting said side kerfs, means for

moving ."aid last mentioned <-utters upward during the

CBttlBg operation whereby a depeadlair pillar of nlBerBl
Is foraied. and nteaiiH for opeiattns ^^ald mtters.

2. In a mining machine, the combination, with cutters

arranged to cut a kerf In a subHtaatially horlaootal direc-

tion, of fitters a minced to rat la aa npwanl direction

from naid horiaontal kerf sad stniultaneoosly. a pair of
xepernted si«le kerfs and a lack kerf c <tBBe<'tlng said side
Icerfs. RMWDs for movlmg said last BM>fttl<ined catters op-
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ward daiiag the cutting operation whereby a depending
pillar uf uiineral in furmed, simI meauk lor operuiiug kaid

cutters.

S. la a mining ma< bine, the combination, with cutters
arrange<] to cut a kerf In a wubstanttaMy boriiontal dlre*:-

tlon, of cutlers arrantn^l to cut la an upward dlre<-tiou
from nald borisontal kerf, a pair of separated side kerfs.
aBd a back kerf <'onBe< ting said sMe kerfs, an open frame
carrying said last mentioned cutters and of sncb dtnien-
aloBs as to enter tbe upwanl k.-rfs. means for raising said
frame Into th.- upwanl kerfs <4uHng tbe ruttiuv o|>«ration.
wherel>.v a depending pillar of lalBeral extendlnK tbroogb
the frari»e Is forrie*!. an<t means for fkperating sjtld cutters.

4. Id a minlBc maihloi', tbe <t>mhinatlon. with cotters
arrsnired to cut a k.-rf In a suhtitantlally horiaontal direc-
tion, of cutters arranged to cut in an opward direction
from said borisontal kerf and simnltaD«>oosly. a pair of
'•'P*™**^ side kerfs, and a !«« k kerf ronnertlng said «lde
kerfd. an op».|j frante rarryiug said last meutloned ratters
aixl of such dimensions sk- to enter the apwanl kerfb,
means for rnlsing said fran.e into the upward kerfs dur-
ing the <uttiBt; operation, whereby a depetxiing pillar of
mlBeral extendlnr through the frame Is formed, and means
for Operating said cutters.

ft. In a mining machlae. the combinafloB. with an <»peu
frame, of two sets of catters. rarrieii by said franne. one
set belBu- arranged to ( ut a kerf Into which the front
portion of the fraiwe <-an enter In jri^nerallv horiaontal
dIrecttoB and tb* other se- i>elni: arrangeil to cut a kerf
iDto which the front portion of tbe frame ran eater in an
upward dlre»-ti<»n. means for operating the ratters, means
for movlnir the frame forward and means for aiovlng tbe
feoBt portion of the fram*- upward.

(ClaiBi» « to 21 not printed in tbe r^atette.)

1.23«.4ia. TOOI.- Scott THnMp»o\. Pntlatcb. Idaho.
Filed 0«t. 5, 1»16. Serial No. 133.96A. (CI. 154—2«.)

1. Ib a tool, a nail extract lag element havlBg a sIMeway
opeaiug through the outer end thereof, a fulcrum slide

movable within the slldeway and eint>od.vtB»; a threaded
slide harlnK >» •'Blarx<'<l end portion normally couiiter-

•••k within tbe outer end of the head, a knarle«) nut oper-

atlrely asMH Lated with the threa<le«i slide at a point In'

its length where4>y the turnlBK of said nut will effe< t an
adjur^tment of said aliiie. said nat l>eing exposed at oppo-
site sides of the head, aad meaas for llmitlBg the sliding

movemeat of said slide.

2 In a tiM>l. a iiail extrartint; bead having a slideway
openinx through tbe outer end thereof, a falcram slide
movable within tbe slideway and eml>e<lyiBg a thre«<ied
rod bariag nn eclargeil end portion aornially couiittM-sunk

in the outer ead of tbe h<-)id. a nut moiinteil upon the rod
at a point in its length and asso<-iated therewith to effect

an adjustBient of said rod upon rotation of tbe nut, said

head being re<'esse<i at its opposite slde« to expose said

nut, one wall of tbe sliiieway being longitudinally slotted,

and a pin carried by one end of tbe rod and movable within
tbe slot tu limit the ailJostn»ent of tbe ro<l.

1,226,414. S*PRINO-TIRE. Kaja P. Toostad, Maddock.
N. D. Filed Oct. 30, 1916. Serial No. 128,&3». (CI.

(152—8.)

The combination with a wheel having a rim ; of a series

of sets of springs, tbe springs in each set being nesteii one
within the other and t>elng graduated In strength from the

outer spring inward, said springs further gradually In-

creasing in length from the outer spring inward, the two
outer springs having flatteneti sides, and means to link

the flattened sides of each outer spring to the adjacent
sides of adjoining springs.

1. 256.415. An-TT'STAIILE SrPI»<1RT FOR RKDS. ALr
rmiD ToNNiLB and Wflliam J. CrBTis. Wilmington. Del.,

assignors to National Adjustalde Bwl and Spring Com-
pany, Wilmington. Del. File«I Sept. 2, 1916. Serial No,
118,228. (Cl. 5—12.)

1. In combination, a bedstea'I comprising a main fram'*,

an adjustable support harln^r its side members pivotally

connected to an en<l of said frame, said side memlK'rs hav-
ing their ends l)ent dowBwanllj to form curved arms, lock-

ing nie<'hanism for holding sai«l support at adjuster] posi-

tions consisting of snbMtantlally semicircular plates at-

ta<-he<I to tbe main fruBH>. i>ach of salii plates having Its

b'Wer e<1ge portion tient to form a flange proJe<'tlng in-

wardly beneath its coiipeniting curved arm. said flange

having a series of aperture* therein, a spring actuated
locking member mounte<| on each arm and extending down-
wardl.v therethrouKh f«>r enimKeu>eut with the apertured
flange, and manipulative m<-aBs for lifting the pin to re-

tract the same from its engaging position.

2. In combination, a beilstead comi^-ising a main frame,
an adjustalde support bavin;; sl«le members pivotally con-

necte«l to an end of said fram«'. the en<is of said side mem-
l>ers curving downwardly Iwiieatb the pivot to provide
depending arms, a Uxking pin carried by each nrni and
extending tbereth rough, each of said |dBs havlBg »n an-
nular AaBge. a a apertured guide member carried by earh
itm with which tbe pins coTiperate. sprin^is surrttnnding

the pin sBil inter]>o«<e<l Istween tb<' guitle mentbers an«l

annular tiangeti for noriaiilly b<ddlng the pin projected
from the arm. a ttanice«l pbite attach*-<l to th«- frame adja-
cent to each of said amis for engagement by its '"oiVperat-

Inir pin aforesai«l. and means for lifting said pin comprls-
Inx bell crank levers cunuei-teft to the plaa and actual IB3

» for sBi<l
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3. In combination, a bedstend comprtsing a main frame,
an adjustable support secured fo each end of said frame,
the frame memberR of which are formeil of angle plates
secured toKether to provide a channeled frame construc-
tion, a locking plate secured to the main frame adjacent
to each of said adjustable sections, locking means mounted
In the channeled side members of said adjustable sections
ln<Iuding a vertically arranged locking pin housed in the
chann<-led frame of each adjustable section.

1^26.416. MOTION-PICTURE THEATER rilAIR. Mab
OfKRiTi R. TOOL! and Lccics C. Tckjlb. Indianapolis.
Ind. Filed Mar. 16. 1916. Serial No. 84,644. (CI
156—13.)

In a chair, a standard, a chair bottom swirelly con-
nected to the standard, an arm extending upwardly an^l
forwardly from the upper end of the standard, a roller
Journaled In the upper end of the arm, an arcuate trough
shaped track secure<l to the under side of the chair bottom
the roller operating In the track, and walls at opposite
ends of the track providing stops to limit the movement
of the chair bottom.

1.226.417. FLUID-PRESSURE PUMP. Howabc W
Tbuscott. Portland. Oreg. Filed Feb, 14. 1916. Serial
No. 78,213. (CI. 103—8.)

1. A fluid preorare pamp comprising a pair of cham
bers adapted to be successively filled with liquid and to
be successively emptied, a valve casing having between
its ends a transverse partition formed with a port open
ing through its opposite sides, a pressure Inlet Into said
port, a pair of fluid pressure cylinders disposed one at
each end of said casing, the inner ends of said cylinders
having ports establishing communication with said casing
and of greater size than the first named port, being alined
with the latter, combined pressure supply and exhaust

passages leading from the ends of the casing to the two
chambers, exhaust passages leading from said chambers
into the outer ends of the cylinders and having normally
closed valves, means for opening said valves when the
chambers are emptied, exhaust ports from the Inner ends
of the cylinders, pistons in said cylinders betwwn the ex-
haust passages aad the exhaust ports and adaptefl to be
shifted by the entrance of fluid pressure into said cylin-
ders through said exhaust passages, and valves between
and carried hy said pistons for snccessively closing the
opposite ends of the first named port and for aimulta-
neously closing one or the other of the second named ports.

2. A fluid pressure pump comprising a pair of chamt>ers
adapted to be successively filled with liquid and to be suc-
cessively emptied, a valve casing having between Its ends
a transverse partition formed with a port opening through
Its opposite Bides, a pressure inlet into said port, a pair of
fluid pressure cylinders disposed one at each end of said
caslag. the inner ends of said cylinders having ports ea-
Ubllshlng communication with said casing and of greater
site than the first named port, being alined with the
latter, comhlne<l pressure supply and exhaust passages
leading from the ends of the casing to the two chambers,
exhaust passages leading from said chambers into the
outer ends of the cylinders and having normally closed
valves, means for opening said valves when the chambers
are emptied, exhaust ports from the Inner ends of the
cylinders, pistons In said cylinders between the exhaust
passages and the exhaust ports and adapted to be shifted
by the entrance of fluid pressure Into said cylinders
through said exhaust passages, by-passes from the outer
ends of the cylinders into the exhaust ports, and valves
between and carried by said pistons for successively clos-
ing the opposite ends of the first name<l port and for
simultaneously closing one or the other of the second
named ports. ,

3. A fluid pressure pump comprising a pair of cham-
bers adapted to be successively fllle<l with liquid and to
be successively emptied, a valve casing having between
Its ends a transverse partition formed with a port open-
ing througu its opposite sides, a pressure inlet Into said
port, a pair of fluid pressure cylinders disposed one at
each end of said casing, the Inner ends of said cylinders
having ports establishing communication with said casing
and of greater size than the first named port, being alined
with the latter, combim-d pressure supply and exhaust
passages leading from the ends of the casing to the two
chambers, exhaust passages leading from said chambers
into the outer ends of the cylinders and having normally
closed valves, means for opening said valves when the
chambers are emptied, exhaust ports from the Inner ends
of the cylinders, pistons In said cylinders between the
exhaust passages and the exhaust ports and adapted to
be shifted by the entrance of fluid pressure Into said
cylinders through said exhaust passages, a stem extend-
ing between the two pistons and passing loosely through
the flrst and second nam»-l ports, and valves on said stem
for successively closing the opposite ends of said flrst
named port ano for simultaneously closing one or the
other of said second named ports.

4. A fluid pressure pump comprising a pair of cham
iK-rs atlapted to be successively filled with liquid and to
be successively emptied, a valve casing having l>etween
Its ends a transverse partition formwl with a port opening
through Its opposite sides, a pressure Inlet into said
port, a pair of fluid pressure cylinders disposed one at
each end of said casing, the inner ends of said cylinders
having ports establishing communication with said casing
and of greater size than the flrst name<i port, being alined
with the latter. comblne<. pressure supply and exhaust
passages leading from the ends of the casing to the two
chambers, exhaust passages leading from said <hamhers
Into the other ends of the cylinders and having normally
closed valves, means for opening said valves when the
chambers are emptied, exhaust ports from the inner ends
of the cylinders, pistons In said cylinders between the
exhaust passages and the exhaust ports and adapted to
be shifted by the entrance of fluid pressure into said
cylinders through said exhaust pasmges. a stem extend-
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ing t»etT,'een the two pistons and passing loosely through

the first and second named p<irts. h |>iilr of valves secured

on said stem l>etween said second named ports and the

partition, said vah-es l>elng adaptetl to successively close

said ports, annular flanges extending endwise from said

valves and received slidably Into the last named ports,

said flanges themselves having ports to allow the passage

of air Into the cylinders only when said flanges^have l)een

moved a predetermined amount by such movement of the

valves, and additional valve means carried by the stem

for succAslvely closing the opposite ends of the flrst

nameil port.

S. A fluid pressure pomp comprising a pair of cham-
bers adapted to be successively filled with liquid and to

be successively emptied, a valve casing having between its

ends a transverse partition formed with a port opening
through Its opposite sides, a pressure inlet Into said port,

a pair of fluid pressure cylinders dlsi>o8ed one at each

end of said casing, the Inner ends of said cylinders hav-

ing ports establishing communication with said casing

and of greater size than the flrst named port, being aline<l

with the latter, combine<l pr'^ssurc supply and exhaust

passages leading from the ends of the casing to the two
chambers, exhaust passages leading from said chamtx^rs

into the outer ends of the cylinders and having normally

closed valves, means for opening said valves when the

chambers are emptied, exhaust ports from the Inner ends

of the cylinders, pistons In said cylinders between tht ex-

haust passages and the exhaust ports and adapted to be

sfaifte<l by the entrance of fluid pressure into said cylin-

ders through said exhaust passages, a stem extending t>e-

tween the two pistons and consisting of a trio of alined

yieldably connected sections, said stem passing loosely

through the flrst and second named ports, a pair of valve

members secured to the two end sections and adapted to

successively close said second named ports, said members
also serving to successively close the opposite ends of the

flrst named port, and a spacing sit eve surrounding the

Intermediate section of the stem and retaining the two
valve members In spaced relation.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Uazette.]

1.226.418. VE<:ETABLE AND FRUIT PEELINO MA
CHINE. JosBPHiNB Tbi-st, Ilrooklyn. N. Y. Filwi

Oct. 31. 1914. Serial No. 869.513. Renewed Oct.. 12.

1916. Serial No. 125.28«. (CI. 146—14.)

1. In an apparatus of the class di'!«crt1»e<l. the com-
bination of a rotary feeding device, stationary stripping

methanism cooperating with said feeding device, said

stripping mechanism including flexible arms adapte«l to

coOp«'rate with the vegetal)les, said arms having «uttln'i

portions adapted to catch the skin and tear the same from
the vegetables, and m* ans to operate said feeiling device,

said flexible arms prorldMi with fingers of equal length

and mounted so that said fingers engage the skin of said

vegetables successively, and means In combination with
said rotary fee<llng device for controlling the movement
of said vegetables while passing therethrough and while
l>elng operated upon by salil cutting portions.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, a conveyer
comprising u series of rotatable rings through which the
vegetables are adapted to be fed, and flxeil resilient cut-

ting members projecting between said . Ings a<lapted to

operate upon said vegetables as the same are fed through
said rings, and means in combination with the last of

said rings for retarding the discharge of the vegetables
therefrom.

1,226,419. JOINT-CLAMP. JosBPH Philip Tcrnm,
RIdgway, Pa., assignor to Hyde-Murphy Company,
RIdgway, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed
June 10, 1916. Serial No. 33,323. (CI. 20—92.)

In a locking d.-imp for franif joints, the combination
with two abutting frame members each having a groove
cut Into its face adjacent the meeting edges of said
meml)er8, said grooves being convergently disposed, of
a resilient metallic wedge-shaped plate adapted to span
said edges, said plate having Its ends provided with
flanges for Interlocking with said grooves and Its inter-
mediate body portion curved outwardly so as to be free
from contact with the meml)ers when In assembled pbsl-
tion. whereby a constat, t pressure Is exerte<l on the
abutting edges of the members and provision Is made for
swelling or shrinkage due to temperature or climatic
changes.

1,226,420. AUTOMOBILE-FENDER. Mabcblixo URibb,
San Antonio, Tex. Filled Mar. 13. 1917. Serial Nc.
154.511. (Cl. 106—33.)

//—
-0

The combination with a motor vehicle, of a fender com-
prising 11 substantially horizontal fender Ii«)dy having a

stout niar^lnal frame consisting of substantially parallel

front and rear bars of unequal length, curvilinear side

bars connecting the front and rear liars and diverging
in a forward direction, means for securing the rear end
of said frame to the front axle of the vehicle, a numper
having a portion thereof extending parallel thereto and
in spaced relation to the front bar of the fender body
and end portions extending in front of the front mud
guards and In spaced relation thereto, yleldable means
Interposed between said ttumper and fender body, other
yleldable means interposed between the end portions of
the hump<-r and the front mud guaids. means connecting
said bumper to the front mud guards and body of the
fender to admit of a fore and aft yielding movement of

the bumper In relation to the. fender body and mud guards,
an<l supporting stays connecting sahl bumper with the

i vehicle frame.
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1^6.421. VEHICLE WHEEL. CuAXLm B. Van Uou«.
I>bU«ii»lpkia. Pa. FU«d Maj 19. 1916. S«rl«l No.
98.6.S3. (CL 21—6».)

1. A wbeel comprteing. ia comblnatloo, a hut) ami a
rim, embodying lnt«?rnaJ and rxteriud rtegi. spacing spokes
situated between said rings, retaining bolts pasMnir
through said rings and spokes whereby said memberM are
maintained in an a^^sembled position, opposed felly plates
provided with recesses for receiving said spokes, aad fas-
tening means extending through said felly plates to se-
ctire the same In position upon said exto^ial ring and
aronnd said spokes.

2. A wheel comprising. In i-ombioatlon. a hub and a
rim, embodying Internal and external rlaga, spacing apokes
situate*! between said rings, means for rigidly securing
said rings and associated spoke*, opposed annular felly
plates clamped to said external rings and provided with
alining recesses to receive said apokea, aad tire retalaiag
rims Integrally formed with said felly plates.

3. A wheel comprising. In combination, a hub and a
rim. said hub and rim embodying Internal and external
tiags. spaciag alec^-es conlhied betweca said Internal am^
external ringi. bolta paaaing tbrougk said rings and
through said sleeves, means asaoHated with the Inner
extremities of said bolts for rigidly retaining said rings
and sleeves in an aaaemUled poaltlon, opposed annular
felly plates provided with annular recesses to receive said
external ring and wltk alining recesses to receive said
sleeves, and means extending burlaontally through said
felly plates to claap the sante In position about said ring
and sleeves.

4. A whe«l comprising, in comblaatkHi, a hub and a
rim, said hob and rim embodying internal and external
rings, spacing sleerea confined between said Internal and
external rings. Ijolts passing tbrongli aald rings and
through said aleevew, clamping means associated with the
Inner extremities of said bolts, opposed annular felly

plates provided with annolar recesses to recalve said ex-
ternal ring and with alining reressea to peralt said felly

plates to embrace said sleeves, fastening bolts passing
transversely through said felly plates to retain the same
In a ('lampe<l position relative to said external ring and
the outer extremities of said sleeves, aad tire secorlng
rlnta Integrally foraHHl with said felly plates.

5. A wheel cumprl.xlng. in combination, a hub and a
rim. i^ld hub and rim emt>odylng Internal and external
riags. apokes situated between said Internal and external
ringx, means passing through said spokes for rigidly re-

taining said rlngD an<i spokes in an aaseaible^l position,

opposed annular felly plates embracing said external ring
and provided with alining reces.ses to receive the outer ex-

tremities of said spokes, fastening bolts pssaing trans
vers«>ly through said felly plates, integral tire s»>caring

rims forn»«d with said fdly plates, and means admitting
•f the removal of one of said felly pUtea whereby lald

tire may be removed from said wheel.

1^2«.422. QUl€:KLT-aiOU>rr.\BLE SHADS A.ND CDR
TAIX SUPPORT. Chaklxs Wai^kcsh. Ashland. Wis.

Filed May 19. 1916. Serial No. 9H.&M. (O. IM—23.)

1. In a quickly mountable shade support, tbs rossbtBa
tlon of opposite bracket members each comprising plates

hlngedly c—ected to engage over th* angular portion of
a window franM>. the upp">r patett hav>ag >ilutted portioaa,
shade roller supporting iiifutl>erM ndjoittablv aMHinted la
said slotted portions of the upptr plates !•> aiiapt the de-
vice for ase with rollers of illff*-r»-nt l»-ugths. and a re-
Hlliently •'itentiible faiit<>nln»: d*Tlc^ (-<>uiprlsing telew-op-
Ing uemberv one having a spiral spring arrMuged to pretw
the otlier telescoping member outwardly to press against
the opposite plat«'s of the bracket BM'nib*>r8. to p-'rnalt of
QUiekly mounting and adjusting the device in a window
frame. •

2. In a quickly mountable shade and curtain support,
the combination of opposite brack*-! members each com-
prising plates bingt-dlv couii»'< ttnl to tiigage over the an
guiar portion of a window fraokf, th«' upper pistes having
slotted portions, shade ruller supporting aifml>er.s adjuat-
ably engaging In said slotted portioaa of ttie upp^r plates,
removable and angularly adJusUble curtala supporting
members having a lut»Tal proJe< tlos. sWttted socktrt por
tlons on the bracket plates to adjustably support the cur-
tain pole supports, and a resUlently extensible fsMtfuing
device adapted to engage opposite plates of the bracket
members *o quickly mount and adjust the device In a
window frame, substantially as set forth.

1,226.423. WniFFLETRKErUtXIK. r.novBs E. Waixbh.
Laveme. Okla. Filed \Ux. 12, 19ia. Serial No. 1^319.
(a, 21—TJk)

A whiffletre«> hook comprUtng a l>ody. a reduced exten-
sion formed on the nppnr portion of said body, an angular
projection formed os said extension, a forwardly extend
ing arm and a rearwardly extending arm formed on the
free end of said angular projection, a forwardly extend-
ing arm formed on the lower portion of snid iHidy and
lying In parallel rrlaflon with the npper extension on said
body, forming a chamber between said arms, said arm
formed on the lower portion of said body lying In spaced
relation to said rearwardly extending arm on said angu-
lar projection, thereby forming an entrance opening to
said chamber, and an opwardly extending finger formed
OB the fr«»e end of s:\ld am foraM^I <u^ th^ lower portion
of said body, thereby providing .1 guide to said chamber,
and a atop to limit the inward moveoM^nt of a cockeye.

1J22«,424. OAMU. William Watkins. Moaeswn. Pa.
Filed Dec. 1. 191«. Serial No. ia4.44>7. (CL 4«—61.)
1. A game la< Imilng a pkaytag surface, a ploraiitv of

target piece* arranged Hcrotw an intermediate portion of
the playing surface, a plurality of game pieces adapted to
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be projected from es( h end of the playing surfaci-, the

game pieces t>etng projected from one end to be directed

at certain of the target plec«>t< distinct from the target
pieces at which the gaiiit- ple<f from th*' other end is to

be dlrert'Hl. Hnd means arranged on the pla.vlng surface
at opposite side* of the target piece* between the latter

and the ends of the board to guard the target pieces to

be aimed at from one end of the board from the game
pieces projected from the other end of the tK>ard at the
other of aald target pieces.

I
3t

3:

r -t

2. A game Including a playing surface, a strip arranged
transversely of the surface Intermediate the ends thereof,

a plurality of target pieces arranged In two sets and po-

sitioned on opposite sides of the center of the strip, a plu-
rality of game pieces comiKmed of two sets each set of
which Is adapte<l to be projected from the respective ends
of th<' plnylng surface toward the set of target pieces ar-

ranged In robstantlal allnement therewith, and means
mounted on the strip between the two sets of targi't pieces
for guarding the set of tnrget pieces arranged substan-
tially diagonally to the game pieces to be subse<juently

pcnjected.

ft. A game Including a playing surface, a strip arranged
transversely of the surface Intermediate the ends thereof
and provided with a phimllty of depressions therein, a

plurality of target pieces arranged In two sets positioned
In the deprestdons on the strip, a plurality of game pieces
adapted to he projected at the target pieces which are ar-

range<l In substantial allmment therewith, a bar rotata-

bly mounted on the strip intermediate the ends thereof,

and guarding arms extending at angles and projecting In

opposite directions from the respective ends of the bar to

guard the set of target pieces arranged substantially

diagonally to the game pieces subsequently projected.

(Claims 8, 4, 6. and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,22«.425. CLKARING-PLOW. niXBT C. Wsbb, Braden-
town, Pla. Filed Jan. 15, 1917. Serial No. 142,602.
(CI. 55—«o.)

,
1. A clearing plow Including a frame, a cutting blade

carried thereby and movable therewith, a wheel supported
arche<l axle connect«-d to the frame and mounted for rota-

tion, means for rotating the axle to raise and lower the
frame, cushioning means carried by the frame, means
upon the axle and coJSperatlng with the cushioning means
for limiting the rotation of thi- axle in one direction and
the consequent lowering of the frame, and a latch mem-
ber carrie«l by the frame for engaging said means to hold
the axle against rotation when the frame Is elevated.

2. A clearing plow in<luding a frame, a substantially
horizontal cutting blade fixedly connecte<l thereto and
movable therewith, a wheel supported arched axle con-

nected to and revolubie upon the frame, means for ro-

tating the axle to ralw and lower the frame, co6perating
means upon the axle and frame for l(H-klng the frame in

elevated position, a yieldingly supported stirrup connected
to the frame, and means revolubie with the axle and mov-
able againiit th<> stirrup to limit the downward movement
of the frame and the rotation of the axle In one direction.

l,22e.42«. FOLDING BED FOR AUTOMOHILKS. Dii^
BBBT M. W«8Trt»TT and IIarky M. Vix<knt, San Lata
Obispo, CaL Plied Oct. 4. 1915. SerUl No. 54,004,
(01. 5—9.>

1. A device of the character described Including a b«d
frame, and a flexible element looped around the frame to
form upper and lower reaches respectively providing upper
and lower bed surfaces.

2. A device of the character described Including a
casing, a drum arranged within the casing, a bed frame
associated with the drum with the head posts of the bed
frame supported by the drum, and a flexible element
adapted to be wound upon the drum and looped about the
frame to form a reach providing a bed surface.

3. A device of the character describe*! including a

casing, a drum Journaled In the casing, a collapsible bed
frame adapted to be receive*! within the casing and sup-
ported at one extremity upon the drum, and a flexible

element carried by the drum and engaged with the bed
frame to form a reach providing a bed surface.

4. A device of the character described including a bed
frame having enacting upper and lower frame memt»ers.
and a flexible element carried by one of said frame mem-
bers and Iooi>ed around the other of said frame members
to form upper and lower reaches respectively providing
upper and lower bed surfaces.

5. A device of the character described including a col-

lapsible bed frame having head posts, foot poata, and side

and end rails arranged to provide upper and lower bed
levels, and a flexible element carried by the frame for

holding the posts and rails thereof In assembled relation

with the said flexible element forming upper and lower
reaches respectively providing bed surfaces at the aald

levels.

[Claim (t not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,427. SAND-TRAP. William H. Whitk, Roanoke,
Va., assignor to White-American Locomotive Sander
Company. Inc.. Roanoke, Va., a Corporation of Virginia.

Filed Nov. 15, 1916. Serial No. 131,576. (Cl. 105—268.)

1. A sand trap having a horizontal portion 11 nd a ver-

tical portion, a duct extending longitudinally of the trap
In the upper wall of said horizontal portion and partially
Into said vertical portion, blast elements conni-cted with
the opposite ends of said du. t. and un air supply con-
ductor leading Into the duct between said blast devices.
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2. A Mnd trap having a horizontal portion and a ver-
tical portion, thf uppt-r wall of the horizontal portion
being provl(le<l with a longitudinally extendlnK duct, a
blast pipe arr.inK**tl within the vertical portion of the trap
and comniunlcatini; at its lower end with said duct, a blast

device projectintf horizontally beyond the delivery end of
the horizontal portion of the trap and communicating at
its inner end with naid duct and an air supply conductor
communicating with said duct between said blast devices.

3. A san<l trap having a horizontal portion and a ver-
tical portion, a blast nozzle projecting into »aid trap at
the angle of intersection of said portions, the upper wall
of the horizontal •<• .lOO bein>c provided with a longl-
tmlinally extend f.^ duct projecting Into said vertical
portion abov.' lue plane of said nozzle, a blast device dis-

posed within the vertical portion and communicating at
its lower entl with the ailjacent end of said duct, a second
blast device communicating with the opposite end of the
dact and projecting horizontally beyond the delivery end
of the horizontal portion of the trap, and an air supply
conductor communicating with the duct at a point be-

tween said blast devices.

4. A sand trap having a horizontal portion and a ver-
tical portion, said trap having the upper wall of Its horl-
«ontal portion formed with a longitudinally extending
duct, projecting at its rear end upwardly Into the vertical
portion, a blast nozzle projecting Into said trap at the
angle of intersection of said portions, a blast pipe ex-
tending at its lower end into the vertical portion of the
trap and communicating with the adjacent end of the
duct, a blast pipe projecting boriiontally beyond the
delivery end of the horizontal portion of the trap and
communicating with the adjacent end of the duct, and an
air supply conductor communicating with tile duct be-
tween said blast pipes.

5. A sand trap having a horizontal portion and a ver-
tical portion, the upper wall of said trap being provided
with a longitudinally extending duct projecting at Its

rear end upwardly into the vertical portion of the trap,
an air supply conductor communicating from above with
the horizontal portion of said duct, a blast nozzle project-
ing Into said trap at the angle of intersection of said
portions and substantially in parallel relation to the bore
of the horizontal portion, a blast pipe extending down-
wardly Into the vertical portion of the trap and con-
necte<l at its lower end at a point materially above the
blast nozzle with the adjacent end of the duct, and a
blast plp<' extending longitudinally at the delivery end of
the horizontal portion of the trap In parallel relation to
and above the line of the axis of the blast nozzle and
communicating with the adjacent end of the duct.

1,226.428. D1SH-WA8HINO MACHINE. Lincoln Win-
TBB8, Watauga, S. D. Filed July 25. 1916. Serial
No. 111,22». (CI. 141—9.)

A washing machine comprising a pall-like bo<ly having a
lid hlnge<l thereto, driving means rotatably supporte<I on

and movable with the lid. a fan wheel carried by the
driving means iiud arrani;e<l lmnie<Iiately benvath the lid,

vertical tubes arrangeil exteriorly of the bo«ly and each
opening- .It the respective ends thereof into the bo<ly
wholly below the fan area, and a reticulated basket within
the botly supporteil at Ita lower end above the tube Inlets.

1,226.429. SIONALIN<; DEVICE. Jacob WoLrsoN.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 5, 1916. Serial No. 89.191.
(Cl. 116—31.)

t«L_-

J

In a signaling device, a casing, a laiy tongs having one
end secured within the casing, said lazy tongs lying nor-
mally within the caslug and adapted to be swung hori-
zontally outwardly therefrom. mt>ans for swinging said
lazy tongs to open position, a signal plvotally secured to
the free end of a last link of the lazy tongs and normally
resting In subsUntlally vertical position, and a link inde-
pendent of the lazy tongs structure having one end plv-
otally connected to one link of the lazy tongs and hav-
ing the other end thereof plvotally connected to the sig-
nal at a point removed some distance from the pivot
point of the signal and lazy tongs, whereby the signal
will be caused to swing iu the arc of a circle when the
laiy tonga la moved to open position so as to lie In hori-
zontal allnement therewith.

1.226,480. MECHANICAL MOVKME.VT FOR PUMP-
HEADS. PKasTON K. Wood, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed
July 6, 1914. HerUI No. 849,288. (CI. 74—14.)

1. The combination with two fixed parallel guides and
two parallel shafts transversely arranged between said
guidea, and widely spaced apart, of a bearing block slld-

Ingly mounted on one guide, a second l>earlng-b|ock slid-

Ingly mounte<l on the other guide, two sprocket chains and
their sprockets connecting said shafts, a traveler connect-
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ing said sprocket chains and alternately engaging said
bearing-blocks to carry the l>earlng-block8 to an<l fro past
both of said shafts, pump mechanism connected to said

bearing lilo( ks, and means for driving one of said shafts.

2. The combination with two sliafts ; sprocket wheels
on the shafts ; chains trained around the sprocket wheel
and constructed ^ith links ; and followers guided along
said trains and provided with recesses ; of a hollow trav-

eler between the chains, three rollers upon which the hol-
low traveler Is carried, pins upon which the rollers are
mounted ; said pins passing through corresponding adja-

cent links of the chain and through the roller, whereby
the two end rollers roll around the Intermediate one and
around the Inner cylindrical wall of the driver iis the roll-

ers are carried around the sprocket wheel, thus permit-
ting the traveler to remain non rotative when In contact
with the recesses upon crossing over below and al)ove the
shafts respectively.

3. In a mechanical movement for pump heads, an upper
pair of V-8hape<l memi>ers. flanges connecting the upper
pair of members together, a lower pair of V-sbaped mem-
bers, flanges connecting the lower pair of meml>erB to-

gether, columns connecting the upper and lower members
together, the open ends of the V's being toward each
other, a shaft mounted horizontally l>etwe<>n the upper
ends of the columns, a second shaft mounted Iwtween the
lower ends of the columns parallel with the first shaft,
guides conne<-tlng the apexes of the Vs on upposlte sides

of said shafts, two sprocket chains and their sprockets

connecting said shafts, bearing blocks slldlngly mounted
on ^he guides, a traveler conne<-ting said sprocket chains
and alternately engaging said l>earlng blo<-ks, a pump
mechanism connected to said l>earlng-blocks, and means
for driving one of said stiafts.

1,226.431. PDMPTOOL. Arthur J. WooDroRD, Worth-
Ington. Minn., assignor of one-fourth to F^lward F.

Ruchan and one-fourth to William H. Buchan. Worth-
ington. Minn. Filed June 13. 1916. Serial No. I(t8,457.

(CI. 148—83.)

A tool for the purpose specified consisting of a straight
elongated shank and handle arranged In different but par-
allel plane and having a right angular offset connecting
them Integrally, a screw Inserted through said offset and
a nut applied thereto and seated against the back of the
offset, and a saw of uniform width whose ends are con-
necte<l with the said shank and screw respectively and
whose back Is seat^nl against the shank throughout the
I«ngtb of the latter as descrll>ed.

1,226.4.12. BLACKING DAIHER. Wiixiam I. YouNa,
Jamaica Plain. Mass. Filed May 12, 1916. Serial No.
97.195. (a. 206—56.)

1. A blacking dauber comprising an outer tube, an In-
ner tubular container formed of two ribbons of relatively
Boft and stiff material ri>lle<l upon each other, a charge
of blacking in said container, and means for feeding the
blacking forward in said container.

2. A blacking dauber comprising an outer tube, an in-

ner tube formed of a textile ribbon and a paper rll)bon
rolled upon each other, a charge of blacking in the said
Inner tub<-. and means for feeding the blacking forward
In aald Inner tube.

3. A blacking dauber comprising an outer tube, an in-

ner tube formed of two ribbons of relatively soft and stiff

material rolled upon each other and adjustably seated in

the outer tube, and a charge of blacking In the Inner tube

;

th« Inner tube, and blacking, being Independently adjust-
able with respect to each other and with respect to tbe
outer tube.

1,226,483. CURRENT TAP. William R. Yoi xc, Bridge-
port, Conn., assignor to The Bryant Electric Company,

I Bridgeport, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed

Jan. 30, 1917. Serial No. 145.431. (CI. 173—834.)

5. In a tap device, a Jack, an Integral terminal plate

and Jack-receiving terminals attached to the opposite

faces of said plate.

[Claims 1 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,484. SHOCK ABSORBER. Abthch B. Zumwalt.
Fulton, Cal. Filed Nov. 9. 1916. Serial No. 130.404.

(CI. 267—19.)

^ /

The combination with a leaf spring adapted to be con-

nected intermediate its ends to an axle, one end of said
spring being connecte<l with one end of a vehicle frame,
and a spring connection on the other end of the leaf
spring adapted to be connected to the frame of a vehicle,

said spring connection comprising a casing plvotally con-

nected to said frame and having one side and Its top open,
the opposite sides of the casing having alined longitudi-
nally extending slots therein, the end of the leaf spring
adapted to be alldably positioned In said casing through
Its open side, an integral depending t>earing on said spring
with Its ends alined with the slots in the sides of the
casing, a bolt carried by said bearing with projecting ends
positioned through said slots and adapted to slide therein,

wire rings sin-roundlng said ends and adapted to engage
the sides of the slots, and a pair of colled springs dis-

posed one within the other In the casing and having one
end resting on the end of the leaf spring and the other
against the bottom of the frame.

1,226,436. BALL-FORMING MACHINE. Gboboi E.
Abbott, Hartford, Conn. Filed May 31, 1912, Serial
No. 700,610. Renewed Jan. 31. 1917. Serial No.
145,812. (CI. 80—21.)
1. In a ball forming machine, two former members

shaped to provide an annular forming groove between
them, one of said members bi-ing shaped with an inlet
to said groove and an outlet therefrom, of a size sufficient
to permit passage of a iiall when the plates are in work-
ing position, said Inlet and outlet being located at sub-
stantially the same distance from the center of the former
members, means to prevent passage of a ball from the
outlet to the Inlet end of said groove, means for support
Ing said former members against the thrust of an article
between them, and means for rotating one of said former
members.
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5. In a ball formlnx ma^^iitite, a brarkct. a plat*- aup-
portfd on th»* bracket at a ilstaur* th^r^from. a flang«l
aJe^vp adjustably mouotfHl in said platf, a in<»iiih^r «up
port rota tH Illy rnount*^ In salil glwr* aad wbolly supported
thereby, meana for rotatlnx said mipport. a thrust b«ir-
tng located between aalil support ami mid flanirp. said
8le«ve having oil pasHagt-s t'xteodiDg therethrough to

said thrust bearing and to the bearing of said snpi>ort
and wholly supported thereby, a former member mounteil
on said support, and a former member secured aKainst
rotation to the bracket, said former members having an
annular forming grooT« betwe«i them.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to Iti not printed la the Uazette.]

1,226,436. FAUCET. William F. Al«««cht, Salt Lake
City. Utah. Filed Jan. 12. 1»16. Serial No. 71.771.
(CI. 137—4.)

A faucet comprising; a casing having an inlet and out-
let, a valve seat formed at the Juncture of said inlet
and outlet, the inlet immediateljr In adrano' of the valve
•eat being screw threaded, a hollow extension rising from
said casing in axial aiinemeut with aaid Inlet, a hollow
valve stem arranged within said extension for reclproca-
tory movement, a main valve plug on the lower end
thereof having an interiorly thr<>«dert l>ore communicat-
ing with the Interior of the valve stem, an auxiliary valve
plug threade<ily secured within aaid bore and forming
part of the valve, and said auxiliary plug having a
transversely disposed groove at each end thereof to
accommodate a suitable tool for transferring said plug
from the main valve Into threaded engagement with said
Inlet to temporarily cut off the flow of water for the pur-
pose described.

1,226,437. PEANUT DKiUEB. Thomas E. AMoa aad
<jiBOK«;» J. .\Raa.\ATHV. Ambrotie, T*x. Flleil May 19,

1»14. Serial .No. h3i*.62«]. (VI. 5*— 138.)

1. la a peanut digicer, a suOstantially rei-taatrular sap
porting frani'* haviuic a twneue serured to its forwani end.
a pair of !<upportiug braren jutiuretl to said tongue ami
curring downwardly therefrom, a substantially

cular Aov^I blade secured to the low^er terminals of said
supporting bra<-««, a lever pivotally carried by said sup-
porting frame, a crank link <t>nD4>ct)^ ta tk« k>wcr «im1

of saiil lever, salii crank link tteing conDe<ted to said
fupportinc »>rac.-« wherf+»y oscillatory moTem<-Dt of the
lever will raise or lower said «p«il-<rirmlar shovel l>lad«.

»9
*

y^itpi

2. In a peanut digger, a substantially rectangular !«up-

portlng fntaie having a tonmie secured to Its forward end,

a pair of supporting braces se< ured to said tongue and
curving ilownwardiv therefroui. a sutMtantially scml-clr-

cuiar shovel Made secured to the lower terminals uf aaid

supporting bratt^ a lever pivotally tarried by said sup
porting frame, a crank link conne<-ted to the lower end o{

aaid lever, said crank link being coane<'t«>d to said support-
ing braces wherel>y os<'illa(iry luoveiu^nt of the lever witl

raise or lower sakl semi-clrcuiar shovel Made, a conveyer
stracture carried by said supporting frame for receiving
peanuts from said uprooting Khovel blade, a carrier car

ried tiy the rear end of saUl supporting frame for reoeiv-

iag the p««uuts from said conveyer struiture. said carrier

Including a plurality of pivotally hapported rods for more-
ment into or out of a supporting position.

1,226.4*8. CHERRY-STONER. Chables W. Asbcby, Oak
LAne, Pa., assignor to The Enterprise Manufacturing
Coaipany of Pennsylvania, I>hiladelphia. I>a., a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed .\pr. 4, 1917. Serial No.
1G9,653. (CI. 146—6.)

1. The combination la a cherry Ftoner, of a hopper ; two
throat pieces foniiin*: a throat into which the cherries
are fed ; a disk : ni^«<ens for rotating the disk, said disk
being located at the bottom of the hopper and in the throat
between the two throat pieces ; and means for simulta-
ntH)U9ly adjusting the throat ple< es so that the width of
the throat on each side of the disk will l>e the oaaie.

2. The coiahiaation in a cherry stoner, of a hopper ; a
disk: tiM'aas for turning the disk, said disk extending; into
the hopper ; two throat pieces pivoted to the hopper
located one on each side of the disk and forming the
throat through which the cherries are fed. said throat
pieces having curve<l throat se<-(ionN at the disk ; a spout
forming a rvotlnuHtion of (he throat and through which
the stones pass ; a projection on the spout , and an adjust
ing screw having right band and left hasd threads, the
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thraat pieces haviac tlMiAid openings corresponding to

the threads of the screw so that when the screw is turned

in one direction the throat pieces are simultaneously sepa-

rated and when lurneil in the opposite direction they are

simultaneously moved toward each other.

3. The combination in a cherry stoner, of a frame ; a
hopper mounted on the frame and slotted ; a disk extend-

ing through the slot In the hopper ; means for turning the

disk; two throat pieces, one pivoted on each side of the

hopper, the throat pieces having curved throat sections

on each side of the disk and each having an extension

with a threaded opening ; a spout forming a continuation

of the throat and through which the stones are dis-

charged : a hooked projection ; a right hand thread on one
end of the screw and a left hand thread on the other end
of the screw, said screw having a head by which it Is

turned, the threaded portions of the screw being adapted

to the threaded openings in the extensions of the throat

pieces so that said throat pieces are simultaneously ad-

justed toward and from each other.

1,226.439. BEVERAGE AND PROCESS OF MAKING
SAME. John Ashhs, Roxbury, Mass. Filed Feb. 5,

1917. Serial No. 146,838. (CI. 99—11.)

1. The herein described beverage comprising a liquid

resulting from the fermentation of rye flour mixed with
water, bops, sui^ar and yeast.

2. The herein described beverage comprising a liquid

resulting from the fermentation of rye flour mixed with
water and lemon Juice, hops, sugar and yeast.

8. The herein described process of making a l>€verage

including the mixing of a quantity of rye flour with water
to form a dough, twklng the dough, then drying and crum-
bling the same, placing the crumbs and a quantity of hops
In heated water and straining the mixture, then adding
sugar and yeast, and permitting the substance to ferment.

1,226,441. POTATO-SEPARATOR. JOHN N. AmRBCaT,
Laurel, Oreg. Filed Aug. 22, 1914. Serial No. 858,086.
(CI. 130—32.)

1,226,440. NUT LOCK. .ARTHitt AsPLax, Murphy. N. C,
assignor of one-half to William H. Woodbury. Murphy,
N. C. Filed Sept. 16, 1916. Serial No. 120,545. (CI.

151—5.)

The combination with an externally threaded bolt hav-

ing a longitudinally extending flat surface, of an internally

threaded nut operatively engaging said bolt, the outer

end of said nut l>eing grooved parallel with its side edges

and adjacent thereto, the outer side walls of said grooves

being inclined toward the opening in said nut and termi-

nating flush with the walls of said opening at the outer

end of the nut, the Inner side walls t>elng straight and
merging into the opening in said nut intermediate their

ends, the t>ottoms of said grooves l>elng flat and merging

into said opening Intermediate their ends, a key corre-

spondingly shaped to the grooves and having a flat top

adapted to be positioned In the groove parallel with the

flat surface of the bolt to lock the nut In position, the

flat side of said key engaging the flat surface of the bolt

through the straight side of the groove to prevent mutila-

tion of the threads on the bolt, and the inclined side and
bottom of said key forming a wedge coacting with the

inclined side and t>ottom of the groove to lock the key
firmly in position and prevent the nut from turning, any
additional movement of the nut serving to Increase the

wedging action.

238 O. G

1. In a machine of the class described, a wheel sup-

ported carrying frame having a revolving axle, a friction

disk on the axle, a tiltably supported shaft, a drum crage

mounted slidably and rotatably on said shaft and having
a friction rim In constant engagement with the friction

disk, and means for effecting longitudinal adjustment of

the drum cage on the shaft to vary the point of engage-
ment of the friction rim with the friction disk, thereby

varying the speed of rotation of the drum cage.

2. In n machine of the class described, a wheel sup-

ported carrying frame having a revolving axle, a friction

disk on said axle, a pivotally supported tiltable shaft
member, means for tilting said shaft member about the

axis of its pivotal support and for sustaining it in ad-

Jusk* ' position, a drum cage loosely mounted for rotation

on the tiltable shaft member, said drum (^ge having a
frictlou rim In constant engagement with the friction

disk, and means for sliding the drum cage longitudinally

of the shaft meml>er.

1.226,442. BUFFER FOR DOORS. Seth B. Atwood,
Rockford, 111. Filed Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No. 134,458.
(CI. 16—77.)

^-.

1. A door buffer comprising an elastically yieldable

buffer member, a casing embracing the buffer member and
open throughout the back of the casing and one end

thereof, said buffer member projecting through the open

end of the casing and having a thickness exceeding the

depth of the casing, and means for securing the device to

n support with the buffer member clamped between the

front of the casing and the support to which the device

is applied, said means consisting of a fastening piercing

the casing and the buffer member, and said buffer memt>er

having a slot receiving the fastening and permitting ad-

Justment of the buffer member through the open edge of

the casing.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226.443. DRY-SPRAY GUN. A.ndhew J. Bakeb, Fort

Wayne, Ind. Filed Nov. 23, 1916. Serial No. 133,031.

(CI. 43—14.)
An insect powder gun comprising a vertically elongated

body having Its upper end enlarged In the form of a head,

said head having In Its upper end a cavity to receive an
explosive powder, said end of the head being reduced and
externally threaded, a short funnel-shaped barrel having
nt its lower contracted end an integral ferrule threaded
on said reduced end of the head, said barrel being adapted
to contain the Insect powder, the aforesaid head being

formed in Its lower end with a port leading from the
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MTlty, and the body having a vertically elongated slot
opening through Its sides, a hammer mounted In said
slot and adapted to strike and explode a percussion cap
at the outer end of the port, a spring In said slot for
operating said hammer, a spring projected locking mem-
ber also mounted in said siot for holding the hammer

retracted against the tension of its spring, a trigger for

releasing said locking member, an externally threaded
boss on the lower end of the aforesaid body, a socket In

which said boss is received, and a vertical staff carrying
said socket on its upper end, said staff being of a length
to position the barrel of the gun beneath the leaves of

trees infested with the insects to be exterminated.

1,226,444. SET FOR TIMBERING MINES. Homib M.
Babbbb, Ooldfleld, Nev. Filed May 1, 1916. Serial No.
94,606. (Cl. 72—79.)

r
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5. Th« rwlihiitlea with tb« mala fnwM of two tboycl
gangs, each consisting of a pair of parallel drag-bars of
equal length tn-tween pivots, having each a ball and
socket connection between Its front end and the main
frame, and a vertical pivotal connection between ita
rear end and a cross head, the distance between the pivotal
connections of the two drag-bars of the pair with the
cross head being the same as their ball and socket pivotal
connections with the main frame ; shovel beams attached
to and carried by said cross head ; a single operating
lever

; and connections between each pair of drag-bars
and said operating lever, substantially as and for the
purposes hereinbefore set forth.

6. The combination with the main frame and the two
shovel gangs capable of lateral movement in parallel
planes toward and away from one another, of a horlion-
tally pivoted hanger capable of fore and aft rocking move-
ment, and provided on its free end with a hollow ball
member of a ball and socket joint ; an operating lever for
said hanger ; a vertical axial bolt extending through said
hollow ball ; eyebolts hung on said vertical bolt as an
axis and extending thence outwardly In opposite directions
through slota formed for their passage in said ball ; cupg
or half sockets fitted on opposite sides of said ball and
held In place thereon by said eyebolts. on which said
cups or half sockets are swiveled ; and connecting bars,
one for each cup or half socket, rigidly fastened to their
respective cups or half sockets and extending thence
diagonally to the drag-bar portion of their respective
shovel gangs, to which they are secured, substantially
as and for the purposes hereinbefore set forth.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.451. ELECTRIC CONTROLLING AND FEEDING
APPARATUS. SiD.NBY B. Blakbly, Chicago, 111. Filed
Dec. 29, 1915. Serial No. 69.200. (CI. 176—76.)

J

1. In apparatus for regulating electric power, the com-
bination of an Intermittently oi>erable mechanical device
for controlling said power, a normally deenerglsed helix
for operating said device when said helix is energized, an
electrically independent, normally Inoperative limit relay
for controlling the circuit of said helix, and a mechanical
connection operatlvo when actuated by the energizing of
said helix to exert force on said relay tending to restore
the latter to its normal lnoi>eratlve state.

2. In apparatus for regulatlnj^ electric power, the
combination of an Intermittently operable mechanical
device for controlling the flow of current In a circuit, a
normally deCnergized solenoid provided with a core for
operating said device to control said flow of current when
said solenoid Is energized, and having a relay-restoring
element also operated by said solenoid when said solenoid
] energized, an electrically independent, normally in-

operative limit relay associated with the flow of current

la the drcQlt to be regtilated and for controlling the
drcQlt of aaid solenoid, said relay normally maintaining
the circuit of said solemold open, and a mechancal con-
nection extending from said relay to said reUy restoring
element for exerting force In a direction tending to re-
store said relay to Its normal inoperative condition.

3. In apparatus for maintaining a constant prede-
termined amount of flow of electrical energy In a cIrcoJt,
the combination of magnetic means for regulating the
cnrrent-consuming capacity of said clrmlt. said means
being normally de^nerglzed, a limiting relay normally
energized from said circuit, said relay normally malnUln-
Ing said magnetic means de^nergised and adapted to close
the connection upon change of the flow of current in said
circuit, and a mechanical connection extending from said
magnetic means to said relay for automatically applying
force to said relay tending to restore the latter to ita
normal contact open position.

4. In apparatus for maintaining a constant flow of
electrical energy in a circuit having a variable current
capacity, the combination of an Intermittently operable
device for modifying the capacity of said circuit, a normally
Idle magnet for intermittently operating said derlce, said
magnet also being provldwl with a local-circult-opening
mechanical connection extending to a relay, and a relay
included la the circuit to be regulated normally energized
from said circuit and controlling the circuit of said
magnet, the circuit of said magnet being normally held
open by said relay, which Is adapted to close said circuit
upon change of current in said main circuit.

5. The combination of an electric arc lamp, means for
gradually moving together the carbons as the latter are
consumed, a solenoid for operating said means when
said solenoid Is energized, a series wound solenoid nor-
mally energized by current flowing through said arc. con-
tacts controlling the circuit of said first solenoid nor-
mally malntaine<l open by said series solenoid when the
current flowing through the latter Is malntalneil at a
predetermined amount, magnetic means associated with
«ald solenoid and mechanically independent of the car-
bon-feeding means, and a mechanical connection extend-
ing from said last named element for restoring said series
solenoid to its normal open contact position when the
magnet la energized.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,452. COPT-HOLDER.
Wash. FUed Jan. 22, 1917.
120—28.)

ALicB Bolton, Spokane,
SerUl No. 143,719. (CI,

1. A device of the class descrlbenl comprising a bracket
having means for attachment to a support, a rectangular
bed plate attached to said bracket and movable from an
inclined upright position to an angular position thereto,
a stop and a clip at diametrically opposite corners of
said plate, and a movable extension at the remaining upper
corner adapted to be extended when said plate is la Ita

angular position.

2. A device of the class described comprising a bracket
having means for attachment to a support, a rectangular
bed plate attached to said bracket and movable from an
Inclined upright position to an angular position thereto,
a dip at one of the lower corners of said plate, a stop
at the diametrically opposite and one of the upper cor-
ners of the latter, and a triangular extension eccentrically
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noanted at the remaining upper corner of said plate and
adapted to be extended when the latter la la its anirnlar
position.

8. A device of the class described comprising a bracket
having means for attachment to a support and Including
a horizontally extending arm, a T-shaped member ex-

tending from the intermediate portion of one edge of said
arm. a rectangular bed plate pivoted at one of Its sides

at a point between Its ends to one end of said arm and
movable from an Inclined upright position to an angular
position, means for fixing the other side of said plate to
the other end of said arm, a stop and a clip at diametri-
cally opposite corners of said plate, and a movable exten-
sion at the remaining upper corner of said plate adapted
to be extended when the latter is In its angular position.

1,226,453. TOILET-PAPER HOLDER. John R. Botl«,
Belolt, Wis. Filed Nov. 20, 1916. Serial No. 62,608.
(CL 211—31.)

A toilet paper holder comprising a sectional arm adapted
to be adjustably pivoted upon the seat post of the toilet

seat, one of said sections comprising a horizontal portion,
an Integral vertical portion, a second integral horizontal

portion, the second section comprising a horizontal por-

tion pivoted to swing horizontally upon said first men-
tioned section and a cylinder carried by the opposite end
of the second section.

1,226,454. TRANSMISSION GEARING FOR MOWINO-
MACHI.NES. Lincoln Bbaden, Carbon, Cal. Plied
June 28, 1916. Serial No. 106.849. (CI. 74—7.)

I

1. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with a
main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a master
gear carried by the main shaft, a pair of transmission
gears In connection with the pitman shaft and engaging
the master gear at points upon relatively opposite sides

of the vertical plane of the main shafL
2. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with

the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a master
gear carried by the main shaft, and a pair of intermediate
gears engaging the suid master gear at opposite sides of

the vertical plane of its axis, each of which gears is In

connection with the pitman shaft.

8. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with
the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a master
gear carried by the main shaft, a pair of gear members
carried by tho pitman shaft, and intermediate traasmis-

gears tnclvdliig s pair of gears ensaglag tlie master
ir at iM>ints upon relatively oipposlte sides of the rertl-

cal plane of Its axis, each of which latter gears Is in
engagement with one of the gears of the pitman shaft.

4. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with
the main Bhaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a master
gear carrle<i by the main shaft, a pair of gear members
carried by the pitman shaft, intermediate transmission
gears including a pair of gears engaging the master gear
at points upon relatively opposite sides of the vertical
plane of its axis, and gear members rigid with the said
gears engaging the master wheel, said last named gears
engaging the gears of the pitman shaft.

5. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with
the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a pair of
gears carried by the said pitman shaft, and connections
between the said gears and the main shaft. Including gears
engaging the said pitman shaft gears at points diametri-
cally opposite one another.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.456. TRANSMISSION-GEARING FOR MOWING-
MACHINES. Li.NcoL.N Braden, Carbon. Cal. Filed
June 28. 1916. Serial No. 106.350. (CI. 74—7.)

1. In niowini; machine gearing, the combination with
the main shaft or axle and the pitman shaft, of a pair of

spaced oppositely inclined bevel gears carried by the pit-

man shaft, and gearing between the pitman shaft gears
and the main shaft or axle, including a gear ring diametri-

cally of which the pitman shaft extends, said gear ring
having vertically space<l annularly toothed surfaces with
which the said gears of the pitman shaft engage.

2. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with
the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a pair of

oppositely inclined bevel gears carried by the pitman shaft
and spaced thereon, and gearing t>etween the pitman shaft
gears and the main shaft or axle, including a horizontally

disposed gear ring diametrically of which the pitman
shaft projects, said gear ring having an Internal annular
flange, the upper and lower surfaces of which are toothed
and respectively enpnged by the gears of the pitman shaft.

3. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with
the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a master
gear carried by the main shaft, a gear loosely dispose*! on
the main shaft and opposing the master gear, intermediate
gears connecting the said master gear and its opposed gear
at diametrically opposite points, and gearing connections
between one of said intermediate gears and the pitman
shaft.

4. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with
the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a master
gear carried by the main shaft, a gear loosely disponed on
the main shaft and opposing the master gear, intermediate
gears connecting the said master gear and its opposed
gear at diametrically opposite points, and gearing con-
nections between one of aaid intermediate gears and the
pitman shaft, said last named means including a horl-
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lontally dUpo»«d gear ring rlgtd with the respective Inter-

mediate gear.

5. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with

the main shaft or axle, and the Inclined pitman shaft, of

opposed gears mounted on the main shaft, intermediate

gears connecting said opposing gears at diametrically op-

posite points thereof, a cear ring rigid with one of said

intermediate gears and diametrically of which the pitman

shaft extends, and vertically spaced oppositely inclined

gears engaging the said gear ring and carried by the

pitman shaft, all for the purpose described.

1.226,456. TRANSMISSION GEARING FOR MOWINQ-
MACHINES. Lincoln Brad«n, Carbon. Cal. Filed

June 28, 1916. Serial No. 106.351. (CI. 74—7.)

1,226,467. DENTAL TRAY. Btan A BBOWS, Tacoma.

Waah. Filed Oct. 26, 191B. SerUl No. 68,001. iCL

45—31.)

J»

1. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with

the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a pair of

oppositely Inclined bevel gears carried by the pitman shaft,

and gearing between said pitman shaft gears and the

main shaft or axle. Including intermediate transmission

gears engaging the said oppositely Inclined pitman shaft

gears at diametrically opposed points.

2. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with

the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a master

gear mounted on the main shaft, and gearing connecting

the master gear with the pitman shaft and including inter-

mediate gears engaging the master gear at points upon

relatively opposite sides of the vertical plane of the main

shaft, and shafts parallel with the said main shaft and

upon which the said Intermediate gears are mounted.

.3. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with

the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a pair of

gears carried by the pitman shaft, a master gear carried

by the main shaft or axle, a pair of Intermediate shafts

parallel with the main shaft or axle, and Inner and outer

gears supported by each of said intermediate shaft*, the

Inner gears being In mesh with the master gear, and the

outer gears being In mesh with the pitman shaft gear*.

4, In mowing machine gearing, the combination with

the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a pair of

gears carried by the pitman shaft, a master gear carried

by the main shaft or axle, a pair of Intermediate shafta

parallel with the main shaft or axle, and inner and outer

gears supporte<i by each of said Intermediate ahafts, the

lnn«>r gears belnc in mesh with the master gear, and the

outer gears being in mesh with the pitman shaft geara.

the said Inner gears of the lnterme<llate shaft engaging

the master eear at points upon relatively opposite sides

of the vertical plane of the main shaft.

5. In mowing machine gearing, the combination with

the main shaft or axle, and the pitman shaft, of a pair of

gears carried by the pitman shaft, a master gear carried by

the main shaft or axle, a pair of Intermediate shafts

parallel with the main shaft or axle, and Inner and outer

gears supported by each of said Intermediate shafts, the

Inner gears being In mesh with the master gear and the

outer Kears being In mesh with the pitman shaft gears,

the said outer gears engaging the gears of the pitman

shaft at diametrically opposed points.

z
^

1. A tray of oval-form having a marginal vertical wall

comprising a vertical flange, a horisontal rim portion

projecting outwardly from the flange and an upstanding

portion parallel with but offset from the plane of the

flange and connected therewith by said horiiontal rim por-

tion, and a handle plvotally mounted upon said upstand-

ing portion to fold down into the tray upon the Inner

side of said portion so as <o overhang said horUontal rim

portion.

2. A tray of oval-form having an upstanding marginal

wall, a ball shaped handle pivoted to said wall and of a

form corresponding to the form of the wall at one side

of the table, and supporting means upon the wall to hold

the ball slightly elevated above the bottom of the tray

when turned down to a horizontal position.

3. A tray of oval-form having an upstanding marginal

wall, ears at the ends of the tray, a ball shaped handle

pivoted to said ears and of a form corresponding to the

form of the marginal wall at one side of the tray, and a

supporting member projecting upwardly from said wall

to hold the ball slightly elevated' alKJve tbe bottom of the

tray when turned down to a horizontal position.

1,226.468. DEVICE FOR LIFTING AUTOMOBILES OUT
OF MUD-HOLES. Jamm Beown, Columbia. Mo. Filed

July 8, 1916. Serial No. 107,252. (CI. 254—166.)

1. Tbe combination with a vehicle, of a pair of sUnd-

ards disposed one on each side of said vehicle, guides on

the upper ends of said standards, winding drums on tbe

rear wheels of said vehicle, acd a pair of cables disposed

over said guides, one end of each being secured to one

of said drums, the other ends being anchored.

2. The combination with a vehicle, of a pair of stand-

ards disposed one on each side of said vehicle, drums on

the wheels of said vehicle, and a pair of cables disposed

over the ends of the standards, one end of each cable being

secured to one of the drums on the rear wheels of the

vehicle, the other ends of *ald cables being anchored, the

drums on the front wheels of the vehicle engaging the

Intermediate portions of said cable*.

3. The combination with a vehicle, of two pairs of

standards, one pair being disposed on each side of said

vehicle adjacent the wheels thereof, guides on the upper

ends of the standards, a pair of cables disposed over the

said guides, one end of each cable being attached to the

vehicle, the other ends being anchore<l, and means for

shortening said cables to raise the vehicle.

4. The combination with a vehicle, of two pairs of

standards, one pair being disposed on each side of said

vehicle adjacent the wheels thereof, guides on the ends of

said standards, a drum on each wheel of said vehicle, a

jMiir of cables disposed over said guides, one end of each

cable being secured to the drums on the rear wheels, the

other ends of the ciables being anchored, the other drums

being engaged with said cables intermediate the standards,

and means for rotating the drums on said rear wheels.

1,226,459. PISTON. JoHW F. Bbowk, Providence, R. I.

Filed Jan. 28. 1916. SerUl No. 74,883. (CI. 74—85.)

1. A piston including a hollow cylindrical body, a head

plate detachably connected therewith, a wrist pin sup-
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ported In said body, a connecting rod. a separable bearing

connecting said connecting rod with said wrist pin and
removable through the end of the body carrying said head
»Ute.

2. A piston including a hollow cylindrical body, a head
plate removably engaged in said body, means for remov-
ably secnrlng said head in position In one end of said
body, a wrist pin connected with said body, a connecting
rod engaged with said wrist pin, a bearing member secur-
ing said connecting rod to said wrist pin and removable
through the head end of said body.

3. A piston including a hollow cylindrical body, a wrist
pin mounted In said body, means securing said wrist pin

in position In said body, a connecting rod extending
through one end of said l)ody, a bearing carried by nald
connecting ro<l and engaged with said wrist pin removable
through the opposite end of said body, and a removable
head secured at one end to said body.

4. K piston Including a hollow cylindrical body, a wrtst
pin secured diametrically within said body, a connecting
rod projecting from one end of said body, a bearing car-

ried by said connecting rod and positioned upon said wrist
pin and removable through the opposite end of said body,
a head plate engaged with the end of said body opposite
said connecting rod, and means removably securing said

bead in position.

5. K piston including a hollow body having open ends,
a wrist pin supported in said botly. a connecting rod
«ngagT>d with said wrist pin and projecting through one
end of said hollow body, a bearing member detachably
connected with said connecting rod and securing the latter
in position on said wrist pin and removable through the
opposite end of said hollow body, and a head plate detach-

ably secured to the last mentioned end of said hollow body.

1,226.4 60. HEEI^REMOVING MACHINE. Phii-IP
Brlner, Boise, Idaho. Filed Sept. 5, 1916. Serial No.

118.637. (CI. 164—17.)
1. A heel removing machine comprising a base, support-

ing standanlfl projecting upwardly from the tmse. a pair
of knives vertically movable In said standards, a rack bar
depending from Ihe upper knife, a shank projecting from
the lower knife and provided in Its opposite side e<lge8

with rack teeth, a pinion disposed between said shank
and rack bar, another pinion meshing with the opposite

side edge of the shank, an>l means for rotating said last-

oamtKl pinion to cause said knives to reciprocate to and
from each other.

2. A heel removing machine comprising a ttase, stand-
ards projecting upwardly from the base, a pair of knives
vertically movable in said standards, a rack bar depend-
ing from the upper knife, a shank depending from the
lower knife and provided in Its opposite side edges with
rack teeth, a pinion interposed between said shank and
rack bar, another rack bar disposed adjacent said shank,
a pinion interposed between said last-named rack bar and
the shank, the standard adjacent the last-named rack bar
being provided with an elongated recess, a collar mounted

upon aaid rack bar and movable in said recess, and an
expansion spring mounted upon the rack t>ar between said

collar and tbe bottom of tbe recess, whereby tbe -knives
will be returned to their normal position after actuation.

1,226,461. EDGE FOLDING AND TAPE GUIDING DE-
VICE FOR SEWING-MACHINES. Howabd F. Bdbibb,
Lynn. Mass.. assignor to The Singer Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Nov. 1,

1918. Serial No. 798,632. (CI. 270—88.)

In an edge-folding and tape-guiding device for sewing
machines for the manufacture of shoe-button and button-
hole-flies comprising an outer ply of material and an in-

ner lying tape, In combination, an edge-folder adjustable
with respect to the stitch-forming mechanism, a tape-
guide adjustable with respect to said edge-folder, the latter

being positioned relatively to said tape-guide to fold tbe
edge of the material In advance of the taping operation
with its folded edge spaced from the stitched edge of said
tape a distance sufficient to conceal the latter when the
lining material, common to tbe manufacture of the pres-
ent product, la applied.

1,226,462. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. James
I. BCBH. Flerro, N. Mex. Filed Mar. 24, 1916. Serial
No. 86,406. (CI. 123

—

41.)

1. A valve actuating means for internal combustion en-
gines comprising an eccentric shaft, means to drive tbe
eccentric shaft, rockers operated by the eccentric shaft,
links connected to the rockers for actuating the Intake
and exhaust valves of the engine and an oil pump for In-

jecting oil under high pressure into the engine, said pump
being actuated upon the operation of the intake valve.
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2. A valre actuating means for internal combaatlon en-

gln«fl having Intake and exhaust valTes coraprlslng an ec-

centric shaft, rockers operated from the eccentric shaft,

links for controlling the operation of the Intake and ex-

haust valves, said links being connected to the rockers,

an oil pump for injecting oil under hi^h pressure into the

engine when the intake valve is open, a link and lever

mechanism for actuating said pump and means to control

the length of the stroke of the pump plunger.

3. A valve actuating means for internal combustion en-

gines including the combination with an Internal combus-
tion engine of the Diesel type having an air intake valve,

an oil intake port and an exhaust valve, of an eccentric
shaft, eccentrics mounted on said shaft, rockers operated
by the eccentrics said rockers being adapted to be shifted

to reverse the operation of the engine, links connected to

the rockers for controlling the operation of the air intake

and the exhaust valves, links actiiated by the intake
rocker for operating a pump, for injecting fuel under high
pressure to the cylinder of the engine and means to con-

trol the length of the stroke of the pump plunger.

4. In an internal combustion engine having an air in-

take valve, an exhaust valve and a port for the admis-
sion of oil under pressure, an oil pump, a valve actuating
means comprising a pair of rockers, one of said rockers

t>eing adapted to actuate the exhaust valve, links connect-

ed to the opposite rocker for operating the air intake
valve, links connected to the Intake operating links for

controlling the operation of the pump and means for reg-

ulating the length of stroke of the pump.
5. In an internal combustion engine having an air in-

take valve, an exhaust valve and a port for the admission
of oil under pressure, an oil pump, a valve actuating
means comprising a pair of rocktrs. one of said rockers

being adapted to actuate the exhaust valve, links con-

nected to the opposite rocker for operating the air intake
valve, links connected to the Intake operating links for

controlling the operation of the pump, and a fulcrum le-

ver for controlling the length of stroke of the pump pis-

ton.

1.226.463. ROOT GRUBBING MACHINE. Clah«nc« B.

Buaaows, Tampa. Fla., assignor, by mesne assignments,
- to Florida Soil Fertility Company, Tampa. Fla.. a Cor-

poration of Florida. Ftled May 11. 1916. Serial So.
96,921. (CI. 97—70.)
1. In a root grubbing machine, in combination, a trans-

verse series of knlveH. a tractor, a pair of arms carrying
the knives and movably connected to the tractor, a trans-

verse shaft arranged above said knives, a pair of drums
on said shaft, cables extending between said drums and
said arms, a third drum on said shaft, a second transvers'*

shaft, a windlass on said second shaft, a ratchet wheel on
said second shaft, a cable extending t>etween said third

drum and said windlass, a pawl co-acting with said ratchet

wheel, a motor, gtariag between said motor and aald sec-

ond shaft incloding a clutch, meana for op^^ratljag aaid

clutch Including a lever nmi aa actnatiag element for said

pawl arranged in proximity to .said lever.

2. In a root grubbing machine, in combination, a trans-

verse series of knives, a tractor, a pair of arms carrying

the knives and movably connected to the tractor, means
for raising said knives or permitting their gravltatlBg
descent, a motor for operating said means, a clutch for

controlling the operation of said means from aaid motor,
a pawl co-acting with said means for holding said knives

at any desired elevation, a brake co-acting with said mean-t
for controlling the operation thereof, means including a
lever for operating said clutch and an operating element
common to said pawl and brake arranged In proximity to

said lever.

3. In a root grubbing machine, in combination, a trans-
verse aeries of knives, a tractor, a pair of arms carrying
the knives and movably connected to the tractor, a trans-
vepse shaft .arranged above said knives, a pair of dmm.4
on said shaft, cables extending between said drums and
said arms, a third drum on said shaft, a second trans-
verse Bhaft, a windlass on said second shaft, a ratdiet
wheel on said second shaft, a cable extending between
said third drum and said windlass, a pawl co-acting with
said ratchet wheel, a brake drum on said second shaft, a
brake-band co-acting with said drum, a motor, gearing be-

tween said motor and said second shaft including a clutch.

means for operating said clutch including a lever and an
actnating element common to said pawl and brake-band
arranged in proximity to said lever.

4. In a root grubbing machine. In combination, a trans-
verse series of knives, a tractor, a pair of arms carrying
the knives and pivoted to the tractor, said arms project-
ing forwardly from the tractor, a second pair of fixed
arms projecting forwardly from the tractor, a transverse
shaft Journaled in said fixed arms, drums on said shaft,
cables extending between said drums and said knife-carry-
ing arms, a second motor driven transverse shaft located
in the rear of said first shaft and operatively connected
thereto to rotate the first shaft and effect raising of the
knives or permit rotation of the first shaft and lowering
of the knives, a ratchet wheel on the second shaft, a pawl
co-acting with the ratchet wheel, a clutch controlling the
operation of the second shaft, and Juxtaposed devices for
controlling said pawl and said clutch.

1.226,464. SAW ATTACnMEXT. Alonzo C. BirmiAX
and Peank P. Oablb. Grandview, Iowa ; said Buttman
assignor to said Gable. Piled Nov. 1. 1915. Serial No.
59.142. (a. 79—16.)
1. In combination with a spindle having a tapering

bore, a saw fitting the bore at ont> end. the saw being in

the form of a split sleeve, of a split sleeve fitting the up-
per end of the spindle and spaced apart from the saw at
the adjacent edges, said sleeve being frusto conical or ta-

pering to fit the bore of the spindle, a wedge between the
side edges of the splits of the saw and sleeve, and a stem
having at the end adjacent the saw a cylindrical enlarge-
ment fitting within the saw and adapted to extend from
the te«'th to and within the adjacent end of the splndl».

said stem having a head nt Its opposite end. and beyond
the adjacent end of the sleeve, and a tapering locking
sleeve mounted to slide on the stem l>etwe«>n the head and
the enlargement for keying the saw and the sleer* in

place la the spladle.

2. saw keying attachment coaqRising la oambtaa-
tloa with a spiaAie liavtag a tapering bore, a saw In the
form of a split sleeve fitting the bore at one end, and a
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stem having an enlargement fitting within the saw, of a

split tapering sleeve fitting within the other end of the

spindle, and spaced from the saw, a tapering locking

sleeve mounted to slide on the stem toward and from the

enlargement for keying the saw and the sleeve In place

in the spindle, and a wedge engaging the registering splits

of the sleeve and saw.

3. A saw keying attachment comprising In combination

with a spindle having a tapering bore, a saw In the form

of a spilt sleeve fitting the bore St one end and a stem

having an enlargement fitting within the saw, of a split

tapering sleeve fitting within the other end of the apin-

dle, and spaced from the saw, and a tapering locking

aleeve mounted to slide on the stem toward and from the

enlargement for keying the saw and the sleeve In place

in the spindle.

4. An attachment for keying saws in the form of split

sleoves into hollow spindles, comprising in combination

with a spindle for receiving the saws and a stem having

an enlargement fitting within the saw. of a tapering sleeve

mounted to slide on the stem toward and from the en-

largement and adapted to engage within the inner end of

the saw to key the same to the spindle.

6. A member having a l)ore, a cylindrical tool disposed

within the bore and formed with a longitudinal split, a

key arranged in the split and lutving its edges In contact

with the edges thereof and Its sides flush with the inner

and outer wails of the tool, and a locking member dis-

posed within the' tool and clamping It and the key within

the l>ore.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.226,465. FENCE POST. Siuas H. Campbell, Port-

land. Me. Filed Sept. 30. 1916. Serial No. 123,140.

(Cl. 256—52.)

the other section for engagement with the sockets of the

opposite section, opposed concave and convex faces for

said sections, a longitudinal angular rib formed on the

convexed faces for engagement with a correspondingly

shaped groove formed in the concaved face of the post

section, serrations formed on the said rib, tai>ered upper

ends for both of said sections, a removable ring for clamp-

ing together said tapered ends, and binding wires for

securing said sections together.

1,226,466. COMBINED SCREEN-WIRE SUPPORT AND
MEASURING DEVICE. Coenklics P. Cabroll, Co-

lumbia, La. Filetl May 13, 1910. Serial No. 97.824.

(Cl. 33—127.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a core, the core supporting shaft, and means for

supporting the opposite ends of a core shaft, of a measur-

ing device comprising a spring-actuated colled tape meas

nre. a casing for said tape measure, means for supporting

the casing, a handle connected to said core supporting

shaft for rotating said shaft, a flange fixed on said handle,

a disk loosely mounted on the handle against and of less

diameter than said flange, means for attaching the outer

free end of the tape measure to the periphery of said disk,

said flange serving to guide the tape on the disk and

prevent It from slipping off of the disk, and mfeans for

locking the disk and flange together.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination

with the core supporting shaft, and supporting arms, of a

measuring device consisting of a spring-actuated coiled

tape measure, a handle disposed through one of said arms

and attached to said core shaft for rotation therewith,

said handle having a shoulder bearing a«»lnst the outer

side of the adjacent supporting arm. a fliAge fixed on the

inner end of the handle, a disk smaller than said flange

loosely mounted on the handle between the flange and

said adjacent supporting arm, means for securing the free

end of the tape to the periphery of said dUk, and means

for locking the disk to said flange.

A fence post comprising Interlocking longitudinal sec-

tloas. one of said sections having vertical sad horisontal

sockets therein, vertical and horizontal lugs carried by

1,226.467. AUTOMOBILE LOCK. John F. CAaaoN,

Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Kssansee Lock Company,

a Partnership Association composed of the said John F.

Carson and Cecil H. Sherman. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed

Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 139,636. (Cl. 7tt—126.)

An automobile unit-locking device of substantially In

verted Z-shape. in outline, one right angular portion hav

ing a notch and a recess, the angularity of the notch with

respect to the recess difTering from each other and the

opposite right angular/ portion of said device provided

with a slot for engaging the eye-bolt of a locking-means,

the arrangement being such as to permit of the engage-

ment of the respective notch and recess of sal<l device

with the high gear foot lev*r and reverse gear lever a»d
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the emergency brake In the forward shifted position and
aid locking-means engaged with the eye-bolt of the car,

behind said emergency brake lever, substantially as and
for the purposes described.

1.226.468. ROAD-VEHICLE SUSPENSION. Waltib
Gkorob Charut, Murrumbeena. Victoria, Australia
Filed Aug. 23, 1915. Serial No. 46,909. (CI. 21—105.)

1. In a road-Tehicle suspension, the combination of a
pair of vehicle-supporting springs, one arranged in front
of the other; a pair of members carried by the frame of
the vehicle

; a housing pivoted to each of said members,
each housing having one of said springs extending there-
through

; a pair of members, one for each spring, attached
to said frame, and to which the extended Inner ends of
said springs are connected ; a rod connecting the lower
ends of the housings; and a radius rod for the front
spring, pivoted at one end to the frame and having an
extensible and contractlble bearing at its other end to
prevent axle torque and to maintain the wheel steering
pivots substantially vertical.

2. In a road-vehicle suspension, the combination of a
pair of vehicle-supporting springs, one arranged in front
of the other

; a pair of members carried by the frame of
the vehicle

; a housing pivoted to each of said members,
each housing having one of said springs extending ther^
through

; a pair of members, one for each spring, attached
to said frame, and to which the expended inner ends of
said springs are connected ; a rod connecting the lower
ends of the housings; and a radius rod for the front
spring, having a ball-and-socket connection both at Ita
rear end with the frame and at Its front end with the
axle, said front connection having a pair of springs bear-
ing at opposite sides against the socket member thereof,
so as to permit the distance between the two ball members
of the connection to vary in conformity with spring
deflection.

8. In a road-vehicle suspension, the combination of a
pair of vehicle-supporting springs, one arranged in front
of the other ; a pair of members carried by the frame of
the vehicle; a housing pivoted to each of said members,
each housing having one of said springs extending there-
through

: a pair of members, one for each spring, attached
to said frame, and to which the extended Inner ends of
said springs are connected ; a rod connecting the lower
ends of the housings ; and a lever connected to deflect the
rear spring, so as to level up the rear end of the frame
and thus maintain the frame In a substantially normal
plane with the road when unevenly loaded.

1,226,469. SANITARY CONNECTION. Macbici
B. COLBMAN. West Newton. Mass. Filed Dec. 3 1914
Serial No. 875.359. (CI. 137—94.)
The combination with a water-closet base 7 having a

rim 11 forming a recess 9 in said base, of a soil pipe 3

projecting up Into said baae. a ring 13 depending from
said base and spaced from said pipe to form a water-seal
pocket between them, a flange 15 encircling aaid pipe hav-
log a channel 17 therein, a packing confined between said
channel and ring to prevent leakage of water from said
pocket between them, a member 19 adjustably connected
to said flange, a packing 21 embracing said pipe and con-

fined between said member and flange to prevent leakage
of water from said pocket along said. pipe while permitUng
movement of said pipe relative to aald flange, a packing
88 at the bottom of said flange, and oicans 25. 27 to
connect said flange to a floor and pre« lald packing 88
tightly against said floor to prevent water from flowing
along the floor to said pipe.

1,226.470. REFRACTORY-METAL TUBE. William D
CooHDoa, Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to General
Electric Company, a Corporation of New York Filed
Feb. 20, 1916. Serial No. 9,532. (CI. 29—148 )

The method of preparing tubular bodies of refractory
metal which comprLies fllllng a tubular mold with
powdered metal, compressing the mass of powder by a
uniform pressure In a radial direction applied to the
Inner wall of the mold and heating the mass thus com-
pacted to partially sinter it before detaching from the
outer wall of the mold.

1.226.471. REFRACTORY METAL TUBE. William D.
CooLiDoi, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Bne<s
trie Company, a Corporation of New York. Original
application filed Feb. 20. 1915, Serial No. 9.532. Divided
and this application filed Feb. 5. 1916. Serial No
76.351. (CI. 219—63.)
1. A homogeneous tubular mass of refractory metal

having copper terminals autogenously united thereto.
2. A homogeneous mass of tungsten of tubular form

having copper terminals autogeneously united thereto at
each end.

8. A resistance element for an electric furnace consist-
ing of a homogenous mass of tungsten of tubular form
having copper terminals autogenously united thereto at
each end.
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4. A heating element for an electric furnace consisting

Of a homogenous tubular mass of pre«ed and alntered

channeled strip extending along the upper edges of the

walls and flap, supporting strips extending along the

lower edges of the walls and extending Inwardly there-

from, a bottom mounted on said strips, a bail having Its

side portions extending downwardly ontslde of the re-

inforcing strip and thence Inwardly through opposed walls

and downwardly along the Inner faces of the walls, and

dips at the lower ends of the ball and embracing and

pressing outwardly against opposed supporting strips.

tungsten having copper terminals autogenoaaly united

thereto.

1«SM,472. BASKET. Fbank C. Dabhbt, Wichita, Kans.

Filed May 18, 1916. Serial No. 98,856. (Cl. 217—122.)

1 226 478 STEAM-CUP. Alva P. Daniil, Commerce,

'Okia. Filed Aug. 8, 1916. Serial No. 112.999. (Cl.

128—28.)

** -*. ,^

1. A device of the class described Including an elon-

gated strip adapted to be bent along transverse lines to

form side and end walls, supporting strips secured along

one edge thereof, a ball having Its sides extended through

the side walls and al<^ng the inner faces thereof, and

means at the ends of the ball for engaging cerUin of the

supporting strips, and a bottom adapted to rest upon

said supporting strips.

2. A device of the class described including an elon-

gated strip bent tran- ^r8ely to form side and end walls,

supporting strips secured to the Inner sides of said walls

at the lower edges thereof, there being openings In op-

posed walls, a ball having Its sides extended downwardly

through the openings and along the Inner sides of op-

posed walls, and means Integral with the ball for engaging

certain of the supporting strips, and a bottom mounted

on the supporting strips.

3. A device of the class described including an elon-

gated strip bent to form side and end walls, supporting

strips secured along the inner sides of said walls at the

lower edges thereof, a bottom mounted on the supporting

strips, a ball having Intermediate offset portions at the

sides thereof extending through opposed walls, said sides

being extended downwardly along the Inner sides of the

walls, and means at the lower ends of the sides of the

bail for embracing opposed supporting strips and press-

ing outwardly thereagainst.

4. A device of the class described Including an elon-

gated strip bent to form side and end wails and an end

flap lapping one of the walls, a bendable reinforcing

1. In a device as set forth, the combination of a con-

tainer having vacuum walls, and adapted for containing

boiling water, of a body engaging cup, a flexible conduit

communicating with said container and said body engag-

ing cup for conveying steam from the container to the

cnp, a partition extending through said cup and dividing

the interior of the same Into two compartments.

2. In a device as set forth, the combination of a con-

tainer having vacuum walls, and adapted for containing

boiling water, of a body engaging cup. a flexible conduit

communicating with said container and said body engag-

ing cup for conveylnp steam from the container to the

cup, a partition extending through said cup and dividing

the Interior of the same Into two compartments, and a

second flexible conduit communicating with said cnp and

said container for conveying condensed steam from the cup

to the container.

3. In a device as set forth, the combination, of a con-

tainer having vacuum walls, of a plug deUchably seated

In the mouth of said container, a body engaging cup, a

diaphragm extending through said body engaging cup and

dividing the same into compartments, a flexible conduit

connected to said cup and to said plug, said plug pro-

vided with a centrally disposed opening for permitting

the passage of steam from said conUIner through the plug,

said conduit and Into one of the compartments of said

cup for heating the air In the other compartment of the

cup, and means for conveying the condensed steam trom

said body engaging cup to said container.

4. In a device as set forth, the combination of a con-

tainer, a body engaging cup. a diaphragm extending

through said cup and dividing it Into a pair of compart-

ments, flexible tubing connecting said container and said

cup whereby steam from the container will be delivered

to one of the compartments of said cup. a second flexible

member communicating with said steam receiving com-

partment of said cup and the Interior of said container

for returning condensed steam to said container, a rigid

tube positioned within said container and extending down-

wardly along one wall of the same, said rigid tube having

connection with said second named flexible member for

delivering the condensed steam Into the container at a

point below the point from which the sttam passes from

the container into the flrst named flexible member.

5. In a device as set forth, the combination, of a con-

tainer having vacuum walls, a plug seated In the mouth

of said container, a body engaging cup. a diaphragm ex-

tending through said body engaging cup and dividing the

same Into compartments, a flexible conduit connected to
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••Id nip aad to said plujr. said pluir provided with a ce«
trallj disposed opt-ning for permittini; the passage of
steam from said container through the plog. said oondalt
and Into one of the com part men ts of said cup for heating
the air lo the other compartnent of the cup, a secoBd
flexible nwinber communicating with the Interior of the
steam re<eiving compartment of said cup, a rigid tabe
positioned within Baid container and having one end con-
nected to said second flexible tube for returning con-
densed steam from the cup into the container at a point
below said plug.

(Claim 6 not printe<I In the Gaaette.]

1,226,474. STOCK FEEDER. Edward E. Dawso.v. Pe-
tersburg, 111. Filed Aug. 16. 1916. Serial No. 115,28«.
(CI. 119—54.)

Zi B rs zy

A device of the character described comprlalng a b«dy
having an opening in the front throughout the lower por-
Uon thereof, a trough carried by the body, a chute Inte-
riorly of the body, a reticulated drum rotatably mounted
In the body, a dispUceable board Buspended within the
body at the open front thereof and having connection with
the drum for rotating the same on movement of tte board
In on<' direction for the discharge of a portion of the con-
tents of the drum through the perforations In the chute.

1,226.475. SHAFT COUPLING. Thoma* I. DlCK, Cant-
well, Mo. Filed Aug. 5, 1915. Serial No. 43^36 (CI
64—la.)

In a shaft coupling, the combination with adjacent
aha/ts having abutting tUn^-es thereon and the said lUa»8
being provided in their adjacent faces with dove tailed
grooves, a key member of a length equal to the diameters
Of said flanges adapted for insertion In said grooves the
said key bein^ of double dove tailed construction to siingly
engage within said opposing grooves, locking elements on
the extremities of said key and being of equal site and
shape as the ends of the key. and bolts for plvotally
securing said locking elements to said key ends.

1,226,476. DEVICE FOR OILING SAWS. Mieah Hull
Ilallandale, Fla. Filed Not. 29. 1915. SerUl No'
64.128. (CI. 145—35.)

«aw blade oUlng derire camprisltig a tank havlag an
nppn wall shaped to fit agaln^ th.> lower sMc o* a saw
handle, said tank also having an oil <np o« the lower
aide, a shield Incasing the tank aad bavinir aa opening

In its lower side to recelTe the oil cup. a valve to control
the supply of oil to the cup from the tank, means to

operate the valve, and an outer shield covering the lower
aide of the first named shield, and also forming the bot-
tan of the oil cup and provided with oil feeding openings.

1,226,477. METAL BUILDING PLATE. LiEzia H. Dica
LMA.N, Forest, Ohio. Original application filed Oct. 13,
1914. Serial No. 866.435. Divided and this application
filed July 3. 1915. Serial No. 37.976. (Cl. 189—85.)

1. As an article of manufacture, a metal building plate
comprising a metal sheet having a series of horizontal
rows of ridges and depressions, said rldgea being provided
OD their outer nnder sides with a series of rows of per
foratlons. the edges of the perforations being oubstantlally
•emiclrcular. an Integral downwardly and outwardly ex-
tending Up disposed above each of said perforations, and a
ubsUntlally semi circular trough or depression below each
of the perforntions. the ends of said trough being sabstan
tially In allnement with the end of said seml-drcalar per-
foration and the Inner edges of the trough or depreealoo
Intersecting the semicircular perforation substantially at
the ends of said perforation?*.

2. As an article of manufacture, a metal building plate
having a series of horizontal rows of rldgea and depres
rioBs, each of said ridges lielng provided with a plurality
of perforations on the under side of the ridge, said per-
foratlon.s being of substantially semi-circular form, and
each of said perforations being surmounted by an out-
wardly and downwardly Inclined embossed lip. and a sec-
ond lip underneath the edge of the perforation or opening,
aald second lip l)eing outwardly and upwardly Inclined.

3. As an article of manufacture, a metal building plate
having a series of horizontal rows of ridges and depres-
tons, each of said ridges being provided wlta a plnralltv
of perforations on the under side of the ridge, aald pei
foratlons being of substantially semi circular form, and
each of aald perforations being surmounted by an out-
wardly and downwardly In. lined emboaaed lip. a second
Up underneath the edge of the perfonttea or opening, said
econd lip being outwardly and npwmrdly tocllnetU and a
troogk or deprewiloa Irame-hately helow said second nametl
ttp.
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1,226,478. AUTOMATIC FIREARM. Lrcics N. DllHM.
Weat Hartford. Conn., assignor, by direct and mesne aa-

slgnments. of two third.s to Berkley C. Stone. Middle-

town. Conn. Filed Aug. 6, 1915. Serial No. 43,916.

(a. 42—8.)

20 15

1. In an automatic fire arm the combination of a trigger,

a trigger-bar, a cam. and a sear, one end of the trlgger-t>ar

t>elng plvotally connected with the trigger, the other end

of the trigger-bar being provided with a dog for operating

the sear, the <tear t>eing provlde<l with a lug for engagement
therewith, the cam being so positioned In respect to the

trigger bar that the dog on the trigger bar In operation

first engages the lug on the sear t>oDeath the same and
then passes over the said lug in returning to Its normal
position, substantially as described.

2. In an automatic fire arm the combination of a re-

ceiver, a trigger pivoted at the bottom thereto, a spring

pressed trigger-bar plvotally connected with the upper por-

tion of the trigger, a cam, and a sear, the trigger-bar being

(Provided with a dog for operating the sear, the sear t>elng

provided with a lug for engagement therewith, the cam
being so positioned in respect to the trigger-bar that the

dog on the trlgger-t>ar In operation first engages the lug

oa the sear beneath the same and then passes over the

aald lug Id returning to its normal position, substantially

as described.

5. la an automatic fire arm the combination of a re-

ceiver, a trigger pivoted at the bottom thereto, a spring

prcasod trigger-bar plvotally connected with the upper
portion of the trigger and cooperating with the receiver

to form a stop for the trigger, a cam and a scar, the trig-

ger-bar l>elng provided with a dog for operating the sear,

th« aear being provldod with a lug for engagement there-

with, the cam t>eing so positioned In respect to the trigger-

bar that the dog on the trigger bar in operation first en-

gagea the lug on the sear beneath the same and then

paases over the said lag in returning to its normal posi-

tion, substantially as described.

4. In an automatic fire arm the combination of a re-

ceiver provided with an open sided chamber at the top

thereof, a breech-bolt of unitary construction adapted for

reciprocal movement in said chamber, a locking block re-

movably secured In said chamber, and means co5peratlng
therewith for maintaining the breech-bolt in said chamber,
substantially as described.

6. In an automatic fire arm the combination of a Re-

ceiver provided with an open sided chamt>er at the top
thereof, a breech-bolt of unitary construction adapted for

reciprocal movement In the said chamber, a locking block

removably secured in the said chamber, a guide pin and a

locking pin. the locking block, guide pin, and locking pin

cooperating to maiqtain the breech-bolt In said chamber,
substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.479. CARBURETER. TH0IIA8 JOHN DlSTUaifAL,
Belmont. Ireland. Filed Feb. 15. 1915. Serial Noi.

8.301. (Cl. 261—41.)

1. A carbureter comprising In combination a stibatan-

tlally rectangular ca.sing provided with a circular exten-

sion, a throttle valve mounted In said extension, means for

operating said throttle valve, a fuel chamber In said cas-

ing, a plurality of fuel supply nozzles communicating with

said chamber and extending through the open part of said

casing, the said nozzles being arranged In non-alinlBg

transverse series across the casing, a partition above said

noszles provided with a series of non-allning transverse

openings adapted to aline with said nozzles and to co-

operate therewith, a substantially rectangular plate slld-

ably mounted above said partition and provided with a
cut-out portion adapted to uncover a portion of one of

said series of openings at all times, an ear on aald plate,

means plvotally connecting said ear and said throttle op-

erating means whereby to successively uncover said open-

ings by sliding the plate In conjunction with the operation

of the throttle valve to uncover a greater or a lesser num-
ber of openings In order to regulate the mixture through

the carbureter.

2. A carbureter comprising In combination a casing, a
fuel reservoir in the casing, a plurality of openings formed
In the casing, said openings be*ng arranged In non-allning

transverse series across said casing and communicating
with a common air supply passage, a plurality of nozzles

communicatlug with the fuel reservoir, the upper ends of

the nozzles extending into the openings, the latter being

of greater diameter than the diameter of the upper ends
of the nozzles to form air passages, a flat slldable valve
mounted snugly over the openlngH and providefl with a

cut out portion adapted to uncover a portion of one of

said series of openings, means for mounting the valve to

prevent the suction of the engine lifting said valve, where-

by to seal the openings covered liy the valve, means
for operating the valve to successively uncover the open-
logs to admit mixture through the openings, a pipe hav-
ing a tapered mouth connected to the casing above th«

valve and the openings in the casing, and a throttle valve

in said pipe.

S. A carbureter comprising In combination a casing,

provided with a fuel chamber, said casing having a trans-

verse air Inlet passage extending therethrough and a plu-

rality of vertical openings communicating with the air

passage, said openings being arranged in non alining trans-

verse serlee across said casing, a plurality of nozzles com-
municating with the fuel chamber and mounted In the air

passage and extending into the lower ends of the openlng«>,

a reciprocal flat valve snugly fitted over the openings and
provided with a cut out portion adapted to uncover a por-

tion of one of said series of openings at all times, means
for mounting the valve to prevent the suction of the en-

gine lifting said valve, whereby to insure the sealing of

the openings when moved over the same, means for recip-

rocating the valve to succeaolvely uncover th,' openings : a

pipe hav'ng a tapered mouth communicating with the cas-

ing directly' above the valve and the openings in the cas-

ing, a throttle valve in said pipe, and means conne<'ting the
throttle valve and the flat valve to cause simultaneous
movement of Mild valves.
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1,226,480. METHOD OF MAKING STAY-BOLTS. Ethan
I. E>ODD8. Zelienople. Pa., assignor to Kerner Manufac-
turing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. Filed July 6. 1914. Serial No. 849,036. (CI.

10--27.)

1. The method of making bolts, consisting in providing
a blank having a reduced central portion, then removing a
portloD of the metal from the reduced central portion

along the longitudinal axis, and then closing said opening
and shaping the body and heads of said bolt ; substantially

as described.

2. The method of making stap bolts having enlarged

beads from a blank whose cross sectional area is approxi-
mately equal to the cross sectional area of the enlarged
heads, and which Is of greater width than thickness, com-
prising the step of removing a portion of the metal from
the thinnest dimension of the blank along the longitudinal

axis thereof, to form a longitudinal opening therethrough,
and then closing said opening and shaping the body and
head of the bolt ; substantially as described.

1.226,481. PROCES^S FOR FORMING FABRIC-LINED
RUBBER ARTICLES. John W. Donnbnwirth. Ak-
ron, Ohio. Filed Apr. 29, 1916. Serial No. 94.367.

(CI. 18—89.)

1. The process of manufacturing a molded rubber,

tabric lined article which consists in applying to the

fabric lining a thin coating of rubber, then placing the

rubber coated fabric upon a core, then placing the core

within a mold having sheets of rubber placed around
the interior thereof and then applying pressure and heat

to the mold.

2. The process of manufacturing a molded rubber, fab-

ric lined article which consists in applying to the fabric

lining a thin coating of rubber, then placing the rubber

coated fabric upon a core, then placing sheets of rubber

around the interior of a mold provided with an overflow

channel then placing the core within the mold and then

applying pressure and heat to the mold causing the

sheets of rubber and the gum coating upon the fabric to

melt and form a solid mass filling the mold, the superflu-

ous rubber being forced Into the overflow channel.

3. The process of manufacturing a molded rubber, fab-

ric lined article which consists In applying to the fabric

lining a thin coating of rubber, then placing the rubber

coated fabric upon a cold core, the coated surface being

placed upon the outside, then placing sheets of rubber

around the interior of a mold provided with an overflow

channel, then placing the core within the mold and then
applying pressure and heat to the mold, i^auslng the sh'eets

of rubber and the gum coating upon the fabric to melt

and form a solid mass, filling the mold, the superfluous

rubber t>eing forced into the overflow channel.

member and said brush head being provided with means
to cause the brush head to b« oscillated when said op-
erating memt>er is moved.

2. In a brush of the class described, a handle, a re-

movable member for the handle, a brush head, a worm,
a shaft connecting the brush head and worm, bearings
for said shaft in the opposing sides of the handle and
removable member, and an operating member mounted
for reciprocating movement on the handle and engaged
with said worm.

1.226.483. CAR - UNLOADING APPARATUS. Edwih
DcvALi>, Sharonville. Ohio, assignor to The Duvall
Coal Dock Company, Lewisburg, Ohio. Filed Feb. 23.

1916. Serial No. 80.023. (CI. 214—11,)

1,226,482. ROTARY TOOTH-BRUSH. William J. Dos-
SST, Glasgow. Ky. Filed Sept. 13, 1916. Serial No,

119,931. (CI. 18—37.)

1. In a brush of the class described, a handle compris-
ing a relatively fixed member and a removable member,
a brush bead mounted for oscillating movemf'nt and ar-

ranged with its bearings between the handle and the re-

movable member, and an operating member mounted for

reciprocating movement on the handle, said operating

In a car dumping machine, the combination with a
main cylinder, a frame positioned within said main cyl-

inder, a plurality of bracing t>ars secured to said main
cylinder, an adjustable bracing beam secured to said

bracing bars, a stationary socket plate secured to said

bracing bars, and said socket plate adapted to engage
the lower edge of a car body for bracing the same while
dumping and assisting in holding said car t>ody against
displacement.

1.226.484. MEASURE. William Ehblich. Chicago.

111., assignor to Case k Martin Co., Chicago. 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 8. 1916. S«rlal

No. 89.847. (a. 73—168.)

1. A measure comprising a bowl ; an extension for said
bowl in the form of a split ring embracing the same ; and
means for contracting said ring, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. A member comprising a bowl ; an extension embrac-
ing and threaded to the same, the thread on said bowl
terminating below the top thereof and said bowl being
provided with a stop flange adjacent Its top, and the
thread on said extension consisting of substantial single
turn arranged immediately adjacent the bottom thereof

;

an externally threaded handle nipple at one side of said
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extension said nipple and ring t>eing split, and said nipple

being provided with a conical base ; and a handle member
threaded on said nipple, substantially as described.

(Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.488. QUICK-OPENING PACKLESS VALVE. John
G. Enoblhabt, Atlanta, Ga., assignor of one-half to

Lewis F. Ostrander, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Aug. 8, 1912.

Serial No. 713.394. (CI. 137—4.)

An improved quick-opening valve, comprising a suitable
body having the usual inlet and outlet and valve-seat ; a
valve-stem

; a valve loose upon said stem so that It may
move vertically thereon, but arranged to rotate therewith ;

a bonnet mounted upon said body ; a threaded-connection
between said valve and said bonnet ; a cone on said stem
above said valve ; a seat for said cone, formed In said
bonnet ; a body of packing In said bonnet, above said cone ;

a handle secured to the upper end of said stem, and
having an annular channel In its underside ; a packing-
ring located in said channel of the handle, and resting
In contact with the upper end of said bonnet, with the
walls of said channel embracing the upper end of said
bonnet ; a washer beneath said handle, within the upper
end of said bonnet ; and a coll spring surrounding the said
valve-stem, and bearing down upon said packing, and
bearing upward upon said handle washer, and tending to
lift the handle off the bonnet.

1,226,486. MULTIPLE TAPPING DEVICE AND SIMI-
L.\R TOOL. Fra.nkli.n A. Ebhingtox, Stapleton. N. Y.
Filed Sept. 23. 1914. SerUl No. 863.200. (CI. 10—130.)

1. The combination with a non-rotary case having a
double-depth main driving gear suitably Journaled therein,
a plurality of pinions meshing with the upper portion of
said main driving gear and Journaled upon a corresponding
plurality of axles carried by said case, of a plurality of
supplementary tapping units suitably supported by said
case to rotate therein, each of said units having a supple-
mentary driving gear and a supplementary reversing gear,
the opposed faces of each of said gears being provided
with a clutch adapted to engage an Intermediate clutch
carried by a reversible spindle, said spindle being Jour-
naled axlally of said supplementary gears and movable

longitudinally thereof to engage said clutches alternately,

the supplementary driving gear of each of said units mesh-
ing with the adjacent one of said pinions to turn the
supplementary driving gear in the same direction as the
main driving gear, and the supplementary reversing gear
of each of said units meshing directly with the lower por-

tion of the main driving gear to turn the si>pplementar7
reversing gears in the direction opposite to that of the
double-depth main driving gear, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a non-rotary case having a
doubl£ depth main driving gear suitably Journaled therein,

the lower portion of said gear being of greater diameter
than the upper portion thereof, a plurality of pinions
meshing with the upper portion of said main driving gear
and Journaled upon a corresponding plurality of axles
carried by said case, of a plurality of supplementary
tapping units suitably supported by said case, each of said
units consisting of a supplementary driving gear and a
supplementary reversing gear, the opposed faces of each
of said gears being provided with a clutch adapted to
engage alternately with an Intermediate clutch carried by
a reversible spindle, said spindle being Journaled axially
of said supplementary gears and movable longitudinally
thereof, the supplementary driving gear of each of said
units meshing with the adjacent one of said pinions to
turn the supplementary driving gear In the same direc-
tion as the main driving gear, and the supplementary
reversing gear of each of said units meshing directly with
the enlarged lower portion of said main driving gear to
turn the supplementary reversing gears in a direction
opposite to that of the main driving gear and at a greater
velocity than their respective supplementary driving gears,
substantially as described.

3. The combination with a non-rotary case having driv-
ing and reversing gears Journaled therein and having their
axes in line with each other, the driving-gear t>elng of
smaller diameter than the reversing-gear, a spindle Jour-
naled in said gears and movable longitudinally thereof,
the opposing faces of said gears having clutches to en-
gage an intermediate clutch carried by and adapted to
connect said spindle alternately with either of said
gears, and said case being provided with suitable mecha-
nism to rotate said gears in opposite directions and the
reversing-gear at a greater velocity than that of the
driving-gear, substantially as described.

1,226,487. CEILING DRILL-PRESS. Fbanklin A.
Ebbinoton, Stapleton, N. Y. Filed Jan. 4, 1916. Serial
No. 70,281. (CI. 10—129.)

1. The combination with a portable base and a motor
mounted thereon and provided with a rotary-driving
sleeve, of a gear-box rigidly supported at a constant dis-
tance above said base and provided with a main bearing
extending in line with said rotary-driving sleeve, a non-
rotative rack-sleeve longitudinally movable in said main-
bearing, its rack meshing with a feed-gear suitably Jour-
naled in said gear-box.'^at right angles to the line of tmrel
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of said rack-8le«ve, meaoB to rotate said fe«d-g?ar to dootc
said rack-sleeve lonjfltuillnally In said main-bearing, and
a rotary-driven longitudinally movable spimlle extending
iB line with the axis of the motor, one portion of the
spindle belntc suitably journaled in salil rack sleeve to
move longitudinally in unison therewith iilong the main-
bearing of the gear-box, the lower portion of the splndl*
belnt' connected by a slip-joint with the rotary-driving
sleeve to be driven thereby and longitudinally movable
therealong. and the upper end of the spindle being adapted
to receive a tool or tool holder, sabstantially as described.

2. The combination with a portable base and a motor
mounted thereon and providwl with a rotary <lrlvlnf

sleeve, of a gear-box rigidly supported at a constant dis-

tance above said base and provided with a maln-t>earlng
extending In line with said rotary-<lrlvlng sleeve, a non-
rotative rack sleeve longitudinally movable in said main-
bearing, its rack meshing with a feed gear connected to
rotate with a feed-shaft Journaled in said gear-box at
right angles to the line of travel of said rack sleeve, means
to rotate said fee<l-gear to move said rack-sleeve down
toward or up away from said base, a ratchet to check the
downward movement while permitting the upward move-
m«it of said rack-sleeve, and a rotary-driven longitudi-
nally movable spindle extending in line with the axis of
the motor, one portion of the spindle being suitably Joor-
naled in said rack-sleeve to move longitudinally in unison
therewith along the main-bearing of the k;ear-box. the
lower portion of the spindle being connected by a slip-

Joint with the rotary driving sleeve to be driven thereby
and longitudinally movable therealong. the upper end ot
the spindle being adapted to receive a tool or tool-holder,

substantial!}- as described.

3. The combination with a portable base and a motor
mounted thereon and provide<l with a rotary-drlvlng
sleeve, of a plurality of uprights extending above the base
to rigidly support a gear-box at a constant distance there-
above, said gear-box being provided with a main bearing
In line with said rotary-driving sleeve, a non rotative rmck-
sleeve longitudinally movable in the main-bearing. Its

rack meshing with a feed-gear mounted upon and coo-
necte«l to rotate with a feed-shaft Journaled In the gear-
box at right angles to the line of travel of the rack-
sleeve, means to rotate the feed-gear to move the rack-
sleeve along the main-bearing, and a rotary-driven loagl-
tudlnally movable spindle extending in line with the axis
of the motor, one portion of the spindle t>eing suitably
Jonrnaled in the rack-sleeve to move longitudinally In

unison therewith along the main-bearing, the lower por-
tion of the spindle being connected by a slip-Joint with
said rotary-drlvlng sleeve to turn therewith and slide
therealong, the upper end of the spindle being adapted to
receive a tool or holder, one of said uprights being ex-
tended sufflclently above the gear-box to provide a sup-
I>ortlng-column to receive the reverse-rod of a suitable
reverse gear box carried by said spindle, substantially as
described.

1,226.488. DRY PIPE VALVE. Powell Evans, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Globe
Automatic Sprinkler Company, Philadelphia. Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 11, 1913.
Serial No. 805,999. (CI. 169—23.)
1. The combination in a dry pipe valve of a casing; a

water valve ; an air-controlle*! device ; and mechanism
operatlvely connecting said valve and said device including
a lever having a member normally holding the valve shut

;

and a weighteil arm projecting outside the casing and
mounted on the lever In position to be operative on the
air-controlled device to move the same ; with a part Inte-

gral with said weighted arm for closing the opening In
the casing under predetprmlne<l conditions.

2. The combination In a dry pipe valve of a water
valve ; an alr-controilfHl device ; and mechanism opera-
tlvely connecting said v.ilve and said device ln< iudlng a
lever having a memb<>r normally holding the valve shnt : a
welghte<i arm mounted on the lever and operative on the
air-centrolled device to tend to move the same Inde-

pendently of the valve and said lever : with means for
causing saM weighted arm to engage and turn the lever
on Its plvut under predetermined conditions.

3. The combination In a dry pipe valve of a yieldingly
supported valve ; an air-controlled device ; and mechanism
connecting said valve and device including a lever opera-
tive on the valve to keep It shut; said mechanism Includ-
ing a welghte«l arm raountetl on said lever ; with a member
mounted on the air-controlled device and normally en-
gaged by said weighte<l arm.

4. The combination in a dry pipe valve of a water valve ;

an air-controlled device: and mechanism operatlvely con-
necting said valve and said device, the same Including a
<ever normally holding the water valve shut ; with a
weighted arm fulcrume«l on said lever and operative on
said valve, said arm having a projection placed to engage
and turn the lever on Its pivot under predetermlne«l con-
ditions.

5. The combination la a dry pipe valve of a water valve ;

a stod adjustably threadwl Into the top portion of said
valve

;
an air controlled devl<^ ; mechanism operatlvely

connecting said valve and said device lnclu<ling a lever
having a structure placed to detachably engage the water
valve ; a member connected to said lever and op«-ratlve on
the air controlle<l device; with a stop on the lever above
its valve-engaging structure in position to engage the stud
on the water valve to limit the movement of said lever
toward said valve.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printe<l In the Qazette.]

1,226.489. DRY PIPE VALVE. PowiLL Bta!»8. Phila-
delphia. Pa., asalgnor, by mesne assignments, to aiot>«
Automatic Sprinkler Company. Philadelphia, Pa., a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. IT. 1914. Serial
No. 877,785. (CT. 169—23.)
1. The combination in a dry pipe valve of a casing hav-

ing a seat
; a water valve cooperating with said seat ; air

controlled means Including a lever for holding said valve
closed ; a member to which said lever Is fukrumed ; and
means for adjusting the position of said member to vary
the position of the valve relatively to Its seat.

2. The combination In a dry pipe valve of a casing hav-
ing a valve seat

; a water valve co<1peratlni{ therewith

;

and air controlled means Including a lever for normally
holding said valve closed ; a second lever mounted In the
casing and serving as a fulcrum for the nr?t lever ; a
threaded member connected to the second lever and extend-
ing outside of the casing: with a nut on said threaded
member for adjusting the position of said second lever.

3. The combination In a dry pipe valve of a casing hav-
ing two external openings respectively provlde<l with valve
seats; main air and water valves In the casing: an aux-
iliary air valve coactlng with the seat of one of said open
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iaga of the caaiag ; meaas connected with said anxlllary
valve for holding the main water valve shut, said means
Including a lever fulcrumed outside of the casing, a welf^t
movably mounted on said lever, a second lever in the cas-

ing and a link extending from the weight throagta the sec-

ond opening and operatlvely connected to the second lever

;

with a valve for closing said second opening.

4. The combination in a dry pipe valve of a casing;

main air and water valve* in the casing ; an auxiliary air

valve normally closing an opening into the casing ; a lever

operative on (>ald auxiliary air valve and fulcrumed on
said auxiliary air valve ; a weight fulcrumed outside of

the casing and operative on said lever ; with means con-

nected to said weight and operative on the main water
valve to normally hold It closed.

6. The combination in a dry pipe valve of a casing hav-

ing a main water valve and an air controlled vaive ; a lever

fulcrumed outside of the casing upon said air controlled

valve ; a weight operative on said lever ; and means for

operatlvely connecting the weight and the main water
valve to bold the latter closed.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,490. METAL - BENDING MACHINE. JOHN M.
Fkddebs. Buffalo. N. Y., assignor to Fedders Manufac-
turing Company, Inc., Buffalo. N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed Feb. 24. 1916. Serial No. 80,155.
(CI. 163—2.)

-M'

I

il.
A metal iiending machine comprising a lower fixed

IT, a vertically .swinging u|>|»er Jaw movable toward
A from the lower Jaw and adapted to bend a strip of

metal between them so that two parts thereof are at-

288 O. G.—58

ranged sMe by side, and a mandrel adapted to sopport the

parts of said strip on the Inner sides thereof and com-
prising two sections which are movable laterally Into and
ou| of the space between said jaws from opposite side*

thereof.

2. A metal bending machine comprising a lower fixed

jaw. a vertically swinging upper Jaw movable toward and
from the lower jaw and adapted to bend a strip of metal
between them so that two parts thereof arc arranged side

by side, and a mandrel adapted to support the parts of
said strip on the inner sides thereof and comprising two
sections which are movable laterally into and out of the

Bi>ece between said jaws from opposite sides thereof and
means for operating said mandrel sections simultaneously.

3. A metal bending machine comprising a lower fixed

Jaw. a vertically swinging upper Jaw movable toward and
from the lower Jaw and adapted to bend a strip of metal
between them so that two parts thereof are arranged side
by side, and a mandrel adapted to support the parts of
said strip on the inner sides thereof and loroprising two
sections which are movable laterally into and out of the
space between said Jaws from opposite sides thereof, and
means for operating said mandrel sections simultaneously
< omprlsing elbow levers connected with said mandrel sec-

tions, a treadle connected with said levers, and a spring
operating to lift said treadle and turn the levers in the
direction for removing said mandrel sections from said

Jawi. .

4. A metal bending machine comprising a pair of jaws
which are relatively movable and adapted to bend a strip
of metal »o that two parts thereof are arranged side by
side, a mandrel movable into and out of the spnce between
said jaws and adapted to support the parts of said strip on
the inner sides thereof while the outer sides ol said parts
are engaged by said Jaws, and means for plaiting the strip

in rear of said mandrel and jaws comprising a vertically
swinging folding blade movable toward and from the rear
ends of aald mandrel and jaws.

6. A metal bending machine comprising a lower fixed

jaw, a vertically swinging upper Jaw movable toward and
from the lower Jaw and adapted to t>end a strip of metal
l>etween them so that two parts thereof are arranged side
by side, a mandrel movable into and out of the space be-

tween said jaws, a folding blade movable vertically In

rear of said mandrel and Jaws and adapted to form a
plait in said strip, and a support for said strip below aald
blade.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,491. ELECTRIC METER. Albzandeb .1 K. Fiaoo,
Lynn, Mass.. assignor to General Electric Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 20, 1914. Serial
Xo. 826,998. (a..l71—34.)

'1. In an electric motor of the electric meter type, a ro-
tatable shaft, a second shaft operatlvely geared to said
rotatable shaft, a fixed bracket, a bearing member having
a bearing for one end of said second shaft and having a
hole therein, means for securing said l>earing member to
said bracket, and means including an eccentric cam poal-
tioned in said hole and rotatably mounted on maid bracket
for adjusting the position of said member with respect to
the bracket whereby the operative engagement of the gear-
ing between said two shafts is adulated.
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2. In an electric motor of the electric meter type, a ro-
tatablp shaft having a worm gear, a main supporting plate,
a brarkPt secured to said plate, a bearing adjustably se-

cured to said bracket, a second shaft Journaled at one end
In said bracket and at the other end in said bearing, a gear
wheel on said second shaft meshing with the worm gear on
said rotatable shaft, said second shaft also having a worm
gear, a third shaft Journaled at both ends In said bracket
and carrying a gear wheel meshing with the worm gear
on said second shaft, a fourth jhaft Journaled at one end
in snld bracket, and intermeshing gears connecting said
third and fourth shafts.

3. In an electric meter, a rotatable shaft, a second shaft
operatlvely geared to said rotatable shaft, a flxed bracket.
a bearing member having a bearing for one end of said
second shaft and having a hole therein, an eccentric cam
mounted on said bracket and positioned in the hole of said
bearing member whereby the position of said n-ember with
respect to said bracket can be adjusted by turning sale*

eccentric cam, a set-screw operatlvely engaging said
bracket and adapted to secure the bearing member to the
bracket in its adjusted position, a member to be driven by
said rotatable shaft, and gearing operatlvely connecting
said second shaft to said member.

4 In an electric motor meter, a rotatable meter shaft,
a second shaft operatlvely geared to the meter shaft, a
flxed bracket having a pivot hole in which one end of said
shaf* is Journaled, a bearing member having a pivot hole
in which the other end of said shaft Is Journaled. said
bearing member also having a second hole therein, an ec-
centric cam mounted on said bracket and positioned in
said second hole whereby the position of said member
with respect to said bracket can be adjusted by turning
said eccentric cam, a set-screw adapted to secure said
member to said bracket In adjusted position, a meter reg
ister. and gearing operatlvely connecting said second shaft
to the meter register.

5. In an electric motor meter, a rotatable meter shaft
having a worm gear, a meter register comprising an inte-
grating gear train and two parallel plates between which
said gear train is suitably mounted, a bracket secured to
one of said plates, a bearing adjustably secured to said
bracket, a second shaft Journaled at one end In the bracket
and at the other end in said bearing, a gear wheel on said
second shaft meshing with the worm gear on said meter
shaft, said second shaft also having a worm gear, a third
shaft Journaled at both ends in said bracket and carrying
a gear wheel meshing with the worm gear on said second
shaft, a fourth shaft carrying the first gear of the inte-
grating gear train and Journaled at one end in said
bracket and at the other end in one of said plates, and in-
termeshing gears connecting said third and fourth shafts.

1.226.492. STEERING MECHANISM FOR AUTOMO-
BILE-LAMPS. Gkobg* M. FiiEO. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No. 113.965. (CI. 240—61.)

1. In combination, a pair of head lamps, an arm con-
nected to each lamp, a link connecting the arms together
and a two part rod having a ball and socket connection

with each other and one of the parts of said rod taaring a
pin and slot connection with said link.

4. In combination with the head lamps and steering rod
of an automobile, an arm connected to each lamp, a link
connecting the arms together, a control rod consisting of a
main part and an auxiliary part having a ball and socket
connection with each other, said auxiliary part having a
pin and slot connection with said link and means asso-
ciated with said steering rod for swinging said auxiliary
part, said slot being arranged at an angle to the movement
of said link.

8. In combination with the head lamps and steering rod
of an automobile, a pivotal connection Including a link
l)etween said lamp, spaced projections mounted upon said
steering rod and a two part control rod one part of which
l>eing arranged between said projections and having a pin
and slot connection with said link, said slotted part of
said rod being formed with an arch portion adapted to be
moved in allnement with said projections, said slot being
so constructed so as to allow movement of the pin when
said arch portion is arranged In allnement with said pro-
jections.

r Claims 2. 3, and 5 to 7 not printed in the Gasatte.]

1.226,493. TILLING MACHINE. John Fish, Sunny-
side, UUh. Filed Dec. 5, 1916. Serial No. 135,209
(CI. 55—85.)

In a machine of the class described, a frame strtie-
tnre including a semicircular angle bar and a diametrt-
cal cross bar connected therewith, a wheel carrying axle
supporting the frame, brackets pivoted on the cross bar
a tooth carrying shaft rotatably supported by the brack-
ets, and an upwardly curved shield secured on the cross
bar and extending in the direction of the tooth carrying
shaft, said shield having reinforcing angle bars at the
ends thereof.

1,226,494. EXTENSION PIANO PEDAL. RicHAao K.
Pox, Colorado Springs. Colo. Filed Aug. 19 1916
Serial No. 115.914. (CI. 84—97.)

An extension piano pedal device comprising a flat baa«
block, two metal posts mounted thereon, a bolt remoTably
secured to the tops of said posts, extension pedals hinged
on the bolt, a soft elastic block adjusted to the under
side of each extension pedal near the hinge end the dis-
tance between the pedal operated upon and the extension
pedal at the point of support On the pedal being greater
than the distance between the pedal and the hinge for
the extension pedal, thus elevating the free end of the
extension pedal, a soft elastic tip on the upper side of
the free end of each extension pedal, and a detachable
adjusting strip under the end of the flat base block
nearest the posts.
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1.226,495. DUPLICATING AND ADDRESSING MA-
CHINE. Joseph Frank. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr.
14. 1916. Serial No. 91.163. {CI. 101—1.)

1. A printing machine comprising, a revolving cylin-

der having an opening therein, printing mechanism con-
tained within the cylinder and having an active print-
ing surface exposed beyond the opening, and a set of
feeding devices for respectively moving letter sheets and
envelops into the presence of the opening to receive an
Impression of the active printing surface of the meclia-
Dism within said cylinder, said devices operating at dif-

ferent points about the cylinder as the latter revolves.
2. A printing machine comprising, a revolving cylinder

having an opening therein, printing mechanism contained
within the cylinder and having an active printing sur-

face exposed beyond the opening, and a set of feeding
devices for respectively moving letter sheets and envelops
into the presenc* of the opening to receive an impres-
sion of the active printing surface of the mechanism
within said cylinder, said devices operating at different

points about the cylinder as the latter revolves, said
printing mechanism consisting of companion rolls, a
stencil tape adapted to l)e wound from one of said rolls

•D to the other, and gearing successively operating as
the cylinder revolves to wind the tape from one roll to

the other.

5. A printing machine comprising, a revolving cyl-

lader having an opening therein, printing meclianism
contained within the cylinder and having an active print-

ing surface exposed beyond the opening, and a set of

feeding devices for respectively moving letter sheets
and envelops into the presence of the opening to receive
an Impression of the active printing surface of the mech-
anism within said cylinder, said devices operating at
different points at>out the cylinder as the latter revolves,

aald printing device within the cylinder comprising, a
set of rolls, power transmitting means for revolving

the rolls, a flexible tape carrying a printing surface or

design operatlvely connected with the rolls, and means
disposed in the path of the power transmitting means for
imparting successive movements thereto as the cylinder
revolves.

4. A printing machine comprising, a revolving cylin-

der having an opening therein, printing mechanism con-
tained within the cylinder and having an active printing
surface exposed beyond the opening, and a set of feeding
devices for respectively moving letter sheets and en-

Telops into the presence of the opening to receive an Im-
pression of the active printing surface of the mechanism
within said cylinder, said devices operating at different

points about the cylinder as the latter revolves, said

printing device within the cylinder comprising, a set of

rolls, power transmitting means for revolving the rolls,

a flexible tape having a printing surface or design opera-

tlvely connected with the rolls, and means disposed in

the path of the power transmitting means for Imparting
successive movements thereto as the cylinder revolves,

said second means comprising a toothed segment, the
power transmitting means Including a gear adapted to

iatermesh with said toothed segment.
6. A printing machine comprising a revolving cylin-

der having an external printing surface, internal print-

ing mechanism In said cylinder having an active' printing

portion exposed exteriorly of the cylinder, means for

advancing letter sheets successively to the exposed por-

tlea of the internal printing mechanism and to the print-

ing surface of the cylinder, and means for singly con-
veying envelops to the exposed portion of the Internal
printing mectianism as the cylinder revolves.

[Claim 6 not printed in the gazette.]

1,226,496. MELTING POT. Charles A. Fbaseb and
Fra.nk M. Henbt. Minneapolis. Minn., assignors of one-
third to Crlss K. Spears. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Oct,

19, 1916. Serial No. 126.541. (Cl. 22—80.)

"!?

;f^

1. In a device of the character described, a melting pot,

an auxiliary melting pot, heating means for the latter, a
valve for controlling the flow from the auxiliary melting
pot, a float, a rocklngly mounted connection between the
float and v^ljfe and a spring-pressed pivoted pendent mem-
ber coOperajMe with said rocking connection to actuate the
latter to give a quick snappy action to the valve.

2. In a device of the character described, a melting pot,

an auxiliary melting pot, a valve within the latter for con-
trolling the outlet therefrom, and a float In the flrst-

named melting pot operatlvely connected to move in one
direction as the valve moves in the opposite direction
and a pendent pivoted member coOperable with the con-
nection between the float and valve to give the latter a
quick snappy action.

3. In a device of the character described, an auxiliary
melting pot liavlng flues, and a baffle plate bridging the
space between two of said flues, said auxiliary melting
pot having a discharge in Its bottom and said hafOe plate
having openings near its lower end.

4. In a device of the character described, a melting pot,
an auxiliary melting pot, a float in the former, a valve
In the latter, rods connected with the float and valve,

a cross arm connected with said rods and pivotally mount-
ed between Its ends, an upright member carried by the
crossarm and having a notch, and a pendent swinging
member pivoted above the upright member and having
an end engaged In said notch and actuated by the move-
ment of the float to give a quick snappy action to the
valve.

6. In a device of the cliaracter described, a melting pot,

an auxiliary melting pot, a float in the former, a vaWe
in the latter, connections between the valve and float to

cause them to move in unison in opposite directions, and
a spring-actuated pendent swinging member constructed
and arranged to give to the valve a quick action upon
movement of the float.

(Claim 6 not printed In the gazette. 1

1,226,497. APPARATUS FOR MAKING COMPOUND
TWISTED BOLTS. Joseph A. FRAcrB.NHBiM, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., assignor to Kerner Manufacturing Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of I'ennsylvania. Filed
Dec. 29. 1914. Serial No. 879,456. (Cl. 10—24.)
1. Apparatus for forming semi-blanks for twisted com-

pound bolts, comprising die members movable relatively
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to «ach other and In a transverae direction relative to the

blank, one of the meoihers having an arc shaped receaa

extending across the entire face tht-reof and the other
member having a helically curved face arranged to en
gage a flat face of the blank and rotate portions of the

blank over the arc-shaped face of the other member to

twist the blank, substantially as described.

vn

irlT'
VT VEtV7

2. Apparatus for forming semiblanks for twisted .com-

pound bolts, comprising die members movable relative to

each other and in a transverse direction relative to the
blank, one of the members having an arc-shaped recess

extending across the entire face thereof and the other
member having a helically curved face arranged to engage
a flat face of the blank an<l rotate portions of the blank
over the arc-shaped face of the other member to twist the
blank, and a heading tool adapted to form one-half of a

head on one end of the blanks, substantially as described.

3. A die for shaping semi-cylindrical twisted members
for compound bolts, comprising a plurality of members
movable relatively to each other, one of said members hav-
ing an arc-shaped recess and the other member having a
helically curved shaping face, said face being approxi-
mately flat transversely at all points throughout Its

length, substantially as described.

4. A die for shaping members for twisted compound
twits, comprising a plurality of members movable rela-

tively to each other, one of said meml)ers having an arc-

shaped recess extending acroKs the entire face thereof, and
the other member having a helically curved shaping face,

said face being approximately flat transversely at all

points throughout its length, and a third die member hav-
ing a head-forming recess arranged to be moved toward
the other member to upset a head on the end of the
blank, substantially as described.

6. A die for shaping members for twitted compound
bolts, comprising a plurality of members movable rela-

tively to each other, one of said memt)er8 having an arc-

shaped recess, and the other memt>er having a helical

shaping face curved about the center of the arc-shaped
recess, and a third die member having a head-forming re

cess arranged to be moved toward the other member to

upset a head on the end of the blank, and one of the flrst

named memt>ers having a projection which cooperates
with the head-forming recess to center the heading tool

and to shape the head of the blank, substantially aa de-

scribed.

1^26,498. DISPENSING DEVICE. Willakd E. Fano-
CBICK, Pasadena, Cal. Filed Apr. 10, 1916. Serial No.
90,195. (CI. 206—21.)

JU'

1. In a dispensing device, a base member, a cylindrical

container rotatably mounteii thereupon, a rectangular

opening formed through the wall of the container and ex-

tending the longitudinal length thereof, ancT of a width
approximately that of the width of an article to be dls-

D«n8ed theratbrough, a movable closure orer said open-

ing, and iMnna for moving said closure to emit an arti-

cle from tbt> <-ontalner upon the rotation thereof.

2. In a dispensing device, a ttaae memt>er, a hollow cy-

lindrical container mounted to rotate upon said base mem-
ber, a longitudinally extending slot formed through the

wall of the container, a hinged member adapted to nor-

mally close said slot, means for moving the hinged mem-
ber out of register with the slot, and means formed upon
said hinged merat>er whereby a single article will be en-

gaged and emitted therefrom upon the rotation of the cy-

lindrical container.

3. In a dispensing device, a base member, uprights
formed thereupon, a cylindrical container horizontally dis-

posed and rotatably mounted upon and between said up-

rights, means for rotating said container, a slot through
the wall of said container and extending sutMttantially the

longitudinal length thereof, said slot being formed with
its longitudinally extending walls at an inwardly diver-

gent angle to each other, a hinged closure mounted to

rest over said opening, a shoulder formed upon the termi-

nating edge of said hinged closure, said shoulder baiag

adapted to rest against the outer wall of the container

and form a receptacle in combination with the outer wall

of the container whereby an object may be lodged, and
means whereby rotation of said container will act to

swing said hinged closure outwardly and away from the

container and allow the article engaged thereby to be r»-

leaaed therefrom.

1.226.499. PRINTING MATRIX. LnoajiXD Fbiil, Lo«
Angeles, Cal. Filed Apr. 3u, 1914. Serial No. t>S6,4M.

(a. 199—12.)

1. A matrix having a plurality of casting edges and m-
lectlon notches In the edge and a central transverse hole:

and a turning lug.

2. A matrix provided with casting edges and selecting

notches and a turning lug in the e<lge and a central hole.

1,226,500. WATER EXPLOSION ENGINE. Gunar
FciHLBR, Verdon, 8. D. Filed Aug. 9. 1010. Serlnl

No. 113,990. (CI. 219—38.)

,J»

*v^r/Vy^'f^

*• ^' -^ 45

A flaah unit for steam engine cylinders of the flash type
comprising a pair of Mupports adapted to be secured op-
posite each other within a cylinder, a heating coll carry-

ing member adapted to flt between said supports and b«
carried thereby, said member having a spiral groove ex-

tending therea round from one end to the other and being
formed of a refractory Insulating substance, a resistance

wire wound on said member in said groove, and a flash

plate supported on top of said member out of contact
with the resistance wire and in juxtaposition therewith.

1,226,501. THOLLEY-WHEEL. Elmer Gabhisl, Athens.
Ohio. Piled June 30. 1916. Serial No. 106.943. (CL
191—80.)

In a device for the purpose set forth, the combination
with a trolley pole, of a ring member formed on the fork

I
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thereof and centrally provided with oppositely disposed
upwardly extending logs, each of said lugs having a cen-
tral opening, an axle journnled transversely In the ring
below the lugs, a trolley wheel upon the axle, guards com-
prising two substantially similar members having aide
flanges and each of said members being plvotally connect-

S M II

ed to the ring opposite the respective lags on the ring,
spring means between the sections of the guard and the
axle for normally bringing the confronting edges of the
gvsrd members Into engagement, and a flexible ball pass-
ing through the opening?* in the lugs and connected with
the guards, and a trolley rope connected with the ball.

1,226,602. PEEI>WATER SY.STEM FOR STEAM BOIL
ER8. William Asa Gibso.v, Peoria, 111., assignor of
one-third to Oorge B. Koontz and one-third to John C.
Schlelch, Peoria, 111. Filed Mar. 10, 1916. Sertal No,
88,404. (CI. 122—438.)

1. In a steam boiler feed water system, a nozzle open
at Its outer end and arranged to discharge in the steam
space of a boiler and a structure extending in the same
direction as the nozzle and providing a chamber around
the discharge end of the nozzle, said structure having a
steam Inlet opening to said chaml>er at a point above the
dtacharge end of the nozzle and also having a discharge
opening leading from said chamber at a point below the
discharge end of the nozzle, and a water spreading and
speed accessory element arranged between the said dis-
charge opening of the chamber and a point opposite and
ppaced from the discharge end of the nozzle.

2. In a steam boiler feed water system, a nozzle open
at Its out** end and arr.Tnged to discharge In the steam
space of a boiler and a structure extending in the same
direction as the nozzle and providing a chamber around
the discharge end of the nozzle, said structure having a
steam Inlet opening to said chamber at a point above the
discharge end of the nozzle and also having a discharge
opening leading from said chamber at a point below the
dlacharge end of the nozzle, and a water spreading and
speed accessory cone arranged l>etween the said dtacharge
opening of the chamber ami a point opposite and spaced
from the discharge end of the noule.

1.226,608. BEADING-MACHINE. Rob»ht D. GiLLwrrt,
St. Charlea, Mo. Filed July 22, 1916. Serial Ns.
110.760. (CI. 12—63.)

1. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing-plate disposed therebeneath, means
for depressing said foot, devices for automatically re-
tracting the same, and mechanism for vertically adjusting
said plate relative to said foot.

2. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing plate disposed therebeneath, an
arm, means for projecting an extremity thereof between
said foot and plate, means for depressing said foot, and
devices for automatically retracting the same.

3. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing-plate disposed therebeneath, an
arm. means for projecting an extremity thereof between
aald foot and plate, means for depressing said foot, de-
vices for automatically retracting the same, and mecha-
nlam for vertically adjusting aald plate relative to said
foot.

4. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing-plate disposed therebeneath, a pin
extending from said foot, a shaft, a cam-roller secured
thereto adapted to depress said pin, and springs adapted
to lift said foot upon release of said pin.

6. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing-plate disposed therebeneath, a pin
extending from said foot, a shaft, a cam roller secured
thereto adapted to depress said pin, springs adapted to
lift said foot upon release of said pin, posts supporting
said plate, and cams disposed beneath said posts adapted
to raise the same.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.226,504. FIRING-VALVE TO CONTROL THE FEED
OP OIL IN FIRING OILrBURNING LOCOMOTIVES.
BnNoiBT P. Oilman. Yoakum, Tex. Filed Not. 16,
1916. Serial No. 61,632. (CI. 137—7.)

"^1J M- ^j^ tt .9* 2»

In combination with a valve caalng and a plug to con-
trol the passage of fuel oil therethrough, a stem connect-
ed to said plug and adapted to turn therewith, a bracket
to which the valve casing is secured, said bracket having
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to each other and In a transvera^ direction relative to the
blank, one of the members having an arc-shaped recesa
extending across the entire face thereof and the other
member having a helically curved face arranged to en-

gage a flat face of the blank and rotate portions of the
blank over the arc-shaped face of the other member to

twist the blank, substantially as described.

17 ITT

I I-
17 vn

2. Apparatus for forming semiblanks for twisted .com-

pound bolts, comprising die members movable relative to

each other and In a transverse direction relative to the
blank, one of the members having an arc-shaped recess
extending across the entire face thereof and the other
member having a helically curved face arranged to engage
a flat face of the blank and rotate portions of the blank
over the arc-shaped face of the other member to twist the
blank, and a heading tool adapted to form one-half of a

head on one end of the blanks, substantially as described.

3. A die for shaping semi-cylindrical twisted members
for compound bolts, comprising a plurality of members
movable relatively to each other, one of said members hav-
ing an arc-shaped recess and the other member having a
helically curved shaping face, said face being approxi-
mately flat transversely at all points throughout Its

length, substantially as described.

4. A die for shaping members for twisted compound
bolts, comprising a plurality of members movable rela-

tively to each other, one of said members having an arc-

shaped recess extending across the entire face thereof, and
the other member having a helically curved shaping face,

said face being approximately flat transversely at all

points throughout its length, and a third die member hav-
ing a head forming recess arranged to be moved toward
the other member to upset a head on the end of the
blank, substantially as described.

5. A die for shaping members for twisted compound
bolts, comprising a plurality of members movable rela-

tively to each other, one of said meml>ers having an arc-

•haped recess, and the other member having a helical

shaping face curved about the center of the arc-shaped
recess, and a third die member having a head-forming re

cess arrangeil to be moved toward the other member to

upset a bead on the end of the blank, and one of the flrst

named members having a projection which cooperates
with the head-forming recess to center the heading tool

and to shape the head of the blank, substantially as de-

scribed.

1,226.498. DISPENSING DEVICE. Willaro E. Fbcd-
EBiCK, Pasadena. Cal. Filed Apr. 10, 1910. Serial No.
90,195. (CI. 206—21.)

1. In a dispensing device, a base member, a cylindrical

container rotatably mounteil thereupon, a rectangular
opening formed through the wall of the container and ex-

tending the lonidtudinal length thereof, ancT of a width
approximately that of the width of an article to be dls-

D«n«ed th»>r«thr«ugh, a movable closure over said open-

ing, and means for moving said closore to emit an arti-

cle from the container upon the rotation thereof.

2. In a dispensing device, a base member, a hollow cy-

lindrical container mounted to rotate upon said batte mem-
ber, a longitudinally extending slot formed through the

wall of the container, a hinged member adapted to nor-

mally close said slot, means for moving the hluged mem-
ber out of register with the slot, and means formed upon
said hinged member whereby a single article will be en-

gaged and emitted therefrom upon the rotation of the cy-

lindrical container.

3. In a dispensing device, a base member, nprighta

formed thereupon, a cylindrical container horizontally dis-

posed and rotatably mounted upon and t>etween said up-

rights, means for rotating said container, a slot through
the wall of said container and extending substantially the

longitudinal length thereof, said slot being formed with
its longitudinally extending walls at an Inwardly diver*

gent angle to each other, a hinged closure mounted to

rest over said opening, a shoulder formed upon the termi-

nating edge of said hinged closure, said shoulder bains
adapted to rest against the outer wall of the container

and form a receptacle in combination with the outer wall

of the container whereby an object may t>e lodged, and
means whereby rotation of said container will act to

swing said hinged closure outwardly and away from the

container and allow the article engaged thereby to be r«-

leased therefrom.

1,226,499. PRINTING MATRIX. Lmrand Fribi., Lo«
Angeles, Cal. PileU Apr. 3U, 1914. Serial No. b30,42S.

<a. 19»—12.)

1. A matrix having a plurality of casting edges and se-

lection notches In the edge and a central transverse hole:

and a turning lug.

2. A matrix provided with casting edges and selectinff

notches and a turning lug In the edge and a central hole.

1,226,600. WATER EXPLOSION - ENGINE. GcaTAT
FciHLsa. Verdon, S. D. Filed Auf. 9, 1916. Serial

No. 113,990. (CI. 219—38.)

*'vJ^r/*V'y"^*i-'i

A flaah unit for steam engine cylinders of the flash type
iprislng a pair of support)* adapted to be secured op-

posite each other within a cylinder, a heating coll carry-
ing member adapted to flt between said supports and b«
carried thereby, said member having a spiral groove ex-
tending therea round from one end tu the other and being
formed of a refractory Insulating substance, a resistance

wire woand on said member In said groove, and a flasli

plate supported on top of said member out of contact
with the resistance wire and in Juxtaposition therewith.

1,226,501. TROLLEY WHEEL. Elmer Gabriil, Athens,
Ohio. Filed June 30, 1916. SerUl No. 106.943. (Q.
191—80.)
In a device for the purpose set forth, the combination

with a trolley pole, of a ring member formed on the fork

' •
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thereof and centrally provided with oppositely disposed
npwardly extending lugs, each of said lugs having a cen-
tral opening, an axle Journnled transversely in the ring
below the lugs, a trolley wheel upon the axle, guards com-
prising two substantially similar members having side
flanges and each of said members being pivotally connect-

ed to the ring opposite the respective lugs on the ring,
spring means between the sections of the guard and the
axle for normally bringing the confronting edges of the
g«ard members Into engagement, and a flexible bail pass-
ing through the openings in the lugs and connected with
the guards, and a trolley rope connected with the ball.

1.226,502. FEED WATER SYSTEM FOR STEAM-BOIL
ER8. William Asa Gibso.n, Peoria, 111., assignor of
one-third to George B. Koonti and one-third to John C.
Schleich, Peoria, 111. Filed Mar. 10, 1916. Serial No
88,404. (CI. 122—488.)

^f.':^.* •I'J''*/ '•:

"ooa
1. In a steam boiler feed water system, a nozile open

at Its outer end and arranged to discharge in the steam
space of a boiler and a structure extending in the same
direction as the nozxle and providing a chamber around
the discharge end of the nozzle, said structure having a
steam inlet opening to said chamber at a point above the
discharge end of the nozzle and also having a discharge
opening leading from said chamber at a point below the
diarharge end of the nozzle, and a water spreading and
speed accessory element arranged between the said dis-
charge opening of the chamber and a point opposite and
spaced from the discharge end of the nozzle.

2. In a steam boiler feed water system, a nozzle open
at Its out<* end and arranged to discharge in the steam
space of a boiler and a structure extending in the same
direction as the nozzle and providing a chamber around
the discharge end of the nozzle, said structure having a
steam inlet opening to said chamber at a point above th*-

discharge end of the nozzle and also having a discharge
opening leading from said chamber at a point below the
discharge end of the nozzle, and a water spreading and
speed accessory cone arranged lietween the said discharge
opening of the chamb«>r and a point opposite and spaced
from the discharge end of the nozzle.

1.226.603. BEADING-MACHINE. Robskt D. OlLUmv,
St. Charles. Mo. Filed July 22, 1916. Serial No.
110.760. (CI. 12—63.)

1. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing plate disposed therebeneath, means
for depressing said foot, devices for automatically re-
tracting the same, and mechanism for vertically adjusting
said plate relative to said foot.

2. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing plate disposed therebeneath, an
arm, means for projecting an extremity thereof between
said foot and plate, means for depressing said foot, and
devices for automatically retracting the same.

3. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing-plate disposed therebeneath, an
arm, means for projecting an extremity thereof between
aald foot and plate, means for depressing said foot, de-
vices for automatically retracting the same, and mecha-
nlam for vertically adjusting said plate relative to said
foot.

4. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser-foot, a bearing plate disposed therebeneath, a pin
extending from said foot, a shaft, a cam-roller secured
thereto adapted to depress said pin, and springs adapted
to lift said foot upon release of said pin.

6. A machine of the character described comprising a
presser foot, a bearing plate disposed therebeneath, a pin
extending from said foot, a shaft, a cam roller secured
thereto adapted to depress said pin, springs adapted to
lift said foot upon release of said pin. posts supporting
said plate, and cams disposed beneath said posts adapted
to raise the same.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Qasette.]

1,226.604. FIRING-VALVE TO CONTROL THE FEED
OF OIL IN FIRING OILrBUBNINO LOCOMOTIVES.
BnNOiST P. Oilman. Yoakum. Tex. FUed Nov. 16.
1916. Serial No. 61.632. (CI. 137—7.)

In combination with a valve casing and a plug to con-
trol the passage of fuel oil therethrough, a stem connect-
ed to said plug and adapted to turn therewith, a bracket
to which the valve casing is secured, said bracket having
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a Mgment arm provided wirb a MfmeDt rack, tbe app«r
portion of the said stem having a bearing In said seg-

ment arm. a lever attached to said stem and adapted to
turn therewith and on the said arm, a block mounted In

said lever for movement toward and from the segment
arm, a worm having its bearings In said block and mov-
able thereby into and out of engagement with the seg-

ment rack, an operating lever for tbe said block, and
means to prevent the first-named lever from moving
casually.

I

1.226.505. BOLL-WEEVIL EXTERMINATOR. BENJA-
MIN F. Gray, Blocton. Ala. Filed Aug. 19, 1916. Serial

No. 115,803. (CI. 43—1.)

1. In a boll weevil exterminator, a supporting frame, a
pair of substantially horizontal arms plvotally carried

by said frame for forming relatlvaly long and short

arms, a shaft rotatably carried by the end of the long
arms, a reel mounted upon said shaft, means for rotating
said reel, a rod pivotally connected to said short arms, a
socket carrieil by said frame for receiving said rod, a set

screw carried by said socket for engaging said rod for

holding said reel in adjusted position, and a liquid re-

taining weevil receiving trough adjustably supported by
said frame.

2. In a bolJ weevil exterminator, a supporting frame, a
pair of substantially horizontal arms plvotally carried by
said frame for forming relatively long and short arms, a
shaft rotatably carried by the ends of the long arms, a
reel mounted upon said shaft, means for rotating said
reel, said reel being constructed of sheet metal and having
a pair of oppositely extending wings, said wings having
their edges rolled for providing rounde<i surfates for en-
gagement with plants, a rod pivotally connected to said
short arms, a socket carrle<l by said frame for receiving
said rod, a set screw carried by said socket for engaging
said rod for holding said reel In adjusted position, a
liquid retaining weevil receiving trough adjustably sup-
ported by said frame, and a plurality of partitions piace<l

within said trough for preventing splashing of liquid

contained therein.

1,226.506. SCARIFYING ATTACHMENT FOR ROAD
ENGINES. Charlbs M. Greiner and Henry D. Jones,
Springfield, Ohio, assignors to The Kelly-Sprlngfleld
Road Roller Company. Springfield. Ohio, a Corporation
of Ohio. Filed Mar. 4, 1915. Serial No. 12.045. (CI.
37—50.)

1. In a scarifying attachment for road engines, scari-

fying devices movably attached to the rear of said engine.
two lever members plvotally connected together, one ot
said lever members being pivotally connecte<i with said

engine and the other with said scarifying devices, a coll

sprlni; carried by one of said members for pxerting spring
pressure upon said scarifying devices, means for applying
power to said lever members at a point intermediate the
extreme pivotal points thereof, and a positive lock for
said lever members when said lever members have been
operated to a substantially straightened position.

2. In a «carlfylng attachment for road engln«Hi, scarify-

ing devices movably connected to the rear of said engine.

two lerer ntmbers plvotally connected together, one of
aid in«Biber« having a pivotal connection with said en
glne and the other with said scarifying devices, gear teeth
arranges! upon one of said memb^-rs. a worm In mesh with
said gear teeth together with means for operating aald
worm, a support for said worm, the pivotal connection

between said members being at a point substantially in

line with said gear teeth and the position of said support
being such that when said lever members have t>een

operated to a substantially straightened position said

support will form a positive lock for the same in one
direction.

1.226.507. TIRE-INFLATING APPARATUS. Leahmb
E. Guess. Marlon. Ky. Filed May 5. 1916. SerUl No.
95.652. (CI. 230—27.)

1. Tire inflating apparatus for motor vehicles compris-
ing an air pump, means adapting said pump to be driven
by the vehicle motor, a distributer box Into which said
pump discharges, pipes leading from said box and termi-

nating adjacent to the vehicle wheels, each of said pipes
having an open end and an internal annular shoulder, a
flexible air tube movable Into and out of tbe op<>n end of
said pipe, a fitting at the inner end of said flexible tube
having an annular shoulder in opposed relation to said
Internal shoulder, and means for forcing one of said
sbouldlers toward the other to form an air tight joint
between said pipe and tub«>.

2. Tire inflating apparatus for motor veinclew compris-
ing an air pump, means adapting said pump to be driven
by the vehicle motor, a distributer box into which said
pump discharges, pipes leading from said box and termi-
nating adjacent to the vehicle wheels, each of saiti pipes
havinK an open end and an internal annular shoulder, a
flexible air tube movable into and orut of the open end of
said pipe, a fitting at the inner end of said flexible tube
having an annular shoulder in oppoKe<I relation to said
Internal shoulder, means for forcing one of said shoulders
toward the other to form an air tight joint between said
pipe and tube, said distributer box being mounted on the
dash, an air pressure gage connected with said box and
mounted in rear of the dash, and means controlled in rear
of the dash for throwing the pump into and out of opera-
tion.

1.226.508. HAIR PIN. Torsten AbroNso OYLl^SDoarr,
Detroit. Mich. Filed Jan. 18. 1916 Serial No. 72.840.
(CI. 132—22.)

1. A hair pin comprising a U-shaped outer member hav-
ing a centrally arranged loop In the portion connectinf
the sides thereof, a U shaped Inner mpmber having •
smooth and curved portion connertluK the sides thereof,
said smooth and curved portion passing between the sides
of the loop and over the portion connecting the sides of
the first mentioned member, an inwardly bowed portion

May 15, 19x7.
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between the ends of each of the sides of the Inner mem-
ber, and nn outwardly bowed portion in each of the sides

of the outer member.

I
2. A hair pin comprising a U-sbaped outer member, a

V-shaped Inner member connected with the outer member
and arranged between the sides thereof, said outer mem-
ber having an outwardly bowed portion on each side
thereof, and an inwardly bowed portion in each side of
the inner member alining with the outer bowed portion
in a side of the outer i>ortlon.

1.226.509. CELLAR - DOOR. Zeno Haberman, Garden
aty, 8. D. Filed June 6, 1916. Serial No. 102,069.
(CI. 94—7.)
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2. A refuse receptacle having openings In the top and
a Bide thereof ; two closures for each of said op«>Dlngs, each
Inner closure being foraminated and each cater closure
being non-foramlnated ; and a removable ash sifter under
the top opening, sultstantlally as described.

8. A refuse receptacle having openings In the tap and
a side thereof ; an inner foraminated upwardly swinging
closure for the top opening ; an upwardly swinging non
foraminated closure covering said inner clomire ; a detach-
able connection between mid closures effecting simulta-
neous swinging thereof ; and a closure for said side open-
ing, substantially as described.

4. A refuse receptacle having openings in the top and a
side thereof ; an inner foraminated upwardly swinging
closure for the top opening ; an upwardly swinging non-
foraminated closure covering said Inner closure ; a detach-
able connection between said closures effecting simulta-
neous swinging thereof ; an inner foraminated horizon-
tally swinging door for said side opening hinged to said re-

ceptacle ; a latch for securing said door in closed posltioo ;

an outer horizontally swinging non-foramlnated door
hinged to said Inner door and arranged to close the foraml-
nations therein ; and a latch for securing said non forami-
nated door closed, substantially as described.

5. A refuse receptacle having an opening therein ; an
inner foraminated swinging closure for said opening ; a
swinging non-foramlnated closure covering said Inner clo-

sure : and a detachable connection between said closurea
effecting simultaneous twinging thereof, substantially as
described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,512. RAIL JOINT. Andy Hitbili^, SenecaTllle,
Ohio. Filed Nov. 13. 1916. Serial No. 131,025. (CI.
239—8.)

£1

T

£J
J0

y/ _ >» _ jy

1. A rail Joint comprising snbstantlally complementally
formed rail ends, one of said ends having an upper cut-
away tread and web portion and opposite slots In the base
flanges thereof, the other rail end having a longitudinal
recess In the web thereof adapted for receiving the web
portion of the adjacent rail, depending' lugs upon the
second-named rail end adjacent said socket adapted for
fitting within the said slots.

2. A rail Joint comprising the end of a rail having the
tread and web broken away and opposite slots In the base
flanges thereof with a dove tailed groove In the web be-

tween the said slots, terminal ledges upon the said base
flanges having downwardly flaring grooves In their upper
faces and .xpaced from the adjacent web. the salJ —eb hav-
ing a perforation therethrough In allnement with the
said grooves, and a complementally formed rati end adapt-
ed for interflttlng within the said cut-away portion and
slots and between the said ledges and web. and locking
slides for the said rail ends arranged through the said
grooves and perforations.

.3. A rail Joint comprising a rail end having Its web
portion provlde<l with a longitudinal socket and opposite
interrupted portions In the base flanges thereof, and alin-

ing openings through the said web adjacent the said In-

terrupted portions, depending terminal Idgs upon the base
flanges having flared seating grooves longitudinally ar-
ranged therein, and a complementally formed rail end hav-
ing portions arranged within the said socket and Inter-

rupted portion when the rails are In their engaging posi-
tion, and locking slides arranged through the aald open-
ings and grooves adapted for engagement with adjacent
portions 4>f the last-named rail end when the members are
In operative arrangement.

1.226.518. SUSOICAL IX8TRDMENT. Mazsnci B.
Hkbman, Memphis. Tenn. FUed Mar. 11. 1916. SerUl
No. 83.525. (CI. 128—28.)

An Instrument of the character described comprising
a rectangular sound box consisting of a pair of spaced
flat walls opposing one another, and side walls connect-
ing the edges of said flat opposed walls and forming there-
with an enlarged shallow sound chamber, one of said side
walls being provided with a pair of attaching tubes ex-
tending therefrom and communicating with the said sound
chamber, ear tubes connected with said attaching tubes.
Implements Introdncible into the body regions of stones,
each of a nature to produce sound upon contact with a
stone, and clamping means carried by the said opposed
walls of the sound box and disposed centrally of their
outer faces, to firmly secure the sajd implements at one
end to the sound box.

1.226.614. SAW-SET. Everett L. Hbwit. East Dlxfleld.
Me. Filed May 25. 1916. Serial No. 99.813. (CI.
78—63.)

r

1. A saw set comprising a base, a gage arm secured to
the base and baring one end bifurcated, a gage screw
threaded In the gage arm, a gage screw threaded In the
base, a setting arm pivoted on the base, and a cam lever
pivoted to the base and cooperating with the setting arm
and movable between the furcations of the gage arm.

2. A saw set comprising a base, upstanding ears se-

cured to one end of the base, upstanding ears secured to
the base Intermediate Its ends, a gage arm having a bi-

furcated end the furcations of which embrace and are
secured to said ears, a gage screw threaded In the gag«'
arm, a gage screw threaded In the base, a setting arm
pivoted between the first ears and movable between the
second ears, and a cam lever between the second ears and
cooperating with the setting arm.

1.226.515. METHOD OF PL.AXTINC. Thom.%8 W.
Hicks. Minneapolis. Minn. Original application filed

Aug. 21. 1916, Serial No. 116,147. liivlded and this ap-
plication filed Jan. 15. 1917. Serial No. 142.566 (CI
111—6.)

1. The method of seed planting comprising the lifting
and pulverizing of a portion of tiie soil, returning the
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pulverized soil to the sub-soil In a shower and introducing
seed during the act of the return of the soil to the aub-

soil in a plane Intermediate of the plane of the sub-soil

and the upper surface of the completed seed bed.

2. The method of seed planting, comprising the lifting

of a portion of the soil, pulverizing the soil so lifted,

returning the pulverized soil to the subsoil and introduc-
ing aeed Into the pulverized soil daring the act of its be-

ing returned to the subsoil.

7. The method nf seed planting, comprising the lifting

and pulverising of a portion of the soil, returning onto the
subsoil the finer granules of pulverized soil forming there-

by a root bed. Introducing seed onto the root bed so
formed, packing the root l>ed so formed and covering the
packed and seeded root bed with the remainder of the
pulverized soil.

(Claiflis 3 to 6 and 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.516. HOT-WATER DRUM. Waltbb L. Hill,
Kenna. N. Mex. Filed July 21, 1916. SerUl No.
110,566. (CT. 126—364.)

U2^'

1h

A device of the character set forth comprising a store
pipe having an enlarged portion therein, a drum located
within said enlarged portion, means for draining water
from the drum, a pair of oppositely disposed bosses posi-

tioned on the enlarged portion of the stove pipe, a pipe

extending through said bosses and through the drum and
having an opening therein located within the drum, and
means for supplying the pipe with water to fill the drum.

1,226,517. ANIMALTR.\r. John N. HorrMAK, Forest

Orore. Oreg. Filed Mar. 13. 1916. Serial No. 83.898.

(CT. 48—21.)

An animal trap comprising a rectangular shaped sta-

tionary metallic base having integral upturned side walls
and a rear wall, a pair of spaced parallel lon«ritudinally

extending ears struck up from said base adjacent one
end. a pivot bar extending transversely across said base

and engaging the upp«'r edges of said ears intermediate
their ends, a longitudinally extending flat bait-holding

trigger on the upper surface of aald base disposed be-

tween said upstruck ears and of a width slightly leas

than the width between said ears, a portion of the trigger

between the ears being bent substantially U-shaped with
Its outer surface adapted to rock upon the base and Its

inner surface surrounding the lower portion of the trans-

reraely extending bar above said ears which forms a guide
for said portion when rocked by the depression of the
trigger, a spring actuated jaw hinged between the side

walls of said t>ase. a pivoted member on the rear wall of

said base adapted to engage said jaw when the same is

under spring tension and movable to release the same, and
a connection between said member and the trigger to more
the member upon the depression of the trigger.

1.226,618. CHDRN-DASHER. AariMAB E, F. Holdbn,
Centralia. W. Va. Filed Mar. 10. 1917. Serial No.
168,898. (CT. 269—144.)

A chum dasher In the form of a disk having central

peripheral and radially disposed portions lying In the

same plane, there being provided at the edges of the said

radially disposed portions blades which are disposed at

acute angles with the said plane, some of the blades being
extended above the plane and the others below the said

plane and cone shaped hoods provided upon the central
portion and disposed some above the plane thereof and the
others below the plane thereof, the larger ends of said

hoods being outwardly disposed and open.

1,226,519. SHUTTLE TENSION DEVICE. Ei.BRtDGi: R.
HoLMER and Simon Davis, Worcester, Mass., assignors
to Crompton & Knowles Loom Works, Worcester. Mass.,
a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Nor. 17, 1916.
SerUl No. 62,022. (CI. 139—46.)

1. In a loom. In combination, a shuttle, a weft bobbin
rotatably mounted therein, and a bobbin tension device
yieldingly engaging the weft on said bobbin, said device
comprising a sleeve fixed In an opening extending through
said shuttle near one end thereof and perpendicular to
the axis of said bobbin and having fixed and movable heads
In Its opposite ends, a weft -engaging member pivoted in
said heads, a spring connected at its opposite ends to said
member and to said movable head, and means to secure
said movable head in angularly adjusted position relatively
to said sleeve, said movable head being normally held in
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eogagement with said securing means by said spring, and
being movable axlally toward said arm against the pres-

sure of said spring, thereby disengaging said head from
•aid secarlng means.

2. In a loom. In combination, a shuttle, a weft bobbin
rotatably mounted therein, and a bobbin tension derice
yieldingly engaging the weft on said bobbin, said device

comprising a sleeve fixed in an opening extending through
said shuttle near one end thereof and perpendicular to

the axis of said bobbin and having fixed and movable heads
In its opposite ends, a weft-engaging memt>er pivoted in

said heads, a spring connected at its opposite ends to said

member and to said movable head, and means to secure

•aid movable head In angularly adjusted position rela-

tively to said sleeve, said spring being etrective to provide
tension for Kald weft engaging device aud also to maintain
said head normally in engagement with said securing
means.

3. In a loom. In combination, a shuttle, a weft bobbin
rotatably mounted therein, and a bobbin tension device

yieldingly engaging the weft on said bobbin, said device

comprising a sleeve fixed in an opening extending through
said shuttle near one end thereof and perpendicular to

the axis of said bobbin, and having fixed and movable
beads in its opposite ends, a weft-engaging memt>er piv-

oted In said heads, a spring connected at its opposite

ends to said member and to said movable head, and means
to secure said movable head in angularly adjusted posi-

tion relatively to said sleeve, said head having provision

for engagement with a tool by which said head may be

pressed inwardly to cause disengagement from said secur-

ing means, and by which the head may also t>e turned
to adjust the spring tension on said weft engaging device,

4. In a loom, in combination, a shuttle, a weft bobbin
rotatably mounted therein, and a tension device yieldingly

engaging the weft on said bobbin, said device comprising
a sleeve fixed In an opening extending through said shut-

tle and having fixed and movable beads In its opposite
ends, a weft-engaging member pivoted in said beads, a

spring connected at its opposite ends to said member and
to said movable head, and means to secure said movable
bead in angularly adjusted position relatively to said

sleeve, said means comprising cooperating teeth and lugs

on said sleeve and head adapted to engage each other in

a plurality of positions and normally held in fixed engage-
ment by said spring.

5. In a loom, in combination, a shuttle, a weft bobbin
rotatably mounted therein, and a tension device yieldingly

engaging the weft on said bobbin, said device comprising
a sleeve fixed in an opening extending through said shut-

tle and having fixed and movable beads In Its opposite
ends, a weft-engaging member pivoted in said heads, a
spring connected at its opposite ends to said member and
to said movable head, and means to secure said movable
head in adjusted position relatively to said sleeve, said
means comprising Inwardly extending lugs on said sleeve
and notches in said movable head adapted to engage said

lugs in any one of a plurality of relative angular positions.

1,226,520. FOUNTAIN BRUSH. Paul Hc«thki, Pitts-

burgh, Pa. Filed Aug. 3, 1916. Serial No. 112,924.
(Cl. 15—16.)

'^ n

1. In a fountain brush, the combination of a two-part
expansible handle having bristles, a liquid-container held

between said parts, said container having a valve-coo-

trolled opening whereby liquid may be discharged there-
from.

2. In a fountain bmsb, the combination of a handle
having bristles formed of two parts forming a seat be-
tween the same, yielding connections between said parts,
a liquid-container held between said parts, said container
having a valve-controlled opening whereby liquid may be
discharged therefrom.

3. In a fountain brush, the combination of a handle
having bristles formed of two parts, l)olts connecting said
parts, and springs surrounding said bolts interposed be-
tween beads on said bolts and shoulders formed in said
handle, a liquid-container held between said parts, said
container having valve-controlled openings whereby said
liquid may be discharged thereform.

4. In a fountain brush, the combination of a handle
having bristles and having a cavity extending longitudi-
nally thereof, a liquid container fitting within said cavity,
a plug in said container having a passage extending
through It, a rotary valve casing extending through said
passage and through an opening formed for it In said
handle, and a spring-controlled valve in said casing.

1.226,521. FLYING MACHINE. John M. Hittf. San
Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb. 25, 1914. Serial No. 820,969.
(Cl. 244—14.)

In a flying machine, the combination of a main frame,
a tall frame projecting therefrom, an upper main support-
ing plane mounted upon the upper forward portion of the
main frame In advance of the mean centers of gravity and
pressure of the machine, a lower main supporting plane
mounted upon the base of tho tall frame at a point t>elow
and In rear of the upper main supporting plane and at or
near the Junction of the tall frame with the main frame,
a motor mounted upon the main frame beneath the upper
front supporting plane and mainly In advance of the cen-
ters of gravity and pressure of said plane, a tractor pro-
peller driven by said motor, and an aviator's seat mount-
ed above the lower rear supporting plane at a point in ad-
vance of the centers of gravity and pressure of said plane
and between such centers of gravity and pressure and the
mean centers of gravity and pressure of the machine the
said tall frame being of skeleton form and forming an
Inclosure for the aviator's seat and extending therefrom
rearwardly over and beyond the lower rear supporting
plane, a horizontal rudder at the rear of the tall frame
disposed in a horizontal plane between the borliontal
planes of the said main supporting planes, vertical rud-
ders supported upon the lower rear plane in rear of the
centers of gravity and pressure thereof and on opposite
sides of the tail frame, said rudders being connected for
movement in unison, and means for adjusting the re-

spective mdden.

1,226.522. BILL FILE Gibbs Hcntlt, Caro. Mich.
Piled July 10, 1916. Sertal No. 108,452. (Cl. 129—8.)

1. A device of the clasa described comprising a support,
a fixed member projecting therefrom, a relatively movable
resilient member mounted upon the support and forming
a continuation of the fixed member, and said movable
member being provided with a depending finger engaging
manipulating loop.

2. A device of the class described comprising a base,
a standard rising therefrom, a sleeve rotatably mounted
on said standard, a fixed member projecting horizontally
from said sleeve, a relatively movable member constructed
from resilient material carried by the sleeve and having
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Its free end removably engaging said fixed member and
forming a continuation thereof, and said movable member

being formed to provide a finger engaging manipulating
portion for the purpose described.

1,226,523. LOCOMOTIVE VALVE-GEAR. Thomas
Jambs. Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 21, 1917.

Serial No. 160,101. (Q. 121—99.)

1. In valve gear of the class described, the combination
with an engine Including a reciprocating piston valve and
crossbead, a plate secured to the crosshead, articulated
links plvotally connected with said plate, an eccentric car-

ried by the latter and having the positions thereof regu-
lated by said links, of a lap and lead lever having the sub-
stantially lower extremities thereof provided with an
opening for the reception of said eccentric, whereby said
lever will be capable of moving in unison with said cross-
bead, a radius rod connected with the upper extremity of
•aid lever, a stem protruding from the valve nnd having
a block and slot connection with said lever, and a variable
lead controlling arm connected with said radius rod and
with said links at a position contiguous to said lever and
adapted to maintain substantially parallel relation with
the latter, irrespective of the positions of said crossbead.

2. In valve gear of the class described, the comblnntlon
with a locomotive steam engine Including a reciprocating
crossbead and a steam-distribution valve, a plate secured
to said crossbead, an eccentric carried by said plate, a lap
and lead lever connected with said eccentric, u pin and
•lot connection provided contiguous to the upper extremity
of said lever, and having connections with said distribu-
tion valve, a radius rod pivoted to said lever at a posi-

tion above said pin and slot connection, and a variable

lead arm connected with said radius rod and with said ec-

centric, and operable to regulate the substantially vertical
poaltlons of said lever.

beneath said pin when the cover Is closed, the tongue rest-

ing against the front side of the pot and the arm behind

1,226,524. RECEPTACLE-CLOSURE. Adolphds F. Jir
raiES. New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. IS, 1910. Serial
No. 125.442. (Cl. 63

—

3.)

The combination with a coffee pot having a spout at one
side of Its open upper end and a handle at the other, and
a pin extending transversely across the spout b^low the
line of the upp»'r end of the pot ; of a cover, a handle ex-
tending rearward therefrom and overlying the handle of

the pot when the cover Is closed, and an arm extending
forward and downward from the cover opposite Its handle
and having a tongue at Its extremity adapted to engage

the pin when the cover Is raised, and the forward edge
of the cover at this time rests upon the top of the spout.

^
1,226,826. TAKE-UP MECHANISM FOR LOOMS. Law-
HBNCB B. Jbnckes, Worcester, Mass.. assignor to Oomp-
ton & Knowles Loom ^orks. Worcester, Mass., a Cor-
poration of Massachusetts. Filed May 17, 1916. Se-
rial No. 98,201. (Cl. 139—60.)

1. In a loom, a take-up mechanism comprising a take-

up roll, a cloth roll, a driving shaft, positive driving con-
nections from said shaft to said take-up roll, and frlc-

tlonal driving connections from said shaft to said cloth

roll, said latter connections Including a pawl and ratchet

mechanism whereby the driving shaft and take-up roll

may be rotated in a backward direction Independently of
the cloth roll.

2. In a loom, a take up mechanism comprising a take-
up roll, a cloth roll, a driving shaft, positive driving con-

nections from said shaft to said take-up roll, and frictional

driving connections from said shaft to said cloth roll, said
latter connections beings effective to drive said cloth roll

In the forward direction only.

3. In a loom, a take-up mechanism comprising a take-up
roll, a cloth roll, a driving shaft, positive driving con-
nections from said shaft to said take-up roll, and fric-

tional driving connections from said shaft to said cloth
roll, said connections Including a driving gear loose on
the cloth roll shaft, a ratchet wheel fixed to said shaft,
a friction drum rotatable relatively to said ratchet wheel
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and haring a pawl adapted to engage the ratcket teetb.

a friction band enclri-llng said dram, and connectlona from

aald driving gear to said band, whereby said drum may be

frlctlonally driven in both directions, but said ratchet

wheel and roll shaft may be driven In one direction only.

4. In a loom, a take up mechanism comprising a take-

up roll, a cloth roll, a driving shaft, positive driving con-

nections from aald shaft to said take-up roll, and frlc-

tlonal driving connections from said shaft to said cloth

roll, said latter connections Including a freely rotatable

driving gear, a member fixed to the cloth roll shaft, and a

ratchet mechanism through which said gear Is effective

to drive said member and shaft In one direction only.

1 226 526. METHOD OF OBTAININO GASOLENE AND
' OTHER LIGHT OILS FROM HEAVIER HYDROCAR-
BONS. Ulyshes 8. Jenkins. Chicago, 111., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Jenkins Petroleum Process Com-

pany. Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed July 13. 1916. Serial No. 108.983. (CI. 196—26.)

1 The method of obtaining light oil from heavier hy-

drocarbons which consists In heating said heavier hydro-

carbons In a still, maintaining pressure In said still, per-

mitting gases and vap<irs of greater average density than

that of the lowest produced In said still, to escape at se-

lective points below the top of the chamber. subsequenUy

condensing said vapors and forcing fresh heavier hydro-

carbons Into said still to make up for that transformed

Into said vapors.

3. The method of obtaining gasolene and other Uglit

oils from heavier hydrocarbons consisting in pumping the

hydrocarbons Into a still, forcing the same through heated

tubes Inclined upwardly from the receiving to the deliv-

ery end thereof, and through a circulating chamber con-

necting the receiving and delivery ends of the tubes where-

by the entire liquid contents of the still will be In constant

circulation through the tubes and chamber and the vapors

and gases will constantly be evolved from the liquid, then

taking the vapors thus generated from a level above the

liquid most conducive to a complete removal of the con-

densable vapors and below the top of the chamber, sub-

stantially as rtesorll>ed.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1226 527. COMB. Edward McOciKi Jones. Winchester.

Ky. Filed May IT. 1915. Serial No. 28,571. (CI.

132—3.)

said body portion Intermediate its ends, and a baffle plate

arranged In said body portion below said tube, the ends

of said plate terminating short of the ends of said body

portion.

1.226.528. SCARIFYING ATTACHMENT FOR ROAD-
ENGINES. H»N»i D. Jones. Springfield. Ohio, as-

signor to The Kelly SprlngfJeld Road Roller Company.

Springfield. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Jane

23, 1915. Serial No. 35,839. (O. 87—60.)

A comb comprlsliiK a hollow, elongated body portion

having staggered openings, teeth arranged between said

openings and having ducts therein, a coupling carried by

aald l>ody portion medially the ends thereof, a flexible con-

ne<^'tion attached to said coupling for feeding air Inta said

body portion and through said openings, a reservoir car-

ried by said coupling and having a tube projecting into

In a scarifying apparatus, and in combination with a

motor driven road engine, a scarifying attachment em-

bodying a frame work deUchably secured to the rear of

the engine frame, a transverse shaft Journaled in the

lower end of said frame work, a series of scarifier tool

holding bars rigidly mounted on said shaft and projecting

rearwardly. scarifying tools removably mounted In the

rear ends of said arms and projecting downwardly there-

from, a transverse shaft rigidly connecting said arms and

located above the general plane of the bars whereby accu-

mulations In front of the scarifying teeth may escape

rearwardly between the bars, a motor cylinder and pis-

ton mounted In the upper portion of said frame-work, a

rearwardly and downwardly extending piston rod. a yoke

connected with said rod, connections Intermediate the

transverse shaft at the rear ends of the bars and the arms
of said yoke, whereby downward pressure exerted through

the piston and rod will be applied to said shaft at points

spaced from each other, and manually operated elastic

fluid controlling means for the cylinder.

1^26.529. HEAD-LAMP CONTROL FOR MOTOR VE-

HICLES. J ALBBBT Jo.vES, Marcellus. Mich. Filed

Jan. 6. 1917. SerUl No. 140,9i;7. (CT. 240—61.)

r^i

\^

r\

yj

1. In a head-lamp control for motor vehicles, the com-

blnation with the cross connecting rod of the steering

gear of the vehicle, of a pair of lamps spaced In allne-

ment transversely of said vehicle and Journaled thereon to

turn each toward the other upon vertical axes, yleldable

retracting means to retain said lamps In normal aline-

meut. actuating members pivotally connected eccentrt-
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caUy to the axes of said lamps respectively and extending
tberefrom In adjacent parallel allnement with said con-
necting rod. and coupling members pivotally carried by
said connecting rod slidably receiving said actuating mem-
t)ers and operably engageable therewith respectively and
alternately with movement of said rod in oppoalte direc-

tions for imparting movement to torn said lamps inde-
pendently one towaid the other and In a direction corre-
sponding with the deflected course of the vehicle.

2. In a head-lamp control for motor vehicles, the com-
bination with the cross connecting rod of the steering
gear of the vehicle, of a pair of lamps spaced in allnement
transversely of paid vehicle and having vertically jour-
naled stems respectively on which said lamps are adapted
to turn toward each other, yleldable retracting members
connected with said stems respectively to retain said
lamps In normal allnement, actuating memt>er8 pivotally
connected eccentrically to said stems respectively and ex-

tending therefrom in opposed adjacent longitudinal allne-

ment parallel with said connectiuK rod. stops on aald ac-
tuating members, and cbupling members pivotally carried
by said connecting rod slidably embracing said actuating
members resjwctively between said stops and engageable
therewith correspondingly through movement of said con-
necting rod in opposite directions for imparting move-
ment to turn said lamps alternately one toward the other
and In a direction corresponding with the deflected coarse
of the vehicle.

8. In a head-lamp control for motor vehicles, the com-
bination with the cross connecting rod of the steering gear
of the vehicle, of a pair of lamps spaced In allnement
transversely of aald vehicle and journaled thereon to
turn toward each other upon vertical axes, yleldable re-
tracting means cooperating with limiting stops to return
and retain said lamps in normal allnement, actuating
members pivotally connected eccentrically to the axes of
said lamps respectively and extending therefrom In adja-
cent parallel allnement with said connecting rod. means
pivotally and slidably coupling said connecting rod with
said actuating members respectively and operably engage-
atle therewith independently and correspondingly with
movem<>nt of said rod in opposite directions for impart-
ing movement to turn said lamgs alternately one toward
the other and in a direction corresponding with the de-
flected course of the vehicle, and manually operable means
for actuating either of said lamps to turn it toward the
other.

4. In a head lamp control for motor vehicles, the com-
bteatlon with the cross connecting rod of tlie steering
gear of the vehicle, of a lamp journaled to turn upon a
rertical stem supported up<)n one side of said vehicle, an
ana 00 aald stem, a limiting stop for said arm, retracting
means to yleldably restrain said arm engaged with said
stop to retain said lamp normally alined with said vehicle,

an actuating rod pivotally connected to said arm and ex-

tending therefrom In adjacent parallel allnement with
said connecting rod. a collar on said actuating rod, a cou-
pling sleeve on said actuating rod pivotally connected
with said connecting rod and engageable with said collar

through the movement of said rod in one direction to Im-
part movement to turn said lamp in a direction corre-
sponding with the deflectPd course of the vehicle and in-

operative to actuate said lamp through the movement of
said connecting rod In an opposite direction, and manu-
ally operable means for imparting movement to swing said
arm and turn said lamp toward the opposite side of said
vehicle.

6. In a headlamp control for motor vehlclea, the com-
bination with the cross connecting rod for turning the
front wheels of the vehicle, of a pair of lamps spaced in

allnement transversely of wild vehicle and having verti-

cally journaled stems n-spectively on which said lamps
are supported to turn toward each other, means to retract
and limit the n-tnrn movement of said lamps respectively
to normal alinem>-nt. actuating rods pivotally connected
eccentrically to said stems respectively and extending to-

ward each other parallel with and adjacent said connect-
ing rod. and coupling members slidably and pivotally con-

necting said actuating rods Independently operable wltfc
said connecting rod for recelvins the movement thereof
alternately with the turning of the wheels In opposite di-

rections to turn said lamps correspondingly one toward
the other and In the direction of the course of the vehicle.

[Claim 6 not printerl In the Gazette.]

1,226,630. PUMP FOR MOTOR VEHICLES. CHBSTaa
A. Kearns and Patrick J. Hartigan, Paynesvllle,
Minn. Filed Sept. 6, 1916. Serial No. 11S.692. (01.
108—65.)

1. A pump mechanism adapted to be driven by one of
the driving wheels of a motor vehicle, said pumping mech-
anism comprising a stand embodying supporting means
for the rear axle housing of a motor vehicle, a pump-

supporting bed. supporting means forming a part of the
stand for said pump-supporting bed. a pump mechanism
mounted on said bed and embodylnjr a pump operating
crank shaft, and a socket head adapted to l)e Interposed
between said crank shaft and the adjacent driving wheel
of the motor vehicle.

2. A pump mechanism adapted to he driven by one of
the driving wheels of a motor vehicle, said pumping mech-
anism comprising a stand embodying supporting means
for the rear axle housing of a motor vehicle, a pump sup-
porting bed, supporting means forming a part of the stand
for aald pump-supporting bed, a pump mechanism mounted
on said bed and embodying a pump-operating cranjt shaft,
and a socket head adapted to be Interposed- between said
crank shaft and the adjacent driving wheel of the motor
vehicle, said socket head being detachable from said crank
shaft and vehicle wheel.

8. A pump mechanism adapted to be driven by one of
the driving wheels of a motor vehicle, said pumping mech-
anism comprising a stand emt>odylng supporting means for
the rear axle housing of a motor vehicle, a pump-support-
ing bed, supporting means forming a part of the stand for
said pump-supporting bed. a pump mechanism mounted on
said bed and emtwdylng a pump-operating crank shaft,
and a socket head adapted to be interposed between said
crank shaft and the adjacent driving wheel of the motor
vehicle, the supporting means for the driving axle housing
and the supporting means for the pump t>ed l>elng pivot-
ally connected to the base of the stand so as to fold into
substantially parallel relation thereto.

4. A pump mechanism adapted to be driven by one of
the driving wheels of a motor vehicle, said pumping mech-
anism comprising a stand embodying supporting means for
the rear axle housing of a motor vehicle, a pump-support-
ing bed. supporting means forming a part of the stand for
said pump supporting bed. a pump tn<>cbanl8m mounted on
said bed and embodying n pump op»>ratlng crank shaft,
and a socket head adapted to be Interposed l)etween said
crank shaft and the adjacent driving wheel of the motor
vehicle, the base of the stand comprising sections hinged
together, the supporting means for the driving axle hous-
ing being hinged to said base, and the pump bed support-
ing means being also hinged to said t)ase.

6. A pump mechanism adapted to be driven by one of
the driving wheels of a motor vehicle, said pumping mech-
anism comprising a stand embodying supporting means for
tke rear axle housing of a motor vehicle, a pump-support-
Ing bed, supporting means forming a part of the stand for
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said pump-supporting bed, a pump mechanism mounted on
said be<i and embodying a pump-operating crank sbaft, a
Boclcet head adapted to be interposed between said crank
shaft and the adjacent driving wheel of the motor vehicle,
the pump bed-supporting means being hinged to the base
of the stand, and a longitudinally extensible brace con-
necting said pump bed-supporting means to the base and
adapted to adjust the pump bed toward and away from
the adjacent driving wheel of the vehicle.

1.226.581. FOLDING BOX. John Falconbb K»bb»ll,
London, England, assignor of one-half to Uustave
George Gros, London. England. Filed Jan. 29. 1917.
Serial No. 145.273. (CI. 229—89.)

Of- ^-i

1. A holder or box comprising a body having a set of
Inturned tongues at each of its ends, each tongue compris-
ing a complemental end closing portion for the body and a
nest-forming portion beyond the end closing portion, the
complemental end closing portions of the tongues being
foldable Into a position perpendicular to the length of the
body whereby the complemental end closing portions of
each set of tongues cooperate to close the respective ends
of the body and the nest forming portions of the tongues
being foldable into diagonal positions within the body.

3. A holder or box comprising a body having a set of
tongues along each end thereof, the set of tongues at one
end of the body overlapping and cooperating directly with
those at the other end of the body to reUin the tongues
In position to form a nest like receptacle within the body.

[Claims 2, 4, and 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.532. RECEPTACLE CLOSURE. Charlis R. Kib-
BAX. Chicago. 111. Filed July 31. 191tJ. Serial No
112.399. (CI. 215—83.)

6. A closure for receptacles of the character described,
comprising a disk, a gasket for the recepUcle arranged to
lie adjacent the disk, a holder within which the disk and
gasket may be retained, and by which these elements may
be alined with the receptacle neck in proper sealing posi-
tion, the holder being in the form of a ring with one edc«
thereof inturned to form a retaining flange for the disk,
and with its other edge outwardly fiared to guide the
holder and the parts therewithin Into operative poflition.
and a cap arranged to fasten upon the receptacle neck,
there being a clearance between the cap and the receptacle
neck within which the outwardly flared etlge of the bolder
may freely lie. substantially as described.

[Claims 1 to 5 ami 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.533. CRANE. David Kendall, Alliance. Ohio, as-
signor to The Alliance Machine Company. Alliance.
Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Nov. 13, 1913.
Serial No. 8tH),757. (CI. 188—17.)

1. A gauntree crane having a motor mounted thereon, a
shaft driven by said motor, traveling nuts engaged by

said sbaft. substantially vertically movable track engage-
ment brake shoes connected to said nuts, and guiding
means for the brake shoes, subsUntially as described.

2. The combination with a guantree crane, of a motor
mounted thereon, a shaft geared to said motor, traveling
members engaged by said shaft, guiding means for said
members, and friction locking devices connected to the
traveling members and movable into and out of holding
engagement with the crane runway ; substantially aa
described.

3. A gauntree crane having a motor mounted thereon, a
sbaft geared to said motor, traveling nuts engaged by
said shaft, guides for the said nuts, depending bars con-
nected to the nuts, and brake shoes carried by the bars
and movable toward and away from the crane runway and
into and out of braking engagement therewith ; substan-
tially as described.

4. The combination with a gauntree crane having a
propelling motor, of a safety locking device carried by the
crane for locking It in stationary poisltlon on its runway,
means for automatically limiting the movement of the lock-
ing device in one direction and means controlled by said
device to automatically open the circuit of tha propelling
motor when the locking device la In operative position

;

substantially aa described.

1.226.534. ELECTRIC LOAD-DISTRIBUTER. Jman E.
Kino, Syracuse. N. Y.. assignor of one-half to W. C.
Pearce. Syracuse. N. Y. Filed Apr. 29, 1916. Serial
No. 94.499. (CL 171—^12.)

1. The combination of a main sonrce of supply, a gen-
erator operating in conjunction with said main source of
supply for supplying power to the system, a prime mover
for actuating said generator, a motor, devices operated
by the armature shaft of said motor for controlling the
power supply to the prime mover, and means responsive
to the power delivered by the main source of supply for
controlling the speed of the armature shaft of said
motor.

2. The combination of a main source of supply, a gen-
erator operating in conjunction with said main source of
supply for supplying power to the system, a prime mover
for actuating said generator, a motor, devices operated
by the armature shaft for controlling the power supplied
to the prime mover, devices for varying the resistance In

the field circuit of the motor, and means responsive to
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the power delivered by the main source of supply for
controlling said resistance varying means.

8. The combination of a main source of supply, a gen-
erator operating in conjunction with said main source of
supply for supplying power to the system, a prime mover
for actuating said generator, a motor, a load control
rotated by sMild motor, devices whereby the load control
operates upon the governor of the prime mover so that
the power delivered to the prime mover is varied accord-
ing to the speed of the armature shaft of the motor, and
means responsive to the power delivered by said main
source of supply for controlling the speed of the miuature
shaft of the motor.

4. The combination of a main source of supply, a gen-
erator operating in conjunction with said main source of
supply for supplying power to the system, a prime mover
for actuating said generator, a motor, a load control
rotated by said motor, devices whereby the load control
operates upon the governor of the prime mover so that
the power delivered to the prime mover Is varied accord-
ing to the speed of the armature shaft of the motor,
devices for varying the resistance in the fleFd circuit of
the motor, and means responsive to the power delivered
by said main source of supply for controlling said resist-

ance varying means.

1,226,685. WARE KILN. Abbaham B. Klat. Modesto,
Cal. Piled May 31, 1916. Serial No. 100.932. (CI.

25—188.)

1. In a kiln, a ware chamber having intercommunicat-
ing furnaces below the bottom thereof, the furnaces hav-
ing openings through the bottom of the chaml>er arranged
in successive series in staggered relation, and correspond-
ingly arranged series of staggered flues in the top of thf
kiln at a distance from the chamber bottom and the re-

pective series of openings disposed over the furnaces
below for feeding the latter with fuel, there being a dis-

tinct flue for each opening.

2. In a kiln, a ware chamber having a plurality of fur-
naces below and opening through the floor thereof, stacks
directly communicating with opposite sides of the cham-
ber above the floor of said chamber, and means in the
top of the chamber at a distance from the furnaces for
feeding the latter with fuel.

3. In a kiln, a ware chamber of continuous form having
intermediate interior division wall means and n surround-
ing side wall, a plurality of stacks disposed throughout
the full length of the chamber and having direct com-
munication with the latter through the said Intermediate
wall means and surrounding side wall above the bottom
of the chamber, and means located below the bottom of
the chamber and opening into the latter for beating the

Bald chamber.

4. In a kiln, a continuous ware chamber having inter-

mediate interior dividing wall means and an outer sur-
rounding side wall, a plurality of furnaces opening
through the bottom of the chamber in series throughout
the length of the said l)ottom, and a series of stacks ar-

ranged along the interior wall means and outer surround-
ing side wall and directly communicating with the cham-
t>er above the bottom.

5. In a kiln, a continuous ware chamber having an
outer surrounding wall, a plurality of furnaces opening
through the bottom thereof arranged in alternating series

throughout the area of the bottom and provided with air
ducts extending in alternation to the opposite portions of
the said surrounding wall, and means connected to said
ducts for supplying the furnaces with natural air or air
under pressure.

[Claims 6 to 28 not printed in the Oarette.)

1,226,536. MACHINE FOR CUTTING SHEET METAL.
John L. L. Krook, Proctor, Vt. Filed May 31, 1916.
Serial No. 100.833. (Ci. 164—47.)
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cotter, a pMt dcpeodlnc from the jokt and threaded at

its lower end, an upright guide for the post, a nut on

said thr(>ade<I end below the guide and having a hand-

wbeel. and a wedge bearing against the hand wheel, for

the purpose set forth.

5. In a machine for cutting sheet metal, the combina-

tion of a fixed cutter, a moTable cutter mountad to re-

ciprocate toward and from the flxe<l cutter, a driving shaft

having an annular groove whose bottom Is formetl with a

plurality of angular surfaces, an eccentric collar mounted

for rotary adjustment on said shaft, a set screw carried

by the collar for engagement with the groove and lt» tip

with any of said angular surfaces, whereby to vary the

position and throw of the collar, a strap actuated by said

collar, and a working connection between said strap and

the movable cutter for reciprocating the latter.

[Claimc 6 and 7 not prlnrtHl In the Gkisette.]

1,226.537. REFLECTING APPARATUS. J.\M«S ISABUBO

KcMAOCHi. Seattle. Wash. Filed May 1. 1916. Serial

No. 94.804. (CI. 88—67.)

^

1. A periscope for moving machines consisting of a

bent tnbe comprising a collecting arm, a projectihff arm,

and a reflector at the angle between said arms ; means for

supporting the tut>e with the mouth of its collecting arm
directed forward, and a glass across the mouth of the

projecting arm.

2. A periscope for moving machines consisting of a

bent tube comprising a collecting arm, a projecting arm,

and a reflector at the angle between said arms : means for

supporting the tube with the mouth of its collecting arm
directed forward, a glass across the mouth of the project-

ing arm. and a hinged closure for the front end of the col-

lecting arm to close the latter when out of use.

3. In a periscope for moving machines, the combination
with a bent tube comprising a collecting arm directed for-

ward, a projecting arm standing at an angle to the col-

lecting arm. a reflector within said angle, and a glass

across the mouth of the projecting arm ; of means on the

machines for supporting said tube and adjusting Its i>osl-

tlon. a display surface in line with the axis of said pro-

jecting arm, and an adjustable support for said surface.

1,226,538. THREADING ATTACHMENT FOE STOP-
MOTIONS. Walt«h Lark in, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to H. Brinton Company. Philadelphia, Pa., a Cor-

poration of Pennsylvania. Filed E)ec. 2. 1916. Serial

No. 134,619. (CI. 66—7.)
1. The combination of a stop motion having a relatively

elevated and Inaccessible thread holding member ; with a

mechanical device movably mounted on said stop motion

for carrying the thread from a lower position and de-

livering it to said memt>er.

2. The combination of a stop motion having a relatively

elevated sweep ; with a guide<l member movable to deliver

a thread to said sweep.

3. TiM combination of a stop motion including aa ele-

vated, relatively inaccessible thread receiving sweep ; a

raovably mounted arm ; aod a holder on said arm placed

to transfer thread carried thereby to the sweep when said

arm is moved In a predetermined path.

8. The combination of a stop motion Including a ver-

tically extending column and a 8w«»ep including a thread

receiving hook having an inclined portion ; with a member

movably supported on said colomn and having a thread

receiving structure formed to support a thread at two

separated points ; and means for actuating the member to

cause the thread carried thereby to engage the Inclined

portion of the thread receiving hook and move above the

same when said member is moved in one direction and

thereafter cause said thread to be retained by said hook

when the member is moved in the opposite direction.

la The combination with a stop motion Including a

vertically extending structure and a sweep normally in-

clined upwardly, of a carrier slldabiy mounted on said

structure ; a member for moving the carrier ; an arm on

the carrier ; and a hook for the arm having a substantially

U shaped thread supporting portion formed to receive

said sweep between its side members to caus*- a thread

carried thereby to be transferred to the sweep when the

carrier Is moved In a predetermined path upon the struc-

ture.

[Claims 4 to 7. 9, asd 11 to 13 not printed In the Ga-

tette.]

1,226,539. CLOTHES-TONGS. Leosard M. Imrsom and

Charlis J. CARLaoN, Tacoma. Wash. Piled Sept. 16,

1916. Serial No. 120.486. (CI. 68—6.)

A device of the character set forth comprising a single

length of wire t>elng bent intermediate its ends to form a

pair of relatively sjxaced eyes, a sleeve Journaled between

the eyes, the ends of said wire after forming the eyes be-

ing twisted about each other in spiral formation and di-

verge outwardly and parallel with each other to form a

substantially U-shaped form, and a nut upon the spiral

for rotating the fork.

1.226,540. CLASP. Nicholas M. Laclbtta, Philadel-

phia, Pa. Filed Aug. 8. 1916. Serial No. 118.827.

(CI. 24—85.)
In a clasp, the combination of ptvotally connected

spring actuated jaw meml)ers, one of said Jaw member*
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ktinc provided with an opening and havtnf a slot extend-

ing from a portion of the periphery thereof, coftperatlng

cars formed no said jaw members, a pin psssing through
SftenlngB formed Id aald ears sod nerving to plvotslly

oalte said Jaw members, s helical spring surrounding said

pin and -onflned between said ears, offset extremities pro-

truding from the colled portion of said spring, one of said

extremities l>eing further extended to provide an attach-
ing element, said element extending through the opening
in the said Jaw member and being located exteriorly of the

clasp and provided with a pointed extremity, the said

opening being of sufllrlent slie to permit play therein of

the said extended portion of the spring, which, Is normally
seated In the said slot and a keeper associated with said

pointed extremity.

1^26,041. DRAFT-EQUALIZER. Lbwis Lxavbr, Arm
strong, Iowa. Filed Nov. 26, 1918. Serial No. 63.592.

(01. 21—76.)

In a draft equaliser, the comMnatlon with an ordinary

Tehlde pole and tn-aces attached to and diverging from the

rear end of the pole, of a pair of vertically spaced strips

attached to said braces, a pulley rotatably mounted be

tween said strips, said strips provided with a plurality of

openings to permit the adjusting of the position of said

pulley with r»»spect to saM pole, a brace plvotally connect

ed to said pole and the uppermost of said strips directly

Rfeove saM pnlley, a link plvotally connected to said pole

forwardly of nald strips and extending outwardly and for

wardly from the pole, a doubletree connected to the onter

tfc "Bd of said link, a bar plvotally connected to said pole

rearwardly of said link and extending outwardly from the

pole opimsttely to tk« Hnk, aa eqnallslitg bar connected

to said bar, a brace connected to the nnd<T surface of

equalising bar and said pole, and a flexible member con

utcted to said doubletree, extendtnp about said pullev and
adjustably connected to said equalizing bar Intemiedi

Htely of its ends.

1.226,542. CHILLING MOLTKN M.\TEKIAL AM> OB
TAINING THE SOLID IN A SUBDIVIDED STATE.
JoBR W. LarrcH. Haddersfteld. Kogland. Filed Jan.

10. 1916. Ferial No. 71.290. (CI. 287—98.)
1. mai hlBe fur cfallllDg nKiltea Material and obtaia-

tng it In the solid rotate, comprising n positively drives pat

tprn ryhader revolvln^r oa its axis, a l>ttth of moUea mate
rial wherein the cylinder is partially Immersed, a seeoMl

positively driven cylinder rt-valvlng on its axis at the same
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peripheral Rpeed as. In oi^^slte direction to and In cloee

peripheral contact with the pattern cylinder, mrani> f«r

cooling the peripheral surface of the second cylinder, and
a scraper adapted to remove the solidified material from
the second cylinder.

2. A machine for chilling molten material and obtain
ing It In the solid state, comprising a positively driven
grooved cylinder revolving on its axis, a bath of molten
material wherein the cylinder is partially immersed, a
second positively driven cylinder revolving on its axis at
the same peripheral speed as. In opposite direction to and
in close peripheral contact with the grooved cylinder,
means for cooling the peripheral surface of the second
cylinder, and a scraper adapted to remove the solidified

material from the second cylinder.

8. A machine for chilling molten material and obtain-
ing it in the solid state, comprising a positively driven
cylinder revolving on Its axis, a bath of the molten mate-
rial wherein the cylinder Is partially Immersed, a second
positively driven cylinder revolving on its axis at the
same peripheral speed as. In opposite direction to and
with Its periphery In close contact with that of the first

cylinder, a jai ket to the said second cylinder, which jai ket

constitutes the said periphery, pa!>s&ges for the Inlet of
cooling fluid Into, and passaKes for the outlet of cooling
fluid from, the said Jacket so arranged relatively to each
other that the fluid must flow around the cylinder, means
for circulating cooling fluid through the said passages, and
a scraper adapted to remove the solidified material from
the said periphery.

1,226.548. ARTICLE SUPPORTING STAND. Prtxu Ln-
pak, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Aug. 13, 1916. SerUl No.
46,884. (01. 211—14.)

T

H-^

-L

An articU* supporting device of the clasn descrlbetl

formed from a single flat band of anetal bent lute reetan-

galar shape to form n frame, wires extending trail sver><eJy

of the frame, the ends of said band being given n quarter
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turn and extended upwardly In parallel abuttlnK relation

to provide a standard, securing means extending through
said standard, the upp'>r ends of those portions of the

band forming the standard diverging for a distance and
then converging to form a mirror supporting frame, thence

extending vertically In abutting relation, and a retaining

screw extending through said abutting portions and serv-

ing to draw the upper end portions of the mirror support-

ing frame together to clamp and hold the mirror in place,

one of said upper terminal ends being given a quarter

twist and provided with an aperture whereby the device

may be bong from a suitable support.

1,226,544. NECKTIE STRETCHER AND SUPPORTER.
M0BBI8 A. LooMis, Qaillon. Ala. Filed June 9, 1916.

Serial No. 102,722. {CI. 223—19.)

1. A necktie stretcher and supporter comprising a sup-

porting member having its ends bent rearwardly upon it-

self to prevent neckties from slipping therefrom, said mem-
ber having its upper edge rounded to support necktie*, a
rod secured to said member, a hook secured to said mem-
ber, a turn buckle threaded to said rod, a clamping mem-
ber for receiving the ends of the neckties, a rod secured

to the clamping member and to the turn buckle to opera-

tlvely connect the clamping member to the supporting
member whereby upon rotation of the turn buckle the

clamping member will be moved away from the support-

ing member to stretch the neckties.

2. A necktie stretcher and supporter comprislu); a sup
porting member, a turn buckle connected to said support

ing member, a clamping member being bent rearwardly
upon itself intermediate its ends forming a pair of rela-

tively spaced arms, means for securinx one of said arms
to the turn buckle, a rivet passed through the arms at

a point adjacent the bend of the clamping member, one of

said arms bent outwardly from the other of said arms
and provided with Its end forked, and clamping means
carried by the other arm to be received by the forked end
of the resilient arm to clamp the ends of oeckties between
said arms.

1,226.545. COMBINED REINFORCING - PLATE AND
KEY-LUG FOR BRAKE SHOES. William H. Mc-
Dosocou. New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del., a Corporation of Delaware.
Original application filed Apr. 26. 1916, Serial No.
93.362. Divided and this application filed Sept. 29,

1916. Serial No, 122,801. (CI. 188—82.)
1. A back plate for brake shoes bent up transversely to

form an integral key lug, said plate having outwardly
pressed portions adjacent the sides of said lug. to form
oeats on its inner surface, and a tie plate received in said

seats and spanning the throat of said lug. said tie plate

having a portion thereof extending into the throat of the
lug.

2. A back plate for brake shoes bent up transversely t«

form an Integral key lug. said plate having outwardly
pressed portions adjacent the sides of said lug. to form
seats on rts Inner surface, and a tie plate received in said

seats and spanning the throat of said lug, said tie plat*

having a central extension pressed outwardly from the
body thereof and extending Into the throat of said lug.

3. A back plate for brake shoes bent up transversely to
form an Integral key lug. a reinforcing plate extending
across the throat of said lug, said reinforcing plate having
a central extension pressed outwardly from the body
thereof and extending into the throat of said lug.

1,226,546. AUTOMATIC MOTOR CONTROLLER. Lawia
J. McDowiLL. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Wheeler
McDowell Elevator Company, New York, N. Y., a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Feb. 27, 1916. Serial No.
10.906. (CI. 172—288.)

1. In an automatic controller for electric motors, tb«
combination of a resistance ; contacts connecting with the
resistance at various points : a receiving cup for a con-
ducting liquid in whose walls said contacts are fixed at
intervals ; a supply chamber for the conducting liquid

connected with the receiving cup ; means for causing the
conducting liquid to flow from the supply chamber Into
the receiving cup to -"onnect said contacts in turn and
thereby cut out more or less of the resistance ; and an
automatic check valve near the bottom of the receiving
cup to check the Inflow of the conducting liquid while
permitting free outflow thereof.

2. In an automatic controller for electric motors, the
combination of a resistance ; contacts connecting with
the resistance at various points ; a receiving cup for a
conducting liquid In whose walls said contacts are
fixed at Intervals ; a supply chamber for the conduct-
ing liquid connected with the receiving cup ; a solenoid
for causing the conducting liquid to flow from the supply
chamber into the receiving cup to connect said contacts
in turn and thereby cut out more or less of the resistance;
and an automatic check valve near the bottom of the re-

ceiving cup to check the inflow of the conducting liquid,

while permitting free outflow thereof.

3. In an automatic controller for electric motors, the
combination of a resistance ; contacts connecting with the
resistance at various points ; a receiving cup for a con-

ducting liquid In whose walls said contacts are fixed at

intervals : a supply chamber for the conducting liquid

connected with the receiving cup : means for causing the
conducting liquid to fiow from the supply chamber into

the receiving cup to connect said contacts In turn and
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thereby cut out more or less of the resistance, a restricted

passage being formed near the bottom of the receiving

cup ; an automatic check valve cooperating with said re-

stricted passage and arranged to be moved to its seat by

the Inflow of bald liquid and to be moved from its seat

by the outflow thereof ; and means to regulate the seating

of the valve.

4. In an automatic controller for electric motors, the

combination of a resistance ; contacts connecting with the

resistance at various points ; a receiving cup for a con-

ducting liquid In whose walls said contacts are fixed at

Intervals ; a supply chamber for the conducting liquid

connected with the receiving cup ; means for causing the

conducting liquid to flow from the supply chamber into

the receiving cup to connect said contacts in turn and
thereby cut out more or less of the resistance, said means
comprising a solenoid having Its coll surrounding the sup-

ply chamber and its core floating in the conducting liquid

In said supply chamber : and an automatic check valve

near the bottom of the receiving cup to check the Inflow

of the conducting liquid while permitting free outflow

thereof.

1.226,547. ROOFING. John Simbon McGbbk, Palmers-
Tllle, Tenn., assignor of one-half to Albert H. Braun,
Palmersville, Tenn. Filed May 12, 1916. Serial No.
97.167. (CI. 106—24.)

1. A roofing composition comprising sand, cement, plas-

ter of Paris, saltpeter, alum, sugar and sulfur.

2. A roofing composition, comprising sand, cement,

plaster of Paris, saltpeter, alum, sugar and sulfur in sub-

stantially the parts of one hundred pounds of sand, one

hundred pounds of cement, one pound each of plaster of

Paris, sugar and sulfur, one ounce of saltpeter, one-half

ounce of alum, coloring matter and water.

8. A roofing compound consisting of sand, cement,

plaster of Paris, red oxld of Iron, and yellow ocher mixed

dry in substantially the proportions described, a solution

of saltpeter, alum, sugar and sulfur substantially in the

proportions described, and water in sufllclent quantity to

make the composition of the consistency of trowel mortar.

4. A compound comprising cement, saltpeter, alum,

sugar, sulfur and water, In substantially the proportions

described.

1.226.648, DOOR - HANGER. Robbht C. McIntobh,

PUlnfleld. N. J. Filed July 22, 1915. Serial No. 41.318.

(Cl. 16—167.)
1. The combination with a sliding door, hanger casing

atUched at the top thereof, of two operating levers

pivotally connected to said door, of a handgrip at one

end and rocker cam at other end of each of said oper-

ating leven, of a rertlcal connecting sliding bar. of

two roller pins attached to said bar and , operating

within said rocker cams, of a bell crank pivoted at one

end to laid bar and carrying at other end the journal

for one supporting roller, of a track, of one supporting

roller adapted to travel thereon, of a pair of lugs rigidly

fixed to said hanger casing; said lugs actuated by the

lifting of said door to clear said track and by the lowering

of said door to engage the top surface of said track, there-

by permitting and preventing horizontal motion of the

door ; manually operated means for independently actu-

ating said supporting roller from either the loading plat-

form level or the track level whereby said supporting

«Xs--^L
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piToted at a stationary point at one end and at the
other end to satd fulcruin rod intermediate the ends of the
Utter.

8. A T«lve gear. comprlBlng In combination a recipro-
cating rod, a reach rod. a fulcrum rod pirotally secured
adjacent one end to aaid reciprocating rod and adjacent
the other end thereof to said reach rod. a rock lever
pivoted at a gtatlonary point at one end and at the other
end to said fulcrum rod Intermediate tlie enda of the
latter, a valve rod, and means securing said valve rod to
said reciprocating rod.

1.226,660. ILLUMINATED SIGN. Charlm A. Mc-
Nbal. Colnmbus, Ohio. Piled Feb. 4, 1916. Serial
No. 76,122. (CL 40—183.)

In an illuminated sign, a face plate, a lamp, reflectors

set in the ootline of a letter or design and unequally dis-

tant from in rear of and grouped around ^ald lamp, said

reflectors having different inclinations with respect to

aald face plate toward and facing the lamp, the inclina-

tions varying according to the distance of the reflector

from the lamp and being decreased In those reflertors that

are nearer the lamp to reflect the rays of IlKht incident

to corresponding portions of all of the reflectors out-

wardly in parallel lines.

1.226,651. GAME APPARATUS. Alla.v R. BCacPhbb-
8ON, Tacoma, Wash. Piled Dec. 22, 1916. Serial No.

138,482. (CI. 46—59.)

CX7

^^

aZ

1. A game of the character described embodying a pair
of Identically constructed game pieces adapted to be dis-

posed In spaced confronting relation, and each t>eing In-

dicative of a trench, a plurality of toy men Individually

pivoted behind said trench with their heads projecting
above the latter, and a cannon mounted upon oach trench
and capable of borixontal swinging movement for the

purpose speclfled.

2. A game of the character dnerlbed embodylntt a
pair of Identlcany constmrted game pieces adapted to
be disposed In spaced ronfrontlng relation, t»ach of said

pieces embodying a substantially L-sbaped body portion

Imtlttitlve of a trp»ch, a plurality of toy laea todlvi^lually

pivoted behind the vertical branch o4 said body portW>n
«-nh tb^ir hMids pro>r'flng at)ove the latter, ami a eaa-
Bon notiBted npon each trench and capabl«> of tmrltsoBtal

•wlaging novrment fwr the porpoae specMed.

3. A device of the •haractpr described t^mfto^tylair a
substantially L shaped raember Indicative of a treneb, a
phiraltty of trrf me» IndlvKtually pivoted behlml the ver-

tical branch of said body portion with their heads T^ro-

i^fttmt above the latter, a cannon moanted for hor>v<»»taI

wwtngteir m«T<*roent, and means for (fetachably svpfwrtlsf;

the tannon upon the base of the trench.

1.22«.SS2. COFFEK-PEKCOLATOR. Edwabo Manoibch
and ANTHONY Rbt, New York, N. Y. Filed Sept 3,

Serial Xo. 48,823. (CI. 53—8.)1915.

1. A coffee percolator a<lapted to he used In conjunc-
tion with a cup and saucer comprising a holder adapteti
to be positioned upon the saucer, clips carried by the holder
for engaging the edge portion of the saucer, tongues pri>-
vlded upon the holder, said tongues adapted to snugly
receive the cup and bear against the sides of the same, a
ring adapted to fit over the cup, means carried by the
holder for engaging the ring and a perforated recepUcle
<lctachably mounted upon the ring.

2. A percolator adapted to be ated In conjunction with
a cup and saucer comprising a holder adapted to be po^l-
tloBcd upon the saucer, clips carried l>y the holder an<l
engageable with the edge of the saucer, aaid holder hav-
ing tongues adapted to snugly receive the cup. a ring
adapted to rest upon the eilges of the cop. spring arms
carried by the holder, bars pivoted to the arms and pro-
vided with grooves engageable with the ring and a per-
forated receptacle detachably mounted on the ring.

3. .\ pereolator comprising a ring, a receptacle de-
tachably fitting In the ring, said receptacle being provided
with op*'nings located at Its bottom, a shaft turnably
mounted In the receptacle, a spring engaging the shaft
and the recepUcle for restraining the shaft against longi-
tudinal movement with relation to the receptacle, a per-
forated plate carried by the shaft and provided at Its
underside with lugs, said lugs having one side disposed
approximately at a right angle to the plane of the plate
and their other sides disposetl at acute angles with the
plane of the said plate, said Ings adapted to enter the
openings in the t>ottom of the receptacle.

4. A percolator comprising a ring, a recepUcle de-
Uchably fitting In the ring and provided with openings
located at the bottom thereof, a abaft turnably mounted
In the receptacle, a spring member engaging the shaft
and the receptacle, a perforated plate rsrrlpd by the shaft
and provided with lugs at Its lower side adapted to enter
the openings In the bottom of the receptacle, said recep-
table having at Its bottom, depressions adapted at tlm^s
to receive the lower ends of the said lugs, a diaphragm
plate movably mounted upon the shaft, a cover for the
receptacle and means turnably mounted on the cover for
turning the shaft.

5. A percolator comprtwfnc a rlnr, a receptarle de-
Uchably fltttng therein and provided with oponlngs lo-

cated at the bottom thereof, a shaft turnably mounted In
the recepUcle. a spring member engaging the shaft and
the receptacle, and a perforated plate carried by the shaft
and provlde<l at Its lower side with Ings adapted to enter
the openiBKs at the bottom of the recepUcle, a perforatet!
diaphragm plate slldably mounted upon the shaft, a cover
for the receptacle, a socket member turnably mounted In
the cover, said socket member ailapted to receive the
upper end of the shaft whereby the said shaft may be
turned by turning the socket member.

1,228.853. BOX-CAR-LOADinWJ APPARATUS. Oioww
IfainanBa. Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Oct. 21, 1914. Serial
N>. 8«»7.792. (O. 193—39.)

1. The coablnatlon w«» a chute o# a» extension
revolubly supported therefrom by a bolt at one end, a
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curved track fixed to a suitable support, and means fixed

to said extension and adapted to travel on aald track
to prevent the other end of the extension from beiag dis-

placed to any material extent either up or down.

2. The combination with a chute of an extension revo-

lubly supported therefrom by a bolt at one end, a curved
track fixed to a suitable support, means fixed to said ex-

tension and adapted to engage with said track to prevent
the other end of the said extension from being displaced

to any material extent either up or down, track members
aecured to said extension, and a counterbalanced exten-

sion adapted to be moved back and forth on said track

members.

1,226,654. FOLDING STOOL. Ferdinand Manti, Oak-
Und, Cal. Filed June 6. 1916. Serial No. 102,000.

(CI. 166—32.)

A folding stool comprising a tubular t>ody, a disk slld-

ably mounted In one end portion of the body and formed
with an Inwardly extending flange and an outwardly
extending flange l>earlng against the Inner surface of

the boily. said inwardly and outwardly extending flanges

each being formed with radial slots spaced apart equal

distances and said outwardly extending flange being
formed with a wire receiving groove Intersecting said

slots, a wire In said groove, seat carrying arms hav-

ing the Inner ends thereof disposed In said slots respec-

tively and pivotally connected to said wire, and capable of

movement to open position when the disk is at the outer

end of the body, a second disk slldably niounte<l In the

other end portion of the body, and legs pivotally con-

nected to the last mentioned disk and capable of movement
to open position when the last mentioned disk is moved
to the outer end of the body.

1.226.565. TUBE MILL. Fbank E. Marct, Salt Lake
City, ruh. Piled Jan. 18. 1917. Serial No. 143,077.
(a. 83—9.)
1. In combination with a drum rotaUble about a fixed

axis and provided with a head having a central opening
for the passage of the material, a series of radial blades
or lifters disposed on the Inner surface of said head
aronnd said opening, a grate, and a one-piece ring en-

compassing and baring means for holding the grate and
operating to piaintain the same in proximity to the lifters.

3. In combination with the peripheral walls of a tube

mill provii'ed with auiuble lugs extending toward the
axis of the j.Ul, a flanged one-piece ffrate-bolding ring
provided with iierlpheral recesses for engaging said lugs,
thereby i>reventing rotary displacement of the ring.

P.- J

4. In a mill of the character described, a suitable ring,
a ledge or flange formed thereon, a series of grate-bars
deposited on the flange, and means on the ring for driving
the bars Into firm frictlonal engagement with one another
whereby the ring and bars may be bandied as a unit.

6. In a mill of the character described, a grate com-
prising a series of bars, spacing lugs on the bars for maln-
Ulnlng the bars fixed dlsUncos apart, a one-piece sup-
porting member provided with means for frlctlonally hold-
ing the bars together, said member being insertible Into
the shell of the mill, and means on the shell for locking
the member to the shell.

6. In a mill of the character described, a shell section
provided with a head, radial lifters disposed on the inner
face of the head, a ledge leading from the Inner walls of
the shell and forming the outer boundary of the lifter*,

a ring mounted In the shell-section in proximity to the
lifters, means for locking the ring to the shell, and a grate
carried by the ring and engaging the lifters and ledga
aforesaid.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gaaette.!

1,226,556. MATRIX MOLDING DEVICE. Andrbw E.
Mask WILL. Fort Wort|i, Tex., assignor to A. D. Evans,
Port Worth. Tex. Piled Aug. 14, 1916. Serial No.
114,745. (CI. 199—66.)

Z?' ffi

1. A matrix molding block having a groove therein, a
slug-Burface forming slide mounted therein having an
angular cut-out and a stepped surface and having an an-
gular groove in said stepped surface, spacing members
mounted In said angular cut-out and having shank por-
tions resting on the stepped portion of said slide, a bar
for alining and locking said spacing members, and formers
interposed between said spacing members and having
shank portions resting on said stepped portion and having
hole-forming tips projecting down In said groove.

5. Matrix molding devices comprising a block having a
longitudinal groove therein, a slug-surface forming slide
mounted in said groove and provided with an angular
cut-out and an angular surface forming groove therein,
spacing members having body portions mounted in said
angular cut-out and shank portions extending to aald
groove and having alined perforations In said body por-
tions, a rod running through said body portions, and
formers pivoUlly mounted on said rod at selective Inter-
vals between said spacing members and having shank
portions extending to said groove and hole-forming tips on
said shank portions extending down into said groove.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,226,657. MATRIX MOLIUNO DEVICE. Andbbw K.
Maukwell, Fort Worth, Tex., aaalgnor to A. D. Evans,
Fort Worth, Tei. Filed Jan. 27, 1917. Serial No.

144,969. (CI. 199—66.)

1. In a matrix provided with a cut-out and a cavity In

said cut-out, a former mounted in said cut-out and having
a pivotal connection projecting down in said cavity and
having its upper surface flush with the upper surface of

said matrix and co-extensive in width therewith, means
for holding said former yieldin^l.v in place, and a former
tip on said former having under cut beveled edges form-
ing angular spaces to receive material for forming pro-

jections.

2. Tta« combination with a matrix having a portion of
the upper surface cut away and having a cavity formed
therein, of a former mounted In the cut-out in said ma-
trix and having its upper surface flush with the upper
surface of said matrix, a bearing member integral with
said former and projecting down into said cavity, a pivot

bolt connecting said bearing member to said matrix, a

former tip on said former having under cut edges form-
ing angular spaces with said matrix to receive material
for forming projections on sluffs. and a spring for holding
said former yieldingly in plare and for restoring the

former to working position.

3. The combination with a matrix having a portion of
upper snrf.Tce cut away for a former and having a cavity
formed therein, of a former mounted In swld matrix and
having its upper surface flush with the upper surface of
said matrix nuu co-exteusive in width therewith, a bear-
ing member integral with said former and projecting down
Into said cavity, a pivot bolt connecting said former to

said matrix, a spring In said cavity for holding said

former yieldingly in position and for restoring said former
to working position, and a former tip on said former hav-
ing under-cut beveled edges forminK angular spaces with
said matrix to receive material to form projections, said

matrix having portions thereof cut away to form recesses

for receiving material to form brac»>8 iBtesnl with the
pro^ctloxM.

1,226,558. BLBCTBIC-LAMP HOLDER. Victohino
Mahti.nib, Habana, Cuba. Filed Apr. 16, 1»;J6. Serial

No. 91,469. (Cl. 173—358.)

1. In combination with an electric lamp socket, a block

of insulating material arranKed therein, said block being
provided with a central passage and with longitudinal

recesses at its periphery, contact plates mounted in said

peripheral recesses, a fusible wire interconnecting said

contact plates, and a contact pin arranged within said
central passage.

3. In combination with an electric lamp socket, a cylin-

drical block of insulating material arranged therein, said
block being provided with a central bore and with longi-
tudinal recesses at ita periphery at diametrically opposite
points interconnected by a helical peripheral groove, con-
tact plates mounted in said longitudinal recesses, a fusible
wire arranged in said helical groove and Interconnecting
said contact plates, and a pin slotted at its upper ex-
tremity extending through said central bore, one of said
contact plates being extended and bent to form a spring
adapted to contact with the lamp l)ase.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,226,559. CHANQE-QBAR MECHANISM. John C.
Mason, Salisbury. N. C. Filed Oct. 80, 1916. Serial
No. 68,884. (Cl. 74—7.)

1. In a change gear mechanism, the combination with a

frame bavinR alined t>earing8 in its opposite ends, and a

driven gear having one side against one end of the frame
and a flange at ita other side ; of a plug rotatably mounted
in that t>eartng of the frame which is adjacent said gear

and itself having an eccentric bearing and a head, a power
shaft passing through the other bearing In tbe frame,

reduced and threaded, and having a still further reduced

smooth tip Journaled In the eccentric bearing in aald

plug, and a power gear having a threaded bore of a slxe

to pass over said tip and engage the threadeil portion of

said shaft, the gear standing between the inner face of

the plug and the flange on said driven gear, for the pur-

pose set forth.

2. In a change gear mechanism, the combination with a

fimme having bearings In Ita opposite ends, and a driven

gear mounted in said frame ; of a plug rotatably mounted
In that t>earlng which Is adjacent the driven gear and
itself having an eccentric bearing, a shaft passing through

the other bearing in the frame and having ita tip reduced

and Journaled in the eccentric bearing in the plug, a

power gear having a bore of a slse to pass over said tip

and engage the shaft adjacent thereto, and means for

holding It removably In place thereon, for the purpose
set forth.

1,226,560. FIGURE POLTCTCLE. Taichi«o Maiuda,
MarysvUIe. Cal. Filed Mar. 2, 1917. SerUl No.
152.065. (Cl. 208—42.)

1. In a figure polycycle, the combination with a run-

ning gear including a frame carrying driving wheels and
steering wheels, the driving mechanism, and the steering

mechanism ; of t\n animal figure having four legs, each
made In two parts swlvelly connecte*l with each other
above the knee Joint, and bracketa connecting the hoofs
with ti.- fraipe oi the running gear, as described.

2. In a >l;;iire toy, the combination with a running gear
Including a Irame mounted on wheels ; of a quadruped
animal figure, and four brackets, each having an upright
ear at its lower end, a horizontal ear at its upper end
and an upright ear up-tandlng from one edge of said

horizontal ear and all ears provided with slota, those in
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the lowermost ear for the reception of means adjustably

attaching It to the frame and those In the other ears for

tb« reception of means adjustably attaching them to the

hoofs of said figure.

[Claims 3 and 4 not prlnte<i In the Gacette.]

1^26,661. ROLLER FOR SLIDING DRAWERS. Lbandbr
M. Matnb, Columbia, 8. C. Filed May 16. 1916. Serial

No. 97,827. (Cl. 46—77.)

t£
J£*

r—rT:

In a device of the character described, an attaching
plate having an elongated opening therethrough, and hav-

ing two inturned flanges, one <>f tiaid flangex being pro-

vided with rack teeth, a sliding plate mounted upon the

first plate t>etween the flanges thereof, a roller carried by
the sliding plate, a rotatable ahank carried by the sliding

plate and projecting through the elongated slot of the

attaching plate, and a gear faat to said shank and engag-

ing the rack teeth, whereby the rotation of the shank lui

parts sliding movement to the sliding plate.

1,226,662. GRITS SEPARATOR. Forbbt E. Millbr,
Newberry, 8. C. Filed Dec. 14, 1915. Serial No. 66,796.

ICI. 180—18.)

1. In a grits separator, a trunk having a longitudinal

vertical partition whereby compartments are formed lying

adjacent to each other with their bottom portions in the

same plane, each compartment having an Inlet In Its top
portion and an outlet in its bottom portion, the outlets
being in vertical registry with the inlets and each inlet

having a funnel, a shaking shoe having a bran sieve over-

hanging the wind trunk to discharge material In the path
of the air current issuing therefrom, and sieves In the
shaking shoe having deflectors to discharge material from
the separate Mieves to separate inlet funnels.

2. In a grits separator, a trunk having a longitudinal
vertical partition whereby compartments are formed lying

adjat-ent to each other with their bottom portions in the
same plane, each compartment having an inlet in its top
portion and an outlet in Its bottom portion, the outlets

being In vertical registry with the inlets and each inlet

having a funnel, a shaking shoe having a bran sieve over-

hanging the wind trunk to discharge material In the path
of the air current issuing therefiom, and sieves in the

shaking shoe having deflectors to discharge material from
the separate sieves to separate inlet funnels, said shaking
shoo being provided with a meal outlet in the bottom in

termediate the ends thereof.

3. In a grits separator, a wind trunk having a longi-

tudinal vertical partition producing separate compart-
ments, a shaking shoe having a bran sieve overhanging the

discharge end of the wind trunk, sieves in the shaking

shoe for the production of products of several grades, and
means for conducting said products through the wind
trunk In the path of the wind currents issuing through
the compartments thereof.

4. In a device of the class described, a wind trunk hav-

ing a longitudinal vertical partition producing separate
compartments, a shaking shoe having a bran sieve over-

hanging the discharge end of the trunk, sieves In the shiik

Ing shoe for the production of several grades, hoppers for

conducting said products through the wind trunk in the

path of the air currents Issuing through the compartments
thereof, and lips extending from said hoppers witblu the

compartment of the wind trunk.

1,226,563. VaLvE FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES. IIbuua.n

F. MiLLBB, Rushville, Nebr. Filed May S, 1916. Si-rial

No. 96,170. (Cl. 162—12.)

The combination with a multi-chambered pneumatic tire

tut>e, of a valve comprising a valve stem having an upper
reduced end to provide an annular shoulder, said stem
formed centrally with a bore extending downwardly to a
point adjacent the bottom thereof, said valve stem being
further provided with bores in its opposite sides, one of

said bores extending from the annular shoulder entirely

through said stem and the other bore extending down-
wardly from the annular shoulder to a point adjacent the
lower end of the valve stem, said valve stem being fur-

ther formed with laterally extending ports, one of said

ports connecting one of the side bores with the central

bore, and the other port connecting the central bore, and
the other side bore with the exterior of said stem, and a
longitudinally movable valve rod disposed in each of said

side bores and provided with a laterally extending and
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accurately ctirvf'd haadle. whereby said laterally exteod-
porta may be opened or closed at will, lald handle adapt-
ed to Dormaljy re«t on the valre stem ahoulder and snucly
fit around naid upper rednccd end.

1,220.564. SHINGLE. Thoma« Db.nto.s- Millm, Catonih
vllle, Md. Filed Nor. 18, 1»16. Serial No. 62.111.

(CI. 10»—17.)

re
J

II

1. A roof consisting of a series 01 horizontal rows of

overlapping shingles, each shingle having a relatively

wide, flat, central portion, and a pair of straight longi-

tudinal ribs arranged one on each side and extending
throughout the length thereof, the ribs of each shlngie of

an upper row overlapping those of two adjacent shingles

of the next lower row, and each shingle of a lower row
having one transverse ridge across the said central por-
tion against which ridge the lower end of the shingle in

the upper row second above it engages, and another trans-

verse ridge In alinement with the lower edges of the two
overlapping shingles of the next upper row Immediately
above it.

2. A roof consisting of a series of horisontai rows of
overlapping shingles, the shingles of each row being spaced
relatively far apart, and each shingle overlapping the
sides of two adjacent shingles of the next lower row, and
the upper end of the shingle immediately below it, each
shingle having a transverse ridge and the lower edges of

the shingles in one row being alined with the ridges of

the shingles in the next lower row, whereby the appear-
ance of continuous horizontal lines between the rows of

shingles is produced.

3. A roof consisting of a series of horizontal rows of

overlapping shingles, each shlnele having a pair of longi-

tudinal ribs extending throughout the length thereof, and
arranged one on each side, said ribs being spaced from the
side edges of the shingle to form lateral nailing flanges,

each shingle of an upper row partially overlapping the
said ribs and flanges of two adjacent shingles of the next
lower row, and each shingle having two spaced transverse

ridges extending across the same, the shingles t>eing laid

so that the lowermost ridge of each shingle In one row is

In substantial alinement with the lower edges of the two
overlapping shingles of the next upper row, each of said

shingles being secured by two nails driven through said

flanges at points between said ridges, said nails also pass-

ing through the two adjacent shingles of the next lower
row above the upper transverse ridge of such shingles,

whereby every nail head is covered by an overlapping
shingle, and a transverse ridge extends between the two
nails passing through each side of every shingle.

1,226.566. AMUSEMENT DEVICE. Chabub L. Mooa»,
Dallas, Tex. Filed Jane 24, 1916. Serial No. 106.668.
(CI. 265—22.)
1. An amusement device comprising a support, a shaft

rotatably mounted thereon, a cable having one end con-
nected with the shaft to be wound thereabout, a weight
suspended from the opposite end of the cable, means for

rotating the shaft to wind the cable thereon, guides for

the cable, a friction clamp for engaging the cable to regu-
late the descent of the welstht, and including a fixed mem-
ber, a turn buckle plvotally mounted on said support, and
a clamping member plvotally associated with said buckle

and cooperating with said fixeil memt>er to regulate th«
fall of said w«lgtat.

LI

2. An amusement device comprising an elongated vertl-

cally disposed housing, laterally disposed extensions pro-
jecting from the opposite sides of the housing, a shaft
positioned within each of said extensions and mounted for
rotation, a right angularly disposed arm carried by the
outer end of each shaft, a ball on each end of the shaft.

a bat removably supported on said extension with which
the ball on one end of the arm Is adapted to l>e struck for
rotating said shaft, a cable having one end fixed to the
shaft, a weight suspended from the opposite end of the
cable and movable within the housing, said weight being
adjusted when the cable la wound about the shaft as the
latter la rotated, an indicator carried by the weight and
disposed exteriorly of the housing and operating in a ver-
tical slot therein, and indicia arranged upon the front
wall of the bousing with which said indicator cooperates
for determining the rise and fall of said weight.

3. An amusement device of the character described
comprising a housing, a bearing arranged therein, a pair
of axlally alined shafts Joumaled in said housing, trans-
versely thereof, the adjacent extremities of said shaft*
being mounted in said bearing, whereby said shafts are
arranged for Independent rotation, a cable for each ©f
said shafts, said cable having one end wrapped about Its

respective shaft, a weight suspended from the opposite
end of the cable, an arm secured to the outer extremity of
each shaft, and adapted to be struck manually to rotate
the shaft to wind the cable thereabout and elevate said
weight

1,226.666. FIRE.\KM. Robsht A. MooRi, .New York,
N. Y., assignor to The Moore Rifle and Arms Company.
Inc., Ntw York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 1, 1916. Serial No.
76,661. (O. 42—18.)

1. In a firearm, breech mechanism comprising In combi-
nation, a receiver, a breech bolt operating therein, a firing

pin and Its operating means carried by said bolt, trigger
controlled catch mechanism for said pin. an operating and
locking lever for said bolt, and means Intermediate the
lever and the firing pin cooperative to hold the lever In a
position maintaining the bolt in closed position with the
firing pin operative, a second position In which the firing

pin Is held Inoperative, and a third position in which tb*
lever Is locked against direct return to normal.
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2. In a firearm, breech mechanism comprising In com-

Mnatlon, a receiver, a breech bolt operating therein, a

firing pin and Its operating means carried by said bolt,

trigger controlled catch mechanism for said pin. an oper-

ating and locking lever for said bolt, and means Interme-

diate the lever and the firing pin cooperative to hold the

lever In a position maintaining the bolt in closed position

with the firing pin operative, and a second position In

which the firing pin is held Inoperative, and to lock the

lever Vrhereby to compel cocking movement of the firing

pin previous to return of the lever to normal.

3. In a firearm, breech mechanism comprising In com-

bination, a receiver, a breech bolt operating therein, a

firing pin and Its operating means carried by said bolt, a

handle member on the firing pin, a locking sleeve on the

bolt provided with an operating lever, trigger mechanism,

a trigger catch on said handle member, an Interlocking

means Intermediate the handle member and sleeve for

holding the sleeve and lever against unauthorized move-

ment at normal position with the breech closed, and also

In a position rendering the firing pin inoperative and to

lock the sleeve and lever so as to compel cocking move-

ment of the firing pin prior to return of the sleeve to

normal.
4. In breech mechanism for firearms, the combination

with a sliding breech-bolt, of means for variably limiting

the movement of the said bolt comprising spaced stops

having portions adapted to coact with the bolt, actuating

members cooperative with said stops to shift the same
for said coactlon. and coactlng means between said actu-

ating members for maintaining them In predetermined

relation.

5 In breech mechanism for firearms, the combination

with a sliding breech-t>olt. of means for variably limiting

the movement of the said bolt comprising rotative stops

having portions adapted to coact with the bolt to variably

limit its movement, a thumb-piece for actuating each

stop, ami means lnterme<llate the thumb-pieces to hold

the stops against unauthorized movement.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the C;asette.1

f

1,226,667. STOVE ATTACHMENT. LucT Moboan,
Peck, Kans. Piled Apr. 5, 1916. Serial No. 89,208.

(Cl. 126—214.)

A guard member for attachment directly to a stove

globe provided with a top opening comprising an inverted

aaucer-shaped deflector having a heat opening centrally

thereof, the edge of said opening being formed with an
approximately vertical downwardly extending flange with

a sUtted portion therein bent outwardly and then In

wardly to form a resilient retaining memt>er for engage-

ment with the edges of the globe opening.

1.226,56«. STEERING - GEAR. Walt«b A. Mobkibt,
Thompson Palls. Mont. Filed Sept. 19, 1916. Serial

No. 120,999. (Cl. 21—196.)
1. The combination with the steering wheels of a ve-

hicle, of a tubular axle for said wheels, steering knuckles

plvotally connected to the end portions of said tubular

axle, pivot pins having a fixed relation to said knuckles

and passing thronrh said tubular axl* "ector gears loose

on said pivot pins, a pinion shaft within said tubular axis

having pinions nicsblug with said aector gears, and yield-

able cushioning means between said sector gears and
pivot pins.

2. The combination with the steering wheels of a ve-

hicle, of steering knuckles on which said wheels are

mounted, a tubular axle having expanded end portions

forming gear housings, pivot pins connecting said steering

knuckles with said houslngb and passing through the Ut-

ter, sector gears Journaled on said pins, a pinion shaft

arranged within said axle and having pinions fast thereon

and engaging said sector gears, buffer arms fast on said

pivot pins and having a fixed relation to the steering

knuckles, and yleldable means interposed between each of

said buffer arms and the adjacent sector gear.

8. The combination with the steering wheels of a ve-

hicle, of steering knuckles on which said wheels are

mounts, a tul>ular axle having expanded end portions

forming gear housings, pivot pins connecting said steer-

ing knuckles with said housings and passing through the

latter, sector gears Journaled on said pins, a pinion shaft

arranged within said axle and having pinions fast thereon

and engaging said sector gears, buffer arms fast on said

pivot pins and having a fixed relation to the steering

knuckles, yleldable means interposed between each of said

buffer arms and the adjacent sector gear, and means for

adjusting the tension of said yleldable means.

1.226,669. WINDOW SASH HOLDER. Josbph W. Mob-

bis, West Frankfort, 111. FUed June 8, 1916. SerUl

No. 102.473. (Cl. 16—62.)

A window latch including, top and twttora sashes, and
a window frame, of a base plate carried bv the meeting

rail of the bottom sash, a manipulating plate longitudinally

slldably mounted on said base plate, a bolt member slld-

ably mounted transversely on said plate, a laterally ex-

tending inturned portion provided on the end of said bolt,

said window frame having recesses formed therein, hook
memt>ers TDOunte<1 In said recesses adapted to l)e engaged

by Bald laterally lnturne<l portion locking the window
sashes relative to the window frame, and means associated

with said sashes locking the same relative each other and
the window frame.
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1^26.570. BURNER FOR 8TEAM BOILERS AND SU-
PERHEATERS. Adodbt E. MiBLLER. Chicago, 111., as-
signor of one-third to Thomas J. Hniby and one-third
to John (). Hruliy. Jr., Chicago. 111. Filed June 9.

1916. Serial No. 102.627. (CI. 158—28.)

1. A burner for a steam trailer comprising a burner
arch arranged to constitute the Inner wall of the boiler
and open at Its top and bottom ; a perforated fuel mixing
chamber c<>ntrally below sa'.d arch; a perforated mixing
and distributing dome surrounding the mixing chamber
and extending Into the arch to provide between said
chamber and dome an annular passage and between the
dome and arch a combustion chamber ; means for directing
liquid fuel and oxygen to the mixing cham^^er and for
mixing the fuel constlutent.s therein ; a burner pipe below
the burner arch and communications between said burner
pipe and said annular passage.

2. A burner for a steam boiler comprising a burner
arch arranged to constitute the Inner wall of the boiler
and open at Its top and bottom ; a perforated fuel mixing
chamber centrally below said arch ; a perforated dome sur-
rounding the fuel m'xing chamber and extending Into the
arch, to provide between the same and said arch a com-
bustion chamber

; means for directing fuel constituents
to the mixing chamber and for mixing the fuel constitu-
ents therein

, a burner pipe below the arch around the
mixing chamber with means to direct burning mixture
thereto from the mixing chamber.

3. A burner for a steam boiler and superheater com-
prising a burner arch open at Its top and bottom ; a per-
forated fuel mixing chamber arranged centrally below
•aid arch

; a perforated dome surrounding the fuel mix-
ing chamber and extending Into the arch, with a combus-
tion chamber between the dome and arch ; means for di-
recting fuel constituents to the mixing chamber and for
mixing them therein, and a burner head extending up-
wardly from said dome and through the open upper end
of the burner arch to heat a superheater.

4. A burner for a steam boiler comprising a burner
arch arranged centrally of the boiler and open at Its top
and bottom

; a perforated fuel mixing chamber arranged
centrally below said arch ; a perforated dome surrounding
the fuel mixing chamber and extending Into the arch to
provide between said chamber and dome an annular pas-
sage and between the dome and arch a combustion cham-
ber

; means for directing fuel constituents to the mixing
chamber and for mixing them therein ; a burner pipe or
pipes surrounding said mixing chamber below the arch,
and pipes connecting said burner pipes with the annular
passage between the mixing chamber and said dome.

5. A burner for a steam boiler comprlalnjj a burner
arch constituting the inner wall of the boiler and open at
its bottom and at its top ; a mixing chamber at the lower
open end of said arch ; a perforated dome 'surrounding
said mixing chamber and extending Into said arch ; a
liquid fuel supply pipe leading Into the mixing chamber;
an oxygen-bearing medium supply pipe leading also into
said chamb«r, and means within the chamber for mlziog
the fuel constltutents.

[Claims 8 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,571. RAILBRACE. John O. Mc»ll««. Dayton.
Ohio. Filed July 22. 1916. Serial No. 110,640. (Cl!
28*—5.)

1. The combination, with a pair of rails, of a brace rod.
pairs of clamp loosely mounted on said brace rod at the
ends thereof, each pair of clamps embracing a rail, means
on the ends of the brace rod for retaining the clamps
thereon, and a single rotatable device Interposed between
the rails for varying the gage thereof.

2. The combination, with a pair of rails, of clamping
devices engaging the rails, a rod connecting the clamping
devices and an adjustable tube encircling the tod and en-
gaging the adjacent clamping devices.

3. The combination, with a pair of rails, of- clamping
devices embracing each rail, a rod connecting said clamp-
ing devices, tubular sections embracing said rod and con-
nected at their outer ends to the inner clamping devices
and a sleeve mounted on the Inner ends of said tubular
sections for adjusting the gage.

4. The combination, with a pair of rails, of clamping
devices for said rails, a rod provided with an adjusting
device strung through said clamping devices connecting
them together, tubular sections embracing the rod and
connecte<l at their outer ends to the Inner damping de-
vices, and a sleeve having a screw threaded engagement
with the inner ends of said tubular section*.

1.226.572. FAN FOR SEWING MACHINES. Randolph
Mtirs and Joseph Geadt FADLUNBEaai. Ardmore.
Tenn. Filed May 3. 1916. Serial No. 95.147. (O
230—1.)

if

^"1 ^^

1. In combination with a fan driving mechanism, a
vertical shaft having a fan upon Its upper end. a cage
inclosing the fan. a seml-spherlcal deflector corresponding
In shape with and fitting the c-age and being adJusUbly
mounted for deflecting the air or breeze In different direc-
tions.

2. In a device as set forth, the combination of a casing
having a fan-operating mechanism therein and provided
with a vertical extension casing, a shaft driven by said
mechanism mounted In said extension casing and having a
fan upon Its upper end. a sleeve cap fltted upon the upper
end of the extension casing and provided with a spherical
cage inclosing said fan. said sleeve cap having a reduced
portion, and a spherical deflector having a circular band
fltting the reduced portion adjustably, whereby the de-
flector may be adjusted In different positions to adjust the
air or breeze In different directions.

3. In a device as set forth, the combination of a fan-
driving mechanism having a driven fan shaft, and a caa-
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Ing In which said fan shaft Is mounted, of a sleeve cap

fltted upon the upper end of said casing provided with a

reduced portion and an adjoining shoulder to prevent the

cap from moving downwardly on the casing, a spherical

cage carried by the cap, a circular band fltting the re-

-duced portion of the cap and having an integrally con

nected •emi-spherlcal deflector, the circular band being

-adjustable whereby the deflector may direct the air or

breeze in different directions.

1.226,678. BEAN - VINE ^ GATHERING APPARATUS.
NOAH C. tiULmos. Imperial. Cal. Filed Jan. 8, 1916.

8erial No. 70.996. (Cl. 56—1.)

1. A bean gathering apparatus comprising a chute

filvotally supported to the frame of a harvester, said

chate extending downwardly and forwardly, a pair of

casters mounted intermediate the ends of said chute for

supporting the same above the ground, a conveyer mounted

in said chute, a plurality of Independently movable lifter

-arms pivoted to the forward end of said chute, the for-

ward ends of said arms being otherwise unsupported and

running upon the ground, a raking mechanism plvotally

mounted to the rear and above said lifting arms, the

freight of the free end of said raking mechanism resting

u{K)n the bean vines as they are drawn upon the lifting

arms, said raking mechanism including an endless carrier

having bean engaging fingers mounted thereon, said end-

less carrier moving during a portion of Its travel sub-

atantlally parallel to aaid conveyer and In advance there-

•ot. thence at an abrupt angle upwardly and over the

pivoted support of said carrier, and means for operating

•aid conveyer and said raking mechanism.

2. A bean gathering apparatus comprising a chute

plvotally supported to the frame of the harvester, said

•chute extending downwardly and forwardly. a conveyer

mounted In said chute, a plurality of Independently mov-

able lifter arms pivoted to the forward end of said chute,

the forward ends of said arms being otherwise unsup

ported and running upon the ground, a raking mechanism

plvotally mounted to the rear and above said lifting arms,

the weight of the free end of said raking mechanism rest-

ing upon the bean vlnea as they are drawn upon the lift-

ing arms, said raking mechanism Including an endless

carrier having bean vine engaging means mounted there

on, and moving during a portion of Its travel substantially

parallel to said conveyer and in advance thereof, thence

at an abrupt angle upwardly and over the pivoted sup-

port of said carrier, and means for operating said con-

veyer and said raking mechanism.

3. A bean gathering apparatus comprising a chute

plvotally supported to the frame of the harvester, said

chute extending, downwardly and forwardly, a plurality

of lifter arms pl'voted to the forward end of said chute

and running upon the ground, a raking mechanism plvot-

all.v mounted to the rear and above said lifting arms, the

weight of the free end of said raking mechanism resting

upon the bean vines as they are drawn upon the lifting

arms, and means for operating said conveyer and said

raking mechanism.

end of the thimble, and a gradoated sleeve mounted on

the inner end of the post, within the thimble, the outer

end of the^ i>o8t having a threaded bore adapted for the

attachment of either a base block or an anvil member.

1,226.676. FAUCET. Josbph A. Nil, Sacramento. CaL
Filed Nov. 14, 1916. Serial No. 131.298. (Cl. 187—7.)

1.226.674. MICROMETER GAGE. Andbbas C. Niblbbn,

Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Aug. 2, 1916. Sertal No.

112.746. (Cl. 33—164.)

A convertible height and Inside micrometer gage, com-'

prising an outer thimble, a threaded post secured in one

J* r.

1. In a faucet, the combination with a casing having

an Inlet and an outlet opening, a cap rotatably mounted

on said casing and having a side outlet opening, a spring

pressed cock mounted in said cap for temporarily closing

the outlet opening, and means for routing said cap to

bring the outlet opening thereof into or out of registra-

tion with the outlet opening of said casing, and a faucet

threadedly connected In the side outlet opening of said cap.

2. In a faucet, the combination with a casing having

an Inlet and an outlet opening, a cap rotatably mounted

on said casing and having a side outlet opening, a spring

pressed cock mounted on said cap for temporarily closing

the outlet opening, means for rotating said cap to bring

the outlet opening thereof into or out of registration with

the outlet opening of said casing, and means for prevent-

ing any accidental displacement of said cap from said

casing, and a faucet threadedly connected in the side out-

let opening of said cap.

3. In a faucet, the combination with a casing having

an Inlet and an outlet opening, a cap rotatably mounted

on said casing and having a side outlet opening, a spring

pressed cock mounted in said cap for temporarily closing

the outlet opening, and means for rotating Bald cap to

bring the outlet opening thereof into or out of registration

with the outlet opening of said casing, and means car-

ried by said cap and fltting within an annular groove

formed in said casing for preventing any accidental dii-

placement of the cap from said casing, and a faucet

threadedly connected in the side outlet opening of said

cap.

4. In a faucet, tbe combination with a casing having

an Inlet and an outlet opening, a collar formed Integral

with the casing and in spaced concentric relation there-

with forming an annular groove, of a cap having an out-
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let opening, an extt-nslon formed on said cap and flttln«
within the annular groove of Mid aniag tor rotatably
upportlng the cap on said casing, operating means for
•aid cap, a spring pressed cutofT In aald cap for tempo-
rarily cloalng the outlet opening, and a spigot connected
to the outlet opening of said cap.

6. In a faucet, the combination with a casing having
an inlet and an outlet opening, a collar formed integral
with the^ casing and in spaced concentric relation there-
with forming an annular groove, of a cap having an out-
let opening, an extension formed on said cap, and fitting
within the annular groove of said casing for rotatably
upportlng the cap on said casing, operating means for
•aid cap, a spring pressed cutoff in said cap for tempo-
rarily closing the outlet opening, and means carried by
•aid cap at a point above said extension and adapted to
engage in a concentric groove of the casing for prevent-
ing any accidenUl displacement of the cap therefrom, and
a spigot connected to the outlet opening of said cap.

1.226,576. AUTOMOBILE HOOD. LOBi.fxo NOBTK.!.,
St. Louis, Mo. Filed Jan. 6, 1917. Serial No. 140,729.
(CI. 74—66.)

2. The combination of an automobUe hood formed In
•ectlons, a separate section of Insulating material for
each hood section, a plurality of clamping members each
attached to the lower portion of a hood section and ex-
tending upwardly to removably support the insulating
•ectlons adjacent to the Inner sides of the hood sections.

[Claims 1, 3. and 4 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,226,577. CUFF-LINK GLARD. JoHW L. Nr«, Oelrlcha.
8. D. Filed June 6, 1916. Serial No. 101,990. (O
24—90.5.)

^

A cuff link guard comprising a sobatanHally U shaped
ciaap engaging the ruff at the button hole therein means
for locking said da.sp to the cuff, a hook like arm Integral
with said cla.sp to receive the post of the link and extend-
ing across the button hole, and means on said first named
means cooperating with said hook-like arm to doM the
clasp in the hook whereby accidental disconnection of the
hook like arm from the post is prevented.

1.226,578. HOISTING APPARATUS. JoHK F. OCojr-
50B. Chicago, 111., assignor to WlllUm 11. Miner. Chaxy,
N. Y. Piled Aug. 17. 1914. ..rial Ni . 857.105. (Cl'
74—.^5.)

In mechanism of the character d. crlbed, the combina-
tion with a supporting member havtne a pair of spaced.
Integral, outstanding arms, each ar.-u Lnvlnj; a bearing
therfln. of a winding drum mounted N-tween said arm*.
said dmm having Internal gears at eacrt end thereof and
a centrally located bearing, pinions of >ew»er pitch di-
ameter than said gears and <oOperable therewith, said
pinioDK being bodily movable but nonrotalnble and rela-
tivoiy angularly dlaplared 180 degrees, eccentrtca on
which sail pinions are mounted, an operating; shaft re-

movably extended through said bearin«ii
through aaid eccentrics, and through naid

in aald arms
bearing on the

drum, said eccentrlea being rotatable with wid shaft, and
pins carried by <sflid arms and extendlni; Into slots In the
pinions for preventing rotation of the latter.

1,226.579. FRICTION SPRING^KAR. John F. OCow-
NOR, Chicago. 111., assignor to William H. Miner, Chaxy,
N. Y. Filed Oct. 18, 1916. Serial No. 56.428. (Cl
21s—64.)

1. In a draft rigging, the combination with followem.
and a centrally located, wedge hlork. of plate springs
supported between said followers and adapted to b.> flexed
between said followers an<l said block upon relative ap-
proach of said followers, said wedge being longitudinally
irfovable relatively to both followers upon relative ap-
proach of the latter.

2. In a draft rigging, the combination with followers.
and a centrally located. longitudinally movable wedge
block, of plate springs supported between said followers
and adapted to be flexed between said followers and said
block upon relative approach of said followers, the block
being movable relatively to the followers during said rela-
ttre approach, said followers being provided with curved
surfaces against which the springs are adapted to b«
flexed

3. In a draft rigging, the combination with followers,
and a centrally located we^ge block, said wedge block being
tapered toward each end thereof with the longest dimen-
sion of cross section extending parallel to the axis of
the gear, of sets of plate springs supported by said fol-
lowers, said springs being adapted to be flexed between
said followers and said block upon relative approach of
the followers.

4. In a draft rigging, the combination with followers.
and a centrally located wedge block, said wedge block
being tapered toward each end thereof with the longest
dimensions of a cross section extending parallel to the
axis of the gear, of sets of plate trprings supported by
said follower*, said springs being adapted to be flexed
between said followers and said block upon relative ap-
proach of the followers, each of said followers having
two opposed curved surfaces. Inclined to the axis of the
gear and against which said plate springs are adapted to
be flexed.

5. In a draft rigging, the combination with a pair of
followers, each having a pair of curved surfares. one on
each side of a vertical plane paaslng through the center
line of the gear, of a centrally located weilge supported
by tald follower«. and sets of plate springs Interposed
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between aaid followers and said wedge, said springs being
flexed against said curved surfaces upon relative ap-
proach of the followers, the action of the gear being
limited by engageaaent of the followers with each otker.

1.226.580. TIRE. Eknkst J. Ocmn,
Filed Mar. 17. 1916. Serial No. 84.871.

Denver, Colo.

(Cl. 152—8.)

1. In combination, a tire having the side portions
thereof formed in sections of resilient material adapted
to spring independently of each other, said sections having
ribs, and a rim having means for gripping said ribs fric-
tlonally while permitting the partial revolution of said
ribs therewlthln.

-'. A tire composed of sections connected by transverse
tongues and groovex at the tread but unconnected at the
sldcK, the side portions being composed of resilient ma-
terial.

3. A tire made up of sections composed of spring steel,
the tread portions of said sections being Jointed together
by transverse tongues and grooves, but the side portions
thereof being adapted to spring independently of each
other.

4. .V tire having the side portions thereof formed In
sections, lach being of a single thickness of resilient
material adapted to spring independently of all others,
each section having ribs suhatantially circular in section;
combined with a rim having substantially circular re-'

.cessM lor taVd ribs permitting them to revolve therein.
5. A tire having the side portions thereof formed In

sections adapted to yield laterally independently of each
other, each section having ribs substantially circular In
section

; combined with a rim having substantially circu-
lar recessea for the revoiuWe mounting of said ribs
therein, and means for gripping said ribs within aaid
recesst's.

(Claims 6 to 9 not priated in the Gasette.]

1.226,581 DIRIGIBLE UKAULIOUT SabertG.
OoLssny, Green Pond. Ala. Filed Jaa. 18, 1916^ Serial
No. 2356. (Cl. 240—«.)
1. A dirigible headlight Including a irupportfag plate

having a slot therein, a htadilght roUtably ntounted on
the plate, a brace rigidly connected to the plate and asso
dated with the headlight to fadlltate the maintenance
o£ the headlight in a verilcal pofritlon. a pair of sparei
ears integral with and depending from the headlight, a l.ar
pivoted to the headlight l>etween the ears ami arraajfe,!
through the sk>t and fiUcrumed to the pUte. and mean>
aBSoclale<l with the lower end of the bar and eoatrslie.i
by movemeat of the vehicle for Imparting a rotary more
m«nt to tba headlight opon aldewtee noveawat of the
vehlcla.

t. A dirigible headlight Including a supporting plate
having a slot therein, a headlight, vertical pivots project-
ing from the upper and lower surfaces of the headlight,
the lower of which is roUUbly associated with the pUte,
an angular brace having one end connected to the plate
and the opposite end associated with the upper pivot for
facilitating the supporting of the headlight, a pair of

spaced ears Integral with and depending from the
light and positioaed above the slot, a bar tasertlble
through the slot and pivoted between the ears, a pin as-
sociated with the under surface of the plate for fnl-
cnuning the bar to the plate and a weight associated with
the lower end of the bar for Imparting a rotary roore-
ment to the headlight upon sidewise movement of the
vehicle.

1,226.582. SHOE-BDCKLE. Locis Ostmank, St. Charles,
Mo. Filed Nov. 9, 1914. Serial No, 871,172. (Cl.
24—206.) I

£'<i>

A shoe fastener comprising a flat plate, a slotted an-
gular extension at one end of the plate, a reduced ex-
tension at the opposite end of the plate bent at an acute
angle thereto and toward the slotted extension, and a
tongue having one end slldably engaged through the
slotted extension and provided with a series of openings
interchangeably rerdvlng said reduced extension, said
tongue being disengageable from the plate by rocking
the tongue outwardly from the plate on the slotted ex
tension as a fulcrum to withdraw the reduced extension
from thje related opening.

1,226,683. CLOTHES-LINB, Emilt V. Pa«b. Brooklyn.
N. T. FUed Apr. 11. 1W6. Serial No. 90,4S4. (Cn
68—3.)

A clothes line support romprliliif m rod adapted to be
atUched to a support, a pulley hlaek earrted at the later-
sediate portion of the rod, other pulley blocks located
adjacent the en<*s of the rod. an arm adapte<l to be at-
tached to a support, pulley blocks located adjacent
the . nds of the arm, and lines trained about the piUley
bk.ck8 at the ends of the rod aad nrm. and having their
Intermediate portion trained about the pulleys of the
Mock located at the Intermediate portion of the rod.
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1,226.584. CUT-OUT. Hbxbt T. Piian. PhUadelphla.
Pa., assignor to H. T. Palste Company, Philadelphia.
Pa., ft Corporation of Pennsylranla. Piled Sept. 9,

1916. Serial No. 49.784. (Cl. 173—358 )

* <? ^

<9'^ xj to^

1. The combination of a metal shell having a tongue
cot from Its bottom and bent through an angle of substan-
tially 180°

; a metal piece extending Into the lower part
of said shell and projecting under said tongue ; a contact
In the shell but insulated from the same ; and means for
connecting a conductor to said contact.

2. The combination of a metal shell having a tongue
CBt from its bottom and bent through an angle of substan-
tially 180*

; a metal piece In engagement with a portion of
the bottom of the shell and extending in contact with
said tongue ; means for connecting a conductor to the
tongue and to said piece ; and a central contact for said
•hell.

3. The combination of a threaded metal shell having a
metal tongue cut from Its bottom to form a slot and b«nt
through an angle of substantially 180° so as to project
to one side of said shell ; a forked metal plate having Its

branches in engagement with the bottom of the shell on
either side of the slot and having its body projecting in
contact with the tongue ; a binding acrew passing through
the tongue and threaded into said plate ; with a central
contact for said shell.

4. The combination of a metal shell having a tongue
cut from Its bottom and bent at an angle to the plane
thereof

; a metal piece in engagemont with a portion of
the bottom of the shell and In contact with said tongue ;

means for connetting a conductor to said tongue and to
said piece ; and a central contact for the shell.

1,226.585. FOLDING TRUCK. William E. Pabkbr and
William Burns, Ithaca. N. Y. ; said Parker assignor
of all of his right to John Burns, Ithaca, N. Y. Filed
June 2, 1916. Serial No. 101.361. (C\. 6—9.)

1. In a folding truck, a pair of central plates, corner
plates hlngedly connected beside the central plates, hlng^es

connecting the adjacent edges of the corner plates, said
hinges being offset, the central plates being formed with
notches In their adjacent edges to receive the offset binges
and allow the same to project beyond the upper faces of
the central plates when the device is in its folded position
to allow the central plat»>s to be folded against each
Other, and rollers carried hy the corner plates.

2. A folding truck comprising a pair of central plates

arranged In longitudinal allnement. corner plates hlngedly
connected to the side edges of the central plates, said
corner plates being arranged In longitudinal allnement,
hinges connecting the adjacent ends of the comer plates,

said hinges being offset and positioned below the faces
of the plates when the device Is In Its operative position,

the central plates having reres s in their adjacent edges
to receive the offset binges whi the corner plates are
folded, the said offset hinges p. 'ectlng through the
notches and beyond the plane of the ->per faces of the

|

central plates to allow the upper faee« of said central
plates to be folded upon each other, the free ends of the
central plates having openings therein and rollers on the
corner plates adapted to project through the openings in
the central plates when the device Is In Its folded position.

3. A truck comprising a frame, said frame consisting
of aide bars formed of two separate sections hinged to-

gether, the hinges of said sections being offset below the
plane of the lower edges of the frame, end bars holding
the aide bars In spaced parallel relation, each of said end
bars consisting of a central section having end sections
hinged thereto, transversely extending bars arranged be-
side the hinges of the side bars, said transversely extend-
ing bars consisting of a central and end section hlnge<l to
the central section, the transverse bars being conne< ted
to the side bars, plates secured to the sections of the
frame to form a platform, the central plates being pro-
vided with notches In their adjacent ends to accommo-
date the hinges of the side bars and having openings In
their opposite ends, and rollers carried by the end plates
and adapted to project through the openings when the de-
vice Is In Its folded position.

1,226.586. AUTO STEERINi; DEVICE. CHiaraa J,
PArriHso.N, White Rock. Pa. Filed Not. 23. 1915.
SerUl No. 63,024. (Cl. 21—200.)

^ ^'
XI?

The combination with the steering gear of a motor ve-
hicle Including an axle Increasing In cross sectional di-
mensions from the center toward the outer ends, of clips
surrounding said axle, and frictlonally engaging the same
and each comprising a vertical shank portion and laterally
bent portions overlying the top and bottom of the axle
and having the terminals thereof formed to provide grip-
ping angers engaging the top and bottom edges of the
axle, substantially U shaped clamps surrounding the re-
spective spindle arms of the steering gear, bolts passed
through the legs of the clamps and acting to hold the
latter upon the arms, and springs each having one end
secured to one of said clips and the other end fastened
to the corresponding clamp, said springs acting to hold
the spindles In horizontal allnement with the axle and to
draw said clips toward the outer ends of the axle to.
create a binding action between the clips and the tapering
portion of the axle.

1,226.687. MOTIVE FORCE CONTROL FOR APl'A-
RATU8. Samcbl J. Paul, Los Angeles, Cal, Filed
Oct. 31. 1914. Serial No. 869,536. (O. 74—46.)

1. In a power actuated mechanism an electric motor;
a circuit for operating said motor, said circuit having a
gap therein ; a pivoted lever of Insulating material ; a con-
tact bar secured to said lever and adapted to close the gap
In said motor circuit : a spring secured to said lever and
adapted to normally hold the contact bar away from snid
gap: a trigger adapted to engage said lever when snId
lever Is depressed and hold the same with the contact bar
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closing said gap : and means operable by the motor to
release said trigger when a predetermined amount of work
has been done.

2. In an actuated mechanism; a driving force; means
actuated by spring force to cut off said driving force ; a
trigger adapted to hold the cut off means inoperative ; a
•crew driven by the motive force ; and a releaser on said
•crew, said releaser being adapted to be driven by said
crew Into engagement with the trigger to cause the trig-
ger to release the cut off means when a predetermined
ftBOant of work has been done by the actuated mechanism.

1.226,588 PNEUMATIC STRAW STACKER.
Paaar, Batavia, N. Y. Filed Sept. 2, 1914.
8WJ00. (Cl. l.SO—17.)

VicTOa N.
Serial No.

1. In an apparatus of the class described the combina-
tion of a hopper, a fan casing forming one end wall
thereof and communicating therewith, a fan eccentrically
disposed within said casing, an outlet spout communicat-
ing with said casing, a grate housing carried by and dis-
posed at the lower portion of said fan casing, a grate dis-
posed within said housing with the grate bars tilted In
the direction of rotation of the fan. a conveyer carried
by said housing disposed below said grate and receiving
material therefrom, and a cylindrical screen forming the
upper extremity of said conveyer.

2. A straw stacker comprising a hopper with endwise
conveying means disposed therein, a fan and casing dis-
posed at one end of and communicating with said hopper,
said fan casing provided with an outlet at its lower por-
tion, an arcuate grate projecting across said opening and
preserving the continuity of said fan casing with the bars
thereof Inclined in the direction of rotation of the fan,
and a conveyer with perforated side walls disposed below
and receiving material from said grate.

3. A separator and discharger for pneumatic stackers
comprising a fan casing with a lower grain discharging
outlet, a spout communicating with the upper portions
thereof, a fan mounted eccentrically within said casing,
a grate housing carried by and encompassing the outlet
opening of said casing, a grate provided with bars Inclined
in the direction of rotation of the fan. disposed thereon
and arranged along the arc of a circle preserving the con-
tinuity of the fan casing, the lower extremity of said
grate housing provided with an opening extending there-
along. and an open ended conveyer carried by said grate
housing receiving material therefrom.

4. A grate housing for fan casings comprising spaced
side members with arcuate grooves extending therealong.
grate sections having Inclined bars disposed within said
grooves, the lower edges of said side members outwardly
flared, and a conveyer trough with a flanged open top
secured thereto.

5. In a separator and discharger for pneumatic stackers,
the combination of a fan casing having a discharge spout

communicating therewith and having a grain discharge out-
let located in the floor of the fan casing, means for feed-
ing material directly Into the fan casing, a fan mounted
eccentrically within the fan casing, a grate housing car-
ried by the fan casing and encompassing the grain dis-
charge opening thereof, a grate carried by the housing
Immediately below the fan forming a portion of the floor
of the casing and arranged along the arc of a circle pre-
serving the continuity of the fan casing, the lower portion
of said grate having an opening, and a conveyer secured
to the grate housing, and Including a casing having an
opening registering with the opening In the grate housing.

1.226.689. DUST-SEPARATOR FOB STREET SWEEP-
ING MACHINES. JoH.v R. Pollock, Los Angeles CaL
Filed Sept. 12, 1916. Serial No. 119,649. (CL
188—80.)

In a separator for street sweeping machines, means to
purify the air of dirt and dust comprising a body having
an opening In the top wall at the rear end ; a dirt cham-
ber whose top wall except at the rea> portion is formal
by the top wall of the body, and the rear portion of said
top wall sloping downwardly and rearwardly

; expansion
chambers at the sides of said dirt chamber the bottom
wall of which chambers have ports therein at the front
end and the top of said chambers connecting with the
opening In the top wall; a water chamber below said
dirt and expansion chambers ; longitudinal deflectors de-
pending from the top wall of said water chamber and
projecting Into the water when the machine Is ready for
use

;
In combination with means to cause the air to pa^«

through the dirt and water chambers and out of the ex-
pansion chambers.

1.226,690. COMBINED VEHICLE AND HOBBY-HORSE.
LOBA D. PowiLL. Swampscott, Mass. Filed Aug 24
1916. Serial No. 116.668. (Cl. 208 42.)

1. A device of the character described Including a
frame, a figure arranged to rock on the frame, a cranked
rear axle for supporting one end of the figure and ro-
tated by the figure, a crank shaft Joumaled In front of
the said frame, and supporting member pivoted to the
crank shaft, wheels for supporting the front end of the
frame, other wheels arranged on the rear axle, and means
for releasably clamping the wheels on the rear axle.

2. A device of the character described Including a
frame, a cranked rear axle Journaled therein, front axlM
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plTOtally mountwl thereon, supportinjf wheels, crank

Bhaft journaled In the front of said frame, a supporting

member pivoted to the crank shaft, a figure mounted on

the supporting member to enable a rooking movement be-

ing Imparted thereto, a loose connection formed on the

Mid supporting member for engagement with the cranked

pear axle to provide means to assist In starting the ve-

hlde, and means for releasably clamping the wheels on

the rear axle.

1^6,591. CIGARETTE-CASE. Vi.\c»nt Pkimavbiu and

GirsBPPB Gallo, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 18,

1916. Serial No. 72,818. (CI. 20«—«1.)

1. A package having a closure, an ejector arranged

lengthwise of the package and including a long arm and

• short arm, means for simultaneously moving the clorore

and ejector embodying a single spring wire having one

terminal attached to the closure and its opposite terminal

attached to the upper extremity of the short arm of the

ejector.

2. A package having a closure, a rocking ejector Includ-

ing a long arm and a short arm, means for slmultaneonaly

moving the closure and ejector embodylnj? a single spring

wire having one terminal attached to the closure and Its

opposite terminal attached to the short arm of the

ejector.

1.226.592. CONTINUOUS EXHAUST BOX FOR PRE-
SERVE CONTAINING CANS. Ha.<«RT CCAUDB PHIVBTT,

Long Beach, Cal. Filed May 13. 1914. Serial No.

838.393. (CI. 126—272.)

1. A continuous exhauster comprising a steam chest,

two winding guldo-ways arranged one Inalde the other,

sheaves at turns in the guide-ways, and a cable traveling

on the sheavrs along the guide-ways to carry cans, said

guide-ways and sheaves being in the che«t, and means to

supply steam to the Interior of the cheat.

2. A continnoos exhauster comprtslni? a steam chest

an ascending winding guide-way, a deacendiag wtndln«

guide-way, aald guide ways forming one continuous path,

a cable traveling along the uulde-ways to carry cnna along

the guide-ways, and means for transf . rrlns cans from

the ascending guide-way to tl»e de». ending mil'le-way at

their meeting ends, saUl m»*an8 comprlalng an idler tlN»

upper face of which Is engaged by the cans when leavlag

the ascending ^ulde-way to pass onto the desc«ndln^'

gnl<le-way, aakl guide-ways and truvHln* oaeans l.iHng In

the chest, and means to supply steam to the Interior of

the chest.

8. A continuous exhauster comprising a steam chest

an ascending winding guide-way, a descending winding

guide-way arranged inside of the ascending winding

guide-way. said guld^-ways forming one continuous path,

a cable traveling in the guide-ways to carry cans along

the guide-ways, and means for transferring cans from

the ascending guide-way inward to the descending guide-

way, said means comprising an Idler the upper face of

which is engaged by the cans when leaving the ascending

guide-way to pass onto the descending guide-way posi-

tioned Inside of the ascending guide-way ; said gulde-waya

and trav>>llng means being In the chest, and meana to

supply stem to the interior of the chest.

4. A continuous exhauster comprising a steam chest

an outer winding guide-way, an inner winding guide-way,

said guide-ways forming one continuous path, a cable

traveling In the guide-ways to carry cans along the guide-

ways, and means for switching off the cans at any pre-

determined point along the gulde-waya ; aald gulde-waya

being In the chest, and means to supply steam to the

interior of the chest.

5. A continuous exhauster comprising a steam chest an

outer winding guide-way, an inner winding guide-way,

said guide-ways forming one continuous path, a cable

traveling In the guide-ways to carry cans along the guide-

ways, and means for switching off the cans at any pre-

determined point along the guide-ways, said means com-

prising an auxiliary guide-way Inserted into and at the

turn of the outer winding guide-way. said auxiliary guide-

way directing the cans out of the exhauster; said guide-

ways being In the chest, and mtans to supply steam to the

Interior of the chesL
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1,226.593. CONTINUOUS AOIT.\TINO COOKER. Hbnbt
CuAcna pRivrrr, lA>n .\uk»1.>s. Cal. Filed May 27,

1914. Serial No. 841,283. (CI. 126—272.)

1. In a cooker, the combination with a heat containing

chest, of a frane-work adapted to be m<^ved Into said

chest. Bt<*am colls spcured in said chest, a coBv»'.ver of>era

tively iDosnted on Mid frame work to convey the substance

to he «-ookpd through said ckcst. platts secured in the

bdow said frame work, said plates forming three

«e in the middle and one at each end of the

chest, and means to draw the atmosphere In said chest

down through said middl*" opening nnd underneath said

^tes. the atn><wpl>«>re b- In^ permitted to rise throngh the

cad openings.

2. In a cooker, the combination with a heat containing

chest, of a winding endlt-sa cunvt-yer for (Tirrylag cans

throagh said chest, and pins extending upward from aald

coareyer to engage the cans carrle<l on said conveyer and
i^ace them apart from one another, said pins being pro-

vided with means to pr< vent latpral and vertical move-

ment of thf conveyer.

3. In a cooker, the cfimhlnation with a heat i^ntalnlng

rhest. of a wiodlng track romprUiog side rntka spaced
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apart from one another, sheaves at the turns of said
track, curved sheets connecting together the adjacent ends
of adjacent rails, and an endless cable traveling between
said side rails and around aald sheaves for carrying cans
through said cooker.

4. In a cooker, the combination with a heat-containing
chest, of A winding track comprising side rails spaced
•part from one another, curved sheets connecting together
the adjacent ends of adjacent rails, sheaves at the turns
of said track, said sheaves being provided with crowns to
form continuations of the inner walls of the rails, an
endless cable traveling between said rails and around said
sheaves for carrying cans through aald chest, and pins
extending upward from said cable to engage the cans to
move the same and space them apart from one another.

5. In a cooker, the combination with a heat containing
chest, of a winding track comprising side rails spaced
apart from one another, sheaves at the turns of said
track, said sheaves being provided with crowns to form
continuations of the inner walls of the rails, an endlesa
cable traveling between said rails and around aald sheaves
for carrying cans through said chest, and pins extending
upward from said cable to engage the cans and space
them apart from one another, there being notches In said
sheaves spaced apart from' one another to each admit a
pin of said cable as the pins travel around said sheaves.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]
»

1,226,594. POULTRY DRINKING FOUNTAIN. Adoubt
J. E. Phdimrt, East Aurora, N. Y. Filed Oct. 27,
1914. Serial No. 868,883. (CI. 119—77.)

In a barometric drinking fountain, a tray Including a
bottom, a peripheral wall, and an upstanding frusto-coni-
cal collar having at Intervals one element of a bayonet
joint consisting of s horlsuntal slot through the collar at
Its lower edge and a lug pressed radially Inward from one
«nd of the strip above said slot ; combined with a frusto-
conical reservoir whose upper end is closed and whose
lower end is open and of an Internal diameter to fit closely
around said collar when its lower edge stands slightly
above the bottom of the tray, thereby leaving said slots
partly open for passage of water, and complementary
bayonet Joint elements consisting of lugs pressed Inward
from the metal of the reservoir at points to register with
those in aald strips and of a size to permit them to be
paMe4 therethrough and then moved within the slots as
tks reservoir is turned with respect to the collar.

1^26,596. ALUMINIUM OR OTHER LIGHT METAL
CASTING FOR INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES.
TB011A8 Charles Willis Pullingbb, near Dumfries,
Scotland, aaslgnor, by direct and mesne assignments, to
American B. H. P. Aero Engine Corporation, New York,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 6, 1916.
Serial No. 118,332. (CI. 128—178.)
1. In an internal-combustion engine, the combination of,

a light-metal casting provided with a chamber communl
eating with the engine-cylinder by a port to be controlled
by an exhaust valve, a liner for said chamber which does
not extend Into the engine-cylinder and Is made of mate-
rial less easily corroded by exhaust gases than light metal,
and a tubular guide for the stem of the exhaust-valve
which guide extends through the liner and the wall of
the valve-chamber and is secured by butting portions car-

238 O. O.—60

rled on it which butting portions clamp the wall and liner
between them and thus secure the liner In place, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. In an internal-combustion engine, the combination of,

a light-metal casting provided with a chamber communi-
cating with the engine-cylinder by a port to be controlled
by an exhaust-valve, a liner for said chamber which does
not extend Into the engine-cylinder and is made of mate-
rial leas easily corroded by exhaust gases than light metal,
a tubular guide for the stem of the exhaust-valve which
guide extends through the liner and the wall of the valve-
chamber, (he said guide being shouldered to bear agjilnst
one of these parts and screw-threaded at that end which
projects from the shouldered portion through the said
parts, and a nut on the screw-threaded end so that the
liner is clamped against the wall of the chamber between
the said shouldered portion and the nut, substantially as
set forth.

3. In an internal-combustion engine, the combination
with a light-metal casting provided with a domed cham-
ber which communicates by a port opposite the domed end
with the engine-cylinder which port la to be controlled by
an exhaust-valve, a liner of material leas easily corroded
by the exhaust gases than the light metal, shaped to fit

Into the domed chamber, and a tubular guide for the stem
of the exhaust-valve which guide extends through the
domed end of the liner and valve-chamber and is secured
by butting portions on the guide which butting portions
clamp the wall of the chamber and the liner between them
and thus secure the liner In place, substantially as set

forth.

1,226,696. PRESSURE BAG FOR VULCANIZING PUB-
POSES. H^NRT Ernbst RABMuaasN. Fltchburg, Mass.
Filed Jan. 18. 1916. Serial No. 72,664. (CI. 18—46.)

The combination In a device of the class described, of
an Inflatable tube having a dl^k member in each end there-
of adapted to provide closure means for the bald tube,
the end of said tube member extending over the outer
edge and into engagement with the ends of said disk, a
retaining ring right-angular in cross section clamping the
tube to said disk member, an outer Jacket, the said Jacket
being provided with closure plugs exteriorly threaded, a
ring member Interiorly threaded for engagement with the
said plug and the outer periphery of the said ring In en-
gagement with the outer Jacket to provide means for seal-
ing the end thereof In conjunction with a clamp lor the
purpose specified.
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1,226.597. WINDOW - LOCK.
N. T. Filed Not. 21, 1916.

16—146.)

.\LrBCD Ri, New
Sertal No. 1.32.598.

York,
(CI.

aila, and an anlmal-supportlng table mounted on each

side of said door so that by the swinging of the door either

Uble may be brought to either side of said wall, aald ani-

mal supporting table being arranged to support the ani-

mal In vertical position for bleeding.

1. In a window lock, the combination of a keeper, a

bracket adapted to be mounted adjacent the keeper, •

hook awlnglngly moanted upon the bracket and adapted to

engage the keeper, locking means carried by the hook,

and locking means carried by the bracket, both of said

locking means adapted to automaOcally operate and lock

the hook to the keeper, when the hook Is moved Into en-

gagement with the keeper.

2. In a window lock, the combination of a keeper, a

bracket designed to be mounted adjacent said keeper, a

vertically disposed hook plvotally mounted on the bracket

and designed to engage the keeper, said hook formed with

a receas, a spring actuated plunger disposed transversely

through the bracket and adapted to locklngly engage the

recess of said hook, a thumb piece fixed to the outer end

of said plunger and provided with a recess extending

transversely through its edge, a pin projecting laterally

from said bracket and within said transverse recess to

prevent rotation of the plunger, and means to lock said

plunger against longitudinal movement.

3. In a window lock, the combination of a keeper, a

bracket designed to be mounted adjacent said keeper, a

vertically disposed hook plvotally mounted on the bracket

and designed to engage the keeper, said hook formed with

a recess, a spring actuated plunger disposed transversely

through the bracket and adapted to locklngly engage the

recess of the hook, said plunger having a transverse con-

cavity, a rotatable locking pin disposed through the

bracket and the plunger concavity at right angles to said

plunger and having a cut-away portion on one side to

provide a flat surface, said locking pin adapted to be ro-

tated so that the flat surface will be parallel to and ad-

jacent the top of the plunger whereby the pionger may

be moved longitudinally, and meana to prevent rotation

of said plunger .

4. In a window lock, the combination of a keeper, a

bracket designed to be mounted adjacent said keeper, a

vertically disposed hook plvotally mounted on the bracket

and designed to engage the keeper, said hook formed with

a reces.s, a spring-actuated plunger disposed transveraely

through the bracket and adapted to locklngly engage the

recess of said hook, means to prevent rotation of said

plunger, and means to lock said plunger against longitu-

dinal movement.
5. In a window lock, the combination of a keeper, a

bracket designed to be mounted adjacent the keeper, a

vertically disposed hook having a transverse recess there-

in swlnglngly mounted upon said bracket and designed to

engage said keeper, a spring actuated plunger disposed

transversely through the bracket and adapted to locklngly

engage the transverse recess of said hook, and means co-

operating with said spring actuated plunger to lock the

plunger against movement.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

2. An animal bleeding apparatus, comprising a waU

having a door pivoted therein, and an animal supporting

Uble mounted on each side ot said door so that by the

swinging of the door either table may be brought to either

side of said wall, said anlmal-supportlng table being ar-

ranged to support the animal In vertical portion for

bleeding.

8. An animal bleeding apparatus, comprising a waU

having a door pivoted therein to swing about a vertical

axis, and an anlmal-supportlng Uble mounted on said

door so that by the swinging of the door said Uble may

be brought to either side of said wall, said animal sup-

porting Uble being arranged to support the animal in

vertical position for bleeding.

4. An animal bleeding apparatus, comprising a wall

having a door pivoted therein, and an anlmsl-supportlng

table mounted on said door »o that by the swinging of

the door said table may be brought to either side of said

wall, said animal supporting table being arranged to sui^

port the animal In vertical position for bleeding.

8. An animal bleeding apparatus, comprising a wall

having a door pivoted therein to swing about a vertical

axis, an anlmal-supportlng Uble mounted on each aide of

said door so that by the swinging of the door either Uble

may be brought to either side of said wall, said anlmal-

supportlng Uble being arranged to support the animal \m

vertical position for bleeding, and means on one rid« of

the wall for bringing an animal Into position to be at-

Uched to the Uble on that side of the door which at that

time Is on that side of the wall.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gatette.l

1,226,699. AERIAL MACHINE. William Faiomic

8AUNT, Lundy Island. vU Instow. North Devon, Biif-

land. Filed Nov. 7, 1916. Selral No. 130,061. (CI.

244—27.)

1,226,598. ANIMAL-BLEEDING APPARATUS. GBOaOB
'

H. RoBiRTS. Indianapolis. Ind.. assignor to Pitman-

Moore Company, Indianapolis, Ind., a Corporation of

Indiana. Filed July 29. 1916. Serial No. 112,148.

(CI. 17—30.)

1. An animal bleeding apparatus, comprising a wall

having a door pivoted therein to swing about a vertical

1. In an aerial machine, a l>ody. a wing-plane eoaspria-

Ing a hollow member adjacent to said body, a gtmbal*
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frame dlret-tly connecting said hollow-member 01 the wlng-
plane to said body and serving to support nalJ wing-

plane on said body, a driving shaft rotatably mounted In

nald body, an extension of said driving shaft Inclint^l rela-

tively to the axis of roUtlon of said driving shaft, and
bearings in said hollow member of the wing-plane for re-

ceiving said Inclined shaft extension.

2. In an aerial machine, a body, a wing-plane compris-

ing plvotally connected members, a universal Joint con-

necting said wing-plane to said body, means for Imparting

a conical motion to the wing plane-member or humerus
adjacent to said body, as ulna-rod plvotally mounted on

the end of the humerus and a link which is plvotally con-

nected to saM ulna rod at a sulUble dlsUnct from lU
pivotal axis on the humerus and which Is nlso plvoUlly
connected to the body.

H. In an aerial machine, a body, a wing-plnne compris-

ing pIvoUIly connected members, a universal Joint con-

necting said wing-plane to said body, means for Imparting

a (>onI<*al motion to the wing-member or humerus adjacent

to said body, an ulna-rod plvotally-mounted on the end of

the humerus, a link which Is plvoUlly connected to said

ulna-rod at a suitable distance from Its pIvoUl axis on
the humerus and is also plvotally connected to the body,

and means for adjusting the position of the pivoUl con-

nection between said link and said body.
^

4. In an aerial machine, a bod.r. a wing-plnne compris-

ing a hollow humerus, an ulna, and a hand plvotally con-

nected together, a universal Joint connecting eald humerus
and said body, a driving ahaft roUUbly mounted in said

body, an extension of said driving shaft inclined relatively

to thf axis of rotation of said driving shaft, said shaft-

extension turning In bearings in said humerus, a link plv-

oUlly connecting said body and said ulna at a soluble
dlsUnce from Its plvoUl axis on the humerus, means for

adjusting the position of the pIvoUl connection between

aald link and said t>ody. and a link plvotally connecting

•aid humerus and said hand.

1,226.600. FINISHING-WELT. ROBBBT C.

Union City, Ind. Filed Feb. 7, 1917.

147.204. (CI. 166—43.)

SCHSMllBL,
Serial No.

1. As a new article of manufacture, a welt comprising

a body, and longitudinal parallel beads superimposed on

and connected with the body, the body being constructed

and arranged to permit of the beads being spread apart

and subsequently resuming their normal close-together

positions, for the purpose set forth.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a welt comprising

a body made up of layers of material or materials, and
longitudinal parallel beads superimposed on and Joined to

the body, the said beads being formed of cords and cover-

ings extending from layers of the body, and the body being

constructed and arranged to permit of the beads being

spread apart and subsequently maintained in their normal
close-together jwsltlons.

3. The combination of an article, a welt arranged
against the same and comprising a body, and beads Joined

to the body and normally resting close together and con-

structed and arranged to be spread apart, and attaching

means extending through the long^itudinal central portion

of the body and Joining the same to the article ; the said

atUcblng means being normally hidden from view by the

said b<»ail8 In their closely arranged positions.

4. The combination of an article, a welt arranged
against the same and comprising a body, and beads Joined

to the body and normally resting close together and con-

structed and arranged to be spread apart, and attaching

means extending through the body and Joining the same
to the nrtlcle ; the said atUchlng means being normally
hidden from view by the said beads In their closely ar-

ranged positions.

6. As a new article of manufacture, a wait comprialnr
a body, and longitudinal parallel beads superimposed oxk

and connected with the body and constructed and ar-

ranged to have a tendency when moved laterally outward
to move Inwardly toward each other and remain of them-
selves In the latter positions.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,601. CONCAVB FOR THRESHING-MACHINES.
Lao J. SCHWAHTZ, Wlnnetoon, Nebr. Filed Sept. 4,

1916. Serial No. 49,087. (CI. 180—27.)

The combination with a toothed threshing cylinder, of •

concave comprising a plurality of rocking bars spaced

apart for the passage of grain therebetween, each l>ar hav-

ing a plurality of faces which may be alternately exposed

toward the cylinder, some faces of the several bars being

provided with varying numbers of teeth arranged in rows

on aald faces, and other faces being left blank whereby,

by rocking adjustment of the bars, the naml>er of teeth

exposed for cooperation with the teeth of the cylinder

and the relative arrangement of said teeth may be greatly

varied.

1,226,602. FENCE-POST. Richabd A. Sai-WAT, Chicago,

111. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No. 18,262. (CL

18»—23.) i

1. A fence post formed of sheet meUl Upered from end

to end and V shaped In horlzonUl cross section, the

lateral edges thereof being rebent to form flat flanges, the

sides of the V shaped body portion being at an acute angle

to each other and said lateral flanges being at an acute

angle to the adjacent sides of the body, sobsUntially as

described.

2. A meUIllc fence post subsUntially V-shai>ed in croae

section, the angle of the V being subsUntially forty de-

grees and having back-turned lips at its edges making aB
angle of subsUntially eighty-nine degrees with the legs

of the V, subsUntially as described.

8. A fence post formed of sheet meUl Upered from end
to end and V shaped in horizonUl cross section, the free
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ed«M ot tbe sidea of the V shaped body being rebtnt to
form flanges at an acute angle to the adjacent aides of the
body portion, there b^'lng a well rounded portion connect-
ing each aange with Its adjacent side and forming a seat
for the fence fabric, substantially as described.

4. A fence post formed of sheet metal tapered from
end to end and V ahaped in horizontal cross section, the
free edges of the sides of the V shaped body being rebent
to form flanges at an acute angle to the adjacent sides
of the body portion, there being a well rounded portion
connecting each flange with its adjacent side and forming
a seat for the fence fabric, and said flanges being pro-
vided with perforations beyond the said rounded portions
to receive fastening means for the fence fabric, substan-
tially as described.

6. A metallic fence post substantially V-ahaped in cross
section and having back-turned lips at its edges adapted to
contact with the fence, there being fence securing means
located on said lips beyond tbe points of contact with said

fence, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.

]

I

1.226,603. CONNECTING ROD BEARING. Hildab J.

Shsldblp and Olb O. Maland, Pelican Rapids, Minn.
Piled Jan. 29, 1917. Serial No. 148,195. (CI. 64—56.)

1. A bearing of the character described, consisting of

hingedly connected parts having their opposed free ends
provided with alined openings transverse with respect
to the axis of the bearing, a pin extending through said

openings, having a head at one end and threads at Its

opposite end. and provided at said latter end with an
extension also threaded and provided with a transverse
opening, a nut for connection with the threads of said
pin and for engagement against one of said bearing parts,

a colled spring around the said pin extension having its

inner end secured to the said nut, a nut for connection
with the threads of said extension, and to which the
outer end of said spring is secured, said latter nut having
openings to aline with the opening of said extension, and a
locking pin for engagement with the alined openings, all

substantially as described.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gaiette.J

1,226,604. CORE BOX FOR BLADBD DIAPHRACJMS OF
STEAM TURBINES. Waltm Shekwood and Lotbll
Baldwin, Wellsrllle. N. Y. Filed Mar. 14. 1916. Serial
No. 84.245. (CI. 22—13.)
1. A core box of the kind described, comprising a base

having associated therewith a series of removable ring
members arranged to form between them an annular
space, and means for positioning a series of diaphragm
"blades In a part of said annular space corresponding to
the bladed portion or portions of a diaphragm, said means
baring provision for holding the blades at a definite an-
gle and In predetermined relation to one another as the
core is formed.

3. A core box, comprising a base having removable ele-

ments associated therewith for forming an annular core
space to produce the body portion of a core and an annular
space beneath said annular core space, removable ele-

ments adapted to be fitted In the last named space and
formed to position and space a series of blades to occupy
a port passage of a diaphragm in said underneath an-
nular itpace with provision for forming a core rib extend-
ing from the core tK>dy through the spaces between said
blades and therebeyond. said rib being transversely in-

termediate said blades for the purpose stated.

5. A core box of the kind described, comprising a base
equipped with removable members forming an annular
core space to produce the botly of a core and an annular
space thereunder, means for fining in cerUln parts of the
last named annular space, and means for positioning a
series of blades of a diaphragm In predetermined relation
and angular position In the part of said annular space
not filled in, said means consisting in inside and outside
follower pieces formed to fit between adjacent blades
when In correct relative position and leaving an Inter-
mediate space to form a core rib extending between the
blades and transversely Intermediate thereof.

6. A core box of the kind described, comprising a base
equipped with removable members forming an annular
core space to produce the body of a core and an annuUr
space thereunder, and means for setting up a series of
diaphragm blades in said lower annular space in prede-
termined angular position and relation to one another,
consisting in a starting piece having provision to de^
termine the angular setting of the first of a series of
blades, and inside and outside follower pieces formed to
fit the space between soccessive blades when In correct
relation whereby each succeeding blade may be correctly
positioned from the next preceding one. said inside and
outside follower pieces being spaced apart to provide a
core rib extending between the blades and transversely
IntermedUte thereof to a point therebeyond for the pur-
pose stated.

(Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226.605. REINFORCED NOZZLE FOR SHEET-
METAL CONTAINERS. Gotthold Bloch, Brooklyn.
N. Y.. assignor to National Enameling k Stamping
Company, New York, N. Y., a CorporaUon of New
Jersey. Piled Oct. 14. 1915. Serial No. 55,788. iCl
220—1.)

^

l6 U

The combination with a sheet metal container having a
circular opening in its wall and th«> metal of the wall
about the opening being forced outwardly to form a noszle
that Is smooth on both the Interior and the exterior, and
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on the inner side said receptacle-wall being pressed out
wardly to form an annular Interior recess around the
opening, and a plate havlnjr an Interior portion which
seats in the interior recess of the receptacle wall and said
plate being pressed outwardly from the said flange and
through the nozEle,—the outer surface of tbe outwardly-
pressed central portion of the plate being in close contact
with the smooth Interior of the nozsle portion of the re-
ceptacle wall and the Inner surface of said outwardly
presseil portion of the plate having screw threads and the
fange p«irtion of the plate being permanently secured in
the interior recess of the receptacle wall.

1.226.606. BOBBIN HANDLING APPARATUS. How-
A«o D. CoLMAN, Rockford. 111., assignor to Howard D.
Colman. Lather L. Miller, and Harry A. Severson. Co-
partners doing business as Barber-Colman Company
Rockford. 111. File«l Feb. 1, 1915. Serial No. 5,564*
(CT. 242—44.)

1. In combination, a part on which a bobbin may lie
loosely, a channel shape member above said part, the
bobbin extending lengthwise of and within said member,
and means for turning said member to reverse the bobbin
on said part.

2. In comblnaHon. a device for selectively reversing
full bobbins to make similar ends of the bobbins extend In
the same direction, and means for alining full bobbins
end to end and for presenting the alined bobbins to said
derlce.

8. Tbe combination of a support for bobbins, bobbin
arranging means arranged to receive bobbins from said
support, and meohsnism controlled by the bobbins at said
arranging m*«ns for regulating the discharge of bobbins
from said support.

4. Tbe combination of a container for bobbins, means
for supplying bobbins thereto, and means including a part
located In the container and adapted to bear against the
bobbins held within sai.l container for controlling the
operation of said supplying means.

6. The combination of a bobbin conveyer, means for
placlnj; alined bobbins on the conveyer, and means for
selectively reversing bobbins on the conveyo-.
• (Claims to 80 not prlnte<l In the Oasette.]

1,226,607. PHONOORAPH-LAIIP. Paul Oiluk.v, Lyn-
brook, N. Y.. assimior to Hudson Brass Works In the
City of New York. Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of
New York. 'Filed Feb. 19, 1917. Serial No. 149 508
(01. 240—2.)
1. In a lamp, the combination of a cylindrical casing,

drj' bflttertes pisced In series therein, nn Incandescent-
light secured within said casing between said batteries, a
metallic ring connecting opposite terminals of said bat-
teries and Inclosing the socket of said lamp, and movable
conUct means for completing the circuit between said
lamp and said batteries.

3. In a phonograph lamp, the combination of a rylln
drlcal rasing, dry batteries placed In series therein, an
Incandescent light ser-nred within said mshig between
said batteries, a metallic ring connecting opposite termi
nala of said batteries and inclosing the socket of said

lamp, spring contact means for completing the circuit
between said lamp and said batteries, brackets secured to
the ends of said cylindrical casing to penult same to

/^

be positioned on a phonograph box and means for reflect-
ing the light from said lamp on any portion of the phono-
graph record.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.226.608. VALVE. John Lines. Waterbury, Conn., as-
signor to The Rcovlll Mfg. Co., Waterbury, Conn. Filed
Oct. 18. 1897. Serial No. 655.510. (CI. 162 12.)

1. In a valve, the combination with a tubular cwing
formed with an internal shoulder, of a valve-seat bearing
upon the said shoulder which locates it properly wlthlo
the said casing, a plug Inserte^ Into the casing for hold-
ing the scat in place, a packing interposed between the
valve-seat and plug, and a spring-actuated valve co-acting
directly with the said valve-seat.

2. In a valve, the combination with a tubular valve
casing forme<l with an internal shoulder, of a spring-
actuated valve located within the said casing and pro-
vided with a valve-stem, a valve seat located within the
casing and seated upon the said shoulder, an externally
threaded plug located within the outer end of the casing,
which Is Internally threaded for Its reception, and a
valve-seat packing introduced between the valve-seat and
the plug, and compressed by the plug so as to be forced
outward .against the walls of the casing.

4, In a valve, the combination with a tubular valve-
casing formed with an internal annular shoulder, of a
valve-seat enpagtng directly with the said shoulder which
locates it property within the said casing, an exteriorly
threaded plug located within the casing and having its
outer end slotted for tbe reception of a screw-driver, a
packing w.-i>!her interposed between the outer end of tke
valve-seat and tbe Inner end of the plug, and a valve
co-actIng directly with the valve-seat and provided with
a valve-stem which extends outward throogb tbe vaire-
seat and through the plug, and has its outer end upset
for connecting the valve, vaU-e-s«'at and plug together
without Interfering with their rotation Independent of
each other.

6. For tire and other valves a tubular screw thrmdsd
member, a tabular seat member, a ring of packing ma-
terial. nn<1 a stem traversing said parts aad coanerting
them to^th«»r.
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8. For tire and other valves, a tnbular screw threaded
plug, in combination with a tubular seat membtr separate
therefrom, and rotative relative thereto, and a stem
traversing said parts and connecting them loosely to-

gether.

[Claims 3, 5, and 7 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,226.609. METHOD FOR M.VKINO MOLDS FOR OR
NAMENTAL GLASSWARE. OTIS A. Mtgatt. New
York, N. Y., assignor to Holophane Glass Company,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey. Origi-

nal application filed July 1, 1909, Serial No. 505,438.

Divided and this application filed Dec. 6, 1915. Serial

No. 66.204. (CI. 76—107.)

1. The method of preparing a mold for the manufac-
ture of ornamental glass articles which consists in cover

Ing the surface of the mold with fine rlbblnRs and then
removing portions of the said ribbings so that there will

be produced in the glass design upon an evenly ribbed

background.
2. The method of preparing a mold for the manufacture

of ornamental glass shades which consists in covering the

surface of the mold with fine ribbings and then cutting

away portions of the said ribbings in accordance with a
predetermined design.

1.226,610. HOOD FOR ENGINES OF MOTOR-VEHI-
CLES. WiLLARD Irving Twomblv, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to Twombly Car Corporation, New York, N. Y.,

a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 18, 1918. Se-

rial No. 807,411. (CI. 74—66.)

yf

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a hoo<l to

project forward from the dashboard consisting of longi-

tudinally foldable s^-ctions, one end of which hood lies

adjacent the dashboard, and foldable sections to close the

other end of said hood, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a hood con-

sisting of longitudinally hinged sections, one end of which

hood lies adjacent the dashboard of the vehicle, and a pair

of hinged sections for the front end of said hood, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a motor vehicle, a hood for the engine projecting

forward from and with one end adjacent to the dashboard
and releasable sections to close the forward end of said

hood, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a motor vehicle, a hood for the engine substan-

tially seml-cylln(|rlcal in cross section projecting forward

from and with one end adjacent to the dashboard, and a
pair of hinged sections to clos* the forward end of the
hood.

5. In a motor vehicle, a hood for the engine substan-
tially semi-cylindrical in cross section projecting forward
from and with one end adjacent to the dashboard ; and re-

leasable sections closing the forward end of said hood,
comprising a pair of perforated hinged sections having a
mating connection with the hood and one section havlug
a portion mating with the other section and both con-

verging to a common central point.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226.611. PRECIPITATION APPARATUS. Albbbt
E. Vandircook, Oakland, Cal., assignor to California
Macvan Company, a Corporation of California. Flle<l

Nov. 9. 1916. Serial No. 60.611. (CI. 76—18.)

rt n n ^,

r

1. In a precipitating cone, a feed chamber, a precipi-

tating chamber adapted to contain a precipitant, a per-

forated plate separating said chambers, and a perforated
weight arrange«l In said precipitating chamber and adapt-

ed to compress said precipitant.

2. In an apparatus as described, a feed chamber, a pre-

cipitating chamber adapted to hold a quantity of shredded
precipitant, a perforated plate lying between said cham-
bers and means for compactly pressing said precipitant

against said plate.

3. In an apparatus as described, a feed chamber, means
for supplying said feed chamber, a precipitating chaml)er,

a perforated plate separating said chambers, means for

compacting the contents of the precipitating chamber and
for discharging the precipitate through said perforated
plate Into said feed chamber, means for removing the pre-

cipitate from said feed chamber and means for conducting
the overflow from the precipitating chamber.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, a conical
feed chamber having an outlet at its lower end, a precipi-

tating chamber arranged above said feed chamber, a per-

forated plate separating said chambers, a feed pipe at-

tached to said plate and extending upwardly through the

precipitating chamber and the precipitant therein, a per-

foratwl weight surrounding said pipe and resting on the
precipitant and an overflow launder surrounding said pre-

cipitating chamber.

1,228,612. AUTOMATIC TRAIN LINE COUPLING.
Thomas R. Bbown, SparkiU. N. Y., assignor to The
Westinghouse Air Brake Compahy, Wllmerdlng, Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed July 14, 1914.

SerUl No. 850.988. (O. 188—13.)
1 In an automatic coupling of the butt type, the com-

bination of a hanger plate adapted to be suspended from
the draw bar, a coupler head having outwardly projecting

arms, nnd a co1I<m1 spring formed integral with the hanger
plate and a portion of the coupler head.

2. In an automatic coupling of the butt type, the com-
bination of a hanger plate, a coiled spring formed Integral
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with said hanger plate at one end, a flange formed integral
with said spring at its other end. and a coupler head se-
cured to said flange and having outwardlv projecting
arms.

3. In an automatlr coupling of the butt type, the com-
bination of a hanger plate, a coiled spring supported
thereby, a flange plate supported by said spring, a cou-
pler head secured to said flange, and a guide member ex-
tending from said flange through the hanger plate, said
hanger plate, colled spring, flanfre, and guide being formed
In one Integral structure.

4. In an automatic coupling of the butt type, the com-
bination of a hanger plate, a colled spring rigidly secured
thereto at one end. an<l a coupler head rigidly secured at
the other end of said spring and having outwardly ex-
tending arms, said arms being formed to cooperate with
corresponding arms of a counterpart coupler, to produce
a relative rotary movement of said heads In the act of
eoopllng.

6. In an automatic coupling of the butt type, the com-
btnatlon of a hanger plate, a colled spring rigidly secured
thereto at one end. a coupler head rigidly secured at the
other end of said spring, means for producing a relative
rotary movement of the counterpart heads in the act of
coupling, and interlocking projections having inclined
engaging surfaces for forcing said heads into close con-
tact.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.226,613. SHUTTLE. Ubald Hebmt, Manchester,
N. H., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Draper Cor-
poration, Hopedale, Ma.ss., a Corporation of Maine
Filed Feb. 6. 1916. Serial No. 76.270. (Cl. 139—27 )

1. A shuttle having bobbin holding Jaws for holding a
bobbin Id operative position fhoroiu. and a lug carried by
the shuttle ronstructed and arranged to engage and sup-
port the base end of a bobbin as a fulcrum as the bobbin
is turned about the lug into holding reUtlon with the
Jaws.

2. A shuttle having bobbin-holding Jaws, and a lug or
projection secured to the shuttle between the Jaws and
adapted to engage and support the base portion of a bob-
bin as it is turned about said lug or projection as a ful-
crum Into operative position In th*- shuttle.

8. A shuttle having bobbin holding Jaws, a lug carried
by the shuttle to support the haw portion of a bobbin
as a fulcrum while the bobbin Is being turned Into bob-
bin holding relation with the Jaws, and means for prevent-
ing longitudinal movement of the bobbin while It is be-
ing turned about said lug as a fulcrum.

4. In a shuttle, th.- combination of bobbin-holding Jaws,
a bobbin having a recessed base portion and holding rings
or projections, a lug secured to the shuttle between the
Jaws to engage the recess In the base of the bobbin that
the bobbin may be turned about said lug as a fulcrum
and forced between the holding Jaws.

6. A shuttle provided with bobbin-holding Jaws
transverse bobbin-holding grooves, a fixed lug or
tlon secured to the shuttle between planes passln
tudlnally of said jaws and a bobbin having a base
provided with a recess to engage said fixed lug w
bobbin is Inclined to the shuttle that the bobbin
•turned about said lug into position between the
holding Jaws.

IClaims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1,226.614. SAFETY RAZOR. G.OBOE M. Hisk.y. Los
Angeles. Cal. Filed Sept. 30, 1912. Serial No. 723 033
(Cl. 30—12.)

1. A safety razor, comprising a tubular body having a
fixed slot extending longitudinally thereof, a rasor blade
mounted within said body with its forward cutting edge
projecting through said slot and tangentlally supported
in relation to the internal periphery thereof, adjusting
means for moving said blade In said slot in relation to
said tubular body, and means to secure the blade in ad-
justed position.

2. A safety razor, comprising a tubular body having a
spirally located slot on its peripheral surface, a flexible
blade held within the tubular body with its edge project-
ing from said slot, and means to adjust said blade.

3. A safety razor, comprising a hollow cylindrical body
having a series of grooves transversely disposed in its
peripheral surface forming teeth, and provided with a
longitudinally extending slot cutting said grooves, and a
razor blade slldably supported Internally thereto and in
contact with the wall thereof and having Its cutting edge
projecting tangentlally into said slot.

4. A safety razor, comprising a hollow cvUndrical spi
rally slotted body, a cylindrical spiral slotted razor sup
porting sleeve closely fitting within and revolublv mount-
ed In peripheral engagement with said body, and a razor
blade mounted longitudinally and spirally between said
sleeve and said body.

5. A safety razor, comprising a hollow cylindrical body
having a slot formed in its wall In a plane Inclined to its
axial plane, a razor supporting sleeve having a shallow
depression parallel with said slot slldably mounted in said
body, and a razor blade seated in said depression adjacent
said slot and held therein by said cylindrical body with
its cutting edge projecting Into said slot and protected
bjr the walls forming said slot.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oanette.]

1.226.616. SHUTTLE. H.nbv Lussieb, Salem. Mass
assignor, by monnt assignments, to Draper Corporation
Hopedale. Mass.. a Corporation of Maine. Filed Feb'
6. 1916. .Serial No. 76,233. (Cl. 189 46.)

1. A loom shuttle adapted to conuin a supply of filling
and having a delivery eye, a threading block having a
longitudinal thread passage and an entrance thereto, a
front leader and a rear leader extending from a side wall
of the threading block over the thread passage and dls
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poNed at different polnta lon^tadinallj of the thread pas-

Mge, and a guard orerlying the end of one of said leaders
to prevent a bight of filling being drawn past the under-
lying leader on the second pick of the shuttle when the
latter has failed to be preliminarily threaded after re-

plenishment.

2. A shuttle provided with a threading block having
a longltuilinal thread passage, two leaders extending from
one side wall of the threading block above the thread
passage and at different distances from the end of the
shuttle, one of said leaders extending farther from the
side wall than the other.

3. A shuttle provided with a threading block having
a longitudinal thread passage, a front leader extending
from one side wall of the block above the thread passage
to engage the fllling should the shuttle fail to be threaded
on the second pick following replenishment, and a rear
leader extending from a side wall tu a greater distance
than the other leader to catch the fllling when It fails to

be held by the front leader.

4. A shuttle provided with a threading block having
a longitudinal thread passage, a front leader extending
from one side wall of the block above the thread passage
to catch the fllling when it fails to be threaded on the

second pick following replenishment, a rear leader ex-

tending from a side wall to a greater distance than the
other leader, and a guard overhanging the end of the
rear leader to catch the filling when It fails to be held

by the front leader.

5. A shuttle having a threading block provided with a
longritudinal thread passage, and a horn having a beak,

a rear leader extending from one side wall of the thread-
ing block, a guard overhanging said leader, and a front
leader between the rear leader and beak.

1.226,616. STUMP PULLER. Gieharo Mob, Ladysmlth.
Wis., and Alitbbd J. Kirstin, Escanaba, Mich. Filed

July 10, 1914. S«rlal No. 850,077. (CI. 254—75.)

In a device of the described class, comprising a cable
adapted to be connected at one end to a stationary ob-
Jei't and at Its opposite end to a stump or other movable
object and a manually operated lever the combination with
such manually operated lever of a pair of grab hooks,
each grab hook being provided at its rear end with a
downward and rearward bend, said bend being adapted to
be inserted through apertures provided therefor In said
lever, said grab books being each provided at its front
end with a pair of vertical hooks adapted by their gravity
to drop into engagement with the links of said cable.

1.226,617. ELECTROMAGNET. Fhkdehick R. Parkir.
Chicago, III. Filed Feb. 19, 1904. Serial No. 194,392.
Renewed Sept. 33, 1916. Serial No. 121.906. (CI.
175—336.)

1. In an electromagnet, the combination of an open
magnetic structure comprising a core and another mag-
netic member secured to one end of the core, a magnetis-
ing coll wound upon the said core, and two superposed
armatures mounted so as to be actuated by the said struc-

ture, one armature being mounted loosely upon a collar

carried by the said magnetic member and the other arma-
ttire being pivoted upon the other side of the rore from
the iiaid collar, both said armatures being arranged to

complete the magnetic circuit when attracted, on* of
the said armatures requiring a stronger magnetiting forc«
to attract it than that required to attract the other arma-
ture.

^j^Trf

2. In an electromagnet, the combination of a magnetic
core, an insulating head for each end of the core and
placed thereon, each end of the core being flattened at one
side to prevent the said heads from turning, a winding
placed upon the core between the said heads and adapted
to magnetise the said core, a second magnetic memt>er se-

cured to one end of the core by a t>olt which is also adapt-

ed for mounting the electromagnet, the said second mag-
netic member being bent so as to extend parallel with the

said core and being secured to the said heads, an arma-
ture of thin magnetic material plvottnl loosely upon the

said second magnetic member and adapted to be attracted

to one end of the core which is suitably cut away to

accommodate the said armature, means for preventing the

said armature from sticking to the core after the magnet-
ism has been removed, a second armature of thick mag-
netic material pivoted loosely upon the opposite side of

the core from the said second magnetic member and
adapted tu t>e attracted to the said core, this last-men-

tioned armature overlapping the other armature when
attracted and both armatures helping to complete the mag-
netic circuit when attracted, suitable adjustments and
stops for the said armatures, to limit their movement, the

aid armatures being adapted to be operated upon different

strengths of niagnetism. respectively, in the aald cora,

thus allowing them to be operated separately or together,

and an inclosing shell adapted to fit over the said Inatt-

latiuK heads and thereby inclose the electromagnet, But>>

stantially as described.

3. In an electromagnet, the combination of a magnetic
core, a head of insoalting material for each end of the
core and placed thereon, an energizing winding carried

by the core l>etween the said heads, a second magnetic
niMnber se<'ured to one end of the core by a bolt adapted
also for mounting the electromagnet to a suitable sup-

port, and extending substantially parallel with the core,

the said second magnetic member secured to the said

heads, an armature of thin magnetic material pivoted to

the said second magnetic member so as to be attracted

to the said core, a second armature of thicker magnetic
material pivoted on the opposite side of the core from the

said second magnetic member so as to be attracted to the

said core, the said armature overlapping each other
when attracted and both helping to complete the magnetic
clrcnlt when attracted, suitable adjustments and stops

for the said armatures, the said armatures being adapted
to l)e attracted upon resi)ective degrees of energisation

of the device whereby they may be operated separately or

together, and an Inclosing shell adapted to fit over the

said heads to lnrlo.se the device as a whole.

4. In an electromagnet, the combination of a substan-
tially U-shapeil magnetic structure comprising a core and
another niagnetlr member secured to one end of the core, a
magnetizing coll wound upon the core, and two armaturea
at one end of the core both arranged to substantially com-
plete the magnetic circuit of the U shaped structure when
attracte<l, one of the said armatures being pivoted to the

said magnetic member, the other armature being pivoted

on the opposite side of the core from the said magnetic
member, the said armatures requiring respective degree*
of energization of the electromagnet to effect their at-

traction.

6. In an electromagnet, a magnetic core and cnerglalng
meiins therefor, aa L-shaped magnetic member extending
substantially parallel with the aald •ore and secured to

one end of the latter, and two armatures at the otbe.*
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end of the core pivoted on opposite sides thereof and ar
ranged to substantially complete the magnetic circuit
when attracted.

(Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226,618. FUKL-GAGE FOR AUTOMOBILES. Jabvis
A. BnirroN, Los Angeles, Cal., assignor to The National
Motor Supply Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation.
Filed July 6, 1914, Rerlal No. 849,286. Renewed Feb
26, 191T. Serial No. 151,143. (CI. 78—82.)

A gage comprising a transparent tube, lower and upper
•crew threaded caps at the respective ends of the tube, said
opper cap having a vent, a cylindrical sheet meUl slotted
•hell surrounding the tube, threaded portions fastened
to the opposite ends of the shell and screwed into the
caps, spacers between the tube and the shell and flush
with the ends of the shell, and washers between the flush
ends of the sheU and spacers and the Inside ends of the

1.226.619. ELECTRICAL SAFETY DEVICE F<1R RAIL
ROADS. Gnoaoi Edwabd Chakion, Ottawa. Ontario,
Canada. Filed Apr. 19, 1916. Serial No. 22.506. (CI.
246—21.)

,«

>-n^^-r^--{4^^p^^

The combination with a rail Joint, including a pair of
abutting rails and a flsh plate, of hollow boxes mounted
on the rails and provided at one end with lugs, rods oper-
atlvely mounted In the flsh plates having one end em
hraced by the hollow boxes, a signal, a source of power,
and means for closing a circuit including the signal
•ource of power and the said rods and boxes should the
rmlis t>ecome displaced.

1,226,620. PRODUCT OF HYDROGENATION. Caru-
TON Ellib. Montclalr. N. J. Original application filed
Mar. 29, 1912, Serial No. 686,988. Divided and this ap
plication filed Feb. 9. 1917. Serial No. 147.564 (Cl
23—28.)

*

1. As a new product, a suspension of a colloidal " non-
BoWe metal - catalyst in a hydrogenated organic material.

2. Colloidal nickel suspended in hydrogenated fatty ma-
tarlal.

'

*. A " colloidal non noble metal-containing catalyst "

so.spendod in a hydrogenated organic material, and suit
able for use as a catalyst in hydrogenatlon processea.

1
.
S S 6 . 6 2 1 . SANI>BLA8T FOR SATIN FINISHING
METALS. Emil Gim.and. Charlotte, N. C. Piled
Oct. 14. 1»16. Serial No. 125.64.'i. (a. 51—12 )

la a namd tiUst apt»arstus, a <iiKlnr including an upper
c*aml>er and a lower sand contnlninc ch«mt»er. a parti-
tion l»etwwB the <haMl>ers and having a central op«j-

Ing therein, a wheel Journaled within the sand con-
taining chamber, said wheel being supported In a plane
directly under the central opening, scoop shaped mem-

bers provided on the wheel, said scoop shaped members
adapted to scoop up sand and throw the same toward
said opening, and means for rotating the wheel.

1,226,622. WRAPPING MACHINE. Hinbt hT. Knupr,
Springfield, Mass., assignor to Package Machinery
Company, Springfield. Mass., a Corporation of Massa-
chuaetU. Filed June 3. 1916. SerUl No. 31.890.
(Cl. 98—6.)

1. In a machine of the character described a rotatable
twister head, a spindle mounted to slide in said head
and having a series of peripheral grooves, two shafts sup-
ported In said head on opposite sides of said spindle, and
having teeth meshing with the grooves on said spindle,
and a pair of U-shaped wire twisters crossing each other
and supported, respectively, by said shafts, whereby the
sliding movement of said spindle in one direction op
erates through said shafts to open the twisters and the
movement of the spindle in the opposite direction closes
the twisters.

2. In a machine of the character described, a rotatable
twister head, a spindle mounted to slide In said head
and having a series of peripheral grooves, two shafta
supported In said head on opposite sides of said spindle,
and having teeth meshing with the grooves on said spin-
dle, a pair of U shaped wire twisters crossing each other
and supported, respectively, by .said shafts, whereby the
sliding movement of said spindle in one direction oper-
ates through said shafts to open the twisters and the
movement of the spindle in the opposite direction closes
the twisters, and Intermittently acting means operating
positively through said spindle to hold the twisters
closed.

8. In a machine of the character described, a pair of
oppositely disT>os.yt rotatable twister heads, each head
carrying two shafts and a pair of U shaped wire twisters
supported, respective!?-, hv said shafts nnd earh twister
being adjuftnhle in Its shaft whereby the two seta of
twisters may be mov^^d towar.l or from each other means
for opening said twisters, and means for positively clos-
ing said twisters.
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4. In a machine of the character described a rotatable
twister head, two shafts supported In said head and
spaced from each other, two twisters supported respec-
tively by said shafts for movement into open or closed re-
lationship with reference to each other, a spindle mount-
ed In said head for sliding movement, and connections
between said spindle and shafts whereby the sliding
movement of the spindle opens or closes said twisters.

5. In a wrapping machine, the combination with a
wrapping wheel and a reciprocating plunger operative to
push articles one at a time into the pockets of said
wheel, of a plate mounted under said plunger to slide
substantially to the periphery of said wheel and back
again away from the wheel In a path parallel to the path
of movement of said plunger, whereby the plate serves to
support each article as the plunger forces It into the
pockets In said wheel, a spring arranged to move aald
plate In one direction, and connections between said plate
and said plunger serving to move the plate in the opposite
direction.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oasette.]

RE ISSU ES.
14.301. COMBINATION BIT AND ROTARY DNDER
REAMER. Lawbsncb 8. Campbbll, Los Angeles, and
JOH.v Grant, Florence, Cal. ; said Campbell assignor
to said Grant. Filed Jan. 2, 1917. Serial No. 140,300.
Original No. 1,169,922, dated Feb. 1. 1916. Serial No.
61,309. filed Nov. 13, 1915. (CI. 266—76.)

u*

1. A device for the purpose, described, consisting of a
shell having a concentric bore with a projection formed
near the Inner termination of the bore, a center-block In-
serted into the bore of the shell being hollow at the upper
end and flattened at the lower end, said center-block hav
Ing a receas formed on the outside of the upper end
adapted to engage with the projection in the bore of the
shell, cutters having slianks formed on the upper ends
designed to fit In the nearly semi-circular spaces left on
both sides of the center-block In the shell, a spring In-
serted Into the hollow center-block, and operating rod»
with the lower ends turnably secured to the shanks of
the cutters and the upper ends engaged with the spring
m the center-block for holding the cutters In operating
position.

2. A device for the purpose described, consisting of a
hollow shell, a center-block removably secured in the shell,
cutters slidlngly mounted In the space formed between
the center-block and the shell, and a well casing being
cut out at the lower termination to fit over the cuttera
designed for rotary drilling and having grooves provided

,

along the Inside of the lower thicker end in the casing I

adapted to allow water to pass to the cutters.
3. A device for the purpose described, consisting of a

hollow shell terminating In a circular ring, a round cen-

ter-block removably secured In the shell being hollow at
the upper end and flattened at the lower end. projections
formed on the flattened part of the center-block, cutters
having shanks formed on the upper ends slidlngly fitting
In the nearly semi-circular spaces formed on both sides
of the fiattened center-block In the shell and having
shoulders to utillxe the ring termination of the shell for
a pounding surface, the cutters having cutting edges on
the lower end concentric to the center of the device, aald
shanks having straight edges parallel to the center of
the device opposite to the cutting edges, the edge of the
shank opposite to the straight edge and on the same side
with the cutting edges being formed to engage with pro-
jections on the center block to prevent the cutters from
collapsing, and operating means secure<l to the cutters
adapted to hold the cutters In operating position.

4. In a device for the purpose described, a hollow
shell, a center-block removably secured in the shell l)elng
flattened at the lower end, cutters slidlngly mounted In
the spaces forme<l between the flattened center-block and
the shell, said center block having lugs formed on the
termination of the flattened end. and said cutters having
recesses formed on the sides toward the center-block
adapted to engage with the logs on the center-block to
prevent the cutters from falling out.

5. In a device for the purpose described, a hollow shell,
a center-block removably secured In the shell being flat-
tened at the lower end. cutters slidlngly mounted in the
spaces formed between the flattened center-block and the
shell, said center-block terminating below the shell hav-
ing means thereon to prevent the cutters from collapsing
and also adapted to serve as a guide to bring the cutters
into operating position, and operating means secured to
the cutters, adapted to hold the cutters In operating posi-
tion, all substantially as described.

6. In a device for the purpose described, the combina-
tion of a hollow shell, a center block removably secured
In the shell being flattened at the lower end. said center-
block being also provided with a slot crosswise through
the upper end, cutters slidlngly mounted In the spaces
formed between the flattened center block and the abell.
operating means secured to the cutters and sulUbly sup-
ported by the center-block adapted to hold the cutters
In operating position, and a locking key Inserted through
the slot in said center block adapted to prevent disen-
gagement of said shell and center block.

7. In a device for the purpose described, the combina-
tion with a hollow shell and a center-block removably
secured In the shell being flattened at the lower end, of
cotters having shanks on the upper ends slidlngly mounted
In the nearly semicircular spaces formed on both sides
of the flattene<l center-block In the lower end of the shell
and having cutting edges formed on the lower ends of
the cutters projecting off the shell in right angles to the
flat side of the nearly seml-clrcular shanks.

8. In a device of the claaa described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of cotters slidlngly mounted therein ;

and a cutter supporter normally fixed within said shell!
said supporter comprising means slidlngly and pivoUUy
securing said cutters to said supporter so that said cot-
ters may be collapsed on protraction of the latter, and
means located so as to be Interposed between said Cotters
to expand and prevent (ollapse of the Utter when re-
tracted.

9. In a device of the claaa described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of cutters slidlngly mounted therein ;

a cutter supporter normally fixed within said shell ; nld
supporter comprising means slidlngly and plvotally »e-
coring aald cotters to said 8up|>orter »o that said cutters
may be collapsed on protraction of the latter, means lo-
cated so as to be Interposed between salJ cutters to ex-
pand and prevent collapse of the latter when retracted

;

and means tending to retract said cutters.
10. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a hollow shell, of cutters slidlngly mounted therein,
said cutters having an off set disposed to engage the
lower face of said shell : and a cutter supporter normally
fixed within said shell, said supporter comprising means
slidlngly and plvotally securing said cotters to said sop-
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porter so that said cutters may be collapsed on protrac-
tion of the latter, and means located so as to be Interposed
between aald cutterb to expand and prevent collapse of
the latter when retracte<l.

11. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of cutters slidlngly mounted therein,
said cutters having an off-set disposed to engage the
lower face of said shell ; a cutter supporter normally fixed
within said shell, said supporter comprising means slld-

lnsl>' and plvotally securing said cutters to said sup-
porter, so that said cutters may b«> collapsed on protrac-
tion of the latter, means located so as to be interposed
between said cotters to expand and prevent collapse of
the latter when retracted ; and means tending to retract
said cutters.

1::. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of cutters having shanks slidlngly
disposed within said shell and disposed to engage the
wall of the Iwre of said shell, said cutters provided with
off sets disposed to engage the lower face of said shell
and cooperate therewith to prevent tilting of the cutters
outwardly ; and a cutter supporter normally fixed within
aald shell, said supporter comprising means slidlngly and
plvotally Hecurlng said cutters to said supporter so that
Mid cutters may be collap8(.><l on protraction of the latter,
and means located so as to be Interposed between skid
cuttera to expand and prevent, collapse of the latter when
retracted.

13. In a device of the class described, the combination
I with a hollow shell, of cotters having shanks slidlngly
dlaposed within said shell, said cutters provided with
off-seta disposed to engage the lower face of said shell
and cooperate therewith to prevent tilting of the cutters
outwardly ; a cutter supporter normally fixed within said

I
Shell, aald supporter comprising means slidlngly and
plvotally securing said cutters to said supporter so that
said cutters may be collapsed on protraction of the latter,
means located so as to be lnteriK>sed between said Aitters
to expand and prevent collapse of the latter when re-
tracted ; and means tending to retract said cutters.

14. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of cutters having shanks slidlngly
mounted within said shell, said cutters plvotally mounted
with respect to one another, the near faces of said
shanks being In planes at right angles to the cutting
eiigea of said cutters, said shanks disposed to engage the
wall of the bore of said shell, off-sets on said cutters dis-
posed to engage the lower face of said shell and co-
operate with said shanks to prevent tilting of the cutters
outwardly, said shell being provided with means affixed
thereto and interposed between said cutters to expaml
the latter on retraction of said cutters and to permit
collapse of the cutters on protraction.

16. In a devic-e of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of cutters having shanks slidlngly
mounted within said shell, said cutters plvotally mounted
with respect to one another, the near faces of said shanks
being in planes at right angles to the cutting edges of
aid cuttera, said shanks disposed to engage the wall of
the bore of said shell, off sets on said cutters disposed to
engage the lower face of said shell and cooperate with
said shanks to prevent tilting of the cutters outwardly,
•aid ahell being provided with means aflixed thereto and
Interposed between said cutters to expand the latter on
retraction of said cotters and to permit collapse of the
cutters on protraction, and means tending to retract said
cutters.

16. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of a pair of collapsible cutters, a
cutter supporter mounted in said shell, said cutters hav
log nearly seml-cyllndrlcal shanks, the planes of the near
faces of said shanks being substantially at right angles
to the cutting edges of said cutters, shoulders on said
cutters disposed to engage the lower face of said shell
forming a complete ring about the pair of cutters, and
means to slidlngly and plvotally support said cutters
from said supporter.

17. In a device of the class described, the comtilnaMon
with a hollow shell, of a pair of collapsible cutters slid-

lngly mounted in said shell, said cutters having nearly
seml-cyllndrlcal shanks, the planes of the near faces of
said shanks being substantially at right angles to the
cutting edg^s of said cutters, shoulders on said cutters
disposed to engage the lower face of said shell forming
a complete ring about the pair of cutters, means to
slidlngly and plvotally support said cutters from said
shell, and means affixed to said shell disposed so as to
be Interposed between said cutters when expanded.

18. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of a pair of collapsible cutters slid-

lngly mounted In said shell, said cutters having nearly
seml-cyllndrlcal shanks, the planes of the near laces of
said shanks substantially at right angles to the cutting
edges of said cutters, shoulders on said cutters disposed
to engage the lower face of said shell forming a complete
rlpg about the pair of cutters ; and a cutter supporter
affixed to said shell comprising means slidlngly and
plvotally supporting said cutters, and means disposed so
as to be Interposed between said cutters when expanded.

19. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of a pair of collapsible cutters, said
cutters having nearly seml-cyllndrlcal shanks, the planes
of the near faces of said shanks being substantially at
right angles to the cutting edges of said cutters, shoul-
ders on said cutters disposed to engage the lower face of
said shell forming a complete ring about the pair of .cut-

ters, means to slidlngly and plvotally support said cut-
ters from said shell, and means tending to retract said
cutters.

20. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of a pair of collapsible cutters slid-

lngly mounted in said shell, said cutters having nearly
seml-cyllndrlcal shanks, the planes of the near faces of

said shanks being substantially at right angles to the
cutting edges of said cutters, shoulders on said cutters
disposed to engage the lower face of said shell forming a
complete ring about the pair of cutters, means to slid-

lngly and plvotally support said cutters from said shell,

means affixed to said shell disposed so as to be Inter-

posed between said cutters when expanded, and means
tending to retract said cutters.

'

21. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow shell, of a pair of collapsible cutters slid-

lngly mounted in said shell, said cutters having nearly
seml-cyllndrlcal shanks, the planes of the near faces of

said shanks substantially at right angles to the cutting
edges of said cutters, shoulders on said cutters disposed
to engage the lower face of said shell forming a com-
plete ring about the pair of cutters ; and a cutter sup-

porter affixed to said shell comprising means slidlngly

and plvotally supporting said cutters, means disposed so
as to be Interposed l)etween said cutters when expanded,
and means tending to retract said cutters.

14,302. CONTROLLING APPARATUS FOR RAILWAY
SWITCHES AND SIGNALS. Heney W. GBirrix, New
York, N. Y., assignor to The Union Switch and Signal
Company, Swlssvale, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsyl-
vania. Filed Aug. 22, 1914. Serial No. 858,126. Origi-

nal No. 1,0.^3,243, dated July 23, 1912, Serial No.
635,620, filed Dec. 80. 1909i. (01. 24G—53.)

1. In combination, a railway switch capable of normal
and reverse positions, a controlling lever therefor capable
of normal and reverse positions corresponding to the
positions of the switch, a circuit controller operatlvely
conn-cted with the switch .nnd a circuit controller oper-
ated by the lever, a relay, a circuit for said relay Includ-
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iDB the two uld drcnit controller*, which drcult la
closed only when the switch and the lerer are Iwth In
normal or both In reverse positions, a signal governing
traffic over said switch, and means for continuously con-
trolling said signal by the relay whereby the signal can
not be cleared onlem the switch and the lever are in corre-
sponding extreme positions, and whereby the signal will
bf returned to Its danger Indication If either the switch
or the lover Is moved after the signal has been cleared.

2. In combination, a railway switch capable of normal
and reverse positions, a controlling lever therefor capable
of normal and reverse positions corresponding to the
positions of the switch, a drrult controller operatlvely
connected with the switch and a circuit controller oper-
ated by the lever, a drcult Including said drcult con-
trollers which circuit is closed only when the switch and
the controlling lever are both in normal or both in reverse
positions, an«l a signal governing trafflc over said switch
and continuously controlled by said clrmlt whereby the
signal cannot be cleared unless the switch and the lever
are in corresponding extreme positions, and whereby the
signal will be returned to its danger indication if either
the switch or the lever is moved after the signal has been
cleared.

3. In combination, a railway switch capable of normal
and reverse positions, a controlling lever for said switch
capable also of normal and reverse positions correspond-
ing to the positions of the switch, a common wire and
two other conductors extending t>etween the switch and
the controlling lever, means controlled by the switch for
connecting one end of the common wire with one of said
conductors or the other according as the switch is in nor-
mal or reverse position, means controlled by the lever for
connecting the other end of the common wire with one of
said conductors or the other according as the lever is in
normal or reverse position, the two ends of the common
wire l>eing connected with the same conductor when the
switch and the lever occupy corresponding positions, a
source of current included in said common wire, a signal
governing trafflc over said switch, and means Included in
said common wire for continuously controlling said signal
whereby the signal cannot be cleared unless the switch
and the lever are in corresponding extreme positions, and
whereby the signal will be returned to Its danger indica-
tion if either the switch or the lever la moved after the
signal has been cleared.

1

4. In combination, a railway switch capable of normal
and reverse positions, a controlling lever for said switch
capable also of normal and reverse positions correspond-
ing to the positions of the switch, a common wire and
two other conductors extending between the switch and
the controlling lever, means controlled by the switch for
connecting one end of the common wire with one of said
conductors or the other according as the switch is In nor
mal or reverse position, means controlled by the lever for
connecting the other end of the common wire with one
of said conductors or the other according as the lever
Is in normal or reverse position, the two ends of the
common wir^ being connected with difTerent condactors
when the switch and the lever are in correspondini? posi-
tions, a source of current connected between said two
conductors, a signal governing trafflc over the rwltch, and '

means Included In said common wire for controlling said
signal. I

5. In combination, a railway switch, a lever for the
control thereof, Indication means for governing said lever,

j

circuits for said Indication means, drcult controlling con- '

tacts operatlvely connected with said switch for con- •

trolling said circuits, translating means, circuits for said
translating means including said switch controlled con-
tacts and portions of the circuits for the Indication means
and contacts operated by said lever, said circuits requir-
ing that the switch and the lever coincide In extreme
positions to energize the translating means, a signal gov
ernlng trafflc over said switch, and means for controlling
said signal by said translating means.

6. In combination, a railway switch, an Interlocking
machine comprising a lever for controlling said switch.
Indication means for governing said lever, drcnlts for

•aid indlcaUoa means, clrcnlt eoDtroIlIng coatarts opefa
tlvely connected with said switch for controlling said
drcults. translating means, circuits for said translating
means including said switch contacts and portions of said
Indication circuits and contacts actuated by said lever,
said circuits requiring that the switch and the lever co-
incide in extreme positions to energize the translating
means, a signal governing trafflc over said switch, a lever
comprised also In said interlocking machine for controlling
said signal, and means for also controlling said signal by
said translating means.

7. In combination, a railway switch, an interlocking
machine comprising a lever for the control of said switch,
means for actuating said switch in response to partial
movements of the lever, electrically controlled indication
means for governing said lever, circuits for said indica-
tion means, circuit controlling contacts operatlvely con-
nected with wild switch for controlling said circuits to
cause operation of said indication means to allow com-
pletion of the movement of the lever when the switch has
fully responded to the partial movement of the lever,
translating means, circuits for said translating meant
Including said switch contacts and portions of said Indi-
cation circuits and contacts actuated by said lever, said
drcults requirins that the movement of the lever shall be
completed to fully coincide In extreme position with the

I new position of the swifrh before the translating means
' can be energised, a signal governing trafflc over said
;

switch, a lever comprtse<i also in said interlocking ma-
chine for controlling said signal, and means for also
controlling said signal by said translating means.

8. In combination, a railway switch, an interlocking
machine comprising a lever for the control of said

,
switch, means for actuating said switch In response to
partial movements of the lever, two electric locks for
said lever one for preventing completion of the movement
of the lever in each direction, a drcult 'for each lork. dr-
cult controlling contacts operatlvely connected with the
switch for closing one or the other of said lock circuits
when the switch has completed Its movement In response
to the partial movement of the lever, translating means,
drcults for said translating means including said switch
contacts and portions of said lock circuits and contacts
actnate<l by said lever, said drcults requiring that the
movement of the lever shall be complete<l to fully coincide
in extreme position with the new position of the switch
before the translating means can be energlied. a signal
governing trafflc over said switch, a lever comprl8e<l also
In said Interlocking machine for controlling said signal,
and means for also controlling said signal by aald trans-
lating means.

9. In combination, a railway switch, an Interlocking
machine comprising a lever for the control of said switch,
means for actuating said switch in response to partial
movements of the lever, two electric locks for said lever,
one for preventing completion of the movement of the
lever in each direction, a circuit for each lock, circuit
controlling contacts operatlvely connected with the switch
for closing one or the other of said lock drcnlts when the
switch has completed its movement in response to the
partial movement of the lever, a drcult controller oper
ated by the lever for preventing closure of each loch
drcult except when the lever occupies the partially com
pleted position of movement from which it Is to b«
released by the corresponding lock, a relay, a drcult
therefor including said switch operated contacts and por
tlons of the lock circuits and contacts actuateil by the
lever, said relay drcult requiring that the movement of
the lever be completed to correspoml to the new position
of the switch before the relay can be energlxed. a signal
governing trafflc over said switch, a second lever com
prised in said interlocking machine for controlling said
signal, and means for also controlling said signal by said
relay.

10. In combination, a railway switch, an Interlocking
machine comprising a lever for the control of said switch,
means for actuating said switch In response to partial
movements of the lever, two electric locks for said lever.
one for preventing completion of the movement of the

\
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lever in each direction, a drcalt for eack lock, a clrcnlt
controller operatlvely connected with the switch for clos-
ing one or the other of said lock circuits when the switch
has complete<l Its movement in response to the partial
movement of the lever, translating means, means operated
by the lever upon the completion of a movement thereof
for disconnecting from lt8 circuit the lock which was
energised to release the lever and connecting said trans-
lating means in the last mentioned circuit, a signal gov-
erning trafflc over said switch, a second lever comprised
In said Interlocking machine for controlling said signal,
and means for also controlling said signal by said trans-
lating means.

11. In combination, a railway switch, an interlocking
machine comprlaing a lever for controlling said switch,
means for actuating the switch in response to partial
movements of said lever, two electrically controlled locks
for said lever one for preventing completion of the
movement of the lever In one direction and the other for
preventing completion of the lever In the other direction,
circuits for said locks comprising n common wire and two
individual wires one for each lock, circuit controlling
conUcta operatlvely connected with the switch for ener-
gliin.7 one or the other of said lock circuits when the
switch has completed Its movement In response to the
partial movement of the lever, translating means ; circuits
for said translating means comprising said common return
wire, said switch actuate<l contacts, portions of said two
individual wires and contacts operate<l by said lever, said
clrvuits requiring that the switch and the lever occupy
coincident extreme positions to energise the translating
means

:
a signal governing trafflc over said switch, a

second lever comprlse<l in said interlocking machine for
controlling said signal, and means for controlling said
•ignal by said translating means.

12. In combination, a railway switch, an interlocking
machine comprising a lever for said switch, means for
actuating said switch in rei^ponse to partial movements
of said lerer, drcult controlling contacts one or another
of which Is closed according as the switch occupies one
extreme position or the other. Indication means controlled
by said contacts for governing the movements of said
lever, contacts actuated by said switch controlling lever,
• signal governing trafflc over said switch, a second lever
comprised in said Interlocking machine for controlling
said signal, and means for also controlling said signal
by said first mentioned contacts and by said second men-
tioned contacts, said two groups of contacts requiring
that the switch and its controlling lever coincide in
extreme positions in order that the signal may Indicate
dear.

U..303. FASTENING DEVICE. Davis Marinsky. New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 20. 1917. Serial No. 156.217
Original No. 1.196.009. dated Aug. 29, 1916. Serial No
52.345, filed Sept. 24. 1916. (CI. 24—218.)

Ing Inwardly depressed portions arranged between the
slotted portions and the perimeter for receiving the at
tachlng threads.

2. A garment fastener comprialng a disk having a stud
provided with a knob, and a socket member consisting of
a plate provided with an annular rim. the edge of which
is folded Inwardly upon Itself and forms an annular
shoulder, and a yoke-shaped locking spring secured In
said socket member by said annular shoulder, said socket
member being also provided with a central aperture
through which the knob of the disk may be passed from
either side of said socket member in use and with slots
for the passage of threads in securing said socket member
to the garment.

3. A fastening device of the ball and socket type in
which the socket member la reversible and the ball or
knob member Insertlble from either side thereof and op-
erable in either position.

4. A fastening device of the ball and socket type com-
prising a socket member and a ball member, said parts
being reversible one upon the other and being operable
in either position.

5. A fastening device of the ball and socket type, com-
prising two disk-shaped members one of which is pro-
vided with a central opening and the other with a knob
adapted to be passed through said opening, and a U
shaped spring mounted in one side of said disk and the
bottom end of which and the ends of the arms of which
have a bearing at the perimeter of said disk, the knob of
the other disk being adapted to be passed through said
opening and between the arms of the U-shaped spring
from either side of the first-named disk, whereby the
positions of said disks are reversible one upon the other
and whereby said disks are adapted to operate as a fas-
tening device in either position.

6. A fastening device of the class described, compris-
ing a socket member and a knob member, the socket mem-
ber being concavo-convex in cross section and being pro-
vided with a central aperture and with a rim which is
folded Inwardly upon Itself to form an annular shoulder,
a yoke shaped locking spring mounted In said socket mem-
ber and the bow portion of which and the ends of the
arms of which fit under and are retained in position by
the said annular shoulder, the knob of the knob member
being adapted to be passed through the aperture in the
socket member from either side thereof and to be retained
In operative position by said spring in either position of
the knob member.

DESIGN S.

50.771. CASKET - HANDLE LUG. Ghohgb R. Bailkt,
Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to Sterling Casket Hardware
Company, Brooklyn. N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed Mar. 7. 1917. Serial No. 163.198. Term of pat-
ent 7 years.

"

I

1. A garment fastener comprising a disk having a stud
provided with a knob, and a socket member consisting
of a back plate substantially concavo-convex In form and
provided with an annular rim. the edge of which is folded
Inwardly upon itaelf and forms an annular ahoulder with-
in the socket member, a yoke shaped locking spring re-
movably secured In said socket member by said annular
shoulder, and said back plate being also provided with a
central aperture for the passage of the knob and with
slots for the pasMge of the threads used In securing the
socket member to the garment, said back plate also kav-

The ornamental design for a casket handle log. aa
shown.
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60,772. OBNAMENT FOB CASKETS. Q»ohgi R. Bailbt,
Brookiyn. N. Y.. assignor to Sterling Casket Hardware
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed Mar. 7. 1917. Serial No. 153,199. Term of pat
.ent 7 years.

The ornamental design for an ornament for caskets as
sL<>wn.

60,778. LOCK. Josbph Bcchik, Oak Park, 111. Filed
Not. 27, 1916. Serial No. 133,820. Term of patent 8i
years.

50,774. PANEL FOR WOOD FURNITURE. Pibtro
Obkonb. Syracuse, N. Y.. assignor to Samuel Bonn.
Syracuse, N. Y. Filed .\ug. 9. 1916. Serial No. 114.060.
Term of i>atent 3 J yt-ars.

WW ^
WW ^
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50.788. UNOLEUlf. OIL-CLOTH, OR FLOOB-COVER-
INO. Chablis F. HuMFHRBTa, LaDcaster. Pa., assisnor
to Armstrong Cork Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corpo-
ration of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 27, ldl7. S«rlAl

No. 167,838. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for linoleum, oil cloth, or floor

eoTering as shown.

60,784. LINOLEUM. OIL CLOTH, OR FLOOR COVER-
ING. Chablis F. Humphrcvs, Lancaster, Pa., asalgoor
to Armstrong Cork Company. Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corpo-
ration of Pennsylyania. Filed Mar. 27, 1917. Serial
No. 157,839. Term of patent 7 years.

:^Wi

The ornamental design for linoleum, oil cloth, or floor
covering as shown.

60.786. LINOLEUM. OIL-CLOTH. OR FLOOR COVER
INO. Cbarlbs F. Hcmphhbts. Ijincaster. Pa., assignor
to Armstrong Cork Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corpo-
ration of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 27, 1917. Serial
No. 167,840. Term of patent 7 years.

Tbe ornamental design for linoleum, oil doth, or floor

oov<>rlng as shown.

60,786. OOBLBT OR SIMILAR ABTICLB. Wilbh B.
HUNTBK, Morgantown, W. Va. Filed Apr. 18, 1910.
Serial No. 92,044. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a goblet or similar article
as shown.

50,787. CASING FOR THERMOSTATS. Ellwood C.
Johns, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to Gold Car Heat-
ing & Lighting Company, New York, N. T., a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed Mar. 2, 1917. Serial No.
162.133. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a casing for thermostats, as
shown.

50,788. CHECK AND DEPOSIT-SLIP TRAY. KaN»*r S.
Johnson, Waterloo, Iowa. Filed Jan. 16, 1917. Serial
No. 142.708. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamenul design for a check and deposit slip

tray, as shown.
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60,789. RANOB. John JDNQsas, Grafton. Wis. Filed
Jan. 11, 1917. Serial No. 141.900. Term of patent 14
years.

The ornamental design for a range as shown.

60.790. GAS riE.^TER GRILL. Do.nald H. McCoaKLa,
iterkeley. Cal. Filed Jan. 81. 1917. Serial No. 145,80l!
Term of patent 14 years.

SHni

imii

The ornamental design for a gas heater grill, as shown.

50,791. CANDY BOX. Maud
Mass. Filed Mar. 22, 1916.
of patent 3i years.

A. MorFATT, Dorchester,
Serial No. 86,001. Term

50,792. HANDLE FOR SPOONS OB ANALOGOUS AB-
TICLB8. Habou> Bowako Nock, Newbnryport, Mass.,
assignor to Towle Manufacturing Company, Newbnry-
port, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed
Mar. 9, 1917. Serial No. 153,767. Term of patent 7
years.

The ornamental design for a handle for spoons or anal-
ogous articles substantially as shown, or any colorable
imitation thereof.

50.793. TIRE. Mabion F. Olivbb. Berkeley, Cal Filed
Mar. 29, 1917. Serial No. 158,480. Term of patent Si
years.

'

The ornamenui design for a candy box, as shown.
238 O. (J.—ei

The ornamental design for a tire, as shown.
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60,794. PIANO-CASE. William M. Plaistbd, Larch-
mont, N. Y., assignor to Hazelton Brothers, New York,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 8, 1917.
Serial No. 153,509. Term of patent 3i years.

50.796. PIANO-CASE. Willum M. PlaI8T«d, Larch-
mont, N. T., as«lKnor to Hazelton Brothers, New York.
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 8,
1917. Serial No. 153.511. Term of patent 3J yeara.

The orDamental deaisn for a piano case as shown.

50.795. PLAYER-PIANO CASE. William M. Plai8T«d,
Larchmont, N. Y.. assignor to Hazelton Brothers. New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 8.

1917. Serial No. 153.510. Term of patent 3J years.

The ornamental design for a piano case as shown.

50.797. PLAYER PIANO CASE. William M. Plaistm),
Larchmont. N. Y.. assignor to Haxelton Brothers, New
York, N, Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 8.
1917. Serial No. 153.512. Term of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a player piano case, as
shown.

The ornamental design for a player piano case as shown.

50.798. EMBLEM. Abthub Edward Pohlmar, Water-
town, W^ls. Filed Feb. 26, 1917. Serial No. 181, 13«.
Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for an emblem, as ahowu.

May 15, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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'V.rd oJr''.?i^S-.°.^?J- ,!:t'*^'' «'^-^?!Tr '^•^O^- ^- ^-"-H W. BBOWK. Yonkers, N. T.. a.land, Ohio. Filed Mar. 10. 1917. SerUl No. 154,049
Term of patent 14 years.

signor to Eugene Qulgley. as chancellor of Delta Theta
Phi Law Fraternity. Filed Jan. 31, 1917. SerUl No.
146,803. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for an automobile body as
shown.

80,800. RUG. Hahet Ulmeh. Philadelphia. Pa., as-
signor to Hardwick & Magee Co , Philadelphia, Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 24, 1917
Serial No. 167,280. Term of patent 31 years

The ornamental design for an emblematic key, substan-
tially as shown In the drawings.

60,802. HANDLE FOR SPOONS, FORKS. OR SIMILAR
ARTICLES. Babton P. JiNKg, Providence. R. I., as-
signor to Gorham Manufacturing Company. Providence.
R. I., a Corporation of Rhode Island. Filed Apr 8*

1917. Serial No. 159.629. Term of patent 14 years.
'

The ornamental design for a mg, substantially
shown.

The ornamental design for a handle for spoons, forks.
or similar articles, as shown.
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED MAY 15, 1917.

The following trade-marks are published in compliance with section 6 of the act ofFebruary 20, 1906, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within
thirty days of this date.

Marks appUed for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provision
In clause (b) of section 6 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said act, a fee of ten dollars must accompany each
notice of opposition.

Ser. No. 67.660. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. PUB-
NI8HING8, AND NOTIONS.) Nbtiutbab Ho8» Sdp-
POETBE Co., New Tork, N. Y. Filed Dec. 31. 1J>12.

Particular detoripUon of pood*.—Garter-Clasps.
Clotmt u»e since Dec. 1. 1912.

Ser. No. 78.916. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FUR-
NISHINGS. AND NOTIONS.) Caeso.v, Pirib, Scott
A Co., Clilca«o. III. FU«d June 9, 1914

<?.
Particular description of i^ood*.—Braid. Tape, Tattlnj-

Shnttles, and Toilet and Safety Pins.
Claim* MM since about April. 1912.

Ser. No. 85,607. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TI0N8.) Thobktom W. Blboms, Springfield, Uasa.
Filed Mar. 29, 1915.

QUADDIES
Consisting of the word " Quaddles."
Particular dettjription of i?oo<l*.—Printed Books.
Claims UMT since Mar. 17, 1915.

Ser. No. 90.841. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) PlN.NSTLTAKlA CHOCOLATI COM-
PANT, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Nov. 22, 1916.

EATMORS
Particular description of goods.—Chocolate.
Cla4ms use since about Sept. SO. 1907.

Ser. No. 91,496. (CLASS 32. FURNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) Th» RoBHBiM eh Brooks Studios Com-
PA.NT, CleveUnd, Ohio. Filed Dec. 15, 1915.

Particular description of goods.—Be6a, Cribs, Coaches,
Tables, Chairs, Cabinets, Stands, Bookcases, Sideboards,
Taborets, Stools. Backs, and Mirrors.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1910.

Ser. No. 91,712. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) F. W. Ballard & Compant, Cleyeland. Ohio.
Filed Dec. 28, 1916.

a building Inclosed within

[Vol. 2S8.

The trade-mark consists in

circle.

Particular description of goods.—Advertising and De-
scriptive Pamphlets ; and Records and Reports Incident to
a General EnglneerlnK and Architectural Business, Includ-
ing the Designing and Construction of LlghUng and
Power SUtlons. Industrial Buildings, and Factory Plants
of All Kinds, and Appraisals and Valuations of Public-
Utility and Industrial Properties.

Claims use since Dec. 16, 1916.

No. 8.]
I
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8er. No. 92.181. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Thb Aaco Compaay, CleveUnd.
Ohio. Filed Jan. 17, 1916.

Particular description of good*.—Ready-Mixed Paints
and Varnisbea.

CUnimg u»e since Dec. 1, 1916.

8«r. No. 92.216. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGRBDI-
KNTS OF FOODS.) Chandlkb Beokiraob Co.. Atchl-
on, Hiawatha, and Horton. Kans. Filed Jan. 18, 1916.

The trade mark conslstg of a monoip-am formed of the
capital letters " C B C " appearing In white on a red cir-
cular ground.

Particular deacription of goods.—Wheat Floor, Corn
Chop, Russet (Burhank) Potatoes, Red River Valley Early
Ohio Pure Seed-Potatoes. Poultry Feed, Coffee.

Cla4mu use since April, 1915.

8«r. No. 92,477. (CLASS 8. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHAR.MACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thi Octava Co., Lake Placid, N. Y. Filed Jan 28
1916.

The lines are merely shading. Color does not form a
feature of the mark.

Particular description of goods.—Toilet Preparations
for the Skin.

Claims use since Mar. 15, 1915.

[Vol. 288.

Ser. No. 92,793. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) Utah Fvel Compakt. Clear
Creek and Salt Lake City, UUh. FUed Feb. 11. 1916,

aEAR CREEK
Trade mark is ' Clear Creek." and the word

disclaimed as part of the trade mnrk.
Particular description of goods.—Coal.
CUUmu use since 1899.

Coal " la

Ser. No. 93.331. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS )Rot H. Beow.nu... Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Mar. 6 1916

Particular description of ffooda.—Hydrocarbons and
Derivatives Thereof, as Toluol. Anllin. and Nitrobensene.

iJla*ms use since Feb. 26. 1916.

Ser. No.
.»wo ^-^^^ (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES, FIRK-ARMS. EQUIPMENTS. AND PROJECTILES.) D»i>-wiLLaa h Stbmt Fiaawoaas MANrrAcrcaiNo Com-PAWT, .New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 25, 1916. Under
ten-year proviso.

Particular description of goods.—Tlrtwortu.
Claims use since Jan. 1, 1870.

Ser. No. 95,622. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERYAND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Grakd D»-'
TOCB Pm>w Company, Dixon, lU. Filed June 6. 1916
Under ten-year proviso.

Particular description of i7oo4*.—Plows, Cultivators.
Disk Harrows, and Listers.

Claims use slnre the year 1837.

Ko. 3.]
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8*r No, W.J20. (CLAPS 49 DISTILLED AIXX)HOLIC
LIQUORS ) Sample k Compa.nt, New York, N. Y
Filed June 28, 1916.

g ifWalter
Particular description of goods.—Scotch Whisky.
Claims use since Sept. 14, 1916.

Ser. No. 9«,2S6. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Thi Nbwspapkb E-NTKHpaisB Association,
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed June 30, 1916.

(^
Trade-mark : " N B A " and the design shown.
Particular description of goods.—Newspaper Publica-

tions.

Claims use since the year 1904.

Ser. No. 96.698. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) PuBin Baking Company, St.

Paul. Minn. Filed July 20, 1916.

K" >i
Particular description of goods.—Bread.
Claims use since June 7, 1916.

Ser. No. 98.098. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Waltbe Ricuman. Atlantic City, N, J. Filed Sept.
19, 1916.

Drawing Is n true portrait of myself.
Particular descHption of goods.—Liniment for the

Treatment of Lumbago. Sore Throat. Stiff Neck, Head-
ache, .Muscular Rheumatism. Neuralgia. Sciatica, Bruises.
Chllhlains. and Mosquito-Bites on Man or Beast.

Claims use since Nov. 1, 1914.

rVol. 288.

Ser. No. 98.243. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Gocld StoragS
Batttot Co., Depew and New York, N. Y. Filed Sent.
26, 1916.

I

No claim being made to the words " Tri-Rellance Bat-
tery Service."

Particular description of goods.—BHectrlc Batteries.
Claims use since July 22, 1916.

Ser No. 98,665. (CLASS 33. GLASSWARE.) E. B.
Kingman Company, Leominster, Mass. Filed Oct. 11,
1916.

I

Particular description of poodn.—Lenses for Electrl-
cally-Llghted Automobiles and Motor-Vehicles.

Claims use since Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 98,796. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGING8.) Atlas Cbcciblb Stbsl
Company, Dunkirk, N. Y, FJled Oct. 21. 1916.

L-XX
!

The trademark conslstg of the letters " L-XX.
Particular description of goods.—Tool-Steels.
Claints use since Jan. 1, 1908.

Ser. No. 98.817. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS, AND NOTIONS.) Ti rkbi.tacb & Lichtbb, New
York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 21. 1916.

No claim Is herein made to the words " Sterling Qual-
ity."

Particular description of goods.—Sewed-Tbrongh and
Shank Buttons Used on Women's Wearing-Apparel and
Made of Pearl. Ivory, Celluloid, Glass. Jet, and Cloth-
Covered.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1916.

No. 3.]
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Ser. No. 98,962. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FURNISH-
INGS, AND NOTIONS.) Walois k Co., Prague-
Wrschowltz, Aostrla-Flungary. Filed Oct. 28, 1916.

I

Particular deaor^ption of good».—Snap-Fasteners of All
Kinds, Snap-Faatener Tapes, Hair-Plns, Non-Ornamental
Hat-Pins Made of Ste*-!. Buttons of All Kinds Made of
Non-Preclou8 Metals and Used as Fastening Devices

—

Namely. Fancy Buttons Used for Ornamenting Loidlea' Ap-
parel, Trouser-Buttona. and Glove-Buttons—Collar-But-
tons. Cuff-Buttons, and Necktie-Clasps Made of Non-
Precious Metals, Trimming Buttons Made of Xon-Preclous
Metal Used as Ornamental Devices for Clothing Not D»ed
for Fastening, Collar-Supporters, Dress-Shlelds, Steel Nee-
dles Used for Hand-Sewing, Brass Pins Us»h1 as Fasten-
ing Devices, Placket Fasteners,
Made of Non-Precious MeUls Used
for nothing.

Claim* u»e since Dec. 31, 1913.

Safety Pins, Buckles
as Fastening Devices

Ser. No. 99.109. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINTERS-
MATERIALS.) Th» Abco Compant, Cleveland, Ohio.
Piled Nov. 6, 1916.

Particular deaeription of goods.—Ready-Mixed Paints.
Varnishes, and Fillers.

Claims use since Aug. 25. 1915.

Ser. No. 99.280. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Al-KCANDBO R. PCRPCBA, New
York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 18, 1916.

PrtCLWCCIO'

No claim Is made for any special coloring for the de-
tails of the trade mark. No claim la made to the word
" Brand."

Particular description of pood*.—Tomato Sauce.
CUUms use since July 1, 1914.

Ser. No. 99,422. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINTERS-
MATERIALS.) Optiihc* MANirAcTcai.No Co., Boston
Mass. Piled Nov. 20, 1916.

No claim being made to the words " Hood and Fender
Optimus. Restorer".

Particular drncription of ffoods.—Pollnht* for Automo
blle-Bodles.

Claims use since Aug. 15. 1916.

Ser. No. 99,530. (CLASS 16. PAI.VTS AND PAINTERS'
MATERIALS.) Thi Abco Company, CTeveland. Ohio
Piled Nov. 25, 1916.

Arco-Rays
IWiiTHNS YOUR iHys"

Particular descHption of pood*.—Prepared Palnta for
Various Purposes.

Claims use since Oct. 81. 1916.

Ser. No. 99.838. (CLASS 4 ABRASIVE. DETEROE.NT
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Canadian Bco^
NOMic LCBBiCANT CoMPANT, LTD., Montreal. Canada
Filed Dec. 11. 1916.

Trade mark consists of a circular red, white, and t)lue
deilgn and a colored bar therebelow. No claim Is made
to the words " It Is unlucky for dirt."

Particular descHption of j^xxfa.—Soap Powder.
Claims use since Oct. 1, 1915.

Ser. .Vo. 99,958. (CLASS 4 ABRASIVE, DETERGENT
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Thi Gordon!
Thorni Co.. Utlca. N. Y. Filed I>ec. 15, 1916

BABY

BUNTING
Particular description of ffoods.—ToUet Soap.
CUUms use since May 16, 1913.

fVol. 238. No. t.)
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Ser. No. 99.984. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS. AND SPORT-
ING GOODS.) iNTlBNATIONAb-BlLLIABD TABLB COM-
PANT, Kansas City, Mo. Filed Dec. 16, 1916.

No claim U made to the words " Originators," " Pat-
entees," " Independent Designers & Builders," " Billiard
Table Co.." or " Kan.sas City, Missouri. U. S. A."

Particular description of (;oods.—Bllllard-Hall Furni-
ture—Namely. Billlanl Tables. Ball Racks, and Cue-Racks.

Claims use since Oct. 25. 1916.

Ser. No. 100.011. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Jdbilbb Mand-
rACTOBiNO COMPANT, Omaha, Nebr. Filed Dec la
1918. ' ^

JUBILEE

Particular description of (;ooda.—Spark-Gaps for Spark-
plugs.

Claims use since May 1, 1914.

Ser. No. 100,026. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Thb TtJLLOss School Compant, Spring
field, Ohio. Filed Dec. 18, 1916.

The words appearing in the mark as Illustrated by the
drawing originally filed are herehy Asclalmed.

Particular description of goods.—Lesson Books, Lec-
ture Books, Advertlalng-Clrrulars. Testimonial-Sheets, and
Catalogues.

Criaims use since December. 1910.

fVoL 888.

Ser. No. 100,094. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) HAWKE8 & Son, London.
England. Filed Dec. 22, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Flutes, Piccolos, Drum-
Belts, and Vlolln-Strlngs.

Claims use on flutes, piccolos, and drum-belts: since 1907
and on vlolln-strlngs since November, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.280. (CLASS 30. CROCKERY. EARTHEN-
WARE, AND PORCELAIN.) The Carrollton Pot^
Tiat Company. CarroUtoa, Ohio. Filed Jau. 2, 1917.

No claim being made to the words " Carrollton " and
" China."

Particular descHption of goods.—Semlporcelaln Dinner
Sets and Toilet Sets Manufactured from Domestic and
Imported Kaolin or China Clays and Producing a Seml-
vltreous White Body to Which a White Translucent Qlase
Is Applied. Producing Clear White Ware for lable-Servlce
or Use. Consisting of Regular Line of Plates, Cups, San-
cers, and Kindred Articles of Dlnner-Servlce.

Oknim^ use since Oct. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,282. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) Francisco dbl Castillo, Santlage de
Cuba, Cuba. Filed Jan. 2, 1917.

The lines extending diagonally of the background of the
representation of the tower being produce<l alternately
In red and In the same color in which the representation
of the tower Is produced.

Particular description of goods.—Rum, Cognac, Anise-
Seed Spirit, and Fruit-Cream Liquors.

Claims use since Jan. 1, 1910.

Ser. No. 100,336. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) Habbt W. Pbrlman.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Jan. 3, 1917.

No claim Is made by me to the exclusive use of any of
the printed matter originally appearing on the drawing
submitted by me except the word " Pearltone,"

Particular description of goods.—Pianos.
Claims use since June 1, 1816.

No. 8.]
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8«r. No. 100.504. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA
TI0N8.) ToEpr»B & ScHEOFr. Inc.. New York, N. Y.
Filed Jan. 9, 1917.

Particular dencHption of gooda.—D«coratlye PHnts.
Claims use since Dec. 9, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.552. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
PowLBH Packi.vo Co.. Portland. Me., and Kflnsaa City.
Kans. FUed Jan. 12. 1917.

Particular description of good*.—A Medicinal Prepara-
tion Used for Inoculating Swine as a Preventive Against
Cholera.

Claims use since Sept. 1, 1914.

Ser. No. 100.566. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS )AviLA J. L« FAivEi. Clayton, N. Y. Piled Jan. 12
1917.

Particular description of ffood*.—Remedy for Treating
Asthma and Bronchial Trouble.

Claims use since Dec. 20. 1916.

S«r. No. 100.614. (CLASS 35. BELTING, HOSE, MA-CHINERY PACKING. AND NON-METALLIC TIRES )Hbbbebt E. Dickaro, Monroe, La. FUed Jan. 15, 1917.

STYX
Particular description of goods.—\ Rubber Patch for

Repairing Inner Tubea of Aotomoblle-Tlres.
Claims use since Nov. 1, 1916.

8«r. No. 100.662. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FUR-
NISHINGS, AND NOTIONS.) Bcrnstinb & Nachman
New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 17, 1917.

WD@L^

Particular description of cood«.—Dress Fasttners. Snap-
Buttons, and Snap-Fasteners.

Claims use since Dec. 1, 1916.

[Vol. 2S8.

Ser. No. 100,943.^ (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Th« T»XA8 Compant, Houston. Tex. Filed Jan 25
1917.

The star being printed In red and the letter " T " la
green.

Particular description of f;ood«.—Petroleum. Asphalt-
OUs. (Distilled Crude Petroleum Oils for Lubricating Pur-
poses.) Benzln. Burning Oils, Cuttlng-Olls. Cyllnder-Ollt
Crude Petroleum. Cup-Grease; Fuel-Oils, a Distillate of
Crude Petroleum, and Crude Oil from Which Most Vola-
Ule Hydrocarbons Have Been Removed for Use In In-
ternal-Combustion Engines. Gas-OUs, Gasolene. Lubrlcat-
Ing-Greasea, Kerosene. Naphtha, Petrol. Illuminating Oils
Lubricatlng-OUs. Road-Oils ; Solar Oils, a Petroleum Dl»-
tUUte for Lubricating Purposes, and Paraflln.

Claims use since Mar. 24, 1909.

Ser. No. 100.946. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINE8, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS )Ha«tit VicKBiT, Chicago. 111. nied Jan. 25, 1917

The portrait shown being a likeness of applicant.
Particular description of goods.—An Antiseptic Oil

for Use In Connection with Open Sores, a Liniment for
External Uae for the Remedy of Rheumatism and other
Aches and Pains Which May be Treated Externally, and
a Medicinal Compound for Reducing Fever In Such Cases
as Lung Fever. Bronchitis, Influenia, Laryngitis, Pharyn-
gitis, Distemper.

Claims use since the year 1908.

Ser. No. 100.947. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGBEDI-
ENT8 OF FOODS.) Winatchib Milli.no Co.. We-
na tehee. Wash. FUed Jan. 26, 1917.

/THERRy

Particular description of goods—Wbntmonr.
Claims use since 1905.

No. 3.)
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Ser. No. 100.950. (CLASS 29. BROOMS, BRUSHES,
AND DUSTERS.) Albxandbb Wink Gbant, Montreal,
Canada. Filed Jan. 26. 1917.

*

Particul<v description of goods.—Uops. Window-Clean-
ers, Brushes for Household Cleaning and Dusting Pur-
poses, Swab and Mop Sijueezers.

Claims use since about Nov. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 100.969 (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) The Phila-
delphia Lawn Mowbb CoypANi, Philadelphia Pa
Filed Jan. 26, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Lawn-Mowera.
Claims use since Nov. 1, 1899.

Ser. No. 100.972. (CLAS.S 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Thb Phila-
delphia Law.s Moweb Compant, Philadelphia, Pa
FUed Jan. 26, 1917.

,.K
igju...

,.

iiiiiimmiMHiB'i

Particular description of goods.—Lawn-Mowers.
Claims use since atwut Nov. 1, 19O0.

Ser. No. 100.975. (CLASS 28. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) The Phila-
DBLPBiA Lawn Moweb Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Jan. 26, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Lawn-Mowers.
Claims use since about Nov. 1, 1908.

Ser. No. 100,986. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) Francisco del Castillo, Santiago de
Cuba, Cuba. Filed Jan. 27, 1917.

CARTI^ CASTHXO

Said trade-mark conslHts of the words " Carta Castillo."
the word " Castillo," two concentric circles, the repre-
sentation of a tower within the Inner circle, and a back-
ground for the tower, consisting of a plurality of lines ex-
tending diagonally of the tower.

Particular description of i7ood«.—Hlgh-Clasa Rum.
Claims use since Jan. 1. 1916.

[Vol. 888.

Ser. No. 101.078. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGINGS.) Atlas CsrciBLB Stbel
Compant, Dunkirk, N. Y. Filed Feb. 1. 1917.

Consists of the letters "E-B."
Particular description of goods.—Tool-SteeU.
Claims use since July 1, 1915.

Ser. No. 101.088. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Cabell Company, Balti-
more. Md. Filed Feb. 1, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Flavoring Extracts
for Poods, Icing-Powder, Desiccated Egg, EgKad and
Egproyal, (Egg Substitutes.) Eggrowhlte, (Egg White
Preparation In Powdered Form.) Donedo. (Prepared
Doughnut Compound Flour,) Maltora, (Dry Malt Prepa-
ration to be Used in Connection with Yeast to Raise
Bread-Dough,) Pie-Filler, Powdered Milk, Flavor-Color
Icing-Cream, Spices, Rice Flour, Creamad, (Preparation
for Thickening and Smoothing Ice-Cream.) and AJax
Cream. (Marshmallow Icing Preparation.)

Claims use since May 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,113. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
E. B. WiTTE, Trenton, N. J. Filed Feb. 1, 1917.

emo'-JAmytctpi^

Particular description of goods.—Remedy for Intrav-
enoaa Uae (Injection Into the Veins) in the Treatment
of Erysipelas, Septicemia, Pyemia, the Acute Fevers,
Puerperal infection. Anemia. Furunculosls. Carbuncles.
Indolent Dicers, Malaria, Acute and Chronic Rheumatism,
Pneumonia, and In Numerous other AUments Resulting
from or Characterized by a Deviation of the Blood from
Its Normal Physiologic Standards.

(Tlaims use since Oct. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,269. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Chubch-
ILL & ALOEN Co., Brockton, Mass. Filed Feb. 9, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Men's. Women's, and
Children's Shoes Made of Leather, Canvas, Rubber, Cloth,
and other Fabrics.

Claims use since Jan. 16, 1917.
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S*r. No. 101.349. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MBDI- | 8«r. No. 101.396. (CLASS
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) ALCOHOLIC.) Himbich
K0VAC8 Bkotbbrs. Mount Pleasant, Pa. Filed Feb. 13,

— - -
1917.

VIN-KG
No claim Is made to the words " The Strength Maker."
Particular deacription of (7ood«.—Medicinal Tonics for

Weak. Nervous, Anemic. Headachy. Old. and Bun-Down
People.

Claims use since Aug. 1, 1916.

S«r. No. 101.367. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) JOHN S. Uawlit. Jr.. San Diego
Cal. Filed Feb. 14, 1917.

46. BEVBRAOB8, NON-
Baos. BaawiNo Co., Seattle,

Wa»». Filed Feb. 15, 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Non-Alcohollc Berer-
«ges to be Sold as a Soft Drink.

Claima u*» since Apr. 1, 1916.

/J^Ll

Particlar deacription of fWod#.—Smoked Plah.
ClMma uae since Jan. 1, 1917.

^*Rr?!°«;a.^^of^-
(^L^SS 32. FURNITURE AND UP-HOLSTERY.) TH. Crss.Ns & F.ABN CO., Colombua,

Ohio. FUed Feb. 15. 1917.
»ui"UB.

piTE house;
Particular deacription of f;ood*.—Kltchen-Cablneta.
Claima uae since aboat Jan. 10, 1915.

Ser. No. 101,425. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) J. A. Jo.HBB. McGuffey. Ohio.
FUed Feb. 16. 1917.

8er. No. 101.394. (CLASS 35. BELTING. HOSE, MA-
CHINERY PACKING. AND NON METALLIC TIRES.)
Tna GooDTiAR Tibb & Rcbbbb Compant. Akron, Ohio
Filed Feb. 16, 191T.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Onions In Their
Natural SUte.

Cla*ma uae since Aug. 1, 1916.

S«r. No. 101.435. (CLASS 34. HEATING, LIGHTING,
AND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Th« Tali Light Co.,

Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 16. 1917.

•ik«'.«S

Particular deacription of gooda.—Gasolene and OU
Lamps and Lanterns.

Claima uae since about Not. 1. 1916.

The band or stripe b«lng In blue, no claim being made
to the representation of the belt.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Rubber Belting.
Cladma uae since July, 1914.

[Vol. 838.

8«r. No. 101,470. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) AMBBiCAN CHiCLi Co., New York,
N. Y. Filed Feb. 19. 1917. Under ten year prorlso.

€JJk.

Particular deacription 'of gooda.—Chewing Gum.
Claima uae since about 1887.

Ser. No. 101,492. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Thb Hobto.-* Manufactuhino
Co., Bristol, Conn. Filed Feb. 19. 1917. Under ten-
year proviso.

MEEK
Particular deacription of goods.—Reels for noblng-

Rods.

Claima uae since Mar. 10, 1888.

No. 8.]
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8«r. No. 101,493. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Thb Hobton MANtrrACTCBiNc
Co., Briatol, Conn. Filed Feb. 19, 1917,

BLUE GRASS
Particular deacription of gooda.—Uee\» for Fishing

Rods.
*

Clc*ma uae since Aug. 14. 1902.

Ser. No. 101.606. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thb H. Kob.n Bakiko Co.. Clin-
ton, lowB. Filed Feb. 23. 1917.

8«r. No. 101.496. (CLASS 29. BROOMS. BRUSHESAND DUSTERS.) Kanichibo Kasai, New York N y'

Filed Feb. 19, 1917.

\

Zia "Za^g
Particular deacription of gooda.—Tooth Brushea, Nail-

Brushes, Hair Brushes, Clothes Brushes, Bath-Brushes,
Military Hair-Brushes, and Eyebrow-Brushes.

Claima uae since Jan. 28, 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Bread.
Claima uae since Feb. 19, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,612. (CLASS 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND
LIQUORS.) A. ScHBBiBBB Bkbwino Co.. Buffalo N Y
Filed Feb. 19. 1917.

^Ut
n-

Ser. No. 101,677. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-ENTS OF FOODS.) Clinton-Copbland Company Bur-
lington, Iowa. Filed Feb. 26, 1917.

'3Vening'J(ouif

No claim being made to the use of the word " Beer.
Particular deacription of gooda.—Beer.
Claima uae since Apr. 10, 1883.

Ser. No. 101,521. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Thb Utlby Company. Holyoke
Mass. Filed Feb. 19, 1917.

Si#qic
Particular deacription of gooda.—Dolls.
Claima uae since on or about Jan. 1, 1917,

Ser. No. 101,545. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) J. Holla-NDBB & Co. iNC
Brooklyn. N. Y. Piled Feb. 20, 1917.

jloiDf

Particular deacription of gooda.—Candy.
Claima uae since June. 1906.

(JfUCi^
Particular deacription of gooda Skins and FurB
Claima uae since Jan. 12, 1917.

9a. No. 101,595. (CLASS 35. BELTING, HOSE MACHINERY PACKING. AND NON METALLIC TIKES )Thb Bbcblby Ralston Co., Chicago. 111. Filed Feb 23
1917.

Ser. No. 101.696. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) KtMPBB Fair Milling Compakt,
Tonganoxie, Kans. FUed Feb. 26, 1917.

DIXIE KING
Particular description of gooda.—Wheat Flour.
Clclma uae since about July 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,727. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FUR-
NISHINGS. AND NOTIONS.) B. Bldmb.nthaL & CoNew York, N. Y. Filed Pefe. 27, 1917.

1vaNH«^

RED fea:

Particular deacription of gooda.—•R\oy,Oni Patches.
Claima »«e alnce Dec. 5. 1916.

fVol. 888.

Comprising the word " Ivanhorn."
Particular deacription of iroods.—Buttons for AtUch-

ment to Wearing-Apparel.
Claima uae since Feb. 15, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.779. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Cbubtino Fek\a.\db7, & Sons, New York N Y
Filed Feb. 28, 1917. '

' '

Particular deacription of ^ood«.—Fountain Pens.
Claima uae since Deceml)er, 1912.
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fikr. No. 101.869. (CLASS 1. HAW OR PARTLY PRB-
PARED MATERIALS.) Mill Rbm.sants Compant.
New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 3, 1917.

MiREco-

Ser, No. 102.006. (CLASS 32. FURNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) Obbb.npoi.vt Metallic Bbd Company
Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Mar. 9, 1917.

Particular dacription of gooda.—Cotton Remnants aod
Cotton Waste.

Cflahnt use since January, 1913.

Particular df^cHption of ffoodn—Be^a and Crlba.
Claims use since about Aug. 19, 1913.

Ser. No. 101,960. (CLASS 37 PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Ambbican Papbtkkib Company, Albany, N. Y.
Piled Mar. 7. 1917.

L.r
Particular description of goods.—Printing and Writing

Paper.

Claims use since Feb. 16, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.007. (CLASS 32. FURNITURE AND' UP-HOLSTERY.) Grbb.npoi.vt Metallic Bap Compant
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Mar. 9, 1917.

' '

Han-D -Fold
Particular description of fff»od».~Ueila and Crlba.
Claims use since about* May 16, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,952. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Cbambr & Caspbb, Okeene, Okla. Filed Mar. 7, 1917.

CdC

Ser. No. 102.037. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Intxrn..tional Protision Co
Brooklyn, N. Y. FUed Mar. 10. 1917.

I

^tERNATIONAL

The portrait shown belniB: fanciful.

Particular description of gooda.— Preparation for

Amenorrhea, Leucorrbea. Kidneys, Bladder, and Stomach.
Claims use since 1915.

Comprising the word " International."
Particular descripti^m of goods.—H&ma, Bacon. Pork-

Heads. Mess Pork. Pork Plates, Short Cletn Pork, and
Fat Back Pork.
Claims use since Jan. 1. 1888.

Ser. No. 102.038. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
E.NTS OF POODS.) INTBRNATIONAL PbOTISIO.H CO
Brooklyn. N. Y. PUed Mar. 10. 1917.

.t»co

Ser. No. 101.971. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) United States Envblopb Company, Sprlng-

tteld, Mass. Filed Mar. 7. 1917.

Particular dexcription of goods.—BnTelopt.
Claims use since Aug. 15, 1912.

Comprising the word " Ipco."
Particular description of goods.—Bacon.
Claims use since Feb. 17. 1916.

Ser. No. 102,047. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Pleasant River Canning Co..
Columbia Falls, Wash. Filed Mar. 10. 1917.

^0SEM^^^

8«r. No. 101,975. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) American Candt MANUFACTtmiNo
Co., Selota, Ala. Filed Mar. 8. 1917.

BIG IZES

Particular description of goods.—Canned BlueberrteB.
Claims use slnct Jan. 19, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,065. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thabinoer Macaroni Co., MU-
waukee, Wii. FUed Mar. 10, 1917.

-t^*
X<

etHO*

Particular description of goods.—C^andy.

Claims use since July 1, 1915.

[Vol. 28».

Particular description of goods.—Macaroni.
Claims use since Feb. 20, 1917.
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ENTS OF FOODS.) The Union PACiric Tba Co
New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

97*

'^E.''xVoJToo/,S';^'?„".r"l.^.r°™°f="- «".-?°- •-»«-.. '<^"««">HR,=.0 AND ..K«.,
ABRAHAM M. MALOor. Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed
Mar. 12, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Coffee.
Claims umr since Feb. 1, 1890.

Th^^ifETthtT"*"^" "' Poo^.-Sllk. Cotton, or WoolThreads, Either Loose or on Spools, for Sewing or Bm-bro^derlng; Yarn Made of Wool. Cotton, or Silk
Claims use since Jan. 3, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.063. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thb Abbott Laboratouibs, Chicago, III. Piled Mar.

^'8PORTINo'?nnn<ff^l^ '' ^'^^^^' '^^^S. AND
fT'^U. Sari3,\9K"" * '°*'^^''^' '^^^ ^-^•

PARRESINE
Particular description of goods.—k Medicinal Prepara-

tion Used for Application to Burns. Frost-Bltes, and Skin
Abrasions Generally.

Claims use since Feb. 16, 1917.

Onuooles

Bv. No. 102.074. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Wm. Filenbs Sons Company
Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 12. 1917.

Particular description of fjoods.—UoUa Made Out of
Glass, Wood, Metal, Celluloid. Cotton. Wool. Wax. Bisque.
China, or Rubber, or of Tarlous Combinations of Said
Materials or Compositions.

Claims use since Feb. 26, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,123. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS AND
SPORTING GOODS.) A. F. Meissilbach & BuoTHma
Newark, N. J. Filed Mar. 13, 1917.

SCOTTIE

''^f^i<^ description of goods. — Qolt-BnUn, Golf-
Clubs, Golf-Bags.

CUUmu use alnce Mar. 6, 1917.

QoJ/ydlwuj^

Particular description of <;oo(»«.—Flshlng-Reels.
Cladms use since Sept. 15, 1916.

Sep. No. 102,083. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERYAND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) A.i^Lam MMalocf, Salt Lake aty. Utah. Piled Mar. 12. 1917.'

Ser. No. 102,158. (CLASS 43. THREAD AND TARN.)
M. Heminway & Sons Silk Co., Watertown. Conn.
Piled Mar. 15. 1917.

PILGRIM
Comprising the word " Pilgrim."
Particular description of goods.—Pure and Artificial

Silk Threads.

Claims use since Jan. 1, MI4.

Particular description of goods. — Rsixon, Pocket-
Knives. Butcher Knives. Table nnlves of Base Metal
Pitchforks. Axes, Hatchets. Hoes, Rakes. Picks. Hammers!
Chisels. Planes. Crowbars,

Claims use alnce Jan. 8, 191ft.

[Vol. 288.

Ser. No. 102.171. (CLASS 32. FrRMTURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) Textile Publishing Compast Nfw
York. N. y. Filed Mar. 15, 1917.

Graphic
Particular description of goods.—Display Frames and

Boxes.

Claims use since July 81, 1916.
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8€r. No. 102.178. (CLASS 29. BROOMS, BBUSHB8,
AND DUSTKH8.) Tar B««tol Compant. Boston,

Filed Mar. 16, 1917.

ffiSTOl

8er. No. 102.881. (CLASS 6. CHVMICALS. MBDI-
CINK8. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
WiLXJAM MacMasteb, New York, N. Y. Piled Mar. 28
1917.

Parti ular description of goodt.—Tooth -Brushes.
CXaimt use since Nov. 15, 1904.

Ser. No. 102,248. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) OOODTBAB RUBBEE CoMPANT, St. Paol. Minn.
Piled Mar. 19, 1917.

CH.RM-AS
Particular detcrtptio* of good*.—A SaWe for Tired

Fe^t, Corns, and Chilblains.

CliMiiM ute since Jan. 2, 1917.

SQUARE
DEAL

Particular description of goods.—Rubber Bands.
Claims use since March. 1913.

Ser. No. 102.267. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) Wab.vola Manufactcbino
Company, Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 19, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,398. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Lawbbxci Auord, LmstUIc. La. Filed Mar. 24. 1917.

Ti^/»V6E5OLA
Particular description of goods.—Manually-Operable

Antomoblle-Horns.

Claims use since Dec. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,284. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) Thb Ccnni.voham Piano
Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Mar. 20, 1917.

REOSTM

• «

«

Particular description of goods.—A Mouth Wash.
Claims use since August, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.407. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARM.\CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Ro.sE M. Daly, Portland. Oreg. Filed Mar. 24. 1917.

ROM-IDA

Particular description of goods.—Pnuematlc Player-
Planoa.

Claims use since Oct. 2, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.320. (CLASS 32. FURNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) PlBFICTION MaNUFACTUBINO COUPANT,
St. Louis, Mo. Filed Mar. 21. 1917.

p^ocK-A-Byp

Particular descHption of pood*.—Hair Growing Prepa-
rations.

Claims ute since Mar. 15, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.429. (CLASS 32. FURNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) Wabash Sanitbay Company, Wabash,
Ind. Filed Mar. 24. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Swings and Bed*.
Claims use since June, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.380. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
William MacMastkb, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 23,
1917.

RET-SAM
Particular description of goods.—A Salve for Bolls,

Ulcers, and Wounds.
Claims use since Jan. 2, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Baby-Dressing Table*.
Claims use since Feb. 19, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.529. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) S. B. Pbnk k ft

Company, Ikc. New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 28. 1917.

4tEIDERDOWN"
Particular description of goods.—Soap, and More Par-

ticularly Powdered Soap.
Claims use since on or about Jan. 1. 1915

(Vol 288. Wo. 8.]
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Ser. No. 102.567. (CLASS 87. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Manhattan Cabd k Papbr Company, New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 29. 1»17.

Particular deticription of gou4t.—Bond-Paper and En-

Tdopa.
Claims use since on or about Mar. 1, 1917.

8«r. No. 102,571. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Nbw Oblbans Bom.iNo Co., Inc.,

New Orleans, La. Filed Mar. 29, 1917.

4>-Cq
Particular des ription of goods.—Non-Alcoholic Bever-

age, Comprising Non-Alcobolic Beverages Sold as Soft

Drinks.

Claims use since Oct. 25, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.798. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTINii GOODS.) Gbobub ItoBurELDT & Co., New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

BETSY ROSS
Particular description of goods.—Dolls, Toy Animals,

Doll Clothes, Doll Beds. Doll Jewelry of Base MeUl, Doll

Furniture, Doll-Houses. Toy Tea Sets, Toy Embroidery

Sets, Toy Drawing and Painting Outfits, Holiday and

Table Favors.

Claims use since Apr. 6, 1917.

8er. No. 102.801. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Fii^JBB Bbiwino Co., Duluth, Minn.

Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

£^74

Particular description of goods.—A Non-AlcoboUc Car-

bonated Beverage Sold as a Soft Drink.

CUtims use since Dec. 1, 1915.

8«r. No. 102,802. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES. NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) FiTGBB Bbiwino Co., Duluth, Minn.

Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

i;j]@=^IL°E@
Particulat dencription of goods.—A Non-Alcohollc Car-

bonated Beverage Sold as a Soft Drink.

Claims use since Dec. 1, 1915.

Ser. No. 102,825. (CLASS 4&. BETERAGE8. NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) BCCKHOBN LiTHIA WaTBR CO.. Bulloi'k.

N. C. Filed Apr. 9, 1917. 1

^CKHO^^

Parti ular description of goods.—A Non-Alcoholic Car-
bonated Tonic Beverage to be Sold as a Soft Drink.

Claims use sUice Jan. 15, 1817.

Ser. No. 102,916. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Chablbs E. Wbyand ft Co. Inc., New York,
N. Y. Filed Apr. 12, 1917.

'^Poll3/anrta

Particular description of goods.—Writing - Paper and
Envelops.

Claifns use since Mar. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,028. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Ellioit W. Majob, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

Imakooler
Parti ular description of goods.—A Soft Drink.
Claims use since Apr. 9, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,128. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Thb Pittsbiboh Toy Vbhicli
Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Apr. 19, 1917.

liuster

Bike
Particular description of goods.—Children's Toy Ve-

hicles.

Claims use since Feb. 8, 1017.
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
MAY 15, 1917.

lie.BTO. CERTAIN NAMED ARTICLER OF JEWELRY.
Thi r. M. ABBOTT COMPANT, Provldenr«», R. I.

Filed September 22. 1916. SerUl No. 98,161. PUB-
LIi«HED MARCH 18. 1917.

116.671. CHEWING-GUM. Adams Brothbbs, New York,
N. Y.

Filed July 26. 1916. Serial No. 96,811. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

116.672. TOILET-PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS. ALBANY
PiRroaATiD Whappi.ng Papbr Company, Albany, N. Y.

Filed May 23. 1916. Serial No. 96,368. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.573. TOILET-PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS. Albany
PBaroEATBD Wrappino Papir Company, Albany, N. Y

FUed July 26, 1916. Serial No. 96,860. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.674. CERTAIN NAMED PAINTS AND PAINTERS
MATERIALS. ATLANTIC Drirr &. Varnish Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Flied December 27, 1916. SerUl No. 100.192. PUB
IJBHBP MARCH 6, 1917.

116.675. CERTAIN NAMED PAINTS AND PAINTERS
MATERIALS. ATLANTIC DaiBR h Varnish Co.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed December 27, 1916. Serial No. 100,193. PUB
LI8HED MARCH 6, 1917.

!
116,676. PREPARED ASPHALT ROOFING. Baltimore

RooriNQ & Asbestos MAxrrACTCRiNo Co., Wilming-
ton, Del., and AsbeBtos. Md.

Filed January 10, 1917. Serial No. 100.508. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.677. PRESSURE-INDICATING DEVICES. Bbar A
Glick, Chicago, 111.

Filed JHDuary 23, 1917. Serial No. 100.842. PUB-
' LI8HED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.678. TOY FIGURES AND DOLLS. Thr Bbavrr
Company, Buffalo, N. Y.

Filed January 9, 1917. Serial No. 100,466. PUB
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.679. BATTERIES Andrrw Hall Berbt, New York.
N. Y.

Filed February 9, 1917. Serial No. 101,266. PUB
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.680. TOOTH POWDER AND CREAM. Albxandrr
BfcRUBt, Berlin, N. H.

Filed November 26, 1916. Serial No. 99,634. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 30. 1917.

116.681. CERTAIN NAMED CLOTHING. BiRKBNrRLD
Strai R8 A. Co., New York, .\. Y.

Filed January 27, 1917. Serial No. 100,984. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.682. OVERALLS. WORK-SHIRTS, AND HOSIERY.
BiTTNRR HuMSiCKKR A CO., AUentowu, Pa.

Filed April 7. 1916. Serial No. 86,741. PUBLISHED
OCTOBER 24, 1916.

116.688. REMEDY FOR CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES.
KosTAs G. BouzocKis. Nashua, N. H.

Filed January 4, 1917. Serial No. 100,364. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116,684. SPARK-PLUGS AND PRIMING-PLUGS. K. A.
Bowman Co., Detroit, Mich.

Filed January 12, 1917. Serial No. 100.648. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116,686. SPRING-ROLLERS FOR WINDOW-SHADES,
AWNINGS, SLEEPING PORCHES, MAPS. CARS,.
AUTOS, Ac. Charles W. Brbneman, Cincinnati^
Ohio.

Filed January 6, 1917. Serial No. 100,366. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.686. COFFEE, TEA, SALTED PEANUTS, SUGAR
PEANUTS, PEANUT-OIL, PEANUT-BUTTER, ANI>
SUGAR. Thb Brdndaob Brothbrs Company, Toledo,
Ohio.

Filed January 8, 1917. Sertal No. 100,418. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.687. WATCHES. J. Bclota Company, New York,
N. Y.

FUefl January 2, 1917. Serial No. 100,279. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.688. ABDOMINAL BELTS OR SUPPORTS. SamdII*
H. Camp. Jackson, Mich.

Filed Octol>er 16. 1916. Serial No. 98,680. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 9, 1917.

116.689. WHEAT -FLOUR. Thb Canadian American
Cbrbal Products Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed January 8, 1917. Serial No. 100,421. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.690. OLEOMARGARIN. Capital City Dairy Co.,

Columbuf*. Ohio.

Filed January 31. 1917. Serial No. 101,066. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.691. MEDICATED PREPARATION DESTRUCTIVE
OR REPELLENT TO CERTAIN INSECTS, VER-
MIN, AND BACTERIA. Cabpbntbr-Mobton Com-
pany, Boston. Mass.

Filed October 12, 1916. Serial No. 98,689. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

116.692. WEIGHING-SCALES. John Chatillon k
Sons, New York, N. Y.

Filed November 16, 1916. Serial No. 90,321. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.693. WEIGHING-SCALES. JOHN Chatillon k.

Sons, New York, N. Y.

Filed December 19, 1916. Serial No. 100,086. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.694. WEKJHING-SCALES. John Chatillon ft

Sons, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 9, 1917. S«rlal No. 101,268. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116,696. AUTOMOBILES AND AUTOMOBILE-TRUCKS.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed November 1, 1916. Serial No. 99,022. PUB-
LISHED DECEMBER 12, 1916.

116.696. GARBAOB-PAILS, GARBAGE-CANS. AND
CANS USED IN MAKING ARTIFICIAL ICE. Thb
Cincinnati (iAJA-ANiriNC Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed November 23, 1916. Serial No. 99.497. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.697. CROCHET HOOKS OR NEEDLES. Th»
Clauc Thbbad Company, Newark, N. J.

Filed November 3. 1916. Serial No. 99,060. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.698. TRUSSES. Charles Clcthb. St.. Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,796. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.
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110.099. IRON HEADS FOR GOLF-CLUBM. J. P. Coch-
BANB, EkIiDburgb, Scotland.

Filed .August 31. 1916. Serial No. 97.729. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 9, 1917.

116.600. BUTTER AND HONEY. Commercial Cream
RY CoMPA.ST, Spokaot*. Waata.

Filed September 18, 1910. 8«rlal No. 98,042. FDB-
LISHED DECEMBER 5, 1916.

116.601. PILLOW-TUBING, SHEETING. AND CX)TTON
PIECE GOODS. The Coxti.nb.vtal Mills, Lewis
ton. Me., and Boston, Mass.

Filed March 13, 1916. Serial No. 93,483. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

116.602. PEBBLE PHOSPHATE. Coronet Phorphatb
Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed December 30, 1916. Serial No. 100.247. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.603. STOCK FEED AND COTTON SEED MIXED
FEED. The Cottu.xbbbd Products Co., Roff, Okla.

Filed November 27, 1916. Serial No. 99,565. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.604. FLOOR DRAINS. Crampto.v Fari.ry Brass
Co., Kansas City. Mo.

Filed January 23, 1917. Serial No. 100.848. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.605. FIREWORKS. Ihtwillrr & Street Firr-
WORKS MANrrACTTRiNO CoMPAXT, New York, N. Y.

Filed December 29, 1916. Serial No. 100.234. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.606. FIREWORKS. Detwili.er k Street Fire
WORKS MAMrrACTTHixG CoMPAST, New Y'ork. N. Y.

Filed December 29, 1916. Serial No. 100,236. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.607. FIREWORKS. Dbtwiller ft Stbbbt Fire-
works Mancfactcrixg Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed December 29. 1916. Serial No. 100,236. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.608. FIREWORKS. Dbtwillcr & Strbvt Firb
WORKS Manupacturinc Company, New York, N. Y.

FUed December 29. 1916. Serial No. 100.238. PUB
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.609. CROCHET-HOOKS. Dibckbrhotp. RArPLOER
& Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed January 19, 1917. Serial No. 100,739. PUB-
LISHED .MARCH 6. 1917.

116.610. MEDICINAL PREPARATION FOR TREAT-
MENT OF CERTAIN NAMED IHSEA8ES. Patrick
Do.NOHr«, Columbus. Ohio.

Filed March 25. 1916. Serial No. 93.866. PUBLISHED
JUNE 13. 1916.

116.611. SUBSTITUTE FOR COFFEE. Wiu.iam J.

H. Doras, Denver. Colo.

Filed January 2. 1917. Serial No. 100.284. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.612. PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES. Eastman Kodak
Co.. Rochester, N. V.

Filed February 1, 11)17. Serial No. 101.089. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 0. 1917.

116,013. PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER. Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Piled February 1. 1917. Serial No. 101,090. VIH
LISHED MARCH «, 1917.

116,614. PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER. Eastmax Kodak
Co., Rochester, N. Y.

Flle<l February 5. 1917. Serial No. 101.167. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

«

116.61.-5. PHOTOGRAPHIC PLATES. Eastman Kodak
Co.. Rochester. N. T.

Filed F.bnmry 5. 1917. Serial No. 101.168. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.616. CERTAIN NAMED ARTICLES MADE OF
PRECIOUS MATERIALS— NAMELY. GOLD.
ROLLED-GOLD PI^\TB. OR SILVER. Elgin Ambri-
(AN Maxupacturino Co., Elgin. 111.

Filed December 19. 1914. Serial No. 83.409. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

110.617. GAMES. H. B. Fitwatrick, Fort Wayne. Ind.
Filed December 15. 1916. Serial No. 99,956. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.618. SELF RISING WHEAT FLOUR. C. A. Oam-
BKiLL Mro. Co.. Baltimore. Md.

Filed January 30, 1917. Serial No. 101.037. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.019. SALVE AND COUGH MEDICINE FOR CER-
TAIN NAMED DISEASES. Renata Oeis, Ross

township. Allegheny county. Pa.
Filed February 3, 1917. Serial No. 101,145. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 18. 1917.

116.620. WriEELRIMS. TIRE HOLDERS. SEAT COV-
ERS. BIMPERS. AND FENDERS. The Gibson
Company, Indianapolis. Ind.

Filed December 13. 1915. Serial No. 91,421. PUB-
LISHED FEHRIARY 27, 1917.

116.621. PEANUT BUTTER AND HONEY FOOD COM-
PfUND. Dii.MAX C. GiLHAM, Schuylkill Haven, Pa.

Plle«l January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,800. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.622. TABLES AND CHAIRS AS ARTICLES OF
Fl R.NITURE. BEDS. WARDROBES. SIDEBOARDS.
DESKS. AND COUCHES. Goldman Bros.. St. Louis.
Mo.

Flle.1 October 18. 1916. Serial No. 98.749. PUBLISHED
MARCH 18. 1917.

116.623. TABLES AND CHAIRS AS ARTICLES OF
FLRNITl RE, BEDS, WARDROBES, SIDEBOARDS,
DESKS, AND COUCHES. Goldman Bros., St. Louis.
Mo.

Filed October 18, 1916. Serial No. 98.750. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

1 1 G . « 2 4 . ELECTRICAL HOUSEHOLD DEVICES

—

NAMELY. ELECTRIC HEATING PADS. Thi Good-
will Electric Company. Chicago. HI.

Filed January 13, 1917. Serial No. 100.581. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 0, 1917.

110.625. BOTTLED GRECIAN WHITE GIN. GbbciaN
Imp. h TuAitix); Co. Ix« ., New York. N. T.

Filed January 31. 1916. Serial No. 92.558. PUB-
LISHI:D -MARCH 13. 1917.

110.62«;. BOTTLED GRECIAN WHITE GIN. OticiAK
Imp. & THAi>iN«i Co. Inc., New York, N. Y.

Flletl January 31. 1916. Serial No. 92.569. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.627. CEREAL BREAKFAST FOOD. Raymond M.
Gkopk, Ijincaster. Pa.

Piled January 19. 1916. Serial No. 92.241. PUB-
LISHED FEISRIARY 27. 1917.

116.628. WHEAT FLOUR. GCLITORT GROCERY Co.,
Gulfport. Miss.

FUed 0»tob. r 2.3. 1916. Serial No. 98.834. PUHLI8UBD
JANUARY 23. 1917.

116.629. PAINT BRUSHES. Hanlon k Goodmah Co.,
N»w York. N. Y.

Filed D cen»b.r 26. 1916. Serial No. 100,165. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.6.30. FIREBRICK. Harrison Walkbr Rbtracto-
uiEs CoMPAXT, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed December 22. 1910. Serial No. 100.097. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 0, 1917.

116.631. TABLETS FOR TREATMENT OF LA GRIPPE
A.ND COLDS. Shbkwix L. Habeltinb. Springfield,

Mo.
Filed January 29. 1917. Serial No. lOl.OOS. PUB-

LISH KD MARCH 13, 1917.
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116,052. OVERCOATS. FUocucK WiU4AM HawcK,
Omaha, Nebr.

Flle.1 January 31. 1917. Serial No. 101,007. PUB-
LISHED MARCH IS, 1917.

116.633. CERTAIN NAMED POODS. Hbtsig A Nor
VM.L, Beaamont. Tex.

Filed October 19. 1916. Serial No. 98,764. PUBLISHED
MARCH 18. 1917.

116.634. LIME BLOWN GLASS. A. H. RurSET A Co.
Newark, Ohio.

Piled September 27. 1910. Serial No. 98,267. PUB
LISHED JANUARY 2. 1917.

110,085. METAL HNAP-FASTENERS OR SNAP FAS
TENING BUTTONS OR CLASPS. Hero Snap Fas
tenw Company. .New York. N. Y.

Filed January 8. 1917. S<rial No. 100.428. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6. 1917.

110.636. MATCHES. The LoriB Hiltbr Company. Chi-
cago, ni.

Filed December 29, 1916. Serial No. 100.240. PUB'
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.637. CERTAIN NA.MED SPORTING GOODS. HiL-
LEBirH ft RRADSTtT COMPAKT, I^nltrHlle. Ky.

Filed January 2, 1917. Serial No. 100,292. PUBLISHED
MARi'H 6, 1917.

116,638 CONDENSED SKIMMED MILK. Holland
Food Corpor.\ti<>n, Now York. N. Y.

Ptled De<-eniher IR. 1»16. Serial N«. »I,B73. PUB-
LISHED MAY 28. 1910.

110.639. VANISHING CREAM. The Home Pboducts
Company. Newburgh. N. T.

Filed January 9. 1917. Serial No. 100,493. PUBLISHED'
MARCH 18. 1917.

llC.fMO. RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES RUBBER
OVERSHOES, .AND RUBBER SOLE CANVAS
SHOI-:.s. Hood Rcbbbr Company. Watertown, Mass.

Filed January 12, 1917. Serial No. 100.547. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.641. RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES. RUBBER
OVERSHOES. AND RUBBER SOLE CANVAS
SHOES. Ho«iD RiBBEK Company. Watertown, Haas.

Filed January 12. 1917. SerUl No. 100.548. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

116.642. RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES. RUBBER
OVERSHOES. AND RUBBER SOIJ»: CANVAS
SHOES. Hood Rt bber Company. Watertown. Mass

Piled Janaary 12, 1017. Serial No. 100,549. I-UB-
LI8HED MARCH 18. Itl7.

116.643. RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOfES, RUBBER
OVERSHOES, .AM) RUBBER SOLE CANVAS
SHOES. Hood Rubbbr Oo|ipant. Watwtown, Mass.

Filed January 12. 1917. Serial No. lOQMO PUB
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

HopriNonR ft Ron, 8t.
116.044. HAIR DRESSING.

Louis. Mo.
Flle<1 September 6. 1916. Serial No. 97.791 PUB

LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

116.645 ICESKATES AND PARTS THTCRKOP. Ea
ttumr HuNOLO. Pmyldenre. R. I.

Pll«l December 7, 1910. Serial No. 99,761. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.646 CERT.AIN .NAMED VAPORIZING DKr\'ICE.
I The HviNiAOAfl Co«po«ation. New York. N. Y.
Filed December 14. 1916. Serial No. 99.9.39 PUB-USHBD MARCH 0. 1917.

110.047. ANTISEPTIC. ASTRINGENT. PROPHYLAC-
TIC. AND REMEDIAL PREPARATION POR
TREATING DISKASES OF THE RRSPrRATORT
MUCOUS MEMBRANES. Ireland C««mical Oo
Chicago. 111.

Filed May 22. 1916. Serial No. 96,830. PUBU8HED
MARCH 6. 1917.

110.048. POLISHING-OIL8. Wiuibrt B. Jacob*. Em-
lenton. Pa.

Filed September 9. 1916. Serial No. 97.874 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.049. PERFUMED. FACE POWDERS, CREAMS
SACHET-POWDERS, TOILET WATERS. Jaqubt
ft Maxwell, New York. N. Y.

Filed December 9. 1916. Serial No. 99,822 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.650. IRON CEMENT. Edgar W. Jenkins, Chicago
HI.

FUed November 11, 1916. Serial No. 99 249 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.651. INFA.NTS- FLAT AND KNITTED UNDER-
WEAR. Wm. K. Jones. Wichita. Kans.

Filed January 9, 1017. Serial No. 100,496. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13. 1917.

116.052. FURNITURE POLISHES. Max Kammbrlinq
New Tork, N. Y.

Piled February 1, 1918. Serial Na 92,572. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 9, 1917.

110.653. STAYING AND PASTBTINO MATERIAI^-
NAMELY, ADHESIVELY-COATBD STRIPS OF
PAPER AND TEXTILE M-\TERIAL. M. D. Knowu-
TON Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Filed December 8, 1916. Serial No. 99.794. PUB.
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

110,054. WHEAT FLOUR. The Labarbb Plocb Mill*
Corporation, Hutchinson, Kans.

Filed January 8, 1917. Serial No. 100,434 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 1.3. 1917.

Loci« Lbtt Grocbr Co.,

PUB-

110.655. WHEAT FLOUR
Ltd.. Baton Rouge, IjA

Filed January 22, 1917. Serial No. 100,80
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

110,«6«. CIGAES and CIGARETTES. Lnj.T, Dcncaw
ft Company. Baltimore, Md.

Filed December 11, 1910. Serial No. 99,850. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6. 1917.

116.657. SPARKLING WINES. Lcici B(MCA ft Figli
Canelli. Italy.

FUiHl February 14, 1917. SerUl No. 101,352. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.658. DISPLAY-STANDS FOR EXHIBITING PER-
FUMERY IN BOTTLES AND OTHER ARTICLES
FOR SALE. LrxDBORf; Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed December 9, 1915. Serial No. 91.349 PUB-
LISTFED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.659. PIANO BENCHES AND STOOLS AND MUSIC-
CABINETS. Lyon ft Hkalt. Chicago. 111.

Filed January 5. 1916. Serial No. i>1^37 PUB-LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.660. MINERAL WATERS. MacDoiw^tChow Cobp
New York. N. Y.

Fil.Ml January 20, 1917. Serial No. 100.964 PUB-
IJSIIED MARCH 1.3, 1917.

110.661. TOY PUSHCARS. Chabi as J. McKnicht.
(Jreenshtirg. Pa.

Filed November 14. 1910. SerUI No. 99.298 PUB-LISHED MARCH 0, 1917.

116.602. CERTAIN NAMED ELECTRICALLY-OPER-
ATED THERAPEUTIC APPARATUS AND APPLI-
A.NCES AND PARTS AND ATTACHMENTS THERE-
FOR. Manhattan BLacTRicAL Supply Company
Jersey City. N. J., and New York, N. Y.

Piled October 6, 1916. Serial No. 98,438. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.003 ORGANS AKD PARTS THEREOF. Mahr aW
COLTOK Oboan Co., Warsaw. N. Y.

Piled December IS, i»ir,. tWiai Ko. 100,015 PUB-LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.
-

•

i i »
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116,604. OPTICAL TOT. Makwl M»o. Co., New Haren,

Conn.
Filed April 26, 1916. Serial No. 94.725. PUBLISHED

JANUARY 23. 1917.

116,666. TALKING-MACHINES. RECORDS. NEEDLES,
AND PARTS THEREOF, EXCEPT HORNS. Th«
Mastbr Talki.no Machi.nm Compa.nt. Towanda, Pa.

Filed March 16, 191B. Serial No. 85.190. PUBLISHED
JUNE 20, 1916.

116.666. TRACTORS. Matbr BBOTHiRa Compant. Man-
kato, MlnD. .

Filed February 26, 1916. Serial No. 93,128.* PUB-
LISHED JULY 26, 1916.

116.667. FUEL-OILS. Mexican Pitbolbom Corpoba-

Tio.N, Los Angeles, Cal.

Fllod January 17, 1917. Serial No. 100.676. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.668. CORRUGATED AND FIBER BOARD USED
IN THE MANUFACTURE OF BOXES AND PROD-
UCTS MADE FROM SAME. Mid WcsT Box Com-
pany, Anderson and Kokomo, Ind.

Filed December 18. 1916. Serial No. 91,677. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.669. BATHING AND GYMNASIUM SHOES MADE
OF CANVAS, SATEEN, LEATHER. OR OTHER
MATERIALS. Thb Mil,bcbt Atlantic Mro. Co.,

New York, N. Y.

Filed September 18. 1915. SerUl No. 89.296. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.670. TOY BALLOONS. Tbb Millbb Rubbcb Com
PANT, Akron, Ohio.

Filed November 10. 1916. Serial No. 09,213. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6, 1917.

116.671. HEMMED DIAPERS. Thi Milltilli Manu-
PACTUBiNO Company, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed October 3, 1914. Serial No. 81.642. PUBLISHED
JUNE fi. 1916.

116.672. TEXTILE RU(;S
Ptalladelphia, Pa.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,813
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

Model Mills Company,

PUB-

116.673. FACECRE.AM. HAIR TONIC. FACE LOTION
FOR USE AFTER SHAVE OR WHEN DESIRED.
Abthub B. Molsb, Chicago, III.

Filed June 12, 1916. Serial No. 95,825. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13. 1917.

116.674. MEAT PRODUCTS—NAMELY, BREAKFAST-
BACON. John Mobrkll & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.

Filed November 4, 191fi. Serial No. 99,091. PUB-
LISHED DECEMBER 5, 1916.

116,676. PRINTING AND WRITING PAPERS. Na-
tional Papbtcbib Company, Springfield. Mass.

Filed December 14. 1916. Serial No. 91,479. PUB-
XISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.676. ORANGES, GRAPE-FRUIT, LEMONS, AND
ALL CITRUS FRUITS. Nocatbb Cit«D8 Gbowbbs'
Association, Nocatee. Fla.

Filed September 28, 1916. Serial No. 98.298. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 9, 1917.

116.677. PRINTING-INKS. F. E. Okh Compant,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed February 10. 1917. Serial No. 101,298. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.678. WOOD-BLOCK PAVING. Pacific Ckbosotino
Co., Seattle. Wash.

Filed September 25, 1916. Serial No. 98.220. " PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 28. 1917.

116.679. COVER AND H.ANGER FOR HOT WATER
BAGS, &c. Elbanorb M. Pbtbrs. Chicago. III.

Filed January 13, 1917. Serial No. 100,689. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.680. CERTAIN NAMED MEDICINKS AND PHAR-
MACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS. Pibbcb Abbott
Dibtrich, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed November 20, 1916. Serial No. 99,897. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6. 1917.

116.681. MINERAL WAX. PiBBCB FoROTca Oil Asbo-
ciation, Dallas, Tex.

Filed August 11, 1916. Serial No. 97,278. PUBLISHED
OCTOBER 24. 1916.

116.682. DOLLS. Ritb Spbcialtt Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed December 27, 1916. Serial No. 100,210. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.683. CERTAIN NAMED CLOTHING. J. M. ROBIK-
SON, NoBTi)N A Co., Louisville, Ky.

Filed January 29, 1917. SerUl No. 101,019. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.684. CANNED SALMO.N, CANNED COVE OYSTERS,
CANNED MINCED CLAMS. AND DRIED COD-
FISH. RocNDur F18UBBIB8 Co., Spokane, Wash.

Filed December 18, 1916. Serial No. 100,023. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116,686. NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE SOLD AS A
SOFT DRINK. Jo«. SCBLITS Bbbwino Co., Mil-

waukee, Wis.

Filed February 1. 1917. Serial No. 101,104. PUB-
LISHED MARCH IS, 1917.

116.686. CEREAL BEVERAGES SOLD AS SOFT
DRINKS. Thb Pbtbb ScHOBNHorBN Bbbwino Com-
pany. Chicago, III.

Filed December 3. 1915. Serial No. 91,148. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 25, 1916.

116.687. WATER - bottles', FOUNTAIN SYRINGB8,
COMBINATION-SYRINGES, FACE-BAGS, AND ICE-
BAGS. Thb Sbamlbss Ribbbb Company. New
Haven, Conn.

Filed January 3, 1917. Serial No. 100,840. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.688. RUBBER HEELS AND COMPOSITION SOLES.
Sbarh. Robbick and Co., Chicago, 111.

Filed February 2, 1917. Sertal No. 101.183. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.689. TUNA FISH, CRAB-MEAT. Sboobbman Bbob.

Inc.. New York. N. Y.

Filed December 27, 1915. SerUl No. 91,789. PUB-
LISHED MARCH ll 1917.

116.690. TALKING • MACHINES. Shaplsioh Habd-

WABB Company, St. lAiuia, Mo.
Piled November 22, 1916. Serial No. 90,476. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.691. STRETCHING-TOOL. Sionodb Syiitbm. iHC,

Chicago. 111.

Filed January 22, 1917. SerUl No. 100,828. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.692. 8BALING-TOOL. Sionodb Stbtbm, Ihc. Chi-

cago, 111.

Filed January 22. 1917. Sertal No. 100,824. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.693. ILLUMINATING. LUBRICATING, AND BVRfi-

ING OILS AND GREASES MADE FROM PETRO-
LEUM. SiNCLAiB Oil & Rb»ixikg Corpobation. Chi-

cago, ni.

Filed January 2, 1917. SerUl No. 100.320. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.694. CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. C. B.

Slaubon Co.. Stamford. Conn.

Filed January 80, 1917. Sertal No. 101.048. PUB-
LISHED MARCH IS, 1917.

116.695. CHEESE. Smith Lichtt and Hillman Com-
pany, Waterloo. Iowa.

Filed Janunry 22. 1917. Serial No. 100.828. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.
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116.696. TEA. Spraocb. Wabnbb & Company, Chicago,
111.

Filed February 7, 1017. SerUl No. 101,218. PUl?
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.697. READY-MIXED PAINT. Stakdabd Oil Com-
pant, Richmond. Cal.

Filed June 16. 1916. Serial No. 96,900. PUBLISHED
SEPTEMBER 19. 1916.

116.698. PETROLEUM OILS FOR LUBRICATING AND
CUSHIONING PURPOSES. Standard Oil Com
pany, Richmond, Cal.

Piled January 23, 1917. Sertal No. 100,861. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.699. POLISH FOR PIANOS, FURNITURE. FLOORS,
AUTOMOBILES, AND OTHER ARTICLES HAVIN(J
A VARNISHED SURFACE. Charlm F. Stbin, Chi
cago. 111. •

Filed August 31. 1916. Serial No. 97,789. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 9. 1917.

116.700. CATARRH REMEDY. PILE REMEDY, COUGH
REMEDY, ANTISEPTIC POWDER, C.\TnARTIC
PILLS, KIDNEY, LIVER, AND STOMACH REM
EDY. Doc. Strock Rbmbdy Co., Akron. Ohio.

Filed November 2, 1916. Serial No. 99,049. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.701. CERTAIN NAMED FOODS. SCNBHINB Poul-
try Farm. Shelby, Wis.

Fll.'d January 25, 1915. Serial No. 84,099. PUB
LISHED JANUARY 9, 1917.

116.702. CANDIES. Cosris Takis, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 3, 1917. SerUl No. 101,169. PUB-
USHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.703. WATERPROOFED PAPER. Tatb Elbctbo-
lttic Watbrpbootino Company, Incobporatbd, New
York, N. Y.

Filed August 10, 1916. Serial No. 97.243. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1017.

116.704. HATS. Thb Thibtlb Hat Co., New York,
N. Y.

Filed November 10, 1916. SerUl No. 99,217. PUB
LISHED JANUARY 30, 1917.

116.705. PURE JUICE OF GRAPE-FRUIT OR POMELO.
Tub Thomas Advbrtisi.no Sbrvicb, JnckKonville,

FU.
Filed November 17, 1916. Serial No. 99,362. PUB-

LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.706. BOOTS, SHOES, SLIPPERS, AND SANDALS
MAI>E WHOLLY AND IN PART OF LEATHER
AND CLOTH. TiMBON Bros. Inc., Boston, Mass.

Filed January 18, 1917. Serial No. 100.726. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

116.707. COTTON DRAPERY FABRICS. Titus Blat-
tbr & Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed December 7, 1916. SerUl No. 99,778. PUB
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.708. DRAPERY FABRICS MADE OF COTTON AND
OF COTTON AND SILK MIXTURES. TiTUS Blat
TBB k Company. New York, N. Y.

Filed December. 7. 1916. Serial No. 99,779. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.709. CERTAIN NAMED METAL TOOLS FOR CUT-
TING, FORMING, OR HOLDING. ViCTOn F. J.

Tlach, New York, N. Y.

Filed January 2, 1917. Serial No. 100,326. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.710. WHEAT-FLOUR. Thb Topbka Floor Mills
Company, Topeka, Kans.

Filed January 16, 1917. Serial No. 100,602. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.711. PHONOGRAPHS. Stbphbn J. Travis, Chicago,
III.

Filed November 6, 1916. Serial No. 99,138. PUB-
LISHED DECEMBER 12. 1916.

116.712. CERTAIN NAMED CLOTHING FOR MHN,
MISSES, AND LADIES. A. L. Tcska Son & Co.,
New York, N. Y.

Filed August 29, 1916. Serial No. 97,696. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

116.713. CERTAIN NAMED CHILDREN'S PLAY SUITS
AND BOYS" OUTER GARMENTS. Sidnby J. TwY-
MAN, Hamilton. Ohio.

Filed May 26, 1916. Serial No. 96,469. PUBLISHED
JULY 18, 1916.

116.714. FOODSTUFFS FOR CATTLE AND OTHER
ANIMALS, CONSISTING OF COTTON SEED MEAL.
Union Sbed & Fbbtilizbr Company, Quttenberg,
N.J.

Filed May 31, 1916. Serial No. 95.668. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

116.715. CIGARS. United Cioah MAXcrAcrciEHS Com
pant. New York, N. Y.

Filed October 17. 1916. Serial No. 98.724. I'UBLISHED
JANUARY 2. 1917.

116.716. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES, AND PHARMA-
CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TREATING CER-
TAIN NAMED DISEASES. United Liquid Si lphub
Co.. Inc., New York, N. Y.

Piled January 9, 1917. Serial No. 100,505. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

116.717. PHONOGRAPHS AND PHONOGRAPH - REC-
ORDS. United Phonoobapus Corporation, Port
Washington, Wis.

Filed January 5, 1917. SerUl No. 100,387. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.718. CERTAIN NAMED OPTICAL SUPPLIES. Uni
VEBSAL Optical Corporation, Providence, R. I.

Filed February 8, 1917. Serial No. 101,161. PUB
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.719. CERTAIN NAMED RACKS, REGISTERS, BUL-
LETINS, AND THE LIKE. Universal Re«I8Tem
Co., Chicago, 111.

Filed September 28. 1916. SerUI No. 98,805. PUB
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.720. CHEWING-GUM AND MINTS. The Vaxola
Company, Wlnston-Salem, N. C.

Filed October 14, 1916. Serial No. 98,678. PUBLISHEH
NOVEMBER 14, 1916.

116.721. CERTAIN NAMED RECEPTACLES. Wax
DEEEU WeRKE VURM. WiNKLHOFEU & JaBNKKB AK
TiENGBSELLscu.vrT, SchOnau, near Chemnitz, (Jer
many.

Filed April 12, 1913. Serial No. 69,758. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

116.722. CERTAIN NAMED FURNITURE. Wandebek
Wbrkb vorm. Winkliioper & Jaenicke Aktienuk
sELLSfHAFT, Schftnau. near Chemnitz, Germany.

Filed Aprtl 12. 1913. Serial No. 69,766. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13, 1917.

116.723. CERTAIN NAMED FURNITURE. Waxdeuek
Wbrkb vobm. Winklhofer & Jabmckb Aktibxrb
SELLSCBAFT, SchSuau, ncBr Chemnitz, Gernian.v.

Filed Aprtl 12, 1913. SerUl No. 69,759. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.724. WHEAT FIX)UR. Wasubcbx Cbosbt Com
PANT, Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed February 1. 1917. SerUl No. 101,111. PUB
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116,726. ABDOMINAL SURGICAL HEALTH - BELTS.
The Weil Cor.sbt Comi-any, New Haven, Conn.

Filed June 10, 1916. SerUl No. 95,807. PUBLISHED
SEPTEMBER 6, 1916.

116.726. CLOCKS AND WATCHES Western Cum k
Co., Peru, 111.

Filed July 5, 1916. Serial No. 96,339. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.727. DRY BATTERIES. Western Dry Battery
Co., Seattle, Wash.

Filed February 12, 1917. Sertal No. 101,812 PITH
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.
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Whatcom Pish PKOorcrs

Serial No. 100.763. PUB-

Whatcom Fish Pbodcctb

100,764. PUB

116.728. CANNED SALMON.
Co.. B*lliDgham, Watb.

Filed January 19, 1917.
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

116.729. CANNED SALMON.
Co., Delllngham. Wash.

Filed January 19, 1917. Serial No
LISHED -MARCH 13. 1917.

116.730. CERTAIN NAMED PAINTS AND PAINTERS'
MATERIALS. THE A. Wilhklm Compa.vy Read
Ing. I'a.

Filed Julj 10, 1916. Serial No. 96.479. PUBLISHED
OCTOBER 24, 1916.

•

116.731. HOSIERY. Thi Wiljii.\oto.«* Hosimt Uiixs.
Inc., Wilmington, N. C.

Filed September 11. 1916. Serial No. 97,942. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

1U.7M. CANDY. Thi WiNTiaiiiNT Co., Inc. Harrl*.
burg. Pa.

Flle«l January 19. 1917. S«rl*l No. 100,760. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

118.733. COFFEE. Thi Wooi.805 Spict Compamt To-
ledo, Ohio.

Filed January 29. 1917. Serial No. 101.029 PUB-
LISHED MARCH IS, 1917.

116.734. SUSPENDER.S. BELTS. AND GARTERS. Jo-
SKPii 7,irr. Detroit. Mich.

FUed January 19, 1917. S*rUl No. 100,766. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

1I«,7S5. BLEACHING AND l> \ I W Willi) U COM-
POUNI> Zip Co.. New York. H, T.

Filed SeptMnber 2, 191«. Serial No. 97,777 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED.
14.881 EARTHENWARE AND CHINA. DoiLTOIT k

Co., Lambeth. Surrey, and Burslem, SUfford, Eng-
land ; Doulton & Co., Ltd., succeMor.

Registered May 17. 1887. Renewal May 17. 1917.

14.415. RUBBER BELTING. Revbrk Rcbber Compa.w,
Boston. Mass. ; Revere Rubber Company, a corpora-
tion of Rhode Island, assignee.

R -,'lRtcrpd May 17. 1887. Renewed May 17, 1917.

14.856 A FtX»D PREPARATION FOR INFANTS AND
INVALIDS. HoBMCK'B Food Cobpant. Mount Pleas-
ant and Raolne. Wis. ; Horlick's NUlted Milk Com-
pany, Buocefisor.

Registered 0.tober 25, 1887. Renewed Octobar 25. 1917.

I^
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LABELS
REGISTERED MAY 15, 1917.

20,09.T—r«Ir- "EXCELLO.- (For Polish for FurnI
ture.) ExcELLo Polish Co., Portsmouth. Ohio.
Filed December 16. 1916.

20.094.—r«l«r. "GUTH CHOCOLATE FRUIT A NUT
EASTER EGO." (For Candy.) Odth Chocolati
CoMPANi, Baltimore. Md. Flle<l March 10, li»17.

20.095.—r«k-; "SANS O DOR." (For Foot-Powders.)
Lyxx RrnniR Ma.m facti rixo Coiipant. Lynn, Mass
Filed April 30, 1917.

20.096.—r«l«.- •• DAN-D." (For Beverage.) Howard B.
MiNNicK, Louisville. Ky. Filed April 3. 1916.

20.087.—r«J«. " CREAMETTES." (For Macaroni.)
.Mothers Macaroxi Company. Mlnne.ipolls. Minn.
Filed July 10. 1916.

20,098.—r«I«.- " ELECTRIC ENGINE
STEKL." (ForBOLT

Steel.) Old Domi.mo.n Iro.n & Nail Works Co.,
Richmond, Va. Filed March 30, 1917.

20,099.—r«le.- "SLICK-SHINE." ( For Automoblle-Body
Polish.) Albert T. ScHLirHTixr., Newark, N. J,
F'led April 9. 1917.

20.100.—rate. " SCHHEIBKRS KLOSTEB BEER." (For
Beer.) A. Schreiber Brewixo Co.. Butralo, N. Y.
Filed February 19, 1017.

20.10^.— Title. "TIPPERARY." (For Dry Gin.) TBI
Tkiaca Coiipant, Baltimore, Md. Filed April 28
1917.

20.102 —rillc. • TRUE BLUE." (For Compound of Cam-
phor and Menthol Balm.) True Bue Dhig Co.,
Columbus, Ohio. Filed November 14, 1916.

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 15, 1917,

4.691—Title. "LA BARLO." (For Cigars.) Francis
Jambs Ba»i.ow, Chl.ago, 111. File<l April 27. 1917.

4,692.—r<«e. " HOW Td (IT THE HIGH «M>ST OF LIV-
ING WITH CRE.\METTE.S." (For Macaroni.) The
Crbaiiette Compa.vy. Minneapolis, .Minn. F'led
April 9, 1917.

4,QQS.~Titlc: "OLD KING RUBBERSET." (For
Brnshes.) Rubber & Cblliloid Prodi'ctb Compamt,
Newark. N. J. Filed May 1, 1917.
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DECISIONS
OK THB

convrns/^issionsTEK. o'f ipj^teistts
AND OF

UNITHI) STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

DE0ISI058 OF THE U. 8. OOUETa

Supreme Oourt of the United Stutes.

EwiNO, C0MMI88IONKB OF Patents, v. Thk United
States, ex rel. The Fowiek Cab Company.

Decided May 7, l»n.

1. PAnNTS iNTIBrEKINCB DCTBBMIN ATION Or THB EZ-
I8T1NCK or Within thi DiscmmoN or thb Com-
MISHIOKBB or PATBNTS.

Section 4fK>4 " coninilts to the opinion (judgment of
the CommlRsloner the effect of an application npon a
pending one—whether It will interfere with a pending
one ; something more, therefore, than the fact of two
applications, something more than the mere assertion

of a cUlm. Tbe assertion must be. In the opinion of

the CommlRsloner, an interference with another. And
It Is this other that Is first In regard, not to bo questioned
except at the instance of the Commissioner by an exer-
cise of Judgment upon tbe circumstances."

2. Samb—Samb^Samb—Mandamus Will Not Lib to
CONTBOL.

Where it appears that an applicant for patent did
not conceive the invention until after another applica-
tion disclosing the same Invention was filed, Held that

there was no question of priority to be determined and
that mandamus will not lie to compel the Commissioner
of Patents to declare an interference.

On writ of cerf rorarl to the Court of Appeals of

the District of Columbia.

The Solicitor-Oeneral, with whom Mr. AssiMtant

Attorney-General M'arren and Mr. Robert F. White-

}iead were on the brief, for the petitioner.

Mr. Oeorge L. Milkintton, with whom Mr. Melville

Church was on the brief, for the respondent.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This writ Is directed to a Judgment of the Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia which affirmed
a judgment of the Supreme Court of the District of
Columbia in mandamu.s commanding the Commis-
sioner of Patents

—

to declare or direct to be declared an interference between
the application of William E. Fowler, filed May 22, 1915,
for Improvements in car floor construction and the ap-
plication for a similar invention

—

of an unnamed applicant

—

paraaant to the statute and rules in such cases made and
provided.

The Judgment was rendered upon motion of peti-
tioner's attorney upon the petition, rule to show
cause and answer. It was affirmed by the court of
appeals. (45 App. D. C, — ; 206 O. G., 700.

)

As The Fowler Car Company and Ewlng, Commis-
sioner of Patents, were petitioner and respondent,
respectively. In the court below, we shall so desig-
nate them here.

[Vol. MS.

The facts as stated by the petition are as follows

:

William E. Fowler, Sr., was the first and original
Inventor of certain new and useful Improvements in
car-floor construction.
On May 22, 1915, he applied for a patent In the

usual form and manner and his application was
accepted and became known and deslgnate<l as appli-
cation Serial No. 29.794.
On May 19, 1915. he duly assigned his right, title

and interest in the Invention to The Fowler Car
Company, which company appointed Charles C.
Llnthlcum Its attorney.
On November 18, 1915, the Commissioner of Pat-

ents wrote to Llnthlcum stating that

—

there Is another application pending, claiming substan-
tially the 8ame invention as that dermed

—

in certain of the claims which were set out. He
further stated

:

In order to determine whether it is necesaary to declare
an interference you are requested to obtain a statement
from Fowler setting forth when he conceived the inven-
tion defined In the above quoted claims, when he disclosed
it to others, and when he reduced it to practice. This
statement will not be made a part of tli£ record and will
be returned to you.

Fowler replied that he had conceived the subject-
matter of the claim quoted in the Commissioner's
letter on or about April 16, 1915. disclosed the same
to others and made drawings on or about the same
date but had not re<luced the same to practice by
constructing any full-sized devices.
On November 26, 1915. Llnthlcum filed an amend-

ment to Fowler's application In which all of the
claims suggested by the Commissioner were Inserted.
Of these claims Llnthlcum said :

It Is thought that these claims appear In a co-pending
application and they are inserted at this time with the
request that, if such claims do appear In a co-pending
application an Interference be declared.

To this communication the Commissioner replietl
as follows

:

Sib : Inclosed please find the statement of William B.
Fowler, Sr., made in response to the request in my let-
ter of November 18, 1915.
The dates of invention claimed by Fowler are subse-

quent by several months to the filing date of the applica-
tion of the other party. Tbe other party's case will be
passed to Issue as soon as possible and" when patented
will be cited as a reference against such claims in Fowler's
application as it may be found to anticipate. An inter-
ference will not be declared.

Section 483, Revised Statutes, provides

:

The Commissioner of Patents, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior, may, from time to time,
etitabllsh regulations, not Inconsistent with law, for the
conduct of proceedings in the Patent Office.

Pursuant to this authority regulations known as
" Rules of Practice In the United States Patent
Office " have been established by the Commissioner
by and with the approval of the Secretary of the
Interior and now govern the declaration of Interfer-
ences between pending conflicting applications and
have the force and effect of law. binding as well
upon the Commissioner as upon the applicant for
patents.

No. 8.]
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It is further alleged that it clearly appears
from the correspondence recited and under the
statute and rules that an Interference exists t)e-

tween the Fowler application and that of the appli-
cant unknown to petitioner, which applications dis-
close and claim the same patentable invention and
It Is the duty of the Commissioner to declare an In-
terference and to call upon each applicant for the
sworn preliminary statement required by Rule 110.
That if the unknown applicant receive a patent

and thereafter petitioner's (Fowler's) application
Is put in interference with It and petitioner after-
ward be awarded priority over the unknown ap-
plicant and receive a patent, in order to get rid of
the menace of the outstanding patent to such un-
known applicant petitioner will have to file a bill In
equity under the provisions of section 4918. Revised
Statues, for the cancelation of such patent or the
owner of the outstamlinj; patent may file such bill
against petitioner, all of which possibility of litiga-
tion may be prevented if the Oomralssloner be re-
quired to discharge his plain duty under the statute
and rules and declare an Interference when the
rights of both parties are in the application stage
and before either party receives a patent. That
conduct of the CJommlssloner Is a matter of public
concern and for over a quarter of a century his
predecessors have, without exception, regarded the
Interference rules as imposing "upon them the legal
duty of declaring an Interference under the cir-
cumstances detailed. And petitioner is advised
and believes that nnless the Commissioner be re-
strained a patent tn due course will be issued to
the unknown applicant and petitioner is without
reme<ly unless the court by writ of mandamus aliall
Interpose in, Its behalf.
Mandamus was prayed.
A rule to show cause was issued and the Oom-

missl(>ii«»r's action stayed until the determination of
.he cause.
The Commissioner In his answer admitted the

filing of the applications as alleged and the corre-
spondence with Linthlcum. but denied the legal
conclusion drawn by petitioner therefrom. He
alleged that an Interference as defined by the rules
of the Patent Office is a proceeding for the purpose
of fletermlning the question of priority of Invention
and that when an applicant informs the office that
the Invention shown in his application was made
at a date which was subsequent to the date upon
which another application for the same invoition
was filed, the statute does not require that an In-
terference be established between hLs application
and the prior application. That In asking the later
applioant to inform the Office of the <lnte of It.s In-
vention the Commissioner was only asking for in-
formation upon which he might form, as required
by section 4904, Revised Statutes, an opinion
whether a situation existed witere the statute re-
quired that the later application should be put Into
interferente with the earlier application, ami tliat
the rules do not require or contemplate a declara-
tion of Interferenct^ where It la known that the
later applicant made his tn\^ntloD subsequently to
the filing of the earlier application ; In other vrords.
they do not contemplate the declaratloD of an In-

terference except where there Is a possible conflict
In the dates of Invention.
The ansAver further denied that petitioner had

shown Injury or threatened injury and alleged that
the only injury avene<l in the petition was that if

the application of petitioner be put In Interference
with the prtent granted upon the other application,
and If priority should be awarded to petitioner and
a patent granted to It a bill In equity under section
4^1^^. Revised Statutes, wouhl he necessary to get
rid of the menace of the outstanding patent. That
the date of Fowler's Invention being subsequent to
the filing date of the other party, there would be no '

ground of awarding priority to Fowler. That e^•en
if Interference should be declared

—

a litigation to b* conducted between the application owned
by the petltlouer and the patent Issued to the other partywould be no longer or more expensive than a litigation tobe .-oDdUcted betwewj the two applications. .No suit
could be brouKht under section 41)18 of the Revised
Statutes either by or against this petitioner, unless It were
proved that Fowler was the first Inventor and a patent
Issued to him

; but. as above stated, the date upon which
bowler .states he conceived the Invention is aubaeqiwnt tothe date upon which the other appHcatlon was filed.

Ther»' was (letiiil ^^{ the business of the l»ntent
Ottice at.d of the Inconvenience to its admini.stration
if the right lnslste<l upon by petitioner were allowed.
A discharge of the rule was prayed.

Mr. Justice McKenna. after stating the case as
above, dellveretl the opinion of the Court.
The case Is not In broad compass. It depends

upon a few simple elements. Section 49(>4. Revlseil
Statutes, provides

:

Whenever an appllcatloa la made for a patent which,
in the opinion of the Commlaiiioner, would iBterfere witfc
"^-^.P^**'"* application, or w'th an ouexpirwl pateot he
shall give notice thereof to the applicants, or applicantand patentee, as the case may be. and shall direct thePrimary Examiner to proceed to determine the nucstlon
of the priority of iDveBtloo. And tbe Commlindoner may
laaue a patent to ti»e party who is adjudged the prior In-

^?"A?'"Ti"?'^''* *^S adverse party appeals from the decision
of the Primary Examiner, or of tlie Board of Examiners-
la Chief, as the caae may be. within such time, not less
than twenty daya, as tbe Comail.ssioner shall prescrll>e.

The duty presorllieil by this section and the other
duties of the (^Tmniissioner. it was prtivlde<1 (sec.

483, R. S.), might be regulated by rules establ1she«l
by the Commis8i<»r»er. subject to the approval at the
Secretary of tbe Interior. Am] rules were estab-
lished. They define an lnterfer»«nce to h*- a pro-
ceetllng Instituted for the purpose of determining
the question of priority of Invention betwt en two or
n»ore parties clalminj; the same patentable inven-
tion (Rule 88) and provide that an lnterf«Tence
shall be declared between two or more original ap-
plications ctmtalning conflicting claims (Rule M).
Before the de<iaraUou of an interference all pre-

liminary questions must be settled by the Primary
Examiner, the Issue clearly defined and the claims
put In such condition that they will not require
alteration (Rule 9.%). Whenever the claims of the
copending applications differ in phraseology they
must be brought to expression suhst.antinlly in the
same language and claims may be ^^n-jrcsted to the
applicants and If npt followed the Invention covered
by them shall be considered as disdalmeil. The dec-
laration of an interference will not be delayed by
the failure of a party to put his claim in condition
for allowance (Rule 96 1. Each party to the Inter-

ference will be required to file a concise statement,
under oath, showing (1) the date of original con-

ception of bis inventioii. (2) the date upon which
a drawing of It was made, (S) the date of its dis-

closure to others, (4) the date of Its reiluctlon to
practice, (5) the extent of Its use. and (6) the date
and number of any foreign application. If a draw-
ing has not been made or the Invention has not been
reduced to practice or dls< losed to others or u«ed
to any extent, the .statement niusit specifically dis-

close these facts (Rule 110).

Priority of Invention is neceg-sarilj- tb<^ essential

thing, and to determine it interference proceedings
are provided. But are they considered «s a matter
Va. t.]
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of course on the mere assertion or appearance of a
conflict? Upon the answer to the qQi>stlon the con-
troversy here turna. The 0»cnmLssloner contends
for a negative answer and 8npi)orts the contention
by the language of section 4904 reinforced by the
assertion that there Is no necessity for proceedings
to determine what Is already apparent as In the
pending case by the admission of resiKjndent. The
mere fact of a.sserte<l antagonism does not put the
proceedings in motion, is the contention. There
must be the precedent and superintending Judgment
of the Commissioner. The law requires, it is said,
his opiidon ro be exercised upon the effect of a con-
flict In applications, and such indeed Is the language
of section 4904. It provide*? that

—

whenever an application Is made for a patent which in
the opinion of the Caminlsaloiier vcuuld interfi-re *cith any
pending appUemtion. • • • be shall give notice there-
of •• • and aball direct the Prtmarv FxamlB«r to
proceed to determine the question of priority of Invention.

In opposition to this view petitioner replies that
the only fact u^wn which the CommLssloner is to ex-

ercise an opinion Is the fact of the conflict in the ap-
plications, and, that fact ascertained, the duty is

imi>erative upon the Commissioner to declare an in-

terference.

Interference, It is said, is a quegtlon of flact ; it exists
or It does not exlHt. If It exists then priority most be
determined in the way pointed out by tb« statute and
rules.

Other conditions than priority In time determine
priority of invention, it Is insisted ; that the rules of
the Patent Office and the motions for which they pro-
vide contemplate such couditions, and that In
twenty-five years of practice under them-^
The question of Interfeience, In fact, the question of

••alorlty of the parties, the patenUbll'tv of the claim to
OB* or the other, and a number of other questions be-
f»M» vtter parte*, and It often happens that the Interfer-MM It diaaolved because of mistake In de< laring it or the
btiraea of proof shifted on the ground that tbe senior
party Is not entitled to his orl^nal filing date aa his
effective date for the reason that he did not dlscloae the
invention In his ca»e as originally filed, or that his appli-
cation dlat'loaes an Inoperative emlxxliment of the inven
tlon. or that he was not entitled to make the claims, or
that the Junior party had an earlier filed cane dlsclotlng
the Invention, or tliat tbe Issues as formed did not apply
to the structures of the two parties.

The result of the practice is declared to be that
It-
prevents a judgment of record based solely upon an es
parte consideration by the Commissioner and affords
each of the parties an opportunity to contest the right
of the other party to a juifgment.

If there are such possibilities in some Interfer-

ences they are precluded in petitioner's case. Seven
Claims of a prior application were adduced by the
ComniiMioner as making a conflict with the In-

vention claimeil by petitioner. Tlie latter, through
Its attorney, adopte*! six of the claims and directed
that they Ix* lnserte<l In Its ap»)llcatlon. It did
not intimate the existence of any circumstances
which would overcome the priority of invention as
determined by the (llfferi^nce In times of the con-

ceptions of the contending applicants.

The conceptions were thus establlslied to be Iden-
tical and that that of Fowler did not <x>me to him
until some months after the filing of the other ap-

plication. And it is to i»e obsi'rved that the priority
was complete. There was not only the precedent
conception but there was Its expression in claims:
and that it was prnctlcni. a useful gift to the

rvai.

world, petitioner concedes by adopting the claims.

There were, therefore, all of the elements of n
completed invention—one pt^rfected before tlie fil-

ing of petitioner's application—all that the prelimi-

nary statement required by Rule 110 could dlscloBe.

This, then, was the situation presented to the
Commissioner. There was nothing shown to change
It, there Is nothing allege<l In the petition for

mandamus to change it, and there is only \irvu**\

that an experience of twenty-five years has demon-
strated that In Interference proceedings circum
stances may be shown that determine against the

date of filing or the claim of invention.

If It could be conceded that there is antagonism
between section 4904 an<l the rules, the former
must prevail. (Steinmctz v. Allen, 192 V. S., M3.
505.) But there is no antagonl.sm. The former
provides that

—

whenever an application is made for a patent which, in
the optniiin of the Coramlsalooer. woakl Interfere with
anv pending application • • • he shall direct th«-
Primary Kxamlner to proceed to determine the question
of priority of invention.

The section, therefore, commits to the opinion
(judgment) of the Commissioner tlie effect of an
application upon a pending one—whether It will

interfere with a pending one; something more,

therefore, than the fact of two applications, some-
thing more than the mere assertion of a claim.

The assertion must be, In the opinion of the Com-
missioner, an Interference with another. And it Is

this other that Is first In regard, not to be ques-

tioned except at the Instance of the Commissioner
by an exercise of judgment upon the circumstances,

\nd there is no defeat of ultimate rights; there

may be postponement of their assertion remitted
to a suit in equity under section 4918.

But anterior to .<rach relief petitioner contemis

that—
there is a fundamental and basic right of opposition on
the part of any applicant, whether Junior or senior, to
prevent the wrongful grant of a patent to his opponent

It is further contended that the declaration of an
interference and the motions which are permitted
to be made under the niles

—

prevent a judgment of record based solely upon an em porit
consideration by the Commissioner and affords each of
the parties an opportunity to contest the right of the
other party to a judgment.

There Indeed seems to be a less personal right
claimed, the right of opposition in the interest of

the public, displacing the superintendency of the

Commissioner constituted by the law. It Is to be

remembered that the law gives the O)mmlsslor>er
both Initial and final power. It Is he who Is to

cause the examination of an as.serted Invention or

discovery and to judge of Its utility and Impor-

tance;^ It is he who Is to judge (be of opinion)
whether an application will Interfere with a pend-
ing one;* and It Is he who. after an Interference

Is declared and proceedings had, is the final arMttf
of Its only controvCTsy, priority of Invention.*

The contentions of petitioner put these power*
out of view, put out of view tbe fact that the »o-

^ »MttoB 4893. Bevlaed Statutes ; BntUrwmrth r. H—,
(112 U. H.. 60.)

* Sectlen 4»04.
•a«rtloD 4910.

,a.j
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called " Jadgnient of record " Is, as the action of

the Commissioner may be said to be, but a matter

of administration. A suit in equity may follow

and be Instltuteil by either party and even In it

nothing can be tleterminetl but priority of inven-

tion.

There is but one issue of fact in an interference suit.
That is:$ue relates to the dates wherein the interfering
matter was respectively invented by the Interfering In-

ventors. If the complainant's invention Is the older,
the defendant's Interferlnir claim Is void for want of
noveltv. .\nil the fomplainant's interfering; claim Is
void for want of novelty 'f the defeniiant's Invt-ntlon
is found to anteilate the oth<«r. (Wallt. on Fats., sec.
317, 3d ed.)

Such suit, therefore, is tl»e judicial remedy the

law provides. Section 4904 concerns and regulates

the administration of the Patent Offlce, and the

utility of tlie discretion conferred upon the Ck)m-

missloner is demonstrate<l by his answer in this

case.

Judgment reverseil and case remandeil with in-

structions to reverse the judgment of tiie Supreme
Ck)urt of the District of Columbia and direct it to

discharge the rule and (lisml.ss the petition.

OOlOaSSIONEE'S DEOISIONa

Ex PASTE KRAMEB.
Decided May 2. tBTl.

1. APfLICATIONg SlO.VlD BI ATTOaMT PaTBNT GhANTBD
«).VLT ON APPLICATIO.N SiG.NBD BT I.WENTOR, IF
LlTIHG.

Vhen application as filed was signed by an attom«y
and accepted under war conditions prior to act of Au-
gust 17, 1916, under practice outlined In the Commla-
sioner's letter of September 15. 1914, (O. G. 223. p.

1007.) Held that the patent, under section 4888, Revised
Statutes, ran !>« granted only on an application executed
bj the inventor. If livlnx.

2. Saub—Pbacticb.
The practice instituted to meet the emergency arising

out of the European war (Commissioner's letter, aitpra)
was not reoommeDded to the profession and would not
have been Instituted If the act of August 17, 1916, had
been passed at an early date.

On PEiiTroN..
PUMP.

J/r. Albert G. Davit for the applicant

EwiNQ, Commisaioner:

This application as flle<l was signed and sworn to

by Albert G. Davis as attorney for tlie applicant,

who Is a subject of the German Empire, residing at

Charlottenburg, Germany. It was accepted pursu-
ant to a practice institutetl in September, 1914. and
explained In a letter published in the Scienti/tc

American of September 26. 1914, (p. 246,) as fol-

lows, (copy talceu from the Commissioner's Annual
Report for the year 1915, p. 28 :

)

I am accepting two applications flled by you as attorneys
to-day, wherein the Inventor's name to the petition and
speciacatlon is signed by you as attorneys and the oath is
made by a member of your firm. The time for filing these
applications expires under the convention to - morrow.
Therefore, In filing these applications In the form In which
you have presented them, you are doing all that you can
to save your client's rights, and In permitting them to be
flled and giving them a serial number and date of filing of
to-day I am doing all I can with the same end in view.
If this should not prove to be effective the loss must be
attributed to the troubled conditions of Europe and not
laid at your door or that of the Offlce.

It will be necessary before patents are granted that ap-
plications be filed executed by the inventor himself, as pro-
vided in section 4888 Whether the applications to be
filed can be tlerl to the applications whicn you are filing
to-day under the provisions of section 4887 Is, of course,

[Yol. 3S8.

a matter which only a court of last resort can determine.
E* parte Tropcnaa (90 O. O.. 749) to the contrary not
withstanding, I think It a possible L-onstructlan of sei tlon
4887 that its requirements may l>e satlsfietl by the filing
of applications executed l>y an attorney

I nope, however, in case there are a number of apnllca-
tlonw fxecutetl !)>• attnrneyfi that Congress may be induced
to validate patents granted or to be granted upon proceed-
ings Indicated above.

Since this practice was institute*!, and on the 17th
ciny of August, 1916, Congress passetl an act, which
for amveuience is cople<l in full, as follows:
^n act to extend temporarily the time for filing appll-

cntions and fees and taaing action In the ITnlted States
I'atpnt Offlce in favor of nations granting reciprocal rIghtK
to United States citizens.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repretent-

ative$ of the United States of America in Cungreaa attem-
bled. That any applicant for Letters Patent or for the
registration of any trade-marli, print, or label, being with-
in the provisions of this act. If unal>le on account of the
existing and continuing state of war to file any application
or pay any official fee or take any re<iulre<l action within
the period now llmlte<l by law, shall be grante<l an exten-
slon of nine months beyond the expiration of said period

8«c. 2. That the provisions of this act shaU be limited
to citlsens or sublects of countries which extend substan-
tially similar privileges to the cltlsens of the United
States, and no extension shall be granted under this act
to the cltixens or subjects of any country while said
country is at war with the Tnlted States.

Sec. 3. That this act shall be operative to relieve from
default under existing law occurring since August first,
nineteen hundred and fourteen, and before the first day
of January, nineteen hundre<l and eighteen, and all ap-
pllcatlona and Letters Patent and reirlstratlons In the
filing or prosecution whereof default has occurre<l for
which this act grants relief shall have the same force and
effect as If said default had not ocrumtl.
Approved August 17. 191Q.

The E.\am!ner on .June 16, 1915. ndvl.«»e<l the appli-

cant that the claims were nliowable, but require<l

formal papers signed by the inventor. This action
was repeate<l on June 3, 1916. On April 16, 1917,

the applicant wrote to the Office as follows:
Hon. Commiaaioner of Patents.

Sir : The official action of June 3, 1916, Is received.
As will appear from the affidavit of Alexander F. Mac-

donald attached, efforts have been made to get the formal
papers and assignment exe<iited by the applicant but
without success to the present date. As soon as the
papers are received from Mr. Kramer and the American
consulate they will be flled In the Patent Offlce as re-
queste<l. It Is requested that action be temporarily sus-
pended herein.

R-apectfulIy submitted.
(Signed) Albkrt G. Davis,

Attorney for Kramer.

The Examiner on April 20, 1917, wrote as follows:
This application has l>een considered In view of appll-

cants lett r to the Offlce flled Apr. 17, 1917.
The proper response to the previous Offlce action. If It

Is deslre<l to save the application from abandonment, is a
petition to the Commissioner either to be relleve<l of the
requirement of filing formal papers or to have the time
extended within which such formal papers may be fllid.
Petition sfaojld be made before June 3. 1917. Or. if the
application becomes abandoned, petition may t>e made to
the Commissioner to revive the application. In either case
for reasons stated in the affldavft flletl Apr. 17. 1917.

This petition was then flled, praying

—

First—To relieve the said Kramer of the requirement
to file formal papers herein executed by him. and to
formally allow the application and cause a patent to
Issue upon the payment of the final Government fee, or

Second—To relieve the General Electric Company of
the requirement to file formal papers herein eiecute<l by
the said J^ramer, and to formally allow the application
and cause a patent to issue upon the payment 01 the final
Government fee, or

Thirrl—To suspend further action on this case for a
reasonable time after peace has been declared to enable
the General Electric Company to establish communica-
tion with said Kramer and have the formal papers exe-
cuted and returned, or

Fourtli—To grant such other relief in the premises ar
may be deemed wise or expe<lient to protect the interef<ts
of the Oe.neral Electric Company as owner of the inven-
tion and any patent to issue thereon.

I think it clear that the application required by
section 4888. RevLsed Statutes, to be file<i before a
patent can be granted must be exe<'uted by the in-

ventor, if living, and therefore the first and second
prayers of the petition must be denie«l.

No. S.|.
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As to the third and fourth prayers, if the appli-
cation becomes abandoned by reason of circum-
stances beyond the control of* the applicant or his
assignee the right remains to revive the application
under section 4894, Revl.>sed Statutes, upon proper
showing.
The period of twenty-one months allowed bv the

act of August 17. 1916. has expiretl. Whether this
act is to be taken as Indicating the legislative in-
tent respecting the relief to be granted to foreign
applicants, and therefore as an implied disapproval
of a practice which would permit the filing of formal
applications more than twenty-one months after the
filing of a foreign application where an application
executed by an attorney has been flled within one
year of the filing of the foreign application, has not
yet come up for decision and is not presented by this
petition. The point Is therefore not passed upon.

It will be understooil, however, that the practice
Instituted to meet the emergency arising out of the
European war waji not recommended to the profes-
sion and that it would not have been In-stltuted If
the act of August 17, 1916, had been passed at an
early date.
The petition Is denied.

ADJTTDIOATED PATEKTa

(U 8. C. C. A.) The Allano patent. No. 873,481,
for a lock, claim 10 Held void for lack of Invention
In view of the prior art. Aliano v. Eagle Lock Co.,
239 Fed. Rep., 905.

(U: S. C. C. A.) The Baker patent. No. 753,820.
for an antlfrlctlon-bearlng for mounting and turn-
ing the front wheels of an automobile, claim 1 Held
valid and Infringed. American Ball Bearing Co. v.
Finch, 239 Fed. Rep.. 885.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Dresner patent. No. 958.860,
for a suitcase. Held not infringed. Dresner v.
Diamond, 239 Fed. Rep., 882.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Hinman and Hlnman reissue
patent. No. 13.876. (original No. 1,097.803.) for a
cow-mliklng machine. Held valid and infringed
Hinman v. Visible MUker Co., 239 Fed. Rep., 896.

(U. S. C. C. A. ) The Hoffman patent. No. 671,136,
for a mop-wringer. Held not Infringed. Eagle
Woodenware Mfg. Co. v. Dana Mfg. Co., 239 Fed
Rep., 907.

(U. S. D. C.) The Jottrand patent, No. 831,078.
for a method of cutting metal by an oryhydrogen
apparatus. Held void for anticipation and lack of
Invention. lAnde Air Products Co. v. Morse Dry
Dock d Repair Co., 230 Fed. Rep.. 909.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The McCann patent. No.
1.013,672, for an ice-cream freeier, Held valid
and Infringed. Auto Vacuum Freezer Co. v. William
A. Sexton Co., 239 Fed. Rep., 898.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Reed patent. No. 981,111,
for a concrete-mixer, claims 1, 2, and 11 Held valid
and Infringed; other claims Hcl4 not lnfrlnge<l.
fferd V. Cropp Concrete Machinery Co.. 239 Fed
Rep.. 869.

11^. Hopper-discharging

—

127.
'

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Slat«r patent. No. 893,105,
for an envelop-machlne, Held not Infringed. Out-
look Envelope Co. v. General Paper Goods Mfg. Co.,
239 Fed. Rep., 877.

/v
.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Thompson patent, Na
1,070,080, for a car-lighting system. Held not in-
fringed. Safety Car Heating d lAghting Co. v, Gould
Coupler Co., 239 Fed. Rep.. 861.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Woerheide patent. No.
973,902, for a cleat for securing prepared roofing
Held Infringed. Woerheide v. H. W. Johns-Manville
Co., 239 Fed. Rep., 908.

Ghangee in Olassifioation.

(Ohdbb No. 2.821.)

DlPABTlIINT OrXHB InTIRIOB,
Dnitid Statib Patbnt OrricB,

Washington, D. C, April tS, i9rr.

The following changes In the claaalflcatlon of inventions
are hereby directed, to take effect Immediately :

In claas 24. Buckles. Buttons, Clasps, Etc.. (Division
XXXV,) eatabllah the following sabclaaa and definition :

114.5. Strap or oabU buttons.

114.6. STRAP OR CABLE BUTTONS. Devices forming
a part of or In the nature of an attachment to
straps, chains, cables, or the like, constltntlng an
enlargement thereof and designed for use as a trip
or obstacle to the free passage of said strap, chain,
or cable through other members.

The patents contained in this subclass have been taken
for the most part from class 111, Seeders and Planters,
hereinafter abolished.

In claas 37, Excavating, (Divlaioii IV,) abolish sub-
class

—

Exeavatora—
63. I'lpe and cable laying.

The patents formerly conUined In this subclass have
been placed for the most part In class 111, Planting, sub-
class 6. Pipe or strand, hereinafter established.

In class 56, Harrows and Diggers, (Division I,) abolish
subclasses

—

Transplanter*—
72. Wheel-machines

—

121. Wheel-planters.

The patents formerly contained in these subclasses have
been placed for the most part In class 111, Planting, sub-
classes 2, Plant-setting, and the subclasses Indented there-
under, and 6, Liquid or gas, and the ^bclass Indented
thereunder, hereinafter establlshed.

(Note.—Attention Is called to the fact that the subclass
title " Wheel-machines " still controls subclaas 120, Tree-
conveyers.)

In class 97, Plows. (Division I.) establish subclasses—
92. Furrow-formers.
85. Implement-frames

—

86. Tool-adjusters

—

Elevating and depressing

—

Multiple tool.
l»raft-operated.

Fore-and-aft shift
Land-markers

—

Machine attachments—
Slldablv mounted.

Rotary eartJi-working element*— «
Ridging. t

The patents contained in these subclasses have been
taken for the most part from subcla.sses in class 111,
Seeders and Planters, hereinafter abolished.

In class 221, Dispensing. (Division XXXII,) establish
subclasses

—

88.

87.
H2.

88.
84.

81.

126.

120.
120.
121.
128.
119.

Charge retaining and
Ing.

Discharger
Ing

—

releas-

wlplng and clear-

Ho

ag-
Sllding discharge-plate.

Discharging and agitating.
Discharging and guiding,
Endless-conveyer tyx>e.
Manually-operated I m p I e

menta.

—tpper-dlsoharglng

—

122. Multiple discharging.
124. Pneumatic.
123. Revolving hopper.
130. Rotary—
188. Axial discharge—
189. HorizonUlly pivoted

—

140. Variable,
141. Variable,
1H4. Centripetal sweep,
135. Charge-lifting,

(Vol.288. No. 3.)

Honpar-dlsoharglag^—

181. Intercliangeable.
182. Movable blade.
183. Picking,
136. Radial discharge—
187. Variable.
120. Pcrew-conveyer type,
142. Sliding diacbarge-platc

-

148. Variable.
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The p«te0t« eoataliMd in tlMae salMlaMet have been
taken for tke oiost part from claw 111, Seeders and
Planters, hereinafter abolished.

In cla88 111, Seeders ho<1 I'laotera, (INviai«n I.) ckaafe

the title to read " Oaaa 111. Flantlos.'' alMllab the ex-
istlB« sul>«liisaea. aad estaUlsh In Iteu thereof the fol-

lowiDK 9uiM.-lasae« and deflnltloDa:

111.—PLAHTnro.
1.

2.

8.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

0.

10.

11.
12.

IS.

14.
18.
16.
IT.

18.

!».

20.

21.
22.

2ft.

24.

2S.

2e.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
82.
33.
84.

8f.

XiaoellaaeMUk
Plaat-settlac—

DrltUng-macblnea,
Manually-operated Imple-

ments.
Pipe or strand.
Liqnid or g%a—

Drilling-machines.
DriUUc aaA broad«aatln«—

>

Main and auxiliary frama
machlDes.

Broadcaitinr

—

Machines with scatterer

—

Main and auxiliary
frame.

Main and auxiliary frama
machines.

Drillinff_
Hill planting machlae^—

Check-correcting

—

With automatic reg-
ulator.

Frame and planting-
element urrange-
mont

—

With tractive-belt
feed-drive,

Sectional main
frame

—

Break-joint,
Main and aaxlllary

frame

—

Rotary- marker
operator.

Hopper - carrying
auxiliary.

Depositing and mnrk-
Inii mechanisms

—

Powder marking,
Drlviog-marker

—

Revolving,
Driven marker

—

Plunslng

—

nni-coverlng,
Revolring,

Marklog mecoaaisma,
Depositlog B • c b a •

nisms

—

Interchangeably op-
erable,

FLANTIWO.
Drttttag-

HilJ-plantiag machioas

—

DapoaiUng maohannfs
86. P r i ui a r t 1 y axle-

driven

—

ST. Intermittently con-
troiled—

SS. Check - wlr«
tripped

—

M. Doth feeder
aA4 TalT«,

40. With wire-ac-
tuated valve,

41. With wire-actuat-
ed valve.

42. Endless-belt tripped,
48. Line-wire driven

—

44. Reel-carried,
45. Check-wirt

tripped

—

46. Both feeder and
valve,

4T. Trip- fork mech-
anisms,

4S. Guides,
49. Wire - end-anchor-'

Ing devices,
60. Manuallv operated,
01. Accumulators.
52. Frame and plantlng-«It-

ment arrangement

—

58. Sectional main frame

—

54. Flexible

—

06. With anxillary
frame,

Od. Break lolnt,
87. Extensible

—

55. V-sbaped,
OS. Main and auxiliary

fraBM

—

60. Plurality of auxil-
iaries—

61- Unltarily c o n -

trolled,
62. Floating auxiliary

—

SS. Hqpper-carrylng—
94. Detachable

—

SB. Single row,
is. Tool-bar type

—

ST. with lift and un-
gear.

PtAHTIWO.
DrUllng-

FraoM ntand plantiag
arraBgamaot—

Main and auxiliary trama—
68. With crank-axle

lift,

69. Wltk adjustable planter
elements,

TO. Rigid—
Tl. Single row

—

T2. Ma anally -operated
depoaitlng mech-
anism,

78. Multiple depoalt-
ing,

74. Revolring hopper,
75. Vibrating hopper,
76. Vibrating dellvary-

chute,
77. Rotating dia-

penaer

—

Axle- mounted.
79. Single-row implements—
80. Multiple depositing.
81. Planter-element a r -

rangement,
82. Hand propelled,
88. Lister units,
84. Drag bar unita,
86. DrllT aeta,
86. Drill-teeth—
87. Rotary furrower

—

88. Multiple disk.
Sn. Dibbliaa—
90. Revolving-hopper lmpl»>

roents

—

91. Revolving - dibble-carrier
Implements.

92. Manually operated imple-
ments

—

93. Machine attached,
94. Spacing in hill.

95. Regulated discharge

—

96. Sliding-plunger con-
trol,

97. Multiple-staff con-
trol,

98. Footplate control.

Establish, in Division I, class 278, Scattering-Unload
era, with the following subclaaaea and deflnltlona, the pat
enta contained In this class having been taken for the
most part from class 111. Seeders and Planters, herein-
before abolished :

;275.—SCATTE&INa-UNLOAOSSg.
1. Klscellaneous.

Traversing-machlaaa—
Manure-spreader type

—

Load feeding

—

Belt-conveyer type

—

With scatterer.
With scatterer

—

Rotary,
Discharger-operatora.

Scattering

—

ManuaTly-oparated Imple-
ments

—

Rotary scatterer.
Multiple discharging.
Stationary spreader,
Rotary scatterer.

THOMAS EWINa
Commi*Aioncr.

8.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.
9.

10
11.

12.
13.
14.
16.

Interference Kotices

DiPABTiinNT or Tua Iwthiiob,
U!«iTU> Statks Patb.nt Orriri,

Wa*Mngton, D. 0., May t, 19n.
American Farmer Companp, a Corporation, Ut aaaiffn4 or

legal repreaentaXioaa, takt notice:
An Interference harlag bats declared by this Offlca t>«-

tween the anpUcatlon oX .4merlcan Farming Pnbllafaing
Company. 587 Saatb De«r<>orn street. Thicago, III., for
registration of a trada-oMtk and trade-mark registered

.4uguit 29. 1904. .No. 45,754, to American Farmer Com
pany, a Corporation, 38 South Pennaylvaola street, In
alanapolia, Ind.. and a notice of such de< la ration sent by
registered mall to said .\ merles n Farmer Company, a Cor
poratlon. at the said address having baea retarned by the
post-ofllce undeliverable, notice is hereby given that unless
aid American Farmer Companv. a Corporation, Ita as-
signs or legal repreaentatlvea shall enter sn appearance
therein within thirty days from the first publication of
this order the interference wlil be proceeded with as In
case of default.

This notice will be published in the Orriti.\L OAxam
for three consecutive weeks.

R. F. WHITEHEAD.
Firtt Auittant CommisHoner.

VtPAUTUtm or THI IKTBIKMI.
Unitio STATSa Patint Orriii,

Waahinffton. D. C. April tl, 1917.

Wmrren B. t'mitk, hit assigna or legal repreeentmtivee,
t'lkr niitlcr
An Interference having been declared by thl4 Oilca be-

tween the application of Kllng Bros. * Co., 411-410 Sooth
Fifth avenue, Chicago. III., ?or raglatratlon of a trade-
tnark and trademark registered February 28 1898, No
22.621. te Warren E. Smith. 49 I.afayette Place, New
York. N. Y.. and a ootica of such declaration sent by ragls-
tared mall to said Warren E. Smith at the said sddreaa
baring been returned by the poat-oAce undeliverable, no-
tice la hereby given that nnleaa said Warren E. Smttb. hia
aaalgoa or lejnu repreaaatatlvaa, ahall enter an appearance
therein within thlrtv days from the drst publication of
this order the Interference will be proceeded with as in
caaa of default.

This notire will be publlahed In tkt OrricuL Oazi
for three conaecntlve weeks.

R. F. WHITEHEAD.
Ftrtt A»»i»tant CommiaiHoner.

fVel. ttS. WV. 8.1
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APPLICATIONS UNDER EXAMINATION.

Condition at Clou of Butineu May 18, 1917.
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rotatably supporting the opon end of said platen, said
means comprising roliers Journaled on fixed axes and In

peripheral contact with said platen.

3. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination with a carriage provided with a bracltet at one

IH eod, of a platen Journale<I at one end in said bracket, said
platen being open at its other end, and paper holdJtg
means for rotatably supporting the open en«l of said
platen.

4. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination with a carriage provided with a bracket at one
end, of a platen Journaled at one end In said bracket.
aald platen being open at its other end. and paper taoldlng

means for rotatabiy supporting ttie open end of said platen,
tlie Joamal of nid platen having play within its bearing
in said end bracket.

5. In a machine of the rhararter described, a carriage,

a platen Joumaleil only at one end in a portion of said
carriage, and rolls peripherally supporting and constrain-
ing said platen to rotate about the axis of Its journal end.

IClaims 6 to 37 not printed in the (Msette.j

1.2:i6.627. BE8I8TANCE UNIT. Thomas E. BAawcM,
Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Filed May 11, 1914. Serial No. 837,832. (CI. 219—09.)

1. A resistance unit Including a relatively thin and
flexible resistor strip folded into flat convoluted form and
Mneal supporting members therefor extending transversely

of the convolutions of said strip and on opposite sides

thereof to damp said ronvolatlon.'s therebetween.

2. A resistance unit including a relatively thin and
flexible resistor strip folded into flat convoluted form and
supporting means for said resistor strip clamping the

convolutions thereof lineally and transversely.

3. A resistance unit including a relatively thin resistor

strip reflexed into flat convoluted form and beaded longi-

tudinally of its convolutions and lineal clamping members
for said resistor extending transversely of its convolu-
tions, one of said members having a surface conforming
with the beaded surface of said resistor strip.

4. .\ resistance unit including a relatively thin and Bexi

ble resistor strip re^^exed into j;rld form, terminal lugs
secured to the ends of said resistor strip and lineal

clamping members for said resistor strip secured at their

ends to said lugs, said members being Insulated from said
resistor strip and both of said lugs.

5. A resistance unit Inclufling a relatively thin and
flexible resistor atrip reflexetl into flat convoluted form, a
plurality of pain of lineal clamping members for the con-
volutions of said realslor strip extending transversely of
said convolutions an^l Insulated therefrom and terminal
lugs for said resistor strip fixed to the ends of said

clamping members and insulated from all of the same.
[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,62£. CAN-OPENER. Lawbbnci E. Bat br, Havre
de Grace, Md., assimor to The Ilan^-r .Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Maryland. Filed Mar. 4,
1916. Serial No. S2.237. Renewed Oct. 10. 1916. Se-
rial No. 124,809. (CI. 80—3.)

1. A can opener coniprlwitiir an upright, a h*n\ m«»nnted
In >akl uprictat and adaptefl to be raised and lowered

therein, a block revolubly mounted above said head, a
lever having one end slldably connected to said block, a
cutting blade on the lower surface of said lever, and a
guide on the lower surface of said lever having a beveled
surface adjacent the cutting blade to automatically adjust
the cutting blade as said lever la lowered.

2. A can opener comprising an upright having its up-
per end U'nt at rlsht augi<>s. a h.ad having a sttm project-
ing through the upper end of said upright and adapted to
be raised and lowered therein, a blo<k revoiubly mounted
on said stem above the head and baving ttrooves In its op-

posite sides, a bifurcated lever having its pronged ends
mounted In the grooves of said block, means to liold the
lever to Its normal position, a cutting blade carrieti by
said lever, and a guide on the lower surface of said lever

adjacent the cutting blade to automatically adjust the
cutting Made as the lever is forced down.

3. A can opener comprUlng an upright, a bead having
a stem projecting through said upright and adapted to be
raised and lowered therein, a I lock revolubly mounted on
said stem above the bead and having grooves in its oppo-
site sides, a bifurcated lever having its forked ends
ndapt<>d to slide In said grooves, a rutting blade on the
lower surface of said lever, a guide on the lower surface
of said lever having a beveled surface adjacent the cutting
blade to automatically adjust the cutting blade as said
lever is lowered, and a colled spring havkng one end con-
nected to said lever and its other end connected to said
block.

1,226.629. HEAD - HOLDER FOR GRAIN - BINDERS.
Bert R. Bbxjamix, Oak Park, 111., assignor to Interna-
tional Harvester Company of New Jersey, a Corporation
of New Jersey Filed Apr. 11, 1914. Serial No.
831,104. (CL 56—126.)

1. In roBibination. a ehaft. a rotatable member thereon.
a bead holder member, mfans fur ciamplnK said members
together, and means on said clamping ni<>an8 cooperating
with the tilde 'dges of said holder menii-er for holding the
same against angular tnovemeot with respect to said llrst

mentioned nit mber.

2. In ( ombination. a shaft, a rotatable member thereon,
a head bolder member, means for rlaraplitg said members
toffethpr, an<l moans eoKageable hy salii holder meBit>er
and disposed at one side of said clamping means for hold
ing said holder meml)er againf^t any angular movement
with rt-spect to said first Bieatlon<>d member.

May aa, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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8. In combination, a abaft, a roUUble member thereon,
a head holder member, and operative connections between
aald holder member and said first mentioned member
whereby said holder member may be adjusted longitudi-
nally of said first mentioned member and locked against
an*uUr movement with respect thereto in each position of
adjustmeat.

4 In combination, a shaft, a rotatable member thereon
B head holder member, a bracket on raid first mentioned
member having means holding said bolder member against
angular movement with respect thereto, and means for
clamping said bracket and said holder member to said first
mentioned member.

3. In combination, a knotter shaft, a head holder mem
ber. a bracket adjustable longitudinally of said first men-
tioned member, means for clamping said bracket and
bolder member to said first mentioned member, and means
on said bracket co(".perntlng with sal.! .lamping m^ans
proven Ung angular displacement of said liolder member
with respect to said first mentioned member.
laalms 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

head having an outer end wall and an Inner transverse
wall spaced therefrom, an encircling wall and ported in-
ternal walls connecting said inner and outer walls, and a
lln.r section having au integral end wall with Integral
panillel valve sockets received In openings in the head
an.l pasalng inside of said Internal walls, the end wall of
the liner section bearing against the inner wail of thehead and the liner section with Its end wall being re-
movable from the Jacket at the crank side

1,226.631. COMBUSTION-ENGINE PISTON Almht
MiE, Winterthur. Switzerland, assignor to Bnsch-Sulzer
Bros.-Dlesel Engine Company. St. Ix)uls. Mo., a Corpo-
ration of Miaaourl. Filed Feb. 2. 1915. Serial No
5.628. (CI. 123—193.)

1.226.680. ENGINE-CYLINDER. Albbut Bib, Winter
thur, Switzerland, assignor to Busch-Sulzer Bros.-Dlesel
Kngine Company, St Louis. Mo., a Corporation of Mis
souri. Filed Feb. 2. 1916. Serial No. 6,622 (CI
128—178.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine cvllnder. the com-
bination of a Jacket, a head united therewith, and a liner
having an end wall with valve openings and parallel valve
sockets extending therefrom through the head, said wall
having bearing against the bead adjacent sal.l valve
sockets and the liner member with the valve sockets being
removable from the jacket at the crank side.

2. An internal combfjstlon engine cylinder, comprising
a Jacket section having an integral chambered head with
valve socket openings, saU head having an outer end wall
and an inner transverse wall with a water chamber be-
tween them, and a liner section having an integral end
wall bearing against the Inner wall of the head and inte-
gral parallel valve socket.^ received In the openings there-
for, the liner section with lu end wall being removable
from the jacket at the crank side.

3. An internal combustion engine cylinder, comprising
a jacket secUon having an Integral chambered head, said
head having an outer end wall and an inner transverse
wall with an intervening water chamber, the said walls
having valve socket openings toward their central por-
tions, and a liner section having an integral end wall with
integral parallel valve sockets received in said openings
the end wall of the liner secUon and the Inner wall of the
head having abutting raised seats surrounding and adja-
cent the valve sockets.

4. An internal combustion engine cylinder, com»rlslnp
a Jacket section having an Integral chamberwl head, aald

1. An Internal combustion engine piston, comprising a
hollow body of cylinder diameter containing a water-
cooling space, and an end plate applied agaln.st the end
of the body and closing said cooling space at the side
adjacent the combustion space and means for deUchably
holding said plate In place.

2. A water-cooled internal combustion engine piston
comprising a hollow body of cylinder diameter open at
the front and having one or more projections within Its
cooling space located Inwardly of the peripheral wall, and
a removable end plate secured to the body and bearing
clrcumferentlally against the peripheral wall of the same
and Inwardly of its circumference against said projections.

3. An Internal combustion engine piston, comprising a
hollow body having a transverse wall dividing the interior
of the same into water-cooling spaces, the one nearest
the combustion chamber being open and provided with
Interior projections extending from said wall, and a
removable end plate supported against the periphery of
the body and against said projections and closing off
said water-cooling space from the combustion space.

4. An Internal combustion engine piston, comprising a
hollow body of cylinder diameter containing a water-
coollng space and open at the end adjacent the combus-
tion space, and a removable plate secured against said
end with freedom for independent radtal expansion rela-
tive to the body.

5. An internal combustion enginfi piston, comprising a
hollow body of cylinder diameter having a transverse
wall dividing the interior of the same In two water-
cooling spaces each space having an independent inlet
and outlet for the cooling water, and a r.'movable end
plate closing off said water cooling spaces from the com-
bustion .space.

(Claims § and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,632. MOTOR-VEHICLE. Wiu-UM EllIL BoCK and
HiNRY L. Bock, Toledo. Ohio ; said Henry L. Bock as-
signor to said William Emll Bock. Filed July 11. 191*.
Serial No, 778,495. (CI. 21—90.)
1. In a vehicle, the combination with a frame of a sup-

porting wheel therefor, a rockable crank arm independ-
ently pivotally connected to said frame and atUched at
its free end to said wheel, and a lateral cushion Inter-
posed between the pivot of said rockable arm and frame.

2. In a vehicle, the combination with a frame, of •
supporting wheel therefor, a rockable arm forming a con-
nection betwc«-n said wheel and frame, a journal bearinc
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for said rockable arm having a lateral casblon connectloii

with the frame, and a steering mechanism mounted on
aid frame having a flexible operating connection with
Mid wheel.

8. In a T^ilde, the combination with a frame of a
supporting wheel therefor, a rockable arm forming a
connection between said frame and wheel, a Journal bear-

ing for said rockable arm having a cushion connection

with said frame, steering mechanism for said wheel
axlally alined with said journal, and an operating mecha-
nism mounted upon said frame flexibly connected with
aid steering mechanism.

4. In a Tehlcle, the combination with a frame of a

supporting wheel therefor, a rockable arm forming a

connection between said wheel and frame, a Journal bear-

ing for said arm, a bearing surrounding and spaced from
aid Journal bearing, and a resilient member betwe«>n

said bearing forming a cushion for said Journal.

5. In a vehicle, the combination with a frame, of a

supporting wheel therefor, a rockable arm forming a con-

nection between said wheel and frame, a Journal bearing

for said rockable arm having a cushion connection with
said frame, and a drive connection for said wheel passing
axlally through said cushion bearing.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,226,633. APPARATUS FOR TRANSFERRINO BOT-
TLES OR THE LIKE TO AN ANNBALINO-OVEN.
Carl Biuun, Hostomltx, near Tepllts, Austria. FUed
Apr. 17. 1914. Serial No. 832,486. (H. 49—47.)

1. Antoraatlc bottle transferring ai>parRtns including
an endless conveyer for receiving the bottles direct from
the machine, an annealing oven provided with a movable
sole, means for sliding the bottles bottom first including a
chute, an open topped receiver In proximity to the aa-
aealing oven and adapted to receive the bottles from the
chute erect, a pusher device for removing the bottles from
the receiver to aaid movable sole, and a reciprocating
frame forming a supi>ort for the chute, the receiver and
the pusher device, the said frame being arranged trans-
oraely to the morement of the said sole for asaembltng
the bottles in Juxtaposition and the said receiver being
mounted to rock about a fixed point of the carrier frame
f Bd thereby have its open top closed during the backward
motion of the carrier frame.

S. Automatic bottle transferring apparatus including
an endles!) conveyer for receiving the bottles direct from
the machine, an annealing oven provided with a movable
sole, means for sliding the bottles bottom first Including
A chute, an open-topped receiver In proximity to the an-

nealing oven and adapted to receive the bottles from the
chute erect, means for opening and closing the recdver,
a pusher device for removing the bottles from the recelvsr
to said movable sole, and lever arms projecting into the
path of the endless conveyer and arranged to move the
pusher device and the receiver opening and closing means
at intervals corresponding to the arrival of sniniaalii
bottle*.

1,226,634. OARBAQE-CAN. PuDBaiCK W. BaiiaB,
Jamaica. N. T. Filed Dec. 27. 1916. Serial No. 189,177.
(CI. 220—115.)

3. A garbage can comprising a can body having a slit,

a rod extending across the can body in proximity to aaid
slit, a slide engaging said slit and adapteii to divide the
can body Into an upper compartment and a lower com-
partment, an apertnred disinfecting chamber located In

the upper compartmcot, and a member on the slide that
engages said rod.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed in the Ctaaette.]

1,226.686. BLBCTHOMAQNETIC VIBBATOR. Fbamk .
Baixics. Manitowoc, Wia., assignor to Manitowoc Bee-
trlc Implameat Co., Manitowoc. Wta. Filed Aug. 21,
1916. Serial No. 116,973. (CI. 1T»—4M.)

1. A vibrating device comprising a magnetic plate hav-
ing one end adapted for rigid secnrement to work msir-
rlal whereby said device may be rapported by aid wi rk

material, an electro-magnet loosely connected with the
plate and reailiently urged therefrom, and said plate form-
ing an armature for the magnet.

9. A vibrating device comprising a magnetic plate, an
electro-magnet loosely connected with the magnetic plHte
and reslliently urged therefrom, a casing surrounding said
electro-magnet and secured to the plate, a portion of the
plate being extended past the eaalng, and meana associated
with aaid extended portion of the plate for rigidly aecur-
ing the plate to work material.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Oan^tte.]

1,226.636. TOOL. Wau-acs R. Bbown, Olean. N. Y.
Filed May 20. 1916. Serial No. 98.761. (O. 7—ll.>
A tool comprising a handle having parallel aides spaod

apart for forming a Made-holding recess ; an engaging
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ember disposed in said recess adjacent the forward end
thereof

:
a removable bUde having a wedge shaped shank,

aid shank having formed at one edge thereof a holding
nick for engaging said member, the other edge of said
shank being provided with an abutment for rocking said
blade out of engagement with said member; and means
mounted In said handle for holding said shank In engage

-/^

cc:;

1.226.637. KOAD SURFACKR. Wahd 8. Bcnkek. Wau
keaha. Wis. Piled Feb. 26, 1916. Serial No. 80,832.
(CI. 87—6.)

1. A road surfacer, comprising a rear axle, a reach
tfcereon adapted for conne«tl<.n with a front axle fronta^ rear lifting means on the reach, and a rigid frame
•sving converging scraper bars, the front and rear ends
of said frame being connected to the front and rear lift-
ing means respectively.

8. In a road surfacer. a rigid scraper frame compris
iBg a pair of converging scraper bars, each consisting of•anpper angle Iron and a smaller angle Iron secured»weto with Its Inner face offset from the Inner face of
tbe upper angle iron, and a removable scraper blade seCMvd to the vertical flange of the lower angle Iron and
abutting against and flush with the Inner face of the up
per angle Iron, angular brackets secured to the Inner and
outer faces of the upper angle Iron, and cross bars secured
to said brackets.

(Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Qaiettc.]

1,226.638. EXPANDER FOR WHEELS. Hsnht C Cal-
HOCN, Detroit, Mich. Filed Sept. 20, 1916. Serial No
121.242. (C\. 29—174.)
2. The method of forming all metal wheels, which con

tots in mounting a pair of disk shaped Inner and outer
wheel forming members upon a hub, anchoring one of saidembers to the hub adjacent one end thereof, welding thesobers together adjacent their peripheral edges, and
tken forcing the central portion of the unanchored mem-
ber outwardly and away from the corresponding portion
of the anchored member.

4. The method of forming all-metal wheels, which con
Uts In mounting a pair of disk-shapod Inner and outer
wheel forming members upon a hub, anchoring one of said
lembers to the hub adjacent one end thereof, drilling a
series of alined concentric rivet receiving openings through
the members adjacent tbelr peripheral edges and securing
the members by bolts passed through surh openings and
provided with nuts as the openings are drilled, succes-
sively removing the bolts and replacing them by rivets

welding the members together adjacent their point of
riveted connection, and then forcing the central porUon

ment with said member, aaid means embodying a spring
adapted to engage the Inclined edgu of said shank and to
yield to permit the Introduction of said shank betwc-n
said member and said spring and the withdrawal of said
shank from engagement with said member, said spring
Mgaglng said nbntment to form a movable fulcrum where-
on said blade may rock for removing said nick from said
member.

of the unanchored meml>er outwardly and away from the
corresponding portion of the anchored member.

[Claims 1. 3, 6 and 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,226.639. ELECTRIC WELDING. Spbncsb C. Ca«t
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Feb. 19, 1917. Serial No'
149,401. (CI. 219—4.)

1. In an electric welder, the combination with a plu-
rality of work holders, of means for trHbmIng the mar-
ginal portions of thin metal to secure parallelism in the
resulting edges, said trimming means being operable sub-
sequently to the operation of positioning the thin metal
In the work-holders, means for effecting a reUtlve move-
ment between said manual portions whereby they are
positioned In lapping contact, and means for electrically
welding the marginal portions of said thin metal.

12. In an electric welder, the combination with a plu-
rality of work holders for retaining the marginal portlona
of the work in definite relation to each other, of gaging
means for Initially determining the relative positions of
the marginal portions, said gaging means being shiftabis
Into and out of operative position with reference to the
work holders, trimming means operable upon the marginal
portions of the work for securing parallelism between ths
edges thereof, said trimming means being shlftable in uni-
son with the gaging means, means for moving one work
holder relatively to the other for effecting lapping con-
Uct between said trimmed marginal portions, and a trav-
ersing welding device operable for applying electrical
heat and mechanical pressure to the lapped marginal por-
tions and unite the same by a continuous seam.

36. In an electric welder, tbe combination with a sta-
tionary electrode, and a plurality of work holders, of a
gage carrier hinged for movement on a horieontal axis,
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a latdi for rctaimteg the ga^e •carrier ! a fixed relation

to tbe vork holders, and a gage member ilMable upon the

gage carrier and movable Into contact with said electrode

and to a position latmnedlate the work holders.
[Claims 2 to 11, 13 to 34. aad 3« t* 47 not printed In

the Gazette.]

1.226.640. POCKET. Ultsms G. Chaslks. Wichita,
Kan.<«. Filed Ja«. 11, 1918. Serial No. 71.613. (CI.

2^16.)

A safety apparel pocket cofoprisinrg an outer pocket and
an open bottomed interna] pocki-t, shorter than and con-
tained within said outer pocket, mtd Internal pocket form-
ing a safety flap attached to and around the hand en-
traac^e Into the outer pocket and dlTerging In a slaattng
manner from botk ti^ edges of the outer pocket ; and
anchor straps attached at tke opposite aide edge portions
of said internal pocket and near the bottom thereof and
likewise attached to the opposite side edges of the outer
po'ket, said anchor straps being of tke proper length to
malntah) the spaced diverging relationship akove said

straps between the corresponding edge portlpns rf the
outer and internal pockets: the lower corners of said In-

ternal pocket diverging still farther from the side edges
of the outer pocket to form Utnp corsers Immediately
below the points of attachment of said anchor straps,
said straps causing articles contained in the outer pocket
to swerve on either side thereof and prevent their enter-
ing and escaping through the open bottoiaed entrance to
the hand opening of said apparel pocket

1.226.641. SANITARY RAT TRAP. William H. Cu8H-
iNO. Tupeka, Kans., assignor of one-half to Charles E.
Gault, Topeka, Kans. Filed Feb. 21. 1917. Serial No.
160.601. (Cl. 43—19.)

1. A hollow tilting trap, open nt one end and closed »t
the other, and provided near its open end with an opening
la its top wall, and a door supported upon the top wall
and adapted to codperate with the end of the trap for-

ward of the tilting point thereof. In holding the rear
end of the trap elevated, and to be dlalodgt>d wh^n said
end is depressed, and fall through the opening In the top
wall and close the trap to the escape of an animal trapped
between said closed door and the closed end of the trap.

4. A hollow trap, comprising a tubular portion closed

at one end and open at the other and prorided forward
of Its tilting point with an opening In its top wall and a
recess In its bottom wall, the latter being vertically be-

low the former, and a trap door to rest upon the top wall
forward of said opening and to roll rearward and fall

through said opening Into said re<:e8s when the front end
of the trap is o^ertwlanced by a preponderating weight
rearward of the fulcrum point.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Oaattt&l

l,226.d42. D0U<;H-CDTTINQ MACHINE. JOHSI DSHO-
rnracH. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Sept. 20i, 1916. Sarlal
No. 121.114. (Cl. 107—14.)

2. A dough cutting machine comprlaing a connyer
chamber, a pair of opponed plates mouated .it one end of
said chamber and one having Itn edge provioed with a
notch and the other having its edge provided with a pi«^
rallty of notches, means carried by the wall of the cham-
ber and engaging in the notches of each of said plates
to prevent the shifting thereof during the operation of
the machine, that plate harlng a phirallty of notches
being adjustable relative to the other plate, aad said means
to prevent shifting of the plates engaging in the notch
of the adjustable plate to maintain It In position when
it has been adjusted, said adjustable ptate arranged out-
wardly with respect to the other ptete. means overlapping
the adjustable plate to prevent outward movement there-
of, a conreyer meoBted Ln said chamber and including a
shaft extending tbrongb and rotatable In aaM (.lates, each
of said plates provided with a pair of oppositely disposed
enlarged semi circular openings, the openings of said plates
associating to provide a pair of outleU for said chamber
through which the batches of dough are forced by the
conveyer, the adjusting of said adJusUble plate regulating
the size of said outlets, and a pair of cutters mounted on
the conveyer tdiaft outwardly with respect to said adjimt-
able plate for cutting the batches of dough into loavea a*
the batches pass through said outlets.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,643. TYPEWRITING MACHINE. AooLPUUa g.

I>K.\xi8, Lakewood, Ohio, assignor to Underwood Type-
writer Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of
DeUware. Filed Apr. 19. 1913. Serial No. 762.iao.
(Cl. 197—123.)

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a
platen frame, a platen axle, a platen fixed upon said axle,
a bevel edged disk carried by the axle, a Une-iipace wheel
loose upon said axle and having a t>evel edged depression
In Its side, a spring to move said line-space wheel axlally
onto said disk to lock the line-space wheel and platen
together, a lever s\\-lnging transversely to th<> movement
of the carriage, a series of cams on said lever, a second
series of cams, and a support for said last-named cams,
the two series of cams ci>operatlng to control the action
of said spring to lo<k or unlock said llne-spaec wheel to

i
or from said platen.
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a, la a typewriting machine, the combination of a
platen frame, a platen axle, a platen fixed upon said axle,
a bevel edged disk carried t)y the axle, a line-space wheel
loose upon said axle and having a bevel edged depression
In its side, a spring to move said llne-spacf wheel axially
onto said disk to lock the line spsce wheel and platen
together, a lever swinging transversely to the movement
of the carriage, a series of cams on said lever, a second
series of cams, a sopp<irt for s-ild lust-named camt;. the
two series of canin cooperatinf: to roptrol the action of
said spring to lock or unlock said line space wheel to or
from said platen, and atops to limit the movement of said
controlling lever.

3. In a typewriter, the comlilnatlon of a platen frame,
a platen axle, a platen fixed upon said axle, a line-space
wheel loose upon said axle, a clutch between said line-
space wheel and platen, a lever having a hub mounted
upon the platen axle and formed with a cam on the hub,
a cam on the platen frame cqiiperating with the cam on
the lever to thrust aatd lever endwise along the platen
axle, and means operated by said movement of the lever
along the axle to release the clutch.

4. The combination of a platen frame, of a rotatable
platen supported thereby, a line feeding device for ro-
tating said platen, releastible connecting means between
Kaid platen and said feeding devlie. a rotatable lever
and a memb^T mounted on the platen frame cooperating
with said lever and causing said lever, by the rotation
thereof with respect to the platen, to move longitudinally
of the platen for disconnecting said platen from the line
feeding device.

6. The combination wltb a platen frame, a platen
axle Jonrnaled therein and a platen fixed to the axle, of
a lino-spare wheel loose on the axle, a dutch device to
connect the line-space wheel with the axle, a sleeve
mounted on the axle and slide ble longitudinally thereof
to effect a clutching engairement between said wheel and
dutch device, a spring to operate said sleeve In one di-
rection, a lever niount«>d on said sleeve and bearing
against a rollar formed on said sleeve, and a cam between
aald lever and the platen frame for retracting said sleeve
and compressing the spring when the lever Is rotated.

[Claims 6 to .11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.644. CUFF HOLDER Fbed P. De Wilde. She-
boygan. Wis. Filed Feb. 15. 19i:i. Sertal No. 8.313.

»i./
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2. In a tank car, the combination of a plurality of
bolsters adapted to cooperate with trucka. a tank, the
entire lenytb of said taok extending betwt^n and above
and below the tops of said bolsters, the diametrical center
line of said tank extending longitudinally of the car.

3. In a tank car, the combination of a plurality of
trucks and a tank, the entire length of said tank extending
between and below the tops of said trucks, the diametrical
center line of said tank extending longitudinally of the car.

4. In a tank car, the combination of a plarality of
bolsters, adapted to cooperate with trucks, and a tank,
the entire length of said tank extending between and below
the tops of said bolsters, and the diametrical center line
of said tank extending longitudinally of the car.

5. In a tank car, the combination of a tank and a con
tlnuons frame construction extending through and secureil
to the head plates of said tank, said frame construction
extending a substantial distance beyond the ends of said
tank and forming platforms.

[Claims 6 to 38 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226.648. SELF-INKING DATING-STAMP. Cha«I.«8
S. Ellis, Chicago, 111. Continuation of application Se-
rial No. 79,472, filed Feb. 19, 1916. This application
filed Jan. 29, 1917. Serial No. 146,096. (Cl. 101—103.)

1. The combination with a hand stamp comprising a
frame composed of top and side members. Its type carry
ing means, and a handle fixed to said top member, of a
elf-inking attachment comprising a U shaped frame
conslstlnj? of an open base and upstanding free-ended
arms, the latter arranged outside of and having guiding
contact at their inner side faces with the outer side faces
of the side members of the stamp frame ; Interlocking con-
nections between the side members of the stamp and the
free ends of said arms to hold said faces in guiding en-
gagement

;
a spring-held swinging Inking pad carrier

pivoted to said arms, and connections between said car-
rier and stamp frame to swing the carrier away from the
tamp when the stamp is depressed.

2. The combination with a hand stamp of that kind
which is normally Inked by hand comprising a frame. Its
type carrying members and a handle, of a self-tnking at-
tachment comprising a U-shaped frame consisting of an
open base and upstanding arms, the latter free at their
upper ends and arranged outside of and having guiding
conUct at their Inner faces with the sides of the outer
faces of the stamp frame throughout the principal height
of said frame, means on the stamp and franip to hold
said faces in guiding engagement, a spring held swinging
Inking pad carrier pivoted to said arms, and link connec-
tions, exterior to said arms, to swing the carrier away
from the stamp when the stamp is depressed.

8. A self-inking dating stamp comprising a stamp frame
and Its type-carrying members, an outer guide and an
Inking pad carrier frame provldeil with upstanding free-
ended arms which are arranged exterior to and have guid-
ing contact at their inner faces with the outer faces of

the frame members by mean* permlttlnc the stamp to be
depressed relatively to the arms, said arms terminating
below the top of said sUmp frame ; a swinging spring-
held inking pad carrier arranged at one side of the stamp
and provided with laterally directed arms which are
plvotally connected to said guide arms, and links ar-
ranged at the outer sides of said guide arms and plvotally
connected to the terminals of said carrier arms beyond
said former pivots and also plvoUIly connected to the
stamp frame.

4. A self inking dating stamp comprising a sUmp frame
and its type carrying members, the latter embracing a
series of band wheels and a shaft therefor, the ends of
which extend beyond the stamp frame, an outer Inking
pad carrier and guide frame provided with upstanding;
slotted guide arms which fit at their inner faces flat
against the outer faces of the stamp frame, the ends of
the shaft extending Into the slots of the arms whereby
the sump Is permitted to be depressed into said carrier
frame, an Inking pad carrier provided with arms which
are arranged exterior to and are pivoted to said guide
arms and provided beyond their pivots with Inwardly
directed terminals, means to normally press the carrier
toward the type, and connections exterior to said arms be-
tween said terminals and the ends of said band wheel
haft.

5. A self-lnklng dating stamp comprising a stamp frame
and Its type carrying members, an outer inking pad car-
rier and guide frame provided with upstanding arma
which fit at their inner faces flat against the outer taccK
of and are guldlngly connected to the stamp frame by
means permitting the stamp to b^ depressed relatively
to the base member, a swinging Inking pad carrier pro-
vided with laterally extending arms which exteriorly over-
lap the outer faces of said arms, a shaft extending through
pivot openings In the overlapping parts of said arms, a
spring encircling said shaft and connected at one of its
ends to said carrier and at its other end to the outer
frame, and connections between the carrier and sUmp
frame arranged exterior to the guide arms to swing the
latter laterally away from the sUmp upon the depresaion
of the latter against the action of said spring.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.649. MULTIPLE COPYING-MACHINE. JOHH J.
Flanigan, Chicago. 111., assignor to Duplicator Manu-
facturing Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of West
VlrginU. Filed May 27. 1916. Serial No. 100,836.
(CL 101—183.)

1. In a multiple copying machine, the combination with
a printing surface and a support therefor, of an Impres-
sion device movable over said prlriting surface and com-
prising a tllfable frame, a pair of rolls carried thereby,
and spring means normally urging said rolls toward each
other, and coiiperatlng devices on said support and one of
said rolls, respectively, serving to separate said rolls
under a tilting movement of said frame.

2. In a multiple copying machine, the combination with
a printing surface and a support therefor, of an impres-
sion device movable over said printing surface and com-
prising a tillable frame, a pair of rolls carried thereby,
and spring means normally urging said rolls toward each
other, and coiSperating devices on said support and one of
said rolls, respectively, serving to separate said rolls und«r
a tilting movement of said frame and hold the latter In
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tilted position for the introduction of a paper sheet be-
twaen said separated rolls.

8. In a multiple copying machine, the combination with
a printing sorface and a support therefor, of an Impres-
sion derlce morable oyer said printing surface and com-
prising a tiluble platen frame, a platen roll journaled In
said frame, a gripping roll mounted for lateral movement
in said frame, and spring mrans normally urging said
gripping roU into contact with said platen roll, and co-
operating devices on said support and said gripping roll,
rfsp.< tlvely, serving to separate said rolls under a tUting
movement of said frame.

4. In a multiple copying machine, the combination
with a printing surface and a support therefor, of an im-
pression device movable over said printing surface and
ctuiiprlslng a tillable platen frame, a platen roll Journaled
in said frame, a gripping roll mounted for lateral movi-
ment In said frame and having spindle ext^-nslons b<'-

yond the ends of said frame, spring means normally urg-
ing said gripping roll Into contact with said platen roll,

and sUtlonary members located at the opposite sides of
the bead end of said printing surface and formed with
cam surfaces engaging the spindle extensions of said
gripping roll to separate said rolls under a tilting movi>-
ment of said frame.

5. In a multiple copying machine, the combination with
a printing surface and a support therefor, of an Impres-
sion device movable over said printing surface and com-
prising a tllUble platen frame, a platen roll Journaled in
aid frame, a gripping roll mounted for lateral movement
In said frame and having spindle extensions beyond the
ends of said frame, spring means normally urging said
gripping roll Into contact with said platen roll, and sta-
tionary members located at the opposite sides of the head
end of said printing surface and formed with cam sur-
faces engaging the spindle extensions of said gripping
roll to separate said rolls under a tilting movement ol
aid frame, and also formed with notches beyond said
cam snrfares to mt^t said spindle extensions and hold
aid frame in OUed position with the rolls separated for
th« reception of a paper sheet between them.

[Claims 6 t« 14 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.226,650. MACHINE FOR MAKING LATH-BOARD.
8iLA« M. Po«D. Bt. Paul, Minn. Filed Oct. 11, 1916.
Serial No. 66,350. (Cl. 154—1.)

r*j,ti

1. In a machine for making lath board of paper or
other suitable nuterial, the combination of rotatable
means carrying thereon means for forming said material
into a plaited form, and piercing means associated with
said forming means adapted to pierce aald material at
regularly spaced intervals.

2. In a machine for making lath board of paper or other
suiuble material, two drums, cleaU associated with each
of said drums and so positioned as to press material fed
therebetween into a plaited form, the cleats associated
with each drum holding said material firmly agalnat the
other dmm while It is being formed, and piercing means

associated with said cleats adapted to pierce aaid material
at regularly spaced intervals.

8. In a machine for making lath-board of paper or
other suitable material, the combination of rotatable
means carrying thereon means for forming said material
into a plaited form, means associated with aald rotatable
means for holding aald material firmly against aald fom-
iag means during said operation and piercing means asso-
ciated with said forming means adapted to pierce said
material at regularly spaced distances.

4. In a machine for making lath-board of paper or other
suitable material, the combination of a sprocket wheel
driving a sprocket chain, forming means carried by said
sprocket chain adapted to form said material Into the
desired shape, and means associated with said forming
means for piercing said material at regularly spaced
Intervals.

5. In a machine for making lath-board of paper or
other suiUble material, the comhlnatlon of a pair of
shafts, a sprocket wheel associated with each of Bald
shafts, a sprocket chain coactlng with said sprocket
wheels, forming means carried by said sprocket chain
adapted to force said material into a plaited sliape, a
drum associated with said forming means and said
sprocket chain, and means associated therewith for hold-
ing the material firmly against said drum while it is be-
ing formed into said plaited shape.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,661. MBLTING-POT FEEDER. (JaoKOi L. Fobt,
Kansas City. Mo., assignor to Fortified Manufacturing
Company, Kansas City, Mo., a Corporation of Missouri.
Filed Oct. 4, 1916. Serial No. 123,724. (CL 22—80.)

1. In combination with a melting pot, an auxiliary
melting device comprising a container for metal pigs,
means for electrically heating said container, and means
automatically controllable by the varying level of metal
in the melting pot for controlling the heating means.

2. In combination with a metal supply pot, an auxiliary
melting device comprising a conUlner for meUl plga,
means for electrically heating said container, and meana
for delivering molten metal from the container to the
metal supply pot, and means automatically controllable
by the varying level of metal in the supply pot for con-
trolling the heating means.

3. In combination with a metal supply pot, an auxiliary
melting pot comprising a container for metal piga, a heat-
ing coil surrounding aaid container, meana for delivering
molten metal from the container to the supply pot. and
a float controllable by the varying level of the metal In
the supply pot for closing or breaking a drcalt through
the beating coil.

4. In combination with a metal supply pot, an auxiliary
melting pot comprising a container plrotaily monated
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mbom Mid toppty pot aad taartaf ttn opflnlng tkerclo
at its base through which metal majr be delirered to tkc
•apply pot, an electrttally heated coU surrounding aaid

eontalner, a switch mechjinlsm. and a float operable by

the varying level of the metal in the supply pot for

actnatlBR the said switch mechanism for closing or break-

ing an electric current through the heating coll.

5. In combination with a metal supply pot, an aaxlllary
melting pot romprtsmi; a container for metal plga, a
heating coil surrounding Haid container, a housing of
non-condactire material inclosing said heating coil, a
float rod slidatily carried In said houalnK, a doat on said

rod operable by the varying level of metal In the supply
pot. a switch for closing or breaking a circuit through
the heating coil and buttons adjuatably carried on anid
float rod to actuate said switch, for tJ»e purpose set

forth.

[Claims 2, 3, 6 to 8. and 10 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,23«.662 FUSE FOB PROJECTILES. Edwin R. Gil^
BUT. Chicago. lU. FUed Nov. 2d, IdlO. Serial No.
184.040. (01. 102—80.)

-ft5->s» iJ Jif So

1. A foae for projectiles having a hammer, a firing
pin mounted thereon, and a centrlfogal arm carried by
the hammer and arranged to project normally above the
firing pin to prevent operation thereof and to retract
below the firing pin when the hammer Is rotated.

4. A hammer block for projectile percussion caps com-
prising a base, a firing pin mounted thereon, and a cen-
trifugal arm mounted on the base normally projecting
above the firing pin and adapted by centrifugal force to
-etract below the pin to uncover the tiring pin.

5. A hammer for projectiles comprising a block, a
firing pin centrally mounted on the block, a pair of cen-
trifugal arms pivoted to the block, one on each side of
the firing pin, and normally projecting above the firing
pin to prevent engagement thereof with a cap, and a
spring for holding the arms In suc-h position, said arms
being arranged to retract below the pin against the tension
of the spring to oncover the firing pin when the block
1.S rotated and the arms sabjected to centrifugal force.

9. In a fuse for projectiles the provision of a casing
having a chamber, a hammer longitudinally movable with-
in the chamber, a percussion cap and firing pin therefor,
one of which is mounted on the hammer and the other on
the forward end wall of the chaml)er, and a centrlfogal
arm arranged when operated to move the hanuner away
from the said end wall of the chamber when the hammer
is resting against the said wall of the chamber upon rota-
tion of the projectile.

[Claims 2, 3, 6 to 8. and 10 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,226.653. CRUCIBLE-HOLDER. Max W. GOLDaaac.
MUwaukee. Wis. Filed June 26, 1916. Serial No.
105,843. (CI. 22—82.)

1. A crucible holder comprising a plurality of jaws
for clampingly engaging the crucible, supporting means
for the jaws, and mechanical means movably connected
to the jaws and movable with respect thereto for actuat-
ing said Jaws.

2. A crucible holder comprising n clamping member
having a crucible engaging portion, a clamping member
pivotally secured to the first member, and mechanical
aneans for moving said members with respect to each
other to clampingly engage the cmctble.

3. A cmdhlc bolder con^slng a damping Beaiber kar-
ing handle portions and a crucible engaging portion, a
cla«plng member pivoUlly secured to the first member,
a pair of levers pivotally connected to aaid clamping
members, and means for moving aaid levers to open and
cK>se the clamping members.

4. A crucible holder comprising a clamping member
havinl handle portions and a crucible engaging portion,

a clamping memL>er pivotally secured to the first member,
a pair of levers pivotally connected to said clamping
embers, and means Including a movable operating lever

and a yielding conne«'tlon for moving said levers to open
and close the clamping members.

&. A cmclble holder comprising a clamping member
having a crucible engaging portion, a ciamplag member
pivotally secured to the first memi»'r, a pair of levers

pivotally secured tof!:p.ther and to said clamping uiembera.
means including a pivoted operating lever and a yielding
connection for moving aaid levers to open and close tlM?

damping members. ai>d Beann for locking said operating
lever in different poaitWos.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,604. BOY'S BLOU8F.. Aibbbt H. Qohi>on, Brook-
lyn. N. Y. Filed Sept 29, 11»16. Serial No. 122,704.
(CI. 2—08.)

1. An article of manufacture comprising a boy's blonse
having a one piece front and back, said front and back
portions each extending ap to the neck, sleeves having
their meeting edges on the upper portion of the arm, and
a continuous s*'wed seam along the edges of the sleeve
and the meetluK edges of the body portion.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.226,655. MOVING - PICTURE FILM. William M.
0R0ST150R. RIdgewood. N. J. Filed May 10, 1012. Se-
rial No. 696,808. (CI. 88—19J>.)

1. A film or strip of the class de««crlbed having lubricat-
ing matter embodied in the body thereof at the portions
of great wear and tear, whereby the life of the film la In-

creased.

2. A moving picture film or strip having graphite incor-
porated in the body of the film at the portions of great
wear and tear.

/
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8. A perforated moving picture film having graphite
incorporated in th* body of the film at and about the per-
forations for the purpose of lubrication.

4. A moving picture film or strip, having perforations
along its edges, and graphite Incorporated In the body of
the film at and about the perforations and having a
graphite coating along Its edges at and about the perfora-
tions on both sides of the film.

5. A moving picture film or strip, having graphite in
corporated in the body of the film at the portions of
greatest wear and having a graphite coating along said
portions to increase the life of the film.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,656. ATTACHMENT FOR MOTOR CARS. Lin
Nil A. Hanson. Iteerlng. N. I>. Filed Apr. 12, 1016.
Serial No. 90,702. (Q\. 267—10.)

The combination with a vehicle axle, and an elliptic
spring disposed above and in the same vertical plane with
the axle, of a box fitting over and against the front and
rear sides of said spring, a keeper member engaging the
lower edges of the sides of said box and passing beneath
the spring to retain the -box thereon, clamping members
fitting closely around the axle, means at the top and bot-
tom of said clamping members to secure them together
and around the axle, lugs extending from the front and
r.'sr sides of the boxes, lugs extending from the front and
rear sides of the clamping members, and tension springs
extending between the lugs on the boxes and the lugs on
the clamping members b^low the same and having their
ends secured respectively to the said lugs.

1.226,657. TOOLHOLDER. Pbakklin Hardinob, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor Xo Ilardinge Brothers, Chicago, 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 24, 1916. Serial
No. 110,804. (01. 82—34.)

mim\E
1. A tool holder comprising a tramway adapted to be

secured to the under si<le of a lathe, a downwardly ex-
tending post mounted on the tramway and arranged to
ride thereon, and a tool bolder rotatably mounted on the

poet under the tramway whereby the tool holder may be
moved under the lathe or to a poMltlon where it projects
outwardly from the lathe and whereby the holder may be
rotated to provide free access to every portion thereof.

2. In a tool bolder the comldnation of a tramway ar-
ranjied to be attached to the underside of a lathe, a car-
riage movable thereon, and a tool holder rotaUbly mount-
ed on the rarriaj:f', whereby the tool holder may be moved
under the lathe or to a position where it projects out
wnrdly from the lathe and whereby the tool holder may
be rotated to provide free access to every portion thereof.

.1. A tool holder comprising a tramway arranged to be
secured to the under side of a lathe, a carriage provided
with wheels arranged to ride on the tramway, a post ex
tending downwardly from the carriage, and a tool holder
rotatably mounted on the post under the tramway.

4. A tool holder comprising a pair of rails arranged to
be attached to the underside of a lathe, a carriage pro-
vided with wheels mounted on the rails so af. to ride
thereon, a post extending downwardly from the carriage
between the rails, and a' tool holder rotataitly mounted on
the post under the rails.

6. A tool bolder comprising a pair of rails arranged to
be attached to the nnder side of n lathe, a carriage pro
vided with wheels mounted on the rails so as to ride
thereon, a post extending downwardly from the front end
of the carriage and l»etween the rails, and a tool holding
disk rotatably mounted on the post under the ralla.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gssette.]

1,226.658. DISTRIBUTING MECHANISM FOR ELEC
TRICAL IGNITION SYSTEMS. Otto Hkins, New
York, and Victoh W. Kliesrath. Port Washington.
N. Y., assignors to Bosch Magneto Company, New York.
N. Y., a CorjKiratlon of New York. Filed Jan. 31, 1916.
Serial No. 75,397. (CI. 123—149.)

1. The combination with an internal combustion engine
having Krounded spark plUKS, and a magneto having a
secondary winding with insulated tennlnsls, of distribut-
ing mechanism comprising a rota table main distributer
having contact segments electrically connected to the in-
sulated electrodes of Individual kpark piugs. and a rota-
toble intermediate distributer which is electrically con-
nected to the two terminals of <Le secondary winding, and
which, at each period of ignition, conducts the ignition
current to a single one of Mid contact segments.

2. The combination with an int<-rnal combustion engine
having grounded spark plu^s. and a magneto having a
secondary winding with insula te<i terminals, of distribut-
ing mechanism comprising a rotatable main dlstrii.uter
having conUct segments electrically connected to the in-
sulated electrodes of individual spark plugs, and a rota-
table Intermediate distributer which, at each period of
Ignition, grounds one terminal of the secondary winding
and completes the electrical connection from the other
terminal of the se<ondary winding to a single one of said
contact segments.

3. The combination with an internal combustion engine
having grounde<l spark plugs, and a magneto having a
secondary winding with Insulated terminals, of dlatrlbot-
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•bore laid Biiiyply pot aad havinr an opening tberalB
at Its base through whl* h metal may b« dellTered to tkc
supply pot. an electrically heated coU gurrounding aald
container, a switch mechnnlsni, and a float operable by
the varying level of the metal In the supply pot tor

i

actaatlBg the said switch mechanlam for closing or break-
ing an electric current tbroagb the heating coll.

5. In combination with a metal supply pot, an aaxlllary
melting pot comprlsini; a container for metal pigs, a
beating coll surrounding said container, a housing of
non-condnctive material inclosing said heating coil, a

flo«t rod slldably carried in said boaslni;, a float on said

rod operable by the varying level of metal in the supply
pot. a switch for closing or breaking a circuit through
the heating coll and tHittons adjustably carried on aald

float rod to actuate said switch, for the purpose set

forth.

[Claims 2, 3. 6 to 8. and 10 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,226,662 FUSE FOR PROJECTILES. Edwis R. GlU
BSKT, Chica^'o, III. Filed Nov. 2d, 1916. Serial Va.
134.049. (CL 102—89.)

J"^^ iJ J9 io

1. A fuse for projectiles having a hammer, a firing

pin mounted thereon, and a centrifofal arm carried by
the hammer and arranged to project normally above the
firing pin to prevent operation thereof and to retract
below the firing pin when the hammer Is rotated.

4. A hammer block for projectile percussion caps com-
prising a base, a firing pin mounted tkereon, and a cen-
trifugal arm mounted on the base oormally projecting
above the firing pin and adapted by centrifugal force to
-etract below the pin to uncover the tiring pin.

5. A hammer for projectiles cooiprlalng a block, a
firing pin centrally mounted on the block, a pair of cen-
trifugal arms pivoted to the block, one nn each side of
the firing pin, aad normally projecting above the firing
pin to prevent engagement thereof with a cap, and a
spring for holding the arms in such po«itloB, said arms
being arranged to retract below the pin against the tension
of the spring to ancover the firing pin when the block
Is rotated and the arm* sabjected to centrifugal force.

9. In a fuse for projectiles the provision of a casing
having a chamber, a hammer longitudinally movable with-
in the chamber, a percussion cap and firing pin therefor,
one of which is mounted on the hammer aad the other on
the forward end wall of the chamber, and a centrifugal
arm arranged when operated to move the hammer away
from the said end wall of the chamber when the hammer
is resting against the said wall of the chamber opon rota-
tion of the projectile.

[Claims 2, 3, 6 to 8, and 10 not printed in tlie Gaaette.]

1,226.668. CRUCIBLE-HOLDER. Max W. Goldmbc,
Milwaukee, WU. File<l June 26, 1916. Serial No.
105.845. (CI. 22—82.)
1. A crucible holder comprising a plurality of jaws

for clampingly engaging the crucible, snpportinc; means
for the jaws, and mechanical means morably connected
to the jaws and movable with respect thereto for actuat-
ing said jaws.

2. A crucible holder comprising a clamping member
having a crucible engaging portion, a clamping member
pivotally secured to the first member, and mechanical
meana for moving said members with respect to each
other to clampingly engage the crucible.

S. cmciblc bolder comprising a elUiplB9 awsbi 1 bay-
ing handle portions and a cmdhle engaging portion, a
daaaping member pivotally sei^ired to the first member,
a pair of levers pivotally connected to iai<) clamping
members, and means for nK>vlng said levers to open and
close the damping members.

4. A crucible boldfr comprising a clamping soeBsber

havlnl handle portions and a crucible engaging portion,

a clamping meml>er pivotally secured to the first member,
a pair of levers pivotally connected to said clamping
members, and means including a movable operating leret

and a yielding conue< tion for moving said levers to open
and close the clamplug members.

6. A cmclble holder comprising a clamping member
having a cmclble engaging portion, a clamping member
pivotally secured to the first member, a pair of levers

pivotally secure<i together and to said clamping oiembera,
means Including a pivoted operating lever and a yielding
connection for moving aald levers to open and close the
clamping members, and means for iockloK said operatlug
lever in different poaitUus.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.226.664. BOY'S RLODHE. Ai b

lyn, N. Y. Fllert Sep^, 29, 1»16
(01. a—98.)

H. QORDOK, Brook-

Serial No. 122,794.

1. An article of manufacture comprising a boy's bloose
having a one piece front and t>ack, said front and back
portions each extending up to the neck, sleeves having
their meeting edges on the upper portion of the arm, and
a continuous sewed seam along the edges of the sleeve
and the meeting edges of the body portion.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.605. MOVING - PICTURE FILM. William M.
Qno«T«50a. Ridgewood. N. J. Filed May 10, 1812. 8«-

rUl No. 696,808. (CI. 88—19J>.)

1. A film or strip of the class detirrtbed having lubricat-
ing matter embo<11ed In the body thereof at the portions
of great wear and tear, whereby the life of the film la In-

creaacd.

2. A moving picture film or strip having graphite incor-
porated In rbe body of the film at the portions of great
wear and tear.
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8. A perforated moving pirtnr«' film having graphite
incorporated in the body of the film at and about the i)er-

forntlons for the parpo-te of labrlcation.

4. A moving picture film or strip, having perforations
along its edges, and graphite ln<-orporated in the body of
the film at and aUnit the p<'rforations and having a
graphite coating along Ita edges at and about the perfora-
tions on both sides of the film.

5. .\ moving picture film or strip, having graphite In
corporated In the body of the film at the portions of
greatest wear and baring a graphite coating along said
portions to Increase the life of the film.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,666. ATTACHMENT FOR MOTOR CARS. LlN
SIB A. Hanbox. I>eerlng, .N. I). Filed Apr. 12, 1916.
SeHal No. 90,702. (CI. 267—19.)

The combination with a vehicle axle, and an elliptic
sprtng dlnposj-d above and in the same vertical plane with
the axle, of a box fitting over and against the front and
rear sides of said spring, a keeper member engaglns: the
lower edges of the sides of said box and passing beneath
the ^rlng to retain the box thereon, clamping members
fltting closely around the axle, means at the top and hot
tom of said damping members to secure them together
and around the axle, lugs extending from the front and
rear sides of the boxes, lugs extending from the front and
rear sides of the clamping members, and tension springs
extending between the lugs on the boxes and the lugs on
the clamping members below the same and having their
ends secured respectively to the said lugs.

1,226,657. TOOL^HOLDER. KHA^KI.IN Hardinoe, Chi-
cago, 111., assignor to Uardinge Brothers, Chicago, 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed July 24, 1916. Serial
No. 110,894, (CL 82—84.)

1. A tool holder comprising a tramway adapted to be
secured to the under side of a lathe, a downwardly ex-
tending post mounted on the tramway and arranged to
ride thereon, and a tool holder rotatably mounted on the

poet under the tramway whereby the tool holder may be
moved under the lathe or to a p<wltloB where it projects
ootwanlly from the lathe and wh.-reby the holder may be
rotated to provide free access to every portion thereof.

2. In a tool bolder the combination of a tramway ar-
ranged to be attached to the underside of a lathe, a car-
riage movable thereon, and a tool holder rotatably mount-
ed on the carria^:*'. whereby the tool bolder may be moved
under the lathe or to a position where it projects ont-
w.nrdly from the lathe and whereby the tool holder may
be rotated to provide free at-ci'ss to every portinn thereof.

3. A tool holder comprising a tramway arranged to be
secured to the under side of a lathe, a carriage provided
with wheels arranged to ride on the tramway, a post ex-
tending downwardly from the carriage, and a tool holder
rotatably mounted on the post under the tramway.

4. A tool holder comprising a pair of rails arranged to
be attached to the underside of a lathe, a carriage pro-
vided with wheels mounted on th*- rails so as to ride
thereon, a post extending downwardly frum the carriage
between the rails, and a' tool holder rotatably moanted on
the post under the rails.

6. A tool holder comprising a pair of ralla arranged to
be attached to the under .<!lde of a lathe, a carriage pro
vlded with wheels mounted on the rails so as to ride
thereon, a post extending downwardly from the front end
of the carriage and between the rails, and a tool holding
disk rotatably mounted on the post under the rails.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the tJaaette.)

1,226.668. DISTRIBUTING MECHANISM FOR ELEC
TRICAL IGNITION SYSTEMS, Otto Hkins, New
York, and Victor W. Ki.iesrath. Port Washington.
N. Y.. assignors to Bosch Magneto Company, New York,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 31, 1916.
Serial No. 76,397. (CI. 123—149.)

U1TU1,

1. The combination with an Internal combustion engine
having ^rround.d spark plugs, and a magneto having a
secondary winding with insulated terminHls. of distribut-
ing mechanism comprising a rota table main distributer
having c-ontact negmeuts electrically <-onue<t.>d to the In-
sulated electrodes of Individual spark plugs, and a rota-
tahle intermediate distributer which Ik electrically con-
nected to the two terminals of the secondary winding, and
which, at each period of ignition, conducts the igniUon
current to a single one of said contact segments.

2. The combination with an internal coinbustion engine
having grounded spork plugs, and a magneto having a
secondary winding with insulati-*! terminals, of distribut-
ing mechanism comprising a rotatable main distributer
having contact segments electrically conn»'cted to the in-
sulated electrodes of indlvldiial spark plugs, and a rota-
Uble Intermediate distributer which, at each period of
Ignition, grounds one terminal of the secondary winding
and complett-s the electrical connection from the other
terminal of the secondary winding to a itingle one of said
contact segments.

8. The combination with an Internal combustion engine
having grounded spark plugs, and a magneto having a
secondary winding with insulated terminals, of dlstrlbnt-
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lag mechanism comprising a main distribater harlog Hta-

tionary contact segments electrically connected to the In-

salated electrodes of the spark plugs, and rota table brushes

coCperatlTe with the segments, and also comprising a ro-

tatable intermediate distributer which is electrically con

nected to the two terminals of the secondary winding, and
which, at each period of Unition. conducts the ignition

curreot to a single one of said brushes.

4. The combination with an internal combustion engine

harinK grounded spark plugs, and a magneto baying •

secondary winding with insulated terminals, of distribut-

ing mechanism comprishig a main distributer having sta-

tionary contact segments electrically connected to the In-

sulated electrodes of the spark plugs, and rotatable brushes

coCperatlve with the segments, and also comprising a ro-

tatable intermediate distributer which, at each period of

Ignition, grounds one terminal of the secondary winding

and completes the electrical connection from the other

terminal of the secondary winding to a single one of said

brushes.

5. The combination with an internal combustion engine

having Bi>ark plugs, and a magneto having a generating

winding, of distributing merbanism comprising a main dis-

tributer having contact segments electrically connected to

the spark plugs, and brushes cottperatlve with the teg-

ments. and also comprising an intermediate distributer

whloh is mounted on the rotor of the magneto, and which,

at each period of ignition, completes the electrical con-

nection from the winding to a single one of the brushes.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1,226,659. MACHINE FOR CUTTING GLASS. GWM-

ARons POBT Hekrick, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 10,

1916. Serial No. 114,120. (CI. 51—3.)

1. In a machine of the character described, a rotary

clamp, a cutter member, means for imparting recipro-

cfttory movements to said cutter meml>er, and means for

relatively moving the work clamp and cutter member
transversely of the path of reciprocation of the latter.

2. In a machine of the character described, a rotary

work clamp, a cutter member, means for imparting

redprocatory movements to said cutter member, means
for relatively moving the work clamp and cutter member
transversely of the path of reciprocation of the latter,

and means for automatically stopping said relative move-

ment when a predetermined depth of cut is produced in

the work.
3. In a machine of the character described, a redpro-

catorj- cutter member and actuating means therefor, a

work holder, means for rotating the work holder, and
supporting means for the work holder permitting a move-

ment of the latter transversely of the cutter member,
said supporting means including a bracket formed with

a bearing boss, a shaft slldably mounted in said bearing

boss and spring pressed toward the cutter member, and

means for rigidly connecting the work holder to said

shaft.

4. In a machine of the character described, a tubular

bearing, a redprocatory piston mounted in said tubular

bearing, a cutter blade carried by said piston and project-

ing through a slot In the tubular bearing, actuating mean*
for said piston, a work holder comprising separable mem-
bers spring-Impelled toward each other and rotatory in

unison, means adapted to rotate the work holder, and
means for moving the work holder transversely of the

cutter blade.

1.226,660. CAMERA FOCUSING DEVICE. Richard D.
HSRSCHEL, Birmingham. Ala. Filed May 8, 1915.

Serial No. 26,822. (CI. 95—44.)

In a focusing device for cameras, the combination with
the camera box, the camera lens and an adjustable sup-

port for said lens, of a foldable focusing screen afflxe<1

to the mentioned box at one side thereof, means to main-

tain the mentioned scre«n either in an operative or in a

folded position, a focusing lens afllxed to the mentioned
support at one side of the camera lens, the mentlone<l

focusing lens being movable with the camera lens toward

and from the screen, said lens being also movable Into

and out of a position in line with the mentioned screen,

the lens when out of allnement with the mentioned screen

being movable with the camera lens interiorly of the

camera box, substantially as described.

1,226,661. SPINNING RING. Adxlbrht P. Hink, Wood-
bury. Conn. Filed Dec. 31, 1914. Serial No. 879,875.

(Cn. 118—69.)

1. A spinning ring comprising a hollow head having

lntegrally-<"onnected inner and outer track lones which

in transrerae section are curved in opposite directions,

respectively, one of said track sones having the transverse

curvature thereof greater than such curvature of the

other said lone, and said track-sones being each located

concentrically with relation to one axial line within the

space of the hollow ring head.

[Claims 2 and 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.062. FLUME. LcRor Racr Himman, Denver. Colo.,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to The Flame Im-

provement Company. Denver, Colo., a Corporation of

Colorado. Filed June 13. 1911. Serial No. 632.970.

(CI. 61—e.)

1. The combination with a plurality of hangers, of bars

suspended from said hangers, a flume supported by said

bars, said flume comprising a plurality of sheet-metal sec-

tions, the ends of said sections being provided with trans-
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ver-*ely-extendlng channels, the channel at the end of one
section nesting In the channel at the end of the next
adja<ent section, said bars being thickened throughout
their length, and having flanges extending from the sides
ther.'of in spaced relation from each other so as to form
channi'ls, one of said channels in each of said sections
extending into the channels in said bars and contracting
therewith in three lines of contact, being spaced apart
therefrom at other points, and a cleat extending Into the
other channel of each of said sections, so that said bars
and said cleats will be located on opposite sides of each
Juncture between two sections, so as to grip the ends of
the sections between them.

2. The coniMnation with a plurality of hangers, of bars
suspended from said hangers, a flume supported by said
bars, said flume comprising a plurality of sheet metal sec-
tions, the ends of said sections being provided with trans-
Tersely-extendlng channels, the channel at the end of one
•ectlon nesting in the channel at the end of the next ad-
jacent section, said bars being enlarged throughout their
length, so as to have a cylindrical cross section, and hav-
ing flattened flanges extending from the cylindrical por-
tion of the bars In spaced relation from each other so as
to form a channel between them, one of said channels
In each of said sections extending into the channels in
•aid bars, said last mentioned channel in said section con
tactlng with said bar in three lines, and being spaced
apart therefrom at other points, and a cleat extending
into the other channel of each of said sections, so that a
bar and a cleat will be located on opposite sides of each
Juncture between two sections, so as to grip the ends of
the sections between them.

3. A supporting bar, comprising a curved cylindrical
bar having on opposite sides parallel flanges forming a
channel Into which projects a portion of the bar to form
a hump in the bottom of the channel.

4. .v supporting bar. comprising a curved bar provided
on opposite sides with parallel flanges forming a channel
having a hump in Its bottom, the flanges terminating
short of the ends of the bar and the said ends being screw
threaded.

5. A supporting bar, comprising a curved and channeled
bar having a hump In the bottom of the channel.

1,226,663. DEVICE FOR EXHIBITING MOVING PIC-
TURES. Frbderick W. Hochstettrk, New York. N. Y.,
assignor to H. P. PatenU and Processes Company, Inc.,
a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 9, 1913. Serial
No. 741,022. (CI. 88—24.)

1. A device for exhibiting moving pictures, comprising
a translucent curtain suitably supporte*! whereby pictures
may be projected thereon from one side thereof, and means

located in pri)ximity to the curtain for causing Illumina-
tion thereof at spaced portions with colored lights in aa
opposite direction with respect to the direction of pro-
jection of the pictures, whereby colored tints are Imparted
to the pictures.

2. A device for exhibiting moving pictures, comprisin»
a curtain of translucent material, a frame for said curtain,
said frame being supported to permit the projection of
pictures on the curtain, lighting means In the frame to
the rear of the curtain, and means for controlling the
lighting means for illuminating the curtain simultaneoualy
with the projection of pictures thereon.

3. A device for exhibiting moving pictures, comprising
a curtain of translucent material, a frame encompassing
said curtain, said frame being suitably supported whereby
pictures may be projected on the curtain, a plurality of
lamps in said frame at the back of the curtain, and elec-
trically operated means for controlling the lamps for
illuminating the curtain simultaneously with the projec-
tion of the pictures thereon.

4. A device ioT exhibiting moving pictures, comprlslBc
a curtain of translucent material, a frame for «ald curtain
suitably supporting the same whereby pictures may be
projected thereon, a plurality of incandes.ent lamps
mounted in the frame for projecting light on to adjacent
portions of the curtain, and means for successively light-
ing one or more of the lamps simultaneously with the pro-
jection of pictures on the curtain.

5. A device for exhibiting moving pictures, comprising
a curtain of translucent material, a frame for said cur-
tain suitably supporting the same whereby pictures may
be projected thereon, a plurality of Incandescent lamps
mounted In the frame for projecting light on to adjacent
portions of the curtain, means for successively lighting
one or more of the lamps simultaneously with the projec-
tion of pictures on the curtain, and a reflector within the
frame for deflecting the rays of light from the lamps
upon the curtain so as to tint the pictures being pro-
jected thereon.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,664. AIR-VALVE. Walt«b R. Boss, New Dim.
Minn. Filed June 6, 1916. Serial No. 101.834. (a
162—12.)

1. In a tire valve, a stem having a thread on its outer
end and a head on Its inner end, a second threaded por-
tion on the stem near said head, and spaced from the outer
threaded portion, a longitudinal slot extending from end
to end of said second threaded portion, a wa.sher and a
clamping plate each having an opening therethrough to
permit Its sliding freely over the outer portion of the
valve stem and having Inwardly projecting lugs to engage
said longitudinal slot, and a nut also sliding freely over
the outer threaded portion of the stem but adapted to
screw upon said second threaded portion and damp said
plate and washer against a tire.

2. In a tire valve, a hollow stem having a head on one
end and threaded for the greater portion of Its length,
said threaded portion having oppositely disposed flat sur-
faces on its Bides and extending throughout its length,
n second threaded portion between the outer portion and
said head and spaced from both, a longitudinal slot being
cut in said threaded portion from end to end, a washer
and a clamping plate each having an Inwardly projecting
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lug to engage said slot and prevent rotation, and a nut
having a central opening of a tize to permit said nut pass-

ing freely over the outer threaded end of the stem but

adapted to engage with the inner threaded portion to

rlamp said plate and washer In connection with said head
upon a tire.

3. In a VHlve for tires, a stem having a head on one CBd
and a tbreade<i portion spaced a 8hort dititance from said

head having a longitudinal slot formed therein and ex-

tending from end to end, a second threaded portion

space<l from the first and continuing to the end of the

valve stem, oppositely disiwsed flattened surfaces on the

sides of the extended threaded portion, a washer and a

clamping plate slidable freely over the threaded stem
aad each having a lug to engage said longitudinal slot to

prevent their rotation, and n nut having an (Elongated slot

therethrough adapted to slip freely over the outer portion

of said stem and having threaded deprcsidons in the op-

posite longer walls of said slot to engage the threaded
portion of the stem noar the bead and lock said washer
and clamping plate in position.

1.226,666. DIRIGIBLE AUTOMOBILE - HEADLIGHT.
CHABLKs K. HotSE, Eustis, Nebr. Fiietl Jan. 81. 1017.

Serial So. 145,676. (CI. 240—62.)

1. A dirigible headlight for motor veblclea, inciodlng a

casing adapted to be mounted on the vehicle frame, a pair

of vertical shafts Journaled within the casing, a chain

and sprocket eoonection between tb« vertical shafts, •
headlight carried by one of the shafts, a bearing bracket
adapted to be applied to the front axle, a vertical operat-
ing shaft Journaled upon the bearing bracket and having
a sliding and interlocking engagement with the other
shaft of the casing, and an operative connection between
the vertical operating shaft and the connecting rod of the
vehicle steering gear.

4. A dirigible headlight for motor vehicles, Including a
clamp adapted to be applied to the connecting rod of the
steerinp gear and formed with rearwardly and forwardly
projecting extensions, a bearing bracket adapted to be
applied to the front axle, a vertical shaft Journaled with-

in the bearing bracket, a horizontal operating arm rigid

with the vertical shaft, set collars applied to the operating
arm and one of the extensions of the clamp, a pivot pin
having swivel connections with the two set '^ollars. and a
haadlight opfratively ceanected with the v-ertical shaft.

[Claiaut 2 and 3 Dot printed ta the Gaaette. i

1,22S.66«. MAGNETO-EI^BCTaiC MACHINE. FaaMciS
R. HOVT, East Oraage. N. J., aatilgnor to The Bbmmm
Magneto Co., a Cor{>oratioo of New York. Piled Jjmm
14, 1915. Serial No. 33.8»6. (CL 171—209.)

1. In a aiagneto electric macklnc, the comblnatloo with
a magi>et, of pole shoes therefor ench having one ex-

tremity extend«<i a greater distame in a direction around
the armature than the other extremity, the inaer face of
each ^ie shoe t>eJng provided adjacent to the extended
extremity thereof with a transverseiy extending recena
and having an advanc<e spark portion 00 one side of the
recetss and a retard spark portion on the oth*-r aide of the
recess oa th** externled extr**B)ity of the |K>le shoe, and a
rotarily novahie arasature having a core prwvid«d with
fxterior curvtwl surfaces each having a rectfis therHn
fXteiMUag la a direntian parallel to the avis ml rvtation

of the armatare, said recesses being so located that at
the time the rear edges or tips of the armature are leav-
ing the advance spark portions of thu pole shoes the said

recesses are adjacent to the retard portions of the pole
shoe, and Insure greater reluctance between the core and
the extended ends of the pole shoes than l>etween the core
and the advance spark portions of the pole shoeK

2. In a magneto electric machine, the combination with
a magnet, of pole shoes therefor each having one ex-

tremity extended a greater distance In a direction aroand
the armature than the other extremity, the Inner faces of
each of paid pole shoes being provided adjacent to the ex-

tended extremity thereof with separated retard spark
portions and advance siwrk portions, and a rotarily mov-
able armature having a core provided with separated ex-

terior ctirved surfaces each having a recess therein ex-

tending in a direction parallel to the direction of the
armature and located In advance of the rear edge or tip

of said curved surface substantially equal to the distance
between the advance spark and retard spark portions of

the pole shoes, whereby when the rear tips of the cTirve<1

portions of the armature core are leaving the advance
spark portions of the pole shoes said recesses wlU be adja-
cent to the retard spark portions thereof and insure greater
reluctance l)etween the core and the pole sfaC'es at such
points, than between the rear t'p and the advance spark
portions.

3. In a magneto electric machine, the comituatlon with
a magnet, of pole shoes therefor each having an Inner
curved surface concentric with the axis of rotation of

the armature and a portion at one end of the shoe citend-
Inj: a greater distance in the direction of rotation than
the other end of the shoe, said pole shoes each having a
retard spark portion at the extended end thereof at sub-

stantially the same distance from said axis as the curved j

portion, a recess extending parallel to said axis, and an
advance spark portion at the laoer ed«e of i-aid rocaas,

and a rotarily movable armatare having it* core provided
with Maparated exterior curved surfaces oourcntric with
the ax'.^' of rotatioa aad each provided with a recess ex-

tending parallel to said axis, and located a dlstanca in

advance of the rear edge or tip of said curve<l portion But>-

stantially equal to tlie distance separating the advance
spark portion and retard apark portloa of the pole shoes,

whereby when said rear edges or tips of the armature are
leaving the advance spark portions of the pole shoes the
said recesses are adjacent to the retard portions of the
pole shoes, to Insure greater reluctance between the core

and said retard portloas than between the rear edges or

tips and the advance spark portions.

1,226,667. BLBCTROMAONETIC ELEMENT OR .STBDC-
TURK. Mattiibw \. Hcmt«r. Troy. N. Y. Piled

Oct. 28. 1915. Serial No. 58,487. (CI. 75—49.)

An ele<-tro-n)agiietic elewM-at or stnicCare of tltaniam
treated iroa sa^tantlallr fro«' from tltaniufn and c«m-
)4a«i rartion. saM •4eaie«t or vtrocture bariag a hystera-
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^loaa natertally leas than 0.016 Joules per pound per
<y<^ "nd having a permeability at 10.000 lines per .oquare
CMtlmeter materially in excess of 5,000; substantially as
described.

1.226.668. APPARATUS FOR FORMING BLANKS OP
CERAMIC MATERIAL. BmxJAMis A. jBrFinr, De-
trort, .Mich. Filed Apr. 19. 1913. Serial No. 762 440
(CI. 26—11.)

1. .%n apparatus for forming blanks of ceramic material
comprising a chamber for receiving the plastic material
and provided with a die opening, means for forcing said
plastic material through the die opening, and means for
supporting a reniorable core member in a sUtlonary posi-
tion outside of said chamber and In allnement with the
center of said die opening, whereby the ontcoming plastic
material is forced over the core member.

2. An apparatus for forming blanks of ceramic material
compHslng a chamber for receiving the plastic material
and provided with a die opening, means for forcing said
plastic material through the die opening, and means for
supporting a removable- core member in a stationary posi-
tion outside of said chami>er and in allnement with the
center of said die opening, whereby the outcomlng plastic
material Is forced over the core member, and a gage sup-
ported opposite {-aid die opening and having a seat for
said core meml)er.

8. An apparatus for forming blanks of ceramic material
comprising a chamber for receiving the plastic material
and provided with a die opening, means for forcing said
material through said opening, means for forming a bore
In the expressed material, a gagj having a stop portion
in allnement with said die opening, and a removable core-
member supported In allnement with said bore forming
means.

I

4. An apparatus for forming blanks of ceramic material
comprising a chamber for receiving the plastic material
and provided with a die-opening, a core pin located In said
die opening and provided with a recess, means for forcing
the material through said opening, and a removable core
member having one end adapted to seat in said recess.

5. An apparatus for forming blanks of ceramic material
comprising a chamber for receiving the plastic material
and provided with a die-opening, a core pin located In said
opening, a gage having a stop porUon in allnement with
said opening, means for forcing the material through said
opening, and a removable core member, said core pin and
gage being provided with means for supporting said re-
movable core member.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

united brush carrying meml>ers co6peratively adJ\istablo
within the receptacle and held by the securing meml)er.

'* '•

1.226.669. COMBINATION TOILET ARTICLE. Albis
J. Johnson, Dulnth, Minn. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial
No. 134.824. (Cl. 132—32.)
1. A combination toilet article of the character de-

scribed comprising a receptacle having a removable cover
therefor, a longltudlnjilly adjustable securing member
within and upon the bottom of the receptacle and plvotally

288 O. G,

^ufKI

2. A combination toilet article of the character de-
scribed comprising a receptacle having a separable cover
therefor, an adjustable securing member, within the re-
ceptacle and foldable brush carrying members coCp-
eratively adjustable within the receptacle and designed to
be held by the securing member, substantially as and for
the purpose described.

(Claims 3 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,670. PAN. JoH.v D. Jo.vcs, Walla Walla. Wash.,
assignor of one-half to Henry C. Baker, Walla Walla.
Wash. Piled Apr. 28, 1914. Serial No. 834,910. (CL
230_11.)

1. \ fan comprising a fixed shaft, a hollow hub casing
having an outer sleeve at each of its ends and an inner
sleeve rotatable upon said shaft, a packing chamber within
the casing surrounding and open to the shaft and adja-
cent to each of said end sleeves, a lubrtcant chamber In
said casing surrounding the Inner sleeve between the
packing chambers and communicating wUh each of said
packing chambers, whereby said inbricant can feed to th«
packing to lubricate the shaft and sleeves, fan blades
carried by said hub and means for rotating said huh.

2. A fan comprising a fixed shaft, a hub casing rota-
table thereon, means for rotating said hub upon tho
shaft, an outer sleeve formed upon each of the ends of the
casing and engaging the shaft, an inner sleeve within the
casing and engaging the shaft, said inner sleeve being
spaced from the inner ends of the outer sleeves, webs con-
necting the ends of the Inner sleeve with the interior of
the hub casing and forming a continuous circular oil
passage surrounding the shaft between said Inner sleeve
and Inner side of the casing and webs, packings disposed
between the Inner ends of the outer sleeves and webs and
engaging the shaft, whereby the oil or the like will i>e fed
from the oil passage through the packings to the shaft be-
tween the inner and outer sleeves, said hub casing having
an opening in communication with the oil passage, and a
closure for said opening.

1,226.671. VALVE. John D. Jonbs. WallaValla. Wash.
Filed Feb. 1, 1915. Rertal No. 5.459. (Cl. 137—7.)
1. A valve comprising a casing, a valve roUtable there-

in for morement to and from Its open or closed position,
said valve being seated when In Its open or closed position
and unseated during movement to or from Its open or
closed position, a cam formed upon one end and exteriorly
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of the casing, a cam formed separately of and Independ-
ently of the casing and arranged adjacent to the cam
formed on the casing, a valve stem extending from said

valve through the end of the casing, a sleeve keyed to the

valve stem and a pin extending from the sleeve and en-

gaging the cams formed independently of the casing,

whereby up9n the rotation of the valve stem, the valve
will be moved from and to its seat during movement to

and from its open or closed position.

2. A valve comprising a casing having an inlet and
outlet, a hollow valve open at one end correspoi\dlng to
the inlet of the casing and closed at the other end and
fotatable in said casing for movement to and from its

open or closed position, said valve being seated when in

Its open or closed position by the pressure of the fluid

entering the hollow valve through Its open end and inlet

of the casing, a valve stem extending from said valve
through the end of the casing, a cam formed integral
on said valve casing, an independent cam section sep-

arable from the casing and arranged adjacent to the cam
formed on the ca.sing, a pin on said valve stem engaging
the cam on said valve casing and said independent cam
section for moving said valve from its seat during its

movement to or from its open or closed position.

3. lu a valve, a casing having a gradually tapered bore
or seat therein, a gradually tapered hollow valve rota-
table therein for movement to and from its open or closed
position, a stem extending from thp va!vf» through one
end of the casing, said valve being seated against the
end of the casing when in its open or closed position, a.

cam provided upon one end of the casing exteriorly there-
of, a spider secured to the casing adjacent the cam. and
having a cam face corresponding to that on the casing,
a bushing secured to the valve stem and journaled within
the spider and a pin formed upon the bushing and en-
gaging the cams formed upon the casing and spider, where-
by upon the rotation of the valve stem and valve, the
latter will be moved from and then to its seat.

4. In a valve, a casing having a gradually tapered bore
or seat therein, a gradually tapered hollow valve rota-
table therein for movement to and from Its open or closed

position, a stem extending from the valve through one
end of the casing, said valve being unseated against the
end of the casing when in its open or closed positions,
cam faces provided upon one end of the casing exteriorly

thereof, a spider secured to the casing adjacent the cami,
and having cam faces corresponding to those on the cas-
ing, a bushing secured to the valve st^m and joarnaled
within the spider and pins formed upon the bushing and
engaging the cam faces formed upon the casing and spider,

whereby upon the rotation of the valve stem and valve,
the latter will be moved from and then to its seat.

5. In a valve, a casing having a bore or valve seat
therein, a hollow valve open at one end and closed at the
other and rotatable in the bore or seat in the casing
for movement to and from its open or closed position,

a thimble secured within one end of the casing and fit-

ting within open end of the valve, said closed end of the
valve being unseated from the adjacent end of the casing
io its open and closed, or intermediate positions, a stem
extending from the valve through one end of the casing,
cams formed exterior of and upon one end of the casing,
said cams being flattened at their ends, a bashing keyed

to the valve stem, a spider secured to the casing exteriorly
thereof, and forming a bearing for the bushing, said spider
having cams upon the Inner side thereof conforming with
the cams on the casing, and pins formed upon the bush-
ing and engaging the cams on the casing and spider and
adapted upon the rotation of the valve to move said valve
from and then to its seat either upon opening or closing
the valve.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,226,672. FLEXIBLE SLED. Jat B. Jordan. Lock Ber-
lin, N. Y. Filed Jan. 28. 1916. SerUl No. 4,908. (CI.
21—94.)

In a flexible sled, a pair of runners having upturned
forward ends, supports connected to said runners and
projecting upwardly therefrom, said supports being in
rear of the upturned forward ends of the runner, crost
braces secured to corresponding supports of the two run-
ners, longitudinal brace t)ar9 fixed to said cross bars and
to the forward upturned ends of the runners, a cross strip
pivoUliy connected to said longitudinal braces and to the
runners, a platform secured to the cross braces and termi-
nating at Its forward end in rear of the pivoted cross
strip, a steering rod extending vertically through the lon-
gitudinal center of the platform, a two-part bracket sup-
porting said steering rod. a bell crank lever rigidly con-
nected to the lower end of the steering rod. the ends of
said lever projecting toward the front ends of the sled
and terminating laterally above the runners, and a rod
connected to each end of said bell crank lever and extend-
ing across the sled to be plvotally connected to the for-
ward end of the runner on the opposite side, the angle
of such rods being such that upon turning the steering
rod one of said cross rods will deflect a runner by pulling
thereon while the other rod will cause a similar deflection
In the same direction by pushing the same.

1,226,673. PNEUMATIC CUSHIONING DKVICK. Pbtm
W. Kakb. Rochester, Wash., assignor of one half to Ed-
ward N. Pearce, Rochester, Wash. Filed Sept. 30,
1916. Serial No. 63,279. (CI. 21—105.)

1. In a device of the diaracter described, a cylinder,
a piston working therein, valve-controlled Inlet openings
for alternately admitting air to said cylinder at opposite
sides of said piston as it is moved alternately in opposite
directions, an auxiliary piston within said cylinder and
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operaUng check at one side of said first piston, and a
check valve-controlled opening in said second piston
whereby to permit air to be forced therethrough in one
direction.

2. In a device of the character described, a cylinder
with piston working therein, valve controlled inlet open-
ings for alternately admitting air to said cylinder at op-
posite sides of said piston as it Is moved alternately in
opposite directions, two auxiliary pistons within said cyl-
inder at the opposite sides of said first piston, and a valve-
controlled opening through each of said auxiliary pistons
whereby to permit air to be forced therethrough in one
direction.

3. In a device of the character described, a cylinder
with supporting means therefor, a piston with piston rod
working therein and adapted to be connected to a rela-
tively movable member, valve-controlled inlet openings
for alternately admitting air to said cylinder at opposite
sides of said piston as It Is moved alternately in opposite
directions, and one or more auxiliary pistons movably
mounted within said cylinder and provided with valve-
controlled openings therethrough, said auxiliary pistons
being adapted to cofiperate with said main piston for con-
trolUng the movement of said main piston within said
cylinder.

4. A device of the character described comprising a
cylinder provided with means for movably supporting the
same, a piston with piston rod therein, adapted to be con-
nected with a member movable relative to said cylinder•Id cylinder being provided with valve-controlled inletand outlet openings, and one or more auxiliary pistons
operating within said cylinder and adapted to be moved
by said main piston, said auxiliary pistons being pro-
Tided with valve-controlled openings therethrough, where-
by to permit the passage of air therethrough in one di-
rection, substantially as described.

6. A cushioning device of the character shown and de-
scribed, comprising a cylinder provided with means for
mpporting the same, and having valve-controlled inlet
openings sr»aced apart longitudinally thereof, and alsohaving valve-controlled outlet opening, at the oppositeends thereof, a piston and piston rod working in said cyl-
Inder and adapted to be connected with a member mov-
able relative to said cylinder, and one or more auxiliary
pistons within said cylinder and adapted to coCperate with
said main piston, said auxiliary pistons having valve-con-
trolled opening, therethrough, whereby to permit air to

'**.?K^*'"***""'*"*''
'° *'°* direction, substantially as de-

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

shaft, which means Is located on the exposed upper sur-
face of Mid turn-table in close Juxtaposition to said
shaft and leading thereto and pointing to the center of
said shaft.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.)

1,226,676. LAWN-MOWER SHARPENER. Hknrt F WKoHLBACH. New Bedford, Mass. Filed Mav 27 Iftlft'
Serial No. 100,261. (CI. 76 82.)

.n^M !f
*^

''''*''* '*'' '"°'''°'f machines, comprising incomblnat on, a body provided with a sharpening surfaceand consisting of upper an I lower plates adapted to em-brace the upper and lower sides of the stationary blade ofa mowing machine, said upper and lower plates carrying
the sharpening surface, a web Joining said plates, andan eccentric cam Journaled in the lower plate andmounted to draw the upper plate into close contact with

It!.«ff!K T "' '^^'^ stationary blade, by direct action
against the lower face of the latter.

1,226.676. DISPLAY APPARATUS. Harald Koa«.N

«irfi? •„^^"'- ^^"^ ^'''' 1»- 1»10- S"»«l No.

??.? o,,
?*'°''^'^ Feb. 14. 1916. Serial No. 78.880.

(LI. 211—14.)

'^fiJt
,<^ENTERINO - DIRECTOR FOR RECORD-

^ f J,^*L" **°"" ^^"^ K'TcHiN. East Orange,

^74^^
' ®- ^®*®- ^"*" ^°- 82.336. (CI

1. The combination with a talking machine turn-Uble
having a projecting axial shaft for centering a centrally
perforated record disk, of means for visually directing the
centering and placing of record^Jlsks on the projecting

1. The combination, with a frame, of an upright in
operative relation to said frame, an arm supported bv
said upright and adapted to project Into the frame, saidarm being adjustable In a horizontal plane, a cover car-
rled by said arm. a shelf rotatably supported bv said
upright and arranged to be swung into the frame to a
position beneath the cover and outside of the frame andmeans whereby the shelf will be automaticallv moved in
a vertical direction as it is swung on the upright.

2. The combination of a cover support, a cover carried
by said support, a rotatably supporte.1 shelf arranged tobe swung to n position beneath and away from the cover
and means whereby the shelf will be automaticallv moved
In a vertical direction as it is swung on Its support

3. The combination, with a frame, of an upright sup-
ported m operative relation to sal.i frame, a cover sup-
ported by said upright within said frame, a shelf rotatably
supported on said upright, and means cooperating with
the shelf support, whereby the shelf is automatically ele-
vated when swinging Into the frame and beneath the cover
and Is automatically lowered when swinging away from
Its position beneath the coTer and away from the frame

4. The combination, with an upright, of a cover sup-
port, a shelf having a sleeve mounted on the upright and
a collar carried by the upright and forming a bearing for
the sleeve, the collar being provided with an Inclined
bearing surface and the sleeve having a rounded portion
adapted to engage such bearing surface, wherebv the
shelf will be raised and lowered by its rotation on the
upright.

6. The combination, with an upright, of a cover sup-
port, a cover carried thereby, a revoluble shelf having a
sleeve mounted on said upright, the lower surface of the
sleeve being provided with a downwardly extending
rounded projection, a collar carried bv said upright «nd
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having on its upp«r surface an inclined track, a rounded
projection carried by the nleere and adapted to engage
said track, stops carried by tbe collar, and a depending
projection carried by the aleere and adapted to be" en-

gaged by one of the stops.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.677. PACKINO-CASE. John A. LAroas. .\rdraore,

Pa. Filed Oct. 5, 1916. Serial No. 123.810. (CI.

206—59.)

i' X'-^K-
1. The combination with paper hoard tubes, of end

closures therefor, ^spirally wound material inclosed and
expanded within said tubes, a sererabie band attached to

and bridging tbe adjacent ends of said tubes, the ends
of said tubes being 5paoe«i apart to form a circumferential
channel between said tub^^n and between said band and
said material, and a string disposed In said channel for

severing said band.

2. The combination with paper board tubes, of end
closures therefor, means within said tutH>s supporting
their adjacent end, a severable band attached to and
bridging the adjacent ends of said tubes, tbe ends of said

tubes being spaced apart to form a circumferential chan-
nel between said t'ibes and t>etween said band and said

means, and a string disposed in said channel for severing
said band.

3. The combination with paper board tut>e8, of end
closures therefor, spirally wound material inclosed and
expanded within said tubes, a severable band attached to

and bridging the ends of said tubes, the ends of said

tubes t>elng spaced apart to form a channel beneath said

band, and a string dl^pose^l in said channel for severing

said band, an end of said string protruding from the

band and being onlooped.

1,226,678. INTER.NALrCOMBUSTION ENGINE. Eiatn
C. Long, Hannibal, Mo. FUed Apr. 1, 1913. Serial

No. 758.168. (CI. 123—86.)

1. In an Internal combostlon engine, the combination of

a valve chamber, and a crank chamt>er, a reclprocably

Boonted hollow valve located in said valve chamber, a

depending cylinder head for said valve chamber, said

cylinder head adapted to engage the interior of one end
of said valve, an annular chamber forme<l t»etween said

depending cylinder head and said valve chamber, and a
passageway leading from said crank chamt»er to said

annular chamber.
2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a valve chamber, and a crank chamt>er, a reclprocably

mounted hollow valve located in said v^lve chamber, a

depending cylinder head for said valve chamber, a pocket

formed in the depending end of said cylinder head, said

cylinder head adapted to engage the interior of one end
of said valve> an annular chamt>er formed between said

depending cylinder bead and said valve chamber, and a

passageway lending from said crank chamber to said

annular chamber, said pocket of said cylinder head being
In communication with tbe Interior of said valve.

3. In an internal combustion engine, a valve chamber,
a reciprocally mounted valve open at one end located in

said chamber, a cylinder head for said valve chamber,
said cylinder head depending downwardly into tbe op«n
end of said valve, a chamber formed in said cylinder head,

said chamber being in communication with tbe open end
of said valve, an annular chamber formed between said
cylinder head and tbe wall of said valve, and a passage-
way leading from one emi of said valve chamber adapted
to form means of communication to the other end of said

TalT« chamber.

1^26,679. DISPLAY RACK. William J. Maooli and
Clbmcnt V. Kkidu, Paris. Tenn. Filed Aug. 15, 1916.
Serial No. 116,042. (01. 211—18.)

1. In a derice of the class described, a support, a plu-

rality of divided holders connected to said support, the

terminals of each support being bent into a loop, a guide

rod engaged in each loop and forming guides fur the ma-
terial in the holders, a stop for each of said holders, a

brace device for each ot said holders each connected at

one end to said supi>ort, and a fastening device connecting

the other end of each brace to one of the holders and to

one of the stops.

2. In a device of tbe class descrilHHi. a support, a plu-

rality of divided holders arranged in pairs and connected

to said support, the terminals of each support being beat

Into a loop, and a guide rod engaged in each opposite

pair of said loops and forming guides for the material

in the holders.

1,226.680. WINDOW LOCK. William M. Maxniko,
SeatUe, Wash. Filed Mar. 6. 1915. SeHal No. 12,886.

(CI. 16—52.)

In a sash lock, the combination of a casing formed with
openings in its side walls, a substantially T-shape lever

pivoted in the casing, one member thereof projecting

through one of the openings to provide a thumb piece,

slidable bolts arranged at right angles to each other and
each bolt having a slot in its inner portion, the outer end
of each bolt being reduced to form a shoulder, the re-

duced ends extending through openings in the casing and
the shoulders limiting the outward movement of said

bolts, pivots extendinn through the slots in the bolts to
connect same with right angle portions of the T-shape
lever, springs mounted on a post In the casing, one of
said springs engaging behind one of the bolts to normally
project It outwardly, the other said spring engaging in
a groove formed In the companion bolt to normally pro-
ject aame outwardly, and a finger piece extending from
the casing in spaced relation to the thumb piece, whereby
when the thumb and finger pieces are grasped, the bolts
will be withdrawn against the tension of the springs.

M3t6,681. FILM WINDER FOR CAMERAS. CLAKlNCa
H. MAXsriBLD, El Paso, Tex. FUed Apr. 6, 1916.
Serial No. 89,407. (CI. 242—71.)

1. In a film winding attachment, a spool upon which
the exposed portions of the film are to be wound, a gear
mechanism for driving said y>ool_in one direction, a rack
bar In mesh with one of the gears of said mechanism, an
operating pin secured to the rack bar and projecting be-
yond the camera casing, a movable stop arranged to limit
successive movements of the operating pin and rack bar
and a scale in proximity to the movable stop, said scale
Indicating the successive positions of the stop.

2. In a film winding attachment for cameras, a spool
for receiving the exposed films, a gear wheel controlling
the movement of said spool, a rack and bar in mesh with
said gear wheel, an operating pin secured to the rack
bar and projecting beyond the camera casing, a slotted
•cale iK)sltioned adjacent to said pin and a movable in-
dicator sliding on said scale and serving to limit the
movement of the pin In said scale.

1^26.682. CASH REGISTER Haakon A. Mabtin, Day-
ton, Ohio, assignor to The .National Cash Register Com-
pany. l»ayton. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio, (IncoriM)-
rated In 1906.) Filed June 7. 1918. Serial No.
772.226. (CI. 236—2.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combina-
tion with an accounting device ; of an actuator therefor
capable of moving to either side of normal position ; a
driving member for said actuator having a movement
of invariable extent to either side of normal position ; and
manipulative means for determining the direction of
movement of said driving member.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with an accounting device ; of an actuator therefor, ca-
pable of moving difTerentlally to either side of normal
position ; a driver for said actuator ; and a key having
connections to determine the direction of movement of
said driver.

8. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a driven member, having a normal position and
capable of differential movement to bnt one side or the
other of normal position at each operation of operating
means for driving said member ; of a single key for de-
termining the direction of movement of said member.

4. In A machine of tbe class described, the combina-
tion with a totalizer; of differential actuators therefor

having a normal position and constructed to be mored
in one direction from normal position to enter items on
the totalizer and in the opposite direction from normal
position to turn the totalizer to sero.

6. In a machine of tbe class described, the combination
with a driven member capable of differential movement
to either side of normal position ; of operating means
for drlvlnp said member; connecting means Intermediate
said member and said operating means for controlling
the direction of movement of said driven member ; and
a single key for controlling said connecting meana

[Claims 6 to 72 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,226.683. ANNUNCIATOR.
111. Filed July 24, 1916.
40—67.)

RoBBBT R. Marz, Chicago,
Serial No. 110,866. (a.

1. An annunciator comprising a casing, an annunciat-
ing member pivoted therein, a second annunciating member
also pivoted therein, said annunciating meml)er8 being
movable in directions opposite to each other, means to
cause said annunciating merat>ers to swing about their re-
spective pivots and thereby become exposed, and a third
annunciating member which is slidable within said casing,
means being provided to slide said last-mentioned annun-
ciating member, whereby to expose the aame and during
the exposure thereof, to positively hold said first and sec-
ond mentioned annunciating members in retracted posi-
tion.

2. An annunciator comprising a casing, an annunciat-
ing member pivoted therein, s second annunciating mem-
ber also pivoted therein, said annunciating members t>elng
movable in directions opposite to each other, means to
cause said annunciating members to swing about their
respective phots and thereby become exposed, a third an-
nunciating member which is slidable within said casing,
means being provided to slide said last-mentioned annun-
ciating member, thereby to expose the same, and a spring
connecting said fla-st and second annunciators to the third,
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whereby outward movement of said third anounciator po«-
Itlvely retracts the other two annunciators.

3. In an annunciator the combination with right and
left annunciating arms pirotally suspended, and means for
swinging saici arms outwardly on their pivots, of a third
annunciating arm movable downwardly, means for draw-
ing said third arm downwardly, and a spring connected to
each of said right and left arms at one end and at the
other end to said third arm whereby movement down-
wardly of said third arm tenses said springs.

4. In an annunciator the combination with right and
left annunciating arms suspended upon pivo<8 disposed in
substantially the same horizontal plane, and means for
swinging said arms outwardly on their pivots, of a third
slidahle annunciating arm movable vertically, two springs
Joined to said third arm by one end and at their outer
ends Joined respectively to said right and left arms, said
springs maintaining all three arms normally in retracted
position, and means for sliding the said third arm where-
by said springs are tensed.

5. In an annunciator the combination with right and
left annunciating arms suspended from 8pace<l pivots
which lie in substantially the same horizontal plane, and
means for swinging said arms outwardly on their plvota,
of a third annunciating arm positioned between the right
and left arms and slldably mounted for vertical recipro-
cation, a pair of springs each secured at one end to said
third arm and secured at their outer ends respectively to
said right and left arms at points above the point of con-
nection with said third arm, said springs normally main-
taining all three arms In retracted position, and means for
sliding said third arm downwardly.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.684. TOILET IXCLOSURE OR BOOTH. GaOKoa
R. MiYCRcoHD. Chicago, 111. Flle<l May 31. 1913. Se-
rial No. 770,838. (Cl. 72—46.)

1. A booth or tnclosure comprising four upright corner
angle irons. Intermeiliate uprights of structural Iron,
transverse members connecting the uprights together, plas-
ter board of less thickness than the width of said angle
irons arranged between and secured to corresponding
Manges thereof to form a solid wall, plaster supports on
opposite siden of said plaster board o< a thickness lafll-

clent only to conceal the metallic structure, and sanitary
slabs or panels cemente<] on both sides of the walls and
wholly concealing the plaster.

2. A booth or Indosure open at the top. comprising up-
right corner angle irons, intermediate uprights of struc-
tural iron, transverse niemlwrs connecting the uprights to-

gether, plaster board of less thickness than the width of
said angle irons arranged between and secured to corre-

sponding flanges thereof to form solid walls having free

upper edges, plaster on opposite sides of said plaster

board of a thickness sufficient only to conceal the metal
structure, and sanitary slabs or panels cemented on twth
sides of the walls and extending from the free top edge of

the same to the bottom and wholly concealing the plaster. 1

1.226.685. ROLLER BEARING. Johan> H. Modlm,
Schwelnfurt. Germany. Filed Feb. 8. 1918. Serial No.
747.084. (Cl. 64—62.)

1. An oscillatory bearing having inner and outer ringa
provided with opposed raceways, the raceway of the outer
ring being curved transversely on an arc described around
the transverse axis of the bearing, the raceway of tb«
inner ring being correspomllogly curved but in a direction
reverse to said curvature of the raceway of the outer ring,
and rollers fitted between said raceways and being curred
corresponding to the curvature of the outer ring, the inner
ring having shoulders extending outwardly beyond its
rai-eway and embracing the side faces of the rollers.

3. An oscillatory bearing having inner and outer rings
provided with opposed raceways, and rollers between said
raceways, the raceway of the outer ring being curved
transversely on an arc described around the transverse
axis of the bearing, the rollers being curved corresponding
to the curvature of the raceway of the outer ring, the
inner ring having parallel shoulders extending beyond Its

raceway, said shoulders being opposed to and embracing
the side faces of the rollers, and ring-like members between
said rings at the ends of said rollers, said members having
their outer surfaces curved to correspond to the trans-
verse curvature of the raceway of the outer ring and co-
active therewith to permit said members to rock within
the outer ring and to limit end thrust of said rollers with-
in said rings.

6. A self-alining roller bearing comprising, in combina-
tion, an outer race having a concave inner surface : an
inner race having Its outer surface formed with a continu-
ous, peripheral groove whose bottom wall Is concave<l re^

versely to the Inner surface of the outer race, and with
continuous, vertical flanges at the opposite edges of said
groove

; a series of Bubstantlaliy-barrel-shaped rollers in-

terposed between said races and fitting in said groove,
with their ends abutting against said flanges, whereby the
latter will prevent endwise movement and resist end
thrust of said rollers ; and a cage wherein said rollers are
boused.

[Claims 2. 4. and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.686. CUTTER HEAD. Chablis P. Morton. On-
clnnatl, Ohio. Filed Not. 4, 1916. Serial No. 129.414.
(a. 144—219.)

A rotary mtter comprising a body portion having lugs
projecting from its end. said lugs having opposed mount-
ing faces spaced apart a distance e<)ual to the thickness of
the cutters, cup-shaped cutters with annular cutting edges
the diameter of which Is substantially equal to the length
of the radius of the cutter head, and means for mounting
the cutters upon the mounting faces In alinement with
each other and with their inner walls in contact with
each other.
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1.226.687. HITCH FOR TRAILING VEHICLES. Bd-
WABC MowRT. sterling. 111., assignor to Internattonal
Harvester Company of New Jersey, a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Sept. 20. 1913. SerUl No. 790.942.
(a. 21—75.)

1. In combination, a plurality of trailing units, and a
draft tonjrue carried on said trailing unit attached to the
leading unit, a normally operative support pivoted on said
tongue and normally disposed in substantially jMrallel re-
lation therewith during transport, and means for releas-
ing said tongue from said leading unit and said support
from its elevated position in one operation.

2. In a draft connection, in combination, a plurality of
movable units, a draft tongue on one of the same, a draft
connection on the other thereof operatlvely connected
thereto, a support pivoted on said tongue, and means nor-
mally attaching said tongue to said draft connection and
supporting said support in a plane substantially parallel
to said tongue operable from a remote point to release
said tongue and support.

3. In a draft attachment, a draft tongne, a support
for said tongue, a bracket carried on said tongue, a plun-
ger reciprocably mounted in said bracket, a latch holding
said support in elevated position, and oi>erative connec-
tions between said plunger and latch actuating one of the
same upon actuation of the other.

4. In a draft attachment, a draft tongue, a support
pivoted thereon, resilient means normally tending to
throw said support to operative position, a bracket car-
ried on said tongue, a plunger reciprocably mounted In
said bracket, releasable means for holding said support In
elevated position, and operative connections between said
plunger and means actuating one of the same upon actu-
ation of the other.

5. In a draft attachment, a draft tongue, a support ply-
oted thereon adjacent the end of the same, resilient means
connecting the pivoted end of said support and said
tongue, a bracket carried on the end of said tongue, a
plunger reciprocably mounted in said bracks, a latch
holding said support in elevated position, and operative
connections between said plunger and latch actuating one
of the same upon actuation of the other.

[CUlau 6 to IS not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226.688. UNIVERSAL JOINT. Charlh L. Ncimma,
I Detroit, Mich. Filed Mar. 17. 1916. SerUl No. 84.769.

(a. 74—19.)

1. A pivotal Joint comprising two members, one of
which Is capable of swinging in respect to the other, each
of the members being integral at the Joint, one of the
members having a pair of alined oppositely disposed per-

forations at the Joint, and the other member having a
pair of alined oppositely disposed projections thereon each
of which Is received In a corresponding perforation in the

first mentioned member, the memt>ers being of such rela-
tive cross section as to be Incapable of removal from one
another, and bearings interposed between the projections
and the walls of the perforations.

2, A pivotal Joint comprising two members, one of
which is capable of swinging in respect to the other, each
of the members being Integral at the Joint, one of the
members having a pair of alined oppositely disposed per-
forations at the Joint, the other member having a pair
of alined oppositely disposed projections thereon each of
which Is received in a corresponding perforation In the
first mentioned member, bearings Interposed between the
projections and the walls of the perforaUons. means for
closing t^e outer ends of the perforations, said Joint also
including means for supplying lubricant to the outer por-
tions of the perforations from a common source.

8. A pivotal Joint comprising two members, one of
which is capable of swinging in respect to the other, each
of the members being Integral at the Joint, one of the
members having a pair of alined oppositely disposed per-
forations at the Joint, the other member having a pair
of alined oppositely disposed projections thereon each of
which is received in a corresponding perforation in the
first mentioned member, bearings interposed between the
projections and the walls of the perforations, the mem-
bers being of such relative cross-section as to be incapable
of removal from one another, and means for closing the
outer ends of the perforations.

4. A pivotal Joint comprising two members, one of
which is capable of swinging in respect to the other, each
of the members being Integral at the Joint, one of the
members having a pair of alined oppositely disposed per-
forations at the Joint, the other member having a pair
of alined oppositely disposed projections thereon each of
which Is received in a corresponding perforation in the
first mentioned member, bearings Interposed between the
projections and the walls of the perforations, means for
closing the outer ends of the perforations, one of the
members including a storage passage for lubricant where-
by the outer portions of the perforations are Joined.

B. A pivotal Joint comprising two members, one of
which Is capable of swinging In respect to the other, each
of the memt>ers being Integral at the Joint, one of the
memt>er8 having a pair of alined oppositely disposed per-
forations at the Joint, the other member having a pair
of alined oppositely disposed projections thereon each of
which is received in a corresponding perforation in the
first mentioned member, the members being of such rela-
tive cross-section as to be incapable of removal from one
another, and a plurality of bushings Interposed between
each of the projections and the wall of the correspond-
ing perforation.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.

)

1,226.689. UNIVERSAL JOINT. Chaulbs L. Nkdoma,
Detroit, Mich. Original application filed Mar. 17. 1916,
Serial No. 84.769. Divided and this application filed

July 18, 1916. Serial No. 109,426. (Cl. 29—148.)

1. The process of forming pivotal Joints which consists
in casting the two members to be Joined in one piece, sep-
arating the members from one another by cutting an an-
nular groove in the casting, and Inserting a bearing In
the groove.

2. The process of forming pivotal Joints between two
members, one of which includes oppositely extending
alined transverse projections and the other of which is

perforated to receive the projections and Is of such cross-
section as to preclude the first member from being re-

moved therefrom, which consists In casting the two mem-
bers to be Joined in one piece, separating the members by
cutting alined annular grooves In the casting at points
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correspoDding to the location of the projectloos, cad In-

•ertlDg bearings in the grooves.

3. The process of forming universal joints which con-

Blsts in casting the driving and driven and connecting

members to be join«»d in one piece, separating the mem-
bers one from another by cutting annular grooves In the

casting at points corresponding to the location of the

Joints between Raid membem and Inserting bearing* in the

grooves.

4. The process of forming universal joints which con-

sists in casting the driving and driven and connecting

members to be Joined in one piece, separating the members

one from another by cuttinK annular grooves in the cast-

ing at points corresponding to the location of the joints

between said members, the joints of each member being In

alinement In pairs and of such cross sections as to pre-

clude the component members from being separated, and

inserting bearings in said grooves.

5. The process of forming pivotal joints between two

members, one of which Includes oppositely extending

alined transverse projections and the other of which is

perforated to receive the projections and is of such crow-

section as to preclude the first member from being removed

therefrom, which consists in casting the two members to

be joined in one piece, separating the members by cntting

alined annular grooves in the casting at points corre-

sponding to the location of the projections, inserting

bearings in the grooves, and sealing the outer ends of the

grooves.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gaxette.l

1,226.690. PIPE-FITTING. Manki.ng L. Nix, Okla-

homa. Okla. Filed Mar. 13, 1916. Serial No. 88.80«.

(CI. 1»7—28.)

1. In a pipe joint, a tubular body portion having one

of Its ends slltted and adapted to receive a lead pipe,

means for closing the slltted end of the body forcibly

against the lead pipe, means at the opposite end of the

tubular body for forcing a nipple connection Into the end

of the lead pipe, the nipple connection being adapted to

attach to an iron pipe.

2. In a pipe Joint, a tubular body portion having one of

its ends slit ted and adapted to receive a lead pipe, a unt

or aieeve screw threaded to the slltted end of the body

portion and adapted to forcibly close It onto the lead pipe,

a nipple connection screw-threaded Into the opposite end

of the l>ody portion whereby it may be forced into the end

of the lead pipe held by the slltted end of the body por-

tion, the nipple connection being adapted to be Joined to

an iron pipe.

3. In a pipe joint, a tnbular body portion adapted to

be slipped onto the end of a lead pipe, means for clamp-

ing the body portion in place on the lead pipe, a nipple

connection screwthreaded in the end of the body portion,

said nipple connection having a tapered screwthreaded

end adapted to be screwed into the end of the lead pipe

In the body portion, the nipple connection being adapted

to be Joined to an iron pipe.

1.226,691. DRIPLES8 STRAINER. Habold E. ' Nock.

North Attleimro, Mass.. assignor to Paye & Baker Manu-

facturing Company, North Attlelwro. Mass., a Corpora-

tion of Masaachusetts. Filed Sept. 9. 1915. Serial No.

49,790. (Cl. 210—16.)

1. In a strainer, the combination with a l)owl formed

with a spout at one end with a flange extending around

Its rim and along the sides of the spout, of a convex

guard surmounting the top of the bowl and spout with

Its edge secured to the flanges thereof, a screen arranged

within the bowl beneath the guard adjacent the spout,

and a handle attached to the side of the bowl.

2. In a strainer, the combination with a bowl formed

with a spout and a flange extending around the rim of the

bowl and along th« ^Mm of the spout, of a cowl-lll»

Kuard having its edge crimpeil around the flange on the

rim of the Iwwl and the sides of the spout, a screen ar-

ranued ulthin the bowl bi>neath the guard, and a handle

projecting from the side of the bowl.

3. In a strainer, the combination with a bowl formed

with a spout with a flange projecting from Its rim and

the sides of the spout, of a crowned guard surrounding

the rim of the bowl and extending at)ove the top of the

spout with Its edge crimpetl around the flange on the

bowl and the sides of the spout, a screen sprung into

place between the top of the guard and the Iwttom of the

bowl with Its edges abutting the side-walls thereof, and

a handle on the side of the bowl.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a strainer formed

with two main portions comprising a bowl-like vessel hav-

ing a spout at one end, and a cowl-like guard extending

around the rim of the l)Owl and over the top of the spout

and secured thereto by fastening the edges of the parts to-

gether, said bowl and guard forme<l with projections on

the side fastened together to provide a tube-like ferrule,

a handle secured In said ferrule, and a screen held within

the t>owl beneath the guard and In front of the spout.

5. In a strainer, the combination with a bowl-Uke res-

sel formed with a spout at one end and a depression in

Its l)ottoni. of a guard overhanging a p<irtlon of the In-

terior of the veasel and formed with a shoublered recess

on its underside, and a section df screen-cloth fltted to

the Interior of the vessel with Its edges sprung into place

in the depression in Its bottom and the shouldered receas

In the guard.

1.226,692. BUTTON. John Vashb PiLcaaa. LouisvlUe.

Ky. Filed Feb. 17, 1916. Serial No. 78.862. (C
24—110.)

In a button, a head slotted through the top ; a stud to

enter the bottom ; a key having two legs passing through

the top to engage the stud, each leg of the key having a

projecting hip near the ander side of the top.

1,226,693. WATER BOX FOB PUMPS. AcocsTl-SE J.

PococK. Dayton, Ohio. Filed Apr. 14. 1916. Serial

No. 91.233. (Cl. 103—76.)
1. In a pump of the type specified, a cylinder, a housing

arranged along one side of said cylinder and having valve

decks, division walls dividing the space therein into a

suction chamber, pulsation chambers and discharge cham-

bers, vertically alined suction and disctiarge valves co-

operating with seats In said valve decks, means for main-

taining said valves In proper position Including a stem

constructed of acid-reslstlng material penetrating said
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valvea and disconnected therefrom, and semi-globular caps
mounted on said housing above said valves adapted to
permit access to l>e had to said valves and forming shock
chambers for the liquid passing through the valves.

2. In a pump of the type specified, a cylinder, a housing
arranged along the side of said cylinder and having valve
decks, division walls dividing the space therein into a
suction chamber, pulsation chambers and discharge cham-
bers, openings In the top of said housing, valve seats
mounted in said valve decks, valves cooperating with said
seats, stems constructed of acid-reslstlng material upon
which said valves are slidable. yokes adapted to hold said
valve stems In position, and seml-globular caps mounted
above the openings In the top of the housing and forming
shock chambers for the water passing through the valves.

3. In a pump of the type specified, a cylinder, a housing
mounted along one side of said cylinder having valve
decks, division walls dividing the npace within said hous-
ing into a suction chamber, pulsation chambers and dis-
charge chambers, openings in the top of said hotjslng, suc-
tion and discharge valve seats mounted in said valve decks,
suction and discharge valves mounted on said seats, stems
upon which said valves are freely movable, said stems
being constructed of acid-reslstlng material, yokes within
the openings in the top of the housing, said yokes having
their ends formed to engage the edges surrounding the
said openings, screws mounted In said yokes to hold said
stems In position, and caps above said openings and form-
ing shock chambers for the water passing through said
valves.

4. In a pnmp of the type specified, a cylinder having
Its ends increased in diameter to form chambers thereat.
one of said increased diameters forming an annular flange
8««t. a housing arranged at the side of said cylinder hav
ing a vertical division wall dividing the space therein
into suction, pulsation and discharge chambers, the pul-
sation chamber being In communication with the cylinder
chambers, a lining for said cylinder having one end flanged
to fit the flange seat at one end of said cylinder, bolts en-
gaging said flanges with their outer ends resting In
apertured bosses In one of the cylinder heads, binding
•crews In said apertured bosses engaging said bolts, suc-
tion and discharge valves within said pulsation and dis-
charge chambers, seats for said valves having axial
apertured bosses, one of which has an annular shoulder
at the entrance to the opening therein, a stem common to
both valves and upon which said valves are slldably
mounted, said stem extending through said bosses and
having a shoulder which engages the annular shoulder
In one of said boaaes, a yoke spanning the upper portion
of the discharge chamber and having its ends formed to
engage the upper end of the housing, said yoke having a
centrally disposed threaded opening, and a screw pene-
trating said opening and engaging the upper end of said
stem to rigidly maintain the stem In position, substan
tlally as described.

1.226.694. HEATING SYSTEM. Rat 8. Po«t«. Min-
neapolis. Minn., assignor to Belden-Porter-(iray Com-
pany. Minneapolis. Minn., a Corporation. Filed Jan 10
1916. Serial No. 71,322. (Cl. 237—67 )

—f,

1. A heating system comprising a generator for steam
or vapor, a system of feed and return pipes each opening
Into the top of the generator above the water line therein
and a water trap extending to a point below said water
line with which both the feed and return flow pipes are
connected and to which the condensate from both lines is
discharged. v

2. A heating system comprising a generator for steam
or vapor, a system of feed and return pipes each opening
into the top of the generator above the water line there-
in, and a water trap extending to a point below said water
line with which both the feed and return flow pipes are
connected, said feed and return flow pipes being severally
connected with the trap at respectively different points.

8. A heating system comprising a generator for steam
or rapor, a system of feed and return pipes each opening
into the top of the generator above the water line there-
in, a water trap extending to a point below said water line
with which both the feed and return flow pipes are con-
nected, and a blow-off pipe connected with the trap and
open to atmosphere.

4. A heating system comprising a generator for steam
or vapor, a system of feed and return pipes each opening
into the top of the generator above the water line there-
in, a water trap extending to a point below said water
line with which both the feed and return flow pipes are
connected, a blow-off pipe connected with the trap and
open to atmosphere, and a chimney having a flue with
which the waste pipe of the generator and the blow-o«f
pipe connect.

6. A heating system comprising a generator for steam
or vapor, a feed pipe opening from the top of said gen-
erator, and having branches communicating with the
several radiators, a return pipe In communication with
the several radiators, said return pipe also entering the
generator at the top thereof, and a coll of said pipe being
formed to extend below the water line of the generator
and providing a water trap In said return pipe.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.695. GAME. ALBMT F. Qiirau, Varna. Ill
Filed Nov. 6, 1916. Serial No. 129.818. (Cl. 46 56.)
1. A game comprising a base, a drum rotatably mounted

thereon, a post rising from the base, a vertically movable
weight controlle<l. carrier associated with the base for re-
ceiving a ball, said ball being dislodged from the carrier
whe^ said carrier la In its lowermost position, and means
for directing the ball to the drum for rotating the drum.

2. A game comprising a base, a drum rotatably mounted
therein, a post rising from the base, said post having a
pair of grooves formed therein, a carrier slldably mounted
in one of the grooves, a weight slmllariy mounted in the
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other grroove, a cord connecting the carrier and weight, a

drum rotatably mounted on the base, a trough overhang-

ing the drum, means supported by the poat for posltlTely

causing the carrier to tilt to discharge a ball In the car-

rier and project the same Into the trough, whereby the

ball is directed to the drum to rotate the same, as and for

the puriK>8e set forth.

1,226,696. THERMOSTAT - OPERATED CIRCUIT.
Wbllingtos a. Ramsbcr, Gainesville, Ga. Filed Mar.

9, 1916. Serial No. 83,148. (01. 172—288.)

3

ri^fe^- i^SjW^

In apparat^js of the character described, a source of

current, a movable member, a pair of double actuating

contacts carrtod by the movable member, means electri-

cally connecting the pair of double acting contacts with

the opposite polea of the source of current, a motor, a pair

of stationary contacts arranged upon one side of the dou-

ble actuating contacts and adapted to be engaged thereby,

wires connecting the pair of stationary contacts with the

opposite poles of the motor for supplying the current

therethrough in opposite directions, a second pair of sta-

tionary contacts arranged upon the other side of the dou-

ble acting contacts to engage therewith, means electri-

cally connecting one contact of the second pair with one

contact of the first pair, a wire connected with the other

contact of the second pair and connected with one

of the wires which is connected with the motor,

switches connected in the last two named wires, a mem-
ber driven by the motor to actuate t^e switches, and
means to move the member in opposite directions.

1,226,697. SOLENOID FOR DRIVING ADDING - MA-
CHINES. Fhank C. Ri.NSCHa, Detroit, Mich.. assUnor
to Burroughs Adding Machine Company, Detroit. Mich.,

a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Oct. 2. 1913. Serial

No. 792.941. (CL 175—21.)
1. A solenoid comprising a coil, a movable core pro-

jecting into the said coll, a cross-head on said core, a pair

of guide rods on opposite sides of the coil connected to

said cross-head and tubular guides connected to the coll

and receiving said roda.

2. A solenoid comprising a coil, a movable core extend-
ing through one end thereof, a cross-head on the core, a
pair of guide rods connected to the cross-head on opposite
sides of the coil and a pair of tubular guides connected to
the coll on opposite sides thereof, and adapted to receive
said rods.

8. A solenoid comprising a coil, plates 15, 16 arranged
at opposite ends of said coll, tubular guides 17—17 ex-
tending between and connected to said plates, guide rods
27 entering said traldes. and a cross-head 26 connected to
aid movable core and guide rods.

1.226.698. MECHANISM FOR AUTOMATICALLY
OPENING AND CLOSING CAR-DOORS. Obvilx* B.
Saholt, Fergus Falls, Minn. Filed Dec. 21, 1916. Bu-
rial No. 68,064. (CI. 268—7.)

1. In combination with a car having a door, means for

holding the door closed while the car is moving, including

a rotatable pulley operable when said car is moving, a
counter-shaft connected with said pulley, a clutch in said

connection operable when the pulley is rotated, a door
operating frame slidably mounted on the shaft adapted to

ciofce the door when operated in one direction by the pul-

ley, and means for moving the same In the opposite di-

rection when the pulley is stopped to open the door.

2. In combination with a car having a door, means for

holding the door closed while the car Is moving. Including

a pulley rotatable forward when the car is moving, a
fiy-wheel operatively connected with the pulley to impart
additional limited forward motion thereto as the car

stops, means for Iropartins a limited reverse movement
to the pulley when the same closes its forward movement,
a counter-shaft connected with said pulley, a clutch in

said connection operable when the pulley la rotated for-

wardly and releasable when the movement is stopped and
reversed, a door operating frame slidably mounted on the

shaft, and adapted to close the door when operated in

one direction by forward motion of the pulley, and means
for moving the frame in the opposite direction when the

pulley is stopi>ed to open the door.

8. In combination with a car having a door and an
axle, the axle provide<l with a slot extending partly
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around its periphej-y, a pulley mounted on aald axle, a
pin connecting the pulley with the axle through the slot,
a fly-wheel connected to the pulley to Impart motion to
the same when the axle Is stopped, means for imparting
a llmlte<l reverse movement to the pulley when the same
closes its forward movement, a counter shaft connected
with said pulley, a clutch in said connection operable
when the pulley Is rotated forwardly and releasable when
said movement is stopped and reversetl. a door operating
frame slidably mounted on the shaft and adapted to close
the door when operated In one direction by the pulley,
and means for moving the frame In the opposite direction
when the pulley Is stopped to open the door.

4. In combination with a car having a door, means for
holding the door closed when the car Is moving, said
holding means including a clutch mechanism comprising
an arbor having a spiral groove therein, a driving mem-
ber engaging «ald arbor and groove and a driven member
adapted to engage said driving member when the car Is
moving forward, a spring for disengaging said members
as the car is stopped, a counter shaft connected with said
driven member, a door operating frame slidably mounted
on the shaft and adapted to move in one direction when
the shaft Is rotated by engagement between the driving
and driven members, and means for moving the frame in
the opposite dlrecUon when the members are disengaged.

[Claims 5 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.699. BOAT. Kbsdxrick L. Saindibs, Green Bay
Wis. Filed Apr. 4, 1916. Serial No. 88.788. (Cl'
115—42.)

1. In combination with a boat, a V-shaped well with
the apex toward the stern, said well being open at its
upper and lower ends and adapted to receive a motor a
propeller guard plvotally secured to the boat, and means
within said well for locking said guard in operative and
Inoperative position.

2. A boat having a V-shaped motor receiving well ex-
tending upward from the bottom thereof and having an
opening in Its bottom, a propeller guard plvotally secured
to the keel of the boat and extending with an upwardly
curved end past the middle of said well, and means with-
in said well for locking said guard In operative and inop-
erative position reiij)ectlvely.

3. In combination with a boat, a motor receiving well
open at Its lower and upper ends, a propeller guard pivot-
ally secured to the boat, a sliding bar within aaid well
adapted to be adjusted iu vertical direction, arms con-
necting said guard to said sliding bar. and means for
locking said sliding bar in Its upper and lower positions
respectively.

4. In combination with a boat, a motor receiving well
open at its lower and upper ends ; a propeller guard pivot-
ally secure.1 within a recess in the keel of the boat said
recess originating near the bow and opening into said
well, and means for locking said guard in operative posi-
tion and for securing said guard in a position where it is
received within tlw recess in the keel.

5. In combination with a boat, a motor receiving well
open at Its upper and lower ends, a propeller guard pivot-
ally secured in a recess provided at the under side of the
boat, said guard extending past the center of said well and
being adapted to enter said well with its free end when in
the Inoperative position, a sliding bar within said well
adapte<l to l.e adjusted in vertical direction, means for
guiding said sliding bar. arms connecting said sliding bar
with said guard, and manually operative means for lock-
ing said sliding bar in its upper and lower position re-
spectively.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,700. BOTTLE-NECK MOLD-ROLL APPARATUS
SiOMDND ScHirr. New York. N. T. Filed Jan. 22 191B
SerUl No. 3,698. (Cl. 49—28.)

1. In a neck roll apparatus for conforming bottle necks,
the combination with an adapter, a plunger disposed In
said adapter, a neck mold bushing disposed at the lower
end of said adapter, said plunger having an outer shaftmeans for moving said outer shaft into an eccentric po-
sition relative to said adapter, an inner shaft disposed in
said outer shaft, an Internal gear substantially fixed rela-
tive to said adapter, an inner gear on said inner shaft Inmesh with said internal gear whereby said inner shaft
receives a positive rolling movement when said outer
shaft is rotated in its eccentric position, and a mold roll
fixed on the lower end of said inner shaft which is posl-
tloned^ln the neck of a bottle to roll around the Inside of
said neck to mold a design therein.

2. In a neck roll apparatus for conforming bottle necks
in combination with a support, a rotatable plunger dis-
posed In said support, said plunger having an outer shaft
means for moving said outer shaft into an eccentric po-
siUon relative to said support, an Inner shaft disposed
In said outer shaft, a mold roll on the lower end of aald
inner shaft which is positioned in the neck of a bottle
being formed, and means for positively rotating uld
mold roll to roll around the inside of said neck to mold a
design therein when said outer shaft is routed In Its ec-
centric position.

3. In a neck mold roll apparatus for conforming bottle
necks, the combination with a support, a rotatable plunger
disposed In said support, a mold roll secured to said
plunger, means for moving said roll into position eccen-
tric relative to aaid support, and means for positively
rotating aaid mold roll to roll around the Inside of a
bottle neck to mold a design therein when sal.i plunder is
rotated. ^ *

4. In a neck mold roll apparatus for conforming bottle
necks, the combination with a support, a plunger disposed
to rotate in said support, said plunger . omprlsing a mush-
room having an eccentric opening, a shaft having an ec-
centric portion disposed In said eccentric opening so that
the shaft may be moved into a position concentric with
said mushroom, a mold roll at the lower end of said shaft,means for rotating said shaft into a position eccentric of
said mushroom, and means for positively rotating aaid
mold roll when said shaft In its eccentric position Is ro-
tated with said plunger.

6. In a neck mold roll apparatus for conforming bottle
necks, the combination with a support, a plunger disposed
to rotate in said support, said plunger comprising a mush-room having an eccentric opening, an outer shaft having
an intermedUte eccentric portion disposed in said opening
so that said outer shaft may be moved into position con-
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centric with said mushroom, an Inner abaft dlspoaed in

said outer shaft, a mold roll at the lower end of said Inner

shaft, means for swinging said outer shaft Into position

eccentric of said mushroom, an enlarged portion at the

lower end of said outer shaft eccentric both to said mush-

room and to said Intermediate eccentric portion, an inter-

nal gear loosely mounted on said enlarged portion so that

said outer shaft can rotate inside of said Internal gear, a

gear casing locked to said support there being a radially

extending groove In said gear casing, a lug on said In-

ternal gear slldably mounted In said groove to permit

winging but prevent rotation of said Internal gear, an

Inner shaft disposed In said outer shaft, a mold roll on the

lower end of said Inner shaft, an Inner gear on said Inner

shaft In mesh with said Internal gear bo that said mold

roll will be positively rotated In the opposite direction to

the rotation of said outer shaft.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,226,701. FISH B.VIT OR LURE. HiXRT H. ScBiL-

LiXGBB, Paw Paw. Mich., assignor to Wise Sportsman's

Supply Co., Chicago. 111., a Corporation. Filed May 12,

1915. Serial No. 27,628. (CI. 43—30.)

1. A fish bait or" lure comprising a rearwardly tapered

body having a flattened bottom and forwardly projecting

spaced blades at the bottom, the front end of the body

above the blades lielng rearwardly Inclined and provided

with a conical recess, the bottom of the recess In the ver-

tical longitudinal plane of the body being rearwardly In-

clined, the blades having curved upper surfaces merging

into the recess, a line attaching means disposed at the

bottom of the recess and centrally of the body, and a

suitable hook and hook attaching means.

2. A flsh bait or lure comprising a rearwardly tapered

body having forwardly projecting spaced blades at the

bottom, the front end of the body above the blades being

rearwardly inclined and provided with a conical receaa, a

line attaching means disposed In the recesa, and a suit-

able hook and hook attaching means.

3. A flsh bait or lure comprising a body having a for-

wardly projecting blade at the bottom, the front end of

the twdy above the blade being rearwardly inclined and

provided with a conical recess, the bottom of the recess In

the vertical longitudinal plane of the body being rear-

wardly Inclined, a line attaching roean.s disposed In the

recess, and a suitable hook and hook attaching means.

4. A flsh halt or lure c<^;nprlslng a body having a for-

wardly projecting blade at the bottom, the front end of

the body being provided with a conical recess, a line at-

taching means disposed at the bottom of the recesa and

centrally of the body, and a saitable hook and hook at-

taching means.

5. A flsh bait or lure comprising a rearwardly tapered

body having forwardly projecting spaced blades, the front

end of the body above the blades being provided with a

conical recess, a line attaching means disposed in the re-

cess, and a suitable hook and hook attaching means.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Oasette.]

outlet at a point farthest removed from the diaphragm,
the full sarfare of the diaphragu) being disposed for man-

1,226.702. VACUUM MASSAGE DEVICE. John O.

SCHLXNTBR. Toledo. Ohio. FUed Apr, 7. 1913. Serial

No. 759.436. (CI. 230—6.)

In a massage device, a hollow shell of approximately

seml-spherlcal formation, and having an open month, an

elastic diaphragm disposed over and completely closing

the mouth of the shell, said shell being formed with an

ual manipulation to expel any desired volume of air from
the shell through the outlet.

1^26,703. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Kael H. Schmidt,
Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 28. 1915. SerUl No. 58,311.

(CI. 162—18.)

In a device of the class descrU>e<l, an outer casing, an
Inner tube, and a separate protecting Inner casing inter-

posed between the outer casing and thp Inner tui>e ; said

inner casing being composed of several long strip like

layers of fabric secured together and having its side

margins shrunk to cause it to naturally asaume a con-

cave form In cross section and curved form longitudinally ;

said Inner casing being adapted to be wrapped transversely

around the Inner tube with its side margins In lapping

position and Its ends telescoped, and a projecting flap

attached to the outer telescoping end to enable the Inner

casing to be pulled tightly around the tire in a circum-

ferential direction.

1,226,704. ENSILAGE-CUTTER. Maects P. Schnick-
NBDRGBB, Warsaw, N. Y. PUed Apr. 29, 1913. Serial

No. 764.316. (CI. 146—29.)

1. The combination with a pair of spaced feeding rolls

having a relative bodily movement, of a worm, a pair of

worm wheels eng^iglng said worm, one 'for each of said

rolla, driving connections between said worm wheels

and said rolls, and means for mounting one of said worm
wheels so as to enable It to swing about the axis of said

worm as a center to allow for a relative movement be-

tween said rolls.

2. The combination with a floatlngly mounted feed

roll having several positions of adjustment, of a worm
wheel, driving connections betwetn said worm wheel and
said feeding roll, a worm for driving said worm wheel,

a shaft for said worm, a frame for supporting said worm
wheel mounted to swing al>oiit said shaft as an axis to

enable a bodily movement of said worm wheel relative to
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said worm while maintaining the driving connection be-
tween said worm and said worm wheel so as to allow for
bodily movement of said fi-e<llng roll, and sleeves inter-

-
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2. In combination, plvotally connected front and rear
frames, a shaft Journaled upon the front frame with Its

axis eccentric to the pivotal connection of the frames, a
shaft joumalfd upon the rear framp. a driving connection
of fixed length between said shafts, and a contractile
supporting member for said driving connection.

8. In combination, plvotally connected front and rear
frames, a shaft Journaled upon the front frame with its
ails eccentric to the pivotal connection of the frames, a
shaft JournaIe<l upon the rear frame, a driving connection
of fixed length between said shafts, and an extensible
and contractile supporting member for said driving con-
nectloa.

4. A grain drill comprising. In combination, front and
rear frames having pivotal connection, a seed distributing
shaft Journaled upon the front frame and having Its axis
eccentric to that of the pivotal connection of the frames,
a rotatable shaft Journaled upon the rear frame, a longi-
tudinally extensible and contractile supporting member
connected to said shafts, and a driving shaft for said
shafts Journaled on said supporting member.

5. A grain drill comprising. In combination, front and
rear frames having plvoUl connection, a seed distributing
shaft Journaled upon the front frame and having its axis
eccentric to that of the plvoUl connection of the frames, a
rotatable shaft Journaled upon the rear frame, a longi-
tudinally contractile and extensible supporting member
having Its opposite ends loosely mounted upon said shaft,
gears on said shafts, and a gear driving member engaging
said gears and Journaled on said supporting member.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.226,708. KITCHEN-CABINET. WiLraao StLLtna El-
wood, Ind. nied Sept. 28, 1914. 8«rUl No. 868.'95S.
(01. 45—16.)

1. In a kitchen cabinet. In combination with the top
and base parts thereof, a U-shaped bracket having a
horitontal flange secured to one of said parts and having a
horixontal flange bearing against the other part and
spacing the top and base apart to provide a molding
board recess, and a member separate from the bracket
and carried by the part opposing the part to which the
bracket is secured and having a flat free bearing through-
out lt.s length against said bracket to permit the separa-
tion of the parts by relative movement in a straight line
longitudinally of the bracket, and said member having
means to prevent realtlve lateral and vertical movementa
of the top and base.

2. In a kitchen cabinet. In combination with the top
and base parts thereof, a U-shaped bracket having upper

and lower borlsontal flanges extending under and above
the top and base respectively and bearing thereon, said
bracket spacing the said top and l>a8e apart to provide a
molding board recess, and a plate separate from the
bracket and secured to one of said parts adjacent the
inner edge of the bracket and having a vertically oflTset

flange overlapping a flange of the bracket and having a
flat free bearing on the bracket, whereby the parts may
be separated by relative movement in a straight line
longitudinally of the bracket and prevented from vertical
or lateral separation.

1,226,70«. COW-TAIL HOLDER. Geobgb BmswvtBts,
Jr., Colgate, Wis. Filed Jan. 10, 1917. SerUl No.
141,562. (CI. 119—105.)

1. A cow tall holder comprising a pair of plvotally
connected together tall engaging members, a pair of
plvotally connected together leg engaging members, said
pairs of members being plvotally connected together to
permit of being simuluneously opened, and means for
automatically moving said members to clamping position.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.710. AIR HEATER FOR CARBURETERS. Wii^
LiAM Shakespearb, Jr.. and William Schmid. Kala-
mazoo, Mich., assignors to Shakespeare Company, Kala-
mazoo, Mich. Filed Mar. 17, 1916. SerUl No. 84.853.
(Cl. 257—241.) »

< M /f f/ *

1. In a structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a hood having a curved side wall and end walls
having V-shaped recesses adapted to receive a pipe, the
side wall having an attaching collar for an air conduit
and a slotte<l offset at one side of said collar and an
opening at the other side, a pin disposed adjacent said
opening, a strap having a series of pin engaging perfora-
tions at one end disposed through said side wall opening
and engaged with said pin, the other end of the said
strap being provided with a loop having a perforation
therein, and a bolt disposed through said slot In said
hood offset and said perforation In said strap loop, there
being a nut disposed within said loop to coact with said
bolt.

2. In a structure of the class described, the combination
of a hood adapted to embrace the side of a pipe and
having a conduit attaching collar and an offset at one
aide and an opening at the other, a pin disposed adjacent
said opening, a strap having a series of pin engaging
perforations at one end dlspo.sed through said wall open-
ing and engaged with said pin. the other end of the said
strap being provided with a loop having a perforation
therein, and a bolt disposed through said offset and said
perforation In said strap loop, there being a nut disposed
within said loop to coact with said bolt.

3. In a structure of the class described, the combination
of a hood adapted to embrace the side of a pipe and
having an opening at one side and a pin disposed adja-
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cent said op«>ntng. a strap having a perforation at one
end disposed through said opening and engaged with said
pin, the other end of the said strap being provided with a
loop having a perforation therein, and a bolt disposed
through said hoo«l and said perforation In said strap
loop, there being a nut disposed within said loop to coact
With said bolt.

I 4. In a structure of the class described, the combination
of a hood having a side wall and end walls recessed to

receive an exhnust pipe, the side wall having an attach-
ing collar for an air conduit and an offset at one side of

said collar and an opening at the other side, a pin dis-

posed adjacent sal<l opening, a strap having a series of

pin engaging perforations at one end disposed through
said aide wall opening and engaged with said pin, the
other end of said strap being provided with a nut and a

bolt disposed through said offset to engage said nut-

6. In a structure of the class described, the combination
of a hood adapted to embrace the side of a pipe and
having an opening at one side and a pin disposed adjacent
•aid opening, a strap having a series of pin engaging
perforations at one end disposed through said opening and
engaged with said pin, and a bolt carried by said hood
and operatlvely connected to the other end of said strap
(or clamping the strap upon the pipe.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.226.711. CONTROL DEVICE. William BHAKXSPEABa,
Jr.. and William Schmid. Kalamazoo, Mlt h . assignors

to Shakespeare Company, Kalamazoo, Mich. Original

appllcatfon filed Nov. 27, 1916, Serial No. 68,747. Dl-

I Tided and this application filed Apr. 10, 1916. Serial

No. 90,242. (Cl. 74—39.)

*

1. In a structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a housing comprising a side plate having a flange-

Uke edge wall thereon having a lever slot therein at one
side, said side plate having a screw bole opening and
a key hole opening disposed oppositely, a coactlng remov-
able side plate, an attaching strap notched at one end
to provide attaching lugs so that It may be Inserted Into
said key hole opening and turned to engage the lugs,

the other end of said strap being adapted to receive a
crew disposed in said screw hole, a lever pivot supported
by said side plates, a lever mounted on said pivot and
disposed through said slot In said edge wall, and an op-
erating rod connected to said lever.

2. In a structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a housing comprising a side plate having a flange-

like edge wall thereon having a lever slot therein at one
aide, a lever pivot supported by said side plates, a lever
mounted on said pivot and disposed through said slot In

said edge wall, said lever being provided with a notched
stop segment, a spring pressed pawl mounted In said
housing to coact with said segment, the notches of said
segment being shaped to permit the pawl to pass Into and
out of engagement therewith without manual manipula-
tion of the i>awl and an operating rod connected to said
lever.

3. In a structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a housing having a lever slot at one side thereof,

a lever pivoted within said bousing and disposed through
aid slot, aald lever being provided with a notched stop
egment. a spring pressed pawl mounted In said housing
to coact with said segment, the notches of said segment

being shaped to permit the pawl to pass into and out of
engagement therewith without manual manipulation of
the pawl and an operating rod connected to said lever.

4. In a structure of the class described, a mounting
comprising a side plate having a screw hole opening and
a strap opening disposed oppositely, and an attaching
strap notched at one end to provide attaching lugs so
that It may be Inserted Into said strap opening and turned
to engage the lugs, the other end of said strap being
adapted to receive a screw disposed in said screw hole.

5. In a structure of the class described, a housing hav-
ing a screw bole and a slot disposed oppositely, an at-

taching strap provided with means for adjustably secur-
ing one end In said slot, the other end of said strap be-

ing tapped to receive a screw disposed in said screw hole.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.712. COMBINED EAVES-TROUGH 'AND DOWN-
SPOUT CONSTRUCTION. Hahrison L. Skillman.
Toungstown, Ohio. Filed Feb. 26, 1916. Serial No.
80.420. (CT. 108—28.)

1. An eaves trough construction including In combina-
tion with the roof eaves, a supporting bar having a flange
receiving seat and a plurality of attaching feet, said feet

lying in a plane beneath the body of the bar to space
the latter from and above the edge of the roof, an eaves
trough having at Its outer upp<'r fdgf^ an angular attach-
ing flange adapted to fit in said seat of the supporting bar.

and an outlet member carried by said eaves trough.
2. An eaves-trough construction Including in combina-

tion with the roof eaves, a supporting bar having an up-
wardly directed deflecting face and a rabbeted eaves-
trough flange receiving seat, and also having a plurality of
attaching feet, said feet lying In a plane beneath the body
of the bar to space the latter above the edgre of the trough,
an eaves-trough having an attaching flange filling In said

rabbeted seat of the supporting bar. and an outlet member
telescopically fitting over one end of the eaves-trough.

3. An eaves-trough construction Including in combina-
tion with the roof eaves, a supporting bar secured to said

roof eaves and spaced above the upper edge thereof, an
eaves trough having opposite side walls one of which has
a flange for engaging the said supporting bar, and the
other of which may be secured to the under side of the
roof eaves, and said latter wall having one end thereof
cut away to provide an exit for the trough, 'and an L-

shaped outlet member telescopically engaging the end of
said eaves-trough and having a flange for engaging over
the flange of the trough which en^ges the supporting
bar.

1,226.713. AUTOMATIC SLACK-TAKE-UP AND COOL-
ING DEVICE. Pbederick C. Smith, Port Arthur.
Tex. Filed May 28, 1918. Serial No. 770,809. (CL
242—76.)
In a device of the character described, a plurality of

spaced supports, a frame mounted for vertical movement
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npon each of said sapports. a supporting: roller Journaled
In eacb of aatd frames, means carried by each frame for

coanterweigblDg its roller, and a fixed guide roller located
intermediate and at a substantial distance below said
frames.

1,226,714. FILUNG-MACHINE. Fbidcrick C. Smith,
Port Arthur. Tex. Piled Sept. 16, 1913. Serial No.
789,982. (a. 226—18.)

1. In a filling niarhlne. n tank formed at its top with
laterally extending flanges, a bearing-frame supported
upon said flanges, a rotary shaft Journaled in said frame
and carrying spaced crank arms, a plurality of connected
buckets, a plarallty of links depending within the tank
and plvotally connecting said crank arms with the buck-
ets whereby the latter may be alternately raised and low-
ered, and means for tilting the buckets when they are
raised to a predetermined height.

2. In a filling machine, the combination with a tank
adapted to maintain therein a predetermined height of
liquid and a plurality of connected buckets located there-
in of means for raising and lowering said buckets, a series
of connected funnels communicating with the tank above
the liquid therein, and means for raising and lowering
the funnels, each of a plurality of said funnels being
formed with an upwardly projecting shoulder which co-
acts with the inner wall of the tAnk to support and guide
the funnels.

3. In a filling machine, a tank adapted to maintain
therein a predetermined height of liquid, a plurality of
buckets located In said tank and means for raising and
lowering the same, a plurality of funnels communicating
with the tank above the liquid therein, each of a plu-
rality of said funnels being formed with an upwardly
extending guiding projection, and means for supporting
the funnels including a plurality of spaced cables, each
cable being led over an idler pulley and carrying a counter-
weight, said Idler pulley being located back of the said
upwardly extending guiding projections and the cables be-
ing connected with the funnels below said projections, so
that the latter are maintained in abutment with the Lo-
ner wall of the tank.

1,226.715. VISE. John T. Smithso.v. HopklnsTllle, Ky.
Filed Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 92,929. (Cl. 81—25.)
1. A vise comprising an inner Jaw carrying member, an

outer Jaw carrying member having transverse openings
formed therein, an adjusting member engaged through
said opening and threaded In the Inner jaw carrying mem-
ber, a pair of cam bIo< ks secured upon said outer Jaw car-
rying member and provided with curved side faces and op-
positely beveled front faces, said cam blocks having teeth

formed In the corners thereof connecting the -dde and front
faces, means for securing said cam blocks in position, and
a clamping handle mounted upon said adjusting memt>er
and movable over said cam blocks to tighten the outer Jaw
carrying member, the said 1 lamping handle having means
for engagement with said teeth to lock the handle in ad-
Justed position.

2. A rise comprising an Inner jaw carrying member, aa
outer Jaw carrying member, means for supporting said

outer Jaw carrying member opp<islte said Inner Jaw carry-

ing memt>er, means for resillently forcing said outer Jaw
carrying member away from said Inner Jaw carrying mem-
t>€r, means for adjusting said outer Jaw carrying memt>er
with respect to said inner Jaw carrying memt>er. cam blocks
mountofl upon said outer Jaw carrying member, a clamping
handle mounted upon said adjusting means and provided
with oppositely extended beveled portions for engagement
with said cam blocks, means pivoted to one side of said

handle for locking the same In adjusted position upon said

cam blocks, and an operating handle slldably mounted In

the clamping handle.

1.226.716. URINAL. John Stassak, Pulaski, Wls^ as-

signor of one-half to Mlcheal Staszak, Pulaski, Wis.
Filed July 24, 1916. Serial No, 110,965. <C1. 4—12.)

1. In a device of the type set forth, a receptacle, a pipe
leading into said receptacle, a push valve controlling the
flow of wnter throagh said pipe, a tiltably mounted plat*

form detachably secured, a rod plvotally secured to the
platform, and a cup shaped member secured to said rod
and adapted to actuate said valve.

2. In a device of the type set forth, a receptacle, a pipe
leading into said receptacle, a push valve controlling the
flow of water through said pipe, a tiltably mounted plat-

form detachably serure<l. a ro<1 plvotally secired to the
platform, and a cup-shaped member adjustably secured
to said rod and adapted to actuate said valve.

3. In a device of the kind set forth, a receptacle, a pli>e

leading into said receptacle, a push valve controlling th«
flow of water through said pipe, a tiltably mounted plat-
form, resilient means for maintaining the platform In
raised position, means for varying the rangp of movement
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of said platform, a rod plvotally secured to the platform,
and a cup-shaped member adjustably secured to said rod
and adapted to actuate said valve, substantially as de-
scribed.

1,226.717. LIQHTINO-FIXTURK. Mbbton P. Stbvens,
Bast Orange, N. J. FUad Apr, 22, 1916. Serial No.
28,033. (Cl. 240—78.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a
support, a hub thereon adapted to carry a socket, a shell

•ecured to said hub, a canopy holder adjustably securetl
to the shell, a canopy supported by the holder, a shade
holder and means for carrying it from the canopy, in
chiding a cooperating bead and recess on the canopy apd
shade holder respectively.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
support, a hub thereon sdapted to carry a socket, a shell
secured to said hub, a canopy holder adjustably secured
to the shell, a canopy supported by the holder, a shade
holder and means for carrying It from the canopy. Includ-
ing an Interlocking bead and recess on the lanopy and
hade holder respectively.

3. A lighting fixture including a support, a shell carried
thereby, a canopy holder adjustably secured to the shell
•nd provided with terminal means for supporting a can-
opy, consisting of an outwardly extending flange, a canopy
provided with a co6peratlng Inwardly extending flange and
which canopy Is also provided with a beading, and a shade
bolder provided with a member adapted to engage the
beading of the canopy.

4. A device of the character deBcrit>ed comprising a
suppert. a hub thereon adapted to carry a socket, a flanged
threaded shell sf-cured to said hub, a canopy holder adjust
ably secured to the shell, a canopy supported by the bolder
•ad provided with a circular beading, a shade holder and
OMans thereon to engage the circular beading on the can-
opy to support the said shade holder.

5. In a lighting fixture including a support, a shell
carried thereby, a canopy holder secured to the shell and
provided with means for supporting a canopy, a shade
holder and means thereon to peripherally engage the can-
•>py to directly support the said shade holder.
IQaiaa 6 to 8 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.226,718 C0RN-HU8KER. John A. Stone, Chicago.
111., asfclgnor to International Harvester Company of
New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey Filed Mar 9.
1914. Serial No. 823.620. (Cl. 130—6.)

1 A husking roll having «tpa<H'(l longitudinally extend-
lag rib memt>er8 thereon, and a plurality of scries of par-
allel spirally arranged toothed rib members between said
longitudinally extending rib members, the longitudinally
extending rib members projactlng above said spiral rib I
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members whereby the former may exert a positive thrust
upon an ear of corn at definite Intervals.

2. A pair of coactlng corn husking rolls rotatable In
oppoalte directions having continuous longitudinally ar-
ranged coactlng parallel rih members forming a part of
each roll, and co6perating oppositely disposed spirally ar-
ranged ribs between and In conUct with said parallel rib
mambers on each of said rolls.

3. A pair of .oactlng cofn husking rolls rotatable in
opposite directions having longitudinally arranged coact-
lng parallel rib members forming part of each roll, and
oppositely disposed spirally arranged rib members on each
of said rolls leading rearward In the direction of rotation
of the rolls and provided with husk engaging teeth npon
their peripheries.

4. A pair of coactlng corn husking rolls rotatable in
opposite directions having longitudinally arranged coact-
lng parallel rib members forming part of each roll, and
oppositely disposed spirally arranged rib members on said
rolls leading rearward In the direction of rotation of the
rolls and having husk engaging teeth upon their edges,
the spirally arranged ribs being of less radii than those
arranged longitudinally.

5. A pair of coactlng corn husking rolls rotatable In
opposite directions having longitudinally arranged co-
acting parallel rib members forming part of each roll,
oppositely disposed splraUy arranged rib members leading
rearward In the direction of rotation of the rolls and liav-
Ing husk engaging teeth upon their peripheries, the
spirally arranged ribs being of less radii than those ar-
ranged longitudinally, and spaced husk engaging pegs dis-
posed between the longitudinal ribs upon one of the rolls
and extending beyond their peripheries into the channels
between the spirally arranged ribs upon the opposing roll.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,719. SNAPPING-ROLLS FOR CORN HARVEST-
ERS, HUSKERS. OR THE LIKE. John A. Stonb,
Chicago. 111., assignor to International Harvester Com-
pany of New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Mar. 9, 1914. Serial No. 823,621. (Cl. 180—5.)

1. A snapping roll having a plurality of longitudinally
spaced spirally disposed channels In its periphery, and
longitudinally extending corrugated corn engaKing mem-
bers Intermediate certain of the same.

2. A snapping roll having a plurality of oppositely ex-
tending spirally disposed channels In its periphery having
their opposite ends in Juxtaposition, and longitudinally
extending corn engaging toothed rib members extending
between the same ends of alternate channels.

3. In a machine of the character described, oppot«lng
coactlng snapping rolls roUUble in opposite directions,
said rolls having cylindrical bodies and oppositely dis-
posed spirally arranged channels therein leading rear-
ward opposite the direction of rotation thereof, having
their rear ends raised above the body of the roll, and lon-
gitudinally disposed corrugatec' rib members spanning
the intervening spaces between certain of said channels.

4. In a machine of the character described, opposing
coactlng snapping rolls rotaUble In opposite directions,
said rolls having cylindrical bodies and oppositely dis-
posed spirally arranged channels therein leading rear-
ward opposite the direction of rotation thereof having
their rear ends raised above the body of the rolls, and
longitudinal corrugated ribs disposed parallel with the
axes of the rolls and spanning the intervening spaces
between certain of said channels.
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B. In a machine of the character described, oppoaing

coactlng snapping rolls rotatable In opposite dlrectlona,

said rolls baring cylindrical bodies and oppositely dl8po8«<l

spirally arranged channels therein leading rearward oppo-

site the direction of rotation thereof having their rear

ends raised above the body of the roll, and longitudinally

alined corrugated ribs disposed parallel with the axea

of the rolls and spanning the intervening simces between

certain of said channels.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaaette.]

1.226,720. LOCKING MEANS FOR VEHICLE STEEH-
ING-WHEEL8. Arthie H. STtjaoas. Omaha, Nebr.

Piled Aug. 28, 1916. Ser al No. 117.414. (CI. 70—129.)

talninff the proJ«cti<»a •( tka aleeTe In engagement with

the projections of the hob, and adapted to be moved into

the first named recess of the key of said standard after

the sleeve has performed a reverse longitudinal movement
for maintaining the projections of the sleeve in disengaged

relation with the projections of the hah.

1. A locking means for the purpose described, compris-

ing. In combination with the hub of a rotatable steering

wheel, said bnb being provided with teeth, a non-rotatable

standard provided with a key and disposed in line with

the hub, a sleeve mounted on the standard and provided

with a key seat receiving the key of the standard, said

sleeve being provided with teeth and adapted to t>e moved
longitudinally of the standard for engaging its teeth

with the teeth of the hub, and a detent member adapted to

be moved In an arc substantially at right angles to the

axis of the sleeve to engage the key of the standard for

maintaining the teeth of said sleeve in engagement with

the teeth of the hub.

2. A locking means for vehicle steering wheels, com-
prising, in combination with the hub of the rotatable steer-

ing wheel, said hub being provided with projections, a

non-rotatable standard dLsposed in line with the axis

of the hub and provided with an elongated key with a

receas, a sleeve on the standard provided with a slot for

receiving the key of said standard, said sleeve being pro-

vided with projections and adapted to be moved longitudi-

nally of the standard for enpaffing its projections with

the projections of the hub, and a detent member adapted

to be moved, into the recess of the key of the standavM

for maintaining the projections of the sleeve in engage-

ment with the projections of the hub.

8. In combination with the hub of a normally rotatable

steering wheel, said hub being provided with projections,

a non-rotatable standard disposed in line with the longi-

tudinal axis of the hub and provided with a key having

a recess and a second recess, a sleeve on the standard

provided with a slot for receiving the key of the stand-

ard, said sleeve being provided with projections and
adapted to be reciprocated longitudinally of the stand-

ard for alternate engagements and disengagements of its

projections with the projections of the bub, a detent

member carried by the sleeve and adapted to be moved into

the second receas of said key memt>er after said sleeve has

performed one of its longitudinal movements for maln-

1.226,721. GRAIN-DRILL. John STiBaocE. Chicago,

111., assignor to International Harvester Company of

New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Oct.

24, 1913. Serial No. 797,046. (Q. 111—87.)

1. In combination, a disk furrow opener and a preased

sheet metal seed delivery boot comprising two separately

formed integrally united members having registering de-

pressed grain delivery portions therein, the inner member
terminating intermediate the ends of the other and haT-

ing a curved portion to direct the grain against the sur-

face of the outer member, and the outer member in co-

action with the convex surface of the disk forming the

lower end of the delivery portion to discharge the seed

rearwardly.

2. A presse<i sheet metal seed delivery boot for grain

drills comprising two separately formed members having
corresponding longitudinally disposed depressed portiona,

one of said members being of greater length than the other

and having the depression therein terminating In a
widened portion at its lower end having a downwardly
and rearwardly extending scraping surface, the shorter

member having its lower end Inwardly curved to direct

the grain against the lower end of the longer member.
8. In a seed delivery boot for grain drills, in combination,

a rotatable furrow opening disk, two separately formed boot

members having corresponding longitudinally disposed

semicircular depressed portions, one of said members being

of greater length than the other and terminating gradually

into a widened portion at Its lower end that engages with

said disk and is disposed between the axis and periphery

thereof, the shorter member being tapered inwardly to

deflect the seed against the lower end of the longer member.
4. In a seed delivery boot for grain drills, in combina-

tion, a rotatable furrow opening disk, two separately

formed boot members having corresponding longitudinally

disposed semicircular depressed portions, one of said

members being of greater length than the other and ter-

minating In a portion disposed between the axis and

periphery of the disk and having the front and rear sides

thereof substantially concentric to the axis of said dlak

and the lower end conforming to the adjacent surface of

the disk and forming a scraper for said disk.

5. In a seed delivery boot for grain di^ills, in combina-

tion, a drag bar, a rotatable furrow opening disk jour-

ualed thereon, two separately formed boot members car-

ried on said drag bar at the convex side of the disk hav-

ing <-orresponding longitudinally disposed semicircular

depri-<«8ed portions terminating at a point between the axis

and periphery of the disk, one of said members being of

,

greater length than the other and the shorter member be-

ing upon that side adjacent said disk and tapered In-

wardly to deflect the seed atrainst the lower end of the

longer member.
[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1.226.722. MBA8URING DEVICE. William J. Bclli-

AM, Bessemer, Ala. Piled Dec. 81, 1915. Serial No.

69.588. (CI. 221—64.)

1. A device of the character described including a

hopper provided with a partition wall having an opening
therein, a valve carried by said wall and provided with an
opening, the valve being movable to one position to close

the opening in the partition wall and to another position

with the said openings registering, means carried by the

valve for limiting the valve in its movement In opposite

directions, and a vessel arranged for engagement with
said means for operating the valve.

2. A device of the character described including a

hopper having a partition wall provided with an openlnK.

a valve carried by said wall and provided with an opening,

the valve being movable to one position to close the open-

ing in said wall and to another position with the said

openings registering, a lug depending from the valve to

project through the oponing In said wall for engagement
with opposite edges thereof for limiting the valve In Its

movement In opposite directions, and a vessel arranged
for engagement with said lug for operating the valve.

.3. A device of the character described including a

hopper provided with a wall having an opening therein,

n shiftably mounte<l valve associated with said wall and
provided with an opening, the valve being movable to one
position to close the opening in the wall and to another
position with the said openings in allnement, means car-

ried by the valve and projecting through the opening in

said wall for engagement with opposite edges thereof to

limit the valve in Its movement in opposite directions,

and a vessel adapted for detachable connection to the
hopper to engage said means for operating the valve.

4. A device of the character described Including a

hopper having a partition wall and provided with an
opening, a valve carried by said partition wall and pro-

Tided with an opening, the valve being movable to one
position to close the opening in said wall and to another
position with the said openings registering, a lug formed
on the valve to depend therefrom at one edge of the open-
ing in the valve with the said lug disposed for engagement
with opposite edges of the opening In said partition wall
for limiting the valve in its movement in opposite direc-

tions, a vessel, and a slotted ear carried by the vessel

with the said slot receiving the said lug and with the

cup operable for shifting the valve.

5. A device of the character de8crll)ed including a
hopper provided with a partition wall having an opening
therein, a valve carried by said wall and provided with
an opening, the valve being movable to one position to

close the opening in the partition wall and to another
position with the said openings registering, means carried

by the valve for limiting the valve in its movement In

opposite directions, a spout carried by the hopper and
provided with a bayonet slot, a vessel arranged for engage-

ment with said means with the vessel operable within the

spout for shifting the valve, and a lug carried by the

vessel for engagement within said slot for. locking the

vessel upon the spout upon the movement of the valve to

open position.

1,226.723. SHAVER'S CABINET. WiLLlS A. Tatuob,
Presque Isle, Me. Filed May 22, 1916. Serial No.

99.204. (CI. 182—82.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a

cabinet having a rectangular configuration, and compart-

ments arranged therein, a cover for closing aald compart-
ments, staples carried by one end of aaid cabinet, a pair
of straps each having one end connected to said staples,

an elastic webbing formed with the opposite ends of said

straps, means for detachably connecting aaid elastic por-

tions of said straps to the cabinet and one of said straps

adapted to hold said cover In closed position substantisJlj

as and for the purpose specified.

2. A shaver's cabinet comprising a receptacle having
plurality of compartments formed therein, a cover for aald
receptacle, straps plvotally connected at one end to said
receptacle, means for detachably connecting the opposite
ends of said straps to the receptacle and means whereby-
said cover will be held in closed position by one of aald
straps for the purpose set forth.

1,226,724. LOCKING MEANS FOR TRIPODS. JoHK
Oaoaoi ToRR, Sydney, New South Wales, Aastrallju
Filed May 12, 1916. Serial No. 97,171. (CI. 248—*8.>

1. As a new article of manufacture, a lock for the legs
of tripods, comprising, a centrally threaded boss, arms
pivoted to said boss and adapted to be moved in positions
extending radially from said boss, projections at the piv-
oted ends of said arms, fastening members at the oater
ends of said arms to be secured to the legs of the tripod,
and a thumb screw threaded In said boss having a head
thereon capable of engaging said projections to lock said
arms against collapsing from their radially extended po-
sltions.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a lock for the legs
of tripods, comprising, a centrally threaded boss, arms
pivoted at one of their ends to said boss and adapted to
be moved In positions extending radially from said boas,

one or more of said arms being composed of extensible
sections, rearwardly extended projections on the pivoted
ends of said arms, fastening means at the outer ends of
said arms to secure the latter to the legs of the tripod,

and a thumb screw threaded in said boss and having a
head thereon capable of engaging said projections to lock
said arms against collapsing from their radially extended
positions.

3. As a new article of mannfactore, a lock for the lag*

of tripods, comprising, a centrally threaded boss, arms
pivoted at one of their ends to said boss and adapted to
be moved in positions radially extending therefrom, fas-

tening means carried on the outer ends of said arma to

secure the latter to the legs of the tripod, said fastening
moans being adjustable on said legs, and a thumb screw
threaded In said l)08s and having a head thereon capable
of engaging the inner ends of said arms to lock the lat-

ter against collapsing from their radially extended posi-

tions.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a lock for the lags

of tripods, comprising, a centrally threaded boaa, ansa
pivoted at one of their ends to said boss and adapted to

be moved In positions radially extending therefrom, fas-

tening moans carried on the outer ends of said arma to
secure the latter to the legs of the tripod, said fastening

means being adjustable on said legs, a thumb scrsw
threaded in said boss and having a head thereon capable
of engaging the inner ends of said arms to lock the latter

against collapsing from their radially extended positions.
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and tb« free end of aaid thumb Bcrew hnvlng an eyelet
thweln In which the cord of a plumb-bob may engage and
'lepend.

5. As a new article of manufacture, a lock for the legs
of tripods, comprising, a centrally threaded t>OKs. arms
pivoted at one of their ends to said boss and adapted to
l>e moved In position radially extending from said boss,
fastening members on the outer end of aaid arms for se-
curing the latter to the legs of the trip«.d. a thumb screw
threade<l In said boss and having a head thereon to en-
gage th»' Inner ends of said arms to lock the latter against
collapsing from their radially extended positUns.

1.226.725. GREASE-CUP. Daniil H. Twaits. Chicago.
111. Filed Mar. 13. 1914. Serial No. R24.852, (CI
184—88.

)

1. In a grease cup the combination of a base member, a
cap member rotatably carried thereby, a plunger within
the cap. a threaded member extending through and en-
gaging the plunger, and means whereby the plunger may
be moved upon the rotation of the cap.

2. In a grease <up the combination of a base, a cap. a
member rotatably embracing the cap and removably se-
cured to the base, a plunger member within the cap, a
threaded member engaging the threads of the plunger
member, means for rotating one of said members by the
cap, and means for holding the other member against ro-
tation whereby the plunger moves along Its axis.

3. In a grease cup the combination of a base, a cap, a
clamping ring rotatably connecting the cap to the basei a
plunger member vertically movahlo within said cap,' a
threaded member engaging said plunger, means for hold-
ing one of said members against roUtlon. and means for
rotating the other member by the cap whereby the plnn
ger member Is moved along Its axis.

4. In a grease cup the combination of a base having a
threaded portion, a cap carried by the base and having
an annular shoalder. an annular member cooperating with
the threads of the base and engaging said shoulder allow-
ing the roUtlon of the cap. a plunger within the cap, and
threaded means for moving the plunger consequent upon
the rotation of the cap.

5. In a grease cap the combination of a base member
having an upwardly extending wall, internal threads on
said wall, a cap carried by the base, a bushing slldable
over the exterior of the cap having threads cooperating
with the threads of the base having an annular shoulder.
a shoulder on the cap engaged thereby, a plunger member
within the cap. a threaded member engaging said plnn
ger, and means for holding one of said members against
rotation while rotating the other with the cap to move
the plunger along Its axis.

[Claims e to 12 not printed In the Oazette.]

l,22«.72e. APPARATrS FOR PASTEITRTZINO BOT
TLED LIQUIDS. Simon Volz, Milwaukee, Wis., as-
signor to The Twentieth Centnry Machinery Company,
Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug.
e. 1908. Serial No. 447.226. (a. 126—272.)
1. In an apparatus for pasteurizing bottled llqalds, the

combination of a tank having partitions dividing the In-
teflor thereof into longitudinally arranged and parallel
compartments communicating with each other In series.

each compartment conUinlng a body of a pasteurtxlng
agent, the Initial body being warmed or heated, the in
termediate body being heated to a higher degrt-e safflclent
for sterillalng purposes and the terminal body being
cooler, a carrier for holding the liquid containing recep-
tacle, means for moving the carrier through the communl-
cattng bodies of the pasteurizing agent without with-
drawing the carriers from the agent, and means for main-
taining a circulation of the agent around the Intermediate
body and In a direction to draw the portion of the agent
Into which the carrier Is first submerged to the body from
which the carrier finally emerges.

2. In an apparatus for pasteurizing bottled liquids, the
combination of a tank having partitions dividing the In-
terior thereof into longitudinally arranged and parallel
compartments communicating with each other In series
each compartment containing a t)ody of a pasteurising
agent, the Initial body being warmed or heated, the in-
termediate body being heated to a high.r degree suffldent
for sterlliiing purposes and the terminal bo<ly being
cooler, a carrier for holding the liquid containing racep-
Ucle. means for moving the carrier through the <-om
munlcatlng bodies of the pasteurizing agent, and means
for maintaining a circulation of the agent around the In-
termediate body and In a direction to draw the portion of
the agent into which the carrier Is first submerged to the
body from which the carrier finally emerges, means for
Inrloalng the space above the agent In the several com
partmenu to form communicating air conduits, and meann
for causing a clrmUtion of air from and through the
outer compartments.

3. In an apparatus for pasteurizing bottled liquids the
combination of a tank having partitions dlvldinf the In
terlor thereof into longitudinally arranged and parallel
compartments communicating with each other In series
and comprising an Initial, a terminal and an Interme.Uate
compartment, each of which conUlns a body of a pasteur-
izing agent, the agent In the initial compartment being
warmed or heated, the agent in the IntermedUte compart
ment being heated to a higher degree sufficient for sterilU-
Ing purposes, and the agent In the terminal body being
cooler, a carrier for holding the liquid conUlning recep-
Ucle. means for moving the carrier through the bodies of
the agent, the initial and terminal compartments com
munlcatlng at their ends for circulate n of the agent, and
means for preventing circulation from the initial and ter-
minal compartments through the intermediate compart-
ment.

4. In an apparatus for pasteurizing bottled liquids, the
combination of a closed tank for containing a pasteur
iaing Agrat. said tank provided In Its top and at the for
ward portion thereof with elongated openings arranged
parallel with the respective side edges of the top. and
said top having a serpentine slot leading from one of said
openings to the other, a trackway arranged above the
Unk and taking a serpentine course corresponding to the
serpentine course of the slot, carriages traveling on the
trackway, cages suspended from the carriages and carry-
ing the liquid containing receptacles, said cages adapt-
ed, respectively, to paas through the Initial opening of
the top of the Unk and enter the Interior of aald tank,
and to finally pass out of the terminal opening, the ser-
pentine slot accommodating the connecting medium be-
tween the cages and the carriages during the travel of
the latter, and means for causing the travel of the car

"

rlages along the trackway.
5. In an apparatus for pasteurizing bottled liquids, the

combination of a closed tank for containing a pasteur-
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izlng agent, said tank provided in its top and at the for-
ward portion thereof with elongated openings arranged
pirallel with the respective sides edges of the top. and
said top having a serpentine slot leading from one of said
openings to the other, a trackway arranged above the
lank and taking a serpentine course corresponding to the
serpentine <-ourse of the slot, csrriages traveling on the
trackway, cages suspended from the carriages and carry-
ing the liquid containing receptacles, said cages adapted,
respectively, to pass through the initial opening of the top
of the tank and enter the interior of the tank, and to
finally pass out of the terminal opening, the serpentine
slot accommodating the connecting medium between the
cages and the carriages during the travel of the latter,
and means for causing Intermittent travel of the car-
riages along the trackway.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Oazette.]

1,226.727. POCKET FLASH LIGHT. Chablm Wach
TIL,, Jamaica, N. Y. Filed Mar. 4. 1916. Serial No.
82,022. (CI. 240—8.5.)

* ^

1. A flashlight comprising a casing composed of a body
part, a cover hinged thereto, lamp terminals In the body
part, a sliding contact plate, means exterior of the casing
for moving the contact plate to make and break the lamp
circuit, and means whereby the contact plate locks the
cover In Its closed position during the circuit making and
breaking operations and holds the cover closed while the
lamp Is lighted.

2. A flashlight comprising a casing formed with a body
part and a cover hinged to said body part, lamp terminals
In the body part, a slldable contact plate within the body
part adapted to open and close the lamp circuit and
formed with a cover locking flange, a lug on the cover
adapted to be engaged by said flange to lock the cover
• loseil. an op<'ratlng device for shifting the conUct plate
operable from the exterior of the casing and roUUbly
secured to said plate, and cooperating stops on said ro-
tatable device and the casing adapted to limit the sliding
movement of the contact plate when the operating device
is reciprocated while In one rotaUbly adjusted position to
open and close the lamp circuit without releasing the
cover,

8. A flashlight comprising a casing formed of a body
part and a cover hlnge<l to the t)ody part, lamp terminals
In the body part, a shlftable contact plate within the
body part. Interlocking devices carried by the cover and
contact plate, an operating device for shifting the contact
plate operable from the exterior of the casing and ro
tatably secured to said plate, and cooperating stops on
said rotaUble device and the casing adapted to limit the
extent of movement of the contact plate when the operat
ing device is actuated while In one rotaUbly adjusted
position to open and close the lamp circuit without rf
Nosing the cover.

4. A flashlight comprising a casing formed of a body
part and a cover part, tamp terminals In said casing, a
contact plate formed with locking flanges, locking lugs
formed on the cover and adapt .kI to be engaged by the
lucking flanges on the contact plate, means adapted to
move the contact plate to close the lamp circuit without
releasing the cover and to Impart a further niivement
thereto to unlock the cover, and a stop for limiting the

movement of said means to circuit-closing position, nld
stop and conUct-ptate-moving means being relatlvcljr
shlftable whereby said means may be operated to move
the plate to unlocking position.

6. A flashlight comprising a casing formed with a body
part and a cover, lamp terminals In said casing, a contact
plate, a locking flange carried by said plate, a locking lug
carried by the cover and adapted to be engaged by said
locking flange, a roUUble button on the outer aide of the
casing and connected to the conUct ptate, means for llm-
Itlng the movement of the conUct plate when the button
is in one position to complete the lamp circuit without re-
leasing the cover, aald conUct ptate being capable of a
greater movement when the button Is routed to another
position whereby the locking flange may be disconnected
from the locking lugs to release the cover.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,728. POCKET FLASH-LIGHT. CHABLag Wach
TBL, Jamaica. N. Y. Filed June 19, 1916. Serial No.
104,365. (CI. 240—8.6.)

s M

1. A pocket flashlight comprising a cylindrical body
part formed of hard flbrous non-conducting matertal a
lens and reflector at one end thereof, means for securing
said lens and reflector to the tamp l»ody. a closure cap for
the rear end of the lamp body formed with an annutar
flange adapted to flt within said body, outwardly extend
Ing locking lugs carried by said flange at diametrically op-
posite points and adapted to be passed Into longitudinally
extending recesses In the tamp body and to engage an
nular grooves formed In said body to lock the cap In
position, a spring carried by said cap, a battery cell
within the tamp body and adapted to be engaged by aald
spring, and an Insulating disk carried by said end cap
Hud adapted to engage the end of the body part of the
lamp whereby said end cap will be entirely Inclosed by In-
sulating material.

2. A flashlight comprising a tubular body part of non-
conducting material and formed with slots at one end and
obliquely arranged grooves extending from the inner ends
of said slots, an end ring formed with lugs adapted to be
passed into said slots and turned In the Inclined grooves
a reflector having an annular flange engaging one end of
the body part and clamped thereagalnst by said end ring
a tamp supported In said reflector, a battery cell In th^
body part having one terminal engaging one terminal of
said lamp, the rear end of said body being formed with
longitudinally extending recesses in its inner surface and
annular grooves connected with said receases, a closure
<ap for the rear end of said body part formed with an an-
nular flange fitting within the body and outwardly ex-
tending locking lugs adapted to engage said interior
grooves, a spring carried by said cap for electrically con-
necting the cap with the remaining terminal of aald cell
and maintaining the forward terminal of the cell In con-
tact with Its assoctated lamp terminal, a conductor within
the body connecting the flange of the closure cap with
the reflector flange, a switch Interposed between the ends
of said conductor, and an Insutating cover secured to the
exterior of said tap and engaging the adjacent end of the
body part.

'

3. A flashlight comprising a tubular body part of noo-
conductiug material and formed with slots at one end and
obliquely arranged grooves extending from the inner ends
of SHl.l slots, an en<l ring formed with lugs adapted to b«
passed into said slots an. I turned in the inclTned grooves,
a reflector having an annutar flange engaging one'Nrfl of
the body [>art and clamped thereagalnst by said end ring.
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a lamp supported In said reflector, a battery cell In the
body part having one terminal engaging one terminal of
said lamp, the rear end of said body being formed with
longitudinally extending recessea in its Inner surface and
annular grooTea connected with said recesses, a conductor
within the body and extending longitudinally thereof
against the forward end of which the reflector flange ia
clamped by said end ring, the rear end of said conductor
terminating within the body part, a closure cap for the
rear end of said body part forme<l with an annular flange
fitting within the body and outwardly extending locking
luga formed on said closure cap flange and adapted to
ngage said interior grooves to force the edge of said
flange against the rear end of said conductor, a spring
carried by said cap for electrically connecting the cap
with the remaining terminal of said cell and maintaining
the forward terminal of the cell in contact with its asso-
ciated lamp terminal, and a switch Interposed between the
ends of said conductor.

4. A flashlight comprising a tubular body part of non-
conducting material, an electric lamp mounted at one end
of said body, a battery cell within the body having its
forward terminal contacting with one terminal of the
lamp, an electrical conductor secured within the body
contacting at its forward end with the remaining termi-
nal of said lamp and having its rear end terminating
within the body, the rear end of said body being formed
with longitudinally extending recesses In its Inner wall
and annular grooves connected with the Inner ends of said
recesses, a closure cap of conducting material for the
rear end of the body formed with an annular flange
adapted to fit within the body and provided with out-
wardly projecting locking lugs on said flange adapted to
pass through the longitudinal recesses and engage in the
annular grooves at the rear end of the body to force the
«dge of said flange against the rear end of said conductor,
means Interpoaed between the cap and cell to electrically
connect the cap with the rear terminal of the cell, and a
circuit closer adapted to make and break the circuit
through said conducting means.

1,226,729. ANTIFRICTION-BBABINO. AaxoLD A.
WniGBL, Chicago, 111., assignor to Albert G. Welch.
Chicago, 111., trustee of Edwin S. Woo«ls. deceased.
JFlled June 8. 1914. Serial No. 843,686. (CI. 64—63.)

1. An antl-frlctlon bearing comprising a casing, a plu-
rality of closely spaced antl friction rockers in said cas-
ing having top and bottom bearing surfaces of a length
adapted to provide for a predetermined amplitude of
rocking movement oi said rockers, each of said rockera
having that fide, which is adjacent to the next rocker,
curved inwardly from the terminal lines of Its bearing
surfaces toward its vertical, diametric plane, and having
an intermediate. Joining, reversed-curved surface of the
«>ami' radius whereby said rockers may rock in engaging
relation through substantially the full predetermined am-
plitude of their rocking movement.

2. An antifriction bearing comprising a casing, a plu-
rality of closely spaced antifriction rocker* located In

«aid casing and having top and bottom bearing tnrface*
of a length adapted to permit a rocking movement through
a predetermined angle, each of said rockers having that
aide, which la adjacent to the next rocker, curved In-

wardly from the terminal lines of its bearing surfaces to-

ward lt« vertical, diametric plane, and having an inter-

mediate, joining, reversed-cnnred surface of the same ra-
dius whereby said elements are permitted to rock to-
gether through substantially the full angle determined by
their bearing surfaces, but which are adapted to lock said
elements against further rocking movement when the
limit of said angle of rocking movement la reached.

8. An antifriction bearing comprising a casing, a plu-
rality of closely spaced antifriction elements located in
said casing and having top and bottom bearing surfaces
of a length adapted to permit a rocking movement
through a predetermined angle, each of said rockers hav-
ing that side which is adjacent to the next rocker, curved
Inwanlly from the terminal lines of its bearing surface
toward Its vertical, diametric plane, and having an intet-
medlate, joining, reversed curved surface of the same ra-
dius, whereby the side of one element may bear against
the proximate side of the adjacent element throughout a
rocking movement through the full angle determined by
the length of their bearing surfaces.

4. An antifriction bearing comprising a casing, a plu-
rality of closely spaced antifriction rockers located in
said casing and having top and bottom bearing surfaces of
a length adapted to permit rocking movement through a
predetermine*! angle, each of said rockers having that side
which is adjacent to the next rocker, curved inwardly
from the terminal lines of its bearing surface toward its
vertical, diametric plane, and having an Intermediate.
joining, reversed-curved surface of the same radius]
whereby the side of one element may bear against the
proximate side of the adjacent element throughout a rock-
ing movement through the full angle determined by the
length of their bearing surfaces and acts to stop the fur-
ther movement of said element when the same has been
rocked through Its preiletermined limit of movement.

5. An anUfrlction bearing comprising a casing, a plu-
rality of closely spaced rocking antifriction elements lo-
cated in said casing and having top and bottom bearing
surfaces of a length adapted to permit a rocking move-
ment through a predetermined angle, each of aald rockers
having that side which is adjacent to the next rocker,
curved Inwardly from the terminal lines of its bearing
surface toward Its vertical, diametric plane, and having
an intermediate. Joining, reveraed-curved surface of tha
same radius, whereby the side of one element may bear
against the proximate side of the adjacent element
throughout a rocking movement through the full angle
determined by the length of their bearing surfaces, and
means for returning said antlfrtction element to a vertical
position when released.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.730. BELT CONVEYER
New York, N. Y. Filed June
703,434. (a. 19S—4.)

Milton T. Wiston,
18, 1912. SerUl No.

1. In a conveyor of the type described the comblnaUon
of a suitable support, of carrying idlers arranged In two
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spiral rows thereon, each of said spiral rows having one
or more complete convolutions and a conveying means
carried by said idlers.

2. In a conveyer of the type described the combination
of a suitable support having carrying idlers mounted in

double spiral order thereon, the axes of said carrying
idlers being elements of a cylindrical surface, of convey-
ing means adapted to travel on said carrying Idlers and
a driving means engaging the conveying means to cause
same to travel on the carrying idlers.

3. In a conveyer of the type described the combination
of a driving means, of a conveying means driven by said
driving means and supporting means which cause the
conveying means to travel in a spiral path with Its carry-
ing surface In a vertical position.

4. In a conveyer of the type described the combination
of a conveying means, of a cylindrical support, of carry-
ing Idlers mounted on the inner surface of said support In
such a manner as to cause the conveying means to change
from a horizontal to a vertical position, transversely, and
also to travel in a spiral direction within the support
and a plural driving means engaging the conveying means
to cause same to travel on the carrying idlers.

5. In a conveyer the combination of a suitable support
having two rows of carrying idlers arranged In parallel
spiral order thereon, the axes of said carrying Idlers be-
ing elements of a cylindrical surface, of a conveying l>elt

having suitable edges for engaging aald carrying idlers
and a driving means engaging the edges of the conveying
belt to cause same to travel on the carrying Idlers.

I Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,781. TRIP RIDING PAWL. William J. Wheilee,
Patchogue, N. Y. Filed Mar. 81. 1917. Serial No.
158.869. (CI. 114—200.)

2. A trip pawl for chain stoppers pivoted at one end
and adnpted to engsge a cable at its free end, and com-
prising two parts bingedly connected, and means for
locking said parts in extende*! or alined position.

1(». A trip pawl for chain Ktoppers comprising a pivoted
first part, a second part hingedly connected to said first

part, an car on each of said parts, openings in said ears
which are in allnement when the parts are in extended
iwsltlon, said ear of the flrst part having a longitudinal
slot terminating in a peripheral slot, a rod adapted to

«igage In the alined openings of said ears to lock the
parts in extended position, a pin on said rod adapted to
move through said longitudinal slot and engage in said
peripheral slot to prevent withdrawal of the slot from
locking position, and a pin on said rod between said ears.

[Claims 1 and 8 to 9 not printed In the Oasette.]

1^26,782. PROJECTILE. CLaBBNC* WiuuB Whit«,
Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 20, 1916. Serial No. 85,820.
(CI. 103—2.)

1. A projectile comprising in combination, a abell,
water In said shell, a fluid-operated wheel carried by
Mid shell, and means operated by aald wheel for con-
verting said water into explosive gases by electrolysis.

2. A projectile comprising in combination, a shell,

water in said shell, a fluid-operated wheel carried by said
shell, and electro-means operable by said wheel for con-
verting said water into gas.

8. A projectile comprising in combination, a shell,

water in said shell, a fluid-operated wheel carried by said
shell, electro-means oi>erable by said wheel for converting
said water into gas. and time mechanism for setting off
said gas.

4. A projectile comprising In combination, a shell,
water In said shell, a fluid-operated wheel carried by said
shell, electro-means operable by said wheel for converting
said water Into gas, and time mechanism operable by said
wheel for setting off said gas.

6. A projectile comprising In combination, a cylindrical
shell, the wall of which is hollow and its axial way open
to the atmosphere, means in the hollow of said wall of
said shell from which a charge may be made, and means
operable by flnld passing through the aald way of lald
shell at a high rate of speed, acting upon said last-men-
tioned means to make the charge.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1,226,783. LAMP CONTAINER. HonACB B. Whitney,
Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Dover Stamping and
Manufacturing Company. Portland, Me., a Corporation
of Maine. Filed May 25, 1916. Sertal No. 30,426.
(CI. 206—1.)

An electric lamp container comprising a rigid tube
having a cover removably attached to each end thereof,
each cover having a socket containing a spiral spring and
adapted to receive the neck piece of a lamp, means com-
prising a bayonet joint to hold said lamp In said socket,
said spring being adapted to prevent aald bayonet joint
from working loose when said container la in use.

1.226,734. ELECTRIC FAN ATTACHMENT. W1LLI8 I.

WoBK, Boston. Mass., assignor to Walworth Manu-
facturing Conipany, Boston, Mass., a Corporation of
Massachusetts. Filed Dec. 6, 1914. Serial No. 876,706.
(CI. 219—39.)

1. The combination with an electric fan, of a wire
guard cage surrounding said fan and comprising two sepa-
rated circular wires, a sheet-metal casing having circular
grooves arranged to register with said wires and adapte<l
to l)e sprung Into place over said wires, and thus to be
frlctlonally and removably supported In place, anil an
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el«^trlc heater sai>portpd on uid casing In front of said
fan.

2. The combUntlon with an el«rtrlc ten. of a wlr^
guard cace snrroandlng said fan. n ctmiog surrounding
Raid cage and having a fnwto-conlcal front portion, and
an electric heater »npporte<l In and surroundwl by said
frusto-conicnl portion of said casing.

3. The (•omblnatlon with an elertrlr fan. of a wire
gaard cage surrounding said fan. a casing surrounding
Mid cage, and having a frusto-conlcal front portion, and
an electric heater frictlonaliy and removably supported
in ind surrounded by said fmsto conical portion of said
casing.

4. The oomblnatlon with an electric fan. of a wire
guard cag»» surrounding said fan. a casing surrounding
said cage and having a frusto-conlcal front portion, and
an electric heater frictlonaliy and removably supported
In and surrounded toy said frusto-conlcal portion of said
casing, said heater having a circular frame provided at
its front edg.- with a flange to engage the front edge of
Bald frusto-conlcal portion of said casing and thus serve
as a stop when said heater Is keing Inserted in said
casing.

6. The combination with an electric fan. of a wire
guard cage surrounding said fan, a casing surrounding
said wire guard cage, an electric heater supported by
said casing in front of said fan and provided with termi-
nals, a removable plug having two pairs of spring con-
tacts adapted to engage said terminals, and electrical
connections between the fan circuit and said plug.

1.226,735. INK-REMOVING AND BLEACHING COM-
POUND. IsABELi-i J. Wright. Kalamasoo. Mich.
Filed June 29, 1916. Serial No. 106,635. (CI. 92 14.)
1. An Ink remover for paper stock comprising sodium

carbonate, 4 pounds ; chlorld of lime. ] pound ; kerofwne.
1 jjnilon

: soap, 6 ponnds : combined with water subsUn-
tlally as descrlbe<l.

2. A solution for the treatment of paper stock compris-
ing sodium carbonate, chlorld of lime, kerosene, soap, and
water, combined substantially as specified.

3. A solution for the treatment of paper stock including
sodium carbonate, chlorld of lime, a hydrocarbon, and
water combined substantially as sperlfled.

1.226.736. SASU-FASTENKK. John 8. Yooksst and
W.\LTER M. We.nck, St. Cloud. Minn., assignors, by
direct and mesne assignments, of one-half to said John
S. Yogernt and one-half to John Yogerst. St. Cloud.
Minn. Filed June 10, 1916. Serial No. 102.997. (CI
16—22.)
In a device of the class de8cribe<l, a frame-engaging foot

plate having an outstanding shoulder ; an Inner arm
plvote<l at on< end to the foot plate and provided with an
opening Io<'ated within the contour of the arm, the arm
having a laterally inclined lip disposed adjacent the
opening: a barrier-carried hancer : an outer arm pivoted
at one end to the hanger and pivoted at its other end to

the inner arm ; and a spring adrancvd latch carried fcy

the outer arm and operating transversely thereof, one
end of the latch projecting beyond the outer arm ; the
arms being foMable into alinoment and into engagement

with the shoulder, the lip serving to engage the projecting
end of the latch thereby to retract the latch, as the arms
move toward allnement. and the said end of the latch

engaging automatically In the opening when the arms are
in allnement.

1.220.737. nru STRIP. L«on>bd A. YOONO, Hlghlaad
Park, Mich. Filed Aug. 31. 1916. Serial No. 117.948.

(CI. 155—22.)

2. A rim strip, having in combination a channel taclag
outwardly and an opening in the rear wall giving aeceaa
to the space between the side walls of the channel, mid
opening being provided with adjacent stock which may be

pinched over a coll of wire.

4. A rim strip, having in combination a channel strip

provided with a slot cut In the rear through which a cod
of wire may enter, the stock adjacent the slot being ar-

ranged to be pinched over the coll, and the front of the
channel being arranged to carry a tacking strip.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1.226,738. ROOFING MATERIAL. HfBBBaT Abraham.
New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 27. 1917. 8«rUl No.
161.170. (CI. 154—51.)

1. A prepared roofing comprising a felt coatglnlng ma
frass waterproofed with bituminous substances.

2. A prepared roofing comprising a felt composed of a
mixture of rags and sea grass fibers waterproofed with
bituminous substances.

3. A prepare«l ri>ofing comprising a felt composed of a
mixture of ragin. p«p«'r and sea grass fibers waterproofed
with bituminous substances.

[Claims 4 and 5 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.226.739 CEMENTATION COMPOUND. jAum M.
ALLBN and Joseph C. CHBim<«, St. Ix>uis. Mo. ; satd

Chrltten assignor to Orion ». Miller, St. Loula, Mo.
Filed Sept. 15, 1916. Serial No. 120.260. «Cl.

148—26.)

1. The herein described composition of matter to be
used for the treatment of steel and iron by the cementa-
tion method or proceaa comprising substantially equal
parts of polverlted anthracite coal, pulverised animal
hones, piilveriziil rarhonized vegetaMe material and a
comparatlTely small portion of pnlvertaed manganese.

2 The herein iles<Tlbed composition of matter to be osed
for the treatment of steel and iron by the cementation
method or process comprising from 80 to 32 per cenu
pulverized anthracite coal, from 80 to 32 per cent, pul
verixe<l animal bone.s. from 30 to 32 per cent, pulverised
carbonl2ed regetable material, and from 4 to 10 per cent
pulverised manganese.
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Z. Tbe herein daaortbed composition of matter to be
used for the treatment of steel and iron by the cementA-
tion method or process comprising from 80 to 82 per cent,
pulverised anthracite coal, from 30 to 32 per cent, pul-
verised animal bones, from 30 to 32 per cent, pulvenseu
carbonize<l potatoes, and from 4 to 10 per cent pulverised
manganese.

1,226.740. CABLE-CARRIER .XPPARATUS. OBOBoa A.
Ambobn, Littleton, Mass., assignor to The Lamson
Company, Boston. Mass., a Corporation of New Jersey.
PUed Dec. 26, 1913. Serial No. 808.713. (CI. 186—14.)

1. Cable carrier apparatus comprising, a main track,
and a drop-sUtlon having a pulley adjacent said main
track and an auxiliary tra< k leading around said pulley
to said main track, said auxiliary track having the rails
thereof bent to substantially th« same radius, around said
pulley and thereby adapte<1 to support carriers flatwise
thereupon when said carriers are pa.ssiiig around said
pulley, and means for propelling carriers along said main
and auxiliary tracks, said auxiliary track having means
to permit of the emplacement of a carrier thereupon from
an outer side of said drop station.

2. Cable carrier apparatus comprising a way, a carrier
to travel along said way and separable therefrom, said
way having means for receiving parts of said carrier to
permit of the emplacement of said carrier upon and Its

removal from said way, a station along said way, pulleys
at said station, and an endless cable for propelling car-
riers from said station at least to said way, said cable
at said station being guided by sal.l pulleys, said pulleys
being mounted upon but two axes of rotation and each
portion of said cable succesaively passing over each of
said pulleys.

3. Cable carrier apparatus comprising a way, a station
along said way, three pulleys at said station, and a
cable for propelling carriers from the station proper at
least to said way, said cable at said station being guided
by said pulleys, two of said three pulleys being mounted
upon a common axis of rotation disposed adjacent said
way.

4. Cable carrier apparatus comprising a way, a station
along said way, three pulleys at said station, and a
cable for propelling carriers from a despatching part of
said station at least to said way, said cable at said sta-
tion being guided by said pulleys, two of said three pulleys
t>eing mounted upon a common axis of rotation disposed
adjacent said way and substantially directly above the
axis of the third pulley.

8. Cable carrier apparatus comprising a way, a station
along said way, pulleys at said station, and a cable for
propelling carriers from a despatching part of said sta-
tion at least to said way. said cable extending down
from the way. around one of said pulleys and back to
the way In substantially the form of a flattened O.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1.22<l,741. NECKTIE. Datid D. Bailct, CofTeyrlU.

.

Kana. Filed Jan. 13. 1917. Serial No. 142,249. (Ci.
2—11.)

As a new article of manufacture, the herein described
cravat, comprising a tie-end provided at one end with a
sheath, and a complete string tie Inaertlble at one end
in said sheath, the sheath being unpadded, and separable
fasteners attached to said sheath at one end thereof and
the string tie at a distance from one end of the latter,
whereby that portion of the string tie between said fas-
teners and the adjacent end of the string tie, lying within
the sheath, will constitute a padding for the tie-end.

1,226,742. POWER -TRANSMITTING MECHANISM.
Waltbb C. Bakbb. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The
American Ball Bearing Company. Cleveland, Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. FUed July 16. 1915. Serial No
40,090. (Cl. 74—56.)

1. In power transmission mechanism, in combination,
a gear case comprising a pair of sections detachably con-
nected together In a transverse vertical plane, each sec-
tion having a frusto conical inward extension, sleeves
each fitted into one of said extensions and having an in-
ward projection, and a rotatable gear support mounted
at either end on the inward projection of the adjacent
one of Raid sleeves.

2. In power transmission mechanism. In combination,
a gear case comprising a pair of sections detachably con-
nected together In a transverse vertical plane, each
•ection having a frusto conical Inward extension, sleeves
each having intermediate its ends a flange, each aald
sleeve being supported by one of said extensions with
its flange abutting thereagainst, and a gear support at
either end rotatably mounted on the adjacent end of one
of said sleeves.

3. As a new article of manufacture, an axle housing
eomprlslng an enlarged gear receiving section and a pair
of axle Incasing tubes, each detachably connected at Its

inner end to the adjacent end of said enlarged section,
either end of said enlarged section being the base of an
inwardly taperlne. Integrally formed bearing support,
and a gear support mounted at either end on the adjacent
Inner end of one of said tapering bearing supports.
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4. A» a new article of manafactare, an axle houalng
comprlalng an enlarged gear receiving section, having ex-
tending Inwardly from either end thereof an Inwardly
tapering frugto conical bearing tupport. and a gear sup-
port moonted at either end on the adjacent Inner end
of one of said conical bearing supports.

B. Aa a new article of manufacture, an axle housing
comprising an enlarged gear receiving section having ex-
tendltfg Inwardly from either end thereof an Inwardly
taperlos fruato conical bearing support Integrally con-
nected at Its base to the adjacent wall of said enlarged
section, and a gear support mounted at either end on
the adjacent inner end of one of said conical bearing
supports.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,226.748. WINDOW OR DOOR FRAME SHIELD. Wil>
LiAii F. Bowman, Decatur. III. Filed Aug. 24, 1916.
Serial No. 116,693. (CI. 189—46.)

1. A device of the class described comprising an open
rectangular frame composed of four right angular strips
having flanges extending laterally outwardly from the
edgos thereof and formed Integral with the .same, the arms
of the adjacent strips extending In opposite directions and
disposed one upon the other, the free edges of said flanges
being rolled upon themselves, the rolled portion of one
flange being received and slldably mounted within the
rolled portion of the adjacent flange, and means for lock-
ing said arms In their adjusted positions.

2. A detachable window and door frame shield com
prising an adjustable frame composed of four right angu-
lar members, the arms of the adjacent members extending
In opposite directions and disposed In overlapping rela-
tion, and slldably connected together, said members hav-
ing channels In their outer edges to provide a window
and door frame receiving channel extending completely
•round the outer edge of the frame, and means for locking
the arms of said members In their relatively adjusted jw
sltlons.

1,226,744. RERAILER. Wakbe.n L. Boysr, Longmeadow,
Mass.. a.ssignor to Bemis Car Truck Company, Spring
field, Mass., a Corporation of Delaware. Kiled Jan. 26,
1917. Serial No. 144,613. (CI. 104—163.)
1. A rcraller consisting of a transversely sloping throw-

off nose, an upwardly and transversely sloping incline
connected to said throw-off nose, a plate-like projection
connected to said Incline, and an upwardly sloping arm
connected to the throw-off nose, to the upper edge of said
Incline, iind projecting beyond the extremity of said plate-
like projection.

2. A reraller consisting of a transversely sloping throw-
off nose, an upwardly and transversely sloping incline
eonnected to said throw-off nose, a plate-like projection
connected to said Incline, and a tread-engaging arm con-
nected to the upper edge of said Incline and to the said
throw-off nose.

7. A reraller consisting of a sbed-like body having a
sabstantlally centrally located transversely sloping throw-
off surface, flat plate-like projections connected to, and

extending to the sides of, the said throw-off surface and
merging into the same by upwardly and transvera^-ly-ex-
tendlng Inclines, tread -engaging arms projecting beyond
the edges of the said flat projections and connecte<l to the

upper portions of the throw-off surface, and obliquely ex-
tending upstanding flanges projecting across the tread-en-
gaging arms, adjacent the throw off surface.

IClaims 3 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,746. ROTARY ENGINE. FHSOsaica A. Baooaa.
Urbana, 111. Filed Oct. 19. 1914. Serial No. 867,821.
(CI. 128—18.)

1. In a rotary engine construction of the character de-
scribed, with suitable intake, exhaust, and Ignition, the
combination of a casing provided with a rompression
chamber, a rotor revoluble in said rasing and having ap
annular compartment facing the casing, a partition wall
on said rotor dividing the compartment into rbambers, a
valve In said casing cooperating with the rotor compart-
ment to cause the compression of the gas charge ahead
of said compression wall, deliver It axlally of the valve
Into the compression chamber, and transfer a charge axl-
ally of the valve from said rompression chamber to the
rear of the partition wall for lgnlt*.on and explosion, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In a rotary engine construction of the character de-
scribed, with suitable Intake, exhaust, and ignition, the
combination of a casing provided with a compression
chamber, a rotor revoluble In said casing and having a
compartment facing the casing and a partition wall di-

viding the compartment into chambers, a recessed rotary
valve In said casing project'ng Into the compartment and
dividing the same into chambers and adapted to establish
and break sldewise communication between the compart-
ment and said compression chamber and adapted by the
entering of the partition wall into Its receu to permit
the passage of said wall past the valve, and means to
rotate said valve whereby to cause the compression of
a gas charge ahead of said partition wall, deliver such
charge axlally of the valve into the compression chamber,
and discharge a charge axlally of the valve from said com-
pression chamber to the rear of said partition wall for
Ignition and explosion, substantially as described.

3. In a rotary engine construction of the character de-
scribed, the combination of a casing provided with suit-

able intake-port, exhaust-port, ignition and a rompression
chamber, a rotor revoluble In said casing and having a
compartment facing said casing divided by partition
walls Into chambers, a valve in said casing between the
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Intake and exhaust ports and projecting into said com-
partment, dividing 't Into chambers, a second valve in

said casing projecting Into said compartment and dividing
It Into chambers, and adapted to establish and break com-
munUatlon axlally of the valve between said rotor com
partnient and compresKlon chamber, and means to operate
said valves to permit the passage of the partition walls
past the same, whereby a charge of gas Is drawn In behind
one of said walls. Is compresxed between another of said
walls and said second valve, is delivered by said second
valve axlally of the valve Into the compression chamber,
and a charge from the latter is delivered by said second
valve axlally thereof to the rear of said wall for Ignition
and explosion, substantially as described.

4. In a rotary engine construction of the character de
scrlWd, the combination of a casing provided with suit-
able Intake-port, exhaust-port, ignition, and a compression
chamber, a rotor revoluble in said casing and hav*ng a
compartment facing said cnsing divided by partition-walls
Into chambers, n rece.ssed rotary valve 'n said casing be
tween the intake and exhaust ports and projecting Into
said compartment dividing It Into chambers, a second re-

cessed rotary valve In said casing projecting into said
compartment and dividing it into chamlHTs. and con-
structed to establish and break comniunlcation axlally of
the valve between said rotor compartment and compres
alon chamber, the recesses of said valves being adapted
to temporarily accommodate said partition walls and per-
mit their passage past the valves, and means to revolve
said valves, whereby a charge of gas is drawn in behind
one of said walls, is compressed between another of said
walls ami said .-econd valve. Is delivered by said second
valve axlally thereof 'nto the compression chamber, and a
-charge from the latter Is delivered by said second valve
axlally thereof to the rear of said wall for Ignition and
explosion, substantially as described.

5. In a rotary engine construction of the character de-
•crlbed. the rombinatlon of a casing provided with suit
able Intakeports, exhaust-ports. Ignition, and a compres
slon chamber, a rotor revoluble In said casing and having
a plurality of compartments facing said casing, each com
partment being divided by partition walls into chambers,
a recessed roUry valve In ssid casing for each of the
rotor compartments between the corresponding intake and
•exhaust ports and projecting Into the compartment, dl
vldlng it Into chambers, and adapte<l to establish and
(>reak communication between the corresponding rotor
compartment and said compression chamber, the recesses
of said valves l>elng adapte<i to temporarily ac<'ommodate
said partition walls and permit their passage past the
valves, snd means to rotate said valves, whereby a charge
of gas Is drawn in behind one of the partition walls of
each compartment, is compressed between another of the
partition walls of said compartment and the correspond-
ing second valve, is delivere<l by said second valve axlally
thereof into the compression chamt>er and a charge from
the latter Is delivered by said second %alve to the compart-
ment rearwardly of said wall for ignition and explosion,
substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,226,746. MANURE SPREADER. Thbophilds Bbown,
MoHne, 111., assignor to Marseilles Company, East Mo-
llne. 111., a Corporation. Filed Apr. 26, 1912. Serial
No. 698,430. Renewed Oct. 12, 1916. Serial No.
125,287. (CI. Ill—40.)

1. The combination of the vehicle body, the rotary beater,
feeding means adapted to maintain a substantially con-
stant load on the beater, a power transmitter for rotating
the l>eater comprising two constantly engaging toothed
gear elements of which one is a continuously rotating pri-
mary driver and the other is a secondary power-receiving
element connected with the beater by devices adapted to
transmit power thereto, both th? primary and the sec-
ondary elements being adapted to be Idle relative to the
driving of the beater while the primary element is rotat-
ing, and a yielding stop for the secondary element, said
parts being arranged substantially as described, whereby

the beater Is started at an initially slow speed and la

<nused to rotate with an Increasing speed after Us rota-
tion commences.

2. The combination of the vehicle body, the rotarj
beitti-r, means for advancing the load against the beater,
a power transmitter for driving the beater comprising a
constantly-rotating primary drive element, a power-re-
ceiving element rigidly connected with the 'oeater, an In-

termediate power-transmitting element, power-transmit-
ting means which constantly connect said intermediate
element with both of the aforesaid elements, the Inter-

mediate element being adapted to normally rotate bodily
with the primary drive element while the beater is sta-
tionary, and optionally-controlled means adapted to posi-
tively engage with the Intermediate element and yieldingly
retard and stop It from rotating bodily.

1,226.747. ROADWAY-BOX. Alvis Bcobeb, Trenton.
N. J. Filed Apr. 29, 1913. Serial No. 764.327. (Q.
187—13.)

1. In a roadway-box the combination with a base plate.

of a plurality of rectangular plates forming a set, and
means for Interlocking said plates consisting of a male
member located at each corner of the upper and lower
edges of one or more of said plates and a corresponding
female member located at each corner of the upper and
lower edges of one or more of the other plates of said
set, adapted to Interlock with the male members whereby
the plates may be positioned with movement corresponding
to the height of said comer-members.

2. The combination with a roadway box comprising a
base plate and a top plate, a plurality of sets of side
plates, and interlocking means for said side plates con-
sisting of lugs forming dovetailed recesses located at the
corners of the top and bottom edges of some of said side
plates of a set, and of prismatic lugs adapte<l to enter
said recesses and located at the corners of the top and
bottom edges of the remaining side plates of a set,

whereby the plates may he positioned by moving the same
only the height of said h
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3. The combination with n plurality of plates forming
• set, of means for interlockinj; said plates consisting of

lugs forming,' dovetailed recesses located at the comers of

the top and bottom edges of a number of the plates of said

set, and prismatic lugs adapted to enter said recesses and
located at the corners of the top and bottom edges of
the remaining plates of said set. whereby said plates may
be positioned by moving the same only the height of said

lags.

4. The combination with a plurality of seta of plates,

of means for interlocking said plates of a set and con-

sisting of lugs forming dovetailed recesses located at the

corners of the top and bottom edges of some of the plates
of said set. and prlamatlc lugs adapted to enter said re-

cesses and located at the corners of the top and bottom
edges of the remaining plates of said s«t. said lugs ex-

tending over the edge of the plates of one set and are
adapted to be engaged by the lugs of the plates of an
abutting set. whereby said plates may be positioned by
moving the same only the height of said lugs.

6. In a roadway-box, the combination of a base-plate

having lugs thereon, a set of side plates resting on said
base-plate and positioned by said lugs, Interlocking means
for said side plates consisting of logs forming dovetailed

recesses located at the comers of the top and bottom
edges of some of said side plates, and prismatic lugs

adapted to enter said recesses and located at the comers
of the top and bottom edseti of the remaining side plates,

lugs on the upper edges of said plates, and a second set of

side plates superposed and resting on said flrst set of

side plates and positioned by the lugs on the upper edges
of the flrst set, whereby the plates may be positioned by
moving the same only the height of said lags.

1,226.748. SOLENOID. OcoROi A. BtTBHHAM, Saagos.
Mass., assignor to Sears B. Condlt, Jr., Brookllne,

Mass. Filed July 1. 1915. Serial No. 87,«05. (CI.

175—21.)

*>/

1. The combination with an alternating current solenoid

and its movable core-piece, of a stop held statlonartly at

the upper end of the solenoid in the path of movement ot

said core-piece and Isolated from the frame-structure by
sound deadening means.

2. The combination with an alternating current solenoid

and its movable core-piece, of a stop and means to bold

said stop stationarlly In the path of movement of said

core-piece, the holdlnsr means for the stop including

sound-deadcning means and isolated from the frame struc-

ture.

3. The combination with an alternating current solenoid

and its movable core-piece, of a stop held stationarlly In

the path of movement of said core-pleoe. the holding

means including sound-deadening material Inclosing said

stop and arranged to isolate it from the frame-structure.

4. The combination with an alternating current solenoid

and its movable core-piece, of a stop held stationarlly in

the path of movement of said core-piece, the holding

means Including sonnd-deadenlng material Inclosing said

stop and arranged to isolate It from the frame structure.

and sound -deadening material arranged on the end of the
stop to receive the rapid Impacts of the core-piece doe to
the alternations of the current.

8. The combination with sn alternating current solenoid
and Its movable core-piece, of a stop adapted to be held
stationarlly In the path of movement of the core piece,
said stop having a shoulder arranged atwve the end of
the tubular opening In the solenoid, sound-deadening
material arranged between said shoulder and the end of
said tubular opening and a screw cap arranged to exert
pressure on the stop and hold it stationarlly.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.226,749. AUTOMATIC STOPPING DEVICE FOR
ORAPHOPHONES. Clablnci Cate, Chicago. 111., as
slgnor to Frank F. Akerly, Chicago. lU. Filed Apr. 6.
1915. Serial No. 19,121. (CI. 74—46.)

1. In a stopping mechanism for a graphopbone. the com-
bination with a traveling arm and a member moval<le
relatively thereto, of a controller movable In unison with
the said arm. an actuator for said controller, and meaas
driven by the aforesaid member for moving said actuator
during normal running of the machine at the same spe>Ml

and in the same direction as the controller Is carried by
the said arm while the latter is advancing.

2. In a stopping mechanism for a graphopbone, the com-
bination with a travellnK arm and a member movable
relatively thereto, of a controlling lever mounted on and
movable with the said arm, an nctuator for said lever,

and means driven by the aforeaald member for moving
the actuator at the same speed and In the same direction

as that In which the lever Is bt-lng carried by the salil

arm while the latter la advancing.
3. In a stopping mechanism for a graphopbone, the com-

bination with a traveling arm and a member movable
relatively thereto, of a device mounted on and movable
with the said arm, a driving element for said device mov-
able back and forth, means associated with the aforesaid
member for actuating said driving element, and selective

clutch mechanism for automatically connecting said ele-

ment to the aforesaid device and moving the latter rela-

tively to said arm.
4. In a stopping mechanism for a graphopbone. the com-

bination with a traveling arm and a member movable
relatively thereto, of a device movable in unison with the
said arm, a gear wheel, an actuator for said device in the
form of a rack bar adapted to meata with said gear wheel,
and means associated with the aforesaid member for driv-

ing said gear svheel at such a speed as to move the rack
bar forward at the same speed that the aforesaid device la

carried by the said arm while the latter is advancing.
5. In a stopping mechanism for a graphopbone. the com-

bination with a traveling arm nnd a member movable
relatively thereto, of a lever movable in unison with the

said arm, a gear wheel, a rack bar connected at one end
to said lever and adapted to mesh with said gear wheel,

and means actuated by the aforesaid member for turning
the gear wheel at sach a rate as to move the rack forward
at the same speed as that at which the lever travels while

the said arm is advancing.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed la the Oasette.]
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1 .226.750. MANUFACTURE OF REFRACTORY BODIB8.
Howard F. Chappbll, New York, N. Y., assignor t«

Mineral Products Corporation. New York. N. Y., a
Corporation of Maine. Filed Nov. 15. 1916. Serial

No. 131.39&. (CI. 10(1—10.)

1. The method of producing refractory bodies, which
comprises calcining alunite, leaching the caldne, molding
the leached product Into the desired form, and heating It

to such a high temperature as to cause the bonding
cohesion of the particles of the molded mass ; sutMtan-

tlally as described.

4. A refractory body, comprising leached calcined

alunite. In combination with flre-clay intimately admixed
therewith, the particles of the componnd mass having
be«n brought, by heating. Into bonding cohesion through-
out : substantially as described.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.751. ENGINE STARTING SYSTEM. William A.

Cbbyst. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Dayton En-
gineering Laboratories Company, a Corporation of Ohio.

FUed June 12. 1916. Serial No. 33.812. (CI. 74—26.)

1. In an engine starting device, the combination with
an engine, of a motor-generator pivotally supported adja-
cent to the engine ; a plurality of means for connecting
the engine and the motor-generator together, each of said
means having difTerent mechanical advantages ; and means
for shifting the position of the motor-generator on Its

pivotal support to connect the engine and motor-gen-
erator together through the different connections.

2. In an engine starting device, the combination with
an engine, of a motor-generator having a shaft adapted
to connect with the engine when the motor-generator is

to operate as a motor for starting purposes : and a flexible

connection between th<' engine and motor-generator,
adapted to drive the motor generator as a generator when
the engine t>ecomes self-actoating : means for pivotally sup-
porting the motor-generator : and means for shifting the
motor-generator on its pivotal support, whereby the motor-
g»'nerator shaft will be moved into driving connection
with the enclne and the flexible connection will be so
loosened as to discontinue its driving effect.

8. In an online starting device, the combination with
an engine having a flywheel : of a motor-generator pivot-

ally supported adjacent to the engine, said motor-gen-
erator having a shaft adapted to be brought Into contact
with the engine flywheel when the motor-ponerator is to

operate as a motor for starting purposes: a l>elt connec-
tion between the motor generator and the engine and
adapted to drive the motor-gonerator as a generator when
the engine becomes self-actuating; and means for turning
the motor-generator on Its pivotal support to loosen the
belt connection and to bring its shaft connection into

engagement with the engine flywheel for starting pur-

poses.

4. In an engine starting device, the combination with
an engine havine a flywheel ; of a motor-generator pivot-

ally supported adjacent to said engine, said motor-gen-
erator having a shaft adapted to be brought Into engage-
ment with the flywheel of the engine, when the motor-
generator is to operate as a motor for starting purposes

;

a belt connection between the engine and the motor-gen-
erator for driving the motor-generator as a generator

when the engine becomes self-actuating ; an operating

element ; and connections between the operating clement
and the motor-generator, whereby said motor generator
may be shifted to loosen the belt connection between the

engine and the motor-generator and to bring the shaft

of the motor-generator Into engagement with the flywheel
for starting purposes.

5. In an engine starting device, the combination with
an engine, of a motor-generator pivotally mounted adja-

cent to said engine ; means for connecting the motor-gen-
erator to the engine when the motor-generator is to operate
as a motor for cranking purposes ; flexible means for

connecting the motor-generator to the engine when the

motor-generator is to operate as a generator ; and an
operating element for shifting the motor-generator on Its

pivotal mounting to make the connection t>etween the

motor-generator and the engine for cranking purposes.

1.226,762. PUMP-REGULATING MECHANISM. Rd-
DOLPH CONKAOEB. Erie. Pa. FUed Apr. 9, 1913. Serial

No. 760.017. (a. 230—24.)

1. In a pump regulating mechanism, the combination
of a relief device adapted to act on the discharge of the

pump to unload the pump ; a controlling valve for the

pump motor ; and controlling means for said valve open-

ing and closing said valve as the relief device operates,

said means being subjected to pressures varying as tho

discharge pressure varies and varying the opening of the

valve as the discharge pressure varies.

2. In a pump regulating mechanism, the combination

of a relief device adapted to act on the discharge of the

pump to unload the pump ; a controlling valve for the

compressor motor ; a valve motor actuating said valve,

said valve motor being subjected through the relief device

to discharge pressure and acting under said pressure to

open the valve and being relieved of said pressure by the

relief device to permit the closing of the valve ; and a

spring opposing the opening action of the motor, said

spring varying In resistance to vary the opening of the

valve as the discharge pressure varies.

3. In a pump regulating mechanism, the combination

of a pomp cylinder ; discharge valves therefor ; discbarge

connections leading to said valves for subjecting them
normally to discharge pressure ; a relief device subjected

to discharge pressure and adapted when actuated to cut

off said discharge connections ; a motor valve ; a valve

motor actuating said motor valve, said valve motor being

subjected through the relief device to discharge pressure

to open the valve and relieved of receiver pressure by the

relief device to permit the closing of the valve : and means
exerting pressure to close the valve and said pressure

offering a varying resistance to the movement of the

motor opening the valve to make the opening of the valve

follow the discharge pressure.

4. In a pump regulating mechanism, the combination of

a relief device adapted to act on the discharge of the

pump to unload the pump ; a controlling valve for the

pump motor : a valve motor actuating said valve, said

valve motor being subjected through the relief deTice to

discharge pressure and acting under said pressure to open

the valve and being relieved of said pressure by the

relief device to permit the closing of the valve ; and means
exerting a varying resistance opposing the opening action

of the motor whereby the valve opens gradually with the

tncreaae of discbarge pressure from below normal.
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L,226,753. CABBURETEB. Benjamin P. Cbitchlow,
Ogden, Utah. Filed Apr. 7, 1916. Serial No. 89,616.
(CL 261—78.)

1. In a carbureter, a hollow cylindrical body having an
air Inlet port In one end thereof, a deflector plate arranged
within said body and In spaced relation to the side wall
thereof, a fuel nozzle secured to the side wall of said body
having itj open end directed toward the axis of the
latter, and a plurality of curved blades arranged be-
tween said inlet port and said deflector plate and extending
outwardly from the axis of said body and terminating In
•paced relation to the latter.

2. In a carbureter, a hollow body having inlet and out
let ports therein, fuel nozzles extending Into said body, an
apertured partition arranged In said body dividing tht-

latter Into mixing chambers, deflector plates arranged In
said chambers, a plurality of blades associated with said
deflector plates and extending outwardly from the longi-
tudinal axis of said body, and substantially conical foraml-
nous members arranged In said chambers.

3. In a carbureter, a hollow body having Inlet and
outlet ports therein, fuel spraying nozzles extending Into
•aid body, a partition arranged centrally within said body
and having a central opening therethrough, deflector plates
arranged on opposite sides of said partition, curved
blades associated with said deflector plates and extending
outwardly from the longitudinal axis of said body, sub-
tentlally conical screens arranged In said body on oppo
site sides of said partition.

4. In a carbureter, a hollow body, fuel nozzles extend-
ing into said body, deflector plates arranged In said body,
curved blades arranged In said body and associated with
nld deflector plates, said body having auxiliary air ports
In the side wall thereof, pivoted valves for controlling
the passage of air through said auxiliary air ports, and
having the free ends overlapped and slotted, an actuating
rod, and a head positioned laterally of said actuating rod
and extending through said slot*.

6. In a carbureter, a hollow body having an internal
mixing chamber, fuel nozzles extending Into said body, a
deflector plate arranged In said body, curved blades ar-
ranged In said body and associated with said deflector
plate, said body having auxiliary air ports In the side
wall thereof, and means for controlling the passage of air
through said auxiliary air ports.

1,226.754. COTTON-CHOPPER. Liwig M. CloiiWiLL,
OracemoBt, Okla. Filed June 12. 1916. 8«rUl No
108.234. (CI. 97—48.)

In a cotton chopper, the combination with a wheeled
frame tiavlng a reach member forming a part of the frame

and extending forwardly therefrom, a pole having rear-
wardly and downwardly curved members on Its rear
end and plvotally connecte»l to th»' reach member for
vertical movement with relation thereto, said pole having
Its rear end divided and plvotally connecteil for horizontal
swinging movement, means for adjutably moving the for-

ward portion of the pole, an angle arm plvotally mounted
on the rear portion of the pole, means for rocking the
arm, and a vertical link passing through the rear portion
of the pole and plvotally connei-ted to one end of the arm
and to the forward end of the reach member.

1.226,755. SIGNALING DEVICE. Pabmbb Doa«iT»
Hutchinson, Kans. Piled Sept. 8, 1916. Serial No^
48,908. (CI. 116—31.)

1. The combination with the windshield of a motor ve-
hicle, of brackets mounted at the opposite side edges of
the windshield and curved outwardly and forwardly there-
from, indicating devices plvotally mounteil on vertical
axes at the outer ends of said brackets, a spring connect-
ed with one of said brackets and with one of the Indicat-
ing devices, to urge said device outwardly, connection be-
tween said devices, an operating mechanism connected
with the other device, whereby both of the devices may
be moved to neutral or a second indicating position agnlnat
the tension of said yielding means.

2. The combination with the windshield of a motor t«^
hide, of a bracket mounted at each side edge of the wind-
shield and curved laterally and forwardly therefrom, aD
indicating device mounted on each bracket, a spring con-
nected with one of the brackets and with the adjacent in-

dicating device, ancl arranged to urge said device tu an
Indicating position at the side of the vehicle, connection
between said devices, whereby the devices are moved syn-
chronously and In the same direction, an operating mech-
anism Including a flexible member, connected with the
second indicating device, whereby both of the devices may
be moved against the tension of said spring.

8. The combination with a windshield of a motor vehi-

cle, of a bracket mounted at each side of the windshield,
and extended laterally and forwardly therefrom. Indicat-
ing devices mounted on vertical axis at the outer end of
the bracket, connection between said Indicating devices, a
spring connected with all of the devices and arranged to
urge both of the devices to one position transversely of
the vehicle, whereby one of the devices extends laterally
from the edge of the windshield, and the other extends In
front of the windshield, an operating mechanism Includ-
ing guide pulleys mounted on the vehicle and one of the
brackets and a flexible member run over said pulleys and
connected with one of the Indicating devices, whereby
both of the Indicating devices may be moved against the
tension of said spring.

4. The combination with the windshield of a motor ve-
hicle, of a bracket mounted at each side of the windshield,
an indicating device plvotally mounted at the outer end
of each bracket, a spring connected with one of the In-

dicating devices, and arranged to urge the same laterally
to indicating position, a flexible member run through the
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other device and attached thereto and to the device hav-
ing the spring connection, and guide pulleys on one of

the brackets and on the vehicle, for the purpose set forth.

1,226.766. R.MLWAY CAR TRUCK. Ow»n Thomas
DouciHiET^, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Sept. 27, 1916. 8e-
rUl No. 122,620. (CI. 105—243.)

yx

1. In a car truck, the combination with a frame, the
said frame bnvtng an oponlnij, of springs arranged In the
said opening and Inclined upwardly and toward each
other, a bolster having a head arranged In the said open-
ing, the said head being supported by the said springs,
the said frame having a portion provided with converg
Ing sides, and the said bolster having a portion arranged
betw^H-n the said converging sides and constructed to
•llde thereon during the progress of the car.

2. In a car truck, the combination with a frame, the
•aid frame having an opening, of springs arranged In the
•aid opening and Inclined upwardly and toward each other,
a bolster having a head arranged In the said opening, the
•aid head being supported by the snid springs, the said
frame having a portion formed on thi- Inner side thereof
provided with upwardly converging sides, and the said
bolster having a portion arranged between the said con-
verging sides and constructed to slide thereon during the
progress of the car.

3. In a car truck, the combination with a frame having
a middle opening, of springs arranged In the said open-
ing and inclined upwardly and toward each other, a bolster
having a hoad supported by the said springs, the said
head having downwardly converging sides, the said springs
bearing movably upon the said sides of the head, the said
frame having a portion provided with converging sides,

and the said bolster having a portion arranged between
the said converging side* and constructed to slide thereon
during the progress of the car.

4. In a car truck, the combination with a frame having
a middle opening, of springs arranged In the gald open-
ing and Inclined upwardly toward each other, a bolster
having a head supported by the said springs, the said head
having downwardly 'onvcrglng sides, thf said springs
bearing movably upon the said sides of the head, the said

frame having a portion formed on the inner side thereof
provided with upwardly converging sides, and the said
bolster having a portion arranged between the said con-
verging sides of the frame and constructed to slide there-
on during the progress of the car.

6. In a oar truck, the combination with a frame, of
springs supported by the frame and Inclined upwardly and
toward each other, a bolster having a portion supported
by the said springs, the said frame having a portion pro-
vided with converging sides, and the said bolster having
a portion arranged between the said converging sides of

the frame and constructed to slide thereon during the
progress of the car.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.226.757. SELF-CLKANINO CURRYCOMB. Philip F
DVBRB, Alvo. Nebr. Filed Mar. 6, 1917. Serial No.
162.784. (CI. 119—88.)
1. A cnrry comb having a body formed with a plurality

of rows of downwardly projecting teeth, cleaning members
disposed l>etween sold rows and movable outward or in-

ward relative to the teeth, a handle reslllently connected
to the body whereby the handle and body may be shifted
Into angular relation under pressure, and means for au-
tomatically causing the retraction of the cleaning mem

ber^ when the handle and body are shifted into angular
relation.

«9 hO 5 1 11 ,4-jLr
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2. A curry comb having a body formed with a plurality
of rows of downwardly projecting teeth, cleaning member*
disposed between said rows and movable outward or In-
ward relative to the teeth, a handle reslllently connected
to the body whereby the body and handle may be forced
Into angular relation, a crank shaft mounted upon the
body and operatlvely engaged with said cleaning members,
and means carried by the handle acting to rotate said
crank shaft In a direction to retract the cleaning member*
when the handle and body are disposed In angular rela-
tion.

8. In a curry comb, a body having a plurality of trans-
versely extending teeth, a plurality of cleaning member*
disposed between the teeth and extending through to the
back of the body, a handle, a resilient connection between
the handle and the body normally holding the body anU
handle in parallel relation but permitting the handle and
body to be forcibly disposed In angular relation, and means
for automatically causing the projection of the denning
members when the handle and body are In parallel relation
and the retraction of the cleaning members when the han-
dle and body are in angular relation.

4. In a curry comb, a body having a plurality of trans-
versely extending teeth, a plurality of cleaning members
disposed between the teeth and extending through to the
back of the body, a handle, a resilient connection between
the handle and the body normally holding the body and
handle In parallel relation but permitting the handle and
body to be forcibly disposed In angular relation, and means
for automatically causing the projection of the cleaning
members when the handle and body are in parallel rela-
tion and the retraction of the cleaning mombers when the
handle and body are In angular relation, said means com-
prising a crank shaft mounted upon the body and opera-
tlvely connected to the cleaning' members, and a blade
rigidly attached to the handle and projecting therefrom
and operatlvely engaging the crank shaft.

6. A curry comb having a body formed with a plurality
of transversely extending teeth, a plurality of cleaning
members disposed between the teeth and having member*
extending through the body to the back thereof, trans-
versely extending bars on the hack of the body to which
said members are connected, a handle reslllently connect-
ed to the body, the handle and body being normally held
In parallel relation but being relatively shiftable Into an-
gular relation, a crank shaft mounted upon the body and
having cranked ends engaging the said cross bars, the
middle of said shaft having a cranked portion, and a
blade extending from the handle having a slot through
which said last named cranked portion extends.

1,226,768. FLUSH-TANK. Abthub Domr, La Fayette,
Ind. Filed Aug. 80, 1916. Serial No. 117.606. (CI.

4—6.)
1. A flushtsnk comprising a plurality of water-com-

partments, means for siphoning from one compartment
Into another, and a device to slowly supply water to the
first compartment, said compartments being three in num-
ber, the first compartment being relatively small, and the
second compartment being larger than said first compart-
ment, the first compartment being disposed within the
second compartment, and the second compartment being
disposed within the third compartment, said means com-
prising a siphon for the first compartment and a siphon
for the second compartment, so that the first compart-
ment discharges a plurality of times into the second com-
partment before the second compartment dischargee into
the third, and a siphon for the third compartment of neb
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a bIm that th« water is thlj third compartment la not
discharged until after the ^•^wund compartment ba« dia-

cbarged a plurality of tin. ^«.

f

-f ^..

C

2. A flaah-tank comprising a plurality of wat^r-con-
partments of progressively increasing size, m^ana for
siphoning from one compartment into another, and a de-
vice to slowly supply water to the first compartment, said
m«>an8 comprising a plurality of siphons of Increasing size
and so arranged that one compartment doen not discharge
Its contents urtll after the next previous or smaller com-
partment has discharged a plurality of times.

3. A flush tanli comprising a plurality of water-com-
partments, means for siphoning from one compartment
Into another, and a device to slowly supply water to the
first compartment, said means comprising a plurality of
siphons of different sises. whereby the water la discharged
by a relatively amall siphon into a compartment from
which the water is thereafter discharfed by a relatively
large siphon.

1,226,759. CONDIMENT HOLDER. John Edwabd*.
Flagstaff, Ariz. Filed Oct. 7, 1916. Serial No. 124^38.
(CI. 65—45.)

*»/*'•*»

A condiment holder comprising a plurality of open-
inouth containers, a top frame for connecting said con-
tainers, a dome-shaped cover hinged to said frame pro-
vided with a central discharge opening, a perforated plate
carried by said cover overlying the mouths of the con-
tainers, a pair of perforated plates having upturned
flanges slidably mounted upon said first-mentioned plate,
a rod connecting said sliding plates, a coil spring on said
rod bearing at Its ends against the upturned flanges on
said sliding plates and normaily holding the plates In

position to obstruct the openings in the first-mentioned
plate, and push buttons on the opposite ends of said rod
and engaging the flanges on the sliding plates for moving
same to uncover the openings in the perforate<l plate.

1.226.780. PROCESS OF MAKING VARNISH BASE«.
CAaLSTON Ellis and Louis Rabixotitx, Montclair,
K. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, of four-tenths
to Ellis-Foster Company, a Corporation of New Jersey,
and six-tenths to Indestructible Paint Company. Ltd..
London. England, a Corporation. Filed Dec. 29, 1814. I

Serial No. 879.567. (CT. 184—26.)
j

1. The process of makini; a varnish material which
\

eoapriaes forming the anbydrid of rosin and heating aach I

anh/drld with glycerin under subatantlaliy ordinary at-
mospheric pressure ; whereby the rosin ester of giycerla
is olitainetl.

2. The process of making a varnish material which
comprises forming the anhydrid of rosin and beating such
anbydrid with an organic hydroxy body under substan-
tially ordinary atmospheric pressure ; whereby the rosin
ester is obtained.

3. The process of making a varnish composition which
comprises dehydrating rosin by heating and passing an
acid gas therethrough.

4. The process of making a varnish material which
comprises forming the anhydrid of rosin and heating such
anhydrid with an eaterlfying body under substantially
ordinary atmospheric' pressure ; whereby the rosin ester
is obtained.

5. Tbe process of making a varnish composition which
comprises dehydrating rosin by heating and passing car-
bonic add gas therethrough.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,761. AUTOMATICALLY-ACTUATED GATE.
Elias K. E;<mo, Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Oct 18,
1916, Serial No. 56.441. (a. 89—56.)

1. Ir comMnatlon with a support normally tilted In

the plane of a uate opening, a gate mounted thereon for
swinging movement tP a horizontal direction, means to
tflt the support to one side of said plane to cause the
gate to swing under tb<- influence of gravity in a direc-

tion opposite to that in which the support is tilted and
spring operated means f<ir restoring the support to normal
position.

2. In combination w'th a housing, a support, a gate
adapted to swing freely thereon, means within the hous-
ing to canse the gate to swing under the influence of
gravity, a locking means for said gate comprising a
pivoted lever secured to said housing and operative in
one plane having a portion normally clasping the lower
bar of the gate, a slide for o<" Ilia ting said lever, and a
cam operated from the gate-muring means for actuating
the slide.

3. In combination with a support normally tilted In

the plane of a gate opecing, a gate mounted thereon
for swinging movement in a horizontal direction, a plat-
form In the roadway In front of the gate normally po!-!-

tloned above the surface of the roadway and having con-
nections for tilting the bottom of the support toward the
vehicle when it passes oa the platform, means for holding
said platform Inoperative against direct vertical thrust
bat capable of responding to the horizontal force applied
when the wheels of the vehicle strike tha raised edge of
the platform, means controlled by operation of the plat-
form for holding the gate in normal dosed position and
for releasing the gate when tbe supixjrt is operated, and
a spring for restoring said platform and holding means
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to Initial position after tbe vehicle has passed off of tbe
platform.

4. In combination with a gate post, a platform sub-
stantially on tbe level with the ground and spaced from
aid post, supporting means for said platform below the
same, a support normally tilted in the plane of tbe gate
opening pivoted to said gate post and extending below the
level of th^ ground and platform between the post and
pUtform. a gate mounted to swing on said support under
the Influence of gravity, and means below the level of
the platform and the ground associated with the platform
supporting means for shifting the gate support to cause
the gate to operate.

5. In combination with a support, a gate adapted to
swing freely thereon and means to cause the gate to
swing under the Influence of gravity, a locking means for
said gate comprising a pivoted lever In the plane of the
gate and having a portion normally clasping the lower
bar of the gate, a slide for oscillating said lever, and a
cam operated from the gate-moving meana for actuating
the slide.

[Claims to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.7 62. METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR
MBASURIKO THE STRINGING OF SHOT. Sid.nbt
W. Farnbam, Chicago, and Franklin w. Oli.v, Alton.
III., assignors to Western Cartridge Company. East Al-
ton. 111., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed \ug 10
1914. .Serial No. 856.108. (CI. 78—51 )

' f*0

roeasoring the time interrals between sncveMlTe shot by
the average of the two distances through which the mov-
ing Urgets move respectively during each Interval be-
tween the passage of said successive shot, and the linear
velocity of each shot by measuring the distance through
which the second moving target moves during the passage
of said shot across the space between the moving targeta
whereby the linear spaces between successive shot li^
the load may be computed.

6. In apparatus of the character described, a stationary
target and a moving target arranged in aiinement, one of
said targets being made of a material easllv pierced by
shot, means for identifying tbe holes made by the re-
spective pellets on each of said targets, and means for
maintaining a constant velocity for said moving target
during the passage of a load of shot.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,76.3. MITER CLAMP. Dani.l F. Funit. Grand
Rapids, Mich., assignor to Grand Rapids School Equip-
ment Co., Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed Oct 9 191«
SerUl No. 124.666. (Cl. 144—292.)

-^^-a\

•
X) ' ttT T -

r^

1. The method of determining the stringing of a load
of shot when discharged which consists in causing each
ahot to pass through a stationary target and a target
moving at a known speed, and me«.«uring the time inter-
vals between successive shot by the respective disUnces
through which the moving target moves during the in
tervals between the passage of said successive shot.

2. The methwl of determining the stringing of a load
of shot when discharge.! which consists in causing each
shot to pass through a stationary target and two targets
moving at known velocities .In opposite directions, and
measuring tbe time Intervals between succesalve shot by
the average of the two distances through whl( h the mov-
ing wrgels move respectively during each Interval be-
tween the pasMge of said successive shot.

3. The method of determining the stringing of a load
of shot when discharged which consists In causing each
shot to pass through two targets spaced apart and mov-
ing in opposite directions at the same velocity, ascertaln-
Inc the velocity of said targets, measuring the relative
movement of said moving targets in the interval between
the Instants of passage of said shot through said targets
respectively, and calculating the Ume Interval required
for each shot to cross the space between said targets
from said %elocities and measurements.

4. The method of determining the stringing of a load
of shot when discharged which consists in causing each
shot to pass through a stationary Urget and two targets
moving in opposite directions at known velocities, and

,
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1. In a miter clamp, the combination of a frame pro-
vided with bed rails, a pair of bed members one of which
is mounted on said rails for adjustment relative to the
other, each bed member being provided with outwardly
diverging Jaw ways disposed at right angles to each other
and comprising channels In tbe upper and under sides of
said bed members, there being slots longitudinally of said
channels, actuating members provided with double racks,
ways for said actuating members disposed longltudltmlly
of said bed members and centrally between their said
Jaw ways, a connecting rod for said actuating members
having a swivel connection with one and a threaded con-
nection with the other, means for detachably securlnj
fwld actuating members to said bed members so that the
adjustable l>ed member may be adjusted by the rotation
of said connecting rod. means for securing said adjustable
bed member In Its adjusted positions on said rails, an
actuating lever provided with a segment, one of said actu-
ating members having a rark coartlng with said segment,
eccentrics disposed on said bed members at the sides of
said actuating members and provided with eccentric straps
and with pinions coactlng with said double racks thereof,
angled damping Jaws disposed In the upper channels of
said Jaw ways, pivot plates disposed In the under chan-
nels of said ways and connected to said Jaws by pivots
disposed through said slots, and eccentric rods having
threaded connection with said plates and swivel connec-
tion with eccentric straps so that the Jaws may be ad-
Justed by the rotation of said rods.

2. In a miter clamp, the combination of a pair of bed
members one of which is adJusUble relative to the other,
each bed member being provided with outwardly diverg-
ing Jaw ways disposed at right angles to each other and
comprising channels In the upper and under sides of said
bed members, there being slots longitudinally of said
• hannels, actuating members provided with double racks,
ways for said actuating members dispo.sed longitudinally
of said bed mem»>ers and centrally between their said
Jaw ways, a connecting rod for said actuating members
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• liac that tb* water La t^j third cooipartaMat !• B*t

dlsrbargi^l until after tb« ^ .od<1 <-vidpartmen t hsa dl»-
|

charged a plurality of tic '«.

^ ^

t. A (hMb tank roaiprUtag • plarattty of water-ca^
partm^Bt* of prugreaatTely lD<'r<>aaiaf Mx*. m^aaa lag

stpboolng from uoe rompartment Into aootbrr. an<1 a 4^
lea to aiowljr aupply watrr to tbr flrat 1 •>mpartiu*-nr mM
a»a— fimpfhilac a plurality of flpboaa of iDorraalag !»«•

aad aa arraaced tbat on' roo)partm<>nt i\o*» Dot •ll>><aarc»

Ita roatrnte untU aftrr the uext prrvloa* or MaalWr oaai-

partmeat haa dlacbargad a plarallty of tlSM.

3. A flush tank roBipriainz a pltirallty of wat#r roai-

partnieata. a>«ana for ilpboalDR from oo« coaipartB>«Bt

Into another, and a de-vtce to alowly auppty water to tha

first coapartment. aald meaaa comprtalng a piaralitj mt

•IphoM of dlffereat itaaa. whereby tht watar la 41aclHrted

by a raiatlrely aaaall alphon Into a coapartBieot froat

which the water la thereafter dlacbarped by a relatively

larga alphaa.

ank/drUi with glycerin under MibaUnttally onttaary at

BMapherU: praaaora . whereby the roaia ester of sl/carta

la «>t>UlDcd.

2 The proeeaa of making a ramiah material which

eomprlaca foralng the anhydrtd of roala and beating au< h

anbydrld with an organic hydroxy tH»dy andrr *tit>atan

tlaJly ordinary afoiffhailc preaaore ; whereby the roetn

aatar la obtaiaed.

a. The proceae of making a raraiah eompoalttoa which

naiiiliia dahydratlag roaln t>y haatlng and (taaslag an

add ga« th^retbrooKh.

4. The pro<-<>aa <>r nutklng a rarnlah material which

eomprlaea formtac the aabydrld of roaln and b>^ttng Neb
anbydrid with an eaterlfylng body under aubatantlally

ordinary atnoapherlc preaaure ; wb^reby the roala aater

la ot>taiBM)

ft. Tbe proceaa of naklag a Tamlah compoalUoa which

rlaea dehrdratlng roaln by heating and paaalag car-

add gaa tberetbrouxh.

[Clalma 6 to 27 not printed In the Uaaette.]

l.S26.T«l. AUTOMATICALLT ACTT'ATED <iATB.

ELIA* K. E5MO. Minneapolis. Minn Filed Oct. 18,

1*1«. Serial Xa. M.441. (CT. 89—M.)

l,22e,T5tt. CONDIMENT IfOI.DKK. JoB<i KowAapa.
riagataff. Aria. Filed Oct. 7, 1»1«. Serial No. 124.2SS.

(CI. S&-45.)

A eondlmeot holder mMptlilBg S phVltltf of <

oiouth containers, a top fruM Cor eaaaaettag asM
talaera. a «IOBe-«haped coTer hinged to aald fntme pro-

vldad srlth a central dlacharge opening, a perforated pUU
carriad by said coeer oeerlylag the OMUtha of the c«a-

talaera. a pair of perforitt<K) plates harlng upturned

flaafea altdably mounted upon aald first m^nt1on*>d plate.

a rod coaaectlng aald sliding plat>-a. a <-otl spring oa aaM
rod bearing at Its eada agalnat tbe uptaned flaagaa •
aald altdlag platea and noraially holdtag th« plataa la

position to obstruct the op^nloKs In the first mentloaed

plate, and poah buttons on the opposite ends of aald rod

and rngitging the flanges on the sliding plat^ for aorlag

aaar to uacorer th« openings In tbe perforsted plate.

lja«.7«4i PHOCKSS or MAKING VA&NI8H BASm.
CAMLmron Kixia and l»ria RABixorira. Montclalr.

K. J., asalgnnrs by saeaaie aaalgnBenU. of foar teatha

to EUla-roater Coapaay. a Corporatlaa <rf New Jcraay.

and ats-teatha to ladaatrarttble Paint Coaspany. lAA..

London, gf*^"^ a Corporstloa. filed Dar. 39. 1914.

SerUl .Na m»7. (O. 1»4—2«.)

I. The process of making a rnrnUh material which

aoapHasa fOrailac tha aabydrld of roatn and hea ting oach

I. Ir coaiMnatioa with a support nnrmally tilted la

the plane af a gate opening, a gate mountnl thereon for

awlaclag murenHVl |p a horlaootnl directlaa. meana to

tilt the support to one side of said plane to cause tha

gate to swtng n»<t«>r tbi laflueBce of crsvlty 1b a dlree-

tlan opposite ta that In whl<b the «upi><trt is tilted and

aprtag operated aienaa f<>e •^aioring the support to normal

2. Ib roaablnatloa w'th a houstag. a cupport. a gate

adapted to awiag fr*«lv tbvrroB. means wtthln the hons-

I

lag to caaat the gate to swing under the Influence of

I

frarlty. a locking means for said gate cxniprlMng a

pivoted lerer aemred to said bousing an<l operative In

plsne haelng a portion nonaally clasping the lower

of tbe gate, a allde for o*- Itiatlng said leeer. aad a

cam operated from the gata-mot-lnt means for actnatlng

the slUle.

t. In comblnatlen with a support Dornially tilted In

the plane I'f a gate <»p«n.ns. a gn'e nmnntwl thereon

(Or swinging morement In a horisootal direction, a plat

form In the roadway In front of the jtate normally po-:

tloned at)OTe the aarface of the roa<1way aotl baTlng coo

aartlons for tilting the bottom of the support toward tbe

vaklde when It passes oa tbe platform, means for holding

aald platform tnoperatlre agatust <llrect rertlcal thmitt

b«t capable of reapondlng to th* hortsontal force applied

: when the whe^U of the eehlcle strike the raised edge of

the plalform. means controlled by opemtion of the plat-

1 farm for holding tbe gate In Donna' r|o«e<l position and

for releadDg the gale when the sapport la operstnl. and

I a spclBg for reatorli^ aaid platform and UoMing meana
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ta Initial poottlon after the eeltteie has paaaed «C of Ole
ptatfomi

4. In combination wltb a gate post, a platform sut>-

stantlall.T oa the level with the groond and spaced from
aaM poot. supporttag meana for aald platform below the
aaaM. a support normallr tilted In the plane of tbe gate
apaatng pivoted to Mid gate past aad eiteadlag bdow the
It^el of the groun<l anil platform between the post and
platform, a gate aiounted x^^ swing on Maid sapport aiid<T

the InSaaaea of grarlt.v. and means below the lerel of
the platform and the ground aysodated with tbe platform
aopportlng BMoaa far shifting tbe gate sapport to caaae
the gate to operate.

6. In comblnatioo wltb • aappart. a gate adapted to
swing freely thcraoa aad mcnaa ta cause the gate to
swing uader the Influence of gravity, a locking meana for
said yatc comprising a plroled lever in tbe plane of the
gnte and having a portloa narnially clasping tbe lower
tar of tha cata. a alMe for oodllatlng aald lerer. aad a
caai apaflMs4 fraa the gate-moving means for actnatlng
tha sIMa.

(Clalma S to 10 not printed In the (iasette. ]

1.2>«.'e2 MKTII(>I> OF AND APFARATC8 FOB
SnEASVRIKU THE STSI.NtilNti OF 8HOT. Sionbt
W. FaaxHAM. Chicago, and FnAjiKLiN W. Oli>-, Alton,
III.. aaalgBTTs to We».tera Cartridge Company. East Al-

toB. III., a Corporstlon ..f .New Jersey. Filed Aug. 10,

1914. !»enaJ No. b9«.10«. (CI. 7»—«1.)

1. The aiethod of determining tbe stringing of a load
ol shot wbea dlachargetl which conaiats la causing each

to pans through a »u>tioix»rj target and a target
ring at a known spe«>d. and B>eai>urlBg tbe time Inter-

vala between sncraoatve shot bjr the raspactlve diauncea
throogh which the aMTla« target aMvea dorlag the In

terrala between tbe psaaage of said succenalve ahot.

2. The inetho<l of determining tbe stringing of a load
off ahot whea discharge*! which consists In caustag each
akot to pass through a sutlonary taricet and two targeta
moving at known relodtle* la oppo«lt> dlrertlona, and
meastirlng tbe tiB>e Intervals between oocceaalve shot by
the average of the two distances through whlrh the mov-
ing targets more re«pe<-tlvelT during each Interval t»e-

tweea the pak«ag<' <if sal<i sacreaalvp shot.

t. The method of determining the stringing of a load
off ahat when dlacharged whleh conalsta In caualng each
afcot ta pass thrvagk two targets spaced apart and a>ov

lag In opposite directions at tbe same velocity, ascertain

lag the velocity of aald targeta. measurina the relstlve

movement of said moving targets Id the Interrsl ttetween

iha Inatanta of passage of saM shot through said targeta

rcopectlvely. and calculattag the time laterval required

for aaeh ahot ta croae the spare t>etween asld targets
from said velo<ltles and Biea«nrem>-nts.

4. The method of determinlna the stringing of a Iaa4
• •f shot when discharged «hl< b loaatsts In causing each
shot to pas< throtigh a itatloaary urget and two urgeta

ring ia appa alte directions at known vdocman. na4

2M O. G.—OS

nseaaariaa the time intervals between sncceswlve shot by
tbe average of the two distances through which tbe mov-
ing Urgets move respectively during each Interval be-

tween tbe paaaage of sakl aucceaalve shot, and the linear
eelodty of each ahot by menaurlng the distance through
which the second moving target mov<-s during the paaaage
of aaid shot scruss the space between tbe moving targeta,
whereby tbe linear spaces t>etweeB successive shot In
the load may l>e computed.

& Id apparatus of tbe character deacrlbed. a stationary
target aad a moving target arranged In allnement. one of
sntd targeta t>elng naada of a material easily pierced by
iMt, BMana for Identifying tbe holes made by the re-

^irtlre pellets on each of aald targeta, and meana for

maintaining a f-onstant velocity for said moving target
during tbe paaaage of a load of shot.

(Clalma 6 to 9 not printed In tbe Uasette.)

1.226.763. MITKRCLAMP. DAKiai. F. FsaMiT. Grand
Rapids. Mich., assignor to Grand Kaplds School Kqnlp-
aacat Co.. «}raBd Rapids. Mich. FUcd Oct. 9. 191S.
Hcrtal No. 124.566. <C1. 144—292.)

3^7
1. In a miter clamp, the comWnatlon of a frame pro-

vided with t>ed rails, a pair of bed metnhers one of which
la moantoS on said rails for adjustment relative to the
other, each bed aaember being provided with ootsrardly
diverging jaw ways disposed at right angles to each other

aad comprising channels In the np{>er and under stiles of

Mild hod iiieml>ers. there being slots longlttMllnsIl.v of said

channels, actuating m<-mlwrs provided with double racks,

ways for said sriuatlng members dls|>osed longltudlnslly

of said bed niemtters and centrally between their said

jaw ways, a connecting rod for aald actnatlng members
having a rwlvrl mnnection srlth one and a threade<l con-

nection with the other, meana for detarhably securing
iwld actoatlag members to ssid l>ed memt>era so that the
adjostable t>ed member may be adjasted by the rotation

of said connecting rod. means for securing aald gdjaatable

bed member In Its adjusted positions on said rails, an
actuating lever provided with a serment. one of aald actu-
ating members having a ra< k r<M>'tlng with aald segment,
eccentrics disposed on said bed tnemhera at tbe sides of

aald actnatlng meml>ers and provld<-d with eccentric atrapa

and with plaloas roa>-tlng with sstd double racks thereof,

angled tramping jaws disposed In the upper channels of

aald jaw ways, pivot pistes disposed In tbe under chan-
nels of said ways and connected to aald jaws by pivots

disposed through said alota. aad eccentric roda having
threaded cannectlon with aatd plates and awtrel connec-
tion with ' ecrentrlc straps so that the jaws may be ad-
justed by tbe rotation of said roda.

2. In a miter clamp, the combination of a pair of tied

members one of which la adjustable relative to the other,

each bed member being provided arlth ootwardly dlrerg-

lag jaw ways dlspoaed at right anglea to each other aad
compdaing channels In the upper and under aldea of said

memtters. there l>elng slots longitudlaally of said
nets, actuating members provided with doable racks,

ways for said sctuating members dlsp«>ned longitudinally

of aald bed roembera and centrally between tbelr aald

Jaw waya, a coaaectlng rod for said actnatlng members
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harlas • «wlv«l.e«iB««tlon wttk on« aimI a thr<«dr<l coo-

B»rtlon with the other, m««ii* for drtachablr •e«irln«

Mid actiutliic iD«Knt>«-ra to aUd ttcd iii«ait>«rs to that th«

adJuaUblr bM iiM>Bib«r may b« adjnated by the routloa

of Mid coBBPtrtliiB rod. an actuatlog l^rer proTtd«l with

A MgBwat. '»ii* of Mid actuating membert harlng a ra<k

coactlng with Mid argmcBt. e<-c«ntrlc« proTlded with

eccentric ctraiw and with pinions roactlng with Mid

doable rack*. rUmplog )aw« dlapoMd In th* under chas-

neU of Mid way* and conn«<t«J to Mid Jawa by ptvota

dUp«««4l through Mid alota. and *cc*Btrtc roda harlng

threaded connection with Mid platM and awlrel conaMS

tlon with .-centrlr straps ao that the J«w« may I* ad-

juated by the rotation of Mid roda.

a. In a miter clanp. the combination of a frame prorld-

ed with t>ed rails, a pair of bed member* one of which la

mounted on mM rails for adja«tm«nt retatWe to the

other, each bed member being prorlded with outwardly

dlTerglng Jaw ways disposed at right anglea to each other

and comprising channels In the upper and under aides of

Mid bed membera. there belBg alota longltodlnally of Mid

channela. actuating members provided with double racks,

ways for Mid aituallng members diapoaed longitudinally

of Mid bed MMbMV and ceatrally betwMS ttelr Mid Jaw

ways, a naaaetla* rad tw aald actuatla*— fctrs harlng

• awlrel coaacctton with one and a threaded conaectloa

with the other, mcaaa for deuchably securing mii actu

atlng mcabera to Mid bed membera ao that the adjust

able bed Mamber may t>« adjnated by the rotation of Mid

connectiM f**. mean* for aecurlng Mid adjustable bed

meabar la Ita adjusted poaltions on aald ralla, eccentrics

diapoaed on Mid bed members at the aldca of Mid actu

atlng members and prorlded with accaatrlc straps and

with plnlona coactlng with Mid double racka thereof,

anicled rUrapIng Jaws dispowd In the upper chaaaela of

Mid Jbw waya. pirot plates disposed In the under channels

of Mid ways and connected to Mid Jawa by pirots dla-

pos-d through Mid alota. and eccentric roda hartag

threaded connection with Mid plates and awlrel conaec-

tloa with eccentric atrapa ao that the Jawa BMy be ad-

Juatad by the rotation of aald roda.

4. In a miter claaip. the coBblnatloa of a pair of bed

membera one of which la adjuaubia relatlre to the other,

each bed member belag prorlded with outwardly dlrerg-

tag Jaw ways diapoaed at right aagles to Mch other aad

cemprtalng cbanaeU la the upper aad aader aldaa of

aid bed members, there belag aloU longlttMUaaily of Mid

ekaaaela. actuating membera prorlded with double racka.

waya for Mid actuating members diapoaed longitudinally

of Mid bed meml>ers and centrally between thalr Mid Jaw

ways, a coaaoctlac rod for mUI actuating membera har

lag a awlrel iiiaaartinn with one and a threaded -onnec-

tloa with the other, mcana for detachably aacariag Mid

actMitlng membera to aaUl bed members so that the adjust

able bed member BMy be adjusted by the rotation of Mid

connecting rod. teeaatrlc* prorlded with rccentrlc atrapa

and with plnloaa caactiag with Mid double racka. clamp

lag Jawa diapoaed In the upper < bannels «»f Mid Jaw waya.

plrot pUtrs diapoaed in the under channels of Mid ways

and connected »o Mid Jaws by pUots Hifiaai through

Mid slots, aad eccentric rods harlag threaded coaaectloa

with oald plate* and awlrel coanectton with ecceatTte

•traps ao that the Jaws may be adjuated by the rourtoa

of aald roda.

5. Ib a miter clamp, the comblnatloa of a pair of bed

members adjustable relatlre to each other, aach bed mem-

ber being prorlded wltlr outwardly dlrerglag Jaw waya

diapoaed at right angle* to each other aad c.»mprlslBg

chaaaota la the upper and under side* of Mid Ited mem
bers. there being slots longitudinally of Mid channels, ac

tuatlng members prorlded with double racks, means for

simultaneously actuating aald actuating naember*. ac^a-

trlc* provldetl with eccentric straps and with plaloaa co-

actiag with Mid adjaating member racka. clamplag Jawa

dia^ooeO in the upper chaanela of said Jaw wars, ptrot

plate* disposed la the uader channels of said war* aad

connected to Mid Jawa by pIroU diapoaed through Mid

slots, and ecceatrlc roda harlag threaded coaae^-tloa with

Mid platea aad awlrel oaaaectloa with occeatrlc atrapa

ao that the Jawa auy be adjusted by the rotatloa of aald

[CtalaM • to 19 aot prUted la the Gaaette.]

1.226.7M. BLBCTRIC INDUCT ION FURNACE. Jaaoa
FrxcK. Charlotteebnrg. Uermany. asaigoor to The
"riadal KJellln Compaay. Umlted. Laadea. Baglaad.

rUad r*b. 2. 1»10. Borlal No. 73JM. (CL SM »»•)

1. A method of lining tto haartha of electric Indactlaa

foraacea. coaaUttng la plaHag tke lining materUI arouad

a templet la the faraace hearth, ntllltlag the templet for

heating and consolidating the material to form the Ualas

In etta and ftaally fusing the templet.

2. .\ method of lining the hearths of electric Inductloa

furaacea. coaatatlng In placing the lining materUl arouad

a templet la the faraaco hearth ao that the templet cloaely

(Its and eattrely corer* the inner surfare of the lining

material utllltlng the templet for heating aad coaaolldat-

lag tka materUl to form the lining m» »<«• and Anally fua-

tag tke templet to form the first charge for th. furnace.

J j^ BMthod of llalng the bMrths of electric Inductloa

furnacea. consisting In placing the lining material arouad

a templet comprising a alngle hollow meUUlc element ar-

raBge<l in the furnace hearth ao that the templet closely

flta and entirely corers the laner surfa-^ of the lining

materUl. otlllslDg the templet for heating and consoU-

datlag the material to form the lining i» Ht* and finally

fualag the templet aa that tfce aietal thereof, when In the

molten sUte. coaatltatM the laltlal aiatal bath for tha

4 A meth.«l of UnlBK the hearth* of electric inductloa

furaacea. conaUtlng in pUclag the lining materUl around

a templet eoMprlsIng sereral hollow meUlUc elementa

with BOltable relnforcementa arranged In the furnace

hearth ao that the templet cloaely flta aad entirely corera

the Inner aurface of the lining materUl. utUialng the

templet for heating and consolidating the materUl to

form the llalng w Htu and finally fusing the templet nr»

that the metal thereof, when In the molten state, connti-

tutea the ialtUl BMtal bath of the furnace

5. A method of lining the hearths of electric laductloa

faraace*. consisting In pUclng the lining aMterfal arouad

a metal templet which Is prorlded with an enreloplng

sheath of aabeatoa i>r slmlUr material. ntlUting the tem-

plet for heating aad consolidating the materUl to form

the llBlag *n »*»• and finally fuatog the templet.

(Claim A not printed la the Oaaette.]

l.SSt.T«B. MU1.TIMOLD1NG CONCRETK BLOCK MA-

CHINE, raaas H. rou>aa. De* Moines. Iowa. Filed

July «. 1»1« SerUI No, 110 718. (CI 25—41.)

1. A BMchlae of the claM deacrlbed. comprUlag a fraaie.

mold head* oppoaltaly arraaged th^-eon and plroted for

morenteat la oppooite directions, a ceater board moantad

i for rertlcal Bjorement between Mid mold hMda. mold
'

.-mrrylBg BMiriMn plroted at opyootte enda of Mid mold

%t^aa aad maiahlf In oppoalte dirertloas. a rock shaft

Jaaraalcd la tha traaie. aad coanectioas betweM Mid rock

•haft and Mid morabte temtters.

2. A machine of tke cUm deacrlbed. comprUlng a frame,

heads oppoaltely arranged thereon and plroted tor

t la upyoaltr directlona. a renter tK>ard BMoat-

cd for rertlcal BMraaaent between Mid mold heads, mold

carryiag mimbara pTeoted at opposite ends of Mid mold

haads aBd aMrable la opposite dlrectloaa. bmbos on end

portloaa of aald mold heads for engagemeat with Mid

old fiijtt aiiMtwri. a rock ahaft Jouraaled la tha

frame, aad oyavattaa waai etlaaa hotweeti Mid rock ahaft

aad aald
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S. A Biachlae of the cUaa described, comprising apaced
machine head*, mold bead* plroted to the top* tberei>r.

a center b<iard rertlcalljr morable t»etween central por
tloaa of aald mold heoda. uiold-carrylng members plroted
between end portions of Mid auichlae heads aad adapted
to oaclllate toward and away from Mid center board, a
rock ahaft journaled In Mid machine bead* gears on Mid
rock shaft, aod ni<-an« conn<-cted with Mid mold heads and
also with Mid center board for muring Mid members when
Mid shaft Is rocked.

4. A machine of the cUaa deacrit>ed. comprUlng apaced

Biachlne heada. mold heada plroted to aald machine head*

for aaorement In opposite directions, a center board rertl-

rally movable Itetween central portions of aald mold heada.

^mM <arrying memt>ers piTotrd tietween end portions of

machine heads and adapted to be oaclllated away
aald center ttoard. a rock shaft Jourtukled la aald

machine heads, rears on said rock shaft, and means con-

aected with said mf>ld head* and also with aald center

heard and mold carryloc memt>ers for morlag said mem
her* at different time* when said ro<~k shaft Is oscillated

6. A machine ot tb<- clasa descrltvrd. comprUlng a

frame, mold heads plroted thereon and morable la oppo-
alte dlrectloaa. a center t>oard rertlcally morable aad
mounted ttetween aald mold heads, mold carrying mem
bers plroted at opposite side* uf said frame and movable
away from aald center board, a rock shaft Journaled In

the frame, toggle arms <x>nne<'tlng Mid mold heada. means
coaaected with Mid rock ahaft for operating aald toggle

to oacllUte aald mold heads, and means connected with
aald rock shaft for moring aald center board subae<)Beat

to ooclllatlon of aald mold heads.

(CUlma « to 14 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.226.7M nOOS MOUNTING FOB HEATKRfl. JoBX
R. r.AMMrraa. .%kron. ohIo. awtgnor to The B. F.

Ooodrlcb Company. New York. N. T.. a Corporation of

New Tork. Filed Feb. 16. 1*17. BerUI No. 14A.»»0

(a. 1«— 7.1

- '-—^-

1 The combination of a heater IkmIj and a hinged door
thereon harlng members which Interlock by an aaguUr
Moremeat of the doer In the pUae of the Utter, aad a
hlage connecting Mid door aad txidy aad anguUrly nsora-

hle with the door.

2 The <-omblnatloB of s heater body harlng a circular

door opening, a HrcuUr door adapted to close aald open-
lag, a hlage carryiag Mid door and modhted to allde cob-

centrically ot the door axis to lock and unlock the latter,
and complemental locking membera on the door and heater
ImmIt engaged and disengaged by Mid aUdlng moreneDt
of the door hinge.

t. The combination of a beater-body harlag a drcuUr
door opening and door therefor prorlded with complemen-
tal locking memliers euKaged and dlaengaged by an angu-
lar morenient of the d«>or In Ita own plane, a hinge con-
necting Mid door and body and angularly morable with
the door to produce the locking and unlocking morementa
thereof, and gearing for effecting auch angular morementa
of the door hinge.

4. A door atructure for heaters comprUlng an annular
door frame and a circular door harlng complemental lock-
ing member* engaged and dlaengaged by angular moro-
ments of the door In Its own pUne. Mid door harlng a
hlage member, a aegmeatal guide on the door frame con-
centric therewith, and a larrler plate mounted in Mid
guide and provided with a hinge meml>er plrotally con-
aected with the hinge member on the door.

5. A door structure for heater* comprlaing an annuUr
door frame prorlded with a concentric guide, a carrier
pUte alldably mounted In Mid guide and prorlded with
a gear meml>er engaging a gear which la Journaled on
Mid frame. Mid plate harlng a hinge member, a door har-
lng a complemental hinge merol>er plroted to the flrat-

aald hlage memtier. and Interlocking meml>ers on Mid door
aad fraaie engaged and dlaengaged by anguUr rooremeata
of the door produced by alldlag nid carrier pUte in Ita
guide.

(Claim fl not printed In the Oaaette.)

1.22«.7e7. METHOD OF MANUFACTCHINO PADDING
FOB ISE IN MAKING BULLET PROOF CLOTHING,
ARMOR. HHIELD8. AND THE LIKE. AaTHra Oowaa.
London. England. Filed Oct. .V). 1910. Rerlal No.
128.472. (CI. IM—S.)

A method of manufacture of puncture restating pad* or
llBlngs from Uyer* of fiber Imprefosted with resin by
first forming the layer* of flt>er Into the final ahape and
paaalng the quilting or binding threads through the re-

apartlre Uyers aad succ«MlreIy Impregnatlag the Mid
Uyar* with re«lB after the quilting or binding threada
hare been paaaed through them.

1.SM.TM. MACHINE FOR EFFECTING THE R.^PID
PROPULSION OF THE HUMAN BODY IN WATER.
TnoMAa Hhith Habax. Wlsbaw. Hcotland. Filed Nor.
29, 1916. 8erUI No. 1S4.107. <a. 9—18.)
1. A BMchtne for effecting the rapid propulsion of the

buaiaa hody la water comprising. In combination, a hollow
aelf baoyaat body of circular formation, a propeller shaft
carried thereby, a propeller on Mid shaft. g>-arlBg within
the hollow body for rotating aald ahaft aad pedal means
for drlrlag Mid gear.
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% A iitiai Iw «ff*ctlss the r«pM propsMM •< tka

haiaaa body > wmUr coBipii«lng. \m cMsMastloa. • kalltw

•If-baeyuit b«4y wltk rearward ritraaton. a prapaitor

•haft rxtrnUlDg partly throuch the hollow body aad partly

throarh the rxteniiloB aod out at the end thefot. a pro

pciler oa Mid »haft. gwirlnf within the holJow body for

roUttng »a»d haft aad padal means for drtr^BC aald f»ar.
,

3. A machine for etectiof the rapid propulikw af tha

haa«a body in water romprUlnc. In combination, a hollow

aalf bttoyani body of circular formation with flattenod

aides, a propeller abaft carried iheraby. a propeller on mid

haft, tearing within the hollow body for routing aald

lilt ft and pedal meaa* for drlTlag Mid gear.

4. A aurhlDe for rffectlng the rapid propulsion of th«

hamaa bo<ly In water romprlslng. In combination, a hollow

•elf buoyant r»ody with meana at Its forward end whereby

It ran bt attached to a person In the water, a propellar

shaft carried by the hollow body, a propeller oa said abaft

gearlBK within the hollow body for routing Mid abaft aad

pedal means for drtrlng said gear.

3. A machine for tffcctiac the rapid propuUlon of the

hamaa body In water comprising. In romblnatlon. a »elf-

floaUMe body eoastltated by a hollow chamber of circular

formation, a propeller abaft carried thereby, a propeller

>.n «ld fthaft. gearing within the hollow body for roUtlag

«ald shaft, pedal acaaa for drlTlng ««ld gear and a water

tight door for glrtng acres* to the Interior of the baUaw

body.

ICIalmt 6 and 7 not printed la the Oaaatte. 1

l.SS«.7e». CLUTCH MECHANISM. WiixiAM T. H«»»-

UIT. Il4.un<1hrooli. N. J . awlgaor to Amerlian KaglB*

aad Electric Company. Mlddleaei. S. J . a OrporatkM

of DaUware. Fll«l July 24. 1»14. Serial No. M2.»45.

Eeaewed Oct. «. 1»1«. 9*TiMl No. 124.20S. (O.

l»a—20.)

of power, aad aald ratchet having slldlac

pawls which sre >ipenited by grarlty aad aatoroatlcalty

held In (llseagaged position by .-entrlfugal ton-r wh»«n th#

roUtlon aruiaa a pr^etcrmlB^l spe«d.

2. A clutch awchanlsm comprising two rotary m«'mb«r»

for altemataly commoalcatlng powor to each other, a

ratchet by wblch »« member rommonlcatea power to tha

other meaiber. and friction means by which power la

flaMB«al<at«d from Mid other member to the one member.

mM Biembers rotating In the same direction for both

traaamlMloaa of power, and Mid ratchet being arraaced

concentrically within Mid means. Mid ratchet harlng ra-

dial alldlag pawls operated by grarlty and antomatlcaUy

held In dlaengaged poalUoa by centrifugal force when the

roUtlon attains a predateraJned speed.

S. A datch Mcchaatam comprislag two rotary members

for alternately communicating power to each other, a

ratchet by which one member rommaalcates power to \he

other member, and friction means by which power Is coM-

nanlcatcd from Mid other member to the one member.

Mid members routing In th* Mme direction for both

transmissions of power, and said ratchet Inclodlng teeth

extending outwardly away from the axis of rotation, aad

radial sliding pawls for engaging Mid taeth. Mid other

member hartnt radial slots for said pawla

4. A clutch mechanism comprising two rotary membera

for alternately coramunW-atlng power to each other, a

ratchet by which one member communicates power to tho

other member, and friction means by which power is com-

municated from Mid other member to the one member,

said m^tnhers rotatlna la the Mme direction for both

transmlseloB* of powr, said ratchet Includln* s plurality

of radially srran»e<l and sliding pawls, a series of ratchet

teeth for engagement with Mid pawls, and springs for

heldlag M»d pawls In ^nirafement with mM teeth, aaM

•priaca bolag adapted to ylrld readily whoa the pawls are

throwa autward b» centrifugal foree.

5 A clutch me»hanl<im comprising two rotary member*

for alternately rommunlcatlng power to each other, a

nitchet by which one m»mt)er communlcstes power to the

ather awmber , and friction means by which power Is

mnalcated from mM othor awmber to the oae mei

mM members rotatlag In the Mme direction for both tr

mlaaloDs of power. «ald rat. bet Inclodlng a toothed rlac

whieh la remorablT separately and by Itaelf from tho

riatrh. aad oae or more pawl« f<.r engaging the teeth of

Mid Har

A.^~^^ '•

1.23t.77a 8UIFT KJiV MKCHA.MSM FOB TYPB^WRlT
ING MACHINES. EDWAaa B. Haaa, Brooklyn. N. T..

aaalgaor to Boyal Typewriter Company, In-- . New Torfc.

N. T., a CorporatloB of New York FUfd Aug. 24. \%\%.

Sertal No. 118.0M. <CI. 1»7—7«.)

1. A clutch maclMalaa caaivrtalag two rotary asembers

for alternately easMMSlcaHac power to each other, a

ratchet by which oae member communicates p<rw*r ta

other member, and frictloa mMaa by which powor la

aualtated from <>ald other membw to tho

Mid atemi-ers routing In the Maae dtrectloa for both

1. la caao^ahlfliag mechanism for type-wrltiag ma
chines, a stop for limiting the morement of the part to

bo ahlftctf. a plToUlty aaoaated shift key lerer. aad caa

mtliai hataata tho larer aad tho part to be shifted la

which are laterpA«ed. betwe** the part to be shifted aad

the lerer. yieldlBic m.ans adjusted to he normally iMtfar-

tlre tfartag the initial morement of the lerer but which

ytoM la ardor to cuabloa the moreuteat of the lerer after

th* ahlfta^ part haa beva awred to its fall eiteat agala«

tuatom. *

Mat ii, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.

b. The combination with a shift key and a shift rail of

a typewrltlag machine, of a md coanocted with the ahlft

key. a tube to which aald rod Is adjtistably conaected. a
sloere within Mid tuba, a rod adjustably conue<tod with
said sleere and operatlrely connectwl with the shift rail.

and a spring within the tube for holding Mid sleere yield

tagly therein.

(Claims 2 to 4 aot printed la the Oaaette.]

1,226,771 COOKING DEVICE William H. Hptchin
B<>>, Ro<he«ter. N. T Filed Sept. 25. 191». SerUl
No. 7P1.M1. (CI. U—ft.)

1. The combination with a base embodying a socket, of

a support adjuaUbly arranged In the socket and embody-
lag a plurality of spring arm^. and a grid held frlctloo-

ally Id • horliontsl position by said spring arms.
2. The (x>mblnatloD with a base emUtdylng a socket, of

a support adjustably arranged In the socket and embody-
ing pairs of oppositely dlapoaod spring arms, and a grid

bold frlctloaally In a horisontal poaltlon by said spring
and removable from the support.

1,M«.772. CUP - DISTENSER- Butholo J*hii, New
Britain. Conn,, aaalgnor to The It Jahn Msnu factoring
Company, New BrtUln. Couo.. a ( urpoca ti«n. Filed
Apr. 1, 1»15. Serial No lg.42& (Cl. 211—2«.)

1. A cup dispenser comprising a box like structure hav
lag a dellrery slot at the lower front corner. t>etween the
oppooed e<lgvs of the bottom and front wall, the aald bot-

tom serrlng as a support fur a supply of cups, the aald
oppo«e«l edges baring each a finger notch at the middle, a

pair of sprlngK supported by the Mid bottom. p<iKltl<>ned

oae on each side of the said notches, and harlng tbr fre*'

end portions extended through the said slot and held in

reoUlent engagement with the Mid edge of the front wall.

the aald bottom harlng depreoaed channels suitable for

housing the said springs, and the Mid springs being se-

cured by their upper ends to the bottom wall of the said
channels, wherebj the body portion of the said springs
brldre the aald slot and will t>e depreaeeil Into the said

channels during the pasaage of a cup through the mUI
alot. and the nkorement of the said springs will h^ pool-

tlrely limited by the said lower edge of the front wall on
the upper side and the aald bottotn wall of the channels
on the lower side.

2. A cup dispenser comprising a box like structure har
lag the bottom Inclined form the rear forwardly and
downwardly, a rertlcal front wall, the lower edge of the

aald front wall bolag flared outwardly aod separated from
the oppooed edge of the bottom by a space. sttlUbly to

form a generally V shaped dellrery slot the Mid edge*
haeiag each a flaogr receos opening into the Mid slot the

bactom bariac a pair of cbaaaola la tb« form of

vloas adlacent lt« front edge, spring* secured by one end
In the aald channels, and the free end portions of the
Mid springs bridging the Mid alot, and termlnatlntc flush

with the said Hared edge of the front wall.

1,226,778. CLOSED CROTCH UNDERWEAR. Ralph
R. jAKta. Brooklyn, N. Y., aMlgnor to Standard Knit-
ting Mills Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed
Not. 8. 1»18. Serial No. 7M.960 (Cl. 2—144.)

1. A garment of the kind described formed of a tubu
lar member serered in the front on a straight line from
the top to the bottom and In the rear from the bottom to
about the waist, the lower eads of the severed edgea being
aewed together thus forming the lega, while the outer
edges of the tubular member are left noserered. the ser-

ertMl portl'inn of the tube at the back of the garment form-
ing a posterior opening extendlnx from the point where
the edge* arv oewetl together to form the legs to a point
aabataatially at the walat of the garaMVt, aad a gaaaet
Insert'^i In one of said leg seams extending over aad ear-
erlag the aforesaid posterior openiag.

2 \ garment of the kind descrll>ed formed of a tubular
memtHT wrered on a straight line at the front and rear
at about the rertlcai renter of the tube to form two atpa-
rate atemtx-rs on opposite sides of said central line, the
front being aerered from the top to the bottom and the
rear from the iKHiom to about the waist, the lower serered
edgea of each of said two separate roeml>ers l>elng sewed
to»:ether to form leir portions, the serered portions at th»>

l>ark of the Karment l>elng free from each other from tho
point whore the less are aewod together to a potat at
sot>sUntlally the waist of the garment thereby forming
a post'-rior openinj; and a trusset sewed to one of the leg

seam* lndep«>ndeDt of the other leg seam and extendiag a
Khort dlsta»<-e below the crotch and harlng its free por-
tion s«-we<J to the opposite edge of the same leg merotter.

Mid gnaM>t forming a flap which extenda orer Mid pos
tetior opening.

S A garment of the kind describ«^, formed of a tubular
memtter. the front wall of which is cut on a ccntrslly dis-

poced rertl«-n! Itn< eitrndlnic from the yoke to the lower
end of the tubular member and the rear wall of which Is

serered oa a cratrally dtapooed rtrtlcai Itae extending
from the lower end of the garment to a p<dnt located a

substantial distance abore the ' rotch of the finished gar-

ment, leg* formed by JoIbIuk the edges of the front and
rear w^alls of the tut>e. a main gusnet aad seat donure
piece extendiUK down the bock of the garment and
looped around the crotch, said guaset memt>er c«>mpriKlng

a flap adapted to suiwtantlally cloae the aeat or rear open
lag. and a relatively lunall gusset memt»er subsUntlally tri-

angular in shape located In th*- •wsra of one leg substan-
tially below the crotr h and sdspted to c<Mtperate with the
Btaln gusset member and complete the cloauro of the

crotch, substantially as deocril>ed.
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2. A machine for effectics tb« rapid propulsion of th«

human body in water comprising, in combination, a hollow

self-buoyant body with rearward extension, a propeller

shaft extending partly through the hollow body and partly

through the extension and oat at the end thereof, a pro-

peller on said shaft, gearing within the hollow body for

rotating said shaft and pedal means for driving said gear.

3. A machine for effecting the rapid propulsion of the

human body in water comprising, in combjaation, a hollow

self-buoyant body of circular formation with flattened

sides, a propeller shaft carried thereby, a propeller on aald

shaft, gearing within the hollow body for rotating said

shaft and pedal means for driving said gear.

4. A machine for effecting the rapid propulsion of the

human body in water comprising, in combination, a hollow
self-buoyant body with means at its forward end whereby
It can be attached to a person in the water, a propeller

shaft carried by the hollow body, a propeller on said shaft,

gearing within the hollow body for rotating said shaft and
pedal means for driving said gear.

5. A machine for effecting the rapid propulsion of the

human body in water comprl.sing, in combination, a self-

floatable body constituted by a hollow chamber of circular

formatioD, a propeller shaft carried thereby, a propeller

on said shaft, gearing within the hollow t>ody for rotating
said shaft, pedal meana for driving said gear and a water
tight door for giving access to the interior of the hollow
body.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226,769. CLUTCH MECHANISM. W1U.IAM T. HiNS-
i/CT, Boundbrook, N. J., assignor to American Engine
and Electric Company, Middlesex. N. J., a Corporation
of Delaware. Filed July 24. 1914, Serial No. 852,845.

Renewed Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No. 124.203. (CI.

192—20.)

1. clutch mechanism comprising two rotary members
for alternately communicating power to each other, a
ratchet by which one member communicates power to the
other member, and friction means by which power la com-
municated from said other member to the one member,
said men)t>er8 rotating In the same direction for both

tranamisatons of power, and aald ratchet having sliding

pawls which are operated by gravity and antomatically
held in disengaged position by centrifugal force when the

rotation attains a predetermined speed.

2. A clutch mechanism comprising two rotary member*
for alternately commuaicatlng power to each other, a
ratcnet by which one member communicates power to the
other memt>er. and friction means by which power Is

communicated from said other meat>er to the one member,
said members rotating In the same direction for both
transmissions of power, and said ratchet being arranged
concentrically within said means, said ratchet having ra-

dial sliding pawls operated by gravity and automatically
held in disengaged position by centrifugal force when the
rotation attains a predetermined speed.

3. A cldtch mechaniMm conii)rislng two rotary members
for alternately communicating power to each other, a
ratchet by which one memt>er communicates power to \he
other member, and friction means by which power is com-
municated from said other member to the one member,
said members rotating In the same direction for both
transmissions of power, and said ratchet including teeth

extending outwardly away from the axis of rotation, and
radial sliding pawls for engaging said teeth, said other
member having radial slots for said pawls.

4. A clutch mechanism comprising two rotary members
for alternately communicating power to each other, a

ratchet by which one member communicates power to the

other member, and friction means by which power is com-
mnnlcated from said other member to the one member,
said members rotating In the same direction for b«th
transmissions of power, said ratchet Including a plurality

of radially arrange*! and sliding pawls, a series of ratchet

teeth for engagement with said pawls, and springs for

holding said pawls in engagement with said teeth, said

springs being adapted to yield readily when the pawls are
thrown outward by centrifugal force.

5. A clut<-h mechanism comprising two rotary memt>ers
for alternately communicating power to each other, a
ratchet by which one memt>er communicates power to the

other member, and friction means by which power Is com
municated from said other member to the one member,
said memt>ers rotating in the same direction for both traaa-

missloDS of power, said ratchet including a toothed rlag
which Is removably iieparately and by itself from the
clutch, and one or more pawls for engaging the teeth ef

said ring.

1.226,770. SHIFT KEY MECHANISM FOB TYPE-WRIT
I.NG MACHINES. Edwabd B. Hras, Brooklyn, N. T..

assignor to Royal Typewriter Company, Inc.. New York.
N. T., a Corporation of New York. Filed Aug. 24, 1916.
SerUl No. 116.604. (CI. 197—78.)

1. In case-shift'ng mechanism for typewriting ma-
chines, a stop for limiting the movement of the part to
be shifted, a pivotally mounted shift key lever, and con-
nections between the lever and the part to be shifted la

which are lnterpo)»ed. between the part to be shifted and
the lever, yielding means adjusted to be normally ineffec-

tive during the Initial movement of the lever but which
yield In order to cushion the movement of the lever after
the shifted part has been moved to Its fall extent against
ita stop. #

6. The combination with a ablft key and a shift rail of
• typewriting machine, of a rod connected with the ahlft
key, a tube to which said rod 1* adjustably connected, a
sleeve within said tube, a rod adjustably connected with
said sleeve and operatlvely connecti-d with the shift rail,
and a spring within the tube for holding said sleeve yleld-
lagiy therein.

(Claims 2 to 4 Dot printed in the Oasette.]

1,226,771. COOKING DEVICE. William H. Hotcrin-
ON, Rochester, N. Y. Piled Sept. 25, 1918. Serial
No. 791,681. (CI. 63—6.)

1. The combination with a base embodying a socket, of
a support adjusUbly arranged in the socket and embody-
ing a plurality of spring arm.s, and a grid held friction-
ally in a horizontal position by said spring arms.

2. The combination with a base embodying a socket, of
a support adjustably arranged In the socket and embody-
ing pairs of oppositely disponed spring arms, and a grid
held frlctlonaliy in a horizontal position by said spring
arms and removable from the support.

1,226.772. CUP - DISPENSER. Birthold Jahn, New
Britain, Conn,. assUnor to The B. Jahn Manufacturing
Company, New Britain, Conn., a Corporation. Filed
Apr. 1, 1915. Serial No. 18,426. (CI. 211—29.)

1. A cup dispenser comprising a box-like structure hav-
ing a delivery slot at the lower front corner, between the
opfsacd edges of the bottom and front wall, the said bot-
toan serving as a support for a supply of cups, the said
opposed edges having each a finger notch at the middle, a
pair of springs supported by the said bottom, positioned
one on each side of the said notches, and having the free
end portions extended through the said slot and held in
resilient engagement with the said edge of the front wall,
the said bottom having depressed channels suitable for
housing the said springs, and the said springs being se-
cured by their upper ends to the bottom wall of the said
channels, whereby the body portion of the said springs
bridge the said slot and will be depressed Into the said
cliannels during the passage of a cup through the said
slot, and the movement of the said springs will be posi-
tively limited by the said lower edge of the front wall on
the upper side and the said bottom wall of the channels
on the lower side.

2. A cup dispenser comprising a box-like structure hav-
ing the bottom inclined form the rear forwardly and
downwardly, a vertical front wall, the lower edge of the
aid front wall being flared outwardly and separated from
the opposed edge of the bottom by a space, suitably to
form a generally V-shaped delivery slot, the said edges
having each a finegr recess opening Into the said .slot, the
bottom having a pair of channels in the form of deproa-

Nlona adjacent its froat edae. springK secured by one eD4
In tlie nald channelK. and the free end p<Ttlani* of the
said fpriugs bridging th«> naid slot, and ternlnating flush
with the said flared edge of the front wall.

1,226,773. CLOSED CROTCH UNDERWEAR Ralph
R. JANsa, Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to Standard Knit-
ting Mills Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed
Nov. 8, 1918. Serial No. 799,860. (CI. 2—144.)

1. A garment of the kind described formed of a tubu-
lar member severed In the front on a straight line from
the top to the bottom and in the rear from the bottom to
about the waist, the lower ends of the severed edges being
sewed together thus forming the legs, while the onter
edges of the tubular member are left unsevered. the sev-
ered portions of the tube at the back of the garment form-
ing a posterior opening extending from the point where
the edges ar.- sewed together to form the legs to a point
substantially at the waist of the garment, and a gusset
InBort'Hl in one of said leg seams extending over and cov-
ering the aforesaid posterior opening.

2. A garment of the kind described formed of a tubular
member severed on a straight line at the front and rear
at about the vertical center of the tube to form two sepa-
rate members on opposite sides of said central line, the
front being severed from the top to the bottom and the
rear from the bottom to about the waist, the lower severed
edges of each of said two separate members being sewed
together to form leg portions, the severed portions at the
back of the garment l)eing free from each other from the
point where the legs are sewed together to a point at
substantially the waist of the garment thereby forming
a ptmterior opening, and a pusset sewed to one of the leg
seams independent of the other leg seam and extending a
short distance below the crotch and having its free por-
tion sewed to the opposite edge of the same leg member,
said gusset forming a flap which extends over said pos-
terior opening.

3. A garment of the kind described, formed of a tubular
member, the front wall of which is cut on a centrally dis-
posed vertlcfil line extending from the yoke to the lower
end of the tubular member and the rear wall of which is

severed on a centrally dlsposeil vertical line extending
from the lower end of the garment to a point located a
BubeUntial disUnce above the crotch of the flnlmhed gar-
ment, legs forme<l by Joinins the edges of the front and
rear walls of the tube, a main gusset and 6««t closure
piece extending down the back of the garment and
looped around the crotch, said gusset meml^r comprising
a flap adapted to subsUntially close the seat or rear open
Ing. and h relatively small gusset meml)er subsUntially tri-
angular In shape located in the Ream of one leg substan-
tially below the crotch and adapted to cooperate with the
main guaset member and complete the closure of the
crotch, substantially as described.
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1.22«,774. VENDING APPARATUS. Gboboi Kbkn,

Peru. 111. Filed Oct. 12, 1916. Serial No. 125.208.

(CI. 4e—56.)

n I*

1. In an apparatus of the nature described, the combi-

nation, of a casing, said casing having a top. there being

In said casing a coin receiving compartment, said casing

having a reduced, tubular, extension, a series of Inwardly-

radiating, horizontally-disposed bars extending from the

Inner wall of said tubular extension to afford spaces be-

tween said bars, a cup-shaped member located centrally In

said exte»slon. said cup-shaped member having a verti-

cally disposed rim, said bars terminating In said rim, and

a spider, said spider being vertically movable, said spider

having a series of members constructed to enter said

spaces, said members having downwardly Inclined por-

tions entering said spaces, said portions affording mov-

able bottoms for said spaces.

2. la an apparatus of the nature described, the combi-

nation, of a casing, said casing having a top and a bottom

affording a coin depository, there being on the casing a

reduced tubular extension, a series of bars radiating In-

wardly, and horizontally from the Interior wall of said ex-

tension, to afford spaces between said bars, a cup shaped

member located centrally In said extension, said cup-

tbaped member having a downwardly-extending rim. said

bars terminating in said rim, and a spider, said spider be-

ing vertically movable, said spider having a series of

members constructed to enter said spaces, said members

having downwardly Inclined portions, said portions af-

fording bottoms for said spaces, and means for depressing

aid spider.

3. In an apparatus of the nature described, the combi-

nation, of a casing, said casing having a coin receiving

compartment, said rasing having at Its upper end a re-

duced, tubular extension, a cover for said casing, said

cover being a rim constructed to embrace said extension

and a horizontally disposed flange, there being In said

flange a series of openings, a transparent, plane, ring lo-

cated on the upper margin of said extension and underly-

ing said flange, and an Index-carrying memt>er for each of

Mid openings.

4. In an apparatus of the nature described, the combi-

nation, of a casing, said casing having a coin-receiving

chamber, said casing having In its top a series of In-

wardly-extending, horizontally disposed bars, said bars

affording open spaces therebetween, a centrally located.

Inverted, cup-shaped member, said member having a down-

wardly extending rim, said bars terminating in said rim,

said member having a downwardly extending, centrally-

located, tubular bo8«, a bolt in said downwardly extending

tubular boss, said bolt having a head, a spiral spring sur-

rounding said bolt, said spider comprising a tubular boM
surrounding said downwardly extending tubular boss, a

series of spolies radiating from said tubular boss, a rim

In which said spoties terminate, a series of vertically dis-

posed walls rising from said rim, said vertically dis-

posed walls terminating In downwardly Inclined plates,

said plates being constructed to enter the spaces between

said ()ars and affording bottoms for said spaces, and means

for depressing said spider.

5. In an apparatus of the nature described, the combi-

nation, of a casing, said casing having a coin receiving

compartment, there being on said casing a top. there be-

ing In said top a series of openings, a movable twttom in

each of said openings, a cover for said casing, said cover

having a series of openings registering with the openings

1b said casing, a tranaparea^, plane, ring underlying aald

cover, and a ring on said cover, said ring having a seriM

In Indicia registering with the openings In said cover.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (iazette.

]

1,226,775. TELEGRAPH - SOUNDER. Ralph Koi.Nto,

Newburg, Wis. Filed Aug. 14, 1916. Serial No. 114.819.

(CI. 176—345.)

27 ty Zl 50

1. In a device of the character described, a support

forme<l of a strip of resilient material, a screw extending

upward from the support, springs surrounding the screw,

a memt>er mounted on the screw and t>earlng against the

spring, and a nut mounted on the screw and bearing

against said member and adapted when turned in one
direction to compress the spring.

2. In a device of the character described, a support
formed of a strip of resilient material, a screw extending

upward from the support, springs surrounding the screw,

a memt>er mounted on the screw and bearing against the

spring, a nut mounted on the screw and bearing against

said member and adapted when turned in one direction to

compress the spring, and an arm mounted on said screw
extending upward beneath the member and having wings
embracing the side edges of the member.

8. A sounder Including a base, a magnet mounted on the

base, a supporting member consisting of a strip of resilient

material mounted upon the base extending upward there-

from and angularly bent at its outer extremity, a screw
extending from said angular extremity, a pair of nata

mounted on the screw, an arm disposed between the nuta
and extending toward the magnet and having lateral

wings at its extremity, a rolled spring sorroundlng the

screw t>earlng against one of the nuts, an armature
through one end of which the screw loosely passes, the

armature coacting with the magnets, the wings on said

arm extending on each side of the armature, and the end
of the armature bearing against said spring, and a thumb
nut mounted upon the screw and bearing against the ar-

mature whereby the tension of the spring may be Increased

or decreased.

1,226,776. WINDOW - FRAME. A.ndbbw A. Kramm,
Kanaas City, Kana. Flle«l Mar. 8, 1916. Serial No.

81.834. (CI. 189—69.)

1. A sheet metal wall structure, having an opening

therein and having an outturned flange Integral therewith
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at the edge of the opening, the said flange baring an In-
tnrned Up at one side of the center of the opening, a rod
mountp<l In said flange at the center of the opening and
extending thereacross and a window pane on said rod
adapted for inward movement through the unlipped por-
tion of the flange and for abutment against the said in-

Standing lip.

2. \ sheet metal wall structure having an opening
therein and having an outturned flange integral therewith
at the e<lge of the opening, the said flange having an in-

turned lip at one side of the center of the opening, a rod
mounted In said flange at the center of the opening and
extending therea cross, a window pane on the said rod
adapted for .ibutment against the said inturned lip, and
a stop on said wall member adapted for movement into the
path of the window frame to prevent movement of the
pane to open position.

8. A sheet metal wall comprising a circular oi>enlng and
having a flange integral therewith extended outwardly
from the opening, an inturned lip on the flange above the
horizontal center of the opening, forming an Inwardly
opening seat, a back turned lip on the flange below the
horizontal center of the opening having an Inturned lip
forming an outwardly facing seat, and a window plvotally
mounted in said opening and adapted for seating In said
•eats substantially as set forth.

1.226.777. SELECTING MECHANISM. Norbert M. La
Port*. Baltimore, Md., assignor to The Crown Cork and
Seal Company of Baltimore City, Baltimore. Md., a Cor-
poration of Maryland. Filed July 81, 1911. Serial No.
641,462. (CI. 118—114.)

1. In a selecting merhanlsm. the cnmhi nation with a
mgi' in which the articles are tumhied. of a selector to
which the cage delivers, a <lellvery channel to which the
•elector delivers, a receptacle for receiving the articles In

a masa, said receptacle being srranginl to dlcchargt- the
articles by gravity dire<-tly into the cage. «nd a cut-off
device arrnnged to prevent the passage of articles from
the receptacle to the cage, said cut-off being constructed
to Intermittently allow such passage.

2. In a selecting mechanism, the combination with a
receptacle for receiving the articles In a mass, said recep-
tacle having ^^ inclined passage surface, of a rotary cage
In which the articles are tumbled, said cage having one
wall adjacent to the receptacle and provided with an open-
ing which In Its lowest position permits the i>assage of
articles from the receptacle to the cage, a selector to
which the cage delivers, and a delivery channel to which
the selector delivers.

3. In a selecting mechanism, the combination with a
rotary cage In which the articles are tumbled, of a selector
to which the cage delivers, a delivery channel to which
the selector delivers, a receptacle for receiving the articles

in a mass and from which the articles pass by gravity, a
cut-off which permits an Intermittent flow of the articles

from the receptacle, and means for controlling the amount
of flow permitted by the cut-off.

4. In n selecting mechanism, the combination with a
rotary cage in which the articles are tumbled, of a rotary
selector to which the cage delivers, a delivery channel to
which the selector delivers, a receptacle for receiving the
articles in a mass and from which the articles pass by
gravity, a cut off which permits an Intermittent flow of the
arrtcles from the receptacle, and means for controlling the
amount of flow permitted by the cut-off.

5. In a selecting mechanism, the combination with a
rotary cage having a controlling pocket, of a rotary selec-
tor to which the cage delivers, a delivery channel to which
the selector delivers, a receptacle for receiving the articles
In a mass and from which the articles pass by gravity to
said cage, and a cut-off between the receptacle and the con-
trolling pocket.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.778. CAPPING-MACHINE. Norbirt M. La PoBra.
Baltimore. Md.. assignor to The Crown Cork and Seal
Company of Baltimore aty, Baltimore, Md.. a Corpora-
tion of Maryland. Filed May 18, 1914. Serial No
839,290. (CI. 118—2.)

1. In a capping machine, the combination, with a bottle
support, of a capping head having a chamber to receive
the upper end of the bottle, said chamber having a cap-
bending surface of circular cross-section arranged to come
Into contact with the outer edge of the skirt of the cap
and bend the same down Into contact with the bottle, aald
• hamber also having, above the cap-bending portion, a
frusto-conlcal cap-setting portion, the maximum and mini-
mum diameters of the frusto-conlcal portion being auch
that the upper edge of the skirt will contact with an
Intermediate diameter of the frusto-conlcal portion, where-
by the cap Is set, and meaps for producing a relative mo-
tion of the bottle support and capping head.

2. In a capping machine, the combination, with a bottle
support, of a capping head having a chamber to receive
the upper end of the article to be capped, aald chamber
comprising a cap-setting portion with downward-sloping
working-faces, a cap-bending portion below the cap-setting
portion and having Its walls separated to a greater extent
than are the working-faces of the cap-setting portion, and
an enlarged portion between the cap-bending and the cap-
setting portions of the chaml)er. and means for producing
a relative motion of the bottle support and the capping
head.

8. In a capping machine, the combination, with a bottle
support, of a capping head having a chamber to receive
the upper end of the bottle, said chamber having a cap-
bending portion arranged to come Into engagement with
the outer edge of the akirt of the cap and bend the same
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down entirely around Its circumference, said chamber also
having above the cap-bending portion a cap-8ettlug portion
having a conical surface, an intermediate part of which is

arranged to come in contact with the akirt near its upper
edge only, and force the same downward, whereby the cap
is -set, and meauH for producing a relative motion of the
bottle support and capping head.

4. In a capping machine, the combination with a bottle

support, of a capping head having a chamber to receive
the upper end of the bottle, said cb&mber having a cap-

bendiug surface of circular cross-aectiun arrang>>d to come
into contact with the outer edge of the skirt of the cap and
bend the same down Into contact with the bottle, said
chamber also having, above the cap-bending portion, a
frusto conical cap-setting portion, the maximum and mini-

mum diameters of the fruato-couical portion being such
that the upper edge of the skirt will contact with an In-

termediate diameter of the frusto-conical portion, whereby
the cap is set. a permanent magnet movable with relation

to said capping head, a presser foot carried by said per-

manent magnet and located within the chamber of the
capping head, a spring tending to move the permanent
magnet in a direction toward the t)ottle head, and means
for producing a relative motion of the bottle support and
the capping head.

1,226.779. COMPOSITION OF MATTER FOR MAKING
FIREPROOF AND WATERPROOF BOARDS. Jaiibs

E. Lappbn, Winona, Minn., assignor to Union Fibre Com-
pany, Winona, Minn., a Corporation of Minnesota.
Filed Apr. 23, 1913. Serial No. 763,042. (CI. 106—24.)

A composition of matter for making fibrous fireproof

boards consisting of thirty parts of separated asbestos

fibers, six hundre<l parts of hydraulic cement, two hun-
dred parts of mineral wool added after the separation of

the asbestos fibers, and seven parts of alum.

1,226,780. MULTIPLE REFILLABLE FUSE. Prbmont
J. Clkaver, Carnegie twrough. Pa., assignor of one-third

to Samuel L. H. Morris and one-third to Herbert W.
Hodgdon, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Oct. 6. 1916. Serial

No. 54.281. (CI. 175—278.)

1. In a multiple, reflllable fuse, the combination of a
pair of end members of conductive material adapted to be
electrically connected to opposing line terminals, a plu-

rality of fusible members having their one ends fixed to

one of said end memt>er8 and extending toward the second
end member, an insulating member adjacent to the second
end memt>er, a plurality of socket members of conductive
material carried by said insulating member and insulated

from each other, the end of each of said fusible members
being held in one of said socket members, and a movable
conductive element adapted to establish electrical con-

nection between any one of said socket members and
the second end member, for the purpose described.

2. In a multiple, refillable fuse, the combination of a
pair of end members of conductive material adapted to l>e

electrically connected to opposing line terminals, a plu-

rality of fusible members having their one ends fixed to

one oX said end members and extending toward the sec-

ond end member, an insulating member adjacent to the
second end member, a plurality of socket members of con-
ductive material carried by said insulating member and
Insulated from each other, the end of each of said fusible

members being held in one of said socket members, a
movable conductive element adapted to establish elec-

trical L-oDDection between any one of said socket members
and the se«-ond end memt>er. and an insulating cylinder
interposed l>etween said end members to inclose said
fusible members, for the purpose described.

3. In a Diultiple, reflllable fuse, the combination of a
pair of end members of conductive material adapted to be
connected to opposing line terminals, a plurality of fuslbla
members having th«-ir one ends fixed to one of said end
members and extending toward the second end member,
an Insulating member adjacent to the second end member,
a plurality of socket members of conductive material
carried by said insulating member and insulated from
each other, the end of each of said fusible menil>er8 being
held in one of said socket members and said socket mem-
bers l»elng provided with outer threaded bores, and a
conductive screw member adapted to be inserted through
the second end member and screwed Into the bore of aay
one of said socket members, for the purposex described.

4. In a multiple, refillable fuse, the combination of a
pair of end meml>ers of conductive material adapted to b«
connecte<l to opposing line terminals, a plurality of fusible
members having their one ends fixed to one of sal<l end
members and extending toward the second end m^-mber, aa
insulating member adjacent to the second end member, a
plurality of socket members of conductive mattrial carried
by said insulating member and Insulated from each other,
the end of each of said fuslbl»» ni<-nil>»»rs l»«-iu)f ht'ld In one
of said socket members and said socket memtiers being
provided with outer threaded bores, a conductive screw
member adapted to be inserted through the second end
members and screwed into the bore of any one of said
socket members, and an Insulating cylinder Interposed
t>etween said end members to inclose said fusible mem-
l>ers, for the puriwse described.

5. In a multiple, refillable fuse, the combination of a
pair of conductive end meml>ers adapted to be electrically
connected to opposing line terminals, a plurality of fusible

members individually connected electrically to one of said
end meml)er8, means for ele<trically connecting said
fusible members individually to the second end memt>er, an
Individual Insulating envelop for each of said fusible

members split along one of Its sides from end to end to

open for the escape of the gas of fusion, and an insulat-
ing shell interposed between said end memt>er8 and In-
closing said fusible memt>er8 and their envelops for the
purpose described.

1.226,781. COLLAPSIBLE CHICKE.N CRATE OR COOP.
CiRTts D. Lii.sTiR, Paris. Ark. Filed Oct. 16, 1916.
SerUl No. 125.951. (01. 220—1S2.)

sff

&:$

i
r.

U
1. A crate Including a bottom plate. sjMced wlrea ex-

tending over the upper and lower surfaces of the bottom
plate at rijcht angles to each other and tied together at
their points of Intersection, and side, end and top sec-

tions mounted and connected for relative folding move-
ment upon said bottom.

2. A crate Including a bottom plate, a plurality of
spaced wires extemllng over the upper and lower sur-
faces of said plate at right angles to each other and
connected at their points of intersection by means ex-
tending through said bottom plate, and aide, end and top
sections mounted for relative folding movement upon
said bottom plate.

8. A crate including a bottom plate having a plurality
of equldistandy spaced openings therein, a series of wires
extending across the bottom itm^ uf th« plate and having
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eyes extending upwardly through the openings in said
plate, a second series of wires extending over the upper
surface of said plate and through the corresponding eyes
lii the first series of wires whereby the two series of
wires are locked together upon opposite sides of the base
plate against relative movement, and side, end and top
sections mounted for relative folding movement upon the
crate bottom.

4. A crate Including a bottom plate, reinforcing wires
extending at right angles to each other across the upper
and lower surfaces of said plate and projecting be-
yond the edges thereof, a marginal frame wire disposed
in spaced relation to the edges of said plate to which the
terminals of the reinforcing wires are connected, and
•Ide, end and top sections supported upon the frame for
relative folding movement upon the crate bottom.

6. A crate Including a bottom plate, reinforcing wires
extending over the upper and lower surfaces of said plate,
and means extending through the bottom plate and tying
the reinforcing wires on the upper and lower surfaces
thereof together, and side, end and top sections mounted
upon the crate bottom for relative folding movement.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226.782. BALL-BKARIXC. Au'HoKsi E. Lxiinux,
Portland. Me. Filed Mar. 28, 1917. Serial No. 157,880.
(CI. 64—86.)

1. In a device of the character described, an inner ring
snd an outer ring comprising two members spaced apart,
said rings being provided with ball races In their adjacent
faces, a housing and means for adjusting the members of
the outer ring comprising two wedged-shaped rings inter-
posed between the ball rings and the housing.

2. In a device of the character described, an inner ring
and an outer ring comprised of two members spaced apart,
said rings being provided with ball races in their adjacent
faces, a housing and means for adjusting the ball rings
comprising two segmental wedge-shaped rings Interposed
between the ball rings and the housing.

8. In a device of the chafacter described, a housing,
an inner ring and an outer ring comprising two members
spaced apart, said rings being provided with ball races
in their adjacent faces and means for adjusting the ball
rings comprising two wedge shaped rings interposed be-
tween the l)all rings and the housing and means for lock-
ing the adjusting rings together in any given position.

[Claims 4 and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,783. BARN. Hiebert Josbph Let, Lawrencebnrg
Tenn. Filed Feb. 4, 1916. Serial No. 76,125 (Cl'
119— Ifl.)

*

An improved barn comprising a circular outer w<ll, a
driveway extending diametrically through the barn,
curved walks contiguous to the wall, a plurality of sets of
concentric semicircular groups of stalls between said
driveway and one of said walks, one group opening onto
the walk and the other group op -ning into the drive-way.

a walk between the groups, and a sector abapcd gioay
of suils and a correspondingly shaped group of granarias

arranged in a semi-circle on the opposite side of said
drive-way and between the driveway and the other walk.

1,226.784. SPEEDOMETER DRIVING MECHANISM.
Allex Loom is, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Packard
Motor Car Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of
Michigan. Original application filed May 19, 1909,
Serial No. 497,047. Divided and this application filed

July 3, 1912. Serial No. 707.540. (Cl. 235—96.)

1. In a vehicle, the combination with a steering knuckle
having a spindle and a road wheel mounted on the spindle,
of an Indicator driving mechanism mounted upon the
knuckle and having a shaft extending through the spindle,
a connection between the shaft and the hub of the wheel,
and a casing for the driving mechanism removably secured
to the knuckle.

2. In a vehicle, the combination with a steering knuckle
having a spindle and a road wheel mounted on the spindle,
of an indicator driving mechanism, a removable housing
supporting the Indicator driving mechanism and secured
to the knuckle, and an operative connection between said
mechanism and the wheel.

3. In a vehicle, the combination with a steering knuckle
having a epindle and a road wheel mounted on the spindVe,
of an Indicator driving mechanism Including a driving and'
a driven shaft, a pair of Intermeshlng gears on said shafts,
a removable housing for said gears supporting the sbafta,
and a detachable operative connection between the driv-
ing shaft and the wheel.

4. In a vehicle, the combination with the axle and the
steering spindle, of an indicator driving mechanism hav-
ing a shaft extending through the spindle, and a plvoUI
connection for said spindle to said axle having its axis
oflTset from the axis of said shaft.

5. In a vehicle, the combination with the axle and the
steertng spindle, of an Indicator driving mechanism com-
prising a shaft extending through the spindle, a con-
nection from the shaft to the vehicle wheel, and Inter-
meshlng gears at the Inner end of the shaft, and a pivotal
connection for said spindle to said axle having its axis
offset from the axis of said shaft.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.785. VEHICLE-MOTOR POWER. Loeeen B Mc-
Caboar, North Kansas City. Mo. Filed Mar. 6 1916
Serial No. 82.384. (Cl. 21—90.)
The combination with a vehicle frame, of a plate ar-

ranged vortically at the front of the frame, arms extending
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upwardly and forwardly from the plate and provided wltb
bearings, a transTerse shaft rotatable In the bearings, a
worm wheel on said shaft between the bearings, a pulley
on one end of the shaft, a cable drum on the opposite end

j» •

of the shaft, an auxiliary shaft rotatably mounte<l In said

plate and extending longitntlinally wltb the vphicle. and
a worm drive wheel on the auxiliary Khaft, meshing with
the worm wheel on the tranaverse shaft.

1,226,786. OREASE-CUP. John S. MoCot, Scarbro,

W. Va. Filed May 10, 1916. Serial No. 96,625. (Q.
64—27.)

f/^.

As a new article of manufacture, an axle spindle pro-

vided with a longitudinally extending aperture, said

iplndle provided with an upwardly inclined aperture com-
municating with said longitudinally extending aperture
and the outer face of said spindle, a lubricant feeding

screw threaded within said longitudinally extending aper-

ture and provided with an elongated longitudinally ex-

tending channel communicating with said upwardly in-

clined aperture, a nut threaded upon the outer end of

said spindle, said nut provided with a lubricant receiving
pocket, a plunger ponitioned within said pocket of the
same diameter as the inner face of said pocket, a spring
for urging «aid plunger toward said lubricant feeding

screw for automatically feeding lubricant through said
lifbricant fee<lln« screw, iind said lubricant feeding screw
provided with an enlargeil head for limiting the inward
movement of Kai<l plunger with respect to said spindle.

1,226,787. DUMP-WAGON. Albxandkb MacDo?«aLD,
Omaha, Nebr. Filed July 25. 1916. SerUl No.

111,152. (CI. 21—20.)

1. The combination of a wagon box having an opening

In its bottom, chains arranged In pairs, the chains of

«aoh pair having their upper ends mounted on the aides

and at longitudinal Intervals of the box, a pair of cou-
pling-pins each having a pivotal mounting npon a side to
permit swinging movements thereof in a plane parallel
with a side of the box for a loose connection with a
rearmost chain, a pair of doors each being plvotally con
nected near Its rear end with a coupling pin and being
conneeted near its front end with a chain, means to cause
simultaneous, upward swinging movements of the doors
for making a closure of said opening, and means for
causing an upward swinging movement of one of the
^oors in a limited arc before the simultaneous movements
of the doors.

2. In combination with a wagon box having an open-
ing In ita bottom, chains arranged In pairs.' the chains
of each pair having their upper ends mounted on the
sides and at longitudinal intervals of the box, a pair of
coupllDg-pins each l>elng connerte<l with a rearmost chain
and having a pivotal mounting upon a side to permit
swinging movements thereof In a plane parallel with the
side of the t>ox. a pair of doors each being plvotally con-

nected with a coupling-pin and a chain, means to causa
simultaneous upward swinging movements of the doors
for making a closure of said opening, means for causing
an upward swinging movement of one of the doors In a
limited arc before the simultaneous swinging movements
of the doors, and a pair of detent-members, each being
mounted on the side of the box for engaging a chain to

maintain the front end of a door in an elevated position.

3. The combination of a wagon box having an opening
in its bottom and having its sides provided at longitudinal
intervals with brackets, chains arranged In pairs and
having their upper ends provided with eye-bolts for a
mounting in said brackets, a pair of coopling-plns each
having a pivotal mounting upon a side to permit swing-
ing movements thereof in a plane substantially parallel

with a side of the box for a connection with a rearmost
chain, a pair of doors each being plvotally connected
with a coupling pin and a chain, means to cause simul-

taneous upward swinging movements of the doors for

making a closure of said opening, means for causing an
upward swinging movement of one of the doors in a
limited arc before the simultaneous swinging movements
of the doors, and means to adjust the mounting of the

eye-bolts for maintaining the chains in an elevated or
lowered position with reference to the sides of the t>ox.

1,226,788. INSULATING FLOOR CONSTRUCTION.
Waltbr D. "^i^i^BiTH, St. Paul, Minn., assignor of

one-third to Union Fibre Company, Winona. Minn., a
Corporation of Minnesota. Filed Dec. 7, 1914. Serial

No.. 876.874. (CL 72—63.)

1. A floor construction of the class described compris-
ing floor supporting joists, flooring arranged between said
Joists with Its upper face standing at>ove the upper faces
of the Joists, a resilient Insulating sheet positioned ui>on

said flooring leaving an air spa<'e nhove the joists, and
a composition layer upon said insulating sheet, said com-
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position layer being relatively hard adjacent to the insu-
lating sheet and relatively resilient at the top.

2. A floor construction of the class described compris
Ing floor supporting Joists, flooring arranged between said
Joists with Its upper face standing above the upper faces
of the Joists, a resilient insulating sheet positioned upon
said flooring leaving an air space above the Joists, a
composition layer upon said Insulating sheet, said com-
position layer being relatively hard adjacent to the in-
sulating sheet and relatively resilient at the top, and
anchoring expanded metal embedded In the lower half of
said composition.

3 A floor construction of thf class described compris-
ing floor supporting Joists, flooring arranged between
said Joists, with its upper face standing above the upper
faces of said Joists, a resilient Insulating sheet positioned
upon said flooring leaving a space above said polsts, and
a composition layer upon said Insulating sheet, said com-
position layer conUining relatively heavy materials which
will settle to the lower portion of said composition and
make the same firm and hard and containing materials
which will leave the upper portion of said composition
material relatively yielding.

4. A floor construction of the class described compris-
ing floor supporting Joista, flooring arranged between
said Joists, with its upper face standing above the upper
faces of said Joists, a resilient insulating sheet positioned
upon said flooring leaving a space above said Jolats, a
composition layer upon said Insulating sheet, said com-
position layer conUlning relatively heavy materials which
will settle to the lower portion of said composition and
make the same firm and hard and containing materials
which will leave the upper portion of aaid composition
material relatively yielding. an<f openwork metal em-
bedded In the lower relatively harder portion of said
composition material for the purpose set forth.

1,226,789. MUFFLER. WALraa G. Macombbb. Los
Angeles, Cal., assignor to Macomber Motors Company,
Los Angeles. Cal.. a Corporation of California. Origi-
nal application filed Apr. 27, 1916, Serial No. 24,196.
Divided and this application filed Jan. 81, 1916. Serial
No. 75,806. (CI. 121—116.)

1. In a mufller the combination with an internal com-
bustion engine including a casing surrounding the engine
and having communication with the atmosphere, of a
roUry mufller operatlvely associated with the engine, a
casing for the mufller communicating with the engine
casing and having an exhaust, and fan blades carried by
the mufller to produce a draft of air through the engine
and mnfller casing.

2. In a mufller the combination with an internal com-
bustion engine Including a casing having communication
with the atmosphere, a rotary mufller operatlvely asso-
ciated with the engine, a casing for the mufller having
an exhaust port and communicating with the engine cas-
ing, and fan blades carried by the mufller, aaid mufller
having exhaust orifices opening between the fan blades.

3. In a mufller the combination with a rotary internal
combustion engine including a casing, said casing com-

municating with the atmoaphere, of a rotary mufller op-
eratlvely associated with the engine, a casing for the
mufller having communication with the engine casing
and an exhaust port, exhaust tubes connected with the
engine and muffler, said mufller comprising a series of
compartments having outlet oriflces. and a fan carried by
tbe mufller.

4. In a muffler the combination with a rotary internal
combustion engine Including a drive shaft, a rotary
muffler Journaled from the drive shaft and connected for
roUtlon with the engine, said muffler comprising a ring
ha\ing a series of compartments therein, said compart-
ments communicating with each other, said ring having
oriflces in Its periphery, a casing for the muffler havl/ig
an exhaust port, and fan blades carried on the i>eriphery
of the ring to force the exhaust gases out of the exhaust
port In the muffler casing.

5. In a muffler, an engine shaft, a hollow ring mounted
for rotation upon said shaft and having Intake ports
therein, a plurality of radially mounted segmental muffler
plates mounted within the ring in staggered spaced re-
lation to each other, said plates having orifices therein,
said ring having exhaust ports in its peripheral wall, a
casing for the muffler having an exhaust port, and curved
fan blades mounted upon the peripheral wall of the
muffler.

[Claims 6 to lO-not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,790. FOLLOWER FOR FILING-TRAYS. Fh«d L.
Man.ny, Benton Harbor, Mich., assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Baker-Vawter Company. Benton Harbor,
Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed May 29, 1916.
Serial No. 100,438. (Cl. 129—80.)

* 3

1. In combination with a tray provided with a slide-
way and a roller track, a follower equipped with a allde
member adapted to run In said way. a roller housing
carried by said follower and formed with a wedging
surface, and a spring-pressed roller cooperating with said
track and said wedging surface.

2. In combination with a tray provided at its sldei
with opposite slldeways and opposite roller tracks a fol-
lower equipped with a pair of slides adapted to 'run In
said ways, a pair of roller housings at the opposite aides
of said follower formed with wedging surfaces, a pair of
spring-pressed rollers arranged to cooperate respectively
with said tracks and wedging surfaces, and releaaing
means common to both rollers.

8. In combination with a tray having slldeways adja-
cent the upper edges of its sides, said slldeways including
retaining flanges constituting a roller track adjacent each
slldeway, a follower equipped with a pair of slides adapted
to run in said ways, a pair of roller housings adjacent
said slides formed with wedging surfaces, a pair of
spring-pressed rollers arranged to coOperate respectivelT
with said tracks and wedging surfaces, and releasing
means common to said rollers.

4. In combination with a tray provided at its sides
with opposite slldeways and opposite roller tracks a fol-
lower equipped with a pair of slides adapted to run in
said ways, .a pair of roller housings at the opposite lidea
of said follower formed with wedging surfaces, a pair
of annular rollers arranged to coOperate with aaid tracks
and wedging surfaces, and a reciprocating releasing mem-
ber having its ends formed to engage the openings in
said rollers.
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6. In combination with a tray provided at its sides

with opposite slideways and opposite roller tracks, a
follower equipped with a pair of slidea adapted to nu la

said ways, a pair of roller taouslnss at the opposite sides

of said follower formed with wedging surfaces, a pair of

rollers arranged to co<5perate with said tracks and wedging
surfaces, and a rock shaft formed with cranks at Its ends
connected with said rollers and arranged to shift them
simultaneously.

[Claimn 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaxette.J

1^6.791. FOLLOWER FOR FILING-TRAYS. Fr«d L.

Manny, Benton Harbor, Mich., assignor, by mesne as-

fagnmeotg, to Baker-Vawter Company, Benton Harbor,

Mick., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed May 29,

1916. Serial No. 100,439. (129—30.)

1. In combination with a tray provided with a central

bottom slldeway, a follower equipped with a slide member
adapted to run in said slideway and formed with an in-

clined wedging surface, a roller arranged to coCperate with
the wedging surface of the slide and with the slideway,

and means for shifting the roller out of cooperative

relation.

2. In combination with a tray provided with a central
bottom slideway, a follower equipped with a slide member
adapted to run in said slideway and formed with an in-

clined wedging surface, a spring pressed roller arranged
to normally yieldingly engage the wedging surface of the
slide and the bottom of the slideway. and manually oper-

able means for shifting the roller out of cooperative reJa-

tion with said wedging surface and said slideway.

3. In combination with a tray provided with a central
bottom slideway. a follower equipped with a slide member
adapted to run In said slideway and formed with an In-

clined wedging surface, a spring pressed roller arranged
to normally yieldingly engage the wedging surface of the

slide and the bottom of the slideway, and a pair of manu-
ally operable spring pressed pivoted rods equipped with

cams arranged to engage said roller and shift it out of co-

operative relation with said wedging surface and said

slideway.

4. In combination with a tray provided with a central

bottom slideway having a bottom and side faces and over-

hanging retaining flanges, a follower including a sliding

member formed with downwardly turned flanges, said

flanges being formed with opposite recesses having wedg-
ing faces, and a roller extending between the side faces

of the slideway and arranged to cooperate with the wedg-

ing faces of the flange recesses and the bottom of the slide-

way.
5. In combination with a tray provided with a central

bottom slideway having a bottom and side faces and over-

banging retaining flanges, a follower Including a sliding

member formed with downwardly turned flangea, said

flanges i>eing forme<l with opposite recesses having wedg-
ing faces, a spring-pressed roller extending between the

side faces of the slideway and arranged to yieldingly

engage the wedging faces of the flange recesses and the

bottom of the slideway, and manually operable means for

disengaging the roller.

[Claims 6 to 9 not prlnteil in the Gasette.]

1^26.792. TRAIN-CONTROL SYSTEM. ALraiD Mimhick,
Newark. N. J. Filed Oct. 10, 1916. SerUl No. 124,821.

(a. 246—26.)

1. A train signal and control system having a track-
circuit adapted to be grounded by rolling stock and hav-
ing included therein stationary track magnets In series

extending substantially throughout a different block from
that in wliicb the ground may be effected, in combination
witb a traveling train-carried armature disposed in the

field of said magnets.
2. A train signal and control system having a normally-

closed track-circuit adapted to be grounded by rolling

stork and having Included therein stationary track mag-
nets arranged In series extending substantially through-
out one block, and track rails in another block, in com-
bination with a traveling train-carried armature diitposetl

in the field of said magnets.

3. A train signal and control system having a track-

circuit adapted to be grounded by rolling stock, and hav-
ing included therein stationary track magnets in series in

a different block from that in which the ground may be

effected, in combination with a traveling train-carried

armature disposed continuously in the field of one or more
of said magnets. ^

4. A train signal and control system having a track-

circuit adapted to be grounded by rolling stock, and hav-
ing included therein stationary track magnets arranged
in parallel series in succesnire blocks separated from that
in which the ground may be effected, in combination with
traveling train-carried armatures disposed in the fields

respectively of said series of magnets.
5. A train signal and control system having a track-

circuit adapted to be grounded by roiling stock, and hav-
ing included therein stationary track magnets arranged
in series in a different block from that in which the ground
may l>e effected, in comlilnatlon with a traveling train-

carried armature disposed In the field of said magnets, and
of a length at least equal to the Interval between the
fields of adjacent magnets.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.}

1,226,793. DISK PLOW. John W. MoaOAM, MarysTUle.
Cal. Filed Apr. 10, 1916. SerUl No. 90.104. (Cl.

97—74.)

1. A plow comprising a supporting frame, plowing de-

vices carried by the frame, a draw bar on the frame, a

steering strut fixed to the front of the frame at right

angles to the direction of the movement of the plow, a
flexible draft member connected with the draw l>ar and to

the steering strut, furrow wheels and a land wheel sup-

porting the frame and arranged for lateral turning move-
ment and connected together in such a manner as to

cauae them to turn as a unit, a steering arm fixed to the

foremost wheel spindle and a steering rod connected with
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the steering arm and normally extending parallel to tbe
steering strut, the draft member being secured to the
steering arm.

2. A plow comprising a supporting frame, plowing de-
vices carried by the frame, a draw btkv fixed to the frame
at an acute angle to the direction of the movement of the
plow, a steering strut fixed to the front end of the frame
at right angles to the direction of the movement of tbe
plow, a flexible draft member adjustably connected to tbe
draw bar and the steering strut whereby the point of drag
of the plow may be altered, furrow wheels and a land
wheel supporting the frame and arranged for lateral turn-
ing movement and connected together in such a manner as
to cause them to turn as a unit, a steering arm fixed to
the foremost wheel spindle and a steering rod connected
with the steering arm and extending parallel to the steer-
ing strut, the draft member being adjustably secured to
the steering arm.

1.226.794. BAG-TYING MACHINE. Lbwib D. Nilsoh,
Union City, Mich. Filed June 24, 1916. Serial No.
106,615. (Cl. 140—93.)

2. In a bag tying machine, the combination of a frame,
a driving shaft, spaced bag and wire guides, a holder dis-

posed at the rear of and In a speced relation to said guides,
means for forcing the tops of tiags Into the bights of tbe
wires and with the wires into the holder, means for actuat-
ing said forcing means with a step-by-step movement, a
wire twister having spared wire-engaging slots therein, a
twister carriage mounted to reciprocate between said

guides and holder, and means for actuating said carriage
and said twister.

9. In a bag tying machine, the combination of spaced
bag and wire guides, a holder disposed at the rear of and
In a spaced relation to said guides, a feed reel having arms
forked to swing over said guides and holder and adapted to
carry tbe ttags into tbe bights of the wires and with tbe
wires Into the holder and to discharge the tied bags from
the holder, means for actuating said feed reel with a step-

by-step movement, and a wire twister mounted to engage
the wires between said holder and guides.

12. In a bag tying machine, the combination of spaced
combined bag and wire guides, a holder disposed at tbe
rear of and In a spaced relation to said guides, means for

forcing the tops of bags into the bights of the wires and
with tbe wires Into the holder, means for actuating said
forcing means with a step by step movement, and a wire
twister adapted to engage and twist the wires t>etween said
guides and bolder.

15. In a bag tying machine, the combination of spaced
wire guides forming guides for the top of a bag, a wire
twister having spared wire-engaging slots therein, a re-

ciprocating twister carriage, means for actuating said
twister, means for antuating said carriage permitting it

to rest during the actuation of th* twister, and means
for severing the wires between tbe twists formed therein.

21. In a t>ag tying machine, the combination of a frame,
a wire twister, a sprocket on said twister, means for
actuating said twister comprising a sprocket chain coact-
Ing with said twister sprocket, an oscillating arm, a
sprocket carried by said arm. saUl chain being pAssed over '

ssld sprocket and connected to said frame, means for ac-
tuating said arm. and means for severing the wire be-
tween tbe twists.

[CUlms 1, 3 to 8, 10, 11, IS, 14, snd 16 to 20 b«C
printed In tbe Gazette.]

1,22 6,7 96. INSDLATOR PRESS. William Nawnr,
Youngstown. Ohio, assignor to William I. Lourie,
Youngstown, Ohio. Filed Mar. 25. 1913. Serial No.
766.699. (Cl. 25—8.)

1. In an Insulator press, the combination of a support-
ing base, a mold table thereon provided with a mold, a
vertically movable rotatable former adapted to cooperate
witb said mold, means for lowering and raising the
former, and means embodying gearing and cam mechanism
for rotating It at varying speeds.

2. In an Insulator press, tbe combination of a support-
ing base, a mold table thereon provided with a mold,, a
vertically movable rotatable former adapted to cooperate
with said mold, means for lowering and raising tbe
former, and means embodying gearing and cam mechanlsn
for rotating the former at a diminishing speed on lower-

ing and at an increasing speed on raising.

3. In an Insulator press, the combination of a support-

ing base, a mold table thereon provide<l with a mold, a
vertically movable rotatable former adapted to coOperat*
witb said mold, means for lowering and raising the ft^rmer

embodying screw mechanism for lowering and raising the
former within the mold at slow speed and cam-actuated
lever mechanism for lowering and raising It at an in-

creased speed into and out of tbe mold, and means for ro-

tating the former.

4. In an Insulator press, tbe combination of a support-

ing base, a mold table tbereon provided with a mold, a
vertically movable rotatable former adapted to coOperatc
with said mold, means for lowering and raising the former
embodying screw me^'hanism for lowering and raising the

former within the mold at slow speed and cam-actuated
lever mechanism for lowering and raising it at an in-

creased speed into and out of the mold, means for varjrlng

tbe leverage of said lever mectuinism. and means for ro-

tating tbe former.

6. In an Insulator press, the combination of a support-

ing base, a mold table thereon provided with a mold, a
vertically movable rotatable former adapte<l to cooperate
with said mold, means embodying cam mechanism for

lowering tbe former at a maximum speed Into the foroicr

and for decreasing Its speed within tbe former, means for

reversing the movement of the former on withdrawal and
for slowly raising the former within tbe mold and for in-

creasing its speed of removal therefrom, and means f^
rotating the former.

[CIsims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,796. AUTOMATIC DRAIN VALVE. CHAKLCS W.
NiwcoMBE, Taroma, Wash. Filed July 10, 1916. So-
Hal No. 108.523. (Cl. 187—103.)
1. In a drain valve. In combination, an outer caslBg

member having a high pressure port in its bend and low
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pressure port in its sides, a plug or closing Inner member
having a piston chamber ret-essed into its inner end and a
discharge port extending from said piston chamber to the
outer end of the plug, and also having low pressure ports
extending from the bottom face of said piston chamber to
connections with the low pressure ports of the casing, a
piston in said chamber having by-pass ports extending
across Its periphery from face to face and extending
thence toward the center of its face which Is toward the
high pressure port, and a spring acting to force the piaton
toward the high pressure port.

2. In a drain valve. In combination, an outer casing
cyllndrlcally bored from one end, and having a high prea-
sure port In its head and low pressure ports at Its aldea,
an inner member fitting the bore In the casing and having
Its Inner end bored to form a piston-receiving chamber
and having a discharge port extending from the bottom
of said chamber to its outer end and low pressure ports
extending from the bottom of said chamber and communi-
cating with the low pressure ports In the casing, a piston
ralve fitting said chamf)er and having by-press channels In
its periphery extending from face to face and communi-
cating channels in high pressure face extending toward
the center, and a spring seated in the discharge port and
acting to hold the piston away from the bottom of the
chamber.

1.226.797. FRUIT-KMFE.
cago. 111. Filed Mar. 7
(CI. 146—7.)

BCTLIDOB H. Nbwman, Chi-

1917. SerUl No. 152.975.

1. A fruit knife consisting of two substantially parallel
blades having an Intervening space slightly greater than
the thlcliness of a grape fruit partition and connected at
their outer ends to form a cutting element for separating
the partition from the adjacent fruit cella and from the
rind.

2. A fruit knife consisting of two subsUntially parallel
blades having an intervening space slightly greater than
the thickness of a grape fruit partition and a third blade
at the outer ends of said pair of blades whereby the blades
form a cutting element for separating the partition from
the adjacent fruit cells and from the rind, the catting
edge of the third blade being disposed behind the cutting
edges of the first mentioned blades.

8. A fruit knife consisting of two substantially parallel
blades having a space slightly greater than the thi.kness
of a grape fruit partition intervening between the blade*

for separating the partition from the adjacent fruit cella,
and a third blade disposed at the outer ends of the said
pair of blades substantially at right angles to the bladea
and projecting outwardly away from the blades for de-
Uchlng the core of the fruit from the rind.

4. A fruit knife consisting of two substantially parallel
blades having an Intervening space slightly greater than
the thickness of a grape fruit partition for separating the
partition from the adjacent fruit cells, and a third blade
at the outer ends of f.ald pair of blades for separating the
partition from the rind.

1.226.798. COMBINED GENERATOR AND BURNER.
MiONCS XotiiAX. St. Paul, Minn. Piled I»ec. 16. 1918.
Serial No. 807,042. (CI. IBS—66.)

1. An oil burner comprising oil and water reservoirs,
conduits connected thereto, retorts forming parts of said
conduits, a valve casing connected to the oil conduit, a
tubular valve within the casing having communication
with the water conduit, a controlling valve within the
tubular valve, a burner proper, a mix*ng chamber con-
necting said valve casing and burner proper, and sub-
flame burners connected to said burner proper for heat-
ing said retorts.

2. An oil burner comprising oil and water reservoirs,
a pair of retorts, conduits separately connecting said res-
ervoirs with said retorts, a mixing conduit or pipe, con-
duits connecting said retorts with said mixing conduit, a
main burner chamber, said mixing conduit being formed
with a Jet opening directed Into aaid burner chamber,
valve mechanism inclosed within said mixing conduit for
regulating the passage of gas and water vapor there-
through, and sub-flame burners fed from said main burner
chamber and arranged In position to heat said retorts.

1,2 26.7 99. SANITARY TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER.
Hahold O. Olbna. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed July 19.
1916. Serial No. 110,246. (CI. 248—63.)

1. A sanitary brush holder comprising a tubular con-
tainer close<l at the bottom end, means adapted to caus»- a
spray of Dquld contained In the conUiner and of substan-
tially the same cross section as that of the container to be
ejected into the body of the latter, said means including
a transversely arranged perforated depresslble member,
and means normally supporting said member at the top
of the liquid contained In the bottom of the container.

2. A sanitary brush holder comprising a tubular con-
tainer closed at the bottom end. a plate made with a plu-
rality of perforations, yielding means depresslbly support-
ing such plate transversely in and spaced from the bot-
tom end of the container, whereby a spray of liquid con-
tained in the container may be caused to be projected
through said plate Into the body of the latter by pushing
the brush against said plate.
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3. In an article of the character described, the combi-
nation of a tubular container, a removable closure for the
bottom end of said container, said closure adapted for
holding liquid, means for securing said closure In place,
and a depresslble spring-seated perforated plate in said
bottom closure.

RJ

I

4. In an article of the character described, the combi-
nation of a tubular container, a cap for the upper end
thereof, a cup-like closure removably inserted In the bot-
tom end of said container, means for securing said clo-

sure In place, and a depresslble spring-seated perforated
plate In aaid bottom closure.

6. A sanitary brush holder comprising a tubular con-
tainer closed at the bottom end, means adapted to cause
a spray of liquid conUlned In the container and of sub-
stantially the same cross section as that of the container
to be ejected Into the bo«ly of the latter, said means In-
cluding a transversely arranged, i>erforated depresslble
member, means normally supporting said member at the
top of the liquid contained In the bottom of the container,
and means for guiding the movement of said depresslble
member.

1,226.800. OARDEN-SEEDER. FL,«TCHnB Olson, Rob-
blnsdale, Minn. Filed Jan. IS. 1915. Serial No. 1,941.
(a. Ill—82.)

1. In a seeding machine, the combination with a fur-
row former, of a seeding device delivering at the rear of
said furrow former, a covering device working at the
rear of said seeding device, a packing wheel working at
the rear of said covering device, and an auxiliary cover-
ing device working directly at the rear of said wheel and
serving to deposit a loose ridge of dirt on top of the
packed surface formed by the said wheel.

2. In a seeding machine, the combination with two
wheels located, one ahead of the other, of a furrow form-
ing shoe immediately at the rear of said front wheel, a
seeding device delivering at the rear of said shoe, a cov-
ering device at the rear of said seeding device but in
front of the rear wheel, and an auxiliary covering device

working Immediately at the rear of said rear wheel and
serving to deposit a loose ridge of dirt on top of the
packed surface formed by the said rear wheel.

1,226,801. ROAD-DRAG. JosBPB 8. Olson, Henriette,
Minn. Filed Nov. 3, 1916. Serial No. 129,368. (CL
87—5.)

A road drag comprising parallel longitudinal sills

;

transverse scrapers pivoted to the sills ; holding elements
carried by the sills and spaced apart longitudinally of the
sills ; and a diagonal tension element of fixed length hav-
ing Us extreme ends engaged with certain of the holding
elements of the respective sills, both ends of the tension
element being shlftable from one sill to the other to change
the direction of lateral discharge of the scrapers, and
one end of the flexible element t>elng shlftable longitudi-

nally of either sill to vary the angle between the scrapers
and the draft line.

1,226,802. WINDOW SCREEN. John E. Okb, Portland,

Me., assignor to The E. T. Burrowes Company, Port-

land, Me., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Mar. 80,

1914. Serial No. 828,168. (CI. 156—14.)

1. In a window of the character described, the combl-
nation of a window casing, a pivoted tilting sash, a lower
screen secured to said window casing Inside of said sash
and below the pivoting points thereof, a filling strip se-

cured to the Inside of the sash and making a close Joint
with the top of said screen, a vertically movable upper
screen secured to said casing outside of the sash and a
filling strip secured to the outside of said sash and mak-
ing a close Joint with the lower edge of the upper screen.

2. In a window of the character described the combi-
nation of a window casing, a pivoted tilting sash, a lower
screen secured to said window casing Inside of snid sash
and below the pivoting points thereof, a filling strip se-

cured to the Inside of the sash substantially in line with
the pivoting points and making a close Joint with the top
of the said screen, a vertically movable upper screen se-

cured to the casing outside of the sash and a filling strip
secured to the outside of the sash and making a close

Joint with the lower edge of the upper screen.

3. In a window of the character described, the combi-
nation of a window casing, a pivoted tilting sash, a lower
screen secured to said window casing Inside of said sash
and below the pivoting points thereof, a filling strip se-

cured to the Inside of the aash substantially In line with
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th« plTotiiiK points anil making a close )olDt with the top
of the said sorven said tilling strip having an angular re-

cess for •nibracing the upper edge of Mild screen.

4. In a window of the character described, the combi-
nation of a window casing, a pivoted tilting sash, a lower
screen secured to said window casing inside of said sash
and below the pivoting points thereof, a fllllnK Atrip se-

cured to the Inside of the sash and making a close joint

with the top of said screen, a vertically movable upper
screen secured to said casing outside of the sash and a
tilling strip secured to the outside of said .sa.^h making a
close Joint with the lower edge of the upper screen, the
last named filling strip having an angular recess for em-
bracing the lower edge of the screen.

5. In a window of the character described, the combi-
nation of a window casing, a pivoted tilting saah, a lower
screen secured to said window casing inside of said sash
and below the pivotiog points thereof, a filling strip se-

cured to the inside of the sash and niaklnK a close Jotnt
with the top of said screen, a vertically movable upper
screen secured to said casing outside of the taah. a fllling

strip secured to the outside of said sash and making a
close Joint with the lower edge of the upper screen, and
resilient means for holding the upper screen in contact
with the casing and the fllling piece.

[Claims 6 to 2U not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.226.803. SOAP POWDER DISPENSER. Francis C.
OsBORN, Detroit. Mich. Filed Mar. 1, 1912. SerUl No.
«80,842. (CI. 221—62.)

"V.

1. In a dispenser, a receptacle having a discharge open-

ing In its bottom and also having an opening in Its upper
end. a container mounte<l therein having a discharge
opening in Its bottom, said receptacle including a closure

arranged to normally ciof«e the last mentioned discharge
opening, manually operable means for elevating the con-

tainer to a position in which the closnre no Ioniser closes

the discharge opening in the container whereupon the
contents of the latter are discharged through the opening
in the bottom of the receptacle, the container beine freely

removable through the upper end of the receptacle with-

out interference with the closure.

2. In a dispenser, the combination of a cylindrical re-

ceptacle having a twttom. a stud projecting upward from
the (-enter of the bottom and having a pointed end and
an enlarged portion next to the bottom, a container within
the receptacle and having an orifice la Its lower head
normally closed by the enlarKe<I portion of the stud, said

bottom of the receptacle having an opening adjacent said

stud, and manoally operable means for ralaing said con-

tainer tu withdraw the stud from the orlflce and permit
the escape of the contents of the container through the
orifice and the opening in the bottom of the receptacle.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a container for

IMwdered substances comprising a eyllndrical body and
end closures, one of said end closures sloping ontwardly
to a dlacharKe epenlnc. an eaxlJy perforateil menibrane

clo«ing nald opening, a dispensing receptacle adapted to

secure said container and (lispen<«e its contents and having
means extending into said discharge opening to close the

same, and manually actuate<l means for simultaneously
establishing a free passage through the opening and <au»-

ing the discharge of the contents.

4. In a dispenser, the combination of a receptacle hav-

ing a bottom, a stud projecting upward from the bottom
and having an enlarged end and an enlarged portion next
to the bottom, a container within the receptacle and
having an orifice In its lower head normally closed by
the enlarged portion of the stod that is next to the bot-

tom, said bottom of the receptacle having an opening
adjacent said stud, and manually operable means for
moving the container in respect to the stud to withdraw
the stud from the orifice an<i permit the escape of the

contents of the container through the orifice and the
opening In the bottom of the receptacle.

5. A dispensing apparatus comprising a receptacle hav-
ing an opening in its lower portion, a stud carried by and
projecting Into the receptacle, a support In the recep-

tacle and a package thereon, said package being arranged
to be pierced by said stod, said support and said recep-
tacle constituting members, and manually operable means
for Imparting movement to one of the members In respect
to the other to withdraw the stud from the package and
allow the contents of the latter to be discharged through
the hole therein and through the opening in the rec«p-
tacie.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,22(1.804. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR TSEADLB-
OPEKATBD MACHINES. rkH>BaicK J Oaics. Radae,
Wis. Filed Jan. 8. 1915. Sertal No. 1.078. (CL
172—17©.)

1. The combination, with a machine having a wheel to

be driven, of nn electric motor incladlng a frame and a
driving wheel, a support secured to the frame of the ma-
chine and having an npittandluK projection thereon, a
sleeve on the motor-frame vurrouoding said projection to

swingingly mount said motor on said support to bring
said drive wheel Into driving engajtement wth 8al<i driven
wheel. aiMl a spring connecte<l to said sleeve and to said

mpport to yieldingly maintain said wheels la drlvlnc
relation.

2. TIm combination, with a machine having a wheel to

be driven, of a support secured to the frame of the ma-
chlae. an electric motor provided with a drive wheel and
mounted on said support to move In a snb«tantially horl-

zonral plane to bring said drive wheel Into frlctlonal

driving; engagement with saiil driven wheel, and a spring
secure*! to said motor and adjustably secured to said
support for yieldingly maintaining said wheels in driving
relation.

3. The combination, with a machine having a wheel to

be driven, of a support secared to the fraase of the sa-
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'chine, an electric motor provided with a drive wheel and
•wlngingly mounte<l on said support to bring said drive
"wheel Into frlctlonal engagement with said driven wheel,
a spring for yieldingly maintaining said wheels In driving
relation, and means on said support for securing said
spring in different positions of adjustment.

4. The combination, with a machine having a wheel to
be driven, of a support secured to the machine, an electric
motor provldetl with a drive wheel and revolubly mounted
on said support to bring said drive wheel Into frlctlonal
engagement with said driven wheel, and a spring secured
at one end to the motor for yieldingly maintaining said
wheels in driving relation, said support having a plu-
rality of locking recesses therein, the other end of said
spring being adapted to be held in any of said locking
recess^.

5. The combination, with a machine having a wheel to
be driven, of a support, means comprlBlng a band for
removably clamping said support to the machine, an
electric motor swingingly mounted on said support and
proTlded with a drive wheel for frlctlonal engagement
with said driven wheel, and means for yieldingly main-
taining said wheels in driving relation.

(Claims e and 7 not printed in the Oazette.l

1.220,805. CARBURETEB. HaaaY R. PATrtasoN, Co-
lumbus, Ohio, assignor of one-half to B. Wycllffe Twy-
man, ColuBibu*. Ohio. FUed Mar. 12, 1914. Serial No
824.178. (CI. 261—68.)

A carbureter oomprising a fuel bowl, a vaporizing unit
having a primary air Inlet, a spray norzle structure in
said nnlt and In communication with said bowl, a venturi
in said unit encircling said structure, an auxiliary air
intake valve, an air chamber leading from said valve and
formed In said unit concentric with the upper open end
of said venturi, a second venturi in said unit whose throat
portion is substantially level with the top wall of said
concentric air chamber, and a downwardly and outwardly
flaring apron forming the lower end of said second named
venturi and extending downwardly Into said chamber and
below the top edge of said first named venturi In spaced
relation therewith.

1.226.806. SCRNK-SHIiTTINQ DEVICB FOR PROJBC
TION APPARATUS. William L. I'ATTrawjw, Rochas
ter, N. Y., assignor to Itausch A: Lomb Optical Com-
pany, Rochester, N. y., a Corporation of New York.
Fllwl Aug, 1, l»ia. Serial No. 782.400. (CI. 88—26.)
1. In a scene shifting device for projection apparatns,

the cocnblnatloB with a source of parallel light ray illumi-
nation, of two separate systems of projection lenses ar-
ranged together as a unit, said unit and source of illumi-
nation being movable relatively to each other to Illuminate
one or the other of the separate lens eysteans, said parts
being disposed to Illuminate areas of both projection
sjstems dorlag said moveau'nt.

238 O. Q.—67

18. In a scene shifter for imtjectlon apiMiratus, the
combination with an Illuminating system, and n projec-
tion system comprising two adjacent and substantially
parallel projection devices, of means for mounting said

systems to permit shifting thereof transversely of the
optical axis, said systems being so disposed that comple-
mentary areas of the fields of the two projection devicas
are Illuminated during the shifting movement,

(Claims 2 to 12 and 14 not printed in the Qazette.]

1^26,807. BEDCLOTHES - CLAMP. William J. P«k-
DBT, Patterson, CaL Filed Jan. 21, 1916. Serial No.
3,870. (CI. 5—27.)

1. A bed clothes clamp including frames engaged with
the head and toot of the "Bed and equipped with means to
independently engage each piece of bed clotbeB for holding
the latter taut In spaced relation, said frames being fold-

able to snugly engage the bed clothes. '

2. A bed clothes clamp Including frames to engage a
permanent part of the bed and extending laterally there-
beyond, means carried by the laterally extending portions
of said frames and engaged with the bed clothes, to hold
the latter from displacement, said frames being collapsible
to snugly engage the bed clothes, and said means being
flexible to hold the lateral margins of the bed clothes in
parallelism with the opposite sides of the bed.

3. A bed clothes clamp including frames detachably
mounted upon a permanent part of the bed, parts thereof
being laterally adjustable to engage bed clothes of differ-

ent sizes, flexible straps carried by said frames and en-
gaged with the bed clothes to hold the latter from dis-
placement, the laterally movable portions of said frame*
being collapsible to snugly engage the bed clothes.

4. A bed clothes clamp Including a plurality of frames
for engagement with the head and foot of the bedstead
and being vertically and laterally adjustable thereon,
clamp members detachaMy associated with said frames for
holding the various pieces of covering in spaced reiatloo
to permit a circulation of air therebetween, said frames
being pariially collapsible to permit snug engagement of
the various pieces of bed covering, at times.

1,226,808. 8EALABLE FUSE-PLUG. Clabbnci D.
Platt, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Feb. 29, 1916. Serial

, No. 81.246. (CI. 178—277.)
' 1. A fuse plug of the character described comprising, In
combination with a body of Insulating material having an
open chamt>er therein, a smbstantially transparent disk
closing the opening to said chamber, and a metallic cap
adapted to retain said disk in place, said cap being pro-
vided with an Integral bridging strap struck out from the
metal of the outer face thereof, whereby an eyelet la
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formed for the reception and retention of a
of flexible material.

ling strand

2. In combination, a fuse plui;, said plug comprising a
body of Insulating material baTlDg an open chamber
therein, a sntwtantially transparent disk closing the open-
ing to said chamber, a metallic cap adapted to retain said
disk in place, said cap being provided with a bridging
strap struck out from the metal of the outer face thereof
whereby an eyelet is formed, a strand of flexible material
passing through said eyelet and thus engaging said cap.
another body through which said strand is directed to en
gage the same, and means for sealing the ends of said
strand.

3. In combination, a plurality of fuse plugs, each plug
comprising a chambered body of insulating material hav-
ing an open chamber therein, a substantially transparent
disk closing the opening to said chamber, a metallic cap
adapted to retain said disk In place, each of said caps be-

ing provided with a series of integral bridging straps
struck out from the metal of the outer face thereof where-
by eyelets are formed and contiguous caps may be inter-
laced irrespective of the rotative positions thereof, and a
strand of flexible material Interlacing said caps through
contiguous eyelets, and means for sealing the ends of said
•trand.

1,226.809. AUTOMOBILE FRONT AXLE. Samdbl R.
RAM8AT, New Westminster, British Columbia. Canada,
assignor of one-eighth to Leonard Wilson, New W««t-
mln.ster. British Columbia, Canada. Filed July 28,
1916. Serial No. 111,908. (CI. 21—142.)

The combination with an axle having a vertical open-

ing near its outer end, of a yoke member mounted on said

axle to turn about a vertical axis, said yoke having open-
ings at diametrically opposite points concentric with the

axle opening and with the axis about which it turns, a

plain pin disposed in said openings, said pin being fixed In

the yoke openings and rotatable In the axle oi>enlng, and
a tight fitting sleeve mounted on the periphery of the said
yoke member and frictlonally held thereon, said sleeve

extending the entire length of the peripheral portion of

the yoke member and being flared outwardly at its inner
end to form a flange and flared inwardly at its outer end
to bear on the end of the yoke member.

1.226.810. CLOCK. Caspks L. RcoriiLo and Tobbt
Ross, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 80. 1914. Serial No.
835.364. (CT. 68—16.)
1. In a clock mechanism, a key for winding and setting

tile mechanism, a bell and hammer, a cam secured to the

key and serving to raise the hammer from the bell, aad a
slipping connection between the key and the mechanisM
so arranged that the first part of a manual movement •(
the key serves to raise the hammer and further movcmeat
of the key serves to wind and set the mechanism.

2. In a clock mechanism, a central spindle, a key tt
turning the spindle, said key having a slipping connec-
tion BO arranged that the key may have a small movv-
ment Independent of the spindle, a motor spring coa-

nected to the key and operating through the slipping con-

nection to drive the clock mechanism, a strike mecha-
nism, means t>y which the clock mechanism is held sta-

tiouary during the- initial part of the key movemeat
and Is set for a desired period of time during the final

part of the key movement, and connections for setting tka
strike mechanism during the initial part of the key move-
ment.

3. The combination with a clock mechanism, a band
therefor, and a strike mechanism, of a key provided with
connections for setting both the hand and the strike

mechanism, and means inserted In said connection by
which the hand Is held stationary during that part of tke

key movement utlliied for setting the strike mechanism.
4. The combination with a clock mechanism, a hand

therefor, and a device for stopping the clock at normal
position, of a key provided with connections for releasing

the stopping device and setting the hand by the movemeat
of said key, and meana inserted In said connection by
which the band is held sUtlonary until after the key
movement has released the stopping device. «>

1,226.811. PROCESS OF SECURING POTASSIUM CT-
ANID FROM WATER INSOLDBLK POTASSIUM-
CONTAINING MINERAL. Jamu HlNiT Rbid, Ne«^
ark, N. J. Filed Sept 80, 1915. Serial No. 58.801.

(CT. 204—64.)
1. The process of making and securing potassium cy-

anid from water-insoluble potassium containing mineral,
which comprises exposing the potassium containing min-
eral with a carbid and nitrogen capable of reacting aad
forming potassium eyanld thereto, and exposing the Ingrt-

dlents to the action of an electric current of sufflcieat

volume and intensity to Induce reaction amd valattllie tte
product.

2. The process of making and securing potassium cj-

anid from water-insoluble potassium contaiplng mineral,
which comprises exposing the potassium caataining min-
eral with a carbid and nitrogen cajmble of reacting and
forming potassium ryanid, to the action of an electric

current of sufllclent volume and intensity to induce reac-

tion and volatilize the product, and finally collecting the

volatillzable potassium compoirad from the associated
gaseous vehicle by electro-coadensatlon.

3. The process of making and securing potassium cy-

anld from potaaslum silicate containing mineral, wblck
comprises mixing the potassium silicate containing min-
eral with a carbtd and nitrogen capable of reacttag and
forming potassium cyanid thereto, and exposing the ta-

gredients to the action of an electric current of sufflctent

volume and intensity to Induce reaction and volatilise the
product.

4. The process of making and securing potassium cy-

anid from potassium silicate containing mineral, which
comprises mixing the potasstam stilcate containing min-
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eral with a carbid and nitrogen capable of reacting ami
forming potastilum cyanid tbereto, and exposing the in-
gredients to the action of an electric current of snfllcient
volume and intensity to induce reaction and volatilise the
product, and finally collecting the volatlllsable potassium
'compound from the associated gaseous vehicle by electro-
condensation.

C. The process of making and securing potassium cy-
anid from feldspar, which comprises mixing the feldspar
with a carbid and supplying nitrogen capable of reacting
and forming potassium cyanid thereto, and exposing the
Ingredients to the action of an electric current of sufll-
clent volume and Intenalty to Induce reaction and vola-
tlllce the product.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,812. PROCESS OF SECURING WATER-SOLUBLE
POTASSIUM COMPOUNDS FROM WATER INSOLU-
BLE POTASSIUM CONTAINING MINERAL. Jambs
Hawar Ram, Newark, N. J. Filed Sept. 80. 1916.
Serial No. 53,808. (CI. 204—64.)
1. The process of securing water-soluble potassium com-

pounds from water-insoluble potassium containing min-
eral, which comprises exposing the potassium containing
mlnersl. while associated with a chlorld, capable of re-
acting and forming volatlllsable potassium chlorld, to the
internal action of an electric current of sufflcient volume
and intensity passed therethrough to Induce reaction, vol-
atilise, and drive out the product.

2. The process of securing water-soluble potassium com-
pounds from poUsslum silicate conUlning mineral, which
comprises exjwsing the potassium silicate containing min-
eral, while associated with a chlorld capable of reacting
and forming volatillxable potassium chlorld. to the In-
ternal action of an electric current of sufflcient volume
and intensity passed therethrough to Induce reaction, vol-
atilize, and drive out the product.

8. The process of securing water - soluble potassium
compounds from feldspar, which comprises exposing the
feldspar, while associated with a chlorld capable of re-
acting and forming volatillzable potassium chlorld, to the
Internal action of an electric current of sufflcient volume
and Intensity passed therethrough to Induce re-action, vol-
atilise, and drive out the product.

4. The process of securing water soluble potassium com-
pounds from orthoclase, which comprises exposing the
orthoclase, while associated with a chlorld capable of re-
acting and forming volatlllsable potassium chlorld. to the
Internal action of an electric current of sufflcient volume
and Intenalty passed therethrough to induce reaction,
volatilize, and drive out the product.

5. The process of securing water-soluble potassium
chlorld from water-Insoluble potassium conulnlng min-
eral, which comprises exposing the potassium containing
mineral, while associated with a calcium chlorld, to the
internal action of an electric current of sufflcient volume
and intensity passed therethrough to induce reaction, vol-
atilise, and drive out the product.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.818. ELECTRIC-WIRING CONNECTION. Haeolo
RowNTBna, Kenilworth, 111. FUed Dec, 3. 1914. Se-
rial No. 876,280. (CI. 247—».)

1. The comblnaUon with a wall having a molding or
bead, and wlrea having switches located at short Intervals
apart, isald wires and switches being positioned behind
said molding or bead to be concealed from view thereby,
of a readily removable connection projecting over said
molding or bead and downwardly therefrom, and having
terminals to cooperate with said switches and movable
into cooperative relation thereto.

2. The combination with a molding adapted to be at-
tached to a wall, the upper edge of the molding being off-
aet from the wall to form a concealing space therebe-
tween, and switches located within said concealing space,
of a movable connection to engage over the upper edge of
the molding and to bear against the outer surface thereof

and Laving <oOperatlng terminals for Insertion In aaz
one of iu;id .>< witches.

3. The combination with a wall having a bead or mold-
ing, of conductor wires positioned behind said bead or
molding and having switches at short intervals ajtart, said
molding serving to completely conceal said wirea and
switches from view, and a connection removably engaglnf
over the upper edge of said molding or bead and bearing
against the outer surface thereof and having terminals to
cooperatively engage in any of said switches.

4. The combination with a wall having a bead or mold-
ing, of conductors having switch sockets spaced at abort
Intervals apart, said conductors and aockets located be-
hind and concealed from view by said bead or molding,
and a movable bracket formed with a seat to removably
engage over said bead or molding, to be supported by the
outer face thereof and to project downwardly therefrom,
and having a plug terminal to coOperate with any of said
sockets to complete circuit connection therebetween.

6. The combination with a molding adapted to be ap-
plied to a wall, and having Its npper edge off aet from the
wall to form a space between them, a awltcb located in
said space and concealed from view by the off-eet upper
edge of the molding, and a ready removable terminal con-
nection having means to engage over and to be aopported
by the outer surface of the molding, said tamlBnl con-
nection extending Into cooperation with nld awltdi.

1,226.814. SHIPPING - BARREL. William J. Hvrw,
Qulncy. 111. Filed Mar. 8, 1916. Serial No. 82.8M.
(CI. 217—76.)

1. In combination, a barrel hariat one end tbaraoT
open, a closure for aald barrel of a alaa to pass freely into
and out of the opening In the end tiMr«>f while aald open-
ing Is maintained at Its normal coatncted slae, and nMana
permanently secured to said barral for retaining mid
closure In position to dose said opening, aald means be-
ing operable to permit remoral of said closure while ro-
malnlng attached to said barreL

2. In combination, a barrel baring one end tbctvof
open, a closure for said barrel of a alae to pass ttt^j lata
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and oat of position to cloae the opening In tb.^ end theruof

while salil opening is maintained at Its norioa' vjiitractcd

size, means for holding said closure in posltir-n to c*os«

the opening in the end of said barrel, and means f •( auto-

matically locking said closure when moved into cIoMd
position.

3. In comblnatloo, a barrel having one ond thereof

open, a unitary closnre for said opening of a size and
•hape to pass frc«ly Into and oat of said opening, sup-

ports for holding said closure In position to close said

opening, and a spring catch for automatically locking

said closure whea moved into said position.

4. In a container for shipping merchandise, a remov-
able cover arranged to fit within an opening In said con-

tainer, a pair of spaced supports for said cover, and
means for engaging the outer surfaces of sa\d cover at
points intermediate sa'.d supports, to retain said cover in

position to close said opening, said cover being free to

move Inwardly intermediate said supports when said

cover Is freed from one of said engaging means.

6. In a container for shipping mercfaandtso, a remov-

able cover arranged to fit within an opening in said con-

tainer, a pair of spaced supports secured to the Interior

of the walls of said contAner and arranged to engage the

inner surface of said rover to hold said cover in closed

IMsition. a retaLaer for said cover secured to said con-

tainer and arranged to engage the outer surface of said

cover at a point Intermediate said supports, and a latch

(or engaging said cover at a point opposite said retainer

to hold said cover in closed position.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,816. POLLING DEVICE FOB MOTOR-VKHICLBS.
William Saarai.v, Haskell, Okla. FUed Apr. 20. 1916.

Serial No. »2^71. (CL 264—166.)

1. In a pulling device for motor velilcles, the combina-

tion with the frame and motor, of a bar pivoted on the

frame, a dram rotatable on the bar, a normally inactive

clutch device between the drum and motor adapted to con-

nect the drum and motor when the bar Is swung in one

direction, and means for swinging the bar to throw in the

clutch device.

2. In a pulling device for motor vehicles, the combina-

tion with the frame and motor, of a bar pivoted to one

side of the frame, a bracket secured to the other side of

the frame and In which the free end of the bar is slldably

engaged, a drum rotatably mounted on the bar, a shaft

rotatably mounted on the bar at right angles to the lat-

ter, connections between the shaft and drum, a clutch de-

vice Included In said shaft adapted to connect the latter

to the motor when the bar is swung in one direction,

means normally holding the bar In position to maintain

the clutch device disconnected from the motor, a cam le-

ver pivoted on the bracket and operable to swing the bar

to connect the clutch device with the motor, and means

for actuating the cam lever.

1,226,^16. PRIMARY BATTERY. CHARLaa B. Scho«n-

M*HL and Mabtin L. MAaTXJS, Waterbary, Conn., as-

signors to The Waterhory Battery Company, Waterbory,

Conn., a CorporatloB of Connecticut. Filed May 16,

1916. Serial No. »7.461. (Cl. 204—»8.)

1. In an assembled element form of primary battery,

the combination with a banger, of an insulating block

carried thereby and having oppositely disponed flange por-

tions, and plate electrodes attached to and supported be-

QMth aald flanged portions of the side of the block.

9. In an assembled element form of primary battery,

the combination of a hanger, a single suspending rod for

the same, flat forms of positive and negmtlve electrodes

carried by the banger, an insulating block arranged be-

tween the positive and ne«;ative electrodes and having a

depending V shaped edge upoa its under side.

9. An Insulating block for assembled primary battery

elements, adapted to have electrodes attached thereto and
having outwardly extended portions that cover the top

edge of the plate electrodes when attached to the opposite

side of the block.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6 to 8, and 10 not printed in the

riazette. ]

1,226.817. DISTRIBUTINQ MECHANISM FOR ELEC-
TRICAL IGNITION SYSTEMS. WoLrOANO E. ScHWAitz-

MA.NX, Springfield, Mass., assignor to Boach Magneto
Company, New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

FUed Feb. 15, 1916. Serial No. 78,4S9. (Q. 123—149.)

1. The combination with an Internal combustion engine
having spark plugs, and a magneto having an autotrans-
former winding, of distributing mechanism comprising a
rotatable main distributer having contact segments elec-

trically connected to Individual spark plogs, and an in-

termediate distributer whl( h is mounted on the rotor of

the magneto and which, at each period of Ignition, con-
ducts the ignition current from nald winding to a single
one of said contact segments.

2. The combination with an Internal combustion engine
having grounded spark plugs, of a magneto having a
grounded autotransformer winding, of distributing mech-
anism comprising a rotatable main distributer having con-
tact segments electrically connected to the Insulated elec-

trodes of Individual spark pluin<, and so intermediate dis-

tributer which is mounted on the rotor of the magneto
and which, at each period of ignition, conducts ignition
current from said winding to a single one of said contact
segments.
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8. The combination with an Internal combustion engine
having grounded spsrk plugs, and a magneto having a
secondary winding with one terminal grounded and the
other terminal Insulated, of distributing mechanism com-
prising a rotatable main dlKtrlbuter having Contact seg
ments electrically connected to the insulated electrodes of
Individual spark plugs, and an intermediate distributer
which is mounted on the rotor of the magneto and which.
at each period of ignition, completes the electrical con
nsction from the insulated terminal of said winding to a
single one of said contact segments.

4. The combination with an internal combustion engine
having spark plUKS, and a magneto having an autotrans-
former winding, of distributing mechanism comprising a
rotatable main distributer having contact segments elec-
trically connected to Individual spark plugs, and brushes
cooperative with the segments, and also comprising an
intermediate distributer which is mounted un the rotor of
the magneto and which at each period of ignition, con-
ducts the ignition current from said winding to a single
one of said brushes.

6. The combination wltb an Interna] combustion engine
having grounded spark plugs, and a magneto having a
secondary winding with one terminal grounded and the
other terminal Insulated, of distributing mechanism com-
prising a rotatable main distributer having stationary
contact segments electrically connected to the Insulated
electrode* of individual spark plugs, and rotatable brushes
cooperative with the segments, and also comprising an
Intermediate distributer which is mounted on the rotor of
the magneto and which, at each period of •ignition, com-
pletes the electrical connection from the insulated termi-
nal of said winding to a single one of said brushes.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,226.818. FLUID-PRESSURE SUCTION APPARATUS.
JoH.v R. ScHaAOBR, New York, N. Y., assignor of one-
half to Philip Oerst, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Apr. 17,
1918. Serial No. 761,679. (Cl. 261—76.)

1. A fluid pressure suction apparatus comprising a tu
bular body portion having a nozxle extending thereinto
and having an air Inlet In operative relation to said noz-
zle, and an air breaker In the path of the water at a
point beyond said noizle comprising a hub portion and a
plurality of arms extending from said hub portion to the
wall of said body-portion, said air breaker preventing the
admission of air above the ssme.

2. A flnld pressure suction apparatus comprising a tu-
bular body portion having a noszle threaded into ItSfUp-
per end, a pair of suction tubes having a common inlet
and being curved to meet st a common point, said tubes
being arranged at an angle to said body portion to permit
of attaching said noazle to a faucet, and a tul>e connected
to said suction tubes at said common point.

8. A fluid pressure suction apparatus comprising a tu-
bular body portion having a nozsle threaded into one end,
a circular tubolar member connected to said tubular

body portion at opposite sides of said nozsle and having
an air inlet at a point diametrically opposite said nossla,
and an air breaker in said tubular body {Mrtlon below said
nozsle.

4. A fluid pressure suction apparatus comprising a hol-
low bod.v portion having a pressure nozsle and a hollow
clrctilar member connected to said l>ody portion at oppo-
site sides of said nozzle, said hollow circular member hav-
ing an Inlet at a point diametrically opposite said noaale
and said hollow body portion having a restricted passag«
adjacent said pressure nozzle through which the fluid

from said pressure nozzle is directed, and an air breaker
in said body portion below said noscle.

6. A flnld pressure suction apparatus comprising a hol-
low body portion having a pressure nozxle entering its

upper end and a supply tube connected to the outer end
of said pressure nozzle, said supply tube, pressure noszle
and hollow body portion having their axes coincident, and
a hollow circular member arranged at an angle to said
body portion and having connection therewith at opposite
sides of said pressure nozzle, said hollow circular member
having an air inl«t at a point diametrically opposite said
pressure nozzle.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,819. RAIL-JOINT. MITCHELL Shabp, Dunmore,
W. Va. Filed Jan. 81, 1917. Serial No. 146.664. (CL
239—8.)
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1. A rail Joint Including the abutting ends of a pair of
rails, said rail ends being provided with slots, a laterally
offset extension projecting longitudinally from each rail

and fitting against the side of the other rail, an L shaped
lug carried by each extension and interlocking with the
slot of the other rail, and locking means for holding the
L-shaped lugs in operative position.

2. A rail Joint including the abutting ends of a pair of
rails, said rails being provided with slots, a laterally offset
extension projecting longitudinally from each rail and
fitting against the side of the other rail, an L-shaped lug
carried by each extension and adapted to be inserted
through the longitudinal slot of the other rail and moved
longitudinally Into an Interlocking engagement with one
end. thereof, and locking blocks In.serted in the slots of the
rails back of the L-shaped lags for holding the latter In

operative position.

3. A rail Joint including the abutting ends of a pair of
rails, said rails being provided In the webs thereof with
longitudinal slots, a lateral offset extension projecting
longitudinally from each rail end and fitting against the
side of the other rail, an L-shaped lug carried by each ex-
tension and adapted to be Inserted through the longitu-
dinal slot of the other rail and moved longitudinally Into
engagement with one end of the slot, the extension being
provided with an opening adjacent the back of the U-
sbaped lug. locking blocks insertlble within the longitu-
dinal slots of the rails back of the U-shaped lugs for hold-
ing the latter In operative position, and spring arms car-
rled by the locking blocks and Insertlble through the open-
ings of the extensions to hold the locking blocks In opera-
tive position.

4. A rail Joint Including the abutting ends of a pair of
rails, said rails having longitudinally extending slots in
the webs thereof, a laterally offset extension projecting
longitudinally from the web of each rail end and arranged
In alinement with the slots. L-shaped lugs carried by each
extension and arranged ;^^e inserted through the lungi-
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twUnaJ ilots of the other rail and bfoagtat Into an Inter-

tocklng engagement with the enda of the slots by a longl-

tadlnal morement of the rail ends, said extensions being

provided at points adjacent the back of certain of the L-

-shaped logs with openings, locking bolts Insertlble within

e«rtaln of the slots back of the L-shaped lags to hold the

latter in operatire position, and a pair of aprlng arms
projecting from each of the locking blocks for engage-

ment with the before mentioned openings of the exten-

alOBS to hold the locking blocks in operative position.

1.326,820. GAS-BNOINE BODY OR FRAliE. Albbkt

B. 8HULTI, Buffalo. N. T. Plied Feb. 26, 1»15. Serial

No. 10,6M. (CI. 121—106.)

1. A body for gas engloes comprising a lower base sec-

tion, and an api>er base section having two longitudinal

walls, the lower edges of which are secured to the lower

iMise section and also having supports which are provided

with crank shaft bearings and which diverge on their

onder sides from said bearings downwardly to the edges of

said upper base section, the joint between said upper and
lower base sections being arranged below the axes of said

crank shaft bearings.

2. A crank case, comprising a body portion including

Idea and webs adjacent the opposite ends of said sides

extending substantially the entire height of said sides and
kaving segmental crank shaft bearings formed in their

bottom faces, aald bottom faces slanting downwardly from
•aid bearings to said aides.

1^26.821. MUCILAGE-BOTTLE. CHABLca M. SiBvn.
Holton, Kans. Filed July 9, 1916. Serial No. 88.016.

<a. 91—67.1.)

A mucilage well comprising a chambered body having an
-opening at the top. a well element carried within the body
extending downwardly from said opening, said well ele-

ment stopping short of the bottom of the chamber and
being open at the top and bottom, and a resilient element
-engaged on the lower end of the well forming a virtual

continuation thereof yleldably engaged with the bottom of

the chamber, and adapted to yield to passage of a brush

tkereander.

1.226,822. NON-REFILLABLE BOTTLE. Adbi-aidi C.

Smith. St Mary's. Ontario. Canada. Filed Sept. 6,

1916. Serial No. 118.775. (H. 211^—62.)

1. A valve to be inserted in the n«»ck of a bottle com-
prising, a substantially flat disk member consisting of two
«ompIemental sections hingpdly connected together, means

carried by one of the sections to lock the same in the n«ck
of a twttle and to constantly hold It in a substantially

transverse position relative to the passage in the bottle

neck, the other section being free to move and to open
when the bottle Is tilted.

2. A device of the character described including in com-
bination with a bottle neck, a sectional disk - valve to

close the passage in the neck, means for anchoring one
section statlonarily In the neck, the other section being

movable to permit of liquid passing thereby when the neck
Is tilted, and a weight pivoted to the movable section for

returning the movable section to a closed i>osition when
the neck is placed in a normal position.

3. A device of the character described including in com-
bination wlth>a bottle neck having oppositely arrsnged
grooves therein, and further provided with sockets at the
terminals of the grooves, an annular shoulder Integral
with the neck and arranged slightly above the sockets, of

a sectional disk valve, means for anchoring one section of

the valve in the neck and on the shoulder, a straight

shoulder integral with the upper surface of the stationary
section of the valve, the other section being pivoted to the
stationary section and movable to engage the shoulder
when liquid passes through the neck, and a weight pivoted
to the undersurface of the movable section and operable In

the recess in the neck for returning the movable section

to a closed position when the neck Is arranged in a normal
position.

1,226.823. BGO-SeiPPINO CAJBB. John H. SPAHOLm.
Minneapolis. Minn., assignor of one-half to John A. Nel-

son, Minneapolis. Mian. Filed May 6. 1016. Serial No.
96,611. (CI. 217—33.)

1. .K shipping case of the kind described, comprising

partition plates and trough forming plates interconnected

with the said partition plates and extending outward in

different directions to form a plurality of egg receiving

troughs divided Into compartments by said partitions, the

said trouKh-forming plates having Integral outer portions

serving as lids to close the troughs.

2. A shipping case of the kind described, comprising
partition plates and trough-forming plates Interconnected
with the said partition plates and extending outward In

different directions to form a plurality of egg receiving

troughs divided Into compartments by said partitions, the

said trough-forming plate* having integral outer portions
serving as lids to close the troughs, and the said lid form-
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lag portions having integral folds arranged for Interlock-
ing engagement with said partition plates.

3. A shipping case of the kind described, comprising
partition plates and trough forming plates interconnected
with the said partition plates and extendlmg outward in
different directions to form a plurality of egg receiving
troughs divided into compartments by said partitions,
the said trough-forming plates having integral outer por-
tions serving as lids to close the troughs, and the said
nd forming portions having over turned free edge por-
tions, and the said partition barlnK lock slits for receiv-
ing the latter to lock said lids.

'• 4. A shipping case of the kind described, comprising
partition plates and trough-forming plates interconnected
with th? said partition plates and extending outward In
different directions to form a plurality of egg receiving
trsughs divided Into compartments by said partitions, the
said trough forming plates having Integral outer portions
serving as lids to close the troughs, and an outer casing
Inclosing the filler made up of the said partitions and
trough-forming plates.

1,226.824. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR COATING
CHOCOLATES. Dalb G. Stbbly, Cambridge, Mass.
FUed Oct. 80, 1016. Serial No. 128.377. (CI. 91—3.)

1. That improvement in the art of coating chocolates
and other goods, which consists in blowing back onto the
chocolates any tails which are formed thereon upon leav-

ing the conveyer.

2. That Improvement in the art of coating chocolates
and other goods, which consists in blowing back onto the
chocolates leaving the conveyer excess portions of coating
material thereon.

8. A machine for coating chocolates or other goods,
having in combination, a conveyer for the chocolates
which have a coating material thereon, and pneumatic
means arranged to deliver a current of air against the bot-

toms of the chocolates, beyond but closely adjacent to the
end of the conveyer.

4. A machine for coating chocolates or other goods,
bavlng in combination, a conveyer for the chocolates
which have a coating material thereon, and pneumatic
means arranged to deliver a current of air in an upward
direction against the bottoms of the chocolates beyond
but closely adjacent to the end of the conveyer.

6. A machine for coating chocolates or other goods.
having In combination, a conveyer for the chocolates
wMch have a coating material thereon, and pneumatic
means arranged to deliver a current of air against the
bettoms of the chocolates at the end of the conveyer to
blow back upon the chocolates the excess coating ma-
terial so that the coated chocolates will l)e devoid of tails.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gaiette.]

U26,82S. TAPER - CUTTLNG ATTACHMENT FOR
LATHES, Habbt D. Stbwabt. GUman, Iowa. Filed
May 14. 1016. Serial No. 27,999. (CT. 82—16.)

In a taper attachment for lathes, embodying a bearing
plate-like member formed for clamping onto the tail stock
mt a lathe, a vertically disposed plate longitudinally Blot-

ted and arranged in front of said member and In spaced
relation thereto, horizontal bolts connected to the plate
and member to support the plate from the member, sleeves
on the bolts abutting the plate and member to space same,
a threaded shaft mounted for rotation in the slot and
having its upper end projecting through the top of the
plate and having a head thereon to permit of turning of
the shaft, a dead center member having a shank extending
through the slot of the plate and having a threaded open-
ing in the shank receiving said shaft, and a nut on the
dead center member to clamp against the rear face of the
plate to hold the dead center member locked, said connect-
ing bolts between the plate and member being disposed so
that the clamping nut of the dead center member may
move Into and be operated in the space between the plate
and member.

1.226,826. DIRECTION - SIGNAL FOR MOTOR - VE-
HICLES. Ki.No E. Stokbr, Stockton. Cal. Filed June
2, 1016. Serial No. 101,261. (O. 177—880.)

A signal mechanism comprising an annular casing, a
central transversely disposed pin within the casing, a sig-

nal lever turnable on the pin, said lever projecting on each
side of the pin. a curved armature on the inner end of the
lever, a signal arm on the other end of said lever, the
casing being provided with a quarter circular slot in its

circumference through which the signal arm projecta. the
ends of the slot acting as stopn to limit the movement
of the signal arm in either direction, a curved solenoid
adapted when energized te act on said armature to move
the signal arm in one direction, such signal arm being
adapted to drop in the opposite direction by gravity when
the solenoid is de^nergized, and means for energising and
de^nerglzing the solenoid.

1.226.827. DISLODGING TOOL. Olof N. Tbvandbb,
Chicago, III. Filed Apr. 14, 1016. SerUl No. 21.804.
(CI. 68—46.)

1. A dislodging tool in the form of a fork having two
branches which are oppositely deflected with respect to
each other, each branch having a longitudinal cutting
edge, these cutting edges being dlnposed on opposite sides
of the tool.

2. A dislodging tool In the form of a fork having two
branches which are oppositely deflected with respect to
each other, each branch having a longitudinal cutting
edge, these cutting edges being disposed on opposite sides
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of tbe tool, oDe of these branches beias In the form of a
book iDtarned toward tbe other braDcb.

3. A dlslodgiDg tool In the form of a fork bavLog two
branches which are oppositely deflected with respect to

each other, each branch having a longitudinal cutting

edge, these cutting edges l>elng disposed on opposite sides

of the tool, each of these branches being in the form of a
hook inturned toward the other branch.

4. A diHlodglng tool in tbe form of a fork having two
branches, ea<'b branch having; a longitudinal cutting edge,

these cutting edges being disposed on opposite sides of

the tool, one of these branches being in tbe form, of a
hook Inturned toward the other branch.

5. A dislodging tool in the form of a fork having two
branches, each branch having a longitudinal cutting edge,

these cutting edges being disposeil on opposite sides of

tbe tool, each of these branches being in tbe form of a
hook Inturned toward the other branch.

1,226.828. INDEX FOB PRBSSURE-aAQES. Oboboi
E. TBA0B, San Diego, Cal. Filed Dec. 1, 1916. Serial

No. 134.333. (CI. 73—111.)

•-o
1. An index member for pressure Indicators of tbe

class described comprislns a tube having (rraduations

thereon and a series of horizontal grooves therein ex-

tending from one side of said graduations around said

tnbe to the opposite side of said graduations but not

across them ; and removable elastic open rings In selected

grooves of said scries ; for tbe pnrpoae of facllltatlnc tbe

reading of said graduations.

[Claim 2 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

l;226.82». WAOON-TONODE SUPPORT. Jambs W.
Waddblx and Gcobob C. Moaaow, Clinton. Ark. Filed

Dec 26. 1816. Serial No. 138,841. (Ck 21—64.)

1. In a device of the class described, an axle; a reach
assembled with the axle : a tongue ; a pivot element
carrying the tongue for vertical swinging movement with
respect to tbe axle ; a bar bearing intermediate its ends
on the lower edge of tbe axle ; means for pivotally con-

necting the rear end of the bar with the reach for vertical

swinging movement : ami means for plvotally connecting
the forward end of tbe bar with the tongue, to t&e rear

of the pivot element.

2. In a device of the class described, an axle ; a reach

assembled with the axle ; a tongue : a pivot element
carrying the tongue for vertical swinging movement with
respect to the axle ; a bar bearing intermediate its ends

on tbe lower edge of tbe axle ; means for plvotally coa-
necting the D-ar end of the bar with the reach for vertical

swinging movement ; a spring ; means for connecting the

spring with tbe forward end of the bar ; and means for

connecting the spring with tbe tongue to the rear of tb«
pivot element, whereby the spring will support the tongua.

3. In a device of the class described, a vehicle fraoM
including an axle ; a tongue ; a pivot element carrytac
tbe tongue for vertical swinging movement with respect

to the axle ; a bar t>earing intermediate its ends on tba
lower edge of the axle : means for plvotally connecting
the forward end of the bar with tbe tongue, to tbe r<««r

of the pivot element ; and means for plvotally connectkog
the rear end of the bar with the vehicle frame, to iba

rear of the axle.

1.226,830. TURNBDCKLE. Edwiw Walkbr, Erie, Pa.

riled May 10. 1016. Serial No. 96.660. (CT. 86—86.5.)

e T
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1. The combination in a turn-buckle of a non-rotatable
tubular end portion having n portion of its internal wall
provided with raised screw threads, a rod provided with
screw-threads to engage tbe threads In said tubular end
portion, and a golde on the end of said rod adapted to
fit and move In the plain Interior of said end portion,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

2. The colbbination in a turn-buckle of a non-rotatabls
end portion having a longitudinal opening tberetbrougb,
in wh'.ch there are provided internal screw-threads of
less Internal diameter than the unthreaded portion of
said opening, a rotaUble rod having screw-threads
adapted to engage said internal threads, and a guide on
said rod of a diameter at least equal to tbe outside di-

ameter of the threads on said rod, substantially as and
for tbe purpose set forth.

8. The combination in a turn-buckle of non-rotatabl*
end portions baling longitudinal openings therethroagh
having In the adjacent ends of said openings internal
right and left screw-threads of less Inside diameter than
tbe diameter of the ontbreaded portions thereof, a rota-
table rod provided with right and left screw-threads to
engage the threads in said end portions, and means on
tbe ends of said rod to engage tbe unthreaded internal
surfaces of said longitudinal openings to prevent lateral
movement of said threaded parts. subsUnttally as set

forth. ^^

1,226,831. APPARATUS FOR TREATING COCOA AND
OTHER PULVERULENT MATERIAL. JoH.-* Walum,
Boston, Mass., assignor to Massachusetts Chocolate
Company. Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of Massac^*-
setU. Filed Aug. 27, 1915. Serial No. 47,594. <C1.
183

—

%Z.)

1. An apparatus of the character specified comprising
a centrifugal separator, a pipe of considerable extension
and diameter coiled atwut said separator and connections
therewith, and means for Inducing a current of air with
material therein to be treated to pass through said pipe

and afterward develop a cyclonic action within said sei>-

arator, said pipe and associated parts being adapted where-
by as tbe air passes through said pipe tbe material there-

in may be 8ubjecte<i to attritive influence through contact
with tbe wall of said pipe.

2. An apparatus of the character specified comprlslag a

centrifugal separator, a receptacle outside said separator

and connecting therewith to form a pressure relief cham-
ber for said separator between it and tbe wall of aatd

outer receptacle, a pipe of considerable extension and
diameter extending from without said outer receptacle and
coiled within said chamber about said separator, said pipe

connecting with tbe separator, and means for Inducing a
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cnrreat of air with material therein to be treated to pass
through said pipe and afterward develop a cyclonic ac-

tion within said separator, said pipe and associated parts

JSS^

t>elng adapted whereby as the air passes through said

pipe tbe material therein may ^e subjected to attritive In-

fluence through contact with the wall of said pipe.

1,226,882. PNEUMATIC PITMAN BALANCE FOB
SWING JAW BOCK AND ORE CRUSHERS. FuW) M.

Wbbbeb, Joplln, Mo. Plied Aug. 9, 1916. Serial No.

113,886. (CI. 74—71.)

1. The combination with the, pitmun of a stone or ore
crusher, of an alr-cyllnder, a nioval)le part connected to
said cylinder, and a connection l)etween tald movable part
and said pitman, to support the weight of the latter dur-
ing its movements.

2. The combination with the pitman of a stone or ore
crusher, of a beam supporte** above said pitman, and an
alr-cuihlon connected to said pitman and to said beam,
to support tbe weight of the pitman during movement of
the latter.

1,226,833. BLASTING CARTRIDGE. Wiliiblm Wuibb.
Haylngen, Germany. Filed Oct. 1, 1915. Serial No.
58,479. (CI. 102—6.)

1. A blasting cartrldgt' adapted to be saturated with
liquid air and Ignited by meanx of a primer, comprising.
In combination, a combustible organic substance, and a
mixture of combustible metallic powders disposed sepa-
rately from said combustible organic substance.

3. A blasting cartridge adapted to be saturated with
llQUld air and ignited by means of a primer, comprising,
in combination, a comtmstible organic absorbent for liquid

air, and a mixture of combustible metallic powders with
an organic substance, said mixture being incloKed so as
to be separated from said combustible organic absorbent.

6. A blartlng cartridge adapted to be saturated with
liquid air and ignited by means of a primer, comprising,
in combination, a carbonised organic substance adapted to

act as an absorbent for liquid air, and a mixture of me-
tallic powders with a carbonized organic substance, said

mixture being wrapped up so as to be separated from said

first-named cartranised organic substance.
IClalms 2 and 4 not printed in tbe Or.zette.1

1,226,884. NUT-LOCK. AoousT J. Wbstman. Monro*,
Wash. Piled Apr. 24, 1916. Serial No. 98,210. (CL
151—15.)

^ 6

1. The combination with a bolt, of a nut for threaded
engagement therewith, said not including a body portion

having arms extending therefrom, an inherently resilient

locking member arranged between said arms, and a aee-

end nut for engaKement with said arms, said nut having
means to be engaged by tbe locking member to prevent

turning movement of the second nut.

2. The combination with n bolt, of a nut for threaded
engagement therewith, said nut having a slot formed
therein, arms extending from the nut, a locking meaabar
Interposed between the arms, means to prevent turning
movement of the locking member relatively to tbe nut, a
second nut for engagement with tbe first nut, mea.iS on
said second nut to be engaged by tbe locking member.

3. Tbe combination with a l>olt, of a nut threaded
thereon, said nut having a slot formed therein, apaced
arms formed on said nut. a locking member arranged be-

tween said arms, said locking memt)er t>eing split and pro-

vided with straight edges for engagement with tbe arnia,

a second nut for engagement with tbe first nut, ratchet

teeth formed on said second nut to !>« eng^.ged by ths

locking meml>er, and a tongue on said locklt:g memt>er.

1,226,885. ELKCTEICAL TOY. ALLBN B. WiLDBH, St.

Louis. Mo., assignor to Wilder Patents Company.
St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed Oct.

11, 1915. Serial No. 55.274. (CI. 4ri—49.)

1. A motor for swinging bodief! comprising a pivotal

support for the body, a movable armature mounted in the
path of movement of said body to be cngageti and moved
thereby at the end of its swing in one direction, an eleo-
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trie coll for retumlDg raid armature to nonnal position,

and means actoated by the engagement of said body and
armature to complete an electrical circuit through said

coll.

2. In combination, In a motor for an oscillating body,
an electrical circuit, a coU in said circuit, an armature
for said coll adapted to be moved In one direction when
•aid coil Is energised, said oscillating body being adapted
to engage said armature and move It in the direction
opposite to that lo which said coll Is adapted to move it,

and means for completing an electrical circuit through
aid armature and coil upon the engagement of said
oscillating body with 'said armature.

8. A toy comprising a swinging figure, a pivot support
for said figure, an electrical circuit, a coll In said circuit
and a movable armature therefor, said armature being ar-

ranged In the path of movement of said figure to be en-
gaged thereby at the end of Its swing in one direction.
•aid figure being returned by the working stroke of said
armature, and means associated with said armature and
forming part of said electrical circuit for completing said
circuit, said means being actuated by said figure at the
end of its swing in one direction.

4. A toy comprising a swinging figure, a pivot support
tor said figure, an electrical circuit, a coll in said clrcnlt
and a movable armature therefor, said armature being
arranged in the path of movement of said figure to be en-
gaged thereby at the end of Its swing In one direction,
•aid figure being returned by the working stroke of said
armature, means associated with said armature and form-
ing part of said electrical circuit for completing said
circuit, said means being actuated by said figure at the
end of its swing in one direction, and means for breaking
•aid circuit when said armature has completed its working
•troke.

6. A toy comprising a stand, an electric battery In said
stand, a support, a swinging figure pivoted on said sup-
port, an electrical device for maintaining the swinging
movement of said figure, said device being supplied with
electricity from said battery, and means operated by said
swinging figure for momentarily closing the circuit to
actuate said device at the end of each oscillation of said
figure, said means comprising a movable armature com-
prised in said circuit.

1,226.836. HAT-PIN. Micha«l J. Williams. Buffalo.

N. Y. Filed Feb. 15, 1916. Serial No. 78,472. (CI.

132—26.)
1. An article of the class described comprising cor-

relate<l members, each of said members having a sinuous
prong, said prongs being coextensive, one of said members
being turnably related to the other of said members.

2. An article of the class described comprising turnably
correlated members, each having a prong consisting of

alternately arranged convexities, said prongi being co-

extensive.

M*jr

3. An article of the class described, comprising cor-

related members, each having a prong consisting of alter-

nately arranged convexities, said prongs being co-exten-

sive, a head secured to one end of one prong, an opening
in said head adapted to receive the other prong, and a
head carried by the last mentioned prong whereby said

' members msy be turned relatively.

4. An article of the class described, comprising inde-
pendent members, each having a prong consisting of alter-

nately arranged convexities, a head secured to one end of

one prong, an opening in said head, adapted to receive

the other prong, and a head carried by the last mentioned
prong, whereby said members may be turned relatively, to

bring the convexities of one prong in parallelism with the
convexities of the other prong, and points on the free

ends of said prongs.
5. An article of the class described, comprising Inde-

pendent members, each having a prong consisting of alter-

nately arranged convexities, a head secured to one end of
one prong, an opening in said head, adapted to receive
the other prong, and a head carried by the last mentioned
prong, whereby said memtvers may be turned relatively, to

bring the convexities of one prong to oppose the con-
vexities of the other prong to define loops.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gacette.]

1.226.837. VARIABL&RB8I8TANCB UNIT. Bbnjamin
P. WiLLiSTOif, Detroit, Mich., assignor of one-half to
Rufus E. Green. Detroit, Mich. Filed Msy 17, 1916.

Serial No. 08,001. (Q. 219—50.)

aT-

xiTxi

1. A resistance unit comprising, a body of Insulating
material having a core and a bead overhanging said core,

a plurality of binding posts fixed to said head, and a
single length of resistance wire wound upon the core to
provide a plurality of colls of different lengths, said wire
being looped at Intervals about said binding posts to
connect each coll to the adjacent binding posts.

2. A resistance anlt comprising, a body of Infinlating

material having a core and a head overhanging said core,

a plurality of blading posts flxtni to said head, a single

length of resistance wire wound upon the core to provide
a plurality of colls of different lengths, said wire being

looped at Intervals about said binding posts to connect
each coll to the adjacent binding posts, in combination
with means for attaching said unit to a support, said

means providing for rotative movement of the said unit

about the axis of its core.

3. A resistance unit comprising a body of insulating

material having a core and a head overhanging said core,

said core being provided with spaced radial flanges, a

plurality of binding posts fixed to said head, a single
length of resistance wire wound upon the core between
the said flanges to provide a plurality of colls of different
lengths, said wire being looped at Intervals about said
binding povts to connect each coll to the adjacent binding
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posts, and an Insulating sleeve engaged upon said flanges

and Inclosing said colls.

4. A resistance unit comprising a body of Insulating

material having a core and a head overhanging said core,

said core being provided with spaced radial flanges, a

plurality of binding posts fixed to said bead, a single

length of resistance wire wound upon the core between

the said flanges to provide a plurality of colls of different

lengths, said wire being looped at intervals about said

binding posts to connect each coil to the adjacent binding

posts, and means for attaching said unit to a support,

aid means providing for rotative movement of the unit

about the axis of Its core.

5. A resistance unit comprising a body of insulating

material having a core and a head overhanging said core,

said core being provided with a radial flange at the bottom

and with a similar radial flange spaced somewhat below

the b»>ad, a plurality of binding posts fixed to Raid head,

a single length of resistance wire wound upon the core

between the said flanges to provide a plurality of colls of

different lengths, said wire being looped at Intervals

about said binding posts to connect each coil to the ad-

jacent binding posts, and an Insulating sleeve engaged

upon said flanges and inclosing sal<l colls.

[Claims 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,838. PHOTOGRAPHIC SCREEN. Arthob F.

WoLBKR, Dayton, Ohio. Filed Apr. 18, 1916. Serial

No. 91,994. (Cl. 96—86.)

1. In a photographic apparatus, a transparent screen

through which a limited area of the plate may t>e ex-

posed, and a movable carrier for the screen adapted to

sncceMively present the screen in registry with different

portions of the photojrraphlc plate.

2. In a photographic apparatus, a screen of lees area

than the photographic plate operated upon, a mask for

tha* portion of the plate not covered by the screen, the

plate and the mask being relatively movable whereby the

screen will be successively presented in registry with

those portions of the plate uncovered by the relative

movement of the mask and plate.

8. In a photographic apparatus, a screen of less area

than the photogi-aphlc plate operated upon, and a sup-

port for said screen, the screen and photographic plate

being relatively movable whereby the screen may be suc-

cessively presented in registry with different portions of

the plate, substantially as Bi>eclfled.

4. In a photographic apparatus, a screen through

which photographic exposures are made, and a rotatable

support therefor by the rotation of which the screen may
be presented In different radial positions in relation with
the photographic plate operated upon.

n. In a photographic apparatus, a mask for a photo-

graphic plate adapted to expose a limited portion of the

plate, a screen attached to the mask through which the

unmasked i>ortlon of the plate is exposed, the mssk with
Ita attached screen and the plate being relatively rota-

table In relation one with the other whereby different por-

tions of the plate may be successively expoaed throogk
said screen.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in Qaiette.}

1.226,839. SOUND-CONVEYER AND TONB-MODULA-
TOR. Clinton E. Woona. Bridgeport, Conn., assignor
to American Graphophone Company. Bridgaport. Conn.,
a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed July 17, 1916.
Serial No. 40,491. (Cl. 181—27.)

1. In a talking-machine, a sound-conveyer having an
elongated recess at one side of the passageway there-

through, a flap-valve located normally within said rece—
and hinged at the end nearer the origin of the sound-

waves, and means within control of the operator for mov-
ing said valve to close said passageway to any desired

extent, the face of said valve lying at all times at an
acute angle to the outward path of said sound-waves.

2. A toue-modulator for talking-machines, coniistlng

of the combination of a sound-passage having no opening

in the side thereof, and a flat flap-valve located within

said sound-passage and pivoted at its Inner end so tliat

in every position of adjustment It will lie at an acute

angle to the direction of passage of the sound-wavea,

whereby closing of said valve prevents the passage of

said sound-waves Into the open air.

8. In a talking machine, the combination of a aouad
conduit provided with angularly-related sections, a plane

reflecting surface for reflecting into a succeeding section

all of the sound-waves passing through the preceding sec-

tion, and an elongated valve meml)er within the preced-

ing section and pivoted adjacent its extremity remote from

said reflecting surface, said valve member being op-

erable to optionally vary the area of aound-wave pro-

jection on said surface.

4. In a talking machine, the combination of a sound
conduit provided with angularly-related sections rectan-

gular In cross section, a plane reflecting surface for re-

flecting Into a succeeding section all of the sonnd-waTea
passing through the preceding sections, and an elongated

rectangular valve member within the preceding section

and pivoted aljacent its extremity remote from said re-

flecting surface, said valve member being operable to en-

tirely close said preceding section or to optionally var7
the area of sound-wave projection on said surface.

6. In a talking machine. In combination with a aoimd

conduit, an elongated valve member therein and adapted
to entirely close said conduit or to optionally vary the

passage of sound-waves therethrough, said valve member
t>elng pivoted adjacent Its extremity nearer the source of

sound-waves and being materially longer than the trana-

verse dimension of said conduit whereby said valve mem-
ber swings through a relatively small angle In passing

through Its maximum range of movement.
[Claim not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,840. FLOAT-CONTROLLED VALVE FOR WATBB
SYSTEMS. Jamm Madison Yater. Nevada, Mo. Filed

Apr. 16. 1916. Serial No. 91.467. (O. 137—104.)
1. A float operated valve controlling mechanism Inclnd-

ing a valve chamber having an inlet and an outlet port,

a valve normally held to Its seat by the pressure of water
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within the diamber and shlftable acroaa tta« Inlet port, a
•haft, an eccentric thereon, an eccentric rlaj operatl^ely
connected to the valve and mounted on the eccentric, a
float arm operatlvely connected to the shaft, and a float

thereon, the eccentric having its major axis extending
In allnement with the axis of the valve when the valve
la cloa«d and the float Is raised to ita full height and th«
float arm Is approximately vertical.

2. A float operated valve controlling mechanism inclad-
ing a valve chamber having an outlet opening at one end
and an inlet opening at right angles to the outlet opening,

a piaton valve therein aeating against the outlet opening
and shiftable across the inlet opening whereby the valve
win be normally held to Ita seat by the pressure of water
within the valve chamber, a shaft extending at right
angles to the direction of movement of the valve, an ec-

centric thereon disposed in allnement with the axis of
the valve and operatlvely connected to the valve, a sec-

ond ahaft, a float arm operatlvely connected to the sec-
ond named shaft, a float thereon, and gearing between the
second named shaft and the flrst named ahaft, the eccen-
tric having its major axis extending in allnement with
the axis of the valve when the valve is closed and the
float is raised to its full height and the float arm is ap-
proximately vertical.

3. A float operated valve controlling mechanism Inclnd-
tng a valve chamber having an outlet port and an Inlet
port at right angles to the outlet port, a valve longitu-
dinally ahlftable through the chamber and moving across
the Inlet port whereby the pressure of water will nor-
mally urge the valve to its seat, a shaft, an eccentric
mounted on the shaft, an eccentric ring mounted on the
eccentric and operatlvely connected to the yalTe, a sector
gear on the shaft, a sector gear meshing with the flrst

named sector gear, and a float supporting arm attached
to the second named sector gear at a point approximately
diametrically opposite to the middle of the toothed lace
of the aector gear and carrying a float at its extremity.

4. A float operated value controlling mechanism includ-
ing a valve ch&mber having an outlet port and an Inlet
port at right angles to the outlet port, a valve longitu-
dinally shiftable through the chamber and moving across
the inlet port whereby the pressure of water will nor-
mally urge the valve to its seat, a shaft, an eccentric
mounted on the shaft, an eccentric ring mounted on the
eccentric and operatlvely connected to the valve, a sector
tttir on the shaft, a sector gear meahing with the first

named sector gear, an arm attached to the second named
sector gear, a float arm having an angular extension con-
nected at its end to the arm attached to the aector gear,
and a float plvotally connected to the float arm.

5. A float operated value controlling mechanism includ-
ing a valve chamt>er having an ontlet port and an Inlet
port at right angles to tho ontlet port, a valve longitu-
dinally shiftable through the chamt>er and moving across
the Inlet port whereby the pressure of water will nor-
mally urge the valve to its seat, a ahaft, an eccentric
mounted on the shaft, an eccentric ring mounted on the
eccentric and operatlvely connected to the Talve. a sector
gear on the shaft, a sector gear meahing with the flrst

name<l sector gear, an arm attached to the second named
sector gear, a float arm having an angular extension con-

nected at its end to the arm attached to the sector gear,
and a float plvotally connected to the float arm, the an-
gular extremity of the float arm having adjostable con-
nection with the arm of the sector gear whereby to In-

crease or decrease the leverage of the float.

1,226,841. GA^E. S-raPHiN A. Akins. Kansas City, Mo.
Filed Oct. 18, 191B. SerUl No. 56.418. (Q. 46—63.)

^

1. In an apparatus of the character described, a caM
consisting of two sections one of which is adapted to tele-

scope Into the other, interior longitudinal ribs on one of
said sections, and posts fixed to the wall of one section
and adapted to abut a wall of the comiMinion section.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, a case
having openings through which different plays may be
disclosed, endless aproaa arranged in the case beneath
said openings and beafiag the names of the plays, and
Interior ribs on the rear wall of the case for said aprons
to rub against.

8. In an apparatus of the character described, a case,

rollers journaled In sal4-case and one of which has re-

leases Hpaced around the periphery thereof, a detent hav-
ing a terminal adapted to enter said recesses one at a
time, and endless aprons running around said rollers and
bearing rows of plays adapted to be dlscloMd at openings
In the case, said rows being spaced relative to the recesses
in one of the rollers.

4. In an apparatus of the character descrit>ed, a case,
rollers Journaled in said case and one of which has re-

cesses spaced around th3 periphery thereof, a detent hav-
ing a terminal adapted to enter any of said recesses, re-

-.Hent means tending to force said terminal into the re-

-esses, knobs on the roller containing the recesses so that
it may be rotated, endless aprons running around the roll-

ers and bearing rows of plays to be displayed at openings
in the case, said rows being spaced relative to the re-

ceases in one of the rollers.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, a case,
rollers Journaled In said case, endless aprons running
around said rollers and bearing the names of different
plays to be disi)layed at openings in the case, a sustaining
plate having aiots therein and adapted to support the
aprons close to the openings In the case, and buttons
fixed to the Interior of the case to receive the slotted
portions of said sustaining plate.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,226.842. MILKING APPAJttATUS. AD8TIX E. AWDK*.
SON, East Randolph. N. Y. PUed Mar. 28, 1916. Se-
rial No. 87.248. (CI. No. 31—99.)

1. In a milking apparatua, a suction device comprising
a casing, a diaphragm separating said casing into suction
and working chambers, milk Inlet and outlet connections
communicating solely with said suction chamber, and
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means as.sociated with the working chamber for actnatlng
the diaphragm for forming a vacuum in said suction

chamber.

2. In a milking apparatus, a source of compressed air

supply, a pump chamber, a movable diaphragm separat-

ing said chamber into non-communicating suction and
working sides, the suction side forming a milk conduit

having Inlet nnd outlet passages, and means on the work-
ing side cooperating with the source of compressed air

supply for actuating said diaphragm.

3. In a milking apparatus, a pump chamber, a dia-

phragm separating the same into non-rommunicatlng suc-

tion and working sides, said suction side having a milk

inlet and a milk discharge outlet, spring means for im-

parting motion to the diaphragm in one direction, and
compressed air means for applying motion to the dia-

phragm In the opposite direction.

4. In a milking apparatus, a pump casing, a diaphragm
separating the same into non-communicating Kuction and
working sides, the saction side having a milk inlet and a
milk outlet, means for actuating said diaphragm, and
automatic means for connecting the suction side with the

atmoKpbere upon the formation of an excessive degree of

vacuum therein.

6. In a milking apparatus a pump casing, a diaphragm
separating the same into non-communicating suction and
working »ldes, the suction side having a milk Inlet and a

milk ontlet. means on the working side for actuating the

diaphragm, and a suction valve controlling said milk
outlet.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,848. 8A8H - BALANCE. FaaaLiNO W. Abvinb,
Rochester, N. Y. Filed June 26, 1916. Serial No.

1(>«,016. (CI. 16—115.)

1. A window sash having a pocket with a transverse
hole in the walls thereof, a scroll spring located In aald
pocket, an arbor inserted In said hole and extended
through the center of the tiprlng for suspending the lat-

ter and for w^inding It in place to adjust the tension upon
\ the sash and the jamh of the window frame, and means
detachably securing said arbor in position, said arbor hav-
ing a toothed end, and means acting as a ratchet there-

with, the upper wall of the pocket serving as a friction

surface against which the upper coll of the spring is

drawn by virtue of its tension.

2. A window sash having a pocket, an arbor mounted
therein with its inner end formed with projecting teeth
with a passage between them, the sash being provided
with a tapered notch to recelre said teeth, a spring con- «

nected at one end with the arbor and arranged in said

pocket, and means in the sash at an angle to said arbor
for engaging one wall of the said passage to prevent turn-

ing of the arbor.

1,226,844. BEARING LUBRICATION. LnONCn L. Battd,
New York, N. Y., assignor to Rateau Battu Smoot Com-
pany, .New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Piled May 19, 1916. Serial No. 98,518. (CI. 184—5B.)

2. In a bearing, a cavity adapted to contain a lubricant

divided Into three chambers, means to subject the surfaces

of the lubricant in the outer chambers to a gas pressure
higher than the gas pressure in the central chamber.

7. In a bearing, a cavity adapted to contain a lubricant

divided Into three chambers, means to allow the lubricant

to flow from one chamber to the other, a blower, means
to apply the pressures of the gas at different points of Its

passage through said blower, one to the surface of the
lubricant in one of said chambers and the other to the
surface of the lubricant In another, chamber.

10. In a bearing, a cavity adapted to contain a lubri-

cant divided into a plurality of chambers, a shaft inter-

secting said chamber and having Its lower portion located

at or above the normal level of the lubricant, a source of
gas pressure and means controlled by said pressure adapt-
ed to raise the lubricant level in one of said chambers In

such a manner as to immerse a portion of said shaft in

said lubricant.

[Claims 1, 8 to 6, 8, and 9 not printed In the OfUMtte.]

1,226,846. MEAT-SMOKING TROLLEY. AlonK) NlW-
TOM BiN.x. Chicago, 111. Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial

No. 120,967. (a. ©9—2.)

1. In a device of the class descrlt>ed. In combination
with the ordinary means for hanging meats from the
shanks thereof, a cloth extending under the butts of the
meat and held In engagement therewith In a manner to
protect the bntta and partially mold them to desired shapa*
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2. In combination with the ordinary means for hanginc
meats from the shanks, a cloth extending under the butts

of the meat and held In contact therewith by elastic

3. In a device of the class described, means for banging
meats from their shanks ; with protecting and shaping
means extending underneath the butts and supporting a

part of the weight of the meat.

4. In a device of the class described, means for hanging
meats by suspension in combination with supporting and
protecting means extending under the bottoms of the

meat and bearing part of the weight of the meat.

5. In a device of the class described, means for hanging
meats by suspension in combination with supporting
means at the bottom of the pieces and said supporting

means composed of a cloth or yielding contact member
adapted to be flexed underneath the butts of the meat.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,846. SAFBTT-OUARD FOR CUTTING-MACHINES.
GaoBOB E. BaNNBTT, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Jan. 13,

1916. Serial No. 71.875. (CI. 74—*6.)

1. A guard for cutting machines comprising the combi-

nation of a cutting machine, with a stop for preventing it

from operating, a guard extending across the cutting dies,

a lever connected with said guard, a foot pedal for de-

pressing the front portion of the guard, suitable levers for

operating the stop and thereby releasing the machine to

permit it to operate, a secondary lock for one of said stop

levers, a link connected with the secondary lock and with

the guard, and a slotted rod connected with the guard

IcTer and with the stop operating lever whereby the stop

operating lever is operated near the end of the stroke of

the guard lever.

2. A guard for cnttlng machines comprising tbe combl-

aatlon of a cutting machine, with a stop for preventing It

from operating, a link connected with said stop, a lever

connected with the link, a secondary lock for said lever,

a guard arm pivoted to the frame and having a portion

thereof extending across the front of the cnttlng dies, a

lotted rod connecting the guard arm and tbe first men-

tioned lever, a link connecting the secondary lock with

the guard arm whereby the main stop for the machine is

prevented from operating until near the end of the stroke

of the guard arm, and suitable connections for depressing

the guard arm.

S. A guard for cutting machines comprising the combi-

nation with a cutting machine, of a movable atop for pre-

renting It from operating, a link connecting with said mov-

able stop and with a lever pivoted at tbe side of tlie ma-

eklnc. a bell crank lock to prevent the oi>eration of said

pivoted to the machine and having a

slotted link connected with said lever, another link coA-
necting the bell crank lock and guard arm and adapted to

release the first lever near the end of the stroke of tbe

guard arm, and an adjustable guard plate carried on the

front of the guard arm.

1,226,847. APPARATUS FOB MBA8URIN0 FEED-
WATEU, Ac. William F. Biltbu, Rlverton. N. J., as-

signor to Warren Webster k Company, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Jan. 21. 1914. Serial No. 818,880.

(CL 261—19.)

1. In a feed water heater, the combination of a reser-
voir compartment at the bottom, a heating compartment
at the top, head and tall compartments having communi-
cation with each other through a submerged orifice and
the " head " compartment communicating at Its lower part
with the heating compartment, a valve communication
between the lower part of the " tall '" compartment and
the reservoir compartment, snd means for registering the
amount of flow from the " head " compartment to the
" tail " compartment through the submerged orifice in a
given time.

6. In a feed water heater, the combination of a reaer-

voir compartment at tbe bottom, a heating compartment
at the top, bead and tall compartments at an intermediate
level between the reservoir compartment and the heating
compartment and having communication with each other
through a submerged orifice presenting constant area to

the fiowing water, said head compartment having conmn-
nlcation at Its lower part with the heater chamber and
said tail compartment having communication with the
reservoir compartment, automatic means for controlling

the discharge of water from the tail compartment to the

reservoir compartment controlled by the level of water in

the reservoir compartment, and a registering mechanism
operated by the difl^erential In the static heads of the

head and tall compartments for registering tbe amount of

water passing between them through the submerged
orifice.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226.848. CURB-WHBEL ATTACHKENT FOE BABIES'
SULKIES. Ct^ARBifca J. ^lack, Argenta, Ark. Filed

Oct 9, 1916. Serial No. 124.584. (CL 21—12.)

1. The combination with a baby's sulky, of front and
rear vertically movable arms on opposite sides thereof

and hlngedly connected for a limited amount of relative

movement, said arms extending beyond the sulky wheels,

and rollers on the outer ends of said arms.

8. The combination with a baby's sulky, front and rear

vertically movable arms on opposite sides thereof, and
rollers on the outer ends of said arms ; of means for pre-

venting tilting of the sulky in respect to said arms.

4. The combination with a baby's sulky, front and rear

vertically movable arms on opposite sides thereof, and
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rollers on the outer ends of said arms ; of one or more lat-

erally swinging stop members carried by the sulky to

swing over one or more of the arms to prevent tilting of

the salky In respect to said arms.

B. The comblnstlon with a baby's sulky, front and rear

vertically movable arms on opposite sides thereof, and
rollers on the outer ends of said arms : of a vertically

•winfcinK member carried by the front of the sulky and
having a supporting wheel, one or more stop members
carried by the sulky for overlying one or both of the rear

arms to prevent rearward tilting of the sulky, and means
operstlvely connecting said stop member with said verti-

cally swinging member for applying the former when the
latter is swung downwardly.

6. The combination with a baby's sulky, front and rear

vertically movable arms on opposite sides thereof, and
rollers on the outer ends of said arms ; of a vertically

swinging memt>er carried by the front end of the sulky and
having a supporting wheel, one or more Uierally swinging
stop memt>ers carried by said sulky to overlie tho rear

arm or arms to prevent rearward tilting of the sulky, and
one or more links operatlvely connecting said vertically

swinging member with said stop member or members for

disposing the latter to operative position when tbe former

is swung downwardly.
[Claim 2 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,226,849. BLBCTRIC WATER - HEATER. Joaara B.

Bookman, Manhattan, Nev. Filed June 5, 1916. 8e
rUl No. 102,800. (CL 219—89.)

1. In a device of the class described, tbe combination
of s main casing, a plurality of communicating circulators
in said casing, a supply conduit communicating with the
first of said circulators, an outlet Conduit, a double-way
valve to connect aaid outlet conduit with an outlet pipe,

said ralve being adapted to connect said outlet conduit
with said inlet conduit to shunt the liquid around said

circulators.

2. In a derlce of the class described, the combination
with a main casing, an inlet conduit, an outlet conduit,
and a branch conduit, s valve to control communication
between said conduits, of a circulator composed of a flat

rectangular body having a plurality of alternately ar-

ranged partitions therein, the front wall of said body be-

ing removable, screw members for retaining in position
angularly dispoaed members adapted to be assembled in

series whereby liquid will flow from one to tbe other of

said membars in Its path of travel during the heating
proeeas.

S. In a device of the class described, tha combination
of a casing having a plurality of relatively angularly
disposed circulating devices therein, said circulating de-

vices being in communication with a source of liquid sup-
ply, a branch pipe shunting the liquid around said circu-

lators, a safety valve for controlling the outlet of liquid,

said safety valve being adapted to connect the branch
pipe with the outlet portions of said circulators whereby
when no liquid is being withdrawn from the heater the
same is caused to circulate in contact with the colder
liquid being supplied so as to prevent overheating.

1.226,860.

London,

67,882.

WICK-HOLDER. Stanlbt SBPTiMoa Boorr,
En{;land. Piled Oct. 22, 1916. Serial No.
(a. 67--21.)

1. A wlck-bolder comprising a flat strip of metal bent
horizontally at one end to form a base and bent at the
other end to form a head through which the wick is
passed, with an upwardly extending lug formed in saM
bead at one side of said wick, substantially as descrlbad.

2. A wick-holder comprising a flat strip of metal bent
horizontally at one end to form a base and bent at tha
other end to form a head through which the wick Is

passed, the head terminating In an upwardly projcctlag
lug integral therewith and adapted to be heated by the
lighted wlck, substantially as described.

1,226.851. MAILrCARRIBE. William E. Bosdin, Hilla-
boro, Ohio. Filed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial No. 122,492.
(CI. 104—146.)

1. In a device of the class descrit>ed. an Inner support

;

an outer support ; a track connecting the supports ; a re-

ceptacle ; a yoke carried by the recepUcle ; means asaem-
bled with the yoke for engaging the track slidably ; ai^
per and lower bearings carried by tbe yoke ; a alsBal
mounted In the bearings ; a flexible track ; wheels on tbt
supports ; a flexible element trained around the wheels

;

a spring connecting one end of the flexible element with
the upper bearing ; and means for connecting tha othqr
end of the flexible element with the yoke.

2. In a device of the class described, an inner snnKwt;
sn outer support ; wheels on the supports ; a flexible ala-

ment trained about the wheels ; a receptacle ; a yoke con-
nected with the receptacle; springs connected at tlieir In-

ner ends with the yoke, and having their outer ends coa-
nected with the ends of the flexible element ; a track coB-
necting the supports ; and means carried by the yoke f^
engaging tbe track slidably.

8. In a device of the claaa descrlbad, an buier su]ipert

;

an outer support ; an intermediate support ; a track eoD-
necting the supports ; wheels joumaled on the anpporta

;

a flexible element engaged around tbe wheels; a recepta-
cle; means for connecting the receptacle with the lower
run of the flexible element ; a bracket carried by the In-

,
termediate support; a sheave joumaled on the upper end

yC^.^.":
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of the bracket and receiving the apper roa of the flexible

element ; and a sheave Joamaled on the lower portion of

tho bracket and adapted to receive the lower run of the

flexible element when the same Is slackened, the bracket

inc-lading oppositely aiantlng members located upuo op-

posite sides of the last specified sheave anfl constitntlng

means for directing the lower run of the flexible element

onto said sheave.

4. Id a device of the class described, an outer support

;

• wheel carried by the outer support ; an inner support

;

a base carried by the inner support ; standards fixed to

and riaiok; from the base : a shaft Journaled In the stand-

ards ; a wheel carried by the shaft ; a flexible element

trained about the wheels ; a receptacle connected with the

flexible element ; a holder projecting horizontally from
the standards ; a shaft Journaled In the holder : means
for preventing a reverse rotation of the last specified

shaft ; and a flexible track extended b«'tween the last speci-

fied shaft and the outer support, the receptacle being pro-

vided with means for engaging the track slldably.

1,226,852. PREPARATION OP POTATO PEELINGS FOB
THE PURPOSE OF THEIR INDUSTRIAL UTILIZA-
TION. EDnLMiRO BoRoAs. Barcelona, Spain. Filed

June 17, 1916. Serial No. 104,240. (Cl. 99—5.)

A process for the preparation of potato peelings for the

porpoae of their industrial utilization consisting esaen-

tlaily In treating the peelings by cooking them and then

drying the treated peelings in stoves to obtain a product

having a degree of hardness and brittleness which per-

mits of its being pulverised for utilization in the manu-
facture of glucose, alcohol and various other industrial

products, substantially as described.

1,226,803. LADDER JACK. Lbon
Island. lU. FUed Oct. 14. 1910.

(a. 20—84.)

N. BonBDBAC, Rock
Serial No. 09.802.

1. In a ladder Jack, a stlle-engaglng bracket, a plat-

form supporting arm pivoted to the lower end of aald

ivacket, a bracing bar at the opposite end of said arm,
aid bar engaging the upper end of saUl bracket, and a
mng-engaglng member pivoted to said bracing bar.

2. In a ladder Jack, a stile-engaging bracket comprising
eparable sections, a platform supporting arm pivoted to

the lower end of aald bracket, a bracing bar at the op-

po^tc eod of said arm, said bar engBginff the upper end

a( said bracket, aad a mng-engaging member pivoted to

said bracing bar.

3. la a ladder Jack, a stiie-<>ngagtoK bracket having a

platform supporting means, a rung engaging arm pivoted

to the lower eod of said bracket and having an exten-

alon thereon, and a handle also pivoted to the lower end
of said bracket and designed to engage said ext>>aaloD.

4. In a Udder Jack, a stlle-engaglng bracket, a platform

Bopportlng am plyoted to the lower end of said bracket

a bracing bar at the opyoeite end of said arm. said bar

engaging the upper end of said bracket, a rang engaging

raonber pivoted to aald bracing bar. an<1 a handle piv-

oted to said bracket and desigaed to lift said platform

f>npp<>rtiag arm to dlacagage said rang eagaging member.

6. In a ladder Jack, a stile engaging bracket, a plat-

form supporting arm pivotally mounted on said bracket,

a bracing bar connected to said arm, said bar being mount-
ed with means for adjustably engaging the bracket, an
auxiliary brace and a rung-engaging member pivoted to

said bar, the auxiliary brace being adapted to engage the
bracket.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,226,854. DIFFERE.NTIAL GEABINQ. Fbrdinasd A.
BowiB. Flint, Mlrh., assignor to General Motors Com-
pany. Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Piled Dec. 10, 1916. Serial No. 187.216. (Cl. 74—84.)

6. In a differential gearing, a caalng for receiving the
gears and intermediate pinions, means for securing said

gears upon their shafts and a spacer between said gears

comprialng a member having thrust bearings at Its oppo-

site ends therefor, the wall of one aide of said spacer be-

ing cut away to form entrance slots for engaging said

securing means.

[Claims 1 to not printed In the Gasette.]

1,226.806. MBA8URINO DBVICB. PaOL A. BOTMTOif.

Palatine. 111. Piled Oct. 20, 1010. Serial No. 0d,iK>2.

(Cl. 33—112.)

*

L_. +'

I:

1. A raeasaring device comprising a graduated meaaur-

iag blade, and a cross t>ar on one end of the blade, aald

(Toss (mr having on one side of the blade an open recess

extending parallel to the blade, and adapted to receive

the end portion of the part to be meaaared.

2. A measuring device comprising a graduated measnr-

Ing blade, a cross t>ar on one end of the blade, said cross

bar having oa one side of the blade an open recess extend-

ing parallel to the blade, and adapted to receive th« end

portion of the part to be measured, and an adjustable

abutaacBt in said recess engageable by said end partlon.

3. A measuring device consprlslog a gradaated msasur-

ing Made, a cross bar oa one end of the blade, aaiil cross

bar having on one side of the blade an open recess extend'
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ing parallel to the blade, aad adapted to receive the end
portion of the part to bv measured, and an abutment
screw carried by the cross bar and extending into the
recess, and engageable by said end portion.

1,226,866. HANGER. Fhakklik P. BKADbaT. Chicago,
IlL, assignor to Bradley A Vrooman Company, Chicago,
III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct. 5, 1916. Se-
rUl No. 128.828. (Cl. 91—60.)

1. A hanger for hollow objects Including a suspending
bar; an object supporting hook extending from one side of
the suspending iwr. the plane of this hook being angular
to the suspending bar : a second object supporting hook
whose free end projects toward the first hook and which
free end carries a conical closure plug for hollow objects
and tapering toward the first hook.

2. A hanger for hollow objects ini hiding a suspending
bar

; an ohJe<-t supporting hook extending from one end
of the Bwspending bar. the plane of this hook being an-
gular to the suspending bar; a second object supporting
hook whoK» free end projects toward the first hook and
whi< h free end carries a closure plug for hollow objects
and tapering toward the first hook.

^. A hanger for hollow objects including a suspending
bar ; an object supporting hook extending from one side of
the suspending bar, the plane of this hook being angular
to the suspending bar : a second object supporting hook
whose free end projects toward the first hook and which
free end carries a closVire plug for hollow objects.

4. A hanger for hollow objects including a suspend-
ing har ; an object supporting hook extending from one
end of the suspending bar. the plane of this hook being
angular to the suKpendlng har ; a second oliject support-
ing hook whose free end projects toward the first hook
and which free end carries a closure for hollow objects.

6. A hanger for hollow objects Including a suspending
bar: object supporting hooks, one at each end of the bar ;

and a closure plug for hollow objects carried by one of the
hooks.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.867. APPARATUS FOR INFLATING LIFE PRE-
SERVING BELTS. William Cori-o Bbok aw. Paris,
France. Piled Oct. 14, 1916. Serial No. 125,759. (Cl.

1. The conibinntlon with an inflatable life-preserver or
similar device, of a flexible diaphragm closing an opening
therein, a cartridge containing a gaseous Inflatiag me-
dium inclosed within the life preserver and in communi-
cation with one side of said diaphragm, a passage per-
mitting escape of the inflating medium from the cartridge
Into the life preserver, a valve controlling said passage
and attached to the diaphragm, and means for depressing
the diaphragm to open said valve.

6. The combination with an inflatable life-preserver or
aimllar device, of a flexible diarbragm hermetically seal-
ing an opening therein, a i"artrldge containing a gaseous
Inflating me<llnm inclosed within the life-preserver and in
communication with one side of said diaphragm, a pas-
sage permitting escape of the Inflating m>diuDi from the
cartridge Into the life preserver, n valve controlling said
passatje and attached to the dinphragm, a casing covering
said diaphragm, a lever pivotally held In aald casing, and
a second casing secured to said first casing and Inclosing
the long arm of said lever.

9. In combination with a life pre»e^^•er, a cartridge
contained therein having a gaseous infiatlag medium, a
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diak-Uke holder, a conduit connecting said cartridge with
said holder, a valve in the hub of said holder and atuched
to a diaphragm, a casing covering said diaphragm, means

for (lamping said diaphragm l>etween said casing and said
holder and to said life-preserver, and means for depress-
ing the diaphragm to open said valve.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,858. EXTERIOR SEAT FOR WINDOWS. Oliver
J. BtRKELL. San Francisco, Cal. Filed Feb. 16, 1916
Serial No. 8,657. (Cl. 20—87.)

1. A window sent of the character set forth including
a top piece extending outwardly transversely of the win-
dow sill, a vertical portion connected thereto, a block car-
ried by said vertical portion for binding engagement with
the outer wall of the house, and a second block hingedly
connected to said first block for wedging contact with the
under portion of the outer window sill.

2. A window sent of the character set forth including
a top piece extending outwardly transversely of the win-
dow sill, a vertical portion connected thereto, a block
carried by said vertical portion for binding engagement
with an outer wall of the house, an extension block con-
nected to the first-mentioned block, said extension block
being capable of assuming different posKlons. and means
maintaining said extension block in either of Its positiona.

3. A window seat of the character set forth includlnf
a top piece extending outwardly transversely of the win-
dow sill, a vertical portion connected thereto, a block
carried by said vertical portion for binding engnginient
with an outer wall of the house, a second block hlngedly
connected to the first mentioned block for wedging con-
tact with the nnder portion of the outer window sill, and
means for contact with the inner window sill.

4. A window seat of the character set forth including
a top piece extending outwardly transversely of the win-
dow sill, a vertical portion connected thereto, a block
carried by aald vertical portion for binding engagement
with an outer wall of the house, an extension block
hlngedly connected to the first mentioned block, and, said
extension block being capable of assuming different poal-
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tlons to act as an auxiliary aupport, means maintaining

said exti»nslon block In either of Its positions, and means

for contact with the Inner window sill.

5. A window seal of the character set forth including

a top piece extendinif outwardly transversely of the

window sill, an upright hinged to the under face of said

top piece anil adapted at times to be folded to position

against the same, means for limiting movement of said

upright In one direction, detachable means for retaining

said upright in vertical position, a sill protecting member

carried by said top piece and having bolt accommodating

straps extending transversely across the same, said top

piece having a plurality of apertures to provide a selec-

tion of positions for transverse bolts, a plurality of bolts

removably engaged through a number of said apertures

and adapted to be Interchangeably positioned In said

straps, means removably engaged upon said bolts for

contact with the inner side of the window-sill, a covered

block carried by said upright for engagement with the

outer wall of the house adjacent the window sill, and an

adjustable extension block carried by the first-mentioned

block for engagement with the outer portion of the win-

dow sill.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226,859. RELEASING DEVICE FOR CAR COU-
PLINGS. Sterlinq H. Caicpsbll, St. Louis, Mo.

FUed Jan. 7, 1916. Serial No. 70,782. (Cl. 213—59.)

1. The combination with a railway car. of a coupler

head carried thereby, a knuckle-lock for said coupler

head provided with an eye. an actuating rod, and a link

connected to said rod. said link having a b«nd formed

in its lowpr part, the end of said bend being extended to

form a complete loop open for the reception of the eye of

the knuckle-lock, and the smallest over-all dimensions of

the loop being greater than any dimension of the eye.

whereby said link can only be engaged with the eye of

the knuckle-lock by a pivotal movement about an axis

substantially perpendicular to the plane of the loop.

3. The combination with a railway car, of a coupler

head carried thereby, a knuckle-lock for said coupler head

provide*! with an eye. an actuating ro«l. a link provided

at Its upper part with an elongated and complete loop

open to receive the eye of the actuating rod, the lower part

of the said link being provided with a bend, the end of

said bend being extended to form a complete loop open

to receive the eye of the knuckle-lock, and the smallest

overall dimension of the loop being greater than any

dimension of tho eye. whereby said link can only be en-

gaged with the eye of the knuckle-lock by a pivotal move-

ment around an axis substantially perpendicular to tta«

plane of the loop.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a coupler, a locklng-pin therefor provided with an eye, a

pln-actnatlng member, and a link for connecting the said

member to the locklng-pln. said link having an open loop

at Its lower end to receive and engage with the eye of the

pin, said loop portion being provlde<l with an extension

so positioned and dimensioned that a pivotal movement of

the link with relation to the eye of the pin as the center

of such movement Is necessary to remove the loop from

the eye.

[Claims 2, 6, and 6 not printed In the Gaiette.l

1.226.860. CAR STRCCTURE. L«wis T. CAjfriBLO,

Chicago, 111., assignor to P. H. Murphy Company. Par-

nassus. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Mar. 9. 1914. Serial No. 823.339. (Cl. 108—5.4.)

1. A car frame having side plates, a roof supported by

said frame and comprising sheet metal sections, said sec-

tions being spaced alwve said side plates at the eaves and

having portions thereof ilepressed to bear upon the tops

of said si. If plates, and flanges on the ends of said sec-

tions projecting over the eaves, said flanges being secured

together to form eaves guards and longitudinal stiffeners

for the roof between said depressions.

2. A car frame having side plates, a roof supported by

said side plates and consisting solely of sheet metal sec-

tions, said sections extending from eaves to eaves and

having their longitudinal side margins overlappe«l and

rlvete«l together, said sections being spaced above said

side plates at the eaves and having portions thereof de-

pressed to bear upon the tops of said side plates, and

flanges on the ends of said sections projecting over the

eaves, said flanges being overlapped and secured together

to form eaves guards and longitudinal stiffeners for the

roof between said depressions.

3. A car frame having side plates, a roof supporte<l on

aid frame and consisting solely of sheet metal sections.

Mid sections extending from eaves to eaves and having

along their longitudinal e<lges upsUndlng flanges substan-

tially inverted U shape in cro«»-»ectlon, the flanges of ad-

jacent sections being overlapped and riveted together to

constitute carllnes. said flanges decreasing in depth near

the eaves and merging Into the plane of said sections short

of the ends thereof, the end p«irtlons of said sections

extending downwardly outside of said side plates and

being overlappe<l and riveted together to constitute eaves

guards and stiffeners secured to the upright faces of said

side plates at and between the ends of said carlinea.

4. A car frame having side plates, a roof formed of

sheet metal sections spanning the car from side plate to

side plate, said sections being arched upwam «.osswlse

of the car and having a plurality of upstanding ribs of

arched shape formed therein, the ends of said plates and

ribs being bent down alongside of said side plates and

riveted thereto, portions of the ends of said sections

between said ribs being depresse<l to rest upon said aide

plates to support the arched portions of said sections and

ribs above said side plates and out of contact therewith

during the operation of assembling the sections and rivet-

ing them in place.

5. A car frame having clde plates, a roof formed of

sheet metal sections spanning the car from side plate to

side plate, said sections being arched upward crosswise

of the car and having upstanding ribs of arched shape

formed therein, the ends of said plates and ribs being

bent down In continuous end flanges alongside of said side

plates and riveted thereto to form eaves stiffeners cross-

wise of said ribs, portions of the ends of said sectloni

being depressed to rest upon said side plates to support

the arched portions of said sections and ribs above said

side plates and out of contact therewith during the opera-

tion of assembling the sections and riveting them in place.

1.226.861. ANCHOR FOR ROOF-SHBETS. John T.

Crallxt, Chicago, 111., assignor to P. H. Murphy Com-

pany. Parnassus. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No. 126,842. (Cl. 108—5.)

1. An anchor strip for plvotally securing a roof sheet,

said anchor strip having .1 pivot for the roof sheet to
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tnm on and said anchor strip also having means formed
Integral therewith for securing said anchor strip to the
roof sheet.

2. An anchor strip for plvotally securing a roof sheet,

Kaid anchor strip having a pivot for the roof sheet to
turn on and a flnnge adapted to hook over the edge of the
roof sheet for securing said anchor strip to the roof sheet.

3. .\n anchor strip for plvotally securing a roof sheet,
aid anchor strip having a pivot boss formed up In It for
the roof sheet to turn on and means at one e<Ige for
hooking over the edge of the roof sheet for holding said
roof sheet on said pivot boss.

4. An anchor strip for plvotally securing a roof sheet,
Bald anchor strip having a pivot for the roof sheet to turn
on. In combination with means for plvotally securing said
anchor strip to the ear, and means for securing said
anchor strip to the roof sheet.

6. An anchor strip for plvotally securing a roof sheet,
aid anchur >itrlp having a pivot for the roof sheet to
turn on, in combination with means for plvotally securing
aid anchor strip to the car, and means for securing said
anchor strip to the roof sheets, said securing means
being located at the ridge of the car, and a ridge cap
for covering said securing means.

[Claim not printed In the Gazette.]

1,220,862. ANTISLIPI'ING ARMORED PNEUMATIC
TIEE. CHAaus L. Caow, Alexander City, Ala. Flle«l

Nov. 10. 1914. Serial No. 871,820. (Cl. 162—14.)

An antl-slipplng device for resilient tires comprising a

plurality of shoes arranged at intervals on the tire, a
•Ingle lug formed on each of the said shoes adapted to
•abstantially span the tread surface of the tire, said

log consisting of a cross cleat having a long arm ex-

tending longitudinally of the tread surface of the tire,

and oppositely arranged short arms positioned trans-

versely of the tread surface of the tire and angularly
disposed with relation to the long arm, and means for
securing the said shoes on the tire.

1,226.868. NUT - LOCK. John F. Cunningham , San
Francisco. Cal. Filed June 13, 1916. Serial No. 103,400.
(Cl. 161—57.)

A nut-lock comprising a U shaped locking member ly-
ing In the path of rotation of the nut to be locked said
member having resiliency normally expanding its legs,
and each leg terminating in an outwardly projecting lip

;

and a non rotatable plate lying under the nut to be locked,
said plate having a single through aperture with one
dimension adapted to admit the width of the locking mem-
ber and a transverse dimension adapted to admit the end
lips of the locking member only when Its legs are pressed
together, whereby t>aid lips when passed through said ap-
erture under squeezing compression of the member will,
when relieved, normally exfuind to engagement with the
Inner surface of the plate.

1,226.864. ROTARY MACHINE. HlNHY T. Ctphbrs and
Frank E. HouMsa. Torrance. Cal. Filed July 17. 1916.
Serial No. 109,817. (CT. 230—29.)

1. A rotary machine comprising a diaphragm : a pair
of cylinder members secured on either side of said dia-
phragm and forming with said diaphragm two seml-cylin-
drlcal cavities, one on either side of said diaphragm, said
members having elongated slots In the cylindrical walls
thereof

; a pair of pistons each located In one of said
semi-cylindrical cavities, each of said pistons being formed
of a sector of a cylinder and fitting In gas tight relation-
ship with the end and side walls of said semi cylindrical
cavity; means for forming a slldable gas tight Joint be-
tween the apex of said sector and the center line of said
diaphragm ; a driving shaft secured to each of said pis-

tons and projecting through said elongated slot ; bearing
means for supporting said shafts In angular relationship
with each other ; and valve means for controlling the flow
of a fluid to and from the spaces Inside said cavities not
filled by said pistons.

2. A rotary machine comprising a diaphragm ; a pair
of cylinder members secured on either side of said dia-

phragm and forming with said diaphragm two semi-cylln-
drlcal cavities, one on either side of said diaphragm, said
members having elongated slots in the cylindrical walls
thereof ; a pair of pistons, each located In one of said

semi -cylindrical cavities, each of said pistons being formed
of a sector of a cylinder and fitting in gas tight relation-

ship with the end and side walls of said semi cylindrical

cavity ; two center pivots located at right angles to each
other, formed on opposite sides of said diaphragm and so
shaped as to form a slldable gas tight Joint with the ap x
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of aaid piston : • drirlng Rhaft secarvd to each of said

pistons and projecting throuxh said elongated slot; twar-

ing means for supporting aaid Hbafta in angular reiatton-

ship with each other ; and valve means for controlling the

flow of a fluid to and from the spaces inside said cavities

not filled by said pistons.

3. A rotary machine comprising a diaphragm ; a pair

of cylinder members secured on either side of said dia-

phragm and forming with said diaphragm two semi-cylin-

drical cavities, one on either side of said diaphragm, aald

members having elongated slots in the cylindrical walls

thereof ; a pair of pistons, each located in one uf said

•eml-cylindrical cavities, each of said pistons being formed
of a sector of a cylinder and fitting in gas tight relation-

ship with the end and side walls of said semi-cylindrical

cavity ; means for forming a siidable gas tight joint be-

tween the apex of said sector and the center line of said

diaphragm ; a driving shaft secured to each of said pis-

tons and projecting through said elongated slot ; station-

ary bearing means for supporting one of said shafts : mov-
able t>«ar1ng means for supporting the other of said shafts ;

means for adjusting said movable bearing means to vary

the angle included between said shaft ; and valve means
for controlling the flow of a fluid to and from the 8i>aces

inside said cavities not filled by said pistons.

4. A rotary machine comprising a diaphragm ; a pair

of cylinder members secured on either side of said dia-

phragm and forming with said diaphragm two semi cylin-

drical cavities, one on either side of said diaphragm, said

members having elongated slots in the cylindrical walls

thereof : a pair of pistons, each located in one of said

semi-cylindrical cavities, each of said pistons t)elng formed
of a sector of a cylinder and fitting in gas tight relation

ship with the end and side walls of said seml-cyllndrlcal

cavity ; two center pivots located at right angles to each
other, formed on opposite sides of said diaphragm and so

shaped as to form a siidable gas tight joint with the apex
of said piston ; a driving shaft secured to each of said

pistons and projecting through said elongated slot : sta-

tionary t>earlng means for supporting one of said shafts ;

movable bearing means for supporting the other of said

shafts ; means for adjusting aaid movable bearing means
to vary the angle included between said shafts ; and valve

means for controlling the fiow of a fluid to an<i from the

spaces Inside said cavities not filled by said pistons.

5. A rotary machine comprising a diaphragm ; a pair
of cylinder members secured on either side of said dia-

phragm and forming with said diaphragm two semi-cylin-
drical cavities, one on either side of said diaphragm, said
members having elongated slots in the ryllndrlcai walls
thereof : an inclosing casing surrounding said diaphragm
and said cylinder members and so placed that some Sfwcc
is left t)etween the Inner surface of said casing nnd the
outer surface of said diaphragm and said cylinder mem-
bers ; ventilating vanes In said space secured to said

cylinder members and turning freely inside said casing ; a

pair of pistons, each located in one of said semt-cyiindrl-

cal cavities, each of said pistons being formed of a sector

of a cylinder and fitting In gas-tight relationship with
the end and side walls of said semi-cylindrical cavity ;

means for forminj: a slldabb^ gas-tight joint between the

apex of said sector and the center line of said diaphragm ;

a driving shaft secured to each of aald pistons and pro-

jecting through said elongated slot : bearing means for

supporting said shafts in angular relationship with each
other: and valve means for controlling the flow of a
fluid to and from the spaces Inside said cavities not filled

by said pistons.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,226,865. THRESHING -MACHINE. MosaoE Davis.

Enid, Olcla.. assignor of one-twelfth to Oeorge D. Wil-

son, Enid, Otcla. Piled Oct. 2. 1916. Serial No. 123,412.

(CI. 130—27.)
1. A threshing machine comprising a horixontally elon-

gated imperforate threshing chamt>er having in one end

an unthreshed grain inlet and in its other end a straw

and chaCr outlet, said chamber having a plurality of lon-

gitudinally spaced drcamferential shoulders on Its Inte-

rior and being decreased in diameter from each shoulder
to the next succeeding shoulder, said chamber having la

its lower side a plurality of threshed grain outlets dis-

posed immediately in advance of said shoulders ; In cooi-

bination with means In the chamber for threshing the

grain and separating the same from the straw by centrif-

ugal force.

2. A threshing machine comprising a horizontally elon-

gated Imperforate threshing chamt>er consisting of a pin
rallty of axlally alined frnsfo-cone shaped sections with
thsir larger ends disposed in one direction and contracted
to form annular internal shoulders to which the smaller
ends of adjacent sections are united, aald chamber having
at opposite t'nds an tinthreshed grain inlet and a straw
and chaff outlet and having in its lower side a plurality

of threshed grain outlets disposed Immediately in advance
of said shoulders : In comi>lnatlon with means In said

chamber for threshing the grain and separating the same
from the straw by centrifugal force.

3. A threshing machine comprising a horizontally elon-

gated imperforate threshing chami>er decreased in diam-
eter from one end to its other and having in its larger end
an unthreshed grain inlet while at longitudinally spaced
points said chamt>er Is formed with annular shoulders fac
ing its smaller end and immediately in advance of said

shoulders with threshed grain outlets, the latter t>elns

disposed in the lower side of said chamber, a fan caaing
Into which the contractwi end of the aforesaid chaml>er
discharges, a horizontal shaft passing longitudinally
through the center of said chanit>er and through said cas
ing, means on said shaft for threshing the grain and sep-

arating the same from the straw by centrifugal force, and
a fan mounted on said shaft in the fan casing for draw-
ing the unthresht'd grain through the chamber and for

discharging the straw and chaff.

4. A threshing machine comprising a horizontally elon-

gated threshInK chamt>er decreased in diameter from one
end to its other and having in its larger en<l nn unthreshed
grain inlet while at longitudinally spaceii points said

chamber Is formed with annular shoulders facing Ita

smaller end and immediately in advance of said shoalders
with threshed grain outlets, the latter being disposed in

the lower side of said chamber, a fan (iaslng into which
the contracted end of the aforesaid chamber discharges, a

horizontal shaft passing longitudinally through the cen-

ter of said chamber and through said casing, means on
said shaft for moving ihe unthreshed grain clrcumfer-

entially to separate the grain from the straw by cen-

trifugal force, a fan mounted on said shaft in the fan
casing for drawing th<> unthreshed sraln through the

ctiamber and for discharging the straw and chaff, and a
horizontal conveyer conduit Into which the threshed (rain
is deposited from the aforesaid outlets.

5. A threshing machine comprising a threshing cliam-

ber and means for creating a strong air current there-

through to carry the unthreHh«Hi grain through said cham-
ber and discharge the straw therefrom, means for receir-

ing the threshed grain from the threshing chamber, a con-

veyer conduit for carrying said grain from said means.
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aad a suction pipe leading from said conduit to the thresh-

lag chamber, whereby suction will be created through said

pl{>e to draw all chaff and dust from the threshed grain.

[Claims 6 to lu not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,866. SANITARY TRAY.
Johnstown, Pa. Filed Oct.

128.788. (Cl. IM—12.)

CHAaLlS H. Db Fkbhn,
31, 1916. Serial No.

1. In a device of the class described, supports ; a tray

disposed t>etween the supports and in the form of a trongh

which is open at its ends, the supports constituting clo-

sures for the ends of the tray : means for pivoting the

tray adjacent one of its edges to the supports ; and stop

means coacting with the tray to hold the same between

the supports, whereby the supports will constitute clo-

sures for the ends of the tray.

8. In a device of the class described, supports ; a tray

disposed between the supports ; means for pivoting the

tray adjacent one of its edges to the supports ; a rt-d con-

necting the supports, the opposite edge of the tray resting

on the rod : and a tightening device on the rod and engag

ing one support, to cause the supports to bind against the

ends of the tray.

4. In a device of the class described, supports ; a tray

disposed between the supports : pivot elements connecting

the tray adjacent one of its edges with the supports ; a

rod connecting the supports and coacting with the oppo-

site edge of the tray to uphold the tray : and side strips

Interposed tx'tween the supports and the ends of the tray.

the side strips l>eing carried hy the pivot elements and

the ro«l.

[Claims 2 and 5 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,236,867. WAGON. Wiu.iam L. r»BMP8EV. SomervlUe.

Mass. Piled Nor. 12. 1914. Bertal No. 871.828. (Cl.

21—B.)

M> "

/ * -

1. A low wagon comprising cranlc axles having skeins
of relatively large dianitter. integral arms det>euding re-

spectivply from said skein^ ami thlml>les of greater cross

ectional an-a than that of sjiid skeins integral with said

said thimbles being longitudinally apertured to re-

the ends of the axle and presenting angularly dls

walls adapted to engage the faces of th»* axle and
to prevent rotation thereof.

2. A low wagon comprising crank axles having skeins

of relatively large diameter, integral arms depending re-

spectively from said skeins, and thimbles of greater cross

sectional area than that of said skeins integral with said

arms and extending beyond said arms well beneath the
mid-lengths of said skeins, said thimbles being longitudi-

nally apertured throughout their length to receive the
ends of an axle and presenting angularly disposed walls

adapted to engage the faces of the axle and to prevent ro-

tation thereof.

3. In a low wagon, a crank axle comprising a skein of

relatively large diameter, an integral arm depending there-

from and a thimble having a longitudinal aperture pre-

senting angularly disposed walls to receive the end of the

axle, said thimble being of greater cross sectional area

than that of the skein whereby a relatively large axle

may t>e employed.

4. In a low wagon, a wooden axle having ends present-

ing angular faces, thimbles provided with longitudinal

apertures corresponding in form to the ends of said axle

tightly secured upon the same, arms integral with and
extending vertically from said thimble and skeins ex-

tending outwardly from the upper ends of said arm in

parallel axial alinement with the axis of said thimbles,

each of said skeins lM>ing provided with an internal recess

forming a lubricant receptacle ; a duct leading from said

grease receptacle to the surface of said skein, means oper-

able from the inner end of the skein for forcing the lut)rl-

csnt through the duct and means for securing wheels
upon said skeins.

5. An axle arm for a low drop wagon comprising a

thimble having a longitudinal aperture angular in cross

section, an integral arm rising from said thimble inter-

mediate of its ends, a skein extending laterally from the
upper end of said arm integral therewith, said skein being

centrally iwred from Its inner end and screw threaded to

form a lubricant receptacle, a duct leading from said re-

ceptacle to the surface of the skein, and a screw threaded
plunger having means adapted to t>e engaged by a rotating

member sustained In said lubri(ant receptacle and adapted
to force the lubricant through said duct.

1,226,868. HEATER. Harbt 8. Dodd, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada. Filed May 19, 1916. Serial No. 98,689. (Cl.

122—181.)

1. In a heater the combination of a tubular' closed com-
bustion chamber ; a gas burner located adjacent one end
of the chaml>er ; a closed expant>lon chamber or header of

greater cross sectional area than the combustion chamber
and Into which the other end of the combustion chamber
opens : means for supplying a combustible mixture to the
burner: a plurality of fire tulles connected to the expan-
sion chami>er anil substantiafly paralleling the coml>ustion
chamber : a header to which sai<i tubes are connected : an
exhaust flue connected tu said header ; and an air pump
connected with the exhaust flue.

2. In a heater the combination of a tubular closed com-
bustion r-barol>er ; a gas burner located adjacent one end
of the chamber ; a closed expansion chamt>er or header of
greater cross sectional aren than the combustion cham-
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b«r and Into which the other end of the idinhustion cham-
ber opens : means for supplying a romhuxtihle mixture to

the burner ; a plurality of rtre tubes conne<'te«l to the ex-

pansion chamber ami substantially parallellnK the combua-
tlon chamber : a header to which said tut>e8 ar^ connected ;

tabes for the passage of a fluid to be heated extending
through the fire tul>e8 to the outer surfaces of th»< expan-

sion chamber and header ; an exhaust flue eounected to

said header ; and an air pump connerttnl with the exhaust
flue.

3. In a heater the combination of a tubular doMd
combustion chamber ; a gas burn«»r located adjacent one
end of the chaml>er : a closed expansion chamt>er or

header of neater cross sectional area than the combut-
tion chamber and Into which the other nd of the com-
bustion cfa8mt>er opens ; means for supplying a cnmtHistible

mixture to the burner : a plurality of fire tubes connected-

to the expansion chamt)er and substantially parallellns

the combustion chamber ; a header to which said tubes

are connected ; an exhaust flue connecte«l to said header ;

a trappeil pipe for water of condensation leading from
the bottom of the combustion chamber to the interior of

said header : and an air pump connected with the exhaust
flue.

4. In a heater the combination of a tubular closed com-
bustion chamber ; a gas burner located adjacent one end
of the chamber ; a closed extension chamt>er or header of

greater cross sectional area than the combustion <-hamber

and into which the other end of the combustion chamber
opens : means for supplying a combustible mixture to the
burner: a plurality of fire tut»e8 «onnei-t*Hl to the expan-
sion chamber and sutwtantially paralleling the <x)mbustlon

chamber : a header to which said tubes are connected : an
exhaust flue connecte<l to said header : a condenaation

chamber with which said exhaust flue connects : a trapped
liquid outlet therefrom : and an air pump connected with
the exhaust flue.

6. In a heater the combination of a tubular close<l com-
bustion chamber: a gas burner located adjacent one end

of the chamber ; a closed expansion chamber or header of

greater cross sectional area than the combustion i'hamt>er

and Into which the other end of the combustion chamt>er

opens ; means for supplying a combustible mixture to the

burner : a plurality of Are tubes connected to the expan-
sion chamt>er and substantially paralleling the combustion
chamber : a heailer to which said tubes are connected : an
exhaust flue connected to said header : a trapped pipe for

water of condensation leading from the bottom of the

combustion chamber to the Interior of said header: a con-

densation chamber with which said exhaust flue connects;
a trapped liquid outlet therefrom ; and an air pump con-

nected with the exhaust flue.

I Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.869. CHAIN -RELE.\SE FOR LOOGING - CABS.
John Dodd, Port Arthur. Tex. Filed Oct. 14, 1916.

Serial No. 125.661. (H. 214—5.)

The combination with a car sill, and a holding loop out-

standing from one side thereof adjacent one end, of a

pivot bolt outstanding from said side adjacent the other

end, an upwardly and outwardly Inclineil brace Integral

with the outer end of the pivot l»olt and secure<l to the

sUl, a dog plvotally mountnl upon said bolt and having

a forked upper end extended normally in a horizontal di-

rection Inwardly from the bolt, a bar pivotal ly connei-ted

to the lower portion of the dog and mounted for sliding

movement In the holding loop, said bar having a notch
for the reception of the loop to hold the doj; against
swinging movement In one direction, and a chain secured
at one end to the loop and adapted to engage the forked
portion of the dog.

1.226.870. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Cm
E. DraTBA, Saginaw, Mich. Original application flled

Apr. 28. 1910, Serial No. 558.236 Divided and this

application flled Feb. 2S. 1912. Serial No. 679.876.
(CI. 108—66.)

1. In a high speed gas engine, a rocklngly-mounted
large, light sheet metal valve of approximately conoidal

shape with its apex above its seat, said valve having Ita

rocking support at tlie apex of tk« coae, said valve having
flanges in a plane to Insure accuracy of seating.

J. In a high speed gas engine, a rocklngly mounted
large, light sheet metal valve of approximately conoidai

shape with flanges in a plane to Insure accuracy of seat-

ing, the conoid bead being hardened with the apex of tba

cone above the valve seat, said valve having its rocking

support at said apex.

8. In a ca> engine, a rocklngly-mounted large, light

sheet metal valve having a conoid head with depression,

said valve having the apex of the cone above the valve
seat, and the rocking support of said valve being at said

apex, a hollow stem separate from said valve and having

an end conforming to and engaged In said depression, a

guide lor said stem, and a spring extending into said

guide and stem.

4. In a gas engine, a rocklngly-mounted large, light

sheet metal valve having conoidal bead and lateral flanges,

a stem therefor supporting said valve and forming a rock-

ing rest therefor, said valve tiaving the apex of the cone
altove the valve seat, and the rocking support of said

valve being at said ap4>x, said stem t>elng tubular and in-

dependent of the valve, a relatively flxe<l spider with tu-

liular guide for said stem and within which it is received,

and a spring in said stem and guide and )>earinK against
the ends thereof.

5. In a gas engine, a rocklngly-mounted large, light

sheet metal valve having conoidal head and lateral flanges,

a stem therefor supporting said valve and forming a rock-

ing rest therefor, said valve having the apex of the cone
alM)ve the valve seat, and the rocking support of said valve

iH'Ing at said apex, said stem t>elng tubular and Inde-

pendent of the valve, a relatively flxed spider with tubular
guide for said stem and within which It Is recelvwl. and a

spring In said stem and guide and bearing against the ends

thereof, said spider l>ore having an axial vent to allow of

the escape of oil and to Insure free action of the valve
stem.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gai«tte.]
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1.226.8T1. LIQCIDFUEL BURNER. Chi«leb T. Kd^
MOND8. Drumrigljt, Okla., assignor of one-half to
Robert L. Cochran, Drumrlght. Okla. Filed Jan. 8,

1916, Serial No. 71.046. Renewed Mar. 15, 1917. Se-
rial No. 155.091. (CI. 158—66.)

1. A burner comprising a perforated shell, a baflle cap
upon the Inner «iid thereof, a mixing tube scrvw-threaded
upon the outer end of the said shell and extending axially
therein and having an open inner end spaced from the said
cap, a steam Jacket provided with a nozsle screw-threaded
within the outer end of the said tube and terminating In
a contracted discharge opening within the said tube, a
steam supply pipe communicating with the said jacket,
and an oil supply pipe tappetl into the outer end of the
said Jacket.

2. A burner comprising a perforated shell, a baffle cap
upon the inner end ther«K)f, a mixing tube screw threaded
upon the outer end of said shell and extending axially
therein and having an open Inner end spac-ed from the said
cap. a steam Jacket provided with a nossle screw-threaded
within the outer end of the said tube and terminating in
a contracted discharge optning within the said tube, a
steam supply pipe communicating with the said Jacket, a
nipple axially posiUoned within fh*- said Jacket and noszle
and having a contracted ouUet and positioned within the
said Bozile and spaced from the noxrle outlet, a lock nut
connecting the said nipple and Ja< ket, the said nozzle
having a curved enlarged outer end. and an oil supply
pipe connected to the said enlarged end of the nipple.

a.226.872. IN8EAM- TRIMMING MACHINE. Andrew
£pi*i.EK, Lynn, Maaa. assignor to United Shoe Ma-
chinery Company, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Mar. 23, 1916. SerUl No. 86,207.
<«. 12—82.)

1. An inseam trimming machine, having in combination,
a. roUry trimming knife, work guiding and feeding mem-

bers cooperating with the knife, and mechanism for sup-
porting the knife having provision for adjustment In a
direction Inclined to the axis of the knife and in a direc-
tion substantially parallel to the axis of the knife.

2. An inseam trimming machine, having in combinatioa,
a rotary trimming knife, a feed roll, a guide roll cooper-
ating with the feed roll, a head supporting the guide roll,
an actuating lever, and connections between the head and
actuating lever having provision for adjustment to vary
the angular position of the head with relation to the lever.

3. An inseam trimming machine, comprising a rotary
trimming knife, a presser roll engaging beneath the welt,
a lever supporting the presser roll, a treadle rod. and an
intermediate lever connecting the treadle rod and presser
roll lever to actuate the latter upon a depression of the
treadle rod.

4. An Inseam trimming machine, comprlslug, a rotary
trimming knife, a feed roll, a presser roll cooperating
therewith, a guide roll engaging In the channel of tJie
hoe, a treadle rod, an actuating lever connecting the
treadle rod and guide roll, a pivoted lever carrying the
presser roll upon one end, and connections between the
presser roll lever and treadle rod to swing the lever
about Its fulcrum and cause a movement of separation
of the presser roll lever and guide roll upon a depression
of the treadle rod.

5. An inseam trimming machine, comprising, a rotary
trimming knife, a grinding disk supported in operative
relation to the knife, means for rotating the grinding
disk, and mechanism operated thereby for Imparting a
reciprocatory movement to the disk.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.226.873. CONCRETE BLOCK MACHINE. Fbanjl H.
Fou)iN. Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Sept. 8, 1916. Se-
rial No. 48,885. (CI. 26—41.)

1. In mechanism of the kind described, the combination
of two rows of vertically acting tamper bars disposed in
laterally-spaced relation, detent bars disposed across the
space, each detent bar athwart a pair of tamper bars one
of the pair being in each row, and an Inclined topped lug
on the side of each tamper bar adjacent to the detent bara

2. In mechanism of the kind descrltied. the combination
of two rows of tamper bars disposed in spaced relation
and the bars space*! In the rows, detent bars disposed
across, each athwart a pair of tamper bars, one In each
row. guide rods disposed transversely through the detent
bars, flxed collars mounted on the guide rods interme-
diately of the detent bars, coll springs Interposed on the
ffulde rods between the collars and the detent bars, and
downwardly hooked lugs on the tamper bars to engage
the detent bars.

.3. In mechanism of the kind described, the combination
with vertically disposed and reciprocating tamper bars
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hartng ?ni?a)?ement lusrs, of horizontal detent bars dis-
posed athwart the tamper bara and laterally shiftabte out
of and Into the paths of the lugs, lonjltudlnally-reclpro-
catlng K^uide rods disposed transversely tbrnagb the de-
tent bars, a yielding connection of the detent bars to the
faid« rods and a head bar connected to the guide rods.

4. In mechanism of the kind described, the combination
of two rows of vertlcally-endwlse reciprocating tamper
bars disposed in laterally spaced relation. ea< h row con-
sisting of two 8«rlea of tamper bars, the individual bars
of each series dlspo.sed aitematety with the bars of the
other series In spaced relation throughout the row, and
tamper butts on the tamper bars of each series, peculiar
to the service of that series and different from the' butts
oa the bars of the other series in the row, support lugs
on the tamper bars, a series of horizontal detent bars
each bar Jtspo«(ed across the space between the row.s of
tamper bars and Its ends set to engage the Ings of corre-
sponding tamper bars In like series of opposite rows and
this series of detent bars connected to simultaneously
detain or release all the tamper bars of like series in
both rows, and a like leries of detent bars of the same
construction and connection disposed to detain or release
ail the tamper bars of the other serlea In both rows.

1,226,874. HAND-STAMP. Hamt 8. FoLora and Tobmt
Ro«8, Chicago, 111. FMIed Oct. 23. 1914. SarUl No
868.149. (CI. 101—lOS.)

1. An Ink pad, a stamp, a spring acting to normally
hold the stamp and pad adjacent to'each other and out
of inking contact, said spring being so arranged that It

will be deflected by the weight of the hand to permit a
brief inking contact between stamp and pad when the
stamp is picked np. and manually operated means for de-
flecting the spring a second time to move the pad later-
ally from the face of the stamp.

2. A pad and a stamp having a pivotal and sliding
connection with each other, and a spring action upon
both the pivotal and slliiing movements to hold the stamp
and pad in line with each other and out of inking contact.

8. A frame consisting of two legs and a bridge con-
necting the upper ends of the legs, an ink pad supported
between the lower ends of the legs, a stamp pivoted In
slots in th^ upper end of the frame, and a spring acting to
hold the printing face of the stamp adjacent to but
sliKhtly removed from the face of the Ink pad.

4. A frame conslst'ng of two legs and a bridge connect-
ing the upper ends of the legs, a box secured between the
lower ends of the leifs, an ink pad In the box, a sUmp
pivoted In the upper end of the frame, a spring acting to
turn the stamp on its pivots, a stop for limiting such
movement so that the stamp will be normally held orer
the pad and out of Inking contact therewith, and means
by which the stamp may be manualiv moved to Inking
contact with said pad.

6. The combination with a stamp and a h.-indle there-
for, of pivots secured to the stamp by the handle, a frame
providing bearings for the plTots. an ink pad supported
in the frame, and means by which the stamp Is normally
held adjacent to the pad but out of Inking contact there-
with.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Qaxette.]

1.22.1.875. FRUIT PROTECTING DETICE FOR BERRY-
CRATES. HARaT C. Fooks, Salisbury. Md. Filed Apr.
29. 1916. JJerlal No. 94.380. (CI. 217—40.)

1. A fruit crate having a hinged lid, and berry recep-
tacles stacked In said crate. In combination with a fruit
protectlTe frame comprising t bar of a length equal to
the length of the crate. Interior measurement, said bar
having cross pieces connected therewith, equldlatantly
Kpace<l and of a length eqnal to the width of the crate.
Interior measurement, said frame being disposed above the
top layer of fruit containers with the lower faces of the
bar and cross pieces in engagement with the top edges of
the containers, the top eilges of the bar and cross plecea'
being directly engaged by the lid when the latter It
closed.

J. A frnlt crate having a hinged Md. and berry recei>-
tacles stacked In said crate. In combination with a fruit
protective frame comprising a bar of a length equal to the
length of the crate. Interior n)e»isiirem«'nt. said bar having
cross pieces cf>nneited therewith, equldlstantly spaced
and of a length equal to the width of the crate. Interior
measurement, said frame being disposed above the top
layer of fnilt containers with the lower faces of the bar
and cross pieces In engagement with the top edges of the
centatBers, the top edges of the bar and cross pieces being
dlreetly engaged by the lid when the latter is closed : the
(TOM pieces being provided adjacent to the ends thereof
with downwardly extending pins constituting guides
adapted to enter the spaces between the fmlt containers.

3. .\ frame constituting a fruit protector for berry
crates, said fram.- comprising a longitudinally disposed
center bar and a plurality of cross pieces connecte<l there-
with and forming laterally extending arms, said arms
being provided adjacent to the ends thereof with down-
wardly extending pins constituting guide members.

1.228.876. BAMNO-TIE BFCKLK. O»OR0E W. PrRTH,
CTereland, Ohio. Filed Mar. 31, 1014. SerUl No.
828,601. (01. 24—23.)

In a device of the clasa daacrlbed, a buckle fashioned
from a flat plate bent to form angulariy disposed main
and auxiliary flanges, the auxiliary flange having an
aperture adapted to retain one end of a bale-band, the
main flange having a transverse arm struck therefrom
to define an opening, the arm terminating In a depending
band-plerclnc prong extending downwardly through the
opening and projecting below the lower face of. the main
flange, there being spaced upstanding fingers Struck from
the main flange adjacent its free end. the fingers l>eiDg
bendable to retain a bale-hand, and to hold the band In
the path of the prong.

1.220.877. FOLDING DEVICE FOR UMBRELLA-
STICKS. HsiKBirn GArTSCHT, Basel. Switzerland.
Filed June 22, J914. Serial No. 846.561. (CI
135

—

iei.)

In a device of the character describe<l the combination
of a stick consisting of two hollow connecte<l sections, a
connectleB for both aectlona, sliding pieces la the adjacent
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ends of tke sections, an adjusting tongue In each sliding
piece, grooves in said ple.es ,nd pins on said tongues
sWdlng In Kald groov.-s. longltudlnaHv and transversely
acting springs for controlling said tongue* a allt In each
section of said stick and a notch In the connection of
both sections adapte*! to receive said tongues under the
action of said longitudinally acting springs when the

srahrella Is opened, projecting portions on said tongues
whereby the tongues may be pushed inwardly against said
transversely acting springs for allowing the other end to
be swung out of the notch of the connecting part for
allowing the closure of the umbrella, substantially as
described.

1,226.878. MEANS FuR .SECURING SHIPS' HATCH
COVERINGS. Joseph Lcnt (^bdon. Liverpool. Eng
land. FUed Apr. 24. 1916. Serial No. 93,844. (CI
114—203.)

1. Apparatus for securing ships' hatch coverings com-
prlalng. In combination, a batch coaming, a series of ver-
tically movable bar el»«ment« extending around the hatch
coaming, a aeries of links pivoted to the coaming and
adapted to move the bar elements, movable nxls coupling
t^ links together, an overhanging flange or abutment on
the coaming, a flexible cover, an.l screw mechanisms car-
rte.1 on the bar elements controlling the movement of the
rods.

2. In an apparatus for securing ship hatches, a hatch
coming having a horizontally extending flange formed
adjacent Its upper end. clamping bars disposed under the
OMmlng. pivotal links for connecting the clamping bars
to the hatch coaming, means for moving the clamping
hars vertically, and means for preventing lateral move-
ment of the clamping bars.

8. A securing device for securing flexible ship hatch
coverings, a flange.1 hatch coaming, clamping bars having
elongate*! slots, pivoted connecting links for connecting
the clamping bars to the coaming, each link having a

• pin adapted to ride In the respective slots, means for
operating the clamping bars, and means for causing said
bars to move vertically Into clamped engagement with the
flange of the hatch coaming.

4. In a hatch covering securing means. In combination
with a hatch coaming having a flange adjacent its upper
end, clamplns bars, pivotal links for connecting the clamp
Ing bars to the hatch coaming, means for operating the
clamping bars, depending Brms carried by the damping
hara, and means on the hatch coaming through which the

iarms pass for cMislnc fho clamplnj: bars to moTe rer
tlcalljr when the clamping ban are operated.

1,226,878. WA8H8TAND. William 8. Hamm. Hubbard
Vloods. and Thomas a. Lboce and Nels Kaeaj. Chi-W. 111., assignors to The Adams * Westlake Company,
Cklcago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. PUed Jan.
1», 1»14. SerUl No. 813.028. (01. 4—24.)

1. In combination, a wash bowl having a waste open-ing and pipe, a valve loosely seating downwardly in the
opening, a curved arm pivoted within a lateral recess inthe waste pipe, its free arm being plvotally attached to
the valve, a shoulder on the end below Its pivot for en-
gagement by a push rod, a tube leading to the valve cas-
ing, and a colled shaft reclprocable In the tube and having
a plunger engageable with the shoulder.

2. In a WBshstand. in combination, a table, a bowl hav-
ing a waste pipe, a valve seated In the receiving end of thepipe and openable upwardly, a lever pivoted in a lateral
extension of the pipe and bearing upwardly on the valveand having a shoulder, a tube leading through the table
to the lateral extension, a flexible shaft slldable in the
tube and withdrawable therefrom and having engageable
relation with the lever shoulder, a removable cap covering
the upper end of the ttibe. a hand lever pivoted In the
cap. and a link connecting the lever with the shaft

1.226.880. RIM AND TIRE FOR WHEELS. John 8

22t3T' (CI.'^sl!:^"
^'^'^^-'''^^^^- Serial No!

1. A combined tire and rim. comprising a rim Inclad-
Ing an annular portion and a circumferential flange in
combination with a tire comprising a series of resilient
elements independently attached to said flange and each
composed of a section of resilient material formed to
provide a semi-circular portion cooperating with similar
portions on the other sections to form the complete tire
radial extensions Integral with each semicircular por-
tion, parallel extended portions integral with said radial
extensions attached to opposite sides of said flange and
a cover for said series of elements.

2. A combined tire and rim, comprising a rim Including
an annular portion and a circumferential flange, In com-
bination with a tire comprising a series of resilient ele-
ments each composed of a section of resilient material
including a semi-circular portion cooperating with ^iml
lar portions on the other sections to form the complete
tire, converging radial extensions Integral with each
semi-circular portion, parallel extended portions integral
with said radial extensions and bearing against opposite
sides of said flange, devices passing through said extended
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portions and through said flange and binding said part*

together, and a cover for said series of elements.

3. A combined tire and rim, comprising a rim Includ-

ing an annular portion and a circumferential flange, in

combination with a tire comprising a series of resilient

elements each composed of a section of resilient material

Including a semicircular portion coiiperatlng with similar

jMrtions on the other sections to form the complete tire,

converging radial extensions Integral with each semi-

circular portion, parallel extended portions integral with

said radial extensions lying on opposite sides of said

flange, elements iMisslng through said extended portions

and through said flange and binding said parts together,

lateral extensions on said extended portions bearing

against the annular portion of the rim, and a coTer for

aald series of elements.

1,226,881. DEVICE FOR COVERING HOLES IN VES-

SELS. Thomas R. Hatton, Appleton, Wis. Filed July

26, 1915. Serial No. 41,822. (CL 114—229.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a series

of parallel ribs having flanged bases, and flexible strips

secured to the upper sldea of adjacent flanges and uniting

them in spaced relation.

2. A device of the clasa described comprising a series

of parallel ribs having hanged bases connected in spaced

relation by flexible metallic strips, an engaging member
secured to said device, an arm also secured thereto and
having a releasable catch adapted to cooperate with said

engagiuK member when said device is rolled upon Itself,

and a line operatlvely connected to said catch and adapt-

ed to be pulled for releasing the engagement fo said catch

with said engaging member to permit said device to un-

roll.

3. In a device of the class described, an apron compris-

ing a series of parallel bulb steel ribs having flanged

bases, and flexible metallic strips secured at their e<lges

to opposing flanges.

4. In a device of the class described, an apron compris-

ing a series of parallel ribs having flanged bases, flexible

strips connected at their edges to opposing flanges and
maintaining them in separated relation, and strips of

packing material interposed between said flexible strips

and the surface of said flanges.

5. In a device of the class described, in combination
with a flexible apron comprising flexibly-connected ribs

having flanged bases and outwardly-projecting webs pro-

vided with circular heads, releasable means for holding

said apron roller upon itself with the heade<l ends of its

ribs extending inward, and an Inflatable pipe secured on

the operating face of said apron extending around the

edge thereof and provided with an extension for permit-

ting its inflation.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.882. GYRO-COMPASS. Jambs Blacklock Hbm-
DEB8ON. Lee, England. Filed Jan. 22. 1917. Serial No.

143.681. (CI. 74—78.)

1. A suspension system for the sensitive element of a

gyro-compass comprising at least one element giving tor-

sional stability to the nensitive element about its vertical

axis, another system of elements giving torsional insta-

bility to the sensitive element about its vertical axis, and
means for adjusting the relative stability or instability.

2. In a gyro-coini«ss the combination with a sensitive

element of a suspension system for said element consisting

of at least one vertical fllar and a plurality of fllars in-

clined to the vertical.

f^^^^^H^

5. In a gyro-compass, the combination with a sensitive

element, a suspension system for said element consisting

of a plurality of fllars electrically Insulated from each

other, and means for adjusting the tension of the fllars.

11. In a gyro-compass, the combination with a sensitive

element, a suspension system for said element consisting
of a plurality of crossing fllars. the fllars having means
preventing contact between them.

13. In a gyro-compass, the combination with a sensitive

element and a suspension system for aald element con-
sisting of a plurality of fllars electrically insulated from
each other.

[Claims 3, 4. 6 to 10. and 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,88.'?. COMBINED PHONOGRAPH AND MOVING-
PICTURE APPARATUS. Daniil Hioham. New Yorli,

N. Y. Filed May 17. 1912. Serial No. 697.839. (CI.

8»—16.2.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a rotatahle support, driving means, power transmitting

means connected with said driving means and comprising
.•\ plurality of yieldably connected members, and means
for operatlvelv connecting said power transmitting means
to or for disconnecting the same from said support, sub-

stant*ally ss described.

2. In a ilevic* of the class described, the combination

of a rotatahle record support, a shaft connected there-

with for rotating the same, driving means, power trans-

mlttlnt: means connected with said driving means and
comprising a plurality of yieldably connected members,

and means for operatlvely connecting said power trans-

mitting means to or for disconnecting the same from said

shaft, substantially as described.

3. In a device of the class descrlt>ed. the combination

of B rotatahle record support, a shaft connected there-

with for rotating the same driving means Including a

pivoted member, power transmitting means connected

with said driving means and comprising a plurality of

yieldingly and frlctlonally connerted members, and means
for operatlvely connecting said power transmitting meana

to or for disconnecting the same from said shaft, sub-

stantially as described.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a rotatahle record support, a shaft connected there-

with for rotating the same, driving means, power trana-
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mlttlng means roanerted with aald driving means and
comprising a plurality of yieldably connected members.
and a clutch for operatlvely connecting said power trans-
mitting moans to or for disconnecting the same from said
shaft, substantially as described.

6. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a rotatahle record support, a shaft connected there-
with for rotating the same, driving means, power trans-
mitting means connected with satd driving means and
comprising a plurality of yieldably and frlctlonally con-
nected memlK-rs. and a clutch for operatlvely connecting
said power transmitting means to or for disconnecting
the same from said shaft, substantially as described.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the tJszette.l

1.226,884. INK AND PROCESS FOR-I'RODUCING SAME.
ROBBBT HocHBTBTTBB. Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to The
Ault k WllK)rg Company. Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corpora-
tion of Ohio. Filed Nov. 11, 1914. Serial No. 871,464.
(Cl. 134—28.)
1. An Ink for mimeographs and the like, comprising, a

pigment, a sulfonated oil and glycerin and a gum var-

nish, substantially lo the proportions described.

2. An ink for mlmeograpbt> and the like comprising a
pigment, a sulfonated oil and ^yc*erin, to which is added
a gum varnish, the varnish being thoroughly mixed with
and ground Into the other Ingredients of the ink, the in-

gredients being substantially in the proportions described.
3. An ink for mimeographs and the like consisting of

an ink of the kind described comprising a pigment, a sul-

fonated oil and glycerin, substantially in the proportions
described, to which has been added about 5% by weight
of a gum varnish, the gum varnish l>elng thoroughly
ground into and mixed with the Ink.

4. An Ink for mimeographs and the like consisting of
an emulsion of gum varnish and a m'meograph ink of the
kind described containing a pigment, a tiulfonated oil and
gly<-erin, the ingredients of the ink being substantially in
the propt»rtlons described.

6. The process of producing an ink for mimeographs
and the like which consists in grinding a pigment, a sul-

fonated oil and glycerin, then mixing therewith a gum
varnish, all substantially in the proportions described,
then grinding the gum varnish thoroughly Into the ingre-
<llents of the Ink to form an emulsion.

1.226.885. CORNER FASTENER FOR
ALBXANDiB E. HoBM. Tacoma. Wash.
1915. Serial No. 27.050. (Cl. 5—66.)

IRON BEDS.
Filed May 12,

x*
-y^lio

A corner fasten'ng for the side rail of a metal bed com-
prising fl plnte secured to one of the head posts of the lied

and having an inclined wedge slot formed vertically there-
in, and oppositely directed lateral lugs on the free ver-
tical edge thereof, and a rail carried plate having a pair
of lateral lugs directed on the same side of the free ver-
tical e<lge of the plate and arranged to engage with cer-
tain of the lugs of the flrst plate, and an off set head hav-
ing a headed pin for engagement in the inclined slot, the
remaining lug of the first plate being secure<1 to the
transverse rail of the head of the bed.

1.226.886. TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER. Nbwmax H.
Holland. West Orange. .\. J., assignor, by mesne as
signments. to New Jersey Patent Company, West
Orange. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
May 13, 1918. Serial No. 767.261. (Cl. 179—124.)
1. In a microphone transmitter, the combination of an

electrode arranged to vibrate In accordance with pulsa-

tions transmitted thereto, a aecond electrode movable
relatively to said flrst named electrode, granular conduc-
tive material between said electrodes, means pressing
said second electrode toward said flrst named electrode
to compress said material between said electrodes, and
pneumatic means tending to prevent vibration of said
second electrode upon the vibration of aald flrst named
electrode, subatantially as described.

2. In a microphone transmitter, the combination of an
electrode arranged to vibrate in accordance with pulsa-
tions transmitted thereto, a second electrode movable rela-

tively to said first named electrode, granular conductive
material between said electrodes, means pressing said
second electrode toward said flrst named electrode to com-
press said material between said electrodes, and means co-
acting with said second electrode to form a pneumatic
dash pot tending to prevent vibration of said second elec-
trode by the vibration of said first electrode, substantially
as described. v

3. In a microphone transmitter, the combination of an
electrode arranged to vibrate in accordance with sound
waves, a second electrode movable toward and away from
said flrst named electrode, granular conductive material
between said electrodes, and pneumatic me^uis for pre-
venting vibrations of said second electrode by the vibra-
tion of said flrst named electrode, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. In a microphone transmitter, ihe combination of ao
electrode arranged to vibrate in accordance with pulsa-
tions transmitted thereto, a second electrode movable rela-
tively to said flrst named electrode, and means coactlng
with said second electrode to form a pneumatic dash pot
for preventing vibration of said second electrode by the
vibration of said flrst named electrode, substantially as
descrltted.

5. In a microphone transmitter, the combination of an
electrode arranged to vibrate in accordance with pulsa-
tions transmitter! thereto, a second electrode movable rela-
tively to said flrst named electrode, one of said electrodes
having a pocket or cell extending close to the other elec-

trode, granular conductive material filling said pocket
or cell, means coactlng with said electrodes tp prevent
Individual movement of the particles of jwld material
upon the vibration of said flrst electrode, and pneumatic
means tending to prevent vibration of said second elec-

trode bv the vibration of the flrst electrode, substantially
as described.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.887. COMBINED CAR AND PIPE COUPLING.
Milan Hrmch, Conemaugb. Pa., assignor of one-half
to Rafoelo Goyssovich. Conemaugh. Pa. Filed Oct. 9,

1916. Serial No. 124.591. (Cl. 188—18.

>

The combination with a pair of car coupling heads; of
rigid arms depending from said heads and having circular
guide openings formed therethrough, a pair of coupling
heads spaced outwardly from sai<l arms in advance of

the openings thereof, cylindrical shanks for said heads
extending slidably and rotatably through the aforesaid
openings to points spaced in rear of said arms, caps se-

cured to the inner ends of said shanks and having bores
parallel therewith, the lower ends of said arms also bav-
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lag bores parallel with said gbanks. and coiled tprings

aarrouDdioK aaid shaoks between the arms and caps, aald

sprinffs baring straight ends anchored In the bore* of said

arms and caps.

1,226.888. INTERLOCKING BOOFING-TILE. OoomT
P. HuoHU, Melboarne, and John Lisli^ Aemstsono,
Caolfleld. Melbourne. Victoria, Australia. Filed Mar.

6. 1917. Serial No. 152.859. (CI. 108—10.)

^1 :

-^^
1

-lF

af

r
I
—

^-^^
1. An improreU Interlocking roofing tile, having a plain

nnlntermpted upper face splayed or Inclined upwardly
from the top portion to the bottom of the tile where it ter-

minates flush with a plain uninterrupted horizontal nos-

ing, in combination with means for interlocking the tile

to adjacent tiles.

4. An improved interlocking roofing tile, having a plain

uninterrupted upper face splayed or inclined upwardly

from the top portion to the bottom of the tile where it

terminates flunh with a plain uninterrupted horlsontal

nosing, the underneath face of the tile b«»lng splayed paral-

lel with the upper face, the said underneath face having

a central longitudinal reinforcing rib. the upper and lower

ends of which are flush with the lower face of the tile and

an outset to said longitudinal reinforcing rib forming an
obtuse angle, said outset being provided with means to ac-

commodate tie wires in combination with means for Inter-

locking the tile to a<ljacent tiles.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,889. PAINT AND PROCESS OF MAKING 8AMB.
Jacques Jacobs, Maastricht, Netherlands. Filed Blar.

7. 1916. Serial No. 82.552. (CI. 134—61.)

1. A process for the manufacture of a preservative cov-

erinK. which proces.s con.slsts in mixing air-slaked shell-

lime with a dry bitumluous binding material and a solvent,

substantially in the proportions described.

2. A process for the manufacture of a preservative cov-

ering, which process consists in mixing 2-24 parts by

weight of a'lr-8lake<l shell-lime with 20-»<) parts by weight

of a dry bituminous binding material and a solvent.

S. A process for the manufacture of a preservative cov-

ering, which process consists In first exposing shell lime

to air in a covere«l space until it Is slaked, and then mix-

ing 2-24 parts by weight thereof with 20-90 parts by

weight of a hituminous material not containing any water

and with a solvent.

4. A process for the manufacture of a preservative cov-

ering, which pro«-e«8 consiits In first exiKwlng sbeU-llaM

to air In a covered space until it is nearly slaked, and
then mixing 2-24 parts by weight thereof with 20-90
parts by weight of a bituminous material not containing

any water and with a solvent.

5. As a new article of manufacture, a preservative cov-

ering composed of air-slaked shell-llme, a bituminous

binding material, and a solvent, substantially in the pro-

portions d«scrlt>ed.

(Claima 6 to 8 not printed la the Gaiette.]

1,226.890. NON-SKID AUTO-CHAIN. Thomas Mabvin
Jarbbll., High Point, N. C. assignor of one-half to

William D. Slmmcns, High Point, N. C. Filed Oct. 28.

1916. Serial No. 128^4^ (CL lft2—14.)

1. A tire protector embodying side chains ; tie chains

connecting the side chains at intervals and disposed sub-

stantially at right angles to the side chains ; and crossed

chains connecting the side chains between the tie chains,

one of the crossed chains eml>odylng twisted links, the

other of the crossed chains including twisted links and a
flat loop shaped link connecting the said twisted links,

the flat loop-shaped link passing tbruugh one of the

twisted links of the first sp«'cifie4l crossed chain.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,891. MEANS FOR ATTACHING BAITS TO LINES.
jAUta William Jat, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Sept. 2.

1916. SerUl No. 118,269. (CI. 4»—7.)

1. A device of the chsiracter described, ct^mprising a

shaak and an eye carried thereby, said ere Including n

looped portion, and the nuiterial oat of which the shank
is formed being continued across and around the shank
from the loope<l portion and extending within the latter.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a

shank and an eye carrieti thereby, said eye Including a

looped portion, and the material out of which the shank

is formed l>eing continued across and around the shank
from the loope<l portion and terminating within the lat-

ter with the extremity protrudlug through and beyond the

looped i>ortion.

3. A device of the character descrll>ed. comprising a

shank and an eye carried thereby, the eye Including a

looped portion and the substance out of which the same
is formed l>eing continued past the loop on one side of the

shank, thence around the shank, and turning transvaraely

with the extremity extended Into the looped portion.

4. A device of the character descrll)ed, comprising a

shank and an eye carried thereby, the eye including a

looped portion and the substance out of which the same

Is formed being continued past the loop on one side of the

shank, thence around the shank, and turning transversely

with the extremity extended into the loope<l portion, all
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of said parts t.elng spaced from and out of contact with
each other, as and for the purpose set forth.

6. A device of the character descrll>ed. comprising a
shank, the meUl out of which the shank is formed being
returned upon Itself st one end to form a loop, and ex
tended across the shank at one side thereof, thence around
the shank and finally terminating with a curved end ex
tending substantially at right angles to the plane of the
loop and with its extremity mounted within and protmd
Ing beyond the loop, as and for the purpose set forth.

thniat menber. and said stem being rotatably fitted to said
lower bearing and thrust member, and a ball arranged in
said pocket between the lower end of said thrust member
and a portion of said stem, both of the U^t mentioned
parts being fitted to said ball.

1.226,892. METHOD OF MAKING ABRASIVE MATE
RIAL. Herbeht T. Kalmcs, BrookUne, Mass., assignor
to The Exolon Company, Cambridge. Mass., a Corpora-
tion of Massachusetts. Filed May 7. 1916. Serial No
26,626. (CT. 204—64.)
1. The method of making abrasive material which con

slsts In fusing the substance of extremely high melting
point or substances from which the abrasive material is
to be formed and cooling the fused substance by pouring
it in a slender stream and solidifying It In layers of small
ratio of mass to superficial area.

2. The method of making abrasive material which con-
sists in fusing aluminous material and cooling the fused
material by pouring it in a slender stream and solidifying
it in layers of small ratio of mass to superficial area.

3. The method of making abrasive material which con-
sists in fusing the substance of extremely high melting
point rsubstances from which the material is to be
formed and cooling the fused substance by pouring it in
layers and allowing it to cool layer by layer.

4. The method of making abrasive material which con-
sists In fusing aluminous material and cooling the fused
material by pouring It In layers and allowing It to cool
layer by layer.

5. The method of making abrasive material which com-
prises fusing the substance or substances from which the
material Is to be formed In an electric furnace, and In
cooling the material upon a cooling rei-elver by pouring
the material from the furnace upon the receiver and rela-
tively moving the furnace and the receiver during the
pouring operation to distribute the material In a thin
layer.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.893. SEDIMENTATION-BASIN. Fbid W. Khnbt
and Joseph M. Pibkins. Oklahoma, Okla. Filed Dec
12, 1916. Serial No. 186.448. <CI. 210—6.)

1. In an apparatus of the class set forth, a se'Umenta
tlon channel having an overflow or discharge point and
being spirally arranged and increasing In width and depth
•s well as Inclining downwardly from Its inlet end to its
overflow or discharge point.

[Claims 2 to 4 not prlntwi in the Gazette.]

2. A device of the character described comprising a
wheel holder, a wheel carried by liald wheel bolder: a steia
extending upwardly from said wheel holder, and a bearing
device having a lower bearing through which said stem
extends and a downwardly extending thrust pin at a
point above said lower bearing, the upper eu<l of said
stem being provided with a pocket for the reception of
said downwardly extending thrust pin, and said stem be-
ing rotatably fitted to said lower bearing and thrust pin.

3. A device of the character described comprising a
wheel holder, a wheel carried l)y said wheel holder, a stem
extending upwardly from said wheel holder; and a bear-
ing frame having an upper frame member provlde<l with a
thrust bearing, a lower bearing member below said upper
frame member, said stem being rotatably fitted to said
lower bearing member and thrust bearing, and thrust arms
extending upwardly from opposite sides of said lower bear-
ing member to the upper frame member tn provide for the
transmission of stresses to said upper frame member.

4. A device of the character described comprising a
wheel holder, a wheel carried by said wheel holder, a stem
extending upwardly from said wheel holder ; and a bear-
ing frame in the form of a single casting having an upper
frame member provided with a thrust bearing, a lower
bearing member below said upper frame member, said stem
being rotaUbly fitted to said lower bearing member and
thrust bearing, a front thrust arm extending upwardly
from the front of said lower bearing member to said up-
per frame member, and a rear thrust arm extending up-
wardly from the rear of said lower bearing member to
said upper frame member, said thrust arms being formed
integral with said lower bearing member and upper frame
member.

TRUCK-BBARINO. Frank G. Koehi-.b, 8t
LmIs, Mo. Filed Mar. 16. 1916. Serial No. 84 604
(a. 21—66.)
1. A device of the character described comprising a

wheel holder, a wheel carried by said wheel bolder a stem
extending upwardly from said wheel holder, a bearing
frame having a lower hearing through which said stem
extends and a downwardly extending thrust member at a
point above said lower bearing, the upper end of said stem
being provided with a pocket for the reception of said

1.226,895. KEYLESS PADLOCK. Jauks Landeen, Sid-
ney, Ohio. Filed Sept. 12, 1916. Serial No. 119,681.
(01. 70—108.)
1. A lock of the character described comprising, a

c-aslng having a plurality of obliquely dlKposwi slots
formed in its side walls, a shackle having each of Its ends
disposed within the casing, means for locking the said
ends of the shackle within the casing, and operating
means arrangetl upon the exterior of the casing and
Including pins extended through some of the said sloU
and connected to the said locking means, other of said
slots carrying pins having buttons fastened thereto ostea-
slbly for the purpose of operating the said lock.

4. A lock of the character described comprising a
casing, a shackle having its ends projected Into the casing,
a pair of latches slldably mounted and adapted to engag^
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th« ends of the said shackle, the Mid latches haTing

keepers carrieil by their proximate ends. operatloK means
piTOtally mounted and adapted to cooperate with the

said keepers for moving the latches toward or away from

each other whereby they will disenga^ or engage the

ends of the Mtid shackle, ami means for holding the said

latches In engagement with the said ends and Including a

pair of coil springs connected to said operating means,

and a plurality of buttons mounted upon the casing, some
of said buttons being connected to the operating means
and the other buttons joined to the opposite terminals

of the said coil springs, ostensibly for the purpose of

forming a part of the operating means.
[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,896. PROFILE CUTTER HEAD. Fra.nklin L.

Lane. Beloit, Wis., assignor to P. B. Yates Machine
Company. Beloit, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Filed Sept. 20, 1915. Serial No. 51.540. (CL 74—8.)-

F. Ml

1. The combination with a shaft and a body to be

clampe«l thereon, said body having a central bore with a

bevele<i approach at each end, and a sleeve adapted for

Insertion within the l>ore about the shaft and having one

end enlarged with a l>eveletl face to cooperate with the bev-

eled approach at that end of the bore and threaded at the

other end, a collar encircling the threaded end of the sleeve

and bavins: .i l>evele<1 face to co6i>erate with the beveled ap-

proach at that end of the bore, the sleeve and collar being

longitudinally slotted to lend contractlbllity. and a nut

threaded on the sleeve exterior to the collar, the nut

serving to force the beveled faces of the collar and sleeve

toward each other and into cooperative engagement with

the beveled approaches to the bore, whereby to contract

the sleeve upon the shaft.

2. The combination with a shaft and a body to be

clamped thereon, said body having a central bore with a

l>evele«l approach at each end, and a sleeve adapted for

insertion within the bore about the shaft and having one
end enlarged with a beveled face to cooperate with the

beveled approach at that end of the t>ore and threaded at

the other end, a collar encircling the threaded end of the

sleeve and having a beveled face to codperate with the

beveled approach at that end of the bore, and a nut

threaded on the sleeve exterior to the collar, the sleeve

being slotted at its end to lend contractlbllity and the

collar likewise being slotte<i, and a stud on the collar

arranged to engage within a slot in the beveled approach
to the bore to prevent relative rotation of the body and
collar.

1,220,897. LABEL FOR BOTTLES AND OTHER RE-
CEPTACLES. ArcrsTi Jeax Baptists Latssedat,
Paris, France, assignor to La 8ocl«* " La Cellophane,"

Paris. France. Filed Mar. 16, 1916. Serial No. 84.741.

(CI. 40—4.)

A label for bottles and oth^r receptacles, comprising t

strip or band of sheet material provided at one end, with
a tongue, and having a transverse slit formed In tt close

to vaid tongtte, thronrh which slit the tongue Is Inserted

so a.** to roll up the portion of the strip between the

tongue and slit and thereby form a permanent, tubular,

transversely-disposed case or holder for carrying an Im-

plement to he nsed in connection with the contents of

the bottle : :^id strip, with its case or holder, adapttnl to

t>e wound around and pasteil flat against the said bottle.

1.226,898. COLUMN FOR DISTILLATION AND THB
LIKE. Walter E. Lummcs, Lynn. Mass. Filed Aog.
19, 1911. Serial No. 644,927. (CI. 195—13.)

1. A unit or section for a column or tower of the

character described having Its upper face planed straight

across to leave an upwartlly projecting nib on either side

of the plane<l area and having its lower face planed

straight across at an angle to the direction of the line of

planing of the upper face to leave a downwardly project-

ing nib on either side of the planed area, whereby when a

similarly formed section is placed on the top thereof the

two sections are prevented from sliding on one another

in any direction.

2. A anlt or section for a column or tower of tha

character described having its upper face planed straight

'' '

t.
' I

I
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acroas to leave an upwardly projecting nib on either aide
of the planed area and having its lower face planed
straight across in a direction at right angles to the direc
tlon of the plane of the upper face to leave a downwardly
projecting nib at either side of the planwl area, whereby
when a similarly fonned section is placed on the top
thereof the two sections are prevented from sliding on
one another in any direction.

3. A column or unit of the character described having,
in combination, a plurality of chambered units of paral-
lelogrammic horiaonUl cross section placed one above the
other to form a series of communicating chambers, each
unit having upwardly projecting nibs at the outer e«iges
Of two of its opposite sides and having Its upper face
between said nibs planed straight across in a direction
parallel to the sides upon which the nibs are located to
form a smooth packing surface, and having downwardly
projecting nibs at the outer .^dges of two of the opposite
sides of its lower face and having Hh lower face between
said nibs planed straight across in a direction parallel to
the sides upon which the nibs are locate,! to form a
smooth packing surface, the sides upon which the down-
wardly projecting nli>8 are located being sides adjacent
in the parallelogram of cross section to the sides upon
which the upwardly projecting nibs are located, packing
material placed between the units, said nibs acting both
to aline the sections and to retain the packing in place,
and bolt holding lugs formed on the unita projecting
outwardly beyond the outer edges of the flanges for re-
ceiving bolts for bolting together adjacent units of the
column.

4. A unit or section of parallelogranimlc cross section
for a column or tower of the character described having
its upper and lower faces planed straight across in direc-
tions parallel respectively to two of the adjacent sides
of the parallelogram of cross secUon to leave upwardly
and downwardly projecting nibs on each of the two oppo-
site sides of the upper and lower faces respectivelv which
lie at the sides of the plane<i area.

5. A column or tower of the character described hav-
ing, in combination, a plurality of chambered units or
•ections placed one above the other to form a series of
communicating chamt>er9, each unit having an upwardly
projecting nib on each of two opposite sides of Its upper
face and having its upper face between said nibs planed
straight across to form a smooth packing surface, and
having a downwardly projecting nib on each of two oppo-
site Bides of the lower face and having Its lower face
between said nibs planed straight across to form a smooth
packing surface, packing material placed between the
several units and retained in pla<-e by the nibs, and
means for holding the units aRsemble<l in the column.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1.226.899. TIRK. Lemiel McKinnon, Salt I^ke"city
DUh. Filed May 26. 1916. Serial No. 100 067 (CI*
152—5.)

A tire tiller comprising a circumscribing strip : and re-
silient disks through which the strip passes, the disks
comprising outei* blocks and inner blocks alined radially
with the outer blocks, the outer blocks being provided on
their inner edges with notches defining lugs and the Inner
blocks being provided upon their outer edges with notches

defining lugs, the notches In the blocks cooperating to
form an opening in which the strip is received and se-
cured, the lugs of the inner and outer blocks abutting
against each other and being secured together, beyond
the lateral edges of the strip.

1.226,900. SHINGLE - BINDING DEVICE. HtCH Mc-
Lba.v, Bathurst. New Brunswick. Canada. Filed Feb.
19, 1916. Serial No. 79.422. (CI. 100—32.^

In a shingle binding device, a frame having a. rigid back
and hinged face and base formed of longitudinal and cross
beams, said longitudinal beams being formed of inner and
outer pairs, guide plates having vertical slots anC secured
to said outer beHms. a shaft Journaled in said frame, pres-
sure bars having lower legs straddling said shaft and
gripping feet at the top ends of the up^r legs and pivot
pins projecting through said vertlcaJ slots, cranks mount-
ed on said shafts, curved links connecting said cranks and
said pivot pins, cams mounted on said shaft, cam plates
pivotally secureil at one end and reaching over said cams
and lifter thereby, and a lever secured to one end of said
shaft and projecting upwardly therefrom.

1.226,901. SYNCHRONOUS DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MA-
CHINE. Samuel H. Mahtin, Chicago, 111. Filed June
2, 1913. Serial No. 771,172. (CI. 171—228.)

^afrl

1. In a device of the class described, an annular mag-
netic screen comprising a laminated core. In combination
with a pair of electrically conductive annular clamping
rings disposed on opposite sides of said screen and elec-
trically conductive clamping bars for binding the lamina-
tions together between said plates, the laminations and
plates being formed with a peripheral series of alter-
nately arranged slots and perforated teeth substantially
uniformly distributed, form windings spaced symmetri-
cally on said screen in certain of said slots and connected
in series, ring windings disposed In certain of said slots
between the first mentioned windings, and closed form
windings disposed in certain of said slots on opposite
sides of said ring windings, and symmetrically overlap*
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ping tb« first nif>ntione<l wiDdlngi*, said bars b«ing boused
in said perforated teeth.

2. In a device of the class described, a field syptem of

onltary character comprising a magnetic yoke, pole pieces

thereon, and an annular magnetic screen baring a pe-

ripheral series of closely spacod and substantially uni-

formly distributed slots and perforated teeth alternately
arranged. In combination with electric windings disposed
In said slots and teeth respectlyely.

3. In a device of the class described, a field system of

tinitary character comprising an annular magnetic screen

having a peripheral series of uniformly spaced and
transversely disposed slots of like character formed
around its inner surface. In combination with a series of

windings disposed In said slots.

4. In a device of the class descTlbed, an annular mag-
netic screen formed with an Inner peripheral series of
alternately disposed like teeth and like slots. In combina-
tion with damper windings and supplementary magnetis-
ing coils symmetrically disposed within said slots.

5. In a device of the class described, a stationary frame
formed with a peripheral yoke having Inwardly projecting
field poles thereon, an armature joumaled concentrically

within said poles, and a continuous magnetic screen dis-

posed between said poles and said armature with a salt-

able air gap for clearance of the armature, said screen

being formed with an inner peripheral series of uniformly
spaced and alternately arranged teeth and slots, substan-
tially as and for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Oasette.l

1^6.902. TOOL AND GUIDE ADJUSTMENT. Habki-
80N J. MiTCHiix, Beloit. Wis., assignor to P. B. Tates
Machine Company, Beloit, Wis., a Corporation of Wis-
consin. Original application filed June 25. 1915, Serial

No. 36.167. Divided and tblai application filed Sept.
25, 1915. Serial No. 52,584. (CI. 144—130.)

1. In a machine for surfacing material fed thereto, the
combination with a laterally supporting guide, of a cut-

ter head provided with tools for acting upon the material,
a pivoted bracket bearing for the cutter head shaft ar-

ranged to allow the cutter head to swing toward and
from the material, yielding means to press the bracket
away from the material, manually operable means to ad-
justably force the bracket toward the material in oppo-
sition to the yielding means, and means to adjust the
bearing bracket vertically to vary the relation of the cut-

ters to the face of the material.
2. Id a machine for surfacing material fed thereto, the

combination with a laterally supporting guide, of a cutter

head provide*! with tools for acting upon the material, a
pivoted bracket bearing for the cutter head shaft arranged
to allow the cutter head to swing toward and from the ma-
terial, yielding means to press the bracket Mway from
the material, manually operable means to adjustably force

the bracket toward the material In opposition to the yield-

ing means, a cam shaft underlying the bracket, a cam on
said shaft bearing upwardly against the bracket, and *

means to rock the shaft whereby t« rertlrally adjust the
bracket and cutter head

.1. In a machine for surfacing material fed thereto, the
combination with a laterally supporting guide, of a ctitter

head provided with tools for acting upon the material, a
pivotetl bra<ket bearing for the cutter head shaft ar-

ranged to allow the cutter bead to swing toward and
from the material, a spring pressed plunger a<-t1ng against
tJie Inner face of the bracket to yieldingly press the same
away from the material, a cam shaft, a cam on said shaft
arranged to b«>ar against the bracket, means for rocking
said shaft whereby to adjustably force the bracket toward
the material in opposition to the spring pressed plunger,
a cam shaft underlying tbi- bearing bracket, a cam on
•aid siiaft bearing upwardly against the bracket, and
means to rock the shaft wherel.y to vertically adjust the
mtter head.

4. In a machine for surfacing material fed thereto, the
combination with a laterally supporting guld», of a cutter
head provided with tools for acting upon the naaterlal. a
pivoted bracket bearing for the cutter head shaft arranged
to allow the cutter head to swing toward and from the
material, yielding means to preaa the bracket away from
the material, manually operable means to adjustably force
the bracket tov ard the material In opposition to the
yielding means, a pivotally mounted swin^lnc housing for

the cutter head, a cof>perating latch and keepir connected
with the housing, a coUar on said latch, and a spring in-

terpo«e<l between the collar and keeper whereby to yield-

ingly resist the opening movement of the hmi«lng.
5. In a machine for surfacing material fed thereto, the

combination with a laterally supporting guld*-. of a cutter
head provided with tools for acting upon the material. •
pivoted bracket l>earing for the cutter head shaft arranged
to allow the cutter head to swlnfc toward and from the
materUl. a spring presaed plunger at ting against the inner
face of the bracket to y'eMlogly press the same away from
the material, a cam shaft, a cam on said shaft arranged
to bear against the bracket, meana for rocking said shaft
whereby to adjustably force the l»racket toward the mate-
rial in opposition to the spring pressed plunger, a can
shaft underlying the bearing bracket, a cam on said shaft
bearing upwardly against tHe bracket, means to rock the
shaft whereby to vertically adjust the cutter bead, a
pivotally mounted swinging housing for the cutter hf«d,
a co5peratlng latch and keeper connected with the hous-
ing. • collar on said latch and keeper connected with the
hooblBg. a collar on said latch, and a spring Interposed
between the ct>llar and keeper whereby to yieldingly re-

sist t^ opening movement of the housing.
[Claims G to 10 not printed la tih« Gazette.)

1,226,903. EXPANSIBLE T<X)L FOR CLEANING COM-
BUSTION-CYLINDERS. William Moistir, Corona,
N. Y.. assignor to Brewster k Co.. .New York, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 17, 1917. Se-
rial No. 155,569. (CI. 88—64.)

1. A carbon scraping tool comprising a tabular shaft,

an operating rod slidably disposed therein, one end of the
shaft being slotted and the opposite end screw threaded,
a pair of scraping blades pivoted in the slotted ends of
the shaft for folding Into the slot, a pair of links pivotally

connecting the operating rod to the blades, a transversely
extending pin carried by the operating rod for abutting
the inner wall of the slot to limit the folding movement of
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••Jd blades, a nut threaded on the opposite end of the
shaft and provided with an Internal annular shoulder
through which the operating rod extends, a collar fixed on
the protruding end of the rod and seating on the shoulder
said nut being provided with an outer socketed end inwhich the collar seats and the walls of said socketed end
provided with diametrically opposite openings, and a han-
dle extending transversely of the nut through the open-
ings of the latter and In abutting relation with the collar

2^ A carbon scraping tool comprising a tubular shaft
having one end slotted hnd the opposite end screw
threaded, an operating rod slldable in the shaft and pro-
jecting Into the slot thereof, a plurality of scraping
bUdes pivoted In the slot for folding th.reln, links con-
necting the blades to the rod. a nut threaded on the oppo-
site end of the shaft having an Internal shoulder through
which the ro<l extends, a cellar fixed on the extended end
of the ro<l and seating on the shoulder, and a removable
handle extending transversely through the nut and hold
ing the collar seated on the nut shoulder.

3. A carbon scraping tool comprising a tubular shaft
having one end slotted, an operating rod slldable In the
shaft, a pair of scraping blades pivoted in the slotted
end of the shaft for folding into the slot, a pair of links
pivotally connecting the operating rod to the blades, and
a sleeve like op.'ratlng head movable longitudinally over
the opposite end of the shaft and provided with nn In
wanlly extending annular shoulder through which the op-
erating rod extends, said shoulder being movable toward
and away from the adjacent end of the shaft and con-
nected to the rod for moving lengthwise In unison with the
latter.

4. A carbon scraping tool comprising a tubular shaft
having one end Blotted and the opposite end screw
threaded, an operating rod slldable In the shaft and pro-
jecting Into the slot thereof, a plurality of scraping blades
plvote<l In the slot for folding therein. links connecting
the blades to the rod, a nut tbread.nl on the opposite end
of the shaft and secured to said rod whereby the ad-
vancing and retracting of the nut will effect the move-
ments of the rod to open and fold said blades, and means
for arresUng the forward sliding of the rod to determine
the operative position of said blades.

6. In a carbon scraping tool, a shaft having a longitudi-
nal slot therein, a pair of scraping blades each pivoted at
one end in the outer end of the shaft slot for swinging its
free opposite end backwardly into the slot, a blade oper-
ating member movably supporte<l by the shaft, and a con-
nection between each blade and said member Joined to thebUde intermediate Us ends whereby the free end may be
used for scraping, said blades and connections being fold-
able within the slot of the shaft.

2. As a new article of manufacture, roofing consisting
of a meshwork foundation embedded in a plastic body
comprising Chinese wood oil. gum or oil residue, and
fiber.

3. As a new article of manufacture, roofing conslatlnc
of a meshwork foundation embedded In a plastic bo<ly hav-
ing a superficial tough waterproof and alrproof film and apasty interior comprising a mixture of oil and fiber

4. A flexible sheet material consisting of a waterproof
body having hard, tough outer surfaces, formed from it by
exposure to the air and meshwork embedded In said body
said iKKly being plastic between said surfaces about saidmeshwork.

5. A waterproof sheet material consisUng of a metallic
meshwork embedded in a homogeneous plastic l»ody having
a hard, tough surface and a pasty Interior.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226,905. OIL-DISTRIBUTER. John NrciiANN. Phila-
delphia. Pa. Filed May 16, 1916. Serial No. 97,924.
(vl. 9

—

0.0.)

J9l*

^J-

1.226,904. ROOFING. Richard C. Ncptvnk St Louis
Mo. Filed .May 24, 1916. Serial No. 99,611. (Q.
XOft "01* /

1. As a new article of manufacture, roofing conaisting
of a meshwork foundation embedded In a plastic body
comprlslDi; Chinese wood oil and fiber.

238 O. G.—69

1. An oil distributer comprising a receptacle, a partition
arranged within the receptacle and defining an air cham-
ber and an oil containing chamber, and frangible inlet and
outlet tubes having open inner extremities communicaUng
with the oil containing chamber, said tubes projecting ex-
teriorly of the recepucle and being normally sealed attheir outer ends.

«=«teu at

2. An oil distributer comprising a receptacle, for the oil
frangible inlet and outlet tubes communicating with the
interior of the receptacle and projecting exteriorly thereof
said tubes being normally sealed at their outer ends and
c-aps for normally Inclosing and projecting the sealed'ends
of said tubes.

3. An oil distributer comprising a receptacle, providing
an air chamber and an oil containing chamber, and inletand outlet tubes communicating with the oil chamber andhaving normally sealed ends projecting exteriorly of the
receptacle, the sealed ends of said tubes being adapted tobe broken to permit the Inflew of water Into the oil cham-
ber and the outflow of oil therefrom.

4. An oil distributer comprising a receptacle, providingan air chamber and an oil containing chamber, inlet and
outlet tubes communicating with the oil chamber and
having normally sealed ends projecting exteriorly of the
recepucle, the sealed ends of said tubes being adapted to
be broken to permit the inflow of water into the oil cham-
ber and the outflow of oil therefrom, and caps normally
covering the projecting sealed end.s of the tubes

1.226.906. FOLDABLE BOX. Max Nilmmk.l. Madi-
son. Conn. Filed May 11. 1916. Serial No. 96,792
(CI. 220—17.)

«'«.«»-«.

1. As an article of manufacture, a foldable box having
front and rear walls pivotally connected to the bottom, a
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lid plTotally connected to the rear wall, and end walls
plTotally suspended at their upper edge* and free to swing
on their axes to clear the space between the unfolded
front and rear walls, said lid being in form of a shallow re-

ceptacle to accommodate In itself the folded walls.

,1' et C d\

*/-

i'

2. As an article of manufacture, a foldable box harlng
front and rear walls plvotally connected to the bot-
tom, a Ud plvotally connected to the rear wall, end
walls plTotally suspended at their upper edges and free
to swing on their axes to clear the space between the
unfolded front and rear walls, and means for limiting the
swinging movement of the said front and rear walls, said
Ud being in form of a shallow receptacle to accommodate
In Itself the folded waOs.

3. As an article of manufacture, a foldable box having
front and rear walls plvotally connected to the bottom, a
lid plvotally connected to the rear wall, end walls plvot-
ally suspended at their upi>er edges and free to swing on
their axes to clear the space between the unfolded rear and
front walls and means for restricting the swinging move-
ment of the said end walls, said lid being in form of a
shallow receptacle to accommodate In itself the folded
walls.

4. As an article of manufacture, a foldable box having
front and rear walls hinged to the bottom, a lid hinged to

the rear wall, members interposed between said front and
rear wlIIs and rotatably borne therein and end walls plv-

otally susi>ended from said members and free to swing
therpon to clear the space between Raid front and rear
walls and to enable the folding of the latter, said lid being
in form of a shallow receptacle to accommodate in itself

the folded walls.

5. As an article of manufacture, a foldable tK)x. having
front and rear walls plvotally connected to the bottom, a
lid plvotally connected to the rear wall, end walls plvotally

suspended at their upper edges between the front and rear
walls and capable of swinging on their axes, and a lock

serving to hold the lid in dosed position when the box is

unfolded and to bold the parts in folded position on the
said lid.

1.22«.»07. BOX NAILINT, MACmNE. Elmir C. North
RCP, San Francisco, Cal.. assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Savings Union Bank and Trust Company.
San Francisco. Cal.. a Corporation of California. Filed

May 28, 1915. Serial No. 30,982. (CI. 1—10.)
1. A box nailing machine comprising a frame, a verti-

cally adjustable table, box supports carried by said table
and adjustable across the same, pivoted box supports ad-
justable toward and away from the first mentioned box
supports, means to move the latter box supports over
and away from the first mentioned box supports, and
means to lower said table the thicknen of one box side

after two of the nailing operations have been completed.
2. A nailing machine comprising a frame, a vertically

adjustable table carried thereby, a slldable head provided
with nail chucks and nail drivers, a secondary work sup-
port, means to raise and lower said support, and means
to bring said secondary support over the vertically ad-

justable table after the first driving operation on said
Uble.

3. A box nailing machine comprising a frame, a verti-

cally adjustable table carried thereby, a vertically ad-
justable seceadary work support, a slldable bead. naU

chucks and nail drivers supported from said head,
means to feed the nails to the nail chucks In three dif-

ferent series, and means to move the secondary support
over the vertically adjusUble Uble after the first nail-
ing operation on said table.

4. In a nailing machine, a frame, a vertically adjust-
able table carried thereby, a secondary work support pivot

-

ally and adjustably mounted on the frame, a slldable head,
nail chucks and nail drivers supported from said slldable
bead, means to feed the nails to the nail chucks in three
series, means to lower the adjustable table the thicknesa
of one box side after one nailing operation thereon, and
means to bring the secondary support over said table

after the first nailing operation on the table.

5. A t>ox nailing machine comprising a frame, a verti-

cally adjustable table slldable therein, automatic mean*
to shift said table to two levels, a slldable nail driver

head, nail tlrivers carried thereby, a series of nail chucks,
pivoted work holding arms adapted to hold a box at any
desired level with respect to the adjustable table, means
to feed the nails to the chucks in three separate series,

and means to reciprocate the driver head to drive tb«
nails.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226.908. BATHTUB ATTACHMENT. Wiixun E.
Pick and Jobkph W. Penmnoton. Stenbenrille, Ohio.
Filed Feb. 17, 1916. Serial No. 78.978. (CI. 45—28.)

1. An attachment for bath tubs comprising a vertical
bar, diverclng arms formed upon its lower end. said arms
havlBg their lower ends provided with movable and fixed

Jaws for clamplngly enfaglac the flanfe of a bath tub.
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a pUte having Its upper ead fixed to the bar and Its lowor
end to the jaws, said plate bavinff fixed thereto recepUdes
for holding toilet articles.

2. An attachment for bath tubs comprising a bar, the
npper end of which terminate* in a horismital towel sup-
porting bar while the lower end thereof terminates in
divergingly arranged arms, aaid arms having their lower
ends provided with jaws for clamplngly engaging the
fiange of a bath tub. a forwardly inclined plate having its

pper end fixed to the lower end of the first named bar
and its lower end fixed to said jaws and covering the
arms, and means carried by the plate for supporting toilet
•rtlelea.

1,226,909. BLOW-OUT PATCH FOB PNEUMATIC
TIRES. BINJAMIN H. Pratt, Milwaukee, Wis., as-
signor to The Federal Rubber Company. Cudahy, Wis.,
a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Jan. 81, 1917.
BerUl No. 14S,748. (a. 162—24.)

1. A blow-out patch for pneumatic tires having a series

of eyelets along each edge portion, an inner fiap associated
with one side of the patch, and a series of hooks carried
by aaid fiap.

2. A blow-out patch for pneumatic tires having means
whereby the patch may be laced upon the tire, an Inner
flap associated with one side of the patch, and a series

of hooks carried by said flap.

4. A blow-out patch for pneumatic tires having means
whereby the patch may be laced upon the tire, a flap

associated with one side of the patch, and means whereby
Mid fiap may be fixedly held near the bottom of the tire.

6. A blow-out patch for pneumatic tires having means
for fixedly holding one side of the patch near the t>ottom
of the tire, and means for adjustably connecting the oppo-
site side of the patch to that side of the patch which Is

fixedly held.

9. A blow-out patch for pneumatic tires having means
for fixedly hooking one side of the patch so that it will
be in close engagement with one side of the tire adjacent
to the rim and means for adjustably fastening the patch
opon the tire.

(Claims 8. 6, 7, 8. 10, and 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,910. CAKE-HOLDER FOR COATING MACHINES.
Ltman C. Rbbd and Owck p. Smith, New Orleans, La.
Filed May 27, 1918. Serial No. 100,281. (CI. 198—2.)

11
s

113

eH'
1. A cake holder for coating machines comprising a

casting having a body portion adapted to form one link
of a chain ; a pair of integr^ arms symmetrically arranged
one on each side of aaid body portion ; an upright mem-
ber integral with the extreme outer end of each of said
arms; and a plarallty of pins upon which cakes are
adapted to impinge secured to said upright members, sub-
stantially as deacrlbed.

2. In a cake holder for coating machines the comblaa-
tlon of a body portion adapted to fo^m one link of a chain
and having an opening for engagement with a sprocket
tooth ; a pair of arms integral with said body portion ; ex-
tending symmetrically from opposite sides thereof; aa
uprlfht secured to the outer end of each of said arms ; a
cross bar attached to each of said uprlghta ; and a pla-
rallty of pins secured to each end of said cross bars, upon
which cakes are adapted to impinge, substantially as de-
scribed.

1,226.911. JAR-OPBNINO WRENCH. Frank W. Kibmm-
BSBG, Chicago. HI. Filed June 4. 1914. Serial No.
842.886. (CT. 66—26.)

. /^

C:

A jar opening wrench Including two integral Jaws in
hinged connection with each other, these jaws being bev-
eled on their inner sides to form narrow Jar cover engag-
ing edges

; a handle lever directly plvotally connected with
one of the Jaws ; and a link connecting the handle lever
with the other Jaw and having connection with the han-
dle lever between the free end of the handle lever and the
connection of the said lever with the first Jaw, said link
lying between the planes of the handle lerer and tlie aec-
ond Jaw to permit the end of the second Jaw that is con-
nected with the link to overlie the handle lever.

1.226.912. ELLIPSOOBAPH ATTACHMENT FOR ROUT-
ING-MACHINES. ViRNON RoTLB and VauKow B.
RoTLa. Peterson, N. J. Filed Oct. 16, 1912. Serial No.
726,069. (Cl. 33—81.)

1. An ellipsograph lining machine comprialng a hase
frame, a table rotatively mounted thereon, provided with
dove tailed grooves arranged at intervale, plate clamps
engaging said grooves and thumb screws having setting
points depending therefrom for engaging a plate mounted
on said table, a tool-holder carried by said hsse frame,
and means for directing the rotary movement of the table
in different elliptical paths beneath the tool-holdsr.

2. In an ellipsograph lining machine, a pUte damp tor
holding a plate in position to be operated apon. said "laip
being provided with a setting point adjostable in (^H
clamp toward and away from the plate for plsrdnc tke
plate to provide for accurate replacement of the plate.

8. In an ellipsograph Unlng machine, a plate damp for
holding the plate in poaltion to be operated opon, said
clamp Indading a screw provided with a setting serv-
ing point depending therefrom in poaltion to piero* tiM
plate when the screw is turned to clamp and to score the
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plat* when the acrew Is loo«ened and clamp withdrawn,
tat accnrately replad^ the i^tc.

4. Aa eilipeograph llnlafl machine comprUlnc a baae
frame, a table rotatlvely moanted thereon, a tool-holder

carried by said baae frame, a tonxae alldlas la said base
frame, a dlak sccared to said tongue and mechaalsm co-

opera tins with aald tongue and disk whereby the table

may be rotated In aa elliptical path.

6. An elllpaograph lining machine comprising a base

frame, a table rotatively mounted thereon, a tool-holder

carried by said baa* frame, a tongue sliding in said base

frame, a disk secured to said tongu>>, a slot In said disk,

a bolt engaging said slot, and mechanism coOperatlag with
said tongue and disk whereby the table may be rotated In

an elliptical path.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.013. GAS - TBAP. CHAaLaa
Bakersneld, Cal. Filed Aug. 2,

112,673. (a. isa—4a.)

C. SCHARPIUBBRO,
1916. Serial No.

'Yr^ -r^r'
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ar« locked after actuation and the motor drcult la broken,
whereby the roadbed appliances are locked in their ad-

justed positions and the motor carrying frame is allowed
to swing downwardly to normal position.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gasettc.]

1.226.917. SORTING AND GAGING APPARATUS.
William Shaw. Lakewood. Ohio, assignor to National
Carbon Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Feb. 24, 1913. SeiUl No. 760,142.
(a. 83—92.)

1.226.918. MBAN8 FOR BENDING SPRINGS. COMBAO
SlTTNEB and HaifBT SirrNn. Rltirllle. Wash. Fllad
Jan. 28, 1916. Serial No. 74,818. (CL IBS—SI.)

1. In apparatus for sorting articles, a plarality of dies

consisting of circular openings of successively increasing
size for passing cylindrical articles therethrough, a car-

rying member having a plurality of relatively long re-

cesses adapted to be placed in allnement with the die

openings, means for feeding articles Into the recesses,

and means for producing relative movement between the
dies and carrying memt>er.

2. In apparatas for sorting articles, a plarality of cir-

cular dies of successively Increasing sixe, for passing cy-

lindrical articles therethrough, a vertical dmm having a
plarality of grooves on its cylindrical surface, said

grooves being adapted to be placed in allnement with
the die opealngs. means for depositing the articles In

the diea when the grooves are In allnement therewith,
means for fitting the articles In the grooves and means
for producing relative movement between the dies and
the dram.

3. In apparatas for sorting articles, a plarality of

circular dies of successively increasing sise for passing
cylindrical articles therethrough, a vertical drum having
a plurality of grooves on Its cylindrical surface, said

grooves being adapted to be placed simultaneously in

allnement with the die openings, means for depositing
articles in the dies when the grooves are in allnement
therewith, a hopper, means for moving the articles from
the hopper Into the grooves, and means for producing
lelatlve movement between the dies and the drum.

4. In apparatas for sorting articles, a plurality of dies

of varying sixes, a movable member for carrying the ar-

ticles to the dies and depositing them therein, means for

removing the articles from the dies and depositing them
in the movable member when they fall to iMiss through
the dies, and means for feeding the articles Into said

movable member.
6. In apparatas for sorting articles, a plurality of dies

of successively Incresslng size, means for carrying articles

successively to said dies comprising a movable member
having a plurality of recesses adapted to be placed in

allnement with the dies, means for depositing them in

the smallest die, means for removing the article and de-

posttlog it into the movable member whereby it Is de-

posited Into a die of larger size If It falls to pass through
the smaller die.

[Clalras 6 to 29 not printed In the Gazette.]

In a spring bending device, the combination with a
support consisting of a front frame and a rear frame coo-
nected together by a plurality of upper and lower rods,
said upper connecting rods also providing guide rods, a
guide bar aecurcd upon said guide rods In proximity ts
said front frame, a platform also upon said guide rods
rearwardly of said guide bar, a stationary Jaw member
above said platform provided with ears upon Its front
side, bolts slldably mounted through said guide bar and
having bifurcated ends plvotally connected to said ears
and having their opposite ends threaded and projecting
through the upper portion of said front frame, stud bolts
slldably mounted through said guide bar and positioned
between said bolts and having one of their ends contact-
ing with the front side of said stationary Jaw member
and their opposite ends screw threaded and projected
through the upper portion of said front frame, nuts upoa
the threaded ends of said bolta and said stud bolta at
either side of the upper portion of said front fraaa,
whereby to adjust the same for regulating the curvatvn
of said stationary Jaw member, a plurality of sU^ac
frames having depending ears for slldably engaging tke
rearward portions of said guide rods, the outermost of
said sliding frames having adjustably mounted therein
screw bolta having bifurcated ends plvotally connected to
ears upon the rear side of the movable Jaw sections car-
ried by said outer framea, stud bolts also adjustably
mounted la the outermost of said sliding frames and
having their forward ends contacting with tlie rear side
of said sectional movable Jaws between the ears thereof,
screw bolts adjustably mounted In the central sliding
frame and having their forward ends secured to the rear
side of the Intermediate movable Jaw sections, whereby
to regulate the curvature of said movable Jaw sections,
a connecting rod for each of said sliding frames, a lever
connected to each of said connecting rods, whereby to
move said movable Jaw sections toward and from said sta-
tionary Jaw member, and means for retaining said levers
In their respective adjusted position.

1.226.919. POCKHTED RECEPTACLE. William B.
Smith, Chicago. 111. Filed Sept. 5. 1916. Serial No.
118.488. (CI. 190—41.)

1. A pocketed receptacle Including a backing havlac
overhanging longitudinal edge portions ; a longitudinally
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adjustable pocket forming strip acting In conjunction with
the backing to form pocketa ; a plurality of pressure exert-
ing clamping screws ; carriers for these screws having in-
turned ends projecting beneath said overhanging portions
of tfie backing so as to be adjustable longitudinally of the
backing, said screws having threaded engagement with
said carriers and being in position to engage the pocket
forming strip to force this strip against the backing and
to press the Intumed ends of the carriers against the back-
ing.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.226.920. AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENT. Bbnjamin
M. Stiblb, Peoria. 111., assignor to Peoria Drill and
Seeder Co., Peoria, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Oct. 29, 1915. Serial No. 58,IMK). (CI. 111—18 )

1. In combination, in a grain drill, means for attaching
the drill to a tractor, means for raising and lowering the
(«oll engaging elements of the drill, mechanism for operat-
ing said raising and lowering means, including means
having a rigid operative connection for holding the soil
engaging elementa to their work, and Including also ap-
proximately horizontally disposed rigid elements which
extend from a position In the rear of said soil engaging
«>lements to a position considerably forward of said soil
•ngaglng elements, and means for operating said last men-
tioned elements and for holding the same in adjusted
positions, said operating means being located to be actu
ated by the tractor operator.

2. In combination, in a grain drill, a tongue having a
length sufficient to permit the drill to be attached to a
tractor without Interference between the drill and tractor,
when turning, means for raising and lowering the soil
rngaglng elements of the drill, rigid elements dispoHod
approximately horizontally of the drill and extending from
front to rear thereof, operating connections between said
rigid elementa and said raising and lowering means, said
last mentioned connections being of a rigid character to
hold the soil cnicnging elements to thdr work, a lever and
locking means therefor in operative connection with the
forward portions of said horizontally disposed rigid ele
ments for operating the same and for locking the same
In adjusted positions, said lever being located to be actu-
ated by the tractor operator.

1.226.921. CO.NNECTIO.N FOR ELECTRIC CONDUITS.
Gbobgb L. .xtxwabt, Syracuse, .N. Y.. assignor to Crouse
Hinds Company. Syracuse, N. Y., a CorporaHon of New
York. Filed July 2, 1912. SerUl No. 707.159 (CI
247—1.)

1. In a connection for conduits, the combination of two
conduit members, one being formed with a threaded pas-
sage and an enlarged recess at the inner end of said pas-
sage and also with a shoulder at the inner end of the
recess, the shoulder being of less diameter than 'h« thread-

ed passage, and the other member being a pipe threading
in the passage, and a gasket of yielding material in the
form of a ring arranged In the recess and being of dUTereBt
cross sectional form from that of the recess, the internal
diameter of said ring being less than the dUmeter of the
threaded passage, the ring having an Internal, inclined
annular face arranged to be engaged by the advance
threaded end of the pipe and by the annular end face of
the pipe, whereby the gasket Is forced against said shoul-
der and distorted to conform to the recess, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

2. In a connection for conduits, the combination of two
conduit members, one being formed with a threaded pas-
sage and an enlarged annular recess at the inner end of
said passage and also with an annular abutment at the
inner side of the recesses, the abutment being of less diam-
eter than that of the threaded passage, and the other mem-
ber being a pipe threading In said passage, and a gasket
of yielding material in the form of a ring arranged partly
in the recess and having Ita Inner diameter less than the
diameter of the threaded passage, the ring being rounding
In cross section and baring Its inner diameter less than the
diameter of the passage and also having a receding inner
Inclined annular face arranged to be engaged by the
threaded end of the pipe and also by the annular edge face
of the pipe whereby the advance threaded end of the pipe
engages the Inclined Internal face of the ring as said pipe
Is being turned In the passage and the annular end edge
face of the pipe forces the gasket against said abutment
so that the gasket is distorted to conform to the recess,
and said recess being of different cross sectional form from
the gasket, substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a connection for electric condulta, the combination
of two conduit members, one being formed with a threaded
passage, and an enlarged annular recess at the inner end
of said passage, the recess being substantially rectangular
In cross section and the other member being a pipe thread-
ing in such passage, and a gasket of yielding material in
the form of a ring arranged in the recess, the ring being
elliptical In cross section and arranged with the longer
diameter of the ellipse parallel to the axis of the gasket
and the internal diameter of the gasket being less than the
external diameter of the pipe whereby tfcp advance end of
the pipe engages the carved Internal face of the gasket as
such pipe Is being turned into the passage and thereby
caosea the gasket to conform without tearing to the con-
tour of the recess and the threaded periphery of the pipe,
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

1,226,922. SMOKING-PIPE. Waltbh H. Straw. Bridge-
port, Conn. Filed Oct 13, 1915. Serial No. 66,728
(CI. 181—12.)

f« i9 /i "*

1. In a pipe, the combination with the tapered comple-
mental stem spctions having semicircular threaded re-
cesses communicating with smoke channpls. of a tapered
ferrule adapted to engage the tapered ends of the stem
sections when closed, a threaded nipple adapted to be
screwed Into the screw recesses and projected beyond the
ferrule, and a mouth piece adapted to be screwed on the
said projecting ends into engagement with the ferrule to
cause a clamping of the complemental pipe sections to-
gether.

2. In a pipe, the combination with the complemental
stem sections having a chamber communicating with
smoke channels at each end. of an absorbent cartridge com-
prising a rigid body portion having an absorbent covering,
said cartridge l)elng adapted to rest In the chamber, a
mouth piece for tb^ pipe, and means actuated by the mouth
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piece for clamplogr the complemeatal pipe sections to-

setlier and securing the absorbent cartridge In position,
•aid cartridge thereby forming a packing and a smolce
Alter.

1.226,923. APPAKATUS FOR ROASTING ORES. GoTT-
WKBTH L. Ta.vzib, Seattle, Wash. Filed Mar. 25, 1915.
Serial No. 16,873. (CI. 263—21.)

1. The combination with a rotary furnace having hol-
low trunnions ; of means for reciprocating fluid from end
to end of the furnace comprising a reciprocating pump
having its opposite ends in constant free and uninter-
rupted communication with the hollow trunnions, aald
pomp having a solid piston reciprocable Intermediate its

ends, and means to operate the pump and rotate the fur-
nace simultaneously.

2. The combination with a rotary furnace having hol-
low trunnions ; of means for reciprocating fluid from end
to end of the furnace, comprising a rerlprocatory pump in-

cluding a cylinder, a pipe having free connection to one
end of the cylinder and having swiveled connection to one
trunnion, a second pipe having free connection to the re-

maining end of the cylinder and having swiveled connec-
tion to the remainint? trunnion, said pump having a solid
piston reciprocable intermediate its ends, and means to
operate the pump and rotate the furnace simultaneously.

1,226.924. TRAP. Pacl C. TBATra. Quincy. Cal. Filed
Feb. 12, 1917. Serial No. 148,162. (CI. 43—28.)

y y^.

£i>'

1. A trap comprising a jaw and mean«< for Impelling It

to operative position, a support having a guide, a keeper
mounte<l on said support for holding th«» Jaw In set posi
tlon. and a trigger mounted s]ida)>ly in said guide and
having a depressed seat opening toward one of Its ends
and normally receiving a part of said k(>eper to hold thp
latter In operative position : in combination with means for
codperatlon with said Jaw in trapplnn the prey.

3. A trap comprising a jaw and means tor impelling it

to operative position, a support having a guide, an abut-
ment adjacent said guide, a piVotwl keeper for holdiag the
Jaw In set position, said keeper havtnit a portion to
wing aoalnst said abutment, a trlgg»f formed of a single

length of wire having one of Its ends bent towsrd Its other
to form a spring seat and then bent In the opposite direc-
tion to form another seat, the portion of th« wire beyond
the open side of the last named seat being slldably re-
ceived in said guide while the other end portion of said
wire constitutes a b«lt support, said last named seat be-
tng adapted to receive therein the abutment and said
portion of the keeper to retain the latter in operative po-
sition, and a coiled spring having a portion received in
the aforesaid spring seat, said spring operating to yield-
ably hold the trigger In set position ; in combination with
means for cooperation with said Jaw in trapping the prey.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,226,925. DUCTILE FILAMENT. Qua ndo M. Thow-
ut»8, Newark. N J., aaaignor of one half to Arthur J.
Thowless. Newark. N. J. Filed Aug. 9, 1915. Serial
No. 44.512. (CI. 176

—

132.)

1. In the method of making ductile wire the step which
consists In sintering a mass of compressed refractory metal
powder in the presence of a mixture of dry hydrogen and
the vapor of a halogen salt of a refractory metal.

2. In the method of making ductile wire the steps,
which consist in heating a mass of refractory metal pow-
der to a high temperature, bringing into contact with It.

while in such heated condition, a mixture of dry hy-
drogen and the vapor of a salt of tungsten, causing flashed
tungsten to unite with the powdered metal, and maintain-
ing such heat until the united materials are consolidated
Into a structurally solid body.

3. In the method of making ductile filaments, the steps,
which consist In uniting flashed refractory metal with
powdered refractory metal In a manner to form a mixture
of the two and at the same time consolidating the entire
ma&s into a structurally solid body.

4. The method of making ductile filaments, which con
sists in uniting flashe«l refractory material with powdered
refractory material in a manner to form a mixture of the
two, at the same time consolidating the entire mass into a
structurally solid body, working this body into a fibrous
structure and reducing it to a filamentary diameter.

5. In the method of making ductile filaments the step
which consists In sintering a body of refractory metal
powder in an atmosphere of reducing gas and the vapor of
a halogen salt of a refractory metal to the extent of caus-
ing the metal contained in the halogen vapor to permeate
and fill up the spaces existing between the particles of
metal powder composing the body, thereby producing a
structurally solid body.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.926. ELECTRIC FLASH LKJUT. Joseph T18CI-
osB, New York. N. Y. FUed July 1, 1913. Serial No.
37.519. (CI. 240—8.5.)

The combluatlun with a cylindrical casing, a lamp car-
rlad by and having one terminal grounded in the rasing,
a cap on the casing, of a battery carried in. but Insulated
from the casing and cap, means for mechanlcallv ami
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•Icctrieally engaxlnt the battery with the lamp and me-
chanically with the casing, a bodily movable switch
within the cap, said cap having an opening through which
the end of the switch projects, a foot on the switch engag-
ing both sides of the casing, a projection on the foot, and
means on the switch whereby the projection may be
brought into electrical engagement with the end of the

battery opposite the lamp..

1,226.927. FLANGE-OILER. Zachriah Tisher, Spo
kane. Wash. Filed Oct. 3. 1916. Serial No. 123.604.

(Cl. 184—3.)

1. A flange oiler comprising an air tank, an oil tank,
a Talve mounted above the oil tank, an oiler appliance,
conduits leading downwardly from the oil tank and con-
necting with the oiler appliance, a conduit leading from
the air tank to the valve and condnlts leading from the
aire to the conduits leading from the oil tank, and means
for manually operating said valve to apply the air to
force the oil through said condnlts leading downwardly
from the oil tank to and through said oiler appliance.

2. A flange oiler comprising an air tank, an oil tank, a
valve mounted above the oil tank, an oiler appliance, con-
duits leading downwardly from the oil tank and connect-
ing with the oiler appliance, a conduit leading from the
air tank to the ralve and conduits leading from the valve
to the conduits leading from the oil tank, and means for
mannally operating said valve to apply the air to force
the oil through said conduits leading downwardly from
the oil tank to and through said oiler appliance so as to
apply oil to the flanges of the irbeels on one side of the
truck at a time.

8. A flange oiler comprising an air tank, an oil tank, a
valve mounted above the oil tank, an oiler appliance, a
pipe leading downwardly from the oil tank and connected
with a transversely arranged conduit having a swinging
check-valve therein on each side of said pipe, a conduit
leading from each end of said transversely arranged con-
duit each connected with said oiler appliance, a conduit
leading from said air tank to said valve, conduits leading
from said valve to said transversely arranged conduit and
connected therewith, one on each side of said check-valves
and means for operating said first named valve to make an
open passage from the air tank to the conduits leading to
the said oiler appliance and means in said valve for
closing said passageway and for exhausting the air from
aid conduits leading to the oiler appliance.

4. A flange oiler comprising an air tank, an oil tank, a
valve mounted above the oil tank, an oiler appliance, con-
duits leading downwardly from the oil tank and having
oiler appliances at their outer extremities with oiler heads
thereon, a conduit leading from the air tank to the valve,
conduits leading from the valve to the conduits leading
from the oil tank, means in said valve for manually open-
ing a passage from said air tank t-> the conduits leading
from the oil tank, means for automatically throwing said
oiler head into cloae proximity with the flange of a wheel
simultaneously with the opening up of said air passage
and for automatically returning the aame to normal po-
sition with the closing of said air passage.

1,226,92«. PAPER-DISPENSING DEVICE. Pba!(K L.

Updikb, Sapalpa, Okla. Filed Feb. 17. 1916. Serial

No. 78.944. (Cl. 811—31.)

la a device of the class described, the combination of a
cylindrical container having one end thereof open, the

opposite end being closed, the peripheral wall of aald
container having an elongated slot therein, a closure for
the open end of the cylinder having a slot therein refla-

terlng with first said slot, said closures having openings
concentrically thereof, a tube member adapted to recalve

V̂-5L

.H

A

2^

a roll of paper thereon rotatably mounted In said open*
lags, the paper being adapted 'to bo withdrawn through
said slots, a staff member extending axlally of the tube
throughout its length, and an enlargement formed on
said staff providing supporting means for the cylisder.

1,226,929. CARBURETER. John Van den Bos, Grand
Rapids. Mich. Filed Dec. 30. 1915. Serial No. 69,486
(Cl. 261—18.)

&•

1. A carbureter comprising a vertically disposed pas-

sage member to be connected at its upper end with an
intake manifold, a pair of necks extending horizontally in

diametrically opposite directions from the lower end of
said passage member and having reservoirs at their outer
ends for supplying different fuels to the passage member,
an air inlit neck extending horizontally from the lower
end of the passage member at right angles to the other
necks, an auxiliary air inlet neck extending horizontally
from the upper end of aald passage member In the same
direction as the' aforesaid air Inlet neck, these two necks
being of substantially the same length, a pair of rocking
valves extending through the fuel supply necks, parallel

operating arms rising from said valves, and a borlsontal
operating link connecting said arms for simultaneous
movement and disposed between the two air inlet necks.

2. In a two-fuel carbureter, a vertical passage member
to be connected at its upper end with an intake manifold,
said passage member having at Its lower end a pair of
borlsontal fuel supply necks extending In oppodte direc-

tions and fuel reservoirs on the outer enda of said ac^a

;

in combination with valTas for said necks hariBf T«iti-

cally extending operating arms connected for simultaneoDS
movemeat. stops formed Integrally with the lower ends of
said reservoirs in the outward paths of said
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other atop* carried by aald arms and arranged to strike
thoae of the reaerroira to limit the morement of the

1,220,980. TICKBT-SKPARATINO MACHINE. Otto N.
VtBBNica, Sioux City, Iowa. Filed Nov. 1, 1915.
Sertal No. 59,121. (CI. 101—39.)

A machine of the cliaracter described embodying a
casing tiavlng a horiaontal plate to support a stack of
tickets, a vertical plate carried by the casing above the
horizontal plate for vertical adjustment, the vertical
plate having Its lower edge spaced above the horisontal
plate, the horisontal plate having an opening below the
Tertlcal plate, the width of the opening between the
vertical plate and remote edge of the opening being leas
than the width of the tickets, the stack of tickets being
adapted to seat upon the horisontal plate above said
opening and against the vertical plate, and a roller
mounted in the casing below the vertical plate having its

opper portion loca^ within said opening to assist In
supporting the stack of tickets and for moving the lower-
most ticket onder the vertical plate into the casing.

1,220,931. WARDROBE. CHABLaa F. Vollmbb. Denver,
Colo. Filed May 11, 1915. Serial No. 27.398. (Q.
45—87.)

A wardrobe Including a casing provided with a plu-
rality of hinged walls, each of which la adapted to tp-

ceive a garment support thereon, one of the walls of aald
caaing being atatlonary and adapted to racelvc a movable
garment supporting element thereon, and mei^a mounted
in the bottom of aald caaing for cooperation with the aup-
porting element of the stationary wall, to limit the move-
ment of the aupportlng element

1,226,932. FBKDINO OR CONVEYING MECHANISM.
OaoBOB Whitb, Jersey aty, N. J., aaaignor to Panaylo-
tis PanoulUs. Jersey City, N. J, Filed July 19. 1918.
Serial No. 779,987. (CI. 198—2.)

1. A feeding mechanism comprising parallel rhalns each
provided with hooka and with projections in the rear of
said books, means for causing said chaina to move in
unison, a guide for feeding carriers to a point where they
may be caught by said books, and means, lo<!ated in the
path of said projections so as to be operated by them, for
separating that carrier which is in position to be en-
gaged by the hooks, from the other carriers.

2. A feeding mechanism comprising an endleaa chain
conveyer provided with means for catching and trans-
porting carriers, and with projections at a distance from
said means, a guide for feeding carriers to a point where
they may be caught by said means, and a device extending
into the path of the conveyer projections, for separating
that carrier which is in operative relation to the con-
veyer, from the other carriers.

3. A feeding mechanism comprising a guide for coB>
ducting carriers to a predetermined point, an endless con-
veyer having means for engaging and transporting aald
carriera. and atao having projections, and a device ex-
tending Into the path of said projections, for separating
that carrier which Is in operative relation to the conveyer,
from the other carriers.

4. A feeding mechanism comprising an endleaa con-
veyer, a guide, located adjacent to said conveyer, for di-

recting carriers thereto, and means on the conveyer for
engaging the carriers while on said guide and taking them
one by one from said guide.

0. A feeding mechanism comprising a conveyer, a guide
for holding carriers and directing them to said conveyer,
and means on the conveyer for engaging the carriera
while on said guide and taking them from said guide.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,226,9^3. STARTER-CODPLINO. Fbbd B. Williams,
Highland Park, 111., asaigaor to Splitdorf Electrical
Company. Newark, N. J. Filed Nov. 24. 1915. Serial
No. 63,209. (CI. 123—149.)

^§^
1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a driven member having radially spaced outer and
inner flanges, a driving member having radially spaced
outer and inner flanges adapted to cooperate with aald
flanges on said urlven member, a recess in said driven
member, yielding means corcnmferentially arranged be-
tween the flanges of the driven member but drlvlngly aa-
aociated with said driving member, means for arresting
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the Boreaseat of the driven member, meana for relaaaing

aald driven member after a predetermined displacement

of tha drivliif member aad ylaldlng meana within aald

driven member to receive the impact between the drlrlag

and driven mcmbera whan aald driven member is released.

2. In a starter coopllng, a driving member, a driven

member, an annular reeaaa la aald driven member, a atnd

fixed in poaitloa In aald annular recesa. a receas In aald

driving member and a attid fastened thereto in said recess,

yieldingly driving means mounted within the recess of

aald driven member and having its ends normally resting

againat each of aald atoda. meana for arresting the move-
ment of said driven member, means for releasing said

driven member and means positioned within the annular
recess of said drtvea member and between said studs for

absorbing the nolaa and shock of said driving and driven

members when aald driven member auddenly advances to

normal poattion after being released from its arrested
position.

8. In a starter oonpUag, a driving member having cam
surfaces thereon, a drivan member having an annular re-

cess, a driving spring adapted to fit Into said recess, a
buffer spring adapted to fit into aald recesa, a stud mount-
ed within aald receaa to separate said two springs at one
end thereof, a stud mounted on said driving member and
separating said springs at the other end, a notch in the

outer surfaces of aald driven member, a pawl aaaodated
with said member and adapted to engage said notch to

retard the movement of the driven member, said jMWl
adapted to be released from said notch by the cams on
aald driving BMBber whereby aald driven member la

canaed to move rapidly forward under the control of the

driving apring until aald forward movement Is Ptopped by
said buffer spring, for the purpose described.

4. In a device of the character deacribed, the combina-

tion of a driven member having an annular recess therein,

a stud mounted on aald driven member BOd forming a

bridge acroaa said annular recess, a driving spring and a
buffer spring reposing in said recess and resting against

the opposite faces of said stud, a hole pasding radially

through the rim of the driven member into said annular
receas, a drtvlBg member having a recess and a stud at-

tached to said driving member within said recesa, and a
pin applteable to said hole in the driven member and
adapted to separate the ends of the driving and buffer

springs leaving a space therebetween, whereby when the

driving and driven memi>ers are assembled said stud on
the drtvlag memlier pasaes freely into said space between
the driving and buffer springs of the driven member.

5. In a starter coupling, a driven member yieldingly

connected to a driving member, a notch on the surface of

said driven member, a pawl adapted to engage said notch
to hold the driven member from moving until a predeter-

mined displacement of the driving member has taken

placa, cam aarfacea on said driving member adapted to

engage said pawl to push the same out of engagement
with said notch whereby the driven member will move
rapidly forward to Its normal position, said notch hav-

ing its engaging edge depressed below the line of the

outer edge of the driven member so the said pawl will

not engage the notch after a predetermined speed is

reached, and means whereby the pawl is loiked in an
inoperative position when the speed has reached a value

greater than said predetermined speed.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226.934. PAINT COMPOSITION. Waltbb £. Wbiqbt,
aeveland, Ohio. Filed Aug. 26, 1916. Serial No.

117,000. (CI. 184—89.)

1. A flat finish paint-composition comprising a lead

pigment and a vehicle which comprises a seml-drylng

vegetable oil, tung oil and a drying vegetable oil other

than tung oil, said vehicle and the pigment t>elng substan-

tially in the proportion, by weight, of not over about ten

parts of the vehicle to one hundred parts of the pigment,

the third-mentioned oil of the vehicle composing, by
weight, about one-half of the vehicle, and the tung oil

and the semi-drying vegetable oil being in the pr<^K>rtlon,

by weight, of about two parte of the aeml-drylng oil to

one part of tung oil.

2. A flat flntah patnt-compoaltion comprlatng a land

pigment and a vehicle which compriaea a aeml-drylng

vegetable oil, tung oil and a drying vegetable oU other

than tung oil, aald vehicle and the pigment l»elng aobatnn-

tlally In the proportion, by weight, of not over about tea

parts of the vehicle to one hundred parts of the pigment,

the third-mentioned oil of the vehicle compoalng. by
weight, not less than about one-flfth of the vehicle, and
the tung oil and the semi-drying vegetable oil being In

tbe proportion, by weight, of about two parts of the aeml-

drying oil to one part of tung oil.

3. A flat finish paint-composition comprising a lead

pigment and a vehicle which comprises a seml-drylng

vegetable oil, tung oil and a drying vegetable oU other

than tung oil, said vehicle and tbe pigment being substan-

tially in the proportion, by weight, of not over about tea

parts of the vehicle to one hundred parts of the pig-

ment, the third-mentioned oil of the vehicle composing, by

weight, not more than about four-flfths of the vehicle,

and the tung oil and the semi-drying vegetable oil being

In the proportion, by weight, of about two parts of the

aemi-drying oil to one part of tung oil.

4. A flat finish paint-comirasitioD comprising a lead

pigment and a vehicle which comprises linseed oU, a
semi-drjring vegetable oil and tung oil, aald vehicle aad
the pigment being subatantlally in the proportion, by

weight, of not over about ten parts of the vehicle to one
hundred parts of the pigment, the linseed oil compoalng,

by weight, about one-half of the vehicle, and the tung oU
and the seml-drylng vegetable oil being in the proportion

by weight, of about two parts of the seml-drylng oil to

one part of the tung oil.

6. A flat finish paint-composition comprising a lead

pigment and a vehicle which comprises linseed oil, a
semi drying T->getabIe oil and tung oil, said vehicle and
the pigment being substantially in the proportion, by

weight of not over about ten parts of the vehicle to one

hundred parts of the pigment, the linseed oil composing,

by weight, not less than about one-fifth of the vehicle,

and the tong oil and the aemi-drying vegetable oil being

la the proportion, by weight, of about two parts of the

8emi-dr3ring oil to one part of tung oil.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,985. SIGHTING OF SMALLrARMS. WillIAM
TouLnK, Hove, England. Filed Sept. 10, 1915. Serial

No. 50,071. I CI. 88—2.2.)

In an attachment for sighting small arms from under

cover, the combination with a small arm provided with

front and rear eights and a butt, of a band detacbably

clamped to said butt, an arm pivoted to said band, and
a casing containing a single prism adjustably connected

to said arm, and located in the line of sight, suiwtantially

as described.

1,220,980. SIGHTING OF GUNS. WiLLLAM TOCt^nv,
Hove, England. Filed Sept 10, 1916. Serial No. 60,0TS.

(CI. 88—2.2.)

1. In a sight for guns the combination with an ana
carried by the gun. In rear of but slightly to one side of

the line of sight a ptiam casing adjustably and detachaMy
connected to said arm at the side thereof, aald

casing being provided with apertures to permit the

sage of light therethrough, and with hinged doora adapted
to close said apertures when said prism is not in nae, sah-

stantlally as described.
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2. A priini •ttachment for aw la >sichtlBv funa cnnprU-
Ing a casing: with meant or attactains said caainc to tkc
gvn. said casing b«»lng prorlded with apertures to permit
the admission and the emer(ence of the llcht rays comlag
In the direction of the line of ilcfat. with door* hlagad to
aid caslns and adapted to cleae snld apertorca, wbea de-
sired, and a prHm mounted In said caslnc. and adapted to
reflect the licht rays from the line of slfht. at an ancle
downwardly in rear of tbe gun, sabstantlally as described.

8. A prism atuchment for ase in slfhtlnf (an* eem-
prising a casing In the form of a right triangle In longi-
tudinal cross section and provided with an opening at one
of the perpendicular sides of said triangular casing and
another opening in the hypotenuse of said trlnngnlnr cna-
Ing. with doors hinged to said casing and adapted to dose
•aid openings when the attachment is not in use. and to
fbrm. when the attachment Is In ase. a gxiard for the
eyes of the marksman and a screen for the light, with
• triangular prism mounted In said cnslng having one or
more of Its surfaces coated with light reflecting material,
substantially as described.

1,226,937. OCEAN-POWER. Nils 8. ABftAHAMaoM, Los
Angeles. Cal. Filed July 27. 1914. SerUl No. 8M,471
(Cl. 258—6.)

1. The combination with oscillating paddles, of bori-
tontally reciprocating cross-head members actuated by
the paddles and having longltDdinal bores, opposed cams
projecting in the Interior of the reciprocating members,
spiral grooved horliontal shafts actuated by the recipro-
cating members, the said cams engaging with the said
grooves, and the said spiral grooved shafts having an
alternating rotary movement, a countershaft actuated by
the said spiral grooved shafts, and clutch means for con
Terting the alternating rotary movement of the spiral
grooved shafts into a continuous roUry movement of the
countershaft.

2. In an ocean power generator the combination with
oscillating paddles actuated by the waves, of means for
converting the motion of the paddles into mechanical
power comprising bortcontally reciprocating crosahead
elements actuated by the paddles, spirally grooved skafts
actuated by the reciprocating crosshead elements, a
countershaft driven by the spirally grooved shafta, a
power shaft actuated by the coonterakaft and the power
abaft bttving governing means actuated by constant and
non-reversible friction means in order to secure a anlform
peed of routlon.

S. The combination with oscillating paddles aetaatwl
by the waves, of a reciprocating element actuated by tbe
winging paddlea. horisontal ways for tbe redprocatiag
elements, spiral grooved shafts rotatlvely moanted be-

tween said ways and actuated by tbe reciprocating ele-
ments, an intermediate shaft in allnement wiU said spiral
grooved shafts, and ratchet means co-acting with said
hafts.

4. Tbe comMaation with oscillating paddles actuated
by the waves and reciprocating members actuated by the
paddles, of spiral grooved shafta routed alternately in
oppoalte directions by the reciprocating members, an
Intermediate shaft In allnement with the spiral grooved
shafts, friction ratchets in connection with said abafts ro-
tating tbe intermediate shaft contintioasly in a con-
stant direction, and a momentum retainer In connection
therewith.

6. The combination with oscillating paddles actuated by
tbe waves and a rotating momentum retainer and speed
governor therefor, of means for transmitting motion from
tb^ paddles to the momentum retainer, comprising recip-
rocating members actuated by the paddles, spiral grooved
shafts actuated by the reciprocating members, an inter-
mediate shaft aUntxl with the spiral grooved shafts, fric-
tion ratchet means in connection with the spiral grooved
ahafts and the intermediate shaft, a counter shaft, a fric-
tion driving belt connecting the intermediate shaft and
tbe counter shaft, and friction pulleys transmitting mo-
tlMi from the counter shaft to the momentum retainer.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.J

1,226.J»38. MEANS FOR OPERATING AND LOCKING
VALVES. WilxuM Baku. Barberton, Ohio, assignor
of one-half to Edward A. Baker. Mansfield, Ohio. Piled
Feb. 26. 1917. Serial No. 160.886. (Cl. 137—7

)

1. In a locking and operating means for valves, a valve
connected to the fuel feed pipe of a motor car equipped
with an Internal combustion engine, fxiel feed plpea con-
nected to the valve, carbureter and a fuel supply tank, a
•'••• fitted to an aperture in the floor of the motor car,
a valve stem connected at one end to said valve and hav-
ing lU oppoalte free end engaging said aleeve and pro-
jecting above the floor of tbe car. a lever handle secured
to tbe free end of the valve atem ; said stem being oper-
able by the foot or hand of the driver, means to regulate
tbe movement of tbe lever handle and stop same when
tbe valve is operated to full open or closed posiUon and
means to lock said valve In dosed position.

2. A locking and operating means for valves connected
to the fuel feed pipe of a motor car, a valve, a valve stem
connected to said valve, a sleeve secured to tbe floor of
tbe car to receive tbe free end of the valve stem, a lever
handle secured to the free end of said valve stem roUtable
above the Hoor of tbe ear for operating the valve by foot
or hand of the driver to prevent or permit the passage
of fuel through the feed pipe to the motor, and means
to lock the valve in closed i>osltlon.

8. In a locking and operating means for valves, s valve
connected to the fuel feed pipe of a motor car. equipped
with an internal combustion engine, fuel feed pipes con-
nected to the valve, a carbureter and a fuel supply tank,
a sleeve fltted to an aperture in the floor of tbe motor car.
a valve stem connected at one end to said valve uid hav-
ing Its opposite free end engaging said sleeve and pro-
jecting above the floor of the car. a lever handle secured
to tbe free end of said valve stem, said lever being oper-
able by the foot or hsnd of tbe driver, and means to regu-
late tbe movement of the lever handle and stop same
when tbe valve is operated to full open or closed position.
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1,22«.M8. COPT-HOLDER. Walt«» E. BAaNABO. Hart-
ford, Conn., assignor to Underwood Typewriter Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Oct. 30, 1811. Serial No. 667,409. (Cl. 120—«3.)

1. In combination, in a copy holder, a suspension bar,
brackets on said bar, feeding means on said brackeU. a
table, a table-bearing bracket, a small bracket beneath
aid table-bearing bracket, a rod adjustable In said small
bracket, and an eye guide mounted on said rod and over
aid table.

2. In combination. In a copy holder, a suspension bar,
brackets on said bar, feeding rolls on said brackets, a for-
wardly and downwardly extending table, a bracket ex-
tending horisootally from said table and secured to said
SQspensloB bar, a small bracket attached to the underside
of said borltontal bracket, a flat-sided rod sliding in said
small bracket, a right-angled extension to said rod, and
an eye-guide adjustably mounted In said extension over
aid table.

8. In combination. In a copy holder, a saspension bar,
brackets on said bar. rolls mounted yieldingly la said
brackets, means for imparting rearward feed to said rolls,

a downwardly and forwardly extending copt mippertlag
table arranged In line with tbe bight of said rolls, a
bracket for supporting said table, attached to aaid MW-
peasion bar. a rod carried by said last named bracket,
and an eye-guide carried by said rod.

4. In a copy holder, a frame, a copy table, roll* to feed
copy across said table, a shaft supported in tbe frame
carrying said rolls, a knob for turning said shaft, a
ratchet wheel for tnrnlng said shaft In one direction, a
fining operated pawl pivoted on an idle wheel on said
iftaft. a stop on tbe frame, cooperating stops on tbe idle
wheel to engage said flrat stop to limit tbe throw In both
directions of aid Idle wheel, and a handle on said idle
wheel to rotate It to move said shaft by said pawl, said
pawl having a cam flace to engage aaid stop on tbe frame
to disengage said pawl from said ratchet when said han-
dle Is at a limit of its tbrow.

6. In a copy bolder, a table, rolls fixed on a shaft
above said table, meaas pivoted on the said shaft where-
by said rolls may be fed backward, rolls extending to tbe
surface of said table loone on a shaft below said tabic,
pacing means for Mild rolte, elongated bearings for aaid
abaft, and springs preaslng upon said lower abaft la tbe
spacing provided between its roUa. to press said rolls
against said upper shaft.

1.226.940. FUEL-SUPPLYING DEVTCH FOR INTBR-
NAL (X)MBU8TI0N ENGINES. Wiu-Iam K. Bass-
roan, Perth Amboy, N. J., assignor to Universal Oil
Converter Company, Long Island City, N. T., a Corpo-
ration of New York. Filed Feb. 3, 1912. Serial No
675.274. (Cl. 2«1—18.)
1. In a fuel supply system for internal combustion en-

gines, separate chamben for fuels of different spedfle
qualities, valves for controlling the flow of said faels from
their chambers, and mechanism for alternately opening
and closing the valrea to shift from one fuel to the other
an<»-.r predetermined conditions, said mechanism including

a fblcnuned arm having fingers respectively connected with
the valves, means for preventing movement of the shiftlag
urm, and means for witbdrswing tbe latter means from
Its u^erative relation with tbe shifting lever when change
from one fuel to the other is desired.

^^
2. In a fuel supply system for Internal combustion en-

gines, separate chambers for fuels of different specific
qaalltiee, valves for controlling the flow of the fuels from
their chambers, mechaniam for alternately opening and
dosing the valves to shift from one fuel to the other,
means for heating the fuel in Its pasaage to the engine!
means operable to prevent the operation of the valve-op-
erating mechanism, so as to hold the valves in predeter-
mined positions, and means whereby the means for pre-
venting operation of the valve-operating mechanism Is
adjusted out of operative relation with the latter ander
control of the temperature of the fuel after the lafter has
been heated.

8. la a fuel supply system for Internal combnstion en-
gines, separate chambers for fuels of different spedfle
qoalltles, valves for controlling the flow of said fuels
from their chamt>ers, mechanism for alternately opening
and dosing the valves to shift from one fuel to the
other, means for heating the fuel In Its passage to tbe
engine, the valve-shifting mechanism Including • fxU-
cnmed lever having arms respectively connected with
tfc* Talves, a stop adapted to be Interposed In the path of
operation of tbe lever, a magnet adapted when energised
to withdraw the stop from Its operative relation with the
lever-shifting mechanism, and means whereby the magnet
Is energised when the temperature of the heated fuel
reaches a predetermined point.

4. In a fuel supply system for internal combustion en-
gines, separate chamt>en for fuels of different specific
qaaUtlss, valves for controUing the flow of said fuels
tnm their chamben, medianism for alternately opening
and dosing the valves to shift from one fuel to the other,
means for heating the fuel in Its passage to the engine,
the valve-shlftlng mechanism including a fulcrumed lerer
having arms respectivdy connected with the valves, a
stop adapted to be Interposed In the path of operation of
the lever, a magnet adapted when energized to withdraw
the stop from its operative relation with tbe lever-shlft-
Ing medianism, a circuit maker and breaker for dosing
and opening tbe drcalt to said magnet, said circuit maker
and breaker comprising an actnatlng means which Is sub-
ject to and operable under control of the temperature of
the hosted fuel.

5. In a fuel supply system for internal combustion ea-
glaes, a carbureter comprising separate chamben for
fuels of different spedfle qualities, a mixing chamber, a
spiaylug noszle In ttaid mixing chamber and adapted to
be alternately connected with each of said fuel chambers,
and valve mechanism for controlling the sai>ply of fad
to said spraying nosBle ; a conduit through which fluiday flow to the engine ; a tbermo responsize device as-
sociated with ssid conduit and past which the fluid fltnr-
iag to the engine flows ; and means dependent for opera-
tion upon said tbermo responsive device for coatTolIlaf
said valve mechanism to thereby determine which of saM
fuels Shan be used at a given time.
[dalms 6 to 14 not printed In the Gasette.1
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l,226.»41ft MACHINE FOB BUKNISHINO THE BD0B8
OP THE SOLES OF BOOTS AND SHOES. ZOTIQCl
Bbacdkt. Lynn. Mass. Filed Feb. 26. 1912. Serial

No. «79.»29. (CI. 12—82.)

1. A macbiDe for burniKhlng the edges of the soles o(

boots and shoes baring, in combination, a burnishing
iron, a bolder on which said burnishing iron la piTotcd, a
carrier on which said bolder is pivoted, mecbanism adapt-
ed to ImiMirt a reclprocatory motion to said carrier, the
pivotal axial line of said barnishing Iron extending trans-

rersely of the path of travel of said carrier and the piv-

otal axial lines of said bolder and iron extending sub-

stantially at right angles to each other and a beading
wheel rotatably mounted on said burnishing Iron.

2. A machine for burnishing the edges of tbe soles of
boota and shoes having. In combination, a burnishing Iron,

a holder on which said burnishing Iron 1% pivoted, a car-

rier on which said holder is pivoted, mechanism adapt-
ed to Impart a reclprocatory motion to said carrier, the
plTOtal axial line of said burnishing iron extending trans-

Tcraely of the path of travel of said carrier and the piv-
otal axial lines of said holder and iron extending sub-

stantially at right angles to each other and a beading
wheel rotatably mounted on said bumifthlng Iron, the
median axial lines of said burnishing Iron and beading
wheel disposed at an acute angle to each other.

3. A machine for burnishing the edges of tbe soles of
boota and shoen having, in combination, a burnishing iron,

a holder on which said burnishing iron is pivoted, a car-

rier on which said holder is pivoted, mechanism adapted
to impart a reclprocatory motion to said carrier, the piv-
otal axial line of said bornishing iron extending trans-
versely of the path of travel of said carrier and the piv-

otal axial lines of said holder and iron extending sub-

•taatlAlly at right angles to each other and a beading
wheel rotatably mounted on said burnishing Iron, the
median axial lines of said burnishing iron and beading
wheel disposed at an acute angle to each other and lying

in the same plane.

4. A machine for burnishing the edges of the soles of

boots and shoes having, in combination, a burnishing iron,

a holder on which said bumlahlng iron Is pivoted, a car-

rier on which said holder is pivoted, mechanism adapted
to Impart a reclprocatory motion to said carrier, the piv-

otal axial line of said burnishing Iron extending trans-

versely of the path of travel of said carrier and the piv-

otal axial llnea of said holder and iron extending sub-

stantially at right angles to each other and a beading
wheel rotatably mounted on said burnishing iron, the
aodlaa axial lines of said barnishing iron and beading
wheal tatersecting each other.

B. A machine for bumlahlng the edges of the aolea of

boots and shoes having. In combination, a burnishing iron,

a holder on which said burnishing iron is pivoted, a car-

rier on which said holder is pivoted, mechanlam adapted
to Impart a reclprocatory motion to said carrier, the ptr-

otal axial line of said barnishing iron extending trans-

versely of the path of travel of aald carrier and the piv-

otal axial lines of said holder and Iron Intersecting each
other and a beading wheel rotatably mounted on
barnishing Iron.

[CUims 6 to 14 not printed In the Qaaette.]

1,226,942. MBTHOD OF ROLUNO METAL SECTIONS.
Samobl a. Bn.vNaa. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed May 20,
1914. Serial No. 839,872. (CI. 80—66.)

1. The method of manufacturing wrought Integral metal
sections which consists in rolling a section, comprising a
flange with a web at an angle thereto on each side there-
of, one web joined into the side of the flange, and the
other web Joined into the base of the flange by means of
a turn in said latter web, and then bending the latter web
at the turn thereof by a flattenfng operation.

2. The method of manufacturing wrought Integral meUl
sections which consists in rolling a section comprising a
plurality of flanges with a web on each side of each of
said danges and at an angle thereto, certain of said weba
being Joined into the sides of said flanges, respectively,
and certain of said webs being Joined Into the bases of
said flanges, respectively, by means of a turn in each of
said latter weba and then bending the latter webs at the
tarns thereof, respectively, by a flattening operation.

3. The method of manufacturing wrought intagral metal
sections which conalsts In rolling a plurality of flangea,

each flange having a web at an angle thereto on each Hide
thereof, the web between the flangea being joined to the
latter into the basca thereof by means of turns in said
web, and then bending each web having the torn therein,
at the turn, by a flattening operation.

4. The method of manufactorlng wrought Integral metal
sections, which conslats in rolling a section comprising a
flange with a web at an angle thereto on each side there-

of, one web Joined Into the aide of the flange, and tha
other web Joined into the base of the flange by means of
a turn in said latter web. and then bending the latter

web at the turn thereof by a flattening operation, one or
both of aald webs having a flange at its outer edge.

5. The method of manufacturing wrought Integral metal
sections which consists in rolling a section comprising a
flange with a web at an angle thereto on each side there-

of, one web Joined into the side of the flange, and the

other web Joined Into the baae of the flange by means of

a tarn in laid latter web, and then bending the latter web
at the torn thereof by a flattening operation, one or both
of said weba having a flange Intermediate Its edgaa.

(Clalma 6 to 8 not printed In the Qaaette.]

1.226,943. BEFUSE-DB8TBUCTOR. ABTRtra BatCHOT,
Parts, France, assignor to Compagnle d'Inclneratlon

Indoatrielle, Paria, France. Filed June 4, 1918. Serial

No. 771,684. (a. 110—17.)
1. A hearth compriaing a flre-box, and a grate carried

thereby, a hearth-pan dlapoaed outwardly of such flre-

box and connected to the upper edge thereof, there being

an air chamber between the flre-box and hearth-pan,

trunnions for plrotally supporting aald hearth, and
means for supplying air to the said air chamber while

the hearth la In Its normal and in its dumped positions.

2. A hearth comprising a flre-box, and a grate carried

thereby, a hearth-paa disposed outwardly of such flre-

box sad connected to the upper edge thereof, there being
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an air chamber between the flre-box and hearth-pan,
traaalons for plvoUUy supporting said hearth, means
for aupplyiag air to the said air chamber while the hearth
la in Its normal and in Its dumped positions, and mecha-
nism for turning the hearth on Its pivots for dumping
the same.

3. A hearth comprising a flre-box. and a grate carried
thereby, a hearth pan dlBiwsed outwardly of such flre-

box^ and connected to the upper edge thereof, there being
an air chamber between the flre-box and hearth-pan,
trunnloUR for plvotally supporting said hearth, and means
for tilting the hearth for dumping the same, an ash-pit
door and mechanism for operating the same controlled by
the hearth tilting mechanism.

4. The combination with a furnace, provided with a
hearth chamber and rails located upon the reei>ectlve
sides thereof, of a carriage having wheels adapted to run
upon uld rails, and a hearth plvotally mounted upon the
carriage and disposed between the said wheels and con-
structed and adapted to be tilted upon the carriage while
the carriage Is In position In the hearth chamber.

5. The combination with a furnace, of a hearth com-
prising a flre-box, a grate carried thereby, a hearth pan
snrrouDdlng the Are box and grate, mechanism for me-
chanically dumping the hearth, and meana for supplying
a current of air to the outside of the flre-box while the
grate is In its normal and In Its dumped position.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,226.944. LIFEBOAT AND THE LIKE. Habbt W.
Broadt, Bayslde, N. T., assignor to Welln Marine
Equipment Company, a Corporation of New Yorlt.
PUed June 19, IWt. Serial No. 774,518. {CI. 9—4.)
1. A metallic aeatable Ufe-boat embodylog a rigid ahell

having a well polygonal In conformation to permit im-
mediate loading and a sui>cratructnre formed of rigid side
and end members adapted to be raised and lowered rela-
tively to the shell, BMana for automatically locking such
side and end membera when the same are moved Into
vertical poaltlon and an Independent lock for alining the
meeting edges of auch aide and end membera and securely
locking the same together.

2. A metallic neatable life-boat embodylag a rigid ahell
having a well polygonal In conformation to permit Im-
mediate loading and a anperstmcture format of rigid aide
and end members adapted to be ralaed and lowered rela-
tively to the shell, means for automatically locking auch
side and end membera when the same are moved Into
vertical poaltlon, an iBdapendent lock for connecting
such meeting side and end members together at the cor-
ner* when In vertical poaltlon, comprising a bearing plate
connected to one member and provided with a groore, a

bolt pivoted to aald bearing membw adapted to have a
portion of Its ahank seated in aald groove aad a groore

and socket plate on the opposing member adapted to
receive and permit the seaUng of the remaining portion
of said bolt to aline and lock the members together.

1,226,945. PROCESS OF MAKING A NICKEL CATA-
LTST. John J. Bdkcbbnal, Cincinnati, Ohio, a»-
signor, by mesne aaalgnments, to The Hydrogenatloa
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.
Filed Feb. 28, 1912. Serial No. 679.536. (Cl. 28 28.)
1. The process of making a nickel catalyaer, which con-

sists in preparing a chemically-precipitated nickel com-
pound free from Inert components by reaction between a
dissolved nickel salt and a soluble carbonate, calcining
the precipiUte, and thereafter reducing the calcined
product, while frte from admixture with non-redacihle
materials, whereby a catalyaer of high and uniform
activity Is produced.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasefte.)

1,226.946. SPEEDOMETER. Allbn A. Cawtom, New
York, N. Y., assignor to The Device Testing Company,
a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed July 1. 1914*
Serial No. 848,349. (Cl. 176—183.)

1. A speedometer compriaing a pair of aolenolds of
different magnetic strength, an electromagnet conalattef
of a fixed coll of wire and a movable core, aald eor« har-
ing pole pieces at its opposite ends arranged to move la
reaponae to the difference In magnetic strength of th*
said two aolenolds and means for supplying electric eat'
rent to the said coll of wire and the aald aolenolds.

2. A speedometer compriaing an electromagnet coaalat-
ing of a fixed coll of wire and a movable core, said core
baring pole plecea at the (H>posite ends thereof aad ar-
ranged, at right anglea to the axla of the core, a pair of
solenoids for operating aald core, each of aald aolMolda
monated to influence one of the aald pole plecea of the
core and meaas for •nffpljlug current to the aald eoU of
wire aad the aald aelaiioida. ,

a. A apaadometer coo^rialiig aa eloctrooiagnet • eora
In the latter, circularly ahaped pole plecea arranged at
(4»po*lt« ends of aald core, a solenoid mounted at oppo-
site ends of said electro-magnet and surrounding tbo mM
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I>ole pieces and means for supplying electric current to
Mid electro-magnet and the said aolenoids.

4. A Rp«^edometer comprising an electro-magnet, a pair

of solenoids of different magnetic strength mounted at
opposite ends of said electro-magnet, a core in the latter

having pole pieces arranged to move within said sole-

noids and in reiiponse to the different magnetic strength
thereof, means for supplying electric current to the said
solenoids and the said electro-magnet and means for

Indicating the movement of the said movable core.

5. A speedometer comprising an electro-magnet con-

sisting of a coil and a movably supported core, s^nld core
having pole pieces at its opposite ends bent sabstantlally
circular and in parallel planes at right angles to the
axLs of the core, solenoids mounted at opposite ends of

said electro-magnet and surrounding the said pole pieces,

meansi for supplying said electro-magnet and one of the
said solenoids with an uninterrupted electric current and
means for supplying the other solenoid with current
Impulse^ at different frequencies.

1,226,947. TERMINAL BANK. Hbnry P. Cladbim,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.. assignor to Western Electric Com-
pany, Incorporated, New Tork, N. Y.. a Corporation of

New Tork. PUed Dec. 28, 1915. Serial No. 69,089.

(a. 175—806.)

1. In a contact bank, a pair of fiat terminal strips, and
notches and offsets in said strips, the offset portion of

each strip being received oy the notch of the companion
strip.

2. In a contact bank, pairs of terminal strips, and a m-
rlM of notches and offsets in each strip, the offset por-

tions of each of said strips being received by the notches
of its companion strip.

3. In a contact bank, pairs of flat terminal strips, a se-

ries of notches in each strip, offsets in said strips at the
points of said notches respectively, said offsets being alter-

nately in opposite directiuns and the offset portions of
each of said strips being received by the notches of its

companion strip.

4. In a contact bank, a pair of flat terminal strips, con-
tacts projecting from each of said strips, said contacts
being arranged in pairs, each pair comprising a con-
tact of each strip, a series of notches in each strip,

a notch being provided between each contact and the
next, offsets in said strips at the points of said notches r«-

spectireiy. said offsets being alternately in opposite direc-
tions and the offset portions of each of said strips bdag
received by the corresponding notches in its companion
strip.

6. In a contact bank, a pair of terminal strips, contacts
projecting from each of said strips, said contacts being ar-
ranged In pairs, each pair of contacts l>eing arranged re-

versely to the contacts of the adjacent pairs.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaaette.]

M26,948. FOLDING-MACUINB. Bdgab H. Cottbbll,
Westerly, R. I., assignor to C. B. Cottrell k Sons Com-
pany, New Tork. N. T„ a Corporation of Delaware.
Piled July 17, 1915. SerJ^l No. 40.512. (CI. 270—47.)

1. Ib a macltlne of the character described, a sheet fold-

ing device for folding the sheets lengthwise of tbeir
travel and means for reversely creasing the sheets adja-
cent to and parallel with the line of fold.

2. In a machine of the character described, a sheet fold-
ing device for folding the sheets leuKthwise of their travel
and means for reversely creasing the sheets adjacent to
and upon opposite sides of the line of fold and parallel
therewith.

8. In a machine of the character described, a sheet fold-
ing device for folding the sheets Ipngtijwlne of their travel
and means for reversely creasing the sheets adjacent to
and parallel with the line of fold before the sheets are
folded.

4. In a machine of the character described, a sheet fold-
ing device for folding the sheets lengthwise of their travel,
means for reversely creasing the sheets adjacvnt to and
upon opposite sides of the line of fold and parallel there
with before the sheets are folded.

5. In a machine of the chamcter described, a sheet fold-
ing device and means for creasing the shet-ts along the line
of fold and for reversely creasing the sheets adjacent to
the line of fold and parallel therewith.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.949. MACHINE FOR TREATI.NG SHEET RUB-
BER. Mtbov H. Clark. Hastings upon Hudson, N. T.,
assignor to The Goodyear s Metallic Rubber Shoe Com-
pany, a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Dec. 24,
1914. Serial No. 878.986. {C\. 18—9.)

1. In a machine for treating sheet rubber. In comblna
tlon, s calender, feed means to prepare and convey stock
to said calender, and means to inclose said stock during
its passage from said feed means to said calender.

2. In a OMchine for treating sheet rubber, in combina-
tion, a calender, feed means for preparing stock for said
calender, comprising a conveyer Inelnding a ploralty of
belts having their snrfarea spaced apart a distance equal
approximately to tke thickness of the material supplied by
said feed means and adapted to receive said material there-
between,

S. In a machine for treating sheet rubber, in combina-
tion, a calender, and feed mechanism for supplying stock
thereto, comprising a device for forming a sheet of stock,
and a device for decreasin* the width of the sheet wltbont
cutting the same.
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4. In a machine for treating sheet rubber, in combina-
tion, 11 calender, and feed mechanism for supplying stock

thereto comprising a device for forming a sheet of stock
and a device for decreaaing the width of the sheet includ-

ing a uiechaalKin for Kuperposing one part of the sheet on
another part thereof.

5. In a machine for treating sheet rubber, in combina-
tion, a calender, and feed mechanism for supplying stock

thereto comprising a device for forming a sheet of stock

and a devU-e for holding the so-formed sheet.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.950. COMBINED TYPEWRITING AND COM-
PUTING MACHINE. GtSTAVB O. DsoKNia, New
York, N. Y., assignor to Underwood Computing Machine
Company, New York, N. T., a (Corporation of New York.

Filed May 17, 1911. Serial No. 627,669. (CI. 235—62.)

1. In a computing machln<-. the combination with com-
puting mechanism, of a pinion for driving ttaid computing
mechanism, a motor normally In driving relation with said
pinion, numeral keys, find devices settable by any one of

said numeral keys for determining how tar said computing
pinion shall be driven by said motor and means for in-

terrupting the driving relation between said motor and
said computing pinion during the setting of said devices.

4. A computing machine having computing mechanism,
a computinif pinion for driving the same, and an electric

motor for controlling said pinion, said motor having a nor-

mally open circuit ; and comprising in combination, nor-

mally effective connections between the motor and said

computing pinion, and means controlled by a numeral key
on Its down stroke for closing the motor circuit and de
termining how far said computing pinion shall be driven
and making r^ald connections ineffective. Mild key on its

up stroke controlling the restoration of said connections

for effecting a drive of the computing pinion by the
motor.

6. In a computing machine, the combination with a tym
tem of computing wheels and a driving means for turning
them, of numeral keys for controlling said driving means,
a motor having a normally open circuit, a clutch between
said motor and said master wheel normally closed, means
controlled by the keys for closing the motor circuit, ox>en-

ing the clutch, and limiting the movement of the driving
means, means for subsequently closing the dutch, means
dependent upon the movement of the driving means and
independent of the clutch, for disconnecting the driving
means from said motor at the completion of a movement
of the driving means, and means for opening said circuit

upon the disconnection of said driving means from said

motor.

8. The combination with a computation gear including

B series of movable pins, of means for mutilating said

gear by projecting any of said pins, a driving pinion to

meoh with said gear, an electrical circuit including a
motor to operate said pinion, said circuit being normally
open, means controlled by the keys to close said circuit

and project a pin to variably mutilate said gear thereby
to dlaconnect the pinion from the same at the point of

mutilation and means dependent upon the projected pin

reaching a definite position during tbe movement of aald

gear for opening said circuit.

288 O. G.—70

14. A computing machine having computing mecha-
nism and a normally idle motor for driving said computing
mechanism, and comprising in combination numeral keys
for determining how far said computing wheels shall be
turned, connections between said motor and said com-
puting wheels, a normally closed clutch in said connee-
tions, and means for starting said motor and opening said
clutch on the down-stroke of a key, ami for closing said
clutch to drive said computing mechanism on the up-
stroke of a key.

[Claims, 2, 3, 3, 7, 9 to 13, and 15 to 81 not printed in

the Gazette.]

1.226.951. SEWING-MACHINE. Albbbt H. Db Vob,
Westfleld. N. J., assignor to The Singer Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 18,

1913. Serial No. 795,841. (CI. 112—36.)

1. In a sewing machine, the combination with a rotary
feed-wheel, a plurality of clutch-elements operatlvely

connected therewith, a plurality of clutch-dogs adapted
for operative engagement with said clutch -elementa, a rs-

clprocatory member carrying said clutch-dogs, actuatiaig

means for said clntch-doga, connections between said ac-
tuating means and said member for imparting to tbe
latter a constant amplitude of movement for all of said

clutch-elements, and means for selectiveiy establishing

operative engagement of any one of said clutch-dogs with
Us respective clutch-element while the others are main-
tained disengaged therefrom.

2. In a sewing machine, the combination with a rotary
feed-wheel, of a plurality of clutch -elements opera tlvely
connected therewith, a plurality of clutch-dogs adapted
for operative engagement with said clutch-elements, a re-

ciprocatory member carrying said clutch-dogs, actuating
means for said clutch-dogs, connections between said ac-

tuating means and said member for imparting to the lat-

ter a constant amplitude of movement for all of said

clutch-elements, and means rotatable upon a fixed axis
for maintaining a portion of said clutch-doga disengaged
from their respective clutch-elements while another of
said clutch-dogs is permitted to assume operative engage-
ment with Its clutch-element.

3. In a sewing machine, tbe combination with a rotary
feed-wheel, of a plurality of ratebet-wbeels of different

sixes operatively connected therewith, an operating lever

carrying a plurality of pawls each adapted for engage-
ment with Its respective ratchet-wheel, actuating means
for said lever, and means for maintaining a portion of
said pawls disengaged from their respective ratchet-
wheels while another remains In operative relation wltb
Its ratchet-wheel.

4. In a sewing machine, the combination with a rotary
feed-wheel, of a plurality of ratchet-wheels of different

sizes operatively connected therewith, an operating lerer

carrying a plurality of pawls each adapted for engagw-
ment with Its rPspectfve ratchet-wheel, actuating meaas
for said lever, and means sustained Independently of saM
lever for maintaining a portion of said pawls disengaged
from their respective ratchet-wheels while another re-

maios in op**ratlTe reiatlon with Its ratchet-wheel.
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9. In a Mwlof machine, the comblnatloB with a rotary
f««d-wheel. of a pluraUty of ratchet-wheeli of different
alzes operatlTely connected therewith, an operating lerer
carrying a plnralltjr of pawla each adapted for eagafe-
ment with Its respective ratchet-wheel, a fnlcmm-pln for
•aid lever provided with pawl-controlling meant. Inde-
pendent connectionR between each of Mid pawl* and Mild
fnlcrum-pln, and actuating means for said lever.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.226.9B2. GUN SIGHT. Thomi* C. Dtir, Blanchard.
Okla. Piled Aug. 20, 1916. Serial No. 46.436. (CL
33—47.)

1. Sighting means for a gun barrel, including a cen-
trally disposed sight member, In combination with a series
of spaced wings on each aide of the central sight mem-
ber, said wings projecting radially from the gun barrel
ind extending longitudinally thereon so as to admit of
the central sight member being quickly brought into sight-
ing position.

2. Sighting means for a gun barrel Including a cen-
trally disposed sight member, a removable sleeve fitted
apon the gun barrel, and a series of spaced wings carried
by the sleeve on each side of the centrally disposed
sight member, said wings projecting radially from the
gun barrel and extending longitudinally thereon so that
the channels between the wings have the same direction
as the line of sight and facilitate bringing the centrally
disposed sight member into sighting position.

3. Sighting means for a gun barrel, inchidlng a cen-
trally disposed sight member, a split sleeve removably
fitted upon the gun barr.'l and provided with loops at the
edges thereof, lacing engaging the loops to hold the split
sleeve In position, and a series of spaced wings projecting
from the sleeve on each side of the centrally disposed
sight member, said wings projecting radially from the
gun barrel and extending longitudinally thereon so that
the channels between the wings have the same direction
as the Une of sight and facilitate the bringing of the cen-
trally disposed sight member into sighting position.

1.226.963. CALLING DEVICE. Altmd H. Dtson.
Montclalr, N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
Western Electric Company, Incorporated, a Corpora-
tion of New York. Piled Mar. 8, 191B. Serial No
12,809. (a. 17^—90.)

1. In a calling device, a movable dial, an Impulse trans-
mitting mechanism arranged for operation responsive to
the movement of said dial, a single power means for suc-
oaMlvely restoring aaid dial and actoatinc said mecha-
nlam. and means for locking said dial against movement
during the actuation of said raechanlam.

2. In a calUog device, a movable dial, an Impnlae traaa-
Blttlng mechanism arranged for operation reaponalve to

the movement of said dial, a motor spring wound up In
response to the adjustment of said mechanism, and means
controlled by the wound-up motor spring for restoring
•aid dial and for operating thereafter said Impulse trans-
mlttlBg mechanism.

8. In a calling device, a movable dial, an Impulse trana-
mlttlng mechanism set responsive to the movement of
•aid dUl. means for restoring said dial and mechanism,
and means for operating said impulse transmitting mech-
anism during a part of Its restoring movement In accord-
ance with the set position of said dial.

4. In a calling device, a movable dial, a series of finger
holds for actuating said dial, an impulse transmitting
mechanism adapted to be arranged for operation in re-
sponse to the movement of said dial, cooperating conUcta,
a single power means for restoring said dial and for op-
eratlng said mechanism, and means operative after the
restoration of said dial to actuate said contacts In ac-
cordance with the selected finger hold.

5. In a calling device, a movable dial having a plurality
of operating positions, an impulse mechanism adapted to
be set in accordance with the set position of said dial, co-
operating contacts, a single power means for restoring
said dial and said impulse mechanism to their normal po-
sitions, means for actuating said contact springs subse-
quently to the restoration of said dUl and during the
restoration of said mechanism, and means for locking
said dial while said contacts are cooperating.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.226.954. REINFORCED CONCRETE CONSTRUC-
TION. Philip S. EASTEaoAT. Portland, Oreg. Piled
May 24, 1916. Serial No. 99,643. (CI. 72—53.)

1. The combination with a plurality of concrete sec-
tions provided with a wire mesh reinforcement, of a series
of rods bent in substantially U-shaped form and having
hooked ends engaging said wire reinforcement, said rods
being embedded In said concrete section, the loop of one
of said rods projecting beyond the face of the concrete
section, and the loop of the other of said rods being
screened in the opposite end of the concrete section, each
of said loops being adapted to register with the loop of
the adjacent section, and a resilient coupling pin formed
of a single rod bent in the form of a series of continuous
Us closed at the top and adapted to project into the
loops of the coupling rods and couple the same together
In resilient relation, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a plurality of concrete sec^
tlons provided with a wire mesh reinforcement, of a series
of rods bent in substantUUy U-shaped form and having
hooked ends engaging said wire reinforcement, said rods
being embedded in said concrete sections, the loop of one
of said rods projecting beyond the face of the concrete
section, and the loop of the other of said roda being
screened In the opposite end of the concrete section and
being in the form of a closed elliptical spiral, each of
aaid loops being adapted to register with the loop of the
adjacent section, and a resilient coupling pin formed of «
single rod bent in the form of a series of contlnooos U'»
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dosed at the top to project into the loops of the coupling
rods and couple same together in resilient relation, sub-
stantially as described.

1^26,965. CAMERA. Chail.. H. Eckibmn, Ooster,
N. J., assignor of one-half to (Gordon J. Scott. Engle-
wood, N. J. Piled Apr. 5, 1916. SerUl No. 88.998.

1. A camera having an opening in position to permit
light to strike through the same to a suiUble portion of
the film, an Inwardly and outwardly movable piece of cel-
luloid arranged In aaid opening and having its outer sur-
face ground or frosted, a sliding opaque shutter of stiff
material arranged underneath the celluloid and normally
holding the same in its outer position, and spring m«>an8
carrying the celluloid and urging the same inwardly,
whereby to preaa the celluloid into close proximity to the
film when the shutter is withdrawn.
[CUlm 2 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,226.»66. MSBCURY MOTOR - METER. ALBWIt L.
EiiVNa, Springfield, 111., asaignor to Sangamo Electric
Company, Springfield, 111., a Corporation of Illinola.
Filed May 8. 1915. Serial No. 26,617. (CL 171—266.)

1. A mercury motor meter, comprising a mercury cham-
ber, an armature, an armature shaft rising through themercury chamber, a mercury chamber cover through
which said shaft passes, a nipple connected with the
cover and extending down around said shaft, and means
cooperating with said nipple to form a chamber which
extends below the lower end of said nipple, said shaft
passing through the latter chamber.

2. A mercury motor meter, comprising a mercury cham-
ber, an armature, an armature shaft rising through the
mercury chamber, a mercury chamber cover through
which said shaft passes, a nipple connected with the
cover and extending down around said shaft, and a shield
having a contracted opening for the paSMge of said shaft
thei^through. .aid •hield being dispo«>d between said
mercury chamber and the lower end of mid nipple.

8. A mercury motor meter, comprising a mercury cham
her, an armature, an armature shaft rising through the
ercnry chamber, a cover for the upper portion of the
MTCury chamber through which said shaft passes, and
Inner and outer nifties txtendlng downwardly into the
mercury chamber and forming between them a chamber
urroandliig the armature shaft, the ooter nipple extend-
ing below the inner one.

4. A mercury motor meter, comprtatng a mercury cham-
ber, an armature, an armature shaft rising through the
lercury chamber, a cover for the upper portion of the
mercury chamber through which aaid shaft pasaes, and i

Inner and outer nipples cooperating to form a chamber
through which said shaft passes, said nipples being coa-
nected with aaid cover and projecting downwardly lot*
the mercury chamber, the outer nipple extending below
the Inner one and the lower end portions of said Bipplea
being contracted.

6. A mercury motor meter, comprising a mercury cham-
ber, an armature, an armature shaft rising through the
mercury chamber, a cover for the upper portion of tkc
mercury chamber through which said abaft paaaea. and a
plurality of nipples through which said shaft pasaes. said
nipples being connected with said cover and projecting
downwardly to different levels in the mercury chamber,
the lower end portions of said nipples being contracted.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226,957. METHOD OF DECORATING GLASSWARE.
Howard 8. Evans, Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Mac-
beth-Erans Glass Company, Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Aug. 26, 1914. Serial No
858.443. (CI. 41—38.)

1. The method of producing sanded or ground glaaS-
ware decorated in colors, which consists In placing upon
the arUcles colored bands, leaving the remainder of the
glass uncolored. burning the colors to fix them upon the
glass. pUcing upon the bands protecting covers of the
designs to be produced, treating the articles so that the
surfaces thereof with the exception of that which Is pro-
tected are roughened, and the coloring matter is removed
from the unprotected portions of the bands, and finally
removing the aaid protecting coverings.

2. The method of producing sanded or ground glass-
ware decorated in colors, which consists in placing upon
the articles colored bands, leaving the rest of the articles
uncolored, placing over the bands protecting coverings of
the designs to be produced, treating the articles ao that
the surfaces thereof with the exception of that which la
protected are roughened, and the coloring matter la rc>
moved from the unprotected portions of the bands, and
finally removing the protecting coverings.

8. The method of producing sanded or ground ^aaa-ware decorated in colors, which consists In rotating tka
articles about their axes and applying colors In baada to
the articles as they are rotated, placing over the bands o(
color produced protecting coverings of the dealgns to be
produced, treating the articles so that the surfaces thera-
of with the exception of that which is protected are
roughened and the coloring matter removed from the un-
protected portions, and finally rwnovlng the protectlna
coverings.

4. The method of producing sanded or ground glaaa-
ware decorated in colors, which conslaU in coloring por-
tions of the outer rorfaces of the articles leaving tha
remainder of the outer surface of the glaas uncolored
burning the colors to fix them upon the glaaa pUdng
upon the colored portions protecting coverings of the d*
signs to be produced, treating the articles so that the mir*
faces thereof with the exception of that which Is pro-
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tected la roughened, and the coloring matter la removed

from the unprotected parts of the colored portions, and
finally removing the said protecting coverings.

1.22fl,958. FLEXIBLE VEHICLE. RoLLi* B. PAOtOL.

Oakland. Cal. FUed Jan. 3, 1916. Sertal No. 69,935.

(CI. 21—90.)

1. In combination with a panspnger carrying vehicle

trailer member comprising a body, the floor of which Is

adapted to be reached by a single step from the roail sur-

face, a supporting frame therefor extending substantially

parallel with the road surface with the rear end in close

proximity therewith, a single pair of supporting wheels

adjacent the rf-ar end thereof, the forward end of said

frame extending substantially parallel with the rear

thereof and in a plane above the same to provide a raised

substantially horizontal portion adapted for projecting

over and resting on a cooperating self propelled vehicle,

said body provided at one side und at a point immediately

in the rear of said substantially horizontal raised por-

tion with an entrance and exit passage, and a passenger

seat extending transversely within the body above and
resting on said substantially horizontal raised portion of

the frame, an Independent wheeled motor member to

which said passenger carrying vehicle member is pivot-

ally connected, art! an Intersteerin^ connection interposed

between said members whereby the trailer member is

cavsed to track with the motor member.

2. A passenger carrying vehicle comprising a motor

member having steering and supporting wheels and a

body for carrying an operator, a passenger carrying metn

her detachably secured thereto through a pivotal connec-

tfon, said passenxer carrying member comprising a body,

the floor of which, is adapted to be reached by a single

step from the road surface, a supporting frame therefor

and extending substantially parallel with the road sur-

face with the rear end In close proximity therewith, n

single pair of supporting wheels adjacent the rear end of

aid frame, the forward end of said frame extending sub-

stantially parallel with the rear thereof and In a plane

above the same to provide a raised substantially hori-

lontal portion adapted for projecting over and resting on
the rear of the motor member, said body provided at one
side and at a point immediately In rear of the substan-

tially horizontal raised portion with an entrance and exit

IMSsage enabling passengers entering the said iMssenger

carrying member or alighting therefrom, to readily pass

their fare to the vehicle operator while passing through

aid entrance or exit passage, and an inter-steering con-

nection between the motor and the passenger carrying

members, whereby the passenger carrying member is

caused to travel in the path of the motor member.

3. A vehicle comprising a motor member having steer-

ing and supporting wheels and a passenger carrying mem-
ber associated therewith, nid passenger carrying memt>er

comprising a body member provided with seats and an
entrance opening, a snpporting frame therefor, a single

pair of supporting wheels adjacent one end thereof, the

forward end of said frame projecting over and resting on
the motor member, a yieldable supporting connection t>e-

tween the motor and passenger carrying members, and a

transversely extending steering link connecting the motor

and passenger carrying members.

4. A vehicle comprlalng a motor member having steer-

Jag and supporting wheels and a passenger carrying mem-
ber associated therewith, said passenger carrying member
comprising a body member provided with seats and an
entrance opening, a supporting frame therefor, a single

pair of supporting wheels adjacent one end thereof, the

forward end of said frame projecting over and resting

on the motor member, a pivot member projecting up-

wardly from the motor member and slldable transversely

thereof, a bearing block carried by said frame and mov-
able longitudinally thereof for receiving said pivot mem-
ber, a tenaton spring on each side of said bearing block

and a transversely extending pivoted link connecting said

frame and the motor member In rear of said pivot member.
5. A vehicle comprising a motor member having steer-

ing and supporting wheels and a passenger carrying mem-
ber associated therewith, said passenger carrying member
comprising a body member provided with seats and an
entrance opening, a supporting frame therefor, a single

pair of supporting wheels adjacent one end thereof, the

forward end of said frame projecting over and resting on
the motor memt>er, a supporting connection between the

motor and passenger carrying memt>er8, said connection

permitting transverse and longitudinal movement of the

relative overlapping portions of the two vehicle members,

and a transversely disponed steering link plrotaliy con-

nected to both vehicle members in rear of said supporting

connection.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (Gazette.]

1.226,959. VEHICLE. Roixis B. Fagiol. Oakland, Cal.

Filed Jan. 3. 1918. Sertal No. 69.936. (Cl. 21—©0.)

1. A vehicle train comprising a motor car having front

and rear supporting wheels and capable of being steered

in any desired direction, a passenger carrying vehicle pro-

vided adjacent one end with a pair of supporting wheels

and at its opposite end overhanging and resting on the

motor vehicle, a pivotal supporting connection between

the motor vehicle and the end of said passenger carrying

vehicle, the portion of said pasw^nger carrying vehicle in

rear of said supporting wheels being provlde«l at one side

with an entrance opening and being disposed substantially

parallel with the road surface and in clo.se proximity

therewith, and the portion thereof in advance of said

supporting wheels and overhanging said motor car belnc

upwardly inclined.

2. A vehicle for the carrying of passengers, comprising

a motor member having front and rear supporting wheels

and capable of being steered in any direction, a passenger

carrying member having a plurality of passenger carrying

seats and provided adjacent one end with a pair of sup-

porting wheels, and at Its opposite end inclined upwardly,

overhanging and resting on the motor member, a pivotal

supporting connection between the motor and passenger

carrying members, the portion of said passenger carrying

vehicle in rear of said supporting wheels being disposed

substantially parallel with the road surface and in close

proximity thereto, and provided in one side with a pas-

sage for the entrance and exit of pastiengers and provided

In rear qf said passage and across the rear of said vehicle

with a passenger carrying seat.

1.226,900. VEHICLE. RoLLis B Faosol. Oakland, CaL
Filed May 3. 1916. Serial No. 95.131 (C\. 21—187.)

1. In combination with a wheeled propelling vehicle, a
trailer pivotally connecte<l thereto, and supported at one

end thereby, a pair of wheels for supporting the other end
of said trailer and capable of pivotal movement on a rer-

tical axis, a steering connection extended from said pro-

pelling vehicle and cooperating with said trailer support-

ing wheels to cause the same to track in the path of th«

propelling vehicle, means for limiting the pivotal moTO-

i
ment of said trailer supporting wheels and means asso-

I elated with said steering connection for permitting movo-

ment thereof after the pivotal movement of said wheols

1 has been limited.
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2. In combination with a wheeled propelling rehlcle. a
trailer pivotally connected thereto and supported at one
end thereby, a supporting axle carried by the trailer ad-
jacent Its opposite end, wheel supporting spindles carrying
wheels attached to the opposite ends of said axle and
capable of pivotal movement relatively thereto on a ver-
tical axis, a tie rod pivotally connected at its opposite
ends to said spindles, and a steering connection extended
from said propelling vehicle and directly connected to one
of said spindles to cause said wheels to steer In the path
of the wheels of said propelling vehicle said connection
capable of a limited fre* movement in excess of the pivotal
movement of said spindles.

8. In corol>inatlon with a wherle<l propelling vehicle, a
trailer connected thereto by a vertical pivot and supported
at one end thereby, a supporting axle carried by said
trailer adjacent Its opposite end, wheel supporting spin-
dles carried by said axle and connected thereto by a ver-
tical pivot, a rod pivotally connecting said spindles, a
lever arm carrle<l by one of said spindles, a steering rod
pivotally connected at one end to said propelling vehicle
at a point to one side of the pivotal connection of said
propelling yebicle and trailer and yleldably connected at
Its opposite end to said lever arm.

4. In combination with a wheeled propelling vehicle, a
trailer connected thereto by a vertical pivot and sup-
ported at one end thereby, a supporting axle carried by
said trailer adjacent its opposite end. wheel supporting
plDdles carried by said axle and connected thereto by a
vertical pivot, a rod pivotally connecting said spindles,
a lever arm carried by one of said spindles, means for
limiting the movement of said arm, a steering rod pivot-
ally connected at one end to said propelling vehicle at a
point to one side of the pivotal connection of said propel-
ling vehicle and trailer, a tubular member pivotally con-
nected to said lever arm and in which said steering rod is

slldably mounted, and spring tension means carried by
mM rod on each side of said sleeve and contacting there-
with.

6. In combination with a wheeled propelling vehicle, a
trailer pivotally connected thereto and supported vt one
end thereby, a pair of wheels for supporting the other end
of said trailer and capable of simultaneous pivotal move-
meat on a vertical axis, means for limiting the pivotal
morement of said wheels, a steering connection extended
from said propelling vehicle and cooperating with said
wheels to cause the same to pivot within the confines of
said limiting means and to track in the path of the wheels
of said propelling vehicle, and means cooperating with
said steering connection for permitting a movement there-
of after the pivotal movement of said wheels has been
arrested.

1.226,961. INTERRTEERINO CONNECTION FOR FLEX-
IBLE VEHICLES. RoLLia B. Fagbol. Oakland. Cal.
Filed May 8. 1916. Serial No. 95.182. (Cl. 21—90.)
1, A vehicle comprising a motor member having steer-

ing and supporting wheels and a trailer member having
a single pair of supporting wheels adjacent one end there-
of, the other end projecting over the motor member, means
for connecting said vehicle members including a guide ex-
tending transversely of the motor memtter, a pivotal con-
nection carried by the trailer member and cooperating
with said rntde. and cooperating devices carried by the
motor and trailer members for causing a transverse move-

ment of the forward end of the trailer member over the
motor member when said vehicle members are traveling in
a curved path.

2. A vehicle comprising a motor member having steer-
ing and supporting wheels and a trailer member having
a single jwir of supporting wheels adjacent one end there-
of, the other end projecting over the motor member, means
for connecting said vehicle members and permitting trans-
verse and longitudinal movement of the overlapping por-
tions of the two vehicle members, and cooperating devices
carried by the motor and trailer members for causing a
transverse and longitudinal movement of the overlapping
portions of the two vehicle members when said vehicle
members are traveling In a curved path.

3. A vehicle comprising a motor member having steer-
ing and supporting wheels and a trailer member having
a single pair of supporting wheels adjacent one end there-
of the other end projecting over the motor member, a
guide carried by each of said overlapping portions of the
two vehicle members, said guides arranged at substan-
tially right angles to each other, a block slldably mounted
In each of said guides, a pivotal connection between said
blocks, spring tension means cooperating with one of said
blocks, and cooperating devices carried by the motor and
trailer members for causing a transverse and longitndinal
movement of the overlapping portions of the two vehicle
memt>ers when the same are traveling in a curved path.

4. A vehicle comprising a motor member having steer-
ing and supporting wheels and a trailer member having
a single pair of supporting wheels adjacent one end there-
of and the other end projecting over the motor member,
a pivoted connection between the overlapping portions of
the two vehicle members, said connection permitting of a
transverse and longitudinal movement of the overlapping
portions of the two vehicle members, a pair of traction
levers carried $y the motor member, a pair of shoes carried
by the trailer member and with which said levers coop-
erate for causing a transverse and longitudinal movement
of the overlapping portions of the two vehicle members
when the same are traveling in a curved path, and spring
tension means for drawing said motor and trailer members
together.

5. A vehicle comprising a motor member having steer-
ing and supporting wheels and a trailer member haring
a single pair of supporting wheels adjacent one end there-
of the other end projecting over the motor member, a
guide carried by each of said overlapping portions of the
two vehicle members, said guides arranged at substantially
right angles to each other, a block slldably mounted la
each of said guides, a pivotal connection between said
blocks, spring tension means cooperating with one of said
blocks, cooperating devices carried by the motor aad
trailer members for causing a transverse and longitudinal
movement of the overlapping portions of the two Tehlck
members when the same are traveling in a curved path,
and spring tension means for drawing said motor nyd
trailer members together.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.226.962. FLEXIBLE ROAD-TRAIN. Rou.ia B. Fa*
eaoL. Oakland. Cal. Filed July 25, 1916. Serial No.
111,166. (a. 21—187.)
1. In a road train comprising a tractor vehicle and a

plurality of trailer vehicles, a fixed tongue extending for-
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wardljr from each trailer vehicle, a coupling member flexi-

bly connected to said tongue and adapted for separable
connection with the preo«*dlng vehttle, a transversely dis-

poned Urm flxed to and extending horizontally from said
coupling member, said arm being adapted to be moved into
a vertical position to support the forward end of said

tongue and said coupling member when detached from the
preceding vehicle, and means for automatically steering
each trailer vehicle to cause It to track in the path of the
preceding vehicle.

2. In a road train comprising a tractor vehicle and a
plurality of trailer vehicles, a flxe«i tongue extending for-

wardly from each trailer vehicle, a coupling member ro-

tatably and plvotally connected with said tongue and
adapted for separable connection with the preceding ve-

hicle, a transversely disposed arm fixed to and extending
horlsontally from said coupling member, said arm being
adapted to be moved into a vertical position to support
the forward end of said tongue and said coupling member
when detached from the preceding vehicle, locking means
for retaining said arm in said vertical position, and means
for automatically steering each trailer vehicle to cause it

to track in the path of the preceding vehicle.

3. In a road train comprising a tractor vehicle and a
plurality of trailer vehicles, each trailer vehicle having
an axle, a steering spindle plvotally connected with each
end of said axle, a supporting wheel mounted upon each
steering spindle, a forwardly extending tongue fixed to
aid trailer vehicle, a coupling member rotatably and plv-

otally connected with said tongue and adapted for sep-

arable connection with the preceding vehicle, a trans-
versely disposed arm fixed to and extending horlsontally
from said coupling member, said arm being adapted to be
moved into a vertical position to support the forward end
of said tongue and said coupling member when detached
from the preceding vehicle, and a system of steering rods
and levers connecting said transverse arm with said steer-
ing spindles to steer the trailer vehicle in the track of the
preceding vehicle.

4. In a road train comprising a tractor vehicle and a
plurality of trailer vehicles, a socket member carried by
each vehicle, a coupling member adapted for separable con-
nection with said socket member, locking means for re-

taining said coupling memt)er within said socket member,
a forwardly extending tongue fixed to each trailer vehicle,

the forward end of said tongue having universal pivotal
connection with said coupling member, a transversely dis-

posed arri flxed to and extending horizontally from said
coupling member, said arm being adapted to be moved Into

a vertical position to support the forward end of said
tongue and said coupling member when detached from
said socket member, and means for automatically steering
each trailer vehicle to cause it to follow In the track of
the preceding vehicle.

5. In a road train comprising a tractor vehicle and a
pltirallty of trailer vehicles, each trailer vehicle having
an axle and a pair of supporting wheels mounted thereon,

said wheels being capable of swinging movement in a
horliontal plane relative to the vehicle, a socket member
carried by each vehicle, a coupling member adapted for

separable connection with said socket member, means for

retaining said coupling member within said socket mem-
ber, a forwardly extending tongue fixed to each trailer

rehicle and having universal pivotal connection with said

coupling member, a transversely disposed arm fixed to

and extending horizontally from said coupling member,
said arm being adapted to be moved into a vertical posi-

tion to support the forward end of said tongue and said

coupling member when detached from said socket member,
and a steering rod extending rearwardly from said trans-

verse arm and connected with the wheels of said trailer
vehicle to steer the same in the track of the precedlnf
vehicle.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.226.963. SEWING-MACHINE. Albibt F. Finau>.
Newark. N. J., assignor to The Singer Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May 81,
1916. Serial No. 100^04. (CI. 112—32.)

1. A button-sewing machine comprising, In combination,
a reciprocating needle, a work-holder, means for producing
Jogging movements of said work-holder laterally of said
needle, said means including an actuating element and a
follower normally actuated by said actuating element, a
stationary stop, and metins for shifting said follower oat
of engagement with said actuating element and Into en-
gagement with said stop.

2. A button-sewing machine, comprising. In combina-
tion, a reciprocating needle, a work-holder, means for pro-
ducing Jofslng qovements of said work-bolder laterally
of said needle, said means including an actuating element
and a follower normally actuated by said actuating ele-

ment, a stationary stop, and means for shifting said fol-

lower out of engagement with said actuating element and
into engagement with said stop in a direction transverse
to its normal direction of movement as produced by said
actuating element.

3. A button-sewing machine comprising, in combination,
a reciprocating needle, a work-holder, means for Jogging
the work-bolder, said means comprising independently
acting mechanisms operating on the work-holder In mo-
tually transverse directions, one of said mechanisms
including an actuating element, a follower normally mored
to-and-fro by said actuating element, and means for
shifting said follower Into or out of engagement with said
actuating element.

4. A button-sewing machine comprising, in combina-
tion, a reciprocating needle, a work-holder, means for
Jogging the work-holder, said means comprising inde-
pendently acting mechanisms operating on the work-
holder in mutoally transverse directions, one of said
mechanisms Including an actuating element, a follower
normally moved to-and-fro by salil actuating element, a
stationary stop, and means for shifting said follower oat
of engagement with said actuating element and Into en-
fnigement with said stop.

5. Work-holder mechanism for sewing machines, com-
prising, in combination, a work-bolder, means for jog-
ging the work-holder, said means comprising independ-
ently acting mechanisms operating on the work-holder in

mutually transverse directions, one of said mechanisms
Including an actuating cam. a cam-follower normally
moved to-and-fro by said actuating cam, and means for
shifting said follower Into or out of engagement with said
actuating cam.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.226.964. GA8-HEATER. WtLLiiti C. Fiscnaa. New
York, N. T.. assignor to The Compound Heater Mfg.
Company, Inc., a Corporation of New Tork. Piled Jan.
19. 1916. Serial No. 72.902. (H. 126—248.)
1. A gas heater comprising a perforated heat radiating

chamber, a fan freely suspended in said chamber from an
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overhead support and adapted to be rotated by the ascend-
ing currents of heated air and thereby throw the heated
air against the walls of said chamber and through the per-
forations thereof, a perforated dome-shaped radiating
plate supported above said chamber and a flaring skirt
depending from said chamber to collect the heated cur-
rents of air and direct them to said fan.
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by long iteps. and the other to more the wheels rear

wardly by short steps.

4. A switch for aatomattc telephone exchange* com
prising a base having a stationarr portion and a rela-

tively niorable part thereon, a bank of circularly-arranged

terminal contacts mounted on the stationary part, and a

concentrically mounted element on the movable part of

tke base and codperating with the contactfi. means for

operating said element in long steps and separate means

for operating said elements In relatively Bhorter steps,

electromagnetic devices for controlling the respective

stepping means, said stepping means being supported on

the movable part of said base.

5. In a switching mechanism, a plurality of terminal con-

tacts arranged In an arc shaped row and an underlying

base or support provided with parallel ways, a base plate

detachably connected to the support and fitted in said

ways, a revoluble element joumaled on the plate to co-

operate with said contacts and mechanism for operating

said element comprising two sets of stepping devices, one

for long and one for short steps which mechanism is also

carried on the movable plate.

[Claims 6 to 14 not ^^lnted In the Gazette.]

1,228,967. DRIVE GEAR FOR DEEP-WELL PUMPS.
ALBiBT A. Orobsarth. Chicago. 111. FUe<i Mar. 17.

1915. Serial No. 16,015. (CI. 10»—82.)

1. A drive gear for pumps comprising a ro<klng member
having a wrist pin and operatively connected with and
adapted to impart reciprocal movement to the piston rod,

a rotatable crank, a connecting rod connecting said crank

and wrist pin, fbe axis of rotation of said crank and the

axis of oscillation of said rocking member relatively dis-

posed to cause the vertical plane of the crank-pin and the

vertical plane of the wrist pin to move simultaneously

away from each other during the down-stroke of said

rocking member, and to move simultaneously toward each

other during a part of the op-stroke thereof and to

move simultaneously in the same direction during a por-

tioii of said up-stroke. whereby a constant variation in

relative speed of movement of the crank-pin and rocking

member throughout the greater portion of each revolution

of the crank-pin is attained.

2. A drive goar for pumps comprising a rocking member
having a wrist pin and operatively connected with and
adapted to impart reciprocal movement to the piston rod.

a rotatable crank, a connecting rod connecting said crank

and wrist pin. the axis of rotation of said crank and the

axis of oscillation of said rocking member relatively dis-

posed to cause the vertical plane of the crank-pia and

the vertical plane of the wrist pin to move simultaneously

away from each other during the down-stroke of aald

rocking member, and to move sinnltaneoasly toward each

other during a part of the up-stroke thereof and to move
slmultaneou.'sly in the samf dlr> tn-n during s portion of

said up-iitrokf. whereby a constant \arlat1on In relative

vpe<Hl of movement of th*" crank pin and rocking member
throoKbout the greater portion of each revolution of the

crank pin is attalne<l and whereby the relative speeds of

moveiiH>nt <>f tli'- rrankpln and wrist are practically

Identlral through an appreciable arc of movement of said

crank pin.

3. A drive gear for pumps comprising a rocking memt>er

having a wrist pin and operatively 'onnect-Hl with and
adaptf-d to Impart reclprooal movement to the piston rod,

a rotatable crank, a connecting rod connt^ctln? said crank

and wrist pin, the axis of rotation of said crank and the

axis of oscillation of said rock'ng member relatively dis-

posed to cause the vertl<-al plane of the crank pin and the

vertical plane of the wrist pin to move simultaneously

away from each other during the down-stroke of said

rocking member, and to move simultaneously toward each

oth^r during a part of the upstroke thereof and to moT*
simultaneously In the same direction during a portion of

said upstroke, whereby a constant variation in relative

speed of movement of the crank pin and rocking member
throughout the greater portion of each revolution of the

crank-pin is attained and whereby the relative speeds of

movement of the crank pin and wrist are practically

identical through an arc of substantially ninety degree*

in the movement of salri crank pin.

4. A drive gear for pumps including an oscillating sec-

tor, a rotatable crank-pin, a connection Interposed there-

between, and connection between the sector and a piston

rod to be reciprocated thereby, whereby the latter Is re-

ciprocated In A plane through which the face of said sec-

tor oscillates, the axis of rotation of said crank pin lying

In a vertical plane between the similar parallel planei^ of

the axis o{ oscillailon of the sector and pivotal connection

between the latter and said connecting rod whereby dur-

ing one part of the rotation of the crank pin, the latter

and the pivotal r-onnectlon of the sector with the connect-

ing rod will move simultaneously laterally away from

the piston rod and will thereafter move simultaneously

In respectively opposite directions relatively to said pis-

ton rod. to vary the relative speeds of travel of said pis-

ton rod in opposite dirertlonH through two successivt

equal arcs of movement of said crank-pin.

5. A drive gear for pumps Including an oscillating Me-
tor, a rotatable crank pin. a oonneotloD Interposed there-

between, and connection between the sector and a piston

rod to be reciprocated thereby, whereby the latter is re-

ciprocated In a plane through which the face of said sec-

tor oscillates, the axis of rotation of said crank pin dis-

posed relatively to the axis of oscillation of said sector

and the pivotal axis of the connection between the latter

and said connecting rod to cause the last-named axis to

de»crll>e an arc of appreciably different length than the

diameter of the circle described by said rrank-pln.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,968. WALL BRACKET FOR SUPPORTING FIRE-
ilXTINGUISHERS. David S. GtENTHEB, Dayton, Ohio.

Filed May 4, 1916. Serial No. 95,309. (CI. 248—20.)

1. A bracket for the purpose specified, comprising a

back plate having a cup-shaped supporting part at one

end adapted to receive the lower end of a hand Are ex-

tinguisher, a two-part clamp on the upper part of said

plate one member of which is hinged, a bolt one end of

which terminates in a cross pin and the other end In a

handle, the cross arm being adapted to lock the clamp

and to release it, and a spring on said bolt controlling

the clamp when la a locked position.

2. A bracket, comprising a back plate having a sup-

porting cup on its lower end and an arm extending from

Its upper end, a clamp consisting of two members one

member being fixed to the npper part of said bracket and

the other member being hinge<l to the fixed member, said

elamp merot>ers having their free ends extended parallel

with each other and provided with registering apertures.

one of said clamp members having a transverse surface
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recess crossing the aperture therein, and a spring-pressed

T-bolt penetrating the apertures in said clamp extensions

and coOpcratln? ^^^^ ^^^ apertures and recess therein In

ecuring laid clamp members and In releasing them.

1,220,969. FRAME FOR GRINDSTONES. OsoROS O.

GiT, Batavla, III., assignor to Aurora Door Ranger k
Specialty Company, Aurora, 111., a Corporation of 1111-

noU. Filed Sept. 26. 1914. Serial No. 863.613. (CI.

Bl—7.)

1. In a collapsible grindstone-frame, the combination

with a pair of side pieces each comprising a horizontal

top and two legs, of a pair of crossed brace pieces at

each end forming the only connections between the legs

of the side pieces pivoted to each other and each de-

tachably secured at one end to one of the side pieces and

forming the only connections between the legs of the two

side pieces, and detachable connections between the tops

of said side pieces, which when detached, permit the side

pieces being collapsed toward each other without chang-

ing their shape.

2. In a collapsible grindstone-frame, the combination

with a pair of side pieces eaeh comprising a horizontal top

and two legs, of a pair of detachable brace pieces at each

end, and detachable connections between the tops of the

side pieces, which when detached, permit the sld* pieces

being collapsed toward each other without changing their

shape, said detachable connections including a detachable

eat.
8^ In a collapsible grindstone-frame, the combination

with a pair of side pieces, of a pair of detachable brace

pieces at each end, and detachable connections between

the tops of the side pieces, said detachable connections

including a detachable seat, consisting of a piece of sheet

metal having tongues struck downward therefrom, and
brackets permanently secured to the side pieces with

which the tongues cooperate.

4. In a collapsible grindstone-frame, the combination

with a pair of side pieces each comprising a horlxontal

top and two legs, of a pair of detachable brace pieces at

each end forming the only connections between the legs

of the side pieces, and detachable connections between the

tops of the side pieces which when detached, permit the

side pieces being collapsed toward each other without

changing their shape, said detachable connections In-

cluding an axle for the stone, extensions of said axle,

bearings In the side pieces through which the extension*

pass and in which they are permanently held, and a bolt

for securing said extensions to the axle.

5. In a collapsible grindstone-frame, the combination
with a pair of side pieces, of a pair of detachable brace

pieces at' each end, and detachable connections between

the tops of the side pieces, said detachable connection*

including a brace detachably connected at one end to the

top of one side, and a splashboard having a tongue struck

up therefrom cooperating with the brace to detachably

secure the board thereto.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226.970. COMBINED TYPE WRITING AND COMPUT-
ING MACHINE. Haxs Hanson, Hartford. Conn., as-

signor, by metsne asslgnnioDts, to Underwood Computing
Machine Company, New York, N, Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed Sept. 25, 1912. Serial No, 722,223.

(CL 235—59.)

1. In a computing machine, the combination with a

series of jacks and denominational selecting rods oper-

ated thereby, of a frame In which said Jacks are pivoted,

guides on the end of the frame for said rods, and a comb
forming guides for said Jacks adjacent said rod guides.

2. The combination with a series of Jacks pivoully

mounted to vibrate about an axU, of means for vibrating

said Jacks, and guiding means engaging the ends of said

Jacks which are engaged by said vibrating means adapted

to confine the movement of said Jacks to their normal

direction of vibration about their axis.

3. The combination with a series of Jacks pivotally

mounted to vibrate about an axis, of means for vibrating

said Jacks, a series of rods, one for each of said Jacka, said

Jacks contacting freely with their accordant rods, guiding

means for said rods, guiding means for said Jacka to hold

them to their planes of vibration, and guiding means for

the ends of said Jacks contacting with said rods, said last-

mentioned guiding means corresponding with the guiding

means for said rods so as to maintain said Jacks in reg-

ister with said rods.

4. The combination with a series of pivotally-mounted

Jacks adapted to vibrate about a common axis, of

means to vibrate said Jacks, a series of rods arranged

to be actuated by said Jacks, there being one of said

rods for each of said Jacka, said rods and said Jack*

contacting freely, guiding means engaging the ends of

said Jacks which are engaged by said vibrating means so

as to hold said Jacks against movement transverse to the

plsne of vibration of said Jacks by said vibrating mean*
when said vibrating means engages said Jacks, guiding
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means for said rods, and Riding means for the ends of
said jacks engaging said rods, said last-mentioned guiding
means and the gniding means for said rods being dentated
aad corresponding one with the other, so that the ends
of said jacks contacting with said rods will always be
maintained In register with said rods.

5. The combination with a series of piTotally-moanted
jacks adapted to vibrate about a common axis, of means
to vibrate said jacks, a series of rods arranged to be
actuated by said jacks, there being one of said rods for
each of said jacks, said rods and said jacks contacting
freely, guiding means engaging the ends of said jacks
which are engaged by said vibrating means so as to hold
said jacks against movement transverse to the plane of
vibration of said jacks by said vibrating meataa when
said vibrating means engages said jacks, guiding means
for said rods, gniding means for the ends of said jacks
engaging said rods, said last-mentioned guiding means
and the guiding means for said rods being dentated and
corresponding one with the other so that the ends of
said jacks contacting with said rods will always be main-
tained Ln register with said rods, and means for limiting
the pivotal movements of said jacks.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226,971. COMBINED STARTING AND IGNITION
SWITCHING DEVICE AND CIRCUITS THEREFOR.
William J. Hart, Mount Vernon, N. T., assignor to

Splitdorf Electrical Company, Newark. X. J. Filed
July 21. 1914. Serial No. 852,209. (CI. 123—148.)

1. In a device of the cha.racter described, the combina-
tion of a battery, a starting motor, a switch for connect-
ing said battery to said motor, a magneto having a circuit

breaker and circuits therefor, said magneto operating
said circuit breaker in one of said circuits when said

switch connects battery to the startini; motor and operat-

ing said circuit breaker in another circuit when said
switch Is in its normal position.

2. In combination, a starter circuit, a battery circuit

and a magneto circuit, a switch member manually mov-
able in one direction to close the starter circuit and auto-
matically movable in the opposite direction to break
such circuit, other switch members manually movable to

break the matmeto circuit and close the battery circuit

and automatically operable to break the battery circuit

and to close the magneto circuit, the battery circuit clos-

ing movements of said other members l>eing dependent
on starter circuit closing movements of said first switch
member.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a battery, a starting motor, a switching mecha-
nism connecting Raid battery to said motor and a housing
for said mechanism, a magneto, an Induction coil, circuits

for both magneto and induction coll, said circuits being
controlled within said housing by said motor switching
mechaniim, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a battery, a starting motor, a switch for dosing
the circuit of the battery to said motor, a magneto, an
induction coil, said switch also closing the circuit of

battery to the induction coll, at the same time that it

closes the starting motor drcnlt, said awitcb alao at thla
time opening the magneto circuit, means for retarning tha
switch to its normal position, thereby opening the bat-
tery circuit to the motor and induction coll and closing
the magneto drcult, substantially as and for the purpose
described.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a battery, a starting motor, means for closing the
circuit of the battery to said motor, ignition apparatus
and circuits ther«for, means carried by said first means
for controlling the said ignition circuits, whereby an
operative ignition circuit is closed, when said first men-
tioned means Is In Its normal position, substantially aa
and for the purpose described.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.226,972. AUXILIARY STARTING DEVICE FOR IN-
TERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES. William J.
Habt, Mount Vernon. N. T., assignor to Splitdorf Elec-
trical Company. Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Jan. 27, 1915. Serial No. 4,634. (CI.
123—179.)

1. In combination, an internal combustion engine bar-
ing an Intake manifold, a carbureter, a pipe leading from
the carbureter to said manifold, a source of fuel connected
to said carbureter, nn auxiliary pipe extending from the
fuel supply to said manifold, a starting switch, and
'means operated by the operation of said starting switch
for drawing fuel through said auxiliary pipe and mixing
It with air adjacent to the point where said pipe enters
said manifold.

2. In combination, an Internal combustion engine hav-
ing an intake manifold, a carbureter connected to said
manifold and regularly feeding fuel thereto, a switch for
starting the engine, an air compressor operated by said
switch, said air compressor having a direct connection
with said manifold, and an auxiliary connection between
said carbureter and manifold, whereby when said switch
is actuate<i air Is forced from said compresnor and fnel

Is drawn through said auxiliary connection to mix with
each other and enter said manifold.

3. In combination, an internal combustion engine, a
carbureter having a main connection thereto, a switch
for starting said engine, an air compressor operated by
said switch, a pipe leading from said air compressor to
said enidne and an auxiliary pipe leading from said
carbureter Into the first mentioned pipe at a point near
where said pipe enters said engine.

4. In combination, an internal combustion engine, hav-
ing an Intake manifold, a carbureter connected to said
manifold and to a source of fuel supply, a switch for

operating electrical drcuita for starting said engine, an
air compressor operated by said switch, a pipe leading
from said air compressor to said manifold and an aux-
iliary pipe leading from the fuel supply into the first

mentioned pipe near said manifold.

5. In combination, an internal combustion engine, hav-
ing an Intake manifold, a carbureter regularly feeding

i
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fuel to said engine manifold, a switch having a push rod
for controlling the electrical drcults used in starting
said motor, an air compression chamber attached to said
switch, a piston within said chamber and mounted on the
end of said push rod, an air pipe extending from said
ch.imber to said manifold and an auxiliary pipe in shunt
to said carbureter terminating in the first mentioned pipe
near said manifold for the puriKwe described.

1.226,978. ROTARY HOOK SEWING-MACHINE. Mab-
Tix Hemlcb, Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to The Singer
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of New Jer-
sey. Filed Aug. 21, 1914. Serial No. 857,811. (CI.
112—22.)

'^
1. A sewing machine loop-taker comprising a rotary

loop-seltlng member, a thread-case formed with a thread-
cavity and journale<l in said member in which It is re-

strained from rotary movement, and a bobbin-ejector sus-
tained by said loop-seising meml>er independently of the
thread-case and adapted to enter said thread -cavity.

2. A sewing machine loop-taker comprising a cup-
•haped loop-seising member, a thread-case formed with a
thread-cavity and journaled in said member in which it

Is reatrained from rotary movement, and a bobbin -ejector
comprising an angle-lever journaled In the rim of the
loop-seizing memt>er and having a radially extending
arm adapted to enter aald thread-cavity.

S. A sewing machine loop-taker comprising a cup-
ahaped loop seizing member formed at one side with a
radial slot passing through Its wall, a thread-case formed
with a thread-cavity and journaled in said member In
which It Is restrained from rotary movement, a fulcrum-
pin extending acroas said slot of the loop-seizing member,
a bobbin -ejector comprising an angle-lever formed at the
e<lgc» with spaced parallel ears entered by said fulcrum-
pin and having one arm extended radially and adapted
to enter the thread-cavity and another arm disposed
mainly exterior to the loop seizing member and provided
with a finger piece, and a spring surrounding said ful-

rrum pin Intermediate said earii of the bobbin-ejecting
angle-lever and connected at opposite ends respectively
with the latter and the loop-seizing member.

4. A sewing machine loop-taker mechanism comprising
a ilriving shaft, a rotary loop-seizing member mounted on
said shaft, a thread-case formed with a thread-cavity
and journaled in said member In which it is restrained
from rotary movement, and a bobbin ejector sustained by
aald loop seizing member independently of the thread-
case an dadapted to enter said thread cavity.

1.226.07-I. CUT-OUT FOR GAS-ENGINES. AnonsT H.
Jahs, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed June 6, 1916. Serial No.
101.897. <C\. 137—26.)

In a cut out for Interna] combustion engines, the com-
bination of an exhaust-pipe and mufller, said exhaust-
pipe having an elliptical-shaped opening formed therein
Intermediate the muffler and the <>nglne, a valve-body
adapted to be scured to sail pipe, a valve-opening formed
in said body in register with said first opening and hav-
ing a valve-seat substantially fiush with the exterior of
said pipe, a fiap valve carried by said valve-body, said
valve being so disposed as to form a bottom wall sub-
stantially flush with the Interior of said pipe above said
valve-opening when In engagement with said seat, and

adapted when raised to seat against the edges of the
said first-mentioned opening and the Interior of the

exhaust pipe to entirely close off communication to the
muffler.

1.226,975. DRAFT-EQUALIZER. PiTta O. Kartrcdi,
Luverne, Minn. Filed Sept. 18, 1916. Serial No.
120,746. (CU 97—4.)

^-jT^-^

4. The combination with a plow incladlng a supporting
frame and a trailer wheel and its frame, of an equalizing
appliance including a bar adapted to be coupled to the
supporting frame at its forward portion and to which the
drawing force is adapted to be applied, a lever device
formed of coacting members having laterally directed ter-
minals and adjustably coupled to each other by the same,
an evener device pivoted Intermediate its ends to one of
said coacting members, means for coupling said evener de-
vice at one end to said bar, means for coupling said
evener device at the other end to the plow frame near Ita
rear portion, and means for coupling the lever derlc* to
the trailer wheel frame.

[Claims 1 to 3 and 5 to 8 not printed in the GaMtte.]

1.226.976. ASH SIFTING APPARATUS. Htman Kop-
PBL, Boston, Mass. Filed Nov. 11, 1916. Serial No.
130,923. (CI. 83—60.)

1. An ash sifting apparatus comprising a casing, a
drum-like sieve rotatably mounted in the casing with ita
axis disposed approximately horizontally, one peripheral
side of the sieve having an opning for transferring ashea
to and from the sieve, guides dlsposetl longitudinally of
the drum on opposite sides of the opening, a cover for aald
opening slldably mounted in the longitudinal guides, and
a dpor In one end of the casing, the door being in allne-
ment with the guides when the opening side of the slev*
is approximately in uppermost position with respect to
said horizontal axis so that said cover may be inserted or
removed through the doorway without disturbing the con-
tents of the sieve.

3. An ash sifting apparatus comprising; a casing, a ro-
tary drum-like sieve journaled In the casing having a re-
movable sedlon. a door In the upper part of one end wall
of the casing, a split bearing for one end of the sieve, one
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ectloo of the t>earlQg being In the lower edge of the door
aad the other section In the upper edge of the adjacent
wall, and cooperating means on the door and wall for aa-
tomatlcally locking and unlocking the two aections of the
bearing to and from each other when the door is doMd
and opened respectively so that when the door is doaed
the two sections of the bearing are rigidly secured to-

gether.
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listen la, and mecbanlain responding to the act of recto-
terlng a call for adjDsting said means to listen out.

2. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with a calling line. adJusUble means for llstenlng-ln and
Ustenlng-out. a call register, controlling apparatus for
said register operable when said means Is adjusted to
listen In, and apparatus responding to the act of regis-
tering a call for adjusting said means to listen out for
rendering said controlling apparatus ineffective a second
time for that call.

3. In a telephone exchange s.Tstem. the combination
with a calling line, an operators llstenlng-ln and listen
ing-out switch, call register controlling mechanism oper-
able when the operator has listened In and thereafter
until the call Is registered, and means responding to the
act of registering a call for adjusting said switch to
lUten out If the operator Is at the moment listening In
and for rendering said register controlling mechanUm In-
effective a second time for that call.

4. In a telephone exchange sjstem. calling line an-
swering means, an operators sequence switch having a
plurality of resting positions, means for advancing said
switch to a listening in position when the operator an
Bwers a call, call registering mechanism operable when
said switch Is In said listening in position, and means re-
sponding to the act of registering a call for advancing
aald switch to a position wherein the said registering
mechanism is ineffective.

5. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with calling lines, an operator's telephone and call regis-
tering mechanism, of a sequence switch adapted to con-
trol the connection and disconnection of said telephone
with* said lines, said sequence switch having a listening
In, a first listening-out. call registering, and a second
Ustenlng-out position, means for advanclns; said sequence
switch out of said llstenlng-ln position and said listening
out position and for operating said call registering mech
anlsm when It reaches said call registering position, and
means for advancing said sequence switch to said second
listenlng-oQt position and for rendering said call register-
ing mechanism ineffective therein.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.226.982. ADJUSTABLE INTERRUPTER FOR IGNI-
TION-DYNAMOS. Cahl Thomas Maso.v. Newark.
N. J., assignor to Splltdorf Electrical Company. New-
ark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May
16, 1918. SerUl No. 97.817. (CI. 12S—166.)
1. An electric generator including a rotor, a set of pole

pieces adjacent thereto, a member connected to said pol^
pieces, and interrupter mechanism including contact points
adjustably secured to said member.

2. An electric generator including a rotor, a set of pole
pieces adjacent said rotor, a member connected to aald
pole pieces and forming a bearing support, and inter-
rupter mechanism Including contact points adjustably ae-
enred to said member.

a. Aa electric generator including a rotor, a set of i>ole
>*•«•• *djacent said rotor, a member connected to said
pole places and forming a bearing support baring a lat-

erally extending portion. Interrupter mechanism, and a
support for said mechanism adJnsUbly secured to the
laterally extending portion of said member, subsUntiaUy
as described.

4-

t^

4. An electric generator Including a rotor, a bearing
support therefor having an annular extension, Interrupter
mechanism, a support therefor adjustably secured to said
extension, and means for locking said interrupter mecha-
nism support in place.

5. An electric generator including a rotor, a set of pol«
pieces angularly adJusUble with relation to aald rotor,
a member connected to aald pole pieces and movable there-
with, and Interrupter mechanism adjustably secured to
said member.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Ctaactte.]

1,226.983. PROCB88 OF DIGESTING AND CONCEN-
TRATING PROTEIN IN ANY FORM BY DISSOLVING
IT IN GRAPE JUICE. EcDO Mokti. Turin, lUly.
Original application flled Mar. 6, 1914, SerUl No.
822.763. Divided and this application filed May 26
1915. Serial No. 30.649. (CI. 99—11.)
1. A process of digesting and concentrating protein as

occurring In egg. milk, blood, meat and the like, consist-
ing in first dissolving the protein, in juice from berries,
such as grapes and the like, at a temperature between 36*
and 40° C. and thereupon concentrating the product.

2. A process of digesting and concentrating protein as
occurring In egg. milk, blood, meat and the like, conslstlag
in first dissolving the protein, in Juice from berries, such
as grapes and the like, and thereupon concentrating the
product while keeping it at lukewarm temperature.

3. A process of digesting and concentrating protein as
occurring In egg. milk, blood, meat and the like, consisting
In first dissolving the protein, in Juice from berries, such
as grapes and the like, and thereupon concentrating tb«
product while keeping it at lukewarm temperature until
It contains no more than one-third of its weight of
moisture.

4. .\ process of digesting and concentrating protein as
occurring Inr egg. milk, blood, meat and the like, consisting
in first dissolving under continuous stirring the protein,
in Juice from berries, such as grapes and the like at a
temperattire between 85* and 40* C, and thereupon con-
centrating the product while keeping It at lukewarm tem-
perature until It contains no more than one-third of Ita
weight of moisture.

1.226.984. RUBBER COVERED ROLLER. Jabu Mo»-
K»TT. Pendleton, Manchester, England. Filed Oct. 18
1916. Serial No. 126.396. (CL 91—67.8.)
1. A rubber covered roller having a meUI core with end

collars and Journals and rubber tubing wrapped spirally
around the metal core between the end collars, covered
with a wrapping of canvas and an outer rubber envelop.
means for inflating the rubber tubing, and means for ae-
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curlDff the wrapping of canvas to each end collar consist-
ing of the end collar a formed with a Uper surface and
reduced screwed extension, a shell j with corresponding
Internal taper and an Internal oppoaitely arranged taper,
a ring k to screw upon the collar a and formed with a
Uper surface the cgnvas being clamped between the two
oppositely arranged tapered surfaces provided by the end
collar, shell, and ring substantially as described.

2. In a rubber covered roller having rubber tubing
wrapped spirally around a metal core the means for pre-
venting the coils of tubing from creeping longitudinally
consisting of an Inserted copper or like wire m which
binds the tubing securely upon the metal core substan-
tially as described.

1,226,986. FLYING-MACHINE. Gbobgs Fbancis Mtehs,
Columbus. Ohio. Flled Sept. 20, 1905. Serial No
279,281. (Cl. 244—16.)

2. A flying machine comprising a car. an aeroplane nor-
mally Inclined to the horlsonUI. a plurality of stabilizers
mounted one on each side of the said car and normally
out of action, means for placing the said stabilisers In
action, and direct connecUons comprising a cord between
the said stabilisers whereby the same may be operated
simultaneously.

10. A flying machine comprising a car. an inclined
aeroplane with a subsUntlally free periphery extending
on each side of the aald car to a width at least equal to
the depth of the said aeroplane and having its forward
portion atUched near to the forward portion of the said
car and the retreating aides thereof having a snbsUn
tlally unobstructed space between the same into which
the aald car extends, a motor, a propeller mounted on
the aald motor, and a device for raising one side of the
machine more than the other mounted on an ails near
the edges of the said aeroplane and having substantially
all of lu surface on one of its sides active when pre-
sented to the Impinging air from all directions one on
each side of the said car.

30. An aeronautical vehicle having, means for accom-
modating an operator, an aeroplane normally inclined
to the horliontal and extending on each side of the horl-
tontal center line of the vehicle, a second aeroplane also
extending on each side of the said center line with Its
dvaucing edge forward of the advancing edge of the
aid first mentioned aeroplane, openly spaced uprights
rigidly connecting the same, means for raising one bide
of the machine more than the other mounted so as to re-
ceiving the Impinging air on substantially the whole of
one of ita surfaces when active, means for tilting the
machine front and rear, means for turning the machine
to the right and left, and means for operatiog all of the
above mentioned meana.

[naims 1, 3 to 9. and 11 to 29 not printed in the
Gasette.]

1.226,986. RACKBT-PRB88. CHAmMS M. Nmb and
CHAUAa T. Thompson, Philadelphia. Pa. Piled Apr
27. 1916. SerUl No. 93.822. (O. 46—24.)

»^

1. In a racket press, the combination of opposed clamp-
ing members; a pin connecting said clamping members
centrally

; means for attaching and deUchlng one end of
said pin to tr from one of said clhmplng members; and
means Interposed between the other end of said pin and
the other of said cUmplng members, whereby thj dis-
tance between the clamping members may be adjusted
and means whereby tension is exerted through said pin
to draw the clamping members together.

2. In a racket press, the <ombluation of clamping
members

;
a pin centrally uniting said clamping membera.

capable of passlnj- through the meth of the racket strinfs

;

means for adjusting said clamping members in relation
to said pin. and a cam lever whereby pressure may be
exerted through said pin to draw said clamping members
together.

8. In a racket presa, clamping members united centrallj
by a pin capable of passing through the mesh of the
racket strings ; a sleeve adjustably set on one end of the
pin

;
a lever pivoted to one clamping member and having

a cam surface engaging said sleeve, whereby pressure
may be exerted by throwing said lever to draw said
clamping members together to an extent determined by
the adjustment of the sleeve on the pin.

1,226,987. IRONING-BOARD. Mahlon P, NiCHOLg,
LeetonU. Ohio. Filed May 13. 1916. Serial No!
97,862. (Cl. 68—10.)

1. In a device of the class described, the c mblnatlon
of a sleeve board, a block hlngedly mounted upon said
sleeve board, said block being adapted to be carried upon
a support for holding aald sleeve board above the support,
a link pivotally mounted upon the rear end of said sleeve
board, said link having lateral extensions at its outer end.
a bridge connecting aald extenaiona, said brtdg* >^r^%
adapted to fit under the support, whereby aald iImt*
board wUl be removably held in a horlaontal plane
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2. In • devlc« of tta« class described. tb« combination

of a sleeve board, a block blngedljr mounted upon said

sleeve board, said block beini; adapted to be carried upon
a support for holding said sleeve board above the support,

a link plvotally mounted upon the rear end of said sleeve

board, said link having lateral extensions at Its outer

end, a bridge colinecting said extensions, said bridge being

adapted to fit under the support, whereby said sleeve

board will be removably held in a horizontal plane, and
means for holding said Mock from accidentally collapsing

when in use.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a sleevf l>oard, a block hingedly mounted upon said

sleeve board, said block being adapted to be carried upon
a support for holding said sleeve board above the support,

a link plvotally mounted upon the rear end of said sleeve

board, said link having lateral extensions at its outer

end. a bridge connecting said extensions, said bridge
being adapted to flt under the support, whereby said sleeve

board will be removably held in a horizontal plane, means
for holding said block from accidentally collapsing, and
means for releasably holding said link from accidentally

disengaging the support, whereby said sleeve board will

bo supporrtMj in a horizontal plane above the support.
4. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a sleeve board, a block hingedly mounted upon said

sleeve board, said block being adapted to be carried upon
a support for holding said sleeve board above the sup-
port, a link pivotally mounted upon the rear end of said

sleeve board, said link having lateral extensions at Its

outer end, a bridge connecting said extensions, said

bridge being adapted to flt under the support, whereby
said sleeve board will be removably held in a horizontal
plane, and a loop plvotally mounted upon said block, said

loop being adapted to bear against the inner portions of

aald link for holding said block in a set-up position,

whereby said sleeve board will be removably held In a hori-
Bontal plane above the support.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a sleeve board, a block hingedly mountec' upon said

leeve board, said block being adapted to be carried upon
a support for holding said sleeve board above the support,
a link plvotally mounted upon the rear end of said sleeve
board, said link having lateral extensions at Its outer
end. a brltlge connecting said extensions, «ald f ridge be-

ing adapted to flt under the support, whereby said sleeve
board will be removably held in a horizontal plane, a loop
plvotally mounted upon said block, said loop being adapted
to hear against the inner portions of said link for holding
said block in a set-up position, and means for holding
said link ffom accidentally disengaging the support,
whereby said sleeve board will be removably held In a hori-
zontal plane above the support.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,226,988. SUPPORTING-FRAME FOR WASHING-MA
CHINES. Habbt L. Ogg, Newton. Iowa, assignor to Au-
tomatic Electric Washer Company, Newton, Iowa. Filed
May 6, 1916. SerUl No. 95,888. (CL 68—35.)

1. In a supporting frame structure of the cla.is de-

scribed, supporting standards, corner pieces mouBted at

the upper ends of tbe standards and each having a bori-

tontal wing and an opstaadtng wing, side and end frame
members disposed and s«>cured at tbelr ends within tbe

angles between tbe said wings of the corner pieces, a

supporting board eztending between the front and rear

members of the top of tbe frame and supported thereby,

and tab securing elements upon the said board and upon
each of tbe said comer pieces.

2. In a supporting frame structure of the class de-

scribed, a corner piece including a horizontally dlsposeil

wing and an upstanding wing, and a socket member pro-

jecting downwardly from tbe underside of the horizontal

wing and designed to receive tbe end of a supporting leg,

tbe upstanding wing being formed at Its upper edge with

an Integral extension bent to extend laterally outwardly
from the plane of tbe wing to form a horizontally disposed
supporting portion and thence bent upwardly to form a
securing ear upstanding from the said supporting portion

and having an opening for the passage of a securing ele-

ment, the said supporting portion occupying substantially

the same plane as tbe upper edge of tbe upstanding wing
of the said corner piece.

3. In a supporting frame structure of the class de-

scribed, a corner piece including relatively angularly ex-

tending portions having Integrally connecteil horizontal

supporting wings and integrally connected upstanding
securing wings each provided with an opening for the

passage of a securing element, a socket member projecting
downwardly from tbe first-mentioned wings at their Junc-
ture and designed to receive the end of a supporting leg,

and an extension Integral with the upper edge of one of

the upstanding wings bent to extend laterally outwardly
from the plane thereof to form a supporting portion par-
allel to and located above tbe plane of tbe corresponding
horizontal wing and thence bent upwardly to form an
upstanding securing ear having an aperture for the pas-

sage of a securing element.

1.226.989. WELl^SINKING APPARATUS. Benjamin
L. Palmkb, Aurora. 111., assignor to The American Well
Works, Aurora, 111., a Cori>oratlon of Illinois. Filed

June 12, 1914. Serial No. 844.641. (CI. 255—11.)

1. Tbe combination of a walking beam, a second beam
plvotally connected with said walking beam, a crank

adapted by Its rotation to oscillate said second beam, a

latch adapted to be actuated without checking tbe rota-

tion of the crank for connecting said two beams to oscil-

late together and for d.sconnectlng them from each other,

and swinging means adapted to t>e moved Into a past-

center locking engagement with said walking beam for

holding It against movement when It Is disconnected from
said second t>eam.

2. The combination of a walking beam, a second beam
plvotally connected with said walking beam, a crank
adapted by its rotation to oscillate said second beam, •
latch adapted to be actuated without checking tbe rota-
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1,226,990. PROCESS FOR REFINING OILS. William
M. Paikkb, Oklahoma, Okla., assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Parker Process Company, a Corporation
of Delaware. Filed Apr. 4. 1916. Serial No. 88.922
(a. 196—26.)

1. The herein described method of treating oil which in-
cludes the step of vaporizing oil at a temperature of ap-
proximately 1000* F. and simultaneously causing said
oil to traverse a helical path at the rate of not less than
approximately 100 feet a second.

2. The herein described method of treating oil which
consists in tbe 'teps of beating the oil to approximately
400* F., mixing the same with a small per cent, of steam
at high pressure and subsequently exposing the mixture
to a temperature in tbe neighborhood of 1000° F. while
being simultaneously subjected to a whirling and rec-
tilinear movement at a rate of speed not less tban ap-
proximately one hundred feet per second.

3. The herein described method of treating oU which
consists In the steps of beating tbe oil to approximately
400* F., mixing tbe same with a small per cent, of
steam, exposing tbe mixture to a temperature in the neigh-
borhood of 1000* F. and simultaneously subjecting the
mixture to a rotative rectilinear movement under high
presaore whereby the mixture travels through a helical
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tlon of tbe crank for connecting eald two beams to os-
cillate together and for disconnecting them from each
other, means for moving said latch out of operative
latching position, and means serving automatically to
malnuln said latch moving means In operative position
for holding the latch out of operative position.

3. The combination of a walking l>eam, a second beam
plvoUlly ci/nnected with said walking beam, a crank
adapted by Its rotation to oscillate said second beam, a
latch adapted to be actuated without checking tbe rota-
tion of tbe crank for connecting said two beams to oscil-
late together and for disconnecting them from each other,
a lever by an operative stroke of which said latch Is
moved out of operative latching position, and means
serving automatically to hold said lever In latch-engaglng
position.

4. The combination of a walking Iveam, a second beam
plvoUlly connected with said walking beam, a crank
adapted by Its rotation to oscillate said second beam, a
latch adapted to be actuated without checking the rota-
tion of the crank for connecting said two beams to oscil-
late together and for disconnecting them from each other,
a lever by an operative stroke of which said latch is
moved out of operative latching position, and means car-
ried by said lever adapted upon an operative stroke there-
of to engage said walking beam for holding It against
movement, aald lever being yieldingly held by Its en-
gagement with said walking beam against withdrawal
from Its operative latcb-engaglng position.

5. The combination of a walking beam, a second beam
plvotally connected with said walking beam, a crank
adapted by its rotation to oscillate said second beam, a
latch plvotally mounted on one of said beams adapted
to engage the other beam for connecting said beams to
oscillate together, a lever plvoUlly mounted adjacent to
the path of movement of said walking beam, said lever
being adapted to be given an operative stroke to throw
said latch out of operative engagement to disconnect said
two beams, and arms carried by the lever adapted upon
said operative stroke of the lever to be brought into en-
gagement with the walking beam to hold It against move
ment.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

rectilinear path at not less than approximately 100 feet
a second.

4. The herein described method of treating oU which
consists in the steps of forcing oil under relatively high
pressure rapidly through a coll heated to approximately
400* F., subsequently increasing the temperature of the
oil to approximately 1000° F. and while still under great
pressure, forcing the oil vaporized at that temperatur*
through an elongated helical drum at a rate of speed not
less tban approximately one hundred feet per second.

6. The herein described method of treating oil which
consists in forcing the oil rapidly through a coll heated
to approximately 400° F. and subsequently Increasing the
temperature to above 1000° F. to vaporise the oil and
slmulUneously forcing oil vapor In a helical rectiUnear
path at not less than approximately 100 feet a second,
allowing the oil vapor to cool and settle prior to a re-
heating at a temperature of approximately 350° F., at
which point tbe volatUlzable and non-volatlUzable oils
are separated.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.226,991. CHROMATIC BASE GUITAR. Dominick A.
Passabklm, Danbury, Conn. FUed Aug. 4, 1916. SerU)
No. 43,677. (CI. 84—134.)

1. In a gulUr, the combination, with the usual fretted
neck and the strings carried thereby, of supplemenUl
strings and means for carrying the same, means for stop-
ping said supplemenUl strings, means located contiguous
to said neck and manually operable at substantially any
point throughout the length thereof for actuating said
stopping means, and means for yieldingly reUlnlng said
stopping means in normally Inoperative position and said
actuating means In position to be operated.

2. In a gulUr, the combination, with the usual fretted
neck and the strings carried thereby, of supplemenUl
strings and means for carrying the same, means for stop-
ping said supplerarntal strings, a bar longitudinally
socketed In said neck and being laterally movable In Its
socket, and connecting means between said stopping
means and said bar to operate the former.

3. In a gulUr, the combination, with the usual fretted
neck and the strings carried thereby, of supplemenUl
strings and means for carrying the same, means for stop-
ping said supplemental strings, a bar longitudinally
socketed in said neck and being laterally movable In lu
socket, connecting means between said stopping means
and said bar to operate the former, and means for yield-
ingly retaining said stopping means in normally Inopera-
tive position and said bar in position to be operated.

4. In a guiUr, tbe combination, with the usual frette<l
neck and the strings carried thereby, of a sapplemenUl
neck carryinj supplemenUl strings, a fret on said supple-
mental neck, a stop bar associated with said fret means
for operating said stop bar, and means located contiguous
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to said flrat-mentioned neck for actuating aald operatliig

means.
5. In a guitar, the combination, with the asoal fretted

neck and the strings carried thereby, of a supplemental

neck carrying supplemental strings, a fr^t on said supple-

mental neck, a stop-bar associated with nld fret, meant

for operating Mid atop-bar, and means located contiguous

to said flrst-mentloned neck, and manually operable from

substantially any point throughout the length thereof for

actuating said operatlntt mrans.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oasette.l

1,226,992. PENCILnHOLDER. GEoaci W. PAtrtca,

Grand Rapids, Wis. Piled Apr. 4, 1916. SerUl No.

88,941. (CI. 24—6«.)

6-lyi
JX rz w Jf

1. A dertce of the class described, comprising a split

cylindrical member, adapted to recelre a pencil, having a
split bead at one of its lateral edges, and means within
aid bead for securing said device to a back or cover.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a split

cylindrical member, adapted to receive a pencil, having a
split bead at one of its lateral edges, and a Slier within
said bead for securing said device to a back or cover.

3. A device of the class described, comprising a split

cylindrical member, adapted to receive a pencil, having a
split bead at one of Its lateral edges, a flexible strip

looi>ed wttbln said bead and pasted to a book or cover,

and a filler within said bead preventing the removal of

said strip.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a split

cylindrical member, adapted to receive a pencil, having a
split bead at one of its lateral edges, means within said

bead for securing said device to one cover of a book, and
means secured to the other cover of said book engaged
by said pencil to lock said covers in closed position.

1.226,993. DEVICE FOR CLEANSING AND DRYING
DISHES. Albirt E. Pibkins, Wooster, Ohio. Piled

Sept 25, 1914. Serial No. 868,549. (O. 167—3.)

A device for cleansing and drying dishes, comprising In

combination, a dish pan having a circumferential groove

formed in its sides between its top and bottom, draining

means for said groove, a cage for dishes having an open

top and perforated bottom, a rim projected from said

ca:;e below said bottom adapted to seat within said

groove, a dish mounting ring removably mounted on said

bottom, cross-rods within said rim underneath said bot-

tom having projections normally engaging Inwardly of the

inner wall of the groove and adapted to support said

cage when removed from said pan, and a cover for said

cage.

1,226.994. AUTOMATICALLY-OPBRATINO CLOSED-
OAF BLANK-GUMMING CYLINDER. MsLViiXB E.

PBTtBS, GBoaflB H. Path, and Albxbt P. Miixsn,
Denver, Colo. PUed Dec. 22, 1915. Serial No. 68^2.
(a. 91—«2.)
1. A hoUow blank gumming cylinder provided with a

gap extending throoghout Its length, and with flanged

end portions adapted to axially support a shaft, a shaft

secured in said end i>ortions, a segment plate of the same
circumferential peripheral curve as said cylinder fitting

closely enough into said gap to tightly fill and cioae the

same, a rock shaft mounted within said cylinder parallel

to said cylladw's supporting shaft, said segment plate

being mounted on said shaft to swing reciprocally from

the Interior of said cylinder and close or open said gap, •
roller provided lever on said plate and its supporting

shaft, means Including a grooved cam surrounding said

roller for moving said segment into the Interior of said

cylinder to open said gap, and means Including resilient

means for moving said segment plate to normally close said

gap after tatd gap has been opened a predetermined period

of time.

2. In a blank gumming cylinder, the combination wltb

the side frames provided with b^'arlngs, of a shaft rota-

tlvely mounted on said bearings, a hollow blank gumming
cylinder comprising a shell and shaft supporting end

flanges secured on said shaft, means for rotating said

cylinder, cams secured to said side frame* adjacent to

the opposite ends of said cylinder, a gap extending across

said cylinder, a segment plate curved to register with

the same curvature of said cylinder, and provided at one

end portion with an arm, a hub portion on each arm
intermediate of its ends, hub bearings formed on said

shaft supporting ends of said gapped cylinder, a shaft

extending through and secured to the hubs of said seg-

ment plates and pivotally Joumaled in the hubs of said

cylinder's shaft supporting members and extending scross

said cylinder and segment plate, and a roller at the end

of said arm In engagement with the adjacent cam of

said supporting frame.

3. In a blank gumming cylinder, the combination of the

rotatable gapped blank gumming cylinder provided with

flanged end portions at Its opposite end portions, the

segment plate closely fitting in and fitting said gap, said

segment plate being provided with rock arm members at

Its opposite end portions pivotally secured in axial aline-

ment with said cylinder's longltudinaJ axla, the cylinder

supporting shaft, the pivotal shaft pivotally connecting

said segment to the interior of said cylinder to re-

ciprocally move said segment plate to open and close said

gap at predetermined points in each of said cylinder's

revolutions, the spring supporting pin pivotally con-

nected to Fald segment at one end, the guide clip in which
said pin is reciprocally and slidably mounted, the colled

expansive spring mounted on said pin and cam actuated

means including a roller mounted on the end of said rock

arm whereby said segment Is moved into said cylinder to

open said gap and said spring moves said segment to

close said gap.

1.226,906. BOX AND PLUNGER AND BLANK RBGI»-
TBRINO MECHANISM. Mblvills E. Pvnan, Ubobob
H. Path, and Albbrt P. MiLLsa, Denver. Colo. PUed
Apr. 28. 1916. Serial No. 94,202. (CI. 9S—M.)
1. A blank delivery table for blank gumming machines,

comprising in combination with a t>ox guiding plunger, a

variable stroke redproeatlng table, means for delivering a

blank on said table, and means for gripping the blank to

and for releasing it from said table, and means for mov-
ing said plunger to register said box against said blank.

2. In a combined blank delivery table and a box dellver-

Inf planter for blank gnmmlnf machloea, arranged to

register boxes against the blanks on the blank gumming
I machine, a blank gumming and transferring mechanism^
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a flat reciprocating variable stroke table member, and
means for gripping and holding the blank for a predeter-
mined period of time on said table member, and means In-

cluding a cam actuated mechanism for operating the plun-
ger to register the box and glue It to said blank.

8. The combination in a gummed blank and box regis-
tering mechanism, comprising blank gumming and con-
veying mechanism, with a Uble arranged to receive and
bold the blank in a predetermined position, means includ-
ing a cam actuated box supporting plunger provided with
a box stripping mechanlum for guiding a box centrally
against the gummed side of the blank, comprising a
gummed blank conveying mechanism, a table arranged to
receive the blanks from said conveyer mechanism, a plu-
rality of air suction air inlet aperiures in said Uble con-
nected to operative air suction force producing mecha-
nism for holding said blanks on said table in a prede-
termined position, and adjustable box end and side engag-
ing clips arranged over said table to guide the boxes cen-
trally onto the blanks on said table.

4. The combination in a gummed blank and Imx regis-
tering mechanism comprising operative blank gumming
mechanism, a blank receiving and gripping table. an<l
blank conveying means for moving the blanks one at a
time from said blank gumming means to a predetermined
position on said table, said conveyer Including an endless
conveyer arranged to feed the blanks from said gumming
mechanism, a set of air suction tubes for receiving said
bUnks from said conveyer mechanism, and delivering
them on said table, a t>ox receiving plunger reciprocally
mounted above said table and arranged -to move and press
the boxes against the blanks on said table, and a fixed
abutment support under said table arranged to receive
the pressure of said plunger.

5. In a gummed blank and unwrapped box registering
table, and plunger mechanism, the combination with op-
erative blank gumming and conveying mechanism, com-
prising an operative blank feeding roller and a gumming
cylinder and an endless conveyer, said conveyer being
provided with blank gripping and holding means, and
with a stopping station, of a plurality of air suction
blank gripping tubes arranged to engage said conveyer
at its stopping station and grip and raise a blank there-
from, a table reciprocally mounted adjacent to said
blank gripping and lifting tubes, means for reciprocally
moving said tubes over said taMe, means for lowering
said tubes to deposit the blank on ssid table In a prede-
termined position, means including sn air suction force
connected wltb said table for gripping the blanks as they
are deposited on Its surface by said air snctlon tubes,
means including gearing and a two part bar one part of
which Is adjustable on the other for lengthening or
shortening the forward stroke of said table, into prede-
termined positions, a box supporting plunger on nld ma-
chine above said table, means Incladlng cam aetvated
rock srm mechanism for moving said plunger to register

a box centrally on and to press them against the blank
on said table whereby said box is glued to said blank and
a fixed support on said machine projecting under said
table arranged to receive the pressure of said plunger
against said blank and table.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,226,996. EXTENSION - EDGE - BOX - BLANK - WRAP-
PING MECHANISM. MblviLu E. Parana, Gnoaon H.
Path, and Albebt F. Miller, Denver, Colo. Piled Apr.
28, 1916. Serial No. 94,206. (Cl. 93—64.)

1. A mechanism for wrapping a gummed blank around
an extension edge box, comprising a blank presser blade,
a blank wiper movable with said blade into blank wiping
relation to said box and then movable independent of
said blade, and means for operating said blade and wiper
to wrap the blank first around said extension edge and
then against the adjacent surface of said box.

2. In an extension edge box and blank wrapping mecha-
nism, the combination of a support for the box and its
extension edge, the tilting presser blade carrying block,
the wiper head and wiper slidably mounted therein, and
means including a reciprocating rack bar for moving said
presser blades and wipers to wrap the blank on the ex-
tension edge and the adjacent surface of the lx)X.

3. A box bottom extension edge and gummed blank
wrapping mechanism, comprising a support for the box
and its extension edge, a blade carrying block pivotally
supported to swing a predetermined distance over and
Into the extension edge of the box. a wiper supporting
head reciprocally mounted in said block, a reciprocating
rack bar arranged to engage and tilt said block so that
its blade and said wiper fold said blank over and against
the extension edge of said box and against ita adjacent
surface above said extension edge, and means whereby
said rack bar holds said blade and blank down against
the top surface of said extension edge and at the same
time moves said surface wiper upwardly and wraps and
glues the bUnk against the surface of said box above Its
extension edge to the top edge of said box, and means for
reciprocating said rack bar.

4. A mechanism for wrapping the extension edge boxes
with gummed blanks, comprising a yoke-shaped bracket, a
presser blade supporting block pivotally mounted to swing
in said bracket, and means including a cam actuated re-
ciprocating rack bar for moving said block to cause ita
blade to fold said blank OTer and against the top surface
of the extension edge of said box.

6. A mechanism for wrapping the extension edge boxes
with gummed blanks, comprising a yoke-shaped bracket,
a presser blade supporting block pivotally mounted to
swing In said bracket, a box end wiper device reciprocally
mounted in said block and arranged to fold the blank
against the end of the box, and means Incladlng a cam
actuated reciprocating rack bar for moving said block to
cause Ita blade to fold said blank over and against the
top surface of the extension edge of aaid box.

[Clainu 6 to 12 not printed In the Oasette.]
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1,226,997. MECHANISM FOB CLEANING THE
ENDS OP INTERMITTENT ENDLESS - CONVEYEK
GCMMED-BLANK GRIPPERS. Mbltillb B. Pvrus,
Gbobgb H. Path, and Albbbt P. Millbb, Denver, Colo.

Filed Apr. 28, 1916. Serial No. 94,20«. (CI. 193—2.)

1. In a device for cleaning the blank gripping fingers of

the apron conveyers of blank gummlnjc machines, the com-
bination of the conveyer chains and the grlppera that en-
gage the gummed surface of the blanks, with a pair of
shaft supported cprocket wheels arranged la moxh with
said conveyer chalna, a pan supported below saUl shaft
provided with a supply of any suitable IlQUld, and wiper
members mounted on said shaft and arranged to engage
the gum coated ends of said blank grippers.

2. In a device for cleaning the blank gripping fingers

of the apron conveyers of blank gumming machines, the
combination of the conveyer chains and the grippers that
engage the gummed surface of the blanks, with a pair of

ahaft supported sprocket wheels arranged in mesh with

said conveyer chains, a pan supported below said shaft

provided with a supply of any suitable liquid, and wiper
members mounted on said shaft and arranged to engage
the gum coated ends of said blank irrippers, said shaft be-

ing provided with a plurality of grippers and said wipers
being each arranged to engage an individual gripper.

3. In a device for cleaning the blank gripping fingers

of the apron conveyers of blank gumming machines, the

combination of the conveyer chains and the grippers that

engage the gummed surface of the blanks, with a pair

of shaft supported sprocket wheels arranged in mesh with
aid conveyer chains, a pan supported below said shaft

provided with a supply of any suitable liquid, and wiper

members mounted on said shaft and arranged to engage
the gum coated ends of said blank grippers, said shaft

being provided with a plurality of grippers and said

wipers being each arranged to engage an Individual grip-

per, each of said wipers comprising an arm secured to said

baft and provided at its end with a water or other liq-

uid solution absorbing material adapted to take up a sup-

ply of^water and rul^bingly apply it to the gum coated sur-

faces of said grippers.

4. In a device as specifled, the combination with the

intermittently stopping conveyer provided with sprocket

chain links and the blank grippers, of the shaft and the

sprocket wheels, said sprocket wheels being arranged In

mesh with the links of said sprocket chala, the water
absorbing and distributing wipers on said shaft arranged

to engage said grippers and the water holding pan pro-

vided with a body of water arranged to permit said

wli>er8 as they are rotated by said sprocket wheels and
the carrying chains to absorb water, and means whereby
said wet wli)ers engage each set of wipers at a predeter-

mined point in the length of said conveyer at their Inter-

mittently stopping periods.

5. In a device as specifled for an Intermittent gummed
blank transmitting conveyer, the combination with the

sprocket chain links and the gummed blank gripping grip-

pers of the conveyer, of the shaft supported sprocket

wheels rotatably mounted below said conveyer, arms se-

cured on said shaft each of which is provided with a

wiper comprising a sultal^le water abeorbing fabric at its

end, one of each of said arms being positioned to engsge

one of said grippers as they arrive at and stop in the

rotative path of said wipers as they are rotated by the

endless intermittent traveling movement of said conveyer,
a pan below said shaft provided with a supply of water
and arranged to receive and wet the wipers of each ana
as they rotate through the water in said pan, said wipers
being arranged and positioned to engage each set of grip-

pers at some convenleat point in its travelins movement
between where it receives the blanks and where they are
removed from it, where each row of blank grippers stops
and rests against said gum coated surfaces of said grip-

pers during the intermittent stopping period of said con-
veyer.

[Claims to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,226.998. DEVICE FOR REGULATING BALANCE-
WHEELS. WiLso.N E. Pobtbb. New Haven. Conn., as-

signor to New Haven Clock Co., New Haven, Conn., a
Cori>oratlon. Filed Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124.562.
(CI. 73—51.)

1. lo a device for adjusting the balance-wheels of
clocks and watches, the combioatlon with rocking bal-

ance-wbccl carrier mounting the master baiance-wbeel
and the balance-wheel to be adjusted with their axes in

line, and means for rocking the said carrier to simaltane-
ously start tlie said wheels in oscillation.

2. In a device for adjusting the balance-wheels of
clocks and watches, the combination with a rocking bal-

ance-wheel carrier mounting the master balance-wheel
and the balaaee-wbeel to be adjusted with tbelr axes la

line, means fOr rocking the said carrier for simoltaae-

oosly starting the said wheels In osdllatton. and means
for limiting the return rocking movement of the carrier,

whereby the same is positioned for the adjustment of the
hair-sprtag of the wheel to be adjusted.

3. In a device for adjusting the balance-wheels of

clocks and watches, the combination with a frame, of a
rocking balance-wheel carrier joamaled therein and con-

structed to raooBt the master t>alance-wheel and the bal-

ance wheel to be adjusted, and a rack-and-pinlon for rock-

ing tb« carrier.

4. In an apparatus for adjusting the balance-wheels of
clocks and watches, the combination with a frame, of a
roclclng balance-wheel carrier joumaled therein and com-
prising three plates spaced apart and secured together,

means for rocking the said carrier and normally main-

taining It In its upright position, means mounted in the

said carrier for joumallng therein a master balance-wheel

and the balance-wheel to be regulated, and means for frle-

ttonally holding the outer end of the hair spring of tbe

balance-wheel to t>e adjusted.

1.226,099. PROCESS FOR DESICCATING EGOS.
Thcbitblda C. Pbimavbsb. Corona. N. T. Piled Mar.
H, 1917. Serial No. 154.090. (CI. 99—4.)
1. The method of de«<lcratlng eggs. compriMng mixing

the same with lem«n juice and drying the resulting coai-

pound at a temperature of i om 75 to 80* P.

[Claims 2 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227,000. TIRE. William E. Pcoh. .«?eattle. Wash.
Piled Oct. 18, 1915. Serial No. S^.-'teS. (CI. 162—10.)
In a device of the clas* <le*crihe<l. tbe combination of a

metallic outer casing having tread block openings in its

face and Inwardly extending r1m.s, radially channeled
tread blocks mounted on metallic plates, said plates being
normally retained by said rims, annular Internal tbonl-
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dera on said rims and spring catches in said rlma, whereby
when tbe said plates are depressed radially beyond a pre-

determined point they engage said shoulders and are re-
tained by said catches.

1,227.001. DRAWER STOP. Herman P. Randall, Pasa
<Iena. Cal., assignor to Kemp Manufacturing 'Co., Los
Angeles. Cal., a Corporation of California. Piled Feb.
8. 1916. SerUl No. 77,004. (CI. 45—7.)

1. A drawer stop for use in a drawer structure to
guide and stop a drawer, comprising two strips of metal
secured in said drawer structure, one at each side thereof.
Bald strips each comprising a stop portion extending up
wardly inside the drawer below the bottom of said drawer
In such a position as to be struck by the front of the
drawer with the drawer in the closed position, a side por-
tion formed on .said strip in such a position as to guide
tbe side of said drawer, and a hottom guide portion
formed on said strip In such a position as to provide a
support and a guide for the bottom of the side of said
drawer, said metal members being so located that the
front of tbe drawer is stopped in proper allnement with
the drawer structure when In said closed position.

2. A drawer stop for use In a drawer structure to guide
and stop a drawer, comprising two strips of metal se-
cured In said drawer structure, one at each side thereof,
said strips each comprising a stop portion extending up-
wardly inside the drawer below the bottom of said drawer
In such a position as to be struck by tbe front of the
drawer with the drawer In the closed position, a convex
side portion formed on said strip in such a position as to
guide the side of said drawer, and a convex bottom guide
portion formed on said strip in such a position as to pro-
vide a support and a guide for the bottom of the side of
said drawer, said metal members being so located that
tbe front of the drawer Is stopped in proper allnement
with the drawer structure when in said closed position.

3. A drawer stop for use in a drawer structnra to guide
and stop a drawer, comprising two strips of meUl secured
In said drawer structure, one at each side thereof, said
strips each comprising a stop portion extending upwardly
Inside the drawer ijelow the bottom of said drawer in
such a position as to be struck by tbe front of the drawer
with tbe drawer In the closed position, a convex side por-
tion formed on said strip in such a position as to guide the
side of said drawer, side prongs formed on said side por-
tion In such a location that they can be driven Into the
side of said drawer structure, and a convex bottom guide
portion formed on said strip in su< h a position as to pro-
vide a support and a guide for the bottom of the side of
said drawer, said metal members being so located that
the front of the drawer is stopped In proper allnement
with the drawer structure when In said closed position.

1,227.002. ART OP PUPPING CKRSAL OSAIN8. An-
THCB J. RuoAOBB, PblladelphU. Pa. Pitod Apr. »
1914. Serial No. 830.836. (a. 99—10.)
1. A conUlner for cereal grains barlnc a fluid tight

jacket, provided with an inlet and an outlet opposttdy
disposed In transverse relation to the longitudinal axis
of said container for admlRslon and discbarge of heated
fluid, and having means Interposed between said inlet and
outlet for directing said fluid longitudinally tberetbroagta
in opposite directions.

2. A container for cereal grains having means for In-
troducing steam under pressure, a fluid tight jacket for
the circulation of a heated fluid around said contalaar.
and having means for directing said fluid longltudlnaUy
therethrough, and means roUtable In the ooatalocr for
agitating the contents of said container.

3. A conuiner for cereal grains, having means for la-
trodnclng steam under pressure, a fluid tight jacket for
the circulation of a beated fluid around said container,
means rotaUble in said container for agitating tbe coo-
tents thereof, and means tiltably supporting said con-
tainer upon an axis transverse to the axis of the agitating
means, and affording an inlet and an ooUet for said heated
fluid.

4. A container for cereal grains, comprising a tabnlah
body having means for introducing steam under pressure
into the gralB chamber, a jacket forming a chamber sur-
rounding said body for the circuUtlon of a beated fluid,
and tubular supports upon which said conUiner may bt
tilted in the plane of Its longitudinal axis and providing
means for latroducing a heated fluid into said jacket.

6. A container for cereal grains, comprising a tubuUr
body having means for introducing steam under pressure
into the grain chamber, a quick opening valve for sod-
denly releasing said pressure and for discharging tbe
treated grains, a fluid tight jacket forming a chamber
surrounding said body for tbe circulation of a heated
fluid, and a support for said conUlner, having hollow
trunnions forming an inlet and an outlet for the Jacketed
( hamber, and upon which said container is arranged to be
tilted longitudinally.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,003. ENGINE - STARTER. Juuus H. Richabds
Esse.x. N. J., assignor to Splltdorf Electrical Company'
Newark. N. J. Filed July 21. 1915. Serial No. 41,203
(CL 172—239.)

-^i^"-'^
.

•*•

1. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-
tion of an eDKine. a rotatable member driven by said en-
srine, an electric motor having its armature in a substan-
tially fixed axial position, a source of power, means for
applying said source of power to said motor, a hollow
shaft for said motor armature having an extension at one
end, a gear wheel mounted on said extension and means
passing through said hollow shaft and operated by the
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wld power applTioc mMO* for caoting said g^r wheel to

engage with said engine rotatable member.

2. In an apparatus of the claM described. In combina-

tion, an engine, a member driven by aaid engine, a source

of power, a rotatable armature and means for applying

the source of power thereto, a hollow shaft for supporting

said armature and bearings therefor, said shaft haTlag

an extension at one end, a gear wheel mounted on said

extension, an inner shaft witliin the hoUow shaft and

moans associated with the Inner shaft and operated by

the said power applying means to cause said gear to en-

gage said engine driven member, when said inner shaft Is

operated.

3. In an apparatus of the class described. In combina-

tion, an engine, a member driven by said engine, a source

of power, a rotatable armature and means for applying

the source of power thereto, a hollow shaft for supporting

said armature and bearings therefor, said shaft having an

extension at one end, spiral splines on said shaft extension,

a gear wheel adapted to move rotatably and longitudinally

on said splines, an inner shaft within the hollow shaft, a

slot in said shaft extension substantially parallel to said

splines and means passing through said slot for fastening

said gear wbeel to said inner shaft and means for op-

erating said Inner shaft to cause said gear to engage with

said engine driven member.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, in combina-

tion, an engine, a member driven by said engine, a source

of power, a rotatable armature and means for applying

the source of power thereto, a hollow shaft for supporting

said armature and bearings therefor, said shaft having an

extension at one end, spiral splines on said shaft exten-

sion, a slot in said hollow shaft between two of said

splines, a gear wheel mounted on said shaft exterslon. a

shaft within said hollow shaft, a pin passing through said

gear and inner shaft and adapted to move in said slot,

means for moving said Inner shaft to carry said gear into

engagement with said engine driven member and means on

the end of said hollow shaft for absorbing the shock of

said gear as it engages with said engine driven meml>er.

5. In an apparatus of the class described, in combina-

tion, an engine, a member driven by said engine, a sotirce

of power, a rotatable armature and means for applying

the source of power therto, a hollow shaft for supporting

said armature and bearings therefor, said shaft having an
extension at one end, a gear wheel mounted on said ex-

tension, a shaft within said hollow shaft, means connect-

ing said gear to said inner shaft, means for moving said

inner shaft longitudinally to cause engagement of said

gear with said engine driven member, means common to

both the gear and said hollow shaft for holding the gear

in engagement with said engine driven member while the

same is being rotated, said means also serving to effect the

release of said gear from said engine driven member at a

predetermined speed of the latter.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.004. BANK -CHECK, Ac. Cicxlia K. Schmidt,
Boston, Mass. Piled June 30, 1916. Serial No. 106,914.

(Cl. 11—13.)

o
-f-
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1. A money order, such as a bank check, having rows of

ralue-designating characters forming stepped columns,

said columns being arranged adjacent to the upper and

lower edges of the left-hand portion of the check, said

columns being spaced apart to afford room between them

for indicia of the check, the valocs of said characters la

each row decrsaalBg progresalvely from left to right, aJi4

the values in each row being unlike those in the other

rows, the arrangement of said rows being such that th«

check may be cat to remove characters from said columns

so that thereafter the characters at the left ends of th«

rows collectively indicate the amount for which the check

Is drawn.
2. A money order, such as a bank check, of obloDg

form, having a plurality of longitudinally extending rows
forming stepped columns of value-designating characters,

said columns be!ag arranged respectively adjacent to ths

upper and lower edges of the left-hand portion of ths

check and being spaced apart to afford room between then
for Indicia of the check, the valae-deslgnatlng characters

of each row Indicating values unlike those In the other

rows, and the values of said characters in each row de-

creasing progressively from left to right, the arrangement

of said rows being such that the check may be cut to re-

move characters from the left-hand ends of said rows ss

that the characters at the extreme left of the rows thcra-

after collectively indicate the amount for which the check

is drawn.

1.227.005. TRACTOR. Chablbc Rdwim Ssarch, Mil-

waukee. Wis., assignor to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing

Company, Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of Delaware.

Filed Nov. 29, 1915. Serial No. 64,575. (Cl. 21—160.)

1. In combination, a frame, a rollway carried by sal4

frame, said rollway comprising an adjustable rigid portion,

rollers engageable at said rigid portion with said rollway.

a traction belt engageable with said rollers, and means for

adjusting the tension of said belt, said rigid rollway por-

tion being adjustable Independently of said tension ad-

justment.

2. In combination, a frame, a rollway carried by said

frame, said rollway comprising an adjustable rigid portion

located at the leandlng end of said frame, rollers engag»-

able at said rigid portion with said rollway, a tractioa

belt engageable with said rollers, and means for adjusting

the tension of said belt, said rigid rollway portion being

adjustable Independently of said tension adjustment.

3. In combination, a frame, a rollway carried by said

frame, said rollway comprising a substantially borixon-

tally adjustable rigid portion located at the leading end of

said frame, rollers engageable at said rigid portion with

said rollway, a traction belt engageable with said rollers,

and means for adjusting the tension of said belt, said

rigid rollway portion being adjustable independently of

said tension adjustment.

5. In combination, a frame, a rollway carried by said

frame, said rollway comprising a rigid link having one

end pivoted to said frame and having its opposite end ad-

justable, rollers engageable with said rollway, and a trac-

tion belt engageable with said rollers.

S. In combination, a frame, a rollway carried by said

frame, said rollway comprising a rigid link having one end

pivoted to the lower portion of the leading end of said

frame and having Its opposite end adjustable toward and

away from the leading end of said frame and a yieldable

portion continuous with said rigid portion, rollers engage-

able with said rollway, and a traction belt engageable wltk

said rollers.

[Claims 4, 6, and 7 not printed in the Gaiette.)
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1.227,006. BLECTBICALLY - CONTROLLED MBCHA-
NI8M. Lu>TD BiMi, Navarre, and Jamm F. McOoiaa.
MasaUlon, Ohio. Filed Nov. 17, 1916. Serial No.
181.980. (CL 24ft—68.)

1. The combination with a llnr of way. of electrically
operated mechanism for automatically controlling the
power and brake of a vehicle on said line of way, a plu-
rality of contact rails carried by the vehicle, means for
connecting said contact rails and the truck of said ve
hide with said electrically opersted mechanism, a stand-
ard located along said line of way, an arm pivotally con-
nected to said standard, a link connected to said arm,
gearing arranged to reciprocate said link, a motor ar-

ranged to operate said gearing, a circuit breaker operated
by said gearing arranged to automatically stop said motor
at a predetermined time, a plurality of flexible fingers car-
ried by said arm, a normally open electric circuit con-
nected with said flexible fingers and with a rail of said
line of way and a battery located in said normally open
circuit, said contact rails arranged to contact with said
flexible fingers.

I Claim 2 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.227.007. STEAM-BLAST CLEANER FOR BOILER-
FLUEfe. John M. Shea, Sioux City, Iowa. Filed
Aug. 4, 1916. Serial No. 113,076. (Cl. 230—38.)

"#
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3. In a telephone connecting cord circait having an
answering and a calling superrlaory relay, a source of

ringing current normally adapted for application to the

calling end of said collecting circuit, an electromagnetic

ringing key adapted when operated to apply ringing cur-

rent from said source to the answering end of said con-

necting circuit, a manually operated switch and an en-

ergizing circuit for said electromagnetic ringing key con-

trolled Jointly by said manual switch and said super-

visory relays.

c

f

vfel_5^
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5. Id a telephone connecting cord drctiit having an

answering and a calling supervisory relay, a source of

ringing current, an answering and a calling electromag-

netic ringing key, each of said keys being adapted wh<>n

operated to apply ringing current from said source to its

respective end of said connecting circuit, a controlling

key, an electromagnetic switch having an energiilng cir-

cuit lacluding normally op«n contacts of said calling su-

pervisory relay and normally closed contacts of said an-

swering supervisory relay, and an energizing circuit lor

said electromagnetic ringing keys, said energizing circuit

having a branch closed through said calling electromag-

netic ringing key In contacts of said electromagnetic

switch closed when said switch is inert, a branch closed

through said answering electromagnetic ringing key In

contacts of said electromagnetic switch when said switch

is energized, and having a common portion closed in con-

tacts of said controlling key when said key is operated.

7. In a telephone connecting cord circuit having an

answering and a calling supervisory relay, a source of

calling current, an electromagnetic ringing key for eA.'h

end of said connecting cord circuit, an operator's key, and

an energizing circuit for each of said electromagnetic

ringing keys controlled jointly by said operator's key and

•aid supervisory relays.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.011. TIRE-RIM DETACHER. Thomas R. Snydeb,

Bart>erton, Ohio, assignor of one-fourth to William U.

Werley, Barberton, Ohio. Filed Dec. 4, 1816. Serial

No. 186,011. (CI. 167—1.)

a pulling member slldable through said guide and having
a rim engaging device, a link carried by said pulling mem-
ber and engaging said notches one at a time to adjustably

couple said pulling member to the stock, a lever arm piv-

oted to said stock, and another pulling member coupled to

said lever arm and carrying a rim engaging device.

1.227.012. FLASH -Lir.HT. Max H. Spiilman, New
York, N. Y.. assignor of one-half to Joseph Corcos,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Piled Apr. 11. 1»1«. Serial No. 90,368.

(Cl. 240—8.6.)

An electric flash light having a cmsing. a light and lens
rlcid at one end thereof, a battery in the casing in per-

manent contact with the light, a cap niovably mounted on
the opposite end of the casing and capal)le of movement
in a direction longitudinally thereof, said cap having a
part struck Inwanl to form a protut)«>r»nc« capable of

contacting with the battery and close the lamp circuit

upon said longitudinal nioveinent of the cap on the casing

and a spring bearing between the battery and cap to hold
the battery permanently In contact with the light.

1,227,013. FLASH-LIGHT OR ELECTRIC TORCH. Max
H. Spielman, New York, N. Y., assignor of one-haff to

Joseph Corcos, Brooklyn, .\. Y. Filed May 27, 1916.

Serial No. 100,197. (Q. 240—8.5.)

An implement of the clam de9crll>ed, comprising a stock

having a lateral guide and a plurality of spaced notches.

£1 £»

1. An electric flash light having an exterior case for

the battery and lamp, one leg of the circuit passing

through said case, .1 cap on one end of the caoe, fiplral

spring mounted in the cap. in contact with the battery,

one end of which Is l>ent toward the base of the cap so that

the circuit ia closed by the turning of tke cap ao<l the con-

tact of the cap and bent spring.

2. An electric flash llgtit having an exterior case for

the battery and lamp, nn^ leg of the rlrrult passing

through said case, a cap on one end of the case to close
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the aame and adapted to have a motion longitudinally of
the caw upon the turning of the cap and the contact of
the cap to engage the battery and close the circuit upon
the said turning of the cap, said contact being formed by
a spiral spring in the cap, the base of which is insulated
and the end of which is bent toward the base of the cap to
close the circuit when the cap is turned.

1,227.014. WATER - ELEVATOR. Walter Fra.nklin
Stegall, Concord. N. C. Filed Feb. 9, 1918. SerUl
No. 77.178. (a. 108—62.)

'ir^

>v

1. In combination with a system for elevating water
from a well Including an air pressure reservoir, a pump
having a spring tensioned piston to force air Into the res-

ervoir, a reciprocating rod having an angnlar cam member
to actuat<> the spring tensluned piston of said pump, and
a connection b«'tweeD the air resprvolr and the pnmp In-

cluding a check valve to oj>en by the action of the air

thereon to allow the air to enter the reservoir and closed

by th*' l«ck pressure of the air.

2. In r^mbinatlon with a system for elevating water
from a well Including an air pressure reservoir, a pump
having a spring tensioned piston to force air into the res-

ervoir, a reciprocating rod having a plvotally movable an-

gniar cam member including spring means to hold the

cam memt>er In operative position to actaate the spring

tensioned piston of said pump, a connection between the

air reservoir and the pump Including a check valve, aald

spring means of the piston combined with the excess pres-

sure of air between said valve and said piston when the

reservoir is filled overcoming the spring means of the cam
member to prevent actuation of said piston, and a pin on

the cam member to contact with the reciprocating rod to

limit the cam member in operative position.

1.227,018. TYPE-WRITINO MACHINE. Bubkraii C.

Sticknit, Elixabeth, N. J., assignor to Underwood
Typewriter Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation

of Delaware. Filed Aug. 4. 1914. Serial No. 854,920.

(Cl. 197—22.)

1. In a type bar action for typewriting machines, in

combination, a rearwardly-strlklng type-bar, a key lever

having a free arm extending forwardly from its fulcrum
and provided at its forward end with a key. 8aid lever
dppresolble throughout Its length in nearly parallel

planes, actuating means for said type-bar, operating
means between said key lever and type-bar-actuating
means, and nit-anx whereby said key lever Is given a for
wardly accentuating oscillatory movement about its ful-

crum whon its key is depr«'sse<l, whereby the speed of
the key relative to the speed of the type bar is modified,
to JSJie th»« Intial and final portions of Its stroke.

2. In a type-bar action for typewriting machines, in

romMnatlon, a rearwHrdly-striking type-bar. a key lever

having a free arm extending forwardly from Its fulcrum
and provided at its forward end with a key, said lever
depressible throughout its length in nearly parallel planes,
actuating means for said type-bar, operating means be-

tween said key lever and actuating means, and means
connected with said key lever whereby the latter, when
the key is depresswl. is given a forwardly accentuating
oscillatory movement about its fulcrum, whereby the
speed of the key relative to the speed of the type-bar Is

modified, to ease the initial and final portions of its

8tro\e.

3. In a type-bar action for typewriting machines. In
combination, n rearwardly-striking type bar, a key lever,

means to guide the key lever and cause it to be de-
pressed throughout its length in nearly parallel planes,
the fulcrum of the lever being carried downward as the
lever is depressed, actuating means for said type-bar.

operating means between said key lever and type-bar
actuating means, a vertical extension for said key lever,

and a link pivoted to said extension and having a fixed

fulcrum, said link arranged to impart a forwardly ac-

centuating oscillatory movement to said lever about its

fulcrum during said flrst-mentloned movement of the
lever, to ease the Initial and final portions of the lever's
stroke.

4. In a type-bar action for typewriting machines, ia

combination, a swinging type-bar, a horizontal key lever
depressible throughout its length, actuatlnK means l>e-

tween said lever and type-bar for operating the latter by
the downward movement of the lever at Its point of con-

nection with caid meafas, and means for oscillating said
lever about said point of connection as a fulcrum coind-
dently with paid depression of the lever, to accelerate the
speed of movement of said type-bar toward the end of its

Stroke relatively to the speeil of movement of sal<l lever.

5. In a tj-pe-bar action' for typewriting machines, in

combination, a swinging type-bar, a horizontal key lever
depressed throughout its length as the key is depressed,
a bell-crank pivoted to said lever to support and guide

the latter, a link connecting said bell-crank and type-bar
to actuate the latter by the former, and means to impart
to the key lever, during Its depresnlon, an additional
tilting movement about Its point of pivotal connection
with the bell-crank as a fulcrum.

[Claims 6 to 28 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,016. TRACTOR. James Clinton Sttum, Grafton,
W. Va. Flle<l May 25, 1916. Serial No. 99.888. (Cl.

21—114.)

r^MTT^
A tractor embodying a frame, a pair of traction wheels

supporting it, a transverse Jack shaft carried by the
frame and having its ends connected with the traction
wheels, a friction wheel slidable upon the Jack shaft,
means for shifting said friction wheel, a vertical shaft
mounted for rotary and sliding movements helow the Jack
shaft, a horizontal friction disk carried by the upper end
of the vertical shaft to engage said friction wheel, a
prime mover carried by the frame and operatlvely con-
nected with the vertical shaft, and a lever carried by
the frame and having a thrust bear'ng supporting said
vertical shaft, said lever being operable for raising the
vertical shaft.

1.227.017. METHOD OF MAKING OPEN FACE EN-
VELOPS. George W. Swirr, Jr., Bordentown. N. J.

Filed Aug. 21. 1916. Serial No. 46,658. (Cl. 98—61.)
The method of making open face envelops which con-

sists in progressing a web of transparent material. pr»
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Tidins said web with a socecaaloD of Imprints of ad-

besive material In such tiwced relation that lald web
may be gubsequently divided to form Indlrldoal patcbea,

each having one of said Imprints, Mverinf said patches

from said web, contlnuonsly progressing said severed
patcbes at a uniform rate and presenting Indlvldoal

envelop blanks, each having an opening, to said traveling

patch In such timed relation thereto that the opening
therein Is covered by said patch.

.1,227.018. PLANTER. John B. Taylor, Camden, Ohio,
assignor of one-half to J. F. Knepper. Whitewater,
Ind. Piled Sept. 30, 1916. Serial No. 123,152. (CT.

111—6.)

2. In a planter, a framework, wheels supporting said
framework, a seed feeder, a sprocket rotatable with said

wheels, an idle sprocket, a clialn passing over said

sprockets, a trip lever pivoted to the framework, an
operative connection between said lever and said feeder,

means carried by said chain for periodically tripping said

lever, a marker, a shaft upon which said marker is

mounted, and means carried by said shaft and lying in

the path of movement of said lever whereby said marker
Is actuated each time said lever is tripped, and means
for returning said shaft to normal position.

4. In a planter, a framework, wheels supporting said
framework, a seed feeder, a sprocket rotatable with said

wheels, an idle sprocket, a chain passing over said
sprockets, a trip lever pivoted to the framework, an
operative connection between said lever and said feeder,

means carried by said chain for periodically tripping
said lever, a shaft extending longitudinally of the planter,

an arm carried by said shaft, a marker on said shaft,

said arm being located in the path of movement of said
trip lever when the same is operated by said chain to

cause said shaft to oscillate to bring said marker into
scoring engagement with the ground, a second lever on
said shaft, and a star wheel operated by the movement
of said supporting wheels to return said longitudinal
shaft to normal position after each marking action.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,227,019. END -SUPPORT FOR RODS. Charlbs T.
Thompso.n, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 14, 1916.
Serial No. 103.623. (CT. 156—22.)

1. Ad end-support for a rod. comprising a socket piece
with a flanged socket slotted upon one side, and a similarly
slotted pierced cap piece embracing the flange of the socket

piece and rotating eccentrically tbereapon.

2. An end-support for a rod. comprising a stationary
socket piece having a slot adapted to engage the rod to be

supported : a cap piece rotatably monnted on said socket

piece, also having a slot adapted to engage said rod, said

cap piece being eccentrically mounted on said socket piece.

so that the rotation of tbe cap piece causes the edges of

the slot to exert a binding action on said rod.

3. An end support for a curtain rod, composed of two
memt>ers, namely, a socket piece, provided with the socket
2, and the flange 4, both being slotted upon one side, and
a centrally pierced cap piece comprising the disk 6, and
the overhanging flange 7, both being similarly slotted
upon one side, the overhanging flange of the cap piece em-
bracing the flange 4, of the socket piece, the contacting
edges of these flanges being In eccentric relation in the
axis of the socket piece, whereby a binding action Is ob-

tained by the rotation of said cap piece.

1,227,020. SUPPORT FOR RODS. Chablm T. Thomp-
aoN. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Jane 14. 1916. Serial

No. 103.624. (CI. 166—22.)

71 wmwm
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1. .V support for a rod comprlfing a bracket pirce pro-

vided with an aperture adapted to receive the rod. and a
rotating clamping; ring eccentrically associated with the

aperture of th*- bracket piece.

2. \ support for a curtain rod comprising an aper-

tured bracket adapted to engage the rod to t>e supported,

a ring piece also adapted to engage said rod, codperatlng
flanges upon the bracket and ring piece, whereby the ring
piece Is rotatably secured in relation to the bracket, and
an aperture in the ring piece eccentrically related to that
of the bracket, wbereby a binding action is secured 00
said rod by the rotation of the ring piece.

3. A support for a rod. comprising a fixed member, hav-
ing an aperture adapted to engage the rod Xo be support-

ed ; a rotary fixed memt>er. and also having an aperture

adapted to engage said rod, but said aperture being in

eccentric relation to the first mentioned aperture, where-
by a binding action Is secured on the rod by the rotation

of said rotatable memt>er.

1.227.021. ACTUATING SIGNALS ON AND COMMUNI-
CATING WITH TRAINS. H»nrt Abthdr Thompsom,
Withlngton. Manchester. England. Piled June 22.

1915. Serial No. 30,030. (CI. 177—7.)
1. In a railway Inductive signaling or control system a

polarised reed relay possessing a tongue composed of a
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relatively flexible part fixed at one end and a compara-
tively rigid portion fixed to said flexible iiart. each com-
ponents forming a whole which Is set in vibratory motion
by the action of magnetic forces of predetermined perio-

dicity applied near the Junction of said parts, a pair of

flsnklng contsct springs so disposed as to make contact

with said reed when in vibration ; snch combination be-

ing so characterised that when the reed is set in motion
its contact with the flanking springs brings the vibra-

tions of the reed into synchronism with the periodicity of

said magnetic forces, current impulses being sent through

a local circuit of which the reed and flanking springs

form a part.

2. In a railway Inductive signaling or control system a
combined polarised reed relay and acoustic device pos-

sessing a tongue composed of a relatively flexible part

fixed at one end. a comparatively rigid part fixed to aald

flexible part, and a short hammer-carrying flexible exten-

sion attached to said rigid portion, such components form-
ing a whole which is set in vibratory motion by the ac-

tion of magnetic forces of pre-determine<1 periodicity ap-

plied near the Junction of said parts, a pair of flanking

contact springs and a sounding attachment so disposed a^
to be capable of making contact with said reed ; such
comt>tnation being so characterised that when the reed is

set in motion its contact with the flanking springs and
sounding attachment brings the vibrations of the reed

into synchronism with the periodicity of said magnetic
forces, current impulses t>eing sent through a local circuit

of which said reed and flanking springs form a part and
an audible signal being given by the contact of the ham-
mer with said sounding attachment.

3. In a railway Inductive signaling or control system a
polarized reed relay possessing a vibratory armature, two
booked flanking contact springs making electrical connec-

tion with said armature when in vibration, stationary ele-

ments cspable of engaging the hooked extensions of said

springs and thereby preventing their inward deflection ;

such combination being so characterised that a local cir-

cuit controlled by said armature and flanking springs re-

ceives long current impulses at regular Intervals.

1.227,022. MATTRESS. WALTia Thoupsok, Engle,

N. Mex. Filed Sept. 22, 1910. Serial No. 02,103. (Q.
0—13.)

A reversible mattress, having a recess entirely open at
the top and at its outer end and closed at its Inner end, a
single bottom ticking for the mattress extending across

and closing said recess at the twttom. and a plug of sub-

stantially the same thickness as that of and packed closer

than is the mattress, said plug fitting neatly and sliding

in said recess, being of an area In cross-section greater

than that of said recess, having Its top ticking in the
same plane as that of the top ticking of the mattress and
forming a continuous uninterrupted surface therewith and
its bottom ticking In contact with the bottom ticking of

the mattress, whereby the mattress may be handled and

reversed as an ordinary mattress, and the slidable plvg la

adapted to hold the bed pan securely In posltlOB, bciag

Itself securely held.

1,227,023. PHONOGRAPH. Obobob H. Undbbhill. Boa-
ton, Mass. Filed Nov. 14, 1910. Serial No. 092,179.

(CI. 274—18.)

1. In a multiple record phonograph the comblnatloif

with reproducing means of a rotatable record support tor

holding a plurality of records In co-axial relation, meana
for causing engagement therewith of the reprodncing

means, and means for thereafter automatically eCecting

the transfer of said records each to another position on

the said rotary support.

2. In a multiple record phonograph, the combinatioa

with a rotatable record support on which the record la

monnted in co-axlal relation thereto while being played

of means for effecting the shifting of the record from the

playing position on said support to another position on

the same support.

3. In a multiple record phonograph, the combination

with reproducing means of a roUry magazine support on

which the records are held In co-axlal relation thereto,

means for automatically applying the reprodncing means
to the records In succession and withdrawing the same

after the record has t>een reproduced and means for shift-

ing a record from Its position on the support after It has

been reproduced, the record remaining on the said sup-

port while being reproduced.

4. In a multiple record phonograph, the combinatioa

with reproducing means of a support on which the record!

are held stacked one against another, means for aoto-

matlcally applying the reproducing means to the records

in succession and for withdrawing the reproducing means
after the record has been reproduced and means for shift-

ing a record from its position on the support after tt

has been reproduced, the record remaining on the Mid
support while t>eing reproduced.

5. In a multiple record phonograph, the comblnatioB
with a rotatable record support for holding a plurality

of records in coaxial relation, a reproducer, means tor

moving the reproducer initially Into contact with a record

to reproduce the same, means for withdrawing the repro-

ducer on the completion of Its reproduction, and meana
to effect the shifting of the record on and relatively to the

said support to permit the application of the reprodacer

to the next adjacent record on the rotatable support.

(CUlms 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,024. RUBBER SPRING -TIRE. MatthbW A.
Walker and CHARLBa C. Moorb. Elephant Bnttc,

N. Mex. Piled July 21. 1916. Serial No. 110JM9. (CX
152—87.)

In a device of the class described, a rim of cnrrlilnMur

outline and provided with inwardly projecting flanfcs
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forming • tread groore, the flaag«« being equipped wltk
•ztension« which project toward each other. In overlapped
relation : a spring, one end of which ii boand between the

extensions ; means for connecting the extensions ; a tread
mounted to reciprocate In the tread groove ; and meant
for securing the outer ends of the springs to the tread.

1,227,025. DEVICE FOR TRIMMING THE TIPS 0¥
BILLIARD-CUES. CiciL C. Abbott, Harbor Springs.
Mich. FUed Mar. 25, 1916. S«rUl No. 86.763. (CI.
61—1.)

1. A device for trimming cue tips comprising a tubular
body having an opening In one end of less diameter than
the Interior of the body through which the cue tip may
be inserted and supported, and an abraaive lining within
the body, the body being adapted to be reciprocated and ro-
tated relative to the cue tip.

2. A device for trimming cue tips comprising a tubular
body, an abrasive lining removably fitted within the body,
and means for retalnlns the lining In the body, the body
being provided at one end with an opening through which
the cue tip may be Inserted and being adapted for re-
dprocatory and rotary movement relative to the cue tip.

8. A device for trimming rue tips comprising a tubular
body, and a roll of abrasive material removably fitted
within the body and lining the same, the body having an
opening In one end axlally alined therewith and of leas
diameter than the bore of the body.

4. A device for trimming cue tips comprising a tubular
body provided at one end with an opening axlally alined with
the body, a roll of abrasive material removably disposed
within the body and lining the same, said roll being re-
movable through one end of the body, and means remov-
ably fitted upon the said end of the body for closing the
same and retaining the llninu therein.

6. A device for trimming cue tips comprising a tubular
body provided at one end with an opening of less diam-
eter than the body, a roll of abrasive material remov-
ably disposed within the body and lining the same, said
roll t»elng removable through an end of the body, and a cap
removably fitted upon said end of the body and closing
the same, the said cap retaining the lining within the body
and being provided with an opening.

1.227.026. MUI>GrARn FOR MOTOR AND OTHER
VEHICLES. Altbbp Chablbs Adams, Peckham, Lon-
don. England. Filed Mar. 4, 1916. SerUl No. 82.1S8.
(CI. 21—28.)
1. A madgoard for motor and other vehicles comprising

In combination, a main guard - plate, relatively fixed
bosses on said main guard plate, adjustable arms moonted
on the said bosses, links plvotally connected at their up-
per ends to said adjustable arms, and an auxiliary gnard
plate suspended from the adjustable arm* by the Mid
links, sabatantlally as described.

2. A mudfpjard for motor and other vehicles comprlalng
In combination, a main guard plate, relatively fixed

on aaid main guard plate, adjustable arms mounted on
said bosses, links plvotally connected at their upper ends
to said adjusuble arms, and a plurality of auxUUry
guard plates suspended from the adjustable arms by said
links, substantially as described.
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8. A mudguard for motor and other vehicles comprising
In combination, a main guard plate, longitudinally ad-
justable bosses on said guard plate, rotatably adJusUble
arms mounted on said twsaes, links plvotally connected
at their upper ends to said adjustable arms, and an auxil-
iary guard plate suspended from the adjustable arms by
the said links, subsUntially as described.

4. A mud guard for motor and other vehicles, compris-
ing a main guard plate, a plurality of auxiliary guard
plates adjustably connected to the main guard plate and
located In the same vertical plane thereof, and front
and rear guard plates normally located at right angl>-s to
the main guard plate and pivoted thereto.

1,227.027. HEAT TREATING FURNACE. Thaddics F.
Bailt and Frank T. Copi. Allianre, Ohio, awslgnoiv to
The Electric Furnace Company. Alliance, Ohio, a Cor-
poration of Ohio. Filed May 13. 1915. Serial No.
27.795. (a. 263—6.)

1. A fumare. means for moving the material to be
heated through said furnace, a thermally controlled de-
vice controlle<l by the temperature of said furnace, and
electrical controlling mean* forming an operative connec-
tion between said thermally controlled device and said
means for moving the material through said furnace and
controlling the starting and stopping of saM means for
moving the material through the furnace.

5. In a heat treating furnace, a heating chamber hav-
ing an Inlet opening at one end and an outlet opening at
the other end thereof, a <loor provided to normally cover
each of said openings, a temperature mea<iurlng device
located in said heating chamber, mechanical means for
passing material to be treated through said heating
chamt>er, mechanical means for opening and closing said
doors and electrical controlling means forming an opera-
tive connection between said tempersture measuring de-
vice and both of said mechanical means.

13. In a heat treating furnace, a heating chamber, a
temperature measuring device located in said chamber,
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mechanical meanfi for psRstng material to be treatwd
through said heating chamber, and electrical controllinc
means forming an operative connection between said tem-
perature measuring device and said mechanical meana

(Claims 2 to 4, 6 to 12. and 14 to 16 not prlnta<l in the
Oaiette,]

1.227.028. INSULATED BAIL-JOINT. Ca.vni aa E. Bai-
LOD, Roanoke. Va. Filed Aug. 11, 1916. SerUl No
114,429. (H. 239—6.)

1. An Insulated rail Joint, comprising fish plates having
bolt passages therethrough, certain of the passages being
of taper form, nuts for the bolts having axlally extended
Uper shanks adapted to the taper passages through the

.
fish plates. Insulation between the flsh plates and the
rails, insulation between the head ends of tht bolts and
the corresponding fish plates, and conical insulating
sleeves between the conical shanks of the nuts and the
corresponding flsh pla tea.

2. An Insulated rail Joint, comprising flsh plates having
bolt passages therethrough, certain of the pas.sages being
of taper form, nuts for the bolts having axlally extended
taper shanks adapted to the taper passages through the
flsh plates. Insulation between the flsh plates and the
rails, insulation between the head ends of the bolts and
the corresponding fish plates, and conical insulating
sleeves between the conical shanks of the nuts and the
corresponding flsh plates, the conical sleeves being of
greater length than the thlckneaa of the flsh plates where
traversed by them.

8. An Insulated rail Joint, comprising flsh plates having
bolt passages therethrough. cerUln of the passages being
of taper form, nuta for the bolts having axlally extended
Uper shanks adapted to the taper passages through the
flah plates. Insulation between the fish plates and the
rails, insulation between the head ends of the bolu and
the corresponding flah plates, and conical insulating
sleeves between the conical shanks of the nuts and the
corresponding fish platea, the conical sleeves being of
greater length than the thickness of the fish platea where
traversed by them, and said conical sleeves being of one
piece construction each with a longitudinal silt to permit
contraction of the sleeve.

4. An Insulated rail Joint provided with flsh platea in
Bulated from the rail, and bolts traversing the flah
plates and insulated therefrom, each bolt having a nut
with an axlally extended long-taper shank and the flsh
platf where traversed by the nut being correspondingly
Upered and the Insulation between the bolt and fish plate
where traversed by the taper nut being Interpoaed between
the outer taper face of the nut shank and the Inner taper
face of the passage traversed by the Insulation, the inaa-
latlon between the taper shank and the passage throagli
which It extends being of conical form and of a lenfftta
to project beyond both ends of the paanage In which It
is lodged.

5. An Insulated rail Joint, comprising flsh platea each
having alternating elliptical and conical passagea, with
the elliptical passage of one flsh plate registering with
the conical passage of the other flsh plate, bolts with
elliptical portions adapted to the elliptical pssaages and
threaded portions of a length to extend through and be-
yond the conical paaoiges, nuts with taper axiaUy ex-
tended shanks adapted to the conical passages and of a
length to extend through them, and Insulation interpoaed
between the flsh platea and the rail, between the elliptical

portlona of the bolts and the passage In the flah pUtas
tbrooffh which they extend, and Iwtween the taper abanka
of the nuta and the taper passages In the flah platea.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,029. AUTOMOBILE AXLE. Fbank Jambs Balu-
WBO. Mobile, Ala. Filed Jan. 30. 1913. Serial No.
746.242. (CI. 21—189.)

"\.

/H
1. The combination with a main axle, an arcuate track

thereon, and a subordinate axle pivoted to the main axle,
of a pintle, a roller rotatably mounted on the pintle and
contacting with the track, and means adjustably mounted
in the subordinate axle and having the pintle Journaled
therein whereby to adjust the roller when either the
roller or the track has become worn.

2. The combination with a main axle, an arcuate track
thereon, and a subordinate axle pivoted to the main axle,
of blocks slldably mounted adjacent the inner end of the
subordinate axle, a roller rotatably associate*! with the
blocks and contacting with the track, and bolta adjustably
engageable in the subordinate axle and associated with
the blocks for adjusting the blocks when either the roller
or the track has become worn.

1,227.030. HAND-AUDIPHONE. Feed A. BAaBBB, Bos-
ton, Mass.. assignor to Globe Ear Phone Co.. Boston.
Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Oct. 7
1913. Serial No. 793,962. (CI. 179—107.)

1. A portable telephone comprising a hollow handle
adapted to receive and hold a removable battery, a ri^ld
member extending from one end of the handle, a raceiver
carried by aald member at a point on said member apacad
from tba handle, a transmitter yieldingly connected to
said member at a point spaced from the handle, said ylald-
Ing connection permitting the relative Independent opera-
tlo« of both receiver and transmitter, vrhile carriod by the
same rigid member and adjacent each other.

a. A portable telephone, having a handle and a battery
ooBtaloed therein, a recelvlnf Instrument and a traasmit-
tlng iBstrunent positioned adjacent to each other at tba
same end of the handle, pivoted means to snpport said in-
atmmenta on the handle, and Insulating mcauis between
the Instmmenta and aald support permitting both to be
swung on said pivot and each to operate without obacar-
ing the aoand transmitting action of tl»e other.

8. A portable telephone, having a handle a»d a battary
contained therein, a receiving Instrument and a trana-
mlttlng Instrument posltloocd adjacent to each otlMr at
the same end of the handle, pivoted meaas to aopport
aald Instrumeats oa the handle, and insnlatlng means be-
tween the inatrnmeota and aald support permlttiBg both
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to appear as a single derlce, said insulating means being

adapted to prevent either transmitter or receiver affecting

the sound transmitting operation of the other, while held

In said adjacent position.

4. A portable telephone comprising a hollow cylindrical

handle adapted to contain a removable battery, a cover

for one end of said handle having a spring bearing be-

tween said cover and the battery contained therein, a

cover for the other end of said handle having contact

means to engage the terminals of the battery and contact

therewith under the tension of said spring, a rigid mem-
ber extending from the center of said last named cover, a

telephone receiver attached to said member at a distance

from the cover, a telephone transmitter having a yielding

portion and studs projecting from said member at a dis-

tance from the handle engaging said yielding portion of

the transmitter, whereby said receiver is rigidly supported

by the member and the transmitter is yieldingly sup-

ported thereby.

1,227,031. TOOTHPICK-HOLDER. TROMAa Bahtholo-
MBW. Columbus. Ohio. Filed June S, 1916. Serial No.

101.704. (CI. 206—23.)

-* *

1. A tooth pick holder comprising a receptacle, a hol-

low base structure having an apertured closure at Its top,

a stem projecting through said aperture and carrying said

receptacle at Its upper end, spring means Interposed be-

tween said receptacle and said base structure, means car-

ried by the lower end of said stem and cooperating with

•aid closure for limiting the upward movement of said

receptacle, and a selector carried by said base structure

and slidable through said receptacle.

2. A tooth pick holder comprising a receptacle, a hol-

low base structure having an apertured closure at Its top,

a hollow stem projecting through said aperture and carry-

ing said receptacle at its upper end. a spring bearing at

its lower end In said base structure and confined at its

upper end within said hollow stem, means carried by the

lower end of said stem for engaging said closure to limit

the upward movement of said receptacle, and spaced se-

lector prongs extending upward from said base on oppo-

site sides of said stem and slidable through said receptacle.

8. A tooth pick holder comprising a receptacle, a hol-

low bate structure, an apertured cap closure for the top

of said base, a hollow stem atUched to said receptacle

and passing through said apertured cap. a selector struc-

ture comprising a pair of spaced prongs located on oppo-

site ildca of said stem and an opwardly projecting stem

centrally located between said prongs, a spring centered

at Its lower end around said last named stem and at Its

upper end within said first named stem, means for limit-

ing the upward movement of said receptacle, and means

for attaching said selector structure to said base.

4. In a tooth pick holder, a hollow receptacle having a

rwtrlcted opening formed In longitudinal halves, a pair

of slotted plate* shaped to grip the teip and bottom of said

halves to lock them together, the base of each half hav-
ing a notched-out portion, and a selector structure mov-
able through said cooperating notched-o«t portions and
the slot In said bottom plate.

0. In a tooth pick holder, a hollow receptacle having a
restricted o[>ening and formed in longitudinal halve*, the

base of each half having a notched-oat portion, a boss on

the bottom of each half shaped to cooperate to form a

lock in holding said halves together, a slotted plate whose
edges are shaped to grip said bosses In locking the halves

together, a supporting structure attached to said plate,

and a selector structure movable through said notcbed-

out portions and the slot in said plate.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Qasette.]

1,227.032. BUCKET BOTTOM AND LIFT. Ahthcb L.

BacKiTT, Stigler, Okla. Filed June 29, lOlS. Serial

No. 87,103. (CT. 108—30.)

A well bucket comprising a casing, a one piece bottom
secured thereto, said bottom provided with a straight up-

wardly inclined side wall terminating In a horliontally

extending platform provided with a centrally located dis-

charge aperture having a depending flange extending

around the periphery thereof, a flexible valve adapted to

sit ui>on said horliontally extending platform of said

bottom and adapted to be cupped by downward move-

ment of the valve for sweeping obstructions from said

horisontally extending portion when a load Is applied to

said valve.

1,227.033. CALCULATING-MACHINE. Haxar Shcp-
LBT Booth. Manchester. England, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Underwood Computing Machine Com-
pany, New York. N. T., a Corporation of New York.

Piled May 2. 1912. Serial No. 094.742. (CI. 235—69.)
1. In a calculating machine adapted as a type-writing

machine, the combination, with the numeral type bars

and the totallser, of an auxiliary type bar to print a dis-

tinctive mark simultaneously with the numeral, and
means for automatically moving the auxiliary type bar

Into the path of the numeral type bars when the totalizer

is set for calculating operation of a given character, sub-

stantially as described.

2. In a calculating machine adapted as a type-writing

machine, the combination, with a totallser, of apparatus

to print a distinctive mark when the toUllser Is at sero.

and to print a distinctive mark simultaneously with the

numeral when the mechanism Is set to either subtract or

to add. substantially as described and shown.

8. In a computing machine, the combination with com-

puting mechanism, of a state-Indicating printing sign,

numeral printing keys for printing the number computed
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and for controlling said computing mechanism, means to
set said state-Indicating sign to printing position and to
change the control of the computing mechanism by lald
keys to print the totals standing on the computing mech-
anism and thereby clear the same, a clearance printing
sign, and means for causing the positioned state-indicat-
ing sign to print by the action of said numeral keys as an
incident to the printing of a total thereby, said keys also
acting to enable said clearance sign to print at the con-
clusion of the printing of the total and the clearing of the
computing mechanism.

4. In a computing machine, the combination with com-
puting mechanism, of numeral printing keys for control-
ling said computing mechanism, a sute-lndicating sign, a
clearance sign, a lock for said clearance sign normally
effective to prevent printing by said clearance sign, means
for positioning said state-indicating sign to printing posi-
tion and for changing the control of said computing m-oh-
anism by said keys to cause a change of state of «ald
computing mechanism, and means to cause said posi-
tioned state-Indicating sign to print, as said numeral
keys are operated to print the digits corresponding to the
total standing on said computing mechanism and to clear
said computing mechanism, said numeral printing keys
while thus printing the total acting through the medium
of said computing mechanism to release said lock to en-
able said clearance sign to be printed.

6. In a combined typewriting and computing machine
having a computing mechanism, numeral types, and nu-
meral keys controlling said numeral types to print the
numbers run up on said computing mechanism ; the com-
bination of a special printing type, the printing action of
aid type being under the Joint control of the computing
mechanism and one of said numeral keys.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.034. LATCH. E«ic Edwahd Botum, Hamakna-
poko, Hawaii. Filed Aug. 18, 1916. Serial No. 110.601
(a. 106—18.)

1. The combination with a chain -and a stud for holding
a door In closed position : of a latch comprising a roto-
table head, means thereon for normally Imprisoning said
chain on said stud, and means for forcing said chain from
aid stud in the rotation of said head.

2. The combination with a chain and a stud for holding
a door in closed position : of a istch comprising a rota-

table head, a lip on the front and to one side thereof nor-
mally overljrlng the stud end of said chain to Imprison the
same on said stud, and a helically surfaced flange adapted
to pass behind and force said chain from said stud In the
rotation of said head, said lip being moved from chain im-
prisoning position.

3. As an article of manufacture, for use with a chain
and stud for holding a door In closed position, a latch
comprising a head having a segmental lip at the front and
to one side thereof, and having a helically surfaced flange
at the rear and to the opposite side thereof.

4. As an article of manufacture, for use with a chain
and stud for holding a door In closed position, a latch
comprising a head having a bore for a pivot, having a
segmental lip provided with a periphery concentric with
said bore at the front and to one side thereof, having a
flange at the rear and to the other side thereof provided
with an inclined surface facing said lip and also concen-
tric with said bore, and having a handle for rotating th«
same.

1,227,036. FISH GAFF OE SPEAR. JaaBMiAH J. BOO-
DRiAC, Tomahawk, Wis. Filed July 21, 1914, Serial
No. 862.211. Renewed Oct. 80, 1916. Serial No.
128.685. (01. 43—6.)

1. A fish gaff or spear comprising a handle, a spear pro-
jecting forwardly therefrom, spring books on opposite
sides of the sptfir provided with terminal barbs, and guide
arms leading from the hartw of the hooks.

2. A fish spear or gaff comprising a handle, a spear pro-
jecting forwardly therefrom, longitudinally curved hooks
secured at one end of the handle and having Inturned
barbs at their opposite ends disposed in proximity to each
other and to the point of the spear, and guide arms con-
nected at one end with the barbs of the books, and pro-
jecting outwardly and foi^ardly therefrom In divergent
relation.

8. A flsh gaff or spear comprising a handle, a spear pro-
jecting forwardly therefrom, hooks secured at one end to
the handle and having Inturned barbs at their opposite
ends disposed in proximity to each other and to the spear
point, divergent guide arms projecting from said barb*,
and means for clamping the shanks of the hooks to the
handle.

1.227.086. RAILROAD CROSS - TIE. EmBB80M 8.
Bbookb, Morgantown, N. C, Piled Sept. 7, 1916. Se-
rial No. 118,886. (a. 288—6.)

a

1. A railway tie comprising a hollow oblong rectaagolar
body having a central chamber and end chambers, aald
central chamber being open at its top and in commonlca-
tlon with the end chambers and said end chamber* balag
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provided wltb spike receivlDg openings in their top waila,

and wooden flllers wlthla the end chambers arranged to

be engaged by the spikes driven tbruugb said openinga.
2. A railway tie comprtslng a hollow oblong rectangular

body open at each end and having a central ballast receiv-

ing chamber and end filler receiving chambers, said central

chamber being open at its top and said end chambers be-

ing provided wltb top walls forming rail supporting seats

and having spike receiving openings therein, aaid end
chambers being In open communication at the top with the

central chamber and separated at the bottom therefrom
by vertical transverse partitions forming abutment walls,

and woo<len fillers within the end cbambers and abutting
at their inner ends against said partitions.

3. A railway tie comprising a hollow oblong r^'ctangular

body open at each end and having a central ballast receiv-

ing chamber and end filler receiving chamt>ers, aaid central

chamber t>elng open at its top and said end chambers being

provided with top walls forming rail supporting seats and
having spike receiving openings therein, said end cliam-

bers being in open communication at the top with the cen-

tral chamber and separated at the bottom therefrom by
vertical transverse partitions forming abutment walls,

and a water collection basin at the base of said central

chamber, the bottom wall of the said central chamber be-

ing provided with drain outlets for the discharge of water
from said basin, and wooden fillers within the end ctiam-

bers and abutting at their inner ends against said parti-

tions.

4. A railway tie comprising a cast hollow oblong rec-

tangular body open at each end, said bo<l^ comprising con-

tinuous bottom and side walls and having top wall sections

at the ends thereof foming rail supports, said top wall
sections being separateii by an intermediate opening ex-

tending the full width of the tie, the said top plate sec-

tions forming with the adjacent portions of the walls of

the body end receiving chambers, and partitions integral

with the bottom and side walls of the body at the inner
ends of said chambers and forming a central chamber for

the recr>ption of ballasting material, said partitions being
arranged to leave openings above the same at the Inner

ends of the end chambers, and filler blocks within the end
chambers and abutting against said partitions and exposed
in part within the central chamber.

5. A cast metal tie comprising a hollow oblong rec-

tangular body having continuous bottom and side walla,

end top wall sections provided with spike openings and
spaced to leave an Intermediate opening at the center of

the tie extending the full width thereof, and forming end
chambers and a central chamber, and partitions between
the central and end chambers integral with and extending
fully between the twttom and side walls of the tie body.

1,227,037. FLUSH-TANK VALVE. Rudolph K. Chas*.
Syracuse, N. Y. Piled Nov. 20, 1916. Serial No.

182,485. (CI. 137—104.)
1. A valve comprising a l>ody having an expansion

chamber, said chamt>er being provided with a valve seat on
the lower end thereof, a conduit connecting the lower end
of said chamber with a source of liquid supply, a concen-

tric projection having an aperture therein provided on
aaid chamber, a rod operable through said ciiamber and
aperture having a valve on the lower end thereof to engage
said seat, a standard mounted on the upper end of said

casing, a rock arm plvotally connected to said rod midway
Its ends, one end being in pivoted engagement wltb said

standard, a second standard mounted on said chamber
opposite the first said standard, a float, an adjustable float

rod having one end connected to the float and the op-

posite end connected to the second standard, and a

link plvotally engaged with said float arm and the other

end plvotally connected with the free end of the rock arm.
2. A valve comprising a body liaring au expansion

chamber and an inlet opening through its lower end, said

chamber t>eing provided with a flange snrronnding said

opening having a valve seat, a conduit lonneoting said

flange with a source of liquid supply, a valve rod operable

T«rtically through said chamber and having a bail on

the lower end thereof to engage said seat, a float rod and
float, said rod being pivoted upon the upper end of said
chamber, a rock arm pivoted to the chamber, a link con-

y^

sr—

nectlng said rock arm with said float rod. said rock arm
being connected with the upper end of said valve rod, and
an outlet for said chamber.

1.227.038. RESISTANCE UNIT FOR ELECTRIC CIR
CUIT8. William A. CHavaT, Dayton. Ohio, assignor
to The Dayton Engineering I..aborator1e« Company, a

Corporation of Ohio. Filed Aug. 4. 1918. BerUl No.
782,886. (a. 219—68.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with an insulated disk having a peripheral groove
and a resistance unit adapted to be positioned in said

groove and ao arranged that the edge portions of the disk

will extend beyond the resistance anlt ; and contact plates

on the opposite faces of said disk and adapted to be elec-

trically connected with the opposite ends of the resistance

unit.

2. In a device of the character described, the comblna-
tlon with a disk of insulating material ; a resistance unit

mounted on the periphery of said disk ; Insulating members
extending beyond said resistance unit for protective pur-

poses : and contact plates secured to the opposite faces of

said disk, each of said contacts t>eing electrically connected
with one end of the resistance unit.

3. In a device of the character descrll>ed. a resistance

unit comprising an Insulated disk having a grooved
periphery ; a resistance element pojiltloned in said groove ;

and contact plates secured to the opposite faces of said

disk and having arms projecting through openings formed
In said disk, the openings for the arms of one of said con-

tact plates being spaced apart from and Independent of the

openings for the arms of the other contact plate.

1,227.039. FILM-TENSIONINQ DEVICE. Samuel M.
CorrMAN, Kansas City, Mo., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Photo Motion Company, a Corporation of

Missouri. Filed July 19, 1916. Serial No. 40,701.

(CI. 88—17.)

1. A film tensioning device consisting of a fixed aper-

ture plate, a movable aperture plate adjacent said fixed

aperture plate, shoes located between said aperture plates
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to coact with the flxed aperture plate In retaining a film
In position during its pai^sage paft the last-mentioned
plate, a presser frame mounting said shoes, a lever for
exerting pressure on said presser frame, and means for
adjusting •'aid lever to c-aiine It to exert more or less
pressure on Mid pre«8»>r frame.

/ J

2. A film tensioning device consisting of a flxed aper-
ture plate, a movable aperture plate adjacent said fixed
aperture plate, shoes locate<l between fuild aperture plates
to coact with the flxed ap^-rture plate In retaining a
flliB In position during Its passage past the last mentioned
plate, a presser frame mounting said shoes, a lever for
exerting pressure on said presser frame, a screw for
adjusting said lever to cause It to exert more or less
presauu- on said presser frame, and a resilient abutment
against which said screw t>ears.

3. In a device of the character described, a presser
frame < onsistlng of two parallel bars, and a spindle con-
necting KSld bars intermp<1tate their ends« ; and shoes
loosely connected to the ends of said parallel bars.

1,227.040. VALVE MECHANISM FOR STEAM HEATED
ROTARY CYLINDERS. Mabttn H. Collom, Denrer,
Colo. Fllerl Mar. 81. 1916. Serial No. 88.018. (CT.
187—140.)

1. In valve me<-hanlsm for controlling the passage of

fluid to rotary receptacles, the combination of a valve
piece having a rotary stem provided with a threaded por-

tion, a nut having threads coiiperatlng with the threads
of the said stem, the nut being joumaled to prevent
travel longitudinally on the stem, means for locking the
stem against rotation in one direction, and an operative
connection l>etween the rotary receptacle and the nut for

rotating the latter In the opposite direction.

2. The combination with a hollow rotary member, of a
yalve provided with a rotary stem having a threaded
portion, a nut threade<l to receive the threaded portion of

the stem and Joumaled to prevent travel longitudinally
on the stem, means to prevent rotation of the stem In

one direction, and an operative connection between the
rotary member and the nut to rotate the latter in the
opposite illrectlon to move the valve and its stem In the
direction of the latt*»r's axis.

3. The combination with a rotary drum, of a ralre for

controlling the supply of fluid thereto, said valve having
a rotary *tem. means for locking the stem against rotary
movement in a direction to open the valve, a nut in

which the valve stem is threaded, the not being joumaled
to prevent travel in the direction of the axis of the stem,
and an operative connection between the nut and the
dnin, whereby as the latter is rotated the not will be
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actuated to move the valve and Its stem in the vaiv*-
opening direction.

4. The combination with a hollow rotary dram, of a
valve for controlling the supply of steam thereto, tb«
valve having a stem mounteil to rotate, and provided
with a threaded portion, a not which the threaded por-
tion of the stem engages, the nut being jonrnalcd to
prevent travel in the direction of the axis of the st«m.
means for preventing the stem when the valve la closed
from rotating in a direction to turn on the steam, and i&a

operative connection between the nut and the dnua to
impart a step-by-step rotary movement to the nut aa the
drum rotates.

5. The combination with a hollow rotary drum, of a
valve for controlling the supply of steam thereto, the
valve having a stem mounte<l to rotate, and provided with
a threaded portion, a nut which the threade<1 portion
of the stem engatres, the nut bejng joumaled to prevent
travel In the direction of the axis of the stem, mcana
for preventing the stem when the valve Is closed fron
rotating in a dlrf-otion to turn on the steam, an oi>eratlve
connection i)etween the nut and the drum to Impart a
step-by-step rotary movement to the nut as the dmn
rotates, and means for automatically releasing the means
for lo< king the valve stem against rotation.

[Claims 6 to 56 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,227,041. MOLDING APPARATUS. Sam del 8. Cow,
Orange, N. J. Filed Jan. 23, 1917. Serial No. 143,908.
(CI. 26—181.)

1. A knock-down form or cribbing for use in the erec-

tion of concrete and similar structures, comprising a
series of form-section retaining elements, flxing devices
connected wltb ^ome of said retaining elements, span-
ning members, retaining clamping means connecting said
spanning members with some of said form-section re-

taining elements, and clamping devices, connected with
»aid spanning members and some of said form-aectlon
retaining elements for the adjustment of the said ele-

ments with relation to the width of the form In which the
structure is to be produced.

16. In combination wltb a member of a knock-down
form or cribbing for use in the erection of concrete and
similar structures, a flxing means comprising a rod. a
pair of plate-llke elements mounted upon said rod, em-
bracing members extending from said plate-llke elements,
a tightening bolt < onnected with said plate-llke elements,
and means npon said rod and said holt for securing said
plate-llke elements in clamped positions npon the form
or crii)blng-meniber.

17. In comldoation with a retaining member of a
knock-down form or cribbing for use in the erection of
concrete and similar structures, a spanning member, and
retaining clamping mesns comprising a securing clamp
con'.lsting of a body portion having a screw-threaded
hole, a pair of bearing members and perforated ears ex-
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temllog from said body-portion, plTot-plns connected with

said eani, a clamping member pivotally connected wltb

each plTOt-pin, each, clamping member having a biting

Jaw and a hole, a tightening bolt mounted In the holes

of said clamping members, and means on said tightening

bolt for bringing said clamping members Into clami>ed

relation wltli the form or cribblng-member, a screw-

threaded rod screwed into the screw-threaded hole of

said body-portion, and a clamping means mounted upon

(rtiid screw-threaded rod adapted to be brought Into

clamped relation with said spanning member.
20. In combination with a retaining member of a

knock-down form op cribbing for use in the erection of

concrete and similar structures, a clamping device, means
for clamping said clamping device upon said retalnlng-

member, u rod. and means connected with said clamping
device and said rod for securing said rod in angular

relation to said retaining member.
27. In combination with a retaining member of a

knock-down form or cribbing for use in the erection of

concrete and similar structures, a spanning member, a
pair of perforated clamping plates located upon opposite

portions of said spanning member, a rod extending

through the perforations In said clamping platea, and
means upon said rod for bringing said clamping plates

Into clamped relation with said spanning member.
[Claims 2 to 15, 18, 19. 21. to 26, and 28 to S4 not

printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,042. HOSE-SUPPORTER. Eixa.H M. CaDiiaiWB.
Lima, Ohio. Filed May 25, 1914. Serial No. 840.818.

(CI. 241—1.)

In a device of the class described, a slide adapted to be

carried by a band and havlnj; a depending resilient tongue

Integral with the upper portion thereof, said tongue being

adapted to receive a connecting member and curving In-

wardly toward the body of the slide so as to engage the

outer surface of the band and thus prevent withdrawal

of the connecting member from the tongue, the terminal

of said tongue being outwardly directed to permit ready

insertion of the connecting member in the tongue, said

terminal being of relatively greater width than the open-

ing through the connecting member with which It engages

to hold the slide and meml>er against accidental displace-

ment.

1,227,048. APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE TWIST
OF SHAFTS. Hbnst H. Ccmminos, Nrwton High-

lands, Mass., assignor of one-half to Howland R. Gary,

Alexandria, Va. Filed Nov. 22, 1911. Serial No.

061,79e. (a. 266—4.)

An apparatus of the kind described, comprising a hol-

low power shaft .section, a recording device mounted there-

on adjacent one end thereof, and a connection for operat-

ing said recording device for the purpose stated, Inclnd-

lag a member moanted within said shaft section remote

from said recording device with radially expansible an-

chor pins for biting Into the shaft section, and a central

expander for operating the same.

1,227.044. PROCESS OF MAKING SULFURIC ANHT-
DRID. Camlvtos ELLia, Montclair. N. J., assignor to

Ellis-Foster Company, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed June 13, 1916. Serial No. 108,066. (CI. 28—1.)

1. The process of making sulfuric aahydrid which com-

prises passing a gaseous mixture containing snlfur dioxld

and oxygen into contact with a compound of tin and
chromic acid.

2. The process of making sulfuric anhydrld which com-

prises passing a mixture of sulfur dioxld and oxygen con-

taining gas into contact with a compound containing tin

and chromium at a temi>erature at which such compound
exercises catalytic activity ; whereby a substantial pro-

portion of sulfur dioxld is converted to sulfnric anhydrid.

3. The process of making sulfuric anhydrid which com-

prises psHsing gases containing Hulfur dioxld and oxygen

into contact with a cntalyser comprising tin chromate.

4. The process of making sulfuric add which comprises

exposing s gaseous current containing sulfur dioxld and
oxygen to the action of tin chromate at a temperature at

which said chomute acts as a caUlyst, in passing the

products of reaction through solfDrte add to absorb stil-

furlc snhydrid, in passing the residual gasss through a

second mass of tin chromate material In removing the

sulfuric anhydrid formed In the residual gases.

5. The process of making sulfuric aahydrid which com

prises passing a mixture containing free oxygen and sul-

fur dioxld into contact with. tin chromate. in the ab-

sence of fixed alkalis.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gasette.l

1,227.046. COMBINED CHAIN AND LOCK BTITCH.
HiMRT H. FnrsLL. Dayton. Ohio. Filed Mar. 9. 1916.

SerUl No. 83,121. (CI. 112—84.)

1. The method of forming a combined chain and lock

stitch consisting In slmultaneoasly passing a '. g loop of

thread and a short loop of another thread turough the
material to be stitched. In carrying the short loop throogh
the long loop, in then simultaneously passing a second

long loop of the first thread and a second short loop of

the second thread through the material, in passing said

second short loop through the first short loop simolta-

neousl/ with the last named operation, and In then carry-

ing said second short loop through the second long loop.
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3. I9 s combined diain and lock stitch, the combina-
tion of a piece of material, a thread having Interengaglng
loopk passing through said material, and a second thread
having locking loops passing, through the material and
around the exposed portions of the first named loops, sub-
stantially midway the ends thereof.

1,227,046. SOAP -HOLDER SUPPORT. Baltdcs W.
Fbbocson, Jersey City, N. J., assignor of ons-fourth to
William B. Rodman and one-fourth to Sheldon B. Fer-
guson, Jersey City, N. J., and~ one-fourih to Alexander
Ferguson, Syracuse, N. Y. Filed June 22. 1916. Se-
rial No. 36,720. (CI. 248—20.)

1. In a soap holder support, the combination of a fha-

oet or otbrr permanent plumbing fixture having a shoul-
dered base and a support for a soap bolder comprising a

flat ring adapted to be held In place under said shoul-

dered base, an arm supported by said ring, and means on
said arm for supporting a soap holder, substantially as
•et forth.

2. In a soap holder support, the combination of a
permanently held plumbing fixture having a shouldered
base snd an attaching stem extending therefrom, with a
support for a soap holder comprising a member adapted
to be received on said stem and under said shoulder, an
arm integral with said member, and means on the said

arm for affording a support for a soap holder, substan-
tially as set forth.

1.227,047. BRUSH. William P. Gbax, Campbellton,
New Brunswick. Canada. Filed June 18. 1916. SerUl
No. 103.628. (CI. 16—14.)

sa

A brush comprising a frame, a rubbing apron mounted
tot travel within the same, 'a beater disposed within the
frame to bear upon the said apron, and means for causiu);
the opposed adjacent surfaces of the beater and the apron
to travel in oi>poslte directions.

i;»7.048. LOCK POE AUTOMOBILE-HOODS. Liw-
UNcn W. GuaTArsoN, Smolan, Kans. Filed Jan. 10,
1917. Serial No. 141.660. (CI. 70—3.)

1. A lock for an automobile hood having an inwardly
extending base fisnge having a slot formed therein, com-

prising a standard, a locking element formed from a strip
of resilient material U>nt to provide arms extending In
spaced relation, the strip being connected intermediate its
length with the upper portion of said standard, and hav-
ing its arms extending in diverging relation upon the
upper portion of the standard and being then bent out-
wardly to provide cam faces and having its end portions
extended parallel and bent at their ends to provide in-

wardly extending abutment shoulders engaging the up-
per face of the base flange and fingers extending into the
openings when in a locking position, and means carried by
the hood for moving the arms of the locking element
toward each other for permitting raising of the hood with
the locking device passing through the opening of the
flange.

2. A lock for an automobile hood having a base tlsngs
provided with an opening, said lock comprising a stand-
ard, a U-shaped latch carried by said standard and
formed of reaillent material having arms extending upon
opposite sides of the standard and terminating in abut-
ment shoulders engaging the upper face of the flange and
fingers extending Into the opening, and means carried
by the hood for engaging the arms of the latch to move
the arms toward said standard.

8. A lock for an automobile hood having a flange pro-
vided with an opening, said lock comprising a standard,
latching arms extending from said standard and terminat-
ing in abutment shoulders engaging the flange and fin-

gers extending Into the opening formed in the flange, and
a handle for raising the hood extending through slots
formed therein and pivotally mounted and provided at its
inner end portion with a yoke for engaging the latching
arms to move the same to an inoperative position when
the handle is raised.

4. A lock for an automobile hood having a flange pro-
vided with an opening, said lock comprising a standard
extending through the opening, latching arms extending
from the standard and engaging the flangp and extending
through the opening, a handle having arms extending
through openings formed in the hood, a cross bar con-
necting the Inner ends of said arms, a pivot pin engaging
said arms within the hood to pivotally mount the handle,
and means for limiting the swinging movement of ths
handle when moving tbe handle to bring the same into
and out of engagement with the latching arma

6. A lock for an automobile hood having a flange pro-
vided with a slot, said lock comprising a latching element
including rostllent engaging arms for engaging the flange
and passing through openings thereof, and a handle tor
raising the hood having side arms extending through
openings formeU in tbe hood and pivotally mounted with-
in the hood, the side arms being extended upon opposite
sides of the latching element, and means for Ilmitint
swinging movement of the handle.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,227.049. MANUFACTURE OF HYPOCHLOROUS
ACID. Waltm Nouian Hawobth and Jamm Col-
QDHOUN iKviNB, St. Andrews, Scotland. Filsd Feb. 19,
1916. Serial No. 79,488. (O. 23—1.)

1. Manufacture of hypochlorous acid by the interac-
tion of chlorln with water in presence of a small quantity
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of • metal halocni compound as catalyst the higher chlo-

ric! of which metal is Insoluble In ether, so that the liquid

maj be extracted subseqaeatlj with ether without re-

moving any of the catalyst.

2. Manufactore of hypochlorous acid by the Interac-

tion of chlorln with water and copper oxychlorid as
catalyst the amount of said catalyst belni? of the order of

about O.d'Tc.

3. Manufacture of hypochlorous acid by the Interac-

tion of chlorln witii w.iter In the presence of a copper
compound containing chlorln as catalyst.

4. Manufacture of hypochlorous, acid by the Interac-

tion of chlorln with water and copper oxychlorid as
catalyst.

1.227.050. ZINC-SMKLTING FURNACE. JcLics W.
HSGBLCR, Danville, and Huiman Hbgslbr. deceased,
Danville, III., by Louise S. Hegeler. executrix ; assignors

to The Hegeler Zinc Company, Danville, 111., a Cor-
poration of IllinoLs. Filed Nov. 17. 1913. Serial No.
801,333. rCl. 263—4«.)

1. A roof for a smelting furnace of the type comprising
walls, one having a frane-work which is practically non-
contractlbie by heat, and the other of which contracts ex-
cessively and permanently under heat, said roof compria-
Ing sections supported by the framework of said non-
contractlble wall and by said contractible wall and hav-
ing tilting engagement with one thereof and sliding en-
gagement with the other, substantially as described.

2. A roof for a smelting furnace of the type comprising
walls, one having a framework which Is practically non-
contractible by heat, and the other of which contracts
txcessively and permanently under heat, said roof com-
prising sections supported by the framework of said non-
contractible wall and by said contractible wall, and having
tilting engagement with one said framework and sliding
engagement with said contractible wall, substantially pn
described.

3. A roof for a smelting furnace of the type comprising
walls, one having a framework comprising upright metal
supports and transverse metal bars supported by and
which extend between said supports, and a wall made of
Are clay which contracts excessively and permanently
under heat, said roof comprising sections supported by
transverse members of said framework and by said Ore
clay wall, and having sliding engagement with said fire

clay wall, rabatantlally as described.

1,227,051. SURFACING-MACHINE. Cbristiax F. Ham-
KCL and William G. LcBTaaa, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed
Sept. 19, 1913. Serial No. 790.793. (CI. 51—13.)
1. In a surfacing machine, the combination of a housing,

two rotatable shafts on the housing, a pulley on the front

end of each shaft, an abrasive belt over the pulleys.

means for taking up the slack In the belt, a guide bar with
beveled edges secured to and connecting the housing near
the top, a head to travel lengthwise on the bar, four
rollers mounted In the bead and having a V shaped dr-
cnmference, each roller engaging two of the beveled

eflgea to prevent lost motioo of the head Itotll transreraely
and vertically, a matrix mounted In the bead and adapted
to press the abrasive belt npon the work, a table, maaas
for operating the table, and means for opcratiaf tk«
abraalTe belt.

2. A surfacing machine having a bed and a housing, a
table mounted thereon, two arms projecting from the boua-
injf and overhanging the table to permit of work longer
than the machine to be operated npon. a gQlde bar with
beveled e<lges semred to and connecting the arms, a head
to travel longitudinally on the auide bar, four rollers with
a V shaped outer clrcumferHiu«> mounted in the head,
each roller engaging two of the beveled edges to prevent
vertical and traverse movement of the head, a rotatable
shaft mounted on each arm. a pulley on the front end
of each shaft, an abrasive belt over the pulleys, a matrix
mounted In the head and adapted to press the abrasive
belt upon the work, means for taking ap the alack In the
belt, and means for operating the belt and the table.

3. A Burfactng machine having a bed and housing, a
table mounted thereon, two arms projecting firoia the hoiw-
ing and overhanging the table to permit of work loagar
than the machine to be operated npon, a guide bar vlth
bevele<] edges tiecurefi to and connecting the arma, a bead
to travel longitudinally of the guide bar. four roller* with
V shaped outer circumference mounted In the head, each
roller engaging two of the beveled edges to prevent Tsr-
tlcal and traverse movement of the head, a second eet 9t
four rollers with V shaped outer clrcamferenoes mounted
in the bead, a spindle with four flat and longitudinal sur-
faces between the last mentioned rollers, each roller ea-
gaglng two of the flat surfaces to hold the spindle In allaa-
ment and prevent rotation thereof, a matrix on the end
of the spindle, a rotatable shaft on each arm, a pulley on
the front end of each shaft, an abrasive belt over the pul-
leys and the matrix, means for taking up the slack of the
belt, and means for operating the matrix and the table
and the belt.

4. The combination of a guide bar having t>eveled edgee
with a head having rollers formed to engage the bereled
edges for the porpose set forth and having a spindle with
flat longitudinal surfaces and rollers formed to eacsffe the
flat surfaces for the purpose set forth.

6. In a surfacing machine, the combination of a bed
and housing thereon, a guide bar secured to the hoaslBC
a head suspended upon the guide bar, a spindle in the
head, a plurality of flat surfaces longitudinally on the
spindle, a plurality of guide rollers bearing against the
spindle, the outer circumference of each guide roller

formed to engage two of the flat and longitudinal sur-
faces on the spindle, the inner circumference of each
guide roller forming the outer race for a series of rolla, a
stud for each guide roller mounted In the head and form-
ing the inner race for the rolls, a series of rolls between
the inner and outer races, a matrix on the spindle, means
for operating the spindle, an abrasive belt passing •var
the aforesaid pulleys and over the matrix, a soorre of
power to operate the belt, a morable table, and meaas for
operating the table.

[Claima to 8 not printed in the Oasette.]
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1,227.002. 8LKEVB-PROTKCTOR AND ADVBRTI8ING
DKVICiu. Thomas L. Hooak, New York, N. Y. FUed
Dec 21, 19ie. Serial No. 188,251. (CI. 2—96.)

1. A sleeve protector consisting of suitable material
provided with an elongated portion having the edges
pasted together and adjustable to the arm of the wearer
by folding and resting beneath such arm and thereby
strengthening the protector when in use, and an un-
broken shorter porUon adapted to rest on the upper aide
of the arm of the wearer.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,055. DIFFERENTIAL GEAR. Cbablbs Snow
KattOGo, Montclair. N. J. Filed Feb. 20, 1908. Serial
No. 416,828. Renewed Aug. 2. 1912. Serial No.
718,005. (CI. 188—22.)

«r ^c- jr'

1,227.053. CONNECTING MEANS FOR FABRIC
8TRIPi5. Chablbs 1. HoopLB, Oakland. Cal. Filed
May 12, 1915. Serial No. 27.662. (CI. 24—266.)

-iTin- iim

A device for connecting overlapping parts. Including a
clenching strip for securing the parts together, and a
flnlahing strip formed independent of the clenching strip
and having two sides and ends encircling said parts
and disposed over the clenching strip, said finishing strip
being of greater width than that of the clenching strip
and having each of its four side edges bent Inwardly
toward said parts and over the side edges of the clenching
strip so as to completely conceal the latter and to secure
the two parts totetter, said flnishtng strip extending over
the points of overlapping of said parts so as to completely
conceal aald points.

1,227.054. TOT CASH RE<;r?TER. Arthih E. Jacobs
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed May 24. 1913. Serial No
769.629. (CI. 285—12.)

The combination with a ctiae and a shaft mounted there-
in said case provided with reading openings, a dollar
wheel and a cents wheel mounted on said shaft, and pro-
Tided with an equal number of marginal spaces, the
spaces oa the dollar wheel progressing one unit at a time
In value, and the spaces on the cents wheel progressing
flre units at a time, and arranged thereon In two equal
serlsB of a total value of one dollar each, an annular
plate routable upon said shaft within said case, and about
said wheels, and provided with a reading opening, a series
of projections upon said cents wheel, a spring pawl upon
miA plate adapted to engage therewith, a series of finger
operated keys pivoted on said shaft, and engaging shoul-
ders oa said plate, said shoulders set at spaced disUnces
thereoa. and engaged by said respective keys, whereby
said keys when pressed upon will rotate said plate through
predetermined different angles, and stops for said keys
la aaid caains.

1. In a differential gear, a two part shaft, a driving
element, a reversible pump operated by said driving ele-
ment, a power transmlttinf; device Intermediate said pump
and the parts of said shaft, and means whereby said
power transmitting devices are rontroUable for applying
power on either part of said shaft substantially to the
exclusion of the other part thereof, or whereby said two-
part shaft may be driven in one direction or the other by.
reversing the pump.

S. In a differential gear, a driving element, a two-part
shaft, a fluid circulating pump, fluid operated motors as-
sociated with the parts of said shaft, a fluid circuit Inter-
mediate the pump and said motors, and a single valve
located In said circuit" for directing the fluid to either of
said motors substantially to the exclusion of the other
motor.

4. In a differential gear, the combination of a driving
shaft, a two-part driven shaft, a liquid circulating pump
having associated therewith an adjustable element oper-
able to vary the capacity and to reverse the action of the
pump pistons, fluid operated motors of substantially equal
capacity cooperating with the respective parts of said
twopart shaft, a fluid circuit intermediate said liquid
circulating pump and said fluid operate<l motors, and valve
mechanism for controlling the liquid circulated by the
pump whereby the power of the fluid circulated by the
pump may be concentrated upon one of said motors lyd
one part of said driven shaft substantially to the exclu-
sion of the other motor and the other part of said driven
shaft.

5. In a differential gear, a driving element, a pump
operated thereby, a two-part shaft, separate motors of
equal capacity cooperating with the respective parts of
said shaft, a casing having fluid passages adapted to sup-
ply a fluid to said motors, and a valve in said pasasge for
cutting off the fluid from one motor and directing the
same Into the other motor, or vice versa.

16. The combination of a drive shaft, a pump driven
thereby, and comprising a rotary cylinder barrel and pis-
tons reciprocating In said barrel lengthwise of its axis of
rotation, adjusting mechanism for varying the stroke of
the said reciprocating pistons and thereby the volume of
fluid propelled by the pump per revolution of the barrel, a
chamber arranged to receive all the fluid propelled by said
pump, and a plurality of motora having Individual con-
nections to said chamber and arranged to receive, and to
be driven by, the fluid propelled by said pump, each of
aald motors comprising a rotary cylinder ' barrel and pis-
tons reciprocating In said barrel lengthwise of its axis of
rotation.

(Claims 2. 6 to 15, and 17 not printed in the Oaxctte.]
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1.227.056. POTATO-CT7TTER. MiCHAiL 8. Kino, BUck-
foot, Idaho. Filed Jane 29. 1916. SerUi No. 10«,6ei.

(CI. 14d—11.)

1. A potato catting machlDe locladlng a trough, a hop-

per commanicatiDg with aald trough, means for lifting

jwtatoes out of said trough and conveying the same Into

said hopper, and means carried by said lifting meana for

detaching potatoes from said lifting means after being

cooreyed Into said hopper.

2. A potato cutting machine including a hopper, a

trough communicating with said hopper, rotatably mount-

ed conveying means provided with arms moving through

said trough and into said hopper as said conveying meant

rotates, said arms engaging potatoes and lifting the tame
into said hopper, and detaching means movably connected

with said conveyer and having movement toward the

free ends of the arms to detach potatoes from the arms
within said hopper.

3. A potato cutting machine including a hopper and a

trough communicating with said hopper, a disk rotatably

mounted beneath said trough, arms extending from said

disk and having sharpened end portions, strikers pivotally

connected with said disk and extending toward tb« free

ends of said arms, and means for limiting the pivotal

movement of said strikers toward the free ends of said

arms.

1.227,007. SMOKE-PREVENTER. HaNBT O. KoB«L,New
Tork. N. Y. Filed June 7, 1915. SerUl No. 82,T1S.

(CI. 110—66.)

In a furnace having an ash-pit with an opening in Iti

front wall and a bridge wall spaced rearwardly therefrom

and provided with an air passage opening Into the ash-

pit, the openings in said bridge wall and ash-pit being

substantially In longitudinal aiinement ; of an outwardly

and upwardly rwinging closure for said bridge wall open-

Ing. a bell crank fulcramed to swing in a vertical plane
oatslde said fnmace above said ash-pit opening, a rod con-

necting the lower free end of said closure with the free

end of the lower arm of said bell crank, said rod being

of a length to open said closure when the bell crank is

•wnag apwardly and to doae it on the downward moro-
meat of said bell crank forming a poaltlTC opoalng aad
doaing dcrlca (or the cloaare and by aieain of which tho
cloanre la held firmly seated over said opening until tho

bell crank la manually ralaed. a bracket extending from
the front wall of said furnace below said ash pit opening
and In vertical aiinement with said bell crank, a cylinder

doaed at both enda and pivotally moanted on said bracket,

a piston operable In said cylinder and having a rod ex-

tending through Its upper end, the outer end of aald rod
being pivotally and directly connected with th« upper arm
of said bell crank at a point between the ends thereof,

a weight adjnstmble on said bell crank upper arm la

advance of Its pivotal connection with said rod to aato-

matically move said piston into said cylinder, and means
in said cylinder for retarding the movement of said pistoa
In one direction and permitting It to move freely In tha
opposite direction to provide for the free opening of said
closure by the lifting of said t>ell crank and Itb automatic
gradual closing, said cylinder t>elng plvoteo on said
bracket to adapt It to take ap rotary motion Incident t*
the direct connection between Its piston rod and said lever.

1.227.068. HAT-BUNCHINO MACHINE. CAurt 8. Mc-
CLcnn, Dayton, Wyo. FHed Oct. 16, 1916. ^r\»\ No.
125.949. (a. 56—68.)

>V

(T" AT
1. In a device of the class described, the comblnatioa

of a main frame, an elevator associated therewith, boneh-

ing rods having their api>er ends pivotally connected to

said frame and extending In a downward and rearward
direction, a grid also pivotally connected to said frame
and associated with said bunching rods for forming a
chamber In which hay Is collected, connections betweaa

said bunching rods snd said grid operated by the weight

of the bay to swing said elements on their pivots to dump
the hay from said chamber, a rod attached to said con-

nections and means engaging said rod and exerting a
pressure thereon to prevent operation of said connections

until the weight of the hsy In said chaml>er is sufflctent

to overcome said pressure.

2. In a device of the class described, the <ombtnatlon
of a main frame, an elevator associated therewith, bunch-

ing rods having their upper ends pivotally connected to

!<ald frame snd extending In a downward and rearward

direction, a grid also pivotally connected to said frame
and associated with said bunching rods for forming a
Camber in which hay Is collected, connections betweaa
said bunching rods and said grid operated by the weight

of the hay to swing said elements on their pivots to damp
the bay from said cliamtter. a rod sttached to said con-

nections, a beveled member carried by said rod, an cle-

ment carried by the frame and engaging said twrtfcd

member to retard the movement of aald rod in one direc-

tion, and maans engaging said rod and exerting a praa-

sure thereon to retain said beveled aiember In rngagemeot
vrlth said elemant until the weight of the hay In said

chamber Is safldent to overcome said pusaure.

3. In a derlce of the class described, the combination
of a main frame, an elevator associated therewith, bnach-
Ing rods hsving their apper enda pivotally connected to

said frame and extending In a downward and rearward
direction, a grid also pivotally connected to said frame

and associated witta aald bonching rods for forming a
chamber in which hay is collected, connections between
said banchlng rods and said grid operated by the weight
of the hay to swing said elements on their pivots to damp
the hay from said chamber, a rod attached to said con-
nections, means engaging said rod and exerting a pressure
thereon to prevent operation of said connections antll the
weight of the hay in said chamber is snflldent to over-
come said pressare. and means carried by said frame and
engaging the first named means for regalatlng the pres-
sure exerted thereby on said rod.

4. A device of the class described comprising a wheeled
supporting frame, an endless elevator suppoited by the
frame, bunching rods pivotally connected with the frame,
a rock shaft supported by the frame, a grid supported by
the rock shaft snd cooperating with said bunching rods,
a bracket supported by the frame, a spring arm carried
by the bracket, means (or regnlatiaf the tension of the
arm, a rod, links each having one of their ends pivotally
connected to the rod. the other ends of said links being
connected with the rock shaft and bunching rods respec-
tively, a plate carried by the rod and having beveled
edgea, a roller supported by the frame for engaging one
of the beveled edges to hold the cages In their operative
position, said edge riding over the roller when a predeter-
mined amount of hay has been deposited on the lower
cage, the weight of the upper cage serving to move the
rod forwardly to cause the rear beveled edge to again
engage the roller to hold the cages in their operative posi-
tions.

1,227,009. SEED-CORN 8TRINGEB. Jnaan M.
aiHOTOK, Nemaha, Iowa. PUed Feb. 7, 1916. Serial
No. 76,840. {CI. 139—82.)

1. In a corn stringer, a support, spaced L-shaped arms
pIroUlly mounted upon the support, a horUontal bar con-
necting the arms, flexible elements having their ends de-
Uchably engaged In the L-shaped arms, and adapted for
croaslng relation apon the pivotal movement of the arms,
and means connected with the horiiontal bar whereby to
swing the arms to arrange the flexible element in croaaing
relation.

L Claims 2 and 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.227.060. COKING -OVBN. MATTHnw MAaaBAi.L, Br..
Vancouver. Brltlah Colombia. Canada. Filed Dec IS,
1016. Serial No. 186,612. (Ci. 202—8.)
1. A coke oven having a charging aperture in the

crown, an uptake floe and a doorway through which the
charge of coke may be withdrawn, said oven having a
floor of flre-brlek with onlformly distributed Interspaces
between the bricks, a space beneath the floor, a permeable
filling la said space forming support for the fire-bricks,
and means for connecting said space beneath the floor
bricks to a pipe dellTering to the condensers.

2. A coke oren of the class described having a sab-floor
which is depressed toward a central aperture delivering to
the condensers, a grating over the central aperture, a pw-
meable filling within the depression, s floor of fire-brick
supported on the permeable filling, said floor having int«^
spaces between the bricks through which the volatile con-
stituents of the coal given off during coking may be !••
duced to flow and pass through the permeable fllling to the
condensers.

8. A coke oven of the class described having a snb-floor
which is depressed toward a central aperture delivering to
the condensers, a grating over the central aperture, a per-
meable filling within the depression, a floor of fire-brick
supported on the permeable filling, the bricks of said floor
being arranged in parallel rows toward the front of the
oven and provided with interqiaces between the bricks of
each row, said floor having also trap channels beneath
each row of Interspaces, which channels are produced to-
ward the front of the oven and are dosable at the front
end with cover plates, the walls of said channels being
provided with passages in their upper part through which
the volatile elements given off by the coal during coking
may be Induced to pass from the channels through the
permeable filling to the condensers.

4. A coke oven of the class described having a sab-floor
which is sloped from adjacent the walls to a central aper-
ture delivering to the condensers, a grating over the cen-
tral aperture, a permeable filling within the sloped de-
pression of the sub-floor, fire-brick tiles resting on the per-
meable filling and arranged In parallel rows directed to-
ward the front of the oven with an Interspace between
each row, each row of said tiles having two parallel chan-
nels which are connected to ducts which pass through the
front of the oven and are dosable at the front end with
cover plates, the outer wall of each channel being provided
with passages connecting It vrlth the interspace between
the rows of tiles, and a floor of fire-brick arranged in
rows and supported on the walls of the channels with in-
terqwces between the rows Immediately over the channels
whereby the volatile constituents of the coal given off
during coking may be induced to flow through the inter-
spaces of the main floor into the channels and therefrom
Into the Interspaces between the rows of floor-supporting
tiles and through the permeable fllling to the central de-
livery outlet to the condensers.

5. In a coke oven of the class described having a sub-
floor that is depressed from adjacent the walls of the
oven to a central aperture delivering to the condensers, a
grating over the central aperture, a permeable filling
within the depression adapted to support the main fioor of
the oven, rows of fire-brick tiles supported on the perme-
able filling of the depression In parallel rows toward the
front of the oven with an Interspace between each row. a
row of fire-bricks along the edges of each row of tiles and
a row of fire-brick along the middle of each row of tUea
forming two channels along each row. which <AanBel«
join togethtf and are produced as a duct through the
front of the oven and are dosable at the front end with
cover platea. the fire-bricks along the edges of each row of
tUea being checked across the upper surface to connect the
channels to the Interspaces between their tapporttng tUea.
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and a floor of flrc^-l>^ick arranged in rows to corresirand

with those of the supportloi; bricks and havlnx Inter-

spaces between the rows over the channels whereby the

Tolatlle ronstituents of the coal given off during coUng
may pass through the interspaces of the floor into the

channels and therefrom through the permeable filling to

the central aperture delivering to the condensers.

1,227,062. ROCKER ATTACHMENT. PacL H. Mliw-

HABT, Marlon. Ohio. Filed Dec. 23. 1913. Serial No.

808,404. (CI. 155—33.)

J-

Id combination, a roclcer, a pair of eloDi^atPd ctiahioii-

members secured to the opposite ends of the tread of the
roclcer in spaced relation to the point of normal contact of

the tread with the floor, each cushion including an elon-

gated body tapering from its inner to its outer end and
having an enlarsed circular head formed on the under side

of its outer end. the inner end of each of said cushioning
aemlwra t>eing at a point spaced from the normal contact
of the tread with the floor thus permitting the chair to be

moved ahoat aver the floor without lifting the same t>odUjr

1^27.061. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. OTTO A. Ma«-

Ti.M, Broolclyn, N. Y., assignor to Underwood Type-

writer Company. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

Delaware. Filed Dec. 28. 1916. Serial No. 139,303

(CI. 197—104.)

X JL A JL X'Jk^ A

1. The combination with a key, of a reversible cap for

said key, and a perpetual indicator having a sign thereon

reverslnjc with said t-ap while maintaining the upright

position of the sign on the key in obverse or reverse

positions.

2. The combination with a key stem, of an indicator on

said key stein having a sign thereon and turning to re-

verse the position of the indicator, and compensating

means for automatically correcting the inversion of the

sign, so as to maintain the same In an upright position In

either position of adjustment on the key stem.

3. The combination with a key stem, of a character on

said key stem, a shutter shlftable to alternately disclose

and conceal said character, a second character moving
with said shutter, and means for maintaining the second

character in erect position In either position of the

shutter.

4. The combination with a key stem, of a disk on said

key stem having two signs thereon, a shutter for alter-
j

nately disclosing and concealing naid slj^ns separately, :

and an indicator having a sign thereon moving as said
1

shutter moves and relative thereto, to assume In each posl-
j

tlon of said shutter a position corresponding to an up-

right showing of the sign on the indicator.

5. The combination with a key stem, of a disk on said
\

key stem having signs thereon, a shutter for alternately
|

disclosing and concealing said signs, a stationary gear, a

gear moving with the movement of said shutter, and an
indicator adjusted by said gears, so that a sltoi thereon

will be maintained lu a Justified position In different posi-

tloDS of said shutter and indicator.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

therefrom, said enlarged outer ends of each gripping mem-
ber permitting the elasticity of the cushioning action to
be gradually developed when rocking the chair and also
serving to limit the rocking motion of the chair in either

direction to prevent the same from being tilted over.

1,227.063. NAIL-EXTRACrrOR. Edwi.n J. MiSNiCH.
Salem. Oreg. Filed Aug. 11. 1916. Serial No. 114.428.

(CI. 264—26.)

1. A oail extractor conipri.ving a hammer having a pair
of curved claws, one of the claws provided with a groove
disposed at right angles to the longitudinal renter line of
the hammer socket whereby the groove will be disposed in
a horizontal plane when the liammer is set In operative po-
sition for extracting a nail, and gripping meant rotata-
bly mounted within the groove and adapted to grip a
nail independently of the corresponding claw, the said
means Including a gripping pawl adapted to extend over
the space between the said claws and provided with a
longitudinally sharpened edge.

2. A nail extractor Including a hammer head provided
with a socket and a pair of claws, one of the claws hav-
ing a groove disposed at right angles to the longitudinal
..enter line of the hammer-socket and communicating with
the space between the said claws, a cylinder rotatably
mounted In the groove, and gripping means carried by the
cylinder and adapted to grip a nail Independently of the
adjacent corresponding claw.

3. A nail extractor inrluding a hammer head provided
with a pair of claws, one of said claws being of a greater
thickness than the other claw, the said thicker claw be
ing provided with a groove extendinR toward the main
portion of the hammer head and communicatlns with the
space between the said claws, a cylindrical bolt mounted
In the groove for rotary movement, gripping means car-

ried by the bolt, and means for limiting the rotary move-
ment of said bolt.

4. A nail extractor including a hammer head provided
with a pair of claws, one of said claws being of a greater

thickness than the other claw, the said thicker claw be-

ing provided with a groove extending toward the main
portion of the hammer head and communicating with the
space between the said claws, a cylindrical bolt mounted
in the groove for rotary movement, gripping means car-

ried by the bolt, one end of the said bolt being redueed
in diameter to provide a ttnnnion. the said hammer head
having a rece«s in alinement with the said groove tor

receiving the said trunnion, and means for preventing the
displacement of the trunnion from said reces*.

S. A nail extractor including a hammer head provided
with a pair of ciaws, one of said claws tielng of a greater
thickness than the other claw, the said thicker claws be-

ing provided with a groove extending toward the main
portion of the hammer bead and communicating with the
space between the said claws, a cyllmlrlcal bolt mounted
in the groove (or rotary movement, gripping means car-

ried by the bolt, one end of the said bolt l>elng redaced
In diameter to provide a trunnion, the said hammer head
having a recess in alinement with the said groove for re-

ceiving the said trunnion, the said bamm«r bead baring
an aperture extending at right anijles to and communicat-
ing with the said recess, a retaining pin extending through
the aperture and cooperating with the said trunnion, the
said trunnion having an annniar groove for preventing
the displacement of the trunnion from said recess.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oasette.]
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l,a2T.e6«. UFTINO-JACK. Bobsst 8. Noah. Annapolis.
Md., aaslgaor, by direct and ntesne ansignmeDts. of one-
third to Andrew U. Wilson, one-third to John F. Mar-
tin, and one-third to Oeorge L. Carson. Annapolis, Md.
Filed Feb. 23. 1916. Serial No. 79.82&. (CL 264—»6.)

In a lifting Jack, a lifting bar provided with a rack on
one side, a support having spaced extensions provided
with recesses In their top edges, a pinion mounted be
tween said extensions In mesh with said rack, a cross-pin
normally seated In said recesses of the support extensions
and extending from one to the other In the path of the
pinion teeth to prevent the turning of the pinion in one
direction, and a longitudinally adjustable lever formed
with two separate rigid means one of which Is adapted
to engage said crosspin to release It from engagement with
the pinion, and the other being adapted to engage said
pinion to raise and lower said lifting bar.

1.227,065. WASHING-MACHINE. HarhT NoiCl, Port
land. Oreg. Filed Oct.
(CL 68—30.)

21, 1916. Serial No. 67,091.

1. In a washing machine, a container for the clothes, •
plurality of rubbing bars plvotally mounted to support
the clothes above the bottom of said container, the lower
portions of said bars having faces converging to a lower
linear edge and the pivotal mounting of said bars being
adjacent the llneax edges of said bars, the upper portions
of said bars being reduced in croas section with respect
to the lower portions and having longitudioAJly disposed
upwardly projecting rubbing ribs, the rib of the central
bar being upright and the ribs of the adjacent bars lat-

erally of the central bar being Inclined away from the
central bar, substantially as described.

2. In a washing machine, a container for the clothes,

a plurality of rubbing bars plvotally mountad to support
the clottaea above the bottom of said container, the lower
portions of said ban having faces converging to a lower
linear edge and the pivotal mounting of said ttars being
adjacent the linear edges of said bars. tiM upper portions
of sal<i i>ars t>elng rednceil In cross section with respect to

the lower portions and having longitudlnallr disposed up-
wardly projecting rubbing ribs, substantially as described.

3. In a washing macldne, a container for the clothes, a
plurality of rubbing bars plvotally mounted to support the
clothes above the bottom of the container, said bars hav-
ing sides converging to a bottom linear edge, the pivots
of said bars being disposed l>elow the centers thereof, the
converging sides of said bars and the disposition of the
pivots thereof maintaining the intervening spaces sub-
stantially uniform Irrespective of the position of said
ttars, substantially as descrll>ed.

4. In a washing machine, a container, a plurality of
rubbing bars plvotally mounted therein and having con-
vex sides with the sides of adjacent bars diverging from
each other from their points of nearest proximity thereby
forming intervening water spaces between said bars and
the t>ottom of said container and below such points of
nearest proximity whereby rocking movement of said bars
will reduce said spaces and force the wash water up-
wardly between said tiars, sultstantlally as described.

6. In a washing machine, a container for the clothes,
and a plurality of rocking rubbing bars having lower por-
tions provided with converging sld'-s, means pivoting said
bars below their upper portions for rocking movement In
said container to form intervening water spaces between
said bars when the latter are in upright positions whereby
said spaces will be reduced In area when said bars are
rocked Into tilted positions, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1.227.066. SHEET -METAL DOOR. Otho M. Ott«,
Jamestown, N. Y. Filed Sept. 11. 1916. SerUI No
119.838. (CI. 18^—63.)

1. In a sheet metal structure, a plate, molding having
inturncd edge portions engaged with the plate leaving
space between the body of the molding and the plate, said
molding having a longitudinal part in Its body depressed
to extend inwardly to engage the plate at points between
Bald Inturned edges of the molding, and meaDB to secure
said inwardly extended part of the molding to the plate.

2. In a sheet metal structure, a plate, molding having in-
turned edge portions engaged with the plate leaving space
between the body of the molding and the plate, said mold-
ing having » longitudinal part In its body depressed to ex-
tend Inwardly to engage the plate at points between said
inturned edges of the molding, and said Inwardly extend-
ing depressed part of the molding being welded in spots
to the plate at spaced Intervals throughout the length of
the depressed i>art.

3. In a sheet metal structure, a tubular rail liaving In-

turned abutting flanged edges, a plate engaged with one
of the flanges, molding having inturned edges engaged
with the other flange and with the adjacent face of the
plate, and second molding engaged with the opposite face
of the plate, each molding having a lengthwise depressed
part which engages the opposite faces of the plate at
points opposite to each other and at points between the
molding edges, and means to secure said lengthwise parts
simultaneously to the plate.

4. In a sheet metal structure, a plate, and oppositely
disposed moldings on the plate, said moldings havlBg In-

turned edges which seat on the plate and having de-
pressed lengthwise parts which contact with the plate on
the opposite side faces of the latter, and means to secure
said depressed parts simultaneously to the plate.
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1.227.067. MEANS FOR PROMOTING THK DISCHAROB
OF MOLTEN PRODUCTS FROM A FDRNACfl! OR
OTHER APPARATUS. Jamm Hbmbt Rbio, Newmrk.
N. J., aMignor to Pmteota Process CompAoy, a Corpora-

tion of Maine. Filed Dec 28. 1914. Serial No. 879.240.

(a. 26«—«8.)

1. lo a furnace, tbe combination of a dlacharse duct
forming a tap-bole thereof, a troagb ezteadlnc from said

dact, an electrode situated within the fomace, another
electrode situated in tbe trough exterior of tbe furnace,

whereby tbe molteo material in tbe tap-boie while flowlo«

theretbroogb completes tbe electrical circuit

2. In a furnace, the combination of a discharge dact
forming a tap-hole thereof, a trough extending In a line of

tbe duct, an electrode situated entirely within tbe fur-

nace, and another electrode situated lo tbe trough and
exteriorly of the furnace wall, whereby the molten mate-
rial In tbe tap-hole while flowing therethrough completes
tbe electrical circuit.

8. In a furnace, the combination of a discbarge duct
forming a tap-bole thereof, a trough extending from said

duct In a line therewith, opposite electrodes so disposed
with reference to tbe tap-bole and tbe trough that an
electrical circuit will be completed between the electrodes

by means of molten material while flowing through tbe

tap-hole.

1,227,068. FURNACE OR APPARATUS FOR MAKING
PRODUCTS ELECTRICALLY AND MEANS FOR FA-
CILITATING DISCHARGE OF SAME. Jamm HiMax
RaiD, Newark, N. J., assignor to Patents Process Com-
pany, a Corporation of Maine. Filed Aug. 12, 191S.

SerUl No. 45,126. (O. 204—64.)

1. A furnace or apparatiu for making prodacts electri-

cally and means (or facilitating discbarge of same, which
comprlaea a combination of a closed receptacle proTided

with a condenser, electrodes therein, means for bringing

tbe electrodes and tbe receptacle into aa dectrlcal dr-

cult, means for altering tbe reaiatance between electrode*,

electrically actuated mcuis for controlling tbe realstance

altering means, thereby yielding products baring rarying

Tolatiliilng points, means for secariag tbe desired product
separately and snccesslTely during the operation of tbe
proecas, asd fore-bearth beating meaas ceatprlalng an
electric are between opposite electrode* Independent of tbe
discharge opening for maintaining the product in a floid

condition at tbe point of discbarge.

2. A furnace or apparatus for making products electri-

cally, and means for facilitating dlacbarge of same, which
comprises tbe combination of a closed receptacle with a
condenser, electrodes therein, means for bringing the elec-

trodes and tbe receptacle into an electrical circuit, mean*
for altering the resistance between electrodes, electrically

actuated means for controlling tbe resistance altering
means, thereby yielding producta baring rarylng rolatilis-

Ing points and uniformly Indadng and maintaining selec-

tive temperatures in substance* of progressively varying
resistance, means for securing tbe desired product sepa-

rately and successively during tbe operation of the proc-

ess, and fore-hearth heating means comprising an electric

arc between opposite electrodes Independent of the dis-

charge opening for maintaining the product In a fluid con-

dition at the point of discbarge.

3. A furnace or apparatus for making products electri-

cally, and means for facilitating discbarge of same, which
comprises the combination of a dosed receptade provided
with a condenser, dectrodes therein, means for bringing
the electrodes and the receptacle into an dectrlcal circuit,

means for altering the resistance between electrodes, elec-

trically actuated means for controlling the resistance al-

tering means, thereby yielding products having varying
volatlliflng points, means for sui^lying material to b«

acted upon, means (or aecurlng tbe desired product sepa-
rately and socceaalrely during the operation of the proc-
ess, and fore-bearth beating means comprising an electric

arc between opposite dectrodes independent of the dis-

charge opening for maintalnlnf the product in a flnld con-

dition at the point of discbarge.
4. A furnace or apparatus for making prodacts electri-

cally, and means for facilitating discharge of same, which
comprlae* a combination of a closed receptade provided
with a condenser, dectrodes therein, means for bringing
the electrodes and the receptacle into an dectrlcal circuit.

means for altering the realstance between electrodes, elec-

trically actaated means for controlling the resistance al-

tering mean*, thereby yielding products having varying
volatilizing points and uniformly inducing and maintain-
ing selective temperatures In substances of progressively
varying redstanee, means for supplying material to be
acted upon, means for securing tbe dedred product sep-

arately and soccesdvely during the operation of the proc-

ess, and tore-hearth beating means comprising an electric
arc between oppodte dectrodes independent of the dis-

charge opening for maintaining tbe product in a fluid con-
dition at tbe paint of discharge.

5. A furnace or apparatus for making products electri-

cally, and means for facilitating discharge of same, which
comprises a combination of a closed receptacle provided
with a condenser, electrodes therein, means for bringing
the electrodes and the receptacle Into an electrical drcult,
means for altering tbe resistance t>etween electrodes, dec-
trically actuated means for controlling the redstanee al-^

tprlng means, thereby yielding products having varying
volatiltdng points, a product separator, means for eeoir-

Ing the desired product separately and succeadvely during
the operation of the process, and (ore-hearth beating
means comprising an electric arc between oppodte dec-
trodes Independent o( the discharge opening (or main-
taining the product in a fluid condition at the i>oint of
discharge.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In tbe Gaiette.]

1,227,0<8. FURNACB OR APPARATUS FOR ELBCTRI-
CALL7 MAKING PRODUCTS AND MKAN8 FOR
HEATING DISCHARGING PRODUCTS. JAMMi HnnnT
RsiD, Newark. N. J., asdgnor to Patents Process Cois-

pany. a Corporation of Maine. Filed Aog. 12, 1915.

Serial No. 4S,127. (Q. 204—64.)
1. An apparatus (or producing and secaring fluid prod>

nets (rom solid cartwnaceous substances, which comprises
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a comMnatlon o( a closed receptade provided with a coa-
deaacr, electrodes therein, means for bringing the elec-

trodes and the receptacle into an electrical drcult, means
tor altering the resistance between electrodes, means (or

controlling the resistance actuating means, thereby yield-

ing products having varying volatilising points, means (or

securing the dedred product separately and succesdrely
during tbe operation of tbe process, and induction means
comprldng an induced or secondary current (or maintain-
ing tbe product in a flaid condition at tbe point o( dis-

charge.

(—

2. An apparatus for producing and securing fluid prod-
ucts from solid carbonaceous substances, which comprises
a combination of a dosed receptacle provided with a con-
denser, electrodes therein, means for bringing tbe elec-

trodes and the receptade into an electrical drcult, means
for altering the redatance between electrodea, means for
controlling the redstanee actuating means, thereby yield-
ing products having varying volatilising points and uni-

formly Inducing and maintaining selective temperatures in
subsunces of progresdvely varying resistance, means (or
secaring tbe dedred product separatdy and succesdvdy
during the operation of tbe process, and induction means
comprising an Induced or secondary current for maintain-
ing the product in a fluid condition at tbe point of dis-

charge.

8. An apparatus for produdng and securing fluid prod-
ucts from solid carbonaceous substaaces, which comprises
a combination of a closed receptacle provided with a con-
denser, electrodes therein, means (or bringing the dec-
trodes and the recepUde into an electrical circuit, means
for slterlng the redsUnce between electrodes, means for
controlling the redstanee actuating means, thereby yldd-
Ing products having varying volatilising points, means for
supplying material to be acted upon, means for securing
the desired product separately and successively during the
operation of the process, and induction means comprising
an Induced or secondary current for maintaining tbe prod-
uct In a fluid condition at tbe point of discbarge.

4. An apparatus for producing and securing fluid prod-
ucts from solid carbonaceous substances, which comprises
a combination of a closed receptacle provided with a con-
denser, electrodes therein, means for bringing the elec-
trodes and the receptacle Into an electrical drcult, means
for altering the resistance between electrodes, means for
controlling the reslsUnce actuating means, thereby yield-
ing products having varying volatllidng points and uni-
formly indudng and maintaining selective temperatures in
substances of progressively varying resistance, means for
supplying material to be acted upon, means for securing
the dedred product separately and succesdrely during tbe
operation of the process, and induction means compridng
an induced or secondary current for maintaining the prod-
uct In a fluid condition at tbe point of discharge.

5. An apparatus- for produdng and securing fluid prod-
ucts from solid carbonaceous substances, which comprises
a combination of a closed receptacle prodded with a con-
denser, electrodes therdn, means for bringing the elec-

trodes and the receptade into an electrical drcult, means
for altering the realstance between electrodes, means for
coatroUing tbe redstanee actnating means, thereby yield-

ing products baring rarylng volatilising points, a product

separator, means for securing the dedred product
ratdy and successively during the operation of tbe proc-
ess, and induction means comprldng an Induced or sec*

ondary current for maintaining the product In a fluid con-
dition at the point of discharge.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in tbe Gasette.]

1,227,070. LAMP-CONTROLLED CIRCUITS. WiLUAH
RaiD, Chicago, III., aadgnor to Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of
Illinois. FUed May 6. 1914. Serial No. 886,594. <a.
171—97.)

1. The combination with two dectrlcal derices, a con-
ductor connecting them In series, a battery, a multlpod-
tion switch device provided with morable and rdatlrely
stationary contacts, a conductor extending from said flrst
conductor to a stationary one of aaid switch contacts, a
conductor extending (rom one o( said dectrical devices to
a pair of aaid stationary contacta, a conductor extending
from tbe other of said electrical derices to a morable one
of said contacts snd to one pole of said battery, a eoa-
ductor extending from the other pole of said battery to
a pair of said morable contacta, meana for operatlnf miA
switch device in one direction to cause a movable and a
stationary one of said contacts to contact thereby dosing
a series drcuit through said electrical devices, and meaas
for modng the said switch device in another directloa to
cause a pair of said morable contacts to contact witk a
pair o( stationary contacts thereby closing a multiple en-
ergising circuit through said electrical devices.

2. The combination with a pair o( electrical derices, of
a battery, a two position switch device prodded with
movable and relatively stationary springs, a conductor
connected to a terminal of each of said electrioal dsdces
and connected to a stationary one of said springs, a con-
ductor extending from one of said device* to one of aaid
movable springs and to one pole of said battery, a third
conductor extending from tbe other of said electrical de-
vices to a pair of said stationary aprlngs, a fourth conduc-
tor extending from tbe other pole of said battery to a pair
of movable onea of aaid sprlnga, means for moving aaid
switch device In one direction thereby operating certain
of said switch springs to close a series drcult for said
devices, and means for moving said switch dedce la an-
other direction for operating other of said q>rlngs thereby
closing a mtiltiple drcult (or said derices.

8. In an electrical installation tbe combination wltk a
pair of dectrical dedces, a two pole battery, a switch ds-
vice prodded with two operating podtlons, morable and
reUtlrely stationary apringa controllable by said switch
dedce, an electrical conductor extending from one pole of
said battery to a pair of said morable springs, a
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coiulnctor eztendlog from a terminal of Mch of aald doc-
trical devices to a stationary one of said springs, a third
conductor extending from the other terminal of one of said
electrical devices to a pair of stationary ones of aald
springs, a fourth electrical conductor extending from a
terminal of the other of said electrical devices to a mov-
able one of said springs and to the other pole of said
battery, means for moving said switch device to one of its

operating positions to close contact between a movable
and stationary one of said springs thereby closing a series

circuit for said electrical devices, and means for moving
said switch device to the other of Its said operating posi-

tions for moving a pair of said morable springs Into con-

tact with a pair of said stationary springs thereby closing

a multiple energising circuit for said electrical devices.

4. '^e combination with two electrical devices, of a
conductor connecting said devices in series, movable and
stationary switch contacts, connecting means connecting
one end of said conductor to a stationary one of said
switch contacts, connecting means connecting another ter-

minal of one of said electrical devices to a terminal of

said battery and to a movable one of said switch contacts,

connecting means connecting a terminal of the other of

said electrical devices to a pair of said stationary con-
tacts, connecting means connecting the other terminal of

said battery to a pair of said movable contacts, and means
for operating said contacts to close either a series or mul-
tiple circuit for said electrical devices.

5. The combination of a pair of electrical devices, of a
conductor connecting them In series, a battery, circuit

connections connecting said conductor with a stationary
switch contact, circuit connections for connecting a ter-

minal of one of said devices to a terminal of said battery
and to a movaMe switch contact, circuit connections for

connecting a terminal of the other of said devices to a pair

of stationary contacts, circuit connections for connecting
the other terminal of said battery to a pair of movable
contacts, and means for moving said contacta to close

either a series or a multiple circuit for said devices.

1,227,U71. PAINT FOB COATING METALLIC SUB-
FACES SUBJECT TO HIGH TEMPERATURES.
GaoaOB E. RiacK. Bremerton. Wash. Fllef^> Apr. 7,

1916. Serial No. 19,772. (01. 134—60.)

1. A paint for coating metallic surfaces subject to high
temperatures comprising the reaction products of Japan,
powdered aluminum, and clabber resulting from soared
milk.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,327,072. APPARATUS FOR DISTRIBUTING COTTON
OB OTHER MATERIALS. CHABLBa E. Rilbt. New-
ton, Mass., and Chaklbs Robinson-. Pawtucket, R. I.,

aaslgnora to U. & B. American Machine Company, Paw-
tucket, R. I., a Corporation of Maine. Filed June 26,
1916. Serial No. 106,902. (CI. 19S—4.)

1. An apparatus for distributing cotton, comprlslac la

combination, a series of conveyer belts placed in a 11ns

ment to form a continuous bed, each of aald sectloaB being

carried and driven by a set of rollers, means for depress-
ing the roller at the forward end of the conveyer sectlona
to damp cottoa therefrom.

2. An apparatus for distributing cotton comprising in
combination, a series of conveyer sections, each compris-
ing an endless belt and supporting rollers, frames mov-
able with relation to said conveyer sections carrying a
torwtra roller of each section, a driving means common
to all of said movable frames, and means for connecting
any one of said frames to said driving moans to depress
the end of a section.

3. An apparatus for distributing cotton, comprising In
combination, a series of conveyer sections, each of said
sections comprising an endless belt and supporting rollers,
means for carrying some of said rollers In movable rela-
tion with respect to the common line of movement of the
conveyer sections, means for acttiating said rollers to
carry the thereby supported portion of the conveyer sec-
tion out of the line of movement of the sections, a com-
mon driving means for engagement by said means for
actuating the rollers, and means for selecting any of said
sections for automatic operation.

4. An apparatus for distributing cotton, comprising in
combination, a series of conveyer sections, means for
supporting said sections, and each section consisting of an
endless bplt and rollers carrying the latter, a swinging
frame supporting one of the rollers of each section, means
to engage said frame to actuate the latter at intervals.
and means to determine the Intervals of such engagement.

8. An apparatus for distributing cotton, comprising in
combination, a series of conveyer sections, means for sup-
porting said sections, and each section consisting of an
endless belt and rollers carrying the latter, a swinging
frame supporting one of the rollers of each se.tlon. means
to counterbalance said swinging frame, means to tension
said belts, means to engage said frame to actuate the lat-

ter at Interrals. and means to determine the Intervals of
such engagement.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227.073. ANCHOR FOR DENTAL PLATES AND THE
LIKE. F1.HI8 E. Ro.\<-H. Chlmgo. 111. Fllwl Sept. 27,
1910. Sertal No. 122,350. . (CI. 32—12.)

1. The berelndescribed attachment for plates and the
like consisting of two members, a male member adapted
to b« carried by the pillar-tooth, and provided with an en-
larged head, a female member in the form of a slotted
tube slidable over the head of the male member, and
osclllatable thereon, and a projection integral with the
female member and adapted to bear against the pillar-
tooth of that side of the head farthest from the Jaw to
prevent the oscillation of the female member on the head
in one direction.

2. The hereindescrihed attachment for plates and the
like, comprising a male member adapted to be attached
to the pillar-tooth and provided with a flattened head, a
female part formed of sheet-metal and adapted for attach-
ment to the plate or the like, said female member com-
prising a flattened tube slotted on the side adjacent to the
pillar-tooth to receive the male member, said flattened

tube having an Integral ear adapted to engage the pillar-

tooth to prevent oscillation of the female member on the
male member In one direction while permitting soch osdl-
latloD In another direction.

8. The bcrelodescrlbed attachment for plates and the
like, comprising a female member adapted for attachment
to the plate and comprising a central portion, eara re-

curved toward the same to form a flattened tube slotted
on one side, and a portion closing the end of said tab*
and extended to form the Integral ear substantially la the
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plane of the slotted face ef the flattened tnbe, and a male
member In the form of a pin provided with a flattened and
slightly ronnded head to enter the female member throogh
the slot, for the purpose aforesaid.

1.227.074. ADVERTISING-SIGN. Richard Robhm,
Newark, N. J., aasignor to The Whitehead ft Hoag Com-
pany, a Corporation of .New Jersey. Filed Sept. 11,

1916. Serial No. 119.476. (CI. 40—136.)

1. A sign comprising a rat>tallic member having raised
portions in the form of a character or design, a facing
member having opaque portions registering with said
raised portions and translucent portions surrounding the
opaque portions, and means for rigidly connecting the
metallic member and the facing member.

5. A sign comprising a metallic member having Indicia
raised thereon, said raised indicia formed with top por-
tions and inclined side walls, a translucent facing mem-
ber having opaque portions registering with the top por-
tions of the raised indicia.

6. A sign comprising a metallic member having raised
portions in the form of a character or design surrounded
by a-^ multiplicity of relatively small depresaiona, and a
trantlacent facing member having opaque portions par-
tially covering the raised portions on the metallic member.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227.076. APPARATUS FOB AND METHOD OF TAK-
ING TRICK AND ADVERTISING MOVING PIC-
TURES. CABt B. Bowmtbbb, Atianu, Ga. Filed Apr.
29, 1915. Serial No. 24.765. (CI. 88—16.)

1. The combination with a camera facing In a downward
direction, of a transloceot or transparent plate extending

iB a snbstantlally horlsontal direction and adapted to
snpport on Its surface objects to be photographed tka
aald plate being tn line with said camera and on whiek
It is adapted to be focused, a source of light, means for
uniformly diffusing and directing rays of light throogk
said plate toward said camera, the camera being of the
moving picture type for taking in rapid succession a sertea

of pictures and being provided with a trick operatint
shaft adapting it to the taking of a single picture when
desired.

2. In a device of the class described for making shadow-
graph pictures, the combination with a camera, of an ex-
tended translucent support on which the objects to be
photographed may be arranged In different posltiona,

means for focusing the camera on said support, and means
for directing uniformly diffused rays of light throogh
said support past said objects toward said camera.

3. In a device of the class describe*! for making shadow-
graph pictures, the combination of a camera directed
downward, of a translucent extended supporting plate
on which the camera is focused and which is adapted to

support objects to be photographed on any part of its

surface In different positions, and means for uniformly
Illuminating the space beneath said plate whereby light
will be uniformly diffused through said plate from be-

neath.

4. The combination witu a camera facing In a down-
ward direction, of a translucent or transparent exposed
and accessible plate extending in a substantially horl-

sontal direction and adapted to support and maintain
In position by gravity on its surface a number of objects
to be photographed, the said plate being in line with said
camera and on which It Is adapted to be focused, a soorce
of light, and means for uniformly diffusing and directing
rays of light from said source through said plate toward
said camera.

5. The method of making a photographic strip of trick
pictures in proper related succession to produce when
projected in succession on a screen the illusion of moving
and changing objects which consists In arranging the
objects to be photographed on an extended translucent
support on which they rest and maintain their position
by gravity, projecting light through said support past
said objects toward the photographic means while taking
one or more pictures, making a related succession of
changes in said objects on said support, and taking one
or more pictures after each selected change or rear-
rangement.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,076. EDGE -BINDER. Elias RiBiNaTBiK, New
York, N. T. Filed Dec. 23, 1916. Serial No. 138,644.
(CI. 27(^—35.)

1. In a binder attachment for sewing machines, tk«

combination with a tutmlar main folder section baTing a
slot and inwardly turned flanges along the margins of the
slot, of a detachable folder section constituting an ex-
tension of the folder and having Its Inner end formed
to correspond In shape and fit In the main folder section,

the outer end of said detachable folder section belag
flat to receive the binding strip.

2. In a binder attachment for sewing machines, the cobb-

btaation with a tubiriar main folder section having a stat
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and lowardly turned flanges along the margins of the

lot, of a detachable folder sectioo having Its inner end

formed into a shallow channel corresponding in shape to

the main folder section and adapted to be arranged in the

inner end of said main folder section, the Intermediate
portion of the detachable folder section having Inwardly

turned flanges corresponding to and adapted to fit t&e

outer end of the main folder section, the outer end of

said detachable folder section being flat to receive the
binding strip.

3. In a binder attachment for sewing machines, the com-

bination with a main folder section, of a detachable folder

section to fit in the main folder section, the outer end
portion of the detachable folder sections liaving over-

lapping flanges, and a confining metal strip around said

overlapped flanges.

1,227,077. CAN-BODY-MAKING MACHINE. Pkamk
BcDOLPHi, New York, N. Y.. and Olaf Ostli.n, May-
wood, 111., assignors to American Can Company, New
Yorli, N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jer«ey. Filed Jan.
9, 1911. Serial No. 601.542. (CI. 113—7.)

1. In a can body machine, the combination with a

can body former horn having an extension, of a conveyer

(or moving tbe can bodies along said extension and a plu-

rality of opening and closing external necklng-ln dies

movable in a plane perpendicular to tbe axis of the horn

extension, substantially as specified.

2. In a can body machine, the combination with a can

body former horn having a stationary extension, of a

conveyer for moving the can bodies along said extension

and a plurality of external necktng-ln dies, means for

positively opening and closing the same and a codperatlnR

internal necklng-ln die on the end of said horn exten-

sion, substantially an specified.

3. In a can body machine, the combination with a can

body former born having an extension, of a conveyer

for moving the can bodies along said extension, a plurality

of opening and closing external necklng-ln dies, a cooper-

ating Internal necklng-in die on the end of said born ex-

tension, and a plurality of expanding beading dies mount-
ed on tbe end of said horn extension, substantially as

specified.

4. In a can body machine, the combination with a can

body former born having an extension, of a conveyer for

moving the can bodies along said extension, a plurality

of opening and closing external necklng-ln dies and a plu-

rality of movable beading dies, substantially as specified.

6. In a can body making machine, the combination

with a body former horn having a stationary extension,

of an internal necklng-in die on the end of said horn ex-

tension and a plurality of opening and closing necklng-in

dies or Jaws, substantially as specified.

[Claims to 18 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,227.078. VALVE. Abnold O. BcTz. MUwankee, Wis.

Filed Mar. 3, 1915. SerUl No. 11,981. {C\. 187—A.)

A vmlve of the class described comprising a body pro-

Tided with. a uniformly cylindrical well bore and farther

provided with ports communicating wlih said well bore at

polnta spac«d loagltudlaally of the bore, a valve sleeve

engaged into the bore and torminating short of the Inner

port and provided In Its periphery with an annular

|(cccS^

Jk
recess registering with the other port and further pro-

vided with openings at said recess, the aleere being re-

duced In bore outwardly of the ports, a valve stem mov-
able through said reduced bore portion, and a head on
the stem coacting with the inner end portion of the sleeve.

1 , 2 27 , 7 9 . COLLAPSIBLE CBATE. Jambs Scabb,
Bandsborg. Cal. Filed Nov. 23, 1915. Serial No.
68,059. (CI. 217—47.)

1. A folding receptacle including Interfoldable front

rear and end members and a movable top, guide devices

swinglngly connected at one end to the rear member, and
loops carried by the top and slldably engaging the guide

devices at their other ends, said guide devices and loops

cooperating to form a flexible hinge connection between

the top and back member when the receptacle is in open

position and to hold the rear of the bottom in position

when the receptacle is collapsed.

2. A folding receptacle including Interfoldable front

rear and end members and a movable top, guide devices

connected at their ends to the rear member and spaced

intermediate their ends therefrom, and loops swinglngly

connected at one end to tbe top and slldably engaging the

guide devices, at their other ends, said guide devices and
loops cooperating to form a flexible hinge connection be-

tween the top and back member when tbe receptacle is in

open position and to hold the rear of the bottom in post

tion when tbe receptacle Is collapsed.

3. A folding receptacle including Interfoldable front

rear and end members and a movable top, guide devices

swinglngly connected at one end to tbe rear member, loops

carried by tbe top at its rear and slldably engaging the

guide devices at their other ends, holding devices, includ-

ing base plates connected to the front and to the bottom
memt>er8. and each having a swinging catch and loops

carried by the top at its front and engageable with the

fastening devices of the front when the receptacle is in

open position and engageable with the swinging catches of

tbe bottom when tbe receptacle is collapsed.

4. A folding receptacle including Interfoldable front

rear and end members and a movable top, means for mov-
ably connecting the top to tbe rear member, holding de-

vices including base plates connected to the front and to

the bottom members and each having a swinging catch,

and loops carried by the top at Its front and engageable
with the swinging catches of the front when tbe recep-
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tacle is in open position and engageable with the swinging
catches of the t>ottom when the receptacle Is collapsed.

0. A folding receptacle Including Interfoldable front
rear and end members and a movable top, means for mov-
ably connecting the top to the rear member, catch devices
mounted to swing relative to said bottom and front, and
loops carried by said top and adapted to be engaged with
the catch devices of the top when tbe receptacle is in open
position and adapted to be engaged with tbe catch devices
of the bottom when the receptacle is collapsed.

1.227,080. PRBSSUaE-INDICATOR. Albebt Schi.nkez,
Charlotte, Mich., assignor to Harry W. Hancock, Char-
lotte, Mich, riled July 81, 1916. Serial No. 112,386.
(CI. 40—89.)

1. A pressure indicator having, in combination, a case
comprising a front wall, a rear wall and an intermediate
partition, said partition having an opening therethrough,
an indicator member pivotally supported in the space be-
tween tbe front wall and tbe partition, said memt»er hav-
ing arms extending from opposite sides of tbe axis of said
member, a spring arm secured to the partition, the free
end of said arm being arranged to bear against either of
the first mentioned arms, a diaphragm in the space be-
tween the rear wall and the partition, and a stud between
the diaphragm and the spring arm, said stud extending
through tbe opening In the partition, the front wall hav-
ing an opening through which a portion of the indicator
member is visible.

2. A pressure indicator having, in combination, a case,
a sheet-metal indicator member within said case, said
member comprising two allaod pivoU, two arms extend-
ing in one direction from said pivots, an indication-bear-
ing plate connected to said arms, and a third arm extend-
ing In the opposite direction from one of tbe first men-
tioned arms, a spring arm seeored in the case, the free
end of said arm being arranged to bear against either the
ttilrd arm or one of tbe first mentioned arms, and a
diaphragm In said case arranged to move said spring arm
from the third arm to one of said first mentioned arms.

3. A pressure indicator having, in combination, a case,
a pivot, two arms extending in opposite directions from
said pivot, an arm secured in the case, the free end of
said arm being arranged to bear against either of the
first mentioned arms, a diaphragm in said case arranged
to move said arm from one to another of said first men-
tioned arms, and an indicating device operable by the
first mentioned arms.

4. A pressure indicator having, in combination, a plv-
otally-supported indicator member having arms extending
from opposite sides of tbe axis of said member, a spring
arm arranged to bear against either of said first men-
tioned arma. and a pressure-responsive member arranged
to move said spring arm from one of the first mentioned
arma to tbe other.

5. A pressure Indicator having, in combination, two op-
positely-extending arms, a spring arm arranged to bear
against either of said first mentioned arms, a pressure-
responsive member arranged to move said spring arm
from one of the first mentioned arms to the other, and
an Indicating device operable by said arms.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,227,081. THBEADING DEVICE FOB MOVING-PIC-
TUBE MACHINES. MiCHAW. Smbl, New York, N. Y.
Filed June 18, 1918. Serial No. 774,304. (CI. 88—17.)
1. In a motion picture machine or the like, an arrange-

ment to thread a film automatically consisting of an

uppermost continuously driven roller, an interiorly
curved cage between said roller and an aperture, adapted
to deliver a film from the continuoasly driven roller la
the form of a loop to the aperture automatically.

2. In a motion picture machine, or the like, an arrange-
ment consisting of cnrred guides and rollers for threading
and leading a film over continuously and intermittently
rotating' rollers past an aperture automatically and creat-
ing loops in said film of proper size.

8. In a motion pictarc madiine having an upper con-
tinuouBly drlren roller and an aperture, a device consist-
ing of rollers and curved guides arranged to form a loop
in a fllm between said upper continuously driven roller
and said aperture automatically.

4. In a motion picture machine or the like, an upper
continuously driven feed roller, an aperture plate below
said continuously driven feed roller, an Intermittently
driven feed roller below said aperture plate, a continu-
ously driven feed roller below said Intermittently driven
roller, guides forming a loop pocket interposed between
the uppermost continuously driven roller and the lowest
continuoasly driven roller for tbe purpose of guiding a
fllm for automatic threading from the uppermost feed
roller to the lowest feed roller.

5. In a motion picture machine, or the like, an upp«'-
most feed roller above the aperture, an intermittently
driven feed roller below tbe aperture, a continuously
driven feed roller below said Intermittently driven feed
roller, guides forming a loop pocket interposed between
said uppermost feed roller and said lowest feed roller to
advance a fllm automatically from said uppermost feed
roller to said lowest feed roller and to create a loop be-
tween said uppermost feed roller and said intermittent
feed roller, and to create a loop t>etween said intermit-
tently driven feed roller and said lowest feed roller auto-
matically.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.227,082. SELF-OILING BEARING. Jamm M. SST-
MOlTB. Jr., Newark, N. J. Filed Apr. 19, 1916. Serial
No. 92.072. (CI. 64—66.)

1. In a self-oiling bearing, in combination with a shaft,
a hanger, a bearing comprising movably related membara.
one of said members being connected with and sapportad
upon a portion of said banger and the other member be-
ing fixed upon and rotating with said shaft, and a con-
tainer adapted to receive a lubricant into which a portion
of said banger projects and in which the said bearing is

disposed and is completely immersed In the labricaat.
said container being also fixed upon and rotating with
said shaft.
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5. Ib a aelf-olllng b^arlnc. In combination with a shaft,

a banx«r comprising a laterally extending aupportlng arm,

a downwardly extending arc-shape<l member, and a ring-

haped supporting member provided with a seat, a ball-

bearing upon said seat, said bearing comprising movably

related members, one of the members of the bearing being

connected with and supported upon a portion of said

shaft, and an oil or Inbrlcant-contalner Into which the

aald downwardly extending arc-shaped member of the

hanger projects and In which the said ring shaped mem-

ber and the ballbearing are arranged, said container be-

ing fixed upon and rotating with said shaft.

8. In a self-olllng bearing, In combination with a shaft,

a hanger comprising a laterally extending supporting arm,

a downwardly extending arc-shaped member, and a ring-

shaped supporting member provided with a seat, a hall-

bearing upon said seat, said bearing comprising movably

related menibera, one of the members of the ttearlng being

connected with and supported upon a portion of aald

•haft, and an oU or lubricant-container Into which the

aid downwardly exteniilng arc-shaped member of the

banger projects and In which the said ring-shaped mem-
ber and the ball-bearing are arranged, said container be-

ing fixed upon said shaft, and a stuffing box connected

with said container anu also fixed upon said shaft, said

container and stuffing box rotating with said shaft, and
an oil or lubricant-deflecting element within said con-

tainer and connected* with and extending from the aald

downwardly projecting arc-shaped member of the banger.

[Claims 2 to 4. 6, and 7 not printed In the Gasette.)

1^227,083. RAILWAY-TIE AND FASTENER. JoHM O.

Sntdeb, New York, N. Y. Filed July 22, 1»16. Serial

No. IIO.6-I0. (CI. 238—3.)

1. A rail tie and fastener comprising a metallic shell

havlBg apertures therein adjacent the end, a fastener

plate adjacent each end of the tie. said fastener plates

being formed with depending members extendlns into the

openings of said shell, and securing means engaging a

rail on said fastener, said securing means passing through

the fastener plate and the extensions thereon.

2. In a rail tie and fastener, a metallic shell provided

with aperturea therein, a fastener plate having projec-

tions extending into said apertures, an insnlatlng plate

having sleeves surrounding said projections, said in-

sulating plate being arranged between the fastener plate

and the shell, said fastener plate having apertures which

extend through aald projections, and rail fastening means

paaalng through said apertures.

3. A rail tie and fastener, comprising a metallic shell

having openings therein, a metallic plate provided with

projections extending Into said openings, an Insulating

plate arranged between said metallic plate, and said shell,

«ald Insulating plate having sleeves surrounding said pro-

jections, fastening means extending through said plate

and projections for securing a rail on aald plate, rivets

for rigidly securing said plate to said shell, and insulating

means for in.xulatlng said rivets from said plate.

4. A rail tie and fastener, comprising a metallic shell,

a filling therefor, said shell having a plurality of apertures

arranged adjacent each end, a fastener plate arranged

adjacent each end, each of fuiid fastener plates being

formeti with a depending lug extending into said aper-

tures, threaded openings extending throuj^b said plates

and said lugs, and lag screwa fitting into said threaded

openings au'l extending Into the filling of said shell.

5. A rail tie and fastener, comprising a metallic shell

having apertures adjacent each end. a fa!<tener plate at

each end of the shell formed with projections fitting In

•aid apertures, said fastener plates having a passageway

ext»'ndlnK through the plates and through the projections,

rail securing means extending through said passageways,

an insulating plate having sleeves surrounding said pro-

jections so as to Insulate the projections from the Khell,

and mean.o for rigidly securing said fastener plate to said

shell.

[Claims C to 22 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,084. SIGNAL William SpARKa. Jackson. Mich.,

assignor to The Sparks Wlthlngton Company, Jnckson,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Oct. 8. 1915.

Serial No. 54.785. (CI. 177—7.)

1. In a signal, a diaphragm, an electric motor having Ita

armature shaft presented endwise toward the diaphragm,

a rotor mounted opon said shaft adjacent the diaphragm,

and an end-thrust bearing for the armature shaft for

positively moving said shaft toward and from the dia-

phragm Independently of the body of the motor.

2. In a signal, a diaphragm, an electric motor having

Its armature shaft presente^l endwise toward the dia-

phragm, a rotor mounted upon said shaft adjacent the

diaphragm, an adjuatable sleeve, and an end-thrust bear-

ing for said motor having an adjustable relation with

said sleeve for positively holding the motor shaft In •

predetermined position relatively to said sleeve.

8. In a signal, a diaphragm having a wear-piece asso-

ciated therewith, aa electric motor having Its armature

shaft presented endwine toward the diaphragm, a rotor

carrleil by said motor shaft for contact with aald wear-

piece, a tranaverse bar at the rear of the motor, said bar

having a tubular boss, a sleeve adjustable through aald

loss, said sleeve having an Inwardly projecting radial

shoulder, the armature shaft provided with a stepped

member for engagement with said shoulder, and an ad-

justable set screw for holding said stepped member In

subsuntlal contact with said shoulder.

4. In a signal, a diaphragm, an electric motor, a rotor

mounted upon the armature shaft of said motor, and an

end thrust bearing for the armature shaft for positively

reciprocating said shaft Independently of the body of the

motor.

5. In a signal, a diaphragm having a wear piece asso-

ciateil therewith, an electric motor having Ita armature

shaft presented endwise toward the diaphragm, a rotor

mounted upon said shaft for contact with said wear-
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piece , a aleeve adjustable toward and from the diaphragm,
and adJnataMe means aasorlatefl with the sleeve for

caisalng the motor shaft to move in conjunctloa with the

sle«'ve

(Claims 6 snd 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.0C5. SIGNAL. William Hparkm. Jackson. Mich.,

aaslcBor to The Sparks-Wlthington Company. Jackson,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Oct. 8. 19L5.

Serial No. 64.7M. (CI. 64—52.)

1. la a iiIictmI. a ease, a bar within and extending lon^

fafinally of ttM <-flse, oa** »f said utembert^ provlde<l with

• slot, tbe other mcasber carrying a bwK aested IjB said

•i«C a atHitft kmrimtt • lieerlng ka aald bur. aAd aa ad>ust

Ing iwiBilfr osiajrid sritb the esse and ijfMlA'Xlocked with

aid bar.

2. In a signal, a casing, a shaft having bearings within

the eaidog, <>«e of said hearings for«ie<? in a bar having

an «l«>gated Riot, a bolt engaged with the casing and

baring a portion extemMng through said irtot. means

adJuetaWe on t1)e bolt for holding the bar In any prede-

termined position with respect to the bolt, and means

operable exteriorly of the rasing and adjustable through

the casing for movlag «aid bar with respect to said bolt.

1.227,086. GAS PT'RNEH. Jissg G. St««N80N, Mlnne-

apolla, Minn. Filed Mar. 29. 1915. Serial No. 17,687.

(CL 67—116.)

1. The combination, witti a gas burner having a valve

and a lever therefor, of ajD aria mounted for simultaneous

movement with said lever iwhep sajd valve Is opened, said

lever being free to move a»d dose said valve Independently

of said arm. a spring put aa4nr tension by the opening

of said valve for nAamiug «ald lever and arm to their

normal position when s.<M <eaJre Is open and release<l and
the gas unllghted. and a ihemostatic bar comprising an
upright member i^fcuretl to said burner and having a loop

formed therein at Its upper »»id adjacent to the burner

tip and provided with a depending portion for engaging
said arm and tenipornrlly locking It against the tension

of said sprint;, fald bar. when contracted, releasing said

arm to permit It to return to Its normal position and
close aald valve.

2. The combination, with a burner, of a thermostatic

bar comprising an upright meaiber secured to said burner

and positioned at one side flbrreof and having a loop

formed at Its upprT end adjacent to the burner tip. said

loop tarrlQc a degMW^Hfig member 1 111 irtiisrtit to a Jtorl-

soatal «nd yvrtion. a vadve for aald boriMr, «to apeearCHag
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lever therefor, an arm having means In the path of said

lever for operating aald arm when said lever Is moved to

an open position, a spring put under tesiaion by the

movement of said lever to an open position for normally

returning said arm and lever to their cloaed position

when released, and said arm being positioned to be en-

gacad by the horlxontal portion of said thermostatic bar

and temporarily locked when said bar Is expanded and
released automatically when said bar is contracted.

S. The combination, with a gas burner having a valve
and an operating lever therefor, of an arm loosely

nouvted on the stem of aald valve ia a plane parallel

suh«ta»tlall7 vrtth said lever, said arm having a log

fornaed thereon projecting into the path of aaid lever for

aetiiatisg aald arm by the moveneat of ai<i lever la one
directiioo, a spring for ylrtdingly resisting movement of

said arm. a thermostatic bar mounted adjacent to the
burner tip and bavlog a part to en«acc and lock aald arm
when said bar Is expanded and said lever Is In Its open
position, the contraction of said thermostatic bar re-

iaBKing said arm to retarn said lever automatically to its

etrosed po6ltU>B.

4. The combination, with a burner and its valve, of a

Rprlng-actuate<l arm connected with said valve, a thermo-
static bar having a portion arranged at an angle to said
arm, means mounted on said angle portion and adjustable
thereon and normally positioned adjacent to said arm to

move Into the path of the same upon the expansion of said

bar, a stop for checking the morement of said means
away from said arm when said bar contracts, and said
bar having freedom of expansion and contraction Inde-
pendently of said ^rm-engi^ng nteana.

1,227,087. UNDER(;KOt;NI) PIPS COVERING SYSTEM.
Walter L. SrErriNs, ClladUanatl, Ohio, assignor to The
Philip Carey Manufacturing Company, I>ockland. Ohio,
a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Aug. 7, 1915. Serial No.
44.344. (CI. 154—44.)

1. In an underground pipe-covering system, in com-

bination with a pipe, an Insulating covering therefor and
a separate and distinct protective strnctnre around aald

insulating covering. In the form of re«rtllent cylindrical

shells, each longitudinally separated on one side and
sprung over said Insulating covering and suitably secured

together therearound.

2. In an undej-ground pipe-covering sy>tem. In com-
bination with the pipe, a frVaittte tasulatlng <ov"ring there-

for . and a sepataAe aad dtstluct protective structure

around said insulntlHg tooviriag:, made up of layers ol a

fibrous material aatd a ttltulithic sub«(a<ice imCkitately aaso-

clated and bro«gbt Into a xesHlent uooditlon, in the form
of longltudinaJUy anccinllgy cyliiHtrlcai shells, each lon-

gitudinaiiy s(>ptMeated on one side a*d ^rung over said

insula tlrtg covering and suitably soqnred together there-

around.
:i. In an undersrouod ft\^ covering system. In com-

bination w'th tlio pipe, a tntttbie insulatlsxg cov»»rlng there-

for, and a ae^paxaU* and diatJLAct j^aaitootlMe atructure

around said \smvOmttaig coMKiKC. aoftde up of layers of a

fibrous BMterlal and tamu-eyaatad and coated with a bltu-

llthlc substance and brought Into a resilient condlt'.on,

In ft he t«trm of loi^HlMUaaHf aucoeedlaf cyil»drlra> shells,

eaob iowittudtamlljir aeparaiad on vae aWe m^i .«>»nung o««r

9tAi immltktitig oomtring aAd anVbftWjr -aeowsed to^ather

t>b«irenDaund.
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4. In an underground plp^-coverlng Bystern. In com-

bination with the pip*", and an Insulating covering there

for, a protective structure around said insulating cover,

said protet-tlve covering being in the form of longitudi-

nally succeeding cylindrical shells, each longitudinally

separated on one side and sprung over said insulating cov

erlng and seamed together therearound along Its sepa-

ration, and with the ends of said shells abattlrg.

5. In an underground pipe-<^verlng system. In com-

bination with the pipe, and an insulating covering there

for. a protective structure around said insulating cover,

said protective covering being In the form of longitudi-

nally succeeding cylindrical shells, each longitudinally

separated on one side and sprung over said Insulating

covering and seamed together therearound along its aepa-

ration, and with the ends of said shells abutting, said

•hells being coated with a waterproofing material.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gasette.l

1.227.088. AUTOMATIC DIRIGIBLE UOHT. Rot M.
Swain, Princeton, Ind. FUed Aug. 7. 1916. Serial No.
113,595. (a. 240—62.)

A dirigible light for automobiles comprising axlally ro-

tatable, lamp supporting posts, brackets adjustably mount-
ed upon the upper portions thereof, a right angled bracket

member having a t>earlng at one end thereof In which
aald post is Journaled, nuts mounted upon the lower
threaded end of said post, one upon eltb«r side of mid
bearing, a screw eye through wh'ch a horizontally dis-

posed portion of said bracket pa.^ses, a clamping plate
having apertures to receive the lower threaded endt of
aid bracket member and screw eye. nats upon the bracket
member and screw eye and adapted to bear against aald

plate, an arm projecting from said post, and means con-

nected to said arm for rocking the latter.

^^

1.227.080. GROUND - CULTIVATOR. Josir Tancim.
Budapest, Hungary. Filed June IS. 1913. Serial No.
774.297. (Cl. 97—63.)

1. In ground cultivators, a rota table hoe-dnim, a pln-

rality of hoes pivotally mounted on said drum and capable

of swinging Independent of each other abont their plrota,

springs for holding the hoes in their normal radial posi-

tion and adapted to be compressed upon the hoea entering
the ground and adjustable stops on the drum for limiting

the backward movement of the hoes compressing their

springs.

2. In ground cultivators, a rotatable hoe-drum, a plu-

rality of hoes pivotally mounted on said drum and capabla
of swinging independent of each other about their pivots,

bolts pivotally connected with said hoes, guides fixed on
said drum for said bolts and springs surrounding Mid
bolts and adapted to be compressed upon a backward
movement of the hoes when entering the ground.

3." In ground cultivators, a rotatable hoe-drum, a plu-

rality of hoes pivotally mounted on said drum and capable
of swinging Independent of each other about their pivots,

bars arrangeil on said drum and forming stops for limiting

the backward movement of the said hoes when entering
the ground, bolts pivotally connected to said hoes and
guided In bores of said bars, springs surrounding said

bolts for holding the hoes In their normal radial position

and adapted to be compresaed by the hoes when entering

the ground.

4. In ground cultivators, a rotatable hoe-dium, a pla-

rality of hoes pivotally mounted on said drum and capable
of swinging Independent of each other about tlielr pivots,

bolts pivotally connected with said hoes, guides arranged
on <iald drum for said bolts and springs surrounding said
twlta and adapted to be compressed upon a backwani
movement of the hoes when entering the ground an4
buffer-springs on said bolts for absorbing the shock npoa
the sadden return of the hoes to their normal poaltlon.

1,2 2 7.09 0. HOE FOR CULTIVATING MACHINES.
Josir Tanczcb, Budapest. Hungary. Original applica-

tion filed June 18, 1913, Serial No. 774.297. Divided
and this application filed July 6. 1914. Serial No.
849,106. (Cl. 97—62.)

.\ hoe for rotJU'7 cultivating machines comprising •
rigid stem formed of a pair of spaced platen, a laterally

res'lient member mounted between the plates and carry-

ing hoeing elements, a pivot pin connecting the member
to the plates, and releasable means normally reatralnlng

the member against rotation of the pivot pin.

1.227,091. SPEBD-REOULATING APPARATUS. JOHir
B. Tailor. Schenectady, N. T. Filed Dec. 1. 1914.

Serial No. 876,010. (Cl. 171—229.)

* /•

1. The combination of a motor subject to variation*

from Its predetermined speed, a pair of vibrating element*
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having different natural vibratory periods, means for vi-

brating said elements at a frequency corresponding with

the speed of the motor, and means responsive to the differ-

ential action of said vibrating elements and tending to

hold said motor at substanttally its predetermined speed.

2. The combination of an electric motor subject to va-

riations for a predetermined speed, a pair of vibrating ele-

ments having different natural vibratory periods, means
responsive to the predetermined speed of said motor for

vibrating said elements at a frequency intermediate their

respective natural frequencies, and means responsive to

the differential action of said vibrating elements for vary-

ing the excitation of said motor.

3. The combination of an electric motor subject to va-

riations from a predetermined speed, a pair of stretched

wires differently tuned, means responsive to the predeter-

mined speed of the motor for vibrating said wires at a

frequency intermediate their natural frequencies, and
means responsive to differences in amplitude of said vi-

brating wires for varying the excitation of taid motor.

4. The combination of a pair of vibrating elements
tuned respectively to high and low frequency, means for

normally vibrating said elements at an intermediate fre

qaency and control mechanism responsive to the difference

in vibratory amplitude of said elements.

5. The combination of a motor subject to variations
from a normal speed, a pair of stretched wires having dif

ferf-nt normal vibratory frequencies, electromagnetic

means responilve to the predetermined speed of said motor
for vibrating aald wires at an Intermediate frequency, a

swinging element reoponHlve to the difference In amplitude
of vibration of said wires, and means controlled by said

swinging element for varying the excitation of said motor
to hold it at subetantially normal speed.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,092. APPARATUS FOR DRYING PHOTOGRAPHIC
PRINTS OR THE LIKE. Val«.ntin Constant Tbniac,
New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 14. 1916. SeHal No.
114.848. (Cl. 84—4.)

' U^h^

1. A drying apparatus for sheet materials comprising a
frame, a plurality of beating drums carried by said frame,
burners extending through each of said drums and sup-

ported from said frame, means for regulating the fuel Bup
ply to said burners, means for regulating the temperature
of said drums, endless webs trained over said drums and
contacting each other for a portion of their length, means
for tensioning said webs, and means for rotating aald

drums for the actuation of said webs to convey the sheets
to be dried over the heated surfaces of said drums.

2. A drying apparatus for sheet materials comprising a
frame, a plurality of heating drums carried by said frame,

burners extending through each of said drums and sup-

ported from said frame at their opposite ends, said burn-
ers forming l>earlngs for said heating drums, means for

regulating the temperature of said heating drums, endless

web conveyers trained over said heating drums and con-

tacting each other for a portion of their length, means for

tensioning said web conveyers, and power means for the
rotation of said heating drums for the actuation of said

conveyer webs and the sheets carried thereby.

3. A drying apparatus for sheet materials compriaing •
frame, a main heating drum, a pair of smaller beatlnf

drums disposed in a plane immediately above said main
heating drum and offset to either side thereof, burners ex-

tending through said heating drums and supported froa
said frame at their opposite ends, said burners forming

bearings for said drums, means for regulating the tem-

perature of said heating drums, endless web conveyere

trained over said heating drums and contacting each other

for a portion of their length, means for tensioning said

web conveyers, and power meant for the rotation of aald

heating drums for the actuation of said web conreyert and
the sheets carried thereby.

1.227.098. SAFETY APPLIANCE FOR SHIPS. Alot»iu«
8. Tbbbaab, San Diego, Cal. Filed Mar. 80, 1916. Se-

rial No. 87,670. (Cl. 114—148.)

'te ^ ^y^

1. In a safety appliance for ships, of the class described.

In combination ; two parallel horizontally disposed beams
adapted to be mounted In a tube mounted In the keel of a
ship; a horizontally disposed shaft Journaled in aald

beams ; a propeller mounted on said shaft between said
beams ; and gears mounted on said shaft and disposed
within said beams ; for the purposes set forth.

2. In a safety appliance of the class described. In com-
bination ; two horizontally disposed beams adapted to be
mounted in a tube, said tube being mounted in the keel of

a ship ; a propeller mounted on a shaft Journaled in said

beams ; gears mounted on said shaft and disposed within
said beams ; and chains mounted upon said gears and dis-

posed 'ongitudinally within said beams ; for the purposes
set forth.

3. In a safety appliance of the class described ; the com-
bination of two horizontally disposed beams mounted in a
tube mounted In the keel of a ship transTeraely thereof ; a
horizontally disposed shaft Journaled in said beams and
having a propeller mounted thereon between said beams

;

gears mounted on said shaft within said beams; chains
disposed longitudinally within said beams and mounted
on said gears ; for the purposes set forth.

4. A safety appliance of the class described comprisinc
a tube mounted transversely in the keel of a ship ; two
horizontally disposed beams mounted in said tube longi-

tudinally of the ship ; a propeller mounted on a shaft Jour-
naled In said beams ; gears disposed within said beams
and mounted on said shaft ; chains disposed longitndlnalljr

within said beams and mounted on said gears, said
chains extending into the ship and being mounted on an
actuating means disposed within said ship; for the pur-
pose of turning said ship's bow.

6. A safety appliance (or ships, comprising a talw
mounted transversely in the keel of a ship ; two horison-
tally disposed wedge t>eams having their ends secured to
the sides of said tube and having longitudinally disposed
chambers therein adapted to receive chains ; gears moant-
ed on a horizontally disposed shaft within said beams

;

chains disposed within said chambers and mounted on
said gears, said chains being connected with an actuating
means disposed within said ship ; and a propeller mounted
on said shaft between said beams ; for the purpose of
guiding said ship.

1,227,094. FILM-REEL SHAFT. Charubb Ubbblmm-
ssR, New York, N. Y., assignor to Cm Patents Cor-
poration, a Corporation of New York. Filed July 20,
1916. Serial No. 40,987. (Cl. 242—70.)
1. A film roll support, consisting of a lever pivotally

mounted in a tubular shaft, a movable collar on said
shaft, a tension spring on said shaft holding the collar In
position a sliding bar In said shaft connected with
collar, and the pivotally mounted lerer.
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2. A film roll support, n •didablo collar on said support,

m plTOtally inount»d U'v»»r on the end of th»* support, a

ronnectlon bar In the support and connected with the col-

lar and the plvotally mounted l»>vpr and adapted to l>e

op<'rable by moving the collar or the lever aforesaid.

1.227,096. 8TONB-DRE88INO M^ACHINE. Wilms H.

Van 81CKBL., LanKborne, Pa., assignor to T»M>a. H. Dal-

l«tt Co., a Corporation of New Jeraey. Fllad June 10,

1916. Serial No. 102.829. (CI. 126—6.)

1. The romblnatlon with a horizontally ninr;>h1e jH'd

ental, of an arm and a counter balandnjf weifht plvotally

mounted on the pedestal 00 a horiaontal axis, a tool

carrying frame and a (xninter balancing welglit plvotally

mounted on the arm on an «xl« parallpl to the flr«t nxia,

and a head on the frame arrattged to aopport a pneumatic

tool In a position to ••aune lt« rtrlprocable member to op

erate parallel to fwld axes

2. In a Borfaclnic ma<*hlne, the rxmblnatlon mlth a pe«l

»-»it«l. «t a head turnahle on a vtrtlral axis on the pt-destal.

an arm and a counter balaming wHght mounted on a horl

zontal axia '>n the head, a tool carrying frame and a conn

ter-belane-lng weight motinted on a borlsontal axU on th-

arm, and a surfarlng tool support carried by the frame.

3. In a surfacing machine, the combinatio!) with a

Iwae, of a pedestal adjustable horizontally thereon, a h»^d

Turnable on a verti<i»l axU on the pedestal, a horizontal

shaft turnahle on th<> head, an arm and a count r balauc

Ing weight carried by the shaft on opposite slde« of ttoe

pedestal, a tool-carrying frame and a counterbalancing

welglit mounte<l on the arm i>n :in axl« parallel to aald

shaft, and a surfacing tool xirpport carried by the frame

whereby the tool may be held In aosular relation to th

frame.
4. In a machine for dreiwring vertically extending »ur

far**, the combination with n bane, i4 a pedestal sup^

port 'd on the baae and movable horixontaliy ther«m to

regulate the dlatance between the pedeatal and tka anr-

ftioe to be' drewed. a head turnahle in a vertical axia on

the pedet^tHl to bring the partu carried by the head In

proper auKUlar relation to the surface to t)e dreased, an

arm plvotally supported on the head on a horiatjntal axia,

a counter balanced tool carrying frame plvotally aup

ported on the arm on an axis parallel to the axia on which

the arm 1« supported, a weight counter balancing the arm
and the counter balanced tool carrying frame carried

tkereby, and a surfacing tool aupport carried by aaid

frame and positioned to support the tool to cause the lat

ter to extend in a direction paraflel to aald horlaontal

axea. thus enabling the tool to operate on a vertical sur-

face by movement In a verti<al plane thmughoat a radius

equaling the combined lengths of the sahi arm and frame

an<i to t>e properly counter balanced In any position with

in ita range of movement.

1,227,096. THROTTLE-VALVE MECHANISM FOR LO-

COMOTIVES. Harkt S. ViNcaNT, Rldgewood. and

William P. 8T«iLjt, Pallaade, N. J. Filed Dec. 8, 1»1«.

Serial No. 186..S71. (01. 1S7—IW.)

2. The < OBiblna tlon . with a locomotive boiler, of a

throttle valve ; a throttle lever ; connections, poaitlvely

i-oupled throughout their length, interposed between the

throttle valve and throttle lever, aald connections extend

Ing longitudinally exterior to the boiler ; and means for

locking said throttle valve in adjusted position and per-

mitting movement of the throttle lever and connections,

relatively to the throttle valve, when aald valve la locked.

4. The combination, with a lo«omotlve boiler, of an

internal throttle valve ; a throttle lever ; longitudinally

extending connections Interposed between said throttle

valve an<l throttle lever ; and a locking mechanism lo-

cated and operating adjacent to the throttle valve end of

said connections.

7. The combination, with a loeemotlve boiler, of a

stand pipe supporteil in a steam dome thereof ; a throttle

valve controlling said pipe ; a shaft support secured to

the dome : an oacUlatory throttle shaft Journaled In aald

support and extending to the exterior of the dome; con-

neetiona coupling aald shaft to tke throttle valve; a le

ver mipport locat^ni exterior to the boiler and aeparated

by a loogltwilnal space from the stand pipe
, a throttle

U^er pivoted to wiid support: a tabular r»Mineotl«n inter

posed l>etwee»i sal<l lever and the throttle ».haft ; a pt-

rlpbe^rally toothed or notched lockina seaiiH^t secured to

tlie ahaft support ; a latch adapte<1 to •«gag» aald seg

ment ; a lat< h handle pivote<i to th. throttle lever: bell

crank levera Joomaled at opposite ends of the tuholar

< onnectlon and co»ipled to the lst<h Hnd latch handle, re-

ep-N-tively ; and a rod extending through the tubular eon-

ne«HioB and coupled, at Ua ends, to said bell crank levcra.

(Claims 1. 8, 5, and « not printe«1 in the Oasette.l

1 i.;27.<>»7. THROTTLE VALVE. Harbt 8. VlscnwT,

Uldgewood N. J. Piled Dec «. 191«. Bertal No.

I

1OT,ST2. <n 187—4.)
1. The combination of an open topped stand pi^, a

I
hf.ian<ing ring fitted In the top opening thereof. -and a

I double puppet throttle valve, having oppositely Inclined
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(acea which aeat. respectively, on oppositely Inclined (acea.

of approximately e^ual area, on the balancing ring and
on a subjacent seat in the stand pipe.

S. The combination of an open toppe«l standpipe, hav
ing an Internal i>owl shaped chamber , n double puppet
throttle valve fitting seats at the tops of the stand {rtpc

and Chamber, respectively . a disk fitting said chamber

;

and a valve stem on which said valve and disk are ae-

cnrsd.

4. The combination of an open topped atand pipe, hav-

ing an internni t>owl shaped chamber . a double puppet
throttle valve comprising two abutting sections, the up
per of which la adapted to seat at the top of the atand
pipe and the lower at the top of the chamt>er : a disk fit

ting aald chamber : a valve stem on which said valve and
disk are secured ; and an open ended pip ' surrounding the

valve atem and extending from the chamber to the exte-

rior of the stand pipe.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1,227.098

cott, Aris

(CT. 187—

t

DR.\IN VALVE.
Filed Oct. 3.

103.)

IX)lIg N. ViNCEXT, PreB

1916. Serial No. 123.517.

i

^rfl. A drain valve comprising a member provided with a
chamber and an Inlet thereto, by pa«s portg of antwtan-
tially uniform i-ross-sectlon in said chamber, a second
member provlde<I with an outlet and having a free end
terminating at substantially one end of the by-pass ports

and providing a valve seat, a valve membi r having an
Imperforate disk head cooperating with said seat, and a

solid guiding stem in said outlet, and meaniK for retain-

ing aald valve In a normally open ponltion.

2. In a drain valve, an outer member, an Inner member,
a valve mounted In the inner member and provided with
a plurality of substantially straight grooves and straight

cutting edges between said grooves, said valve adapted
to be poaltively rotated to remove any forel^ matter
which may accumulate In the inner member.

3. A drain valve comprising a member provided with a
chamber and an inlet thereto, by-paaa ports of substan

tUilly uniform cross-section In said dtamfier, a aeceno
member provided with an outlet and having a free upper
end terminating at substantially the lower end of the by-
pass ports and providing a valve seat substantially in
alinement with the end of said ports, a valve member hav-
ing an imperforate dUk bead cooperating with aald seat,

and an elongated solid guiding stem in said outlet pro-
videii with longitudinally extending external grooves and
means for retaining said valve In a normally open posi-

tion contained within naid inner member.

1.227.099. PENCIL-HOLDER. ILuurus A. Wau>«w. San
Francisco, C&I., assizor of one-half to (Mrs.) D. M.
Brunkborst, San Franclaco, Cal. Piled Feb. 1, 1917.
Serial No. 146,008. (CI. 24—12.

A pencil holder comprising a piece of soft rnbUr hav-
ing therein a series of holes sufficiently large to receive
a pencil thtrethroufh and anfflciently small to retain the
pencil therein, holder members of comparative rigid ma-
terial extending on opposite sides of the sheet of rubber
and each having tberelu a corresponding series of larger
holes registering with each other and with the holes In

the rubber, irtonns for (lamping the rubber sheet between
the holder members, and means for attaching the holder
to a garment of the user.

1.227.100. WINDSHIELD CLEANER. Obmond E.
Wall, Honolulu, Hawaii. Piled June 2, 1916. Serial
No. 101,366. (CI. 15—59.)

1. A wind shield cleaning apparatus comprising a bar
secured vertically to the windshield frame, a lever pivoted
on said bar adjacent to the wind shield and provided wtth
a wiper at its extremity, a rotatable device supported on
the b^r, and a rod connecting said device with the lever

for oscillating the latter, as described.

2. A wlnd-shleld cleaner comprising a bar adapted to
be secured to a wind-shield frame, a wiper lever pivoted
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thereon and arranged parallel to the wind shield, a ro-

tary motor supported on the aforesaid t>ar, and means
operatlvely connecting It with the lever for oscillating

the same, as described.

8. A wind-shield cleaner comprising a bar adapted to

b« clamped on the top and bottom of a wind shield, a

wiper lever pivoted on said bar In a plane parallel to the

wlnd-shleld, a motor and a gear supported on the bar, the

geaT being operatlvely connected with the lever, aa de-

scribed.

4. A windshield cleaning apparatus comprising an ex-

tensible bar made in adjustable sections, the outer ones

being adapted for engagement with the wind-shield frame,

means for clamping the sections to each other In any de-

sired adjustment, a wiper pivoted on the bar and adapt-

«d to OBclllate in a plane parallel with that of the latter,

an electric motor flied on the bar and having an ex-

tended shaft provided with a worm, a worm gear mesh-

ing with said worm and mounted rotatably on the motor

casing, and a rod connecting the worm gear with the wiper

lever, aa descrilied.

1.227,101. METHOD OF PASTEURIZING LIQUIDS.
ALFBU) II. WiHMiLXiB, St. LouH, Mo., assignor to

Barry-Wehmlller Machinery Company, a Corporation of

Missouri. Filed Feb. 7, 1916. Serial No. 76,616. (CI.

,»»—15.)

1. The improvement In the art of pasteurizing liquids

In containers which comprises conducting the containers

through an attemperatlng fluid, then through a pasteuriz-

ing fluid, thereafter through a cooling fluid, and causing
a thermic circulation of the liquid In the containers by
turning said containers while they are submerged in the

attemperatlng, pasteurizing and cooling fluids.

2. The improvement in the art of pasteurizing bottled

liquids which comprises conducting the bottles contain-

ing the liquid through a pasteurising fluid so as to raise

the temperature of the upper portions of the bottles to a

higher degree than the temperature of the lower portions

of the bottles, and then causing a thermic circulation of

the bottled liquid by turning each bottle sufllciently to

place fts hottest portion in a lower plane than the com-
paratively cooler liquid in the bottle.

1.227,102. EXTENSION TABLE. Hasay Amsil and
BlNJAiiiN RiiCBABi). New York. N. Y. Filed .4pr. 15,

1916. Serial No. 91.293. ( CI. 45—9.)

1. In an extension table which includes a leg-structure

apon which Is flxed an elongated base-member and which
Includes also rail bars flxed laterally on the base-member,

extension-bars slldably connected with the rail-bars and
table-top ends rigidly connected with the extension-bars ;

npstanding elements connecting the table-top ends and
the extension-bars and spacing the table-top ends above
the extenslon-t)ar8 to establish a compartment for con-

taining a plurality of extension leaves with said leaves

retting upon the extension-bars and extending laterally

thereof, a plurality of extension leaves Independent of

each other, and a plurality of npstanding walls perma-
nently connected to the base-member at its opposite ends

with the top edges of the walls substantially flash with

the undersurfaces uf the table-top ends.

6. In an extension table which Includes a leg strnctnre

upon which Is flxed an elongated base member and which
Includes also rail bars flxed laterally on the base mem-
ber, extension-bars slldably connected with the rafl-bars

and table-top ends rigidly connected with the extension-

bars ; upstanding elements connecting the table-top endi

and the extension-bars and spacing the table top ends
at>ove the extension-bars to establish a compartment for

containing a plurality of extension leaves with said leaves

resting upon the extension bars and extending laterally

thereof, a plurality of extension leaves Independent of

each other, a plurality of upstanding walls i>ermanently

connected to the base-member at its opposite ends with
the top edges of the walls substantially flush with the

undersurface of the table-top. and a pair of rods extend-

ing parallel with the upstanding walls and each located

adjacent to one of the walls, and both flxed to the under-

side of one of the table top pnds and projecting below the

other table-top end when th>> table is closed.

8. In an extension table having extension rails and up-

standing blocks at the ends thereof, a flxed vertical wall

at one side parallel with said rails, and a movably mount-
ed wall at the opposite side adapted to t>* moved into

vertical or horizontal position, said walls constituting

portions of a closed compartment and cooperating with

said blocks and adapted to support the table top ends and
extension leaves whether the table be opened or closed.

11. In an extension table having extension rails and
upstanding blocks at the ends thereof, a vertical wall at

one side parallel with said rails and flxed in a vertical

plane, a movably mounted wall at the opposite side

adapted to be moved into vertical or horizontal position,

said walls constituting portions of a closed compartment
and adapted to support the table top ends and extension

leaves whether the table be opened or clospd. said side

walls being in the form of Inverted truncated triangles.

extension leave* each consisting of a pair of half-length

leaves, a central longitudinally disposed coupling l)ar hav-

ing Its ends slldably engaged with the under sides of the

table top ends, support bars flxed to the under sides of

the table top ends, and brackets on the aaid side walls for

<*oAperation with said support bars.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6. 7. 9. and 10 not printed in the

Oazette.]

1.227.103. BREAD RAISING AND WARMING CABI-
NET. WiLii O. A8KIW. Morgan City. I^. Filed July

24. 1916. Serial No. 110.978. (Cl. 126—2R2.)

2. A bread ral.slng and warming cabinet romprlsing a

metallic-lined wooden casing having an air Inlet opening

in its bottom and an air exit opening at its top. a closed

she«»t metal oven within said casing spaced therefrom on

all sides and at top and bottom to permit the air to cir-

culate around It and having a series of shelves supported

therein, a heat producing device at the bottom of the cas-

ing in communication with said inlet, and a thermostat

for actuating a valve controll'ng the escnpe of air

through said exit, whereby a uniform tempiratnre maj
be maintained within the casing.
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4. A bread raising and warming cabinet comprising a
casing, a spaced Interior receptacle, means for constantly

taaatlng said space and thermostatically controlled means
for admitting air to or excluding air from said space.

[Claims 1, 3. and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,104. BLOWPIPE. James .\si.in. Providence, R. I.

Filed Feb. 16, 1917. Serial No. 148,768. (Cl. 168—27.4.)

8. In a blow pipe, air and gas pipes having discharge
nozzles, a valve seat in each pipe, stops between the noz-
zles and valve seats, and relatively long heavy rods slid-

sble in said pipes and having valves formed on one end to
engage In said valve seats and having their opposite ends
engageable with said stops.

6. In a blow pipe, an air pipe having a nozzle, a gas
pipe srranged alongside of the air pipe, telescoping noz-
zles borne by the respective pipes, and Independent gravity
valves in the respective pipe for simultaneously con-
trolling the supply of air and gas thereto.

7. In a blow pipe, air and gas pipes, and a gravity con-
trolled relatively long and heavy single rod in the gas pipe
having a valve formed on one end for controlling the sup-
ply of gas thereto.

[Claims 1, 2, 4 and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.106. ADJUSTABLE SUPPORTING DEVICE. Law
A. BARxaa. Chicago, 111. Original application filed Feb.

1, 1916, Serial No. 75.529. Divided and this applica-
tion flled July 22, 1916. Serial No. 110,670. (Cl.

248—2.

)

1. Supporting means for the purpose set forth, com-
prising telescoping members having a base, one of said
members containing openings for receiving a pin to engage
the other of said members and bold these memt>er8 in rela-

tively adjusted position, a bearing member supported on

the one of aaid telescoping members which is supported
on said pin, said last-referred-to telescoping member be-
ing rotatably supported relative to the other of said mem-
bers and a single threaded adjustable connection between
said bearing member and the one of the telescoping mem-
bers on which it is directly supported.

2. Supporting means for the purpose set forth, com-
prising telescoping members, one of said members con-
taining openings of difTerent diameters arranged in series.

with the edges of diametrically opposed openings In a
plane at a right angle to the median line of the member
containing them, said openings being provided for re-
ceiving a pin to engage the other of said members and
hold these members In relatively adjusted position, a
tapered pin extending Into n large and a small one of said
openings and holding mid members In relatively adjusted
position, and a bearing surface on the upper end of the
uppermost one of said members, for the purpoM<> set forth.

1,227.106. STEAM TABLE. Ha.vBY F. Bbchman, Battle
Creek, Mich., assignor to Duplex Printing Press Com-
pany. Battle Creek, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.
Filed Oct. 12, 1914. Serial No. 866,296. (Cl. 84—16.)

1. In a steam table the combination of a hollow ateam
heated table, a hollow steam heated yoke mounted upon
said table, a platen supported by said yoke, and platen
operating devices.

2. In a steam table the combination of a hollow table,
a hollow yoke mounted upon said table, a platen supported
t)y said yoke, and platen operating devices; with means
for supplying steam to the chambers In the table and In
the yoke to heat the same uniformly, as and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. In a compressor, the combination of a steam table,
a hollow steam heated yoke thereon, a pair of side by
side platens operatlvely suspended from said yoke, and
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m^ans for op<>nttnf uM ptetefifl hi<lep«ii4e«tl7, said

platans b«»lBiif adaptwl to roftperat* npon a larg« matrix,

or to op«»rate !»#»«nit*ly upon mMllfr matn<^9. aa<1 na«Aa«

for topplyhif Bt«>ftiH to tb« tabl« and yoke.

4. In a mechanical conipreaaof steam table, the com-

bination of a steam heated tabla, a stean heated yolM

fastened to said table, a pair of side by side platens op-,

eratlvely suspended from said yoke, and means for oper-

ating said platens lndep«ndently. said platens being adapt-

ed to simultaneously operate upon a double page matrix

or to operate »«'parately upon single page matrices.

5. In a steam table, the combination of a hollow table,

a hollow yoke bolted to said taWe, a pair of side by side

platens operatlvely suspended from said yoke adapted to

simultaneously operate upon a double page matrix or to

operate separately upon single page matrices, means for

operating said platens Independently, and means for con-

ducting steam to the chambers of the yoke and table to

heat the latter uniformly, as and for the purpose aet

forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prlntad In the Gazette.*

1,227.107. SETTLING APPARATUS. Alfred L. Blom-

FiELD, Denver. Colo. Fllad Apr. 21. 1916/ Serial No.

92,771. (CI. 83—82.)

1. In combination, a container having an opening for

the outflow of settling matter, a valve controlling the flow

through said opening, an element for moving settling

matter toward said opeaiag, and mechanism for the ad-

justment of aftid valve, adapted to be actuated by a deter-

minate realstaace to the movement of said element.

3. In combination, a container having an opening for

the outflow of settling matter, a valve controlling the flow

through said opening, mechanism for the adjustment of

said valve, adapted to i>e actuated by an excess of settling

matter oB the bottom of the container, and means opera-

tlvely aMO«lated with aald mechanism, for Indicating the

extent of the movement of the valve, exteriorly of the

container.

6. In combination, a container having an opening for

the outflow of settling matter, a valve controlling the flow

through said opening, a driven element for moving settling

matter toward said opening, a driving element capable of

dlRplacemeDt by a resistance to the movement of the

driven element, mechanism for the adjnatment of said

valve, adapted to be operated by said displacement, and a

spring to reslliently oppose the operation of said merha-

nism.

7. In combination, a container having an opening for

the outflow of settling matter, a device for moviag settling

matter toward said outlet, and mechanism for regnl^ting

the flow through said opening, adapted to be actuated by

determinate resistance to the movement of said device.

[Claims 2, 4, 5, and 8 not printed in the Oaxette.]

I,2r7,10§. INNER TUBE FOR PN^CMATK! T1RB8.
Hamiltd?! Cuayton Rooos, De<-atiir. Ala. Filed Jnly t.

1916 Serial No. 107,423. (CI. 152—18.)

1. In a tire, the eomblaation with a rtm and a shoe

connected thereto, of a cantinuous annular Inner tuba

mounted In aald shoe, said tube being made of soft rub-

ber with comparatively thick walls, and reinforced with

one or more layers of canvas eml>edded therein, near the

exterior thereof, said tube being substantially heart-

shaped in cross section when deflated, and the walls of

said tube being of greater thickness at the outer periphery

than at the Inner periphery, said tube being provided with

annular grooves In Its sides and outer periphery, forming

with th« shoe when the tube is deflated, annular spaeas,

lenticular In cross seetloti, whereby whea the tBl>e la

inflated the walls of the tube are forced ontward com-

pressing the inner layers of rubber thereof, and filling up

said lenticular spaces, and whereby, when the tire 1» col-

lapsed, a yielding cushion is provided between the tread

of the tire and the rim, substantially as described.

2. In a pneumatic tire, the combination with a casing

of an inner tube therefor composed of a thick annular

shell of soft rubber, made thicker on its onter than oa

Its laner periphery and molded to a aet form with one or

more teycra of canvas Inserted in the body and near the

outer psrtplMry thereof, said tube baias provided with a

wide deprraston la the outer periphery thereof, and with

oppoaltely dlspose<l similar depressions in the sides

thereof, said depressions being separated by uninterrupted

curved annular outwardly-projecting looped portlona,

adapted to engage and to have rolling contact with the

Ulterior of said casing:, when <leflated, the whole inner

tube being adapted, when inflated, to form a continuous,

thick, elastic lining, held under compression by, and with

Its tread nnd side portions fltting snugly throughout

against, the Inner walls of said casing, substantially aa

described.

1,227.100. MNITIOS SYSTEM FOR INTERNALrCOM-
BU8TION ENGINES. WiixiAM C. BaiNTOSi, Jr.. K«B-

nett v'iquare. Pa., assignor to Phil Ips-Briaton Compaay.

Kennett Square. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania,

niad Nov. 10. 1015. Serial No. 60,046. (CI. 128—148.)

1. In an ignition aystem for internal combostioa en-

gines, in combination, a primary clrcolt, a vibrator in

said circuit, said vibrator Inclndtng a vibratory member
and an electro-magnet separate from the primary coll

hereinafter sperlfled. a contact maker and latermpter la

aald circuit, a switch controUlng the paaaage of current

through said circuit, a device adapted to b« moved lata

position to bokl open the circnlt throogh the vlkrator, a

secondary circuit, a primary coll and a secondary coll In

the respective circuits and in operative relation with each

other, a contact in the secondary circnlt, a plorallty o<

contacts adapte<l for connection with the spark pings of

the several engine cylinders, a shaft, means operated

thereby to control the operation of the coatac maker

and Interrupter, and a distributer operated by » d ahaft

and adapted to close the circuit throtigh the flrs» contact

and the other contacts sncreaslvely.

2. In an ignition system for iatersal combustion en-

gines, in combination, a primary drcvit, a vibrator la

said drcvit, said vibrator inclndlng a vibratory mamber
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and aa 1 Icrtrn magTist separate from the primary coll

hereinafter speclAed, a switch adapted to dose the clrcalt

through the vibrator an<l thereby cause the e»*<-tro-magaet

to effect ttj«» eontlnuoaa operation of the vibratory asem-

ber, a aecoB<)ary drcwlt. a primary coll and a secomiary

coll in the respective ctrtiilts and In operative relation

with each other, and a distributer In the secondary drrolt.

drcBits In operative correlation, a vibrator and a contact

maker and intemipter arranged in parallel la the prlOMry

tlrcul*, salii vibrator comprising an electro magnet sepa-

rate from said colls and a vibrating member, a distributer

In the secondary circuit, a cam shaft adapted to operate

the distributer and control the operation of the contact

maker and Interrupter, and switching means adapted to

close the circuit through the vibrator and elTect its con

tinuous operation and open the drctitt through the von

tact maker and Interrupter and vice veran.

J In an Ignition system for Internal combusUon en-

glnea. in comWaatWn, a primary circuit, a vibrator In aald

drcult, a coatact maker and latermpter la aald drenlt,

a switch c««troll1a« the paaaage of carreat throagh aald

drcult a device adapted to be moved either Into position

to hold open the drcult throocb the vibrator or lato

position to allow the contlauoua operation thereof, a sec-

ondary clrcalt. a ahaft. means operated thereby to control

the operation of the contact maker and Interrupter, and a

distributer la the secondary dreait operated by said ahaft.

4. la aa IgaltloD syatem for Interaal combaotlon en-

gines, in e«»Maatloa, a primary clrcalt, a vibrator In

said drealt, a switch adapted to dose the drcult throagh

the vibrotor sad effect the eontlnoous operation thereof,

a secondary drcult. a sertoe of contacts arranged at equal

dkstaaces apart aloag a clrde and adapted for cs>anect1oa

with the spark phigs of the several engine cyUndars, and

a distrtboler plate eJeetrlcaUy e«»»eeted with the aoc-

ondary clrcalt and rotataWe oa on axis coincident with

the center of said drele. the length of the outer ed^e of

the distributer plate approximating the distance between

adjacent contacts.

5. In an Igaltloo for Internal eo«bo«tioa eaglnes, in

rorabtiMtlon. a primary clrralt, a vlbratflT la said circuit.

a (intact maker and faterruptpr la sal.i clrcalt. a switch

controlling the paaaage of current throa«h aald drcnit, a

device adapted to be moved either into position to hold

open the circuit through the vibrator or Into position to

allow the continuous operation thereof, a secondary dr

cult, a rotatable distributer plate electrically connected

wltli the secondary drcult, a shaft adapted to effect the

operation of the contact maker and Interrupter and the

rotation of the distributer plate, and a aeries of conUcts

at equal dlsUnces apart and at equal di^ances radially

from the axis of rotation of the distributer plate, the

lenjjth of the outer edge of the distributer plate approxl

mating the distance between adjacent contacts.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaaette.l

1,227.110. IGNITION SYSTEM FOR INTERNALrCOM
BUSTION ENGINES. Wii^LiAM C. Bbintos, Jr

,
Ken

nett Sduate. Pa., assignor to Philips Brlnton Company,

Kennett Square. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Mar. 23, 1916. Serial No. 86.230. (CI. 123—148.)

1. In an Ignition system for Internal combustion en-

gines, in combination, a- priman clrcalt. a secondary

drcnit, primary and seefwidnry colls in the respective

VWW\«—

1

2. In an Ignition system for Internal combustion en-

gines. In combination, a primary circuit, a secondary

clrailt. primary and secondary coils hi the respective

circuits In operative correlation, a vibrator In one brnncli

of the primary drcult, said vibrator comprising aB electro-

magnet separate from said coHs and a vibrating member, a

contact maker and Interrupter in another branch of th«

primary circuit, a switch interposed in the primary cir-

cuit and adapted to close the drcult through one of said

elements and open It through the other and vice versa, a

plurality of Independent sources of current supply, a

second switch adapted to open and close said drcnit

through either source of current supply, a distributer In

the secondary circuit, and a cam shaft to operate the

distributer and control the operation of tht conUct maker

and Interrupter.

3. in an ignition system for internal combustion en-

gines. In combination, an electric drcult, a vibrator in

one branch of the drctilt, a coatact maker and IntermptA

in another branch of the clrcalt. and swrltchtag aaeans

adapted to dose the drcnit through the vibrator In either

of two opposite directions and open the circuit throagh

the contact maker and Interrupter and vice versa.

4. In an Ignition system for internal combustion en-

gines, in combination, an electric drcult. a vibrator in

one branch of the drcult, a cooUct maker and interrupter

In another branch of the drcirit. and a switch adapted.

In two different positions, to cause the current to flow

through the vibrator in opposite directions and adapted,

in another position, to dose the circuit through the con-

tsct maker and Interrupter.

5. In an ignition system for Internal combustion en-

gines. In combination, an electric drcult, a vibrator in

one branch of the drcult. a contact maker aad Interraptex

In another branch of the drcwlt, aad a switch tumaUe

in one direction only and adapted to close the drcult

alternately througli the said two elements, said switch

InclMdiBg means to reverse the polarity of the drcult

throusb the vibrator.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oasette.l

1,227.111. INSULATOR - BLOCK CABLE BRACKBT-
HANOER. Eixawoara J. BcaaiCK, DetroU, Mich.

Filed Jnae 4, 1016. Serial No. 82,068. (CL 173—»8.)

A cable support, comprlalag an arm having the upper

edge thereof provided with a seat portion havlac aspar

rated transverse seats, each being V-ahaped, aa lamUatar

adapted for supporting a cable and having the bottom

thereof provided with inclined walls correspoodias to ana
to the Inclined walls ml the seat hod adapted to rest there-
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OB, Hdd insolator barlac flaocea on the end tlMreof <!•-

pending below the «eat portion of Mid arm and engaglnc

the edge* thereof to prevent displacement of said Insulator
relative to the seat portion of said arm.

1.227,112. GARMENT SUPPORTER. John BtTmifaimB,
Minneapolis. Minn. Filed July 14. 1916. Serial No.
109.381. (CI. 24—260.)

A garment supporter comprising an integral resilient
metallic strip being bent upon itself to proride a pair
of adjacent resilient arms, one of which is slightly
longer than the other, the arms at their free end portions
being materially widened and having down-turned flanges
along each side and across the edge to form cup-shaped
Jaws, one adapted to receive the other and crimp there-
between a portion of a garment, and means for drawing
said cup-shaped ends together comprising a slidable con-
tinuous member encompassing the armn and having frlc-
tlonal contact therewith, said member being provided with
relatively long forwardly extending Inclined lip portions
each projecting a substantial distance from the body
thereof, and engaging the surfaces of the arms, substan-
tially as described.

f,227.118. ELECTRIC WAVE FILTER. QaoBoa A.
CAMrraLX. Montclalr. N. J., assignor to American Tele-
phone and Telegraph Company, a Corporation of New
York. Filed July 16, 1915. Serial No. 40.067. ICl
179—80.)

1. An electric wave-fllter consisting of a connecting
line of negligible attenuation containing lumped im-
pedance in series with the line and lamped Impedance in
•hunt across the line, said Impedances having precom-
puted values dependent upon the upper limiting frequency
and the lower limiting frequency of a range of frequencies
it is desired to transmit without attenuation, the values
of said series and shunt impedances being so proportioned
that the structure transmits with practically negligible
attenuation sinusoidal currents of all frequencies lying
between said two limiting frequencies, while attenuating
and approximately extinguishing currents neighboring
frequencies lying outside of said limiting frequencies.

2. An electric wave-fllter consisting of a connecting
line of negligible attenuation composed of a plurality of
sections, each section iadadlag a capacity element and an
inductance element, one of said elements of each section
being in series with the line and the other in shunt across
the line, said capacity and inductance elements having
precomputed values dapoident upon the upper limiting
frsquancy and the lower limiting frequency of a range
of frequencies it is dsaired to transmit without attenua-

tion, the values of said capacity and isdactaac* elements
being so proportioned that the structure tranamits with
practically negligible attenuation sinusoidal currents of
all frequencies lying between said two limiting frequencies,
while attenuating and approximately extinguishing cur-
rents of neighboring frequencies lying outside of said limit-
ing frequencies.

3. An electric wave-fllter consisting of a connecting
line of negligible attenuation containing lumped capacity
in series with the line and lumped Inductance In shunt
across the line, said capacity and said inductance having
precomputed values dependent upon the upper limiting
frequency and the lower limiting frequency of a range of
frequencies It is desired to transmit without attenuatVon.
the values of said capacity and lnductan|?e being so pro-
portioned that the structure transmits with practically
negligible attenuation sinusoidal currents of all frequen-
cies lying between said two limiting frequencies, while
attenuating and approximately extlngQlahing currents
of neighboring frequencies lying outside of said limiting
frequencies.

4. An electric wave-fllter consisting of a line composed
of a plurality of sections, each section Including a con-
denser and an Inductance coll in aeries with the line, and
an inductance coil In shunt across the line, said con-
densers and Inductance coils having precomputed value*
dependent upon the upper limiting frequency and the
lower limiting frequency of a range of frequencies it la
deaired to transmit without attenuation, the values of
said condensers and said Inductance colls being so pro-
portioned that the structure transmits with practically
nfgllirible attenuation sinusoidal currents of all fre-
quencies lying between said two limiting frequeadea,
whUe attenuating and approximately extinguishing cur-
rents of neighboring frequencies lying outside of said
limiting frequencies.

6. An electric wave-fllter consisting of a line composed
of a plurality of sections, each section Including a con-
denser in series with the line and an inducUnce coll and
a condenser In parallel in shunt across the line, said con-
densers and Inductance coils having precomputed values
dependent upon the upper limiting frequency and the
lower limiting frequency of a range of frequencies it la
desired to transmit without attenuation, the values of
said condensers and said coils being so proportioned tliat
the structure transmits with practically negligible atten-
uation sinusoidal currents of all frequencies lying between
said two limiting frequencies while attenuating and ap-
proximately extinguishing currents of neighboring fre-
quencies lying outside of said limiting frequcndea.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.227.114. ELECTRICAL RECEIVING. TRANSLATING.
OR REPEATING CIRCUIT. Gioaoa A. Campbill,
Montclalr, N. J., assignor to American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, a Corporation of New York. Origi-
nal appUcation flled July 16, 1916, Serial No. 40,067.
Divided and this application flled June 6. 1916. Se-
rial No. 101.S46. (CL 179—170.)

1. The combination with a signaling dreoit and a re-
peater therefor, of a wave (liter inserted in drcnlt b*.
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tween said signaling circuit and said rei>eater for trans-

mitting, vrith practically uniformly negligible attenuation,

«>etween said signaling circuit and repeater, sinusoidal

currents of all frequencies between an upper pre-asslgned

limiting frequency and a lower pre-asslgned limiting fre-

quency of a predetermined range of frequencies, while at-

tenuating and approximately extlngulabtng currents of

neighboring frequencies lying outside of iiaid range.

8. The combination with a transmission line, of an ar-

tificial line, a repeater, and a wave-fllter adapted to trans-

mit with negligible attenuation a definite range of fre-

quencies inserted in circuit between said line and said

repeater for prescribing the range of frequencies to be

transmitted by said repeater, substantially as described.

5. The combination with a telephone line, of a vacuum

tube repeater, a wave-fllter for limiting the range of fre-

qu^'ndes transmitted by said repeater, and an artiflcial

line simulating th« impedance characteristics of said tele

phone line only over said limited range of frequencies, sub-

stantially as described.

7. The combination with a telephone line and a vacuum

tube repeater cooperating therewith, of an electric wave-

fllter inserted in circuit between said line and the Input

side of said repeater, said filter i-onslstlng of a oonnectlnR

line composed of a plurality of sections, each section in

eluding a capacity element and an inductance element, one

of said elements of each section being in series with

said connecting line and the other in shunt across said

coDD«>ctlQg line, said capacity and Inductance 'lements

having precomputed values dependent upon the upper

limiting frequency and the lower llmitlntt frequency of

a ranjte of frequencies necessary for telephonic trans-

mis-slon of intelligible speech, the values of said capaicty

and Inductance elements being so proportioned that said

connecting line transmits with practically negligible atten-

uation, from the telephone line to said vacuum repeater,

sinusoidal currents of all frequencies within said rang"

of frequendes. while attenuating and approximately ex-

tinguishing currents of neighboring frequencies lying out-

aide of said range. •

8. The combination with a signaling drcult and a trans-

lating device therefor, of a wave fllter Inserted In circuit

t>etwc«n said signaling drcult anJ said translating de-

vice, said fllter including Impedances having values de-

pending upon the upper limiting frequency and the lower

limiting frequency of a prescribed range of frequencies,

the values of said Impedances being so proportioned that

said fllter transmiU with practically uniformly negligible

attenuation, between said signaling circuit and translat

Ing device, sinusoidal currents of sll frequencies within

said range of frequencies, while attenuating and approxi-

mately extinguishing currents of neighboring frequencies

lying outside of said range.

I Claims 2. 4. 6, 9, and 10 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,227,116. BELT BUCKLE. JoaaPH Chabot, North At

tleboro, Mass., assignor to Geo. L. Paine Company, North

Attlcboro, Mans , a Corporstion of Rhode Island. Filed

Nov. 4, 1916. Serial No. 129,609. (CI. 24—194.)

completely out of belt clamping position upon movement

of the clamp in one direction, and means engaging the In-

clined part of the clamp to wedge same to clamp the belt

upon movement of the clamp In the opposite direction.

[Claims 1, 2, and 4 not printed in the Oasette.]

8. In a belt buckle, a casing, a clamp, means to connect

the clamp at one end thereof to the casing so that the

clamp may bodily slide and have oscillatory movement at

Us opposite end, means to force the clamp Into belt clamp-

ing position upon sliding thereof In one direction, and

means to oscillate said opposite end of the clamp to move

same out of belt damping position upon sliding of the

«lsmp in the opposite direction.
'

6. A belt buckle including a casing, a clamp, means to

pivotally and slldably connect the clamp to the casing so

as to cause same to hav.- an inclined relation thereto,

means to automatically rock the clamp so as to move same

1.227,116. TUCK-FORMINO MECHANISM FOR SEW-
ING-MACHINES. John E. Cbalmam, Chicago, 111., as-

signor to Union Special Machine Company, Chicago, 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed June 11, 1916. Sarlml

No. 38.468. (CI. 270—90.)

1. The combination of a work support, a feeding mecha-

nism including a feed dog located beneath the work sup-

port, a presser foot cooperating with said feed dog. said

work support having spaced ribs thereon and the presaef

foot having grooves cooperating with said ribs to form

tucks in the fabric, stitching n\echanlsm for stitching the

tucks, and means yieldingly engaging the material in ad-

vance of the presser foot for holding the same cootlnti-

ously on the work support in advance of the presser foot.

2. The combination of a work support, a feeding mecha-

nism including a feed dog located beneath the ^ork sup-

port, a preaser foot cooperating with said feed dog, said

work support having spaced ribs thereon extending in

front of the presser foot, grooves cooperating with said

ribs to form tucks in the material, stitching mechanism

for stitching the tucks, means carried by the presser foot

and engaging the material In advance thereof for holding

the material on said tuck forming ribs, and devices for

yieldingly pressing said means on the work support when

the presser foot is raised through the action of the feed

dog.

8. The combination of a work support, a feeding mecha-

nism including a feed dog located beneath the work sop-

port, a presser foot cooperating with said feed dog, aald

work support having spaced ribs thereon extending la

front of the presser foot, said preaser foot having grooraa

cooperating with aald ribs to form tucks in the material,

stitching meclianism for stitching said tucks, a pivoted

arm carried by the presser foot and extending forwardly

therefrom, a roller plvoUlly supported by said arm and co-

operating with the work support between aald ribs, and

means for yieldingly depressing said arm.

4. The combination of a work support, a feeding mecha-

nism Induding a feed dog locate<l beneath the work sup-

port, a preaser foot cooperating with said feed dog, said

work support having fpaced ribs thereon extending in

front of the presser foot, said foot tiaving grooves co-

operating with said ribs to form tucks in the material,

stitching mechanism for stitching said tucks, a pivotad

arm carried by the preaser foot and extending forwardly

therefrom, a roller pivotally supported by said arm and co-

operating with the work support between said rtha. a
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sprinv ettgagiin Mid arm and torcia^ the *am» dM*B-
wardiy ta emmm said ioH*r to t>a«ac» tiM outetlai uo tlte
work rapport, and a »top for liinktlog tke dawaward Move-
ment »( aaJd arm.

5. Thf cM>MaatiMi 9t a wark M«port, a feedla« iiie«ba
nlBm Including a feed dog located N-neath the work sup
port, a presser foot rodp^^ratlnj? with said feed dog and
h«Tlac froavM toemrd in lt« aada faca, wmid work svp-
port kavia« spaced witm tkerwa tatendtec In froat ot the
prwser foot, said gro«Tes co«lp«ratlng with said rUm to
form tucka in th« Bat«rial. titchln« laechaolwn for *tltch
Ing Raid tucks, a pivoted arm carried by the prener foot
and extending forwardly therefrom, a roller plvotally sup-
ported by said arm and cooperating with the work sup
port between saM rl»>8, a spring engaging said arm and
forcing the same downwardly to cause said roller to en
gage the material on the work support, and a stop for
llmlUng the downward moremrnt of said arm, said stop
being adjustable.

[CUlms 6 to 10 not prlntmf In the Gazette.]

1.227.117. PNEUMATICALLY - OPERATED PERCU8
SIGN - TOOL. HaixRiCH Chkuitiaixsbm, Plnneberg.
Germany. Filed Oct. 26, 1W6. Serial No. 127.830.
(CI. 255—42.)

«-i"^T°T PercuMlon IfBplaaeat cwnprisin:: a

^cynnd.,. a taal aad n«^ for grt*ng tt h, the for-^rd end of ..U eyUadw. said ryUwtcr hana* . port

!i^^?r •* "*** *• ^^* ***• >»««»«r^*rtOD toward tb.
tool an4 to ptmImc a. alr-c«klan on th« r.tarn rtroto of

,. "'"'-f****". •* » P*rt harlnc o»e op«la» la tlw

tW cyltaNtar at a dMaao* brtto* the tra.t end .f thecyllndT .llghtl, gwater ttea tb« l«i^h of the k.««^i». wh»«br the two cjrHader porta are p«t tet. cm-

?«T
''^•-^ tha tool la Mt p««Md .faliist th«work to as to oppose a rwtstaare to the free forwardBoreacat af nid tool aad the pi«;tett.

^u^ T*T**** P««a«alon iapteaeat conprMac •

••W cyliadOT. a tool aad noMa for gaMlas it In the far-ward aad of aakl eyllndar. aald eyliader havtna a portopening a short distance from the rear end thereof for the
•dmlaaloa of fluid to drlye the haMi»erpl.toa toward the
tool, a port havUiff aoe epeiiiB« in the cylinder at the
front thereof and alw another opening la the cyUadar at adisunce behind the frowt e«i of the eyll^ir .llrttlyjr^ter th« the tencth of the h.«».,.p*,to«. whereh,
the tiro cylinder ports are pat Into eommvoWatlon behindmM piston, and the platoa la rendered inoperative when-
arer the tool la not prewed agalast the work M aa to 00-
poee a reaisUnee to the free forward moreinent of aald
tool and the piston, aprlnr aeans for preventing the ejec-
tion of the tool from the cylinder, and meana for holdina
the hanuaer-piston la Ita forward Inopemtlve pooltton so
long as the tool Is not prcaaed Into coatact with the work.

3. A paeumatic percuaaton Impleacat cotoprlUnr a
cylinder having means for the admlaiioa and outflow of
the operating Onld. a tool guide awnnted ta the forward
end of the cylinder, a tool mounted In aald gnlde, a ham-
mer platon moan ted for reelprocatloa to aald cyllader
•Prtag meaaa on aald c«ide for hoMlnc the platoa In ita
forward Inoperative poaltion when the tool Is not prcaaed
back by the work, aad by-paMiio« meaao fros one of th«

porta. aaU by-paaaing meaaa being m artans>-d that the
operating Ould can paea through the cylinder without ..p-
ctatlag the pUtoa when th^ pUton la held In the Inopera-
tive poaltloB.

1,227.118. BOBBTN SORTER. Howabb D. COMi ak,
Ro<"*fon!. ni

. asetgnor 10 Howard jy Cohaan. Lather
L. Miller and Harry A. Bererson. Onwrtaern doing
business aM BBrt>er-€ofman Company. Rorkford 111
PIIH Ort. 18. 1M5. Sertal Ko. 5«.54l. (CI. «8—W >

At.

1. A bobbin sorter having. In convblnation, an endless
series of trough like bobbin r,.elv Ing elemenU. each of aald
elements having an Interior suxfare to which yarn will
cllnfc said elements being incDned to pernUt the sliding of
empty hobblns, means for longUudinaUy discharging bol»-
bina into said elementa. a receptacle located la position to
receive bobbins which slide from said elements, means for
causing the series of elemenu to move, and a receptacle
located In position to receive bobbins discharged by said
elements.

2. A bobbin sorter^avlng. In combination, an endless
movable series of tr^bgh Uke bobbin recelrlng elements
each of aald elementaia^tog an Irterlor surface to which
ynrn will ding, aald elements being supported In an In-
clined poaltlon, and aeaas for longitudinally discharging
bobbins into said eleg^ents.

1. A bobbin sorter Vving, In comblnaUon, an Inclined
part having a surface fo which yarn wlU cling, means for
longltudinaUy discharging bobbin* onto said surface a
•Uop at the lower end of said atirtace. and means for mov-
Ing aaid Inclined part to carry the bobbin away from said
atop.

4. A bobbin sorter having. In combination, a bobMn-
rpceiving element provided with a surface to which yarn
wlU dlni. aald element being indlned to permit the ulld
fng of an empty bobbin, means for placing bobbins on snld
element with their azea extending In the direction of In-
cllnaUon of aald element, a recepUda located In position
to receive a bobbin which may slide from said element, a
aecond recepUcle. and means for moving said element In
position to diacharge a bobbin into the second recepUcle.

5. A bobbin sorter having. In combination, an endless
series of bobbin-receiving elements, each element having a
surface to which yarn will cling, said elements being in-
clined to permit the slldlnc o( e«pty bobbins, a receptacle
located In poaltlon ta recalTe bobbins which slide from
"aid elements, means for causing the series of elementu to
move, and a receptacle located In position fo receive l>ob-
blna dlschargeil by said elementa.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the c;awtte.]

1.227.119. SEWING-MACHINE. Rourt Corkblt. Pnrla,
France. Fll.^ June 6. Iftia. S.rlal No. 772.0M fCL
112—7.)

'

1. In a machine of the character described, a fabric
feedlnf member adapted to i>e displaced UteraUy to the
direction of feed, nK>ans for operating said member to feed
the fabric, and meaaa controlled by the lateral dlapkice-
naeat of aaid feeding member and controlling the feed op-
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eratlng meaaa to vary the feed tnverariy aa the lateral dta-

plncement.

2. In a machine of fbt c^wxacter described, a fabric
feeding roller adaptwl ta he dhplaced laterally to the di-

rection of feed, a dUT.wtM i*aar train for driving said
roller comprl.slng a drHc gnr. a driven gear and a feed
regulating gear, and iiiniiii laa^iiiilTliiii to the lateral move-
ments of said feed roller for imparting rotation to said
feed regulating gear.

3. In a machine of the character dewrlbed, n fabric

feeding roTler adapted to be fflBtrtacefl lat»Tany to tlie di-

rection of feed, a differentia) gear train for driving said
roller, and means responding to the lateral movements orf

said feed roller for controTIIng the movementa of one mem
ber of said gear train.

4. In a machine of the dliaracter deacrlbed, a fahrlc
feeding roTler adapted to be displaced laterally to the ffl

rectlon of feed, a differential gear train for driving aald
roller comprising a drive gear, a driven gear and a feed
regulattnx fiear, means operated by the lateral movements
of said roller for driving aaid feed r(;ra1at1ng gear in one
direction, and brake means for retarding the rotation of

the regulating gear when the reslatance oCTered by The
driven gear exceeds that offered by the regulating jsear.

5. In a machine of the character fleKcrR>c>d, a fabrlc

feedlng roUer adapted to be displaced laterally to the dl

rectlon of fe«'d. a differential gear train for rotating aald
roller and inciudtng a feed controlling gear, driving means
tor said gear comprLllng a shaft operatlTely connei-ted to
aald gwar. a clutch wheel secured to aald shaft, a pair of

pinions nioanted loosely un said shaft and hnvlng yielding

clutch connections with aald wheel, and racks reciprocat-
ing with said roller engaging said i>intons to drive aald

wbed and gear In one direction. «

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,227,120. noVBR. <f;a*Hra« CroiiBT. Springfield. Ohio.

aaslgaor to The UuiJLO'e Inuubatur CompRny, Spring-
fldd, Ohio, a Corpotatlon of Ohio. Tiled Apr. 10, 1V1«.
Serial No. 9Q.24a. (CL 11»—22.)

1. In a device of the character descrttied. a circular

heat chamber tiavlng a flat top. a vertlcnl outer side wall
and a bottom which Is lacHned upwardly from the lower

edge of said side wall toward the top, legs secured to the
outer edre of aald taelfaied bottom to svpport aaM heat
cliambeT above the gronnfl line to fmwi a horrrlng cham-
ber Ixneafli the sane, a mrtaln swiprmled from t1»e tnrter

lower edge of aaid diainbeT to Inrlnae «aM ^trvertBg «pttee,

said heat rhaTnt>pr tiavlng alined rHctrtarl y arr:i8iged apen
tngK throogh Its top and tiottom, a cover for the top open-
ing aad a heater hiclu/nng a ihar wu iit>e "Oe< from asM

cover aad located in said hovering space with all per-
tiaoB thereof expooed t« the air ia aaid hovcrlac syaee,
aaM flue halng upa^oed awny from the ed^es of the opealag
throarh the bottota of said heat <l>araber aa as to perattt a
circulation af air about all portions af the aaaw. aald heat
chaaaker being provided with a rontlDanaa paaaageway
leadlag to the Interior of the same between the edgee ot
the top and bottom openings, and a flue suspendod fron
the top of said heat chamber and extending to a point in

proximity to the bottom thereof near the side wall of aald
chamber.

[Cnaim a act printed in the Gacette.]

1,227,121. SIFTING ATTACHMENT FOR BOXES.
O. Da Vhibs, Chicago. UL Filed Dec 14. 1915.
No. 66.870. (CL 2Z1—62.)

Emma
Serial

1. A device •< Hie <*aracter d«'8crH>ed oonprlaiag a
trongti-ahaped wipiwber adapted to have a pivotal roanee-
tloa with a boa. aaid sKsatter eonprtolng tmo poitluaa ar-
ranged at an angle to each other, one ef aaid parttona ap-
eratlag to cloae aa opening tn the "bog when the do'lce Is

tHrt tn tine aad Hie etiier portion operating to elaae aald
opening when the aieaber Is awnog into a paaltlon far
4MaclMU-g>ag the coa^enta of the box. the tafat-eaec^ieaed
portion being prorMed w41« ofMnlngs thre«gli wkk* the
< w< (!ato ave discharged when the device is ta the aaid
««charglag poaKtoa, and latoral wlaga lining tke «Dds
af Che caM aattbar.

1. A 4e«l«e of 1^ dMracter deacrlhed canvrfslvg a
ti^ough-ahaped member adapted t« have a pivotal coaaee-
tlon wKh a box, aaid nember comprising two portlona a»-
raaged at aa angle to each other, one of aaM parttoaa «p-
eratSog ta rloae an opening tn the baz wfcen t^ device Is
not In use and the other portion operatlag t« claae «!•
opening when the member is swung into a position for
dlacharglng the contents of the box, the last men Honed
portion being provided wttti openings ttiroitgb wMclj the
coirtents are discharged w%n) the device Is In tlie aald dis-
charging position, and wing porrtona connecting the ba-
foremratloned angiflarty-arranged porllona and arranged
to leave the ends of tlie latter projecting t>eyond the said
winga.

•H. A blank for mm an «aaQrll>ed caanprMac tta integral
portk)ns 2,' 8, sali p ittl up S being prorldai arMh dpMilaga.
the wtnga 5 Intogral with the iMtrtlon .^ aiid bavtag curved
• ilgi-s 6, and the taha B Integral with the arlapi, said
blank being prorMsd with notchcK 16 on apposite Mdes at
points on 1»e Itee of }aart«re «* the portions t, «.

4. The combination with a box provided in its top with
KB opfartag aad allta M, 3S. at the onraera af aadd open-
tag, of a alftlag aXatfcanut comprtshag a
wietohei r aaip usad of portions S, t. arraagad at aa
1%e aaM ooi tlwa T betog provided w4Ch AsChaepe
wintrs % Jotoing Cbe portiona 2, S, the leawfli a( the
hkg ta the box corpeopondlag to tbe -dixtsaoe heti

^ngs aat be4ng af }«aa dipCh (kan that of the partlan 1,
aald wings heteg armagod to leave i1m> cads af
t, a. pi'ojoiti n g beyond tte alagn aad adaph
swlntrlng mnvcmint In the sIMa tt, smd Cbe eaii pf |Mr-
tfoB 3 ptii#tuMag witMa the iMs 24 and adapted Id tave
a pHotaf^ asoveaieat apan else appcr fane of the 4mk.

«. Tlw coaihrfartlop wH b a hoa kaurii

t«9, aad dm* 14. 9f , at the ^wrnera a
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sirtiDK attachment provided with discharge openings and
having a pivotal bearing upon the upper face of the box
an(l adapted to cloae over said opening when not in me
and to be swung into a position to permit the contents to
be discharged through the said discbarge openings, said

attachment having lateral extensions adapted to be passed
through the slits 24. and lateral wings projecting within
the slita 26.

1,227.122. CAN AND ATTACHABLE METALLIC LABEL
TFiEREFOR. FiLix Ebbkhaut. Newark. N. J., as-

signor to American Can Company, New York, N. Y., a
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Sept. 9, 1912. 8«-

rUl No. 719,366. (01. 40—21.)

1. A labeled can Including, in combination : a sheet
metal container having a printed and embellished surface
adapted to successfully undergo processing without dis-

coloration, and provided with a label receiving space; a
separate attached m«>talllc label provided with a printed
and embellished surface having different properties from
aatd surface of the container and which wouM be in-

juriously affected by processing ; and attaching means
whereby the said label may be applied to and retained on
aid space of the container.

2. A lithographed and labeled sheet metal can the bddy
of which Is In colors adaptetl to withtitand a processing

heat, combined with a separate attached label in colors

which are different from those on said body and are not
adapted to withstand a processing heat.

3. A sheet metal can the body of which is formed with
rows of outstanding embossments forming a space, and
which outside of said space Is In colors adapted to wlth-

•tand a processing heat, combined with a separate sheet
metal label which is In colors which are different from
those on said body and are not adapted to withstand a

processing heat, said label being arranged in said space on
the body and liaving its ends attached and being held In

place by said embossments.

1,227,123. PROCESS OF MANUPACTURINQ LITHO-
GRAPHED CANS. Felix Ebbeuart. Newark, N. J.,

assignor to American Can Company, New York. N. Y.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Feb. 9, 1914.

SerUl No. 817.721. (CI. 41—18.)

1. The process of manufacturing lithographed cans,
which consists : in first lithographing the sheet metal
parts of which the cans are to be made In colors adapted

to withstand n processing heat, and preparing separate

labels adapted to be attached to the said cans and litho-

graphing the same in colors which would not be adapted
to withstand a processing heat ; then assembling the can
parts, excepting the labels, to provide cans ready for

fllling and proc«Mlng ; aitd attachiog said separate labels

to the canx after processing.

2. The process of manafscturlng lithographed cans,

which consists : la first lithographing the sheet metal

parts of which tha caa bodies are to be Bade la colors

adapted to withstand a processliig h«at Isaring a blank

spac-e over which the label is to be attached after proc-
essing, and preparing separate sheet metal labels adapted
to be attached to the said cans and lithographing the same
In desirable colors which would not be adapted to with-
stand a processing boat ; then assembling the can parts,
excepting the sheet metal labels, to provide cans ready for
filling and processing ; and then, after processing, attach-
ing said separate sheet meUI lithographed labels to the
cans over the said blank space.

1,227,124. BUTTON AND FASTENING DEVICE THERE-
FOR Harrt Edblson, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to
Regal Button Works. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa., a Corpora-
tion of New York. Piled Sept. 21, 1»13. Serial No.
51,739. (a. 24—103.)

1. The combination with a button, of a support com-
prising a plate having means to engage the button and its

sides laterally deflected to form guide grooves, and a
locking member comprising a resilient strip deflected to
form side members sUdable in said grooves and terminat-
ing in portions tu engage the garment, one of said side

members forming a locking means, and one of said grooves
having an aperture In its side wall to receive said locking
means.

2. The combination with a button, of a support con-

nected therewith and provided with guide grooves, ons
of which has an aperture in its wall Intermediate its ends,
and a locking meml>er ronslstlng of a resilient strip de-

flected upon itxelf to form side walls at one end and
hooks at Its free ends, and having one of Its side walls

provided with means to Interlock with said aperture
when the locking member U In Its closed position and l>e

retained In locked position by the resiliency of said strip.

3. The combination with a button, of a support con-

nected therewith and provided with guide grooves, each
of which has Intermeiilate Its ends a lug receiving portion,

and a looking member cuniilHtinK of a resilient strip de-

flected ui>on Itself to form side walls slldable In said

grooves and having Its free ends forming hooks, each of

said side walls having a lug to reslllently Interlock with
its resi>ective lug receiving portion, said lugs being dis-

engaged from said lug receiving portions by moving the

free ends of the locking member toward each other.

1,227,125. VESSEL FOR DISPENSING LIQUIDS. Wiu
HBLit EL8.NKR, Zurich, Swltserland. Filed May 12,

1914. Serial No. 838,080. (CI. 221—08.)

A device of the character de8crlt>ed. comprising In com-
bination, an airtight vessel having a circular groove, a
valveless vertical outlet tube projecting from said vessel,

and a ring in said groove In which the vessel is pivotally
supported, a bracket and pins with which said ring la

pivotally mounted In said bracket, shanks on said outlet

tube in a plane perpendicular to the axis of sospenaloo
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passing through said pins, and a hollow cross-piece com-
municating with one of said shanks but closed against the
other, substantially as described and for the purpose set
forth.

1,227,126. SHOCK-ABSORBER. Ern«t Vlintjb, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Piled Jan. 22, 1917. Serial No. 148,574.
(CI. 21—105.)

1. In a shock absorber, the combination with a cylinder,

of a piston therein provided with ports, a valve for closing
said ports, valve-retalnlng pins secured to the valve and
extending through the piston, said pins operating to limit

the opening movement of the valve, and guiding pins
secured to the valve and occupying apertures In the
piston, said guiding pins serving to prevent the valve
from having any canting movement due to looseness of
the ralve-retalnlng pins in their aperturen.

2. In a shock absort>er, the combination with a cylin-

der, of a piston therein provided with porta, a valve for

closing said ports, valve retaining pins secured to the
valve and extending through the piston, said pins oi>erst-

Ing to limit the opening movement of the valve, guiding
pins secured to the valve and occupying apertures in the

piston, ssid guiding pins serving to prevent the valve
from having any canting movement due to looseness of
the valve-retaic . pins in thelir apertures, and a cushion-
ing spring encircling each guiding pin and cushioning the

movement of the valve toward the piston.

1,227,127. PROCESS OP REDUCING METAL-BEASINO
SUBSTANCES. Gaoeoc L. Poglir, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Plied Mar. 80, 1912. SerUi No. 687,845. (CI. 76—17.)

1. The prooeas of r«dticlDg metal bearing itibstaDces con-

sisting iu hestlng the metal bearing substance with a flax

and in the presence of carbon and thereby partially redoe*
Ing the metal and dissolving it In molten slag and forming
a carbon free mass with the partially reduced metal dis-
tributed therein, and heating said mass In a carbon surface
container and thereby fully reducing the metal and causing
it to coalesce and precipitate in the fused condition from
the slag.

2. The process of reducing metal t>earlng substances,
consisting in ^rtlally reducing the metal bearing sut>-

stance in the presence of carbon and dissolving the par-
tially reduced product in molten slag, thereby forming
a spongy mass, and heating the spongy mass in a carbon
lined container and thereby fully reducing it and causing
the free meUl to coalesce and precipitate in the fused
condition from the slag.

3. The process of reducing iron from its ores or other
iron bearing substances, consisting In iwrtlally reducing
the iron bearing substance in one furnace In the presence
of carbon and in said furnace dissolving the partially
reduced substance in molten slag, thereby forming a
spongy mass, and beating the spongy mass with carbon
In a second furnace and thereby fully reducing the iron
and causing it to coalesce and precipitate In the fused
condition from the slag.

4. The process of reducing Iron from Its ores or other
Iron bearing substances, consisting In partially reducing
the iron bearing st^stance in a furnace in the presence
of carbon and feldspar and dissolving the partially
reduced substance In the molten slag, thereby forming'
a spongy mass, and in a second furnace heating the spongy
mass with carlwn and thereby fully reducing the Iron
and causing it to coalesce and precipitate in the fused
condition from the slag.

5. The process of reducing metal bearing substances,
consisting in partially reducing the metal bearing sub-
stance In a furnace In the presence of a flux and insulB-
dent carbon to complete the reduction and thereby par-
tially re<lucing the metal and dissolving it In molten slag
and forming a carbon free mass with the partially reduced
metal distributed therein, and beating said mass in a
carbon wurfaced container and thereby reducing the metal
and causing It to coalesce and precipitate In the fused
condition from the slag.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasettc]

1.227.128. CONVEYING MECHANISM. WiLtuii Jaubs
FosTBR, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Ohio Blower
Company. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed
Nov. 9, 1912. Serial No 730,374. Renewed Nov. «,
1916. Serial No. 129,892. (CI, 198—10.)

1. In conveyer mechanism, the combination of a fan
casing, a pair of laterally spaced fans in said casing hav-
ing their axes in substantially the same line and having,
on the same side of such axis, an Inlet and an outlet
opening, the inlet opening being interposes! between the
fans, and a conveyer conduit coniprising an Inlet pipe
projecting Into the casing through the inlet opening to-

ward the outlet opening and arranged at one side of the
axis of the fan and an exhaust pipe extending from the
outlet opening.

2. In conveyer mechanism, the combliution of a fan
casing, a pair of laterally spaced fans therein having their
axes In substantially the same straight line, the casing
having an inlet and an outlet opening at one side of the
axes of the fans, the inlet opening being Interposed be-
tween the fans, and a conveyer conduit comfrislng an
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sifting attachment proTlded with diacharge opcDlngs and

having a pivotal bearing upon the upper face of the box

and adapted to close over said opening when not In n*e

and to be swung Into a position to permit the conteata to

b* discharged through the said discharge openings, said

attachment having lateral extensions adapted to be paawd
through the sllta 24, and lateral wings projecting within

the silts 26.

1^27,122. CAN AND ATTACHABLE METALLIC LABEL
THEREFOR. Felix Ebbkhabt, Newark, N. J., as-

signor to American Can Company. New York, N. T., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Sept. », 1912. Se-

rial No. 719,866. (CI. 40—21.)

/» !
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Inlet pipe projecting through the Inlet opening Into the

caidng substantially as far as and at on>' side of the

axes of tho fans and an exhaust pipe communicating with

the outlet op<>nlnK. the fans being arranged to produce

a suction upon the discharge end of the Inlet pipe acting

In opposite lateral directions and the fan casing being

closed except for the Inlet and outlet openings.

3. In a conveyer mechaniam, the combination of n

aiHlng spiral In crosa section, a pair of laterally spaced

fans In said casing having their axes coincident with the

axis of the casing, sjild casing having a tangential dis-

charge opening at the bottom thereof and an inl»>t opening,

a convfyer conduit comprising an Inlet pipe projecting

through the inlet openlne of the casing toward the outlet

up< nlng and projecting as far as the axis of the casing

with Its dlacharge opening below said axis and an exhaust

pipe extending from the outlet opening.

4. In conveyer mechanism, the combination of a casing

spiral In cross 8e<-tlon aud having a timnentlal discharge

outlet, a pair of fans having their centers located In the

axis of the spiral casing, said fans being spaced apart

and arranged to produce a lateral movement of fluid

In opposite directions, and a conveyer londult coiuprla-

Inu an inlet plp«> entering th." rasing and proJ«-ctlng sub-

stantially as far as the centers of the fans and having

its discharge opening directed toward the discharge out-

let and an exhaust pipe communicating with said outlet,

said casing being closed except for the inlet and outlet.

1.227.129. TOY ANIMAL. AUKBD J. t^iBU. New York.

N. Y. Filed July 18, 1916. Serial No. 109.880. (CI.

46—10.)

r*^;^

1. A toy havtng the form of an aniiual comprising a

plurality of body sections asaeinbled to form the body of

the animal, said tiody sections having perforations forme<l

therein adapted to register with on another when said

body sections are asiw-mbleti, and means extending through

said registering perforations and frl< tlonally engaging

the walls thereof to hold «ld lM)d7 se<tlons assembled,

substantially as spedfled.

2. A toy having the form of an animal comprising a

plurality of body sectloni; aasenibUnl to form the bmly of

the animal, said body sections having perforations formetl

therein adapted to register with one another when Raid

body sections are assembleil, and removal>le means extend-

ing through said registering perforations and frlctlonally

euKaglng tl»e wulls thereof to bold said bndy liet-tlonB as

•«Rit4ed. irut>stantlally as Kpedfled.

S. A toy iMving the form of aa aniiBiil <x>iiipfi-«lng a

plnmlity of boilv sn-tlons assemble. 1 to form the l>od.v of

the animal, said ttody Reottons having (wrfonttions formeil

therelB ada^i-d to recif^tiT with i>ne aantli'T m-ben said

body (tections are assenbled. .isd pin* exten4!1nK throtish

id regtsterin;; perforations frlctlonally eticurinj; the

walls thereof to hold said body se<-(loa-i asi4emlile<l. the

letiKth of said p\u^ t>iinK .M)nal i<> the . i>mWn«'d thirkaeax

of said plurality of txKly tiectioBs. whereby tke ends of

said pins will he flixh with the outer siil>> vai-fa,^s of the
outer •«w1^ •e«-tl<inn. Babotaatislly a^ s|»rcl(i»>«<.

4. A to\ havlniT the form of an aaiinal (>i>Mpri«inK a

bo<ty pr«vl4ieil with a receas havio;; a ruuad«d Inner eiMi.

a l!e-d section provided with a projection extt-ndlng with

In said recess, said projection having a rounded end ..

acting with the rounded Inner end of said recess to f. -ui

a rotatable Joint, and means rotatably supporting >:>i.i

head section upon said body, substantially as described

5. A toy having the form of an animal comprising a idn
rallty of longitudinal body sections assembled to form i).

body of the animal, means to hold said body sections a-

Bi-mbled. one of said body sections being provided with a

rounded recess, others of said bo<ly sections being pro
vlded with projections extending beyond said recess. :i

head section having a rounde<l projection co-acting with
said recess t orm a rotatatde Joint, and means extending

through the projections of said head section and KaM
body sections for rotatably supporting said head section

upon said body, substantially as specified.

[Claims and 7 not printed In the (iazette.

]

1,227,130. GREA8ECUP. Albcrt C. GarNWAXJ). Chi

cago. III., isslgnor to Prei islon Metal Workers, Chicago.

111., a Corporation of IIUboIs. Filed Nov. 14. 191(1.

SerUl No. 131.193. (CI. 184—69.)

1. In a device of the character set forth, the comblna

tlon with a grease-cup. of a cap therefor provide<l with a

downturne<l flange nnd n leaf spring connected with said

cap and bearing on the upper edge of said grease-cup. said

spring ha\-ing a •entral perforation, bayonet Joint coa

neitions between the flange of said cap and the upper por-

tion of said gr«a»e-cnp, ami an agitator having a stem

extending through the central opening In said spring.

2. In a device of the character set forth, the comblnn

tlon of a grease-cup provided with a nipple for atta<h

ment to a bearing, an agitator protrudlnt' through saM

nipple, a cap provlde<l with a iowBtiimed flange having

bayonet-Joint connettWtns with the appcr portion of sal<'

grea««'-cup. and a leaf spring lii»erpo**d between said csi'

and the upper edge of said gr»aae-cup. said <ap and t.prln»:

having a central perforation tfcroag* whleft the stem of

snid agitator protru<lea.

3. In a grease-cup of the character set forth, an agitator

comprising a rod, ami a feed-head thereoo comprising a

se-mental member of lonlcal for« e<julp»««d with per

forate ears recel\HBg aa<l eni;aglng aald ro4.

4. In a devl(* of thf chara. ter set forth, the comblna

tlon if a grease-c«» provt^ed with a nipple and e<juipp'
'

with n rigidly setan^l d-tactiflMe t.ip. <>f an agitator com

prising a rod protradlng through said alpple. a hollow

conical member se««re<l to rnU) rod, and a coll spring en

. irellnjc said rod and lntecT»o«ed ».-rwe«i said conical

member ani latd cap.

5. The rotnNnation with n Journal box provided with
^

perforatlcn harlne a thres.led portion, of a grease-cu:'

havint: a threaded nipple en>rai:lng the thres.1e<l portlo"

•f «aM perf*rat*ao an.1 pr«^<M witt an anratar pprtl..i.

aa agitator In Mid grraae-cnp depending lato ttld per

M/v.: or?. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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-*t-—
for*' 'i. '""l * retainer having an angular opening en-

ns .'. riie angular portion of said nipple and an arm en-

ctujt:. 'hf Journal-box.

i.ui:ni 6 not printed in the OaEette.]

..i.KHI. ORKASE-CUP. ALBMT C. Gbuwwalp, Chl-

a,". Ill,, tfeignor to Precision Metal Workers, Chicago,

i v. .1 (urp<»ratlon of Illinois. Plied Nov. 14, 1916.

- ri.il No. 131.194. (Ci. 184—69.)

1. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-
tion of a greaae-cup. a cap provided with a down-turned
Haoiie having bayonet Joint connections with the upper
portion of said grease-cup, and a spring adapted to Inter-
lock between said c\ip and the flange of said cap and
thereby maintain said bayonet-Joint connectioua in inter-
locked relation.

2. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-
tion of a grease-cup e<julppe«l externally with a vertically
disposed spring, and a cap provided with a down-turned
fiange having Uayonet-Jolnt connections with the upper
l>ortlon of said grease-cap. the flange of said cap having a
shmilder adapted to tnterlo« kingly engage said spring and
milntsln said bayonet-Joint connectiona in interlocked
relation.

8. In a device of the character set forth, the comblna
Hon of a grease-cup equipped with a laterally projecting
-tnd SDd adjacent thereto with a depression in the exter-
nsl surface of the cup, a spring secared to the cup and
•dipted to be accommodated by said depression, and a
'«p provided with a flange having an outwardly-struck
'rail affording a bayonet-slot, said bayonet-slot adapted
to W loterioeklngly engaged by said spring and having an
offset shotilder adapted to interlocklngly engage said
itBd.

4. In means of the character set forth, the comblna-
t on of a gr-aae-cup having a nipple adapted for r^nnec-
tlon with a Journal box. a cap deUchably secured to aald
««ts».n,p and having an upwanlly struck central em-
«»"ment. a guide-member carried by said cap and having
• rentrally.ilspcsed guide opening, and an aglUtor In
^«W greasecup having a rod with Its lower end protrud-
.ng through said nipple and Its upper end projecting
tnr.ort said guide-member Into said embossment.

^V"'\?'
^^""^^H l^OR ELECTRIC Lir. FITS. Frank-^yi. UxHT, New Haven. Conn., assignor to V. Cowles

' _*'*' Haven. Conn., a Corporation. Filed Mar.
'• lai.. .serial No. 156.801. (Cl. 240—7.)
1- A switch for electric lights for the purpose specified

and r ,''Lf
'""'' ***'''**• " P'°« mounte*! In said socket

« frcLcting beyond the outer end thereof, a ring con-

mnX r ^*'' projecting end of the aald plug, a cup

* »» f'^h 1
*"'*' ^^^' *°*^ projecting beyond the said ring, i

• opute pivotally cx)nnected with the outer end of i

-••i O. O.—74

the cup and adapted to be turned Into and out of engage-
ment with the ring, whereby the circuit is opened or
closed through the lamp socket.

-TT

3. The combination with a shell, of a reflector mounted
In said shell, a lamp socket mounted In said reflector and
adapted to have an Incandescent lamp connected with it,

a plug In said shell and projecting beyond the end there-
of, a ring c(innecte<l with the outer end of said plug, a
cup In said plug projecting beyond the edge of the said
ring, a switch plate mounted in said cup and adapte<l to
be turned Into and out of engagement with said ring, and
electric connection through the cup and the lamp, where-
by when the plate Is thrown into engagement with tlie

ring the circuit through the lamp will be closed.

IClaim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.133. HORSESHOE. Edward II. Haz«n and Sam-
vmL L. Levi. New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 12. 1913.
Serial No. 800,567. (tl. 168—30.)

1. In a device of the kind described. In combination, a
calk-carrylng member having an opening extending there-
through, a calk having a shank adapted to be inserted
upwardly Into said opening, and a wedge piece adapted
to be inserted downwardly into said opening between the
wall of the opening and the calk shank, said wedge piece
having a length not greater than the distance from one
side of said opening to the other, and when in wedging
relation with the calk shank extending substantially to
the outer end of said opening and not beyond the same.

2. In a device of the kind described, in combination, a
calk-carrylng member having an opening extending there-
through, a calk having a shank adapted to be Inserted
upwardly Into said opening, and a wedge piece adapted
to be Inserted downwardly Into said opening between the
wall of the opening and the calk shank, said wedge piece
having a length not greater than the distance from one
side of said opening to the other, and when In wedging
relation with the calk shank extending substantially to
the outer end of said opening and not beyond the same,
aald calk being cut awry to afford access to the outer end
of the wedge piece.

8. In a device of the kind described, In combination, a
calk-carrylng member having an opening extending there-
through, a calk having a shank adapted to be inserted
upwardly into said opening, and a wedge piece adapted
to l)e inserted downwardly Into said opening between the
wall of the opening and the calk shank, said wedge piece
having a length not greater than the distance from one
side of said opening to the other, and when In wedging
relation with the calk shank extending substantially to
the outer end of said opening and not beyond the same,
said calk being cut away to afford aoceas to the outer end
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of the wedge piece, the portions of the c»lk about aald

cut-out portion bearing against the aald member beyond

said opening.

1227 134. DEVICE FOR ADJUSTING THE BECOll*

LENGTH IN FLUID RECOIL-BRAKES FOB GUNS.

Walter Hiilbma.n.n and Otto Bihnk«. Eaaen-on-the-

Buhr. and Norbirt Koch, EMen-on the-R«?llinghau»en.

Germany, asalgnors to Fried. Knipp AkUengeaelUchaft,

Esaen-on the-Bohr. Germany. Filed Mar. 6, 1914. 8e-

rUl No. 822.666. (CI. 89—43.)

r J ^r^/'/'f^U^Cr' £.

a lay shaft, selective connections betwe«>D the lay shtit

and driven shaft to drive the latter at different speed* a

clutch between the lay shaft and the drive shaft compru
ing a pivoted latch, a clutch-selecting device, a cam r<iti

trolled by said selecting device to hold said latch In <>p

eratlve position, and slides controlled by said selectiag

derlce to hold said first clutch In Inoperative position.

eiteri :

latfb t.

.- through the opening, and means to operate the

a use the key to engage the way.

i:^s'^O't^t/nf^

1. A device for adjusting the recoil length In fluid re-

col! brakes, comprising a stationary member and a recoil-

ing member, one of said members being provided with a

by-pass for the brake fluid, means for gradually closing

said by pass during recoil, said by-pass and said means
being adjustable by relative displacement for different

lengths of recoil, and secondary means on said member,

provided with said by-pass, constructed to partially cover

that portion of said by-pass which Is in operation toward

the end of the longest recoil when the brak<' has been ad-

justed for short recoil, said secondary means maintaining

its position relative to the member provided with said by-

paas, during recoil, the position of said secondary mea.ns

t>eing adjusted by relative displacement between said by-

pass and said means for gradually closing said by-pass

by jvhich displacement the brake is adjusted, at the same

time, for different lengths of recoil.

2. A device for adjusting the recoil length In fluid re-

coll brakes, having a brake cylinder and a piston, means

for transferring the fluid from one side of the piston to

the other, comprising curved grooves In said cylinder and

radial apertures in said piston, and a slide mounted on

aald piston and partially covering that portion of said

apertures which is In operation toward the end of the

longest recoil when the brake has been adjusted for short

recoil by relative turning of said cylinder and said piston,

said slide maintaining its position relative to the piston

during recoil.

3. A device for adjusting the recoil length in fluid re-

coil brakes, having a brake cylinder, a piston and a piston

rod, means for transferring the fluid from one side of the

piston to the other, comprising curved grooves in said

cylinder and apertures in said piston, and a valve mount-

ed on the piston and partially covering during short

recoil that portion of said apertures which is in operation

toward the end of the longest recoil, .said valve maintain-

ing Its position relative to the piston during recoil, the

position of said valve being adjusted by relative circum-

ferential displacement between the piston and the cylin-

der by which displacement said parts are adjusted, at the

same time, for different lengths of recoil ; a hollow cham-

ber provided In said piston rod. passaees permitting the

entrance of fluid Int") said hollow chamber on recoil, a

throttling rod entering said chamber for checking the

flow of fluid during counter-recoil ; a passage in said

valve, a corresponding passage in the piston, said pas-

sages registering with each other and said chamber, when
the device has l)ecn adjusted for short recolf. for emitting

fluid from said chamber during counter-recoil, and means
adapted to close said valvo passage before the end of the

counter-recoil.

2. In a device of the class described, a drive shaft, a

driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said shafts,

a lay shaft, selective connections between the lay shaft

and driven shaft to drive the latter at different speeds, a

clutch between the lay shaft and the drive shaft, a clutch-

selecting device. m«*au8 controlled by said selecting device

to hold said second clutch in operative position, and slides

controlled by said selecting device to hold said first clutch

in inoperative position.

3. In a device of the class described, a drive shaft, a

dt-iven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said shafts

comprising a pivoted latch, a lay shaft, selective connec-

tions between the lay shaft and driven shaft to drive the

latter at different speeds, a clutch between the lay shaft

and the drive shaft, a clutch-selecting device, means con-

trolled by said selecting device to hold said second clutch

In operative position, and slides controlled by aald select-

ing device to hold said latch in inoperative position.

4. In a device of the class described, a drive shaft, a

driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said shafts

comprising a pivoted latch, a lay shaft, selective connec-

tions between the lay shaft and driven shaft to drive the

latter at different speeds, a clutch between the lay shaft

and the drive shaft, a clutch-selecting device, means con

trolled by said selecting device to hold said second clutch

in operative position, radially movable slides to hold the

latch in its uncoupling position, and means operated by

the selecting device to move the altdes to uncoupl*- th'

latch.

B. In a device of the class described, a drive shaft, a

driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said shafts

comprising a pivoted latch, a lay shaft, selective conn^.

tions between the Uy shaft and driven shaft to drtre the

latter at different speeds, a clutch between the Uy shaft

and the drive shaft, a clutch selecting device, means con-

trolled by said selecting device to hold said second clutch

in operative position, radially movable slides to hold the

latch in its uncoupllnR position, said slides having di-

agonal slots, a cam-'lng having pins In said slots, Md

means controlled by said selective derlce to actuate th^

ring.

(Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Gaxette.J

1,227,136. TRANSMISSION GEAR. William J. Hm-
BlCK. Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 14. 1916. Serial No,

21.233. (CI. 74—69.)

1. In a device of the class described, a drive shaft, %

driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said ahafts.

1227,136. CLUTCH. William J. Hbhrick, Chicago.

III. Original application filed Apr. 14. 1915. Serial No.

21,233. Divided and this appUcatlon filed Nov. 20.

1916. Serial No. 133.507. (CT. 192—6.)

1. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a

wav a housing loose on the shaft and having an opening

i registering with the way at each revolution of the^ hou.

Ing on the shaft, a latch pivoted In tb^ housing and mov-

1 able toward and away from the shaft and having a ke>

2. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a

key wsT. a housing loose on the shaft and having a guide

way. a latch pivoted on the housing and movable toward
and away from the shaft and having a lateral key ex-

tending Into the guldeway, and means to operate the
latch to cause the key to engage the key-way.

3. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a
key-way. a housing loose on the shaft and having guides
Id Its walls, a latch pivoted in the housing and movable
towsrd and away from the shaft and having a lateral key
extending into the guides, and means to cause the latch
to engage and disengage the key-way.

4. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a
key way, a housing loose on the shaft and having guides
In its walls, a latch pivoted In the housing and movable
toward and away from the shaft and having a lateral key
Id the guides, and selective means to move the latch to
cause Its key to engage and disengage the key way.

5. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a
key way. a housing loose on the shaft and having an
opening registering with the key way at each revolution
of the housing on the shaft, guides In the housing, a latch
pivoted In the housing and movable toward and away
from the shaft and having a key in the guides, and means
to move the latch to cause the key to pass through the
opening and engage the key way. ^

IClalms 8 to 12 not printed in the Gaxette.J

1,227,187. CARBURETER Clam W. Hbss, Flint,
Mich., assignor of one half to George L. Adams. Fowler-
Tille. Mich, Filed Apr. 14, 1916. Serial No. 91,022.
(a 261—4g.)

tho^uff
''''*>««^ter comprising a body having the lower end

chim?
^^""^^^ "Ith «« -Ir intake connection, a float

chami""'"
" ^*'*' '*'''" ^^^ °' •''^ *>«*y- • "«•* >° "W

"• a sundplpe in the lower end of Mid bodt in

communication with said float chamber, a high speed
needle valve axlaliy of aald float and float chamber oper-
able independent of said float controlling the supply of
gasolene to aald standpipe. a Venturl tube in the lower
end of said body surrounding said sUndpipe, a slide valve
In said body adapted to seat on said Venturl tube and
shut off the main supply of air to aald carbureter body,
and a valve forming part of said slide valve and adapted
to cooperate with the upper end of said sUndpipe in con-
trolling the supply of gasolene to said carbureter body.

2. A carbureter comprising a body, a float chamber, a
Venturl tube In said body communicating with aald cham-
ber and the atmosphere and adapted to discharge an ex-
plosive mixture Into said body, a float in said chamber, an
Inlet valve controlled thereby, a high speed needle valve
extending through said float and controlling the com-
munication between said chamber and said Venturl tube
independent of aaid inlet valve, and a slide valve In said
body cooperating with aaid tube In providing a variable
annular opening adapted to discharge air upwardly
against said tube.

1,227,138. APPARATUS FOR RESTORING BLEM-
ISHED MOVING PICTURE FILMS. Fbw>bbick W.
HocHSTBTTBR, New Tork, N. Y., assignor to Paul M.
rierson. Scarborough-on the Hudson. N. Y. Filed Sept
^2. 1914. Serial No. 862,925. (CI. 16—8.)

1. In a machine for cleaning moving picture fllmi, the
combination with a storage reel and a receiving reel, of a
cleaning web carried thereby, of means for moving said
web, and means for intermittently transmitting a film In
frlctlonal contact with said moving web.

2. In a machine for cleaning moving picture films, the
combination with a plurality of storage and receiving
reels, of a plurality of cleaning webs carried thereby,
means for brluKlug successive portions of said webs into
juxtaposed position, and means for transmitting a film
longitudinally of and In frlctlonal contact with the Juxta-
posed portions of said webs.

3. In a machine for cleaning moving picture films, the
combination with a plurality f f storage and receiving
reels, of a plurality of cleaning webs carried thereby,
means for moving said webs in opposite directions and
bringing successive portions thereof Into juxtaposed po-
sition, and means for transmitting a film In frlctlonal
contact with said oppositely moving webs.

4. In a machine for cleaning moving picture films, the
combination with a cleaning strip, of means for traoa-
mlttlng a film in frlctlonal contact therewith, and gravity
controlled means for maintaining the strip in yielding en-
gagement with the film.

6. In a machine for cleaning moving picture films, the
combination with a cleaning strip, of means for trans-
mitting a film In frlctlonal contact therewith, and meant
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•f tk« wtdga pte«e, tb« portions of the calk about Mid
cnt-oat iwrtion bearing agalnat tbe said member beyond
aid opening.

!

1.227.184. DETVICB FOR ADJUSTING THE RECOIL
LENGTH IN FLUID RECOIL-BRAKES FOR GUNS.
Waltib HaiLiMA.VN aod Otto Bku.nke, Eaaen-oo-tbe-

Babr, and Nobbbut Koch, Essen-on-tbe-Relllngbauaen,
Germany, aaslgnora to Fried. Knipp Aktlengeaellacbaft,

Eaaen-on-tbe-Rahr, Germany. Filed Mar. S, 1914. Se-

rial No. a22.6«6. (CI. 89—48.)

1. A device for adjaating the recoil lengtb In fluid re-

coll brakes, comprising a stationary member an 1 a recoil-
ing member, one of said members being provided with a
by-pass for the brake fluid, meana for gradually cloalng
aald by-pass during recoil, aald bypass and said means
being adjustable by relative dlaplacement for diflTerent

lengths of recoil, and secondary means on said member,
provided with said by-pass, constructed to partially cover
that portion of said by-pass which is In operation toward
the end of the longest recoil when the brake has been ad-
justed for short recoil, said secondary means maintaining
its position relative to the member provided with said by-
pass, during recoil, the position of said secondary means
being adjusted by relative displacement between said by-
pass and said means for gradnally closing said by-pass
by which displacement the brake is adjusted, at the aame
time, for different lengths of recoil.

2. A device for adjusting the recoil length in fluid re-

coil brakes, having a brake cylinder and a piston, means
for transferring the fluid from one side of the piston to
the other, comprising curved grooves in aald cylinder and
radial apertures in said piaton. and a slide mounted on
aid piston and partially covering that iwrtlon of said
apertures which is In operation toward the end of the
longest recoil when the brake has been adjusted for short
recoil by relative turning of said cylinder and said piston,
aald slide maintaining Its poaltlon relative to the piaton
during recoil.

3. A device for adjusting the recoil length in fluid re-
coll brakes, having a brake cylinder, a pi.ston and a piston
rod, means for transferring the fluid from one aide of the
piston to the other, comprising curved grooves in aald
cylinder and apertures In said piston, and a valve mount-
ed on the piston and partially covering during abort
recoil that portion of said apertures which Is In operation
toward the end of the longest recoil, said valve maintain-
ing Its position relative to tbe piston during recoil, the
position of said valve being adjuste<l by relative circum-
ferential displacement between the piston and the cylin-
der by which displacement said parts are adjusted, at the
same time, for dllterent lengths of recoil ; a hollow cham-
l>er provided In said piston rod, passages permitting the
entrance of fluid into aald hollow chamber on recoil, a
throttling rod entering said chamber for checking the
flow of fluid during counter-recoil ; a passage in said
valve, a corresponding passage in the piston, said pas-
sages reglsterlUK with each other and said chamber, when
the device has been adjusted for short recoil, for emitting
fluid from said chamber during connter-recoll, and meana
adapted to close aald valve paasage before the end of the
counter-recoil.

1.227.135. TRANSMISSION GEAR. Willum J. Hn-
BicK, Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 14, 1915. Serial No.
21,233. (CI. 74—59.)

1. In a device of the class described, a drive shaft, a
driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said ahafts.

a lay abaft, aelectlTe connections between tbe lay abaft
and driven abaft to drive the latter at dUTerent speeds, a
clutch between the lay shaft and the drive shaft compris-
ing a pivoted latch, a clutch-selecting device, a cam con-
troUed by aald aelectlng device to hold aald latch in op-
erative poaltlon. and alldea controlled by aald selecting
device to hold aald first clutch In Inoperative position.

2. In a device of tbe claaa described, a drive shaft, a
driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said shafts,
a lay -shaft, selective connections between the lay shaft
and driven shaft to drive the latter at dllTerent speeds, a

clutch between the lay shaft and the drive shaft, a clut< h-

selectlng devlr^. nieaus controlled by said selecting device
to hold said second clutch in operative position, and slides

controlled by said selecting device to hold said flrat clotoh
in inoperative position.

3. In a device of the class described, a drive shaft, a
driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said ahafts
comprising a pivoted latch, a lay ahaft, aelectlve connec-
tlona between tbe lay shaft and driven shaft to drive the
latter at different speeds, a clutch between the lay ahaft
and tbe drive shaft, a clutcb-aelectlng device, meana con-
trolled by said aelectlng device to hold said second clutch
In oi>eradve poaltlon, and slides controlled by said select-

ing device to hold said latch In Inoperative position.

4. In a device of the class described, a drive ahaft, a
driven abaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said shafts
comprlaing a pivoted latch, a lay shaft, selective connec-
tions between the lay shaft and drlvefa ahaft to drive the
latter at different speeds, a clutch between tbe lay abaft
and tbe drive shaft, a clutch-selecting device, meana con-
trolled by aald selecting device to hold said second clutch
in operative position, radially movable slides to bold the
latch in its uncoupling position, and means operated by
the selecting device to move the alldes to uncouple the
latch.

6. In a device of tbe class described, a drive shaft, a
driven shaft, a clutch to couple and uncouple said shafts
comprlaing a pivoted latch, a lay shaft, aelectlve conn^r-
tlona between the lay ahaft and driven ahaft to drive the
latter at different speeds, a clutch between the lay shaft
and the drive shaft, a clutch-sele<-ting device, means con-

trolled by aald selecting device to hold said second clntrb
In operative position, radially movable alldes to hold tbe
latch in ita uncoupling poaltlon, aald alldea having di-

agonal alots, a cam-ring having plna in said slots, and
means controlled by said selective device to actuate the
ring.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227.136. CLUTCH. William .1. HraaicK. Chicago.
111. Original application filed Apr. 14, 1915. Serial No.
21.233. Divided and this appUcatlon filed Nor. 3S,
1916. Serial No. 133.507. (CI. 192—6.)

1. In a device of the class described, a shaft having «
way. a housing loose on the ahaft and having an opening
registering with the way at each revolution of the hous-
ing on the shaft, a latch pivoted in the bouaing and mov-
able toward and away from the shaft and having a key
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aztandlng through the opening, and meana to operate tbe
latcb to canae the key to engage the way.

2. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a
key-way. a housing loose on thr shaft and having a guide-
way, a latch pivoted on the housing and movable toward
and away from the shaft and having a lateral key ex-
teading into tbe guldeway. and means to operate tbe
latcb to cause tbe key to engage tbe key-way.

8. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a
key-way, a boaslng loose on the shaft and having guides
In Its walla, a latcb pivoted Id tbe bouaing and movable
toward and away from tbe ahaft and having a lateral key
extending Into the guides, and means to cause the latch
to engage and disengage the key-way.

4. In a device of the class described, a shaft having a
key-way. a housing looae on the ahaft and having guides
la Its walla, a latcb pivoted In the housing and movable
toward and away from tbe shaft and having a lateral key
in tbe guldea. and selective means to move the latcb to
caoae Its key to engage and disengage the key-way.

^ 6. In a device of tbe class described, a abaft having a
key-way. a bouaing loose on the shaft and having an
opening registering with the key-way at each revolution
of tbe housing on tbe shaft, guides In the bousing, a latch
pivoted In the housing and movable toward and away
from the ahaft and having a key In the guides, and means
to move the latch to cause the key to pass through tbe
opening and engage the key-way.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.227,187. CARBURETER. Claei W. Haas. Flint,
Mlcb., assignor of one-half to George L. Adams, Fowler-
Tllle, Mich. FUed Apr. 14, 1916. SerUl No. 91,022.
(CL 261—48.)

1. A carbureter comprlaing a body having tbe lower end
thereof provided with an air intake connection, a float

chamber at tbe lower end of said body, a float In said
chamber, a atandplpe In the lower end of aald body In

communication with said float chamber, a high speed
needle valve axially of said float and float chamber oper-
able Independent of said float controlling tbe supply of
gaaolene to aald atandplpe. a Venturl tube In tbe lower
end of said body surrounding said standplpe. a allde valve
in said body adapted to seat on said Venturi tube and
shut off the main supply of air to said carbureter body,
and a valve forming part of said slide valve and adapted
to coaperate with the upper end of said standplpe in con-
trolling the supply of gasolene to said carbureter body.

2. A carbureter comprising a body, a float chaml>er, a
Venturl tube In said body communicating with said cham-
ber and the atmosphere and adapted to discbarge an ex-
plosive mixture into said body, a float in aald chamber, an
Inlet valve controlled thereby, a high apeed needle valve
extending through said float and controlling tbe com-
munication between said chamt>er and aald Ventnrl tube
Independent of said inlet valve, and a allde valve in aald
body cooperating with aald tube In providing a variable
annular opening adapted to discbarge air upwardly
against aald tube.

1,227.138. APPARATUS FOR RESTORING BLEM-
ISHED MOVING-PICTURE FILMS. Frbdxhick W.
HocHBT»TTmi, New York. N. Y., assignor to Paul M.
Plerson, Scarborough-on-the-Hudson, N. Y. Filed Sept.
22, 1914. Serial No. 862,925. (Cl. 15—8.)

1. In a machine for cleaning moving pictnre films, tb«
combination with a storage reel and a receiving reel, of a
cleaning web carried thereby, of means for moving aald
web, and means for Intermittently transmitting a film in
frictlonal contact with said moving web.

2. In a machine for cleaning moving picture films, tbt
combination with a plurality of storage and receiving
reels, of a plurality of cleaning webs carried thereby,
means for bringing successive portions of said webs Into
Juxtaposed position, and means for transmitting a film
longitudinally of and in frictlonal contact with tbe Juxta-
posed portions of aald webs.

3. In a machine for cleaning moving picture filma, the
combination with a plurality of storage and receiving
reels, of a plurality of cleaning webs carried thereby,
means for moving said webs in opposite directions and
bringing successive portions thereof Into Juxtaposed po-
sition, and means for transmitting a film in frictlonal
contact with said oppositely moving webs.

4. In a machine for cleaning moving picture films, tbe
combination with a cleaning strip, of means for trans-
mitting a film In frictlonal contact therewith, and grarlty
controlled means for maintaining the strip in yielding en-
gagement with tbe film.

5. In a machine for cleaning moving picture filma. the
combination with a cleaning strip, of meana for trans-
mitting a film in frictlonal conUct therewith, and meana.
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(or maintaining the strip in yiel<Ung engagement with the

film, said last mentioned m^ans romprialng a vertically

morable weight.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.227.1M. LABELING -MACHINE. Gbobob Hok-n«i,

Chicaro. lU- Filed June 7, 1»15. Serial No. 82,51S.

(CL 216—9.)

Ao

1. In a label-affixing machine, an elongated trough for

containing water, an endless conveyer extending length-

wise of the trough and having the lower half lying In the

trough, means on the conveyer for holding a label thereon

while it la being carried through aald trough, and means
for removing the labels from the conveyer after they leave

the trough and applying them to the work to be labeled.

2. In a label-affixing machine, a receptacle for contain-

ing water, means for passing a lat>el through the Mid re-

ceptacle, means for applying paste to the label after It

leaves the receptacle, and means for affixing the paste-

covered label to the work.

3. In a label-afflxlng machine, an elongated trough for

containing water, means for passing a label lengthwise

through the trough, means for applying paste to the label

after It leaves the trough, and means for atBxing the label

to the work.
4. In a label-afflxlng machine, a trough for containing

water, means for passing a label through the trough,

means for applying paste to the label after It leaves the

trough, means for bringing the work to b« labeled in

proximity to the paste-covered label, and means for wrap-
ping the label about the work.

5. In a label affixing machine, a trough for containing

water, an endless conveyer having a portion lying in the

trough, grippers on the conveyer for holding a label there-

to, a receptacle for labels adjacent to aald conveyer, label-

afflxlng means arranged adjacent to the conveyer, and
means for moving the conveyer intermittently and brlng.-

ing it to rest with grippers lying in proximity to said re-

ceptacle and to said affixing means.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gasette.)

1,227,140. BATH-TUB. Loris M. Hoopir. Rutherford.

N. J. Filed Apr. 5, 1918. Serial No. 19,189. (CI.

4—27.)

1. In combination, a tub having at its base a depend-

ing lag formed with substantially parallel Inclined faces,

and a leg having an upwardly projecting extension adapt-

ed to engage the side of the tub and also having an ex-

tension adapted to project beneath the tub and fonaad
with an opening extending thorpthroiigh to receive said

lug.

2. In combination, a tub having at its base a depending
lug formed with substantially parallel Inclined faces, a leg

havlnp an upwardly projecting extension adapted to en-

gage the side of the tub and also having an extension
adapted to project beneath the tub and formed with an
opening extending therethrough to receive said lug, a wall
of said opening ba\'ing a recess therein, and a wedge In

said recess and coactlng with the opposite wall of said
opening to exert a compresalonal force upon the lug on a
line below and sabstantially parallel with the base of the
tu^.

1,227,141. LUBRICATI.NG 8YSTKM. Howabd Eau.
HoovBB, Chicago, 111. Filed July 14, 1916. Serial No.
109,286. (01. 64—5«.)

1. A rotating part having a shaft with two bearings, a

dust chamber with means for driving a current of dust

laden air therethrough, a lubricant conduit way Including

the lower of said bearings and discharging Into the dust

chamber, and means for retarding the lubricant In such

conduit as It moves therethrough.

2. A rotating part having a shaft with two bearings, a

dust chamber with means for driving a current of dost

laden air therethrough, a lubricant conduit way Includ-

ing both bearings and discharging Into the dust chamber.

3. A rotating part having a shaft with two bearings, a

dust chamber with means for driving a current of dust

laden air therethrough, a lubricant conduit way inrladlng

both bearlUKs and discharging Into the dust chamber and
means for retaining the lubricant in such conduit as it

moves therealong.

4. A rotating part having a shaft with two bearings, a

dust chamber with means for driving a current of dust

laden air therethrough, a lubricant conduit way Including

t>oth t>earing8 and discharfing into the dust chamber and
means for retarding the lubricant In such conduit as It

moves therethrough.

5. A rotating part having a shaft with two bearings, a
dust chamber with means for driving a current of dust

laden air therethrough, a lubrlrant conduit way including

both bearings and discharging Into the dust chamber and
a cap surrounding one of said bearings and adapted to re-

tain the lubricant therein when the rotating part la in

motion.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,227,142. CLEANEH. Howard Eael Hoot«, Chicago,

111., assignor to Hoover Suction Sweeper Company, New
Berlin. Ohio, a ('on><'ratl.«n of Ohio. Original applica-

tion fUed May 20, 1916. Serial No. 96,784. Divided and
this appllcaUon flled Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124.&46.

(01. 15—60.)
L la a Miction sweeper the combination of an open

mounted hood having end projections with a converter

\
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device having centering pieces adapted to be received

within the hood and ends projecting beyond the hood, and
with interlocking devices mounted on said ends and adapt-

ed to engage said projections.

2. In a suction sweeper the combination of an open

mouthed hood with a converter provided with a down-

wardly projecting portion, a hose connection arising from

the downwardly projecting portion at one side of the hood

and from a point above the bottom of the downwardly
projecting portion, and means for detachably connecting

the converter to the hood mouth.

I,2rr.l48. BrXG SEAL John M. Hothbbsall, Brook
lyn. N. Y., atslgnor to American Can Company. New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of New Jerpey. Filed Apr.

15, 1«1B. Serial No. 21,575. (CI. 70—100.)

/ ^

1. A bung seal comprising a metal member having its

edge recessed at Intervals and formed t>etwera said Inter-

vals with edges to be driven Into the material of the bar-

rel, aald member i>elng weakened along lines joining said

reeeases. said lines extending behind said eilges and form-

las with said recesses a continuous weakening about the

center of said member.

2. A sheet metal bung seal consisting of a central disk

having Inwardly extending recesses formed at intervals

about Its periphery, and formed between said recesses with

narrowly separated downwardly bent and vertically cor-

rugated penetrating e«lges. said edgr« being forme<l with

penetrating tongues, said disk being weakened un lines ex

tending fron one recess to the next, behind said edges.

at their ends, and means to connect the attachment with a
fixture.

1,227,144. ILLUMINATING DEVICE FOB ELECTRIC
FIXTURES. Bal^h E. HoroHTOK and Michael J.

Hanlom, CUftondale. Mass. Flled . Jg. 22, 1916. 8e-

rtal No. 116.863. (CI. 240—1.)

1. .\n UluminattnK attachment of the class described

taciudlng a cylindrical tubular core adapted to receive a

pulling medium, means sssoctated with the core to connect

the same with n pulling medium, a coating of luminous ma-

terial on said core, cylindrical gians elements in a circular

scriea alK>nt the said coated core, tangent thereto, and

heads on the core having conical flanges clamping the said

cylindrical elements in position.

2. An attachment of the class described including a

cylindrical core, beads 00 the core, an exterior coaling of

lumlnoQS material on the core, circular series of glass ele-

raentb about the coated core, means to clamp said elements

8. An attachment of the class described Including a core,

lomlnons material on said core, and a series of glass ele-

ments about said luminous material.

4. An attachment of the class described including a core,

luminous material on cald core, a series of glass ele-

ments about said luminous material, and heads on the
said core having flanges clamping the said elements.

5. An attachment of the class described. Including a tu-

bulat- core having a bore of a diameter to receive a pull-

chain, a hollow plug fltting one end of the core and slotted

at a side thereof for receiving a chain link, the interior of

the plug accommodating a relatively larger member of the

chain than the Kaid slot, luminous material about the

core, and glass elements about the said luminous material-

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,227,146. SUGAR - CANE MILL. Pms P. HuOHM,
Perth Amboy, N. J., assignor to The Cuban-American
Sugar Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Sept. 15, 1915. Serial No. 60,744. {CI. 100—47.)

A cane mill comprising a feed roller, a delivery roller

and a pressure roller, each of said rollers having crown
sections arched longitudinally of the roller, the crown "sec-

tions of the pressure roller being arranged between the
crown sections of the other rollers and the feed roller and
delivery rollers being provided with annular groores lo-

cated between the crown sections thereon.

1,227,146. COMBINED RAIL-JOINT AND TIE-PLATE.
Jacob A. Htui. Chleago, 111., assignor of one-half to

John F. Sweeney, Chicago, III. Filed Oct. 26, 1016.

Serial No. 127.813. (a. 239—6.)

The combination with the track-rails and cross-ties, of a

tie-plate having a central re<luced section provided with a
plurality of solid Integral depending strengthening riba,

and two broad end seotionn each having a plurality of up-

ward projections formed at each side of the plate with In-

clined upper surfaces and a spike hole formed there-

through, the inner edge of each projection terminating in

alinement and contact with each outer edge of the rail

base and the outer edge of each projection terminating In

alinement with the outer side edge of the tie-plate, and
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two fish-plates clamplni; against the opposite sides of the
rail, each fish-plate being Inclined Inward and upward
from Its base, the central portion of each fish-plate having
a downwardly inclined depending portion adapted to em-
brace the outer edge of the rail base and tie plate and ter-

minating beneath in contact with the lower surface of the
central reduced section of the tie-plate, each fish-plate
harlng a laterally extended reinforcing shoulder formed at
each side of Its lower embracing portion, and an excess of
metal constituting a strengthening portion surrounding
each of the bolt openings in each of the fish plates and
adapted to form a vertical face thereon around each bolt
opening.

1,227.147, RELEASING DEVICE. Jamm Ibwim, Sooth
San Francisco, Cal., assignor to H. J. Mahony Co.. San
Francisco. Cal.. a Corporation of California. Filed Feb.
19, 1916. Serial No. 79.852. (a. 9—23.)

1. The combination with a pair of releasing derfces and
the lockins lerers carried thereby, of a releasing rod In-

terposed between the locking levers, a frame in which the
releasing rod is vertically positioned and slldably mount-
ed, a bracket on the lower end of the rod, a pair of bell-

cranka each connected with a respective one of tbe releas-
ing devices, and a pair of rod.s connecting the bracket and
the bell cranks.

2. A releasing device comprising a pair of spaced con-
nected plates, a hook member pivotally mounted between
the plates having a shank extension on one side of the
pivot, a cam lever pivotally mounted between the plate*
and engageable with the shank extension on the hook to
lock the hook against movement, a locking lever movable
Independently of and engageable with the cam lever, and
means for locking the locking lever against movement.

5. A releasing device comprising a pair of spaced con-
nected plates, a book member pivotally mounted between
the platea having a shank extension on one side of the
pivot, a cam lever pivotally mounted between the plates
and engageable with the shank extension on the hook to
lock the hook against movement, means for loclring the
cam lever against movement, and a securing member
adapted to carry the releasing device as a whole, said
memt>er comprising a plate, a pair of lugs formed on each
end of the plate and adapted to embrace the side plates
of the releasing device, and bolts extending through the
logs and side plates to secure the releasing device.

7. The combination with a pair of releasing devices and
the locking levers carried thereby, of a releasing rod in-

terposed between the locking levers, a frame in which the
releasing rod is vertically positioned and slldably mount-
ed, cranks and links connecting the lower end of the re-
leasing rod with the locking levers to transmit movement
from the releasing rod to rock the locking levers simulta-
neously into releasing or locking position, a pair of wing
extensions on the releasing rod and slots In the frame
with which said wing extensions are adapted to register,
and means for turning the releasing rod to bring the

wing extenaiona out of register with the slots and to lock
the rod against sliding movement when the locking levcrt
are in locking position.

[Claims 3, 4. and 6 not printed In the Oasett*.]

1.227,148. PROCESS OF MAKING CHARCOAL AND
APPARATUS THEREFOR. Sdmu Iwamoto, Hlgashl-
Ku, Osaka. Japan. Filed Aug. 28, 1915. Serial No.
47,864. (CT. 202—2.)

1. The process of making charcoal which comprise* car-
bonising wood by indirect heating, then further heating
the carbonixed wood by direct flame, and finally cooling
the resultant charcoal.

2. The proceas of making charcoal which comprise* car-
bonising wood by indirect heating and recovering distilla-
tion products, then farther heaUng the carbonised wood
by effecting partial combustion thereof, and finally cool-
ing the resultant ctiarcoal.

3. The proceaa of making charcoal which comprises dis-
tilling and carbonlxing wood in a suitable kiln by indirect
heating, then admitting air to the retort to effect combaa-
tlon of a part of the carbonised wood and to denslfy the
remainder, removing the charcoal from the kiln while
still highly heated, and cooling the charcoal quickly.

4. A charcoal kiln comprlalof a wood-charring retort.
means for heating said retort indirectly, means for leading
off distillation producta from said retort to a place of ra-
covery, means for admitting air to said retort for com-
bustion purposes, and means for leading off combuatloB
products therefrom.

6. A charcoal kiln comprising a wood-charring retort.
a system of heating flues In a wall of the retort, a coai-
bustlon chamber arranged to supply heat to such flue sy»-
tem, a conduit for leading off distillation products froa
said retort, a conduit affording communication between
said flue system and the interior of the retort, a condnlt
for leading off combustion products from the retort,
controlling dampers for the several condoits.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227.149. METHOD OF CHARGING SECONDARY BAT-
TERIES. Edward B. Jacobson, Plttsfield. Maaa., aa-
signor to Hendee Manufacturing Company, Springfield,
Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Dec. 8,
1913. Serial No. 804.530. (CI. 171—314.)
1. The method of charging and maintaining charged a

storage battery which consists in applying to aaid bat-
tery for an indeterminate time and Irrespective of tb«
condition of charge, a charging current of pulaatlng char-
acter, the maximum of which is of a determinate snb-
stantlally uniform value and unaffected by the condition
of charge of the battery, the total of said current for any
given period of time being of such small quantity that
the temperature of the battery is not raised above normal
when the charging current is continued after the battery
has become fully charged.

2. The method of cbarRlng secondary batteries and
maintaining the same charged which consists in applying
for an indeterminate period of time and Irrespective of
the condition of charge, a charging current of a pulsating
character, the maximum of which is of a determinate sab-
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stantlally uniform value unaffected by the condition of

charge of the battery, the total quantity of such current

in any given period being t«uch that gasing nt the negative

electrodes Is not produced when the current is continued

after the battery has become fully charged.

8. The method of charging secondary batteries and
maintaining the aame In charged condition, which con-

sists in applying for an indeterminate period of time ir-

respective of the condition of charge of the battery charg-

ing current of a pulsating character, the palsea of which
are separated by an appreciable Interval of time, and the

total quantity of which in any given period of time Is

insufficient to produce harmful effect upon the battery

when the current is continued after the battery has be-

come fully charged.

1,227.150. COIN-CONTROLLED DEVICE. OTTO Jaiobr,

NorristowD, Pa. Filed Apr. 11, 1018. Serial No.

760.882. (O. 194—82.)

1. A coin controlled device including in combination, a

reciprocating member, a manually operated arm, said re-

ciprocating member being normally out of the path of

movement of said arm, a second reciprocating member,

manually controlled means for reciprocating said second

member, and devices whereby a coin may be engaged by

said second reciprocating member and move said first re-

ciprocating member so as to bring the same into the path

of the manually controlled arm.

2. A coin controlled device including in combinatioB, a

reciprocating carriage, a manually operated plate, a

curved arm carried thereby, a roller mounted on said car-

riage and normally out of the path of movement of said

curved arm, a second carriage, a roller carried thereby, a

second curved arm connected to said plate for engaging

said roller on said second carriage, and devices whereby

a coin may be engaged by said second named carriage and

more said first-named carriage so that the roller carried

thereby is brought into the path of movement of the flrst-

named curved arm carried by said manually operated

plate.

3. A coin controlled device including in combination, a

reciprocating carriage, a manually operated plate, a curved

arm carried thereby, a roller mounted on said carriage

and normally out of the path of movement of aaid curred

arm, a second carriage, a roller carried thereby, a second

curved arm connected to said plate for engaging aald

roller on said second carriage, and devices whereby a coin

may be engaged by said second-named carriage and move

said first-named carriage so that the roller carried there-

by is brought into the path of movement of the first-

named curved arm carried by said manually operated

plate, and springs for returning said carriages to their

normal positions when the manually operated plate la

released.

4. A coin controlled device including in combination, a

reciprocating carriage, a second reciprocatlnp carriage, a

coin chnte, supporting plates for the coin for supporting

a coin between said carriages whereby a movement of the

last-named carriage wiU move the first-named carriage, a

swinging plate, curved arms carried thereby, a device on

the second carriage adapted to be engaged by one of aald

curved arms, a device on the first carriage adapted to be

actuated by the other curved arm only when said first-

named carriage is moved forward through the action of

the coin, and means whereby the coin may be discharged

from said plate when the first-named carriage is conneetad

with its operating arm.

5. A coin controlled device including in combination, a

reciprocating carriage, a aecond reciprocating carriage, a

coin chute, supporting plates for the coin for supporting

a coin between said carriages whereby a movement of the

last-named carriage will move the first-named carriage, a

swinging plate, curved arms carried thereby, a device on

the second carriage adapted to be engaged by one of said

curved arms, a device on the first carriage adapted to be

actuated by the other curved arm only when said first-

named carriage is moved forward through the action of

the coin, and means whereby the coin may be discharged

from said plate when the first named carrUge Is connect-

ed with Its operating arm, and springs for returning aald

carriages to their normal positions.
^

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,151. LEATHER FACING FOR CONE-CLUTCHES.
RCDOLPH C. JaNBBN, Springwells, Mich. Filed June 26,

1916. Serial No. 106,961. (CI. 192—1.)

y< >«>**

1. A clutch facing, comprising an annulus formed of a

series of small sections of leather overlapping and ?*.'-

cured to eaoh other.

2. A clutch facing, comprising au annulus formed of a

series of small sections of leather assembled in overlap-

ping relation and cemented to each other.

3. A clutch facing, comprising an annulus formed of a

series of small sections of leather assembled In overlap-

ping relation and secured to each other, the successive

sections being in slightly angular relation to produce a

curve In the strip and a coning of the annulus.

4. A clutch facing, comprising an annulus formed of a

series of small aectlons of leather assembled in overlap-

ping relation, forming a notched surface constituting a

yleldable friction face.

1.227.162. EXTENSIBLE WINDOW-FRAMB. Cabi.

SavBBin J0HAN8ON, Montclalr, N. J. Filed Not. 9,

1916. SerUl No. 130,441. (Cl. 20—40.)

1. A window frame comprising four angle corner blocka

provided with an exterior circumscribing band securing
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aid blocks In their respective corner positions to form
anit, subiitaDtlally as described.

6. A window frame Including corner blocks, prorided
Mch with one edge parallel and adjacent to a sinillar edge
•B the adjacent block on emch side of said frame, a groore
In each said edge and an open slot beneath each groove
opening Into the same adapted to retain a rod introduced
•Ddwlse Into said slot, substantially as described.

(Claims 2 to 5 and 7 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,153. TELa-PHONE-EXCHANGE SYSTEM. Liwts
Howes Johnson. Bloomfield. N. J., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to We.stern Electric Company, Incorpo-
nt>'i\. a Corporation of New Tork. Filed P^-pt. 7. 1916.
Serial No. 49.;>31. (CI. 17»—73.>

1. A telephone exchange system comprising two tele-

phone lines terminating at a central office, a link circuit

connecting the lines together, an operators telephone set

normally disconnected from the link circuit, a listening
relay for connecting the operator's telephone set with the
link circuit, a relay In the link circuit controlled over one
of the connected Hues, and an operator-controlled switch
when actuated co5perating with the second mentioned
relay when energized to cause the operation of the listen-

ing relay.

3. In a telephone exchange system. In combination sub-
•crlbers" Hues terminating at a central office, a link circuit

thereat Interconnecting said lines, an operator's tele-

phone set normally disconnected from said link circuit

forming a portion of an establlsht^d connection, a listening
relay controlling the connection of said set to said link
circuit, a supervisory rt-Iay associated with said link cir-

cuit controlled from the connected substation, a relay as-

sociated with said link circuit energised upon the de^ner-
gizatlon of said supervisory relay, the energization of said
relay conditioning said listening relay for operation, and
operator controlled switching means actuated to cause the
operation of said conditional listening relay.

•5. In a telephrme <>schiinge sy.stem. In combination sub-
scribers' lines terminating at a central ofllre. a ftnk circuit
thereat interconnecting' said lines, an operator's tel>>phone
set normally disconn^vtcil from said link clrc\ilt forming
a portion of an established connet-tlon, a listening relay
controlling the connection of said set to said link circuit.

a supervlsdtj relay as-soolated with each end of said link
circuit and controlled from the respective connected sub-
stations, a third relay associated with said link circuit
energized upon the deenerglzatlon of either of said super-
visory relays, a circuit for said listening relay open al
two points, one of whlcli Is dosed by the energization of
said third relay, and operator controlled switching means,
the actuation of which completes tke cltcult of said listen-
ing relay.

7. In a telephone excliange system. In combination lln<
circuits extending from subscribers* stations to a central
office, a link circuit thereat ronnertlng the line, an opera-
tor's telephone set, means at the central office normally
excluding the operator's telephone set from the link cir-

cuit while the connected line circuits are closed aj the
subscribers' substations, and means controlled from the
subscrlt>er's station of either connected line circuit for
rendering the excluding means ineffectlv»' to permit the
connection of the operator's telephone set to the link cir-

cuit while the connected line circuits are closed at the
subscribers' stations.

[Claims 2, 4, and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,164. AUTOMATIC DIRIGIBLE LIGHT-SUPPORT.
James P. KEXi>BrrK. Fayette. Mo. Filed Aug. 20. 1914.
Serial No. 867.721. (CI. 240—62.)

In a dirigible lamp for automobiles, the combination
with a forward axle, pivots at the sides of the axle for
mounting the wheels of an automobile, and a hood for the
•atomohlle projecting forwardly from the axle, of arms
extending forwardly from said pivots and beyond the
front line of the hood, a bracket carried on each side of
the hood, lamp holders oscillatable in said brackets, arms
extending forwardly from said lamp holders along the
side of the hood, and a rigid vertical braced framework
plrotally connecting the front ends of t>oth sets of arms.

1.227,155. TRIMMING MACHINE. Andrew R. Kqih-
LiR, Buffalo. N. Y. Filed (Xt. 28. 1914. SerUl No.
869,061. (01. 143—168.)
1. The combination In a trimming machine having a

cutter and a taMe on which the work can l>e held and
which Is movable relatively to the cutter, of a safe in
operative relation to said table for Indicating the Una
on which the work is to be cut, and a second gage adapted
to extend over the work beyond the line of cut and having
a part with which tlie work can l>e allne<l to position
the same in the desired relation to the first mentioned

2. The combination In a trimming machine having a
cutter and a work supporting table, of a gage In operative
relation to said table for indicating the line on which the
cutter operates, and a gage adapte<l to extend over the
work beyond tl»e line of cut and having a part with
which the work can be ailned to position the same In the
desired relation to the cutter, said gages being mounted
to b« moved together Into and out of operative relation
to the work.
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& The rombinatlo" in a trimming machine having a
cutter and a work supporting table, of a gage having a
part adapted to extend over the work beyond the line of

cut and with which the work can be alined to position

tlte same In the desired relation to the cutter.

4. The combination in a trimming machine having a
cutter and a work supporting table, of a gage adapted
to be place<l over said table and having a plurality of
memt>er!i arranged at Intervals with open spaces between
the melnbers through which the work can be seen and ex-

tending parallel to the line on which said cutter operates.
5. The combination in a trimming machine having a

cutter and a work supporting table, of a gage adapted to
be placed over said table and to be moved out of operative
relation to the table and having a plurality of members
spaced at Intervals and extending parallel to the line on
which said cutter operataa, said gage being slldably mount-
ed on the machine and adapted to move over said table so
that said spaced members remain parallel to the line of
cut.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette,]

1,227. 15fi. WORK HOLDER FOR MACHINES FOR
TRIMMING ELECTROTrPE BLOCKS OR THE LIKE,
AJfDHEw R. KoBHLni, Buffalo. N. T. Original applica-

tion filed Oct. 28. 1914. Serial No. 869,061. EMrlded
and this application filed Aug. 18, 1915. Serial No.
46,181, (CI. 144—278.)

1. In a trimming naachlne, the combination of a work
supporting table. • member pivoted on said table to swing
Id a plane substantially parallel with the table and hav-
ing A part provided with a hole extending substantially
parallel with the table, an arm slldably arranged in said

bole, and (lamping means on the outer portion of said

arm for holding the work on the table while being oper-
ated upon, the pressure of said clamping means against
tile work also clamping said arm in said hole to secure

t^ same against movement relatively to said pivoted
member.

'J. In a trimming machine, the combination of a work
supporting table, a member pivoted on said table to swing
In s plane substantially parallel with the table and hav-
ing an elongated part provided with a longitudinal hole

extending substantially parallel with the table, an arm
slldably arranged In said hole, a presser foot slldably

mounted on the outer portion of said arm and movable
toward and from said table, and a cam for moving said

pref«aer foot toward the table, the pressure of the presser
foot against the work also clamping said arm In said hole

to secure the same against movement.

8. In a trimming machine, the combination of a work
supporting table, a member pivoted on said table to swing
in a plane substantially parallel to said table, an arm
slldable with regard to said meml>er, a presser foot ar-

ranged on the outer end of said arm and having a sliding

conne<'tlou with t>ald arm to enable the presser foot to

move toward and from said table, a spring for yieldingly

moving said presner foot away from said table, and a cam
engaging said arm and said presser foot for pressing said
presser foot toward said table for holding the work
thereon.

1,227.157. CONVEYER APPARATUS. Phimp A. Ko«H-
RINO, Milwaukee, Wl.s., assignor to Koehrlng Machine
Company, Milwaukee, 'Wis., a Corporation of Wiscon-
sin. Filed Oct. 6, 1914. Serial No. 865.336. (CI
212—44.)

1. In a conveyor, the combination with a framework, ol

a boom pivotally mounted therein, a carriage movable
along the boom, a grab bucket releasably sustained by the
carriage, cables for shifting the carriage and for actuat-
ing the grab bucket, a cable for controlling the carriage
sustaining means for the grab bucket, a shaft common to
all of said cables, means for operating the same, and cable
control means associated with the shaft.

2. In a conveyer, the combination with a framework, of

a boom pivotally mounted therein, a carriage movable
along the boom, a grab bucket releasably sustained by the
carri.ige. cables for shifting the carriage and for acuat-

^g the grab bucket, a cable for controlling the carriage
sustaining means for the grab bucket, a shaft common to

the cables and the boom, means for operating the same,
control means carried by the shaft for controlling said
cables, and means actuated by the shaft for swinging the
boom on its pivot.

3. In a conveyer, the combination with a framework,
and a boom pivotally mounted therein, of a carriage shift-
able along the boom, a grab bucket adapted to be detach-
ably BusUined by the carriage, a cable for bhifting the
carriage outwardly along the boom fixed to the carriage
and extending to the outer portion of the boom and hav-
ing a return portion, a pulley Journaled at the outer
portion of the boom and engaged by said cable, cable
guiding pulleys for the return portion of said cable for
directing the same downwardly Into the framework, a
grab bucket actuating and carriage return cable connected
to said carriage and engaging the grab bucket for actuat-
ing the same and extending inwardly from the carriage,
a guiding pulley on the carriage for the last named cable,

guiding pulleys sustained by the framework for the last

named cable for directing the same downwardly in the
frameworit, releasing means for the grab bucket sustain-
ing means, a cable for controlling and actuating said re-

leasing means engaging the same substantially at the car-

riage and extending outwardly to the outer portion of the
boom and having a return portion, a pulley journaled at
tl>e outer portion of the boom for guiding the cable of
the releasing means, the said return portion of the cable
extending inwardly substantially to the inner end of the
boom and thence downwardly Into the frame work and
again upwardly to the l>oom and outwardly to the releas-
ing means, pulleys guiding the portions of said cable, and
means for actuating and controlling all of said rabies.
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4. In a conveyer, the combination with a framework
and a boom plvotally moanted therein, of a carrlagre ahlft-

able along the boom, a grab bucket adapted to be relea*-

ably sustained by the carriage, cables for controlling the
grab bucket and shifting the carriage, a cable for con-
trolling and actuating the sustaining means for the grab
bucket, pulleys for guiding said cables, some of said pul-

leys being arranged in a superposed series at the inner
end portion of the boom, a bifurcated bracket fixed to

the framework laterally of the t>oom and having said

superposed pulleys joumaled In the bracket between the

arms of the bifurcation, and means for controlling and
actuating said cables.

5. In a conveyer, the combination with a framework
and a boom plvotally mounted therein, of a carriage shift-

able along the boom, a grab bucket adapted to be releas-

ably sustained by the carriage, cables for controlling the
grab bucket and shifting the carriage, a cable for con-
trolling and actuating the sustaining means for the grab
bucket, pulleys for guiding said cables, some of said pul-

leys being arranged in a superjMsed series at the inner
end portion of the boom, a bifurcated bracket fixed to the
framework laterally of the boom and having said super-

posed pulleys journaled in the bracket betwet-n the arms
of the bifurcation, a guy fixed to the bracket substantially
in the rear and approximately alined with the boom and
extending to and engaging the framework, and means for

controlling and actuating said cable.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,227,158. LABELING - MACHINE. Lbstcb L, Ladd,
Lockport, 111. Filed Dec. 1, 1913. Serial No. 803,881.
(CI. 216—9.)

1. In combination, mechanism for delivering a paste-
covered labt'l and partially attaching it to a ran along a
narrow strip at one end of the label, means for thereafter
holding the main i>ortlon of the label out of contact with
the can for an Interval of time suflicient to permit the
moisture In the paste to impregnate the label, and means
for completing the attachment of the label to the can at
the end of said interval of time.

2. In combination, mechanism for delivering a i>aste-

covereti label and partially attaching It to a 'an along a
narrow strip at one end of the label, mechanism for acting
on the can and label to complete the attachment of the
label, and means for actuating said mechanlt-ms with a
sufficient time Interval between the partial attaching of
the label and the completing of the attachment to permit
the moisture in the paste to impregnate the label.

3. In combination, means for delivering a paste covered
label and attaching it at one end only to a can, a con-
veyer for carrying the can from the aforesaid means and
retaining it a sufficient time to permit the moisture in the
paste to soak into the label, and means for receiving the
can from the conveyer and completing the attachment of
the label thereto.

4. In combination, a conveyer, separated tan seats on
the conveyer, an apron extending rearwardly from each
seat, means adjacent to the conveyer for delivering paste-
covered labels to cans resting In said seats and attaching
the front edges of the labels to the cans, and additional

means at a remote point adjacent to the conveyer for
completing the attachment of the labels to the cans.

S. In combination, a conveyer, separated can seats on
the conveyer, an apron extending rearwardly from each
seat, means adjacent to the conveyer for delivering paste-
covered labels to cans resting in said seats and attaching
the front edges of the labels to the cans, and remote means
adjacent to the conveyer for receiving the cans and com-
pleting the attachment of the labels thereto.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,169. CIGARETTE-BOX WRAPPER. Oioaea Ea-
vi.N LAMBZttaos, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed July 14, 1916.
Serial No. 109,271. (Q. 206—48.)

1. A wrapper as characterised comprising a plurality
of side sections integrally connected by a hinge section ; a
cover sheet corresponding in dimensions with one of said
side sections ; a plurality of spacing members rigidly dis-

posed between said cover sheet and the adjacent side sec-
tion to form pockets In said wrappers ; a plurality of
carded matches disposed in said pocketa with the heads
of said matches turned Inward ; and means for tempo-
rarily holding said matches in said pockets.

2. A wrapper as characterised comprising a plurality
of side sections integrally connected by a hinge section

;

a cover sheet corresponding In dimensions with one of
said side sections ; a plurality of spacing members rigidly
disposed between said cover sheet and the adjacent side
section to form pockets In said wrapper ; a plurality of
carded matches disposed in said pockets with the heads
of said matches turned inward ; means for temporarily
holding said matches In said pockets ; and means for ig-

niting said matches when withdrawn from said pockets,
said means embodying an abrasive material disposed ad-
jacent the exposed end of said pockets.

8. .\ wrapper as characterized comprising a pluralltj
of side sections integrally connected by a hinge section

;

a cover sheet corresponding In dimensions with one of
said side sections ; a plurality of spacing members rigidly
disposed between said cover sheet and the adjacent side

section to form pockets in said wrapper ; a plurality of
carded matches disposed in said pockets with the heads
of said matches turned Inward ; means for temporarily
holding said matches In said pockets; and a plurality of
oppositely-disposed abrasive strips secured one to said
cover sheet and one to the adjacent side section of the
wrapper, .<<ald strips being 8pace<i apart a distance less

than the beads of said matches.
4. A wrapper as characterized comprising a plurality

of side sections integrally connected by a hinge section;
a cover sheet corresponding in dimensions with one of
said side sections ; a plurality of spacing members rigidly

disposed between said cover sheet and the adjacent side
section to form pockets in said wrapper ; a plurality of
carded matches disposed in said pockets with the heads
of said matches turned Inward ; and a plurality of strips

of adhesive for engaging said matches for holding the
same within said pockets.
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1,227.160. PROCESS OF MAKING CLOSURES. N0».
B««T M. La Ports. Baltimore. Md.. assignor to The
Crown Cork and Seal Company of Baltimore City, Bal-
timore, Md., a Corporation of N^aryland. Filed Aug 2
1918. Serial No. 782,673. (CI. 118—80.)

1. In the art of making closures comprising a shell and
a sealing disk, the process which consists In charging each
side of a carrier of fibrous material with a fusible filler
while leaving the interior of said carrier porous, coating
each aide of said charged carrier with a sticking material
capable of being set by heat, forming disks from the coat-
ed material, subjecting said disks to the action of a sol-
vent of the sUckIng material. Interposing said disks be-
tween the shell and sealing disk, and subjecting the stick-
ing material to heat to set it.

2. In the art of making closures comprising a shell and
a sealing disk, the process which consists in coating paper
with a sticking material comprising an albuminous snb-
sUnce, forming a disk tfom said paper, subjecting said
disk to moisture to render the sticking material adhesive,
subjecting the moist-coated paper disk to pressure be-
tween a shell and a sealing disk, and subjecting said stick-
ing material to the action of heat to coagulate such
albuminous substance.

1,227,161. RECOIL - REDUCING MEANS FOR GUNS.
UulfA!(^T LiHMANN and Faixt HoB.NSBao, Magdeburg,
Germany. Filed Apr. 14. 1914. Serial No, 881,802.
(CI. 89—42.)

1. A /ecoll checking device for guns having a cradle
wherein the gun is mounted to slide, a weight mounted
to slide on the gun and means for driving said weight in
the opposite direction to the gun during the recoil In
order to Impact against the gun after the gun has traveled
a portion of Its recoil length, thus obstructing the re-
mainder of the recoil movement of the gun.

2. A recoil checking device for guns having a cradle
wherein the gun Is mounted to slide, a weight mounted
to slide on the gun and means for driving said weight in
the opposite direction to the gun during the recoil, an
abutment on the gun against which said weight strikes
after the gun has traveled a portion of the recoil length,
thus partly checking the recoil, said means comprising a
screen positioned in front of the muxzle of the gun, said
screen having rigid connections with said weight and
constructed to obstruct the free passage of the escaping
powder gases.

8. A recoil checking device for guns having a cradle
wherein the gun Is mounted to slide, a weight mounted
to slide on the gun and means for driving said weight In
the opposite direction to the gun during the recoil, an
abutment on the gun against which said weight strikes
after the gun has traveled a portion of the recoil length,
thus partly checking the recoil, said means comprising a
screen positioned in front of the muzzle of the gun, said
screen having rigid connections with said weight and con-
structed to obstruct the free passage of the escaping
powder gases, said abutment being provided with shock
absorbing buffers.

4. A recoil checking device for guns having a cradle
wherein the gun is mounted to slide, a weight mounted
to slide on the gun and means for driving said weight In
the opposite direction to the gun during th^ recoil, an
abutment on the gun against which said weight strikes
after the gun has traveled a portion of the recoil length,
thus partly checking the recoil, said means comprising a

screen positioned In front of the muzzle of the gun, '^id
screen having rigid connections with said weight and con-
structed to obstruct the free passage of the escaping pow-
der gases, said abutment being provided with shock ab-
sorbing buffers, an accumulator in the cradle for iMrtly
absorbing the energy of the forward running weight, said
accumulator returning said weight into its Initial position
at the end of the counter recoil of the gun.

6. A recoil checking device for guns having a cradle
wherein the gun Is mounted to slide, a weight mounted to
slide on the gun and means for driving said weight la th«
opposite direction to the gun during the recoil, an abut-
ment on the gun against which said weight strikes after
the gun has traveled a portion of the recoil length, thus
partly checking the recoil, said means comprising a screen
positioned in front of the muzzle of the gun, said scr«ea
having rigid consiectlons with said weight and constructed
to obstruct the free passage of the escaping powder gases.
a spring acting between said weight and said cradle to
resist the forward movement of said weight and return It
to its Initial position at the end of the counter recoil of
the gun.

1,227,162. METAL-SHEARING MACHINE. Cha«lm D.
McDonald, Chicago, ill., assignor to McDonald Ma-
chine Co., Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
July 12. 1916. Serial No. 108,841. (Cl. 164—#8.)

^

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of shearing mechanism, means for feeding the work Into
position to be acted upon by said shearing mechanism,
means for positioning the work previous to the feeding
operation, means for gripping and carrying the work for-
ward in such position to a point where It is acted npon
by the feeding mechanism, and means for locking the
movement of the mechanism for carrying the work to tb«
feeding means at other than a predetermined time, sub-
stantially as described.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of shearing mechanism, means for feeding the work la
position to be acted upon by the shearing mechanism,
centering members for positioning the work previous to
the feeding operation, means for carrying the work for-
ward In such centered condition Into position to be acted
upon by the feeding mechanism, tension mechanism for
operating said work carrying means In one direction, and
means for locking the work carrying means against more-
ment at other than a predetermlne<l time, substantially as
described.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of shearing mechanism, means for feeding the work in
position to be acted upon by the shearing mechanism,
centering members for positioning the work previous to
the feeding operation, means for carrying the work for-
ward in suth centered condition into position to be acted
upon by the feeding mechanism, tension mechanism for
operating said work carrying means In one direction,
means for locking the work carrying means against move^
ment at other than a predetermined time, and cam mecha-
nism controlling the operation of said locking means, sub-
stantially as described.
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4. In a iuachlo« 0/ tbe class described, the combloatlou

of a Hxed table, cutting meibaoiHin supported by tbe table,

means movable with respect to the table (or carrying the

work into position to be operated upon by the cutting

mechanism, centering means on tbe table, (entering means
on the carrying means, said work being abutted against

said centering raeano prerlous to the carrying operation

and centered thereby prcTlous to movement of the carry-

ing means, and means for moving the centering means on

the table out from the path of travel of the work when
the carrying memL>er begins its movement and maintaining

aald centering means out of contact with the work during

the entire carrying movement, Hubstantlally as described.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of a fixed table, cutting mechanism on tbe table, means
movable with respect to the table for carrying the work
Into position to be operated upon by the^uttlng mecha-

nism, gage members on tbe carrying means for tbe rear

end of the work, a gage member for one side edge of the

work mounted in the Uble, said work being abutted

against said gage members previous to the carrying op-

eration, and means for moving the gage for the side edge

of the work out of the path of travel of the work at the

commencement of the carrying movement and maintalninl

it oat of engagement with tbe work daring tbe entire car-

rjlBg movement, snbstantially »> described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in tbe Oaiette.]

1.227.164. VAHIAHLE • STROKE PUMP. (HAnLES M.
Manlt. Freeport. N. Y. Filed Apr. 24. 1913. Serial

No. 763.;J21, (CI. 103—86.)

1,227.163. PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR HEAT-
ING METAL FOR ROLLING. John B. McKibbin,
Crafton, Pa., assignor of one-half to Edmonds J. Sug-

den, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No.

61,244. (CI. 263—3.)

1. An Improvement in the art of manufacturing thin

metal shapes consisting In paRslng a continuous blank

through reducing mean.s and then passing tbe blank after

It emerges from said reducing means back and forth

through a heating furnace at different levels and at dif-

ferent lateral positions to re-beat the blank before It la

again passed through additional reducing means.

2. An improvement in tbe art of manufacturing thin

metal shapes consisting Ln passing a continuous blank
through reducing means and then passing the blank after

it emerges from said reducing means back and forth

through a beating furnace at different levela and at dif-

ferent lateral positions to re-heat tbe blank t>efore it la

again passe^l throuKh additional retlucing means, and re-

I>eatlng said reheating and reducing operations aaccea-

sively.

3. An improvement in the art of beating metals con-

sisting In passing a blank back and forth through the

same heating furnace at series of different succesalvely

higher and lower levels and at varying lateral positions

therein, and in changing th^ lateral position of the blank

at the termination of each series of levels.

4. A beating furnace of the character described com-

prising inclosing walls and an interior beating chamber,

means at one side of said furnace for introducing a blank

therethrough, means at tbe opposite side for re-lntrodnclng

the blank at a different level, and means coincident with

tlie uppermost and lowermost level at each side for de-

flecting the blank laterally during its re-lntroductlon.

6. A beating furiuice of the character described com-

prising inclosing walls and an interior heating chamt>er,

means at one side of said furnace for introducing a blank

tberethroagh. guiding means at tbe opposite aide for re-

Introducing the blank at a different level, provided with an

annular diagonally arranged pass for deflecting the blank

laterally in its passage through the furnace.

[Claims « and 7 not printed in the Gaactte.]

1. In a variable stroke pump, the combination of •
cylinder, a piston therein, a rrank for reciprocating said

piston comprising a crank pin adjustable in a radial line,

and means for balanclni; the centrifugal moment of said
crank pin in different positions o*f adjustment thereof.

2. In a variable capacity pump, tbe combination of a

cylinder, a piston therefor, a crank shaft for operating said

piston having a crank pin adjustable in a radial line, and
means for balancing th<* centnfuKal moment of said crank
pin In different positions of adjustment comprising a ro-

tatably adjustable countervrplght.

3. In a variable capacity pump, the combination of a

cylinder, a piston therefor, a crank shaft for operating
said piston having; a crank pin adjuxtable In a radial line,

means for t>alanclng tbe centrifugal moment of said crank

pin In different positions of adjustment comprising a ro-

tatably adjustable counterweight, and connections between
said crank pin and counterweight whereby the adjustment
of said crank pin effects tbe proportionate movement of

said coanterweight.

4. In a mechanism of tbe class described, a variable

stroke crank shaft comprising an axlally slidable part, a
crank pin radially adjustable by the axial movement of

said part, and a movable counterweight for said crank pin

adjustable by tbe movement of said crank pin to balance

the centrifugal moment of said crank pin in different posi-

tions of adjustment.
6. In a mechanism of the class descrllied. a rariable

stroke crank shaft comprising an axlally slidable part, a

crank pin radially adjustable by tbe axial movement of

said part, a movable counterweight for said crank pin

adjustable by the movement of said crank pin to balance

the centrifugal movement of said crank pin In different

positions of adjustment, and power o{>erated means driven

from said crank shaft for adjusting said axlally movable

part.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.165. BRACKET. William Marin, New Tork. N. T.

rUed Sept 24. 1»16. Serial No. 52,476. (CI. 248—30.)

A bracket for flushine tanks comprising a bar provided

with a rigid aoRular rest to support the base of the tank,

a clamp pivoted at tbe opposite end of the bar for swinging

movement parallel with tbe bar and at a right angle to tbe

rest and adapte<l to be extended over the rear wall of the

tank and provided with a flange adapted to come against

the inner surface of the rear wall so as to hold the lattei
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in contact with the bar approximately throiighoot the

length thereof, said clamp Ixlng adJuKtable longitudinally

of the bar and means for holding tbe clamp at an adjusted

position on tbe bar.

1,227.166 ROTARY WEEUER AND CULTIVATOR.
James Matkey. Livingston, .Mont., assignor of one-half

to E. Roberts, Livingston. Mont. Piled Aug. 2. 1916.

Serial No. 112,867. (CI. 65—60.)

1. A weeder comprisinp a wheel mounte«l frame, spaced

blades carried by the same and arranged to rotate about

an axis, an arch structure mounted upon the frame, a

latch bar pivoted upon the arch structure, spring means

for holding a portion of the latch bar in the path of move-

ment of the blades and an arm pivoted upon the arch

structure and having a shoulder engageable with the said

latch bar.

i, A weeder comprising a wheel mounted frame, spaced

blades carried by the frame and arranged to rotate about

an axis, an arch structure mounted upon the frame, a

latch bar plvot«Ml upon the arch structure, spring means

for normally holding a portion of tbe latch bar In the path

of movement of the blades, an arm pivoted upon the »rch

structure and having a shoulder which normally engages

the end of the latch bar and spring means for holding the

arm at a normal position.

3. A weeder comprising a wheel mounted frame, a sertet

of spaced blades carried by tbe frame and arranged to ro-

tate about an axis, an arch structure mounted upon the

frame, a spring actuated latch bar pivoted upon the arch

structure and having a portion normally held In the path

of movement of the blade, an arm pivote<l upon the arch

structure and having a shoulder which normally engages

tbe end of tbe latch bar, spring means for holding tbe arm
at a normal position and a lever fulcrumed upon the arch

structure and operatlvely connected with the said arm.

4. A weeder comprising a wheel mounted frame, a se-

ries of spaced blades carried by the frame and arranged to

rotate about an axis, an arch structure mounted upon the

frame, a latch bar pivoted upon the arch structure, spring

means for holding a portion of the latch bar in the path

of movement of the blades, an arm pivoted upon the arch

structure and having a shoulder adapted to engage the

end of the said latch bar, spring means for holding the arm
at a normal position, and levers pivoted one at the for-

ward portion of the arch structure and one at the rear

portion of the said structure, the said levers being

operatlvely connected with the adjacent ends of the said

arm.

w«dge cooperating with said menil»er to force strands of

rope Into said seats, and means intermediate said wedge

and said member for permitting rocking adjustment of

said wedge to accommodate irregularities In said ropes.

1^227.167. ROPBCLAMP. Claude L. Matthews, Bt.

Louis, Mo., assignor to W. N. Matthews and Brothsr,

Incorporated, St. Louis. Mo., a Corporation of New
Mexico. Filed June 16. 1911. Serial No. 68S.628.

(CI. 24—136.)

1. In a rope clamp, the combination of a member pro-

Tided with longitudinally disposed grooves adapted to

receive strands of rope, a frictlonally retained clamping

member for forcing the strands of said rope into said

grooves, and means permitting ro<klng engagement be-

tween said member and said clamping member to permit

antomatlc adjustment of the latter.

'2. In a rope clamp the combination of a meml>er pro-

Tided with seats for a plnralitx of strands of rope, a

3. In a rope clamp the combination of a member having

a plurality of seats for strands of rope, a wedge provided

with a roughened face adapted to coOperate with said

member for gripping said strands of rope, and a longitu-

dinal rib arranged upon said wedge opposite to its rough-

ened face for permitting rocking adjustment of said wedge.

4. A clamp comprising in combination a hollow memt)er

having seats for a plurality of strands and a wedge mem-

ber adapted to be frictlonally retained within said hollow

member and having rocking enga^ment therewith.

5. A clamp comprising in combination, a member pro-

vided with seats for a plurality of strands and a wedge,

engaging wall, and a wedge insertible within said member

and having rocking engagement with said wall and adapt-

ed to retain strands in said seats by virtue of frlctional

engagement with said strands and said wall.

[Claim 6 not printed in tbe Gasette.]

1.227.168. EYE FOR GUY ATTACHMENTS. CUACnB L.

Matthews. St. Louis, Mo., assignor to W. N. Matthews

and Brother, Inc., St. Louis. Mo., • Corporation of

.New Mexico. FUsd July 30, 1915. Serial No. 42.866.

(CL 24—116.)

An attachment for flexible guys comprising an eye

her prwTlded with an aperture and having a bearing mem-

ber at Its extremity formed with an arciMte bearing £ac«,

a ring member passing through said aperture and reTolu-

ble about said bearing member, said ring member having

a circular Inner face shaped to have surface ccnUct wltt

the bearing member and being formed with a circular

perimetrical seat and a retaining flange at each side of the

seat, tbe eye member being formed with side parts adapted

to center the ring memt>er on the t>earlng member.

1,227,169. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION MOTOR. Dawibl
'

B. M«DAWICH, Buechel, Ky., assignor to himself, Pendle-

ton J. B. Parenteau, John R. Wright, and OUrer H.

KelsaU. Louisville, Ky., a Partnership. Filed July 13,

1914. Serial No. 850.584. (a. 128—75.)

In an internal combustion motor, the combination of

a cylinder having exhaust and inlet ports located side by

side, a valve casing covering said ports, a pair of valTM
In the form of bifurcated super-Imposed plates operable

In said casing, a septum dividing said casing and entering

tbe bifurcation lo said Taives, eacb of said plates havlBf

an opening In each branch thereof, the openings In one

plate being in lateral sUnement, while those in the other
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plate are not io lateral alinement, and means for recipro-

cating said valves to aline the respective openings there-

through with each other and with the exhaust and intake
ports.

1,227.170. CAR COUPLING. Isaac H. Millikin, Aspln-
wall. Pa., assignor to The McConway it Torley Com-
pany. Pitt.sburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Nov. 4. 1916. Serial. No. 129,437. (CI. 213—59.)

f* ts

1. A coupler lock having a plurality of intersecting
openings extending at an angle to each other, each of said
openings being adapted to receive means for moving said
lock to unlocked position.

4. A coupler having on one side a projection adapted
to engage a knuckle opening lever, and being provided ad-
jacent said projection with a slot opening through the
said lock to receive a lock-set member and permit It to
extend b«yond the same face of said lock from which said
projection extendi.

[Claims 2, 8. and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,171. LOAD-HOOK. Edward Y. Mooa», Cleveland,
Ohio. Filed Apr. 10, 1915. Serial No. 20,392. (CI.
57—127.)
1. In a load hook, the combination, with a supporting

member having a top eye and a vertical shank, of a block
wlveled on said shank and provided with an upwardly
projecting central boss freely surrounding the shank, and
a pair of upwardly projecting hooks on opposite sides of
tb« boas and spaced therefrom, the central under portion
of said block having a recess, and a collar on the shank
comprised within said recess, whereby the block is sup-
ported by the shank, and said collar on the one side and
the overhang of the eye on the other locks the supporting
member within the block.

2. The combination of an eye having a shank with a
reduced lower portion, a block having a continuous lower
body portion and a central upwardly extending boss and
a pair of upwardly extending hooks on diametrically op-
posite sides of the boss, said block having a cyliniirical

opening through said boss surrounding the shank ami hav-
ing a recess of larger bore beneath the opening and ex-

tending therefrom to the lower face of the block, and a

collar surrounding the reduced portion of the supporting
shank and contained within the recess in the block and
clamped in place on the shank and in the recess by means
of the shank being upset beneath the collar, the eye at the
upper end of the shank closely overhanging the top of
the boss and preventing downward movement of the shank
with reference to the block.

1.227,172. INDEX DRAWER. Samdbl Edward Moobi.
Harrlsburg, Pa., assignor of one-fourth to James Mc-
Klrdy, Carlisle. Pa., and one-fourth to Frank M. East-
man, Harrisbarg. Pa. Filed Aug. 12, 1916. Serial No.
114,676. (CI. 129—16.)

1. The combination with a filing drawer Including a
pair of sides, of a relatively narrow spacing member ex-
tending across the drawer, adjacent the top thereof, said
member comprising a bar having its ends bent to form
locking lugs, said bar being removably associated with
said sides and locked against accidental lengthwi.se or
sidewise movement.

2. The combination with a filing drawer Including a
pair of sides, of a relatively narrow spacing member ex-
tending across the drawer, adjacent the top thereof, said
member comprising U shaped bar removably mounted in
sockets formed in said sides, the sides of said U-shaped
bar being adapted to abut the external surface of said
drawer sides to prevent sidewise moTement.

3. The combination with a filing drawer including a pair,
of sides, of a relatively narrow spacing member extending
across the drawer, adjacent the top thereof, said member
being removably associated with said sides, and a second
spacing member below said first-named member and re-
movably associated with said sides.

4. The combination with a filing drawer, including a
pair of sides having oppositely disposed slots in the top
edges thereof, and having oppositely disposed sockets be-
low said slots, of a relatively narrow spacing member ex-
tending across said drawer and engaging said slots, and
a second spacing member extending across said drawer and
engaging said sockets.
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14227,17s. ROTART ENGINE. Gsobgb Fbedcbick Mooes.
Owensboro, Ky., assignor to The Reclproto Engine Co.,

a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Mar. 19, 1917. Se-

rial No. 166,746. (CI. 121—94.)

1. In a rotary engine, a cylinder, a piston In said cylin-

der, an abutment connected to said piston and adapted to

partake of movement in response to movement of said pis

ton, compressible parking members carried by said abut-

ment, means for compressing snld packing members, and
means for adjusting said packing members toward the
walls of the cylinder in which said abutment operates.

7. In a rotary engine, a cylinder, a piston operable In

said cylinder, said piston having circular grooves in its

side faces, the walls of said grooves nearest the periphery
of the piston l>eing beveled, an expansible packing ring in

each groove having a t)eveled face contacting with the

beveled face of said groove, and means for expanding said

packing ring to cause It to ride laterally on the beveled

wall of said groove.
19. In a rotary engine, a cylinder havlns a lubricant

passageway leading through its wall and having a well In

which the lubricant delivered through said passageway
may collect, and a piston in said cylinder having a lubri-

cant passageway therein in communication with said well.

21. In a rotary engine, n cylinder bavins a piston com-

partment, a piston In said compartment, and packing

rings in the sides of said piston, said cylinder being pro

vlded with drain ducts leading from the sides of said pis-

ton through which water of condensation may be with-

drawn.
[Claims 2 to 6, 8 to 18, and 20 not printed in the

Gazette. 1

1,227.174. ALUMINUM ALLOY AND IN ARTICLES
MADE THEREFROM. Albert W. Mobbis. Springfield.

Mass. Filed Nov. 26, 1915. Serial No. 68,476. (CI.

76—1.)
An alloy containing aluminum, iron, and one or more

other hardening metals, such as nickel, the proportion of

aluminum being not less than 70% and the proportion of

iron from 1% to 6% of the whole.

1.227.175. AUTOMATIC FORGING APPARATUS. Al-

BEBT W. MoBBis, Springfield. Mass. Filed Jan. 8, 1916.

Serial No. 70.M4. (CI. 22—67.)
1. A forging apparatus, comprising. In oomblnatlon, a

mold to receive liquid metal to be forged, a ram, and
means automatically operable when the metal Is at a pre-

determined temperature to actuate the ram to strike the

metal in the mold,

2. A forging apparatus, comprising, in combination, a

mold to receive liquid metal to be forged, a ram adapter!

t0 be forced Into said mold, and means automatically

operable when the metal In the mold reaches a predeter-

mlne<l temperature on falling temperature to force the

ram into said mold.

3. A forging apparatus, comprising, In combination, a
mold to receive liquid metal to be forged, a ram adapted
to be forced Into said mold, means automatically operable

when the metal reaches a predetermined temperature to

actuate said ram to strike the metal in the mold, and a
device to skim the dross from the metal in the mold auto-

matically operable shortly before the metal Is struck by

Raid ram.
4. A forging apparatus, comprising, in combination, a

depresslble ram, a mold to receive liquid metal to be

forged arranged normally out of the path of said ram, de-

vices to position the mold in the path of said ram, mecha-

nism to depress the latter to strike the metal in the mold,
and means automatically operable when the metal In the

mold reaches a predetermined temperature, on falling

temperature, to actuate said devices and mechanism.

6. A forging apparatus, comprising, In combination, a
depresslble ram. a mold to receive liquid metal to be

forgeil arranged normally out of the path of said ram,
devices to position the mold In the path of the ram. mecha-

nism to depress the latter to strike the metal In the mold,

a skimmer arranged to remove the dross from the metal

in the mold, and means automatically operable when the

metal reaches a predetermined temperature on falling

temperature to actuate said devices, mechanism, and

skimmer.
[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,176. ROTARY DUPLICATING-MACHINE. Cl>AB-

ENCE E. M0BBI8ON, Albany, N. T. Filed July 8, 1916.

Serial No. 107,887. (CI. 101—182.)

1. A rotary duplicating machine comprising a frame,

a rotatable detachable cylinder mounted therein and upoD
which an impression sheet Is adapted to be held, a rocking
frame, an impression roller carried thereby and held
yieldingly against the surface of the cylinder, a cam disk
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rotating with the cylinder, a lever plvotally mounted
upon the rocking frame, a pulley plvotally moan ted upon
said lever and frlctlonally engaging the cam disk, a act

screw carried by the arm of saiiJ lever, and a lever pivoted
upon the rocking frame and against which said set screw
la adapted to bear.

2. A rotary duplicating machine comprising a frame,

a rotatable cylinder mounted thereon and adapted to

carry an impression sheet thereon, a rocking frame, an
Imprewion roll plvotally mounted thereon, an adjusting
screw upon the rocking frame, a spring upon said screw
for regulating the pressure of the Impression roll against
said cylinder, a lever plvote<l upon the rocking frame, a
grooved pulley carried by said lever, means for adjusting
the latter relatively to said rocking frame, a cam disk

rotating with the cylinder and against which the pulley Is

adapted to contact, and gear mechanism for rotating the

cylinder.

1,227,177. MOTOR CONTROLLER. Niels L. Mobten-
8£S, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer
Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Filed Nov. 15, 1911. Serial No. 660,387. (CI. 172—179.)

'Vr -• <•»»

": '

'
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1. The mt^t^otl of coatroiling aji electric motor, coB-

slstln^; in connecting the motor armature, and series field

winding !n parallel to itupply lines with a comQM>n re-

sistance io lierleii with both the armature and field wind-
ing and th»;n ini>erting additional resistance in the field

circuit without variation uf resistance between the arma-
ture and the supply lines.

4. The method of reversing and varying the speed of

an electric motor having a series field winding consisting
in establl'^hlni; a closed loop across the terminals of the
mtnor armature laciuding the series field winding, estab-

lishing a circuit from points of said loop between the

armature and field winding to connect tke same in parallel

and reverse the flow of current through one of the same
and connecting a common re^lHtance in series with both
branches, then inserting resistance in the field branch of

the circuit, and then enlarging the loop to include said

first mentloBed resistance, thereby excluding the same
from the armature branch.

6. A controller for reversing electric motors, comprUins
resistances, means for connecting the motor armature an(^

series field winding across the lln«B in parallel with one
of said resistances la the armature branch and another
of said resistances in series with both branche>>, subse-

queatiy Including another of sakl resistances in the field

branch and thereafter excluding said second mentione<l

resistance from the armature branch but leaving the same
in the field branch.

9. In a motor controller. In combination, a brake coil,

a fixed reslstutce and means for connecting the motor and
brake coll and resistance to a supply circuit with the
motor armature and said resistance in parallel with the
Held winding and said brake coil and thereafter varying
the circuit connections to vary the 8p««d of the motor.

aid means Indadlng means iasuring a reductloo of the
current la the field and brake coil cirmlt apon laitial i

op<>r«tloD of said means and after establUMuK "akl (Irst-

mentlooed connections auii without variation of the re-

sistance between the motor armature and the lines.

(Claims 2, 3, 5, 7, 8. 10, and 11 not printed In the
Gazette.]

1,227,178. METAL VEHICLE WHEEL. Thomas B.

McaRAY, New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 8, 1916. Serial

No. 82,812. (CL 21—31.)

1. A cylindrical hub. a tlange on the rear end of said

hub having openings, a hollow metal wheel nave re-

ceived on said hub, pins extending through openings in

the walls of said nave and projecting from the rear wall

thereof and entering said flange openings, and releasable

means for securing said nave to said flange.

2. A cylindrical hub, a flange on the rear end of said

hub having openings, a hollow metal wheel nave received

on said hub, the said nave having in Its front wall counter-

sunk recesses, pins having heads seated in said recesses

aAd extenldng through openings in the walls of said nave
and projecting from the rear wall thereof and entering

said flange openings, and releasable means for securing

said nave to said hub flange.

3. A cylindrical hub, a flange on the rear end of said

hub having openings, a hollow metal wheel nave received

on said hub, the said nave having In Its front wall

counter-sunk recesses, pins having heads seated In said

recesses and extending through openings in the walls of

said nave and projecting from the rear wall thereof and
entexlu^ $ald flange openings, and a headed bolt extending

through openings In the walls of said nave and threaded

at its end to engage in a threaded opening in aaid flange.

4. A cylindrical hub, a flange on the rear end of said

hub having openings, a hollow metal wheel nave received

on «ald hub, the said nave having in its front wall counter-

sunk recesses and in its rear wall threaded openings, pins

having heads seateil In said recesses and threaded to

engage the threads in said rear wall oj>enlng8 and project-

ing beyond said rear wall and entering said flange open-

ings, and releasable means for securing said nave to said

hub flange.

1,227,179. COUPLING FOR FLANGED TUBES OR
PIPES. Thomas £. MraaAt. New York, N. Y. Filed

Jan. 24, 1917. Serial No. 144.132. (CL 137—28.) '

i

A^

3"'

;i

i» t .^

L ^
1. tabe. a flange on the end thereof, and a plurality

of metal loo()9 disposed radially around said tabe with
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their ends In contact therewith and having their corre-

sponding side edges homogrneously united to said flange.

8. \ tube, a flange on the end thereof, a ring on said

tube homogeneously united to said flange, a plurality of
metal loops disposed radially around the tul>e with their

ends in contact therewith and having their corresponding
edges homogrneously united to said ring, and a ring also
on said tabe and horaogeneonsly united to the opposite
edges of said loops.

[Claim 2 not pHnted in the Ga<t>tte.]

1,227.180. W.\TEB-ELEVAT0R Samcil Mcbva, St.

Louis, Mo. Filed July 14. 1913. Serial No. 778,893.
(01. 182-1.

)

In a water elevator, the combination of an ejector, a

discharge pipe leading therefrom, a pressure pipe leading
thereto, a return pipe in communication With the ejector,

an air supply pipe, a check valve in said air supply pipe,

a relief device whereby the air in the pressure pipe may
be exhausted when the ejector is not in operation, a res-

ervoir located beneath the outlet end of the discharge pipe,

a pipe communicating between the reservoir and the re-

turn pipe, and a check valve in said pip*, whereby the

pressure pipe may be recharged with water as the air Is

exhausted from the pressure pipe and the elevator be
started with a water charge impelled by air under pres-

stire and its operation continued without interruption by
air under pressure.

1.227.181. AUTOMOBILE - HOOD COVER. Edwin B.

Nathan, New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 22, 1916. Serial

No. 86,021. (CI. 267—182.)

1. A cover for automobile hoods comprising a body
member having a front portion cut out to form an opening
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for the radiator, a curtain to close said opening, said front
portion comprising two angularly disposed ribbons de-
tachably secured together, and a side flap attached to the
vertical ribbon, said side flap being adapted to lift with the
side of the hood when the latter is opened without remov-
ing the cover from the hood.

2. A cover for automobile hoods comprising a body
member having a front portion cut out to form an opening
for the radiator, a curtain to close said opening, said front
portion being formed at the bottom with a tongue having
a free end, the adjacent side of the cover forming a flap

detachably secured to said free end. said side fiap when
detached being adapte<l to lift with the side of the hood
when the latter is opened without removing the cover from
the hood.

3. A cover for automobile hoods comprising a body
member having a front portion cut out to form an opening
for the radiator, a curtain to close said opening, said front
portion being formed at the bottom with a tongue having
a free end, the adjacent side of the cover forming a flap

detachably secured to said free end, and means for sup-
porting said tongue intermediate Its ends.

4. A cover for automobile hoods comprising a body
member having a front portion cut out to form an opening
for the radiator, a curtain to close said opening, said front
portion being formed at the bottom with a tongue having
a free end, the adjacent side of the cover forming a flap

detachably secured to said free end, and a strap spanning
said opening in the front and attached to the tongue inter-

mediate its ends.

6. A cover for automobile hoods comprising a body
member having a front portion cut out to form an oi>ening
for the radiator, a curtain for closing the opening, said
front being formed with two tongues or ribbons framing
the opening, one of said tongues being formed with a tab
overlapping the other tongue and detachably secured
thereto, and a side flap attached to the vertical tongue,
said side flap, when the fastening Is undone, t>eing mov-
at>le with the side of the hood when the latter Is opened
without removing the cover from the hood.

1,227,182. CONVEYING MECHANISM. Richard O.
NiAL, Albany, Okla. Filed July 27. 1916. Serial No.
111,644. (a. 193—2.)

1. A dish conveyer comprising two side walls, one of
which is provided with a dish Introducing opening, top
and oottom plates connected to the side walls, sprocket
carrying shafts Journaled In the opposite ends of the side
walls, two sprocket chains trained around said shafts and
passing above the bottom between the side walls and over
the top wall, and a plurality of flexible conveying members
connected to the sprocket chains, each of said conveying
meml>«r8 consisting of a plurality of flexibly connected
plates, one of said plates being hingedly connected to the
sprocket chains with the extreme section free.

2. A dish conveyer comprising two side walls, one of
which is provided with a dish introducing opening, top
and bottom plates connected to the side walls, sprocket
carrying shafts jonrnaied in the opposite ends of the side
walls, two sprocket chains trained around said shafts and
passing above the bottom between the side walls and orer
the top wall, a plurality of flexible conveying members
connected to the sprocket chains, each of said conTeying
members consisting of a retaining plate connecting the
chains and having a hinging member, and a plurality of
hingedly connected sections, the inner member of which la

provided with a hinging member for cooperation with tha
hinging member of the plate.
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1.227,183. JAR-WRENCH. John L. Niedh.*m. Chicago,

111., assizor to The Boye Ne«dle Company, Chicago, 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Piled Sept. 8, 1916. Serial

No. 119.111. (CI. 66—26.)

2. A Jar-wrench comprising a pair of plvotally-con-

nected sheet-metal levera haTlng the lateral outer edge-

portions of the leTera curved downwardly to afford closure-

gripptng lugs and curved at the handle-portions of the

levers to afford handle-grips, said closure-gripping luga

being spaced to admit the closure between them.

4. A Jar-wrench comprising a sheet-metal lever having

a laterally-projecting pivot-lug at one end and having the

outer lateral edge-portion of the metal bent downwardly
to afford closure-gripping lugs and a handle-grip, space

being left between the closure-gripping lags to admit the

closure, and a companion sheet-metal lever having one

end pivotally connected with said pivot-lug and having

the outer edge-portion of the metal bent downwardly to

afford a pivot-gripping lug and having the metal curved

downwardly and under to afford a handle-grip.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,227,184. PROCESS OF MAKING MALT SYRUP. Hinet
T. NiiDLiXGBB, Oswego. N. Y. Filed Sept. 6, 1912.

Serial No. 718.834. (CI. 127—10.)
1. The process of preparing malt syrup which consists

In making a wort or extract from malted grain by digest-

ing said grain with water at a temperature of substan-

tially 149" F., 8ubsequ*'ntly slowly and graduslly increas-

ing the temperature until it reaches substantially 171* F..

separating the extract from the residual solid matter and
evaporating It to a consistency of substantially 36°

Baum^. and then separating it from the albuminous and
other constituents which may have precipitat«?d.

2. The process of preparing malt syrnp which consists

In making a wort or extract from malted grain by digest-

ing said grain with water at a temperature of snbstan-

tially 149* F., subsequently slowly and gradually Increas-

ing the temperature until it reaches substantially 171*

F., separating the extract from the residual holld matter,

and evaporating It to a con.sistency of substantially 36°

Baum^, separating it from the albuminous and other con-

stituents which may have precipitated, then quickly cool-

ing said extract to a comparatively low temperature
whereby the residual albuminous and glutinous ingredi-

ents are precipitated, and then separating the resulting

extract or syrup from said precipitated material.

1,227,185. INDUCTION DEVICE. ALroj*8 H. NBt7i.AND,

New York, N. Y. FUed Sept. 1, 1»15. Serial No.
48,467. (CI. 172—239.)
1. An induction device comprising a stationary mem-

ber having a plurality of spaced magnetic conductors, •
movable member having a plurality of apacvd magnetic
conductors cooperative with those of the stationary mem-
ber to form at least one section having portions in which
the conductors of the two members are alined, partly off-

set in one direction, fully off-set, and partly off-set in the
opposite direction, an induced winding surrounding the
section, and a progressive magnetic field traversing the
section and acting on the induced winding.

3. An Induction power transmlasion device comprising
• atatlonary member having a plurality of circularly ar-
ranged spaced magnetic conductors, a rotatable member
having a plurality of circularly arranged spaced magnetic
cooductors cooperative with those of the stationary mem-

ber to complete a rotative flux path as the rotatable mem-
ber rotates, the cooductora of the two members cooperat-

ing to form at leaat one circumferential aectloo having
successive portions in which the conductors of the two
members are respectively alined, partly off-set in one
direction, fully off-set, and partly off-set in the opposite

direction, an induced winding surrounding the section,

and a revolving magnetic fleld traversing the section and
acting on the induced winding and having its poles of
opposite polarity spaced the distance between the alined
and fully off-set portions.

Jf It

18. An Induction device comprising a stationary mem-
t>er having a plurality of circularly arranged spaced mag-
netic conductors, a rotatable memtwr having a plurality
of circularly arranged spaced magnetic conductors co-

operative with those of the stationary memt^^er to com-
plete a rotative flux path as the rotatable member ro-

tates, the conductors of the two members cooperating to
form at least one circumferential section having portion*
In which the conductors of the two meml>ers are alined,

partly off-set in one direction, fully off-set, and partly off-

set In the opposite direction, an Induced winding sur-

rounding the sections, means for producing a leading mag-
netising current in the Induced circuit, and a revolving
magnetic fleld traversing the stationary and rotatable

members and acting on the Induced winding.
30. A dynamo electric machine comprising a rotatable

menil>er and a cooperative stationary member, the coopera-
tive faces of the two members t>elng shaped to form two
progressive partially closed flux paths betwe^'n the mem
t>er8 as the rotative memt>er rotates, a progressive mag-
netic fleld traversing the two members, the two paths be-
ing so formed that the magnetic flux traversing them pro-
duces opposing magnetic pulls on the rotatable meml>er,
and an induced circuit acted on by the progressing mag-
netic fleld and so arranged that the secondary magnetic
fleld thereby induced strengthens the flux traversing one
path and weakens the flux traversing the other path.

[Claims 2, 4 to 17, 19 to 29, and 31 not printed in the
Gazette. ]

1,227,186. INDICATING DEVICE FUR \ EHICLES.
ROBCBT M. NicHOLso.v. Houston. Tex. Piled Dec 4,
1915. SerUI No. 65.028. (CI. 40—62.)

1. A device of the character described including a pair
of aolenoida, each having a slldable core, a casing, where-
in said solenoids are mounted, having a window opening.
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a plate supported by the core of one of aald aolenoida
wkereby said plate may be elevated into allnement with
aid opening when aald solenoid is energised, a catch ar-
ranged to engage under said plate when elevated and hold
It in elevated position, aald catch being connected to the
core of the other solenoid, and thereby withdrawn from
under the plates when Its solenoid is energized, a light
arranged oppoaite the wlodow opening and electrical
connection arranged to contact said solenoids and light
with and disconnect them from a source of electrical
supply.

2. A device of the character described, incl'idlng a pair
of solenoids, each baring a slldable core, a casing wherein
said solenoids are mounted having a window opening, an
elei-trlc light arranged opposite said opening, a plate hav-
ing designation characters cut therethrough supported by
the core of one of said aoleaoids whereby aald plate may
be elevated Into allnement with said light and opening, a
yleldably mounted catch which permits the elevation of
said plate but which engages thereunder when elevated
aad holds it in its elevated poaltlon, aald catch being con-
nected to the core of the other solenoid whereby it may be
withdrawn from under said plate, and electrical connec-
tions arranged to connect aald solenoids and light with
and disconnect them from a source of electrical supply.

S. A device of the character described including a cas-
ing having a window opening, transverse partitions in
the casing one above the other below said opening, said
partitions extending from end to end of the casing, and
from the rear thereof only part of the way to the front,
• pair of solenoids In the casing each having a slldable
core, a plate supported by the core of one of said sole-
noids and adapted to be elevated by said core through
alined slots In aald partitions Into allnement with said
window opening, a catch pivoted at one end and whose
other end is free and normally extends over the plates,
said free end having its under side beveled upwardly, said
catch being yleldably mounted so as to permit the Eleva-
tion of said plate and to engage thereunder when the plate
is in elevated position, said catch being connected to the
core of the other solenoid whereby it may be withdrawn
from under said plate, and electrical connection arranged
to connect aald solenoids with and disconnect them from
a source of electrical supply.

1.227.187. CULVEBT-JOINT. Hbbbebt Rbkko Olcott,
Portland, Oreg., assignor to John R. Beall, Portland,
Oreg. Piled Nov. 29, 1915. Serial No. 68,968. (CI.
61—9.)

1. A culvert comprising a pair of full cylindrical cul
Tert sections arranged end to end and a Joint comprlslnn
a strip corrugated throughout Its length surrounding the
adjacent ends of the sections and overlapped upon Itself
whereby said overlapped portions form a substantially
watertight Joint, and means to maintain said Joint in
gripping relation with the culvert sections.

2. A culvert comprising a pair of corrugated culvert
sections arranged end to end. and a split culvert section
corrugated throughout its entire length larger than said
first mentioned culvert sections arranged in overlapping
registering and gripping relation upon both adjacent ends.
and means to maintain said gripping relation.

8. A culvert comprising a pair of corrugated culvert
sections butt-ended, a split corrugated ring having a
bar substantially removed from one circumferential end
and secured to the ring, a malleable atrip aecured upon
the other circumferential end, said rtng being clamped
upon said butt-ended adjacent culvert enda and secured by
said malle«ble atrtp aai lar.

1,227.188. SHAFT-DRIVING MECHANISM. luifBIHO
Omobbookk. New York. N. Y.. aaalgnor to Union Special
Machine Company. Chicago, lU., a Corporatloa of lUl-
nois. Filed Nov. 8, 1910. Serial No. 690,680. (CL
74—88.)

A power transmitting mechanism comprising a shaft
having a plurality of cranks intermediate its ends, said
cranks being arranged adjacent to each other and angu-
larly disposed to each other, aald shaft and cranks being
formed of soft tempered metal, a two-part case-hardeneil
bearing secured to each crank, and means for preventing
the bearings from turning on the cranks.

1,227,189. GAS-BURNER. Lawis F. Ostbandbb, St.
Louis, Mo., assignor of one-half to J. F. Eeperon, In-
dianapolis. Ind. Filed July 18, 1916. Serial No.
109.116. iCl. 168—106.)

1. The herelndescrlbed gas burner comprising a hollow
burner ring provided with Jet openings, a gas supply pipe
leading to said hollow member, an annular hood removably
poaitioned over the hollow ring, the body of which hood
Is of substanUally Inverted U-shape in cross section, the
walls of said hood being spaced apart from said ring, and
there being openings formed in the outer wall of the hood
dlrecUy opposite the Jet openings.

2. The herelndescrlbed gas burner comprising a hollow
member provided with Jet openings, means for supplying
gaaeous fuel to said hollow member, an annular hood posi-
tioned over said hollow member, the body of which hood
is of substantially inverted U-shape in cross aectlon,
adjustable means seated In said hollow member for sup^
porting said hood, and there being oi>ening8 formed in the
outer wall of the hood directly opposite the Jet openings In
the hollow member.

3. In a burner of the class described, a hollow member
provided with Jet oi>enlngs, a tubular member connecting
opposite sides of said hollow member, flanges on said
tubular member, a hood positioned over the hollow mem-
ber, the Inner wall of which hood rests upon the tubular
member and the flanges thereof, and there being openings
formed in the outer wall of the hood directly opi>08lte the
Jet openings in the hollow member.

4. In a burner of the class described, a hollow member
provided with Jet openings, a tubular member connecting
opposite sides of said hollow member, flanges on aald
tubular member, a hood positioned over the hollow mem-
l>er, the inner wall of which hood rests upon the tubular
member and the flangea thereof, there being openings
formed in the outer wall of the hood directly oppoaite the
Jet openings In the hoUow member, and adjuatable means
seated In the hollow member for supporting aald hood.

5. The combination with a burner ring baring a gaa
inlet and a series of Jet openings, of an annular hood
for said burner ring, the body of which bood la sabsUn-
tUlly of inverted U-abape in croas section with both of
iu walls extending downward to the sides of tbe burner
ring so as to provide an air chamber above aad on both
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Idea of the bnrner rlnc wbeo the parts are assembled,

and there being openings formed In the outer wall of the

hood directly opposite the jet openings In the bnrner ring.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

said abutment In position to raose dlsefigagement of the

clntcb. and means for moving said member to permit ea-

gagement of the dutch.

1,227.190. HUMIDIFYING APPARATUS. FasncRicK W.
Parks. Fltrhburg, Mass., astdgnor to The G. M. Parks 1

Company, Fltchburg. Mass., a Corporation of Massa- 1

chusetts. Filed Aug. 29, 1913. SerlAl No. 787,382. I

(CI. 137—67.)

.
->

Y

^h^^^im.lL^

u
1. In a humidifying apparatus, the combination with

a tank having a central water-receiving compartment and

a separate closed compartment encircling the water-re-

ceiving compartment, said water-receiving compartment

extending above the closed compartment, means to main-

tain air under pressure In the closed compartment, a self-

contained compressed - air - actuated humidifying head

mounted on top of and connected to the closed compart-

ment, a water UUet pipe extending from said head into

the water-receiving compartment, and means to maintain

the water level in the water-receiving compartment at a

point slightly below that of the humidifying head.

4. In .1 humidifying apparatus, the combination with

a tank having a central water-receiving chamber and an

exterior concentric closed compartment for receiving com-

pressed air, of a plurality of self-contained compressed-

air-actuated humidifying heads Rustalned by said tank

and commtinlcatlng with the closed compartment, water

Inlet pipes communicating with said heads and leading

Into the water-receiving compartment, a Jacketed pump
for maintaining the air pressure In the closed compart-

ment and two circulating pipes connecting the jacket

of said pump to the water-receiving compartment, whereby

a circulation of water from said compartment to the Jacket

and back to the compartment again will be established.

5. In a humidifying apparatus, the combination with

a tank divided to present a water-receiving compartment

and a compressed air compartment, of means to maintain

water at a predetermined level in the water-receiving com-

partment, means to maintain air under pressure in the

compressed air compartment, a plurality of Independent

self-contained compressed-air-actuated humidifying heads,

means supporting each head on the tank, which means
permits the position of said head to be adjusted angu-

larly and provides a communication between the head

and each compartment In the tank, and a valve for each

head whereby said heads may be controlled Independently.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,191. CLUTCH. Isaac Patrick, Hastings. Mich.,

assignor to Consolidated Press Company, Hastings.

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Apr. 15, 1916.

Serial No. 91,319. (CI. 74—46.)

1. In con>hlnation a clutch member, an abutment adja-

cent said clutch memlH;r and adapted to be oscillated Into

and oat of position to contact with said clutch member,

means adapted to hold the abutment normally In position

to engage said clutch member and cause disengagement

of the clutch, and means for oscillating said abutment to

permit the engagement of the clutch.

2. In combination with a clutch member, an abatment.

pivoted adjacent the clntcb, and adapted to be oscillated

Into and out of position to contact with said clutch mem-
ber, a slidable member adapted In norma] position to bold

3. In combination with a clutch having a member pro-

vided with a cam, an abutment pivoted adjacent the

clutch and adapted to be oscillated Into and out of poai-

tlon to contact with said cam to cause disengagement of

the clutch when in contact with said cam, a alldable mem-
ber adapted to oscillate the abutment and to hold It In

normal podtlon to cause disengagement of the clatch

member, and means for operating said alldable memt>er.

4. In combination with a clutch memt>er, a lever, piv-

oted beside the clutch and having its Inner end sdapted

to be osdilated Into and out of position to contact with

said clatch member to disengage the clatch, when In con-

tact with said member, means adapted to hold the outer

end of the lever and cause disengagement of the clutch,

and means for shifting said holding means to permit en-

gagement of the clutch.

5. In combination with a clutch member, a lever, piv-

oted adjacent the clutch member and having Its Inner

end adapted to be oscillated into and out of position to

contact with said clutch member to disengage the clutch

when in contact therewith, a alldable member adjacent

the other end of the lever and adapted in one position to

hold said lever In such position as to csuse disengagement

of the clatch, and means for withdrawing said member to

permit engagement of the clutch.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.227.192. LOCOMOTIVE - TRUCK. JOHJt S. Patni,

Wortendyke. N. J. Filed Mar. 22, 1917. Serial No.

156,621. (CL 106—22«.)

1. In a loeomotlre engine, the combination of a main

frame ; a radial track pivoted thereto ; and an equalizing

system Interposed between the supporting wheels of the

main and truck frames snd comprising e<iuallzing levers

which are plvotally connected to the main frame and

supported on the truck frame free from connection

thereto.

2. In a loeomotlve engine, the combination of a main
frame ; a radial truck pivoted thereto ; and an equalising
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oaten interposed between the sapporting wbacls of the
Aln and track frames and comprising eqoaliaing levers
wUch are plvotally connected to the asain trmme and
aobnted on the track frame with the capacity of free
timnsverse movement thereof, relatively to tka eqaallsing
lavera.

8. In a locomotive engine, the comblaatlon of a main
frame

;
a radial truck pivoted thereto ; and an equalliing

system Interposed between the supporting wheels of the
main and truck frames and comprising equalizing levers
which are pivotallj connected to the main frame, and a
bolster coupled to said levers and supported freely on the
track frame.

[Claims 4 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

extending clamping jaw having an eztenaion to support
a ahade roller, a slide plate mounted In aald guideway
having one end bent into a clamping jaw and the other
end bent laterally to provide an ear formed with a thread-
ed opening therein, and a screw rod swlveled In the ears
of iaid base plate and engaging the threaded opening oC
the ear of the slide plate.

1,227,193. PAPERCLIP. Waltmi F. Pnrr, Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor of one half to Bdward B. Peet, Phlla-
delpbla. Pa. Orlclnal application filed Oct 19, 1916,
Serial No. 62,329. Divided and this application filed
Feb. 6, 1917. SerUl No. 146,893. (CI. 24—261.)

A paper clip consisting of an end niember and legs pro-
jecting dlagonslly from opposite ends of the same toward,
and at a pronounced angle to. each other and crossing be-
tween their ends, one of said legs being straight, the other
leg having formed therein, where It crosses the straight
leg, a crimp which embraces the latter, those portions of
the crimped leg on opposite sides of the crimp lying In
Bubatantially the same plane as the straight leg. the
straight leg sctlng as a guide to cause the clip to slide
Into engagement with the paper In a direction substan-
tially in line with the direction of extension of said
straight leg and to position the arch of the crimp trans
versely to the direction of the sliding movement, thus
crimping the paper about the straight leg with a mini-
mum distortion of the legs away from the common plane
which they normally occupy.

1.2̂ 7,194. CURTAIN AND SHADE HOLDER. Samc»L
PnmnaoM. Iron River, Mich. Filed Aug. 11. 1915
SerUl No. 44,9««. (CI. 156—24.)

In a curtain and shade holder, a base plate having
paced lugs extending from Its face to provide a guide
way. having ears extending outwardly at the opposite
ends of said guideway. and provided with a raarwardly I

1,227.196. PUSH -BUTTON SWITCH. CLAB«NCt D.
Pi-ATT, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Mar. 17, 1914. Serial
No. 826,221. (CI. 176—293.)

1. In a push button switch, a supporting plate having
dependent parallel members provided with stop lugs a
Hwltch blade yoke embracing said members, a slot formed
In one of said dependent members, a slide plnte extend-
ing between said members from one to the other and
guided thereby and having a lug projecting bevond one of
said depend<»nt members, a spring Intermedliite said ac-
tuator and switch blade yoke and a pivotal connection
Intermedliite the actuator and slide plate for reciprocat-
ing the latter.

2. In a push button switch having a supporting plate
with parallel dependent members, a slot formed through
one of said members, a slide plate eitendini; between the
dependent members of the supporting plate and with anarm formed Integral therewith and resting against one of
said members, an osdllatory actuator plvotally connected
with said arm, a lug extending from the slide plate
through the slot of the dependent member and a switch
blade yoke controlled by said lug.

3. In a push button switch havlni? a supporting plate
with parallel depending members, a reciprocating slide
plate located between said members and extending across
from one to the other so as to have supporting bearing
against each, a locking and release lug carried by the said
plate, and an oscillatory actuator for the said plate.

4. In a push button switch having a supporting plate
with parallel dependent members, a slide plate extending
between the dependent members of the supporting plate
and bearing against both of said members and baring an
arm resting against one of said members and extending to
an actuating member, an oscillatory actuating member
having a pivotal connection with said arm, a lug extend-
ing from the slide piste, and a switch blade yoke having
stop lugs engaging the extended lug of the slide plate.

1.227,196. WATER-OAOE. FnANng A. PococK, Pbils-
delphU, Pa. Filed June 22, 1914. Serial No. 846,466
(CI. 78—54.)
1. In a device of the character stated a slotted casing,

a recessed body provided with bushings carrying nipples,
and removably contained within said casing, a transparent
member lying between the body and one of the walla of
the casing, means carried by the casing for holding the
parts together, and caps frlctlonally engaging the ends of
the casing for closing the same.

2. A water gage comprising a slotted casing, a recesaed
body removably contained within said casing, a trans-
parent member lying between the csslnp and body, means
carried by the casing for holding the parts together, a
bushing carried by each end of the body, each of said bash-
ings being provided with a valve seat and acting as a
housing for a valve, a ball valve situated within each of
said bushings, a nipple threaded In each of said bushings
for limiting the outward movement of the ball valve and
means for normally holding said ball valves unseated.
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8. A water gtigt comprising a slotted caslnf . a r«c«8a«d

body removably contained within aald casing, a trans-

parent member lying between the casing and body, means

carried by the casing for holding the parti together, a

bashing carried by each end of the body, each of aald

bashings being provided with a valve seat and acting as

a housing for a valve, a ball valve situated within each

of said bushings, a nipple threaded In each of said bash-

ings, the Inner end of said nipples being slotted trans-

versely, and means for normally holding the ball valvp

unseated and against the inner ends of said nippleM.

4. A water gage rouipriHinic a slotted casing, a recessed

body removably contained within said casing, a trana-

parent memt>er lying between the casing and body, means
carried by the casing for holding the parts together, a
bushing carried by each end of the body, each of said

bushings being provided with a valve seat and acting aa
a bousing for a valve, a ball valve situated within each
of said bushings, a nipple threaded In each of said bash-
ings, the inner end of said nipples being slotted trans-

versely, and a spring situated within each of the bush-

ings and engaging the ball valve for normally holding the

latter unseated and in contact with the slotted ends of

the nipples.

5. A water gage comprising a rectangular casing pro-

Tided with a slot In one of Its sides, a recessed body sit-

uated within said casing with the recess toward the slot,

a sight glass situated between the body and the slotted

side of the casing and disposed across the recess and slot,

set screws passing through the wall of the casing oppo-

site the slot and arranged to engage the back of the body
for holding the parts in position, bashings carried by the

ends of the body, each of said bushings having a valve

seat and a spring chamber tnerein. said valve seats being

aitoated toward the inner ends of the bushings a ball valve

within each of the bushings, springs for normally forcing

said valves outward away from their s^ats aniJ nipples

threaded in said bushings, the inner ends of said nipples

limiting the movements of the ball valves.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Qazette.l

8. A wheel for preventing the transmlacion of eoaod

vibrations embodying a rim member, a core having a dr-

cnlar portion concentric with the rim member ; an exten-

sion on the outer face of the circular portion having op-

posite receaaea, lugs on the rim member engaged in re-

spective recesses, and non resonant material interposed be-

tween the rim member and core.

1.227,197. WHEEL. John N. Powers. Washington.

D. C, assignor to United States Ordnance Co.. Wash-
ington. D. C, a Corporation of Virginia. Filed Sept.

19, 1916. Serial No. 120.915. (CI. 105—181.)

1. A wheel for preventing the transmission of sound
vibrations embodying a rim member, a core including a

circular portion concentric with the rim member and hav-

ing a diameter equal to the maximum diameter of the

core, lugs on the rim memiwr interlocking with the core,

and non-resonant material Interposed between the rim

member and core.

2. A wheel for preventing the transmission of sound
vibrations embodying a rim member, a core including a

circular portion concentric with the rim member and hav-

ing a diameter equal to the maximum diameter of the core,

lugs on the rim member bearing against the outer face of

the circular portion and Interlocking with the core, and
non-reaonant material interposed between the rim mem-
ber and core.

t>r

4. A wheel for preventing the transmission of sound

vibrations embodying a rim member, a core, lugs on the

rim member bearing against a portloa of the outer face of

the core and interlocking with the latter, non-resonant

material interpoaed between the rim member and core, and
face plates having their edge portions engaged respectively

in grooves In the Inner circular face of the rim member
and grooves in the core.

1.227.198. APPARATUS FOB THE DECOMPOSITION
OF FATS AND OILS. Balthasab E. Rictsi, Chi

cago. III., assignor to Renter Process Company, Chi

cago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. File*! Nov. 7, 1918.

SerUl No. 799.699. (Cl. 87—4.

J

As a means for decomposing fats or oils, the combina

tlon of sn open tank having a steam jet coil for heating

the contents thereof, a closed tank having a steam Jet

coil and provided with a mechanical agitator, said tank

receiving fats or oils previously heated in said first tank,

a third tank for receiving glycerin water from the second

tank, a closed bleaching tank provided with a closed heat

ing coll and a mechanical agitator for receiving the decom

posed fatty acids from the second tank, and means for

filling the top of the last named tank with steam at sub-

stantially atmospheric pressure to prevent access of air

to the contents of the tank.

1,227.199. GARTER. Henrt AroDsrca RoDBiorsz.
Wood Brook, Port of Spain, Trinidad. British Weat
Indies. Filed Sept. 1. 1916. Serial No. 118,052. (Cl.

241—6.)
A garter r^mprlslng a band having at one end a flat

metal ple<M» provided with a hook, a cord attached to the

other end of said band, and n thin metal slide hav*ng two
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opposed Blots through which the cord passes and in which
It is held adjustably by friction, said slide having a third

slot for reception and engagement of the aforeaaid hook,
as shown and described.

1,227,200. PROPELLING DEVICE. Habrt E. Eosb
Spokane, Wash. Filed June 17, 1916. Serial No'
104,194. (Cl. 244—25.)

1. In a propelling devl<>e a hollow cylinder, a series of
wings or vaneM movably mounted on said cylinder and
arranged to travel from one end of the cylinder to the
other on the inside thereof and back on the outside, said
vanes being T*ne t>eblnd the other when on the Inside of
the cylinder, and being spread out when on the outside of
the cylinder.

2. A propelling device comprising a hollow cylinder, a
series of endless chains carried by the cylinder, means
for driving paid chains, and a series of wings or vanes
projecting laterally from the chains, said wings being
carried by the chains out of one end of the cylinder and
Into the other end of the cylinder by the movement of the
endl»>«i8 chains.

,3. A propelling device comprising a hollow cylinder, a
series of endless chains extending longltadlnally of the
cylinder, each of said endless chains having a portion
Inside the cylinder and a portion outside the cylinder and
portions encircling the end of the cylinder, a series of
wings or vanes carried by each endless chain, and means
for causing the travel of the chains.

4. A propelling device for aeroplanes, comprising a
hollow cylinder, a series of endless chains disposed longi-
tudinally of the cylinder, a portion of each chain being
on the Inside of the cylinder and a portion on the outalde,
a series of wings or vanes carried by each endless chain,
the wings of one chain being slightly out of alinement
with the wings of the adjacent chain on either side
thereof, and means for causing the simultaneous travel
of the chains.

5. In a propelling device for aeroplanes, a cylinder, a
plurality of endless chains carried by the cylinder, said

endleaa chains being disposed longitudinally with respect
to the cylinder and having portions on the Inside and out-
side of the cylinder, a f.erles of wings or vanes carried by
each of said longitudinally extending chains, the wlnga of
one chain being out of alinement with the wings of the
adjacent chains on either side thereof, and means for
causing the movement of the chains from one end of the
cylinder to the other at a uniform spee*! for all the chains.

[Clalma 6 tc 8 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,227.201. WAVE -MOTOR. Richabo Rountbeb, San
Francisco. Cal. Filed Oct. 12, 1914. Serial No. 866,396
(Cl. 258—11.)

1. A wave motor comprising a suitable frame-work; a
wheel having pockets on the periphery thereof am' rota-
tably mounted within the frame-work ; a series of weights
adapted to engage the pockets : an upper incline arranged
to deliver weights to the top of the wheel and Into the
pockets thereon

: an endless conveyer adapted to convey
weights to the upper Incline ; a lower Incline arranged to
convey weights from the bottom of the wheel to the bottom
of the conveyer; suitable bell cranks plvotally mounted
upon the endless conveyer and adapted to convey the
weights on the said conveyer and to deliver the same to
the upper incline

; a shaft rotatably mounted within the
framework

; parallel benms; secured to the shaft ; a pair
of parallel operating levers plvotally mounted upon the
ends of the beams, said operating levers being srrange<l
to engage the endless conveyer and move that side of the
said conveyer containing the weights upward when the
said arms move upward and to release the said conveyer
when the said arms move downward ; and a suitable float
operatlvely connected to the shaft and adapted to be
operated by the action of waves and to move one pair of
operating arms and the weight side of the endleas con-
veyer upward when the said float is lowered by the action
of waves.

2. A wave motor comprising a suitable frame-work : a
wheel having pockets on the periphery thereof and rota-
tably mounted within the frame work ; a series of weights
adapted to engage the pockets : an upper Incline arranged
to deliver weights to the top of the wheel and into the
pockets thereon ; an endless conveyer adapted to convey
weights to the upper incline : a lower Incline arranged to
convey weights from the bottom of the wheel to the bot-
tom of the conveyer : suitable bell-cranks plvotally
mounted upon the endless conveyer and adapted to convey
the weights on the said conveyer and to deliver the same
to the upper Incline ; a shaft rotatably mounted within
the frame-work ; parallel beams secured to the shaft ; a
pair of parallel operating levers plvotally mounte«l upon
the ends of the beams, said operating levers t>eing ar-
ranged to engage the endless conveyer and move that
side of the said conveyer containing the weights upward
when the eaid arms move upward and to release the said
conveyer when the said arms move downward ; a suitable
float operatlvely connected to the shaft and adapted to be
operated by the action of waves and to move one pair
of operating arms and the weight side of the endless
conveyer upward when the said float is lowered by the
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action of wave* ; *n«l means secured to the 8haf t and

adapted to move the other pair ot twrallel operating arm*

and the weight sUle of the endlefw conveyer upward when

the float is raised by the action of waves.

3. A wave motor comprising a suitable frame-work ; a

wheel having pockets on the periphery thereof and rota-

tably raounteil within the framework : a series of weights

adapted to engage the pockets ; an upper Incline arranged

to deliver weights to the top of the wheel and Into the

pockets thereon ; an endless conveyer adapted to convey

weights to the upper incline : a lower Incline arranged to

convey weights from the bottom of the wheel to the

bottom of the conveyer ; suitable bell-cranks plvoUlly

mounted upon the endless conveyer and adapted to con-

vey the weights on the said conveyer and to deliver the

same to the upper Incline : a shaft rotatabl,v mounted

within the framework ;
parallel beams secured to the

shaft ; a pair of parallel operating levers plvotally mounted

upon the ends of the beams, said operating levers being

arranged to engage the endless conveyer and move that

side of the said conveyer containing the weights upward

when the said arms move upward and to release the said

conveyer when the said arms move downward ; a suitable

float operatlvely connected to the shaft and adapted to

be operate*! by the action of waves and to move one pair

of operating arms and the weight side of the endlesa

conveyer upward when the said float Is lowered by the

action of waves ; and suitable counterweights securetl to

the shaft and adapted to move the other pair of parallel

operating arms and the weight side of the conveyer up-

ward When the float is raised by the action of waves.

1^27.202. HEEL FOR SHOES. Pasqcaue Rcggieho,

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed July 8, 1916. Sertal No.

108.087. (CI. 36—34.)

In a devlc« of the character stated the combination ot

a shoe sole, a heel formed of a plurality of sections ar-

range<l In superposed relation, the grain of one section

being crosswise with respect to the grain of the next

section. au.xlllary fastenlnj: means for holding said aec-

tlons together to form a complete unitary heel, a plate

adapted to seat upon said sole on the opposite side from

said heel, said plate having a pluarllty of prongs adapted

to pass through said sole Into said heel to prevent rela-

tive turning movement, a substantially centrally disposed

rivet pin passing through said plate, sole and heel to

clamp the parts together and a washer forming a bearing

for the upset end of said rivet.

posed opposite to that on the Inner plate and a shutter

slide movable between the light seals and In rear of the

front frame to protect the plate seat In the inner plate.

1,227.203. PH0T0<;RAPHIC-PLATE holder. ALraao

A. RvTTAS and Charles E. Hctchings, Rochester,

N. Y., assignors to Eastman Kodak Company. Rochester,

N. Y., a Corporation of New York. FUetl Nov. 24, 1916.

Serial No. 133.116. (CI. 96-66.)

1. In a sheet metal plate holder, the combination with

a forwardly flanged l>ack plate, of an Inner plate disposeil

against the back plate and having flanges on all four sides

forming a plate seat, said flanges proceeding forwardly

and thence laterally to abut at their edge* the flanges of

the back plate, and a front cover frame cooperating with

the back plate.

4. In a sheet metal plate holder, the comblnatlou with

a forwardly flanged back plate, of an Inner plate disposed

Against the back plate and having flaugeo forming a plate

eat, said flanges proceeding forwardly and thence later

ally to abut at their edges the flange** of the back plate, a

light seal mounted on one of the laterally turned Inaer

plate flanges, a front cover frame cooperating with the

r>ack plate and ttavlug a light seal on lt!> rear side dls

5. In a plate holder, the combination with a hack plate,

of an Inner plate disposed against the liack plate and

forming a plate seat, one side of which seat Is constituted

by a flange proceeding forwardly and thence outwardly,

and latch mechanism for retaining the eilge of the sensi-

tive plate in the aeat. said mechanism being confined be-

tween the said flange and the back plate.

[Claims 2, 3, and 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaiette.l

1.227.204. HAND -STAMP. Ralph R. Sandham, Har-

lan, Iowa, assignor of one half to John Sandbam. Har-

lan, Iowa. Filed Nov. 1. 191G. Serial No. 128.928.

(a. 101—106.)

1. In a printing device of the class described, the combi-

nation of a base-frame having the opposite aides provided

with vertical guide-slots, a vertically reciprocating type-

wheel carrying casing spring-mounted on the exterior of

said base-frame, reciprocating bushings sliding in aald

guide-slots and being detachably connected with said cas-

ing and moving In reiponse thereto, and a type-wheel

shaft mounted In said reciprocating bushings.

4. In a printing device of the class described, the combi-

nation of a base-frame, and a type-wheel carrying caalng

spring mounted on said base-frame and having capacity

of vertical reciprocation thereon, the opposite sides of the

base-frame being provided with vertical guides, sliding

bushings mounted upon opposite ends of the type-wheel

shaft and fitting within the respective guides of said base-

frame, the said bushings t>elng operatlvely connected with

the reciprocating casing and moving In response to the

same, the aald base-frame being formed of sheet metal

with the lower side cut so as to form two inwardly pro-

jecting tongues or flanges and such parts being bent up-

wardly upon the Interior of the hase part so as to form

spring receiving pockets, and springs Interpoaed between

said pockets and bushings, respectively.

8. In a priatlng device of the class described, the combl-
aatloD of a base-frame, and a type-wheel carrying caslag
spring mounted on said boae-frame and having capacity
of vertical reciprocation thereon, the opposite sides of the
base-frame being provided with vertical guides, Bllding
bushings having parallel vertical sides nounted upon op-
posite ends of the type-wheel shaft and fitting within the
rcapectlve guides of said base-frame, the said boshlngs
being operatlvely connected with the reciprocating caslag
and moving in response to the same.

(Claims 2, 8, 5 to 8, and 10 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1.227.208. SELF-CLEANING BLACKBOARD. Jack D.
SABTAKorr, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 13, 1917. Se-
rial No. 161.730. (CL 85—16.)

1. In a device of the class described, a movable black-
board, means operable* upon the movement of the black-
board for automatically cleaning the surface thereof, and
means simultaneously operable to wet the surface A the
blackboard to be cleaned.

6. In a device of the class described, a movable black-

board, means for washing the blackboard, means for rub-

bing the ssme while wet, and means for subsequently re

moving superfluous liquid from the blackboard.
7. In a device of the class dfiscribed, a movable black-

board, means for Imparting movement to said blackboard,
and means for automatically washing said blackboard
when the sante is moved.

[Claims 2 to 5 and 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,206. JOINT FOR FOLDING RULES. EoiirxD A.

BcHADB. New Britain, Conn., assignor to The Stanley
Rule 4 Level Company. New Britain. Conn., a Corpora-
tion of Connecticut. Filed Dec. SO, 1916. Serial No
139.766. (Cl. 83—120.)

^.j» ? 7

1. A rule Joint comprising n pair of binge plates, a stud
plvotally connecting said plates and s spring holding sal<l

plates In frirtlonal enzagement, said spring being rela-

tively narrow at Its opposite ends and wider intermediate
Its ends and provided fnrther with an opening through
said Intermediate wider portion through which the pivot
stud passes.

8. A rule joint comprising s pair of hinge plates, a stud
plvotally connecting said plates and a spring holding said
plates In frictional engagement, said spring having a per-

foration for the pivot stud Intermediate the ends thereof
and being of greatest width about said perforation, said

spring being furthermore bossed up about said pivot open-
ing and the pivot stud havlug a head ;>earlng oa the raised
seat thus provided by the bossed up portion of the spring.

(Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.227,207. DENTAL TOOL. Otto Schwalb, Jeraty
City, N. J., assignor to Robert U. Lieberthal. New York,
N. Y. FUed July 22, 1916. Serial No. 41,820. (CL
82—10.)

1. The combination of a handle having a flattened sur-

face, a collar rotatably carried by said handle, members
secured to said collar and extending beyond said handle, a
flattened surface on one of said members adapted to co-

operate with the flattened surface of said handle to pre-

vent a rotation of said collar whereby said members are
maintained in a predetermined position, pulleys on said
members, a driving pulley on said handle, an endless l>and

passing over said pulleys and means for operating said
driving pulley whereby said band is actuated.

2. The combination of a handle having a pair of flat-

tened surfaces converging outwardly, a collar rotatably
carried by said handle below said surfaces, arms secured
to said collar and extending beyond said handle, a yoke
connecting said arms at an Intermediate point and adapted
to engage said converging surfaces to prevent a rotation
of said collar, an endless band carried by said arms and
means for actuating said band relatively to said arms.

3. The combination of a handle, a collar detachably
and rotatably securtMl thereon, members carried by said
collar and extending beyond said handle, means connected
with said members and engaging cooperating portions of
aald handle to prevent a rotation of said collar about
its axis, a driving pulley carried by said handle, pulleys
located at the free ends of said members, an endless band
passing over said pulleys, and means for operating said
driving pulley whereby said band Is actuated.

4. The combination of a tubular handle, a sleeve con-
nected therewith, a casing detachably connected with said
sleeve, a driving shaft extending through said sleeve Into
said handle, a pinion In said casing connected with said
shaft, a tubular member rotatably mounted in said cas-
ing and having Its axis at an angle to the axis of said
driving shaft, a pinion on said tubular member In mesh
with the pinion on said driving shaft, a counter shaft In
said tubular member, means for connecting said member
and counter shaft together to rotate in unison, releasable
means for preventing a lengthwise movement of said
counter shaft In said tubular member, a driving pulley
carried by said connter-shaft. normally diverging flexible

arms extending beyond an end of said handle and In line

with said driving pulley, a pulley located at the free end
of each arm and an endless band passing over said pulley
and maintained under tension by said arms.
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1,227.208. 3ROOM-HOLDER. Casl Sbltinb, Lake
Park, MloD. PUM Jose 29, 1914. 8«rUl No. 848,054.

(a. 24—259.)

A broom bolder, Incloding a bate harlng a longltTidi-

nally exteodlDf recen therein, a retalnlns member asso-

ciated therewith comprising a strip of retHlent metal sab-

stantially arcuate in cross section disposed in proximity
to said recess and tiavlng one end thereof rigidly mounted
on the base, said strip having a plurality of lugs later-

ally extending therefrom, and a plurality of resilient

elements carried by the base and having engagement with
said lugs to maintain said retaining member in a prede-

termined position.

1,227.209. INK-BOTTLE. Ebxist C. Smaw, Chesapeake.
Va. Filed Sept. 15. 1916. Serial No. 120.286. {C\.

120—72.)

1. The combination with an ink bottle having an aux-
iliary reservoir arranged therein and communicating there-

with, of a pair of spaced parallel slides controlling access
to the bottle and said reservoir, and manually operable
means for simultaneously operating said slides to move
the latter to an opened position.

2. The combination with an ink bottle having an aux-
iliary reservoir arranged therein and communicating there-

with, of a pair of spaced parallel slides controlling access
to the bottle and said reservoir, manually operable means
for simultaneously operating said slides to move the latter

to an opened position, and means for automatically re-

turning the slides to their normal closed position upon re-

lease of the first mentioned means.
3. An ink bottle Including a tube depending therein

from the mouth thereof, an auxiliary reservoir positioned

within the bottle and communicating with the latter and
said tube, a slide controlling access to said tube, a second
slide controlling the communication between the tube and
said reservoir, manually operable means positioned adja-
cent the mouth of the bottle for simultaneously moving
said slides to an opened position, and means for automati-
cally returning the slides to their normal closed position

upon release of the first mentioned means.

1,227,210. METHOD OF OPBBATING FLAMING-ABC
LIGHTS FOR PROJECTORS. Elmib A. SpuaT.
Brooklyn, N. T. Filed June 28, 1915. SerUl No.
36,615. (01. 176—54.)
3. The method of operating flaming arc lamps for pro-

jectors under conditions producing a two flame arc, which
consists in rotating the positive electrode, and directing 1

the aepitive flame of such arc past the positlTe at such
an angle as to confine the positive flame mibstantlally la
its entirety to the positive crater.

4. The method of operating flaming are lamps for pro-

jectors in which the negative electrode contains a core of
more rapidly burning material than the shell, which con-
sists in employing sufllclent current to produce two dis-

tinct flames and directing the high velocity negative flame
at mich an angle to the positive electrode as to confine the
positive flame substantially in its entirety to the positive
crater.

5. The method of operating flaming arc electrodes of

carbonaceous material for projectors, which consists In

rotating the positive el»^trode, directing the negative
flame at such an angle thereto and employing such a cur-

rent density In the positive electrode that a deep, sym-
metrical crater is formed therein and a protective layer of

graphite deposited on its periphery.

7. The method of operating flaming arc lamps for pro-

jectors In which the negative electrode contains a core of

more rapidly burning material than the shell, which con-

sists In employing sufficient current density in the positive

to produce a distinct positive flame, and In employing
sufficient current to produce a high velocity negative
flame to which sufficient directive force is imparted by
reason of the core to be substantially undeflected by the
pressure of the positive flame.

(Claima 1. 2, and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.211. MEANS FOR PREVENTING CURRENT
LEAKAGE IN ELECTRIC CABLES. SaviBN D.

SpRo.NO and WALxaa E. McCot. New York, N. Y. Filed

Dec. 12. 1916. SerUl No. 185.402. (O. 178—258.)

1. An electric cable, comprising an inclosing tube of In-

sulating material, two Jointed line conductors therein, a
filling of Insulating material in said Inclosing tube, and
Inner tubes of Insulating material of greater dielectric

strength than said filling embedded in said fllUng and
re8i>ectlvely Inclosing said conductors, each of said Inner

tubes having a flat side, and the said flat sides being in

contact, and each of said tubes having a longitudinal gap
In its wall opposite its flat side.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1.227.212. MUFFLER CUT-OUT. laviMO Stanlbt. New
York. N. Y. Filed July 19. 1916. Serial No. 110,178.

(CI. 137—25.)
1. The combination with an exhaust pipe having a pair

of spaced ends, of a muffier cutout comprising a two-part
casing having one part fixed relatively to one of said ends
and the other part rotatable relatively to the other end
and to said fixed part thereby to open or close communica-
tion between said ends.

2. The combination with an exhaust pipe having a pair
of spaced ends, of a muffler cutout comprising a two-part
casing having one part fixed relatively to oile of said ends
and the other part rotatable relatively to the other end
and to said flxed part thereby to open or close communica-
tion between said ends, means for rotating said rotatable

part, and means for returning it to its normal position.

8. The ciHBblnation with an ezhaost pipe having a pair
of spaced ends, of a muffler cutout comprising a two-part
casing having one part flxed relatively to one of said ends
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and the other part rotatable relatively to the other end
and to aald flxed part thereby to open or cloae communica-
tion between said ends, means for rotating said rotatable
part, and means for returning It to its normal position,

said last means comprising a spring.

4. The combination with an exhaust pipe having a pair
of spaced ends, of a muffler cutout comprising a two-part
casing having one part flxed relatively to one of said ends
and the other i>art rotatable relatively to the other end
and to said fixed part thereby to open or close communica-
tion between said ends, means for rotating said rotatable
part, and means for returning it to its normal position,
said last means comprising a spring connected with said
casing parts.

5. The combination with an exhaust pipe having a pair
of spaced ends, of a muffler cutout comprising a two-part
casing having one part flxed relatively to one of said ends
and the other part rotatable relatively to the other end
and to said flxed part thereby to open or close communica-
tion between said ends, means for rotating one of said
parts relatively to the other, means for returning said
rotatable part to its normal position, and means for wedg-
ing the aald parts in close«i position relatively to each
other.

[Claims 6 to 81 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.218. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. BcB.NHAM C.

Stickitbt. Elisabeth, N. J., assignor to Underwood
Typewriter Company. New York. N. Y., a Corporation
of Delaware. Filed I>ec. 19, 1914. Serial No. 878,021.
(CI. 197—22.)

^ Uc 'v_ c c c
oaooOoO

1. In a type-action for typewriting machines, the com-
bination with a rearwardly striking type-bar, of a sub-
lever extending laterally therefrom and operatlvely con-

nected at Its Inner end to the type bar, a key-lever having
a depresslble key. said key-lever fulcrumed In rear of the
sub-lever and having a portion depending from Its pivot
and moved rearwardly as the key is depressed, and a link

connected to said depending portion and extending for-

wardly and connected at Its forward end to the sub-lever

at a point substantially in the plane in which the key-

lever swings, said sab-lever at its point of connection with
the link having a rearward movement as the key is de-

pressed.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a type-

bar arranged to swing rearwardly through an angle of
more than ninety degrees to the printing point, a sab-

lever, said tjrpe-bar and sub-lever having intermeshing
gear teeth for causing the sub-lever to swing the type-bar.

a key-lever comprising a depresslble key. the key-lcrer and
sub-lever each comprising a portion depending from Its

pivot and having a rearward movement when the key Is

depressed, and a link forming a connection between said

depending portions of the key-lever and sub-lever.

3. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a set

of key-levers extending forwardly and rearwardly and
having at their rear ends upwardly - extending fnlcrnm
arms and keys at their forward ends, a set of type-bars
overlying the key-levers and occupying the space between
said fnlcrum arms and said levers, and extending trans-

versely only a fraction of the transverse distance across
the set of key-levers, sub-levers pivoted intermediate their
ends and having connection at their inner ends with the
type-bars for swinging the latter, said sub-lerers fanned
outwardly from the type-bars so that the outer end of each
sub-lever extends laterally a distance determined by the
position of its key-lever, and means operated by the key-
levers and forming connections between the key-levers and
the outer ends of the sub-levers for actuating the latter,

the points of connection between each connecting means
and Its key-lever and sub-lever being substantially In the
vertical plane of the connected key-lever.

4. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a set

of type-bars arranged to swing rearwardly to a common
printing <enter, of a system of key-levers having at their

rear ends upwardly-extending fulcrum arms and keys at
their forward ends, the outlying levers of which are lo-

cated laterally at a distance beyond the outlying type-

bars, and a set of sub-levers pivoted Intermediate their

ends and connected at their Inner ends to actuate the
type-bars and fanned out from the type-bars to bring their

outer ends into alinement with the corresponding key-

levers, the outer ends of the sub-levers having a forward
and rearward movement, said key-levers comprising por-

tions also having a forward and rearward movement and
connected to the outer ends of the sub-levers through for-

wardly and rearwardly extending links, said type-bars,

sub-levers and links occupying the space between said ful-

crum arms and said keys.

5. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a set

of type-bars arranged to swing upwardly and rearwardly
to a common printing center, of a set of key-levers each
comprising a rearwardly extending portion and an arm
extending upwardly at the rear end of said portion, said
arms located in rear of the type-bars, the outlying key-

levers being located laterally beyond the corresponding
type-bars, sub-levers each pivoted intermediate its ends
and connected at one end to operate a type- bar, the other
ends of the sub-levers extending laterally, and links ex-

tending forwardly from the lower ends of said upwardly
extending key-lever arms, said links connected at their
forward ends to the outer ends of the sub-levers.

[Claims 6 to 28 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,227,214. MILK-BOTTLE CONTAINER. Waltbb
Stubgbs, Ix>s Angeles, Cal., assignor to Mllon J. Tram-
ble, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No.
85,076. (a. 232—41.)

, M jr^ je^j/

1. In a milk bottle container, a case having a central
opening large enough to allow a milk bottle to pass there-
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ttaruush. gripping levers located oa «ltk«r tiA* •t mid
epenlDg and m arranged tbat tbey will grip a milJi bottle

near the exit of aaid opening, eatcbes for loeklng «Ud
gripping levers In the grip position, and Means by wUck
aaid catches are released by a second bottle entarlac inM
opening.

2. In a milk bottle container, a cane havlag a ecatral
opening large enoagb to allow a milk bottle to pan* tkare-

throagh. gripping levers located on eltker aide of aaid
opening and so arranged that they will grip a milk bottle

near the exit of said opening, catches for locking said grip-

ping levers in the grip position, means by which said eatcbea
are released by a second bottle entering said opening, and
means for preventing said second bottle from being wltb-
drawn from said opening.

3. In a milk bottle container, a case having a central

opening large enough to allow a milk bottle to pass tkcre-

throagh. gripping levers located on either aide of aakl
opening and so arranged that they will grip a milk bottle
near the exit of said opening, catches for locking aaid grip-

ping levers in the grip position, means by which said catefcea

are released by a second bottle entering said opening, star
wheels located on either side of the entrance to said open-
ing and of such a sise and shape that they engage said aec-

end bottle as it enters 8ald opening, and means for locking
said star wheels so as to prevent a bottle from being with-
drawn through the entrance to said opening.

4. In a bottle holding and locking device comprising a
casing having a bottle slot therein, said slot being Jnst
wide enough to allow the neck of a bottle to slide there-
through : a grip plate pivoted to said casing and so shaped
and placed that it will engage and restrain the neck of a
bottle which is directed into engagement with aaid grip
plate by Raid slot ; and m<>ana by which a second bottle
ap<in entering said slot will cause said grip plate to release
sai<I tlrst named bottle.

5. A bottle holding and locking device comprialng a
casing having a bottle slot therein, said slot being just
wide enough to allow the neck of a bottle to slide there-
through ; a grip plate pivoted to said casing and so shaped
and placeii that it will engage and restrain the neck of a
bottle which Is dlrecte<l Into engagement with said grip
plate by said slot ; means by which a second bottle upon
entering said slot will cause said grip plate to release said
first named bottle, and means for preventing the with-
drawal of said second bottle from said slot.

1.227.215. ENVELOP. VIasao Tanaka. New York. N. T.
Filed Mar. 16, 1916. Serial No. 84.526. (CI. 22»—8A.)

In a device of the character described, the combination
of an envelop bo<]y provl(Je<l with a sealing flap and with
a row of perforations, a ripping cord secured at one of its

ends within said envelop body and normally tying adja-
cent said row of perforations, said ripping cord protrud-
ing from said envelop body In order to ensble the operator
to rip open the envelop body along the row of perfora-
tions by pulling upon said ripping cord, and an Inner flap

lecured at one of its edges wltbln said envelop body and
bent back upon itself In order to maintain separation be-

tween said ripping cord and the contenta of nid envelop
body, said ripping cord extending along the outer surface
9t said inner flap and free to move away from said Inner

flap without mutilating the aaaie.

1.227,216. HAIR CUPPER. Masao Tamaka. New York.
N. Y. Kilod Mar. 29. 1916. SerUl No. 87.640. (CI.

50—1.)

1. In a hair clipper, the combination of a frame pro-

vided with a boUon handle portion of longitudinal form,

cutting mechanism carried by said frame and dIsiKwed
adjacent one end of said handle portion, a casing carried

by said handle portion and located at the enl thereof op-

posite said cutting mecbanlam, a pocket carried by said

casing and communicating therewith, said pocket being

separate from said casing and located t>elow the same, a

revoluble fan mounted within said casing and located Im-

mediately above said pocket In order to facilitate the

trarel of cuttings of hair from said handle portion and
thence through said fan, driving mechanism for actuating

said cutting mechanism and said fan. and a receptai le con-

nected with said casing for receiving said cntttugs as dis-

charged by said fan.

2. In a hair clipper, the combination of a handle of

tubular form, a casing mounted upon one end of said

handle and provided with a flat hollow portion, cutting

mechanism located within said flat hollow portion and ar-

ranged to deliver cuttings of hair Into said handle, a cas-

ing plate carried by said casing and spaced slightly there-

from, a shaft connected to said cutting me<-hanlsm for

the purpose of actuating the same, said shaft being jour-

naled at one of its ends to said casing plate anr^ extending
through the space between said <^sing snd said casing
plate, a gear wheel moonted upon said shaft and located

within said space between said casing and said casing

plate, a pinion engaging said gear wheel for the purpose of

actuating the same, a flexihl^f shaft connected to said

pinion and extending through said handle. Ami a suction

fan located at the end of said hollow handle opposite said

first mentioned casing for receiving and discharging the

cuttings severed by said cutting mechanism.

1.227.217. STOCKING. Hahbt A. Taylor. New York,
N. Y. Piled Ang. 28, 1915. Serial No. 47.742. (CU
66—4.)

1. A stocking the leg and upper foot portion of which
la cut to shape from flat warp pie<>e gooils, and a foil
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fashioned lower foot part made by the chain stitch upon
a hosiery knitting machine, the two parts being united
and the back edges of the leg portion being brought to-
gether and stitched.

2. A storking the leg and upper foot portion of which
la cut to shape from flat warp knitted piece roods and a
full fashioned lower foot part made by the chain atltch
upon a hosiery knitting machine, the two parts being
stitched together at the sides of the foot and Interknltted
at the toe and heel, and the back e<1ges of the leg portion
being brought together and stitched.

1.227.218.

England.
21—«0.)

CARRIAGE STEP.
Filed Oct 2, 1915.

EDWARD TcKRY. Brixton,
Serial No. 53,748. (CI.

1. The combination with a vehicle, of a support, a cas-
ing hinged to said support, a mat mounted in said casing,
an arm secured to said casing, a flexible member connect-
ing said arm with the door of the vehicle, aud a spring
controlled flexible memt>er secured to said arm and to aaid
support.

2. The combination with a vehicle, of a support, a caa-
Ing hinged to said support, a mat mounted in said casing,
an arm secured to said casing, a flexible member connect-
ing said arm with the door of the vehicle, a spring con-
trolled flexible member secured to said arm and to said
support, and means for gniding said flexible members.

3. The combination with a vehicle, of a support, a cas-
ing hinged to said support, a mat mounted in said casing,
an arm secured to said casing, a flexible member connect-
ing said arm with the door of the vehicle, a spring con-
trolled flexible member secured to said arm and to said
support, and means for adjusting and guiding said flexible
memt>ers.

4. In combination with a vehicle having a door, of a
support, a casing hinged to said support and adapted to
hold a mat, a curved arm secured to said casing, a flexible
connection between said arm and the door of the vehicle,
a swlvellng guide pulley in the floor of the vehicle, a
bracket mounted on the underside of the vihlcle floor
guide pulUjs carried by said bracket and the floor of the
vehicle, a flexible connection between the aforeutld curred
arm and said support, a guide pulley on said support for
guiding sa'.d flexible connection and a spring connecting
said flexible connection with said support and means car-
ried by said curved arm for adjusting said flexible con-
nections.

1,227,219. LATHB-DOG. Currono A. THYsnLL, Rock-
ford, 111. Filed Oct. 11. 1916. Serial .No. 120,063. (CL
82—42.)

1. A lathe dog comprising a frame, a rigid Jaw metnted
00 the frame, a portion of the frame extending at an
angle Inclined relative to the gripping face of the Jaw.
said jaw having a substantially flat surface having a
recew therein with Its walls serrated with teeth, a movable
Jaw slidably mounted on the Inclined portion of the frame
and having a serrated gripping face arranged and adapted
to remain at all times in pMrallellitm with the tiaid flat
tnrface of the rigid Jaw. and means normally tending to

move said movable Jaw on said inclined face toward said
rigid Jaw to cooperate therewith.

3. A lathe dog including a sulmtantially trianimlar
frame one aide of which Is provided with a longitudinal
Blot, a rigid Jaw mounted within the frame and oppoalte
the slot a triangular Jaw, means passing through the alot
for sUdably connecting the movable Jaw to the frame,
resilient means for automatically drawing the movable
Jaw into engagement with a piece of work adapted to be
previously mounted in the rigid Jaw, and means for dis-
engaging the movable Jaw.

6. A lathe dog including a substantially triangular frame,
a rigid Jaw mounted within the frame and provided with
a V-shaped recess, teeth on the sides of the recess, the
teeth on one side projecting toward the opposite side and
the teeth on the outer side projecting toward the ontet
end of the recess, a movable Jaw slidably mounted In
the frame and cooperating with the rigid Jaw for clamp-
lag a piece of work, a plnrality of teeth on the outer edgs
of the movable Jaw and projecting toward the flrst men-
tioned teeth, and resilient means connected to the frame
and to the movable Jaw for automatically drawing the
movable Jaw into adjaatment for engaging a piece of
work.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.220. BOTTLB HOLDING AND LOCKING D«-
VICH. IfiLON J. TnuMBLB. Alhambra, Cal. Filed May
24. 1916. Serial No. 99.708. (CI. 232—41.)

1. A bottle holding and locking device comprising a cas-
ing having a bottle slot therein, said slot being Just wide
enough to allow the neck of a bottle to slide therethrough

;

a grip plate pivoted to said casing and so shaped and
placed that it will engage and restrain the neck of a
bottle which is directed into engagement with said grip
plate by said slot ; an operating cam so placed as to be
actuated by a second bottle entering said slot ; means by
which said operating cam causes said grip plate to re-
lease Kald flrst named bottle; and means for preventing
the withdrawal of said second bottle frort said slot.

2. A bottle holding and locking device comprising a
casing having a bottle slot therein, said slot being Just
wide enough to allow the neck of a bottle to slide there-
through

; a grip plate pivoted to said casing and so shaped
and placed that It will engage and restrain the neck of a
bottle which is directed Into engagement with said grip
plate by said slot ; an operating ram so placed as to be
actuated by a second bottle entering said slot ; a connect-
ing bar pivoted at one end on said grip plat»> and pivoted
at the other end on said operating cam ; and means for
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prerentlDg the withdrawal of aald awrond bottle from said

lot.

3. A bottle holding and locking derlce comprising a

casing having a bottle slot therein, said slot being Just

wide enough to allow the neck of a bottle to slide there-

through ; a grip plate pivoted to said casing and so shaped

and placed that It will engage and restrain the neck of

a bottle which Is directed Into engagement with said grip

plate by said slot ; an operating cam so placed as to be

actuated by a second bottle entering said slot ; a con-

necting bar pivoted at one end on said grip plate and

pivoted at the other end on said operating cam ; a locking

cam arranged to normally lock said operating cam In such

a position as to prevent any release of said grip plate

;

means formed on said locking cam so placed as to be

engaged by said second bottle by which said locking cam

releases said operating cam : and means for preventing

the withdrawal of said second bottle from said slot.

4. A bottle holding and locking device comprising a cas-

ing having a bottle slot therein, said slot being Just wide

enough to allow the neck of a bottle to slide therethrough ;

a grip plate pivoted to said casing and so shaped and

placed that it will engage and restrain the neck of a bottle

which Is directed Into engagement with said grip plate by

said slot ; an operating cam so placed as to be actuated

by a second bottle entering said slot ; a connecting bar

pivoted at one end on said grip plate and pivoted at the

other end on said operating cam ; a locking cam arranged

to normally lock said operating cam in such a position

M to prevent any release of said grip plate ; means formed

on said locking cam so placed as to be engaged by said

second bottle by which Skid locking cam releases said

operating cam : a primary dog so placed as to have its

end thrown Into said slot to prevent the withdrawal of

•aid second bottle therefrom ; and means by which said

locking cam causes said primary dog to be so thrown.

6. A bottle holding and locking device comprising a cas-

ing having a bottle slot therein, said slot being Just wide

enoQgh to allow tbe neck of a bottle to slide therethrough ;

a grip plate pivoted to said casing and so shaped and

placed that it will engage and restrain the neck of a bot-

tle which is directed Into engagement with said grip

plate by said slot ; a secondary dog pivoted to said casing

and so placed as to have its end thrown into said slot when

said grip plate is released ; and means by which a second

tKtttle upon entering said slot will cause said grip plate

to release said flrst named bottle.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in tbe Gaiette.]

1.227,221. BURNISHING MACHINE. Locis J. Vaw

GcKLPKx and William Stlibino. Jr., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 10, 1916. Sertal No. 71,262. (Cl. 69—1.)

1. In a bornlsblng machine, a revolving bamlahing tool,

combined with haatlng means, said heating means revolv-

ing witb aald tool, said burnishing tool having a periph-

eral groove conttmctcd and arranged to receive tb« edg«

of the material to be burnlabed. and means for feeding

the material through aald groove.

2. In a burnishing machine, a revolving burnishing

tool, a hollow portion In said burnishing tool, a heating

device fitting In aald hollow portion and revolving with

said burnishing tool, said burnishing tool having a periph-

eral groove constructed and arranged to receive the edge

of the material to be burnished, and means for feeding

the material to and through said groove.

S. In a burnishing machine, a spindle carrying within

it means for heating the same and revolving with salJ

means, said spindle having a peripheral groove con-

structed and arranged to receive the edge of the material

to be burnished, and means for feeding the material

through said groove while the spindle Is revolving.

4. In a burnishing machine, a revolving spindle carry-

ing heating means within It and provided with a periph-

eral groove constructed and arranged to receive the edge

of the material to be burnished, and feeding means for

moving the material through said groove In the same direc-

tion as the surface of the spindle at the point of contact

with tbe material.

5. In a burnishing machine, a revolving spindle carry-

ing heating means within it and provided with a periph-

eral groove constructed and arranged to receive the edge

of the material to be burnished, and means for feeding

the material through aald groove in the same direction

as the surface of the spindle at the point of contact with

the material, the revolving spindle having a surface speed

faster than that of the feeillng mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.222. CATAPOLT. GAaar P. Van Wti, New York,

N. Y. Filed Jan. 24. 1917. Serial No. 144.148. (Cl.

124—1.)

1. A catapult comprising an elongated member adapted

to be manually supported with one end resting on the

ground and the other end In an elevated position, a throw-

ing member plvotally mounted In tbe end adapted to be

elevated of aald first member, and means to swing aald

throwing member.
7. A catapult comprising a non-swlnglng. elongated

member and a swinging member plvotally mounted on an

end of the non-swlnglng memt>er, aald catapalt being

adapted to be operated with one end of tbe non-swlnglng

member on the ground and the end carrying the swinging

member elevated, aald ground-engaging end being with-

out means to hold the catapalt In operable position where-

by a support Is required for tbe elevated end.

8. A catapalt comprlalng two members of aabstantlally

the aame length plvotally connected together in a manner

whereby they may lie substantially parallel witb each

other, means to hold tbe end of one member on tbe ground

and the other end In an elevated position with the other
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member free to swing, and means to swing the last-named
member.

26. In a catapult, a member composed of two strips
of steel bolted together with a spacing and strengthening
object intervening between said strips, said member
having a braced frame mounted on one end thereof.

26. The herein described catapult comprfslng two mem-
bers one of which is composed of two atrlps of steel bolted
together with an intervening spacing and strengthening
strip, and carries a braced frame on one end thereof, a
second member composed of two strips of steel secured to-
gether with two Intervening spacing and strengthening
strips, said member being plvotally mounted In said braced
frame and adapted to awing therein in the same vertical
plane and carrying a grooved segment, a spring adjustably
mounted on said first-named member Intermediate of said
strips, a cord passing around said segment and connecting
said spring and swinging member, a handle on the non
swinging member whereby one end thereof may be held
in an elevated position, a prong adJusUbly mounted on the
oth«T end of said non-swlnglng member, and a trigger ar-
rangement adapted to hold the members adjacent to each
other against the action of said spring.

[Claims 2 to 6. 8, and 10 to 24 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1,227.22s. COTTON-PICKING SPINDLE AND STRIP
PER THEREFOR. Charles Volkmanx. Chicago. 111.

Filed Mar. 6. 1911. Serial No. 612.445. (Cl. 56—118.)

1. A cotton picking spindle and stripper therefor com-
prising a pair of rotating flexible disks, a picking spindle
operating between the flexible dUks, said flexible disks be-
ing routed past the picking spindle and pressing against
each other. subsUntUlly half of the surface of one side
of the diaks.

2. A stripper for cotton pickers, comprising tbe combi-
nation of a pair of routing flexible disks, shafts on which
said flexible disks are mounted, means to rotate said
shafts, a spreader located between the flexible disks, said
spreader adapted to spread the flexible disks apart sub-
Untlally half the surfaces thereof, and to force the op-
posite halves of tbe disks together.

8. A stripper for cotton pickers, comprising the combi-
nation of a pair of routing flexible disks having crimped
edges, shafts on which said flexible disks are mounted,
means to roUte said shaft, a spreader located between
the flexible disks, said spreader adapted to spread the
flexible disks apart subsUntlally half the surfaces thereof
and to force tbe opposite halves of tbe disks together.

1,227.224. DIVISION-PLATE FOE EGG-CASES. Clas-
NCi J. VooBHO««T, Portlan4.. Greg, Filed Jan. 16,
1914. Serial No. 812,426. Renewed Oct. 26, 1916. 8e
rial No. 127,532. (CL 217—27.)
1. As an improved article of manufacture, a pocketed

division plate for use tn the storage and transportation
of uniformly shaped objects, having Its po«(2etB projecting
alternately from its opposite faces and having the curva-
ture of its pockets united each with the adjacent pockets
by gradual even surfaces which curve In all directions on
lines merging with the curvature of the pockets and In
which no flat surface meets a carved surface throughout
the pocketed area of the plate, the said pockets being pro-
vided with central apertures through which the said ob-
jects may partUUy project and by which tbe plates are
aaddled on the objects and the latter maintained in a unl- 1

form position, and the edges of tbe said pockets surround-
ing their said apertures being reinforced, all for the par-
pose aet forth.

2. As an Improved article of manufacture, a pocketed
division plate for use In tbe storage and transportation of
uniformly shaped objects, having its pockets projecting
alternately from Its opposite faces and having the curva-
ture of its pockeU united each with the adjacent pockeU
by gradual even surfaces which curve in all directions on
lines merging with tbe curvature of tbe pockets and In
which no flat surface meets a curved surface throughout
the pocketed area of the plate, the said pockets being pro-
vided with central apertures through which the said ob-
jects may partially project and by which the plates are
saddled on tbe objects and the latter maintained In a
uniform position to support the several objects out of
conUct with one another.

3. A pocketed dlvlalon plate having pockets projecting
to both sides of an Intermediate plane and having each of
said pockets provided with a central aperture through
which objects held in the pockets may be partially pro-
jected in order to saddle the plates and malnUIn the olv
JecU in uniform position out of conUct with one another.

4. As an improved article of manufacture, a perforate
division plate having oppositely opening pockets and ap-
ertures in the bases of the pockeU to receive through Its
opposite faces, obJecU disposed in the pockets, to project
partially through the said apertures, whereby to maintain
the objects in uniform position, out of conUct with one
another, and thus permit of saddling the plates on the
obJecU In a sUck.

1,227.225. AUTOMATIC ATOMIZER FOR INTERNAL-
COMBUSTION ENGINES. Emilb WALOMaiaa. Gulf-
port. Miss. Filed Jane 16, 1916. Serial No. 104,006.
(CL 261—60.)

1. An automatic atomizing device for Internal combus-
tion engines comprising a hollow casing, meana for at-
Uching said casing to tbe InUke manifold and to esUb-
lisb communication between the laUke manifold and the
Interior of the casing, a valve casing commnnleatlng with
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aid main caslns and carried thereby, a valre wttbiD

the valve casing, means iDcludlnK a pipe for establishlDg

communication between said valve r-asing and the water

Jacket of the engine, means carried by Mid main caalng

and movable In response to the suction of the cylinders

for opening said valve, said last named means comprising

a perforated hinged plate, an arm carrietl by said hinged

plate and arranged to extend within said casing, said

arm being adapte<l to engajje the valve stem for shifting

the valve, a perforated cap covertng said hinged plate,

and means for regulating the amount of air entering said

perforated cap.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Oaiette.l

1,227.226. AUTOMOBILE SIGNAL. Vixcbnt Walsh,

New York, N. Y. Ftled Oct. 5. 1915. Serial No. 54.153.

(CI. 40—52.)

1. A signal for aatomobllea and the like, comprising a

lamp house and a hood, provided wltk rwlnglng ahattera

arranged In vertical pairs, electrical means for opealng

ooe pair of shutters or both aimultaneously to display a

signal and mechanical means for closing the same as

described.

2. In a signal for aatomobllea and the like, a laap

house, having a glass panel mounted thereon, a divided

bood, inclosing said panel, and provided with hinged

shatters arranged in vertical pairs, electrical means to

open the shutters to display a signal and mechanical

means for closing the same as shown and describe*!.

3. In a signal for automobiles a frame, a lamp house,

secured thereto, and having longitudinal slots at the top

and bottom thereof for the passage of light, a glass panel,

mounted over the top slot, a divided hood. Inclosing the

panel, and provided with hinged shutters arranged in

pairs, means for opening the shutters and for Ulamlnat-

ing the panel to display a signal.

4. In a signal for automobiles, a lamp bouse, having a

plurality of Lamps therein, and being slotted at the top

and bottom for the passage of light, a license plate ar-

ranged at one side of the bottom slot, and a curved re-

flector plate at the other, a glsaa panel arranged to reg-

ister with the top slot and having a double .irrow figure

formed therein to provide a prismatic surface, a hood, in-

closing the' panel and provided with hinged shutters and

means for opening the shutters and for simultaneously

illuminating the panel to display a signal.

1.227,227. ST.\NCHION. .Vllex E. Wcstcott. Illon.

N. Y. Filed June 29. 1915. Serial No. .^7.108. (CI.

119—160.)
1. .\ stanchion including a stipport. a pin slidably

mounted on «ald support, a stirrup pivoted on said pin.

uprights hlnjjed on said stirrup, locking means for the

free ends of the extremities of said uprights, and means

on one of said uprights to engage said pin when the up

rights are in open position to lock the stanchion against

rotation.

2. A stanchion including hinged uprights, a locking ex-

tremity plvotally connected to the free end of each of said

uprights, a socket open at both ends to receive said ex-

tremities, a stirrup to which said uprights are hinged, a
slidably supported pin plvotally carrying said fttrrup, and
means carried by one of said uprights when In open posi-

tion to lock said stanchion against rotation.

8. A stanchion including a support, hinged uprights ro-

tatably and slidably mounted thereoji. a locking sleeve

open at Its opposite ends supported at the upper end of

said stanchion, locking extremities pivoted to said up-

rights and adapted to enter the open ends of said sleeve,

and a keeper adapted to engage a notch In each of said

extremities when the stanchion Is closed and lock said

uprights.

4. A stanchion including a support, uprights pivoted

to said support, a pivoted extremity on each upright,

ipeans for slidably connecting the pivoted extremities of

said uprights, a keeper to lock said extremities and up

rights In one of their extreme positloBS. and means for

rotatably and slidably mounting raid support.

6. A stanchion Including a support, a member sitdable

upon said support, uprights pivoted to said member, a

locking extremity pivoted to each upright, a sleeve to sup

port said extremities and means on said sleeve for simui-

Uneously engaging and locking such extremities.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gaiette.l

1.227.228. CUTOUT FOR ELECTRIC STERILIZERS.
William L. Woaa>raa. New York, N. Y.. assignor to The

Prometheus Electric Company, a Corjwratlon of New
York. Filed Jan. 13. 1915. Serial No. 1.916. (CI.

219—38.)

1. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of a receptacle, and a heater thereon, with means

for controlling the sapply of energy to said heater, a sup-

port on said heater, a fusible member mounted In said

support for maintaining said controlling means normally

in operative relation, and to release said controlling means

to dlacontlnae the supply of energy when the apparatus

attains an abnormal temperature. sut>stantlally as speci-
fied.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a receptacle, and an electric heater thereon.
with means for controlling the supply of energy to said
heater, means for operating said controlling means, a sup-
port secured to said heater, and a fusible member mounted
in said support for maintaining the means for operating
said controlling means normally in operative relation and
to release said operating means to discontinue the supply
of energy when the apparatus attains an abnormal tem-
perature, substantially as specified.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a receptacle, and an electric heater secured
thereto below the base thereof, with a support secured to
said heater, a fusible memt>er mounted In said support, a
circuit closer mounted upon said receptacle comprising a
fixed element and a movable element, a sbaft, means upon
said shaft adapted to engage said movable element and
to move the same into engagement with said fixed element,
and an operating member for said t^haft having one end
free and engaged by said fusible member, whereby to hold
said operating member normally In position to maintain
said circuit closer operative to close said circuit, and to

open said circuit closer and discontinue the supply of

energy when the apparatus attains an abnormal tempera-
ture, labstantlally as specified.

4. In an apparatus of the character de8crll)ed, the com-
bination of k receptacle, and an electric beater secured
thereto and arranged l)elow the base thereof, with a sup-

port secured to said electric beater, a fusible member lo

said support, a circuit closer comprising a base, a fixed

contact member, a movable contact member, a shaft
mounted in said bate, a cam thereon serving to move said

movable contact member into engagement with said fixed

.contact member, an arm on said sbaft having Its free end
normally supported upon said fusible member whereby to

maintain said circuit closer operative to permit of the
flow of eoergy to said heater, and spring means to actuate
aid shaft and cam to break the engagement of said con-

tact members whereby to discontinue the supply of energy
when the apparatus attains an abnormal tem];>erature, sub-
stantially as specified.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a receptacle, and an electric heater comprising
a plurality of elements secured thereto and arranged below
the base of said receptacle, with a support secured to said
heater and extending laterally therefrom, a fusible mem-
ber mounted In said support, a circuit controller comprls

log a base secured to said receptacle, a fixed contact mem-
ber connected with one terminal of each of said heater
elements, a fixed contact member connected with the op-

I poxlte terminals of certain of said heater elements, and a

fixed contact member connected with the opposite termi-

nals of the others of said beating elements, movable con-

tact members secured to said base adapted to engage with

, the flxcd contacts connected with the two series of oppo-
' Bite terminals of said heating elements, a shaft mounted
in said base, cAms on said shaft adapted to engage said

movable contact members and move the same Into engage-

ment with their respective fixed contact members, an arm
on said shaft having Its free end normally supported upon
said fusible member whereby to maintain said cams In

position to hold said movable contact members in engage-

ment with their respective fixed contact members whereby
to permit of the flow of energy to said heater elements,

and to discontinue the supply of said energy when the ap-
paratus attains an abnormal temperature, substantially

AS specified.

1.227.229. PIANO BENCH AND CABINET. ALrHTO C.

Abrambon. Rockford. 111. Piled Mar. 28, 1916. SerUl
No. 87.207. (CI. 16&—22.)
1. A piano bench comprising a stand constructed to pro-

Tide an open top music compartment, a seat board cover-

ing said compartment and hinged to the stand, a supple-
mental seat resting on the top of the seat board, and
means plvotally securing the supplemental seat to the
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stand at the side thereof adjacent to the outer edge of
the seat board and constructed so that said supplemental
seat may be swung on said means oat of the path of the
seat board permitting the same to be swting to upright
position and the supplemental seat to be swung Into the
inclosure of the stand beneath the seat board so that the
latter may be swung l>ack to normal position.

• t

2. A piano bench comprising a stand constructed to pro-
vide an open top music compartment, a seat board cover-
ing said compartment and hinged to the stand, a supple-
mental seat resting on the top of the seat board, and
means plvotally securing the supplemental seat to an ele-

ment of the bench and constructed so that said supple-
mental seat may be swung away from the top of the seat
board and around the outer edge thereof allowing the seat
board to be swung to an upright position, and the sup-
plemental seat thence bwudk Into the music compartment,
whereupon the seat board may be lowered to normal posi-
tion In which to conceal the supplemental seat within and
close said music compartment.

3. The combination with a piano bench having an open-
top music compartment covered by a seat board, of a sup-
plemental seat adapted to rest on the top of the seat
board, and means plvotally securing the supplemental seat
to the bench In such manner that the said supplemental
seat may be swung on said pivotal means from said posi-
tion above the seat board to a position beneath the same
and within the music compartment without disturbing the
mounting of said seat board.

4. A piano bench having a seat board hlngedly mount-
ed on a fixed pivot at one side of the bench, a supple-
mental seat adapted to rest on the top of said seat hoard,
and means Independent of the seat board plvotally con-
necting the supplemental seat to the bench In such man-
ner that the supplemental seat may be moved upon said
pivotal connecting means from said position above to one
beneath the seat board and within the music compart-
ment.

6. The combination with a piano bench having an open-
top compartment covered by a top board htngediy con-
nected at one side to the bench, of a seat adapted to rest
on the top of said board, and a device secured to the
bench at the side thereof adjacent to the free end of the
top board and arranged to extend around the free end of
the seat board and being connected to the said seat, said
device having a plurality of pivotal joints arranged so
that the seat may swing on one pivot away from the top
board and on its other pivot to carry the seat beneath the
board.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227,230. ELECTRIC PUMP-GOVERNOR. BCBTON 8.

Airman. Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to National Brake
& Electric Company, Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of
Wisconsin. Filed Dec. 24, 1914. Serial No. 878,962.
(CI. 175—308.)

1. An electric pump governor comprising an arm, a
switch contact carried at the extreme end of said arm,
stops for engaging and limiting the movement of said con-
tact, a member supported at one end by a fixed pivot and
having a pivoted connection with said arm. springs con-
necting the remote ends of the arm and member, and a
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movable diaphragm operated according to the oppoainc
preaaures of the pamp and a spring fur atalfting the piT-

otal connection of the arm acroas the axea of the springs

with the contact fulcrumed on one of the stops, to there-

by cause the Bprings to throw the arm and the awltch

contact Into engagement with the other stop.

2. An electric pump governor comprising a movable

switch contact, an arm carrying said contact, fixed stops

for engaging and limiting the movement of said contact,

one of which constitutes the fixed contact, links plvotally

supported at one end and having a pivotal connection with

said arm, strained springs connecting the remote ends of

the links and said arm, and a movable abutment subject

to the preasure of flnld compressed by the pump and op-

eratlvely connected to said links for effecting the move-

ment of the pivotal connection of the arm across the

spring axes with one of the stops acting as a fulcrum.

1,227,231. END-GATE FASTENER. Hanb J. ANDn-
so.N. Lakemllls, Wis. Filed May 8, 1916. Serial No.

96.226. (CT. 21—21.)

r I
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1. The combination with a wagon body having upright
sides, a metal plate secured to the inner face at the rear
end of one side with Its rear edge rolled and provided with
vertically spaced apertures adjacent said rolled portion,

said side having recesses arranged opposite the apertures
In said plate, a plate secured to the outer face of the other
side of said body at Its rear end. said plate and end hav-
ing rearwardly opening registering keyhole slots, laterally

extending stops at the outer ends of the slots of said
plate, projections on said plate adjacent said slots and
spaced inwardly from said stops ; of an end gate having
vertically spaced laterally extending out-turned hooks at

one end for engagement with the apertured plate, and
threaded shanks extending longitudinally from its other
end for engagement with the slotted plate, and nuts on
said shanks having teeth for engaging the projections on

said slotted plate.

2. An end gate having transversely arranged straps on
Ita outer face spaced from the ends thereof, a longitudi-

nally extending strap connecting said transverse straps

midway the width of said gate, spaced parallel straps ex

tending longitudinally from each of said transrerse straps

toward the respective ends of said gate, the longitudinal

straps at one end of said gate having outturned hooks at

their outer ends, the longitudinal straps at the other end
of the gate having threaded longitudinal extensions at

their outer ends projecting beyond said gate end ; In com-

bination with a wagon body having openings in the
end of one of its sides to receive the hooks carried by one
end of said end gate, the other side of said body having
notches to receive the th^-eaded extensions at the other
end of said gate, and nuts on said extensions for locking
said gate to said body.

1.227,232. APPARATUS FOR TREATING OARBAGB.
jAiiaa A. ANDaasoN. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 0,

1916. Serial No. 89.092. (CI. 257—2.)

1. An apparatus for treating garbage comprising an In-

ner garbage holding tank, an inclosing tank forming a
heating space around the inner tank, an air Que having Ita

ends connected to the inclosing tank, an air heating meana
interposed in said flue, and an air forcing mean!* adapted
to create a continuous flow of air through the heating
means to the inclosing tank and back through the heating
means.

2. An apparatus for treating garbage comprising an in-

ner garbage holding tank, an inclosing tank forming a
heating space around the inner tank, an air flue having Its

ends connected to the inclosing tank, an air heating meana
Interposed in said flue, an air forcing means adapted to
create a continuous flow of air through the heating means
to the inclosing tank and t>ack through the heating means,
and an automatically operated temperature - controlled

means for regulating the admission of air to the heating
space.

3. An apparatus for treating garbage comprising an in-

ner garbage-holding tank an inclosing tank forming a
heating siwce around the inner tank, an air flue having ita

ends connected to the inclosing tank, an air heating means
interposed in said flue, an air forcing means adapted to
create a continuous flow of air through the heating meana
to the inclosing tank and back through the heating means,
and a valve in the return portion of the flue for regulating
the withdrawal of air from the heating spare.

4. An apparatus for treating garbage comprising an ta-

ner garbage-holding tank, an Inclosing tank forming a
heating space around the inner tank, an air flue having Us
ends connected to the Inclosing tank, an air-heating means
Interposed In said flue, an air forcing means in said floa

adapted to create a continuous flow of air through the
heating means to the Inclosing tank and back through the
heating means, a valj^e in the supply portion of said flns

for regulating the admission of air to the heating space,
temperature-controlled means for operating said valve,

and a valve In the return portion of the flue for regnlat-

ing the withdrawal of air from said heating space.

5. An apparatus for treating garbage comprising a se-

ries of inner tanks, an inclosing tank around each of said
inner tanks to form a heating space, an exhaust flue con-

nected to the heating space around each of said tanks, a
supply flue connected to th» heating space around each of
aaid tanks, a valve controlling the exhaust of air from
each of said heating spaces, an automatically operating
temperature-controlled valve for controlling the supply of
air to each of said tanks, an air heating means Interposed
between the supply flue and the exhaust flue, and means for
causing a circulation of the hot air from the heating
means to the tanks and from the tanks back to the heating
means.

[CTalma 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1.227,288. MEAT-SLICING MACHINE. Paua M. AJf-

DERsoN, Chicago, 111. Filed Aug. 13, 1915. Serial No.
46.294. (a. 17—24.)

1. In a meat siloing ninchlne. the romittnntion of a
frame, a rotary cutter mounted thereon, a carriage sup-

porting frame mounted in said machine frame and ro-

tatable upon a horisontal axis, a meat carriage slldably

mounted on said carriage supporting frame, means for se-

curing the meat to be sliced upon said meat carriage,

means for imparting rotation to said carriage supporting
frame continuously in one direction, and means for feed-

ing said meat carriage a fractional part of Its full travel

at each rotation of said carriage supporting frame, sub-

stantially as described.

2. In a meat slicing machine, the combination of a
frame, a rotary cutter mounted thereon, a carriage sop-
porting frame mounted In said machine frame and ro-

tatable upon a horisontal axix, a meat carriage sKdably
mounted on said carriage supporting frame, means for se-

cnring the meat to be sliced upon said meat carriage,

means for Imparting rotation to said carriage supporting
frame continuously in one direction, and feeding means for

said meat carriage operatively controlled by rotation of
aaid carriage supporting frame, substantially as described.

8. In a meat slicing machine, the combination of a
frame, a rotary cutter mounted thereon, a carriage sup-
porting frame mounted in said machine frame and ro-

tatable upon a horisontal axis, a meat carriage slldably

mounted on mid carriage supporting frame, means for se-

cnring the meat to be sliced upon said meat carriage,

means for imparting rotation to said carriage supporting
frame continuously In one direction, feeding means for

said meat carriage, and manually controlled means for

throwing said feeding means in and out, substantially as

described.

4. In a meat slicing machine, the combination of a
frame, a rotary cutter mounted thereon, a carriage sup-

porting frame mounted in said machine frame and ro-

tatable upon a horisontal axis, a meat carriage alidably
mounted on said carriage supporting frame, means for se-

curing the meat to be sliced upon said meat carriage,

means for imparting rotation to said carriage supporting
frame continuously in one direction, feeding means for
said meat carriage, manually controlled means for throw-
ing said feeding means In and out. and means for varying
the feed, substantially as described.

5. In a meat slicing machine, the combination of a
frame, a rotary cutter mounted on said frame, a carriage
supporting frame mounted in said machine frame and ro-

tatnble upon a horizontal axis, a plurality of meat car-

riages slldably mounted on said carriage supporting frame
said carriage supporting frame and the arrangement of
said carriages being symmetrical about the axis of rota-

tion of said carriage supporting frame, whereby a sub-

stantially balanced structure is produce<l, substantially as
described.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227.284. BREAD - KNIFE. Btbon R. Bacon, Nortk
Chill, N. ¥., assignor of one-lialf to William J. Harden,
Rochester, N. Y. Filed Aug. 11, 1916. Serial No.
114,866. (CI. 30—9.)

't|#
A bread knife comprising a handle and a blade having a

longitudinal edge ground and tapered from l>oth sides and
divided by right angle slots of uniform width into a seriea
of cutting sections, the transverse margins of which ara
also tapered or ground from both sides to form cutting
edges lying in the same plane with the first named edge
and in the median plane of the blade the taper of the cut-
ting sections being gradual and continuous from their
first named edges to their bases.

1,227,236. CORN-HARVESTER. SOLOMON V. BABlfVIT
and John W. Hollowat, Prague, Okla. Filed Apr. 1,
1916. Sertal No. 88,347. (CI. 66—118.)

1. A corn harvester comprising a frame, a trough, a
member revolving around the trough, ear stripping mem-
bers radiating from the revolving member and adapted to
discharge within the trough when In substantially a ver-
tical position, and means for rotating the revolving
member.

2. A 'corn har^-ester comprising a frame, a trough rap-
ported thereby, said trough being provided with annolar
portions in predetermined spaced relation longitudinally
of the trough, a revolving member rotatably engaged with
the annular portions of the trough and bridging the space
between f^id annular portions, ear stripping members
radiating from the revolving member and discharging
within the trough, and means for rotating the revolvlns
member.

8. A corn harvester comprising a frame, a troogh, a
member revolving around the trough, ear stripping menv
bers radiating from the revolving member and adapted to
discharge within the trough when in substantially a rer-
tlcal position, means for rotating the revolving member,
and a conveyer within the trough discharging at one side
of the frame.

4. A corn harvester comprising a frame, a trough, a
memt>er revolving around the trough, ear stripping mea»-
bers radiating from the revolving member and adapted
to discharge within the trough when in substantially a
vertical position, and means for rotating the revolTing
memt>er upward and backward.

5. A com harvester comprising a frame, a trough, a
member revolving around the trough, ear stripping mem-
bers radiating from the revolving member and adapted to
discharge within the trough when In substantially a ver-
tical position, means for rotating the revolving member,
said stripping members Including a plurality of pairs of
coacting rollers, and guide members coacting with tba
outer ends of the rollers.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaxette.]
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1.227.236. TYPE-WRITING AND COMPUTING MA-
CHINE. Olinn J. Bahbxtt, Grand Rapltls, Mich., aa-

ignor, by mesne asslgnmentfi. to Rpmlngton Typewriter

Company, Illon, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Dec. 14, 1910. Serial No. 597.354. (CI. 235—60.)

I. In a combined typewriting and computing machine,

the combination of a computer frame, a typewriter frame

mounted on said computer frame, a series of printing keys

in said typewriter frame including numeral keys, hori-

zontally movable bars mounte<l In the typewriter frame

and operated by said numeral keys, an oscillatory sup-

port mounted In said computer frame, a series of key

connections mounted in said support and normally In posi-

tion to be operated by said horizontally movable bars, and

means for rocking said support to move said connections

downward out of the paths of said bars.

II. In a combined typewriting and computing machine,

the combination of a typewriter carrtagp, denomination

•electing mechanism for the computer comprising a part

to be moved step-by-step in unison with said carriage,

and connections between aaid carriage and aaid part in-

cluding a lever arm adjustable as to its length in order to

regulate the relative extents of motion of said part and

said carriage.

63. In a computing machine, the combination of a series

of racks, means for setting said racks In accordance with

a number to be registered, a series of register wheels, a

pivoted frame for said register wheels, a series of pivoted

stops for arresting said register wheels at zero but nor-

mally in Inoperative position, a yoke frame pivoted co-

axlally with said frame and having a bar In position to

operate said stops and said yoke frame being adapted by

a further motion to move said frame to bring the register

wheels into gear with the racks, and means for operating

said yoke frame and releasing said racks.

72. In a computing machine, the combination of a series

of denominational devices, a group of keys common to

said denominational devices, denomination selecting mech-

anism including a part that moves step by-step as the

keys are operated, a lock for said keys, yielding means for

holding said lock out of operation, means whereby any
of said denominational devices when operated releases

the lock from said yielding means, a flange on said step-

by-step moving part arranged to hold said lock out of

operation until said part has completed its series of

stepping movements, and means for causing said Btei>-by-

step moving part to return to initial position without

releasing said lock.

[Claims 2 to 10, 12 to 82, 64 to 71, and 73 to 94 not

printed In the Gazette. 1

1,227,287. GANG-PLOW. John B. Bartholomew,
Peoria. 111., assignor to .\very Company, Peoria. HI., a

Corporation of Illinois. Piled May 15, 1913, Serial No.

767,928. Renewed Oct. 12. 1916. Serial No. 125,288.

(Cl. 97—59.)
1. In a gang plow, the combination of a frame having a

diagonally disposed rear edge part, a plurality of fnr-

row forming elements fixedly connected to the said

rear edge part of the frame In a diagonally dlBjKweil

erles, movably connected wheels at the ends of the said

series for supporting the rear wlge parts of the frame.

means for supporting the opposite forward parts of tbe

frame, and power actuated means acting automatically to

move the salil wheels siircesslvely downward with respect

to the adjacent frame parts whereby the said parts are

llfte<l with respect to the ground.

2. In a gang plow, the combination of a frame having a
diagonally disposed rear edge part, a plurality of furrow
forming elements Axedly connectetl to the said r^ar edge
part of the frame In a diagonally dUposed series, movably
connected wheels at the ends of the said series for sup-
porting the rear etige parts of th»» frame, means for sup-
porting the opposite forward parts of the frame, and
power actuated means for successively moving the wheels
downward with respect to the adjacent frame parta
whereby the said parts are llfte<1 with respect to the
ground and for successively releasing the said wheels
from the frame parts to permit the said parts to retnm
to plowing positions.

3. In a gang plow, the combination of a frame having a
diagonally disposed rear edge part, a plurality of fnrrow
forming elements fixedly connected to the said rear edfe
part of the frame in a diagonally disposed series, movably
connecteil wheels at the ends of the said series for sup-

porting the rear edge parts of the frame, a ground wheel
for supporting tbe opposite forward parts of the said

frame, and mean!< connected with the said forward ground
wheel for successively moving the other wheels downward
with respect to the adjacent frame parts whereby the

said parts are lifted with respect to the ground.

4. In a gang plow, tbe combination of A plurality of

frame sections flexibly connected together and each hav-

ing a diagonally dlsposetl rear edge part, a plurality of

groapa of furrow forming elements, the elements of each
group being fixedly connected In a diagonally dispose*)

series to the rear edge part of one section, wheels for

supporting the rear edge part of the frame sections, tbe
said wheels being positioned respectively at the ends of

the said groups of furrow forming elements, means for

supporting the opposite forward parts of the said frame
section.^, and power actuated means acting automatically

to move the said wheels successively downward wltli

respect to the adjacent frame parts whereby the said parts

are lifted with respect to the ground.

5. In a gang plow, the combination of a plurality of

frame sections flexibly connected together and each hav-

ing a diagonally disposed rear edge part, a plurality of

groups of furrow forming elements, the elements of each

group being fixedly connected in a diagonally dlsi>osed

series to the rear edge part of one section, wheels for

supporting the rear edge part of the frame sections,

the said wheels being positioned respectively at the ends
of the said groups of furrow forming elements, means for

supporting the opposite forward parts of the said frame
sections, and power actuated means for successively mov-
ing the wheels downward with respect to the adjacent

frame parts whereby the said parts are lifted with respect

to the ground and for successively releasing the said

wheels from the frame parts to permit the said parts to

return to plowing positions.

[Claim not prlnt«Hl In the Gazette.]

1.227.238. HAT-PIN SHIELD. Emma I. Batbs, Park
River, N. D. Filed Jan. 5. 1916. Serial No. 70,484.

(CT. 24—158.)
.V device of the character des.rlbed Including a pin

having one end flattened and pointed and the flattened

portion provided with a plurality of uniformly spacad

openings, a cylindrical protecting shield arranged about
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the flattened pointed end, a V-shaped resilient locking

member, pivot projections extending In opposite directions

from the free ends of the member and pivotal ly mounted
within the inner surface of the cylinder so that the sides

of the member contact with the Inner surface, the vertex

of the member being curved toward the center of the

cylinder and projecting beyond the outer edge, and a
knob integral with the vertex for adjustably engaging

onf of the openings In the pin.

1.227,289. HYDROCARBON -BURNER. William J.

Baar, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Gas Oil Stove Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed

Dec 8, 1916. Serial No. 66.654. (Cl. 168—87.)

M f*

1. In a hydro-oarboD burner, the combination of per-

forated outer and inner chimneys and a trough integral

with the Inner chimney and supporting the outer chimney,
means to feed fuel to the trough, an annular cover for

said trough having a flange at Its Ipner edge extending
op around the outer chimney, and a cowl secured to the

outer chimney and extending down over said flange but
paced therefrom, said onter chimney having holes be-

tween the flange and tbe cowl to permit air to enter the
space between the chimneys.

2. In a hydro cart>on burner, the combination of per-

forated outer and Inner chimneys and a trough integral

with the inner chimney and supporting the onter chim-
ney, means to feed fuel to the trough, an annular cover for

said trough having a flange at Its inner edge extending tip

around the outer chimney, a cowl secured to the outer
chimney and extending down over said flange but spaced
therefrom, said outer chlmi^y having holes between the
flange and the cowl to p<'rmlt air to enter the space be-

tween the chimneys, and holes below the flange to permit
fael gas to enter said space from the trough.

8. In a hydro-carbon burner, an Inner chimney consist-

ing of a plurality of sections, two of the sections having
Integral heads secured together and perforated to permit
the pssssge of air.

4. In a hydro-carbon burner, an Inner chimney consist-

ing of three sections, the upper and intermediate sections

having heads secured together and perforated to permit
tbe passage of air, a cover for the upper section, the
lower section having an snniilar flange to support the

other sections.

6. In a hydro-carbon burner, an inner chimney consist-

ing of three sections, the apper and Intermediate sections

having Integral heads secured together and perforated to

permit the passage of air, the lower section having an
annular flange to support the other sections.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,240. ENGINE CYLINDER. Albbrt Bis. Wlnter-
thur, Switzerland, assignor to Busch-Sulzer Bros.-

Diesel Engine Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation

of Missouri. Filed Feb. 2, 1916. Serial No. 6,621.

(Cl. 12,3—193.)

1. In an Internal comhustlon engine having a cylinder

haad containing a cooling space and formed with a side

wall encircling tbe same, a separate removable part at the

Inner side of said bead bearing against the encircling wall
of the head and thereby closing off said cooling space from
the combustion space.

2. In an Internal combustion engine cylinder, tbe cam-
blnation with a head member hollow for the circulatlOD

of cooling water and open at Its Inner side, the said bead
member being formed with an encircling side wall having
an internal rabbet, of a separate plate seated at its outer
portion In said rabbet and covering said Inner side of the
head member and separating tbe cooling space tber«ia
from the combustion space.

3. In an internal combustion engine cylinder, the com-
bination with a cylinder body and a separate cylinder
head secured to the cylinder body, the head and body be-

ing formed to inclose between them an internal annular
recess, the latter being hollow for the circulation of cool-
ing water, of a part interposed between said body and
head and closing oft the interior of the head from the
combustion space, the said part being of smaller diameter
than the head and received at Its drcnmferentlal portion
in said recess.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder body
and a cylinder head memt>er containing a cooling space
open at its inner side, In combination with a separate part
closing the Inner side of said head member and held ad-
jacent Its circumference between the same and the cylin-

der body, the head member having projections in Its cool-

ing space affording shoulders against which said part bears
Inwardly of Its circumference.

5. In an internal combustion engine cylinder, the com-
bination with a head formed with a cooling space and
valve sockets extending through said cooling space, of a
plate closing said cooling space off from the combustion
space and having bearing against the inner projecting
ends of said valve sockett.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Qaaette.]

1,227,241. ELECTRICAL APPLIANCE. Carl H. Bib-
saLL and Eloa G. Pmith, Syracuse, N, Y., assignors to
Crouse-IIlnds Company, Syracuse, N. Y., a Corporation
of New York. Filed Aug. 7, 1914. Serial No. 866,646.
(Cl. 173—338.)

1. .An electrical appliance comprising a sappo-t and
electrical receptacles . - nted on the support diagonally
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«ppo«lte CAch other, each receptecl« ha-rtac Madtef 4eTl4

located at one tide of the other receptmcle. ubttantUlly
as and for the parpose described.

2. An electrical appliance comprising a support, and
«lectrlcal receptacles moanted on the support diagonally
opposite each other and facing in opposite directions, each
receptacle haring binding devices located at Its rear end
and at one side of the other receptacle, aabstantially as
and for the parpose specified.

3. An electrical appliance comprising a support, and
electrical receptacles moanted on the support diagonally

opposite each other, each receptacle having binding devices

located at one side of the other receptacle, the support
being formed with wire holes located at the rear of each
receptacle and at the side of the other receptacle, sab-

ctantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. An electrical appliance comprising a support, and
electrical sockets moanted on the support diagonally op-
posite each other and facing laterally in opposite direc-

tions, each socket having a binding device located at Its

rear end and arranged at one side of the other socket, the
base being formed with wire openings in the rear of each
•ocket, substantially as and for the purpose described.

5. An electrical appliance comprising a support in the
form of a plate, receptacles mounted on the plate di-

agonally opposite each other and facing laterally In op-
|>08lte directions, the receptacles having binding devices
at their rear ends, the binding devices of each receptacle
belns located at the side of the other receptacle, and a
Itousing inclosing the receptacles and including a section
iiaving entrance openings alined with the froift ends of
the receptacles, substantially as and for the puriKMC
apeclfled.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,242. QBARING. Albxandib T. BaowN, Syracoae,
N. Y.. assignor to Brown -Llpe Gear Company, SyranuM,
N. Y., a CorjMratlon of New York. Filed Jan. 8. 1»10.
Serial No. 836,602. (CI. 74—68.)

In a change speed gearing and in combination, a casing

having alined bearings In opposing walls thereof, an in-

termediate bearing between the former bearings and
alined therewith, driving and driven shafts, one of said

shafts being Joarnaled in the t>earlng In one of said op-

posing walls, and the other of said shafts being Joarnaled
In the bearing in the other of said opposing walls and in

the intermediate bearing and projecting beyond the in-

termediate bearing toward the former shaft, the opposing
ends of the shafts being unsupported by each other, the

casing being also formed with additional alined bearings
In said opposing walls thereof, a counterstiaft Journaled
In the additional bearings, gears mounted on the shafts,

some of the gears being fixed and the others being slld-

able, some of the fixed gears being livMited near the bear-

ings of the casing and others of said fixed gears being lo-

cated near and on opposite sides of the Intermediate
'bearing, and the shlftable geai;^belng located on opposite

inl»akiea of the Intermediate bearinl^

the parpose described.

bstantlally as and for

l,2S7,t48. DGINO-MACHINB. Ltjciav Wiixis Boa-
Bii, Southbrldge, Mass., assignor to American Optical

Company. Southbrldge. Mass., a Yolantary Aaaodation
of Massachusetts. Piled Jooe 4, 1916. Serial No.
82,072. (CI. 61—3.)

7S ^ AJ X

1. In an edging machine, lens holding means, grinding
means, an operating spindle for said holding means, a
Sleeve mounted on said spindle, a former plate carried on
said sleeve, a pHrailty of pins carried by said sleeve and
a lens pad having a plurality of recesses for engagement
on said pins.

3. In an edging machine, lens holding means, grinding
means, an operating spindle for said holding means, a
sleeve mounted on said spindle, a former plate carried on
said sleeve, a plurality of pins carried on said sleeve, a lens

pad having a plurality of recesses for engagement on said

pins, and adapted to have a lens positioned thereagainst

and a second pad for engagement with the opposite fact
of the lens for clamping the same against movement, and
means for shifting said second pad into and out of clamp-
ing position.

5. In an edging machine, a base, a grinding wheel, a
frame on said base, a rotatable shaft Journaled in said

frame, lens holding means loosely mounted on said shaft,

a cam on said frame, a sleeve on said shaft havtng notches
formed therein, a member threaded on said shaft i>roJec-

tlons formed on said member for engagement with said

notches whereby the member is locked to the sleeve, a

cam engaging roller carried by the sleeve, a collar on said
shaft to limit movement of the lens holding means In one
direction and a spring for holding said holding means
against said collar when the cam and roller cooperate to

reciprocate the shaft.

6. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation with a lens clamp spindle, of an attachment there-

for comprising a sleeve having a portion for engagement
with the (iplndle. said sleeve having former engaging
meana formed at one end thereof and lens clamp position-

ing means formed at the opposite end thereof, whereby
when a former and clamp pad are applied to the sleeve

and machine the said former and pad will always occupy
a predetermined relation one to the other, substantially

as described.

8. In a lens edging machine, the combination with a
lens holding carriage Including a driven spindle, said

spindle terminating in a reduced shouldered portion hav-
ing a projecting tang, of a sleeve or clamp member adapt-
ed for engagt>m»'nt upon the tang, lenterlng devices pro-

jecting from said member in the direction of the spindle
and adapted to receive a former to position the former
relative to the said member, whereby as the clamp member
is secured on the reduced tang the former will be clamped
between said member and the shoulder of the spindle,

and means for detachably engaging a lens clamp pad at

the opposite end of the member to secure the pad in pre-

determined relation to the former,

[Claims 2, 4, 7, and 9 not printed in the Oasetts.]

1,227,244! CLOSING MACHINE. Wilmai* C. BrRLsa.
Alameda. Cal.. assignor to Aluminum Seal Company,
Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of P^nnoylvanla. Filed
Mar. 10. 1915. Serial No. 13.868. (CI. 113—6.)

1. The combination with a movable rotatable element
adapted -to receive upright receptacles, of means for hold-
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ia( a closure, means operative by the presence of a recep-

tacle on said element for placing a closure in said hold-

ing means, means for placing the closure on said recep

tacle, means for securing said closure to said receptacle,

and means for rotating the closure in contact with said

securing means.

2. The combination with a movable rotatable element

adapted to receive an upright receptacle, of means for
holding a closure, means operative by the presence of a
receptacle on said element for placing a closure in said
holding means, means for placing the closure on said re-
ceptacle, tools for securing the closure to the receptacle
and means for routing the receptacle and closure in con-
tact with said tools.

8. The combination with a movable table, of a turn-
table on said table adapted to receive an upright recep-
tacle, closure feeding means, closure holding means on
aid table, means operative by the presence of a recep-
tacle on said turn table for feeding a closure to said hold-
ing means, means for placing the closure on said recep-
tacle, and means for securing the closure to the recepUcle.

4. The combination with a movable table adapted to
receive upright receptacles, of means operative by the
presence of a receptacle on said table and in time with
the movement of said table for placing a closure in posi-
tion above the receptacle, and means operative by and In
time with the movement of said table for moving the re
ceptacle into engagement with said closure and securing
the closure to the receptacle.

6. The combination with a movable table, of an inde-
pendently rotatable turn-table on said table adapted to
receive a recepUcIe, a closure feed, means operative by
the presence of a receptacle on said turn-Uble for feeding
a closure into position above said receptacle, means for
raising said receptacle Into engagement with said closure,
means for rotating said closure and recepUcle. and means
for securing the closure to the recepUcle.

[Claims 6 to 39 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,245. IGNITER FOR LIQUID-FUEL BURNERS.
Nathan C. Chapman, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Qas
Oil Stove Company, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of
Michigan. Filed June 17, 1916. Serial No. 104,157
(CI. 168—90.)
1. In an Igniter for oil burners, the comblantion of a

wlckrelnforclng member comprising a ring and fingers
connected thereto and extending downward therefrom and
then inward and upward, a cylindrical wick held between
the bent portions of said fingers and extending up above
•aid ring, and a ball extending upward from said Igniter.

2. In an igniter fpr oil burners, the combination of a
wick reinforcing member comprising a ring and fingers
connected thereto and extending downward therefrom and

then Inward and upward, a cylindrical wick held between
the bent portions of said fingers and extending up above
said ring, and a bail extending upward from said Igniter,

said bail consisting of a wire rod bent to form a top and
parallel sides whose lower ends are atUched to said rein-
forcing member. ,

3. In a reinforcing and transporting device for the
wicks of oil stoves, the combination of a cylindrical ring
and fingers connected thereto and extending down and
then up to securely grip a cylindrical wick, and a ball

secured to two of said fingers and extending upward there-
from, said ring being positioned approximately midway
the ends of the wick.

4. In an igniter for oil burners having Inner and outer
perforated chimneys, the combination of an annular wick,
a meUl ring to hold the wick, and a bail connected to the
metal ring and consisting of a wire having iU middle
portion extending across the inner chimney and having lU
ends extending down between the chimneys and connected
to the meUl ring.

6. An igniter for oil burners having concentric chim-
neys, an annular wick normally at the bottom of the space
between the chimneys, a meUl reinforcement for the wick,
and a lifter connected to the reinforcement and extend-
ing up between the chimneys and so far above them that
the lifter may be manually grasped to lift the wick out
above the chimneys.

1,227,246. STORB^SERVICE APPARATUS. LociB W.
Chism, Springfield, Mass., assignor, by mesne assign-
menU, to The Rowe Ring Point Company, Hartford,
Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed June 10,
1914. Serial No. 844,389. (O. 186—14.)

1. A store service apparatus comprising, in combination,

a carrier ; carrier propelling means ; means for causing an
interruption and re^sUblishment of the driving connec-

tion between the carrier and the carrier propelling meana,

and means for propelling the carrier during a period

commencing before such Interruption and ending after

such re^stablishment.

2. A store service apparatus comprising. In combina-

tion, a carrier; a plurality of guideways for the carrier;

a plurality of carrier propelling means ; means to caase

the transfer of the carrier from one guldeway to another

;

means to cause the transfer of the carrier from driving

relation with one propelling means to another ; and means

to propel the carrier during such transfer.

3. A store service apparatus comprising, in combina-

tion, a carrier; carrier propelling means; means for caus-

ing an interruption and reSstabllshment of the driving

connection between the carrier and the carrier propelling

means ; and means Including a helical driving member
engaging said carrier to propel the same during the pe-

riod of Interruption.

4. A store service apparatus comprising, in combina-

tion, a carrier ; carrier propelling means ; means for cans-
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Ing an interruption and re^stabllsbment of the driving
connection between the carrier and the carrier propelling

. means : and means including a flexible helical driving
4 member engaging said carrier to propel the same during

the period of interruption.

5. A store service apparatus comprising, in combina-
tion a carrier provided with a projection extending trans-
versely of the direction of travel of the carrier ; carrier
propelling means ; means for causing an interruption and
re^tablisbraent of the driving connection between the
carrier and the carrier propelling means ; and means in-

cluding a helical driving member engaging said projection
to propel said carrier during the period of Interruption.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,247. COLLAPSIBLE BOAT. William H. Cox,
Portsmouth, Va., aaslgnor of one-half to Charles C.
Brick. Salem, Ohio. Filed Jan. 24; 1917. Serial No.
144,238. (CI. 9—2.)

1. A collapsible boat Including separate side and bot-

tom portions, braces to be fitted between said bottom and
side portions, and means to draw the side portions in

against the braces and hold the same in the proper
mounting.

2. A collapsible boat including a foldable bottom por-

tion, foldable side portions, braces to be fitted between
said bottom and side portions, and means to draw the
side portions in against the braces and hold the same in

the proper mounting.
3. A collapsible boat including side portions, strips

mounted adjacent the lower edges of the side portions
and spaced to form ways therebetween, a bottom portion

to be fitted at its edges within the ways, and means to

secure the side portions in the fitted position In respect

to the bottom portion.

4. A collapsible boat including side portions, strips

mounted adjacent the lower edges tt the side portions and
spaced to form ways therebetween, a bottom portion to

be fitted at Its edges within the ways, means to secure

the side portions in the fitted position in respect to the
bottom portion, and means to establish a water tight
connection between said bottom and side portions.

5. A collapsible boat Including a foldable bottom por-

tion, foldable side portions provided with ways on their

Inner sides adjacent the lower edges, means to secure the
bottom and side portions in an assembled mounting, and
means within the ways to establish a water tight connec-
tion between the bottom and side portions.

[Claims e to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.248. BOWLING-PIN AND METHOD OF MAKING
SAME. Frank O. Chans, West Collingsworth, N. J.,

assignor of one-half to Julius Balke, Chicago, 111. Filed
Jan. 6. 1916. Serial No. 70,368. (CI. 46—66.)

1. A method of making bowling pins, comprising im
pregnating a strip of unsized paper with concentrated
waste sulfite liquor, winding said paper to form a rub-
Btantially cylindrical blank, and forming a pin from said
blank.

2. A method of making bowling pins, comprising im-
pregnating a strip of paper with a suiuble adhesive ma-
terial, winding said paper on a mandrel to form a sab-
srsnttally cylindrical blank, removing said mandrel and
allowing the paper to dry, and forming a pin from said
blank.

3. A method of making bowling pins, comprising im-
pregsuting a strip of paper with a suitable adhesive ma

terlal, winding said paper on a mandrel to form a sub-
stantially cylindrical blank, removing said mandrel and
allowing said paper to dry, forming a pin from said blanl^
and coating said pin with an elastic waterproof materlaL

4. A bowling pin. comprising a plurality of concentric
layers of unsized paper Impregnated with and secured
together by a suitable adhesive material.

5. A bowling pin, comprising a plurality of concentric
layers of paper impregnated with and secured together bj
concentrated waste sulfite liquor.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.249. GAME APP.\R.\TUa. Waltir F. Datit,
Somervllle. Mass. Filed June 12, 1916. SerUl No.
103,091. (CI. 46—59.)

In game apparatus, a target comprising a body portion
containing a plunger, a support for the body portion re-

slliently pivoted thereto, a wire spring having a portion
colled around the pivot pin and having its ends abutting
the body portion and support respectively, a latch engaged
by said plunger and having a hook end for reulnlng the
end of the first named spring abutting the support and
adapted to l>e released by impact upon the plunger.

1,227,260. EGG-CARRIER. Loois A. DnpoiNOU. Cov-
ington. Ky., assignor to The No-Break Egg Carrier Co..
Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Jun«
17, 1914, Serial No. 846,739. Renewed Dec. 6. 1916.
Serial No. 136,486. (CI. 217—34.)

1. In an egg carrier of the class described, a body por-
tion made of a series of elongated half sections. Joined
tog«ther and capable of being folded together, an egg
carrying tray, said egg carrying tray provided with a
series of central elongated slots, which slots fit over, when
the tray is folded, the meeting edges of the two middle
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halves enabling the tray to be suspended and supported
in the body portion so that a space will be provided be-

tween the tray and the bottom
2. In an egg carrier of the class described, a body por-

tion made of a series of elongated half sections, joined
together, capable of being folded together, the meeting
edges of the Inner halves provided with recesses, an egg
carrying tray having elongated central slou and folded
together to fit the recesses, the slots enabling the tray
to straddle the Inner halves, and held tbereby in a sus-

pended position so that the bottom of aaid egg carrying
tray will not reach the bottom of the body portion and
thus leave a space.

3. In an egg carrier of the class described, a body por-

tion made of a series of elongated half sections. Joined

together, capable of being folded together, the meeting
edges of the inner halves provided with recesses, an egg
carrying tray having elongated central slots and folded

together to fit the recesm^s, fingers at the edge of said

egg tray, the slots enabling the tray to straddle the inner
halves, and held thereby in a suspended position so that
the bottom of said egg carrying tray, will be suspended
above the bottom of the body portion and leave a space
therebetween.

1,227,261. LID FOR COOKING UTENSILS. RiCHii D«
LAN, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Mar. 24, 1916. Serial
No. 86,868. (a. 63—8.)

1. A rooking ntensil lid having an opening therein, a
eorer for said opening, a handle having a ball with later-

ally projecting ends and t>earlng8 in which said projectlnn
ends ran turn so as to Ferve as pivots for the handle, por-

tions of said laterally projecting ends coincident with the
pivotal axis of the ball overlapping and bearing ui>on said
cover whereby they serve to retain the latter in position
apon the lid in all positions of adjustment of the handle.

2. A cooking utensil lid bavlni; an opening therein, a

cover for said op< nlng. a handle having a bail with elastic

arms whose lower ends project laterally outward, bearings
on the lid in which said outwardly projecting ends of the
bail can swing so as to serve as pivots for the handle,
aid laterally projecting portions of the t>all extending in-

wardly over the edges of the cover for the opening in the
lid, and said ball t>eing elastic so that its laterally pro-
jecting ends can be sprung Inwardly to free them from
said bearings and to permit removal of the handle and
freeing of said cover.

1,227,262. METHOD OF SEPARATING BENZENEDI
SULFONIC ACID FROM SULFURIC ACID AND OF
CONVERTING THE BENZENEDI8ULFONIC ACID
INTO A SALT. Louis M. Ds.vms, Ithaca, N. Y. File<l

July 14, 1916. Serial No. 109,214. (CI. 23—24.)

1. A method of separating beotenedlsulfonlc acid from
sulfuric acid consisting in treating a mixture of the acids
with a solvent which dissolves but one of tnem

2. A method of separating benzenedlsulfonlc acid from
sulfuric add consisting in treating a mixture of the acid
with a solvent which dissolves the benzenedlsulfonlc acid
but not the sulfuric acid.

3. A method of separating benzenedlsulfonlc acid from
sulfuric add couslKting In treating a mixture of the adds

with an organic solvent which dissolves the bensenedlsul*
fonic acid but not the sulfuric acid.

4. A method of separating benzenedlsulfonlc acid from
sulfuric acid consisting in treating a mixture of the acids
with benzene.

6. A method of making a salt of bensenedisulfonic acid
consisting in dissolving the benzenedlsulfonlc acid in a
solvent in which the salt Is relatively insoluble and treat-

ing the solution with a suitable compound to form the
salt.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed Ln the Gasette.]

1,227,263. BELT HOOK OB STAPLE. Jambs K. DIA-
MOND, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor to Clipper Belt
Lacer Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., a Corporation of
Michigan. Filed Mar. 4, 1916. SerUl No. 82,221.
(CI. 24—88.)

1. In a belt hook having arms to embrace the end of •
belt and prongs at the free ends of the arms adapted to bt
driven Into opposite sides of a belt, shoulders projectlnf
laterally from the prongs near the ends thereof and posi-
tioned to be forced Into the belt and prevent bending of
the prongs on the occurrence of longitudinal strain on the
arm.

2. A belt hook comprising connected arms adapted to
embrace the end of a belt, prongs projecting inward from
the arms adapted to be oppositely inserted in a belt, and
shoulders extending from the prongs near the ends and on
the outer sides thereof to retain the prongs in the belt.

3. A belt hook comprising a wire bent in U-sbape to em-
brace the end of a belt, the free ends of the same being
bent inward at an acute angle to provide attaching
prongs each having a shoulder near its end projecting op-
positely to the connecting portion of the wire.

4. A l)elt hook comprising connected spaced apart arm*,
said arms being adapted to engage opposite sides of a belt
and with the connecting portion adapted to extend be-

yond the end of the belt, a prong at the free end of each
arm bent at an acute angle thereto and extending toward
the opposite arm, said prongs adapted to be inserted into
a belt from opposite sides, and an outwardly projecting
shoulder adjacent the end of each prong which on any
attempted increase of the nngle between a prong and the
arm from which it is l>ent, due to a longitudinal pull on
the arm, engages against the l>elt material and prevents
such angular Increase and resultant withdrawal of the
prong from the belt.

1.227,254. EXM.VUST - VALVE FOR HYDROCARBON-
ENGINES. lioBY R. DCKB. Mobile, Ala., assifnor of
one-half to A. O. Thayer, Mobile, Ala. Filed July 28,
1916. Serial No. 111,860. (CI. 128—188.)

2. The combination of the cylinder and valve casins ol

a hydrorarlMin engine, a puppet valve in the casing, an ini-
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perforate cap fitted In the casing to slldlngly recelTe the

valve, the casing having an exhaust passage and the valve

having a port to connect the exhaust passage with the in-

terior of the cap, said vaKe also having a stem extending

therefrom in a direction away from the cap.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,227,256. RBINPORCED-ROOF FORM. Robmt J. Bl^
DBaiKJB, Waverly, Iowa. Filed Feb. 1, 1915, Serial No.

S,425. Renewed Feb. 20, 1917. Serial No. 149,939.

(CI. 26—124.)

1. A reinforced roof form comprising a central ring,

rafters secured to and crossing said ring and adapte<l to be

supported at their cater ends on a circular wall, and re-

movable plates of truncated sector form adapted to be

suspended from and in spaced relations to said ring and '

rafters, said plates overlapping each other.

2. A reinforced roof form comprising a central ring,

rafters crossing beneath and radiating from said ring and
adapted to be supported at their outer ends on a circular

wall, lugs connecting said rafters and ring, lugs on the

outer ends of said rafters adapted to engage the inner

surface of said wall, and truncated sector plates adapted

to be suspended from and beneath said rafters whereby

said ring, lugs and rafters may be Inclosed in plastic ma-

terial.

3. A roof form comprising a ring, rafters secured to and
radiating from said ring and adapted to be supported at

their outer ends on a circular wall, form plates of trun-

cated-sector shape suspended from said rafters and eitend-

ing within said ring, a loose ring on the inner ends of aaid

form plates and arcuate forms suspended from the outer

ends of said rafters.

4. A roof form comprising a ring, rafters radiating from

said ring across and adapted to be supported on a circular

wall, overlapping sector plates suspended from said rafters

within said wall, and arcuate forms, angular in cross-sec-

tion, suspended at the outer ends of said rafters and en-

gaging the outer face of said wall.

1.227,256. MULTIPLE - FUSE PLUG. Fbbderick A.

Fbldk.^mp. Newark, N. J.. Josiph P. Patob, New York,

N. T., and Harold Patson, Short Hllla, N. J., assignors

to The Sli-ln One Fuse Company, New York, N. Y.. a

Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 18, 1916. Serial

No. 72,681. (CI. 175—278.)
1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of two plug members, one a bane member having a

shell plug contact and also having a central opening, a cen-

tral plug contact member axially and rotatably movable

in said central oi>eninK and having a contacting part at

its lower end, the other plug member being .superimposed

on the base member and secured to said central contact

member to move axially and rotatably therewith, a spring

engaging the base plug member and the central contact

member for pressing the two plug members together, said

plug members having Interlocking parts requiring a pre-

determined axial movement between them to disengage the

upper member for rotation, one of said plug members
carrying a selective contact adjacent the other plug mem-
l>er and connected to one of the plug contact members, the

other plug member carrying a pltirality of separated and
protected fuse elements connected at one end to the plug

contact memt>er to which the selective contact is not con-

nected, and at their other ends having fuse contacts ar-

ranged about the central plug contact member so as to be

engaged by the aelective contact when the upper ping
member la rotated, and a spring pressing the selective con-

tact into engagement with the fuse contact in alinement
therewith, whereby the circuit through the plug is main-
tained at the fuse contact until broken at the central con-

tact member.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of two plug members, one a base member having a
shell plug contact and also having a selective contact at its

upper surface connected with said shell contact, said base
member also having a central opening, a central plug con-

tact member axially and rotatably movable in said central

opening, the other plug member being superimposed on the

base member and secured to said central contact member
to move axially and rotatably therewith and having a
plurality of fuse elements each having contacts disposed
around the central contact member in position to be en-

gaged by the selective contact when the upper plug member
is rotated, and each fuse element connected at Its other

end to the central plug contact member, the plug members
having Interlocking parts requiring axial movement t>e-

tween them to disengage the upper member for rotation,

a spring engaging the base plug member and the central

contact member for preaalng the two plug members to-

gether, and a spring pressing the selective contact Into

engagement with the fuse contact In alinement therewith,
whereby the circuit through the plug Is maintained at the

fuse contact until broken at the central contact member
so as to prevent arcing at the fuse contacts when the upper
member is rotated.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of two plug members, one a base member having a
•hell plug contact and a central plug contact member each
adapted to engage a <'ontact of a plug socket, the other

plug member being rotatable and axially dlsplaceable rela-

tive to the base member, the central plug contact member
extending freely upwardly through the base member to the

other plug member to which it is secured, a spring for

normally holding said plug members together with the
lower end of the central plug contact member in position

to engage one of the socket contacts but permitting aald

central contact member to be lifted out of enga^ment
when the up[>er plug member Is lifted, a plurality of fuse

elements carried by one of said plug members and con-

nected at one end to one of said plug contacts and at their

other end being provided with individual contacts spaced
about the central contact member, a selective contact car-

ried by the other ping member and connected to the plug

contact to which the fuses are not connected and adapted
to engage teriatitn said fuse contacts when the rotatable

member Is rotated relative to the base memt)er, the con-

tact engagement between the selective contact and the fuse

contacts being yieldable so as to permit a continuation of

the contact engagement at the fuse contacts until after

the circuit is broken at the central contact.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of two plug memt>ers, one a base member having a
shell plug contuct and a central plug contact member, the
other plug member being rotatable and axially displace-
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able relative to ^e base memtier, the central contact

member having a contacting part at which a circuit

through the plug Is opened by the axial movement of the

movable plug member, one of said plug members having a

plurality of fuse elements each having one end arranged

about the central contact member and adjacent the other

plug member, and said other plug member having a se-

lective contact adapted to engage the different adjacent

fuse ends when the movable plug niemlH-r is rotated, the

said circuit Including the central plug contact member, a

fuse, the selective contact In engagement therewith, and

the shell plug contact, said circuit having means for main-

taining it at the selective contact when the movable plug

member is moved axially until the circuit is broken at the

contacting part of the central contact member.

6. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of two plug members, one a base member and the

other a superimposed member, one being rotatable and axi-

ally dlsplaceable relatively to the other, the base member
having two plug contacts adapted to engage socket con-

tacts, one of said plug members having a plurality of fuse

elements protecte<J therein one from the other, means con-

necting said fuse elements at one end to one of the plug

contacts, said fui>e elements having contacts at their other

ends arranged to l)e successively engaged by a contact on
the other plug memt>er when one member is rotated rela-

tively to the other, a selective contact on the plug member
not carrying the fuses, adapted to successively engage the

fuse contacts when relative rotation is produced, said con-

tact engagement being yieldable to permit some axial dis-

placement of the plug members without breaking the con-

tact, said selective contact being electrically connected to

the other plug contact not connected to the fuses, the

circuit from the socket contacts including a fuse, t>elng

adapted to l>e first broken within one of the plug members
before it is broken at the yieldable contact, whereby arcing

at the yieldable contact is prevented.

[Claims 6 to not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.267. VEHICLE. Joseph B. FaROVsow. New York,

N. Y. Filed Aug. 25. 1916. Serial No. 116.868. (O.
267—1.)

1. In a device of the class described, a laminateil spring,

a source of lubricant supply for the laminations thereof

and means tho operation of which is dependent upon the

flexure of said spring for controlling said supply.

2. In a device of the class described, parts to be reslU-

ently spaced, a laminated spring co(ip«rating with and
spacing said parts, and a lubricant circulating system, the

laminations of said spring comprising the section of said

system extending from one of said parts to another.

8. In a device of the class described, parts to be reslli-

ently spaced, a laminated spring cooperating with and

spacing said parts, a bearing on one of said parts, and a

source of lubricant supply, the laminations of said spring

being arranged to conduct lubricant to said bearing from

said supply.

4. In a device of the class described, a spring, a bearing

therefor having an opening for the passage of lubricant,

means cooperating with said opening and dependent npon

flexure of said spring to control the flow of lubricant

through said opening.

5 In a devic* of the class described, a spring having a

bearing member, a bearing member cooperating with said

first mentioned bearing member, one of said bearing mem-
t>ers having an opening therein for the passage of lubricant

and leading to the bearing face thereof at a point where

the face of the cooperating bearing member is substantially

unbroken, whereby the flow of lubricant is controlled bj
the movement of said spring.

[Claims 6 to 34 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,268. LAMP-MOUNTING. Chabus E. OoDLai, D»-

troit, Mich., assignor to Edmunds and Jones Con>ora*
tlon, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Nov. 27. 1916. Serial No. 133,570. (CI. 240—67.)

1. In a lamp mounting, the combination of a pair of

clamping members and a lamp having a projecting post

and a knob on the end of the post of larger diameter than
the post, said clamping members having seats to receive

and permit rotation of the knob which is bounded by any
surface of revolution other than a sphere, the seats extend-

ing around the knob to engage its sides and preventing the

knob from turning on more than one axis, and a bolt to

draw the clamping members against the knob.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,259. PRODUCTION OF SELF LIOHTINO GAS-
MANTLES. John G. (5ottt, Jacksonville, Fia., as-

signor to Gotty Gas Lighting Company, a Corporation

of Florida. Filed Aug. 29, 1916. Serial No. 117.480.

(CT. 67—99.)
1. A composition of matter for the purpose specified

comprising platinum black, particles of metallic platinum,

and a dissolvent comprising alcohol, glycerin, and dex-

trose.

2. A composition of matter for the purpose specified

comprising a cfitalytlc agfnt, and a dissolvent comprising

alcohol, glycerin, and dextrose.

1.227,260. GAS-MANTLE RING. John.G. Oottt, Jack-

sonville, Fla., assignor to Gotty Gas Lighting Company,
a Corporation of Florida. Filed Aug. 29, 1916. Serial

No. 117,481. (CI. 67—103.)

1. The combination with an externally grooved support-

ing annulus of a mantle having Its edge overlapping the

same, and a ring having a tongue and slot formed upon
opposite ends thereof, and adapted to be placed around

the same annulus with the said tongue engaging the said

slot to adjustably clamp the above mentioned mantle to

the said annulus, the said ring being adapted to bend lat

erally to conform to the contour of the outer surface of

the said annulus.

2. The combination with a supporting annulc? of •

mantle having its edge overlapping the same, and a fas-
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teninc ring having a tongue and slot formed upon oppo-

site enda thereof, and adapted to be placed aronnd the

said annulus with the said tongue engaging the said slot

to adjuRtably clamp the above mentioned mantle to the

said anuulus.

3. The combination with an externally grooved support

ing annalus of a mantle overlapping the same, a ring

adapted to be placed around the said annains, the said

ring being adapted to bend laterally to conform to the

contour of the outer surface of the said annnlas, and
bendable ears formed at intervals on the uppermost edge

of said ring for engagement with the annalus at the top

thereof to prevent downward displacement of the ring

thereon.

1,227,261. COVER-PREVKNTINO SHIELD. John Qvlav

MANN, Granite, Okla. Filed Dec. 7, 1914. Serial No.

876,940. (CI. 119—97.)

1. In a copulation preventing device, a frame, an apron

secured thereto, a flexible surcingle section connected to

the apron adjacent its top, a flexible surcingle, flexible

sections connected to said surcingle an() surcingle section

and to said apron, a flexible section connected to said sur-

cingle and to said frame, and flexible means extending lat-

erally on opposite sides of the last mentioned flexible sec-

tion being fastened thereto and to the frame.

2. In a copulation preventing device for a fowl, a shield

disposed relatively close to the legs intermediate the legs

and the tall, harness means for the shield including a

suspending device to engage the body intermediate the legs

and tail and a suspending device to engage the body at

the breast, a connector section connected* to the second

mentioned su8pending device and extending from the

shield, and a flexible section connected to the connector

section and widening from the front toward the rear.

3. In a copulation preventing device for a fowl, a sur-

cingle to surround the tapering neck whereby the surcingle

Is anchored against undue movement toward the tall, a

suspending member straddling the body and engaging the

feathers intermediate the legs and the tall bflng pre-

vented by the feathers from moving unduly toward the

surcingle, an apron intermediate the legs and tail sus-

pended by said memt>«r, and means connected to the sur-

cingle to maintain said apron relatively close to the legs.

4. In a copulation preventing device for a fowl, a sur-

cingle to surround the tapering neck whereby the sur-

cingle is anchored against undue movement toward the

tall, an apron intermediate the legs and tall, a suspending

member connected to the apron at its upper ends strad-

dling the body and together with the upper ends of the

apron engaging the feathers intermediate the legs and
the tall and both the member and upper ed^e of the apron

being prevented by the feathers from moving unduly to-

ward the surcingle, said suspending means mounting the

apron a distance in the rear of the legs against move-

ment toward the legs at the upper end of the apron but

for movement toward the legs at the lower end of the

apron, and means engaging the surcingle and apron to

maintain the lower end of the apron In rear of and rela-

tively close to the legs.

5. In a copulation preventing device for a fowl, a sur-

cingle to surround the tapering neck wh«reby the sqr-

dngle Is anchored against undue movement toward the

tall, an aproB intermediate the legs and tail, a suspending
member conoacted to the apron at it.s upper ends strad-

dling the body and together with the upper ends of the

apron engaging the feathers Intermediate the legs and the
tall and both the memt>er and upper edge of the apron
being prevented by the feathers from moving unduly to-

ward the surcingle, said suspending means mounting the

apron a distance In the rear of the legs against movement
toward the leg<) and the upper end of the apron but for

movement toward the legs at the lower end of the apron,
and means engaging the xurcingle and apron to maintain
the lower end of the apron in rear of and relatively close

to the legs and said means consisting of a connecting de-

vice disposed intermediate the legs, and said connecting
device being adjustable to control the position of the
lower end of the apron relatively to the legs.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.262. TYPE -WRITING MACHINE. Willum L.

GnMPBBCHT, Hartford,^ Conn., assignor to Underwood
Computing Machine Company, New York. N. Y., a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Mar. 20, 1816. Serial No.
86.254. (Cl. 197—142.)

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a
platen and a paper table therefor having a rolled rim at
Its rearmost portion, of a lateral guide slidably mounted
on said paper table, said guide being mounted on a clip

which bears against an invisible portion of the machine,
so that the guide will nut mar the paper table, said clip

t>eing in the form of a normally Inactive spring, and
means pivotally mounted In bearings in the said rolled

rim of the paper table, for expanding said spring against

the paper table, so as to hold the lateral guide against

movement.
2. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen and a paper table therefor having a rolled rim at

its rearmost portion, of a lateral guide slidably mounted
on said paper table, said guide being mounted on a clip

which bears against an invisible portion of the machine, so

that the guide will not mar the paper table, said clip be-

ing in the form of a normally inactive spring, and meann
pivotally mounted In bearings in the said rolled rim of the

paper table, for expanding said spring against the pap«-r

table, so as to hold the lateral guide against movement,
said means being mounted so as to permit the clip to be

freed from the paper table.

S. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

table or support, of a plurality of guides Independently

adjustable along the support, and a clamping ro<l extend-

ing along said support and having releasable means for

clamping and releasing said guides simultaneously.

[Claims 4 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.l

1,227.263. HEATER AND RADIATOR. Robebt W.
HARnic. Hartsdale. N. Y. Filed Oct. 6. 1916. 8erUl

No. 124.191. (Cl. 237—78.)

In a heater and radiator, an open-topped receptacle, the

interior surface of its bottom being formed with trans-
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verae chambers at the ends of the receptacle and with a
plurality of longitudinal conduits communicating with

n.id chambers, one of said chambers being provided with
an inlet aperture.

1,227.264. FURRING AND PARTITION CHANNEL.
WiLBCET D. H«.ND«B«o.\, San Francisco, Cal. Filed
Apr. 21. 1916. Serial No. 22,971. (Cl. 189—36.)

A furring and partition channel having opposed rec-

tangular tongues with complementary tapared ends upset
from the web thereof ; a second channel arranged be-

tween the tongues and transversely to the first men-
tioned channel, said tongues engaging the sides of the

econd channel and thereby rigidly retaining the same
against the first mentioned channel, the rectangular por-

tions of the tongues being arranged on two sides of the

embraced channel and the complementary tapered ends
projecting beyond each other in the same plane and on
the farther side of the second channel.

1.227,265. NUT LOCKING WASHER. Bbnjamin F.
Hiu>aBaA.>D, Agnew, Cal. Filed May 17, 1916. Serial

No. 98,129. (a. 151—36.)

1. A nut locking washer comprising a flat body portion
having a bolt receiving opening and provided with a cleft

extending from the outer edge of the body portion to said

bolt receiving openiug, the walls of the cleft being under-

cut and the body portion at each side of said cleft being
bent in opposite directions, and a plurality of nut engag-
ing pins extending laterally from one side of the body
portion around the bolt receiving opening and inclined

«-ith respect to said side, all of the pins being Inclined in

the same direction and provided with pointed terminals.

S. A nut locking washer comprising a flat t>ody portion
provided with a \n>\t receiving opening and having one
end thereof flat and Its other end curved, said body por-

tion being provided with a diagonal cleft extending from
the t>olt receiving opening to the outer edge of the body
portion at the curved end thereof, the walls of the cleft

being undercut and the body portion at each side of the

cleft being bent In opposite directions, and a plurality of
nut engaging pins arranged in concentric rows around
the bolt receiving opening on one side of the body portion
and Inclined with respect to said side, the pins of one
row being disposed in staggered relation with re8i)ect to

the pins of an adjacent row and all of said pins being pro-

vided with conical terminals Inclined In the same direction.

1.227,266. CARTRIDGE BELT. Pbank G.

Trinidad. Colo. Filed June 26, 1916.

105,964. (Cl. 224—23.)

HlMBLBPACH.
Serial No.

1. A cartridge belt consisting of a strap, means for ad-
Justing it about the body of a person, a series of car-

tridge receiving loops extending around the strap on the
outside thereof and along its lower portion, said loops
being lined with protective material and being formed
of strips of material laid face to face and then looped
and stitched to the strap, a lining for the strap conalat-

ing of a strip of material secured at its lower edge to the
strap on the outside of the latter and below the loops,

and then turned over the lower edge of the strap and
brought up against the inner face thereof, a plurality of

flaps arranged end to end around the strap being secured
at their upper edges to the inner side of the said strap
near its upper edge, and being then turned over the up-
per edge of the strap and extended downwardly, the said

trap lining extending over the upper edge* of the
flaps, a continuous folder strip secured at its lower ed^e
against the strap and being then doubled and extended
upwardly against the said loops, said folder strip and
flaps being lined, means for detachably connecting the
flaps to the folder strip, and a strip of heavy leather se-

cured to the strap beneath the loops and forming a closure

for the lower ends of the latter.

2. A cartridge belt consisting of a strap, means for ad-

Justing it about the body of a person, a series of cartridge

receiving loops extending around the outside of the strap

along its lower portion, a strip of heavy material secured
to the strap below the loops and forming a closure for

the lower ends of the latter, a folder strip secured to the
said strap below the loops and extending upwardly outside

of the loops for protecting the latter, a plurality of flaps

secured to the strap adjacent its upper edge and t>elng

arranged end to end and depending downwardly to form a
cover and protector for the upper portions of the loops,

and means detachably and Individually connecting the
flaps with the folder strip.

3. A cartridge belt consisting of a flexible strap, a series

of cartridge receiving loops secured thereagainst, a strip

of material secured against the strap forming a closure

for the lower ends of the loops, a continuous folder itrlp

connected with the strap below the loops and folded up
against the latter, a plurality of cover flaps connected
with the strap, and means detachably and individually

connecting the cover flaps with the folder strip.

4. A cartridge belt consisting of a strap, a aerlea of
cartridge receiving loops arranged around the same, a
strip of material secured to the strap forming a doaare
for the lower ends of the loops, means connected wltta

the strap for overlying the loops on the outside for pro-
tecting them, a plurality of cover flaps connected with the
strap and extending over the loops, and means for de-
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tachably connecting tbe cover flaps with the flnt aald

meaiM.
6. A cartridge belt consisting of a strap, a series of

cartridge receiving loops extending around the strap,

means secured to the strap forming a closure for the

lower ends of tbe loops, a folder strip arranged around the

ootaide of the loops for protecting them, and means con-

nected with the strap and adapted to be detachable con-

nected with the folder strip for bousing the upper portions
of the loops.

1.227,267. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR CHURNS.
John HorMANN, Bee Branch, Ark. Piled Not. 11. 191S.
Serial No. 60,936. (CI. 74—50.)

i

The combination with a frame including a base, space<1

vertical uprights and diagonal braces between the up-

rights and tbe base, of an operating shaft rotatably

mounted in said frame, vertical bars hingedly mounted
upon the braces for oscillating movement and having

beveled ends opposed to the braces, a hand grasp carried

by the outer face of one of the vertical bars below the

api>er end thereof, a horizontal bar hingedly connected

to the upper ends of the vertical oscillatory bars, spaced

guide loops fixed in the frame through which said hori-

sontai bar is adapted to reciprocate, a flexible operating

member connected at its ends to said oscillatory bars and
movable through openings in tbe uprights, said flexible

member having a single turn therein engaged upon tbe

operating shaft, and means for coupling said operating
shaft to a dasher shaft.

1.227,268. TOY. William H. Hcltgrbn, Roselle Park.
N. J. Filed June 29, 1916. Serial No. 106,571. (Cl.

88—19.)

1. In apparatus of the class described, the combination

of a hollow circular casing, a rotatable cylinder within

the casing, means to rotate tbe cylinder, members secured

to and radially disposed about said cylinder and rotating

therewith, an arc shaped hollow member within said casing

open at one end and partially closed at the other, the

partially closed end projecting into the path of the mem-
bers secured to the cylinder to momentarily retard each
member as it is being rotated.

4. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
of a hollow casing having an op<>ning In its periphery,

a cylinder wltbln the casing, means to rotate the cylinder,

members secured to and rotatable with said cylinder, •
member within the casing a portion of which projects

Into tbe path of movement of the memt>er8 attached to the

cylinder, tbe member being adapted to be moved into

position to close up the aperture In said casing, and means
attached to the casing and projecting Into the path of

movement of the members secured to the cylinder, the

last named means and tbe member within the casing

causing the speed of the members attached to the cylinder

when being rotated to be varied.

[Claims 2, 3, 6. and 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.227,2ei>. FLYING-MACHINE. Charms M. Hcnsicebb,
Dayton. Ohio. Filed July 12, 1916. Serial No. 108.774.

(Cl. 244—16.)

1. In a flying machine, the combination of front and
rear lifting and sustaining propellers mounted un vertical

shafts, a forward driving propeller mounted horizontally,

a motor, a transmission shaft geared to the shaft of the

rear lifting and sustaining propeller, a transmission shaft

geared to the forward driving propeller, a chain drive

connecting the motor shaft with tbe transmission shaft
of the rear lifting and sustaining propeller, a chain drive

connecting the shaft of the rear lifting and sustaining

propeller with the shaft of the front lifting and sustaining
propeller, and a chain drive connecting the motor shaft
with tbe sliaft of the forward driving proi>el}er, substan-
tially as described.

2. In a flying machine, a main frame, forward and
rearward lifting and sustaining porpellers, a forward
driving propeller, wing spars extending laterally from
the forward portion of the frame, triangular sustaining

wings mounted at opposite aides of the frame and extend-

ing from the forward to the rearward lifting and sus-

taining propellers, the forward edges of said tralngular
sustaining wings being provided with pockets which re-

ceive the wing spars and are thereby supported in a posi-

tion to be extended or reefed, and cables connected with
said wings for opeartlng the same, substantially as

specified.

1.227.270. CIRCUIT-CLOSING PUSH-BUTTON. BOBSaT
J. Jackson. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor of one-half to

Wrtsdon H. Jenkins, PhUadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr. 17.

1916. Serial No. 91,738. (200—27.)
1. A switch of the character described comprising an

Insulating base, contact members mounted upon the ttase,

binding screws electrically connected thereto, a covering
member dispose*! upon the base and having an upwardly
extending central portion extending over the contact mem-
bers, a cylindrical housing having a contracted neck and
removably inserted in and housed by tbe upwardly ex-

tending portion of the covering member, a plunger ex-

tending through the cylindrical housing and having a con-

ductive disk at Its lower end adapted when depressed to

bridge the gap t>etween the contact members, said plunger
extending upward through the cylindrical housing and
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having a head at Its upper end. a cylindrical housing
member attached to the head and fitting within the flrst-

named cylindrical housing member, and a coll spring dis-
posed within said housing members surrounding the
plunger and bearing upward upon the head.

.46 »
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Affixing the opposite end of the sbanic to the rod. eald
braking device being so positioned on tbe rod that the

braking effect may be controlled by the hand which graapa

the rod.

[Claim 2 not printed In tbe gazette.]

1^27,274. SKIRT BAND FASTENING. Nicholas Klacs
and Edward W. Bookhart. Breda. Iowa. Filed Sept.

8, 1916. Serial No. 119.090. (CI. 24—206.)

The improved skirt-band fastener comprising two rigid
platei adapted to be secured to the respective ends of the
band, the outer plate having a terminal slot and the other
or outer plate provided with a catch which projects from
Its rearward end, and Is bent Inward to adapt it to engage
In the said slot, and a plate spring rigidly secured to the
first-named plate and underlying the slot, and its free
end projecting beyond the latter and bearing against the
catch, as shown and described.

1,227,275. APPARATUS FOR THE PRODUCTION OP
WORKING FLUIDS. Otto Kracs, New York, N. T..
assignor to Kraus Engine Company, New York, N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 17, 1915. Serial
No. 61,933. (CI. 60—31.)

1. An apparatus of the character described including a
water-Jacketed combustion chamber ; and a water-jacketed
fuel-atomizing device in communication therewith ; the
water-jacket about said device being separate from but in
communication with the water-jacket around said com-
bustion chamber and the water flowing from the first-

named water-jacket to the last-named water-jacket.
4. An apparatus of the character dest rlNn! including a

horizontally-disposed combustion chamber ; a downwardly-
extending steam-generator ; and chala-lljiks in the latter.

ICIaima 2, 3, and 5 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.227,276. SPOOL - HOLDER FOB FILM - CAMKRA8.
RoBiRT Kho»d»i^ Rochester, N. Y., assignor to East-
man Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.. a Corporatioa
of New York. Filed Jan. 8, 1916. Serial No. 69.7ia
(CL 242—71.)

2. In a photographic camera, the combliiation with a
film chamber, of a film spool supporting member In the
chamber comprising a plate having a spool center there-
on, the member being plvotally mounted to swing out ot
the chamber on an axis {wrallel to that of a spool turning
on the said center, and a dlsplaceable back for the camera
operating to close the film chamber and to maintain the
spool supporting member In operative position therein
by co«perating with the edges of the plate.

3. In a photographic camera comprising an exi>osure
opening and a rtlm spool chamber arranged adjacent
thereto, the combination with a film guide arranged l>«-

tween the exposure opening and the film spool chamber,
of a film spool support pivoted on the film guide to swing
into and out of the chamber.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,227,277. BURNER FOR DENTAL FURNACES.
CHARLaa H. LAJfD, Detroit, Mich. Filed Apr. 22, 1914,
Serial No. 833.672. (CI. 158—99.)

1. In a furnace, a mixing chamber, a combustion cham-
ber, and means for conducting gaseous fuel from said mix-
ing chamber into said combustion chamber and for pre-
venting the ignition of the charge in the mixing chamber
by the heat from the combustion chamber, said means
comprising a block of highly refractory material having
a plurality of passagps extending therethrough, the length
of the block being such that the temperature of the end
of the block adjacent the mixing chamber is never above
the kindling point of the jras^s within the mixing chamber.

2. In a furnace, a combustion chamber, a mixing cham-
ber, a highly refractory block disposed between said mix-
ing chamber and said combustion chamber, said block be-
ing provided with a plurality of passages for establishing
communication t>etween the mixing chamber and the com-
bustion chamt>er, each of said passages being relatively
small in diameter, and said block being comparatively
long so as to prevent conduction of heat from said com-
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bastion chamber to said mlxlnt; chamber, means for in- !

troduclng gaa Into said mixing chainber, an air pipe for i

introducing air into said mixing chamber, said air pipe
being provided with a lateral opening communicating
with the atmosphere, and means for covering said lateral
opening at will.

3. In a furnace, a mixing chamber, a combustion cham-
ber, and means conducting gaseous fuel from said mixing
chamber into said combustion chamber and for preventing
the ignition of the charge In the mixing chamber by hea^
from the combustion chamber, said means comprising a
block of carborundum having a plurality of passages ex-
tending therethrough of relatively small diameter, the
length of the block being such that the temperature of
the end of the block adjacent to the mixing chamber is
never above the kindling point of the gases within the
nalxing chamber.

lid wlU open the valve of the Inlet pipe and close the valve
of the outlet pipe, and the closing of the lid will cloae

1,227.278. STEAM-SEPARATOR. John T. Lindsthom,
AUentown. Pa. Filed Apr. 2, 1917, Serial No. 159,214,
(CI. ISa— 112.)

the valve of the inlet pipe and open the valve of the out-
let pipe.

IClalms 1, 2, and 4 to 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227.280. MOLD FORM. Howard B. Loxtirma.v. Pitts-
burgh, Pa., assignor to Blaw Steel Construction Com-
pany, Hoboken, Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey
Filed Feb. 6, 1916. Serial No. 76,344. (CI. 25—181 6

)"

1. A steam separator comprising a hollow casing hav-
ing an inlet at one end and an outlet at the other end, and
a diaphragm extending completely across said casing be-
tween the Inlet and the outlet, said diaphragm being in-
clined downwardly from a connection at one end with the
casing above the inlet, to a connection at Its other end
with the casing below the outlet, the middle part of said
diaphragm being lncllne<! upwardly toward the outlet
end and having ports for the passage of steam from the
lower part of the casing to th* upper.

2. A steam separator comprising a hollow casing having
a diaphragm extending across within the same from a
connection with the casing above the Inlet to a connec-
tion therewith below the outlet, the end portions of said
diaphragm being inclined In one direction, and the middle
portion thereof being Inclined at an angle to said direction
and having ports, said casing having an outlet for con-
densation at the bottom thereof.

8. A steam separator comprising a hollow body having
an inlet at one side and an outlet at the other, and a
diaphragm extending across said body between the inlet
and tbe outlet, said diaphragm comprising reversely
carved segmental portions at the opposite ends and an
Inclined i<erforafpd portlou thereb«'twf^n. said l>ody bav-
lag an outlet for condensation at the bottom thereof.

1.227,279. SANITARY DRINKING-BOWL FOR STOCK.
Thomas LorDtN, Fairfield. Iowa. Filed Apr. 9. 1914.
Serial So. 8.^0. S.12. (CI. 119—75.)

^. A sanitary drinking bowl having a hinged lip ex-
tended beyond one e^ge of the bowl. Inlet and outlet con-
duit pipes attached to the bottom of the bowl valves to
• •pen and flose said conduit pipes, and a connection be-
tween the lid and the valves, whereby the opening of the

238 0. r,.—77

1. In combination, a mold form, a truck, vertical
standards carried by the truck at each side thereof, a
frame for supporting the mold form having downwardly
extending vertical standards adapted to sHdably engage
the vertical standards on the truck, and means for holding
the frame In various adjusted positions with respect to
the truck.

2. In combination, a mold form, a truck, vertical
standards carried by the truck at each side thereof, a
frame for supporting the mold form having downwardly
extending vertical standards adapted to telescopically
engage the vertical standards on the truck, and means
whereby the frame may be moved vertically with respect
to the truck.

3. In combination, a truck, a mold form, spaced hollow
vertical standards carried by the truck at each side
thereof, a frame for supporting the mold form having
downwardly extending vertical standards adapted to tele-

scope within the vertical standards carried by the truck,
and means whereby the frame may be vertically adjusted
with respect to the truck.

4. In combination, a truck, a mold form, a rigid frame
for supporting the mold form, and a plurality of tele-

scoping columns having their ends rigidly connected to
the truck and the frame for adjustably supporting the
frame above the truck, and means whereby the frame
may be adjusted vertically with respect to the truck.

1,227.281. TUNNEL-FORM. Howard B. Loxtibman,
Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Blaw Steel Construction
Company, Hobokon, Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey.
FUed Feb. 6, 1916. Serial No. 76,346. (CI. 26—181.6.)
1. A mold form comprising, a celling form, a pair of

side forms, a frame member for supporting the ceiling
form, a pair of vertical frame members for supporting tbe
sld« forms adjustably attached to the ceiling form sup-
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P©rt, a truck adjustably attached to the lower ends of
the aide mold supports and adapted to support them,
means attached to the upper and lower ends of the side
form supports for moving the side forms toward each
other, and a plate carried by the aide forms adapted to
slldably engage the celling form and to constitute a part
of the celling form.

connection with the slide, a spindle, and speed-controllad
means for transmitting motion from the spindle to the
said lerer.

2. A mold form comprising, a celling form built up of
a plurality of abutting panel forms, a pair of side forms
built up of a plorallty of panel forms, a frame member
for supporting the celling panel forms, a pair of vertical
frame members for supporting the panels of the side
forms, means for securing the panels to the frame mem-
ber, means for adjustably securing the frame support for
the celling forms to the vertical frame members, and a
corner plate carried by the side form adapted to slldably
engage the celling form and to constitute a part of the
ceiling form.

1,227.282. COMBINED REINFORCING-PLATE AND
KEY-LUG FOR BRAKE SHOES. William H. Mc-
DoNocoH. New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Com-
pany, Wilmington. Del., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Apr. 25. 1916. SerUl No. 93,362. (CT. 188—82.)

1. A back plate for brake shoes bent up transversely to
form an integral key lug. said plate having outwardly
pressed portions adjacent the sides of said lug to form
seats on Its Inner surface, and a tie plate received In said
seats and spanning the throat of said lug.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.283. APPARATUS FOR INDICATING SPEED.
David McNeill, Watford, England, assignor of one-
fourth to Harry George Shoring, Crick lewood. Eng-
land ; one-fourth to George Leonard Waterfleld and
one-fourth to Thomas Waterfleld, Htghgate, England.
Filed Jan. 19. 1916. Serial No. 73,038. (CI. 264 20.)
1. In a speed indicating apparatus of the class de-

scribed, a dial plate having a rectilinear scale, a slide
mounted for rectilinear movement In a path parallel to
the dial scale, an indicating hand carried by the slide
and adapted to traverse the scale, a lever having sliding

2. In a speed indicating apparatus of the class de-
scribed, a rotary spindle, a sleeve slldably mounted on the
said spindle, a centrifugal governing body supported by
the sleeve and having Its medial portion connected di-
rectly thereto, means for connecting the governing body
at its periphery with the spindle for rotation therewith,
an indicator, and means actuated by axial displacement
of the sleeve on the spindle for transmitting motion to
the Indicator.

3. In a speed indicating apparatus of the class de-
scribed, a roUry spindle, a sleeve slWably mounted on
the said spindle, a centrifugal governing bojy supported
by the sleeve and having Its medial portion connected di-
rectly thereto, means for connecting the governing body
at its periphery with the spindle for rotation therewith,
an indicator, and speed-multiplying means actuated by
axial displacement of the sleeve on the spindle for trans-
mitting motion to the indicator.

4. In a speed indicating apparatus of the class de-
scribed, a rotary spindle, a sleeve slldably mounted on the
said spindle, a centrifugal governing body supported by
the sleeve and having Its medial portion connected di-
rectly thereto, a link connecting the governing body at
Its periphery with the spindle for rotation therewith, an
indicator, and means actuated by axial displacement of the
sleeve on the spindle for transmitting motion to the in-
dicator.

1.227.284. LIFE SAVING BO.\T. TrronAS McWATraaa.
Chestnut Ridge, Pa. Filed July 27, 1914. Serial No
868,343. (CI. »—4.)

J i.r = -_-i-r
-
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The herein described life saving vaasal, including ao
elongated cigar-shaped shell which is heavier at the bot-
tom thereof than at the top. a keel extending longitudi-
nally of the shell and projecting downwardly therefrom,
a floor arranged within the shell at an Intermediate point
between the horliontal axis of the shell and the bottom
thereof, benches extending around the periphery of the
floor, a horlzonul series of windows extending around the
shell at an intermediate point between the horlsonUI axis
of the shell and the top thereof, and a door in one side of
the shell.

1.227.28.V DRAFT-INDICATOR. John Maker. Cleve-
land. Ohio, assignor of one-flfth to Eugene Qulgley and
one-flfth to John J. McKee. CleveUnd. Ohio. Filed
Jan. 31. 1914. Serial No. 815.689. (CI. 177—361.)
1. A draft indicator comprising the combination with

a vessel, of a scale having graduated Indicia correspond-
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Ing with the depth of the hull, a memt)er supported adja-
cent said scale and provided with openings spaced as said
indicia, and a water gage communicating through said
hull, said gage carrying projections adapted to cooperate
with different pairs of such openings whereby an adjust-
ment in the direction of altnement of said graduations
may be effected.

1 1

=^^

*• A draft Indicator comprising the combination with
• ••sel, of an upright member having graduations coin-
ciding with the draft of the vessel, a water gage extend-
ing alongside of said member and adjustable In the direc-
tion of allnement of said graduations, means for flxlng
aid gage In various positions, a sea-cock for controlling
communication through the hull of the vessel, said gage
adapted to communicate with the water through said cock,
and a valve positioned intermediately of said sea-cock
and gage and adapted to throttle such communication.

3. A draft Indicator comprising the combination of the
bnll of a vessel, a member having graduations coinciding
with the draft of such hull, a bar ixtendlng alongside said
meml>er and having openings spaced as said graduations,
a water gage In open communication through said hull
and having laterally projecting portions at opposite ends,
and means for securing said portions in various positions
in difff-rent pairs of said openings whereby the middle
of said gage assumes a predetermined position.

4. A draft indicator comprising the combination of the
hull of a vessel, a plate having graduations coinciding
with the true draft of such hull, a bar extending along-
side said member and provided with openings definitely
•paced with respect to said graduations, a water gage in
open communication through gald hull and having later-
ally projecting brackets, such brackets being spaced as
said openings, and thumb screws for securing said brack-
ets at different jwilrs of said openings.

6. A draft Indicator comprising the combination with a
hull, of an electric circuit including in series, a source of
energy, a signal, a manually operable switch, a water con-
tainer In communication through such hull and provided
with a column of soperpo8e<l terminals, and a float adapt-
ed to contact laterally with all of said terminals, and
weighting means carried by said float and >odlly mov-
able with It past said terminals whereby the float Is
tilted against some particular terminal.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.286. DRAFT INDICATOR. John Maher. Cleve
Und. Ohio. Filed July 6. 1914. Serial No. 849,362.
(CI. 177—351.)
1. A draft indicator comprising the combination with

a ressel, of an electric circuit including a source of en-
ergy, a wire, a scale In one part of said circuit and having
divisions corresponding with graduated draft indicia
of the vessel respectively, a second scale superposed in a
row in another part of said circuit and having terminals
corresponding with said divisions respectively and serially
connected In said circuit, a meml>er adapted to move over
one of said scales, a switch member adapted to play over
said terminals, and automatically operating means con-
trolled by the draft of the vessel and adapted simultane-
ously to move said switch along said row and wire where-
by to actuate said member together with it over corre-
sponding divisions and terminals for the useful purpose
peclfle<l.

2. A draft Indicator comprising the combination with a
vessel, of an electric circuit Including a source of en-
ergy, an indicating device provided with graduations cor-
responding with the draft of the vessel and a movsble
pointer, a water container having open communication

through the vessel and provided with a plurality of ter-
minals corresponding with cerUln of said graduations re-

spectively, said terminals having varying resistance ele-
ments connected In series, and an automatically operat-
ing switch controlled by the draft of the vessel and adapt-
ed to engage said terminals whereby the extent of move-
ment of said pointer is controlled In accordance with the
resistance factor.

3. A draft Indicator comprising the combination with a
vessel, of an electric circuit Including in series ; a source
of energy, a signal, a tube in communication through such
vessel and provided with a terminal, a float In said tube,
a hollow member carried by said float and provided with
a spring finger adapted to engage said terminal, a wire
loosely extending into said hollow member, and a catch
upon the latter adapted to frlctlonally engage Raid wire.

4. A draft Indicator comprising the combination with
a vessel, of an electric circuit including in series : an am-
meter, a source of energy, a signal, a water container
adapted to have open communication through the vessel,
and provided with a pair of terminals, said terminals be-
ing connected by a resistance element likewise serially
connected, and means Including a float in said container
for automatically effecting contact with one or the other
of said terminals whereby to vary the resistance and
automatically control the reading of said ammeter.

6. A draft Indicator comprising the combination with
a vessel, of an electric circuit including in series ; a wire
connected with one pole thereof, a source of energy, an
ammeter calibrated to read in Inches, a water container
inclosing the end of said wire having communication
through the vessel, said container being provided with
terminals corresponding with inch draft graduations of
the vessel, equal resistance elements connecting said ter-
minals in series, a float in said container and a duplex
device carried by said float and adapted frlctlonally to
engage said terminals and wire whereby to actuate said
ammeter.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.287. SPRINKLER TANK EQUIPMENT. Rotai
J. MANsriELD, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 27, 191f,
SerUl No. 47,648. (CI. 137—21.)
1. A tank equipment for two source sprinkler systems

comprising in combination, a pressure tank adapte«l to
contain liquid under more than atmospheric pressure, a
frost-resisting Inclosure surrounding the pressure tank, a
gravity tank located above said pressure tank and forming
part of said Inclosure, and conduits connecting said tanks
with the pipes of the sprinkler system.

2. A tank equipment for two-source sprinkler systems
comprising in comhinanon. a pressure tank adapted to
contain liquid under more than atmospheric pressure a
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troet-resistiog inclosare surrounding the pressure tauH and
spaced apart therefrom, a gravity tank located abo' e aald
pressure tank, tuild gravity tank furmiag part of said liv

closure, and conduits within said lndo«ure, said condulta
connecting ttie pressure tank and the gravity tank with
tb« pipes of the ^tpriukler system.

8. A tank equipment for two source sprlnklei systems
comprising in comhlnation, a preHsure tank adapteil to

contain liquid under more than atmospheric pvesBure, a
frost-resisting inclosure surrounding the pressure tank, a
gravity tank located abore and supported by said pressure
tank, said gravity tank forming part of said inclosure,

and conduits connecting the pressure tank and tJie gravity
tank with The pipes of the sprinkler system.

4. A tank equipment for two-source sprinkler systems
comprising in combination, a pressure tank alapted to

contain liquid under more than atmospheric pressure, a
gravity tank located above and In proximity to said pres-
sure tank, the pressure tank supporting said gravity tank,
an Incloaure around said pressure tank, and piping within
the inclosure connecting said tanks with thr sprinkler
system.

5. A tank equipment for two-soorce sprinkler systems
comprising in combination, a vertically diapos<d prettsure

tank adapted to contain liquid under mor< than at-

mospheric pressure, a gravity tank lo<»ted above said
pressure tank, the weight of said graTlty Un^ supported
Uj the shell of said pressure tank, whereby the compres-
sive stresses pro«luced In the shWl of the preware tank by
the weight of the gravity tank and its contents are offset

In part by tensile stresses pruducid in th< shell of the
pressure tank t>y the pressure within it, md conduits
adapte<l to connect either the pressure tank or the gravity
tank with the pipes of the sprluklet system

[Claim 6 not printed in the (Jazett&l

1^7,288. CAR REPLACEK, Eto»NB J. VAacom, 8a
Una, Kans. FUed Not. 3, 1916. Serial No. 6d,440.

(CL 104—163.)

1. A car replacer comprising an IncllDefl lall, and an
adjustable wedge for spacing the inclined rail from the
track-rail.

2. A car replacer comprising an Inclined lall, and an
adjustable wedge for spacing the inclined rail from the
track-rail, said wedge provided with an extent.lon adapted
to pass throoclt the Inclined ralL

S. A car replacer comprising as inclined rail, and aa
adjustable wedge for spacini; the inclined rail from the
track rail, said wedge comprising a bar adapted to engage
the track-rail, a perforated bar secured to the flrat-mcn-

tion«>d Itar and adapted to pass through the inclined rail.

a t-econd bar pivotally connected to the flrnt bar and
adapted to overlie the perforated bar, and a pin adapted
to pass through the perforate<l bar and overlying bar.

4 A car replacor comprising an lncllne<l rail, and a
wedge for spacing the inclined rail from the track rail,

said wedge <-omprlsUig a bar adapted to engage the web of

the track-rail, a perforated l>ar pivotally connected to one
end of the flrst-mentloned h*r, a bar pivotally connected
to the opposite end uf the Urst-mentluoed bar. a loop
formed on the end of the last-mentioned bar and adapted
to receive the perforated bar. and a pin adapted to pass
through the loop and perforated bar.

5. A car replacer comprising an inclined rail having an
elongated opening therein, an adjustable wedge for spac-

ing the Inclined rail from the track rail, said wedge com-
prising a bar adapted to engage the web of the track rail,

H perforated bar connected to one end thereof and adapted
to pass through the opening in the inclined rail, a second

bar pivotally connected to the opposite end of the bar en-

gaging the rall-web, and a clamp for securing the Inclined

rail to the track rail, said clamp comprising a serrated

bar extending beneath the rail, a plate adjustable upon the

serrated bar, and a rod adjustably connected to the ser-

rated bar for engagement with the track-rail.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,259. TIRE PROTECTOR. BasTH a Mermeistbin.
New York. N. Y. Filed June 24, 1916. Serial No.

105.577. (a. 152—18.)

A protecting lining for a pneumatic tire, consisting of a
plurality of short connected substantially oblong sectlona

curved transversely to fit the Inner face of the shoe of a
pneumatic tire, each section being provided all aroand
with a curved flange projecting toward and Into contact

with the shoe, the flange portions on opposite boundary
lines of each section being curved In opposite directions

and their free edges being spaceit from the body portion of

the section and projecting toward the center thereof.

1,227,290. ADTOMOBILE-BODY CONSTRUCTION.
RoBsaT Mbby, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 14. IMC
Serial No. 125.611. (CI. 21—2&)

1. An automobile body including a sheathing provided
upon each side of the body with an outwardly extending
projection, each projection being curved longitudinally
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Into Kuhstaatlally parallel relation to part of the periph-
ery of the antomoMIe wheel adjacent the aame and later
ally so BH to present a concave«I upper surface, and a mud
foard attached to each side of the body to form laterally
a continuation of the projection thereof.

2. An automobile bo<ly including a sheathing provMe<l
opoB each side of the l>ody with an outwardly extending
projection, each projection being curved longitudinally
Into substantially parallel relation to part of the periph-
ery of the automobile wheel adjacent the same and later
ally B« as to present a concaved upper surface, and a mud-
guard detachaWy fastened to ea<h side of the body to
form laterally a continuation of the projection thereof.

3. An automobile body including a sheathing provided
upon each side of the body with an outwardly extending
projection, each projection beli>g curved longitudinally
Into substantially parallel relation to part of the periph
ery of the automobile wheel adjacent the same and later-
ally so as to present a concivf-d upper surface, and a mud-
goard attacbeil to said fhenthlnii on each side of the body
to form laterally a continuation of the projection thereof.

4. An automobile body including a sheathing provided
upon each side of the l>ody with hu outwardly extending
projection, each projection l^ing curve<l longitudinally
Into substantially parallel relation to part of the periph-
ery of the automobile wheel adjacent the same and later-
ally so as to present n concaved upper surfac*', and a longl
tndinally and laterally bent mudguard attached to each
•Ide of the boily to form laterally a continuation of the
projection thereof, the longitudinal curvature of each
mudguard corresp<indlng t<. that of Us respective pro
Jection.

5. An automobile body Including a sbeatblng provided
upon each side of the body with an outwardly extending
projection, each projection being curved longitudinally
Into substantially parallel relation to part of the periph-
ery of the automobile wheel adjacent the same and later-
ally so as to present a concaved upper surface, and a
longitudinally and laterally bent mud-guard atUched to
the sheathing on each side of the body to form laterally
a continuation of the projection thereof, the longitudinal
rorratore of each mud guard corresponding to that of its
reapectlre projection.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227,291. GYRATORY PAN. FHEDtaiCK H. Millbb,
Wllklnslnirg, Pa., assignor to WestlnghouBe Electric
and Manufacturing Company, a CorporaUon of Penn-
sylvania. Piled May 11, 1914. Serial No. 837,728
(CL 280—1.)

a) fi

1. A gyratory tan comprising a plurality of sets of fan
Uades. an electric motor provlde<l with an extended arma-
ture shaft opera tlvely connected to said fan blades, re-
duction gearing connected to said motor shaft, a casing
iacluslng said naotor and said gearing, a cylindrical casing
axlaliy alined with said armature shaft and comprising
arnis for sapporting said fan blades, a gear member car-
ried hy aiiid cyliodrlcai casing antl meshing with said re-

daction gearing and nieans interposed between Bald gear

member and the bottom of said motor casing for rotatably
supporting snld cylindrical casing.

2. A gyratory mechanism for fans comprising a motor,
reduction gearing connected to the shaft of said motor,
a casing inclosing said motor and said gearing, a cylin-
drical casing axlaliy alined with said motor shaft, a gear
member carried by said casing and meshing with said re-
duction gearing and a plurality of balls clrcumferentUlly
arranged between said gear member and said motor cas-
ing for rotatably supporting said cylindrical casing.

1.227,292. BED PLATE. Chbstie B. Mili^. Bast Mc-
Keesport, Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse Electrtc and
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-
vania. Filed Aug. 2, 1918. Serial No. 782,748. (CL
248—3a)

Plrf
™ I
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1. The combination with a stationary member, of a
relatively movable resMlent member mounted thereon and
in adjustable frlctlonal engagement therewith, and means
for adjusting the relative positions of said members.

2. The combination with a stationary member, of an
inherently resilient plate member In frictlonal engage-
ment therewith, and means coactlng with said stationary
member for shifting the plate member.

8. The combination with a sUtlonary member, of a
resilient plate member in frictlonal engagement therewith,
and mean* coactlng with said stationary member for ad-
justing the tension of said plate member, whereby the
degn-e of said frictlonal engagement may l»e varied.

4. The combination with a sUtlonary member, of a
resilient plate member slldably mounted thereon, means
for adjusting the tension of said plate member, and means
for shifting said plate member.

5. The combination with a stationary base member, of a
resident plate member slldably mounted thereon, meaaa
for adjusting the tension of said plate member, means for
shifting said plate member, and means alined with said
shifting means for guiding the movements of said plate
member.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227.293. SAFETY -CATCH FOR CUFF - BUTTONS.
CUABLBS H. MOBISON, Newark, N. J. Filed Apr. 1«,
1914. Serial No. 830.963. (CI. 24—90.6.)

As a new article of manufacture, a Bafety catch for link
cuff buttons, comprising a sectional bar, the oppoaing
faces of the sections having coincident recesses to provide
a link recelTlng opening when the sections are closed one
upon the other, a pivot connecting the sections at one
end of the bar, the free ends of the sections being reduced

' and threaded and of unequal length, the longer end hav-
I Ing a lug overlying the terminal of the shorter end when
-
the Bectloos are doeed. and a threaded ring carried hy

[

said lonrer end to be adjusted thereon into threaded «•-

j

gagemeat with the shorter end when the Bectlons •!«
i cloaed.
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1.227.294. COTTON' CHOPPER. Robert B. Morbis.
Harrisonville. Mo., aaslgnor of one-third to Walter O.

Holcomb and one-third to Pranklyn S. Freeman. Har-
risonville. Mo. Filed Jan. 8. 1917. Serial No. 141.220.

(01. 97—46.)

1. A device of the class described comprlsinf an open
rectangular wheeled main frame, a seat mounted upon
said main frame near the rear end thereof, a small supple-

mental frame pivoted at its forward end to the forward
end of said main frame to swing both horizontally and
vertically, a foot rest at the rear end of said supplemental
frame disposed within the reach of the occupant of said

seat, a shaft revolubly mounted upon said supplemental
frame and extending longitudinally of the same, and pro-
vided at Its rear end with a chopping element, a short
longitudinally extending shaft section revolubly mounted
upon the forward end of said main frame, a universal

Joint coupling the rear end of said shaft section to the
forward end of said shaft on said supplemental frame,
driving connections between said shaft sections and the
wheels of salrl main frame, cultivator shovels carried by
said supplemental frame, and a colled spring connected
to said main frame and to said supplemental frame for
yieldably holding the rear end of the latter in its upper-
most position.

2. A device of the class described comprising an open
rectangular wheeled main frame, a seat mounted upon
said main frame near the rear end thereof, a smaller
open rectangular supplemental frame pivoted at its for-

ward end to the forward end of said main frame midway
of the width thereof to swing both horizontally and ver-

tically, a pair of arms extending rearwardly from the
rear end of said supplemental frame and being in out-
wardly offset relation with respect to the sides of the
same, a pair of longitudinally spaced cross t>ars disposed
between said arms and forming a foot rest for the occu-
pant of said seat, a shaft revolubly mounted upon said
supplemental frame and extending longitudinally of the
same, and provided at its rear end with a chopping ele-

ment, the latter being disposed in the rear of said supple-
mental frame and between j*aid arms, a short longitudi-
nally extending shaft section revolubly mounted upon the
forward end of said main frame midway of the width
thereof, a universal Joint coupling the rear end of said
shaft section to the forward end of said shaft on said

siupplemental frame. (Irlvinjr connections between said
shaft section and the wheels of said main frame, culti-

vator shovels fixed to the forwardmost cross bar on op-

posite sides of the vertical plane passing through the
shaft of said supplemental frame, and a coiled spring
connected to said main frame and to said supplemental
frame for yieldably holding the rear end of the latter in

its uppermost position.

3. .\ device of the class described comprising an open
rectangular main frame having a pait of driving wheela
at its rear end and a pair of steering wheels at the for-

ward end thereof, a seat mounted upon said main frame
near the rear end thereof, a supplemental frame pivoted
at Its forward end to the forward end bar of said main
frame and provided at Its rear end with a foot rest dis-

posed within the reach of the occupant of <*ld seat, a
longitudinally extending shaft revolubly mounted upon
said supplemental frame and provided at Its rear end
with a chopping element, a short longitudinally extend-
ing shaft section revolubly mounted upon the forward
end bar of said main fram*'. a link flexibly coupled by
means of universal Joints to the rear end of said shaft

section and the forward end of the shaft of said supple-

mental frame, a transverse shaft revolubly mounted upon
the forward end bar of said main frame, bevel gears on
the adjacent ends of said transverse shaft and said shaft

section, a longitudinal shaft revolubly mounted along
one side of said main frame and having a clutched driving
connection with said driving wheels at its rear end, the
forward end of the last named longitudinal shaft being
disposed adjacent the outer end of said transverse shaft,

and additional bevel gears on the adjacent ends of the

last named longitudinal shaft and said transverse shaft.

1.227.295. STOBAOE BATTERY ELECTRODE OR GRID.
William Mokrison. Deg Moines. Iowa. Filed Aug. 8.

1913. SerUl No. 783.829. (CI. 2(H—29.)

1. A storage battery electrode or grid, consisting of

folded strips of metal, end-pieces to support said folded

strips, trough-shaped side-pieces inclosing the ends of the

folded strips and the extremities of the end-pieces, said

folded strips, end pieces and side-pieces integrally united

to each other.

2. A storage battery electrode or grid, consisting of

folded strips of metal, end plec-es to support said folded

strips, and trough-like side-pieces inclosing the ends of

the folded strips and the extremities of the end-pieces.

3. •\ storage l)attery electrode or grid, consisting of a

plurality of strips of metal, folded into serpentine folda.

having squared ends, end-pieces to support said folded

strips, and side pieces inclosing the folded ends of the

strips and the extremities of the end-pieces.

4. A storage twttery electrode or grid, consisting of a

plurality of strips of metal, folded Into serpentine folds,

end pieces to support said folded strips, trough shaped
slde-pteces inclosing the folded ends of the strips and the

extremities of the end pieces, said folded strips, side

pieces and end pieces int«'graliy united to each other.

5. A storage battery electrode or grid, comprising a

.plurality of strips of metal folded into serpentine folds,

the inner sides of said folds t>elng separated, trough like

side-pieces Inclosing the ends of said folds and having an
extended surface contact therewith, the edges of said

side-pieces having crimped or depressed portions to me-
chanically clamp the inner sides of the folds of the strips,

said folded strips integrally united to said side-pieces.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the (Jazette.]

1,227,2»«. CASE CLAMP. Lavr W. Naci, Gaoaca W.
.Alixandrs. and Miltom H. Brown. Hanover. Pa.

Filed Dec. 1, 1915. Serial .\o. 64.653. (CI. 144—291.)
1. In a case clamp, a rectangular frame Including cor-

ner posts, upper and lower cross pieces connecting said

posts, tracks carried by said cross pieces, horizontally ad
Justable pressure members slldably mounted between said

tracks, vertically adjustable pressure members arranged
at the opposite ends of fhe frame, means for adjusting
the latter, means for adjusting one of said horlrontally

movable members and holding the latter in a fixed posi-

tion, and means for adjusting the other of said memt>era.
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aid means including a yleldable element operating to
automatically return this member to normal position upon
release of its adjusting meant.

*/• a

2. In a case clamp, a rectangular frame including cor-

ner posts, upper and lower cross pieces connecting said
posts, tracks carried by said cross pieces, horizontally
adjustable pressure members slldably mounted between
the tracks, vertically adjustable pressure members ar-

ranged at the opposite ends of the frame, means for ad-
Justing one of the horizontally movable members and
holding the latter in a fixed position, bell crank levers piv-
oted upon the corner posts at one side of the frame, a con-
nection between the remaining horizontally movable pres-
sure member and one branch of said levers, a rod connect-
ing the remaining branches of said levers, and means for
operating said levers whereby the last mentioned mem-
ber Is adjusted toward Its cooperating member, said means
Including a yleldable element for automatically return-
ing its associated pressure member to normal position
upon release of said means.

3. In a case clamp, a frame-like structure, including
upper and lower transverse elements, tracks carried by
said elements, horizontally adjustable pressure members
slldable l>etween said tracks, each member comprising
spaced vertical standards, and transverse sections con-
necting said standards, said transverse sections being
aasoclated with said standards for vertical adjustment,
means for adjusting one of said horizontally disposed
members and holding the latter In a fixed position, means
for adjusting the other of said members, and Including a
yleldable element for automatically returning this mem-
ber to normal position upon release of said means, verti-
cally adjustable pressure members arranged at the oppo-
site ends of the frame, and means for adjusting the latter
toward and away from each other.

4. In a case clamp, a frame-like structure including
transverse elements, tracks carried by said elements, hori-
zontally adjustable pressure members slldable between
said tracks, a plurality of threaded elements operatlvely
connected with one of said members and threaded
through bearings on said frame, sprockets on each of said
threaded elements, a chain trained over said sprockets
whereby all of said elements are rotated In unison upon
manual rotation of one of said elements to adjust said
movable member, means for adjusting the other of said
members, and including a yleldable element for auto-
matically returning said member to normal position upon
release of said means, vertically adjustable members ar-
ranged at the opposite ends of the frame, and means for
adjusting the latter.

8. In a case clamp, a frame, horizontally adjustable
pressure members supported thereby, means for adjust- ^

Ing aald meml>er8 independently toward and away from
each other, vertically adjustable members arranged at the
opposite ends of the frame, means for adjusting one of
said members and holding the latter in a given position,
and means for adjusting the other of said members and
including a yleldable element automatically returning
said member to normal position upon release of said
means.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,297. COLLAPSIBLE TUBE FOR PASTE.
OaoRca Howard Nbidlingir, East Orange, N. J., as-
signor to Peerleas Tube Co., New York, N. Y., a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Sept. 16, 1916. Serial
No. 60,979. (Cl. 221—60.)

1. A collapsible paste-holding tube having on the inner
surface of Its head means for interlocking with the man-
drel of a printing machine to insure registering of rac-
cesBlve Impressions printed on the tube.

2. A collapsible tube for holding paste, comprising a
body, a bead on one end thereof, a discharge nozzle at
the center of the head, and a lug on the Internal surface
of the head for engaging a mandrel of a printing ma-
chine to Insure registering of impressions successively ap-
plied to the external surface of the body.

8. A collapsible tube for holding paste or the like,

comprising a tubular body of round cross-sectlOn, a head
at one end of the body, a discharge opening at the cen-
ter of the head, and Integral means on the internal sur-
face of the head for interlocking with a mandrel of a
printing machine for Insuring registering of succeMlve
impressions.

1,227.298. CHANGE-SPEED GEAR FOR MOTORS. Ar- «
THCR Groroc Lloyd Nbiohrour. Beaumaris. Victoria,
Australia. Filed Mar. 1, 1916. Serial No. 81,627
(Cl. 7^—69.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine of the Inclosed
crank type, in combination, a crankshaft, a camshaft
carrying valve operating cams arranged parallel to aaid
crankshaft, and driven at one-half the speed thereof by
suitably Inclosed gearing arranged at one end of the said
shafts ; suitably Inclosed gearing arranged at the other
end of the said shafts adapted to drive a sleeve concen-
trically mounted upon the crankshaft, said sleeve pro-
jecting through and being supported by the main bear-
ing and being associated with the crankshaft and adapted
to revolve in the same direction as the said crankshaft
but at a lower speed depending on the ratio of the said
gearing, and transmisslbn means adapted to be connected
either to a portion of the crank shaft or to the sleeve.
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2. lo an iDterual combustion pngrine of the Inclosed
crank type. lu c-ombination, a crank shaft, a cam abaft
having valTP operating means and arranged parallel to the
crank shaft, IntemieBhing gear devlcM carried by the
crank shaft and ram shaft for drlrlng the cam shaft at
one-half the speed of the crankstuift, a transmission ele-

ment having a sleere rotatable about the crank shaft
and connectpd to the ram shaft, and a second transmla-
•lon element adapted to be connected either to the shaft
extension or the sleeve.

3. In an internal combustion engine of the inclosed
crank type, in combination, a crank shaft having an ex-

tensioD. a sleeve loosely mounted on the extension of the
crank shaft, the crank shaft and sleeve being provided
with clutch means, a transmis.sion element carrying
clutch means to cooperate with the clutch means of the
crank shaft and sleeve, valve operating means having
gear devices, and gear devices on the rrank shaft and
sleeve having a meshing association with those of the
cam operating means.

4. In an internal combustion engine of the Inclosed
crank type, the combination of a crank shaft, a cam
shaft having valve operating means associated there-
with, a sleeve loosely mounted on a portion of the crank
shaft and connected to the cam sliaft. intermeshing gear
devices re.spectlvely carried by the crank shaft, sleeve
and cam shaft, and clutch means connectible either to
the aleeve or to a portion of the crank shaft.

5. In an Internal combustion engine of the class sped-
fled, a crank shaft having an extension with a sleeve ro-

tatably mounted thereon, the crank shaft carrying a gear
device, valve operating means carrying gearing in part
operated by the gear device of the crank shaft, the sleeve
also having a gear device In operative relation to the re-

maining part of the gears of the valve operating means,
and adjustably mounted transmission means connectible
either to the sleeve or the crank shaft whereby different

speeds or a nentral condition may be obtained.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.2W. POOL BALL RACK AND TRIANGLE. John
£. NiTKiT, Harrison, Idaho. Filed June 3. 1916. Se-
rial No. 101,465. (CI. 46—6.)

1. In a device of the character described, a rack formed
into two parts, a triangular member, and a single member
for pivotally connecting said parts together and to said

triangular member.
2. In a device of the character described, a rack pro-

vided with a pair of hinged sections, a triangular meml>er
arranged with the sides between the sides of said sections
whereby the sides of the triangle limit the opening move-
ment of the sections, and means for pivotally connecting
•aid sections together.

X. In a i*ombined rack and triangle, a pair of'Tack sac-

tions hinged together at one end, each of said sections be-

ing provided with slats for acting as supports for balls.

and a triangiilnr member ronnected with said rack and
arranged so that the transverse bar thereof slidingly

fits In two adjacent sides of said sectiooR. whereby when-
ever said sections are pulled apart the triangle will be
<hsciosed and the balls from their slats will be permitted
to roll into the triangle.

4. In a combined rack and triangle, a pair of rack sec-

tions, the adjacent sides of said sei-tions barlog a alot

cut in each end. a binge member for connect ing said sec-
tions tflcetber, said h*nge member being arranged at one
end of the sections, a triangle arranged with its Kides In-

teriorly of tbe adjacent sides of Mid sections, the croM
bar of the triangle extending through one pair of slots
while the apex of the triangle extends through the other
of said slots, and means extending from the triangle en-
gaging the pintle of the hinge connecting said sections
together, whereby when said sections are separated a
triangular space will l>e formed of the proper size for re-
ceiving the balls from their sections.

5. Id a device of the character described, a triangle
provided with a transverse bar having an edge extending
npwanlly an appreciable distance for acting as a guide
for gu'ding balls into the triangle at the apex, said rack
being formed with inclined slots for directing the balls

to said triangle, and means for holding said sections to-

gether when the same are used as a rack.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,300. FISH-LINE GUIDE. Carl I. Obeho, Brown-
vllle. Me. Filed July 24. 1916. Serial No. 111,006.
(€1. 43—9.)

xz»
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In a fish line guide, a board float, a pair of plates se-

cured to the under face of said board float near its ends
and having opposed ears cut therefrom and bent out-

wardly and inwardly toward each otber to form cleats, a

keel plate having logs extending from one edge at right

aagles ttiereto beyond opposite sides for slidably detacb-

aMe engagement in the cleats, and a leaf spring catcta on
tlie board float for locking with the plate to bold the logs

engaged in the cltets.

1.227.M1. INVALID-CARRIER. William Cla«k OoD«ir,

Biagbamton. N. T. Filed Jan. 6, 1915. Serial No. 788.

(a. 6—44.)

lu an appliance of the class described, a supporting
structure comprls'ng end frames eacb formed of legs and
upper and lower connecting bars, the legs being provided
at their upper ends with studs above tbe connecting bar
and in allnement with tbe legs and the lower crom bars
eacb with a socket at Its center, a p«lr ot Uugitudinally
extending rods having sockets at their ends re<elTlng tbe
said stads. and a rod having at Its ends studs entering
tiM sockets of tbe cross bars.

May 23, 1Q17. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. Z»3I

1.227,302. MEANS FOR CONTROLLING ALTERNAT-
ING CURRENTS. Mbmdel Obkoh, Berlin. Germany,
assignor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed July 8, 1915. Serial No. 38,690.

(CI. 171—242.) .

1. The combination with a winding supplied by a source

of direct current, said winding consisting of a plurality of

portions each of which comprises leas than one half of

the entire winding, .of means for producing two separate

alternating magnetic fluxes and means whereby the alter-

nating fluxes thereby pro<luced thread alternate portions

of the direct current winding in opposite directions.

2. The combination of two closed magnetic Cores hav-

ing port'ons which are adjacent to each other but mag-

netically separate, means for producing alternating mag-

nectlc fluxes in said cores which are opposite m direction

in the adjai-ent portions thereof and a winding surround-

ing said adjacent portions and connected to a source of

direct current.

3. The combination of a winding supplied by a source

of direct current, said winding consisting of a plurality

of portions each of which comprises less than one-half of

the entire winding, and roean.s whereby portions of said

winding which are electrtcally adjacent are threaded by

opposing alternating magnetic fluxes.

4. The combination of a winding supplied by a source

of direct current and means whereby a portion of each

turn in said winding Is threaded by an alternating mag-

netic fhix in one direction and another portion is at the

same time threaded by an alternating maguetlc flux in

the opposite direction.

5. The combination of two closed magnetic cores, means
for producing alternating magnetic fluxes in said cores

and a winding supplied by a source of direct current so

arranged that portions thereof which are electrically ad-

jacent are threaded by said alternating magnetic fluxes in

opposite directions, each of said portions comprising less

than one-half of the entire winding.

{Claim 6 nut printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,803. GAME. Robert A. Pbacock. Delaware City,

Del. Filed June 30, 1916. Serial No. 106,892. (CI.

46—61.)

1. gumt apparatus embodying a playing board hav-

ing a plurality of pockets of given values, a projectile

adapted to be arranged centrally of tbe tntard, a support

therefor, an actuating element slidably mounted beneath

tbe support, and adapted to unseat the projectile to pocket

the same, and a lever fur operating said element.

2. A game apparatus embodying a playing board having

a plurality of pocket« of given values, a projectile adapted

to be seated in the center of the board, an actuating ele-

1ft arranged tteaeath tbe projectile for vertical m«ve-

H>nt, a leYtr operable t« elevate tbe element where^>y said

projectile is unseated, said element adapted to gravitate

to normal position, and means for limiting the return

movement of said element.

.S. .\ game apparatus coniprtslng a playing board having

a plurality of pockets of given values, a projectile adapted

to be seated In the center of the board, an actuating ele-

ment disposed l>eneath the projectile for vertical move-
ment, a lever pivoted beneath the board and having one

end normally engaging the adjacent end of the element,

and its opposite end disposed beyond the outer edge of

the board, and said lever operating to elevate the actuating

element and unseat tbe projectile.

4. A game apparatus embodying a playing board marked

off in sections, each section having a plurality of pockets

of given values, a projectile adapted to be seated in the

center of the board, an actuating element arranged be-

neath the projectile for sliding movement, a lever for

each section and pivotally mounted therebeneatb, said

levers having their Inner ends normally engaging the

adjacent end of the actuating element, and their opposite

ends disposed beyond the outer edge of the l>oard, and
said levers being independently operable to elevate said

element to unseat the projectile.

1,227,304. RING-CUTTING MACHINE. HowABD A.

PwMUCK, Bala. Pa., assignor to Pedrlck Tool and Ma-
chine Company. Philadelphia, Pa., a Firm consisting of

Albert D. Pedrhk and Howard A. Pedrick. Filed Jan.

24. 1917. Serial No. 144,206. (CL 29—70.)

1. The combination of a hollow frame having an inter-

nal guldeway ; a carriage projecting into said frame and
slldable on the guldeway ; two substantially parallel shaftu

respectively supported by the carriage and the frame

;

means for rotating said shafts ; a plurality of substan-

tially parallel cutters on one of the shafts ; and means
on the other shaft for supporting a tubular blank In posi-

tion to be engaged by said cutters simultaneously.

3. The combination of a hollow frame having an In-

ternal gul<leway : a carriage projecting into the frame
and slldable on tbe guldeway ; a ttracket having a threaded
opening and mounted within the hollow of the frame In

position to project adjacent tbe carriage; a maniially

adjustable threaded spindle on tbe carriage extended

within the threaded opening of said bracket; two sub-

stantially parallel shafts respectively supported by tbe

carriage and tbe frame: means for rotating said shafts;

a plurality of Bul>stantlally parallel cutters un one of tbe

shafts ; and means on tbe otber shaft for supporting a

tubular blank in position to be eogag^Ml hy f^aid cntterti

simultaneously.

(Claims 2 and 4 to 7 not printed in tbe •miu'ttc.)

r\
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1^27,306. OAOE-GLASS FOR STEAM-BOILERS. Tbbo-
DOB» L. Pbt«hsox, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Not. 21,
1»1«. Serial No. 132,581. (CL 7«—64.)

1. A water lerel gage for steam boilers, comprising a
glass tube, the wall of which at the upper extremity of the
tube is of greater thickness than the wall at the Inter-
mediate portion, the bore of the tube being of uniform
Internal diameter.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.306. APPARATUS FOR USE AS A CLUTCHING.
COUPLING. OR LOCKING DEVICE AND THE LIKE.
Emilb Pbuch, Bourges. and Alphoxsb Abbbt, Beore,
France. FUed July 17, 1913. Serial No. 779.584. (CL
21—148.)

The combination of a movable frame, a trunnion asso-
ciated with the frame and provided with Inclined cavities,
balls in said cavities, a hub surrounding the trunnion
and having circular ball-bearings for said balls, a spring
tending to move the hub axlally of the trunnion, and a
cable adapted to move the hub against the action of the
spring.

1.227.307. VEHICLE - SPRING. SiMClL K. Plask.
Houston, Tex. Filed June 17. 1916. Serial No.
104,275. (CI. 267—27.)
In an elliptical vehicle spring structure, an Innermost

leaf formed of a ><ingle piece of spring steel having Its

ends connected, the portions of said innermost leaf form-
ing the end of the elliptical spring being curved inwardly
into the ellipse formed by the spring, said curved por-
tions being spaced from each other for engagement upon
compression of the spring for retarding the compressing
movement of the spring, the said portions of said Inner
leaf be4ng further bent to form a loop positioned in-

wardly of the ellipse formed by the spring, whereby one
•ectlon of the elliptical spring will be permitted a limited

longitudinal movement Independent of tke other section, the
ends of said looped portions adapted for engagement with

portions of the inner surface of the innermost leaf for
further retarding the compressing action of the spring.

1.227.808. DARBY. Samubl K. Plank. Houston, Tex.
Filed June 17, 1916. Serial No. 104.276. (CI. 72—128.)

In a plasterer's darby, a center section, and end sec-

tions, said center and end sections comprising plttet,
ridges connected to said plates and being hollow, tubes
carried by the ridges of the end sections and telescoplcally
mounted in the ridge of the center section for detachably
connecting the end sections to the center section, blades
carried by each of said sections, the inner ends of the
blades of said end sections stopping short of the ridges
carried thereby, clamping plates for clamping said ridges
to said blades, the portions of said clamping plates facing
the ends of said center section extending beyond the ends
of the blades of the end sections for gripping the pro-
truding end of the blade of the intermediate section,
the end of the blade of said intermediate section pre-

Jectlng outwardly from the end of the ridge and clamping
plates carried thereby.

1,227,309. FOOT ACTUATED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
Alfbed C. Popb, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 21. 1918.
Serial No. 126,876. (Q. 84—81.)

a aaa 'as® a
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2. In a musical instrument adapted to be operated by
the feet, the combination of a casing, a plurality of
musical tone producers within said casing, comprising a
plurality of sroupa, the producers in each group corre-
si>onding in number to the notes of an octave, each pro-
ducer tuned to produce one of the notes of one of said
octaves, a depressible key on top of said casing related to
each producer, the keys in each octave group being ar-
ranged in four parallel rows, the keys being of such size
and so located that two or more keys in adjacent rows
may be simultan»>ous1y depressed by the foot of the oper-
ator, and means actuated by the related key when de-
pressed to sound said tone producer.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,227,810. NUT-LOCK. Blowzy W. Quick. CentralU,

Fla. Filed Mar. 4. 1916. Serial No. 82,165. (CI.

151—10.)

/vr
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1. A nut lock including a bolt having external screw

threads, ratchet teeth formed in the groove defined by

the screw threads of the bolt, a nut fitted upon said bolt,

spring pressed pins slldably mounted in the nut adapted
to engage said ratchet teeth to lock the nut against

rotational movement in one direction with relation to

the bolt, and a reduced frusto-conlcal extension carried

by the end of the bolt adapted, during Its Insertion in

the bed. to deflect the pins.

2. A nut lock Including a bolt having external screw

threads, ratchet teeth formed in the groove defined by

the screw threads of the l>olt. a nut having an Internally

screw threaded bore, receiving said bolt, and pairs of

diametrically opposed recesses formed In the wall of the

bore, the recesses of one pair being arranged In stag-

gered relation to the recesses of the other pair, and
spring pressed pins arranged in said recesses and adapted

to engage the ratchet teeth to lock the nut against rota-

tional movement in one direction with relation to the

bolt.

3. A nut lock including a bolt having external screw

threads, ratchet teeth formed in the groove defined by

•aid screw threads of the bolt, a nut having an internally

•crew threaded bore receiving said bolt and having pairs

of dianietrii-ally opposed recesses in the wall of the bore

thereof, the recesses of one pair being arranged in stag-

gered relation to the recesses of the other pair, spring

actuated locking pins slldably mounted in said recesses,

and a reduced frusto-conlcal extension carried by one

end of the bolt adapted, during Insertion of the bolt

within the nut, to deflect the pins outwardly to facllltarte

application of the nut to the bolt.

4. A nut lock including a bolt having external screw

threads, ratchet teeth formed in the groove defined by

the screw threads, a nut having an internally screw

threaded twre receiving said bolt and provided with In-

ternal polygonal recesses, heads non-rotatably fitted In

said recesses, pins carrie<l by said heads having beveled

Inner terminals engaging the ratchet teeth of the bolt,

and means normally retaining the beveled terminals of

the pins in engagement with the ratchet teeth to prevent

rotary movement <Tt the bolt In one direction with rela-

tion to the nut.

cup to l>e filled before water Is discharged from the dis-

charge opening in said concaved top.

1,227.811. BUBBLING DRINKING - CrUP. Mabtin L.

Rahnbr, Portland. Oreg., assignor to Oregon Brass

Works, Portland, Oreg. Continuation in part of appli-

cation Serial No. 786,221, filed Aug. 18, 1913. This

application fik<l Jan. 18, 1016. Serial No. 2,806. (Cl.

137—110.)
1. A bubbling cup comprislnjr a globular shaped body

having a concaved top with a discharge opening therein,

one or more non-squirt tubes from said concaved top

through the body of said cup, means for attaching said

cup to a source of water supply, with one or more Inlet

oi>enings or ports into the interior of said cup, and an

imperforate deflector member therein directly over said

Inlet opeiilnK". or ports, and against which Infiowlng wa-

ter is discharged, whereby to make It necessary for said

2. A bubbling drinking cup of the character c^hown and
described, comprising a body of globular form having a

concaved top with central discharge opening therein, and
adapted at its other end to be attached to a source of

water supply, with one or more Inlet ports Into the in-

terior of said cup, an Imperforate deflector adjustably

mounted within said cup directly over said inlet ports and

in allnement with said central discharge opening In aald

concaved top. said deflector being adapted at its upper
end to be engaged by an Instrument Inserted through said

central discharge opening for adjusting said deflector, and
one or more non-squirt tubes from said concaved top

through the body of said cup, whereby to provide a way
of escape for the water when the hand Is placed over the

top of said cup. }

3. A bubbling drinking cup of the character t»hown and

described comprising a body of globular form having a
shallow concaved top with a central discharge opening
therein, one or more non-squirt tubes extending through

the body of said cup and communicating at their upper

ends with the concaved surface thereof and at their lower

ends discharging through the outside wall of the cup, said

cup being adapted at its lower end to be connected with a

source of water supply, with inlet supply openings to the

Inside of said cup, and an imperforate buffer-like deflector

member adjustably disposed within said cup directly above

the Inlet openings into the interior thereof, whereby the

water discharged into the interior of said cup strikes aald

deflector, whereby the interior of the cup must be filled

before water can be forced from the central discharge

opening thereof, said deflector member being adapted at

its lower end to cut off the supply of water to the inte-

rior of said cup. and being accessible only by means of

an instrument through said central opening in said con-

caved top, substantially as described.

1,227.312. CUE-REST. Docglas Jackson Rbae, IKir-

ban. South Africa. Filed Aog. 2. 1916. Serial No.

112,877. (Cl. 46—6.)

1. In a device for the purpose set forth, a handle mem-

ber having a square head, a spindle extending centrally

from each of the sides of the head, a roller member Jour-

naled on each of the spindles and said rollers being of a

thickness approximately equaling the width of each of the

sides of the bead.

2. In a device of the class set forth, a handle member
having a head at one of the ends thereof, a spindle ex-

tending from each of the sides of the head, a roller mem-
ber Joumaled on each of the spindles, and means for •*-

curing the rollers to the spindles.
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S. In a devlc* for the purpose tet forth, a handle mem-
ber haviDK a square brad, a spindle extending centrally
from each of the sides of the head, a roller journaled on
each of the spindlen. and earh of the rollers being approxi-
mately of a diameter equaling the width of the sides of
the head, each of said rollers having Its Iwre provided with
a transverse continuous groove, anti-frictional memt>ers In

the ifToove and contacting with the spindles, and mem-
bers connected with the Rplndles and arranged in the bore
of the rollers and engaging with the anti-frlctlonal mem-
bers for retaining the same in the raceways.

4. A cue rest having a bead provided with right angu-
lar rollers whereby two of the rollers are disposed to pro-
Tide a support for the rest and the two remaining rollers

provide a guide for the cue.

1^27.813. TARGET PKACTICE ROD. Rob»«t Edwik
RcARiM.v. OtUwa. Ontario, Canada. Filed Feb. 24,
1817. Serial No. 150,M2. (CI. 124—15.5.)

1. A target practice ro<J comprising a tube adapted to
extend longitutllnally on the interior of the barrel of a
fire arm and from end to end of the same, a reclprocable
rod In the tube of relatively much smaller diameter than
the t«be. a guiding bushing in the tube forming a bear-
ing for the rod and means on the interior of the tube
adapted to prevent turning of the rod with respect to the
ttibe. said means comprising a longitudinal groove ex-
tending from the end of the tube and forming a rib on
the underside and a plug on the rod having a groove to
fit the rib.

2. A target practice rod comprising a relatively thin
metal tube having a longitudinal groove pressed therein
forming a rib on the interior, a reclprocable gtrlllng rod
In the tube, and a guide member on the rod grooved to
fit the rib.

5. In combination a sOclcet having a longitudinal rib on
the Inside formed with a clearance space at one point, a
rod adapted to fit the sorket, a rotatable sleeve on the rod
adapted to fit the socket and having a groove to receive
the rib on the socket and a head on the rod adapted to fit

the clearance space and being formed at one part with a
groove adapted to reglstor with the groove In the sleeve
when being Inserted, but adapted to be moved out of regis-
tration when it is desired to lock the rod and socket to-
gether, and a spring detent device between the aleeve and
the rod. said spring detent device on the sleeve adapted
to engage a corresponding recess formed In the rod.

8. In a target practice rod. a tube, a striking rod there-
in, and an adjustable end piece adapted to be placed and
held in two dlfFereot positions, the length of the entire
rod being shorter In one position than In the other.

14. The combination with a target practice rod includ-
ing a tube adapted to extend In the rifle barrel, and a
spring actuated rod. of a muzzle clip having means to en-
gage opposite sides of the end of the tube, and having
other means adapted to engage the rifle barrel.

[Claims 3, 4, 6. 7. 9 to 13. and 16 not printed In the
Oaiette.]

1.227,314. TRANSFORMER. Ruummos G. Bmmb, Wll
kiasburg. Pa., asulgnor to Weatlnghouse EUectrlc and
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pcnaayl-
vaaU. Piled Nov. 5, 1913. 8erUl No. 799.274. (CI
175—35.6.)

1. In a shell-type transformer, the c«mbtaatloa wltb
D«Bted colls provided with spaced ventilating dacta, af a
care c«aipri«<iag relatively narrow and relatively wkle
eattters. the relatively narrow aH-tnbers emttradag the
aal4 coiia aad docts. and tlie relatively wide mewmbvn ea-
bracing the coils only.

2. la a shell-type transformer, the comblnatinn wltb a
neat of substantially rectangular coils provided with ven
tilatlnjc ducts .'xtendlng along the shorter sides only there-
of, of a core comprising relatively narrow and relatively
wide members, the relatively narrow members embracing
the said ducts and the sborter sides of the coils, and the
relatively wide member* embracing the longer aides only
of the colls.

3. In a shell type transformer, tbe combination with a
plurality of nested colls having spaced ventilating ducti
positioned Intermediate thereof, of a core comprising a
plurality of unlikf members, tbe larger ones of which em-
brace naapaced portions only of the said colls.

4. In a shell type transformer, the combination wltb a
plurality of substantially n-ctangular colls which are
nested and provided with 8pace<l ventilating ducts Inter-
mediate two opposite sides thereof, of a core comprising
a plurality of relatively narrow and relatively wide mem-
bers, the relatively narrow members embracing the colls
and ventilating ducta, and the relatively wide members
eaibracing only the colls,

5. In a shell typ.> transformer, the combination with a
Beat of Bubatantially rectangular colli provided with ven-
tilating ducts extending along the shorter sides only there-
of, of a core comprising unlike members some of which
embrace the shorter sides of said coils and ducts, and
others of which embrace the longer sides of said colls only.

((Tlalm 6 not printed la tbe (iazette.]

1.227,815. OIL-BURNER. William J. Rbid, Dobson,
N. C. assignor to W. Eugene Reld, Dobson. N. C. Filed
Feb. 28, 1916. SerUl No. 81.020. (CI. 67—65.)

In a device of the klad de«crih«Hl, In cembiaatlon. a
tove body, a plurality of slldable wick carriers, stems
for operating said wick carriers projecting from tald
body, disks secured to the outer ends of said stems, each
•' "»id disks being forme<i with a aerlea of clrcumferea-
tlally dlspo«.><l op«'nings. guide memt>ers projecting oat-
wardly from said stove bo«ly. an eye bolt adJustaWjr
threaded la one of saiil members and having an Integral
ring, a aeries •/ short cbaias secured at oae end to »pea-
Incx of sal<1 disks aad tMTviag as ( raaks for turaimg tbe
latter, a loader ciula secur*^ at oae end to said rlag «t
nil! eye bolt, said short cbaias being secured to said
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longer chain, and means connected to the opposite end of

aid longer chain for periodically operating said shorter

chains, said eye bolt allowing said disks to have a varied

cycle of rotation.

1,227,316. METHOD OF GENERATING AND TIMING
IGNITION-CURRENTS. Be.n/amiv P. Remt and FIlank
I. Rbmt, Anderson, Ind., assignors, by mesne aaslga-

ments, to Splltdorf Electrical Company, Newark, N. J.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Original application filed

Feb. 17, 1910. SerUl No. 544.402. Divided and thU
application filed Dec. 30, 1913. Serial No. 809,574.

(CI. 123—149.)

1. The method of prrtduclng ignition current which Is

constant in tension and volume through all angles of ad-
vance and retard, which consists In creating a constant
magneto motive force <'onstitutlng a flxed magnetic fleld,

intermittently completing and reversing the path of the
flux through a fluz-recetvlng drcult having normally
stationary Ignition current generating coll, and advancing
or retarding the occurrence of the peak E. M. F. in the
current generating coll to correspond with the advance or

retard of the spark for Ignition.

(Claim 2 not printed In the Oarette.l

1,227,317. SPRING SUSPENSION FOR THE WBBEL8
OF SIDE CARS F<JR MOTOR CYCUES. OaoRsa Bn-
WD( BiOBY, Manchester. England. Filed Sept. 7, 1916.
Serial No. 118.900. (Cl. 208—45.)

Y \A

1. A spring suspension for the wbeel of a side car. cob-
prlslag a chassis, frame members extending laterally to

tbe side of tbe car. a transverse housing bracket carried

by the frame Bieinbers and provided with sockets aad
lugs, a pair of springs each having one end secured In

one of tbe sockets of aaid bousing bracket and having a

loop .at its fre« end, a fork pivoteil to tbe lugs of said

bracket, axle bearings atounted in the loops at th« eada

of the springs, .and links connecting the axle bearings
wltb the free ends of tbe fork.

2. In a spring suspension for tbe wheels of side cars, a
pair of springs, means carried by tbe chassis of the side

car for supporting one end of each of said springs, a fork

plvotally mounted on said spring supporting means, an
axle bearing carried by the free end of each of the springs,

each of said bearings having a side check on each side of

its aprtag, aa axle extending through said bearings, a

bearing carried by each of tbe free ends of the fork, each
of said bearings having a side cheek at each side of that
end of the fork by which it is carried, and a pair of links

at each end of the axle, one oa «ach side of each of said

springs, said links connecting tbe axle bearings to tbe
t>earing8 at tbe ends of said forks.

3. In a side car, supporting means extending from one
side of the chassis, a pair of springs each hax'ing one end
secured to said supporting means and its opposite end
adapted to support one end af tbe wbeel axle, a wheel
axle, a fork plvotally mounted on said supporting means,
and links, connecting tbe axle adjacent its opposite ends
to the free ends of said forks respectively.

1,227,318. SOAP-DI8H. David RiKEft, Newsrk, N. J.

Filed Apr^ 12, 191«. SerUl No, 90,693. (Cl. 45—28.)

A receptacle having a vertical extension at one ."dde

adapted to bear against a flxed support and provided wltb
a plurality of vertically directed openings spaced apart
and erteatllng in parallel relation, each of said openings
belBg bridge<l at its upper extremity, a holding device
includtng terminals in spaced relation and adapted to

span a flxed support and extend through a pair of open-
ings 1b the extension, and fastening devices engaging said
terminals aad bearing against the extension.

1,227,819. ADVERTISING TOT. Leon C. Rosbiits,
Loveland, Colo. Filed Mar. 20, 1917. Serial No.
16«,073. (Cl. 244—la.)

1. Tbe herein descrik>ed toy aeroplane having at Its

front portion a pair of wiags standing at a sU^t angle
to each other, at its rear portion a tiat tail plane, and at

its intermediate portion a sbank integrally connecting tbe

wlags wltb tbe plane, and » truss connectlDg sai<l wings
•a their upper sides and holding tbem in proper relative

position.

4. The herein descrlhed toy aeroplaite having at Its

front portion a pair of wings standing at a slight angle

to each other, at its rear portion a flat tall plane, and at
Its intermediate portion a shank integrally connecting the

wings with the plane, the fold line l>etween the wings
aloag tbe center <>f the toy diverging in two fold lines ex-

teadlng through said shank to points where tbe side edges
•f the shank nnite with the front >Hlges of tbe tail where-
by the latter and the space betwt»en the diverging fold lines

Stand la one plane, and means fur holding tbe wings at
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an angle to each other so that each wing and that portion

of the shank forward of one of said diverging lines stands

in a single plane and out of the plane of the tall.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1^27,320. DEMAND APPARATUS. Liwis T. ROBINBOM.

Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 29. 191«.

Serial No. 122.923. (CI. 234—5.6.)

1. A demand apparatus comprising an electric meter

having a rotatable shaft, a second rotatable shaft, a gear

loosely mounted on said second shaft, means operatlvely

connecting said gear to the meter shaft, means whereby

said gear operates to drive said second shaft when the

gear is driven by the meter shaft and whereby said gear

can move In the opposite direction without moving said

second shaft, means for interrupting the operative en-

gagement between said meter shaft and said gear at the

end of each of a number of predetermined equal intervals

of time, means for returning said gear to its Initial posi-

tion when the operative engagement between the gear and
the meter shaft is interrupted, means for returning said

second shaft to its initial position after said gear has re-

turned to its initial position, and means for obtaining an

Indication of the maximum movement of said second shaft.

2. A demand apparatus comprising an electric meter
having a rotatable shaft, a second rotatable shaft, a gear

loosely mounted on said second shaft, means operatively

connecting said gear to the meter shaft, a disk secured to

said second shaft and having a peripheral slot, a pin se-

cured to said gear and extending through the peripheral

slot In said disk whereby the gear is adapted to drive said

second shaft when the gear is driven by the meter shaft

and whereby the gear can turn loosely on said second
shaft in a backward direction without moving said second
•baft, said gear and said second shaft having Initial posi-

tion in which said pin is located near one end of the slot

In said disk so that forward movement of the gear causes

a corresponding movement of the second shaft, means for

interrupting the operative engagement between said meter
shaft and said gear at the end of each of a number of

predetermined equal Intervals of time, a spring adapted to

turn said gear in a backward direction when the opera-

tive eni?aftenipnt between the gear and the meter shaft is

Interrupted whereby the gear is returned to its initial

position, a spiral spring connected at one end to said gear

and at the other end to said second shaft whereby said

second shaft is returned to its initial position when said

gear Is returned to its Initial position, and means for ob-

taining an Indication of the maximum movement of said

second shaft.

3. A demand apparatus comprising an electric meter

having a rotatable shaft, a second rotatable shaft, a gear

loosely mounted on said second shaft, means operatively

connecting said gear to the meter shaft, a disk secured to

said second shaft and having a peripheral slot, a pin ae-

cared to said gear and extending through the peripheral

slot in said disk whereby said gear Is adapted to drive

said second shaft when the gear is driven by the meter

shaft and whereby the gear can turn loosely on said sec-

ond shaft in a backward direction without moving said
second shaft, said gear and said second shaft having
Initial positions in which said pin is located near one
end of the slot in said disk so that forward movement of

the gear causes a corresponding movement of the second
shaft, means for Interrupting the operative engagement
between said meter shaft and said gear at the end of ea( h
of a number of predetermined equal intervals of time, a
spring adapted to turn said gear in a backward direction
when the operative engagement between the gear and the
meter shaft Is interrupted whereby the gear is returned
to its initial position, a record chart, an indicator opera-
tively connected to said second shaft and adapted to
sweep across said chart, means for recording on said
chart the position of said indicator each time the opera-
tive engagement between said gear and the meter shaft is

interrupted, and a spiral spring connected at one end to
said gear and at the other end to said second shaft where-
by said second shaft is returned to Its initial position
after the position of said indicator has been recorded.

4. A demand apparatus comprising an electric meter
having a rotatable shaft, a second rotatable shaft, a

record chart, an Indicator operatively connected to said

second shaft and adapted to sweep across said record
chart, an actuator loosely mounted on said second shaft,

means operatively connecting said actoator to the meter
shaft, means whereby said actuator operates to drive said
second shaft when the actuator is driven by the meter
shaft and whereby said actuator can move in a backward
direction without moving said se.-ond shaft, means for

Interrupting the operative engagement between said meter
shaft and said actuator at the end of each of a number of

predetermined equal Intervals of time, means for returning
said actuator to its initial position when the operative
engagement t>etween the actuator and the meter shaft is

interrupted, means for recording on said chart the posi-

tion of said indicator each time the operative engagement
t>etween said actuator and the meter shaft is Interrupted.

and means for returning said shaft to its initial position

after the position of said indicator has been recorded.
5. A demand apparatus comprising an electric meter

having a rotatable shaft, a second rotatable shaft, a record
chart, an indicator operatively connected to said second
shaft and adapted to sweep across said record chart,

means operatively connecting said second shaft to said
meter shaft whereby the second shaft Is driven by the
meter shaft and whereby the second shaft can move in a
backward direction without moving the meter shaft, means
for interrupting the operative engagement between said
two shafts at the end of each of a number of predeter-
mined equal Intervals of time, means for recording on said

*

chart the position of said Indicator each time the opera-
tive engagement between said actuator and the meter shaft
Is interrupted, means for returning said second shaft to *

Its initial position after the position of said indicator has
been recorded, and means for moving said record chart a
predetermined distance each time a record is made on the
chart by said recording means.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gatette.)

1.227.321. REGULATOR FOR DYNAMO ELECTRIC MA-
CHINES. Paul Rosa. Berlin. Grermany. assignor to

General Electric Company, a Corporation of New York.
Filed Feb. 20. 1911. Serial No. 609.645. (CI. 171—229.)

1. The combination of a dynamo-electric machine, an
exciter therefor, and a regulator having two coactlng
magnetic systems, one of which is responsive to variations

In a line condition of said machine, and the other of

which is responsive to variations of voltage of said ex-

citer, a lever controlled by each of said magnetic systems,
said levers mechanically engaging each other, a fixed con-

tact and a movable contact coactlng therewith, said mov-
able contact t>elng governed by the resultant action of

the levers.

2. An electrical regulator comprising cooperating con-

tacts, a member actuating one of said contacts, a lever

providing a fnlcmm for aaid member, a winding for acta
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ating said lever and member to cause the contacts to en-

gage and disengage, means for actuating the contact-

actuating memt)er to vary the distance between the con

tacta, and a winding for actuating said means.

8. In combination, a dynamo-electric machine, a regu-

lator therefor comprising cooperating contacts, a member
carrying one of said contacts, a lever upon which said

member is fulcrumed. a winding for actuating said lever

and member, means for energizing said winding to cause

the contacts to engage and disengage, another member for

actuating the contact-carrying member, and a winding

for actuating said latter meml)er in response to variations

of an electrical condition of the dynamo-electric machine.

4. In combination, a dynamo-electric machine and a

regulator for controlling the excitation of said machine,

said regulator comprising cooperating contacts, a member
carrying one of said contacts, means for moving said

member in response to variations of an electrical condi-

tion of said machine, and other means comprising an in-

dependently pivoted member for modifying the movement
of said contact carrying member.

6. The combination of an electric generator and a

regulator therefor, said regulator comprising aoOperating

contacts arranged to control the excitation of said gen-

erator, a memt>er carrying one of aaid contacts, means
for moving said member in response to the voltage of said

generator, an Independently pivoted lever serving as a
fulcrum for said contact-carrying member and thereby

modifying the movement of the latter, and a winding con-

trolling the movement of said lever.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.l

1,227,322. CLOTH MEASURING AND DISPENSING MA
CHINE. LoDis Ros«NriLD and John W. Thompson.
Tuscaloosa. Ala. Filed Oct. 16. 1915. Serial No.

56,265. (CI. 33—135.)
1. In a cloth measuring and dispensing machine, means

for holding a bolt of cloth for rotary movement, rolls be-

tween which the cloth may be drawn to be dispensed,

means operable from said rolls to Indicate the amount ot

cloth removed from the t>olt. said rolls t>eing formed with

radial slots adapted to register with each other, and a

knife movable through said slots to sever the cloth.

2. In a cloth measuring and dispensing machine. niean»

for holding a l>olt of cloth for rotary movement, rolls be-

tween which the cloth may t>e drawn to be dispensed, said

rolls being formed with radial slots adapted to be regis-

tered with each other, a knife movable through said slot^

to sever the cloth, a worm driven by said rolls, a shaft

mounted for rotation and for longitudinal movement,
means for moving said shaft longitudinally, a worm gear

mounted ^n said shaft and adapted to engage said worm,
spring means for retaining said shaft in a position to en-

gage said worm gear with said worm, and a dial mounted
on said shaft.

3. In a cloth measuring and dispensing machine, means
for holding a bolt of cloth for rotary movement, rolls l)e-

tween which the cloth may be drawn to be dispensed, said

rolls being formed with radial slots adapted to be regis-

tered with each other, a knife movable through said slots

to sever the cloth, a worm driven by said rolls, a shaft

mounted for rotation and for longitudinal movement,
means for moving said sliaft longitudinally, a worm geat

mounted on said shaft and adapted to engage said worm.
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spring means for retaining said shaft in a position to eB>

gage said worm, a dial mounted on said shaft, a pin

mounted on said dial, and a signal adapted to be actuated
by aaid pin when said dial reaches a predetermined
position.

1,227,823. DISPLAY AND SELLING DEVICE. FRANK-
LIN H. Russell, Hollandale. Miss. Filed Oct. 21, 1916.

Serial No. 67,088. (CI. 211—6.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination ot

an upright supporting stand, a receptacle open at both
ends, means for pivotally supporting said receptacle In

said stand on a transverse pivotal axis arranged adjacent

to one of the open ends of said receptacle, a swinging cover
mounted on the end of said receptacle nearest to said

pivotal axis, and a bottom member for said receptacle ad-

justable longitudinally therein from one of its open ends
to a point adjacent to the other end, whereby when the

cover is in closed position and the receptacle inverted said

bottom may be adjusted downwardly into contact with the
contents of the receptacle and when thus adjusted and the

receptacle restored to its normal position said l>ottom will

hold the contents of the receptacle in its upper portion and
immediately beneath said cover.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of an upright supporting stand, provided at opposite

points nearest Its top with bearings, a cylindrical recep-

tacle made of woven wire and having open ends reinforced

by annular bands, bars arranged at diametrically opposite
points on the inner face of the woven wire body of the
receptacle and having their ends united to said bands to
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reinforce the body, said bars being fornie<l at a point ad-
jacent one end with alined pivot opeuinsa and upon tlieir

loner facea with longitudinal aeries of seats, a bottom for
the receptacle movable longitudinally therein and rarryins
movable projection)* to engage said seats to adjustably
position the bottom, and a pivot rod passtnl transversely
through the receptacle and said pivot openings in the bar*
and having Its ends rotatably mounted In said bearings.

3. A device of the class described c»B|Mriaing a base
frame formed of pipes and connections and having a pair
of vertically upright pipes projecting upwardly therefrom
at its opposite sides, ortwardl^ projecting elbows on the
upper ends of said uprigot pipes, handles positioned in the
outer ends of the same, said elbows having alining aper-
tures therein to form bearings, and a container with a
horizontal bearing rod or axle positioned between said
pipes and having projecting ends on the axle adapted for
positioning in the bearings.

1,227.324. AIR -HEATER. Perct Re 8S»ll, Brooklyn,
N. Y., and Frank J. Sbpas. Philadelphia, and Edwaju)
B. WiLroRD, Merlon borough. Pa., assignors to Electro
Dental Manufacturing Company. Philadelphia, Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Jan. 30, 1914, Se-
rial No. 815,507. Renewed Nov. 17, 1915. Serial No.
62.075. (CI. 21»—39.)

1. The combination in an air heater of a casing barlag
an inlet ; an outlet conduit ; a heating unit In the rasing
(onnected to receive air from the inlet and deliver It to
the outlet conduit ; with a non-conducting sheath remov-
ably (Connecting the casing and the outlet conduit, and
extending over that part of said conduit adjacent the
casing.

2. The combination in an air heator of a casing having
nn inlet ; an outlet conduit ; a heating unit in the casing
• onnected to receive air from the Inlet and deliver it to
the outlet conduit ; a socket carried by the casing ; a ball
member attached to the outlet conduit and operative In
the socket ; and a spring in said socket operative upon the
ball structure to cause the latter to make a tight Joint
with said socket.

3. The combination in an air beater of a ca.slng having
an inlet ; an outlet conduit ; a heating unit In the casing
'•onnected to receive air from the Inlet and deliver it to
the outlet conduit ; with a ball and socket Joint connecting
the casing and the outlet conduit and Including a heat In-
sulating sheath.

4. The comblnatipn In an air beater of a ca.ilng having
an Inlet and an outlet ; a heating unit consisting of a tube
detachably .screwed Into said casing and communicating
with said Inlet and outlet ; and a heating coll suspended
in said tube.

5. The combination In an air heater of a casing ; a
handle having two electric conductors, of which one is an
.i!r conduit

; a tube In the casing ; an electric conductor In
the tube having one end electrically connected thereto and
its other end electrically connected to said air conduit;
and an Inner casing electrically connected to said tube and
to the second electric conductor.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.325. ANGLE-8PRKADEB A.ND SWIYKL.. Hbmbt
A. ScHiLLt.fo, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed June 17. IMd.
Serial No. 104,348. (CI. 43—7.)

1. An apparatus as characterized comprlslnsr a spreader
having a centrally disposed eyelet and a plurality of legs
outwardly spread therefrom, said eyelet lieing arranged

in a plane angularly disposed to the pUne incorporating
said legs

; and a swivel pivotally connected with said
spreader by means of said eyelet, saUl swivel having •
straight bar portion and a portion arranged in a ptan*
angularly disposed to said straight bar portion.

J^V.'

2. An apparatus •• Aumcterized comprising a spreader
having a centrally dlwpatd eyelet and a pluraUty of legs
outwardly spread therefrom, said eyelet being arranged
in a plane anguUrly disposed to the plane Incorporating
said legs, and a swivel . plvoully connected with said
sjwreader by me«na of said eyelet, said swivel having a
straight bar portion and an eyelet at the extremity thereof
arranged in a plane angularly disposed to saUl straight
bar portion.

3. An apparatus as characterized comprising a swivel
having a straight bar portion and eyelets at both ends
thereof, one of said eyelets being disposal in a pUne
Incorporating said straight bar portion and the other of
aid eyelets being arranged in a plane angularly disposed
to a plane Incorporating said straight bar portion, the
point of deflection of said last mentione<l eyelet being ap-
proximately the Junction of said eyelet and said straight
bar portion.

4. An apparatus as characterizes! comprising a swlTel
having a straight bar portion and eyelets at both ends
thereof, one of said eyelets being disposed in a plane
Incorporating said straight bar portion and the other of
said eyelets being arranged In a plane angularly disposed
to a plane Incorporating said straight bar portion, the
point of deflection of said last mentlon«Hl eyelet being ap-
proximately the Junction of said eyelet and said straight
bar portion ; in combination with a spreader having legs
disposed In paired relation and flared from a c»»Btrally dis-
posed Integrally formed eyelet, saicl eyelet l)elog arranged
In a plane angularly disponed to a plane Incorporating
said legs.

6. An apparatus as characterized comprising a swlrel
having a straight bar portion and eyelets at both ends
thereof, one of said eyelets t)elng disposed In a plane
incorjwrating said straight bar portion and the other of
said eyelets tielng arranc*^! In a plane angularly disposed
to a plane Incorporating said straight bar portion, the
point of deflection of said last mentioned eyelet being ap-
proximately the Junction of said eyelet and said straight
t>ar portion ; In combtnarton with a spreader having legs
In paired relation and flared from a centrally disposed In-
tegrally formed eyelet, said eyelet being arranged In a
plane angnlarly disposed to a plane Incorporating said
legs; «nd a link operatlvely connecte»! with the angularly
dla|>osed eyelet of said swivel.

1,227,826. ELECTRIC TIME SWITCH. Hboroe E.
8cHivi>LER, Ashland Wis Filed Aug. 9. 1916. Serial
No. 114.081. (CI. 20f>— 14.)

1. In a time switch, a casing having a drculac scale, a
circular track moonted on said f-a.-dng within said scale
and formed with a T shaped slot, an arm. and contacts
8haf)e<i to slldably engage the walls of the slot In said
track and adapted to engage said arm.

3. In a time switch, a casing having a circular scale, a
cirmlar track mounted on said casing within said scale
and formed with a T-sha|>ed slot, an arm, and contacts
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shaped to slldably engage the walls of the slot in MM
track and adapted to engage said arm, a second track, and

a contact carried by said arm and continuously engaging
the walls of a slot In said s«>c<ind track.

1^27.827. EGO AND C&EAU BEATER. John Slmu
BKBArrsB, Washington, D. C. Filed Apr. 4. 1916.
SerUl No. 8S.914. (CI. 259—132.)

1. A beater comprising a plurality of disks each having 1

a series of agitators which are concentrically arranged,
all of the corresponding active points of all of the agita-

tors lying In the same plane.

2. A beater comprising upper and lower disks, agita-

tors carried by the disks, the agitators of the lower diaks

bearing against the under surface of the upper disk.

3. A heater comprising a handle, a shaft Journaled in

the handle, arms turnably mounted with relation to the

haft and handle, means mounted upon the handle for

turning the shaft and arms, disks of different diameters
mounted upon the shaft and arms, said disks having their

edge portions lying in the same plane and agitators car-

ried at the peripheral portions of the disks.

4. A boater comprlslnj: h handle, a shaft Journaled in

the tiandle arms turnably mouute<| with relation to the
handle, means mounted upon the handle for turning the

shaft and arms, disks carried by the arms and shaft, coll

members imrrled at the peripheral portions of the disks,

the convolutions of the coll niemt>er8 carried by the disks

which Is mounted upon the shaft bearing against the un-
derside of the disk which is <arrled by the arms.

288 O. O.—78

1,227,828. ATTACHME.Vr FOR HEATING - STOVBS.
GsoRoa C. Shkpperd, Miami Station, Mo., assignor of

one"-half to Robert P. Leach. Miami Station, Mo.
Filed Mar. 29, 1916. Serial No. 87,486. (Cl.

257—177.)

The combination with a plurality of Intercommunicat-

ing heating drums having scraping members located

therein, each of the scraping members having one end ex-

tending through one end of the adjacent drum, of gears

carried by the ea^tended ends of the scraping members,
rack bars engaging the gears, and an operating lever piv-

otally located between certain adjacent drums and hav-

ing connection with the rack t>ars.

1,227,329. NECKTI£-F0RME:R. Albbht Lbmiel Simp-
Bo.v. San Diego, Cal. Filed July 29, 1914. Serial No.
858,864. (Cl. 2—84.)

A necktie former consisting of a single piece of sheet

material curved longitudinally to provide, a hollow body
portion Including front and rear walls having overlapped
longitudinal «-dges, the upper portion of the etlge of the

rear wall being rounded and space<l a substantial distance

from the front wall to facilitate Insertion of the eflge of a
necktie and having the lower portion of said edge of the

rear wall turned Inwardly and substantially en^'aged

with the front wall, whereby, as the necktie is moved
longitudinally between the overlapped edges of the hol-

low body it is guided or gathered into said body.

1,227.380. AUTOMOBILE TIRE FASTENING DEVICE.
GBORtiB Skabie, Albert Lea. Minn. Filed Jan. 23, 1917.
SerUl No. 148.964. (Cl. 224—29.)
A vehicle tire fastening device of the character described

Including a hook adapted to engage the rim of a tire sup
port, and a strap having a bight attached to said hook
forming two branches adapted to pass together t>eneath

and over the tire support and the tire mounted thereon.
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and one of said branches being adapted to pass beneath

and over a second tire, with means for adjustably con-

necting the ends of the two branches of said strap, sub-

stantially as described.
.

1,227,331. CONDIMENT - HOLDER. Isaac Sbibman
Sladb. San Francisco, Cal., assignor to Slade Manufac-
turing Company, !:?an Francisco. Cal.. a Corporation of

California. Filed SepL 26, 1914. SerUl No. 868,686.

(01. 65—46.)

The combination with a condiment holder, of a stopper
therefor, said stopper including a cylindrical shell having
a perforated top, which top is recessed, said recess bav-
ing a plane bottom wall and upwardly and outwardly in-

clined side walls, a closure provided with a plane Inner

face and upwardly and outwardly inclined side walls, lugs

secured to and depending from the under side of said

plane inner face and having a length greater than the
depth of said perforations In said top, and means adapted
to permit said closure to move In a vertical plane Into

and out of said recess by the inverting of the condiment
holder, said lugs adapted to clear said perforations of
the contents of the condiment holder when the closure

moves into said recess, said inclined edges of the closure
having frlctlonal engagement with the inclined side walls
of the recess when In a closed position thus preventing
the contents of the condiment holder from becoming wet
or the entering of foreign matter therein.

1.227.332. END-GATE FOR WAGONS. Chaklbs D.
Smith. Paris, 111. Filed Dec. 8, 1915. Serial No.
65.723. (CI. 21—21.)

The combination with a vehicle body having oppositely

extending retaining tongues secured to the opposed walls

thereof, of an end gate including hingedly connected sec-

tions, an attaching plate secured to one of the sections ad-

jacent the hinge thereof, a stud outstanding from the

plate, upper and lower stop ears extending from the plate
adjacent one edge thereof, a locking bar pivotally mounted
on the stud and limited in Its swinging movement by tho

stop ears, ears extending at right angles from the endit

of the bar and adapted to move simultaneously Into en-

gagement with the respective retaining tongues, the free

ends of the tongues being beveled to deflect the ears Into

engagement therewith, and a gravity latch for engaging
one end of the Imr to hold the bar against movement while
in engagement with the tongues.

1,227.3.'?3. SHEARS. Hs.nby A. W. Smith. Chatham. Va.

Filed May 26. 1916. Serial No. 100,079. (CI. 30—IS.)

An Implement embodying a pair of blades, one having a
sleeve projecting therefrom, the other blade being mounted
for rotation upon said sleeve, the free end of the sleeve
being substantially flush with the outer face of the second
mentioned blade and having a plurality of lugs projecting
therefrom, a nnt bearing against the outer face of the
second mentioned blade and having a plurality of notches
at its aperture receiving said lugs to hold and center the
nut, and a bolt extending snugly through said sleeve and
threadedly engaging the nut between the lugs.

1.227,334. AUTOMATIC STOP FOB PHONOGRAPHS.
Jambs Edward Sooxs. New York. N. Y., assignor of
sixty one-hundredths to Eklward Caterson, New York,
N. Y. Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial No. 125.823. (CI.

74—46.)

1. In an automatic stop for phonographs, the combina-

tion with a needle hol<ler, a brake, and power means to

set the brake, said power means Including a normally open
electric circuit, of a pair of normally spaced contacts in

said circuit carried by the needle holder, the movable con-

tact aforesaid being mounted for free vertical endwise

slldable movement and positioned by gravity in spaced

relation to the flxed contact and being tillable laterally

into engagement with the flxed contact when the end of

the record is reached.

2. Ib an automatic stop for phonographs, the combina-

tion of a brake, powpr means tending to set the brake,

electric devices tending to Initiate the action of the power
means aforesaid, an electric circuit associatt'd with the

electric devices, said circuit Including a pair of relatively

flxed and movable normally spaced contacts, the movable
contact comprising a straight metal bar supported for

free endwise up and down movements and adapted for

lateral tilting to engage the fixed contact irrespective
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of Its relative Tertical position In its support, said con-
tact devices being adapted to be inverted and to meet
when they are so Inverted.

8. The herein described means for automatically set-

ting a brake, the same comprlslnK an electric circuit, a

t^ertlcal tubular contact support, a contact flxed to the
support, a relatively movable contact carried within the
support and raovsble freely therein In endwise directions

and also laterally with respect to the flxed contact, said
movable contact being adaptetl to drop by gravity into
position spacetl from the flxed contact but being movable
laterally by normal operation of the machine into position

to engage the flxed contact.

4. The herein described means for automatically apply-
ing a brake, the same Including an electric circuit, a
contact support for the circuit, one branch of the circuit

leading directly to the support, a flxed contact carried

by the support to which the other branch of the circuit

leads, a relatively movable contact carried within the
support and having electric connection therewith, said

movable contact being freely movable endwise In the sup-

port and adapted to assume a position automatically when
starting the machine In spaced relation to the flxed con-

tact but movable automatically by the normal operation

of the machine into engagement with the flxed contact
at the end of the record, and means carried by the con-

tact support to limit the endwise movements of the mov-
able contact therein.

5. In an automatic stop for phonographs, the combina-
tion of a tubular contact support, means to secure said
support In a vertical position to a reproducer, an electric

circuit, relatively flxe<l and movable contacts carried by

tbe contact support, the flxed contact being adjacent the

lower end of the support, the movable contact being slld-

able freely endwise within the support by the action of

gravity, spaced means within the upper portion of the

support cooperating with the upper end of the movable
contact to limit the movements of the movable contact

and serving thereby to determine the position of the mov-
able contact with respect to tbe flxed contact, and brake
devices set Into operation by the closing of the circuit.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227..385. GEARING FOR WASHING - MACHINES.
Jacob D. SrAror. Meyersdale. Pa. Filed Apr. 28, 1916.

Serial No. 94,218. {CI. 74—60.)

A washing machine gearing comprising a bracket sup-

port adapted to l>r flxed to the bottom of the tub and in

eluding a plate arranged In spaced parallel relation to

and i>elow said tub bottom, an agitator spindle mounted
In said plate, Intermeshlng gears mounted In the bracket
above the plate, a power connection for one of the gears,

a crank operated by the other of said gears, an arm ex-

tending from the spindle, a link connecting said arm and
crank to drive the spindle by means of the gears, and a

manually operable member adapted for connection with
the arm. said arm. link, crank, and manually operable
connection being disposed below the plate of the bracket.

1.227,336. TOILET-PAIL. Sallt M. Spencer, Flagstaff.
Aril. Filed Aug. 28, 1915. SerUl No. 47,793. (CI.

220—65.)

A toilet pail including a body, and a closure for said
body, said closure comprising a metallic sheet, the mar-
gin of which is formed to provide an annular flange for

snug engagement with the upper inner periphery of tbe
body, a circumferential flange pressed In said sheet im-
mediately atwve the annular flange to limit the movement
of the closure in the body, and a flat disk or bottom mem-
ber supported by said circumferential flange, the inter-

mediate portion of the sheet being bulged to provide a cas-

ing adapted to receive toilet articles, a door being hinged
on said casing to afford access to the contents.

1,227.337. TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRU-
MENT. Thomas Spooneb, Wllklnsburg, Pa., assignor
to Westlngbouse Electric and Manufacturing Company,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed May 28, 1913.
Serial No. 770.476. (CI. 73—82.)

!//"/>!/'

1. A temperature-measuring instrument comprising two
thermo-couples and a potentiometer operatlvely connected
to the thermo-couples and Hdaptt>d to determine the <llffer-

ence In temperature l>etween the hot and cold junctions
thereof and to indicate the sum of said temperature dif-

ferences.

2. A measuring instrument comprising a main and an
auxiliary thermo-couple, a receptacle containing the cold

junction of the main and the hot junction of the auxil-

iary thermo-couple, a potentiometer operatlvely connected
to the thermo-couples for determining the difference in

temperature between the Junctions of the main thermo
couple, and means operatlvely connected to the auxiliary
thermo-couple for increasing this indication an amount
proportional to the difference in temperature between
the Junctions of the auxiliary thermo-couple.

3. In a temperature measuring instrument, tbe com-
bination with a main thermo-couple, of a receptacle con-
taining the cold junction of said thermo-couple, a second
thermo-couple having its hot Junction also in said recep-

tacle and In close proximity to the cold Junction of s;.ld

main thermo-couple, means connected to said main tbern*<r
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rowple for measurtnc tke difference In temperature be-

tween Ita bot and cold Junctions, means connected with

•aid aecood thermo-couple for measuring the difference

In temperature of the cold Junction of said main tbermo-

coople and the temperature of the room, and means for

Indicating the temperature of the hot Junction of said

main tbermo couple.

4. In a temperature-measuring instrument, the combina-

tion with a main thermo-couple, of a receptacle contain-

ing the cold Junction of said thermo-couple, a second
thermo-couple having its hot Junction also in the said

receptacle and in close proximity to the cold junction of

the main thermo-couple, and potentiometer circuits opera-

tlvely connected to the thermo-couples for determining
the temperature differences of the Junction of the thermo-

couples and for measuring thereby directly the tempera-

ture of the hot Junction of the main thermo-couple.

5. Id a temperature-measuring instrument, the com-
t>lnatloD with a main thermo-couple, of a receptacle con-

taining the cold Junction of said thermo couple, a second
thermo-couple baring its bot Junction also in said recep-

tacle and in close proximity to the cold Junction of said

main thermo-couple, potentiometer circuits comprising a
source of electromotive force, a standard cell, a galvan-

ometer, a plurality of resistances, and a plurality of cir-

cuit Interrupters for determining the difference In tem-
perature between the hot and cold Junctions of said main
thermo-couple, and means for Increasing this Indication

an amount proportional to the difference in temperature

between the hot and cold Junctions of said second thermo-
coaple.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Ciazette.]

1^27,338. CONTAINER. Frank Stbffa.n. Riverside,

Cal. Piled July 3, 1915. SerUl No. 37.859. (CI.

220—80.)

In a container, a body having a cylindrical wall aroun<l

Its neck or mouth provided with an exteriorly arrange*!

bead which presents a ridge, an upper cam surface and
a lower cam surface which merge into said rldce. In com
blnation with a cover having a cylindrical wall adapteii

to flt around said t)ead and also having an inwardly and
upwardly extending elastic clenching flange on the inner
and lower side of said wall and normally space*! at Its

Inner edge therefrom and adapted to ride over the bead
of the container bo<ly and by spring action engage Its In-

aer, free edge against and co-act with the lower camming
surface of said body bead to closely and tightly hold

the cover In place.

1^27,339. BILL-HOLDER. Saulbl J. Sto.nb. Tippe-
canoe City, Ohio. Filed Feb. 8, 1915. Serial No.

«,»07. (CI. 40—145.)

In combination, a post, a flat frame positioned against

aaid post and including vertical and horizontal members,
eye-t)olts secured to the vertical members of aaid frame,

a beaded fastener secured In said post behind said frame,

taataaing wires colled about said fastener and positioned

under the head thereof and having the outer ends secured
to said eye-l>olts to prevent xwlng'ng movement of the
frame, and mean.s poMltloneil through the horizontal mem-
bers of the frame and the pti!<t to rigidly bold the frame
against vertical movement thereon.

1,227.340. DRAFT I.M>l(I.N«;, .SPARK nESTROYING.
AND FUMECONVEYIXO APPARATUS FOR LOCO-
MOTIVES AND THE LIKE. William Thomas Stow,
Coolamon, New South Wales. Anstralla. Filed Mar.
18, 1915. Serial Xo. 15,.n2. (CI. 18»—77.)

1. A spark arresting apparatu!* «-omprl8lng In combina-

tion a ihamber for the |irfKlnrts of combustion, a t<park

beating device, a fan in asid chamber to draw products of

combustion and force them to a space containing said

spark beating device, said device having arm? to rotate

past other arms substantially as described.

2. A spark arresting apparatus comprising in comblna

tlon a casing adapte<l to t>e arrange*! in communication

with a smoke-box. a rhamt>er In each end of the casing,

a fan In one chamt»*r. hxe<l arms In the second chamtwr.

and a plurality of revoluble arms operatlvely mounted In

the second chaml)er. sul).«tantlally as deacrlbed.

X A spark arresting apparatus compr'sing in combina-

tion a chaml>er to receive the products of coisbustlon, a

fan chamt)er In one end and a t>eater chamber on the op-

"poslte end of said first-mentioned chamber, an opening

between the first mentioned chamber and the fan cham-

t>er, a passage leading from the fan chamtwr to the t)eater

chamber, and an outlet from the l»eater chamber for the

products of comhnstlon. substantially as described.

4. A spark arresting apparatus comprising In combina-

tion a <haml)er to rece've the products of «-ombustlon, a

fan cbaml>er in one end and a beater chamt>er on the op-

posite end of said tirst-mentloned chamber, an opening

between the first mentioned chamber and the fan chamber,

a passage leading from the fan chamber to the beater

chamber, an outlet from the beater cbamlier. a spindle

passing through the three chamt>ers and fltte*! with a fan

and tH»ater8 to operate in their respective chamt)ers. fixed

arms in the l>eater >'bani)>er. an<l gearing for conveying

motion to said spindle, substantially as described.

1.227,341. ELECTR0MA«;NET1C DEVICE. Habry P.

Stbatton, Cleveland. (»hlo. sMslgnor to The Electric

Controller k .Manufacturing Company. Cleveland, Ohio,

a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec. 22. 1915. Serial

No. 68.219. (CI. 175

—

281.)

1. In an electromagnetic device, a winding, a magnetic

circuit including a stationary part, a movable core mem-
ber, and a p<ile-plece, all energized by current in the

winding, the core-member having a reduced extension re-

clprocable In the pob>-plece. means for establishing an op-

erating gap between the rore-m«ml>er and the stationary

part of the magnetic circuit and a lock out gap between
the unreduced portion of the ctire-meml>er nnd the pole-

piece, and a non-magnetic spacing means disposed between
tte stationary part of the magnetic circuit and the pole-

Itlece.

2. In an electromagnetic device, a winding, a magnetic
circuit Including a stationary part, a movable core-mem-
t>er, and a pole-piece, all energized by current in the wind-
ing, the core-memlter bavlng a reduce*! »-xtensi<>n r«Mipro-

lable in the pole-piece, means for establishing an operating

gap between the cor<--memt>er and the stationary part of

the magnetic ctrcolt an«l a l*>ck-out gap t>etween the unrs-
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doi'ed portion of the *M>re-member and the pole-piece, and
a nonmagnetic sleeve surrounding the pole-piece and

spacing the latter from the stationary i>art of the mag-

netic circuit.

1.227,342. AXLE OR SHAFTI-'CG GUARD. Peabl E.

Tablton. I»ng Beach, Cal. Filed July 14, 1916. Se-

rial No. 109.320. (CI. 64—22.)

1. The combination with an axle and a casing therefor,

and a wheel carried by the axle, of a hollow body located

at sne end of the casing and encircling the axle, a packing
body secured within the hollow body and engaging the

axle, and a flexible conne<-tlun iM-tweea the t>ody and the

casing, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination with an axle and a casing therefor

and a wheel carried by the axle, of a hollow movable body
located at one end of the <-aslng and encircling the axle,

a packing body secured within the hollow body and engag-

ing the axle, and a U>dy <arrle*l by the Inner face of the

hub of the wheel and formed of comparatively soft mate-
rial and cHjfag'ng the outer end of the hollow t>ody, for

the purpose specifl***!.

8. The combination with an axle and a casing therefor,

and a packing carrying hollow body encircling the axle

and lo<-ated at one end of tbe casing, of a circular flange

carried by the body and having a groove, a flexible element

having one end secured to the casing and its opposite end
received by thi> groove !n the flange, and a retaining ring

fitted within the groove and engaging the adjacent end
of the flexible element.

4. Tbe combination with an axle and a casing therefor

and a packing carrying lH>dy located at one end of the

hollow body and surroundlug the axle, of a hollow body
formed of flexible material having one «-nd connected to

the packing carrying l>ody and its opposite end receiving

the adjacent end of the casing, and a clamping ring de-

tachably connecting the hollow l>ody to the casing.

5. The combination with an axle and a casing therefor,

of a packing carrying hollow body encircling the axle and
h>cated at one end of the <aslng, a flange formed at one
^Ml of the hollow body and provided with a groove, a

second hollow body formed of flexible material having one

end secured to the casing and Its opposite end engaging

over the flange on the flrst-mentloned hollow body and
extending into the groove In the flange, and fastening

means positioned within the groove In the flange and en-

gaging the adja<-ent end of the second mentioned hollow

body.
(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,343. 8HEAFLOADER. Eabl Edmund Thomi^
SON. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Filed June 29, IHVL
SerUl No. 106.667. (CL 214—2.)

1. A sheaf loader pick up. In combination with an end-

less conveyer and chain wheels comprising a sheaf loader

pick up comprising a pair of chain wheels, spaced cross

shafts rotatably mounted In the pair of chain wheels, a

set of prongs extending from each of the cross shafts,

similar rollers secured to the ends of the cross shafts, an
adjacent conveyer, tracks carried by the lower end of the
conveyer frame and engageable with tbe rollers and
adapted to rotate the rollers, one In the forward direction

and the other in the reverse direction and means for

locking the shafts against rotation during the Interval
that the rollers are disengage*! from the tracks.

2. A sheaf loader pick up In combination with an end-

less conveyer Including a frame, and chain wheels for the

conveyer, comprising a sheaf loader pick up comprising a

pair of chain wheels, spaced cross shafts rotatably

mounte*! in the pair of chain wheels, a set of prongs
extending from each of the cross shafts, similar rollers

secured to the entls of the cross shafts, an adjacent con-

veyer, side plates permanently secured to the lower end
of the conveyt-r frame, short length roller tracks extending
Inwardly from the side plates and disposed. at different

rad'l and adapted In the rotation of the chain wheels to

engage with the rollers and effect, one a reverse rotation

of the rollers and the other the forward rotation of the
rollers and means for locking the shafts against rotation

during tbe interval that the rollers are clear of the

tracks.

3. A sheaf loa<!er pick up In combination with an end-

less conveyer including a frame, and chain wheels for the

conveyer, comprising a sheaf loader pick up comprising a

pair of chain wheels, space*! cross shafts rotatably

mounted in the pair of chain wheels a set of prongs
extending from each of the cross shafts, similar rollers

secured to the (-nds of the cross shafts, an adjacent con-

veyer, side plates pernianently secured to the lower end
of the conveyer fram*', short length roller tracks extend-

ing Inwardly from the side plates and disposed at different

radii and adapted in the rotation of the chain wheels to

engage with the rollers and effect, one a reverse rotation

of the rollers and the other a forward rotation of the

.rollers, catch blocks secured permanently to the shafts,

pivoted spring pressed dogs <arr1ed by the chain wheels
and normilly engaging with the catch blocks to lock the

same against movement and means for tripping the dogs
to release the catch blocks at the instant the rollers

engajse the roller tracks.
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4. A sheaf loader pick up In coiubinatlon Mvith an end-

less cooreyer including a frame, and chain wheels for the

conveyer, comprisin!; a )<heaf loader pick up comprising a
pair of chain wheels, spaced cross shafts rotatably

mounted In the pair of chain wheels, a »et of prongs ex-

tending from each of th« cross xhafts, similar rollers

secnred to the ends of the cross shafts, an adjacent con-

veyer, side plates permanently sectired to the lower end
of the conveyer frame, short length roller tracks extending

inwardly from the side plates and disposed at different

radii and adapted in the rotation of the chain wheels to

engage with the rollers and effect, one a reverse rotation

of the rollers and the other a forward rotation of the

rollers, catch blocks secured permanently to the shafts,

pivoted spring pressetl dogs carrie«l by the chain wheels
and normally engaging with the catch blocks to lock the

same against movement, said dogs being fitted with ex-

tending heels and a catch piece extending inwardly from
each of the side plates and engageahle with the heels of

the dogs and deslgnefl to disengage the dogs from the

catch block at the instant the rollers engage the tracks.

1,227,344. SAFETY PARACHUTE FOR AVIATORS.
Kaja p. Togstad, Maddock. N. D. Filed Feb. 21, 1917.

Serial No. 150,105. (CI. 244—21.)

1. A safety parachute attachment for aviators compris-
ing a belt adapted to be secured to the person of the

aviator, a staff section swlveled to the belt, a second staff

section plvotally connected with the flrst-named staff sec-

tion, a parachute body carrle<l by the second staff section,

means for normally connecting the first named staff sec-

tion with tbf belt to hold said staff section in an erect

position, and means for simultaneously releasing said
holding means and throwing the pivoted staff section and
parachute body Into position for action.

3. A safety parachute attachment for aviators com-
prising a belt adapted to be worn by the aviator, a keeper
member upon said belt, a lower staff section, an upper
staff section plvotally mounted upon the lower staff sec-

tion, a parachute body carried thereby, a rod slldably

mounted In the lower staff section and plvotally connecte<l

to the uppt-r staff section, a pivotal connection between
aald ro<l and the belt, a latch rarrle<l by the rod to engage
the keeper on the belt to hold the lower staff member In

an upright position, and a spring acting upon the rod
for moving the same to release said latch member and
swing the upper staff member and parachute body to an
upright operative position.

(Claim 2 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.227,345. RAILROAD-TIE. Alexaxdek W. To.vs, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Flleil Mar. 9, 1915. Serial No. 13,104.

(Ci. 238—6.)
.\ railway tie comprising end blocks having transverse

grtwves In their upper surfaces, a connecting plate having
downwardly directed off sets seated in the grooves, rail

holding pUtes dlMpose<l on the opposite sides of the rails

engaged in the off-sets, means for attaching the plates to
the blocks, said plates t>elng formed at their Inner ends
with upwardly t>owed resilient portions adapted to engage

under the treads of the rails and permit of a limited
vertical movement thereof, the Inner en<ls of the bowed
portions terminating at and engaging the base flanges of

the nUs.

1,227,346. METHOD OF MAKING ELECTRICAL CON-
DUCTORS. Samukl Trood, Edgewood Park, and Od8-
TAVK Chotan, Wilklnsburg. Pa., assignors to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 28, 1913. Serial No.
757.357. (CI. 205—18.)

1. The method of manufacturing electrical conductors
that consists In disposing a conductor having an insulating
covering within a seamless condnctlng tut>e and then
reducing the tube only by successive steps until it closely

engages the insulating covering of the said conductor.

2. The process of manufacturing a sheathed and Insu-

lated electrical conductor which consists in Inclosing a
conductor and a surrounding Insulating material In a
seamless metallic tube and then reducing the tube until It

closely surrounds the Insulating material.

3. The process of manufacturing a sheathed and Insu-

lated electrical conductor which consists In inclosing a

conductor and a surrounding Insulating material in a

seamless metallic tube and then re<luclng the tube only
until It closely surrounds the Insulating material.

4. The process of manufacturing a sheathed and insu-

lated electrical conductor which consists In Inclosing a
conductor and a surrounding Insulating material In a
seamless metallic tube of relatively large diameter and
then reducing, by successive steps the tube only until It

closely surrounds the Insulating material.

1.227,347. PAJAMAS. Joh.n Pease Va.\ Kikk, Bradley
Beach, N. J., assignor to Steiner h Son, Asbury Park.
.\. J. Filed May 4, 1915. Serial No. 25,711. (CL
2—144.)

2. Pajamas comprising a coat and trousers, said trou-

sers having a front fly, side seams, a rear drop flap and
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a waistband at the upper end, the drop flap being entirely

free t>etween the side seams, the trousers being perma-

nently secured at the waistline to the inside of the coat

from the side seams forwardly to a point located at each

side of the front center of the trousers, guide loops

secured to the waistband of the trousers, straps at the

free upper end of the drop flap adapted to pass tnrough

the aforesaid guide loops and be fastened at the front of

the trousers, the coat overhanging the trousers and drop

flap tbereof.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.348. TIRE. Aummo Eduind Walb, Coleshlll,

England. Filed Mar. 4, 1914. Serial No. 822.480.

(CI. 152—2.)

/ /
1. The t-ombinatlon with a rim of a tire mounted there-

on and comprising In combination a body, a base of inter-

laced wire helices arranged clrcumferentially of said rim,

said rim having apertured portions rigid therewith to

which said helUes are connected, a second s«-t of Inter-

laced wire helices arranged uubstantlally radially In said

body, said radial wire helices bi-Ing threaded at their ends
nearest the said rim into the interlaced helices of said

t>ase.

2. The cumldnation with the rim of a wheel of a tire

mounted thereon and comprising a body, a base of inter-

laced wire helices arranged clrcumferentially of said

rim, said rim having portions rigid therewith to which
said helices are conne«-ted, a second set of wire helices

arranged substantially radially In said body, said radial

wire helices being threade<l at their ends nearest the

said rim with the Interlaced helices of said base.

1,227,349. REVERSIBLE PLOW. Fhancisco Dbalvi
RADO Walijick, Westfleld, N. T., assignor of one-third

to Alvln Glfford and one-third to Reuben W. Glfford,

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed May 6, 1916. Serial No.

95,8(J1. (a. 97—27.)

1. In a reversible plow, a turntable, a double land-side

arranged beneath the turntable, a pair of mold boards

carried by the turntable a<IJacent each end of the land-

side and connected thereto and extending backwardly

and flaring outwardly therefrom, the Inner ends of said

mold-boards abutting In laterally spaced relation from

the land-Hide, and a post depending from the side of the

turntable above the meeting ends of said mold-boards

and secured at its lower end to the meeting ends of the

mold-boards.

2. In a reversible plow, a turntable, diametrically ar-

ranged standards depending from the turntable, a double

land-side arranged t>elow the turntable and having con-

nection with said depending standards, mold-boards also

^'onnected to said standards and extending backwardly

and flaring outwardly from the land-side, and a post con-

nected to the Inner ends of said mold-boards for Joining

the same, said post extending upwardly and connected

with the turntable to brace the mold-boards.

8. In a reversible plow, a turntable, diametrically ar-

ranged standards depending from the turntable, a double

land-side extending diametrically across and beyond the

under side of the turntable, a pivot bolt carried by the

turntable and extending downwardly and having rigid

connection with the intermediate portion of the land-

side, a pair of mold-boards each carried by a respective

standard and extending backwardly and flaring outwardly
from the land-side, the rear ends of said mold-boards

meeting, and a post connecting the meeting ends of the

mold-boards and extending upwardly and connected with

the turntable.

4. In a reversible plow, a turntable, a double land-side,

a pair of mold-boards, means for connecting the ends of

the land-side and the mold-boards together, said mold-

boards having their inner ends abutting In spaced rela-

tion from the Intermediate portion of the land-side, dia-

metrically arranged standards depending from the turn-

table and connected to the adjacent ends of the land-side

and the mold-boards, a post connecting the abutting ends

of the mold-boards and having its upper end secured to

the turntable, and a pivot bolt depending centrally

through the turntat)le and secured at Its lower end to

the intermediate portion of the land-side, said standards,

post, and pivot bolt providing four points of support and
connfctlon for the land-side and mold-boards with the

turntable.

5. In a reversible plow, a substantially circular turn-

table, a double plow point structure arranged beneath

the turntable, a plow beam, arcuate guides each provided

with clrcumferentially spaced means embracing the turn-

table, means for mounting the guides rigidly to the under

side of the plow beam and in spaced-apart relation so as

to engage the turntable at diametrically opposite points,

said arcuate guides extending laterally from the opposite

sides of the plow beam and conforming In curvature to

the turntable so as to retain the same from lateral dis-

placement, and means for plvotally connecting the plow

structure to the beam.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,850. ROTARY ENGINE. Axbll WATTiaBEEO,

Sanlsh, N. D. Filed Oct. 28, 1916. Serial No. 127,157.

(CI. 121—64.) ~

1. In a rotary engine, a tubular shaft, a plurality of

cylinders mounted to rotate with the shaft, means for

supplying motive fluid to the s^aft. means for distrib-

uting the fluid to the cylinders, a piston In each cylinder,

a rod for each piston, a stationary eccentric for said
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shaft, aa eccentric atrap. a coanecting rod ttoax each
pUton to the strap, anil means revoluble with th«> cylin-

ders for guidloK th*" movement of the connecting rods at
the strap, and means for distributing the fluid to the
cylinders inclu<1ins means for rontrolling the exhaust
from the cylinders through the shaft.

7. In a rotary engine, a tubular shaft, a Talre casing
mounted to revolve with the shaft, cylinders on the cas-

ing to revolve therewith, a tubular valve in the casing
proJe<tlng out of the tubular shaft, said valve having
admission and exhaust ports, s&ld casing having pas-

sages to both ends of each cylinder, said passages adapt
ed to register with the ports of the valve when the cas-

ing Is rotated, means for supplying motive fluid to the
valve, a secondary valve In the first valve, said secondary
valve having admission ports registering with the admis-
sion ports of the main valve, means for revolving said sec-

ondary valve within the main valve whereby the size of

the ports in the main valve may t>e varied, yielding means
carried by the secondary valve for engaging the main
valve whereby the two valves may be frlctionally locked,

a piston in each cylinder, and motion-transmission means
from the pistons to the shaft to transform the reciprocat-

ing motion of the piston Into rotary motion of the shaft.

[Claims 2 to 6 and 8 to 10 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.227.361. FOLDISr, BACK. Howard W. Wkd, Stam
forfi. Conn. Filed Jan. 4. 1917. Serial No. 140.592.

(CI. 20s— 188.)

1. A foldinK back for the saddle of a motor cycle, bicy-

cle and like machine, comprising a support held on the
saddle, a l)ack mounted to swing on the said support from
upright to horizontal position and vice versa, the back
havin>: a notch, a combined catch and releasing lever ful-

crumed on the said support and having a handle, and a
pin on the said lever and adapted to engage the said
notch to lock the ba<k in upright position.

2. .\ folding back for the saddle of a motor cycle, bicy-

cle and like machine, comprising a support held on the
saddle, a back mounted to swlni: on the said support from
upright to horizontal position and vice versa, the back
bavinu a notch, a combined catch and releasing lever ful-

crumeil on the said support and having a handle, a pin on
the said lever ami adapted to engage the said notch to
lock the lia<k In upright po^itlou. and a spring connecting
the R}\id back with the cald lever.

3. A folding l«ck for the sad<ile of a motor cycle, bicy-

cle and like machine, comprising a support held on the
saddle, a back mounted to swins in the said support from
upright to horizontal portion and vice versa, a combined
catch and releasing lever fulcrumed 00 the said support
and having a handle, cooperating meana on the said
lever and l«ck to lock the ba» k In upright position, nud a
spring for holding the <"o6peratlng means in engagement.

4. A folding back for the saddle of a motor cycle, bicy-
cle and like machine, comprising a support held on the
saddle, a back mounted to swing on the said support from
upright to horlzoutal position and vice versa, a combined
catch and releasing lever fulcrumed on the said support
and baring a handle, cor»perating means on the said
lever and back to lock the back In upright position, and a
iprlng connecting the said back with the said lever.

14«27,a62. ATOMIZER. Wiixiam ALacar Whiib, New
York. N. r. Filed Nov. 15. 1913. Serial No. 801.122.
(CL 137—86.)

1. An atomizer consisting of a tut>e with a cap fitting
removably thereover, said cap having a central orifice of
diameter greater than Its axial depth, a plug in said tube
comprising a cylindrical portion ami a frusto-conlcal
portion, said cylindrical portion having longitudinal pe-
ripheral grooves and said frusto-conlcal portion having
tangential grooves in its face which communidite with
said longitudinal grooves, and a diminishing cone con-
tinuing from said frusto-conlcal portion. In fixed relation
therewith, toward sahl orifice : said cap forming a conical
chamber anterior to said orifice, the wall of said chaml>er
providing a seat for said frusto conical portion, and
providing a space surrounding said diminished cone to
form a i>ermanent passage between .said tangential
grooves and said orifice, whereby fluid enters said pas-
sage at an obtuse angle from the grooves, follows there-
from In the same conical lone Into the aforesaid conical
chamber, and forms therein a whirling film centering
at th« orifice for lateral dispersal upon emission
from said orifice, and a spring seating In said tube and
bearing against said plug, to firmly hold Its frusto-
conlcal portion against said c<inlcal chaml>er wall.

2. An atomizer consisting of a tube with a cap fitting

removably thereover, said cap having a central orifice of
diameter greater than Its axial depth, a plug In said tube
comprising a cylindrical portion and a frusto-conical
portion, said cylindrical portion having longitudinal i>e-

ripheral grooves and said frusto-conlcal portion having
tangential grooves in Its face which communicate with
said longitudinal grooves, and a diminishing cone con-
tinuing from said fra«te-eoBlcal portion In flxe,l relation
therewith, toward said orifice, the rearward portion of
said plug being of retluced diameter to provide a clearance
between It and the tube ; said cap forming a conical cham-
ber anterior to said orifice, the wall of said chamber pro-
viding a seat for said frusto-conlcal portion, and provid-
ing a spai-e surrounding said diminlshetl cone to form a
permanent passage- between, said tangential grooves and
said orifice, whereby fluid enters said pasnige at an obtuse
angle from the grooves, follows therefrom In the same
conical zone Into the aforesaid conical chamber, and forms
therein a whirling film centering at the orifice for lateral
dispersal upon emission from said orifice, and a spring
seating In said tube and bearing against said plug,
within the aforesaid clearance, to firmly hold its frusto-
conical portion agafhst said conical chaml)er wall.

1,227.353. SPRr>CKET WHEEL. Wili.i.vm W. Wii.Lsos,
<;ahauna, t»hlo. Filed Oct. 11, 191»l. Serial No.
124.955. (CI. 74—31.)
1. A sprocket wheel having Its periphery dlvlde«l into

segments by gaps to receive devices on an element engag-
ing said wh»i-l, the operative end of each segment l>elng

recessed to leave an undercut arm at the periphery, in
combination with a tooth having a lug working in said
recess, a spring operating on one of the faces of said lug
and th" opposing fac <if saUl ncess to actuate said t<>oth

In a plane at right angles to the axis of said wheel, and
means f<ir pivotally securing said tooth on the wheel.

2. A sprocket wheel having its periphery divldetl Into
segments, one end of each segment being recess*il to leave
an undercut arm at the periphery and provided with a
hole, in combination with a section tooth provided with a
lug, means passing through said tooth and through said
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bol« for pivotally securing said tooth to the wheel, and a
spring bearing on one of the faces of said lug and the

opposing face of said recess to actuate said tooth.

3. A sprocket wheel having its periphery divided Into
segments, one end of each fegment being recessed to leave
an undercut arm at the periphery and provided with a
bole, In combination with a tooth having a lug working
in said recess, means passing through said tooth and said
hole to pivotally secure snid tooth to said wheel, both
fac*s of salil lug and of said recess being recessed, and a
spring having its ends in two of the latter recesaes to actu-
ate said tooth.

4. A sprocket wheel having Its periphery divided into
segments, one end of each segment being recessed to leave
an undercut arm. and provided with a hole. In comblna-
rl«Hj with a tooth composed of two Identical sections and
having a lug working In said recess, means passing through
said tooth and through said hole for pivotally securing
said tooth to the wheel, and a spring bearing on one of
the faces of said lug and the opposing face of said recess
to actuate said tooth.

B. A sprocket wheel having Its periphery divided Into
segments, one end of ea<h segment being recessed to leave
an arm, an<l provided with a hole, in combination with
a tooth having a lug working In said recwu. means pass-
ing thr«High said tooth and hole for pivotally securing said
tooth to said wheel, and an actuating spring, ^he faces of
said lug and the walls of said recess being arcuately re
cessed on a common arc of a circle struck from the axis
of said means, and the ends of said spring fitting in two
of said arcuate retessea to actuate said tooth.

[Claim 6 not printed In the lihiette.]

1.227.354. STEAMER. Joh.n II. Woi.T«n8TORFr, St.
Paul. .Minn. FIle<l Jan. 10, 1910. Serial No. 71,194.
(CI. 220—124.)

1. In a derlce of the class described, a housing having
an opening in one side thereof, a hanger hinged on said
housln:.', means for deiachably securing the fr«M' end of the
hanger, a door carried upon the hanger and adapted to

close said opening, a screw to press the door against the
housing and release it therefrom, said screw being thread-
ed In the hanger and having a central swlveled connection
at its int.«T end with said door, and devices adapted to
slidably support the door upon the banger and hold said

door against rotation about the axis of the screw.
2. In a device of the cIsks described, a boosing having

an opening In one side ttefreof. a banger binged on said

housing, means for detacbably securing the free end of the
hanger, a door for said opening carried upon the hanger
and formeil with a central depression therein, a block In

said depression, straps to secure said block In said de-
pression, a screw to press the door against the bousing
and release It therefrom, said screw being threaded in the
banger and swlveled at one end In said block, and devices
adapted to slidably support the door upon the hanger and
hold said door against rotation about the axis of the
screw.

3. In a device of the class described, a housing having
an opening in one side thereof with lugs at one end and
eyes at the other end of the rim of said opening, a lianger
consisting of a horizontal bar having a pair of opposed
vertical branches at one end thereof and « similar pair of
branches near its other end, lugs on one pair of branches
pivotally secured to the lugs on said bousing, a pin in
said eyes adapted to secure the free end of said hanger, a
door having pins therein slidably mounted In the branches
of said hanger and adapted to close the opening in said
housing and means on said twir for rao%'ing the door with
respect to the hanger, wh«reby said door may be firmly
pressed against the housing or withdrawn therefrom.

1,227,355. TRACTION BALINO-MACHINE. AnaiAX P.
Wbight. Valley Center, Kans. Piled Nov. 6. 1916.
Serial No. 60,032. (CI. 100—65.)

1?^«

1. A traction haling 4)rea8 comprising a wheel mounted
frame, an engine mounted upon the frame for driving the
wheels, a press mounted upon the frame, means for op-

erating the press from the engine, a gathering and ele-

vating means located at each side of the frame, meaas for

operating the gathering and elevating means from the en-
gine, conveying means located behind the gathering and
elevating means adapted to deliver material to the press,

means for operating the said conveying means from the
engine, and ejector fingers mounted for movement abore
the said conveying means and operated from the said con-
veying means.

2. A traction baling machine comprising a wheel mount-
ed frame, an engine mounted upon the frame and adapt-
ed to operate the wheels, a press mounted upon the frame,
means for operating the press from the engine, a bay
gathering and elevating means pivotally mounted at the
side of the frame, a gage wheel attached to said elevatliiff

and gathering means and adapted to travel along the
ground, means for operating the gathering and elevating
means from the engine, a conveying means located behind
the gathering and elevating means and adapted to receive
the hay from the gathering and elevating means and de-

liver the same to the press, means for scatt<ring the bay
as It Is delivered to the press, means for operating the
<-onveylng means from the engine, and means for Inter-

rupting the operation of the said conveying means while
the other elements are operating.

8. A traction baling machine comprising a wheel monnt-
ed frame, an engine adapte<l to operate the wheels, a

press mounted upon the frame, means for operating the
press from the engine, a hay gathering and elevating
means mounted at the side of the frame. iiM-ans for op-
erating the gathering and elevating means from the en-

gine, a conveying means located behind the elevating and
gathering means and adapted to deliver material to the
press, means for operating said conveying means from the
engine, a shaft Journale<l for rotation above the delivery
end of the conveying means, means f«»r rotating the shaft
from the said conveying means, and outstanding fingers

carried by the sh.-ift and adapted to engage the material
and throw the same into the press.

. '....5^^' -; ^.
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1,227,35«. POT-PROTECTOR. Anna B. T. Taboscak,
Chlabolm, Minn. Piled Jan. 6. 1915. S«rijil No.

640. (CI. 63—8.)

A cooking ntenall protector comprlalng a auppurting
atrnctare formed of wire, said supporting structure In-

clading a main ring circular In shape and arranged In a
horitontal pUne. a plurality of cross braces aeml circular

In shape and secured by their ends to the horizontal ring

at diametrically opposite points defining a frame, a semi-

circular shell formed of Insulating material positioned In

said frame, Its upper edge projecting beyond the horiion-

tal ring, a plurality of vertically arranged rods having
one of their ends curved opon themselves to form hooka,

their opposite ends secured at spaced intervals about the

length of a borixontal ring, said hook ends adapted to

engage the upper marginal edge of a cooking receptacle

when positioned in the shell thus holding the supporting

frame and shell around the receptacle.

1,227.357. PROPELLER CHAMBER OR TUNNEL FOR
SHALLOW DRAFT VESSELS. Habold E. Yarhow,
Glasgow, Scotland. Filed May 12, 1916. Serial No.

97,083. (CI. 114—67.)

1. A propeller tunnel for a shallow draft vesael. com-
prising a roof sloping downward both toward the bow
and the stern, a hinged flap terminating at the rearward
slope near the water line, and curtain plates extending
vertically downward at each side of the tunnel from the

top of the rearward end of the tunnel to approximately
the level of the bottom of the vessel.

2. A propeller tunnel for a shallow draft vessel, com-
prising a roof sloping downward both toward the bow
and the stern, a hinged flap terminating at the rearward
slope near the water line, and curtain plates extending
vertically downward at each side of the tunnel from the

top of the rearward end of the tunnel to approximately
the level of the bottom of the vessel ; in combination with

means for raising the said curtain plates in order to lessen

the resistance to movement through the water.

3. A propeller tunnel for a shallow draft vessel, com-
prising a roof sloping downward both toward the t>ow and
the stern, a hinged flap terminating at the rearward slope

near the water line, and curtain plates extending verti-

cally downward at each side of the tunnel from the top

of the rearward end of the tunnel to approximately the

level of the bottom of the vessel ; in combination with
means for raising the said curtain plates about horizon-

tal hinges, so that they lie against the bottom of the

vessel.

4. A propeller tunnel for a shallow draft vessel, com-

prising a roof sloping downward both toward the bow and
the stern, a hinged flap terminating at the rearward slope

near the water line, and curtain plates extending verti-

cally downward at each side of the tunnel from the top

of the rearward end of the tunnel to approximately the

level of the bottom of the vessel ; In combination with

means for raising and lowering together the curtain plates

and the hinged flap.

5. A propeller tunnel for a shallow draft vessel, com-
prising a roof sloping downward both toward the t>ow and
the stern, a hinged flap terminating at the rearward slope
near the water line, and curtain plates extending verti-

cally downward at each side of the tunnel from the top of
the rearward end of the tunnel to approximately the
level of the bottom of the vessel, the said plates and flap

being balan<-ed so as to be automatically raised by the
sternward flow of the water in the propeller tunnel.

1,227,358. STRINGED MUSICAL INSTRUMENT. Rob-
BT L. Ybakcv. Cave in Rock, 111. Filed Sept. 1, 1916.
Serial No. 118,113. (CI. 84—44.)

1. A stringed musical Instrument having a round body
with opposed side boards, one of which constitutes a
sound l>oarrt. a finger board connected to the body, a
bridge-supporting bar having a heel, a member on the
body and engaged by the heel, a rod engaging the toe of
said bridge bar, a lever In the body and engaging one end
of the rod. and a link connection t>etween said lever and
the sound board.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,227.859. VIOLIN CHIN-REST. Robbbt L. Ybakbt.
Cave In Rock, III, Filed Oct 7, 1916. Serial No.
124,881. (Q. 84—74.)

1. The combination with a musical instrument having
an extension upon the body thereof, of a plate straddling
and pivotally connected to said extension, said plate being
adapted to swing to position at right angles to or parallel
with the longitudinal center of the extension, and means
upon the plate for engaging the chin of the user.

2. The combination with a musical instrument having
an extension upon the body thereof, of a plate straddling
and pivotally connectetl to said extension, said plate be-

ing adaptefi to swing to position at right angles to or
parallel with the longitudinal center of the extension,
means upon the plate for engaging the chin of the user,

and means upon the extension and cooperating with the
plate for loi-klug said plate while extended laterally from
the Instrument.

1,227.360. PLUMB-LEVEL. R-ansomb B. tocKo, Haile>
ton. Pa. Piled Sept. 5, 1916. Serial No. 118,546. (CI.

33—221.)

v^Jb

In a plumb level, cooperating elements comprising a
stock having an opening, and a scale ring In the opening

;
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V-sbaped hangers depending from the scale ring and In-

cluding diverging arms : a pendulum including a shaft

mounted to rock In the hangers adjacent the point of

juncture of the arms of the hangers; and a set screw
threaded into one of said cooperating elements and adapt-
ed to l)ear at its inner end on the shaft, the set screw ex-

tending substantially parallel to one arm of one hanger,

and the other arm of the aame hanger acting as a brace

preventing a shifting of the axis of rotation of the shaft,

when the screw is moved.

1,227,861. PROCESS OF RENPERING TEXTILE FAB-
RICS ANTIQUE. MOV8E88 B. ADOM, White Plains,

N. T. Filed June 28. 1915. Serial No. 36.750. (CL
8—2.)
1. The process of rendering textile fabrics antique which

consists In subjecting th<- fabric to a bath formed of sodium
hydroxld, sodium bisulfite and sodium peroxid until the

colors of the fabric have been subdued to the desired

point ; then washing the fabric in a bath of chlorinated

water ; then washing the fabric with hot water and soap,

and then passing the so treated fabric through a bath

v-ontalning acid violet.

2. The process of rendering textile fabrics antique which
consists In sut>duing the colors of the fabric t)y a hot bath
consisting of the reaction products of sodium hydroxld,

odium bisulfite and sodium peroxid ; then washing the

fabric BO treated, with hot water and soap to eliminate

therefrom the Ingredients that may have adhered to the

fabric from the previous treatment ; then subjecting the

fabric to an acidulated bath.

3. The process of rendering textile fabrics antique which
consists In subjecting the fabric to a hot bath consisting

of the reaction products of reducing and oxidizing agents

adapted to reduce the brightness of the colors and bleach

the colors In suspension in the bath ; then treating the

fabric with a blt-Hchtng agent to clear the whites of the

same ; then washing the fabric with hot water and po-

tassium soap, and then treating the fabric in an acidulated

bluing bath.

4. The process of rendering textile* fabrics antique which
consists In subjecting the fabric to a hot bath of substan-

tially 140 degrees Fahrenheit and which consists of the

reaction products of caustic soda, sodium bisulfite and
sodium peroxid in the proportions as specified : then treat-

ing the fabric in a bath containing cblorid of lime in the

proportions specified ; then washing the fabric with hot

water and potassium soap, and then treating the fabric

in an acidulated bath containing acid violet as specified.

1,227.862. MATCH-BOX. Jobeph T. Ankcm. Charlottes

ville, Va. Piled July 28, 1916. Serial No. 111,920.

(CI. 206—28.)

p
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1.227.365. CALIPERS. Jamcs W. H. Balbs, Sanford,
Pla^ assignor of one-third to William B. Bacbanan,
Saoford. Fla. Filed Sept. 3, 1915. Serial No. 48.M4.
(CI. 8S—149.)

In a caliper structure, a body, a pair of legs plrotally

coDoected to said body and extending longitudinally from
one end of the body, an arcuate guiding strap haring one
end bent to form a substantially U shaped loop, said loop

being secured to the under surface of one of the pivotal

legs and extending upwardly across the edge of the leg,

a guide strap carried by the leg which is free from connec-

tion with the arcuate guiding bar, a set screw carried by

said guide strap for engagement with said bar for holding

the legs in adjusted pivotal position, and the bight por-

tion of said loop adapted to engage the edge of the pivoted
arm which Is free from connection with the strap for

limiting the pivotal movement of the arm in one direction.

1,227.866. DRINKING-POUNTAIN. Naeaibb Bazihbt,
Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada. Plied Jan. 8, 1917. Se-

rial Xo. 141,321. (CI. 119—77.)

The combination with a drinking pan. a closed liquid

storage tank mounted in the pan and a fHling tube passing
through the tank and opening to the Interior thereof at

the bottom, of a combined air and water pipe located in

the aide of the tank and below the top level of the pan
antl having a cross partition therein providing a top air

passage and a lower water passage, an air tube communi-
cating with the air passage and terminating adjacent the

top of the storage tnnk. a valve seatf^l on thi- inner end
of the combined nlr anr] watr>r pipe, a lug located on the

low«r side of the partition, a down turned Up provided at

the forward end of the partition and a valve rod having
the inner en<l secured to the valve, the body portion there-

of slldably mounted In the l<p and hitr and the outer end
thereof terminating in a knob projecting Into the pan.

1.227.367. LATCHING AND TRIPPINO MECHANISM.
Victor 8. Bcam, Maplewtxxl. ami Krvbst C. Otto,
Elizabeth. N. J.. asMlgnori* to Westlnghouse Electric A
Manufacruring Company, a Orporatlon of Pennsyl-
vania. Filed Oct. 2, 1913. Serial No. 792.963. <C1.

175—268. >

M ^ *»

1. In a circuit breaker, a ("ontact carrying arm. an
operating lever for the said arm, a toggle Joint between
the said lever and the said arm for forcing the said arm
into either of two po!«ltlons for latching, a latchlUK device
for huMIng It In either po«ltlun when It i.>< off Its dead-
center position.

2. In a circuit breaker, a contact carrying arm. an
operating lever for said arm. a toggle mechsnism l>etween

the said arm and the said lever for forcing the breaker
closed, and a latching devlcv for holding the breaker
closed when it Im overset and underset with respect to its

dead-center position.

3. In an automatic clnult breaker, a contact-carrying
arm, an operating lever ope.'atlveJy connected to the said

arm by meanx of a toggle mechanism that Is adapted to
IMiss beyond Its dead-c-enter position, a latch for holding
the break-r In either the overwet or underset position of

the toggle, and means for tripping the said latch.

4. A latching devlie for a toggle operated circuit inter-

rupter comprising a pin carried by the toggle mechanism,
and a lat-h for engaging the said pin in either its under
or overaet position.

5. In a compression or energy storing dcrtec la which
the potential energy is pro<lii<-r<l by the operation of a
toggle me<-aanlKm. a Kingle means for latching the same
whether the operating nie<-hanlsm Is overset or underset.

[Claims 6 to 14 not prlnte<I In the Gazette.]

1,227,368. PLAYER PIAXO. Joseph H. BtCK and
GcuaoE BEitroKD, Brooklyn, N. T. FUe«l Feb. 17, 1915,
Serial No. 8.800. Renewed Jan. 30, 1917. Serial No.
145,569. (CI. 84—169.)

1. In combination with pe<lal.« and a shaft and connec-
tions for extending ami withdrnwlng said peilulx. a door
arrange<l to open before such extension an<l clowe after

such withdrawal, a part carried by said shaft, means at

tached to and moving with said dour to operate the same
and a movable device provided with an open ended slot

for separable engagement with the part carried by said

shaft, said devl<-e being Interposed between the latter and
said means to actuate the latter.

2. In combination with p<-dats and a rock-shaft and
connections for extending said p4Mlal.>< Into operative posi-

tion and witbdrawlnir them therefrom, a sliding antomatl-
cally closing door, a hook carried by said shaft, a lever
for otv-nln? said door and plvotsMy mounted means Inter

pose<l between sai<l hook and lever and provlde^l with aa
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open ended slot for separable engagement with said hook

to transmit motion therefrom to said lever during a part

of the movement of the former.

3. In combination with pedals and a rock shaft and

connections for extending said pedals into operative poel-

tion and withdrawing them therefrom, a sliding auto-

matically closing rlo«r, a hook connected to said shaft, a

lever for opening said door, and a bell-crank lever b«»arlng

with one arm on said lever and having Its other arm

bifurcated to slldably and separably receive said hook

which moves from the bifurcations of said arm when the

door is in Its ralseil position, to disconnect the pedal

operating mechanism from the door operating mechanism.

4. A rock shaft, pedals, connections for extending and

withdrawing said peilals and nn automatically closing

door, in combination with a bell-crank lever having a

bifurcated arm. a part carried by said abaft engaging said

arm between the bifurcations thereof, a lever acted on

by the other arm of said bell-crank lever to open said

door, said part dlwengagiug with the bifurcated arm

when the door has been completely opened, and stops

limiting the movement of said bell-crank lever In either

direction.

5. In combination with pedals and means for extending

and withdrawing them, a sliding door arranged to open

t>efore such extension and close after such withdrawal, a

lever connected to and moving with said door, a movable

part actuated by said means and bearing on one arm of

said lever by traveling contact and arrangetl to free said

lever on reaching a certain point thereof, said lever being

provldoil with an inclined cfincave face continuous with

the remainder of the top or upper face of this lever up

which said part will tny^\ In moving toward the end of

said arm of said lever, for the purpose of preserving con-

tinuous contsi t between said parts and preventing Jar and

the reverse movement of the door.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.227.369. ICE MAKING APPARATUS. John H. Bell,

Haddonfleld. N. J. File*l June 19, 1915. Serial No.

35.044. (CI. 259—2.)

1. The combination in Ice making apparatiu of exhaust

and pressure lines ; a conduit leading to a container for

liquid to be frozen : and means for alternately connecting

aid conduit to said lines.

2. The combination in Ice making apparatus of exhaust

and pressure lines ; a conduit leading to a container for

liquid to be frozen ; and means for alternately connecting

aid conduit to said lines ; said means Including a device

for venting said conduit previous to each of Its connec-

tions with the exhaust and pressure lines.

3. The combination in Ice making apparatus of exhaust

and pressure lines : a conduit leading to a container for

liquid to t)e froxen ; and means for alternately connecting

said means to said Hoes ; said means including a device

for venting said conduit after each of Its connections to

the pressure line.

4. The combination in Ice making apparatus of exhaust

and pressure lines ; a conduit leading to a container for

liquid to be froxen : means for alternately connecting said

conduit to said lines ; with means for limiting the amount

of liquid drawn Into the conduit when It Is connected to

the exhaust line.

5. The combination in ice making apparatus of exhaust

and pressure lines ; a conduit leading to a container for

liquid to be frozen ; means for alternately connecting said

conduits to said lines ; and means in the conduit for

throttling the flow of fluid therethrough.

[Claims 6 to 10 not prtnte<i in the Gazette.]

1,227,870. CURRENCY-SLITTER. Ecukne A. Bibcher,

Rochester. N. Y. Piled May 26, 1911. Serial No.

629,742. (CI. 164—61.)

1. In a paper catting machine, the combination of a feed

roll, ledger blades or cutting edges formed thereon, a

shaft mounted to rotate parallel thereto, disk cutting

blades mounted on said shaft and coiiperatlng with cutting

edges on said feed roll, gearing between said feed roll and

said shaft to cause said disk blades to rotate faster than

said ledger blades.

2. The coml'lnatloo In a paper cutting machine of a feed

roll, gripping fingers mounted inside of said roll and pro-

jecting through slots In the periphery of said roll, a

spring for pressing said gripping fingers against the

periphery of said roll, a <am for drawing said gripping

fingers back into the roll, said gripping fingers being

released on the rotation of said roll and caused by said

spring to grip the periphery of said roll.

3. The combination in a paper cutting machine of a feed

roll, a feeding table mounted tangentlally to said roil, a

stationary gage fastene<l at the outer edge of said feed

table to position a standard size sheet of paper on jyild

feed table with reference to said fe^Kl roll, automatically

operating gripping fingers mounted on said feed roll to

grip the forward edge of the sheet of paper held in

position by said gage.

4. The combination In a paper cutting machine of a feed

roll, a feed table placed tangentlally thereto and sloping

away therefrom, a stationary gage mounted on the outer

edge of said feed table for positioning a sheet of paper

thereon, automatically operating gripping fingers mounted

on said feed roll to grip the forward etige of the sheet of

paper held in position by said gage.

5. The combination in a paper catting machine of a feed

roll, a feed table placed tangentlally thereto and sloping
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away therefrom, a gage mounted on the outer edge of said

fee<t table for po«iltionlnir a nheet of paper thereon, a re-

entrant recess <-ut In the outer edge of said feeding table.

expoHlng a portion of the under side of the sheet of paper

laid thereon.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oazette.]

1. Tbe combination, with a crank-pin ; of a pair of

connecting rodi« aHsoclated therewith and arrangwl for

moTement in tbe same plane, one rod being provided with

a sleeve which fits over the crank-pin, and the other rod

with a transversely-bifurcated sleeve whose component
members are disposed in spaced parallel relation to each
other on opposite sides of tbe first-named rod and fit

over the first-named sleeve ; each of said sleeves com-
prising an Inner section which Is integral with the cor-

responding rod, and an outer section which is separably

fastene<1 thereto : and a rigid bridge-piece connecting the

separable outer sections of the two members of the sec-

ond-named sleeve.

2. Tbe combination, with a crank-pin having an axial

lubricant conduit and radial passages communicating
therewith : of a pair of connecting rods associated with
said crank pin and arranged for movement In tbe same
plane, one rod being provided with a laterally-extending

sleeve which fits over the crank-pin and is formed with
openings in its walls In register with said passages, and
the other rod being provided with a transversely bifur-

cated sleeve whose comiK>nent members are diaposed in

•paced parallel relation to each other on opposite sides

of the first-named rod and fit over the first-named sleeve ;

and a rigid bridge-piece connecting the outer end portions
of the two members of tbe second-named sleeve. .

1.227,372. WRENCH. Tanct M. Blbdsoi, Bonham, Tex.

Filed Oct. 6. 1916. Serial No. 124,174. (CI. 81—88.)

1. In a wrench or the like, two members having lapping

body portions, a headed pintle connecting the members
and paM.<«ing through an angular slot in one of the mem-
bers, a plate pivotally connected to the outer face of one
of tbe said members by tbe said pintle, said plate being
centrally provided with a substantially B-shaped opening
and having its free end provided with nn outtnrned knob.

one of the slots of the B-shaped opening being of a greater

depth than the other and the memtier provided with the

plate having a headed stud received in tbe said B-shaped
slot, as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a wrench or tbe like, two members having lapping
body portions, a headed pintle connecting tbe members
and passing through an angular slot In one of the mem-
bers, a plate pivotally connected to the outer tace of one
of said members by the said pintle, said plate being

sbap«d to correspond with the body portion of the mem-

ber to which It is connected and having its free end upon
Its outer face provided with an outturned knob and being
provided with a projection upon Its inner face opposite
tbe said knob, said plate having a B-shaped opening,
providing a finger between tbe slots In tbe said opening.

1.227,371. CONNECTING-ROD. Mabc Bihkiot. Bols

Colombes. Franca. Filed Jan. 4, 1916. Serial No. '

70.257. (CT. 74—17.)

y

one of tbe transverse slou of which Is of a greater depth
tkan the other and the finger between the slots terminat-
ing a distance from the longitudinal wall provided by th«
opening, and tbe member provided with the plate having a
headed stud retelved In the said B-shaped slot, as and for
tbe purpose set forth.

1,227,873. TOILET-SEAT. Wilhblm A. BoHM ud
WiLHiLM A. BoHM, Jr., Baltimore, Md. Filed Aug. 18,
1916. Sertal No. 115.582. (O. 4—18.)

1. The combination with a toilet bowl, of a pair of

levers as8ociate<l with the bowl, a seat carried by tbe
levera. a bousing earrled by the levers and disposed be-

low the seat, and a paper web extended from tbe housing
and operable across the seat, for the purpose specified.

2. The combination with a toilet bowl, of a pair of

supporting elements lying on opposite sides of tbe bowl
and having tbeir forward ends extended beyond tbe for-

ward end of tbe bowl and extended upwardly and termi-

nally lying above the bowl, a seat disposed above tbe for-

ward edge of the bowl and supported by the upwardly ex-

tended end of tbe supporting element, a roller operatlvely

supported by the upwardly extending ends of the support-

ing element and disposed below the seat, and r paper web
carried by the roller and extended across tbe seaL

1,227.874. PROCESS FOR TREATING AMYLACEOUS
SUBSTANCES. AcorsTi Boidin. Se<lln. France, and
J«AN E>TBOKT. Bmssels, Belgium. Filed .Nov. 6, 1913.

Serial No. 799,490. (CI. 196—82.)
1. A process of treating amylaceous substances consist-

ing in steeping the amylaceous substance at a temperature
slightly lower than the gelatinizing point of the starch
of this substance and In liquefying this steeped substance
In alkaline water at a temperature of at least 80* C,
under the action of bacterial enxyms having a great lique-

fying power.

2. A process of treating amylaceous substances consist-

ing in steeping tbe amylaceous substance In hot water.
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and in liquefying this steeped substance in alkaline water
under the action of bacterial encyms. these encyms being
obtained by the repeated culture of commou liquefying

t>acilll on highly nltrogenlzed media in veils and in thin

layers under the Influence of a current of air, the supply
of which is diminished when the development of tbe badlll
Is complete.

8. A process of treating amylaceous substances consist-

ing in soaking the amylaceous substance in hot water for

from four to eight hours, separating the water In excess,

grinding tbe steei>ed substance In a moist condition, mix-
ing the crushed substance with hot water tu which Is

added a little alkaline salt and liquefying enzyms, leav-

ing the resulting substance to become liquid under tbe in-

fluence of the said ensyms, and neutralizing the solution

obtained.

4. A process of treating amylaceous substances consist-

ing of steeping the amylaceous substance In hot water,

liquefying this steeped substance In alkaline water under
tbe action of bacterial enzyms, at a temperature of at
least 80° C, neutralizing the obtained niasb and sacchari-
fying it by means of liquefying enzyms transformed Into

saccharifying ensyms by tbe addition of salts and non-
fermented nitrogenous raw niaferial.

5. A process of treating amylaceous substances consist-
ing In steeping the amylaceous substance in hot water for

from four to eight hours separating the water in excess,

liquefying this steeped substance in alkaline water, at a
temperature of at least 80' C, under the action of bac-
terial enzyms and neutralizing the wort thus obtained
by tbe addition of 8{>ent wash or of tbe add and aqueous
extract obtained by the steeping of tbe amylaceous sub-
stance.

1,227.876. ELECTTRIC CONNECTION FOR RAILWAY-
VEHICLES. L0CI8 BoiRALLT, Paris, France. Filed
July 26. 1918. Serial No. 781,218. (CT. 173—832.)

1. The combination of an automatic coupling for rail-

way and other similar vehicles with two heads of electric
connections, studs and sockets carried thereby, each bead
comprising a casing mounted on the said coupling and a
bearing In such casing for the studs or sockets, one of

aald casings being yieldingly mounted on the coupling
and the respective bearing forming a ball and socket
Joint with such casing, and yielding means whereby to

hold the latter casing and respective bearing in an aver-

age position in relation to the coupling, substantially as
described.

2. In a head of electric connections of the stud and
socket type, the combination of a casing, a bearing mount
ed in the casing, a plate of insulating material secured in

such Ltearlng. a plate of Insulating material axially mov-
able in said bearing, contact members on these two plates,

a spring between the plates, the contact members on the

movable plate, projecting outside of tbe latter, and a

block of Insulating material yieldingly mounted on the out-

wardly projecting parts of the said contact members,
substantially as described.

3. In a head of electric connections of the stud and
socket type, the combination of a hollow casing, a fixed

plate secured in such casing, contact pieces on such plate,

a bolt slldable through the said plate, a movable plate

secured to the Inner end of such bolt, contact members on

such movable plate, a spring pushing the said movable
plate Inwardly, a second fixed plate secured in tbe said

hollow casing, contact members on this second fixed plate,

a second bolt slldable, through such second fixed plate,

a second movable plate secured to the inner end of tbe said

second bolt, a spring pushing this latter bolt outwardly,
the contact members of these two latter plates being in

contact with one another and means actuated from with-

out whereby to pull outwardly or release the first named
bolt, tbe outer head of tbe second named bolt extending
outwardly l^eyond tbe second fixed plate, substantially as
de8cril)ed.

4. The combination of an automatic coupling, a head of

connections of tbe stud and socket type having a rear con-

nector plate, a front connector plate, both of said plates
being movable, said front plate being moved when tbe
coupling is Jolne<l with an opposite similar coupling.

means for holding tbe rear connector plate In disconnect-

ed position relative to the front connector plate when tbe
automatic coupling is in uncoupled position, and for re-

leasing the said rear plate, when the coupling Is In cou-
pled position, and a spring adaptetl to move the rear con-

nector plate when released to position for connecting en-

gagement with the front connector plate.

5. In a head of electric connections of tbe stud and
socket type, the combination of a hollow bearing, a plate
secured to such bearing, sockets Inserted in the said fixed

plate, a plate movable within tbe hollow bearing, studs
on such plate slldable In the said sockets, a bolt united
to tbe said movable plate and passing through the said
fixed plate, a spring pushing the said bolt outwardly, tbe
outer bead of such bolt projecting outwardly from tbe
fixed plate, substantially as described.

[Claim not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1,227,876. PROCESS OF MAKING BRAKE-SHOES AND
PRODUCT THEREOF. GsoaoB T. Bond, Huntington,
W. Va. Filed Feb. 16, 1917. Serial No. 148.870. (CI.

188—28.)

1. A process of forming brake-shoes that includes the
pressing of the rear face of a brake-shoe having a keeper
extending therefrom into abutment with the contact-face
of another brake-shoe having a mortise opening to said

face and at the same time by the same action pressing

said keeper into and causing It to conform to said mortise.

2. A process of forming brake-shoes that Includes tbe
pressing of the rear face of a brake-shoe having malleable
keepers extending therefrom Into abutment with the con-

tacting of another brake-shoe having mortises disposed
In tbe same relative positions as said keepers, and by the,

same action pressing the keepers Into and causing them to

conform to said mortises.

3. A process of forming brake-shoes that includes the

formation of a shoe-body with a mortise opening to the
contact face thereof, and thereafter taking a brake-shoe
having a rearwardly-extendlng malleable keeper and
pressing the rear face of said shoe into abutment with the

contact face of said body and by the same action pressing
said keeper into and causing it to conform to said mortise.

4. A process of forming brake-shoes that includes plac-

ing a sboe-body having a mortise opening to tbe contact
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face thereof In fixed position in a press, placing a brake-
aboe having a keeper on a ram of the presa with Its

keeper in alinement with and extending toward said

mortise, and then causing said ram to press said brake-
•hoe into abutment with said body and thereby pressing
the keeper into and causing it to roaform to said mortiae.

5. A process of forming brake-shoes that iDoludes the
preasiDg of the rear face of a brake-aboe. having a flxtHl

bendable keeper extending therefrom into abutment with
the contact face of another brake-shoe having a mortise
of less depth than the keeper opening to said fare, and
at the saiiif time by the same action pressing and bending
•aid keeper into and thereby causing It to conform ap-

proximately to the shape of said mortiae.

[Claims to 8 not printed in the <!azette.]

1.227.377. IXCUBATINO AND CHICKEN-RAISING AP-
PARATUS. Leonard Bo.vd, CMossop. England. Piled

May 23, 1914. Serial No. 840,491. (CI. 119—30.)

1. A combined incubating and cbicken-raising appara-
tus, comprising in combination a nursery chamber ; an
Incubating chamber mount>'d thereon ; an egg tray located
in said Incubating chamber, said chamber having air ven-
tilating inlets or openings at the lower portion thereof
one or more of said op«>nings communicating with the
nursery chamber ; a hot-water circulator at the upper part
of each chamber ; an evaporating pan resting on supports
below the egg tray in but above the bottom of the incu-
bating chamber ; and a stand-pipe passing through the
pan and having a U^ffle at the top, whereby warm air
which rises from the nursery chamber through the open-
ing forme<l therein will pass into the space below the
evaporating pan. thence through said stand pipe, and be
deflected downwardly by the baffle Into the evaporating
pan.

7. In a combined incubator and chicken-raising appara-
tus, the combination with a nursery chamber, an incu-
bating chamber mounted thereon, an egg tray located in

said Incubating chamber, an evaporating pan also located
In the incnbating chamber below the egg tray, and a stand-
pipe passing through the pan in open communication at
Its lower end with the nursery chamber ; of an exit ven
tilating shaft In the roof of said Incubating chamber,
and a perforated, telescopically-arranged extension there-
of, the upper end whereof is open, projecting into said
chamber, said perforated extension being adjustable so

that If slid downward toward the egg tray such extension
win baffle the outflow of the upper stratum of warm air
to a certain extent, whereby the heat will be more com
pletely diffused throughout the chamber, while If moved
upwardly into the raised position, the upper, hot-air

stratum will more readily find a vent and the heat will be
less completely diffused in the chamber.

[Claims 2 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,378. DIFFERENTIAL HOUSING-TRUSS. Feank
T. Bh.\dy, Bayonne. N. J. Filed June 24, 1916. 8«rtal
No. 105.568. (a. 21—90.)
1. A truss of the character described comprising two

pairs of concaved parallel arms, the corresponding arms
of said pairs of arms in line with each other, curved con-
necting braces for each pair of arms, a connecting portion
for one of the arms of each pair, a third pair of concaved

parallel arras at right angles to the other arms, a curved
concaved connecting portion between each of the third
pair of arms and on*- <if the members of the first and
second pair of arms, a curved connecting brace for the
third pair of arms, and a detachable cap for each pair of
arms.

2. In a trass of the character described the combina-
tion of two pairs of arms, a cap for each pair of arms to
connect them to the axle tubes of a vehicle, a thlrrd pair
of arms in the truss at right angles to the other arms and
a cap for the latter arms to connect th.'m to the shaft tube
of a vehicle.

3. In a trusa of the character described the combina-
tion of two pairs of arms, a connecting portion for one of
the arms of each pair, a third pair of arms at right an-
gles to the other arms, connecting portions t>etween the
latter arms and one of each of the pairs of other arms, the
connecting portions curved to support a housing, and a
cap for each pair of arms, to connect the first two pairs of
arms to the axle tubes of a vehicle and to connect the
latter pair of arms to the shaft tube of said veblcle.

1,227,379. SPINNI.VG FRAME STOP MOTION. Ethii^
BERT Br(k>ksbank. Bradford, England, assignor to
Brooksbank Limited. Bradford. England. Filed Mar.
30, 1916. Serial No. 87.777. (CI. Ifr—26.)

1. A niultifold yarn spinning frame stop motion com-
prising a frame, a wire or thread hoard thereon, and free,

loose, weighted collars supported by the multifold yam
paaslng therethrough and adapted to sever the remaining
ends of said maltlfold yarn when an end breaks.

2. A multifold yam spinning frame stop motion com-
prising a frame, a wire or thread board thereon, and U-
shaped collar weights supported by the maltlfold yarn
passing tberpthrough and adapted to sever the remaining
ends of said multifold yarn when an end breaks.

8. A multifold yarn spinning frame stop motion com-
prising a frame, a wire or thread board thereon, and bent
wire weights detachable from but supported by the multi-
fold j-arn passing therethrough and" adapte<l to sever the
remaining ends of said multifold yarn when an end breaka

1.227.380. FASTE.NER FOR ("A.N CLOSURES. Joh.n W.
Bcrobss. Topeka. Kans.. assignor of two-thirds to
Beecber A. Hawk and Homer U. Jenkins, Topeka. Kans.
Filed Apr 23. 1915. Serial No. 23..399. (CI. 70—81.)
1. A fastener for a can cloanre. a U-shaped strap sh-

eared diamt-trically of said closure, a rod slidablp through
centrally of said strap, a pair of locking bars plvoully
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coBne<-(ed with said rod, and means connected centrally

with thi- rod and engaging said locking bars for noraially

retaining said locking t>ars in extended position.

2. A fastener for a can closure, a U-shaped strap se-

cur<>d diametrically of said closure, a rod slidable centrally

throuKh of watd strap, a pair of locking bars pivotally

conne<t»'d to said rod. and a bow spring arranged cen-

trally on said rod and Interposed between said strap and
•aid locking bars for normally retaining the latter In ex-

tended [KMttlon within aald rect^ses.

3. A fastener for a can closure, a U shaped strap se-

cured diametrically of said closure and having a central

apertur*'. a rod ulldable In said aperture and having a
shoulder adjacent its upper end. a pair of locking bars
pivotfllly connecting with said rod. and a bow spring ar-

ranged centrally on said rod and resting upon said abonl-

der and engaging opposite ends with said locking bars, to

normally extend the name.

1.227.M1. WHEEL HTRU^Tl RE. Henrt C. Calhouk.
Detroit, Mich. FIUhI Kept. t^u. IWlH. Serial No. 121,243.

(CI. 21—69.)

1. An all metal wheel Including Inner and outer wheel
forming portions each having a central spoke ring formed
with a hub receiving opening surrounded by an Inwardly
directed annular flange, a hub adapted to engage in the
openings, a flange formed upon the hub and having an
undercut channel to seat the flange of one of the wheel
fornilnK portions, and rings threaded upon the hub upon
opposite sides of the other whei?l forming portion, one of

the latter rings having a channel to seat the flange of the

adjacent wheel forming portion.

3. In an all metal whiH'l. Inner and outer disk shaped
Iwdy memt>ers of sbcet metal stamped and formed to pro
viile hub receiving rings having inwardly directed annular
(laug«*s an inner and outer series of spokes and a rim re-

ceiving felly, a bub engaging through the ringx and hav-

ing an integral llange connected to the flange of one ring,

and means adjustable longitudinally of the bub for ciamp-

238 O. G,—79

ing engagement with tbe other ring, said means t>eing

capable of spreading the bub receiving rings away from
each other.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,362. DIFFERENTIAL GEARING FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. &c. Joseph I'. P. Cardin. Sorel. Quebec, Canada.
Filed May 16, 1916. Serial No. 97.SG3. (Cl. 7-1—34.)

1. Differential gearing including a sectional driving

shaft or axle, a main gear wheel arranged on the adjacent

ends of the driving shaft or axle, centrally arranged
sprocket wheels; tlxed to the sections of the driving shaft

or axle, side sprocket wheels carried by tbe main gear
wheel and sprocket chains arranged on the side 8pro<<ket

wheels and meshing with the central sprocket wheels.

2. The combination with a sectional drUing axle or

shaft, of a main gear wheel arranged on the adjacent ends
of the sections of the shaft or axle, central sprocket

wheels fixed to the said Bectlons of the driving shaft or

axle, side sprocket-wheels carried l>y the tnain g»*r. a con-

tinuous sprocket chain arranged on tbe sprocket wheels at
one side of the main gear and metthing with the central

sprocket wheel and a pair of sprocket chains located at

the opposite side of the main gear and arranfed on the

side goars and the central gear.

3. Differential gearing including a lualn gear wheel,
side sprocket wheels mounted on the main g»'ar wheel, a
cintrally arranged sprocket wheel designed to be con-

nected with a shaft or axle and a continuonf: sprocket
chain arranged on and meshing with the cMc sprocket
gears and having both sides or fligfats located at the same
side of the central sprocket gear and one side or flight

meshing with the central sprocket gear.
4. IMffereutial gearing including a uiuin gear wheel

having opposite openings, eccentrlcnlly arranged sleeves
mounted in the said openings, transversa' shafts carried
by the <H-<-etitrIc sleeves, spro<-ket gears mounted on the
transverse shafts, a central sprocket gear and a sprocket

chain counectlnj; the said sproi ket gears.

5. Differential gearing including a main gear wheel
provided with opposite bearing openings, eccentric sleeves
mounted in the said openings and having eccentric aper-
tui-es, shafts extending through the vccentrlc apertures
of the said sleeves, the latter being provided with toothed
flanges, pawls or dogs engaging the toothed flanges and
securing the eccentric sleeves in their adjustment, side
sprocket wheels mounted on the said transverse shafts,
central sprocket wheels designed to he mounted on the
sections of a driving shaft or axle, and sprocket chains
connecting the said sprocket wheels and located at oppo-
site sides of tue main gear wheel.

1.227,388. CATTLE YOKE. Eccjrnr R. Carwsntm, Chat-
tanooga. Tenn. Filed July 10, 1916. Serial No. 108.502.
(Cl. 119—138.

»

1. A yoke of the class de«ortbed comprising a pair of
end members carh having outwardly converging sides and
a curved portion connecting the Inner ends of the sides
together, and wires cMjnnecting said end members to-
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getber. said wires passing through openings at the inner

corners of the end members and being attached to the

side of said end members.

ffJ^
2. A yoke of the dasH described comprising f-nd mem-

bers, U 8hape<l arms attached to the end meml)ers and
arranged in relative over lapping relation and a plate at-

tached to one of the wires at each side of the joke and

having attaching openings for engagement by the other

wire and thereby cauxing the wirea to adjustably connect

the end members together.

1.227.384. SEWING MACHINE TABLE. BotmooN C*8Y.

Norfolk. Va. Filed Nov. 28. 1916. Serial No. lU,46fi.

(CI. 45—27.)

.*' Af

An article of furniture of the class describe*] compris-
ing a frame having a compartment for a drop head sew-

ing machine and also provided with an inner top and an
outer top, said inner top comprising a rear member and a

hinged front member, the hinges of the said front member
being af the front »ld«- thereof, and said meml>er» being

provided with recesses In their opposing sides to clear the

machine when said hinge<l member is in closed position,

said outer top being also hinged and having it.4 binges

arranged at the rear side of the rear member of the in

ner top so that the outer top is adapted to l)e arrsnged

either In vertical position at' the rear of the article of

furniture to uncover the inner top or in horizontal posi-

tion to cover said article of foroltnre and the Inner top.

1,227.385. CIRCUIT INTERRUPTINf; MEANS. Fra.ne

E. Cask. Schenectady. N. Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed June
29. 1914. Serial No. 847.892. (CI. 175—273.)

1. The combination of terminals for an electric fuse

conductor, means for deflecting and breaking any arc

formed when the fuse conductor Is ruptured, and separate

Insulating means Inclosing and supporting the respective

terminals and affording only a circuitous creepage path

between them and between their respective current con-

nections.

2. The combination of terminals, means for deflecting

and breaking any arc formed between them, and insulat-

ing means Inclosing the respective terminals and forming
for them Individual arc chutes separated at their adja-

cent sides so that in the region of the arc the insulating

material Is nowhere continuous between them.

3. The combination of terminals, electro magnetic means
for deflecting and l)reaking any arc from them, and ia-

sulating means inclosing the respective terminals and
forming for them individual arc-chutes separated by ao
intervening air space.

4. The combination of terminals, electro-magnetic blow-

out coil means associated with said terminals, pole piece
means fur said coll means arranged to deflect and break
any arc from said terminals, and a pair of refractory In-

sulating walls associated with each terminal and forming
for it an arc chute, ^hc walls of each pair t>eing so nepa-

rated from those of the other pair that only a clnultou*
creepage path exists between the chutes.

5. The combination of terminals, electromagnetic blow-

out coils assoclateil with said t>-rmlnals. pole pie<-es for

said (Mills as8o<'lated In pairs with the respective termi-

nals and arranged to deflect and break between them any
arc from said terminals, refractory insulating walla ar-

ranged in pairs between the pole pieces of each pair and
forming individual arc chutes for the terminals, the walls

of the respective pairs being so separated that there is an
air space l>etween the chutes at their adjacent sldek.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,386. TWO V0LTA(;E CIRCUIT BREAKER. FiuNK
E. Casb. Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept-

16. 1914. Serial No. 861.958. (CI. 172—179.)

1. The combination with a circuit breaker f«r a main
electric circuit operating on high and low voltage, of

suitable translating devices, a control circuit therefor. aiMl

a switch controlling the voltage impressed on said control

circuit and «lniultaneously varying the tripp4ng ^int ©f

the circuit brsaker.
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2. The combination with a circuit breaker for a main
electric circuit operating on high and low voltage of suit

able translating devices, a control circuit therefor, elec-

tromagnetic means for varying the tripping point of the

circuit breaker and a swlt<h for controlling the translat-

ing devices and the electromagnetic means.
S. The combination with a circuit breaker for a main

electric circuit operating on high and low voltages, of

suitable translating devices, a mntrol circuit therefor

adapted for low voltages, a switch controlling the volt-

age impressed on said control circuit, an auxiliary elec-

tromagnet <-uDtrolle<l by said switch and acting to increase

the amount of current required for operating the tripping

magnet when the main circuit voltage is low.

4. The combination with a circuit breaker for an elec-

tric railway car operating ou high and low voltages, of

a control circuit for connecting the motors in series for

high voltage and in parallel for low voltage, a switch in-

suring a constant supply of low voltage current for said

control circuit, and an auxiliary electromagnet controlled

by said switch and acting to increase the amount of cur

rent required for operating the tripping magnet of the

circuit breaker when the main circuit voltage is low.

5. The combination with a circuit breaker for a main
electric circuit operating on high and low voltages, of

suitable translating devices, a control circuit therefor

adapted for low voltage, a switch controlling the voltage

impressed on said control circuit, an auxiliary calibrating

spring for the circuit breaker, and an electromagnet con-

trolled by said switch and acting to put tension on said

spring when the main circuit voltage Is low.

iClalm 6 not printed in the Gaxette.l .

1,227,887. S.\FETY SIGNALING.
TIB, Point I'leasant, N. J. FUed
No. 60,&»4. (O. 40—52.)

IIasolo N. C. Chhis
Nov. 9. 1916. Serial

1. A signaling device for vehicles, comprising a hous-

ing, translucent memt>er8 upon said housing, a casing

upon said housing, Ulamlnatlng means within said casing

in registration with said translucent members, a plurality

of signaling devices rotatably mounted within said hous-
ing, clasps within said housing for engaging said signaling

dcrlces for nurmnlly retaining the same in vertical posi

tion within said bousing, and means for actuating said

signaling devices for releasing the same from said clasps

for displaying said signaling devices.

2. A signaling device for vehicles, comprising a housing,

translucent members arranged within said housing, a plu

rality of signaling devices rotatably mounted within said

housing each comprising an opaque l>ody and a translu

cent body, means for actuating said signaling devices for

positioning said opaque body thereof exterior of said

housing and said translucent l>ody thereof in registration

with said translucent members, a casing upon one side of

aid housing and provided with an open bottom, and
illuminating means within said casing for projecting rays

of light through said translncent members of said bousing

and said translucent members of said signaling devices

and simultaneously projecting rays of light through the
open tKittom of said casing upon the license tag oi. the
vehicle.

3. A signaling device for vehicles, coinprising a housing.
translucent members arranged in said housing, a plurality
of transversely alined signaling devices pivotally mounted
within said housing, each of said signaling devices com-
prising an opaque body at one side of Its pivotal point

and having designating characters thereon, and a frame
at the opposite side of its pivotal point and providt>d with
a translucent member therein having designating charac-
ters thereon, said frame and translucent member being

heavier than said opaque body for returning said signaling
devices to inoperative position within said housing, a plu-
rality of electromagnets and armatures within said hous-
ing, connections between sabl armatures and said signal-

ing devices for operatlvely displaying said signaling de-

vices upon the energisation of said magnets, and retractile
spring supports for said armatures for aiding the translu
cent members to return said signaling devices to normal
inoperative position upon the deenergization of said mag-
nets.

1.227,888. POWER ATTACHMENT FOR WASHING-
MACHINES. Fra.nk B. Chikchill, La Harpe. 111.

Filed Nov. 10, 1913. Serial No. 800,182. (CI. 74—14.)

1. In combination with an active mechanism including
a vibratory member, a walking beam pivotally mounted
below the vibratory member, means for connecting one
arm of the walking beam with one end of the vibratory
member, yleldable means for connecting the other arm of
the walking beam with the other end of the said member,
and means for oscillating the walking beam.

2. In combination with an active mechanism including
a vibratory member, a walking beam or lever pivotally
mounte«l at an intermediate point, a link connecting one
arm of the walking beam or lever with one end of the
vibratory member, yleldable means for connecting the
other arm of the walking beam or lever with the other
end of the said member, and gearing for oscillating the
walking t>eam or lever.

3. In combination with an active mechanism including
a vibratory member, a walking l>eam or lever fulcrumed
at an intermediate point beneath the said member, a link
(onnecting one arm of the walking beam or lever with one
end of the meml>er, a coiled spring connecting the other
arm of the walking beam or lever with the other end of

the said member, and gearing connected with the walking
l>eam or lever for oscillating the same.

4. In combination with an active mechanism including
a vibratory member, a walking beam or lever fulcrumed
at an intermediate point, a link (connecting one arm of
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tkc wmUdng beam or l^rer with une end of the said mem-
ber, ytcMmble mMina for connecting the other arm of the

walklnc beam or l^'ver with the oth»>r end of the m<>mber.

a ennk elem^'Dt. a pitman conne<-tin>; the (-ranli element

with the walking beam or lever, and gearing for rotating

tke crmak element
8. In combination with an active mechanism inclading

• vlbratorjr member baring supporting rockers, a walking

bouB or leTcr pivoted at a point Intermediate of ita «nd8

•d provided at the pivotal point with a projecting arm,

a link eooBccting one end of the walking beam or lever

with one end of the said memt>er. yieldable menng for con-

ectlng the other end of the walking beam or lever with

tlM other end of the member, a crank element, a pitman
•xtendlng from the crank element to the said arm of the

walking beam or lever, and gearing for rotating the crank

element.

1Claim A and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,237,889. AGBICULTURAL TRACTOR. Micbabl D.

Coca, Powlett River. Victoria. Auatralla. Filed May
11, 1916. Serial No. 96,919. (Cl. 21—114.)

1. In agricultural tractors, the combination with a mo-

tor car, of an undercarriage adapted to support said car,

a movable front axle, a cup carried by the said front axle,

a ball carried by the undercarriage and accommodated

by the cup, steering means connected to the axle, a stay

connecting the front axle with the under-i'^rrlage, shafts

mounted on the under carriage, tire driven wheels mount

ed on said shafts, counter sbafta driven by said first men-

tioned shafts, rear wheels <lriven by said counter shafts,

wheelways leading from the front of the undercarriage

to the tire driven wheels, and idle wheels adjustable In re-

lation to the tire driven wheels.

2. In agrlcultnral tractors, the coml)lnatton with a mo
tor car, of an undercarriage adapted to support said car,

a movable front axle to said nnder-carriage, a stay con-

necting the front axle with the iwder-earrlage, a steering

shaft adjacent the front axle, hooks carried by the front

axle, steering ropes or chains connecting the hookii with

the steering shaft, a steering handle operating said steer-

ing shaft, shafts mounted on the undercarriage, tire

driven wheels mounted 00 said shafts, counter shafts ad-

jacent the first mentioned shafts, change speed gearing

carried by the first mentioned shafts and the counter

hafts, driving pinions carried by the counter shafts, rear

wheels mounted on the under -carriage, internally ti>othe«l

rings carried by the rear wheels, said rings tnitsKlng the

drirtng pinions, wheelways leading from the front of the

nnder-carriage to the tire-driven wheels, slide plates in

said wheelways. Idle wheels movable to and from the tire

drhren wheels and adjustable flanges rarrled by the tire

driTCB wheels and the Idle wheels.

a. In agricultural tractors., the combination with a

motor car, of an undercarriage supporting said car. tire

driven wlieels carried by the under carrtaee. wheel-ways

leading from the front of the under-carriage to the tire

driven wheels. Idle wheels movable to and from the tire

driven wheels, a flange mounted <)n the periphery of each

tire driven wheel, means for laterally adjusting each of

MJd tenges, a flange mounted on the periphery of each

Idle wheel, and means for laterally adjusting earh of said

flanges on the idle wheels.

4. In an nnder-carriage for the purpone described, the

eoalMnation of a frame, front and rear wheels supporting

aid frame, gears monnted on the rear wheels, alinwl

horlBontal shafts mounted on the frame, a flange<l friction

wheel mounted on each shaft, a counter shaft mounted in

advance of each rear wheel, a gear <>n each munter shaft

meahtag with the eear)»- on the rear wheels, gearing be

tween the respective horizontal shafts and the respective
counter Bbafta, flangeil Idle wheels In rear of and in allne-

ment with the trlction wheels, guideways extending for-'

wardly from the friction wheels, and means for steering

the front wheels.

5. In an under-carriage for the purpose described, the
combination of a frame, front and rear wheels supporting
the frame, a pair of longitudinal guides on the frame, a
pair of hortsontal alined shafts mounted on the frame, a
flanged wheel on each shaft, gearing between the horlson-

tal shafts and the rear wheels, an idle flanged wheel on
the frame In longitudinal allnement with the first men-
tioned flanged wheels, means for longitudinally adjusting
the Idle wheels, a slide extending acrom eack guide-way
near the front end thereof, means for adjusting each slide

and holding same In adjusted position.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,227.3»<> BICYCLE ATTACH.ME.NT. (^iaonui F. Cooa,
East Washington. N. H. Filed O'-t. 20. 1913. Hertal

No. 790,142. RenewMd Jan. 22, 1917. Serial N«.

14S.846. (Cl. 2U8— 156.)

1. A bicycle-supporting ftrut (-ouipriNing a l>ar having

a transverse recess near Its upper end to receive the under

portion of one of the rigid arms of the rear fork of a bi-

cycle, the contiguous extremity of said l»ar being curved

in a direction away from said recess to pass over and re-

movably engage the upper portion of the other arm of

said fork.

2. A bicycle-supporting stmt comprising a bar having

a transverse recess near Its upper enil to receive the un-

der portion of one of the rigid arms of the rear fork of a

bicycle, the contiguous extremity of said bar t>eing curvwl

in a direction away from said reress to pass over and re-

movably engage the upper portion <>f (he other arm of said

fork, the other end of «aid tMir Im-Iuk t>ent at an angle to

form d foot.

3. A bicycle supporting strut comprising a bar having

a transverse re«^8s near its upp^-r end to re«'etv»* the un-

der portion of one of the rigid arms of the rear fork of a

bicycle, the contiguous eTrremlty of said bar tH-lng carved

in a direction away from «ald reresn to pass over and re-

movably engage the upp«>r portion cf the other arm of

aid fork, the other end of said bar being t>ent at an angle

to form a foot, said foot and said <iirved end t>eliiit offaet

from the twdy of said liar in the same direction.

1,227.S91. PIPE-BEMOVEB. IIinht A. CoopEa. Pee-

bles. Ohio. Pl>e<l Dec. 22, 1916. Serial No 138.479.

(CT 81—72.)
1. Means for removing a broken pipe section from a

connection. Includlnt; a shank bartng a threa.led portion

tiapted to t>e screwe<l Into the pipe section. KaUl threaded

portion betng provided with a longitudinally extending

groove, and a wedge-shap'-d element slldably (it ted In the

groove and adapted to I* driven for^anlly 'nto engav^
ment with the pipe se<-tlon sui>t«eqaent to the ncrewing of

the shank iQto said section, whereby tMid pipe section is

''^'^"iff
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loved from Its connection when the shank is rotated in

the dlre<-tlon opposite its Initial rotation.

2. Means fur removing a broken pipe section from an
aaaodated element, including a shank having a threaded
portion adaptetl to be serewed luto th« pipe section, said

threadeil portion having a iougltuUirkally disposed groove,

a wedge shaped element slldaMy fitted In said groove, the

outer faiH' uf said element being ImUned transversely
throughout its length whereby one edge of said element
will cut Into the pipe se<'tloii wbeu the element la driven
forwardly in the groove, to obtain an effective purchase
apon the pipe section, whereby said pipe section will be
removed irom Ita aaiMxlateii element upon rotation of the

shank In a direction oppo^ite the initial rotation of the

hank.

I,227.}t92. WEAR-PLATE FOR SHOE HKELS. Jambs
HasaT t'oopCT. Wheeling. W. Va. Filed July 11. 1916.

Sertal No. 106,648. <ri. 86—75.)

' ^d

The combination with a shoe heel eonslstlng of a plu-

rality of lifts, of a solid wear member having an eqal-

lateraJ cross section, said wear member movably fitting in

a groove formed In the upper surface of the lower lift and
having a cross section similar to that of the member, the

disposition of the groove lift holding the wear member
with one of Its sides approximately coincident with the
upper surface of the lift and with an apex of such memt>er
lying In the lower surface of the lift.

1,227,898. TOY. WATse Evans
Valley, ra. Filed Jan. 12. 1917.

(Cl. 46—10 )

Crbssman, Gwynedd
Serial No. 141,978.

1. A toy of the class des<'rlbed Including a box-like

structure, provided with a screen, a support mounted in

sakt structure and turnable from the exterior thereof, said

support being adapted to carry miniature objects, tit*

Imaites of which are to be thrown upon the acreen, an
electric circuit, an electric lamp in said clrcalt rearward of

t^e screen, the turning of the support serring to bring the
ohiects thereon in auccerwion to a position between the

lamp and the screen, and make and break means for the

electric circuit, said last nientionwl means being controlled

by the turning of the support to close the circuit when an
object on the sapport is in said position between the lamp
and the s< reen.

2. The coDibinatlon with a box-like structure provided

with a screen, of a platform mounted to turn on a vertical

axis, an ek'ctric lamp in fixed poaltlon in the said stmc^
ture approximately at the axis of roution of the platlann,
means on the platform to receive a series of talBlatore
objects, the images of which are to l>e thrown upaa tke
screen, the platform being optionally movable to brlag the
image-* in succession to a position between the laap aad
the screen, and an electric circuit In which the lamp la In-

cluded, said circuit including also a contact element dis-

posed in a plane adjacent to the plane of rotation af the
platform, and an annular series of contact elements dla-

poaeil at Intervals on a face of the platform and adapted
successively to engage said first contact elemmt ta doae
the lamp circuit as an object is positioned betwcaa the
screen and lamp.

1.227,394. PACKAGE TIE. John W. Cirrt. Kana. Pa.
Filed Apr. 4, 1916. Serial No. 88.931. (Cl. 24—181.)

1. A package tie formed from a single strand of wire
having a looped portion Intermediate the ends tho^of to
pri>Tlde an eye tor engagement with the tying element,
the said ende extending in diametrically opposite direc-

tions after crossing each other, wing members foroMd by
bendla( the said ends to prevent over-turning of the pack-
age tie, the free ends thereof being twisted and then hent
upon themselves to form a pair of divergent spring arms
opposite the said eye portion, eyes formed on the free eads
of the said arms to provide a guiding and gripping lawns
for a flexible tying element whereby to guide the tying
element into the gripping position.

2. A package tie of the class described indodins a
strand of wire having a looped portion intermediate tte
ends tliereof to provide an eye for engagement with tke
tying element, wing portions associated with said wire
adjacent the loop to prevent the tie from over-tumlac> tkc
free ends of said wire t>elng intimately associated la paral-

lel space<l relation and bent back upon themaelvaa, and
eyes formed on the extremities of said ends whereby the
tying element may be guided Into a gripping position.

1.227.395. TRAP. WAi-LArg B. CfRTis. Hamburg, N. T.

Filed Aug. 29, 1916. Serial No. 117,512. (Cl. 48—24.)

1. A trap comprising a body, a platform moantpd ta
turn in said t>ody, a pin extending beyond an smI an aald
platform, a latch member carried by the body aad havlBg
an end provided with to opening to receive aald pla, n^
porting members connected with the platform apoa «P9a>
site sides of said pin, a supplemental tread carriad hy tka
supporting members and arranged in spaced rtlatiMi witk
the platform, means carried by the platform aad operatic
to depress the supplemental tread agalaat tlM lafoaaca
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of the lupportlng members, and a tongue on taid tread

Interposed between the end on the latch member and the

end of the platform and having a alot thereon recelTing

said pin.

2. A trap comprising a body, a platform mounted to

tarn therein, a latch normally engaged with said platform

to loclj the same against turning movement, resilient arms

overlying said platform and connected with an end thereof,

a supplemental tread atwve said platform having connec-

tion with said arms and operable under the weight of an

animal to release the latch from engagement with the

platform, baffles on said platform and body spaced from

said supplemental tread, and a primary tread supported

in an inclined position on said platform by the supple-

mental tread and In the rear of said baffles and operable

under the weight of an animal to operate the supple-

mental tread.

1,227.396. WREN'CH. Dill C. Davison, Bethlehem, Pa.

Filed Oct. 14. 1916. Serial No. 125.660. (CI. 81—136.)

u *•

In a wrench, an outer Jaw having an angular toothed

shank, an Inner Jaw having a hollow handle receiving the

shank and having an opening In the sides and In one of

the edges thereof to disclose the teeth of the shank, spring

means between the handle and shank for normally moving

the Jaws toward each other, a lever having side flanges

and being provided with teeth disposed between the flanges,

a rounded tongue upon one of the ends of the lever, the

Inner Jaw having an arcuate depression disposed to loosely

receive the tongue of the lever, a flat spring having one of

Its ends screwed to the handle and Its other end provided

with a slot, a headed member passing through the slot

and engaging with the lever whereby to normally swing

the lever to bring the teeth thereof out of engagement

with the teeth of the shauk and to limit such swinging

movement of the lever.

1,227,397. SLEIGH-BR.4KE. ,Io8EPH <>. I>BSCHaup8.

Lumby, British Columbia. Canada. Filed June 29, 1916.

Serial No. 106,720. (CI. 21—46.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

with front and rear sleds, brake shoes, arranged on the

rear sled and capable of movement into and out of en-

gagement with the ground, a beam connecting said shoes,

a brake bar pivoted to said beam, evener bars hlngedly

connecting the ends of .said beam with said brake bar, a

movable draft apparatus on said front sled, and a connec-

tion between said brake bar and said apparatus, substan-

tially as described.

2. In a device of the class described, front and rear

sleds, brake shoes arranged on the rear sled, and capable

of movement toward and away from the ground, a brake

beam attached to said shoes, a brake bar. a resilient con-

nection between the beam and the bar. a movable draft

apparatus, and a connection between said brake bar and

said apparatus, substantially as described.

3. In a device of the class described, front and rear

sleds, brake shoes pivoted to the runners of the rear sled

and adapted to move Into and out of engagement with tke

ground, a brake beam connecting aald shoes, a brake b«r,

evener rods connected together at one end and to the op-

posite ends of said beam at their other extremities, a

spring connecting said connected ends with aald brake bar.

a movable draft apparatus, and a connection between said

brake bar and aald apparatos, substantially as described.

4. In a device of the class descrlt>ed, front and rear

sleds, yokes straddling the runners of the rear sled and
pivoted thereto inwardly from their ends, a brake beam
connecting the upper ends of aald yokes, a brake bar piv-

oted to said beam Intermediate the ends of the latter,

evener rods connected together at one end and being piv-

oted at their opposite ends to said beam adjacent the op-

posite ends of the latter, a spring connecting said con-

nected ends with said brake bar, a sliding draft tongue,

and a connection between said brake bar and said tongne,

substantially as described.

5. In a device of the class descrlt>ed, the combination

with front and rear sleds, of brake yokes straddling the

runners of said rear sled and pivoted thereto Inwardly

from their ends and adapte<l to move Into and out of en-

gagement with the ground, a brake beam connecting said

shoes, a brake bar pivoted Intermediate the ends of said

beam and extending forwardly therefrom, evener bars con-

nected St one end to the extremities of said beam, a re

slllent connection between the opposite ends of said rods

and said brake bar, a slldable draft pole on said front sled,

means for limiting the forward and rearward movement
of said pole, a connecting bar hinged at one end to the

rear of said pole, the opposite end of said bar being pro-

vided with a slot, the said end extending through the bunk

beam of said front sled, a pin extending through said beam
and slot, and a link hlngedly connecting the rear end of

said connecting bar and the forward end of said brake

bar. substantially as described.

1,227,398. TOOI^HOLDER. .\LBa«TO PCrbz d« Villa-

Am il. Clenfuegos. Cuba. Filed Nov. 28. 1916. Serial

No. 1.1.S.901. (CI. 51—7.)

1. Ib a tool holder of the class described, a support-

ing bar. a carriage adjustable longitudinally of the bar, a

tool seating element on the carriage, and clamping means

adapted at one end to secure a tool on said seating ele-

ment and adapted at the opposite end to engage the bar

and hold the carriage in adjusted position.

2. A tool holder for use In grinding. Including a t>ar, a

device swiveled on the bar st the front end and adapted

for engagement with a supporting element, spring pressed

means opposing frlctional resistance to the turning of said

device on the bar. and tool-carrying means on said bar.

3. A tool holder for use In grinding. Including a bar, a

carriage longitudinally slldable on the bar between the

ends thereof, a tool seating element disposed at the under

side of said bar. and supported on said carriage, and means
to hold a tool on said element and clamp the carriage to

the bar.

4. A tool holder of the class described, including a sup-

porting bar having a longitudinal slot therein, a carrlag*

slldable on the bar, a clamp having a shank extending

through the slot of the bar and through the carriage to

moTe with the carriage longitudinally of the bar, a tool
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Heating element on the carriage at the under side, said

shank having means at Its lower end to hold a tool against

said seating element, and means to clamp the shank to the

l>ar to secure the carriage against niovonient on the bar.

5. A tool holder for use In grinding. Including a bar, a
carriage on said bar, a tool seating element adjustably sup-

ported on said carriage, to be tilted forwardly or l)ack-

wardly, and a clamp to hold a tool on said seating element
at the under side thereof, said <-lamp Including means to

engage ^he bar and secure the carriage in adjusted posi-

tion thereon.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the (iasette.]

1.227.399. INVALID-BED. William C. db Wbndt. Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Sept. 2. 1914. Serial No. 859,889. (Cl.

6—12.)

In a derlce of the kind de8crlt)ed. In combination a bed

frame, a mattress bridged across said frame and held

against movement upon said bed frame, said mattress

having an opening, a head section on said bed frame, a

flushing tank hooked over the top of said head section,

a bowl fitting Into said opening, a receiving tank under

said mattress, a sectlonaj pipe extending upwardly from

said receiving tank, a pipe extending below said flushing

tank and having a pipe section connected to said bowl, so

that said flushing tank is held against swinging, and a

coupling connecting the sections of said sectional pipe to

permit the receiving tank to be removed.

1,227,400. EI/ECTRIC MOTOR. Michabl Dolivo-Do-
BROWOL8KT. Wllmersdorf. Oermany. assignor to General

Electric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Mar. 25, 1914. Serial No. 827,081. (Cl. 171—228.)

1. The combination with an electric motor and a scarce

of electric energy therefor, of means whereby the field of

the motor Is substantially proportional to the voltage of

said source, and means associated with the rotor of the

motor and within the Influence of the motor field for pro-

ducing a damping action on the rotor approximately pro-

portional to the square of the voltage of said source where-

by tbe revolutions of the motor are substantially inde-

pendent of voltage fluctuations of said source.

2. The combination with an electric motor and a source

of electric energy therefor, of means whereby the field of

the motor It^snbtitantlally proportional to the voltage of

said source, and means associated with the rotor of the

motor and within the influence of the motor field for pro-

ducing by the rotation of the rotor In the motor field a
cenerator action of such a chsracter that the revolutions

of the rotor are substantially independent of voltage

fluctuations of said source.

3. The combination with an electric motor adapted In

normal operation to perform little external work and a

source of electric energy therefor, of means whereby the

field of the motor is substantially proportional to the

voltage of said source, and means associated with the

rotor of the motor whereby the rotation of the rotor in

the motor field causes a load to be placed on the motor
approximately proportional to the square of tbe voltage of

said source whereby the revolutions of the motor are sub-

stantially, Independent of voltage fluctuations.

4. Tbe combination with a direct current motor adapted
for operation at constant speed and substantially without
load and a source of electric energy therefor, of means
whereby the field of tbe motor is substantially propor-

tional to the voltage of said source, and means opera-

tlvely related to the rotor of tbe motor whereby the rota-

tion of the motor causes a load to be placed thereon of

such a character that fluctuations in the voltage of said

source produce substantially corresponding and balancing

variations In the motor torque and In said load.

5. The combination with an electric motor adapted In

normal operation to perform little external work and a
source of electric energy therefor, of means whereby tbe
exciting field of the motor is substantially proportional
to the voltage of said source, and a Iscally short-circuited

auxiliary armature winding mounteil within the influence

of the exciting field of the motor and adapted to impose
a load on the motor approximately proportional to the

square of the voltage of said source whereby the revolu-

tions of the motor are substantially Independent of voltaffe

fiuctuations of said source.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1,227,401. HOVER. Mahshall D. Dbakb, Crestwood,
Ky. Filed June 16. 1916. Serial No. 104,028. (Cl

217—12.)

In a knockdown hover, the combination of a rectangular

bottom wall, two spaced upstanding projections fixed to

and rising from the upper side of said bottom wall adja-

cent to each of the four corners thereof, upright end walls

removably arranged on the bottom wall and having their

ends opposed to certain of the projections and their outer

sides opposed to the other projections, and also having

vertical keepers on their inner sides, adjacent to their

ends, upright side walls removably arranged on the bot-

tom wall with their ends In said keepers of the end walls,

and a removable top constructed and arranged to rest on

the side walls and having transverse walls that depend

below the upper edges of the end walls and rest snag
against the outer sides of the same.

1,227.402. METALLIC ROOF. Davip F. I>rapeh. George-

town. Tex. Filed Jan. 18. 1915. Serial No. 2.842. (CL
108—19.>

1. In a ridge roof construction, the combination with a

ridge-pole, rafters, and roof plates having flanges along

the sides of the rafters, of retaining means therefor com-
prising a pair of cover sections having tbe marginal
fudges formed with oppositely and laterally extending

rafter and roof fianges, said sections having the rafter

flanges thereof arranged in over-lapping relation on the

rafters and the body portions thereof engaging the flanges

of the roof plates.

2. In a ridge roof construction, the combination with a
ridge pole, rafters, and roof plates having flanges alonf

the sides of the rafters, with a pair of interflttlng cover

plates comprising, a sheet of metal having tbe top and
bottom marginal edges thereof bent at right angloa in op-
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jwstte dlroctlonn to th«? body portiuo, the upp^r marginal

edges being adapttn] to engage each other in adjusting

overlapping relation providing mean* tor ae<romniodating

tbt> corer meaibem to rafter* of different widths, the bot-

tom marginal edge extending over the ed«ea of the roof

plates, the t>ody portion of said corer platca being pro-

vided witb openings. Mid openlnga providing fastening

ins for the cover in»^il>ers to the rafters.

1.227,403. COIN-COLLECTING APPARATUS. Habky A.

Dssw, West New York, and QaoBGC M. Mazza, We*-

hawken. N. J.. an.«lgnurs to Coin DevU-e k Signal Co.

Inc.. a Coriwratlou of New York. Filed Apr. 2, 1915.

Serial No. 18,730. (CI. 194—1.)

1. In money collecting apparatus, a receiver adapted to

receive colnf of varUux denouiiuatious. variaitie signal

mecbanii«m under the cuutrol uf the culnii In said receiver

and adapted to be actuated from said coins in accordance

with the denomluarions thereof to iudlcate the presence

of the coin In the receiver, iiieaus for relea!«ing the coins

from said receiver, (.(.in receptacles adapted to receive the

coins of the respective denominations from the receiver,

and means for delivering coins from said receptacles re-

spectively independently of on»- another.

2. In money collecting apparatu", a receiver adapted to

receive coins of different valu<>!< and capable of move
ni»>nts to rt-leas*' th»» i-oIun thfTf-from. m«>ans for moving
said re<elTer to releai»e the lowermost coins, means for

holding the remaining coins iu the receiver in the Bore
ment thereof, registering devices corresponding to the

respective values of the coins, electro-responsive devices

controlling said registt^rlna devlcex resp^'crively, and mean'*

operable from the lowermost coins in the moT»*raent of

said receiver to effect the en«TxizatioB of mid electro-

responsive devices.

3. In money eollei-ting apparatus, a receiver adapted to

receive coins of variou»> dt-numlnationH and capable of

awlDglQg moTement. variable signal mechanism under the

control of the coins iu ^lald rt-c^lver and adapter! to be

acttiated from soch coin** in acrordanc*" with tb*- denomi

oatkHis thereof to indicate tbe preaenee af the coins in

tb« receiver, means for swinglag aU recehrer ts releaae

the cotos therefrom, coin receptacles adapted to receive

tke colas ^ the respeitiTe denonlaAtionH froa saW re-

ceiver, and means for tlHirerlng ivlns from aaWI recep

taclea, respectivel/^ independently of one anotJker.

4. In BMOey collecting apparatos. a receiver capable of
swinging movement and adaptefl to receive colas of dlf

fereat denomiaations and bold the coins of each denomi
nation, oae above the other, and la edge to edge roatact.
means for Borlag said receiver after the colaa have been
depoaited therein to discharge the lowennoat coins there-
from, means for holding the remaining coins in siiid re

ceirer daring the discharge of the lower coins, and variable
signal mechanism under the control of said lower colas
and operable therefrom In accordance with the deoomlaa
tion thereof to indicate the presence of the coins In the

receiver.

a. In moaey collecting apparataa, a rtceiver adapted to

receive colaa of varleos deaomInstion s, rariable signal

mechanism under the control of the coins in said receiver

and adapted to be actuate*) from said coins In accordance
with the denominations thereof to Indicate the presence
of the coins iu the receiver, means for releasing the coins
in said receiver, coin receptacles adapted to receive the

colns_of the respective denominations and hold the coIuk

one upon the other in stack formation, and means for de-

livering the lowermost coins from said receptacles re-

spectively Independently of on<> another. *

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oasette.)

1.22T.404. EXPANSION <"HAMBER FOB ELECTRICAL
APPARATCK. lULAFiEtn I>c B<»i8. .New York. .N. Y.,

asalgnor to cienerai EIe<-trlc i'ompauy. a ('orporation of

New York. Filed Nov. 1. 1913. SerUl No. 798,710.

<C1. 175—361.1

The comldnation with a tank, oil therein and electrical

apparatus snbmeiired In the oil. of a flexible baa-like mem-
ber subject on Its interior and exterior to the opposing
pressures of the interior of the tank and the atmosphere.

1.227.406. CONCRETE RAILWAY TIE. Lbaxdeb Dox-
CA!*. Bntte. Mont. Filed Oct. 11. 1916. Serial No.

125.011. (a. 238—3.)

.r^

"^ Li.

1. The herein descril>ed reinforced concrete railway tie,

the ume comprlsiaK a body portion of concrete from one
end of the tie to the other, the reinforcement means com
prlslag a plorailty of rods coe.Ttenslve In length with th>-

tie. said tie having adjacent each rnd rail atUrhment
laeaas romprlsing a metal casing. tb*> opposite end por-

tions of which are interlocked with the concrete reinforce

ment n>eans, a cushion supported ap«>n the bottom of the
cariag. and a pillow block secured npon the upper surface
of the cushion.

2. The herein deacrlbed crAw tie for railways compris-
ing a hody structure of <on<"rete having longitodlual rein-

forcemeat rods exteadiag ttierettumagh from one end to

the other, a tihert asefal casing senu-ed in each end of the
body portion of the tie, a portloa of xsid rodi* parsing
through both eads of the caaiag and lochlag the <auiie la

.i^:iii*i'
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poaitioa. a cushion supported npon the bottom of the caa-

tag and lying between said lo<-klag roda. and a pillow

block anchored upoa the upper surface of the cuahlon.

1,227.400. PROCESS FOR PRODUCING FAST TINTS
ON ANIMAL FIBERS. Gadikxt Knci, Abmix Oro».
and Fritz Stbacb. Basel. Swltscrland. aaslgnors to

Society of Chemical Industry In Basle, Basel, Switzer-

land. Filed Nov. 27. 1915. Serial No. 03.827. (CI.

K—5.)

The described process fOr producing tMWt tlats on animal

fibers, consisting in dyeing the same la an add bath witb

chrouilutii c*aip»unds of aso dyeetuffs containing groups

able to combine with chromium and which have been com-

bined with chromium.

1,227.407. CHROMIUM COMPOUNDS OF THE CAL-
LOCYANIN KERIES AND A PROCESS OF MAKING
SAME. Qadient Engi, Arm in Ubub. and Jakob
WrRGUtB, Basel, Switzerland, assignors to Society of

(liemlcal Industry In Basle. Basel. Swltterland. Filed

Nov. 27. 1»15. Serial No. 83.828. (C\. 8—I.)

1 Tl>e described process for the manufacture of chro-

miaai rosspounds of the gallocyanin series, roaslsting in

treating the dyestaffs of the gallocyanin series In an

aqueous solution with chromium salts and isolating the

thus obtained chroaium conipoimds.

2. The described process for the manufacture of chro-

mium compounds of the gallocyanin series, consisting in

treating the dyestuffs of the gallocyanin series in an

aqueous solution with chromium salts and reducing the

thu9 obtained chromium compouads.

8. An new products the described chromium compounds

of Kaliocjanln dyestuffs constituting deep colored pow-
ders dissoiving in water with violet to Wue and green

colorations, la concentrated sulfuric acid with character-

istic colorations and giving in calico-, wool- and sllk-

prlnting without mordant vivid prints of excellent

faatnesB.

4. As new products the described leuco derlratives of

chromlam compounds of gallocyanin dyestuffs, roastltnt-

InK Ifreen yellow to olive colore«l powders, dlssolvint: In

concentrated sulfuric acid to dirty colored solutions and
in water to feebly colored solutions which oxidise In the

air t« intense violet to blue and green colored solutions,

and giving In calico-, wool- nml silk printing without

mordant vivid tints of excellent fastness.

1.227,408. BOXCAR CONSTRUCTION. CBABUia F
Ewiwo. Johnstown. Pa. Flleil Mar. IB. 1917. Serial

No. 15S,12U. (CI. 103

—

78.)

IS
9*

1. In comblnstton, a box car having an open top. plates

upon the upper edg»*s of the car projecting over the sides

of the car and provided with openings, a removable roof

for the car including channeled plates having their innej-

flanges contacting with the inner sides of the car and
their oater flaages contacting with the outer e^lges of the

referred to plates, slotted ttads upon the channeled mem-
bers passim: through the referred to openings in the men
tioniil plates, and locking means upon the sides of the

car including bolt memt>ers designed to pass through the

slots in the studs.

3. In comblaation, a box car having an open top. angle

plates secured to the upper e<lge of the top, and projecting

beyond the sides of the car, and said plates hariag spaced

opealaca, an arch-shaped metallic roof eoastracted In sec-

tions, flaoged arch shaped end plates for the roof, chan-

neled plates secared to the edges of the roof and adapted

to receive the angle plates of the car, angle ribs arranged

transversely of the roof, one of the roof sections haring
Its end provided with a continuous offset portion, the
confronting end of the other roof section having a coa-

tlnuouK pocket to receive the said offset end of the flrst

mentioned section, swiveled rings on the roof sections,

slotted studs depending from the channeled members and
passing through the openings in the angle plates of the

car, slldable bars upon the sides of the car, offset mem-
bers comprising bolts upon the bars, levers plrotally

secured to the ends of the car and ptvotally connected to

the ends of the bar and adapted, when actuated to bring

the bolts throng the slots in the stud, keepers for the

levers, and locking means for the keepers.

[Claim 2 notprlnt»Hl in the Gazette.]

1»227.409. MEANS FOR OPERATING CHANGEABLE
EXHIBITORS. Pbtxb FANDgL, Gibson. La. Plied

Sept. 15, 1916. SerUl No. 120,808. (CI. 40—lg.)

1. Operating mechanism for chang>-aMe exhlhltorn com-

prising a shaft, driving mechanism l>etwe«'n said shaft and
the exhll>itor whereby the latter may be actuate*! from
the shaft, a ratchet wheel fixed upon said shaft, arms
radiating from the shaft at one side of the ratchet wheel

thereon and loosely mounted upon the shaft, reversely

disposed pawls on the outer ends of the said arms, respec-

tively, ad.ipte<l to engaae said ratcbet wheel, means mov-
able between the ratchet wheel and each of the pawls to

relieve the ratchet wheel of the influence of sncb pawl,

whereby the ratchet wheel may be rotated In one direction

under the action of the other pawl, an<l means for revolv-

ing said arms around the shaft to actuate the ratchet

wheel.

2. Operating mechanism for changeable exhibitors com-
prising a shaft mounte<l for rotary movement, drirlng

mechanism between said shaft ami the exhibitor, a ratchet

wheel fixed upon said shaft, arms loos«'ly mount^-d upon
said shaft and radiating therefrom, reversely disposed

pawls on the outer ends of the said arms adapted to en-

gage the ratchet wheel, cam shoes each movable l>etween

the ratchet wheel and a given pawl, whereby the remain-

ing pawl may engage the ratcbet wheel to turn the latter

In oae direction, and means for actuating said arms to

impart rotary movement to said rfltchet wheel.

4. Operating mechanism for cbnngeable exhibitors com-
prising a shaft mounteil for rotary movement, driving

mechanism between said shaft and the exhit>ttor, a ratchet

wheel fixed upon said shaft, amis loosely mounted upon
said shaft and radiating therefrom, reversely disposed

pawls on the outer ends of the said arms adapted to

eagage the ratchet wheel, ram shoes each moTal>le between

the ratchet wheel and a given pawl, whereby the remain-
ing pawls may engage the ratchet wheel to turn tlu* latter

In one direction, means for actuating said arms to Impart
rotary movement to aald ratchet wheel, and arms rota-

tably mounted upon said shaft and radiating therefrom

and carrying said cam shoeo.

6. Operating mechanism for car carried station indi-

cators csraprislag a abaft, dtirlag ntechaalsm betwem
said shaft and the exhibitor whereby the latter may he

1 actaated from the shaft, a ratchet a-heel fixed uyoa aaU
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shaft, arma radiating from the abaft at one aide of the

ratchet wheel thereon and loosely moanted npon the shaft,

reversely disposed pawls on the oater ends of the said

arms, respectively, adapted to engage said ratchet wheel,

shoes, each movable between the ratchet wheel and a
given pawl to relieve the ratchet wheel of the influence

of such pawl, whereby the ratchet wheel may be rotated

in one direction under the action of the other pa'wl, means
for revolving said arms around the shaft to actuate the
ratchet wheel, and means controlled by the movements of

the trolley pole to reverse the positions of said shoes so

that the JMiid shaft may be rotated in one direction or the

other according to the direction of travel of the car.

[Claims 3 and 5 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,227,410. SHARPENING ATTACHMENT FOR MOW-
ING - MACHINES. Charles Hbrbbrt Farnsworth,
Brlceland, Cal.. a.salgnor of one-half to To»ten Bros.,

Brlceland, Cal. Filed Nov. IS, 1915. Serial No. 61,349.

(CI. 56—44.)

1. A sharpening attachment for mowing machines com-
prising guides, U-shaped resilient yokes having their

upper ends secured to the guides, said yokes provided
with means for securing their lower ends to the finger

bar of a mowing machine cutting apparatus, a bar
mounted for slidable movement in said guides, and sharp-

ening stones carried by the last named bar and adai^ted

to l>ear either on the cutter plates or on the guard fingers

according to the adjustment of the last name<1 bar.

2. A sharpening attachment for mowing machines com-
prising guides, U-shaped renilient yokes having their

upper ends secured to said guides, said yokes provided
with means for securing their lower ends to the finger ttar

of a mowing machine cutting apparatus, a bar mounted
for slidable movement In said guides, sharpening stones

carried by the last named bar and adapted to bear either

on the cutter plates or on the guard fingers according to
the adjustment of the last named bar. and means to
secure the last named bar in adjusted position.

3. A 8han;>eDing attachment for mowing machines com-
prising guides, U-shaped resilient yokes having their

upper ends secured to the guides said yokes provided with
means for securing their lower ends to the finger bar of a
mowing machine cutting apparatus, a bar mounted for
slidable movement in said guides, sharpening stones car-
ried by the last named bar and adapted to bear either on
the cutter plates or on the guard fingers according to the
adjustment of the last named bar, and means to impart
vertical oscillatory movement to the last named Imr and
the sharpening stones to carry the stones over the points
of the cutter plates.

4. In combination with the finger bar and cutter bar of

a mowing machine, a cam on the cutter bar for recipro-

cating movement therewith. U-shaped resilient yokes at-

tached to the finger bar and extending rearwardly there-

from and upwardly thereover and provided at their upper
ends with guides, a bar arranged for endwise movement
in said guides and provided with an operating arm for

engagement with said cam to lift said arm when the last

named bar is move<l in one direction and lower said arm
when the last named bar is moved in the reverse direction
and stone carrying arms also secured to the last named
bar.

5. In combination with the finger bar and cutter bar of

a mowing machine a cam on the cutter bar for recipro-

cating movement therewith, U-shaped resilient yokes at-

tached to the finger bar and extending rearwardly there

from and upwardly thereover and provided at their upper '

ends with guides, a bar arranged in said guides and pro-
vided with an operating arm for engagement with said
cam, stone carrying arms also secured to the last named
bar, each of said stone carrying arms having a V-sbaped
notch in its outer end and a notch in its lower aide at
its outer end communicating with said notch, and each of
the stones carried by said arms having a head adapted to
fit in the notch and the body portion adapted to fit in the
groove.

1,227.411. SPRING FASTENING DEVICE. Nivill*
ALBXANDKR THOMAS Nix FiABT. Peterborough, Eng-
land, assignor to Frederick Sage & Company, Limited,
London. England. Filed Aug. 29. 1916. Serial No.
117.418. (CI. 24—230.)

4. A separable fastening device comprising a {wir of
separalile elements, an engaging memt>er rigidly secured

to one of said elements, a movable engaging member in

a cavity In the other of said elements, said members hav-
ing convexly curved surfaces, an abutment, a spring tend-
ing to press said movable member against said abutment,
said cavity having a passage extending therefrom, which
passage la of buch shape and site as to receive and guide
the engaging member on the other element of the device
so that the rigidly mounted engaging member may pass
between the abutment and the spring-controlled member
and lie nn the farther side thereof against the abutment
and with the curved surfaces of the memt>ers In contact
so that they have a common tangent whereby when the
separating strain Is normal to the tangent it will be In-

effective to separate the members, and means whereby the

movable member may be moved from its abutment to such
position that a separating force on the members will cause
the rfgltl memljer to move the movable member farther
away from the abutment.

(Claimc 1 to 3 and 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.412. TOOTH BRUSH. Apam E. Fbxpru h. Wee-
hawken, N. J. Filed Oct. 80, 1916. SerUl No. M,840.
(CI. 15—89.)

#-»

A tooth brush including a tubular handle provided with
^

a shell or rasing of substantially semi cylindrical form, a
rod circular in cross section and mounted for rotary move-
ment in the tubular handle, said rod or bar extending
into the shell or casing, Itristles covering a portion of the
surface of the rod extending into said shell, said rod be-

ing provided with a terminal re<ess forming opposite

shoulders and a stop carried by the shell or casing and
arrangi'd to t>e engaged .by said shoulders for limiting the
rotary movement tif the rod.

1.227.413. SYSTEM OF CONTROL. Ralph E. FBaBia,
SwlsHvale. Pa., assignur to Westlnghuuse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylva-
nia. Filed Apr. 4, 1914. Serial No. 829,427. (CI.

171—813.)
1. A control system comprising a xupply circuit, a plu-

rality of mechanically associated dynamo-electric ma-
chines fed therefrom, mean* for varying the load upon
said machines by a predetermined amount, another dy-
namo-elertric machine driven by said first machines, and
means for maintaining the voltage of said la»t machine
substantially constant, as the said load varies.
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2. A control system, comprising a supply 'drcult, a plu-

rality of mechanically associated driving dynamo-electric

machines fed therefrom, a driven apparatus adapted to

vary the load upon said machines by a predetermined

amount, a generating dynamo-electric machine driven by

said first machines, and means dependent upon the load

variations for varying the electrical conditions In said

generating machine to maintain the voltage thereof sub-

stantially constant, as the said load varies.

^czy
8. A control system comprising a supply circuit, a plu-

rality of mechanically associated electric motors connected

in series relation across said circuit, a fluid compressing

apparatus adapted to be mechanically connected to said

motors, a generator driven by said motors, and switching

means dependent upon the mechanical connection and dis-

connection of said apparatus for varying the exdtlng field

current of said generator to maintain the voltage thereof

substantially constant, as the load varies.

4. In a control system, the combination with a supply

circuit of relatlxely high voltage, of a plurality of me-

chanically asscclated dynamo electric machines fed there-

from, means for varying the load upon said machines by

a predetermined amount, another dynamo-electric machine

driven by said first machines, a receiving circuit of rela-

tively low voltage connected to said last machine, and

means for maintaining the voltage of said receiving cir-

cuit substantially constant, as the said load varies.

5. In a control system, the combination w'th a supply

circuit of relatively high voltage, of a plurality of me-

chanically asaoclatetl driving dynamo-electric machines

fed therefrom, a driven apparatus adapted to vary the

load upon said machines by a predetermined amount, a

generating dynamo-electric machine driven by said first

machines, a receiving circuit of relatively low voltage

connected across said last machine, and means dependent

'upon the load variations for varying the electrical condi-

tions in said generating machine to maintain the voltage

thereof substantially i>«nstant, as the said load varies.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227.414. 1>YNAM0 ELECTRIC MACHJNE. Allan

BKBTRAM Field. London, England, assignor to Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corpora-

tion Of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 31, 1918. Serial No.

809,506. (CI. 171—252.)

1. A roil-reta'ning wedge for dynamo-electric machines

comprising a plurality of similar subsUntlally trapezoidal

laminations having registering apertures and a plurality

•f arcuate slots located In the t>aae portions of aald lami-

nations and a plurality of tubular rivets dlspcsed in said

slots for securing said laminations together.

2. A coU-retalnlng wedge for dynamo-electric machines

comprising a plurality of similar substantially trapezoidal

laminations of magnetlxable material having registering

apertures and a plurality of arcuate slots located in th«

base portions of said laminations, a pair of apertuted end-

plates of non-ma gnetlxable material and a plurality of

tubular rivets of non-magnetisalde material disposed in

said slots for clamping said laminations and said end-

plates together.

1,227,415. TRANSFORMER. Charles L« G. Fortes-

CV9, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed Aug. 7, 1911. Serial No. 642.876. (O.

175—356.)

/^

• ' ' y
1. A three-phase T-connected transformer comprising a

core member having an outer portion and a central cruci-

form portion, and coils divided between the two parts of

one of the cruciform core legs substantially in the ratio

of 8 : 10.

2. A three-phase T-connected transformer compriilng

an outer rectangular core portion and a cruciform inner

portion, the cross sectional area of one of the legs of the

cruciform portion t>elng substantially twice that of the

outer portion, and the cross sectional area of the other

leg being substantially one and four tenths that of the

outer portion, and colls mounted on two parts of one of

the core legs.

3. A three-phase T-connected transformer comprising

an outer rectangular core portion and a cruciform inner

portion, the cross sectional area of one of the legs of the

cruciform portion being substantially twice that of the

outer portion, and the cross sectional area of the other

leg being substantially one and four tenths that of the

outer portion, and colls divided between the two parts of

one of the cruciform core legs substantially in the ratio

of 8 : 10.

4. A three-phase transformer comprising a core mamber

having an outer rectangular portion and a central cruci-

form portion, one leg of the cruciform portion dividing

the other substantUlly in the ratio of 8 : 10 and the cross

sectional area of one of the cruciform core legs i>elng

substantially twice that of the outer portion, and the

j-ross sectional area of the other leg being substantially

one and four tenths that of the outer portion, and coUa

located on the parts of the core which are divided in the

ratio of 8 : 10. the turns of the colls bearing substan-

tially the same ratio to each other as the parts of the

core on which they are located.

1,227,4 16. CIRCUIT -INTERRUITING DEVICE.

Chablib Li O. FoaTESCiE. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a

Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed July 13, 1914.

Serial No. 860,744. (CI. 176—268.)

1. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a mer-

cury-vapor device, of means for impressing an osclllatlog
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roita«« DpoQ said merrury-vapor derlc* when tke cnrreat
trmr^rsinf th« circuit exceeds a predetermined TaJve to
thereby laterrapt the circuit.

2. In an el*>ctrical Hrcult. the combination with a mer-
c«ry-vapor device connected in series with the etrcnlt, ot
mcaBi! for impressing an oaclllatlng Toltage open th« wH
mercury-vapor devliv when the current traTcrstac tks
same exceeds a predetermined value only.

3. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a mer-
cury-vapor device connected In series with the circuit, of
electrical means coonected in parallel relation to said
circuit for Inducing a hlgh-fre^nency oscillating volta«e
in said circuit when the potential of the circuit quickly
changes because of a short clrctiit or a ground thereon
only.

4. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a mer-
cury-vapor device connecte<l In series with the circuit, of
electrical means cosaeeted in puwIM relation to said
circuit for automatlcall/ Induciiif • hl^ - frequency ot^-

dilating voltage in aald elrcutt to extinguish the arc of
the mercury-vapor d»*vlce when an overload traverses the
circuit, and means for di.sstpating the osdllatlqg current
thus set up.

5. In an electrical drniit, the comfaiimtlon with a mer
cury-vapor device connected In series with the circuit, of
an electrical means conaccted in panOIel relation to the
circuit for Interrupting the current traversing the said
mercury vapor device when a shirt drcolt or ground
oocars upon the drcult.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the tiaaette.]

,227.417. CIRCUIT INTERKUPTING DBVICB.
Chaklcs L« (i. Fo«T«8Cc«. Pittsburgh. Pa.. aaslgBor to
Weerlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Compaajr. a
C>)rporatlon of I'ennsylvania. Piled June 80, 101ft.

SerUl No. 37.258. (CI. 175—268.)

1. la an electrtcal circuit, the combination witli a
vacuum-electric apparatus and means for impressing an
Circulating voltage upon the said apparatus when the cur-
rent traversing the drcult exceeds a predetermined value,
of a path connected in shunt relation to the vacunm-
electrlc apparatus to constitute a critically damped dr
cult therewith under normal conditions of opentl«a.

2. In an electrtcal drcult. the combination with a
vacunm-electrie apparatus and meann for impreaslag aa
oscillating volUge upon the said apparatus when tke
current traversing the same exceeds a predetermined value,
of a normally critically damped path connected In shuat
relation to the vacuum electric apparatus for dissipating
the kinetic energy of the drcult when the arc in tke
vacuum-electric apparatus is interrupted.

3. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a
vacuum-electric apparatus and a condenser for impressing
an osdilating voluge upon the said vacuum electric appa-
ratus when the current traversing the same ezcseds a pre-
deterailaed value, of a critically damped path eoanerted
la shunt relation to the vacnum-eiectric apparatus for
dissipating the energy of the circuit when the vacuum
electric apparatus Is inoperative.

4. In an electrical circuit, the combioatlon wl^h a mer-
cury-vapor device connerte<l in series with the circuit
and means for Impressing an oscillating voltage upon the
said mercury-vapor device when the current traversing
the same exceeds a predetermined value, of means con-
nected in shunt relation to the said mercury vapor de-
vice that Is not adapted to normally affect the operation
of the same and to effectively dissipate the caer(y oT the
drcult whea the mercury-vapor device is iaaperatlTe.

5. In aa electric drcult. the comi>inatlon with an asym-
metric resistor connecterl in seriew relation to the circuit,
a coadeaaer connected in shunt relation to the drcult.
aad a critically damped path connected in shunt relation
to the asymmetric resistor.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Uaxette.]

1.227.418. MASONRY BKAM. William I'lNcawaT
PaASfcis. Atlanta. f;a. Filed May 11. 1916. SerUl
No. 96,814. (CL 72—69.)

1. In a beam, a metal reinforce comprising longitudinal
angle irons laterally spaced apart, stirrups dlMpose<l be
tween the angle irons aad extending upwardly therefrom,
washers interposed between both sides of the stirrups
and tke angle irons, and said washers having extensions
engagiag with the stirrups to firmly support the same
upright, and bolts passing through the angle irons and
through the washers and stirrups.

2. In a beam, a metal reinforce comprising a pair of
angle Irons spaced apart, bolts passing through the angle
irona, stirrups formed of doubled rods, the doubled ex-
tremities being lowermost and disposed between the angle
irons and engaged under the bolts, and washers Inter-
posed between the stirrups and angle irons and fastened
In place by the bolts, said washers having upper and
lower extensions arranged in a common plane to provide
Oat faces, said washers being positioned with the said flat

faces vertical and flush with the stirrups at one side.

8. In a beam, a metal reinforce comprising a pair of
angle Irons spaced apart, bolts passing through the angle
irons. Rtlrrups formed of duuMed ro<is. the doul>led ex-
tremities being lowermost and disposed between the angle
Irons and engaged under tke bolts, washers Interposed
between the stirrups and an^e Irons and fastened In place
by the bolts, said washers having upper and lower exten-
sions arranged In a common plane to provide flat faces,
said washers being positioned with the said flat faces
vertical and flush with the stirrups at one side, and ma-
sonry work built on the angle Irons and around tke stir-

rups and washers.

1.227.419. POLDIN(} CAMP-KIT. AcaL H. FaooM. 8anU
Maria. Cal. Filed Apr, 21, 1916. .Serial No. 92.764.
(CI. 190—12.)

A combined lunch box and table including hinged aec-
tlona each comprising meUllic side and top plates, grooved
comer members receiving the eads of the plates, certain
of Mid comer members being formed with angular l<«
receiving sockets, and iongitudtaally extending leaf sprlagn
emred within said sockets aad frictloaally bearing
asalaat tke legs to hold them within the sockets.
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1,227,420. SPEEDOMETER. Ecob.nb M.
IlL Piled Dec. 11. 1911. SerUl No.
264—10.)

GiLM, Peoria,

665,048. (CL

1. In a device of the class described, the combinatloa of

an oscillating structure, an indicating means operated by
the oscillating structure, means for yieldingly holding the

oscillating structure at one extremity of its osdllatlon, a
rotary drive member coacentrlc with the oscillating struc-

ture, means for supporting the said rotary drive meBt>er

independently of the oscillating structure, a rotary driven

iuemt>er pivoted eccentrically on the oscillating structure,

and a resistance eleaient operated by the driven Biemher.

4. la a device of the class descrit>«d, tke combtnatlOB of

an oscillating part, a stationary hub extending axlally of

the oscillating part, means for operating the oscillating

part comprising a driven member depending from the

oscillating part at a distance from the axis so as to swing
B^>out said stationary hub, a drive member mounted on
said stationary hub aiKl extending laterally from the said

stations ry hub so as to coAporste with the said depending
driven niemt>er on the osciilatlnK part, an air compart-
ment provideil with escapement means for providing a
slippage in tlie transmission of power to the oscillating

part for regulating the amount of oscillation, means for

yieldingly holding the oscillating part at one extremity
of its OHCIilation. and indicating meana movable with the

oscillaliuK part.

6. In a speed responsible device, a frame structure, an
Indicator shaft journaled thereon, an oscillatory frame
flxed to and extending on opposite sides of the shaft, one
end of said oscillstory frame being welKbted and the op-

posite end formed to provide opposing portions, a pair of

connected gears Journaled in said oppoHing frame por-

tions, a gear freely rotatable on the frame structure and
meshing wltb one of sal<l connected grearf, a resistance ele-

ment Journaled in the frame structure, a gear flxed to the

resistance element In superposetl relation with the third

gear and meshing with the other of said connected gears,

and means for driving the third gear.

[Claims 2, 3, 5, and 7 not printed in the (iazette.

]

1,227.421., TOWEI.nRACK. Mabu A. Gillilaxd, Adrian.
Mich. Filed Sept. 24, 1915. SerUl No. 52.445. (CL
45—32.)

An Individual sanitary towel rack comprising a bracket
having an inclined arm made of a single strip of aiatcrlal

and provided with outstamllng doubled portloas forming
non drcuUr bearings, towel supporting bars noa-drcxklar
in cross section snd arranged in said bearings aad held
thereby ami by said lnciine<l arm in spaced relation, at
different elevations and also in different vertical plaAOft,

and cUmping means securing the doubled portions of aald
Incliaed arm toicether aa<l in mutual contact and also se^

curing the supporting bars In said l>eariDga

l,tt7,42a. CORE FOR RS8ILIENT WHEEL TIRB8.
Qmomam B. OiLnoaa. ClereUnd. and Fkbmkick T. Boa-
umL. Akron. Ohio. FUed Jan. 22. 1917. SerUl No.
14S,6S4. (CL 153—ft.)

1. A flexible and resilient tire-core comprising an elastic
and compressible non-inflatable body having a central
chamber and provided In each side thereof with an outer
row and an Inner row of Utcrally extending recesses ar-

ranged BubstantUUy horisontally between said chamber
and the exterior of the core, the outer end-portion of each
recess of the inner row of recesses in each side of the coro
extending Into the outer half of the core, and the outer
end portion of each recess of the outer row of recesses In

each side of the core extending Into the inner half of the
core.

2. A flexible and resilient tire-core comprising an eUstIc
and compressible non Inflatable body having a central
chamber and provided in each side thereof with an outer
row and an inner row of Uterally extending recesses ar-

ranged substantially horisontally between said chamber
and the exterior of the core, each recess in each side of
the core being arranged lo line endwise with a recess In

the opposite side of the core, the inner ends of the recesses
of the outer row of recesses In each side of the core being
arranged nearer the outer circumference of the core than
the aforesaid chamber, and the body of the core having
an imperforate portion which is arranged between the In-

ner end of each outer recess in one side of the core and
the opposite outer recess in the other side of the core and
which forms tnd walls for portions of said recesses.

5. A flexible and resilient tire-core comprising an elastic

and compressible non-Inflatable body having a central
chamber and provided in each side thereof with an outer
row and an inner row of laterally extending recesses ar-

ranged substantially horizontally between said chamber
and the exterior of the core, the recesses of the outer row
of recesses In each side of the core extending at their
outer ends Into the Inner half of the core and having
their Inner ends arranged nearer the outer circumference
of the core than the aforesaid chamber.

4. A flexible and resilient tire-core comprising an eUstic
and compressible non inflatable body having a central
chamber and provided In each side thereof with an outer
row and an inner row of laterally extending recesses ar-
ranged sul>stanlli.71y horizontally between said chamber
and the exterior of the core, said tK>dy having an Imperfo-

rate portion extending clrcuroferentlally of said chamber
between the outer rows of recesses and being provided
with a slot which is arranged diametrically opposite said
Imperforate portion and extends along the aforesaid cham-
ber and from said chamber to the exterior of the core, said

slot being adapted to receive menns for holding apart and
bracing the side walla of said slot.

6. A flexible and resilient tire-core comprising an elastic

and compressible non-inflatable body having a central

chamber and provided in each side thereof with an outer
row and an inner row of Uterally extending recesses ar-

ranged substantially horizontally between said chamber
and the exterior of the core, the Inner ends of the recesses
of the outer row of recesses in each side of the core being
arranged nearer the outer circumference of the core than
the aforesaid chamber, the aforesaid body having aa im-
perforate portion which extends clrmmferentUlly of mid
ckasiher between the outer rows of reoes<H>« aad provided
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with a slot which Is arranged diametrically opposite said
Imperforate portion and extends alone the aforesaid cham-
ber and from said chamber to the exterior of the core and
is adapted to receive means for holding apart and bracing
the side walls of the slot, and the Inner ends of the re-

cesses of the Inner row of recesses in each side of the core
being arranged nearer the exterior of the core than the In-

ner edge of said slot.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1^27.423. DRIXKINO - CUP. Tvlask Olasmb and
GiORGB Ellison. Hlnton. Iowa. Filed June 23, 1916.
Serial No. 105,482. (CL 06—58.)

1. In a device for the purpose set forth, a tube which
l9 slltted from one of its ends to adjacent Its other end
and which is provided with a slot extendlnif longitudinally
therethrough and disponed diametrically opposite one of
the slits, a member within the tube having a stud nor-
mally arranged In the slot. subsUntially V shaped springs
arranged one at a right angle to the other and connected
at their central portions to the said member, and a textile
body secured to the arms of the springs and to the movable
member, all as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a device for the purpose set forth, a slltted tube,
a member movable within the tube, a textile body secured
to the member, spring moans connected with the member
and with the body and adapted when the movable member
Is slid longitudinally of the tube in one direction, to per
mlt of the expansion of the springs and to bring the tei
tile body to cup formation, the said body adapted to be
received in the silts of the tube when the movable mem
ber Is moved in an opposite direction to bring the body
within the tube, said movable member being rota table
upon the tube, and a protective sleeve for the body and
for the tube, and said nleeve having a spring clip.

1.227,424. CORK - EXTRACTOR.
Sparta. III. Filed Apr. 8, 1918.
(CI. 66—17.>

LAwaaNCB Glbnn,
Serial No. 89,872.

.^ ''

1. A cork extractor embodying a plate, a pair of ex-

tracting members carried by said plate and having sharp-

ened angular ends, said extractors being rotatably sup
ported by said plate to permit of the angular ends of the
extractors being engaged with the cork.

2. A cork extractor embodying a plate provided with a
pair of longitudinal slots and transverse slots, an extract-
ing member adjustably mounted within each of the lon-
gitudinal slots of the plate, and means extending in each
of the transverse slots for holding the extracting mem
bers in various adjusted positions.

3. A cork extractor embodying a plate provided with a
pair of longitudinal slots, an extracting member mount-
ed in each slot of the plate for longitudinal adjustment,
and a pair of keys detachably connected with said plate
and traversing each of the slots for permitting of the ex-
tracting members to be adjusted lengthwise of said plate.

4. A cork extractor embodying a plate having a pair of
longitudinal slots, an extracting member mounted In each
slot of the plate for longitudinal adjustment and provided
with a grooved shank, the grtiove of the shank of said
extracting members rotatably mounting each of the ex-
tracting members within the slots of the plate, substan-
tially as and for the purpoxe specifled.

1.227.425. LOCK. Manobl E. Gonsalvm. New Amster
dam. British Guiana. Filed May 81. 191«. Serial No
100.836. (CI. 70—14.)

1. A lock of the class set forth Including a bolt re-
tracting and projecting means adapted to be operated by
a key and manually controlled retractable means normally
preventing the key from being engaged with the flrtt

named means and also preventing the key from being with
drawn after the bolt has been retracted.

2. A lock of the class set forth including a bolt retract-
ing and projecting means adapted to be operated by a key
and manoally controlled retractable means normally pre-
venting the key from being engaged with the first named
means and also preventing the key from t>elng withdrawn
after the bolt has been projected.

3. A look of the class set forth Including a bolt retract-
lOg and projecting means adapted to be operated by a key
and manually controlled retractable means normally pre-
venting the key from being engaged with the first named
means and also preventing the key from being withdrawn
after the bolt has been retracted or projected.

4. A lock of the class set forth Including a bolt retract-
ing and projecting means adapted to be operated by a key.
manually controlled retractable means normally prevent-
ing the key from being engaged with the first named
means, said maniully controlled retractable means also
preventing the key from being withdrawn after the bolt
haa been retracted or projected and Independent manually
controlled means for releasing the retractable means.
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6. A lock of tbe class set forth including a bolt retract-

ing and projecting means adapted to be operated by a

key, manually controlled retractable means normally pre-

venting the key from being eugaged with the first named
means, said manually controlled retractable means also

preventing the key from being withdrawn after the bolt

has been retracted or projected and a manually released

latch for releasing said retractable means.

1.227.428. TIRE CASING. Hans E. Grabao, Long
Island City, and A CHAaLss Schwartz. New York.

N. T. ; said Grabau assignor to said Schwartz. Filed

Feb. 8, 1917. Serial No. 147,369. (CI. 152—13.)

-^ V^

1. A vehicle tire casing including a strip of fabric ex-

tending from bead to bead and forming a complete annu-

lus. said strip consisting of transverse flat strands made
up of a plurality of straight threads disposed parallel to

each other In superposed layers, said flat strands being

Interwoven with a series of longitudinal threads spaced

apart.

2. A vehicle tire casing including a strip of fabric ex-

tending from bead to bead and formlnu a complete annu-

lus. said strip consisting of transverse flat strands made
up of a plurality of straight threads disposed parallel to

each other in superposed layers with interposed longitudi-

nal straight threads, said flat strands being Interwoven

with a series of longitudinal threads spaced apart.

4. A vehicle tire caalng Including a atrip of fabric ex-

tending from bead to tx>ad and forming a complete annu-

1ns. said strip consisting of transverse flat strands made
up solely of a plurality of straight threads disposed par-

allel to each other in superposed layers, said flat strands

being Interwoven with a series of longitudinal threads

spaced apart.

7. A vehicle tire casing Including an annular strip of

fabric extending from bead to bead, said strip having

oblique transverse strands arranged side by side and con-

nected by longitudinal threads, each strand consisting of

a plurality of substantially parallel members extending

throughout the width of the atrip and about the edges

thereof.

10. A vehicle tire casing Including an annular strip of

fabric extending from bead to bead, aaid strip having

transverse strands arranged side by side, a series of lon-

gitudinal threads interwoven with the strands, a longi-

tudinal thread at earb edge of the strip, each of said

strands comprising a thread extending across the strip

and about the longitudinal edge threads a plurality of

times.

[Clalma 8, 6, 6. 8, 9, and 11 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227,427. METUOD OF MAKING TIRE CASINGS.
Hans E. Gkabac, Long Island City, and A Charlbs
Schwartz, New York, N. Y. : said Grat>au assignor to

aaid Schwartz. Filed Feb. 8, 1917. Serial No. 147,870.

(Cl. 91—68.)

1. The method of making a strip of tire casing fabric

having longitudinal threads and transverse strands ex-

tending obliquely with respect to the longitudinal threads

'and connected by the latter, which consists In forming the

fabric with the strands and longitudinal threads extend-

ing substantially at right angles, causing the strands to

assume positions oblique to the longitudinal threads, and

finally treating the fabric with a substance to maintain

the strands and threads in said oblique relation.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,428. PROTECTIVE LINING FOE GARMENTS.
Max I. Grxenbkrc, Great Neck, N. Y. Filed Feb. 4, 1916.

Serial No. 76.156. (CL 2—81.)

1. A protective throw-away lining embodying normally
exposed indicative means for temporary attachment on the

inside of a garment.

2. A lining as characterized embodying normally ex-

posed means for temporary attachment of said lining to

the Inside of a garment, a portion of said lining being ex-

tended for display on the outer side of the garment.

3. The combination of a garment ; a medicated detach-

able auxiliary protective lining therefor, said lining being

shaped In correspondence with the bodice of said garment

:

and means for attaching said lining to aaid garment, said

means being destroyed in the operation of detaching the
lining from said garment.

1,227.429. WHEEL - HUB. Jamcs HasET Grmsou.
Hudson, Wis. FUed Apr. 27, 1916. Serial No. 88.992.

(Cl. 64—26.)

In a self lubricating hub. an outer shell, a boxing dis-

posed through aaid shell and provided clrcumferentljUly

and intermediate its ends with a series of oil outlet op«i-

iax%, the space between aaid outer shell and boxing aerr-

ing as an oil well, a series of spoke sockets arranged eir-

cumfereniially and intermediate the ends of the outer

shell, said spoke sockets extending radially inwardly

into engagement with the boxing, each of said apoke sock-

ets formed with an oil chamber in Its Inner end wbt«ta
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resistors with one of said boxJnK outlet oprnlngt, said oil

cbaatbers being each providrd with an lalet opening

wherfhy oil can feed froio the of I well tbroagti the
twxtng.

1.227,480. COLLAPSIBLE TUBE. Fbedkbick WTL-
I.I.4M <;bie8. WatervUet, N. Y. Filed Aug. 16, 1916.
Serial No. 115.291. (O. 221—«0.)

s- \

a
1. A device of the clasa described embodying a cjrUiidrl-

cal hollow body portion provided with an exteriorly
threaded neck formed with an outlet slot, a perpendicular
member formed contiguous with the upper end of the
neck, a member tfareadedly mounted upon the neck an<)
sUdabiy mounted upon the perpendicular member for
closing said cap.

2. A device of the class described embodying a hollow
cylindrical body portion provided at Its upper end with
an annular counter-sunk portion, a layf-r of cork Inserted
In the countersunk portion of th« tube, an exteriorly
threaded neck rising centrally from said countersunk
portion, a cap threadedly moanted on Mid neck, mid cap
when la cloaed position adapted to bear agaimtt raid
layer of cork and establishing a liquid tight connection
between the rap and tnbc.

•4. A devlc-e of the clau described embodying a boliow
cyllBiirlcal body portion provided at ita upper end with an
anaalar counter-sunk portion, a layer of cork Inserted in
the countersunk portion of the tube, an exteriorly thread
ed ne< k rlslnit wntrally from aald eouBt>>r sunk portloa, a
cap threadetUy mottntf-d on said neck, said <ap whea in
closet! position adapted to D«ar against said layer of cork
aad esta»»ll8hln« a liquid tight connectioa hetweea said
'HP and tube, and a guide post rising from the neck and

harlBg an enlarged upper end. the enlarsed upper end of
said poat preTeottng any acri<lental displarement of the
cap from the container upon the raising of the former to
an open position.

(Claim 8 not printed in the tiaxette.)

1,227.4.31. ANTISLirPINO DEVICE. David Oaiava,
Nee<lhani Heights. Mass. Filed Apr. 26. 1916. SerUl
No. 03.688. (CI. 36—64.)

In an anti-sUpplli« device of the character set forth,
the conibiaatlon of three arms stamped from sheet metal
and all connected tocether by and radlatiog from a com-
mon connecting pivot, two of said arms being provided
with downwardly project'ag barbs poached therefrom
and bent to form termUuil fingers with inwardly extend-
ing .ijpar like extremities, the remaialng arm being formed
with upwardly extending ears at the forward md thereof,
a sheet meUl heel gripping member pivotaliy mounted
between said ears and having heel engaging spurs, and a
sheet metal two-armed lever also pivotaliy ir.ounted be-
tween sa'd ears and adapted to engage the outer fhce of
said pivotaliy mounted heel gripping member »«nd having
Its forwsrd end deflected to form a stop for engagement
with the sole of a shoe or boot in advance of the heel
thereof.

1.227.432. SHAFT-COUPLLNO. Tuaoobdh 8. Qbimu,
Columbus, tia.. assignor to Lummus Cotton <lln Com-
pany. Columbus, Ga.. a Corporation of Georgia. Fllad
July 26, 1916. 8erUl No. 111,419. <C1. 64—18.)

1. A shaft coupling couprisiag a pair of rings each
having a series of spaci>d apart radially extending pro-
jections, and a coupUng sleeve having a series of laterally
extending tongues for engaging the projections of said
rings.

2. A shaft coupUng comprising rings deslgnetl to be se-

rnred to opposite shaft ends, said rings each having a
series of spaced apart radially extending projections, and
said projections having flaagea at one end, an<l a coupling
member having a series of laterally extending shouldered
tonifues for engaging the projections of said rings and
interlocking with the flanges thereof.

.5. .\ shaft coupliRg 4-<»ii»priN4i»g rings des<gned to be
secured to opposite shaft ends, said rings each having a
hub and a rim and radially «>st«>nding m«imt>ers coBnerting
said hnb and rim, and a coupling member having a l>ore
to receive portions of the hub of eac-h of said rtngs and
means for engaging the radially extemllng menbera of Mid
rings.

4. A shaft ooDpitng comprising rings desiifned to be
.secured to opposite shaft ends, said rings each having a
hob and a rim and radially extending members connecting
said hub and rim, mM radially extending members each
having oppositely extending flanges at one end. and a
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eoupllng member having a seriM of laterally extending
shonldarad tongues for engaging Mid radially extending
member* of said rings.

&. A ahaft coopllBg comprising rings designed to be
Mcnrcd to oppoalte shaft ends. on« of Mid ring* being
that on one shaft and tht other free to slide longltndlnally

•< tha opposite shaft. Mid rings each having a series of
^Mced apart radially extending projections, and a oon*
pUng member having a ))ore to receive a portion of each
of paid rings and a series of laterally extending tongues
far engaginf the projections of xaid rings.

1,227.483. RELAY. Max UABraNHBiM. Pittsburgh, Pa.,

assignor to Westinghouse Electric and Manofactur-
Ing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Aug. 10, 1916. Serial No. 44,743. (Cl. 176—324.)

1. A relay comprising two thermal-responsive mem-
bers adapted to be heated equally and to have different

thermal inertia, contact devices adapted to be actuated
by the movement of the said thermal responsive members,
one of said contact devices being adapted to he normally
open and the other to be normally closed.

2. A relay for an electric circuit comprising two con-
ductors, stationary contact members, and movable con-

tact members adapted to be actuated by the expansion
and contraction of the conductors when currents trav-

arse the same, the time of expansion and contraction of

one of the conductors being so different from that of the
other that the contact members are adapted to be en-

gaged simultaneously only when the current traversing
the conductors is decreasing and of a predetermined
vmlaa.

8. A relay comprlalng two parallel-coaaected conduc-
tors of diffsrcnt cross-sectloDsl areas, stationary contact
members, and movable contact members operatively con-

oacted to the parallel-connected conductors, the contact
member that is connected to the conductor having the
amallcr cross-sectional area being norntally in engage-
ment with ita stationary contact member and the other
contact members being normally disengaged, the first-men-

tioned contact member being adapted to operate relatively

more quickly than the other contact member.
4. A relay comprising two conductors having relatively

AUTerent croM sectional areas, contact devices adapted to

he actuated by the expansion and contraction of the con-

dtictora, the contact device that Is actssted by the con-

ductor having the smaller cross-sectional area btiag nor-

Mally closed and the other belag normally opea.

6. A relay comprising two conductors having different

thermal inertia, a aormaliy open contact device adapted
to )>e actuated by the movement of one conductor when
rarrent traveraa* the Mme, and a tt«rmally cloaed contact
iavlce adapted to be actuated by the movemeat of the
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other conductor when current travtraes the Bamc, tb*
relative movements of the Mid conductors, when trav-

ersed by equal currents, being such that the contact de-
vices are simnltaneoosly closed only when the current
traversing the conductors Is a predetermined value aftd

decreasing.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,227.434. SWITCHING DEVICE. Stbphbn Q. HaTBS
and Charlbs McL. Moss, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignors to

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Piled May 1, 1913. Se-

rial No. 764,846. (Cl. 176—268.)

1. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a cir-

cuit breaker, of a disconnecting switch, for electrically

Isolating said circuit breaker, and means coSperatlng with
the said switch for grounding both poles of the circuit

breaker when the same is isolated.

2. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a cir-

cuit breaker, of pillar-type disconnecting switches for

electrically disconnecting said circuit breaker, and means
coSperatlng with t^e said switches .for grounding both
poles of the circuit breaker when it Is disconnected.

8. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a cir-

cuit breaker, of pillar-type disconnecting switches, means
for operating said switches manually to disconnect said
circuit breaker electrically from said circuit, and means
cooperating with said switches to ground both sides of

said circuit breaker.

4. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a cir-

cuit breaker, of pillar-type disconnecting switches, means
for manually operating said switches, means for electri-

cally operating said switches,' and means cooperating with
said switches to ground both sides of said circuit breaker.

6. In an electrical circuit, the combination with a cir-

cuit breaker, of diacoonectlng switches having blades

pivoted to swing in the Mme plane, a plurality of rods
and t>ell crank levers for manually operating said swltchea,

means for electrically opar&tlng Mid switches, means for

tripping said switches automatically under abnormal op-

erating conditions, means for interlocking said breakers
and said disconnecting switches, and means cooperating
with Mid switches to gro«nd both sides of the circuit

breaker.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,435. SUPERHEATER FOR LOCOMOTIVE, MA-
RINE, AND OTHER TUBULAR BOILERS. John NbU
BON DciKDAS Hbbman. Chapel Walka, Manchester, Bns-
land. BMlgnor to Heeiun A Froode Limited, Uanchaattf,
England. Filed May 13, 1916. Serial Ne, 97460. (CL
122—462,
1. In a superheater of the class specified, the combina-

tion with boiler tubes, of superheater tubM azteoAinff iato

the boiler tabes and of leM diameter than the kitt«r, niHl

an tadependeat connection l^x for each saperiMatev tube.
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each coDoectioD box being constructed with a throxigh

longitudinal passage and Interior annular chamber pro-

rlde<} with an Inlet port communicating with the annular

chamber in planes at right angles to the superheater

tube and also provided with an outlet port. Inlet and out-

let pipes having terminals fitted over the Inlet and outlet

ports, and securing derlcea loosely sarroundlng and en-

gaging the terminals of the Inlet and outlet plpea and
connected to the box.

r™"

2. In a superheater of the class specified, the combina-

tion with boiler tubes each having a superheating tube

therein, of a separate and independent connection box for

each superheating element, said box being provided with

Inlet and outlet ports at angles to each other, Inlet and

outlet pipes having inner flanged ends placed against the

connection box over the inlet and outlet xwrts, and plates

loosely surrounding the inlet and outlet pipes and en-

gaging the flangefl of the said pipes, the said plates being

secured to the connection box.

3. In a superheater of the class specified, the combina-

tion with boiler tubes, superheater tubes mounted therein

and inlet and outlet steam headers, of separate and inde-

pendent connection boxes for the superheater tubes, each

tube being connected to a box, the connection boxes having

passages therethrough and inlet and outlet ports opening

into different portions of these passages, and Independent

inlet and outlet pipe connections between the Inlet and

outlet headers and each box.

1,227.486. COPY-HOLDER FOR TYPE WRITERS.
HtBAif E. HiNDsix. Victoria, British Colombia, Canada.

Piled Feb. 26. 1914. Serial No. 820,922. (O. 120—S2.)

In a copy holder, a frame Including a pair of vertical

spaced standards, a roller Journaled between said stand-

ards, adjacent the upper end thereof, a spring ac-

tuated roller coactlng with the first mentioned roller,

a ratchet wheel secured on said shaft, a pair of spaced

guides secured to one of said standards, a rod vertically

movable In said guides, and extending from the lower por-

tion of said standards to said ratchet wheel, the upper

end of said rod being blfnrcated and positioned adjacent

said ratchet wheel, a pawl plvote<i In aald bifurcated por-

tion of said rod and engsKlog said ratchet wheel, a log

formed on said rod adjacent the upper end thereof, a

spring bearing agaluHt said lug and said pawl to normally

hold said pawl In «'ngagement with said ratchet wheel,

a spring around said rod and positioned between said

guides, and having the lower end thereof secured to aald

rod and the opposite ends of said upper guide to normally

hold said rod downward, and jneans to move said rod up-

ward against the tension of the spring for the purpoae

spedfled.

1,227,487. VEHICLE-SEAT,
Independence, Wis. Filed

148.151. (a. 21—42.)

ALBBBT C. HamrrrmLtrt.

Feb. 12. 1917. Serial No.

1. The combination with a wagon platform, of rear-

wardly swinging bars pivoted thereto, one of the bare

b«Mr,g provided at its upper ond and on its forward edge

with separate sockets ; supports ; a aeat carried thereby ;

means for connecting the supports with the l»ars for

swinging movement and for sliding movement in the direc-

tion of the length of the sapiMrts ; and means carried

by one support for enijaglng the sockets selectively, at

the will of an operator.

3. The combination with a wagon platform, of rear-

wardly swinging bars pivoted thereto ; sppports ; a seat

carried by the supports ; means for connecting the sup-

ports with the bars for swinging movement and for move-

ment in the direction of the lengths of the aopporta ; and
InterengaKlng elements on one of the supports and on one
of the bars for holding the supports alined with the bara

and at right angles to the bars, at different times.

8. The combination with a wagon platform, of hart

mounted to swing thereon and adapted to rest on the plat-

form : means for iiolding the bars In upright poaldona
with respect to the platform ; separate sockets carried

at the upper ends of the bars and on the forward edges

of the bars ; supports ; a seat carried thereby ; means for

connecting the supports with the bars for swinging move-

ment and for sliding movement In the direction of the

length of the supports : and means f-arrled by one of the

rapports for engaging the sockets at different times.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Oatette.]

1,227,488. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. %)WAaD B.

Hiss. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Royal Typewriter

Company, Inc., New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Filed Dec. 9. 1918. Serial No. 188.958. (CL
197—79.)
1. A case-shifting mechanism for typewriting machliies

comprising means for moving the part to be shifted to

shifted position, cushioning means therefor, means for

locking the mechanism In shifted position, a device for

rigidly sustaining the shifted part when held by the

tension of the cushioning device, and means for movtag
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said locking means for the shift mechanism into and oat

ol operative position.

4. A case-shifting mechanism for typewriting machines
comprising a shift key, connections between the shift key

and the part to be sftlfted provided with yielding devices

whereby the shifted part ic held yieldingly In ito shifted

position, a shift key locking device for holding the shift

key In shifted position, a lever for operating the shift

key locking device, a device for rigidly holding the shifted

part In shifted position, and connections between said

holding device and the lever which operates the shift

key locking device.

8. The combination with a typewriter carriage of

techanlsm for supporting and raising It, a shift key lever

for actuating the carriage raising meohanism, locking

devlr-es operating upon the shift key lever for holdlBg

the carriage In raised position, a latch adapted to engage
the carriage raising mechanism when the carriage is

raised, a lucking lever for actuating the locking devices

and for also actuating the shift key lever, and connections

between said locking lever and the latch whereby the

latch Is moved to engage the carriage raising mechanism
when the latter Is raised.

[Claims 2, 8, aAd 6 to 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.227,439. CARTRIEK3E-MAGAZINE. Louis Wcblst
HiLGBXDORF. Fountain, Colo. Filed Jan. 4, 1917. Se
rUl No. 140,530. (CI. 42—60.)

1. In a firearm having a magazine receiving space and
a groove at one end of said space ; a magazine divided into

a plurality of cartridge compartments, a pivotal mount
therefor, means engaged In said groove for bringing one
of said compartments Into cartridge feeding position, and
automatic means operable upon the exhaustion of said

last named compartment for bringing the other compart-
ment into cartridge feeding position.

3. In a firearm having a magazine receiving space and
a groove at one end of said space ; a rockable magazine
divided Into two cartridge compartments, means controlled

by the cartridges In one compartment . and operable In

said groove for bringing said compartment Into cartridge

feedkig position, and automatic means operable upon the

exhaustion ot said last named compartment for bringing

the other compartment Into cartridge feeding position.

5. In a firearm having a magasine receiving space and
a groove at one end thereof ; a rockable magaslne divided
into compartments, a spring bar in one compartment, a
button thereon, said button being forced outwardly of aald

magaslne to engagement with said groove upon the Inser

tlon of cartridges Into said compartment and held In such
position nntll said compartment is emptied of cartridges

to permit said bar to retract said button, and a laterally

operable spring for rocking said magaslne to bring the
other compartment into cartridge feeding position apon
the retraction of said button.

6. As an article of manufacture, for use In a firearm, a
two compartment magazine, a support therefor, a pivotal.

connection therefor, a sprlnp < ontrolled follower in each'

compartment, a spring bar secured in one compartment
adapted to be forced toward the end of said compartaant:
upon the depression of the respective follower by tbe-

Introductlon of cartridges, and a button on said bar held
outwardly of said magazine while said last named com-
partment contains a cartridge.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.227.440. HALTER. AcBRBV F. HoiTifAN, Longford,
Kans. Piled Sept. 16, 1916. Serial No. 120^40. (CL.

64—24.)

1. A halter consisting of a pair of hinged cooperating

sections, and means to lock the free edges of said sections

together.

2. A halter consisting of a pair of cooperating halter

sections, each section being formed from a single piece of

material, means to hlngedly secure said sections together,

and additional means to lock said sections against hinging
movement.

8. A halter consisting of a pair of sections, comprising
parallel face bars, means to hlngedly secure said face bara

together, a pair of parallel Jaw bars below said face bars,

outwardly bowed portions connecting the face bars and
jaw bars at their opposed ends, one set of bowed portion*

forming a neck ring, and the opposite bowed portions »
nose loop, and means to iicM -niil Roctlcrs" against hinging
movement.

4. A halter consisting of the combination witn a p::!r of

hinged sections, of a latch structure slldably attached t*-

one of the sections, a hook on said latch structure adapted
to engage the other section, and yielding means to nor-
mally hold the hook In engagement with Its respectlTa

sections.

6. A halter consisting of the combination with a pair of
hinged sections, of a latch structure slldably attached t»
one of the sections, a hook on said latch structure adapted
to engage the other section, yielding means to normally
hold the hook In engagement with Its respective sections,

and a stop lug carried by the slldably mounted end of the
latch structure and adapted to engage beneath the outer
portion of one of said hinged sections to prevent the latcb

structure from swinging when disengaged from the op-
posite section.

1,227,441. ILLUMINATING DEVICE FOR DSB ON AIR-
CRAFT. Hahold Edward Shbbwin Holt, ParB-
borough, England. Filed Jan. 4, 1916. Serial Na.
70,316. (CI. 240—1.)
In an apparatus for facilitating the landing of air-craft

»< night, in combination, a clamp adapted to be clamped to
the edge of the wings or planes of the air-craft, a soa-

pendlng strip attached with one of its ends to said clamp,
a double clamp secured to the other, forked end of aald
strip, a plurality of Bengal light cylinders, means for aa-

cnrlng said cylinders between the two members ot tha
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eUmp, a fuse at the oater end of uld C7llsd«r«, and elec-

trical connectlona allowing a ligfating of said fuse and

llffbt, substantially as described and for the purpose aet

forth.

1.227,442. CORSET. Ivt D. Howbll. Ballston Spa,

N. T. Filed Oct. 29, 1916. SerUl No. 58.597. (CI.

»—78.)

1. Id a corset stmctare, the combination with a corset,

of a pair of abdominal enga^ng and Mupportlng members
detachably carried by the corset, means attached to the

upper ends of said abdominal supporting members for ad-

justably connectlag them to the corset, a leg strap con-

nected to the lower edge of said supporting member, a
back pad connected to said leg strap, elastic waist en-

circling members attached to said back pad, said back pad
and leg-strap holding the lower edges of said abdominal
supporting members against upward creeping movement.

3. The combination with an ordinary corset having a

plurality of slits formed therein a short distance below

its upper edge, of a pair of at>dominal supporting members
detachably connected to said corset, straps connected to

said abdominal supporting members and extending up-

wardly through said slits, said straps having their outer

ends positioned upon the outer surface of the corset,

means carried by the outer snrface of the corset for en-

gaging said straps for holding the straps and naid ab-

dominal supporting members in various adjusted posi-

tions, a leg strap connected to the lower edge of said sup-

port, a back pad connected to said leg strap, and elastic

waist encircling members attached to said back pad. said

back pad and leg strap holding the lower edges of said

abdominal supporting memt>er8 against upward creeping

oT«nent.
fClalm 2 not printed In the Ganette.l

1,227,448. ICB-BOX. Wilmam E. Jamm, PrichArd. Ala.
Filed Aug. 14, 1915. Serial No. 40.558. (Cl. 62—84.)

jrnrj'Jir'irrwrwtuffgt.-^

A refrigerator box of the class described comprising a
bottom wall, aide and end walls and a hinged top wall, a
partition wall secured interiorly within and to the side,

end front and rear wails dividing the same Into upi>er and
lower chambers, said partition wall inclined downwardly
and outwardly from the rear wall to its point of connec-
tion with the front wall, a coating of suitable waterproof
material secured to the upper face of the partition wall,
an ice rack arranged in the upper chamber above the la-

clineii face of the (wrtttlon wall, said front wall of the box
incUne<l forwardly and outwardly to provide a series of
compartments which communicate at their lower end with
the upper chamber, means for draining the water from the
upper chamber, and a hinged door in the front wall t»
provide access to the lower chamber, said compartments
adapted to receire varlooa kinds of articles therein for

holding the same within the water contained within the
upper compartment thus preventing the contents of the
articles from spoiling.

1.227,444. SMOKERS KIT. Josbph F J«citraT. Gar-
field, N. J. Filed Nov. 10, 1916. Serial No. 130,662.

(Cl. 181—61.)

The herein described smoker's kit including an upright
flat back and ends, the latter being reduced in width at
their upper portions, a corrugated panel connecting the

front edges of said ends, the corrugations providing up-

right channels in front and in rear of the panel, a shelf

between said en«l8 extending forward from the l«ck t>e-

neath the panel and closing the lower ends of all channels,

the shelf being bent downward and thence forward Into a
tray, and an aprigfat flange at the front edge of said tray,

the whole as and for the purpoae* dracrlbed.

May 23, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. «^S

1,227.445. FOUDABLE CRATE. LUTuaa Vbacb Jbm-
KiN'a and William Kbnuall Bailby, SadieviUe. Ky.
Filed Aug. 27, 1915. fc»erlal No. 47,630. (Cl. 220—17.)

^^^TT*
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hinged together and to the end porticos of said body,

latching meaDs therefor, and means (or retaining said

body on a stove.

8. In a stove top protector, a body having a screened

top, rear, side and end walls, closure frames hlngedly

connected, the uppermost of the frames being hinged to

tke end wails of said body, and the lower frames being

adapted for movement Into horizontal position to form
shelves.

4. The combination with a cooking stove having the

usual openings in the top thereof, of a stove protector

Including a body, said body having the top, side, and end
>}rtlon8 thereof provided with screens, closure means for

the front of said body, curved arms mounted on the bot-

tom frame providing attaching means for the said stove

protector to the top of said stove.

1,227,448. JACK. Jassa W. Jonis, Birmingham, Ala.

Filed June 6, 1914. Serial No. 843,627. (C 254—108.)

1. A Jack Including an inner shell, a collar fixed within
said shell and having Interior screw threads and provided
in the upper faces of the threads with a spiral V-shaped
groove, said collar having an exterior ball race consisting

of a groove extending downwardly from the upper por-

tion of the collar to the lower portion of the same in a
carved Inclined plane substantially half way around the
collar and communicating at Its ends with the said groove
of the tlk^kads, said collar having segmental openings at

the top and bottom of said ball race, said ball race seg-

mental block detacbably secured In said openings, a screw
mounted In the collar and engaging the threads thereof

and provided in the lower face of its threads with a spiral

groove coactlng with the V-shaped groove to form an
interior ball race, balls arranged In the said races and
means for rotating the screw.

2. A jack comprising a base having a recess In its upper
face, an inner shell threaded into said recess, an interi-

orly threaded collar flxed within the upper portion of the

shell, a screw mounted within the collar and extending

Into the receM and provided at its upper portion with a
horizontal worm wheel, an outer shell slldable on the in-

ner shell and provided on Its exterior with bearings ar-

ranged at an angle in the horizontal plane of the worm
wheel, a horizontal worm mounted on one of the bearings

and meshing with the worm wheel, a horizontal operating

shaft Journaled in the other bearing, and gearing connect-

ing the shaft and the worm.

1,227,449. PIPE-VISE AND MOUNTING. Louia Wil/-

soN JONM, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed July 22, 1916. Serial

No. 110,674. (CI. 81—19.)
1. A pipe vise comprising a*frame, a separable support-

ing block carrying pipe Jaws mounted In the frame, and

provided with an abutment, a chain adapted to encircle

the pipe and hold it clamped against the Jaws, and the

free end of which is adapted to be made to engage with

the said abutment, and means for applying stress to the

end of the chain opposite that engaging the abutment.

2. A pipe vise comprising a frame having a grooved

face, a separable block carrying pipe-engaging Jaws seated

In the said groore In the frame, the block being arranged

to book over the end of the frame, and being provided with

an abutment, a chain for encircling the pipe and holding

It against the Jaws, the free end of which Is adapted to be

brought into engagement with the said abutment, and
means for applying stress to the chain to cause it to clamp
the pipe.

3. A pipe vise comprising Jaws adapted to engage with
the pipe, a chain arranged to encircle the pipe and hold
It against the jaws, a lever connected with one end of the
chain, means bearing upon the lever to put stress upon
the chain, and an adjusting screw for moving the fulcrum
of the lever relative to the said stress-applying meana.

4. The combination with a vise, of means for tempo-
rarily securing it to a support, comprising a chain adapted
to be connected with the vise and encircle the support, a
movable tubular member through which the chain passes,

means carrying the said tnbalar member arranged to bear
against the support on the side opposite the vise, and
means for adjusting the tubular member In a direction
away from the viae to put stress upon the chain.

0. The combination with a vise, of means for tempo-
rarily secnrlng It to a support, comprising a chain adapted
to engage with the vise and to encircle the support to

which the vise Is to be secured, a lever frame one end of
which is adapted to engage with the support on the aide
thereof opposite that engaged by the vise, with which
frame, and between Its ends, engages the said encircling
chain, and means for forcing the end of the frame opposite
that engaging the support away from the latter, whereby
stress Is applied to the chain.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,460. PRINTING-PRESS. William M. Killt, Jer-

sey City, N. J., assignor to American Type Founders
Company. Jersey City, N. J., a Coriwration of New
Jersey. Filed July 9, 1916. Serial No. 38.919. (Cl.

101—409.)

1. The combination of an Impression cylinder, a gripper

shaft, a gripper actuator, gearing connecting said actuator

with said shaft, and spring means opposing the gripping

movement of said shaft operable on a member driven by

the gearing and whereby a positive connection with said

actuator is maintained.

2. The combination of an impression cylinder, a gripper

shaft, an axlally movable gripper actuator arranged at the

axis of the cylinder, gearing connecting said actuator with

said shaft, and spring means acting directly on said shaft

and opposing rotative movement thereof in one direction.
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8. The combination of an impression cylinder, a grli>-

per shaft, a gripper actuator, gearing connecting said

actuator with said shaft, an arm on said shaft, and a

spring presse<l member cooperating with said arm and op-

posing gripping movement of the shaft.

4. The combination of an impression cylinder, a gripper

abaft, a gripper actuator, gearing connecting said actu-

ator with said shaft, an arm on said shaft, and a spring-

pressed member carried by the end wall of said cylinder

and engaging said arm and opposing gripping movement

of said shaft.

6. The combination of an Impression cylinder, a gripper

ahaft, an axlally movable gripper actoator, a rack carried

by said actuator, a bevel gear on said shaft, a stud car-

ried by said cylinder, and gears rotatable on said stud and

meshing with said rack and said bevel gear and forming

a driving connection therebetw«>en.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

1,227,461. BOTTLBJ-HOLDEB. Hbnbt Kbnnbll, New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 11, 1916. Serial No. 90,883.

(Cl. 282—41.)

1. A bottle holder, comprising two normally open loops

each adapte<l to engage the neck of a bottle, one end of

each loop terminating In a shank and the shanks of the

two loops being twisted together and terininatlng in an eye,

the other end of each loop terminating In a closing arm,

the said shanks being adapted to pass through a hole In

a door and the said closing arms being adapted to pass

Into the hole, and a retaining member having an eye near

one end and engaging the eye on the said shank.

2. A bottle hoId«r. comprising two normally open loops

each adapted to engage the neck of a bottle, one end of

iach loop terminating in a shank and the shanks of the

-wo loops being twisted together and terminating In an

eye, the other end of each loop terminating in a closing

arm, the said shanks being adapted to pass through a hole

in a door and the said closing arms being adapted to pass

Into the hole, each of the said shanks being provided ad-

jacent the loop with a coll and each of the said closing

arms being provided adjacent the coll with an offset

adapted to engage the corresponding coil to hold each loop

locked when in closed position, and a retaining member
having an eye near one end and engaging the eye on the

said shank.

3. A bottle holder comprising an open loop adapted to

engage the neck of a bottle, one end of the loop terminat-

ing In a shank and the other In a closing arm the said

shank bHng adapted to extend through a hole in a sup-

port and the said closing arm being adapted to pass Into

the hole, means fbr holding the loop In close<l position, and

a retaining and unlocking member plvotally connected to

the terminal of the shank near one end of the said retain-

ing and locking meml)er, the other end of the said retain-

ing and locking member having an angular offset spaced

from the pivotal connection a distance corresponding ap-

proximately to the length of the hole In the support, the

said retaining and unlocking member In one position ex

tending vertically at an angle to the shank at the Inner

face of the support and the said reUlnlng and unlocking

member in another position being in alinemrnt with the

shank and with the said angular offset abutting against

the Inner face of the support to hold the device against

removal from the support and to allow pf opening the

loop for the removal or Insertion of a bottle.

1.227,462. ROTATING-CYLINDEB GAS-ENGINE. Baa-

TtLku C. Kmntom, Mlshawaka, Ind.. assignor of one-half

to Dodge Manufacturing Company, Mlshawaka, Ind.,

a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Mar. 14, 1914. Serial

No. 824.776. (Cl. 123—44.)

-^s^sfH^

1. In gas engines, a plurality of pairs of rotatablc cyl-

inders revoluble In the same plane, a two-part support in

common for all the cylinders, a pair of heads Integrally

formed and constituting a piston and operable In one pair

of cylinders, and having bearing in the cylinders substan-

tially throughout the length of the piston, another piston

similarly operable in another pair of cylinders, a rectan-

gular enlargement to each piston, a segmental prism Join

Ing each pair of heads and an enlargement forming length-

wise recesses of segmental shape between the heads extend-

ing to the flat face of each prism whereby a pair of pistons

may slide adjacent each other within a space equal to the

diameter of the cylinders, rectangular slots in tht' en

largements, a block slldable simultaneously In all the

slots, a stationary crank shaft having Its crank pin wHhlu
said block, bearings for the shaft In the cylinder support,

and suitable means for holding the shaft against rotation.

2. In gas engines, a separable crank casing, a plurality

of pairs of cylinders secured thereon opposing cyllndari

being In axial allnement with each other, a crank shaft,

a suitable support, means for holding said shaft against

rotation in the support. Integrally connected piston heads

comprising a central rectangular frame having a slot

formed therein and Joined to the heads by segmental

prisms, each pair of heads forming a piston unit which Is

operable In a pair of said cylinders, and having bearing

throughout the length of the piston, and means common

to all the pistons and within the slots connecting the pis-

tons to the crank shaft.

8. In gas engines, a suitable axlally divided base, a

crank shaft supported thereby and held from rotation, a

plurality of diametrically opposed cylinders rotaUble

around the shaft, a rectangular frame having a slot there-

in, segmental prisms Integral with the frame, rounded

ends forming heads Integral with the prisms and consti-

tuting a piston adapted to be slldable so as to have i>ear-

Ing throughout the length of the piston In diametrically

opposed cylinders, another pair of cylinders, a similar

prism-piston slldable therein, a crank pin, a block engag-

ing said pin In common for all the slots, and means for

holding two pairs of cylinders together as a unit group

at an angle to each other whereby the prisms will bv slid-

at)le face to face with their axes similarly disposed while

moving on the same plane of rotation as the cylinders.

4. In gas engines, a suitable two-part casing compris-

ing separate cylinders and a portion of an angular crank

case to each part, means for holding the parts together to

provide pairs of oppositely positioned cylinders In axial

allnement with each other, rectangular frames having

slots slldable In the crank casing. Integrally formed seg-

mental prisms projecting diametrically opposite each

other from the frames and terminating In heads having

the same radius as the arcs of the segmental prisms, a

block slldable In a pair of slots simultaneously, a crank

>w^
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pin in thp block, crank diski placed outside the inner face
of the cylinder walla, a crank abaft connected therewith,
and means for holding the same against rotation.

5. In gas englnea, a suitable support, an Inclosed angular
crank casing, a plurality of rotatable cylinders aemred
tbereon. a crank shaft held stationary in the support, con-
Aiected heads forming a double ended piston slldable In
two oppositely positioned cylinders, another group of
cylindprs and a piston therefor, and rectangular enlarge-
ments about midway of the length of the pistons the same
being held in alinement by the crank casing and joined
to the heads by segmental prisms integral therewith, a
pair of prisms equaling the diameter of the pistons.

1,227,453. PROCBSS OF MAKING CAUSTIC SODA.
Hbrma.h B. KiPPia. Solvay, N. Y. Filed Mar. 31, 1916.
Serial No. 18,388. (CI. 204—68.)

1. The herein described method of purifying caustic
soda soluUona of meUlllc impurities, which comprlsea
ubjecting such solutions, during concentration thereof, to
electrolysis to liberate and remove oxygen directly there-
from and precipitate the metal.

_
3. The herein described method of purifying caustic

soda solution* of meUlllc impurities, which comprises
subjecting such solution to electrolytic action and conOnlng
the oxygen generated at the anode by the current to the
Immediate zone of the anode to preTent such oxygen en-
tering the body of the solution.

6. The herein described Improvement in the art of
purifying caustic soda solutions of metallic impurittea,
which comprises subjecting such solution to electrolysis
with a steel cathode, excluding from the solution meUl
flaking o«r the walla of the vessel, and withdrawing the
oxygen formed at the anode by the current without enter-
ing the body of the aolatlon.

6. The herein described mrthod of purifying from me-
tallic Impurities, solutions of caustic soda conUlnlng
from 50f'f to 60% sodium oxid at temperatures of from
80" to 175° C. which comprises subjecting such a solution
to electrolysis, liberating the oxygen at the anode and re-
moving such oxyg'en directly from the solution, and caua-
Ing precipitation of the metal composing the impuritlea.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gaiette.

)

1,227,454. BACTERIA AND VlSiJl EXTERMINATOR.
William Ra.vAxia Klbck.vee. Cowell, Cal. Filed Sept.
6, 1916. Serial No. 118,650. (a. 167—fl.)

1. A bacteria and fungi exterminator, consisting of a
mixture of equal quantities of double salts of potassium
cyanld

; a mixture of Ingredients adapted to Uberate for-
mal.lehyde when injected into a plant ; a mixture of
trlphenylmethane dyes and poUsslum xanthate In propor-
tions as specified

; and a mixture of extracts of flavoring
spices, oxalic acid, and gelatin in proportions substan
tlally as specified.

2. A bacteria and fungi exterminator, consisting of a
mixture of equal quantities of potassium ferrocyanld, po-
tassium ferrlcyanUl and potassium sulfocyanld

; a mix-
ture of Ingredients adapted to liberate formaldehyde when
Injected Into the plant In proportions substantially as
specified

; a mixture of trlphenylmethane dyes and potas-
sium xanthate in proporUons as specified ; and a mixture
of extracts of flavoring spices, oxalic acid, and gelatin
in proportions substantially as specified.

8. A bacteria and fungi exterminator, consisting of a
mixture of equal quantities of potassium ferrocyanld, po-
tassium ferrlcyanid and potassium sulfocyanld

; a mix
ture of urotropia and an alkali cyanld in proportions as
•peclfied

: a mixture of trlphpnylmethane dyes and potas-

sium xanthate In proportions as apeclfled : and a mixture
of flavoring spices, oxalic acid, and gelatin In proportions
substantially as specified.

4. A bacteria and fungi exterminator. < onslstlag of a
mixture of equal quantities of double salts of potassium
cyanld

;
a mixture of urotropin and ammonium cyanld

substantially In the proportions specified ; a mixture of
trlphenylmethane dyes and potassium xanthate in pro-
portions as specified ; and a mixture of extracts of flavor-
ing spices, oxalic add, and gelatin In proportions su(»-
stantlally as specified.

6. A bacteria and fungi exterminator, consisting of a
mixture of equal quantities of double salts of potasslua
cyanld

; a mixture adapted to liberate formaldehyde when
injected Into a plant ; a mixture In equal proportions of
methylene blue, methyl violet, malachite green, and po-
tassium xanthate ; and a mixture of the extracts of fla-

voring spicts, oxalic acid, and gelatin In proportions sub-
stantially as si>eclfled.

[ Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,2 2 7.4 85. STEERING DEVICE FOR TRACTORS.
Chablbs A. Kbugh, Monroe, and Jim. A. Hindrickb,
Decatur, Ind. Filed Dec. 19. 1916. SeHal No. 187.784.
(Cl. 74—79.)

1. In a steering structure, the combination of a steer-
ing post, a pinion mounted upon one end of aaid steering
post, an auxiliary steering post, a hand wheel carried by
said auxiliary steering post, gear teeth formed about the
inner surface of said hand wheel and meshing with said
pinion for rotating said steering post at a greater rate of
speed than the rotation of said auxiliary steering poat
upon rotation of aaid hand wheel.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227.46«. TRANSMISSION MECHANISM. ThAodobb
Lafittk. Paris. France. Filed Feb. 11, 1914. Serial
No. 818.068. (CL 74—09.)

1. The combination of a rotary engine having a rotata-
ble crank shaft and cylinders rotatable around such shaft,
means whereby to brake the said ahaft and the said cyl-
inders separately, two concentric transmission shafts lo-

cated In the prolongation of tha axla of the crank shaft,
a differential of which the axis is placed perpendicularly
to such shafts, the differential comprising two bevel
wheels and bevel pinions flxed on the said transmission
shafts and meshing respectively with the bevel wheals
and means whereby to couple each of the said tranamls-
sion shafts alternately with the crank ahaft and with the
rotary cylinders.

2. The combination of a main frame consisting of a
frame, of a tubular prolongation extending outside such
frame, and of a casing at the end of auch prolongation
the said frame having Journals located on a line parpen
dlcular to the said tubular prolongation, a rotary engine
comprising a crank shaft mounted In such frame on the
axla of such tubular prolongation, rotary cylinders mount
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#d on the aaid frame around the said crank, ahaft, a dif-
ferential In such caalng. means whereby to stop alter-
nately such shaft and the aaid cylinder and means where-
by to connect operaUvely the differential alternately
with the crank shaft or with the cylinders and with both
at the same time.

8. The combination of a rotary engine having a ro-
taUble crank shaft and cylinders rotatable around such
shaft, meant* for braking alternatively the aaid shaft and
the said cylinders, a differential the axis of which is
perpendicular to the shaft, the dlfferentUl comprising two
bevel wheels, two concentric transmission shafts located
on the prolongation of the crank shaft, two bevel pinions
on such transraisKlon shafts and meshing with auch
wheels respectively, two sleeves having clutch-teeth as-
sociated respectively with the crank shaft and with the
cylinders, sleeves having clutch-teeth slldable respectively
on both said tranamiaalon shafts and means whereby to
bring the said slldable sleeves In mesh with the first said
sleeves, the clutch-teeth of such sleeves being arranged
in such a manner that the Inner shaft can be coupled alter-
natively with the crank shaft and with the cylinders, and
that the outer shaft can be coupled with the cylinders.

4. The combination of a four cycle rotary engine com-
prising a rotatable crank shaft, cylinders rotatable around
auch shaft, a dlatrlbutlon shaft revolving at a speed dif-
ferent from that of the cyllndt-rs with regard to the crank
ahaft, a train of planetary wheela operatlvely connected
with the said distribution shaft, and having a wheel con-
centric with the crank ahaft, a differential, and means
whereby to operatlvely ronnect such differential alter-
natively with the said crank shaft or with the said cyl-
inders, or with the said wheel of the planetary train,
such means allowing also the connection of the said differ-
ential at the same time with both such members, that Is
to say the crank ahaft, the cylinders and wheel, and means
to brake alternatively the said crank ahaft and the aaid
cylinders.

6. The combination of a rotary engine having a rotary
crank shaft and cylinders rotatable around the said shaft,
a differential, means whereby to brake alternatively the
Bhaft and the cylinders and means for connecting opera-
tlrely the differential alternatively with the said shaft
and with the said cylinders, such latter means allowing
also the connection of the said differential with both the
Bhaft and cylinders.

1,227.467. GEAR-PULLER. Geobge R. Lanoan. New
York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 16, 1916. Serial No. 8,699
(CL 29—86.)

Means for pulling a gear from its shaft, said gear being
provided at opposite sldea of the hub with threaded open-
ings, consisting of a body piste having a central threaded
opening and provided at opposite sides thereof with Ion
gltodlnal slots, said body plate being recessed at its outer
face at opposite sides of the slots to form longitudinal
shoulders, rectangular blocks fitting the slot;*, and slld-
able therein and provided at their outer ends with oppo
Bite flanges engaging the shoulders of the body plate in
the reoeased portions ther<Hjf. aaid blocks being alao pio-
rlded with threaded openinga, aide screws mounted In the
threaded openings of the blocks and carried by the latter,

said side screws being adapted to be engaged with the
threaded openings of the gear to connect the latter with
the body plate, and a central screw arranged in the cen-
tral opening of the body plate and adapted to engage the
end of the shaft and to be operated to pull the gear from
the aaid shaft.

1.227,458. CAR RAFETY-FENDER. Albbht Lbibneb,
New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 7. 1916. SerUl No.
129.990. (Cl. 105—252.)

1. A fender for cars comprising a flxed section designed
to be secured to the car, a movable section plvotally con-
nected with the lower part of the fixed section, a net hav-
ing one end connected with the movable section and the
opposite end with the flxed section, means for holding the
movable section in a folded position, means for holding
the movable section in an open position, and a flexible
member for connecting the net with the movable section,
said flexible member acting as a bumper when the fender
strikes an object.

2. In a fender of the character described, a fixed fender
arranged In vertical poaltlon, a movable fendei hinged to
the lower part of the fixed fender, a hook for normally
holding the movable fender folded against the flxed fender,
a spring for forcing the movable fender downwardly to
an open position when the hook has been released, and a
net connected at one end to the flxed fender and the oppo-
site end to the movable fender, whereby when the movable
fender Is moved down to an open position the net will be
spread ready for receiving the object struck.

3. A fender for cars comprising a flxed frame having a
pair of uprights, a lower cross bar and an upper subsUn-
tlally U shaped cross bar, sleeves fitting around the up-
rights for connecting the uprights with a car, a movable
frame arranged on the lower cross bar, a roller mounted
on said U shaped upper bar, a net connected to said roller
and to said movable frame, and means for normally hold-
ing the movable frame in a foldable iwaitlon against the
fixed frame.

4. A fender for cars comprising a flxed frame formed
with a pair of uprights normally vertically positioned, a
borlsontal lower cross bar and a horizontal upper cross
bar, the upper cross bar being formed with upstanding
ends, a spring-actuated roller mounted on said ends, a
movable frame plvoUlly mounted on the lower cross bar
of the flxed frame, said movable frame having a transverse
upper bar, a net secured to said roller and to said trans-
verse upper bar whereby when the movable fran^.e Is swung
down to the lowered position the net will be unwound
from said roller and the spring In the roller will be
brought under tension for causing a rewinding of the net
when the movable frame la brought back to its first posi-
tion, means for normally holding the movable frame ad-
jacent the flxed frame, and a spring for quickly moving the
movable frame when released.

6. A fender comprising a fixed upright frame, a mov-
able frame hinged at the lower part of the upright frame,
a hook for normally holding the upper part of the movl
able frame adjacent the upper part of the flxed frame, a
roller arranged on the flxed frame, a net normally wound
on said roller, said qet having one end connected to the
roller and the opposite end connected to the upper part
of the movable frame, a spring for moving the movable
frame downwardly and unwinding said net. and a pi- ot-
ally mounted locking member carried by the movable
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frame for engaging the fixed frame for locking tbe mor-

able frame In its lowered position when moved to such

position.

[Claim 6 not printed In tbe Gazette.]

1^27,469. PBIMINO-CUP FOR MOTORS. Waltm J.

LiDDLB. Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Apr. 6. 1916. Serial

No. 89,178. (CI. 187—«.)

1

1. A priming cnp including a nipple, a boss on one end

thereof, the nipple and the boss being provided with a

longltndinal port, a closure cap adjustably engageable

with the upper end of the boss forming a chamber t>e-

tween the cap and boss and also provided with means

whereby liquid may flow Into the chamber, valve means

depending from the cap for controlling the flow of liquid

through the port, and means on the nipple for protect-

ing the lower part of the cap and the boss and for limit-

ing the downward movement of the cap to consequently

prevent distortion of the valve means subsequent to the

seating of the valve means.

2. A priming cup Including a nipple, a boss arranged

concentric to and integral with the upper end thereof, the

nipple and the boss being provided with a longitudinal

port the upper end of which is enlarged to provide a

valve seat, a protecting sleeve integral with the upper

end of the nipple and surrounding and extending above

the upper edge of the boss, a shell adjustably engageable

with the upper end of the boss, an operating wheel inte-

gral with the upper edge of the shell, a cup arranged on

the upper surface of the wheel and provided with open-

ings in the bottom thereof to establish communication

with the chamber, provided between the shell, wheel and

boss, a valve stem depending from the under surface of

the wheel, a valve on the stem for engagement with the

valve seat to control the flow through the port, and the

outer edge of the wheel extending beyond the protect-

ing sleeve and engageable with the upper edge of the

sleeve whereby to limit the downward movement of the

bell and prevent distortion of the valve stem.

1,227.460. RIBBON - RESL. William Loubm. River

Forest, 111. Filed Nov. 1, 1916. Serial No. 128.965.

(CI. 206—64.)

of said disks and rotatable with relation to the other of

said disks, and a presser-device carried by said last-

named disk and adapted to press yieldingly against tbe

periphery of the roll of ribbon wound on said disk.

3. A ribbon-reel comprising in combination, a pair of

disks, a core interposed therebetween, means for rigidly

securing one of said disks to said core and rendering tbe

other of said disks rotatable with relation to said core,

including a member which extends through said core, a
presser-device carried by said last named disk and adapt-

ed to press 'yieldingly against tbe periphery of tbe roll of

ribbon wound on said core, and means engaging said

presser-device for rigidly holding It to said last named
disk, tbe end of said device opposite that which engages
the ribbon operatlvely engnging said member to aid in the

holding of said presser device rigidly to the disk carry-

ing it.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Oaaetta.]

1.227,461. MUFFLER CUT OUT. Jobbph S. Lo«m.
Hebron, 111. Filed Aug. 16. 1916. SerUl No. 46,782.

(a. 121—116.)

1. A ribbon-reel comprising, in combination, a pair of

disks, a core interposed therebetween and rigid with one

1. The combination with a muffler-casing, of a hollow

member forming a head therefor and in open communica-
tion intermediate its ends with said muffler-casing, the

ends of said hollow member being open and in line with

each other, one of said ends being adapted for connection

with tbe exhaust-pipe of an engine, and tbe opposite end

being open to tbe atmosphere, said opposite ond t>elng

larger in croes-sectional area than said exhaust-pipe-con-

nected end, whereby said member acts as an ejector for

said muffler-casing, and a valve for closing said enlarged

end.

2. The combination with a muffler-casing, of a hollow

open-ended member forming n head therefor and com-

municating through one of its walls with said muffler-cas-

ing, said communicating wall being slightly offset rela-

tive to the ends of said bead and the opposite Imperforate

wall of said head being unobstructed and arranged at an
angle to the axis of the opening in the muffler-casing, one

of tbe ends of said bead being adapted for communication
with tbe exhaust-pipe of an engine, and tbe opi>oslte end

being open to the atmosphere, whereby the gases from the

exhaust pipe discharged through said head are caused to

exert a suction through tbe muffler-casing and to cans«

said head-forming member to act as an ejector for said

muffler-casing.

3. In combination, a borttontally arranged exhaust

manifold, an exhaust pipe leading < downwardly from the

said manifold, a T-member having on** arm connected to

the lower end of said exhaust pipe and the opposite arm
opening to the atmosphere, a valve for closing said at-

mospheric opening, a horizontally arranged muffler con-

nected to tbe third arm of said T-memt>er. an operating

member for said valve passing upwardly from the valve

along the exhaust pipe and from a point intermediate the

length of the latter outwardly at an angle thereto, and
means carried by the pipe for supporting the bend of aald

operating member.
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1.227,462. NO- GLARE DEVICE. Matt Lockiibh,
Cleveland. Ohio, asslirnor to General Electric Company,
a Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 8. 1916. Serial

No. 59.368. (CI. 240—48.4.)

1. In a lamp for vehicles, tbe combination of a light

onrce and a reflector which reflects the light rays both

below and above tbe horizontal, with a light modifying
means allowing the transmission of tbe greater portion of

tbe rays reflected below the horizontal and a small por-

tion of tbe rays above the borisontal which more nearly

approach the vertical, but obstructing the greater portion

of the rays above tbe horizontal which more nearly ap-

proach the borisontal.

2. In a lamp, tbe combination of a light source and a

•creen disposed in front of said source, said screen being

provided on one face thereof with a series of light ob-

structing bands with intermediate clear spaces, and means
upon the opposite face of said screen co45peratlng there-

with for allowing the transmission of the greater portion

of the rays below the horizontal but obstructing tbe

greater portion of the rays above the horizontal.

3. In a lamp, tbe combination of a light source and a

screen of a transparent material mounted in front of said

light source, said screen being provided upon the inside

and outside thereof with series nf substantially horizontal

light obstructing bands with intermediate clear spaces

upon the outside of said screen being so disposed relatively

to those on the inside thereof that a line connecting the

lower edge of a band upon the inside with the lower edge

of the next higher band on the outside will make a greater

angle with the horizontal than a line connecting the said

lower edge of the inside band with the lower edge of tbe

next outside band therebelow.

4. In a lamp, the combination of a light source and a

screen of transparent material mounted in front of said

light source, said screen being provided with series of sub-

stantially horizontal bands upon the inside and outside

faces thereof with intermediate clear spaces, the spaces

upon the outside face being opposite bands upon the in-

side face, and vice versa, and each space upon tbe out-

side face being relatively closer to the upper edge of the

opposite band than it Is to the lower edge thereof.

1,227,463. COVER FOR REFUSE CANS. Amalu Fkid-

BBIKI LuTTlta, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 6, 1916.

SerUl No. 89.330. (CI. 220—115.)

1. A removable cover for refuse cans comprising a flat

top provided with a depending flange and having a central

opening, an auxiliary cover removably closing the said

central opening, a t>ottom attached to the flange and ex-

tending approximately parallel to the said top. the said

bottom having a central opening In register with the said

cover opening, and self-closing means mounted on tbe said

bottom and normally closing the opening thereof, tbe said

self-closing means when closed extending approximately
horizontally being adapted to open in a downward direc-

tion by the weight of the refuse dropped onto the self-

closing means by way of tbe said cover opening.

2. A removable cover for refuse cans comprising a flat

top provided with a depending flange and having a central
opening, an auxiliary cover removably closing the said

central opening, a bottom attached to tbe flange and ex-

tending approximately parallel to the said top. the said

bottom having a central opening In register with the said

cover o]>enlng, the said cover flange and bottom forming
a seat for engagement with the upper edge of a refuse can,
and self-closing means mounted on the said bottom and
norma lly closing the opening thereof, the said self-closing

means when closed extending approximately horizontally
being adapted to open in a downward direction by the

weight of the refuse dropped onto tbe self-closing means
by way of tbe said cover opening.

3. A cover for refuse cans having a central opening and
a depending flange, an apertured bottom having an up-
wardly extending flange attached at its upper end to tbe
inner side of the cover flange and forming with the latter

a seat for en^^gement with tbe end of a refuse can, an
auxiliary cover removably engaging the said central open-
ing, and self-closing doors pivoted on the said bottom and
normally closing the opening thereof, tbe doors being lo-

cated below the said central opening of the cover.

4. A cover for refuse cans having a central opening and
a dep>ending flange, an apertured bottom having an up-
wardly extending flange attached at its upper end to the
inner side of the cover flange and forming with the latter

a seat for engagement with the end of a refuse can, an
auxiliary cover removably engaging the said central open-
ing, and self-closing doors pivoted on the said bottom and
normally closing the opening thereof, the doors being lo-

cated below the said central opening of the cover and nor-
mally completely closing the aperture in the said bottom.

6. A cover for refuse cans having a central opening and
a depending flange, an apertured bottom having an up-
wardly extending flange attached at Its upper end to tbe
inner side of the cover flange and forming with the latter
a seat for engagement with the end of a refuse can, an
auxiliary cover removably engaging the said central open-
ing and self-closing doors pivoted on the said bottom and
normally closing the opening thereof, the doors being lo-

cated below the said central opening of the cover, the doors
being adapted to abut at their sides against tbe sides of
tbe bottom to limit tbe return or upward swinging move-
ment of tbe doors.

1,227,464. AERONAUTICS. Iba Emmett McCabe, Lex-
ington, "Nebr. Filed Apr. 11. 1913. Serial No. 760,896.

(CL 244—29.)

1. In an aeroplane, rigid main supporting planes Joined
at their outer edges to form an ellipse, a following and
steadying plane rigidly secured to the main planes, and a
single control for tbe lateral, horizontal and vertical

movements of the aeroplane comprising two separately
operable coactlng control planes mounted on shafts hav-
ing a common axis at right angles to the direction of
flight, said control planes being arranged equidistant on
each side of the center of the main planes and forward of

the center of gravity of the aeroplane.

2. In an aeroplane, rigid main supporting planes, a fol-

lowing and steadying plane comprising upper and lower
plane surfaces brought together at their ends presenting
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an op*n ellipse to the direction of travel li^ldly secured

to the rtiAin planes, and a single control for the lateral,

horizontal and vertical movements of the aeroplane com-

prising two separately operable coactlng control planes

mounted on shafts having a common axis at right angles

to the direction of flight, said control planes being ar-

ranged equidistant on each side of the center of the main

planes and forward of the center of grarlty of the aero-

plane.

3. In an aeroplane, rigid main supporting planes, a fol-

lowing and steadying plane rigidly secured thereto of such

relation that In horizontal flight the centers of pressure

and gravity of the aeroplane are at the same point, and a

single control for the lateral, horliontal and v«rtlcal

movements of the aeroplane comprising two control planes

mounted on shafts having a common axis at right angles

to the direction of flight arranged equidistant at each side

of the center and exterior of the sides of the main planes

and forward of the center of gravity of the aeroplane, said

main and supporting planes comprising a plurality of mem-

t)ers joined to form an ellipse open to the direction of

travel, and separate means for operating the control planes

Independently of each other to cause tht-m to coact In coB-

troUlng the movement of the aeroplane.

4. In an aeroplane, upper and lower laaln plane sar-

faces brought together at their ends presenting an open

ellipse to the direction of travel, and a following and

steadying piano of similar construction rigidly secured

thereto of such relation to the main plane that In horl-

iontal flight the centers of pressure and graylty of the

aeroplane coincide, control planes arranged equidistant on

each side of the center of the main planes and forward of

the said center of gravity, and separate means for op-

erating each control plane independently of the other for

solely controlling the lateral, borlaootal and vertical

movements of the aeroplane.

5. In an aeroplane, upper and lower main plane sur-

faces brought together at their ends presenting an open

ellipse to the direction of travel and a following and

steadying plane of similar construction rigidly secured

thereto of such relation that In horizontal flight the cen-

ters of pressure and gravity of the aeroplane coincide, a

control plane on each side exterior of the meeting edge of

the main plane centrally mounted upon a horizontal shaft

passing through the forward end of each meeting edge of

the main plane, a bearing for the inner end of each shaft

arranged intermediate the entering edges of the main

plane, an actuating member upon each shaft, an operating

lever for each control plane, and a means of connection

between each lever and the adjacent control plane where-

by all movements of the aeroplane during flight are con-

trolled by said levers.

1,227.466. MOLDING MATERIAL AND PROCESS OF
MAKING THE SAME. Jam«8 P. A. McCoi, Wilklnsburg,

Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse Electric and Manufactur-

ing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

July 3. 1914. Serial No. 848,806. (O. 106—12.)

1. A composition capable of being molded containing a

varnish adhesive precipitated In admixture with a me-

tallic tannate.

2. A composition capable of being molded containing a

varnish adhesive and an alkali-metal tannate.

3. A composition capable of being molded and compris-

ing an Intimate mixture of a varnish adhesive substance

and an alkali-metal tannate.

4. A composition capable of being molded and compris-

ing a resin precipitated in admixture with a metallic

tannate.

5. A composition capable of being molded containing

shellac and a metallic tannate.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227,468. SELF-WINDING HOSB-REBL. CaHTBUa
Dbll McDowii l, Pontlac. Mich. FUed Feb. 29, 1916.

Serial No. 81.226. (CI. 137—>31.)
In combination with a hose reel mounted for rotation

and a flxed tubular axle on which one end of the reel

turns, means to connect one end of the lobular axle to «

supply hose, an L swlvelly connected to the inner end of

the tubular axle for rotation thereon with the reel and
arranged for the attachment of a hose thereto and a

JS>

Ji

~-/o

coiled spring to rotate the reel in one direction the inner

end of said spring being atUched to said fixed tubular

axle and the outer end of the spring being connected to

the reel.

1,227,467. FRANGIBLE PROTECTIVE HOOD. JAMia
A. McKbsvbb and Jambs S. GairriK, New York. N. Y.

Filed Jan. 19, 1917. Serial No. 143.287. (CI. 169—1«.)

1. The combination with an exposed device, of a fran-

gible hood incasing the body of said device to prevent re-

moval or manipulation thereof, but leaving a portion of

said device exposed for manual hold thereof, said hood

being so arranged as to bt» unavoidably broken by the Im-

pingement against the Inner face thereof of the devlc«

on the manipulation or removal of the latter.

4. The combination with a body having an operating

handle at one end thereof and a support at the opposite

end thereof on which said body is plvotally carried, of a

frangible hood Incasing .said body to prevent removal or

operation thereof but leaving the handle accessible for

the removal of the body from Its support, said hood

t>elng so arranged as to l)e unavoidably broken by said

body on its pivotal displacement from said support during

the operation of removal.

6. A protective device of the type described, comprls

Ing an elongated franelfele hood open at Its ends and hav-

ing base flanges on opposite sides thereof, together with

means engaging said base flange* for securing the hood

in position, said flanges being of greater strength than

the body of the hood.

[Claims 2. 8, 5. and 7 not printed in the Gaiette.l
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1,227,468. ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT.
Paul MacGaha.v, Pittsburgh. Ps., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corpora-
tion of PennsylvanU. Filed May 1, 1918. Serial No.
764.867. (CI. 171—96.)

1. In an electrical measuring instrument, the combina-
tion with an armature and fleld-magnet pole pieces, of a
non-magnetic housing disposed around all sides thereof
except the sides adjacent the armature and the sides
<9po6lte thereto, a magnetizable core member having a
BOQ-magneflc supporting memt>cr on one side thereof,

I

and means for removably attaching said supporting mem-
ber to the housing.

2. In an electrical measuring instrument, the combina-
tion with an armature and accurately centered fleld-mag
net pole pieces, of a non-magnetic housing disposed around
all sides thereof except the sides adjacent the armature
and the sides opposite thereto, a magnetizable core mem-
ber, a supporting member secured to the core member, and
a single means for centering the core member with respect
to the fleld-magnet pole pieces.

8. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the combina-
tion with an armature and accurately centered fleld-mag
net pole pieces, of a nonmagnetic housing disposed around
all sides thereof except the sides adjacent the armatnre
and the sides opposite thereto, and a magnetizable core
member removably attached at one side to said housing.

4. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the combina-
tion with an armature, pole pieces having concave sur-
faces adjacent tlie armature, and a permanent fleld mag-
net, of a housing disposed around all sides of the pole
pieces except the concave surfaces and the sides opposite
thereto, and means for removably securing the permanent
magnet to the sides of the pole pieces opposite to the con-
cave surfaces.

I

5. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the combina-
tion with accurately centered fleld-magnet pole-pieces
having substantially plane outer faces, and a permanent
magnet opefatlvely secured to the plane outer faces there-
of, of a non-magnetic bousing secured to all sides of said
pole-pieces except the outer faces and the sides opposite
thereto, a magnetizable core member, a supporting member
se<are<l to said core member, and means for centering the
core memt)er with respect to the pole-pieces.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,469. RELAY. Pail MacOahan, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
assignor to Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed June
11, 1915. Serial No. .33,489. (CI. 175—270.)
1. A relay for an electric circuit comprising an actuated

member, a retarded member and means connected there-
between whereby the retarded member is adapted to oper-
ate in a time that varies substantially Inversely as the
current traversing the circuit up to a predetermined
value of current and in a definite time for all values
ol current above the predetermined value.

2. A relay for an electric circuit comprising an actuated
emt>er. a retarded member and a resilient means con- I

nected therebetween whereby the retarded member la
adapted to operate in a time that varies substantially la>
versely as the current traversing the circuit up to a prede-
termined value of current and In a deflnlte time for all
values of current above the predetermined value.

8. A relay for an electric circuit comprising an actuated
member, a retarded member and a spring operatlvely con-
ntcted therebetween whereby the retarded member Is

adapted to operate in a time Inversely as the current

traversing the circuit up to a predetermined value of car-

rent and In a deflnlte time for all values of current above
the predetermined value.

4. A relay comprising a movable member, means for

actuating the same, a retarded member and a spring oper-

atlvely connected between the said movable and retarded
members, said spring being so proportioned that it causes
the retarded member to be actuated in accordance with the

movement of the movable member under predetermined

conditions and to be actuated disproportionately to the

movement of the movable member under other conditions.

5. A relay for an electric circuit comprising a main
and an auxiliary armature, means for actuating the main
armature in accordance with the current traversing the

circuit, means for retarding the operation of the auxil-

iary armature and means for so connecting the two arma-
tures that the auxiliary armature Is adapted to move In

accordance with the main armature up to a predetermined
value of current traversing the circuit and to move with
a substantially constant speed for all other values of cur-

rent.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,470. SPARK-PLUG. Otto B. Mack, Des Moines,
Iowa, assignor to All-Weather Spark Plug Company,
Des Moines, Iowa, a Corporation of Arizona. Plied
Nov. 22, 1916. Serial No. 62,780. (CI. 128—169.)

A spark plug, comprising a shell formed with a cham-
ber, an Insulated barrel fitted In its central portion to
said shell and tapered both above and below said central
portion, an electrode extending longitudinally of aald bar-
rel and projecting at its lower end therefrom, a coll
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mounted around and exposed throughout the length of

the tapered Iow<>r end portion of said barrel and also

encircling but spaced and separated from the projecting

lower end of said electrode, with which said coll cooper-

ates as a second electrode, the lower Mid of said second

electrode being also secured to said shell, the Insulated

barrel being formed with a straight channel extending

upwardly from the top of its lower tapered portion to an
Intermediate part of Its upper tapered portion, said coll

or second electrode being formed with a straight upper

portion seated in said channel and passing out of the

upper tapered portion of said barrel, a contact member
secured to said barrel In contact with the exposed upper
portion of said second electrode, and a conductor secured

to said contact member.

1,227.471. BIBD BATH-HOCSE. William Mack, New
York, N. Y. Filed June 2, 1914. Serial No. 842,850.

(CI. 11»—18.)

1. A bird bath hous« for removable attachment to a
bird cage, comprising a housing in the form of a box open
at one side to register with the door opening of the bird
cage, the said housing being closed at the top and at the
Other sides, means on the top of the housing for remov-
ably attaching the same to the bird cage, the wall of the
housing at the bottom of the opening in said open side be-
ing curved to form a perch, and a bath tub removably
mounted In said housing and forming the bottom thereof.

2. The combination with a bird cage provided with a
door opening having top and bottom transverse bars, of a
bird bath house, comprising a rectangular housing having
an open end adapted to register with the door opening of
the bird cage, the housing being closed at the top and at
the other ends, a projecting perch at the bottom of said
end opening in Ihe housing, hooks pivoted on the closed
top of said housing and adapted to be swung downward
Into engagement with the said top bar of the door opening,
the lower portion of said housing below the projecting
perch being adapted to abut against the bottom bar of
aald door opening, and a bath tub removably mounted in
said housing and forming the bottom thereof.

S. In a circuit Intermpter, the combination with mov-
able and stationary contact members, a plvotaily mounted
supporting arm for the movable contact member, and

a latcbinff device for the supporting arm, of an actuating
spring dispo8e<l at substantially right angles to the aup-

portlng arm and adapted to accelerate the movement of

the same, and a dash-pot Interposed between the spring

and the supporting arm and adapted to retard the same
during the latter part of its movement.

1,227,472. CIRCUIT-INTERRUPTER. Joseph N. Ma-
HONBT, Wllklnaburg, Pa., assignor to Westlnghoaae
Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed Sept. 28, 1912. SerUl No. 722,970.
(Cl. 175—282.
1. A circuit interrupter comprising an insulating panel,

cooperating relatively movable contact memt>er«, and re-

straining and releasing means disposed at one side of said

insulating panel, and a single means disposed at the other
side of said panel for successively accelerating and re-

tarding the movable contact members during the opening
operation.

2. A circuit interrupter comprising an Insulating panel,

cooperating relatively movable contact members, and re-

tralnlng and releasing means dlspoaed at one aide of said

panel, and a single cooperating actuating and retarding

means disposed at the other side of said panel and op-

eratlvely associated with said movable contact member
throughout its operation.

4. In a drcnlt interrupter, the combination with rela-

tively movable cooperating contact members, a pivotally

mounted supporting arm for the movable contact member,

and means for reatralulng and releasing said supporting

arm, of a heavy actuating spring disposed at substantially

right angles to said supporting arm and adapted to ac-

celerate movement of the same, and a dash-pot interposed

between said aprlag and said supporting arm and adapted

to retard movement of the same under predetermined con-

Ultions.

5. In a circuit interrupter, the combination with as

insulating panel, a stationary contact member, a pivotally

mounted cooperating movable contact member, and means
disposed at one side of said panel for restraining and re-

leasing said movable member, of a single means disposed

at the other side thereof and substantially at right angles

thereto and embodying an actuating spring and a dash

pot having its piston disposed between the spring and
the said pivotally mounted contact member.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gtxette.]

1.227,473. MAIL -CATCHER. GBoaoi B. Mak«haLL,
Honkers, Pa. Filed Dec. 19, 1916. Serial No. 187,855.

(Cl. 268—22.)

1. A mall bag catcher comprising an arm, a catch resll-

lently supported by the arm, a shaft supporting the arm
for rotation, resilient means for holding the arm In an
operative position, mechanical means associated with said
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haft for rigidly holding the arm In an Inoperative posi-

tion, and manually operated means for rendering said me-
chanical means inoperative and braking the movement of

aid shaft.

3. A mail bag catcher comprising an arm, a catcher
arm. a shaft supporting the arm for rotation, a coll spring
mounted to yieldably hold the arm in an operative poal-

tlon, a ratchet wheel aeoired to the abaft, a pawl aaaod-
ated with the ratchet and manually operated means for re-

tracting said pawl and braliing the movement of said arm,
aald means Including a shoe adapted to move into engage-

ment with a portion of the ratchet wheel and pivotally
connected to said pawl whereby said shoe and pawl will

move In unison.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1,227.474. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Talbot G. Maktin,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Automatic Electric Company,
Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Piled Aug. 11,

1918. Serial No. 784,097. (Cl. 179—27.)

1. In a telephone system, a called line, a connector
switch for seizing said line, a plurality of means for ex-
tending a connection to said connector switch, a second
connector switch, and means for giving a discriminating
busy teat for indicating the means employed for extending
the connection to said first connector switch when said
first connector switch has seized said line and said second
connector switrh attempts to make connection therewith.

2. In a telephone system, a calling manual line, a calling

automatic line, a called automatic line, an automatic con-
nector switch for seizing said called line, means for ex-
tending a connection from said manual line to aald con-
nector switch, means for extending a connection from aald
calling automatic line to said connector swttcb, means
for operating said connector to seize said called line, and
a discriminating busy test for indicating which line is

connected with said connector switch.

3. In a telephone system, a plurality of calling lines, a
called line, an automatic connector switch for seizing aald
called line, means for extending a connection from one
of said calling lines to said connector switch, means for
operating said connector to seize said called line. Inde-
pendent means for extending a connection from another of
aald calling lines to said switch, and a discriminating busy
test for indicating the railing line with which aald con-
nector switch Is connected when an attempt Is made to
connect with said busy called line.

4. In a telephone system, a pair of calling lines, a called
line, an automatic connector switch, means including a
aelector switch for extending a connection from one of
said calling lines to said connector switch, means Includ-
ing another selector switch for extending a connection
from the second of said calling lines to said connector
switch, means for operating said connector to seise said
called line, and means for placing a discriminating busy
test on the multiple contacts of said called line to Indi-

cate which of said calling lines is connected with aald
connector.

5. In a telephone system, a pair of calling lines, a called
line, an automatic connector switch, means Including a
•elector switch for extending a connection from one of
said calling lines to aald connector switch, means includ-
ing another selector switch for extending a connection
from the second of aald calling lines to aald connector
switch, means for operating said connector to seise said
called line, a pair of busy signaling machines, and means
for connecting one or the other of said busy signaling

machines with the multiple contacts of said called line,

depending upon which of said calling lines is connected
with said connector.

[Claims 6 to 129 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,475. FRICTION-CLUTCH. Waltxbus Th»odokd8
MATHEBCWI88BX, Rotterdam. Netherlands, assignor of
one-half to Wlllem Tom, Katwykaan-Zee, Netherlands.
Filed July 8, 1916. Serial No. 108,244. (Cl. 192—11.)

1. A clutch comprising a driving drun^ clutch shoes
adapted to engage the inner periphery of said drum, a
driven shaft, a hub carried thereby, radially extendlDg
arms carried by said hub, one end of each of said clutch
shoes being pivotally connected to one of said arms, leaf

springs carried by said arms, means carried by the medial
portion of said shoes for resting upon said gprlngs where-
by the shoes will normally be held in contact with said
drum and means for acting against the tension of said
springs whereby said clutch shoes may be gradually
withdrawn from contact with said drum.

2. A clutch comprising a driving drum, clutch shoe*
adapted to engage said drum, a driven shaft, a hub car-
ried by said shaft, oppositely extending arms carried by
said hub, leaf springs adjustably mounted upon said
arms, a loop carried by the medial portion of each of
said shoes, one of said loops adapted to normally rest
upon the medial portion of each of said spring.s. and a
loose connection between said loops end said bub.

8. A clutch comprising a driving drum, clutch shoes
adapted to engage said drum, a driven shaft, a hub car-

ried by aald shaft, a pair of diametrically extending arms
carried by said hub, one end of each of said shoes being
pivotally connected to one of said arms, an inwardly pro-

jecting loop carried by each of said shoes, means for

loosely connecting said loops to said hub and adjustable
springs carried by said hub for normally engaging said
loops substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. A dutch comprlalng a driving drum, clutch shoes
adapted to engage said drum, a driven shaft, a sectional
hub adapted to be connected to said shaft, an arm extend-
ing from each section of said hub, one end of each of said
clutch shoes being pivotally connected to one of said arma,
leaf springs each having one end connected to said arms
and the opposite ends of said leaf springs being adjust-
ably secured to the opposite arms to which they have one
end connected, extensions carried by said hub, an inwardly
projecting loop carried by each of said shoe^ and loosely

connected to said extensions, and said leaf springs adapt-
ed to normally engage said loops substantially as and for
the pdrpose specified.

6. A clutch comprising a driving drum, clutch sboea
adapted to engage the inner periphery of said drum, a
driven shaft, a sectional hub adapted to be detachably
connected to said shaft, an arm extending from each sec-

tion of the bub, one end of each of said clutch shoes being
pivotally connected to the outer ends of said arms, a pair
of oppositely arranged leaf springs supported by laid
arms, one end of each of said leaf springs being adjust
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bly conoectsd to aald arms, exteasiona carrt«d by ««ch
Mctlon of the hub. Inwardly projecting loops carried by
the medial portions of said clutch sheet and adapted to be
loosely connected to said extensions, the Inopr ends of
said loops adapted to re«t upon the medial portion of said
leaf springs whereby said clutch shoes will bt normally
beld In contact with the Inner periphery of paid driving
drum, a pair of plvotally mounted levers, one end of each
of said levers adapted to rest within said loops and a
•lldable member adapted to engage the opposite ends of
said levers whereby the said levers may cause said clutch
shoes to be gradually withdrawn from contact with said
driving drum.

1,227,478. APPARATUS FOR REEDUCATING AND IM-
PROVING HEARING. ALBCRT Macbici. Paris, Prance
Filed Oct. 22. 1912. Serial No. 727.1«2. (Cl. 12ft—10.)

1. An apparatus for Improving bearing comprising an
dectrlc-drcult, a battery and a quick switch inserted In
such circuit, a by-clrcult mounted in shunt m regard to
»nch switch, a rheostat and a telephone receUer inserted
In such shunt clrcnlt, such receiver comprising a casing,
an electro-magnet, a vibrating membrane on the aperture
of such casing, a screw traversing the bottom of the said
casing, and a pad of soft material on the inner end of
inch screw, such pad being arranged to stop such mem-
brane on the latter being attracted toward the electro-
magnet.

2. In an apparatus for Increasing the hearing, a re-
ceiver comprising a casing having an opening therein, an
electromagnet and a membrane vibrating over said open-
ing, a screw passing through the bottom of the casing, and
a pad of soft material on the end of said screw and ar-
ranged to stop said membrane when the membrane Is at-
tracted toward the electro-magnet.

1,227,477. VEHICLE. Ebnst Maia. Pern. lU. Filed
Mar. 29, 191«. Serial No. 87,896. (Cl. 21—114.)

1. In a vetiicle, a frame having a stationary annulus,
and steering unit, luivlag a t«i) wheel Journaled In the an-
oolns, baDgi>rs depending frona the top wheel and ar-
ranged In spaced pairs and a supporting wb*«i supported
between tlie hangers of each p«lr.

2. In a vehicle, a frame having a stationary horizontal
annulas at on« end theraof, a «teerlng wheel mounted la
•aid annulus and adapted to tTim therein, hangers da-
p<>nd1ng from said whe«>I and arranged In alluement and
in spaced pairs, a short shaft extending between the
hangers of each pair and a supporting wheal mounted on
said shaft.

8. In a vehicle, a frame having a stationary horltoaUl
annulus at one end thereof, a steering whe^l mounted la
said annulus and adapted to turn therein ; said wheel
having A lower outwardly extending toothed flange, means
cooperating with said toothed flange to turn the wheel,
hangers depending from said wheel and arranged in alina-
ment and in pairs spaced from the axis of aald steerlns
wheel, a short shaft extending between the hangers of
each pair and a supporting wheel mounted on said shaft.

4. In a vehicle, a frame having a stationary annulus,
and a steering unit comprising supporting wheels, hangers
and a top wheel mounted in the stationary annulus so as
to turn theraln, and power transmitting mechanism in-
cluding a vertical abaft centralised with the top wheel
and mechanism operatlvely connecting said vertical shaft
to the supporting wheels, said supporting wheels being on
opposite sides of and remote from the axis of said top
wheel.

5. In a vehlcla. a frame having a sUtlonary annulut,
and a steering unit comprising supporting wheels, hanger*
and a top wheel mounted In the stationary annulus so as
to turn therein, and power transmitting mechanism In-
cluding a vertical shaft mounted In bearings centered with
respect to the top wheel and connected to a source of
power, and mechanism between said supporting wheel*
operatlvely connecUng said vertical shaft to the support-
ing wheels, said supporting wheels being on opposite sldea
of and remote from the axis of said top wheel.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oazette.]

1,227,478. RAKE. LuDwio MiCLM, Oconomowoc, Wit.
Filed Nov. 23. 1916. Serial No. Q3,080. (Cl. 55—10.)

1. The combination with a rake having a handle of a
8wing<ngly supported bunching attachment having its free
end extended above and adapted to be supported on the
handle.

2. The combiiiation with a rake of a boochlng attach-
ment pivoUlly connected with the rake head and extend-
ing above the handle of the rake so as to yield to the up-
ward pressure of niaterlal that is being gathered.

a. The combinatloB with a rake of a bunching attach-
ment pivoUlly connected with the rake head, said atUcb-
ment comprtslnf a frame and material stretched thereon
for gravtutioaal engagement with material gathered by
the rake.

4. The combination wjth a rake, the head of which is
provided with sockets in the ends thereof, of a bunching
attachneat comprising a rod bent to form a yoke having
llmbe provided with down-wardly extending arras, said
arms having laterally extending spindles for engagement
with the sockets ia the rake head, and cover material
raonnted on said yoke and arms to present a wall havlag
a downwardly exteodln^ flange.

5. The combination with a rake head having sockets la
tke ends thereof of a swlnglagly support«d buaehlag at-
tachment coDslsting of a frame having arms provided with
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spindles plvotally engaging the bearings, the frame being
covered with material to present an obstructlnjj wall, said
wall having a flange at substantially right angles thereto.

1.227.479. VALVE FUR ENGINES. Richard W. Mawis
Des Moines, Iowa, nied Jan. 3, 1916. Serial No.M,8«2. (CT. 186—1.)

locking position, the front edge of the load carrying per-
tlon being adapted to be carried beyond the pivot.

1. In a D valve, a valve seat having porta, a valve
mounttHl thereon having a central body portion with a re-
cess in its lower surface, opposite laterally extending
members on said valve adapteil to slid.- on said seat, pro-
vided with ports, the members of said valve beyond said
ports being provided with rec-esses In their upper sur-
faces, and with passages from the bottoms of said recesses
to their lower surfaces, oil collecting, holding and dis-
tributing material mounted In said recesses, said valves
being so constructed that said last passages n^ver register
with the ports in said valve seat.

2. In a D valve, a valve seat having ports, a sliding
valve mounted thereon having a central body portion with
a recess In Its lower surface, opposite Uterally extending
members on said valve adapted to slide on said seat pro-
Tided with passages, the members of said valve beyond
•aid passages being provided with reces^-s In their upper
surfaces to hold lubricant collecting means, and with re-
stricted passages from the bottoms of said recesses to their
lower surfaces for carrying lubricant.

3. In a O valve, a valve seat having ports, a sliding
valve, mounted thereon havla* a central body portion
with a recess in Us lower surface, opposite laterally ex
tending members on said valvo adapted to slide on said
seat, provided with passages, the members of aald valve
beyond said passage being provided with recesses i« their
upper surfacea. and with passages from the b ,,t
said recesses to their lower surfaces, oil roilertlng. hold-
ing and distributing material mounted in said recesses In
aid laterally extending members, and means for holding
•aid material In said last named recesses.

4. In a D valve, a valve seat having porta, a sliding
valve mounted thereon having a central In^dy porUon with
a recesa in its lower surface, opposite laterally extending
members on said valve adapted to slide on said seat pro
vlded with passages, the members of said valve beyond
•aid passages being provided with recesses In their upper
surfaces, and with passages from the bottoms of said re-
cesses to their lower surfaces, oil collecUng. holding and
dlatributlng material mounted In said recesses in said
laterally extending members, a screen over said material,
and meana for holding said screen in position.

1.227.480. LIFTING-JACK FOR AUTOMOBILES OR
OTHER VEHICLES. WlLBrs G. Millm, Grand Forks,
N. D. FUed Mar. 25, 1916. Serial No. 86.697. (Cl
254—8. )

1. In a lifting device, in combination, a truck, a Jack
mounted <.n said truck, comprising a bent lifting lever.
•aid lever having on its lifting end a hook and a retaining
part, the hook being curved wheretiy during lifting the
truck and the load may approach, the one the other, pina
on said lever, and a support adapted to rec^ve the pins,
said support being channel shaped, and adapted to re-
ceive within the channel, the portion of the lever be-
tween the b^nd and the pivot, whereby the load may. by
a thrust, be carried beyond the center of support Into
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2. In a lifting jack for motor cars, in combination, a
truck, supporting channel iron posts on said truck,
notches on the upper ends of said posts, a lifting lever
pins mounted on said lever adapted to enter said notches,
said lever having parts at right angles to another part
and hooks on the weight end of said lever, whereby when
the power end Is depressed the weight end of the lever
with Its load is lifted and the ends of said lever are
thrust into the channel iron supports where the final act
of the lever is to carry the load Into locking position be-
hind the pivots.

3. In a lifting Jack for motor cars. In combination, a
lifting lever, a truck carrying supports for said lever
curved hooks on the lifting end of said lever, and curved
friction reducing saddles fitting on said hooks whereby
when the lever is operated the load may slide easily on
said hooks.

4. In a lifting Jack for motor cars, a Y shaped lever
provided in each of its branches with a right-angle bend,
a lifting hook on the end of each of said branches a
pivot pin near said lifting hook, and channel shaped sup-
ports for said pins, the supports opening toward the lever
end whereby the bends of the levers may be carried into
the supports and be stopped by the backs thereof.

5. In a lifting Jack for motor cars, Y-shaped lever
provided In each of Its branches with a right-angle bend,
a lifting hook on the end of each of said branches!
a load supporting saddle for each hook, a pivot pin near
said lifting hook, and channel-shaped supports for said
pin. the supports opening towanl the lever end whereby
the bends of the levers may be carried Into the supports
and be stopped by the hacks thereof.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,481. LUBRICATING MECHANISM. William L.
More 1 8. Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed Dec. 19, 1912 Serial
No. 737.633. (Cl. 184—6.)
1. In mechanism of the class described, the combination

of drcoiating means, a plurality of conduits conne. te<l
thereto, and a flow impeding element in the form of a
filter interposed in each of said conduits and adapted to
regulate the flow therethrough.

2. In mechanism of the class descrll.ed. the combination
of circulating means, a plurality of conduits connected
thereto, and flow Imp^Hllng elements in each of said con-
duit."!, said elements being adapted to maintain their rela-
Uve resistant capacities while increasing their Individual
resistance capacities.

S. In mechanism of the class described, the combination
of clrcalatlng means, a plurality of conduits connected
thereto; a flow-impeding filter of known resistance luter-
pose<l in each of said conduits and adapted to regulate the
flow therethrough

; and pressure-indicating means adapt-
ed to indicate the pressure upon said filters.

4. In mechanism of the class described, the combination
of circulating means, s plurality of conduits connected
thereto: flow-Impeding filters of linown resistance inter-
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po8«d In mid condalts and adapted to rejulate the flow
In each, said filters being adapted to maintain their rela-
tive resistance capacities while increasing their individual
resistance capacities.

5. In mechanism of the class described, the combination
of pump mechanism

; a plurality of tubes connected there-
to and to bearing surfaces to be lubricated ; a drain
chamber connected to each of such bearing surfaces and
adapted to receive the excess lubricant ; a tube connecting
said drain chamber with said pump ; a sight feed device
connected to said tube; and pressure regulating means
connected to aaid sight feed device and to said tabes
extending from said pump.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.482. METAL-TDBINO MACHINE. A»DR«w Mcmr
and Stwa.v Bbck. Etna, Pa. Piled Sept 1, 1916.
Serial No. 118.106. (CI. 78—88.)

1. In a tube-forming machine, the combination with the
welding rolls, a mandrel in axial allnement with the tube
opening between the welding rolls, a carrier for said
mandrel, means for Imparting movement to said carrier
toward and away from thp welding rolls after the man-
drel has traveled a predetermined distance In a forward
and rearward direction, a carriage for the mandrel and
means for locking said mandrel against longitudinal move-
ment with relation to the carriage.

7. A mandrel holder comprising a receiving tube, a
socket member having thread<»d connection with said tube,
and adapted to receive a mandrel, means for adjusting the
so< ket member with relation to the tube, and means for
rotating said tube, said means comprising gearing, one
member of which Is yieldingly connected to the other.

10. In a tube-forming machine the combination with the
welding rolls, of a mandrel cooling chamber alining
therewith, means for reciprocating the mandrel through
the cooling chamber, a mandrel supporting rod In the
cooling chamber and means for raising and lowering said
roller.

18. In a tube-forming machine the combination with
welding rolls, of a mandrel cooling chamber in line there-
with, alining openings In the walls of said chamber and
longitudinally sliding gates for closing said openings, said
gates being provide<l with receiving holes.

14. In a tube-forming machine, a mandrel, tube-weld-
ing rolls, a mandrel holder, means for rotating the man-
drel holder, means for feeding the mandrel toward aud
•way from the weldt»g rolls, an arrow head on said

means a rotating disk support lining with the arrow head
and having an elongated slot for receiving aaid arrow head
and means for rotating said disk.

[Calms 2 to 6, 8, 9. 11. and 12 not printed in the Ga-
lette.]

1.227.483. INNERSOLE. Francib P. McRPHT. Newport
and Jamm p. McKbbvsh and Hubbbt E. Pwms
Claremont. N. H.. assignors to W. H. McElwain Com-
pany. Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of Massachusetts.
Filed May 8. 1915. Serial No. 26.907. (CI 36—22 )

1. An Inner sole comprising a body layer, a stiffening
layer adhesively secured thereto, the said body layer being
channeled Inwardly from Its edge, a strip forming a component part of a stltch-recelvIng rib united to the soleby stitches passing through the base portion of said strlDsnd through said stiffening and body layers into the said
channel, and being covered by the flap of said channel anupright reinforcing strip lying against the Inner side of

f. 1?J
^°*°* '*'"• "^ ^ r-lnforclng layer overlying

said stiffening layer and the flange of the second-named
strip and having It, edges turned up and bearing againstth^lnner side of the said second named strip

2. An inner sole comprising a flat body portion and a

'« kZT"*''*"'^
''^ '°™*^ '° P*'-^ «' " «"ter strip

stitched to the body portion, an Inner strip lying againstthe nner side of the outer strip, and a reinforcing Uyer
overlying the surface of the sole within the rib and having
Its edges turned up against the inner face of the second
strip.

3. An Inner sole comprising a body layer of leather
a stiffening fabric layer adhesively secured to the bodr
layer and overlying one entire side thereof, said leather
layer having a channel at Its edge, and a stltch-receiTlng
rib formed of a longitudinally folded strip sewed to the
body of the sole by means of stitches passing through the
strip close to the fold thereof, and also through the stiffen-
ing layer and the body layer, lying in the channel of saidbody layer and being covered by the flap of such channel

4. An inner sole comprising a channeled body portionand a composite rib composed In part of an upsUndIng
strip stitched to the body portion with the stitches lying
in the channel thereof, and In part of a reinforcing Uyer
lying against the body within the space Inclosed by «ild
strip and having Its edges turned up adjacent to the Inner
side of the strip.

5. An Innersole body comprising a plurality of layers, ofwhich the layer forming one face of said body has a chan-
nel and a covering flap, a rib having a base flange lying
against the layer forming the opposite face of the body
and stitches passing through said base flange and the
layers Into the channel of the first layer, connecting the
rib and layers together and being covered by the flap of
said channel.

[CTaims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.22,.484. CAR-ROOF. Walt«b P. MraPHT. Chicago
lU.. assignor to P. H. Murphy Company. Parnassus Pa

'

a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Not 17 19i«'
Serial No. 801.462. (CI. 108—5.4.)
1. A car roof Including a skeleton frame, corrugated

roof sheets spanning the open spaces of the frame the
corrugations extending the full length of the sheet " andan eaves member comprising a flat strip secured on top of
the roof sheets, said sheets being secured against move-ment longitudinally of said strip, and an apron extending
from the strip down past the eaves end of the roof sheets
said apron being spaced from the car throughout Its lenrh'
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i« *; ^ "^ ''***' *n*="»dlng a skeleton frame, a series ofload sustaining corrugated roofing sheets spannTnL the

sCsTrm.uln'%'""^' ''' corrugations ofTh^ ^Jofl'n:

car l^n^th ti°'/T r"'"«"°° «-" 't>e sides of thecar beneath the roof sheets, a combined eaves can and

«/eL%r'?tr •
'r*'^"'*'

^^^ arranged acrosVthe

Tt Z^rf ''^"°* '*'**'" "^ '»«*°«<1 to the topof the car to necure them In place, and a vertical anrZ
Sth Us^

'"cia depending, down alongside or.r^^with Its lower edge free and spaced from the c»r .^^apron extending down past the eaves end" of th^ ootg

r:nd"r:.r^o^tr;h'r "
^--'^ -^ --"-'--

1*79

1.227,486. COUNTING DEVICE Hbnbv f tu^—. t ..

Xf J^ J J

roof ."t ? "•<^»»dlng a skeleton frame, corrugatedroof sheets spanning the open spaces of the frame, the co^ru^t ons extending the full length of the sheeU.Ml

,

Lv^ fl.^M
'''"°' '' ''^'^ "''^^ ™"^'>«' portions, anyen flashing and securing mean, comprising a flat strln

177hee?s i:r
°' *'* '"" "'^*" *>-' '^^'—s ends'

?1 dTtrlo indT::""^
''^'"^ '"'''"''''' longltudlnallv

^.TthP I . T"° "*^°dlng from the strip down

^JifrW"'^ °' '^' ''^°' '''•^^- ""1 apron beingpaced from the car throughout its length, and securingmeans passing through the flat strip and roof tSeets at he

Th'^rt^'
JO*-;- thereof

;
«.id eav'es flashing .trip a" tn'^to bold the roof sheets to the car between the said fasten

^' "7k " r" '° "'"'"'' '''' -''^ts from buckling b^.

«erted b, air currents on the under face of the «ild

4. A car roof comprising a skeleton frame, load sustain^.metallic roofing sheets spanning the opi^ space, or

TZLZ'^ supported thereon and secured thereto, sa^d

I-7h , .H
* ''"'•'•"^"tlons extending lengthwise the^f

^ their side marginal edges, the corrugation, of adjace^aheets overlapping, an eaves member secured to the sISeplate beneath the overUpplng corners of aaid sh,Lt. andextending Inwardly In a corrugation of the ov^Up^^dJoint between the sheets, and a bolt anchor^ [o^J
UnilLTr "*^ **""*°« upwardly through the over-Upped side marginal edges .ecurlng them together and tothe eaves member.

s'^iuer ana 10

6. A car roof comprising a skeleton frame, load sustain
^g metallic roofing .heeu spanning the open ..Tce. or

^d .Tf "V ^"''^"''^ ''"^«" "^ •*<^^«1 theretosaid sheets having corrugations extending lengthw^

id'jirent*^' f «'^^ -"ginal edges, the corru^^atW^
adjacent sheets overlapping, an eaves member secured to

he' "o
%'"'!.'^' "^•'"'•°» '"'^"^•^ '° • corrr^mn ofthe overlapped Joint between the sheets, a bolt fnchoredto ..Id eaves member and passing upwardly through the

t7*t?e'e. "' "''^''"' ^»~ •^^°' *•'•'" *o«^the; anto the eaves member, said member having a water .he.1extending from «ld bolt to the eave. of the «r
[CTaims 6 to 20 not printed in the Oaiett«.J

^Z^''
combination with a gravity conveyer, of a tallvinedevice adapted to be detachably mounted on the frame of

adapted to be supported on the conveyer frame meansWhereby the tallier frame will be raised with "esprcf^othe conveyer frame at the discharge end thereof ro,ie«

o7je"c°t7rom th
^ '""'" '^""^ "^ adapted^'toTeeei;":"

object from the conveyer and to carry such object over «portion of the conveyer and in an upward direction wltJ

r^;^'' '^'"T ""'•' '^"^^^^ '^"'' '^^ to drop" ver heraised end of the talUer frame, a mechanical countingdevice carried by the tallier frame, and mean^ or act It'ng said counting device including a meXr extendTng

he t^ll^r r"'
" "'^*'^* ^'"PP^"'' ''-^ the ralseJ e^d ofthe tallier frame to receive the Impact thereof.

1.227 486. LATHE ATTACHMENT. Sanr.L Newmakand H.NBT R. BoTHwaLL. Cincinnati. SZ aJl^^or,to said Newman. Filed Sept. 11 ibifl s!h.i v
119,847. (CI. 2»-49.)

*'^"" ^°-

of : K°
"tool-holding lathe-attachment, the combination

Uter.n" ^/T^'"""^ * "P"* ^"^""P'"^ '^'^^^ having

seated In these flanges, the outer end of this shank pr^s«nung a flat surface of circular outline and inclined tothe axis of the shank, a boss projecting Inte^allv from the

Tr^^'ied wul."
""''"'* "' »* '''^•"^ "«^'- thereto anprovided with a screw threaded socket In Its outer enri .

tool-holder having tool «>ckets and fiJted to tJ nc^^eS

it" ITeM ?"":' "'"^' '"'''' ' "^^ '- '» "d to wMctit is held for roury adjustment by the boss on said sur

InT;" '°f«'°^^^-'^
provided on the bracket aJd Jrv.

Lent "^,1?" ''*' '^*" ••''"'" '° "-^ particular adS-ment. a locking screw seated in the socket In the bowhaving a locking flange adapted to engage the toof-hoidwand a handle projecting outwardly fro^this fl«ge andserving for manipulation to cause said flange to clamD th.tool-holder to Its seat to hold It In its adf:.t:d ^"ei^;
2. In a tool-holding attachment for Uthes, the combina-

rrntL f"

'''*•'* '"'*^*' ~"P^"^ • clamplnr^hankadapted for attachment to the tall-stock of a lathe theouter end of this shank presenting a flat surface Incil^^

I , K ?."" '"'^'"'^ ^° '°'''«^»' "°«« projecting from Ua tool-holder substantUlly hub-shaped mounted on this

^a"t foflt'ir r r'"
*'"^""*^ ""'»-• Which form. ;•eat for It, the circular side of this tool-holder preaMttn!two subsuntlally conical «xrface. meeting at theirTrg^
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dUimeten and of which one «urfac« Is adjacent to the

•cat of the tool-holder and provided with spaced Index
openlniTs, the other surface having correspondingly spaced
tool-sockets, an extension projecting upwardly from the
clamping shank containing a bousing and so positioned

aa to be opposite that surface of the tool-holder which
contains the index openings, a pin fitted to this bousing,

a spring sleeved onto it and imparting a normal tendency
to impel it into one of the openings mentioned when In

Jaztapositlon for any particular adjustment, means to

clamp the tool holder to its seat when so adjusted, a lever

linked to said upward extension on the clamping shank
and to which the indexing pin is connected and a handle
projecting from this lever so as to extend rearwardly above
the tall-stock to manipulate the Indexing pin.

1,227,487. KNFILADING-MACHINE. William H. Nob-
folk, San Pedro, Cal. Piled Feb. 23, 1916. Serial No.
79,977. (a. 102—2.)

1. An enfilading machine, comttrlslng a frame, wheels

supporting said frame, explosive charges carried by said

wheels, and means controlled by the rotation of the wheels

for firing said charges.

4. An enfilading machine, comprising a frame, a pair of

wheels supporting said frame, an annular row of explosive

charge* carried by each of said wheels, and means con-

trolled by the rotation of said wheels for firing said

charges, the charges on one wheel being arranged opposite

the charges on the other wheeL
9. An enfilading machine, comprising a shaft, a pair of

wheels rigidly mounted thereon, a frame carried by said

shaft, explosive charges carried by said wheels, electric

ignltloB dTps for flrinf nld charcea, electrical mean* for

firing said caps, and means actuated by rotation of the

shaft controlling the electrical cap firing means.
(Clalma 2, 3, and 5 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,337,488. ELBCTBIC COOKSR. Stanlix B. Oakib,
Flint. Mich. PUed Jan. 17, 1910. Serial No. 72,429.

(a. 21»—19.)

1. Ib a cooker, the combination with a heat-radlatlng

element and means for supporting the work opposite the
wtaie, of a mirror arranged for the otwervation of the re-

flection of the inner face of the work.

2. In a cooker, the combination with a heat-radiating
arCace and means for supporting the work opposite said

surface, of a mirror for observing the inner face of the
work, arranged oat of the path of the beat rays which
laipiBge upon the work.

3. The combination with a heat-radiating sorface and
wamam for sopportlng the work in substantial parallelism
thereto, of a mirror observable through the space between
said radiating surface and work and showing the reflection

•f tht latter.

4. The combination with a heat-radlatlng surface and
means for supporting the wurk opposite said surface to

conceal the same, of a mirror arranged at an anjrie to the
inner surface of the work and reflecting the same to a
convenient point of observation.

1,2 2 7,4 89. APPLIANCE FOR TEACHING MUSIC.
OaoBoss Paxtillon, La Chaux-de-Fonds, ."Switzerland.

Filed Sept. 28, 1913. Serial No. 791,328. (CI. 35—12.)

II 1414

ff

1. In an appliance for teaching music, a frame, parallel
Kuided sliding boards, placed side !)>• side In sw'd frame, a
longitudinal series of melody fragments or groups of notes
on each of said boards, removable handles on said boards
for manipulating and simultaneously guiding them in the
frame, the sliding boards t>eing so arranged in said frame
that they are not only adjustable relatively to one an-
other, but also interchangeable among themselves after
removal of said handles.

2. Aji appliance for teaching music comprising, on ths
one hand, a frame having a front and a rear wall, the
former provided with an elongated horixontal sight aper-
ture, and, on the other band, a number of adjusting boards
slidably placed side by side In said frame between its

front and rear walls and provided on their front aide

with melody fragments or gr^^ups of notes, designed to be
rendered visible through said sight aperture, while on
the rear side they carry operating knobs guided through
vertical slots arranged in the rear frame wall, for allow-
ing of the relative adjustment of said sliding boards,
automatic spring locks being provided on the sliding
boards for locking them in their different adjusted posi-
tions.

1,227,490. NEWSPAPER-HOLDER. Joseph Richt«,
Austin, Tex. Filed May 5, 1916. Serial No. 95,6«7.
(a. 129—38.)

1. A newspaper holder of the class described, including
a pair of hingedly connected arms, said arms being In
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herently resilient for gripping engagement with an ob-
ject inserted therebetween, and spring means rotaUbly
carried by on^ of the rods and provided with Jaw means
for engagement with the other rod to reUin said rod In
gripping engagement with an object to be held.

2. A newspaper bolder of the class described Including
hingedly connected rods, a handle carried by one of said
rods, said rods being adapted to grlpplngly engage a paper
or the like, a retaining means comprising a spring loop
member having rotatable engagement with one of the rods,
a free end of said loop member l>elng provided with a grip-
ping Jaw for engagement with the other rod whereby to
retain said rod In frictlonal engagement with an object to
be held.

8. A newspaper holder of the class described. Including
a pair of hingedly connected arms of different lengths, a
handle formed on the longer arm, a bracket formed on
the said longer arm, the shorter arm being plvotally con-
nected to the other arm by means of said bracket, the
longer arm having a reduced portion, and the said reduced
portion having a spring means rotatably mounted thereon
and provl.lej^ with Jaw means for engagement with the
other rod to retain said rod in gripping engagement with
an object to be held.

1,227,491. DEHYDRATOR. Ctbds Robinson. Mount
Vernon, N. Y.. assignor to Metallurgical Engineering
4 Process Corporation, a Corporation of New York.
PUe<l July 21. 1918, Serial No. 780,347. Renewed Oct.
10, 1916. SerUl .No. 124,901. (CL 210—14.)

1. In a dehydrating machine, the combination of a
rotating filtering drum, a recepUcle partly inclosing the
drum, means for feeding to the recepUcle ore pulp to
be treated, means near the top of the drum for removing
material from the surface thereof, and means for raising
material from the bottom of the receptacle and feeding
It directly onto the drum.

2. In a dehydrating machine, the combination of a
' rotating Altering drum, a receptacle partly inclosing the
drum, means for feeding to the receptacle ore pulp to be
treated, means near the top of the drum for removing
material from the surface thereof, and an air lift for
raising material from the bottom of the receptacle and
feeding It directly onto the drum.

3. In a dehydrating machine, the combination of a
rotating filtering dnim, a receptacle partly inclosing the
drum, means for feeding to the receptacle ore pulp to be
treated, means near the top cf the drum for removing
material from the surface thereof, and means for raising
material from the bottom of the receptacle at the de
•cending side of the drum and feeding it directly onto
the drum.

4. In a dehydrating machine, the combination of a
rotating filtering dram, a receptacle partly Inclosing the
drum, mean<< for feeding to the recepUcle ore pulp to be
treated, means near the top of the drum for removing
materUl from the surface thereof, and means for raising

material from the bottom of the recepUcle at the ascend-
ing side of the drum snd feeding it directly onto the
drum.

6. In a dehydrating machine, the combination of «
rotating filtering drum, a receptacle partly IncloslBg the
drum, means for feeding to the receptacle ore pulp to be
treated, means near the top of the drum for removing
material from the surface thereof, means for raising ma-
terial from the bottom of the receptacle at the descend-
ing side of the drum and feeding It directly onto the
drum, and means for raising material from the bottom
of the receptacle at the ascending side of the drum and
feeding it directly onto the drum.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.492. KEY-GAGE. John Cowan Robs, Boston,
Mass. Filed May 31, 1916. Serial No. 100,849 (CL
33—174.)

f—

1. A key gage of the character described comprising
a frame having a key-way, and a latch carried by the
frame in proximity to one end of the key-way opening,
adapted to engage the shoulder of a key in the key-way!

2 A key gage of the character described comprising
a frame having a key way, a latch carried by the frame
In proximity to one end of the key-way opening, adapted
to engage the shoulder of a key in the key way, and a
spring normally pressing said latch forward, said Utch
being beveled on both iU outer side and lu inner side to
yield to the movement of the key in either direction.

3. A key gage of the character described comprising a
frame having a key way, an adjustable key stop adapted
to determine the penetration of the key Into the key-way,
and a latch carried by the frame adapted yieldingly to
hold said adjustable key st«H> m any one of iU several
adjusted positions.

4. A key gage of the character described comprising
a frame having a key way, an adJusUble key-stop adapted
to determine the penetration of the key into the key-way,
and a latch carried by the frame In proximity to one end
of the key way opening, adapted both to engage the
shoulder of a key in the key way and to hold said ad-
Jxiatable key-stop in any one of IU several adjasted
positions.

5. A key gage of the character described comprising
a frame having a key way, a roUry barrel at one side of
the key-way adapted to adjust gage pins, and a latek
carried by the frame adapted yieldingly to hold said
barrel in any one of Its several adjusted positions.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,493. RESILIENT HEEL FOR BOOTS OR SHOB8.
Abtrub L. Rdntan, Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to Bod-_
yan Cushion Wheel Company, Omaha, Nebr.. a Corpo-
ration. Filed June 7, 1910. Serial No! 102,:78.
(CL 36—35.)
1. In a heel for shoes, a tread member, a resilient

cushion Interposed between said tread member and the
rear end of the sole of the shoe, said cushion member
having Inner and outer series of relatively small ont-
wardly Upering, air containing cavities therein, one
series of cavities opening out through the inner face of
the cushion member and having their opposite ends ter-
minating short of the outer face of the cushion member,
the other series of cavities opening out through the
outer face of the cushion member and terminating short
of the Inner face of the ctishton member, all of the cavi-
ties being so arranged that one series of cavities overlap
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the cavldei of the other series throughout the greater
portion of the length of the latter, and being so con-
structed that the side walla of each series of cavities
under compression are gradually thickened and caoaed
to flow Into the cavities to reduce the volume of each
of the cavities under compression from the Inner enda of

the cavities and thereby compress the air In the cavities
under compreaalon according to the weights placed on the
cushion member, the outer face of said tread member
having sockets therein, and fastenings passed through
the sockets of the tread memt>er and the edges of the
cushion member and into the sole of the shoe.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.494. RESILIENT WHEEL. Arthdb L. Rcmtan,
Omaha, N'ebr., assignor to Runyan Cushion Wheel Com-
pany. Omaha. N'ebr., a Corporation. Filed Oct. 7,

1916. Serial No. 124,416. (CI. 152—36.)

I I'

I. In a vehicle-wheel, the combination with a felly, a
Itsillent tread, a metal rim carrying said tread, and a
cushion body disposeil between said rim and the wheel-
felly, of a reinforcing ring for said metal rim disposed
within the same and comprising a relatively thin annular
metal plate formed transversely to Intloae a series of
annular cells of triangular cross-section, and means for
•ecuring the ring and cushion body against lateral dis-
placement.

3. In a vehicle-wheel, the combination with a resilient
tread and Its rim and a wheel Including its rim, of a
resilient member Interposed between the tread rim and
the wheel rim provided with an Inner and an outer series
of tapering air containing pockets, said pockets arranged
wherrt)y the side walls of each of the pockets under com-
pression are gradually thickened and caused to flow Into
•aid pocket to reduce the volume of each of the pockets
from the Inner ends thereof to gradually compress the air
in such pockets according to the loads placed on the
vehicle.

5. In a vehicle- wheel, the combination with a felly,
»nd a resilient cushlonlng-body disposed around the pe-
ripheral part thereof, of a metal ring disposed around
aid cu8hloning-bo<ly so as to normally engage the outer
surface thereof, said ring having at Its lateral edges
flanges forming the sides of annular recesses of substan-
tially triangular cross-section, side-rings of resilient ma-
terial arranged at the lateral edges of the cushion Ing-
body. means for connecting the Inner edges of said side-
rings to the felly, said side-rings having at their outer
edges head portions adapted to flt In the annular recesses

of the meUl ring, and means for clamping the flangM
of said ring against said head portions to retain the same
In said recesses.

[Claims 2, 4, and 8 to 8 not printed In the Oasetta.]

1,227,495. RESILIENT TIRE. Abthcb L. Runtah,
Omaha, Nebr., assignor to Runyan Cushion Wheel Com
pany. Omaha, .N'ebr,, a Corporation. Filed Nov. 8,
1916. Serial No. 129.287. (CT. 152—36.)

1. In a demountable tire for vehicle wheels, a resilient
tread, a rigid tread rim on which said tread is mounted,
a base ring disposed within and spaced from said trsad
rim, a resilient cushion ring Interposed between said rim
and base ring, said cushion ring having outwardly taper-
ing air containing pockets arrange«l whereby the aide
walls of each of the pockets under compression are grad-
ually thickened and caused to flow Into each pocket to
reduce the volume of each of the pockets under compres-
sion from the Inner ends thereof and thereby gradually
compress the air in such pockets according to the loads
on the vehicle.

3. In a tire for vehicle-wheels. Inner and outer mem-
bers each comprising a relatively thin annular metal plate
having vertical side-flanges and Intermediate portions
formed to InclOM annnlar cells of triangular cross-sec-
tion whose apices are directed alternately Inwardly and
outwardly, a resilient cushlon-rlng disposed betwe<'n said
Inner and outer members, and a resilient tread disposed
arojund the outer annular member and having portions
entering the alternate annular cells thereof.

4. In a tire for vehicle-wheels. Inner and outer annular
members each comprising a relatively thin Integral an-
nular metal plate formed transversely to provide fide-
flanges, radially spaced horizontal portions, and diagonal
portions connecting said horizontal portions serially and
forming the sides of annular spaces of triangular crow
section

: a resilient tread disposed around the outer an-
nular member ; a resilient cushion-ring disposed between
the inner and outer annnlar members, resilient side-rings
disposed at the lateral edges of the cushlon-rlng, the Inner
an«l outer edges of the side-rings fitting within the an-
nular spaces of said annular members adjoining the side-
flanges thereof, and transversely extending connectlnf
means between the side-flanges of each annular member.

[Claims 2 and 5 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.227,496. DRUM SNARE. Isaac Hcdso.n Sapp, Chey-
enne, Wyo. Filed July 21, 1913, Serial No. 780,352.
Renewed Oct 25, 1916. Serial No. 127.688. (Q.
84—127.)
1. A drum head, and a snare having reduced terminals

bent back over the marginal portion of the head and
holding the snare In conUctlng relation with the head,
and atUchlng meant engaging the terminals of the snare.

2. The combination with a drum, opposed snare fasteo-
Ing means thereon, and a drum head, of a snare having
reduced terminals l>ent abruptly over the margin of the
bead and engaged by the fastening means.
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3. The combination with a drum head and opposed
fastening devices adjacent the head, of a snare extending

•cross the head and having reduced terminal portions
connected to the fastening devices for holding the snare
la contacting relation with the head.

1,227,497. VACUUM SYSTEM. William Scott, Med-
ford, Mass. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. Serial No. 119,475
(G. 168—86.)

-iJL

1. A vacunm system for maintaining a substantially
uniform head on flowing fluids, having. In combination,
an Intake chamber, an Inlet passage thereto, a discharge
passage therefrom, means for vacuumlzlng the chamber,
a vncunm passage lending Into the chamber through which
It Is vacuumlzed, an air passage connected with the at-
mosphere and with the Intake chamber normally closed,
means for closing the vacuum passape when a predeter-
mined amount of fluid h«s been brought into the chamber,
and means actuated by the vacuumlzlng means upon the
closing of the vacuum passage for opening the air passage
to permit the chamber to be under atmospheric pressure.

2. A vacuum t-ystem having, in combination, an Intake
chamber, an inlet passage through which fluid is drawn
Into the chamber, a discharge passage from the chamber
normally closed, a vacuum passage, means for vacuum
Izing the chamber through the vacuum passage, an air
passage connected with the atmosphere and with the
chamber normally closed, means controlled by the amount
of fluid In the chamber for closing the vacuum passage,
and means controlled by the vacuumlzlng means for open
ing the air pasxage and slmultaneonsly therewith the
discharge passage.

8. A vacuum system for maintaining a substantially uni-
form bead on flowing fluids having, In combination, an

intake chamber provided with Intake and discharge pas-
sages, a vacuum passage leading into the chamber
through which it may he vacuumlzed, means for vacuum-
lzlng the chamber, a normally clo8e<l air passage leading
from the atmosphere into the chamber, a float, a valve
actuated by the float to close the vacuum passag.- when a
predetermined amount of fluid has been drawn into the
chamber, and a valve normally closing the air passage
actuated by the vacuumlzlng means upon the closing of
the vacuum passage to open the air passage

4. A vacuum system having, in combination, an Intake
chamber provided with an Inlet passage through which
fluid Is drawn Into the chamber, a discharge passage
through which the fluid is discharged from the chamber
means for vacuumlzlng the chamber, a normally closed
air passage connected with the atmosphere and with the
chamber, means for closing the vacuum passage when a
predetermined amount of fluid has been brought into the
chamber, and means disconnected from the vacuum valve
and acting independently thereof controlled bv the vacu-
umlzlng means for opening the air passage' when the
vacuum passage Is closed.

5. A vacuum system having. In combination, an Intake
chamber, a plate forming the bottom of said chamber, an
inlet passage In said plate through which fluid Is drawn
Into the chamber, a. discharge passage In said plate
through which the fluid is discharged from the chamber,
a cap forming the top of said chamber, a vacuum passage
In said cap through which the chamber. Is vacuumlzed, an
air passage in said cap connected with the stmosphere
and with the Intake chamber, a guideway crossing the air
passage, a valve for normally closing the air passage
adapte<l to slide in the guideway and having a reduced
portion, vacuumlzlng means connected with the vacuum
passage and with the guideway for vacuumlzlng the
chamber, a hollow rod connecting the cap with the plate
a discharge valve adapted to slide In said rod for nor-
mally closing the discharge passage, a valve stem con-
necting the discharge valve with the first named valve a
float adapted to be guided by the hollow rod for con-
trolling the amount of fluid to be received Into the
chamber, and a vacuum valve loosely connected with the
float for closing the vacuum passage when a predeter-
mined amount of fluid has been drawn Into the chamber,
said air passage valve being adapted to be actuated by
the vacuumlzlng means to bring Its reduced portion oppo-
site the air passage and simultaneously therewith to
actuate the discharge valve.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,498. MACHINE FOR GRINDING SPRINGS.
Fba.nk H. SutEPEB, Worcester. Mass., assignor to
Sleeper & Hartley, Inc., Worcester, Mass., a Corporation
of Massachusetts. FUed May 1. 1916. Serial No
94,696. (CI. 51—12.)

S 3S

9 Ji 40 42-

1. In a spring grinding machine, a grinding element,
and means for successively presenting the ends of the
springs to said element, comprising a series of fixed
arbors on which said springs are strung.

2. In a spring grinding machine, n series of arbors for
supporting the springs to be ground, means for fixing said
arbors to correspond to the lengths of the springs, and
means for adjusting said arbors to correspond to tbe
lengths of the springs.

3. In a spring grinding machine, a work carrying ele-
ment providing a series of arbors for supporting the
springs to be ground, and means for deUchably securing
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aid arbors to aald work carrying means, said means
belDK a<IJustable for arbors of different dlametera.

^. In a grinding machine, a work carrylnsr element
providing a plurality of peripheral Dotcbes, a work sup-

porting arbor adapted to seat In each notch, and ad-

JUflUble meanji for clamping said arbors in operative
position.

5. In a grinding machine, a work •'arrying element
providing a plurality of peripheral notches, a work sup-

I>orting arbor adapted to seat in each notch, and a plu-

rality of adjustable clamps, each operative with respect to

two of said arbors, for securing the same to said work
carrying element.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter, an
associated cutter-bar having near the cutter a plurality of
parts relatively movable In a plane substantially parallel

to that of the cutter bar for engaging the interior of a

valve-casing and holding the cutter-bar to said casing, and
means for effecting relative movement of said parts.

2. A tool of the cla.ss described, comprising a cutter, an
associated cutter-bar having near the cutter a plurality of

parts relatively movable In a plane substantially parallel

to that of the cutter bar for engaging the interior of a
valve-caslng and holding the cutter-bar to said casing, and
means for effecting relative movement of said parts and
for maintaining the adjustment so obtained.

3. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter, an
associated cutter-bar having near the cutter a plurality of
parts relatively movable in a plane substantially parallel
to that of the cutter bar for engaging the interior of a
Talve-casing and holding the cutter-bar to said casing, and
means carried by the cutter-bar and operable from a point
outside the valve-casing for effecting relative movement of
said parts.

4. A tool of the class dr8cril)ed, comprising two main
members one of which is a cutter and the other an asso-
ciated cutter-bar. means for wedging said tool in place
between a pair of separated surfaces of a valve-caaing,
and adjustable means near the cutter for holding aald
cutter-bar to the Interior of said valve-caslog against
movement in another direction.

6. A tool of the class described, eonnprlslng two main
mcnberf; one of which is a cutter and the other an aaao-

1,227,499. FACING-TOOL FOR DRESSING VALVE-
SEATS, »c. Frank L. Smith, Chicago, 111., and
Thomas B. Williams, Orange. Mass.. assignors to The
Leavitt Machine Company. Orange, Mass., a Corpora-
tion of Massachusetts. Filed Feb. 11, 1916. Serial
No. 77,632. (CI. 90—12.5.)

elated cutter-bar, means for wedging said tool In place
between a pair of separated sorfaces of a valve-caaln«,
and adjustable mean.s near the cutter for wedging said
cutter-bar In place in the interior of said valve-casing
against movement in another direction.

IClaims 6 to 36 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,500. FACING TOOL FOR DRESSING VALVE-
SVATS. *c. James A. STtAHO, Harrlsburg, Pa., FaANK L.

Smith, Chicago, 111., and Thomas B. Williams, Orange,
Mass.. assignors to The Leavitt Machine Company.
Orange, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed
Feb. 11. 1916. Serial No. 77.631. (CT. 90—12.6.)

/* J

1. A tool of the class described, compriaing a cutter, an
associated cutter-bar having at different points in the
length thereof near the cutter a pair of relatively movable
parts for engaging the interior of a valve-casing and hold-

ing the cutter-bar to said <aslng, and means for effecting

a relative movement of said parts lengthwise of the cutter-

bar.

2. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter, an
associated cutter-bar having at different points in the
length thereof near the cutter a pair of relatively movable
parts for engaging the Interior of a valve-casing and hold-
ing the cutter bar to said casing, and means carried by the
cutter-bar and operable from a point adjacent to the end
of the cutter t>ar and remote from the cutter for effecting,

a relative movement of said parts lengthwise of the cutter-

bar.

3. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter, an
associated cutter-bar having at dlfferpnt points in tlie

length thereof near the cotter a pair of relatively movable
parts for engaging the interior of a valve-casing and hold-

ing the cutter-bar to said casing one of said part* bclBK
carried by a slide movable lengthwise of said cutter-bar,
and means for shifting said slide to nnd maintaining it in

any one of a plurality of different adjusted posttlona.

4. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter, an
associated cutter-bar, and a movable element on the cuttt-r-

bar and shlftable lengthwise thereof and cooperative with
the end of the cutter-t>ar nearest the cutter for engagln/
the interior of a valve-casing at two different points and
holding the cuttt-r-bar to said casing.

6. A tool cf the class described, comprising two main
members one of which is a cutter and the other an asso-
ciated cutter-bar, means for holding said tool In place be-

tween a pair of separated surfaces ot a valve casing, and
means near the cutter for holding said cntter-bnr to the
interior of said valve casing a;:ainst movement In both
directions lengthwise of the cutter bar.

f Claims 8 to 33 not printed in the Gazette.)
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1,227,601. TRIMMING - BUTTON. Joskpb H. Sttlss,
New York, N. Y.. assignor to Defiance Button Machine
Co., New York.. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York.
Filed Feb. 18, 1916. Serial No. 79,012. (Cl. 24—92.)

1. A garment trimming element the rear of which is

free from a sew-on protuberance and comprising an im-
perforate flat-back metal shell, a fabric cover incasing the
bell and the marginal portions being infolded within
aid shell, and a filling member composed of stiff material
fltttd tightly within said shell and In conUct with said
infolded marginal portions of the fabric cover, that part
of the fabric cover which conceals the rear of the shell

being free from direct attachment thereto and affording
means whereby the garment trimming element may as an
entirety be sewed to a dress fabric, or the like, by stitches
which pass through said fabric cover and He in a direction
generally parallel to the plane of the back part of said
shell.

2. A garment trimming element the rear of which Is

free from a stw on protuberance and comprising an Im
perforate flat-back metal shell, a fabric cover incasing said
shell and the marginal portions of which are Infolded
within the shell, a stiff filling member fitted tightly within
the shell and in frictlonal contact with said Infolded
marginal portions of the fabric cover, and a front memt)er
fitted to the metal shell, that part of the fabric cover
which conceals the rear of said shell being free from di-

rect attachment thereto and affording means for sewing
the garment trimming element to a dress fabric, or the
like, by stitches which pass through said fabric cover and
Ue in a direction generally parallel to the plane of the flat

back part of said shell.

1,227,602. ART OF FILLING SHOES. Andrew Thoma,
Canihridge. Mass.. assignor to North American Chemical
Cofiipany. -New York. N. Y., a Corporation of Maine.
FUed Apr. 1. 1»12. SerUl No. 687.937. (CI. 18—48.)
1. The art of filling shoes, which consists of providing a

shoe-filler amenable to a softening filler-element and to

heat and having a firm-setting compox»ent in solution with
a solvent capable of being driven off by heat, softening
said filler and rendering the same pliable by a softening
filler-element, and applying the filler in a layer to the
shoe-bottom cavity in the presence of heat sufficient to
drive off at least a portion of the solvent in the process of
laying the filler.

2. The art of filling shoes, which Consists of providing a
shoe-filler amenable to a softening filler-element and to
heat and having a firm-setting component in solution with
a solvent capable of l)elnp driven off by heat, softening
said filler and rendering the same pliable by a softening
filler-element united <^lth the filler, and applying the filler

in a layer to the shoe-bottom cavity in the presence of
beat sufllcient to drive off at least a portion of the solvent
la the process of laying the filler.

3. The art of filling shoes, which consists of providing a
sboe-flller, amenable to a softening flller-elemt>nt and to
beat and having a firm-setting component in solution with
a solvent capable of being driven off by heat, softening
said filler and rendering the same pliable by introducing a
softening element into th. filler at the time of laying the
filler, and applying the filler In a layer to the shoe-t>ottom
cavity in the presence of heat sufficient to volatilize the
solvent and thereby hasten the setting of the firm-setting
component.

4. The art of filling shoes, consisting of applying In a
thin layer a setting filler in a plastic condition to a shoe-
bottoTu. and then Immediately stifft'ning the top of the laid

filler by direct application to said top of means capable of
codp<TatlnK with the filler i<> cause the top of the latter to
becooM set nor*- quickly than the rest of the layer.

6. The art of filling shoes, consisting of applying a
plastic, setting filler to a shoe-bottom, and then immedi-
ately Applying to the top of the laid filler a setting and
water proofing treatment to cause the top to become thor-
ooghly waterpri>of next the outsole.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.603. LOAD INDICATOR FOR MOTOR-VEHICLES
AND THE LIKE. Fbed»rick J. Troll, Baltimore. Md.,
assignor to The Loadometer Company, Baltimore, Md.,
a Corporation of DeUware. Filed Dec 14, 1914. Se
rial No. 877,226. (Cl. 266—40.)

<. •»

1. The combination with a chassis and a vebide-body,
of a load indicator comprising fluid-operated Indicating
means and fluid containing, compressible, operating, mem-
bers interposed between the chassis and the body, said
members having walls formed of a thickness to support
the body In spaced relation to the chassis in the absence
of fluid in said memt)ers.

32. The combination with a chassis and a vehicle body,
of an iudicating means including a device to indicate
when the weight capacity of the vehicle has been reached,
a device to indicate the total weight carried by the ve-
hicle and a device to indicate the number of times the
vehicle is overloaded, and a fluid containing, compressible
member Interposed between the chassis and body to op-
erate said indicating means.

[Claims 2 to 31 and 83 to 43 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,604. LOAD CONTROLLER FOR MOTOR-VE-
HICLES. Frsdebick J. Troll, Baltimore, Md., as-
signor to The Loadometer Company, Baltimore, Md.,
a Corporation of Delaware. Original application filed

Dec. 14, 1914, Serial No. 877,226. Divided and this
application filed July 17. 1916. Serial No. 40,493. ((3.
21—90.)

1. The combination of a vehicle chassis, a body mounted
thereon, driving means for the vehicle, fluid pressure
means carried by the vehicle to indicate when a predeter-
mined load capacity has been r<>acbed. and means operable
by said fluid pressure means to cut off the driving power
of the vehicle when the predetermined load capacity has
been reached.

2. The combination of a vehicle ctaassla, a body on the
chaasls, an engine Incloding a manifold intake pipe, means
carried by the vehicle to indicate when a predetermined
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load capacity of the vehicle baa been reached, a cylinder
carried by the vehicle, a valve dlaposed In said manifold
Inuke, and means mounted in said cylinder and having
operative connection with said valve and said indicating
means to operate the valve and close said manifold Intake
when the predetermined load capacity of the vehicle has
been reached.

3. The combination of a vehicle chassis, a body on the
chassis, and an engine including a manifold inUke pipe,
of means to cut off the supnly of operating fluid to the
engine when the maximum load capacity of the vehicle
has been reached comprising a valve disposed in the mani-
fold intake, a fluid containing, compressible, operating
member Interposed between the chassis and the body, said
member having walls formed of a thickness to support
the body In spaced relation to the chassis in the absence
of fluid in said member, a cylinder carried by the vehicle,
and means mounted in said cylinder and having operative
connection with said valve and operable under the Influ-
ence of said fluid containing, compressible, element to
operate the vajve and close said manifold Intake when the
maximum load capacity of the vehicle has been reached.

4. The combination of a vehicle chassis, an engine car-
ried by the chassis and including a manifold intake pipe,
a gage carried by the vehicle, means carried by the vehicle
and operable under the influence of weight placed thereon
to actuate the gage to Indicate the amount of load placed
on the vehicle, a valve In the Intake pipe of the engine, and
means operatlvely connected to the gage actuating means
and the valve to automatically actuate said valve to cut
off the supply of driving medium to the engine through
said manifold Intake pipe and thereby prevent driving the
vehicle when the same has been overloaded.

6. The combination of a motor driven vehicle Including
the engine for driving the same and the intake pipe of the
engine, of means carried by the vehicle to indicate the
weight of loads placed thereon, a valve in the Intake pipe
of the engine, a cylinder carried by the vehicle, and means
confined within said cylinder and having operative connec-
tion with said valve to operate the latter to cut off the
supply of driving medium through said Intake pipe when
the predetermined load capacity of the vehicle has been
reached.

[Claims « to 36 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.506. LOAD INDICATOR FOR VEHICLES, rumo-
BICK J. Teoll, Baltimore. Md.. assignor to The Load-
ometer Company. Baltimore, Md. Piled Mar. 8. 1916.
Serial No. 82,979. (CI. 268—42.)

1. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs of upper and lower slIU Interposed between the body
and the chassis, a fluid pressure containing element inter-
posed between each pair of sills, sets of springs interposed
between each pair of sills on opposite sides of the re-
spective fluid containing elements, the latter and the
springs being compressible under the Influence of weight
placed on the body, a gage carried by the vehicle, and
connections between said fluid containing elements and
the c«ffe whereby the weight placed on the body may be
indicated on the gage.

2. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
palra of upper and lower sills Interposed between the body
and the chassis, a fluid pressure containing element inter-
posed between each pair of sills, yleldable means between

each pair of sills on opposite sides of the respectfre fluid
pressure containing elements, the Utter and aald yleldable
means being compresalble under the Influence of weight
plAced on the body, a gage carried by the vehicle, and
connections between the fluid containing elements and the
gage whereby the weight placed on the body may be Indl
cated on the gage.

3. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs ot upper and lower longitudinally disposed sills In
terposed between the body and the chassis on opposite
sides thereof, a fluid pressure conUlnIng element Inter-
posed between each pair of sills and which are compre*
siUle under the influence of weight placed on the body,
springs between each pair of sills, a gage carried by the
vehicle, and connections' between the fluid containing ele^
ments and the gage whereby the weight placed on the
body may be Indicated on the gage.

4. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs of upper and lower longitudinally disposed sills in
terposed between the body and the chassis on oppoalte
sides thereof, a fluid pressure containing element Inter
posed between each pair of sills and which are compreasl
ble under the Influence of weight placed on the body,
yleldable means separate from the fluid containing ele
ments between the sills, a gage carried by the vehicle, and
connections between the fluid containing elements and the
gage whereby the weight placed on the body may be Indi-
cated In the gage.

5. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs of uppfr and lower longitudinally disposed sills In-
terposed between the body and the chassis on opposite
sides thereof, a fluid pressure containing element Inter-
posed between each pair of sills and which are compressi-
ble under the Influence of weight placed on the body,
means between the sills to reinforce the fluid containing
elements in the support of the body, a gage carried by the
vehicle, and connections between the fluid containing ele-
ments and the gage whereby the weight placed on the body
may be indicated on the gage.

[Claims 6 to 36 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.227.506. LOAD-INDICATOR FOR VEHICLES. Fbbd-
HICK J. TaoLL. Baltimore, Md., assignor to The Load-
ometer Company, BalUmore. Md. Filed Mar. 8. 1916,
Sertal No. 82,980. (CI. 73—23.)

1. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs of upper and lower sills Interposed between the body
and the chassis, a fluid pressure containing element In-
terposed between each pair of sills, sets of springs In-
terposed between each pair of sills on opposite sides of the
respective fluid conUlnlng elements, the latter and the
springs being compressible under the Influence of weight
placed on the body, a yleldable longitudinally split sleeve
embracing each fluid pressure containing element, a gage
carried by the vehicle, and connections between said fluid
containing elements and the gage whereby the weight
placed on the body may be Indicated on the gage.

2. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
palra of upper and lower sills interposed between the body
and the chassis, a fluid pressure conulnlng element Inter-
posed between each pair of sills, yleldable means between
each pair of sills on opposite sides of the respective fluid
pressure containing elements, the Utter and said yleldable
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means being compressible under the Influence of weight
placed on the body, a yleldable longitudinally split sleeve
embracing each fluid pressure conulnlng element, a gage
carried by the vehicle, and connections between the fluid
conulnlng elements and the gage whereby the weight
pUced on the body may be Indicated on the gage.

3. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs of upper and lower longitudinally disposed sills in-
terposed between the body and the chassis on opposite
sides thereof, a fluid pressure conulnlng element Inter-
posed between each pair of sills and which Is compressible
under the Influence of weight placed on the body, a yield-
able longitudinally split sleeve embracing each fluid pres-
sure containing element, springs between each pair of sills,
a gage carried by the vehicle, and ronnectlons between the
fluid conulnlng elements and the gage whereby the weight
placed on the body may be Indicated on the gage.

4. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs of upper and lower longitudinally disposed sills in-
terposed between the body and the chassis on opposite
sides thereof, a fluid pressure conulnlng element inter-
posed between each pair of sills and which Is compressible
under the Influence of weight pUced on the body, yield-
able means separate from the fluid containing elements
between the sills, a yleldable longitudinally split sleeve
embracing each fluid pressure containing element, a gage
carried by the vehicle, and connections between the fluid
containing elements and the gage whereby the weight
pUced on the body may be Indicated on the gage.

5. The combination of a vehicle chassis and a body,
pairs of upper and lower longitudinally disposed sills
Interposed between the body and the chassis on opposite
sides thereof, a fluid pressure conulnlng element inter-
pose<r between each pair of sills and which Is compressible
under the Influence of weight placed on the body, means
between the sills to reinforce the fluid conulnlng ele-
ments In the support of the body, a yleldable longitudi-
nally split sleeve embracing each fluid pressure conUinlng
element, a gage carried by the vehicle, and connections
between the fluid containing elements and the gage where-
by the weight pUced on the body may be Indicated on the
fa«e.

[Claims 6 to 43 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,227,607.

ViCToa,
8TBREOPTICON. Albxakdbk Fbrdisand

Davenport. Iowa, aaslgnor to Victor Anlmato-
graph Company. Davenport,
Iowa. Filed Feb. 26, 1914.
88—26.)

Iowa, a Corporation of
Serial No. 821.121, (CI.

• >
„ .; ,-.?''fA7,

1. In a device of the class described, a housing consist-
ing of concentric Inner and outer perforated shells, a
tapering head dosing the rear end of the housing, a lamp
supported by the tapering head, a frame having lugs se-
cured to the forward end of the housing for securing the
frame and housing together, a slide-holder secured in aald
frame, a cradle in the housing In the rear of the slide-
bolder, and condensing lenses In said cradle.

2. In a device of the class described, a housing consist-
ing of concentric Inner and outer perforated shells, a
tapering head closing the rear end of the houalng, a lamp
supported by the Uperlng head, a frame having lugs se-
cured to the forward end of the housing for securing the
frame and houalng together, a slide-holder secured in said
frame, a cradle In the housing in the rear of the slide-

holder, a pair of condensing lenses In said cradle, and a
plurality of springs supported by the cradle and disposed
relatively to the lenses.

3. In a device of the class described, a housing consist-
ing of concentric Inner and outer perforated shells, a
tapering head closing the rear end of the housing, a Ump
supported by the tapering head, a frame having lugs se-
cured to the forward end of the housing for securing the
frame and housing together, a slide holder secured in said
frame, a cradle In the housing in the rear of the slide-
holder, a pair of condensing lenses In said cradle, and a
plurality of springs supported by the cradle and disposed
reUtively to the lenses ; one of said springs being flat and
others being curved.

4. In a device of the class described, a housing consist-
ing of concentric inner and outer perforated shells, a
Uperlng head closing the rear end of the housing, a Ump
supported by the Uperlng head, a frame having lugs se-
cured to the forward end of the housing for securing the
frame and housing together, a slide-holder secured in said
frame, condensing lenses and a cradle for holding said
lenses consisting of frames In which the lenses are seated,
and a web connecting said frames.

5. In a device of the class described, a housing consist-
ing of concentric inner and outer perforated sheila, a
tapering head closing the rear end of the housing, a lamp
supported by the tapering head, a frame having lugs se-
cured to the forward end of the housing for securing the
frame and housing together, a slide-holder secured in said
frame, condensing lenses and a cradle for holding said
lenses consisting of frames in which the lenses are seated,
a web connecting said frames, a separating spring at-
tached to the web, and curved lens supporting-springs also
atUched to the web.

1,227,608. PLOW ATTACHMENT. ACHlLLn C. VlDfciNB,
Deshotels, La. Filed Oct 26, 1916. Serial No. 127.861.
(CI. 97—26.)

A guide atUcbment for a plow comprising a runner bar
for positioning at the heel of the plow, a guide pUte slid-
able through the runner bar and having a series of holes
arranged In a longitudinal row, a bearing on the bar, a
lever pivotally connected to the bearing, means on the
lever and engageable In any one of the holes for adJusUbly
connecting the plate thereto, a sUtlonary rack on the bar,
and a dog pivoUlly connected to the lever and engageable
with the rack to hold said lever in adjusted position.

1,227,609. MANDREL. Harbv B. Wallace, St. Loula.
Mo. Filed Nov. 9, 1916. Serial No. 130,443. (CL
154—9.)
1. A mandrel tot the formation of tires composed of •

ring circular in cross-section except at the point of pro-
jection therefrom of an arm, the said arm projecting from
the entire circumference of the said ring at one lateral
face thereof and being adapted to serve as a holding and
working surface for part of the aald tire In making.

4. A mandrel for the formation of tires composed of a
ring circular In cross-section except at the point of pro-
jection therefrom of an arm. the said arm projecting from
the entire circumference of the said ring at one side there-
of and being adapted to serve as a holding and working
surface for part of the said tire in making, the said arm
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havlog a ploraltty of shoalders to met a* stops for tb«
matertal useil in making the said tire.

I

6. A mandrel for the formation of tires or tabes com-
posed of a ring haviuK a flange projecting therefrom, the
said flange being adapted to serve as a holding and work-
ing sorface for part of the said tire or tube in making, and
there belns on the interior of the said ring a countersink
for the reception of part of a vaJre to be united with tJ»e

ak) tire or tnbe while the same Is being formed on the
Bid mandrel.

8. A mandrel for the formation of tires composed of a
ring circnlar in cross section harlng an arm proJecClnc
from one side of the said ring, there being a notch at the
Intersection of the inner circumference of the said ring
and the said arm and the said arm being adapted to serve
as a holding and working surface for part of the aald tire

ia making.
[Claims 2. 8, 5, 7, and 9 not printed in the Gasettc]

1,227,510. PNEUMATIC PLAYEJR MECHANISM.
Fra.nk C. Whit«, Merlden, Conn., assignor to The Wil-
cox & White Company, Merlden. Conn., a Corporation of
Connecticut. Filed Jan. 5, 1914. Serial No. 810.290.
(01. 84—168.)

3. In a pneumatic player mechanism, action mechanism
from which air Is to be exhausted, a power exhauster in
communication therewith and arranged to operate at sub-
stantially uniform speed, means for varying the effective
tension within the exhaust chamber without substantially
varying the speed of the power exhauster, said means
comprising a leak passage from atmosphere into the ex-
haust chamber, with means for partially or entirely clos-
ing said leak pa8sa£(> and an equaliser In communicatloo
with said exhanst chamber through said leak passage.

4. In a pneumatic player mechanism, action mechanlaa
from which air Is to be exhausted, a power exhauster In
commuaicatlon therewith and arranged to operate at snb-
Ktantlaily uniform speed, means for varying the effective
teDsion within the exhaust chamber without snbatantlally
varying the speed of the power exhauster, said meana com-
prising a leak pa^wage from atmospkere Into the exhaast
ckamber. with means for partially or entirely closing said
leak passage, an equalizer normally In commualeatloo

with said exhaust chaiiiber through said leak passage,
with means for ahnttlnj; off communication between said
equaliser and said chamber.

[Claims 1, 2, and 5 not printed in the Uaxette.]

1,227,511. FACING TOOL FOR DRESSING VALVB-
SEATS, Ac Thomas B. Williams. Orange, Maais., and
Fba.nk L, Smith. Chicago, 111., assignors to The Leavllt
Machine Company, Orange, Mass., a Corporation of
Massachusetts. File<l Jan. 23. 1915. Serial No. 3,897.
(CI. 90—125.)

nk^_^
1. A valve reseating tool comprising a facing cutter and

a cotter support, the former of which Is mounted on one
side only of the ctitter support to have a turning move-
ment relative thereto and Is freely separable therefrom by
relative movement of the engaging surfaces, and means
on the cutter for operating the same

2. A valve reseating tool comprising two elements hav-
ing a nnlversal connection, one of which elements Is a
cutter support and the other of which Is a facing cutter,
and means on the cutter for operating the same.

3. A tool of the class descrlt>ed oonstrurted to cngags
aod work between two opposed resistance points outside
the tool and including a cutter and a cutter support, a
pivotal connection between the cutter and cntter support
which permits the pivotal movement of the former on the
latter and the bodily movement of the same toward aod
away from the latter.

4. A tool of the class described constructed to engage
two opposed resistance points outside the tool and com-
prising two main members—one of which is a cutter

—

having a universal connection one element of which Is

movable In a direction to vary the distance between said
main members.

6. A tool of the class described constructed to engage
two opposed resistance points outside the tool and com-
prising two main members—one of which is a cutter

—

having a universal connection, and means for adjusting
and holding one element of said connection to vary the
distance between said main members.

[Claims 6 to 42 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227.612. FACINaTOOL FOR DRESSING VALVE-
SKATS. Ac. Thomas B. Williams, Orange, Mass., and
FaaHK L. Smith. Chicago. HI., assignors to The Leavltt
Machine Company. Orange. Mass.. a Corporation of
Massa.husetts. Filed Jan. 2.3, 1916. Serial No. 8,8»8.
(CI. »0— 12.5.)

1. A tool of the class described constructed to enga^.
and work between, two opposed resistance points outside
the tool and rnmprisinK a rotary cutter, a cutter-bar
jointed to vary the general direction of Its inner face to
that »t said cutter, and a nnlverail coBBection between
sakJ cotter and cnrter-bar.
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2. A tool of the class described constructed to engage,
and work between, two opposed resistance surfaces out-
side the tot)l and comprising a rotary cutter, a cutter-bar
having a main section associated with said cutter and an
auxiliary section pivoted to and extending beyond the
main section, and means for shifting said auxiliary sec-
tion to and maintaining It In one of a plurality of ad-
Justed positions relative to the main section and corre-
sponding to different positions of said resistance surfaces.

8. A tool of the class described constructed to engage,
and work between. t«o opposed resistance points outside
the tool and comprising a rotary cutter, a cutter bar hav-
ing n main section and an auxiliary section pivoted to
and extending beyond the main section and shlftable to
dllferent angular positions relative thereto, a universal
connection between said cutter and the main section of
the cutter bar. and cutter-feeding means cooperative with
said main section of the cutter-bar.

4. A tool of the class described constructed to engage,
and work between, t-wo opposed resistance points outside
the tool and comprlslnp a rotary cutter and a cutter-bar
having a main section associated with said cutter for
relative movement substantially In the direction of the
cutting axis and also having an anxlllary section pivoted
to the main section and shlftable to different anjnilar po-
sitions relative thereto and also shlftable with said main
section in the direction of said axis.

5. A tool of the class described constructed to engage,
and work between, two opposed resistance points outside
the tool and comprising a rotary cutter, a cutter bar hav-
lag a main section and an auxiliary section pivoted to
the main section and shlftable to different angular posi-
tions relative thereto, a universal connection between said
cutter and the main section of the cutter-bar, and means
for adjusting and holding one element of said universal
connection to vary the distance between said cutter and
the main section of the cutter-bar.

[Claims 6 to 41 not printed In the Gaiette,]

1,227,513. FACING-TOOL FOR DRESSING VALVE-
SKATS. Ac. Thomas B. Williams, Orange. Mass.. and
Frank L. Smith, Chicago, III., assignors to The Leavltt
Mschlne Company. Orange, Mass.. a Corporation of
Massachusetts. Filed Jan. 23, 1915. Serial No 3 899
(CI. 90—12.5.)
1. A tool of the class described, comprising two main

elements, one of which Is a cutter and Its operating means,
and the other of which Is an associated cutter bar having
connected main and auxiliary sections shlftable to dif-
ferent relative angular positions, said cutter-bar having
means extending from said anxlllary section to a point
on the main se/-tlon outside the work for shifting said
auxiliary section relatively to the main section.

2. A tool of the class described, comprising two main
elements, one of which Is a cutter and Its operating means.

and the other of which is an associated cutter-bar having
main and auxiliary sections relatively movable for \-ary-

ing the general direction of said cutter-bar with respect
to the cutter which is near the inner end of the tool,
said cutter-bar having means extending lengthwise of said
main section from a point outside the work for shlftliig
the at^xlllary section relatively to the main section.

8. A tool of the class described, comprising two main
elements, one of which is a cutter and its operating means,
and the other of which is an associated cutter-bar having
connected main and auxiliary sections shlftable to differ
ent relative angular positions, said cutter-bar having
means extending from said auxiliary 8e<tlon to a point on
the main section outside the work for shifting said aux
lllary section relatively to the main settlon, said means
embodying a slide.

4. A tool of the class described, comprising two main
elements, one of which is a cutter and Its operating means,
and the other of which Is an associated cutter bar having
connected main and auxiliary sections shlftable to differ-
ent relative angular positions, said cutter bar having a
screw feed device extending to a point outside the work
for shifting said auxUlary section relatively to said main
section.

6. A tool of the class described, comprising two main
elements, one of which Is a cutter and Its operating means,
and the other of which is an associated cutter-bar having
connected main and auxiliary sections the latter of which
is shlftable to different positions crosswise of the cotter-
bar, said cutter bar having means on the main section
and extending outside the zone of the work for shifting
said auxiliary section to said positions.

[Claims 6 to 47 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,614. ROTARY CUTTER. Thomas B. Williams,
Orange, Mass., and Fsank L. Smith, Chicago. IlL, a»-
slgnors to The Leavltt Machine Company, Orange,
Mass., a Corporation of Massiichusetts. Filed Jan. 28.
1916. Serial No. 3,900. (CI. 90—12.5.)
1. A tool of the class described, comprising a roUry

cutter head ha^'ng at Its axial center an element of a
universal connection for attaching It to a l)earlng outside
the tool for rotation, a cutter-carrier extending from said
cutter In the plane thereof, and a feed connection be-
tween said cutter head and cutter-cnrrier. the maximum
thickness of said tool being less than half the diameter
of the cntter-head.

2. A tool of the class described, comprising a rotary
cutter-head having at Its axial center an element of a
ball and-socket Joint for attaching It to a bearing out-
side the tool for rotation, a cutter carrier extending from
said cutter In the plane thereof, and a feed connection
between said cutter head and rutt<r-carrler. the maxi-
mum thickness of said tool being less than half the diaa-
eter of the cutter-head.
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S. A tool of the cIsM described, comprising a rotary
disk cutter-head having a clrctilt of cutters at one side
thereof, an element of a ball-and-socket Joint at the axUI
center of the other side thereof for attaching it to a bear-
ing outside the tool for rotation, and a circuit of ratchet-
teeth between the sides of said cutter-head, a cutter-
carrying lerer. and a feed pawl on said leTer coOperatlTe
wlttf said tatchet-teeth. the maximum thickness of said
tool being less than half the diameter of the cutter-bead.

4. A tool of the class described comprising a rotary
cotter head, a carrier therefor having means for turning
said cutter head, and a circuit of adjustable cutters at
one face of said cutter head, said cutters having their
cutting edges In a common plane and adapted to be ad-
Justed to make various angles with each other.

5. In a tool of the class described, the combination with
a rotary cutter-head having means for holding a cutter In
place in any one of a plurality of positions, of a cutter
having a plurality of cutting edges one of which is ser-
rated and adapted to be turned and set with any one of
Its faces In working position.

(Claims 6 to IS not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.227,615. FACING -TOOL FOR DRESSING VALVE-
SEATS, *c. Thomas B. Williams and Fubd A. Dbx-
TBB. Orange. Mass., and Fbank L. Smith, Chicago. 111.,

assignors to The Leavltt Machine Company, Orange,
Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed May 27,
1916. Serial No. 100.220. (CI. 90—12.5.)
1. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter and

an associated cutter-bar having a pivotal connection, said
cutter-bar also having near the cutter a plurality of rela-
tively movable elements for engaging a valve-casing and
holding the cutter-bar to said casing, and means carried
by the cutter-bar to effect relative movement of said hold-
ing elements and also simultaneous movement of the piv-
otal element carried by the cutter-bar relative to said
holding elements.

2. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter and
an associated cutter-bar having a pivotal connection, said
cutter-bar also having near the cutter a plurality of rela-

tively movable elements for engaging the interior of a
valve-casing and holding the cutter-bar to said casing,
and means carried by the cutter-bar to effect relative
movement of said holding elements and also simultaneous
movement of the pivotal element carried by the cutter-bar
relative to said holding elements.

3. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter and
an associated cutter-bar, having a pivotal connection, said
cutter-bar also having near the cutter a plurality of rela*-

tlvely movable holding elements for engaging a valve-

casing and holding the cutter-bar to said casing, and
means carried by the cutter-bar to effect a relative move-
ment of said holding elements and to also simultaneously

move the pivotal element carried by the cutter-bar reU-
tlvely to aatd holding elements in all positions of the latter
to center the pivotal element

4. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter and
an associated cutter-bar having a pivotal connection, said
cutter-bar also having near the cutter a plurality of rela-
tively movable holding elements for encaging a valve-
casing and holding the cutter bar to said casing, and
means carried by the cutter bar and operable from a point
outside the valve-casing to slmulUneously effect relative
movement between said holding elements and relative
movement of a predetermined ratio between the plvoUl
element carried by the cutter-bar and one of said holding
elements in all positions of the latter.

5. A tool of the class described, comprising a cutter and
an associated cutter-bar having a plvoUl connection, said
cutter-bar also having near the cutter a plurality of rela-
tively movable holding elements for engaging a valve-cas-
ing and holding the cotter-bar to said casing, and means
carried by the cutter-bar and operable from a point outside
the valve-casing to slmulUneously effect relative move-
ment between said holding elements and relative move-
ment at a two-to-one ratio between the pivotal element
carried by the cotter-bar and one of said holding elements
In all positions of the latter.

[Claims 6 to 29 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.227,616. DETACHABLE CLOTHES-RACK FOR OP-
ERA-CHAIRS. Emil E. Y»Li!f»K. Clutler. Iowa. Filed
Jan. 25, 1916. Serial No. 4,368. (CI. 166—26.)

In a device of the class described, brackets provided
with resilient hooks adapted to engage the top and side
edges respectively, of a chair back near the upper corners
thereof, a ring loosely pivoted in each bracket to allow
said bracket to be adjusted to the shape of the chair back,
a transverse rack member having Its ends curved from a
central pwlnt toward the chair and having Its ends bent to
extend In parallel relation toward the chair back, the ends
of said extensions having openings therein adapted to
rotatably receive said rings, and means for limiting the
pivotal movement of the extensions with relation to the
brackets.

-^^fr
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1.227.617. SPEEDOMETER - PINION BRACKET.
Anthony a. Yocum. North St. Paul, Minn. FUed Dec
1, 1916. SerUl No. 184,498. (CI. 74 7 )

1. In a speedometer pinion bracket, the combination of
a support, a reversible fork hinged to said support and
terminating in a pinion mounting, and a spring between
said support and said fork for holding the pinion carried
In said fork In mesh with the gear with which it operates.

2. In a speedometer pinion bracket, the combination of
a support, a hinged meml)er carried thereon adapted to
support a speedometer pinion, a stop on said support for
limiting the motion of said fork In one direction, and
spring means between said fork and said support for nor-
mally maintaining said fork against said stop.

3. In a speedometer pinion bracket, the combination of
a support, a fork hinged thereto and adapted to carry in
• Journal connection a speedometer pinion, a stop limit-
ing the motion of the hinged connection between said sup-
port and said fork and adapted to be mounted on either
side of said support, and spring means adapted to hold
said fork against said stop.

1,227,618. COKE OVEN. Elmeb J. Cbossin. Jollet 111
Filed Sept 26. 1915. SerUl No. 62,691. (Cl. 202-^9.)

1. A coke producing structure, comprising a long nar-
row coke oven, a regenerator heater of substantially the
same length as and located directly beneath the oven a
row of combustion chambers vertically arranged along
the two longitudinal side walls of the oven, ports extend-
ing laterally in both directions from the upper part of the
regenerator Into the lower ends of the combustion cham-
bers, means for periodically supplying gaseous fuel to all
of the combustion chambers at both sides of the oven and
means for controlling supply of air to and through the re-
generator to all of the combustion chambers.

2. A coke producing structure, comprising a lonR nar-
row coke oven, a regenerator heater of substantially the
same length as and located directly beneath the oven and
divided Into Individual sections by transverse walls, said
sections diminishing in slse from the outer to the other
end of the regenerator, an Independent air passage for
each of the sections, a valve box at the outer end of the
regenerator to which all of the air passages connect afford-
ing direct communication of each passage to the atmos
phere, a row of combustion chambers vertically arranged

along the two longitudinal side walls of the oven, porta
connecting each section of the regenerator to some of the
combustion chambers at both sides of the oven and means
for supplying gaseous fuel simultaneously to all of the
combustion chambers.

3. A coke producing structure, comprising a long nar-
row coke oven, a regenerator heater of substantially the
same length as and located directly beneath the oven and
divided Into two parts by a centrally located transverse
wall, each part being divided into sections of decreasing
capacity from the outer to the Inner ends, a valve box at
each outer end of the regenerator and adapted to be
opened to the atmosphere, an Independent passage extend-
ing frem the valve boxes to each of the regenerator sec-
tions, combustion chambers arranged along the two longi-
tudinal side walls of the oven, ports connecting the regen-
erator to all of the combustion chambers and means for
supplying a gaseous fuel simultaneously to all of the com-
bustion chamt>er8.

4. A coke producing structure, comprising long nar-
row coke ovens arranged in parallel order, a regenerator
heater the same length as and located directly beneath
each oven, and divided Into Individual sections by trans-
verse walls, an Individual air passage for each section, a
valve box at the outer end of each regenerator and adapted
to be opened to the atmosphere, separate air passages for
the sections of the regenerators connecting the sections of
each regenerator to Its valve box. combustion chamber*
arranged along the two sides of the ovens, ports connect-
ing the upper part of each regenerator to the combustion
chambers of its superimposed oven and means for periodi-
cally supplying a gaseous fuel to all of the combustion
chambers of alternate ovens.

6. A coke producing structure, comprising a long nar- ,

row regenerator divided Into Individual sections by trans-
verse walls, a separate passage adapted to be opened to
the atmosphere for each section of the regenerator, a coke
oven located above the regenerator, a. series of combus-
tion chambers at each side of the oven and ports connect-
ing each section of the regenerator to some of the com-
bustion chambers.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.227,619. TYP&WRITING-MACHINE LINB-SPACINO
MECHANISM. Jbsss Albx^indih. New York, N. T.
Original application filed May 22, 1912, Serial No.
698.879. Divided and this application filed Mar 20
1915. Serial No. 16,764. (a. 197—114.)

1. In a typewriter line spacing device, a carriage end
plate, a platen shaft rotatable therein, a pUten mounted
on said shaft, a spring pressed spacing lever pivoted at
one side of the carriage plate, an adjusting lever pivoted
at the opposite side of the carrUge plate, a ratchet secured
on the end of the platen, a spring pressed pawl plvoUlly
mounted on the spacing lever for engagement with said
ratchet and provided with an extension projecting across
to the opposite side of the carriage plate Into the plane
of the adjusting lever thereat and stops limiting the ex-
tent of movement of the spacing lever.

2. In a typewriter line spacing device, a carriage end
plate, a platen shaft rotatable therein, a platen mounted
on said shaft, a spring pressed spacing lever pivoted atone side of the carriage plate, an adjusting lever pivoted
at the opposite side of the carriage plate, a ratchet se
cured on the end of the platen, a spring pressed pawl plv-
otally mounted on the spacing lever for engagement with
said ratchet and provided with an extension projecting
across to the opposite side of the carriage plate Into the
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plane of the adjusting lever thereat, a stup lug on the
spacing lever extending across the top oi the carriage

plate and shoulders on said carriage plate arranged (or

engagement by said lag to limit the movement of the spac-
ing lever.

3. In a typewriter line spacing device, a carriage end
plate, a platen shaft rotatable therein, a platen on said

shaft, a ratchet on the end of said platen, a spacing lever

pivoted at the inside of the carriage plate along side said

ratchet, a spring pressed pawl pivoted on said spadng
lever having a tooth extending laterally into engagement
with the teeth of the ratchet and an ansrular portion ex-

tending across the top of the carriage plate and an adjust-
ing lever pivotally iiiipported at the outside of the carria^
plate having a portion extending above the top of the
carriage plate and into the path of movement of the an-
gularly extending portion of the spring pressed pawl.

1.227.520. COMPOv'ilTE SHEET. Edward H. Akoim.
Quincy. Mass. P1K-<I Mar. 1, 1912. Serial No. 680.846.

(a. 154—60.)

n^^^^
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1,227.626. RAIL-CLIP. Habht L. Botli, Oakland, Cal.
Filed Feb. 8. 1917. Serial No. 147,487. (CI. 288—4.)

1. A rail clip comprising, in combination with the croaa
tie, a body portion adapted to be positioned ander the
rail, lugs on each end of said body portion adapted to

embrace the base of aald rail, and forwardly extending
holding means adapted to be driven into the side of

the tie.

4. A rail clip comprising a flat body portion adapted to

b« positioned under the rail, a tapered splice and a rail

embracing clip formed integrally on each end of said body
by means of a diagonal cut, said spike being bent down-
wardly and then forwardly of said body portion to en-

gage the cross tie and said clips being bent upwardly to

engage the flanges of the rail.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227,527. COAL-SCUTTLE. ALsaiT H. BaowN. Grand
Rapids, Mich. Filed Dec. 13, 1910. Serial No. 66.641.

(a. 220—36.)
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2. A hollow mm comprtdlnff a Rkaok, a conical ntcr-

nally ^ooved ta«ad, mttprM In th« grooves, a clamping

liav with a central longltadlnally groor*^ rec««M. fitting

aroand the bead, with the cutten engaged In tta<> groove*,

and a clamping nut screwed on the bead and bearing

against the ring to clanip the same on the catters.

1.227.534. MEANS FOR MAKINO PAPER SPOONS.
AixXAUvmn J. FnANKLAND, Tropico, Cal., assignor, by

direct and mesne assignments, to Leo D. Jaroby, Los

Angeles, Cal. Piled May 9, 1016. SerUl No. 96,447.

(CT. 18—19.)

In means for making paper spoons, dies adapted to

eoact to form from a blank of paper a spoon having a

grooved shank connecting the handle to the bowl of the

spoon, one of said dies being provided with a slot therein,

springs arranged In the slot, and a block having a groove

therein and fitted in the slot and supported by the

springs so as to normally extend beyond the slot, and the

ether of said dies being provided with a poan«leil pro-

jection adapted to fit in saii groove and form the grooved

shank uf the paper spoon, said block being adapted to

yield when said projection strikes the portion of paper
blank on the block, and the formation of the groove in

aid shank being fnlly completed when said block is

pressed down into said slot, substantially as described.

1,227,836. PERMUTATION-LOCK. LODia M. Oanir,

West Park, Ohio. Filed Joly 14, 1916. Serial No.

109^43. (CI. 70—«4.)

1. A bolt locking mechanism as described comprising

a casing and a slldable bolt therein, a shaft provided

with a wing adapted to make locking engagement with

said bolt, and a series of depr«aslble Individual key

members in said casing, said shaft having lateral projec-

tions adapted to be engaged by said key members and

to rotate aald shaft In one direction or tbe other accord-

ing to their position in the casing.

2. A device as described comprising a casing and a
bolt slldable within limits therein, a shaft rotatably

mounted In said casing above said bolt and provided

with a wing adapted to engage the bolt at different points

and lock the nme against movement, and means to ro-

tate said shaft in a step-by-step movement In opposite

directions.

3. A bolt locking device comprising a casing and a
slldable bolt therein having ahooldered recesses In Its

top and a shaft having a wing adapted to engage in said

recesses and a plurality of lateral prt)Jections between Its

ends. In combination with a plurality of depressible key

members mounted In said casing relatively on opposite

ides of said shaft and adapted to engage said projections

and rotate said shaft limited distances to one side or the

ether according to their location.

4. A slldable bolt and a casing therefor, a rotatable

shaft In aald casing over the said bolt provided with a

wing adapted to engage and lock tbe bolt and having a

aerion of scattered projections between Its ends, and de-

pre«dble key nembera provided with stems extending
into said casing on opp<fsite sides of said abaft and
adapted each to engage one of said projections and rotate
tbe shaft according to the position thereof in tbe casing.

5. A casing and a slldable bolt therein having a pin
rallty 'of receats in Its top. a rotatable shaft In aald

casing over said bolt and having a wing adapted to en-

gage in said recesses, means to rotate said shaft in a
step by -step operation, snd a collar fixed on tbe aald shaft

and constructed to make frictlonal engagement with the

inside of said casing and hold the shaft to exact rota-

tions.

1.32 7. S3 6. PHONOGRAPH CABINET. SraPHBN L.

Habtmak, FiUmore. Cal. Filed Feb. 24, 1016. Serial

No. 80,183. (CI. 211—16)

j#>

1. in a phonograph cabinet having side walls with
vertical grooves, the combination of a record chamber
comprising a slldable panel, lateral pins at the lower

corners thereof adapted to slide In said grooves, a pair

of legs hinged to the upper corners of said panel, a rec-

ord container mounted on the Inner face of said panel,

and means for locking said panel in closed and open
positions.

2. A phonograph cabinet having side walls with verti-

cal grooves, tbe combination of a record chamber com-

prising a slldable panel, lateral pins at the lower corners

thereof adapted to slide in said grooves, a pair of legs

hinged to the upper corners of said panel and adapted
when the record chamber Is closed, to lie flat and parallel

Higainst said side walla, a record container provided with

a plurality of parallel slots mounte<l on the Inner face

of aald imnel. and means for automatically locking aald

panel In closed and open i>osltlons.

3. In a phonograph cabinet having side walls, the

combination of a record chamber oomprlslDg a slldable

panel, means at the lower corners thereof in permanent
connection with said side walls and adapted to move
vertically along said side walls, a pair of legs hinged to

the upper comers of said panel, a record container

mounted on the inner face of said panel, and means for

locking said panel In open position. '

4. In a phonograph cabinet having side walls, tbe

combination of a record chamber comprising a vertical

panel, means mounted thereon In permanent connection

with said side walls and vertically movable thereon, a
pair of legs blnge<l to the upper corners of said panel, and
a record container mounted on the Inner face of said

panel, whereby, when said panel is moved into open posi-

tion, said container will be on tbe upper face of said

panel.

1,227,587. TEXTILE MACHINE. Bdoar F. Hathaway
and CHAitLaa Lea, Boston. Masa., assignors to Am«1-
can Warp Drawing Machine Company, a Corporation

of Maine. Filed May 12, 1910. Serial No. 560,802.

(O. 13»—04.)
1. In a machine for selecting and positioning detached,

tliread-recelvlng loom elements, tbe combination with a

fixed guiding member for a series of such elements of a

support for said series movable relatively to said fixed

member.
2. In a machine for selecting and positioning detailed,

thread-receiving loom elements, the combiaatlon with a

holding device of a facing device for facing the indivldaal

elementa and a drawing In device acting between the
holding device aod the facing device.

5. In a machine for Selecting and positioning deUched,
thread receiving loom elements, the combination with a
holding device of a conveying worm and a drawing in
needle and means for reciprocating the needle In a path
located between the holding device and the worm.

4. In a machine for selecting and positioning detached,
thread-receiving loom elements, the combination with
means for holding a series of such loom elements, and a
releasing device, such releasing device acting an a sup
port for the series.

6. In a machine for aelecUng and positioning detached,
thread -receiving loom elements, the comlilnation with
means for holding a series of such loom elements, a re-
leasing device, such releasing device acting as a support
for the series, and an addlUonal anxlllary underlying
support for the series.

ICUlms 6 to 89 not printed la the Oaiette.]

1,227.538. FLEXIBLE ELECTRICAL CONDUIT. Cocbt-
WBT HTDa, Brooklyn. N. X.. assignor to Russel rfart
New York. N. T.. Courtney Hyde. Brooklvn. N. Y.. and
Joseph T. Monell, Jersey City, N. J.. Copartners do-
lug bu&lness as Alphaduct Company. Jersey City, N. J
Filed Mar. 15, 1916. Serial No. 84.298. <C1. 247 4.)

''1

> I

:ia

1. A coDdnlt embodying a longitudinally folded layer
of flat fahrir compoaed of longitudinally extending flexible
eleoMnts interwoven with transversely arranged semi-
flexible elements.

2. A coodalt embodying s lining of folded fabric com
posed of interwoven transversely arranged semi-flexible
and longitudinally extending flexible elementa. said seml-
flexlble elements being bent Inwardly near their ex-
tremities.

8. A conduit embodying a tube compoaed of a series of
rings of aeml-flexlble material interwoven with longitu-
dinal members of flexible material.

4. In an electrical conduit, the combination of an Inner
tube conalstlng of a longitudinal folded layer of flat
fabric composed of longitudinally extending flexible ele
ments Interwoven with transversely arranged seml-flexlble
elements, a layer of compound applied to the outer surface
thereof, a Jacket of textile fabric covering the same and
an outer coating of compound

1.227.580. LIQUID LEVEL REGULATING DEVICE.
FtUMK P. iLLaur, Detroit. Mich. Piled Nov. 7. 1014.
Serial No. 870.762. (Cl. 137—104.)
1. A liquid level regulating device comprising a com-

partment, an inlet pipe depending from the top thereof,
to a point substantUlly at the desired level of the liquid!
a float guided by Raid inlet pipe, there being provided be-
twwn said pipe and float a longitudinal channel for the
gravitatioB of sediment, and a valve carried by aald floal

and adapted to extend Into and seat In the outlet of said
inlet pipe.

2. A liquid level regulating device comprising a com-
partment, an inlet pipe of angular cross section depending
from the top thereof a float guided by aald pipe and a
valve carried by said fleat and adapted to seat in'the out-
let of aald Inlet pipe.

8. A liquid regulating device comprising a compart-
ment, an Inlet pipe depending from the top thereof, a float
surrounding and guided by said inlet pipe said float and
pipe constructed to provide longitudinal channels there-
Iwtween and a valve carried by said float and adapted to
seat in the outlet of the inlet pipe.

4. A liquid level regulating device comprising a com-
partment, an Inlet pipe depending from the top thereof, a
float surrounding and guided by said Inlet pipe and a
valve carried by said float and adapted to seat in the out-
let of the Inlet pipe, said Inlet pipe being of angular erosa
section to provide channels between the outer surface
thereof and the said float.

5. A fluid level regulating device comprising a com-
partment, an Inlet pipe depending from the top thereof, a
tube telescoplcaUy engaging said pipe, there being pro-
vided between aald tube and pipe longitudinal approxi-
mating surfaces and channels therebetween, a valve car-
rled by said tube adapted to peat in the ©uUet of said
inlet pipe, and a float mounted on said tube.

1.227,540. SYSTEM FOR CONTEOLLING THE LEV-
ELS OP LIQUIDS. OWBN MAaaHALi. JoNaa. New
York, N. Y. Piled May 2, 1013. Serial No. 766.177.
(CL 187—101.)

1. In a system of controlling the feeding of fluid to con-
tainers from which the fluid is consumed, the combina-
tion with a container, of means for uutomaticalJy control-
ling the starting and stopping of tbe feed, nuiDual means
for controlling the amount of feed located betweca the
container and the automatic means for starting and atop-
plng the feed, and auxiliary automatic meauR for control-
ling and delivering fluid in excess of the normal amount
required in the conUlner.

2. In a Bystem of controlling the feeding of fluid to con-
tainers from which the fluid is consumed, the combination
with a container, of means for aatomatically controlUag
the starUng and stopping of the feed, means for t«atrictln«
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the flow to the container located between the container
and the means for aatomatlcally controlling the starting
and stopping of the feed, and anxiliary automatic means
for controlling and delivering fluid in excess of the nor-
mal amount required in the container.

8. In a system of controlling the feeding of fluid to con-
tainers from which the fluid la consumed, the combination
with a container, of two automatic valves controlling the
feed, one for controlling the starting and stopping of the
feed, and the other for controlling the excess of fluid
required.

4. In a system of controlling the feeding of fluid to con-
tainers from which the fluid Is consumed, the combination
with a container, of two automatic valves controlling the
feed, one for controlling the starting and stopping of the
feed, and the other for controlling the excess of fluid

required, and manual means for cootrolling the amount
•of feed located between the container and the said two
aatomatlc valves.

6. In a system of controlling the feeding of fluid to con-
tainers from which the fluid is consumed, the combination
with a container, of a feed pipe for feeding fluid directly
to the container, a by-pass from one point of the feed
pipe to another succeeding point In the feed pipe, an auto-
matically operated valve located In the by-pass to control
the starting and stopping of the feed when the passage
through the direct feed pipe Is cut oflT between the points
at which the by-pass connects with the direct feed pipe,
and manual means located In the said by-pass between
the container and the automatic means for starting and
•topping the feed for regulating the amount of feed
through the by-paas.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,541. BELT TIOHTENEH AND SPRBADBH. Ja-
cob Kaplan, Chicago, 111., assignor to A. C. K. Belting
Co., Chicago, m., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Jan.
4, 1917. Serial No. 140,493. (Cl. 04—8.)

^-;a\V^'' .££
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exteiid«d b< ( we»ij tbe frylladers : t casing istrrpoMd la the
ptpe ; ao air enpply for the casing; a fn^l sopply for tb«
eaalac : vatrea reirtrolHBg the air supply and th« fvel aap-

ply ; a bracket od one cylinder ; a rod alldabl* In the

bracket and harlng a ahoc ; a apring ioterpoaed l>«tw«eD

the bracket and the shoe ; mrans for connecting tbe rod
with the yalves ; a shaft operatively connected with tb«
platen 8tractur« ; and an expansible wheel on the shaft
and coactlog with tbe shoe.

(Claim 4 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1^27^7. GBINDIKG - WHEEL 8TAND. Klmb P.
LaxANDsa, LewlatowD, Pa., aaaignor to Jamaa H.
Mann Company. Lewlstowa. Pa. Filed Apr. 2T, 1010.
BerUl No. »8,»M, (CL 61—T.)

1. A grinding wheel stand inclndlng a hollow t>a8« pro-

Tided at one aide with an Inlet ; a hood carried by tbe

Inlet ; a grinding wheel journaled on the stand and
ahleided by the hood ; an upstandiDg deflector hinged at
its lower end to the hood and adapted at Ita upper end to

cooperate with the periphery of tbe whe«l, tbe deflector

being morable at Its upper end toward and away from the

periphery of tbe wheel ; and means cofiperatlng with the
deflector and with the hood for holding the npper end of

the deflector In adjaated positions with reapect to the
periphery of the grinding wheel.

2. In a device of tbe class described, a stand ; a grind-

ing wheel joomaled thereon ; a hood hinged to the stand
for swinging morement toward and away from the wheel
In a direction parallel to tbe plane In which the wheel
rotates ; and a tool rest mounted to swing on the stand
Into and out of operative relation to the wheel In a direc-

tion snbatantlally at right angles to the plane In which the

wheel rotates and adapted to coOperate with the wheel
'

when the hood la swung backwardlr away from the

wheel, the hood eonstltntlng a stop engaging the rest to

prevent the rest from swinging against the wheel when >

the k«o4 la swaoff vpwarATy tato operative relation te
the w%eel, and the hoed eonstltuting a rec^ptarie fee
Mteiial detached from the wheel by tbe tool on the reet,

wben the hood is swung backwardly away from the wbeeL

1.227,S48. SAFETY - RAZOB AND HAIR - CUTTER.
GaoacK J. Cariasi^, CMeago, 111., assignor of one-half
to Carver W. Barber. Chicago, 111., and one-balf to

Utility Development & Sales Company. Chicago, 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Feb. 21, 1916. Srrial

No. 7a.741. (€1. ao—12.)

1. A device of the character detcribed comprising a pair

of companion members plvotally connected for swinging
movement relative to each other and having handle por-
tions, one of said members t>eing formed with a V-shaped
opening at a point remote from the pivotal connectlos
thereof with the other member and also provided with g
slot extending laterally from one wall of the opening and
communicating wltb said opening and a lug carried by the
other member for regiatration wltb the opening and having
a hook forming .n keeper for insertion within said opening
te took within the slot on the movement of the haa41e
portlona of the members Into lateral aHnenent with each
other.

2. A device of the character de»crit>ed comprising a pair

of companion members plvotally connected for swinging
movement relative to each other and having handle por-
tions, one of aald members being formed with a V-shaped
opening at a point remote from the pivotal connection
thereof with the other member and also provided with a

slot extending laterally from one wall of the opening and
communicating with «ald opcniog, a lug carried by the
other member for registration with the opening and hav-

ing a hook forming -a keeper for Insertion within said

opening to lock within the slot on tbe movement of the
handle portions of tbe members into lateral allnem«>nt

wltb each other, and guard teeth cut into edgea adjacent
each other of the members for exposing a cutting blade

when clamped between said members.

1^7,549. aGARETTB-MACHlJfE. Lawrbwci M. Orv
tUM, San Francisco. Cal.. assignor to Liggett 4 Myen
Tobacco Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of New
Jersey. FUed Mar. 18. 1914. Sertal No. 8«8,»09.

(CL 181—6.)

u se

1. la a maefalae of the clasa described, la corablaatlon,

a tobacco hopper having a alot In the bottom thereof, a
mold open at one end and having separated mold parte, a
belt harlag a eoatlnnons variable aMveaMot loagltudtaally

at said slot In tbe directlo* of the op^n rod of said mold,
a roller adjacent aald mold aronnd which said belt paaaea,

a second roller disposed over said first roller for com-
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preasiag the toba«oo in the form of a ribbon and directing
the rf«»f.D Into the opea end of tbe nold. a wovahle mold
part. mMDf^ f*r re. tprocatloi: saM movatile mold part be^
tweea saki aeparated mold parts. Raid aMvaMe port oper-
ating to shear a length of tobacco from the ribbon and
condense the same acroas tbe flat side of tbe ribbon and
co«perating with onp or tbe ether of said separated
mold parts to fompres* the tstoaoco Into a rod, means for
holding the cigarette caocs to be flUed. and means for
ejecting the compressed tobacco from the mold into the
cases.

2. In a cigarette machine. In comtjinatlon, a pair of
mold parts, a movable mold part, means for moving said
movable mold part to cooperate with said first named
mold parts alternately and compress a portion of tbe to-

bacco, feeding mechaniam for uninterruptedly feedlag the
tobacco into tbe mold, said feeding mechaalhm having
neans for increaalitg the velocity of the feed when aald
movable mold part is pres.sing the tobacco agaia.st one of
said pair of mold parts.

3. In a cigarette machine. In combination, a mold com-
prising a pair of mold parts and a movable mold part,
meana for mevlog said movable mold part In rofiperate
wltb said first named mold parts alternately to compress
a portion of the tobacco, feeding mechanltim for feeding
tbe tobacco Into the mold, said feeding mechanism having
means for Increasing the velocity of the feed when aald
movable mold part is pressing the tobacco against one of
aald pair of mold parts.

4. In a cigarette machine. In combination, a mold in-

cluding a movable mold part, means for moving said mov-
able mold part to coaperatt- with said first named mold
parts alternately to compress a portion of the tot>acco,
feeding mechanism for feeding the tobacco Into the mold,
•aid tobacco feeding mechanism Including a pair of con
stantly rotating rollera adjacent the said mold between
which the tobacco passes, and means for varying the
speed of rotation of said rollers.

5. In a cigarette machine, in combination, a pair of
rollers for pressing and advancing the tobacco into the
mold, meaas for constantly rotating said rollers. Including
oUiptlcal geara for driving aald rollers alternately at a
klsh speed of rotation and a slow apeed of rotation, and
a BM>vabi« n>old part, n>oving transversely to the direction
•f the tottacco moving into the mold, for compreasing the
tobacco In the mold, aad means for moving said movable
meld part across the path of tobacco when aaJd rollers are
Bovlng at their slow speed of rotation.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

iJi27,W0. VIUXG APPUAKCE. Hamt J. Hick. AJ-
lianoe. Ohio. FUed July 28. 1814. Serial S«. 852,600.
(CI. 46—2.)

1. A filing case laciudiag similar base and cover sec-
Uoas with guiding hinge connections for swinging and
ahlfting the cover section upon the base section, a plural-
ity of hinged boldera moonted in the case having their
hinged ends dei>eoding from a pivotal connection with the
rear end of the cover K'ction, and meanH for sopporting
aad goldiog the free ends of the holders upward and for-
ward £rom within the baae section over the forward rim

thereof inctodtng spriag supported tracks harlas tttetr

f«'rward e^ds plrnted te tbe baae •eetlosi and their rear
eads adapted to rest npon tbe bottom thereof.

S. A flUag ease tadadlng almilar baae and cover oee-
tlons with guiding hinge connectioos for swinging end
ahlfting the cover section npoa the t>a8e section, a plural-
ity of binged holders mounted in the case having their
hinged ends depending from a pivotal connection with the
rear epd of the cover section, and means for supporting
and guiding the free ends of the holders npward and for-

ward from within the base section over the forward rim
thereof Including spring sunport«d jointed tracks having
their forward ends pivoted to the base section and their
rear ends adapted to reat upon the bottom thereof.

3. A filing caae Inclndlng similar base aad cover sec-

tions with guiding hinge connections for swinging and
shifting the cover section upon the base seiction, a plural-
ity of hinged holders mounted In the case having their
hinged ends depending from a pivotal connection with the
rear end of the cover section, a Crame having its rear end
pivoted to the rear end of the lower bolder, and means for

supporting and guiding the free end of the frame upward
and forward from within the base section over the for-

ward rim thereof including spring supported tracks hav-
ing their forward ends pivoted to the base section and
the rear ends adapted to rest upon the bottom thereof.

4. A filing case Including almilar base and cover aec-

tlona with guiding hinge connections for swinging and
shifting the cover section upon the baae section, a plural-

ity of hinged holders mounted Ln the case harlag their

hinged ends depending from a pivotal connection with
the rear end of the cover section, a frame having its rear
end pivoted to the rear end of the lower holder, and
means for supporting and guiding the free end of tbe
frame upward and forward from within tbe base oectloD
over the forward rlra thereof Including spring oupported
Jointed tracks having their forward ends pivoted to the
base section and the rear ends adapted to rest upon the
bottom thereof.

5. A filing case Including similar base and cover aec-

tions with guiding hinge connections for swinging and
shifting the cover section upon the base section, a plural-

ity of hinged holders mounted in the case having their

hinged ends depending from a pivotal connection with the
rear end of the cover section, means for supporting and
guiding the free ends of the holders upward and forward
from within the ba.se section over the forward rim thereof

including tracks having their forward ends pivoted to the
base section, and means for thrusting tbe tracks upward
for elevating and sustaining the hinged ends of the
holders.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.l

1,227,551. INTERNAL-COMPUPTION FNOTNE. Hax-
old Edgar Montagte, Philadelphia. Pa , assignor of
flfty-five one-hundred ths to David Kraus, New York,
N. Y. Filed ScpL 29, 1916. Sertal No. 122,«11. (CI.
128—62.)

1. The combination of an Internal combustion engine,

A carbureter, and a heat transformer, the heat trans-
former being BO constructed as to raise the temperature of
the carbureted air to the cracking point.

2. The combination of an internal combustion engine,
a carbureter, and a heat transformer, the heat trans-
former being so constructed as to raise the temperature
of the carbueted air to the cracking point, which Is ac-
complished at approximately a temperature of 1000 de-
grees Fahrenheit.

3. In an internal combustion engine and in combination
with the cylinders thereof, a carbureter, a heater for the
mixture produced in said carbureter, aald beater eoaalstlac
of an elongated chamber commnnlcatlag with tbe car-
bureter and Inclosed within the exhaust compartment and
means to discharge the exbanst gases from tbe engine
into said compartment at a pluralltr of ports dUtrlbuted
along the chaaibCT.

4. Id an internal corabnatlon engine asd in coaablnatS«B
with the cylinders thereof, an Intake maalfokl having
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branches connected to the Inlet ports of the cylinders and
a downward extension, an exhaust manifold having
branches i<urrounding the said branches of the Intake
manifold and embracing the discharge ports of the said
cylinders and also a downward extension snrroanding the
downward extension of the intake manifold and termi-

nating In a discharge adjacent the Inlet to the downward
extension of the Intake manifold, a carbureter connected
to the extension of the Intake manifold exteriorly of the
extenalon of the exhaust manifold, a fuel feed pipe for
the carbureter, a hot air chamber in the upper portion of
the exhaust manifold, and a connection between the hot
air chamber and the inlet side of the carbureter.

1.227,652. OHE-SKPARATOR. Josbph S. Mobkison,
Wallport, Oreg. PUed Sept. 9. 1915. Serial No. 49 831

'

(CL 83—71.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a hopper, a housing located under the hopper, a
vertically stacked series of baffle plates spaced apart in
said housing, an endless carrier-belt having a portion dis-

posed to extend vertically along the Inner edges of said
stack of baffle plates, the latter being Inclined so as to
discharge against said vertical portion of the belt, an
electromagnet located adjacent the inner side of said ver.-

tlcal portion of said belt, means for energizing the elec-
tromagnet, and means for driving said, belt, so arranged
as to cause said vertical portion of the belt to travel
upward.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a vertically stacked series of baffle platea spaced
apart, an endless carrier-belt having a portion disposed
to extend vertically along the inner edges of said stack
of baffle plates, the latter being inclined so as to discharge
against said vertical portion of the belt, an electromagnet
located adjacent the Inner side of said vertical portion of
said belt, means for energizing the electromagnet, and
means for driving said belt, so arranged as to cause said
vertical portion of the belt to travel upward.

1.227.558. PLURAL LAMP - SOCKET. Adolph C.
Rbckeb, OakvUle, Conn., assignor to Waterbury M'FO
Co.. Waterbury. Conn., a CorporaUon. Filed Mar. 2,
1917. Serial No. 151.960. (CI. 173—335.)
1. A plural lamp-socket having an axlally divided body

made in two half-parts each having a stem and two cor-
responding chambers, and means for securing the said
parts together.

5. In a plural lamp-socket the combination with a
chambered body therefor, of a screw-plug shell, and two
lamp-receptacle screw-shells standing at an angle with
respect to each other, and adapted to be located within

the said chambered body and made Integral with each
other and each furnished at a point opposite their integral
connection with Integral arms for their connection with
the said screw-plug shell.

[Claims 2 to 4. 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasctte.]

1.227,554. PLD8HINO DEVICE. Josbph W. Sharp, Jr.,
Berwyn. and Albert E. Bacon, Oermantown. Pa., as-
signors to Hainfs. Jones A Cadhury Incoriwrated. a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Feb. 24, 1910
Serial No. 545.569. (Cl. 4—28.)

1. la combination with a water closet bowl and a
hinged seat, hinge posts adapted to malnUln the hinge
axis at a point a substantial distance above the horizontal
plane of the seat, a chambered l)ody having water Inlet
and discharge apertures and a valve-controlled port
therebetween, a spring-actuated seat actuating valev con-
trolling rod projecting from the chambered body, above the
top of the bowl, and a strut engaged between the hinge
posts and the chambered body, as and for the puri>ose
specified.

2. In combination with a water closet bowl and a hinged
seat, hinge posts supported on the bowl structure, said
posts adapted to maintain the hinge axis above the hori-
zontal plane of the seat, a chambered body outside the
bowl structure, said body having water Inlet and dis-
charge apertures and a valve controlled port therebetween,
a spring-controlled valve and seat actuaUng rod project-
ing from the chambered body, a cross-rod between the
hlnce posts and a strut connected between said rod and
the chambered body.

1.227,655. CHIME -CLOCK. Thomas W. Shbphbbd,
Waltham. Mass. Filed Dec. 10, 1918. Serial No.
806342. (Cl. 68—13.)
1. In s chime clock, a plurality of tubes, hammers

therefor, actuating levers for the hammers, an adjustable
means providing in each adjusted position Independent
lever engaging element.^, independent means for actuating
the levers, said independrnt means being adjustable to
vary Its effect upon the levern.

2. In a chime-clock, the combination with a plurality
of tubes and hammers therefor, and pivoted actuatlng-
levers connected with said hammers, of a rock-shaft bear-
ing projections for engaclng said actuatlng-levers. a link
loosely connected with said rock shaft, a pivoted arm
to which said link Is plvotally connected, a tappet-arm
connected with Mid arm and a gear-wheel having pins for
engagiBg said tappet arm, substantially as described.
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3. In a chlme-cloek, the combination of a plurality of
tubes and hammers therefor, pivoted actuatlag-levers con-
nected with said hammers, a routable cylinder having
projections for engaging said actnatlng-levers below their
pivots and a rock-shaft bearing projections arranged to
engage said actuatlng-levers above their pivots, and means
to rock said shaft, subsUntially as described.

4. In a chime clock, a plurality of tubes, hammers
therefor, actnating levers for the hammers, means oper-
ated by the clock gears for actuating the levers, and inde-
pendent means actuated by the clock gear for also actuat-
ing the levers.

5. In a chime clock, a plurality of tubes, hammers
therefor, actnating levers for the hammers, means oper-
ated by the clock gears for actuating the levers, and inde-
pendent means actuated by the clock gear f6r also sctuat-
Ing the levers, each of said means being manually adjust-
able to vary the effect of the lever actuation.

1,227.556. ROCKER FRAME FOR GRINDINQ-WHEELS
AND THE LIKE. Edward P. Armstbono, Portland
Oreg. FUed Sept. 9. 1915. Serial No. 49,830. (Cl'
76—«0.)

1. In a device of the character described, a supporting
member, co-planar rocker arms each having a segmental
portion rockably supported at one end from said support-
ing member, a supporting head pivoted to the outer ends
of said rocker arms at the center of curvature of the
latter.

2. In a device of the character described, a supporting
member, co-planar rocker arms each having a segmental
portion rockably supported at one end from said support-
ing member, a supporting head pivoted to the outer ends
Of said rocker arms at the center of curvature of the
latter, a wheel bearing carried by said supporting head.

3. In a device of the character described, a supporting
Dipmber, co-pIanar rocker arms each having a segmental
portion rockably supported pt one end from said support-
ing member, a supporting head pivoted to the outer ends
of said rocker arms at the center of curvature of the lat-
ter, and means for rocking said arms In unison.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a supporting member, a rockable frame comprls
log. co-planar rocker arms each having a segmental por-
tion arranged in pairs rockably supportsd at one end from
said supporting member, a supporting bead pivoted to

the outer ends of said rocker arms at the center of curva-
ture of the latter, a wheel bearing carried by said sup-
porting head, and means for rocking said frame.

6. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a supporting member, a rockable frame comprising,
co-planar arms each having a segmental portion rockably
supported at one end on said supporting member, a sup-
porting head pivoted to the outer ends of said rocker arms
at the center of curvature of the latter, an adjustable
wheel bearing carried by said supporting head, and means
for rocking said frame.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,557. MAKE -READY OF IMPRESSION - CYLIN-
DERS OF PRINTING-PRESSES. Albsrt W. Cochran
and Fred M. Yodnos, Portland, Oreg. Filed Aug. 7,
1916. SerUl No. 113,676. (Cl. 164—64.6.)

1. A " make ready " for impression cylinders consisting
of a strip of substantial thickness made wholly of com-
minuted material having resilient properties similar to
cork held In mass by a suitable binding agent, and includ-
ing other material adapted to hold the mass against pull-
ing apart, said "make ready" being made of a thickness
adapted for imprinting directly thereon.

2. A " make ready " for Impression cylinders consisting
of a strip of substantial thickness made wholly of com-
minuted material having resilient properties similar to
cork held In mass by a suitable binding agent, and mount-
ed on a base strip adapted to hold the mass against pull-
ing apart, said " make ready " being made of a thickness
adapted for Imprinting directly thereon.

3. A " make ready " for Impression cylinders consisting
of a strip of substantial thickness made wholly of com-
minuted cork held in mass by a suitable binding agent,
and mounted on a base strip adapted to hold the mass
against pulling apart, said " make ready " being made of
a thickness for Imprinting directly thereon.

4. The combination with an impression cylinder, of a
" make ready " consisting of a circumferential coating of
substantial thickness made wholly of comminuted cork
and held in mass by a suitable binding agent.

6. The combination with an Impression cylinder, of a
" make ready " consisting of a strip of substantial thick-
ness made wholly of comminuted cork held in mass by a
suitable binding agent and mounted on a base strip
adapted to hold the mass against pulling apart, and a
draw sheet holding said strip flexed about the cylinder,
said " make ready " being made of a thickness adapted for
impressing directly thereon.

1,227,668. DISTILLATION OF OIL. SAifuat M. Hbb-
BiB, InM, Mo. Filed Aug, 7, 1915. SerUl No. 44,299.
(Cl. 196—20.)

1. In a distilling appliance, the herein described rotata*
ble retort consisting of the cylindrical body proper hav-
ing hollow trunnions, provided with a suitable support
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and bearings therefor ; separating dome* ; • pipe con-
nection between each dome and one of said hollow tnin-
nions, said trunnions ami bearings having registering aper-
tores to communicate with said pipe connections: a boos-
ing for tlw retort : means to rotate tbe retort, ami addi-
tional means to Introdace Into the retort the substance
to be treated and permit the gaseous products to escape
therefrom.

2. Tbe taerclQ described distilling appliance consisting
of a suitable bousing; a retort within said bousing and
supported by hollow trunnions, bearings in a contiguous
part of tbe bousing for said trunnio>ns, means to rotate
said retort, inwardly directed extensions of said hollow
trunnions provided with a flared terminal, a feed pipe
mounted within the hollow trunnions and extending
throughout the retort, a controlling handle for the free

protruding end of said feed pipe, a perforated trough like

member supported upon said feed pipe within the retort
whereby said trough like member will reoelvf at each end
tbe liquefied heavier distillates.

3. In a distilling appliance, a retort having separatory
domes; means to rotatably mount the retort; a con-
denser ; pipe connections between the retort, the condenser
and the separatory domes, said pipe connections being
adapted to Introduce oil Into the retort and permit the
gaseous products of distillation to pass freely Into said

domes and the heavier particles carried Into the dome to

return to the retort, and suitable means to freely rotate
the retort In either direction.

4. In a distillation apparatus; a rotatable retort;
means to operatively mount the same Tn position ; suitable

means to apply heat to the retort ; hollow trunnions ex-

tending from each end of the retort ; domes for receiving
the products of distillation ; suitable connections between
tbe retort and said domes whereby the lighter products
of diatillation will pass out of the upper portions of the
domes and the heavier particles will be again returned to

the retort.

5. In a distillation apparatus ; a rotatable retort ; a
uitable housing therefor ; means to supply the desired
degree of heat ; means to rotate the retort ; means to In-

dependently Introduce oil and steam into the retort ; re-

ceiving domes for the products of diatillation and pipe
connections for said domes adapted to deliver at any de-

tired point the finished products of diatillation and re-

turn to the retort all unfinished products.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,559. APPARATUS FOR OIL DISTILLATION.
SiMCiL M. Herbes, Inza. Mo. Filed Apr. 5, 1916. Se-
rial No. 89.035. (CI. 196—12.)

1. In a distilling appliance, a retort rotatably mount-
ed ; independent means to introduce oil and steam into the
retort ; cooperating domes operatively connected with the
retort ; means adapted to deliver the prodocts of distilla-

tion from the retort to the domes and return the heavier
products to the retort ; means to Independently mount
the domes, and a condenser and pipe connections between
the dome and the condenser.

a. Id a dlstllUng appliance, a rotatable retort ; a hoaa-
tng for the retort ; suitable means to apply the desired i

««aotlty of heat to the retort ; means to lotrodace oil to
be treated into the retort ; additional separating mean^
to permit the escape of the gaseous products from tke re-

tort and arreat the unflnlsbed products and return tbp
latter to the retort, and resilient means to support said
Bep«ntlng means.

8. A rotatable retort and means to mount the same In

ts operative position, said means being adapted to com-
pensate for expansion and contraction of the retort In-

cident to use ; means to introduce oil into the retort,

while being rotated ; separatory domes ; a condenser ; pipe
connections between the condenser and the domes and be-

tween the domes and the retort, whereby tbe heavier
products of distillation will be arrested by the dome and
returned to the retort and the lighter products paased
from the domes to the condenser ; and resilient means to

rapport the domes to compensate for vibration of the re-

tort incident to use, and means to rotate the retort.

1.227,560. RKVOLUBLE RETORT FOR DISTILLING
OIL. Samtei, M. Hcebkr. Inaa. Mo. Filed Sept. 26,
1916. Serial No. 122.236. (CI. 196—12.)

1. The herein -described revoluble oil distilling retort

having carrying rings, aald rings having Inwardly di-

rected fianges and outwardly directed flanges, means at-

tached to the peripheral face of the retort for engagement
with said inwardly directed flanges, a housing, means in-

terposed between the outwardly extending flanges and the
housing to form a sealed Joint, for the purpose specified,

and means for supporting Ctid rings.

4. The combination with a rotatable oil distilling re-

tort, of carrying rings surrounding said retort and con-

centric thereto, aald rings being formed at one side edge
with outwardly extending flangea, a hoaalng, lips con-

nected to said outwardly extending flangea and engaging
said housing, tbe rings being aiao formed intermediate
of their side edges with Inwardly extending flanges, means
connecting said Inwardly extending flanges to the retort
with tbe rings in concentric relation to the retort, the
rings being formed intermediate of their side edges and on
their outer perlpberlea with ribs, grooved carrying wheels
in which said ribs are received, and a sprocket connected
to the side edge of one of said rings opposite to the edge
where the outwardly directed flange of said ring is formed.

[Claims 2, 3, and 5 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

REISSUES.
14,804. BSLAT AND REPEATER. Wiuaau Fihm,

Bloomfleld, N. J., assignor to Tbe Western Union Tele-
graph Company. New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 19, 1916. Serial No. 126,630.
Orisiiial No. 1.164.27S, dated Dec. 14. 1916, SerUl No.
878.403. filed Dec. 21. 1914. (CI. 178—88.)

1. A polarized relay or like electric Instrument adapted
for actuation by reversal of polarity In a main circuit to

which it aaay be connected, and comprising a movable
polarised armature and opposing contActa therefor, main-
drcait electro-magnetic means arranged to influence aald
armature, auxiliary electro- magnetic meaiu likewise ar-
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ranged to influence auch armature, and entirely locml
circuit meftna and current snpply means for such auxiliary
m<'Hns, controUed by aaid armature and Ita contacts and
arranged to cause such auxiliary means normally to op-
pose 88 to said armature the Influence of the main circuit
electro-magnetic means and comprising also capacity ar-
ranged to cause such auxiliary meana to influence the
armature to carry It across once motion of that armature
is started, current potential of the same sign being ap-
plied to both said contacts.

2. A polarized relay or like electric instrument adapted
for actuation by reversal of polarity In a main circuit to
which it may be connecte<l, and comprising a movable
polarized armature and opposing contacts therefor, maln-
clrcult electro magnetic meana arranged to Influence aaid
arouiture, auxiliary electro-magnetic meana likewise ar-
ranged to rnauence such armature, and entirely local
circuit means and current supply meaju for such auxiliary
means, controlled by said armature and its contacts and
arranged to cause such auxiliary meana normally to op-
pose aa to said armature tiie Influence of tbe mala circuit
electre magnetic meana and comprising aiao capacity ar-
ranged to cause such aoxlliary nteana to influence tbe
armature to carry it acroas once motion of that armature
is started, current potential of the same sign being applied
to both said contacts, and a secoodary Instrument in-
cluded In such local circuit means and arranged to be
actuated upon movemcat of such armature.

3. A polarized retay or Kke electric Instrument adapted
for actuation by reverwil of polarity In a main circuit
to whick It iHiy be caaaected, and oomprlalag a movaUe
polaiiaad aruwtaie aial oppoaiag coatacta tlicrefar, naln-
clrcult electro magnetic means arranged to Influeaea aald
armature, auxiliary electro-magnetic means likewise ar-
ranged to Influence such armature, and entirely local
circuit means and current supply means for such auxiliary
means, controlled by said armature and Its contacts and
arranged to cause such auxiliary means normally to op-
X>ose as to said armature tbe tafluence of the main circuit
electromagnetic means and comprising also capacity ar-
ranged to cause such auxiliary means to Influence the
armature to carry It acroan <mee motion of that armature
is started, current potential of the same sign being ap-
plied to both said contacta. mad. a aacondary instrument
Included In saHi focal c4rentt aeaas •i^ axraaged to t>e

actuated by dlaeftarge of such capacity.
4. A polarlaai aalay or lite electric instrument adapted

for actuation by RTersal at polarity la a main circuit
to which It oMy be coDOtcteA, and comprising a movable
polarized armature, maln-e*rcult electro-magnetic means
arranged to influence said armature, auxiliary electror
magnetic means likewise arraa«ed to influence such arma-
ture, and entirely local drcu» meaas and current supply
means for such auxiliary means, arranged to cause such
auxiliary means normally to oppose as to aald armature
the Influence of the main circuit electro-magnetic means
and comprising also capacity arranged by Its discharge to
cau-se such auxiliary means to Influence the armature to
carry It across once motion of that armature Is started.

and arranged to be actuated upon movemcot of sack
amatare.

5. A polarized relay or like electric Inatnunent adapted
for actuation by reversal of polarity in a main circuit tu
which it may be connected, and cvrnprising a movable
polarised armatare and oppoaiag contacts therefor, main
circuit electro-magnetic meana arranged to Influence auck
arauitnre, opposing electro-magnetic meana and accel-
eratiag electro-magnetic means each likewise arranged to
infiacBce such armature, and entirely local circuit BMaas
and current anpply meana for such opposing and accal
eratlag raeana, controlled by said armatare and ita coa
tacta and arraaged to cause such opposing meaas aor-
aally t« oppoae aa to said armatare th* inliuencc of the
main drcuit electro-magaetic atcana, and comprUing aiao
means to cause sach acceleratiaf meana to Infioence the
armature to carry It acroas once motion of that armature
la started, current potential of the same alga being applied
to both aaid contacta.

6. A polarised relay or like electric laatrumeat a4la9ta4
for actuation by rereraal of polarity la a main circuit to
which it may be conaceted, and comprislag a movable
polarised araMtore and opposlag contacts therefor, naia-
drcult electro-magnetic means arranged to influence sach
armature, oppoatng electro-nsagnetlc oMans and accU-
enittag electro- naagnetic means eadi likewise arranged to
iattnence such arnaature. aad eitlrdy local dmslt meaas
and current sapply meaaa for such opposing asd aeeal-
eratlBK means, controlled by said armatare and its coa-
tacta and arranged to cause such opposing meaas aor-
nally to ovpose aa to said armature the laflueace of the
aaia drcalt electro-magaetlc means, and compriHlng also
capacity srranged by its discharge to cause such accai-
eratlng meana to influence the arasatare to carry It across
once motion of that arasatare is started, current poteatlaJ
of tke aaaic aftga heiaf applied to both said contacts.

7. A oombination relay or llko electric laatrumeat coai-
palslng two relays, otie coa trolled by the other, the Ant
el said relays hariag a polarised arnature and main
circuit electro-macFBtlc acans arranged to inftocare said
azaiature, and having also auxiliary electro-magnetic
neaaa likewise arranged to Infhaeace such anaatnrc and
circuit means therefor whereby aaid armature is caused
t» mow to rersrse its portttoa upoa diiainutisD of the
mala line current to a predetermined dt-gree, aad is ad-
Tance of eaUhliahsken t of such main llae current la an
opposite directloa, the second tt aald relays arraaged to
be operated to reverse ponltlon of Ita armature i^oa be-
ginaing of sioTeineBt of the annaturc of the tnt aica-
tisaed relay sad la sdvaocc of coaipletlon ot the revcnal
si the arsMture oi sach flnt aseatloacd relay.

8. A polarized relay or like electric Inatramect "^aplfii
for actnatloa by reversal of polarity in a main cimiit to
which it may be caaaeeted, and cootprlaias a atyraMe
palariaed armatare, malD-clrcait electro-amgnetic oicaas
arranged to hsfluencs aald amsature. oppoainc coatacts
with which sneh armature will conUct In ewasiite post-
ttoaa, a soarce sT canteat sapply, twa circalt braachas
eoDnectloc one pole of such so4arce of eazrcart supply. tlM
ooe ta the oae said coatact aad the other to the ether ntW
cantaet, each of sach drcalt braochescoataialag riatslsai a.
aaxittary electro-aagaetlc aeaas likewise arraaped ts te-
Sacaee said anaature. a drcnlt hranck rontataiap -rW ass-
iliary means and bridged acrsss the twa caatactSt aad a
amatOBtt and a reslstaaca ahnuit iherelor, bath iadudad In
such bridged circuit hcaach.

9. A polarised rday at like electrW iastramant adapted
toe actoatiisa by iwwsssal af polarity la a aaia drcsit to
wtiich it assy be conwsrted. and rnsspslntiiu. a awvablc
polarised armature, aBalD-cirrult eleetro-aaigaatte mcaae
arraapad ta laflaaare said araatare. oppe^tog contact
vtth which sack araatura wiU coatact in opposite paai-

soarca af current supply, two drcuU banchss
aie pale ot maA source of carrent sap^^y. tke

sae to the oae said coatact and the atkss to the othsf
said caotect. each of aneh circstt ksasihis eonlalala«
rcsistanca, Upssiag aad aecala-ntiac alactra-iaaasatk
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circuit branch coDtalniDK said opposing and acc^leratlag
means and bridged across the two contarts, the mid
bridged circuit branch connected to said opposing and
accelerating meani to cause them to influence the arma
tare oppositely, a condenser Included In said bridged
circuit branch, and a resistance shunt around such con-
denser and accelerating means.

10. A polarised relay or like electric Instrument adapteO
for actuation by reversal polarity in a main circuit to
which it may be connected, and comprising a movable
polarized armature, main-circuit electro-magnetic means
arranged to Influence said armature, opposing contacts
with which such armature will contact in opposite posl
tlons, a source of current supply, two circuit branchetp
connecting one pole of such source of current supply, the
one to the one said contact and the other to the other
said contact, each of such circuit branches containing re-

sistance, auxiliary electromagnetic means likewise ar-

ranged to Influence said armature, a circuit branch con-
taining said auxiliary means and bridged across the tw«
contacts, a condenser and a resistance shunt therefor,
both included in such bridged circuit branch, and a sec-

ondary electric instrument having controlling magnet
colls in said bridged circuit branch and arranged to be
energized by current passing therethrough.

11. A polarleed relay or like electric Instrument adapted
for actuation by reversal of polarity In a main circuit to
which it may be connected, and comprising a movable
polarized armature, main-circuit electromagnetic means
arranged to Influence said armature, opposing contacts
with which such armature will contact in opposite posi-
tions, a source of current supply, two circuit branches
connecting one pole of such source of current supply, the
one to the one said contact and the other to the other
aid contact, each of such circuit branches containing
realstance, auxiliary electro-magnetic means likewise ar-
ranged to influence said armature, a circuit branch con-
tainine said auxiliary means and bridged across the two
contacts, a condenser and a resistance shunt therefor,
both included In such bridged circuit branch, and a

transmitting relay having controlling magnet coils In said
bridged circuit branch and arranged to be energised by
current passing therethrough.

12. A polarised relay or like electric Instrument adapted
for actuation by reversal of polarity In a main circuit to
which it may be connected, and comprising a movable
polarized armature, main-circuit electro-magnetic metmn
arranged to Influence such armature, opposing contacts
with which such armature will contact In opposite posi-
tions, opposing and accelerating electro-magnetic means
likewise arranged to influence such armature, and a circuit
therefor including a source of current supply and a
condenser, such circuit connected to said contact points
In such manner that current potential of the same sign la

applied to both contact points, the circuit arrangement
being such that the opposing electro-magnetic means nor-
mally opposes, as to the armature, the influence of the
main circuit electro-magnetic means, the direction of in-

fluence of the opposing electro-magnetic means and the
polarity of the charge of the condenser being reversed by
a reversal of position of the armature, and that the accel-

erating means Is energised by discharge of the condenser
con8e4]uent upon breaking of contact by said armature
with either of Its said contacts.

18. A polarised relay or like electric Instrument adapted
for actuation by reversal of polarity In a main circuit to
which it may be connected, and comprising a movable
polarized armature, main-circuit electro-magnetic means
arranged to Influence said armature, opposing contacts
with which such armature will contact in opposite posi-

tions, a source of current supply, two circuit branches
connecting one pole of such source of current supply, the
one to the said contact and the other to the other
said contact, each of such circuit branches containing
resistance, auxiliary electro-magnetic means likewise ar-

ranged to influence said armature, a circuit branch con-
taining said auxiliary means and bridged across the two
contacts, a condenser and a resistance shunt therefor,

both included in such bHdged circuit branch, and a traiw-
mlttlng relay Included in such bridged circuit and ar-
ranged to be actuated by the condenser discharge.

14,805. TONB-ABM MOUNTING FOR SOUND RBPRO-
DUCING MACHINES, Hi.nry C Miller, Waterford.
N. Y.. aaal«nor to Victor Talking Machine Company.
Camden, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct-
20. 1915. SerUl No 57.004. Original No. 1,076.3S5.
dated Oct. 21, 1913. SerUl No. 321,014. Original Reis-
sue No. 14.267, dated Feb. 6, 1917. Serial No. 67,003.
Division B. (CI. 274—88.)

1. In a sound reproducing machine, the combination
with a sound conveyer having a sound box attached to
one end, and a coupling at the opposite end of the sound
conveyer, said coupling comprising a support provided
with a pivot, and a bearing fitting freely over the pivot
and pivoted to the sound conveyer, and an amplifier com-
municating with the sound conveyer, whereby said con-
veyer and pivoted bearing may be freely removed from
said pivot and support and amplifier.

[Claims 2 to 5 not printed in the Gasette.l

DESIGNS.
50,808. BADGE GsoaoB W. Bakbk. Rheems, Pa. Filed

Nov. 2, 1916. Serial No. 129.242. Term of patent T
years.

The ornamental design for a badge, as showa.

Mav aa, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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60.804. WEIGHING-SCALE. A.thch W. Babkaiu). New-
ton, and John W. McMillan, Marshfleld. Mass.. as-
signors to Colonial Scale Company, a Corporation of
Massachusetts. Filed Feb. 28, 1917. Serial No. 151.670
Term of patent 7 years.

60.806 WALI^PLATE FOR LIGHTING-FIXTURES
RoBaBT T. Barbows. Rutherford, and Gbobos V. Stba-
HA.N, Newark, N. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, to
Mitchell Vance Co., Inc., New York, N. Y , a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed Nov. 27, 1916. Serial No.
183,793. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a weighing scale as ahown.

60,806. WALI^PLATE FOR LIGHTING-FIXTURES.
RoBBBT Y. Babbowb, Rutherford, and Gbobob V. Stba
HA.N, Newark. N. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, to
Mitchell Vance Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.. a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed Nov. 27, 1916. Serial No
188,792. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a wall plate for UghUng flx-
tures, as shown.

50,807. RING OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. Mabtin L. Bow-
DEN and Mabtin L. Bowdbn, Jr., Brooklyn, N. Y Piled
Mar. 10, 1917. Serial No. 164.046. Term of pktent 7
yeara.

The ornamenUl design for a ring or similar article, aa
shown.

60.808. RING OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. LOBBK M. Dab-
LINO, Des Moines, Iowa. Piled Jan. 6, 1917. 8«(rlal No.
141,088. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for
tvres, as shown.

a wall plate for lighting fix

<'

The ornamental design for a ring or similar artlcla. as
shown.
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50.S09. L^MP SHADE. ftt-WK Yokbl, Ilttsburgfc, Pa.,

Hwigior to Pittsburgh Lamp. HraM * (^lase Cotapany,
PltUbu/KJi. I'a.. a Orporatlou of Nrw Jers«y Filed

Feb. 19. 1»17. Serlil No. 14»,68S. Tmbi <>f patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a lamp shade, as shown.

50,810. PAN-BISCUIT. G»ORC« V. G«I8. Daytwo. Ohio.

Filed Feb. 26, 1916. Serial No. 80,745. Tmn of patent

7 years.

The oroamental design for a pan biscuit sabatantialiy

as shown.

60,811. HEEL-PLATE FOR SKATES. Eb.nbst Hdnold,
Providence, R. I. Filed Fet). 21, 1917. Serial No.

150,278. Term of patent 14 yeart.

1

tV
\I\i

The ernaiasBtal desi^ foe a 1m«1 plate tor akate** as

shown.

50^12. GOBLKT. WiLUKB EL HusTBE. Morgaatown.
W. Va- Filed Jan. 3. 1917. Serial No. 140,466 Term
of pat«ot 7 years.

The ornamental design for a goblet, as shown.

50,813. CLAMP FOR LIGHT REFLECTING BOWLS.
Chaslbs Ea.\B8T Jones, Chicago, 111. Piled Feb. 26,
1917. Serial No. 151,130. Term of patent Si years.

The ornamental design for a clamp for light reflecting
bowls, as shown.

50,814. CLAMP FOR LIGHT REFLECTING BOWLS.
Chaslbs ERNB81 JoNBS, Chicago. III. Filed Feb. 26.
1917. Serial No. 151,131. Term of patent 3i years.

Tb« ornamental design for a clamy tor light refUHlng
Ih»wU, as shown.

May 33, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1309

•0.810. POISON BUTTLE. HnB«BT Lai, Cartbag^,
8. D. Filed Feb. 9, 1917 Serial No. 147,716. Term
of patent 7 years.

W.

The ornamental design for a poison bottle, as shown.

60.816. BANK-NOTE. .\LrRtv a. Major. New York,
N. Y., assignor to American llank Not« Company. New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. l."),

1917. Serial No. 15rr,376.- Twm-of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a bank note, as shown.

50,817. BANK-NOTE. ALrutD S Major. New York.
N. Y., assignor to'Amerlcan Hank Note Company, New
York, N. Y., a Con»ration of New York. Filed Mar. 16,
1917. Serial No. 156,377. Term of patent 14 years.

,818. DI8H-8CALDINC DBVICi:. .Tbnm« Millir,
Austin, Tex. Piled Mar. 31, 1917. Serial No. 169,040.
Term of patent 14 y«ars.

*

Tbo ornamental design for a dish s<'Bldlng devlr*, as
shown.

50.810. BITTTON. Mabbi. Drakb Nekarda, New York.
N. Y. riled Apr. 12, 1917. Serial No. 161.004. Term
(» patent Si years.

The ornamental design for a button as shows.

50.820. TOY FIGURE. Chablbs J. Ross, OakUnd, CaL
Filed Mar. 6. 1917. Serial No. 162,953. Term of
patent 7 years. «

Th« ornamental design for a bank note, as sBown.
238 O. G.—83

The ornamental design for a toy figure, as shown.
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60.821. SUGAR BOWL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. Olitu
H. SlBRi.vo, Sebring, Ohio. Filed Mar. 4, 1916. Serial
No. 82,248. Terra of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a sugar bowl or similar ar-
ticle as shown.

50.822. SHADE-BRACKET. Alois Josbph St»phik«.
PUinfleld. N. J. Filed Feb. 14, 1917. Serial No.
148,639. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a shade bracket, as shown.

60,823. DISPLAY-STAND. Joh.n P. St»T80.\, New York.
N. Y., assignor to .\merican Lead Pencil Company, New
York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 81,
1917. Serial No. 159.029. Term of patent 14 years.

Mil

1 11

1

rill

The ornamental design for a display stand, substantially
as shown.

50.824. FOB. Willum Thiidi, New BriUln. Conn.
Filed Jan. 16, 1917. SerUi No. 142,774. Term of patent
8i years.

The ornamental design for a fob, as shown.

50,826. SPOON. FORK. OR SIMILAR ARTICLE.
GnoBOa P. TiLTO.v. Attleboro, Mass. Filed Mar. 20.
1917. Serial No. 166,207. Term of patent 14 years.

T

The ornamental design for a spoon, fork or dmilar ar-
ticle as shown.

May 32, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. *
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50.826. PLATE. John Toa^a. Mollne, 111. Filed Mar
24. 1917. Serial No. 157^77. Term of patent 7 years.

Tks ornamental design for a plate, as shown.

60,827. LOAF OF BISCUIT. AsHLit F. Ward. Boston
Mass.. assignor to The A. F. Ward Machinery Co.. Bos-
ton, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Nov
25. 1914. Serial No. 874,086. Term of patent 14 years'

The ornamental design for a loaf of biscuit, substan.
naily as shown.
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The foUowlngr trade-marks are published In compliance with section 6 of the act ofFebruary 20, 1906. aa amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed wittiin
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^Nnsnp?TTrf^^^^'®
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

I

8W. No. 89.W1. (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES. FraEABMS.AND SUPPLIEb.) CoNTi.NE.NTAL PUNO CoMPAKT. Chl- EQUIPMENTS. AND PROJECTILES.) Ralph H.
caco. 111. Piled Mar. 19, 1919.

cownMai
P»rt*cui»r dmiicription of good*.—Plaao*.
Olmimt M«e since Mar. 9, 1912.

8«r. No. 86,469. (CL.AS.S 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF POODS 1 HttDAN AHD COMPAi^r, Toledo, Ohio
filed Ua> 8, 1916.

CHEF

DiOK, Marietta, Ohio. Filed Oct. 6, 1916.

GRENADITE
Particular dtucription of ffoodt.—^Bxploafrei for U»e In

Bombs.
CUUmt use since Sept. 11, 1915.

Ser. No. 89.904. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEWCINB8
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Thb
Stbvinb-Wilbt MAwra. Co., Inc., Philadelphia. Pa.
Filed Oct. 12, 1918.

No claim being made to the excloalTe use of the words
"Sweet," "Clean." and "Laundry Tablets." The picture
shown Is that of Master William O. Wiley.

Pa,-ticuUur de»criptio» of goodg.—Bleaching, Bluing,
and Starching Agent In Cake Form for Use In WasMng
Clothes.

Claims ute since Julj 10, 1916.

Particular drucripttoH of goods.—Cereal Foods, Ali-
mentary Paste Products. Nuts, Bread, Biscuits, Cake*,
Wafers. Ple(«. Pastry Cones. Candy. Chewing (Jum. Jama,
Frolt Preserres. Jellies. Fruit Podding*.. Frnit Batter*,
MlAce-Meat. Soap«i. Veast, Fruit-Powders. Jelly Powders,
Custard-Powd.rs. Iringv Gelatin, Blanc-Blaiige. Ueaer,
Sugar. Table and Cooking Syrup. Molasses, Stock-Condi-
tioning Feed, Bird and Chlrkon Fe«Hl, Cocoa, Chocolate,
Oleomargarln, CatMip. rhllU. Prepared Jtfustard. Pimento,
Pickles

; (."Itron. Ivenion. and Orange Feel ; Dried, Canned,
and Bottled Vegetables; Fruits. Shell-Fish. Milk, Cheese;
Dried, Canned. Smoked, and Salted Sardines ; Herring,
Tuna. Mackerel. Caviar. Bloaters. Cod. White Flah, HaMtMit.

CUUmii vse since Apr. 1, 1802.

[VoL tM.

Ser. No. 93,881. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) WlBT COM-
FAHT, Germantown, P*. Filed Mar. 7, 1916.

Particular description of goods.
Claims use since Mar. 2, 1916.

N*. 4.)

-^Rheostats.
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Ser. Xo. 93,541. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) B. A. Railton Co., Cblcaffo. 111.

Filed Mar. 14. 1816.

Particular description of s;ood$.—Apple and Raspberry
Jelly, Apple and Strawberry I'reservei. Prepared Mustard,
India Relish. Salad-Dresslng, Chilli Sauce. Cane and Maple
Syrup. Yellow Cllng-Peaches, Mince-Meat. Asparaffus-
Tlps, Pork and Beans, Sauer-Kraut. and Red Kidney-
Beans.

Claimt u«e since Feb. 1, 1914.

S€r. No. 94,329. (CLASS 8. BAGGAGE, HORSE EQUIP-
MENTS, PORTFOLIOS, AND POCKET B(X)KS. ) IN-

TERNATIO.VAL UMO.V OF JOCBNBTMCN UOBSBSBOBBS OF
THB U.NiTiD Statbs AND CANADA, C:incinnatl, Ohio.
Filed Apr. 11, 1916.

3i-j JU
Particular description of goods.-

Claims use since May 18, 1892.

-Horseshoes.

Ser. No. 94,645. (CLASS 29. BROOMS. BRUSHES, AND
DUSTERS. > ALFSBD B. Hblleb, Hamburg, Pa. Filed

Apr. 22, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Brooms.
Claims use since Apr. 18, 1906.

Ser. No. 94.714. (CLASS 2. RECEPTACLES.) Pab-
BO.vs A H1GOIN8, Denver, Colo. Filed .Apr. 25, 1916.

sSUfulccct

S«r. No. 95,497. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGRBDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thb .Socth wbstbk.v Milling Co.
I.vc, New York, N. T., and Kansas City, Mo. Filed
May 27. 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Wheat Flour. Ry*-
Flour. Self Rising and Prepared Flour.

Claims use since October, 1910.

Ser. No. 96.713. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Hbbmann J. KoBL,
New York. N. Y. Filed July 21, 1916,

SHINEX
Particular description of good*.—A Spot-Eemorer In the

Nature of a Soap. g£\'^ \
CkkMM use since July 6. 1916. * I

Ser. No. 97,367. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) AlfBU-
can Alcohol Co.. Ikc, New York, N. T. Filed Ans.
16, 1916.

EAGLE rii

No claim being made to the exclusive use of the word
"Brand" apart from the mark shewn in the specimens.

Pmrtioular description of goods.—Alcohols other thaa
Ethyl.

Claims use since Mar. 15, 1916.

Ser. No. 97,884. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Motor Salbs Gabaob Compaxt, East Orange. N. J.

Filed Aug. 17. 1910.

MO-SAGA
No claim being made to the words "Motor Oil."

Particular description of goods.—Lubricating Motor-Oil.
Claims use since the 20tb day of May, 1916.

Ser. No. 98.878. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Vboola Spbcialtt
COMFANT, iMC, BoflTalo. N. Y. Filed Oct. 2. 1916.

Consists of the picture of a squirrel and the word
"Squirrel."

Particular description of goods.—Wooden Nat and
Fruit Bowls.

Claims use since May 1, 1912.

[Vol. 288. Nt. 4.]

VEGOLA
Particular description of goods.—Cleansing Fluid.
Claims use since about the year 18S6.

Mat 22, 191 7. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
1315

Ser No. 98.881. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DBTBBGENTAND POLI8HIN(; MATERIALS.) CBLLCLOiD Starch
Company, .New York, N. Y., and New Haven. Conn.
Filed Oct. 3. 1916.

The words "Maids Favorite" are hereby disclaimed for
the purposes of registration.

Particular description of poods.—Scouring-Powder.
Clatms use since Sept. 19, 1916.

Ser. No. 98.486. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS ) YorRs TurLT BiscciT Co. Inc.,
Seattle. Wash. Filed Oct. 6. 1916.

a»!Ŝ
=-

'Particular description of poo<«.—Cakes, Crackera, and
Biscuits.

Claims use since Aug. 81, 1916.

Ser. No. 98,748. (CLASS 48. BEVERAGES, NON ALCO
HOLIC.) Max Obrbbr. M. D., Denver, Colo. Filed
Oct. 18, 1916.

MEL IONA

Particular description of goods.—Soft Drinks and Con
slsting of Herbs anrl other -billed Compounds.

Claims use since Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 98.982. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND SUPPLIES.) Thb Kohlbb Libbich Co., Chicago
111. Filed Oct. 30, 191 G.

Ser. No. 09.601. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Gborgb W. Hblmb, Greenwich
Conn, Filed Not. 28, 1916.

A.
^
No cUim being made to the exclusive use of the word

"Squab" apart from the mark as shown In the speci-
mens.

Particular description of goods.—Squabs.
Claims use since Jan. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 99.809. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thb Economy Food Phoducts
Co., Cambridge, Mass. Filed Dec. 9, 1916.

PRISCILIA
Particular description of goods.—Doughnuts.
Claims use since Sept. 4, 1913.

Ser. No. 99.829. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENTAND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Waubau AbraBiVbs
Company, Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 9, 1916

Particular description of goods—Abrtuivt- Material—
Namely. Plates and Disks—and Foundation-Sheets of
Flexible Material. Such as Ooth or other Suitable Ma-
terial. Coated with Particles of Artificially - Produced
Abrasive Material.

Claims use since about August, 1914.

Ser. No. 100.018. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENTAND POLISHING MATERIALS.) John C. Noubbb*
Kansas City, Mo, Filed Dec. 18, 1916.

NEATSLEHf
Particular description of good*.—Harnesa-OU.
Claims use since 1907.

Ser. No. 100,231. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) John H. Ranson. New York N T
Filed Dec. 29, 1916.

Particular description of flrood*.-Musical Chimea and
Musical Bells.

Claim* use since July 1, 1916.

[Vol. 888. No. 4.]

Particular description of goods.—Pork Sauaace.
Claims use since Oct. 14, 1916.
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Bmt. No. 1004S9. (CLASS 22. OAUES. TOTS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Reading Tot Makofacttjhixg
Co. Inc.. Reading. Pa. Filed Jan. 4, 1917.

'zs'Sia'^T^

Particular description »f gaodt.—Wooden Figure Toys.
Clalma tue since Jua« 2, 1919.

Ser. No. 100,372. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Jambs T. McLain, Genera, FU.
Piled Jan. 5, 1917.

No claim belBff made to tk4 t#p^«tientatIon of the
oranges or grape fruits.

Particular description of goods.—Or&ogea, Grape Fmlt,
and Tangerines.

Claims u»e since Nov. 15. 1915.

Ser. No. 100,634. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERI.\LS.) Thi E-ZE Pbod-
ucrs Co. Inc.. New York, N. X. Filed Jan. 11, 1917.

f/^r
Particular description uf goods.—A Detergent Paste for

Cleaning tiie Human Skin. Textile Fabrics. Leather, and
Imitation Leather.

Claims use since Jan. 6, 1917.

Ser. No. 100.616. (CXASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEDTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Th« Dsntal a.vd Toiubt PaoDucTs CoaroRATioK, New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 10, 1917.

^^'

Y

The exclusive use of the words " The Prophylactic

Dental Cream Endorsed By The Dental Profession. The
Dental and Toilet Producta Corporation. New York City "

being dlsolaimed.

Particular detcriftion of goods.—A Tooth-Paate.
Claims use since Dec. 1, ltl6.

[Vol. 83t.

Ser. No. 100.800. (CLASS 33. mJiMSWARK.) KiM
Glass Co., Chicago. III. Filed Jan. 22, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Beakers, Flaskn. and
other Glass Containers.

Claim* use since Nov. IS, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.806. (CLASS 38. GLASSWARE. 1 Kimblb
Glass Co., Chicago. 111. PUed Jan. 22, 1917.

Particular descriptMm of good*.—Beekent. Fla«ks. and
other Glass Containers.

Claims use since Nov. 22. 1916.

Ser. No. 101.079. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Sbbldon M. Booth,
Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 1. 191T.

RITE-WAY

Particular description of goods.— .V Cleaner Used to
Clean White Shoes of Kid, Calf. Dock. Canvas, Buck-
skin Shoes and Gloves.

Claimt use since Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101.1»fi mi.as.^ 6, CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PUARMAOIUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Qcn>o VALLABrtt, Jersey City, N. J. Filed Feb. S,

1917.

Particular description of goods.—Salve for Blood-Pol-
sonlng. Boils, Abscesses. Hives. Running Sores, and Piles.

Cla4ms use since Janoary. 1916.

Ser. No. 101.194. (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACKUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
JOHM H. NlSMA.'*, aay Center. Nebr. Piled Feb. 6,

1917.

Partioular dtter iption of goods.—A Bairn for Eiteraal
Use for the Alleviation of Affections of the Skin,

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1916.

N«.4.|

MaV 23, I917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. t$tf

Ser. No. lOl.l'll. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
EBS' MATERIALS.) Fi-intkote MAKurAcrcEiNO Com-
pany, Botiton, Mass. Filed Feb. 7. 1917.

The picture of the boy being fanciful.

Particutar detnyrtption of goods.—RooflDg-Palnts and
Preservative Paints.

Claims use since on or about I>ec. 28. 1915.

Ser. No. 101,809. (CLASS 18. HARDWARE AND
PLUMBING AND STEAM - FITTING SUPPLIES.)
WuKELER (0.VDS.N8EK A.VD Enoi.mwhuo Co.^ Carteret,
M. J. Filed Feb. 12. 1917.

«?^

CRESCENT

Particular description of goods.—Tubes and Pipes of

MBiJoss Drawn Brass for Steam-Condensers.
Claims use since Dec. 1. 1912.

Ser. No. 101.341. (CLASS 19. VEHICLES. NOT IN-
CLUDING ENGINES.) The Tire SroBS, Grecnsburg,
Pa. Filed Feb. 12, 1917.

Partiemkir descri^littn •f goods.—AatomobUcs, Motor-
Cyrles. Bicycles, and Automotor-Cycles.

Claims use since July 1, 1914.

[Vol SM.

Ser. No. 101,442. (CLASS 28. JEWELRY AND PBB-
CIOU8-METAL WARE.) Jack J. F«lssk»«ld k Co.,
New York, N. Y. Filed Feb, 17. 1917.

j^jtafitt*-

Particular description of goods.—Pearls, Real and Imi-
tation. Loose and Mounted.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,460. (CLASS 31. FILTERS AND REFRIG-
ERATORS.) A. Kbeamik. Inc., Brooklyn. N. Y. Plls4
Feb. 17, 1917. Under ten year proviso.

mmm.
Particular description of goods.

sery -Refrigerators.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1886.

-Wlne-Coolera and Nur-

Ser. No. 101,626. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Mantrbd Wahl. Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Feb. 19, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Lactic-Acid Culture.
.Claims use since Jan. 26, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,647. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The H. D. Lee Mercantile Co..
Sallna. Kans., and Kansas Cltv, Mo. Filed Feb. 20,
1917.

Particular description of goods.—Canned Salmon.
Claims use since 1902.

N».4.]
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S«r. No. 101.68a. (CLASS 4. ABBA8IVE, DBTEKOENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS ) Thb ARMAnd Com
PAXV, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Feb. 24. 1917.

Particular detcription of goods.—Toilet Soaps.
Cloiiiiu iM« since July 27, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,664. (CLASS 12. CONSTBUCTION MA-
TERIALS.) Edward F. Killh. Sprlnfffleld. 111. Filed
Feb, 24, 1917.

Cemite
Comprising the word " Cemite."
Particular detcription of goodt.—Cement and Mortar.
Claims use aince January, 1915.

Btr. No. 101,676. (CLASS 5. ADHESIVE8.) Thb
COMif IBCIAL Pabtb Co., Columbus, Ohio. Filed Feb 26
1917.

Copasco
Particular detcription of goods.—Film-Cement,
Claims use since about Jan. 10, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,709. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Smith, Kust A Fb».nch Compa.vt, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed Feb. 26, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Talcum Powder,
Sachet-Powder. Face- Powder, and Perfumes.

Clain^s use since Dec. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101.749. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
McKessov it RoBBi.vs, I.NCOapoBATiD, New York, N. T.
Filed Feb. 27, 1917.

BIOMIN
Particular description of {foods.—Medicinal Preparation!

for Internal Use. Said Preparations Comprising a Me-
tabolic Stimulant and Cell-Activating Agent Partlcularlj
Useful In the Treatment of Diseases Due to Deficiency In
Diet.

CUUms use since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.75S. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Th» Pmelus Thixnir Com-
PA.NT, Baltimore, Md. Filed Feb. 27, 1917.

WIL - MAN - CO.
Particular description of goods.—Painters' Materlala

Consisting of Thinners for Paints, Varnishes, and tb«
Like.

Claims use since Aag. 10, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,809. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) VicsoNiA Mro. Co. Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28, 1917.

Mcsonia
Comprising the word " Vlcaonla."
Particular description of goods.—Phonographs and

Parts Thereof.

Claims use since Oct. 1, 1918.

Ser. No. 101,878. (CLASS 46. FOODS AUD INCiREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Nlt Prodccti Co., New Haven,
Conn. Filed Mar. 3, 1917.

bicious
No claim is made to the word " Nat " as a p«rt of the

trade-mark.

Particular description of goods.—Ice-Cream, Sundaea,
Pilling for Cakes, Dressing for Ice-Cream, and Ic««.

Claims use since Feb, 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,888. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Mart L. Scllita-x, New Xork, N. Y. Filed Mar. 8,

1917.

Which Is not a portrait of any living individual, but
merely an imaginary picture.

Particular description of goods.—Cleansing Cream, Tl»-
sue-Cream, Astringent Lotion, Complexion-Powder, and
Liquid Rouge.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1910.

Ser. No. 101,909. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
iBvix N. Glovbb, Bailey, N. C. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

4^
The portrait being that of the applicant
Particular description of goods.—Medicated Salt Cake

for Stock.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1917.

[Vol. 9S8. No. 4.]
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Ser. No. 101,»82. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF POODS.) Yabutaro Kawara mi, Seattle,
Wash. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

Particular description of g'oodt.—A Table Sauce to be
Used with Meats, Cutlets, Shell-Plsh, Soupa, Baucea,
SaUds.

Claims use since Dec. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,967. (CLASS 10. FERTILIZERS.) SoiTTH-
RRN FtRTiLiziR & Chimical Compamt, Savannah, Ga.
Filed Mar. 7, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,080. (CLASS 28. CUTLERY, MACHINEBT,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) TBI KlBO-UM Motor Co., Peoria, 111. Filed Mar. 12. 1917.

Particular description of f?ood«.—Manifolds, Carburet-
ers, Alr-Fllters, and Internal-Combustion Motors.
CUUms use since Nov. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,115. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Robert H. Hamilto.v, MlUlnocket, Me. Filed Mar 18
1917.

P«»rf<ciirar description of goods.—FertiliierB and Acid
Phosphate.
Claims use since Dec. 1, 1916.

§m. H: 102.018. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) NawRLL k Bro., San
Frandaco, Cal. Filed Mar. 9, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Scourlng-Soap.
Claims use since the year 1679.

Ser. No. 102,014. (CLASS 4. ABBA8IVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Newbll A Bac, San
Francisco, Cal. Plied Mar. 9, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Kitchen and Laundry
Soap.

Claims use since the .vear 1889.

Ser. No. 102.016. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Newbll & Bro.. San
Francisco. Cal. Filed Mar. 9, 1917. Under ten-year
proviso.

Particular description of goods.—Scouring Soap.
Claim* use since June, 1888.

The same being a portrait of Robert H. Hamilton.
Particular de$eription of goods.—A Gall Remedy.
Claim* use since Nov. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,131, (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Amrrican
Ba.nki.vo Machi.m Corporatio.v. Dover, Del., and Sagi-
naw, Mich. Filed Mar. 14, 1917.

RECEIVING TELLER
Particular description of goods.—Stamp-Vending Ma-

chines.

Claims use since Oct. 15, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.182. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON AL-
COHOLIC.) ALBANY COCA Cola Bottlixo Company,
Albany, (3a. Filed Mar. 14, 1917.

FLINT ROCK
Particular description of goods.—Ulnger-Aie, Qrape-

Julce, Root-Beer, and Soda-Waters.
Claims use since June 11, 1904.

Ser. No. 102,135. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
CuRBT Chimical Compa.ny, Atlanta. Qa. Filed Mar.
14, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Tooth Lotlona.
Claim* use since Oct. 1, 1916

[Vol. S3S. No. 4.
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8er. No. 102.136. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MBDICINSS,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Th»
CaaiDOLis Co., Philadelphia. Pa. FUed Mar. 14, 1917.

^^i^°^-^
K'^^^ >ii&\

/^i;"::
\.

KEDOD^^
^^\

5fc^ y
No cUim being made to the words "Philadelphia, Pa."

and "Trade Mark."
Fart\4yular description of good*.—.-V Sabfltltiite for

Olycerln in the Manufacture of 01ase<l Kid.

Claims ute aince about July 1, 1916.

8er. No. 102,147. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACimCAL PREPARATIONS.)
Lapin and CALiHcrr, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar. 14,

1917.

"COLFAB"
ParticuUif dencriptiOM of good*.—Powdered Substance

for RemoTlQc Various ^a^ietie• of Staina from Fabrics ;

Grease-Rpmover ; Rpmover of Perspiration from Artlcies
of Wearing Apparel ; .\ap Reviver for Cloth and the Like

;

Straw-Hat Cleaner; Straw Hat Dye; Cleaner for Kid;
and Like Preparation for Cleaning and Renovating Ar
tides of .\pparel.

CUUmt u»f since about Sept. 1, 1916.

8er. No. 102.148. (CLASS 33 QLASSWARB.) McKn
OLAg.s COHPAWT, Jeanaette. Pa. Filed Mar. 14, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Glass Baklng-DlahM.
Claims use since Jan. 2. 1917.

8er. No. 102,165. (CLASS 33. GLASSWARE.) Tea
MaaiBrrrA Guiss Mro. Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Filed
Mar. 15. 1917.

^yp^T'^r^-

Partioulor description of goods.—Glass Used in Coon-
ters, Soda-Fountalns. Table-Tops, Panels, and Stools.

Claims use since April, 1912.

8er. No. 102.205. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOTS. AND
SPORTING GOODS.) James H. Wilt, South Bethle-
hem, Pa. Filed Mar. 16, 1917.

BIG - BANG
Particular description of goods.—Toy Gas-CaiuiOBa.

Claims use since Sept. 1, 1915.

[YoLtSt.

S«r. No. 102.207. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY', MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) The E. C.
Brown Co., Rochester. X. Y. FUed Mar. 17, 1917.

No claim being made to the exclusive use of the word
" Spray " apart from the mark shown.

Particular description of goods.—Spraying Apparatus.
Claims use since June. 19O0.

8er. No. 102.234. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Wood, Pitkam k Wood Co.. Boston. Ma<«a. Filed Mar.
17. 1917.

DEAD SURE

Particular description of goods.—A Poison for Bodenta.
Claims ust since Sept. 5. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.276. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Thb Alton Muicantilc Compa.vt, Enid, Okla. Filed
Mar. 20. 1917.

Mmco
Particular description of goods.—Cigars,
Claims use since June 12, A. D. 1918.

Ser. No. 102,314. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Ubbt
MA.N Hellir, New York, N. Y. FUt^ Mar. 21, 1917.

Hnora^
Particular dfsrriptiun of goods.—A Liquid Preparation

to be Applied to and for the Relief of Tired. Achinx.
Swollen, and Exceaslvely-Persplrlog Feet, Chilbialiu. and
Frost Bites.

Claims use since Mar, 7, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,321. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND 8TATION-
RT.) SAtTQUotT ToiLiT PAPER CO., Ixc, New Hart-
ford. N. T. Filed Mar. 21, 1917.

Rookie
Portioalar description of good*.

Claims use since Mar. 14. 1917.

-Toilet Paper.
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Ser. No. 102,872. (C!LASS 19. VEHICLES, NOT IN-
CLUDING ENGINES.) The Council Tool Company,
Wananish. N. C. Filed Mar. 23, 1917.

DIXIE
Particular description of aoo<*«.—Automobile Trailers.
Claims w«c since Aug. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.887. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Pa«i»
Pabhjon Compact, Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 23, 1917.

Consisting of the coined word " Coconol."
Particular description of poorfs.—Shampoos.

. Claims use since about Mar. 10, 1917. Jt

>
Ser. No. 102,455. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) The Miller RrBBEH Company
Akron. Ohio. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.

BEE-QEE-BOO
Particular description of goods.—Balloons.
Claims use since Jan, 30, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,471. (CLASS 46. FOOD^ AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP FOODS.) Akmstbo.no Packing Company
Dallas. Tex. Filed Mar. 27, 1917.

"t

YdlovfBiixi

Particular description of goods.—Cooking-Oil.
Claims use since .May. 1908.

Ser. No. 102,474. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) AuMsrEONo Pachxo Company
Dallas, Tex. Filed Mar. 27, 1917.

E^MEIVALD
Particular description of goods.—8«lad-Oil.
Claims use since Oct. SO. 1918.

Ser. No. 102.486 (CLASS 46. F(X)DS AND INGREDI-
HNTS OF FOODS.) P. E. Harris A Co., Seatfle.
Wash. Filed Mar. 27, 1917.

pERISCOP£

Particular description of goods.—Canned Salmon.
Claims use since the year A. D. 1916.

Ser. No. 102,488. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS.) Eunst Kiesten, Oakland Cal
Filed Mar. 27, 1917.

^°iKia^

Particular description of goods.—Canned Sardines.
Claitns use since July 31, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,491. (CLASS 48. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Mielter-Keller Candy Co.. St.
Joseph, Mo. Filed Mar. 27. 1917.

E. E. E. E.
Particular description of goods.—Candy,
Claims use since Jan. 12. 1917.

Ser. No, 102,499. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Testa Cioar Co., San Francisco. CaL Filed Mar 27
1917.

s^ ^o
Particular description of goods.—Cigars.
Claims use since Mar. 10, 1917.

Ser No. 102,500. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Tmta CiOAB Co., San Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar 27
1917.

^t>»«''"»<^

Particular description of goods.—Cigars.
Claims use since Mar. 10, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,510. (CLASS 31. FILTERS AND RE-
FRIGERATORS.) Bernard Gloekler Company Pitts-
burgh. Pa. Piled Mar. 28. 191 7. Undsr ten-year provlw,

GLOEKLER

(Vol. 2U. No. 4.1

Particular description of poo«f«.—Refrigerators and
Ice-Bozes.

Claims use since the year 1881.
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8er. No. 102,608. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS ) The Abomi.vt Company. Clncln-
zuiti, Ohio. Filed Mar. 31, 1817.

Particulctr deacription of gooda.—Candy.
Clatma ute sluce on or about July 15, 1915.

S«r. No. 102.763. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Thb Bbac Sit» Company. New York, N. T. Filed Apr.
6, iai7.

Ser. No. 102,648. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) FABHBtx & Co., Omaha, Nebr.
Filed Apr. 2, 1917.

Poriieular description of ffoodt.—Pe«nut-Bntter.
Claims ute since Feb. 1, 1917.

8«r. No. 102,691. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQUORS.) Nicholas Koctboclos, New York. N. Y.
FUed Apr. 3. 1917.

fbtWWl
The word " Byron." constituting said trade-mark, being

printed In red color

Particular denoription of gooda.—Brandies.

Claimt U9t since Feb. 15. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.899. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
RiT.NALiH) CiOAB COMPANY, INC., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Apr. 8. 1917.

'^t^ttaXdf

Particular description of goods.—Cigars, Cheroots, and
Little Cigars.

Claims use since October, 1916.

COKMODORE

Particular description of goods.—C^gart and Cigarette*.
Claims use since Mar. 3, 1917.

8«r. No. 102,796. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI-
ENT8 OP FOODS.) Thi 8chust«r Company. ClcTt-
land, Ohio. Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

Particular description of goodg.—Flavoring Extracts
for Confectioners'. Bakers', Ice-Cream-Bfanafacturers', and
Hoasehold Use.

Claims use since Dec. 8, 1914.

Ser. No. 102.812. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Richard Kiily, New York, N. T.
FUed Apr. 7, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Oll-Palnts, Ready-
Mixed Paints. Cold-Water Paints. Dry Painta. Vamlshe*,
and Paint-Oils.

Claims use alnce May, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.821. (CI.uA88 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Lio E. ScHOiNraU), Chicago, IlL
Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

Domino
Particular dsseription of goods.—OIlTe-Oll.

Cla4ms use since Mar. 29. 1917.

[Vol. SM. Vo. 4.]

May aa, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
ijss

B«. No. 102,828. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Samcel Gou)b«bo. Los Angeles,
Cal. Filed Apr. 9. 1917.

I

Particular description of goods.—Candies.
Claims use sinc« Jan. 1, 1913.

Ser. No. 102.843. (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDICINES
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS. ) Thb Al^
TATONB LABOHATORiiia, East Orange, N. J. Filed Aor
10, 1917.

ALVATONE
Particmlar description of goods.—Astringent Bacte-

ricide.

Cloiwts use since July 1, 1915.

Ser. No. 102,966. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) San Fbbnando Lbmon Associa-
tion, near San Fernando and Los Angeles, Cal. Filed
Apr. 18, 1917.

iRISTOCRAT
Particular description of goods.—Lemons.
Claims use since Nov. 6, 1915.

Ser. No. 102,969 (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Tbsta Cigab Co., San Francisco, Cal. Filed Apr 18
1917.

^v »<»Y.a.^^

« ''Z*^'^i'^
dMoHption of goods.-^lgBvn, Cigarettes, and

Smoking-Tobacco.
Claims use since Aug. 28, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,971. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS )Tjtota C16AB Co.. San Francisco. Cal. Filed Apr. 13,

Ser. No. 102.896. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Tbmpbbancb Bevbbaob Company, Chi-
cago, 111. Filed Apr. 11, 1917.

te*:«L-.

y^ ra«ai\^

Particular description of goods.—Clgtra, Cigarettes, and
Smoking-Tobacco.

Claims use since Dec. 2. 1916.

Ser No. 102,978. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENT8 OF FOODS.) Tcstin Hills Citbcs Associa-
tion, Tustln. Cal, FUed Apr. 13, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—A Non - Intoxicating
Cereal Beverage.

Claims use since December. 1915.

Ber. No. 102.986 (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) William B. Fink, New York
N. Y. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

Banquet
Particular desoriptUm of pood».—Ice-Cream.
Claims use since Apr. 20, 1914

Particular description of goods.—Oranges.
Cl&ims use since Nov. 1, 1909.

Ser. No. 102.940. (CLASS 87. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY ) Thb John Hobero Co.. Green Bay Wis Filed
Apr. IS, 1917.

Ser No. 102.974. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-ENTS OF FOODS.) TrSTIN HILLS ClT^CS ASSOciA-
TION, Tustln, Cal. FUed Apr 18, 1917.

^SoXsZ^S

Particular description of goods.—Tollet-Paper.
Claims use alnce July 7, 1915.

r \
fVol. 288. No. 4.J

Particular description of poods.—Oranges.
Claims use since Nov. 1, A. D. 1909.
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8er. No. 102.990. (CLASS S8. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) LEONAHn Markdi>«, New
York, N. y. Filed Apr. 14, 1917

s^TTeRfLy/

Particular description of good*.—Phonographs, Mechan-

ical Phonograph-Motors, and Phonograph Parts.

Claims U49 since Apr. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,019. (CLASS 48. MALT EXTRACTS AND
LIQUORS.) EvANSViLLi Brbwino Ass.v., BvanavUle,

Ind. Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

PorticuUu- description of goods.—A Brewed Malt Non-

latoxlcatlng Beverage.
,

Claims use since tlie year 1S94.

Ser. No. 103.127. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)

y. Pkndas h ALVABiz, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 19,

1917.

Particular dencription of goods.—Cigars and Tobacco.

Claims use since abont December, 1880.

Ser. No. 103.133. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) TH» TlBBBTTS ASD GA&LAXD 8T0««.

Chicago. 111. Filed Apr, 19, 1917.

Particular desertion of goods.—Sarsaparilla, Glnfer-

Ale. Root-Beer, Bitch-Beer, Grape-Juloe, and Loganberry-

Juice.

Claims use since May 1. 1916.

IVol. SS8.

Ser. No. 103,145. (CLASS 87. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Thb Johx Hobcrg Co, Green Bay, Wl*. Piled
Apr. 20, 1917.

Particular, description of goods.—Toilet-Paper.

Claims use since Apr. 27, 1914.

Ser. No. 103.212. (CLASS A. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS )

LaMBiKT Phasmacal Company, St. Lovls, Mo. FUed

Apr. 23, 1917.

^STERlNt;

Particular description of goods.—Toilet Creams.

Claims use since Jan. 10. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.2»e. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-

CINES, AND PHARMACRCTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
ALBBBT GBomoT, Erath. Ij». Filed Apr. 25, 1917.

Ihe trade-mark is a reprodactton of a photograph of

myself.

ParticulAr description of goods.—Medicine for External

Use In the Treatment of (Carbon, Lump-Jaw. Weak Back,

and Rheumatism.
Claims use since June 1, 1916.

No. 4.]

MS ..

I3«S

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
MAY 22, 1917

BOTD-

PUB-

Inc.,

116,736. LEATHER AND CLOTH SHOES.
Wblbh Shoe Compa.nt, 8t Louis, Mo.

Filed .November 3. 1918. Serial No. 99 066
LI8HED JANUARY 28, 1917.

116,787. LEATHER. Cam. E. Schmidt A Co.,
Detroit. Mich.

Filed December 7. 1916. Serial No. 99.776. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6. 1917.

116.738. CERTAIN NAMED FOODS. ACMl PACKIKa
Co., Chicago. 111.

Piled December 6. 1916. Serial No. 91.193. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 18, 1917.

116.789. ELECTRIC LAMPS AND PARTS THEREOF.
The Adams-Bagnall Elbctbic Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Piled Janoary 8, 1917. Serial No. 100,413. PUB
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.740. CHEWING-GUM. AdaMB Broth wui. New York.
N. Y.

Piled July 25. 1916. Serial No. 96,810. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13. 1917.

116.741. TOILET PAPER AND I»APER TOWELS. Al-
BA\Y PERroHATBD Wbappino Papbb Compast, Albany
N. Y.

PUed May 23. 1916. Serial No. 95.360. PUBLISHED
MARCH 20. 1917.

116.742. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS. At
BA\T PERroRATEi> WaApriNo Papbb Compaut, Albany
.\. Y.

Piled July 26. 1916. Serial No. 96,869. PUBLISHED
MARCH 20. 1917.

116.743. PRI.VTED POLDERS AND MAGAZINES IS-
SUED MONTHLY. MiSHA Appblbacm, New York
N. Y.

Filed Derfmb<r 2. 1916. .Serial No. 99.672. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.744. INNERSOLING FOR SHOES. Armbtbowc
Cork Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Filed November 21. 1916. SerUl No. 99,427. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.746. VARNISH; PAINT. DRY. PASTE, RED
MIXED, AND CERAMIC: SHELLAC VARNISH.
JAPAN, ENAMEL. STAINS. AND FILLERS. Chi-
cago Varnish Company, Chicago, III.

Piled October 28. 1916. Serial No. 98.940. PUBLISHED
MARCH 20. 1917.

116.746. RUBBBl BBLTINO. DUCK BELTING, RUB-
BER HOSE, DUCK HOSE. RUBBER. FI,AX. AND
ASBESTOS MACHINERY PACKING. The Cimcin-
NATI RrBBRB MANrPACTlHIlfO COMPANY, NorWOOd
Ohio.

Piled August 21, 1916. Serial No. 97,498. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.747. CIGARS. •CooNT Uatxe Cigar Co., Fort
Wayne, Ind.

Piled June 26. 1916. Serial No. 96.186. PUBLISHED
> MARCH 13. 1917.

116.748. RUBBER BELTING AND RUBBER HOSE.
Cranpail Packing Company. Palmyra, N. T., aod
Blrm*ngbam, Ala.

Filed December 26. 1916.
U8HED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.749. WIRE FENCING.
Columbus, Ohio.

Filed February 15. 1917.
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

238 O. G.—84

Sertal No. 100.160. PUB-

Thb Ccmiks a Fbaiii Co..

Serial Ro. 101.879. PUB-

116.760. SALTED, SMOKED, AND PICKLED FISH,
FRESH FISH, AND CANNED FISH. Fbbd L. Davis.
Gloucester, Mass.

Filed February 2. 1917. Serial No. 101.122. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

116.761. CHEWING-TOBACCO IN PLUG AND OTHER
FORMS AND SMOKING-TOBACCO. Joseph O.
Dill. Inc.. Richmond, Vs.

Filed December 20. 1916. 8«rlal No. 100.066. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.752. FOUNDRY PACINGS OP ALL SORTS. Stan-

I

LEY Doogett, New York, N. Y.

I

Filed December 11, 1916. SerUl No. 99,841. PU6-
I

LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.753. LIQUID OR PASTE DETERGENT FOR THE
HANDS. FABRICS, MACHINERY, LEATHER-
DRESSING, AND A LUBRICANT. E. Y. B. Ekobl-
MAN. Noxen, Pa.

Filed December 28. 1916. Serial No, 100,216. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.754. TOY MOVING-PICTURE MACHINES. Arthur
S. Fergcson, Springfield, Mo.

Filed December 9, 1916. Serial No. 99,811. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.765. ELECTRIC SUCTION-CLEANERS. Mahshall
Field & Company. Chicago. 111.

Piled April 11. 1916. Serial No. 94.322. PUBLISHED
MARCH 20. 1917.

116.766. RUBBER TIRES. Thb Fibk Rcbbbb Company,
Chlcopee Falls. Mass.

Filed January .SI. 1917. Serial No. 101,063. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 8, 1917.

116.757. PAINTS. ESPECIALLY SHINGLE PAINT.
Hbnby A. Gabdneb. Washington, D. C.

Filed November 21, 1916. Serial No. 99.443. PUB-
LISHED DECEMBER 26. 1916.

116.788. SPARK PLUGS. Emil Grossman MANcrAcmi-
rwQ Corporation, Brooklyn, N. T.

Filed February 14, 1917. Serial No. 101.868. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116,769. FITTINGS FOR TRAVELING BAGS. TRUNKS,
&C., PARTICULARLY FOR PROTECTING FOOT-
WEAR AND THB LIKE CARRIED THEREIN. Wm.
Grbilicr k Sons, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Filed April 7. 1915. Serial No. 86.746. PUBLISHED
MARCH 13. 1917.

116.760. SMOKING TOBACCO. Gborob Gund, Clere-
land. Ohio.

Filed January 19. 1917. Serial No. 100,741. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.761. NATURAL AND ARTIFICIAL MINERAL WA-
TER. John C. Haoan. Richmond. Va.

Filed February 17. 1917. Serial No. 101^44. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.762. MANUFACTURED GLASS—NAMELY. LENSES
FOR LANTERNS. F. A. Hardy A Co., Cklcago. lU.

Filed December 26, 1914. Serial No. 88,632. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.763. PUNCHES AND PINCERS. CARt C. Uabrib,
Orange, Mass.

Filed January 17. 1916. Serial No. 92,194. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.764. SUBSTITUTE FOR LEATHER AND RUBBER.
Andrew L. Hattiblo. Hlllilde, N. J.

Filed December 30, 19I6. Serial No. 100.260 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.
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116,766. POLISH FOR VEHICLE-BODIES AND THE
LIKE. B. H«LL»a & Co., Chicago, 111.

Filed February 26. 19^6. Serial No. 98.121. PUB-

LISHED FEBRUARY 6, 1917.

116.766. PEANUT BAGS. Holcomb A HoK» Mro. Co.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

Filed December 26, 1916. Serial No. 100.169. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.767. HARDRUBBER ACID CONDUCTING PIPES.

India Rcbbbr Company. New Brunswick. N. J., and

New York. N. Y.

Filed January 15, 1917. Serial No. 100.624. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.768. DOLLS. Jan« Gray Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed Decpmber 11, 1916. Serial No. 99,844. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.769. INNER TUBES, LINERS AND P.\TCHE8 FOR
THE SAME. KBY8TON1 RCBBBR MASUFACTCaiNO

Company, Erie, Pa.

Filed January 25, 1917. Serial No. 100,926. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.770. CERTAIN NAMED TOILET PREPARATIONS.
Hauoi.d Korn. New York. N. Y.

Filed IVrenil>er 14. 1916. Serial No. 99,941. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.771. BUTTER. GioRr.i R. LiNN. Chicago, 111.

Filed January 26. 1917. Serial No. 100.961. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.772. CERTAIN NAMED FURNACES AND BOILERS
AND PARTS AND DEVICES FOR SAME. LocoMO-

TiVB PuLVEHiZED FriL COMPANY, Ncw York, N. Y.

Piled September 25. 1916. Serial No. 98,215. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.773. PLASTIC OR PASTE COMPOSITION FOR
CLEANING THE HANDS, WOOD. METAL,
EARTHENWARE AND ENAMELED WARE. NOB-

MAN R. McAfbb, PlttsburKh, Pa.

Filed December 9. 1915. Serial No. 91.854. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.774. PERIODICAL OR JOURNAL PUBLISHED
MONTHLY. Franklin MacVbaoh k Company. Chi-

cago, 111.

Filed December 29, 1916. Serial No. 100.241. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.775. ARC LAMPS, ELECTRIC LAMPS. THEIR AC-
CESSORIES AND SUPPLIES. KOrtino & Mathib-

siN AKT1INGE81LL.SCHAFT, Leutzsch, near Lelpxlg,

Germany.
Filed June 22, 1916. Serial No. 87,499. PUBLISHED

MARCH 20. 1917.

116.776. HOSE MADE PARTLY OF RUBBER AND
PARTLY OF COTTON. THE Manh.\ttan Rubbbr
Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y.

Flle.1 July 26. 1916. SerUl No. 96.833. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6, 1917.

116.777. MACHINERY PACKING MADE PARTLY OF
RUBBER AND PARTLY OF ASBESTOS. The NLan

H.\TTAN Rcbbbr Mfo. CO.. Ncw York, N. Y.

Filed July 25. 1916. Serial No. 96.844. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.778. RUBBER COMPOSITION IN SHEET FORM.
The Manhattan Rubber Mro. Co., New York. N. Y.

Filed October 23. 1916. SerUl No. 98,839. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

116.779. ARTIFICIAL LURES—VIZ., SPOONS. WAB-
BLERS, AND SPINNERS. MiN-Nix Company, Roch-

ester, N. Y.

Filed January 11, 1917. Serial No. 100,686. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.780. SMOKING-PIPES. Mocha Pipe Compawy.

Newark, N. J.

Filed Septomber 9, 1916. Serial No. 97.878. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.781. HOT-AIR FURNACES. The Monitor Stovb k
Ranoe Co., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Filed January 5. 1917. SerUl No. 10a371. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.782. FLOOR DRESSINGS AND POLISHES. Na-

tional Paper Products Company, San Franclst-o,

Gal.

Filed January 2. 1917. Serial No. 100.308. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.783. FOOD PRODUCT CONSISTING OF PRE-
PARED ANIMAL MILK. Niana Pub« Food Com-
PAXV, Waukesha. Wis.

Filed December 27. 1916. Serial No. 100.204. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.784. MINERAL WATERS. A/8. N0R8KB MinbraI/-

KILDKK, Larvlk. Norway.

Filed October 10. 1916. Serial No. 98.648. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 23, 1917.

116.785. GEOGRAPHICAL MAPS. Paul Parnitzky,

New York. N. Y.

Filed January 6. 1917. Serial No. 100,402. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.786. SOLE LEATHER. J. Paskus k Son, Inc., New
York. N. Y.

Filed October 12, 1916. Serial No. 98,606. PUBLISHED
DECEMBER 5, 1916.

116.787. NEWSPAPER-SUPPLEMENTS. Thb Picturr
PRX88, Inc., New York, N. Y.

Filed January 8, 1917. Serial No. 100,447. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.788. TOOTH-PASTE AND BEAUTY-POWDER—
VIZ., F.\CE AND TOILET POWDER. The Pom-

pbian Mfo. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

Flle<i January 81, 1917. Serial No. 101,069. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.789. TOY DRESSMAKING OUTFIT. Katbbrinb A.

Rauskr, Chicago. III.

Filed September 20. 1916. Serial No. 98,123. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.790. DISINFECTANTS. laiDORB Rbsslsr, Detroit,

Mich.
Filed October 9. 1916. Serial No. 98.627. PUBLISHED

OCTOBER 31. 1916.

116.791. ALLOY FOR BEARINGS. IN INGOTS. CAST-

INGS. OR FORGINGS. Ralph E. Rich, Chicago, 111.

Filed February 8, 1917. Serial No. 101,242. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

116.792. WATER-TUBE BOILERS. The Robertb

Safety Water Tube Boiler Co., Red Bank, N. J.

FUed March 25. 1916. SerUl No. 98,878. PUBLISHED
MARCH 6. 1917.

116.793. NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENTS. RoTOroTOB,

I.vc. New York, N. Y.

Filed January 8. 1917. SerUl No. 100.461. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 6, 1917.

116.794. DRESS FASTENERS AND SNAP FASTENERS.
Samstag k HiiJ)ER Bro8.. New York, N. Y

Filed January 19. 1917. SerUl Na 100.756. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.795. ELECTROLYTE. Ibaiah C. Scxjdobr. New
York. N. Y.

Filed November 22, 1916. SerUl No. 99,477. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 30, 1917.

116.796. A.NTISEPTIC LINIMENT FOR SPRAINS,
STIFF JOINTS. BRUISES. RHEUMATISM. NEU-
RALGIA, AND SIMILAR AILMENTS. Sbnobr

D»co Co., Danville, III.

Filed November 6, 1916. Serial No. 99.137. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

May 32, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 13*7

116.797. DOLLS. Hbnry StBBBN, Kaosas City, Mo.
Filed February 6. 1917. Serial No. 101,195. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.798. NUR8ER8. NURSING-BOTTLES, AND RUB-
BER NIPPLES. Dewaxe B. Smith. Utlca. N. Y.

FUed December 28. 1916. SerUl No. 100.143. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.799. METALLIC ROTARY SUCTION-VALVES AND
METALLIC ROTARY CHECK-VALVES. Thb M.
SM0LBN8KY MANtFACTDRiNO Co., Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed October 28. 1916. SerUl No. 98,849. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.800. ALL SAWS. CHISELS. HATCHETS. FILES.
AXES, AND ADZES. Southbrn Railway Supply
A.VD Bquipmbnt Co.. St. Louis. Mo.

Filed Jannary 26. 1917. SerUl No. 100.939. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.801. CIGARS. SiDNBY S. Spbibr, Louisville, Ky.
Filed February 28. 1916. SerUl No. 98,158. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 18. 1917.

116.802. INNER TUBES. The Standard Tire and
RuBBCH Manufacturing Company. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed January 29, 1917. Serial No. 101,024. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 6. 1917.

116.808. RUBBER MATTING. Standard Woven Fabric
Company. Walpole, Mass.

Filed December 20. 1916. SerUl No. 100,078. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.8r>4. NEWSPAPER SECTION. Star Company. New
York. N. Y.

Filed February 18. 1916. Serial No. 92.954. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917,

11«,806. WHISKY. Thb Tbbbbttb k Oablakd Storb.
Chicago, 111.

Filed February 15, 1917. SerUl No. 101.410. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.806. TOILET SOAPS. LAUNDRY SOAPS. SCOUR-
ING-80APS, WASHING-POWDER. WASHING-TAB-
LETS, AND SILVER POLISH. Union Pacific T»a
Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 4, 1916. SerUl No. 02.943. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

116.807. CIGARS, Unitbd Cioab Manufactubbrs Com-
pany. New York, N. Y.

Filed January 15. 1917. SerUl No. 100.001. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27. 1917.

116.808. RUBBER NIPPLES. United Drug Company,
Boston. Mass.

Filed November 20, 1914. SerUl No. 82.721. PUB-
LISHED NOVEMBER 14. 1916.

116.809. CERTAIN NAMED CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF. Wanderbr-
Webkb vorm. Winklhofbr & Jabnickb Aktienob-
8ELL8CHAFT. SchOnau. near Chemnitz. Germany.

Fil.'d April 12. 1913. SerUl No. 69,761. PUBLISHED
MARCH 20. 1917.

116.810. NUTS. Wbstbrn Scrbw k LocK-NtJT Co., San
Francisco, Cal.

Filed February 16, 1917. SerUl No. 101,417. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.811. CERTAIN NAMED PAINTS AND PAI.NTERS'
SUPPLIES. Thb A, Wilhblm Company, Reading.
Pa.

Filed July 10. 1916. Serial No. 96.478. PUBLISHED
OCTOBER 24. 1916.

116.812. CORN - SOLVENT. DANDRUFF REMEDY,
AND HEADACHE-TABLETS. William C. Yodno,
Buffalo, N. Y.

Filed June 7. 1916. Serial No. 96.688. PUBLISHED
MARCH 20. 1917.

116.813. OYZO. KONIAK, MATIKA. AND ARAK. 8. F.
Zaloom k Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed February 8, 1917. Serial No. 101,249. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 18, 1917.

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED.
113,789. GLASS. International Glabb Compaitt, MiU-

vlUe. N. J., and PhlUdelphU. Pa.
Registered October 6, 1916. Canceled April 27, 1917.
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LABELS
REGISTERED MAY 22, 1917

20,108.—T«l«; "AUNT JEMIMA." (For Pancake. BncJt

wheat. Corn, and Wheat Flours.) Acnt Jkuima
Mills Company, St. Joseph, Mo. Filed April 27,

1917.

20.104.—T«i«. "THE PACE VEIL." (For Vella.) N.

B. COHBN, Scranton. Fa. Filed May 8, 1917.

20,106.

—

Title: " OOULilD EMBROIDERED INITIALS."
(For BmbroidereU Initials.) Goulbo Embroikert
WOEKS, Union Hill, N. J. Filed May 3. 1917.

20.106.—T<«e: " KA-DENB." (For Ointment.) Thb
Kc-Rall Medici.ve Co., Nashville. Tenn. Filed April

28, 1917.

20,107.—r«l«.- "R. B. MAIER'8 VERIBEST." (For A
Pollsbln? and Cleaning Compoand.) R. E. Maieb
&. Co.. Chicago. 111. Filed December 11, 1916.

20.108.—Tttle: "8TOP." (For Hair Tonic.) Qw>k«b
Mklchbs, Chicago. 111. Filed March 24, 1917.

20.109.—T«I«.' " REACH WHIPPET GOLP BALLS."
(For Golf-Balls.) A. J. Rsach Co, PhiiadelpblA, Pa.

FlK>d April 9, 1917.

20.110—r«J«.- "REACH PARAMOUNT GOLF BALLS."
(For (Solf Balls.) A. J. Rbach Co.. Philadelphia. Pa.

FUed April 9. 1917.

20,111.—Title.- " REACH MBTBOR GOLF BALLS." (For

Golf-Balls.) A. J. Rbach Co., PhlUdelphU, Pa.

Filed April 9, 1917.

20.112.—T"**!*.- " REACH NEW SCOTTY QOLF BALLS."
(For Golf Balls.) A. J. Reach Co., PhiladelphU, Pa.

Filed April 0, 1917.

20,113.—T«Ie.- ' HONOR BRAND." (For Crape Tissue.)

Sacqcoit ToiLrr Pafwi Co., New Hartford, N. T.

Filed March 7, 1917.

20,114.—r«I«; " WHITE KING SQUAB SOUP." (For

Squab Soup.) White Ki.no SgcAS Paooccra Co.,

Vlneland, N. J. Filed April 6. 1917.

20415.—rWIc- " FRENCH RHEUMATISM CURB."
(For a Cure for Kbcumatlam.) Emma Hazbll, Phil-

adelphia. Pa. Filed September 19. 1916.

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 22, 1917

4.694.— r<fle; "THERE'S A REASON." (For Postum
Cereal.) Postim Cereal Company, Battle Creek.

Mich. Filed May 3. 1917,

4,695.—r«le.- "ADVISf»R." (For Hosiery.) Datid
Weil's Sons Lithographic Co., Brooklyn, N. T.

Filed May 7, 1917.

Ijag

\

DECISIONS
OF THE

cons/^i^/TisszoisrEK. OIF" T"AJTJB^i<rrrs
AKD OF

UNITliD STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

OOMMTSSIOITEE'S DECISIONS.

Ex PARTE KiBRT.
Dtoided July l. t91i.

Patbntabilitt—Handlb—CoNVBNiBNca or Opbbatiok.
The combination, with the handle of a vacuum-cleaner

having an upper curved and hollow end containing the
motor-switch, of a rotatable cap upon the end of the
handle to control the switch, presents a compact and
convenient arrauKement by which the movemeift of the
cleaner and the po.sition of the switch can be oontrolle<l
by one hand and [b patentable.

[This application has reiiulted in Patent No. 1.195.863.]

Appeal from Exnmluers-lu-Chief.

HAKDL1-8WITCH FOB BCCTION-CLBAKmS.

Mesftrn. Hull rf Smith for the applicnnt.

Whitehead, Assistant Commissioner:

Tills Is an appeal from the decision of the Exam-
Iner.s-in-Chlef affirming the decision of the Primary
Examiner In finally rejecting claims 2 to 8, Inclusive,

and 12 to 14, IncliLsive, of which the following will

serve as exauiples

:

2. In an plectrlrally operated suction cleaner of the type
wherein a caKlng containing a motor and a suction device
is arranged to be pushed along the floor by means of
a handlp secured thereto, the romblnntlon with the handle,
of a hollow (atilng rei»'lvlng auiJ rigidly connected to the
end of said handle, said ranlng having an Integral portion
defltcted downwardly at an oblique angle, an electrical
switch In said casing and operatlvely connected to said
motor, and a rotatable member carried by said deflected
portion and arrangt-d with its axis parallel with said de-
flected portion ann operatlvely ronnertod to salrl switch.

6. A awltch casing for cleaner handles comprising a hol-
low shell having its •ml portions dispose*! at an angle to
each other, one of said portions beln^j adapted to receive
the end of the handle and the other having a rotatable
cap fitted to the end thereof, and switch mechanism in
said casing and op«Tatively connected to said cap.

13. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion, with an operating handle, of a switch casing com-
prising a hollow shell and having one end secured to said
nandle, switch mechanism In said shell and having a
rotatable stud axial with the other end thereof, and a
rotatable cap having a cyllndricjil portion overlapping the
end of said shell and having a convex terminal portion
forming a rounded continuation of said shell, said cap
helnt operatlvely connected to said stud and having its
portion adjacent to said shell of greater diameter than
said shell and exteriorly roughened.

The references are: Latt^ 391,9(X), October 30,

1888 ; DIckerson, 666,956, January 29, 1901 ; Batch-
eller, 703.369, July 1. 1902 ; Perkins, 756,979, April

12, 1904 ; HafemeJster, 940,311, November 16, 1909

;

Kirby. design. 44,173, June 10, 1913.

The Examiner rejected all of the claims except
claim 9; but no appeal was taken from the decision

[Vol. 238.

of the Examlners-in-Chief affirming the rejection

of claims 1 and 11, and claim 10 was allowed by
them. (,

The application shows a vacuum-cleaner the up-
per end of the handle of which Is curved and con-
tains a switch for controlling the motor, the end of
the curved portion being closed by a rotatable cap
operably connected to the switch. It is stated that
by this construction the switch can be operated by
the same hand that is «8e<l In moving the cleaner.
Claim 1, as to which no appeal was token, was

rejected on the ground that It provides merely for
the placing of a switch In one of the two angularly-
relate«l portions of the handle. There would clearly
be nothing patentable In merely curving the end of
the handle of a vacuum-cleaner in order that It may
be more readily grasped by the hand of the op<>rator

;

nor would there be any invention in the mere plac-
ing of a switch therein.

By placing the rotatable cap upon the end of the
handle applic-ant has made a compact and convenient
arrangement by which the movement of the cleaner
and the .switch can be controlled 'by one hand.
Claims 5, 6, and 7 define this construction ; but they
seem to be substantially the same. Applicant is

entitled to any one of these claims, but not to all
three.

Claims 2, 3, and 4 do not define the patentable
novelty. Claim 2 merely specifies that one member
Is rotatable, claim 3, which Includes a rotatable cap,
does not state that it is connected to the switch, and
claim 4 specifies merely that the hollow shell is

made of two portions of different diameters, the
switch being placed in the larger portion. It would
appear to be a mere matter of choice whether the
two portions of the shell were made of the same
diameter or not.

Claim 8 does not properly describe applicant's
construction for the reasons fully pointed out in
the decision of the Examiners-ln-Chlef.
Claims 12 and 13 are regarded as allowable Claim

14 Is not patentable over Dickerson.

The decision of the Examiners-in-Chlef is affirmed
as to claims 2, 3, 4, 8. and 14 and rever.sed as to the
remaining claims, subject to the holding that the
applicant Is entitled to only one of the claims. .', 6,
and 7.

No. 4.1
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Ex PAKTB HUSTKD.
Decided July K, 1919,

Invention—N»w Risult—Coiimunion-Tbat.
A communloD-tray haviog a series of small openings

to recelye fall cups and hold them In an elevated posi-

tion, each opening closely contiguous to a larger open-
ing by which the empty cup may be held In a lower po-
sition. Held to present patentable Invention over a
reference showing a large group of small openings sur-

rounded by a single ring of larger perforations, where
it appears that the novel arrangement not only accom-
plishes the desired end in a manner not contemplated
in the reference, but accompilsbea additional results.

(This application has resulted in Patent No. 1,199,987.]

On appeal from Examlner8-In-Chief.

COMMUNION-TRAT.

Mr. Richard B. Owen for the applicant.

Clay, Assistant Commissioner:
Applicant appeals from the action of the Board

of Examlners-in-Chief is sustaining the Primary
Examiner's rejection of applicant's claim for a pat-

ent upon certain Improvements in communlon-trnys.
defined by the applicant In his appealed claim as
follows

:

A tray having a plurality of openings formed therein,
irtaln of said openings being larger In diameter than the

remaining openings, the smaller of said openings arranged
certain of said openings being larger In diameter than the
remaining openings, the smaller of said openings arranged
between the larger of said openings, the smaller of said
openlnRs adapted to receive filled receptacles, the other

emptied, the receptacle when supported bv the smaller of
said openings belne elevated above the plane of the re-
ceptacles supported by the larger of said openings where-
ky receptacles in the smaller of said openUigs will be so
positioned that access can be had thereto by means of
their spaced apart relation and their elevation above re-
ceptacles in the larger of said openings.

The ground of rejection Is that applicant's struc-

ture is an obvious modlflcatlon of the structure
shown In the reference patent to Thomas, No.
1,061,026, of May 6, 1913, for a communion-service
tray, and does not amount to invention.

Applicant's invention Is in the structure of a tray
for holding the Individual conical cups or glasses
employed In church communion service. Its es-

sence seems to be the arrangement of apertures in

the top of the tray for holding these cups in a par-
ticular manner for several particular purposes

—

namely, that the filled cups will stand in elevated
and separated position, ready of access, that each
cup stands closely contiguous to a larger opening
which Is obviously to receive the cup after It has
ben used and to hold It In such position that It Is

not liable to be again used. The perforations are
shown arranged In continuous series with alternate
large and small openings.

The reference patent to Thomas presents Inci-

dental ly a tray-top perforated to hold the cups, hav-
ing a large group of thirty-four small perforations

surrounded by a single ring of seventeen perfora-

tions of larger size

—

Intended to receive empty glasses that are handed back
by the communicants.

The View of the Primary Examiner, apparently
adopted by the Board, though expressed at some
length In his statement, does not seem to attach

sufficient importance to the real functions of ap-

plicant's Improvement. This Is partly because ap-

plicant's own statement of the functions performe<l

by his device was not full or accurate.

[Vol. 8M.

If applicant has succeeded, by however simple a
change, in avoiding the use of the same communion
cup by more than one person, in lessening the dan-
ger of contamination by Inserting the fingers In

other cups, and in making the ceremony of taking
communion more quiet and private, it is not a light

matter to deny him the quality of Invention. The
Thomas patent Is entirely directed at the form of
the tray-btxly Itself, which Is designed for the pur-
pose of nesting several trays together and holding
them secur^y. Nowhere is there any point made
of the arrangement of apertures for holding the
cups, and it is doubtful whether it was the Intention
of the patentee to have the cups replaced In the
tray by the Individual user at all. There is ap-

parently no suggestion even of the advisability of
preventing a person from taking up one of the u.«ied

cups. On the contrary. It Is quite likely that this

would happen because there Is every invitation to

put the used cup back in the same aperture from
which it has been removed, and there is, in fact,

not enough room in the larger apertures for plac-

ing all of the used cups even If it were desired to
be done. Nothing in the patent suggests that the
filled cups are to stand higher than the used cups,

although it will of course happen that the empty
cups will stand at a lower level in the larger out-
side openings 12 if they are conical In form, if the
padding 13 does not interfere, and when there is

only one cup In each aperture.

So far as the language at page 1, line 79, referred
to by the Board, Is concerned. It is not obvious what
the patentee means, and It is quite possible that the
word " however " refers to the previous statement
that the group of Inner apertures are smaller than
the outer apertures, the suggestion being that the
larger apertures might be put In the middle instead
of around the periphery of the tray.

It is necessary not only to regard the functions
of applicant's device, but to consider the circum-
stances of its use. The taking of communion Is a
quiet and solemn ceremony, in which the communi-
cant is often in an emotional state, desirous of the
greatest privacy and yet surrounded by strangers.
Sometimes he merely touches the wine to his lips,

leaving the cup full, and this It may not be agreeable
to have observed. Under such circumstances he is

apt to take hold of the first accessible cup and after

use to put it back In the first opening he can find.

The obvious invitation to place it out of sight in

the large opening Immediately contiguous to the one
from which he took It seems to Insure that it will

be placed where it cannot be useil again ; also, the
fact that the unused cups stand in elevated and
8eparate<l position, with ample open space all

around them, makes It easy to get an unu.sed cup
quietly and unlikely that the fingers will be dipped
into other cups.

A brief examination of the file of the reference
patent to Thomas disclosed that It was prosecuted
vigorously and extensively without there having
even been any mention either by the patentee or the
offlcp of the arrangement of apertures In the tray
V«. 4.]
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or any function therefor. It appears also that
holders for Individual communion-cups have been
the subject of invention and patent for a period of
some dozen of years, at least before Thomas and the
present applicant and that the only suggestion of

arranging the apertures for any of applicant's pur-
poses (Patent No. 697.247, April 8. 1902. to Harris)
was the use of several circumferential terraces of

holes at different elevations In order to better the
access to the cups. It is unsafe to say that an Im-
provement, however simple, is obvious, when, as a
matter of fact, it has been looked for and not found.
The question Is what does the Invention do? {Gen-
eral Electric Co. v. Uill-Wright, 174 Fed. Rep., 996
to bottom 998.

)

A novel arrangement which accomplishes the ap-

plicant's several desired ends presents Invention
enough to .support a patent, and the action of the
Board is overruled.

In substance both of the claims submitted by the
applicant should l>e allowed ; but It is suggesteil that
they might well be put in better form.* It Is also

suggested (what appears to have escapeil the atten-

tion both of the applicant and the Examiner) that
the specification, even If not the claim, should
specify that the cups are of tapere<l or conical form,
since otherwise the desired function of the different-

sized apertures would not be attained. Proper
amendment should be required within thirty days.

DECISIONS OF THE U. S. C0UET8.

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

Enqle v. Manchesteb and Spooneb.

Decided March e, 1917.

1. Sbbtick or Pboccss—Exemption raoM Scnvics—Ex-
TBNT.

The exemption from service of civil process while in

attendance upon a hearing before a Judicial tribunal
and for a reasonable time In going and returning ex-

tends to all forms of process of a civil character.

2. Same—Samm—Dlbi.vg iNTERraBBNci Pbocibdings.
Non-residents present in the District of Columbia

solely for attendance on the taking of testimony in in-

terference proceedings in the Patent OtBce between
themselves and a rival Inventor are exempt from
service of subpoBoa in a suit brought by such rival

against them In the courts of the District.

3. SaMB PRIVILBQB PBACTICB MOTION TO DiSMIBB.
When In a motion to vacate service the question of

privilege, involving facts not apparent from the record,
was raised by motion to dismiss. Held the better prac-
tice would require the filing of a plea in abatement.

Mr. Henry E. Davis and Mr. A. L. Netcmyer for

the appellant.

Mr. W. C. Sullivan for the appellees.

Shepard, C. J.:

June 1, 1916, George S. Engle filed his bill in the

Supreme Court of the District of Ck)lumbla against
Manchester and Spoonw in which it was alleged

*A communion-tray for supporting tapered cups, com-
prising a top having a series 6f alternately-arranged large
and small openings adapted to support the cups In elevated
position In the small openings and In substantially de-
pressHil position In the larger openings, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

[Vol. 288.

that for many years plaintiff had been engaged In

making and perfecting a certain Invention of a pri-

mary electrical battery, which he describes, and
that for eleven years past he had prosecutwl his In-

vention In the State of Rhode Island and the Dis-
trict of Columbia, spending large sums of money In

experimental work, maintenance of a shop, etc;
that during five or more years up to, to wit, Decem-
ber. 1912, he employed the defendants, Manchester
and Spooner, to help him set up and demonstrate
parts of said battery, which work they performeil
entirely under direction of plaintiff ; that they were
paid for their services by said Engle, which were
wholly confined to the developing of the original
idea of said plaintiff, and entirely ancillary and
auxiliary to the development of his said inventions

;

that said Inventions are of great value, and for the
purpose of protecting his rights said plaintiff on
October 8, 1912, filed in the United States Patent
Ofllce applications for letters Patent thereon, which
applications are now pending In said Ofllce. He
further avers that thereafter the defendants fraud-
ulently, intending to reap for themselves the bene-
fit of said Invention, and to rob and defraud the
said Engle of his Inventions, and to claim them for
themselves, on, to wit. February 1. 1913, made ap-
plication jointly for joint patents on the plnlntlff's

said Inventions for the domain of Great Gritnin.

which said patent was accepted November 13, 1913,
and for the Republic of France on March 13, 1913,
which said French Letters Patent were delivered
May 26, 1913. and published August 2, 1913.

Plalntiflf avers that said French and British pnt-
ents were procured through false oaths and fraud
on the part of the said defendants In claiming to be
the real Inventors of said Inventions, when they
knew that plaintiff was the real Inventor thereof,
and that they were his employees learning secrets
In his employ, and attempting to claim them as their
own. and when they knew that he had nppllwl for
Letters Patent on the same in the United States
Patent Office.

That by reason of the fact that plaintiff is the
Inventor and owner of said patents, and is entitle*!

to the protection of patents for said Invention, not

only In the United States, but In foreign countries,

by process of law he is entitled to have the said
patents so fraudulently and falsely issued to the
defendants In France and Great Britain assigned to

him as the real owner thereof. He Is informe*!

that said British and French patents are In the
names of said defendants and have not been as-

signed by them, and even so, cannot deprive hlni

of his right in the premises, and further, that he is

entitled to have the benefits of any pecuniary profit,

contracts, or licenses, which the said defendants
may have sought to execute or grant by virtue of
said patents.

He prays for a restraining order to the defend-
ants from conveying or attempting to convey the
aforesaid British and French patents, or any inter-

est therein, or any rights thereunder, except to the
plaintiff or his assigns, and that upon a final hearlnc
No. 4.]
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BX VABTB HUBTBD.
DeetdM Jmlp ». tH*-

IXTBXTtOK NBW RlSCLT COMIICXIOW-TBAT.

A cominnBloo tray havtAC • •*r1*« of rauin openlafs

to r*c«lTe foil cop« and bold tbem In &n el*T«t«d pori-

tloB. ench opening clo«*ly eontlfuooa to a larger open-

ing by wblcb tbe empty cup may l)e held In a lower po-

tltlOB, H«M to preaent patentable Inrentlon orer a

refer«>nre abowlng a large group of amall opening! tor-

roundrd bj a xlngle ring of larger perforatlooa. wbert

It appear* that tbe noTel arrangement not only accom

pUabea tbe de«lr«Nl end In a ma oner not c«nti»mplat«d

la tba referen'-e. but acoompllahea additional reaulta,

IThia appllcBtion baa re«ulte.J In Patent No I.IV»,«87.1

UK APTBAi. from Eixamlnfr»-ln-Chief.

COHMUKIOIC -TBAT.

ilr. Richard B. Owen for the applicant.

Clat, A$»iMtant CommisMioner

:

Applicant appeals from the action of the Boani

of Kxamlner»-ln-Chlef in nustalnlnjc the Primary

Examiner* rejection of applicants claim for a pat-

ent upon certain Irnproveroentu In cotnmunlon-trays.

(Ief1ne<l bjr the applicant In his appealeiJ claim a.H

follows

:

A tray baring a plurality of opening* formad tter«ta,

.^rtaln of aald openlnga t>.'ing larger In dUmeter tban tba

remaining opening* the dnialler >>t «ald openlnp arranfed
cartaln of aald openlnga t>.'ing larger In dUmeter tban tha

remaining opening* the dnialler >>t «ald openlnp arranfed
betw.-rn tbe larger ..f iiaM opf-nlngK. the iimaller of aald

wp.-nlni;>i adapted to r^.'rl».> fllle<l rer^ptaclea, tbe other

vt «ald openlor* adapted to re<-elTe the receptaclea When
•niptl»-d. tbe rr<«pta'ie when aupporte<l by tbe amallcr of

aald opening* being elerated abore tbe plane of the re-

erptaclea aupportedby the larger of aald openlap whare
by r.oepta<'lea In tbe smaller of aald openlnca will be ao

DoalttoD^d that acroaa ••an l)e had thereto by meana of

tbelr iipaced apart relation and their eleratloa above ra-

eepta< lea In tbe larger of aald openlnga.

The jfround of rejection U tliat applicant's struc-

ture Ls an obvious in<Hjlf^oation of the structure

shown In th« reference patent to Th«iinas, No.

1.061,028, of May 6. 191S, for a coinmunlon-tierTlce

tray, and doea r>ot amount to invention.

Applicant's Invention Is in the structure of a tray

for holdlnjf the Individual conical cupa or glaaaea

enipl«>ye<1 In church communion service. Its es-

sence seem* to be the arrangement of apertures in

the top of the tray for holding these cups In a par-

ticular manner for several particular purxwsew

—

nam^-ly, that the Oiled cups will stand In elevated

and separated poaltlon. ready of accea^ that each

cup sUnds cloaely ct>ntlpious to a larger opening

which Is obvloualy to receive the cup after It has

ben u»e«l ami to hold It In such poaltlon that It Is

not liable to be again use»l. The perforations are

shown arranged In continuous series with alternate

Is rite and small openlnga.

The referem-e patent to Thomas presents Inci-

dentally a tray-top perforated to hold the cups, hav-

ing a large froup of thirty-four small perforations

surrouiKled by a single ring of seventeen perfora-

tions of larger size

—

intended to re<^lTe empty glaaae* that are handed ha«*

by the connuaicBBta.

The view of the Primary Examiner, apparently

adopted by the Board, though expreasetl at some

lensrth in his statement. d«ie« not seem to attach

sufficient lmp«»rtiin.-«» to the real functions of ap-

plicant's Improvement. This Is partly because ajy-

pllcanfB own statement of the functions perforroetl

by hla device was not full or accurate.

(Vol.

If applicant has succeeded, by howerer simple a

change, in avoiding the use of the same cooimanion

cup by more than one persi>n. In leasenlng the dan-

ger of conumlnation by inserting the fingers In

other cupa, and In making the ceremony of taking

communion more quiet and private. It is not a light

matter to deny him the quality of Invention. The

Thomas patent Is entirely directetl at the form of

the tray-btxiy Itself, which Is designed for the pur-

pose of nesting several trays together an«l holdlnj:

them securely. Nowhere is there any point made

of the arrangement of aperture* for holding the

cupa, and It Is doubtful whether it was the Intention

of the patentee to have the cups replaced In the

tray by the Individual user at all. There is ap-

parently no suggeatlon even of the advisability of

preventing a person from taking up one of the used

cups. On the crjntrary. It Is quite likely that this

would happen because there Is every Invitation to

put the used cup back In the same aperture from

which it has been removed, and there Is, in fact,

not enough room In the larger apertures for plac-

ing all of the used cups even If It were dealred to

be done. Nothing In the patent suggests that the

fllleil cups ar»' to stand higher than the used cupa,

although It will of course happeik that the empty

cups will stand at a lower level in the larger out-

side openings 12 if they are conical In form, if the

padding 18 does not Interfere, aiul lehen there la

only one cup In each aperture.

80 far as the language at page 1. line TB, referred

to by the B<ianl. 1« tHtn<"erned. It Is not obvious what

the patentee m^ns, and It Is quite possible that the

word " however " refers to the previous statement

that the group of Inner apertures are smaller than

the outer apertures, the suggestion being that the

larger apertures might be put In the middle Instead

of arouml the p**rlphery of the tray.

It I* necessary not only to regard the functions

of applicant's device, but to consider the ctrcum-

suncea of Its use. The taking of communion Is a

quiet and solemn ceremony. In which the communi-

cant Is often In an emotional state, desirous of the

greatest privacy ami yet surroundeil by strangers.

StjmetlraM he merely touches tbe wine to his lips,

leaving the cup full, and this It may not l>e a^raeable

to have observwl. Under such circumstances he Is

apt to Uke hold of the first accessible cup and after

nse to pat It tmck In the first opening he can find.

The obvious Invitation to place It out of sight In

the large opening Immediately contiguous to the one

from which be took It seems to Insure that It will

be placed where It cannot be used again ; also, the

fact that tbe unuse«l cups staml In elevatetl and

separate*] position, with ample «ipeo space all

arouml them, makes It easy to get an unused cup

quietly and unlikely that the fingers will be dlppe.1

Into other cupa

A brief examination of the file of the reference

patent to Thomas disclosed that It was proaecuted

vigorously and exteoalvely wlth<^ut there havlne

.ven been any mention either by the patentee or the

< mcf of the arrangement of apertures In the tray
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or any function therefor. It appears also that

holders for Individual conunun Ion-cups have been

the subject of Invention ami patent for a period of

some dosen of years, at least, t>efore Thomas and tbe

pre>»ent applicant and that the only sujtgeKtlon of

arranging the apertures for any of applicant's pur-

poses (Patent No. 607.247. April 8, 1902, to Harris)

was the \i»e of several tlrfumfereiitial terraces of

holes at tllflfert»nt elevations In onler to better the

access to the cups. It Is unsafe to say that nn Im-

provement, however simple, is obvious, when, as a

matter of fact. It has t)eeii l«x>ke<l for an<l not found.

The question Is what (loe« the Invention do? (Gen-

erai Electric Co. v. HUlMHght. 174 Fe<l. Rep., 906

to bottom 906.

)

A novel arrangement which accomplish^ the ap-

plicant's several deslretl ends presents Invention

enough to support a patent, and the action of the

Boartl is overruled.

In substance both of the claims 8ubroitte<l by the

(>pllcant should be allowed ; but It is suggestetl that

they might well be put In better form.* It is also

suggested (what appears to have es<Tipeil the atten-

tion both of the applicant and the Examiner) that

the specification, even If not the claim, should

specify that the cupa are of taperiil or conical form,

since otherwise the desired function of the different-

sized apertures would not l»e attalne<l. Proper

amendment Hhould be requlrwl within thirty daya

DECI8I0H8 or THE U. a OOUBTa

Court of Appeals of the District of Oolumbia.

Enoij: t'. Manchkhteb and Spooneb.

neoi4e4 Marrh $, J»n.

1. BaavicB or I'bih bss—Kxbmptios rsoM Hbbvicb—-Bx

I'be exemption from eerrlre of drll procesa while In

attcB4lance upon a bearing before a judlc-tal tribunal

sad for a reaaonable time In going and returning tz-

tcada to all forma of proceaa of a rUll rbarat ter.

1. Bamb—Bamb—DrniKo iMTBarBBSxcs Pboibboikcb.

Nob rcBldenta preaent In tbe LMatrlrt of Columbia

BOlely for attendance on the taking of teatlmony In tn-

proceedlnga In the Patent 0(B<-e t>etween

and a rlral iBventor are exempt from

aervtce of aabpoiAa la a ault brought by aoch HtsI

agalaat tbem In tbe rourta of the LHatrlct.

S. Samb—PaiviLaoB

—

Pbacticb—Motion to PtSMiaa.

Wbeo *n a motion to raoate aerrlce tbe oueatton of

prlrllege, tnvolTtng fact* not apparent from tbe record,

waa rslaed by motion to dlaniaa. tttt4 the bettar prac-

tice wonld reantre tbr filing of a plea in abateaeat.

Mr. Henry B. Dofis and Mr. A. L. A'ctomyer for

the ap()ellanL

Mr. W. C. SuUimn for the appellceB.

•VABM, C. J.:

Jane 1, 1916. George S. Engle filed his bill In the

fllBUiili Ooort of the District of Oolumbia against

Manchester and Spofmer In which It WBB alleged

•.\ inloo tray for anpportlng tapered <up». <-on»

prlal:.. ' 1' harlng a aeries of alternatelr arraog^-d large
aad «uia;: openlnga adaptsd t* aapport tbe rup* In elevated
paaltloD in tbe asull BfaataSB and lu •ut-nUntiallv de
prr«*e<| |M>«itloB la the larBVT •yealnga, aobaUntlally aa
and for the parpoae dearrlbed

(ol.

that for many years plaintiff had been engaged In

lunking and perfecting a certain Invention of a pri-

mary ele<trlcal battery, which he describes, and
that for ete\'en years past he had proaecuted his In-

vention In the State of Rhode Island ami the Dis-

trict of Cotutnbla, spending large sums of money in

experimental work, maintenance of a shop, etc.

;

that during five or more years up to, to wit. Decem-
ber. 1P12, he employetl the defendants. Manchester

nu(J Spooncr, to help him set up and domonstrnte

parts of said battery, which work they perfornieil

entirely umler direction of plaintiff; that they wei^

paid for their services by said Engle. which were
wholly o>nfined to the developing of the original

Idea of sat4l plaintifT. and entirely ancillary and
auxiliary to the development of his said Inventions ;

that said Inventions are of great value, and for the

purpose of protecting his rights said plalntlfF on
October 8, 1912. filed In the United SUtes Patent

Office applications for I^etters Patent thereon. vvhl«-h

iippllcatlons are now pending In said Offloe. He
further avers that thereafter the defendants fraud-

ulently. Intending to reap for themselves the bene-

fit of said Invention, and to rob and defraud the

said Engle of his Inventions, and to claim them fur

themselves, on. to wit, February 1, 1918, made ap-

plication Jointly for Joint patents on the plaintiff's

said Inventions for the domain of Great Grltntn.

which aald patent was accepted November 13, 1913.

and for the Republic of France on March IS. 1913,

which said French I^ietters Patent were dellven-^I

May 26, 1913. and publlshe<l August 2. 1913.

Plaintiff avers that said French and British pat-

ents were procured through false oaths ami fraud

on the part of the said defendants In claiming to ite

the real Inventors of said Inventions, when they

knew that plaintiff was the r^»nl Inventor thereof.

,nnd that they were his employees learning secn-ts

in his employ, and attempting to claim tbem as their

own. and when they knew that he had npplle«l for

I>etters Patent on the same In the United States

Patent f>fnce.

That by reason of tbe fact that plaintiff is the

i Inventor and owner of said patents, ami Is entltletl

to the protection of patents for said Invention, not

only In the United States, but In foreign countries,

by process of law he Is entitled to have the said

patents m) fraudulently and falsely lasue<l to the

defemlants in France and Great Britain assigned to

him as tbe real owner thereof. He Is informe^l

that said Brltiah and French patents are In tbe

munea of said defendants and have not been as*

aigned by them, ami even so. cannot deprive him

of his right In the premises, and further, that he Is

entitled to have the benefits of any pecuniary profit,

contracts, or licenses, which the said defendant**

may have sought to execute or grant by virtue of

said patents.

He prays for a restralnlnf order to the defend-

ants from conveying or attempting to convey the

af»>re»al«l British and French patents, or any inter-

est therein, or any rights thereunder, except to th*

plaintiff or his assigns, and that upon a final hearin;;

ITa. 4.)
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th« laid teroporflry reatraloiofC order b« made per-

manent.
S«?f>nd. that the nU\ defendant*, their a«ent«

and aMirnfl, l>e required to awliri to the plaintiff

all rljfht* to and under the aforefwid French and

BHtiab patents, anil all Interait therein or tbere-

from.
Third, that the defendants t>e reqolrwl to a<?-

coont to the plaintiff for all prooee*l« re<-eived un-

der or by reason of said patents, and be required to

turn over and deliver to the plaintiff all effects

thereto appertain I njj, aoil that a personal decree be

rendered ajcstnut said defendants for any deficiency

by reason of s«l<| patents.

Sobpsnas were senred on defendants personally

June 1. 1916. by tha marshal of the Distrtct ot

Columbia.
June 9th. I&IC, defendants fil«l motions to va-

cate said proceas. and flle<l nfTidnvltK. from which

It appears that flefendants ar** non-residents of the

District and rssidenU of the SUte of Rhode
Island; that on the Ist day of June, 1916, they

were present In the dty of Washlnirton as partiea to

certain Interferefice proceetllngs between them-

rivea, on one hand, and George S. Enicle. named aa

plaintiff In the above-entltle«l cause, on the other,

then pending In the United States Patent Office;

that they were, at the time aforeaald. as well as

now. non-re«idents of the District of OdMsMa. and
were, on the said date. In the city of Waalllngton

for the sole purpose of the taking of the testlmooy

on behalf of the said George 8. Engle In the said

Interference proceedings: that while actually In

attendance upon the talcing of the said teatimony.

and while said Engle was on the witncaa stand, and
utMler croaa-examinatloo by counsel for the said

Manchester, a deputy I'nlted States marshal en-

tere«l the room where the said t«'»ttlmony was then

an«l there being talten and attempted to serve upon
the dcft-nUsnts a sabpema In the abore-entUled

•ause by handing a copy of the same to them, which

Is hen«to annexed.
A further affldaTtt aata out the Interference pro-

cettllnas In the Patont Otiee betwe«» plalntift and
defeiHlants. and further avers that they came to

Washl ;$|on upon a telegram from their attorneys

advising them of the talcing of testimony In the dty
of Wa!«lili\gton by the plaintiff and that it was es-

sential to the proper protection of their interests In

iald Interference procee*llngs that they be pn-sent

during the talcing of said testlnmuj, and that they

went to Washington for that purpose only.

On the hearing of the motion to vacate certain

tCHtlniony was Introduced, being a copy of the depo-

sit ioii^ ..f <;<i>rge R Ifintle. fn>m which it appears
that li«' dlnx-tetl the preparation of tlie bill aome
time l»efore service, and that when the parties ap-

peared in the proceedings In this Dl-strlct be dl-

reitwl his attorneya to finish up the bill and Insti-

tute 4iiit. and to iMva tto lubpiwH aarred. aad that

tlH> uore snivaJ dvriac the kaartam before the
notary In said interfaraoee caae.

He further <uiid that he directed the aalt monttis

ago, but «uppo<ie«l it had been delayed until the

partle<( voluntarily appeared within the jurisdIctkMi

of tilt" o»urt : that he told his attorneys tliat they
were here and to finish up and Institute the suit

ami have the snbpcenas serve«l.

On June 26, 191(J, the court granted said motion

ami ordered that the serv1ci> of proceas upon the

said defendants be vacafeed, aet aalde. and for naoght
held.

Plaintiff has appaalcd from this decree.

Tl>e question Involved in this case Is the privilege

of the party who wss serve<l with dvll process while

In volontary attendance upon a Judtdal hearing

(ol.

whereto his Interests were Involved. Plaintiff and
defendants Jointly were rival applicants for a pat-

ent for the Invention des<Tlbed in the bill, and tha

Interferefice had been dniy dc<Mare«1 In the Patent

Office between them. The defendants, residing In

Hhode Island, were in attendance upon the taking

of the testimony of ttie plaintiff before an Examiner
at the time of the S4»rvlce of this prtn-eas in the dty
of Washlnsrton Plaintiff was testlfyinR nt the time

when the process was served arvl defendants had

come to the place of hearing upon the advice of

counsel that their attendance was important to

them In the depending Interference.
This question of privilege of a party to exemption

from service of civil pro<«ess while In attendance

upon a hearing has been the »ub)ect of discussion

in very many American cases. The following afford

exampii-N : Setoffruph Mff. Co. v. 8oni4fham, ( 197

N. Y. 377 :> Parker v. Iforco. (1S6 !*. T.. 585; I

Pf>¥>rU V. Panghom. <1«1 N. T.. App. Dlr.. 458 :>

Ris V. fipraoae Co.. (157 Wis. 572;) Wataom v.

Judife, (40 Mich.. 729;) MUcheU v. -Huron, (58

Mich.. 541;) Uulhram v. Pre«s Pub'g. Co., (53

N. J. L.. 153 ;t Bank v. Ames. (39 Minn.. 1T9;)

Brrom v. Lumbrr Co.. (8S 9. C. 221;) Bishop v.

Vote, (STOsan.. 1 :> (frrrr v Young. (120 ill.. 184 :>

. Tiedrmonm, (85 Nev., 259.) These
are not all in agreement as to the extent of the

prtTHage. The Federal court.s are In sulMtantlal

ajLlliuwilBt (flee Lamed v. Griffin. 12 FVd.. 900;

NiekoU T. Morton, 14 Fed., J»27 : Kinne v. T^nl. «
F«L. 486; HoU v. Whmrtun. 73 Ke«l.. 789; Cmtml
Trust Co. V. MUwaukeo RaUwov Co., 74 Fed.. 442

;

RoAchyniaUki v. Hale, 201 Fed.. 1017; Stmtton v.

TTughra. 211 Fed.. 5ff7 ; Feister v. Hulirk. 228 Fed..

S21.) There has heen a dhrlsion of nf>1nlon In the

State courts oi"»ii whether the privilege Is llmlte«l

to adual arn-^ - 'li process without exteivl-

Ing to exempt!'. •- li onlinary civil proce».«. but
the tendency has t»een conrtantly to enlarge tlie

right of privilege so as to afforti full protection to

sult(«ii and wttneana tnm all forms of proceas of a
civil chararter during their attendance before any
Jtidl4lal tribunal, anil for a reaaonable time In going

and returning. This doctrine aeams to l>e estab-

lished by the weight of authority.

The question of privilege was raised by motion
to dismiss. Instead of by pleH In abatement; but no
exception was taken to the form of the pleading at

the time although that point Is made In the argu-

ment of counsel for the appellant. It Is true that

where a question Involve* matters of fart which
are not apparent upon the record, the lietter pra«*-

tlce woul<l require the flllne of a plea In abatement.

iFitrher v Munney Tryjif Co.. 44 App D. C. 212-

216.) But th«> point is Immaterial at this time be-

cause the facts lnvolve«l are nndisputed ai>d It would
serve no useful purpose to remand the cauae for

trial on this ground.

Public pr>(icy, the due administration of Jtistlce,

ao4l protection to the partiett and witnesses alike

demand the extension of this privll€»e««, ami wl»ether

the suit has t>een commenced by arrert or hy mere
summuns of subpflraa ta immaterial. No ot>e should

be deterred from attending the place of trial by
reawHi of liability to be sned In a foreign or distant

Jurisdiction. The proceeding In this case while oi»e

of lnt»-rrerence In the Patent oflVe N Judicial In

its nature Involving Important private and public

Interests. The taking of testimony was proceeding
In due order and the defendants having been advlse<l

of the Importancp of their atten(!«nc<> were within

th« protection of the privilege. The court was right

in atttkwt aside the process and Its judgment 1*

afflrmai with coats.

Affirmed.
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•( tke l'Blt«4 Statrs mt t«ar«. aaBaltlra. aa^ frra
r«^alr«a aaarr t%* lasra •€ tk* G^rmtmm WBimptr* ta
h0*9 all<* yatvala vraataa (• cttlavMa af atk«r

.4 Mil Muak»r«a H. M. 47*4 waa la»»*<*«< aa
t^r SS(k iMMaat ky Mr. .^aaaiaaa. ta 4»aa*. r*nm-
lat». aaa paalak traaia« wttk tk* raenr. wkirk
••talma ir«tMi af s-twIaM th*Hsl*c a»tf

Nvwlatiac 9mim aMt ot tm— aa« ailac af aypll.
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(Aaaseifai Olaaifioatum.

(Oasaa No. 2J2».)

OarABmaxT or ras IsTsaioa,

Usivan Statss Patsmt Urvin.
W*mkim0Utn, D. C Mmg U. an

Tk« lDll««lfl« ckaa«M la ta* riaaaiacatlaa af larvatlaas
ar« Wraby <1r«ct«4. to take tCact tataaeaiatfly :

1«10
HU

tst7
MM
loe

1630
IMl
1643

Id riaaa 217. Wotxl^n R«>c(t>tar]«>a. (I>lrtatao XL.) eatab-
Baa tkc foOiewlac aabcUaara awl OcAsltioas

:

Baxaa—
CaUa-

28.S. It lock,
I*lst«

—

MS. Cupp«<d.

2a.S. BOXRS. CELL*. BLOCK. Ttj» celli formed by <!•
prwiKloB* In • block of aubatiuitUl (1ei>th.

Not*.—^'omparr thU claa*, autK-laa»«s 21, 28, 26 ft.
• n4 27

M.S. BOXES. CELLS. PLATE. CCPPED. Plate - cells
havioK (upa •• nraaa lor r«<-elrlac tk« ob)e<^
•apport<^.

The patentv coctaloed Is tbe»e aubcUaaea barr t>eeD
taken for tb*- moat part from rIaaa 217. Woodrn Recep-
tacle*. aniM-laaaea 2«, Borea. Cella. PUte, asd Tt, Boxes,
Cyila. Plate. CuHhloDe<l.

la aaaie rlaaa. In 8at>claaaea 18. Boiea, Cellr and 39,
Base*. CelJe. Plat.-. atx>Hak the exlatlnt dennltlona and
eataWlnii la lieu thpreof tb« following deOnitlnus :

18. BOXES. CELLS Boxea fitted with a ferleti of ct,m-
nartiii.nts l.lpiitlral or nlmllar In form, earb for
holdlDK a alDile arttrle

—

«m nn egj. fruit. t»ottle.
etr —f.f which th* f-ornmerrlal ccKc-aae Is tjrplral ;also the xfmrtnr* of nurh a »erl»^ of romparnnrDta
Irr^ap^rtlre of the lueao* for dupjHjrtlm tU«n la
the receptacle.

^'ote.— This yroup of aubclaaaea alao tnrludea ineana for
holding a alngle article when nurh mt'ana U sloiltar
atmctarally to thoiw rovered hy th*- p»ut>cl>nn defl-
nltlona.

Note.—Compare daaa 20«. .S|.kiai. RjtcapTACi.au a.hd
Packages. nutK-laaa 05. I'aokag.-m Multiple article.
>ested. atareil. or InterbracvO.

2«. BUXEX. CELLM. PLATE. The article aupported by
n-latlTHy thio plat.-- so dlspotM^I that thp plaiie of
tbr plate lie* lnterm<Hllate the planes Oefioetl by tbeeoda of the ol>)ect» -opportM.

Note —Coinpan .U»» 2iKJ. .'•ikcial RBcBTTACLsa Asa
PACKAOta. Hu^clai« H Reccputlea. Hat and hea<l-
w»«r, Rar-kx. rrain«>s, and rlnga.

TUOMA8 EWLN*;.
Cosiisi#»<9scr.

utcifiiieuoe liotioe.

DSPARTMCNT or TIIC iNTKaiOS.
UHITIB STATB8 pATSXT OfTICB,

Wa*htu{;tim, D. C. J/ay tf. nn.
L^mtt Kmnttefitr, his attign* or Ugal rrpre»9ntatite», tak*

NoHre.'
An Interference hariog t>een declared bT tbia OtBce be-

tw»^B fhf application ofTbr Favorlta r'o'.. of New Tork.
N. T . for reglatratloB of a trademark and trade mark
redatered May 81. 191o, No 7R.10« t<. I^ula Kanta<rher
of Tarpon. Tpx.. and a notke of aurh derlaratlou sent by
reciatered mall to aald Loula KuDta< b«-r at th* Hald ad.dreu having t>e*n returned hy the po»t ofBi-e iind»llv»-rablf
notice Is hrrrby glrra tkat aniemi nald IxmU Kontsrbor'
hia aaatgn* or legal repreaeatatlTea. trtiall enter an appear-
ance therein wlthto thirty daya from the flrat publication
of thl« order the InterfereD' «• will In- proceeded with aa
In case of default.

This notice will be pahlUbed In the OrnciAL (iAZSTTB
for tkrcc coBsecutlre weeka.

R. F. WnmCHBAD,
flral AssUtomt CommlMionsr.
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cylinder of an explosion engine, aald nut being longl-
tadinally perforated and having an Internal shoulder to
receive a compressible washer. In combination with a
washer on said shoulder against which the lower end
of the gage Is pressed when the upper edge of the tblmble
is flush with the upper surface of the nut. and a latch
pivoted on the upper face of the nut adapted to be swung
Into engagement with the upper end of the thimble to
hold the gage temporarily in adjuste<l position, subataa-
tlally as described.

2. For use In combination with a pressure gage having
a tkinaMe at Its attaeblag end. a new article of manu-
facture comprising a nut exteriorly threaded to form a
crew connection with a threaded aperture In the cylinder
of an explosion engine, fiaid nut being loagltudloally
perforated and Internally shouldered to receive a conprea-
sible washer, in comblaatlon with a washer on said ahool-
der acataat whick the lower end of the gage la preMeid
when the thimble is flush with the upper surface of tb«
nut, together with a latch on said nut adapted to engage
the upper end of the thimble and hold the gage tempo-
rarily In adjusted position, substantially as described.

1,227,564. ROCK-DRILLING BllG IXE. GcarAT Andebs-
80.V, Stockholm. Sweden, assignor to Nya Aktiebolaget
Atlas. Stockholm. Sweden, a Corporation of Sweden.
Filed Mar. 2, 1916. Serial Xa 81.726. (CL 187—28.)

1. The combination of a bit holder having a rece««, a
notzle secured and having a limited endwise movement in

said recess ; said nozzle being provided with a recess In fta

inner end, and apertured packing arranged in the latter

recess and having a cupped aide opposed to the bore of the
nozzle.

2. In a rock drilling eng;ine of the kind set forth, a
nozzle loosely disposed in a recess In the bit holder and
formed with a recess at the inner end, means for retain-

ing the nozzle in the first mentioned recess, and a packing
fitting tightly against the bit and also against the wall of
the said recess of the nozzle, sabstantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

3. In a rock drilling engiae of the kind set forth a
nozzle loosely disposed in a recess or boring in the bit

holder and formed with a recess at the inner end, means
for retaining the nozzle In the first mentioned recess, and
a packing fitting tightly against the bit and also against
the wall of the said recess of the nozzle and being of sub-
stantially uniform cross-section area counted In a direc-

tion at right angles to the longitudinal direction of the
bit, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination of a bit holder having a bit-receiv-

ing socket and a recess intersecting said socket, a nozzle
secured and having a limited endwise movement In said
recess, and an apertnred packing held to the inner por-
tion of the nozzle and arranged to contact with a bit in

said socket.

5. The combination of a bit holder having a bit-receiv-

ing socket and a recess Intersecting said socket, a nozzle
secured and having a limited endwise movement in said
recess, and apertured packing disposed in said reces.s and
at the inner end of the bore la the noxxle and adapted to

contact with a bit in said socket.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227,560. BRIDGE PROTECTOR. William E. Abhlbt,
Greensboro, X. C. Filed Nov. 25. 1916. Serial Xo.
183.440. (CI. 14—70.)

r I L U—-^

1. The combijiatlon with a bridge extended across a
stream, of a deflector extended across the stream and lo-

cated on the opctream side of the bridge, the deflector be-
ing upwardly extended above the high water level of the
stream aud having both of its ends dIspose<i on the banks
of the stream above the high water mark, the defiector
being angularly disposed .with respect to the flow line of
the stream.

2. The combination with a bridge extending across a
stream, of a V-shaped deflector extended across the stream
and Including wings prolonged onto the banks of the
stream above the level of the water In the stream, the de-
flector being upwardly extended above the high water line
of the stream, the apex of the deflector being disposed up-
stream : supports mounted in the bed of the stream and
carrying the deflector ; anchors mounted in the banks of
the stream, and guys connecting the anchors with the sup-
ports, the guys extending upstream from the support to
the anchors.

1.227.569. WATER HEATER. JoHK Ayliko, Vancourer.
British Columbia. Canada, asf^ignor of one-half to Wil-
liam James Carmlchael. Ladysinlth. British Columbia.
Canada. Filed Sept. 28. 1916. Serial Xo. 122.701.
(CI. 126—360.)

A new article of manufacture, a water-tight box sub-
stantially rectangular in formation having a flat bottom
and a smoke outlet opening in its top. porous bricks ar-
ranged transversely in parallel rows on said bottom, each
of said bricks being of slightly less width than the box
and adapted to be passed through the smoke outlet open-
ing into the box and having Its upper edges beveled, a
straight air Inlet pipe extending from the top of the box.
a smoke pipe extending from said smoke outlet opening,
said pipe being adapted for connection thereto after the
said bricks are placed in the box. an elevated fuel Unk. a
foel pipe connection between said tank and said Ik)x, a bar
extending between the smoke pipe, the air Inlt't pipe, and
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the fuel pipe and conaectlag same together, and a handle
secured to mI.I bar and disposed to carry evenly the
weight of said article.

1.227.567. REGISTERING MECHANISM. Charlbs R.

ATRca. Cleveland. Ohio Filed Apr. 16, 1911. S«rlal
No. 621.198. (CI. 285—98.)

u ei V

1. In a device for registering persons passing a given
point, th*' combination with a registering device, of a
pivoted plate member and a movable arm member mount-
ed above the plate member and moving in a substantially
horizontal plane, mechanisms operatlvely connecting the
pivoted plate member and the movable arm member with
the regUteriug device, said members being successively
engaged liy the person passing said point, the movement
of one of said members setting the said mechanism In po-
sition to operate the registering device when the other of
said menilkerx Is operated.

2. In a device for registering persons passing a given
point, the combination with a registering device, of a
pivoted plate and a swlagiixg arm moonted in fr»Bt of
said plate, said arm and plate being aaccesslvely engaged
by a person paaalng aald point, aiechanism operatlvely
connecting the pivoted plate and the swinging arm with
the registering device, the movement of the said swinging
arm setting the said mechanism is position to operate the
registering device when the pivoted plate is operated.

8. In a device for registering perfwos passing a given
polst, the combination with a registering device, of a
plvotad plate upon which the persons to be registered
step, and a swinging ana supported In front of and above
the pivoted plate which the said persons must swing be-
fore stepping upon the plate, mechanism operatlvely con-
necting the pivoted plate and swinging arm with the reg-
istering device, the movenM^nt of the swinging arm set-
ting the said mechaalsm In positioa to operate the regis-
tering device when the pivoted member is operated.

4. In a device for registeriug persons passing a gtvea
point, the combination with a registering device, of a
pivoted member and a swinging member, said members
being adapted to be successively engaged by a person
passing aald point. me< banisai opcratlvrty connecting the
registering ileriee with the pivoted and swlaglng mem-
bers, the movement ot the swinging member In one direc-
tion and the subsequent depression of the pivoted mem-
ber causing the reglstining device to operate, but the
depression of the pivoted nsember In the first Instance
and subsequent movement sf the swinging member being
without effect upon the registering device.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina
tlon with a registering derlee, of a pivoted member and
a swinging member, a rotatable member, a fixed pivot
upon which said rotatable member Is mounted and along
which It may slide, operative connection between the ro-
UUble nieml>er and a swinging niemt)er. mechanism for
operating the regtstoing device, said mechanism being in
operative position when the rotatable member has t)een
turned by the pivoted member, the said mechaBlam being
operated by the depression of the pivoted member.

[Claims « ts 14 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227.668 ELECTRIC SWITCH. Fi.otd N. BAansa.
Crafton. Pa., assignor, by me>^ae assignments, to The
Electric Contxnller A Msnofkictnring Company, a Cor-
poration of Ohio. FUed Apr. 21» 1918. Serial No.
7r»2.B42- «C1. 17{^—Ml.)
1. In a maKBetlrally-op«>rated (ieriee. s winding, a pair

of msgnettssMe araa* adapt*>d to be moved by aald wind- I

ing with oneqoal ftictHty, a contact on each arm, nor-
mally separated from each other, the said arms having
portions attractsNl by the winding to maintain the said
contacts separated when both arms are moved by the
winding and to cause said contacts to engage each other
when only one arm Is moved by the winding.

2. In a magnetically operated device, a winding, a pair
of magnetizable arms adapted to be moved by said wind-
ing wtth unequal faciHty. a contact on each arm, nor-
mally separated from each other, the said arms having
portions attracted by the winding to maintain said wb-
tacts separated when both arms are moved by the wind-
ing and to cause said contacts to engage each other when
the current In the winding Is reduced.

3. In n magnetically-operated device, a winding, a pair
of magnetlsable arms adapted to be moved by the winding
wtth unequal facility, a contact carried by each arm. the
contacts being separated before the winding is energised,
and the said arms having portions attracted by the wind-
ing to maintain the contacta separated when both arms
are moved by the winding, and to cause the contacts to
be engaged when only one of the arms is moved by the
winding, and to cause the winding to move both arms
when the current la the winding Is above a ceruin value
and to release one arm when the current reaches the
said value.

4. In a magnetically-operated device, a winding, a pair
of magnetizable arms adapted to be moved by the wind-
ing with unequal facility, a contact carried by each arm.
the contacts being separated before the winding is ener-
gised, and the said arms having portions attracted by
the winding to maintain the contacts separated when both
arms are aaoved by the winding, and to eaosc the contacts
to be engaged when only one of the arms is moved by the
winding, and to cause the winding to move both anna
when the current in the winding Is above a certain Tain*
and to cause one of the arms to move its contact into e«-
gagcnent with the contact on the other arm when the
said cnrrant Is reduced to the said valne.

1,227.569. GERMAN SILVER ALLOT PRODUCTS AND
MANCFACTURE OF SAME. Rasmus B«ck, Dtlren,
Germany, assignor to the Firm of Dflrener Metall-
werke Aktlen - Geseilsrhaft, DOren. Germany. FUcd
June 27. 1914. Serial No. 847.694. (Cl. 29—181.)
1. The method of forming articles from a Geramn stiver

alloy consisting of 40-50% of zinc. 5-15% of white metal
in which nickel largely preponderates and the resldne of
copper, which consists in heating the alloy to red heat and
working It while hot into the desired Hhape.

2. The method of forming article*! from a German sUrar
alloy consisting of from 4(^50 per cent. zinc, approxi-
mately 10 per cent, of nickel, and the resldne of copper.
which consists In heating the alloy to about red heat and
working it while hot into the desired shape.

3. Rolled, drawn, extruded, stamped, forged, and sljni-
lar prodncts of German silver alloy containing 40-50 per
cent, of zinc, and 5 to 15 per cent, of other white coloring
BMtals. the residue consisting mainly of confer.

4. Rolled, drawn, extrwled. stamped, forged and simi-
lar pro<lnctR of i;«rman sliver alloy containing 40-50 per
cent, of xlac and 5 to 15 per cent, of other white coloring
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m«tala in which nick«l largely predomluites, the realdoe
consistlDg mainly of copper.

5. Rolled, drawn, extruded, stamped, forged, and simi-

lar products of German silver alloy containing 4^-50 per
cent, of tine, and 5 to 15 per cent, of nickel and at least

one of the following wtitte coloring metals : cobalt, man-
ganese, iron, aluminum, tin. magnesium, and lead, the
nickel largely predominating among said white coloring

metals, the residue consisting mainly of copper.

1,227,570. PECAN CRACKER. William L. Black, Fort
McKavett, Tex. Filed Feb. 13, 1917. Serial No.
148,380. {CI. 146—3.)

<r ^

A nut cracker embodying a crushing head provided with
a hole to receive the end of a nut, a flared beveled por-
tion at and surrounding one end of the hole, and a cat-
ting edge adjacent to and projecting within said beveled
portion and bevele<l reversely thereto to provide a grooved
seat for the edge of a shell when cut.

1,227.571. ELECTRIC MOTOR. QnsTAv Bldiibbbo and
John a. Bctkus, Baltimore. Md. Filed Oct. 13, 1915.
Serial No. 56,685. (CI. 172—276.)

^'\T^^

1. Tbe combination with an armature provided with a
winding, of arcuate unwound field magnets disposed
around said armature, the adjacent faces of said magnets
being parallel and dlspose<l at an angle to the axis of said
armature.

2. The combination with an armature provided with a
winding and a commutator, of a plurality of brushes
bearing on said comnuitator .ind arcuate unwound field

magnets disposed around said armature, said field magnets
being of uniform radial depth.

3. The combination with an armature provided with a
winding and a commutator, of a plurality o€ brushes
bearing on said commutator, arcuate unwound field mag-
nets having adjacent faces forming acute angles with the
axis of said armature.

4. The combination with an armature provided with a
winding, of arcnate unwound field magnets disposed around
said armature, a dlamagn»'tlc conducting casing (lispose<l

around said field magnets and dlamagnettc conducting end
rings overlying the ends of said field magnets, and sup-
porting said field magnets, said rasing and rings being In

electrical connection with said field magnets.
5. The combination with an armature provided with a

winding having an odd number of sections, of a commu-
tator having an odd number of segments connecte<l to

said sections, brushes even In number bearing upon said
segments and arcuate unwound field magnet;* even in num-
ber disposed around sai<l armature.

[Claims 6 to 8 not print»<d in the Gazette.]

1,227,572. COMB FOR SHEEP SHEAR. JoHX M.
BODBNE, Chicago, 111., assignor to Chicago Flexible Shaft
Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 3. 1916. Serial No. S8.457. (CI. 3(»— 1.)

1. A comb for sheep shears, comprising a plate having
integrally-formed comb fingers at tb*" forward edge tapered

in width from their points backward, the proximate aides
of adjac<>nt fingers t>eing curved concave toward each
other and meeting at acute angles, and the plate having
upwardly-concave furrows extending at considerable
length from the rear ends of th« notches between the
fingers, said furrows sloping very gradually In depth
diminishing back from tbe ends of the notches to tht.

bottom surface of the plate.

3. A comb for sheep shears, comprising a plate having
integrally-formed comb fingers at the forward edge, said
fingers having their dimension in the direction of the
thickness of the plate back from the shearing plane at n

minor forward portion of the length of the shearing edge
greater than the thickness of the remainder of the plate.

(Claim 2 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.227.573. METHOD OF MAKING CASTINGS. WtLLtAii
A. BoLB, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Sept. 25. 1912, Serial
No. 722.218. Renewed Apr. 12, 1917. Serial No. 161.671.
(CI. 22—200.)
1. The method of preventing the at>«orptlon of oxygen

by molten metal during the operation of rastlng tbe metal,
which consists in filling the mold space with an excess of
relatively heavy dry gaseous products of combustion. In

submerging the pouring hole of the mold with dry gaseous
products of combustion, and then pouring the molten
metal to be cast through the gaseous atmospb»>re above
the mold and into the mold.

2. The method of preventing absorption of oxygen dur-
ing the operation of casting, which consists in filling tk«
mold with an excess of inert dry gaseous products of com-
bustion In such quaDtltles that the pouring hole com-
municating with the upper end of the mold Is maintained
submerged by the Inert gas. and then In pouring the metal
to be cast Into the mold through the pouring bole.

1.227.574. VALVE. Brndst J. Bolt, AUentown, Pa.
FUed Oct. 6, 1916. SerUl No. 124.143. (CI. 137—7.)

In a valve, a casing provided with Inlet and outlet ports
and having an elongated recess at its upper edge, and
further provided with a bolt receiving opening, a rotatabla
valve mounted in tbe casing provided with s port adapt-
ed to register with the ports in the casing, and further
provided with a transversely extending substantially rec-

tangular opening which communicates with the elongated
recess, a pin carried by the valve and projecting within
the elongated recess and adapted to abut the end walls
of the same to limit the morement of the valve, a T-
shapeil bolt sUdable In tbe rectangular recess, an ex-
pansible spring mounted In the latter recess and bearing
against the inner face of the casing and the slidable bolt
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beneath the horizontal bar of the same and normally
urging the bolt to a position to engage the horlsontal bar
In the l>olt rerelvlng opening and the vertical bar against
the casing, the pin engaging the end wall nearest the
l)olt receiving opening of the elongated recess simulta
neously with the projection of the slidable bolt into the
bolt receiving recess, and means for retracting the bolt.

1.227,675. WORK-SUPPORT. Willi.\m H. Bormk, Win-
chester, Mass., assignor to United Shoe Machinery Com-
pany. Paterson. .\. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Sept. 24, 1914. SerUl No. 863,862. (CI.

12—126.)

1. In a Jack, a frame comprising two oppositely ex-

tending arms, a track supported in horizontal position
ou each of said arms, a cradle, the opposite ends of which
engage the respective tracks, and a last supporting spindle
adjustably mounted on the cradle intermediate between
its ends, said cradle and said last supporting spindle k>e-

Inig movable over said tracks and tillable on said tracks
transversely thereof.

2. In a Jack, a frame comprising two oppositely ex-
tending horizontal arms, a track supported in horizontal
position on each of said arms, a cradle suspended at each
end from said tracks, rollers carried by said cradle and
l)earlng upon said track In such manner that said cradle
may move freely over said track and may tilt about said
track, an upwardly extending Jack spindle mounted on
said cradle and means for effecting a vertical adjustment
of said spindle.

8. In a Jack, a frame comprising two horizontal arms
extending In opposite directions along the line of the feed
of the work, a track supported in horizontal position on
each of the respective arms, a cradle suspended at each
end from said tracks, said cradle being movable over the
tracks and tlltable thereon and an adjustable last sup-
porting spindle mounted on said cradle.

4. In a Jack, a frame, tracks supported by said frame,
a cradle supported by and movable over said tracks, said
cradle being tlltable about said tracks, and a last sup-
porting spindle adjustably mounted on said cradle.

6. In a Jack, a frame, tracks horizontally supported
by said frame, a cradle suspended from said tracks, said
cradle being movable over the tracks and tlltable about
the the tracks and a last supporting spindle mounted on
said cradle.

[Claims 6 to 8 nor printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.576. UNIVERSAL TRACTOR. OscA« D. Bowlm,
Terre Haute. Ind. Filed Jan. 19, 1912. Serial No.
672,099. (a. 21—90.)
1. A device of the character described, including wheel

axles, carriers for said wheel axles, each carrier compris-
ing dual U-shaped members, one of which members la

d:sposed vertically and the other horizontally with rela-

tion to the said axles in such a manner as to provide wheel
tniards in the direction of movement of the device, each
wheel axle carrier being provided with a socket forming

extension, which extensions are provided with pivoting
studs for plvotally supporting the said wheel axle car-
riers, motor driven shafts, universal Joints between said
wheel axles and said shafts, the outer member of each
ol said universal Joints being provided with a seinispheri-
cal enlargement to be received In one of said socket form-
ing extensions, the whole arranged in such manner that
the said socket forming extensions provide bearings for
the said outer members of the universal Joints and fur-
ther prevent outward endwise movement of said outer
members of said universal Joints substantially as de-
scribed and for the purposes set forth.

2. A derlcc of tht character described, inclndlog wheel
axle carriers, each carrier b^nf proTlded with a socket
forming extens|oD, said exteasloiu being prorided with
pivoting stada for ptrotaUy aupportlac the said carriers,
motor drlTea akafts, wbetf axles, tbe Inacr end of each
wheel axle bdag ^vtldad wttt an eBlargeaMBt and
forminx one mmmim 0t tba vatrtrml jatot, tka other
member of tka natntfnl itiat bOmg fooMd <m the
enter end af «t«h tuftik Mtm Mwft, tka mU «o-
larfemcBt of each of pf ad4 axNa ftaM&« X»m ovtar
member of eack nalvMl ^t Mpg aaa«r rMalv«<| la

tUfntct tad t» 'fwS aStSpriiiirto#ii^ii5^
tbe wheel atle attS ttt ii^WitHft^jetet maiil>lr f>fjiifl
thereea. .^- -.- .

--. -
,

-nr—

1.227.677. FBAMB. JI|OHV B.
Filed Oct 28. 191«. ««rlal Mc ItMlC «a.

1. A frame comprising members, brackets secured to
said memt>ers intermediate the lengths thereof, brace rods
connected to opposed brackets, said members and brace
rods being longitudinally adjustable, and clamping means
for holding the members In their adjusted position, said
clamping means also serving to hold the brackets in ap-
plied position upon tbe members.

2. A frame comprising members, brace members inter-
posed between opposed members of the frame, the inter-
mediate portion of said brace members being in overlying
relation, and a tie member coacting with the overlying
portions of the brace members.

3. A frame comprising members, brackets secured to
said members intermediate the lengths thereof, brace rode
in swlveled connection with opposed brackets, said mem-
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Mrs aod brace rods being loDcitudlnally adjustable, and
clamping means for holding the members In tbelr ad-

justed position, said clamping means also serving to bold

the brackets in applie<l position upon the m'>mb«>rs.

1,227.578. WASHING-MACHINE. FHCPtaiCK I. BcCK-
NEB, Douglas, Ariz., assignor of one-half to Celso G.

Soriano, E>ouglas. Artz. Filed Oct 20, 1915. SerUl No.

56.»56. (CI. 259—50.)

=4^^

1. A washing machine comprising a supporting struc-

ture, a carrying frame rotatably mounted thereon, a
tnmbler, hollow trunnions carried by said frame and
loosely supporting said tumbler, thereby rendering said
tumbler bodily rotatable with said frame and adapted for

Independent oscillatory uovement, and means to Intro-

duce Into and withdraw a fluid from said tumbler by
way uf said trunnions.

2. A washing machine comprising: a xupportlng struc-
ture, a carrying frame, hollow gudgeons positioned at the
ends of said frame and loosely connected with aald sap-
porting structure, thereby adapting said frame for rota-
tive movement, a tumbler, hollow trunnions carried by
the lnterme<llate portion of said frame and loosely sup-
porting mid tumbler, thereby adapting said tumbler for
Independent osetUatery movement with respect to said
frame, means to Introduce into and withdraw a fluid from
said tumbler by way of aald gudgeons and said trunnions,
and means to rotate said frame.

3. A washlnt; machine comprising a supporting struc-
ture, a carrying frame, hollow gudgeons positioned at the
ends of said frame, bearings on said supporting structure
loosely supporting said gudgeons, a tumbler, hollow trun-
nions positioned Intermediate the ends of said frame,
said trunnions being loosely connected with and open to

the interior of said tumbler, pipes connecting one of said
gudgeons and one of said trunnions, other pipes connect-
ing the other of aald gudgeons with the other of said
trunnions, a fluid intake pipe discharging Into one of said
gudgeons, and an outlet pipe open to the other of said
gudgeons, and means to rotate said frame.

4. In a washing machine Including a supporting struc-

ture, the combination with a fluid storage tank carried by
said structure, of a frame, hollow gudgeons positioned
at the ends of said frame, bearings on said supporting
structure loosely supporting said gudgeons, a tumbler,
hollow trunnions positioned intermediate the ends of

said frame. meaiM loosely connecting said trunnioita with
aald tnmbler. pipes connecting said godgeooa and aald
trunnions, an inlet pipe open at one end to the interior

of said storage tank and having its other end open to one
of .said gudgeon^s means to force the fluid from said stor-

age tank through said Inlet pipe, an outlet pipe open to

the other of said gudgeons and discharging into said

storage tank, and UMans to rotate said frame and operate
said force feed means simultaneously.

5. A washing machine comprising in combination with
a fluid storage tank, a supporting stmcture, a cnrrylng
frame, hollow gudgeons poaitloned at tb«> en4s of aald

frame and loosely comaacted with said si»pp*»rtlAg stric-

ture, a tumbler, bollaw truniiions carried by said frame

and loosely supporting said tumbler, fluid conducting
means connecting aald gudgeons and said trunnions, an
inlet pipe open at one end to said storage Unk and the
other end to one of said gudgeons, an outlet pipe open at
one end to said storage tank and at its other end to the
other of aald gudgeons, means to cause a continuous flow
of said fluid from said storage tank through said tumbler
and means to rotate said frame.

1,227.57». COMBINED PIANO AND PHONOGRAPH.
CHAaLBH 8. BrRTo.N, Oak Park. 111., assignor to Mel-
ville Clark Piano Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation
of IlllBola. Filed Nov. 13, 1916. Serial No. 131,035.
(CI. 84—193.)

^8.

;#MM^
8. In combination with a musical instrument case hav-

ing an aperture In Its forward wall, a support pivoted to
the case for swinging in a vertical fore-and aft plane
from an upstanding toward a horizontal position protrud-
ing out through said aperture; a phonograph nierhanism
mounted on the support at the side thereof which is in-

nermost at the upstanding position of the support and
adapted to protrude out through the aperture when the
support approaches horizontal position ; a horn mounted
at a flied position within the case, baring Its intake
mouth opening In a vertical fore-and-aft plane at right
angles to the pivotal axis of the support ; a sound con-
duit mounted on said support in communication with the
sound-reproducing devices of the phonograph, having its

exit or discharge mouth In the same plane as the intake
of the horn, and posltloneil for registration with said
Intake at the position of maximum protrusion of the
support.

5. In a combination with a piano having a case and
automatic playing devices In said rase comprising a motor
for operating the playing devices. sal<l caa*- having an
aperture In Its forward wall ; a support pivoted to the
case for swinging in a vertical fore-and-aft plane from an
upstanding position to a fore-and-aft extending jMsltloD
protruding out through said aperture ; a phonograph
mechanism KMiunted on the support at the aide thereof
which is innermost at the upstanding position of the sap-
port adapted to protrude out through said aperture at
the fore-and-aft extending position of the support ; said
mechanism comprising a drive abaft whoac axis is co-

incident with the pivotal axis of the support, and driving
connections to said abaft from the motor of the automatic
playing mechanism ; a horn mounted fixedly within the
piano case, the phonograph comprising a sound conduit
mounted fixedly on said support and having Its exit end
positioned for registering with the intake of the bom at
the fore-and-aft pxtendlng position of the support.

[Claim* 1, 2, 4, and 6 not printed in the <;azette.]

1,227,530. SAVINGS BANK. John B. Cauoll, Chi-
cago. 111. FUed Apr. 2a, 19151 Serial No. 22.348. (CL
232—i.)

1. A stnctwre of tbe ciaas described. comptlslnK, In

comUlaatloA, a case cntapooed of aeparablc c<NUsterpart
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sections adapted to be united In a predetermined plane
between the end walls, locking flanges upon said sections
adapted to rest against each other in parallel relation
when the sections are Joined, and an expansible locking
ring baring slots therein adapted to receive counterpart
locking flanges therein when said ring la expanded to lock
aald sections together.

2. A structure of tbe class described, comprising, in
combination, a case composed of separable counterpart
Motions adapted to be united in a given plane between the
end walls. In which plane Is located a coin-slot, locking
flanges upon said sections adapted to conUct in parallel
relation when the sections are Joined, an expansible lock-
ing ring having slots therein for engaging said flanges
to bold them in locked relation when aald ring is expand-
ed, said ring being provided with key engaging means
at its ends in operable proximity to said coin slot to en-
able said ring to be contracted to releaae its engagement
with said locking flanges.

3. A structure of the class described, comprising, In
combination, separate case sections having permanent end
walls, circumferential wall portions extending laterally
therefrom to form a junction with each other, Inturned
locking flanges upon each of said circumferential wall
portions, said flanges l»elng arranged to contact with each
other in parallel relation, a coin-slot being formed In said
wail portions and an expansible locking ring located with-
in said circumferential wall portions, the free ends of
which are adjacent to said coin-slot, said ring being pro-
vided with longitudinal slots therein for receiving said
locking flanges and holding th#m In locked relation when
said ring is exi>ande<l.

4. A structure of tbe character spedfied, comprlalng
separable case-sections with a coin-slot therein, said sec-
tions having counterpart circumferential wall portions
provided with Intumed locking flanges formed to contact
with each other In parallel planes, an expansible locking-
ring located within said circumferential wall portions,
said ring being provided with longitudinal slots for re-
ceiving said locking flanges to hold them in locke<] rela
tlon when said ring Is expanded and means for attaching
said ring substantially midway between Its ends to one
of sail! sections.

1,227,581. LOCOMOTIVE BRAKE SHOE. Jacob V. C.
T. CHBisTkNst.x. Wichita Falls. Tex. Original appli-
cation flled June 2. 1915. SerUI No. 31.694. Divided
and this application flled Jan. 27. 1916. Serial No
74.670, (a. 188—82.)

1. A brake shoe comprising a l>ody portion of cast
metal, a wrought Iron stlifenlng rod embedded in said
body portion and extending longitudinally thereof, a lug
integral with the said body portion, and a reinforcing
member embedded In the body and extending Inwardly
of tbe body portion beyond the said stiffening rod and
outwardly toward tbe outer edges of the bearing surface
of the shoe, said reinforcing member being wholly sur-
rounded by the material of tbe body and lug.

2. A brake shoe comprising a body portion of cast
metal, a longitudinal reinforcing member or back stlffener.
secured integrally to the body in casting, a key lug also
integral with the said body, and a central transverse re-
inforcing member embedded in said lug and body, extend-
ing Inwardly of the body on opposite sides of said longi-
tudinal reinforcing member, with Its ends spaced laterally
away from said member.

1,227,582. TELEPHO.VE-EXCHANGE SYSTEM. Henbt
P. CLACaain, Mount Vernon, N. Y., assignor to Western
Electric Company, Incorjrarated, New York, N. T., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 27. 1915. Serial
No. 68.820. (CI. 179—50.)

1. In a telephone exchange system, a link circuit, a alg-
nallng device, a busy back circuit, a source of current for
said busy back circuit, a circuit interrupting means for
said busy back circuit to interrupt the circuit of an in-
cluded link circuit, and a reUrder circuit-controlling
means for controlling the operative assorUtlon of said
circuit-Interrupting means and said signaling device when
the link circuit is inr-luded with the busy^back circuit.

2. In a telephone exchange system, a link circuit, a sig-
naling device, a busy back circuit Including a source of
signaling current, an Interrupter, and a slow-operating
relay operating upon connection of the link circuit with
tbe busy bark circuit to operatively associate, after a pre-
determined time, the Interrupter and the signaling device.

8. In a telephone exchange system, a link circuit, a sig-
naling device, a busy back circuit Including a source of
signaling current, apparatus In the busy back circuit for
controlling tbe operation of said signaling device, and a
slow-operating relay operating upon connection of the
link circuit with the busy back circuit to operatively as-
sociate, after a predetermined time, said apparatus and
aid signaling device.

5. In a telephone exchange system, a llhk circuit, a sig-
naling device, a busy back circuit Including a source of
signaling current, an Interrupter associated with tbe busy
back circuit for controlling the operation of the signaling
device, means associated with the busy back circuit pre-
venting the operative association of tbe interrupter and
tbe signaling device upon the connection of tbe link cir-

cuit with the busy back circuit, and a slow operating relay
operating upon such connection to operatively associate
tbe interrupter and the signaling device after a prede-
termined time.

[Claims 4 and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.683. BEVKLGEAR PULLER. William E. Cok-
.NEBTON, Fall River, Mass. Filed Mar. 3, 1916. Serial
No. 81,881. (CI. 29—85.)

1. A ^ear removing device comprising a housing having
a flange adjacent each end thereof, a drawing element
having a flange cooperating with one of the flanges of the
housing, said drawing element having a threaded opening
and a central bore, a threaded bolt extending through
said opening, and a guard member supported in the bore
for engaging tbe end of aald bolt.
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2. In combination wltb a shaft and a g^ar rapported
thereon, a gear removing device comprising a sectional

housing adapted to embrace said gear, a drawing element,

a threaded bolt extending tbroagh the drawing element.

10 7

a guard member adapted to be interposed between the
l>olt and one end of the shaft whereby rotary movement
of the bolt exerts pressure on the shaft and moves the
hou'^lng and gpar lorgltudinally thereof, and means for
holding the sections of the bousing together.

1.227.584. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR WASHING-
MACHINES. Abthcr B. Cooli'«q. Sterling, 111. Filed
Sept. 25. 1914. Serial No. 863,449. (CI. 74—7.)

A device of the class described, comprising a main
frame ; operative mechanism mounted therein so as to
oscillate ; a U-shaped frame supported from said flrat-

named frame so as to be capable of oscillation, and pivot-
ally connected with said operative mechanism ; a block
slidable in said U-shaped frame ; a pin secured to said
block and projected through the end of said frame ; a com-
pression spring on said pin. between said frame and block,
to yieldingly resist the movement of said parts toward
each other ; a compression spring on said pin outside
of said frame to yieldingly resist the movement of said
block and frame away from each other ; a drive-shaft
mounted in said main frame and provided at one of its

ends with a crank-head ; and a pitman connected at one
of Its ends with said crank-head, and at the opposite end
rwivelly connected with said slide-block.

1,227.585. STREET RAILWAY SYSTEM. JOHN W.
COOPIB. deceased, Buffalo, N. Y., by Charles H. Cooper,
administrator, Baffalo, .\. Y., assignor to The Trumpf-
heller Manufacturing Corporation. Buffalo. X. T., a Cor-
poration of South Dakota. Filed Sept. 13, 1916. Serial
No. 119,941. (01. 239—16.)

A railway rail including a stringer having its npper
portion provided with a longitudinal retaining rib defin-

ing a laterally extending supporting flange, the side wnlls
of the rib l>elng inclined In opposdte directions and the
Inner face of the stringer curved Inwardly an<l down-
wardly to form a stop shoulder, a head resting on the
supporting flange and provided with a correspondingly
shaped seating groove for the reception of the rib. the In-

ner edge of said head being provided with a depending
flange having a curved surface for contact with the curved
surface of the stringer, and fastening devices extending
through the flange of the bend and bearing against said
shoulder.

1.227.586. PORTABLE COUCH. SiLvaaTKR E. CoccH,
Clearwater. Fla. Filed Aug. 9. 1915. Serial No. 44,561.
(CI. 5—8.)

A bed ««>rlng comprising ac frame of longltadlnally and
relatively movable telescoping end sections and an inter-
mediate section, the end sections being of substantiallj
U-shaped formation, means on one of the end section ter-

minals for locking engagement with one of the Interme-
diate section terminals when said sections are extended,
rack teeth formed on the other terminals of the interme-
diate section, toothed segments pivoted to the terminals
of the other end section for meshing engagement with the
rack teeth when the said sections are extended, levera
formed on the segments, a t)ar connecting the ends of the
levers for simultaneous movement, concatenate material
within the frame and connected to the end sections by a
plurality of resilient elements whereby when the bar is

moved In one direction the end and lnterme<1iate sections

are separated and the material placed under strain, and
hooked elements for engautnc the bar to retain the same
in such position.

1.227.587. FLAGMAN'S SIGNALING KIT.
St. Paul. Minn. Filed Aug. 26, 1916.

116.946. (Cl. il6—12.)

Elam Craa,
Serial No.

1. A casing for a flagman's kit constructed with a flag

containing compartment open at one side thereof and
parallel therewith, with laterally spaced longitudinally
extended fusee containing compartments separated by a
partition having perforations through which spring yokes
may be passed to secure fusees In position therein.

2. A flagman's kit comprising a casing having fusee con-
taining compartments separated by a partition, fusees con
tained In said compartments, and spring yokes passed
through perforations In said partition and embracing said
foaees and holding the same therein.

3. A flagman's kit comprising a casing having fusee con-
taining compartments separated by a partition, fusees con-
tained In said compartments, spring yokes passed through
perforations In said partition and embracing said fusees
and holding the same therein, and torpedoes having spring
prongs embracing said fuaees.

1,227,588. ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR. JoH:« CuTH-
BEBT, Chicago. III. Filed Mar. 8. 1916. Serial No.
82.792. {Cl. 173—860.)

1. In an electrical connector plug the combination of a
cylindrical body part of insulating material having a

transverse opening therein, a pair of oppositely positioned
contact members slldably positioned in said opening, one
of said members having a width less than the width of
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the opening for pasmge therethrough, the other having
a portion wider than the opening to overlie the edges
thereof and the exposed surfaces of said members having
screw threads formed thereon, a cimtact positioned at
the Inner end of the plug and axially movable with re-
spect thereto, and a block of Insulating material positioned
within the opening and engaged by all the contact mem-
bers for transmitting movement of the axially movable
contact to the slidable contacts.

fty^3 «

2. In an electrical connector plug the combination of a
cylindrical body part of Insulating material having a
transverse opening extending therethrough, a pair of op-
positely positioned contact members each having an in-

turned base portion for slidlDg contact with a wall of the
transverse opening and an inturned angularly disposed
wing, a contact positlone<l at the Inner end of the plug
and axially movable with respect thereto, and a block of
Insulating material positioned within the opening for
axial movement with the central contact, said block hav-
ing angularly disposed slots for engagement with the an-
gularly disposed wings of the contacts.

8. In an electrical connector plug the combination of
a relatively fixed cylindrical body part of Insulating mate-
rial having a transverse opening therein, a pair of oppo-
sitely positioned contact members each having an in-
turned base portion and an angularly disposed top por-
tion slidable transversely of the axis of the plug in said
opening, a block of axially movable insulating material
positioned within the opening and engaging the contact
members to move the same radially when the block Is
moveil axially and a pin carrle<t by the block and extend-
ing axially through the plug to the inner end thereof and
having a head formed on its inner end to provide a
central contact.

1.227,589. .SAND CUTTING AND SCREENING MA
CHINE. Joseph H. Dalto.n, St. Paul. Minn. Filed
Oct, 13. 1916. Serial No. 125,374. (Cl. 83—56.)

1. A self profiled sand cutting and screening machine
comprising, a supporting frame, a rotatable riddle carried
by said frame, wheels for carrying said frame, means for
holding said riddle with the area of its sand receiving
end free of any obstructions, a defiector axially held in the
rear of said riddle and an elevator adapted to feed sand
into the receiving end of said riddle when said screening
machine is operated, substantially as described.

2. In a self propelled sand cutting and screening ma-
chine, comprising, a supporting frame, a riddle rotatably

mounted upon said frame, wheels by which the frame Is

carried, an elevator frame mounted on the forward end
of said supporting frame to hold the elevator in close prox-
imity to the floor over which the machine is paired, said
riddle being axially supported by a shaft which extends
a short distance into said riddle, a deflector secured to
the end of said shaft and held axially in the end of said
riddle »o that when sand is elevated by said elevator and
deposited in said deflector It will freely slide out of said
deflector to the surface of said riddle, thereby preventing
the sand from passing through said riddle without being
screened.

3. In a device of the class described having a supporting
frame, wheels for carrying said frame, a screen mounted
on said frame adapted to screen sand depo8ite<l therein, a
sand conducting elevator having Its upper end Immovably
mounted on said frame adjacent the receiving end of said
screen, and means pivoted on said frame for raising or
lowering the lower end of said elevator, substantially as
described.

4. In a self propelled sand cutting and screening ma-
chine adapted for use on a molder's floor, comprising, a
supporting frame driving wheels by which said frame la

carried, a riddle mounted to be rotatable on said frame,
an elevator to conduct the material being treated from
the floor and feed it to said riddle, said riddle being open
on both ends and mounted to a driving shaft on one end,
with Us receiving end completely open and clear of any
obstructions so as to freely receive the material from
said elevator, a receptacle extending across said frame
directly below the rear end of said riddle so that the
waste material only will fall directly from the rear end of
said riddle into said receptacle and means for operating
said riddle and for propelling said machine.

5. A self-propelled sand cutting and screening machine
comprising a supporting frame, a rotatable riddle carried
by said frame, wheels on which said frame is mounted, a
conical defiector axially supported by its apex in said
riddle, said defiector and riddle having an open receiving
end free of any obstructions, an elevator to conduct sand
from the fioor and feed It into said defieetor. means for
simultaneously operating said riddle and elevator while
said machine is being propelled whereby sand is deposited
Into said deflector by said conductor and is free to be
spread from the surface of said deflector to the surface
of said riddle, substantially as described.

1,227,590. BOX FASTENER. JOHN Albebt Deindobb-
PER, Jr.. Defiance, Ohio. Filed May 14, 1915. Serial No.
28,081. (Cl. 70—8.)

A case having an opening in its front wall and provided
with a keeper on its inner face at a distance from lt« free
edge, a catch in the form of a spring having its lower end
secured to the Inner face of the rase, the spring inclining
inwardly and upwardly and having Its free end bent out-
wardly and downwardly to form a hook shaped member
for engaging the keeper, a push button secured to the
catch and having its outer end reduced forming a shoulder
thereon, the reduced end extending out through the open-
ing of the case and the shoulder abutting against the inner
face of the casing and limiting the outward movement
of the catch, and a stop on the Inner face of the casing
and limiting the Inward movement of the said catch.
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1,227.5»1. TAKE-CP DEVICE FOR WRIST STRAPS
FOR WATCHES. Chablcs L. Dipoluek, Brooklyn.
N. Y. FUed July 19, 1916. S«rUl No. 110.074. (CI.
24—178. >

1. In combination with a wrist strap, connecting 6*-
vlcM therefor inclndlng a take-ap device which conilsts
of three substantially parallel members, each of the otrter
members being connected to the middle member at one end
and free at the other end, the middle member having
means to engage the free end of each outer member, the
wrist strap being threade<l loosely between one of the onter
members and the middle member for frlctional sliding en-
gagement therewith and having Its end secured to the
other of the onter members.

2. In combination with a wrist strap, connecting de-
vices therefor inclndlntr a take-np device which consists
of three substantially parallel members, each of the outer
members being connected to the middle member at one end
and free at other end. the middle member having means to
engage the free end of each outer member, the wrist strip
being threaded loosely between one of the outer members
and the middle member for frlctional sliding engagement
therewith and having its end secured to the other of said
•ater members, the first named outer member having a
bend toward the middle member to press upon the strap
when it is In place between said two members.

1,227.592. FEED Tl BE. BcRT E. Dohhis and Al
J. Hrrr, Dayton. Ohio. Filed Feb. 15, 1916. Serial
No. 78.415. (CI. 29—62.)

v'a t^f

1. In a machine of the character specified, the combina-
tion with a feed tube, of an adjusting head moonted in
the end of said feed tube, and a clamping head for holding
the stock mounted in said adjusting head

2. In a machine of the character specified, the combina-
tion with a feed tube having a shell on tlie end thereof
provlde<l with an inner Upered surface and screw threads
adjacent thereto, of a clamping head for holding the atock
adjusubly connected witli said shell, said clamping head
having its outer surface tapered to engage the Upered
surface of said shell whereby said clamping head may be
adjusted relatively to its hold upon the stock.

3. In a machine of the character specified, the combina-
tion with a feed tube having an internally upered socket
portion on the end thereof, a clamping head adjustably
Inserted la aald Upered socket portion and having a cor-
responding outwardly tapered surface engaged thereby,
aid clamping head being extended In clamping jaws be-
tween which the stock Is held.

1,227,583. POWER MECHANISM. SALVADOa Domih-
ocaz, San Antonio. Tex., assignor to Meiica Power-
Increaaiag Machine Co., San Antonio. Tex. PUed Jan.
», 1917. Serial No. 141.430. (01. 74—14.)
2. A power mechanism having a motor and a redp-

rocatory member, said Botor having means for impaitlag
redprocatory movement to said member, a drlvea element.
a rocker connected operably with said driven eleaent,
a rocker actuator fixedly atUched to each end portion

of the redprocatory member, and friction reducing means
engaged by the respe< tlve actuators and mounted on the
end portions of the rocker, each of said actoalors having

a longitudinally grooved shoe for engagement with the
friction reducing means.

[Claims 1, 3, and 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,594. BOTTLE WASHER. Joh.n R. Dostal, MU-
waukee. Wis. Filed Oct. 4, 1915. Serial No. 53,889.
(CL 141—7.)

1. In a device of the described class, the cf^mMnation
o' water wheel, a hollow shaft rt>nnected at one end to
said wheel snd at Its opposite end to a tirush. a brush, a
water duct communicating from ^ water supply under
pressure with said wheel, and a separate duct communicat-
ing with said hollow shaft, a plurality of telescoping
tubes Inclosing said hollow shaft, means for slmuluneously
leading water to both said wheel and hollow shaft, a wheel
Inclosing case, a funnel shaped member afllxed to tlje up-
per member of said telescoping tubing, a pair of valves
of unequal area connected with said funnel shaped mem-
ber for controlling the passage of water through said
valves to said wheel and hollow shaft, and means co-
operating with said valves connected with said funnel
shaped member for permitting said valves to close

2. In a device of the described class, the combination of
a water wheel, a brush, a hollow shaft connected at one
end to said wheel and at its opposite end to said brush, a
water duct coramunlcatlnK from a water supply under
pressure both with said wheel and said hollow shaft, a
wheel Inclosing case, the lower member of said telescoping
tubing being supported from said wheel Inclosing casing.
a funnel Bhap«>d member afllxed to the upp«>r member of
said toblnfr. a pair of balanced valves of unequal area ro-

operatlng with said funnel »ihape<i member for coDtrolllng
the passage of water to aald wheel and hollow shaft, such
valves being opened as soon ss downward pressure is ap-
plied to the upper of said telesi-oplng tubes, and mpsns
connecte<1 with the apper raember of said telescopiac
tubes for permitting the opening and closing of said water

itrolling valves.
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3. In a device of the described class, the combination of
a water wheel, a hollow shaft connected at one end with
said wheel and at its opposite end with a brush, a brash,
a water duct communicating from a water supply under
pressure lK)th with said wheel and hollow shaft, a wheel
Inclosing rasing, the lower end of said hollow shaft being
supporteil from said wheel inclosing casing, telescoping
tubing a funnel shaped member affixed to the upper member
of said telescoping tubing, water controlling valves for
controlling the passage of water both to said wheel and
hollow shaft, means connected with the upper end of said
tubing for permitting the opening and closing of said
water controlling valves, a spiral spring inclosed between
the members of said tubing and adapted by Its recoil to
automatically extend said tubing and close said water con-
trolling valves ss soon as pr«-s8ure Is removed from said
funnel shaped member.

1.227.696. WINDSHIELI* Makia Dot jak. New York.
A'. Y.. assignor of part Interest to Carl Heller, New
York, N. Y. Filed June 21. 191«. Serial No. 106,090.
(CL 21—148.)

In a wind-shield, the combination with a fixed frame,
of a pair of \crtical bars dividing said frame into aec-'

tlons, transparent panels secured between the outer ele-
ments of said frame and said bars, a central transparent
panel hinged st Its top to the upper member of said
frame, a plate removably engageable with the lower
member of said frame, means for engaging said plate to
said central panel at one edge thereof, means for engag
ing said plate to the lower element of saM frame, a pair
of triangular transparent unyielding plates suited to fill

the opening between said central panel and said vertical
bars when said panel is in an angular position, and
means for engaging said triangular plates with said
vertical bars.

1.227,596. LAP-SEAM CA.N. FsLix Ebmhakt. Newark.
N. J., assignor to American Can Company, New York,
N. T., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 17, 1915.
Serial No. 21.978. (CI. 220—98.)

1. A container comprising a body formed of a sheet of
suitable material secured along its edges In a lap seam
and provide<l with a protective coating on Its inner face,
the Inner edge of the sheet In said seam t>eing bent back
upon Itself and In contact with the outer e<lge of said
seam, and the outer edge of the sheet being applied flat
on the outer surface of the container beyond said bent-
back eilge.

2. A container comprising a body formed of a sheet
provided with a protective coating on the side of the sheet
forming the Internal surface of said container, the edg«s
of said sheet being secured together in s lap s««m, the
inner of said e<lge8 being bent bsck upon Itself and
closed within the seam, and the outer edge of the sheet
being applied flat on the outer surface of the conUlner
beyond said bent-back edge.

8. K container comprising a sheet of meUI seenred
along its edges in a lap seam, the Inner of said edges
being folded bark upon Itself against the portion of th«

sheet adjacent the outer of said edges, and the outer edge
of the sheet being applied flat on the outer surface of the
ceaUiner beyond said bent-back edge.

4. A container of the lap seam type and of material
provideil with a protective coating applied previously to
the formation of the container, the inner of the lapped
portions having an outwardly doubled edge and said
coating being continuous within the finished can.

1.227,697. WATCH-CARRIER. Frank J. Ellis, PhiU-
delphU, Pa., assignor of one^half to Wllbert N. Brown-
ing, Philadelphia. Pa. Piled Jan. 29, 1917. SerUl No.
145,136. (a. 224—4.)

JO

I. A watch carrier of the character describod comprls-
ia« two memt>ers plvotally unlte<l to each other, one of
said members having means adapted to engage the struc-
ture to which the device Is to be atUched, and the other
of said memt>erH having a hook adapted to engage the
ring of the watch, a coil q>ring extending from said hook,
depending portions one of which extends from said coU
spring, and arms extending forward and upward from
said depending portions adapted to engage the case of ths
watch adjacent the stem.

II. A watch carrier of the character described con^-
prising two meml>ers plvotally united to each other, one
of said members adapted to engage the structure to which
the device is to be atUched and the other of said mem-
bers adapted to support and hold a watch or similar time
piece, the member adapted to engage the structure com-
prising a straight bar, spring colls at each end thereof,
arms extending from said spring colls. In-turned portions
at the respective ends of said arms, and said In-turned
portions having sharpened points adapted to bite into and
engage the structure to which the device is to be attached,
and the member adapted to engage and hold the watch
comprising a hook adapted to engage the ring of the
watch, a coll spring mounted on the bar of the atUchlng
member and connected at one end with said hook, de-
pending portions one of which extends from the other
end of said coll spring and the other of which is provided
with a coiled portion mounte<l on the bar of the attach-
ing member, spring coils at the lower ends of said de-
pending portions, arms extending forward and upward
from said spring colls, said arms being bent over at their
forward ends to engage the watch case adjacent the stem
and united at their forward ends by an integral U-shaped
portion adapted to extend around the rear of the watch
stem.

[Claims 2 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.698. SECURING DEVICE FOB WRIST-
WATCHES. Fbed S. Ellis, Brooklyn, N. T., assignor
to Dubois Watch Case Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., a
Corporation of .New York. Filed June 28, 1916. Serial
No. lOe.SSl. (CI. 224 4.)

1. A securing device for securing a wristlet to a watch
which has an extended eye, comprising a block adapte<t
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for PDgagemeDt with the wristlet and having a recess or
op^'ning to receive the extended eye of the watch, and
means carried by the block to engage the eye and retain

ibe block in fixed relation with the watch.

2. A securing device for securing a wristlet to a watch
which has an extended eye. comprising a block adapted for

engagement with the wristlet and having a recess or open-
ing to receive the extende<l eye of the watch and a latch

carried by the block and adapted to enter the eye and
retain the block in fixed relation with the watch.

3. A securing device for securing a wristlet to a watch
which has an extended eye, comprising a block having a
recess or opening to receive the extended eye of the watch,
means carrleii by the block to engage the eye and retain

the block In fixed relation with the watch, and a ball car-

ried by the block for engagement with the wristlet.

4. A securing device for securing a wristlet to a watch
which has an extended eye, comprising a block formed on
one face to fit against the watch and having a recess or

opening to receive the extended eye of the watch, and
means carried by the block to engage the eye and retain
the block in fixed relation with the watch.

6. A securing device for securing a wristlet to a watch
which has an extended eye, comprising a block adapted for

engagement with the wristlet and having a recess or open-
ing adapted to receive the extended eye of the watch, and
a transverse opening through the walls of the recess, and
a latch pivoted on the block and having a stud to enter the
transverse opening and the eye of the watch.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette]

1.227.699. FIREPROOF WALL CONSTRUCTION. John
A. Fbbgcson, Denver, Colo., assignor to The Ferguson
Bynstone Co., Denver, Colo. Filed May 23, 1916. Se-
rial No. 99.445. (CI. 72—89.)

1. A wall construction, embodying abutting comer
forming walls, composed of courses of blocks having a base

portion and a lateral supporting web. In combination with

a tie-beam, extending longitudinally of each of said walls.
In spaced relation to the hase piirtion thereof, and mounted
directly upon the supporting webs, respectively, of the
blocks in the same course, the said tlebeams overlapping
within the Interior angle formed by the abutting walls,
with their overlapped ends projecting and seating directly
upon the upper face of a block in Its opposed wall and
firmly embedded within the mortar space between an up
per and lower course thereof ; and means for securing said
tle-beamn together positively, at their overlapped posi-
tions, their projecting embedded ends cooperating with
said positive securing means to provide a reinforcing truss
for the corner sections of the abutting walls, substautlally
as described.

2. A wall construction, embodying abutting corner
forming walls, composed of courses of blocks having base
body portions and integral lateral supporting wel.s. In

combination with a series of sets of tie-beams, extending
longitudinally of each of said walls. In 8pace«l relation to
the base i>ortlon thereof, and mounted directly upon the
supporting webs, respectively, of the blocks in the same
course, at proper distances relative to the height of the
structure, the said sets of tie-beams overlapping within the
interior open angle formed by the abutting walls, with
their overlapped ends projecting into the plane of and
seating directly upon the upper faces of the base portions
of blocks In their opiwsed wall, being firmly embedded
within the mortar space between an upper and lower
course thereof, and one of the sets of tie-beams, at proper
Intervals, functioning as Joist supports ; and mean.s for se-

curing said sets of tie-beams together positively at their
overlapped position, their projecting embedded ends co-

operating with said positive securing means to provide an
internal reinforcing truss for the corner sections of the
abutting walls, anchored from a position outside of the
wall structure, proper, substantially as described.

1.227,600. CIGARETTE PACKING MACHINE. GBoaoa
B. Flago. New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 12. 1914. Serial
No. 876,792. (Cl. 98—8.)

1. In a cigarette boxing machine, the combination of a
boxholding member and automatic means for positively
successively feeding a plurality of cigarettes, one nt a
time, into said box.

2. In a cigarette boxing machine, the combination of a
boxholding device and means for feeding a plurality of
cigarettes Into said box and holding them against rotative
or bodily displacement.

3. In a cigarette boxing machine, the combination of

means forming a box part, means for successively feeding
a plurality of cigarettes one by one Into said box part, and
means for completing said box.

4. In a cigarette packing machine, the combination of

means for forming a wrapper to receive the cigarettes,

means for feeding a plurality of cigarettes one by one into

said wrapper, and means for holding the projecting por-

tions of said wrapper over the cigarettes.

5. In a machine for packing cigarettes of non-circular

cross section, the combination of a box holding device,

means for feeding a plurality of cigarettes Into said box
and maintaining them in the same relative position.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,601. PIPE-BOWL CLEANER. Bbnjami.n F. Fliobl,

Racine. Wis., and Loris S. Darling, Ellington. Conn.
Filed Oct. 28, 1912. Serial .No. 728,041. (Cl. 131—18.)
A pipe t>owl cleaner, comprising a loop-shaped handle,

a pair of cutting members space<l apart and straight in
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•ectlon projecting therefrom In approximately par-
allel planes so that they are subsUntlaliy parallel both
transversely and longitudinally, the said handle and cut-
ting members being formed of a singe strip of spring meUl
of substantially the same width throughout except at the
ends of the cutting members which are tapered and bent
inwardly, the said cutting members b«ing adapted to be
sprung toward each other to fit within a pipe bowl with
their edges engaging the walls of the pipe bowl the full

^

length of said pipe bowl and being held firmly there-
against by the spring pressure of the loop-shaped handle
portion and adapted to be turned within the pipe bowl by
means of the handle portion and having their forward
edges beveled on the inner faces thereof, whereby they
form parallel knives with their cutting edges diametri-
cally opposite for planing or reaming the interior of the
pil>e bowL

1,227,602. ARTIFICIAL TEETH. Ernest Fogg. New-
castle-upon-Tyne, England. Filed Oct. 31. 1914. Se-
rial No. 869,562. (CT. 82—4.)

1. The process of making dentures which consists in
forming a foundation, then temporarily attaching a gum-
facing to the foundation, then attaching teeth to the
foundation, then removing said gum facing, then per-
manently fixing the teeth In position, and then replacing
«nd permanently fixing the gum-facing In position.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a gum-facing for
dentures composed of a thin metal plate covered with
enamel.

8. A denture comprising a foundation, teeth fixed to the
fcundation, and a gum-facing fixed to the foundation inde-
pendently of the teeth.

4. A denture comprising a foundation, teeth fixed to the
foundation, and a gum facing composed of a thin metal
plate coveied with enamel fixed to the foundation, the
foundation being preformed by the gum facing to receive
the same.

1,227.603. METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ELEC-
TRICALLY HEATING PIPE-BLANKS. " Gordon Fox,
Chicago, 111., assignor to Clayton Mark and Anson
Mark, doing business under the name of The Mark
Manufacturing Company. Chicago, 111. Filed Oct 10
1914. Serial No. 866,993. (Cl. 219—6.)
1. An Improvement In the art of electrically heating

pipe blanks, which coqsists in successively heating the
separated edges of a pipe blank by passing an electric
current simultaneoualy at a plurality of separated sta-
tions through both edges of the blank, and in progres-
sively diminishing the contact pressure at successive
stations to prevent the edges of the blanks from collapsing
as they approach the welding heat.

2. An improvement in the art of electrically heating
pipe blanks, which consists in successively heating the
separated edges of a pipe blank by passing electric current
in series through such separated edges simultaneously
at a plurality of separated stations along the length
of the blank, and In maintaining uniform heating at the
various stations by a uniform current flow.

3. An Improvement In the art of heating pipe blanks,
which consists in a plurality of sets of rotatuble disks.

one disk of a set being In contact with an edge of the
blank and the other disk of the set being in contact with
the other edge of the blank, insulating means therebe-
tween, the circuit being completed by a plurality of rolls
and a conuctlng bridge, whereby electric current. In
passing from one disk to the other, passes through the
separated edges of the blank in series.

4. In apparatus for electrically heating pipe blanks, a
plurality of pairs of contact heads, insulating material
separating the beads of eacij pair, each head having a pro-
jection adapted to enter the separated edges of a pipe
blank and engage one such edge, connected supporting
rolls forming with the edges of the blank a path In par-
allel with that through the pipe for the electric current
from one head to the other of each pair.

5. In apparatus for electrically heating pipe blanks,
a plurality of contact heads, each head having two sepa-
rated contact faces, each face being adapted to engage
one of the separated edges of a pipe blank, the pipe blank
being supported by a plurality of sets of rolls, each set
of rolls being mounted on a connecting bridge, one edge
of the pipe, the rolls, the body of the pipe, the bridge
and the other edge of the pipe forming a path for the pas-
saire of current from one contact face to the other.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.604. METAL-FORMING MACHINR JOHK A.
Fraseh, Nlles. Mich., assignor to Kawneer Manufactur-
ing Company, Nlles, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.
Filed Jan. 21. 1914. Serial No. 813,600. (Cl. 153—54.)

1. In a metal forming machine, a frame, a rear base
member extending longitudinally of the frame and mov-
able at right angles to the length thereof by means of
slidable connections therewith, a front base member spaced
from the rear base member and similarly mounted upon
the frame, an Intermediate plate adjustably mounted upon
each of the base members, a lower bearing plate adjust-
ably mounted upon each of the intermediate plates, said
lower base plates being rigidly adJusUbly connected at
their extremities, bearings in said lower bearing platea.
rollers in said bearings.
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2. In metal forming maohln*, a frame, a r«ir baae
m^mbf-r pxtendlnf longitudinally of the frame and mov-
able at risfht angle* to the length thereof by means ©f
•lidable connections themrlth, a front base member
spaced from the rear tmBe member and similarly mounted
upon the frame, an latermediate plate ailjuotably mounted
upon each of the base membefB, a lower bearing plate
adjustably mounted upon each of the Intermediate plates,
said lower base plates being rigidly adjuotably connected,
upper bearing blocks mounted for vertical adjustment
upon the lower plates, rollers journaled In said bearing
blocks whereby the upper and lower bearings of the rollers
may be moved apart or together a»d whereby the axes of
the upper and lower rollera may be adjusted relatively to-
ward and from each other.

3. In a machine of tbe character described, comprising
a support, base members mounted thereupon, slide plates
adjustably mounted upon said tiase members, bearing
plates adjustably rapported upon the slide plates, means
for rigidly connecting the extremltiea of the bearing
plates, bearing blocks vertically adjustable upon the
bearing plates, and metal forming rolls Journaled within
said bearing plates and blocks.

4. la a metal forming machine comprising a support, a
pair of base members carried by the support, slide plates
extending parallel with and arranged upon the base
members, a pair of l>ear1ng plates laterally adjustable
upon the slide plates, means for rigidly connecting the
eiids of the bearing plates, a plurality of vertical pins
detachably secured to the bearing plates, bearing blocks
adjustably mounted upon said pins, means for locking
the bearing blocks ui>on the pins, and metal forming rolls
Journaled within the bearing blocks and plates for the
purpose specified.

1,22T,605. ELECTRIC SWITCH. Johx Fbiis, Chicago,
III., assignor to Thos. Cusack Company. Chicago, ni., a
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Nov. 2, 1914. Serial
No. 869,741. (CI. 175—287.)

1. An automatic switch device comprising fixed contact
members, a fulcrum, a rocking switch member having con-
tacta adapted to make and break connection with said
fixed contacts, said rocking switch member being mounted
on said fulcrum, a swinging arm mounted coaxially with
said switch member, a rocker pivoted vertically below said
fulcrum and directly actuatetl by said rwlnjfing arm, a
second rocker fulcrumed coaxially with said rocking switch
member, said secoml rocker being provld»Ml with loat mo-
tion devices for engagement with said rooking switch mem-
ber and the first mentioned rocker also being provVded with
lost motion devices for engagement with the second rocker,
and elasti-: means connecting riald second rocker at a point
above its rocking axis with said swinging arm at a point
below its axis.

2. An automatic switch device comprlslnK a base, fired
contact members on said ba»e. a fulcrum, a rocking switch
member mounted on said fulcrum, a swinging arm also
mounted on said fulcrum, a rocker fnlcrumed on said base

in a plane spaced from the said fuUTum, a second rocker
mounted on said fulcrum. m»«ani« oj)eratlve!y conn^-ctlng
said swinging arm with the flrnt mentlon»-d rocker, devices
on said rocker adapted to actuate said second rocker but
with lost motion between them. m»>Hns on said second
rocker adapted for operative engagement with said rock-
ing switch member after said second rocker has movetl
through a predetermined distance, a spring ot>nn»'ctlng said
second rocker at a point spaced outwardly from said ful-
crum with said swinging arm Intermediate Its .nds and
means for Imparting movement to said swinging arm.

3. An automatic switch <omprising a base, contact
members tlxed on said \m»*-. a shaft, a rocking switch
member having conUcts adapted for engagement with said
fixed conUcU, fulcrumed on said shaft, a swinging arm
mounted on said shaft, a rocker having a slot fulcrumed
on said base In a plane below said shaft, a stud on said
swinging arm operatlvely engaged in the slot in said
rocker, a second rocker fulcrumed coaxially with said
shaft, said first rocker having stu.ls adapted to actuate
said second rocker after said first rocker ha^t traveled
through a part of Its movement, means on t^aid second
rocker adapted for operative engagement with said rock-
ing switch member after saM rocker has moved through
a Redetermined distancv. and a spring connecting said
second rocker at a point above Its fulcrnm to said «wlng-
Ing arm at a point intermediate its ends.

4. An automatic switch comprLslng a ba»e, (xjntact
members fixed on said base, a shaft, a rocking switch
member having contacts adapteti for engngeuM-nt with said
fixed contacts, fulcrumed on said shaft, a Aji-'nglng arm
mounted on said shaft, a rocker havlug a slot fuh rumed
on said ba.se In a plane below said shaft, a stud on said
swinging arm operatlvely engageU In the slot in said
rocker arm. a second rocker fulcruine«l coaxially with said
shaft, said first rocker having studs adapted to actuate
said second rocker after said first rocker has traveled
through a part of its movement, means on said second
rocker adapted for operative engagement with mU\ ro«k-
iag switch member after said rocker has move,! tbrough
a predetermined distance, a spring oonnetting said setond
rocker at a point above Its fulcrum to said swinging arm
at a point IntermedUte its ends, and cushioning means on
said base adapted to (^ engaged by said rocking »witch
member.

5. An automatic switch device comprising a ba»e hav-
ing fixed contacts and a movable contact meml»er mounted
oa said base and adapted to perio^llcally make and break
connection with said fixed contact, a rocker adapted for
operating said movable switch iueml>er and having parts
for engagement with said movable switch member to bring
it Into electrical connection with the said fixed conta. ts on
said base, an auxiliary rocker pivoully mounte.1 on said
base below the fulcrum of said rocking switch meml»-r,
said rocker having flxeU parts adapted for engagement
with said operating member for movement of the same
when said movable switch member* la being removed from
engagement with said fixed contacts, a reciprocatory
swinging arm fulcrumed coaxially with said rocking
switch, a pin carrletl by said swinging arm and opera-
tlvely connected to said auxiliary rocker, and a spring
fixed to said rocker above its fulcrum and to said swinging
arm below Its fulcrum.

1.227.«0« COW-TAlL HOLDER. FaaoMicK C. Giia.-
KEH, Elmwood. Wis. Filed Mar. 18. 1916. Sertal No
85.087. (CI. 119— 105.)

A cow tall holder of the class described, comprising a
sleeve having spaced side portions, gripping Jaws extend-
ing from said side portions. Inwardly extending teeth
formed upon a portion of said sleeve, a spring clamp car-
ried by said sleeve, a spring clamp comprising a straight
body portion, means passing through one end of said
clamp for fixedly retaining the same in engagement with
said sleeve, a Up extending at right angles to said clamp,
said lip having teeth upon its forward edge, means car-
rie.1 by said clamp for fadlltating the pulling or moving
of one end of said clamp from said sleeve, whereby a

-^
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cow'a tail may b« paaaed into said sleeve, at which tlaae

the clamp may be rel«ase<l so as to spring to its normal

position for allowing the teeth of said lip to engage the

tail and to hold the same in engagement with the teeth of

said sleava.

1.227.e07. MFTRIC VALVE. Henry R. Otlsom, Baden,
Pa. Filed Ang. 81, 1914. Serial No. 859.449. (C^
187—98.)

1. Is a Boetric valve, the combination of a caging, a
single vaivs therein for controlling fiow therethrough,
means for effecting an initial ln<omplete opening of said

valve, and mechanically operable means for sflTectlag a

further opening and snbsequent closing of said valve.

2. In a metric valve, the combination of a main valve,

means for effecting an initial tilting thereof, and a me-
chanically operated means for effecting a further opening
and subsegtient closing of said valve.

3. In a ffietrir valve, the combinatlsn of a main valve,

manually operable means for effecting an Initial Incom
plete c»peQing thereof, and m^'chanically operable means
Impelled by dald passing through saWl valve for efTectiag

a fartb«r opening and snltKetiut-nt closing thereof.

4. In a metric valve, the combination of a main valve
comprlniBg an orifice and a stem-provided closure seated

thereon, a rotatable member operatlvely connected to said

stem and adapted when passing through one revolution to

positively open iind close said valve, and means iinpelletl

by fluid passing throogh the valve for continaousiy rotat-

ing said member.
5. In a metric valve, the combination of a main valve

comprising aa orltlce and a closure seated thereon, said

closure having a stem secured to It, a rotatable Diember
operatlvely connected to said stoni and adapte<i when
psMsing through one revolution to open and close said

valve, maiiually operable aioans for effecting an Initial

rotation of said member, aad fluld-lmp<dled means for ef-

fecting a further complete rotation of said member.
[Claims • to 10 not prlated In the Gazette.]

238 0.0—86.

1.327,608. CIOAB-BOX. RiCBABO W. OOMVBT, Nrw
York. N. r. FUed Apr. 11, 1916. amimi No. 90,314.
(CI. 181—11.)

1. In comtdnatlon with a cigar box and a tray set into
the top of the same for exhibiting the upper row of cigars,
a pair of removable upright supports set Into the ends
of the interior of said box for supporting said tray and a
removable block within said box arranged agatu.st one of
said supports and equal In height with t.he latter, to aid
In sustaining said tray, the said block being also recessed
at the top, forming a ledge to receive and support the
nearer cigar of the row next under the tray and being of
suffldent thickness below said ledge to hold the rows of
cigars in position, corresponding cigars of the several
rows being directly above or below each other.

2. In combination with a cigar box and a tray set Into
the same for exhibiting the upper row of cigars, a block
serving as a support for said tray and adapted to fit Into
the end of said box, the said block consisting of a thicker
lower portion and a thinner upper portion, the former
portion being adapted to hold in position a plurality of
layers of cigars with those of each upper layer resting
directly on the carresponding cigars of each lower layer,
the thin upper part of said block allowing space for an
additional cigar of an upper row, but holding In place the
remaining cigars In exact superposed arrangement.

,227.609. TBLBPHONE - EXCHANGE SYSTEM.
CUABLsa L. GooDuuM. New York, N. Y.. assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Western Electric Company, In-

corporated, a Corporatiop of New York. Filed July 23,
1916. Serial No 11.478. (Cl. 179—18.)

'-KJ-e-

^-ii^^mi

£=r<. " f r

1. la a telepboae exchange system, the conbinatioii
with subscribers' lines! a signal apso< lated with each line.

an automatic switch wherein said lines terminate, and
means for causing said switch to select a line, of mean-
automatically operattd by the setting of the switch on
one of said Hoes for operating the signal thereof variably.

2. 1b a telephone exchange system, the comtHnatiOu
with subscribers' lines, a signal associated with each of
said llaes, a connector wherein said lines terminate, and
selectors, of two trunks terminating at one end in said
connector ao^l at the other in different selectors, means
for setting said connector on said lines over either tronk.
an<l means at said connector automatically operated In
cident to setting said connector on the called line over odc

\
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of satd tmoka to operate said algnal in one manner, and
automatically operated iDcident to setting said connector

on said called line over the other trunic to operate said

sisnal in a different manner.
3. In a telephone exchange system, the combination

with subscribers' lines, a signal associated with each of

said lines and a connector wherein said lines terminate,

of two trunks terminating at one end In said connector

and at the other In different selectors, a source of cur-

rent connected to said trunks at said connector, means
for setting said connector on the called line over either

trunk, automatic means at said connector for variably

operating the called line signal according to the trunk

over which the connector is set, and means at said con-

nector for reversing the direction of the flow of current

from said source when said connector is set over one of

said trunks for signaling over the connected trunk.

4. In a telephone exchange system, the combination

with subscribers' lines and a connector wherein said lines

terminate, of two trunks terminating in one end In said

connector and at the other end In different selecton,

means for setting said connector on said lines over either

trunk, a test circuit associated with said connector, and a

relay at said connector adapted to be automatically op-

erated If the connector is set over one of said trunks to

render said test circuit Inoperative.

5. In a telephone exchange system, the combination

with subscribers' lines, a signal associated with each line

and a connector wherein said lines terminate, of two
trunks termlnatinf; at one end In said connector and at

the other end in different selectors, means for setting said

connector on said lines over either trunk, a test circuit

associated with said connector, a relay at said connector

adapted to be operated when the connector Is set over

one of said trunks to render said test circuit Inoperative,

and sources of signaling current of different character

controlled by said relay.

1,227,610. PLANTING MACHINE. GlOBOt W. GO88,

Baltimore. Ohio, assignor of one-half to Charles E. Goss.

Baltimore, Ohio. Plied Oct. 28, 1915. Serial No.

58,482. (CI. 111—11.)

* ty

1. In combination with a seed planter and its boot, of

a seed coverer comprising a pair of strap elements bolted
together, means for pivotally supporting said coverer
from said boot, and a si>acer block between said straps

through which the holt pa.sses which holds said straps

together, said spacer also projecting toward said boot

to limit the down movement of said coverer when said

boot Is elevated by contact therewith.

2. The combination with a seed planter and its boot, of

a seed coverer comprising a pair of strap elements bolted

together, means for pivotally t>oltlng said coverer to said

boot so that the coverer will be permitted a perceptible

lateral movement, and a spacer block between said straps

through which the bolt passes which holds said straps

together, said spacer also projecting toward said boot to

limit the down movement of the coverer when said boot

is elevated by contact therewith.

8. In combination with a disk seed planter and its boot,

a seed coverer comprlslne a pair of semi-oval shaped strap

elements pivoted to said boot in a manner to permit Ihem
lateral movement, said straps being shapefl to leave an
open space at the rear when assembled, and a finger car-

ried by said straps so arranged to engage said l>oot to

prevent the downward movement of said straps to prevent
their dragging when the disk mechanism la elevated to

its normal Inoperative position.

1.227,611. AXLE ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMOBILE}*.
JOHAN Hansbn, Tonopah. Nev. Filed Dec. 10, 1915,

Serial No. 66.116. Renewed Nov. 2, 1916., 8«rlal No.
129,281. (CI. 21—6.)

1. A device of the class descrlt>«d comprising an L body
formed of a base and a side web section, said base having
transverse slots, axle grippers movable in said slots and
projecting below the base, a screw device for drawing
said grippers together to clamp the base to the axle, a

spindle bracket projecting from the web and having
bearings, a spindle having a sleeve mounted between said

bearings, a spindle bolt paasing through said bearings

and sleeve and an arm cunnerted with isaid sleeve for at-

tachment to the steerini; near.

2. A device of the class deflcrlt>ed comprising an L t>o<ly

formed of a t>ase and a side web section, said ttase having
transverse slots, axle grippers movable in said slots and
projecting below the base, a screw device for drawing
said grippers together to clamp the base to the axle, a
spindle bracket projecting from the web and having t>ear-

ings, a spindle having a sleeve mounted between said

bearings, a spindle bolt passing throngh said bearings and
sleeve, an arm connected with said sleeve for attachment
to the steering gear, said base having an elongated slot

extending In the length of the b*se.

3. A device of the class described comprising an L bo<]y

formed of a base and a aide web section, said base having
transverse slots, axle grippers movable In said slots and
projecting below the base, a screw device for drawing said

grippers together to clamp the base to the axle, a spindle

bracket projecting from the web and having bearings, a

spindle having a sleeve mounted between said bearing*,

a spindle t>olt passing through said bearings and sleeve,

an arm connecte<l with said sleeve for attachment to the

steerinc gear, and a spircer plate lnKerte<| between salt]

base and said clamp iiu-ml>ers. said spacer plate having
slots corresponding to the base slot.

4. A device of th»» class described cuiuprlsing an L bo«ly

formed of % base and a side web section, wild Itas*- having

transverse slots, axle grippers movable in said slots and
projecting twlow the base, a, ncrew <levW-e for drawing
wild grippers together to damp the lia!«e to the axle, a

spindle bracket projecting from the web and having bear-

ings, a spindle having a sleeve mounted between said

bearings, a spindle bolt passing throngh said bearings and
sleeve, an arm connected with said sleeve for attachment
to the steering gear, said base having an elongated slot

extending in the length of the base, and a spacer plate

inserted between said base and said clamp members, said

spacer plate having slots corresponding to the base slot.

5. In a device of the character described, a base plate

and a side plate extending upwardly from the same, a
spindle bracket projecting from said side plate at one end
thereof, a spindle mounted In said bracket, said base

plate having transverse slots, said side plate having slots

registering with those of the base plate, and clamp mem-
bers for securing said base plate to the axle, said clamp
members comprising flat portions opposing the base plate.

Angers extending up from said base portion and adapted

to extend over the base flange of the axle, ears dependent

from said base portions of said clamp members and sp-
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trtured, a clamp bolt passed through said apertured ears,
a nut on said t>olt, one of said clamp members having a
houlder to engage the bolt head and hold it from turning.

1,2^7,612. VALVE AND VALVE-GEAR FOR ELASTIC-
FLUID TURBINES. HiNBT J. Hanzlie, Trenton,
N. J., assignor to De Laval Steam Turbine Company,
Trenton, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Nov. 18, 1914. Serial No. 872.761. <C1. 187—144.)

1. A valve arrangement for fluid prejssure motors com-
prising a pressure chamber having a plurality of ducts
leading therefrom and valve seat orifices, one for each
such duct, and a series of valves, one for each such valve
seat orifice, such valves each free for movement with re
spect to the others and each arranged when moved from
its seat to engage another valve of the series and move
the latter from its seat. In combination with means for
moving one valve of the series from Ita seat.

2. A valve arrangement for fluid pressure motors com-
prising a pressure chamber having a plurality of ducts
leading therefron- and valve seat orifices, one for each
8U<h duct, and a series of valves, one for each such valve
seat orifice, such valves each free for movement with
respect to the others and each arranged when moved
from its seat to engage another valve of the series and
move the latter from its seat, in combination with means
for moving one valve of the series from its seat, and
means for returning such valves Individually to their
eats when such return Is permitted.

3. A valve arrangement for fluid pressure motors com-
prising a pressure chamber having a plurality of ducts
leading therefrom and two valve seat orifices for each
such duct, and a series of double seat valves, one for each
pair of valve seat orifices, such valves each free for move-
ment with respect to the others and each arranged when
moved from Its seat to engage another valve of the series

and move the latter from its seat, in combination with
means for moving one valve of the aeries from its seat.

4. A valve arrangement for fluid pressure motora com-
prising a pressure chamber having a plurality of ducts
leading therefrom and valve seat orifices, one for each
such duct, and a series of valves, one for each such valve
seat orifice, such valves each free for movement with re-

si>ect to the others and each arranged when moved from
Its seat to engage another valve of the series and move
the latter from its seat. In combination with means, dis-

connected from the valves, for moving one valve of the
series from its seat.

5. A valve arrangement for fluid pressure motors com-
prising a pressure chamber having a plurality of ducts
leading therefrom and valve seat orifices, one for each
such duct, and a series of valves, one for each such valve
seat orifice, such valves each free for movement with re-

spect to the others and each arranged when moved from
its sent to engage another valve of the series and move
the latter from its seat, in combination with means, dis-

connected from the valves, for moving one valve of the
series from Its seat, and means for returning such valves
ln<llvlduBlly to their seats when such return is permitted.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227,613. CARD-FEELER STOP-MOTION. JONAH L.
HARTSILL and William J. Wsar, Concord, N. C, aa-

signors to Young-Hartsell Mills Company, Concord,
N. C, a Corporation of North Carolina. Filed Not. 6,

1916. Serial No. 59,971. (CI. 189—62.)

1. In combination with a loom, and a jacquard bead
controlling the loom and having the usual card cylinder
and griff bars, of a card feeler mounted upon the jacquard
head and normally resting upon the top of the card cyl-
inder, a jacquard hook having connection with said card
feeler and adapted to be drawn into allnement with one
of said griff bars on the lifting of the card feeler, and a
connection between said jacquard hook and the shipper
lever of said loom, to release the shipper lever upon the
engagement of the jacquard hook with the griff bar,

2. A card feeler stop motion for looms comprising a
pivoted bar, a plurality of fingers outstanding from the
bar adapted to rest upon the top of a card cylinder, an
inwardly extending arm carried upon the bar, a jacquard
hook connected to the Inner end of the arm and adapted
to be drawn laterally upon the lifting of said flngera, and
a shipper lever connection having attachment to said jac-
quard hook and adapted to l>e actuated upon movement
of the jacquard hook by said fingers.

3. In a card feeler stop motion for looms, a pivoted
card feeler normally resting against a card cylinder, and
adapted to be tilted upon the misplacement of a card on
the cylinder, a jacquard hook having connection with said
card feeler to be actuated by the tilting thereof, and
means connecting said jacquard hook to the shipper le-

ver of a loom.

4. Id a card feeler stop motion for looms, a pivoted
card feeler adapted to normally rest on the top of a card
cylinder and having an Inwardly extending arm. a Jac-
quard hook connected to said arm adapted to be adjusted
Into operative position by the tilting of the card feeler,
and a connection between the jacquard hook and the
shipper lever of a loom whereby to release the latter upon
the operation of the jacquard hook. _

6. A card feeler stop motion for looms, comprlstng a
pivoted bar, a plurality of fingers outstanding from the
bar adapted to rest upon the top of a card cylinder, aa
Inwardly extending arm carried upon the bar, a jacquard
hook connected to the Inner end of the arm and adapted
to be drawn laterally upon the lifting of said Angers, a
shipper lever for controlling the loom, a bell crank mount-
ed on the loom having one ecd connected to said shipper
lever, and a flexible connection between the opposite end
of said bell crank and the lower end of said jacquard hook
whereby upon the lifting of the Jacquard hook to release
said shipper lever.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,614. PENCIL ATTACHMENT FOR SECTIONAL
RULES. HaRUAN Haci>tman, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed
Sept. 30, 1916. Serial No. 12.H.n36. (C\. 24—269.)
A pencil attachment for rules comprising an elongated

flat body portion provide*! n^ar each end with a pair of
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oppoKit«l7 disposed projection* capable of being bent out

wardly to provide clamptns; means, mtd body portion fur-

ther provided at earh end witb a pair of laterally proiect-

ing oppositely diUpoaed logs capat^ of being bent In-

wardly to extend through a rule far •ecuring said bo«ly

portion therewith the lugs at the ends of the body p<>rtlon

spaced from the atlter lugs.

I,227,e515. TREATMENT OF ORES. Akthuu IIowabd

IIiGGixs, London, England, assizor to Minerals Sepa-

ration Limited, London, En^Und. Filed Nov. 14, 1913.

Serial No. 800,906. (CI. 75—18.)

1. A process for the conontratlon of ores which con

slats in treating an ore pulp conjointly with a mineral

frothing agent for thf separation of metalliferous con

stituenta by flotation and with a chemical agent that

facilitates the separation of some metalliferous constltu

ents by flotation and dissolves other constituents.

2. A process for the concentration of ores which con-

sists In agitating the ore with water containing a mineral

frothing agent and also a chemical agent that facilitates

the separation of some metalliferous constituents by flota-

tion and dissolves certain other conatltuentx.

3. A process for the concentration of ores which con

slsts In first roasting \he ore and thereafter agitating It

with water containing a mineral frothing agent and also

a chemical agent that facilitates the separation of some

metalliferous constituent.s by flotation and disaolres cer-

tain other constituents.

4. A process for the concentration of ores which con-

sists in agitating the ore with water containing a mineral

frothing agent and also a chenUcal agent that facilitates

the separation of some metalliferous constituents by flota-

tion and dissolves certain otlier constituents and there-

after precipitating the dissolved metal from solution in

such a manner as to regenerate the chemical agent.

5. A process for the concentration of ores which con-

sists in first roasting the ore and thereafter astatine it

with water containing a mineral frothing agent and also

a chemical agent that facilitates the separation of some
metalliferous constituents by flotation and dissolve* cer-

tain other constituents and thereafter precipitating the

dissolved metal in such a manner as to regenerate the

chemical agent.

[Clalma 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.618. FUEL VALTE. Johs W. Hobtxc, Ctndn
natl. Ohio. Filed Sept. 28, 1«1«. fterUU No. 121,»80.

(CI. 158—120.)
1. A fuel-valve comprislnB a shut off valve and a regu-

lating valve having a fuel passage therebetween, said

valves comprising a caslnjr having a ralve-seat for aald

shut-off valve and n cylindrical bor»« for said regulating

valTe, and a valve stem having thereon a raJve cloaure for

said shot-off valve and a refnulating skaak, saM regwlat

in? shank comprisini; a oUndricai pordoa ia said fuel

pa rage from which cylindrical {KirtioB a ttilfhtiy taper

log portion extends outwardly through said cylindrical

bore, the proximate ends of said cylindrical portion and
slightly tapering portion of said reKUlatiug shank being

normally at the Junction between the outer end of said

fuel-passage and the inner end of said cylindrical bore,

aid slightly tapering portloa of said retrulating shank
tsrsilBarlng In as end fare forming a aharpt angle with

sokl Hllgbtly tapering portion outside iwld cylindrical bore,

and said casing provided with an annular t>ead received

about and extending lengthwise of said casing a greater

distanre than the distance of projection of said regulating

shank outside said bore.

H

2. In a fuel valve, the ronklnatlon of a supply pipe, a
valve at one end thereof, said valve comprising a hhut off

valve and a regulating valve having a fuel passage there-

between, said regulating valve comprising a discbarge

bore, a regulating shank therein provided with a sIlKhtly

tapering portion in said cylindrical di»ckarge-bore and an
eotor «nd-tace having a diameter proxuuate to the dlaa-
eter of said regulating shank and formiog a sharp angle

with said slightly tapering face of said slightly taperlag

portion, said end-face located outside said twre during dis-

charge of the fuel therefrom, a valve stem on which said

regulating shank is located, said vaive-atem extending
through the other end of said supply pipe, and turning

meaoit ea said valve-stem outside saui supply pipe, the

wall of said supply pipe and said valv*' stem having a fuei-

pas.«;age therebetween c-OBimunicatiag with said shot-off

valve.

3. Ib a fuel valve, the comi>iBatlon of a cylindrical

supply pipe, a valve at one end thereof, said valve coaa-

prislng a skat-off valve aad a reguiatiiMC valve having a
fUv->l passage tkerebetween. said regulating \-alve compris-

ing a disctuirge-bore and a regulating shank therein, a

valve-Mteui on which said regulating shank is lo<ated,

turning iiie;ius on said valve-stem, said rylindrical supply-

pipe aurrtMiDding said valvr-stem and )4x-at<-d between said

valve and said turning means, the wall of sai«i sappl>-

pipe aaii said valve stem having a fuel passage thi-rebe-

tweea caaMnaaicatlng with said shut-off valve, said supply-

pipe pr«>vi<kyl with a supply-passage communicating with

said fuel-passHgf at a point distaD^ed frum the re«'p<'ctlv('

e»ds of sold supply -pipe.

4. Ia a fuel valve, tite comt4natioa of a shot off valve

and a regulating valve having a fuel passage theret>etween,

noiil regnlaiiag valve coatprlsiag a casing having a cylin-

drical dls<-harge-liore and a slightly tapering regulating

shank r««^eived through said bore, said regulating st^aak

teraiinatlng in an outer end fa<-e extending across a sab-

Ktantial part of Mlti regulating shank aad forming a
stuirp aagie with the slightly taperlag face of said slightly

taperlAg regolatlag shank, and adjusting means fur said

valves comprising a valve-steni provided with exterool

thrca<ls. and coactiog intoraai threads, said external

threads and Internal threads having their proximate wails

spaced opart for formiog a foei-poasage c<NOo»uaicating

with said shut-off valve.

o. In a fuel valve, the rombinatioo of a shut off valve

and a regulating valve having a fuel -passage tberet>etw«en.

MHid regulating valve conprlsing a casing having a dis-

charge t>on> an<l a slightly tapering regulating shank re-

<-eived through said bore, said regulating shank terminat-

ion ia an ead wall of conslderatjle cross-sectional diam-

eter with relatlwB to the diaoieter «f aald regulatiog

shank, said end wail fora^og a sharp angle with said ta-

pering portiso, ami adjusting means for said valves coa-
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prialng a volve-stem provided with external threads, and
tfoacting Internal thr«>ad8, said external threads and in-
ternal threads having their proximate walls spjtc e<1 apart
for forming a fuel passage c<»mmunicatlng with said shut-
off valve, and said valve stem shlftable for locating aaid
fnel-passage at opposite sides of said threads.

rClaim 6 not printed in the Oaxette.l

1.227,617. SPRAYING -MACHINE. John G. H0DO8ON,
Maywood, 111., assignor to American Can Company.
New York. N. Y., a <"orporatlon of New York. Filed
May 5, 1913. SerUl No. 765,67©. <C1. 91—45.)

1. A spraying machine for cans and other articles In-
cluding, in combination : a carrier rotatable about an axis
and having a plurality of rotaUble chucks mounted
thereon; a spraying devire to which the articles are
brought sucrefisively by the movement of the carrier and
Its chucks: a spray controlling valve having; means where-
by it is actuated by the articles as the latter arrive op-
posite to the spraying device, and holding means on
the chucks whereby the aald articles are removably
flx^ thereon and enabled to operate said valve actuating
means.

2. A spraying machine of the character described In-
cluding, in eomblDatlon : a carrier Intermittently rotatable
about a vertical axis ; a plurality of rotaUble chucks on
ioalUiPd ax*-* carried h> mid carrier; and a stationary
spBiying device l«K^ted adjacent the carrier and to which
articles carried by said efancks are presented saccessively

;

substantially as specified.

8. A spraying machine of the character described la-
dndlng, iB combination : a carrier rotaUble about a verti-
cal axis; a plurality of rolalable chucks carried by said
carrier, each chack being magnetised and constantly
inclined relatively to the vertical ; and a stationary
spraying device to which the articles carried by said
<Aneks, are adapted to be presented, substantially as
specified.

4. A spraying machine of the character descrii>ed in
eluding. In combination : a carrier rotatable about a ver
tlcal axis and having a plurality of rotatable chucks
mounted th»»reon each having means for securely and re-
movably holding a <an in pbjce and enabling the same to
actuate the sprajing device ; a sutionary spraying device,
to which the articles are brought successively by the
chucks on the carrier ; and a can-governed means control-
ling the operation of said spraying device, substantially as
specified.

5. A spraying machine of the character descrltnvl in-
elodlng. In combination : a carrier Intermittently rotatable
about a vertical axis : i plurality of rotatable chu< ks car-
ried by said carrier each having means for securely and
removably holding a can In place to actuate the spraying
device; a stationary spraying device located adjacent the
carrier and to which articles carrie<l by said chucks are
prp*.ented successively ; and (-an-govemed means control-
ling the operation of said spraying device, subatantlally as
spe«^1fled.

rClalns 6 to 19 not prlnte<l In the Gaxette ]

1,227,618. APPARATUR FOR RPRKADING LACQUER
OVER THE INTERIOR WALLS OF CANS. John G.
H0IK500.V, Maywood, 111 . assignor to American Can
Company, New York, N Y.. a Corporation of New Jer-
sey. Filed May 6, 1913. .Serial No. 765,571. (CI
91—18.)

^
,
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S. A Utcqaerlng machlae locladlng, in combination : a
carrier rotatable about a horizontal axis ; a plurality of

radially directed can-holdlDg chucks rotatably mouoted
on said carrier and bodily movable therewith; meana for

continuously rotating said chucks ; and two sets of spray-
ing devices arranged adjacent said carrier, one set above
the other, In front of which the articles carried by said

chucks are adapte'* to be brought successively.

8. A lacquering machine Including, in combination : a
carrier rotatable about a horizontal axis ; a plurality of

lets of radially extending chucks rotatably mounted on
said carrier and bodily movable therewith, each set of
chucks including a plurality of chucks arranged longitudi-
nally of the carrier ; shafts 15 arranged longitudinally of

the carrier and each opfratlvely connected with the
chucks of one of said sets ; means for rotating said shafts
to cause the rotation of the chucks ; and a series of spray-
ing devices extending longitudinally of the carrier and
stationary relatively thereto, the number of said spraying
devices corresponding to the number of chucks In each set.

4. A can lacquering machine Including, in combination :

a carrier rotatable about a horizontal axis ; a plurality of

sets of radially arranged can holding chucks carried by
said carrier and rotatable thereon, each set Including a
plurality of chucks arranged longitudinally of the car-

rier ; shafts IB arranged longitudinally of the carrier and
each operatively connected with the chucks of one of said

sets ; means for rotating said shafts to cause the rotation
of the chucks; two series of spraying devices located ad
Jacent the carrier, one series being arranged above the
other, the number of spraying devices In each series cor-

responding to the number of chucks In each set ; and
meaos for operating each upper spraying device simulta-

neously with each lower spraying device.

6. A can lacquering machine Including. In combination :

a carrier Intermittently rotatable about a horisontal axis

;

a plurality of radially extending, rotatable magnetized
and flanged can holding chucks mounted on said carrier ;

shafts 15 arranged longitudinally of the carrier and each
operatively connected with the chucks of one of said seta ;

means for rotating said shafts to cause the rotation of the
chucks ; and a spraying device, automatically controlled,

to which the articles are brought successively by said

chucks.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,820. OPHTHALMIC MOUNTING. Hinrt K. Hol-
UIT, OtlsTlIle. N. Y. Plied Dec. 30, 1916. Serial No.
69,438. (CI. 88—41.)

* 4

An ophthalmic mounting Including lenses, a bridge hav-
ing a pair of clip ears projecting laterally from either end,
said (Up ears having rounded edges, the main portions of
aid clip ears being directed toward one another and then
extended in parallel relation, thereby providing a pocket

of Increased width at its inner portion between each pair
of clip ears, a pair of flat cushion members positioned in
each pair of clip ears and engaging the inner faces thereof,
said cushion members having clamping engagement with
opposite sides of the lenses, said clips being adapted to be
adjusted with respect to one another to accommodate
lenses of different thicknesses, and cuahlon members on th^
inner aides of the ends of said bridge to serve as cuahlon
pads and cover the ends of the bridge.

1.227,621. SHEARING MECHANISM. Caklos HolLT,
Lockport, N. Y., assignor to F. N. Burt Company, Lim-
ited, Toronto. Canada, a Corporation of Canada. Con-
tinuation in part of application Serial No. 706,512. filed

June 24, 1912. Patent No. 1,201,822, dated Oct. 17,
1916. This application filed May 16, 1916. SerUl No.
97.772. (CI. 164—3.4.)

1. In an apparatus of the character described. In com-
bination, a pair of cooperative shear blades, a scraper
adapted to cooperate with one of said blades to remove
particles adhering thereto, and yielding means adapted
to cause pressure between said scrap«r and Its cotipfrative

blade during the scraping operation.

2. Shearing mechanism comprising, in combination, an
intermittently rotatable shear blade, and a scraper
adapted to cooperate with said blade during an Interval
of rest of the latter to remove particles therefrom.

3. Shearing mechanism comprising in combination, an
intermittently rotatable shear blade, a scraper adapte<l to

coCperste with said bladf during an Interval of rest of
the latter to remove particles therefrom, and yielding
means adapted to cause pressure between said scraper
and said blade during the scraping operation.

4. Shearing mechanism .comprising, in combination, an
intermittently rotatable shear blade, a scraper, a carrier
for said scraper, and means adapt<Hl to cause said carrier
to dispose said scrap<>r on said blade at a predetermined
point and thereafter move the same longitudinally thereof.

5. Shearing mechanism comprising. In combination, an
Intermittently rotatable shear blade, a scraper, a carrier
for said scraper, means adapted to cause said carrier to
dispose said «crap«»r on said blade at a predetermined
point and thereafter move the same longitudinally thereof,

and a spring connected to said scraper to press the same
toward said blade. ,

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,22 7,62 2. FINISHING-MACHINE. ERNasTHopE,
Leicester, England, assignor to United Shoe Machinery
Company, I'aterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Aug. 7, 1911. SerUl No. 642,763. (CI. 51— 17.)

1. In a machine of the ch.\racter described, the combina-
tion with a disk shaped head having an outer supporting
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fare, of a pad comprising a drcnlar facing of mbber
molded to a <-onvex shape. Its outer surface affording a

continuous support for a work rubbing member of sheet

material, said facing being of greater diameter than said

head and having integral ribs projecting from Its inner

surface with their e<lge8 bearing against the supporting

face of said head, said ribs t>elng formed to Intersect each

other to provide air pockets extending continuously from
the Inner surface of said facing to said supporting face, a

marginal flange formed about the periphery of said facing

and extending inwardly over the edge of said head, and
Beans for clamping said flange against said head.

2. A pad of the character dest-rlbeil. comprising a clrca-

lar facing of rubber affording a continuous support for

a work rubbing member of sheet material, said facing

having Integral ribs proJ<>cting from Its inner surface,

said ribs intersecting each other to form air pockets ex-

tending continuously from the Inner surface of said facing
to the inner edges of the ribs, and a marginal attaching
flange Integral with said facing and rlhs and extending
inwardly from the periphery of said pad toward the axis

of the pad.

3. A bufllng machine for boots and shoes, having, in

combination, a rotary spindle, a head carrle<l thereby, a

rubber pad having a continuous convex facing and sup-

porting ribs Integral therewith, said ribs being constructed
to form In conjunction with said head air pockets ex-

tending from the Inner surface of said facing to the under
surface of said head, an abrasive cover stretched over

said pad, and means for clamping said pad and cover to

said head.

4. A pad for supporting an abrasive cover comprising a

facing of rubber affording a continuous support for a work
robbing member of sheet material, said facing having
integral .lbs projecting from its Inner surface, said ribs

intersecting each other to form air pockets extending
continuously from the Inner surface of said facing to the

inner e<lges of the ribs, and a marginal attaching flange

Integral with said facing and ribs.

1.227.623. AUTOMATIC LIGHT-CONTROLLED FILM-
PRINTING APPARATUS. David Hobslcv, Bayonne,
N. J. Filed June 5. 1915. Serial No. 32,429. (CI.

177—350.)
1. In an apparatus of the character descrlt»ed the com-

bination of a movable notched film, a source of light, an
electric resistance coll In the apparatus In electric circuit

with the source of light, an Index card coactlng with said

coll to vary the amount of resistance in said coil, means
coactlng with the notches of the film to move said card,

to vary the resistance of said coll and thereby vary th>?

Intensity of the source of light.

2. In an apparatus of the character described the com-
bination of a notched fllm. means to move said film, an
electric lamp in the apparatus, an electric switch for the

lamp controlled by the notches of said fllm. a light regu-

lating device in the apparatus, a solenoid connected to

the latter device and in electric circuit with said switch,

n Index card having perforations across Its face, gripping
fingers In the apparatus for the Index card, connections

between the solenoid and said gripping fingers to move

said card, electric resistance coils In the ai>paratns, coo-

tact plates for said coils, a brush for each of said platef^,

the electric circuit of the apparatus connecting the lamp,
said colls and brushes, the said index card interposed be

tween said brushes and plates, the openings In the card
closing the electric circuit between the brushes and con-

tact plates when under the former, thereby regulating the

number of colls in the electric circuit and controlling the
Intensity of the electric lamp.

T-i"'

3. In an apparatus of the character described the com-
bination of an Index card having perforations In the face

thereof and perforations adjacent to the edges thereof,

sprocket wheels Journaled in the apparatus, a solenoid,

connections between the solenoid and said sprocket wheels
to cause the latter to engage the perforations adjacent to

the edges of the index card and thereby move the latter,

resistance colls In the apparatus, contact plates In electric

circuit with bald colls, brushes for the contact plates, the

Index card interposed between the brushes and the con-

tact plates, the holes In the face of the Index cards per-

mitting contact between said brushes and contact plates

when under said brushes, a lamp in electric circuit with
said plates and brushes to vary the Intensity of said lamp
with various of said colls in the electric circuit, a switch
In circuit with said solenoid, and a notched moving film

controlling said switch.

4. In an apparatus of the character described the com-
bination of n lamp house, an electric lamp for the lamp
house, a movable fllm with notches in one of the edges

then'of for the lamp bouse, an electric switch in the

apparatus controlled by the notches of said fllm, a light

regulating device for an Index card having perforations

across Its face, a solenoid for said device, means actuated

by the solenoid to move said card, an electric circuit

between the switch and solenoid to operate the latter,

resistance colls and brushes In eelctrlc circuit with the

lamp, the perforations In the index card controlling the

number of resistance colls and thereby regulating the

intensity of the light of the electric lamp.

6. In an apparatus of the character describe<l the com-
bination of an electric lamp, a movable notched film for

the apparatus, a switch crank having a pair of legs

pivoted In the apparatus, a contact plug coactlng with
one of said legs, a roller Journaleil in the other leg

coactlng with the notches In the film, a solenoid for the

apparatus, an electric circuit between said solenoid and
switch, the latter normally maintained open by the edge

of the fllm and closed by the coactlon of said roller and
said notches, a light controlling device, an Index card

having perforations across Its face, means coactlng with
the solenoid to move said card, resistance colls In the

light controlling device controlled by the perforations in

said card and an electric circuit between salil coils and
said lamp to regulate the Intensity of the light of the

latter.
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1.227.824. 8ILVKR COMPOUND OF THE ACRIDIN
8ERIE8 AND A PROCB88 OF MAKING 8AMB. Paul
HCsBT aii.l Max HAkTUANx, Ba»el. Switzerland, aa-
n\gnon to Society of Chemical Induirtry In Basle. Ba««l.
SwltMrland. Filed Jan. 23. 1917. 8«rtal No. 144.081.
(CI. 23—24.)
1. The herein describe proc«>8s for the mantifactare 9t

valuable dialofectants. conslatlnfr In actlBK on an ariidin
dyestuff with a soluble silver aalt In presence of a solvent.

2. The herein described process for the manufacture of
valuable disinfectants of the acrldln series, consisting In

actlns on an acrldln dyestuff alkylated at the acrldln
nitrogen with a soluble silver salt. In presence of a
solvent.

3. Aa new products, the herein described disinfectants
of the acrldln series, constituting red to black powders,
which dissolve In water with red to grreen colorations. In
alcohol, acetic ether, glacial acetic acid and acetone with
strong fluorescences and la concentrated sulfuric add with
yellow to red colorations, and acting still, when In solu-
tions of great dilution, strongly growth checking on
bacteria and especially on streptococcus and splenitis
badlli.

4. As a new article of manufacture the herein described
silver compound of the 2 : "-dlmethyl-3 : 6-dlamldoacrldln
methylated at the acrldln nitrogen, which constitutes a
brown re<l powder dissolving in water with a red-orange
coloration. In alcohol with an orange-yellow coloration and
a strong fluorescence, in acetone, acetic ether and glacial

acetic acid with yellow-green fluorescences and In concen-
trated sulfuric acid with a pure yellow coloration and
which acts .«itlll. when in solutions of great dilution,
strongly growth checking on bacteria and especially on
streptococcus and splenitis bacilli.

1,227,626. RAIL-JOINT. Anto!» Jansa. Cleveland, Ohio,
assignor of one-half to John Por, Cleveland, Ohio.
Plied Mar. 14. 1917. SeHal No. 154.710. (CI. 289—6.)

1. A connector for railway rails comprising a
adapted for seating upon a tie and having a box-shaped
receiving portion, the material of which aaid base la
formed being bent upon itself providing au liiwardly-ex-
tendlng longitudinal Jlp, transverae rlba upon the bottom
of the said receiving portion, and a frame carried by said
rails and removably positioned within the said receivlBg
portion of the ba.se beneath the said lip.

3. A connector for railway rails comprising a baae
adapted for seating up«n a tie and having a box-shaped
receiving portion, the material of whiih said base la
formed being bent upon itself providing au Inwardly-ex-
tending longitudinal lip, transverse ribs upon the bottom
of the said receiving portion, a frame having an Inverted
T-shaped slot therethrough adapted for the longitudinal
reception of the free ends of -^a'd rails, the opposite .sides

of said frame being cut-away adapted for accommodating
the frame within the said receiving portion of the base.
the said frame having transverse grooves adapted for
overlying the said ribs, a tie upon which the said base is

mounted, outwardly projecting bolts carried by the said
ba.se at the opposite side thereof from the said lip. a 2-
shaped locking plate seated upon said tie ind mounted
upon said bolts with its upper portion overlying the ad-
Jat^ent portion of said frame opposite the said lip. and re-
taining means for the said plate engaging the said bolts
and tie.

[Claim 2 not printed Id the Gazette.]

I,227.e2fl. DEVICE FOR UPE WITH COLLETS.
J. KiLLiY. Beverly. Mass. Filed May 38, 1918.
No. 80.962. (CI. 29—84.)

Pitrt

•erial

1. A device for use with collets, having. In combination,
a collet holder comprising parts, which are Immovable
relatively to each other, for engaging a collet and for re-
straining the collet from longitudinal movement rela-
tively to the holder, and means, arranged to be placed
between the holder and a tool in the collet, for moving the
tool relatively to the collet.

2. A device for use with collets, having. In combination,
a collet holder provided with means for engaging a collet
and restraining It from movement relatively to the holder
in all directions except one. and a tapered member, ar-
ranged to be driven between the holder and a tool In the
collet.

3. A device for use with collets, having. In combination,
a collet holder comprising parts, which arc Immovable
relatively to each other, for engaging a collet and for re-

straining It from movement relatively to the holder In all

directions except one. and means, arranged to be placed
between the holder and a tool in the collet, for moving the
tool relatively to the collet.

4. A device for use in removing tools from collets, hav-
ing, in combination, a yoke shaped collet holder provided
with a projection for engaging a groove on a collet, end
a tapered member, arranged to be driven between the
holder and a tool In the collet, to loosen the tool In the
collet.

5. A device for use In removing tools from collets, hav-
ing. In combination, a collet holder provided with means
for engaging a collet and restraining It from movement
relatively to the holder In all directions except one. a
tapered member, armnged to be driven between the holder
and a tool in the collet, to loosen the tool In the collet,
flexible means connecting the tapered member with the
holder and a stop upon the tapered member, said stop
being constructed to engage the holder to prevent the
tapered member from being driven through the holder.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.l

1.227,627. WALL SOCKET. Jobbph Kbnnbdt, New
York, N. T., assignor to The Clements Company, New
York. N. T., a Corporation of New York. Filed June
19, 1914. Serial No. 846,093. (CI. 72—106.)

1. A wall socket comprl.sing a hollow drcumferentlally
continuous sleeve, and means within said sleevo for receiv-
ing the threads of a bolt, and external projections spaced
about the outer surface of saM sleeve on a helical line, the
pitch tf said helical line being opposite in direction to
the pitch of the bolt threads.

2. A bolt anchor comprising a hollow shell, means with-
in said shell for receiving the threads of a bolt, and a
plurality of holding members projecting from the outer
surface of the shell and lying In lines diagonal to the
axis of the shell In a direction opposite to the pitch lines
of the bolt threads.
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8. A ttolt anchor comprising a hollow ihell, aetBf wltk-

In aaid shell for recehing the threads of a l>olt. a plu-

ralltv of parallel holding meml>ers projecting from the
©titer surface of the nhell and l.vlnn In i^ilral lines with
the axis of the shell as the ax's of the spiral, the pitch <jf

the spiral being oppof^lte to the bolt threads.

4. A bolt anchor comprising a hollow shell, means with-
in said shell for receiving the threads of a bolt of one
pitch direction, a plurality of parallel holding members
projecting from the outer surface of the shell and lying

In spiral lines having a pitch direction opposite to the holt

threads, whereby a backing out or unscrewing movement
of the bolt tends to screw the anchor Inwardly.

5. A bolt anchor comprising a hollow shell Internally

threade<l with a pitch of one direction to receive the

threads of a bolt and provide<l with external means
adapted to conKtitute screw threads having a pitch of

opposite direct'on, whereby a backing out or unscrewing
movement of the bolt tend" to screw the anchor Inwardly.

1,227.628. FILLING APPARATUS. KABr. KiarER. Cln

dnnatl. Ohio. Filed Aug. 81. 1915. Serial .No. 48.373.

(CI. 226—12.)

1. In ftlllog apparatus. In combination with supporting
element that is movable up and down, a flllLng tube and
liquid supply means mounted upon and movable up and
down with said element, a flexible connection between said

tube and said means, and clamping means acting on said

flexible connection to close it.

2. In fllling apparatu»«, in combination with a support-

ing element that is movable up and down, a filling tube

and a vent or overflow tube and means having an inlet

passage and an overflow passage mounted upon and mov-
able up and down with said element, flexible tubes coo-

necting the fllling tube and the vent or overflow tube with
said Inlet passage and said overflow passage, respectively,

and clamping means acting up>on said flexible tubes to close

them.

3. In filling apparatus. In combination with supporting

element that Is movable up and down, a fllPug tube and
liquid supply means muunte<l upon and movable up and
down with said element, a flexible connection between said

tube and said means, clamping means acting on said flexi-

ble connection to close it. and a detachable connoctlon be-

tween enid flllLng tube and said clamping means.
4. In fllling apparatus, in combination with supporting

element that Is inoraMc up and down, a fllling tube and
liquid supply meanii, mounted upon and movable up and
down with said element, a flexible connection between said

tube and said means, clamping means acting on said
flexible connection to close it, and means acting to remove
the action of said clamping means from said flexible con-

nection when said fllling tube is connected with a con-

tainer to be filled therefrom.

5 In fllling apparatus. In combination with a support-

ing element that is movable up and down, .n fllling tube

and a vent or overflow tube and means having an Inlet

pasMge and an overflow pnwage moaated upon and mov-
able up and down with said element, flexible tubes con-

necting the fllling tube and the vent or overflow tube with
said Inlet pesKape and said overflow passage, respectively,

clamping means acting upon said flexible tubes to close

them, and means acting to remove the action of said

clamping means from said flexible tubes when said fllling

tolw and said vent or overflow tul>e are connected with a
(ont.Tlner to l>e filled from 8«1<1 fllling tube. •

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Oatette.l

1,227,629. ATTACHMENT FOR OIL-FOUNTS. FaiD
H. Klobpper, Lancaster, Kans. Filed Dec. 18, 1916.

SerUl No. 187,657. (CI. 220—22.)

/x ^

1. A combined carrier ailJ wrench for receptacles haT-
ing threaded closures provided with a spring pressed valve

including a stem projecting outwardly from the closure ;

consisting of a member furmlug a carrying handle and
provided with means for detachable engagement with the

threaded closure of a receptacle, said member further

having means to engage the steo) of the valve in such
manner that the spring thereof will maintain the member
detachably applied to the closure.

2. The combination with a threade<l can closure having

a valve provided with a spring forcing the valve outwardly
to Its seat, said valve being further provided with an
outwardly projecting stem ; of a combined carrier and
wrench for said closure comprising a bail forming a carry-

ing handle and having legs provided with means for de-

tachable engagement with the closure, said carrier fur-

ther having means to engage the stem and compress the
spring during the application and removal of the carrier

to and from the closure.

1,227,680. AGRICULTURAL TRACTOR. Robbbt D.
KOHNB, Toledo. Ohio. Filed Jan. 29, 1915. Serial No.
5,037. (CI, 21—114.)

A tractor of the class des* rlbcil having a single front

tractor wh»»el and caster wheels mounted for horisontal

tnrning movements, and separate means for Imparting
horlsontal turning movemeTits to said tractor and caster
wheels In the same or different directions and for main-
taining said wheels In any position of adjustment whereby
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th» tractor may b« turned In either direction or may have
a ?itraight ahead movement with the wheels traveling In
traight parallel lines and with the tractor wheel offset In

one direction or another from a line extending centrally
between the caster wheels and parallel with the direction
of movement thereof

1,227,631. SURVEYORS TARGET. P«hcy A. KOUMCH,
Brooklyn. N. Y. Piled Mar. 15, 1913. SerUl No.
754,588. (CI. 33—74.)

A disk having a centrally disposed lozenge 9hape<l open-
ing and means for holding a plumb line coincident with
the longest axis of such opening.

1.227.632. SOCKET FOR
SHAFTS. Per OusTAr
Sweden. Filed Apr. 12,

(CI. 2»—120.)

DRILLS WITH CONICAL
Lacebback, Satt»0«-Dufnl8,

1917. Serial No. 161.647.

In a socket for drills with conical shafts the combina-
tion of lamins, one or more of which are free, a sleeve
for tightening the laminae around the shaft of the drill

and one row of balls located between the lamlnc and the
•aid sleeve, substantially as described and for the purpose
•et forth.

1,227.633. APPARATUS FOR SIGHTING AND LEVEL-
ING GUNS. M08B8 M. LAHca. Lowell. Mass. Filed
Jan. 14, 1916. Serial No. 72,168. (CI. 89—41.)

1. In an apparatus for sighting and leveling guna, the
combination of a frame adapted to be arranged in a pro-
tected space and to project upward therefrom and pro-
Tided with tracks, a series of guu-carriaces running on

said tracks, a lock to bold aaid guns in firing poaition,
two mirrors rigidly secured to a swinging frame at right
angles to each other, one of aald mirrors being above
and the other below the top of said protected space, said
swinging frame being arranged to move parallel with the
path of said carriages and the lower mirror having an
index finger, and a scale on which aaid finger indicates
the elevation of the target reflected in said mirror.

2. In an apparatus for sighting and leveling guns, the
combination of a frame adapted to be arranged in a pro-
tected space and to project upward therefrom and pro-
vided with tracks, a series of gun-carriages running on
said tracks, a lock to bold said guns in firing position,
two mirrors rigidly secured to a swinging frame at right
angles to each other, one of said mirrors being above and
the other below the top of said protected space, said swing-
ing frame being arranged to move parallel with the path
of said carrlage.s and the lower mirror having an index
finger, a scale on which said finger indicates the elevation
of the target reflected in aald mirror, a lock for leveling
said guns and holding them in firing position and another
index flnger movable with said lock and another scale on
which aald last named Index finger indicates the eleva-
tion of the guns on said carriages.

3. In an apparatus for sighting and 1»>vellng guns, the
combination of a frame adapted to be arranged in a pro-
tected space and to project upward therefrom and pro-
vided with tracks, a series of gun-carriages running on
said tracks, a lock to hold said guns In firing position,
two mirrors rigidly secured to a swinging frame at right
angles with each other, one of said mirrors being convex
and arranged above and the other mirror being plane and
arranged below the top of said protected space, said swing-
ing frame being arranged to move parallel with the path
of said carriages and the lowor mirror having an Index
flnger, and a scale on which aald flnger Indicates the ele>

vation of the target reflected In said mlrr«r.
4. In an apparatus for sighting and leveling guns, the

combination of a frame adapted to be arranged In a pro-
tected space and to project upward therefrom and pro-
vided with tracks, a series of gun-carriages running on
said tracks, two mirrors rigidly secured to a swinging
frame at a fixed angle with each other, one of said mir-
rors being above and the other below the top of said
space, said swinging frame being arranged to move paral-
lel with the path of said carriages and the lower mirror
having an Index flnger, and a scale on which said finger
indicates the elevation of the target reflected In said
mirror.

1,227,634. VEHICLE. Johm L. Lakb, CleveUnd, Ohio,
assignor to .\ndrew S. Grant, Toronto. Canada. Filed
Aug. 14, 1915. Serial No. 46,446. (CI. 208—94.)
1. In a vehicle, the combination of a supporting and a

supported structure, a link having Its opposed ends piv-
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oted reapectively to adjacent parts of the aforesaid struc-

tures, means hingedly connecting portions of the struc-

tures remote from the aforesaid link, said means being

•lidable with respect to one structure, a leaf spring •«-

cured to one structure, and a bearing carried by the other

atructnre for coOi>eratlon with the free end of the spring.

2. In a vehicle, the combination of a anpportlng and a

•upported structure, a link having its opposed ends piv-

oted to adjacent parts of the aforesaid structures, means
hingedly connecting portions of the structures remote
from the aforesaid link, said means being slldable with
respect to one structure, a leaf spring secured to one
•tructure, and a roller carried by the other structure for

«oOperatlon with the free end of the spring.

.1. In a vehicle, the combination with a supporting
structure comprising a bead and a track that are rigidly

connected, a sttn-rlng wheel that Is Journaled upon a mem-
ber sitdable upon said track, and means supported by'the
head for sliding said member ; and a supported structure

coinprislug a frame having a head that Is located adja
cent the head of the supporting structure, of means
hingedly connecting the heads of the two structures, said

means being slldable with respect to one head, a pair of

links having their correH|X)ndlng opposed ends pivoted
respectively to adjacent parts of the structures in the

rlclnlty of the aforesaid track, a bearing carried by the
supporting structure on opposite sides of the steering

wheel, and a leaf spring secured to each side of the frame .

of the supported structure, the free end whereof bears
upon one of the afore.satd bearings.

4. In a vehicle, the combination with a supporting
structure comprising a head and a track that are rigidly

CQ^nected. a steering wheel that Is Journaled upon a mem-
ber slldable ui>on said traok, and means Journaled within
the head for sliding said member ; and a supported struc-

ture comprising a frame having a head that is located

adjacent the head of the supporting structure, of means
hingedly connecting the heads of the two structures, said

means l)elng slldable with respect to one head, a pair of

links having their corresponding opposed ends pivoted re-

apectively to adjacent parts of the structures In the

vicinity of the aforesaid track, antifriction bearings sus-

pended below portions of the aforesaid track on opposite

•ides of the steering wheel, and a leaf spring secured to

each side of the frame <if the supporte<l structure, the free

'end whereof bears upon one of the aforesaid antifriction

bearings.

5. In a vehicle, the combination with a supporting and
« supported structure, the former structure comprising a
head and a curved track that are rigidly cbnnected to-

gether, a steering wheel Journaled upon a member that

is slldable upon said track, and a steering mechanism
Journaled within the aforesaid head and rigidly connected

to the supporting memher of the steering wheel ; and the

latter structure comprising a frame having a head, of a

vertical pin carried by the last mentioned head, a hinge

member slldable upon said pin. a second hinge member
•e<-ured to the head of the s<ipportlng structure and pivot-

Ally connected to the first mentioned hinge member, links

having each their opposed ends pivoted respectively to

adjacent portions of the supporting and supported struc-

tures In the vicinity of the aforesaid track, a U shaped
oUp secured to each end of the track and having opposed

branches which depend therefrom, a roller pivoted l)e-

tween the branches of each dip, a leaf spring having one
of its ends secured to the frame of the supported struc-

ture and its opposite end bearing upon one of the afore-

said rollers, and a plurality of auxiliary spring leaves for

reinforcing each of the first mentioned springs.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227,636. STABILIZING MECHANISM FOR MOTOR-
CYCLES AND THE LIKE. .ToHN L. Lak«. Cleveland.
Ohio, assignor to Andrew S. Grant, Toronto, Canada.
Filed Aug. 14, 1918. Serial No. 45.447. (CI. 208—78.)

1. In.^ stabilizing mechanism for vehicles of the class

set forth, the combination of a brace member plvotally

connected to one side of the vehicle frame, means tending
to elevate the brace member, and further means for yield-

ingly retaining the brace member in effective position In

opposition to the first mentioned means.
2. In stabilizing mechanism for vehicles of the class

srt forth, the combination of a brace member plvotally

connected to one side of the vehicle frame, means for ele-

vating the brace member, and further means for lower-

ing the brace member and for yieldingly retaining said
member in effective position.

3. In stabilizing mechanism for vehicles of the class

set forth, the combination of an auxiliary wheel mounted
in a hanger plvotally attached to one side of the vehicle

frame, means for elevating tht hanger thereby to remove
the wheel from the road, and further means for moving
the hanger to and for yieldingly retaining it in a position

to hold the wheel in contact with the road.

4. In stabilizing mechanism for vehicles of the class

set forth, the combination of an auxiliary wheel mounted
in a hanger plvotally attached to one side of the vehicle

frame, means for elevating the wheel, and a two link toggle

connection between the hanger and the frame for retain-

ing the wheel in operative relation to the road, one link

of the toggle comprising telescoping members, and a com-
pression spring interposed between said members.

5. In stabilizing mechanism for vehicles of the class

set forth, the combination of a brace meml>er plvotally

connected to one side of the vehlcl«; frame, means for ele-

vating the brace member, further means tending to retain

the brace member in elevated position against accidental

displacement, and mechanism for lowering the brace mem-
ber and retaining It in operative relation to the road.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the (iazette.l

1.227,636. RAILROAD TIE AND RAIL - GRIP. JwtM-
MiAB E. LANcroBD, Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed June
3, 1916. Serial No. 101,469. (CI. 238—6.)

1. The combination of a channel shaped railroad tie

having recesses in Its sides to receive a rail, with a re-

inforcing member conforming to the recesses and extend-
ing between the latter, said member being permanently
fixed to the tie.

2. In combination, a railroad tie having a recess to

receive a rail and a reinforcing means located at sail
recess, and following the contour of said recess.
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8. In romblnatloD, a railroad tl* harlnr a receas to rr^

celve a rail, a tapering rlamping mean« at the side of the
rail, and a reinforcing mean$ located at aald recess, and
extending longitudinally of the rail.

4. In combination, a railroad tie having a receaa to re-

ceive a rail, a tapering clamping means at the side of the
rail, and a reinforcing means located at said recess, and
following the contour of said recess.

5. In combination, a railroad tie having a recess to re-

ceive a rail, a tapering clamping means at the side of the
rail, comprising an inner and outer plate, and a rein-

forcing means located at said recess, and extending lon-
gitudinally of the rail.

[Claims 6 to 39 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,637. ELECTRIC HEATER. James F. McElroy,
Albany, N. Y., assignor to Consolidated Car-Heating
Company, a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Aug.
18, 1918. Serial No. 785,407. (Cl. 219—84.)

1. In an ele<trlc heater the combination with a heating
element provided with mean!* whereby it may 1^ attached
to a support, of a casing having a top wall, a front wall
and end walls. <tal(l casing being open at the top and bot-
tom, the rear edge of the top wall and the bottom edge
of the front wall having means whereby the casing may
b« attached to angularly disposed supports in a position
to Inclose said heating element, and means for providing
• circulation through said casing.

(Claim 2 not printed In the Gai«tte.]

1.227,638. CLOSURE FOR DISPENSING PASTE-
TUBES. John A. Maksb. Duluth. Minn. PUed Dec.
10, 1915. Serial No. 66,134. (Cl. 221—60.)
1. The comhinatlon with a container of a discharge

pout therefor provide*! in its side with a discharge orifice
and exteriorly threaded at Its outer end, the outer end of
the spout being closwd, a closure cap interiorly threaded
at its outer end and fitted upon the said spout and ar-
ranged to have Its threads cooperate with the threads
opon the spout when the cap is in closed position and to
disengage from the said threads upon the spout as the cap
Is moved to open position outwardly upon the spout, and
means upon the cap .<»rran?wl to cooperate with the
threads upon the spout to limit the outward njovement of

th« cap after dlaeDgagement of Its thread* from the
threads upon the apoat.

2. The combination with a conUlner, of a tubular dis-
charge spout therefor completely closed at its outer end
and exteriorly threaded at its s&ld outer end, the said
spout Inwardly of its threaded portion being exteriorly
cylindrical and smooth and the spout being provided rela-
tively close to Its Juncture with the container with a dis-
charge opening, a closure cap interiorly threaded at Its
outer end and arranged to have its threads to cooperate
with the threads upon the spout when the cap Is in closed
position and to disengage from the threads upon the
spout when the cap Is moved to open position outwardly
upon the spout, the said cap Inwardly of Its threaded
portion being Interiorly smooth and being provided at Ita
Inner end with an intumed annular flange the edge of
which Is designed to rotatably and sUdably contact the
exterior surface of the spout Inwardly of the threaded
portion of the said spoat.

8. The combination with a container, of a tubular dis-
charge spont therefor completely closed at Its outer end
and at Its said outer end exteriorly threaded and being
provided at the Inner end of its threaded portion with a
drcnmscrlblng shonld^r, the spout being exteriorly re-
duced in diameter between Its said shoulder and the point
of Junction with the container, the siald reduced portion
of the spout at Its inner end being formed with an orifice
and the cap for the spout being closed at its outer end
and Interiorly threade<l at Its said outer end to coact
with the threaded outer end of the spont. the said cap
at Its Inner end l>elng formed with an Inwardly projecting
annular flange arranged to cooperate with the said shoul-
der to limit the outward movement of the cap from the
spout, the Inner edge of the said flange contacting the
surface of the reduced portion of the spout.

1.227.639. DISTANT CONTROL APPARATUS. CHAtLia
Matth»wb Manlt. Brooklyn. N. Y. Plied July 16,
1909. Serial .No. 508,067. (Cl. 188—2.)

^-

1. .\ control mechanism comprising an element movable
by power to any position within its range of movement,
a aoarce of hydraulic power, a manually movable element
having no mechanical connection thereto but controlling
the movements of the <iald power movable element and
means for causing said hydraulic power to operate said
power movable element to move In exact synchronism with
tbe movements of said msnnally morahle element.
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2. The combination of a primary control mechaniam
comprising a uianu&ily opera|al>le element and a power
operatable element, a source of hydraulic power for oper-

ating said element, a secondary control mechanism com-

prising a power operatable element, and means tor caua-

Ing both the said powtr operatable elements to be moved
lu synchronism with the movements of the manually oper-

atable element.

3. The combination of a source of hydraulic power, a

primary control mechanism embodying a manually oper-

atable control element and a member operated by said

source of power under control of said element, means for

causing said member to move In exact synchronism with

said manually operatable control element, a secondary

control mechanism also operated by said source of power
under control of said primary control mechanl>>m, and
means for causing said secondary control mechanism to

also move In exact synchronism with said manually oper-

atable control element.

4. The combination of a primary control mechaniam
comprising a manually operatable element, a source of

hydraulic power and a power operatable element operating

In synchronism with said manually operatable element,

a !ic( oudary control nKchanlsm operating in synchronism

with aald power operatable element and means for main-

taining Myncbronism of operation between tbe said pri-

mary and said secondary mechanisms while either one is

t>«dlly moved with reference to the other.

5. Tbe combination of a primary control mechanism
comprising a manually operatable element, a source of

hydraulic power, and means for causing the said manually
operatable element to control the power from said source

by infinitesimal gradients or withont Intervening steps,

with a secondary control mechanism operated by power
from the aald source nuder control of and in exact syn-

chronism with tbe said manually operable element.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,640. IRO.NING BOARD. Locis 11. .Marqi ardt,

Genoa. Nebr. Filed Jan. 12, 1917. Serial No. 142,063.

(CL 68—10.)

1. In an apparatus of tbe class described, supporting de-

vices each including a vertical guiiieway and upper and
lower aocluts comnuuilcatlng with tbe guldeway, an Iron-

ing board having pivot meml>ers adapted to engage the

upper sockets and movable in tbe guideways, and a brace

device movably connected relative to the Ironing board

and having pivot devices adapted to engage tbe lower

sockets and movable In the guidewaya
2. In an apparatus of the class described, an Incloaure

having an opening in tbe front, an ironing board, a mem-
ber attached to one portion of the ironing board and con-

forming in outline to one portion of tbe Inclosure opening,

a brace member swingingly united to said attached mem-
ber and conforming in outline to tk» remainder of tbe la-

closure opening, means for swingingly connecting the iron-

ing board at one end within the Inclosure, and means for

swingingly connecting the brace device at one end within

the inclosure. said attached member and f<aid brace device

closing the opening in tbe inclosure when disposed in

alined relation.

6. In an apparatus of the class described, base mem-
bers adapted to be attached to supports and each having
a vertical guideway and sockets communicating with the

guideway, a pivot casing adapted to be attached to an
ironing board, a pivot device In said casing and engaging
in said guideways and one set of said sockets, a pivot

casing adapted to be attached to a brace member, a pivot

device In said last mentioned pivot casing and engaging
in :>aid guideways and another set of said sockets, locking

members slidable in said guideways and operating to clos«

said sockets, and means for simultaneously actuating said

locking me ibera.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.S

1,227,641. SAFETY-RAZOR. Aixxaxdek Maszczik, MU-
waukee. Wis. Filed Dec. 8, 1913. Serial No. 805,201.

(CL 80—12.)
,

1. In a aafety raxor of the described class, a heavy
V shaped blade provided with a longitudinal aperture
formed through tbe thick side of said blade, a pair of end
members, means for detacbably connecting said end mem-
bers at right angles to the respective ends of said blade, an
operating handle, and means for adjustably connecting
said handle nearer to or farther from either end of said
blade.

2. In a safety razor of the described class, a heavy
V-shaped blade provided with a longitudinal aperture
formed through the thick side of said blade, a pair of end
members respectively detacbably connected with the re-

spective ends of said blade, a rod extending through the
thick portion of said blade, a handle, and means for ad-
Jastably connecting said handle nearer to or farther from
one of said side members.

3. In a safety razor of the described class, a heavy
V shaped blade provided with a longitudinal aperture
formed throngb the thick side thereof, a rod located In

aid longltndlnal aperture, said blade being provided with
a plurality of recesses located at Its respective ends for
the reception of a pair of retaining pins, a pair of end
members each provided with pins adapted to enter the
apertures located in the ends of said blade, and ah oi)er-

atlng handle.

1,22 7,64 2. AUTOMATIC EXTENSION CAR STBP.
DouoLAS Randolph Mathew, Shingle Springs, Cal.

Filed Mar. 6, 1917. SerUl No. 152.512. (Cl. 105—86.)

1. In a railway car having a brake operating mecbaaism,
a movable step adapted to be extended to and retracted

from its operative potdtlon, and a connection between
said step and said brake operating mechanism for operat-

ing said step automatically by tbe movement of said brake
mechanism.

3. In a railway car having a brake operating mecba
nism. a movable step adapted to be extended to and re

tracted from its operative position, a connection between
aald step and said brake mechanism whereby tbe former
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Is lutomatlcally extended by the operation of the latter,
and means for retaining said step in extended position.

7. In a railway car having a brake operating mechanism
and a platform having fixed steps at the sides thereof, an
extension step movably carried below said fixed steps,
up<^ii pach side; a vertlca: shaft rotatabiy carried below
aid platform and between said steps ; a system of levers
and links connecting said shaft with said steps, whereby
said steps are extended and retracted by the routlon of
said shaft : a system of levers and links connecting said
shaft with said brake mechanism, whereby said steps are
extended when said brake mechanism Is operated to stop
the car ; latch members for retaining said steps in ex-
tended position

; means for controlling said latch members
independently of the brake mechanism ; and a spring for
retracting said steps upon the release of said latch
members.

[Claims 2, 4 to 8, and 8 not printed In the Qaxette.]

1,227,643. COMBINED CLUTCH AND STOP MOTION.
Altrbd S. Millo, Cambridge. Mass., assignor to The
Reece Button Hole Machine Company. Boston. Mass., a
Corporation of Maine. Filed Feb. 1. 1917. Serial No
146,012. (CI. 74 16.)

5-

6. In a device of the class described, the combloatlon
with a driving and a driven clutch member movable toward
and from each other, the driving clutch member having a
clutch shoulder, of a clutch dog pivoted to the driven
clutch member and adapted to have positive clutching en-
gagement with said shoulder when said two members are
in relative clutching position, means to prevent relative
movement of said members into clutching position except
When they are in a predetermined angular relative position
different from their relative angular positions when the
dog has clutching engagement with said shoulder, and
means operative while the clutch members are turning
relatively from their initial to their final clutching posi-
tion to provide sufficient frictional engagement to cause
the driven clutch member to be started In rotation.

11. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a driving .and a driven clutch memt>er. the driving
clutch member having a clutch shoulder, of a clutch dog
pivoted to the driven clutch member and provided with a
nose to engage said shoulder and also provided with a
tail, a clutch actuator for moving the driving clutch mem
her toward and from the driven clutch member to bring
said clutch members Into and out of clutching engage
ment. and a stop dog movable with the clutch a^rtuator
and adapted to be brought into the path of movement of
the tall of the clutch dog when the clutch is disengaged
whereby the driven clutch member will be brought to rest.

13. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a driving and a driven clutch member, the driving
clutch member having a clutch shoulder, of a clutch dog
pivoted to the driven clutch member and provided with a
nose to engage said shoulder and also provided with a tall,

a clutch actuator movable in a dlretclon parallel to the
axis of rotation of said clutch members to mbve the driv-
ing clutch member into and out of clutching engagement
with the driven clutch member, a clutch dog movable with
the clutch actuator and adapted to be brought Into the
path of movement of the tall of the clutch dog by the

onclntchlng movement of said actuator whereby the driven
clutch member will be brought to rest, and means con-
trolling the unclutching movement of said clutch actuator
which permits said actuator to have Its unclutching move-
ment only when the driven clutch member Is in a prede-
termined angular position.

15. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a driving and a driven clutch member, the driving
clutch member having a clutch shoulder, of a clutch dog
pivoted to the driven clutch member and provided with •
nose to engage said shoulder and also provlde»l with a Ull,
a clutch actuator movable In a direction parallel to the
axis of rotation of said clutch members to move the driv-
ing clutch member Into and out of clutching engagement
with the driven clutch member, a clutch dog movable with
the clutch actuator and adapted to be brought into the
path of movement of the ull of the clutch dog by the
unclutching movement of said actuator whereby the driven
clutch member will be brought to rest, means controlling
the unclutching movement of said clutch actuator which
permits said actuator to have its unclutching movement
only when the driven clutch member Is in a predetermined
angular position which is different from that in which the
tail of the clutch dog engages the stop dog. and means to
apply a friction brake to the driven clutch memt>er after
the clutch member has been moved Into unclutching posi-
tion and before the tall of the clutch dog engages the
stop dog.

[CUlma 1 to 5, 7 to 10. 12. and 14 not printed in the
Gaxette.l

1,227,644. STEERING-WHEEL LOCK FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. CLAt DC E. Mb.ntzbk, Des Moines, Iowa, aa-
iCBor of one third to Carl B. Smith and one-third to
Samoel O. Matthels, Dea Moines. Iowa. Filed Apr. 5.
1917. Serial No. 160.004. (CI. 70—00.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a steering poat with a wheel having a hub provided
with a downwardly extending flange spaced from said
post, and forming a casing, a sleeve mounted on said
casing, a cover on said casing, a cap on said post over-
hanging said cover, said sleeve having at Its lower end a
plurality of spaced, laterally projecting teeth received
Vlthln said casing, the upper parts of said teeth being
beveled, a shell roUtabiy mounted within said casing hav-
ing teeth at its lower portion, and provided with a spiral
slot, a vertically, slldable bar mounted In said casing on
the interior thereof, said casing being provided with a
groove to receive said bar. a member on said bar extend-
ing into said alot, a member carried by said bar at the
lower end thereof, having a plurality of teeth adapte<l In
one position of the sliding movement of said member to
mesh with said first teeth, a locking device mounted in
.said alot having a rotary member, and a gear on s«ald

rotary member adapted to mesh with the teeth on said
shell.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a post with a steering wheel having a hub provided
with a casing member spaced from said post, a member
flxwl on sahl post having laterally extending teeth, a mem-
ber slldably but non rotatabiy mounted having teeth
adapted in one position to mesh with said first teeth, a
shell rotatabiy mounted within said casing and operatlvely
connected with said last described member for raising and
lowering said last describe*! member when said shell is
rotated, a locking device having a rotary member, and co-
acting devices, whereupon the rotation of said rotary mom
her imparts rotation to said shell.
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8. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a post with a steering wheel having a casing thereon,

a member fixed on said post having laterally extending
teeth, a shell rotatabiy mounted in said casing, means
aadpted to be moved upwardly or downwardly when said

shell Is rotate<l. said means carrying teeth adapted in one
position to mesh with said first teeth, a locking device

having a rotary member, said shell being provided with
teeth, said rotary member having a pinion adapted to

mesh with said last describe^l teeth.

MlT,e45. CUSPIDOR IMPLEMENT. Hebbbht Mbnmi..
0«nnanla. Wyo. Filed Feb. 8. 1916. Serial No. 75,889.

(a. 87—111.)

) I [iiiimiM

In a device of the class described, the combination with
a rigid handle bar. of a pair of resilient arms adapted to
completely surround the body of a vessel, said arms being
hlngedly engaged to said handle bar at one end thereof,
a helical spring connecting directly between said arms
near the Joint thereof adapted to hold the same In a nor-
mally closed position, a flexible cord engaged with each
of aald arms at a point beyond said spring, said cords
being united and extending alongside of said handle bar,
and an operating means combined with said cord near
the opposite end of said handle bar.

1.227,646. ELEVATOR TRUCK. Waltbb R. Metz.
Washington, D. C. assignor of one-half to George M.
Drexellus. Baltimore. Md. Filed Feb. 2. 1916. Serial
No. 78,676. (CI. 187—9.)

1. In an elevator truck, a base frame, an upright ele-

vator frame having an upper hinged portion adapted to

be turned down into lowered position, a vertically movable
platform carried by said elevator frame, an electric motor
for raising and lowering said platform, a take-up reel

mounted on the upper hinged portion of said elevator

frame and at>ove the height of the workmen, connections
between said take-up reel and said electric motor, and a

flexible connection mound upon said take-up reel.

2. In an elevator truck, a base frame, an elevator frame
having an upper hinged portion adapted to be turned down
Into lowered position, a vertically movable platform car-

ried by said elevator frame, an electee motor for raising

and lowering said platform, a take-up reel on the upper
hinged portion of said elevator frame and above the height
of the workmen, connections between said take-up reel and
said electric motor, a flexible connection adapted to i>e

wound upon said take-up reel, and stops on said elevator
frame to prevent Injury to said reel when said hinge<1

portion is in lowered position.

8. In an elevator truck, a base frame formed of angle
Iron, an elevator frame comprising opposed channeled
upright meml)ers secured at their lower ends to said base
frame, means for connecting said upright members, a
hinged portion on the upper end of said elevator frame
adapted to be turned down into lowered position, a ver-

tically movable platform frame formed of channel Iron

and having a horUontal bed section to receive articles

to be elevated and a vertical section operating in said
elevator frame, rollers on said bed-section, rollers on the
side of the vertical section of said platform frame engag-
ing between the flanges of the channels of the upright
meml>er8 of the elevator frame, a screw-shaft located cen-

trally between the upright members of the elevator frame,
ar anti-friction bearing on said base frame for receivln;;

the lower end of said screw-shaft, and a bearing adjacent
the top of said elevator frame for receiving the upper end
of said screw-shaft, an electric motor on said base frame,
and a connection between said electric motor and screw-
shaft for rotating the screw-shaft to move the platforv
frame vertically.

1.227,647. POULTRY -ROOST. Hbrhan Mbtbr, Denver,
Iowa. Filed Jan. 22. 1917. Serial No. 143.860. (O.
119—26.)

Jl
;^^ 4

-T

A poultry roost, comprising: an Invertible bar, said bar
being provided in its under surface with a plurality of

longitudinal parallel grooves, a closure-plate medially
pivoted to the under surface of the bar so as to cover
the width thereof when closed and adapted to be rocked
to uncover the grooves, and angularly-bent clips mounted
on said bar at both ends of the closure-plate and having
parts directed toward each other adapted to receive and
frictionally hold removably the ends of said closure-plate
Vben the latter is rocked Into Its closed position.

1.227.648. NON-REFILL.VBLE BOTTLE. Solomon Na-
RUN8KY. Baltimore. Md. Filed June 21, 1916. Serial
No. 105,031. (CI. 215—62.)

The combination with the neck of a bottle, of a pouring
tube having open ends and a contracted upper end forming
an external shoulder, a valve-seat plug having a central

aperture detachably connected to the lower end of said

tube, a valve In the tube adapted to engage said valve-

seat and provided with a rigid upwardly extending stem.
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a weight on said valve encircling said stt-m. a valve-

truard loosely seated on the top of the end of said stem

below said contracted end of the tube and provUled with

vertical rlba on Ita outer «lde and which project above

the body-portion of said gviard. and a clamping meanA

engaging «ald external shoulder on the tube and the In-

terior of the bottle neck for locking the tube In position.

I

1,227.649. VAPORIZEU. Joseph A. Nickclson and

John Fridbikson, New York, N. Y., •88i;(nor« to said

NlckeUon, Filed May 6. 1916. Serial No. 95.846. (Cl.

123—122.)

1. A vaporle«r for heavy liquid hydrocarbon fueli, com-

prising In combination with a combust'on engln*- and its

horizontal exhauHt pipe, of upper and low r cylindrical

headers in the top and bottom of said exhaust pipe, form-

ing a cylindrical vaporizinf? chamhor, vaporlrlng tubes '.n-

serted vertically In said headers and lying within the va

porlzlng chamber, upper and lower bell-shapwl caps over

each of said headers, a fuel conduit communicating cen-

trally with the lower one of sa'd t>yll-xhap:vl caps and

leading to the carbureter of the engine, and the intake

plp» or pipes of the engine communicating contrally with

the upper one of said bell shaped caps, whereby the fuel

to be vaporized passes freely through the heated vapor-

izing tubes, and the hot exhaust gases pass around the

tubes, and h water jacket surrounding both the exhaust

pipe and the sides of the saljl cylindrical vapor'zer cham-

ber, to prevent the tpmi)erature of the vaporizing cham
.

her from increasing beyond a pre<letermined degree.

2. A vaporizer for heavy liquid hydrocarbon fuels, com-

prising In combination with a combust'on engine and Its

exhaust pipe, of a vaporising chamber formed In said ex-

haust pipe and having walla extending at substantially

right angles outwardly from the walls of said pipe, head-

ers covering the outer ends of sa'd vaporlxing chamber,

vaporizing tuSes inserted in said henders and lying within

the vaporizing chamber, caps over each of said headers, a

fuel conduit communicating wltli one of said caps and

leading to the carbureter of the engine, and the other cap

communicating with the engine manifold, whereby the

fuel to be vaporized passes through the head< r vaporizing

tabes and the hot exhaust gases pa.ss anund the tubes,

and an outer wall forming a water jacket around the ex-

haust pipe, said wall also being extende<l outwardly at an

angle adjacent the walls of the vaporizing ihamber to

form a water Jacket partially surrounding the said vapor

Izing chamber, to cool the exhaust gases and prevent the

temperature of the vaporizing chaail'er from Increasing

beycnd a predeterralne<I I'niit.

transmission shafts, friction wheels mounted on said trans-

mission shafts, a friction disk splined on said transverse

shaft and movable longitudinally thereon Into and out of

engagement with Maid friction wheels, meant for moving

aid friction disk Into contsit with said friction wheels to

drive said transmiss'on sbaftts. and uieantt fur moving said

friction wheels toward and away from the axis of said

disk to vary the speed of rotation of said frUtlou wheels.

1,1'27.650. AIRSHIP. JoH.v W. OuA.x, Houston. Tex.

Filed Jan. 23. 1912. Serial No. 6T2.982. Renewed Oct.

21, 1916. Serial No. 127,036. (Cl. 244—16.)

1. An airship, comprising a frame, motors mounted in

said frame, a vertical power transmi.xslon shaft mounted

In said frame and driven by said nK>tors, a transverse

shaft mounted In the upper part of >ald frame and driven

by said vertical shaft, horizontal transmiaHlon shafts

driven by said transverse shaft, propellers driven by said

2. An airship, comprising a frame, motors mounted In

said frame, a vertical power transmission shaft mounted

In said frame and driven by said motors, a transverse

shaft mounted In the upper part of said frame and driven

by said vertical shaft, horlsontal transmission shafts

driven hy said transverse shaft, propellers driven by Mid

transmlss'on shafts, friction wh.els mounted on said trans-

mission shafts, a friction disk splined on said transverse

shaft and movable longitudinally there<»n Into and o«t

of engagement with said friction wheel*, mesns for mov-

ing said friction disk Into contact with wid frlrtioo

wheels to drive said transmission shafts, and independent

manipalative means for controlling the speed of rotation

of .said friction wheels.

3. In an airship, a frame, a motor carrle<l by sa'd frame,

a power shaft driven by said motor, lateral extenatoiM

supported by said frame, an adjustable shaft mounted

near the outer extremity of each of said extensions, a

propeller carried by each of said shafts, mean* for moving

said shafts to various adjustments, a drive shaft for said

side propeller shafts, a shaft mounted at the front end

of said frame, a propeller on said front shaft, 'ndependent

means for moving said front shaft to different adjust-

ments, a drive shaft for the front propeller shaft, a steer-

ing propeller supported at the rear end of said frame,

means for moving said propeller laterally In either diret-

tion. a drive shaft for said steering propeller and power

(onnections between said power shaft and said dr'vlnn

shafts, whereby the drlvlM shafts for the front and rear

prt peller may be driven at varying rates of speed with

re: pect to said driving shafts for the side propeller, sub-

stantially as specified.

4. .\n airship comprising a frame, a motor mounted on

said frame, a power shaft driven by sa'd motor, a trans

verse shaft driven by said power shaft, a revoluble sup-

port adjacent to each end of said shaft, a rack on each

of said supports, a worm engaging each of said racks for

moving said supports, a maniially rotatable shaft opera-

ilvely <-4innecte4 to each of said worms, a shaft Journaled

In each of said aopftorts. propellers on said last named

shafts, a front propeller driven by said transverse shaft

and power (onnectiuns between said front propeller shaft

and said traasverse slkaft whereby sa'd front propeller

nay be driven at varying ratios of speed with respect to

said transverse shaft, substantially as specifieii.

6. In an airship, a frame, motors located In said frame,

a shaft meunte<l transversely of said frame and driven

bj said Bsotors, an adJu^taMe support mounted sdjaoent

to each of said transverse shafts. prop«Uer sbattii mounte<i

In said supports and geared to said trannverse shaft,

mvaas for varying the angle of sa'd propeller shaXts with

respect to the axis of said trsnsverBe shaft, a rear pro

peller mounf-d at the rear end of staid frame, means for

raovlne said rear propeller in either direction with reapoct
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to said frame, a drtvlnc shaft for said rear propeller and
power connections betweea said transverse shaft and said
power shsft whereby said power shaft may be rotated at
va lying ratios of speed with respect to said transverse
shaft, substantially as specified.

(rialms 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaxette.) .

1,2S7.M1. WHEKL Ft^R VKHILLES.
Clevetand, Ohio. Filed Jan. 3, 1916.
(a. 21—69.)

Obsii. a. Parker.
Serial No. 69,712.

1. In a wheel, the combination of a rim. spokes each
having a hollow onter ^nd. a movable rlm-enfaglng mem-
ber within each spoke end, and means on the rim to close

the joint between the same and the end of the f»poke.

[Claims 2 to .h not pr'nted In the Oatette.J

1,227,652. COTTON-THRESMINO MACHINE. WabrCN
A. PATTTaaoN. WI<hlt.T Falls. Tex., assignor of one half

to Joseph A. Kemp. Wichita Falls. Tex. Filed Oct. 24,
1916. Serial No. 127.402. (O. 19—8.)

h
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exteDdlQg from one end of one of said sticks to the op-

posite end thereof adapted to bow said stick, a substan-

tially straight reinforcing stick arranged alongside of

said bowed stick, means for separating said bowed stick

and said reinforcing stick, said means adapted to engage

^i—}

opposite sides of the stick disposed at right angles thereto
and to position the same longitudinally of said bowed
stick, and means for maintaining the ends of said rein-

forcing stick in sliding engagement with said bowed stick.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.655. ADDING-MACHINE. B^BDoi.r J. Pbctbsox,
Alliance. Ohio. Piled Jane 17, 1915. Serial No. 34.620.
(CI. 235—82.)

1. In an adding machine of the character described, the
combination of a casing, a shaft fixed to and carried by
said casing, a series of numbor wheels loosely mounted
upon said shaft, each of said number wheels being pro-

vided with a hub. a ratchet wheel fixedly mounted upon
the hub of each number wheel and spaced from said num-
ber wheel, a disk provided with an elooKated aperture
mounted upon the hub of each oumber wheel between said

number wheel and said ratchet wheel, an operating key
rigidly connected to each disk and a tapered lug carried
by each operating key and arranged to engage the ac-
companyinjf ratchet wheel.

2. An adding machine comprising a series of number
wheels, manually controlled means for turning the num-
ber wheels Independent one of the other, a ratchet wheel
for each number wheel, sldewlse projecting pawls carried

by the number wheels and arranged to engage the ratchet

wheel of the next following number wheel In the series,

fixed disks arranged between and concentric with the
number wheels, each disk normally holding the corre-

sponding pawls out of engagement witB the next follow-

!
ing ratchet wheel, the disks having a notch for allowing
the pawls to move Into engagement with the ratchet
wheels, a rock bar located adjacent said number wheels,
spring fingers carried by said rock bar and arranged to
normally hold said pawls in engagement with the periph-
eries of said disks and means for rocking said rock bar
to move said spring fingers out of engagement with said
I>awls.

8. An adding machine comprising a series of number
wheels, manually controlled means for turning the num-
ber wheels independent one of the other, a ratchet wheel
for each number wheel, sldewlse projecting pawls carried
by the number wheels and arranged to engage the ratchet
wheel of the next following number wheel in the series,

fixed disks arranged between and concentric with the
number wheels each disk normally holdli^ the corre-

sponding pawls out of engagement with the next follow-

j
ing ratchet wheel, the disks having a notch for allowing
the pawls to move into engagement with the ratchet
wheels, a rock bar located adjacent said number wheels,
spring fingers carrle<I by said rock bar and arranged to

normally bold said pawls in engagement with the periph-

eries of said disks and means for rocking said rock bar to
move said spring fingers out of engagement with said

pawls, and means for moving all of said number wheels
for the purpose of clearing the machine.

4. In an adding machine of the character described, the
combination of a casing, a shaft fixed to and carried by
said casing, a series of toothed number wheels loosely

mounted upon said shaft, the periphery of each of said

number wheels t>eing provided with a plurality of series

of figures from to 9, a cover provided with slots, said

cover also provided with figures near the edges of said

slots, a series of disks located between said number wheels

and fixedly mounted upon said shaft, each of said disks

provided with a notch in Its periphery, a plurality ol

transfer pawls carried by the number wheels, one of said

pawls being provided for each series of numbers from
to 9 upon each number wheel, said transfer pawls ar-

ranged to travel around the periphery of said disks,

springs arranged to throw said pawls into said recesses,

means for moving said springs out of engagement with

said pawls, a pair of slotted arms mounted upon said

shaft, a rod fixedly connected to said arms, hooks upon
said rod arranged to engage said number wheels and a
key bar connected to said rod and arranged to oscillate

the same.

6. In an adding machine of the character described, the
combination of a casing, a shaft fixed to and carried by
said casing, a series of toothed number wheels loosely

mounted upon said shaft, the periphery of each of said

number wheels being provided with a plurality of series

of figures from to 9. a cover provided with slots, said

cover also provided with figures near the edges of said

slots, a series of disks located between said number wheels

and fixedly mounted upon said shaft, each of said disks

provided with a notch in Its periphery, a plurality of

transfer pawls carried by the numl)er wheels, one of said

pawls being provided for each series of numbern from O
to 9 upon each number wheel, said transfer pawls ar-

ranged to travel around the periphery of said disks,

springs arranged to throw said pawls into said recesses,

means for moving; said springs out of engagement with
said pawls, a pair of slotted arms mounted upon said

shaft, a rod fixedly connected to said arms, hooks upon

said rod arranged to engage said namber wheels and a

key bar connected to said rod and arranged to oscillate

the same and curved ribs Icx^ted upon the side walls of

said casing and eccentric to said shaft, said ribs being for

the purpose of guiding said rod.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.666. CASKET-HOLDIXr, MEANS FOR HEAR8E8.
William H. Pnirrm, Omaha. Nebr. Filed Feb. 20,

1917. SerUl No. 160.267. <C1. 21—26.)
1. In a casket-holdfng mechanism for hearses, a floor,

clamp-members movable In transverse slots In said floor.
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Beans including a longitudinal shaft and flexible members
disposed beneath the floor and connected with said clamp-
members for actuating them simultaneously either toward
or away from the lonirltudlnal center-line of the floor,

yielding' means in connection with said shaft for retard-
ing rotation thereof and retaining the clamp-members in
casket-holding position, and a hand-crank for turning the
haft in opposition to said rotation-retarding means.

2. Casket-holding means for hearses, comprising a floor

having pairs of transverse slots therein, pairs of clamp-
members having casket engaging heads above the floor and
stem-portions extending through the slots and slldablc

therein, a longitudinal shaft Journaled beneath the floor,

means for rotating the same, means for retarding rotation
thereof, drums secured on said shaft adjacent to each
pair of clamp-members, a flexible member for each drum,
said member having its ends secured to the drum and
Intermediate portions secured to the pair of clamp-mem-
bers, and guiding means for said flexible member whereby
the pair of clamp members are movable in opposite di-

rections by unidirectional rotation of the shaft.

8. Casket-holding means for hearses, comprising the
combination with a suitable body, of transversely movable
clamp-heads, a longitudinal actuating-shaft, flexible con-

necting means between the shaft and clamp-heads for
actuating the latter toward and away from each other
according to the direction of rotation of the shaft, a
hand-crank attachable to the shaft, and means for dilTer-

entially retarding rotation of the shaft.

4. Casket-holding means for hearses, comprising the
combination with a floor having pairs of transverse slots
therein, of clamp-members extending through said slots
and having casket-engaging heads thereon above the
floor, a longitudinal shaft Journaled beneath the floor,

means for actuating said shaft, means for retarding ro-

tation thereof differentially, flexible means connecting the
clamp-mem1>ers in pairs, guiding means for said flexible

means, an'd a drum on the shaft connected with said flexi-

ble means and adapted to unwind a part thereof and wind
another part of the same thereon simultaneously.

5. In a casket-holding mechanism for hearses, a floor
having pairs of transverse slots disposed on opposite sides

of its longitudinal center-line, clamp-members slidably dis-

posed in said slots, a longitudinal actuating-shaft, a drum
secured on said shaft between each pair of slots and
damp-members, a pulley arranged near the outer end of
each slot, and a cable connected with the drum and ex-

tending therefrom to the clamp-member at one side, thence
to the pulley at said side, thence to the opposite clamp-
member, thence to the pulley at the latter side, and thence
retnmtng to the drum and being connected therewith.

1,227,657. OOLF-BAG. Gsoaos L. Pibbcb, Brooklyn,
N. Y., assignor to A. O. Rpaldlng & Bros.. New York.
N. T.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 1.

1912. Serial No. 687.657. (CI. 224—46.)

In combination with a golf-bag having an Inwardly
extending annular shoulder at its mouth, a rod adapted to
b( received centrally in said bag, a plurality of separating

members forming pockets between said rod and said bag,
and a retaining collar attached to said rod and adapted

JO /Oi

to fit snugly the m6uth of the bag and under the said in-
wardly extending shoulder.

1.227,668. CONTAINER FOR MUCILAGE. Anthont J.
PRKNOfliL, Dwlght. Nebr., assignor of one-half to Frank
J. Maixner, Dwlght, Nebr. Filed Oct. 7, 1916. Serial
No. 124,887. (CI. 91—67.1.)

1. In containers, a t)ody having an upwardly and out-
wardly Inclined neck and front wall, and a concaved sup-
plemental container mounted at the upper edge of the
front wall of the body and forming a continuation thereof

j

whereby, when the l>ody Is tilted inward the contents
. thereof will flow into said supplemental container, and

I

when the body Is returned to its normal position the con-

j

tents of said supplemental container will drain back Into
the said body.

t

2. In containers, a body having an upwardly and ont-

I

wardly inclined neck and front wall, a concaved supple-

^

mental container mounted at the upper edge of said
\

front wall and forming approximately a continuation
thereof, said supplemental cantainer being adapted to

i

fit snugly about the neck and front wall of the body, and
means for detachably securing the supplemental container
in operative position adjacent the upper edge of the front
wall of said body.

3. In a container of the character described, the combi-
nation of a body havlni; an outwardly Inclined neck and
a similarly Inclined front wall, a U-stHp secured about
the upper edges of the said neck and the inclined front
wall of the body, and a concave closure member secured
at Its lower edge to the said U strip, said cover member
being adapted to fit snugly about the said neck so as to
eftect a tight closure therewith.

1,227,669. WIRE-COILING APPARATUS. Cl»v«land
1

H. QrACKENsrsH and James C. Siibdlit, Cleveland,
Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company, a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Mar. 9, 1916, Serial No.
18,247. Renewed Oct. 18, 1916. Serial No. 126 466
(Cl. 153—64.)

1. In a coiling machine, a mandrel wire and a coll wire
carrier, means for rotating one of the same with reference

,1
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to the other, means for meaHurlng tbe coil wir« and (or

feeding it to the mandrel wire, and MieaiM aatomatioaUj
controlled by said feeding and measuring means for Inter-

rapting said relative movement at predetermined Intervals.

2. In a coillnK machine, a mandrel wire and a coil wire

carrier, means for rotating one of the same with refer-

ence to *hi other, means for measuring the coll wire and
for feeding it to the mandrel wire, and means automati-

cally controlled by said feeding and measuring means for I

interrupting said relative movement at predetermined In-

tervals and for predetermined periods.

3. In a coiling machine, a mandrel wire and a coil

wire carrier, means for rotating one of the .same with

reference to the other, means for measuring the coll wire

and for feeding it to the mandrel wire, an electrical means
automatically controlled by aald feeding and measarlng
means for interrupting said relative movement at pre-

determined Intervals.

4. In a colling machine, a mandrel wire and a coil

wire carrier, means for rotating one of the same rela-

tively to the other and means for measuring said eo41

wire and for feeding it to said mandrel wire, said means
comprising a measuring disk around which tb« coll wire

passes.

5. In a colling machine, a mandrel wire and a coll

wire carrier, means for rotating one of the same rela-

tively to the other, means for measuriag said coll wire

and for feeding it to said mandrel wire, said means com-
prising a measuring disk aronnd which the coll wire

passes, and means controlled by the rotation of said disk

for automatically interrupting the aforesaid relative

movement at pre^ietermined intervals.

IClaims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^7,660. CAED-INDBX. James H. Ramd, North Tooa-

wanda, N. Y. Filed June 21, ldl6. Serial No. 104^14.
(CL 129—la.)

1. An index comprising a frame having inwardly facing

guide channels, a series of card carriers having their

ends in said guide channels and slldahle lengthwise there-

of, and a series of cards attarhed to the several card car-

riers and extending flatwise of the frame behind the

adjoining card carriers and the cards attached thereto,

whereby the card carriers may 1>€ arranged in Juxtaposi-

tion one to another to form the face of the index with the

attached cards covere<l, and whereby any card may he

exposed to view by separating its card carrier and the

next adjoining overlying card carrier.

2. An Index comprising a frame having inwardly (adng
guide channels, a series of card carriers having their end^i

in said guide channels and slidable lengthwise thereof, and
a aeries of cards attach^ to the several card carriers an 1

extending from the rear side of said carriers flatwise of

the frame behind the adjoining card carriers and the

cards attached thereto, whereby the card carriers may be

arrangeil edge to edge in Jnxtapositlon one to another

to form the face of the Index with the attached cards

covered, axMl whereby any card may be exposed to tIow
by separating its card carrier and the next ndjoining
overlying card carrier.

3. .\n index comprising a frame having inwardly fac-

ing guide channels, a series of card oariiers having their

ends in said guide channels and slidable lengthwise there-

of, each formeii of tramtparent rei^ilient material having
a closed front face and rearwardly bent retaining lipw, and
a series of cards attached to the several card i-arrlers,

each having a folded margin held by said retaining lips,

the body of the card extending be^een said retaining
lips and lyint; flatwise of the frame behind the adjoining
card carriers and the cards attached thereto.

4. An index comprising a frame having Inwardly fac-

ing guide channels, a series of card carriers having their
ends In said guide channels and slidable lengthwise there-
of, each formed of transparent resilient m]»terirtl having
a closed front face and rearwardly and inwardly bent re-

taining lips one overlapping the other, and a series of carda
attached to the several card i-arriers each liaving a folded

margin held by said retaining lips, the lK>dy of the card
extending between said retaining lips and lying flatwise

of the frame t>ehind the adjoining card carriers and the
cards attached thereto.

5. An Index comprising a frame having Inwardly facing

guide channels, a series of car<J carriers having their ends
in said guide channels and slidable lengthwise thereof,

each forwied of transparent resilient mnterlal having a
closed front face and rearwardly bent retaining lips, and
a nerle* of cards attached to the several card carrlera.

each having a folded margin held by said retaining lips.

the body of tite card extending t>etween said retaining
Iip« and lying flatwise of the frame t>ehind the adJoinlBg
i>ard carriers and the cards attached thereto, said retain-

ing lips being adapted to exert a spring grip upon the
card extending therebetween.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printeti in tbe Oasette.l

l,227.fl«l. CARD-INDEX. JAUsa H. Baxd. North Toaa
wanda, N. T. Filed June 21, 1916. Serial No. 104,91«.
(Cl. .40—65.)

1. An index comprising a frame having inwardly fac-

ing guide channels, and a series of index slip holders hav-
ing their ends In said guide channels and slidable length-

wise thereof, said holders being made of transparent re-

silient sheet material, each comprising a closed front face,

a pair of rearwardly bent lips adapted tu hold an index
slip, and a flap extending from the rear of the sheath

flatwise of tike frame underneath the adjoining sheath or

sheaths.

2. An index comprising a frame having Inwardly fac-

ing guide ciiannels. a pair of spaced guide rails l>etween

and parallel to said channels, and a series of index slip

holders having their ends in said guide channels and slid-

able lengthwise thereof, said holders being made of trans-

parent resilient sheet material, each comprising a cloned

front face, a pair of renrwardly bent lips adapted to hold

an index slip, and a flap extending from the rear of the

sheath flatwise of the frame between said guide rails and
underneath the adjoining sheath or sheaths.

3. An Index comprising n frame having inwardly facing

guide channels, and a series of index slip holders having
their ends in said guide channels and slidable lengthwise

thereof, said holders being made of transparent resilient

sheet material, each comprising a closed front face, and
a pair of rearwardly and inwardly bent lips adapted to

hold an Inilex slip, one lip overlapping the other and be-

ing materially broader tlxan the face of the sheath thereby

forming a flap extending from the rear of the <heath flat-
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wtae of the frame nnderneatb the adjoining shentb or
sheaths.

4. An index comprising a frame having inwardly fac-

ing guide channels, and a series of Index slip holders hav-
ing their ends In said guide channels and slidable length-
wise thereof, said holders being made of transparent re-

silient sheet material, each comprising a closed front
face, and a pair of rearwardly and inwardly bent lips

adapted to hold an Index slip, one lip overlapping the
Mber and being materially broader than the face of the
•beath thereby forming a flap extending from the rear of
the sheath flatwise of the frame unilerneMth the adjoin-

ing sheath or sheaths, snld flap terminating short of the
ends of the index slip holder.

& An index comprising a frame having inwardly fac-

ing guide channels, a pair of spaced guide rails between
and parallel to said channels, and a series of Index slip

holders having their ends in said guide channels and
slidable lengthwise thereof, said holders being made of
transparent resilient sheet material, each comprising a
closed front face and a pair of rearwardly and Inwardly
l>eat lips adapted to hold an Index slip, one Up overlapping
the other and ttelng materially broader than the face of
the sheath, forming a flap extending from the rear of the

sheath flatwise of the frame underneath the adjoining
sheath or sheaths, said flaps being of a length correspond-
ing to the distance between said gnlde rails and being
rearwardly bent to extend theret>etween.

[Claima 6 to 9 not printed in the Oasette.l

1.227.662. INDEX DEVICE. Jambb H. Rand, North
Tonawanda, N. T. Filed July 17, 1916. Serial No.
109,705. (C\. 12*—16.)

a-

1. An Index device comprising a sheath having retain-
ing lips, atd a . arti having two parallel and opposite folds
nesr one margin, forming an indicator section the front
face of which Is formed of the front face of the card, and
an Intermediate section by whi< h the Indicator section Is

oonne«ted to and offset from the body of the card, the
lndlcati>r section beiuf; removably held wltiiin the sheath,
and the bo*lr of the card extending outward from the
aheath through the space t>etween the retaining lips.

2. An index <levice comprising a sheath having retain-
ing lip-*, and a card having two parallel and opposite folds
near one margin, forming an Imllcator section the front
Ihce of which is formed of the front face of the card, and
an Intermediate section by which the Indicator section Is

connected to and offset from the body of the card, the in-

dicator section being removably held within the sheath
near the front thereof, and the body of the card extend-
ing outward from the sheath through the space at tho
rear of the sheath betwetn the retaining lips.

8. An index device con.prlslng a sh>>ath having retaining
lips, one overlapping the other at the rear side of the sheath.
and a card having two parallel and opposite folds near one
margin, forming an Indicator section the front face of
which is fornx'd of the front face of the card, and an In-

termediate section by which the Indicator aectlon is con-
eeted to and offset from the body of the csrd, the in-

dicator section l>ein« removably held within the sheath
near the front thereof and the lK>dy of the card extending
outward from the sheath thron^rh the space at the rear of
the sheath between the retaining lips.

4. Ad index device <-r»fnfMrisiR8 a sheath having retain-
ing lips, and a card having two parallel «nd opposite fold-;

near one margin, fsvming an In^cator section the frent

face of wMrh ts fnmierl of the front face 9f the card, and

an intermedfate section by which the Indicator section is
coan^'cteti to and offset from the body of the card, said
two sections being of substantially the same breadth, the
indicator section being removably held within the sheatb
and the body of the card extending outward from tht
sheath through the space between the retaining lipn.

5. An index device comprising a sheath having intaraed
retaining lips lying substantially parallel and overlapping
each other, and a card having two parallel and opposite
folds near one m.irgin, forming an Indicator section the
front face of which is formed of the front face of the
card, and an intermediate section by which said indicator
section is connected to and oflrset from the body of the
card, said two sections being of substantially the same
breadth and being both held In the space between the front
face of the sheath and the forward inturned lip, and the
body of the card extending outward from the sheath
through the space between the two lips.

1,227,663. INDEX DEVICE. Jambh H. Rand. North
Tonawanda, N. Y. Filed July 18. 1916. SerUl No.
109,975. (CI. 129—16.)

--#'

1. An index comprising a frame having inwardly facing
gnlde channels, a series of card supporting bars having
their ends held within the guide channels and slidable
lengthwise thereof, cards supported in the frame by said
bars, and a sheath of transparent reallleut material on
each supporting bar terminating short of tl»e guide chan-
nels.

2. An Index comprising a frame having inwardly facing
gnlde channels, a series of card supporting bars having
their ends held within the guide channel.^ and slidable

lengthwi^ thereof, cards supported in the frame by aald

bars, a sheath of transparent resilient material on each
supporting har having a closed front face forming a slide-

way in front of the bar and terminating short of the guide
channels, whereby the entrance of the slldeway Is outside
of the guide channels, and a removable Indicator strip tn

said slldeway,

3. An index comprising a frame having inwardly facing
guide channels, a aeries of card supporting bsrs hnving
their ends held within the guide channels and slidable

lengthwise thereof, cards supported in the frame by said
bars, and a sheath of transparent resilient material oa
each supporting bar having a closed front face and In-

turned retaining lips embracing the opposite edges of the
bar, said sheath terminating short of the guide channels.

4. An index comprising a frame having inwardly facing
guide channels, a series of card supporting bars having
their ends held within the guide channels and slidable

lengthwise thereof, cards supporte<l in the frame by said
bars, a sheath of transparent resilient material on each
supporting har having a closed front face and Inturned
retaining lips embracing the opposite edges of the bar,

said sheath terminating short of the guide channels and
said closed front face forming a slldeway between it and
the bar whose entrance Is outside of the guide channels,
and a removable Indicator strip In said slldeway.

5. An Index comprising a frame havlnir Inwardly facing
guide channels, and a series of stieaths of transparent re-

sment material snpported In said frame between the guide
channels, each sheath constituting a slldeway a^BptY-d t*
receive and hold a removable indicator strip tm] hnviug
an entrance opening: for snch Indicator strip locatwl oat-
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side of the guide channels, whereby a strip may be io-

aerted or removed without removing; the sheath from the

frame.

1.227.8«4. INDEX DEVICE. .Iamcs H. Rand. North
Tonawanda. N. Y. Filed July 19. 1916. Serial No.
110,206. (CI. 129—16.)

cu-

001_JOHM

n
C

1. An Index device compri8lng a sheath having bent

over Ups. a retaining strip removably held within said

heath, and a sheet having Its margin held within the

sheath between the sheath and the retaining strip, the

body of the sheet extending out of the sheath between
said lips.

2. An index device comprising a eheath having bent

over lips, a retaining strip removably held within said

sheath, and a sheet having Its margin held within the

sheath between the sheath and the retaining strip and
folded over one edge at least of the retaining strip, the

body of the sheet extending out of the sheath between
said lips.

3. An index device comprising a sheath having bent-

over lips, a retaining strip removably held within said

sheath, and a sheet having its margin folded part way at

least around said retaining strip and held within aald

sheath without other securement, the body of the sheet ex-

tending out of the sheath between tald Ups.

4. An index device comprising a sheath having bent-

over lips, a retaining strip removably held within said

sheath, and a sheet having its margin extending com-
pletely across the front face of the retaining strip to form
an indicator surface and being folded over one edge at

least of the retaining strip and held within said sheath
without other securement. the body of the sheet extend-

ing out of the sheath between said lips.

5. An Index device comprising a sheath having bent-

over lips, a retaining strip removably held within said

sheath, and an indicator sheet extending across one face

of the retaining strip and folded part way at least around
the retaining strip, and held within tht- sheath without
other securement.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,227.665. INDEX DEVICE. James H. Rand. North
Tonawanda. N. Y. Filed July 20. 1916. Serial No.
110.386. (CI. 129—16.)

1. An index device comprising a strip of stiff resilient

material, a sheath permanently secured to said strip ex-

tending lengthwise thereof, forming an index compartment
in front of said strip, and an indicator member removably

held in said compartment.
2. An index device comprising a strip of stiff resilient

material, a sheath secure<l to said strip extending length-

wise and terminating short of the ends thereof, forming an
index compartment in front of said strip, and an indicator
member removably held in said compartment.

3. An index device comprising a strip of stiff resilient

material, a sheath having intumed overlapping lips be-

tween which said strip is secured, the inner lip and the

face of the sheath forming an Index compartment, and an
indicator meml>er removably held In said compartment.

4. An Index device coniprUIng a ntrlp of stiff re«illent

material, a sheath terminating short of said strip and
having inturned overlapping lips between which said strip

la secured, the inner Up and the face of the sheath form-
ing an index compartment, and an Indicator member re-

movably held In said 'ompartment.
5. An index device comprising a strip of stiff resilient

material, a sheath having Inturned overlapping lips be-

tween which said strip is secured, the inner lip and the

face of the sheath forming an index compartment, and an
in<licator member doubled upon itself on a lengthwise

crease which is folded around the eilge of the inner Ifp of

the sheath, the front fold of the indicator being held in

said index compartment and the rear fold being in the

ripace between the inner Up and said strip.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oasette]

1.227,666. ATTACHMENT OF CORRUGATED SHEETS
TO FRAME STRUCTLRKS. Stanlit L. Rau, New
Brighton, Pa. Filed Feb. 17. 1915. SerUl No. 8.904.

(CI. 189—35.)

1. In a m<>tallir frame structure, the combination of
fianpcfi sheet supportins members, elongate strips of

bendable metal each engaging one of said members, and
each provided with a hole, dvets having their bases abat-

ting against said members and extending through soch

holes, said rivets tn^ing provided at their bases with lat-

erally extending flanges and with transversely disposed

shoulders at a distance frum the bases, and corrugated

metal sheets supported at their ri<lges by said rivet shoul-

ders and engaged by the upset outer ends of the rivets.

2. In a metallic roof construction, the combination of

flanged purlins, elongate strips of bendable sheet metal
>^ch engaging two flantcex of a purlin, and each provided
with a hole, rivets resting on the top flanxes of the

purlins and extending through such holes, said rivets

being provided at their bases with laterally extendlns

fiances and with transversely dlsi>osed shoulders at a
distance from the bases, and cotrugated metal sheets sup-

ported at their ridges by said rivet Hboulders and clamped
by the upset outer ends of the rivets between pairs of

soft metal washers.

3. In a metallic roof construction, the combination of

flanc'Hl purlins, elongate strips of bendable metal each
engaidng two flanges of a purlin, and each provided with
a hole, rivets resting on the top flanges of the purllna

and extending through such holes, said rivets being pro-

vided at their bases with laterally extending tlan^'es and
with transversely disposed shoulders at a distance from
the bases, and corrugated metal sheets supported at their

ridges by said rivet shoulders and engaged by the upaet

outer ends of the rivets.

1.227.667. CARBON REMOVER. Frkd R. Rbsd, H1^-
land Park. Mich. Filed Mar. 18. 1916. Serial No,

* 85,049. (CI. 87—5.)
1. A compound for use in removing carbon, comprising

powdered xinc and a base therefor formed of wax.
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2. A compound for use in removing carbon comprising
a paraffin wax body or base and more than 30% of pow
dere<l sine.

3. A compound for use in removing carbon, comprising
powdered xinc. paraffin wax and stearin.

4. A compound for use In removing carbon, comprising
the following ingredients in substantially the proportions
KlTca:

Powdered ilnc 609fc
Paraffin wax 26gb
Stearin 10%
Naphthalene (with coloring matter) 6%

1.227,668. FIREARM. Edgbne G. Reisino. Hartford,
Conn. Filed Mar. 27. 1914. Serial No. 827,607. (CI.
43—8.)

1. In n firearm, in combination with the breech-bolt
actuating lever, a lever detent, mounts for said lever and.
said detent arranged to cause the detent to exert its great-
est resistance to the movement of the lever when the latter

is In its closed position and a separate member to return
the detent to its position of rest.

2. In a firearm, in combination with a breech-bolt

actuating lever, a lever detent, mounts for said lever and
detent arranged to cause the detent to exert its greatest
resistance to the movement of the lever when the latter
is in its closed position, and to gradually reduce the re-

sistance as the lever moves from its closed position and a

separate member to return the detent to its position of

rest.

3. In a firearm. In combination with a breech-bolt
actuating lever, a lever detent plvotally mounted to en-
gage the breech-bolt actuating lever at a distance from its

pivot and to move toward said pivot as the breech-bolt
actuating lever moves from its dosed position and a sepa-
rate member to return the detent to its position of rest.

4. In a firearm, in combination with a plvotally mounted
breech-bolt actuating lever having an edge at one end to
engage a breech bolt and the opposite end arranged at an
angle to said engaging edge, a plvotally mounted lever

detent positioned to engage said angtilarly disposed end
on the breech-bolt actuating lever, and to move toward
the pivot of the breech-bolt actuating lever as the latter

moves from its closed position and means to return the
detent to its position of rest.

5. In a firearm, in combination with a plvotally mounted
breech-bolt actuating lever, a plvotally mounte<t lever de-
tent, said lever and detent being constructetl and their
pivots being disposed to cause a radial line through the
arm of the detent engaging said actuating lever to pass
close to but Just at one side of the "dead center " point
of application of power between the detent and actuating
lever.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printe<l in the Gaxette.]

1.227.069. TOOL FOR COMPRESSING VALVE-
SPRINGS. John C. RayNOLos, Stamford. Conn. Filed

Apr. 12, 1916. Serial No. 90.535. (CI. 29—87.1.)

1. A tool of the character described comprising a lever

having a U-shaped head to engage a valve stem and
notches in its under side, a fulcrum having a lug to engage

either of the notches and a threaded shank, and a standard
having a threaded socket engaged by the shank.

2. A tool of the character described comprising a stand-
ard, a fulcrum having a shank carridl by said standard
and adjustable vertically therein, and a longitudinally
adjustable valve-engaging lever positioned to engage the
fulcrum, said fulcrum having means for guiding said lever.

3. A tool of the character described comprising a lever

having means for engaging a valve stem and notches in

Its under side, a fulcrum having a lug to engage either of
the notches, an eye through which the lever may be passed
freely and a threaded shank, and a standard with which
the shank has threaded engagement.

4. A tool of the character described comprising a valve-

engaging lever provided with notches in its underside, a
fulcrum having a lug to engage either of said notches, said
fulcrum having a threaded shank and a guide for said

lever, a standard with which the shank has threaded en-

gagement, and a slldable extension sleeve having a pin
and slot connection with said lever.

6. A tool of the character described comprising a stand-
ard, a fulcrum carried thereby, a lever engaging said ful-

crum to swing in one plane, and a U-shaped head pivoted

to one end of said lever to swing In a plane at right

angles to the movement of the lever.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,670. DOCK CONSTRUCTION. John W. RiPLn,
Flushing, N. Y. Filed Jaly 20, 1909, Serial No. 508,666.

Renewed Aug. 20, 1914. Serial No. 857,769. (CI.

61—8.)

1. A structure of the character described, comprising in
combination a system of piling, a plurality of reinforced
concrete units having diagonal rods embedded therein,
with looped ends projecting beyond the concrete, the
looped ends of adjacent units being adapted to be brought
Into registry with each other, and a pin passing through
the registering looped ends of said diagonal rods connect-
ing them to each other and to the piling.

2. A structure of the character described, comprising i»'
combination a system of piling accurately spaced, rein-
forced concrete units having diagonal rods with looped
ends projecting beyond the concrete, with the looped ends
of adjacent units adapted to register with each other, a
pin passing through the registering looped ends of the
diagonal rods and connecting them to each other and to
the piling, and bonding material inclosing such looped
ends and the connection thus formed.

3. A structure of the character described, comprising in
combination a plurality of piles having wooden cores with
reinforced concrete wrappers extending al>ove the wooden
cores, reinforced concrete units having diagonal rods,
means for connecting the diagonal rods to each other and
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to the piles, and bonding material inclosing the connec-

tion thus formed and fllling Id the wrappers above the

cores.

4. A strnctare of the character described, comprising In

combination a plurality of piles having wooden cores with

reinforced concrete wrappers extending alwve the wooden
cores, reinforced concrete units having diagonal rods em-
bedded therein, means for connecting the reinforcements

of the several units to each other, means for connecting

the diagonal rods to each other and to the piles, and bond-

ing material Inclosing the connections thus formed and
filling in the wrappers above the cores.

5. A structure of the character described, comprising in

combination a plurality of piles having wooden cores with

relnforred concrete wrappers extending above the cores,

reinforced concrete units having diagonal rods embedded
therein with looped ends projecting beyond the concrete,

the projecting looped ends of adjacent units being adapt-

ed to register with each other, means for connecting the

reinforcements of the several units to each other and a pin

passing through the registering looped ends of the diagonal

pacing and bracing rods and thereby connecting the diag-

onal rods to each other and to the piles.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.671. FOOD AND BEVERAfJE MI.XEB. Wilmaii
P. Robertson, New York, N. T., aaaignor to Borden's

Condensed Milk Company. New York, N. Y., a Corpo-

ration of New Jersey. Flle<l Dec. 21, 1915. Serial No.

67.964. (CI. 259—135.)

1. In a device of the class descril)ed, the combination
with an agitator comprising a shaft and an agitating

member, of tubular propelling means adapted to engage
said shaft and drive said agitating member, said tubular
propelling means and said agitator being so constructed
that said agitating member may be inserted therethrough
and withdrawn therefrom.

4. In a device of the class describe*! the combination of

a standard, an electric motor secured thereto, gears
driven by said motor, a removable agitator adapted to be

Inserted in and rotated by one of said gears and with-

drawn therefrom, and expansible members secured to the

tip of said a^tator.
8. In a device of the class described the combination of

a standard, an electric motor secured to said standard, a

hollow shaft, means driven by said motor for rotating said

hollow shaft, agitating means comprising a shaft and agi-

tating members attached thereto that may t>e inserted in

or withdrawn through said hollow shaft, and means where-
by said agitating means will be driven from said hollow

shaft.

(Claims 2, 3, and 5 to 7 not printe<l in the Gaiette.]
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\ ing-door and extended above the level of the floor and
;
having tap holes therein at the floor-level, and straight
floor-pipes extended from the said iloor directly Into the
chill and screwed therein so that they can be released

from the chill by mere rotation.

3. A furnace having means at one end for heating the
chamber, with a bridge-wall adjacent to such end and a
chill within such t)ridge-wall, a cbarglng-door at the oppo-
site end of the furna<'e. and straight rotatable floor pip«s
extended from the floor directly Into such chHl and con-
nected detachably thereto to facilitate renewal of the
pipes.

7. A furnace having a heating-chamber with a door at
one end, means at the other end for heating the furnace-

chamber, and a bridge-wall adjacent to such other end ; a
hollow water-chill built within the bridge wall and Its

ends extended into the side-walls of the furnace to sup-
port the bridge-wall more rigidly, and straight rotatable
floor-pipes extended from the door to the said chill, and
water circulated through both the chili and the pipes.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 6 not printed in the (Gazette.]

l,2i;7.«T2. FURNACE CHILL AND FLOOR PI TE.
WALTia S. RoCKWBLL, New York, N, Y., assignor to

W. S. Rockwell Company. New York, N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Piled Jan. IS, 1917. Serial No.
142.342. (CI. 122—6.)

1. A farnace having a hee ting-chamber with a charging
door at one en<] conne<-tlng with the floor of said chamt>er.

a chill located within the chamber opposite to the charg

1.227 .678. ARMORED LINER FOR PNEUMATIC TIRES.
Sbtmolb a. Rotsa. Chicago, 111. Filed June 1. 1915.
Serial No. 31.662. (CI. 182—18.)

M.>^^it>i*>it>:<

^»?^?r^v^^U.M'
1. As a new article of manufacture, an armor for pnen-

matic tires comprising a plurality of metal disks, and Inte

gral connections se<Miring the disks together in strip

formation, the outermost disks In said strip being free

from connection longitudinally of the strip, said connec-
tions helnc pliable to permit the strip to be bent to con-

form to the conflirnratlon of a tire so it may b« embedded
therein.

2. As a new article of manufactnre, an armor for
pneumatic tires comprising a plurality of metal disks ar-

ranged in a strip. conne«tlons formed Integrally with thr
Inner disks and connecttnt; them lonirltudlnally of the
strip, and connections formed integrally with the outer
disks and connecting them laterally of the strip and to said

longitudinally conne<-ted disks, said outer disks being fr««
from connection longitudinally of the strip.

8. As a new article of manufacture, a puncture pre-

venting strip for pneumatic tires comprising a plarnllty

of disks arranged in rows longitudinally with and laterally

©f the strip, means connecting the central row of disks
longitudinally of the strip, means connecting the lateral

rows of disks laterally of the strip and to the central row,
the outermost disks in said lateral rows being free from
connection longitudinally of the strip.

4. As a new article of manufsctnre. a puncture pre-
venting strip for pneumatic tires comprising a plurality of

pliable metal disks, pliable tongues forme<l Integral with
the longitudinal central disks of said strip and nnlting
them in a row longitudinally of the strip and laterally

extending pliable tongue* connecting the side disks of said
strip in rows laterally of the strip and to said central
disks.

6. As a new article of manufacture, a puncture pre-

venting strip for pneumatic tires comprising a plurality of

pliable metal disks, pliable tongues formetl integral with
rhe longitudinal central disks of said strip and unltioK
them in a row longitudinally of the strip. laterally extend-
ing pliable tongues formed Integral with and unitlnK the
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aM« disks of said strip In rows laterally of the strip and
to Kaid central disks, the dinks in the edge rows being nar-

rower tbnn the dlskn iu the central and Intermediate
rows.

[ClaUn.s 6 to 10 not priDte«l in the Oasette.]

1,227,674. DRYINt; APPARATUS. Fbakklik RuDoU'H,
Winnetka. 111., assignor to American Can Company,
New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Aug. 5, 1916. Kcrttl No. 43.765. (CI. 34—12.)

1. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a casing and a conveyer movable therein for
conveying the sheets to be dried through the casing, a dry
heating mean*, and a relatively damp heating means dis-

pose<l in said casing.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the com
blnatlon of a casing, a conveyer for moving sheets to be
drliHl through said casing, dry heating means, relatively

wet or damp beating means, and means for regulating said
heating means to control the degree of heat and Its

humidity.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a casing, a conveyer in said casing for convey-
ing sheets to be dried through said easing, gas burners
and steam coils mounted within the <asing and co<)peratlng
to provide a drying temperature of proper humidity.

4. Id an apparatus of the character described, the com
blnatlon of a casing, a conveyer movable therein for con-
veying sheets through said casing in a standing position
for drying, and heating means located a sufBclent distance
beneath the operative travel of said conveyer to insure a
substantially even heat at the top and bottom edges of
said sheets, said heating means comprising steam pipen
and flame burners provided with heat distributing hoods.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, the com
blnatlon of an elongated relatively deep casing, a conveyer
movable through said casing near its top. and heating
mean.s located within the casing at a substantial distance
beneath said conveyer whereby to provide a substantially
even temperature at the topti and bottoms of the sheets

being dried, said casing and heating means being relatively

arranged to heat the sheets less during the first part of
their travel snd materially more during the latter part of

their travel through said casing.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,227.675. FOCUSING MECHANISM FOR CAMERAS.
ALxnao .\. RrTTAV and ('uarlbh E. Hitihixgs. Roches
ter. N. Y.. assignors to Eastman Kodak Company.
Rochester. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Not. 18, 1916. Serial No. 131.992. (Ci. 95—46.)

.y

bearin?. of a lever Jonmaied in the bearing and harlng a
toothed sector al>ove the same and a flnger portion accessi-

ble at the side of the tveii and an extension bed guided on
the main bed and having an opening receiving the toothed

sector oB the lever, there being teeth at the margin of the

opening meshing with those on the sector.

[Claims 2 to 4 nut printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,676. STOVE. Hinry H. SANroRD, Mansfield, Ohio,

assignor to New Method Stove Company, Mansfleld
Ohio, a Partnership compoved of Henry H. Sanford,
Bernhard R. Ahrendt, Edwin D. Baxter, and Berry A.

Baxter. Filed Mar. 29, 1916. SerUl No. 87,640. (O.
126—36.)

1. In a focusing device for cameras, the combination

with a main l>ed having an openlnj; therein forming a

1. A combined gas and solid fuel stove Including a store

body baring a vertical partition terminating below the

top of the lx)dy to provide a communication between the

spaces on opposite sfdes of the partition, an oven arranged

In one space and having its top wall coincident with the

height of the partition and engaging therewith, the top,

sides and bottom of the oven being spaced from the simi-

lar portions of the body and partition to provide a flue

about the oven, the connection of the top wall of the oven

and the partition breaking the continuity of the flnei an
escape flue arranged beyond the body and disposed atKJve

and t>elow the top wall of the oven, the body wall being

formed with Independent openings to establish communi-
cation between said flue above the oven, and the escape

flue Immediately adjacent and on opposite sides of the top

wall of the oven at Its Juncture with the partition, a'

canopy rising from the stove body and having a cut out

portion, and an oven arranged in such cut out portion and
projecting rearwardly of the canopy to form therewith

angularly related portions and receive the escape flue.

2. A combined gas and solid fuel stove Including a stove

body having an upright back, an oven arranged in a cut

out portion of the back and projecting rearwardly of the

same to cause one side wall of the oven to form with the

back angularly related meeting surfaces, and an escai>e

flue in communication with the stove body and securod

in the angle of such meeting surfaces.

8. A combined gas and solid fuel stove. Including a

stove body having a vertical partition terminating below
the top of the body to provide open communication be-

tween the spaces on opposite sides of the partition, a

grate arranged in one of said spaces, an oven arranged in

the other of said spaces and having its top wall coincident

with the height of and connected to the partition, the top,

sides, and bottom of the oven being spaced from the stove

body to provide a flue al>out the oven, the connection of

the top wall of the oven and the partition breaking the
continuity of the flue, an escape flue communicating with
the flue about the oven immediately adjacent and both

above snd below the Junction of the top wall of the oven
and the partition, a damper controUlna the communication
aiiove the oven wall, the stove body in horizontal aline-

ment with the space above the oven being formed on each
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Bide of the (>artltion with openlogs havinflr closnres and re-
movable gas burners adapted to be Inserted through said
openings to rest respectively above the grate and above
the oven, whereby the heat prodoeta from the fuel In the
grate or from the gas burners may be directed about the
oven or to the flue Independently of the oven.

1,227.677. SCARP AND NECKTIE. A.vna Schlomb.
Weehawken. N. J. Filed May 26, l»ie. Sertal No
09,934. (CI. 2—83.)

1. In a scarf tie. the combination with a band adapted
to encircle the collar and having broad pendant ends ex-
tending therefrom, of a conical shaped clasp adapted to
engage exteriorly of said ends, pliable stiffening elements
secured on the top and bottom of said clasp and similar
pliable elements extending vertically between the upper
and lower edges of said clasp, said pliable elements being
adapted to retain the shape given to the clasp.

2. In a scarf tie, clasp, the combination with a fabric
covering having hemmed upper and lower edges. plUble
metallic elements Inserted In the hems of said edges
means for securing said covering adapted to form a hol-
low cone, and pliable stiffening elements disposed longi-
tudinally between said upper and lower stiffening ele-
ments whereby a given shape may be malnuined

1,227.678. HANDLE FOR SHEARS, PLIERS AND
LIKE IMPLEMENTS. Fbedbbick Chables '

Scott.
Detroit, Mich. Filed Aug. 26. 1916. Serial No 117 002
(CI. 7—6.)

1. A device for the purpose described, comprising a pair
of crossed working members, pivoted for rocking move-
ment one upon the other, and each having a shank ex-
tended beyond the pivot, a thumb-engaging member or
loop carried by the one shank and extending substantially
at right angles thereto, the other shank termluadng
abort of the thumb-engaging member and carrying a com-
pression spring, an actuating lever bearing against the
spring and having a flnger engaging loop or bend, said
lever being pivoted to the first-named shank and having
means for engaging the second named shank and bearing
against said spring for causing an oscillation of the lever
about Its pivot, and the manipulation of the working
members.

2. A device for the purpose described comprising a pair
of longitudinally disposed active members arranged in
crossed relation to each other and pivoted at the point of
crossing, the said members being provided with shanks at
one side of the pivot, one of the shanks being provided
with a thumb-engaging loop or arm. the other shank ter-

minating short of said loop or arm. an actuating lever
adjustably pivoted to the first-named shank between the
loop or arm and the pivot thereof and having a passage-
way for the short shank, and a compression spring mount-
ed on the latter between the end thereof and the actuating
lever.

3. A device for the purpose described comprising a jMiir
of pivoted blades terminating on one side of the pivot In
shanks, the shank of one memt>er being provided with an
upwardly extending loop or arm for engagement by the
thumb and palm of the hand of the operator, the other
shank terminating short of the said arm and provided
with an abutment at its end. an actuating lever straddling
the two shanks and pivoted to the first-named shaok at
a point between the pivot thereof and the said loop or
arm, said lever terminating at its upper end in a flnger
engaging loop, antifriction rolls mounted on the lever
above and below the second named shank, and a spring
mounted on said shank between said lever and the abut-
ment.

1.227.679. KITCHEN FORK. Willum AtJOUSTtJB ScOTT.
Ocala, Fla. Filed Sept. 7. 1916. Sertal No. 118.895.
(CI. 30—5.)

1. A fork having a handle, the handle being longitudi-
nally slotted, and a cleaning member coactlng with the
tines of the fork and slldingly mounted thereon, the clean-
ing member being formed of a loop of wire having a shank
extending in parallel relation to and beneath the handle,
the extremity of the shank being bent to form a thumb
piece projected laterally beyond the side edge of the
handle of the fork, said thumb piece embracing the fork
handle and having sliding engag»>mcnt in the slot.

2. A fork and a cleaning member coactlng with the
tines thereof and slldingly mounted thereon, the cleaning
member having a shank extending along the handle of the
fork and having a thumb piece projecting laterally beyond
the side edge of the handle, the fork handle and the shank
having coactlng means engageable with each other when
the cleaning member is in a retracted position to hold
said cleaning member In said retracted position but dls-
engageable upon the- projection of the cleaning member,
and coactlnK means limiting the projection of the cleaning
memt>er on the tines.

3. A fork having a handle longitudinally slotted and a
cleaning member coactlng with the tines of the fork and
slldingly mounted thereon and having a shank extending
through said slot to the under side of the fork and ex-
tending along parallel to the under face of the handle
and formed at its end with a laterally projecting thumb
piece, said thumb piece having sliding engagement with
the handle, coactlng means on the shank and fork handle
for yieldingly deUlnlng the cleaning member In a retract-
ed position, said means being engageable with each other
when the cleaning member is retracted but dlsengageable
upon a projection of the cleaning member, and coactlng
means on the handle and the shank limiting the projec-
tion of the cleaning member on the tines.

4. A fork having a handle and a cleaning member co-
acting with the tines of the fork and slldingly mounted
thereon, the cleaning member having a shank extending
along the handle of the fork and having a laterally pro-
jecting thumb piece, the handle of the fork being formed
with a rounded shoulder and the thumb piece embracing
the fork and yieldingly engaging said shoulder when the
cleaning member Is in Its fully retracted position.
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5. The combination with a fork having a slot In its

•hank portion, of a cleaning member, Including a loop

embracing the fork tlneai*and shtftable thereon, and a rod
extended from said loop in parallel relation to the ahank.
said rod t>eing angularly offset and slidably engaged In the

slot, the end of the rod being bent away from the shank
of the fork and bearing upon the top thereof, said end
of the rod being then bent upon Itself to form a spring
handle In the bend away from said fork shank, and the
terminal thereof exerting a spring pressure against the

•nderslde of the fork shank.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.22T.e«0. METHOD OF SCREW THREADING ARTI-
CLES MADE OF HORN. Mabio Sbgrb. Vercelli. Italy.

Filed Aug. IS. 1915. Serial No. 45.355. (O. 18—48.)

1. A method of producing articles of animal born or

hoof provided with screw threads by stamping the ma-
terial in a mold, consisting in inserting the matrix of the

screw thread in the fixed part of (he mold, introducing

the blank of material in the mold and compressing it.

and finally removing said matrix simultaneously from the

mold and the finished article.

2. A method of producing articles of animal born or
hoof provided with a screw threaded hole by stamping the

material in a mold, consisting in screwing into the wall

of the mold from the outer side thereof a screw so that
the same projects into the Interior of the mold and con-

stitutes the matrix of the screw thread, introducing the

blank of material in the mold and compressing It. and
finally uns<rewlng the screw from the mold and from the
finished article.

3. A method of producing articles of animal horn or

hoof provided with a plurality of screw threaded boles

by stamping the material in a mold, consisting in screw-
ing into the walls of the moid from the outer side thereof

a corresponding number of screws so that they project

Into tbe interior of the mold, each screw forming the

matrix for a screw threaded hole. Introducing tbe blank
of material in the mold and compressing it, and then
unscrewing the screws from the mold and from the fln-

lahed article.

1.227.681. MULTIPLE TABLE. Wiluam Simus, Elgin.

111. Filed Feb. 23. 1916. Serial No. 80.044. (CI.

45—81.)

1. A table comprising a plurality of sections, each sec-

tion comprising a top portion and a plurality of legs, all

of said sections with tbe exception of tbe uppermost one
provided with hollow legs adapted to open through the

top portions thereof so as to receive tbe legs of an adjacent
•action, gates secured to the upper end of said hollow
legs and adapted to swing over the same for constituting

a smooth surface on the top of each section, and i>ocket8

formed adjacent said legs for receiving tbe gates of their

respective lower sections when tbe gatea are in an open
position.

2. A table comprising a plurality of section^, each sec-

tion comprising a top portion and a plurality of legs, all

of said legs with the exception of those on the top section

being hollow and adapted to open through tbe top portion

of tbelr respective sections so as to receive the legs of an
adjacent section, gates secured to the upper ends of said

hollow legs, cut-away portion/ formed adjacent said hol-

low legs at tbe hinged side of said gates, recesses formed
adjacent the opposite side of said hollow legs, said cut-

away iK>rtion8 and said recesses being substantially tbe

same depth as the depth of said gate and adapted to re-

ceive said gate when in a closed position whereby the same
will be flush with tbe top portion when closed.

1,227.682. CLEANING DEVICE. Abthtb H. Suith
and Malcolm Blanch, Worcester. Mass.. assignors to

Domestic Vacuum Cleaner Company. Worcester. Mass.,

a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Sept. 3. 1918.

Serial No. 788,026. (a. 15—60.)

1. Tbe combination with a supporting frame, and
rollers for supporting the end of the frame, of a complete
brush sweeper located close to said rollers under tbe l>ot-

tom of the frame, and comprising a rotary brush, roller*

for operating tbe brush located between the brush and tbe
first name<l rollers, and means for adjusting tbe brusk
rollers Into and out of contact with the surface to b»
cleaned.

2. The combination with a main casing, and rollers for

supporting one end thereof, of an auxiliary casing located

under said main casing near said rollers, a brush carried

by said auxiliary casing, a roll on each end of tbe brush,

and a pair of rollers supported from said anxiliary casing
between the brush and first named rollers, and adapted to

engage tbe surface to be cleaned and also to engage said
rolls, for the purpose of operating tbe brush.

8. The tx)mblnatlon with a casing having a support
at one end and supporting rollers at the other, of a frame
plvote<l on the bottom of said casing between the support
and rollers and having its free end adjacent to said rollers,

• second pair of rollers Journaled on said frame, a brash
operated by said second pair of rollers, and means for

holding tbe free end of said frame in two positions to
adjust the height of the second pair of roIl<-rs and brush.

4. The conihlnatlon with a casing having a support, and
rollers arranged at opposite ends, of a frame pivoted trans-

versely l>etween the support and rollers, means for holding
the free end of said frame in two positions at different

elevations, a brush carried by said frame and having rolls

thereon, a pair of rollers Journale<1 on said frame for op-

erating the rolls and brush, and springs on the frame Jor
holding said rolls yieldingly in contact with tbe rollers.

5. Tbe combination of a frame comprising a pair of said
arms, a transverse ro<l connecting the ends of said arras,

a 0air of longitudinal pieces parallel with said arms and
spaced from them connected with said transverse rod at
one end and with tbe arms at the other end. said pieces
and arms having Journals thereon, a pair of rollers, on*
Journaled between each of said pieces and tbe adjacent
arm. n brush carried by said frame, and means for drtrinc
said brush from the rollers.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in tbe Gaiette.]
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1.227.688. CIRCULAR-KNITTING MACHINE. Villiam
E. Smith, Mllltown, N. J., aaalgnor to Kllbourn Mann
facturlnp Corporation, New Brunswick. N. J., a Corpora
tlon of New Jersey. FUeU July 6, 1916. S«rtal No
107.787. (CI. 66—24.)

1. In a circular knitting machine, the combination with
a circular aeries of needles, stitch forming mechanism for
actuating each needle once during circular work to pro-
duce plain knitting, and means cooperating therewith for
feeding a main knitting thread circularly to all of said
needles to produce successive circular contiguous courses
of single thread plain knitting, of means normally out of
operative position, and capable of being thrown Into op-
eration for a partial course only, for separately feeding
an extra thread to a group of consecutive needles, and
auxiliary stitch forming mechanism normally oat of oper-
ative position for operating the needles of said group of
needles only, a second time during tho formation of a ain-
fle circular course of stitches with the main thread, to
Imultaneously form a partial course of plain knit stitches
between said circular course and the next adjacent circular
course.

2. In a circular knitting machine, the combination with
a circular series of needles, stitch forming mechanism for
actuating each needle once during circular work to pro-
dace plain knitting, and means cooperating therewith for
feeding a main knitting thread circularly to all of said
needles to produce successive circular contiguous courses
of single thread plain knitting, of means normally out of
operative position, and capable of being thrown into opera
tlon for a partial course only, for separately feeding an
extra thread to a group of cons^M-utive needles, and auxil-
iary stitch forming mechanism normally out of operatlre
position for operating the needles of said group of needles
only, a second time during the formation of a single cir-
cular course of stitches with the main thread, to slmnlta-
neously form a partial course of plain knit stitches be-
tween said circular course and the next adjacent circular
coarse, and mean« for throwing said auxiliary stitch form-
ing mechanism and the said means for fee<llng the extra
thread into and out of operative position.

8. In a circular knitting machine the combination with
a circular series <»f ne«Mlles. stitch forming cam mechanism
for actuating the same during circular work and means co-
operating therewith for feeding a main knitting thread to
all of said needles, auxiliary stitch forming mechanism for
imparting a Second operation to a group of consecutive
nee<lle8. during the formation of a single circular couVse
of stitches with the main knitting thread, and means for
feeding a se(>arate thread to the neeiiles of said group, and
to adjacent needles located on opposite sides of said group.

4. In a circular knitting machine the combination with
a circular series of needles, stitch forming cam mechanism
for ai'tuating the same during circular work and mfans co-

operating therewith for feetling a main knitting thread

to all of said needles, auxiliary stitch forming mechanism
for imparting a second operation to a group of consecu-
tive needles, during the formation of a single circular
coarse of stitches with the main knitting thread, and
means for fee<ling a separate thread to the needles of
said group, an.i to adjacent needles locateil on opposite
sides of said group, and means for elevating said adjacent
needles In advance of the Intervening needles not com-
prised In said group of needles, to facilitate feeding of
said extra thread thereto.

6. In a circular knitting machine the combination with
a circular series of needles, stitch forming mechanism com-
prising two cams for actuating a group of said needles
twice In succession in each revolution of the machine,
separate stitch forming cam meciumism for operating the
other needles of the series once In each revolution of the
machine, means for feeding a main knitting thread to all
of the needles during circular work, a><soclated with said
separate cam. and with one of the cams for said group of
needles, and aaxUiary means for feeding an extra thread
to the needles of snid group, during a revolution of the
machine, associated with the other cam for said group of
needles.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Oazette.l

1.227.684. DOOR LOCK. Jacob Sokoix)v, New York,
N. T. Piled Apr. 28, 1916. SerUl No. 94.133. (CL
70—14.)

1. A door lock comprising a slide bolt adapted to co-
operate with a keeper, a member adapted to be projected
laterally from the bolt head to prevent withdrawal thereof
through the keeper, a detent adapted to hold said bolt In

thrown position, said detent and said member being con-
nected to operate In unison, means for locking said detent
and member against forcing and tumbler devices for posi-
tively operating the bolt, said detent and said locking
means In sequence.

2. A door lock comprising a slide bolt, a cross bolt
mounted in the end of the slide bolt and adapted to be
projected laterally therefrom, a movable detent for holding
said slide holt in locked position, and mean!* connecting
said cross bolt and the detent to operate in unison whereby
when the detent is in positioa to hold the slide bolt against
retraction, the cross bolt is projected therefrom.

3. A door lock comprising a slide bolt, n cross bolt
mounted In the end of the slide bolt and adapted to be
projected laterally therefrom, a movable detent for holding
said slide bolt In locked position, means connecting said
cross bolt and the detent to operate In unison whereby
when the detent Is in position to hold the slide bolt
against retraction, the cross bolt is projecteil therefrom,
and tumbler devices adapted In unlocking said lock to
first lift said detent and withdraw said cross bolt and
then withdraw said slide bolt

[Claims 4 to 7 not printed in the Oaxette.[

1.227,685. LOOSE IJEAF BINDER. IsiDORa Spixsni
and Georoe Em.iot Pcrst. Chicago. 111. ; said Perry as-
signor, hy mesne assignments, to James FI. Rook. Chi-
cago. III. Filed Pept. 22. 1916. Serial No. 61,911.
(CI. 129—41.)

1. In cnniMnatlon with the cover members of a book,
of a removable hlndlntr member comprising a flexlhle. axl-
ally extensible structure having attncbinK members- at Its
terminal ends and roOperatlnj: attaching members carried
by the book ci.vers near their hinged e.lge^ for rigidly
gripping the terminal ends of said exf.nslble structure.
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2. In combination with the cover inenil>ern of a book,

of a removable binding meml)«r comprising a flexible, axl-

ally extensible structure, having a perforation near each
of Its terminals and cooperating, attaching memlters com-
prising a spring latt h to engage said perforations and a
guide for said ends adapted to be curried by the book
covers near their hinged etlges.

>+

8. In combination with the cover members of a book,

of a removable flexible, axlally extensible binding member,
comprising two flat thin members slldably secured to-

gether ; reinforced terminals bent at an angle to the body
part and cooperating attaching clips secured to said

covers near the hinged portions thereof for rigidly secur-

ing the terminals of the covers.

4. A binding mi-niUer for a loose leaf bindlai; book com-
prising two relatively narrow thin strips of sf/ring metal
slldably B«'c»ire<l together; the outer end of ea< h strip be-

ing Itent at an angle to^ita body part and perforated to

provide a latching member.
5. The combination with hlngedly connected covers

and back of a book, of a plurality of flexible axlally ex-

tensible binding members, a plurality of latch members
carried on the Inner face of each cover near Its hinge con-

nection with the back for individual cooperation with
the ends of the binding members, each said latch member
being individually releasahle.

* [Claims and 7 not printed in the Garette.J

1,227,686. ELECTRIC SIGN. JOHN R. Stabk and
Hkadb S. liARWELT.. Xashville. Tenn. Filed Apr. 26.

1916. Serial No. lia.470. (CI. 46—40.)

1. In a sign, a sign frame of b<dlow construction, a

shaft mounted for rotation within the frame, means for

driving the shaft, rods swinglngly supported by the frame

and extending t>etween the side portions thereof, a swing
seat conncct'ng the rods, m<M»ns coacting between the

shaft and one of the rods for oscillating such rod and
consequently the swing seat, and a figure supported upon
the swing seat, said flgtire being of non opaQue material

whcreb> It may be Illumined by light bolhs disposed there-

wlthin.

2. In a sign, a sign frame of hollow conhtructlon. a
shaft mounteil for rotation within the frame, means for

driving the shaft, rods swinginpl.v s!ipporte<l by the frame
and extending between the side portions thereof, a swing
seat connecting the rods, meanv coacting between the
shaft and one of the rods for oscillating such rod and
consequently the swing seat, and a non-opaque figure

supported upon the swing sent, said figure being costumed
and its costume being of non-opaque material, and light

bulbs of different colors mounted within the figure In in-

dependent circuits whereby the figure may be variously
lighted to give its costume different colors.

.'1. In a sign, a sign botly Including an open frame,
lamps on the frame, rods depending through slots in the
top of the frame and pivotally supported at their upper
ends within the top of the frame, a swing seat carried
by the rods, a non opaque figure supported upon the seat,

differently colored lamps within the figure, means for
energizing the lamps in the figure, means for energizing
the lamps on the frame, and means acting on one of the
rods to oscillate the seat and figure.

1.227,687. DENTAL TOOL. Vn ma Stoll. Brooklyn,
N. Y. Filed Sept. 6. 1918. Serial No. 118,622. (CI.

32—10.)

1. In a dental tool, in combination with a vertical post

a non-rotary horizontal arm adjustably secured to said

post and vertical paralleling rods adjustably connected to

said horizontal arm for varying the Interval between
said rods.

2. In a dental tool, an arm and a pair of paralleling

rods, one of which Is adjustable toward or from the other
on said arm, In combination with lueans for suspending
said arm and rods an<l means for adjusting the pot^ltion

of said rods vertically, horizontally and to various angles

In a borlsontal plane, for insuring the accurate presenta-

tlon of what is carried by said paralleling rods.

8. In a dental tool, a retainer for a cast, a vertical post

supported over the same for vertical adjustment, it be-

ing also provided with means for its horizontal adjust-

ment about a fixed point of support, a horizontal arm
slldable through said i>ost and provided with means for

clamping t>ald arms at any point of such adjustment, a
device slldable on said bar and adapted to be clamped at

any desired point, said post and device each carrying a
paralleling rod.

4. In a dental tool, a pair of transversely slotted par-

alleling devices, in combination with an arm slldable

through the slots of said devices, clnmping means operat-

ing on said arm to hold said devices at any desired in-

terval from each other, aad means for suuporting said

arm and paralleling devices for the purpose set forth.

6. In a dental tool, a pair of paralleling devices, in com-
bination with an arm. means for adjusting the Interval

between said devices on said arm. .^nd means for support-

ing said .irm and paralleling devices and adjusting them
1 to any required position over a cast.
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1,227.688. STARTING DEVICE FOR INTERNAL-COM
BCSTION ENGINES. AaTHiR L. Sthahl«, Benaon.
and HiLA.vD B. Notes. Omaba, Nebr. Piled Not. 20,

1916. Serial No. 132,260. (CL 74—7.)

1. A starting device of the specified class, comprising

a crankshaft of an engine : a cranking <«haft, movable

both rotarlly and endwise in Its bearings ; an independ-

ently rotatable spiral gear, mounted on the cranking

haft ; a ratchet-wheel fixedly mounted on the cranking

haft ; a plurality of elastic pawla between the gear and
the ratchet wheel ; a motor-driven shaft carrying a spiral

pinion meshing with the spiral gear ; and meanR, oper-

ated by the cranking shaft, for coupling that shaft to the

crankshaft of the engine.

4. \ starting device of the specified class, comprising

a crankshaft of an engine ; a cranking shaft, adapted to

be rotated and slid endwise in its bearings by a ter-

minal hand crank ; an independently rotatable spiral gear

mounteil on the cranking shaft ; means for rotating the

cranking shaft by the spiral gear ; a power-driven shaft

carrying a spiral pinion meshing with the spiral gear ;

and means operated by the endwise movements of the
cranking shaft for connecting that shaft with the crank-

shaft of the engine.

10. A starting device of the specified class, comprising

a crankshaft of an engine ; a rotatable cranking shaft,

lldable endwtle In its bearings ; a ratchet-wheel having a
bub keyed fixedly on the cranking shaft ; an independently
rotatable spiral and hollow gear wheel, mounted on the

hub of the ratchet-wheel ; a plurality of arcuate spring
pawls, secured to the inside of the hollow gear wheel ; a
power shaft carrying a spiral pinion meshing with the
spiral gear : and means for operatively connecting the
cranking shaft with the crankshaft of the engine.

[Cla'.ma 2, 3, and 5 to 9 not printed in the Gazett*.]

1,227.689. RAILROAD-RAIL JOINT. Ira STftONO. Pe-

trol, N. D., assignor of one-half to Howard J. Wright,

Des Moines, Iowa. Piled July 31, 1916. Serial No.

112,428. (a. 239—3.)

-^==^ \'-' { {
/~\ :^

'•^ -v WW S'/y ::
I

A railway rail Joint comprising rails placed end to end,

the webs and bases of said webs projecting beyond the

balls thereof, the ends of said balls being beveled, a con-

necting Joint member comprising a ball portion having its

ends beveleil to fit the beveled ends of the balls of the

rails, a downwardly opening channel-shaped member re-

ceiving the webs of the rails, laterally and outwardly
extending flanges at the lower edges of the walls of said

channel-shaped portions designed to rest on the bases of

the rails, the ends of the walls of the channel shaped

member extending from each end of said member on oppo-

flte sides thereof, respectively, to the beginning and the

extreme ends of the beveled portion of the ball of the
connecting rail member, and an angle iron secured to each
rail adjacent to the short end of the wall of the channel-
shaped member and adapted to engage the web of the rail

an(l support the thin portion of the beveled part of the

ball of the rail.

1,227,690. HOSE. Lawhsncb A. Scbbss, Cleveland,
Ohio. Plied Not. S, 1918. Serial No. 798.964. (CL
187—90.)

1. As an article of manufacture, a hose comprising a

fabric body portion of predetermined length longitudinal

and lateral expansibility having an annular groove ad

Jacent to each end. that portion of the hose lying be-

tween each groove and the outer extremity of the hosa,

having a larger internal diameter than the Internal

diameter of the body of the hose.

2. In a rubt>ered fabrU- hose pipe a wain body portion

composed of substantially nonexpansible material and
having a central opening of predetermined diameter and
an integral extremity therefor having an opening of larger

diameter, the opening in said extremity separate<l from
the opening In said body portion by an annular gi>eove.

3. In a hose a body portion having an opening of pre-

determined diameter, said hose formed of rubbered fabric

of predetermined length oxpanslbllity and extremities

therefor Integrally connected therewith, said extremities

having openings of larger diameter and centrally located,

the openings in said extremities separated from the open-

ing in said body portion by annular grooves.

4. In a hose, a body portion having an opening of pre-

determined diameter, said hose forme«l of rubber fabric

having a predetermined minimum amount of lateral and
longitudinal expansibility, and extremities therefor inte-

grally oonnecte<l therewith, said extremities having open

ings of larger diameter and centrally located with respect

to the openings in said body portion, said extremltiea

being separate<l from said body portion by annular

grooves,

6. In a hose, a body portion having an opening of pre-

determined diameter, said hose being formed of rubber

fabric having a predetermined minimum amount of lateral

and longitudinal expansibility, and extremities therefor

integrally connected therewith, said extremities being like-

wise of a .minimum prefletermined expansibility both lat-

erally and longitudinally, said extremities having a cylin-

drical Inner surface of slightly larger diameter than the

opening through the body of the hose, and an Inwardly

projecting portion directly connecting said extremities

with said body portion, said last mentioned portion being

adapted to reverse its position upon the insertion of a

nipple into the ends of the hose, thereby forming an in-

ternal recess or groove for the reception of an annular

enlargement on the nipple.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gatette.]

1.227.691. PENHOLDER. Robebt RrasELL STMOxa,
Dodgevllle. Wla. Filed June 29. 1916. RerUl No.

87,109. (CT. 120—101.)
1. A releasing pen holder, including a tubular shank,

a clamping member, said clamping member comprising a

single piece of spring metal offset intermediate its length,

a bell crank lever, means connected with said t>ell crank

lever to the clamping member, and actuating means for

said lever.

2. A releasing pen holder, including a tubular shank,

a pen clamping and retaining member arranged within
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said shank and formed from a single piece of spring metal
offset intermediate Its length, a bell crank lever plvotally

mounted Interiorly of the shank and connected with the
free end of said clamping and retaining member, and a

slidable operating rod connected with the remaining end
of the bell crank lever and extending exteriorly of the

shank, whereby, the clamping and retaining member can
be disengaged from a pen.

1.227.692. CAMERA. ToKrMATSr Tamiha, Reno. Nev.

riled Apr. 3, 1916. Serial No. 88,568. (O. 9B—82.)

»/ »« -»<»

1. In a camera, a body portion, a removable back having
a sight opening, a semitransparent member closing said
sight opening on which the object to t>e photographed is

adapted to be focused, and a closure for said sight opening
hinged to said removable back.

2. In a camera, a body portion having, a sight opening
in the back thereof, a focusing screen over the sight open
Ing upon which the object to t>e photographed Is focused,
and a pair of oppositely swinging doors hinged to said

back and constituting a closure for said sight opening.

3. In a camera, a t>ody portion having spool receiving

chaml>erB, a removable back, a sight opening in said re
movable back, a focusing screen over said sight opening,
a pair of oppositely swinging doors secured to said re

movable back and constituting a closure for said sight

opening, and means for retaining said doors in closed

position.

4. In a camera, a body portion having a central cham-
ber, a spool-receiving chamber on either side of said cen
tral chamber, a back, and a hinged end portion constitut-

ing the wall of one of said spool -receiving chambers.
5. In a camera, a body portion having spool receiving

chambers at Its opposite ends, a removable back, a hinged
end portion constituting the wall of one of said cham-
bers, and means for retaining said hinged portion In

closed position.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gazette.]

1^27,693. BED-SPRING COVER. John L. Tandy, Kan-
sas City, Mo. Filed Jan. 21, 1915. Serial No. 8,562.

(CL 6—89.)

A^^^ >0-
-» 3

W>
1. The combination with a bed spring of a series of

brackets secured to the side portions of the spring, and
rail sections above the spring and plvotally linked together

at their Inner ends and supported by one of said brackets

and alldinxly carried at their outer ends by the remaining
brackets.

2. The combination with a rectangular frame, a mat-
tress fabric stretched over aald frame and secured at its

ends to the ends of aaid frame, central devices attached

to the side margins of said mattress fabric and project-

ing upwardly therefrom, devices attached to the side mar-
gins of the mattreaa fabric at opposite sides of aald cen-

tral devices and projecting upwardly like the latter, rails

substantially paralleling and disposed above the side mar-
gins of the mattress fabric and secured at their inner ends
to the upwardly projecting portions of said central de-

vices and fitting slldlngly in the said devices disposed at

opposite sides of said central devices, and a cover spread
upon the mattress fabric and looped over and draped
downwardly at the outer sides of said rails and the sides
of said frame and also draped over the ends of said frame.

3. The combination with a rectangular frame, a mat-
treas fabric stretched over aaid frame and secured at its

ends to the ends of said frame, central devices attached
to the side margins of said mattress fabric and projecting
upwardly therefrom, devices attached to the side margins
of the mattress fabric at opposite sides of said central de-

vices and projecting upwardly like the latter, rails sab-

Btantlally paralleling and disposed above the side margins
of the mattress fabdc and secured at their inner ends to
the upwardly projecting portions of said central devices
and fitting slidingly in the said devices disposed at op-

posite sides of said central devices, a cover spread upon
the mattress fabric and looped over and draped down-
wardly at the outer sides of said rails and the sides of said
frame and also draped over the ends of said frame, and
means attached to the draped portions of said cover to

secure the draped end portions of the cover against the
ends of said frame.

4. The combination with a rectangular frame and a
bed spring secured at its ends to the ends of said frame,
of elevated side rails for said bed spring, and a cover
resting upon the latter and composed of two longltadi-

nally-extending sections overlapping at their inner mar-
gins and at their outer margins looped over the said rails,

and elastic connections between said sections to hold them
in overlapped relation.

5. The combination with a bed spring of rails above the
side portion of the springs, means for supporting said
rails at different points along the length of the bed spring
and for maintaining the rails substantially parallel with
the said side portions of the bed spring regardless of
whether the latter Is straight or bent, means for securing
the side rails different distances apart to accommodate
mattresses of different width, and a cover resting on the
bed spring and looped over and secured in fixed relation

to said rails and consisting of two sections which are
overlapped at their inner edges.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,694. LAMP. RiCBAKD H. Tatlow, Jr., Denver.
Colo. Filed Dec. 8, 1916. Serial No. 64,878. (CL
240—41.)

'4

ff

1. In a lamp, a main refiecting surface, a source of
light at the focal center of said surface, a downwardly
bent portion on the front of the lamp adapted to inter-

cept all rays projected upwardly at a given angle to the
focal axis of the lamp, an upwardly bent portion on the
front of the light for Intercepting those rays which arc
projected directly from the source of light at a given
angle downwardly to the focal axis of the lamp, and a
light opening between said portions comprising a hori-

zontally disposed elongated slot, said portions being so
constructed that more upwardly extending rays are inter-

cepted by the downwardly bent portion than downwardly
extending rays by the upwardly bent portion, so as to
eliminate glare and permit some of the rays to be pro-
jected downwardly in front of the lamp.
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2. In a lamp, a reflecting surface, a source of Uskt. •
downwardly bent portion, an upwardly bent portion, and
a light opening between said portions, said downwardly
bent portion being extended over tiie edjfe of said up-
wardly bent portion to interopt most of the rays extend-
ing upwardly at an angle to the focal axis of the lamp
and to project some of the rays downwardly In front of
the lamp.

3. In a lamp, a reflecting ^nrface^ a source of light, a
downwardly t)ent portion on the front of the lamp and
having a reflecting surface, an upwardly beut reflecting

portion on the front of the lamp for intercepting those
rays which are projected directly from the source of light
at a giren angle downwardly to the focal axis of the
lamp, a light opening between said portions comprising a
slot, and a Qange along the upper edge of said upwardly
bent portion extending Inwardly of the lamp for inter-
cepting those rays which are reflected upwardly at an
angle to the focal axis of the lamp by the reflecting sur-
face which lies substantially below said flange.

1,227,695. MACHINE FOR SAWINCi METAL. C'I-ak-

Bxca L. Tayluu, Alliance, Ohio, assignor to The Morgan
Engineering Company, Alliance, Ohio. Filed June 12,
1916. Serial .\o. 103,177. (CI. 29—69.)

1. In a machine for sawLug metal, the comt>inatlon of a
base, a table mounted to reciprocate on said base, a motor,
a shaft driven by said motor, a second shaft, gearing con-
necting the last mentioned shaft and table for actuating
the latter, differential gearing connecting said two shafts,
means for actuating the differential gearing whereby th«
speed of feed may be varied, a saw shaft and saw joor-

naled In bearings on the table and means for rotating tba
saw.

2. In a machine for sawing metal, the combination of a
base, a table mounted to reciprocate thereon, a motor, a
shaft driven by said motor, a second shaft In line with
said motor driven shaft, gearing connecting the last men-
tlone<l shaft and table for actuating the latter, differential
gearing connecting aald two shafts, means for actoatiog
the differential gearing, whereby the speed of feed of the
table may be varied from the speed transmitte<l to the
driven shaft by the main drive motor, a saw shaft 00 the
table and a motor also carried by the table for rotating
the saw shaft.

3. In a machine for sawing metal, the combination of a
base, a table mounted to reciprocate thereon, a main
motor, a shaft driven by said motor, a second shaft in line
with said motor driven shaft, gearing connecting said
last mentioned shaft and table for actuating the latter,

differential gearing connecting said two shafts, an auxili-
ary motor driven gear connected with the auxiliary motor
for regulating and controlling the differential gear where-
by the speed of movement of the table may be varied from
the speed transmitted to the driven shaft by the main
motor, a saw shaft and motor carried on the table and
means connecting said saw shaft and its motor.

4. In a machine for sawing metal, the combination of a
base, a table mounted to reciprocate thtreon. a main
motor, a shaft driven by said motor, a second shaft in
line with said motor driven shaft, gearing connecting said
last mentioned shaft and table for reciprocating the lat-

ter, differential gearing connecting said two shafts, an
auxiliary motor, a slip gear, a shaft connected with said
auxiliary motor by said slip gear, a brake on said shaft,

j

and a pinion also on said shaft and meshing with a gear
|

on the differential gearing for rotating the latter, a aaw I

shaft on the table and a motor also carried by the table I

nnd belted to the saw shaft.
[

l,237,e9e. 8HOB-FimUL A5i>«BW Thoma. Cambridge,
Mass.. assignor to North American Chemical Company.
Xew York, N. Y.. a Corporation of Maine. Original ap-
plk-ation flled May 11. l»u^. Serial .No. 432,083. Di-
vided and this application flled July 1, 1»12. Serial So.
707.018. (CI. 106—3. >

1. A shoe filler, comprising a body-material and a binder
united to a moldable consi^t.-nc y. at least at the moment
of application in a thin layer in the shoe-l>ottom. and
then coherent, sticky, permanently pliable, and adherent
to leather, said binder con«<lstliig at least In part of a
casein solution.

2. A shoe filler, comprising a body-material and a binder
united to a moldable consistency, at least at the moment
of application In a thin layer in the shoe-bottom, and
then coherent, sticky, permanently pliable, and adherent
to leather, said binder consisting at least In part of a
casein solution and a softening Ingredient.

3. A shoe fliler, comprising a body-material and a binder
united to a moldable consistency, at leant at the mom«nt
of application In a thin layer In the shtx- bottom, and
then coherent, sticky, permanently pliable, and adherent
to leather, aaid bimfer consisting at least In part of a
casein solution and wax tailings.

4. A ahoe fliler comprl.«ini{ casein, wax tailings, and
commlnated filler-body material for a shoe filler.

5. A shoe filler comprising an albuminoid and wax
tailings.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Gazette.]

14827.697. IGNITION APPARATT'S FOR ITTT>ROCAB-
BON-BNOINBS. Miltox Tibb»tts. I^ermlt. Mlrh.. as-
signor to Packard Motor Car Company. r>etrolt, Mich.,
a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Feb. 19, 1910. Serial
No. M4.822. (CT. 247—12.)

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the dash
and ignition apparatus, of a receptacle for the Ignition
apparatus, and means including a pivot for supporting
said receptacle and constructed to permit it tu be tilted
from an nprlght to an inclined position, said supporting
means being constructed so that the center of gravity
of aaid receptacle will fall forwardly and rearwardly of
said pivot when said receptacle is in operative and in-

operative positions respectively.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the dash
and Ignitiou apparatus, of a receptacle for the ignition
apparatus, means for supporting said receptacle, said
means being constructed to permit said receptacle to be
moved rearwardly from the dash, and electrical connec-
tions for said apparatus made through said supporting
means.

3. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the dash
and ignition apparatus, of a receptacle for the Ignition
apparatus, means for supporting said receptacle, said
means being constructed ti> permit said receptacle to b«
moved rearwardly from th- dash, nnd high tonNion elec-

trical connections for said api>aratus made through said
Kupportlng means.
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4. In a motor vehicle. -the combination with the dash
and ignition a|>pMnitu.«. of a receptacle for the Ignition
apparntUK. a bracket f..r supporting aald receptacle, said
bra<-ket beinji coimtrui ie<l f(. p^rintt said riH eptarle to be
moved reaiwMrdly from the dash, and eleitrlcal conoee-
tloBS for said apparatus !iupi>orted by said bracket.

6. In a motor vehicle, the <*ombinatinn with the dash
•Bd ignition apparatus, of a receptacle for the Ignition
apparatus, a bracket for supporting said receptacle, said
bracket being roustructed to permit said re<>eptaele to be
moved rearwardly from the dash, and hlg* tension elec

trlcsl connections for said ^ppafatns t<up|toried by said

bracket.

IClaims 6 to 'ili net printed in the (iasetta.]

1.227,«98. HVDROCARIIOX MOTOR. Miltox TiasxTTs.
I Detroit, Mich., assignor to Tackuird Motor Car Com-
pany, iM'troit, Ml< h., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed
June 22. 1011. 8«rial No. 634.776. (CI. 124—&9.>

1. In a multl <'yllnder hydrocarbon motor, the oombi
nation with the alined cylinders, of a idngle inlet and ex-

haust valve for each eyliader offset from the cylinder snd
set in staggered relation to the valves 4»f adjacent cyl-

inders.

2. In a mtii I i cylinder hydrocarbon Motor, the rombi-
natlMi with tlte Hline<l cylinders, of offset rotary vahres

for the cylinders net in staggered relation, and means ex-

tending along the tops of the cylinders for rotating said

valves.

3. In a multi-cylinder hydrocarbon motor, the combi-
nation with the allaeil cvMnders. of an offjwt valve for

eii< h cylinder of jrri^teT diameter than the cylinder set In

stagcen^ reliirtoii to the valves of Rdja<*eBt cylinders,

snd a shaft extecdlng along th»» tops of the cylinders sab-

stnnttally is the phine of their axes for operating all of

aald valves.

4. In a mnlticyllBder hydrocarbon motor, the combina-
tion with the alined cylinders, of an offset valve for each
cylinder of rrenter diameter tlian the cyllnd^'r set fn stag-

ger*^! relation to the ralres (>f adjacent cyllrdeDi.

5. In H mnltl cylinder hydroc8rl>on motor, the combina-
tion with the cylinders, each having Its Intake and ex-

haust ports adjacent each other and formed in one side of

the cylinder hend an<1 the ports of each jtiternate cylinder

being srran>;ed <«n the wide opposite tn that in which the

ports of the other cylinders are arranged, of vahres con-

trolling said portH. and niennn for »>perRrfng said valves.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the <;axette.l

Uarjjtm. SPAUK FLUU. Joseph K. Teahan, Lketrolt.

Mhrk. Piled Sn>t. 5. 1916. Herial No. 118,322. (CI.

123— IBS*. >

In a spark plug, a -park plug tnxly provide<l with an
electrode, a body of InNulatlon carried by .said s|Mrk plug

hMly and haviin; a cyUndrical bore therethrough, an ex-

teriorly s< -rew threaded stem nioiint»'d on said bod.v of in-

sulation and hsvlDg a ttore sllning with tbv b*re of the

h«dy of insulation, an electrode In the bore of said body
•f Insulation extending Into the bore of said stem and
rectangular in cross sei'tlon to provide air passages be-'

tween said electrode and said body of Insulation and said

238 O. G.—88

stem, a dome shaped valv* seat member screwed on said
stem and provided with an air Intake port and a valve
seat around the Inner end i>f satd^port a jam nut on aald
stein to hold .said valve seat member in an adjusted posi-

tion, an antoniatic valve in said valve sent member, and
a valve rod of leas cruotfaeetional area than said elec-

trode carried by said vaWr and having an end thereof be-
low said valve extending Into the bore of said stem to
rest on the electrode exten^isg Into tiaid stem and the op-
posite end of said nxi atkovie said valve extending through
the air intake port of said valve seat member and loos*
therein to permit of manual adjustment of said valve be-
tween the upper end of .sHid stem and the valve seat.

1,227,700. HAND BRACE AND WRIST-SUPPOBT,
Hamilton W. Tcckcb. Washington, D. C. FUed July
22, 1914. Serial No. 852.334. (CI. 128—3.)

i»-

^.»

1. A device ot the character desc-rlbed comprising a
main body or sheet adapted to Inclose the wrist and hand,
and means for drawing the edges of said body together to
exert binding pressure upon the wrist and also upon the
hand beyond the thumb, an opening being provided for
the protnision of the thumb.

2. A device of the character described coraprisi^ng a
main body or sheet adaptett to inclose the wrist and hand,
and means lor drawing the edges of said iKwly tugeth4-r to

exert binding pressure upon the wrist and also «p<in the
hand beyond the thumb, an opening being provided for the
protrusion of the thumt>. and the edges of said opening
being slitted to leave flexible tongues to bear agaiuat the
thumb. _ j

3. A device of the ihatjBcter descrilied comprising a
main body or sheet adapted to Inclose the wrist and ha no.
and means for drawing the edges of said body t<»getber

to exert binding pressure mmD the ^Tist and also upon
the hand beyond the thumb, an opening being provided
for the protrusion of the thumb, and a longitudinal stiff-

ener i»ecur«'d to the center of the main body.

4. A device ttf the character described comprising a
comparatively stiff flexible body or sh*-et adapted to in-

close the wrist and hand, a flap secured to the Inner side
•f one edge of the body and having its edges thinned.
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and means for drawing together and securing the edges
of the ho<ly to bract* the hand and support the wrlat. the
body belcg provided with an upenInK to permit of the
pasaage of the thumb.

5. A device of the character de8<Tll)ed romprislng a
comparatively Ktlflf flexible body or sheet adapted to In-

close the wrlut and hand, a flap secured to the Inner side

of one edge of the Unly and having its edges thinned, and
means for drawing together and securing the edges of the
body to brace the hand and support the wrist, the bo<ly

being provided with an opening to permit of the passage
of the thumb, the cdKes of said openlnK being alltted to

leave flexible tongues to contact with the thumi).

[Claim 6 not printed in the Ciazette.]

1.227,701 FKRTILIZERDISTRIBUTER. Maxib
D1X8ON TrRBiviLL*, I.Ake City, 8. C. assignor of one-

half to Ashton H. Williams. Lake City, S. C. Filed

Mar. 11. 1916. Serial No. 83.608. (CI. 275—2.)

1. In a fertilizer distributer, a wheeled frame, a con-
tainer for the fertlUxer, discharge chutes leading from
said container and extending beyond the respective sides

of the frame, said chutes having their discharge terminals
approximately midway the frame sides, and means operat-
ing In each chute to permit either central or lateral dis-

cbarge of the fertilizer.

2. A fertilizer distributer including a wheeled frame,
equipped with a multi-part container, the bottom of each
part being independently movable by traction of the
frame, a stationary bottom arranged in the path of the
outlet ends of said movable bottoms, a partition mounted
on said stationary bottom to permit the contents of each
part of the container to be independently dispensed, and
means mounted on said stationary bottom to permit com
mingling of the contents of said parts, prior to dispensing
aid contents.

1,227,702. ICE-CREAM FREEZER. Frawk Ttson. Can
ton. Ohio, assignor to M. W. Miller. Canton. Ohio.
Filed July 8, 1911, Sferlal No. 637.439. Renewed Oct.

16. 1916. Serial No. 126,048. (CI. 267—84.)

1. The combination, in an ice cream freezer, of a sup
porting membei*. a swinging carrier plvotally mounted on
•aid supporting member, a freezing vessel detachably
mounted upon aald carrier but free to swing therewith,
and a removable head at that end of said freealng vessel

which is mounted upon the carrier.

2. The combination, in an ice cream freezer, of a sup-

porting member, a swinging carrier plvotally mounted

thereon, a freezing vessel detachably mounte<l upon said
carrier, and a removable head at that end of the vessel
which Is mountetl upon the carrier, said head l>elng within
the limits of the end of the vessel whereby the mounting
Is effected.

3. The combination, in an ice cream freezer, of a freea-
lng vessel having a rear ring, a head Heated in saltl ring,
and a (.-arrler to which said ring in detachably connected
and from which It can be reinoveil In order to |>ermlt ac-
<eH8 to said head.

4. The combination, In an ice cream freezer, of a
freezing vesnel having a ring at its rear end. a head seated
in said ring, and a carrier to which the ring is detachably
connected, said carrier having means for bearing upon
the head and maivtalnlng the same upon its seat In the
ring.

6. In an Ifr cream freezer, the combination of a freezer
having a ring at one end, a head arranged to engage said
ring, and a member to which said ring is deUchably
connected to permit access to said head.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the (lasettej

1.227.703. SHEL-VINf;. Ch.\RLE8 B. Ulrich, Houghton,
Mich., ajisignor to Art Metal Construction Company,
Jamestown, N. Y., a Corporation of Massachusetts.
MIed Jan. 11. 1915. Serial No. 1^98. (CL 211—27.)

1. The combination of a pair of uprights having corre-
sponding openings therein, shelf-supporting brackets de-
tachably engager! In the openings of the uprights and
each provided with an upstanding ear spaced from the
upright, and a shelf provided at opposite edgex with de-
pending flanges having seats therein receiving the respec-
tive brackets and provided with inwardly extending pro-
Je<tions to engage the inner sides of the respective ears.

2. The combination of a pair of uprights having corre-
sponding openings, of shelf supporting brackets detach-
ably engaged with the openings and provided with up-
standing ears, and a shelf provided with depending flanges
having ears struck up and extending Inwardly from the
flanges, said ears lying on the brackets at the Inner sides

of the ears thereon, and the edges of the openings In

the flanges produced by the formation of the ears lying at
opposite aides of the brackets.

3. The combination of a plurality of uprights having
corresponding openings therein, shelf-supporting brackets,
each bracket lying In an opening and projecting at oppo-
site sides of the upright and provided at its opposite ends
with upstanding ears and also provided with depending
webs at opposite sides of the upright, and shelves, each
shelf having opposite depending flanges provided with
seats receiving projecting bracket portions and provided
with ears lying at the inner sides of the ears of the
brackets.

4. A shelf-supporting bracket formed of a single blank
of metal and Including a body having upstanding trans
verse ears at Its opposite ends aud opposite depending
longitudinal flanges provlde<l with corresponding l)lfurca-

tions.
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S. A shelf formed from a single blank of uietal baring
opposite edges fornietl into substantially tubular ribs and
provided with corresponding openings in the tops and
bottoms of the ribs.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,704. FILING -CABINET. Charubh B. Ulbich,
Houghton, Mich., assignor to Art Metal Construction
Company, Jamestown. N. Y., a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. File«l Apr. 6. 1915. Serial No. 19.590. (Cl.
45—8.)

guideway and extending transversely in opposite direc-
tions from the front of the guideway, a hanger bar, and
slides traveling upon the guideway and plvotally con-
ne<ted to the hanger bar, each slide also travelln;^ upon ita

respective guideway branch.

1. A device of the character speclfletl comprising a cabi-

net having an opening In the top and a cut-out portion in

the upper edge of the front thereof, a cover hinged to the
back and adapte<i to extend over the top of the cabinet
and provided at Its front edge with a depending flange to

enter the cut-out portion Id the front t>f the caltinet, a
shelf hinged to the front of the cabinet Immediately be-

low and adjacent the cut-out portion thereof and adapted
to swing downward against said front, a wheel mounted
within the cabinet and rotatable in a plane parallel with
the front and back thereof, and a plurality of receptacles

mounted upon the wheel and disposed to be brought Into

upright position opposite the openings in the front and
the top of the cal>lnet and opposite the said shelf when
cxtendetl Into borlzontal position.

2. A filing device comprising a cabinet having an open-
ing, a wheel disposed within the c-ablnet aud comprising
arms, receptacles mounted l>etween the arms and adapted
to maintain a given position, and a spring catch attached
to the inside of a wall of the cabinet and concealed there-

by, said catch having an intermediate depression with in-

clined spring terminals at opposite sides of and leaillng to

the depression and In the path of the arms to engage the
same and hold the wheel in desired adjusted position.

3. A portable filing device comprising a skeleton frame
and emt>odylng corner uprights, upper and lower trans-

verse Hn<l longitudinal bars, interme<Ilate longitudinal
bars, aud braces extending fn)m the lower ends of the
uprights to the Intermediate longitudinal l>ars and con-

nected centrally thereto, t>earlngs at the upper ends of

the l>raceK. Inclosing elements attached to the frame mem-
bers, the top element having an opening which is closed

by a cover, a shelf hinged to the structure adjacent the

opening In the top thereof, a wheel arranged within the
structure and mounted upon the said l>earlngs. and recep-

tacles removably mounted upon the wheeL

1.227,706. GARMENT-HANOKR. Charlbb B. Ulrich,
Jamestown. N. Y., assignor to Art Metal Construction
Company. Jamestown, .N. Y.. a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. Filed Aug. 23. 1915. Serial No. 46.987.

(Cl. 211—16.)
1. A garment hanger comprising a supporting frame,

a guideway extending from the rear toward the front of

the frame, guideway branches forming contliutatioas of the

2. A garment hanger comprising a supporting frame,
spaced track meml>er8 extending forwanlly from the rear
of the frame in Rubstantial parallelism and diverging at
the front of the frame, a hunger bar, and a pair of roller

brackets plvotally connected to the bar and mounted to
travel upon the respective track members.

3. The combination of a case or cabinet having an open
side, a guideway therein leading to the open side of the
cabinet, a frame mounted in said guideway and callable of
being proJecte<l through the open side of the cabinet, a
guideway on the frame and extending from the rear toward
the front thereof and provided with branches forming
continuations of the guideway and extending transversely
In opposite directions from the front of the guideway, a
hanger bar. and slides plvotally carried by the hanger bar
and traveling on the guideway and the branches thereof.

1,227,706. PROCESS OF MAKING GLYOXYLIC ACID
OR ITS COMPOUNDS. Mooshboh Vatooukt, Berke-
ley, Cal., assignor to Royal Baking Powder Company,
a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed July 28, 1910.
tierial No. 678,546. (Cl. 204—9.)

1. A process of making glyoxylates, comprising the re-

duction of oxalic acid or its compounds by means of the
reaction of an amalgam in dilute form on a hydrogen-con-
taining substance.

2. A process of making glyoxylates, comprising the re-

duction of oxalic add or its compounds b "means of the
reaction of an amalgam on a solution thereof comprising
a hydrogen-containing substance and not exceeding 25
grams of oxalic acid or oxalate (calculated aa anhydrous
oxalic acid) per 100 cc.

3. A process of making glyoxylates. comprising the re-

duction of potassium oxalates in a solution containing
water. In the presence of sulfuric acid, by means of an
amalgam.

|
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4. A prtM^aa of prodaHar friroxyllr aHd and friyoxylates

which comprises prodnrin; an amalinini uf an aFkaH m^tal

h.T the at^on af aa electric cnrrfBt ami rontlnnmHir rmns-
ferrlng portion!* «»f %aM »mal»r»m knff» ••ontart with an arid

aqaeoua solution contalnlnK iltuHnlvml oxaltr a«iil.

5. The process of producInK Klyoxyllc add which t-om-

prlses producing a potaaaium amalgam by the action of an
electric current and continuously transferring portions of

said ainalgaui Into contact with an add aqueous solution

contalnlnK dissolved oxalic acid.

[Claims fi to 9 not pr1nte<l in the Oaiette.l

1.227.707. AUTOMATIC STOKER. FlLix Viocuui, Des
Molnea, Iowa. Filed Mar. 27. 1^16. Serial No. 87,121.

(CT. 110—40.)
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and a retaining device for engaging and steouring the tag
in the holder consisting of a yok»> Mhap«Mi niemher having
its Inner end pivoted to salfl flap and Its outer free ends
formed with hooks adapted to pass through openings In

said flap and platform and engage the tag.

2. A tag holder made from a single blank of metal and
cciosistlng of a platform, a flap parallel therewith, the

apace between said platform and flap forming a tag re-

ceiver, vertical supporting members depending from said

platform, attaching flanges on said supports, and means
for retaining the tag in the receiver consisting of arms
formed with hooks and stamped from said flap.

3. A tag holder comprised of a strip of sheet metal
formed with a horizontal platform aOd an overlying par-

allel flap Integral therewith, and a retaining device pivoted
to said flap, the free outer ends of which are tient in hook
form and adapted to pass through suitable openings In

aid flap and platform, thereby engaging and tightly se-

curing the tag between the parallel strips, substantially

as described.

1,227,712. HOG-TRAF. Clahixce C. Watson, Water-
man, 111. Filed Aug. 11, 1915. Serial No. 44,971. (Cl.

119—99.)

A bog trap Including sides. 'a t>ottom, a closure for the
rear end of said sides, uprights engaging said bottom, a
frame slldably associated with said uprights and includ
lug upper and lower horizontal Imrs, vertical bars connect
Ing the first named bars and arranged on the outer side

edges of said uprights, said lower bars having slots com-
municating with the upper edges thereof, neck engaging
members having pins for selective engagement with saM
lots whereby to pivot said members to said lower bars
«nd adjust said members relative to each other, and
means supported by said frame and conneited to the
'uP'Per portions of said neck engaging members for adjust-
ing said upper portions relative to each other.

1,227,713. PREPARIN(; AND DEPOSITINO APPARA-
TUS FOR CONFECTIONERY. Edward II. Waluh and
William J. Swabtz, Seattle. Wash., assignors to Auto
matlc Candy Machine Company, Seattle, Wash., a Cor
poration of Washington. Filed Jan. 20, 1913. Serial

No. 743,118. (Cl. 107—29.)
1. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-

nation with a chamber, of means for supplying material

to the chamber, and means for permitting its discharge
therefrom, a plunger movable In the chamber to discharge

the material therefrom, said chamber and plunger being

together bodily movable In a direction transverse to the

ejecting movement of the plunger, to carry said chamber
alternately Into and out of coactlon with the supplying
and discharge permitting means.

2. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-
nation with a chamber, of means fur supplying material
to the chamber, and means for {H-rmlttlng Its discharge
therefrom, a plunger movable in the chamber to discharge
the material therefrom, said chamber and plunger having
a reclprocatory iKxllly movement together In a direction
tranaverse to the ejecting movement of the plunger, to
carry said chamber alternately into and out of coactlon
with the supplying and discharge-permitting means.

3. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-
nation with a slide having a plurality of chambers, of

means for supplying material to the chambers, and means
permitting Its <il8<-harge therefrom, plungers movable in

the different chambers, and means for moving the slide

and the plungers bodily in a direction transverse to the
ejecting movement of the plungers, to carry said chamber
alternately Into and out of coactlon with the supplying
and disrhargp-permltting means.

4. In apparatus of the character set forth, the comt)l-

nation with a slide having a plurality of chambers, of

means for supplying material to the chambers through
the sides thereof, and means permitting its discharge
therefrom through the bottoms, plungers movable In the
upper portions of the chaml>ers. said supplying and <ils-

cha rite-perm I ttlnx means t>elng out of alinement. and
means for moving the slide and plungers bodily in a direc-

tion transverse to the ejecting movement of the plnngers,
to carry the chambers alternately Into and out of «x)actlon

with the supplying and discharge permitting means.
5. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-

nation with a chamber, of means for supplying material
thereto and means for permitting Its discharge therefrom,
means assm-Iated with the chamber for effecting said dis-

charge, an actuating device for the discharging means
movable toward and from the chamber, and means for
moving the chamt>er bodily In a direction transverse to
the direction of movement of the actuating clerlce. to

alternately move the chamber into coactlon with the sup-
plying means and discharge-permitting means.

(<'lalms 6 to 19 not printed In the (inzette.]

1,227,714. PREPARINO APPARATUS FOR CONPBC-
TIO.-JERY. Edward H. Waigh and Wiixiam J.
SWARTX. Seattle, Wash., assignors to Automatic Camly
Ma<hlne Pompany, a Corporation of Washington. Filed
Mar. 13. 1914. Serial No. S24,479. (Cl. 107—4.)

1. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-
nation with a pair of chambers, of means for heating one.
means for conducting heated fluid from the heatetl .ham-
ber to the other chamber to initially heat the material
therein, means for controlling said conducting means,
and means for deliverinu the initially heated material
from the second chamber into the heated chamber.

2. In apparatus of the character described, a pair of
chambers, a port for establishing communication between
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said chambers, a heating means for one of said chambers,
and a valve for said pi>rt automatically controlled for

opening movement.

3. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-

nation with a pair of chambers, of means for heating one,

means for conducting heated vapor from the upper por-

tion of the heat«Hl chamt>er to the other chaml>er, to Inl

tlally heat the material In the latter, automatic means
for controlling said conducting means, and means for

delivering the initially heated mattirlal from the lower
portion of the s4-cond chaml>«r Into the heated chamber.

4. In apparatus of the character <le8cribe<l, a pair of

chamt>ers. a catch trough for water of condensation In

one of said <'haml>er8, a heating means for said last named
chamber, and a port leading from said trough to the other

of said chambers.

5. In apparatus of the character dencribe<l, a pair of

chambers, a catch trough for water of condensation In

one of said i-banilMTs. a lieating means for said last .lamed

chaml»er, a port leading from said trough to the other of

said chambers, and a valve for said port.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printeil in the Gasette.]

1.227,715. COMPRESSED AIR ENGINE. Aabo.n B.

Wbbb, Streator, III. FINhI Oct. 13. 1915. Serial No.

65,724. (Cl. 121—97.)

In a device of the character described, the combination

with a compresseil air engine comprising a cylinder, a pis-

ton within the cylind«-r. a crank shaft, a piston rod con-

necting the pl?*ton to the crank shaft, a crank case Inclos-

ing the crank shaft and provide<l at the sides thereof with

inwardly extending stops, inlet and exhaust valves for

the cylinder, of arms |>roJectlng Into the crank case, a
pair of transversely extending valve levers pivoted at one

CBtl upon the said arms and arranged to have their swing-

ing movements limited by engagement with the t>efore

mentl'>ne«l stops projecting from the crank f-ase, valve

ro<ls conne<'tinK the swinging ends of the respet-tlve valve

levers with the Inlet and exhaust valves, springs acting

upon the valve rods to normally hold the valves in a

closed position, and oppositely offset cams applied to the

crank shaft and provided with annular grooves to receive

the valve levers and prevent lateral movement thereof,

the sal<l cams oscillating the valve levers to alternately

open the inlet and exhaust valves at the proper intervals

of time.

1,227,716. PROCESS OF PIECING WARP THREADS.
Max WbnzbLs Spreml>erg, Germany. Filed Aug. 10,

1912. Serial No. 714,44ti. (Cl. 139—95.)

1. A process for piecing together the threads of warps,

said process consisting In disposing the warp threads In

an approximately parallel Intersecting relation ; <lrawing

together the inters<>cting threads at points remote from
said intersection and briuging them into parallelism ; sup-

porting said threads In contact in said parallelism at

said remote i>olnt8 and whipping a third thread back and
forth in a plurality of times continuously l>etween said

remote points ; and cutting off the whipping thread and
the surplus ends of said warp threads.

2. A process for piecing together the threads of warps,

said process consisting in supporting at two widely sepa

rated points a pair of limp warp threads In parallel con-

tact ; and whipping a third thread around said threads
continuously between said points.

3. The herelnde8crlbe<i process of piecing together the
ends of warp threads, said process consisting in holding
together the warp threads 8i<le by side an<l overlapping
each other; and whipping a third thread, as is customary
when piecing together ropes, consisting of the end piece

of one of the warp threads, around the overlapping
portion.

4. The hereindescrlbed process of piecing together the

ends of warp threads, said process consisting in overlap-

ping the threads and holding them, at two remote points,

side by side, and whipping a thread around the overlap-

ping portion between said points.

6. A process for piecing together threads of warps said

process consisting In holding the end portions of the

thread to be pieced aldeby-slde ; and then while the pieces

are held in this position, winding a thread around said

portions, as is customary when piecing together ropes.

[Claims to 10 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1.227.717. TEMPORARY BINDER. Gborqc P. WiooiM-
TO.N'. Kalamasoo. Mich., assignor to Kalam.izoo Loose
lyeaf Hinder Co., Kalamazoo. Mich. Flleil Feb. 10,

1916. Serial No. 77.49$. (Cl. 129—41.)

1. In a temporary binder, the c-omblnation with the

cover, of a l>inding member, a rack l>ar carried by said

• over, an adjusting member for said binding memlxT slld-

ably mounted on said bar. means for holding said a<ljust-

ing member in its adjusted positions on said l>ar. a lever
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plrotally •anted on tk« wpfmt atd* of mU adjosttng
member, a pawl pivot carried by said lever, said adJuHtlng

<ai<K>r t>eing alotted to r<><-^ve Hal<I pivot, a pawl aiount-

ed oa aakl pivot on the under i\6o of said adJustlDK' ni^'inber

to roart witii mid bar, a spring aiounted on uiid adjustlns
mpiuh^r tu actaate said pawl tu eoKaglng position, said

spring being also adapte<l to return Mid lever to its in-

itial p'Mitiou. aiHl a stop on said adjut^ting member adapt-
ed to disengage said lever pawl from said bar when said
lever Ix In ItM iaitial po8itlon.

2. In a temporary binder, the combination with the
rover, of a b'nding member, a rnrk bar parried by said

rover, an adjustioc meiuber for said binding meml>er
slidably mounted on said bar, t«an8 for holding said ad-
justing member In Uh adju!<ted position on said bar. a
lever pivotally mounted on the upper wide of said adjust-

ing member, a pawl pivot carried by said lever, said ad-

Juxtlug member bein^ slotted to receive said pivot, a
pawl mounted on said pivot on the under side of said
adju.xting member to coact with said l>ar. and means for

disengaging said pawl from said bar.

3. In a temporary binder, the combination with the

rover, of a binding member, a rark bar carrle<1 by said

rover, an adjuotlng member to which said binding member
Is <onnected mounted on saUl bar. means for holding said

adjusting meml>er in It.<« adju.sted positions on said bar.

a lever pivotally mounted on said adjastlns member, a

pawl mounted on said lever to coact with said bar, a
xprlng mounted on said adjusting member to actuate said

pawl to bar engaging position, said spring being also

adapted to return said lever to Its initial position, and a
stop on sa'd adjusting memlxr adajite«l to disrngage said
lever pawl from said bar when said lever is in its Initial

position.

•4. In a temporary binder, the combination with the

cover, of a binding member, a Tack bar carried by said

cover, an adjusting member to which said 'dndlng mem-
ber is conne<ted slidably mounteil on said l>ar, a holding
pawl mountt-d on said adjusting member to coact with
said bar, means for holding said pawl In an Inoperative
position, a lever mounted on said adjusting member, a
pawl jdvotnlly mounted on said lever to coact with said

bar. a spring for returning said lever to Its initial pos'-

tlon. aiid a stop on said adjusting member adapted to dls-

engagn said lever pawl from said bar when said lever la

In Its initial pos'tlon.
'

5. In a temporary hinder, the combination with the
cover, of A binding member, a bar carried by said cover,

an adjusting member to which said binding member i.s

conne<-ted. a holding pawl luounteil on said adjusting
meml>er to coact with aald bar, meuns for releasing said

pawl a lever mounted on said adjusting member, a pawl
mounted on said lever to coact with said bar, and means
for automatically disengaging said lever pawl from said
liar when .said lever Is In its in'tlal position.

[C'Iktms 6 to 10 not printed In the <»»i^rtte. 1

1,227.718. TEMPORARY BI.NDER. Gbobge V. Wn;oi.v-
nts. Kabimaioo, Mich.. a.s.signor to Kalaniaziio Loose
Leaf itlB4«r Ca.. KabimaEoe. Mich. Filed Feb. 10.

1H16. Serial Xo. T7.4!»4. (CI. 12^—41.)
1. In a t«>iiiprtrary binder, the combination of a binding

member, a rat k bar, an adjustln.c member for said bin<l-

Ing ni«>mb4>r slidably mounteil nu uHid l>«r, « pawl mounted
on tht' inner side of aald adju.sting meml>«r to coact with
said kar. a spring adapted to hold mi pawl yieldingly In

Its operative and Inoperative poslt'ons, a .stop for said
pawl when la inoperative position, and a key for atljustlng
said pawl to Its wprratlve and Inoperative positions. Mid
a<ijusting member bav^nn an opeuiug therein for sakl key.

2. In a temporary binder, the combination of a binding
memher. a rai k bar. an adjusting member for said binding
memtx^ slidably iiiotinted on »aid bar. a pawl luoaoted on
the inner sid. of .said iidjusting memher to coact with
said bar. a Kpring adapt*"*! to h"M said pawl yieldingly
In Its operative and Inoperative powirionx. and a key for
adjusting said pawl to its operative and ln«H>er,'»tlve posi-

tions, said adjusting niemtter kav^ug an oi>rning therein
for said kev.

S. In a temporary binder, the coarttinatloa of a btndtng
meiul>er, a ra.k tmr, an adjusting memi>er for said bind-
ing member slidably mountitl 011 said bar, a pawl mooated
on the inner side of said adjusting member to coact with
xatd bar, a spring adapted to bold said pawl yieldingly in
Its operative position, a key for adju-stlng said pawl to Its

operative and intiperatlve positions, said adju.-ting mem-
Imt having an opening therein for said key. and ao ad-
justing key provided with pinion teeth adapted to coact
with the teeth of said rack, aald adjusting momt>er t>clng
provided with an opealng positioned to support said key
in rotative engagienieat with said rack.

4. In a tempomry binder, the combination of a b'ndinc
memb»>r. j rark bar', an adjusting member for said bind-

'ng meml»er slidably mounte<l on said Imr. a pawl for re-

taining said adjusting memt>er in its adjusted positions
on said tar, mounte<l on the inner side of sa'd adjusting
member, a removable key for releasing said pawl, and an
adjusting key pn>vided with pinion teeth adapted t<i coact

with the teeth of said rack, said adjusting member being
provided with an opening positioned to support sa'd key
in rotative engagement with said rack.

6. In a temporary Mn<)er, ttie comblAatlon of a binding
member, a rack bar. an adjustiug member for said bind-

ing member slidably niount'-d on said bar. means fur re-

ta'nlng said ailjustlng member In Its adjusto<l positions

on sabi liar, and a removable .adjusting pinion adapted tu

coact with the teeth of said rack, said adjusting meml>er
being {wovlded with an opening through whi< h said ad-
Justiuy pinion may l>e Inserte*! aD<l reuioved positioned to

su|i^rt said pinion In rotative engagement with said rack.

[Claims U to 10 not pr1nte«l In the Clasette.l

1,227.711). SLIP OR KIIJ. HOLDER. Josrr ir E. Wirp
MAN, Landover. Md.. aa^lgnor, by mesne assi-.-nments. to
The Md'nxkey Register i'onipany. (incorporated In

1914. > .\lllance. Ohio, a 4'orporatlon of Ohio. Filed
Oct. 29. IJWN. Serial No. 400.1.'iS. Renew.M <>,t. 2«.

19 HI. Serial No. 127.060. (CI. 24—60.)

1. The combination with a leaf, of a dip for holding
papers or slips against said leaf, the said clip comprising
a transversely extending device arranged to hold papers
or slips In place, and means for moval>ly supporting the
opposite ends of naki clip, the said means requiring the
cM|) to slW«» mithont rotating to a pnvietermined position
and theFi permlttlug 't to swing outwardl.v relative to said

leaf.

2. In a devlt-e of the character deseriljed. tlie combina
tlon with a back, of a clip formed from a s«<tlon of re-

sllle«t wire for holding papers or slips against said back,
means for sliillngly mimI non-rotatably supporting the op
paalte ends of saM clip, means for raising and lowettag
saW dip. HK^Bs perndttlng th«' clip to swing outwardly
when in mised poslrion. na<l a^eans for uialnralnlng tb«>

clip In the ootwsnlly swong (MtrsltK>ii.

.?. Tbe conildnation w'th a t«rk. of a pair of ribs <-ar

ricd by tke hock and arranged parallel to ea^-h other, and
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fbrmed >rlth sHned slots, a dtp formed from n section of
reHlllent wire and cuniiirisiiig a lisr extending at rl|;bt

angles to said rllis and iHterally bint wemlM-rs the free

tais of wtolck are slidably mounttnl in sai<l slots, the wails

of one of said slots cooperating with the free end of the
adjacent laterally bent nienil>er to prevent rotation of the

clip during sliding movemeot and the last mentioned slot

having an enlarged portion which permits the rotation oT

the dip when the free end of the adjacent laterally bent
member Is move<l Into it. whereiiy the Itar can \*e swung
outwardly.

4. The i-ombluatlon with a liack. of a dip fornuHl from
a section of res'Iient mire and cuuipri lug a slip engaging
lemher nud laterally lient memlMrs. ribs or strips carried

by the back and forme*! with inclined sluts In which the
opposite ends of the laterally bent nieml>ers are slidably

mounted to sup|>ort the dip at dlfrerent distances from
the l«ack, on(> end of said scftlon of wire being flattened

and co<«peratiDg with the walls of (he udjucent slot to

prevtnf rutat'on of tile dip.

5. The comhluation with u back, of rit s »«>< ure<l to said

back and formed with slots, and a (J sha[>ed dtp formed
from a section of resilient wire and arranged to removably
support slips on said lock, tlie opposite ends of said sec-

tion of wire l>eing Hlidlugt)' mounted 'n said slots and one
of said end* being tiattaned and eoop»Tating with the
walls of the adjacent slot to prevent swinging of the dip,
the slot In which said flattraod eml is mounte<. I»eing en-
larged at one end. whereby tfce dip can swing outwardly
when the said ends of the sert'on of wire are moved to a
preiletermined position.

[Claims U to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.720. TIME FU8K FOR E.XPLOSIVE PROJEC-
TILES. Waltbb M. Wilhki.m, Swarthmore, and Ken
.NETH Rf8HTt».\, Wynaewoo<l. I'a. F'led Aug. 16. 1916.
Serial No. US, 161. (CI. 102—36.)

<a

la a tlnse fuse for an exploHiv* projectile, ttie coml>ina
tia« of a base, a rap rotatabie on the base, a firing mecba-

nlKtt). and a dork Bioi'vasebt to control the reieaw> of the
tiring iiie<-iiantKai. and coiufM-lsing a driving spring and a

winding gear therefor, and pmvided with a seat for a
wlnd'ng pinion, the cap being provided with an aperture
to l>e brought Into aiineaM-nt with said pinion seat to per-
ndt the introduction of a winding pinion for engagement
with the winding gear.

1,227,721. ELECTRICALLY iJE.ATED UTENSIL. Lovia
II. Wilkinson and WAi.raa «;. IIakkbh. Meriden. Conn.,

assignors to Manuinx, Howinan i!li Company. Meriden,
Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. File<l Dec. 11,
1916. Serial Xo. 130.1612. (d. 219—14.)

1. In aa elertri<-ally heated utensil, the combination of

a cMitalner. a heating unit and spring means bidding said

heating unit in contact with the bottom of said container,

said spring metins consistibg of a clamp ring, having at
one «Miire s Itearlng curiae*'. an<l at the other an internal

undercut recess, ami an expanding spring ring within said

undercut rtM-etw*.

3. In HU electricnlly heateil utensil a comblnatlou of a
container having a flange^l txtttom, provided with periph-

eral notches : a heating unit having a metallic base plate

provided with upward extensions entering said notches.

an<l holes for the passage of the resistance terminals of

said he.nter unit, and means for holding said heating unit

to siiid flangeii Imttom.

a. In an eledrlcally heated utensil, the comldnatlon of

a c<>ntHiner. a heatln;; unit an<l spring means holding -Haid

healing unit in contact with the bottom of said container,
said spring means consisting of a damp ring, having at
one eiige a Ix'aring surface, and at th*- other an internal
undercut reeess. and an expanding spring ring within said
undercut reo-KS. said heating unit liaving a metallic bottom
plate and said l»eartng surface engaging the bottom sur-

face of said bottom plate only at points removed from the
periphery of saitl bottom plate.

[Claims 2, 4. and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.722. MEANS F\»K ATTACH list; HEEI>}. ARTMt r
J. WiLxa. Uroukiield. Mskk. Filed .Mar. 21). laift. Se-
rUl No. 87.«61. (CL 3«—35.)

1. The nail at>ove de.scribed having a head with one or

more rtexllle pronirs ('xtendini; d<iwiiwnrdly therefrom, tbe

ends of said prongs pro>e<'ting outwardly.

S. Tlie nail al>oTe deocrihcd having a hraid with one or

More tiexible prongs extending downwardly therefrom, the

eoda of said prongs proj«>rting outwardly, in combination
with an article having a re^-eKs the lower surfa*-*- of which
is adapted to «>nKnge the outwardly proJe<-ting ends of said
prongs ami flatten them out. whereby they will l>e driven
isterslly into said article when the nail is driven there-

through.

3. In cc>mHnatioa. a ruMwr beel. a slH>e, and a nail pass-

ing through said be<'l ami int<i .said shoe and dendied at
its p«dnt. said nail bavlDs a head with prongs projecting
at right aagi«*s thereto Isto the Interior of said heel,

wbi'reiiy said heel will be attachrd to said aboe bjr saiil

prongT< and said clenched point.
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1,227.728. HANGING SHELVES. Lori* T. WiL«0!«,
BUIiee. Arts. Filed Apr. 12, 1915. S<>rtal No. 20,784.

(a, 4&—M.)

'..
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1^27.729. MACHINE FDR MAKINO C0MP08ITB IN-
80L£S. t'^A.xK Z.iLEtiKi. West Roxbury, Mass.. as-

sizor to Ke»'c»?
.
Sh<>«' Marhlnery Couipan y. Boston,

Maas.. a Cwrporatiou uf Maine. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.
' Serial No. 1&S.794. (CI. 12—22.)

1. Meanfl for making inM>ieM from sb^et material com-
prising a support for the sheet niarerial, a die or forming
memtter adapted to be poHttloned over the material on the
Hupport ami provided with a lip-forming portion and a
mllapslMe templet having shape-giving edges, and fold-

ing members for Infolding the material margin over said

templet nieml;)er« and againxt the lip-forming portion of

the die member, thereby forming said margin into a
feather edge and lip.

12. A machine for making shoe insoles (of the type
having feather edge and lip) from leather or analogous
sheet material, including, in combination, a work sup-
port having a substantially stationary position in the
machine frame, a die fitted to des<-end upon a blank on the
support and to rise therefrom, and having an upstanding
lip-forming abutment portion, and a thin plate-like fold-

defining portion extending laterally beyond the abutment,
infolders fitted to lift and move Inwardly to infold the
leather margins over the die plate edges and form the
same Into a Up against the abutment, such infolders hav-
ing their top side at a level whereby they may be used
'as gages In trimming the Insole lip to the proper height.

[Claims 2 to 11 and i:i not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.7;W. <;REA8K-€rP. Ost ar Zbbk, Cleveland. Ohio.
aseignor. by mesne assignments, to Oeorge W. Bowen,
Aoburn, N. T. Filed Nov. 12, 1912. SerUl No. 730,900.
(CI. 184—48.)

1. Ib a grease cup, the coaibiaatlon of a base having •
head, a cap screwing on the base, a collar slldable on the

base below the bead and having an annular flange, a ring

imated within the fiaage of the collar and coacting with
the lower end of the cap, and a spring l<K-ated within the

collar and connected thereto and to the base and acting to

move the collar toward the cap. substantially as and for

the purpose described.

2. In a grease cup, the combination of a base having a
head, a cap screwing on the ba!«e, a collar slldable on the

base below the head ami having an annular tlange. a ring

locnteil within the fiange of the collar and coacting with
the lower eml of the (ap. and a spring located within the

collar and connected thereto and to the base and acting

to move the collar toward the cap, the coil at one end of
the spring extending under the ring, substantially as and
for the purpose specified.

S. In a grease cup. the combination of a base having

a heii<l. a ca(> threading on the head, a non rotatabie i-oi

lar slldable on the base below the head and having an
annular t!ange. the collar being formed with an annular

Internal groove at the juncture of the body of th*- collar

and the annular flange, means associated with the collar

for coactlnr with the cap to hold the cap from rotation,
and a colled spring located «-ithin the collar and con-
nected at one en<l to the base and having the coil at Its

other end lying la the groove, subaUntlally as and for
the purpose set fortb.

4. In a grease cup, the combination of a base having
a bead, a cap threading on the head, a non rotatabie col-

lar slldable on the ba.se l>elow the head and having an
annular tlange, the collar being formed with an annular
internal groove at the juncture of the body of the collar
and the annular Cange. a ring locat.d within the flange
and resting on the major part of the collar and having
a passage In its lower edge, and a colled spring located
within the collar and connected at one end to the ttase

and having a <oll at Its other end extending through the
passage in the ring and lying In said groove, substantially
as and for the purpose descrlbe<l.

5. In a grease cup, the <-oml>inatlon of a base having a
head, a cap screwing «>n the l»a.se, n collar slidalde on the
base below the head and having an annular flange ex-

tending over the wall of the cap, and a part fitted within
the flange and lo<'ated below the upper eilge of the flange
in position to be opposed to the edge of the lower part of
the cap fitting said flange, said part coacting with the
c*ap to hold the sam*> from turning, and a colled tension
spring connected at one end to the base and at its other
end to the collar, the spring t>eing locattn) within the
collar, substantially as and for the purpoae spedfled.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.7S1. GRBABE-CUF. Osn .\r Zerk. Oeveland. Ohio,
assignor, by mesae assignments, to (ieorge W. Bowen.
Anhurn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 10. 1»13. Serial No. 760,244.
(CI. 184—38.)

mS >; ilriJJ

1. In a grease cup and la coml)inatlon, a base ha ring
a fiange, a cap having its open end fitting within the
tlange. said flange and cap being provided with parts in-

terlo<-klag by the relative rotation of the base and the
cap, and a memljer for resisting ancb relative rotation.

the iiieiBl»er being flxe<l to the base ami provided with an
arm ratcheting with the wall of tbe open end of tbc cap,
a portion of the arm l>elnc substantially cono-ntrlc with
said wall, said portion being fixed at one end and having
its other end fr«>e and coacting with the open end of tbe
cap, subatantially a^ and for tbe purpose described.

2. In a grease cup and in c-ombl nation, a base having
a tlange. a cap having its opea end fitting «-ithin the

flange and notched on its lower edge, said tlange and cap
being provided with parts Interlocking by the relative ro-

tation of the base and the cap. and a memlter for reslstlag

•ch relative rotation, tbe mcnit>er l)elug fixed to the base
and provided with an arm underlying the notched edge
of tbe cap and ratcheting therewith, a portion of the arm
l>elug substantially concentric with said notched edge,

said portion being fixed nt one end and having Its other
end free and coacting with the open end uf the cap. sub
stantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. In a grease cup and in cuniblnatlon, two elements.

one a base haviag a flange, and the other a («p having its

open end fitting within the flange, said flange and cap
being provldeii with part.s interlocking by ttte relative

rotation of the base and the cap. and a Biemlier for re-

sisting such nlative rotation, the menit>er lieing flxeil to

one of tbe elem<'nts and provided with a sulwtaullally

radial arm. and a second arm projecting laterally trooi
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tbe flrst-meatloDed aran aad ratHMMag with the other
element, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a KresKc cup and In cf>mblnatlon. two elements,
one a base having a flange, and th<> other a cap having Its

oppn enil ftttinE within the flange, said flange and r*p
being provided with parts interlo<-king by the relative

rotation of tbe base and the cap. and a member for re-

sisting such relative rotation, the member having a part
thereof arranged substantially radial with the flange and
fixed to one of the elements, and provided with an arm
proje< ting from such part and ratcheting with the other
element, sulwtantlally as and for the iiuri>«>Ke Kpeclfle<l.

5. In a gress*" cup an<l in c4>nib1natlon. two elements,
one a base having a flange, and the other a cap having
Its open end flttinc within the flange, said flange and cap
being provided wl»h parts Interlocking by the relative

rotation of tlie lms«' and the cap. and a meml>er for re-

slKting such relative rotation, the member having a part
ther»of arrnnge<l culistantially radial with the flange and
fixed to one ot the elements and provlrte<l with an arm
also arranKe<l substantially concentric with the flange and
having one end fixed relatively to said part and Its other
end ratcheting with the other elemout, substantially as
and for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 to i;t not printed In the (;a»ette.]

1.227,732. FI8H-CONVKVI\«; AUTO. OacAR ZlHTaL,
«. Mandoaky, Ohio. Flle<l .'iept. 5, 1914. Serial No.

860,SM. (CI. 119—5.)

1. .\p|>aratus for transporting live ftsb comprising. In

combination, a vehicle and a water tank carried thereby,

a n»otor and vehicle prop<>lling mechanism also carried by

tbe vehicle, separable connections between the motor and
said mechanism, a pump that is operatlvely connected to

the motor, and means for conducting air from tbe pump
to the water within the tank.

2. Ap|)«ratus for tranvptirtlng live fish comprising. In

combination, a vehicle and a water tank <'arrled thereby,

il motor and vehicle propelling mechanism also carried

by the vehicle, separable connections between the motor
and said mechanism, a pump that Is operatlvely connected

to the motor. me<hanlsm whereby the relative speeds of

the pump nnd the motor may be varied, and means for

conducting air from the pump to the water within the

tank.

3. Apparatus for transporting live fish comprising. In

combination, a vehicle and a water tank carried thereby,

a motor and vehicle propelling mechanism also carried

by the vehicle, separable connections l>etwe«'n the motor
and said mechanism, a pump, means for conducting air

from the pump to the water within the tank, and gov-

ernor controlled driving connections l>etween the pump
and the motor shaft for maintaining a constant speed of

the pump regardless of tbe variations In tbe q>eed of tbe

motor.

1,227,73.? DRIVING MECnANISM. Ai^nrra W. Ai^
'• TORMtH. Roanoke. 111., assignor to Pomer Washing Ma-

chine Co.. Peoria. Ill , a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Feb. 24. 1913. Serial No. 7^0.204. (CI. 74—(M).)

1. To a driving mechanism, in combination, a ma-
rhlne. an operating shaft disposed vertically and centrally

of said machine, a pinion on the lower end of said shaft,

a rack-bar In mesh with said pinion, a driving shaft, a
gear wheel sMdably keyed on said shaft, a second pear
wheel with which said gear wheel on the driving shaft

may be moved into and ont of meshing relation, and a

pltmaB coaaeeted at oae ehd with said second gear wheol
and having Its opposite end connected with said rack-bar.

2. In a driving mechanism. In combination, a machine,

an operating shaft dispose*! vertically and centrally of

said machine, r pinion on the lower end of said shaft, a
rack-bar in mesh with said pinion, a driving shaft a gear
wheel slldably keyed on said shaft, a lever for mo\lng said

gear wheel, a second shaft, a gear wheel thereon with
which said gear wheel on the driving shaft may be moved
into and out of meshing relation, and a pitman connected
at one end with said sec'oiid gear wheel and having Its

opposite end connected with said rack-bar.

8. In a driving mechanism, in combination, a machine,
an operating shaft disposed vertically and centrally of

said machine, a pinion on the lower end of said shaft, a

rack-bar in mesh with said pinion, a driving shaft, a gear

wheel slldably keyed on said shaft, a second gear wheel
with which said gear wheel on the driving shaft may be

moved into and out of meshing relation, a pitman con-

nected at one end with said second gear wheel and having

its opposite end connected with said rack bar, and operat-

ing connections for said driving shaft, including a sprocket

wheel on the driving shaft, a sprocket pinion and a

sprocket chain connection between said sprocket wheel

and said sprocket pinion, and mean!) for operating said

^rocket pinion.

4. In a driving mechanism, in combination, a ma-
chine, an operating shaft vertically arranged In said ma-
chine, a gear wheel on the lower end of said shaft, a driv-

ing shaft, a gear w^heel slldably keyed on said shaft, and
having a grooved hub, a lever plvot«»d on said machine and
engaging In the groove of the hub of said gear wheel, a

second shaft, a gear wheel on said second shaft with which
the gear wheel on the driving shaft may be move<l into and
out of meshing relation, a rack bar meshing in said gear

wheel on the operating shaft, a pltmnn connected at one
end with said second' gear wheel and having Its opposite

end connected with said rack bar, anil a guiding support

for said rack-bar.

5. In a driving mechanism, in combination, a ma-
chine body, legs supporting said machine body, a frame
support comprising a main portion and extensions there-

from, one end of said main portion secured to said machine
body and said extensions secured to certain of said legs,

an operating shaft journa^ed through the bottom of said

machine body and its lower end having a hearing in said

main portion of said frame support, a driving shaft and
mechanism for operating said operating shaft from said

driving shaft, said mechanism Including a shlftable ele-

ment for cutting said mechanism out of operating relation

with said driving shaft.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.734. POOR AND WINDOW 5*CREEN Otto V.

ANDBRSON, l/oxley, Ala. Filed Aug. 19, 1916. Serial

No. 115.888. (CI. 156—14.)
1. A screen frame formed of a plurality of metaHle

sections, each section being formed of a strip of sheet

metal folded longitudinally tipon Itself to thereby provide
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two Bide walls, tbt- sections barlnc ralter joints at their
IntersectioDt). an^lf Irons dlapoM^l at the angles of the
screen frame and betw»»en ttaid side walls holding the
sections In rectangular arrangement and riveted thereto
through said hUIp walls, a screen having Its margin em-
braced by said sections, and detatchable pins passing
through the sections, through the meshes of the screen and
holding said screen detachable In place.

"M " V —I
-^ V

2. A screen formed of a plurality of meUUIc sections,
each consisting of a strip of metal bent upon itself along
a longitudinal median line, the sections being operatlvely
jointed to each other at thel# intersections, packing of
sound deadening material disposed within the foldeil strips
forming the screen frame, a screen having its margin dis-
posed between the folded strips forming the sections, and
detatchable means engaging the screen with said sections.

[Claim 3 not printed In the Gazette.

j

.1.227.785. SYSTEM FOR CONNECTING TELEPHONE
STATIONS. Lao.v D. Barrows, New York. N. Y.. and
Harbt p. Charlcsworth, East Orange. N. J., assignors
to American Telephone and Telegraph Company, a Cor-
poration of New York. Piled Dec. 20, 1915. SerUl No
67.863. (C\. 17»—32.)

1^^
f *

rC
itf'

m^'

B

1. A plurality of associated telephone stations, a line
for connecting said stations to another station, an electro-
mechanism belonging to each of the asaoclateil stations
and being adapted to vary the connection of such stations
to the line, and another electro-mechanism for each asso
dated station In the path of the talking currents con-
trolling the operation of all the connection varying electro-
mechanisms.

3. In a telephone system, a plurality of substations, a
trunk line for connecting the substations to another sta
tlon. and a circuit Independent of said trunk line, an
electro-mechanism for each substation operable over naid
circlut to dl.scounect said substation from the trunk, and
another electro-mechanism for each substation operable
by current over the line to energise the disconnecting elec-

tr»-mechanisin8 of the aaaociated substations and to render
Its companion disconnecting electro mechanism Ineffective.

4. A plurality of assoclateil telephone stations, a line
for connecting said stations to another station, a connec
tlon varying electro-mechanism for each station, an elec-
tro mechanism belonging to each of the associated stations
energized over the lin« . and 1 circuit controlletl by the
last named electro mechanism for all thf connection
varying electro mechanisms of the associated stations,
said last-name^l mechanism being < nergist-d over nald
circuit Independently of smM line.

9. A plurality of substations, a dlatant station, a trunk
line connecting the stations, a relay for each substation
acting when energised to disconnect It from the trunk, a
relay for each substation having its winding conne<ted to
the trunk, an .-nergixlng circuit independent of said line
for the disconnecting relays Including the front contact
of one trunk relay and the back conUcta of the remaining
trunk relays In parallel, and a pair of talking conductors
furnishing the- sole connection between each of the aaso<
elated stations and Its relays.

(Claims 2 and 5 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.736. SMOOTITINO-IRON Frank Hbattt, Seattle,
Wash. Filed Feb. 21, 1910. SerUl No. 79.775 (CI
15»—28.)

1. A smoothing Iron which embodies an Inclosing case-
that Is provided with a surface that Is aiiapted to engage
with a surface that Is to be 8moothe<l : a metal cover re-
movably secured In a position to cover the top of said in-
closing case : a pocket whose walls are Integral with the
under side of said cover and disposed to project down-
wardly Into the space within said inclosing case: a pas-
sageway for air dlspose<l to extend through said cover
into said pocket : a burner tip secured to the under side of
said cover ; a pipe dl8ix>se<l to connect the Interior of said
pocket with said burner tip ; a valve secured In a position
to project \Xa delivery end through a wall of said pocket ; a
hollow handle one end of which Is attache*! to the top of
said cover so that It may project obliquely upward there-
from, said handle being of tubular form and adapted to
contain fluid fuel and air under pressure : a tube disposed
to conduct fluid fuel from the Interior of the lower por-
tion of said handle Into said valve ; a bushing secured In
the other end of said handle ; and a check-valve removably
secured in said bushing, the Inlet end of said check valve
being adaptiMl to be connected with a nipple of a hose
through which compresse*! air may be force«l to enter said
handle through said check-valve.

2. A smoothing iron Including a case, a cover removably
secured In position on said case, a mixing chamber formed
Integral with the under side of said cover and adapted to
project downwardly Into the space within said case, an air
conduit dlspoHe<l to extend through said cover Into said
mixing chamber, a burner tip »ecure<l to the under side
of said cover, a pipe extending between the mixing cham-
ber and said burner tip. a needle valve carried by the mix-
ing chamber, a bollow handle connecteil to said cover, nald
handle adapted to conuln fluid fuel and compressed air,
means forming communication between the handle and
valve, ami a check valve removably secured In the handle,
the inlet end of said check valve being adapted to l>e con-
nected with a nipple of a hose from which compressed air
may b« forced to enter said handle through said check
valve.
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1.227.787. CAN-OPENER. Lgwis A. Bellis and Walter
A. BiXBCKca. Soniervllle, N. J. Piled May 12. 1916.
Kerial No. 97,131. (CI. 3«>—8.)

1. An Implement of the character described comprising
a ha4)dle. a cutting blade carried thereby, an extension
projecting from the handle and twisted at Its outer end
an<l l>«nt downwsrdly, forming a corrugattlon In the ex-

tension at the angle portion thereof, the downwardly
bent portion of the extension constituting a bearing for

the Implement during the rocking thereof and engaging
the e<lge of the can In advance of the cut In the top,

substantlslly as ilescrlbed.

8. An implement of the character de«crlbe<l comprising

• handle, a cutting blsde carried thereby and disposed
beneath the handle, an extension of the handle proje<-tlng

to the outei e<lge of the blade and thence twisted and
bent downwardly whereby Its iMlge constitutes a relatively

wide bearing for the Implement engaging the wall of the
can In advance of the top thereof, and >i vertl«-al side

guide formed as a continuation of the downturned edge of

the extension projecting well below the cutting edge of

the blade, substantially as described.

. (Claim 2 not prlnte<l In the Oaitefte.]

1.227.738. JAR VISE. I,jcw la A. Bellih and Walter A.
BLCEr-KER. Somervllle, .\, J. File<l May 12, 1916.
Serial No. 97,182. (CI. 65—26.)

3

1. In a jar viae, the combination with a jar support,

of a clamping Jaw n(»rmally set to engage a Jar and pre
vent Its movement In one direction, of a complemental
jaw capable of a sulMitantial adjustment for engaging the
opposite side of the Jar. means for holding said latter Jaw
In Its adjusted position firmly against the Jar and the Jar
against the first mentioned Jnw, means for imparting a

limited definite movement to the first mentioned Jaw for
clamping the jar In position, and a yieldable member
adapted to compensate for said llmlte<l movement of said

first mentlone«l Jaw whereby the Jar is tightly clamped
«|M>n the ailjustnient of the first mentioned jaw, but
crushing thereof prevented.

2. In a Jar vise, the combination with a Jar support, of
a clamping jaw normally set to engage a jar and prevent
its movement In one direction, a complemental Jaw capa-
ble of a substantial adjustment adapted to firmly engage
the other side of the Jar, means for holding said latter

jaw In Its adjuste<l position against the Jar and the Jar
against the first mentioned Jaw. a yieldable member car-

rle»l by one of said Jaws and (>ontactlng with the jar.

means for Imparting a definite adjustment to the first

mentioned jaw to permit the jar to he tightly clamped.

said adjustment being the same regardless of the size of
the jar and the compressibility of the yieldable member
compensating for the adjustment of the first mentioned
Jaw to prevent the < rushing of the Jar.

3. In a Jar vise, the combination with a jar support, of
a clamping Jaw normally set to engage the Jar and pre-

vent Its movement In one direction, of a complemental
Jaw for engaging the opposite sides of the jar, a yield-
able jar engaging member carried by one of said Jaws,
means for adjusting ami holding the last mentlonetl jaw
Into position against the Jar and the Jar against the first

mentioned Jaw. a link adjusting means for said first men-
tioned jaw adapteil to Impart a definite limited movement
to the Jaw sfter the adjustment of the latter Jaw to
tightly clamp the Jar In position, the extent of adjust-
ment of said first mentioned Jaw being substantially pro-
portionate to the compresflblllty of the yieldable jar
engaging member.

1.227,739. PRESS. John J. Berrioak, Orange. N. J.,

assignor to Henry R. Worthlngton. a Corporation of

New Jersey. PlWl May 26. 1916. Serial No. 80.806.
(CI. 100—50.)

/#*

1. In a pressing apparatus, the combination with a pair
of fulcrum devices and a pair of thrust members antm-
larly movable with relation to said fulcrum devices, of a
pair of cooperating pressing members pivotally connected
to the respective thrust members, .and fluid pressure means
for controlling the distance apart of the said pressing
members at any position of sal<l members, said fluid

pressure means Including rams and cylinders therefor and
means for supplying fluid under pressure to each ram
cylinder.

2. In a pressing apparatus, the combination, with a
pair of fulcrum devices, and a pair of thrust members
angularly movable with relation to said fulcrum devices,
of a pair of coJiperatlng pressing members pivotally con-
nected to the respective thrust members and fluid pressure
means arrangwl to control the distance apart of said

fulcrum devices, said fluid pressure means Including rams
and cylinders therefor and means for supplying fluid

under pressure to each ram cylinder.
.3. In .a pressing apparatus, the combination, with a

pair of fulcrum devices, and a pair of thrust members
angularly movable with relation to said fulcrum devices,
of a pair of coJiperatlng pressing members pivotally con-
necte<l to the respective thrust members, and fluid pressure
means arranged to determine the distance apart of the
points of pivotal connection of the respective thrust mem-
bers to the corresponding pressing members, sal<l fluid

pressure means Including rams and cylinders therefor and
means for supplying fluid under pressure to each ram
cylinder.

4. In a pressing apparatus, the combination, with •
pair of fulcrum devices, and a pair of thrust members,
angularly movable with relation to said fulcrum devices.
of a pair of cooperating pressing memt>ers pivotally con-
nected to the respective thrust members, fluid pressure
means for controlling the distance apart of said pressing
mcmb<'rs. apd pressure limiting means for limiting the
pressure on said controlling means.
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5. In A pr««»in(7 ap|Mrntns. the <!u»Mnation, with tn\-

cmm cievicf^ arrHnir«<! In pairs, th** fHlcmin ilevlces of

Mrh pair betnc rplatlrcly iTK>vabl(> fowflnl anti from each
other, of flul<l pr»>««Mrt» nifans for movint; one fiilrrnm

device of «>arh pair with r«»)ation to thf crtrri-wixnnllnK

oppoKlte fuk-mm d«>Tir«> of tb<> pair, !<ai<l llui<l premiure

Biertnn Inrlndlni; rama and ryllodera tkerefor and iimiim
for $(upplyiBK ftiild und*>r pr«»*«ure to ••aoh ram c.Tllnder.

levers fiilf-riinKMl In th<- r'-^p.-. r:vp fulrnin deTlcvs. anil ro-

operatlnfr prvHulDir iiien)t>«'rM rarried hy the cMrreapoadinx

levers.

friatniH «( to M not prinfeil In the Caaettf.)

1,227.740. UKDSE-LEJiF BINDER. Caw. H. Bis8«ll
and Fbaxci-s Wao* CL.vaY, Syrafuiw, N. Y. Filed July
16, 1915. Serial No. 40,166. (CI. 129—4.)

1. A looce leaf binder romprixlux a bark, a pout curled
by th«' back, a rlampinj; mfiiib«»r iiKivabt*" len^thwloe of

the poi^t, and meann tor luoviug the claBipInK member,
said meaUM txtendlsK lengthwise of the p<M<t and being
acf^sstble at one end of the post. snbxtaDtlally ax and for

the purpose specifted.

2. A loose leaf binder tomprlsinjf a back, a hollow post

supported by the bark, a <lampina mewber movable
lengthwiiie of the post, and mvanx dtw nf»eratintr the
clampint; ni«>mb^r. saiil iiit'iins •xtfuilinj: lenKthwIx** of the

post within the same and beinu exposed at one end of

the post. KUbt^tantialty ax aiMl for the purpose set fortk.

3. A loot(e leaf binder comprixinK a liark. a hollow post
supported by the bark, a clauipiuK lueuiber movable
lengthwise of tb«' poat. and a screw extendluK len«thwiae

of the po^t anil threHdlut; into the elampin;; member and
bavinu a head exp<is»'d at .»a»' end o( th*- post, the i»crew

keini; held from axial movement, substantially ax and for

the purpose (leM-ribed.

4. A loose leaf binder mmpriKinK h bark, a post Mip-

ported by the back, Ha id post t>einx hollow and forrae<l

witk a lenicthwise slot, a clamping member having a
tongue extending throiiich the s^tit ami slidable along the

lotertor of the post, and a body on the outside of the

post, and oteanR extending lengthwise of the post for

•perating the damping member, substantially as and for

the purpose sp«'clfled.

-5. A loo«e leaf binder <-omprising a back, a post sup-

portetl by the l>a<'k, aald post being hollow and formed
with a lengthwise slot. ;t clampin;; meml>er having a

tongue extendin;: through the slot ami slldable along the

Interior of the post, and a bo«iy (Hi the outside of the post,

ami means extending lengthwise of the pu«t for operating

the clampiog memb^T. said means comprlsliuE a screw
threading into the tongue, tb** screw having a head ex-

p<>!i>il at one eiul of the post, substantially as and for the

purpose set forth.

[Claims G to 14 not printed in the (iaxette.]

1,227.741. PEDAL. Thkodori •;. HiiATBrH. Orange. Cal..

amdgnor of three-foarths to Joel B. Handy. Orange, Cal.

Filed Mar 8. 1915. Serial No. 12.S.W. (CI. 74—5.)

Thf coniWnatlon with the floor «f an automobile, of a

notrh»Hl menitier mounted on *ald floor, a lever exten<ling

throtigh said floor and plvt>te«l to swing lengthwise of the

netihe<| member, and a f<w»t plate plvote<l a sub»tantial

distance forward of its mid length to the apper end of the

1,227,742. RAIlrJOIXT. Allex B. Beowx. Portland.
<>re». F!led Sept. 18, 1»1«. Serial No. 120.581. (CI.

)

leTer aid haying tta forward end optvmed and having its

rear end downturne<l to form a pawl adapted to engage the

notched member tm that the driver's foot can be revdlly
slid from the floor onto the foot plate.

Q
3

<i
•

^^S--J-J

?

u:
1. A socket and means for securing It upon a railway

tie, wmii svcket having a gap iu which to receive adjactot
eada of two rails and in each side of the gap a rseesi a
holt having its head end fitted in said receaa and its other
end extende«l beyond the socket and provldeil with a nut,

u wedge-shaped flsh plate arranged at each side iu the

so<'ket and adapter! to All between the web of the rail and
the iKdt so as to ke«>p the twit in the recess and to U>ar
against the re<essed-~fac« of the so<'ket. said flsh plate

having its thickest end provided with an extension In

which there Is a notch fur the nut on the lM>lt to engage in.

2. .\ socket an<l means for ••enirtng it upon a railway
tie. Raid socket having a gap in which to receive adjacent
en<lH of two rails and In each side of the gap a recess, a
Ixdt having Its head end titted la saiil re<es> and its other
end exteu<le«l beyond the .socket aud provided with a nut.

a vedjce-shaped Oah-platv arraagetl at each side in the

socket and adapti^l to All between the web of the rail and
the bolt ^o as to k<>ep the bait In the recess and to hear
against the recesse<l fat-e tit the aot-ket. said flsh-plate

having Its thickest end proirided with an extension in

which there'ls a notch for the nut on the Isdt to engage In.

said ><ocket having in earh <dcte at the base of the gap a

lateral re<ess and each tish -plate having a lateral rib en
gaging in said recessea.

Si. a socket ami sfteans for secnring It upnn a rallwa*
ti«, saM aaefcet having a gap In whlrb to receive adjacent

ends of two rall.>< and in »>a('h .lide of the gap a recess, a

bolt having Its head eml flttetl in salil recess ami Its other

end extende<l beyond the socket and prorldetl with a nut.

a w»>*l»<»- shaped rtsh-pliit»» arrange<l at ea.-h side in the

socket and adapte<l to All between the we<> of the rail aad
the bolt so as to keep the bolt in the recess and ta b«ar
agalnat the reeesaed face of the socket, said flsh-plate

haviDg Its thickest end provide*! with an extenslou in

which there la a notch for the nut on the b<dt to engage
and a web adjacent the nut. snKI Itolt )>eing so arranged as

to spriag tta nut into contact with tlie side of the web aud
thereby prevent acci«lental rotation ot the sat.

1.227.74S. ATTACHMENT FOR CRANK-ARMS. Rat-
Mo.xD .N RrKCBOoRKr. leaver. Colo. nted May 29.

li»l« Serial No. 100..-»22. (CI. 208—«•.>

In comblnarlon. a crank ami and bracket plvotally ron-

nect^-d at the outer extremity ta the crank arm. aald

bracket compriiUng a relatively short arm Attbig a curved
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quadrant exteuaion, the curve of said extension coinciding

with an arc struck from the pivotal point L>etween the

bracket aud the crank arm as a center, a pedal mounted
on said bracket at the Junction of the short arm and ex-

^/^^yf

tension, the extension being provided with a series of per-

forations, and means adapted to l>e inserted through said

perforations and en^sice the crank arm at a point near the

outer end of said crank arm for adjustably securing the

bracket in place.

1,227.744. CDBTAIN-STRETCIIER.
QDIST, Chicago, IU. Filed Apr. 4.

88,843. (CI. 45—24.)

±S

EsNKBT J. Buao-
1916. Serial No.

f:

t

I
>! *»

1. In a curtain stretcher, in combination, a pair of (old-

iac shie aambers each comprising n pair of longitndlnally

jrmtd aeetloas of like length and a hinge permanently
cMinectlng the sections end to end, a stay sliding in the

^oove of one section of each of the said side members,

cttch stay t>elng movable into the groove of the other sec-

tloa of the corraaponding side member when the side mem-
Imts are extended, a pair of folding end members half the

length of the aald side members and each comprising a

pair of sections of like length and a hinge permanently

connecting the sections end to end. a pivot permanently

connecting each section of each side memt)er and a section

of one of the end memt>er8. an intermediate brace compris-

ing two sectiona of like length with the sections of the end
meiiiiicrs, a pivot permanently connecting each of the

said stays and a section of the said intermediate brace and
intana for detachably connecting the two sections of the

Intermediate brace end to end.

2. A folding curtain stretcher frame comprising, in com-

bination, aide and end members each comprising a pair of

rigid sections of like length, the end members being of less

length than the side meml>ers. a binge permanently con-

necting the two sections of e^ch of said numbers end to

end. the Hide member hinges being constructed to permit

folding of each of the side members in a plane which is

perpendicular to the plane of tbe extended frame and the

end member hinges being constructed to permit folding of

each of tbe end members outwardly In the plane of the

extended frame and to prevent folding of the end members

238 O. O.—89

inwardly In said plane, and sliding pivots permanently
connecting the side and end members, the sliding of said

pivots being such as to permit tbe outer end of each end
section being brought to a point on tbe adjacent side sec-

tion which is removed from the outer end of the said slda

section a distance equal to the length of tbe correspond-

ing end section whereby folding of tbe frame to half the

length of tbe side members without disconnecting tbe parts

la permitte<l.

3. A folding curtain stretcher frame, comprising, in

combination, side and end members, each of tbe said end
members comprising two sections, a hinge connecting the

sections of each end membipr end to end for relative swing-

ing movement in the plane of the extended frame, a sup-

porting leg permanently pi\'oted to one of the sections of

each end member adjacent tbe corresponding hinge to

swing In a plane which is perpendicular to the plane of

the extended frame and a socket on the other section of

each end member for receiving the corresponding leg

when extended whereby the said legs serve as locks to

prevent folding of tbe end members when the legs are ex-

tended for service.

1,227.745. PLOW. William W. Cambron. La CroMC.
Wis., assignor to La Crosse Plow Co.. I.JI Crosse, Wla.,

a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Sept. 25, 1918.
Serial No. 791,708. (CI. 97—70.)

1. In a plow, the comblitatlon with a frame, carrying

wheels and a plow beam, of a power operated lift con-

nection for the beam, a depth regulating device compris-

ing cooperating members whereby the lowering movement
of tbe connection will be limited, both of said members
being mounted on and shifted by said connection in lower-

ing the beam, and means for locking one of the members
of the regulating device to tbe lifting connection to hold

the plow on the beam out of the ground.

2. In a plow, the combination with a frame, carrying-

wheels, and a plow-beam, of a power-operated lifting-con-

nection, a depth-regulating device comprising cooperating

members for limiting tbe movement of tbe connection in

lowering the beam, means for locking one of said members
of tbe regulating-device to the shifting-mechanism to hold

tbe plow raised, and a shaft provided with means for

operating said connection, the shaft and means (hereon

being rotatable without operating tbe connection when the

regulating-device is locked to said connection.

3. In a plow, the combination with a frame, carrying-

wheels, and a plow-beam, of a power-operated lifting-

connection, a depth-regulating device comprining cooper-

ating members for limiting tbe movement of tbe connec-

tion in lowering the beam comprisiuK two stop members,

means for locking one of said members of the regulating

device to the sbiftlng-mecbgnlsm to bold tbe plow raised,

and a shaft provided with means for operating said con-

nection, said shaft being rotatable without operating the

connection when the rogula ting-device is locked to said

connection.

4. In a plow, the corablhation with a frame, carrying

wheels and a plow beam, ot a lifting connection compris-

ing a link, power operated mechanism for operating said

connection and a depth regulating device comprising a
link, an adjustable stop s^rew mounted on one of said

links and a cooperating miember connecte<l to the other

of said links, said screw being adjustable by rotation to

vary the movement of tbe connection.

5. In a plow, tbe combination with a frame, carrying-

wheels, and a plow-beam, of a power-op<»rated lifting-con.

nection comprising a link, n deptb-regulatiug device com-
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prising a link and two stop-members on the links re-

spectively, and a screw for adjusting the movement of the
connection.

[Claims 8 to 27 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,227.746. DISPLAY-SIGN FOR AUTOMOBILES. Ed-
WAJU) A. Campbbll, St. Lools, Mo. Filed Dec. 20, 1916.
Serial No. 67,861. (CI. 40—129.)

1. In a display sign for automobiles the combination
of a mad-guard, a fender conforming to the contour there-
of and movably mounted beneath said guard and having
a translucent sign portion, and^ means for illuminating
said translucent sign.

2. In a display sign for automobiles the combination
of a mud-guard, a fender conforming to the contour there-
of and provided with a translucent sign portion and
bingedly mounted beneath said mud-guard, so that it may
bo swung outwardly therefrom, and means for illuminat-
ing said translucent sign.

3. In a display sign for automobiles, the combination
with a mud-guard thereof, of a sign carrying member con-
forming to the contour of said mud guard, means for
hlngedly securing said member to the under side of said
mud-guard, whereby access may be had to the wheel of
the vehicle by swinging said member outwardly, and
means for securing said member against movement.

4. In a display sign for automobiles the ccmblnation
with a mud-guard thereof, of a sign carrying member con-
forming to the contour of said mud-guard and fitting
therewlthln, said member being provided with a flange,
raeans secured to said flange and to said mud-guard to per-
mit a swinging movement of said member, and means for
securing said member against swinging movement.

5. In a display sign for automobiles, the combination
with a mud-guard thereof, of a sign carrying member con-
forming to th«» contour of said mud-guard and provided
with a translucent portion, means for bingedly securing
said member to the under side of said mud-guard whereby
access may be had to the wheel of the vehicle by swinging
said member outwardly, display matter carried by said
translucent portion, and illuminating means mounted
behind said translucent portion.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.747. SPEEDOMETER. Allen A. Cawtom. New
York. N. Y., assignor to The Device Testing Company,
a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed June 27, 1914.
Serial No. 847.669. (CT. 175—183.)

1. A speedometer comprising a pair of electromagnets
of different magnetic strength, means for supplying a con-
stant electric current to the one electromagnet, means for
supplying an intermittent electric current to the other

electronukgnet to increaae its magnetic atreBcth. an arnM-
ture mounted to move In rMponse to the difference in elec-
tric strength of the said two electromagnets and meana
for indicating the movement of the said armature.

2. A speedometer comprising a pair of electromagnets
of different magnetic strength, each of said electromag-
nets being in the form of a horseshoe magnet having
poles of equal polarity and spaced a distance apart, an
armature mounted to move within the magnetic field
of the two electromagnets and between the poles of each
one of the same and In response to the difference in mag-
netic strength of the said two electromagnets, means for
indicating the movement of the said armature, means for
limiting the movement thereof and means for supplying
electric current to the two magnets.

3. A speedometer comprising two electromagnets of
opposite polarity and of different magnetic strength, each
of said magnets being a horseshoe magnet with poles of
equal polarity, an armature mounted to oscillate within
the magnetic field of the said two electromagnets and
between the poles of each one of tbem, a pointer secured
to said armature, a scale for said pointer and means for
supplying electric current to the said two electromagnets.

1,227,748. SHAVING-MACHINE FOR SOUND- RECORD
TABLETS. Fra.xk L. Capps and John J. Scvllt,
Bridgeport, Conn., assignors to American Graphophone
Company, Bridgeport, Conn., a Corporation of Weat
VirjinU. Piled Oct. 14, 1916. Serial No. 65.918. (a.
82—1.1.)

1. In a machine for shaving sound-record tablets, the
combination of a tablet-carrying mandrel, a carriage mov-
able along a tablet on the mandrel from one end to the
other, a knife on the carriage, and knife-advancing meanit
automatically operable on the termination of each cut by
a longitudinal movement of the carriage.

2. In a machine for shaving sound-record tableta, the
combination of a tablet-carrying mandrel, a carriage mov-
able along a tablet on the mnndrel and capable of being
lifted away therefrom, a knife on the carriage, and knlfe-
advanclng means automatically operable by a lifting move-
ment of the carriage.

3. In a machine for shaving sound-record tablets, the
combination of a tablet carrying mandrel, a carriage mov-
able along a tablet on the mandrel and capable of being
lifted away therefrom, a knife on the carriage, and
knife-advancing means automatically operable by a lift-

ing movement of the carriage or by a longitudinal move-
ment thereof.

4. In a machine for shaving sound-record tablets, the
combination of a tablet-carrying mandrel, a carriage, a
guide or way for said carriage on which the carriage is

capable of both longitudinal movement and turning move-
ment, a knife supported on the carriage, mechanism for
adjusting the knife with relation to a tablet on the man-
drel, and means operable on the termination of each
cut to actuate said mechanism when the carriage is tamed
about said guide or way.

5. In a machine for shaving sound-record tablets, the
combination of a tablet-carrying mrndrel, a carriage, a
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gaide or way for said carriage on which the carriage Is

capable of both longitudinal movement and turning move-
ment, a knife supported on the carriage, mechanism for

adjusting the knife with relation to a tablet on the man-
drel, and means operable on the termination of each cut

to actuate said mechanism upon longitudinal movement
ot the carriage on said guide or way.

[Claims 6 to 55 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,227,760. FOOT-DRKSS. Mabt A. Clahke. Trenton.

N. J. Filed Feb. 1, 1917. Serial No. 146.019. (CI.

«6—6.)

1. A foot-dress adapted to inclose a shod foot, having a
ole shorter than the sole of the shoe to be covered there

by, and having an upper portion divided vertically and
terminating in two complementary flaps adapted to lap.

ome of said flaps terminating In a strap of sufficient length

to partially encircle the anklo of the wearer, and the

other of said flaps also terminating in a strap, and ad-

Jostable means fur connecting said straps to hold the toe

of the foot-dreKs to the toe of the shoe covered thereby.

2. A foot-dress adapted to Inclose a shod foot, having a

•ole shorter than the sole of the shoe to be covered there-

by, and hnvlng an upper portion terminating rearwardly

la two complementary flapK. one of said flaps being nar-

rowed outwardly from the upper portion Into a strap

1,327,749. FOLLOWER FOR FILING CABINETS. David
A. Carlson, Ralph F. Underwood, and Chablbs D.
Jadbbstrom, Jamestown, N. Y.. assignors to Art Metal
Construction Company. Jamestown. N. Y.. a Corpora
tlon of Massachusetts. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. Serial

No. 46.019. (CI. 129—30.)

/? -A*

1. A follower comprising a slide or carriage, a sheet

metal follower body rising from the carriage and provided
with a pair of ears t>ent therefrom, each ear having an
Integral pivot bent therefrom and extending transversely

tliereof. and a locking dog having side flanges lapping the

ears and provided with openings receiving the resi>ectlTe

pivots and pivotally connecting the dog to the ears.

2. A follower comprising a slide or carriage and a fol-

lower body supported thereon, the carriage having spaced

Ide meml)er8, a cross bar connecting the side members
and integral therewith, and a flange integral with the

cross head and depending therefrom between the side t)ars.

3. A follower comprising a follower body and a slide or

carriage therefor, said slide or carriage having spaced side

bars, a cross bead connecting the side bars and Integral

therewith and bent into an offset position above the side

bars, the cross head having a depending Integral flange

provided with reduced terminals engaging the re8i>ectlve

Bide bars.

adapted to partially encircle the ankle of the wearer, and
the other of said flaps having its upper and lower edgas
extended beyond the main part of its middle portion, and
an outwardly extending strap located between its upper
and lower edges, and means for adjustably ^nnecting
said straps to bold the toe of the foot-dress to the toe ot
the shoe to be covered thereby.

1,227,751. FIRE EXTINGUISHER. Richard H. Cobs,
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Apr. 28, 1916. Serial No.
94,096. (CI. 189—12.)

The combination of a casing, a collapsible tube within
the casing and of a corresponding size In cross section, the
tube having a nozzle at its forward end. the rear end of
the tube being flattened at opposite sides, the tube con-
taining a liquid, and means for generating gas within the
casing to act upon said flattened sides of the tube for
compressing the tube to expel the liquid, substantially as
described.

1.227,762. FUSIBLE ELEMENT FOR INCLOSED ELEC-
TRICAL FUSES. Robert C. Cole, Hartford. Conn.,
assignor to The Johns-Pratt Company. Hartford. Conn.,
a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Oct. 27, 1916.
Serial Ko. 127,990. (CI. 175—273.)

1. A fusible element for an inclosed fuse consisting of
a plural number of fusible links of compact cross section
spaced apart at their ends and brought Into proximity
with each other at the middle of their length.

2. A fusible element for an inclosed fase consisting of
a plural number of fusible links of round cross section
spaced apart at their ends and brought together Inter-

mediate the ends.

3. A fusible element for an inclosed fuse consisting of a
plural number of fusible links of compact cross section
held in proximity with each other at the middle and spaced
apart at the ends, conducting frames holding the ends of
the links apart, and terminals extending from the con-
ducting frames.

4. A fusible element for an Inclosed fuse consisting of
a plural number of round fusible wires, said wires being
closer together at the middle than at their ends, disks
holding the ends of the wires apart, and terminals ex-
tending from the disks.

5. A fusible element for an inclosed fuse consisting of
a plural number of round fusible wires brought together
at the middle and held spaced apart at the ends.

1.227.753. FUSE-BLOCK. Robebt C. Cole, Hartford.
Conn., assignor to The Johns-Pratt Company. Hartford.
Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Oct. 27,

1916. Serial No. 127,991. (CI. 176—273.)
1. A fuse block having an insulating base with under-

cut pockets that open toward the ends of the base in its

upper face and sockets in the bottom of the pockets, fuse
clips with their lower portions shaped to loosely lit tht
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walls of the pocket* and haTlng threaded perforations In
their bottoms, and screws turning in said tM-eaded per-

forations into the sockets in the bottom of the pockets
when the clips art- in operative position so as to retain
the clips from movemeot endwise out of the pocketa

2. A fuse block having an insulating base with under-
cut pockets that open toward the ends of the base in its

upper face and sockets In the bottom of the pockets, fuse
clips with their lower portions shaped to loo«ely fit the
walls of the pockets and having threaded perforations In
their bottoms, screws turning in said threaded perfora-
tions into the sockets In the bottom of the pockets, and
lags with wire receiving sockets and forked ends that are
adapte<l to be thmst beneath the heads of the screws and
to be bound thereby closely to the bottom of the clljw by
the screws which retain the clips in the pockets.

1,227,764. WINDER. Howaro D. Colman. Rockford,
111., assignor to Howard D. Colman, Luther L. Miller,
and Harry A. Severson. Copartners doing business as
Bart)€r-Colman Company. Rockford. lU. Filed Oct. 81,
1908. Serial No. 460,528. (CI. 242—44.)

1. A spooler having in combination, a spooler frame
having a plurality of traveling bobbin holders ; spoo] car-

rying spindles movable with said bobbin holders ; means
for causing the bobbin holders and spool-splndles to travel

;

means for rotating spools mounted on said spindles ; and
means for automatically feeding bobbins to said bobbin
holders.

2. A spooler having, in combination, a spooler frame;
a plurality of traveling bobbin-holders on Mid spooling
frame; means for rotatably carrying a spool opposite
each bobbin bolder ; means for rau.«tng the bot>bln holders

and spool-carrying means to travel ; means for rotating

spools mounted on said carrying means ; means for auto-
matically feeding bobbins to said bobbin holders ; and
means for automatically removing said bobbies at a de-

termined point with resj>eot to said frame.

3. A spooler having, in combination, a frame ; spool
spindle* on said frame ; means for rotating the tpooU on
satd spindles ; a bobbin hokler In which a bobbin may lie

loose, there being one bobbin bolder opposite each spool
spindle ; and means for feeding bobbins to said bobbin
holders.

4. A spooler having, in combination, a frame, an end-

less chain on said frame; means for imparting movement
to said chain ; bobbin holders carried by said chain ; spool
supporting spindles carried by said chain ; friction de-

vices for contact with the spools to rotate them ; and
means for automatically feeding bobbins to said bobbin
holders.

6. \ spooler having. In combination, a fmme, an end-
leM chain on said frame ; means for imparting movement
to said chain ; bobbin holders carried by satd chain

:

spool supporting spindles carried by said chain ; measa
for feeding bobbins to said bobbin holders ; and means for
feeding spools to said spindles.

[Claims 6 to 106 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.227,765. ANTICREEPING DEVICE FOE RAILS.
Di.VNis B. Cbowley. Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Aag. 19,
1916. SerUl No. 115.742. (CI. 238 4.)

l'*^ 1
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as to exert a change-In scale upon the valre plate as the

latter rises from the seat and also being adapted to act

as a stop of the valve plate, and a plurality of auxiliary

spring members adapted to Increase the change-in-scale

effect of the main springs and to act as a cushion fitop for

the valve plate.

3. A plate valve having a plurality of lateral spring ex-

tensions bent to overlie the valve plate and having their

extremities fixed with relation to the valve seat whereby
said extenidons may act as a stop for the valve plate and
may exert a cbange-ln-scale effect upon said plate and
auxiliary spring members carried by said main spring

members and overlying the valve plate to Increase the

change-ln-scale effect and to act as a cushioning or cushion

stop for the plate.

4. A plate valve having lateral spring extensions bent

to overlie the valve plate and having their extremities

fixed opposite the geometric center of the valve plate and
with relation to the valve seat, and so disposed that the

rising of the valve plate has a tendency to lengthen the

spring extensions, whereby the fixity of the extremities

of said spring members pro<luces a change-ln-scale in the

operative effect of said spring members.
6. A plate valve having lateral spring extensions bent

to overlie the valve plate and having their extremities

fixed opposite the geometric center of the valve plate and
with relation to the valve seat, and so disposed that the

rising of the valve plate has a tendency to lengthen the
spring extensions, whereby the fixity of the extremities of

said spring members produces a change In-scale In the

operative effect of said spring members, certain of said

spring members carrying auxiliary spring members sym-
metrically disposed over the valve plate to Increase the
change-ln-scale effect and act as a cushion stop for the

valve plate.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.760. THERMOREGUL.\TOR. Achillm dm Kho-
TIN8KT. Chicago, 111., assignor to Central Scientific

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Apr. 29, 1916. Serial No. 94,511. (CI. 200—32.)

1. A thermoregulator comprising a tut>e adapted to sup-

port a thermo-sensltlve current-conducting fluid, a mem-
ber adjustable relatively to said tube and provided with

a tapered opening, a second member provided with a
tapered opening and spaced from said first member, a

glass tube having tapered ends fitting snugly in said

tapered openlnKS and a relatively small bore, and a con-

tact member supported by said second member and ex-

tending into said bore.

2. A thermoregulator comprising a tube adapted to rap-

port a thermo-sensitive current-conducting fiuid, a mem
ber adjustable relatively to said tut>e and provided with
a tapered opening, means for locking said memt>er in ad-

Justed position, a second memt>er provided with a tapered

opening and spaced from said first member, a glass tube

having tapered ends fitting snugly in said tapered open-
ings and a relatively small bore, and a contact member
supported by said second member and extending into said

bore.

3. A thermoregulator comprising a tube adapted to sup-

port a thermo-sensitive current-conducting fluid, a mem-
ber adjustable relatively to said tube and provided with

a tapered opening, a second member provided with a

tapered opening and spaced from said tlrst member, a

glass tube having tap«'red ends fitting snugly in said

tapered openings and a relatively small bore, and an ad-

justable contact member supported by said second mem
ber and extending into said bore.

4. A thermoregulator comprising a tube adapted to sup-

port a thermo-seDsltlve current-conducting fiuid, a mem-
ber adjustable relatively to said tube and provided with a

taperetl opening, a second member provideil with a tapered

opening and spaced from said first memt>er, a glass tntw

havinx tapered ends fitting snugly in said tapered open

Ings and relatively small bore, an adjustable contact mem-
t>er supported by said second meml>er and extending Into

said bore, and means for locking said contact member la

adjusted position.

1.227.761. HAY PRESS. James A. Dickbl. Ottumwa,
Iowa, assignor of one-half to Frank A. Dickel, Ottumwa,
Iowa. Filed Feb. 23. 1916. Serial No. 79.993. (CL
100—9.)

^**

«'•«*• •••

1. In a press of the class descrit>ed, a press box. a
plunger, toggle Jolnte^l lexers, one plvotally connected to

the plunger and the other having a fixed pivot, a drum, a
chain partly wound on the drum and having its ends con-

nected respectively to the plunger and to the plvotally

connected end of the lever, and means to rotate the drum
first In one direction and then in the reverse direction.

2. In a baling press, the combination of a press box,

a plunger, operating means for the plunger including a
drum, an endless belt operated by the drum and having a

tappet element, a reversing bar mounted for reciprocating

movement and having arms at its ends in the path of said

tappet, said reversing bar l)eing provided with a rack, a
pinion engaged by said rack, a second pinion reroluble

with the first named pinion, a belt shifter having a rack

engaged by the second pinion, a counter shaft geared to

the drum, a pair of pulleys fast to the counter shaft, a
loose pulley t>etween said fast pulleys, a longitudinal

power pulley and belts respectively engaged by the belt

shifter and connecting said longitudinal pulley and two
of the pulleys on the counter shaft, one of said t>elts

being crossed, each l>elt t>elng adapted to t>e shifted from
one of the fast pulleys to the loose pulley.

3. In a baling press of the class described the combina-
tion of a press box, a plunger, means includitfg a rero-

luble element, to operate the plunger, a pulley loose on
said revoluble element, means to alternately lock said

pulley to said revoluble element for partial rotation there-

with and to then release said pulley therefrom, a feed

table, feeders movable on said table toward and from
the press box, springs to move said feeders outwardly
on the said feed table and operating cords connecting
the feeders to said pulley and ooacting with the pulley
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to move the feeders toward the press box while the same
Is revolving with said revoluble element.

4. In a baling press of the class described, a feed table,

feeders mounted on the feed table for movement toward

and from the press and means to operate said feeders si-

multaneously with the press, the feed table being pro-

vided with slots which converge toward the press and
the feeders being arranged in overlapping relation and
having guide means oi>eratinK in said slots to move the

feeders toward each other while they are moving toward

the press.

6. In a baling press of the class described, a press box,

a plunger, a rocking element connected to and operating

with the plunger, a tamper operated by the rocking lever,

a feed table at one side of the. press box, feeders mounted
on the feed table for movement toward and from the

press box, operating means for the feeders, and block

carrying means on one of the feeders, said tamper having

means to engage the block and arrange the same in the

press box.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,762. AIR PUMP. Hablbt M. Dcxlap, Battle

Creek, Mich. Filed Oct. 17, 1916. Serial No. 126.130.

(CI. 280—82.)

1. In a structure of the class described, the combina-

tion of a base having openings therein, a pair of low

pressure cylinders open at their lower ends seated on said

base above Its said openings, a pair of high pressure cyl-

inders of substantially less diameter than said low pressure

cylinders, heads for said low pressure cylinders having

•eats therein for said high pressure cylinders and consti-

tuting bases therefor, heads for said high pressure cyl-

inders having delivery passages therein provided with

valves, a coupling pipe connecting aald delivery passages

at the rear of their valves, one of said passages being pro-

vided with a delivery connection, bolts extending from

aid low pressure cylinder heads to said base and from

aid high pressure cylinder heads to said low pressure

cylinder heads, pairs of high and low pressure cylinder

pistons, connecting rods for said pairs of pistobs disposed

through said low pressure cylinder heads, disk valves for

aid high pressure cylinders disposed In aald seats to sur-

round said connecting rod and constitute packing glands

therefor and packing gaskets for said high pressure cylin-

der seats, a rocker arm plvotally mounted on said base

centrally below said low pressure cylinders and having

upwardly projecting arms which swing through said base

openings into said cylinders as the rocker arm is oscil-

lated, and links connecting said arms to said low pressure

pistons, the pivots connecting said links to said arms be-

iBf so disposed relative to the axis of the rocker arm that

they approach a straight line as. the pistons near the

ends of their work stroke.

3. In a structure of the class described, the combina-

tion of a base, a pair of low pressure cylinders open at

their lower ends mounted on said base, a pair of high

pressure cylinders of substantially less diameter than said

low pressure cylinders, heads for said low pressure cylin-

ders having seats therein for said high pressure cylinders

and constituting bases therefor, heads for said high pres-

sure cylinder having delivery connections, pairs of high

and low pressure cylinder pistons, connecting rods for

aid pairs of pistons disposed through said low pressure

cylinder heads, disk valves for said high pressure cylin-

ders disposed in said seats to surround said connecting

rod and constitute packing glands therefor and packing

gaskets for said high pressure cylinder seats, a rocker

arm plvotally mounted on said base, and links connecting

said arms to said low pressure pistons, the pivots con-

necting said links to said pistons and to said arms being

so disposed relative to the axis of the rocker arm that

they approach a straight line as the pistons near the ends

of their work stroke.

6. In a structure-of the class desorIl>ed, the combination

of a base, a pair of low pr^-ssure cylinders open at their

lower ends mounted on said base, a pair of high pressure

cylinders of substantially less diameter than said low

pressure cylinders, heads for said low pressure cylinders

having seats therein for said high pressure cylinders an!

constituting bases therefor, heads for said high pressure

cylinders having delivery connections, pairs of high and
low pressure cylinder pistons, connecting rods for said

pairs of pistons disposed through said low pressure cylin-

der beads, disk valves fot said high pressure cylinder*

disposed in said seats to surround said connecting rod

and constitute packing glands therefor and packing gas-

kets for said high pressure cylinder seats, a rocker arm
plvotally mounted on said base, and links connecting said

arms to said low pressure pistons.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,763. MOLD-DUMPING MACHINE. Abthdb O.

DcPCT, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The C. O. Bartlett

& Snow Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Dec. 20, 1912. Serial No. 737,781. (01.

26—2.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combi-

nation of an intermittently operating mold inverting

mechanism adapted to receive and invert a mold ; an in-

termittently operating conveying mechanism adapted to

remove such mold from said inverting mechanism when
the same is at rest ; means mounted above a portion of

said conveying mechanism and adapted to bump said mold
and thereby loosen the brick therefrom, said means being

timed to operate upon the coming to rest of said Inter-

mittent conveying mechanism ; and lifting means also

mounted above a portion of said conveyer and adapted
to lift said mold from the brick following such humping
operation.

2. In a machine of th« character described, the combi-

nation of a mold inverting mechanism adapted to receive

molds at either of two elevations ; a feeder adapted to

supply filled molds to said mechanism at the lower of such

two elevations ; a conveyer adapted to remove molds from

said Inverting mechanism ; bumping means adapted to

bump said molds when upon said conveyer, thereby loosen-

ing them from the brick ; and means adapted to lift said

mold from the brick and return them into said Inverting

meehanlsm at such second elevation.
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3. Id a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a mold Inverting mechanism adapted to receive

mold8 at either of two elevations ; a feeder adapted to

supply filled molds to said mechanism at the lower of

snrh two elevations ; a conveyor adapte«i to remove molds

from said Inverting mechanism ; bumping means adapted

to bump said molds when upon said conveyer, thereby

loosening them from the brick ; a sanding mechanism dip

posed beneath said inverting mechanism ; and means
adapted <o lift said mold from the brick and return them

to said inverting mechanism, the latter being adapted to

dis<'barg>> such emptied mold Into said sanding mecha
ni^m.

4. In a device of the character described, the com-

bination of an intermittently operating mold inverting

mechanism adapted to receive and invert a mold ; a con-

veying mechanism adapted to supply a mold to said In-

verting mechanism ; a second conveying mechanism adapt-

ed to remove the Inverted mold from said Inverting mech-

anism ; means for removing such mold from the bricks

therein ; and other means for returning surh empty mold
In the same vertical path traveled by such filled mold.

6. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of an intermittently operating mold Inverting mech-

anism adapted to receive and invert a mold : a conveying

mechanism adapted to supply a mold to said Inverting

mechanism : a second conveying mechanism adapted to

remove the inverted mold from said Inverting mechanism ;

means for removing such mold from the bricks therein ;

sanding mechanism disposed on the side of said inverting

mechanism adjacent said first named Inverter : and other

means for returning such empty molds to said sanding

meclmnism in the same vertical path traveled by such

filled mold.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Qazett*.]

1,227,764. MOLD- DUMP! NT. MACHINE. .Xhthttb O.

DiTPtjr, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The C. O. Bartlett

& Snow Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Piled Mar. 23. 1915. Serial No. 16,371. (CT.

25—2.)

1. In a mold dumping machine the combination of a
mold inverting mechanism, and means adapted to bomp
a mold when held therein.

2. In a mold dumping machine the combination of In-

termittently operated mold inverting mechanism ; and
bumping means adapted to bump a mold when held there

in. said bamping means being timed to operate when sai<l

Inverting mechanism is at rest.

3. In a mold dumping machine the combination of a

mold inverting mechanism : and means adapted to bamp
a mold longitudinally when held therein.

4. In a mold dumping machine the combination of a

mold inverting mechanism : and bnmping means adapted

to bump a mold therein at either end.

5. In a mold dumping machine the combination of a

laterally op«»n. rotatable receptacle adapted to receive and
Invert a mold : and bnmping means adapted to bump sn«h
mold at eltbn- end.

[Claims G to 48 not printed ta the Gnacttc]

l,2a7.765. REFRIQERATOR DIRPI^T-COUNTRR. AL-
BERT II. Ehrlich, St. Joseph. Mo. Filed Ttb. 2, 1916.

Serial No. 75.661. (01. 62—37.)

1. In a display refrigerator counter, the combination,
with a case, of partitions dlsposetl In said ca.-M- to form
food compartments and an intermediate ice compartment,
said partitions being arranged to permit air currents to
flow from the upper and lower portions of the compart-
ments, a curved member disposed in the end of each of the

food compartments and extending from the bottom to the

top of the latter, and a perforated baffle transversely dis-

posed in the food compartments adjacent the upper end of

the curved member.
2. In a display refrigerator counter, the combination,

with a casing, of vertical partitions spaced from the ends
of the case to form food compartments and an Intermediate
Ice compartment, each of said partitions being space«l

from the top and bottom of the case to form air passages
l>etween the Ice compartment and the food compartments,
apexed deflectors disposed In the top and bottom of the

Ice compartment adjacent salil air passages, and a curved
member disposed transversely In the outer end of each of

the food compartments, said member extending from the

bottom to the top of said compartments, whereby the air

currents may be guided an<l assisted In circulating through
the chambers.

3. In a display refrlger.itor counter, the combination,

with a caae, of partitions spaced from the enda of the case

to form food compartments and an Intermediate ice com-
partment, each of said partitions being spaced from the

top and bottom of the caae to form air passages between
the Ice compartment and the footl compartments, V
shaped deflectors disposed in the ice compartment adjacent

the air passages, a carved plate dispose<l in the outer end
of each of the food compartments and extending from
the bottom to the top of said compartments, and a per-

forated baffle plate transversely dlapo8e<l in each of the

food compartments adjacent the upper end of the curved

plate.

1.227.766. SUSTAINING DEVICE FOR VAPOR CON-
VERTERS. 8ir»NEV W. FAaNSwoRTii, Pittsburgh, Pa..

assignor to Westlnghons* Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed July

14. 1915. Serial No. 39,796. (01. 17.''.—.r%4.)

1. In a vapor electric device. tlM csmMnatton with a
cathode, of a k««p-«)lve anodr sohMtantUlty coextensive

with the active surface thereof, said keep alive anode be-
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lay provided with openings for the passage of the conrert-

tty arc to any part of the cathode surface.

2. In a vapor electric device, the combination with a

cathode, of a keep alive ano<lp extending over substantially

the entire active surface thereof, but ao perforated as to

exert substantially no shielding action thereupon.

8. In a vapor electric device, the combination with a

mtbode, of a keep-alive anode extending over substantially

the entire active surface thereof and equally spacrd there-

from throughout its area, said anode being provided with

a plurality of perforations therethrough to minimlie the

shielding action thereof.

4. in a vapor electric device, the combination with a

catho«le having an extended active surface, of a retlco-

lated keep-alive an<»de provided with portions extending in

proximity to all portions of said cathode surface.

5 In a vapor electric device, the combination with a

Mqnld cathode having an extended active surface, of a re-

tlcnlated conducting plate adjacent, substantially parallel

to and coextensive with, said cathode surface, and con

nectlons from said plate to a keep alive circuit, whereby

said plate Is adapted to operate as a keep-alive anode.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<l in the Qaaette.]
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1,227,767. BUILDING BOARD. JOHN Fiiocs, Indian

apoUs. Ind. Filed Ji

(01. 72—86.)

16. 1915. Serial No. 2,671.

.'i>

A building board having Its main portion consisting of

mineral wool with a relatively small amount of cement

therein so that said portion will maintain its shape and

yet be resilient, a coating of cement on one surface of said

mineral wool portion and adhering thereto, and crushed

stone secured on said cement to form a hard external sur-

face for said board, stibstantlally as set forth.

1227 768. WINDOW-LATCn. William S. Fell, New
'

Orl'eans. La. FUed Jan. 27, 1917. Serial No. 144.943.

(a. 16—58.)

of the casing, b^ movaWe ii a wsHlsal plane to a posltloB

within the casing, and a locking member hingedly mounted

on the upper face of the tongue and urging the tongue by

gravity to a horUonUl position, said locking member when

the tongue Is In a horizontal position belnjc upwardly and

rearwardly Inclined and bearing against the rear face of

the casing, there being means for preventing the outer

end of the tongue from being moved Inward to a vertical

plane Intersecting the pivotal center of the tongue to

thereby cause the tongue to be constantly urged by

gravity to a horizontal position.

4. The combination with an upper sash and a lower

Mish having meeting rails, of a rectangular casing disposed

within one of the rails of the upper sash and resting upon

the meeting rail thereof, a tongue pivoted at its rear end

to the bottom of said rasing, inward of the forward edge

of the easing and normally disposed In a horizontal posi-

tion over the upper face of the meeting rail of the lower

sash, a locking member hinged to the upper face of the

tongue intermediate the end-s of the tongue and said lock-

ing member when the tongue Is in a horizontal position

extending rearward and slightly upward and bearing

against the rear wall of the casing, the end of the lock

Ing member being bevele<l to bear fiat against said rear

wall, said locking member at all times urging said tongue

to a horizontal position and the end of the locking mem-

ber having wedging engagement with the rear wall of the

casing when the tongue is In a horizontal position, and a

stud on the locking member whereby It may be manually

lifted from its locking position, said stud preventing the

tongue from being shifted so far Into the casing as to pre-

vent the dropping of the tongue to Its hortzontal position

by gravity.

6. A sash fastener comprising a supporting member

having a tongue pivoted to It, and normally disposed In

horizontal plane and adapted to overlie the lower sash of a

window, said tongue being movable in a vertical plane

to an approximately vertical position, and a locking mem-

ber hlngo<lly mounted on the outward face of the tongn«

Intermediate of Its ends and urging the tongue by gravity

to a horizontal position, aald locking member when the

tongue is in a horizontal position being upwardly and

rearwardlv inclined and bearing against said supporting

member, the tongue being formed with upwardly extend-

ing parallel guard flanges on each side of the locking

member, preventing the insertion of an Implement beneath

the locking mtmber.
[Claims 2. 3, and 6 to 8 not printed in the Oasette.]

1. A sash fastener c^imprlslng a casing having a tongue

plvt^tetl within aivl at the bottom of the cnstng and nor-

mally dispoeed In a horizontal plane and projecting out

1 227,769. ADJUSTABLE FOUM FOR MOLDING CON-
' CRETE STRUCTURES. Albert C. Fitch, Detroit,

Mich. Filed Oct. 8. 1914. Serial No. 865.656. (CL

25—181.6.)

2. An adjustable form for molding cement structures,

comprising a plurality of channel sections, angle sections

having flang.-s adjustably secured to the flanges of said

channel sections and oppositely-extending flanges adjust-

ably overlapping each other.

4. An adjustable form for molding cement structure^

coraprlslBg a plurality of parallel Inverted channel sec-

tions having flaring sides, angle sections Uetween said

channel sections, each fcavlng one flange adjustably w^
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cured to the flaring aide of raid channel section, the other
flange adjustably overlapping the corresponding flange of

the angle section of the adjacent channel section.

5. An adjustable form for molding cement structures,
comprising a plurality of inverted channel sections, angle
sections secured to the sides thereof, having flanges be-

tween said channel sections adjustable In position to vary
the depth of space therebetween.

7. An adjustable form for molding cement structure*,

comprising a plurality of parallel inverted channel sec-

tiona adjustable to varying distances between centers, and
angle sections adjustably secured to and projecting from
the adjacent channel sections overlapping each other In

the space therebetween, permitting of the adjustments to

Tarying distances between centers of said channel sec-

tions while still overlapping each other.

[Claims 1, 3, 6, and 8 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,227.770. AUTOMOBILE-RADIATOR. Isidor Flbisch-
MA»N, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial

No. 115.140. (C\. 257—128.)

«-

An automobile radiator composed of a pair of converg-
ing upper water chambers, a pair of converging lower
water chambers, and cooling members Interposed between
said chambers, each cooling member being formed of a
rear plate, a front plate projecting a distance beyond the
rear plate, and a plurality of air tubes set Into the plates,
the forwardly projecting ends of the front plates forming
an upright water chamber at the nose of the radiator.

1,227,771. BATTERY-CHAROING EQUIPMENT. ED-
WARD T. Foora, Montclalr, N, J., assignor to The Cutler-

Flammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of
Wisconsin. Filed Feb. 19. 1916. Serial No. 79,435.
(a. 171—814.)

w
mw

'B

1. In combination, a battery, a source of current for
charging the same, a resistance normally included in cir-

cuit with said battery and an electro responsive switch to
automatically exclude said resistance from circuit, said
switch being self locking against response thereof under
pre<letermlned current conditions and being subjected to
control by the current of the battery circuit.

2. In combination, a battery, a source of current for
charging the same, a resistance, means to connect said

battery to said source of current through raid resistance
and an electro-responsive switch self locking against re-

sponse thereof under certain current conditions and aob-
Jected to the current of the battery circuit for timing of

'

ita response, said switch upon responding acting to shunt
said resistance and being subject to de^nerglzation upon i

disconnection of said battery from said source of current
thereby insuring Inclusion of said resistance upon subse-
quent initial connection of said battery to raid source of
current.

3. In combination, a battery, a aource of current for
charging the same, a resistance, a shunting switch for
said resistance having an operating winding «nd a lockout
winding, the latter winding being provided for aeries con-
nection with said battery and means to connect said bat-
tery to said aource of current through said resistance and
said lockout winding of raid switch and to further com-
plete the circuit of the operating winding of said switch
whereby said switch is rendered effective under certain
current conditions to automatically shunt raid resistance.

4. In a battery charging equipment, in combination, a
line for supplying current, a battery connected thereto, a
resistance Included in series with raid battery for limiting
the initial surge of current therethrough, and an electro-
responsive switch for excluding raid reslHtance from said
circuit, said switch having two windings Included ia
series with said battery, one to actuate the rame and the
other to hold it against actuation while the current In the
battery exceeds a predetermined value.

5. In a battery charging equipment, in combination, a
current supplying line, a battery connected thereacross, a
resistance included In aeries with said battery, and an
electro-responsive switch biased to open position, said
switch having two windings connected in series with said
battery and with each other for exerting opposite pulls
upon said switch, one of said windings preilominatlng
during excessive current conditions to maintain said
switch open thereby maintaining said resistance in cir-

cuit, and the other of said windings predominating during
normal current conditions to close said switch and ex-

clude both said resistance and said first mentioned wind-
ing from the battery circuit.

1.2 27,7 7 2. ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTING SYSTEM.
Charles Le C. FoBrascra, Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed May 6, 1915.
SerUl No. 26,434. (CT. 171—»7.)

1. The combination with a sotirce of current supply,
transmission line conductors connected thereto, a common
power supply circuit, and spaced transformers having
their primary windings connected to raid transmission
line and their secondary windings connected at spaced in-

tervals to the common power supply circuit, of reactance
elements connected in circuit with said transformers, the
reactance offered by said reactance elements progressively
decreasing In amount as their distance from the source
of current supply increases.

2. The combination with a source of current supply,
transmission line conductors connected thereto, a common
power supply circuit, and spaced transformers having
their primary windings connected to said transmission
line and their secondary windings connected at spaced
Intervals to the common power supply circuit, of reactance
elements connected In circuit with raid transformers, the
reacUnce elements being so adjusted that the ampere-
miles on both sides of a load point on said common power
supply circuit are substantially equal In value.

8. The combination with a source of current supply and
feeders connected thereto, of a power supply system,
transformers for connecting at spaced intervals raid
power supply system to said feeders, and reactance ele-

ments connected In circuit with raid transformers, said

il
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reactance elements being so adju«te<l tliat the reactance

offered thereby progressively varies In amount as their

distance from the source of current supply varies.

4. The combination with a source of current supply

and feeders connected thereto, of a power supply system,

transformers for connecting at spaced Intervals raid power

supply system to raid feeders, an<l reactance elements con-

nected In circuit with raid transformers, the reactance

•lements being so adjusted that the ampere miles on both

Ides of a moving load point on raid power supply system

are substantially equal in value.

6. The combination with a source of current supply

and feeders connected thereto, of a rallwajr system com

prising a trolley conductor, transformers for connecting

at spaced intervals raid trolley conductor to raid feeders,

and reactance elements connecte<l In circuit with said

transformers to offer Impedance to the currents supplied

to raid trolley, said reactance elements being so adjusted

that the reactance offered thereby progressively varies In

amount as the distance from the source of current supply

Taries.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.l

1,227.778. MOLDING-MACHINE. jBRom N. FaANTB.

Newark. N. J., assignor to The Foundry Appliance Com-

pany, Newark, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey,

rued Aug. 15, 1916. SerUi No. 114,960. (Cl. 22—25.)

•—

1. In a molding machine the combination of a vertically

movable support, adapted to receive a flask having a cope

and drag with a pattern between the rame, means for

raising and lowering the support, a frame, a pressing

plate carried thereby above the position occupied by the

cope, adapted to press against the rand in the top of the

cope when the support is raised, and a member mounted

OB Mid frame having supporting projections adapted to

CBfase under lugs on the cope, and projections positioned

to engage under lugs on the pattern when the latter and

the drag are lowered partway beneath the suspended

cope, raid member being mounted to permit lateral move-

ment thereof, to position said projections beneath the lugs

and to remove them from i)eneath the same, substantially

as set forth.

2. In a molding machine the combination of a support,

a flask having a cope and drag with a pattern between the

rame adapted to be supported on raid support, raid cope

and pattern having laterally-extending lugs thereon, a

frame, a pressing plate carried thereby above the cope,

means for causing relative movement between raid support

and plate, to Increase and decrease the distance between

the rame. and a member mounted relatively to raid plate,

having supporting projections adapted to engage under

lugs on the cope, and projections positioned to engage

under lugs on the pattern after separatlnjt movement be-

tween said support and plate has separated the suspended

cope from the pattern and drag, raid member being sup-

ported to permit lateral movement thereof, to position

aid projections beneath the lugs and to remove them

from beneath the rame, substantially as set forth.

3. In a molding machine the combination of a frame, a

vertical support thereon, a pair of horizontally extending

members suspended from said support by pin and slot

connections, adapted to permit lengthwise movement of

said meml>ers and pivotal movement thereof, a support

adapted to receive a flask having a cope and drag wltfc

pattern between the rame, raid members positioned to

extend on opposite sides of the flask, and vertlcaPexten-

slons on raid members having portions adapted to extend

under lugs on the cope, and also on the pattern, raid

members being lengthwise movable suflBciently to remore

raid portions from under raid lugs, substantially as s«t

forth.

4. In a molding machine the combination of a frame, a

vertical support thereon, a pair of horlzonUlly extending

members suspended from raid support by pin and slot con-

nections, adapted to permit lengthwise movement of said

kembers and pivotal movemwit thereof, a support adapted

to receive a flask having a cope and drag with pattern be-

tween the same, raid members positioned to extend on

opposite sides of the flask, vertical extensions on raid

members having arms adapted to extend under a pair of

lugs on each side of the cope, brackets adapted to be se-

cured to raid extensions having arms adapted to extend

under a pair of lugs on rach side of the pattern, and

means for securing raid brackets in desired adjusted posi-

tions on raid extensions, raid members being movable

lengthwise sufficiently to remove all raid arms from under

Mid lugs, substantially as set forth.

6. In a molding machine having a support, adapted to

support a flask having a cope and drag with a pattern be-

tween the same, the combination of a cross member po-

sitioned to extend above the flask, a sheave thereon, a

flexible connection about the sheave, and extending down-

wardly therefrom, a frame comprising a pair of horizon-

tally extending meml>er8 positioned to extend, one on eacfc

side the flask, suspended from raid connection, raid frame

having a handle in front and vertically spaced portions

adapted to extend under lugs on the cope and pattern,

sabstantlally as set forth. /

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227,774. CYLINDER - MOUNTING FOB PRINTING-
PRESSES. GcBTAV A. Frikss, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr,

4. 1916. Serial No. 88,823. (Cl. 101—282.)

CBdi
1. In a printing press having a cylinder adapted to re-

ceive removable printing jackets, a bearing for a trunnion

of Mid cylinder mounted to rock on an axis transverse

to the axis of rotation of said cylinder, the trunnion of

raid cylinder journaled in raid bearing being engaged

against longitudinal movement relatively thereto, a bear-

ing for the other trunnion of raid cylinder removably

mounted In a housing and adapted to be lifted out of the

rame as the cylinder Is tilted for mounting and demount-

ing the prlntlnp jacket thereof.

2. In a printing press having a cylinder adapted to re-

ceive removable printing jackets, a housing for the bear-

ing for one trunnion of said cylinder havlnp parall*"! side

walls between which raid bearing Is held against lateral

movement, an adjustable support for said hearing in the

bottom of said housing, an adjustable mfmber in the top

of raid housing coactlng with the adjustable support to

hold raid bearing against vertical movement, the opposed

faces of raid support and raid member and the coOpera'tlng

faces of raid bearing engaged thereby having a curvature
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•t the radlat of the distance of Mid faces from the axla
of rotation of said cylinder to permit the latter to b«
tilted on an axis tranmrerse to its axis of rotation.

1,227.775. CYLINDER-GRINDING MACHINE. Oobtat
A. FBIM8. Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. 23. 1»16. 8«i1al
No. 133,048. (CI. 51—4.)

1. A machine of the kind speclfled. Including a rotatabic
support for the cjllnder to be ground, means for routing
the same, a grinding element, mechanism for moving the
same longitudinally of the cylinder while In contact there-
with and from end to end of the latter, and mechanism for
reciprocating said element during its said movement.

2. A machine of the kind specified, including a rotatable
support for the cylinder to be ground, means for rotating
the same, a grinding element, mechanism for moving the
same longitudinally of the cylinder while in contact there-
with and from end to end of the latter, and mechanism for
reciprocating said element la said direction during tta
aid movement

3. A machine of the kind spedtled. Including a rotata-
ble support for the cylinder to be ground, means for rotat-
ing the same, a grinding element, mechanism for moving
the same longitudinally of the cylinder while in contact
therrwith and from end to end of the latter, and mecha-
Blsm for imparting rapid reciprocal movement of rela-
tively short stroke to said element in said direction during
Ita said movement.

4. A machine of the kind specified, Incladlng a rotatable
support for the cylinder to be ground, means for rotaUng
the same, a grindlnn element, mechanism for moving the
ame longitudinally of the cylinder while In contact there-
with and from end to end of the latter, and mechanism
for reciprocating said element transversely of its general
direction of travel and during the latter.

5. A machine of the kind specified, including a rotaU-
ble support for the cylinder to be ground, means for rotat-
ing the same, a grinding element, mechanism for moving
the same longitudinally of the cylinder while in contact
therewith and from end t<i end of th^ lattt-r. and mecha-
nism for imparting rapid reciprocal movement of relatively
short stroke to said element transversely of Its general
direction of travel and during the latter.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227.776. ROOFING - SHINGLE AND METHOD OF
LAYING SAME. Wiluam h. Ga«om. RutherforO,
N. J. Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial No. 126,881. (CL
108—9.)

one side Isppe,! by the next shingle on that side, the shin-
gles of each other course breaking joint with those of the
next course and each third coorse lapping lengthwise two
preceding courses, and fastening means through the lapped
portions near the upper end of each two shingles In any
coorse passing also through the mediate parts both as to
length and breadth of a shingle of the next course above,
and through the lower end of the reduced overlapped part
of a shlnjrle of a third course and Its head lapped by the
next shingle in that course.

1,227.777. SIGNAL. Robekt M. G11.8OX, Pittsburgh,
Pa., assignor to The Union Switch k Signal Company.
Swlssvale, Pa., a Con^oration of Pennsylvania. Filed
Jan. 20. 1914. SerUl No. 813,157. (CI. 240—48.4.)

1. A signal adapted for use on a railway curve and
comprising a source of light, means for projecting from
said source a lieam of substantially parallel rays, and a
glass screen located in said beam and comprising a series
of vertically disposed prisms Increasing In angle and de-
creasing In area from one side of the beam toward the
other, paid beam-projecting mea^ns and said screen being
so placed that the portion of the beam which is deflected
through the greatest angle is directed toward one end of
the curve and the portion of the beam which is defiected
through the least angle is directed toward the other end of
the curve.

2. A signal adapted for use on a railway curve and
comprising a source of light, means for projecting from
said source a beam of substantially parallel rays, and a
glaaa screen located In said beam and comprising a series
of vertically disposed prisms increasing progressively In
angle from one side of the beam toward the other, said
beam projecting means and said screen being so placed
that the portion of the beam which is deflected through
the greatest angle l» directed toward one end of the
curve and the portion of the beam which Is deflected
through the least angle is directed toward the other end of
the curve.

8. A signal adapted for use on a railway curve and
comprising a source of light, means for projecting from
said source a beam of sulmtantially parallel rays, and a
glass screen located in said beam and comprising a series
of vertically disposed prisms Increasing progressively in
angle from one side of the beam toward the other, said
prisms also decerasing progreHsively In area from one side
of the beam toward the other, said beam projecting means
and said screen being so placed that the portion of the
beam having the greatest intensity is directed toward the
far end of the curve and the portion of the beam having
the lowest Intenjdty in directed toward the part of the
curve nearest the signal.

1,227.778. SIGNAL. Robert M. (JiLaoN, Pittsburgh.
Pa., assignor to The Union Switch & Signal Company,
Swlssvale, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Origi-
nal application filed Jan. 20. 1914. Sertal No. 818.167.
Divideil and this application filed Jan. 18, 1917. Serial
No. 143.091. (CI. 240—48.4.)

....,_,, ,
*• A signal consprlslng a soorce of light, means for pro-A sUngie roof comprlsUig a series of coorsea. the skl>- Jectlng from saW «ourre a beam of Mh«untlally parallelt < raya ami a glass kcreeo locates! in nid beam and com-

»B each emirse each having a re<Iuced edge portion at » raya ami a gUss screen locatwl in
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prUdng a series of vertically disposed prisms the ani^c of

refraction of each of which prisms increiises progreaalvely

from a minimum value adjacent one side of the prism to

a maximum value adjacent the other side.

[Claims 1, 2, and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,779. HIDE-WORKING MACHINE. CHABi.aa JOHW
Gi.Aaai>. New York. N. Y. Filed July 31, 1916. Serial

No. 112,819. (CI. 149—17.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with a base, standards rising therefrom and a plurality

of knives mounted operatlvely on said standards, of a

track on said base in front of said standards, a carriage

movable on said track, a work cylinder revoluhle in said

carriage, a clutch device for op«'ratlvely engaging said

cylinder, a fixed guard plate in front of said track, and

means for moving said carriage between said guard plate

and its operative point.

7. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with a l>ase, a carriage movable thereon, a work cylinder

rotatably mounted upon said carriage, of means for ro-

tating said cylinder in either direction, of means for

gradually engaging said cylinder with said rotating means,

means for gradually disengaging said cylinder from said

rotating means, of means for adjustably secnrlng bides

or parts thereof to said cylinder, a plurality of adjustable

spring controlled knives movable lengthwise of said cylin-

der, means for grludinc said knives, an adjustable and
rotatable helically hladed roll lonpltodinally disposed to

said cylinder, and means for causing either said knives or

said roll, or both to engage with or disengage from said

working cylinder.

(Oaims 2 to 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,7«0. R<'>T.\RT ENGINE. John Gravib, Milwau-

kee. Wis., assignor of seventy-five one-hundredths to

Joseph H. Rapel and twenty-five one-hundredths to

Jesse E. Matteson. Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Dec. 16.

1915. SeHal No. «7.12fl. (CI. 121—64.)

1. In a steam motor of the described class, the combi-

nation of a rotor, a revoluble extension formed integral

therewith projecting laterally from one side thereof, a sta-

tionary sh.ift, a stationary housing Inclosing said exten-

sion on three sides, to wit ; nl>ove. below and at Its otiter

end, said housing also inclosing one end of said shaft, a

portion of said housing being Interposed between said ex-

tension and said shaft, radial Inlet and exhaust stdun

ports leading through the exterior wall of said housing

to the steam ports within tald extension, the steam pres-

svre within said bousing in any direction being adaptai ••

counterbalance and neutralize the pressure in the opposite

direction, whereby all lateral pressure of steam wlthla

said rotatable extension has no tendency to produce an
end thrust In any direction.

2. In a steam motor of the described class, the combi-

nation of a rotor provided with a reroluble extension

closed at its outer end and projecting laterally from the

side thereof, a stationary shaft, a housing, a portion of

said housing being Interposed between said extension and
said shaft, said shaft extending horizontally through said

housing and rotor, radial Inlet and exhaust ports leading

through the exterior wall of said housing to the steam
ports within said revoluble extension, the steam pressure

within said extension In any one direction being counter-

balanced and neutralixed by the pressure in the opposit*

direction, and a stationary casing secured to the support-
ing base of said rotor.

8. In a steam motor of the described class, the combina-
tion of a rotor provided with a revoluble extension project-

ing laterally from one side thereof and closed at Its outer

end, a stationary shaft, a stationary housing supporting
one end of said shaft, radial inlet and exhaust porta lead-

ing through the exterior wall of said housing to the steam
ports within said revoluble extension, standards for sup-

porting said stationary shaft, said housing being secured
to one of said standards surrounding one end of said star

tionary shaft, and inclosing said revoluble extension at

its outer end and upon Its interior and exterior sides.

1.227,781. PROCESS FOR RECOVERING POTASSIUM
SALTS FROM ORGANIC CARBONACEOUS MATE-
RIALS. Fra.nkli.n C. Gbimbs, Idaho Falls, Idaho.

Filed Aug. 19, 1916. Serial No. 116.864. (CI. 23—22.)

1. The process of recovering potassium salts from or-

ganic carbonaceous materials which consists in placing

the material in an open chamber and incinerating the

same, and adding a material which, under the action of

heat, will liberate sulfur oxid gases to convert the potas-

sium chlorld In the material into potassium sulfate.

2. The process of recovering potassium salts from or-

ganic carbonaceous materials which consists in incinerat-

ing the same in an open chamber and under a forced draft,

and adding sulfur to liberate sulfur oild gases which i>ene-

trate the material during the burning and convert the

potassium cblorid existing therein Into potassium sulfate.

8. The process of recovering potassium salts from or-

ganic carbonaceauB materials which consists In burning

the material In an open-top chamber and under a fort^
draft and adding sulfur to the burning material to liberate
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•alfur oxld gas«>s which penetrate the material aod con-
Tert the potassium chlorid In the material Into potassium
nlfate, aod Anally sifting the residuary ash.

1.227,782. HEATED RECEPTACLE FOR MEALS.
JuLios E. Hbimcbl, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed June 26,
1916. Serial No. 105.886. (01. 126—267.)

^/i

1. A heated receptacle for meals comprising an outer
casing, a burner detachably seated on the bottom of the
casing and provided with recesses, projections on the
bottom engageable in said recesses, a removable con-
tainer in the casing, and springs carried by the burner and
engageable by the container to hold said recesses and pro-
jections In engagement.

2. A heated receptacle for meals comprising an outer
casing, a burner in the bottom of the casing, a main con-
tainer in the casing having Its bottom inwardly offset
to receive said burner, outwardly struck projections on
the main container engaging the casing to hold the con-
tainer space<l therefrom and a second container mounted
In the upper portion of the main container.

8. In a heated receptacle for meals, a casing, a pan
shaped plate detachably engageable with the bottom of
the casing, upstanding wall portions on said plate aper-
tured in their lower portion, and inwardly struck projec-
tions on the walls and the portions of the plate bounded
thereby.

1,227.783. REVERSING MECHANISM. Fhitz W. A.
Hbnrici, Dorchester, Mass., assignor to Louis F. Buff,
Jamaica Plain. Mass. Filed Jan. 18, 1913. Serial No.
741,752. (CI. 74—50.)

1. Reversing mechanism comprising. In combination,
a driving shaft, a driven shaft, gears connecting the same,
and a clutch on each shaft actuated by the driving shaft
to lock and unlock certain of said gears to and from the
hafts to reverse the motion of the driven shaft.

2. Reversing mechanism comprising, in combination.
• driving shaft, a driven shaft, gears connecting the same,
a clutch CD each shaft to lock and unlock certain of said

fears to and from the shafts, and antomatically acting
clutch actuating means operated from the driving shaft
to actuate said clutches to reverse the motion of the
driven shaft.

3. Reversing mechanism comprising, in combination,
a driving shaft, a driven shaft, gears connecting the same,
and elutchea actuated by the driving shaft and controlled,
as to time of actuation, by the driven member to lock and
unlock certain of said gears to and from the shafts.

4. Reversing mechanism comprising, in combination,
a driving shaft, a driven shaft, gears connecting the same,
clutches to lock and unlock cerUln of said gears to and
from the shafts, and automatically acting clutch actuating
means operated from the driving shaft and controlled, aa
to time of actuation, by the driven member to lock said
unlock certain of said gears to and from the shafts.

5. Reversing mechanism comprising, in combination,
a driving shaft, a driven shaft, gears connecting the same,
clutches to lock and unlock certain of said gears to and
from the shafts, clutch actuating means, and clutch con-
trolling and rotation balancing means for the clutch actu-
ating means to control the action of said clutches.

[Claims 6 to 59 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,227,784. HIGH-SPEED MOTOR CRAFT. Pi
COOPBR HrwiTT, Passaic. N. J. Original application
filed Not. 12, 1906, Serial No. 343.060. Divided and
this application filed Dec. 16. 1913. SerUl No. 807,054.

. (CI. 114—66.5.)

, ->»-*i«* «'.

1. In a craft of the class described, a normally sub-
merged deflecting plate ptvotally mounted to turn about
an axis forward of the center of reaction, in combination
with means tending to maintain said plate at a suitable
deflecting angle.

6. In a craft of the class described, a normally sub-
merged deflecting plate pivotally mounted to turn about
an axis, located substantially in the plane of its deflect-
ing surface, forward of its center of reaction, in combina-
tion with an adjustable spring tending to maintain said
plate at a suitable deflecting angle.

[Claims 2 to 6, 7, and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1^27,785. FILING APPLIANCE. HAsar J. Hica, AUl-
ance, Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
McCaskey Register Company. (Incorporated In 1914,)
Alliance, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed June 8.
1914. .Serial No. 843,602. (O. 45—2.)

1. A filing case Including two similar sections hinged
together, a bearing bracket pivotally connected with one
section, a slide bracket pivoted to the other section, slide
rods carried by the t>earing bracket on opposite sides of
its axis and operating in snd through the slide bracket,
and compression springs on the slide rods between the
brackets for counterbalancing one section on the other.

2. A filing case Including two sections hinged together,
a pendent oracket pivoted to one section, a cross head piv-

oted to the pendent bracket, a slide bracket pivoted to
tbc other section, slide rods fixed to the cross head on op-
posite sides of its axis and operating In and through
the slide bracket, and compression springs on the slide

rods between the brackets for counterbalancing one section
on the other.

3. A filing case including similar base and cover sec-

tions with guiding hinge connections for swinging and
shifting the cover section upon the base section, a bearing
bracket pIvoUlly connected with the base section and a
slide bracket pivoted to the cover section, slide rods car-

ried by the bearing bracket on opposite sides of its axis,

and operating In and through the slide bracket, and com-
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presslon springs on the rods between the brackets for

counterbalancing the cover section.

4. A filing case including similar base and cover sec-

tions, with guiding hinge connections for swinging and
shifting the cover section upon the base section, a pendent

bracket pivoted to the base section, a cross head pivoted

to the pendent bracket, a slide bracket pivoted to the

cover section, slide rods fixed to the cross head on oppo-

site sides of Its axis and operating in and through the

slide bracket, and compression springs on the rods be-

tween the cross head and the slide bracket for counter-

balancing the cover section.

5. A filing case including similar base and cover sec-

tions with guiding hinge connections for swinging and

shifting the cover section upon the base section, a series

of hinged holders and a frame mounted in the case, one

end holder of the series and the frame being pivoted to

the rear end of the cover section, links pivoted In the for-

ward end of the base section, a tray pivoted to the links

and having lateral pivots on its rear end. pendent bear-

ings on the frsme for engaging the laternl pivots to swing

the tray upon the links by a rotation of the frame, and a

second series of hinged holders having one end holder

pivoted to the rear end of the swinging tray.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,227.786. WETTING ATTACHMENT FOR TRIMMING-
MACHINES. Lawbon D. Hiltz, Marysvllle, New
Brunswick, Canada. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. Serial No.

119,421. (a. 12—1.)

1. The combination with a trimming machine of a cas-

ing mounted thereon, a molstener carried by said casing,

and means whereby said casing may be oscillated for

the purpose set forth.

2. The combination with a trimming machine, of a cas-

ing arranged thereupon, means for oscillating said casing,

an arm extending from said casing, and a molstener car-

ried by the outer end of said arm for the purpose set forth.

8. The combination with a trimming machine having

a bearing, a shaft journaied within said bearing and a

cutter carried by the outer end of said shaft, of a sleeve

detachably secured to said bearing, a casing arranged to

oscillate upon said sleeve, an arm extending from said

casing, a molstener carried by the outer end of said arm,

and means for oscillating said casing.

4. The combination with a trimming machine having

a bearing, a shaft Journaied in said bearing and a cutter

carried by the outer end of said shaft, of a sleeve deUch-

ably secured to said bearing, a casing mounted upon said

sleeve, an arm projecting from said casing, a molstener

carried by said arm, a supply tank, and a flexible connec-

tion between said supply tank and said molstener for the

purpose set forth.

5. The combination with a trimming machine compris-

ing a t>earing having a shaft Journaied therein and a

cutter carrle<l by the outer end of said shaft, of a projec-

tion carried by said bearing, a sleeve detachably connected

to said projection, a casing mounted upon said sleeve, slot

and pin connections between said casing and said sleeve

for permitting the casing to oscillate upon said sleeve, a

weight carried by said casing for causics the casing to

turn In one direction, an arm carried by said casing, a

molstener carried by said arm, and means connected to

said casing for causing the same to turn in an opposite di-

rection to that in which the weight is adapted to cause

the casing to turn substantially as and for the purpose

specified.

1,227,787. PNEUMATIC ACTION FOR PLAYEB-
PIANOS. Emobt C. HiBCOca, Chicago, 111., assignor

to John C. Farwell, Chicago, 111. Filed July IB. 1914.

Serial No. 851,027. (tL 84—178.)

1. In a pneumatic player action, the combination with

a wind chest, of a power pneumatic, and a valve hourtng

for said power pneumatic having a supporting tenon fitted

into a vertical wall of said wind chest and also having a

vertical flange abutting against said vertical wall, and one

or more attaching screws passed through said fiange and

into said vertical wall.

2. In a pneumatic player action, the combination with

a wind chest, of a power pneumatic, and a valve housing

for said poorer pneumatic formed with a pair of supporting

tenons on opposite sides respectively of the longitudinal

median line thereof and fitted into a wall of said wind

chest.

8. In a pneumatic player action, the combination with

a wind chest, of a power pneumatic, and a valve housing

for said power pneumatic formed on one end thereof with
'

a pair of hollow tenons fitted into a wall of said wind

chest, said hollow tenons affording a communication be-

tween the Interior of said wind chest and the diaphragm

chamber of said valve housing.

4. In a pneumatic player action, the combination with

a wind chest, of a power pneumatic, and a controlling valve

housing to which said power pneumatic is secured, said

housing being formed as an integral metal casting and

provided with a pair of integral hollow tenons on opposite

sides respectively of the longitudinal median line thereof

fitted into a vertical wall of said wind chest and forming

the principal support of said casting on said wind chest

and said hollow tenons affording a communication between

the interior of said wind chest and the diaphragm cham-

her of said valve housing.
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5. In a pneumatic player action, the combination witk
a wind chest provide<l with a pair of coanter-sunk boles

extending through a Tertical wall thereof, of a controlling

T&lve housing formed with a pair of integral hollow

tenons Utted into the countersunk ends of said holes, said

boles and the bores of said tenons forming parts of a pair

of ducts of uniform diameter leading from the wind chest

chamber to the diaphragm chamber of said vaire housing,

and a power pneumatic secureil to and wholly supported

by said valve housing.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.22T.7S8. SWITCH-CONTROLLING MECHAA'ISM FOB
8ELF-RAKE REAPERS. Lid Hollaxd-L«tz, Chicago.

111., assignor to International Harvester Company of

New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan.

2, 1912. Serial No. 6ti».026. (CI. 56—A4.)

1. In a rsaper switch, a rake controlling cam, a pivoted
switch forming a part thereof, and means whereby the

range of movement of mid switch may be regulated.

2. In a reaper switch, a rake controlling cam, a pivoted
switch forming a part thereof, and means carried by said

cam whereby the range of movement of said switch may
be regulated.

3. In a reaper switch, a rake controlling cam, a pivoted
switch forming a part thereof, and a member adjustably
mounted on said cam and engaging said switch whereby
the range of movement thereof may be regulated.

4. In a reaper switch, a frame, a sector pivoted on said

frame, a holding pawl for said sector pivoted on said

frame, and means whereby the pange of movement of said

holding pawl may be regulated.

5. In a reaper switch, a frame, a sector pivoted on said

frame, a holding pawl for said sector pivoted on said

frame, and Independent means pivoted on the pivot of Mild

sector and engageable with said holding pawl whereby
the range of movement thereof may be regulated.

[Claims 6 to 30 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,227.789. ELECTRIC SWITCH. Albert J. Hobton,
White Plains, N. Y., a.«<8lgnor to The Cutler-Hammer
Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed Apr. 21, 1913. Serial No. 782,581. (CI. 171—314.)

1. The combination with a switch baring a pair of sta-

tionary contact members, a pair of movable contact mem-

bers adapted to codperatc therewith to open and cIom a
circuit, and a pair of auxiliary contacts, of a voltmeter
connected across said auxiliary contacts, and an ammeter
connected to one of said auxiliary contacts and to one of
said switch contacts, said auxiliary contacts being nor-
manlly out of contact with said movable contact member
when the latter are In circuit closing position, but being
mounted so aa to be engaged thereby when moved to an-
other position.

2. In an electric switch, a pair of blades pivoted at oiM
end, a handle at the other end common to both blades,

and a pair of stationary contacts each adapted to be en-
gaged by one of said blades to close a circuit, a pair of
auxiliary contacts so dlipoaad as to be engaged by said
blades <luring movement thereof either to open or close

said circuit, one of said stationary contacts remaining in

contact with its cooperating blade during movement be-

tween the circuit closing position and the position of en-

gagement with said auxiliary contacts.

3. The combination with a storage battery, of a charg-
ing circuit, battery testing apparatus, and a awltch hav-
ing pivoted knife blades, contacts to be engaged by said
blades to connect said battery to one or both sides of said
charging circuit selectively and auxiliary contacts to be
engaged by said blades for connecting said battery to said
testing apparatus but only in a position of said blades to
Interrupt circuit between said battery and one side of
said charging circuit.

4. In an electric switch, main contacts, movable circuit
closing elements adapted to t>e moved Into and out of en-
gagement therewith and auxiliary ammat>-r an<l voltmeter
contacts, said contacts being so disposed that the volt-

meter circuit may be established independently of the re-

maining circuits by movement of said elements to one
position, the voltmeter and ammeter circuits may be aa-
tablished simultaneously by movement to a difTerent po-
sition and the main circuit alone may be established b/
movement to a third position.

5. The combination with a storage battery, of a charg-
ing circuit, battery testing apparatus, and a switch hav-
ing a pair of pivoted knife blades, clips to be engaged by
said blades to connect said battery to said charging cir-

cuit, one of said clips being .shorter than another for in-

terruption of the connection between said battery and one
side of said charging circuit while maintaining the con-

nection between said battery and the opposite side of said
circuit and auxiliary clips to be engaged by said blades
to connect said battery to said testing apparatus, said
auxiliary clips being engaged by said hlades in the posi-

tion of the latter to establUh connection betwe^'n said bat-

tery and one side only of said charging circuit and to be
disengage<l thereby when moved to connect said battery
to both sides of said charging circuit.

[(Halms 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,790. CONTROL - PA.NEL. Ai.bsrt J. IIorton,

White Plains. N. Y., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer
Mfg. Co., Mllwaokee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Filed June 30, 1913. Serial No. 776,579. (CI. 171—314.)

1. Battery charging means Including a charging circuit,

separate switches for opposite sides of said circuit, one of
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aid switches being biased I0 open position and provided
with menus under the control of the other of said switches

to releasably retain It In closed position, a regulating

rheostat for said circuit and interlocking means between
said rheostat and said biased switch to insure a given
condition of the former upon closure of the iHtter.

2. Battery charging means Including a charging circuit,

a switch in one aide of said circuit biased to open position,

a magnet in said circuit for holding said switch in closed

position, a switch In the opposite side of said circuit con-

trolling gald magnet to effect releaae of said former switch,

a rheostat In said charging circuit and means interlocking

said rheostat and said first mentioned switch to insure a

given condition of the former as a pre requisite to closure

of the latter.

3. Battery charging means Including a charging circuit,

a meter circuit and a common control switch therefor,

said switch having a centered position for completion of

said charging circuit and being movable in one direction

from said position to complete said meter circuit and In

a reverse direction from said position to Interrupt both

said charging circuit and said meter circuit.

4. In coml)lnatlon, a pair of switches, each adapted to

close one side of a circuit, one of said switches ha^ng aux-

iliary voltmeter contacts whereby the circuit conditions

may be tested with said switch prior to the closing of the

other switch, said first switch having also a magnetic
blowout.

5. Battery chargln;; me.nns Including a charging circtilt,

a Bieter circuit, a common control switch for one side of

said charging <lrcult and for said meter circuit, said

switch bavinc n cio8«'<i position with respect to said

charging circuit and being movable therefrom to selectively

close said meter circuit or open l>oth of said circuits, a

second switch for the other of said charging circuits, said

second switch being biased to npt-n position, a magnet un-

der the control of said first switch to retain said second

witch closed subject to release upon opening of said first

switch, a rheostat in said charginir circuit and means in-

terlocking aald rheostat and said second switch to pre-

vent cloMire of the latter except under given conditions of

the former.

[Claims 6 to not printp<l In the Gaxette.l

1.227.791. TIRE FOR VEHICLES AND METHOD OF
MAKING THE S.\ME. Josar HrsBxafc, Milwaukee.
Wia.« assignor to Pan-American Rubber Co., Milwaukee,
Wis., -Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Aug. 10, 1916.

Serial No. 114,247. (CI. 154—12.)

1. A tire for vehicles comprising an Inner tire or core

of a solid material having a multiplicity of closed cells

and a wear resisting tire casing of rubber vulcanized

thereto.

2. A tire for vehicles comprising an inner tire or core

ot vulcanised rubber compound having a multiplicity of

deaed cells and a wear resist log tire casing of rubber

mlcaniied thereto.

8. A tire for vehicle* comprising an inner tire or core

ot valcanised rubber, embodying a preservative agent and

238 O. G.—90

iiaving a multiplicity of closed cells containing a gaseous
iuedium, and a wear rebiatlng tire casing of rubber vul-

canized to said core.

4. A method of making vehicle tires which compriaea
incorporating a volatile lagredient with a vulcanlcable
rubber compound, forming an elongated cylindrical core

therefrom, surrounding said core with a casing of Tulcan-
Izable rubier compound connecting the ends of said core
to form an annulus, subjecting said annulus in a suitable

mold to successively increased temperatures, and main-
taining said mold at a \nilcanlzlng temperature for a
period sufflcient to vulcanize said core and casing.

0. A method of making vehicle tires which comprises
Incorporating volatile and preservative ingredients with
a vulcanlzable rubber con^pound, forming an elongated

cylindrical core therefrom, surrounding said core with a
casing of vulcanlzable rubber compound, connecting the

ends of said core to form an annulus. subjecting said an-

nulus In a suitable mold to successively increased tem-
peratures, and maintaining said mold at a vulcanizing
temperature for a period sufficient to vulcanise said core

and casing.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Qazette.]

1,227,792. CONCENTRATOR. John F. Isbsll, Los
Angeles, Cal.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to George
L. Knight, Los Angeles, Cal. FUed Dec. 17, 1912. S«>

rial No. 737.313. (CI. 68—88.)

iii^"--

1. In a concentrator, a table, means for longitudinally
reciprocating said table, means for supplying wat*-r and
material at one end of s&id table, riffles extending ob-

liquely on said table from one side thereof to a concen-
trating line extending longitudinally of the table, and
separators having walls continuous with the riflHeN and
having outlet means through which the material is guided
by Kaid riffles and walls, said outlet means being vertically

adju)«table to control the height of the discharge there-
through.

2. In a concentrator, a ^.ble, meahs for longitudinally

reciprocating sitld table, mjeans for supplying water and
material at one end of said table, riffles extending ob-

liquely on said table from one side thereof to a concen-
trating line extending lonfritudinally of the table, and
separators having walls continuous with the riffles, said

riffles having flanges extending from the tops of the riffles

inwardly over the space between the riffles, and said, sep-

arators having top portions extending between the sepa-

rator walls and having portions abuttini; the inner ends
of the flanges on 8ald riffles.

3. In a concentrator, a table, means for longitudinally

reciprocating said table, means for supplying water and
material at one end of said table, riffles extending ob-

liquely on said table from one side thereof to a concen-
trating line extending longitudinally of the table, and
separator boxes having walls continuous with the riffles, a
top plate for each separator box, each separator box be-

ing provided with a water chamber above said top plate

having an outlet into the separator chamber at the rear
of said top plate, and parting strips at opposite sides of

said water chamber alid 8pBce<l therefrom to form a c<>n-

tral passage between said porting strips.

4. In a concentrator, a table, means fur longitudinally

reciprocating aald table, feed means at one end of the
table, riffles extending obliquely on said table, separator
boxes having side walls continuous with said riffles, and
parting strips extending above and at each side of said

separator boxes.

5. In a concentrator, a table, means for longitudinally

reciprocating said table, feed means at one end of tfe4
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table. rlfllM extradlngr obliqaelj' on said table, iteparator
boxes harlng side walls continaous with said riffles, means
for sapplrfnK wnsh water to the separator boxes, said
boxes being open at the rear for receiving ore and for dis
charge of wash water, ontlet means In each separator box,
Jind parting strips extending above and at each side of
said separator boxes, forming a clear water channel ad
Jacent the separator boxes.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

!

1,227.793. FOLDING CRATE. Robkht T. Janh. Co-
manche, Tex. Piled Dec. 20. 1916. Serial No. 67,726.
(CI. 217—47.)

1. In a fastening for folding crates, the combination
with folding ends and sides mounted on a bottom and a
top correlated with the ends and sldea, of an elongated
fastening rod extending from one end to the opposite end
of the crate, means for fastening the top to the rod car-
ried by the top and engaged by the ends of the rod. and
fastening members pivoted to the sides and engaging the
rod from opposite sides, whereby a single fastening rod
fastens all four sides and the top together.

2. In a folding crate, a bottom having fastening clips
at its opposite ends, ends hinged to fold down onto the
bottom, sides hinged to fold down onto the endb, a remov-
able top correlated with the ends and sides and provided
with fastening clips at each end, a single fastening rod
passing through the ends and the clips of the top when
the crate is set up aad passing through the clips of both
the top and bottom when the crate is folded, and links
pivoted to the side members and engaging the rod when
the crate Is set up.

1,227.794. HOG CATCHER AND HOLDER. Ablit M.
J0HN8O.S, Belle Center. Ohio. Filed Mar. 28, 1917.
Serial No. 157.989. (CI. 119—153.

1. In a hog holder, the combination with a handle, of
an animal engaging member connected therewith, means
norma lly embracing said handle for securing said animal
engaging member upon an animal, and means for normally
holding said member upon said handle.

2. In a hog holder, the combination with a handle, of
an animal eagagiag loop, means secured to tbe loop for
normally embracing said handle, and a member on said
handle fur holding said means nornfhlly at rest upon said
handle.

4. In a bog holder, the combination with a handle, of
an animal engaging loop, one end thereof being connected
with said handle, a member slidably embracing said handle
for securing the other end of said loop, reall'int means for
holding said member normally at rest upon said handle,
and a hand engaging element carried by said member.

5. In a device of the class described, a handle, an* at-

taching plate secured thereto and having a yielding ter-

minal, a member slldably mounted on the handle and
plate, a hand engaging portion attached to said member,
and a loop secured at Its ends to said member and the
yielding terminal of the plate, respectively.

[Claim ,? not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.795. DIMMER FOR MOTOR VEHICLES. Hanb
O. Johnson, Sacramento, Cal.. assignor of one-half to
Alex E. Noack, Sacramento. Cal. Filed June 6, 1916.
Serial No. 101,904. (CI. 240—48.2.)

1. The combination with a reflector and a lamp c«i-
t«red therein, of a dull plate extending transversely acroM
the forward end of the reflector, and a vertical frosted
translucent envelop fitted against the plate and extending
over the lamp.

2. The combination with a reflector and a lamp, of a
frosted translucent envelop disposed In front of the lamp,
and a dull plate set within the reflector In adraace of the
envelop.

1.227,796. SHAFT-OPERATING MECHANISM. HiNBT
J08BPB8OS. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Se-
rial No. 134.885. (CI. 74—81.)

6tL

^r^

1. The combination with a shaft having an arm. a rod
operatlvely connected with said arm. another shaft which
Is substantially parallel with the flrst-meationed shaft
and having an arm adaptetl to be rocketi In one direction
Independently of said flrst-mentloned shaft, of a rigid
projecting member connected and arranged at an angle
to the aforesaid rod and extending into proximity to the
arm of the second-mentioned shaft, and a member carried
by the arm of said •econd-mentlonod shaft and arranged
to be pushed by the aforesaid projecting memt>er during
the actuation of said rod endwise in the reijuired direc-
tion.

2. The romblnation with a shaft having an arm. a rod
operatlvely conne.ted wl^h said arm. another shaft which
is substantially parallel with and spaced laterally of the
flrst-mehtloned shaft and having an srm. and a lever op-
eratlvely connected with said arm of the second-mentioned
shaft for actuating said arm in the direction of the flrst-

mentloned shaft, of a rigid projecting member connected
and arranged at an angle to the aforesaid rod and extend-
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ing into proximity to the arm of the second-mentioned
shaft, and a member carried l>y the arm of the second-
mentioned shaft and arranged to be pushed by the afore-
said projecting member during -the actuation of said rod
endwise in the rt-fjuired direction.

3. The combination, with a rock-t>haft having an arm,
a member carried by said arm and substantially parallel
with said shaft, and another shaft which is scbstantially
parallel with the flrst-mentloned shaft and having an arm,
of an endwise shlftable rod operatlvely connected with
the last-mentioned arm. and a rigid member connected to
aid rod and extending transversely of the aforesaid mem-
ber of the flrst-mentloned arm an<] arranged to push said
member of said flrKtmontloned arm during movement of
aid rod endwise In the required direction.

4. The combination, with a rock-shaft having an arm.
a pivotal member carried by said arm and substantially
parallel with said shaft, an endwise shlftable rod loosely
embracing said pivotal member, and another shaft which
la substantially parallel with and arranged at one side of
the first mentioned shaft and has au arm, of an endwise
shlftable rod op<ratively connected with the last-men
tloiieil arm, and a rigid member connected to the last-

mentioned rod and extending transversely of and in con-
tact with the aforesaid pivotal mem^)er.

6. The combination, with a substantially horizontally
arranged rock-shaft having an upwardly projecting arm,
a pivotal member which is substantially parallel with
said shaft and carried by said arm. an endwise shlftable
rod loosely embracing said pivotal member and provlde<l
with a slot extending vertically through said rod, and
another shaft which is substantially parallel with and
arranged at one side of the first mentioned shaft and has
an upwardly projecting arm, of an endwise shlftable rod
operatlvely connected with the last-mentioned arm, and
a rigid projecting member connected to the last-mentioned
rod and extending transversely of tbe aforesaid pivoted
member and into the aforesaid slot.

[Claim 6 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1,227.797. BRAKE-SHAFT-OPERATING MECHANISM
FOR AUTOMOBILES. Henry Joskphson. Cleveland,
Ohio. Filed Dec. 18. 1916. Serial No. 187,558. (CI.
74—39.)

1. In brake-shaft-operating mechanism for an automo-
bile, two brake-operating rock-shafts arranged trans
Tersely of the automobile and substantially in line endwise
and each having an arm. a foot-lever operatlvely connect
ed with the arms of said shafts for effecting the brake-
applying movement of the shafts, two other brake-operat
ing rock-shafts arranged transversely of the automobile
and substantially in line endwise and each having an arm
and having their arms adapted to be actuated in the dl

rectlon required to effect the l)rake-applylng movement
of said second-mentioned shafts Independently of the
flrst-mentloned shafts, a hand-lever operatlvely connected
with said arms of the second-mentioned shafts, and means
independent of the hand lever for actuating the arms of
the second-mentionetl shafts In the aforesaid direction si

multaneousiy with and during the brake applying move
Bent of the first-mentioned shafts by the foot-lever.

-»-

5. In brake-shaft-operating mechanism for an automo-
bile, two brake-op«>ratlng skafts which are substantially In

line endwise and each provided at its inner end with an
arm and having their arms projecting In the same direc-

tion, an equalizing bar extending between and connecting
together said nrn«. a hand-lever operatlvely connected
with and spaced forwartily from said bar. two other
brake-operating shafts having each an arm, a foot-lever

operatlvely connected with the arms of the second-men-
tioned shafts for effecting the t)rake-applylng movement
of said second-mentioned shafts, and means whereby the
aforesaid equalizing bar Is actuated in the direction re-

quired to effect the brake-applying movement of the first-

mentioned shafts during the brake-applying movement of

the second-mentioned shafts by the foot-lever.

11. In brake-shaft-operating mechsnism for an automo-
bile, two brake-operating shafts arranged transversely of

the automobile and sul)stantially in line endwise and each
provided at Its Inner end with an arm and having their
arms projecting in the same direction, an equnlizing bar
extending between and connecting together the arms of

said shafts, two other brake-operating shafts substantially

parallel with the first -mentioned shafts and arranged sub-
stantially in line endwise nnd each provided at Its inner
end with an arm and having their arms projecting in the
same direction, an equalizing bar extending between and
connecting together the arms of the second-mentioned
shafts, a foot-lever sp.iced forwardly from the second-
mentlonwl bar, and a rod operatlvely connected at one end
with said foot-lever and at its other end with said second-
mentioned bar, one of the equalizing bars having an arm
which extends transversely of the other equalizing l«r.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6 to 10, and 12 to 19 not printed In the
Gazette.]

1,227,798. COLUMN-FORM CLAMP. Hinby P. JOMO-
cuai;b, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed June 26, 1916. Serial

No. 105.783. (Cl. 25—181.)

1. A form clamp comprising a pair of divergent arms
each formed upon its Inner face to receive and retain a
nailing strip of wood and each formed at its end to be de-
tachably connected to the end of a similar arm.

2. A form clamp comprising a pair of divergent arms
each bifurcated at Its end l!or interdigitajtlon with a simi-

lar arm and each formed upon its inner face to receive and
retain wooden nailing strips.

1,227,799. CABINET. AgTHVB D. Kaib, Mongo, Ind.

Filed Sept. 20. 1915. Serial No. 81,609. (Cl. 45—96.)
1. The combination^ with a cabinet body, of a bracket

pivotally mounted within the cabinet ; a shelf bearing
member pivotally mounted upon said bracket and having
Its mount spaced from the wall of the cabinet ; a second
bracket pivotally mounted upon said first mentioned
bracket adjacent the end thereof; and a shelf l>earing
memlier pivotally carried by said last mentioned bracket
adjacent its outer end.

•J. The combination with a cabinet body provided wljh a
door, of a bracket pivotally mounted within the cabinet

;

a shelf bearing member pivotally mounted npon said
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bracket
; a second bracket plvotally mounted upon the

first mention«'d bracket ; and « shelf bearing member plv-

otally moonted upon the last mentioned bracket, eaid
shelf b««arlnjf members adapted to be swung back and forth
through the cal>tnet door upon said brackets.

means holding «iid projection and said cam In constant
yieldlns engagpoieat.

3. The combination with a cabinet or inclosure pro-

vided with a door, of a bracket plvotally mounted on the
cabinet and arranged within same ; a ahelf bearing mem-
ber plvotally mounted upon said bracket Intermediate its

extremities ; a second bracket plvotally mounted upon
and adjacent the extremity of the first mentioned bracket

;

and a shelf bearing member plvotally mounted upon and
adjacent the extremity of said second bracket, said shelf

bearing members adapted to b« swung back and forth
though the cabinet door upon said brackets.

1.227.800. FASTENING DEVICE FOR OVERSHOES
FOR TIRES. Perbt E. KB5T. New York, N. T. FHed
Feb. 28, 1916. Serial No. 80,875. (CI. 152—17.)

1. In an auxiliary casing for automobile tires, a non-
ezpanslble metal ring attached to the inner edges thereof
by means of lacing which extends from holM near the
edge of the casing around the ring to other holes therein,
encircling the casing, thus limiting the expansion of the
Inner edges of the casing and hoidinK it firmly against
the Inflated shoo.

2. In a retaining device for the edges of an outer cover-
ing for automobile tires, restraining rims bound to either
edge of said outer covering by means of strands of bind-
ing material wrapped around said restraining rims run
nlng from apertures near the edge of said casing thence
around said restraining rims in a diagonal manner to
alternating apertures in said casing thereby permitting
the use of several strands of binding material to com-
plete the wrapping.

1,227,801. ELECTRIC SWITCH. Chables J. Klbiw.
Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Piled Oct. 2, 1911. Serial No. 652.424. (CI. 17.3—356.)
1. In an electric switch, in combination, two movable

members, one a contact member and the other an actuat-
ing, meml)er, said meml^ers being relatively movable in
parallel planes, a rigid projection on one of said members,
a rigid cam on the other of said members, and resilient

2. In an electric switch. In combination, a rotatable
Contact member, a movable actuating member therefor,
said members being oppositely movable In parallel planes
and having rigid engaging parts, and resilient means
holding said parts in constant yielding engagement.

3. In an electric switch, in combination, a rotatable
contact member, a redprocahle operating memb«»r there-
for, an operative connection between said memlvers com-
prising a rotatahle peaked cam movable with one and
a projection movable with the other, and resilient means
holding aald cam and said projection in constant vieM
able engagement.

4. In an electric rwitch, in combination, an osclllatlBg
contact actuating member, a reciprocating operating mem-
ber therefor, and an operative connection between th*
same for imparting a snap movement to the former upon
reciprocation of the latter comprising an oscillating
peaked cam connected to one of said members, and one
or more rigid projections on the oth<'r member having
rounded surfaces to engage said cam. and means resili-

ent ly holding said cam and said projection or projections
in engagement.

5. In an electric switch. In combination, an onclllatlc«
contact, rigid projections thert-on having roanded sur-
faces, a second oscillating member having a peaked cam
surface, a spring holding said oscillating cam in engage-
ment with said projection on said contact member, and a
reciprocating memt>er connected to said cam to oscillate
the same.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oazette.)

1,227.802. PAPKK PACKAGE. I>exxib L Koo.nti,
Fort Atkinson, Wis. Filed Aug- 16. 1915. Serial No.
45.723. (CI. 22»—12.)

1. A paper package iucludlng a body portion formed of
a coiled sheet of paper with the inner end of said sheet
of paper inclined transversely of the sheet of paper, tbe
outer end of the 8he«-t of paper being secured to prevent
the sheet of paper from uncoiling, and end members
wedging tightly In the ends of the colled body portiM
of tbe package, the comers of the inner end of the coiled
sheet of paper being bevel«>d so as to be tapering aad
said beveled corners extending to points within the pack-
age beyond said end members.

2. A paper package including a body portion formed
of a coiled sbe^^t of' paper with tbe inner ead of
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of paper Inclined transTeraely of tbe ataeet of paper.

tke outer end of tbe sheet of paper being secured to pre-

rent the sheet of paper from uncoiling, and end members
wedging tightly in the eoda of the coiled body portion

9t the package, the comers of tbe inner end of tbe colled

akeet of paper being torn away bo as to be tapering and

said torn away corners extending to points within the

chamber beyond aald end members.

a. A paper package including a body portion formed

of a colled sheet of paper with the inner end of aald ataeet

of paper inclined transversely of the sheet of paper, the

outer end of the sheet of paper being secured to prevent

the sheet of paper from ancoUtng, end members formed

of cup-shaped paper, and a tapering reinforcing ring In-

aerted In said cup-shaped paper having an external diam-

eter subsUntially the same as tbe internal diameter of

tbe chamber so that said end member will flare outwardly

to a greater external diameter than the Internal diameter

of the package and will make a tight Joint when wedged

In the package.

4. A paper package including a body portion formed

of a colled sheet of paper with both the inner and outer

ends of said sheet inclined transversely of the sheet, a

staple for securing tbe outer end to said body portion

after It Is formed, said staples being located near the end

of said body portion, and an end piece Insertlble In the

end of the body portion ao aa to cover the inner ends of

aald staple and protect tbe contenta of the package from

the staple.

2. Aa anti-creeper provided with a tie abutting part

and at one end with a pair of apaced rail engaging Jawa •

and at the other with a locking tongue notched for ao-

gagement with the rail base extending backwardly away
from tbe tie which, when tbe device la in place, beara with

spring action against the rail.

3. A one-piece anti-creeper provided at one end with

a pair of spaced rail engaging Jaws and at tbe other with

a flexible locking tongue which, when the device la ta

place, bears with spring action against tbe rail.

4. A one-piece anti-creeper provided with a tie abut-

ting part and at one end with a pair of spaced rail en-

gaging Jaws and at the other with a locking tongue ex-

tending backwardly away from the tie which, when the

device Is In place, bears with spring action agalnat the

rail.

5. A one-piece anti-creeper provided with a tie abut-

ting part and at one end with a pair of spaced rail engaging

Jaws and at the other with a locking tongue notched for

engagement with the rail base extending backwardly away

from the tie which, when the device la in place, beara

with spring action against the rail.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.803. FOLDING CHAIR FOR TABLES OR THE
LIKE. Tam KoTTua. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Aug. 4.

1916. Serial Xo. 11.3.145. (CI. 155—22.)

1,227,805. BRAKING MECHANISM FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. JOSEPH EicLiD» Landht, New Bedford, Maaa.

Filed Aug. 30. 1916. Serial No. 117,793. (CI. 21—8.)

J. A device of the claas described comprising a Uble

having a top and a aide rail therebeneath, a seat hinged

to the outer face of the aald rail, a supporting leg hinged

beneath the aald seat, a chair back slidably arranged

through the said seat, a locking block carried by the said

back beneath the aald aent, the aald leg being provided

with a receiving notch adjacent tbe said block, the aald

block being seated within the said notch With the cbalt

back ablftably positioned partially through the aald seat

when tbe said seat and leg are foldably arranged aubatan-

tlaUy vertically beneath the teble top with tbe aald back

In a hortiontal position.

[Claims 1, 2. and 4 not printed In tbe Gaaette.1

1.327.804. ANTICRKEPER. Edward Laab. Chicago,

111., aaslgnor, by mesne aaslgnmenta, to Otto B. Bar-

aett. Chicago. 111. Filed May 19. 1916. Serial No.

98.488. (CI. 238—4.)

1. An anti-creeper provided with a tie abutting part

and at one end with a pair of spaced rail engaging Jaws

and at the other with a locking tongue extending back-

wardly away from the tic which, when the device is In

place, bears with spring action against the rail.

1. Tbe combination. In a vehicle, of four wheels, two of

them being at each end and those at one end being awlv-

eled on separate pivots constituting steering wheels; a

brake on each wheel ; and means to operate all few
brakes simultaneously comprising two cables connecting

front and rear wheels : an S-lever for each, traversed and

medially penetrated thereby with a shipping conUct ; a

single actuating means ; and an equalicer connecting it

with both levers.

2. The combination, in a vehicle, of four wheels, two of

them constituting steering wheels ; a brake on each steer-

ing wheel, braking means fbr tbe other wheels, and cables

connected from the uteertng wheel brake* thereto, one for

each steering wheel ; means to take up slack in each cable

Independently of the other : .in oqualiBer operatibg said

slack taking means, and actuating means.

8. Tbe combination, in a vehicle, of four wheels, two of

them being at each end and those at one end being swlv-

eled on separate pivots, constituting steering wheela

;

brakes for each of the wheels ; a connection from each

steering wheel brake to the brake of the other wheel on

the same side of the vehicle independent of the brake

connection between wheels on the other aide of the ve-

hicle, and means for applying the two brakea on one side

simultaneously with each other.

4. The combination, in a vehicle, of four wheels, two of

them constituting steering wheels; brakes for each of the

wheels ; a connection from each steering wheel brake to

the brake of the other wheel on tbe same side of the ve

hide independent of the brake connection Iwtwecn wheela

on the other side of the vehicle : means for taking up slack,

in (ach (such connection, comprising a lever for each side,

adapted to turn on its fulcrum Independently of the other

and to allow slippage of said connection past it ; a single

actuating means for both, and an equalizing connection

whereby they take up slack independently and when tight

apply the brakes together.

5. The combination, In a vehicle, of four wheela, two of

them being at each end and those at one end being swlv-

eled ; a brake on each wheel, a cable connection between
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•ach pair of brakes on the wme ilde of the rehlcle ; a
cross rod In the middle part of the vehicle : levers sup-
ported thereon, one enpiijing each of said connections and
movable separately from the other about the axis of the
cross rod as its fulcrum to tighten said connection ; an
actuating devl<>* therpfor and equalizing means, each said
lever being arranged so that its cable approaching from
each brake passes over the end of the lever, to and along
the remote side thereof, and through the middle part
thereof, with a slipping contact.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,806. WATER HEATING APPAKATITS. Bamc»L
Lbavitt. Chicago. 111. Filed Sept. 1. 1916. Serial No.
117,970. (CI. 122—18.)

1. In a water heating apparatus, the conbinatlon with

a reservoir, a water heater and a slnjrle pipe directly con

nectlng said reservoir and heater. »(aid pipe having a

plurality of channels extende<I longitudinally thereof, at

least one of said channels having communication at one

of its ends with the reservoir near its bottom for the out-

let therefrom of cold water into the said heater, and at

least another of said channels having communication
through its upper end and the upper end of said pipe with

the reservoir and through its lower end with the heater

near the bottom thereof, a fuel imrner located below the

said heater and i>eing independent thereof, a housing sur-

rounding said burner and heater and mounted on the

aforesaid pipe, means to support the housing at Its bot-

tom, a drain pipe leading from the lower portion of the

beater and having a section extended from its lower part

through the bouKini; to assist in supporting the latter, a
faucet on the outer portion of said sectional pipe, and a
supply pipe leading from a source of fuel supply through
the wall of the bousing and connecting with said fuel

burner.

2. In a water heating apparatus the combination >7itb

a reservoir, of a beater, a single pipe directly connecting
said reservoir and heater, said pipe having longitudinal

partitions dividing it into a plurality of channels In each
direction closed at opposite ends .ind also having openings
leadlnt; into each of said chunnvls from the walls of said

pipe near said closed ends of the channels, a pipe comma-
ntcating with the lower portion of the heater and having
a section extended from Its lower part through the hous-
ing to assist in supporting the latter, a faucet on said

pipe, means to apply beat to said heater, and a supported
housing for the heater.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.807. FILLING-MACHINE Frbdihick W. L»t»CH,
Baltimore. Md.. -assignor to The Crown Cork St 8«al
Company of Baltimore City, Baltimore, Md.. a Corpora-
tion of Maryland. Filed July 28, 1911. SerUl No.
640.996. (CI. 226—28.)

1. In a filling and closure applying machine for liquids

under pressure, the combination with a fllllng chamber, of

means for forming a gas tight seal between said chamber
and the mouth of the receptacle, an inflow conduit, meana
for opening the inflow conduit, a venting conduit remain-
ing open during substantially the time the Inflow con-
duit Is open, means for regulating th*- flow through the
venting conduit, means for closing the venting conduit
when the desired amount of liquid has entered the recep-
tacle, m^ans for closing the Inflow conduit after the vent-
ing conduit has been closed, and closure applying means.

2. In a filling and closure applying machine for liqaldt

under pressure, the combination with a filling chamber, of

means for forming a gas tight seal between the chamt>er

and the mouth of a receptacle, an Inflow conduit, a vent

tube having ports, me^ns for controlling the flow through

the tube and ports, a discharge conduit with which the

ports are In register when the vent tube is In operative po-

sition, nutans for mnvln;; the vent tube to bring Its porta

out of register with the discharge conduit when the de-

sired amount of liquid has entered the receptacle, meana
for closing the Inflow conduit after the vent tube baa
been moved, and closure applying means.

3. In a tilling and closure applying machine for llqoid|

under pressure, the combination with a filling chamber, of

means for forming a gu tight seal between said chamber
and the mouth of a receptacle, an Inflow conduit, a sleeve

having a discharge conduit formed therein, a vent tube

movable through the sleeve and having ports which regis-

ter with the discharge conduit when the tube is in opera-

tive position, a regulating valve for the vent tube, meana
for moving the tube to bring its ports out of register with
the discbarge conduit when the desired amount of liquid

baa entered the receptacle, and meana for closing the In-

flow conduit after the vent tube has been moved, and clo-

sure applying means.

4. In a fllllng mechanism, the combination with an In-

flow conduit, of an Inlet valve therein, a venting conduit,
an actuator, operating connections between the actuator
and the venting conduit. an<l operating connections be-

tween the actuator and the Inlet valve.

5. In a fllllng mechanism, the combination with an in-

flow conduit for charged liquid, of an Inlet valve therein,
means for supplying syrup to the Inflow conduit, a venting
conduit, an actuator, and operating connections between
the actuator, the inlet valve, the syrup supplying meana,
and the venting conduit.

(Claims 6 to 31 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227,808. SECTION - CAR. Edward D. LavT, Spring-
field, Mo., and Bcbton W. Ml-dob, Chicago, 111. Filed
July 29, 1916. Serial No. 112.058. (CI. 106— 16.)

1. In a railway section car, the combination with the
running gear and deck of the car. of guard structures pro-
viding handholds extending across the car from side to
side thereof at opposite ends of the deck, and a longltu-
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dlnal guard and bracing structure providing a band-bold
extending through the middle of the car and connecting
•aid end guard structures.

2. In a railway section car, the combination with the
running gear and deck of the car, of guard structures pro-
viding hand-holds at opposite ends of the deck, a longitu-
dinal guard and bracing structure providing a band-bold
extending through the middle of the car and connecting
•aid end guard structures, and wire mesh netting secured
to the lower portions of said end guard structures.

8. In a railway section car, the combination with the
running gear and deck of the car, of guard structures pro-
viding hand-holds at opposite ends of the deck, a longitu-
dinal guard and bracing structure providing a hand-hold
extending through the middle of the car and connecting
aid end guard structures, and guard strips along the
edges of the deck of the car.

4. In a railway section car, the combination with the
running gear and deck of the car, of guard structures at
opposite ends of the deck comprising arched shaped metal
tubular members and hortrontal and vertical tubular
braces secured together, and a longitudinal tubular mem
ber connecting said arched members at their middle points.

6. In a railway section <'ar, the combination with the
rannlng gear and deck of the car, of a bench extending
lengthwise of the car, guard structures providing hand-
holds at opposite ends of the car. a longitudinal guard
and brace member providing a hand hold above the bench
and connecting said end guard structures, and diagonal
braces attached to said bench for strengthening the afore-
said structures.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oaiette.)

1.227,809. METHOD OF AND MEANS FOR TRANS-
FORMING DIRECT CURRENT. Joh.n C. Lincoln.
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Lincoln Electric Com-
pany. Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed
Feb. 2. .1912. Serial No. 674.892. (CI. 171—123.)

1. In a direct current transformer, the combination of
a field provided with symmetrically divided poles ; an
armature ; main brushes ; an intermediate brush : the
windings on said armature being divided into two portions

1419

by the intermediate brush ; part of the windings under one
pole portion carrying a generated current ; the pole por-
tion opposite that part of the armature winding carrying
the generated current being provided with a shunt wind-
ing and the other portion being provided with a shunt
winding and a sories winding, the series winding being in
the circuit carrying the generated current and so con-
nected as to strengthen the corresponding pole portions aa
the generated current Increases.

2. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination of
a dlvlded-pole field-structure ; an armature rotatably
mounted In the field ; an exterior circuit ; means for
shifting the flux from one pole portion to another pole-
portion ; and additional means for producing a given
shifting of such flux with currents of various amperage
supplied to said exterior circuit.

3. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination of a
divided-pole field structure; each pole portion provided
with a sbunt-windlng and an additional winding: an ar-
mature rotatably mounted In the field ; and switching
mechanism whereby the additional windings on the part
of poleportions may be cut out of the circuit, and the
additional windings of the other i>ole-portion8 may be
connected In series-parallel in said circuit.

4. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination of
a divided-pole field-structure ; each pole-portion provided
with a shunt-wlndlng and an additional winding : an ar-
mature rotatably mounted in the field; an exterior circuit
connected with said armature ; a resistance ; and switch-
ing mechanism whereby the additional windings on part
of the pole-portions may be cut out of the circuit, the
additional windings of the other pole-portions may be
connected In series-parallel, and the said resistance also
connected in parallel with said series parallel windings
In the circuit.

6. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination of
a dlvlded-pole field-structure ; each pole-portion provided
with a shunt-wlndlng and an additional winding; an
armature rotatably mounted In said field ; means for con-
necting the additional windings on one set of pole-pleces
so that they augment the magnetic action of th»> shunt-
wlndlngs on such pole-pleces ; and means for adjustably
connecting the additional windings of the other set of pole-
pleces so as to augment or diminish the magnetic action
of the shunt-colls on the same pole-pieces, according to
the adjustment made.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227,810. MOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM. Walt«r O. Lcm,
Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. Piled Apr. 12, 1915. Serial No. 20,681. *(C1.
172—288.)

a

r. ?.

a *

1. In a motor ctntrol system, the combination with aa
electric motor, and a plurality of pairs of electromagnetic
switches for controlling the direction of rotation of sal<l

motor, of means for preventing the closure of one pair of
said switches when current of a predetermined value
traverses the other pair of said switches, said meau'^
comprising relays having actuating colls in series with
said switches and the armature of said motor, and means
for preventing the simultaneous actuation of two pairs of
said switches.
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2. In a motor control ayvtem, tbe combination with an
electric motor and a plurality of pairs of elei-tromagnetlc

switches for controlIlDg the direction of rotation of said

motor, of meanii for preventing tbe !*imultaneoua actua-
tion of two pairs of fuild switches, said means comprising
relays mechanically connected to certain of said switches

•Bd means for preventing tbe closure of one pair of
witches wh<»n the current traversing the other pair of

switches exceeds a predetermined value.

3. In a motor control system, the combination with an
electric motor and a plurality of pairs of electromagnetic
rtverslng switches therefor, of means for preventing the
closure of one pair of said switches when the other pair

of switches are in their open position and are traversed

by current alK)ve a predetermined value, and relays me-
chanically connected to certain of said switches for con-

trolling the actuating colls of said switches.

4. In a motor control system, the combination with
an electric motor and a plurality of pairs of electromag-
netic reversing switches therefor, of means for prevent-

ing the closure of one pair of said switches when arcs

occurring at the other pair of switches conduct current
al>ove a predetermined value, said means compri.slng

relays having actuating colls in series with said switches
and with the armature of said motor, and relays mechani-

cally connected to certain of said switches and In series

circuit relation with the other relays for controlling th«
circuit of the actuating colls of said switches.

1,227,911. ANTICREEPING MEANS FOR RAILWAY-
RAILS. John- P. Ltdon, Oklahoma. Okla. Filed Juo«
4, 1915. Serial No. 32.223. (C\. 238—2.)

^
K

jj**--

1. In a rail anchor, the combination with the tie and
rail, of a plate resting upon the tie and provided with a
cut-away portion forming shoulders facing toward the
ends of the rails, and anchorage means rigidly clamped
upon the rail and having a slight amount of play within

tbe cut-away portion of the plate, said anchorage means
being adapted to engage either one of the shoulders to
prevent creeping of the rail. •

2. In a ruli anchor, the combination with the tie and
rail, of a plate resting upon the tie and provided In the

edges thereof with notches forming shoulders which face

toward the ends of the rail, and anchorage means rigidly
applied to the basal flanges of tbe rail and projecting
within the notches for engagement with either set of

shoulders to prevent creeping of the rail.

3. In a rail anchor, the combination with the tie and
rail, of a plate resting upon tbe tie and provided in op-
posite edges thereof with corresponding notches, and
corresponding anchor blocks rigidly applied to opposite

sides of the rail and projecting into the notches for en-

gagement with the ends thereof to prevent creeping of
the rail.

4. In a rail anchor, tbe combination with the tie and
rail, of a plate resting upon the tie and provided In oppo-
site edges thereof with corresponding notches, hooked
anchor^ blocks straddling the edges of the t»ase of the rail

and projecting downwardly through the notches, and
clamping means connecting the hooked anchor blocks for

holding them rigidly In position upon the rail, said an-
chor blocks being adapted to engage the ends of tbe
notches to prevent creeping of the rail.

5. A tie, a plate resting on the tie and having a por-

tion projecting beyond the edge of the tie. the projecting

portion having a neck termlnatlAg la • T b«*d« a rail

resting on tbe plate and having anchorage means engag-
ing the neck of said projection.

1,227.812. VALVE MKCHAMSM. Eari.i S. MACrHBR-
80N, Detroit, Mich., assignor of one-half to Charles L.

Nedoma, Detroit, Mich. Filed Sept. 5, 1916. SerUl
No. 118,363. (CI. 121—97.)

1. In combination with a valve and a seat therefor,
valve operating mechanism comprising cam means Includ-

ing positive and negative cam surfaces, follower means for

the cam surfaces operatlvely connected to said valve,
said follower means Including two arms, one for each sur-

face, that are mounted to swing about a single axis and
are resiliently urged toward the corresponding cam
surface.

2. In combination with a valve stem, a valve and a seat

for the latter, valve operating mechanism comprising a
cbm and cam follower means mounted to swing about a
single axis and co-acting with the valve stem to force
the valve positively to its seat, said cam-follower means
Including a stiff resilient bodily movable element through
which the force for seating the valve Is transmitted.

3. In combination with a valve stem, a valve and a
seat for the latter, valve operating mechanism comprising
cam means having positive and negative cam surfaces
and two followers, one for each surface, arranged to move
the valve and valve stem in opposite, directions, one of
the followers having a slight clearance from the corre-
sponding cam surface when the valve Is being moved by

the other, the other follower including a resilient member
whereby the first named follower is constantly urged to-

ward the corresponding cam.
4. In combinatloD with a valve stem, a valve and a seat

for the latter, valve operating mechanism comprising a
cam and movable cam follower means coactlng with the
valve stem to force the valve positively to Its seat, said
cam follower means including resilient plvotally mounteil
t>odlly movable means having a portion of relatively

greater stiffness and another portion of relatively lesser

stiffness through which the force for sealing the valve
is transmitted.

8. In combination with a valve and seat and a valve
stem, valve operating mechanism for the valve compris-
ing cam means Including positive and negative cam sur-

faces, a follower Including a portion arranged to engag*
the positive cam surface to move the valve in one direc-
tion, another follower including a portion adapted to en-
gage the negative surface to move the valve In another
direction, said followers together including a bodily mov-
able stiff leaf spring arranged at an anple to the valve
stem whereby they are constantly urged toward the corre-
sponding cam surfaces.

[Claims 6 to 1.3 not printed In the Oatette.]
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l.StT.SlS. SLIDING SHELF FOR KITCHBN-CABI-
NETS. CUkKtscK Mahomby, Elwood, Ind.. assignor to

O. I. Sellers & Sons Company. Elwood, Ind., a Cor-
poratiuD of Indiana Filefi Aug. .tO, 1916. Serial No.
117,568. (CI. 45—16.)

/-
L^.-^Juin-^tj*.: . \t^f[i:

ZJLD

The combination with a kitchen cabinet provided In its

base with a compartment having opposite horizontal ways,

• door for closing the compartment auil hinged In vertical

allaement at one side of the compartment, and a shelf
slidably mounted In the ways and having one of Its outer
or front corners adjacent the door cut away or rounded, of
an angular bracket of sheet-metal having an outwardly
dlsposeii rlpid arm attached to the Inner side of the door
ImmedUitely adjacent the hinge-edge thereof, the plane of
tbe arm being but slightly below that of the underside of
the shelf, a bracket attached to the underside of the shelf
adjacent that edge thereof next the doot, a straight link

of Kheet-metal plvotwl at its ends to the two brackets,
and a reinforcing strip attached to the link at an Inter-

mediate point and luiving Its outer end offset to embrace
tbe arm of the bracket on the door and connected thereto

by the pivot of the link and arm.

1,227,814. KNOCKDOWN BIRDCAGE Thbodore B.
Ma^twcll, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Aug. 14, 1916. Serial
No. 114.679. (CI. 119—17.)

/-

to one of the side pieets. and • handle pivoted to the
top and having a lobe ndlapted to be projected transverselj
between the rods of said side piece.

1,227,815. SYSTEM OF CONTROL. Friedkich W.
Meyer. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of
Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 24, 19ir». Serial No. 16.685.
(CL 172—274.)

^t

u [toW
•A 4li LiT

1. In an electric distributing systom. the combination
with a single-phase alternating current source of supply,
of a motor adapted to operate on either direct current
or alternating current, a rectifying device, and connec-
tions whereby, at starting, .said motor Is supplied with
direct current through said rectifying device and whereby
It la subsequently supplied with alternating current from
said source for operation as an Induction motor, an auxil-
iary consumption circuit, and means operative in con-
junction with said rectifying device whereby energy de-
rived from the secondary member of said motor. In tbe
speed legulatlon thereof, may be emi^Joyed for the ener-
gization of said consumption circuit.

2. In an alternating-current distributing system, the
combination with a source of alternating current, of a
motor adapted for operation either as a direct-current
motor or as an Induction motor, a rectifying device, and
control means whereby, at starting, said rectifier la con-
nected between said source and said motor for the ener-
gization thereof with direct current and whereby, during
subsequent operation, said motor is connected to said
source for Induction-motor operation and said rectifier is

connected to the secondary member thereof for speed
control. •

1. A knock-down bird cage comprising side plates having
upright ro«ls and upper horisontnl connecting rails, corre-

sponding end pieces hinged to the side pieces, some of the
upright rods protruding at their ends above the upper
horizontal rails, a top having a plurality of rods, and
rails connecting said rods, said last named rails having \

apertured ends that are adapted to be projected over the
pmtrndlng ends of the upright rods. Into engagement '

with the upper horlr.ontal rail of one of the side pieces

2 A knock down bird cape comprising side pieces hav
ing connected nprlght rods, end pieces having connected

i

upright rods, nnd hinged to the side pieces, a top pivoted '

1,227,816. AIR LIFT PCMP BOOSTER Frank S. Mii^
L»R. deceased. Indianapolis, Ind., by Donald S. Morris,
administrator de honin non, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor
to Willtam I..angsenkamp. Jr.. trustee. Filed May 20,
1916. Serial No. 98,852. (CI. 103—84.)

1. In combination, a closed chamber, a pipe leading
from a well Into such chamber and opening into said
chamber above the liquid level therein, an air nozzle la
such pipe below such chamber, a pipe leading from sucb
chamber and opening Into such chamber below the liquid
level therein, a downwardly opening hood located In said
chamber and having Its open lower end below the liquid
level therein, said first named pipe discharging upwardly
Into said chamber and said last named pipe opening under
said hood, said chamber having an air outlet opening
therefrom which air outlet opening communicates with
the chamber at a point higher than the liquid level there-
in, and a manually operated valve wholly controlling said
air outlet opening to permit the escape of air from said
chamber but to maintain a pressure greater than atmos-
phere In said chamber.

T>. In combination, a closed chamber, a pipe leading
from a well Into such chamber, an air nozzle In such pipe
below such chamber, a pipe leading from such chamber
and opening Into such chamber below the liquid level
therein, said chamber having a restricted air outlet open-
ing therefrom which air outlet opening communicates wltb
the chamber at a point higher than the water level there-
in so as to permit a restricted escape of air while main-
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talniag tbe pressore of the retained air above atmoapberlc
pressure, and a aafety valve responsive to an excessive

M27,817. CARBURETER. Hamt A. Millu and TtuXK
M. .lOAUSON. Los Angeles. Cal., assignors to Master
Carburetor Company, Los Angeles, Cal.. a Corporation
of California. FUed May 1, 1916. SerUl No. 94,548.
(CI. 137—104.)

^' /»

1. In a carbureter, a float chamber body, a valve ping
to control the admission of fuel to said body, a float in
said float chamber body, a plate having hangers, levers
operated by .said float and counected to the valve plug to
operate said plug and pivoted to said hangers, said plate
having spring members engaged by the cover, and said
cover being provided with means to hold it toward the
body against the expansion force of said spring members,

2. In a carbureter, a float chamber bo<ly. a valve plug
to control the admission of fuel to said body, a float in
said float chamber body, a plate having furcated hangers
of spring material, levers operated by said float and con-
nected to the valve ping to operate said plug, and pivots
for said levers, the ends of said pivots being compressed
between the furcations of the hangers.

3. In a carbureter, a float chamber body having receaaea
extending downward from Its upper edge and extending
clrcumferentially, a valve plug to control the admission
of fuel to said body, a float In said float chamber body,
means operated by said float and connected to tbe valve
plug to operate said plug, a cover for the body, lugs pro-
jecting Inward from the cover to ongage said recesses,
means supported by the body to support the plug-operating
means, and .spring members on said supporting means en-
gaging the inside of the cover to force said cover outward
against the uppor e<iges of the rece8.ses.

4. In a carbureter, a float chamber body having recesses
extending downward from its upper edge and extending

pressure within said chamber for permitting a greater
escape of air from the chamber.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

clrcumferentially, a valve plug to control the admission
of fuel to said body, a float in said float chamber body, a
plate having bangers, levers optrated t)y said float and
connected to the valve plug to op«Tate said plug and piv-
oted to said hangers, aald plate having spring members
engaged by the cover, and luga projecting inward from the
cover to engage said recesses.

5. In a carbureter, a body having an annular flange, a
ring flttlng Inside of said flange, a screen fixed to said
ring, a dirt trap, means forming a pastsage from the space
above the screen to the body, a valve plug to control the
flow of liquid through said passage, and means detachably
holding the dirt trap in engagement with said flange, said
means Including a cap extending through the screen and
engaging the passage-forming means.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,227,818. PASTING DEVICE. John E. Mitcbblu, 8t.
Louis, Mo. Plied Mar. 26. 1916. SerUl No. 80,668
(CI. 12—50.)

ic^—

1. In apparatus for pasting and assembling heel lifts,

tbe combination of a table having an exposed supporting
surface for the lifts, a heel former adjacent the edge of
the Uble. said table having an opening therein, guhllng
means for supporting and guiding the heel-lifts across said
opening, the space above said gulfing means being unot>-
stmcted to enable the lifts to t»e moved by hand over said
guiding means and into said heel-former, and means in the
said opening for pasting the lifts as they pass toward aald
keel-former.

2. In apparatus for pasting and assembling heel-lifts,

tbe combination of a table having an upper exposed sup-
porting surface for the lifts, a heel former at substantially
the level of the table and located near the front edge of
tbe table, said table having an opening therein between
said supporting surface and said heel former, guiding
means for supporting and guiding the heel lifts across
said opening, the space above said guiding means being
unobstructed to enable the lifts to be moved by hand from
said supporting surface toward and into said heel-former,
and means in said opening for pasting the lifts as they
pass toward said heel former.

1.227,819. DUMPING-CAR. Albibt C. Mpbpht, New
York. N. Y., assignor to Universal Car and Manufactur-
ing Co. Inc., New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Filed Jane 24. 1918. Serial No. 775.462. (a.
105—190.)

1. In a dumping car. the combination of the car frame
having a platform at each end and a plurality of trans-
versely arranged rocker beds Intermediate of the plat-
forms, with a plurality of box bo<lles each having a plu-
rality of rockers supported by the beds whereby the bo<lles
may be rocked toward either side of the car frame to in-

cline said body and lower one side thereof, side doors to
said bodies to permit the discharge of the contents when
ileslred, longitudinal shafts journaled in the car frame and
extending between the platforms and the box bodies, con-
necting means between tb«> said shafts and their respec-
tive box bodies for oscillating the latter, and meotianlcal
means on the platforms for rotating the longitudinal
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skafts wbereby tbe box bodies may be rorkM upon tbelr

rockers and beds from the platforms.

3. In a dumping car. tbe combination of the car frame
having a platform at each end and a plurality of trans-
versely arrange<l rocker beds Intermediate of the plat-

forms, with a plurality of box bo<lies each having a plu-

rality of rockers supported by the beds whereby the bodies
may be rocked toward either side of the car frame to in-

cline said body and lower one side thereof, side doors to

said iKHlles to permit the ilischarge of the contents when
desired, longitudinal shafts Journaled In the car frame and
extending between the platforms and the box bodies, con-

necting means between the said shafts and their respec-

tive box iKKlles for oscillating the latter, mechanical means
on tbe platforms for rotating the longitudinal shafts

whereby the box bodies may be rocked upon their rockers

and beds from the platforms, and means for locking the
shafts against rotation in one direction when the box t>ody

is tilted or being tilted.

8. In a dumping car, tbe combination of a longitudinal

car frame having a plurality of transversely arranged
rocker beds, a plurality of box bodies arranged end to end
along the length of the car frame and each provided with
curved rockerM adapted to the rocker t)eds so that each of

tbe iKMlles may be Independently rocked for dumping Its

contents, a plurality of longitudinal shafts Journale<l In

tbe car frame part of which extend to one end of the car
frame and part to the other end of the car frame, mechani-
cal connections l>etween the respective car boiiies and the
longitudinal shafts whereby a rotation of each shaft may
rock a different- car body, and means at the ends of the car
frame for rotating the longitudinal shafts.

4. In a dumping car, tbe combination of a longitudinal

car frame having a plurality of transversely arranged
rocker beds, a plurality of box bodies arranged end to end
along the length of the car frame and each provided with
curved rockers adapted to the rocker beds so that each of

tbe bodies may be independently rocked for dumping Us
contents, a plurality of longitudinal shafts Journaled in

tbe car frame part of which extend to one end of the car
frame and part to the other end of the car frame, mechani-
cal connections between the respective car bodies and the
longitudinal shafts whereby a rota-tion of each shaft may
rock a different car body, means at the ends of the car-

frame for rotating the longitudinal shafts, and means for

locking the shafts against rotation In either direction and
in both directions at tbe will of the operator.

6. In a dumping car, the combination of a longitudinal
car frame having a plurality of transversely arranged
rocker beds, a plurality of box bodies arranged end to end
along the length of the car frame and each provided with
curved rockers adapted to the rocker beds so that each of
the bodies may be independently rocked for dumping its

contents, a plurality of longitudinal shafts Journaled In

the car frame, tod extending from the end of tbe car

frame to points beneath tbe respective box bodies, me-
chanical connections between the respective car bodies and
the longitudinal shafts whereby a rotation of each shaft
may rock a different car body, and independent means at
tbe end of the car frame for rotating the respective longi-

tudinal shafts and holding tbe tilted IxKlies in tilted posi-

tions.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.227,820. REGENERATIVE STOVE. ALraiD C. NMp
SON, Lakewood, Ohio. Filed Nov. 18, 1915. Serial Nou
62,161. (CI. 72—16.6.)

1. In a regenerative stove, a flue structure having ver-
tical non-Interconnecting flues therein, tbe inner surfaces
of the walls of which flues are provided with a multi-
plicity of downwardly facing shoulders, each of said shoul-
ders entirely surrounding the flue in which it Is located.

2. In a regenerative stove, a flue structure, having ver-

tical non-interconnecting flues therein, the inner surfaces
of the walls of which flues are provl(le<l with a multi-
plicity of projections, each having a downwardly facing
horizontal surface and an upwardly facing inclined sur-
face entirely surrounding the flue In which it is located.

3. In a regenerative stove, a flue structure having non-
Interconnoctlng flues therein, the walls of the flues being
composed of brick of trapezoidal cross section built in lay-
ers one upon another, the wide bases of the brick of one
layer resting upon the narrow tops of the brick of the next
lower layer, each layer of brick being composed of spaced
apart parallel rows of brick, tbe spaces between said par-
allel rows being divided at regular intervals by filler brick
also of trapezoidal cross section, said filler brick baring
their ends beveled to rest upon the inclined sides of tbe
brick of said parallel rows in the same layer, the rows of
brick in a layer being directly superposed upon the cor-

responding rows of brick in the next lower layer whereby
vertical non interconnecting flues are formed extending
from the bottom to the top of the structure, each of said
flues, by reason of the trapezoidal shape of tbe brick being
provided with a downwardly facing shoulder surrounding
said flue at each intersection of the layers of brick of
which tbe structure Is built.

4. Iir a regenerative sttove, a checker-work flue stmc-
lure composed of brick of trapezoidal cross section built
in layers, one upon another, the wide bases of the brick of
one layer resting upon tbe narrow tops of the preceding
layer, each layer of brick being composed of parallel rows
of stretchers and parallel rows of flllers laid at right
angles to the stretchers, the rows of stretchers and the
rows of flllers being spaced apart so as to form flues be-

tween them, tbe brick constituting tbe rows of fillers har-
ing their ends beveled to rest upon tbe inclined sides of
the rows of stretchers. *

5. In a regenerative stove, a checker-work flue strnc-

tare composed of brick of trapezoidal cross section built
in layers, one upon another, the wide bases of the brick of
one layer resting upon the narrow tops of the brick of tbe
preceding layer, the brick being laid to form a plurality of
vertical walls Intersecting each other at right angles, the
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brick composing parallel rows ta a lnjtr hiring their eada
berelwl to rent upon thp Inclined aides of the brick com-
posing the walls ronnlng at right angles to said parallel
walls In the tuime layer.

{Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.821 FRICTION-GEAR HAVING A COMPOUND
RELEASE. John F. OConnob, Chicago. 111., assignor
to William H. Miner. Chazy. N. T. Filed Sept. 2, 191B.
Serial No. 48.B87. {CI. 218—64.)

^- J j-jf " ^

1. In a friction gear, the combination with a longlta-

dinally movable friction shell, friction shoes, a wedge, and
a spring cooperable therewith, of a high capacity spring,

a spring cap telescoped with respect to said shell, and a
plun^r extending between said cap and said wedge where-
by, upon relative movement between said cap and the
shell, the friction mechanism Is actuated and the high ca-

pacity spring Is compressed Independently of the friction

mechanism.
2. In a friction gear, the combination with a friction

hell, friction shoes cooperable therewith, a wedge and a
spring codperable with said shoes and wedge, of a spring
cap telescoped with respect to said shell, a plate mounted
within said shell anti prevented from inward movement
relatively thereto, and a high capacity spring interposed
between said plate and said spring cap.

8. In a friction gear, the combination with a friction
shell, friction shoes cooperable therewith, a wedge, and a
siurlng within said shell cooperable with said shoes and
wedse, of a spring cap movable with respect to the shell,

a thrust member extending t>etween said cap and said
wedge and always in engagement with the latter, a pre-

liminary spring of high capacity mounted within the cap,

and means preventing movement of the Inner end of aald
preliminary spring with respect to the friction shell,

whereby said preliminary spring is adapted to effect a
compound release In combination with the main spring co-

operating with the friction shoes and wedge.

1,227,822. MACHINE-TOOL. John G. OLivaa, Cleve-

land, Ohio, assignor to Bardons and Oliver, a Partner-
ship comprising George C. Bardons and John 0. Oliver,
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. 19, 1916. Serial No.
79,231. (01. 82—21.)

1. The combination of a lathe having a rotatable spin-
dle and a transversely movable tool slide, me^-hanlsm by
which the tool slide may be moved, a variable speed elec-

tric motor having a longitadlnaily movable armature
mechantsni by which the .said armature may be mored

loagltadinallr' and mean* connecting the mechanism for
moving the slide with the mechanism for moving the said
armature of the motor, the said means Incki.llng a sliding
connection with the mechanism which operates the slide.

2. The combination of a lathe having a rotatable spin-
dle and a transversely movable tool slide, a variable speed
electric motor having a longitudinally movable armature
and mechanism which includes a rotatable member for
moving said armature, a shaft operatively connected with
said rotatable armature, controlling member, and means
Intermediate of the fee<l screw of the tool slide and said
shaft for turning the latter.

3. The combination of a lathe having a rotatable live
spindle, a carriage movable in a path jwrallel with the
axis of the live spindle, a transversely movable tool slide
mounted on said carriage, a feed screw on the tool slide
for moving it, a gear train mounted on the ca'-riage, one
terminal member of which gear train embraces and has
a tongue and groove connection with said tool slide feed
screw, a rotatable shaft which goes through the other
terminal member of aaid gear train and has a sliding
tongue and groove connection therewith, a v.»riable speed
electric motor, armature positioning mechanism for said
motor, and mechanism intermediate of the last mentioned
shaft and said armature positioning mechanism by which
the latter is operated.

1,227.828. REIN SUPPORT. Charlbs E. Pattsbson.
Jacksonville, 111. Filed May 4, 1910. Serial No. 95,428.
(CI. 84—73.)

1. A rein support Including in combination with a
spread strap, an open loop formed from a slntfle piece of
metal and constructed to engage the strap after a croaa
line has been received therein.

2. A derlce of the character described Including In
combination with a spread strap, an open loop formed
from a single piece of material and adapted to be engaged
by the strap after a cross line has been passed through
the opening and received within the loop for preventing
twisting of the cross line, and means for tightening the
strap In the loop subsequent to engagement of a cross line.

3. A device of the class described Including In combina-
tion with a spread strap, an open oblong cross Jlne receiv-
ing loop formed from a single piece of material and pro-
vided adjacent the opening with slots for receiving the
strap subsequent to engagement of a cross line with the
loop for preventing twisting of the cross line.

4. A device of the chsraoter described Including in com
blnation with a opread strap, a relatively narrow oblong
open loop formed from a single piece of material and
adapted to receive a cross line to prevent twisting thereof,
the portions of the loop adjacent the opening being en-
large<l and provideil with slots adapted to ret^elve the
strap and further having their free edges arranged la
spaced parallel relation with each other, and means for
tightening the strap when engaged with the loop.

5. A device of the character def^cribed including in com-
bination with a spread strap, an open oblong cross line
receiving loop having a width less than the width of the
cross line to prevent twisting movement of the cross line

therein, the portions of the loop adjac-ent the opening
being extended slightly outwardly and enlarged and pro-
vlde<l with strap receiving slots, and a loop slldably as-
sociated with the strap for tightening the strap when la
engagement with the slots.
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1.227.824. APPARATUS FOR CASTING BODIES
FORMED OF CEMENT OR THE LIKE. John Cottbr
Pklto.v. San Fran.Uco. Cal. nied May 18, 1916. Se-

rial No. 98.262. (CI. 2C—127.)

1. In combination, a bench, two hollow concentric mold
members spaced apart from one another and mounted on
the bench, an openable re<-eptacle surrounding the mold
memt>er8 and spaced apart therefrom and mounted on the

bench, and means on the bench to fix the position of said

receptacle rel.ative to the outer mold member.

, 2. In combination, a l>ench having an orifice, two hollow
concentric mold memtiers spaced apart from one another

and mounted on the bench, said orifice communicating
with the Interior of the Inner mold member, a removable
closure for the orifice, and a receptacle surrounding the

mold members and spaced apart therefrom and mounted
on the bench.

3. The combination, a bench having an orifice, two
hollow concentric mold members spaced apait from one
another and mounted on the bench, said orifice communi-
cating with the Interior of the Inner mold member, a gate

to close said orifice, and a receptacle surrounding the mold
members and spaced apart therefrom and mounted on
the bench.

4. ! combination, a t>ench having an orifice, two
hollow concentric mold members spaced apart from one

another and mounted on the bench, a removable closure

for the orifice, a re<^ptacle surrounding the mold members
and spared apart therefrom and mounted on the bench,

said receptacle comprising two hingedly connected mem-
bers, and a latch to hold said receptacle members In closed

position.

5. In combination, a bench, two hollow spaced apart
mold members one Inside of the other mounted on the

bench to receive between the material to be cast, and
openable means to hold loose material around the outer

mold member, so that when said means are open the loose

material will flow away from the article cast in the mold
pace.

1.227.826. BUTTON-FEEI»IN<i MECHANISM. LORA K.

Pools, Anderson. Ind.. assignor to Anderson Button

Attaching Machine Company, .Vnderson, Ind-. a Corpo-

ratlon. Original application filed July 10, 1916. Serial

No. 39,077. L>lvide<l and this application filed Sept. 7,

1915. Serial No. 49.284). iCl. 218— li:.

)

1. In a button attaching machine including a frame, a

button chute, a button hopper at one end of said chute, a
feeding plate adapted to 1>«" i'i>erat<d in said hopper, means
on said machine for operating said plate, an inclined bnt-

toa chate on the upper end of said plate, and means for

locking said plate in alioement with said button chute
when so desln^d.

2. In a button attaching machine in* luding a frame, a

button chute, a hopper nt one end of said chute, a button

feeding plate adapted to be operated in said hopper, said

plate having a recess in its lower end. and a lever pivotad

to said frame adapteil to enter aaid recess when said plate

is in elevated position so as to lock It In said position.

3. In a button attaching machine Including a frame, a
button chute, a button hopper at one end of said chute, a
feeding plate adapted to be operated In said hopper, a

plate spring on the bottom of said feeding plate, disks in

said frame for operating said machine, and a roller em-

tending from the periphery of said disks for engaging said

jprlng and operating said feeding plate.

4. In a button attaching machine including a frame, a

button chute, a button feed finger adapted to operate on
said chute, means connected with said machine for operat-

ing said feed finger, a button gate on said chute, down-
wardly extending tlngei;s on said gate, and a means on

said feed finger adapted to engage one of said fingers far

elevating said feed finger over said gate in poaition to

drop down between said fingers on one of the buttons.

6. In a button attaching machine including a frame, a

button chute, a button feed finger, an oscillatory plate on

aaid frame, means for operating said plate to move said

finger, and means for taking up the continued movemeat
of aald pLate when said feed finger Is arrested.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,826. PKRMUTATION-PADLOCJK. Johw B. Raft,
Los Lonas, N. Mex.. assiimor of one-fourth to Ramon B.

Chaves, Tome, N. Mex. Filed Dec. 1. 1916. Serial No.

64,660. (CI. 70—lia)

A permutation lock including a lock case having op-

posed po<-ket8 of different depths, a spherical locklac

member movable from one pocket to the other, a movable

shackle engageable by the locking element, when said ele-

ment la In the aballownr pvocket to retain the shackle In

locked position, and permutation means for retaining tke

locking element in said pocket, said means when pro^
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erly aettikted. permitting moTement of the locking ele-
ment, into the de«p«r pocket whereby to permit movement
of the shackle to unlocked position.

1.227.827. INDEX CARD. James H. Ra.nd, North Tona-
wanda, X. Y. Flle«l June 21. 1916. Serial No. 104.915.
(CI. 12»—16.7.)

1. An index comprising a frame having inwardly facing
gnide channels, a series of cards, means engaging said
guide channels for supporting said cards in overlapped
paced relation with their free margins projecting one be-
yond another, and a series of transparent sheaths on the
front side of the free margins of the cards, the width of
said sheaths corresponding substantially to the width of
the spacing between the several cards, whereby said
heaths may He side by side In substantially the same
plane without overlapping.

2. An index comprising a frame having inwardly facing
guide channels, a series of cards, means engaging said
guide channels for supporting said cards In overlapped
spaced relation with their free margins projecting one
beyond another, and a series of transparent sheaths on
the front side of the free margins of the cards, the width
of said sheaths corresponding substantially to the width
of the spacing between the several cards, whereby said
sheaths may lie side by side In sabstantlally the same
plane without overlapping, the faces of said sheaths being
inclined from the outer edge toward the face of the card
to facilitate the edge of each overlying card slipping over
the face of the sheath on the next underlying card when
the cards are swung away from the frame.

3. An Index comprising a frame having Inwardly facing
guide channels, a series of cards, means engaging «tld
guide channels for supporting said cards In overlapped
spaced relation with their free margins projecting one
beyond another, and a series of transparent sheaths on
the free edges of the cards, each sheath comprising a front
compartment adapted to receive an Index slip and a
pocket behind said front compartment adapted to receive
a card Insert.

4. An index comprising a frame having inwardly facing
guide channels, a series of cards, means engaging said
guide channels for supporting said cards in overlapped
spaced relation with their free margins projecting one
beyond another, and a series of transparent sheaths on
the free edges of the cards, each having a closed front
face and rearwardly and Inwardly bent lips one over-
lapping the other, the front lip forming with the closed
front face a compartment adapted to receive an Index
slip and forming with the rear Up a pocket adapted to
receive a card Insert.

5. An In.lex comprising a frame having inwardly fac-
ing guide channels, a series of cards, means engaging said
guide channels for supporting said cards in overlapped
paced relation with their free margins projecting one
beyond another, and a series of transparent sheaths on
the free etlges of the cards, each sheath comprising a
front compartment adapted to receive an Index slip and
• pocket behind said front compartment adapted to re-
ceive a card insert, and Index slips in said compartments
shorter than said compartments, whereby the interior of
said pockets will be exposed to view through said trans-
parent compartments at one or both ends of the Index
slips.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.227,828. DRILL PRESS. Gbobcc E. RAvnt.Bs. Cleve-
land, Ohio, assignor to The Foote-Burt Company. Cleve-
land. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed .\ug. 2«. 1916.
Serial No. 11T.409. (CI. 77-«-32.)

1. In a drill press, the combination of a circular guide,
a spindle slldably and snuglr mounted In said guide, longi-
tudinally disposed racks on diametrically opposite sides
of said spindle, and pinions engaging said racks operat-
ing to move the same longitudinally, said pinions being
operatlvely connected together and being mounte<l to
equalise the lateral thrust on said gnide in the plane of
•aid racks.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.227.829. APPARATUS FOR AND PROCESS OF BURI*-
INO GAS. Gboroe L. Rbichhblm, New Haven. Conn.
Piled Sept. 4. 1915. Serial No. 48.962. Renewed Apr.
16. 1917. SerUl No. 162.521. (a. IBg—109.)

1. A process of combuMtion consisting In first supplying
a combustible gaseous mixture, then dividing the same
Into a plurality of streams, retarding the velocity of the
streams below the rate of flame propagation by directing
them toward each other from opposite directions, and
then igniting such mixture at the point of retardation.

6. In an apparatus of the class described, a burner
having a combustion chamber, means to supply combus-
tible mixture to said burner, means to divide said mix-
ture into a plurality of streams or currents, means to
reUrd the velocity of said streams below the rate of flame
propagation in supplying the same to the combustion
chaml>er of said burner, and means to ignite said mixture.

14. A gaseous fuel burner of the class described, com-
prising a combustion chamber, means for supplying op-
posed mutually haffllng streams of a combustible mixture
under pressure to said chamber, and a ralve controlling
the outlet from said chamber.

17. A process of bumlBf a combustible mixture under
high pressure which consists In supplying said mixture
to an inclosetl space In a stream, the velocity of which is

greater than the rate of flame, propagation, baffling said
stream in said Inclosed space to reduce the velocity there-
of below the rate of flame propagation, Igniting said mix-
ture at the baffling point of the stream thereof, and regu-
lating the rate of combustion of said mixture by the back
pressure to which said space is subjected.

18. .\ process of combustion consisting In supplying
opposed currents of a combustible mixture to an Inclosed
space. Imparting to said streams spiral paths of movement
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adjacent the periphery of said inclosed space, and burning
said mixture In the lone where said opposed currents
meet.

[Claims 2 to 6, 7 to 1.3, 16, 16. and 19 not printed In
the Gazette.]

1.227.830. PROCESS OF UNITING METAL BODIES.
Abchbb W. Richards. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The
Hydraulic Pressed Steel Company. Cleveland, Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. Filed Mar. 81. 1916. Serial No.
18,267. (CI. 21ft—10.)

1. The process of uniting an Inner and an outer metallic
member which consists in providing one of said members
with a bead which is pre«ented toward and adapted to
engage the other member, the parts being of such dlam
eter that the bead will engage Its cooperating member
under pressure thereby to secure a line conUct therebe-
tween, and electrically welding said members together
Along such line of contact.

3. The process of uniting a pair of metal members
which are adapted normally to fit snugly the one within
the other, which process consists in providing one of said
members with a continuous bead presented toward the
other member and adapted to engage the latter member
under pressure, and electrically welding said members to-
gether along the line of conUct between said bead and
the adjacent engaging member.

14. The process of heading metallic barrels and like
metallic objects which consists In providing such object
with a cylindrical neck and providing the head therefor
with a cylindrical flange of substantially the same ex-
ternal diameter as the Internal diameter of the neck, pro-
viding such neck with au Inwardly extending circumferen-
tial bead, forcing the head into the neck with the flange
in close engagement with the bead whereby a line contact
is secured, said bead being located adjacent to the plate
or body of the head when the head Is positioned within
the neck, and Anally electrically welding the parts along
such line of contact.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.831. BRIQUETINO MAillIXK. GajkST W. Riosr.
Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Isaac Well, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Aug. 8, 1918. Serial No. 783.762. (CI. 26—83.)

1. A plunger mechanism for a molding machine having
a reciprocating feed box for the material, comprising re-
ciprocating plungers co&perating with said feed box and
having material-receiving cavities in the ends thereof,
movable resisting plungers in line with said first-named
plungers and having materlal-recelvlt.c cavities in the
ends thereof, said resisting plungers being held normally
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stationary against pressure and having fluid cyllnde^
therein, ejector bars within said resisting plungers for
expelling the molded material from the cavities thereof,
and dlfTerentlal piston heads connected with said bars
and contained in said cylinder.

2. In a plunger mechanism for a molding machine, re-

ciprocating plungers having material-receiving cavities In

the ends thereof, movable resisting plungers in line with
said reciprocating plungers and having material-receiv-
ing cavities in the ends thereof, said resisting plungers
being held normally stationary against pressure, and bar-
ing fluid cylinders therein, pressure-fluld-recelvlng cylin-
ders for receiving the other ends of said resisting plungers
to hold the same normally stationary against pressure,
ejector bars within said resisting plungers for expelling
the molded material from the cavities thereof, and differ-

ential piston heads connected with said ejector bars and
contained in said flrst-named cylinders, for the purposes
set forth.

3. In a plunger mechanism for a molding machine, re-

ciprocating compressing plungers, movable resisting plun-
gers alined with said compressing plungers and having
fluid cylinders therein, said first and second mentioned
plungers having material receiving cavities In their ad-
jacent terminals, slldable ejector bars carried by the re-
sisting plungers, and differential pistons carried by the
bars and contained In said cylinders.

4. In a molding machine, a receptacle for containing
a quantity of material considerably greater than the quan-
tity molded at each operation, a pair of opposed molding
plungers having mold-cavltles at their opposlug ends and
arranged, when brought together, to form a mold com-
plete In itself, means for effecting a relative movement be-
tween said plungers to effect the molding operation and
the discharging operation, and means for effecting a rela-

tive movement between said receptacle and said plungers
such that the molding operation takes place within said
receptacle and the discharging operation takes place out-
side said receptacle.

1,227.832. RAIL-JOINT. Sullivam Romb and Josbph
lABcssi, Hudson. Ohio. Filed Feb. 20, 1917. Serial
No. 149,864. (Cl. 289^3.)

1. As a new article of manufacture, a block adapted to
be inserted l)etween the meeting ends of rails, and com-
prising a head conforming to the cross sectional con-
figuration of the tread I>ortlon8 of the meeting ends of
rails, a shank depending from said head and of a length
to extend beyond the bases of the meeting ends of rails,

and a member removably engaged with the free end por-
tion of the shank and adapted to coact with the base por-
tion of the meeting ends sf rails to hold the block against
removal.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a block adapted
to be inser'ted between the meeting ends of rails and
comprising a head conforming to the cross sectional con-
figuration of the tread portion of the meeting ends of the
rails, a shank depending from snid head and of a length
to extend adjacenr the base portion of the rails, and
means coacting with the end portion of the shank to hold
the block against removal.

(Claim 8 not printed la the Gazette.)
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1^7.88S. AUTOMATIC BALI^RACKING DEVICE FOB
BILLIABD-TABLES. Joseph B. Busscu., Chlcm«o,
III. FUed June 16. 1914. Serial No. 84.').419. (CI.

46—12.)

9^
4J

i^r-.^,^.
4t
r \

tr

1. The combination with a billiard table having pocket",

of a plurality of ball-racks, a return-way communicating
therewith, one or more dlverters adapted to be moved
to establish communication between the return-way and
each of said rack.^, a gate in said return way intermediate
said pockets and racks, and means for operating said
gate and a selective one of said dlverters.

2. The combination with a billiard table having pockets,

of a plurality of ball-racks, a return-way communicating
therewith, one or more dlverters adapted to be moved to
establish communication between the return-way and
each of the ball racks, a gate In .-wid retnrn way Inter-

mediate s<ald pockets and racks, and means for simnlta-
neoualy opening said gate and a selective one of said racks.

S. The combination with a billiard table having a
plnrality of pockets, of a plurality of ball racks, a ball way
between said pockets and racks, a contact adapted to be
operated by a ball, a plurality of cut-offs working one
in connection with one of a plurality of said racks, an
electric circuit, said contact therein, electro mechanical
means for moving each of said ctit-offs in one direction,

and means for moving each cut off In the opposite dlrec-

tloa, the electric circuit for operating said electro-me-
chanical means b«>ing a part of that containing said ball

operated contact.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, a plu-
rality of ball-racks, a ball delivery chute leading thereto,

a ball-actuated contact disposed Intermediate said chute
and racks, cut-offs associated with each of a plurality of
•aid racks, a sourr-e of electric energy, means In communi-
cation with said source whereby each of said cut-offs may
be moved In one direction, and means for moving the
moved cut-off to normal position.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, a plu-
rality of ball-ravks. a return-way communicating there-
with, one or more dlverters adapted to be movefl to estab-
lish communioitlon between the rpturn-way and each of
said racks, an dirtric drcult, a ball-actuated contact
adapted to make arvl break it, cut-offs, one working In

connection with one of a plurality of said racks, electro-
ma^rnets In said circuit, means for connecting each cut-off
with a solenoid core, and means whereby each electro-

magnet so connected may be Individually energized where-
by it will move Its connected cut off in one direction.

[Claims G to 14 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1.227,884. SUPPORT FOR BUFFER BARS. CU.MTOM
M. Saqbk. Rochester, N. Y., assignor to J. H. Sager Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York.
Filed Oct. 25. 1916. Serial No. 127.654. (CI. 213—39.)

1. A support for buffer bars of automobiles* comprising
a supporting arm having an end formed with a toothed
ootcurved portion and also with an opening substantially
concentric with said toothe<l outcurved portion, a block
having a face adapted to rest against the forward curved
end of a vehicle frame and forraeil with a toothed incurved
portion receiving the toothfvl outcurved portion of the
supporting arm, and a U-shaped fastening clip pawied

tiirough the opealat •* the tapportlBg arm and havinx Ita
arms lying upon opposite side* of the block to hold the
latter against sldewlse movement on the vehicle frame.

S3 » * .

2. A nq»port for buffer burs of autumobllea comprliolng
a supporting arm having an end formed with a toothed
outcurved portion and aUo with an opening substantially
concentric with said toothed outcurved portion, a block
having a face adapted to rest agnlnst a vehicle frame
and formed with a toothed Incurved portion receiving the
outcurved portion of the supporting arm. and a fastening
clip passed through the opening of the supporting arm
and engaging the vehicle frame to hold the block to the
frame and the supporting arm to the block.

1.227,83a. APRON OUIDINQ DEVICE. FREneaiCK G.
8ako*mt, Westfonl. Mass.. assignor to C. O. Sargent's
Sons Corporation. Oranitevllle. Mass.. a Corporation of
Masaachusetts. Filed Nov. 20, 1916. Serial No.
132,337. (CI. 193—28.)

i- In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a shaft, a drum theroon, and an apron passing
ov»>r the drum, of a whet-l located at a distance from said
drum In position to be engaged by the edge of the apron
and an eccentric bushing operated by said wheel for bodily
moving the end of the shaft.

2. The combination with a rotary drum, of an endleM
apron carried thereby, a pair of conical wheels located at
the sides of said apron but far pnough apart so that they
will not be engage<l by the apron normally, an eccentric
bushing at each end of the shaft, and means on each
eccentric bushing for connecting it with one of said
wheels, whereby upon the turning <>t one of said wheels
the corresponding eccentric hushing will be turned.

1,227,836. SINGLE-ACTING, CONDENSING. CONTINU-
OUS-CURRENT STEAM ENGINE. Kabl Schmid,
Landsberg-on the Warthe. Germany. Filed July 27. 1914.
Serial No. 853,410. (CT. 127—43.)
1. A single acting condensing steam engine, comprising

a condensing chamber, a working cylinder and a coaxial
guiding cylinder extending Into said condensing chamber
from opposite sides thereof with open inner en<l« separated
from each other : a working piston fitted to said working
cylinder, and a rigidly unite<l guiding piston fitted to said
guiding cylinder ; said working yllnder having exhaust
porta leading into the condensing chamber, and said work-
ing piston having a lungitu<llually extende*! cuff which
surrounds the end of the guiding cylinder when the work-
ing cylinder is exhausting.

2. A single-acting condensing steam engine, comprising
a condensing chamber, a working cylinder and a coaxial
guiding cylinder extending Into said condensine chamber
from opposite sides thereof with open inner ••nds separated
from each other ; a working piston fitted to said working
cylinder, and a rigidly united guiding piston fitted to said
guiding cylinder ; said working cylinder having exhaust
ports leading into the condensing chamt>er, and said work-
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ing piston having a longitudinally extended rnff which
HurroundK th<> end of the guiding cylinder when the work-

ing cylinder 18 exhausting : the working (-yllnder iM-Ing of

larger diameter than the guiding cylinder, and the op<'n

ends of aald cylinders being longltniiinally overlapped, so

that the Cliff «»n the working piston remains within the

working cyllud«*r when Hurroundlng the end of the gutding

cylinder.

3. A single acting condensing steam engine, comprising

a common condensing chamber, a neries of Kingle-acting

working cylinders all having open inner ends projecting

Into the common condensing ihanil.er antl constructed with

exhaust ports communicating with siilil chamber, a co-

axial guiding cylinder for each working cylinder, each

having an open inner end projecting Into the condensing

chamber from the Hi<le opposite to its working cylinder,

and each being of smaller diameter than and telescoping

partially with Its working cylinder, and a working piston

for each working cylinder, having a rigidly united guiding

piston flttwl to the correspondlnj: guiding cylinder ; each

a-orking piston Iwlng constructe<1 with a longitudinally

projecting <"uff in position to surround the end of the

guiding cylinder when the working piston Is In the exhaust

position.

14*27,887. ELBCTRIC tX^NTACT-BOX. ARTHra Wit-

LIAM ScL.%rKK, IMccadilly. Westminster, Knglaod. Flle<l

Oct. 26. 1914. SetUl No. 86h.»i95. (CI. 247—6.)

1. The combination with a contact (mix having an open-

ing In Its front face, of a U-shape<l itridge <-arrled therein

having slots in th«> parallel memtierH thereon, and means
for clamping said parallel members to the walls of the

contact Im>x in tixe<l a<IJtisted posit Ion*.

2. The conildnatlon with an electric contact box ha\-1ng

an opening In its frtiut fiice and grooves in Its opposite

walls, of a sulislantislly U shap«><l lirldge adjustalily car-'

rled lu said grooves offset from the Itottom of the box,

the parallel members ut the bridge being sltdably carried

In said grooves, and means for <'lamplng the parallel mem-
liers of the lirldge in fixed positions on the walls of said

box In said grooves, substantially at* des(Til>e<l.

8. The comldnatlon with an electric contact box having

an opening In Its front face, of a substantially U shaped

brlilge removaldy cjirrled therein offset from the l>ottom

of the liox. having elongate<l slots in the parallel memlK>rs

tliereof and enlarged extensions thereof in the adjacent

ends of the conDe«-ting nieml>er. and screws passln;.'

through said slots for removaldy and ndJustaUly securing

the brl4lge In fix<>d position. suliMantially as dencrilieil.

23« O. G.—91

4. The comblDatioo with an electric contact box having

an opening In Its front fa<ce, of a substantially U-shaped
lirldge removably carried therein offset from the iKittom

of the box, having slots In the parallel memlx^rs thereof,

and screws passing through said slots and engaging the

adjacent walls of the box for removably and adjustably

(lamping the bridge in fixed position on said walls.

1.227,888. CLUTCH OPERATING MECHANISM. SmoN
E. SrHnoBDK*. Minler. III. Filed June 8, 1914. Serial

No. 848,816. (CI. 192—9.)

1. The coBibinatlon <if a pair of driving members hav-

ing clntch memliers, a companion clutch* member for en-

gagement with either of tbe clut( h uiemlters uf the driving

uietiilK-rs. said conipanioB clutch iiteniUer iM-lng provided

with a spiral guide, means to effe<-t engagement of tbe

i"onipanion clutch nieniUer with either of the clutch mem-
t>er« and means engaging tbe spiral guide to effect a disen-

gagement of the c(»iupHnb>n clutch member with either of

th? clutch members.
2. The comiiination of a pair of driving luemlxTH having

clutch nieralMTs. a companion clutch meml>er for engage-

ment with either of the clutch iiiemlwrs of the driven

members, said companion <-lutch memher l»etng provided

with a spiral guide, means to effe( t engagement of the

companion clutch member with either of the clutch niem-

l>ers, means engaging the spiral guide to effect a disen-

gagement of the companion clutch member with the

clutch ntembers and <-ontr<dling means for effecting the

operation of the engaging and disengaging means of the

clutch members,
3. In combination, a driven shaft, a driven clutch mem-

ber rotatalile there»lth and shlftable lengthwise thereof,

a spiral member therealH>ut. a pair of driving memlH»r«

normally loose on said sliaft and dlspost><l at opposite ends

of said shlftaMe clutch meml>er, and each provided with

a clutch part, a member fixeji relative to the movement of

the shiftable clntch member on said shaft and normally In

clearance thereof hot (lepresslble to engage the spiral

nieml)er. operable when depressed through engagement
with the spiral to reh-ase the engagement of said ineml>er

with either of the driving members, and means independ-

ent of aaid depresslble mejnber to move said driven clutch

member Into engagement with either of said driving

members.

l.:!S7.8SA. GEAKIN<;. Simon E. ScHnonMca and
rHAKi.c.s W. Hiiii). Minler. III. F1le«l Aug. 11». 11*14,

Serial No. 837,612, Keoewed Nov. 2. 1916. Serial

No. 12*»,230. (CI. 74—7.)
1. In combination, a sujjport. h tn«'<'hani«m then-on.

means for driving said mechanism comprising a shaft <-on-

nected with the mechanism, a crank arm on sabi shaft.

a gear wheel, a driving support therefor. saWI gear Iteing

provUb-d with an e<-centrl< ally disi»«it»»><l pin <onuecte<l with

said (Tank arm. a power shaft, a gear thereon for driving

sabi first namefl gear.

2. In a device of the class described, in combination, •
support, an operating me«-hanlsni snpporte*! tlwreln. a

ilrtving connection for said operating me< hsnisni compris-

ing a shaft J'Kimaled in salil support and connectwl with

said operating mechanism, a crjink on said shaft pmvided
with an open slot at its outer end. a suitably supported

driving gear for said crank provided with an eccentrically
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illspoMKl pin rrglHtoring with the slot In said crank arm,
a driven member and a gear thereon for driving Maid flmt
named gear.

8. In a device of the class described. In combination, a
support, an operating uie<'hanlsm thereon, a shaft suitably
journaled In said support and connecting the said operat-
ing mechanUni, means for driving said shaft comprising
a crank arm on said shaft, a suitably supported gear
wheel provldetl with an eccentrically disposed pin con-
necting with the outer end of said crank arm. a driving
shaft and a gear thereon meshing with said first named
gear.

4. In a device of the class de-scrlbeil. In combination, a
support, an operating mechanism thereon, a shaft suit-
ably journale<I In said support an<l connecting the sabl
operating mechanism, means for driving said shaft com-,
prising a crank arm on said shaft provided with an open
slot at its outer end. a suitably supported gear wheel
pnivlded with an eccentrically disposed pin registering
with the oi)en slot in said crank arm. a driving shaft and
a gear thereon meshing with said first name<l gear.

1.227.840. W.\SHIN«;-MA('niXK. SiMox E. Schroedm.
Minier, III. Flle.1 Oct. 9. 1915. Serial No. 55.08C.
(CI. 68—15.)

^y^r^,,,,^

1. In a device of the class .lescrlbed. the combination
of a platform iidapted to support a plurality of recepta
dea. a movable supplemental frame forming a cover for
any one of said receptacles, means on the main frame for
supporting the supplemental frame in a plurality of oper
atlng positions parallel with the main frame, power driv-
ing mechanism on the main frame, operating mechanism
on the supplemental frame adapted to enter a receptacle
when said supplemental frame is positioned thereover, and
separable power transnil.sslon parts adapted to be engage«l
when the supplemental frame Is In any of the oper-
ating positions aotl adapted to he disengaged when the
supplemental frame In moved from tlw operating posi-

tions.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a main frame, a removable supplemental frame with an
operating mechanism thereon, means at each end of the
frame and Intermediate of the ends of the frame for sup
porting the said supplemental frame In operating position
at cither end of the ninlu frame, power driving mecha-

nism on the main frame and transmission mechanism in-
termediate the ends of the main frame connecting the
power driving mechnnl-^m nnd the said operating me< ha-
nlsm. said trHtisniN-iii.n mechanism lielnjc provldeil with
separable parts, sal.l pnrtN \>*-\i\g adaptetl to l>e separated
when the supplemental frame Is removed and adapted to
be io engagement wb*n the supplemental frame is In
either |K>sltl<>n on the main frame.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a platfo'rm adapted to support a plurality of recepta-
cles, a supplemental frame, operating mechnnUm on the
supplemental frame, means on the platform for support-
ing the supple-mental frame in a plurality of positions
parallel with the platform and over one of said receptacles
with the operating mechanism Inserteii therein, power
driving mechanism under the platform, and power trans-
mission mechanism extending upward through the plat-
form, said transndssion m«><hanlsm Inchicllng iieparable
parts adapted to be disconnected when the supplemental
frame Is removed and adaptetl to engage when the supple
mental frame Is In any of Its op«>ratlng positions.

4. In a device of the class rtescrlbe<l. the combination
of a platform adapted to support a plurality of recepta-
cles, a movable supplemental frame designed to l>e shifted
to form a cover for any one of said receptacles, operating
mechanism carrb-d liy the cover or supplemental frame
and extending into the cover»»d receptacle, an upright driv-
ing mechanism on tb* main frame, and separable dutch
meml)ern forming a driving connection t>etween the up
rlKht mechanism and the op«'ratlng mec>hanlsm, and adapt-
ed to l»e disengaged when the cover la removed and
adapted to be engaged when the cover Is In position above
any receptacle.

5. In a device of the class descrll>ed. In combination, a
platform, a plurality of container members thereon, a re-

movable supplemental frame forming a rover for any of
said container members, operating mechanism on said
frame or cover, means for supporting said frame and
mechani.sm Interchangeably In superlmpo.sed operating re-

lation with either of sale! container meml»ers. power driven
mechanism on the main frame, separable power transmis-
sion parts adapted to be engaged when the supplemental
frame is In any of Its operating positions and adapted to

be disengaged when the supplemental frame Is moved
from the operating positions.

malm 6 not printed In the flarette]

1.227.S41. AITOMOHILK WHKKr. Lkox C. Kchw.^b.
Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to A. {>. Smith Company, Mil-
waukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin. Flleil Feb.

24, 1914. Serial No. S20.421. (CI. 21—«9.)

1. A wh«>el of the <-l8ss described : comprising In com-
bination a pair of substantially synuiietricnl dishod xheet
metal meDil>ers : eac-h of said members comprising a felly

s<«ctlon, a hub section, and a plurality of spoke sections

interposed between the hub and felly sections: a serpen-
tine spacer Interposed l)etwe»'n the hub sectlc»ns : ancl a
plurality of >>oiwes formed In one of the hub sections ar-
range«l to prevent displacement of the spacer.

2. A vehicle wheel comprising In combination a pair of
substantially symmetrical dished she»'t metal members,
each c-omprisln^ a felly sectbm. a hub section and a plu-
rality of spoke s«'c'tl<ms Interposed l>etween the hub and
felly sections, the hub section, spoke sections, and felly
section of each of nalcl dished sheet metal members Iwing
formecl integral with erne another, a metal strip bent Into
serpentine shape Interponed between the hub sections
of the dished sheet metal memt>ers. means for c-lamplng
the hub s<>ctlon to sabl serp«'ntlne spacer, nn annular
spn.-.T Inf.'rpoMecl l>etween the felly sections of the Kheet
metal meml>ers and metns for clamping the felly sections
to aald annular spacer so as to form a wheel rim.

3. A vehicle whe«>l of the class descrlli<>d comprising a
pair of sniistantinlly symmetrical dlihecl sheet metal
halves, each comprtstec • hub section, a felly section, and
a plurality of spoke sertlons Interposed between the hub
and felly sections, the hub. felly, and xpoke sections of
e«c-h half iH'Ina formed infearal with one another, an an-
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nular spacer of substantially U shajM' In cross section dts-

poued l)etween the felly sections with the legs of the U
abutting against the adjacent faces of the felly sections,

and that portion of the U extencltng bc-tween the legs

thereof lying at the periphery of the wheel and consti-

tuting the c-yllndrlc-al -wheel periphery, a nm l«nd sub-

stantially L shape in c-ro-s section disposed around the

periphery of the wheel with one arm ol 'he 1. lying at

one side of the felly, and clumping Indts extending through
the rim liaud. felly sections, and the parallel legs of the;

spac-er.

1.227.842. FIX)W I.NPICATUR. JiLirs Sei.ux, Stutt-

gart. Germany. Flb«d Sept. 9, 1913. Serial No. 788,830.

(CI. lit}—31.)

A device for Indicating the movement of fluldH In

pleasure conduits comprising a gage glass, and balls

movable In said gage glass and serving as floating iHMlles,

said balls being specifically heavier than the fluid to Ih>

conveyed and having a diameter which is greater than
the radius of the gage glass.

1,227.843. TIIRKAI* tlTTKK F»>R REWlNt; - MA-
CHINES. LM i>LBY S. Sevmoi B, Oak Park. 111., as-

signor to Union Special Machlny Company, Chicago.
III., a <N)rporatlon of Illinois. Filed June 18, 1913.

Serial No. 774,411. (CI. 112—33.)
1. The combination with stitch forming mechanism,

of a threaci cuttinK mechanism including a movable cut-

ter blade located in rear of the stitch forming mechu-
nlsm. and manually controlled means for causing said

cutting mechanism to be actuatcMl from a moving part of

the stitch forming mechanism at the will of the operator,
said manually c-ontrollcHl means Including devices for

automatically disconnecting the tnovable blade from its

actuating mc-chaulsm. and raising the aame.
2. The coniblnntinn with stitch forming mechanism, of

a thread cutting mt^chanlsm Including a stationary cutter

Made and a movnlile cutter blade located in rear of th»^

stitching mechanism, and In a plane at right angles to the
line fc>ed, and nianually ccmtrolled means for jiotuatlai^

the movable blade from * moving part of the stitch fornj

ing inechaiiisni .it the mill of the c»pcTator. said manually
controlled means including devices for automntli <(lly dla-

connectlug the movable blade from Its nctnatlng mecha-
nl' m, and raising the name when released by the operator.

8. The combination with a stitch forming mechanism
Including a needle, of a thread cuttinK mechanism In-

cluding a fixed blade, a movable blade, aald cutting bladc«
being loc-atcMl In rear of the stitch forming mechanism
ancl in a plane at right angles to the Hue of feed, and
manually contrcdled means for actuating said movable
blade from a moving part of the stitch forming mechanism
at the will of the operator, said means Including devlcea
for depressing the movable blade on the upward stroke

of the needle and for releasing the same.

4. The combination with a stitch forming mechflnism
including a needle, of a threaci cutting mechanism in-

cluding a fixed blade, a moval>le blade, said cutting blades
being located in rear ot the stitch forming mechanism
and In a plane at right angles to the line of feed, and
manually controlled means for actuating said movable
blade from a nictvinj; part of the stitch forndng mec-ha-
li'.sni at the will of the operator, said means Including de-

vices for depressing the blade on the upward movement
of the needle, releasing the same, and raising saM Made.

5. The combination with stitch forming mechanism
liicliidlng a necHile. of a thread cutting mechanism in-

cluding a movable cutter blade pivoted to swing In a
plane at right angles to the line of feed and In rear of
the needle, a spring for normally holding said cutting
blade rals«>d. an arm attached to said cutting blade for

moving the same, an actuating dc^vlr-e movable In unlsoo
with the necHlle. manuall)* controlled means carried by the
arm ami movalile Into the path of the actuating device
for depressing the cutter^ said means being so disposed as
to be automatically dlsoonnectcMl from Its actuating de-
vice when the needle Is substantially at the upper end
of Its stroke.

[Claims to 12 not printed In the C.afette.1

1.227.844. VARIAnLEVOLTA<;E TRANSFORMER. Ab-
THiK SiMo.N, Milwaukee, wis., assignor to The Cutler-

Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of
Wisconsin. Filed July 3, 11U5. Serial No. 37.998. (CI.

171—119.)
1. In a vnrialile vcdtage trnnsfuriner. in combination, a

primary cidl, a .sec-oudary ccdl, an E-shaped core therefor,

.said colls U'lug separately mounted on two legs of said
core, the third leg of aald core pcovlding a magnetic
shunt for said primary c-idl ancl an arntature bridging all

of said legs, said armature Iteing adjustable to increase
and decrease the reluctHtice of the magnetic circuit pas*
Ing through the leg of aald secondary coil to respectively
decrease and lncr<>aHe the induced vcdtage of said aoj-

oDdary coll.
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2. In a variable vultax** trnnHfortii»»r, in ctunt'lnatlon. a

primary cotl. a neroiwlary coll. an E shaped <-ore therefor,

Miiil coll« Im^Idk iwparatfly iin)unt«-il on the end \f%» of

Kald cor*', the nitil'lle Ivjf of Kaici core prorMInt; a mag-

netic sbunt for aaUl primary <-un aixl an Hrinature ttriilg

\ag all of aald le^s. Maid armatnre i«einK adjuatable

to Increaae and decreane the relm-tance of the macB^tlc

circuit paatdni; through the let: of Hald se<-ondary coil to

respectively decrease and IncreaMe the Induced voltage

of said secondary coil.

**-g'rffS'^

3. In a variable voltage tranHforuier. in combination, a
primary coll, a secondary coll. an E shaped core therefor,
said colls being Heparately mounted on two lega of said
core and the third leg of itaid core providing a magnetic
shunt for saitl primary coil and being of relatively hUher
reluctance than the leg of said «ec«)ndary coll and an ar-
mature briilglng all of .<«aid legs, Hald armature being
a«IJustal»le to increase and de<rease the relncUnce of the
magnetic circuit paKHing through the leg <»r aald second-
ary coll to respectively de<rease and Incrmse tlM» inda<-ed
voltage of sHi4l Hecondary coll.

4. In a variable vcdtage transformer, in combination,
a primary coll. a secondary coil, an E-shaped core there-

for, aaid colia being aeparntely mountwl on the end legs of
said core, the middle leg of said core providing a mag
n< tic shunt for ?»ald primary <-oil and r>einK of relatively
higher reluctaui-e than the leg of said secondary coll an<l
an armature common to the three legs of aaid cor*, said
armature l)elng longitudinally adjustable to increase and
decrease the reluctant-e of the magnetic circuit passing
through the leg of said secondary coll to respectively
decrease and lncre«ae the Indm-ed voltage of said aerond-
ary coll.

5. In a variable voltage transformer. In combination, a
primary coll, a seiondary c<dl. a Kutmtantlally E-shape<I
core therefor, said colls being mounte«i on two lega of
aaid core and the third leg i»eing (»f restricted cross aec-

tlonal area and length relative to said former legs and
a longitudinally adjustable armature common to aaid
leva.

(Claims 6 to 11 not prlntwl in the Gasette.]

1.227,845. FLUIDPUMr. Ramm II. SLgicHia, Troy,
N. Y. f11e,l .\ug. 9, 1916. Serial No. 113.913. (CI.
184—19.)

the cylinder, a crank, a connecting ro<l and .in abutment
lo<-ate4l below the lower end of the cyliniler, and an ab-

M>ri<ent compretmioii inenii"r carrie<l at the lower end
forming an extension of the piston ailapted tu contact

with said abutment, for the purpose desi-rlbeil.

2. The combination In a fluid pump with a base forming
an oil ('hamt>er. of a cylinder on the Itase and a crank
shaft and connecting rtxl and a piston re<-lpro<'able In the
cylinder, an abutment lo<-ated below the low<>r end of the
cylinder, a couipresaible ab«orl>ent member on the lower

end of the piston, and a retaining plate for the memt>er
carried by the piston adapte«l to contact with said abut-

ment.

3. The combination In a fluid pump with a base form-
ing an oil chamt>er. of a cylln<ler on the base and a piston

reclpro<-able therein, and a crank shaft and a connecting
rod, a flanged portion In the upper i>art of the t>ase. a

felt washer and a retaining plate therefor on tbe lower
end of the piston, and said plate adapted to contact with
said flange<1 portion to compress the washer.

l,227.«4fl. TYPK WRITINO MACHLVE. JAMKaF.
Sm.\thbrh. Kansas nty. Mo. FHled .Nov. 27. 1914. He-

rial So. 7474.204. Renewe<l ()<t. 19. 1916. 8erlal No.

126.797. (CL 197—17.)

1. Tbe combinatlOD in a fluid pump with an oil < hamlter,

of a cylinder above the chamber, a piston reciprocable in

1. In a typewriting machine having a driving meml>er

and movable type-l>ar operating devl<-eM, the K-omldnatlon

of an elliptical driven member carried by salil devices,

means tending to rotate saitl driven memlM>r uutil engaged

with said driving meml>er. a ilouble es< apemeni n)e( hanlsm
for normally preventing said driven roerolier from turning,

and means for tripping the operative parts of the eacape-

ment mechanism to permit the driven member to b«

turae<l and for sinniltaneoasly causing the other parts of

the escapement mei'hatiisni tu arrest the rotation of tlie

said driven member as the aame completes a half revo-

lution.

2. In a typewriting machine having a driving meml^er

and movable type-l»ar o{(eratliig devl<'es. the 'omblnatton

of i«n elliptical driven member carrle*! by ssld devi<-es.

means tendimc to rQtate aaid driven meml>er until en-

gaged with said driving memb«'r. a double escapement
mechanism for normally preventing Kal«l driven memBer
from turning, and nouns for tripping the otwrative parti

of the eM<-ap4>inent ni»><-hanisni to permit the driven member
tc be turned until enKHgi>il and ilriven b.T said tirtvlng

menit>er suffldeatly to r«'store the salil means ten<llug to

rotate the driven meml>er to operative relation thereto,

and for causing the eMcapeiuent mechanism to arrest tke

rotation of the driven laeniber before It (ompletes a half

revojntloii.

.'{. In a typewriting machine having a driving member
and movable type-bar )i|>eratlng devices, the cond>lnHtloD

of an elliptical driven memi'er carrle<l by said devlcea.
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m^ans fending to rotate said driven memlter until engaged

with said itrtvlng member, a double es(-a|>enkent mechanism
for normally pn-venting said driven member from turning,

means for tripping tlv operative partx of tbe escapement
meclianiam to perm't tbe driven memb«'r to t>e tomed
until engageil and driven by sal<l driving menit>er siilB-

cjeotly to restore the sai<I means for tending to rotate

the driven membiT ti» iUH'raflve relation therito. and for

causing tbe es<-apement mechanism to arrest tbe rotation

of the driven member liefore It ctwnpli'tes a half revolution,

and mean>i to return the ehM-apemeiit mechanism to Its

original pr>sltion to permit said means teodiuK to rotate

the driven memlter to continue tbe rotation thereof until

It completes a half revidutlon.

4. In a tyi>ewritlng machine, a driving roller, movable
typ«'-l>ar <»p»'rstlng devices, an elliptical member J<»urnaled

on said movable type bar operating devices, having a flat-

tened hull and a pair of d'ametrlcally uppuatte pins, a

tensloned spring exerting pressure on saltl hnb to rotate

the elliptic memls-r int«> engagement with the driving

roller, an escapement me<-hanism engaging one of aaid

pins to prevent rotation of the elliptic member by 8ai<l

spring, means for opernt'ng saiil escapement mechanism to

trip It from the path of the engaged pin. to permit said

spring to rotate the elliptic member into peripheral en-

Cagement with the driven roller to cause the latter by
continuing the operation of the elliptic nn-mber to effect

movement of the type Imr operating mechanism and to

effect the retens'onlug of said spring by aaid hub ; said

eacaiM'ment mechanism Iteing positioned by its operation,

to arrest the rotation of said elliptic member after the

movement of the type-bar operating mechanir;m and the

retenalonlng of the spring is a<-compIlshed. and means to

return the escapement mechanism to Its original position

to permit said spring t<i again turn the elliptic member
until arrested by the engagement of the other pin with the

escapement mechanism.

1.227.847. TYPE WKITI.N<; M.XCHINK. Jessk A. H.

Smith. Olenhrook. Conn., assignor to I'nderwood Type-
writer Company. New York. S'. Y.. a Corporation of

l>elaware. Filed Jan. 29. 1917. Serial No. 145.062.

(CI. 197—186.)

1. The co!nl)inatlon with h platen, of a cardcarrying

frame arrange<l to bring a card in close Juxtaposition to

Mid platen, line-spacing mechanism for said platen, a

spring drive for said frame, and an escapement mechanism
for aaid frame under the control of said line-space mech-

aniam, enabling said frame to keep pace with the line-

apace movements of said platen, so as to bring up to posi-

tion fresh lines of said card to be printed on.

2. The comldnatloii with a platen, of a card-carrying

frame (OViperatIng with said platen to support a card

against said platen, a power-drive for aaid frame, and an
escapement nie<-hanlsm controlling the movement of said

frUBe by said power drive, so as to give step by -step line-

^Met movements to said frame and tbe canl carried

thereby.

:i. The combination with a platen, of a carrying frame

for holding a card in Juxtaposition to said platen, a pair

of racks, one on each side of aaid frame, a pair of gears
meshing w'fh said rtujL*. so as to give a Justified move-
ment of said frame, and a spring for driving said gears to

give an a<lvancing movement of said frame, so as to bring
snccesslve portions of said card Into contingency with the
platen.

4. The combination with a platen, of a carrying frame
for supporting a card In contact with said platen, a pair
of racks, one on each slile of said frame, a pair of gears
driving said racks, secondary gears driving aaid flrst-

nn'ntloned gears, and a spring-barrel for driving said sec-

onjlary gears, so as to give a Justlheil advanclnj; movement
of aaid carrying frame to tiring successive portions of said

card Into contingency with aaid platen.

5. The combination with a platen, of a carrying frame
for supporting a card in contact with said platen, a pair

of racks, one on each side of said frame, a pair <»f gears
driving said racks, secondary gears driving said flrst-

mentloneil gears, a spring for driving said secondary
gears, so as to give a Justified advancing movement of
said carrying frame to bring successive portions of said

card Into contingency with said platen, and a self-locking

worm an<1 worm-wheel gearing for giving an Initial ten-

sion to said spring.

IClalms 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.848. RESILIENT WHEEL.
Daceola. III. Flle<l May 3. 1916.

(CI. 162—50.)

Ralph F. Spinc«b,
Serial No. 95,164.

A wheel of tbe claaa descrtlied comprising a hub, re-

silient spokes having their inner ends engaged with the

hub, a felly formed from channel Iron and engaged with
the outer ends of tbe apokes, the sides of the felly having
recess«s formed therein, dips carried by the felly, and
engagetl with the outer ends of the spokes, said clips hav-

ing hooked ends engage<l with the rec-esses to prevent the
dips from creeping anti a rim supported by the walls of

tbe felly and engaged with said hooked enda.

1,227.849. PAN LIFTEK. Eari, E. STANri«iJ>. Denver,
Colo. Filed Jan. 25, 1915. Serial No. 4.300. (CI.

66—82.)

A i>an lifter of the claMS dea<*rit)ed Including a wire l)ent

to form a U-8hape«1 handle having the enda of ita arms
lient to provide L-8hap«Ml (lampln)! arms, a rectangular

non-heat conducting block ot a relatively long length pro-

vided near its upper side with a pair of longitudinally ex-

tending relatively spaceil openings slldably au<l friction-

ally receiving the arras of the handle, said block being of

.vufflclent length and width so as to prevent accidental
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sliding movement of the block on tb«> arma, a Up formed
on ami •'xt^ndini; forwanlly frouv the lower front edge
of Kal«l block, said Up huvinK a transvtrs^-Iy pxtfndloK
groove on lt» upper fa«»' d<'tlDinK a shoulder, said shoulder
adapteil to be ponitloneU iiDdcr the beaded e<lfe of a pan
fortlujf the same into the groove and eliminating any
rearward movement of the tiloc'k with relation to the arms
of the pan when tht- pan Ix damped t)etwi'en the arnix an<l

block. Hald block permitting the pan to \>v llfte<l thus ob-

viating the neceMlty of the op*>rator touching the wire
handleik

1.227.850. FOLDINC STAND. IlABKt A. Stonb. New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 7, 1914. Serial No. 810.777.
Renewed Oct. 24, 1»16. .Serial No. 127,5<)0. (CI.

45—117.)

jv»-

1. In a folding stand, the couihination of foldable le^ii,

different wts of relatively movable braces for the legs.

heads for the respective wtH of braces, and a s.-rt-w oarrb-d
by one set of Mild heads and adapteil to dt'tachably («er««w

Into the other of said heads, whereby th*- braces may l>e

rigitlly ciinnectefl to hold the utand extende<l. or. dlscon-
necte<l to permit folding of the legs and braces.

2. In a folding stan<l, the combination of foldable lega,

upwardly extending braces pivoted to the legs, a head
connected to said braces, downwardly extending bra<e8
pivoted to the legs, a head connectetl to sabi downwardly
extending brac»>». the upwardly and downwardly extend-
ing braces crossing each other, and n clamp screw carried
by one of said beads and adaptetl to detachably engage
the other of said heads, when by th^ Ihh^ • x may be rigidly
connecte<l to hold the stand exteii.!..!. or disconnected
to permit folding of the legs and bracea.

3. In a folding stand, the <-omblnatiun of foldable legs,

different sets of relatively movable braces for the legs,

heads for the respective sets of braces, a screw carried
by one of said ht-ads and adapte<l to detachably s<-rew Into
the other of said beads, whereby the stand Is held in

extendetl condition when the screw Is >>ngag<'d with the
head. or. foldeil when said screw Is detache«l, and addi-
tional bracea connecting the foldable legs.

1,227,851. ATTOMOHILE STKKKIN<; MECHANISM.
Hrco C. Stbaxvord, Victoria. British Columbia, Can
ada. Piled Not. 25. 1916. Serial No. 133.416. (CI.
21—194.)
1. In an automobile steering gear, the combination with

the front axle and the drag link by which movement of
the steering wheel is ct>nimunlcated to the axle ends, of
means mounted on the drag link and c«>nnecte«l with fh»*

axle for automatically locking the drag link In any de-

sired i)osltlon of Its endwise movt'ment, and means co-

operative with movement of tbe steering wheel "for re-

leasing said locking means.

8. In an automottlle steering ge«r, means for locking
the same to prevent movement of the wheels frcim any po-
sition to which they are moved by the steering me<ha
nism, said means comprising the combination with tbe
supporting axle of the lending wheels ami the drag link
l>y whiih movement from the steering wheel Is trans-
mitted to the spindle arms of the axle ends, of an elon-
gated t>ox of re< tango la r cross »e« tlon having a b4>arlng
at eaih end througb which the drag link Is endwise mov-
able, a link pivotally connected at one end to the box and
at the other end to a bracket secure*! to and projecting
from the supporting axle of the lea<ling wheels, said
link parallel to the drag link and approximately in a
vertical plane through its axis, a toothe<l rack extending
lengthwis«« within the l>ox. a pawl carrying menilwr end
wise movable In the rectangular box to which member tlie

:i-*^

inner ends of the ilrag link are secure«l. toothed pawla
mounted in this meml>er to l»e movable to and from th«
rack bar, said pawls having teeth cornspondlng to those
of the rack bar but angled on the sides which are toward
the other pawl to move tiver the ra<k-te<'th, a spring
holding each pawl in engagement with the teeth of the
r*fk, a nsl passing through the drag link and through an
aperture In each pawl and provided with a reversely In

dined portion which is normally l>etween the pawls that
when move«l endwise either way will lift the pawl on the
side to which It Is moveil from engagi-ment with the teeth
of the rack, the end of said r<xl tielng conne<te<l to a
sleeve tiavlng a llmiteii endwise movement on the end of
the drag link to which sleeve the rod from the steering
wheel is connected.

[Claims 2 to 7 not prlntfd in the f;aiette.]

1.227,852. SELF CKNTERIN«i DBMOC.N'TABLB
WHEEL. John E. Striitbi-meiek. Cincinnati. Ohio,
assignor to The Ideal Wheel Company. Cincinnati. Ohio,
a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Sept. 10, 1913. Serial

No. 789,211. (CI. 21-31.)

1. A resilient wheel combining a hub member periph-

erally provbled with .nxlally extending sockets having
slots opening radially outwardly : a pair of sheet metal
spoke elements teri|iinatlng in each socket and each hav-
intc an ogee curve immediately upon emerging from aaid
slots; and wedge means for (damping said elements In

said sockets.

2. A wheel unit comprising a felly, a series of equl-

space<| fastenings there<»n, a hob memt>er providing* a
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•ertea of alota radially midway each pair of fastenlnga. •

pair of similar sheet-metal spoke elements converging to-

gether at a fastening and each pivotally securetl thereto,

aaid spoke elements curving apnrt and the one entering

the slot i-adlally on one sMe of said fastening, and the

other entering another slot ratllally on the other side of

said fastening, and wedge means for rigidly securing said

HiHtke elements In said slots.

8. A hull having a peripheral seat, an annular spoke-

seating memlier circumscribing said seat, conical self-ad-

justing means intervening between said hub and member
for maintaining concentricity between said parts and a

spring for a<'tuatlng said means.

1.227,853. KAIL JOINT. Ja( om H. STfM., Fremont.
Ohio. File.1 Feb. 27. 1»17. Serial No. ir)l,20<J. (CI.

23»—0.)

1. A railway chair comprising a base having laterally

spaced upstautling walls formed in one piece therewith,

one of said walls extending Inwardly to form a fish plate,

tbe other wall being longitudinally Inclined with respect

to the tirst nameil wall, a separate fish plate adapted to be

positioned In spaced relation with respect to the Inclined

wall for engaging tbe track rail, a we<lge block adapted

to l»e positioned between said fish plate and tbe inclined

wall, intereugaglng lucking means on tbe sides of said

block to prevent vertical movement of the block, a re-

movable fastening member adjustably connecting one end

of said block and the Inclined wall, ami cooperating lock

lug means to hold the separate fish plate stationary in

space<i relation with the lucllueU wall when the wiHlge

block Is being driven in position.

4. A railway chair comprlHing a l>ase baring laterally

spa«^^ upstanding walls forme4l in one piece therewith.

one of sabi walls extending inwardly to form a fish plate,

the other wall being longitudinally Inclined with respect

to the Qrst name<l wall, a separate fi.sh plate adapte<l to l>e

p<isltione4l in spac-j-^l relation with respe<-t to the inclined

wall for engaging the track rail, a wedge block adapted

to be poaitlone<l between said fish plate and tbe incline<l

wall, interengaging locking meani> to hold the separate

tlsh plate in spaced relation with the wall when tbe wedge

block is, beh)g placed in position, locking means on the

Ridea of said block adjacent tbe wall and plate to prevent

vertical movement of the block, a laterally projecting aper-

tured ear on one end of said tdock or ear, said ear having

teeth on its outer wall, a portion on the ailjacent end of

the Inclined wall having an aperture therethrough alining

with the aperture In the ear of the block, a headed bolt

positioned througb said apertures, the head of said btilt

having teeth on its Inner face, a spring locking washer

t>etw«>en the head of the bolt and the ear on the block, a

nut on the other eml of said bolt, and a colled spring on

the bolt between the nu| and the projecting portion of the

incllne<l wall.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.

1

1,227.854. DEVICE FOR DRAWINCJ PARALLEL LINES.
DAMELi J. Slj>livax aod Carletos F. Stevkxs, Carson
City. Nev. Filed June a, 1916. SerUl No. 101.5831.

(Cl. 88—112.)
I

I

'T''r'T'i"'!'nTn'''r''f'r'T'T'r''i'''r''i

1. In combination with a ruler, a straight edge co-

operating therewith for drawing parallel lines, said
straight edge comprising a pair of hinged sections, one
of which is fixed to the ruler in a manner to permit the
other section to project at a right angle from the ruler,

said projecting section provided with graduations along
one of Its e<lges anil harlug a length equal to the width
of the ruler an<l adapted to i>e f(dde<l upon the flxe<l sec-

tion to permit of the ruler being usfnl as originally in-

tended.

2. In combination with a ruler, a straight edge co-

operating therewith for drawing parallel lines, said
straight e«lge (dinprlslng a pair of hinged sections, one
of which has a tongue extending longitudinally of tbe
ruler .ind by which the straight e«lge is .secured to tbe
ruler, said tongue having a prong struck up from its sur-

face adapter] to be emlMflded In the body of the ruler,

said other section adapteil to project at a right angle from
the ruler and having graduations along one of Its edges,

aaid projecting section having a length equal to the width
of the ruler and adapte<l to be foldetl upon the fixed section

to permit of the ruler lielng used ns originally lntende<].

1,2 2 7,856. RAIL-8ECl'RIN«} DEVICE. JOHS W.
Thomas. Chicago. III., assignor to Tbe Thomas Rail-
way Track Appliance Company, a Corporation of Kan-
sas. Flle<l Nov. 19. 1915. Serial No. 62,386. (Cl.
238—».)

-J7y

1. In a device of the chara<ter <letierll>ed. a tie-plate

having a tbreadeil bole therein, and a rail securing mem-
ber consisting of a rail-engaging portion, a threade<l

portion depending from said rail engaging portion and

adaptiHl to l)e screwe<l Into the threadinl hole of the tie-

plate, and another portion depending from sai<l threaded

portion and adapte<l to be emlwdded in a cross-tie to pre-

vent rotation of said rail securing member.

2>4n a device of the character descrii»e<l. a tie plate

having a threaded hole therein, and a rail securing mem/-

l>er consisting of a wide portion to overlap an adjacent

portion of a rail, n threaded portion depending from said

wide portion and adapteil to be screwfMl Into said tbreadeil

hole, and a we<lge-»haped portion depending from said

threade<l portion and adapteil to be <-mbeilde<l in a cross-

tie to prevent rotation of said rail securing metnber.

3. In a device of the character described, a tie plate

having a threaded bole in one side and a rail engaging
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mrmber At Its oppoult? ttide. aotl a rail 8*«.-or1u« meiubtr
consisting of a wldv portion to easa«e an atljac«>Dt portion

of n rail, a wrrnrh rtHreiviug portion aormountiac Hai<l

witie portion, a thr«*a*lf<l portion <lep«*a(llBK froiu hhM
wide portion and a<lapt«'*l to Ik* screwetl Into th*- thrcailtnl

bole of the tif-platc, and a shank depending from luiid

threaded portion and adapteil to be eml>ed4leil In a crotiH-

tie. for the purpose net forth.

4. A rail serurlnx member comprlMlng a circular portion,

a rectangular portion surmounting said circular portion,

a threade<l portion depending from said circular portion,

and a chl»el-shape<l portion depending from said threaded
portion.

1,227.850. RAILWAY FCKXT-GrARD. JOHN W. Thomas,
Chicago, 111., assignor to The Thomas Railway Track
Appliance Company, a Corporation of Kaaaas. Flie<l

Nov. 19, 1915. Serial No. «2.387. (CI. 104—50.)

1. In a railway fi>ot guard, a Itase plate, a Up atljaceut

one niargln of said base plate, a top plate, and iiH-ans cod-

D«K.-tlng said liase and top plates.

2. In a railway foot guard, a bas« plate, two oppositely

extendlag lips cooaecteil to salil bas« pUit»- and adapte«i
to overlap th« adjacent marKlns of the rallw. a <»ntral
web e.\teu<llng upwardly from said lips, and a top plate

connecteil to said web.

3. In a railway foot guard, a l>a.<4e plate adapteil to

lUMlerlie two adjacent rails, a top plate having a wall at
one end and longitudinal up and outturned margins, and
means connecting sal<l base and tup plates.

4. A railway foot guard, consisting of a base plate, a
Up adjacent one margin of said base plate and adapted
to overlap a rail base, two oppositely-extending lips con-

nected t() the base plate adja<-ent It.-* (antral portion and
adaptwi to overlap two rail bases, a w«>b extemilng upwanl
from the last-nientloneU llp.s. and a top plate bavlnK an in

clinetl end wall and two longitudinal margln.<) ailapte<l to

engage the balls of two raila.

5. In combination with two rails one of which has a
sloping terminal, a foot guard consisting of a base plate

to underlie said rails, a lip adjacent one margin of said

ba.se plate to overlap the adjacent base of one of said

rails, two oppositely-extending lips connecte<l to the base
plate adjacent its central portion and adapte<l to overlap
the two rail bases, a web extending upward from the last-

mentloneil lips, and a top plate having a front wall and
two longituilinal margins turned upward an«l outward
to engage the undersides of the balls of the rails.

1.227.857. RAIL-HOLDLM; DEVICE. John W. Thomas,
Chicago. III., assignor to The Thomas Railway Track
Appliance Company, a Corporation of Kansas. Filed
Not. 19. 1915. Serial No. 62.388. (CI. 238—2.)

1. In a device of the character described, a tle-plat*-

having a rail engaging member at one side and an open-
ing at its opposite side, and a fastening device rotatably

arrmagiHl wltbln said opening aD«l embodying rail-holding
meaaa. awl an edged member wklcb latter Is ailapt.-d to
be embe4lde<l in an underlying cross tie.

2. In a flerU-e nt the character described, a tie-plate,

and a rail fastening device rotatably moanted in a«ld
tW-plate anal emtxMlying a Dontbreaded shouldered member
•f greater width than depth atlapted to be eaitHHld<>d in

an underlying cross-tie. for the purpose described.
a. In a derice of the character deacrtiied. a tie plate

having a spike hole therein, and a rail fastening device
rotatably mounted wltbln said tie-plate and eiaitodying a
lug extending at an angle thereto and a<lapte«l to abut
a spike driven Into said spike bole for holding the tie-

plate In position, substantially as des<'rll>e4l.

4. A rail fastening device consisting of a cylindrical
portion, an edge shaped portion depending from saUl cy-
lindrical portloi), an eccentric portion surmounting said
cylindrical portion, and a head surmounting said eccentric
portion and adapted tn overlap a rail base.

1.227.858. ANTICREEPIN<: APPLIANCE. John W.
Thomas. Chicago. III. Filed Nov. 19. 1915. Serial
No. 62.389. (CI. ISH—4.)

1. In an appliance of the character descrlln**!. a plate

adapteil to extend beneath a rail, lips at the ends of saitl

plate to overlap the rail base flsnges. m»-ans Interpos.nl t>e-

tween one of said lips and the adjacent mil liase r!auge

to firmly grip the same, and means extending from the
plate to abut two adjacent cross ties underlying the rail.

2. In an appliance of the character ilescrllwHl. a plate
adapted to extend beneath a rail, a lip at one eml of said

plate to snugly embrace the adjacent rail base rtangc. a

lip at the opposite end of said plate space<1 from the ad-
jacent rail base flange, means interpose^l between the
last-mentioned lip and the adjacent rail base flange to

firmly engage the same, and abutments proje<'tlng In oppo-
site directions from the plate to bear against two cross-

ties underlying the rail.

3. In an appliance of the character descrlbe«l, a plate

adapted to extend l>eneath a rail, means on said plate
to lap the rail base flanges, a tapereil lock member ailapted
to l)e Interposeil between one of said means and the ail-

Jaf-ent rail baste flange to flmUy engage the same, and a

hall for se<'urlng said tapered lo<'k member In j>osltlon.

4. In appliance of the character des<Tlb«M|. a plate
adapteil to extend beneath a rail, means on said plate to
lap the rail base flanges, one of sabi means having a ball-

way therein, a tapereil lock member adapted to l>e Inter-

posed between one of said means and the ailjaceni rail

base flange to flrmly engage the same, and a ball Inter-

posed between the hallway and »«ld tapepeil l«»ck menU>er.
5. In an nppllance of the character de«MTlbed. a plate

adapteil to extend transversely t>eneath a rail, nienns on
said plate to lap the rail l)ase flanges, a tapered lock mem-
ber adapted to Im» Interposeil between one of said means
and the adjacent rail base flange to flrmly engage the
same, said tapereil lofk member having a ballway there-

in, and a lutll In said ballway adapted to lo<k said tapered
lock member in position.

1.227.M9. RAILWAY TRACK APPLIANCE. .Init\ W.
Thomas, ChUago. in., assignor to The Thomas ICailway
Track Appliance <'ouipany. a Corporation of Kansas,
Flleil Nov. lit. l'.»l.'>. Serial .No. •tl'.rtJMt. (CI. '23s—2.)

1. In an appliance of the character descrlbetl. a tie-

plate membi'r adapted to Im- Interposeil between a rail
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•nd a cross-tie. a yoke adapted to extend beneath the

creas-tle and upward at opposite fldea thereof and engage

said tie-plate member, and frlctlbnal means for aecurlug

satd yoke to llie tie-plate iuemt>er.

2. In an appliance of the iharacter descrlbi-d. a tie-

plate memU-r a<Uipte<l to be interpoxed l>etween a rail

and a croxs tie. sleerew integral with and depending fn)m
said tie plate member and spac»>i| apart to admit the cross-

tie, means extending l>eneath aald croas-tie and adapted
to enter said sleeve*, and rterlces for semring said means
In the sleeves.

3. In an appliance of the character described, a tie

plate niemt>er adapted to be tnterfiosed between a rail

and a rroastle. sleeves depending from said tie-plate mem
ber and spaced apart to admit the cross tie. said sleeves
having tapered walls, a yoke adapteil to extend beneath
the cross-tie and enter said sleeves, and means adapted
to engage Mild yoke and the tapered walls of the sleeves

to secure said yoke therein.

4. In an appliance of the character descrll>eil. a tie-

plate niemi>er adapted to be lnterix>sed between a rail

and a cross-tie. sleeres depending from said tie-plate mem-
ber and spaceil apart to adndt said cross tie. a y«>ke adapt
eil to extend bi-neath the cross tie an<l enter said sbn-ves,

and balls for locking sabl yoke within the sleeves.

.">. In an appliance of the character descrllx'd. a tie-

plate memlHT adapted to be Interposeil between a rail

and a cross-tie. studs depending from said tie plate mem
ber and adapted to enter recessex In the crosa-tle. sleeves
depending from nald tie-plate memlM>r and s|Meed apart
to adndt sabl cross tie, a yoke adapt«>d to extend lieneath

the cross tie ami enter said sleeves. ImIIs for locking the

yoke within satd sleeves, and coil springs bearing against
a nunii>er of sabl Imlls to hold them In engagement with
the yoke ami the sleeves.

IClalma O to 9 not printed In the (;azette.]

1.227.Mrto. 1»IKINFE<TIN<; t'AHINET. PiNc KSIT V.

Ttii.L. Rosebud. t«. I). Filed Apr. «. 191«. Serial No.
89.390. (CI. 1«7—3.)

ments arrangeii therein, a spring wound curtain prorliied

with an absoritent surface for rei*elving a disinfectant

supported In one of the compartments and of means f*r

holding the said cnrtain in an extended pitsltion.

2. In a coraliined cabinet and desk for disinfecting par-
poaea, comprising a plur«llty of compartments arranged
therein, a spring wound curtain supporteil In one of the
compartjnents. the curtain lieing cunstructeil of absortteat

material for receiving a disinfectant, spring gripping mem-
bers for holding the curtain in its extended poaition. ports
formed Id the imrtitlon walls of the various compartments
and a plurality of valves for o|M*ntng and closing said
ports.

j

3. A desk for disinfecttng parposea. comprising a pln-
rality of perforati-d drawers arranged and supported upon
suitable partltiouh therein, a compartment for receiving
a disinfectant, ports formed in the partition and ctfm-
mutiicatlng with the compartment and of screw operated
cut-off valves arranged over said ports for controlling the
flow of disinfectant to each of the drawers.

4. A disinfecting device, including a cabinet having g
ce«itral compartment and a rear conii>artment, the wall
between the central and rear compartments having port
openings, valves for the upenlngN. a spring roller "mounted
beneath the ports, a flexible abaorl)ent fabric wound on
the roller, a spring grip for receiving and holding the
flexible absorbent fabric In an extended disinfectant re-
ceiving position, and pi-rforated supports arranged in the
cabinet accessible by the valved ports for receiving the
fumes of the disinfectant on the flexible absorbent fabric.

1,227,861. OLAZING CONSTRUCTION. William P.
Watoh, Warren. R. I., assignor to Aaltestos Protected
Metal Company, PIttslnirgh. Pa., a Corporation of
Pennsylvania. Filed Sept. 21, 1915. Serial No. 51,887.
(a. 108—16.)

1. A comblneil cabinet and desk for disinfecting pur
IHMe*. Including a plurality of communicating compart-

1. In a glazing const rwtiun, lu combination, a sealing

member of sulwtautlally plastic, water-repelling material
provided on Its outer surface with protective means, glass
panes resting on xalil sealing meml>er and aald protective
means and separatetl from ea<'h other, a second sealing
memU'r of sultstantially plastic, water-repelling materUtl
contacting with the upper surfaces of said glass panes,
and provided with a protective means on its outer surface
having a portion interposed between the necoud sealing
member and the glass panex. a rib of substantially plastic,

water-repelling material tilling the space t»etweeu the edges
of the glass panes and unlteil with said si'aling uemben
l>etween said glass panes, a cap plate covering the upper
sealing nieml»er. a supporting meml>er located below aald
panes, and means for securing said cap plate In fixed re-

lation to said supporting member, sabl means Iteing ex-
tended through said sealing members and rib to be sealed
thereby belnw. Itetweer. and al>ove said panes.

2. In a glazing <iinstru<rtion. in combination, glass panea
located In substauilally the same plane and separated
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from each other, aupbalt •«>aUnf( ineni»W» contacting with

thi? oppoHit*" urfac**!* of said «laHH pant'H and connected by

an iiKpbalt rlt> Interpone*! and lllllnjf the ^pac lu-tween the

adjacent e<i»:e» of »aUI panex, a Kupporting member for

said paneB lotateil l>eIow the name, a cap plate covering

the upper KealInK ineml>er. and means for HecurInK said cap

plate in fixed rt-lHtion to Mid -mpportinic member, iwld

meani* beiUR extende<l throuxh the K»-alluj: members and

rib and sealed by the latter l>etwe«-n the Kla'<« pane«.

3. A glazing Ktrm ture comprlMing a plantlc packlnff pro-

vided with a r«*rttrainlnK fabric covering hiving its bound-

ary ilgeH interpose«l In-tween a p«)rti<>n of ewld pa< king

and the glass, leaving a p<irtl<m of «ald plantlc packing

contacting directly with the glass, and rigid members sub-

stantially coextensive with the principal »urfa«-«s of said

packing, and means Ut presx said rigid members tt> bring

the plaatic material in dose contact with the glass to

seal the edges thereof.

1.227,862. DKAFTI.NG INSTRUMKNT. Samibi. A. WiK
BEttu and JoHA.N Wikbbho. Everson. Wash. Filed Jutie

15. 1916. Serial No. 103,870. (CI. 33—32.)

stock and adjustable therealong. a protractor carried by

and adjustable along the scale l>eam. and provided with
a rotatable ring, and a rule Nupportp«l across the rotuta-

ble ring with one eilge of the rule in a diameter of the

ring, said rule< having pivotal supports In the ring and
said rule being rotatable on its pivotal supports about a
longitudinal axis to prenent any one of a plurality of

edges in said diameter of the ring.

7». A drafting instrument comprising a scale sto<'k. a

scale beam supported by aaid scale stock at right angles

thereto and adjustalile therealong. a rotatalde protractor

ring and supportiuu means therefor ^m and adjustable

along th«> s«-ale t>eam. and a three-<-ornere<l rule aupporte^l

aiross and rotatable with the ring with an t^lge of the

rule In a diameter df the ring, salti rule having pivotal

supports at the ends In the ring for rotation of the rule

al>out its longitudinal pivotal axis for preaenting any one

of Its edges Id said diameter of the rloj(.

(Claims 6 to lU not printed in the tiaxette.]

1. A drafting instrument comprising a scale stock, a

gcale l>eam dlspose»l at right angles to th • stock and mount-

e<l on and movaMe along the st«« k at a hlk'her level than

the latter, supporting means for the stock lo<'ate<l at the

ends thereof and adapted to \>e attache<i to one side e<lg»^

of a drafting Itoard with the scale beam above the draft-

ing board, and a protractor device carried by and mov-

able along the scale l)eani and related thereto to be lo-

cate4l above the working surface of a drafting board to

which the drafting instrument is attached.

2. A drafting Instrument comprising a scale stock,

means associated with the scale stock for attaching it to

one edge of a drafting board below the level of the work-

ing face of the board, a scale l>eam dlspoaeil at right an-

gles to the stock and mounted on and movable therealong

at a height above the s<ale stock to l>e locate<i alcove the

working surface of a board to which the Instrument Is

applied, and a protractor device mounted on and movable

along the scale Iwam In position to be in elevated rela-

tion to the working surface of the drafting board to

which the instrument is applied.

8. A drafting instrument comprising a s<"ale stock,

means associate«l with the scale stock for attaching It to

one •'<lge of a drafting l)oard below the level of the work-

ing face of the board, a scale beam ^llsposed at right an-

gle's to the stock and mounted on and movable therealong

at a height above the scale stock to be locate<l above the

working surface of a board to whi<-h the instrument is

applied, and a protractor device mounted on and movable

along the scale l>eam In position to be in elevated relation

to the working surface of the drafting board to which the

Instrument is applied, said protractor device l>elng pro-

vided with depending portions for contact with drawing

paper upon the <lrawing l>oard, whereby to support the

protractor otherwise In elevated relation to the paper on

the lioard t<> which the Instrument is applied.

4. A drafting instrument comprising a scale stock, a

sc-ale beam supported by and at right -angles to the scale

1.227.N63. OATE LATCH. Aloi is L. Winnbua. det^ased,

I'reston. Minn., by Lily M. Wlnnega. administratrix,

Preston. Minn., assignor to Oscar W. (.Mark. Cresco,

Iowa. Original appllcattoo flleil May 't. 1W15. Serial

No. 25.553. Dlvldeil and this application filed Sept.

25. 1916. Serial No. 122,154. (CI. 70—28.)

^^;?-rt^

In a gate latch, the combination with a latching rod or

keeper, of upper and lower horixontally dlsposeil bifur-

cated latches, a ro<l or shaft which carries sitld latches

and by which they are rockably mounteil to move In

unison In a horiiontal plane, one of said latches being

provlde^l with a notch and with lugs or shoulders on op-

posite sides of said notch, and a manually retractable

slldable lix-klng lK)lt adaptetl to t>e received In the notch

to lock the latches or to engage one or the other of the

lugs to limit the lateral swinging of the latches.

1,227. Kfl4. CUFF LINK. Fuaxk K. WixaToN and ViCTOa

B. Kor.EHa. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 29. 1916. Se-

rial No, 94.288. (CI. 24—102.)

1. A cuff button composed of heads, a hollow shank

connected at one end to one heatl and formed with oppo-

site outwardly extending longitudinal rll»s which latter

are formal hollow and open Into the Interior of the shank,

a hoHow shank connected to the other head and received

within the nrst named shank, lugs on the Inner end of

the second nameil shank sliding within the rib interiors,

and a spring connecting the heads and extending through

the shanks, the inner end of the first named shank being

curved Inwardly to engage the lugs so as to restrict the

extent of separating movement t>etween the heads.

[Claims 2 and 3 not prlnte<l In the (iaxette.J

1.227.865. PROHPE<7riNC. - MACHINE. JosgPH Wl»-

.<(IBWSKI. Rutte. Mont. Filwl Mar. 2, 1916. Serial No.

81,628. (CI. 255 42.)

4. In a prospe<tlng machine, a drill-holding spindle, a

percussion hammer for striking the same provided with a
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p<M'ket in Its •aderalde. and trip mechanism for operating

the sabl hammer rompHsln^' a rotatable cam and a l>ell-

crank-llke lever one arm of which Is Imlged In the said

pocket and the other is provided with a spring-controlled

stui) and means for rotating the said cam.

5. In a prospecting machine, a iMix-IIke works-<-ontalnlng

heail provide*! with a sleeve in Us front wall, the said

sleeve lieing reci'swed internally for the re<-eption of a

spring : a spring-presHe*! <lrlll-holdtng spindle mounted ro-

tatably and niovaide lonritiKlinaHy In one end < f the said

sleeve, a gear spllned ou the said spindle provl'bsl with a

circtimferentlally groov»'d hnl> an<l nH>unte4l rotatably In

the opposite end of the said sleeve, and means in the said

sleeve for engaging the said groove so as to hold the said

gear non-movalilo longitudinally.

rClalms 1 to 8 not printed In the Cazette.]

1.227.866. TRAIN STOPPING APPARATUS. Ad«k M.
WottDKN. Phoenix. Ariz Filed Apr. 4, 1916. Serial

No. 88.875. (CI. 246— 14.)

/• «"•

jrS

1. In automatic train stopping apparatus, the combina-

tion with a valve connected in the brake pipe an<l nor-

mally «lo»e<l. of a h'ver capalile <if swinging movement t«t

ward said valve and a<lapt<Ml to engage the valve to open

the latter, a shaft, a connection betwei'n said shaft and
lever whereliy the latter may be swung in the rotation of

the shaft .snd opera l>le to disconnect the lever from the

shaft so that the lever may be restored to normal position,

driving connections l>etwe«'n said shaft and one of the

drive wheels of the engine whereby the shaft will be ro-

tated at U'Hn sp«'e<l than the drive wheel of the engine so

that the lever may l>e hwung to <ip«-n the valve after the

train has traversed a prescrll>ei1 <Ilstance.

2. In automatic train stopping apparatus, the combina-

tion with a valve (•onne»-te<| In the linike pipe and nor-

mally cl<ise<l, of a lever capal)le of swinging movement to-

ward said valve and adapted to engage the valve to open
the latter, a shaft, a connection betwei-n said shaft and
lever whereliy the latter may be swung in the rotation of

the shaft and operable to disconnect the lever from the

shaft H<t that the lever may l»e restored to normal position,

drlvlDg <-onnectlons between said shaft ami one of the

drive wheels of the engine whereliy the shaft will l>e ro-

tate<l at less spe«Hl than the drive wheel of the engine so

that, the lever may l»e swung to open the valve after the
train has traversed a predetermine<l distance, and means
assoclate«l with said lever for Indicating the number of

miles to l)e traveled by the train before the lever opens
said valre.

8. In {automatic train stopping apparatus, the combina-
tion with a valve conne<-ted iu the hrake pipe and nor-

mally closed, of a lever capable of swinging movement to-

ward said valve and adapted to engage the valve to open
the latter, a shaft, a connection i>etween said shaft and
lever thereby the latter may l>e swung In the rotation of

the shaft and operable to disconnect the lever from the
shaft so that the lever may l»e restored to normal position,

driving connections l>etween said shaft and one of th*

drhe wheels of the engine whereliy the shaft will l>e ro
tat«'d at less spee«l than the drive wheel of the engine so

that the lever may l>e swung to op«>n the valve after the
train has traversed a pre<iptermlned distance, and meant
driven from said shaft for reconllng. the number of miles
traversed by the train.

1.227.867.. CRT'DEOIL BURNER. John Yot'NC, New
Westminster, British Columbia, Canada. Flhnl Jan. 6,

1917. Serial No. 140,917. (CI. 168—75.)

5. A crudi' oil bum-'r, <H»mprlsinir in combination, aa
outer burner me»nlM'r .jxlnlly bored and threadtvl at one

end to fit an oil service pip*- ami therebeyoud conlcally re-

duced to a cylindrical bore which at the farther end Is ab-

ruptly reduoHl to a circular <lellv»ry outlet thriad*-*! with

a sciew thread, an Inner burner m< niliei the outside di-

ameter of which is at one • nd larger than the cylindrical

liore of the outer meml>er and at the other end has a di-

ameter slightly less than the said cj'limlrlcal l>ore and in-

termedi.Tte of its ends is reduced below the diameter
of the outer end, the reduction of the larger end be-

ing conical to correspond with the conical re<luctlon in

the l>ore of the outer member, the outer end of the In-

ner meml>er terminatin..^ a short distance from the outlet

reduction of the outer member so as to leave a chambered
interspace, the inner member being axlally bored to a
short distance from Its outer end and having a series of
small apertures through It at the internnnllate retluced

portion. an«l means for delivering a steam service to the
bore of the Inner member.

[Claims 1 to 4 not prliit»<' In the Gazette.]

1,227,868. COASTER - BRAKE. Harry F. Torxog,
Santa Cruz, Cal. Fil<-<l .lune 24. 1915. Serial No.
36,027. (CI. 208—57.)

1. In a coaster brake, a hub member, an annular mem-
ber r»>tatably stipported by said hub meml>er. said last

named member being provided with driving means, coact-

ing means carried bs the hub member and the annular
niemlM>r for causing the same to rotate In unison In one
direction, a seconcl annular member rotatably supported
by the hub meml>er and provldei} in it^ inner face with
lieveled recesses, a pawl carried l>y the outer face of the

first named annular menibtr and <-oacting with the re-

cesses of the sei-ond annular niemlK>r for causing both of

said annular members to rotate In unison in one direction

but opposite to the direction of unitary movement of the
hult'member and the first nmneil annular member, a cap
inclosing the outer portion of the hub memlier and the
second named annular merol>«>r. and a brake band secured
to the cap and disposed around the hub member and en-
gaged with the second nanie<l annular member whereby
the unitary movement of l>oth of sabl annular meml>ers
causes the brake band to frlctlonally engage the hub
memljer.
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2. In a itiaHtrr brakt*. a hah monlwr. an annular mem-
ber rofatably supp«>rt«^l by mM hub m^inbtr. naid last
namMl n)«>intM>r Iwlng provlileil with <)ririag tnt^oii. coact-
Ing ni«in« carriwl by tht- hali memtj^r ami the annular
nwHibt-r for tauslnjj fh»' mhi*' to route in unison In ono
dirtt-tion. a second annular member rutatabljr supported
by the hub member and provided In Ita inner face with
beveled ref-esnea, a pawl i-arrled by the outer face of Um
first naiueil annular member and «>actlnK wtih the rccc—cj
of the Hecond annular member for rauiring both of aald
annular niemberK to rotate In unUon in one direction but
opp<ttiltp to the direction of unitary movement of the btfb
member and the first name<l annular member, a cap In-
cioRing the outer portion of the hub member and the sec-
ond name<i annular member, a brake band secured to the
cap and disposed around the hub member and engaged with
the second name<l annular member whereby the unitary
movement of both of said annular members causes the
brake band to frlctlonally engajje the hub member, and an
outstanding lug carrle«l by the cap member at one side of
Its axial center to afford means to hold said cap against
axial rotatiou.

1,227,«09. PUNCH. WikLiAM V. Bakbb
Filed July 7. 1»16. Serial Xo. 108,047.

Portland, Oreg.

(CI. 164—120.)

77 /r

1. A punch comprising a head having upper and
tower stationary Jaws -stendinK In spacwl relation the
Jaws being provide! with pa.ssagewhys and the passage
way of the upper jaw having an enlarged upper end por
tton. a handle extending from said h.-ad, arms extending
from said head above «,ld Jaws, a plunger slldablv <-arrle«l
by the upper Jaw, a lever extending above said handle and
having a head plvotally mounted between said arms a link
plvotally mounted between said arms In front of the head
of said lever, a link plvotally oonnec ted with the head of
said lever, and a link plvotally connecte<l with the upper
end of said plunger and plvotally connected with said
first and second mentioned links.

2. A punch comprlslnK a head having upper and lower
Jaws posltloneil In spacetl relation and provide*! with
allneil openings, a handle extending from said head a
phjnger slldably carried by the upper Jaw, a guiding pin
carriei! by .said plunger and fitting Into grooves formeil
In the upper jaw to gnlde the sliding movement of the
plunger, a link plvotally (onnected with said plunger by
said guiding pin, arms extending from said head, a link
plvotally mounte«l between said arms, a lever extending
above sai<l handle and plvotally mountefl between said
arms, and a link plvotally connecte<l with said lever, the
Hnk of said lever and the link mounte<i between said arms
being plvotally lonnected with the link plvotally con-
nectetl with said plunger.

Ijn^'lfi. BREAST STKA P .*<LIDE. Joh.x Bbown Bax-
•nm. Watervllet, N. Y.. assignor to Covert Manufactur
Ing Company, Watervllet, N. Y.. a Corporation of Jiew
York. File<l I)ec. 12, 1916. Serial No. 138.563. (CL
54—5».)

1. In a device of the chara< t<y described, the combina-
tion of a body part to receiv* a strap or the like and hav- i

lag elonsat«« mm»m» adjacent opposite aides thereof, u
atUching member having side arms, the .>nds of whiek Me
posltlone.! In said receanea. and means for plvotally aop-
portlng aald ends of the arms on the body part.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a strap receiving lH)dy part having end loops and
an elongated recess adjacent each side thereof, an attach
ing meml)er having side arms, the ends of which are po-
sitioned in said recemses. and means for plvotally sup-
porting said ends of the arms on the bfnly part, the said
arms being in sul>stantlal alinement with ttw side arms of
the loops.

3. la a device of the character desi-ribed, the combina-
tion of a breast strap slide having a curveil body part and
side flanges, and a snap having side arm extensions pivot-
ally mounteil upon said side flanges and overlying the
inner surfaces thereof.

4. In a device of the character described, the comblna
tlon of a breast strap slUle having a Inxly part with side
fiaagea and end l<wp members, a snap having rear end
spaceil arms, and means for plvotally mounting said arms
so that the .same are adapte<l to swing over the Inner »ur
faces of said side flanges, said arms being spaeetl from one
another approximately the same distances as the space
l»etwe«'n the side arms of the loop, sut>8tantlally as and
far the puriwse de«crit>ed.

5. In a device of the character described, the comblna
tlon of a trough shape.1 Innly part having a i urve<l bottom
and side walls, said Iwttom having side re<-(>sses. a snap
having side arm extensions projecting through said re-

cesses adjacent the inner surfaces of the sides, and means
for plvotally supporting said arms on the sides of the
bo<ly part.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the (iasette.]

1.227.871. COMRI.NEI) BREAST STRAP SLIDE AND
ATTACIlIN«i MEANS THEREFOR. John B. Ba.\tcr,
Watervllet, N. Y., assignor to Covert Manufacturing
«'ompany. Watervllet, N. Y., a Corporation of .New York.
Filed Dec. 12. 1916. Serial No. 136.564. (CI. 54—5».)

1. In a device of the character dewcribe^i. the comldBa-
tlon of a breast strap slide having curvey bottom portions
separate*! from one another by a roller re«>elvlng spac»' and
having conoectlng sld«-«. ..f an attaching member having
opp<>s»^l arms projecting into said space, a roller arranged
betw.eo said arms In said space, and a pivotal supporting
bearing projecting iietwe^-n the sides of the slide for said
roller and said arms.

2. la a device of the character described, the combina-
tloa of a breast strap slide having a bottom portion and
sides and terminal l<j©p parts, said Itottora portion having
a roller rer»>lvtng r^-t-sw and cooneiting si<le recesnes. and
an attaching device having side arms posltl(>ne«| In said
side recesses, a roller positioned In said roller receiving
rerese. and means for plvotally supporting said side arms
and loo«M>ly mounting said roller Including a mcmlHT pro-
jecting Iwtwt-en the sides of the slide and through said
roller and side arms.
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8. In a device of the character des<Tll(e<l. the combina-

tion of a breast strap slide having a ttottom pwrtton and
sides and terminal loop parts, said bottom portion having

a roller re<-eivliig recess snd connecting side recesses, and

an attaching device having side arms positioned in said

side recesses, a roller posltlon«'«l in said roller receiving

re<-ess, and means for plvotally supporting said side arms
and loosely mounting sai<l roller inclmling a member pro-

jecting between the sides of the slide and through said

roller and side arms, the sides of the Uk>p meml>er8 extend-

ing sulistantially parallel with the side arms.

4. In a device of the character descrll»e«l. the combina-

tion of a breast strap slide having a curved iHMly part with

a r<dler re<-elvlng space and side recesses projecting be-

yonti the opposite walls of said space, and a hook having

rear side arm extensions positioned In said side recesses,

means for plvotally mounting said arms whereby the same
are free to move over the inner surface of the sides of the

t)o<ly part, and a loosely mounteil roller positioned in the

roller space l>etween said arm extensions whereby the

latter constitute end abutments for the roller.

5. In a device of the character descrU»ed. the combina-

tion of a breast strap slide comprising a curve<l l>ottom

portion and side flanges, the bottom portion having an

elongate*! roller re<'elvlng recess connecting with side re-

cesses extending laterally l>eyond the sides of the roller

recess, said Ixsly portion having terminal loop meml)er8,

a roller positioned in the roller st>ac<>. and a hook having

side arm extensions posltione^i in the side re<-esses of the

iKKly member and constituting end abutments for the

roller, the side arm extensions of the h(K>k lieing separated

from one another a distance sultstantiitlly e^jnal to the

distance between the side arms of the loop members of

the slide, and a supporting pintle pruje<-tlng Ivetween the

sides of the slide snd loosely passing throuKh the side

arms of the hook and said roller.

[Claim 6 not printed In the i;asette.]

1,227.872. ACTO-TRAILER. Chaklih A. Bbhi.kn, Rlch-

mon<l. Va. Continuation of application Serial No.

73,126. filed Jan. 2(», 1V16. This application filed Sept.

19, 1916. Serial No. 120.981. (CI. 21— 144.)

1. The combination in an auto trailer, of two axles with
wheels thereon, two h«'ad blocks, two frlctlonal l>earlng

members between each axle and K head b1o<-k. a reach

with its ends extended tteneath the axles and each en<I of

the reach rigidly secured to a head blo<k. whereby each

axle can turn relatively to a head block and the reach :

two lever arms secured to each axle by clips; braces con-

necting each lever arm with an axle : and cronsbars dis-

posiHl In different parallel planes altove the reach and

plvoteit at their ends to the free ends of the lever arms.

2. The combination in a trailer. <»f two head blocks, a

reach, two axles with wheels. ea<-h axle l>elng pivoted l>e

tween a head block and an end of the reach, two pairs of

lever arms one pair secured to ea<h axle and extended to

the free ends of opposite pairs are a<ija<'ent each other;

and two rigid doss bars plvotally uniting the lever arms ;

the adjacent lever arms of opposite pairs iielng provided

mtth platea disposed in different planes wherelty the bars

are located in different planes so they can more freely

each relatively to the other.

8. The combination In an auto trailer, of two head

blocks ; a reach rigidly uniting the head blocks ; two axlea,

each pivoted between an end of the reach and a head

block ; two lever arms secured to each axle through the

medium of offset heel irons and clips and l»races whereby

the said arms will He In a plane aiwve the reach : and
crosslwrs in different planes uniting the lever arms.

4. The combination In an auto trailer and with the

axles, of a reach uniting the axles ; and lever arms se-

cured to the axles by heel plates, each heel plate compria-

ing a plate proper and an offset yoke with holes for citpa,

said yoke being in a plane parallel with the plate, where-

by the lever arms may be disposed in a plane al>ove the

reach.

.%. The combination In an auto trailer and with the

axles, of a reach ; pairs of lever arms secured to opposite

axles, the free ends of the arms l>eing provided with per-

forated plates secured to the top and bottom surfaces of

the arms so as to lie in different parallel planes : aB<t

crossbars pivoted to the plates.

I Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the fiasette.]

1,22 7,87 3. IJFTINO-JACK. W 11,1.1 a M F. BoECKBa,

Adrian. Minn. Filed Apr. 20, 1916. Serial No. 92.S18.

(Cn. 254—89.)

A vehicle lifting Jack including in combination with a
frame, spaced pairs of statKlanls plvotally mounte<i in said

frame, <'onnections between the corresponding standards

to move the same in unison, means fix***! to the upper ends

or the front standards for engagement by the front axle

of a vehicle to swing said standards past a perpendicular

position and simultaneously raise the other pair of stand-

ards l>eneath the rear wheel axle. incline<i braces fixed to

the upper ends of the front standards, and a foot pedal

plvotally mounte<i upon one of said braces in position to

fulcrum upon the frame when the frame is in elevated

position, whereby said front standards may l>e moved
from their supporting positions to lower the vehicle.

1,227,874. RAIL-JOINT. Lithku 11. BkAUN, Steuben-

vllle. Ohio, assignor of one-half to Frank X. Ktecker,

Steubenvllle. Ohio. F'iied Jan. M. 1917. Serial N*.

145,634. (CI. 239—6.)

1. The combination with the adjacent ends of railway

rails, each of which has a portion of the web and Itase

thereof cut away, of a rail clamp comprising a pair of

parallel rail-embracing nienilM-rs ar.d an integral nbntment

Joining said members substantially midway between the

ends of said clamp and adapte*] for receiving sai<l rail

ends therea>rainst. one of said members having one end of

shorter length than the correspon<llnK end of the other

memt>er. a locking element complemental to said shorter

end and adapted to engage the latter, and a rail chair

adapted to o<cupy embracing relation to said clamp and
to sabi locking element and to support said rail ends, said

f'hair having a shoulder adjat-ent to one end thereof

against which the outer end of said locking element seata
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11)1 wbU-b pr«»vrntH loQKltudinal morement of Mal<I ele-
ment In :in outwanl (nr»'<tl<m.

2. Th** foniblnatlim with th*- adjat-f'nt •n.ls <.f railway
railH, •ach of whlrh taai* a purtlou of th«' w«'l) aii<l bane
H»»To<>f cut away, of a rail clamp i<iiuprl«lng a pair of
parallt-l rall-«ml)rajln»c niemlieri whi<h arf rli:l«li.v tinite»l
Intcrnn^llat*' their .-n.l^ l.y a trausverw itinn»Mtin>r mvm
ber. sHid (onnt-ctlnt; iii<-mlK>r beinu ailaptetl for rerelvlnn
MlJ rail «>n<l« in Meatlnx relation thereto, and 11 rail chair
adapted to receive Kaid clamp and the embraced rail eudx
within Itx embrace, waid clamp havlnjf an intiirned portion
at one end thereof affurdinK a shoulder whereby the
extent of lonjrttudlnal movement of mUI clamp In one
direction la limited.

3. The combination with the adjacent ends of railway
rails, each of which ban a portion of the web and bane
thereof cut away, of a rail clamp comprlslnR a pair of
parallel rull-emhradnj: member-* which are rlKldly united
Intermediate their ends by a transverse connectlnK mem-
ber, said connecting member l>elnK a<lapted for rcH-eivinif
aald rail enda In aeating relation thereto, raid rail
embraclnK membc«rs havlnj: their rail web-enjcajtlnjc p*»r-
tlons. of less helKht than the rail web. and a rail chair
adapted to receive said clamp and the embraced rail ends
within its embrac-e. said chair havlns: Inturned terndnal
•dges snugly occupylnji the spaces between the upper
edges of sail rail embracing membenc and the overlying
shoulders of the rails, and said < hair also having a portion
at one end thereof preventing outward movement of said
damp In one dtr«>cttc»n from its properly seated position.

4. The conddnation with the adjacent ends of railway
rails, each of which has a portion of the web and base
thereof cut away, of a rail .lamp <omprl«lng a pair of
parallel rall-embraclug members and an Integral abutment
joining said members substantially miilway between the
ends of said <lump and adapted for receiving said rail
ends ther.-agalnst. one of said members having one end of
shorter length than the corresponding end of the other
member, a locking element conipleniental to said shorter
end and adapted to engage the latter, said rall-embraclDg
members having their rall-web-engaging portions of IHm
height than the rail web. and a rail chair adapted to re-
crelve wltnln Its embrace said clamp and said locking
element, together with the embraced rail ends, said chair
having Inturned terminal edges <llspos»>,I in underlying
seati-d relation to the shoulders of the rails and alao
having at one end thereof an Inturned portion affording a
houlder whereby said locking element ta maintained
against outward movement from Its operative position.

6. The combination with the adjacent ends of railway
rails. ea<h of which has a portion of its web and base
removed, of a rail clamp ccjmprlsing parallel members be-
tween which said rail ends are received, and a transverse
member connecting said parallel members at a point Inter
mediate their ends, said transverse mendier being shaped
to constitute an abutment against which said rail ends
comfortably seat, and a rail chair for embracing and
supporting said clamp and said rail en.ls and having a
portion adapted to iw ensnged by said clamp whereby
relative movement of the latter from Its operative position
ia prevented.

[Claims r, and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227.875. TRICK. Charles A. Huh kei.. Illon. X. Y
Filed July 11). I9in. Serial No. 108.45((. (CI. 21 65.)
1. A truck comprising a frame Including sl<le bars, a

cross bar connecting sal.l side bars, an engaging lip ex-
tending between said si.le bars, and having side arms
connected with the forward end portions of said sl.le
bars, forward and rear standards pivotally onnec ted with
said side bars, an axle rotatably carrle*! by the forward
Standards, supporting wheels rot.itably mounted upon said
axle, and bars pivotally connected with the end portions
of said standards.

2. A truck comprising a frame including side bars, an
engaglnjT Mp extending between said side bars and extend-
ing l>eyond the same, side arms extending from snl.l en-
gaging lip and connected with the forward end portions

of said side bai«s. forward standards having plus pivotally
c-onne<tlng the same with the forward end portions of
said side tars, the side arms being l»ent to extend in
spaced relation to the securing pins f^.r said standards,
rear stan. lards pivotally .onne.ted with said side bars, an
axle carried by said forward standards, supporting wheels
mounted npon said axle, and bars pivotally connected
with the end portions of the forward and rear standards.

8. A track comprising a frame includlDK "Ide bars, an
engaging lip cctnnected with the forward end portions of
said sl.le bars, forwanl an<l rear sUndards plw.tally con-
ne< teil with said side bars, an axle having reduce^! end
portions extemllng through openings formed in the for-
ward standards, supporting wheels rotatably mounted
upon the rwluced end portions of xMld axle, and conneet-
Ing Imrs pivotally connected with the forward an<l rear
stantlarUii.

4. A truck comprising a frame Including side Iwrs. an
engaging element carried by siild side bars, forwanl and
rear stan<lards pivotally connected with said aide bars, an
axle carrie<l by said forward standards and having Its
end portions exten.ling through the same, securing ni«-ans
mounted up..n the end portions of said axle, and connect-
ing bars pivotally connectetl with said standanis and
engaging said securing means when nioveil In one direc-
tion to limit the forwanl pivotal movement of sabl con-
necting bars, said sl.le l«rs engaglnif said conne.tlng bars
when swung rearwardly to limit the rearward pivotal
movement of the side bars.

1.227.87«. WRENCH.
Iowa. Filed Jan. i

81—111*)

Abbaham Bbixkhcis, lloapers,
lOl.-i, Serial No. 701. (CI.

1. In a wrench, a sleeve having a pair of adjacent
parallel openings therethrough and a substantially clr« ular
depression surrounding one end of one of the openings,
said depression l)elng of sufficient diameter to Intersect
the periphery of the other opening, a shank rotatably
mounted In the opening having the depression surrounding
It and projecting from thV sleeve at the end opposite such
depression, and a gripping member fixed to the other end
of the shank within such depression, said gripping mem-
ber being substantially equal In length to the diameter of
the depression, and In width to the diameter of the opening
wherein the shank Is mounted.

2. In a wrench, a sleeve having a pair of adjacent
parallel openings therethrough and a subsuntlally circular
depression surrounding one en.l of one of the openings,
said depression being of sufficient diameter to Intersect
the periphery of the other opening, a shank rotatably
mounted in the opening having the .lepression surrounding
it and projecting from the sleeve at the end opposite such
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depression, and a gripping member fixed to the other end
of the shank within such depression, said gripping mem-
ber being substantially ecpial in length to the diameter of

the depres^lon. and in width to the diameter of the open-
ing wherein the shank Is mounted, the longer miges of the
gripping membe* l»elng serrated, with the teeth pcdntlng
away from th« transverse central line.

1.227.877. WRENCH. liougR I.E Rov Hhihbi.\, Town-
send. Mont. Filed Oct. 3«t, 1»16. Serial No. 128,570.

•(CI. 81—OS.)

A wrench comprlsiug a frame Including a piflr of yoke
niemtters disposed in the »ime plane and having a common
connectlbg arm formed with au opening in its extremity,
the arm of one of the said yc»ke meml>ers being formed
with an opening alining with the first opening, the arm
of the other yoke memlter being formed with a nut receiv-

ing and holding opening, a stem slldal)ly disposed through
the alining oi>eningK. a bit brace engaging member formed
on one end of the stem, a tmlt head socketed enlargement
formed on the other end of the stem, a transverse stop
member carried \<y the stem between the common arm and
the arm of the first named yoke member, and a coil spring
encircling the stem l>etween said slop member and the said
second-named arm.
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1.227.878. (WlTIUmAWN.)

1.227.870. AUTOMATK- <;as CONTROLLER. Svdnby
(;b<>bgb (;ari>inbk Drookuan. Bristol. England. FHimI

Apr. 7, 1013. Serial X«j. 19,767. (CI. 236—6.)

1. The combination with a steam l*otler and gas-fed
beating means therefor, of a contrcdler for the gas fed to

the heating means, comprising a valve for the gas. thermo-
static operating means for the vnlve. and piping leading

from the steam side of thfl boiler above the normal water
line of the latter ami freely o|>en at all times to the
atmos|ihere. said piping being also at all times in opera-
tive relation to the thermostatic valve operating means,
whereby the thermostat becomes active to cut down the
gas fed to the beating nieaas as soon as steam is generated
In the boiler and solely by such generated steam.

2. The combination with a steam Iniller and gas-fed
beating means therefor, of a c-ontr<dler for the gas fed to

the heating means. coin|irising a valve for the gas. thermo-
static c^peratlng means for the valve, a chniaber Inclosing
the thermostatb' means, and piping leading to and from
the chamber, the piping leading to the <hamlM>r being con-

nected to the boiler on the steam side of the latter at a
point above the normal water line of the boiler and the
piping leading from the chand>er l>elng freely open to the
atmosphere, whereliy when and only when steam Is gener-

ated in the boiler will the thermostat become active to cot

down the fuel supply.
j

H. A means for maintaining a supply of water at or
slightly above the boiling p<dnt. comprising a steam boiler

In constant free communication with the atmosphere and
provided with a burner adapted to operate with fluid fuel,

a valve for controlling the flow of fuel to the burner,
thermostatic means for controlling the valve, and means
for causing a flow of steaai from the stc^am space of the

boiler into operative relation to the thermostatic means
as soon «s the steam Is generated, whereliy the full effect

of the heating medium may be bad upon the water lii the
boiler until the st>>am|ng point Is reachcnl to cause rapid

heating of the water to the steaming point, and the fuel

supply Is then cut down to thereafter maintain the water
at or slightly above the boiling pcdnt.

4. The combination with a steam l>oiler and a burner

adapted to operate with flnld fuel, of a valve for control-

ling the flow of fluid fuel to the Imrner. a receptacle for
mercury In operative relation to the valve for the actu-

ation of the valve In accordance with the expansion and
c-ontrnctJon of mercury in the receptacle, a chamber in

operative relation to the mercury receptacle, a duct lead-

ing from the boiler on the steam side of the latter and at

all times above the normal water level In the boiler and
connectc^l to the chamber In operative relation to the

mercury receptacle, and an outlet from said chaml>er
freely open to the atmosphere, whereby the mercury is

affected only when steam is generated in the bolVer to cut

down the flow of fuel as soon as the steam. Is generntedW
to thereby maintain the water at or slightly above the

boiling pcdnt.

5. The combination with a steam boiler and a burner
i

adapted to operate with fluid fuel, of ccmtrcdIIng means
for the fuel comprising a receptacle for mercury, a ducrt

for the fuel associated with the mercury receptacle for

c>c»ntrolllng the effective area of the duct by the exiiausloo
and contrac tlon of the mercury, a steam chaml>er Inclosing
the mercury receptacle, a cluc't connectinc the steam cham-
ber to the steam side of the boiler at a higher pcdnt than
the normal water level of the lK)ller. au escape duct for

steam leading from the stedni chandier and freely open to
the atmosphc>re at all times, anci accessible means com-
municating with the mercury receptacle and adjustable to

vary the relation of the mfrcury In the receptacle to the
fuel duct, whereby the ameunt of heat recjuired to estab-
lish a minimum fame at the l;urner may lie precleterndned
to establish either fast or slow l>oiling within the boiler.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnt«si In the »;a7.ette.

]

1.227.880. liEARINt;. .VUTUiK J. Huc.w.n. Milwaukee,
Wis., assignor to AUIs-i'balmers Manufacturing (!oni-

pany. Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Jan. 14. 1010. Serial No. 72.6.S2. (Cl. 04—28.)

3. A Itearing having a rc-iess or pcK-ket at its upper side

adaptcHi to receive lubricating fluid, said pocket having a
countersunk portion communicating with the friction sur-
face c»f saicl leariiii;. .*ind cooling ducts through a |>ortion

of said bearing and opening into the iKsly portion of said

pocket.
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4. A b«t>«rlr)t kavlnf; n r^^-p^H or piwket adaptM to re-

cf'lvp lubrtratiu); duld ami <ominunl<H tiuK with the frlc-

tSoiuil surface t»f th** li^arlnjf and adapted t« Kapply lubrl-

rvtlng fluid thereto, a couIInK duct paHMlnK tbroiurh a por-

tion of said tM>arlng and (oniniuiii<-atinf; with said pocket,

the inl«>t to Haid cooling dut-t iM'inK Ht a bifriH>r Ifvfl than
the Inlet to Mild frictional Kurface, and lavMiiii for tsapply-

taf Inbricating fluid to said pocket at a point tcfnoreil

from the inlet to mild c*ooling duct wb*r«»by the lubricating
flald trapplled to Raifl cooling duct Ih only the exfVM lie-

jrond that required for properly Iui>ricating the frictional

surface of the l)earinK-

10. A IteariuK havlnR a (*oollnK doct. and mmna for
supplying luhricating flul<l In parallel to aald cooling duct
and the frictional surface of the bearing.

[Claims 1, 2, 5 to 9. and 11 to 14 not prlnt«>d in the
Gazette. J

1,227.881. SAFETY MKAXS FOR AUJOOENOUS
WELDINf; OR CUTTIXi; AITARATtS. Rt dolph E.
BHrcKXBU. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 26, 1917. Se,
rUl Xo. 144,611. (CI. 158—27.4.)

1. In an apparatus of the character destcrlbed, two re-

ceptacles for containing different ga*-8 under pressure, a
torch, flexible means of coniiiiuuhtition frt)ni said nn-ep-
taclfs to said torch the communicating paswageH merging,
pressure regulating mechanism for regulating the relative
pressure of gas in said communicating pas.sages, and
ueanfi in said fle.\lble communl<atiLig means to prevent
the flow of gas from one tank into the other.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, two re-

ceptacles for containing different gases under pressure, a
torch, flexible means of communication from said recep-
tacles to said torch the communi<-atlng passages merging,
pressure regulating mechanism for regulating the relative
pressure of gas in said communicating passages, and
means in said flexible communicating means to prevent
the flow of gas from one tank into the other, said last
mentlone<l means comprising n cylindrical valve chamber
having a passage therethrough, a nipple extension at each
end of said chamber and a check valve in said chamt>er.

William E. Bitb,
1»1«. Serial So.

1.227.882. SLEI> K( NNKK UOLLKK
Stanho|>e. Iowa. Filed Aug. 30,

117.H72. (C\. 21—W. I

1. In a device of the class detH^rlhed. a sle<l runner, a
shoe thereon having a transverse groove in Its lower sur-

face, aad (tearing mountetl in the groove having • portloa
of Its periphery Mow the lower surface of the shoe rmt
away, and a rsller mounted in the bearing ao that It ex-
teiKla below the lower surface of the shoe.

2. In a device of the class descrit>ed a sled runner, aad
shoe thereon having a transverse groove in Its lower sur-.

face with upwardly direrging «ides. I>earlng sUdsldy
mounted in said groove, said bearing l>elng of such shape
that its outer surface registers with the inner surface
of the groove and having its axis slightly above the plane
of the lower surface of tke shoe yet having the portion
extending t>elow said plane cut away, roller slidably and
rotatably mounted in said bearing so that it extends
slightly below the lower aurfat^e of the shoe, and a plate

detacbably fixed to each side of the shoe and covering
sufficient of the ends of the bearing and roller so that they
can not slide out of place.

.3. In a device of the clasa descrltted a sled runner, and
shoe thereon having a trmBSTfrse gr<s»ve with upwardly
diverging sides in ita lower surface, a second tranarerae
groove running across the tap of the first described groove,
liearing slidably received In the said groove of such shape
that Its outside surface r«jrt«ters with the Inside surface

of the said grooves, roller mounted in said l>earing and
extending Itelow the lower surface of the shoe, and de-
tachable means for holding the l>earlng and roller in place.

4. A sled runner having In its liiwer surface portion a
recess for receiving the greater portion of the iKtdy of a
roller, and forming a l>eaHng therefor, a roller' in said
recess having a portion projecting outwardly from said
recess at the l>ottom of the runner, and a «letachablv sitie

plate mounted on said runner for holding said roller

against sldewise removal from the runner.

1.227.88.-?. CHECK VALVE. Cl.u le C. Brn.gR. Fort
Towson. Okla. Filed Oct. 10, 1916. SerUl No. 125,066.
(CI. 1S7— 189.)

1. A device of the character descrilxHl comprising a
valve casing having an inlet an<l an u|ii>er outlet, a check
valve mounted within the casing for movement upward to
close the outlet and for rotary movement said valve nor-

mally gravitating away from the outlet, means inde-

pendent of and normally disconnected from the valve
movable Into connection with the valve for forcing It

toward said outlet and for rotating the valve, and means
operable for moving the valve downwardly when held up-
wartlly by pressure.

2. A device of the character described embodying a
valve casing having an Inlet and an outlet, a swinging
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memlier naoanted within the casing, a rotatable check car-

ried by said swinging member to normally move away
from the outlet and seatable toward the outlet to close

the same, said valve having a non-circular portion, a
rotatable member mounted within the casing for move-
ment into and out of engagement with said portion and
movable to move the valve to seated position, and means
for moving said rotatable member to seat the valve and
for rotating said member to rotate the valve.

3. A device of the character deacrlbed embodying a
valve casing having an inlet and an upper outlet, a check
valve mounted within the casing for rotary jnovement and
for upward movement to seat toward the outlet to close

the same, a movable meml>er mounted within the casing
below the valve, a rotatable member carried by the mov-
able member to move upwardly Into engagement with the

valve, means for moving said movable member to bring

the rotatable member Into engagement with the valve and
to seat the valve, and for also rotating the rotatable mem-
ber to rotate the valve, and means for moving the valve
downwardly when held seated by pressure.

4. A device of the character deacribed comprising a

ralve casing having an inlet and an outlet, a swinging
member mounted within the casing, a rotatable valve
carried by said swinging member to normally move away
from the outlet and to seat toward the outlet to close

the same under certain conditions, the valve having a non-
circular portion, a second swinging member mounted with-
in the valve casing, a frame plvotally connected with the
second swinging member, a rotatable abaft carried by the

frame and harlnc a non-clrrular portion to engage the
aforesaid portion when the frame is swung toward the
valve, a second shaft jonrnaled in said frame and opera-
tlvely connected with the aforesaid shaft, a stem alidable

and rotatable through one wall of the valve casing, and a

link connected by universal Joints with said stem and sec-

ond shaft.

5. The combination with the steam dome of a boiler, of
a valve casing secured to one wall thereof upon the tn-

elde, the valve casing having a steam Inlet and an upper
team outlet, a check valve mounted within the casing
for movement to and from the steam outlet and normally
moving away from the outlet, said valve being Beatable

toward the outlet for closing the same under certain con-

ditions, a box secured to said wall of the steam dome
upon the outside thereof and having a door, a stem ex-

tending through said wall of the steam dome and project-

ing into said box and casing, means operated by said stem
for moving the valve away from the steam outlet, a sec-

ond stem extending through said wall of the steam dome
and projecting within said box and casing, and means
operated by the second stem for seating the valve.
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1,227.884. X-BATTUBB APPARATUS. Et7GBNB W.
C*iJ)wgLL, New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 12, 1916. Se-

rial No. 55.377. (Cl. 250—35.)

9. In X-ray tube apparatus, a sectional tube sbield

adapted to cloaely and disengageably inclose an X-ray
tabe, said shield having high electrical resistance and
dielectric strength and being formed with inlet and out-

let holes, cooperating means to effect the positive circu-

lation of gaseous cooling medium In close contact with
said X-ray tube, aald shield being formed with an emission
aperture for the useful X-rays and means to render said

aperture substantially air tight.

238 O. G.—02

15. In X ray tube apptratns, a tube shield adapted to
closely inclose an X-ray tube and containing Incorporated
salts of high atomic weight elements having different se-

lective absorption for X-rays, aald shield having high
electrical resistance and dielectric strength and said shield
being formed with an emission aperture for the useful
X-rays.

19. In X-ray tube apparatus, a tube shield adapted to
inclose an X-ray tube and containing at least fifty per
cent, of incorporated salt of high atomic weight material
capable of absorbing X-rays, said shield having consid-
erable electrical resistance and dielectric and mechanical
strength.

24. In X-ray apparatus, a tough, strong, shielding mem-
ber adapted to Intercept and absorb undesirable X-rays
having high electrical resistance and dielectric strength
and formed of converted molded phenolic condensation
material containing at least fifty per cent, of Incorporated
finely divided high atomic weight material capable of
absorbing X-rays.

39. In X-ray tube apparatus, a substantially inclosed
sectional tube shield substantially non-transparent to
X-rays and adapted to closely and disengageably inclose
an X-ray tube, said shield having high electrical resist-
ance, and dielectric strength and being formed with re-

stricted Inlet and outlet holes cooperating means to effect

the positive circulation of gaseous cooling medium in
close contact with said X-ray tube, said shield being
formed with an emission aperture for the useful X-rays
and means to render said aperture substantially air tight.

[Claims 1 to 8, 10 to 14, 16 to 18, 20 to 23, and 25 to
38 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227,885. .DIRIGIBLE HEADLIGHT. Frank E. Cou
BiRN. (;ardlner. Me. Filed Aug. 7, 1916. Serial Xo.
113,626. (01. 240—62.)

1. The combination with a vehicle, of a lamp carried
thereby and mounted for awinging movement in a vertical
plane and about a vertical axis, means connected to the
lamp for swinging it about said axis, a pendulum carried
by the vehicle independent of the lamp, and means oper-
ated by the pendulum having a fiexible connection with
the lamp for swinging the lamp.

5. The combination with an automobile and its steer-
ing gear, of a pair of members carried by the automobile
for rotation about vertical axes and operatively connected
with the steering gear, lamps having trunnions Joumaled
to said members, an extensible shaft having its ends con-
necte<l by universal Joints with said trunnions, and means
connected to said shaft for rocking it.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.227,886. SHUTTER -CIX)SIN(; MECHANISM FOR
MOVING-PICTURE MACHINES. HbB8CH»L M. COW-
NOB and Don D. Milbs, Ran Frandsco, Cal., assignors,

by direct and mesne assignments, of two-flfths to Albert
H. Herl>ert, one-flfth to Pansy 1. Connor, one-fifth to
Myrtle C. Miles, and one-flfth to R. J. Graf, San Fran-
cisco, Cal. nied May 20, 1916. Serial No. 98,881.
(Cl. 88—19.3.)
1. In a shutter controlling device for moving picture

machines, the combination of a power shaft ; an aper-
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tared shatter plate ; coDoections between said shaft and
plate for revolving the latter ; a shutter closing plate

revolving with said first named plate ; and means for

moving said closing plate relative to said first named
plate through a predetermined angle at each revolatlon

of said apertured plate, substantially as described.

2. In a shutter closing device for making dissolving

views the combination of an apertured shutter plate ; a

shutter closing member associated with said plate ; means
for revolving said plate and member ; and automatic
means for moving said closing member relative to said

plate a predetermined distance for each revolution of

said plate, substantially as described.

3. In a shutter closing device for making dissolving

views the combination of an apertured shutter plate ; a
shutter closlne member associated with said plate ; means
for revolving said plate and member ; automatic means
comprisini; a movable member under the control of the
operator ; and gear connections governed by said movable
member for moving said closing member relative to said

plate a predetermined distance for each revolution of said

plate, substantially as described.

4. In a camera shutter the combination of a member
provided with an aperture ; means for rotating said mem-
ber ; a plate carried by said member adapted to move
across said aperture ; gear controlled connections between
said member and said plate ; and automatic means for

CAoaing said connections to move said plate a predeter-
mined angular distance across said aperture at each revo-

lution of said member, substantially as described.

5. In a camera shutter the combination of a member
provided with an aperture ; means for rotating said mem-
ber ; a platp carried by said member adapted to move
across said aperture ; gear controlled connections be-

tween said member and said plate ; automatic means for

causing said connections to move said plate a predeter-
mined angular distance across said aperture at each revo-
lution of said member ; and means for varying the value
of said distance while said apertured member continaes to
rotate, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.887. I.NTERMITTENT FILM-FEEDING MECHA-
NISM. Herschel M. roNNOB and Don D. Miles. San
Francisco. Cal.. assignors, by dirt-ct and mesne assign-
ments, of two-flfths to .\lbert H. Herbert, one-fifth to

Pansy I. Connor, one-fifth to Myrtle C. Miles, and one-
flfth to R. J. Graf, San Francisco, Cal. Filed May 20,

lOlfi. Serial .\o. 98,882. (CI. 88—18.4.)
1. In a film feeding mecbanism the combination of a

curved plate provided with a slot and adapted to guide
a film havlDf!: perforations ; a pivoted lever having film

feeding means adapted to enter said slot and perfora-
tions ; means for reciprocating saitl film feeding means
lengthwise of said slut ; means for adjusting the pivot
of said lever lengthwise of said slot ; and means for re-

ciprocating said film feeding means into and out of said

slot and perforations, substantially as described.

2. In a film feeding mechanism the combination of a
plate having a curved slot and adapted to guide a per-
forate<l film : a plvoteil lever having film feeling means ;

means for adjusting the pivot of said lever lengthwise of 1

said slot, a revolving crank adapted to reciprocate said
feeding means lengthwise of said slot ; and a cam adapted
to reciprocate said feeding means transversely of said
slot, abstantially as described.

/ A?

3. In a film feeding mechanism the combination of a
curved plate provided with a slot and adapted to guide
a film having perforations ; a pivoted lever having film

feeding means adapted to enter said slot and perfora-
tions ; means for reciprocating said film feeding means
lengthwi.se of said slot ; means for reciprocating Mdd
film feeding means into and out of said slot and per-

forations ; and means for adjusting the position of the
pivot of said lever lengthwise of said slot, substan-
tially as described.

4. In a film feeding mechanism the combination of a
plate having a curved slot and adapted to guide a per-

forated film ; a pivoted lever having film feeding means ;

a revolving crank adapted to reciprocate said feeding
means lengthwise of said slot ; a cam adapted to recipro-

cate said feeding means transversely of said slot : and
means for adjusting the position of the pivot of said lever

lengthwise of said slot, substantially as described.

5. In an intermittent film feed, the combination of a
plate having a curved slot, a feeding lever having a pivot
and a feeding point adapted to traverse said slot ; a
crank pin and sliding block for moving said lever In oppo-
site directions transverse to Its length ; a cam for moving
said lever In opposite directions longitudinally ; and
means for moving the pivot of said lever lengthwise of
said slot to change the transverse path of travel of said

point, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,888. COASTER. Athibto.n I». Converse. Wln-
chendon, Mass. Filed Jan. 25. 1917. Serial No.
145,022. (Cl. 21—191.)
1. In a device of the class descrll)ed, the combination

of a platform ; parallel traction members at the rear end
thereof ; a centrally divided block projecting from the for-

ward upper face of said platform ; a bolt connecting the
two parts of aaid block ; bolts connecting both parts of
said block to said platform ; a steering member extending
through said block with Its axis perpendicular to said

platform ; a traction member secured to the lower end
ol said steering member : an<l an operating handle uni-
versally connected to the upper end of said steering
member.

2. In a device of the class described, the, combination
of a platform ; parallel traction members at the rear end
thereof ; a steering member at the forward end of and
perpendicular to said platform ; a traction member secured
td the lower end of said steering member; an actuating
handle universally c*onnected to the upper end of said
member and provided with a cylindrical portion ; and a
vertical member projecting upwardly from said platform
and having a bearing at its upper end for said cylindrical
portion.
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3. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a platform ; parallel traction members at the rear end
thereof ; a steering member at the forward end of and

perpendicular to said pistform ; a traction member se-

cured to the lower end of said steering meml>er ; an ac-

tuating handle unlverKally connectinl to the upper end
of said merol>er and provided with a cylindrical portion ;

a vertical nienil»er projecting upwardly from said platform

and having a t>earing at Its upper end for said cylindrical

portion ; and means for adjusting said vertical member
relatively to said platform.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a platform ; parallel traction members at the rear

end thereof : a steering member at the forward end of

and perpendicular to said platform : a traction member
ecured to the lower end of said steering member ; an
actuating handle universally connected to the upper end

o' said member and provided with a cylindrical i>ortion ;

a vertical meml»er projecting upwardly from said plat-

form and having a bearing at Its upper end for said

eyllndrl(^«l portion and provided with a plurality of

openings therethrough : and a pin in said platform adapt-

ed to be positioned in either of said openings.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a platform ; parallel traction members at the rear end
thereof ; a steering member at the forward end of and
perpendicular to said platform ; a traction member se-

cure<l to the lower end of said uteerlng member; a two-

part actuating handle universally connected to the up-

per end of said member, said parts being connected by
a dowel : and a member secured to said platform having
an opening therein through which said dowel extends.

[Claim 6 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1.227,889. BALL-BEARING FOR DRAWERS. Earl W.
Cox. Seattle, Wash. Filed Feb. 23. 1915, Serial No.

9,785. Renewed Oct. 18, 1916. Serial No. 126,445.

(CI. 64—40.)

M
/LP

jLJ^j^ ,. 1̂rr

A ball bearing including a body portion, a substantially
beml -spherics I socket formed In one end. the Inner wall of
tb« socket being smooth and unobstructed, a ball of

slightly less diameter than the socket received in the
socket, the end of the body-portion constituting the side
walls of the socket being swaged inwardly to retain the
ball therein, the opposite eud of the body-portion l>elng

bifurcated to provide a pair of legs, the opposed faces of
the legs being beveled outwardly toward the ends thereof.

1.227,890. rUMP. Fkedebick C. Crowe, North Yakima,
Wash. Filed Sept. % 1915. Serial No. 49,696. (CL
103—73.) I

1. A pump comprising a sector-shaped cylinder having
inlet ports on its radial faces toward the apex of the sec-

tor, and discharge ports on the same faces toward the
peripheral end thereof, a piston plate within and pivoted
at the apex of the cylinder, and a piston actuating member
pivoted upon the piston and freely reclprocable through
one of the discharge ports.

2. A pump comprising a sector-shaped cylinder having
Inlet ports on the radial faces toward the apex of the sec-

tor and discharge ports on the same faces toward the
peripheral end thereof, a piston plate within and pivoted
at the apex of the cylinder, a discharge pipe connected
with one discharge port and extending in a direction sub-

stantially paralleling a chord of the arc inclosed by the
cylinder, a cross-head guided within said discharge pipe,

a rod pivoted to the piston plate and to said cross-head,

and reclprocable freely through said discharge opening,
and a piston rod secured to the cross-head and extending
outside of the discharge pipe.

3. A pump comprising a casing or cylinder having a
sector shape in cross section with a pivot chamber of cir-

cular cross section concentric its apex, a pivot shaft
seated in said pivot chamber and having a longitudinal
groove, a piston plate having one edge seated in the
groove of said shaft, and means for actaatlve connection

with the opposite end of the piston plate.

4. A pumj) comprising a casing or cylinder having a
sector shape In cross section with a pivot chamber of cir-

cular cross section concentric Its apex, a pivot shaft seated
In said pivot chamber and having a longitudinal groove,

a piston plate having one edge seated in the groove of said
shaft, one side of the casing having a discharge opening
toward the swinging end of the piston plate, and means
for actaatlve connection with the opposite end of the pis-

ton plate.

1,227.891. LOOP RETAINER FOR SEWING-MACHINES.
Harrt J. Dahl. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Lucius
N. Llttauer, Gloverrvtlle, N. Y. Filed Jan. 17, 1916.
Serial No. 72.378. (Cl. 112—5.)
1. In a sewing machine having looper mechanism, the

combination of loop retaining means compr)tiing a loop
retainer shiftable across tfce top of the looper and having
substantially a triangular formation tranaversely of its
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direction of movement and forming a loop engaging point,

and means for actuating aaid loop retaining meana.

7. In a sewing machine the combination of looper mech-

anism including a looper and a looper shaft, said looper

having the top of the forward end thereof curved in the

arc of a circle concentric with the ails of the looper and
having its top provided with a recess, loop retaining

means Including a loop retainer cooperating with said

looper adjacent to said recess, and meana for swinging
said loop retaining means across the top of the looper.

13. In a sewing machine, the combination of looper

mechanism comprising a looper and a looper rocker, means
for actuating the looper and its rocker, loop retaining

means, and a pair of needle giiards one carried by the

looper and the other by the looper rocker.

17. In a sewing machine having looper mechanism com-

prising a looper and a looper rocker, the combination of

a pair of needle guards one attached to the looper and the

other connected with the looper rocker, and means for

actuating xald looper and its rocker.

35. In a sewing machine the combination of stitching

mechauiMm including a needle and a looper, actuating

means therefor, a plvotally supported loop retainer, means
for swinging it in a horizontal plane to retain the needle

loop while the needle is descending and for withdrawing
the retainer into its initial position as soon as the needle

has secured the loop of the looper thread, said swinging
means comprising a cam, and i^pring actuattnl means for

holding the retainer in engagement with the cam.

[Qaims 2 to 6, 8 to 12, 14 to 16, IS to 34. and 36 not
printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,892. COUNTER BIN. Binjamis E. Darbt, Duke,
Okla, Piled Oct. 7, 1915. Serial No. 54,644,' (CI.

211—«.)

1. The combination with a counter having a top, front

wall, rear baseboard and spaced vertical partition walls,

of a downwardly and rearwardly inclined directing wail

arranged betwoen the partition walls and fixed to said

top, said directing wall having a receiving trough formed

in Its rear edge, the inner edge of said trough t>eing In

the same horltontal plane as the upper edge of the base-

board, a wall Inclined downwardly and Inwardly from the

rear edge of the counter top, the lower edge of said wall

being spaced above the inner edge of the trough, and a

door hingedly mounted upon said wall and normally rest-

ing at Its fr»^ e4lgp upon the baseboard of the counter to

clo«e said trough.

2. The combination with a counter having a top, front

wall, rear baseboard and spaced vertical partition walls,

of a downwardly and rearwardly inclined dlie< ting wall

arranged between the partition walls and fixed to aald

top, aald directing wall harlag a receiving trough formed
In Its rear edge, a wall inclined downwardly and inwardly
from the rear edge of the counter top, substantially in

line with the inner edge of the trough and terminating in

paced relation thereto, a door hingedly mounted upon
said wall above the lower edge thereof and normally rest-

ing at its free edge upon the baseboard of the counter to

cloae said trough, and a feed regulating plate longitudi

nally adjustable In the lower end of said Inclined wall and
adapted to be projected beyond the aame toward aald

curved directing wall to vary the volume oT material flow-

ing from the bin compartment into said trough.

1,227,893. COMBINATION DINNER PAIL. Phank K.
DsLZBLL, Damascus, Ohio. Filed Jan. 9, 1917. Serial

No. 141,469. (CI. 240—8.4.)

J/

~^ ^J^" P

1. The combination with a box having an opening In

one end thereof, of a reflector applied to the opening and
having a sleeve projecting from the t>ase thereof, a socket

slipped removably within the sleeve and insulated there-

from, an insulated center contact s<Tew projecting from
the baae of the socket, a U-shaped retaining bracket hav-
ing the base thereof engaged by the contact screw, clamp-
ing screws carried by the arms of the retaining bracket

and engaging the sides of the sleeve to secure the socket

in position and ground the center contact 8<*rew, and a
switch controlled circuit having one terminal thereof

grounded while the other terminal la connected to the

shell of the socket.

2. The combination with a box ha\iDg an opening la

one end thereof, a lens, a flanged lens retaining ring fitted

within the opening from the outside of the box and pro-

vided with spring tongues adapted to snap around the

edges of the opening, a reflector fitted within the re-

taining ring from the interior of the l>ox, an electric

light at the base of the reflector, and a switch controlled

circuit for the electric light.

3. The combination of a box having an opening In one
end thereof, of a reflector applied to the opening, an
electric light mounted upon the reflector, a battery in one
corner of the box, an L-shaped partition arranged in the

corner of the box to provide a space receiving the re-

flector and battery, flanges at the end and side of the

box for siidably engaging the ends of the partition, a
.switch arranged upon the cover of the box. and an elec-

tric circuit Including the switch, battery, and electric

light.

1.227.894. CYCLIC PROCESS OF MAKING AROMATIC
HYDROCARBON HYDROXY COMPOUNDS. Louis
M. Di.vMS. Ithaca. N. Y. Filed July 14, 1916. Serial

No. 109,212. (a. 23—24.)

1. A cyclic process of making an aromatic hydrocarbon
hydroxy compound consisting in reacting on an aqueoiM
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solution of a sulfarir-acid-free aromatic hydro-carbon aal-

foolc acid with an oxy alkali salt of aald aromatic hydro-
carbon to form the hydroxy compound and the alkali salt

•f the aromatic hydrocarbon sulfonic acid, separating the

products of the reaction, fuilng the alkali salt with an
alkali hydroxld to again produce the oxy alkali salt of the
aromatic hydrocarbon, and treating the latter with a
freak charge of sulfurlc-acld-free aromatic bydrocarl>on

sulfonic add. and repeating the steps.

2. A cyclic process of making phenol consisting in re-

acting on an aqueous solution of sulfurlc-acld-free ben-

sene sulfonic acid with an alkali pbenolate to form phenol
and the alkali bensene sulfonate, separating the products

•f the reaction, fusing the sulfonate with alkali hydroxld
to again produce alkali phenolate. and treating the latter

with a fresh charge of nulfuric-acld-free t>ensene sulfonic

acid, and repeating the steps.

t. A cyclic process of making phenol consisting in re-

acting on an aqueous solution of sulfurlc-acld-free bensene
sulfonic acid with sodium phenolate to form phenol and
sodium bensene sulfonate, separating the products of the

reaction, fusing the sulfonate with sodium hydroxld to

again produce sodium phenolate, and treating the latter

with a fresh charge of sulfurlc-acld-free bensene sulfonic

acid, and repeating the steps.

1.227.895. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEM. BaRT
(i. Du.NHAM, Hawthorne. N. J., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Western Electric Company, Incorporated,
a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 14, 1915.
Serial No. 50.590. (CI. 179—16.)

1. In a t^'lephone exchange syntem. a plurality of lines,

a selector switch for Interconnecting the same, operating
means and a reBtoring magnet f<>r said selector switch,
electromagnetic means for controlling the operation of

said operating means, a circtilt for said electromagnetic

means and a contact In said circuit directly controlled by
said magnet.

S. In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of lines,

a selector switch for Interconnecting the same, a primary

and a secondary magnet for controlling the selective op-

eration of said switch, electromagnetic means for con-

troUlnK said magnetx. a circuit for said electro magnetic
means, a release magnet for said selector switch, and a

contact provided In the circuit of said means and con-

trolled by the release magnet.

8. In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of lines,

a selector switch for Interconnecting the same, an op-

erating and a restoring magnet for said switch, means for

actuating said restoring magnet In off-normal positions

of the selector switch, electro-magnetic means for con-

trolling the operation of said selector switch, and a con-

tact provided In the circuit of said electromagnetic means
and controlled by said restoring magnet.

4. In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of lines,

a selector switch for interconnecting the same, a primary

and a secondary magnet for operating said selector nwitch.

electromagnetic means for controlling the operation of

aaid selector switch, and a contact for said primary mag-
net for controlling the operation of said electromagnetic

means.

6. In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of lines,

a selector switch for interconnecting the aame, a prt>

mary and a secondary magnet for operating said switch,

electromagnetic means controlling the successive opera-

tion of said magnets, a slow-acting relay for controlling

the operation of said electromagnetic means, and a con-

tact in the circuit of said relay and controlled by said

primary magnet.

[Claim 6 not printed In the (iazette.]

1,227,896. GOGGLES. L0DI8 DDNKEL8BMG, Brooklyn,
N. T. Filed Feb. 6, 1917. Serial No. 146.656. (CI.

2—149.) I

j^T^ar_ /«"* /ir'

2. An eye shield or goggle, made of a single piece of

material having lens receiving openings ; the bridge piece

uniting the two sections, each section having an inward
projecting flange adapted to receive the lenses placed
within said openings, and a removable spring carried by
each section, each spring having an extension at each
end and at its central portion adapted to engage with
openings formed in each section, whereb.v each lens is

securely seated and held in contact with the inward pro-

jecting flange of each section.

ICialm 1 not printed in the Gasette.] 1

1,227,897. .AUTOMATIC GUN. Hinbt H. C. Duk-
WOODY, Washington, D. C, assignor to Dunwoody Au-
tomatic Gun and Projectile Company, a Corporation
of Delaware. Filed Apr. 14, 1917. Serial No. 162,029.

(Cl. 89—1.)

1. In a rapid fire gun the combination of a gun barrel

;

a casing surrounding the same ; means to admit air at one
end of said casing ; means to create a partial vacuum at

the other end of said casing ; and a plurality of disk like

members provided with staggered openings for the pas-

sage of said air located between said casing and barrel,

substantially as described.
rs. In a rapid fire gnn the combination of a barrel pro-

vided with a muzzle portion, having a plurality of per-

forations tbroagh which the gases of explosion may pass

;

a casing surrounding said l>arrel and perforations ; a
pluiallty of disks integral with said barrel located between
said barrel and casing each disk provided with a plurality

of openings and each opening being angularly disposed
with relation to an adjacent opening to form a tortuous
passage for said air ; substantially as described.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,898. PROCESS FOR ENHANCING THE GROWTH
OF SUGAR-CANE. Charles Franklin Eckart, Olaa,

Hawaii. Filed Nov. 27, 1916. SerUl No. 133.676.

(Cl. 47—36.)
1. A process for <nhanclng the growth of sugar cane

which consists In applying fertilizer to tJie rows of cane

and superimposing a cover on the rows which is pervious

to the caue and impervious to weeds.

2. A process for enhancing the growth of sugar cane
which consists in applying fertilizer to the rows of cane,

sup4>rimpoHing a cover on the rows which Is pervious to
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the cane and impervioas to weeds and attaching the cover

to the ground.

3. A process for enhancing the growth of sugar cane
which consists in superimposing a cover on the rows

M
which cover is pervious to the cane and impervious to the

weeds and securing the cover to the ground.

4. A process for enhancing the growth of sugar cane

which consists in clearing the rows of trash, applying

fertilizer to the rows, and superimposing a cover on the

rows which cover is pervious to the cane and impervious

to the weeds.

5. A process for enhancing the growth of sugar cane

which consists in clearing the rows of trash, depositing

the trash between the rows and superimposing a cover

on the rows which cover Is pervious to the cane and
Impervious to the weeds.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,899. CONVEYER. Raymond J. FaHLE, Chicago,

111. Filed Dec. 8, 1914. Serial No. 876,092. (CI.

1&3—8.)

\m
1. In a conveying apparatus : a carrier ; means for

propelling said carrier ; a series of loading stations an<I

a series of unloading stations which are passed by «ald

carriers when in motion ; unloading mechanism at each of

said unloading stations ; a series (»f movable devices out

of allnement with one another w^ith respect to the lines of

travel of the conveyer, one at each unloading station

ndapted, when actuated to operate the corresponding un-

loading mechanism ; a plurality of movably mounted mea-
bera carried by said carrier adapted each, upon adjust-
ment thereof to operative position, to engage with one of
said devices for actuating the corresponding unloading
mechanism : means for adjusting any one of said movable
members to operative position ; and means adapted, upon
adjustment of one of said movable members to operatire
position, to lock the other of said members in Inoperative
position, substantially as described.

2. In a conveying apparatus ; a carrier ; means for

propelling said carrier : a series of loading stations and
a series of unloading stations which are passed by said

carriers when in motion : unloading nipchanism at each of

said unloading stations ; a series of movable devices oat
of allnement with one another with re«pect to the lines of

travel of the conveyer, one at each unloading station
adapted, when actuated to operate the corresponding un-

loading mechanism ; a plurality of movably mounted mem-
bers carried by said carrier adapted each, upon adjust-

ment thereof to operative position, to engage with one of
said devices for actuating the corresponding unloading
mechanism ; means for adjusting any one of said movable
members to operative position ; and means controlled by
the operative movement of any one of said movable mem-
bers adapted, upon adjustment of one of said movable
member to operative position, to lock the other of said

members in Inoperative position, substantially as de-

soribetl.

Z. In a conveying apparatus ; a carrier : means for

propelling said carrier ; a series of loading stations and
a series of unloading stations which are passed by said

carriers when in motion : unloading mechanism at each of

said unloading stations ; a series of movable devices out
of allnement with one another with respect to the lines of

travel of the conveyer, one at each unloading station

adapted, when actuated to operate the corresponding un
loading mechanism : a plurality of movably mounted mem-
bers carried by said carrier adapted each, upon adjust-

ment thereof to operative position, to engage with one of

said devices for actuating the corresponding unloading

mechanism ; means for adjusting any one of said movable
members to operative position ; and pivoted levers carry-

ing detents co4i>erating with said movable members
adapted, upon adjustment of one of said movable mem-
bers to operative position, to lock the other of said mem-
bers in inoperative position, substantially aa described.

4. In a conveying apparatus, a carrier ; means for

propelling said carrier ; a series of loading stations and
a series of unloading stations which are passed by said

carriers when in motion ; unloading meotianism at each of

said unloading stations ; a series of movable devices out

of allnement with one another with respect to the lines of

travel of tii« conveyer, one at each unloading station

adapted, when actuated to operate the corresponding un-

loading mechanism : a plurality of movably mounted mem*
bers carried by said carrier adapteti each, upon adjuat-

laent thereof to operative position, to engage with one of

said devices for actuating the corresponding unloading

mechanism ; means for adjusting any one of said movable
members to operative position ; anil detents adapted for

enpa^ment with recesses provide*! in said movable ihem-

hers whereby, upon adjustment of one of said movable
members to operative position, the other of said Bsembers

will be locked in inoperative position, substantially as
described.

5. In a conveying apparatus, a carrier : means for

propelling said carrier : a series of loading stations and
a series of unloading stations which are passed by said

carriers when in motion : unloading mechanism at each of

said unloading stations : a series of movable devices oat

of allnement with one another with respect to the lines of

travel of the conveyer, one at each unloading station

adapted, when actuated to operate the corresponding un-

loading mechanism : a plurality of movably mounted mem-
bers carrie<l by swld carrier adapte<l each, upon adjust-

ment thereof to operative position, to engage with one of

said devices for actuating the corresponding unloading
mechanism ; means for adjusting any one of said movable
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members to operative position : and a plurality of yield-

ingly mounted detents connected together for unisonous
movement, said detents being adapted for co<'>peration

with Htiid movable members and adapted, upon adjustment
of one of said movable members to operative position,

to lock the other of said members in inoperative position,

substantially as described.

[(.'laims G to 9 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,227,900. TROWELING MECHANISM. Fbank H.
FOLHEN, I>e»i Moines, Iowa, asiiignor to Monarch Man-
ufacturing Corporation, itoone, Iowa, a Corporation of

Iowa. Filed Sept. 16, 1916. Serial No. 120,450. (CI.

25—104.)

1. In a mechanism for troweling forms of plastic mate-
rial, a supporting frame, an upright rotatable laterally-

movable shaft, a carriage supported by the frame to recip-

rocate horizontally, and including oppositely-disposed

parallel racks positioned on opposite sidles of the shaft, a
troweling clement carried by the carriage, a pinion
mounted on the shaft, and means for shifting the shMt
laterally to place the pinion in engagement with either

rack.

2. In mechanism for troweling forms of plastic mate-
rial, a supportiug frame, an upright rotatable laterally-

movable shaft, a carriage supported by the frame to recip-

rocated horizontally, and including oppositely-disposed

parallel racks positioned on opposite sides of the shaft, a
pinion on the shaft, means for shifting the shaft laterally

to place the pinion alternately In engagement with the

racks to reciprocate the carriage, a roller carried by the
carriage to trowel the forms and means actuated by recip-

rocation of the carriage for rotating the roller.

3. In mechanism for troweling forms of plastic mate-
rial, a supporting frame, an upright rotatable laterally-

movable shaft, a carriage supported by the frame to recip-

rocate horizontally, and Including oppositely-disposed

parallel racks positioned on opposite sides of the shaft,

a pinion on the shaft, means for shifting the shaft later-

ally to place the pinion alternately in engagement with

the racks to reciprocate the carriage, a roller carried by
the carriage to trowel the forms and means actuated by

reciprocation of the carriage for rotating the roller op-

positely to its direction of travel.

4. In mechanism for troweling forms of plastic mate-
rial, a supporting frame, an upright rotatable laterally-

BOTable shaft, a carriage supported by the frame to recip-

rocate boritontally, and including oppositely disposed

racks positioned on opposite sides of the shaft, a pinion on
the shaft, means for shifting the shaft laterally to place

the pinion alternately in engagement with the racks, said

means including a laterally movable bearing on the shaft

and having a collar at right-angles to the shaft, and a
rotatable shaft having an eccentric encircled by the collar,

and a troweling element carried by the carriage.

5. In mechanism for troweling forms of plastic mate-
rial, a supporting frame, a horizontal reciprocating car-

riage 8upporte<l thereby, a troweling roller carried by the
carriage, and means for rotating the roller oppositely to

its direction of travel. Including a rack secured to the
frame, a pinion engaged by the rack and mounted on the
carriage, sprocket-wheels mounted coaxlally with the

pinion and roller, and f| chain connecting the sprocket-

wheels.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.901. LADDER JOINT. Raymonp R. FotrST, Clarks-
burg, W. Va. Filed Sept. 11. 1916. Serial No. 119,634.

(CI. 228—6.)

1. A device of the character described including a lad-

der rung having one end reduced In diameter to provide

a trunnion, a pair of disks having their proximate faces

provided with grooves, communicating grooves extending

from the marginal edge of each disk to the annular groove

thereof, and a pair of links extended around the said

trunnion and through the paid grooves, the said links be-

ing disposed in opposite directions and through the short

communicating grooves.

2. A device of the character described Including a lad-

der rung, a pair of links, and a pair of disks rotarlly

mounted upon the rung and provided with interior annu-
lar grooves for receiving the loops of said links.

3. A device of the character described Including a lad-

der rung, having its ends reduced in diameter lo provide

trunnions, a pair of disks mounted upon the trunnions,

each of said disks heing provided with a central opening
the edge of which is beveled, the shoulder between the
said trunnion and the rung belnK also beveled to lit the

said beveled edge on one of the disks, and a rivet head
formed on the end of the trunnion and adapted to fit the

said beveled edge of the adjacent disk.

4. A device of the character described comprising a lad-

der rung, having its ends reduced to provide trunnions, a
pair of disks mounted upon each of said trunnions, a pair
of links having their loops engaged with one of the trun-

nions and extending in opposite directions from each
other, each of said disks being provided with Interior an-

nular grooves for receiving the loops of said links and
grooves formed In each disk whereby each link may ex-

* tend outwardly from the said groove.

5. A device of the cliaracter described comprising a lad-

der rung, having its ends reduced to provide trunnions, a

pair of disks mounted upon each of said trunnions, n pair

of links having their loops engaged with one of the trun-

nions and extending in opposite directions from each
other, each of said disks t>elng provided with interior an-

nular grooves for receiving the loops of said links und
grooves formed in each disk whereby each link may ex-

tend outwardly from the said groove, and fastening means
formed on the end of the trunnion for retaining the said

disks in close relation to each other.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.902. HACKSAW. Abtbcr G. Frost. Bellevue, Ky.
Filed Nov. 4, 1916. Serial No. 129,562. (CI. 145—33.)

The combination with a saw frame having an aperture
therein ; of a shank adjustable longitudinally in said ap
erture and having an inverted U-sbai>ed member arianged
at right angles thereto at its inner end with a longitudi-

nally extending slot opening through the free end of the
outer leg thereof, said slot having a rec^s in one side

wall opening through the inner face of said leg with its
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Inner wall forming a shoulder spaced from the outer face

of said leg and its lower wall an end sboalder. and a saw
blade harinc a lateral pro>ection at one end designed to

eat in the recess of said lee md be sapiMrted on said end

shoulder and to engage said first mentioned shoulder and
the blade proper tcr He in the nlot whereby the blade is

held against inward longitudinal moTement and agaiuat

movement transversely.

1,227,903. PROCESS OF PRODUCING PAVING MATE
RIAL. Guilford Cbxssb Gi>y.\n. Kansas City, Kans.

Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No. 138.133. (CI. 106—31.)

1. The process of producing pavluK material consisting

in stirring soil containing colloidal material with a de-

flocculating reagent and water to deflocculate the soil,

heating the deflocculated mass, adding fluid bltamen to

the latter and drying the resultant product.

2. The process of producing paving material consiating

la stirring soil containing colloidal material with a de-

flocculating reagent and water to deflocculate the aoll,

heating the deflocculated mass, adding fluid bitumen to

the mass to coat the individual soil particles, drying the

ma88, and reheating the mass to flux the material.

3. The process of producing paving material conaisting

In stirring soil containing colloidal material with a de-

flocculating reagent and water to deflocculate the soil,

heating the deflocculated mass, adding fluid bitumen to

the latter, air drying the resultant product, and reheat-

ing the latter to flux the material.

1,227,904. CONTACT-BANK FOR AUTOMATIC SWITCH-
ING DEVICES. CHAaL.C8 L. Goodbcm and Hb.vuy F.

Dobbin, New York, N. Y., assignors to Western EUectric

Company, Incorporated. New York, N. T.. a Corpora-

tion of New York. Filed Mar. 23, 1916. SerUl No.

86.178. (CI. 175—305.)

1. In a contact bank, flat terminal strips arranged In

pairs, the strip* of a pair having portiani intermediate
their ends offset in the plane of the strips to effect a trans-
posed relation between portions of the strips.

2. In a contact hank, flat terminal strips arranged in

pairs, the strips of a pair having alternately disposed por-

tions projecting in the plan»' of «aM strips intermediate
their ends, arranged to effect a transposed relation be-

tween portions of the strips.

8. In a contact bank, pairs of flat terminal strips, i>or-

tlons In said strips offset at right angles to the bank, the
offset portions of pn<h strip being reversely arranged with
respect to Its companion strip.

4. In a contact l)ank. a pair of flat terminal strips, off-

set portions in said strips, said off-set portions being
alternately disposed in opposite lateral directions in tke
plane of the strips, and the offset portions of each of
said Btrlps being reversely arranged with respect to its

companion strips.

5. In a switch bank, sets of superposed flat stripe ar-
ranged in pairs, the strips of one set having relatively
long off set portions reversely arranged, and the strips of
the other set having relatively short reversely arranged
off-set portions.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.227,905. WATER-MOTOR. Edwaed E. Hahkbn. Ap-
pleton City. Mo. Filed Jan. 18, 1916. SerUl No.
72.758. (O. 170—107.)

1. In a device of the character described, a pair of piers,
a pair of columns carried by each pier, the adjacent sides
of the columns having guldeways. bearings between the
columns and slldalily engaging said guldeways, a water
wheel rotatable between the piers and having an axle
joumaled in said bearings, means for raising the bear-
ings, and a column of rentovabie blocks fitting l>etween
the columns of each pair and having portions engaging
said guide ways to prevent the lateral displacement of the
blocks, the blocks being held in place when the bearings
are seated thereon, and only being removable when the
bearings are raised.

2. In a device of the character described, a pair of piers,
a pair of columns carried by each pier, the adjacent walls
of the columns being In the form of guide channels, bear-
ings slldably engaging .<<ald channels, a water wheel be-
tween the piers having an axle Joumaled In said bearings,
a column of blocks upon each pier and having portions
fitting in the channels, the blocks having apertures, plun-
gers extending through said apertures for raising the
bearings, and cylinders for the plungers embedded within
the piera

S. A water wheel comprising a btioyant hollow drum
having blades upon its periphery, a framework for the
dmm within the name and embodying a set of spokes
arranged in pairs, an axle, a hub secured to said axle to
which said spokes are attached, rods having certain ends
pivoted between the pairs of spokes and projecting be-
tween th.' companion fMiIrs of xpokes, and meauH upon the
other ends of said rods engageable with the respecttre
spokes for drawing the spokes together.

4. A water wheel comprising an axle, hubs secured
thereon, sets of spokes attache<1 to said hubs, rings at-
tached to the outer ends of said spokes, rings surround-
ing the aforesaid rings, a drum having its periphery
clampetl between the first mentioned and second men-
tioned rings and having ends attache<l to the end spokes,
outstanding arms attached to the second mentioned rings,
and longitudinal hla(I<-s attached to said arms.

5. In a device of the character described, three piers,

two water wheels disposed between the piers and having
axles offset from one another, three columns carried by the
Intermediate pier, a pair of columns carried by each of

the other piers, a pair of bearings for the adjacent ends
of the axles slldabie between the columns of the interme-
diate pier, bearings for the remote ends of the axles slld-

abie between the last mentioned columns, means for ad-

Justing said bearings vertically, and means operatively

connecting the adjacent ends of said axlea.

1,227.906, H.4T HANGER. Charles O. Hatwaed, Rich-

land. Mich. Filed Oct. 9. 1910. Serial No. 124.557.

(CI. 24—84.)

\^i^:3

1. In a hat hanger, the combination of an approximately
circular spring supporting hook, one end of which is bent
radially inward to provide an arm terminating in an eye
disposed laterally to the plane of the supporting hook,
a hanger link having an eye engaged in the eye of said
arm. and a clasp swiveled on said hanger link.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227.907. LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING-BOX, William A.
H.\ZLXWooD, Fort Worth, Tex., assignor of one-half to
J. .\do Whiteside, Fort Worth, Tex. Filed Aug. 4. 1916.
Serial No. 113.118, (CI. 64—26.)

L»l,-' '.
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2. A clutch and tranamlBsion device compriRing n casinx

having side plates and a rim. said rim having ao Inner

cam surface, a disk rotatable within the casing having a

trunnion at one side mounted for rotation In one side

plate, said disk having a tubular shaft projecting from
its other side through the other side plate of the casing,

the bore of said shaft extending Into said disk, said disk

having radial bores extending to its periphery and reduced

bores extending from said radial bores to the first men-

tioned bore, a piston valve slidable within the first men-

tioned bore and having; a stem projecting within said

tubular shaft, said piston valve having an annular groove

coSperable with the nxluced bores, plungers slidable in

said radial bores and having portions at their outer ends

to bear against said cam surface, the plungers having

bores communicating with the radial bores and with the

space between said disk and casing, said plungers having

valve seats, and outwardly seating valves coOperable with

said valve seats.

1.227,911. ROTARY DISK DRILL. Howard R. Hughes,
Houston, Tex., assignor to Hughes Tool Company. Hous-

ton, Tex., a Corporation of Texas, Filed Dec. 29. 1916.

SerUl No. 139,620. (CI. 255—71.)

1. A drill comprising a head, recesses in opposite sidM
of one end of the head, disk-shaped cutters mounted in the

recesses, the inner walls of the recesses shaped to* con-

form to the shape of the cutters, the upper walls of the

recesses extending radially entirely over the upper part of

the cutters, and water courses opening into the recesses

adjacent the cutters.

[Claims 2 to 8 not printed in the Oatette.]

1.227.912. COMBINED DIRIGIBLE AND HYDRO AERO-
PLANE. Martin Jklali.an. Cranston. R. I. Filed

Nov. 17. 1916. Serial No. 131,914. (CT. 244—9.)
1. An apparatus of the character described comprising a

car simulating the body structure of a bird, a flat plane

mounted above said car upon a series of vertical sup-

ports, two revolving propellers and a vertically recipro-

cating wing upon each side of the car and located di-

rectly beneath said plane, said reciprocating wings made
of a series of transversely arrangeil equl-spaced supports,

a wire netting secured to the latj^r and canvas carried

upon top and bottom of the netting, pull string connec-

tions arrangeil upon said reciprocating wings and designed
to facilitate the upward movements of the same, a gas bag
supported upon said plane and said gas bag being of a
cigar-shape and the ends of the same projecting outwardly
beyond the plane.

3. Aa api>aratus of the character described comprising
a car simulating the body structure of a bird, a support

secured centrally upon the bottom of the forward end of
said car and projecting forwardly therefrom, and said

support member carrying a vertically arranged stationary
pin at its forward end, a tubular curved shaft loosely

mounted upon said vertically arranged stationary pin and
projecting Inwardly to the car from the central part
thereof and said tubular curved shaft having a flat ver-

tical rudder secured to its lower part and also carrying

a hand-wheel at its upper end. a foot operated lock for

the rudder and said lock operable longitudinally of the

car and mounted upon a transverse fixed to*1. a coll pull-

string upon each side of said lock and said springs en-

circling said rod and having one of their ends secured to

a platform and the other en<ls attached to the lock, a
portion of a sprocket-wheel integral with said tubular

shaft, and said sprocket-wheel adapted to receive the free

end portion of the lock, to hold the rudder in various

deRire<l positions.

5. .\n apparatus of the character described comprising

a car. simulating the body structure of a bird, a series of

supports projecting downwardly from the sidewalls of

the car to a converging position and tiavlng an Integral

collar at the free ends thereof and also a shaft extending

therefrom, a fixed collar upon the free end portion of said

shaft, a tabular member slldably mounted upon the end
portion of said shaft and Inclosing said fixe«i collar, an
expanding coil spring encircling said shaft and having one

of Its ends secured against said Integral collar and the

other end attached to the free en«l portion of the tubular

member, said member also having a transverse pottion at

Its !ower end Integral with and adapted to loosely support

a wheel shaft, and said shaft having a solid wheel secured

at each end thereof.

[Claims 2. 4. and 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.227.913. AUTOMATIC TRAIN - STOPPING DEVICE.
JSS8B A. JassuN, Corbin. Ky. Piled Mar. 28. 1917.

Serial No. 156.892. <CI. 188—81.)

1. An automatic safety device for applying emergency
air brakes comprising a plpe-coanection including a cou-

pling member having a normally closed opening therein,

and a plug member having a head-portion Inserted In and
closing said opening ; said bead-portion having a weak
breakable part adjacent said coupling member, and means
on the projecting portion of said plug member for con-

nection with a fixture on the moving vehicle, whereby said

plug member will be broken and unclose said opening under
abnormal strain.
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2. An automatic safety appliance for emergency air

brakes comprising an air pipe connection having a nor-

mally closed opening therein and a plug member having
a head-portion Inserted in and closing said opening ; said

head-portion being formed with a weak breakable part
adjacent said opening, and means for fiexlbly connecting
the free end of said plug member with a fixture on the
moving vehicle.

I

7. In an air l>rake system for railway trains, an auto-
matic train stopping device comprising an air pipe having
an opening therein through which the air may escape to

permit the application of the brakes, and means for closing
said opening ; said means being adapted for direct connec-
tion to a part of the car and adapted under unusual stress
to break and unclose said opening.

S. In an air brake system for railway trains, an auto-
matic train stopping device comprising an air pipe having
an opening therein through which the air may escape to
permit the application of the brakes, and means for closing
said opening, having a stressing connection with the car
truck ; said means being adapted under unusual stress of
said connection to break and unclose said opening.

[Claims 3 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,914. MAILrBAG TRANSFERRING DEVICE.
Jambs Calvin Jon«s, PhiladelphU. Pa. Filed May 12,
1916. Serial No. 97.027. (Cl. 258—18.)

1. A mail t>ag transferring device comprising a banger
supported upon a car. a delivery arm rod carried l>y said
hanger, a releasing mechanisui carried by the outer end of

said rod, and a roller mounted on said rod and geared to
the releasing mechanism whereby the latter will be actu-
ated when a rotarj- motion is imparted to the roller.

2. .\ mail bag transferring device comprising a Itanger
supported upon a car, a delivery arm rod carried by said
hanger, a releasing mechanism carrie<i by the outer end of
said rod, a roller rotatably mounted on said rod, gears for
transmitting motion from the roller to the releasing mech-
anism when said roller Is rotated, and means arranged
In the path of travel of the roller when in its raised posi-
tion for Imparting a rotary motion to said roller.

S. A mall bag transferring device comprising a hanger
supported upon a car. a delivery arm rod carried by said
lianger, a releasing mechanism carried by the outer end of
said rod. a roller rotatably mounted on said rod, gears for
transmitting motion from the roller to the releasing mech-

anism when said roller is rotated, and a running t>oard or
releasing ramp situated in the path of travel of the roller

when in its raised position for imparting a rotary motion
to said roller.

4. A niall bag transferring device comprising a hanger
supported upon a car. a delivery arm rod carried by said
hanger, a releasing mechanism carried by the outer end of
said rod. a roller rotatably mounted on said rod, gears for
transmitting motion from the roller to the releasing mech-
anism when said roller Is rotated, a running board or re-

leasing ramp situated in the path of travel of the roller

when In its raised position for imparting a rotary motion
to said roller, and a cage situateil adjacent the releasing
ramp, and In the path of travel of a bag carried by the
releasing mechanism adapted to receive the bag when it is
released.

5. A mail bap transferring device comprising a hanger
supported upon a car. a delivery arm rod carried by said
hanger, a roller Journaled on said rod, a gear carried by
said roller, a releasing mechanism frame mounted on the
outer end of said rod, said frame being bifurcated to pro-
duce a pair of parallel downwardly projecting lugs, a bell
crank lever pivoted to the frame, a catch carried by one
end of said bell crank lever passing through the legs of
the frame for locking the ring of a mall bag between said
legs, a cam lever also pivoted to said frame, said cam le-

vers having a notch therein, a pin carried by the bell crank
lever adapted to register with said notch for locking the
bell crank lever in its closed position, a coiled spring con-
nected with said levers, a short shaft Journaled in the
frame, a cam bracket mounted on said shaft provided
with a cam roller adapted to engage the free end of the
cam lever when said cam bracket Is rotated, and the cam
lever is in the path of travel of said cam bracket, and a
pinion mounted on said short shaft meshing with the gear
carried by the roller.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227.918. LIFTING-JACK. GsoRci Lam. Poughkeep-
sie, N. Y.. assignor to Lane Bros. Co.. Poughkeepsie.
N. r., a Joint-Stock Association of New York. Filed
Nov. 17. 1916. Serial No. 131,911. (CL 254—111 )

1. A Jack comprising a standard, a lifting bar, an actu-

ating lever, a lifting pawl and a holding pawl cooperating
with said lifting bar, .1 carrier movable longitudinally of
the actuating lever, a spring normally pushing said carrier

away from the lifting bar, an equalizing member pivotally
supported from said carrier, and having its ends reslll-

ently connected respectively to said pa wis, and means for
premising said carrier toward the lifting bar.

3. A Jack comprising a standard, a lifting bar, an actu-
ating lover, a lifting pawl and a holding pawl co(">perating

with said lifting bar, a carrier movable longitudinally of
the actuating lever to either of two positions, an equalizing
member pivotally mounted on said carrier and having up-
per and lower portions resillently connected to said pawls,
said equalizing device when In one position applying com-
pression to said springs, and means acting on said equal-
izer when in its other position for applying copresslon and
tension to said springs alternately at the extremities of
the up and down movement of the actuating lever.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1227 916 LATCH - HANDLE. FaiDMiCK E. LAriTM,

'Lot Angeles. Cal. Filed Mar. 20. Iftia. Serl*! No.

766.053. (CI. 70—16.)

I and axordinjf th** operator of the handle a convenient fin-

ger parchase for depressing the member ; and a spring at

the lower end of the bore acting upon the member and nor-

mally holding it in a raised position.

1,227.917. END-OATE FOR W.AOONS. Christophib A.

L»ooETT and A nog W. Kbrsbt. Emmott. Idaho. Filed

Nov. 20. 1916. Serial No. 132.458. (Cl. 21—21.)

1 In romWnatlon. an escutcheon pUte having a rec-

tangular orifice therein ; a curved handle attached to thj

plate and having a vertical bore at the ""^^^
•»;'='»»"

J*'

extending horizontally In the handle from the bore to the

orifice and conforming throughout its length to the rec-

tangular shapp of the orifice; a lever pivoted in the

chamber adjacent to the bore and comprising one rela-

tively long arm and one relatively short arm, the long arm

of the lever fitting between the vertical sides of the cham^

ber and extending through the orifice, the short arm of

the lever reaching to or slightly beyond the median line of

the bore and having vertical, parallel sides and curved,

upwardly slanting upper and lower surfaces; a lever-

operating member slldably fitted in the bore; a transverse

guldeway through the member having sides that fit over

the vertical sides of the short arm thereby preventing the

member from turning ; the guldeway also having an upper

surface slanting downwardly and away from the pivot to

engage the upper surface of the short arm. and a lower

surface to engage the lower surface of the short arm;

said member having an upper surface slightly protruding

above the bore and adapting the member to be depressed

to cooperate with the short arm for raising the long lever

arm extension and thereby quickly to operate the latch ;

and a spring at the lower end of the bore acting upon the

member and normally holding the member and the short

arm In a ralseil position, the lower horliontal side of the

chamber serving as a stop against which the long arm

abuts for restricting the downward movement of the long

arm as well as the upward movement of the member.

2. In combination, an escutcheon plate having a rec-

tangular orifice therein ; a curved handle attached to the

plate and having a vertical bore at the curve : a chamber

extending horlionUlly in the handle from the bore to the

orifice and conforming throughout Its length to the rec-

tangular shape of the orifice: a lever pivoted In the

chamber adjacent to the bore and comprising one rela

tlvely long arm and one relatively short arm. the long arm

of the lever fitting between the vertical sides of the cham-

ber and extending through the orifice, the short arm of the

lever reaching to or gllghtly beyond the median line of the

bore and having vertical, parallel sides and curved, up

wardly slanting upper and lower surfaces: a lever-oper-

ating member slldably fitted In the bore; a transverse

guldeway through the member having sides that fit over

the vertical sides of the short arm thereby preventing the

member from turning: the puldeway also having an upper

surface slanting downwardly and awoy from the pivot to

engage the upper surface of the short arm. and a lower

surface to engage the lower surface of the short arm ;
said

member having an upper slanting surface conforming to

the curve of the handle, allghtly^protrudlng above the bore

1. In a device of the class described, an end gate; a

pair of upright radius rods pivoted at their lower extremi-

ties to the end gate ; connections extended laterally In op-

posite directions from the radius rods and attached at

their Inner ends thereto ; a link pivoted at one end to one

radius rod : a lever pivoted at one end to the other radios

rod ; and a pivot element uniting the other end of the link

with the Intermediate portion of the lever.

2. In a device of the class described, an end rate ; a pair

of upright radius rods pivoted at their lower extremities

to the end gate, one radius rod being longer than the other ;

connections extended laterally In opposite directions from

the radius ro4ls and attached at their inner en.ls thereto;

a link pivoted at one end to the upper extremity of the

shorter radius rod : a lever plvote<i at one end to the up-

per extremity of the longer radius rod ; and a pivot ele-

ment uniting the other end of the link with the Interme-

diate portion of the lever.

3. In a device of the class described, an end gate : a

pair of upright radius rods plvote<l at their lower ends to

the end gate, one radius rod being longer than the other

;

connections extended laterally In opposite directions from

the radius rods and attached at their inner ends thereto ;

a links pivoted at one end to the upper extremity of the

shorter radius rod ; a lever pivoted at one end to the up-

per extremity of the longer radius rod : a pivot element

uniting the other end of the link with the Intermediate

portion of the lever ; and guides carried by the end gate

and receiving the connections slldably.

4. In a device of the class described, an end gate ; co-

operating elements comprising a pair of guides mounted

on the end gate, and connections sUdable In the guides ;
a

pair of upright radius rods pivoted at their lower ex-

tremities to the end gate, the Inner ends of the connec-

tions being plvotally assembled with the radius rods, one

radius rod being longer than the other; a link pivoted

at one end to the upper end of the shorter radius rod ; a

lever p'voted at one end to the upper extremity of the

longer radius rod and being provided with an extension

coactlng with one of said coSperatlng elements, to limit

the downward swinging movement of the lover
;
and a

pivot element uniting the other end of the link with the

Intermediate portion of the lever.

1227 91S PUT. AND RECEPTACLE CONNECTOR.
'

LOUIS O. Liinaa, Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Feb. 8. 1916.

Serial No. 76.040. (Cl. 173—328.)

1. An electric connector, emlwdylng a cylindrical plug

having an outwardly movable member thereon, and a cy

llndrlcal receptacle having an endless annular shoulder

around Its interior surface adapted to be enr-Jg^l ^7 »>*

outwardly movable member on the plug, said outwardly
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movable member embodying a hall, and means to cause
the ball to move outwardly by rotation of the plug.

2. An electric connector, embodying a cylindrical plug

having an exterior cylindrical shell with a circumferen-

tial slot, an eccentric surface In the plug beneath the slot,

and a hall adapted to move longitudinally In the slot and
on said surface, In combination with a tylindrlcal recep-

tacle having an interior endless annular shoulder.

8. An electric connector, embodying a cylindrical plug

kavlng an exterior cylindrical shell with a circumferential

•lot. an eccentric surface In the plug beneath the slot, and
a ball adapted to move longitudinally in the slot and on
said surface. In combination with a cylindrical receptacle

of Interior diameter to fit freely over the cylindrical plug,

and having an endless annular shoulder extending coita-

pletely around Its Inner surface.

4. An electric connector. enibo<lying a cylindrical plug
having an exterior cylindrical shell with a circumferen-

tial slot, an eccentric surface In the plug beneath the

•lot. and a ball adapted to move longitudinally in the

slot and on said surface, in combination with a cylindri-

cal receptacle of Interior diameter to fit freely over the

cylindrical plug, and having an endless annular shoulder

extending completely around lt8 inner surface, said plug

having a central end contact, and a reslllently supported
contact at the rear end of the receptacle adapted to press

against the central end contact of the plug and adapted to

thereby press the ball on the plug against said annular
boulder.

6. An electric connector, embodying In combination a

cylindrical receptacle having an endless annular shoulder

around Its Interior surface, a plug adapte<l for free lon-

gitudinal and rotational movement In said receptacle, an
outwardly movable locking member mounted on said plug
and projecting beyond Its surface to engage the recep

tacle, and means to cause the member to move outwardly
by rotation of the plug.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,919. AUTOMATIC TEETH CLEANING ATTACH-
MENT FOR MANURE SPREADER CYLINDERS. John
W. A. McGiLvscT. Albla, Iowa, assignor of one-half to

Oorge W. Miller. Albla. Iowa. Piled Aug. 14. 191g.
Serial No. 114.911. (Cl. 275—S.)

1. In a device of the class descrllMMl. the combination
of a spreader cylinder, having a plurality 01 longitudi-

nally arranged spaced supporting members, ea-h provided
with outwardly extending teeth. Inwardly opening chan-
nels mounted on each supporting member capabale of

sliding 'nwardly and outwardly thereon, said channels
being wider than said supporting members and being pro-

vided with slots elongated drcumferentlally of the cylin-

der for receiving said teeth, flexible members connecting the

ends of Mild channels, a guide device whereby said chan-
nels are moved outwardly out of a true circle from one
point of their line of travel when the cylinder is rotated,

whereby said channels serve to clean said teeth.

2. In a device of the class described, a maniire spreader
cylinder having a plurality of longitudinally arranged dr-
cumferentlally spaced supporting member having out-

wardly extending teeth. Inwardly opening channels of
greater width than said supporting memt>eni mounted
thereon, provided with drcumferentlally elongated slot^

for receiving said teeth, the central portions of said chan-
nels being extended at their ends, flexible members con-

necting the extending ends of the channels at the opposite
ends of the spreader cylinder, and guide devices arranged
In the path of travel of said extending end for causing
said channels to move outwardly out of a true circle at

one point In their line of travel when said cylinder is ro-

tated for causing said channels to clean said teeth.

1.227,920. DETACHABLE BREAD-TIN HANDLE. EMII.

F. Maaskb, Ableman, Wis. Filed May 10. 1916. Serial

No. 96.689. (Cl. 58—6.)

V '
.;> y

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a pan and a detachable handle member having a

bifurcated end. of a plate applied to each side of the pan
and provided at the lower edge thereof with alternately

arranged tongues and extensions, the extensions being

carried under the tK>ttom of the pan. while the tonguea

are rolled outwardly to,provide longitudinally extending

side channels, said channels )>elng adapted to loosely re-

ceive the arms of the bifurcated handle member.
2. In a device of the character described, the comblnar

tlon with a pan and a detachable handle member having a

bifurcated end. of a plate applied to each side of the pan
and provided at the lower edge thereof with alternately

arranged tongues and extensions, the extensions being car-

ried under the l)ottom of the pan. while the tongues are

returned upwardly so that the ends thereof fit against the

plates, the bases of the tongues being rolled outwardly
to provide longitudinally extending side channels, and
fastening members extending through the plates and re-

turned tongues and serving to secure the platea to the

pan, said side channels being adapted to loosely receive

the arms of the bifurcated handle member.

1,227.921. ELECTTRIC REGULATOR. Gxoaaa Machlbt.
Jr., Elizabeth, N. J. Filed July 1, 1912. Serial No.

706,961. (Cl. 171—229.)

1. The combination of a main electrical drcult, a cur-
rent regulator In said circuit, a work-apparatus operated
by the current flowing through said circuit, a voltmeter
having a movable needle, an Independent circuit affected
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by said work-apparatua. said voltmeter Included In said

iodependent circuit, a member caused to dip repeatedly

and frequently into the path of said needle, means con
nected to said dipping member and rendered effective by

the cooperation of said needle and said dipping memt>er
for adjusting said current regulator ; said needle being

movable freely past said dIpplDK member, and a scale to

cooperate with said needle throughout its range of more-
ment, to indicate the condition of the work-apparatus.

2. The combination of a main electrical circuit, a cur-

rent regulator In said circuit, an electrical furnace in said

circuit, a voltmeter having a movable needle or part, a

Toltmeter circuit having an element In said furnace, and
means, incluslTe of a member canaed to dip repeatedly

and frequently into the path of said needle, for adjusting

said current regulator : said needle being movable freely

past said dipping member.
3. The combination with an electrical heating appara-

tus, of a movable indicator to show the temperature of

the apparatus, a prime mover, means connected therewith

to dip repeatedly into the path of said indicator, a rheo-

stat, and a step-by-step rheostat-operating mechanism set

Into repeated action by means of the engagement of said

dipping part and said indicator, and having means to

control the electrical current to said beating apparatus

;

said indicator movable past said dipping part.

4. The combination of a movable Indicator, a tactor, a

rheostat, a prime mover, means operable therel)y and
tending repeatedly to operate said rheostat, a sear con-

trolled by said tactor and effective at the movement of

the latter into the path of said Indicator to prevent the

operation of said rheostat, and means controlled by said

rheostat to regulate an electric current which affects said

indicator.

5. The combination of a movable indicator, a tactor, a
ratchet, a prime mover, means operable thereby and tend-

ing repeatedly to operate said ratchet, a sear controlled

by said tactor and effective at the movement of the latter

Into the path 9f said indicator to prevent the operation

bf said ratchet, and means controlled by said ratchet to

regulate a work apparatus whose condition Is shown by

said indicator.

[Claims » to SI not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.922. REFRIGERATOR SHOW CASE, GlOKUl T.
MooRXHKAD. Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to C. L. Perd-
val Company. Des Moines. Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa.
Filed May 13. 1912. Serial No. 697,068. (CI. 62—87.)

1. A refrigerator show case comprising a central trans-

Terse Ice chamber having openings on each side at the top
and bottom thereof, a cooling chamt>er in each end having
the top Inclined downwardly from the end adjacent to the
ice chamber and from a line above the upper edge of the
opper openlug in the ice chamber, and a false bottom in

the cooling chambers spaced above the real l>ottom and
the top of the lower opening from the ice chamber, said
false bottom being provided with a series of openings
which are graduated to Increase in size or numbers per
yard as the distance from the ice chamber of the succes-

sive openings increases.

2. A refrigerator show case c-omprlsing a central trans-

verse ice chamber having openings on each side at the top

and bottom thereof, a cooling chamber in each end having
the top inclined downwardly from the end adjacent to the

Ice chamber and from a line above the upper edge of the

apper opening in the Ice chamber, and a removable sec-

tional false bottom In the cooling chambers spaced above
the real bottom and the top of the lower opening from the
Ice chamber, said false bottom toeing provide<l with a
series of openings which are graduated to increase in slse
or be closer together as the distance of the successlTa
openings from the Ice chamt>er Increases.

1,227.928. FlXX)R-COVERIN(; COMPOSITION. Max
NiBNSTABDT. Pallsade, N. J., assignor to American Floor-
ing Company. Inc.. New York. N. T., a Corporation of
New York. FUed Aug. 7, 1912. Serial No. 713.737.
(Cl. 106—7.)
1. The Improved floor covering composition comprising

a resilient granular material, a pulverulent mineral flller,

a mineral cement and china-wood oU. substantially as set
forth.

2. The Improved floor covering composition comprising
granular resilient material mixed with ground Istle fiber,

a pulverulent mineral flller and a mineral cement, the
whole being mixed with china-wood oil and adapted to be
troweled.

3. The Improved floor covering composition which com-
prises a granular resilient material mixed with ground
commercial Istle flber. a mineral cement and a slow-
drying oil.

4. The lmprove<i floor covering composition which com-
prises finely ground cork, ground istle flber. asbestos, a
non-flbrouj flller. a mineral cement and a slow-drying
oil. the latter being lncori>orated with the other Ingredi-
ents t>efore the cement binder has set.

5. The improved floor covering composition which com-
prises fine granular resilient material, ground or chopped
tough flber, and a mineral o-ment, the whole being mixed
with a slow-drying oil.

1,227,924. CAR DOOR. Edwabo Odban, Minneapolis,
Minn. Filed May 11. 1916. Serial No. 96,803. (Cl.

20—22.)

L3J^-»A

1. The combination with a car body having a door open-
ing, of a door for said door opening comprising upper and
lower sections, upper and lower tracks secured to the car
t)ody, hangers supporting the door sections from the tracks
for horizontal sliding movement, the one entirely above the
other, said hangers permitting the door sections to be
simultaneously opened and closed and also permitting the
upper door section to be opened and closed Independently
of the lower section when the same is closed, and a com-
mon lock for securing either or both of the door sections
in a closed position.

2. The combination with a car body having a door open-
ing, of a car door for the door opening comprising upper,
lower, and relief sections, abutting horizontal edges of the
door sections having interlocking sliding engagement, one
with the other, upper an<l lower tracks secured to the car
body, hangers independently supporting the upper and
lower door sections from the tracks for horizontal sliding
movement, the one entirely above the other, and a bracket
on the car body slidably supporting the relief door section
for independent horizontal sliding movement or for simul-

taneous sliding movement with the lower door section.
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S. The combination with a car body having a dooi* open-
ing, of a car door for the door opening comprising relief,

lower, upper, and supplemental sections having interlock-

ing sliding engagement, one with the other, a bracket on
the car body slidably supporting the relief door section for
horizontal movement, upper and lower tracks secured to

the car body, hangers Independently supporting the lower
and upper door sections from the tracks for horizontal
•llding movement, the one entirely above the other, means
for locking the relief door section to the lower door sec-

tion for common, horizontal sliding movement therewith,
and means for locking the supplemental door section to

the upper door section for common, horizontal sliding
movement therewith.

1,227.926. DEMOUNTABLE RlM. Elmer Olivm. Day-
tona, Fla. Filed July 8. 1916. Serial No. 108,095.
(a. 162—21.)

1. A demountable rim for pneumatic tires comprising
• split rim t>ody having end portionn provided with abut-

ting surfaces, and a cam or eccentric disposed upon the
Inner surface of one of the abutting ends operative for

direct impingement against the other abutting end to
spread said abutting ends Into abutting engagement.

2. A demountable rim for pneumatic tires comprising
a split rim body having end portions provided with abut-
ting surfaces, a cam or eccentric disposed upon the Inner
surface of one of the abutting ends operable for engage-
ment with the other abutting end to spread said abutting
ends Into engagement, and a lever for operating said cam
or eccentric and adapted to overlap the latter named end
of the rim when In thrown position.

3. A demountable rim for pneumatic tires comprising
a rim body formed of two unequal sections, said sections
l>elng hinged at two of their ends and having abutting sur-
faces at their opposite ends, and a cam or eccentric dis-

posed upon the Inner surface of one of the abutting ends
and operative for direct impingement against the end edge
of the other abutting end to spread said abutting ends
toto abutting engagement.

4. A demountable rim for pneumatic tires comprising
a rim body formed of two unequal sections, said sections
being hinged at two of their ends and having abutting
surfaces at their opposite ends, a cam or eccentric on one
of the abutting ends operable for engagement with the
other abutting end to spread said abutting ends Into en-
gagement, and a lever for operating said cam or eccen-
tric and adapted to overlap the latter named end of the
rim when In thrown position.

5. A demountable rim for pneumatic tires comprising
a rim body formed of two unequal seitions. said sections
l>elng hinged at two of their ends and having abutting
surfaces at their opposite ends, a cam or eccentric on one
of the abutting ends operable for engagement with the
other abutting end to spread said abutting ends Into en-
gagement, a lever for operating said cam or eccentric,
and means on the latter named abutting end of the rim
for locking engagement with said lever.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,926. SMOOTH ING-DRAG. William H. Parker.
Houston, Tex. Filed Mar. 27, 1915. Serial No. 17.571.
(Cl. 37—5.)
A device of the character described formed of front and

rear beams, each of said beams being formed of two parts

hinged together, cross braces secured to and connecting
the respective ends of said parts, the braces connecting
the inner ends of said parts projecting forwardly beyond
the front beam, a pair of deflectors, said deflectors con-
verging forwardly and being secured to the respective
parts of the front t>eam at one end and to the forward
ends of the forwardly projecting braces respectively,
scrapers secured to the front side of the respective de-
flectors and projecting below the under surface thereof.

jT-

deflectors converging rearwardly and fixed at their re-

spective ends to the corresponding parts of the respective

front and rear beams Dear their outer ends and being
arranged behind and at approximately right angles to

the front deflectors, scraper blades secured to the front
.side of said rear deflectors and extending below their under
sides, rearwardly curved runners arranged at each end of

said device and means for elevating and lowering the

beams upon said runners.

1.227,927. COMBINATION MARKING-POT AND STEN-
CIL BRUSH INKER. Charles F. Payne, Wheeling.
W. Va. Filed Aug. 30, 1916. Serial No. 117,614. (Q.
91—66.) (Dedicated to the public.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a
receptacle for holding marking fluid and having disposed

therein a vertical core provided with a plurality of slots

extending longitudinally of said core and notches at the
lower end thereof, and a wick in said core.

2. A device of the character described comprising a re-

ceptacle for holding marking fluid and having disposed
therein a vertical core provided with a plurality of slots

extending longitudinally of said core and notches at the
lower end thereof, said core having a concave shelf at its

upper end forming part of the top of the receptacle, and
a wick in said core baring Its top extended to lie on said

concave shelf.

1.227.928. SILO CONSTRUCTION. Charles J. Peb-
KI.N8, Des Moines. Iowa, assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments, to Perfection Concrete Stave SUo Com-
pany. Pierre. S. D., a Corporation of South Dakota.
Filed Jan. 22, 1915. Serial No. 8.692. (Cl. 72—6.)

1. A curvilinear construction having side walls made
up of separate members set edge to edge, adjoining outer
corner edges of said members being convexly rounded, and
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fastening means connecting >aid edgea sabatantlally

described.

2.~^\ curvilinear construction having side walls made
up of separate members set edge to edge, adjoining corner

edges of said members being convexly rounded, there be-

ing registering recesses in said members adjacent said

rounded edges : and dowels in said recesses, substantially

as described.

3. In a device of the class described, a wall formed of

a plurality of separate members arranged edge to edge*,

the outer portion of the adjoining corner edges of said

members being convexly rounded and the inner portion

being concavely rounded, there being registering recessM
in the convexly rounded portions, and dowels in said re-

cesses, substantially as described.

4. In a device of the class described, a wall formed
of a plurality of separate members arranged edge to edge,

the outer i>ortion of the adjoining corner edges of said

memt>ers being convexly rounded and the inner portion

being concavely rounded, there being registering recesses

in the convexly rounded portions, dowels in said re-

cesses, and adhesive material securing said dowels lo

said recesses, substantially as described.

5. In a device of the class described, a wall formed of

a plurality of separate members arranged edge to edge,

the outer portion of the vertical edges of all of said mem-
bers being convexly rounded and the inner portions of

said edges being concavely rounded, the outer portions
of the horizontal edges being flat and the Inner portions
thereof being of tongue and groove construction, there
being registering recesses in the outer portions of said

edges, and dowels in said recesses, sabstantially as de-

scribed.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,929. REM(JVABLE CASKET - HANDLE. CLSOft
MooDT Ralston. Bronson, Kans. Piled Dec. 11, 1916.
SerUl No. 136,354. (CI. 16—103.)

1. In a device of the character describe<1, a resilient
back plate, a tongue extending downwardly and outwardly
therefrom, a cover plate, a tongue extending upwardly
from said cover plate and adapted to interlock with the
first tongue when the cover plate is pushed upwardly
against the back plate, and a handle Independent of said
tongues and suitably connected to said cover plate.

2. In a device of the character described, a resilient
back plate, a tongue on said back plate, a cover plate
having an opening to receive said resilient tongue, a
tongue on said cover plate adapted to Interlock with the
first tongue on proper manipulation of the cover plate,

and a lip having an upturned terminal on the cover plate
adapted to enter a alot in the back plate, and a spring 00
the cover plate adapted to bear against the lower sides of
said slot and the lip to retain the latter In the former.

3. In a device of the character described, a resilient

back plate, a tongue <>n saifl back plate, a cover plate, a

tongu% on said cover plate adapted to interlock with the
first tongue on proper manipulation of the cover plate, aa
arm pivoted to the cover plate, and a handle connected to

aid arm.

1,227,930. KEROSEXEOIL HEATING STOVE. FiuDl-
NAND O. Ravinkamp. Spearville, Kans. Filed Aug. 7.

1916. Serial No. 113.636. (CI. 158—05.)

^J

1. In an oil stove, a reservoir, having a central circular

opening, a burner located centrally of the reservoir and
projecting at its upper end above the reservoir, a connec-

tion between the burner and reservoir, an upstanding

flange positioned on the inner edge of the top of the res-

ervoir and having an inwardly directed flange at its up-

per edge to provide an opening concentric with the burner,

said upstanding flange being provided with a horizontal

row of air openings immediately above the reservoir, the

edge of said opening being KiMced from and below the top

of the wick when the latter is in position for burning

when turned up. said burner being in space<l relation to

the reservoir whereby an air passage is provided between
the burner and reservoir and the Inwardly directed flange

serves to direct the upflowlng air current atralnst the top

of the wick.

2. In an oil stove, a reservoir having a central circular

opening, a burner located centrally of the reservoir and
projecting at Its upper end above the reservoir, a connec-

tion between the burner and reservoir, an upstanding
flange positioned on the Inner edge of the top of the res-

ervoir and having an inwardly directed flange at Its up-

per edge to provide an opening concentric with the burner,

said upstanding flange being provided with a horizontal

row of air openings Immediately above the reservoir, the

edge of said opening being spaced from and below the top

of the wick when the latter is turned up In position for

burning, said burner being In simced relation to the nser-

voir whereby an air passage Is provided between the

burner and reser«-olr and the inwardly directed flange

serves to direct the upflowlng air current against the top

of the wick, and a central water receptacle arranged in

spaced relation within the burner and provided with a
closure cap having an outwardly projecting flange con-

stituting a flame spreader.

1,227,931. ELECTRIC SIGNALING SYSTEM FOR ELEC-
TRIC RAILWAYS. Fbaxklix M. Raymond and Cur-
roan H. Dabs, Saugatuck. Conn. ; said Dare assignor to

said Raymond. Filed Aug. 2s, 1913. Serial No.

787,058. (CI. 246—36.)
1. A signaling device for electric railways. Including a

semaphore and operating means therefor, said operating
means including a circuit, electromagnetic means for clos-

ing said circuit, means controlled by the semaphore oper-

ating means for short circuiting said last named means
when tbe semaphore is In signal-Indicating position, and
electromagnetic locking means for maintaining said sema-
phore in its signal indicating position, said signaling de-

vice having a signal lamp and a circuit therefor and means
controlled by tbe train for dosing said last named cir-

cuit, said electromagnetic closing means Hud locking means
being located In said lart named circuit.

3. An electric signaling system having a source of

power of varying potential, an electric signal, means for
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controlling said signal, said means having a circuit adapt
ed to be connected to tbe source of power by a passing
car, said circuit having a sectional resistance In shunt
thereto, and mr-ans for cutting in said resistance in sec
tion, said mt-ans being controlle<l by tbe potential. of the
source of power.

10. In combination, a semaphore biased to one position,
an electrically controlled operating mechanism for setting
said semaphore to signal indicating position, a circuit
therefor, electromagnetic means for closing said circuit,
and means co5perating with the operating mechanism for
short circuiting the electromagnetic means Just after the
arrival of the ttemaphnre to signal Indicating position,
said means Includini; a contact normally biased to close<l
position and means for raising said contact upon the
movement of the semaphore to non Indicating position and
for permitting the operation of the contact Just after the
arrlv^aJ of the semaphore to signal indicating poeltion.

13. A block signal system for electric railways comprls
tng a signaling device at each end of the block, danger and
caution signals and danger and caution electrically op
erated semaphore*) in each of said devices, circuits for
esch of said semaphores, a step by step mechanism at each
end of the block, circuits controlled by a passing car con-
necting each of said step by step mechanioms with both
ends of the bio. k. signal circnlts. each signal circuit In
eluding the caution signal at one end of the block and the
danger signal at the other end of the block, connected to
the step by step mechanism located at the same end of the
block as Is the caution signal, rela.vs in t-ach of said sig
nal circuits for < losing a circuit to the caution semaphore
at one end of the block and the danger semaphore at the
other end of the block, means for opening the circuits to
said semnphorev when they reach their signal Indicating
position, means <f>ntroIled by each of the signal circuits
for raalntainlnK' said semaphores in said signal indicating
position as long as said signal circuit remains energiEe<l
and means also Included In e.ich of said signal circuits for
opening the clnults controlling the action of the step by
step mechanism at the other end of the block.

(Claims 2. 4 to 9, 11, and 12 not printed in the
Gazette.)

1,227,032. AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE-EXCHANGE
SYSTEM. Frank N. Reivis, N< wark, N. J., and Al-
BBN E. Ldnoeli,. New York, N. Y., assignors, by mesne
assignments, to Western Electric Company, Incorpo-
rated, a Corporation of New York. Filed May 10,
1913. Serial No. 766.903. (CI. 170—18.1
1. In an ajitomatic telephone exchange system, a main

ofllce, a natenite oflice. InterofBce trunk lines extending
from said satellite to i^ald main office, local trunk lines
within said satellit'^. means for selecting an interoffice
trunk upon the initiation of n cnll at said satellite, au
tomatlc switcblns mechanism for effecting connection be
tween subscribers, controlling devices associated with
•aid satellite for governing said switching meohanlsm.
and dlsorlminstlng means at said main office operated
under the control of said controlling devices when ma-
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ntpulated in accordance with the number of the wanted
subscriber, for completing a connection over said inter-
office trunk or for releaalng said interoffice trunk and •«-

lectlng a local trunk and effecting a connection over said
local trunk according to whether the wanted subscriber
is located at an exchange exterior to said satellite or at
paid satellite.

;

%.'&
"fe^^^

^
^m

2. In a telephone exchange syBtcm, a main office, a
satellite office, trunk lines extending from said satellite
to said main office and other trunk lines local to said
satellite, a pair of trunk Anders at said satellite, one for
connecting the line of a calling subscriber at the satellite
to an interoffice trunk and the other for connecting the
line of the calling subscriber to a local trunk, and means
at said main office whereby the interoffice trunk finder is

actuated upon the imitiatlon of all calls at the satellite
and whereby the local trunk flnder is actuated only when
the calling and called subscribers are at the same satel-
lite.

8. In a telephone exchange system, a main office, a
satellite office, trunk lines extending from said satellite
to said Tnaln office and other trunk lines local to said
satellite, automatic switches for effecting connection be-
tween subscribers, a pair of trunk finders at said satellite
through one of which talking connection is established
from calling subscribers at the satellite to subscribers
associated with the main office and through the other of
which connection is established to subscribers at said
satellite, controlling devices associated with said satellite
for governing said switches, and means at said main of-
fice operated under the control of said controlling devices
when manipulated In accordance with the number of a
wanted subscriber for selecting the necessary line flnder
and completing a talking connection therethrough.

10. In a telephone exchange system, a main office, a
second office, interoffice trunk lines extending between
said offices, other trunk lines local to said second office,

and means at said main office whereby upon the initia-
tion of all calls at said second office the subscriber's line
will be connected to an interoffice trunk and whereby tbe
subscriber's line will be connected to a local trunk only
when the calling and called subscribers are at said sec-
ond office.

11. In a telephone exchange system, a main office, a
second office, interoffice trunk lines extending between
said offices, other trunk lines local to said second office,
switching devices at said second office for connecting tbe
line of a calling subscriber thereat to an interoffice trunk
and to a local trunk respectively, and means at said main
office whereby upon the initiation of all calls at said
second office the subscriber's line will be connected to an
interoffice trunk and whereby the subscriber's line will
be connected to the local trunk only when the calling and
called subscribers are at said second office.

[Claims 4 to 9 and 12 to 14 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1.227,988. ORIGINAL PACKAGE. William A. BtCH-
TBR, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 28, 1916. Serial No.
138,846. (CI. 131—11.)
1. An original package of the character designated,

comprising a box, shelf membera formed with flanges by
which they are secured to the inner walls of the box. and

-^
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tray members secured to said shelf members, each tray

meml>er being formed with a retaining strap havini; loops

formed for vindlble arttoleH which are posltione<l on the

tray before its insertion in the box and its attachment to

Its Hupportlng shelf.

2. An original package of the character designated,

camprlslng an elongated rectangular box, longitudinal

shelf members of less width than that of the box, formed

with end flanges by which they are adhesively secured

to the end walls of the box in a centraliied position with

relation to the side walls thereof, longitudinal tray mem-

bers of no greater width than the shelf members and

adhesively secured to the latter, each of said tray mem-
bers being formed with retaining loops for vendible arti-

cles which are inserted therein before the Insertion of the

tray into the box and before Its attachment to its sup-

porting shelf.

4. An original package of the character designated,

comprising a box, shelf members formed with flanges by

'which they are secured to the Inner walls of the box, and

tray members secured to said shelf members, each tray

member being formeti with a plurality of retaining loops

for vendible articles, and each loop being formed with an

opening strip by weakened lines of prescribed severance,

and each opening strip being formed with a loose end,

for the purpose described.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.984. MAIL CHUTE AND RECEPTACLE. Robkt
C. RiaoG, Sacramento. Cal. Filed Aug. 14, 1916. Se-

rial No. 114.873. (CI. 232—17.)

1. In a machine of the class described, a receptacle, a
false bottom therefor, a pair of vertical guides on the op-

posite walls of said receptacle, and a spring tension de-

vice carried by the bottom, said bottom being movable

downwardly against the tension of said device by the

weight of articles placed thereon, the resistance of the

device increasing as the weight increases, the tension of

the device being exerted to automatically return said

bottom to the top of the receptacle when the articles are

removed.

2. In a device of the class described, a receptacle, a

falae bottom therefor in the form of a platform, a pair of

vertical guides on the opposite walls of said receptacle, a

rack on the edge of one of said guides, a shaft carried

by the bottom, a gear wheel on the shaft and meshing

with Bald rack, and a spring carried by the platform and

connected to said shaft, the platform being movable down-
wardly against the tension of said spring by the weight

of articles placed thereon, the tension of the spring in-

creasing as the weight increases, the tension of the spring

t>eing exerted automatically upon the removal of the

articles to return said t>ottom to the top of the recep-

tacle by the rotation of said gear wheel.

3. In a device of the class described, a receptacle, a

false bottom therefor in the form o^ a platform, a pair

of vertical guides on the opposite walls of said receptacle,

a rack on one edge of each guide, spaced apart brackets

sei-ured to the under side of said platform, a shaft ro-

tatably mounted In said brackets, gear wheels on the op-

posite ends of said shaft and in mesh with said racks, a

roller carried by one of the brackets and contacting with

the straight edge of one of said guides, and a spring car

ried by the platform and connected to said shaft. th«

platform being movable downwardly against the tension

of said spring by the weight of articles placed thereon,

the tension of the spring increasing as the weight in-

creases, the tension of the spring being exerted automati-

cally to rotate said gear wheels to return the platform to

the top of the receptacle when the weight is removed.

4. In a device of the class described, a receptacle, a

false bottom therefor In the form of a platform, a pair of

vertical guides on the opposite walls of said receptacle, a

rack on one edge of one of said guides, a shaft carried by

the lottom. a near wheel on the shaft and meshing with

said rack, a spring carried by the platform and con-

nected to said shaft, the platform t>elng movable down-
wardly against the tension of said spring by the weight

of articles placed thereon, the tension of the uprlng In-

creasing as the weight Increases, the tension of the spring

being exerted automatically upon the removal of the

weight to return said bottom to the top of the receptacle

by the rotation of said gear wheel, and a pair of spaced

apart wheels carried by said platform and disposed one on

each side of one of said guides, said pair of wheels being

dlHposed at a point spaced from said gear wheel whereby
to maintain said platform in a horizontal position.

5. In a device of the cla.'*s described, a receptacle, a

false bottom therefor In the form of a platform, a pair of

vertical guides on the opposite walls of said receptacle,

brackets secured to the under side of said platform, a

shaft rotatably mounted in said brackets, a connection

between said shaft and one of said guides, a helical spring

surrounding said shaft, a collar secured to the shaft, one

end of said spring bein,? attached to said collar, an adili-

tional collar rotatable on the shaft, ami a pin extending

from the last mentioned collar and contacting with the

bottom of the platform to prevent rotation thereof, the

opposite end of the spring being secured to the last men-

tioned collar, the platform being movable downwardly on

said guides against the tension of said spring by the

weight of articles placed thereon, said spring being wound

more tightly as the weight on the platform increases, said

platform being movable to the top of aaid receptacle

upon the removal of the weight therefrom by the tension

of the spring acting through said shaft upon the con-

nection between said shaft and one of said guides.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (Gazette.]

1.227.935. FOOD AND BBVBKAOE MiftlR. William
P. RoBBBTBON. New York. N. Y., assignor to William

Henry Johnston. New York, N. Y. Filed June 15. 1916.

Serial No. 103.827. (CI. 219—43.)

1. In combination, a mixing device having a stirring

element, an electric heating vesael, and current connect-

ing means adapted to be engaged by the heating vessel

when brought into operative position with reapect to

the stirrer.
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2. In combination, a mixing device having electric

current connectors thereon, and an electric heating vessel

adapted to operatively engage the current connectors
when brought into operative position with respect to the
mixer.

12. In combination with a vesael or container for hold-
ing a lUiuld of a member tnsertible in said vessel for agi-
tating the liquid therein, a heating element in said vessel,
and current connecting means adapted to be engaged by
bringing the vessel Into position with respect to the agi-
tating memlHT.

[Claims 8 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227,936. TELEPHONE - PLUG EJECTOR. Harold
Baenhabt Rooiik, Washington, D. C, assignor of one
fourth to Irving N. Boernstein. one-fourth to Paul
Koester, and one-fourth to Robert B. Gotta, Washing
ton. D. C. Filed Dec. 30. 1915. Serial No. 69.461
(CI. 179—98.)

1. An automatic ejector for telephone plugs compris-
ing a circuit including a source of current and a solenoid
for ejecting aaid plug, a signal lamp, means under the
control of the receiver hook of a sub-station for breaking
•aid cinuit and Illuminating said lamp, and means ener
glzed upon the Insertion of said plujj Into its Jack for
closing said circuit at another point and deSnerglxlng said
lamp.

2. An automatic ejector for telephone plugs comprising
a circuit including a source of current and a solenoid
adapted to eject said plug when energized, a pair of
switches In said circuit and normally asnumiug open and
closed positions respectively, and means under the control
of a receiver hook of a sub station and the insertion of
aid plug into its Jack for changing the normal condi
tlon of said switchet. >

8. An automatic ejector for telephone plugs compris-

ing a circuit including a source of current and a solenoid

adapted to eject said plug when energized, a pair of

switches in said circuit and normally assuming open aud
closed positions respectively, means under the control ot.ta

receiver hook of a sub-station and the Insertion of aaldt

plug into Its jack for changing the normal condition of
°

said switches, and slgnalinik; means rendered active upon.*

de^nergization of a portion of said first means.
4. An automatic ejector for a telephone comprising a

circuit Including a aooree of current, a solenoid for eject-

ing said plug, a pair of switches arranged In said circuit,

a lamp in said circuit, means under the control of a sub—
station receiver hook for opening one of said switches andi
energizing said lamp, and plug control means for closing
the other of said switches.

5. An automatic ejector for a telephone comprising a
circuit Including a source of current and a solenoid foe

ejecting said plug a pair of switches arranged In said cfr-

cuit, a signal lamp in said circuit at a point between said
switches, means under the control of a sub-6tatio» re-

ceiver hook for opening one of said switches and t* be
energised with said lamp and plug and control means for
closing the other of said switches and de^nerglze said
lamp.

1,227,937. AEROPLANE. Adolf Frank Russ, Pltt»-
burgh. Pa. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No. 88,127.
(CT. 244—14.)

1. In an aeroplane, the combination of a carriage pro-
vided with propelling and steering mechanism, a later-
ally-extending foldable supporting wing having at Its
forward edge a rigid member pivotally secured to said
carriage, a strut extending from the outer ends of aiMS
below said wing and detachably secured to the carriage,-
and a stay extending from the outer end of and below
said wing and detachably secured to ^ aaid carriage at au
point below the attachment of said strut thereto.

2. In an aeroplane, the combination of a carriage pro-
vided with propelling and steering mechanism, a later-
ally-extending triangular supporting wing having at Its
forward edge a rigid member pivotally secured to aaid
carriage, the sustaining surface of said wing being formed
of a foldable member, and a strut and a stay eztending^
from the outer end of said wing and each detachably
connected to said carriage.

3. In an aeroplane, the combination of a carriage pro-
vided with propelling and steering mechanism, a later-
ally-extending triangular supporting wing having tipper
and lower membranes, the edges of said membranes ad-
jacent to said carriage being secured one to the top and
the other to the bottom of an elongate frame member hav-
ing a convex top and a substantially stralg^ht line bottom
and said membranes meeting each other at the forward
and rearward edges and the outer end of the wing, the
lower membrane of said wing being flexible and unsup-
ported medially and thereby adapted to conform to the
variable air pressure upon it.

4. In an aeroplane, the combination of a carriage
provided with propelling and steering mechanism, a later-
ally-extending triangular supporting wing having upper
and lower flexible membranes, the edges of said membranes
adjacent to said carriage being secured one to the top
and the other to the bottom of an elongate frame mnnber
having a convex top and a substantUlly straight line bot-
tom, said meuibranes meeting each other at the forward
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aod rear edges anil the ouUt end of the wioc and a strut

ABd a atay rxtt>n«llDg from the outer end of Kaid wing and
«>ac-h <k-ta< bably («inn»>i*t«Ml t<i said rurriagt*.

1,227.938. AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMEKT.
84GIN. Chicago. III. yUed Dec. 28. 1016.

189.275, (CI. 66-11.)

HBSNHAaO
8«rial No.

1. In a machine of the charatter set forth, the combina-

tion of a main frame. links piroted to the main frame, an

auxiliary frame pivot*"*! to thi- lower ends of said Units,

threaded lujjs at the rear end of the main frame, ami

screws in said lugs for engagement with the eml of the

•axillary frame, to adjust the aame with respect to the

main frame.

2. In a machine of the character set forth, the com-

bination of a main frame, a rear axle and wheels for sup-

porting said frame, a front steerlnu wheel for said frame,

an auxiliary frame, llnka connecting the auxiliary frame

with the main frame, manually operable means for lifting

said auxiliary frame, lugs at the rear of said main frame,

screws passing through said lugs and engaging with the

rear end of the auxiliary frame, a plurality of trans-

verse shafts carried by said auxiliary frame, and a plu-

rality of rotary harrowing devices larrled by each of

said shafts.

1.227,939. SDSFKNSIO.N DEVICE FOR I>R.\WER.S.

EniCK GoTTR«D Sampsoh and OcHTAr Johnson. James-

town, N. T.. a-sslgnors to The Art Metal Construction

Company, Jamestown. N. Y.. a Corporation of Massa-

chusetts. Filed Feb. 17. 1915. Serial No. 8.816. (CI.

45—77.)

1. A suspension device for drawers Including a sns-

pcoaion member, a drawer rail slidable thereon, a stop

iement upon the drawer rail, a dog mounted upon the

forward portion of the •nspenslon member in the forward

path of the stop element, said dog capable of being moved

out of the path of the stop element to permit withdrawal

of the drawer rail, the rear end of the drawer rail being

provided with a bearlnp for coiiperation with the suspen-

»ilon member, the front and rear <nd portions of the bear-

ing being beveled or inclined to trip the the dog when pass-

ing therebeneath in each direction of movement of the

»li"awpr rail.

2. A suspension device for drawers IncludInK a channel

>ar suspension member, the front portion of the upper

faajtr of the channel bar being omitted, and said bar

being provided with an upward extension where the flange

portion Is omitted, a dog plvot»>d to the extension and hav-

ing a shoulder extending Into the channel l«r. said doc

lisTlng a rearward extension overhanging the suspension

mimler and constituting a weight to hold the dog In Its

normal position, the forward end portion of the top

fnnge of the suspension member constituting a stop for

•ngagement by the rear extension of the dog. the lower

e<ig« of the dog being Inclined apwar<ly and forwardly

Intm the lower end of the •hou)<ler on the dog. and a

drawer rail slidable within the channel bar and provldtvl

with a step shoulder for engagement with the shouMer
on the dog, and a bearing device on the rear end portion
•f tlie drawer rail underlying the top flange of the mis-

pension member and having front and rear beveled endi* to

wipe beneath the dog and trip the same.
3. A suspension device for drawers including a channel

bar suspension meml¥>r, the bottom of the channel bar
having an upstanding flange provided with a longitudi-

nal channel In Its Inner face, a drawer rail slidable In the

channel bar, and a floating antl friction roller tri^-ellng

upon Its periphery within the ctmnnel bar and supporting
the drawer rail on the periphery of the roller, said roller

having an axial stud traveling loosely In the channel in

the flange to prevoat lateral displacement of tb* roilar.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a suspeastoB mem-
ber of the character described consisting of a channel Iwr
having a flange rising from the bottom flange of the bar,

said upstanding flange having a longitudinal groove
pressetl therein on tbe Inner face thereof.

5. A drawer rail ot the character described comprising
a Z-lMir provided at Its rear end with a bearing member
locateil In one of the angles of the bar and having Its front

and rear portions Ix'veled longituillnally.

1,227,940. SLACK ADJUSTER. William II. SAtVAoa.
Flushing, N. T., assignor to Gould Coupler Company,
a Cunwratlon of New Tork. Filed Jan. 26. 1916. He-

rial No. 74.176. (CI. 188—«9.)

/r3t* xr^

1. In an automatic slack adjuster, in combination, a
push rotl. a live lever conne<-ted therewith, a brake beam
fulcrum for the live lever, and a return spring associated

with said parts adjacent the fulcrum,

2. In an automatic slack adjuster, la combination, live

and dead levers, an intervening connection therebetween,

a brake beam fulcrum for the live lever, and a return

>pring assuciate^l with the fulcrnm.

3. In an automatic slack adjuster, in combination, live

and dead levers, an Intervening connection therebetween,

a brake beam pivotal fulcrum for the live lever inter-

mediate its ends, and a return spring coacting with the

live lever and c«dled about Its pivotal fulcrum.

\. In an automatic slack adjuster, In combination, live

an<l dead levers, a push rod therebetween and plvotally

<onnect«Ml with the lower ends of aaUl levers, brake
Ixams plvotally connected with the levers Intermediate

their ends, and a return spring associated with one of

said levers and reacting upon the adjacent brake beam.
5. In an automatic slack adjuster, in combination, a

push ro<l. a live lever plvotally connected to one end there-

of, a brake lM>am plvotally connectiKl with the live lever

Intermediate Its ends, and s U sbspetl return spring colled

about the pivotal connection between the live lever and
the brake beam and reat-tlng upon both of said parts.

fCnalm 6 to .S3 not printed In the Gasette.)

1,227,»41. SLACK ADJUSTER. William H. Saovaor,
Flushing, N. Y.. assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial

No. 74,177. (a. 188

—

19)
1. In slack adjuster mechanism for brake rigging. In

coinblnation. a boldlnr device adapted to be Interposed

t»etwe«'n the effective ends of a two-part push rod com
prising members adapted to engage substantially opposite

sides of one part of the push riMl and have a gripping

s tion therewith when the brake.s are applied.
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2. in slack mlJiMter nectianlsm for brake rigging. In

c«niMai«ti4M, Kupperiiiig neatbers. an interveniac tele-

•cople oaaneetloB therebetween, and holding means carrtod
by •ne and engagi/ig th« otiier adapted to prev*«t rWatlve
n*veiBents 00 sppllcBtios of tbe brakes, aald mc%3k^ com-
prising a bousing on the outer teleseDple wenl^cr. d«««
tkarela engaging the Inner telefsropic member, said dogs
adapted to have a gripping actios between the walls of
the h'MutiBK and the Inner telescopic meaiit>er as the brakes
are appU*-d.

3. In slacV adjuster mechanism for brake rigging, in

combination. llv«-and dead levers, a plural part Interven
ing telescopic connection, and holding means carried by

one part and eagq^ing another adapted to prevent relative

movement on application of the brakes, said connection
comprising an enlarged housing cast on the outer one of

tha telescopic memlH-rs, and holding dogs within said

hnnslng adapted to engage the sides of the inner tele

scopic Bembera.
4 In slack adjuster mechanlsa for brake rigging, in

combination, live and <lead levers, an Intervening two
part telescopic < onnection, and holding means carrieti

by one part of said connection and engaging the other
adapted to prevent relative movement on application of

the brakes, said connection comprising an enlarged hous-

ing on the outer one of the telescopic members, and hold-

la( dogs within said honsiitg having roughened surfaces
adapted to engage the inner telescopic D)eiiit>er. and links

connected with flai<l holding dugs occupying an angular
relatioD to each otber adapted to hav<- a tuggle action

npoQ the inner telescopic luetnher as tbe brake* are
applied.

r>. In slack adjoeter me<-hanlsm for brake rigging, in

combination, live and dead levers, an Intervening two part
teleo^-oplc connection, and holding means rarrl<>d by one
part .^nd engaging the other adapt imI to prevent relative

move«»ent on application of the drakes, said means com-
prising an enlarg-d boutting Integral with the outer one of

the telescopic uiemtM-rs, holding meml>erB within said bous-
ing having roughened snrfa<-es adapted to engage the oppo-
?dte sides of tbe inner telescopic menilMTs, and means for

holding said members in (lo».e engagement with the inner

telescopic member.
[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.i»42. 8LACK-ADJU6TER. W11.LIAM H. Sadvaob,
Flushing. N. Y., assignor to Gould Coupler Company,
a Corporation of New York. Flle<1 Jan. 28. 1916.
SerUl No. 74,178. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In apparatus of the characted described, in combina-
tion, a power cylinder, a lever associated therewith having
operative connections with the truck brake rigging,
means adapted to support said lever from the under side

of the car body to insure unlfuroi range of raovetaeut and
a variable stop associated with said means.

2. In apfiuratus of tbe character described, in comblaa-
tion. a power cylinder, levers associated Ukerewitb having
operative connettioas with the truck brake riggings,
brackets secured to the uiMier side of the car body atUpted
to support said levers and limit their range of nioveia«it
in iMith (Ure«-tioDb and (.-laaips os aaid brackets movabie
to adjusted position to vary the range of movement of
said lever*.

X. lo apparatus «f tbe character de«cribo<i, in coaltLna-
tion. a power cylinder, live and dead levers associated
therewith having operative oonnecttoas with the tra<*
bmk<> riggings, lever supports secured in relatively flx«Ml

position adapted to support said levers and limit their
cange cf movement. au<l variable means on said supports
wbei'elty the range of moventent of the levers may be
further adjusted and limited.

4. In apparaius of tbe character described, in coaiblna-
tion. a power cylinder, levers afwoclated therewith having
operative connections wltJi the truck brake riggings, and
brackets, secured la relatively fixed position adapted to
support said levers and limit tb^dr range of movement,
ami meaux whereby the range of movement of the levers
may be further adjusted and llmit(<d. said means coin-
pri«iut( a clamp secure<l to sai<l bracket and adapted to
eaxace the associated lever at one of its limits of move-
ment.

5. In apparatus of the character described, in combina-
tion, a power cylinder, live and dead levers associat*^
therewith, truck brake riggings operatively connected with
the primary live and dead levers, automatic slack adjust-
ers associated with tbe truck brake rigging, and means
adapted to limit the movement of the levers and maintain
them in a predetermined relation with respect to the
power cylinder,

(Claims 6 to 6 not printed in tbe Gasette.]

1,227.94.1. SLACK ADJUSTER. William H. Saivaok,
Flushing, N. Y., assignor to Oould Coupler Company,
a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25. 1916.
Serial No. 74,179. (CH. 188—50.)

1. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, aa
actuating member connected to the upper part thereof,

a dead lever plvotally supported at Its lower end and
carrying a brake shoe support at Its upper end, an exten-
sible ro<l between said levers composed of two parts plvot-
ally connected to the live and dead lever»< respectlveiy and
adapted to telescope one within the other, and means co-
acting with the effective ends of said parts adapted to per-
mit free movement- In one illrectlon and prevent movement.'
in the opposite direction. •

2, In a slack adjuster, in combination, a brake beam
plvotally supported from a fixed part of the truck adapted
to carry a brake shoe head, a live lever plvotally con-
nected between Its ends with said brake beams, a dead
lever plvotally supported at its lower eml on a relatively
fixed part of the truck and carrying a brake shoe head
at its upper end, a teles«x»pic push rod plvotally connected
near the middle of said d«'ad lever and the lower end of
tbe live lever, means adapted to permit relative expansion
of the parts of said push rod and permanently hold tbe
slack due to wear of the paru. and a return spring a>S4>-
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elated with said live lever and its pivotal connection with

the brake beam.
8. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a brake beam

plTotally suspended by a frictlonal banger from a rela-

tlTely fixed part of the truck, a live lever having a pivotal

connection with said beam, and a return spring associated

with the pivotal connection of said live lever adapted to

maintain a substaotially constant normal angle between

•aid parts.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a brake shoe

hfAd pivotally supported from a relatively fixed part of a

truck, friction means associated with the support adapted
to hold the brake shoe head in substantially the position

to which It Is moved, a live lever associated with laid

brake shoe head, having a pivot point between its end
and near the brake shoe head, a dead lever, an extensible

push rod between the live and dead lever adapted to per-

manently hold the slack due to excess travel of the parts,

and a return spring associated with the pivotal connection

ot nld live lever, said return spring being of substantially

U-shaped construction.

5. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a brake beam
j>lvotally suspended by a frictlonal hanger from a rela-

tively fixed part of the truck, a brake beam strut connected
therewith, and a live lever pivotally connected intermedi-

ate its ends with said strut and having Its upper end con-

nected with the brake actuating mechanism and its lower

cod connected to one portion of a two-part telescopic mem-
ber, said member being provided with means operating be-

tween its effective ends adapteil to permit free relative

movement of the parts with renpect to each other in one
'direction only.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,227,944. SLACK-ADJUSTER. William H. Sadtaob,
Flushing, N. Y., assignor to Qould Coupler Company,
a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916.

Serial No. 74,180. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In a slack adjuster. In combination, live and dead
levers, brake beams associated therewith, a push rod con-

eectlog the lower ends of said levers, a take up and hold-

ing device associated with one of said parts, an adjv^stlng

device adapted to temporarily take up the excess slack

connecting the brake beam and push rod, and a return

iV>ring aaaociated with the live lever.

2. In a slack adjuster, in combination, live and dead
levers, a push rod connecting their lower ends, brake
baam struts having pivotal connections with said levers,

an adjusting rod connected with one of said brake beam
stmts and having a yielding frictlonal connection with the

push rod. a return spring coiled about the pivotal connec-

tion between the lever and its strut, and means associated

with said stmt for permanently taking up and holding the

excess travel due*to the wear of the brake.

3. In a slack adjuster, in combination, live and dead
leveri, a push rod connecting their lower ends, brake
b«am stmts having pivotal connections with said levers,

an adjusting rod having a yielding frictlonal connection
with one of said brake beams, a return spring associated

with the pivotal connection between the lever and Ita

brake beam, and means associated with one of said parts

for permanently taking up and holding the excess travel

due to the wear of the brake shoen. said last mentioned
means comprising a shim box and shims, and a take up
and holding rod within the shim box and having a pivotal

connection with the live lever.

4. In a slaok adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, brake t>eams having struts forming pivotal

supports for said levers, a push rod connecting the lower

ends of the levers, means associated with one of said

parts for permanently holding the excess travel af the
levers, a return spring associated with the pivotal con-

nection between the live lever and its strut, and an ad-

justing device connected with one of the brake beams.
5. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever,

a dead lever, brake beams having struts forming supports

for said levers, a push rod connecting the lower ends of

the levers, means for permanently taking up and holding
the excess travel of the levers, a return spring associated

with the pivotal connection between the live lever and
its stmt, and an adjusting device connected with one of

the brake beams, said adjusting device having a yielding

frictlonal connection at one end whereby it may yieldingly

move in either direction, and a spring for holding the

parts in frictlonal yielding engagement.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.227.945. SLACK ADJUSTER. William H. SAtrvAoa,

Flushing, N- Y., assignor to Oould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial

No. 74,181. (CI. 188—50.)

^^ ^r ^M

1. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a pair of brake

Hhoe hangers, a live lever connected with one of the

hangers and automatic slack adjusting means between one

of the hangers and the live lever and the other hanger.

2. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a pair of brake

shoe hangers, a live lever aiisoclate<l with one of the

hangers, a telescopic member interposed between the live

lever and one of the hangers and an adjusting rod adapted

to actuate the telescopic member interposed between said

member and the other hanger.

3. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a pair of hangers

supported from relatively fixe«l parts of the truck, brake

shoes carried by Mid hangers, a live lever, an adjusting

means between snid hangers comprising a relatively flat

adjusting rod, and a two-part telescopic member, said rod

t>eing provided with slots at Its ends adapted to tempo-

rarily take up the excess travel and also provide for brake

shoe clearance.

4. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a pair of hangers,

brake shoes carried by said hangers, a live lever, and tem-

porary and permanent take up and holding devices inter-

posed between said hangers, said mechanism comprising a

relatively flat adjusting rod. and a two-part telescopic

push rod, said adjusting rod being ronnected at one end

adjacent the live lever and its assoclateti brake shoe and

at its other end with one of the parts of said telescopic

member.
5. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a pair of hangers,

brake shoes carried by said hangers, a live lever, and tem-

porary and permanent take up and holding devices inter-

posed between said hangers, said devices comprising a

relatively flat adjusting ro<l. a yielding friction device

associated therewith and a telescopic push rod. said ad-

Justing rod being intermediate the live lever and one of

the parts of said telescopic member, and a return spring

associated with said live lever.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,227.946. SLACK-ADJUSTER. William H. Sadvaob,
Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Oould Coupler Company, a

Corporation of .New York. Filed Jan. 26, 1916. Sertal

No. 74.182. {C\.,iS8—49.

1. In a slack adjaster, in combination, a member carry-

ing a live lever, a dead lever supported from the truck, an
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extensible push rod connecting Hsld levers, a brake shoe

hanger, connections Netween thf hanger and the live lever,

and an adjusting rod between the hanger and the dead

lever.

2. In a slack adjunter, in combination, a member carry-

ing a live lever, a dead lever 8upport»Hl from the truck, a

push ro<l connecting said levers, a brake shoe hanger,

connections between the h«n;:<r and the live lever, an

adjusting rod between the hanger and the dead lever, and

temporary holding means assoclatetl with one of said partft

adapted to actuate the push rod on release of the brakes.

3. In a alack adjuster. In combination, an actuating

member, a live lever carried thereby and Bupporte<l Inter-

me<11ate Its ends from a relatively flxe<l part of the truck,

a (lead lever at the opposite sl<le of the truck bolster, an

exti*nslble push ro<l connecting the lower ends of said

levers, a brake shoe hanger substantially parallel to the

live lever and connected thereto, brake shoos carried by

the hanger an<l dead lever, an adjusting r«>d connecting

the hanger and the <lead lever, a lost motion connection

at one point of connection, and a friction take up device

at the other point of connection whereby the extensible

push rod Is actuated to p-rmanently take up and hold the

excess travel on release of the brakes.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever sup-

ported intermediate its ends from a relatively fixed part

of the truck, a dead lever, nn extensible push rod connect-

ing said levers, a brake shoe hanger substantially parallel

to the live lever and connecte<l thereto, brake shoes car-

rle<l by the hanger and dead lever, an adjusting rod con-

necting the hanger and the dead lever, a lost motion con-

nection at one point of conne<"tlon and a friction take up

device at the other point of connection whereby the ex

tenslble push rod Is actuated to permanently take up and

hold the excess travel on release of the brakes, said ex-

tensible push rod Including two telescopic members, a

houilng on one of said members, and a dog in said housing

coactlng with the other.

5. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever con-

nected with the brake actuating mechanism, a dead ler*r

supporte<l from a relatively fixed part of the truck, an
extensible push rod connecting the levers, a brake shoe

banger adjacent and substantially parallel to the live

lever, a link connecting the live lever and hanger near

their central parts, an adjusting rod connecting the lower

part of said hanger with a point near the lower end of

•aid dead lever, a lost motion connection l>etween said

hanger and adjusting ro<I and a frictlonal connection be-

tween the adjusting rod and the dead lever adapted to

temporarily take up and hold the excess travel of the

brake rigging until the push TOi\ can be actuated perma-

nently to hol<l the same on release of the brakes.

[Claims 6 to 10 not prlnte<l In the Oasette.]

1,227.947. SLACK ADJUSTER. Wilmam H. Sacvaoe,
Flushing, N. Y., assignor to Oould Coupler Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 26, 1916. Serial

No. 74,183. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In n slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a

dead lever, brake shoes carrleil thereby adapted to engage

the opposite sides of a wheel, a two-part rod connecting

the lower ends of said levers, a permanent take up and
holding device located at the end of said rod. and an
adjusting rod connecting the live and dead levers between

their lower ends, said holding device including a housing

having a spring held dog carried by one part of the two-

part rod adapted to engage and positively bite Into the

other part.

' 2. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, brake shoes carried thereby adapted to engage
the opposite sides of a wheel, a two-part rod connecting

the lower ends of said levers, a permanent take up and
holding device Including a positively acting friction dog
located at the end of said rod, and an adjusting rod cop-

nected with the lower ends of the live and dead levers,

having a lost motion slot at one end and a yielding fric-

tion temporary take up and holding device near the other.

3. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a

dead lever, brake shoes carried thereby adapted to engage
the sides of n wheel, a two part rod connecting the lower

ends of said levers, a permanent take up and holding device

locate<l at the end of snld rod. an adjusting rod connectetl

with the live and dead levers between their lower ends.

said adjusting ro<l h.iving a lost motion slot at one end, a
yielding friction temporary take up and holding device at

its other end, and restoring springs associated with both

the Hve and dead levers respectively adapted to aid In

returning the parts to normal position.

4. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a IWe lever, a
deatl lever, a two-part rod connecting the lower ends of

said levers comprising an inner end member secureil to

one of the levers and telescoping within a housing carried

by the other, positively acting dogs within said housing,

and an adjusting rod connected with the dead lever at

its point of connection with the Inner telescopic push rod

and having a yielding friction connection at its opposite

end with the live lever.

5. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, n

dead lever, brake shoes carried thereby adapted to engage

the opposite sides of a wheel, a two-part rod connecting

the lower ends of said levers, a permanent take up and

holding device Including a positively acting friction dog

at the end of said rod, an adjusting rod connected with

the lower ends of the live and d«>ad levers, having a lost

motion slot at one eml and a yielding friction temporary
take up and holding device at the other, and a return

spring acting t>etween a part of the truck and the upper

end of one of the levers.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,227,948. SLACK ADJUSTER. William H. Sacvaoc,

Flushing, N. Y., assignor to Oould Coupler Company, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 26. 1916. Serial

No. 74,184. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In a slack adjuster, In combination with a track

having outside hung brake beams, a live lever, a dead

lever, a telescopic member connecting said levers near

their lower ends, permanent take up and holding means
coactlng between the effective ends of the parts of said

telescopic member, and an adjusting rod connected with
one of the levers at one end and having a yielding fric-
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tloaal lost rootloD citmp d*vlc« at its othtr end, connerted
with one of said flrnt nx-ntioned parts. ,

2. In a slack adjimter. In combiuatlon with a truck
having outalde himi; brake beamti, a live lerer and a dead
lever adjacent snid beams, a telescopic member connecting
the lower ends of said lever*, a positive clutch device
operating between the efft?ctlve ends of said telescopic

member, an adjusting rod pivotally connected with one of

the leverH at one end and passing through a pair of Idgs

on said memluT at Its opposite end and having a yielding
frlcttonal clamp device operating between nald lugs
adapte<l to temporarily take up the ezci>«s travel of the
brake rigging until taken up by said poaltire clutch
device, and belni; so posltionod and arranged as to Insure
predetermined brake shoe clearance at all times.

8. ! a alack adjuster, in combination with a truck
having outside hung brake beams, a live lover supported
from one of the brake beams near its central part, a dead
lever at the opposite side of the truck pivotally supported
from a relatively flxe<i member, a two-part telescopic pull
rod connecting the lower ends of said levers, permanent
take up and holding inechnnlsm operating between the
effective ends of the parts of said pulJ rod, and an adjust-
ing ro<l pivotally connected with aald levers adjacent their
points of connections with the brake beams and having a
loat notion device at one end. and temporary take up and
holding mechanism adapted to operate upon said perma
Dent take up and holding mechanism on release of the
brakes if exce»is travel has taken place.

4. In a slack adjufiter. in combination with a truck
having ^outside bung brake beams, a live lever supported
from one of the brake beams near its central part, a dead
lever at the opposite side of the truck pivotally supported
from a relatively fixed meml>er, a two-part telescopic pull
ro<l connecting the lower ends of said levers, permanent
take up and holding mecbanisiu operating betwt^n the
effectlT* ends of the parts of said pull rod. an adjustlnt
rod pivotally connected with said levers adjacent their
point of connections with the brake beams, having a lost
motion device at one end. temporary take up and holding
mechanism adapted to operate upon said permanent take
up and holding OH^chtDlsni on release of the brakes If

excess travel has taken place, and a return spring aasod-
ate<l with the live lever adjacent its point of connection
with its brake bemaa.

3. In a slack adjuster. In combination with a truck
having outside hung brake beams, a live lever, a dead
lever, a telesiopic pull rod connecting said levers, perma-
nent take up and holding aseans operating t>etweefl the
effective ends of said telescopic pull rod. an adjusting rod
adapted to temporarily take up and hold the excefia alack
and actuate the permanent take up mechanism on release
•f th« brakes, and a retvrn spring associated with the live

lever and Its brake beam adapted to return the parts to
normal position.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

1,227,W9 SLACK-ADJUSTER William H. Sactaoi,
Flushing, N. y.. assignor to (;ould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of Now York. FUed Jan. 26. 1916. 8«rlal
No. 74,186. (CI. 188—49.)

1. la a stack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
d«ad lever, a telescopic push rod conaectias said levers,

aad a temporary adjusting device having a yielding frlc-

tlooal connection a^ociated with each lever adapted to

caase Independent adjustment of the push rod.

2. In a slack adjuster, la combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a push rod connecting said levers, indcpeadcat

adjusting means either of which is adapted to actuate said
push rod on excess travtl of either brake lever and a
return spring connected with the live lever adjatent tU
point of connection with Its adjusting means.

3. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a push rod connecting said levers, a fixed sup-
port, a plurality of adjastlng rods associated with said
fixed support and the levers adapted to cause an actua-
tion of the push rod as wear of the parts Ukes place and
a return spring connected with the live lever adjacent Its
point of connection with its adjusting means.

4. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, an extensible push rod connecting the lower
ends of said levers, a fixed support, and an adjusting rod
connected with said fixed support and one of the parts of
said extensible push rod.

5. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a telescopic push rod <onnectlng the lower
ends of said levers, a fixed support, and adjnstlnff rods
connected with said support and one of the levers and
one of the parts of said push rod respectively.

[Claims 6 to 1« not printed in the Gazette.]

1.827.950. SLACK-ADJUSTER William H. Sautaob,
Flushing, N. T.. assignor to (iould Coupler Compaay. a
Corporation of New York. Flletl Jan. 25, 1916. Sarlal
No. 74,186. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, an
extensible push rod connected with said lever, and a pln-
rpl part adjusting rod assoclate<l with one of said mem-
bers, the parts of said adjastlng rod normally lying at an
angle to each other which angle Is varied as the slack is
taken up.

2. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a lire lever, a
dead lever, an extensible push rod connecting said Irvers,

and a plural part adjusting rod intermediate one of said
levt rs and push ro<l, the parts of said adjusting rod nor-
mally lying at an angle to each other which angle is va-
ried as the slack Is taken up.

3. In a slack adjuster, In combination, a live lever, a
push rod connecte<l with said lever, and a plural xmrt an-
gularly disposed adjusting rod having a connf>ction with
the live lever Intermediate Its ends, and a friction take-up
device associated therewith at one end of one of nld
parts.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, an
extensible push rod, a release spring for the live Irrer,

and a plural part adjusting rt>d having pivotal connection
with the live lever adjacent the point of connection with
the release spring.

5. In a slack adjuster. In comidnatlon, a live lever, a
dead lever, an extensible push rt>d connected with the
lower ends of said levers, brake beam struts pivotally
connected with said levers intermediate their ends, a re-
lease spring associated with the live lever and Its adja-
cent strut, and a plural part adjusting rod connected with
•aid lover at Its point of conoectlon with Its strut.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227.951. SLACK-ADJU8TKB. WILI.UM H. 8aota««.
Flaahlac N. Y., assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial
No. 74.187. (CI. 188—49.)

1. la a slack adjuster, )n combiaation, live and dead
levers, a push rod conaectiac aald levers, and an adjusting
mechaatsn connecting said levers intermediate their ends
and substantially parallel with said push rod, said aach-
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comprising a take ap and holding nseana and a
temporary adjusting means directly connected with each
other in aeries.

2. In a slack adjuster. In combliuitlon, live and dead
levevH, a push rod connecting said lervrs, and an adjust
Ing mechauisni connecting' said levers intermt>diate their
endti and substantially parallel with 8ai4l pu.sh rod, com-
prUiuL' a holding rod. « telescopic meiulx>r coactlng there-

with and an adjusting means connected at one enil to one
of said parts and at the other eD<l with the dead lever.

3. In a slack adjuster, in conitdnation, live and dead
levers, a push rod coBnerilag the ends of said levers, and
an adjusting mechanism cttnn*>cting said It-vers Inter-

m^iate their ends and i-oraprising a housing, a holding
rod cooaected with the live lever an<l tel<>«cc>ping within
said hoosiug. and an adju^tintf means connected at one
and with said housing and at its opposite end with said

dead lever.

4. In a slack adjuster, in combinBtlon, live and dead
levers, a push rod connecting said levers, and an adjusting
mechanism contiecting said levers comprising a housing,

a rod connected with the live lever and telescoping with
said housiiig, and an a<IJustlag rod conn)>cte<l at one end
with said housing and at its opposite end with said dead
lever. sai<l c<>nne<'tlons of the adjusting rod comprising a
lost motion device at one end. and a friction clamp device

at the other.

5. In a slack adjuster. In combtnatioa, a live lever, a
dead lever, a rod (x>anecting nalal levers, the lUack adjust-
ing mechanism connecting said levers and comprising a

housing located in one of the brake beams, a holding rod

telescoping with said housing, and an adjusting rod con-
nected with liald housing »t one end and luiving a friction

claatp >^nnectlon at its opposite end.

(Claiuis 6 to 17 uot printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,962. SLACK ADJUSTER. Wilxiam H. Sauvaob,
Flushing. N. T., assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a

Corporation of New York Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial

No. 74.188. (CT. 188—49.)

1 In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a push rod connecting the lower ends of said

Icrera, a housiag mounted upon a brake beam having
holding devices aasoctated therewith, a holding ro<l con-

nected with the live lever and having a telescoping en-

gagement with the housing and an adjusting device con-

nected with said housing at one end and said push rod
at its other.

2. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a brake beam, a

lever, a push rod connected with the end of said lever, a

housing mounted upon the brake beam having holding
devices associated therewith, a holding rod connected
with the lever and having a telescoping engagement with
the housing, and an adjusting device between the posh
rod and the housing, the (ttnnection between such adjust-

ing device and posh rod being provided with a lost motion
device to insure brake shoe clearance.

8. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a
push rod connected therewith, a brake beam, a housing
mounted apon the brake beam having holding devices as-

sociated therewith, a holding rod connecte<l with the live

lever and coactlng with the housing, an adjusting device

between the push rod and the h(>using, the connection be-

tween such adjusting rod and push rod being provided
with 4i lost motlou device to lasure brake shoe clearance,

and a friction claaip yieldaMe in both directions asso-

ciated with said adjQKting rod adapted to be operated on
excetis travel < f the brakes.

4. In a slack adjuster In combination, a live lever, a
deed lever, a nou extensible push rod c<inae<-t1ng said le-

vers, a brake heuu and strut associated with each of said

levers, a housln;; rotatably mounted upoa one of the

beams, a take up rod co-acting with said housing and piv-

otally conaocled with the live lever. at>d an adjusting rod

between the housing ami the push ro«l.

5. In a slack adjuster, In coml>lnation, a brake beam
strut. Including a rotatably mounteil honaing, a holding

rod coactlng with said housing, and an adjusting rod as
sociated with one of said parts.

(Claims to 18 not printed In the Gasette.]

I.227.95S. SLACK AIUUSTFTR Wilmam H. SaovAOa.
Flushing. N. Y.. assignor t«> Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial

No. T4,189. (O. 188—49.)

1. In a slack adjuster, iu couilttnntioi), a live lever hav-

ing a take up device connected therewith at its lower eiMl«

a dead lever, a push rod between the dead lever and t^
take up device, and adjusting MK-aafi between the pavL rod

and the live lever having a loKt motion slot and a tempo-
rary take up slot at its poiats «tt connection.

2. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever hae-

Ing a take up device directly connected therewith, a dead

lever, a push roil betwe<-n the dead lever and the take up
device, adjusting rhmhs between the push rod and the liva

lever, and a releji.se spring coactlng with the live levar

adjacent the point of conBe<-tion between the live lever

and the adjusting means.
3. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a pull rod. a live

lever actuateil tber<'by, a bifurcation at Its lower end hav-

ing a take up deiii^e conaected therewith, a dead lever, a
pash rod t>etweeD the dead lever and the take up device,

adjusting means l)e(ween the push rod and the live lever,

a release 5i>rlng coactlng with the live lever, and a stop at

the upper end of the live lever foruie*! by a contluuHtlon

uf the |)ull rod adapted to limit the return uio.vement of

the live lever to normal position.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combiaation. a live lever, a
permanent take up and holding device carried ^)y said le-

ver, a dead lever, an intervening pash rod between tlie

levers and said device, a»d an adjusting means l>etween

the live lever and the push rod. said adjusting means hav-

ing a yielding frlcttonal connection at one end yieldable lu

either direction and a lost motion cunnectiun at the other.

5. In a alack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a
permanent take up and holding device conne<-ted '«^ith said

lever, a dead lever, an intervening put>h rod between the

dead lever and holding device, an adjusting means l>etween

the live lever and the push rod, ha\'ing a frictlonal con-

nection at one end yielding in either direttiou and a lost

motion coonectlou at the other, said holding device and
adjusting means being located at opposite sides of the 1U'«

lever.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed iu the Gaaette.]
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1.227.954. SLACK-ADJUSTER. William H. Sactaob,
Flashing. N. Y., awlgnor to Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Sertal
No. 74.190. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a brake cylinder,
a live lever connected therewith, a floating lever, a tie rod
connecting said levers, and teke up and holding mecha-
nism associated with the fulcrum of the floating lever,
said mechanism comprising a casing divided Into a plu-
rality of chambers, an adjusting take up device In cne of
said chambers, a holding device in another, an>l an n(\

instable fnlcmm for the floating lever In another rhambor.
2. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a brake cylinder,

a lever actuated thereby, and take up and holdln* nio< ha
nlsm associated with the fulcmm of said lever, said
mechanism comprising a casing divided into .'. piurnllty
of chambers, a take up device In one of said chamb«:r«, a
holding device In another, an adjustable fulcrum for the
levor In another chamber, and a take up and hol.lliiif rod
plvotally connected with the end of the lever and passing
through nil of said chambers.

3. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a brake cylinder
having a piston, a live lever plvotally connected with said
piston, a floating lever connected with said first mentioned
lever and actuated thereby, and take up and holding means
asBOclated with one end of said floating lever comprising
a casing, a take up and holding rod within said caslait and
plvotally connected with the end of said floating lever, a
clutch connected with the pl»ton adapted to slide along
•aid holding ro<l on e.\ces8 piston travel and engage and
move the holding rod a distance corresponding thereto on
release of the brakes to shift the fulcruln of said floating
lever, and means for holding said parts In shifted position.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a brake cylinder
having a piston, a live lever connected therewith, a float-
ing lever at the opposite end of the cylinder, a link con-
necting said levers lnterme<llate their ends, and take up
and holding mechanism associated with the fulcrum of
aald floating lever compri.Mng a casing supported from the
under side of the c-ar body, a Uke up and holding rod
Within the casing and plvotally connected with the end of
said floating lever, means adapted to move along said hold-
ing rod on excess piston travel and move mM holding
rod a distance corresponding to the excess travel on re-
lease of the brakes to shift the fulcrum of said floating
lever, and means for holding said fulcrum In shifted posi-
tion comprising a holding dog coactlng with said push rod
and casing and normally spring held In biting engagement
with said rod.

5. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a brake cylinder,
a lever connected therewith, and take up and holding
mechanisms asaoclateil with said lever, comprising a hold
ing rod connected with said lever, a slldable member coact-
lng with Mid rod and having a connection with the brake
cylinder piston, a dog within said housing normally held
In canted position adapte<l to move freely In one direction
on application of the brakes when Involving excess piston
travel and b(te Into the rod on release of the brakes and
carry the same In the opposite dtrecttoo a distance equal
to the excess piston travel, and means adapted to hold
said rod In Ita newly adjusted position.

raalms 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.] 1

1,227,955. SLACK-ADJUSTER. William H. SAiTAoa.
Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to (Jould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial
No. 74.191.. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In a slark adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a telescopic puah rod connecting said levers,
brake beams and ytruts associated with saitl levers, a tem-
porary take up an.l holding means connecting the brake
beams comprising a relatively flat rod havlog a lost mo-
tion slot at one end and a yielding friction clamp device
at Its other end.

2. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, s
dead lever, a telescopic push rod connecting said levers,
brake beams and struts associated with Mid lerera, a tem-
porary Uke up and holding means connecting the brake
beams comprising a relatively flat rod having « lost mo-
tion slot at one end and a yielding friction damp device
at its other end. ami a return spring connecting the cen-
tral part of the live lever with the brake beam associated
with the dead lever

3. In .H slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a telescopic push rod connecting said lerera,
brake oeams and struts as8oclate<l with said levers, a tem-
ponrj take up and holding means connecting the brake
beams compri.slng a relatively flat rod having a lost mo-
tion slot at one end and a yielding friction clamp device
at its other, the points of connection between said adjust-
ing rod and the brake beams including a ball and socket
Joint adapted to permit relative turning movement of said
rod.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever at opposite sides of the truck bolster, a two
part extensible push rod connecting the ends of mid lev^r?
having a positive permanent take up and holding dericc
cooperating between the effective ends thereof, brake beama
and struts a8s<M-iate<l with the respective levers, an adjust-
ing rod connecting said brake beams having a lost motion
slot at one end adapted to provide for brake shoe clear-
ance, a yielding friction clamp at the other end adapted to
temporarily take up the excess travel, Itall and socket con-
nections between the adjusting rod and the brake beams,
and j» return spring for restoring the parts to normal
position Intermediate of one of the brake l>eam8 and the
live lever.

8. In a sla'ck adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever at opposite sides of the truck bolster, a two
part extensible push rod connecting the ends of said leveri
having a positive permanent take up and holding device
co<>peratlng between the effective pnds ther»«f, brake beams
and struts associat^'d with the respective levers, an adjust-
ing rod connecting said brake beams having a lost motion
slot at one end adapted to provide for brake shoe clear-
ance, and a yielding friction clamp at the other end adapt-
ed to temporarily take up the excess travel.

[Claims 6 to 11 not prlnte<i in the G •.zette.]

1,227,9.'»6. SLACK AIULSTER. William H. SAiVACa,
Flushing, N. Y.. assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial
No. 74,192. (CI. 188

—

49.)

1. In a slack adjuster. In combination, brake l)eams,
live and dead levers associated with the brake l>eams, an
adjusting ro«l directly connecte<l with one of said pairs of
parts having a lost motion slot at one end and a tempo-
rary take up and holding slot at the opposite end and a
permanent holding device associated with one of said pairs
of parts.
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2. In a slack adjuster, in combination, briike l>eamB,

live and dead levers associated with the brake beams, an
adjustrng ro<l directly connecteil with one of said pairs of
parts having a lost motion slot at one end, a temporary
take up and holding slot at the opposite end embodying a
yielding friction clamp, and a holding device comprising a
two-part telescopic push rod connecting the lower ends of
aid live and dead levers.

8. In a slack adjuster, in combination, brake beams,
live and dead levers associated with the brake beams, an
adjusting rod directly connected with one of said pairs of

parts having a lost motion connection at one end and a
temporary take up and holding slot at the opposite end, a
permanent holding device asoociated with one of said pairs
of parts, and a release spring associated directly with the
live lever adjacent Its point of connection with the brake
beam.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combination, brake beams and
struts, live and dead levers associated with the brake
beams, an adjusting rod directly connected with one ot

aid pairs of parts having a lost motion connection at one
end and a temporary take up and holding device at tht
opposite end. a permanent holding device associate<l with
one of said pairs of parts, and a release sjirlng asKociate<l

directly with the live lever ami Its strut adapteil to main-
tain a predetermined angular relation between said parts.

5. In a slack adjuster. In combination, with a truck
having a bolster and spring plank, brake l)eam8 adjacent
the plank, live and dead levers associated with the brake'
t)e«ms. a return spring t>etwe«n one of said levers and one
of said t>e«ms. an adjusting rod between the bolster and
pring plank connecting one of said pairs of parts and
having a frlctlonal conne<-tlon at one end adapted to yield

in either direction, and a take up and holding rod con-
nected with •aid live nn<l dead levers, said last mentioned
element <-on»prlslng a two part telescopic member and
means adapted to coact between the effective ends of said
telescopic parts.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1^7,967. SLACK ADJUSTER. William H. Sadvaob,
Flushing, N. Y., assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial
No. 74,193. (CI. 188—49.)

1. In a slark adjaster. In combination, a live lever and
a dead lever positioned upon opposite sides of a truck
bolster, a stop adapted to limit the movement of the live

^ lever to normal position, a permanent take up and hold-
ing device associated with the upper end of the dead lever,
a push rod. an adjusting device associated with the lower
ends of said dead lever, and a return spring associated
with the point of connection between the adjusting rod
and the live lever.

2. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lerer, a
dead lever, a push rod connecting the ends of .said levers,
a permanent takp up device associated with the upper end
of the dead lever, an adjusting rod connecting said levers
having a lost motion connection with one of said levers,
and a return spring associated with the point of connec-
tion l>etween the adjusting device and the live lever.

3. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a push rod connecting the ends of said levers,
a permanent take up device associated with the npper
end of the dead lever, an adjusting rod connecting said
levers having a lost motion connection with one of said
levers and a sliding frlctlonal connection with the other,
and a return spring associated with the point of connec-
tion between the adjosting device and the live lever.

4. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, a push rod connecting the ends of said levers,
a permanent take up device associated with the upper
end of the dead lever, an adjusting rod connecting said
levers having a lost motion connection with one of said
levers, a return spring associated with the point of con-
nection between the adjusting devU^ and the live lever,

and a stop adapted to coact with the live lever to limit Its
return movement.

5. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a
brake beam strut associated therewith, and a stop mount-
ed upon one of said parts adapted to coact with the other
to maintain predetermined angular relation therebetween,

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227,968. SLACK-ADJUSTER. William H, Sauvaqb,
Flushing, N, Y., assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Piled Jan. 25, 1916. Serial
No. 74.194. (a. 188—50.)

1. In an automatic slack adjuster. In combination, a
car truck frame having a ratchet rod connected at one side
thereof, a dead lever having a pawl coactlng with the
ratchet, a live lever at the opposite side of the frame, and
parallel disposed push and adjusting rods associated with
the lower ends of said levers, one of said rods having a
yielding frlctloaal supporting connection.

2. In an automatic slack adjuster. In combination, a
car truck frame having a ratchet rod (onnected at one
side thereof, a dead lever having a pawl coactlng with the
ratchet, a live lever at the opposite side of the frame,
parallel disposed push and adjusting rods associated with
the lower ends of said levers, and a stop plvotally mounted
on the upper end of the live lever adapted to coact with
the frame and limit th«' return of the parts to normal
position,

3. In an automatic slack adjuster, in combination, a
car truck frame, a ratchet rod, a dead lever having a
pawl coactlng with the ratchet, a live lever, a push rod
connecting the lower ends of said levers, an adjusting
rod connecting said levers near their points of connection
with the brakes, one of the points of connection Including
a pair of relatively fixed lugs through which the adjusting
rod passes, and means on said rod acting between the lugs
to Insure brake shoe clearance, and a release spring ex-
tending between the central part of the live lever and
truck frame, said release spring, adjusting rod and posh
rod being substantially parallel with each other.

4. In an automatic slack adjuster, in combination, a
truck frame, a dead lever at one side thereof, a perma-
nent take up and holding device associated with the upper
end of the dead lever, a live lever at the opposite side of
the frame, a yielding frlctlonal adjusting mechanism con-
necting said levers, and a release spring connecting the
central part of said live lever with the truck frame.

5. In an automatic slack adjuster. In combination, a
truck bolster, a dead lever at one side thereof, a perma-
nent take up and holding device associated with the upper
end of the dead lever, a live lever with a stop at the oppo-
site side of the bolster, a release spring connecting the
central imrt of said live lever with the truck frame, and
adjusting mecluinlsm including a two part memt>er yield-
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Ingl^ and frlrtionally connected wltb etch otber and con-
necting sakl levers positioned subBtantlally parallel to
said release spring.

1 Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Qazette.]

1^27.959. SLACK-ADJUSTEK. William H. SacVaob,
Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25, 1916. Serial
No. 74.196. (CI. 188—60.)

1. In a slack adju-^ter. in conibhiatlon, a live lever,
a dead lever, actuatint; mechanism associated with the
end of the live lever, an extensible push rod connecting
the onds of said levers, an adjusting device sobatantially
parallel thereto comprising a pair of parallel disposed
links having «'longatpd slots which links are loosely con-
nected respectively with the live and dead levers to per-
mit relative movement In both vertical and horlsontal
planes, and a friction clamp passing through said slots
adapt»Hl to have relative movement with respect to either
of said links.

2. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live lever,
a dead lever, actuating mechanism associated with the
en<! of the lire lever, an extensible posh rod connecting:
the ends of said levers, an adjusting device substantially
parallel thereto comprislnR a pair of parallel disposed
links having flongated slots connected respectively with
the live and dead levers by universal Joints, a friction
clamp passing through said slots adapted to have relative
movement with respect to said links, and a lost motion
device associated with one of the points of connection
with one of the links and Its associated lever.

3. In a slack adjuster. In combination, a live le^er,
a dead lever, actuating mechanl.«!m associated with the
live lever, an extensible push rod connecting the ends of
said levers, an adjusting device substantially parallel
thereto comprising a pair of links having elongated slots
connected respectively with the live and dead levers adapt
ed to permit both vertical and lateral movement, a fric-
tion clamp passing through said slots adapted to have
relative movement with respect to said links, said con-
nection between the ends of said live lever and dead lever
comprising a two part telescopic member having a pawl
and ratchet connection between the effective ends.

4. In a slack adjuster.* In combination, a live lever,
a d<»ad lever, actuating mechanism connected with the
live lever, a two part extensible push rod connecting the
other end of the live lever with the corresponding end of
the dead lever, and a temporary take up and holding de-
vice substantially parallel with said push rod and having
universal conaectlon with said live and dead levers.

6. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a
dead lever, actuating mechanism connected with the live
lever, a two part extenslblf push rod connecting the other
end of the live lever with the corresponding end of the
dead lever, and a temporary take up and holding device
substantially parallel with said push rod and connecting
said live and dead levers, said tak.' up device comprising
a pair of over-lapping relatively flat links universally con-
nected at their ends with the live levers and having elon-
gated registering slots, and a friction clamp passing
through said slots and adapted normally to permit moT»-
ment in one direction only.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.227,960. SLACK-ADJUSTER. Willum H. Sacvaob.
Flushlag, N. Y., assignor to Gould Coupler Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25. 1916. Serial
No. 74.196. rCl. 188—49.)

1. In a slack adju»t*'r. in combination, a source of
power, a two part live lever connected therewith, tem-

porary and permanent take up and holding mechanisms
assocUted with the live lever adjacent the point of con-
nection between its two parts and a return spring acting
on one of said parts of said live lever.

2. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a source of
power, a two part live lever connected therewith and tem-
porary and permanent take up and holding mechanism as-
sociated with the live lever adjacent the point of connec-
tion between its two parts, said temporary mechanltm
having a yielding friction device associated therewith and
so positioned and arranged as to permit brake shoe clear-
ance.

3. In a alack adjuster. In combination, a aource of
power, a plural part live lever conne<ted therewith, and
temporary and permanent take up and holding mechanism
having means insuring brake shoo clearance associated
with the live lever adjacent the point of connection be-

tween two of its parts, said permanent take up and hold-
ing device comprising a pawl and ratchet mechanism 1b-

'

terjKised between said two parts of the live lever.

4. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a source of
power, a plural part live lever connected therewith, and
temporary and permanent take up and holding mechanism
aiaoclated with the live lever adjacent the point of con-
nection between .said parts and having a yielding frlc-

tlonal point of support, said permanent* take up and hold-
ing device comprising means acting »)etween the fffectlve

ends of the adjacent parts of the live lever adapte<1 to
bold the same In the desired angular relation.

6. In a alack adjuster. In combination, a dead lever, a
two part live lever, a source of power connected with one
of the parts of the live lever, a non extensible pnsh rod
directly connecting the other part of the live lever and
the dead lever, temporary take up and holding mechanisms
between the live and dead levers, and permanent take up
and holding mechanism between the parts of the live lever.

[Claims to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,961. SLACK-ADJUSTER. William H. Savvagb,
Flushing. N. Y., assignor to Gould Coupler Company,
a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 25. 1916.
Serial No. 74.197. (a. 188—49.)

1. In a alack adjuster, m combination, lire and dead
levers, permanent take up and holding means conBe< ting
the central parts of said levers, brake beams nupportlng
saM levers and temporary take up and holding devii-es
connecting said brake beams comprising a pair of links
one of which has a lost moUon connection at its point
of support to insure brake shoe clearance and a yielding
friction clamp connecting said links adapted to permit
relative movement of the links to temporarily take up and
hold the excess travel of the brake rigging.

2. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live l^ver. a
dead lever, a permanent take up and holding device con-
necting" said levers n.-ar their central parts, and tempo-
rary take up and holding devices connecting said levers
n«ar their lower ends, said temporary take up and hold-
ing device comprising a pair of links having a yielding
frlctlonal connection with each other and also coaaected

i
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fMpectlwlj with said l^rers whereby they may move rel-

atlrely to ea< h other on excess travel of the brake rigging,
oae of saiJ links being provided mith a lost motion slot
adjacent at Its point of support adapted to Insure brake
•hoe clearance.

3. In a slack adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a
dead iever, a telescopic push rod conaecting their central
parts, brake beam stmts carried at their lower parts, and
adjusting mechanism conne«-tlng said struts.

4. In a slaik adjuster, in combination, a live lever, a
dead lever. 11 tebscoplc push ro«l connecting their central
parts, l>rake beam stmts carried at their lower parts, and
adjusting nMH-banism connecting said stmts, said adjust-
ing ni»(hanism romprising a pair of relatively flat links
having registering slots in their adjacent ends, and a fric-

tion de^•1ce passing through said slota
6. Ib a sla< k adjuster. In combination, a live lever, a

dead lev«*r. a teleijcopie push rod ronne«tlng their central
parts. Urskf beam stm\» c«rri»>d at thHr lower parta,
and adjusting mechanism <-onne<ting said struts, said ad
jostlng m<-<hanism roinprislng a pair of r^atively flat

links having registering slots In their adjacent ends, and
a bolt pa.^sing through said slots carrying friction mem
bers held in yielding engagement with the outer sides of
•aid links.

frislm^ 6 to 14 not printed In the Gasette.]
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1.227,962. MBTHOD OF MAKING CAR - WHEELS.
Frieorich SCHAma, I.,eober8dorf, Austria. Filed
July 21, 1915. Serial No. 41.069. (CI. 29—168.)

The method of making <i^ wheels of the disk type
for u.s^ on railway carriages, the said method consisting
in first heating a block of Bteel and forming from it in one
piece the tire and the disk portion with a central hub
opening In the latter, making the edge of the disk portion
surrounding aaid central hub opening of a T shaped cross
section and providing radial slots in the disk portion
terminating in said central hub opening and extending to
points near the tire, then making the hnb portion as a
separate part !n the shape of a naag«d cylinder, then rob
Jectlng the said tire and disk portion ami the said hnb
portion to a suitable heat treatment, then Inserting the
heate«l hub portion Into the central hub opening of the
•aid disk portion and forcing the hub portion around the
edge of said circular hob opening and finally cooling off
the finished wheel.

1.227.96S. SH(X'K AHSORRKR rON.VRCTION Fh,do
LIN ScniMMBL, Faribault. Minn. Filed Aug 20 1915
8«1al No. 46.494. (Cl. 21—106.)

1. A shock absorber having a bifurcated arm. carrying
a pivotedly mounted block. In combination, with a link

Srleldlngly connected to the beforementlone«l block, the
said link being free to move in any direction without con-
tacting with the block.

2. A link connection for a sho<k absorber. In rombtna-
tlon. a swivel block provided with a hole, a link passing
through the hole of said block and yieldingly connected
thereto, the diameter of the opening in the swivel block
being enough larger than the diameter of the link to per-
mit free movement In all directions.

3. A link connection for a shock absorber. In combina-
tion, a swivel block provided with a recessed hole, a link
passing through the said hole, and provided with receased
shoulder.s. compressloa springs between the recesses In the
swivel l>lock and the recesses in the shoulders, the said
link being free to move In any direction without contact-
ing with the hole.

4. A link connection for a shock absorber. In combina-
tion, a swivel block provided with a through hole of com-
paratively large diameter and spring retainers, a link of
comparatively small diameter passing through the hole
and provided with spring retainers, coll springs Inter-
posed between the aforesaid retainers whereby the swivel
and link are connected through a yielding pressure, per-
mitting free resilient movement in all directions.

1,227,964. GARBAGE-CONTAINER. J.\mbs W. SHIP-
pnsD, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Jan. 10, 191T. Serial
No. 141,647. (CT. 220—116.)

1. In containers, a casing having a downwardly direct-
ed approximately pyramidal bottom, the bottom of aaid
casing having an upwardly extending peripheral flange se-
cured to the inner face of the walls of the casing, a re-
ceptacle of foraminous cofistructlon mounted within said
casing and fitting snagly in said flange so as to be sup-
ported by the bottom of the casing and held in spaced
relation thereto and to the walls of the casing, and a
drain pipe communicating with the interior of the casing
at the apex of the bottom thereof.

4. In containers, a casing having a bottom inclined
downwardly and inwardly from Its periphery to Its center,
a drain pipe communicating with said casing at the
center of the bottom thereof, a receptacle of foraminous
construction removably mounted within the casing in
spaced relation to the walls of the same, and a removable
perforated cover for said receptacle, provided with a
downwardly directed funnel member whereby said cover
and receptacle are adapted to cooperate to provide an
insect trap and to permit ventilation of the receptacle.

[Claims 2 and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,965. TOWBL - HOLDER. Thomas J. Sbsrmak,
Billings, Mont. Filed May 11. 1916. Serial No. 96,798.
(Cl. 46—.32.) r

In a device of the class described, the combination of a
rod with a two-part cylindrical member hinged together
at adjacent edges, means for adjustably fastening the
free odges of said parts together, an Invertetl U shaped
member secured to said O'lindrlcal member an'l extending
upwardly therefrom, arms plvotally mounted on the up
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rlfht portions of said U-shaped member said arms being

made of resilient material. eDgaging portions at the outer

ends of said arms, the parts being so connected and ar-

ranged that when the arms are at>oye said rod, said en-

gaging members will be yieldingly pressed toward the rod.

1.227.966. FLYING TARGET. Clark A. Sioawoob,
Omaha. Nebr. Filed Jan. 3. 1917. Serial No. 140,897.

(CL 124—17.)

1. A flying target of fragile material having drcrun-
ferentlally disrontlnuous surface-portions colored to con-

trast with the remaining surface-portions thereof.

3. In a breakable flying target for trap-sbootlng. a

target-body having alternating surface-areas of contrast-

ing colors, said areas being circumferentlally discontinu-

ous but adapted to blend optically during rotation of the

target-body about a central axis and form an apparently-

continuous stripe around said target-body.

6. In a breakable flying target for trap-shooting, a tar-

get-body having uniformly curvilinear surface-elements

symmetrical about a central axis, and spots on said sur-

face of a color contrasting with the body-color, said

spots adapted to blend optically during rotation of ttaa

body about Its central axis.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.967. APPARATUS FOR DRIVING ROTARY EN-
GINES. GiULio S1LVB8TBI, Vienna, Austria- Hungary.
Filed June 16. 1913. Serial No. 774,002. (CI. 138—22.)

1. In an apparatus of the cliaracter described, the com-
bination with a rotary pump for delivering fluid and a ro-

tary motor, of pipes leading from the pressure side of the

pump to the motor, a pipe leading the exhaust from the

motor, a rotary flow interrupter fitted In said piping, an
accumulator connected with said piping, a short-circuit

pipe connecting said p*ping with said exhaust pipe, and a

non-return valve arranged in the short circuit pipe.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination with a rotaVy pump for delivering fluid and a
rotary motor, of piping leading from the pressure side of

the pump to the motor, a plp<> leading the exhaust from
the motor, a rotary flow Interrupter fitted in said piping

and driven by the pump, an accumulator connected with
said piping, a short circuit pipe connecting said piping

with said exhaust pipe and a non-return valve arranged

in Fald short-circuit pipe.

8. The herelndescrtbed flow interrupter consisting of a
casing having two passages one of which serves as driving
medium inlet, the other as driving medium outlet, an
accumulator, directly connected to the said casing, a ro-

tary hollow distributer having a ported wall adapted dur-

ing Its rotation to establish communication at intervals

between the driving medium inlet and the outlet, and a
sleeve disposed between the casing and the rotary dis-

tributer, said sleeve consisting of a stationary and an ad
justable part, said parts having Interengaging tooth

shaped projections and recesses and serving to determine
by the length of some of the recesses the duration of com-
munication between the driving medium Inlet and the

inner space of the distributer.

«. The hereindescribed flow interrupter consisting of a
caalDg having two passages, one of which serves as driv-

ing medium inlet, the other as the driving medium outlet,

an accumulator directly connected with the nald casing,

a rotary hollow distributer having a ported wall adapted
during its rotation to establish communication at inter-

vals between the driving medium inlet and the driving

medium outlet, a sleeve disposed between the casing and
the rotary distributer, said sleeve consisting of a station-

ary and an adjustable part, said parts having Interengag-
ing tooth-sbapeit projections and recesses, a hollow sbaft

on said adjustable part, said hollow shaft extending
through the casing, a lever mounted on said hollow shaft,

a cylinder, and a piston movable within said cylinder,

said piston being coupler! with the lever and connected
with the pressure pipe of the driving medium.

1,227.968. ROTARY ENGINE. Oicuo Silvb«t«i. Vi-

enna, Austria. Original application flled Oct. 28. 1912,

Serial No. 728,116. Divided and this application flled

Not. 29. 1913. Serial No. 803.701. (01. 121—74.)

1. In a rotary engine the combination with a stator

casing and a rotatable piston drum therein, said driuu

being of less diameter at one end than the other, of piH-

tons radially dlsplaceable In the said drum, a packing de-

vice separating the inlet side of the working chamber of

the drum from the outlet side thereof, said packing de-

vice t>eing divided into a plurality of parts, one of said

parts serving as the actual packing piece and extending

beyond both end faces of the guide slots for the pistons,

which faces are parallel to the plane of rotation of the

piston drum, and a cover for the casing at that side ad-

jacent to the smaller end of the piston drum and being

provided with an inner ring flange, and with a portion in-

tegral with said flange serving as a packing in the man-

ner and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a rotary engine, the comb'nation with a stator

casing and a rotatable piston drum therein, said drum
being of less diameter at one end than at the other, of

pistons radially dlsplaceable in the said drum and being

longer In the direction of the axis of the drum ttuin the

working chamber, a packing device separating the inlet

side of the working chamber of the drum from the outlet

side thereof, said packing device being divided into parta

B and C, the part B serving as the actual packing piece

apd extending beyond both end faces of the guide slots

for the pistons, which faces are parallel to the plane of
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rotation of the piston drum, and a cover A for the casing

at that side adjacent to the smaller end of the piston

drum, said cover forming part of the packiqg, the said

parts A, B, C t>eing so constructed that the lines of divi-

sion between them are situated outside the end surfaces

of the drum.

1,227,969. NUMBERING HEAD. Amos H. Smith. New
York, N. Y., assignor to American Hank Note Company,
a Corporation of New York Filed Aug. 22, 1916.

Serial No. 116,284. (CI. 101—88.)

r

1. A numbering head embodying therein a sequence of

digit wheels, a ratchet or spur wheel carried upon one
side of each of said digit wheels and presente<l toward the

wheel of next lower denomination, a cam disk upon the

opposite face of each of said wheels, a locking pawl of a

width to l)e operatively engage<l by the ratchet or spur
wheel of each digit wheel and the riser on the cam
disk of the wheel of next lower denomination, a
holding pawl operatively engaging each of said ratchet or

spur wheels upon the side thereof opposite to the point

of engagement of said locking pawl, a main actuating
mechanism and operative connections between said main
actuating mechanism and said digit wheels respectively.

2. A numbering head embodying therein a sequence of

digit wheels, a ratchet or spur wheel (arrle<l upon one

side of each of said digit wheels and presented toward the

wheel of next lower denomination, a cam disk upon the

opposite face of each of said wheels, a locking pawl of a

width to be operatively engageil by the ratchet or spur

wheel of each digit wheel and the riser on the cam
diak of the wheel of next lower denomination, a
holding pawl operatively engaging each of said ratchet or

spur wheels upon the side thereof opposite to the point

of engagement of said locking pawl, means whereby all

of said locking pawls may be simultaneously disengaged

from their cooperating ratchet or spur wheels to permit

the xetting of said digit wheels, a main actuating mecha-
nism and operative connections between said main actu

ating mechanism and said digit wheels respectively.

3. A numt>ering head embodying therein a sequence of

digit wheels, a ratchet or spur wheel carried upon one

side of each of said digit wheels, and presented toward the

wheel of next lower denomination, a cam disk upon the

opposite face of each of said wheels, a rock shaft, a

plurality of locking pawls of a width to be operatively en

gaged by the ratchet or spur wheel of said digit wheels

and the riser on the cam disks of the wheels of next lower
denomination respectively, said pawls being loosely

mounte<l upon said shaft, co<iperatlng means carried by

said shaft and said pawls respectively whereby said pawls

are adapted to have movement Independently of said shaft

or to be moved by said shaft, means whereby said shaft

may be actiiatiHl, a holding pmwl operatively engaging

each of said ratchet or spur wheels upon the side thereof

opposite to the point of engagement of said locking pawl,

a main actuating mechanism and operative connections

between said main actuating mechanism and said digit

wheels respectively.

4. A numbering head embodying therein a sequence of

digit wheels, a double ratchet or spur wheel carried by

each of said digit wheels, a plurality of pawls acting upon
each of said ratchet wheels whereby the digit wheel car-

rying said ratchet wheel is normally locked against move-

ment In either direction, means carried by the digit wheel

of lower denomination acting upon one of the pawls of the

digit wheel of higher denomination whereby said last

named digit wheel will be permitted at predetermined

Intervals to turn in one direction only, a main actuating

mechanism and operative connections between said main
actuating mechanism and said digit wheels respectively.

5. A numbering head embodying therein a sequence of

digit wheels, a ratchet wheel carried by each of said

digit wheels having a plurality of angular spurs thereon,

a plurality of pawls acting upon each of said ratchet

wheels whereby the digit wheel carryliyj said ratchet

wheel is normally locked against movement in either

direction, means carried by the digit wheel of lower de-

nomination acting upon one of the pawls of the digit wheel

of higher denomiantion whereby said last named digit

wheel will be permitted at predetermined Intervals to turn

in one direction only, a main actuating mechanism and
operative connections betwcM>n said main actuating mecha-
nism and said digit wheels respectively.

1.227.970. BEDSPRING FABRIC. Oarv B. Smith,
Chicago, 111. Filed July 22, 1915. Serial No. 41.292.

, Renewed Oct. 26, 1916. Serial No. 127.968. (CL

245—9.)

J. a

vnTv
1. In a bed-spring fabric, strands, cross links connect-

ing them, there being throughout the greater portion of

the fabric single links between each pair of strands, and
at various points throughout the fabric a pair of doubled

links between the respective pair of strands.

2. In a bed spring fabric, strands, and cross chains com-

prising links engaged with the strands, there being

throughout the greater portion of the fabric single links

between each pair of strands, and at various pointa

throughout the fabric a pair of double<l links between the

respective pair of strands.

3. In a be<l-sprlng fabric, strands, and cross chains

comprising links engaged with the strands, there being

throughout the greater portion of the fabric single links

between each pair of strands, and said chains having at

various points throughout the fabric yleldable portions

between the respective pair of strands.

4. In a be<l-8pring. stands, cross chains, each embodying
a series of doubled wire links having their ends bent into

hooks engaging the bights of the companion links and
embracing the respective strands, there being throughout
a greater portion of the fabric a single link between each

pair of strands, and at various points throughout the

fabric a pair of doubled links between the respective pair-

of strands.

1,227,971. BED SPHI.NG FABRIC. Gary B. Smith.
Chicago, III. Filed July 22. 1915, Serial No. 41,'.£98.

Renewed Oct. 26, 1916. Serial No. 127.964. (a.
245—9.)
1. In a t>ed-spring fabric, strands, and cross chains taav

Ing means embracing said strands and having links slid
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ably i-onnccted betwr^n said strandd. all of the links of

each cross chain bHng ronnerted.

2. In a bed-spriug fabric, strands, and cross cbalus

embodying doubled wire links havinK tb»>ir terminals re-

flexed to form hooks engaging the bends of the companion

links, certain books of the chains embracing said strands

and the others alldably receiving the benda of the re«peo

tlTe links between said strands.

3. In a bed spring labrlc, chains embodying links hav-

ing loops and reflexed portions engaging th*- loops of thp

companion links, and cross chalmi having their links en-

gaged with the aforesaid links and rellexed portions.

4. In a bed-spring fabric, chains fmb«><lylng links hav-

ing loops and n*flexed portions engaging th*- loops of the

companion links, and cross chains having their links en-

gaged with the a{preaaid links and reflexpd portions, the

reflexed portions having portions to prevent the movemfnt
of the cross chain ilnks off of the same.

5. In a bed-spring fabric, chains emlimlylng links hav

ing loops and reflexed portions engaging the loops of the

conipanion links, and cross chains having hooks embracing

the first-mentioned links and rellexe<l portions thereof, the

reflexed portions having portions to prevent the movem«»rt

of the cross chain links oflf of the sniiie.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the aax«>tte.l .

1,227,972. MACHINE FOR ASSKMBLINO BED FA15RIC
CHAINS. Gart B. Smith, Chicago, III. Filed July 29.

1915, Serial No. 42,517. Renewed Oct. 26, lUlU. SerUI

No. 127,905. (Cl, 140—7.)

1. A chain-fabric assembling machine embodying a
gnide for receiving a longitudinal chain and coupt^rable

with cross chains, and means for moving the guide an<l

cross chains relative to one another to engage the loo

gltudioal chain to hooks of the cross chains.

2. A chain-fabric assembling machine eiBN>dylng a

guide for receiving a longitudinal chain and co'perahle

with cross chains, means for moving the guide and cross

chains relative to one another to engage the longitudinal

chain to books of the cross chains, and means for l>endlnK

the hooks to embrace the longitudinal chain.

3. A chain fabric assembling machine embodying a

gnlde for receiving a longitudinal chain, and to co'perate

with cross chains having hooks, means for moving said

guide and cross chains relative to one another to i-arry

the longitudinal chain into the hooks of the cross chains

and to deliver the fabric to one skl#. awl nieann for pre

entlnjj the r««tropr»ide moTement of the fabric.

4. A rbaln-fabric am«»niMtnK machine embfxIyiBC a

guide for receiving a longitudinal chain, and to cof^pwnte

with cross chains having hook*. Di««n4 for movlne nnld

polde and cross chain.M relative to one another to carry the

longitudinal chain Into the hooks of the cross chains and
to deliver the fabric to one side, means for preventing
the retrograde movement of the fabric, and means for

bending the hook« to embrace the longitudinal chain.

5. A chain-fabric assembling machine embodying a
laterally movable guide for receiving a longitudinal chain
and co^perable with cross chains having hooks, and means
for moving said guide to carry the longitudinal chain Into

the books of the cross chains.

[Claims 6 to 51 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.227,973. LIFTING -JACK FOR AUTOMOBILB*.
Florx.vtixk LArAYBTTc SNivKLT, Dunnvllle, Ontario,

Canada. Piled Jan. 15, 1917. Serial No. 142,537.

(CI. 254—91.)

/?-;

.\ lifting Jack for automobiles comprising a base frame,
link members swung upon the base frame, a lifting frame
carried hy the links, right angular brackets extending
borlsontally ootwardly from each side of the Hftlag

frame and against which the wheels of the rar are de-

signed to have impart, bracket members carried by each
end of the base frame and on which the lifting frame nor-

mally rests, and stop members extending outwardly from
such bracket members and with which the links of the

lifting frame engage when the lifting frame is carried to

the lifted position.

1.227.974. GAS- GENERATOR. Cbarlsb BanwsTBH
HnsLB. New York. N. T. Filed Apr. 16, 1906. Serial

No. 427,511. (Cl. 48—41.)

1. A gas generator consisting of a ItqaM receptacle aB<l

a gasometer each t>elng movaliie relatively to the other

provlded with a ga» outlet r\\pf a valve provided with an
aotoDiatlc lurk governing the outlet plp«> adapted to b«>

torked la closed position when the iras baa all t>een with
drawn.

2. In a gas generator, a liquid receptacle, a plurality of

tlexllde connections, oae end of each connection being at-

tached to the liquid receptacle, a bell Inverted within th<-

receptacle to which lit attacbeil the other end of each of

the fesllWe connections, pulleys suitably supporteil over

which the flexible connections run to support the recep-

tacle and bell, a oarbid holder within the bell, and a gas
outlet pipe extrnding within the bell.

3. In )i generntor, a fluid receptacle, a bell disposed

in said receptacle, each relatively movable ta the other,

fexlble connection!* between said bell and said receptacle,

«her>>by the *ai<l bell and receptacle may approai h and
rx-eile fron> one another under variations of gas pressure,

said bell being provided with a removable cover, and a

cArtoid basket iletachably connected to aald cover.
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4. In a generator, a liquid receptacle, a gas receptacle
movably disposed therein, a carbid holder within the gas
recepucle, pulleys suitably supported, flexible connections
attached at their ends to the receptacles and running over
the pulleys, each receptacle being attached to opposite
ends of the flexible connections.

5. In a generator, a liquid receptacle, a carbid lioldlng
receptacle movably disposed therein, flexible connections
between said receptacles and supports for said connec-
tions, the carbid holding receptacle being so weighted
that when charged with carbid It is of greater weight
than the liquid receptacle when charged with the proper
amount of water, each receptacle beln^attached to oppo- I

site ends of the flexible connections.
[Claim's 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.227,976. SIGNAL DEVICE. Willis W. SnrwY, Kutz-
town, and Hobacb B. Stbckbl. Slatlngton, I'a. Filed
Dec. 4. 1915. .Serial No. 65,059. (a. 177—337.)

taken radially through the. central bearing, a pair of
armatures independently mounted to be disposed on op-
posite sides of the arrow and shaped at their contacting
faces to lie In planes taken radially from the central bear-
ing, said Indicating arrow being provided with a counter
balance weight beyond the location of the bearing shank.
circuit connections leading from a source of electrical
energy to said magnets, and a switch within the control
of the operator to be moved to energize said magnets se-
lectively to cause the arrow to be swung to Indicating
positions.

1. A slcnal device Including a supporting disk having
transmvely extending upokes radiating from a central
bearing, an indicating arrow having a bearing shank
formed thereon at a point away from the head end and
shaped to be received in the central bearing in a relation
that the arrow normally swings by gravity to point to a
neutral Indication, magnets mounted on the transversely
extending spokes, armatures carried by the arrow on the
sides thereof, and a circuit in which the magnets are
connected provided with a switch to be manually shifted
to connect said magnetk selectively in the circuit to be
energised.

2. A signal device including a supporting disk made In
the form of a ring having a plurality of spokes radiating
from a central bearing opening and with two of said
spokes extending horizontally from the bearing opening, an
Indicating arrow having a head at one end thereof pro-
vided with a shank adjacent the opposite end shaped to
be received In the central bearing opening and to thus
mount the indicating arrow in a relation that it Is nor-
mally swung by gravity to point to a neutral Indication,
electromagnets mounted on the transversely extending
spokes with the faces of the cores thereof disposed in
planes taken radially through the central t)earlng, a pair
of armatures Independently mounted to be disposed on
opposite sides of the arrow and shaped at their contact-
ing faces to lie In planes taken radially from the central
bearing, and a circuit connected with said magnets by
which the same may be energized.

3. A signal device including a supporting disk made In
the form of a ring having a plurality of spokes radiating
from a central l)earlng opening and with two of said spokes
extending horizontally from the bearing opening, an In-
dicating arrow having a head at one end thereof provlde<i
with a shank adjacent the opposite end shaped to be re-
ceived In the central bearing opening and to thus mount
the indicating arrow in a relation that It Is normally
swung by gravity to point to a neutral indication, electro-
magnets mounted on the transversely extending spokes
with the faces of the cores thereof disposed In planes

238 O. G.—94

1.227.976. GRAIN - SIOUT ELEVATOR AND AD-
JUSTER. Mariox E. Stinnett, Victoria. 111. Filed
July 31, 1916. Serial No. 112.395. (Cl. 254—84.)

1. An elevator spout holding and adjusting device com-
prising a base, a vertically sletted mast rotatably mount-
ed on the base, a boom made of relatively telescopic aec-
tlons, one of the sections being disposed through the slot
and pivoted IntermedUte its ends to the mast for verti-
cal movement, an elevator support operatlvely carried
upon the extremity of the other section, means for rais-
ing or lowering the free end of the boom and holding it
in Its adjusted positions, and means for shifting the spout
supporting section of the boom outward relative to the
pivoted section thereof.

2. An elevator s^pout holding and adjusting device com-
prising a base, a mast rotatably mounted thereon, a boom
having relatively telescopic sections, one of said sections
being pivoted upon the mast for vertical movement, an
elevator support pivotally carried upon the extremity of
the other section for lateral movement In a horizontal
plane, means for raising or lowering the boom and hold-
ing It Is its adjustetl positions, means for shifting the
spout supporting section of the boom outward relative
to the pivoted section thereof, and means for laterally
shifting the elevator support and holding it in its later-
ally shifted positions.

3. Means for supporting adjustable elevator spouts com-
prising an adju8tal)le mast vertically slotted for a portion
of its length, a boom mounted for vertical movement with-
in said slotted pt)rtion. means for raising or lowering the
lx)om, a head pivoted upon the boom for lateral movement,
means for lengthening or shortening the boom, and oper-
ating connections attached to the head and extending
to the mast whereby the head may be laterally shifted
and held In its shifted positions.

4. In an elevator spout supporting and holding device,
a base, a mast rotaUbly mounted upon the base and being
vertically slotted, means for holding the mast In rota-
tably adjusted positions relative to the base, a boom
formed of telescopic sections, one of said sections being
disposed In said slot and pivoted to the mast for vertical
movement, means for raising or lowering said boom com-
prising a winding drum, a cable extending from the drum
to the pivoted section of the boom, and means for adjusting
the other section of the boom through said pivoted sec-
tion comprising a winding drum, a cable mounted thereon
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and having Its free end operatlvely engaged with the
mast, and a pulley on said second named section around
which said cable passes.

1,227.977. COMBINED BOTTLE-HOLDER AND INK-
FEEDER. Edwin l. Stocking, Los Angeles, CaL
Filed Mar. 29. 1916. Serial No. 87.559. (CI. 120—72.)

1. In a device as specified, the combination with a base
providing a support for two spaced apart bottles, remov-
able caps on the bottles, of arms hinged to the bas* at
the opposite ends thereof and extending along opposite
sides of the bottle to their respectively remote bottles
and connected to the caps thereof, and operating levers
pivotally mounted on the base for Independently actuat-
ing the arms.

2. The combination with a base providing a support,
two spaced apart bottles on said support, and removable
caps on the bottles, of arms hinged to the opposite ends
of the base, extending along the opposite sides of the
bottles and connected Individually to the caps of the
bottles remote from the respective hinged ends of the
arms, and a lever for each bottle hinged to the base at the
side of the bottle facing the hinge of the arm of that
bottle, and comprising a portion extending to the side
of the bottle remote from the hinge of its arm and a por-
tion adapted to engage the arm of the bottle for lifting
the cap therefrom, said levers being out of allnement with
each other.

3. A device as specifl'^d comprising a base, means oa
the base for supporting two spaced apart bottles, a pair
of levers extending longitudinally of the base and having
their ends out of allnement with one another and lying
at the opposite sides of the bottles, arms hinged to the
opposite ends of the base and extending longitudinally at
the sides thereof, and caps on the arms normally engaging
over the bottles to close the same, one end of each of the
levers having engagement with one of the hinged arms to
raise the same and Its cap when the free end of the lever
is depressed.

4. A device as specified comprising a bate, a bottle
thereon, a cap for said bottle, an arm hinged to the base
at one side of the bottle, projecting toward the bottle and
attached to the cap thereof, and a lever pivoted to the
base at the same side of the bottle and comprising a
finger piece extending to the opposite side of the bottle
and closely adjacent thereto, and a portion adapted to
engage the arm to lift the cap from the bottle.

5. A device as specified comprising a base, a bottle
thereon, a cap for said bottle, a quill fixed to said cap. an
arm pivoted to the base at one sldp of the bottle, pro-
jecting toward the bottle and attached to the cap there-
of, a lever pivoted to the base on an axis extending trans-
versely thereof between the axis of said arm and said
bottle and comprising a portion extending around the
bottle to the opposite side thereof and having a finger
piece closely adjacent thereto, and a portion adapted to
engage said arm for actuating the same.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<l in the (iazette.]

1,227.978. DRAFTING APPARATIS. Christian Thom-
son, Colvllle, Wash. Filed Apr. 28. 1915. Serial No.
24.428. (Cl. 33—20.)

1. In a view locator apparatus for draftsmen, a drawing
board provided with battens projecting beyond one edge
of said board, a range bar slldably engaging the board
edge and resting on the projecting ends of said battens
and provided with a shoulder bar engaging the bottom of
said board and provided with a wire engaging stud, a
tension or holding wire secured to one of said battens

and extending over said stud to bold said range bar in
sliding engagement with said board, and tension means
mounted on the remaining batten and connected with said
wire, substantially as described.

2. In a view finder or locator for draftsmen, a drawing
board, a range bar slldably mounted on one edge of said
board and being of rectangular cross section, and having
longitudinally extending grooves at diagonally opposite
corners, a carriage retaining wire looped about nald
grooves and extending diagonally across the ends of Mild
bar, a carriage mounted on said bar and provided with
devices engaging said wire to slldably connect said car-
riage with said bar, and view locating apparatus mounted
on said carriage, substantially as described.

3. In a view finder or locating apparatus for draftsmen,
a drawing board, a range bar slldably connected with said
board and provided with a carriage retaining wire, a
carriage slldable on said bar and provided with means
engaging said wire to retain said carriage in position
on said bar. and view locating apparatus mounted on said
carriage, substantially as described.

4. In a view finding apparatus for draftsmen, a draw-
ing board, a guide extending across said board and lin-
early slldable therealong, a tower support longitudinally
slldable on said guide, a tower mounted on said support.
a pencil guide slldable with respect to said first named
guide and a cord movable along said tower and provided
with an object locator and having operative connection
with said pencil guide, substantially as described.

8. In a view finding apparatus for draftsmen, a draw-
ing board, an elongated guide extending across said board
and movable therealong linearly transversely with re-
spect to the longitudinal axis of said elongated guide, a
pencil guide slldable longitudinally In said elongate«l
guide, a tower support adjusUble longitudinally along
said guide, a tower hinged to said support, cord sheaves
mounted on said tower and at the point of hinge of the
tower with said support and upon said elongated guide, a
cord trained about said sheaves, a locator mounted on
said cord, and means connecting said cord with said pen-
cil guide, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Oarette.]

1.227.979. IGNITION CONTROL. Charles C. Tbimp,
Syracuse, N. Y.. assignor to Humphrey Gas Pump Com-
pany, a Corjwratlon of New York. Filed Dec. 19. 1911.
Serial No. 666.767. (Cl. 123—143.)

znr

1. The method of Ignition control which consists In
ntlllxlng the pressure of liquid to affect a medium against
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a restoring force and permitting the restoring force to be-

come effective to react npon the medium upon change of
pressure of the liquid.

2. The method of utilizing the impact of liquid for con-
trolling an electric circuit which consists in actuating a
medium by said impact, against a restoring force and
permitting the restoring force to become effective to re-

act upon the medium upon change of pressure of the
liquid.

3. The method of utilizing the Impact of liquid to make
and break an electric circuit which consists in actuating a
medium by said Impact, against a restoring force and
permitting the restoring force to become effective to react
upon the medium upon change of pressure of the liquid.

1,227,980. ATTACHMENT FOR SEWING-MACHINES.
Lucius M. Ti.ves, Gloster, Miss. Filed ^.une 19. 1915.
Serial No. 35,035. (Cl. 112—18.)

An embroidery attachment fashioned from a single
length of resilient wire, the same being bent upon Itself

to fashion a lateral loop comprising an upper arm and a
lower arm. the arms being united by an Integrally formed
spiral spring constituting a means for aiding in compress-
ing the lower arm. the upper arm at one extremity l>eing

twisted upon Itself to form a needle receiving eye. the
constituent material of the eye being extended to form
an extension disposed at an acute angle to the upper
arm and embodying a rearwardly extended terminal
adapted to be engaged over the screw of a needle bar,

the upper arm being bent upon itself to form a forwardly
presented elbow, and the lower arm l>elng bent upon Itself

to fashion a forwardly presented elbow, the angle in the
elbow of the lower arm being more acute than the angle
In the elbow of the upper arm. and the angle In the elbow
of the upper arm lying to the rear of the angle In the
•Ibow of the lower arm, the elbow in the lower arm lying
In a plane which is Inclined upwardly and forwardly at
an angle to the axis of the eye, the extremity of the lower
arm being formed Into a free-ended forwardly prolonged
projection bent forwardly and upwardly and is located
approximately in a common plane with the elbow of the
lower arm, the projection having a free forward end
which Is bent upwardly and backwardly to form a work-
fnlding eye.

1^27.981. FISH-CORD SHOE. Lucius li. Ttn«8, Fort
Worth. Tex. Piled Dec. 80. 1916. SerUl No. 189.827.
(a. 86—3.)

''?^^^ _<'_!,

1-1

1. A shoe the upper of which emt>odies a woven, mesh-
work portion made up of water-proof, crossed, braided
threads of rectangular cross section.

2. A shoe the upper of which embodies a woven, mesh-
work portion made up of crossed, braided threads, of
rectangular cross section.

1,227.982. NON-CAKING FILTER PRESS. HtNRY A.
Vallez. Bay City. Mich. Filed Feb. 24. 1914. Serial
No. 820.526. (Cl 210—13.)

1. In a device of the class described a casing, an axial
member therein, a plurality of filtering elements slotted to
engage upon said member, agitating means movable be-

tween each of said filtering elements to stir the contents of
the press and clean the surface of said elements, and
means maintaining said filter elements stationary during
the movement of said agitating means.

2. In a filter press a plurality of stationary slotted
filter elements, the slots permitting Independent Inser-
tion and removal of ajjy one of said elements into and
from said filter press, and a plurality of rotatable agitat-
ing arms movable therebetween to stir the contents of
the press and clean the surface of said filtering elements.

3. In a device of the class described a casing comprising
hinged sections, a drive shaft extending co-axlally through
said casing, supporting means on the side walls of said
casing, a plurality of filter elements resting on said sup-
porting means and constructed for engagement with said
drive shaft for support thereby to permit removal of any
one of said filter elements Independently of the others
when said blnge^l casing is opened, agitating arms se-

cured on said drive shaft sweeping between adjacent filter

elements to clean the same and stir the contents of the
casing, and means drawing off the filtrate from each of
said filter elements.

4. Id a device of the class described a casing, a plu-
rality of stationary filtering elements therein, each having
a radial opening therethrough to permit Independent re-
moval of each from said casing, agitating arms moving
over the surface thereof to prevent the formation of a
cnke thereon, and an Individual eduction pipe for each
of said filtering elements.

6. In a device of the class described a casing, means
on the inner walU thereof forming supports thereon,
filter elements within said casing supported on said means,
a centrally disposed shaft within said casing and jour-
naled to rotate therein, each of said filtering elements con-
structed to engage over said shaft, and cleaning and agi-
tating mechanisms mounted on said shaft adapted to ro-
tate between adjacent filtering elements.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,227.983. FILTER PRESS. Henbt A. Vallez. Bay
City, Mich. Filed Mar. 6, 1915. Serial No. 12,667. (Cl.
210—14.)
1. In a device for filtering cake-forming liquids, the

combination of a casing, a plurality of filtering elements
revolubly mounted therein and spaced apart, a cleaning
bar connecting the peripheries of said filtering elements
and disposed to travel in close proximity to the interior
of said casing, a discharge charal)er located beneath said
casing and having a discharge opening, a conveyer in
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•aid chamber adapted to deliver material to said opening,
a plurality of jet-nozzles located near the top of lald
casing, each nozzle adapted to proje'ct a Jet of washing
liquid against the periphery of a cake at its place of at-
tachment to the face of a Altering element, a pivotally
mounted finger in said casing, one end of said finger
adapted to engage the surface of the accumulating cake,
a cake-thickness indicating device located outside the
casing, and means operatlvely connecting said finger and
indicating device, for the purposes set forth.

2. In a device for filtering cake-forming liquids, the
combination of a casing, a plurality of filtering rlements
rcvolubly mounted therein and spaced apart, means for
removing the accumulate<l cake from said elements, said
means comprising a cleaning bar secured to and connectlag
the peripheries of said filtering elements and disposed
to travel in close proximity to the interior of said casing
to progressively sweep the casing free of accumulated
cake.

3. In a device for filtering cake-forming liquids, the
combination of a casing, a plurality of filtering elements
revolubly mounted therein and spaced apart, a plurality
of cleaning bars secured to and connecting the peripheries
of said filtering elements and disposed to revolve with
tl>em in close proximity to the interior of said casing, a
discharge chamber located beneath said casing and in the
path of travel of said bar, said discharge chamber having
8 discharge opening intermediate its ends, a right- and
left band conveyer In »ald chamber adapted to deliver
material from said scraping bars to said opening, and
means for simultaneously actuating said conveyers.

4. In a device for filtering cake-forming liquids, the com-
bination of a casing, a plurality of filtering elements revo-
lubly mounted therein and spaced apart, a discharge cham-
ber located beneath said casing, a plurality of cleaning
bars connecting the peripheries of said filtering elements
and disposed to travel in close proximity to the interior
of said casing, and a plurality of Jet-noziles located near
the top of said casing, each of said nozzles adapted to
project a Jet of liquid against the periphery of a cake
at its place of attachment to the face of one of said filter-

ing elements.

6. In a device for filtering cake-forming liquids, the
ctimbinatlon of a casing, a pluraUty of filtering elements
rcvolubly mounted therein and spaced apart, means for
separating the accumulated cake from said elements, said
means comprising a plurality of Jet nozzles located near
the top of said casing, each of said nozzles adapted to
project a Jet of liquid against the periphery of a cake
at its place of attachment to the face of one of said filter-
ing elements, and means for revolving said filtering ele-
ments in the path of said Jets.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227,984. CRADLE AND MEANS FOR ROCKING THE
SAME. Sh«li>ox d. VANDBRBtBOH, Hastlngs-upou-
Hudson. N. T. Filed Feb. 4, 1909. SerUl No. 476,000.
(CI. 5—57.)

1. A rocking cradle including a supporting frame hav-
ing swinging rods suspended therefrom, and spaced apart
from each other, plates pivotally supported at their cen-
ters respectively on said swinging rods at the lower I

free ends thereof, and a hammock body supported by and
between said plates, said plates having hinged peripheral
sections to which portions of the ends of the haamock
tody arc connected.

2. A rocking cradle including a supporting frame hav-
ing swinging rods suspended thereform. and spaced apart
from each other, plates pivotally supported upon and
at the free ends of said rods and having hinged peripheral
sections

; rods connecting the free ends of the hinged
sections of the one plate with the corresponding free ends
of the sections of the other plate, and a hammock body
secured at its ends to said plates and having portions
thereof secured to said hinged sections, said hammock
body being connected at Its edges to said rods.

3. A rocking cradle including a supporting frame,
swinging rods suspended therefrom spaced apart fro«
each other, plates pivotally supported at their centers at
the lower ends of said swinging rods to rock thereon, a
hammock body suspt-nded at its ends upon said plates,
and stops to limit the extent of swinging movement of
aaid plates upon said rods.

1,227.985. VARIABLE .SPEED GEARING. PHILIP A.
WaioBL, Rlverton. N. J., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to Auto Transmission Company, a Corporation
of Delaware. Filed June 8, 1914, Serial No. 848,597.
Renewed Jan. 18. 1917. Serial No. 143.198. (O.
74—41.)

1. In a variable speed gearing, a cone driving gear, a
helical flange thereon, a cone driven gear, curved teeth
thereon adapted to mesh with said helical fiange, and
mechanism for shifting said gears to secure a variation of
speed.

2. In a variable speed gearing, a support, a driving
shaft Journaied therein, a bell shaped member on said
driving shaft, variable speed driving gears actuated by
said bell-shaped member, driven gears adapted to mesh
with aaid driving gears, and mechanism for simulta-
neously shifting said gears.
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*. In a variable speed gearing, a support, a frame ro-

tatably mounted in said support, a driving shaft Joumaled
in said support, variable speed driving gears Journaied in

aid frame, driven gears adapted to mesh with said driv-

lac fcars, gearing between said driving shaft and said
driving gears, and mechanism for simultaneously shifting
•aid driving and driven gears and rotating said frame.

4. la a variable speed gearing, a suitable support, a
frame rotatably mounted m said support, driving gears
Journaied in said frame, driven gears adapted to mesh
with said driving gears, means for shifting said driven
gears, and mechanism operated by said shifting means
for changing the position of said driving gears.

6. In a variable speed gearing, a support, a liell-shaped

driving gear Journaied In said support, a frame Journaied
in said support and said bell-shaped member, variable

peed gearing Journale<l in said frame, gearing between
mid ball-shaped gear and said variable speed gearing, and
BMchanlsm for shifting said variable speed gearing.

(Claims 6 to 10 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

l.227.98rt. TURBINE WHEEL. OaaAB Anto.n Wibbbg,
Flnxpong, Hweden, assiguor. by mesne assignments, to

Aktiebolaget LJungstrOms Angturbin, Stockholm, Swe-

den, a Corporation of Sweden. Filed Apr. 3, 1917
Serial No. 169.596. {CI. 258—89.)

1. la a turbine, the combination of a shaft, a bearing
tkarcfor, and a rotor for driving the shaft comprising an
inner portion which is mounted on the end of the shaft
that overhangs the bearing, an outer portion that sur-
rounds the shaft and is axially displaced from the first

on the side adjacent the bearing, a meml>er which unites
said portions, and blades mounted on the outer portion
for driving it and the shaft.

4. In a turbine rotor, the combination of a shaft, a disk
Boanted thereon, a self supporting ring located wholly
at one side of the disk, radial blades mounted on the pe-
riphery of the ring, an annular meinl>er having ends that
are circular in cross-section and are seated in correspond-
ing grooves in both disk and ring, said member serving to
hold the ring concentric with the shaft, transmit the
torque exerted by the blades to the shaft, and prevent the
transmission of strains due to centrifugal force, and
means for locking the member to the ring and disk to pre-
vent relative angular movement.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,987. SHOT SPREADING DEVICE FOR GDN-
MUZZLES. James E. Wright, Bay City. Mich. Filed
Aug. 80, 1916. SerUl No. 117,649. (CI. 42—79.)

T

1

opening, the horizontal width of which is greater than
its height, the height being suflSclent to permit the pas-
sage of a single projectile, for the purposes set forth.

2. A gun barrel coinprtslng a tube formed with a bore,

the muzzle end of said tube being flatted to form a muz-
zle opening, the cross sectional area of which is slightly

less than the cross sectional area of the bore, the hori-

zontal width of said opening being greater than Its

height, the height being sufficient to permit the passage of

a single projectile, for the purposes set forth.

8. A gun barrel comprising a tube formed with a bore,

the discharge end of said tube being flatted to form a
spreading muzzle, said muzzle formed with outwardly
flaring sides, intermediate Its ends, and parallel sides
near its extremity.

1,227,988. WHEEL RIM AND TIRE. Richard Wcn-
NINO, New York. N. T. Filed Feb. 12, 1916. Serial

No. 77,976. (CI. 152—&.)

C'J'

1. A gun barrel comprising a tul>e formed with a bore.

the muzzle end of said tut>e being flatted to form a muzzle
1

1. In a wheel rim and tire cout^tructlon, a rim, trans-

Tersely arranged spring loop or bow members open at their
inner sides and connecte<l with said rim and between
which are radial open spaces, a flexible tread member
mounted on taid spring or bow members and Inclosing the
same, and curved supplemental flat spring members de-

tachably mounted on the outer sides of the spring loop or
bow members and inclosing saltl spaces and detachably
connected with the rim and with the outer parts of the
spring loop or bow members adjacent to the tread member
and having tongues which project undir the opposite edge
portions of the tread member.

2. In a wheel rim and tire construction, a rim, a flexible

tread member, spring loop or bdir members connected with
said rim and on which raid tread member is mounted and
between which are radial open spaces, said parts t>elng de-
tachably connected, said tread memt>er being composed of
separate blocks, the ends of which are provided with cen-
tral interlocking hook members whereby they are detach-
ably connected, and curved 6upf)lemental spring members
of less width than said spring loop or bow members and
adapted to Inclose said spaces and t>elng detachably con-
nected with said rim, the separate parts of said tread
member and the outer parts of said spring loop or bow
members.

8. In a wheel rim and tire construction, a rim, a flexible

tread memlier, and spring loop or bow members connected
with said rim and on which said tread ipember is mounted
and between which are radial open spaces, said parts be-

ing detachably connected and said tread member being
composed of separate blocks which are rectangular in

form and are provided centrally of one end thereof with
transverse apertures, the ends of said blocks being pro-
vided with central interlocking devices and the corner
portions of said blocks being also provided with supple-
mental Interlocking devices.

4. In a wheel rim and tire construction, a rim, trans-
versely arrange*! spring loop or bow members open at their
Inner ends and detachably connected with said rim and
l)etwecn which are radial open spaces, a flexible tread
meml>er composed of separate blocks which are rectangular
in form and the ends of which are provided with central
interloclcing hook members whereby they are detachably
connected, and supplemental spring loop or bow meml>erB
detachably connecte<l with said rim, the separate parts of
said tread member and the outer parts of said spring loop
or bow members and adapted to inclose said spaces.
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1.227,989. SIGN-BOARD. Maxlt E. A.ktbll. Vlckuburg,
Mich. Filed Oct. 26, 1015. Serial No. 57.923. (CI.

40—125.)

1. In a algnboard, the combination of a pair of stand-
ards, each coDslsting of a pair of standard members har-
Ing parallel upper portions and diverging leg portions,
said leg portions being connected by cross pieces at their
lower ends, said parallel portions being connected by bolts
disposed therethrough, leg braces formed of bars folded
Into loops with the arms of the loops converging, said
braces being disposed one through the other in a crossed
relation and secured between tfre diverging leg portions
of the standard, the upper end of each brace being plT-
otally secured so that they may be collapsed between the
said leg portions of the standard to which their upper
ends are connected when their lower ends are discon-
nected from the other 8tan<lar(l, and a panel supported
between parallel poftions of said standard.

2. In a signboard, the combination of a pair of stand-
ards, each consisting of a pair of standard merat>er8 hav-
ing parallel upper portions and diverging leg portions,
said leg portions being connected by cross-pieces at their
lower ends, said parallel portions being connected by bolts
disposed therethrough, leg braces formed of bars folded
into loops with th*' arms of the loops ronverglnir, said
braces being disposed one through the other in a crossed
relation with their ends secured between the diverging
leg portions of the standard members, the bight ends of
said braces constituting cross pieces for the standards to
which they are secured.

3. In a signboard, the combination of a pair of stand-
ards, each consisting of a pair of facing channel irons hav-
ing parallel upper portions and diverging leg portions,
said parallel portions being connected by bolts disposed
therethrough, and a panel having flanged vertical edges
adapted to be Introduced Into said standards by sliding
longitudinally from the upper ends thereof, the connect-
ing bolts for the parallel portions of said standard mem-
bers at the lower ends of the panel being disposed under
Kald panel and constituting rests therefor, the other bolts
being disposed at the edges of the panel and constituting
means for clamping the standard members upon said
panel.

4. In a signboard, the combination of a pair of stand-
ards, each consisting of a pair of facing channel Irons hav-
ing parallel portions connected by bolts disposed there-

through, a panel having flanged vertical edges adapted to
be introduced into said standards by sliding longitudinally
from the upper ends thereof, the connecting bolts for the
parallel portions of said standard members at the lower
ends of the panel being disposed under said panel and con-

stituting rests therefor, the other bolts being disposed at
the edges of the panels and constituting means for clamp-
ing the standard members upon said panel, a top bar dis-

posed above said panel with its ends clamped between
uld standard members.

5. In a signboard, the combination of a pair of stand-
ards, each consisting of a pair of standard members hav-
ing parallel portions connected by twits disposed there-
through, a panel arranged with its vertical edges between
said standard members, the connecting bolts for the par-
allel portions of said standard memt>ers at the lower ends
of the panel being disposed under said panel and consti-
tuting rests therefor, the other bolts being disposed at the
edg«« of the panels and constituting means for clamping
the upright members upon said panel, and a top bar dis-
posed above said panel with its ends clamped between
said standard members.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.227.090. DEMOUNTABLE - RIM WHEEL. Ebl« K.
B.AKiR. Chicago, 111., assignor to Universal Rim Com-
pany, Chicago, 111., a Corjwratlon of Illinois. Filed
Dec. 31. 1912. SerUl No. 739.459. (CI. 152—21.)

yf
1. A vehicle wheel comprising a wheel In combination

with a plurality of pairs of opposed rim wedging clamps
spaced around the wheel periphery and adapted to force
the rim outwardly at a plurality of points, and a rim sup-
port carried by the wheel and extending clrcumferentlally.
intermediate of said pairs of clamps, to prevent excessive
distortion of a rim upon the wheel.

2. A vehicle wheel comprising a wheel In combination
with a plurality of rim retaining devices carried by and
spaced around the wheel, each thereof comprising two
complementary opposed wedging clamps and a cooperating
bolt, rim supporting means arranged between the rim and
the wheel and Intermediate of said clamps and adapted to
prevent excessive distortion of a rim by the clamps.

3. A vehicle wheel comprising a wheel in combination
with a plurality of opposed wedging rim clamps carried
by and spaced around the wheel, a centrally disposed lir-

cumferentlal rib or ridge on the wheel of slightly less cir-

cumference than the Inner circumference of the rim, and
adapted to support a rim intermediate of the clamps.

4. A vehicle wheel comprising a wheel proper having a
flxed rim and a complementary demountable rim. said
fixed rim being provided with a centrally disposed circum-
ferential rib or ridge slightly smaller In diameter tliair

the Internal diameter of the rim. a plurality of wedging
rim engaging devices spaced around the flxed rim and
adapted to secure the demountable rim thereon, said rib

serving to prevent the collapse of the demountable rim at
points clrcumferentlally l)etween said wedging devices.

5. In a metallic vehicle wheel a sheet metal flxed rim
substantially L-shaped in cross-section and provided on its

outer periphery with a centrally disposed circumferential
rib forming a rim seat.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227.991. CAMERA SHUTTER OrERATING DEVICID.
Moaaiaaox J. B.*R.vrrT, Los .\ngel«>s, Cal., assignor to
Eber Beaulleu. Alderpolnt. Cal. Filed Mar. 18, 191«.
SerUl No. 85.098. (CI. 161—26.)

1. In a device of the character described, a cylinder
closed at one end and open at the other, said closed end
having therein a circular series of recesses, a traveler
traveling in said cylinder, means carried by the Inner end
of the traveler for forming a movable air-tight partition
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across the cylinder, a spring acting to move the traveler

toward the closed end of the cylinder, means for securing

an actuating device to the other end of the traveler, the

closed end of the cylinder having a vent hole therethrough,

net-die valve screwed Into said closed end and controlling

Mid vent hole, and a spring arm secured to the outer end

of said needle valve, and having means for engaging any
one of said recesaea.

2. In a device of the character described, a cylinder

closed at one end and open at the other, a tubular traveler

traveling in said cylinder, means carried by the inner end
of the traveler for forming a movable air-tight partition

across the cylinder, a spring acting to move the traveler

acroaa the closed end of the cylinder, said closed end hav-

ing a vent hole therethrough, a needle valve screwed into

said closed end and controlling said vent hole, the outer

terminal portion of the tubular traveler having a con-

tra<-ted portion, and the sides of said tubular traveler,

outside or t»eyond said contracted portion, being slotted,

and a loclcing ring transversely movable in said slots and
having a contracted portion for locking in said traveler

the head of a release rod casing.

1.227.992. JOURNAL-BEAKINa. tiBOKGB Freo Blumb,
Richmond. Ind. Filed Jan. 16, 1917. Serial No. 142.723.

(01. 64—49.)

1. A bearing emt>odying a Journal box, a Journal pro-

jecting into it. a ring engaged removably within the Jour-i

nal box. a ball cup fltted within and held by said ring and

having a portion bearing against the inner portion of the

ring to hold the cup In place, and anti-frlctlonal balls be-

tween said Journal and the interior of the cup.

3. A t>earlDg embodying a Journal box, a Journal pro-

jecting into it and having a reduced end providing a

shoulder, a ball cup within the Journal box having an

outturned flange of non-circular outline fltted within the

Journal box to prevent rotation of said cup therein, antl-

frictional t»alls between said shoulder and cup around said

reduced end. and a ring surrounding said cup. bearing

against the flange thereof and engaged removably within

the Journal box.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.

1

1.227.993. LAMP TURNING DEVICE. Walt«r A. Bbain-

ARD and H.\N8 M. Mobtensks, Audubon, Iowa. Filed

I>ec. 23, 1916. Serial No. 138.610. (CI. 240—62.)
1. A lamp turning device embodying a bearing, means

for securing It upon the front axle of an automobile, a

shaft Journaled through said bearing, a lamp bracket con-

nected to said shaft to be turned thereby, said shaft hav-

ing a transverse sleeve, an arm adjustable in said sleeve,

BMni for holding said arm in various adjustments in said

l^ve, an angular member having one arm engageable

with the aforesaid arm, and means for adjustably con-

necting the other arm of said angular member with the

steering rod of the automobile steering gear.

3. In a lamp turning device, an oscillatory lamp bracket,

a bearing attachable to the front axle of an automobile,

a shaft Journaled in said bearing, a flexible connection

between said shaft and bracket, an arm carried by said

shaft, a clamp to embrace the steering rod of the automo-

bile steering gear, said clamp having a tubular socket, an

angular member having one arm slidably and rotatably

adjustable in said socket and having Ita other arm adapt-

ed to contact with the first mentioned arm. and means for

holding the first mentioned arm of said angular member in

various adjusted positions in said socket.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.227.994. BURGLAR ALARM AND LATCH. LOCIS J.

BHrNi, Algiers. La. Filed Nov. 6. 1916. Serial No.

129,778. (CI. 116—44.)

1. In a window catch and alarm, the combination with

a window frame and a Ba£h slidable therein, of a catch

member carried by the sash, a plate rotatably mounted on
the frame, a lever slidably carried by the plate and having

a lateral lug to engage the catch member, said lever be-

ing connected to an alarm, and a hook carried by the plate

to retain the lever, et times, from engagement with the

catch.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,227,995. WHEEL. Charles Edward Cameron, CoI-

llngswood, N. J., assignor of one-half to William L.

Hurley. Camden, N. J. Filed May 16, 1916. Serial

No. 97,845. (CI. 152—21.)
1. In a wheel the combination of a fixed rim consisting

of a channel section provided in its flanges with alined

notches, demountable rim-saddles each provided with eara

arranged in one pair of said alined notches and each hav

Ing its body portion arranged between the flanges, and
screws each interposed between the flxed rim and one of

the saddles.
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2. In a wheel the combination ot a fixed rim consisting
of a channel section provided in its flanges with alined
notches, demountable rim-saddles each provided with ears
arranged in one pair of said alined notches and each hav-
ing its body portion arranged between the flanges, and

crews each interposed between the fixed rim and one of
the saddles, and the confronting surfaces of the saddles
and demountable rim being ribbed and grooved for mu-
tual engagement.

1.227.996. IGNITION- SYSTEM. William A. Chbyst.
Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Dayton Engineering
Laboratories Company, a Corporation of Ohio. Original
application filed Aug. 4. 1913. S,>rlal No. 782.886. Di-
vided and this application flle«l Aug. 14, 1916 Serial
No. 45.002. (01. 123—148.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with an electric circuit, having a source of supply

;

a current interrupter located In said circuit ; a casing for
said current Interrupter; a terminal post adapted to be
secured to said casing; and a resistance unit secured in
position by said terminal post and electrically connected
with the circuit

;
and means for insulating said resistance

element from the terminal post and the casing.
2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with an electric circuit lnclu<llng a source of current
and a current Interrupter interposed therein ; a casing
for said current interrupter; a support connected to but
insulated from said casing ; a terminal post connected with
said support

;
a disk of insulating material havliiga grooved

periphery secured In position by said terminal post : a re-
sistance unit mounted in the peripheral groove of said
disk

;
contact plates secured to the opposite faces of said

disk, each of said coatact plates being connected to the
opposite ends of said resistance and both of said contact
plates being in series with the electric circuit

1,227,997. ANTISEPTIC-DISPENSER. Ha«Lo.v A«h-
LtY CLirroRD. Greenfeld. Mass., assignor of one-half to
James W. Cobb, Greenfield, Mass. Filed Mar. 23, 1917
Serial No. 156.963. (CI. 4—30.)
1. A device of the character described, embodying a res-

ervoir having discharge means at one end for the dis-
charge of a small quantity of the contents when the
reservoir is tilted, means for supporting said reservoir
for tilting movement wUhln a flushing tank, and a float
connected to the reservoir for raising the discharge end
thereof to non-discharging po«ltlon when the tank is
filled.

2. A device of the character described, embodying a
normally horizontal reservoir having discharge means at
one end for the discharge of a small quantity of the con-
tents when the reservoir is tilted, means for supporting
the reservoir for tilting movement within a flushing tank,
an arm connected to the reservoir and projecting b«yond

said end thereof, and a float connected to said arm for
raising the discharge end of the reservoir to non-discharg-
ing position when the tank is filled.

/^

•V

4. A dcric« of the character described, embodying an
extensible hanger having a hook at Its upper end to en-
gage over one wall of a flushing tank and having an in-
wardly projecting bracket at its lower end. a reservoir
plvoUlly connected with said bracket and having dls-
charge means at one end, and a float connected to the
reservoir for raising said end thereof when the tank la
fliled.

[Claims 8 and not printed in the Gasette.]

1,227.998. BELT BUCKLE. David M. Cohx, Evans-
TlUe. Ind. Filed May 29. 1916. Serial No. 100.545.
(CI. 24—79.)

.J

A belt buckle having a front plate designed to overlie
the adjustable belt end. a cam loop hinged to said front
plate adapted for attachment to the fixed belt end and
for clamping the adjustable belt end. and a fixed hook
carried by the cam loop.

1.22,.999. GASOLENE FILTER. ADOLPHrs Damebox
Washington. D. C. Filed Mar. 29. 1916. Serial No
87,545. (Cl. 210—16.)

-* vw -^ jtf -»T ^^/r

1. A gasolene filter Including a cylinder, a removable
< yllnder head closing one end of the cylinder and forme<l
with an Inwardly projecting boss, a filter proper fitting
snugly within the cylinder and formed with an axial
chamber opening throu^'h one end and normally closed
by the boas, the filter proper being peripherally chan-
neled exteriorly to provide an annular chamber between
It and the cylinder and having its upper portion formed
with oi>ening8 establishing comuiunUatlon between the
axial chamber and annular chamber, chamois skin ex-
tending across the openings, means for supplying gasolene
to the axial chamber, means for conducting water from
the axial chamber, and means for conducting gasolei^
from the annular chamber.

2. A gasolene filter Including a cylinder closed at one
end. a cylinder head closing the other end, a filter proper
fitting snugly within the cylinder and peripherally chan-
neled Intermediate Its length to provide with the cylinder
a^i annular chamber, the filter proper being formed with
an interior chamber and with openings establishing com-
munication between the Interior and annular chambers, a
covering of porous material about the filter proper and
across the openings, means for supplying gasolene through
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the removable cylinder head to the interior chamber, and
means for Independently drawing IK^uid from the interior
chamber and annular chaml)er.

3. A gasolene filter Including a cylinder, a removable
cylinder head closing one end of the cylinder and formed
with an Inwardly projecting boss, a filter proper fitting

anugly within the cylinder and formed with an axial
chamber opening through one end and normally closed
by the boss, the filter proper being peripherally channeled
exteriorly to provide with the cylinder an annular cham-
ber and having its upper portion formed with openings
establishing communication between the chambers, one
end of the filter proper being formed with passages com-
municating with the axial and annular chambers, chamois
akin extending across the openings, means for supplying
liquid to the axial chamber, and pipes extending Into the
cylinder and Into the passages whereby liquid may be
withdrawn independently from the axial and annular
cfeaabers and whereby the filter proper can be disposed
within the cylinder only In one position which In proper
position of the cylinder will bring the openings of the
filter proper uppermost.

1,228.000. TONE-PRODUCER FOR FIRE ALARM-BOX
MECHANISMS. David G. Dk, Rochester, N. Y., as-
signor, by mesne assignments, to Rochester H. Rogers,
Rochester, N. Y. Filed Apr. 23, 1914. SerUl No.
888,857. (Cl. 177—377.)

1. In a tone producer the combination with an electro-

magnet, of a support therefor, an armature carried by
said support, means for flexing said armature to bring it

Into operative position relatively to said magnet, said
means also serving to hold the armature In Its adjusted
position, and automatic means for vibrating the armature.

2. In a tone producer the combination with a support,
of an electromagnet mounted- thereon and an armature
also fixed to said support and having a normal tendency
to move In a direction toward said magnet, means for
adjusting It away from said magnet, and means for im-
parting periodic vibratory action to the armature.

3. In a tone producer, the comldnatlon with a member
having a supporting portion and an armature positioned
oppo!<ite thereto and a member operating against said
support and said armature to separate them and impart
a tension to the armature, of an electromagnet mounted
between the support and armature and means for vibrat-
ing the latter.

4. In a tone producer, the combination with a U-shaped
metallic member comprising a supporting portion having
an attaching flange at one edge and an end forming an
armature, of an electromagnet mounted on the support-
ing portion, said armature end being initially bent toward
the supporting portion and occupying a poMtlon in prox-
imity thereto less than the length of the magnet, means
for forcing the armature outwardly a distance greater
than the length of said magnet and holding it In this po-
sition and means for vibrating the armature.

6. In a tone producer the combination with an electro-

magnet, of a support therefor, an armature carried by
and forming an integral part of said support, means for

flexing said armature to bring It Into operative position
relative to said magnet, and mechanical means for auto-
matically vibrating said armature.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,001. TIRE CASINO OR SHOE. Demetrios J..

Demas, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed July 13. 1916. Serial

No. 109,099. (Cl. 152—16.)

/3

A tire casing containing rubber ; and an internal metal-
lic armor plate embedded therein, said plate having Ita
tread portion bent Into corrugations which extend In the
plane of rotation of the casing, the corrugations being

apertured for the passage of the rubber and having their

crests extending to the tread surface of the casing to form
longitudinally extending gripping portions to contact with
the road-bed.

1,288,002. HEAD-COVERING. Patbick N. Dolan, West
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 22. 1916. Serial No.
92,885. (Cl. 2—114.)

1. A head-covering comprising a crown and a rim and
having an opening in the side of the crown immediately
above the rim. the Inner edge of the rim at the opening
being offtiet from the contour line of the side of the crown,
a sweat-band secured to the lower edge of the side of the
crown and to the oflfset edge of the rim. and a supporting-
piece for an exterior band spanning said opening and hav-
ing Its lower edge offset from the contour Hue of the side
of the crown.

5. A head-covering comprising a crown and a rim and
having openings at Intervals In the side of the crown Im-
mediately above the rim, tongues between the openings
Joining the crown and rim. the Inner edge of the rim at
the openings being offset from the contour line of the side

of the crown, a sweat-band 8ecure<l to the lower edge of
the side of the crown between the openings and to the
offset edges of the rim, and a supporting strip for an ex-

terior band extending around the side of the crown above
the rim and over said openings and having its lower edge
offset from the contour line of the side of the crown at
said openings.

IClalms 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,003. REFLECTOR-HOLDER. Hexhy DOlibb, Jr.,

Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Mar. 28, 1916. Serial No.
87,159. (Cl. 240—115.)
7. The combination with lamp socket structure com-

prising two parts detachable from each other, of a plu-
rality of holder arms supported at their ends upon one of
said lamp socket parts and lying against the same and
engaging within a reflector member at their other ends,
and means for locking said arms in engaging position
comprising the second lamp socket meml>er disposed with-
in said arms and preventing their movement Inwardly.
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17. The combination with a cap, of a member support-

ed thereon, a flange on said cap extending toward said

member. Mid flange having a piuraiity of recetaes, holder

arms extending longitudinally of said member beyond the

same and adapte<l to engage within a reflector member.

said arms having inwardly and then longitudinally ex-

tending portions adapted to be inserteil through said re-

cesses, and means disposed within said arms locking them
in engaging position.

[Claims 1 to 6 and 8 to 16 not printed In the Garette.]

1.228,004. REFLECTOR - HOLDER. HiXRT D'Olibb,

Jr., Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Mar. 28. 1916. Serial No.

87.160. (CT. 240—115.)

8. The combination with a porcelain lamp socket mem-
ber, of a metallic cap to which said meml>er is secured,

a reflector member, a holder for supporting said reflector

member with respect to said lamp socket member compris-

ing a plurality of separate and Independent resilient mem-
bers each comprising an arcuate portion, upwardly extend-

ing arms extending Inwardly above said lamp socket mem-
ber and held by said cap. and members engaging and mov-

able longitudinally of said arms of neighboring resilient

members for causing said arcuate portions to engage said

reflector member.
[Claims 1 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.005. EMERGENCY DRAFT-GEAR. IBA S. DOWK-
INO, Indianapolis, Ind. Flle<l Mar. 7, 1917. Serial

No. 153,068. (CI. 213—42.)

1. In combination, an emergency draft gear, compris-

ing a coupler holding member adapted to occupy the space

between the draft sills of a car, an extension secured at

Its rear end upon the car truck, and a strut t>etwecn tb«

end axle of the truck and the said memt>er.

2. In combination, an emergency draft gear, comprising

a coupler holding member adapted to occupy the space

between the draft sills of a car, an extension secured at

its rear end at the connection between the car truck

and body of the car, and a strut between the end axle

of the truck and the said member.

S. In combination, an emergency draft gear, comprising

a yoke adapted to occupy the space between the draft

sills of a car. an extension with Its rear end enclrclloc
the truck pin, and a support between the yoke and the
fiont axle of the truck.

[Claims 4 to ft not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,006. PROCESS FOR INCREASING THE YIELD
OP SUGAR CANE. Chables Fbanklis Eckabt, Olaa,
Hawaii. Filed May 13, 1916. Serial No. 97,292. (CI.

47—36.)
1. The process of stimulating the tillering or suckering

of sugar-cane plants, which consists in removing, above
the uppermost immature node or terminal (frowing point

of the stem, a portion of the leafy top of each stalk to
produce a sudden check in the growth of the plants and
to allow an increased amount of light to reach the base
of the stalk.

2. The process of stimulating the tillering or snckerlog
of sugar-cane plants which consists in removing, above the
uppermost immature node or terminal growing point of
the stem, the apical portion of the leafy top of each stalk,

and then depositing the portion of the leafy top, thus re-

moved, near the base of the plant for the purpose of
forming a weed-covering layer.

3. The process of stimulating the tillering or suckering
of sugar-cane plants, in rows, which consists in cleaning
out or weeding the cane rows, applying a fertilizing ma-
terial to the cane rows, removing, above the uppermost
iDimature node or terminal growing point of the stem, a
portion of the leafy top of each stalk, and depositing the
lei«fy material, thus removed, as a weed preventive layer
between the cane rows, substantially as described.

4. The process of increasing the total yield pt sugar-
cane and the like In bi-annual or trl-annual crops, which
ccnslsts In temporarily checking the primary apical
growth of the first season stalks, and simultaneously in-

creasing the amount of lUht supplied to the second
season shoots.

5. The process of increasing the total yield of sugar-
cane in bi-annual or trl-annual crops, which consista
in removing the weeds and the dead leaves from the plant
rows, applying a fertilizing material to said rows, tem-
porarily checking the primary apical growth of the flrst

season stalks, and increasing the amount of light sup-
plied to the second season shoots.

[Claims 6 to 14 dot printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.007. CONNECTOR REPEATER SWITCH OF AU-
TOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANGES FOR HAN-
DLING FIRE ALARM CALLS. John Ebickbox, Chi-

cago. 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Rochester
H. Rogers. Rochester, N. T. Filed Feb. 25, 1914, Serial

No. 821.097. Renewed Apr. 24, 1916. Serial No. 98,306.

(CT. 179—5.)

1. The combination with an automatic telephone ex-

change system comprising a subscriber's circuit provided
with a manual Impulse transmitter adapted to despatch
Impulses limited to a given maximum number, and auto-

matic switches controlled by said Impulses, of an alarm
impulse transmitting mechanism associated with said
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«iib8crlt>er's circuit adapted to transmit current Impulses
of a number greater than the maximum number which
may be despatched by the manual transmitter, a con-
nector switch comprising coiiperatlng wipers and contacts
and means for driving the wipers in accordance with the
current Impulses when actuated by a number of impulses
less than the total transmitted by the alarm transmitter,
and an alarm trunk leading from the contacts of the
switch upon which the wipers rest after being advanced.

2. In an automatic alarm apparatus for an automatic
telephone exchange system, the combination with sub-
•rrllter's lines equipped with manual impulse transmitters
capable of despatching Impulses of a given maximum
number and automatic switches for connecting said lines

and an alarm impulse tranKmlttint; mechanism capable
of despatching Impulses of a greater total number than
said manual mechanism, of a connector switch adapted
to be actuated by said impulses, comprising cooperating
wipers and contacts, means for advancing the wipers, and
devices for restoring them to normal upon cessation of
the transmission of current impulses leas in number than
the total number of those despatched by the alarm trans-
mitter and an alarm trunk circuit leading from the ter-

minals of said switch upon which the wipers rest at the
limit of their movement.

8. In an automatic alarm apparatus for an automatic
telephone exchange system, the combination with sub-
scriber's lines equipped with manually operated impulse
transmitters capable of transmitting a maximum number
of ten current Impulses and an alarm impulse transmitter
adapted to despatch elevea such Impulses, of automatic
switches for connecting the subscriber's lines comprising
a connector switch having cooperating wipers and contacts
ad a release mechanism adapted to be automatically
actuated upon the arresting of the wipers in any of the
flrst ten positions and an alarm circuit leading from the
contacts enfrage<1 by the wipers In their eleventh i>osltion

of movement having alarm apparatus thereon.

4. In an automatic alarm apparatus for an automatic
telephone exchan>:e system, the combination with sub-
scribers lines equipped with mantially operated impulse
transmitters capable of transmitting a maximum num-
ber of ten current Impulses, an automatic alarm Impulse
transmitter adapted to despatch a greater number of such
impulses, and an alarm circuit provided with alarm
apparatus, of an automatic switch mechanism having co-

operating wipers and contacts and rotary driving devices
actuating the wipers one step for each Impulse transmit-
ted by either of the transmitting mechanisms and also
provided with release devices for restoring the wipers to

their normal position, said release devices being adapted
to be automatically operated upon the cessation of im-
pulses which leave the wipers In any one of their flfst

ten steps, but which are capable of operation in the usual
manner by line control upon the eleventh or subsequent
steps, and an alarm circuit leading from terminals with
which the wipers engage when allowed to rest after the
ttnth step.

5. A connector switch for use in transmitting alarm
Impulses over the lines of automatic telephone systems
comprising a l-ank of contacts arranged In a plurality of
rows one of which comprises ten contacts, a set of line

and release wipers, means for advancing the latter step-

by-step into engagement with said contacts, said contacts
and wipers beinjj so positioned relatively to each other
when the wipers are in the normal position that one step
Is required to position the release wiper In engagement
with the flrst contact and eleven steps are required to

place the line wiper In engagement with the tenth contact.
[Claims to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.008. VITREOUS CROSS-TIE AND RAIL FASTEN-
IN*;. Daniel B. Fabeb. Uhrichsville, Ohio, assignor of
one-half to David H. Brown. Uhrichsville. Ohio. Filed
June 6. 1916. Serial No. 102,004. (CI. 238—5.)

1. In a device of the character described, a tie body
providetl with spaced recesses, a reinforcing member ar-
ranged within the tie body, a rail chair mounted upon

the tie t)ody. the said chair including a bed plate, lugs
carried by the said plate and engaging in said recesses
for holding the bed plate against shifting movement upon
the tie body, and a leveling element for the bed plate
housed therebeneath and engaged by the said lugs for
holding the said element in position, and coacting fasten-
ing devices coOperatUig with the bed plate and engaged
with the said reinforcing member.

2. In a device of the character described, a tie body,
a rail chair mounted upon the tie body, the said chair in-

cludlnjr a bed plate, a cushioning element arranged l)e-

Death the said plate, and means carried by the said plate
and extending through the cushioning element to engage
the tie body for holding the said plate and cushioning
element against displacement with respect to the tie body,
and coacting rail fastening devices cooperating with the
said plate and cushioning element and operatively engaged
with the tie body.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a porcelain tie body, of a rail chair mounted
thereon and including a chair plate adjustable to com-
pensate for the longitudinal shrinkage of the tie body,
and an element interposed between the plate and the tie

body for cushioning the said plate upon the tie body with
the said element adapted to be cut away for leveling the
plate with respect to the tie body, and coacting rail

fastening devices cooperating with the said plate and
element and operatively engaged with the tie body.

4. In a device of the character described, a tie body
provided with a channel, a reinforcing element seating In

said channel, a filler sealing the said element within the
channel, a rail chair mounted upon the tie body, and a
rail fastening device associated with the said chair and
ecgaged with the said reinforcing element.

5. In a device of the character described, a tie body
provided upon the lower side thereof with a longitudinally
extending channel, a reinforcing element seating in said
channel, and a filler incasing the reinforcing element
within the channel, a rail chair mounted upon the tie

body, and a rail fastening device associated with the said
chair and engaged with the said reinforcing element.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,009. MOTOR-DRIVEN VEHICLE. Chables F.
Feltz, St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one-fourth to Wm. E.
Anderson, one-fourth to Wm. H. I^ngdale, and one-
fourth to Stonay L. Langdale. St. Louis. Mo. Filed Feb.
28. 1916. Serial No. 80.997. (CI. 21—90.)

1. In a motor vehicle, driving mechanism comprising
traction wheels, an axle secured to said traction wheels,
diflferentlal gearing associated with said axle, and an over-
running clutch device providing for the transmission of
power from said differential gearing to said axle, said axle
being free to turn at a higher rate of speed than the dif-

ferential gearing when the overruuniug clutch device is in

Its operative condition, and said overrunning clutch device
l)eing free to uncouple said axle from said differential
gearing when the axle turns at an excessive rate of speed
thereby permitting said traction wheels and axle to turn
independently of said differential gearing.
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2. In a motor vehicle. drlTlng mecbADisin comprislnf
traction wheels, a sectional axle including two axle sec-
tions each of which is secured to one of said traction
wheels. difTerentlal gearing associated with said axle sec-

tions and an overrunning clutch device associated with
aald differential gearing to provide for the transmission
of power to said axle sections.

8. In a motor vehicle, driving mechanism comprising
traction wheels, a sectional axle including two axle sec-
tions each of which is secured to one of said traction
wheels, differential gearing associated with said axle sec-
tions and an overrunning clutch device associated with
aid differentUl gearing to provide for the transmission
pf power to said axle sections, said overrunning clutch
device comprising two overrunning clutches through which
power is transmitted to the axle sections.

4. In a motor vehicle, driving mechanism comprising
traction wheels, axle sections each of which is secured to
one of said traction wheels, differential gearing associated
with said axle sections, a driver for said differential gear-
ing, and an overrunning clutch device providing for the
transmission of power from said driver, through the dif-
ferential gearing and to the axle sections, aald overrun-
ning clutch device being effective when the speed of the
differential gearing Is in synchronism with the speed of
said axle sections, and the elements of said overrunning
clutch device being free to allow said axle sectlona to turn
independently of said driver.

6. In a motor vehicle, driving mechanism comprising
traction wheels, an axle, dlfft-rentlal gearing associated
with said axle, transmission gearing, a motor for operating
said transmission gearing, an overrunning clutch devlc«
providing for the transmission of power from said trans-
mission gearing to said axle, the elements of said over-
running clutch device being free to allow said axle to turn
in one direction at an excessive rate of speed and Inde-
pendently of said transmission gearing, said transmission
gearing being provided with a reversing device operable
to reverse the movement of said differential gearing, said
overrunning clutch device being ineffective during the lait
mentioned movement, and means, under the control of
said reversing device, through which power Is transmitted
to said axle when the reversing device is in its operative
position.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.010. SPRING-TIRE FOR VEHICLES. Adbia.n A.
FiBisTONC. Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Aug. 12. 1915. Se-
rial So. 45.119. (CI. 152—8.)

1. A vehicle tire which includes a coil spring having
connectors cast into its ends, and a bolt which goes

through said connectors to fasten them together and
thereby produce a coil spring annulus. and two wires with-

in said annulus. which wires are permanently anchored to

said connectors, and a stretched coil spring within said
annulus and connected at Its ends with said wires.

2. A tire for vehicle wheels which Includes a coll aprlng
annulus. and a plurality of U-shaped tread plates applied
to the outer periphery of said annulus—each tread plate
having its legs pa8se<l inward between coils, and being of
such size that it embraces a plurality of colls, and the
•ereral tread platea being applied so as to leave one un-
embraced coil between adjacent tread plates.—and studs
which pass through and are secured to the legs of said
tread plates and project in both directions therefrom be-
neath the colls between which the said legs are passed.

8. A tire for vehicle wheels which Includes a coil spring
annulus. and a plurality of U-shaped tread plates applied
to the outer periphery of said annulus—each tread plate
having its legs passed Inward between coils, and being of
such size that It embraces a plurality of colls, and the
•everal tread plates being applied so as to leave one un-
embraced coll between adjacent tread plates.—and studs
which pass through and are secured to the legs of said
tread plates and project in both directions therefrom be-
neath the coils between which the said legs are passed,
one leg of each tread plate carrying two separated studs,
and one leg carrying a centrally placed stud which ex-
tends between the two studs on the adjacent leg of the
adjacent tread plate.

4. A tire for vehicle wheels which includes 4 roil spring
annulus. and a plurality of U-shaped tread plates ap-
pUed to the outer periphery of said annulus—each tread
plate having its legs passed Inward between colls, and
being of such slie that It embraces a plurality of colls,
and the several tread plates being applied so as to leave
one unembraced coil between adjacent tread plates.—and
tuds which pass through and are secured to the legs of
aald tread plates and project in both directions therefrom
beneath the colls between which the said legs are passed,
each of said tread plates having an Inner metal member
and an outer facing of softer material.

1,228.011. AMUSEMENT DEVICE. JOHX A. FiSHft.
Homestead. Pa. Filed May 16. 1916. SerUl No. 97.896.
(CI. 46—27.)

An amusement device embodyini; a vertically nndulatory
annular track, cars movable on said track, a rotary mem-
ber located centrally of said track, tapered trussed cen-
tripetal frames extending radially from the rotary member
and having their relatively wide ends hinged to the rotary
member to swing upwardly and downwardly, bearings car-
ried by said frames at their outer relatively narrow ends,
radial spindles journaled in aald bearings and projecting
from the outer ends of said frames, the outer ends of said
spindles being pivoted to the cars to permit said cars to
swing upwardly and downwardly, beads upon said spln-
dlea. and adjustable guy members plvotally connected to
said heads and cars and diverging from said heads to the
cars.

1,228,012. DOOR - CLOSI.NG MECHANISM. Cha«lm
Forth. Ottawa. Ontario, Canada. Filed Sept. 1, 1916.
SerUl No. 48.40S. (CI. 16—88.)

1. In a door closing mechanlam. the combination of a
closing motor adapted to be connected with the door, an
arm actuated by the motor, a link plvotally connected
with the outer end of the arm and adapted at its outer
end to be connected with the door frame, the connected
ends of the arm and link being movable into and out of
engagement with each other in a direction axlally of their
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connecting pivot, means tending to maintain the separa-
tion of said ends to permit their free relative movements
in the normal operation of the motor, and manually op-

erated means for clamping the ends of the arm and link In

yielding engagement with each other to prevent the nor-

mal operation of the motor and to hold the door open, the

said latter means being operable at will and Independently
of the movements of the door to hold the door open in any
desired position.

2. In a door closing mechanism, the combination of a
closing motor, an arm actuated thereby, a link, a pivot

pin connecting the arm and link together for relative

pivotal movement, the adjacent faces of the arm and link

being provided with cooperating beveled teeth adapted
when engaged with each other to hold the part* against

free relative movement, and said arm and link being sepa-

rable from each other axlally of the pin to permit of their

free relative movement, a spring surrounding the pin and
bearing against the link, and a nut on the pin bearing

against the spring; whereby the spring may be compressed
or relieved at will, to hold the parts yieldingly against

relative movement or to permit their free relative move-
ment, as desired.

8. In a door closing mechanism, the comblna^tlon of a
cloKlng motor, an arm actuated thereby, a link, a plrot

pin connecting the arm and link together for relative piv-

otal movement, the adjacent faces of the arm and link be-

ing provided with cooperating beveled teeth adapted when
engaged with each other to hold the parts against free

relative movement, and said arm and link being separable

from each other axlally of the pin to permit of their free

relative movement, a spring surrounding the pin and bear-

ing against the link, a nut on the pin bearing against the

spring, whereby the spring may be compresaed or relieved

at will, to hold the parts yieldingly against relative move-
ment or to permit their free relative movement as desired,

and a second spring weaker than the first mentioned
spring and arranged between the arm and link and acting

to separate said parts when the flrst-mentloned spring is

relieved.

1,228,013. CAR-DOOR CONSTRUCTION. Pbtm Frantz,

Sterling, 111., assignor to Frantz Manufacturing Co.,

Sterling. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. 1,

1916. Serial No. 11,182. (CI. 20—26.)

r- V
t:

1^

1. A car door construction comprising interlocking

weather strips on the car and rear e<lge of the door, means
for securing the door strip in position, and bolts having
eyes for engaging said means, said bolts being disposed

in a plane between the door and car, each bolt extending
through the door strip and having a nut to hold this atrip

against distortion when the door is closed, said nuts ex-

tending substantially with the path of relative movement
of the car strip, and the axes of said nuts being parallel

with the side of the car.

2. A car door construction comprising Interlocking

weather strips on the car and rear edge of the door, bars
on the inner stirface of the door, bolts extending through
said door and bars, eyes clampe<1 against said bars by
•aid bolts, said eyes having threaded portions extending
through the door strip, and nuts engaging said threaded
portions to clamp said door strip againiit the ends of said

bars.

8. A car door construction comprising interlocking
sheet metal weather strips on the car and rear edge of

the door, the stationary strip having a portion thereof
secured flatwise against the outer side surface of the car,

and having an engaging portion formed by )>ending the
sheet-metal first outward and away from the car and then
toward the car.

4. A car door construction comprising Interlocking
weather strips on the car and rear edge of the door, chan-
nel bars on the Inner surface of the door, bolts extending
through said door and bars, eyes clamped against said

bars by said bolts, said eyes having threaded portions ex-

tending through the door strip, and nuts engaging said

threaded portions to clamp said door strip against the
ends of said bars, and a threshold strip formed with a
Jutting flange engaging in the channel of the lowest bar.

6. A car door construction comprising Interlocking

weather strips on the car and rear edge of the door,
channel bars on the inner surface of the door, bolta ex-

tending through said door and bars, eyes clamped against
said twrs by said bolts, said eyes having threaded portions
extending through the door strip, and nuts engagring said

threaded portions to clamp said door strip against the
ends of said bars, said eyes and the inner ends of the bolta

occupying the channels of said bars, so that the bolts can
pass the car strip, and the car strip having an attach-

ing portion secured flatwise to the side of the car and
spaced from the inner edget of said bars.

1,228,014. DRIVING DEVICE FOR TALKING-MA-
CHINES. John Frier. St. Louis, Mo. Filed May 18,

1916. Serial No. 98.330. (CI. 74—26.)

The combination, with a record turn-table having a de-

pending annular flange and a base-plate; of a depending
bracket secured to the baseplate ; a motor mounted on
the bracket, a vertical power-shaft on the motor, extend-
ing upwardly through the baseplate and a drive-wheel pro-

vided on the power-shaft and engaging the Inner face of

the depending annular flange of the record turn-table.

1,228,015. LIFTING JACK. Olus Gatis and Howard
A. Smith, .\mold8 Park. Iowa ; said Gates assignor to

said Smith. Filed Apr. 25, 1916. Serial No. 93,450.

(01. 254—108.)
1. A device of the character described including a body

section, extensible sections shiftably mounted thereon, a
pivoted operating lever carried by the body sfction, and
means connected to said lever at opposite sides of the piv-

otal center thereof and engaging with the said extensible

sections with the said means movable in opposite direc-

tions upon the actuation of the lever to simultaneously
shift the said extensible sections In opposite directions

relative to the body section by a step by step movement.
2, A device of the character described including a body

section, extensible sections shiftably mounted thereon, a
pivoted operating lever carried by the body section, and
means connected to said lever at opposite sides of the

pivotal center thereof and normally urged in opposite di-

rections inwardly toward the said extensible sections to

engage therewith with the said means movable in oppo-
site directions upon the actuation of the said lever for

simultaneously shifting the said extensible sections in

opposite directions relative to the body aectlon by a step

by step movement.
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8. A device of the character deacrlbed Including a body
ection, extensible sections adjustable In opposite direc-
tions thereon, a pivoted operating lever carried by the
body section, means connected to said lever at opposite
aides of the pivotal center thereof and engaging said ex-
tensible sections with the said means movable In opposite
directions upon the actuation of the lever for shifting
the said extensible sections In opposite directions relative
to the body section, and means having weighted arms
gravitating In opposite directions to urge the said last-
mentioned means toward the said extensible sections to
active position for holding the extensible aectlons at ad-
jaatment.

4. A device of the character described including a body
section, extensible sections adjustable in opposite direc-
tions thereon, a pivoted operating lever earned by the
body section, means connected to said lever at opposite
ides of the pivotal center thereof and engaging the ex
tenslble sections with the said means movable In opposite
directions upon the actuation of the lever for shifting the
said extensible sections relative to the body section by a
atep by step movement, and meana coCperatlng with said
flrst-mentloned means and engaging the said extensible
sections for holding said extensible sections at adjust-
ment with the said last-mentioned means shlftable for
gravitating movement to inactive position for freeing the
said extensible sections.

8. A device of the character described Incladlng a body
ection. extensible sections shlftable in opposite direc-
tions thereon, means for holding one of said extensible
aectlons fixed with respect to the body section a pivoted
operating lever carried by the body section, and means
connected to said lever at opposite sides of the pivotal
center thereof and engaging both of the said extensible
aectlon-* with the said means movable in opposite direc
tlons upon the actuation of the lever for shifting the
other of said extensible sections relative to the body sec-
tion.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.016. KEY-ACTION FOR SAXOPHONES AND THE
LIKE. SiDXET C. GiLBEBT. Jackson, Ohio. Filed Apr
13. 1916. Serial No. 90.919. (CI. 84 7.)
1. The combination with three valves of a saxophone

or slmil.ir Instrument
; of means for automatically open-

ing one valve when another is opened, and additional
means operated by the first named means for automatically
opening the third valve when either of the first named
valves is opened.

2. The combination with three sound controlling valves
of a saxophone or similar instniment. of a rigid finger
•ecured to one of said valves and positioned In the out-
ward path of another valve, and a second rigid finger
secured to the third valve and positioned in the outward
path of the first named finger.

3. The combination with three sound controlling valvea
of a saxophone or similar Instrument and the operating
arms for said valvea

; of a rigid finger projecting laterally
from one valve and having its free end offset outwardly
from the Instrument and disposed over the arm of an-

other valve, an antifriction roller on this arm underlying
said finger, a second rigid finger projecting laterally from
the third valve and having its free end offset outwardly
from the Instrument, and a second anti-friction roUer on
said second finger overlying the first named finger.

1.228,017. COPPEB LEAD ALLOY. Edward D. Gl—
80.N. Asbury Park. N. J., assignor to Neu Meuls and
Process Company. Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of
New York. FUed May 17, 1916. Serial No. 28,574
(CL 75—1.)

1. The process of making a composition consisting prin-
cipally of copper and lead ; which consists in mixing, at
fusing temperature, copper, lead, a manganese derivative
and cryolite.

2. The process of making a composition consisting prin-
cipally of copper and lead ; which consists in mixing, at
fusing temperature, copper, lead, a manganese derivative
and fluorld of sodium and aluminum.

3. The process of making a composition consisting prin-
cipally of copper and lead; which consists In reducing
manganese oxld by fusing the same with cryolite, in the
presence of carbon, and adding that composition to'a fused
mixture of copper and lead.

4. The process of making a composition consisting prin-
cipally of copper and lead ; which consists in reducing
manganese oxld by fusing the same with fluorld of sodium
and aluminum, in the presence of carbon, and adding that
composition to a fused mixture of copper and lead.

5. The process of making a composition consisting prin-
cipally of copper and lead ; which consists In fusing cop-
per and. while maintaining It at a temperature above Its
fusing point, gradually adding an equal quantity of lead
and. when the mixture Is liquid throughout its mass add-
inir a mixture formed by fusing three per c«jt. of crvollte
and two per cent, of manganese oxld.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.018 BRACELET - CATCH. A«T Hadl.y, Provi-
dence. R. I. Filed Oit. 4. 1916. Serial No. 128.619
(Cl. 24—236.)

3. In a bracelet catch, a link having a part adjacent one
end thereof roundeil and having a bendable arm arranged
in overiylng relation to said end. a hook adjacent the
other end of the link, and a spring having one end curved
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and conformably engaged over said rounded part of the
link and having Its other end formed to guard the mouth
of the hook, aald arm being bent to seat on top of said
curved end of the spring to hold the latter on and against
aid rounded part of the link.

4. In a bracelet catch, a link having a groove formed
•cross one end thereof, a hook carried by said end of the
link and extending beyond the groove, and a spring con-
nected to the link and having a part formed to extend
•cross and guard the mouth of the hook, the free ex-
tremity of said part having a finger projecting out there-
from and arrange<l at right angles to the groove and slid-

ing within the latter.

(Claims 1 and 2 not printed In the (Gazette.]

1,2 2 8,0 19. TYPE -BINDER. Harbt H. HancoCk,
Swampscott. Mass. Filed Mar. 13. 1914. Serial No.
824.388. (Cl. 24—129.)

1. A type binder, comprising an angle-plate, the angle
of which forms an outer corner, a series of friction

tongues or lips located on the arms of said angle-plate so
that said corner Is at a point between aald tongues, said
tongues extending substantially In the plane of those arms
on which they are located, and a tie exemplified by a tape,

attached to one end of said plate and adapted to be en-

gaged over the free ends of said tongues or lips, said cor-

ner constituting additional friction means over which the
said tie may be turned.

I 3. A type binder, comprising an elongated body, a fric-

tion tongue formed from said body and surrounded at its

sides and free end by a part of said body, from which said
tongue is spaced, said Tree end extending toward one side
of said body, a transverse tongue extending from one end
of said body, the other end of said body being substan-
tially at right angles to said body and provided also with
a tongue, and a tie exemplified by a tape, attached to said
other end of said body and adapted to be engaged over the
free ends of said tongues with said tongues.

3. A type binder, comprising an elongated l>ody, of an-
gular formation to provide two arms, a friction tongue on
each of said two arms, surrounded at its sides and free

end by a part of said body, from which said tongue Is

spaced, said free end extending toward a side of said body,
and a tie exemplified by a tape, attached to one end of

aid plate and adapted to he engaged over aald free ends
with said tongues or lips.

4. A type-binder, comprising an angle-plate, the angle
of which forms an outer corner, a series of friction mem-
bers located on the arms of said angle-plate so that said
corner Is at a point between said members, said members
being arranged to cooperate with the outer surfaces of

those arms on which they are located, and a tie exempli-
fied by tape, attached to one end of said plate and adapted
to be engaged over the said members, said members and
said surfaces being adapted to exert friction on said tape,

and said corner constituting additional friction means
over which the said tie may be turned.

6. A type-binder, comprising in combination a plate of
angular formation to provide two distinct arms arranged
substantially at right angles to each other, friction meaniii

on both of said arms and a tie attached at one end to

aid plate at a point laterally of said friction means, the
outer angle of said plate at the junction of said arms
providing friction means to cooperate with aforesaid fric-

tion moans In binding and securing the free end of aald
tape.

1.228.020. EYE-TESTING DEVICE. Charles G. Hcr-
HicK, Independence, Iowa. Filed June 19, 1916. Se-
rial No. 104,649. (Cl. 88—22.)

1. An eye-testing device having an opening therein, •
slide movable in said opening and having a plurality of
pairs of Bight -openings disposed In straight series and ar-

ranged to be brought successively to position opposite to
the line of vision of a user, a strip for each series of sight-

openings arranged to be moved to close them, and means
whereby glasses are removably secured to said slide with
their leases in alinement with said sight-openings.

2 An e.ve-testlng device having an opening therein, a
slide movable in said opening and having a plurality of
pairs of sight-openings disposed In straight series and ar-
ranged to be brought successively to position opposite to

the line of vision of a user, a strip for each series of
slght-openlngg arranged to be moved to close them and
having an opening alined wi^ Its series, and means
whereby eye-glasses are removably secured to said slide

with their lenses in alinement with said slgbt-openlngs.
3. In an eye-testing device, a slide movable transversely

of the line of vision of a user and having a plurality of
pairs of sight openings arranged to be brought succes-
sively to position opposite to the line of vision of a user,

a strip for each series of sight-openings arranged to be

moved to close them, and means wherel)y glasses are se-

cureii to said slide with their lenses in alinement with
said sight-openings.

1,228.021.

Alliance,

853,062.

FILING APPLIANCE.
Ohio. Filed July 25,

(Cl. 45—2.)

Harry J. Hick,
1914. Serial No.

1. A filing case Including base and cover sections with
hinge connections for swinging the cover section upon the
rear end of the base section, a bearing head pivoted to
the forward part of the base section, a sliding head pivoted
to the cover section, • plurality of slide rods secured to
the bearing head on opposite sides of Its axis and operat-
ing in and through the sliding head, and compreasloo
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oa tke slide rods b«twe«n the be«da for coaoter-

NtUndDff oa« MCtloo on the other.

2. A filing case Incladlng similar base and cover sections
with guiding hinge connections for swinging and shifting
the cover section upon the base isection, a plurality of
hinged holders mounted In the case having their hinged
ends depending from a pivotal connection with the rear
end of the cover section ; counterbalance means for the
cover section Including a bearing hea<l pivoted to the
baae section having a plurality of guide rods thereon, and
a main head pivoted to the cover section having sliding
engagement with the rods ; and elevating and sustaining
means for the holders Including a minor head In the
path of the main head having sliding engagement with
certain rods, and a swinging link having slotted pivotal
connections with the minor head and with the hlng^etl end
of the lower holder.

3. A filing case Including similar bpse and cover sections
with guiding hinge connections for swinging and shifting
the cover section upon the base section, a plurality of
hinged holders mounted In the case having their hinged
ends depending from the pivotal connection with the rear
end of the cover section ; counterbalance means for the
cover section Including a bearing head pivoted to the
base section having a plurality of guide ro<ls thereon,
and a main head pivoted to the cover section having slid-

ing engagement with the rods : and elevating and sustain-
ing means for the holders Including a minor het^d In the
path of the main head having sliding engagement with cer-
tain rods and having a plate extendlnt; upward to pass
alongside the main bead, and a swinging link having
slotted pivotal connection with the upper end of said
extended plate and with the hinged end of the lower
bolder.

1.228,022. DIFFERENTIAL WI.VDINO AND MEASUR-
ING MACHINE. Walter E. Hosch, St. Louis. Mo.
Filed Apr. 24, 1916. SerUl No. 93.123. (Cl. 83—132.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of two rotatable supporting means to carry two web-
holders In order to pass the web from one holder to the
other, and means for positively driving both of Mild
supporting means at complementary rotary velocities as
the web unwinds from one of said holders and winds
upon the other, to compensate for the changing diameter
of the coll of the web upon each bolder.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of two rotatable supporting means to carry two web-
holders In order to pass the web from one bolder to the
other, and differential driving mechanism for positively
driving both of said supporting means at complementary
rotary velocities as the web unwinds from one of said
holders and winds upon the other, to compensate for the
changing diameter of the coll of the web upon each holder.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of two rotary members constructed to carry respectively
and rotate two web-holders. In order to pass the wtb from
one holder to the other, differential driving mechanism for
driving both of said rotary members at romplementary
rotary velocities to compensate for the changing diameter
of the coll of the web on each holder In winding the
web from one holder to the other, and hand actuated
means for driving said differential mechanism.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of two rotary members constructed to carry respectively
and rotate two web-holders, in order to pass the web from

one holder to the other, differential driving mechanism
for driving both of the said rotary members at comple-
mentary rotary velocities to compensate for the cbanglBff
diameter of the coll of web on each holder In winding the
web from one holder to the other, hand actuated means
for driving said differential mechanism, and means for
maintaining tension In the web.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of rotary members constructed to carry re8X>ectlvely and
rotate two web-holders m order to pass the web from on«
holder to the other, differential driving mechanism for
driving both of the said rotary members at complementary
rotary velocities, and means for resisting the rotation of
the rotary member carrying the spool from which the web
Is uncoiling to maintain a tension In the web as It pasws
between the web-holders.

[Claims tf to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,023. DEFLECTINO-PLATE FOR SMOKE-FLUES.
MiLBS C. HcYrm, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed Aug. 23, 1916.
Serial No. 116,455. {Cl. 12ft—292.)

1. The combination with a smoke stack and a smoke
flue of a deflecting plate, said plate comprising a station-

ary plate member and a movable plate member, and mcaas
for controlling said movable plate memt>er.

2. The combination with a smoke-stack and a smoke
flue of a deflecting plate, said plate comprising a station-

ary plate member and a movable plate member, an operat-

ing shaft passing through the stack and connected with
the adjacent ends of said plate members, and means for

keeping said shaft and said movable plate members in

their normal positions.

4. The combination with a smoke-stack and a smoke
flue of a deflecting plate, said plnte comprising a station-

ary plate member and a movable plate member, said mov-
able plate member being provided with a pocket for the

accumulation of soot, and means for operating said mov-
able plate member, whereby the soot may be dumped
therefrom.

[Claims 3 and 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,024. TRACTOR-WHEEL. Gkokgc F. J0H580.N,
Maple City, Kans. Filed Nov. 11. 1916. Serial No.
130,851. (Cl. 21—152.)

1. A traction wheel embodying spokes ; levers fal-

cmmed Intermediate their ends on the spokes ; and
treads, the Inner ends of the treads being pivoted to the
ends of the levers of spaced spokes, and the outer ends of
the treads being pivoted to the lever of a spoke which Is

located between the flrst-spedfied spokes.

2. In a device of the class described, a traction wheel ;

a set of levers ^fulcrumed interme<liate their ends on the
wheel and extended clrcumferentlally of the wheel

;
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treads having tWlr Inner ends pivoted to the ends of the

•paced levers of the set, and the outer snds of the treads

ketng plvwted to the ends of a Vever of the set which is

fulcmmed between the spaced levers.

1,228.026. SAFETY - CATCH. WiLilAii G. Kbndau.,
Newark. N. J. Filed Feb. 27, 1917. Serial No. 161.299.

(a. 24—167.)

/A»-

tHO DB'

1. A safety claap applicable to piss of the safety-pin

type including a base adapte^l to be secured to the rear

face of the pin, ovitstanding side walls projecting in sub-

stantially parallel ^<paced relation from the base, the walls

being cut away to dsfliie ears at one end and rebent hook
portions at th« other end the bills of which are curved

toward the ears and base to provide restricted pin point

receiving passages, and a locking plate pivoted adjacent

one end between the ears and engaging at Its other end

against the base when In active position, the intermediate

portion of the locking plate being outcurved to conform
to the curvature of the hooks and to fit snugly between

them.
3. A safety clasp applicable to pins of the safety-pin

type inclndlng a base adapted to be secured to the rear

face of the pin, outstanding side walls projecting In paral-

lel spaced relation from the base, the upper edges of the

walls being cut away to define ears at one end and rebent

hook portions at the other end the bills of which are

curved toward the ears and base to provide restricted pin

point receiving passages, a locking plate pivoted adjacent

one end between the ears and engaging at its other end

against the base when in active position, the locking plate

being outstruck intermediate its length to conform in

curvature to the curvature of the hooks and to He be-

tween them, a leaf spring flxe<I to the base at one end

between the hooks with Its other end In engagement with

the pivoted end of the plate so that such end of the plate

will wipe over the spring during swinging and be held

In either actlv or inactive position, and a locking stud

projecting from the pUte to aztend across the passages and
engage the spring when the plate Is is active position.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,228.02«. LAMP-SOCKET AND THE UKK. Charl«8

J. Kliin, Milwaukee, Wis., absignor to The Cutler-

Hammer Mfg. Co., Mllwauk**. Wis., a Corporation of

Wisconsin. Filed Mar. 24. 1918. Serial No. 756,482.

(Cl. 178—362.)

1. Ib coBiblnatloD. a casing for lamp sockets compris-

ing a cap and shell, a snpportlDg ban tkcrsin fisr the rur-

rsat carrying parts, and an Insulating nMBDber within

saM cBslag and removably secured to said t>asfl independ-

aatly of mid cap to InsnUte roadnctors to be connected

with said current carrying parts from each othsr and
troai said cap.

2. In a lamp sorket or similar device, in conbtnatiao.

a casing cmiprlslng a conductor rcoetvlng cap and a shell.

a supporting base within said <-asiB)f adapte<l to carry

a switch mechanism and oppositely disposed terminals

accesslMe from the aides thereof, and ax Insalatlng cover

socured to said base for interiorly Insulatiag said cob

238 O. <i.—»o

ductor receiving cap. sakl rover having a ptarallty of re-

cesaes therein providing free passage for eondnctors to be

connected to aaid terminals and having a chamber for

Ikousing said switch mechanism.
3. In a lanap socket or similar device, In combination,

a casing connprislDg a cap and shell, an inmilatlng base

therein carrying oppositely disposed terminals adapted to

receive conductors, and a divided insnlatlBg cover having
its parts iDdependently secured to said base at points

spaced from said terminals for insulating said conductors
from said cap, the parts of said cover being independently

detachable.

4. In a lamp socket or sUnllar device, la c«mMBation,
a pecelviag cap provided with an Inturoed marginal por-

tion, a resilient shell having lugs adapted to cooperate

with said marginal portion to lock said cap and shell

against relative rotation and axial separation, an Insu-

lating base within said shell for the current carrying parts
Including terminals, and an insulating cover secured to

said base and lining said cAp, said cover having a central

opening in its top registering with the opening In said

receiving cap, tunnels extending therefrom to said termi-

nals for the reception of Une wires, and a projection

adapted to cooperate with certain of said lugs on said

shell to lock said base against rotation within said shell.

6. A resilient shell for lamp sockets having a projecting

lug adjacent one end. the metal of said shell being stiff-

ened about said lug.

1.228,027. CASING FOR LAMP-SOCKB3TS OR THE
LIKEL CBABJ.B8 J. KuuN, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to

The Cutler-Uammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Cor-

poration of Wiaconsin. Filed Dec. 8, 1918. Serial No.

805.290, (CL 173—362.)

1. A casing for lamp sockets comprislxig separable sec-

tions having overlapping portions provided with Inter-

locking means eiigageable by contxa< tlou of one of said

sections al>out the other and releasable by contraction of

one of said sectloos at a point remote from said means
with a resulting expansion of said section adjacent said
means.

2. A casing for lamp sockets comprising separable sec-

tions having Interlocking means therefor, one of said sec-

tloas being relatively rigid, the other said secMoo being
miUent and coBtrBc<ll>le. independently of said first men-
tioned section, at a point remote from said Interlocking

means, with a resultant expansion adjacent to said means,
and aakj means being releasable by su( h expansion of

said resilient section.

t. .\ catinit for lamp sockets comprislBg a rap and shell

of onequal diameters, sbd cooperating shoulders carried

thereby for locking said parts together, said parts hsTlag
radial clfarance at a point removed from said shoulders
whereby the latter may Ik» released hy compr»»»slon of said

part of greater diameter at aald point of radka) r)enrance

4. A casing for lamp sockets comprislBg sections having
Interflttlng marslBal portloBs. aad iBterlockkng tmans for

the sections comprising a catch on one and a sbonlder on
the other, the outer section being resilient and havlag

radial play with respect to the inner section at sabstan-

tlaily right aBgtes to the interlocking means whereby said

9e<rtl<>«i may t>e compressed at sabstantlallv right HBglex
to said means to expand the same at said meaaa.
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5. A casins for lamp sockets comprising a cap and ahell

having interfltting marginal portions, certain portions of

aid shell being held against radial cuinpression by por
tlona of said cap received therein, and other portions of

said shell being radially compressible to expand said first-

mentioned portions, and interlocking means carried by
said incompressible portions of said shell and the por-

tions of said cap received therein.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228,028. CASIN(; FOR LAMP SOCKETS AND THE
LIKE. Charlim J. Klbin, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to

The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., a Cor-

poration of Wisconsin. Piled Dec. 18, 1918. Serial No.

807,456. (CI. 175—282.)

1. A casing for electric derlces comprising In combina-
tion, telescoping sections and Interlocking means therefor
Including an inwardly and upwardly bent catch on one
•ectlon, upper and lower shoulders on the other section for
engagement by said catch, the lower shoulder being offset
to abut the under side of said upturned catch substan-
tially at right angles to limit the telescoping of nld
sections.

2. A casing for electrical devices comprising in combina-
tion, separable sections having overlapping edges, a hooked
and upwardly rounded catch on the outer section, substan-
tially concentric arc-shaped shoulders on the inner sec-
tion, the upper rounded surface of the catch engaging the
upper shoulder for preventing axial separation of the sec-
tions, the lower shoulder being sprung outward to abut
the hooked underside of the catch substantially at right
angles to prevent telescoping of the sections, and the
rounded sides of the catch engaging the shoulders for pre-
venting relative rotation of the sections.

3. A casing for electrical devices, comprising in combi-
nation, separable overlapping sections, and marginal In-

terlocking means therefor including an Inturned and up-
tnrne<l catch on the outer section having rounde<I upper
and lower bearing surfaces, and upper and lower arc-
shaped shoulders formed In the Inner section for engage-
ment with said catch, the lower shoulder being offset to
abut at right angles the lower bearing surface of said
catch.

1.228.029. MECHANICAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.
Paol Bbown Klcoh. Chicago, 111., assignor to The
Cable Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Nov. 19, 1910. Serial No. 593,205. (CI. 84—160.)
1. A device of the character described comprising a

piano action, a fixed abutment therefor, means movable
to and from a position between a member of said action
which is below the hammer shank and said abutment to
limit the stroke thereof and means for moving said mov
able means.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
piano action, an abutment therefor, a removable stop moT-
able to and from a position between a member of said
action which Is below the hammer shank and said abut-
ment to limit the stroke thereof and means for moving
said stop.

3. A device of the character described comprising In
combination, a piano action, power pneumatics to oi>«rate
said action, an abutment, movable stops separate from
said abutment normally positioned betweea said abutmsot

and wippens of said action to limit the stroke of th* wip-
pens. and kuIu pneumatics tit operate said stops, said
stops being movable to and from their positions between
the wippens and said abutment.

4. A device of the character described comprlslns a
piano action, power pneumatics to operate same, a fixed
abutment therefor, means movable to and from a position
between an Intermediate mertiber of said action t>elow the
hammer shank and said abutment to limit the stroke there-
of, and a solo pneumatic to operate said means.

5. A device of the character described comprising a
piano action, power pneumatics to operate same, an ubat-
nient therefor, a removable stop movable between an U»-
terniedlate member of said action below the hammer shank
and said abutment to limit the stroke thereof, and a solo
pneumatic to operate said removable stop.

(Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Qasette.]

1.228,080. CONTROL SYSTEM. HoaACi C. Knibi,
Prlmos, Pa. Filed Dec. 1, 1914. Serial No. 874,»a«.
(CI. 246—36.)

^

3. The combination with a translating device, of a plu-
rality of magnets and their armatures controlling the
same, means for energising said magnets simultaneously
or substantially simultaneously, and means preventing re-

lease of said armatures except In predetermined order of
succession comprising for each magnet a circuit controlled
by another of said magnets for maintaining said each of
said magnets energised until after deenerglzatlon of said
other of said magnets, each of said armatures being Inde-
pendent of mechanical control hy the others.

8. In a signaling system, the combination with a plu-
rality of circuits, of a switch for each of said clrculu.
movable means operating a plurality of said switches, a
translating device adapted to be controlled by aald clr-
cuits, a plurality of switches controlling the circuit of
said translating device, an electro-magnet In each of said
vehicle controlled circuits controlling one of said swltdwt,
and means Insuring release of the armatures of said mag-
nets in predetermined order of succession notwithstand-
ing simultaneous or substantially simultaneous energl^-
tlon of said magnets.

16. The combination with a translating device, of a
series of magnets and their armatures controlling the
same, switches for energizing said magnets simultsneousiy
or substantially slmultaneouHly. means preventing rele«ar
of said armatures except in predetermined order of rae
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cession comprising for each magnet of the series a clr-
cut adapted to energise the magnet to hold its armature,
and switches controlled by said armatures In succession
controlling said circuits, said armatures controlling said
translating device only during movement after their re
lease.

20. The combination with a translating device, of a
series of magnets and their armatures controlling the
same, means for rontrolling said magnets simultaneously
or subsUntlally slmulUneously. and means preventing re
lease of said armatures except In predetermined order of
succession, said means insuring control of said translat
lag device by said armatures in a predetermined order of
succession and comprising a circuit for each of said mag
nets for prolonging the control thereof, and switches con
trolling said circuits and controlled by said armatures, the
armature of one of said magnets controlling switches of
the control prolonging circuits of the remainder of the
magnets of the series, the others of the armatures of said
magnets controlling progressively less numbers of switches
accordingly as said armatures effect later controls of said
translating device.

23. Th.' rorabination with a translating device, of three
or more magnets and their armatures controlling said
translating devlie. release of any one of said armatures
effecting operation of said translating device, means for
energising said magnets simultaneously or substantially
simultaneously, and means preventing release of said ar
matures except In predetermined order of saccesslon.

(Claims 1, 2, 4, 6. 7 to 16. 17 to 19, 21, 22, and 24 to
26 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228.031. MACHINE POR FORMING WIRE FENCE
STAYS. Gdstavb F. Kuibsbl, Minneapolis. Minn., as-
signor to Charles A. Rlckert. Minneapolis, Minn. Filed
May 26, 1916. Serial No. 99,890. (O. 140—90 )

1. A machine for loosely entwining a portion of a wire
stay about a substantially straight shaft portion thereof,
comprising, in combination, a supporting frame, a iongi
tudlnal track carried by said frame, a revoluhlc member
Journaled in said frame, means carried by said frame for
rotating said revoluble member, a hollow secondary die
member having an outer spiral thread, said secondary die
member l>eing rotated bV said revoluble member, a primary
die slldably mounted In said secondary die having a Ion
gitudinal passage way adapted to receive and form a bear-
ing for the straight shaft portion of the stay, and a car-
riage movable upon said track and to which the outer end
of said secondary die and the shaft portion of said stay
are clamped, said secondary die having its spiral thread
so arranged as to engage and entwine a portion of the
stay about that portion thereof, which Is held in the
groove of said primary die.

2. A machine for loosely entwining one portion of a
wire fence stay about another portion comprising In com
blnatlon two die members, one constltnUng a primary die
in the form of a shaft having a longitudinal passage in
which a portion of the stay is held and a notch In its
end through which the stay Is bent and the other die
member constituting a secondary die having a longitudl
nal passage through which the primary die is adapted to
slide and a spiral thread on its outer surface adapted to
engage and entwine the portion of the sUy around that
portion which is held within said primary die. a sleeve in

which said secondary die Is secured, a support in which
said sleeve is Journaled and means for revolving said
sleeve.

3. A machine for loosely entwining a portion of a wlra
fence stay around another portion thereof, comprising. In
combination, two die members, one constituting a primary
die having a longitudinal groove in which a portion of the
stay is held and a notch in one end of said primary die
through which the stay Is bent back and the other of Baitf
(lie members constituting a secondary die being formedi
with a longitudinal passage through which said primarjr
dle is slldable and a spiral thread on the outer surface off
said secondary die adapted to engage and entwine the
l>ent back outer portion of the stay around that portion
which is held within said primary die. a sleeve snrroand-
ing and secured to said secondary die, a frame in which
said sleeve Is Journaled, means for revolving said sleeve
to effect the revolution of said secondary die around Bald
primary die, a carriage movably mounted to travel toward
said secondary die during the entwining operation there-
of, said carriage being secured to and supporting the
outer portion of said primary die and the portion of the
stay which is held within said primary die, and a fiurd
encompassing said primary die and carried by said car-
riage for limiting the outward position of that portion of
the stay, which is being entwined about that portion of
the stay which is held within said primary die.

1.228,032. METHOD OF ELECTRIC WELDING AND
APPARATUS. Laubbno 8. Lacbman. New York, N. T.,
assignor to Universal Electric Welding Company, New
York, N. T., a Corporation of New York. Piled Oct
24, 1916. Serial No. 127,326. (CI. 219—10.)

1. The method of welding pieces tending to heat at dif-
ferent rates by the contact electrode process, consistlnf
in applying the current bearing electrodes to the work on
parallel lines and regulating the distance between the
electrode which engages the piece having the tendency to
heat more slowly and the welding point to secure approxi-
mately equal heating of the pieces.

2. The method of welding two rods or pieces of differ-
ent slse together at the crossing point by the contac t elec-
trode process, consisting In applying the current bearing
electrode engaging the larger piece to said piece nt one
side of the line of welding pressure and regulating the
distance between said electrode and the line of welding
pressure or position of the weld to secure approxlm.itely
equal heating.

3. The method of welding crossing pieces of metal by
the contact electrode process, consisting In inserting the
work between one of said electrodes and a suitable base to
apply welding pressure and bringing the other electrode
Into contact with that one of the two pieces which tends
to heat the more slowly and in a position to one side of
the line of welding pressure regulating the distance be-
tween the weld and said electrode according to the ten-
dency of the pieces to heat at different rates and apply-
ing current and effecting the weld by the operation of
the electrode engaging the other piece.

4. In an electric welding apparatus for welding by the
contact electrode process, the combination of two elec-
trodes one of which is applied to the work on a line to
one side of the welding pressure but substantially par-
allel therewith, while the other is provided with an ex-
tended contact sarface to permit the weld to be made at
any one of a number of desired distances from the first-
named electrode.
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l,2 2 8,fB». VEHICLB^BKAKE. Thomis J. Lai
hethtl, Vt. med Dw. 11, 1M3. 8«rUil }9: 806.024.
(CI. 21—9.)

f 9m

1b a brake for veUclcs, bounds supported adjacent the

forward end of tbe vehicle, aaid bounds being spaced apart

to proTlde a clearance, a tongue having one of Its ends

p«iitioaed in said clearance, said tongue baring a trana-

\-«r«e slot, a bolt connecting the hounds, said bolt ex-

tending through the slot for connecting the tongne with

tlie hoands, a ptn extending vertically through the tongue

«iDd <'«innecting the walls of the nlot at a point adjacent

the Ujlt. whereby niovernenr of the tongue in one dlrec-

th)B Is restricted by the « ngageuieiit of said pin with the

bolt, and a brake bar carrying brake shoea, Unks for sup

porting the brake bar and links ronne<-tlng the brake bar

and the tongue, whereby movement of said tongue operates

the brake shoes.

1,228,034. DRIP CUP FOR KKFBIGKR.\TOR - TRAPS.
Chablbs H. Lbonabd, Grand Rapids, Mich., assignor

to Grand Rapids Refrigerator «'<>.. <;rand Rapld^i. Mich.,

a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Oct. 9, 1916. Serial

No. 124,625. (CI. 182—13.)

1. In a dt vlro of the character ilescrlbed, a cylindrical

•heet m«tal member provided with a plurality of screw

threads In tb^ sUks thereof, a cup having an open upper

end and downwanlly and Inwardly ln<lln«>d sides cumlng

•ubatantlally to a point, h r«d depending from said point

«f the cup through said member, .vild cup and rod being

free from contact »'ith the luner sides of the member.

and a plurality of outwardly exten<llng ears on the cup

engaging at their ends with the grooves formed In the

member by said screw threads.

2. In a derlce of tb« character described, a cylindrical

memheT adapted to be connected with a refrigerator, a cop

having an open upper end and downwardly and Inwardly

Incllneil sides substantially to a point, a rod dependlnK

from the en p from said point, and means for aecnring tb*-

cup within said member and positioning It therein m> as

to hold the Bides of the cup and said ro«l from contact

with the inner sides of the member.

3. Ib a dertee of the character described, a sheet metal
member l»aviBg open eads and adapted to be coBBectPil

with a refrigerator, a cup havini; an op**n upper end and
downwardly aad Inwardly iscliued sides cotnlDg substaa-
tlally to a ^lot, a rod depesding from said cnp at said

point, means for securing the cup and rod within said

member with the sides of the cup and the rod free from
contact with the inner sides of the member, a tube bav-
tag its lower end entered a dlstancv Into the cup, aad
a dome In tb>> tub<> insertiug into the iipp^'r end of said

member and engaging therewith to limit the distance tbat
the end of aald tube enters into the cnp.

4. In a device of the character described, a substan-

tially cylindrical menit>er leaving open ends, a cup having
an open end and tddea turned downwardly and Inwardly,

a rod depending from the bottom of the cup, and a plural-

ity of ears at the upper edges of the cup. turned out-

wardly and upwardly therefrom and engaging with the
inner sides of said n>ember to position the cup and rtxl

depending therefrom with the aldea of the mp aad rod
free from contact with the inner sides of the member.

5. In combination, a cylindrical member having open
ends adapted to tve attached to a refrigerator, a tube lead-

ing into said memlM>r at its upper end, a dome secured to

the tube Inserting into the upper end of said member, a

bend in the dome for determining the extent of the en
trance of the tube into the member, a cup having an open

upper end within the member into which the end of the

tube extends, downwardly and inwardly turned sides to

the cup a rod depending from the lower end of the cup
through the member, and ears on the cup projecting later

ally and upwardly and engaging against the Inner sides

of said member to position the cup and rod free from
contact with the raemi>er.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.J

1.228.035. DUST-CAP AND WHEEL-HOLDER. Edoar
C. LiTCHFiBU) and Menhv L. I.itchpibld. Waterloo,

Iowa, aastgaors to The Litchfield Manufacturing Com-
p*ny, Waterloo, Iowa, a Corporation of Iowa. Plied

Sept. 22. 1915. Serial No. 51.941. (CL 74—8.)

/J

1. in <H)mhiaation. a shaft, a wheel provided with a
bab arranged on said shaft, a sectional hub cap, and
means for clamping said rap upon said hub and concealing

ooe end of the shaft.

S. In combiBatlon. a shaft, a wheel provided with a

bub arranged on said abaft, a hub cap divided along long!

tuilinal lines into a plarality of sections, and means for

fixing said sections upon said hub and concealing on*-

eD<i of the shaft.

8. In combination, a shaft, a wheel proTided with a

bub arranced on the shaft, a cup-shaped hub cap flx^
upon said hub and with Its mouth directly inwardly cov-

ering one end of said sbaft. and the shaft and said cap
having means for holding the wheel and the shaft SKalnst

relative axial movements.
4. In romblnatlon. >i shaft, a wh«'el provided with a

hub arrani;e<l on the shaft, a hub cap divided alone longl-

tudlaal line* «e<Tired to the hub and covertag one .nd of

the shaft, and •^aid shaft and said cap having comple

meatary tongue and groove meinljers extending aroaml
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th« shaft and adapted to bold the wheel and the shaft
against relative axial movements.

6. In combination, a abaft, a wheel on tbe shaft, an
aanular member surroumllng the shaft, said member and
said shaft having complementary interlocking tongue and
groove members arranged angularly of tbe axis, said an-
nular member being divided into sections to permit It to
be slipped laterally upon the shaft, and means for fixing
the said annular nieml>er tp the wheel.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the UaEette.]

1,228,086. POCKET WINDOW. Edmcnd B. LowgaN,
Cincinnati, Ohio Piled Mar. 18, 1916. SerUl No
88,786. (CI. 20—52.1.)

1. In a pocket window having a frame, in romhlnation
with two sliding sashes in said frame adapted to close
the window opening, means for locking the two sashes
together, and pins slidably mounted In the upper sash,
snd lock plates in the frame of the window to receive
said pina. said plates having receaaes with a beveled lower
face, for the purpose descrllHyl.

2. iB a pocket window, in combination with a frame
baring an openlns a wall pocket adjacent said frame,
sliding aashes adapted to close the opening, means for
locking tbe sashes together, and means for locking tbe
sash nearest the pocket to the frame, said means adapted
to be manually set into locking position and automatically
moved out of locking position by moving the said sash
away from the pocket.

8. In a pocket window, a pair of sliding sashes, a frame
in which said sashes are mounted, a wall pocket for said
sashes adjacent the frame, and means for locking one of
the sashes to the fram*, said means adapted to be auto-
matically released by moving aald sash in a direction
away from tbe pocket so as to permit said sash to be
moved into the pocket.

1.228,087. CONCRETE PORM Stbwart R. McKat,
CTeveland. Ohio. Original application filed June 12'
1916. SerUl No. 88.7»». Divided and this application
filed Sept. 18, 1916 Serial No. 119,848. (Cl. 25—181 )

being formed with sUnting surfaces which diverge from
each other toward the rear of the post ; plates extending
between adjacent posts, each of said plates being provided
with a beveled surface that cooperates with the beveled
surfaces upon the posts, each plate being provided with
a nose that engages with the post when the plate Is In
final seated position

; and a series of clamping means
carried by eacb poat and adapted to engage the plates
upon opposite aides of the posts to hold the plates with
respect to tho posts.

2. In a form for concrete construction, the combination
of a pair of posts the adjacent surfaces of said posts
being formed with slanting surfaces which diverge from
each other toward the rear of the posts ; plates extending
between adjacent posts, each of said plates being provided
with oppositely extending beveled surfaces, one of which
surfaces cooperates with the bevele<l surface upon a poat

:

and clamping means carried by the post and adapted to
engage with beveled surface* of plates upon opposite sides
of the post to hold the plates with respect to the post.

8. In a form for concrete construction, the combination
of a pair of posts the adjacent surfaces of said poata l>elng
formed with slanting surfaces which diverge from each
otber toward the rear of the posU : plates extending be
tween adjacent posts, each of said plates at each end
being provided with oppositely extending beveled .surfaces
which meet to form a nose, a beveled surface of each
plate cooperating with a beveled surface upon tbe posts,
tbe nose of each plate being In contact with a po.>;t when
the plate Is in final ponltion with respect to the posts ;

and clamping means carried by each post and straddling
each post to engage beveled surfaces of plates upon oppo
site sides of the post to hold the plates with respe t to tbe
post.

1,228,088. WELDINO-TORCH. Isaac U. Mku^tv,
Shreveport. La., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
George T. Cunningham and Louis T. Cunningham.
Shreveport. La. Piled May 16, 1914. Serial No
838,828. (Cl. 168—27.4.)

1. 1« a form for concrete construction, the combination 1 comnming tube,
of a pair of posts the adjacent surfaces of said posts i combining tube.

1. A welding torch compriolng a mlxlBg chamber, an
oxygen aupply to said mixing cbaasber, a combustible
gas-supply connected with said mixing rbaaiber, a burner
connected with the mixing chamber, and a check valve
between said mixing chamber and said bnraer to permit
a supply of gas to the burner and to prevent back fire
from tbe burner thereinto.

2. A welding torch comprlalng a hollow cylindrical body
having a solid lower end, a projection extending from the
solid end and within the hollow body, a combining tube
engaged with the projection and extending longitudinally
and centrally wltbin the hollow body, a taperin* nipple
alao engag«d with the projection and ezteaidliig wltbin tb«
combining tube, aad a mlxtn* tube ceanected wltb the
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8. welding torch comprising an oxygen supply nipple,

a oomblnlng tub« connected around said nipple, an oxygen
supply connected with the nipple, a combustible gas supply
connected to supply a combustible gas to the combining
tube, a mixing tube connected with the combining tube

beyond the extent of the nipple, a burner connected with
the mixing tube, and a check valve connected between
aid mixing tube and said burner to permit the flow of

gaa from the mixing tube to the burner and to prevent

back Are into the mixing tube.

4. A welding torch comprising an oxygen supply-nipple,

a combining tnbe connected around said nipple, an oxygen
supply connected with the nipple, a combustible gas-supply

connected to rapply a combustible gas to the combining
tnbe, valves to control the flow of gas through each of
aald supplies, a mixing tube connected with the combining
tul>e beyond the extent of the nipple, a burner connected
with the mlxinr tube, and a check valve between the mix-

ing tnbe and said burner to permit the flow of gas from
the mixing tube to the burner and to prevent back Are.

9. A welding torch comprising an oxygen supply nipple,

a combining tube connected around said nipple,/an oxygen
supply connected with the nipple, a combustible gaa sup
ply connected to bupply a combustible gas to the combining
tube, valves to control the flow of gas through each of said

supplies, a mixing tnbe connected with the combining tube
beyond the extent of the nipple, a burner connected with
the mixing tnbe, a check valve located between the mix-
ing tube and burner, and a spring acting to normally hold
said check valve closed against back Are from the burner
and to resiliently permit opening of the valve as the
proper gas pressure is attained within the tnbe.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.238.089. ALARM-CLOCK. Danibl O. Muki^ Detroit.
Mich., assignor of one half to John S. Shields. Detroit,

Mich. Filed Oct. 6, 1916. SerUl No. 128,941. (Q,
5«—16.)

1. The combination with a time mechanism and an
alarm mechanism of a spindle having a hub thereon
and a gear on the hub actuated from the time mechanism,
means on the hub whereby the hnb is permitted to move
laterally on the spindle as the gear is actuated to release
the alarm mechanism, manual means for shutting off the
released alarm mechanism, and means on the spindle for
automatically and subsequently releasing the alarm mech-
anism.

2. The combination with a time mechanism and an
alarm mechanism, of a spindle having a pin and a slldable
notched hub thereon and a gear on the hnb, a spring de-
tent held in position by said hnb to lock the alarm mecha-
nism, said mechanism being released when the notch in

the notched hub engages the pin, manual means for
shutting off said released mechanism, and means for auto-
matically releasing the locked mechanism.

3. The combination with a time mechanism and an
alarm mechanism and a spindle with a pin thereon, of a
loo^ slldable hub notched to engage the pin and a gear
on the hub, a second slldable hub rotatable with the spin-
dle and formed with a notched head, and a pin on the

first hab to engage said notche<l head, a spring detent held
in operative position by the first hub to lock the alarm
mechanism and released when the notch in the said second
hnb engages the pin. and manual means for locking the
released alarm mechanism.

1.228,040. BTONEWORKINO^MACHINB. Bbnbt H.
ManccH, Claremont. N. H., assignor, by mesne aaalgn
ments, to Sullivan Machinery Company, Boston, Mass.,
a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Dec. 11. 1909.
Serial No. 582,674. (Cl. 125—2.)

8. A channeling machine having cutting appliances, an
oscillating carrier therefor and means dependent on the
movement of the carrier for redprocatlvely moving the
catting appliances.

6. A stone working machine having cutting appliances,
a carrier, a support, means for oscillating the carrier,
means for moving the cutting appliances in unison with
the carrier, said means comprising a driving memt>er
connected to the cutting appliances and engaged by the
carrier to impart movement to the cutting appliances,
and a supporting member for said driving member ad-
justably mounted upon said main support.

10. A stone working machine having cutting appliances
Including a motor for actuating the same, a second motor,
means driven by tiie aecond motor for swlaglBg the cutting
appliances, and OMaas operated by the aeoand motor for
advancing and retractiag the cutting appliances.

12. A ctianaeUBg BMcliine tiaving cutting appliances,
actuating means therefor, a support for the cuttlnc appli-
ances, and power driven means for periodically advancing
and retracting the support bodily relatively to the work.

18. A channeling machine having a truck adapted to

run upon a suluhle trackway, cutting appliances carried
thereby, power driven means upon said truck for oscillat-

ing said cutting appliances lengthwise the channel groove,
means for synchronously moving said appliances toward
and from the cut, and truck driving mechanism for cyn-
chronously moving the truck forward and backward along
said trackway.

[Claims 1. 2, 4, 6. 7 to 9, 11, 18 to 17, and 19 to 45 not
printed in the Qaiette.]

1.228.041. 8TONEWORKINO MACHINE. HnwBT H.
MncBR. Claremont. N. H., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Sullivan Machinery Company. Boston. Mass.,
a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Aug. 16, 1910.
Serial No. 577,287. (Cl. 125—2.)

* ST J

1. In a track channeler the combination with a truck,
truck driving mechanism, a standard, a channeling tool
mounted on said standard, means for connecting said
standard to an extraneous point while operating said

truck driving merhanism thereby swinging the cutting
tool, and means for adjusting said standard to secure
swinging movement In different planes.

8. In a stone working machine, the combination with a

percussive cutting tool of a tool support on which the
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tool is mounted for swinging movement, a connection be-

tween the tool and a point extraneous to said support,

means for causing relative movement between said point
and Hald support to swing the tool and means for adjust-
ing the plane of swinging movement.

22. In a channeling machine, the combination with a
main support of a standard movably mounted thereon, a
reclprocatory percussive channeling tool mounted on the
standard, an extraneous object, a connection l>etween the
standard and said object, means for causing a relatlTe

nmvement between the support and said object to cause
the tool to sweep through the channel cut during its re-

clprocatory percussive movement and means providing
for the adjustment of the standard to different angular
positions.

27. In a channeling machine the combination with a
support, a tool carrier mounted for swinging movement
thereon, a tool on said carrier, power driven means for

feeding the tool toward or from the work, and means for

adjusting the plane of swinging movement.
31. In a channeler the combination with a support, a

tool mounted for swinging movement relatively to the
work, power driven means for producing such swinging
movement, power driven means for feeding the tool, and
means for varying the speed of swinging movement while
maintaining the speed of tool feed constant.

[Claims 2 to 7. 9 to 21, 23 to 26, 28 to 30, 82, and 88
sot printed in the Gaaette.]

1,228.042. OVEN DOOR. Hnwar W. ODowo, Jeraey
City. N. J., assignor to William M. Crane Company, a
Corporation of New York. Piled Aug. 24, 1912. Serial

No. 716,845. (Cl. 126— 190.)

1. The combination of an oven door, a bearing arranged
npon the face of the door, a bearing arranged upon the
oven casing below the door, and a member mounted in re-

cesses in said bearings, said memt>er comprising a tul>e,

a rod arranged to reciprocate in said tube and having its

lower end mounted in the recess in said second bearing,
and a spring arranged in said tube and cooperating with
said rod, said recess in said second bearing being so out-
lined and said rod being so proportioned and fashioned at
its lower end that said end will abut against a wall of
aid second recess when the door is in Its horlsontal po-
sition.

2. The combination with an oven door mounted to swing
rertlcally downward from Its closed position and a bearing
on the oven t>elow the door, of a longitudinally compres-
sible bracing meml>er pivoted at opposite ends to the door
and to said bearing, said member abutting under a wall
of the bearing beyond its pivot therein, and being there-

by maintained at a predetermined angle to hold the door
la a horlsontal position.

8. The combination with an oven door adapted to be
swung open downwardly In a vertical plane and an arruats

bearing secured to the oven below the door, of a longi-
tudinally compressible bracing member flexibly connected
with the outer face of the door and with said bearing, and
an abutment on said member osdllatable therewith along
the arc of the t>earing down to a point thereon capable
of arresting It at a given angle relatively to the open door.

4. The combination of an oven door mounted to swing
vertically downward from closed to open position, a bear-
ing on the oven below the door, a longitudinally com-
pressible member flexibly connected at Its upper end to

the door and at Its lower end to said bearing, the latter-

named end of said member taking under a wall of the
l>«arlnK interiorly thereof, and an abutment on the member
adapted to rest upon the exterior of the bearing colncl-

dently with the engagement of said lower end of the mem-
ber with said wall.

6. The combination with an oven door mounted to swing
vertically downward from Its closed position, of a bearing
attached to the oven beneath the door, and a telescoping
longitudinally compressible bracing member between the
outer face of the door and said bearing, comprising a rod
pivoted in the latter, a spring on the outer end ,of said
rod, an abutment on the rod adapted to rest on the bear-
ing at a predetermined angle relatively to the open door,
and a tube slldable over said spring and rod down to said
abutment.

1,228,043. SAD-IRON. Hbnbt W. ODowd, Jersey City.
N. J., assignor to William M. Crane Company, a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Sept. 18, 1912. Serial No.
720,204. (a. 108—28.1.)

1. A sad iron Including In combination, a casing form-
ing a chamber, a burner In said casing, openings In the
rear wall of said chamber above said burner, and a baflle

arranged longitudinally in said chamber between said
burner and said openings and having its rear portion ex-
tended upwardly toward and above said openings.

2. A sad iron including In combination, a casing form-
ing a chamber, a burner arranged at the rear of said cham-
ber and having Inwardly directed perforations, openings
in the rear wall of said chamber above said burner, and
a baffle arranged longitudinally in said chamber between
said burner and said openings and having its rear portion
extended upwardly toward and above said openings.

S. A sad iron including in combination, a casing form-
ing a chamber, a burner arranged at the rear of said
chamt>er and having inwardly directed perforations, open-
ings in the rear wall of said chamber above said burner,
a baflle arranged longitudinally In said chamber between
said burner and said openings and having its rear portion
extended upwardly toward and above said openings in the
rear wall, and additional openintrs in the sides of said
ciiamber below said baflle for the admission of air to sup-
port combustion, and a vent in the top of said chamber.

4. A aad iron Including in combination, a casing form-
ing a chamber, a burner arranged at the rear of said cham-
ber and having inwardly directed perforations, openings
In the rear wall of said chamber above said burner, a
baffle arranged longitudinally In said chamber between
said burner and said openings and having vents in its

side and front for the passage of the heated products of
combustion and having Its rear portion extended upwardly
toward and above said openings In the rear wall, and addl-

'^
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Uooai upnUngs Id the uidtm of aaid ch&ml>«r b«iow said

baflle tor tb«> admlssloa ol air to support coB>bu8tk»n, att4

a veat ia the top 0/ aaid cluuniMr.

S. A aad troa lodudiag in <.-otiii*iiinU»n, a oaaia« form-

lag a chamber, a burner arranged at tb« r«ar of aid chaia-
b«r and having Inwardljr directed perforatioas, a pia-

raltty of groaves in tb« b«ttom «f aaid chamber, openings
la the rear wall of said chamber ab«v« aald burner, a
bafBe arranged longitudinally lo said chauber betweea
aald burner and said opening* and having Ita rear portion
extended upwardi>° toward and above said opeoiags, addi-

tioaal opFinings Id the sides of aald chamber below aaid

baAe for tbe admisalon of air to support combustion, aad
a vent lii^'^*>« upper portion of said chaaaber.

(CiaUa8'6 to H not printed In tbe Oaaette.!

1.228,044. FRUIT AND VEGETABLE GRADER. Wai^
TSB OMAKT Palmbk. Wallace. Idaho. Filed Oct. ao,

1910. Serial No. 126308. (CL 130—^.)

1. In a grader of the character described, the combina-
tion of a pair of primary grading members traveling lon-

gitudinally, being spaced apart and diverging In the direc-
tion of travel. aaxUlary grading members arranged trans-
versely to said primary members overlying the grading
surfaces of the latter and traveling In anlson therewith,
and means for caualog said auxiliary p-adlng members to
be progressively spaced apart In osiaoa wtth the progres-
sive divergence of said primary fiatfliii aiembers.

2. In a grader ot the character described, the combina-
tion of a pair of belti trar^log tide by ilde spaced apart
and diverging' la the Erection ot thdr trarel ; supporting
'and guiding mcaaa for said belts; transrerae. parallel,
movable bars overiytn^ tbe belts and arrang«d to form a
transverse channel thereon ; and means for spacing said
bars apart relatircly to tli« progressive d(vergeD«« of said
b^its.

8. In a grader of the cliaracter ilsaerlbed, the eomblna-
tlon of a pair of flat belts traveling sMe hy side paeefl
apart aad diTerglng ia the direction •t their travel ; way*
for said belts to ma on having their upper faces chan-
neled : gnlde eleiaetits on the under fares of tuitd belts
raanlng In said channels : transrerae, parallel, MOvaMe
bars orerlylac the belts and arranged to form a traiM-
vcrae chamael tbereoa ; and meauis for sparing aald bars
apart relatively to the progremlve divergeace of said belts.

4. In a grader of the character described, the eomblaa-
tlon of a pair of primary grading members trarellng dde
by aide spaced apart and diverging in tbe direction of
traTcl, companion partition meml>er8 overlying the grad-
ing surfaces of said primary grading members, betng at-
ranged traarveraely thereto and travellaf In onlaoo tbeiv-
with and hedag incliaad teward each otber, and means for
spacing said partition memt>ers relatively to the progree-
sirs divergence of said primary grading members.

6. In a grader of the character described, the oomblna-
tioa of a i^lr ot prtanary cradiBg membera travellnf tide
by side, being spaced apart and diverging in tbe direction
of travel, a plurality of two-leaf partitions overlying the
PrtaMU-y gradlag membera. being arranged tranarcraelf
tkereto and tniTellog In naiaon therewith, said lea-rvs be
lag hiavMl together and the companion leaves of adjacent
partltioaa being Inclined toward each otber, and means
fer varying the lacllxiatloo of said companion leaves rela-

ttrely to the progresaire divergence ef said primary grad-

lif iMmberi.
iCaalais 6 to 10 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,228.045. UA.\D MOWER. ANoau) FtsmoaouQ, Rl^«r•
aide. Conn. Piled Jan. 22, 1S17. Serial Ho. 143,«24.
<C1. 66—19.)

* '
I n; I 'i^fc^^^

1. A anch4ne of the HMrarter described coniprtslag a
driving wheel, wld wheel carrying an Internal gear and a
bousTnc. a pair of frnperpo^ed ptatee adjtmtably supported
la a sobwtaBtlally borlsontal position at one *nd hj said
boMtng a»d at the ottser end hj a wheel paranettag «aM
driving wheel, said plates being provided wltb <^tt1««
teeth wtileh evOperate to perfonu shearing operattons upon
relative longitudinal rec1procatio« of aald plates, aad con-
necting means within aald housing and between said Inter-
nal gear and said plates to effect such relative reclproca-
tlom wljen said driving wheel is rotated tn a direction to
advance tfte machine.

4. A machine of the character described comprising a
driving wheel, said wheel carrying an tnteraal gear and
a housing, a fixed plate provided with cutting teeth, «ald
plate being laterally disposed with reference to said wheel
and being adjustably supported at one end by raid bousing
and at the other end by a wheel paralleling said driving
wheel, a toothed plate longitudinally reclprocable on said
fixed plate whereby the teeth of both plates cooperate to
perform shearing operations, and connecting meana with-
in said bousing and between said internal gear and the
relatively movable plate to reciprocate the latter on said
Oxed plate upon rotation of said driving wheel in a direc-
tion to advance the machine, said connectlnj? means com-
prising a horlaontal shaft driven by pinions from said
Internal gear, a Tertli-al ahat drlren by bevel-gears from
said horizontal shaft, all located within sa'd housing,
a crank on said vertical shaft and a eonnectiag rod be-
tween said crank and the reclprocable plata.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228.046. COMBINED PAD HOLDER AND TICKET-
rUNCH. Charlis T. Raschick. St. Paul, Mi«n. Filed
May 8. 1918. Serial No. 06,263. (Cl. 211—87.)

-.x^

1. Ia a device of the character described, la combtaa-
tlon, a casing comprising a base having flaases on its

longltitdlaal edgca adapted to bold a set of learea, a re-

ceptacle having an open end secured to one of tAld flaapaa,

a plate pivotaliy sapported above satd baae for engaging
and retaialBc fiaid leaves tbereapoa, a portlea of said plate
covering the open end of aaid receptacle and being pre-

rklcd with a cnttlDf aperture above tbe apeti «»d of tb«

receptacle, and a punch carried by said plate adapted te
cooperate with aald cutting apertare.

a. Ia a device of tlie ctutractcr deacrit>ed. tn comMna-
tion, a casing comprising a base having flanges oa Ita ioi>-

glttidlnal tdget adapted to hold a set of iMvea, a recep-

tacle having an open end secured to one of said Haiigea.
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a plate Journaled between said flanpes above said baae for

angaglag and retaining said leaves thereupon, a portion of

said plate covering the open end of said receptacle and
being provided with a cutting aperture above the open end

of the receptacle, and a punch carried by aald plate adapt-

ed to cooperate with said cutting aperture.

8. In a device of the character described, in combina-

tion, a casing comprising a base having flanges on Its lon-

gitudinal edges adapted to hold a set of leaves, a recep-

tacle having an open end secured to one of bald flanges,

a plate Journaled between said flanges above said base for

retaining said leaves thereupon, a portion of said plate

covering the open end of said receptacle and being pro-

vided with a cutting aperture, a member carried by said

plate having a punch adapted to co^Jperate with said cut-

ting aperture, and an abutment depending from said mem-
ber for positioning a leaf to be cut between said punch
and said plate.

4. In a device of thp character described. In combina-

tion, a casing comprising a base having flanges on Its lon-

gitudinal edges adapted to hold a set of leaves, a recep-

tacle having an open end secured to one of said flanges

a plate Journaled between said flanges above said base

for reUlnlng said leaves thereupon, s portion 0/ said plate

covering the open end of said receptacle aad being pro-

vided with a cutting aperture, a member carrtad by said

plate having a punch adapted to coOperate with said cut-

ting aperture, and a sliding abutment depending from
aid member for poaltionlng a leaf to be cut between said

punch and said plate.

K. In a device of the character described, in combina-
tion, a casing comprising a base having flangee on ita lon-

gitudinal edges Adapted to bold said leaves, a atop on aald

base against which one extremity of said leaves reeta, a

receptacle having an open upper end secured to one of said

flanges, a plate Journaled between said flanges above said

base and having teeth at one end to engage and retain

said leaves upon said base, a portion of said plate cover-

ing the open npper end of said receptacle and being pro-

vided with a cutting aperture, a member provided with an
elongated alot carried by said plate and having a jranch

adapted to cooperate wltb aaid cutting aperture, and an
abutment sMdably moosted In tbe slot of said member
and depending therefrom for positioning a leaf to be cut

between said punch and said plate.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.047. SELF ADJUSTING SPREADER FOR BAW8.
DAawiK O. RaiMBOu), San Francisco, Cal. FHed Dec
18, 1916. Serial No. 187,549. <C1. 148—169.)

1. Ia combination with a circular saw, and means for

raising and lowering the same, a spreader for the material

cot by said nv, located adjacent to tbe rear portion of

the nw near to, but below, the top of the laine. aad means

for automatically ralalng or lowering the spreader with

tbe riae or descent of tbe aaw, while mainUiioing it ad-

jacent thereto.

0. In combination with a circular saw, having a shaft

and means for revolving said abaft and saw abont an ex-

ternal axis, a rear spreader for said saw, a spreader

bolder revoluble with said shaft about said axia, and ad-

justable for saws of different diameters, said spreader be-

ipg movable relatively to said spreader holder, and means
for guiding said spreader while said holder is so revolv-

ing.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,228,048. PISTON FOR INTERNAL. - COMBUSTION
ENGINES. Gborgb R. Rich, Oali Park. 111. Filed Dec.

8. 1916. Serial No. 66.645. (Cl. 12»—193.)

1. A piston for internal combtjstloo englnea, comprliing

an annular piston wall, having an annular groove in Ita

external face at one end and formed on Its Internal wall

with two hollow bosses, a wrist pin seated in said bosaea,

a separate head of less diameter than the annular piston

wall, seated on said groove end and having a peripheral

edge overhanging said groove, a piston ring in said groove,

said piston ring being of greater Internal diameter than

the external diameter of the grooved end of the annolar

piston wall, screw threaded pins secured In said head and

extending through said bosses and wrist pin, and means

for drawing said pins down to firmly hold the piston

head on the grooved end of the annular piston wall.

2. A piston for Internal combustion engines, comprising

an annular piston wall, having an annular groove in Ita

external face at one end, aad formed on Its internal wall

with bossea, a platon bead seated on said grooved end of

the annular wall and extending part way over aald an-

nular groove, there being an annular ghoulder on the

lower side of the head bearing against tbe inner face of

the irooved end of the piston wall, screw threaded pins

secu^ In said piston head and extending through aper-

tures in aald bossea, nuts on said threaded ends of tbe

pins for drawing said head against the end ot the an-

nular piston wall, and a piston ring In said groove, said

ring being of greater internal diameter than the external

diameter of the grooved end of the annular piston walL

[Claims 8 and 4 not printed In the Oaaette. I

1,228.049, PI8T0N FOB INTERNAL - COMBD8TION
ENGINES. Gborob R. Rich. Oak Park, 111. FUed Jaiy

10, 1916. Serial No. 108,809. (Cl. 128—198.)

1. A piston for internal combastion engines, tiaylag a

hollow piston head, tbe hollow space belnt; completely In-

clo8e<l and there being flns in the hollow space, formed on

the udderside of the top portion and extending to the an-

nular wall portion of tbe hollow head.

2. A cast metal piston for internal combastion englnea,

having a hollow piston bead cast with radially extending

fins In the hollow portion, the hollow space being com-

pletely inclosed and aaid flos extending down from tbe ua-

du^de of tbe top portion of tbe hollow bead and tbclr

lowrr edges merging Into said top portion and into tkt

annular wall of tbe piston bead.
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3. A pistoo for interaal combustion engloes, having an
annular wall open at the bottom and a hollow piston head,
the hollow space being completely Inclosed and the head
being forme<1 with heat conducting fins on the top portion
of the hollow head, said fins being located In the hollow
pace.

* 27

4. A piston for Internal combustion engines, having a
head formed with an isolated cavity extending to the an-
nular wall of the piston and then down along the Inside
thereof in the form of an annular recess, there being one
or more annular ring receiving grooves in the external
face of said ^all outside of said annular recess.

5. A piston for internal combustion engines, tiaving a
piston head formed with an Isolated hollow space, the hol-
low BiMce being carried down along the Inner side of the
annular piston wall In the form of an annular space, and
there being radially extending heat conducting- fins formed
on the underside of the' top portion of said hollow head
Aod extending to the annuUr wall of the head.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Qaiette.]

1,228.060. MACHINE FOB THE MANUFACTURE OF
HIGH-SPEED FRICTION SAWS. Chi*l«8 F. Robin-
80K, 8«n Francisco. Cal. Original application filed

Dec. 3. 1914. Serial No. 875,824. Divided and thU ap-
plication filed Oct. 4, 1916. SerUl No. 64.087. (Cl.
76—26.)

1. In a machine of the class described, a rotary shaft
constituting a support for a saw disk blank, means for
I>ositively rotating the said shaft whereby to impart rotary
motion to a blank thereon, a toothed roller supported in
Juxtaposition to the said shaft and in opposition to the
periphery of a blank upon the shaft, the said roller being
freely rotatable, and means for forcing the roller in the
direction of the blank whereby to bring the periphery of
the roller Into working contact with the periphery of the
blank, rotation of the blank serving to rotate the said
roller.

2. In a machine of the class described, a support for a
aaw disk blank, means for rotating the support, a toothed
roller supported in juxtaposition to the said support for
the blank, means for forcing the roller In the direction of
the blank whereby to bring the periphery of the roller
into working contact with the periphery of the blank, ro-
tation of the blank serving to rotate the aaid roller, and
means for adjostlng the roller transversely with relation
to the blank.

3. In a machine of the class described, a support for a
saw disk blank, a bed adjustable toward and from the said
support, a head mounted upon the bed for transverse ad-
justment, a toother) roller tarried by the head and ar-
ranged to be presented to the periphery of the blank, an
abutment, and a fluid pressure cylinder connected with
the head an<l having a piston coactlng with the said
abutment.

1,228,051. CAMERA ai.bbbt D. Rochap, Fairfax,
Okla. Filed Jan. 18. 1915. Serial No. 2,918. Renewed
Jan. 10, 1917. Serial No. 141.695. (CT. 96—82.)

1. A camera comprising o casing, film rolls mounted In

said casing, a film expo«;lng shutter, a box secured to the
casing, a gate pivoUlly connected within the box, a plun-
ger connected to the shutter and engaging the gate, and
means connected to the film for operating the gate.

2. A camera comprising a casing, film rolls mounted in

the casing, a film exposing shutter, a box secured to the
casing, a gate plvotally j^nnirted wltMn the box, a plun-
ger pivotally ronnecte<T^"to the shatter and adapted to en-
gage the gate, and means for simultaneously operating
the shutter and plunger.

3. A camera comprising a casing, a cover pivotally con-
nected to the casing, film rolls mounted within said cas-

ing, a film exposing shutter, a box carried by the cover, a
gate pivotally connected to the t>ox, a plunger connected
to the shutter and adapted to engage the gate, means con-
nected to the film for operating the gate, and means for
simultaneously operating the shutter and plunger.

4. A camera comprising a casing, a cover hinged to said
casing, film rolls mounted in said casing, a film exposing
shutter, a box secured to the cover, a gate pivotally
mounted within the box. a plunger connected to the shut-
ter and adapted to engage the gate, a rod rotatably so-

cured to the cover and connected to the gate, and means
connected to the films for rotating the rod.

5. A camera comprising a casing, a cover hinged to

said casing, film rolls mounted in said casing, a film ex-

posing shatter, a box secured to the cover, a gate pivotally
connected within the box. a plunger connected to the
shatter and adapted to engage the gate, a rotatable rod
mounted In the casing and conne<ted to one of the rolls,

a rotatable rod secured to the cover and connected to the
rod within the casing, and means connecting said rod on
the cover with the gate in the box.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,062. ELECTRIC SWITCH. Josiph If. RrsBT,
NuUey. N. J. Filed May 22. 1918. Serial No. 769.199.
(Cl. 176—293.)
1. An electric switch comprising an insulating sup-

porting block, an adjusting screw and a wall supporting
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lug. said lug formed of a main stock, extending parallel

with said adjusting screw, a portion bent forward from

aid main stock, said forwanl extending portion slotted to

receive wall securing means, a portion having a threaded

hole and bent backward from the base of said main stock,

and a second portion having a threaded hole and bent

t)ackward from said main stock, above said first back-

wardly bent portion, said adjusting screw threaded

through said threaded holes for adjustably mounting said

lug upon said adjusting ticrew.

2. .\n electric switch comprising an Insulating sup-

porting block, an adjusting screw, and a supporting lug.

said lug adjusUbiy hinged upon said adjusting screw and

liavlng a main body extending parallel with said adjust-

ing screw, said main body curved laterally away from said

adjasting screw to provide swing room.

.S. An electric switch comprising an Insulating support-

ing block, a wall securing means, conductor contacts, and

an operating mechanism, said mechanism Including a base,

a supporting stud on the base, an operating lever piece

niovably mounted on the stud, and a tubular meml)er car-

ried by the lever piece for mounting a spring

4. An electric switch comprising an insulating support-

ing block, an evcrhaa^ng projection on the face of said

Mock, said projection having a hole for a cover securing

<levicc. a poet supported on said switch, a switch support-

ing lag swlBgingly mounted 00 said post, said lug being

•lotted to coact with a wall securing device and to provide

clMitance tor aald cover aeairing device.

5. An electric switch comprlalng an insulating support-

ing block, a strap on the faoe of aaid block, a base plate on

the back of said Mock, connectliig posts for mounting said

trap and back plate upon said block and an adjustable

supporting lug hinged upon said strap by said connecting

IWSt
(Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,228.053. BALANCE WHEEL POISING AND TRUING
MACHINE. Charles E. SiNroRO, New York, N. Y.

Filed Apr. 21, 1916. Serial No. 92,608. (Cl. 77—68.)

niiiiniMniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii.iuiiiiiiu«iMutiuNiimiiHHt

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with horleontal supports for the staflf of a wheel to l>e

balanced, one of said supports t>elng rigid and the other

movable, of a spindle slldable in the plane of said supports,

a drill <-arrled thereby, means for rotating said spindle,

and means for moving said drill relative to the rim of

aid wheel.

2. In a machine for balancing wheels, the combination

with a pair of supports in which the shaft of said wheel

may freely rotate In a horlsontal plane, a drill slldable

in a plane parallel to said supports, «nd positioned verti-

cally tberebelow, means for rotating said drill, and means

for actuating said drill longitudinally.

3. In a machine for balancing wheels, the combination

with a pair of supports, one of said supports being rigid,

and the other reslllently mounted, said supports having

means for engaging and disengaging the staff of a wheal,

a ilrlll mounted directly below said supports, parallel

thereto, means for moving said drill axtally, means for

rotating said drill, a source of compressed air draft, means

for conveying the air and discharging the same adjacent to

the drill point when said drill is in a forward position,

and means operative by the axial movement of said drill

for opening or closing the air conveying means.

4. In a balancing machine, a pair of cupped supports

receptive of the article to be balanced, and in which It

freely rotates, a drill slldably mounted to register with

the rim of the article, means for actuating said drill

axially, means for rotating said drill, and meant, for blow-

ing away the chips produced by said drill, the air draft la

said blowing means being controlled by the axial move-

ment of said drill.

1,228,064. FLYING-MACHINE. Chablkb Lbmcel SaH-

roEO, Washingrton, Pa., assignor to Banford Manufactur-

ing Company, Washington, Pa. Filed Aug. 19, 1914.

Serial No. 857,570. (Q. 244—16.)

1. In a flying machine, a car, a frame extending from

said car, a plurality of planes supported by said frame, a

plurality of lifting blades, vertical shafts supported by

outriggers from said car and carrying said blades, a pro-

pulsive propeller, a tractive propeller, means for discon-

necting the propulsive propeller and means extending to

said vertical shafts and said tractive propeller for colnd-

dently operating the latter in a reverse direction and the

former in their normal direction.

2. In a flying machine, a car, a frame built up from

said car extending thereabove forming posts and front

and rear rods for fore and aft sets of biplanes, plane

sections pivotally secured between said rods snd com-

pleting the planes, means for operating and connecting

said plane sections to the car, a plurality of lateral l>eanu

extending outwardly from said car, vertical shafts secured

and journale<l at the extremities of said beams, lifting

propellers mounted on said shafts, horizontal shafts on

sal-l iM'amH operatlvely connected with said vertical shafts,

a motor operatlvely connected with said horizontal shafts,

a tractive propeller at the bow of said machine, a pro-

peller shaft carrying said propeller and operatlvely con-

nected to said motor Independently of said lifting pro-

pellers, a propulsive propeller at the rear end of said

machine, a shaft for said propulsive propeller operatlvely

connected to said motor and driven co-lnddently with said

bow propeller and connections from said motor independ-

ent of the aforesaid connections for reversing the direction

of rotation of said tractive propeller,

3. In a flying machine, a car, a motor contained in said

car having Its abaft extending from each end thereof.
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axillary shafta at the front and r(>«r ends of eakl motor
respectively, clatches b4>tween sai<l motor shaft and uitd

auxiliary shafts, a bow propeller shaft, a itern propeller

shaft, a RubRldlary shaft operatlTely coDoeeted to the

rear auxlllarly shaft and to the Htera propeller shaft, a

clutch mechanism Intermediate of the length of uUd Bub-

kllary ihaft, a drlre connection from said rear auxlllarly

shaft to aald bow propeller shaft, a bevel gear mounted
on said how propeller shaft, a fcenr shaft auitably Journaled

and supported adjacent tu wld l>ow propeller t*baft and
shlftable. a bevel gear on said gear shaft coactlog with the

aforeMild bevel gear, a driving connection between aald

forward auxiliary shaft and said gear shaft, an inter-

meillate shaft suitably journaled and extending longl-

todinally with the car. a bevel gear at each end of said

Intermediate shaft, a plurality of horlxontal shafts at

right angles to said intermediate shaft, coactlng bevel

gears motinted on snid horizontal shafts and connecting

them with said Intermediatf shafts, gears on the extreme
ends of said horizontal shafts, vertical shafts at the ex-

trem«' ends of said horizontal shafts, coactlng gears oa
the lower ends of said vertical shafts, lifting propellers

mounted on said vertical sbafts, a tractive propeller

0«ate4 on said bow propeller shaft, a propulsive pro-

peller mounted on said stern propeller shaft and planes
supported above and by said car.

4. In a flying machine, a car formed of a hull having a

tapering prow, a blunt Ktern, and a deck or roof aloplng

downwardly from a loajrltudlnal central ridge and at the

bottom thereof nn air ti^ht compartnieot and planes sup-

ported above and by said car.

6. In a flying machine, a car formed of a hull having a

four sided pyramldlcal prow, a ?able roof or deck, flat

sides and stern and flat double bottoms forming an air

compartment therebetween, shafts projecting laterally

from said ddes intermediate of the height thereof, pon-
toons pivotally swung from said shafts and planes sup-

ported above and by saM car.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Qasettc.]

1,228,055. BABT-CARRIAOS. ALLKf D. Saktmibb, Chi-

cago, 111. PUed Sept 18, 1910. Serial No. 120,858.

(CI. 21—96.)

1. An attachment for vehicles comprising a frame, rnn-

long links pivoting the runners to the frame, slide

bars, dbort links pivoting the bars to the long links, aad
mean^ for sltdlne; the bars.

2. A sled attachment for vehicles, comprlaing a fraaae.

runners pivotally linked to said frame, ba^ slidably sna-

pended beneath the frame, runner links each pivoted at

its respective ends to the frame and ninner. slide har
links each pivoted to said bar at one end aad at the ether
end to an intermediate point on the runner link, and
means for shifting the slide bars.

3. .\ sled attachment for vehicles, comprtolng a frame,
manent pivotally linked to said frame, bars slidably sns-

peoded t>eneath the frame, runner links each pivoted at Its

re«9>ectlve ends to the frame and runaer. slide bar linka

each pivoted to said bar at one end aad at the other ead
to an intermediate point on the runner link, and a lever

for shifting the slide bars.

4. A sled attachment for vehlctea. comprising a frame,
runners pivotally linked to said frame, bars slidably sas-

pcBded beneath the frame, runner links each pivoted at

Its respective ends to the frame and ranner, ^de bar Uaks

each pivoted to said bar st one end and at the other end
te an intermediate point on the runner link, and an angu-
lar foot lever for shifting the slide bara.

S. A sled attachment for vehicles, comprising a fixed

frame, movable runners, linka connecting »ald runners to

the frame, a slide bar operatively connected to the links,

a lever, and llnk.s connecting the lever to the slide bar.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.228,066. ANTISLIPPINO DEVICE. Hahbt A. 8arv«h
Parkersburg, W. Va. Filed Nov. 25, 1916. SerUl No
133,424. (CI. 152—14.)

1. An antl-«lipping device comprising a plurality of

tlons. each of said sections laeludlng an elongated member
provldeil with diverging extensions ndjacent its opposite

ends, said member and extenaiLMm )>elBg provided with

calks, and means for roanectlng adjacetit ends of anld

sections one to the other.

2. A device of the character described comprising, in

combination, a plurality of sections adapted to be dis-

posed drcumferentlaily of a tire, rods connecting adjacent

ends of the sections, said rods being provided intermedinte

their lengths with eyes, retaining members sdapteil to be

disposed around rb>> oppontte sides of the tire, and con-

nections t>etween said laaaunaied members and the eyea

of the rods connectlo? tbniaectlons

5. An sntl-sllppiog flevice comprlaing a plurality of

connected sections adapted to be disposed circamferentinlly

of a tire, each of said sections including an elongated

member provided adjacent Ma opposite ends with diverging

extensions, a calk <*arrie<il by the outer end portion of

each of the exteastons. and niean^ in swlveled connection
with the calks for ronnecttng adjscont aectioas.

(Claims 3 and 4 not printed ia the Oasette.]

1,228,087. MILK BOTTLE SATSTT KBCEPTACLE.
Ahthttr ScHArrao. Riverside. N. J. Piled May 27.

1916. Serial No. 100.351. (CI. 232—41.)

A receptacle of the character described having a top
formed with an opening for the Insertion of a bottle, a
plurality of strips of resllleat material each having an
angularly bent npper end s^ _.?bed to the top and dis-

posed at uniferm distance arovnd the opening, the free

lower ends of the strips being urged toward each other
by the rcdlience of the strips, the lower ends of the
stripa belag foraied with npwardly projectlag ears, and
coiled springs disposed between the lower ends of the
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strips and operatively connected to said ears, said springs

yieldingly resisting outward movement of the lower ends

of the strips and yieldingly holding the strips in spaced

relation.

1.228.058. ELBCTRIC RELAY. Fridirici W. Schmidt.
Chicago, 111., assignor, by m^no assignments, to Time-
Systems Company, Portland, Me., a Corporation of

Maine. FUed Oct. 19. 19l4. Serial No. 867.296. (CI.

175—281.)

^^

L In a relay, the comOluAtlon with a tube, of a cloaure

at one end thereof, an elect ruuiagnetlc coll disposed below
said closure and Insulated therefrom, a core for said coll

extending therethrough and into the closure aforesaid

thereby having access to the interior of said tube, a float

of Insulating material located In said tube and provided
witb a projection on its under side, and an armature of

tna^netlc materia] secured to said projection for coopera-

tion with the core aforesaid.

2. The combination with a tube having one end tt>ere-

of closed hy an aperture<l plug, of an electromagnetic coil

ailned arith said tube and Insnlated therefrom, a core In

said coll projecting Into the aperture of said plug and hav-
ing sccess to the interior of said tube a floating cup within
said tube, and an arraature for said core carried by the
under side of said cup.

8. The combination with a tube having one end thereof

clotied by an apertured plug, of an electro-magnetic coil

ailned with said tube and <insulated therefrom, a core in

said coil projecting into the aperture of said plug and
having access to the Interior of said tube, a floating cup
within said tube, an armature se<-ured to the under side

of said cup for cooperation with said core, and independ-

ent bodies of mercury withio said cup and tube respec-

tively adapted to establish electrical connection when the
core attracts the armature aforesaid.

4. The combination with a tube, of an iasulatlng

rlosore in each ead thereof, a rod adjostable through the

closure of one cud and extending into said tube, a core
piojecting through the remaining closure and having ac-

cess to the interior of said tube, a coil surrounding said

core, a float on the Interior of said tube under the con-

trol of said coil and core and arranged to codperate with
the inner end of said rod, and mercury within the float

and tutte, adapted to establish a connection upon the at-

traction of the float hy the core aforesaid.

5. In a relay, a metal tulte. plugs of insulating mate-
rial arranged la the ends of said tube, each of said plugs
baring an opeaing therethrough, an electro magnet pro-
vlde<l with a core fitting tightly within the opening In

ene of the plugs, a conducting rod extending Into the
tube through the other plug, a mercury bath In the tube,

a cup-shaped float 8upporte<l on said bath and surround-
ing the inner end of said ro<l, mercury In said cup-shaped
float, a member of magnetic material secured to the lower
end of the float, said float having an opening extending
ft cm the interior to the exterior thereof at such a height

that normally the lowest point thereof lies above the level

of the mercury in the tut>e a distance less than the dis-

tance between the eflfectlve lower end of the float and the

effective bottom of the tube.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,228,069. WIRE HOLDING DEVICE. ALraao E.

ScHKBiDBB and BBiffo W. Schneider. Seattle, Wash.
Filed June 7, 1916. Serial No. 32.563. (CI. 242—167.)

1. A wire holding device comprising a supporting bar,
a body plate slldable lengthwise of said bar, wire guides
on said body plate, and means on said body plate for en
gaging a wire to permit it to be moved In one direction
•nly.

2. A wire holding device of the class described compris-
ing a body plate, perforated wire guides provided on said
body plate, said wire guides having Inclined slots that
communicate with said perforations, to permit the inser-
tion of a wire therein, an upw^ardly projecting wire en-
gaging element in allnement with said wire guides, and
a spring pressed cam to coact with said wire engaging
element to hold a wire.

3. A wire holding device of the class described compris-
ing a body plate, a supporting bar, means for slidably en-
gaging said body plate with said supporting bar. wire
guides provided on said supporting plate, an upwardly
projecting wire engaging element, and a spring pressed
cam to coact with said wire engaging element to hold a
wire.

4. A device of the class described comprising a frame
having a spool of wire associated therewith, of brake
devices yieldably engaging said spool, a bar disposed
lengthwise of said spool, and a wire holding device slid-

ably mounted on said bar said wire holding device having
means for guiding a wire and means for engaging a wire
to permit said wire to be moved through said guides in

one direction and to prevent movement of said wire in an
opposite direction.

8. A device of the class described comprising a frame
having a spool of wire cable associated therewith, brake
devices yieldingly engaging said spool, a bar disposed
lengthwise of said spool, a wire holding device slidably
mounted on said bar, wire guides associated with said
wire holding device, an upwardly projecting wire engag-
ing member in allnement with said wire guides and a
spring pressed ram to coact with said wire engaging mem-
ber to hold a wire.

tClalm 6 not printed la the Gazette.!

1,228,060. STOP AND WASTE VALVE. Fb«d Schcldbb.
Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to United Brass Manufac
turlng Company. Cleveland, Ohio, a Partnership com-
posed of Wm. J. Schoenberger and Benjamin F. Klein.
Filed Dec. 13, 1916. Serial No. 66.661. (CI. 187—6.)

1. A valve body having. a main water passage through
the same and a valve adapted to open and close said pas
sage and provided with a waste nipple at one side open
to the delivery end of said valve body, in comtdnatloo
with an elbow shsped waste discharge member rotatably
engaged with said nipple, and a valve tor said nipple
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•axilUry shafts at tb« front and rpar ends of said motor
re«pectlTely. clntctaes between said motor nbaft acJ said

auxiliary shafts, a bow prop«ner shaft, a stern propeller

shaft, a subRldlary shaft operatirely connected to the

r«ar auxUlarly shaft and to the stern propeller shaft, a

clutch mechanism Intermediate of the length of said suh-

irtdiary shaft, a drlTe connection from said rear auxlliarly

shaft to said bow propeller shaft, a berel fear mounted
on said (>ow propeller shaft, a frear shaft saltabljc Jonrnaled
and snpporti'd adjacent tu said t>ow propeller .shaft and
talftable. a bevel gear on said gear shaft coacting with the

aforesaid bevel gear, a driving connection between said

forward aoxillary akaft and said gear shaft, an inter-

mediate shaft suitably Joumaled and extending longi-

twllnally with the car, a bevel gear at each end of said

Intermediate shaft, a plurality of horizontal shafts at

right angles to said intermediate shaft. coa<rting bev^
pears mounted on said horizontal shafts and connecting

them with said liitermedlat>> shafts, gears on the extreme
ends of said horizontal shafts, vertical shafts at the ex-

treme ends of said horizontal shafts, coactlng gears oa
the lower ends of said vertical shafts, lifting propellers

mounted on said vertical shafts, a tractive propeller

mounted on said bow propeller shaft, a prnpnlslve pro-

peller mounted on said stern propeller shaft and plaaes
supported above and by said car.

4. In a flylDK machine, a car formed of a hull having a

tapering prow, a blant stern, and a deck or roof aloiilBg

downwardly from a longitudinal central ridge and at the
bottom thereof Rn air tit^t compartment and planes sup-

I)orted above and by said car.

5. In a flying machine, a car formed of a hull having a
four sided pyramidlcal prow, a finable roof or deck, fiat

sides and stern and fiat doable bottoms forming an air

compartment therebetween, shafts projecting laterally

from said si'Ies Intermediate of the height thereof, pon-

toons pivotally swung from said shafts and planes sup-

ported above and by said car.

[Claims S to 10 not printed in the Qaiettc.]

1,228,055. BABT-CARRI.\OE. Allcs D. Sartvibb, Chi-

cago, 111. FUed Sept. 18, laift. Serial No. 120,858.

(Cl. 21—96.)

1. Aa attachment for vehicles comprising a frame, ran-
long links pivoting the runners to the frame, slide

bars, short links pivoting the bars to the long links,

means for sliding the bars.

2. A sled attachment for vehiclea, comprising a frai

ranners pivotally linked to said frame, ba^ slidably

pended beneath tlie frame, mnner links each pivoted at

its respective ends to the frame and runner, slide bar
links each piroted to said bar at one end and at the other
ead to an intermediate point on the runner link, aad
means for shifting the slide bars.

3. .\ sled attachment for vehicles, comprising a fram'^
roaners pivotally linked to said frame, bars slidably sos-

peoded beneath the frame, ruaaer links each ptvoted at Hs
respective ends to the frame aad ruaner, elide bar links

each pivoted to said bar at one end and at the other ead
to an intermediate point oa tlie runner link, and a lever

for sbifting the i^lide bars.

4. A sled attachment for vehicles, comprising a frame,

runnent pivotally linked to said frame, bai^ slidably stis-

IWDded beneath the frame, mnner links each pivoted at

Its respective ends to the frame and ranner, slide bar links

each pivoted to said bar at one end and at the otner end
to an Intermediate point on the runner link, and an angu-
lar foot lever for shifting the slide bars.

5. A slud attachment for vehlcleti. comprising a fixed

frame, movable rnnners, links connecting said runners to

the frame, a slide bar operatlvely connected to the links,

a lever, and links connecting the lever to the slide bar.
(Claims 6 to 10 not print<Hl in the Oasette.]

1.228.056. ANTISLIPPIXG DEVICE Habby A. Sabvkb
Parkersburg. W. Va. Filed Nov. 25, 1916. Serial No
133,424. (Cl. 152—14.)

1. An antl-slipping device comprising a plurality of sec-

tions, each of said sections including an elongated member
prorideil with diverging extensions ndjacent its oppoalte

ends, said member and extensions l>etng provided with
calks, and meaiis for CDOBecting adjacent end-* of said

M<rtloDs one to the other.

2. A device of the character deocrlbed comprising, in

combination, a plurality of sections adapte<l to be dis-

posed drcTimferentially of a tire, rods ronnectiag adjacent

ends of the sectioiia, said ro<ls being provided intermediate

their lengths with eye^t, retainini; members adapte<l to be

dispooed aronnd th>' opposite sides of th>' tire, and con-

nectlonK bervveen said laNOiaaaied members and the eyes

of the rods connectins th«»aections

5. An antl-slipping device comprising a ptnrallty of

connected sections adapted to be dispoae<l circumferentinlly

of a tire, each of sal4l secttoas Including an elongated
member provided adjacent Mr opposite ends with diverging

extensions, a calk I'arri^ by the outer end portion of

each of the extensions, aad means in swiveled connection
with the calks for connecttag adjacent sectloas.

[ClBlnM 3 and 4 not printed In the Oasettc.]

1,228.057. MILK - BOTTLE SAFBTT - RBCEPTACl^.
Abthib 8cH.\rrEa. Riverside, N. J. Filed May 27.

1916. Serial No. 100,351. (Cl. 232—41.)

A receptacle of the character described having a top
formed with an opening for the in.sertlon of a bottle, a
plurality of striiM of resilient material each having an
aagnlarly hent npper end s' _Jbed to the top and dis-

posed at uniform dl.stance aroond the opening, the free

lower ends of the strips being orged toward each other
by the rccilienec of the <>tTlpa, the lower ends of the
strips being formed with npwardly projecting ears, and
colled springs disposed between the lower ends of the

I
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strips and operatlvely connected to said ears, said springA

yieldingly resisting outward movement of the lower ends
of the strips and yieldingly holding the strips in spaced
relation.

1.228.068. ELBCTRIC RELAY. Fbbdbbice W. Schmidt.
C!hicago, III., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Time-
Systnns Company, Portland. Me., a Corporation of

I
Maine. FUed Oct. 19, 19l4. SerUl No. 867,296. (Cl.

ITS—281.)

1. In a relay, the comtfLnation with a tube, of a closure

at one end thereof, an electromagnetic coll disposed below
said closure and insulated therefrom, a core for said coil

extending therethrough and into the closure aforesaid

thereby having access to the interior of said tube, a float

of insulating material located in said tube and provided
witb a projection on its under side, and an armature of

magnetic material secured to aal<l projection for coopera-

tion with the core aforesaid.

2. The combination with a tnbe having one end there-

of closed t)y an aperture*! plug, of an electro-magnetic coll

alined witb said tube and insulated therefrom, a core in

said coil projecting into the aperture of said plug and hav-
ing access to the interior of said tube a floating cup within
said tube, and an armature for said core carried by the

under side of said cup.

3. The combination with a tube having one end thereof

dosed by an apertured plug, of an electro-magnetic coll

alined with said tube anil insulated th«refrom, a core in

aaki coil projecting into the aperture of said plug and
having access to the interior of said tube, a floating cup
arlthln said tube, an armatnre set-ured to the under side

of said cup for cooperation with said core, and independ-

ent bodies of mercury within said cup and tube respec-

tively adapted to establish electrical connection when the

core attracts the armature aforesaid.

4. The combination with a tnbe, of an Insulating
closure in each end thereof, a rod adjustable through the

closure of one cod and extending Into said tut)c, a core

projecting through the remaining closure and having ac-

cess to the Interior of said tube, a coll surrounding said

core, a float on the Interior of said tube under the con-

trol of said coil and core and arranged to co&perate with
the inner end of said rod, and mercury within the float

and tube, adapted to establish a connection upon the at-

traction of the float by the core aforesaid.

5. In a relay, a metal tube, plugs of insulating mate-
rial arranged in the ends of said tul)e, each of said plugs
having an opeslng therethrough, an electro magnet pro-

vided with a core flttin>; tightly within the opening in

one of the plugs, a conducting rod extending into the
tube through the other plug, a mercury bath in the tube,

a cup-shaped float supported on said bath and surround-
ing the Inner end of said rod. mercury in said cup-shaped
float, a member of magnetic material secured to the lower
end of the float, said float having an opening extending
ficm the interior to the exterior thereof at such a height

that normally the lowest point thereof lies above the level

of the mercury in the tube a distance less than the dis-

tance between the effective lower end of the float and the

elective bottom of the tul)e.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.}

1,238,069. WIRE - HOLDING DEVICE. ALrBBD E.

ScH!fBiDBB and BBtJfo W. ScHNEiDBB. Seattle, Wash.
Filed June 7. 1915. Serial No. 32,563. (a. 242—167.)

1. A wire holding device comprising a supporting bar,

a body plate slidable lengthwise of said bar, wire guides
on said body plate, and means on said body plate for en-
gaging a wire to permit it to be moved In one direction
•nly.

2. A wire holding device of the class described compris-
ing a body plate, perforated wire guides provided on said
body plate, said wire guides having Inclined slots that
communicate with said perforations, to permit the Inser-
tion of a wire therein, an upwardly projecting wire en-
gaging clement In alLnement with said wire guides, and
a spring pressed cam to coact with said wire engaging
element to hold a wire.

3. A wire holding device of the class descrit>ed compris-
ing a body plate, a supporting bar, means for slidably en-

gaging said body plate with said supporting bar. wire
guides provided on said supporting plate, an upwardly
projecting wire engaging element, and a spring pressed
cam to coact with said wire engaging element to hold a
wire,

4. A device of the class described comprising a frame
having a spool of wire associated therewith, of brake
devices yleldably engaging said spool, a bar disposed
lengthwise of said spool, and a wire holding device slid-

ably mounted on said bar said wire holding device having
moans for guiding a wire and means for engaging a wire
to i>€rmlt said wire to be moved through said guides in
one direction and to prevent movement of said wire in an
opposite direction.

6. A device of the class described comprising a frame
having a spool of wire cable associated therewith, brake
devices yieldingly engaging said spool, a bar disposed
lengthwise of said spool, a wire holding device slidably
mounted on said bar. wire guides associated with said
wire holding device, an upwardly projecting wire engag-
ing member in allnement with said wire guides and a
spring pressed cam to coact with said wire engaging mem-
ber to hold a wire.

[Claim 6 not printed In. the Gazette.]

1.228.060. STOP AND WA£TE VALVE. Fbbd Schcldm.
Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to United Brass Manufac-
turing Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Partnership com-
posed of Wm. J. Schoenberger and Benjaraic F. Klein.
Filed Dec. IB, 1915. Serial No. 66.651. (Cl. 187—6.)

1. A valve body having a main water passage through
the same and a valve adapted to open and close said pas
sage and provided with a waste nipple at one side open
to the delivery end of said valve body, in comMaatioD
with an elbow shaped waste discharge member rotatably

1 engaged with said nipple, and a valve for said nipple
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engaged In said member, and means to lock said discharge
member in dlffert'Dt set poMltIon.s upon xaid nipple.

2. A valve t>ody having an externally-threade«l waste
nipple, in comblDatton with a waste discbarge member of

substantially elbow shape In rotatable screw engagement
over said nipple, a lock nut mounted upon said nipple be-

hind said discharge member and adapted to limit the

same, and a valve to control the outflow of the waste
adapted to seat in the end of said nipple.

'^3. A valve body having a waste nipple at Its side, in

combination with a waste discharge spout tiaving rota-

table screw connection with said waste nipple and a
ralve member mounted in said spout having an enlarged
inner seating portion adapted to engage the end of said

nipple and to prevent removal of said valve member from
said spout.

1,228,061. DEVICE FOR DAMPING OSCILLATIONS
OP A GYROSCOPE-PENDULUM. Max Schcub, Neo-
mtlhlen. near Kiel, tiermany. assignor to .^nschfits Ml

Co., NeumUblen. near Kiel, Germany. Filed Ma; 20,

1918. Serial No. 768,739. (Cl. 74—78.)

1. In combination, a main pendulum including a gyro-

•cope said pendulum being adapted to oscillate about a
horizontal axis whllf the gyroscope Is adapted to oscillate

about a second horizontal axis at right angles to the first

named axis, a fixed support for the axis of the main pen-

dulum, means entirely Independent of the main pendulum
and fixedly related to said fixed support for applying a
turning moment to said main pendulum, and means where-
by oscillations of said gyroscope control said turning mo-
ment applying means so as to counteract oscillations of

said pendulum.
2. In combination, a main pendulum including a gyro-

scope said pendulum having a fixedly attached horizontal

axis, and the gyroscope being adapted to oscillate about

a second horizontal axis at right angles to the first named
axis, a fixed support for the axis of the main pendulum.

a motor fixedly related to said fixed support and engaging
the aforesaid axis of the main pendulum, means whereby
oscillations of the gyroscope control the action of the

motor so as to cause turning moments to be applied to the

main pendulum axis, whereby oscillations of said main
pendulum are counteracted.

3. In a gyroscope pendulum. In combination a gyroscope

having a normally vertical ails, means for pivoting said

gyroscope universally about a point situated above Its

center of gravity, external means for applying a turning

moment to said gyroscope about a horizontal axis, and a

pendulum pivoted about a horizontal axis at right-angles

to the first, and adapted to cause the said external means
to apply turning moments to the gyroscope to counteract

the oscillations thereof.

4. In a gyroscope pendulum, the combination with a

gyroscope having a normally vertical axis, means for plv

otlng said gyroscope universally about a point situated

above its center of gravity, an electric motor for applying

a turning moment to said gyroscope about a horizontal

axis, and a pendulum pivoted about a horizontal axis at

right-angles to the first, electric contacts arranged In the

circuit of said motor and adapted to be contacted by said

pendulum during its oaclllations. whereby the motor cir-

cuit Is closed and the motor exerts a turning moment on

said gyroscope to counteract the oscillations thereof.

1,228.062. FENCE. Waltbb P. ScoriBLO. Woodrow, Fla..

asalgnor of one-half to David C. Glllett, Tampa, Fla.

FUed June 3, 1916. Serial No. 101,584. (CI. 266—21.)

js-

1. In a fence, line bands, stays crossing said line bands,
beads and sockets formed between said bands and stays,

and means for connecting said bands and stays to hold
the heads in said sockets Including tongues punched from
one series of said members and overturned rearwardly
against the members of the other serlea, substantially aa
described.

2. In a fence, line bands, stays crossing aald line bands,
heads and sockets formed between said bands and stays,

and tongues punched from said stays and being over-

turned In opposite directions against said bands leaving
openings for receiving fastening means, substantially as

described.

3. In a fence, line bands ha/Ing notches at one end
thereof, compleraental rectangular heads and aocketa
stamped from said bands, and lugs t>ent transversely from
the opposite end of the band and Inter engaged with said

notches, substantially as described.

4. In a fence, line bands, stayx crossing said line bands)

and secured thereto, loops bent In said stays and bands
for permitting of contraction and expansion, lugs bent

from one end of each of said bands and folded over on
lines of flexure extending longitudinally of the band and
clamped down against the adjacent end of the next band,

substantially as described.

5. In a fence, stays, line bands crossing said stays,

loops bent In said stays and bands for permitting of con

traction and expansion and Joints between said bands and
stays Including heads, sockets occupied by said heads, and

tongues punched from said stays and bent over in pairs In

opposite directions rearwardly to clamp said bands, sub-

stantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (iasette.]

1,228.068. RECEPTACLE. CBAaLia Scuddik, Seattle,

Wash., assignor, by mesne assignments, to John W.
Haas, Seattle, Wash. Filed June 13, 1914, Serial .No.

844.919. Renewed Oct. 28, 1916. Serial No. 127,810.

(Cl. 229—16.)
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1. In a receptacle of the character described, a bo4iy

formed of one piece folded to constitute the side walls of

a container, a continuous flange secured along the lower

edges of and upturned within said walls, a bottom secured
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along one <-dge to aald flange and provided with down
wardl.v proJe<-tlng flanges, said flanges fitting between the

side walls and their upturned flanges, said downwardly pro-

jecting flanges at two sides of the bottom being Joined to

said upturned flanges by a triangular piece which is an

Integral part of the downwardly projecting flange, and

which is Joined to the upturned flange along one edge, by

means of which piece aald upturned flanges are automati-

cally space*! from the side walls to permit the proper

•eating of said downwardly projecting tianges.

2. In a receptacle of the character described, a body

comprising four side walls formed of one piece of mate-

rial, flanges formed Integral therewith and upturned with-

in said walls along thrtr lower edges, a bottom formed

integral therewith and folded along one aide flange,

flanges along the other three sides of said bottom formed

Integral therewith, said flanges projecting downwardly

and flttlng betw.tjn the side walls and the upturned

flanges, said downwardly projecting flanges at opposite

sides of said bottom being secured to the upwardly pro

Jecting flanges adjacent to that flange to which the bot-

tom Is secured by Integral triangular pieces, aald pieces

forming a continuation of said downwardly projecting

flanges In the blank, and serving to automatically space

aid upturneil flanges from the side walls, to thereby

guide the downwardly projecting flanges into proper

poaltlon.

ii

1,228,064. TONE-ARM SUPPORT. HaaMAN S»oal, New
York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 6. 1916. Serial No. 118,890.

(CL 274—28.)

The combination with the tone-arm and the cabinet

of a talking machine, a hollow sleeve secured to said tone-

arm and having a horizontal slot, a hollow bracket se

cured to said cabinet and adapted to receive said hollow

leeve. ball bearings between the latter and the said

bracket, a plate for preventing the balls In said ball bear-

ings from leaving the same and a screw for securing the

aald plate to the said hollow bracket, aald acrew extending

into the said slot to limit the movement of the said

tone-arm.

1.228,065. CURRENT INDICATI.NC; APPARATUS FOR
DIRECT READING WAVE METERS FOR HIGH-FRE-
QUBNCY OSCILLATIONS. Gborob Seibt, Berlin, Ger-

many, aaslgnor to General Transmiaaion Company, New
York, N. Y.. a Corporation of .New Jersey. Filed Oct.

18, 1911. Serial No. 665.383. (Cl. 250—89.)

1. The combination with a direct reading wave meter

(or high frequency oaciUations Including adjacent colls in

ahunt to each other, a member inductively assoclatetl

with both coils and having a pointer, and means associ

ated with one of aald colls to vary the relative inductive

effect thereof on the member Inductively aasociated there-

with, of means for indicating the strength of current

flowing through the wave meter.

2. The combination with a direct reading wave meter
for high frequency oscillations including adjacent coHa in

shunt to each other, a member Inductively associated with

both <oils and having a pointer, and means to relatively

vary the inductive effect of aald colls, of an Incandescent

lamp arranged In series In the circuit of the wave meter
to indicate the strength of current flowing therethrough.

3. The combination with a high frequency oscillatlun

circuit, of a direct reading wave meter coupled to aald

oflcillatlon circuit, means for Indicating the strength of

current flowing through the wave meter, and means for

adjusting the coupling of the wave meter circuit to aald

oscillation circuit to maintain an approximately uniform

minimum current flow through the meter.

4. The combination with a high frequency oscillation

circuit, of a direct reading wave meter coupled to said

oscillation circuit, aald meter Including adjacent colls In

shunt to each other, a member Inductively associated with
both colls and having a pointer, and means for relatively

varying the Inductive effect of said colls ; means for indi-

cating the strength of current flowing through the wave
meter, and means for adjusting the coupling of the wave
meter circuit to said oscillation circuit to maintain an
approximately uniform minimum current flow through the

meter.

1,228,066. SEAM - DAMPENING MACHINE. John J.

SBLTaNBBicH, Chicago, lU. Filed Sept. 8, 1913. Sertal

No. 788.602. (Cl. 68—9.)

1. In a seam dampening machine comprising the combi-

nation of a combined feed and dampening wheel, means
for driving the wheel, uld wheel comprising two members
spaced apart with a frie water passage between them,
and means for supplying' water to flow outwardly through
said passage to a collar.

2. In a seam dampening machine comprising the combi-
nation of a dampening wheel, comprising two membera
spaced apart with a 'ree water passage between them and
having peripheral feed-surfaces thereon, a shaft having

a water-duct therein communicating with aald passage,

means for supplying water to the duct, and means for

rotating said shaft.

3. In a seam dampening machine comprising the combi-

nation of a wheel comprising two membera spaced apart
with a free water passage between them, a chanit>er of a
greater width than said passage being formed in the wheel
between said passage and the shaft, a shaft having a
water duct therein and a port between said chamber and
aald duct, means for supplying water to the duct, and
means for rotating the shaft.

4. In a seam dampening machine, the combination of a
pair of feed-wheels, dampening means, mechanism for op-

erating the wheels, a lever for deflecting the tab on a col-

lar, a collar guide and a lever pivotally sustained between
Its ends, on which the guide is mounted so as to be shifted

by the collar, the feed-deflecting lever being pivoted to tbe
guide carrying lever.
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1JS8,067. DESK -DRAWER. Charles J. FIbvbkjinc*.

Wacousta, Mloh. Filed Aug. 16, 191©. Serial No.

115,028. {C\. 4R—W.)

/9 fo

1. In a device of the character stated, a casing provided
In the inner face of its bottom with a longitudinally ex-

tending series of recesses, a drawor slidablo In said cas-

ing, a loclcing rod rockably supported by the drawer be-

neath the bottom thereof, the inner end of said rod being
bent to engage into said recesses when the rod is de-

pressed, and means for operating the rod exteriorly of the

drawer.

2. In a device of the character stated, a casing provided

in the inner face of its bottom with a longitudinally ex-

tending series of recesses, a drawer slidable in said caalng,

a locking rod rockably supported by the drawer beneath

the bottom thereof and having its inner end bent to en-

gage *nto said recesses when the ro*! is depressed, means
for normally holding said rod doprcsspd. a thumb knob
lidably mounted on the front of said drawer, and connec-

tk>nt between said knob and rod for raising the rod out

of engagement of said recesses when the knob is raised.

3. In a device of the character descriliwl, the comLilna-

tlon of a casing provided with a plurality of recesses In its

bottom, a drawer slidable In the casing and having its

bottom in spaced relation to the bottom of the casing, said

drawer being provided with a transverse partition spaced
from each end wall, a rod carried by the drawer and rock-

ably mounted therein between the bottom of the drawer
and the bottom uf the eaalDK. said rod tielng provider! at

its inner end with an integral latch member positioned

between the Inoer «>nd and the inner partition of the

drawer and adapte*! to engage the said rece!«sea in the
bottom of the casing, a cr)ll spring m'ninted about the rod

and adapted to normally hoiil thp latch member in de-

pressed posltiuu, a platt; slidably mounted on the front

wall of the drawer, means for moving the plate Tertlcally,

and connections between the Maid plate and the outer end
of the rotl whereby the rod Is rotated so as to lift the
latch member Into inoperntire position when the plate Is

raised.

1,228,068. GARTER. Harbibt Tii.nct SHiLrox, Marble-

cliff. Ohio. Filed Sept. IS, 1915. Serial No. 50,535.

(CI. 241—1.)

1. The combination with the depending sapporterstrapx

of a corset, and hoae fast<>ner8 on the ends of said straps,

of a g»rt«*r band for eB<"irollnK the leg of a w<>*rer. and
stad* for <x>actlon with '<i»td fastener* cln-nntif'TMitlally

adjustably moaBt>il nn said band, the arrangement be<BC

taeh that the b«!«e lies oa the outside of the gart«>r hand

between sal<l studs and said fasteners

2. Tlie combination with the depending supporter straps

•f a corset, and hose fasteaero on the endti of said strapa,

of a garter band for cnHrrllnit th»» b-a of s wearer, nnd
ftndx for <'^»art1on with »nld fast^-n^Ts Hrciimferont'ully

adjostably riKXintM on said band. ««Hld stnds i>HnK th«'

only nM«n8 to coact with aald fasteners in thetr snppnrt

of the hose and b*»lng also the only iweans of r*Mine«-fl*iti

between said hand and said ntrap«. the arrangement be-

ing anch that the hos* lies on the outside of the garter
band between said studs and aald fasteners.

1.228.<M9. WINDOW SHADK OPERATING DEVICE.
tt»wiN T. Shii-tow. St. Louis, Mo., assignor of one
fourth to Stonay L. Langdale and one-fourth to Wllllanj
H. Ijingdale, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Dec. 9, 1916. Herial
.No. 135,9W. fCl. 156—35.)

7. A window shade operating device comprising a hanger
plate, a roller drum having radial utops. a reslMfnt yield
ing locking dog. having a lip for engaging the radial
•top*, a ratchet-wheel having radial ratchet tetth and pe-
ripheral detent lugs, for releasing the locking dog from
the radial stops, a rucking pawl bar having an Inner arm
provided with a pawl for engaging the radial ratchet
teeth and an outer arm carrying a lower nheavv. lower and
upper stops, limiting the movement of the outer arm of
the pawl-bar, means for returning the pawl-bar. an upper
sheave and an operating flexible < onnectlon extending
from the roller drum, beneath the lower sheave, and over
the upper sheavea.

[Claims 1 to 6 not printed In the Qazettc]

1,228.070. NO.N REPEATING SAFETY - CLUTCH.
Chaslbs Sbuman, Maywood, 111. Filed Sept 8, 1916.
Serial No. 118.988. (CI. 74—»6.)

1. In machines of tke class desrribe<1. the combination
of the dr*rHig H«»(rh and the trt()ptng merhanlam there-

for, levers oa ea<h side of said machine, a .ihaft connect-
ing said leT'>r«. a series of disks with mtaway portions
upon said akaft one part of said disk series being con-

trolled by each of said levers, an operating pawl pivoted
npen one of these disks and adapted to fall into the cut-

away portloita of sa'd dlnAcs when the said lerers move In

nnlfOB. a r»*«foriBg merhanlsm ronirtstlnir of a f»Bi with
••t>Bne<-tioti': to for«-1t>ly restore the mechanlsTr to normal
[K»sltlon.

2 In nw "hlnes of the class de!«crlbed. the romhlnatloti
' f the driving <"lat'-h and the tripping merhan'sm there
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for. levers on each side of said machine, a abaft connect-

ing aald levers, a aeries of disks with cutaway portions

upon said shaft one part of said disk series being con-

trolled by each of said levers, an operating puwl pivoted

upon one of theae disks and adapted to fall into the cut-

away portions of said disks when the said levers move In

nniaon. a restoring mechanism consisting of a cam with

connections to forcibly restore the mechanism to normal
position, a spring hinge in one of said levers, means for

locking one of aald levers, a podal with connection to the

other of said levers.

1.228.071. TIRE. Joseph F. t^i.vcAGB, Florence, Mass.

FUed July 12, 1916. SerUl No. 108.912. (CI. 102—22.)

1. An inner tube comprising a plurality of iDfiatable

aections, an air diitributlng tube extending through the

aectiona and provided with ports, certain of the ports

having grooves therein, valves slidably mounted in the

groovea, pressure operated valves covering the other of

the ports, stems depending from the flrst-mentloned valves,

and an operating member connected to the stems.

2. .^u Inner tube for a tire comprising a plurality of

Inflatable sections, means for connecting the sections to

each other, an air distributing pipe extending through

the sections and formed of sections, each of the sections

of the air distributing pipe having opposed ports therein

for establishing communication between the sections of

the air distributing pipe and the adjacent Inflatable sec-

tions, pressure operated valves closing certain of the ports

in the sections of the distributing pipe, valves for closing

the other ports in the sections of the distrltuting tube,

an operating rod extending through the dlstriiuting tube

and stems carried by the last mentioned valves and hav-

ing connection with the operating rod so as to effect the

simultaneous unseating of all of the latt-mentloned valves

when the oi>erating rod is moved in one direction for the

purpose specified.

1,228.072. ROTARY INTER.NAL - COMBUSTION EN-
GINE. JoH.N M. SixEB, Parish, Fla. Filed June 30,

1916. Serial No. 106,917. (CI. 123—14.)

1. In a rotary internal combastion engine, tlie combina-

tion of a stationary cylindrical casing having radially

238 O.G.—96

extended cut-off housings, inlet ralve chambers and ex-

haust ports ; a central engine shaft, a rotor faat on said

shaft having an abutment formed with an eceentric face

and a working face substantially parallel to the working
face of the adjacent cut-off when in firing position ; a

plurality of radially movable cut-offs slidable in said

hou.'ilngs between the inlet valve chambers »»nd exhaust
ports ; oscillatory inlet valTes in said valve chambers, a
plurality of charge compressors mounted on the station-

ary casing and driven from the engine shaft, intake valves
for said compressors, and means for quickly opening and
closing said oscillatory inlet valves.

2. In a rotary internal combustion engine, the com-
bination of a stationary cylindrical casing having radially

extended cut-off housings, inlet valve chambers and ex-

haust ports ; a central engine shaft, a rotor fast on said

shaft having an abutment formed with an eccentric face

and a working face substantially parallel to the working
face of the adjacent cut-off when In firing position ; a
plurality of radially movable cut-offs slidable in said

housings between the Inlet valve chambers and exhaust
ports ; oscillatory inlet valves in said valve chambers, a

plurality of charge compressors mounted on the stationary

casing and driven from the engine shaft, intake valves
for said compressors, cam mechanism for opening said

Inlet valves, and springs for quickly closing the same.

8. In a rotary internal combustion engine, the com-
bination of a stationary cylindrical casing having ra-

dially extended cut-off housings, inlet valve chambers and
exhaust ports : a central engine shaft, a rotor fast on said

shaft having an abutment formed with an eccentric face

and a working face substantially parallel to the working
face of the adjacent cut-off when In firing position ; a
plurality of radially movable cut-offs slidable in said

housings between the Inlet valve chambers and exhaust

ports ; oscillatory Inlet valves in said valve chambers, and
a plurality of charge compressors mounted on the sta-

tionary casing and driven from the engine shaft, said in-

take valves each having ports only one of whicii at a time
may register with its mating port in the casing.

4. In a rotary Internal combustion engine, the com-
bination of a stationary cylindrical casing having ra-

dially extended cut-off housings, Inlet valve chambers and
exhaust ports ; a central engine shaft, a rotor fast on said

shaft having an abutment formed with an eccentric face

and a working face substantially parallel to the working
face of the adjacent cut-off when in firing position ; a plu-

rality of radially movable cut-offs slidable in said hous-

ings between the inlet valve chambers and exhaust ports

;

oscillatory Inlet valves in aald valve chambers located be-

tween the compressors and the exiuinslon chamber, a plu-

rality of charge compressors mounted on the stationary

casing and driven from the engine shaft, intake valves for

said compressors, and means for quickly opening and
closing said inlet valves, i ,

1,228,073. FOLDING SEAT. Harrt Slavitt. Pleasant-

dale, .N. J. Filed Feb. 12, 1916. Serial No. 77,819.

(Cn. 155—26.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a pair of sleeves, hooks at their upper ends for attach-

ment to a supporting object, members telescopically re-

ceived in said sleeves and projecting from the luwer ends
thereof, a seat bottom connected at its rearward part to

said members, and a substantially V-shaped harness for

supporting said telescoping members and said bottom
from said sleeves, substantially aij set forth.

2. In a device of the class described, a pair of sleeves

having hooks at their upper ends and holes at their for-

ward sideti, a pair of members telescopically received

within said sleeves, a seat bottom connected to said mem-
bers at its rearward part, and harness members received

in said apertures fur IhnitlDg the withdrawal uf said mem-
k>er8 from Hald sleeves and for supporting the forward side

of said seat bottom from said sleeves, substantially as set

forth.

3. In a device of the class described, a pair of apertured

longitudinally extensible, substantially rigid back mem-
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Iwrs. books at their upper ends, a seat bottom, and means
for suspending said seat bottom from said bark members
comprlsinz hooks received within apertures In the back

nembers. substantially as set forth.

4. In a device of the class described, a [Miir of aleevet,

hooks at their upper ends, said sleeves having Inwardly

extending flanges at their lower ends, members having en-

larged upper ends received within said sleeves and pro-

jecting t>eyond the lower ends thereof, means for limiting

the projection of said members beyond said sleeves, and a
seat bottom supported from the lower ends of said mem-
bers at its rearward portion and supported at its forward
portion from said sleeves, substantially as set forth.

5. In a device of the class described, a pair of tele-

Koping, substantially rigid back members, a seat bottom,

and a harness for limiting the extension of said members
and for supporting the forward portion of the seat bot-

tom from said members, substantialy as 8>>t forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,228,074. PRINTING-MACHINE. Raymoxd P. Sloah,

Media, Pa. Filed July 15, 1918. Serial No. 109,441.

(CI. 197—6.4.)

1. A printing machine comprising a printing wheel bar-

ing a flat facp with a series of rndtally arranged char-

acters, a platen for pressing the paper against the wheel,

a levpr for turning the wheel to printing position and for

operating th<> platen, a flat inking pad. and means oper-

ated by th<* Ipver for moving th<> pad Into contact with

parts of the printing wheel and for eoincldently operating

the platen to press the paper against another part of aald

wheel.

2. A printing raachinp, comprising a printing wheel
mounted to rotate in a borlzuntai plane, a vertically mov-

ing platen cooperating therewith, a lever mounted to turn
about a vertical axis to move the printing wheel to print-
ing position and to turn about a horisontal axis for mov-
ing the platen toward the printing wheel, and an inking
device operated by said lever to apply ink to the printing
wheel during the upward movement of the platen.

3. A printing machine, comprising a printing wheel, a
platen cooperating therewith, a lever for turning th«
printing wheel to printing position and for operating th«
platen, an Inking pad. a pad carrying frame, and connec-
tions between the pad carrying frame and the lever for
moving the pad against the printing wheel during the
operation of the platen.

4. A printing machine, comprising a horizontally ar-

ranged printing wheel, a vertically moving platen co-

operating therewith, a lever mounted to turn about a ver-

tical axis to bring the printing wheel Into printing posi-

tion and to turn about a horizontal axis to move the platen
toward the printing wheel, an inking pad. a pad-<nirrylnc
frame, and connections between the i>ad-carrylng frame
and aald operating lever for moving the inking pad into
engagement with the printing wheel when the platen la

actuated to perform the printing operation.

6. A printing machine, comprising a horizontally ar-
ranged printing wheel mounted to move about a vertical

axis, a segment mounted to move about a vertical axla
and geared with said printing wheel, a vertically moving
rod extending through the segment, a platen cooperating
with the printing wheel, connections between said verti-

cally moving rod and the platen, and an operating lever

connected with the aegment to move It about its axla,

which Is pivoted to move about a horizontal axis, and la

connected with said rod to move it vertically and thoa
actuate the platen.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,228,075. CO.VTROLLINO SYSTEM FOR ELECTRIC
ELEVATORS. William 8. Smith, Cambridge, Maaa.
Filed Mar. 28, 1916. Serial No. 87,294. (CI. 173—152.)

>>a4^^-^

kry
'

1. In an apparatus for controlling elevators the com-
bination with a motor, a car and a plurality of atationa

of motor-controlling devices, means for operating said de-

vices from said stations, means for retaining said operat-

ing means whenever actuated in an operative position and
means for short-circuiting said stations and said means
for operating said motor-controlling devices to exclude
control of said operating means from said stations until

the car has reached Its destination.

2. In an apparatus for controlling elevators the com-
bination with a motor, a car and a plurality of stations of
motor-controlling devices, floor-magnets correspondlug in

number to the number of said stations for operating said

devices, means for actuating said floor-magnets from said

stations, means for retaining said floor-magnets in actu-
ated position and m<>ans for short-circuiting said stations

and said actuating means to exclude control of said motor-
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controlling devices from said statlona tintil the car has

reached Its destination.

S. In an apparatus for controlling elevators, the com-

bination with a motor, a car and a plurality of stations

of motor-controlling devices, means for operating said de-

vices from said stations, means for retaining said operat-

ing means whenever actuated In an operative position and
a«ana for Bbort-circuiting said station and said operating

means to exclude control of said operating means from

aald stations until after the car has reached its destina-

tion and a door has been opened.

4. In an apparatus for controlling elevators, the combi-

nation with a motor, a car and a plurality of stations of

motor-controlling devices, floor-magnets corresponding in

number to the number of said stations for operating said

devlcea, means for actuating said floor-magnets from aald

atations. means for retaining said floor magnets In actu-

ated position and means for short-circuiting said stations

and aald means to exclude control of said floor-magnets

from Hald stations until after the car has reached Its

destination and a door has t>een opened.

5. In an apparatus for controlling elevators, the combi-

nation with a motor, a car and a plurality of stations of

motor-controlling devices, floor-magnets corresponding in

number to the number of said stations for operating said

motor-controlling devices, means for actuating said floor-

magnets from said stations and from aald car, means for

retaining said floor-magnets In actuated position and
means for short-circuiting said stations, said car and aald

actuating means to exclude control of said floor-magnet

from said stations and said car until after the car has
reached its destination and a door has t>een opened.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1^8,076. BARREL HEADING APPARATUS. Thomas
A. ScLLiTAN, Brooklyn, N. T., and Hn.tar J. Von Beck,
Boston. Mass.. assignor to Brooklyn Cooperage Com-
pany, .New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 2, 1917. Serial No.

140.199. (CI. 147—«.)

1. Barrel beading apparatus of the character desig-

nated, comprising a support for the barrel, a bead rest

carried by said support, a stave clamping ring in vertical

allnement therewith, a vertical runway disposed entirely

upon one side of and independent of said support, a car-

riage mounted to travel on said runway and carrying said

clamping ring, and a manipulating lever mounted on said

ring.

7. In barrel heading apparatus of the character desig-

nated, the combination of a vertical runway, a carriage

having side members guided In said runway, rollers mount-

ed on said side members and fitting In opposed grooves In

the runway, bracket pieces secured to the side members
of the carriage and formed with rearwardly projecting

arms and with forwardly projecting convergent arms, a

counterpoise mounted in the rearwardly projecting arms,

the ends of the forwardly projecting convergent arms ter-

minating In flanges, a stave clamping ring rigidly se-

cured to said flanges, a stirrup plvotally connected with
the side members of the carriage, and a counterpoised

flexible ligament connected with said stirrup for counter-

poising the carriage and the clamping ring.

[Claims 2 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,077. WATER COOLED REFRIGERATOR. Kath-
ERiKE A. Thompson, Milwaukee, Wis. Filed May 17,

1913. Serial No. 28.541. (CI. 257—21.)

In a device of the described class, the combination of a
provision receptacle and an Inclosing receptacle surround-

ing such provision receptacle upon all sides except upon
that side occupied by the door, a cold water chamber lo-

cated between said receptacles, a duct adapted to conduct
water from a supply to said cold water chamber, a door

or cover provided with a cold water space, a flexible duct

communicating from the cold water chamber located be-

tween said interior and exterior receptacles to the cold

water space in said door or cover, an additional flexible

duct communicating from the cold water space in said door

or cover to the outlet duct of said first named cold water

chamber, a drip trough located near the lower side of said

device, provided with a discharge opening leading to the

outlet duct.

1,228,078. RECORDING-SAMPLER. Arthcb E. Thum-
DBLL, Adams. Mass. Filed June 15, 1912. Serial No.

703,803. (CI. 73—21.) ,

MOK-^

In a recording sampler, the combination with a chute
or passageway through which the material to be sampled
passes and which Is provided with an opening, of a per-

manently-open spout communicating with said opening

and adapted to receive material therefrom, a sample-re-

ceiving element rotatable in a horizontal plane beneath
the delivery end of said spout and closely adjacent thereto,

said element having projections extending from Its pe-

riphery, automatically, operative means acting on aald

element and tending to rotate it forwardly, a pivoted

escapement lever cooperating with said projections and
normally restraining said element from movement, and

I time-controlled electric means for periodically actuating

I the escapement lever to release the sample-receiving ele-

1 ment and permit it to rotate one step forward.
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1,228,079. GUARD ATTACEIMENT FOR CLOTH-
8HEABING MACHINES. Weslbv R. Vaib, Ravenna,
Ohio. Filed Jan. 24. 1917. Serial No. 1444J44. (Q.
74—56.)

1. A guard for cloth shearing machines comprising sec

tlons htngedly connected, each section comprising a frame
having transversely and longitudinally extending bracing

bars, a fabric covering for each frame provided with a
longitudinally extending slot adjacent the longitudinal

free edge of one of the frames, means for connecting one
of the sections with a cloth shearing machine, the second

section normally extended in an operative position, and
means for releasably holding the second section In an in-

operative position.

2. A guard attachment for a cloth shearing machine
comprising blngedly connected sections, each section hav-

ing a frame, a fabric covering for each frame, the fabric

covering of one frame being provide<l with a longitudinally

extending slot adjacent the longitudinal free edge thereof,

and means for connecting one of said sections with the

frame of a cloth shearing machine, the second section

normally extending in an operative position and movable
to an Inoperative position.

3. A guard attachment for a cloth shearing machine
comprising hlnge<lly connected sections, one of the sec-

tions being providetl adjacent the free edge with a longi-

tudinally extending slot, attaching brackets for connecting
one of the sections with a cloth shearing mactaloe frame,

the second section normally extending in an operative
position and movable to an Inoperative position. •

[Claim 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.080. HARD-SNOW AND ICE PLOW FOR RAIL-
WAYS. JOH.N W. Von Nbida. ,«?ioux Falls, S. D. Filed

Mar. 24, 1917. Serial No. 157,187. (CI. 104—100.)

1. The combination with a power propelled veliicle

running on rails, 0t vertically disposed members opera-

tlvely supported at their rear ends upon the vehicle and
extending forward therefrom and disposed above the rails,

runners on said members pnjfnging the rails and support

Ing the members, main plow shares mounted upon said

members at the forward end thereof and auxiliary plow
points operatlvely connected to the main plow shares and
extending down on the inside of the rails.

3. The combination with a snow plow, of a plurality

of rail scrapers operatlvely mounted upon the plow, means
for restliently forcing said scrapers downward against the

face of the rail, an<l means for limiting the downward
movement of the scrapers, the underfaces of the scrapers

being beveled so as to form transversely extending cutting

edges.

4. The combination with a snow plow, of a colled

spring mounte<l upon the plow and having a forwardly

extending portion, a plurality of collars mounteil upon the

plow, and a plurality of rail scrapers having stems extend

ing through said collars and vertically movable tberelB.

the upper ends of the stems being connecte<l to a spring,

and means for llmitiog the downward movement of the

terns under the action of the spring.

7. The combination with a locomotive, of a pair of rail

plows mounted upon the forward end of the locomotlre

and each comprising a main sliare extending downward,
forward, and Inward to a point above the rail, a remov-
able plow point attached to the main .share, an auxiliary

point attached to the main share inward of the main point

and adapted to cut a fiangeway on the Inside of the rail,

an auxiliary share attached to the auxiliary point and
extending rearward and inward therefrom, braces ronnect-

ing the siuire<i to each other and to the engine, vertically

disposed runners connected to each of said braces and
extending downward toward the rail, a block operativel>

mounted upon the forward end of each runner and havlni

sliding engagement with the rail and acting to support

the forward end of each plow, and a plurality of rail

scrapers mounted upon the rear portion of each runner

and resillently forced downward Into engagement with

the rail.

[Claims 2. 5, 6. and 8 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,228,081. COMBINED CLOTHES POLE AND LINE.
CHARL.SS W. Walker, Stratford, Conn. Filed Feb. 10.

1918, Serial No. 77..'i92. Renewed Nov. 4. 1910. Se-

rial No. 129.629. (CI. 68—12.)

a ^^

m
M "S
'%

1. In A combined clothes post and line, the combina-
tion of a hollow metal post, a removable cover Inclosing

the top end of the post, a line attached to the cover and
having one end extended out of the post, means within
the post for drawing the clothes line within the post, the

said line and actuating means being free to t>e removed
from the upper end of the post by lifting the cover.

2. In a combined clothes post and line, the combination
of a hollow metal pust. a removable cover Inclosing the top

end of the post, a pulley block attached to the cover, a
weight within the post, a second pulley attached to the

weight, a line hung from the cover being threaded over
and under the pnlley blocks and having one end fixed and
the other end extended out from the upper end of the
post, the said weight and line being adapted to l>« re-

moved through the upper end of the post by the removal
of the cover.

3. A combined clothes post and line Including a hollow
post, a movable cover for the top end of the post and hav-

ing an annular apron extende<l down arotnd an<l spaced
from the outer top sides of the post, a line attached to

the cover, means within the post for drawing and normally
holding the extended end of the line under the said
apron.

4. A combine*! clothes post and line including a hollow •

post having an opening through Its upper side portion, a
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rotatabie cover for the top end of the post and having

an annular apron extended down around and spaced from

the outer top sides of the post, an opening through the

said apron adapted to aline with the opening in the post,

a line attached to the cover, means for drawing in and
normally hoMlng the end of the line housed under the

said apron.

1.238,082. COMBINED VAPORIZER AND MIXER.
Jacob Walteb, HAaar J. BcTTERWoaTH. and Oscab J.

SiOLCR, Mansfield, Ohio, assignors of one-flfth to Charlett

M. Rowland, Mansfield, Ohio. Filed May 10, 1916.

SerUl No. 96,732. (CI. 48—107.)

1. In a combined vaporiser and mixer for internal com-

bustion engines, a vaporizer, a drum having imperforate

tide walls and provided at the top with perforations

which permit the escape of the volatile constituents of the

Tsporize<l hydrocarbon to mix with air at atmospheric

temperature, a cylinder surrounding said drum, means to

conduct liquid hydrocarbon fuel to the vaporiser, means
for heating the vaporiser by the exhaust gases of the en-

gine, and means operated by the suction of the engine to

tolx air at atniospherlc temperature with the volatile con-

stltaeots of the liquid hydrocarbon fuel.

2. In a combined vaporlirr and mixer for Internal com-

bustion engines, a vaporiser, a drum having Imperforate

side walls nnrt provld'^d at the top with perforations which

permit the escape of the volatile constituents of the va-

porised hydrocarbon to mix with air at atmospheric tem-

perature, a cylinder surrounding said drum, means to con-

duct liquid hydrocarbon fuel to the vaporiser, means for

beating the vaporizer by the exhaust gases of the motor,

means to mix air at atmospheric temperature with the

volatile constituents of liquid hydrocarbon fuel, and
auxiliary m»*«ns for vaporizing hydrocarbon fuel prepara-

tory to starting the motor.

8. In a combined vaporizer and mixer for Internal com-

bustion motors, a vaporizer having a portion cut away, a

plate secured to the vaporizer to close said opening, a

drum provided with a plurality of perforations spaced

apart from the vaporizer and arranged In concentric rela-

tion thereto to form a chamber, a cylinder arranged to

snrround said vaporizer to form a chamber, means to con-

duct liquid hydrocartwn to the vaporizer and means oper-

aM« by the suction of the pistons of the motor to supply

atmospheric air to one of the chambers to mix with the

volatile constituents of the vaporized liquid hydrocarbon

fuel flowine from the other chamt>er.

4. In a combined vaporizer and mixer for laternal com-
bustion motors, a tubular vaporizer, cylinder beads mount-

ed upon the vaporizer, a cylinder and a drum held and
maintained by said heads In concentric relation to the va-

porizer to provide chambers, a heater mounted upon the

vaporizer, means to close and Interrupt the circuit that

contiucts an electrical current to said heater to heat same;
said means also operating an auxiliary valve to permit

the flow of the liquid hydrocarbon fuel to the vaporizer,

and means to utilize the exhaust gases of the engine to

heat the vai>orizrr.

5. In a combined vsporiser and mixer for internal com-

bustion motors, a tnbalar vaporizer, cylinder heads mount-

ed upon the vaporizer, a cylinder and a drum held and
maintained by said head in concentric relation to the va-

porizer to provide chambers, a heater mounted upon the

vaporizer, means to close and interrupt the circuit that

conducts an electrical curreat to said heater to heat same;
said m<>ans also operating an auxiliary valve to permit the

flow of the liquid hydrocarbon fuel to the heater, means
to conduct the flow of liquid hydrocarbon fuel to the va-

porizer, means to utilize the exhaust gases of the engine
to heat the vaporizer, and means to baflie the exhaust
gases In their vaporizing area.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,083. COPY - HOLDER.
Pa. Filed June 10, 1915.

248—80.)

Leslie WAsrsL, Dubois,

Serial No. 88.241. (CL

1. A support including a supporting standard, a clamp-

ing foot adjustably mounted on the standard, and common
means passing through the foot and the standard for

preventing the movement of the foot on the stand.ird and
for cooperation with the foot for removably securing the

standard to a main support.

2. A support including a supporting standard having a
bifurcated end, a clamping foot rotatably and adjustably

mounted on the bifurcated end of the standard, a flange

formed on the free end of the foot, and common means for

engaging the foot and the standard between the bifurca-

tions for preventing movement of the foot and for co-

operating with the flange for removably holding the

standard in a substantially rigid position on a main sup-

port.

3. A support including a supporting standard having
the lower end bifurcated to provide threaded extensions,

a collar thrcade<l on the extensions, a»triangular foot in-

tegral with and extending laterally from the collar, a
flange formed upon the free end of the foot, and a bolt en-

gaging the collar and passing between the extensions for

preventing movement of the foot when adjusted and for co-

operation with the flange for removably holding the

standard in a substantially rigid position on a main
support.

1,228,084. CONVERTIBLE TABLE AND IRONING-
BOARD. LAWSOir C. Wasbon, Snyder, Tex. Filed

Feb. 14, 1917. Serial No. 148,623. (CI. 68—10.)

A 13

_
I

fc 1^

1. A convertible ironing t^ard and table top comprising

a body section having inclined side edees and additional

sections hinged to the sxaall end of the Ironing board at

the outside corners thereof, each of the additional sections
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baying straight inner edges and incUoed outer edges
whereby said sections may be turned Into abutting rela-

tion with each other to form an extension of the body
section or turned back upon the t>ody section to abut
against the inclined edge faces thereof, and means for

locking the sections in either position.

8. A convertible ironing board and table top comprising
a body section, additional sections hinged to one end of

the ironing board at the outside corners thereof, where-
by said sections may be turned into abutting relation with
each other to form an extension of the body section, or

tamed back upon the body section to abut against the

edge faces thereof, and means for locking the sections in

either position.

6. A convertible ironing board and table top compriaing
a body section, additional sections hinged to one end of

the Ironing board at the outside corners thereof, each ad-
ditional section having a width approximately equal to

one-half of the width of the body section, whereby said

sections may be turned into abutting relation to each
other to form an extension of the l>ody section, or turned
back upon the body section to abut against the edge faces

thereof, means for locking the sections in either position,

transversely extending straps mounted upon the under
faces of the body section, a brace slldably mounted in said

straps and longitudinally shiftable to project the brace
beneath the additional sections when the latter are turned
into extended position, and means for limiting the move-
ment of the brace.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.085. WEB-HOLDER (JUIDINO AND RETAINING
DEVICE FOR KNITTING-MACHINES. L0CI8 N. D.
Williams, Ogontz. Pa. Fllwl Aug. 10, 1916. Serial No.
114.227. (CL 66—26.)

'^1

1. Tlie combination of a knitting machine needle car-

rier with web holders and Intervening bits separate from
but confined to the needle carrier, said web holders and
bits having horizontally engaging members which prevent
rise of the web holders.

2. The combination of a knitting machine needle car-

rier with web holders and guiding and retaining bits there-

for, separate from but secured to satd needle carrier and
each comprising an upwardly projecting stem with pro-

jecting tail at the bottom.

3. The combination of a knitting machine needle car-

rier with web holders and guiding and retaining bits

therefor, separate from but secured to said needle carrier

and each comprising a stem with forwardly projecting

head at the top and projecting tall at the bottom.

4. The combination of a knitting machine needle carrier

with web holders and guiding and retaining bits therefor,

said bits being separate from but contine*! to satd needle
carrier and having forwardly and downwardly projecting

heads which serve as vertical retainers for said web
holders.

5. The combination of a knitting machine needle carrier

with slotted web holders and bits separate from but se-

cured to said needle carrier and having forwardly pro-

jecting beads which serve as vertical retainers for those

members of the web holders beneath the slots.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,228,086. TOOL FOR TURNING BALLS. Jambs Albx-
ANDCR, Bristol. Conn. Filed May 1, 1916. Serial No.

94.670. (Cl. 82—18.)
1. A tool for taming balls comprising a holder having

a shank for being received In the tool-post of a lathe, a

shaft supported by the satd bolder, means for rotating tb«
said shaft, and a cutter supported by one end of the said

shaft, the said holder being a unitary structure, having a
pair of parallel side arms connected to the satd shaft and
In spaced relation, and the said means for rotating th«
shaft comprising a pulley, mounted on the said shaft, and
positioned t>etween the said arms.
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lies thrown toward said receptacle to oo« side of the

gkine, 8aid runways terminating adjacent to a ball receiv-

ing table, and meann for elevating the ball* carrie<l by

the lower runway to a position In substantial allnement to

the plane of said table, whereby said b^Us may be de-

posited upon the table.

5. A game of the class described, comprising a target of

receptacle formation, upper and lower runways co«5perat-

iDg with said receptacle and utilised to return missiles

thrown into and to one side of said receptacle to a player's

position, means for^etainlng balls in the lowermost por-

tions of said rnnways, and manually operate<l mechanism
for moving said means, whereby said balls may be de-

posited npoD a common ball receiving table.

1,228,091. GAME. Kate A. Bradley. Atlantic City, N. J.

Filed Sept. 18, 1916. SerUil No. 120.790. (CI. 4ft—«4.)

//xz:

1. In a game of the character described, the combination
with playing characters, of a playing board having a plu-

rality of parallel rows of designations thereon, the inter-

mediate transverse row of designations Indicating neutral
territory and being distinctive in color from the remaining
rows, the remaining rows of designations at opposite sides

of the intermediate row indicating the operating territory

for the playing characters, the designations of said re-

maining rows being similar In character except one desig-

nation at each side of the interme<llate row, said exception

being located in the outermost row of each group of rowi
at the opposite sides of the Intermediate row, and said ex-

ception Indicating a throne for certain of said playing
characters.

2. In a game of the character described, the combination

with a series of playini characterr, of a playing board
having a plurality of parallel rows of designations thereon,

the Intermediate transverse row of designations indicating

neutral territory and being distinctive in color from the

remaining rows of designations, said remaining rows repre-

senting operating territory for th<' playing characters, said

remaining rows of designations being similar in character
except one designation at each side of the intermediate
row, said exceptiuns being located in the outermost row
of each group of rows at the opposite sides of the inter-

mediate row, said exceptions indicating a throne for cer-

tain playing characters, each of said designation!; having
an opening, and pins on said playing characters adapted to

fit into said openings for supporting the playing characters

in upright position on the board.

3. In a game of the character describe<l, the combination
with a series of playing characters, of a playing board
having spaced groups of parallel rows of designations indl-

c-atlng operating territory for the playing characters, a

row of designations separating the respective groups and
Indicating neutral territory, said row being distinctive in

coJor from the groups of rows, the designation of said

groops of rows l>eing similar in character except for one
designation at each side of the single row separating said

groups, said exceptions being located In the outermoi^t row

of each group and Indicating thrones for certain playlnf
characters, and the infrmedlate designation of saiil row
of neutral territory being distinctive in color from the
designations of its respective row and known as a " paaa."

1.228,092. FLAO-COV£R. John H. Bkiwkr. LoulsvlUe,
Ky. Filed Sept. 19, 1916. Serial No. 121,023. {CI.

116—12.)

1. The combination with a flag or t>anner and Iti staff,

of a cover consisting of a sheet of fabric secured to the
staff near one edge of the flag, and adapted to be rolled

about the flag whfn furled, or to be rolled about the staff

below the flag when the flag is unfurled.

2. The combination with a flag and staff, of a cover
secured to the staff so that it may be rollod about the flag

when furled or about the staff t>elow the flag and means
for fastening the cover when rolled In either position.

8. The combination with a flag a^d Its staff of a cover
consisting of a piece of fabric secured to the staff near
one of its corners at a place on the staff near the lower
edge of the flag, and fastening devices on the cover, the
parts t>eing constructed and arranged so that the cover
may be rolled about the flag when fnrled or rolled about
the staff below the flag and secured in either position.

1,228,093. MOTOR-SL£D. Pbkdbeick R. BcacB, Seattle,

Wash., assignor of nine one-hundredths to Joe Weat and
nine one-hundredths to Eva West. Seattle, Wash. Filed
July 24, 1916. Serial No. 111.097. (Q. 21—47.)

9 m

.» - t. ir

1. A motor sled of the class described, which embodies
four rotary tractors, each con.sistlng of a cylinder having
its forward end portion tapere<l and each provided with
a plurality of propeller fins secured thereto to extend »pi-

raily therearouud throughout its length ; two shafts dis-

posed with their axes in parallel vertical planes, and upon
each of which shafts two of said tractors are rigidly

moanted and disposed so that the front end of one of them
•hall be space<l from the rearward end of the other; two
trunnions, each of which la provided with shaft bearing!
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within which a dltTerent one of aaid two aharti la rota-

tably disposed, which bearings are disposed between the
two tractors of eaid shaft ; a sprocket wheel rigidly

mounted en each of said two shafts In a position between
the bearing! thereof ; a supporting frame within which
said two trunnions are mounted to t)e independently ro-

tatlvely movable with their axes in the same line, whereby
aakl two shafts independently may oscillate in different

rertical plant-s ; another sprocket wheel rotatably mounted
on each of said trunnions : a separate sprocket chain op-

eratlvely disposed to communicate rotary motion from
each of said other sprocket wheels to the sprocket wheel
of a different one of aald shafu ; a body-frame mounted on
said supporting frame to extend forwardly and rear-

wardly therefrom ; a tubular stud rigidly attached to the

forward end of said body-frame to extend downwardly
therefrom ; a vertical shaft disposed to extend through
tald tubular stud and adapted to be rotatively moved
therein ; a steering sled runner articulated to the lower

end portion of said vertical shaft to adapt it to oscillate

in a vertical plane : manually operative mechanism asso-

ciated with said vertical shaft whereby aald shaft may be

rotatively moved to actuate said steering sled runner ; a
motor mounted on said t>ody - frame ; and controllable

means for communicating rotary motion from said motor
to the sprocket wheels monnted on said trunnions where-
by said tractors may be rotated.

2. A motor sled of the class described, which embodies
a supporting frame: two tractor shafts associated with
•aid supporting frame to extend forwardly and rearwardly
therefrom In positions parallel with each other and adapt-
ed each Independently to oscillate in a different one of

parallel vertical planes: two tractors rigidly mounted on
each of said tractor shafts, each of said tractors compris-
ing a cylinder provided with spirally disposed propelling

flna ; a bo<ly frame reslllently mounted on said supporting
frame : a steering runner operatlvely associated with a

forward end portion of said body-frame ; a motor mounted
on said body-frame : a power shaft carried by the motor,
stuh-sbafts operatlvely associated with the power shaft,

a pair of driven shafts connected to the stub shafts, a
second pair of stub shafts driven by the driven shafts, and
operative cojinectlons between the last named stub-shafts

and the tractor shafts.

8. .K motor sled comprising a body portion, an Inverted

U-shaped frame carrie<l thereby, a central rib depending
from the frame, a pair of trunnions joamaled in the aides

of the frame and the rib, shafts Journaled In said trun-

nions, tractors upon aald shafts, a motor operatlvely asso-

ciated with the tractor shafts, and steering means for the

•led.

4. A motor sled comprising a body portion, a frame car-

ried thereby and having spaced depending members, trun-

nions Journaled therein, shafts Journaled in said trun-

nions, tractors upon said shafts at opposite sides of the

trunnions, stnb-ahafts journaled on said trunnions, chain

and sprocket connections between the said shafts, motor
mechanism asaoclated with the atub-shafts, and steering

means for the sled.

1,228.094. MOTOR ATTACHMENT FOR BOATS. Brit-

TOX E. BvRD, Durham. N r. Filed May 22, 1916. Se-

rial No. 99,162. (CI. 116—34.)

1. In a device of the class descrit>ed, a t>oat : a propel-

USff means therefor; a spring motor operatlvely connecte<l

irtth the propelling means ; a winding means for the
•prlag motor Inclodlng a drive bar mounted to slide fore-

and-aft of the boat : a thwart : and a lever folcrumed on
the boat and opera tivoly connected with the drive bar, the

Ikrer being accessible from the thwart.

2. In a device of the class described, a boat ; a propel-

ling moans therefor ; a spring motor operatlvely conne< ted
with the propelling means ; a winding means for the
motor Including apaced drive l>ars mounted to slide fore-

and-aft of the boat ; an operative connection between the

forward ends of the drive bars ; and levers individual to
the drive bars and operatlvely connect«Hi therewith, the
levers being fulcrumed on the boat.

3. In a device of the class descrlt>ed, a boat : a propel-

ling means therefor ; a spring motor operatlvely connected
with the propelling means ; a winding means for the
motor comprising a pair of drive bars mounted to slide

fore-and-aft of the boat ; a walking beam fulcrumed on
the boat ; links connecting the ends of the walking beam
with the forward ends of the drive bars ; and levers ful-

crumed on the boat and operatlvely connected with the
drive bars.

4. In a device of the class described, a boat ; a propel-

ling means therefor ; a spring motor oi)eratively connected
with the propelling means ; a winding means for the
spring motor comprising a depending lever ; a drive bar
mounted to slide fore-and-aft of the boat ; a link pivotally

connecting the rear end of the drive bar with the lever

;

and an actuating lever operatlvely connected with the
drive bar and fulcrumed on the boat.

6. In a device of the class described, a boat ; a propel-

ling means therefor ; a spring motor operatlvely connected
with the propelling means ; a winding means for the
motor including a pair of depending levers ; links pivoted

to the levers ; drive bars mounted to slide longitudinally

of the boat and plvotally connected at their rear ends
with the links ; a walking beam fulcrurae<l intermediate

its ends on the boat ; links forming pivotal connections
between the forward ends of the drive bars and the ends
of the walking beam ; and operating levers Individual to

the drive bars, the operating levers being individual to the
l)ars and being fulcrumed on the boat.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^28,095. SIGNALING DEVICE.
Washington, D. C. Filed Feb.

76,289. (a. 177—329.)

John Robcbt Caspek,
S, 1916. SerUl No.

1. A signaling device for automobiles comprising a cas-

ing having glazed openings therein, a isupport within said

casing, a shaft rotatably mounted in said support, a pair

of semaphores fixed to said shaft and adapted In Inopera-

tive position to be oat of allnement with said glazed open-

ings, a second shaft mounted on said support and having
one end projecting through a wall of the casing, a caution

signal secured to said projecting end, a counter weight on
the other end of said shaft, said caution signal being

adapted to be hidden from view when said semaphores are

in inoperative position and means connecting .said shaft

whereby when said semaphores are moved to operative

position said caution signal will be exposed to view.

2. A signaling device for automobiles comprising a cas-

ing, a support within said cosing, a pair of parallel shafts

mounted In said support, means for rotatably connecting
said shafts together, a caution signal plate connected to

one of said shafts outside the casing wall, a sleeve mount-
ed on the other of said Bhafts, a slotted disk formed on
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Bald sleeve, a solenoid ma-^et. a curved arm connecting
the core of said magnet with said sleeve whereby when
•aid magnet it energized the shaft may b« rotated, a pair
of solenoid magnets having spring pressed cores adapted
to engage the slots in said disk to lock said slgiyal plate In
operative or Inoperative position.

1,228,09«. COVER FOR SAP-BCCKETS. William H.
Cotton, Salem. N. Y. Filed Oct. 22. 1915. Serial No.
57.M0. (CI. 47—29.)

1. In a cover of the class descrllitnl. the combination of
a body having a central upstanding rib formed centrally
thereon, said rib being provided with alined openings, a
spout having alined openings, means passing through the
openings in said rib and the openings in said spout for
pivotally mounting said body upon said spout, said body
being adapted to be normally carried In a horlzonUl plane,
and means engaging said spout as the cover Is raised for
releasably reUinlng said body in a vertical position.

2. In a cover of the class described, the combination of
a body having a central upstanding rib formed centrally
thereon, said rib being provided with alined openings, a
spout having alined openings, means passing through the
openings in said rib and the openings in said spout for
pivotally mounting said body upon said spout, said body
being adapter! to be normally carried in a horizontal plane,
said rib being provided in its top portion with a pocket
and with a cutout portion communicating with said
pocket, thereby forming inwardly extending spout gripping
ears, said body being adapted to be swung upwardly so as
to cause said ears to be spread as said spout passes Into
said pocket, after which action said ears will spring to
their normal positions beneath said spout for releasably
retaining said body In a vertical position.

1,228,097. ELECTRIC RELAY. Jambs B. Cbippi.v. Chi-
cago, 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Oeneral
Engineering and Construction Company, Limited, To-
ronto, Canada, a Corporation of Ontario. Filed May 14,
1912, Serial No. 697,148. Renewed Oct, 30, 1916. Se^
rial No. 128.638. (CI. 17!^—327.)

1 ° a"*' \ 1

IrnwL

iUUr
liMilih-

1. In an electric relay, an armature, a polarising coU
surrounding a portion of said armature, a pair of actuat-
ing colls each adjacent to said armature and not in elec-
tric contact with said polarizing coll, and means for re-
versing the direction of current flow through said polaris-

ing coil when said armature is actuated by said actuating
coils.

2. In an electric relay, an armature, a polarizing coll
for said armature, a source of current for energizing said
coll, a pair of armature actuating colls, a separate source
of alternating current for energizing said actuating colls,
and means for reversing the direction of current flow
through said polarizing coll when said armature is actu-
ated by said actuating colls.

1.228.098. FIRE EXTINGUISHER AND ALARM.
Thomas a. Colb, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Oct 25
1915. Serial No. 57.884. (CI. 169—8.)

In combination, a chemical tank having a neck, a disk
on the neck, a bottle holder in the Unk and connected to
and supported by the disk, a barrel secured to the neck and
extending above the disk, a bottle in the bottle holder a
breech plug In the barrel and having a stem projecting
through the disk into the tank and bottle holder and ar-
ranged to engage the bottle, a spring normally holding the
breech plug and stem in inactive position, an explosive
substance In the barrel and a fuse for the explosive sub-
stance.

1,228.099. PBOCESS OF MANUFACTURING PNED-
MATIC-TIRB COVERS. Jambs Waltbb H».v«t Dsw.
London, EngUnd. Filed Dec. 30, 1912. Serial No
739,406. (CI. 164—14.)

1. A process for manufacturing tire covers which con-
sists in forming a strip or sheet of nnspun fibers laid par-
allel to one another In the direction of their length and
approximately one fiber thick, Impregnatlug said strip
with liquid adhesive, superposing a plurality of said strips
of fibers and adhesive spirally or helically relatively to the
tlre-formlng member and vulcanizing said superposed
strips.

2. A process for manufacturing pneumatic tire covers
which consists in forming a strip or sheet of unspun fibers
laid parallel to one another in the direction of their length
and approximately one fiber thick, impregnating said strip
with liquid adhesive, superposing a plurality of said strips
of fibers and adhesive helically or spirally relatively to
the tIre-formIng member adding to such superposed strip
an outer cover of rubber and subsequently vulcanizing the
whole.

1,228.100. UNICYCLB. ALr»K) E. DHablinocb, St
Louis, Mo. Filed Not. 20. 1915. Serial No. 62 629.
(a. 21—90.)
1. The combination with a wheel of a frame movable

therein, a driving tractor for said wheel controlled by the
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weight of the rider, and means whereby the weight of the

rider may be readily shifted for rendering said driving

tractor inoperative.

2. The combination with a wheel of a frame movable
therein, a driving tractor for said wheel controlled by the

weight of the rider, and means movable In a rectilineal

direction with respect to said wheel whereby the weight

of the rider may be readily shifted for rendering said

driving tractor Inoperative.

3. The combination with a wheel of a fr^me movable
therein, a driving tractor for said wheel, and movable

means supporting the weight of the driver whereby said

driving tractor Is controlled by the shifting of the weight

of the rider together with said means.

4. The combination with a wheel of a frame movable

therein, a driving tractor for said wheel, and a seat for

the rider movable rearwardly thereof whereby when said

seat with the weight of the rider Is shifted rearwardly

•aid driving tractor is rendered Inoperative.

6. The combination with a wheel of a frame movable

therein, a driving tractor for said wheel, and a seat for

the rider, said driving tractor being adapted to be ren-

dered Inoperative by the shifting of the said seat with the

rld*r thereon,

i
[Claims 6 to 35 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,101. ROTARY INTERNAL COMBUSTION EN-
GINE. BLKTt>.N M. DUTTON. Abingdou. and Fbank L.

JOBSON, Richmond, Va., assignors of one-fourth to

James H. McEvoy. Richmond, Va. Filed Apr. S. 1916.

SerUl No. 89,821. (CI. 123—»8.)

1. In an engine of the class set forth, a power shaft,

two structures rofatable relatively on an axis concentric

with said shaft, the outer structure embodying a pair of

oppositely disposed double cylinders, a double piston

working in each cylinder, and heads for said cylinders,

•aid heads being provided with inlet and outlet passages

and ports, means whereby the reciprocation of said pistons

causes relative rotation of said structures, and means
controlling said ports embodying abutments provided each

with an inlet and an outlet port and members surrounding

these ports and normally pressing against the adjacent

cylinder head and abutment face.

2. In an engine of the das* set forth, a power shaft,

a rotatable structure mounted concentric therewith and
compristng a plurality of double cylinders parallel to the

power shaft, heads connecting the cylinders and provided

with inlet and outlet ports and passages, a double piston

working In each cylinder, a wabbler-head-carrylng mem-
ber mounted concentrically with respect to said shaft,

said wabbler-head having its axis divergent to the axis

of the shaft, a ring yoke embracing the wabbler-head and
provided with means having connection with said pistons,

and means controlling said ports embodying abutments

provided each with an Inlet port and an outlet port and
a normally-expansible beveled packing ring surrounding
each of said ports and normally bearing both against

the abutment face and the adjacent cylinder head.

3. In an engine of the class set forth, a power shaft,

a rotatable structure mounted concentric therewith and
comprising a plurality of double cylinders parallel to the

power shaft, beads connecting the cylinders and provided

with Inlet and outlet ports and passages, a double piston

working In each cylinder, a wabbler-head-carrylng member
mounted concentrically with respect to said shaft, said

wabbler-head having its axis divergent to the axis of the

shaft, a ring yoke embracing the wabbler-head and pro-

vided with rods having connection with said pistons, and
means whereby the rotation of the outer structure causes

the wabbler-head-carrylng member to rotate In a reverse'^

direction.

4. In an engine of the class set forth, a power shaft,

a rotatable structure mounted concentric therewith and
comprising a plurality of double cylinders parallel to

the power shaft, beads connecting the cylinders and pro-

vided with Inlet and outlet ports and passages, a double

piston working In each cylinder, a wabbler-head-carry-

lng member mounted concentrically with respect to said

shaft, said wabbler-head having Its axis divergent to the

axis of the shaft, a ring yoke embracing the wabbler-head

and provided with rods having connection with said pis-

tons, and means whereby the rotation of the outer struc-

ture causes the wabbler-head-carrylng member to rotate

In a reverse direction, said means embodying a gear on
one of the heads, a gear on the wabbler-head-carrylng

member and a pair of transmitting gears.

6. Ip an engine of the class set forth, a power shaft,

a rotatable structure embodying cylinders and pistons and
cylinder heads, the latter having ports and passages, a

wabbler-head having its axis divergent to the a^s of the

shaft, means whereby the reciprocation of tt^ pistons

tends to rotate the wabbler-head in one dlrertlon and
the rotating structure In the opposite dlrec'fion, and
gearing connecting the wabbler-head to one of the beads

to positively assist said tendency to rotate in opposite

directions.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.102. BOILER-FURNACE. Edwahds R. Fish. Web-
ster Groves, Mo. Filed Sept. 25. 1916. Serial No.
122,096. (CI. 122—469.)

A boiler furnace provided with a superheater chamber,
a superheater arranged In said chamber, a bridge wall
which separates said chamber from the fire box of the fur-

nace, said bridge wall being provided with an opening
which establishes communication between said chamber
and fire box, a partition wall which separates said super-
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heater chamber from the combastlon chamber of the fur-
nace, and a valve in said wall which reKulatt^o the quan-
tity of hot gH»e» which enter said superheater chamber
through the opening in the bridge wall and which also
permits the gases which have been utilized to heat the
superheater to thereafter pass into the combustion cham-
ber and be further utilized to heat the tubes of the boiler,

said valve being arranged adjacent the rear end of said
superheater chamber.

1.228,103. PEANUT BLANCHINf; MACHINE. J081
A. Fkavklin, Chtcaso, 111., assignor to Franklin Auto
Peanut Blanching Co.. Chicago, 111., a Copartnership.
Filed Mar. 15, 1917. Serial No. 154,926. (CI. 146—14.)

Ys- ***l^^f ^i I I -
1 1^ i g ^

j

1. In a nut blanching machine, the combination of a
pair of parallel tumbling rolls having corrugated sor-
faces of friction material, means for rotating said rolls

simultaneously and at equal speeds with the upper halve*
of their surfaces moving away from each other, and a
chain conveyer for the nuts to be blanched mounted to
travel between and parallel with said rolls.

2. In a nut blanching machine, the combination of a
pair of parallel tumbling rolls having longitudinally
grooved rubber surfaces, means for rotating said rolls

simultaneously and at e<iual high speeds with the upper
halves of their surfaces moving away from each other,
and a chain conveyer for the nuts to be blanched mounted
to travel between and parallel with said rolls.

4. In a nut blanching machine, the combination of a
pair of parallel tumbling rolls having corrugated surface*
of friction material, means for rotating said rolls simul-
taneously in opposite directions at high speed, an end-
less chain conveyer mounted to travel between and par-
allel with said rolls, and a top wall of yleldable material
overlying the space between said rolls.

7. In a nut blanching machine, the combination of a
pair of parallel tumbling rolls, a conveyer for the nuts
to be blanched mounted to travel between and parallel
with said rolls, stationary side walls extending lengthwise
o^ and above said rolls, and a top wall having a yleldable
surface spanning the space between said side walls.

9. In a nut blanching machine, the combination of a
pair of parallel tumbling rolls, a conveyer for the nuts
to be blanched mounted to travel between and i>arallel
with said rolls, sUtionary side walls extending length-
wise of and above said rolls, a brush mounted above said
rolls with the lower free e<lge of its botly of bristles
spanning the space between the upper edg^s of said side
walls, and spaced flights on said conveyer the upper edges
of which extend substantially into conUct with the lower
free edge of said brush, and the side odges of which lie

closely adjacent to the Inner upper portions of said rolls

and said side ^alls.

[Claims 3, 6, 6, and 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,104. VALVE. Loris 15. Filto.v, Pittsburgh. Pa.,

assignor to The Cbaplln-Fulton Manufacturing Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Aug. 18. 1915. Serial No. 46,157. (CI. 50—11.)
1. A valve for maintaining a practically constant level

of water in an elevated tank, comprising a casing having

an inlet and an outlet, the outlet being designed to b«
connected to an overhead tank, a main valve wltbln said
casing, a normally balanced diaphragm to which said main
vslve is connected, said casing having a comparatively
wide space beneath said diaphragm communicating with
the outlet, whereby the diaphragm will constantly be sub-
J«cted on its underside to the water pressure on the out-
let side of the valve, a chamber above said diaphragm,
which latter forms the bottom of such chamber, a by-pass
connecting the Inlet side of the casing with said chamber,
a second chamber above the first mentioned chamber com-
municating therewith, a valve for controlling such com-
munication, a diaphragm in said second chamber for ac-
ttiating said valve, a by-pass connecting said second cham-
ber with the outlet of the casing, and a relief port be-
tween said first mentioned cliamber and said outlet.

2. A valve for maintaining a practically constant level
of water In an elevated tank, comprising a casing having
an Inlet and an outlet, the outlet being designed to be
connected to an overhead tank, a main valve within said
casing, a normally balanced diaphragm to which said
main valve Is connecteil, said casing having a compara-
tively wide space beneath said diaphragm communicat-
ing with the outlet, whereby the diaphragm will con-
stantly be subjected on Its underside to the water pres-
sure on the outlet side of the valve, a chamber above said
diaphragm, which latter forms the bottom of such cham-
ber, a by-pass connecting the Inlet side of the casing with
said chamber, a second chaml)er above the first mentioned
chamber communl<titlng therewith, a valve for controlling
such communication, a diaphragm In said second chamber
for actuating said valve, a by-pass connecting said second
chamber with the outlet of the casing, an<l a relief port
t>ctween said first mentioned chamber and said outlet
and a valve controlling said sellef port.

1,22S.106. FOOT-WARMER ATTACHMENT FOB RA-
DIATORS. ELUca J. Five, Kansas Cltv. Mo. Filed
Apr. 24, 1916. Serial No. 93,065. {CI. 155—9.)

.^m ^/>-^
In a foot warmer attachment for radiators, the combi-

nation, of a supporting member comprising a bar having
its end portions bent forwardly and then Inwardly paral-
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lellng the bar to form oppoapd spaced arms and attaching

means mounted on the bar between the terminal ends of

said arms, a foot rest member comprising a shelf portion

having Its end portions out away and its front turned

under to form pivot bearings, the back portion of the shelf

being provided with rearwardly and downwardly extend-

ing spaced apart integral hooks supportingly engaged by
the arms on the supporting meml>er. the terminal end

portions of said hooks t>elng bent Inwardly to form stops

(>elow said arms, and with rearwardly inclined spaced

apart integral stops presented to the front side of said

arms and opposed to said hooks, said hack portion of the

shelf being partially severed at intervals and the cut por-

tions bent rearwardly to provide air passages and form
ribs at the borders of the passages, and a brace ptvotally

mounted on said foot rest member and adapted to bear on

a radiator rearwardly of the foot rest and supportingly

engage the rut away portion of said shelf portion.

1.228.106. MOLD-CLAMPING DEVICE. Fa«D J. GiDDE.

Roxbury. Mass. Filed Apr. 3. 1917. Serial No. 159,404.

(CL 144—SOS.)

1. A mold -clamping device comprising a plate-member
and a rod-member extending through and slldably In said
plate member, a pair of arms pivoted on said rod-member
and having the ends thereof arranged to engage said plate
member at opposite sides of said rod, means to swing said
arms toward each other while engaged with said plate and
means to lock said arms against opposite swinging move-
iment

4. A mold-clamping device comprising a plate-member
and a rod-member movable therein perpendicularly, a pair
of arms Intermediately pivoted to said rod-member, at
one end. approximately In axial alinement. the corre-
sponding ends of said arms being arranged to engage said
plate-member at opposite sides of said rod-member, a lever,
and a pair of links respectively pivoted to said lever at
different longitudinal points tiiereln and to the opposite
ends of said arms from their plate-engaging ends.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,107. COMPUTINCJ ATTACHMENT FOR TYPE-
WRITERS. CHAaixB H. Gill, Chicago, 111., assignor,
by mesne assignments, to Underwood Computing Ma-
chine Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed .May 15, 1909. Serial No. 496.130. (Cl.
235—69.)

1. In a computing machine, the combination of a

frame, a pair of computing devices, movable relatively to

each other, a pi'lr of master mechanisms for respectively

operating said computing devices and spaced apart in fixed

'relation to each other, means for causing simultaneous

•tcp by step advance of said computing devices wltk re-

spect to their master mectaanisms. nnd menns for canslof
one of said computing devices to advance continuously In

one direction through a repeated backward and forward
movement of the other, said master mechanisms including

a pair of master wheels turning on a single axla
87. In a computing machine, the combination with

numeral keys, a carriage and key-controlled means for
effecting step-by step movements thereof, of a plurality of

Jumping totalizers, movable on said carriage, a single

master wheel for operating said totalizers, means for mov-
ing said totalizers automatically and simultaneously on
said carriage to bring them successively into engagement
with said master wheel, a second totalizer, a master wheel
therefor, said second totalizer being fixed on said carriage,

so that said totalizer is operated repeatedly as each Jump-
ing totalizer Is operated, and mechanism extending from
said keys to said master wheels to enable the operation of

•aid wheels by said keys.

48. In a computing machine, the combination with
numeral keys and a master wheel, of a pinion for turning
said master wheel, a pair of racks normally out of mesh
with said pinion, a universal member moved by the oper-

ation of any numeral key for bringing said pinion Into
mesh with one or the other of said racks, a universal
member operated later by said numeral keys for moving
said racks to turn said pinion, and means settable to

determine which rack shall mesh with said pinion.

59. A computing typewriter combining numeral keys,

digit wheels, means for rotating said wheels, connections
between said keys and said means comprising a pinion
and a pair of racks oppositely disposed with respect to

the pinion, and both normally disconnected therefrom,
means for effecting a mesh between the pinion and either
of said racks, means settable for determining the rack
selected, and means for effecting a relative driving move-
ment between rack and pinion to rotate said digit wheel.

75. A computing typewriter combining a typewriter
carriage providing relative traverse of keys and platen, a
totalizer comprising digit wheels, a master wheel, a com-
puting carriage providing relative traverse of totalizer

and master wheel and adapted for movement independ-

ently of the typewriter carriage, means for locking said

computing carriage with the master wheel out of engage-
ment with the digit wheels, means tending to position said

computing carriage, and a flnger-plece for releasing said

locking means to permit the computing carriage to be au-

tomatically positioned for computation, the computing car-

riage thereafter advancing with each letter spacing of the
typewriter carriage until computation Is effected.

[Claims 2 to 36, 38 to 47, 49 to 58. and 60 to 74 not
printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,108. COOKING UTENSIL. DcMiTBO G. Gouooav.
Newark, N. J. FUed May 5, 1915. Serial No. 26.096w
(CL 63—1.)

In a cooking vessel the combination with a receptacle
having a vertically flanged horizontal shoulder, of a mem-
ber arranged for disposition on said shoulder and com-
prising a generally upwardly tapering hollow tKxly open
at both ends, the bottom of said body being formed with
an outwardly directed horizontal flange, said flange

having transverse corrugations formed therein, the lower
portion of the side wall of the body being straight and
Inclining upwardly, the upper portion of the wall of the
body being <urved Inwardly and meeting the lower por-

tion to form a circumferential shoulder, the upper end
of the l)ody being flared outwardly.
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1.228.109. LOCK. ANDKo Gbudoski and Stanislaw
SzTO.NNHBwsKV, HornlDg. Pa. Filed Feb. 18, 1914.
Serial No. 819,678. (CI. 70—27.)

1. Id lock structures, a member carrying keeper-engag-

ing means, a removable key, and an element carried by
said member ami projecting Into the path of movement of

the key, said element having a pair of spaced projections

differing In length and normally positioned in the path of

travel of the key and either of which Is brought Into con-

tact with the key dependent on the direction of key travel,

contact with one of the projections permitting the element
to be movable under key manipulation to provide a toggle

joint relation between the key and element during a prede-

termined period in the movement of the key. the completion
of the toggle joint providing a member-moving means
effective to move the engaging means to disengaging po-

sition.

2. In lock structures, a member carrying keeper-engag-

ing means, a removable key. and an element pivotally

carried by aaid member and projecting Into the path of

movement of the key. said element having a pair of pro-

jections differing in length and an intermediate recess,

said projections normally lying in the path of travel of

the key. projection and key contact being limited to a
single projection dependent upon the direction of key
travel, with the recess accessible to the key solely when
said element has been moved pivotally In one direction,

said element and the key having a toggle joint prodacing
relation when the key extends Into said recess, said re-

lation being completed solely by combined movement of
the key and element In the reverse direction and being
limited to a predetermined period in the length of key
travel in such direction.

S. In lock structures, a member carrying keeper-engag-
ing mean.s. a removable key. an element pivotally carried

by the member and extending Into the travel path of the

key, said element having a linger and a projection differ-

ing in length and with an Intermediate recess, said finger

and projection being normally positioned to provide con-

tact with either by the key during its travel, the selection

of contact being dependent on the direction of travel, with
tbe recess accessible to the key only when the element is

moved in one direction by contact of key and projection,

and means for moving the element to normal position and
retaining it in such position when the element is free

from key restraint, said element and key being adapted to

produce a toggle joint relation therebetween when the key
extends Into said recess, said finger acting to prevent
movement of the element to normal position while the

key extends into said recess, movements of the key and
element in toggle relation removing the key from such re-

cess at the end of a predetermined period.

[CUim 4 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1,228.110. BORING MACHINE. Habbt Hanbon, Revere,
Mass. Filed June 11. 1913. Serial No. 77:2.941. (CI.

77—22.)
1. A boring machine having, io combination, a work-

support, a plurality of boring tools, mechanism adapted to

rotate said tools, means to Impart a longitudinal motion
to said rotating mechanism, whereliy said boring tools
may be advanced Into the work or withdrawn therefrom,
and means to adjust natd tools tranitversely.

2. A boring machine having. In combination, a plurality
of boring tools, mechanism adapted to impart a rotary
motion thereto, a work-support, the JUipportlCK face there-
of lying parallel to a common planf In which the axes of
said tools are located, a clamp plate and means to move
said work-support and said clamp plate in parallel rela-

tion toward said common plane to clamp the work.
3. A boring machine having, in combination, a work-

support, a plurality of boring tools, mectianlsm adapted tv
impart a rotary motion thereto, means for imparting a
longitudinal movement to said mechanism and said toolH.

and mechanism adapted to simultaneously adjust said
boring tools transversely toward and away from each
other.

4. A boring machine having, in combination, a work-
support, a slide, a plurality of spindles mounted thereon,
boring tools carried by said spindles respectively, mecha-
nism adapted to Impart a rotary motion to said spindles
and means for Imparting motion to said slide to move said
spindles longitudinally.

5. A boring machine having. In combination, a work-
support, a slide, a plurality of carriers mounted thereon,
spindles rotatably mounted on said carriers respectively,

boring tools carried by said spindles respectively, mecha-
nism adapted to rotate naid spindles, means for imparting
motion to said slide to move said spindles longitudinally,
and mechanism for imparting simultaneous transverse mo-
tion to each of said carriers.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,228,111. ROLLER-SKATE. Emkbt E. Habdt. Baysidc,

N. Y. Filed Mar. 18, 1916. Serial No. 84.998. (CL
4e^—01.)

1. In a roller skate, a shaft provided with a raceway,
a set of t>alls In the said raceway, and a wheel member
operatively mounted on the said shaft by means compris-

ing In combination a raceway on the said wheel member
engaged with tbe said balls that is open on one side and
a fixed t>«arlDg engaged with tbe other side of tbe said
wheel.

2. In a roller skate, a wheel member having a raceway
that Is open on one side, a shaft having a ball bearing, the
said ball bearing comprising a single row of balls, means
for operatlvely mounting the said wheel meml>er on the
said shaft with the said balls engaged with the said race-

way comprising in combination with tbe said raceway a
fixed bearing engaged with the other side of tbe said wheeL

3. Id a roller skate, a duplex wheel structure compris-
ing two opposed separate wheel members, each having a
raceway that is open on the outer side, a shaft passing
tliruugh tbe said members, coae members mounted on the
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said shaft combining to form a pair of generally V-shaped

raceways, means for securing the said cone members on
the said shaft so that the said V-shaped raceways are in

fixed spaced relation, and a set of balls positioned in each

of the said V-shaped raceways and cooperating each with

one of the said raceways in the wbeel member.

/»

4. In a roller skate, a cushion wheel structure compris-
ing a pair of wheel members, a shaft, means for opera-
tlvely mounting each of the said wheel meml>ers on the
said shaft, Independently of the other, and a cushion
member mounted on the peripheries of tbe said wheel
members.

0. In a roller skate, a shaft, a pair of cone members
mounted on the said shaft, and having cooperating cone
surfaces forming a raceway, balls in the said raceway, one
of the cone members having a cylindrical periphery, a
bearing washer on tbe said shaft and positioned in abut-
ment with the last named rone member, and a wheel mem-
ber having a raceway engaged with the said balls and
having a portion that fills the space between the said
balls and the said bearing washer and engages tbe said
cylindrical periphery.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.228,112. COFFIN AND ROUGH BOX. GnoBCi W.
Habbis. Brusbton, N. Y. Filed Mar. 24, 1917. Serial

No. 157.208. (CI. 27—8.)

1. In a device of tbe class described, a rough box hav-
ing upstanding projections on Its bottom ; and a coffin

having recesses receiving the projections, the projections

being spaced at unequal distances, from the ends of tbe

rough box, and the recesses being spaced at unequal dis-

tances from the ends of the coffln. whereby when tbe coffin

is in one position, tbe projections will t>e received in tbe

recesses, and whereby when the coffln is turned end for

end, the coffln will be supported on the projections, in

spaced relation to the bottom of the rough box.

2. In a device of the class described, cooperating parts

comprising a coffln bottom and a rough-box-l>ottom, one

of said cooperating parts being provided with projections

which engage the other of said cooperating parts to hold

the bottoms vertically space«l to receive coffln-llftlng

means, tbe other of said cooperating parts having seats

Id which the projections are received when the coffln is

turned end for end. thereby to prevent relative lateral

movement between said cooperating parts.

1,228,113. LE(J-BRACE. William M. Htnbon. Local,

Ala. Filed June 19, 1916. Serial No. 104,480. (CL
128—62.)

In a brace of the character described, an upper leg en-

gaging member, a flat bar secured to each side thereof and
turned outward at Its lower end to provide an integral

ear, a rod Inserted through said ear and fixedly secured

at Its upper end to said bar, a lower leg engaging mem-
ber, a flat bar secured to said lower member at each side

thereof and turned outward at its lower end to provide an
integral ear, tubes secured on each of said side bars of tbe

lower member above tbe ear thereof, externally threaded

rods slldably mounted in said tubes and through said ears,

a stirrup pivotally secured to the lower end of said rods,

nuts threaded on said threaded rods and bearing against

the ears of the bars of said lower leg engaging members
whereby said rods may be forced out of said tubes by
threading the nuts onto the rods, and rods fixedly se-

cured In the upper portions of said tubes and pivotally

secured at their upper ends to the lower ends of the rods
carried by said upper leg engaging member.

1,228.114. COUCH-ROLL. Fbank H. Hobbbg and Coma-
DORK C. Thomas, Jr., Green Bay, Wis. Filed Aug. 28,

1915. Serial No. 46,981. (Cl. 9^—47.)

1. A suction roll corerlng, consisting of a knit sleere,

said sleeve adapted to be pulled over a suction roll and
cover tbe periphery thereof, substantially as set forth.

2. A suction roll covering, consisting of a coarsely knit

woolen sleeve, said sleeve adapted to be pulled over a suc-

tion roll and cover tbe periphery thereof, substantlaliy as
descrlt>ed.

1,228.116. SOUND-BOX MOUNTING FOR TALKING-
MACHINES. ALBlRT A. HcsEBT. Chicago, 111. Filed
Nov. 27, 1916. ,«ierlal No. 133.668. (Cl. 274—24.)
1. In a sound-box mounting for talking machines, tbe

combination with a sound box having n laterally extend-

ing shank, and a tone arm formed with an annular flange,

of an annular coupling member of rubber embracing said
shank and formed with an annular flange, a fastening
screw uniting said coupling memt>er to said shank, a
ring-shaped clamp fitting the inner face and a portion of
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the peripheral edge of the flange of said coupling memb«r,

and fastening screws passing through said clamp, the

flange of said coupling member, and Into the flange of the

tone arm.
[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gasette.J

1,228,116. SOUy» BOX FOR TALKING - MACHINES.
ALBIBT A. HcsEBY. Chicago. 111. Filed Dec. 22, 1916.

Serial No. 138,356. (CI. 274—28.)

1. The combination with the sound box of a talking ma-

chine, of a one-piece stylus lever plTotaJly mounted Inter-

mediate its ends on and externally of the sound box, the

tipper arm of said lever having an Inwardly turned end

connected to the diaphragm of the sound box and the

lower arm of said lever extending downwardly and In-

wardly beneath the sound box and at Its free end pro-

vided with a transverse stylus socket, and a compression

spring between said socket and the sound box through

which a portion of the weight of the latter is yleldably

transmitted to said lower lever arm.

2. In a sound box construction, the combination with

an apertared diaphragm, of a stylus lever having a sock-

eted diaphragm-engaging head, a centering member en-

gaging the other side of the diaphragm and provided with

a hollow stem extending through the aperture of the dia-

phragm and into the socket of said head, and a clamp-

screw passed through the stem of said centering member

and Into the head of the stylus lever.

[Claims 3 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.117. COMBINED WAGON BOX AND RACK^
Thomas J. Kkn.nel. near Mlddletown. Ohio. Filed Sept

2, 1916. Serial No. 118,213. (CI. 21—74.)

/
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active relation to the pedestal and supporting the basin
in off.<«tanding relation to the pe^loHtal with substantially

all of the basin projecting to one Hide of said pedestal.

4. A shampooing stand comprising a single upstanding
pedestal for Inclosing supply and drain pipes for water,
and a basin with a central apright passage therethrough
for the neck of the person to be treated, and with fasten-

ing and sustaining means at one edge of the basin in co-

active relation to the pedestal and supporting the basin

in offstanding relation to the pedestal with si'bstantially

all of the basin projecting to one side of said pedestal.

Bald basin having a removable section opposite to the

pedestal with a portion of the wails of the removable
section constituting a portion of the walls defining the
neck-surrounding oponint;.

9. A shampooing stand comprising a single upstanding

pedestal for inclosing supply and drain pipes for water,

and a basin with a central upright passage therethrough
for the neck of the person to be treated, and with fasten-

ing and sustaining means at one edge of the basin in co-

active relation to the pedestal and supporting the basin

in offstanding relation to the pedestal with substantially

all of the basin projecting to one side of vald pedestal,

said basin having a removable section opposite to the
pedestal with a portion of the walls of the removable sec-

tion constituting a portion of the walls defining the neck-

surrounding opening, and the said removable section being

of a width to permit the introduction of the neck of the

I>erson being treated into the neck-receiving opening In a

direction substantially radial to the basin.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,123. VEHICLE-LOCK. Daniil A. McDcrmott,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed June 24, 1916. SerUl No.
105,633. (CI. 70—126.)

1. A vehicle lock comprising, in combination, a clamp
capable of being secured to the steering column of a motor
driven vehicle said clamp embodying plvotally connected

Jaws, means carried by said Jaws to secure said clamp to

said steering column, a yoke member paslng through open-

ings formed in said Jaw and adapted to prevent the re-

moval of said clamp securing means when positioned in

said openings, loclc mechanism carried by said Jaws for

securing said yolce to said locking member, and said yoke

formed to embracf the steering wlieel and controlling

levers of said vehicle when secured to said locking element.

2. A vehicle lock comprising In combination a clamp

capable of being secured to the steering column of a motor
driven vehicle, said clamp embodying a pair of plvotally

connected Jaws. lnt»«rflttlng depending members carried by

the respective Jaws, m^ans for holding said Interflttlng

members locked operatlvely, and a yoke adapted to strad-

dle a spoke in the steering wheel ami the controlling

levers of the vehicle, said yoke passing through openings

In said Interflttlng members at opposite sides of the

locking mt>ans therefor to eliminate access t>e{ng had to
said means with the yoke in position, and key acthated
means for locking said yoke within the openings of said

interflttlng members.

1,228.124. DENTAI^WASTE RECEr^'ER. Charlis
MCTZLER, Cincinnati, Ohio Filed Oct. 19, 1915. Serial

No. 56,792. (CI. 32—0.)

A dental waste receiver comprising a c][llndrlcai casing,

a cup arranged to fit Into said casing, studs near the

bottom of said cup, bayonet slots in the bottom end of

said cup arranged to receive said studs for temporarily
securing said cup in said casing, an opening in the top
of said casing over said cup for the insertion or removal
of dental waste and a cover In said opening plvotally

mounted on said casing.

1,228,125. SEWING MACHINE. OaoBoi W. NaLsON,
Clereland, Ohio, assignor to The Standard Sewing Ma-
chine Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Dec. 7, 1915. Serial No. 65,479. (CL 112—15.)

6. In a lock stitch sewing machine, the combination

with a reciprocating needle, of a bedplate having bearings

at its under side, a drive shaft supported in said bearings

and carrying a hook and bobbin at Its forward end, said

shaft being transversely divided between Its ends and
coupled by means permitting of the free endwise wltli-

drawal of the hook carrying end from the opposite or rear

end, and means adjustably holding the hook-carrying end
of the shaft in a longitudinally stationary position rela-

tive to the needle path.

12. In a lock-stitch sewing machine, the combination

with a bed plate haying a support at its nnder side, of a

bushing longitudinally adjustable in said support, a hook
shaft Journaled In said bushing, a hook on said shaft, a

bobbin-case supported In the hook, and a bobbin-case latch

attached to the bushing Independently of the hook end
and adjustable therewith.

[Claims 1 to 5, 7 to 11, and 13 not printed in the Oa-

lette.]

1.228.126. THREAD FOR MAKING KNITTED GAR-
MENTS. OwaN P. Oakis. West Rozbury, Mass. Filed

June 11, 1913. Serial No. 773,147. (CI. 28—6.)

A spun thread for knitting or weaving, consisting of a
core of kapo& flt>er8 in non-adhesive relation and a pro-

tective coating of greater tensile strength or absorption-

capacity such as worsted or cotton.
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1,228,127. CONDUIT OUTLET BOX. Edwin A. Ollbt,
Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to Crouse-Hlnds Company,
Syracuse. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed May
26. 1911. Serial No. 629.260. (CI. 247—1.)

The combination of an electric cgndult having an ex-
ternally threaded end. an outlet box having an integral
nipple externally threaded and of greater diameter than
Ute conduit, said conduit and nipple having bores of sub-
stantially the same diameter, a cup-shaped memt>er hav-
ing an opening through the bottom thereof' of approxi-
mately the diameter of said bores, the outer face of the
bottom of said meml)er abutting against the end of the
nipple, the Inner face of the bottom of said member abut-
ting against the end of the conduit, and the Inner pe-
ripheral wall of the member being threaded for engage-
Mnt with the external threads of the conduit, and a sec-

ond member internally threaded for engaging the threads
of the nipple and provided at its outer end with a flange,

the Inner face of which abuts against the edge of the first-

named member opposite to the bottom thereof, substan-
tially as and for the purp<>!«> <lescril>ed.

1^28.128. VACUUM TRAP. Andrrw Ol«on, Chicago.
111. Filed May 26, 1916. Serial No. 30.650. (CI.
236—18.)

Id a device of the character described, the combination
of a casing Including a removable cover, an Inlet and a
discharge port in the casing, a valve controlling the dis-

charge port, a float in the casing controlling said valve,

a bypass from the Interior of the casing to the discharge
side of said valve, said by pass comprising a channel
located wholly within the walls of the cover and side of

the casing, and a thermostatic valve seated In the remor-
abie cover and a(lapte<l to open and close the by-pass sub-

stantially as and for the purpose described.

1,228.129. LATCH. A1.8ON C. Patton, Senath. Mo.
Filed Dec 6. 1916. Serial No. 135,461. (CI. 70—81.)

plane, the other ends of the lerers projecting exteriorly

of the casing, a fixed keeper memt>er having a shank dis-

posed at right anglos to thf levers and terminating in a

triangular-shaped head, said levers being provided on their

latter ends with opposed, divergently inclined faces and
notches at the inner ends thereof, said Inclined faces co-

acting with the opposite edges of said shank in the slid-

ing movement of the part to whl< h the lock casing Is at-

tache<l, whereby the levers are forced apart and said

shank received in said notches, said levers being also
adapted to co-«ot with the Inclined faces of said triangular
head on the shank when the part to which the casing Is at-

tached is swung to Its closed position to urge the levers

apart and engage the same upon said shank behind the
head, and a spring arranged within the casing and oper-

atlvely engaged with the levers to urge the same toward
each other and hold the outer ends of the levers In opera-

tive engagement with the keeper shank.

1,228.180. LOCK-NUT. William C. Price, BMttyvllle,

Ky. Filed Feb. 24, 1917. Serial No. 150,767. (Q.
161—89.)

In a latch, a casing, opposed levers plvotally mounte<V
at one of their ends in the casing and movable In a single

1. The combination with a structure having a recess
provided with a corrugated wall, and a threaded member
extending through the center of the recess, of a member
screwed onto the threaded member and having a recess
provided with a corrugatetl wall, the two corrugated
walls being spaced from the threaded member, and a cor-
rugated locking ring projecting Into both recesses and
adapted to fit snugly against the corrugated walls, said
ring being contractlble during the relative rotation of the
two members.

2. The combination with a member having an inner cor-
rugated wall and a threaded element extending through
said member, of a second member screwed upon said ele-
ment and having a recess provided with a corrugated wall
coinciding with the wall in the flrst named member, and
a split spring ring projecting into both members' and
spaced from the threaded element, said ring being corru-
gated to conform with the corrugations in the members.

1,228.181. SELF-CENTERING RAILWAY-TRUCK.
Nbwman PvNjt, Brooklyn. N. Y. Piled Nov, 21, 191«
Serial No. 132,578. (CL 105—187.)

1. A car truck, comprising a truck frame, wheel frames
coupled to each other and to the truck frame to swing In
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a plane snbstantlaUj' parallel to a track to be engaged bj

the truck, whe«ls carried by the wheel frame*, lubrlcatora

carried by the wheel trauies for the wbeela, and meaos
conaectlnx the lubricators to the truck frame to move
aaUl lubricators against the wheels which diverge from

each other when the wheil frameii swing.

2. A car truck, comprising a truck frame, wheel frames

pivoted to the truck frame in the lonKitudinal axis thereof

to swing in a plane substantially parallel to the track to

be tngaged by the truck. mt»ni> toupling the wheel frames

for transmitting the swinging moveni<*nt from one wheel

frame to the other, wheels carried by xaid wheel fraiuea,

lubricators ptvotally mounted on the wheel frames 1b

proximity of the wheels, and means connecting each of

the lubricators to tbe truck frame so as to hwing the lu-

bricators against tbe diverging wheels iq the wheel frames

when the whr^l frames swing rebitivc to one another.

3. In combination, a pair af car trucks, each compris-

ing a truck frame, wheel frames, moans coupling the

wheel frames to each other in the longitudinal axis of the

truck, means plvotally ooBaectiti); the wheel frames to tbe

truck frame In tbe longitudinal axis of the truck frame.

an arm •xtcndinir from one of the wheel frames toward

the other ; a rod extending between the two truck frames,

means connecting tbe rod to each truck frame at a point

in vertical alinement with tbe means coupling tbe wheel

frames, and means plvotally connecting each of the arms
to the rod.

4. In combination, a pair of car trucks each comprising

a truck frame, wheel frames pivoted to the truck frame in

the longitudinal axis thereof to swing in a plane substan-

tially parallel to the track to be engaged by the truck

frames, each of said car trucks having a bolster, a king

bolt to be carried by the bolster, meaoa coupling the

wheel frames normally disposed in vertical alinement with

the king bolt, an arm extending from one of the wheel

frames toward the other of the same truck, and a rod ex-

tending between the truck frames and plvotally connected

to the free end of the arm of each truck and to each truck

frame at a point co axial with the king bolt.

6. A car truck, comprising a truck frame, wheel frames
mounted to swing in tbe truck frame to take a radial ik>-

sition relative to a curve of a track, lubricators sus-

pende<l from the wbeel frame, and means connecting the

lubricators to tbe truck frame to move said lubricators

against the wheels when the wheel frame moves to a ra-

dial position.

[Clalas 6 to 9 not printed in Vhe Gaeette.]

1^28,182. POUN'TAIN - PEN LIGHT. F«ai«k Radch,
Sprtngfleld, Mass. Flle«l Ao«. 22, 1»16. Serial No.

116.291. (a. 24<f—8.4.)

j£

In a fountain-pen light, a bddy member, a casing ap
piled to one end of said body-member and containing an

electrical source of supply, said electrical source of sup

ply having poles in a head thereof, said body-member
having; a pen-holder therein, whose rear head is provideil

with terminal binding posts, a resilient member within

said l>ody-member exerting pressure to retain said polea

and binding posts In engagement with each other, an elec-

trical lamp positioned in one end of said body-memt>er, ad-

jacent the pen, an angular spring-terminal in engagement

with a contact of said electrical lamp, a spring adjacent

said anguUr terminal, a slidable s^tch-closer having a

contact arm adapted to engage the electrical lamp-shell,

said spring being arranged to ride ui>oo a pin projecting

from said swltcb-cloaer as the latter Is actuated, one of

said binding posts being wired to the spring having en-

gagement with said slidable switch-closer, the other bind-

ing post being wired to said angular spring terminal.

1,228,133. APPARATUS FOR RECOVBRIN«i PRBCI0U8
VIETALS. CUABLBs U. Kawdo.n- and Fkank McCoole,
Ht. Loais, Mo. Filed l»ec. 18. 1916. Serial No. 137.618.
(CI. 83—82.)

1. In an apparatus of the character de«eHb«d. a tank

having Intake and discbarge means at differcot levela, a

perforated screen or diaphragm disposed In a plane be-

tween the intake and discharge, an endless belt mounted
In the tank above tbe svreen an<l having a bottom lap

dispose<l slightly above the level of the liquid traversing

the tank, a series of porous buckets mounted on tbe t>elt

and operating to dip alightly below the surface of tke

U^sid to gather or skim tbe metal values sustained by the
liquid body.

8. In an apparatus of the character described, a tank
having Intake and discharge means at different levels, a

perforated screen or diaphragm disposed in a plane be-

tween tke Intake and discharge, an endless belt mounteil

in the tank al>ove the screen and having a tK>ttom lap dis-

posed slightly at>ove the level of the liquid traversing the

tank, a series of porous fabric buckets mounted on the

belt and operating to dip slightly below the surface of the

liquid to gather or skim the metal values sustained by

the liquid body, and means in tbe path of travel of the

buckets for squeezing the liquid therefrom upon their

emergence from the liquid in the tank

[Claim 2 not printed In tbe Gazette.]

1,228,134. TRACTOR PLOW AND CULTIVATOR. Wil-
liam J. Ray, Fort Smith. Ark. Filed June 10, 1916.
Serial No. 102.932. {CI. 21—114.)

1. In tractor plows, a main frame, a drive wbeel carried

thereby, a ground wheel mounted at the front of the
main frame and adjustable laterally of the same so as
to form a gage wheel, a motor mounted on the main
frame, and means for rotating said drive and ground
wheels either simultaneously or independently, optionally,

from said motor when the ground wheel is directed for-

wardly of tbe main frame.

2. In tractor plows, a main frame having a forwardly
extending platform, an arm mounted on said platform,

•said am being adjustable so as to extend forward of the
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main frame In longitudinal alinement therewith or later-

ally of said main frame at substantially a right angle
thereto, optionally, a motor mounted on tbe said plat
form, driving connections between said motor and drive
whetl. and means for rotating said ground wbeel from
the motor Independently of the drive wheel or simultane-
•oaly therewith, optionally, when said arm is directed
forward of tbe main frame.

8. In tractor plows, a main frame, a drive wheel car-

ried thereby, said drive whwl having an expanded hub
provided with a plurality of outwardly directed radially
dlapoMed guide slots, a plate fixedly secured adjacent the
drive wheel provided with an inwardly extending block, a
guide plate slldably mounted on the inner face of said
tzed plate, said guide plate being provided with a lower
cam slot and being cut away at Its upper portion to pro-
vide a central cam block, a plurality of radially disposed
gripping members slldslily mounted In the guide slots of
said wbeel hob and operable through the rim portion of
the driTe wbeel, tbe rtm of said wheel being provided with
slots to accommodate said gripping members, each of said

gripping members being provided adjacent Us upper end
with an inwardly directed actuating memt>er operable In
the cam slot of said guide plate, means for raising or
lowering the guide plate, a motor mounted on said plat-
form, and driving connections between said motor and
drive wheel.

I
4. In «ractor plows, a main frame, a drive wheel carried

fherehy. a motor mounted on the main frame, driving
connections l»etween said motor and drive wheel, a for

wardly extending arm secured to the main frame, a shaft
rotatably mounted through tbe outer end of said arm, a
fork fixedly secured to the lower end of said shaft, a
ground wheel mounted in the fork in substantial allncy

ment with said drive wheel, and means for rotating said
ground wheel from the motor independently of said shaft
and either slmulUneoualy with, or Independently of, said
drive wheel, oiMionally.

1,228,135. GRINDER MECHANISM. Pbbdbbick W.
Rbosiiaw. .Scottdale l>orough. Pa. Filed Jan. 11, 1917.
Hertal No. 141.736. (O. 61—7.)

-sr-

—: ^fil -p .^ # > *

,

A

'-—J-

1. A grin^ng mechanism for sharpening tbe knives of

jointers and planers without removing the latter from
the machine, and comprising a flat base plate adapted to
be laid transversely on tbe bed of tbe machine, adjacent
and parallel to the rotary head thereof, and provided with
depending potiltioning dowels, tbe bed of the machine be-

ing provided with boles to receive said dowels and ac-

curately position the base plate of the grimier, means in-

dependent of said dowels and holes for holding; said base
plate rigidly on said be<l. a pair of brackets i>ermaneDtly
rigid with said ba><e plate and so located as to extend one
at either side of tbe l>ed plate of the machine, a third

similar bracket spaced outwardly from on< of said flrst

named brackets, a mtsry shaft joumaUHl parallel with
said base plate In all thr'-e of said brackets, a power pulley

rigidly mounted on said shaft between said third bracket
and the adjacent one of said Ilrst m'-ntioned brackets, a

grinding wbeel slldably mounted on said shaft but rotat-

ing therewith, a bifurcat<-d ciirHage emt>racing said wheel
and slldably mounted on said shaft, a guide shaft parallel

with said first mentioned shaft and extending between
tbe first DieiuioDed pair »f brackets, said carriage being

provided with a horizontal hole throogli which said guide
akaft extends, and a hand grasp for sntd carriage, sub-

stantlalLr as SDit for tbe miixoaes set forth.

2. A grinding mechanism for grinding tbe knives of
jointers and planers without removing the latter from the
machine, and comprising a metal frame consisting of a
flat base plate adapted to rest upon and transversely of
the befl of the machine, said base plate being provided
with depending members which seat in accurately fitting

recesses provided in tbe bed of tbe machine to insure
exact positioning of tbe grinding mechanism, and three
parallel brackets cast integrally with said base plate, one
bracket being located at either side of tbe bed plate of the
machine, and a third bracket outside of and adjacent to
one of said first mention«vi brackets, a rotary driving shaft
Jourualed In all three brackets, a driving pulley rigid with
said shaft between said third bracket and the adjacent
one of said first mentioned brackets, a grinding wbeel slid-

ing on and rotated by said shaft, a guide shaft mounted
on said frame parallel with said first mentioned shaft, a
carriage sliding on both of said shafts and controlling
tbe sliding motion of said wheel, and clamping means in-

dependent of said members and said recesses, for holding
said grinding mechanism rigidly in place on said machine,
substantially as and for the purposes set forth.

1,228,186. BOOK-irOLDBR. Wert T. Ribd, Milwaukee,
Wis. Filed May 18, 1914. Serial No. 888,222. (CI.

46—67.)

As a new article of manufacture, a comldned book-
holder and marker comprising, in combination, .a body
plate acting aa a support for the back of a book and hav-
ing one end portion directed laterally and inwardly to
form a leaf receiving recess, a centrally disposed tongue
of restricted width formed integral with said end portion
and extending upwardly at a spaced distajice from the
face of said plate, a lip on tbe other end of aaid body and
having a spring hinged connection therewith, said spring
connection tending to urge said lip towTird the face of
said plate to more securely retain the book in the holder,
and supporting means carried liy the plate for holding
tbe same in an Inclined position, said supporting means
being foidable to lie against the body of the plate to
adapt the device for use as a marker, substantially as
described.

1,228,137. COMBINED CURTAIN AND SHADE
BRACKICT. Aldbn C. Robinson. Al>erdeen, Wash.
Filed Dec. 18, 1916. Serial No. 1.^7,624. (CI. 156—24.)

3. The combination with adjustably cnnnecteil strips
having toothed gripping fingers exteading from the outer
ends thereof, of « longltndinally slotted strip, a coupHaf
strip adjDstably coBa<><'tcd to f>De of the first named strips

to aaid loagitndlnaUy slotted strip, a gripping elesacst
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adjustably connected to the longitudinally slotted atrip,

a shade roller supportinK t>racket adjustably mounted on

said strip, an arm outijtandlng from the strip and con-

•tltuting a guide for the gripping element, and a curtain

supporting rod having a slotted end detachably mounted
on the arm. there being a stud upon the arm and an aper-

ture in the rod within which the stud la detachably seated.

[Claims 1, 2, 4, and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,138. AUTOMOBILE TRAILER. Chablm A.

RoGBBS, Albion, Pa., assignor to Rogers Bros. Co., Al-

bion. Pa. Filed Dec. 2, 1915. Serial No. fi4,T33. (CI.

21—7.)

1. In a vehicle body, the combination with an angle

iron frame, of a bottom supported by the said angle iron

frame, one leg of each angle iron of the frame passing

beneath the edge of the bottom, the said body having sides

and front extending upwardly from the bottom, the other

leg of each angle iron of the frame being arranged on the

outside of the said sides and front, the said sides and
front having vertical spaced angle iron brace* securo^l

thereto and the said l>ottom having npaced angle iron

supporting bars secured thereto, both legs of the said ver-

tical angle Iron braces and the said angle Iron bars near
their ends being off-set to engage the said exteriorly dis-

poned legs of the angle Irons of the said frame, and the

•aid net-otr ends of the angle Iron braces and bars being

Becure<I to the angle iron frame.
2. In a device of the character described, a rear end

corner constnictlon comprising in combination with a

body having sides and bottom, an angle iron frame ae-

cared to the side and bottom of the said body, the ends
of the rear member of the said frame projecting laterally

b«yond the sides of the body and said member having a

o downwardly extending leg, vertical angle iron braces hav-

ing legs arranged upon the outside and inside of the side

of the said body and secured thereto and to each other,

the remaining letcs of the said vertical braces having a

space between them, the said vertical brace attached

apon the outside of the aide of the body terminating upon
the said projecting portion of the said rear member of

the frame, and the said vertical brace attached upon the

inside of the side of the body having one leg extended
downwardly and secured to the said downwardly extend-

ing leg of the said rear member of the frame.

1,228.139. GARTER. Jahbs Calvin Rogirs. Birming-
ham, Ala. Filed Jan. 25. 1916. Serial No. 74,246.

(CI. 241—6.)

1. A garter comprising a leg band, a flexible element

permanently and fixedly secured at one end to one end of

the leg band, and a hose cngaKing means at the other end
and tubular guides at the ends of said leg band, said

guiding means slidably engaged by said flexible element.

2. A garter comprising a leg band, a cord permanently
and fixedly secured at one end to one end of the leg band
and provided at its other end with a hose gripping device,

plates attached to the ends of said leg band, and tubu-

lar guides mounted on said plates, said tubular guldaa
slidably engaged by the said cord.

3. A garter comprising an open leg band consisting of

a central and two end portions, one end portion havlns
a downwardly bent terminal, a cord having one end
permanently and fixedly secured to the portion carrying

the bent terminal and provided at Its other end with a
gripping device adapted to engage the hose to be sap-
ported, and guiding means carried by t>oth end portions,

one of said guiding means mounted on the downwardly
bent terminal.

4. A garter, comprising a leg band provided at one end
with a hook, a cord attached to the other end of the said

leg t)and, a plate having a stud adapted to be engaged by

the said hook, a plate attached to the end of the leg band
adjacent the said fixed end of the cord, guiding means on
the aald plates and slidlngly engaged by the said cord,

and a gripping device on the free end of the cord.

5. A garter, comprising a leg band provided at one end
with a hook, a cord attached to the other end of the aald

leg band, a plate having a stud adapted to be engaged
by the said hook, a plate attached to the end of the leg

band adjacent the said fixed end of the cord, segmental
tubes fixed on the said plates and through which ex-

tends the said cord, and a gripping device on the free end
of the said cord.

1.228,140. BOTTL£ WASHING BRUSH. Max C. Roum-
rcLo. Boston. Mass. Filed Feb. 8. 1917. Serial Mo.
147,469. (CL 141—7.)

1. A bottle washing brush having. In combination, a
rubber tube slltted longitudinally thereof for a portion of

Its length to form a plurality of wipers, a holder for aald

tube having a passage extending longitudinally there-

through with a recess In one end thereof containlnt; the
unslltted portion of said tube, and a scrubber consisting

of a rubber pad and a spring metal shank, said shank be-

ing fastened to the periphery of said holder.

2. A bottle washing brush having, in combination, a
rubber tube slltted longitudinally thereof for a portion
of its length to form a plurality of wipers, a holder for

said tut>e having a passage extending longitudinally there-

through with a receas In one end thereof containing the
unslltted portion of said tube, and a scrubber consisting
of a rubt>er pad and a spring metal shank, said shank be-

ing fastened to the periphery of said holder and project-

ing theret>eyond and between two of said wipers.

3. A bottle washing brush having. In combination, a
rubber tube slltted longitudinally thereof for a portion
of Ita length to form a plurality of wipers, a bolder for

said tut>e having longitudinal grooves In its periphery

and a passage extending longitudinally therethrough with
a recesa in one end thereof containing the unslltted por-

tion of said tube, a scrubber consisting of a rubber pad
and a spring metal shank, said holder having a conical

portion, a sleeve with a cgnlcal bore having engagement
with the conical portion of said holder and a pipe hav-

ing screw-threaded engagement with aald holder and
bearing against >one end of said sleeve whereby said metal
shanks may be clamped to said holder within the longl

tudinal grooves provided In the periphery of said holder.

4. A bottle washing brush having, in combination, a

rubber tube slltted longitudinally thereof for a portion

of Its length to form a plurality of wipers, a holder for

said tube having a passage extending longitudinally there-

through with a recess in one end thereof containing the
unslltted portion of said tube, a scrubber consisting of a
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rubber pad and a spring metal shank, said Fhank being

fastened to the periphery of said holder, a rotary sleeve

adapted to encircle said wipers and scrubber and a bear-

ing within which said rotary sleeve Is mounted.
6. A t>ottle washing brush having. In combination, a

rubber tube slltted longitudinally thereof for a portion

of its length to form a plurality of wipers, a holder for

aald tube having a passage extending longitudinally there

through with a recess In one end thereof containing the

unslltted portion of said tube, a scrubber consisting of

a rubber pad and a spring metal shank, said shank be-

ing fastened to the periphery of said holder, a rotary

sleeve adapted to encircle said wipers and scrublr>er, a
l>earlng <wlthln which said rotary sleeve Is mounted and
• bell-mouthed noicle fast to said bearing adjacent to

•aid rotary sleeve and adapted to guide sold wipers and
•crubber thereinto.

1.228.141. CUSPIDOR AND LIFTER. Mabva Rtdek.
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Feb. 21. 1917. Serial No.

150,256. (CI. 67—111.)

1. The combination with a cuspidor having a constrict-

ed portion intermediate its top and bottom and a handle
on one side ; of a detachable lifter and handle for the

cuapldor comprising a spring rod doubled Intermediate Its

end to provide a pair of arms arranged to engage the con-

stricted portion of the cuspidor, and fingers on said arms
arranged to releasably lock on the handle of the cuspidor.

2. The combination with a cuspidor having a constrict-

ed portion Intermediate Its top and bottom and a handle

on one side ; said handle having oppositely beveled por-

tions adjacent the body ui the cuspidor, of a detachable

lifter and handle for the cuspidor comprising a spring

rod doubled intermediate its end to provide a pair of arms
arranged to engage the constrlctetl portion of the cuspidor,

and fingers on said arms, having opposed terminal portions

forming barbed latch members engageable over the t>eveled

portions of said handle, arranged to releasably lock on the

handle of the cuspidor.

1.228.142. HIGH - TEN8IO.N INSULATOR - SUPPORT
FOR BUS-BARS. Edbos O. SisaiONS, Chicago, 111.

Filed Aug. 16. 1915. Serial No. 45.613. (CI. 178—321.)

JO

1. A supporting clamp for high-tension Insulators, com-
prising a base section, n seml-<lrcular member for engag-

ing a groove In the end of the Insulator, a plurality of

arms rigidly connecting aald semicircular member with
•aid base sertlon without contact between said Insulator

and said arms and base section, a removable seml-clrcular

member for also engaging said groove, clamping devices at

the ends of said members for holding them together, and
a lug extending from said removable member intermediate

Its ends and secured to said base section.

2. A supporting clamp for high tension Insulators, com-

prising a base wctlon, a semicircular member for en-

gaging a groove In the end of the Insulator, a plurality

of arms rigidly eonnectlng said sfnl-clrcnlar member with

said base section without contact between said Insulator

and aald arms and base section, a removable semicircular
member for also engaging said groove, clamping devicea

at the ends of said memt>ers for holding them together,

and a lug extending from said removable member Inter-

mediate Its ends and secured to said base section, said

lug conformed to engage a longitudinal groove In the outer
surface of the end portion of said Insulator to prevent
rotation between said < lamp and said insulator.

.'?. A supporting clamp for high tension insulators, com-
prising a base section, a seml-clrcular member for engag-
ing a groove in the end of the insulator, a plurality of

arms rigidly connecting aald semicircular member with
said base section without contact between said Insulator

and said arms and base section, a removable semicircular

member for also engaging said groove, clamping devices at
the ends of said members for holding them together, a lug
extending from said removable member Intermediate its

ends and secured to said base section, and conductor aup-

porting means carried by said base section.

4. A supporting clamp for high tension Insulators, com-
prising a base .section, a semi-circular memt>er for engaging
a groove In the end of the Insulator, a plurality of arma
rigidly connecting said seml-clrcular member with said

base section without contact between said Insulator and
said arms and base section, a removable semi-circular

member for also engaging said groove, clamping devices

at the ends of said members for holding them together, a
lug extending from said removable member intermediate
Its ends and secured to said base section, said lug con-

formed to engage a longitudinal groove in the outer sur-

face of the end portion of said Insulator to prevent rota-

tion between said clamp and said insulator, and conductor
supporting means carried by said base section.

6. A supporting clamp for high-tension insulators, com-
prising a base section, a semicircular member for engag-

ing a groove in the end of the Insulator, a plurality of
arms rigidly connecting said seml-clrcular member with
said base section without contact between said Insulator

and said arms and base section, a removable semicircular

member for also engaging said groove, clamping devlcea

at the ends of said members for holding them together,

a lug extending from said removable member Intermediate
ita ends and secured to said base section, lugs extending
from said base section, and clamping plates secured to

said lugs for rigidly supporting desired conductors from
aald clamp.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.143. DOOR - OPERATOR. Ix)T LaNwooD Shock-
LIT. Columbia. Mo. Filed Feb. 27, 1917. Serial No.
161,197. (a, 268—8.)

In combination with the door and the vertical guldea

In which the door moves, of a support above the door,

flexible members connected with the door and near the

ends thereof, pulleys on the support over which the flex-

ible members pass, said support being extended at one
end of the door and carrying a double pulley, said flexible

members passing over the double pulley, a counterweight

connected with the ends of the flexible members, meani
for guiding the counterweight, a pulley jonrnaled at the
bottom of the door below the last named pulley, a flexible
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member connected with eacb end of the coanterwelsht
and passing over the last named pulleys for operating the
door, another flexible member having Its ends connected
with the opposite ends of the counterweight, and direction
elements arranged In pairs in the form of a {Mirallelogram
over which the said flexible member passes, one pair of
said direction elements being arranged at a distance from
the door to permit the door being operated from a distance.

1,228.144. ANCHORING MELANS FOR TIRE FABRICS.
Bbnjami.n L. Stowi, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to
Morgan k Wright, a Corporation of Michigan. Filed
July 25. 1916. Serial No. 111,123. (CI. 152—13.)

1. An anchorage for cords or strands of a tire carcass,
comprising successive turns of helical colls OTer which the
cords of said tire are looped.

2. An anchorage for cords or strands of cord tires, com-
prising successive turns of an endless helical coll over
which the cords of said tire are looped, and means for
preventing radial expansion of said helical coll.

3. An anchorage for cords or strands of a tire carcass,
comprising successive turns of endless helical colls over
which the cords of said tire are looped, and Inexpanslble
cord or cable passing through saJd loops for preventing
radial expansion of said helical colls.

1.228,145. POWER TRANSMITTING MECHANISM.
AcocsT ScNDH, Hastings upon-Hudson, N. T., assignor
to Otis Elevator Company, a Corporation of New Jer-
sey. Filed Mar. 21. 1914. Serial No. 826.167. (O.
74—34.)

1. The combination of a driving shaft, a driven shaft,
and reduction gearing for transmitting power from the
driving shaft to the driven shaft, said gearing being
arrange<I to allne part of the reduction gearing with the
driving shaft and independently thereof.

2. The combination of a driving shaft, a driven shaft,
a yieldable pinion carried by the driving shaft, and means
for tran-*mlttlnK power from the pinion to the driven
shaft, said ra^ans being arranged to aline the pinion with
the driving shaft and Independently thereof.

3. The combination of a driving shaft, a driven shaft,

a yieldable pinion carried by the driving shaft, and gear-
log for transmitting power from said pinion to the driven
shaft, said gearing being arranged to aline said pinion
with the driving shaft and independently thereof.

4. The combination of a driving shaft, a driven 8h%ft,

a yieldable pinion carried by the driving .shaft, and reduc-

tion gearing for transmitting power from the pinion to
the driven shaft, said gearing being arranged to float
said pinion and cause the latter to aline itself with the
driving shaft Independently thereof.

5. The combination of a driving shaft, a driven shaft,
a yieldable pinion carried by the driving shaft, spur gears
meshing with said ptnlon and arranged to allne the same
with the driving shaft and independently thereof, and
a driving connection between said spur gears and the
driven shaft.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228.146. OPEN-FACE ENVELOP. Gaoaca W. Swirr,
Jr., liordentown. N. J. Original application filed Mar.
25, 1915. Serial No. 16.870. Divided and this applica-
tion filed July 30, 1915. Serial No. 42.671. (CL
229—71.)

An envelop having a front portion provided with an
opening, a rear portion and end flaps attached to said
front portion, a strip of transparent material covering
said opening and extending lengthwise of the front por-
tion and onto said end flaps said transparent strip being
applied under tension which causes It to contract so as to
terminate within the extreme limits of said flaps, whereby
when said envelop is folded the extreme outer edge of
said end flaps may be secured directly to said rear portion.

1.228,147. TOY. Don V. Tantlingxh. Lawton. OkU.
Filed July 16. 1916. Serial No. 109,527. (CI. 124—1.)

1. A toy of the character described, comprising a body
portion, a rotatable shaft mounted in the body and having
one end projecting through the same, a spring coiled ou
the shaft within the body for actuating It, an upwardly
projecting arm secured to the projecting end of the aald
shaft and having on one face adjacent the outer end
thereof a socket open at the top and adapted to receive a
projectile, said arm being adapted to operate the shaft
to put the spring under tension and when released to
hurl the projectile, and cooperating means on the shaft
and body for limiting the movement of the shaft In one
direction.

2. A toy of the character d«<scrlb««l. comprising a hol-
low body portion, a rotatable transvfrse shaft mounted In
the t)ody with its ends projecting beyond the body, an
arm on each projecting end of the shaft, one of the arnii
projecting upwardly and provided on one face adjacent
its outer ind with n 8o<ket open at the top, a spring
colled upon the shaft and having one end secured to th*-

shaft and the other to the body, and cooperating meaiM
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•a the shaft and body for limiting the movement of aald

•haft In one dlrectioD.

8. A toy of the character described, comprising a hol-

low body, a spring actuateil shaft mounted In the body
and having one end projecting beyond the body, an arm
on the projecting end of the shaft and provided with a
»o< ket, a notches! bearing on the projecting end of the

said shaft and a stop on the body and engaging the notch

of the. aald bearing.

1.228.148. COMPUTING-MACHINE. JOHW N. TBOMt-
TON, Jersey City. N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments.

to Underwood Computing Machine Company, New York.

N. Y., a CorporaUon of New York. Filed Apr. 6, 1912.

S«-lal No. 688.581. (Cl. 235— 181.)

1. In a computing machine, the combination with com-
puting wheels, of mean!< for rotating them, a lock (or

each wheel normally disengaged therefrom but positively

moving to lock its wheel at the end movement of the
means for rotating them, a carryover train for operating
each wheel from the one below, and means for moving
each lock on movement of each carry-over train to lock

each computing wheel immediately each carry-over train

has completed the movement of Its computing wheel.

2. In a computing machine, the combination with com-
puting wheels, of means for rotating them, a lock for each
wheel normally Idle but positively locking Its wheel at

the end movement of the means for rotating them, a carry-

over train for operating each wheel from the one t)elow.

a tooth on each computing wheel for setting its carry-over

train, positive means for moving said train when set, and
a lock for arresting said carry-over train when It has

been thus positively turned, said first-mentioned lock also

locking each computing wheel when it Is turned by the

carry-over train driving it.

8. In a computing machine, the combination with com-

puting wheels, of a carry over train for turning each

wheel by the one below, a tooth on each wheel for giving

each carry over train an initial turn, a stop limiting said

torn, a spur for positively moving said train to turn the

computing wheel It operstes. a lock to arrest said train

when it \s moved by said spur, and a lock for said comput-

ing wheel for arresting It as it Is moved by the carry-over

train.

4. In a computing machine, the combination with com-

puting wheels, of a carrj-over train for turning each

wheel by the wheel below, but normally out of mesh with

•ach. a gear for positively turning each carry-over train,

a tooth on each computing wheel for turning Its carry-

over train so that the gear for positively turning it will

mesh with it. a stop arresting said train In said meshing
position, and a lock for arresting each computing wheel as

it Is turned by Its carry-over wheeL
5. In a computing machine, the combination with ft

gang of computing wheels and a gang of carry-over

trains associated therewith, of a gear for positively driv-

ing each carry-over train to turn the computing wheel

It drives, a tooth on each computing wheel for setting its

i-nrry-over train so that said train will mesh with Its

driving gear, a stop on aald gear for arresting said traitt

in meshing position, and a lock on said gear for arresting

said train when it Is turned. g"

[Claims C to 34 not printed In the Gaaette.l

1.228.149. WASHING-MACHINE. James J. Walsh.
Elisabeth. N. J. Filed Apr. 29. 1916. Serial No. 94.356.

(Cl. 68—20.)

1. In a washing machine, a rubber provided with an

invertetl U-shaped handle, clamps adapted to be secured

to a tub. and a U shaped link pivoted to the clamps and

having Its members plvotally connected with the side

members of the handle Intermediate of the endo thereof.

2. In a washing machine, a rubber having an Inverted

U-shapi-d handle, clamps connected together and adapted

to be secured to a tub, a U-shaped link plvotaily mounted
In the clamps, and sockets pivoted to the side members
of the handle Intermediate of the ends thereof, and In

which the side members of the link are secured.

1.228.150. UTENSILrCOVER.
Pa. Filed Feb. 28. 1917.

63—8.)

John Wass, Beaver Falls,

Serial No. 160,421. (CL

1. A device of the class described comprising a lid hav-

ing outlet perforations, a closure disk for said perfora-

tions carried by the lid, a normally relative positioning

meanf> for the disk, and an adjustment retaining latch

for aald means.
4. A device of the clasa described comprising a lid har-

Ing outlet openings, a closure disk for said openings cen-

trally pivoted to the said lid and provided with rndlal

slots adapted for registering with said openings, a tubular

Klotte<l casing carried by the lid. a lug projecting from
said dixk slidably arranged through the slot of the aald

casing, n normal positioning spring tensioned t>etween

the said lug and the opposite end of the raping, the said

lid having an arcuate slot overlying the aald casing with

a not<h adjacent the spring l»earlng end of the latter, and
an operating lat<h pivoted to the said liis projfctlng

through the said arcuate slot and adapte<l for se.:ting

within the said not< h with said spring under crmpressloB

when the device is open.

[Claias 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.)
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1.228,151. LIQUID-HOLDINO VESSEL. John H. Wat-
son, Chicago, 111. Filed Jan. 27, 1913, Serial No.
744,330. Renewed Dec. 2, 1915. Serial No. 64,777.
(CI. 215—62.)

1. A vessel having a passage for the flow of liquid
between Its Interior and exterior and Including a passage
opening and closing valve capable of being moved by
liquid whose entry within the vessel is sought to close It

and free bodily to .shift In said passage ; an abutment In
•aid passage above and spaced apart from said valve

;

and a bodily shlftable tilting weight element in the space
between the abutment and valve having a base portion
for engagement with the top of the valve and arms pro-
jecting upwardly and outwardly from opposite sides of
said base portion and adapted for engagement with the
abutment, said weight element having such dimensions
as to permit it to have simultaneous valve closing engage-
ment with the abutment and valve when the vessel l.s

tilted to positions in which liquid whose entry Is sought
will not close the valve and which will permit the valve
to be unseated when the vessel is tilted to a pouring posi-
tion, said weight element having an arm to coSperate
with the abutment to prevent material upward movement
of the tilting element and thereby of the valve when the
vessel Is upright.

2. A vessel having a passage for the flow of liquid be-
tween its Interior and exterior and Including a pasaags
opening and closing valve capable of being moved by
liquid whose entry within the vessel Is sought to close It
and free bodily to shift In said passage ; an abutment In
said passage above and spaced apart from said valve

;

and a bodily shlftable tilting weight element In the space
between the abutment and valve and having such dimen-
sions as to permit It to have simultaneous valve closing
engagement with the abutment and valve when the vessel
Is tilted to positions in which liquid whose entry Is sought
will not close the valve and which will permit the valve
to be unseated when the vessel Is tilted to a pouring posi-
tion, said tilting weight element being higher upon one
side than the other to cooperate with the abutment to
prevent material opening of the valve when the vessel 1i
upright.

3. A vessel having a passage for the flow of liquid
between Its interior and exterior and Including a passage
opening and closing valve capable of being moved by
liquid whose entry within the vessel Is sought to close It

and free bodily to shift in said passage ; an abutment in
said passage above and spaced apart from said valve ; and
a bodily shlftable tilting weight element In the space be-
tween the abutment and valve and having such dimen-
sions as to permit It to have simultaneous valve closing en-
gagement with the abutment and valve when the veiael ia

tilted to positions in which liquid whose entry Is sought
will not close the valve and which will permit the valve
to be unseated when the vessel Is tilted to a pouring posi-
tion, said tilting weight element also having a dimension
which permits it closely to approach the abutment when
the vessel Is upright thereby to prevent material upward
movement of the tilting element and thereby of the valve.

said tilting weight element having spaced apart arms in-

cluded in its formation permitting the operation of the
tilting weight element without material reduction in the
poor.

4. A vessel having a passage for the flow of liquid be-
tween Its Interior and exterior and including a passage
open'ng and closing valve capable of being moved by
liquid whoM entry within the vessel Is sought to close it

and free bodily to shift in said passage; an abutment In
said passage above and spaced apart from said valve ; and
a bodily shlftable tilting weight element in the space be-
tween the abutment and valve and having such dtmen-
tons as to permit It to have simultaneous valve closing
angagement with the abutment and valve when the vessel
ia tilted to positions In which liquid whose entry is aougbt
will not close the valve and which will permit the valve
to be unseated when the vessel Is tilted to a pouring posi-
tion, said tilting weight element also having a dimension
which permits 4t closely to approach the abutment when
the vessel is upright then to prevent material upward
movement of the tilting element and thereby of the valve,
said tilting weight element having spaced apart arms in-

cluded in the formation of its upper portion to permit of
the operation of the tilting weight element without mate-
rial reduction in the pour.

1,228,152. METHOD OF MAKING ICE-CREAM. Ebsst
F. W. WiBOA, Paterson. N. J. Filed Oct. 6. 1915. Se-
rial .No. 54.435. (CI. 99—14.)

1. The method herein described of mailing ice cream
consisting In breaking up the lacteal Ingredient and a
binder each Into a highly divided state and mixing them
together, and finally freezing the mixture.

2. The herelndescrlbed method of making Ice cream
consisting In preparing a mixture containing, with the
lacteal content, a binder, then breaking up the lacteal con-
tent and the binder Into a highly divided state and mixing
them together, and finally freezing the mixture.

8. The herelndescrlbed frozen ice cream mixture con-
taining, with the lacteal content, a binder, the binder
and lacteal content being each broken up Into a highly
divided state and each homogeneously distributed In the
mixture.

1,228,158. PORTABLE ABUTMENT FOR AUTOMATIC
TRAIN-STOPS. Charles A. Willarc, Madison. Conn.
Filed June 2, 1916. Serial No. 101,398. (CI. 246—59.)

i.

1. A portable abutment for automatic train stops com-
prising two bars pivotally connected together the upper
edges of said bars provided with upwardly projecting
abutments, and means (or locating the bars t>etween the
opposite rails of a railroad.

2. A portable abutment for automatic train stops com-
prising two bars pivotally connected, said bars provided
at their outer ends with Insulating blocks, said bars pro-

vided with abutments projecting upward from their upper
edges, and means for locking the bars in their open posi-
tion.

3. A portable abutment for automatic train stops com-
prising two bars pivotally connected together, the end of

one bar projecting beyond the end of the other bar. said
projecting end formed with a notch, the other bar pro-
vided with a pin adapted to enter said notch, and means
for holding the pin in the notch when the bars are in their
open position.

4. K portable abutment for automatic train stops com-
prising two bars pivotally connected together, said bars
provided at their outer ends with insulating blocks, and
with springs projecting below the lower edge of said bars,
said bars provided with abutments projecting upward
from their upper edges, and means for locking said bars
in their open position.
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5. .\ portable abutment foi* automatic train stops, com-

prising two bars plvoully connected together, the end of

one bar projecting beyond the end of the other bar, said

projecting end formed with a notch, a pin on the other

bar adapted to enter said notch, a latch mounted on the

projecting end of the bar and extending across the open

side of the notch and adapted to engage with said pin to

hold the same in the notch when the bars are in the open

position.

1,228,154. SCRAPER. Fhancib E. Wiixiams, Hartford,

Conn. Piled June 8, 1916. Serial No. 81,980. (CI.

145—47.)

A device of the class de8<rlbed comprising a U-shaped

body portion formed from a single length of metal having

a greater width than thickness and having Its arm con-

necting portion twisted to He in a plane parallel to the

plane of its arms to form a projecting scraping edge and

further having Its arms contracted at a point spaced from

the arm connecting portion, and means connecting the

free enda of the arms of the body.

1.228,156. POTHEAD. Paul F. Williams, Chicago, 111.,

aaalfnor to G A W Electric SpecUlty Co., Chicago. 111.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Filed May 18, 1908, SerUl

No. 482.728. Renewed Sept. 18, 1912. Serial No.

721,008. (CI. 247—12.)

arranged to aeal the cable entering aald Inlet and also

seal the adjacent ends of the ontleta.

11. A device of the class specified, comprising a bowl or

casing having Its lower end provided with an Inlet and

Its upper end provided with a plurality of outlet open-

ings, tubular insulators arranged In said outlet openings

and having their inner ends projecting Into the interior

of the bowl or casing and having their upper ends pro-

vided w^lth water sheds, and their upper ends projt'cttng

above the top of the bowl or casing, and connecting de-

vices arranged within said tubular insulators.

16. A device of the class specified, comprising a bowl

or casing having its lower end provided with an Inlet

opening and Its upper end provided with a plurality of

tubular Insulators projecting above the top of the bowl

or casing, and having their upper ends providetl with

outwardly and downwardly extending water shedding

members, said insulators being open throughout their

length to permit the conductors to be extended through

the bowl and then through the insulators, and having

their bores subsUntlally the size of the conductors.

25. The combination of a bowl or casing, a tubular

Insulating memt>€r forming an outlet from said bowl or

casing, a connecting device located within said Insulating

member and completely inclosed thereby, said connecting

device being smaller than the interior of said Insulating

member, whereby a space is formed between the connect-

ing device and the inner wall of the tubular insulating

member and Insulating cement within the tubular in-

sulating member and embedding said connecting device,

said tubular insulating member consisting of a tubular

sleeve secured to the wall of the bowl or casing and made

open at Its outer end and containing said Insulating

cement, and a closure covering the outer open end of said

sleeve, said closure being conical shaped and pointing

outwardly.
[Claims 1 to 7, 10, 12 to 16, 17 to 24. and 26 to 36 not

printed in the Gazette.]

8. In a device of the class specified, a connecting device

comprising metallic terminals adapted to be fitted to-

gether, one of the same being confined in an outlet tube

having a shelf ; and a web having an aperture for said

terminal, said terminal having side lugs, and the web

having corresponding recesses.

9. A device of the class specified, comprising a casing

Ixaving an inlet, a cover for the casing having a plurality

of outlets, said outlets being tubular and each being pro-

vided with metallic connecting devices, caps for said out-

lets, connecting devices carried by said caps, said caps be-

ing arranged In connection with Insulating material in

the outlets so as to hermetically seal the outlets and the

terminals therein, and Insulating material In the casing

1,228.156. CONNECTOR FOB ELECTRICAL CONDUC-
TORS. Patl F. WIIJ.IAM8, Chicago. 111., assignor to

G & W Electric Specialty Co., Chicago, 111., a Corpora-

tion o! Illinois. Filed Mar. 17. 1913. Serial No.

764,726. (CI. 173—868.)

1. A device of the class specified comprising In combi-

nation, a tubular outlet, a cover for the same, a connect-

ing device extending through said cover and having it*

lower end projecting into the upp**r end of said tubular

member, means for securing the lower end of said connect-

ing device to the upper end of said tubular member, and

a cap fitting over the upper end of said cover.

2. In a device of the class specified, a tubular outlet

meml>er containing a connecting device, screws extending

through the waifs of the outlet member to the connecting

device and making connection with the latter, and a top
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extending down oy*.r the upper end of said outlet memberand covering the ends of raid Borews.
3. Id a device of the class spetlfled. a tuhular outlet

n«>n,ber containing a connecting device, socurlng meani
extending crowwise through the outlet member and en-gaging the conn*.rtlng device, a cover for the outlet mem-
ber, Mid connecting device extending np through nld
cover and a cap member fitted over the opper end of said
cover.

4. In a device of the clau specified, a tubular outletmember containing a connertInK device, securing mean,
extending crosswise through the outlet member and en-
g»ging the connecting device, a cover for the outlet mem-
ber, said connecting device extending up through saidcover and a cap member fitted over the upper end of saidcover, and surrounding the upper end portion of said con-
necting device.

8. In a device of the class spedtled. a tubular insulatorforming an outlet member, a removal.le cover of insulating
material fitted over the upper end of «ld insulator. «metallic connecting device confined within said cover andhaving Its lower end projecting into the insulator and Itsupper end projecting above the upper end of the coversecuring means extending crosswise of the Insulator nearhe upper end thereof and from the wall of the same to
the connecting device for holding the lower end of thetatter In position, and a metallic cap fitted over the upperend of the cover and engaging the upper end portion ofaid connecting device.

{Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the fJaiette.)

4. In an air moistener. a mixing chamber, ao Inletvalve for the said chamber, a water valve. «nd an alr-ln-
let piece secured between the said Inlet valve and waterralve and provided with a sight-hole for the feed from

i^J^'J," 7 ^^- ""''^ "''•"* ^""^ "^ ''»'''• ^«"^« »>*-lngoperated automatically when the pressure In the mixingchamber Is reduced below that of the atmosphere
5. In an air molstener. a mixing chamber, an Inletvalve for the mixing chamber, a casing, a flexible dia-phragm secured m the casing and separating- it Into a

r lrL''^°'w"
"'^ *'• *" ^bamber. a water valve con-

XIT. ^ 1 **"' diaphragm and discharging Into themixing chamber a spring normally closing the «ild watervalve, a stop for regulating the lift of the said water

Ih I:,tf * ^^ 'onnectlon between the air chamber andthe mixing chamber.
[aaiffi 6 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.228.15S. BED SPRING. John L. Yates. New York
?• Jo . ^ ^"^ ^*' ^*^®- ^"1*1 '"*<>• M.478. (CI.

1.228.187. AIR-MOISTENER. William Wiand. Abae-
con. N. J., assignor to Absecon Manufacturing Com-

TA'-iR^^'^nroJ:- '..
^"""^ ^'^- '«' ^"«- 8*^ No.

84,738. (CI. 261—69.)

for the ii^
°o«« «°". « mixing chamber, an Inlet valvefor the said chamber, a water valve, and an alr-lnlet^ece secured between the said inlet valve and water valveaald valves both being operat..d automatically and Ind^

to f^M '^"'^' "^ '^' '**'^ "**" ^"'^-^ operatingto feed the water through the alr-lnlet piece and Inlet*alve Into the mixing chamber.
2. In an air molstener. a mixing chamber, an inlet

InleVn
" '"'

""l?
''""°'^'' - ""^" -'-• and"n airinlet ple(^e secured between the said inlet valve and water

of It which form sight holes for the feed from the watervalve through the «ild Inlet valve into the mixing cham-ber said valves being operated automatically and inde-
pendently of each other when the pressure in the mixingchamber is re<luced.

3. In an air moLstener. a mixing chamber, an Inht
^*

!! . .K
*"" "^'""'^ chamber, a casing, a diaphragm se-cured in the casing and separating it into a water chamberand an air chamber, a water valve controlled by the saiddUphragm and operatlvely connected with the said mix-ing chamber, and a pipe connection between the saidair chamber and the mixing chamber, whereby the said

Inlet valve and water valve are opened simultaneouslywhen the pressure in the mixing chamber is reduced be-low that of the atmosphere.

1. The combination of a rigid rectangular frame aspring anchored at one end to one end of th^ frame a
tubutar casing comprising a pair of parallel plates em
bracing the other end of the spring, means binding the
casing to the spring, a series of Jack bolts, means toconnect the Jack bolts to the ca^ng with their free ends
projecting opp<,sUeIy tbw-efrom toward the other end ofthe frame, means .ooperafing with the bolts to draw thesame and the casing toward the latter mentlonr-d end of
the frame, and a serte. of adjustably tensloned coU
springs extending between the casing and the end ofthe frame to support the spring after the proper tension
la determined.

2. The combination with a rigid rectangular frame a•prtng anchored at one end to one end of the frame andthreaded devices connected to the other end of the springand projecting through the adjacent end of the frame to
tighten the spring, of a metal anguUr guard for the lat-
ter mentioned end of the frame, and means to hinge theguard to the upper edge of said end providing for the
guard to hang over the threaded ends aforesaid or to be
folded upwardly and Inwardly to give access to the thread-
ed devices, subsUntlally as s^ot forth.

1.228.159. AIRSHIP Ihza,l I. Zip«h8t..n. New York
and ABHAHAM C. Kaplan. Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignors of
fifteen one-hundredths to Nathan Schreiber. fifteen
one-hundredths to Aaron Schreiber. fifteen one-hun-
dredths to Benjamin Kaiser, and fii-e one-hundredth,
to Benjamin Oppenhelm, New York. N. Y.. and one
thirty-second to Kate Zucker, Chicago. 111. Piled Dec.
24. 1915. Serial No. 68.468. (CI. 244—5.)
1. An airship comprising llghter-than-alr supportingmeans .omprl.la^ elongated, spaced gas bags or contalneriL

rlangularly disposed in relation to each other and withtwo of said bags disposed In a horisontal ptane. a sup-porting structure or frame suspended below the upper-most bag, .side extensions on said frame, connected withthe lower bags, and propellers carried on nid side ex-
tensions.

2. An airship comprising llghter-than air supportingm«ns comprising elongated, space,! gas bags or containers
triangularly dispose,! in r.-lation to each other and withtwo of said b«g„ disposed in a hort.ontal ptane. a sup-iwrtlng structure soaoended below th.- noD-rmost Iml
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aide eztenalon. oa said frame, connected with the lower
bag8, and propellers carried on said side extensions and
arranged underneath said lower bags.

S. An airship comprising ligbter-than air supporting
means comprising elongated, spaced gas tiags or con-
tainers, triangularly disposed in relation to each other and
with two of said bag. disposed In a horizontal ptane, a
supporting structure suspended below the uppermost l)ag,

side extensions on said frame connected to said lower
Iwgs. and a plurality of propellers arranged In axial allne-

ment on each of said side extensions.

4. An airship Including llghter-than-alr supporting
means comprising •^longated spaced gas bags or containers,
triangularly disposed In parallel relation to each other
and with two of said bags disposed in a horizontal
plane, a supporting structure suspended below the up-
permost bag. side extensions on said frame suspended
from said lower bags, a plurality of propellers carried on
said side extensions and motors for said propellers, car-
ried on said side extensions.

5. An airship including llghter-than-alr 8upi>orting
means comprising elongated gas bags or containers dis-

posed in triangular and parallel relation to each other,
a supporting structure suspended from the uppermost
bag. side extensions connected with the lower bags, mov-
able wing* connected with the frame and means on said
aide extensions for moving the wings.

[Ctalms 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.160. ATTACHMENT FOR SHAVING - MUGS.
Chablbs Aimn. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 9, 1916.
Sertal No. 118.861. <C1. laa—15.)

In an attachment for shaving mugs, a base plate adapt-
ed to be located in a mug or cup. a hub centrally disposed
of said plate, a colled spring encircling said hub and nor-
mally proJe( ting abov.' the top thereof, a disk mounted
Upon said spring having an offset upon its lower surface
provided with a rounded edge, said offset being adapted
to seat on said hub, whereby said disk may be tilted in
any radial direction ai>d rolled und<'r presnure upon aald
hub.

1,228.161. SIDE FRAME FOR CAR-WINDOWS. Cha»lb8
H. Andkrson, Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Sept. 24, 1914.
Sertal No. 863.870. (Cl. 189—75 )

1. In a side frame for car windows, the combination of
• T .liaped metal side post, a metal covering bent to pro-

vide a pilaster and stop stripe, the pitaster lying in front
of the edge of the web of the post and the free edges of
said covering being bent inwardly and lying against the
sides of the web with spaces between haid inwardly turned
edges and the body of the post for the window sashes, and
readily accessible fastening means securing said covering
to the post.

2. In a side frame for car windows, the combination of
a metal side post, a covering for the Inner portion of the
same, the said covering consisting of a sheet of metal
bent to form a pitaster for the inner face of the post and
stop strips, the latter being located at opposite sides of
the post, the free edges of the covering bearing directly
against the sides of the pos^ at a point removed from the
body thereof, and forming with the latter, guides for the
window sashes, the pilaster being supported centrally
by the inner edges of the post, and readily accessible
means for detachably securing the covering to the post.

3. The combination of a T-shaped metal side post, a
combined Integral pilaster and stop strips made of sheet
metal and covering the Inner edge and parts only of the
sides of the web of the post so as to leave spaces for the
window sashes between the edges of the covering and the
body of the post, filler blocks filling the stop strips and
screws passing through the stop strips and filler block,
and engaging the web of the post for detachably securlnf
the covering to the post.

1.228,162. ELEVATINO-TRUCK. John H. Andehson,
Havana. N. D. Filed Feb. 7, 1916. Serial No. 76.8B7.
(CT. 187—9.)

i

^-i^e_

1. An elevating truck comprising a portable frame in-
eluding spaced uprights, a platform movable vertically la
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the frame and haTiof supportlns bars provided with
»**rw*rdly and upwardly inclined rear ends between the
said aprights. a guide roller carried by the lower Inner
portion of each of said inclined rear ends and engaging
one side of the respective upright, and a roller adjust-
ably supported by the rear upper end of each of the said
angular rear ends and engaging the relatively opposite
aide of the respectiv** guide at a point vertically spaced
from the point engage<l by the first roller and adjuating
means for adjusting the upper rollers under pressure.

3. An elevating truck comprising a main poruble frame
having an opening, a platform carrie<l thereby and v»>rtl-

cally movable with respect thereto, a screw shaft extend-
ing in a vertical direction In the main frame provided
with an upper free end and having its lower end loosely
stepped in the said opening of the frame, operative con-
nections between said shaft and said platform permitting
relative angular movements thereof and cooperating with
the frame opening to support the shaft In operative poal-
tlon, and means in the main frame for rotating said screw
shaft.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.163. STENCIL. Hakold D Arkxts, New Haven,
Conn. Filed June 2, 1916. Serial No. 101.407. (CT.
101—127.)

A blackboard stencil for making map drawings, com-
prising a relatively large rectangular stencil sheet bavios
portions of its Interior area cut away to form the re-

quired stencil design, a rigid frame corresponding to the
dimensions of the said sheet and applied directly to the

edge of the front face thereof so as to leave the entire

rear face thereof free to lie flat upon the face of a black-
board in direct contact therewith, and suspension means
applied to the frame so as to utilize the weight thereof In

holding the entire rear face of the stencll-sheet In uniform
direct contact with the face of the blackboard.

1,228.164. XnERMOMETER ATTACHING MEANS.
Louis V. Aroxso.v, Newark. N. J. Filed July 27. 1916.
Serial No. 111,585. (CI. 78—52.)

(,

1. The combination with a tubular temperature re-
sponsive member and a frame therefor, the latter being
provided with a suitable socket to receive one end of the
member and with an opening through which said member

may pass, said member being provided with a shoulder be-
tween its ends

; of a threaded sleeve surrounding the one
end of said member and adapted to engage the aaid
shoulder thereof to support the said member and to ad-
vance the same Inwardly toward the said socket, as said
sleeve is routed in one direction, whereby the said tubular
member may be securely retained by said frame and be
readily removable therefrom.

[Claims 2 and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.166. PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
REINFORCED GLASS. AaaL Bardin. Paris. France.
Filed July 16, 1913. Serial No. 779.297. (CI. 91—68.)
1. The herein-described process of making reinforced

glass which consists In coating the glass surface with a
transparent, adhesive medium, a transparent, reinforcing
medium consisting of celluloid, and finally coating the
whole with a transparent protecting medium.

3. The hereln-de8crlbe<l process of making transparent
reinforced glass, which consists In applying a gelatin
coating thereto, applying a coating of adhesive material
consisting of a solution of cellulose ester which in solidi-
fying produces a haze, applying a solution for removing
the haze of the adhesive coating, applying a coating of a
•elation of celluloid, and Anally applying a protective
coating.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 11 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1.228.166. UNIVERSAL JOINT. William J. BABitaa,
Flint. Mich. Filed Jan. 31. 1916. Serial No. 70.433.
Renewed Mar. 28. 1917. Serial No. 158,120. (Cl.
74—19.)

2. A universal Joint, comprising male and female mem-
bers having corresponding polygonal faces, bearing blocks
intermediate the corresponding faces, and intermediate
blocks arc-shaped in longitudinal section and subsUntlally
recUngular In cross-section, said intermediate blocks en-
gaging corresponding recesses in said male member and
bearing block.

6. In a universal Joint, the combination with male and
female members, one of said members being recessed, of
a reversible non-rotaUble block intermediate said mem-
bers and engaging the recess.

11. In a universal Joint, the combination with male and
female members, of a block Intermediate said members
having similar Inner and outer faces arc-shaped in longi-
tudinal section and being substantially angular in cross
section, and means for adjusting one of said members to
compensate for wear.

[Claims 1, 3 to 6, 7 to 10. 12, and 13 not printed In the
Gazette.]

1.228,167. AUXILIARY SUPERVISORY-SIGNAL SYS-
TEM. HaNHT M. Bascoii, Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, a Corpo-
ration of New York. Filed Jan. 29, 1916. Serial No.
75.049. (Cl. 179—73.)

1. In a telephone system, a plurality of cord drcults
situated at an operators position, a supervisory relay as-
sociated with each cord circuit, a supervisory signal con
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trolled by each relay, electromagnetic devices adapted to

be placed by the relays in parallel with the supervisory
signals, and an andlble signal responding first to the ener-
gisation of said relays and then to the energization of said
electromagnetic devices.

2. In a telephone system, a connecting circuit Including

a supervisory relay, a branch circuit provided with a re-

calling signal device, and electromagnetic means in said

branch circuit operated by said relay, said signal device

responding first to the energization of said relay and then

to the operation of said electromagnetic means.

3. In a telephone system, a connecting circuit provided

with switching elements, a supervisory relay associated

therewith the energization of which is effected wholly by

the connection of said elements, an electromagnetic de-

vice under the control of the supervisory relay in Its ener-

gisation and de^nerglsation. and a device governed by said

electromagnetic device and giving a signal upon the ener-

gization only of the supervisory relay.

4. In a telephone system, a connecting circuit Includ-

ing switching elements, a supervisory signal relay asso-

ciated therewith, an auxiliary signal relay, a circuit for

said auxiliary signal relay including said elements and a

contact of the supervisory signal relay and the winding

and a contact of the auxiliary signal relay, and a signal

controlled by said circuit.

5. In a telephone system, a connecting circuit, a super-

visory relay associated therewith, a make-before-break re-

lay, a circuit for said relay including a contact of the

supervisory relay and its own winding and break contact,

signal controlled by said circuit, and a second circuit for

the make-before-break relay including a contact of the

supervisory relay and its own make contact.

1,228,168. AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNAL APPARATUS.
ViEoiL WiBB Bacmoabtnkb, Salt Lake City. Utah.

Filed Feb. 10, 1916. Serial No. 7,429. (Cl. 246—86.)

1. The combination of track rails, with a block signal

system independent of the track rails and comprising a
clear signal at the entering end of the block and a clear
and a danger signal at the leaving end of the block, a
switch for each signal to complete the circuit thereof,

electrical means for closing the clear signal switches as a
car is leaving the block for setting clear signals, elec-

trical means for closing the danger signal switch and open-
ing the clear signal switches as a car enters the block,

whereby a danger signal is given at the far end of thf
block, each switch including an electro-magnetically oper-

ated movable contact for opening the switch, and an elec-

trically operated lock movable to and from a position for
holding the movable contact in open position.

2. The combination of track rails, with a block signal
system independent of the track rails, and comprising an
energized conductor extending along the block, clear and
danger signals at each end of the block, and connected
with the conductor, a pair of yieldingly mounted contacts
associated with the comluctor at each end of the block, a
car-carried element engaging the conductor and adapted to
strike the said contacts to electrically connect the same
with the conductor, normally closed switches for com-
pleting the circuits of clear signals, electrical means con-
nected to one of the said contacts at each end of the block
for opening the said switches as the said element enters
either end of a block to destroy the clear signals, electrical
means connected to the other of said contacts at each end
of the block for effecting the closing of the said switches
when the car-carried element leaves the remote end of the
block, a normally open switch adapted when closed to
complete the circuit of the danger signal at the remote end
of the block, electrical means connected with the first

mentioned contact at the entering end of the block, for
closing the last mentioned switch when the car carried
element enters the block, and means connected with the
second mentioned contacts for opening the danger signal
switches simultaneously with the closing of the clear sig-

nal switches, as the car-carried element leaves the remote
end of the block, each of said switches comprising a mov-
able contact, an electromagnet adapted when energized to
operate the contact to open the switch, locking means for
holding the said contact in open position, an electromagnet
controlling said locking means and adapted when energized
to release the movable contact, and means for moving the
said contact to closed position when released.

3. The combination of track rails, with a block signal
system Independent of the track rails and comprising an
energlze<i conductor, an element carried by a car and en-
gaging the conductor, a pair of contacts at each end of
the block and associated with the conductor, whereby the
said element In passing the contacts electrically connects
the contacts with the conductor, clear and danger signals
at each end of the block and connected with the conductor,
normally closed clear signal switches for completing the
circuits of the clear signals, electrical means connected
with one of said contacts at each end of the block, for
opening the said switches, when a car enters either end
of the block, electrical means connected with the other
contacts at each end of the block for effecting the closing
of the clear signal switches when a car is leaving the re-

mote end of the block, normally open danger signal
switches for closing the circuit of each of the danger
signals, electrical means connected with the first mentioned
contacts for effecting the closing of the danger signal
switch at the remote end qS the block as a train enters the
block, and electrical means for opening the closed danger
signal switch, as the train Is leaving the remote end of
the block, each of said switches including a fixed and a
movable contact, an electromagnet adapted when energised
to control the movable contact to open the switch, locking
means for holding the movable contact In open position, an
electromagnet adapted when energized to move the locking
means to release the said contact, and resilient means for
moving the said contact to closed position when released.

4. The combination of track rails on which cars travel

In both directions, with a J)lock signal system comprising
clear, danger and caution signals at each end of the block,
a pair of contacts st each end of the block, an element
carried by a car and adapted to engage the said contacts
and connect the same with a source of current, said con-
tacts being spaced apart in the direction of travel of the
car, whereby the element engages the contacts successively
when the car passes through the block from either end,
normally closed clear signal switches for energizing the
clear signals, electrical means for opening the said switches
when the element engages the inner one of the contacts at
the entering end of the block when the car is passing
through the block in either direction, electrical means for
effecting the closing of the switches when the element en-
gages the outer one of the contacts at the remote end of
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tke t>lock, normally open danger signal switches, dcctrleml
meansi for effecting tbe clusing of the danger Klgnal swltck
for the danger signal at tbe remote end of the block by
tbe engagement of tbe element with tbe inner contact at
tbe entering end of the block simultaneously with the
opening of the clear sigmi! switrhes. ni»-Hns for opening
tbe said closed danger signal switch by the said element
engaging the ooter contact at the remote ejid of the block
simultaneously with tbe closing of tbe clear signal

switches, normally open caution signal switches, electrical

means for effecting tbe closing of tbe caution signal switch
for tbe caution signal at tbe entering end of tbe block
when said car-carried element effects tbe opening of tbe
clear signal rwitcbes and tbe closing of tbe danger signal
switch at the remote end of the block, and electrical means
for effecting tbe opening of tbe said dosed caution aignal
witch by the said element when tbe latter in leaving the
remote end of tbe blo<-k effects the closing of the cle«r

signal iwitctaes and the opening of tbe closed danger alg-

nal swltcb, each switch Including an electro magnetically
operated movable contact for opening tbe switch, an elec-

trically operated lock movable to and from a position for

holding tbe movable contact in open position. an<l means
for closing tbe movable contact when released from said

lock.

5. The combination of track rails, with a block signal

systtm independent of tbe said rails and comprising clear,

danger and cantion signals at each end of tbe block,

switches for controlling tbe circuits of the signals, there

being one switch for each signal, electrical means connect-

ed with tbe clear signal switches and controlled by a car

passing from tbe remote end of tbe block to operate tbe

said switches to set tbe clear signals, electrical means con-

trolled by a car entering the block at either end to open
the clear signal switches and to close tbe caution signal

•witch to set the caution signal at tbe «ntering end, and
to operate the danger signal switch corresponding to the

danger signal at tbe remote end of the block to set the

latter signal, each of said switches including a pair o(

armatures disposed at an angle to each other and arranged
to interlock, electro-magnets for actuating the armatures
each in one direction, resilient means for moving the arma-
tures in the opposite direction, swltcb contacts one ot

which Is fastened to tbe armature of one of the electro-

magnets, the said electromagnet when energised serving to

move tbe said contact to open the switch, the armature of

tbe other electromagnet when tbe latter is energised re-

leasing tbe armature of the first or opening magnet to

permit its resilient means to move tbe armature to cloM
the said switch.

[CUims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228,169. MANUrACTURE OF ELECTRODES. Ed-
MCND Hbnkt Bbckbu, Washington, D. C. assignor to

Kinetic EHectrlc Company, Norfolk, Va., a Corporation
of Virginia. Filed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial No. 122,563.
(CI. 204—38.)

1. A copper oxld electrode for electric cells composed
of granules of copper oxld material In mechanically In-

terlocked mutual relative position.

2. A copper oxld electrode for electric cells composed
of granules of copper oxld material In mechanically in-

terlocked mutual relative position and united by a sintered

anion at tbelr meeting faces.

3. Tbe process of making negative electrodes which
comprises forming a slurry of a fine ground copper oxld
material with water, vibrating such slurry in a mold
until said copper oxid material forms a compact body
with tbe particles In interlocking relation and separating
the clear liquid from the body so produced.

4. Tbe process of making negative electrodes which
comprises forming a slurry of a fine ground copper oxid
material wltb water containing a small amount of tem-

porary binder, vibrating such slurry in a mold until said

copper oxid material forms a compact body wltb tbe par-
ticles in interlocking relation an<l separating tbe clear

liquid from the body so produced.

5. The process of making negative electrodes which
comprises forming a slurry of a fine ground copper oxld
material with water containing a small amount of tem-
porary binder, vibrating such slurry In a mold until said
copper oxld material forms a compact body with the
particles in interlocking relation, separating tbe clear
liquid from the body so produced, adding a little water
and continuing tbe vibration.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,228.170. FLY-POISONER. Ehxebt J. Bblcal, Valley
City, N. D. Filed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial No. 122.496.
(CI. 43—22.)

1. A device of the class described, comprising a ca.slng
formed of upper and lower imperforate members and an
Interposed foraminous member, a horUontal shelf at tbe
top of said lower member, a tank having its upper eilge in
the approximate plane of said shelf and adapted to con-
tain a poisonous liquid, a removable bottom, and a bait
pan beneath said tank.

2. A device of the class deacrlbe^l, comprising a casing
formed of upper and lower Imperforate members and an
interposed foraminous member, a shelf at the top of said
lower member exteriorly of sal<l casing, a tank having
its upper edge in the approximate plane of said shelf and
adapted to contain a poisonous liquid, a Hoat In said tank
for flies to stand upon while drinking said liquid, a re-
movable bottom, and a bait pan beneath said tank.

8. A device of the class described, comprising a casing
formed of upper and lower imperforate members and an
Interposed foraminous member, a sbelf at the top of said
lower member, a tank for a poisonous liquid having Its
top In the approximate plane of said sbelf, a removable
bottom, a bait pan beneath said tank, and a cover for said
casing to prevent access to the interior thereof by children.

1.228,171. ANTICREEPER FOR RAILS. Robmt B.
Bblknap, Chicago, 111., assignor to Anchor Company,
Chicago. Ill,, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Jane 23,
1913. Serial No. 775,172. (Q, 188—4.)

1. An anti-creeper for rails comprising a pair of jaws
adapted to grip the base of tbe rail near tbe web, the
gripping action being increased when tbe Jaws are tilted
In a vertical plane, and a depending leg normally biasing
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the jaws to grip the rail and abutting a tie below and In

advance of tbe Jaws to tilt the Jaws when the rail tends

to creep.

3. An anti-creeper for rails comprising a substantially

non-resilient member having a jaw arranged to oscillate

and to normally grip tbe rail along line contacts substan-

tially transverse of tbe length of the rail.

9. An anti-creeper for rails comprising a substantially

non-resilient body depending from the rail, and arranged

to oscillate thereon, said body having jaw members pro-

Tided with lines of biting contact substantially opposite

each other and normally gripping the rail base in a direc-

tion transverse of the length thereof.

31. X rail anchor comprlsinp gripping jaws disposed on

opposite sides of. and adapted to firmly grip the base of a

rail, a depending leg for engaging a tie to cause the jaws

to grip the rail base, and pivotal means to hold the jaws

In place an<l Insure tbelr gripping th<' rail base when the

leg abuts a tie as the rail tends to creep.

42. A rail anchor having a depending leg for abutting

a tie. a pair of jaws formed integrally with the leg and
operated thereby to grip the rail base between them near

Its center.

[Claims 2, 4 to 8, 10 to 30. and 32 to 41 not printed In

the Gasette.]

1,228.172. TUBULAR LO(^'K. Ai-bbrt C. Bbu-, Chicago,

IlL. assignor to Adolph Kretz and Ulrlch Kornstrln.

Chicago, ill. FUed July 10, 1916. Serial No. 108,285.

(a. 70—14.)

1. In a lock construction, tbe combination of a tubular

casing, a ttibular bolt In the casing having a portion of

smaller diameter than the internal diameter of the cas-

ing, snid bolt having an enlarged bead at one end of snb-

stantially the Inner diameter of the casing, and a spring

carried by the casing having Its locking end within the In-

ner surface of the casing and resting upon the smaller

diameter portion of said bolt to In part guide said bolt,

aid spring having a bent end and said bolt having open-

ings therethrough cooperating with said bent end for hold-

ing said bolt In Its locking and unlocking positions, said

bolt having openings therethrough for permitting the in-

sertion and turning of a key to disengage said spring

from said bolt and move said l>oIt in said casing.

3. In a lock construction, the combination of a tnbalar

casing, a tubular bolt In the casing having a portion of

smaller diameter than the Internal diameter of the casing,

said bolt having an enlargwl head at one end of substan-

tially the inner diameter of the casing, and a spring

carried by the casing having Its locking end within the

Inner surface of the casing and resting upon the smaller

diameter portion of said bolt to In part guide said bolt,

said spring having a bent end anrf said bolt having open-

ings therethrough cooperating with said bent end for hold-

ing said bolt in Its locking and unlocking positions, said

bolt having openings therethrough for permitting the In-

sertion and turning of a key to disengage said spring

from said bolt and move said bolt In said casing, said

spring being separate from said casing and having bent

projections holding It In place in said casing.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,173. PAPER FEED - CONTROLLING APPARA-
TUS. Theodohi J. Berigh. Jr.. New York, N. Y.,

assignor of one-half to Charles Francis, New York.

N. Y. Continuation In part of application Serial No.

852.856. filed July 22. 1914. This application filed

Apr. 21, 1915. Serial No. 22.806. Renewed Apr. 10,

1917. Serial No. 161.062. (CI. 273.)

2. An apparatus as characterized, comprising an op-

erating circuit; a pipe roll for guiding paper, constltut-

288 0. G.—98

ing a terminal of said circuit : a plurality of movable
plungers normally suspended in line with and in sepa-

rated relation to said pipe roll to engage the same when
permitted ; a plurality of latches for suspending said

plungers; and a hand extending across said paper in

juxtaposed relation thereto adapted to engage any un-

calculated thickened portion of said paper, for disengag-

ing said latches and plungers.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.174. GAMBREL. Wilson H. BBBOSTunsBm. Ban-

croft. 8. D. Filed Aug. 14, 1916. Serial No. 114,83\i.

(CI. 17—30.)

In a gambrel lnclu<ling a supporting block having open-

ings extending transversely thereof adjacent Its upper

and lower edges, a supporting frame comprising a rod

member extending through the openings adjacent the

lower end of said block, said rod including a pair of

downwardly extending angularly related arms, exten-

sions formed on the lower ends of said arms, a trasa

rod extending through the opening adjacent the upp«r

edge of said block, the free ends of the tmss rod and
said extensions being connected, and suspending means

associated with the angularly related arms the move-

ment of which being limited by said extensions for «
purpose specified.

1.228.175 STOCK FEED. issJAMiN A. Bsbst. Tp-

ledo. Ohio. Filed Dec. 1, 1*916. Serial .No. 134,393.

(CI. 99—11.)
1. .\ stock feed consisting of the dried stomach con-

tents of butchered farm stock.

2. A stock feed consisting of the dried stomach con-

tent of butchered hay and corn or grain eating animals.

3. A stock feed consisting of dried stomach contents

of butchered cattle and hogs.

4. A stock feed consisting of tbe dried and sterilised

stomach contents of butchered farm stock with a small

proportion of .salt added thereto.

6. A stock feed consisting of the dried and steriliied

contents of butchered farm stock with small proportions

of salt and chopped hay added thereto.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1.228.176. VACUCM CLEANER NOZZLE. Babbt N.
Bishop, Newark, N. J., assignor to Richard Denbigh,
Newark. N. J. Filed May 31, 1916. Serial No. lOO.SOe!
(CI. 15—60.)

1. The combination of a vacuum cleaner nozzle, an oa-
cUIating roller carried thereby, oscillating thread lifting
means actuated by said roller and when in contact with
the surface to be cleaned protruding Into the space lying
h.'twpen the axis of oscillation of said thread-lifting
means and the advance wall of said nozzle so that the
plane passing through said ails and the contacting por-
tion of the thread-lifting means is Inclined at an acute
angle to said surface, said roller cooperating with the
8urfar«» to l>p clean«>«l.

2. The combination of a vacuum cleaner nozzle, a
roller carried thereby, scooping teeth carried by said
roller and when In contact with the surface to be cleaned
protruding Into the space lying between the axis of oacll-
lation of said roller and a wall of said nozzle, said roller
being oscillatlngly mounted relatively to said noszle.

3. The combination of a vacuum cleaner nosile, a
roller carried thereby, scooping teeth carried by aaid
roller and when In contact with the surface to be cleaned
protruding Into the space lying between the axis of osdl-
latipn of said roller and a wall of said nozzle, said roller
being oscillatlngly mounted relatively to said nozzle, and
a atop for limiting the downward movement of said
teeth.

4. The combination of a vacuum cleaner nozzle, a
roller carried thereby, scooping teeth carried by aaid
roller and when In contact with the surface to be cleaned
protruding Into the space lying between the axis of oscil-
lation of said roller and a wall of said nozzle, said roller
being oscillatlngly mounted relatively to said nozzle, and
means for raising and lowering said roller.

5. The combination of a vacuum cleaner nozzle, a
roller carried thereby, scooping thread lifting means car-
ried by said roller and when in contact with the surface
to be cleaned protruding Into the space lying between the
axis of oscillation of said roller and a wall of said nozzle,
said roller being oscillatlngly mounted relatively to said
nozzle, and means for holding said lifting means in ele-
vated position relatively to Its axis so as to be held
from operation, the plane passing through the point of
contact of the thread lifting means with, the surface to be
cleaned and its axis of oscillation being inclined to said
surface.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the (;azette.)

1,228,177. MOUNTING FOR PRES8EB BAR-ACTUAT
INQ LEVER FOR SBLF-FILLINO FOUNTAIN-PENS.
Edwin F Bhittcn, Jr.. Jersey City. N. J., assignor to
L. E. Watormaii Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corpora-
tion of New York. Continuation of application Serial
No. 40.625, filed July 19, 1915. This application filed

Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No. 124.616. (CI. 120—16.)
1. A fountain pen Including a barrel having a slot, an

Ink holding sack therein, a presser bar for the sack, and
actuating means for the presser bar, said means including
a box fltteil In the ^lot and a lever fulcrumed in the box.

9. A fountain pen lncln<Jlng a barrel having a longi-
tudinal slot an.l depressions in the outer surface of the
barrel at the ends of the slot, a frame set into the slot
and having lugs bent into the depressions, and the outer
surfaces of the lugs being flush with the outer surface of
the barrel, an Ink sack In the barrel, and means mounted
in the frame for deflating the sack.

12. A fountain pen comprising a barrel having a slot
the walls of which are imperforate, supporting members
disposed in the slot and spaced apart, an Ink sack in the
barrel, a presser bar engaging the sack for deflating the
ame, actuating means for the presser bar. and means
separate from the members for movably mounting the •

actuating means on the said members.
14. A fountain pen comprising a barrel having a slot

the walla of which are imperforate, a lever in the slot
and of such width as to leave a space between a wall of
the slot and the lever, a stationary member disposed in
the space, means for pivoting the lever on the said mem-
ber, an ink sack In the barrel, and means actuated by the
lever for deflating the sack.

17. A fountain pen comprising a barrel having a slot
provided with imperforate walls, an Ink sack In the barrel,
and a presser bar for compressing the sack. In combination
with a unitary, self-contained operating device for the
presaer bar, said device comprising a supporting member
disposed in the slot, a lever In the slot for engaging the
presser bar, and a pivot pin passing through the support-
ing meftiber and lever for mounting the lever on the sup-
porting member.

[Claims 2 to 8. 10, 11, 13. 15. and 16 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1,228.178. CANE MILL. Silas E. Brooker. U Crosae,
Fla. Filed Dec. 2, 1916. SerUl No. 134.735. (CI.
100—47.)

In a sugar cane mill, a frame provided with vertical
slots and with perforations, a roller mounted in said
frame, a cooperating roller having end Journals engaging
said slots, spring straps engaging the end journals of
aaid co>5peratlng roller and provided at their ends with
perforations, and spring U form loops at right angles to
said straps, engaging the perforations of said frame and
having lateral arms engaging the perforations of said
straps.

1,228,179. TRUCK. La Grand G. Carbt, Cleveland.
Ohio, assignor to E^dwin D. Carey, Bedford. Ohio. Filed
Mar. 26. 1915. Serial No. 17.107. (CI. 21—114.)
1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a truck frame, transverse axles therefor, wheels on

y
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the ends f said axles, said wheels having peripheral

grooves, and traction aprons running over said wheels

and comprising a continuous series of flights attached to

gether by chains adapted to run in said grooves.

-fj ft "-r; '/

3. In a device of the character de8crlt>ed, the combiiia

tlon of a truck frame, a pair of transverse axles therefor

extending outwardly past the frame, wide wheels on the

ends of the axles, each having a plurality of peripheral

grooves, traction aprons adapted to run on said wheels

and comprising a series of flights secured together by

chains, said chains being adapted to run in said grooves,

and sprocket teeth in the wheels of one of said axles

adapted to engage the chain for driving the traction apron.

8. The combination with a truck frame, of a pair of

transverse axles, traction wheels on said axles, endless

traction aprons adapte<l to run on said wheels, smaller

wheels between the larger wheels, axles adapted to hold

them In contact with the lower reach of the traction

apron, and a swinging member carrying said last named

axles.

4. The combination with a truck frame, of a pair of

transverse axles, traction wheels on said axles, endless

traction aprons adapted to run on said wheels, smaller

wheels between the larger wheels, axles therefor adapted

to hold these wheels in contact with the lower reach of

the traction apron, and means carrying said last named
whi^N and adapted to allow a limited movement of the

axis thereof.

6. The combination with a truck frame, of a pair of

transverse axles, weight supporting wheels on the outer

ends of the same, traction aprons adapted to run over the

alined wheels on the last mentioned axles, a transverse

member between the last mentioned axles, depending

frames pivoted to swing on said member, and a series of

wheels carried by said frames adapted to contact with the

lower reach of the traction apron to hold the same in con-

tact with the ground.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,180. BLBCTRICALLY-HBATED SHOE-IRON.
dwin N. CHANDL.B8, Braiutree, Mass., assignor to Bos-

ton Last Company. Boston. Mass., a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Oct. 7, 1914. Sertal 865,471. (CI.

12—104.)

1. An electrically heated shoe finishing iron, having a

sabstantially flat surface throughout its entire extent

from end to end, one end of said Iron being pointed and
tapering from a rounded contour atK)Ve said flat surface.

aid iron t>eing formed with a recess opening at its other

end to receive a removable heating unit, and means to

bold a handle to said recessed end In such manner that

said handle Is Insulated from the heat of the iron.

2. An electrically heate<l shoe finishing Iron, having a

substantially flat surface throughout its entire extent

from eud to end. said iron having an end face extending

upwardly from said fiat surface to a rounded contour

above said flat surface and being inclined to said flat sur-

face at an acute angle such that the tapered end of said

iron can leadlly be inserted in the welt crease of a shoe,

said iron being formed with a recess open at its other end

to receive a heating unit, a handle adapted to receive and
conduct heat supply wires therethrough and means to

unite the handle to said Iron adjacent said recess, said

uniting means providing heat insulation for said handle.

3. An electrically heated shoe finishing iron. adapte<l

to fit within the shank and welt crease of a boot or shoe,

having a substantially triangular form In cross section

with a rounded angle uniting two sides, said iron at one

end tapering downwardly to its bottom edge, said iron

being formed with a tecess to receive a detachable electric

heating unit, a handle having tubular conducting means
therein for the supply wires for said heating unit with

one end of said tube secured to said handle, and the other

end having flanges secured to the heating iron, and heat

insulating means between the Iron and handle.

4. An electrically heated hammering and burnishing

tool comprising a body having a cylindrical socket which

Is open at one end of the body, the opposite end being

closed, a portion of said socket wall having a rounded

external face capable of use as a hammer head, while an-

other portion of said wall has a flat burnishing face ex-

tending from end to end of the body, and a U-shaped

burnishing face inclined relatively to said flat face and
Intersecting the latter to form an acute angled U-shaped
burnishing edge extending along both sides of the body

and across Its outer end, and an electrical heating unit

removably inserted in said socket.

1,228,181. DETACHABLE HOOK - FASTENER. Alicb
Cody, Newark. Ohio. Filed Sept. 20. 1916. Serial No.

121,192. (CI. 24—222.)

2. A detachable fastener of the class described com-
prising a body having a shank extending therefrom, a
hollow head consl.'«tlng of a disk and plate, said disk hav-

ing the peripheral edge therefor rolled to engage said

plate, said shank being adapted to engage said hollow
head through a portion of the garment, said plate being

provided with a T-shaped opening, a pair of circular

plates one having a threaded shank and the other an en
largement adapted for relative enga>;ement. means to

prevent rotation of said plates relative to a portion of

the garment to which the same is adapted to be secured,

a hook carried by one of the plates having a bill portion

adapted to pass through the shank of the T-shaped open
Ing and the shank of said book beini; adapted to slid**

longitudinally In the bead portion of said opening for

the purpose specified.

I Claim 1 not printed in the ^zette.]
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1.228,182. CASTING-MOLD. Pa^^hics J. Convou, Nartii
Adams, Mass. Filed 8«pt. 27. 1916. Berlal No. 122.462.
(CI, 22—116.)

AJ
// AS

1. A mold for casting a faciag on an article, compris-
ing a base plate, side and end walls mounted on the baae
plate, the article being positioned above the base plate
Inside the side and end walls and spaced from the base
plate, one of the walls having a pouring opening, and the
article having side lugs Keating on opposite walli^ and
holding the article spaced from the base plate.

2. A mold for casting a facing on an article, comprla-
ing a base plate, side and end walls mounted on the base
plate, the article being iwsltioned above the baae plate
inside the aide and end walls and spaced from the base
plate, one of the walls having a pouring opening, and the
article having side lugs seating on opposite walls and
holding the article spaced from the base plate, one of the
aide walls of the mold being adjustable toward and ft«ni

the corresponding side of the article.

3. A mold for casting a facing on an article, coraprla-
Ing a base plate, side and end walla mounted on the base
plate, the article being positioned above the base plate,

one of the walls having a pouring opening, the article
having side lugs seating on opposite walls and holding
the article spaced from the base plate, one of the side
walls of the mold being loosely moanted on the base plate,
a support on the base plate adjacent to the last-men-
tioned aide wall, and set screws threaded through said
supiK>rt to engage said side wall.

1,228.183. FLOTATION OF MINERALS. Harht P.
Corliss, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Metals Recovery
Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Maine.
Filed Mar. 21, 1917. Serial No. 156,491. (CI. 83—85.)
1. The method of effecting the concentration of min-

erals by flotation, which comprises adding to the mineral
pulp a small amount of alpha-naphthylamtn and subject-
ing the resulting mixture to a flotation operation ; sub-
stantially as described.

2. The method of effecting the concentration of min-
erals by flotatk>n, which comprises adding to the min-
eral pulp a small amount of alpha naphthylamln and of
oil and subjecting the resulting mixture to a flotation
operation ; substantially as described.

1,228,184. FLOTATION OF MINERALS. Habrt P.
Corliss, Pittaburgh, Pa., assignor to Metals Eecov«ry
Company. New York. N. Y.. a Cori>oratlon of Malae.
Filed Mar. 21, 1917. SerUl No. 156.492. (CI. 88—86.)
1. The method of effecting the concentration of mln-

erala by flotation, which comprit<efl adding to the min-
eral pulp a small amount of nltro-naphthalene and sub-
jecting the restilttng mixture to a flotation operation

;

substantially as deacribed.

2. The method of effecting the concentration of mln-
erala by flotation, which comprises adding to the min-
eral pulp a small amount of nitro-naphthalene and of
oil and subjecting the resulting mixture to a flotation

operation ; substantially as described.

1,228,186. 8ILKNCER AND CONDBNSER FOR GASO-
LENE-ENGINES. James Ernbst Dalsi. Port Anson,
onurio. Canada. Filed May 24, 1916. Serial No.
99,697. (CL 121—lltt.)

1. A silencer and condenser for internal combustion
engines, including an outer casing having an inlet and an
outlet, a rolled resilient sheet arranged within the out«r
casing and rigidly supported therein at an intermediats
point in Its length, the edges and .nds of the rolled hheet
being free i»o that the ends of the sheet will flex under
the pulsations of pressure.

4. A silencer and condenser for Internal combustion en-
gines, including an outer casing having an inlet and an
outlet, a series of rolled resilient sheets ne>>ted within
each other and arranged within the outer casing to pro-
vide a succession of expansion chambers through which
the exhaust gases must pass before being discharged, tlie

free edges of the rolled sheets overlapping each other and
the overlapping of the edges increasing successively from
the inner rolled sheet to the outer rolled sheet, and means
for rigidly supporting the rolled sheets at Intermediate
points In the length thereof with the ends thereof free to
flex, said ends of the rolled sheets flexing under the pul-
sations of pressure when the device is in operation.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.J

1,228.186. SELF-CONTAINED PORTABLE FOUNTAIN.
Frcduic W. Darli.nctom, Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. 24,
1916. SerUl 'So. 133.125. (CI. 137—108.)

1. In a self-contalnetl fountain, a basin of Hhect metal
having an outwardly directed flange around the mouth
thereof and an annular conduit ><urroundlng the same nod
closed at the top by said flange, spraying nozzles project-
ing upwardly from said flange and communicating at the
lower ends with the Interior of said conduit, and iiieana

including a power plant hung on the under side of the
basin for taking water from the basin and forcing It into
viid conduit.

2. In a self-contstned portable fountain, a basin com-
prising a sheet metal basin like member having a Sang*
extending outwardly therefrom at the mouth thereof, a
second sheet metal member surrounding the aforesaid
member beneath the flange on the latter and engaging the
aforesaid flange, said members being secured together to
form a continuous conduit around the Inner member,
spraying nozzles projecting upwardly from the first men-
tioned flange : and means including a power plant hong
on the under aide of the basin for taking wster from said
basin-like member and forcing it Into said conduit.

3. A basin for a portable fountain cf)mprls1ng a sheet
metal basin like member having a flange extending out-
wardly therefrom at the mouth thereof, a se'-ond member
svrroandlng the aforesaid member beneath 'he flange on
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the latter and forming an annular conduit beneath said

lange. and sprsylng nozzles projecting upwardly from
ssld flange and communicating at their lower ends with
aid conduit.

4. A basin for a portable fountain comprising a sheet

metal basin-Uke memt>er having a flange extending out-

wardly therefrom at the mouth thereof, and a second
Aeet metal member surrounding the aforesaid member be-

eath the flange and forming with the latter an annular
conduit, and spraying nozzles projecting upwardly from
said flange and communicating at their lower ends with
the Interior of said conduit.

1,228.187. AUTOMOBILE SIGNAL. RAMriL H. Davis,
Roanoke, Va. Filed June 8, 1916. Serial No. 82,887.

(CI. 177—387.)

•-e::"^::D

1. In an automobile signal, a shaft having a hand-

lerer affixed to the top thereof and adapted to form rota-

tive means for the actuation of the said shaft, an arm se-

cured to the lower end of said shaft, a rod ptrotally con-

nected l>etween Its extremities to the end of the said arm,

a pair of bell-crank levers fulcrumed to convenient parts

of the machine near the ends of the machine, one arm
of each of the said l)ell-crank levers having pivotal con-

nection with an end of the said rod, a front-end direction

Indicator mounted above and to the front of the machine,
a vertical shaft to which is secured the said direction In-

dicator, an arm secured to the lower extremity of said

vertical shaft, a rod having pivotal connection at one end
with one of the arms of the said front bell crank lever

and having pivotal connection at Its other end with the

said arm on the front-end direction indicator shaft, a
rear-end direction Indicator comprising a double arm
pointer, a case Inclosing said pointer, a shaft joumaled
In said case, to which shaft is secured the said double-

arm pointer, an arm secured to the said pointer shaft and
a rod having pivotal connection at one end with one of

the arms of the rear t>eI1-crank lever and having pivotal

connection at the other end with the said arm on the

rear-end Indicator shaft, substantially as described.

2. In an automobile signal, a shaft having a hand lever

aflBxed to the top thereof and adapted to form rotative

means for the actuation of the said shaft, an srm secured

to the lower end of said shaft, a rod pivotally connected
between Its extremities to the end of the said arm, a pair

of bell-crank levers fulcrumed to convenient parts of the

machine near the ends of the machine, one arm of each
of the said bell-crank levers having pivotal connection
with an end of the said rod, a front-end direction Indi-

cator mounted above and to the front of the machine, a
vertical shaft to which Is secured the said direction Indi-

cator, an arm secured to the lower extremity of said ver-

tical shaft, a rod having pivotal connection at one end
with one of the arms of *he said front bell-crank lever,

and having pivotal connection at its other end with the

said arm on the front-end direction indicator shaft, a
rear-end direction Indicator comprising a double arm
pointer, a case Inclosing said pointer, a shaft jonrnaled

in said case to which shaft la secured the said double-

arm pointer, an arm secured to the said pointer shaft and
a rod having pivotal connection at one end with one of

the arms of the rear bell crank lever and having j)lvotal

connection at the other end with the said arm on the

rear indicator shaft, a rear-end stop signal contained with-

in the said rear-end case, said stop signal having a flag

at one end and tension member connecting means at Its

opposite end, the pivot point being between the extremi-
ties of the said stop signal, a rod disposed approximately
parallel with the said hand lever shaft and having ten-
sion member connecting means at Its lower end, a ten-

sion member connecting said stop signal with the lower
end of the said rod, and means for manually effecting the
longitudinal movement of the said rod for the actuation
of the said stop signal, substantially as described.

4. In an automobile signal, a rear end signal compris-
ing a circular case of a size suitable for receiving an
automobile t*re clrcumferentlally about the said case, the
said case having front and rear heads, the said rear head
being provided with a pair of laterally disposed sight

apertures, n shaft extending longitudinally of the said

case and being journaled therein, a double arm lndlcat«tr

secured to said shaft, the two arms thereof being dis-

posed at approximately 90° from each other, a stop signal

pivoted loosely on said shaft and to the front of the said
double arm Indicator, means for manually rotating the
said shaft to such angular position as to display first

one of the arms of the said Indicator In one of the said

sight apertures and then the other of the said arms of
the indicator In the other sight aperture, and means for
manually rotating the said stop signal about the said sbsft
to such an angle as will make the same visible through
one of the said sight apertures, substantially as described.

6. In an automobile signal, visual front-end and rear-

end signals, menns w'thln the reach of the driver for

actuating the said signals, a series of front-end and rear-

end electric light signals, and means acting In conjunc-
tion and in harmony with the mechanism for the actua-
tion of the said visual signals for controlling the lights

of the said electric light signals, the said electric signals

being embraced In three distinct electrical circuits, the
said controlling means comprising a three-arm throw at-

tached to a convenient rotating member of the visual
signal system, a leaf spring adjacent each arm of the
said throw and adapted to be deflected thereby when the
said throw Is rotated, the said leaf springs forming eleo
trlcal switches in the said electrical circuits, substan-
tially as described.

7. In an automobile signal, visual front-end and rear-

end signals, means within the reach of the driver for
actuating said signals, a series of front-end and rear-end
electr'c light signals, means acting In conjunction with
«nd in harmony with the actuation of the said visual

signals for controlling the lights of the said electrical

signals, said means comprising a longltudlnally-movlng
rod, an arm attached to said rod, a leaf spring having
connect'on at one end with one wire of the electric circuit

to the said electrical signals, the other end of said leaf

spring being over the adjacent arm on the raid rod, an
electrical terminal adjacent the free end of the said leaf

spring, the other wire of the circuit to the said electrical

signals being In electrical communication with the said

terminal, the said leaf spring being disposed In the path
of travel of the arm on the said rod and being adapted
when depressed thereby to complete the electrical con-

nection to the sala electrical signals, substantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims 3 and 6 not printed In the Oazette.1

1,228,188. PRESSURE - REGULATOR. Fuedirick 8.

Dimso.n, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to Minneapolis
Heat Regulator Company, Minneapolis, Minn., a Cor-

poration. PUed June 29, 1916. Serial No. 106,710.

(CI. 236—4.)

2. A heat regulating device comprising a motor, a

thermostat having contact points in circuit with said

motor, a pressure gage and Indicator hand therefor, a
pair of arms mounted on said gage concentric with said

indicator hand and adjustable back and forth on the
face of said gage, a pair of contact posts carried by each
of said arms and In circuit with said ^^ermostat and mo-
tor, said Indicator band having means for contacting with
each pairv of posts for closing the circuit between them
through said motor independently of nid thermostat.
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3. A heat regulating device comprising a motor athermosut and circuit ther^^for. a pn-ssure gage ind
indicator hand, arms mounted on said gage and having
contact po«t8 arranged In pairs thereon in circuit with
•aid thermostat, a substantially T-sh«ped tongue carried
hy aald indicator hand and positlonetl to contact with the
poata of each pair for closing the circuit between themwhen the pressure rises above a predetermined degree

therein, a cover hinged to said frame and projecting over
-•aid cylinder, and rollers at each end of said cover
adapted to rest upon the ends of the said cylinder.

[Claim 1 not printed In the rtazette.]

1,228.191. MEANS FOR OBNAMKNTINO PREPARED
ROOFING. William P. Dcn La.sy, Chicago. 111., as-
signor to Sears. Roebuck and Company. Chicago. lU.. a
Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 5. 1916 Serial
No. 118,403. (CT. 91—67^.)

JW

4 A heat regulating device comprising a thermostat, amotor, electric circuits therefor, a pressure gage and in-
dicator hand, contact posts mounted in pairs upon op-
posite sides of said Indicator hand and adjustable on the
f*ce of said gage and connected with said thermostat
and motor circuits, said Indicator hand having means for
contacting with a pair of posts simultaneously.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,189. RESILIENT BOLT. Etha.v I. Dodds, Central
vallej. N. Y.. assignor to Kerner Manufacturing Com-
pany. Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania
Filed July 3, 1913. Serial No. 777.211 (O 85—1 )

1. A bolt having a head in the form of an eye, and
separate members extending from the head to the other
end of the bolt and having screw threads on the ends
thereof, said members being twisted about each other atan angle of less than ISO' : substantially as described

-. A bolt having a head In the form of an eye and a
plurality of separate members extending therefrom the
ends of said members being provlde<l with a screw thread
Mid members being twlste<l about each other; substan-
tially as described.

1.228.190. LIME SLAKING MACHINE. Moaais DoB-
MA.v. Baltimore. Md. Flletl Feb. 9. 1917. SeHal No
147,544. (CI. 222—4.)

! . t

2. A lime slaking machine comprising a frame rollera
secured at opposite sides of the frame, a perforated cylin-
der resting upon said rollers and adapted to rotate
thereon, means for rotating said cylln.ler. a water supply
pipe leading into said ryilnder and having perforations

nru,«^ .

PP'^'*'« " •^•*«W to prepared roofing com-prising, in combination, a cylinder having a series ofheat-conducting bars arranged perlpherally%her.on7n a<onflguratlon accortling to a design to be applied to the

m7terfa,TT;
'"' '"'^'"^ ^'^ *""• "^ beat-lnsulatlnj

material In the spaces between said bars

nnl.n^^?'
'or applying a design to prepare,! roofing com-

?? !• *V°"^'"''*'°' ^^''^'^ ^y"°''^'- having mean,or rotatably supporting It, means for interiorly heating

^Hnh ; t ^ ""'' °' beat-conducting -bar. on theperiphery of the cylinder arranged in a configuration ac-cording to the design to be applied to the roofing, ieryl nder and said bars being of good heat conducting ma-
terial, and heat Insulating material filling the spaceabetween said bars on the periphery of the cylinder

3 Means for applying a design to prepared roofing com-
prising, in combination, a cylinder having on its external
periphery a serte, of heat conducting bars arranged In aconfiguration according to a design to be applied to the
roofing, the bars being In Intimate heat conducting reU-tlon to the periphery of the cylinder, means for heating
the cylinder and the bars, and means for mlnlmlzln;
radiation rom the periphery of the cylinder exceptthrough said bars, the latter means consisting of heat-nsulatlng cement applle<l to the periphery of the ryiindar
In the spaces between said bars.

4 Means for applying a design to prepared roofing com-
prising. In combination, a hollow Ir.m .yllnder having
ine.ins for rotatably supporting It. means within thecylinder for heating It. a plurality of heat oon hirtln-,- bar.on the periphery of the cylinder arrange<l In a configura-
tion according to the design to be applied to the roofln..
and means for mounting said bars In such a manner thatthey may be adjusted to maintain a perfect <ylln.lrlcal
.ontour of the set of bars Irrespective „f anv Irregularity
In the shape of the cylinder caused by warping thereof.

3 Means for applying a design to prepare<l roofing com-
prising. In combination, a rotatably mounts! cvllndermeans for h.^tlng the cylinder, a plurality of sepnrate
l«rs mounted on the exterior periphery of the cylinder
an.l arranged in a configuration acconling to the design
to be Imparted to the roofing, and means for adJusUbly
securing said bars to the cylinder and allowing the adjust-ment of the bars to maintain the cylindrical contour of
the set of bars as a whole Irrespective of any Irregularity
In the cylinder. ^

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228.192. MAIL AND PACKAGE TYING DEVICE
Isaac N. Eabt and Paul M. Eaby. Lancaster. Pa. Filed
Feb. 3. 1917. Serial No. 146.368. (CI. 24 18.)
1. A mall or package tying device consisting of a nib-

stantlally fiat, oblong plate provldeil at one end with a

[\

\
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thumb-piece, a cord guide Independent thereof and sepa-

rated therefrom, said guide being Integral with the plate
and projecting upwardly therefrom, cord holding means
forme<l at the opposite end of the plate, and cord attach-
ing means locate<l at one side of said plate and inter-

mediate of said gxilde and holding means.

2. A mall or package tying device consistinc of a enb-

*^tantlally fi»x. oblong plate broadened at one end to pro-

vide a thumb ple<-e and at the other end having a slightly

offset toe portion provlde<l with cord gripping means, uld
plate being slotted lnterme<llate Its ends to provide an
integral, iipwardly projecting guide tongue and a cord

attaching means lo<-ate<l between the guide and cord

gripping nr-«ns and laterally thereof.

3. An article of manufacture consisting of an oblong

plate of sheet metal of single thickness throughout, hav-

ing an enlarged end roughene<l on Its upper surface to

provide a holding face, nnd being slotted adjacent thereto

to form an Integral guide tongue projecting above the

surface of the plate, the opposite end of the plate being

folded back to provide a spring holding Jaw, said plate

t>elng also provided with a cord attaching means located

between said guide and holding means and laterally oflTset

therefrom.

1.228.193. LETTER BOX.
aty, Utah, nied Feb.

(CI. 200—29.)

Alice H. Ewino. Salt Lake
9, 1916, Serial No. 7,107.

N

>

1. In combination, a mail box having a door for the

Insertion of mall, a door for the removal of mall, an
electric circuit controlled by the same, means for closing

the circuit at the mall box when the mall insertion door
is moved and breaking it when the mall removal door Is

moved, comprising a spring pres8*»d rocker arm directly

connected to the two doors.

2. In combination, a mall box having a door for the In-

sertion of mall, a door for the removal of mall, an elec-

tric circuit controlled by the same, means for closing
the circuit at the mall box when the mall ins^rfion door
is moved and breaking it when the mail removal door i.

moved, comprising a spring-pressed rocker arm adapted
to be moved In opposite directions by the two doors, and
a push rod having a lost motion connection between the
rocker arm and the mall removal door.

3. In combination, a mall box having a door for the
insertion of mail, a door for the removal of mail, an
electric circuit controlled by the same, means for closing
the circuit at the mall box when the mall insertion door
Is moved and breaking It when the mall removal door i.
moved, comprising a spring-pressed rocker arm adapted
to be moved In opposite directions by the two doors, and
a push rod connecting the rocker arm to the mall removal
door by means of a slot located In the rocker arm.

4. In combination, a mall box having a door for the
Insertion of mall, a door for the removal of mall, an
electric circuit controlled by the same, means for closing
the circuit at the mall box when the mall Insertion door
is moved and breaking it when the mall removal door is

moved, comprising a spring-pressed rocker arm adapted
to be moved in opposite directions by the two doors, and
a push rod connecting the mall insertion door with the
rocker arm.

5. In combination, a mail box having a door for the
Insertion of mall, a door for the removal of mall, an
electric circuit controlled by the same, means for closing
the circuit at the mall box when the mall Insertion door
is moved and breaking It when the mall removal door Is
moved, comprising a spring pressed rocker arm adapted
to be moved in opposite directions by the two doors, a
push rod connecting the rocker arm to the mall removal
door, and a push rod connecting the mall Insertion door
with the rocker arm.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.228.194. COMPOSITE METAL ARTICLE. FEANr A.
Fahbi.vwald, Cleveland, Ohio, dedicated, by mesne
assignments, to the Government of the United States
of America, and to the people of the United States of
America. Filed May 31, 1916. Serial No. 100.996.
(CI. 29—182.) (Dedicated to the public.)

,^7f'vetinrM orAfMraaamv

i
<^/> ~BtUjfMt/Af/lu «r

1. A composite metal article comprising one or more
metals of the tungsten group and a coating of pure gold
metallically united to or wetting the same.

4. A composite metal article consisting of a ductile,
mechanically strong and resilient metal retaining said
properties at a temperature of at least about l.OOO* C.
and a coating of incorrodible alloy adhering to the sur-
face of said metal and consisting largely or wholly of
gold.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.195. AUTOMATIC CIRCUIT CLOSER FOR ELEC-
TRIC HEATERS. MiCHAiL Hough Faelby, Seattle.
Wash., a.ssiguor of one-half to Arthur W. Kah, Seattle.
Wash. Filed Mar. 23. 1916. Serial No. 86.135. (CT.
200—31.)

1, In a thermostatic circuit closer, the combination
of relatively fixed and movable contact members, a lever
having longer and shorter arms, the longer arm being
connected to the movable contact member, a pair of ex-

pansion members arranged parallel to each other, one of
said members being anchored at one end and the other
member being anchored at Its opposite end. and means
to connect the otherwise free ends of the expansion mem-
bers to said level whereby the effect of the expansion of
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one member acting upon the lever will be Added to that
of the other expansion member.

2. In a thermostatic circuit closer, the combination
with relatlTPly Hxed and movable contact members, of a
thermostat connected to the movable member and com-
prialnsr a lever, a pair of expansion members arranged
and guld.^ one within the other and of approximately

' the same length, means to fix one end of one member in
stationary position, means to anchor the opposite end of
the other member in position, the otherwise free end of
one of the expiuision members being pivoted to the lever,
and a draft member extending from the otherwise free
end of the other expansion member to a point of pivotal
connection with said lever, the two pivotal connecting
points between the lever and the two expansion members
being movable relatively in opposite directions whereby
the expansion of the two members is accumulative as
made effHctlve upon the movable contact member through
said lever.

3. In a device of the character set forth, the comblna
tion of a pair of expansion members one arranged within
the other, means to anchor opposite ends of these two
members respectively in fixed position, a lever extending
Uterally with respect to the longitudinal axis of said
expansion members, and means to connect the otherwise
free ends of the expansion members respectively to in-
dependent points of said lever whereby the expansion of
said expansion members tends to vary the angle between
the lever and said axis.

4. In a device of the character set forth, the comblna
tlon of an expansion member, means to anchor one end
of this member In fixed position, a second expansion mem-
ber housed within and movable lengthwise with respect to
the axis of the first mentioned member, means to adjust-
ably anchor the end of the second member remote from
the anchorage point of the first member, a lever extending
at an angle to the axis aforesaid, and Independent and In
dependenTIy movable points of connection between said
lever and the free ends of said expansion members.

1.228,196. TIRE - BUILDING MACHINE. Gbohge F.
Fisher. Roselle. N. J., assignor to The Hartford Rub-
ber Works Company, a Corporation of Connecticut.

' Filed Dec. 31, 1915. Serial No. 69,547. (CT. 154—10.)

presser fingers adapted to push the material In the di-
rection of roUtlon of the core for shaping the material
on the core.

2. A tire itulUIIng mathlne embodying a revoluble core
for receiving material, presser fingers ada|»ted to conUct
with the material, and means for positively reciprocating
the fingers substantially tangentlally to the core.

3. A tire building machine embodying a revoluble core
for receiving material, preaaer fingers adapted to frlc-
tlonally contact with the material, and means for posi-
tively reciprocating each finger substantially tangen-
tlally to and at a predetermined ratio of speed relatively
to a corresponding portion on the surface of the core.

4. A tire building machine embodying a revoluble core
for receiving material, a series of presser fingers adapted
to frlctlonally contact with the material from near the
tread portion to near the bead portion of the core, and
means for positively reciprocating each finger substan-
tially tangentlally to the core and at a different speed
than Its neighbors In the series.

6. A tire building machine embodying a revoluble core
for receiving material, pressor fingers adapted to frlc-
tlonally contact with the materUl from near the tread
portion to near the bead portion of the core, and means
for positively reciprocating .vach Ongrr substantially Un-
gentUlly to the core and at a faster speed than its neigh-
bor nearer the tread portion of the <ore.

(ClAlms 6 to 10 not printed In the lla»ette.]

1,228,197. EDUCATIONAL DEVICE. CHABLEa A. B.
FLax.MKBs, Watertown, Maaa. Filed Nov. 11. 1916.
SerUl Xo. 130,780. (CI. 30—6.)

I

!

(

/
y

1. An educational device, comprising a baae boardjjjj^
Ing a map indicated thereon In outline, raised porj^ons on
said base board indicating water, and blocks <Hslgnatlng
subdivisions of said map and shaped to Inttrtft with each
other and with said raised portions. ^

2. An educational device, comprising , baae board hav-
ing a map indicated thereon In ;eflrfllne, raised portions
on said base board indicating f.vers. and blocks deslgnat
ing subdivisions of said caftp-and shaped to Interfit with
each other and with said raised portlon.s. wherebv the
rivers when the raup |g aaeembled will be indicated sepa-
rately.

*^

1. A tire building machine embodying a revoluble core
Cor receiving material, and positively reciprocating

1.228.198. METHOD OP MANUFACTURING COMPOS-
ITE BOLTS. Joseph A. Fraiexheim. Pittsburgh
Pa., assignor to Kerner Manufacturing Company. Pitts-
burgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Piled Dec
10, 1914. Serial No. 876.532. (CI. 10—27.)
1. The method of manufacturing semi-bolt blanks in

sheet form, consisting In passing a sheet between a pair
of forging rolls, and forcing the metal of the sheet Into
transverse blank-formlng cavities to form a plurality ofsemi bolt blanks arranged side by side throughout the
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lettgtb of tbe sheet and eoanected to each ether by thin

webe. anbstantlally as described.
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circuit-controlling deylce operable to control the gate
only when the car is substantially at the landlnK-

4. In elevator apparatus, the combination with a car.

a landing gate, a series of movable floor sections, con-
tacts controlled by said sections, and an electric circuit

including said contacts in series and controlling said
gate.

5. In elevator apparatus, the combination with a car,

a landing gate, a series of movable floor sections posi-

tioned, a pre-determined distance from the gate, con-

tacts controlled by said sections, and an electric circuit

including said contacts in series controlling said gate.

[Claims 6 to 37 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.228,202. VENTILATOR. Jacob W. Qbbkb. Edwakd J.

Braistbd. and Edmond T. Kbllbhbr, Flushing, N. T.

;

said Oerke assignor to said Braisted and said Kelleher.

Filed Apr. 13, 1916. Serial No. 90,869. (Cl. 98—22.)

ra jr^^ ^ ST^ f-f3

1. An ejector ventilator comprising a pair of open end
casings secured together one within the other and aflford-

ing an air channel between the walls of the casings and
within the outer casing, the inner wall of the outer cas-

ing having an air opening in communication with the In-

ner casing, the outer wall of the inner casing having an
air opening in communication with said channel, a valve

pivoted in the inner casing and closing communication
between said openings, and means for operating the valve

to alternately open and close communication t>etween the

ends of the casings and said openings.

2. An ejector ventilator comprising a pair of casings

one within the other and having walls spaced apart, the

inner wall of the outer casing having an air opening, the

outer wall of the inner casing having an air opening op-

posite the opening in the outer casing and adjacent to a

solid wall of the outer casing, a valve in the inner casing

and closing communication between said openings, and
means for operating the valve to alternately open and
close conimunlcatlon between the ends of the casings and
the openings.

3. An ejector ventilator comprising an outer casing hav-

ing an air opening in the inner wall thereof, a casing flxed

to said wall within the outer casing and having side walls

flush with the sides of said opening, the outer wall of the

inner (-aiding having an air opening opposite the opening
in the outer casing, a valve swlngable in the inner casing

anil closing communication between said openings, and
means for operating the valve to alternately open and
close communication between the ends of the ca.singB and
said openings.

4. In an ejector ventilator, an open end outer casing
having an air opening through the inner wall thereof, an
open end casing contained within the outer casing and
having an air opening through the outer wall thereof, said

casings forming an air channel within the outer casing
betwe»^n the walls of the casings, a valve within the Inner

casing and closing communication between said openings,

and means for operating the valve to alternately open Knd
close communication between the ends of the casings and
Raid openings.

5. In an ejector ventilator, an outer casing having an
air opening in the inner wall thereof, a casing contained

In the outer casing and having side walls flxed to said

inner wall, the outer wall of the inner casing having an
air opening opposite the opening in the outer casing, the

inner casing terminating in open ends between said open-
ing in the outer casing and the ends of the outer casing,

a valve in the inner casing and closing communication be-

tween said openings, and means for operating the valve

to alternately open and close communication between the

ends of the casings and said openings.

l,238^t. MACHINE - BRAKB. Hbnbt Shbldb.n Qn-
MONO. Jr.. Bayonne. N. J., assignor to New York Re-
volving Portable Elevator Company, Jersey City, N. J.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 4, 1913. Se-
rial No. 793.390. (Cl. 74—18.)

a-

1. A hoisting mechanism comprising a driving shaft

therefor ; means for holding said shaft against retrograde

rotation ; and mechanism which is mounted free to allp

outwardly along said shaft and wipe therefrom articles

slldably mounted thereon and which when slipped out-

wardly along said shaft throws said means into releasing

position.

2. A hoisting mechanism comprising a driving shaft
therefor ; means for holding said shaft against retrograde
rotation ; a device for operating said shaft and sildably

mounted thereon ; and mechanism which Is mounted fr««

to slip outwardly along said shaft and wipe said device
therefrom and which when slipped outwardly along said

shaft throws said device therefrom and said means into

releasing position.

3. A hoisting mechanism comprising a driving shaft
therefor : an operating device for turning the iatttr and
removably connected therewith ; a brake for holding said

shaft against retrograde movement ; and brake control-

ling mechanism provided with means for disconnecting
said shaft from its operating device.

4. A hoisting mechanism comprising a driving shaft

therefor ; locking mechanism which prevents the retro-

grade movement of said shaft ; and means which wipe
said shaft clear and release said locking mechanism.

5. A hoisting mechanism comprising a driving shaft
therefor ; an operating device for turning the latter ftAO
removably connected therewith ; a brake for holdinj^^^i,]

»<haft against retrograde movement ; and a bpl^ke-lever
provided with a wiper for disconnecting ju^to shaft from
Its operating device.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gasettft,y

1.228.204. FLAT TIKE SIGNAL. I>avid D. Obtman.
Minneapolis, Minn., as«ignor of one third to Joseph P.
Sternhagen, Glasgow, Mont. .Filed Mar. 3, 1917. Se-
rial No. 152,268. (Cl. 152—13.)

1. In combination, with a pneumatic tire and means
normally held by the inflated tube out of contact with the

\

tire tread but allowed to press thereon at a point In the

circumference of the tire when the tut)e is deflated, said

^eans being mounted on the tire casing between it and
the inner wall of the tube.

4. In combination, with a pneumatic tire, a block hav-

ing surfaces for fitting the flanges of the casing and the

surfaces of the tube and having means for connection

with the tire casing, said block bearing on the tread of

the casing when the tube is deflated.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.228,205. ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT FOR CUP ELE-
VATORS. JOHN H. Oilman, Ottawa. Ill , assignor to

King k Hamilton Company. Ottawa. 111., a Corporation

of Illinois. Original application flied Dec. 17. 1914.

Serial No. 877.646. Divided and this application filed

June 9, 1915. Serial No. 38,030. (Cl. 193—3.)

1. In an elevator, the combination with the Joists of the

building, of a vertical framework depending through and
between the Joists, supporting beams resting on the Joists,

book members having their uppermost horizontal flange

resting on the beams, studs projecting from the sides of

the framework, eye bolts having their eyes over the studs

and having their threaded ends extending upward through
the lower horlsontal flanges of the hook members, and
Duts cooperating with the bolts and hook members to reg-

ulate the height of the framework.
2. In an elevator, the combination with the Joists of a

building, of a vertical framework depending through and
between the Joists, a swinging frame portion hinged to the

stationary portion below the Joists, hinges comprising

tii£ge straps secured to the bottom of the stationary frame

ftcdo^ f^^^ to the top of the swinging section, a hinge rod

passing through the overlapping ends of the hinge straps,

a «usp«n.«im rod iMissed through the stationary frame sec-

tion and th>- upper ends of the upper hinge straps, sup-

porting beams re».'flng on the Joists, hook members having

their uppermost horiipntal flanges resting on the l)eam8,

eye-bolts having their ejr« over the outer ends of the

suspension ro<l and having f^v^ir threaded ends extending

upward through the lower horliontal flanges of the hook

members, and nuts coftperating with the ttolts and hook

memt>ers to regulate the height of the framework.

1,228.206. TROLLEY. OBOacB D. Haru)w, St. Louis.

Mo. Filed May 22, 1916. SerUl No. 99,007. <C1.

191—61.)
1. The combination with a trolley head, of a wheel

rotatably mounted In snld head, and means cooperating

with said wheel for yieldingly holding said wheel against

rotation In one direction and allowing free rotation in the

other direction.

8. In combination with a trolley head, a wheel rota-

tably mounted in said head, an annular groove formed

In the peripheral face of said wheel, a plurality of ratchet

teeth formed on the periphery of the opposite walls of said

groove, and a resilient pawl supported on said head, and
adapted for engagement with said ratchet teeth for yield-

ingly holding said wheel against rotation in one direction,
and adapted to slide out of engagement with said ratchet
teeth when traveling in the opposite direction to constitute
said wheel a /otary contact.

(Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,207. COOLINO-TOWER. Bb.vjamin P, Habt, Jr.,

Hoboken. N. J. Flied Mar. 29. 1915. Serial No. 17,786.
(Cl. 261—114.)

1. A cooling tower comprising a supporting frame work,
a series of water pans or trays arranged at different levels
thereon and having means to discharge from one series to
another at a lower level, and a series of vertical water
distributing nozsles arranged adjacent to and over the
upper water pans of the tower, each nozzle being sur-
rounded by a water distributer cone between its outlet
and the pans.

2. A cooling tower comprising a supporting frame work,
a aeries of water pans arranged In vertically spaced layers
and having lateral discharge means, the water pans in

one layer being In lateral staggered relation to the water
pans In the next layer and a series of vertical water
distributing nozzles arranged adjacent to and over the
upper water pans, each nozzle being surrounded by •
water distributer cone between its outlet and the pans.

8. A cooling tower comprising a supporting frame work
including sets of I beams arranged in spaced parallel rela-

tion in horizontal planes, a series of laterally spaced water
pans supported on the upper flanges of two of the t^eams
of a set, and a second series of laterally spaced water pans
supported on the lower flanges of the beams, the second
series of pans being arranged in staggered relation to the
first series of pans, and a series of vertical water distribut-
ing nozzles arranged over the upper water pans.

4. A cooling tower comprising a supporting frame work,
a series of water pans arranged at different levels thereon,

a series of inclined supporting membors secured to the
frame work and extending upwardly and outwardly aboat
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Mid frame work, roda engaging the rapportlnf members
and provided with devices for adjusting tbe tension

thereof and sheets forming wind shields secured to said

rods.

S. A cooling tower comprising a supporting frame work,

a series of water pans arranged at different levels thereon

and having means to discbarge from one level to Another,

a series of inclined supporting members secured to the
frame work and extending upwardly and outwardly later-

ally of said frame work, sheets forming wind shields se-

cured to said inclined supporting member and arranged
to leave spaces substantially above and below tbe same
through the tower, and a set of bafOes intermediate the

wind shields arranged to check the flow of air from one
side to the other of the frame work.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oazette.l

1.228.208. TRANSMISSION MICCHANISM.
. Caltin Hill, Memphis. Tenn. Filed Aug.

Serial No. 114,602. (CI. 74—26.)

ROIXIE
12. 1916.

x

1 'I

: i !

?'ay

1. Transmission mechanism comprising driving and
driven shafts Journaleil parallel and in ofTset relation,

friction disks on the adjacent ends of the shafts, a con-

necting friction wheel between the disks, means for sup-

porting and moving the wheel between the shafts, a trans-

mission .shaft in allnement with the driven shaft, a con-

nection between the adjacent ends of the transmission
shaft and the driven shaft for constraining them to rotate

together and for permitting them to move longitudinally

with respect to each other, each of the said last named
shafts having a groovwl collar adjacent to the connected
end. levers pivoted Intermediate their ends adjacent to the
shafts and engaging the grooves of the collars at their

inner ends, a spring connection between the outer ends
of the levers and normally acting to draw them together,

and means for varying the tension of the spring.

2. Transmission mechanism comprising driving and
driven shafts Journaled parallel and in offset relation.

friction disks on the adjacent ends of the shafts, a con-

necting friction wheel between the disks, means for sap
porting and moving the wheel between the shafts, a trans-

mission shaft mounted in allnement with the driven shaft,

a connection between the said transmission and driven
shafts for constraining them to rotate together and for

permitting them to move longitudinally with respect to

web other, a spring arranged In spaced relation and lat-

eral with respect to the transmission and driven shafts

and connected therewith for normally forcing them apart,
and means for varying the tension of the spring.

1,228.209. PROPELLING-WHEETL. ROLLii Caltim Hill.
Memphis, Tenn. Filed Sept. 14, 1916. Serial No.
120,037. (CI. 170— 151 )

1. A propeller comprising a wheel consisting of spaced

frames, shafts Journaled In the frames between the aam«,
at spaced Intervals, vanes secured to the shafts, each shaft
having a pair of radial arras, nnd Hogs at the outer side

of each frame and of equal radius and mounted ahore tbe

wheel, said arms being Jonmaled at their outer ends la

tM* adjacent rlncs and normally holding tbe vanes Ttr>

tical. means for supporting the rings for rotation with

tbe wheel, and means In conne<'tiou with said supporting
means for alterint; the |><)sltlon nf tbe rings with respeet

to the wheel, saM means t-oniprlslng ndlers upon which

tbe rings are moanted to rotate, rarriages upon which tbe

rollers aro moaQte«l, guides for tbe carriages, and means
for moving the carriages at each end toward and from
said rings.

[Claim 2 not printed in tbe Uaiette.)

1,228.210. SCREW JACK Is.uah K. Hi.ndman. Oak-
aiont, Pa., asal^nor to The Duff Manufacturing Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania,
riled Feb. 26, 101d. Serial No 80.629. (CI. 254—108.)

f

e. A Jack having a Uftln;; 8< rew, mechanism for rotat-
ing the m-rew to elevate -It. a lock comprisiag a worm and
a worm wheel, a one-way clutch meml>er connecting the
worm wheel, a sei*ond clutch member coactlng with the
first clutch member to permit said clutch members to be
move<l relative to each other in one direction, means con-

nected to the last mentioned clutch member and the screw
for rotating said clutch memt>er, and means for rotating
the other dutch member to permit the screw to be low-
ered ; substantially as described.

8. A Jack having a frame, a nut mounted in said frame,

a screw coactlng with the nut. mechanism for rotating the
screw and nut relative to each other In one direction,
locking mechanism for preventing reverse movement there-

of, mechanism for rotating the screw In the reverse direc-

tion, and means to actaate the locking mechanism an<l last

May 29, 19x7. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. X5U

mentioned screw actuating mechanism to unlock the screw

and permit the screw and nut to move relative to each

other in the revt-rse direction : substantially as described.

[Claims 1 to 6, 7, and 9 to 12 not printed in tbe Oa-

Mtte.1

1,228.211. MUD -GUARD FOR VEHICLES. WILLIAM
Heap Holland. Alderley Edge, England. Filed Oct. 6.

1914. SerUl No. 865,247. (CI. 21—23.)

1. In a mudguard for the wheels of vehicles, a horlson-

tal mudguanl plate above the wheel and bent down behind

tbe wheel, this part being bent outward and rearward, a

deflector mudgiiard of similar form And (lispositlon within

the l>ent down part of the said horlxaatai mudguard leav-

ing a space between them which is wider at the Inside than

at the outside, short horlsontnl plates within the deflector

mudguard ami an nuxillary plate projecting about horl-

lontally forward from the lower end of the deflecting mud-

guard, substantially as describe<l.

2. A mu<lguard comprising a guard plate dispose<l above

tbe wheel and extending downwardly to the rear of tbe

wheel, the Inner edge of said plate being in advance of

tbe outer edge, a deflector plate extending downwardly

and disposed between said wheel and guard plate, tbe

Inner edge of said deflector plate being in advance of Its

outer edge and arranged in such a manner as to leave a

_ _ige for alT between the two said plates.

8. A mtMiguard comprising a guard plate disposed above

tbe wheel, a deflector plate extending downwardly from

the said guard plate, the inner e<lge of the said deflector

plate being in advance of the outer edge, said deflector

plate being disposed so as to form a passage for the air

between itself and the tK>dy of the car in which It is dis

posed, and an anxlllary plate projecting horlsontally for-

ward from the lower end of the first name<l downwardly

.projecting deflector plate.

'^^ mudguard comprising a guard plate disposed above

rke wh<^'- deflector plate extending downwardly from

tbe said gV«rd plate, the Inner edge of the said deflector

plate being in' /''Ivance of the outer «>dge, said deflector

plate »»elng dlspoi*f<l »« as to form a passage for the air

between Itself and tW*^ body of tbe car In which It Is dis-

posed, horlBontal plate*" »>etween tbe wheel and the down-

wardly extending deflectoi and an auxiliary plate pro-

jecting borlsontally forward from tbe lower end of the

first named .lownwardlv projecting deflector plate.

1.228.212. (TUFF-BUTTON. LAwaE.Mca Lawia Houaaa.

Mlshawaka. Ind. Filed Oct. 21, 1918. Serial No.

126.920. (CI. 24—102.)

1. A cuff button comprising a I'Utton section having a

hook rigidly mounted thereon, and a companion button

section having a rigid member extending toward the hook,

and means on the extremity of the said member, said hook

having a resilient bill normally engiiged with tbe shank

of the hook to retain the said means engager! with tbe

hook against accidental detachment for engagement with

tbe said hook.

2. A cuff I'Utton comprising a button section having a

hook rigidly mounted thereon, and a companion button

•ectlon havtnjf an eye swlveled thereon for engsigement

with the said hook, each button section being composed of

an outer member and an Inner member detachably screwed

together for clamping to a cuff.

8. A cuff button comprising a button wctlon having a

hook, said hook consisting of a shank and a spring bill

extending from one side of the shank to the other and

spaced therefrom except that the free extremity of the bill

bears against the shank, whereby a closed recess is formed,

a companion button section having an eye detachably en-

gaged with the bill of the said hook and freely movable In

the portion of the recess at tbe side of the shank opposite

from the free extremity of the bill.

4. A cuff button comprising two button sections, one

section having a fixed stud carrying an eye, the other sec-

tion being formed with a hook composed of a rigid shank

bent back on Itself, and a bill connected with the bent

back portion of the shank and extending around the latter

to the opposite side from the bent back portion, with the

free extremity of the bill bearing against the shank, said

bill being separated from the shank to provide a recess to

movably receive the said eye, the bill being resilient to

permit the eye to be passed between the shank and tba

free end of tbe bill.

1.228.218. "MATTRESS. Ozellq R. Hcnt. Chicago, III.,

assignor of one-half to John F, Gall, Kenosha, Wis.

Filed July 14, 1916. Serial No. 89,765. (CI. 6—18.)

1. A mattress comprising a plurality of sections ar-

ranged side by side, a pair of relatively narrow opposite

hands passing transversely of the upper and lower faces

of the sections respectively, and means lying betwean the

meeting edges of the sections for securing the opper

band to the lower band.

2. A mattress comprising a plurality of sections ar-

ranged side by side, a pair of relatively narrow bands

passing transversely across the sections and lying oppo-

site one another on the upper and lower faces thereof re-

spectively, and means lying between the meeting edges of

the sections for deUchably securing the upper and lower

bands to one another.

3. A mattress comprising a plurality of sections ar-

ranged side by side, a pair of opposite bands passing

transversely across the upper and lower fares re«p«*ctlvely

of the said sections, and means lying between the meet-

ing edges of the sections for securing the upper to tbe

lower band, said means l>elng adjustable, whereby tb«

tension of the bands may be varied.

4. A mattress comprising a plurality of sections ar-

ranged aide by side, a pair of relatively narrow oppoalta

bands passing transversely over the upper and lower faMS
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of th* said sections, tonnes necnred to said bands and
extending inwardly toward one another between the meet-
ing edges of the said tiectlons, and means for attaching
said tongues to one another.

5. A mattress comprising a plurality of sections ar-

ranged side by side, a pair of opposite bands lying trans-

versely of the upper and lower faces of the sections re-

spectively, opposite tongues carried by said bands reapec-

tively and extending Inwardly, between the meeting edges
of the sections, and means for adjustably securing said
tongues to one another.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.214. FLOOR CLAMP. John E. Johnson, Muni-
sing. Mich. Filed Nov. 18, 1915. Serial No. 62,192.
(a. 254—14.)

1. Id a floor clamp, a base plate, a runner bar carried
tl>ereby. a rack slldably arranged upon said runner bar,
a block embracing and slldably connected to said rack,
means carried by said block and rack whereby they may
be releasably locked in operative relation, a notched leg
formed Integral with said block and a lever fulcrumeil
upon said base plate for operative engagement with said
rack.

2. In a floor clamp, a base plate, a runner bar carried
thereby, a rack, havlnif longitudinally grooved sides and
a notched face, slldably arranged upon said runner bar,

a block formed with spaced sldea to straddle said rack,
earn carried by said sides and adapted to ride in the
grooved portions of said rack to support said block, a boss
formed upon said block for disposition In any of the
notched portions of said rack, a notched leg carried by
said block and a lever fulcrumed upon said base plate for
operative engagement with said rack. »

1.228,215. HYDRAULIC BRAKE. Hcoo JtJNMR.s,
Aachen. Germany. Filed Apr. 15, 1914. Serial No.
832,128. (CI. 74—69.)

1. A hydraulic testing apparatus comprising the com-
bination of a rotor and a sutor. one mounted within the
other and providing space for a liquid between them,
and a plurality of pins mounted on the rotor and stator
at distributed points and projecting therefrom into the
pace In which the liquid is received, the pins on the
rotor being shaped to throw the liquid against the pins on
the stator and these pins on the stator being shaped to

throw back the liquid against said pins on the rotor

:

substantially as describeil.

2. A bydraolic testing apparattia comprising the com-
bination of a rotor and a stator, one mounted within the
other and providing space between them for a liquid, and
a plurality of pins upon the rotor and stator projecting
into the space for the liquid, the pins being arrantred In
rows about the axis of rotation and the rows of pin*
on the rotor being opposite the spaces between the rows
of pins on the stator, the pins of each row on the rotor
having a crou-aectlon symmetrical on both sides of the
line of extension of the row ; substantially as d^-.-tcriUed.

3. A hydraulic testing apparatus coigprislng th** com
binatlon of a rotor and a stator, one mounte^l within the
other and providing a apace t>etwe«n them for a liquid,

and a plurality of pins upon the rotor and stator project-
ing into the space for the liquid, the rows of pins on the
rotor being opposite the spaces between the rows of pins
on the stator, the pins of each row on the stator having
cross-sections symmetrical on both sides of the lln»' of
extension of the row ; substantially as described.

4. A hydraulic testing apparatus comprising the com
binatlon of a rotor and a stator, one mounted within the
other and providing a space between them for a liqaid.

and a plurality of pins upon the rotor and stator pro-
jecting into the space for the liquid, the rows of pins
on the rotor being opposite the spaces between the rows
of pins on the stator, the pins of the rows on both the
rotor and the stator having a cross-section symm< trlr^l

on both sides of the line of extension of the row : sub-
stantially as described.

5. A hydraulic testing apparatus comprising the com-
bination of a rotor adapted to be connecteil to the enclne
to be tested, a casing surrounding the rotor and providing
a space for a liquid between it and the rotor, and a plu-

, rality of pins mounted at distributed points projecting
outwardly from the rotor and Inwardly from the caHing.
the pins In the form of columns free from reentrant sur-
faces and being arranged in rows about the axis of rota-

tion with the rows of pins on the rotor opposite the spac«»
between the rows of pins on the casing.

1.228,216. DRAFT RIGGING FOR RAILWAY - CARS.
Bykbs W. Kaoil, Roanoke county, Va. Filed Jan. tt,

1915. Serial No. 793. (CI. 213—64.)

1. In a draft rigging for railway cars, a coupler, a <>a!(.

ing slldably connected thereto, frlctional element*, within
the casing and cooperating therewith to frlctloQally resist
movement of the said coupler under both b^^fljng and draft,
and further friction elements and a, faring within the
said casing said last mentioned e^ments coactlntc with
the said casing to frlctlonally resist movement of the
coupler in one direction only.

2. In a draft rigging for railway cars, a coupler, a
draft gear disposed behind said coupler, a strut Inter-
posed between the sa'.ii coupler and the said draft gear,
aald strut being movable by said coupler under both
butnng and pulling, the said coupler having operative
engagement with the said draft gear through the said
strut in bufflng and Independent of the said strut in
pulling, and additional friction means In cooperative en-
gagement with the said strut in bufflng.

8. In a draft ringing for railway cars, a coupler, a draft
gear disposed behind said coupler, a strut Interposed be-
tween the said coupler and the said draft gear, nald strut
conucting with the said coupler and l)eing movable there-
with In both directions, the aald coupler having oper-
ative engagement with the said draft gear through the
said strut in buffing and independent of the said strut in
pulling, and an additional draft gear in operative engage-
ment as a spring draft gear with the said strut In pulling.

J

4. In a draft rigging for railway cars, a coupler, a draft

gear disposed behind the said coupler and in operative

engagement therewith, said draft gear comprising a hol-

low casing, a rearward extension from the said coupler

disposed within the said casing and having movement
relative thereto in bufflng, said movement belug equal to

the travel of the coupler, friction elements engaging the

said coupler extension and the said casing, and a spring

adapted to co-act with the said friction elements to wedge

the same l>etweeu the said coupler extension and the said

caslag.

1,228.217. GAS-BURNER. Julian Kbnnedv. Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed Jan. 21, 1916. Serial No. 78.299. (CI.

158—118.)

1, A gas burner for furnaces having a casing, a nozxie

extending therefrom, a valve arranged to open and close

communication between the nowle and casing, an air Inlet

member surrounding said no«le and connected thereto,

there being air passages t>etween said nozzle and the air

inlet member, a valve arranged to regulate the amount of

air passing through the air inlet, and a pipe telescoplcally

connected with the end of the air inlet member and ar

ranged to form an extension thereof ; substantially as

described.

2. A gas burner for furnaces having a casing, a nozzle

extending therefrom, a valve arranged to open and close

communication between the nozzle and casing, said nozzle

having a helical thread on a portion of the periphery

thereof, an air inlet member surrounding the outer end of

said nozzle, there being air passages between said nozzle

and the air inlet memt>er, and an air controlling valvfe

having a acrew threaded connection with the thread on

the nozzle arrange<l to regulate the amount of air passioj;

through the air Inlet ; substantially as described.

8. A gas l>urner for furnaces having a casing, a nozzle

^tending therefrom, a valve arranged to open and close

(^nipiunication between the nozzle and casing, an air inlet

membxt, surrounding said nozzle and connected thereto,

there t>elit# '^''° passages between said nozzle and the air

Inlet membeiv * valve having a sqrew threaded connection

with the nozz'** arranged to regulate the amount of air

passing' through the air Inlet, and a pipe telescoplcally

connected with the od of the air Inlet member and ar-

ranges! to form an extfi»«lo« thereof, substantially as

described.

1228 218 ENVELOP. John <.'»o«o« Knubck, Wood-
'

haven, N. Y. Filed Dec 9. 1916. R^rlal No. 135,976.

(CI. 229—76.)

1. An envelop comprising a body having a sealing flap

along one edge, a double flap connected with one face of

the envelop and dlsi>osed within the body, a flap connected

with the other face and normally disposed within the

folded flap, salil folded flap having an extension folded In

the line of fold of the folded flap and forming a secondary

flap extending out of the body and folded downwardly
against one of the faces thereof and lying under the

sealing flap.

2. An envelop comprising front and back sections, a

double flap extending along the edge of one section and

normally lying between the sections, a flap extending along

the corresponding edge of the other section and entering

the pocket formed by the folded flap, said folded flap

having a triangular secondary flap folded on the line of

fold of the folded flap and further folded back against the

outside of one of the sections, and a sealing flap on the

said section having the double flap, adapted to cover the

secondary flap.

1,228,219. STRUCrrURE COMPRISING DISKS COV-
ERED WITH FLEXIBLE MATERIAL. Joseph Ko-

MORouB, Chicago. 111., assignor to Parisian Novelty

Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Origi-

nal application filed Oct. 24. 1916, Serial No. 127.350.

Divided and this application filed Apr. 6, 1917. Serial

No. 160.268. (CI. 220—9.)

/J /Z //

1. A structure formed of a flanged disk having covering

material extending over a face thereof and over its flange,

and a circular member Interlocked with said flange, with

the said covering material Interposed between said disk

and member, said member containing a notch in Its pe-

riphery into which the said covering material extends and

Interlocks therewith for the purpose set forth.

8. A receptacle formed of relatively-rotatable body and

cover portions, said cover portion being formed of a

flanged disk having covering material extending over a face

thereof and over its flange, and a circular member Inter-

locked with said flange, with the said cevering material

Interposed between. said disk and member, said member

containing a notch in Its periphery into which the said

covering material extends and interlocks therewith, for

the purpose set forth.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gatette.]

1.228,220. RESCUE APPARATUS. JoftK Ko.nbath,

New York, N. Y. Filed May 2, 1912. Serial No. 694,617.

(CI. 228—20.)

1. A scaling ladder having its side pieces bent down-

wardly at their upper ends to form a hook adapted to rest

upon a window ledge, the ends of the two hook-shaped

portions being sharpene<l and brought together to form

substantially a single engaging point, and a tie member
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arranged to tie the respective ends" to the opposite side

pieces whereby strain upon the hook will tend to draw
the pointed ends together.

2. A !i(.'aling ladiler comprising side pieces spread apart

at their lower ends and substantially uniformly approach-

ing each other toward their upper ends and meeting at

their upper ends and shape<l to form a single engaging

point at the upper end of the ladder, the upper ends of the

side pieces being bent downwardly to provide a hook-

shaped portion adapted to rest with the single engaging

point upon a window ledge, and a tie member arranged to

tie the respt-ctive ends to the «>ppo8tte side pieces whereby
strain upon th<> hook will tend to draw the pointed ends

together.

3. A scaling ladder having the side pieces bent down-
wardly at their upper ends and Inwardly toward the main
part of the ladder, the ends being in close proximity to

the main part of the ladder, whereby the ends may rest

upon a window ledge with the main part of the ladder In

contact with the ledge, and a tie member arranged to tie

the respective ends to the opposite side pieces.

1,228,221. COMB-CLEANER. Fft.ix F. Kordi.-ka, Leba-

non, Oreg. Filed Nov. 23, 1916. Serial No. 1S3.019.

(CI. 182—17.)

1. In a comb cleaner, the combination of a pair of

frames having supporting pins and clamping sections, and
a plurality of tapering cleaning elements arranged in di-

vergent relation, the free ends of said elements having
loops to engage said pins, and said clamping sections en-

gaging said loops to retain the cleaning elements in con-

nection with said frames.

2. In a comb cleaner, the combination of a pair of
frames having supporting pins and clamping sections, a
plurality of tapering cleaning elements arranged In di-

vergent relation to form a tapering structure, the free

ends of said elements having loops to engage said pins,

said clamping sections having openings to accommodate
said pins, and means for maintaining said clamping sec-

tions In engagement with said loops to retain the clean-

ing elements in connection with the frames.
3. In a comb cleaner, the combination with a pair of

frames having supporting pins and clamping sections, of a
plurality of cleaning elements for association therewith,
said cleaning elements being formed of strands of wire
tapering and arranged in divergent pairs, the free ends
of the strands b^ing twisted and formed to provide loops
to engage the pins, and said clamp members being adaptetl

to engage said loops to retain the cleaning elements in

connection with said frames.
4. In a comb cleaner, the combination of a pair of

frames having supporting pins and clamping sections, a
plurality of cleaning •lements formed of strands of wire,
said strands of wire being looped to form divergent sec-

tions, said sections of said strands being twisted at their

free ends forming loops to engage said pins, and means
carried by said frames to (>ngage said clamping sections

and maintain the same In snug engagement with said

pins and said loops to connect the cleaning elements with
the frames.

5. In a comb cleaner, the combination of a pair of

frames comprising t>a8e memt>ers. pins extending from

said base members, and retaining plates hlngedly connect-

ed with said tmse plates, said t>ase plates having opening*

therein to receive said pins, and u plurality of tap<-rlnf

cleaning elements arrange<l in divergent relation engaging

said pins.

1,228,222. ELECTRIC SWITCHING MECHANISM.
PaH>aRiCK B. LiTTLC. Chicago. III., assignor, by mean*
assignments, to J. C. Deagan Musical Bells, Chicago,

III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mkr. 18. 1916. Se-

rial No. 83.774. (CI. 84

—

81.)

3. The combination with a bank of manual keys that

are each Individual to a sound producing device ; of

switches, each individual to a manual key and operable

thereby ; individual carriers for said switches ; a mount-

ing for said carriers ; and connecting switches having sep-

arable complemental pa''t8 upon the mounting and car-

riers.

IClalms 1, 2, 4. and 5 not prIntM In the Gaiette.]

1,228.223. ELECTROMECHANICAL ACTION FOR MU-y'^

SICAL INSTEUMBNT8. FBaoniCK B. Littl». qiflT
cago. 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to .T/ q^
De«gan Musical Bells. Chicago. III., a Corpor^oQ ^
IlUnola. Piled Feb. 25, 1916. Serial No. 8^28. (CI.
177—7.) /

by the armature of the magnet ; a pair of contacts in tbe

magnet circuit, one of tb*-8e contacts having a spring sup-

l>ort to enabh- It to be moved toward and from the other ;

a mounting fur these contacts that is apart from the mag-

net aniMiture ; a contact actuator carried by tbe armature
and arranged to move said spring support to exclude the

magnet from circuit before the maKUetlcally attracted

armature has completed its range of movement whereby
the hammer will continue in movement of mbmentum

;

and a spring for restoring the armature and hammer and
against the force of which spring the armature is mag-

netically attracted, the aforesaid mounting constituting

a back stop engaged by aaid contact actuator when the

armature is r<>stored to limit the restoring movement of

the armature ffTfcti-d by the armature restoring spring.

i;228.224. DRINKI.N'C-FOUNTAIN. Willis W. Luke,
MiLTO.N A. RrasELL. Lewis R. Kinncpy. and Charlbs
E. Am>er8on, Fairfield, Iowa, assignors of one-fourth

to said Anderson, one-fourth to said Luke, one-fourth to

said Kennedy, and one-fourth to J. P. Foreman, Fair-

n^d, Iowa. Filed July 1, 1916. Serial No. 107.176.

(CI. 119—75.)

An electro-mechanical action for peroisslon musical in-

struments Including an electro-magnet ; a hammer carried

L. A drinking fountain of the class described compris-

ing a drinking receptacle, a water supply means, a bracket

supportlnii »al(l drinking receptacl.-. said bracket provided

with a drain po<-ket. means for operating said drain pocket

to be manually cl(>s«^i when no deslreii. an automatic valve

for closing said drain pocket when water is being ad-

mitted to the drinking rtceptsile, and being adapted to

U. raised to an Inoperative position for p«*rmitting aaid

drliklng rr<-epUcle to be automatically drained when the

Nup^y of water has been ( ut otf, and said bracket pro-

vided with an overflow iul»e extending vertically of said

drinking r*" •>ptacle.

2. A ilrlnking fountain of the class described compris-

lag a drtnklBg nceptacle, a water supply means, a bracket

supporting said drinking receptacle, said bracket provided

with i\ drain ixK-ket. means for operating said drain ixxket

to be manually dosed wL«>b so dcaired, an automatic valve

tor closing said drain pocket when water Is being admitted

t* the drinking rerepta<le and l>eing adapted to be raised

to an inoperative position for permitting said drinking

receptacle to be autoasatlcally draioe<l when tbe supply

of water has been cut >>0. said brack* t provided with an

overflow tube extending vertically of saM <iriniiing re-

ceptacle, an Inner basin secured within said drinking re-

ceptacle and ca;>atde of having vertical movemont tberein,

and means carried by said inner tiaaln for controlling the

supply of water to and from nald driaklBg receptacle.

8. A drinking fountain, of the class dewrlbed compris-

ing a drinking receptai le, a water Kupplv means, means

supporting said drinking receptacle, said supporting

means provided with a drain pocket, an automatic valve

for closing said drain pocket when the water is b«dng ad-

mitted to the drinking receptacle, and being adapted to

l>e raised to an lno|>eratlve iK>sitlon for permitting said

drinking receptacle to be automatically drained when the

apply of water has been cut olT.

288 O. O.—99

4. A drinking fountain of tbe class described, compris-

ing a drinking receptacle, a water supply means, a basin

vertically mounte«l within said drinking receptacle, a

roil connected to said basin and passing through aaid

water supply means, a valve coftperating with said rod for

controlling the entrance of water through said water sup-

ply means, a spring secured within said drinking fountain,

an inverted concavo-convex spring retaining plate secured

to the under face of said basin and constituting a housing

for the upper eixl of aaid spring, draining means communi-
cating with said drinkln;; receptacle, and a valve carried

by said Inverted concavo-convex plate for automatically

controlling the opening and cloelng of said draining means.

1,228.225. APPARATUS FOR RECOVERING 80I#.

VE.NTK. Jame.s Lymah, Newburgh. N. T.. assignor to

B. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company, Wilming-

ton. I>el., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 16,

1912. Serial No. 726.016. (CI. 34—3.)

1. In a device of the character described, an evaporating

chamber, means for supporting a coated web in the same,

a vapor-tight cover loosely supported over the same and

an air pipe connecte<l to said <>over.

2. In a device of the character described, an evaporating

chamber, meana for supporting a coated web in the same,

and a vapor-tight cover loosely supported over the same

in a castor oil seal.

3. In a device of the character described, a feetling

chamber for a coating material, an evaporating chamber,

means for supporting a coated web in the same, and a

vapor-tight cover loosely supported over the feeding and

evaporating chambers.

4. In a device of the character described, a feeding

chamber for a coating material, an evaporating chamber,

means for supporting a coated web in the same, and a

vapor-tight cover loosely supported over the feeding and

evaporating chambers in a liquid seal.

5. In a device of the character describetl, a fee<llng

chamber for a coating material, an evaporating chamber,

means for supporting a coated web In tbe same, and a

vapor-tight cover loosely supported over the fee<llng and

evaporating chambers located at the outer edge of the

cover, and also between tbe feiHllng chamber and the

evaporating chamber.

1^28,226. PIAPHRAGM-HORN. Dcncan A. McCox-
XELL, Arlington. N. J., assignor to Lovell-McC'onnell

Manufacturing Company. Newark, N. J., a Corporation

of Delaware. Filed Jan. 7, 1914. Serial No. 810,801.

(Cl. 177—7.)

1. In a horn or signaling device, the combination of an

( lastlc diaphragm, a transverse member in the resr thereof,

a high speed electric motor secured to said memb*T and

having its armature shaft Journale^l in said member and

presented endwise to said diaphragm, a rotor carrie<l by
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said Hhaft for HTectinff rlbration of Mid diaphragm toward
and from Mid rotor, an adjustable thrust bearing for
limiting the axial rearward movement of naid shaft and
said rotor under the reaction of said diaphragm, and a
bowe«l leaf xpring diapotMHi between the armature of said
motor and the rear surface of said member for maintaining
tJie armature shaft In entcagenient with said thrust bear-
ing throughout the range of normal adjustment and oper-
ation of tlie device.

2. In a born, a diaphragm, a diaphragm case having a
substantially plain rear wall, an electric motor at the rear
of said dlaphraxni lase, the armature shaft of said electric
motor extending throuRb said plain rear wall and pre-
sented endwise to the diaphragm, an actuator mounted
upon said armature shaft and dlsposeil within the dia-
phragm case, an adjustable end thrust ttearlng for said
armature shaft for moving the same toward the dia-
phragm, and a spring mounte<l on said shaft and having
Its end portions supporte^l by said diaphragm case and its

Intermediate portion b«we<l toward said end thrust bear-
ing to normally hold the armature shaft the maximum
adjusted distance from the diaphragm.

[Claims 3 ami 4 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.228,227. AEROPLANE. ALEX Melmczajc. Camden,
N. J. Piled Dec. 18, 1916. Serial No. 137,627. («.
244—19.)

*<- t

1. In a Hying machine, the combination with a breast
plate, means to secure the breast plate to the body of a
person, a shaft carried by the breast plate and extending
transversely of the bo<ly. a pe«lal operate<l shaft supporte<l
from said breast plate, a manually operated shaft sup-
port»Nl from said breast plate, helicopters driven by the
first shaft on opposite sides of the breast plate an<l means
to <onnect the first shaft to each of the other shafts,
said means being arranged to permit either of the last-

mentioned shafts to rotate faster than the other in one
direction.

3. In a flying machine, the combination with a breast
plate, means to secure the breast plate to the body of a
pi>rson. a shaft carried by the breast plate and extending
transversely of the body, a pe<lal operate«l shaft supportetl
from said breast plate, a manually «>perated shaft sup-
porteil from said breast plate, helicopters driven by th<
first shaft on opposite sides of the breast plate, sprockets
freely revoluble on the first shaft, sprockets fixed to the
last two shafts and connected by chains with the first

sprockets, a ratchet fixed to the first mentioned shaft ad-
jacent each of the first sprockets, a pawl on each of the
first sprockets coactlng with the adjacent ratchet and
releasable means to lock said pawls on their ratchets.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,228. DISTRIBl'TINO MECHANISM OF TYPO-
ORAPFIICAL COMPOSING MACHINES. Carl MruHL
BiHEN, Berlin, Germany, assignor to Mergenthaler Lino-
type Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Not.
11. 191d. Serial No. 130,883. (CI. 199—40.)

1. In a typographical machine, the combination of a
distributer having a plurality of series of combinations.

those of one series adapted to release matrices of od«
font according to character and those of another series
adapted to release matrices of another font acconling t»
character, and means actuates! In proper synchronism
with the operation of the distributer for moTlag tbe latter
to different operative positions.

2. In a typographical machine, the combination of a
distributer, and means actuated In proper synchronism
with the actuation of the distributer for moving it to
different operative positions, the said distributer having a
plurality of series of combinations, those of one series
adapted in one position of the distributer to release
matrices of one font according to character an<I those of
another series adapteil In a different position of the dis-
tributer to release matrices of a further font according to
character.

3. In a typographical composing machine, the comblna
tlon with a plurality of magatines bavlnt; their entrance
channels arrange.! in echelon, and a distributer rail hav-
Init different portions of Its length appropriate to the
distribution of matrices according to font, of means
adapt»Ml to move the distributer rail into operative rela-
tionship with the different niiigazlnes. and means adapte<1
to move matrices along the rail from one of the said por-
tions to another during the movement of the distributer
rail from one magailne to another.

«. In M tyiMiKraphicMJ machine, the combination of a
distributer having a plurality of series of combinations,
those of one series adapte<l to release matrices of one font
according to character and those of another series adapted'
to release matrices of a different font according to charac*
ter. and continuously operated means for moving the dia-
trlbuter to 'different operative positions, the aald raeaoa
iwing constructe<l so as to allow tbe distributer to pauae
temporarily In each of Its operative positions •while mat-
rhs-s of the corresponding font are being released.

1^. In a t.^-pographical machine, the co-nblnation of a
distrlhnter comprising a longltadlnally rlbbe<t rail and
means for propelling matrices therealong. a movable sup-
porting frame carrying said distributer, and continuously
operated means for moving the supporting frame back-
wa'dly and forwardly to locate the distributer in differen<
opera tire positions.

[Claims 4, 5, 7 to 12. and 14 not printed in the Oazette.):

1.228.229. DISTRIBUTING MECHANISM OF TYPO-
GRAPHICAL COMPOSING-MACHINES. «:akl Mikhl
Ei8».\ and CHKisTiA.v .\. ALBBXc-iiT. Berlin Germany.
R.^signors to Mergenthaler Linotype Company, a Cor-
poration of New York. Flleil Nor. 21, 1916. Serial
No. 132,649. (CI. 199—40.)

1. In a typographical composing machine, the combl-
Aii'ion with a plurality of stationary magazines and a dis-
tributer adapted to separate matrices according to font
and character, of a plurality of intermediate magazines-
l>etween the sUtlonary magaz'nen and the distributer and
means adapted to move the <llstril>uter Into operative-
register with the different intermediate magazine*.

\

• 2. In a typographical composing machine, the com-
binition with a plurality of stat'onary magazines and a
distributer adapted to separate matrices at cording to
font and character, of a plurality of lnterme<llate maga-
tines between the stationary magazines and the dls
tributer, means adapte<l to move the dlstrlboter into op
eratlve register with different intermediate magazines,
and means adapted to move each of the Intermediate
magazines Into operative relationship with different sta
tionary magaz'nea.

8. In a typographical composing machine, the com-
bination with a plurality of stationary magazines and a
distributer adapted to separate matrices according to
character and font, of a plurality of Intermediate maga-
ines l)etwe«-n the stationary magazines and the d's-
trlbnter. and means adapted to move the distributer into
operative register with different intermediate magazlne.s.
the said distributer lieing adapteil In Its d'fferent po.sl-
rioos to release matrlceti of tbe corresponding fonts ac-
cording to character.

4. In m typographical composing machine, the con^-
blnatlon with a plurality of stationary magazines and a
distributer adapted to separate matrices according to font
and chara.ter, of a plurality of intermediate magazines
betw«'en the stationary magazines and tbe distributer,
means adapted to move the dlstrll>uter Into operative reg-
ister with different Intermediate magazines, means adapt-
ed to move each of the intermediate magazlnea Into opera-
tire relationship with different stationary magazines, and
means adapted to release matrices from each Intermediate
magazine according to font only when said magazine is in
operative relatlonatatp with the respective stationary
magazine.

5. In a tvpograpblcal composing machine, tbe com-
hinatlou with a plurality of stationary magazines and a
distributer adapte<l to separate matrices according to
character and font, of a plurality of intermediate maga-
slnes Itetween the stationary magazines and the distribu-
ter, means adapted to move the distributer Into operative
register with different Intermediate magazines, sa'.d dis-
tributer adapted in its different positions to release mat
rtcea «f the corresponding fonta according to character,
and means adapte<l to release matrices from each interme-
diate magazine according to font only when said maga-
zine Is In operative relationship with tbe ^-espectlve sta-
tionary magazine.

i [I'lalins 6 to 10 not printed in tbe Gasetta,]

1.228,230. CHICKEN - FOUNTAIN. Chahlb. Altonso
MuLLKB, I'ueblo. Colo. Filed Feb. 23, 1917. Serial
No. 150,570. (CI. 119—73.)

1. A fountain having an outlet 'n Its side, a cup secured
to tbe fountain l>elow tbe outlet and liaving Its front
andtide walls extending above the outlet, the front wall

of the cup diverging upwardly relatively to the side wall of
tbe founuin, there being an opening In the front of tb*

cup at the bottom thereof and substantially in allnement
with the outlet, and means to close the opening.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.231. device; FOR DETECTING AND COOLING
HOT JOURNALS. Pail J. Mibray, Oswego, N. T.
Filed Aug. 11, 191«. Serial No. 114.489. (CI. 188—81.)

>
B-

1. The conil)lnatlon with n rallw.ny car Including its
truck and air l)rake systems, of pipes leading from the air
brake pipe t<. the Journal boxes of the truck, and fuse
means closing the ends of the pipes and constructed to
permit a Miiall quant'ty of air to escape and play upon
the Journals when the Journals become only slightly
heated, the amount of the escaping air being Insufflclent
to cause an application of the brakes.

2. The comltlnation with a railway car ln( ludlng Its
truck and air-brake system, of pipes leading from the air
l>rake p'pe to tbe Journal boxes of tbe truck, fuse caps ar-
ranged within the Journal boxes and applied to the ends
of the pipes, said fuse caps being each provided with a
small aperture and a large aperture, and fuses closing the
apertures, the fuse of the small aperture being of a compo-
sition which wUl melt at a lower temperature than that
of the large aperture so that if the Journal is only slightly
heated the small aperture will be opened, while If tbe
Journal is hot the large aperture will also be opened,
thereby exhausting tbe air from the air-brake tysteni and
causing the air l)rakes to be applied, the escaping air in
either instance serving to cool the Journal.

3. The <omblnatlon with a railway car including Itt
truck and air brake system, of p'pes leading from the air
l>rake pipe to the Journal boxes of the truck, and fuse
means normally dosing tbe ends of the pipes and con-
structed to permit a small quantity of air to escape and
pMy upon the Journals when tbe latter are slightly heated
and to subsequently permit tbe escape of a large quantity
of air and cause tbe air brakes to be applied when the
journals become hot.
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4, The combination with a railway car Including \t»

track and air-brake system, of a transverse pipe extendlnc

across the truck, a flexible pipe establishing communica-

tion between the transverse pipe and the air-brake pipe,

branch pipes leading from the ends of the transverse pipe

to the Journal boxes of the truck, fuse caps arranged with-

in the Journal bozei and fitted upon the ends of the branch

pipes, said fuse caps being ea<h provided with a small

aperture and a large aperture, and fuses closing the aper-

tures, the fuse for the umall aperture being of a composi-

tion which will melt at a lower temperature than that of

the large aperture, so that If the Journal la only slightly

heated the small aperture will be opened, while If the

Journal Is hot the large aperture will also be opened, there-

by exhausting the air from the airbrake system and caus-

ing the air brakes to be applied, the cHcapIng air In either

Instance serving to cool the Journal.

5. The combination of a Journal box. an air pipe lead-

ing to the Journal box and In communication with a source

of compressed air, a fuse cap arranged within the Journal

box and applied to the end of the air pipe, said fuse cap

being prorlded with a small aperture and a larne aperture,

and fuses cl<»slng the apertures, the fuse for the small

aperture being of a composition that will melt at a lower

temperature than that of the large aperture, so that if

the Journal Is slightly heated the small aperture will be

opened, while If the Journal Is hot the large apertiire wHl

also be opened, the escaping air In eltlier instance serving

to cool the Journal.

1,228,232. DEVICE FOR DETECTING, COOLING. AND
LUBRICATING HOT JOURNALS. Paul J. Murhat,

Oswego, N. Y. FUed Jan. 31. 1917. Serial No. 145,681.

(CL 188—81.)

1. The combination with a railway car inclodlng Its

truck and air-brake system, of a noeile applied to a Jour-

nal box of the truck and In communication w'th the air-

brake system, a fuse member normally closing the no«xle

but adapted to melt and permit a Jet of air to play upon

the Journal when the Journal becomes heated, and means

for automatically supplying a lubricant to the Jonrnal

when the fuse melts.

2. The combination with a railway car indndlng it«

track and air-brake system, of a nozale applied to a Jour-

nal box of the tnick and In commun'catlon with the air-

brake system, a fuse member sealing the nosxle but adapt-

ed to melt and permit a Jet of air to play upon the Journal

when It becomes heated, and means for causing the escap-

ing air to spray the Journal with lubricant.

3. The combination with a railway car Including its

truck and air-brake system, of a nozsle applied to a Jour

nal box of the truck and in communication with the air-

brake systim, a lubricant reservoir carried by the notile,

and a fuse member normally sealing the noxzle but ar-

ranged to melt and permit a Jet of air to plsy upon the

Journal when It becomes heated, the said Jet of air ca^

rylng the lubricant from the reservoir to the Journal.

4. The combination with a railway car ln( ludlng Its

truck and air brake system, of a noxzle applied to the Jour-

nal box of the truck and in communication wUh the all*

brake system, an ull cup carried by the noxzle. a fuse cap

closing the discharge end of the nozzle and formed with

a Jot opening closed by a fuse, said Jet opening communi-

cating with an oil duct which is In fommunlcatlon with

the oil cup and Is normally aealed by the fuse, said fuse

i>elng adapted to melt when the Journal b«'comea heated to

permit the escape of the air and oil.

5. The combination with a railway car Including Its

truck and air brake sy»t»'m, of a nozzle applied to a Jour-

nal Itox of the truck and In communication with the air-

brake system, a cap closing the discharge end of the nozzle

and formed with a Jet opening closed by a fuse adapted to

melt and permit the escape of air when the Journal In-

comes heated, an oil reservo'r. and an oil rupply pipe

leading from the oil reservoir to a point adja-ent the Jet

opening of the fuse cap.

[Claims 6 to S not printed in the Oazette.l

1.228.233. SELF-CKNTERING SLIDE FOR EXTEN-
SION-TABLES. William H. Xorthall, Evansvllie.

Ind.. assigrnor of one-half to Frederick W. Goedeke,

Evansvllie, Ind. Filed May 2, 1914. Serial No,

835,956. (a. 46—9.)

1. A table slide comprlaing an Intennetllate member
and flanking members on opposite sides thereof f>xtendlng

above the intermediate member, supports for the flank-

ing members on the sides of the intermediate member

and lilong whl<h supports the flanking menil>erx art" mov-

able lengthwls*", and a chain and dire< tlon chantrlng

rollers therefor carried by the Intermediate member and

connected to the flanking memh«»rs. said chain and roller*

being located on the Intermediate n)emt>er between the

sides and rising above th*" top thereof.

2. A table slide comprising a central or Intermediate

metallic channel nieml>»T, flanking metallic runners hav-

ing longitudinal chiinn«>ls at opposite edges. s\ipportlac

rollers carried by the channel member exterior thereto

and engaging the edge channels of the -. unners, roMera

mounted within the channel member ne«r opposite ends

thereof and in part projecting thrnngk th*- top portion'

of the channel member, and an f'i'e< tlvely endb-ss chain

connected to the r»»pe<-tlve rutiuers near opposite enda

thereof, one run of the rhaln fxtendlng through the < han-

nel member and the other rnn t-xt^-ndlng over the chan-

nel member.
3. .\ table slide comprising an elongated channel mem-

l>er with edge flanges each having spurs or teeth near the

ends and said channel m*'ml>er having Inturned overlap-

ping ears adjacent to the spurs, with the »'ars and a cor-

responding portion of the channel member provided with

o»at«hing perforations for the passage of a fastening

t>olt. and runners mounted on and movable along the

channel member.
4. .\ table slide comprising an elongated channel mem-

ber with meeni at the ends for attachment to a rela-

tively stationary portion of a table, longitudinally mov-

able runners mounted on and carried by the channel mem-

ber exterior thereto and having means for attachment to

the sections of a dlvide<l table top, and means for caus-

ing the simultaneous movement of the runners in oppo-

/

•tte directions comprlaing rollers mounted In the chan-

nel member and In part extending through the top there-

of, and an effectively endless chain extending about the

rollers with one run above the channel member and the

other run within the channel member, and with aaid runs

connected to respective runners.

5. A table slide comprising an elongated channel mem-
ber with means at the ends for attachment to a relatively

stationary portion of a table, longitudinally movable mn
ners mounted on and carried by the channel memtK>r ex

terior thereto and having means for attachment to the

sections of a divided table top, and means for causing
the iilmultaneous movement of the runners in opposite

directions comprising rollers mounted in the channel

member and In part extending through the top thereof,

and an effectively endless chHin extending about the

rollers with one run above the channel member and the

other run within the channel meml>er. one runner having

a bracket alcove the channel member and the other run

aer having a bracket extending Into the channel member
Bear the lower portion thereof and both brackets being
connected to respective runs of the chain.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,2;{4. DRAFT RIGGING. Jons F. OCosxob, Chi
cago. 111., assignor to William 11. Miner, Chazy, N. Y.

riled Mar. ISi 1915. Serial No. 15,344. (CT. 213—64.)

'+-

1. In a draft rigging, the combination with shock ab-

sorbing means, a draw bar, and operative connections be-

tween the draw bar and said means, of dampening mecha-
nism operated upon release of said means after actuation
either in buff or draft, said mechanism affording a max!
mum resistance upon approacli of said means to normal
or full release position.

2. In a draft rigging, the combination with ahock ab-
sorbing means and a yoke, of devices for dampening the

recoil of said means, said devices including a member
movable with said yoke and relatively fixed frlctlonal ele-

ments enraged by said member In Its movements, the

friction t>etween said member and elements being at a
Bazlmum when the rigging is In full release.

3. In H draft rigging, the combination with shock ab-

sorbing means and a yoke, of devices for dampening the

recoil of said means, said devices Including a meml^er
movabl, with said yoke and relatively fixed frlctlonal ele-

ments engage<l by said member in Its movement.o. said

fixed eleni>-nts Ih lug In the form of l>owed plate springs.

4. In a <lraft rlKgi»g the rombiuatlon with sbot^-k ah
sorbing nu-ans snd s voke operatively connected there-

with, of devices for dampening release of said means, said

devices IncludlnK a plate having a box like portion se-

cnred to the draft sills. relativel> stationary friction ele-

ments mount<-<l within said box like- -f^ortion and a mem-
ber movable In unison with raid volte hH\iiig sn end there-

of engageable with said friction elements.

5. In a draft rigging, the combination with shock ab
sorbing means and a yoke op«-ratlvely connected there-

with, of devices for dampening the recoU of said means,

aid devices Including a plurality of bowed plate springs,

a member connected and movable in unison with said

joke and having one end thereof engageable with said

springs, and means for adjusting the tension of said

springs.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.236. DRAFT - RIGGING FOR RAILWAY - CARS.
JOH.M F. O'CoNNOB. Chicago. III., assignor to William
H. Miner, Chasy, N. Y. Filed Mar. 18, 1916. Serial

No. 16,349. (CL 213—64.)

1. A friction gear for draft riggings comprising, a fric-

tion shell, friction shoes cooperable therewith, a spring,

and wedging means between the spring and shoes, said

means comprising oppositely arranged spreaders, one be-

hind the other, and rockers between said spreaders and
shoes.

2. A friction gear for draft riggings comprising a

friction shell, friction shoes, a spring, wedging means in-

cluding spreaders, rockers between the spreaders and
shoes, and anti friction rollers between the rockers and
spreaders.

3. A friction gear comprising a friction shell, friction

shoes coiiperable therewith, a spring, and wedging means
comprising oppositely arranged spreaders, and rockers
Interposed between the spreaders and shoes.

4. A friction gear comprising a friction shell, friction

shoes cooperable therewith, a spring, and wedging means
comprising oppositely arranged spreaders, and rockers in-

terposed between the spreaders and shoes, said rockers

overlapping the ends of both spreaders.

5. A friction gear comprising a friction shell, friction

shoes, a spring, and wedging means Including a pair of

spreaders, and rockers, corresponding in number to the

friction shoes. Interposed between the shoes and spread-

ers, said rockers being mounted in recesses on the Inner

faces of the shoes.

[Claims 6 fo 9 not printed in the Gazette.] '-

1,228.236. ROLLKR SIDE BEARING. John F. O'Con-
nor, Chicago, III., assignor to William H. Miner, Chazy,
N. Y. Filed Nov. G, 1915. Serial No. 69.918. (CI.

64—64.)

1. In a roller side bearing, the combination with a

two part fixed bearing member adapted to be attached to

a part of a truck, said member being provided with an
upper horizontal bearing surface and recessed at the cen-

ter and provided with a spring chamlM>r at the bottom,

of a hollow box-like meml>er slldably mounted within

said first name<l meml>er. a spring for yieldingly support-

ing said hollow box-like member, and an anti-friction

roller carried by said box-like member, the engaging sur-

face of aaid roller being normally above said fixed bearing

surface, and means for adjusting the tension of said

spring.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a side l>earing bridge of a truck, of a hollow
bearing member mounted on said btidge and having por-

tions extending above, below and at the sides thereof,

said bearing merolter having an upper burizuutal surface.
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a second hollow member slldably mounted within said

first named memt>er and having depending Arms strad-

dling said bridge, a spring located beneath the bridge and
u«ount»Hl within the lower portion of the first named
member, said spring normally maintaining the second
named member in its iipp4>rmoMt position, and an antl-
frli tlon roller carrifnl by the second named member.

3. In a device of the character described, the combina-
liou with the side bearing bridge of a truck, of a hollow
I earing memlHT mountrd on said bridge and having por-

tions located above and below said bridge, an antifriction
roller, a menilxr cnirylny; xald antl(rl< tlon roller and
slldably mounted within saltl flr$it name<I member, and
spring means located below the bearing bridge for hold-
ing the roller carrying member in its uppermost position.

1.228.287. SEPARATOR FOR STEAM AND OIL. Olaf
E. OLcaoN. Chicago. III., assignor to The Edward Man-
afacturing Company. Chicago. III., a Cori>oraf1on of
Illinois. Filed Aug. 24, 1914. Serial No. SSS.lSe.

(a. 188—103.)

1. In a «team separator, the coniblnatinn of a casing,

separating units disposed In the casing In two series, the

units of one series fllternating with the units of the other

series, each of the units of one series having a cunically

shaped separating w.ill closed at Its upper end and open
at Its lower enil. and each of the units of the other series

having a conical sepnrating wall. op<>n at its upper end

and closed at its lower en<l. a tubular wall located inside

of and separate<l frnni said casing, etch unit having an
outlet opening or openings through said rut>ulnr wall to

deliver water and foreign matter Into the space betweeo

said tubular wall and Mid casing, and means In each of

the units of the first series for conducting water and for-

eign material from the s>>p>irating surface thereof to the
outlet opening of said unit.

2. In a steam separator, the combinition of a casing,

separating units disposed in the rasing in two series, the
units uf one series alternating with the units of the other
series, each of the units of one series having a conically

shaped separating wall closed at Its upper end and open
at Its lower end, and each of the units of the other series

having a conical separating wall, open at Its upper end and
closed at Its lower end. a tubulnr wall located inside of

and separated from said casing, each unit having sn out-

let opening or openings through said tnbalar wall to de-

liver water and foreign matter Into the space betwe«n
said tubular wall and said casing, the lower surface of

each conical separating wall being pri>vlde<l with ridges

extending substantially parallel with the elements of said

conical surface, and means in each of the units of the
first series for conducting water and foreign material from
the separating surface thereof to the outlet opening of

said unit.

, 3. In a steam separator, the combination of a casing,

separating units disposed In the casing in two series, the

units of one series alternating with the units of the other
sertes, each of the units of one series having a conically

shaped separating wall closed at its upp>T end and open
at its lower end, ami each of the anita of the other series

having a conical 84<paratlng wall, open at its upper end
and closed at its lower end. a tubalar wall located inalde
of and separated from said casing, each unit having an
outlet opening or openings through sabl tubular wall to

deliver water and foreign matter into the space t>etween

said tubular wall and said casing, a horlrontal perforated
wall located near the bottom of the casing for preventing
reaily contact of the steam entering the separator with
the separated water, and means In each of the units of the

flrst •erles for conducting water and foreign material
from the stparating surface thereof to the outlet open-
ing of said unit.

4. In a steam separator, the ctmbination of a casing,

separating units dis{>ofled in the casing In two sertes. the
units of one series alternating with the units of the other
series, each of the units of one series having a conbally
shaped separating wall closed at Its upper end and open
at Its lower end. and each of the units of the other seriss

having a conical separating wall, open at Its upper end
and closed at its lower end. a tubular wall locattnl Inside

of and separated from said casing, each unit having an
outlet opening or openings through said tubular wall to

deliver water and foreign matter into the space l>etween
said tubular wall and said casing, a receptacle formed in

the lower part of said casing for receiving the separated
water and foreign matter, communicating passages be-

tween the space surrounding the circular walls of said
units and said receptacle, and means In each of the units
of the first series for conducting water and foreign mate-
rial from the separating surface thereof to the outlet
opening of said nnit.

5. In a steam separator, the combination of a cylin-

drical casing, two series of sepirsting units (Osposed alter-

nately one above the other in the rasing upon a common
vertical axis, the units of one series each having a coni-
cal separating wall closed at Its upper i>ortii>ii and open
at Its Uiwer portion, and each of the units of the other
series having a conical separating wall closed at its lower
portion and open at Its upper portion to engage the mois-
tnre contained In the steam passing through the separator,
devices for conducting the separated moisture to the lower
portion of the casing, said casing having nn outlet open-
ing for each of the first ipentioned series of units, and
means in each of the units of said first series for conduct-
ing water an<l foreign material from the separating sur-
face thereof to the outlet opening of said unit.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gaxette.)

1.22s. 2.1R. COTTON PICK I.N(J MACHINE. John W.
PArriHso.N. Decatur. Ala. Filed July 3. 1913. Serial

No. 37,878. (CI. 56—117.)

1. In a pneumatic cotton piclcing machin >. a pneumatic
trunlc. an intake tul>e discharging into the trunk, a nossle

at the front end of said Intake tube and a boll opening
device carried by and projecting In front of said nosile

and consisting of a revoluble spear having a conical bead,

and a fan motor geared to said spear, said motor being

mounted In a casing on one side of the nozsle and extend-

ing across and arranged with its upper side in the throat

of the noEzle and th' reby adapteil to be revolved by the
air drawn in through the nozsle.

2. In a pneumatic cotton picking machine, a pneumatic
trunk, an intake tube discharging into the trunk, a nozzle

at the front end of sat<l intake tul>e. and a boll opening
device carried by and projecting in front of said nozzle

and consisting of a revoluble spear having a conical en-

larged head arranged In front of the nozzle, and means to

revolve said spear.

V.

1,228,289. RIVET. Geukge B. Phillips, Lima, Ohio,
assignor of one-third to 8hernian S. Lawson and one-

third to Watson M. Myers. Lima. Ohio. Filed Apr. 22,

1916. Serial No. 92.(<25. (CI. 85—87.)

r ^
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on a borlxoDtal axis : a vecoocl lever plvotl^l ai1Ja(-«ut the

tree eod of tbe other frame member and movable on a

yertl<^l axis ; with means for operatlvely conoeottns Mid
lererc

3. The conibinatluD of a pivoted tuartb : a lever having
an arm connected thereto and free to move on an axis

parallel to tbe sash pivot ; a second lever pivoted to move
on an axis at right angles to that of the first lever anil

having an arm ('onnec-te<l to a second arm of tbe first

lever ; with an operating member movable in either of two
directions and connected to the second arm of the second
lever.

4. The combination of a plurality of sashes ; a bar

connecting said sashes : a lever pivote<l to swing on a
horizontal axis and having an arm connected to said bar :

a second lever pivoted to swing on a vertical axis ; a link

connecting tbe second arm of the first lever with one arm
of the second lever ; a power actuated member movable
In a horizontal line : and means for connecting said mem-
ber with the second arm of the second lever. .

5. The combination of sash frame : a sash pivote<l there-

in ; a frame including two members at right-angles to each
other and mountcnJ on the sash frame adjacent two sides

of the sash ; a lever mounted on said one of 8ai<i members
and free to swing on a horizontal axis : means for connect-

ing one arm of said lever to the sash : a second lever

pivoted to the second member of the frame and free to

swing on 8 vertical axis : a link connecting the second arm
of the first lever with an arm of the second lever : a power
actuated operating lever mounte<l to move adjacent the

sash ; and means for connecting said member with the
second arm of the second lever.

1.228,243. WATER-HEATER.
Kans. Piled Feb. 2. 1915.

21&—39.)

2. A water beater, including a main casing interposed

la a pipe line, a second casing within nakl main casing

IkavUic a removable closure cap, an insulating lining for

the second casing and the ciosare cap, an electrical beatlag

element in said se<«nd rasing, a conntt-tlng plug tarried

ky the main casing and connected to itaid beating element,

a spacing element formed of heat noB-eoB<luctlng mate-

rial arranged adjacent the connecting plug, and a band
arranged about the second casing for maintaining the same
In spaced relation from said first raHing.

Fhedckick Poole. Jewell,

SerUI Xo. 5,738. (CI.

1. A water heater Including a casing interposed in a

pipe line, a second casing within said fiist casing having

a removable closure cap. an insulating lining for tbe sec-

ond casing and the closure cap, an electrical beating ele-

ment in said second casing, a connecting plug carried by
the main casing and connecte<l to said beating element,

and a spacing band arranged at>out tbe second casing for

maintaining the same In spaced relation from tbe first

casing.

1,228.244. THROTTLE t'O.NTROLLEK FOR AITOMO-
KILES. s.4MrKL Albebt I'aiTi hauo. Van Meter. Iowa.
Filed Dec. 7, 1915. Serial No. 65.028. (CI. 21—90.)

In an aatomoblle the combination of a motor, a carbu-

reter including a throttle lever, a transmi.ssion casing, a
steering column, a handle throttle shaft mounte<i on the
steering column, an arm on said shaft, a shaft rotatably

mounted on tbe transmission casing, a foot lever fixed to

the second shaft, an arm on the second shaft, a spring

connecting said arm to the transmission casing, a link

having one end connecte<l to the arm on the second shaft
and at its other end connected to the throttle lever, a pivot

pin carried by the throttle lever, said pivot pin including

an eye head, a nxl having one end slldably engaged in the

eye head and its other end connected to the arm on tbe
first nameil shaft, a spring encircling said ro«l and having
one end fixeil thereto and its other end bearing against

the eye bead, and m«>ans for limiting sliding movement of

the rod In one direction with respect to the eye bead.

1,228,245. TARGET ilOLDER FOR PRACTICE RODS.
Robert Edwin Reaudij.n, Ottawa. Ontario. Canada.
Filed Mar. 8, 1917. Serial No. 153.478. (CT, 124—15.5.)

./^
y

1. A target bolder for practice rod<4, comprising parallel

ro<ls, a clip embracing l>oth rods, and formed on its face
with a cartridge pocket.
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S. A target holder for practice rods, comprising parallel

rods, a spriag clip flttiag between both rods bavlng a

pocket to receive tbe extra targets.

8. In a target holder for practice rods, a sheath tube

and spring means carried by tbe elements of the practice

ro<i for retaining tbe elements of the practice rod In

the tube.

14. In a target holder, the combination with a target

support including parallel rods, of an Invertible and re-

versible target block having means to removably engage

the rods and t>elng further formed with means for sup-

porting a target.

21, In a target practice rod in combination with a tar

get support, of- a gage thereon adapted to Indicate tbe

correct distance which the muzzle of the rifie should be

placed away from the rod. said gage comprising a pivoted

bale.

,
[Claims 2, 4 to 7, 9 to 13, and 15 to 20 not printed In

|tke <;azette.]

•1.228.246. DEMOUNTABLE RIM. Jameb
Providence, R. I. Filed Jan. 6, 1917.

140,872. (CI. 152—21.)

D. RBlt,LT,

Serial No.

recess on its underside, a link connecting said segments,

a movable fulcrum for said link, and a latch pivoted to

one of said segments an<i adapt(>d to fit in said recess.

[Claim tt not printed in the <iazette.]

1. \ demountable rim comprising hinged sections, a

,locking segment hinged to one of said sections and adapt-

ed to aline therewith, and a link connecting said segment

with the other of salil hlnge<1 sections, said link being

fulcrumed to said segment, and said fulcrum being mov-
able lengthwise of said segment.

2. .\ demountable rim comprising hinged sections, lock-

ing segments each having hinged connection with one of

aid sections, said sections and said segments having butt

aads. a link having a fixed pivotal connection with one of

aid aegments and a movable pivotal connection with the

•tktr of said segments.

8. A demountable rim comprising a pair of hinged sec-

tions, a pair of locking segments each hinge<l at one end

to Its complementary section, a link connecting said seg-

ments, said link having a fixed pivotal connection with

one of said segments and a pivotal connection with tbe

etber segment permitting it to move relatively thereto.

aid segments having recesses to receive said link.

, 4. A deaiountattle rim comprising a pair of hinged sec-

^^(lf^»s, a pair of locking segments each hinged at one end

#0 Htf complementary section, and each having a recess,

f^ wali^ "f "*' recess of one of said segments having a

longltudlnft' groove, a link connecting said segments and

adapted to nf in said rereases. and a pivot for said link

flttinc in <«ald grooves, the upposlte end of said link being

<_ lylTOted to the <>»Jier of said segments.

S. A demountable rim cmnprlsing a pair of hinged aec-

tiona. a pair of locking segments each baring a hlnge«l

connection with one of said sections and provide<l with a

f,228,247. GRATER. AKTOsio R088. Utlca. N. Y. Filed

July 9. 1914. Serial No. 850,003. (CL 146—9.)

A grater of the character set forth Including a support,

a trough mounte<l upon said support, a pair of guides ar-

ranged on the upper edges of said trough, a cutter mount-

ed at one end of the trough, a follower slldably mounted

within the trough, means for supporting said follower to

permit the same to move longitudinally within the trough,

a transverse bar slldably mounted on the guides and con-

nected to said follower, one end of said bar projecting be-

yond the sides of said trough, a lever provided with a slot

intermediate its ends, said slot connecting said transverse

bar of the follower with the lever, a rod to hold the fol-

lower in its rearmost position, spring means to exert pull

on tbe follower to urge the same toward the cutter, means

to adjust the tension of tbe spring to urge the follower

toward the cutter, and means to limit the movement of the

follower in its sliding movement in the trough.

1,228,248. HINGE-JOINT FOR FOLDING LADDERS.
Harrt n. RrDD, Roanoke, Va. Filed June 20, 1916.

Serial No. 104,742. (O. 228—17.)

1. In a hinge joint for folding ladders, the combination

with two sections whose stiles meet end to end ; of a

hinge connecting each pair of meeting stiles and consisting

of leaves secured to tbe lower edges of tbe stiles, braces

extending integrally from tbe outer edg^s of said leaves and
countersunk into the outer faces of the stiles, ears carried

by the leaves, and a single bolt plvotally conne'tlug all

ears ; extensions secured to the inner faces of the stiles of

one section and projecting beyond tbelr upper ends, means
for removably latching tbe projecting ends of said exten-

sions within the other section when tbe i«e<tionH are

alined, and a rung connecting the M'cured ends of said ex-

tension and spaced to conform to the spacing of the otbar
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run^ In the sections, mid bolt and said seourins means
constituting other rungs simllariy spaced.

2. In a hinge Joint for folding ladders, the combination
with two 8e(tlon.<». hinges on the lower edges of the meet-
ing ends of the stiles of said sections, and extensions
secured to the Inner faces of the stiles of the lower ladder
aection and projecting beyond their upper ends ; of a tu-
bular rung uniting the upper ends of said extenstona and
slotte<l on Its under side, sprlng-projccte*! latches within
said rung having liamlles moving within said slot, and
kef'pers on the Inner faces of the stiles of the reraalnlnR
ladder section adapted to receive the tips of said latches.
for the purpose set forth.

1.228.249. ADJUSTABLE CHAIR. GcoRCB Hbnbt 8au-
TiBR. Chicago. III. Filed Apr. 8, 1016. Serial No.
89,951. (a. 155—22.)

1. In a device of the class d^serlbeil an adjustable eeat
adaptetl to be ralsetl and lowered and locked In different
positions, and guided on the chair legs by sockets tele-
scoping the front legs and clips embracing the rear legs

;

with means on each side of the chair for simultaneously
locking the sockets and clips to the legs.

2. In an adjustable chair a seat provided with sockets
that tele:*<ope over the tops of the front legs and clips that
embrace the back legs, notches in the legs adapted to re-
ceive locking members, locking levers hinged to the
sockets of the front legs and held Into engagement with
the notches by springs, locking bolts hingwl to the levers
and adapted to he actuated in locking the seat to the rear
legs simultaneously with the action of the locking levers.

8. In an adjustable chair an adjustable seat adapted to
be ralfte<l or lowered by sliding contact with the chair
frame, clips and sockets secured to the seat and embracing
the chair frame, locking devices mounted under the chair
seat at the sides thereof and adapted to lock simultane-
ously the front and rear of the seat on the same side.

4. In a chair of the class described an adjustable seat
held In position in the chair frame by sockets and dips
adapted to permit vertical sliding contact with the chair
frame, locking levers mounted at one set of legs and lock-
ing bolts at the other set of legs and connected to operate
together in releasing or securing the seat In the chair
frame.

5. In a chair of the class described, an adjustable seat
adapted to be adjusted In vertical sliding contact In rela-
tion to the chair frame and back, and held at all four
corners of the seat, sockets or clips secured to the seat
and adapted to engage the chair from all four corners, the
baok legs of the chair forming the hack frame as well as
the lees and having Inclined portions at the top and bot-
tom and straight portions at the middle where the seat
Is securetl. with means for locking the seat In «llfferent
positions for height.

.228.260. STORAGE-BATTERY CONSTRUCTIO.N.
Jambs M. Skinnbb, Philadelphia. I'a., assignor to Phila-
delphia Storage Battery Company, PhlUdelphla. Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed May 11, 1916 Se-
rial No. 96.852. (CI. 204—29.)

1. A storage battery grid having a frame Including two
wts of conn.'cting members of acute angular section lying
In substantially parallel planes, the members of one set
lying respectively In parallel planes intersecting other
parallel planes including the members of the second set.

4. .\ storage battery grid Including two sets of connect-
ing meml)er» having flat base portions lying in the sam«
plane, the flat base portion of each of said members being
engaged by the flat base portion of another member, and
being Integral therewith at such point of engagement.

5. A storage battery grid consisting of a frame having
two sets of connecting members, said members of each set
being of an acute angle section and having a flat base
lying In the plane of the flat base of the members of the
other set, the base of each member being Intersected by
and integral with another member.

[Claims 2, 3, and not prlnte<I In the Uaxette.]

1,228,251. POCKET BOOK. Ibidbll Smith. St. Louis.
Mo

. assignor to Charles F. Wallerstedt, St. Louis, Mo.
Filed May 18. 1916. Serial .No. 98.829. (CI. 150—38.)

A porte-monnale comprising a single piece of material
having two oppositely disposed flaps cut up therefrom and
spaced apart and underneath which a bill Is adapted to be
placed with the opposite marginal edges thereof bearing
against the Inner ends of the slits formed by cutting of
the flaps.

1.228,252. EFFERVESCENT COMPOUND. Michabl D.
SoHo.v, New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 9. 1915. Sertal
No. 49.827. (CI. 99—lOi)
1. .^s an article of manufacture, an effervescent prepa-

ration containing a pyrosulfate.
2. As an article of manufacture, an effervescent prepa-

ration containing a pyrosulfate of an alkali metal.
3. As an article of manufacture, an effervescent prepa-

ration containing a smiium pyrosulfate.

1,228,253. TRANSMISSION-LOCK. Lbstbr H. Sparks./-'
Lakewood, N. J., assignor of forty-nine one-hundredV%[s
to Jennie I. Miller. Lakewood, N. J. Filed lAftr 9
1914, Serial No. 823.482. Renewed Feb. 2^ 1917'
Serial No. 161.124. (CI. 70—60.)
1. The combination with a lock casing, of a member slld-

aMe therethrough the said member having a notch
therein, a. lever pivotally supported in the said casing and
adapted to engage said notch, a plurality of electro-mag-
nets, a link connecting the said '.ever and the armatures
of said magnets, means to control the energizing of said

X
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magnets to move said links and resilient means for com-

pleting the movement of said links.

/iT
/'/ y^ ^^

heat collecting chamber located below and connecting

with said horizontal passage, a heat outlet above said

chamber, damper controlled openings for said passages

and a heater within the Are place.

1.228.256. MOTION - PICTURE CAMERA. Chablbs

Spibo, New York, N. T. Filed Apr. 8. 1916. Sertal

No. 89,868. (CI. 88—18J^.)

2. In combination with a lock casing, a member slld-

able therethrough and having a notch therein, a lever

adapted to engage said notch when the latter Is In a pre-

determined position, a plurality of electro magnets, a link

connecting said lever and the armatures of said magnet,

means to control the movement of said armatures to

mrve the lever toward the aforementioned slldable mem-

ber and resilient means for completing the movement of

tb.' said lever when the notch In the said slldable member

reaches a predetermined position.

3. The combination with a lock ^slng of a member

slldalde therethrough, the said member having a notch

therein, means to engage said notch to lock the said slld-

able member, means to move the said last mentioned

means, and means to complete the movement of the notch

engaging means to move It Into the notch in the said slld-

able meml>er when the said notch arrives In allnement

therewith.

4. The combination with a lock casing; of a member

slldable therethrough and provlde<l with a locking notch,

a plurality of electro-magnets, an armature lever pivoted

Intermediate said magnets, a pair of armatures on said

lever arranged for selective attraction by said magnets,

a locking member mounted on said casing to engage said

notch, an arm depending from said armature lever, a link

cennectlng the locking member and arm, and means to

move said arm to extreme positions after energization of

a selected magnet.

5. The combination with a lock casing; of a member

slldable therethrough and provided with a locking notch,

a plurality of electro magnets, an armature lever pivoted

intermediate said magnets, a pair of armatures on said

lever arranged for selective attraction by said magnets,

a locking member mounted on said casing to engage said

notch, an arm depending from said armature lever, a link

connecting the locking member and arm. means to move

said arm to extreme positions after energization of a

selected magnet, and means to break a circuit through the

selectetl magnets when the armature lever has been

rockeil to a predetermined point.

1.228,254. FIREPLACE-HEATER. JOHN

Fort Branch. Ind. Filed June 3. 1910.

101.585. (CI. 120—120.)

M. Spbbr.
Serial No.

fJ //

In comldnntlon. a flre place comprising liack. side and

top walls, the side walls l>elng each forme<l with a ver-

tical passage extending from the point adjacent the base

of the flre place upward, to a point above the flre place

opening, a horlionUl passage formed In the top wall and

connecting with each of the passages of the side walls, a

I i>-

1. In a motion picture camera, film feeding and recelT-

ing spools, a driving shaft upon which the latter is

loosely mounted, and a film escapement controlled by a

member upon said receiving spool shaft to permit the film

to be placed under a predetermined tension and subse-

quently released therefrom.

2. In a motion picture camera, film feeding and receiv-

ing spools, a driving shaft upon which the latter Is loosely

mounted, a spring driving connection secured at one end

to said shaft and releasably connected at Its opposite end

to said receiving spool, and a film escapement controlled

by a member upon the receiving spool shaft.

6. In a motion picture camera, film feeding and re-

ceiving spools, a driving shaft for the latter, a lens,

a shutter mechanism coiiperatlng therewith, and means

carried by said shaft to effect an Intermittent film feed

by the receiving spool and control said shutter mecha-

nism.
10. In a motion picture camera, fllm feeding and re-

ceiving spools, a driving shaft for the latter, a fllm holding

wheel, a detent member upon the shaft thereof, a pawl co

operating with said detent, and a controlling wheel

mounted upon the shaft of the receiving spool and dis-

pc8e<l to actuate said pawl to release the film.

19. In a motion picture camera, fllm feeding and receiv-

ing spools, a lens, a shutter mechanism therefor compris-

ing opposite pivoted bell crank levers having a slot and

arm connection for Joint operation, an offset extension

from one of said levers, means for moving said exten-

sion In one direction, and means for restoring the same.

(Claims 3 to 5, 7 to 9, 11 to 18, and 20 to 26 not

printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.256. CONNECTING DEVICE. LoflB 8. 8TOLL,

Smlthland. Iowa. Filed May 14, 1915. Serial No.

28.146. (CI. 24—230.)

In a device of the kind de«crlt>e<l In combination a socket

member formed with a pair of clamping- yleldable plates

arranged In parallel relation. Raid plates being formed

with registering openings, and a latch member consisting

of a shank and a head formed integrally upon m»1<1 shank,

aald head having its top and bottom faces and Its side

e<1ges tapering and said top and bottom faces forming

shoulders with said shank, said head t>elng of such a

length that when Inserted between said plates with its
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•koaldcn encaged asainst the outer edge of Mid open-
ings, the oppoelte end of said head will project beyond
the Inner edge« of said openinga between the plates

1

whereby when said heafl Is tarneil between said plates
the latter may be spread apart to disengage said shoul-
ders.

1,228.257. AUTOMOBILE - BODY. Obobob 0. Stuck.
Union City. Ind. Filed June 10, 1916. Serial No.
102,940. (CI. 21^81.)

/•C7

A vehicle body ci>mpriHing a deck having an opening ; a
beam sopportlng the deck, the rear edge of the deck

being upwardly extended to form a water-deflectlJig rib
Integral with the deck and being downwardly extended
to form a tlangt- eogaKing the rear face of the croaa beam ;

a lid for the opening and Including a plate proloufed to
form a Up overhanging the rib ; a support abutting againM
thp forward face of the or«Mi beam ; a securing element
engage<l with the cross beam and with the support, the
flange engaging one end of the securing element to bold
tlM same In the cross beam ; an<l a book-8bap«Hl hinge lo-
cated within the body, the forward end of the hinge being
pivoted to the support, and the rear end of the hinge be-
ing sei-nred to the Ud.

1,228.258. CARRIER OR COVER FOR CANTEENS OR
WATER BOTTLES. Ac. Cicilia I. SiLitVAM. Worces-
ter. Mass.. assignor, by mesne astdgnments. to UalveraU
Patents Company. Woousocket.'R. I., a Corporation of
Rhode Island. Filed June 24. 1916. Serial No. 106 530
(Cl. 150—52.)
1. A carrier or cover comprising a carrier or cover-body

and a V-shaped closure-flap, with the divergent branches
of said closure-flap adapted to fold over the shoulders of
a contained canteen or water bottle, and said cloaure-flap
attache*! by the ends of such branches to the back of the
said body. comNned with fastening means by which the
Junction or apex of the said closure-flap is detachaWy en-
gaged with the front of the said body.

2. A carrier or cover comprising a carrier or cover-body*
and a V-abaped cloaure-flap formed with an opening be-
tween Its branches whereby the closure-flap Is adapted to
encircl.' the neck of a canteen or water hottle occupying
the saki body, with the ends of the branches of the aaid

flap made fast to the back of the cover-body, combined
with fastening means by which the Junction or apex of
the closure flap is detachably engaged with the front of
the said body.

». A carrier or cover comprising a carrier or cover-body
and a closure-flap formed of a strip of flexible materUl
doubled hack upon itself by a bias fold forming divergent
branches, and having the ends of the said branches se-
cured to the hark of the said Iwdy. comblne<l with fasten-
ing means by which the Junction <>r apex of the closure-
flap is detachably engaged with the front of the said body.

4. A carrier or cover compristni; a carrier or cover-body
compoa«Hl of a length of selvaged webbing having Its ends
united to each other, and a rlosun> flap formed of a strip
of selvageil wpbbing doubled back upon itself by a bias
fold forming divergent branelM«, with the ends of the said
branches aecur»>d to the back of the said body, combined
with fastening means by which the junction or apex of
the closure flap Is engaged detachably with the front of
the said body.

5. A carrier or cover composed of a carrier or cover-
body and a V-shaped closure flap with its divergent
branches adapted to fold over the top of a contained can-
teen or water bottle and attached by the ends of the said
branches to the back of the said body, combined with a
single fastener device comprising a member carried by the
front of the said bo<ly and a co-acting member carried by
the Junction or apex of the V-shaped closure-flap.

1.228.250. WRITI.NO FLUID. Francis Rot Sclwvak,
Shelburne Falls, Mass. Filed Sept. 18, 1916. Serial
No. 120,881. (CI. 1.34—.?-)
1. A writing fluid of the class deacribe<l comprising

transparent gloss varnish, a suspension of precipitated
white chalk in turpentine, and oil of sassafras.

2. A writing fluid of the class described composed of
fifty per cent, of transparent gloss varnish, forty-seven
per cent, of a aaspenslon of precipitated white chalk In
turpentine, and three per cent, of oil of sassafras.

1.228.260. PROCESS OF M.AKINO PRESSED - STEEL
NUTS. Cam. G. Swswson, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed
Deo. 12. 1916. Serial No. 186.505. (Cl. 10—86.)
1. The process of making pressed steel nuts, compris-

ing stamping out a sheet metal disk, pressing the disk
through a die to form a cup. compressing this cup within
a polygonal opening in a die by a correspondingly polygo-
nal punch with the elements of the peripheral surface of
the cup in alinement with the direction of pressure of
the punch and at the same time forcing outward the
metal of the cup also by mating projections on the puncb
face and the bottom of the opening In the die. and axially
drilling and Internally screw threading the polygonal
member thus produced to form a nut.

2. The process of making pressed steel nuts, comprising
stamping out a she^-t metal disk, pressing the disk through

i
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a die to form a cup, compressing this cup within a polygo-

nal op'-nlnc: in a die by .-\ rorr<N|H)iidlngly polygonal punch
with the elements of the peripheral surface of the cup in

alinement with the dlroctlon of pressure of the puncb,

and axially drilling and Internally screw-threading the

polygonal member thus {ircKluceil to form a nut.

0^

8. The process of making pressed steel articles, com-

prising stamping out a sheet metal disk, pressing the

disk into tbe form of a cup, and compressing this cup
within a polygonal opening in a die by a corfespondlngiy

polygonal punch acting in alinement with tbe elements of

the peripheral surface of said cup to thicken tbe walls of

tbe latter and force the metal of tbe cup outward into the

corners of such opening.

1,228,261. TOOTH-BRUSH HOLDER. Joseph J. Tat-
votL, Richmond. Vt. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. SerUl No.

93,655. (Cl. 248—63.)

- -/#

A tooth brush holder comprising a bracket, having a
horizontal arm and vertical arm. a circular attaching plate
•ecure<l to the end of the horizontal arm and adapted to

secure tbe same to a support, a disk provldt-d centrally
with an opening, a cap having Its end secured in the
opening, said cap provided with a vf-rtically Inwardly ex-

tending t>ore adapted to receive the upper end of tbe verti-

cal standard therein, said cap permitting tbe disk to be
freely rotate<l on and remc'ved from the standard, said
disk provide<i with a plurality of aonularly arranged
spaced openings adjacent its periphery, which are adapted
to receive a plurality of depending brush holding tubes
therein the upper ends of Kald groove being rolled out-
wardly and adapted to engage the upper surface of the
disk to prevent the same from being accidentally displaced
therefrom.

1,228,262 NUTLOCK. William R. Tatmmi, Monti
cello, Ky. Filed Oct. 8. 1915. Serial No. 54.827. (Cl.

151—39.)
1. In a nut lock, a washer having an arcuate slit and

radial silts at the terminals of the arrnate silt deflning
oppositely directed inner nut engaging and outer object
engaging tongues.

2. In a nut lock, a washer having an arcuate slit and
radial silts extending oppositely from the opposite ends
of the arcuate silt dctlnlnj; oppositely directed and over-

lapping inner out engaging and outer object engaging
tongnes, means carried by the outer object engaging tongue
for engaging an object to lock the washer against rotation
thereon, the inner nut engaging tongue havinir a curved
end adapted to engage and lock a nut against rotation

tbereon.

f9\/7

3. A nut lock Including a bolt, a circular washer posi-

tioned upon said bolt, a nut threaded upon said bolt, en-

gaged with said washer and Ijeing of approximately one-

half the diameter of the latter, said washer having an

arcuate silt and radial silts at the opposite ends of the

arcuate silt, deflning oppositely directed Inner nut en-

gaging and outer object engaging tongues, the outer tongue

lying outwardly of tbe nut and movable Independently of

the latter, tbe outer radial slit being of adequate width

to permit of the Insertion of the blade of a tool, ratchet

teeth formed on the Inner face of said nut adapted to be

engaged by the inner tongue to lock the washer and nut

against relative rotation, and means carried by tbe outer

tongue adapted to engage an object to lock the washer

against rotation tbereon.

1,228,263. LIOUTING AND SIGNALING SYSTEM FOR
VEHICLES. John A. Toppi.no, Chicago, Hi Filed

Jan. 10, 1916. Serial No. 71,241. (Cl. 177—337.)

1. A signaling system for association with a vehicle

having a pair of wheels, one on each side thereof, and

comprising a lamp mounted adjacent each wheel and posi-

tioned to throw its rays downwardly and outwardly be-

yond the wheel In a transverse path upon the roadway,

means under the control of the vehicle operator for ener-

gising one or both of said lamps periodically to cast upon

the roadway a series of flashes visible from the front or

rear of tbe vehicle and thereby signal the direction In

which the vehicle Is to torn or that it Is to stop, and

means under tbe control of the vehicle operator to ener-

gise either one or both of said lamps continuously to give

an uninterrupted steady Illumination of tbe roadway adja-

cent and at the outer side of tbe wheels.

2. A signaling system for association with a vehicle

having a pair of wheels, one on each eide thereof, and
comprising a lamp mounted adjacent each wheel and
positioned to throw its rays downwardly and outwardly

beyond the wheel in a transverse path upon the roadway,

and means under the control of the vehicle operator for

euergialng either one or both of said lamps periodically

to cast upon the roadway a series of flashes visible from

the front or rear of tbe vehicle and thereby signal tbe

direction in which Hie vehicle is to turn or that It is to

stop.

1.228.264. PERMUTATION - LOCK. HCGHBT Alsut
Toossaint. Caseynile. lU. Piled Aug. 26, 1916. Serial

Ns. 117,004. (a. 70—63.)

A permutation lock comprising a rasing having a bore

enlarged at one end to form a tumbler receiving chamb«T
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opening at the frnnt of the casing, a bolt slidable and rota-

table in tbe bor<>, a series of ring-shaped tumblers In the
enlar^nent and encircling tbe bolt, each tumbler having
an inwardly extending radial lug. tbe bult having an annu-
lar groove for each tumbler and an additional annular
groove, said grooves being spaced to correspond with the

spacing of the lugs of the tumblers and adapted for en-

gagement by said lugs to hold the bolt in locking or un-

locking position, and a longitudinally extending groove
intersecting the annular groove stopping short at the
innermost of the grooves to provide a limiting means for

the outward movement of the bolt by the engagement of

the lug of the Innermost tumbler with the inner wall of tbe

Innermost groove.

1.228,265. CAM-GEAR. Fbank L. Uxcbb, New Prague,
Minn. Filed Aug. 26. 1914. Serial No. 858,728. (CI.

74—41.)

2. A cam gear comprising a circular hub portion having
a circumferential groove in its peripheral edge, and a cam
formed centrally on the side of said grooved portion, an
annular rim adaptttl tu embrace said grooved portion, and
an inwardly directed flange thereon engaging said groove,

removable means for preventing the lateral displacement
of the two portions, and a slide locit between the two por-

tions to permit shifting of the cam relatively to the rim
without disturliing said first-named means.

4. A cam gear comprising a circular hub portion having
a peripheral groove at one side and an integral cam por-

tion formed contrally thereof and on one face of the same,
an annular rim having a plurality of notches therein

adapted to surround !>ald hub portion provided with pe-

ripheral gear teeth and an inwardly projecting flange on
one side thereof to engage said peripheral groove, remov-
able straps fastened on the hub portion and projecting over

the rim portion to prevent lateral displacement of the rim

in one direction, and a sliding spring pin carried by tbe

hull portion engageable In one of a plurality of notches in

the rim portion to lock tbe two portions in fixed relation

and also to permit a determined rotatable adjustment
between the two parts.

(Claims 1 and 3 not printed lo tti« L.a^«9(te.

|

1.228.266. GARMENT - SUPPORT. JOHK GBOBGB UB-
8TADT, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 18. 1916. Sarlal
No. 132,142. (CL 24—«1.)

In a device for the purpose set forth, a meml>er con-
structed of resilient material having its ends bent to pro-
vide substantially U-shaped loops which are disi)ose<l at a
right angle to the bo<ly. the outer end members of thf said
loops being bent upon themselves to provide U shaped
tongues disposed In a plane with the loops, tbe outer
members of the said tongues being bent upon themselveM
to provide U-sbape<I cllp.s, the said clips being dinposed
at substantially a right angle with re.'<pect to the tongue
and to the loop, and the outer member of the said clips

lieing formed with enlargements providing heads.

1,228.267. ROTARY PUMP. Aiwlph Wahlb, DavenI>ort.
Iowa. Filed Nov. 6, 1915. Serial No. 59,909. (01.

253—176.)

1. In a rotary pump, a rotor the marginal portion of

the outer circumference of which is provided with a merles

of buckets the bottoms of which are subtttantlally tlat and
Incline from the periphery thereof to the side of the same
nearer the center of the rotor and are separated by blades

having fiat transverse sides.

2. In a rotary pump, a rotor the marginal portion of
the outer circumference of which is provided on each side

of the same with a series of buckets the bottoms of which
are Indlnj-d substantially from the center of width of the

periphery thereof to the sides thereof at points nearer the
center of the rotor and are separated by equidistant
blades having substantially flat transverse sides.

3. In a rotary pump, a laslng having a passage extend-

ing circumferentlally from a suitable Inlet to a suitable

outlet located adjacent thereof and having a circumferen-

tial slot in rtie annular transverse partition constituting
the Inner circumference of the same, of a rotor the axis

of which Is concentric to the center from which said axis

Is struck and which has an outer marginal portion which
extends through said slot into said parage and Is

provided with a series of buckets therein nacb having a

8ul».tantlally flat bottom Inclining from the periphery to

the side thereof at a point adjacent said annular parti-

tion and separated by transverse bladrs.

4. In a rotary pump, a casing having a passage e:.tend-

Uig circumferentlally from a suitable Inlet to a suitable

outlet located adjacent thereof and having a clrcuuifereo-

tial slot In the annular transverse partition constituting

the inner circumference of the same, of a rotor the axla

I
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of which is concentric to the center from which said axis

la struck and which has an outer marginal portion which

extends thmuKb said slot into said passag- and is pro-

vlde<l with a series of buckets therein each bucket on each

side of the rotor having a substantially Hat bottom inclin-

ing from the center of width of the periphery of said rotor

to a point on the side thereof adjacent said transverse

partition and separated by equidistant transverse blades.

5. In a rotary pump, a casing having a passage extend-

ing ciT<-uniferentlally from a suitable inlet to a suitable

outlet locatfHl adja<'ent thereof and having a circumferen-

tial slot In the annular transverse partition constituting

tbe inner circumference of the same, of a rotor the axis,

of which is concentric to the center from which said axis
' is struck and which has an outer marginal portion which

extends through said slot into but less than half tbe depth

of aald passage and is provided with a series of buckets

therein, each bucket on each side of the rotor having a

substantially flat bottom Inclining from the center of

width of the periphery of said rotor to a point on the side

thereof adjacent said transverse partition and separated

by equl distant transverse blades.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,268. KNOCKDOWN CRATE. i'HiLii- Walston,
Boise, Idaho. Filed Mar. 1, 1917. Serial No. 151,742.

(Cl. 220—132.)

VV^.

A knock-down crate comprising a bottom of sheet metal

with an Iron frame about which the e<1ge8 of the bottom

are bent, said bottom being aperture<l. sides made up of

rods with hooked ends engaging said apertures and the

marginal edges of the frame, a top having plates secured

thereto with curve«l arms adapted to engage over the

upper etiges of the sides, and cotter pins passed through

apertures in said arms and adapted to hold the plates

securely In place.

1.228.269. BI.O<K M(»I.ni.N<; MACHINE. Charlbb

ROBTAN Wai.TKR. Frederlcktown. Ohio, assignor to J. B.

Foote Foundry Company, Frederlcktown. Ohio. Filed

Mar. 14. 1914. Serial No. 824,784. (Cl. 28—II.)

1. In a molding machine, tbe comhtnntlon of a frame
having a stationary and a movable side memt>er, remov-
able brackets mounted on the movable side member, and
means carried by said brackets and engaging the movable

side member for adjusting tbe angle of tbe brackets with
respejt to the side members, and a pallet, face plate and
end members supported on said brackets.

7. In a molding machine, the combination of a frame
having a stationary and movable side memt>er, brackets
mounted on the movable side memt>er, a pallet and face

plate supported on said brackets, end members connected

to the face plate at one edge, and adjustable stops carried

by the stationary side member and adapted to extend
across the opposite edge of the end members, whereby
the end members are braced at their upper edges against

lateral movement.
(Claims 2 to 6 not printed in the OaEette.]

1.228.270. ICE nARVESTIN(J MACHINE. Fhbd A.

War.ner, Egremont, Mass. Filed Sept. 5, 1916. Se-

rial No. 118.483. (Cl. 125—14.)

1. In an ice harvesting machine, a frame, traction de-

vices mounted on the frame for vertical movement rela-

tive to said frame, gearing arranged to move said trac-

tion devices upward and downward and including a l)evel

driving gear and a pair of bevel driven gears selectively

meshing with the driving gear but normally out of mesh
therewith, means to bring either of said driven gears
into mesh with the driving gear to effect movement of
the traction devices, and other means to move the last

mentioned means to throw the meshing driven gear out
of mesh automatically upon the traction devices reaching
the desired limit of movement.

2. In an ice harvesting machine, a frame, a drive shaft

Journaled on the frame, a saw supported by the frame
and movable transversely of the frame into and out of

cutting position, a lever controlling the position of thjt

saw and movable in two directions at right angles to

each other, a guide for said lever arranged to prevent
movement of the lever in one direction when the saw la

In cutting position, a traction mechanism carried by the
frame and including means releasably connected to the
shaft, and means controlled by the movement of the lever
in the second direction to connect and disconnect the
last-mentioned means to the shaft.

3. In an ice harvesting machine, a frame, a drive shaft
Journaled on the frame, a saw supported by the frame
and movable transversely of the frame into and out of
cutting position, a lever controlling the position of the
saw and movable in two directions at right angles to
each other, a guide for said lever arranged to prevent
movement of tbe lever In one direction when the saw Is in

cutting puNition. a traction mechanism carried by the
frame and Including means releasably connected to the
shaft, and means controlled by the movement of the lever

In the second direction to connect and disconnect the
Inst-nn ntloned means to the shaft, the lever controlled

means being cngage<l by the lever when the saw Is moved
out of cutting position and l>eing disengaged from the
lever when the saw Is moved Into cutting position.

1 2 28.27 1. EXTENSION CAR STEP. CripmanJ.
Wbt.i>b. lyong Beach. Cal., assignor of one-half to Sarah
L. I>e I>«nd. I/ong Beach. Cal. V\W6 Aug. 17. 1916.
Serial No. 115.462. (Cl. 106—86.)

1. An extension step, comprising in combination a
tread structure, pairs of riser bars plvotally secured ad-
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jaceot one of tb^-lr ends to said tr«ad atructurv and
piTotally supported at the other ead« below a step, mem-
iHTs of a pair spaced alonR said tread structure, whereby
said tread structure may be swung downwardly and for-
wardiy with re8p<'<t to said step, and a latch brace bar
plvotally connected to said step at a point forward of the
rear riser bars, and ha v ins a catch to cnjcage said tread
structure rearwardly of the pivotal point of said latch
bar.

2. An extension step, coniprliiofr In comblnatloa •

tread structure, pairs of riser bars plvotally Mecured ad-
jacent one of their ends to said tread structure and plv-
otally supported at the other ends below a step, members
of a pair spaced along said tread structure, whereby said
tread structure may be swung downwardly and forwardly
with respect to said step, a catch bar secured to said
tread structure, and a latch brace bar plvotally connected
to said step at a point forward of the rear riser bars,
and having a notch to engage said catch bar.

3. In combination, a tread structure comprising tread
supporting bars disposed beneath said tread and extend-
ing to the rear thereof, pairs of riser bars plvotally con-
nected to the extended portion of said supporting bars
and plvotally supporte<l below a step, the members of a
pair spaced along a supporting bar. wht-reby said tread
structure may be swung downwardly and forwardly with
respect to said step, and a latch bar arranged to catch
and lock the tread structure when the latter is extended.

4. Id combination, a trt>ad structure comprising tre«d
supporting bars disposed beneath said tread and extend-
ing to the rear thereof, pairs of riser bars plvoully con-
nected to the extended portion of said supporting bars
and plvoully supported below a step, the members of a
pair spaced along a supporting bar, whereby said tread
structure may be swung downwardly and forwardly with
respect to said step, and a latch brace bar plvotally con-
nected to said step at a point forward of the rear riaer
bars and having a catch to engage said tread structure
rearwardly of the pivotal point of said latch bar.

5. In combination, a tread structure, comprising tread
supporting t>ars disposed beneath said tread and extend-
ing to the rear thereof, pairs of riser bars plvotally con-
nected to the extended portion of said supporting t>ars

and plvotally supported l>elow a step, the members of a
pair spaced along a supporting bar. whereby said tread
structure may be swung downwardly and forwardly with
respect to said step, a catch bar secured between said
supporting bars, and a latch brace bar plvotally connected
to said step at a point forward of the rear riser ban,
and having a notch to engage said catch bar.

1,228.272. CARBURETER FOR INTERNAL-COMBUS-
TION ENGINES, SyD.NBY Wcrtheimer. I>ondon. Eng-
land. Filed Nov, 18, 1916. Serial No. 132,179. (Q.
261—63.)
1. In a carbureter for an Internal combustion engine,

the combination with a Jet, of a choke tube surrounding
the jet, an open air supply for the choke tube below the
jet, the choke tube having a large single opening at its

restricted part contiguous to and surrounding the jet,

a slldable sleeve adapted to control the passage of air
through said opening In the choke tube, guides for the

sleeve on the outside of the choke tube, snpportlnf the
sleeve out of contact with the tube, and means for mov-
ing the sleeve.

2. A earbureter for an internal combustion engine hav-
ing In combination the following el««ments. a Jet. a choke
tube surrounding the jet. and having a large single open-
ing contiguous to and surrounding the Jet. an outer cas-
ing for the choke tube, having an opening corresponding
to that In the choke tube, a sle«"ve mounted on said outer
casing, and adapted to be moved over said openings to
control passage of air therethrough, guides for the sleeve,
a cable for moving the sleeve In one direction, and a
spring for returning the Rle4>ve.

1.228,273. AORICULTIRAL IMPLEMENT.
Wh«t, Bolivar. Tenn. Filed Oct. 6, 1916,
124,058. (CI. 50—23.)

r*-

Jamba B.

Serial No.

1. In an agricultural implement structure, the combina-
tion of a body bar, and a plurality of harrow teeth carried
by saiil body bar and arranged In rows, the teeth in one
row being disposal staggeredly with respect to the teeth
in the row next thereto and a pair of drag plat*-* adjust-
ably conn»*cted to said b<xly bar. and positlonetl between
the rows of said harrowing teeth.

2. In an agricultural Implement structure, the combina-
tion of a body plate, a plurality of harrowing teeth car-
rie<l by salil bcnl.v phite and arranged In rows, a pair of
•Irag plates positioned between the rows of harrowing
teeth and adapted for movement into and out of an opera-
tive dragging position, and means for engaging thp lower
edges of said drag plates and said body plate for holding
said drag plates In various adjusteil positions.

3. In an agricultural Implement structure, the combina-
tion of a body plate, a plurality of harrowing teeth carrle«l
by said bo<ly plate an<l arrancet) In rows, a pair of drag
plates positioned betwe.n said rows of teeth, said drag
plates having their lower edges curved, metallic straps
engaging the lower curved e<lges of said drag plates ad-
ja<-ent to their outer ends, pins adjustably <onnecte<i to
said straps and engaging said bo<ly plate for holding said
drag plates In adjusted position with respect to the body
plate and said harrowing teeth.

4. In an agricultural implement structure, the combina-
tion of a bo<ly plate, a plurality of harrowing teeth carrle<l
by said body plate and arranged In rows, a pair of drag
plates positioned between said rows of teeth, said drag
plates having their lower e<lge« curve«l. metallic straps
engaging the lower curve<l e^lges of said drag plates ad-
jacent to their outer ends, pins adjustably conne< ted to
fcald straps and engaging said bo<ly plate for holding said
drag plate<< In adjusteil poKltlon with rcspi-ct to the body
plate and said harrowing teeth, a tongue attached to said
body plate, a sUndard attached to said tongue, an ordi-
nary handle attached to said tongue and said standard.

i

1.228,274. READING ATTACHMENT FOR CHAIRS.
OoDraiv WicKHKRo. Seattle. Wash. Filed Jan. 21, 1916
Serial No. 78.416. (O. 4S—82.)

'•*.

In a device of the class described, a base structure, a
•ocket device plvoUlly mounted on the base structure for
angular movement In a horliontrl plane, an inclined sUp
porting arm plvoully connected to the socket derlce for
angular movement In a vertical plane, means to secure
•aid supporting arm at any desired Inclination, a standard
having Its lower end plvotally mounted on the support-
ing arm so that the standard Is adapted to turn axlally, a
book holder, and a link lug secured to the rear side of the
holder and plvotally connected to the standard, the axis
of the pivotal connection between the link lug and the
standard being at right angles to said standard.

1,228.276. WORK-HOLDING VISE. Edwin W. Widoeb
Downsvllle. N. Y. Filed June 20, 1916. Serial No'
104,7»0. (Cl. 81—80,)

: 1. A vise embodying a casing provided with a fJxed jaw,
' m movable jaw slldably mounted In said casing and having
a toothed shank, a lever plvotally mounted within aald
casing. tensfc)ne<1 means cnrrled by said lever for moving
said jaw to closed position, and tensloned means operable
through the operation r,f the latter mentioned meant for
locking said movable jaw In adjusted position.

2. A rise embo.lylng .1 caslnp provided with a fixed Jaw.
a moviiblf jaw mountod in wild leasing having a toothed
shank, a spring tensloned locking dog plvotally mounted
in mid casing, a lerer plrouny motrated In said casing.
and an actnatln»: .loir pfvotally mounted on said lever,
and adapted to Klmultaneotisly opemt^ the locking dog
Into locking engagfement with the toothed shank of the
B«nble jaw upon operation of said lever.
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8. A rise embodying i etRtiif irroTlded with a fixed Jaw,
a movable jaw mounted In said casing having a toothe«l
shank, a spring tensloned locking dog plvotally moonte«l
In said casing and formed with a transverse groove, a
lever plvotally mounted within said casing, and an actn-
atlng dog plvotally connected with said lever and provlde<i
with a lip, the lip of tlie actuating dog engaging In th».-

groove of the locking dog for causing a slmultaneono
operation of the latter dog upon the. operation of the
former mentioned dog. _^

4. A rise embodying a casing provided with a flxed jaw.
a movable jaw mounted In said casing having a toothed
shank, a ppring tensloned lorklnp dop plvoully mounted
In said casing and formed with a transverse groove, a
lerer plvotally mounted within said casing, and a spring
tensloned j>ctnatlng dog plvotally connected with said
lever and provided with a lip. the lip of the actuating
dog engaging In the groove of the loAlng dog for causing
a simultaneous operation of the latter dog upon the opera-
tion of the former mentioned dog.

5. A vise embodying a casing provided with a flxed jaw.
a movable Jaw mounted In raid casing and formed with a
toothed shank, tensloned locking means for said jaw. a
lerer, and foot operating means plvotally connected to the
lever for rocking the lever for forcing said locking means
In engagement with the toothed shank of said movable
jaw.

[Claims "6 and 7 not printed In the Qazette.]

1.228.276. RAIL-JOINT. Joi Winttr. Matador, Ttx.
Filed Aug. 28. 1916. Serial No. 117.298. (Cl. 289—•.)

The combination with a pair of rails having abutting
ends and recesses In the bases thereof, of flsh plates
mounted on the rails and bridging the Joint between them,
the said plates Including portions contacting with the webs
of the rails and trUngular portions extending below the
bases of the rails, which latter porUons have shoulders
on their ends adapted to engage the cross ties, the said
plates having elongated openings therein through which
the portions of the bases which are located between the
recesses therein, extend.

1.228,277. SHAKING-SCRBBN. Chaelm V. Wbioht.
Reynolds, Pt. Filed Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No. 123.944*
(Cl. 83—86.)

1. A shaker plate having rows of riffles comprtsed of op-
positely diverging lega, th» rowt b«lng arranged pr«gr«»-
alrely one after another In the direction of flow of mate-
rial over the plate, and the plate having snrfaces l>etwe#n
the legs of adjacent riffl.'s of th.- same row and the legs
&t adjacent rows forming patha for the passage of matt-
rial betwe«» riffles of the »ame KnfT and between tb« tom
of riffles.
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2. A shaker plate having rows of riffles composed of op-

positely diverging legs, the rowH being arranged progres-

sively one after another In the direction of flow of mate-

rial over the plate, and the pUte having surfaces between

the legs of adjacent riffles of the same row and the legs

of adjacent rows forming paths for the passage of mate-

rial between riffles of the same row and between the rows
of riffles, said legs being of unequal length, and the longer

leg of one Het extending past the shorter leg of an ad-

jacent set.

3. A shaker plate having rows of riffles composed of op-

positely diverging legs, the rows being arranged progres-

sively one after another in the direction of flow of mate-

rial over the plate, and the plate having surfaces between
the legs of adjacent riffles of the same row and the legs

of adjacent rows forming paths for the passage of mate-

rial between riffles of the same row and between the rows

of riffles, said legs being of unequal length, and the longer

leg of one set extending past the shorter leg of an adja-

cent set, said riffles being arranged In a row formed of

groups with the short legs of one group extending in the

same direction as the long legs of an adjacent group.

4. A shaker plate having parallel rows of rifBes formed
of V-shaped units, each unit having a short leg and a
long leg, spaces being provided between the units of a row
and between the rows of units, that form xlgzag paths t>e-

tween adjacent units of the same row and between adja-

cent rows of anits.

5. A shaker plate having parallel rows of riffles formed
of V-shaped un!t.<<, each unit having a short leg and a
long leg. spaces t>elng provided between the units of a row
and between the rows of units, that form ligzag paths be-

tween adjacent units of the same row and between adja-

cent rows of units, and the long legs of the units of one
row extending in the same direction as the short legs of

the units of an adjoining row.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,228,278. SILO. Edoak J. Abbstt, Houston, Tex. Filed

Mar. 4, 1916. Serial No. 82,166. (CI. 72—6.)

1. A silo, consisting of a wall composed of superposed
layers or segmental reinforced concrete blocks or slabs,

the meeting edges of which are connected by a ship lap

Joint, fastening means carried by each slab for disposition

adjacent the circumferential joints of the wall, and a plu-

rality of retaining hoops attached to the wall exteriorly

thereof by the fastening means and adjacent each circum-

ferential Joint.

2. A silo, composed of layers of segmental slabs, each
slab of which Is composed of a reinforcing element made
from a metal open frame and a taut wire mesh carried

thereby, and concrete surrounding said reinforcing ele-

ment, the edges of the slab being formed to provide ship

lap Joints when the slabs are in position, fastening means
carried by each of the frames and engageable with the

frames In the adjacent slabs, and bracing means engaging

the silo at the horizontal meeting edges of the slabs and
held in position by the fastening means.

3. A silo composed of a plurality of segmental slabs

having their adjacent sides and ends reduced to provide

ship lap Joints, a reinforcing element in each slab embody-
ing a frame conforming to the contour of and arranged
diagonally in the slab and in the reduced ends and sides

thereof and a taut wire mesh carried by the frame, bolts

anchored in the frame in each slab and passing through
the frames in the adjacent slabs at the Joints thereof,

and means for clamping the bolts in position.

4. A silu coniprisinK a plurality of segmental slabs «>ach

including a body formed of concrete having the adjacent
ends and sides reduced to provide ship lap joints, a rein-

forcing element anchored in the body of each slab when
it is molded and embodying an open metallic frame con-

forming to the contour of and arranged diagonally in the
body and in the reduced ends and sides thereof and a taut

wire mesh carried by the frame, bolts anchored in the

frame In each slab and passing through the frame In the

adjacent slab body at the Joints thereof, hoops encircling

the silo at the horisontal meeting edges of the Joints and
engaged by the t>olts for bracing the slabs, and nuts en-

gaging the bolts for clamping the hoops and slabs in posl-

tion. •

1,228.279. FITTER. LiSLi T. Aaoo. Los Angeles. CaL,
assignor to Curtis Olive Cori>oratlon, Bloomlngton, CaL.
a Corporation of California. Filed Jaly 26, 1916. St-

ria! No. 111,433. (CI. 146—6.)

1. A pltter. comprising a frame, a conveyer provided

with fruit holding means mounted thereon, n pitting

punch mounted on said frame, means for moving said con-

veyer to position the fruit for engagement by said punch,

means for actuating said punch to force the pits out of

the fruit, an alinement member mounted on said frame
arranged to position said fruit holding means In aline-

ment with said punch, and means to operatlvely move
said alinement member.

2. A pltter, comprising a frame, a conveyer provided

with fruit holding means mounted thereon, a pitting

punch mounted on said frame, means for moving said con-

veyer to position the fruit for engagement by said punch,

means for actuating said punch to fortM> the pit out of the

fruit, a discharge chute for pitted fruit dlspo<<ed adjacent

said punch, means for releasing fruit from said punch,

and a trough on said chute disposed to catch the released

fruit and guide It into said chute.

3. A pltter, comprising a frame, a conveyer provided

with fruit holding means mounted thereon, a pitting

punch mounted on said frame, nipans for moving said con-

veyer to position the fruit for engagen)ent by said punch,

means for actuating said punch to force the pit out of the

fruit, a discharge chute for pitted fruit disposed adjacent

said punch, means for releasing fruit from said punch,
and a trough extending laterally from said chute and com-

municating therewith for catching pitted fruit and guid-

ing the same into said chute, said trough provided with a
fruit releasing wall through which said punch passes.

4. A pltter, comprising a frame, a conveyer provided
with fruit holding means mounted thereon, a pitting

punch mounted on said frame, means for moving said con-
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veyer to position the fruit for engagement by said punch,
means for actuating said punch to force the pits out of

the fruit, an alinement member mounted on said frame
arranged to position said fruit holding mea^s In aline-

ment with said punch, means to operatlvely move said

alinement member, and a fruit releasing means disposed

to engage the fruit on withdrawal of said punch.
6. A pltter, comprising a frame, a conveyer provided

with fruit holding means mounted thereon, a reciprocating

pittlnit punch mounted on said frame, a slow return mech-
anism for actuating said punch, means for intermittently

moving said conveyer whereby the latter remains station-

ary while said punch is pitting the fruit, an alinement

member mounted on said frame arranged to position said

fmlt holding means in alinement with said punch.
[Claims 6 to 12 not printed iKtlv^aKette. 1

1,228,280. SIDE BBARINO FOR CAR8. Fkanklin L.

Babbek and Edwin W. Webb, Chicago, 111., assignors

to Standard Car Truck Company, Chicago, 111., a Corpo-

ration of New Jersey. Filed Feb. 21, 1916. Serial No.

79,S8«. (01. 64—«4.)

A side bearing for cars comprising a housing having In

Its side walls bearing bubs, a pin mounted In the bearing

hubs, a roller jonmaled on the pin, a key seat formed in

the Internal wall of one of the bearing hubs and extend-

ing laterally Into the respective side wall of the housing,

and an L-shape key mounted in the key seat, the outer

end of the key adapted to be bent over the adjacent end

of the pin, the body of the key being curved to form a

continuation of the internal wall of the respective bear-

Ihg hub across its key seat and to fit the contour of the

pin.

1.228,281. AERIAL TORPEDO. Clabbncb BARRrrr,

Salt Lake City, Utah, assignor, by direct and mesne as-

signments, of one third to George Morrow and one-third

to Robert W. Salisbury, Salt Lake City, Utah. Filed

8n)t. 22, 191B. Serial No. 52,041. (O. 244—1.)

1. An aerial torpedo provided with means for sustain-

ing it in the air, means for propelling the torpedo struc-

ture progressively, means responsive to earth magnetism
for maintaining a predetermined course of the torpedo
structure, means for releasing destructive devices at a
predetermined point in the progressive movement of the
torpedo structure, and means for causing the destruction
of the torpedo structure.

2. An aerial torpedo comprising a container, means for

sustaining the container in the air, propelling and steering
me<^baniBm for the torpedo in part within the container,

a reservoir for explosive devices within the container, and
releasing means for the explosive devices within the reser-

voir, said releasing means having propelling means there-
for Independent of the propelling means for the torpedo.

whereby the explosive devices may be automatically and
intermittently released at predetermined times irrespectlva
of the progress of the torpedo under the action of its pro-

pelling means.
3. An aerial torpedo comprising a container, means for

sustaining the container in the air, propelling and steering
mechanism for the torpedo in part within the container,
a reservoir for explosive devices within the container,
and releasing means for the explosive devices within th«
reservoir, said releasing means having propelling meant
therefor Independent of the propelling means for the tor-

pedo, whereby the explosive devices may be automatically
and intermittently released at predetermined times irre-

spective of the progress of the torpedo under the action
of its propelling means, said reservoir having a slanting
bottom with a slanting chute leading downwardly there-
from through the bottom of the container toward the rear

of said container to discharge the explosive devices by
gravity In a rearward or trailing direction with relation
to the progress of the container.

4. An aerial torpedo structure comprising a body mem-
ber with means for sustaining the body member in the air
and causing its progressive movement through the air and
means for causing the release of destructive devices at a
certain predetermined point in the flight of the torpedo
and containing the release of the destructive devices for

a predetermined period of time, the torpedo being also
provided with means for the destruction of the torpedo
structure after the escape of the supply of the deatnictlve
devices.

B. An aerial torpedo structure comprising a t)ody mem-
ber with means for sustaining the body member in the air
and causing its progressive movement through the air
ami means for causing the release of destructive device*
at a certain predetermined point in the flight of the tor-

pedo and continuing the release of the destructive devices
for a predetermined period of time, the torpedo being also
provided with means for the destruction of the torpedo
structure after the escape of the supply of the destructive
devices, and said tor|>edo structure having other means for
the destruction of said torpedo structure, said last named
means being responsive to the effects of shock.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Qasette.]

1,228,282. INVOICING -MACHINE. Josbph B. Bbam,
Wlndom, Kans. Filed Apr. 8, 1915. Serial No. 18,980.
(CI. 33—129.)

1. A measuring machine of the class described including
a frame, a measuring drum or cylinder journaled in the
frame and provided with means for engaging tl e material,
a ttlldable spring actuated pressure roller located in ad-
vance of the measuring drum or cylinder and also mount-
ed on the frame, a shield movably mounted on the frame
and arranged to be interposed between the measuring
drum or cylinder and the pressure roller when placing ths
material in the machine, and operating means connected
with the pressure roller and the shield for moving ths
said roller toward and from the measuring drum or cylin-

der and for carrying the shield simultaneously from and
to the space t>etween the pressure roller and the cylinder
or drum.

2. A measuring machine of the class de8crlt>ed inclod-
ing a B.««sunng cylinder, a pressure roller movable to-
ward and from the cylinder, a shield pivotally mounted on
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the axis of the measuring cylinder and adapted to be in

terpoaed between the pressure roller and the cylinder and
operating mechanism connected with the pressure roller

and with thp shield for slniultnna-oii.siy op(>rating the same.

3. A measaring machine of the class described Including

a measurtog crlinder. a pressure roller coactlng with the

cylinder, slidable bearing blocks supporting the pressure

roller, guides supporttnl by the machine receiving the

blocks ami Interlocked therewith, adjustable plates also

alidably Interlocked with the guides and having openings,

springs Interposed between the plates and the blocks, ad-

justing screws engaging the plates at the openings there-

of for controlling the tension of the oprings and provided

with openings ami pins supporting the springs and extend-

ing through the openings of the plates Into the openings

of the screws.

4. A measuring machine of the class described Including

a frame, a measuring cylinder mounted on the frame and
provided with needle points for engaging the fabric or

other material, a pressure roller coactlng with the cylinder

for forcing the material into engagement with the needle

points, a shield arranged at the cylinder adjacent to the

pressure roller, means for moving the said roller toward
and from the cylinder, and means for moving the shield to

and from the space between the roller and the cylinder.

5. A measuring machine of the class described including

a frame, a measuring cylinder mounted on the frame and
provided with needle points, a pressure roller also mount-
ed on the frame and coactlng with the meanuring cyl-

inder and provided with a yleldable surface adapted to

have the needle points embedded In It a shield arranged

adjacent to the pressure roller, means for shifting the

hiold to interpose the same between the cylinder and the

roller and to carry it from such position and means for

moving the pressure roller toward and from the cylinder.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,228.283. APPARATUS AND PROCESS FOB DRYING.
Ono Q. Bbckwobth and Olivbb J. Hobson. Seattle,

Wash. PUed May 11, 1915. SerUl No, 27,444. (CL
34—39.)

1^ A process for dehydrating fruits and vegetables with-

out disturbing the cell structure or causing harmful chemi-

cal changes, which consists in first applying thereto heat-

ed vapor, then subjecting the material to the effect of

radiant heat from numerous sources about the walls of a

closed chamber while circulating a moist drying medium at

a controlled temperature around the material being treat-

ed, said radiant heat being supplied to said sources from
oatslde said chamber, removing tne moisture rrom the

aarface of the material and from the surrounding air by
circulating the vapor-laden air and allowing the moister
air to escape from the circulating medium, and drying out

the remaining moisture from the material by the simul-

taneous application of said radiant beat and dry warm air.

2. The herein described process for treating fruits and
Tagetablea consisting in first subjecting the material in a

dosetl compartment to the heat of convection, then sub-

jecting It to gradually increasing additional heat from
radiating means located adjacent to the walls of the com-
partment urn] energized from without said compartment

circulating the medium at a lower temperature than that

of the material and simultaneously gradually 1 educing the

humidity wltbm said chamber.
a. The herein described process for treating fruits and

vegetables consisting first In subjecting the niHterlal in a

closed compartment to the heat of convectloL and then
to additional heat from radiating means located adjacent
to the walls of the compartment and energised from with-
out ^ald compartment, simultaneously Heparatlng the

drier portions of air from the moister portions In an up
per compartment, eliminating the moister pf>rtlona and
returning the drier portions of the air to a point below
the material being treated for equal distribution and re

newed contact with the material being treated.

4. The herelndescrlt>ed process of treating fruits and
vegetables consisting of first subjecting them In a closed

<'ompartment to moist heat at a temperature less than
that required to cook them, then subjecting them to up-

wardly flowing currents of air in conjunction with radiant

heat of sufficient volume and temperature to liberate the

Inherent moisture In the materials, and maintaining this

step, and while the medium within the said chamber la

approaching saturation, drawing off the vapors from a

point above the material being treated and setting up a

forced circulation of warm air tyelow that point.

5. .\ process for dehydrating material comprising frulta,

vegetables and the like, which consists In applying there-

to a moist drying medium and circulating said medium
around said material to moisten the surface thereof and
heat the same throughout by convection, in subjecting

said material to radiant heat from a source wb^cb is In-

dep(>ndent of said moist drying med'um to snpply addi-

tional heat thereto, and simultaneously with said addi-

tional supply continuously circulating around said mate-

rial a drying medium the vapor contents thereof are

under control, and whereof the temperature is under con-

trol. In continuously removing said circulating medium
from said material. In discharging some thereof and r«

turning the remainder and again circulating it aroand
said material, and In subsequently applying de-hydrated

warm air simultaneously with the continued application

of raid radiant heat to said material.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,228,284. AUTOM.\TIC INDICATINO WEIOHINO
MECHANISM. WILLIAM ALraap Benton, Birmingham,
England. Filed Dec. 17, 1915. Serial No. 07,470. (Cl.

73—102.)

1. An automatic weighing mechanism, comprising a

load receiver, a weight-pan, means whereby said weight-

pan Is adapted to b^ raised snd lowered by the load re-

ceiver, a dial, means connecting the dial to the weight-

pan whereby the dial Is movable with the weight-pan, a

plurality of balanced weights arranged to be kncceaalvely
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lifted by the movement of said weight pan and thereby
disturb the balance of said weights, balancing means sup-
porting said weights, counterweight means cooperating
with the balanced welght-n to restore the balance of said
weights, and a pointer cooperating with the dial and hav-
ing an operative connection with the counter-wdght means
whereby the pointer is operated to indicate upon the dial
the weight on the load receiver.

2. An automatic weighing mechanism, comprising, a
load receiver, a weight-pan adapted to be ralm>d and low-
ered by the load receiver, a dial, means connecting the dial
to the weight pan whereby the dial Is movable with the
weight pan. a plurality of balanced weights arranged to
ha Boccesslvely lifted by the rise of the weight pan there-

by disturbing the balanr-e of said weights, balancing means
supporting said weights, an indicating pointer arranged
to cooperate with the dial, and balanced counter-weight
means Independent of said first mentione<l balanced
weights and arranged to operate to reatore at all times
the balance of the latter weights, said counterweight
means having a connection with said pointer for operating
the latter to indicate upon the dial the weight on the load
receiver.

8. An automatic weighing mechanism, comprising, a
scale beam, a load receiver on said scale t>eam. a weight
pan on the scale l>eam and adapted to be raised and low
ered by the load receiver, a dial, means connecting the
dial to the weight pan whereby the former Is movable
with the latter, a balanced weight l>eam, a plurality of
weights of equal weight supported from each end of said
beam, aaid weights being arranged so that the weights on
each end of said beam are successively lifted in alterna-
tion by the weight pan thereby disturbing the balance of
the weight beam, balanced counter-weight means arranged
to be effected by the position of said weight beam and to
restore the latter to Its balanced position, and a pointer
arranged to coOperate with the dial and actuated by the
movement of said counter-weight means to Indicate upon
the dial the weight on said load receiver.

4. An automatic weighing mechanism, comprising, a
load receiver, a weight-pan adapted to be rals«Hl and low-
ered by the load receiver, a dial, means connecting the
dial to the weight pan for rendering the dial movable with
the weight pan. a plurality of balanced weights arranged
to be alternately and successively engaged and lifted by
the weight-pan when a load Is on the load received thereby
disturbing the balance of said weights, a balanced counter-
weight means coftperatlng with said first mentioned bal-
anced weights to restore at all times the balance of the
latter, and a pointer to cooperate with said dial to In-
dicate the weight on aald load receiver and actuated by
the movement of said counter weight iiienns to move over
aid dial, said first mentioned weights l>eing arranged rela-
tively to the weight pan to permit an idle lift of the dial
previous to the lift of each succeeding weight.

6. An automatic weighing mechanism, comprising a
acale beam, a load receiver on one end of the scale beam
and a welgh-pan.on the other end thereof, a balancing
weight beam, a plurality of weights of equal weight sup
ported from each end of the weight beam, the weights on
each end of the weight beam t)elng arranged to be succes-
sively lifted from the beam in alternation by the weight-
pan to disturb the equilibrium of said beam, a third bal-
ancing beam, a counterbalancing means carried by one
end of said third beam, means associated with one end of
the weight beam and cooperative with said connter-hal-
andng means to at all times restore the balance of said
weights, a dial, a pointer cooperating with said dial to
Indicate the weight on the load receiver, and means as-
sociated with the other end of said third beam whereby
relative movement is Imparted to the pointer and the dial
by the moTement of said counter-balancing means.

1.228,286. FILLER PLUG. Akthont Henrt BiBKna,
Allan, Saskatchewan, Canada. Filed May 9. 1916.
Serial No, 96,461. (Cl. 220—124.)
1. In combination with a nipple, a phig for the nipple,

a cap having threaded engagement with the nipple and

also provided with a vent opening, and with a centrally
arranged unthreaded opening and a screw movable freel.v
through said central opening having threaded engagement
with the plug and provide<l at Its outer end with an en-
larged head, spaced above the cap and permitting limited
vertical movement of the cap Independently of the plug.

2. In combination with a nipple, a plug for the nipple,
a cap having threaded engagement with the nipple and
also provided with a vent opening, and with a centrally
arranged unthreaded opening and a screw movable freely
through sahl central opening having threado<1 engagen>ent
with the plug and provided at Its outer end with an en«
larged head, spaced above the cap and permitting limited
vertical movement of the cap Independently of the plug,
the said plug being tapernl and the said nipple having a
correspondingly shaped outer bore In which the nipple la
adapted to be closely fitted by the cap.

1,228,286.

Olympla.

115,242.

TATTING SHUTTLE. Joseph C. Bioklow,
Wash. Filed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial No.
(Cl. 66—10.)

1. A tatting shuttle comprising a sheath, a thread-re-
ceiving spool supported in said sheath, spring means nor-
mally tending to rotate sahl spool to wind the thread
thereon and adapted to bo automatically wound during
the unwinding of the thread from the spool, releasable
means for locking said spring means against operation,
and moans Independent of said spool for winding said
spring means.

2. A tatting shuttle including a sheath having a curved
slot therein, a frame supported in said sheath, a thread-
receiving spool supported In the frame, spring means nor-
mally tending to rotate the spool and adapted to be auto-
matically wound as the thread is unwound from the spool,
a spring actuated pawl pivotally mounted within the
sheath normally engaging and locking the spring means
against operation, and an arm carrle<l by the pawl pro-
jecting exteriorly of the sheath through the slot.

1.228,287. COLLAPSIBLE SHIPPING-CASE. Roy L.
BoswBLi. and Harkt E. Mabtin. Tate, Nebr, Filed
July 10. 1916. Serial No. 108,393. (Cl. 229—38.)
2. A collapsible shipping case including bottom, sida

and end walls, flaps carried by the end walls removably
folded to close the top of the case, flaps carrle^l by the aide
walls removably folded to overlap the first named flaps
and provided with transversely aline^l openings and flexi-

ble locking strips secured between theJr ends to the first

named flaps and having their ends removably Inaerted
through corresponding openings in the last named flap*,

one end of each strip being bent to overlie the other eni
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thereof and tuivlng its extremity disposed in the opening

tbroagb which the other end protrudes.

8. A collapsible shipping case Including bottbm and side

walls, flaps on the side walls folded In overlapped relation

to close an end of the case, a flap on the bottom wall

folded m overlapped relation to the end flaps, a pair of

locking strips having their ends removably engaged

through and bent to lock together said end flaps and bot-

tom wall flap, and a member connecting the strips out-

wardly of the flaps snd forming a handle for the case.

[Claims 1 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.].

1,228,288. FOLDING DOUGH BOARD AND BI8CUIT-

CUTTER. RoB»BT L. Bow»B, Mulllns, W. Va. Piled

Oct. 20, 1916. Serial No. 56.981. {C\. 107—4«.)

A folding dough board and biscuit <utter comprising

a dough board provlde<l at the back with a strip, a lid

hinged at Its rear edge to the said strip and arranged to

abut against the front face thereof when in closed posi-

tion, said lid provided with front and side strips depend

Ing therefrom and extending below the upper surface and

engaging the side and front edges of the dough tK>ard to

form a casing about said board to exdude flies and other

insects, a lining secured to and covering the Inner surface

of said lid, and a plurality of cutters secured to said lining

of the Ud, as and for the purpose speclfled.

1.228,289. GAS-HEATER. Hamilton K. Botp, Pttta-

burgb. Pa., assignor of oile-half to Ernest H. Ohlen-

dorf, Mlms. Fla. Filed July 14. 1916. Serial No.

109.818. (a. 126—88.)
1. A gas beater comprising a shell formed of side

plates, a top plate and a back plate connected to the top

and side plates, an upwardly Inclined deflecting plate con-

nected to the back plate and the side plates below the top

plate, and a front plate connected to the upper end of the

deflecting plate thereby forming a heating chamber which

la deflned by the back, front, top and deflecting plates,

said back plate having an opening near the top. a baffle

plate depending from the top plate and arranged to ex-

tend below the opening of the back plate, a second back

plate and a second deflecting plate each spaced from the

first mentioned back plate and deflecting plate to provide

an air duct which Is open at the bottom for the ingress

of cold air, and a burner arranged In front of the second

mentioned back plate, the deflecting plates having regis-

tering passages formed therein at the top for the products

of combustion to reach the heating chamber wltbont

escaping Into the air duct.

2. A gas heater comprising an open front shell composed

of side walls, a back wall joining the side walls, a bottom

plate Inclined downwardly from the back wall and ter-

minating short of the front edges of the side walls, a top

plate, and an upwardly Inclined deflecting plate spaced
below the top plate to provide a heating chamber In the

top of the shell, a combustion chamber in the shell be-

tween said side walls composed of a second bottom plate

Inclined upwardly and backwardly from the front edges

of the side walls and sjMiced from the first mentioned bot-

tom plate to provide an air duct in the bottom of the

heater, and terminating short of said back wall, a back
plate rising from the rear end of the second mentioned
bottom plate and sjMiced from the back plate to provide

a continuation of the air duct at the back of the heater,

a second upwardly Inclined defiectlng plate spaced below
the first deflecting plate to provide therewith the upper
end of the air duct, a front plate to which the naid de-

flecting plates are connected, said front plate having an
opening in line with the air duct, and a burner In the

combustion chamber, said defiectlng plates having pas-

sages therethrough leading from the top of the combus-
tion chamber to the heating chamber.

3. A gas heater having side plates, a back plate Join-

ing the rear edges of the side plates, upper and lower front

plates connecting the forward eilges of the aide plates,

spaced apart and overlapping bottom plates of less width
than the side plates and arranged between the side platea

and extending one from the back plate and one from the

lower front plate and providing therebetween an air

duct In the bottom of the heater, a second back plate ris-

ing from the Inner end of the upper bottom plate and in

spaced relation to the first mentioned back plate to pro-

vide a vertical continuation of the air duct In the ttack of

the heater, a pair of spaced apart deuector plates inclin-

ing upwardly and forwardly from the back plates to pro-

vide an upper continuation of the air duct, the upper
front plate having an opening In allnement with the up
per end of the duct formed between the deflecting plates,

and a burner arranged above the upper bottom plate, and
close to the second t>ack plate.

4. A gas beater comprising a shell having an outlet In

Us back, an open front combustion chamber arranged
within the shell, said shell and said combustion chamber
having opposed and npaced apart bottom plates, back
plates and top deflecting plates to provide an air duct
therethrough extending along the bottom and about the

combustion chamber and opening thereabove through the
front of the shell, the upper deflecting plate forming the
bottom of a beating chamber in the top of the shell open-

ing through said outlet, both of the deflecting plates hav-

ing a passage therethrough at the front connecting the
combustion chamber with the heatlns chamber, a burner
in the combustion chamber at the lower end thereof and at
the rear, the upper of said bottom plates being provided

with a series of openings between said burner and the In

ner one of said back plates whereby air is admitted to
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•aid burner from said air duct, and means for deflecting
the heated products of combustion along the top of the
upper deflecting plate.

1.228,290. ELBCTRICAIiLT-CONTROLLED CALCULAT-
ING-MACHINE. Jambs W. Bbtcb, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Filed Apr. 12, 1916. Serial No. 90,568. (CI. 286—68.)

1. In a calculating machine, the combination with con-
tacts adapted to travel over a workman's punched time
card and to close circuits when passing over perforations
therein, of means for breaking the operating circuit of

the machine when the contacts have passed the last line

for perforations, type-wheels carrying type corresponding
to time units, and means for shifting said wheels in oppo-
site dirertions adapted to be starte«l In operation by the
contacts and stopped by the Interruption of the main
circuit, whereby the type brought to the printing posi-

tion will indicate the difference between the " out " and
the " in " nnits of time.

2. In a calculating machine, the combination with
type-whe«!8 with type for Indicating different time units,

of electromagnetically controlled means for turning the
type-wheels in opposite directions, differential gearing
between the same and the type wheels, of means for

starting the said means In operation at periods of time
corresponding to the " in " and " out " holes In a work-
man's punched time card, and means for Interrupting
the main circuit of the machine after the card has moved
to a certain point whereby the type brought to the print-
ing position will represent the difference between the
" cut " and the " in " units of time as indicated by the
position of the holes In the card.

8. In a calculating machine the combination with type-
wheels corresponding to different orders of time units, of
independent driving means for moving each wheel In oppo-
site directions, electro-magnets for controlling said means,
contacts operatinc in connection with holes In a work-
man's punched time card for energizing said magnets,
differential gearing between the driving means and the
type wheels and a circuit controller for the main circuit

including the magnets of the driving means adapted to
Interrupt the said circuit at a predetermined time with
respect to the cycles of operation of the machine.

4. In a calculating machine, the combination with type-

wheels corresponding to different orders of time units,

adjusting rack bars movable In opposite directions for
imparting forward and backward motion to the type-
wheels, a rack bar gearing with each type-wheel and with
the adjusting rack bars by a pinion carried by it, electro-

magnets controlling the operation of the adjusting rack
bars, contacts operating at periods determined by the posi-

tion of punched holes in a workman's time card to ener-

gize said magnets snd a timed circuit controller for the

main circuit including said magnets.

6. In a time calculating machine controlled in its oper-
ation by currents produced by the relative movement of
contacts and time cards punched with lines of holes which
by their position indicate different points of time, the
combination with electro-magnetic type-wheel adjusting
mechanism of circuits controlled by said contacts whereby
the adjusting mechanism is started In operation at periods
of time determined by the position of holes in the card,
and a timed circuit controller for throwing the adjust-
ing means out of operation at a predetermined time with
respect to the cycles of operation of the machine.

1.228,291. RAILWAY-SPIKE. P»tab M. Bdlatovich.
Sesser, 111. Filed Aug. 28, 1916. Serial No. 117,869.
(CI. 86—13.)

A railroad spike comprising a shank having a tapered
penetrating end which is slotted longitudinally a pre-
determined distance In a line with the straight sides of
•aid end of the spike, whereby to produce outer compara-
tively thin limbs or members and an Inner comparatively
thick limb or member, as and for the purpose set forth.

1.228,292. LIFE-SAVER. Pbtar M. Bdlatovich, Sesser.
111. Filed Sept. 29. 1916. Serial No. 122,947. (CI.
9—17.)

~-----=^S:-^^

1. A life saving device comprising an upper float mem-
ber, a lower float member, chains flexibly connecting the
members together, an auxiliary float member flexibly

connected to the upper member and a harness for attach-
ing the upper member to a person.

2. A life saving device comprising an upper float mem-
ber, a lower float memt>er, chains flexibly connecting the
members together, an auxiliary float member flexibly con-
nected to the upper member and a harness for attaching
the upper member to a person and a hand grip secured to
the uppier member.

1,228,298. ATTACHMENT FOR ELECTRIC-LIGHT
SNAP-SWITCHES. Fehnand Cailleteac, Atlanta. Ga.
Filed Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No. 124,171. (Cl. 240—128.)

't^

1. An attachment for key snap switches comprising a
block formed with n transverse slot to receive the key of

the switch and having an outer circular edge, an annular
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row of tPftb formed on said edge, collars surroundlog the

circular edge of said block at the opposite sides of the

row of teeth thereon, and capable of movement relatively

to the hlo<-k. a weight depending from said collars* to hold
the same in normal position on the blo< k and restore the

c^ljurs to normal position, a lever pivoted between aaid

collars above said block, a dog on said lever engaging said

teeth, and a pull cord connected to said lever whereby the

latter may be palled to engage the dog with the teeth and
rotate said block and key.

2. An attachment for key snap switches comprising a

block formed with a transverse slot to receive the key of

the switch and having an outer circular edge, an annular
row of teeth formed 00 said edge, coUarv surrounding the

circular edge of aald block at opposite aides of the row of

teeth thereon, and capable of movement relatively to the

block, a weight depending from said collars to hold the

same in normal position on the block and restore the

collars to normal position, a lever pivoted between said

collars above said block, a dog on said lever engaging
said teeth, a pull cord connected to said lever whereby the

latter may be pulled to engage the dog with the teeth

and rotate said block and key, and means carried by said

block and encircling the shank of the key to prevent acci-

dental disconnection of the block from the key.

1.228,294. CARBURETER. Harht G. Carkill, Dayton,

Ohio. Filed Mar. 29, 1915. Serial No. 17.871. (CI.

261—50.)

1. A carbureter having a mixing chamber, a controlling

valve and a secondary valve adapted to admit air simul-

taneously to the mixing chamber, a spring tending to cloae

each valve : the relationship between the coefficients of
strain of said springs being such that the controlling valve
will be moved from a given fixed point a predetermined

distance for each proportional increase In the amount of

air admitted by both valves.

2. A carbureter having a mixing chamber, a controlling
valve and a secondary valve adapted to admit air simul-

taneously to said chamber, ahd a spring tending to close

each Talve, the relationship betwe«B the coefficients of
strain of said springs t>«iog such that the controlling valve
wUl be moved from a given flxe<l point a predetermined
distance for each proportional increase in the total amount
of air entering the mixing chamber ; a fuel valve, and
connecting means whereby the controlling valve moves
the fuel valve In one direction.

3. A carbureter having a mixing chamber, a controlling

valve and a secondary valve adapted to admit air simul-

taneously to said chamber, and a spring tending to close

each valve, the relationship between the /oefBclents of

strain of said springs being such that the controlling valve
will be moved from a given fixed point a predetermined
distance for each proportional Increase In the total amount
of air entering the mixing chamber ; and a fuel valve of

such form that it will admit fuel in quantities propor-
tional to Its distance from a fixed point and of such dimen-
sions that said qnantlties will be proportional to the total

amount of air admitted to the mixing chamber.

i. A carbureter having a mixing chamber, a controlling
valve and a secondary valve adapted to admit air simul-

taneously to sail! cbamt>er. and a spring tending to cloae

each valve, the relationship between the coefflcients of

strain of said springs being such that the controlling

valve will be moved from a given fixed point a predeter-

mined distance for each proportional increase In the total

amount of air entering the mixing chamt>er . a fuel valve
of such form that it will admit fuel In quantities propor-
tional to its distance from a flxe<l point and of such dlmen
slons that said quantities will ho proportional to the total

amount of air admltteil to the mixing chamber, and con-

necting means whereby the controlling valve opens the
fuel valve and the controlling valve spring closes both
valves.

o. A carbureter having a mixing chamber, a controlling

valve and a secondary valve adapted to admit air simul-
taneously to said chamber, and a spring tending to close

each valve, the relationship between the coeflScients of

strain of said springs being such that the controlling

valve will be moved from a given fixed point a predeter-
mine<l distance for each proportional Increase In the total

amount of air entering the mixing chamber : a fuel valve
of such form that it will admit fuel In quantities propor-

tional to its distance from a flxe<l point and of such dimen-
sions that said quantities will be proportional to the total

amount of air admitted to the mixing chamt>er, connecting
means whereby the controlling valve opens the fyel valve

and the controlling valve spring closes both valvea. and
means for varying the relative tension of the springs.

[Claims G to IS not printed In the Oaaette.]

1.228.295. WINDLASS WATER ELEVATOR. Elbert R.

Cbanduk, OunterBvlUe. Ala., aasignor to Webster B.
Heidt. GuntersvUle. Ala. Filed Aug 9, 1916. Serial

No. 114.0S4. (CI. 103—35.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a well, a platform of the well, a frame upon the
platform, a pipe member supported by the frame, a dls-

"•harg»' spout formed upon the pipe memN>r, a pocket
formed with the spout and the pipe member disposed
below the spout and outward of the pipe member, a
water chute pivoted between the aides of the pocket,
sai<i chute including a body member having a flexible

flange adapted to conUct with the pipe and with the aides

of the chute when the same is in a discharge position to

be wholly received in the pocket when in an inoperative
position, a latch for holding the chute in a discharge
position, a bucket playing in the pipe, said bucliet having
a valved bottom provided with an extending stem, a ball

for the discharge chute provided with an eye. a cable for
the bucket passing through the eye, and a Mndlass upon
tb« frame for the cable.

2. In a device for the purpose deaerlbe<|. a base, a frame
upon the base, a pipe supported between the front uprights
and the frame, a windlass from the rear uprights of the
frame, a cable trained over the pulley of the connectiox
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member of the front uprights of the frame and connected
with the valve In the pipe, said pipe having a discharge

•pout, a pocket formed with the discharge spout and with
the pipe, a pivoted water chute in the pocket, a notched
latch rod connected with the water chute and passing

through the elongated opening in the pocket, a flexible

flangtHi side for the chute, the bail having an eye through
which the cable paasea and which is connected with the

chute, and a lipped base plate upon the body of the chute.

1.228.29G. DRILI.rBIT. Charucs T. Chapman, Terre

Haute, Ind. Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No. 126,926.

(CI. 255—69.)

1. In a drill structure, the combination, of an auger
conveyer having one end cut flat, a lug positioned Inter-

mediate the edges on the flat end of said conveyer and
extending outwardly therefrom, and a plurality of rec-

tangular bits detachably carrle<l by aaiil auger conveyer.

2. In a drill structure, the combination, of an auger
conveyer having one end cut flat, a lug positioned inter-

mediate the edges on the flat end of said conveyer and
extending outwardly therefrom, and a plurality of rec-

tangular bits detachably carried by said auger conveyer,
said blta flaring outwardly from the central axis of the
conveyer, and the pairs of bits upon the opposite sides of
the central axis being angle<i oppositely to the pair upon
the opposite side of the axis of the conveyer for present-

ing cutting e<Iges to the surface being drilled during the
rotation of the drill.

1,228,297. PUMPING ATTACHMENT FOR WIND-
MILLS. ELL8WOHTH ADAM CRAwroRD, Thatcher, Aril.
Filed Sept. 9, 1916. SerUl No. 119,255. (CI. 74—71.)

At a means for counter-balancing a vertically recipro-

cating rod, a pivotally mounted attaching block having
one end curved and grooved and poBltlone<l adjacent the

rod, a flexible element the respective ends of which are
pivotally connected to the rod and to the block while the
main portion thereof is trained about the curved and
grooved end of the block, a substantially U-ahape<l frame

the side arms of which are rigidly connected at their free

ends to the block so as to extend the frame from the op-

posite end of the block, and a weight adjustably mounted
between the arms of the frame.

1,228,298. PEN AND PENCIL HOLDER. Martin E.
C'uosHMAN, Boston, Maa8. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. Serial

No. 119,390. (CI. 24—10.)

1. In a pen and pencil holder, the combination with an
elastic pen(*ll holding element in the form of an elastic

tape bent into a loop, of a fastening device presenting a
shank having a head at one end thereof, the shank being
Inserted through the sides of the loop and adapted to be
inserted through a garment and secured thereto whereby
the elastic loop will be held in position against the gar-
ment.

2. The combination with a garment, of a pen and pencil

holder comprising an elastic tape bent Into loop forma-
tion, and a fastening device having a shank with a bead
at one end, said shank being Inserted through the sldea

of the loop and through the garment and fastened thereto
whereby the loop will be clamped between the head of the
fastening device and the garment.

3. In a pen and pencil holder, the combination with a
fastening device comprising a bifurcated shank provided
with a head, of a washer mounted on the shank adjacent
the head, and an elastic tape bent into loop formation,
the shank being inserted through the sides of the loop.

4. The combination with a garment having a pocket, of
a pencil holding device comprising a fastening device hav-
ing a bifurcated shank provided with a head, which shank
is Inserted through the garment, and the ends thereof are

bent over to lock the fastening device to the garment, and
an elastic tape bent Into loop formation and secured to
the shank between the body of the garment and the bead
of the shank.

5. The combination with a garment having a pocket, of

a pencil holding device comprising n fastening device hav-
ing a bifurcated shank provided with a head, which shank
is inserted through the outer wall of the pocket and the
two parts thereof are bent over against the inside of the
garment in a vertical direction, and an elastic tape
bent into loop formation and secured to the shank between
the body of the garment and the outer wall of the pocket,
the bent-over ends of the shank cooperating with a pencil

inserttMl into th«' pencil holding element to maintain said

I>encll in vertical position.

1,228.299, DYNAMO.METER.
Cal. Filed May 10. 1910.
205—8.)

JAT B. Davidson. Davit,

SerUl No. 96,489. (CI.

^mt t l \

1. A dynamometer comprising two separable parts,

means for resisting separation of said parts, a recorder

mechanism arranged for movement in accordance with the

distance of dynamometer travel, a cooperating recorder
mecbanisn) for movement In accordance with relative dis-

placement of the parta, said mechanisms coiiperating to

record the operation of the dynamometer, and means for
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automatically actaating the first said recorder mecbanlam
tbrougta a predetermined distance of travel.

2. A dynamometer comprising heads, connections there-

between permitting separation of said beads, a recorder

part arranged for rotation in accordance with distance
of travel, and carried by one of said beads, a cooperating
recorder part for movement In accordance with relative

displacement of the beads, said parts co<)peratlng to re-

cord the operation of the device, means for automatically
actuating the flrst said recorder part tbrougii a prede-

termined distance of travel, and a calibrated spring op-

posing 9<>paratlon of said beads.

3. A traction dynamometer comprising parallel beads,

shackles connected to like extremities of said heads, i>aral-

lel link motion connections between said beads to maintain
them in parallelism in their separating movements under
the pull of the shai-kles, a spring opposing separation of

said beads, a recorder part operable in accordance with
distance of travel, carried by one of said beads, a cooperat-
ing recorder part dtsplaceable relative to the first In ac-

cordance with the separation of the two beads and means
for automatically actuating the flrst said recorder part
through a predetermined distance of travel.

4. In a dynamometer of the class descril>ed, the combi-

nation of a fixed bead, a movable head, a stem carried

by the one head extending through the other bead near

one end thereof, a spring encircling said stem and abut-

ting against the stem and the appropriate head, tending

to maintain said heads against separation, guiding mecha-
nism permitting the separation of said beads only In sub-

stantial parallelism, a stem carried by the movable bead
extending through the fixed head, a marking arm operable

by said last mentioned stem, a paper strip cooperating

with said marking arm, and means for moving said paper
strip in accordance with the distance of travel.

5. In a dynamometer, the combination of parallel beads,

connections between said beads comprising two pairs of

crossed levers on opposite sides of the heads, each lever

connected at opposite ends with the opposite heads, the

connections at one end being pivotal and the other being

slldlngly pivotal, fulcrum blocks extending transversely

between the heads connecting the lever pairs on opposite

sides of the head, said fulcrum blocks jointly providing a

knife edge pivot adjacent the center of the lever system

and each of said blocks being connected against rotation

with two of the levers of opposite pairs ; means for sepa-

rating said beads, spring means opposing the separation

of said beads, and means for recording the separation of

said headii.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.228,300. DIVING AND EXCAVATING APPARATUS.
DBWBY T. Dmmcr, Hopkins, Mich. Piled July 10, 1916.

Serial No. 108,529. (CI. 61—7.)

1. In a diving and excayating apparatus, the combina-
tion of a base, a shell detachably and rotatably mounted
upon the base, an excavator arm plvotally moifnted upon
the exterior of the shell and comprising telescopic tec-

tlons, a bncket carried by said arm and comprising pivoted

bucket sections in gear for opening and closing move-
ments, means operative from the interior of the shell for
raising and lowering the arm, means operative from the
Interior of the shell for projecting and retracting the
sliding section of the telescopic arm, and means operative
from the interior of the shell for opening and closing the
sections of the bucket.

2. In a diving and excavating apparatus, the combina-
tion of a weighted base, a shell detacbably and rotatably
mounted upon the base, means for rotating the shell upon
the base, concentrically mounted locking devices for re-

spectively connecting the shell to and releasing it from
the base and looking the shell against rotation, the first-

named locking device being adapted to permit rotation of
the shell when the second named locking device Is in re-

leased position, and excavating means carried by the shell

and operated from the interior thereof.

3. In a diving and excavating apparatus, the combina-
tion of a base, a shell detachably and rotatably mounted
upon the base, an excavator arm plvotally mounted upon
the exterior of the shell and comprising telescopic sec-
tions, a clam-shell bucket carried by said arm and com-
prising pivoted bucket sections in gear for opening and
closing movements, and electrically opt-rated means for
raising and lowering the arm. electrically operated means
for projecting and retracting the sliding section of the
telescopic arm, and pneumatically operated means for
opening and closing the sections of the bucket.

1,228,301. FEEDING DEVICE. Samdbl L. DiwsiT,
Lincoln University, Pa. Filed Mar. 11, 1916. Serial
No. 83,624. (Cl. 119—61.)

A feeding trough for poultry comprising an elongated
sheet of material having its longitudinal marginal por-
tions bent upwardly on converging planes to afford a sup
porting base and Inwardly Inclined side walls, plates for
closing the space t>etween the side walls and base at the
ends thereof, the top being open and of restricted trans
verae width to permit dropping therein, said open top
being positioned at substatnlally the transverse center of
the base, the upper edges of the side walls being sharp.

1,228,802. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATOR. CHA«L«a '

A. Duncan and Gbobgk L. Shocp, Duluth, Minn., aa-
.signors to American Carbolite Company, Duluth, Minn.,
a Corporation of .Minnesota. Original application flle<l

Jan. 15, 1913. Serial No. 742,301. Divided and this
application filed June 25, 1915. Serial No. 86,832. (Cl.

48—57.)
1. An acetylene gun generator, comprising a tank, a

carbid feed in the upper end thereof, means for mixing
water with the carbid fed into the tank, a transverse shaft
located adjacent the bottom of the tank, two propeller
wheels carried by the said shaft, the blades of one wheel
set opposite the blades of the other, means for operating
the said shaft whereby each propeller wheel thoroughly
mixes one-half of the sludge with the water In the tank,
a discharge pipe having one end adjacent the bottom of
the tank and at a point below the propeller wheels, and
its other end extending without the tank at the desired
water level.

2. An acetylene gas generator comprising a tank, a

rotary carbid feed in the upper end thereof, means for
mixing water with the carbid fed into the tank, a trans-
verse shaft located adjacent the bottom of the tank, pro-
peller wheels carried by the said shaft, a water and
sludge discharge pipe, unitary driving means for the
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carbid feed and the transverse shaft, and a float operated
by the water In the tank having means carried thereby
for locking the transverse shaft against rotation and

tbareby stopping the carbid feed and the propeller wheels
when the water In the tank falls below the level of the
float.

1,228,808. SPRINtJ-ROLLER. John B. Diomi, Wins-
low, Arlt. Filed May 15, 1916. SerUl No. 97,6S8.
(a. 166—86.)

^AT-jy

In a spring roller, a roller proper, a cap member se-

cured to one end of the roller, a grooved axle carried by
the end of the roller and passing through the cap, the
flange of said cap having a plurality of tongues, a disk
disposed Inwardly of the edge of the flange of the cap and
provided with notches In Its peripheral edge receiving the
said tongues therethrough to prevent roution of the disk
relative to the cap and a cap engaged on the flange of the
flrst cap and having slots receiving the tongues there-
through to prevent rotation of the caps relative to each
other, said tongues having their ends bent to He against
the second cap and lock said <ap8 au.l diiik together.

1,228,304. SAFETY MEANS FOR CRANKING INTER-
NAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES. WALmiD S. Ekldnd,
Donner, La. Filed Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 189,711
(Cl. 128—185.)

1. A safety cranking device for internal combustion en-
gines comprising an internal ratchet member proTided

with engaging portions to receive the cross pin of a crank
shaft of an Internal combustion engine, an outer ratchet
member provided with engaging portions for holding the
cross pin in engagement with the engaging portions cf the
Internal ratchet member, and a spring yleldably connect-
ing the inner and outer ratchet members and adapted to
permit the outer ratchet member to yield under an excess
of pressure for releasing the cross pin.

2. A safety cranking device for internal combustion en-
gines comprising an internal ratchet member of substan-
tially cyilndrlcal form provlde<l with engaging portions
having Inclined edges adapted to receive the cross pin of
a crank shaft of an internal combustion engine, an outer
substantially cylindrical ratchet member provided with
approximately hook-shaped engaging portions for holding
the cross pin In engagement with the said inclined edges,
and a spring yleldably connecting the inner and outer
ratchet members and adapted to permit the outer ratchet
member to yield under an excess of pressure for releasing
the cross pin.

6. A safety cranking device for internal combustion en-
gines including an Inner ratchet member having a re-
(iucetl portion or sleeve and provided with an opening, an
external ratchet member mounted for rotary movement
on the Internal ratchet member and having a lug for en-
gaging the said opening and provided with spaced open-
ings, an adjusting plate also mounted for rotary move-
ment on the Internal ratchet member and provided with •
lug or projection for engaging the openings of the ex-
ternal ratchet member, and a colled spring disposed on the
Internal ratchet member and connected with the same and
with the adjusting plate and maintaining the adjusting
plate In interlocked relation with the external ratchet
memt>er and retaining the lug of the latter In the opening
of the Internal ratchet member, said spring also yleldably
maintaining the internal and external ratchet members
In engagement with the crank shaft of an engine and per-
mitting disengagement under excessive pressure.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,806. RESILIENT TIRE. CHABLEg F. Ebickmr,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. Serial No.
93,462. (Cl. 182—8.)

A resilient tire comprising a plurality of inner bands
lying side by side, means for clamping said bands Inde-
pendently of each other around the felly of a wheel, an
outer resilient band, a tread supported by said outer
band, and a series of flexible suspending connections be-

tween said outer band and each of said inner bands, the
latter being adjustable independently of each other and
clrcumferentlally of the felly.

1,228,306. MOTOR-TRACTOR. Powill Evans, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 19, 1912. Serial No. 691.779.
(Cl. 21—90.)

1. A tractor element Including a frame and a single
pair of supporting wheels therefor; a tall piece consist-
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[ng of an elongated rearwardly exteodlng li^d support-

ing member ptvotally connected to the frame ; drlrlog

mechanlBm for the wheels ; a horizontal plrotal stmctore
whernhy tho body is connected to the tall piece at Ita

forward end ; and other means connecting the tall piece

and t>ody under the main portion of the latter.

2. A tractor element consisting of a frame ; a pair of

supporting whpelfl therefor ; driving mechanism carried

by the frame and operatlvely connected to the wheels; a

tall plecp plvotally connected to the frame ; and means
for turning said parts relatively to each other consist-

ing of a toothed segment monnted on the frame ; a

sprocket wheel rotatably mounted on the tall piece ; a

gear connected to said wheel and meahing with said aeg-

ment ; and means for actoating the said wheel.

3. A tractor element consisting of a frame ; a pair of

supporting wheels therefor ; driving mechanism carried

by the frame and operatlvely connected to the wheels

:

a tall piece plvotally connected to the frame ; a toothed

segment mounted on thp framp : a gear mounted on the

tail piece and meshing with said segment ; and means for

tnrulng said gear consisting of a pair of sprocket wheels

of which one is connected to the gear ; a chain connect-

ing said wheels ; means for turning the other one of the

wheels ; and means for taking up the slack of said chain.

4. A tractor element consisting of a frame ; a pair of

supporting wheels therefor ; a drirlng mechanism car-

ried by the frame and operatlvely connected on the

wheels ; a tall piece plvotally connected to the frame

;

a toothed segment mounted on the frame : a gear monnt-

ed on the tail piece and meshing with said segment ; a

driver's seat carried by the frame ; a steering post monnt-

ed adjacent said seat ; a sprocket on said post ; a second

sprocket connected to said gear ; a pair of sprockets

monnted concentrically with the pivot between the frame

and the tail piece ; and two sprocket chains respectively

transmitting power between said sprocket wheels.

5. A tractor element consisting of a frame ; a pair of

supporting wheels therefor ; driving mechanism carried

by the frame and operatlvely connected to the wheels

:

a tall piece plvotally connected to the frame ; a toothed

segment mounted on the frame ; a gear monnted on the

tail piece and meshing with said segment ; a driver's seat

carried by the frame : a steering post mounted adjacent

said srat : a sprocket on said post ; a second sprocket

connected to said gear ; a pair of sprockets monnted con-

centrically with the pivot between the frame and the

tall piece ; two sprocket chains respectively transmitting

power between said sprocket wheels ; and independent

means for taking up the slack in said two chains.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Oasette.]

K
1,228,307. AXLE CONSTRUCTION. PowiLL Evans.

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 28. 1914. Serial No.
821.664. (O. 21—90.)

1. The combination of an axle; a member elongated In

the general line of said axle to constitute a saddle and
formed to h^ve a limited universal connection with the

axle ; and a structure to be supported Including members
extending under the axle in engagement with the ends

of the saddle.

6. The combination of an axle ; a saddle laclading dd*
plates adjacent the opposite sides of the axle ; and a cross

member having a limited universal connection with said

axle.

9. The combination of an axle having a downwardly
bowed central portion ; with a saddle consisting of an
elongated member extending in tlic general line of the
axle and Including a convex portion movably eafis^ag
said downwardly curved portion of the axle.

12. Thf combination of an axle ; a saddle consisting

of a cross mpmber and two side memt>ers, the latter ex-

tending on opposite sides of the axle and the cross mem-
ber being curved to roll on said axle ; a plate at each
end of each of the side members of the saddle ; springs

;

means for connecting said springs to the saddle plates

:

with U-shaped ,thrust members flxed to the axle and each
extending Into position to be engaged by two adjacent
ends of the saddle side members.

14. In a road vehicle the combination of road-engaging
wheels ; a primary axle supported by the wheels ; and a
load-supporting secondary axle having a limited univer-
sal motion connection with said primary axle ; with
thrust members on the primary axle placed to limit the
longitudinal movement of the secondary axle relatively

thereto.

(Claims 2 to 5. 7. 8, 10. 11. and 13 not printed in the
(iaaette.]

1.228.308. FOOTBOARD FOB SWITCH - ENGINWI.
HoLU) E. EvA.NB. Emporia, Kans. Filed Sept. 8. 1910.
Serial Xo. 119.038. (CI. 105—17.)

1. A foot hoard for locomotives. comprtsiDg a plurality

of spaced tread strips, heating pipes disposed beneath
said tread strips, and means for admitting steam from
the locomotive to said heating pipes.

2. A foot board for locomotives, comprising a tray,

heating pipes located in said trny adapted for receiving

steam from the locomotive, and a plurality of spaced
tre«d strips overlying said heating pipes and extending
atMve the tray.

3. In a locomotive, the combination with spaced hang-
ers, of a foot board comprising a tray supported by said

hangers, heating pipes in said tray, spaced tread strips

overlying said pipes, and means for admitting a heating
medium to said pipes.

4. In a locomotive, the combination with spaced hang-
ers, of a foot board comprising a tray sapported by said

hangers, heating pipes arranged longitudinally In said

tray and having connecting end manifolds, a plurality

of spaced tread strips overlying the heating pipes, a pipe

for admitting steam from the locomotive to one of said

manifolds, a valve in said pipe, and a valve for draining
the heating pipes.

5. In a locomotive, the combination with spaced hang-
ers, of a foot board comprising a tray supported by said

hangers having perforations In Its base portion, heating

pipes arrangeil within the said tray having connecting

manifolds at their ends, a pipe adapted for admitting
steam from said locomotive to one of said manifolds, a
drain valve In the opposite manifold, a tread comprising
siMced strips overlying said beating pipes and manifold,

and extending above the tray sides, and means for fasten-

ing said tread strips together and within the tray.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasette.l
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1.228.309. APPARATUS FOB DI8CHABGING COL-
LAPSIBLE TUBES. Clabki V. Foland. Bluefleld,

W. Va. Filed Mar. 27. 1915. ScrUl No. 17.340. (01.
221—60.)

The combination with a collapsible tube, of a body, a
pair of parallel compression rollers Journaled to said body
and receiving the tube, means by which one of the rollers

may be moved toward and from the other roller, a roller

Journaled in aaid body and luiving a longitudinally extend-
ing groove therein, said tube having Its lower end bent
upon Itself to form a loop, a central bar extending through
the loop, curved aide members formed on the ends of the
bar. an upper bar connecting the upper ends of the mem-
bers and bearing against the ends of the tube to bind It

against the body of the tube, a lower bar connecting the
lower ends of the members, and a ribbMi passed about
the lower bar and having Its ends Inserted through the
longitudinally extending groove to establish a flexible con-
nection between the tube and the last mentioned roller
for drawing the tube through the compreaslon rollers

ai>on rotation of the roller.

1,228,810. DETACHABLE OR INTERCHANGEABLE
WHEEL FOB MOTOR VEHICLES. Jam IS Samcu<
Fou»Y, West Bromwlch. and Fbkdbkick William
BAXaa. Stourbridge. England. Piled Sept 80, 1916.
Serial No. 123.203. (Q. 21—69.)

1. A permanent and detachaole hub combination, hav-
ing a retaining member having a screwed connection with
the permanent hub and adapted to engage with the de-
tachable hub. and a locking member having a screwed
connei-tlon with the retaining member, the locking of the
reUlnlng member being effected by engagement of the
locking member with a part which Is restrained from ro-
tation -in relation to the bub.

2. A detachable and permanent hub combination, having
a screwed retaining member and a locking member screwed
thereon, snch locking nieml>er being adapted to engage
with a member extending clrcumferentlally of the hob,
which member is relatively restrained from rotation in
relation to, but is axial ly movable in relation to, the de-
tachable knb.

3. A detachable and permanent hub combination having
a screwed retaining member and a locking member screwed
thereon, and substantially semi-circular memt>ers inter-
mediate Mid retaining member and said locking member,
said sobatAntlally serai-circular members engnglng with

the detachable hub to prevent the rotation of the acml-
drcular members relatively thereto.

4. A detachable and permanent hub combination having
a screwed retaining member, a locking member having
screwed connection with said retaining member, and a
member extending clrcumferentlally of the hub intermedi-
ate said retaining memt>er and said locking niemt>er with
which intermediate member said retaining and locklnr
members have frictional engagement, aaid intermediate
member being retained from rotation in relation to the
detachable hub. but being separable therefrom.

6. A permanent and detachable hub combination having
a screwed retaining member adapted to engage with the
detachable hub, a part restrained from rotation in rela-
tion to the hub by engagement with the detachable hub
but which is axially movable with relation to the hub. and
a screwed locking member for said retaining member, said
retaining and locking members being prevented from t)e-

coming detached by reason of frictional engagement be-
tween said members and said restrained part.

1,228,811. FISH-CLEANING MECHANISM. Edwahd P.
FoLLnrr, Duluth, Minn. Filed June 28, 1915, SeriaJ
No. 36,796. Renewed Apr. 18, 1917. Serial No. 163,038.
(CL 17—10.)

5. A fish cleaning mechanism comprising a framework,
a plurality of flsh holding devices mounted thereupon, a
plurality of U-shaped members of graduated sizes mount-
ed one within the other, the lower ends of the said mem-
bers plvotally connected to the framework, a plurality of
knives carried by the said members, the said membera
movable toward and away from the flsh in a vertical

plane, and means for normally holding the said memt>ers
in a vertical position, and a decapitating knife located at
one side of the framework and In a line with the front
end of the flsh holding devices, said knife adapted to swing
In a vertical plane and engage the necka of the flsh held
within the holding devices.

12. The combination with a flsh cleaning device having
a plvotally operated decapitating knife of a plurality of
flsh holding devices, a plurality of knives and cleaning
elements plvotally mounted adjacent the holding devices
and tneans for manually bringing the knives and clean-
ing devices in contact with flsh within the holders.

13. In a flsh cleaning device, the combination with a
plurality of flsh holding means of a decapitating kntfe
plvotally monnted adjacent the holding means wherel>y
a plurality of flsh within the holders may be decapitated
slmnltaneonsly.

14. In a flsh cleaning device, the combination with a
plurality of fish holding means, of a aaltlng mechantaa
plvotally mounted adjacent the holding means, whereby a
plurality of flsh within the holders may be salted slmulta-
neoTUly.

15. In a flsh cleaning device, the combtnation wltb a
plurality of flsh holding means, a plurality of knlvM,
cleaning elements and salting means carried by the tnm*-
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work, and meani for manually bringlnff the knlT«e, clean-

ing devices and salting mechanism In contact with the

flsb within the holders.

[Claims 1 to 4 and 6 to 11 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,228,312. ANTIFRICTION - BEARING FOR STAMP-
MILLS. Thomas R. Oak.mbh. South Pasadena, Cal.,

aaslgnor of one-half to Anna E. Steddom, Los Angelea,
Cal. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. Serial No. 118,541. (Q.
74—87.)

An antl-frlctlon bearing for a cylindrical stem compris-
ing a housing having a cylindrical cavity therein ; an up-
per cap threaded on said housing In such a manner as to
close the upper end of said cavity, said cap having a
central opening through which said stem extends ; a lower
cap threaded on said bousing in such a manner as to close
the lower end of said cavity, said cap having a central
opening through which said stem extends ; a series of
balls surrounding said stem of such a slxe as to aline said
stem centrally in said cavity ; and a cage so formed as to
hold said balls In the proper relationship with each other
and with said stem and cavity, said balls and cage being
free to slide or rotate Inside said cavity.

1,228.313. BOLL-WEBVIL EXTERMINATOR.
K. OOAB, Hamilton, Tex. Filed Jan. 13, 1917.
No, 142,178. (CI. 43—1.)

ROBBRT
SerUl

1. In a boll weevil exterminator, a suction noxxle struc-
ture Including a flexible section and a lower noxzle section,
means connected to said nozzle structure for swinging the
lower nozzle section laterally of a row, a hood plvoully
connected to the lower end of the lower nozzle section,
and means connected to said hood and said nozzle section
for holding said hood in a horizontal position during the
swinging movement of said nozzle.

2. In a boll weevil exterminator, the combination, of a
supporting structure, a rotary air suction fan. a nozzle
connected to the inlet of said fan, said nozzle being com-
posed of a rigid upper section and a lower section, flexible

means connecting said lower section to said upper rigid

section, and means operatlvely connected to said lower
section for swinging the lower section laterally of a row
of plants during the travel of the exterminator, a bood
pivotally connected to the lower ends of said lower nozzle
section and means for holding said hood in a horizontal
position during the swinging movement of the lower nozzle
section.

1,228.314. MILKING APPARATUS. Ezha E. Good,
Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Aug. 27, 1915. Serial No.
47,569. (CI. 81—•g.)

1. In a milking apparatus, the combination with a
closed milk receptacle, of a differential cylinder and a dif-

ferential piston working therein, said cylinder having Its

small end In constant communication with said receptacle,

a reverse valve and co6i>eratlng ports for alternately con-

necting the larger end of said cylinder to said milk recep-

tacle and to the atmosphere, piston actuates! connections
for moving said reverse valve, a milk delivery conduit con-

nected to said milk receptacle, and a relief valve distinct
from said piston for said milk delivery conduit, controlled
by movements of said dlfTerentlal piston.

2. In a milking apparatus, the combination with a
closed milk receptacle, of a differential cylinder and a dif-

ferential piston therein, said cylinder having its small end
in constant communication with said milk receptacle, a
reverse valve and cooperating ports for alternately i*on-

nectlng the larger end of said cylinder to said milk recep-
tacle and to the atmosphere, piston controlled connections
for moving said reverse valve froih one position to an-
other, a milk delivery conduit leading to said milk re-

ceptacle and arranged to be opened and closed by the
small portion of said differential piston, and a normally
closed relief vslve distinct from said piston. looflted in

said milk conduit and arranged to be opened by said differ-

ential piston after the same has flrst closed the deiiverx
end of said milk delivery roudult. whereby pressure pulsa-

tions are produced In said milk delivery conduit without
affecting the iMtrtlai vacuum maintained In said milk
receptacle.

8. In a milking apparatus, the combination with a
close<l milk receptacle in which an approximately constant
partial vacuum may be maintained, of a cylinder and co-

operating piston therein, said cylinder having one end In

communication with said milk receptacle, a reverse valve
and cooperating ports for alternately connecting the other
end of said cylinder to said milk receptacle and to the
atmosphere. ^ toggle-like connection to said reverse valve
serving to temporarily lock the same In one position,

and a spring-actuated accelerator actuated by said piston
and operating said toggle but having a limited movem'>nt
In respect thereto.

4. In a milking apparatus, the combination «rltb •
closed milk receptacle, of a cylinder and co^>perating pis-

ton therein, said cylinder having one end in communica-
tion with said milk receptacle, a reverse valve and co-

operating ports for alternately connecting the other end
of said cylinder to said milk receptacle, and to the atmos-
phere, a valve connection serving to temporarily lock said
reverse valve in one iwsitlon, and a device operated by
said piston and operating on said valve connection to

move said valve Into Its other position and back again to
lock position.

6. In a milking apparatus, the combination with a
closed milk receptacle, of a cylinder and cooperating pls-
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ton therein, said cylinder having one end In communica-
tion with said milk receptacle, a reverse valve and co-

operating ports for alternately connecting the other end
of said cylinder to said milk receptacle, and to the atmos-
phere, a valve connection serving to temitorarlly lock said

reverse valve in one position, and a device operate<l by
said piston and operating on said valve connection to

move said valve into its other position and back again to

lock position, a milk delivery conduit leading to said milk
receptacle and arranged to be opened and closed by said

piston, and a normally closed relief valve in said milk
conduit arranged to be opene<l by said piston while said

milk conduit Is closed by the said piston.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,315. COUNTING AND RECORDING MECHA-
NISM. Habbt T. G088, Rutherford, N. J., assignor to

International Time Recording Company of New York,

Endlcott. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Oct. 28, 1915. SerUl No. 58,860. (Cl. 284—1.)

c^_-":i;

1. The combination with a counter permanently asso-

ciated with a machine for recording Its operations, of a
separable recorder adapted for temporary connection with
such counter, parts or elements In the counter movable
to positions which correspond to the record which It has
made, cooperating parts or elements in the recorder and
means for moving them to extents determined by the

corresponding parts in the counter, and means for regis-

tering such movements and obtaining thereby a record

which corresponds to the number displayed by the counter.

2. The comt>lnation with a counter permanently asso-

ciated with a machine for recording Its operations, of a

separable recorder adapted for temporary connection with
the counter, parts In the counter movabl«» to positions cor-

responding to the record which it has made, cooperating

parts In the recorder and means carried by the recorder

for moving such parts Into positions corresponding with
thooe in the counter, registering or recording such move-
ments and obtaining thereby a record which corresponds

to the number displayed by the counter.

3 The combination -with a counter permanently asso-

ciated with a machine, numbered disks therein which by
their positions Indicate the operations of such machine,
and parts movable with the disks to positions correspond-

ing to the numbers displayed, of a separable recording
Instrument adapted to be connected in cooperative relation

to such counter and means therein for moving Its register-

ing devices to extents determined by the positions of the

movable parts of the counter and producing a record of

such movements which corresponds to the numbers dis-

played by the counter.

4. The combination with a counter attached to a ma-
chine, numbered disks therein which by their positions

Indicate the operations of such machine, and (ams mov-
able with such disks, points on which Indicate by their

distance from the axes of the cams the numt>ers displayed
by the disks, of a separable recorder adapted for tempo-
rary connection with such a counter, selectors therein,

means for moving the same into contact with the Indicat-

ing points on the cams, and recording devices controlled

by the selectors for recording the positions of the cams
and Indicating thereby the numbers displayed by the

counter disks.

B. The combination of a counter permanently associated

with a machine, disks therein which by their positions dis-

play numbers indicating the operations of the machine,
and cams connected with said disks with points thereon,
the distance of which from the axes of the cams corre-

sponds with the numbers displayed, of a separable self

contained recording mechanism, movable selective fingers

therein, and means for moving the same, when the re-

corder la attached to the counter into contact with the
Indicating points on the counter cams, and recording de-

vices controlled by the selective flngdrs to produce a
record of the positions of such fingers, and of the corre-
sponding numbers displayed by the counter disks.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,316. MOTOR. Stltbbtee Onslow Goru>, Marlon,
Ind. Filed Aug. 1. 1916. Serial No. 112.626. (Cl.

123—80.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder ; a ring

supported on the cylinder and provided with a flange en-

gaged within the cylinder, the ring having ports : a head
carried by the ring ; a manifold supported by the bead ;

a manifold assembled with the cylinder ; a valve ring sur-

rounding the flrst specified ring and Journaled between the

manifolds, the valve ring being provided with ports which
communicate respectively with the manifolds, and are

adapted to communicate with the ports In the first sped-
fle<l ring when the valve ring is rotated ; and means for

rotating the valve ring.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder havinjg

lateral ports : manifolds carried by the cylinder : a valve

ring Journaled between the manifolds and provided with
ports cooperating respectively with the manifolds and
adapted to cooperate with the ports In the cylinder when
the valve ring Is rotated, the valve ring being provided
with peripheral teeth ; a worm including a spiral thread,

and a communicating thread disposed at right angles to

the axis of the worm, the teeth of the valve ring coactlng

with the threads ; means for supporting the worm for

rotation ; and means for rotating the worm.

1,228,817. PORTABLE HOUSE. Alphonsb Gbavbl,
New Orleans. La. Filed July 7, 1916. Serial No.
108.008. (Cl. 20—2.)

1. A building construction including a foundation, spilt

posts erected on said foundation and having complemental
recesses in the bases of the sections thereof, coupling

heads on said foundation adapted to fit said recesses for

securing the spilt posts In place thereon, and means for

securing the sections of the split posts together with the
recessed ends clamping snid coupling heads, substantially

as described.

2. A building construction including sills, beams con-

necting said sills, a floor laid on said t>eams, split posts
erected on said sills, coupling heads carried by said sills,

plates carried by the sections of said split posts and adapt-
ed to embrace said coupling heads to secure the posts to

said sills, means for clamping the sections of the postB
together about said coupling heads, and walls extending
between said posts.
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3. A building construction lnclu<llng a foundation, dl
Tided posts erect«Hl on uld foundation and having recesses
at the opposite ends thereof, coupling heads on said foun-
dation adapted to l>e refolve<l Into the recesses in the
lower ends of said split posts whereby to se-ure the same
in position thereon, beams supported by said dlvldeil posts,
conpling heads on said beams arranged to be embraced by
the recesses In the upper ends of said posts to hold the
parts together, and means for securing the sections of said
divided posts together, subsUntlally as described.

4. A building construction Including a foundation, di-
vided posts erected on said foundation and having re-
ccMes In the ends thereof, plates carried by said posts
and fltte<l in said recesses, means for securing the aec-
tlons of the posts together, coupling heads on said founda-
tion received between the plates on the lower ends of said
posts for s<H'urlng the same to the foundation, beams sup-
ported by said posts, and coupling heads on said beams
received between the plates In the upper ends of said
iwsts, substantially as described.

1,228,318. CUTTER. Dcrbix H. GajiziaB. Johnstown,
Pa. Filed Nov. 25, 1916. Serial No. 133.43S. (a.
IW—83.)

1. In a cutter, a support, a blade mounted on the sup-
port, a guard secured to the support In sfMced relation
outwardly from the blade, and a pressure member carried
npon the guard and extending Inwardly for contact with
the blade to press material to be cut thereagalnst.

7. In a device as specified, the combination of a sup-
porting member having an upper straight inclined face,
and having a groove formed in said fare longitudinally
thereof, a reversible double edged blade adaptotl to be
fitted at one edge In said groove, a guard provided at Its
opper edge with an attaching lug adapted for adjustable
ecurement to said supporting member to hold the guard
in spaced relation over said inclined face, said guard being
provided at Its lower end with an upturned guiding Up
adapted to ^>ear against the adjacent fa. e of the support
ing member and to receive and guide cloth therebeneath
for conta<t with the upwardly extending cutting e<lge of
mid blade, a <ontact roller plvotally mounte*! in said
puard and adapted for engagement over the upwardly ex-

tending cutting edge of said blade, and means for adjust-
ing said contact roller longitudinally in the guard for
engagement over various points of said cutting edge
throughout the length of said blade.

[Claims 2 to 6 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,228,319. 8PBINO-8D8PBNDED FRAME FOB AUTO-
MOBILES. Fmo GrtNTHta, Los Angeles, Cal. Fll«d
Jan. 11, 191fl. SerUl No. 71,459. (CI. 267—31.)

»

1. In combluatiou, a front and a rear axle of a vehicle,
a lower rectangular frame arranged below said axles, a
pair of semi elliptical front springs secured to said front
axle, said springs supporting the forward end of said
frame, a pair of semi elllpUcal rear springs secured to said
rear axle, said springs supporting the rear end of said
frame, an upper frame of smaller dimensions than said
lower frame arranged above said axles, a pair of seml-
olUptlcal front springs, and a pair of semi elliptical rear
springs yieldingly connecting said lower frame to said up-
per frame at points Intermetllate the end« thereof, said
frame connecting springs being pivoted at their inner ends
and their centers to the upper side of said upper frame
and pivoted at their outer ends to said lower frame at
points lying In a vertical plane iiasslng through the cen-
ters of the front and rear axle springs, respectively, the
centers of said frame connecting springs being In longi-
tudinal allnement with the outer ends of the adjacent axle
springs.

2. In comtlnation, a front and a rear axle of a vehicle,
a lower frame arranged below aald axles, a pair of front
springs secured to said front axle from which the forward
end of said frame Is 8usi)ended. a pair of rear springs
from which the rear end of said frame la suspended, an
upper frame arranged above said axles, a pair of front
springs, and a pair of rear springs yieldingly connecting
said lower frame to said upi)»T frame at iioint.^* Inter-
mediate the ends thereof, said frame connecting springs
being piviited at their Inner ends and their centers to said
upper frame, and pivoted at their outer ends to said lower
frame. th« centers of said frame connecting springs being
In longitudinal allnement with the outer ends of the ad-
jacent axle springs.

*. lo combination, a front and a rear axle of a vehicle,
a lower frame arranged (.elow said axles, a pair of front
springs secured to said front axle from which the forward
end of said frame Is suspended, a pair of rear springs
secured to said rear axle from which the rear end of said
frame Is su.spende<l. an upper frame arrangeii above said
lower frame, a pair of front springs, and a pair of rear
springs yieldingly connecting saiit lower frame to said
upper frame at points intermediate the ends thereof, said
frame connecting springs being pivoted at their inner ends
and their centers to mM upp«r frame and ptvotetl at their
outer ends to said lower frame at points lying In a ver-
tical plane passing through the centers of the front and
rear springs, respectively.

4. In combination, a front and a rear axle of a vehicle,
a rigid uiiderslung frame, a set of superposed seml-elllp-
tlcal springs mounted on said axles, and whereon said
frame is hung, a set of intermediate semi elliptical springs
supported by said frame, an upper frame wholly supported
by said lnterm«-dlate springs, the outer ends of said inter-
mediate springs being pivoted to said lower frame, swing-
ing pivots connecting the Innfr ends of said intermediate
springs to said upper frame, an-l a rigid fulcrum for each
of said Intermediate springs plvotally connecting them
with said upper frame at points Intermediate their ends.

5. In comtdnatlon. a front and a rear axle of a vehicle,
a rigid underslung frame, a set of superposed springs ta-
pering toward their opposite ends and mounted on said
axles, said springs *«upportlng said frame, a set of Inter-
mediate springs tapering toward their opposite ends and
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upported by said frame, an upper frame wholly rop-
ported by said Intermediate springs, aald upper frame be-
ing in substantially the same plane as said axles, the
outer ends of said IntermedUte springs being pivoted to
said lower frame, swinging pivots connecting the Inner
ends of said Intermediate springs to said upper frame, and
a rigid fulcrum for each of said Intermediate springs plvot-
ally connecting tliem with aald upper frame at points In-
termediate their ends.

[Claim 6 not printed In the GaMtte.]

1,228,820. APPARATUS FOR CLEANING SINKS, Ac.
EcoE.M (;viLLOT. Helena, Mont. Piled Mar 27 1917
Serial No. 107.774. (CI. 4—l.)

stove pipe, the last named end forming an anchoring
extension having the free end thereof bifurcated, a locking
lever pivoted within the bifurcated end and adapted to be
swung at right angles thereto, a pair of relatively spaced
washers mounted upon the last named end and disposed
between the stove pipe and locking lever, and a colled
spring Interposed between the washers to permit the wire
to be moved downwardly within the atove pipe to free lt«
first named end from engagement with the chimney,

1.228,822. CAR DOOE-OPERATING DEVICE. William
H. Hbclings, Jr.. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to The
J. G. Brill Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation
of Pennsylvania. Filed May 1, 1916. Serial No. 28.168
(CL 268—7.)

1 A device of the character described Including a re-
versible hood, with a gasket on one edge of said hood and
extending over one side thereof for forming a fluid Ught
joint when the hood Is In either position, substantially as
described.

2. A device of the character described Including a sub-
stantially conical hood having a gasket, with an annular
depression therein, secured to the enlarged end of said
hood, and a pipe passing through the apex of said hood
and having nozzles at both ends, one on the Interior and
the other on the exterior of said hood for receiving fluid
supply connections, substantially as described.

1.228,821. STOVEPIPE - LOCK. Edward C. Hinrv
Missoula, Mont. Filed Feb. 28, 1917. Serial No'
181,492. (CI. 126—818.)

Tie combination with a cbimaey having a floe opening
tad rtove pipe therein having an opening, of a wire dis-
posed within the stove pipe and having one end bent to
«ntmi» the chlmnej. the other end of .said wire t>«lng bent
to form a V-skaped portion having the apex poriloa there-
of disposed against the inner face of the wall of the stove
pipe, tb* free end of the V-shaped porilon being bent at
rlirht aagles and extendlac threuck the opening of the

238 O. G.—101

1. The combination of a pUtform having a door at each
side: operating connections for the doors; a structure onthe platform adjustable toward and from the doors ; andmeans on the structure for operating the doors, aaldmeana being arranged so that It can be shifted Into en-
gagement with the operating connections of either doorwhen the structure Is adjusted.

2. The combination of a passenger car having a plat-form
;
a door at each side of the platform; a structure

plvotally mounted on the pUtform ; door op. rating con
nectlons at the floor of the platform on each aide of the
pivot of the structure; and operating mechanism carried
by the structure and arranged to engage either of the
door operating connections when the structure Is shifted
Into either of Its two positions.

3. The combination In a passenger car, of a platform • adoor at each side of the platform ; a structure plvotally
mounted on the platform ; door operating connections at
the floor of the platform and on each side of the pivot of
the structure

; a vertical operating shaft mounted on the
structure and having a handle at the upper end ; and
meant at the lower end to engage the door operating con-
nectlons at the floor of the platform when the structure Is
shifted Into either of Its two positions.

4. The combination of a pUtform ; a structure forming
a barrier tKtween two passag^-ways : a pivot for the struc-
ture; a vertical shaft carried by the structure. some dis-
tance from the pivot and having a clotch at its lower end
and a handle at Its upper end ; a door at each side of the
platform

: and door operating connections for each door
terminating In an operating bead having a co„piiBK ar-
range<l to be engaged l>y the clutch on the shaft when tht
structure is turned into either of its two positions.

5. The combination of a platform having a door at eachWe; a structure pIvoUlly mounted on the platform;
eperatluK conn-ctlons for each door located under the
pUtforre and having an operating bead with an exposed
coupling, one conpling being located on one side of the
pivot and the other being located on the opposite ^de
thereof; and an operating shaft on the structure arranged
to be engaged by eitker (oupling of the oporatlng connec-
tions of the door at the opposite sides of the pivot

1.228.82S. PIPE COUPLING. John T Hddoins, Nor
folk, Va.. assignor of one-half to Edward Sawyer. Nor-
folk. Va. Filed Aug. 25, 1914. Serial No. 858,527
(01. 187—28.)
In combination a pair of seml-cyllndrical nsembera each

formed with an lnte«rf»l lip. one of aald members being
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formed diametrically opposite iti Up with an Inwardly
extending tongne and the other of said member* belnf
formed with a rib In diametrical allnement with Its lip,

the first-named member having a shoulder formed by Its

tongue disposed flush with its lip, said members adapted
to be coupled together and being so positioned that the

anrface of the coupled members adjacent thereto forms

«^

part of a cylindrical surface, said tongue being adapted to

l>e booked onto said rib and engaging said shoulder to

cause said lips to contact, each of said members being
formed internally with a pair of semi-cylindrical disposed
threads, the threads of said members being coupled to
form completely cylindrical threads, and means for se-

curing said lips together.

1.228.324. MOUSE AND RAT TRAP. Joseph !.«» K.
JA8C«N, Oceanslde. Cal. Filed Jan. 4, 1917. SerlAl
No. 140.611. (CL 48—24.)

1. In a trap, the combination of an open-ended recep-

tacle adapted to contain a quantity of water, a frame

adapted to fit over the open end of said receptacle and pro-

vldtHl with an inwardly extending platform at its upper
edge, a well depending from the inner marginal edge of

said platform and adapted to overhang the body of water,

a pair of doors hinged in the lower end of the well, means
for normally maintaining the doors closed, a ball arched
upwardly from said frame and brlilglDK said w«>ll, a bait

support depending from the intermediate portion of said

ball and including a hook arranged above said doors when
closed, and a detachable cover fitting over said frame
and over said well and provided in its sides and ends with
openings adapted to receive small animals.

4. In a trap, the combination of a receptacle open at Its

upper end and adapted to contain a body of water, a frame
fitting about the upper end of the receptacle and pro-

vide<l with supporting blocks in the corners thereof, an
Inwardly extending platform carried upon the upper edge
of the frame, a well depending from the inner marginal
edge of sal.1 platform, a pair of opposed hinged doors car-

ried upon the lower end of the well, weights connected to

the doors for normally holding the same In closed position,

an upwardly arched bail carried by the frame and over-

hanging the well, a flexible bait support depending from
the ball into the well and adapted to support bait abore
said doors when rloseil. ami a siih'*tantlally V shaped
cover resting at its lateral edges upon naid platform, and
provldp<! with depending posts adapted to fit into said

frame to support the cover, said cover being provided
with open ends and with lateral openings adapted to

receive small animals therethrotigb.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,22S.32S. OAGE. Joseph Wsndelin Joachim. New
Orleans, La. Filed July 29. 1916. Sertal No. 112,144.
(CI. 78—81.)

1. In an improved gage, a magnetic body having recessed
ends, means for causing said magnetic bo<ly to move in
response to the variations to be Indicated, and an indicat-

ing device under the magnetic Influence of said body and
operable thereby, substantially as described.

2. In an improved gage, a magnetic body having a
reduced central portion and enlarged ends whereon the
magnetism is concentrated, means for causing said mag-
netic body to move In response to the variations to be
indicated, and an indicating device under the magnetic
influence of said body and movable with the latter, sub-
stantially as described.

3. In an lmprove<1 gage, a magnetic botly having a
reduced central portion and enlarged rece8se<l ends with
flanges surrounding the recesses, means for causing said
magnetic body to move in response to the varistions to be

Indicated, and an Indicating device under the magnetic
Influence of said body and movable with the latter, sub-
stantially as described.

4. An improved gage including a tube for containing a
fluid, a device therein movable in response to fluid varia-

tions, a magnetic bo<ly shlftable with said device, a
U-shaped lever having bifurcated ends embracing said tul>e

and disposed one opposite each of the magnetic poles of
said body, and an indicating device operated from said

lever, substantially as described.
5. In an improved gage of the character described, th»

combination of a magnetic body having recessed ends,
means for causing said body to respond to the variatlooa

to be Indicated, a magnetlze<l lever having its ends dis-

posed opposite said body, and an indicating device asso-
ciated with said lever, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.228.326. CONTROL DEVICE FOR SPRING-MOTORS.
Jacob Kibsch, Banner, Okla. Filed July 18. 1916.
Serial No. 109.915. (CI. 74—46.)

1. In a spring motor, a stopping means comprislot; a
drum having a spiral groove therein, a stop pin removably
secured to the drum and arranged to be positioned in the
groove at various points and an arm adapted to travel in
said groove and l>e engageii by the stop pin thereby stop-
ping the rotation of the drum and the operation of the
motor.

2. In a spring motor, a stopping means comprising a
drum adapted to be driven by the drive shaft of said
motor, said drum being provided with a spiral groove, a
stop pin adapted to be secnred to the drum in the path of
the spiral groove, n stud attached to the frame of the
motor, a volute spring secured to said stud and an arm on
the spring adapted to travel in the groove and thereby
Intercept the path of the stop pin to cause the stopping
of the motor.

3. In a spring motor, a manually operated controlling
means for stopping and starting said motor comprising a
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notched disk secured to the driven shaft of said motor, a
lever slidably mounted on the frame of the motor. •

finger on the lever adapted to engage In the notches in the
disk sod means to hold said lever in operative or inopera-
tive positions.

1,228,827. METALLIC SASH. George B. Kohlir, Phila-
delphia, Pa., assignor to The J. G. Brill Company, Phila-
delphia, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Sept
21, 1915. Serial No. 51,844. (CI. 189—78.)

1. The combination in a window sash, of a hollow metal-
lic frame, a clamping bar mounted in said frame, and
means for moving the clamping bar forward to engage
the glass, said clamping bar being made of meUl and
having yielding flanges bent to form a recess for the
reception of the edge of the glaaa, the edges of said flanges
being disconnected and overlapping and arranged to bear
on the edge of the glass so that when the clamping bar has
moved forward it will press upon the edge of the glass and
on continuing the movement it will yieldingly bind upon
the side surfaces of said glass holding the glass firmly to
the sath.

2. The combination in a window sash, of a hollow metal-
lic frame, a clamping bar mounted In said frame, said
clamping bar being made of sheet metal and having yield-
ing flanges bent to form a recess for the edge of the glass,
the edges of said flanges being disconnected and overlap-
ping and arranged to bear on the edge of the glass so that
when the clamping bar is moved forward it will press
upon the edge of the glass and upon continuing the move-
ment it will yieldingly bind upon the side surfaces of

said glass and thereby hold the sheet firmly in the ,

nuts secured to the back of the hollow frame, and a screw
adapted to each nut and bearing against the interior wall
of the hollow frame, said screw having a reduced portioa.
extending into an opening in the sash so that the screw
can be turned on the outside to adjust the clamping b*r
to the glass.

1.228,328. ALCOHOL-LAMP. William L. Liooins, St.
Louis, Mo. Filed Jan. 25. 1916. Serial No. 74,174.
(CI. 126—43.)

An alcohol lamp comprising a body, a burner located
near one end of the body, and a pair of sheet metal arma,
one end of each arm being bent to provide a right angled
base having a hinged barrel on one side thereof, pintles
passing through said barrels and secured In relatively
spaced relation to the upper side of said body to permit
said arms to be folded one upon the other in parallel rela-
tion to said top and to be supported by said bases in an
uprlghj position with relation to said top, the bases fully
engaging said top below said pintles and each arm being
located to one side of its pintlea when the arms are in
upright position so as to prevent the arms from acci-
dentally falling Into folded position, either of said arms
when In upright position forming a bundle, by which the
lamp may be moved from place to place, and the side
edges of said arms being flared laterally in the direction
of the free ends to provide heads adapted to prevent the
grasp from slipping through the hands, the upper edges
of said arms being recessed to receive a curling iron, and
saUl bases supporting the arms when folded above said
top so as to permit the folded arms to b« ased as •
handle also.

1.228,829. STOVEPIPE-CLEANER. Rsmbst Lisnu^
Dalbo, Minn. Filed Jan. 4, 1916. Serial No. 70,2M.
(CI. 18—41.)

A stove pipe cleaner including a triangular plate pro-
vided with slots radiating from the center and extending
toward the vertices thereof, supporting flanges formed at
tht vertices, a plurality of brushes, arms extending from
th..' brushes and slidably supported in the flanges, the In-
ner arms being bent and arranged through the slots, nut»
threaded upon the extremities of the bent ends of the
arms for removably holding the arms in various adjust-
ed positions on the plate to consequently hold the bruahes
In an adjusted position, and means for operating the plate.

1,228.830. OUTLET BOX. Cltdb H. Louohbidob and
HowABD R. Loii.HKiDOE. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Sept.
24, 1915. Serial No. 62,862. (CI. 247—6.)
1. In an outlet box. the combination of a cylindrical

caaing having an integral top provided with perfonitiB«
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opeiiinss ttaerethroagh for attachins devices, and pro-

vided with a plurality of oppositely arranged elongated

roundeil end oponiags through Its cylindrical wall, and
a plurality of laterally arranged connerting tubular el-

t>ow members each provide with an Indivldoal upwardly
and oatwardly curved Interior conduit and a threaded

connecting terminal disposed for connection with a hori-

zontal pipe extension and having a vertically elongate<l

portion extending through one of said openings In the cas-

ing wall and l>«yond the inner face thereof and providing an
Inner terminal portion of the elbow conduit rounded on Its

Lcner edges whereby the curved Interior opening I^ds
therethrough downwardly to the Interior of the casing,

each of said elbow membefB having a aurroandlng fiangv

curved to the outer contour of the casing and provided

with holding screws engaging the casing, substantially as

•et forth.

tS-

'/

K^

^m^sr"l7

2. Ab outlet »Krx having a telescuplng terminal shell

provided with means for adjustably securing It In posi-

tion, terminal flange devices extending through the ter

minal shell, and a registering plaster ring having corre-

•ponding attaching flanges and screws.
8. In an outlet t>OT. the combination with a cylindrical

casing, of a telescoping cylindrical plaster ring terminal
provided with Interior securing lugs, and securing means
tbarefor consisting of stirrups cxteiMllng through the
tower edge portion of the casing and having inner and
outer terminal tlangt-s. and means connectiag the Inner
flanges thereof with the piaster ring lugs.

2. Tlie combination with a spindle end. of a nut de-

tachably mounted thereon and having a central outer boss,

a locking bar plvotally mounted on the boss and counter-
seated therein for engagement with the end of the spindle,

means for tensioning the bar, a reaillent keeper engaged
with the bar when in locking position, the said boss being
formed with finger receiving depressions, lips on the bar
overhanging said depresaions, and ribs formed on opposite

sides of the boss and forming scats for the resilient means
and keeper.

1.228,331. NUT-LOCK. Alfrbd I. Li aa and Lb« ZstncR,
Melbourne, Iowa. Filed Dec. 1. 1916. Serial No.
134.497. (CI. 151—5.)

1. The combination with a Kpindle ead, of a nitt 4*-

tachably mounted thereon and having a central outer boas,

a locking bar plvotally mounted on the boss and counter-

«(eated therein for engagement with the end of the spindle,

means for tensii^iaing the bar. a resilient kee;>er engag»><l

with the l)ar when in locking poidtion. the said boss being

formed with finger receiving deprt-ssiens. and lips on thi;

l<ar overhanging said depressions.

1,228,332. ATTACHMENT FOR SAWMILXrDOGS.
Chaslkt W. Lykcji, Trinity. Tex. Filed Sept. 28, 1915.

SerUl No. 53.064. (CL 74—39.)

1. The combination with a sawmill dog including au
upright l>ody side plate, and an operating lever for the

Hiiw mill dog lo<-atPd at a point intermediate of the end;*

«f the said side plate and arrange^l tn swing upwardly
and downwardly to and from a vertical and a horizontal

position for operating the saw mill dog. of an exteriorly

arranged attachmeat for holding the operating lever in

either position, said atachment comprising a horizontal

sliaft forming a pivot for the lever and adapted to be

substituted for the ordinary pivot of a sawmill dog and
having a crank arranged exteriorly of the said side plate,

a substantially upright tubular casing provided at the

lower end with a transverse pivot bolt piercing the casing

and the said side plate for securing the casing to the

same, the upper end of the casing being open, a coMed

spring located within the casing and seated upon the bolt,

and a rod connected to the crank and extending into the

open end of the casing and provided with means for en-

gaging the spring to compress the same when the operat-

ing lever is oscillated In either direction, whereby the

Sluing will hold the lever In cither position.

2. TIhe <-oniblnation with a Rawmlll dog including an

sqirlgkt body side plate, an operating lever for the saw
mill dog i»rate<l at a point iBterti>e4tiate <if the ends of tb<>

body and arranged to s-wtng upwsrdly and downwardly to

aA4 from a vertical and a borizrvntal position for opf'ratlng

tlie saw mill doc. of an exteriorly arraag«4 attachment for

koAdlng the lev<>r in either portion, said attachment com
prising a hnrtzoutHl shaft forming a pivot for the operat-

Mag Irver aad adapted to be substituted for the ordinary

pivot of such a lever and having a rrnnk iot^ted ex-

teriorly of the side plat«. aald crank being set at an
©iniise ancle to tht lever nnd extending ilownwardly

fi-om tke shaft, an exterior!}- arranged cylindrical casing

locatt'd below tb«> shaft tn substantially an uprtgkt pool

tion and having a contracted upper end. a pivot bolt pierc

ing th*' low«T end of the rasing and the (dde plat«> and
arranged In vn-tlcal altnement with the said shaft, a co11<h|

nprtiuf housed within the <asing aad seated upon th<> bolt,

a rod connected to the upper end of the crank and extend
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lag Into the casing and ha\ing an enlarged threaded por-
tion, a nut arranged on the threaded portion, and a washer
mounted on the rod and engaged by the nut and bearing
against the upper end of the spring to compress the same
when the lever Is oscillated, whereby the lever is held
in either position, said washer being of greater dUmeter
than the contracted end of the casing so as to retain the
spring therein when (he rod is disconnected from the ahafc
and the said bolt confining the spring at the lower end of
the said casing.

1,228.886. COMPOUND HIGH-PRESSURE LUBRICAT-
INO-PUMP. Eabbt H. McClblland, Tucson. Aria.

12, 1916. Serial No.Filed June
184—29.

)

103,257. (CL

l,aM.t88. REFU.SE COLLECTING BAG. Hbnby
McBcBNiT, Los Angelea, Cal. Filed Nov.^0, 1916.
rial No. 62,646. (Ci. 160—1

)

C.

Se-

In combination with a bag having a circular pocket at
the mouth thereof, one wail of the pocket having an open-
ing therein, of a frame formed of a single length of wire
bent at a point intermediate its ends to provide an L-
shaped looped portion, the ends of the wire being con-
tinued from the horizontal arm of the looped portion and
Intersected and extended through the opening in the
wall of rk» pocket, the said ends of the wire being curved
from their point of intersection and extended around the
pocket in 'the hag and having their terminals overlapped
lor the paei>o8« specified.

1,228,884. LOCK WASHER. THSODoaa H. McCain. Gib-
son's Landing, British Columbia. Canada. Filed Aug
18, 1916. Serial No. 115,616. (CI. 151—21.)

1. A lock washer of thin flat steel or the like apertured
to at the bolt, said washer silt angularly outward from
the aperture, and the acute angle so formed adjacent the
aperture, turne.1 slightly inward within the circle of the
bolt aperture.

2. A lock washer of thin flat steel or the Uke apertured
to correspond with the bottom of the bolt thread, the
edge of which aperture is formed to fit the thread, said
washer silt angularly outward from the aperture! and
the acute point so forme<l adjacent the aperture turned
slightly Inward within the circle of the bolt apertur».

3. A lock washer of thin flat steel, apertured to snugly
fit the bolt, said washer being slit angularly outward from
the aperture and the acute angle so formed adjacent to
the aperture l»«flng turned slightly Inward within the circle
of the bolt aperture, said washer having a tool receiving
hole at the side of the slit having the inturned portion,
svbstantially as shown and for the purposes described.

1. In a high pressure pump, the combination of a motor
cylinder of relatively large bore, said motor cylinder be-
ing adapt»'d to be connected to the steam chest of an en-
gine, a motor piston disposed In said motor cylinder, a
pump cylinder of relatively small bore co-axlai with said
motor cylinder, a pump plunger Integral with said motor
piston disposed in sold pump cylinder, a check valve con-
trolled oil inlet port, a check valve controlled discharge
port, both of aald ports being In communication witli said
pump cylinder, and of considerably smaller cross sectional
area than said pump cylinder, a passage leading from the
pump cylinder to the motor cylinder and a check valve
opening said passage on the upward stroke and dosing
the same on the downward stroke of said motor piston.

2. In a high pressure pump, the combination of a motor
cylinder of relatively large l>ore, a motor piston disposed
therein, a pump cylinder of relatively small bore co axial
with said motor cylinder, a pump plunger integral with
said motor piston disposed in said pump cylinder, valve
controlled Inlet and outlet ports communicating with aald
pump cylinder, a passage leading from said pump cylinder
to said motor cylinder, and a check valve opening aald
passage OB the upward stroke and closing the same on
the dowBwarrl stroke of said motor piston.

3. In a high pressure pump, the combination of a motor
cylinder of relatively large bore, a motor piston dlspoaed
therein, a pump cylinder of relatively small bore, a pump
plunger actuated by said motor piston, an oil inlet port, a
discharge port, a passage leading from said pump cylinder
to said motor cylinder and a valve opening said passage
on the upward stroke and closing the same on the down-
ward stroke of said motor piston.

1.228.830. HKJH- PRESSURE LUBRICATING - PUMP
WITH DOUBLE DISCHARGE. Eabbt H. McCLBt-
LAND. Tucson. Ariz., assignor to Joseph F. Heimbach,
trustee, Tucson. Ariz. Billed June 12. 1916. SerUl No.
103.268. (CI. 184—29.)

1. The combination of n pair of lubricator pumps adapt-
ed to be mounted on the engines on opposite sides of a
boiler, each of sal<l pumps comprising a body provided
with a relatively large bore at one end thereof forming a
motor cylinder, a downwardly extending steam inlet port
for said cylinder adapted to l>e connected to one end of
the steam chest of the engine, said body having a rela-
tively small bore at the other end thereof, forming a pump
cylinder, a motor piston disposed within said motor cylin-
der, a pump plunger 8ecure<l to aald motor piston and
disposed In said pump cylinder, a helical spring tending
to move aald motor piston toward said steam inlet port, u
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pair of oppositely disposed discharge ports' leading from
said pamp cylinder, one of said discharge ports being con-

nected to the steam chest of the engine on which the

pump Is mounted, the other discharge port being con-

nected to the steam chest of the other engine, check yaWes
controlling said discharge ports, an oil Inlet port for said

pump cylinder and a check valve controlling said inlet

port

2. The combination of a pair of lubricator pumps adapt-

-cd to be mounted on the engines on opposite sides of a

boiler, each of said pumps comprising a body provided

with a relatively large bore forming a motor cylinder, a
•team inlet port for said cylinder adapted to be connected
to the steam chest of the engine on which the pump la

mounted, a pump cylinder of relatively small bore, a motor
piston disposed within said motor cylinder, a pump plun-

ger operatlvely connei-ted to saUl motor piston and dla-

posed In said pump cylinder, a pair of valve controlled

discharge porta leading from said pump cylinder, one dis-

charge port connected to the steam chest on which the

pump is mounted, the other to the steam cheat of the
«ther eaglne, and a valve controlled oil lalet port for aald
pmnp cyttiKler.

3. The combination of a pair of lubricator pumps adapt-
ed to be mounted on the engines on opposite sides of a
boiler, each of said pumps comprising a body provided
with a relatively Large bore at one end thereof forming a
motor cylinder, a steam inlet port for said cylinder adapt-
ed to be connected to the steam cheat of the engine, a
pnmp cylinder of relatively small bore, a motor piston

disposed within said motor cylinder, a pump plunger op-

eratlvely connectetl to said motor piston and disposed In

•aid pump cylinder, a pair of discharge ports leading

from said pamp cylinder, one of said ports being connected
to the steam chest of the engine on which the pump Is

mounted, the other discbarge port being connected to the

•team chest of the engine at the other side of the boiler,

And a ralve controlled oil inlet port for said pump cyl-

inder.

4. The combination of a pair of engines disposed on op-

9odte sides of a boiler, a high pressure lubricating pump
adapted to be operated from the steam in the steam chest
Bonnted on each of said engines, a valve controlled oil

Inlet port for each of said pumps, a pair of valve con-

trolled discharge ports for each of aald pumps, said dis-

charge ports of each pump supplying oil to both engines.

I,a2«.387. BLBCTKICAL ATTACHMBNT-PLDO.
Philip 9. McL»an, Bloomfleld, N. J. Piled Apr. 4,

1916. Serial No. 88,790. (CI. 178—359.)

1. An attachment plug comprising an insulating base,

circuit terminals on said base, a 8<Tew shell rotatable
about the base and provided with an Inwardly projecting
flange, a contact on the base connected with one circuit

-terminal and engaging with the screw shell contact, an
«id contact on the base connefted with the other drcnlt
terminal provided with a noiding lug to overstand the

wardly projecting flange on the screw shell and means
for shifting the end conUct laterally to carry said hold-
ing lug into position overstandlng said inwardly project-
ing flange.

2. An attachment plug comprising an insulating base,
circuit terminals on said base, a screw shell contact ro-

tatable about the baae and provided with an Inwardly pro-
jecting flange, a contact on the base connected with one
circuit terminal and engaging with the screw shell con-
tact, an end contact on the base electrically connected
with the other circuit terminal and provided with a hold-
ing lug overstandlng the Inwardly projecting flange on the
screw shell contact to rotatably conflne the same to the
base and an insulating medium Interposed between the
end contact and shell contact.

3. An attachment plug comprising an Insulating base,

circuit terminals on said l)ase, a screw shell contact ro-

tatable about the base and provided with an Inwardly
projecting flange, a contact on the base connected with
one circuit terminal and engaging with the screw shell

contact, an end contact movably mounted on the base
electrically connected with the other circuit terminal and
provided with a holding lug arranged in one position of

said end contact to overstand the Inwardly projecting
flange to hold the screw shell rotatably ronflned to the
base and in anotb4>r position of said end contact to be
clear of the ftanire to rek>a»e the screw shell from the
baae and means for normally malntalniac the end contact
with the lag thereof in its holding position.

4. An attachment plag comprlaing an insulating baae,

drralt terminals on said base, a screw shell contact ro-

tatable aboot the base and provided with an Inwardly
projecting flange, a contact on the base connected with
one circuit terminal and engaging with the screw shell
contact, an end contact releasably seated on the end of
the t)ase electrically connected with the other circuit
terminal and provided with a laterally extending lug
overlying the flange of the screw shell contact in the
seated position of said end contact to thereby rotatably
confine said screw shell contact to the tMise, means for in-

sulating said end contact from the screw shell contact and
readily releasable means for normally maintaining the
end contact seated in its holding position.

5. An attachment plug comprising an insulating t>ase,

circuit terminals on said base, a screw shell contact ro-

tatable about the base and provided with an Inwardly
projecting flange, a contact on the base connected with
one circuit terminal and engaging with the screw shell

contact, an end contact movably mounted on the base
and provided with an outstanding lug arranged in on*
position of said end contact to hold the screw shell ro-

tatably confined to the base and In another position of
the end contact to release the screw shell from the base
and means for holding the end contact in Its holding
position and for releasing it from such holding position,
said means providing a means of electrical connection t>e-

tween the end contact and the other circuit terminal.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oasette.]
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1.228.338. CENTRIFTJOAL IMPACT PULVERIZING
APPARATUS. Dons O. Marks. San Francisco. Cal^
assignor of one-half to Lynn S. Atkinson. Los Angelea,
Cal. Piled Dec 11, 1913. Sertal No. 80«,104. {CI.

83—46.)

1. In an Impact pulverixing apparatns having an an-
nular impact wall ; a rotor provided with lmi>ellers piv-
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oUlly connected to the rotor body at one side of their
centers of gravity and extending only part of the way
from their pivots to said wall, so as to leave at all times
an unobstructed space between the Impeller and the wall,
and so that the Impellers are free to swing their longi-
tudinal axes to and fro across those radii of the rotor
In which the Impeller pivots are located, respectively,
without touching the impeller wall ; for the purpose of
yieldingly taking on the material to be impelled outward
for disintegrating impact with the surrounding wall.

2. The combination with a disk ; of a shaft fixed to
the center of the disk : a ImII and-socket support In which
the shaft Is Journaled ; and Impellers plvotally mounted
00 the disk at one side of their centers of gravity re-

spectively, said Impellers being free to swing their axes
to and fro across those radii of said rotor In which the
Impeller pivots are located respectively.

3. The combination with a disk ; of a shaft fixed to
the center of the disk ; a ball and socket support in which
the shaft Is Journaled : impellers pivoUlly mounted on
the disk at one side of their centeVs of gravity respec-
tively, said impellers being free to swing their axes to
and fro across those radii of said rotor in which the im-
peller pivots are located respectively ; and yielding means
to normally hold the shaft In vertical position.

4. The combination with a shaft; of a sleeve having
a portion that Is the segment of a sphere ; antifriction
bearings on opposite sides of the spheric portion ; a socket
to support said spheric portion : a rotary head fixed on
the upper end of the shaft ; impellers pivoted to the ro-
tary head, said impellers being free to swing their axes
to and fro across those radii of said rotor In which the
Impeller pivots are located respectively ; and means at the
lower end of the shaft to Impart rotary action to the
shaft.

5. In a centrifugal Impact pulveriser; a rotor compris-
ing a shaft, a head on said shaft, said head t>eing con-
structed with two disks spaced apart, one above the
other; centrlfugmlly cushioned Impellers pivoted between
the disks ; a universal Joint ; a bearing for the shaft ; said
bearing being located near the lower end of the shaft and
supported by the universal Joint, and power applying
means connected below the bearing to drive the shaft.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,389. AUTOMATIC VIOLIN-PIANO. Cbasab Mab-
TiNi, North Tonawanda, N. T.. assignor to The Rudolph
Wurlltzer Manufacturing Company. .North Tonawanda,
N. T., a Corporation of New York. Piled .\pr. 21,
1913. Serial No. 762.568. (Cl. 84—228.)
1. An Instrument of the character described, compris-

ing vibratory strings, endless bow-bands coflperatlng

therewith, front and rear guide rollers for the said bands,
one of said rollers consisting of separate sections, and
Independent tension-regulating devlrrs for said several
roller-sections.

2. In an aufuuiatlc violin, the combination of the
strings, bow-bands cottperating therewith, means for mov-
ing the bands against the strings, a wind chest arranged
horizontally below said bands, motor pneumatics for actu-
ating said band moving means, arranged beneath the wind-
chest, and upright abstracts connecting said pneumatics
with said l>and-moving means and arranged on the front
side of said wind chest.

3. In an automatic violin, the combination of the
strings, bow bands cooperating therewith, a pair of guides
for each bow-band, and rock-members carrying said guides,
the axis of each of said rock members intersecting the re-

spective string.

4. In an automatic violin, the combination of the
strings, bow-bands cooperating therewith, and a row of
rock shafts each carrying a pair, of deflecting rollers for
the corresponding band, the line of the axis of each of
said shafts intersecting the respective string.

5. In an automatic violin, the combination of the
strings, bow-bands cooperating therewith, means for press-
ing the bands against the strings, motor pneumatics, ab-
stracts connecting said band-pressing means with said
pneumatics, a tremolo rail arranged to engage said ab-

stracts, and means for vibrating said. rail.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,840. PORTABLE FIREPLACE. Cbarlbs Mat-
NABD, Milan, Mich. Filed Oct. 25, 1916. Serial No.
127,639. (Cl. 126—129.)

-«r.

1. In a heating apparatus comprising an outer casing
having formed contiguous with the Inner base portion
thereof an air conduit, an Inner casing arranged In the
outer casing and partitioned off to provide upper and
lower compartments, an air chamber arranged on oppo-
site sides of the Inner casing and communicating with the
respective compartments of the said inner casing for
heating the air passing from the compartments within
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aach chamben, and means arraaged In the lower com-
partment of said inner casing for distributing the air re-

ceiTCd from the air condait to the chambers in a heated
condition.

2. In a heating apparatus comprising an outer casing
baring formed contiguous with the Inner base portion
thereof an air conduit, an inner casing arranged In the
outer casing and partitioned off to provide upper and
lower compartments, an air chamber arranged on oppo-
site sides of the inner casing and communlcatlDg with the
respective compartments of the said inner casing for heat-

ing the air passing from the compartments within such
chambers, and means arranged in the lower compartment
of said inner casing for distributing the air received from
the air conduit to the chambers in a heated condition,

and registers formed in the front and sides of the outer

casing whereby the air received in the air chambers may
be distributed therefrom, substantially as and for the pur-
pose specified.

3. In a portable heating apparatus comprising Inner
and outer spaced casings, the outer casing being provided
along the base portion thereof with a continuous air con-

duit, a heating cylinder arranged within the inner casing
for receiving tho air contained in the air conduit, means
fur heating said cylinder, a baffle plate arranged in the
cylinder at points between the inlets and outlets thereof,

• an air chamber disposed on opposite sides of the Inner cas-

ing and integral therewith and in which the air from the

said cylinder is distributed in a heated condition, and reg-

isters formed in the outer casing for allowing the heated air

contained in the air chambers to be discharged therefrom,
ubstantiftll.v as and for the purpose specified.

4. In a portable heating apparatus comprising Inner
and outer spaced casings, the outer casing being provided
along the base portion thereof with a continuous air con-
duit, a heating cylinder arranged within the inner casing
for receiving the air contained in the air conduit, means
for heating said cylinder, a baffle plate arranged In the
cylinder points between the Inlets and outlets thereof, an
air chamber disposed on opposite sides of the Inner cas-

ing and integral therewWh and in which the air from the

said cylinder Is distributed In a heated condition, said In-

ner casing being provided with upper and lower compart-
ments, the point of formation of the air chambers with
the inner casing providing channels having apertures for
permitting of the air wltBln the respective compartments
being distributed within said air chambers, and means
mounted iu the outer casing for permitting of the air to

escape from the air chambers In a heated condition, tnb-
stantlally as and for the purpose specified.

1,228.341. DETACHABLE EYE-SHIELD. JosiPH Al^
PHONSa Matnard, Ravena, N. Y., assignor of one-half

to Thomas J. Quest. Kingston. N. Y. Filed Feb. 9. 1816.
Serial No. 77,204. (CT. 2—149.)

1. A detachable eye shield comprising a member having
means for attachment to the vizor of a cap or the brim
of a hat and extended beyond the edge of the vlior or
brim, a shield, a second member having means for attach-
ment to the shield, and a horizontal pivot connecting the
second to the first member at the point where the latter
extends beyond the visor or brim, whereby the shield may
irand out from and in alinement with the viior or brim,
ar may be swung downwardly at an angle thereto, or
*«wardl V beneath the same oat of the line of vialon.

2. A detachable eye aUald eomprlalng aa elonsatad atrip
bent tranaveraely intermediate Its ends to provide a elaap
for engagement over the viior of a cap or the brim of t
hat, said strip being slotted to provide a longitudinally
disposed spring tongue which Is extended at its free end
beyond the bend of said strip, a shield, a member secured
to the shield and projecting from the same, said member
and said strip having an eye on one part fitted between
spaced bearings of the other part, means for pivotally
connecting said eye to said bearings, said eye having Its

outer wall engaged by the free end of said spring to retain
the shield in Us adjusted position.

3. A detachable eye shield comprislnK a longitudinally
slotted strip overturned Intermediate its ends to provide
a clasp for engagement over the viior of a cap or the brim
of a hat, and having spaced apart bearings at the bend,
and a spring tongue arranged in the slot and extending
at its free end beyond said bearings, a shield, a member
secured to the shield and having an eye for engagement
between said bearings and against one side of the tongue,
and a pin engaging through said bearings and said eye
for pivotally connecting the shield to the strip.

4. A detachable eye shield comprising a member for at-
tachment to the vizor of a cap or the brim of a hat and
having sjwced bearings extending beyond the edge of the
vlror or brim, a shield, a strip overturned longitudinally
to provide a clasp engaging over one edge of the shield.
and having a pair of arms extending oppoaltely from a
point intermediate the ends of the strip, and bearing at
their ends against the opposite sides of the shield, one of
said arms being looped to provide an eye engaging be-

tween said spaced bearings of the member, and a pin ex-

tending through the bearings and the eye to pivotally
connect the shield to the member.

5. A detachable eye shield comprising a longitudinally
slotted strip overturned intermediate its ends to provide
a clasp for engagement over the vizor of a cap or the
brim of a hat, and having spaced apart t>earinga at the
bend and a spring tongue Integral with one end and ex-
tending at its free end in the slot beyond said bearlug*.
a shield, a second strip overturned longitudinally to pro-
vide a clasp engaging over the edge of the shield and hav-
ing an arm extending from a point iDtemiedlate the ends
of the second strip and being looped to provide an eye
engaging t>etween said bearings and t>eneath the tongue
of the first strip, and a pin extending through the bear-
ings and the eye to pivotally connect tho strips together.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,228,342. FRUIT JUICE EXTRACTOR. Robbbt L.
Mbtkbs, San Francisco, Cal. Filed May 8. 1916. Se-
rial No. 96.040. (CI. 100—49.)

In a fmlt Juice extractor, a supporting frame, a backet
having a central opening, one end of the frame extending
upwardly and passed through said opening and being
cored to provide a vertical hollow bearing, an operating
spindle extending through the bearing and having a

squared extremity and having an annular part at the
inner end of said sijuared extremity, said annular part of
the aouared extremity being positioned within said hoU
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l«w bearing of the frame to support the spladla la aa
upright position, a bulb bit having a squared opaning
embracing the squared end of the spindle, and means en-
gaging over the upwardly extending end of the frame
to clamp the bucket thereagainst.

1.228,84«. FARM-GATE. LtoXAHD W. Mill«h. Fort
Jones, cm. Filed Mar. 15. 1916. Serial No. 84,469
(Cl. 89—34.)

A gate comprising a hinged post, a shaft Joumaled
thereon, a gate panel hinged on said shaft, a latch car-
ried by the panel, a disk fixed on t)io upper end of the
Joumaled shaft, and having an upstanding flange, rods
connected with the flange at the opposite sides of the
shaft, and operatively connected with the latch, a bar
movably mounted transversely of the shaft and bearing
against the edge of the disk and cables connected with the
bar and arranged to wind upon the periphery of the disk.

1,228,844. LOAD - TRANSFER APPARATUS. Thomai
Sn.HCSB MiLXBB. South Orange, N. J., and L0VI8 O.
RuooLBS. New York, N. Y. ; said Ruggles assignor of
his one half to Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, a
Corporation of New York. Filed June 8. 1913. Serial
No. 771.8M. (Cl. 212—76.)

1. In a load transfer apparatus, in combination, an ele-
rated support, a plurality of hoisting ropes suspended
from said support, a swlager frame engaginc the fall of
each of said ropes, means for moving the holKting ropes
Blmnltaneously in the same direction, and means for si-

multaneously operating the swinger frames.
2. In a load transfer apparatus. In combination, an ele-

ated support, a plurality of hoisting ropes suspended
from said support, a swinger frame engaginc the fall of
each of said ropes, means for moving the bnintlni; ropep
Blmultaneouitly in the same direction, and means for si-

multaneously operating the swinger frames so that one
moves in the opposite direction to the other.

3. In a load transfer apparattis, in combination, an ele-
rated support, two hoisting ropes suspended from aald

support, actuating meeaa for aimaltaneoasly moving the
hoisting ropes in the sane direction, a swinger frame en-
gaging the fall of each of said ropes, rope means for
swinging said frames slmnlUneonsly in opposite direc-
tions to each other, and a pair of drums for operating
said swinger rope means.

4. In a load-transfer apparatus, In combination, an ele-
vated support, two hoisting ropes suspended from said
support, a hoisting drum for operating each of said ropea,
a NWinger frame engaging the fall of each of said hoist-
ing ropes, and means for swinging said frames in oppo-
site directions.

5. In a load transfer apparatus, in combination, an ele-
vated support, two hoisting ropes suspended therefrom, a
winding drum for each rope, a swinger frame engaging
the fall of each of said ropes, each of said frames being
provided with a swinger rope for swinging it in one direc-
tion, interconnected drums for operating said swinger
ropes, and uM-ans for oi>eratlng said drums simulta-
neously.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.228.845. DRAWBAR AND YOKE CONNECTION.
William H. Mixbh. Chazy. N. Y. Filed Sept. 8, 1916.
Sertal No. 118,967. (Cl. 218—42.)

1. In combination, a draw bar having standardly lo
cated and spaced rivet holes therein, a yoke strap also hav-
ing standardly located and spaced rivet holes therein, and
means for detachably connecting the strap and draw bar
Including, elements extending from opposite directions
through said holes of the strap and Into said holes of the
draw bar, said elements being releasably connected.

2. In combination, a draw l»ar, a yoke, the butt of the
draw bar extending between the arma of the yoke, said
arms and butt having alined holes, two members located
on the outer faces of the ends of the yoke anuR. one mem-
ber straddling the draw bar and each having means ex-
tending through the adjacent alined holes of the yoke and
Into t^e holes of draw bar butt, and a transversely ex-
tending key located outside of the draw l)ar butt for hold-
ing said memlters in operative position.

3. As an article of manufacture, a hood adapted to de-
tacluibly connect a draw bar and a yoke strap having the
usual rivet holes therein, said hood comprising, n U shaped
member adapted to straddle the yoke and draw bar when
the latter are assembled, a block adapted to form the
fourth side of the hood and when in position being located
between the ends of said U-shaped nieml>er, means for
locking said member and block together, and means pene-
trating said rivet holes In said draw bar and yoke strap
held In operative position by said U-shaped member and
block when the latter are assembled.

4. As an article of manufacture, a hood adapted to de-
tachably connect a draw bar having standardly spaced
rivet holes therein, and a strap also having standardly
spaced rivet holes therein, said hood comprising a U
shaped member adapted to straddle the yoke and draw
bar. a block, and means for locking said member and block
together, said member and block being each provided with
oppositely arranged, inwardly extended lugs adapted to
pass through the alined rivet holes of the strap and draw
bar.

6. In a draft rigging, means detachably connecting a
draw bar and yoke having alined rivet holes, said means
comprising an inverted U shaped member adaptei] to
straddle the yoke and draw bar, the cross portion of the
U shaped member being provided with a pair of down-
wardly extended lugs arranged to pass through the alined
rivet holes of the upper arm of the yoke and draw bar bntt.
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ft block having upwardly extended lugs adapted to extend
througb the alined rivet bole* of the lower arm of the yoke
and draw har butt, and a key extending transversely be-

neath and engaging said block, said key being supported
by the depending side arms of the U shaped member.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

being released by a movemeat of aatd holding element la
Its normal travel.

1,228.346. REMOVABLE RESILIENT CORE FOR TIRES.
John Wm. Moaklcb, East Worcester, N. y., assignor of
one-half to Noah S. Wright. East Worcester, N. Y.
Filed Jane 9, 1918. Serial No. 102,684. (CI. 162—B.)

1. In a resilient core for tires, the combination with a
vertical web, of side plates each having a vertical portion
and an upwardly and outwardly Inclined portion having
a resilient edge, the said plates being secured upon opposite
sides of the said web forming a Y-shaped structure, and
a rubber cushion fitting the said Y-shaped structure and
having a curving outer surfar.>.

2. In a resilient core for tires, the combination with a
vertical web. of side plates each having a vertical portion
and an upwardly and outwardly inclined portion having
at the edge a series of spaced and Inwardly curved re-
silient Angers, the sa'd plates being secured upon opposite
sides of the said web forming a Y-shaped structure, and
a rubber cushion fitting the said Y shaped structure and
having a curving outer surface.

3. In a resilient core for tlrea. the combination with a
vertical web. of side plates each having a vertical portion
and an upwardly and outwardly Inclined portion having
a resilient edge, the said plates being secured upon the
opposite sides of the said web forming a Y-shaped struc-
ture, and a rubber cushion fitting the said Y-shaped struc-
ture, the said cushion having a plurality of chambera
therein and a curving outer surface.

4. In a resilient core for tires, the combination with a
vertical web, of side plates each having a vertical portion
and an upwardly and outwardly lncllne<l portion having
a resilient edge, the saM plates being secured upon oppo-
site sides of the said web forming a Y shaped structure, and
a rubber cushion fitting the said Y shaped structure and
having an outer curving surface, the said cushion having
a plurality of chambers opening outwardly nt the said
curved surface of the cushion.

1.228.347. TIMING DEVICE. Walt«b H. Moore. Phila-
delphia. Pa., assignor to James H. Bell, Philadelphia,
Pa. Filed Mar. 27. 1916. Serial No. 86,878. (CL
161—18.)
1. -A, timing device Including in combination with a

watch movement, of a brake adapted to engage a moving
part of the watch movement, means controlled by the
movement of the pallet beyond Its normal throw for ap-
plying said brake to a moving part of the watch movement,
and means controlled by a moving element of the watch
movement for holding the brake applied.

2. A timing device including in comliinatlon with a
watch movement, of a brake adapted to engage the moving
part of the watch movement, means controllad by the
movement of the pallet beyond Its normal throw for ap-
plying «!ald brake to a moving part of the watch move-
ment, and means controlled by a moving element of the
watch mevement for holding the brake applk>«l. said t.rake

3. A timing device including in combination with a
watch movement having a center wheel, a balance wheel,
a roller table and a pallet, of a brake adapted to engage
the roller table, means operated by a movement of the
pallet beyond its normal throw for moving said brake Into
engagement with the roller table, and means cooperating
with the center wheel for holding the brake applied, aald

center wheel in its normal travel releasing the brake.

4. A timing device Including in combination with a
watch movement having a center wheel, a balance wheel,
a roller table and a pallet, of a coatroUing plate friction-

ally engaging the center wheel, a brake movable by said

controlling plate Into engagement with the roller table,

a lever having a lug forming onp of the banking pins for

the pallet and having a lug engaging said controlling

plate, whereby a movement of the pallet beyond Ita nor-
mal throw will move the lever and shift the controlling

plate for applying the brake.

5. A timing device Including In combination with a
watch movement having a center wheel, a balance wheel,
a roller table and a pallet, of a controlling plate friction-

ally engaging the center wheel, a brake movable by said
controlling plate into engagement with the roller table,

a lever having a lug forming one of the banking pins for

the pallet and having a lug engaging said controlling
plate whereby a movement of the pallet beyond ita normal
throw will move the lever and shift the controlling plate

for applying the brake, said controlling plate having a
pawl adapted to engage the teeth of the center wheel for

holding the controlling plate with the brake applied until

said center wheel turns a sufllclent distance for releasing
the brake.

1,228,348. BOTTLE-CARRIER. Thmodorb M. Moboan.
Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Aug. 23, 1916. Serial No.
116,505. (CI. 215—1.)

A bottle carrier including a bottle neck engaging mem-
ber formed from a single piece of resilient wire and em-
bodying a coll, oppositely disposed bowed portions con-
tinuing from the coll. an arm extending from one bowed
portion, a stop formed on the end of the arm, an offaet
finger engaging loop formed on the terminal of the other

bowed portion and having a portion thereof adjacent to

the bowed portion shaped to serve as a hook for remor-

able engagement with the arm for clamping the bowed
portions about a t>ottle neck, a bail, and loops formed at

the terminals of the ball one of which is pivoted to the coil

while the other is pivotally and slldably engaged on the

arm adjacent the stop for preventing unnecessary move-
ment of the hoop portion of the offset loop and retained

against displacement by the stop.

1,228,349. ELECTRIC INSULATOR. Adodsts Robbrt
MClxeb, Waltbamstow, England. Plied Dec. 4, 1916.

Serial No. 136,054. (CI. 173—314.)

1. An Insulator comprlslnjj a body portion, a screw-

threaded member projecting therefrom, a flat seating on

the body portion, a groove formeti In and extending dia-

metrically across said Featlng and said projection, a cen-

trally located convexity in said groove terminating short

of said seating nnA forming a tortuous path for a con-

ductor, and a screw cap having an annular flange adapted

to overlie and cooperate with said seating and engage

the conductor only at diametrically opposite sides of the

insulator.

2. An insulator comprising a body portion, a screw-

threaded member projecting therefrom, a flat seating on

the body portion, and an angular groove formed in and

extending diametrically across said seating and aald pro-

jection, a centrally located convexity in said groove termi-

nating short of said seating and forming a tortuous path

for a conductor, and a screw cap having nn annular flange

adapted to overlie and cooperate with said seating and

engage the conductor when at diametrically oppoeile sides

of the Insulator.

1,228^360. TAPPET FOR INTERNAL-COMBUSTION
ENGINES. Okoboe R. Rich, Battle Creek, Mich., as-

signor to Rich Steel Products Company, Battle Creek,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Feb. 12, 1917.

Serial No. 148.272. (CI. 74—47.)

1. A tappet for internal combustion engines, comprising

a body portion coniilstlng of a single piece having a thin

walled tubular stem. forme<l with a disk like head on one

end thicker than the wall of the stem, and a plug seated

on the open end and permanently secured to said stem.

3. A tappet for internal combustion engines, comprising
a one piece body portion consisting of a disk like head
portion and a tubular stem portion, the wall of which Is

considerably thinner than the bead, and a centrally bored
Internally screw threaded plug, having a neck portion lo-

cated in the open end of the stem and permanently secured

thereto, said plug protruding from said stem, and the
protruding portion being of the same diameter as the stem
and having two oppositely disposed flat surfaces adapted
to be grasped by a wrench.

I Claims 2, 4, and S not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228,351. STAVE-JOINTING MACHINE. Noah P.

Spatd, Van Wert. Ohio, assignor of one-half to Bsra C.

Spayd, Van Wert. Ohio. Filed Sept. 24, 1914, S^Ul
No. 863,840. (CI. 147—25.)

1. A stave Jointing machine comprising a support, a

plurality of laterally sUdable guides carried thereby, cat-

ting head supporting plates connected to said laterally

slidablo guides, cutting heads supported by said cutting

bead supporting plates, means for driving said cutting

heads, rack bars carried by said guides, segmental gears

carried by said rack bars and meshing together, arms
securetl to said segmental gears. dep»'ndlng rods secured

to the outer ends of aald arms, a guiding bar. said depend-

ing rods passing through said guiding bar, locking plates

slldably mounted upon said guiding bars and having their

ends adapted to engage said depending rods for flrmly

gripping the same and preventing vertical downward
movement of said rods, and means for forcing said locking

plates to a locked position.

'2. A stave Jointing machine comprising a support, a

plurality of laterally slldable guides, cutting heads con-

nected to said laterally slldable guides, rack bars carried

by said guides, Kegmental gears engaging said rack bars

and meshing together, arms secured to said segmental

gears and projecting laterally of said support, depending

rods pivotally secured to said arms, weights carried

thereby, a suppsrtiag h«r carried by said support, said

rods passing through said supporting bar, and means

slldably mounted upon said supporting bar and adapted to

be flrmly brought into engagement with said depending

rods against movement through said supporting bar.

3. A stave Jointing machine comprising a support, a

plurality of laterally slldable guides carried thereby, cut-

ting head supporting plates secure*! to said laterally slld-

able guides, means for pivotally securing said supporting

plates at the lower face thereof, means csrrled by said

supporting plates and guides for permitting the Inward
movement of said plates with respect to each other, cutter

beads carried by said plates, controlling arms cooperating

with said guides and capable of being swung as said guides

are moved, depending rods connecte«l to said arms, a sup-

porting bar carrle<l by said support and provided with

apertures formed therein, said depending rods passing

through said apertures, slldable locking plates carried by

said supporting bar, yieldable means for normally holding

said locking plates out of engagement with said depending
rods, a cam lever pivoted between said locking plates and
adapte<1 to engage the ends of said locking plates for

forcing said locking plates into biting engagement with

said depending rods as said cam lever Is swung for locking

said depending rods against movement at pre-determioed

Intervals.

4. A stave Jointing machine comprising a sapport,

plurality of laterally slldable guides carried thereby, cat-
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tl«« ke«d iiupportlnt; plate* wcurpd to Mid latermlly Blld-

•ble rnldes. mt^aiiH for pivotally securing aald iTipportlng
plate* «t the lower face thereof, meani carried by tald
supporting platen and guld^ for permitting the Inward
movement of said plate<< with respect to each other, cutter
taead<! carried by said plates, controlling anna cooperating
with aald guides and capable of beini; swang aa aald guides
are mored. depending rods connected to said arms, a sup-
porting bar carried by said support and provld^-d with aper-
tures formed therein, said depending rods pnsslnK through
said apertures, alidable locking plates carried by said sop-
porting bar, 3rleldable means for normally holding said lock-
ln« plates out of engagement with said depending rods, a
cam lever piroted between said locking plates and adapted
to engage the ends of said lock'ng plates for forcing said
locking plates Into biting engagsaoent with said depending
rods as sild cam lever is swung for locking said depending
rods against movement at pre-determlned Intervals, and
means for swinging aald cam lever at pre-determine<l
Intervals.

5. A stave jointing machine comprising a support, a
plurality of laterally slldable guides carried thereby, cut-
ting head supporting plateH secured to said laterally alid-
able guides, means for plvotally securing said supporting
plates at the lower face thereof, means carried by said
supporting plates an.l guides for permitting the inward
movement of said plates with respect to each other,
cutter heads carried by said plates, controlling arms co-
operating with said guides and capable of being swung
as said gxiides are moved', depending rods connected to
said arms, a supportlne bar carried by said support and
provided with apertures forme<l therein, aald depending
rotls passing through said apertures, slldable locking
plates carrle-I by said supportlnp bar. yieldable means for
normally holding said locking plates out of engagement
with said depending rwla, a cam lever pivoted between
said lor>klng plates and adapted to engage the ends of
sal.l locking plates for forcing said locking plates Into
biting enira?ement with said depending rods as said cam
lever Is swung for locking said depending rods against
movement at pre-determlned intervals, means for swing-
ing said cam lever at pre-determlned Intervals, said
means comprising a cam wheel, a pivotal arm engaging
saiil cam wheel, and a yieldable connection formed be-

tween said cam lever and said pivoted mounted arm.
[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.228.352 PROCESS OP MAKING BALLrBEARING
CON'ES. Cabl G. Swe5«on, IndianapoUa, Ind.. assignor
to The Oakes Company, Indianapolis. Ind., a Cori>ora-
tlon of Indiana Flle^VJuly 7, 1918. Serial No.
108,041. (a. 29—148.)

j^'"^^
.. ^^j-»

1. The process of making pressed steel ball-bearing
cones, comprlslntc stamping out a sheet metal dlak.
pressing the disk through n die to form a cup the side
walls of which have substantially parallel elements, an-
nealing the cup, forcing the cup Into a contracting die by
pressure in allnement with the parallel elements of the
side walls of the cup to compress the cup Into a member
which is bell-shaped exteriorly and subauntlally straight-
sided Interiorly, punching a hole through the cloaed end
of this bell, annealing the perforated bell, forcing the
perforated bell Into a die which has a convex portion to
form a ball race and an Interior portion which acta on

non-clrculnr

ball-bearluR

ball-bearing

metal disk,

cup the side

the recently perforated end of the bell to force the ad-
jacent OMtaJ ont Into the ball race, spreading out the
flaring end of the perforated bell to form a plane flange,
punching out this flange Into the desired
shape, and screw-threading Internally the
cone thus produced.

2. The process of making pressed steel
conea, comprising stamping out a sheet
pressing the disk through a die to form a
walls of which have substantially parallel elements, forc-
ing the cup Into a contracting die by pressure in allne-
ment with the parallel elements of the side walls of the
cup to compress the cup Into a member which Is bell-
shapetl exteriorly, punching a hole through the closed
end of this bell, forcing the perforated bell Into a die
which has a convex portion to form a ball race, spreading
out the flaring end of the perforated bell to form a plane
flange, punching out this flange Into the desired non-
circular shape, and screw threading Internally the ball-
bearing cone thus produced.

3. The process of making pressed steel ballbearing
cones, comprising stamping out a sheet metal disk, press-
ing the disk through a die to form a cup the side walls of
which hare substantially parallel elements, annealing the
cup, forcing the cup Into a contracting die by pressure In
allnement with the parallel elements of the side walls of
the cup to compress the cup Into a member which Is bell-

8hape<I exteriorly, punching a hole through the closed
end of this bell, annealing the perforated l>ell, forcing the
perforated bell Into a die which has a convex portion to
form a ball race, spreading out the flaring ends of the
perforated bell to form a plane flange, punching out this
flange Into the deslre<l non-circular shai>e, and screw-
threading Internally the ball-bearing cone thus produced.

4. The process of making pressed steel ball-bearing
cones, comprising stamping out a sheet metal disk, press-
ing the disk through a die to form a cup the side walls of
which have subsuntlally parallel elements, forcing the
cup Into a contracting die by pressure in allnement with
the parallel elements of the side walls of the lup to com-
press the cup Into a membrr which is beJl-shaped exte-
riorly and substantially straight sided interiorly, punch-
ing a hole through the closed end of thU bell, forcing the
perforated bell Into a die WWch has a convex portion to
form a ball race, spreading out the flaring end of the
perforated boll to form a plane flange, punching out this
flange Into the desired non-circular shape, and screw-
threading Internally the ball bearing cone thus produced.

5. The proc»"8s of making pressed steel ball-bearlnf
cones, comprising stamping out a sheet metal disk, press-
ing the disk through a die to form a cup the side walls
of which have substantially parallel elements, forHng the
cup Into a contracting die by pressure In allnement with
the parallel elements of the side walls of the cup to com-
press the cup Into a member which Is bell-shaped ext*-

rlorly, punching a hole through the closed end of this bell,

forcing the perforated bell Into a die which has a convex
portion to form a ball race, and having an Interior portion
which acts on the recently perforated end of the bell to
force the adjacent metal out Into the ball race, spreadlUH
out the flaring end of the perforate*! bell to form a plane
flange, punching out this flange Into the desired non-
circular shape, and screw-threading Internally the ball-
t>earlng cone thus produced.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,368. APPAR.\TUS FOB APPLYING MASTIC TO
WALLS. Hbnbt Wibdibhold, Philadelphia, Pa., as-

signor to The Barber Asphalt Paving Company, Phila-
delphia. Pa., a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed
Jan. 2. 1915. Serial No. 20«. (CI. 26—131.)
1. A temporary structure of the class described com-

prising a series of uprights, means for holding them
rigid, adjustable spacing bars supported by said uprights,
horizontal limiting members supported by said adjustable
spacing bars ; means for holding said horizontal members
against said adjustable spacing bars : and means for
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varying the distance t>et^een the uprights and the ad
.jnstabie pacing Uars, said adjustable spacing bars being
parallel f said uprights and arranged to support a plu-

railty of horizontal nsembers.

I

2. A temporary structure of the class described, com-
prising a series of uprights ; means for holding them
rigid ; adjustable spacing bars supported by said uprights;
horizontal limiting members supported by said adjustable
spacing bars ; each spacing bar being arranged to support
a plurality of said horizontal members ; means for holding
said horizontal members against said adjustable spacing
bars

: and means for varying the distance between tlie

uprights and the adjustable spacing bars.

8. In a temporary structure of the class described, the
combination of horizontal limiting members; an adjust-
able spacing bar adapted to support a plurality of said
limiting members : a rigid upright supporting said ad-
justable spacing bar; and means for varying the distance
between the upright' and the spacing bar,

4. In a temporary structure of the class described, the
combination of a plurality of horizontal limiting raem
bers; an adjustable spacing bar supporting said limiting
BMnbcrs : a rigid nprlgkt supporting said adjustable spac-
ing bar; and means for varying the distance between the
upright and -the spacing bar. Including a bushing In said
upright, a bolt rigidly B«cured to said spacing bar, adapt-
ed to slide within said bushing, and to protrude beyond
said bushing, and a flanged nut adapted to engage the end
of said bolt.

1,228,354. ELECTRICAL FUSE. Harbt W. Tocno,
Chicago. 111. Filed Sept, 26, 1914. Serial No, 863,C90.
(CT. 175—273.)

ZJ*

ZM

1. A fuse comprising a twbe ; a 4l»k Inserted In the end
of said tube; a cap pre«ee<l over the end of said tube, the
edges of said disk being embedded therein ; a fnalble mem-
t>er In said tube ; and means for efre< ting electrical con-
nection with the ends of said fusible member, substan-
tially as described.

2. A fose comprising a tnbe of Insulating material ; a
metallic disk Inserted in the end of said tube ; a metallic
cap pressed over the end of said tube, the edges of said

disk being embedded therein, a fusible member In said

tnbt ; and means for effecting electrical connection with
the ends of said fusible member, sobstantlally as described.

3. A fuse comprUing a tut>e ; a disk inserted In the end
of said tube and having teeth on Its edges ; a cap pressed
over the end of said tube, said teeth being embedded there-

in : a fusible member In said tube ; and means for effecting

electrical connection with the ends of said fusible mem-
ber, substantially as described.

4. A fuse comprising a tube of insulating material : a
metallic disk Inserted in the end of said tube and having
teeth on its edges ; a metallic cap pressed over the end of

said tube, said teeth being embedded therein ; a fusible

member in said tube ; and means for effecting electrical

connection with the ends of said fusible member, substan-
tially as described.

5. A fuse comprising a tube of Inaulatlng material ; a
convex metallic disk Inserted within each end of said
tube and having teeth on Its edges ; a metallic cap pressed
over each end of said tube, said teeth being embedded
therein ; a fusible member within said tube having one
end soldered to one of aald disks and the other end past-
ing through the disk and cap at the corresponding end of
said tube : and means for effecting ele<trl(al connection
with said protruding end of said fusible member and with
the disk at the other end thereof, substantially as de-
scribed,

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,356. VEHICLETIRE JACKET. Andb»w 8. AN-
DBBSo.v, Oakland, Cal., assignor of one-half to Roe L.
Smith, Oakland. Cal. Filed Apr. 8, 1916. Serial No.
88,519. (CI. 152—16.)

1. A tire jacket embodying a series of plates having
chambers formed on their Inner faces and having the
walls defining the chambers recessed to form Inwardly ex-
tending projections, and connecting means for the plates
having hooks on their ends engaged with said projections
with the hook terminals located at points between the
Inner and outer faces of the plates.

2. A tire protecting armor consisting of rectangular
imperforate plates with beveled edges adapted to lie In
contact the inner surface of said plates being provided
with central receaaes and transverse channels, elastic
strips extending across the junction of said plates within
said channels and having their ends formed into hooks to
engage in the recesses of said plates.

8. An armor jacket for tires consisting of a series of
square Imperforattle beveled eUgo plates lying side by side
having transverse channels upon the lower Interior faces,

and central, divergently countersunk openings in the lat-

ter, and hook-shaped, elastic plates fitting In the channels
connecting each plate with the one adjacent and having
Inturned hooks engaging the central spaces.

4. A tire protecting armor composed of rectangular
sections linked together to form a band, aald sections bar-
ing solid outer surfaces and central divergent depressions
in their Inner surfaces, spring strips, the Inner ends of
which engage the edges of said depreasieas. and channels
extending to the edges of the sections, the l*ottoni8 of the
channels forming curve<l faces upon which ttee springs
are yieldably seated.

5. A flexible tire jacket comprising a plurality of plat«s
having solid outer faces and recess<'d Inner faces, the lat-

ter further having channels leading therefrom the bottoai
faces of which curve outwardly toward the e<lges of the
plates, and connecting strips tteatlug in the plate channels
and having hooked terminals Interlocking in the plate re-
cesses for flexibly connecting the platea.
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1.228,866. CUMULATIVE ADDITIVE DRILL - CARD.
RuBT Shbabbb Brxnnan, Portland, Oreg. Filed Mar.

16. 1917. Serial No. 165.117. (CI. 86—2.)
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able air »oction conduit havinc a ralre leat and a looaely
attacbt'd float having a valve d^'pendent 00 the rlg« of
liquid In tbe v«'m«1 fwr effecting seating of aald valve and
termlnatlns ttK outdow of air tb^-refrom and reeoltlnc
flow of liquid thereinto.

3. Id apparatu* for delivering liquid In meaaured quan
titles, the combination of a main reservoir, a saperlm-
posed vessel connected therewith, an intervening control-
ling valve, an outlet conduit having a controlling ralre,
means for exhausting air from the superimposed vessel to
effect Its partial or entire filllnc from the main reservoir,
•aid saperimposed vessel b<'lng provided with an adjust-
able air suction conduit having a valve scat and a loosely
attached float having a valve dependent on tbe rise of
liquid in the vessel for ejecting seating of said valve and
termixiAting tbe oat-flow of air therefrom and resulting
flow of liquid thereinto and for indicating the contents
of said vessel at tbe termination of lach outflow and in-
flow reapectlvely.

4. In apparatus for delivering liquid In measured quan
titles, tbe combination of a main reservoir, a superlm
posed measuring tank wnnected therewith having an out-
let conduit, means for exliaustlng air from the measuruig
tank, a vertically saovaWe hollow stem forming a conduit
for the exhaust air and having a valve seat at its lower
end. and a float tiaving a valve adapted to seat thereio
to close said conduit by bnoyant action 9t tbe liquid.

5. In apparatus for delivering liquid In meaHiired quan-
tities, the combination of a main reservoir, a superim-
posed mea-suring tank connected therewith having an out-
let conduit, a check valve Interposed between the measur-
Injr tank and tbe main reservoir, means f«r exhausting
air from fh»' measuring tank, a vertically morable hollow
stem forming a conduit for the exhaust air and having a
valve seat at Its lower end, and a float having a valve
adapted to seat therein to close said conduit by buoyant
action of the liquid.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.364. AUTOMATIC PILOT MECHANISM. Al-
FRBD J. .Macy, Chicago. 111. Filed Aug. 8. 1913. Serial
No. 783.683. Renewed Oct. 18. 1916. Serial No
126,453. (CI. 172—282.)

.3>0

1. In a device of the claw ilescrlbed the combination of
a compass needle, magnetic colls adjacent thereto, a con-
tact associated with each of aald colls adapted to be closed
by said needle to form a circuit and energize the coll, a
magnetic clutch adapted to be set In operation when a
contact Is closed, the field set up by the energized coll
actluK to repel the needle and break the circuit.

2. In a device of tbe class described, steerlag mecha
alams for a vehicle. pow«jr driven ma«actic oJutrben, «
coBipasti needle adapt»Hl to close electrical coatarts to set
•id magnetic clutches In operation to steer tbe vehicle,
and magnetic means acting to repel said needle when a
contact IS closed to brt'ak tbe elr< ult.

3. In CQjiiUinatlon with n vehicl.' and sti-eriog means
therefor, a compass, a rotatable table theneCw. means on
said table for holding tbe same In utiitlonapy position
after adjustment, rnacnotlc coils on said table adapted to
be disposM.i synimctrlcally on each aide of a compass nee-
die, electrical ronnections adapted to l»e effected through
tald o«nipii->. n.edle and said colls, to aet stiid (steering
means in opera tion.

4. In a devl<>«> of the class described. >i conipiMs nee
»Ue. a rotatable table therefor, contact coIIh thereon adapt
ed to be temporarily energized by conta<t with sai^l com-
pass needi>-. steering mecbanlaiti for a vehicle. Bagaettc

clutches connected thereto to drive the saote. and means
e»ecgltlng said clutches when said electrical contacts are
dosed to drive tbe steering mechanism of said vehicle.

5. Id a devl< e of the class described the combination of
a compass needle, coils adjacent thereto, contacts aaao-
clated with said colls adapted to be closed by said needle
to form a circuit and energise said colls, and steering
mechanism adapted to be set in operation when the con-
tacts are closed.

f Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.228,365. APPARATUS FOR CUTTING WELTING.
TH011A8 Mabtin, Dorchester. Maaa., assignor to Wil-
liam B. Arnold. North Ablngton. Mass. Filed June 8,
1912. Serial No. 702,488. (CI. 164—61.)

llJlllii.Tr,.,,' ]|'J)»

^rrrj / v di|fcgi3aii i i iwl irjii:
"'irn

1. Apparatus for cutting welting comprising In combi-
nation a bed pUte. means to fee«l the stock therealong. a
disk cutter 18 for severing welting strips from the stock
having a supporting spindle 21, a sleeve bearing 22 there-
for provided with projecting ears 27. bolts 23 positioned
therein, and a pivotal support for said sleeve.

2. Apparatus for cutting welting comprising In combi-
nation a bed plate, means to feed the stock in a straight
path along said bed plate, a disk cutter 18 for severing
welting strips from the stock having a supporting spin-
dle 21. a bearing sleeve 22 having a photal support 24,
a supporting plate 25 to which th.- sleeve 22 Is adjustably
secured, and a support 26 to which tbe plate 26 it ad-
justably secured.

3. Apparatus for cutting stock comprising a bed plate,
means to feed the stock therealong, a roUUble disk cut-
ter, and a slide mounted In the bed plate and carrying an
embedding surface for the cutter.

4. Apparatus for cutting 8to< k comprising a bed plate,
means to feed the stock thpr«!aloug. a rotatable disk cut-
ter, and a slide adjustably mounted In the bed plate and
provided with a socket to receive aa embedding surface
for the cutter.

5. Apparatus for cutting welting comprising In combl-
nation a bed plate, two pairs of feed rolls, one member of
each pair being poaltlvely driven and the other member
thereof being yieldingly pressed tbereagalnst, and an
Interposed disk cutter having its , uttlujc edge arranged
nt an acute anule to tbe face of tin- atock for severing a
welting strip therefrom.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,366. HOLDER FOR USE IN SCALING* FI8U.
John B. Mills, Fort Wayne. Ind. Filed Mar. 10. 1917
Serial No. 153.868. (CI. 17—10.)
1. In a holder for flsh durlnp th*- scaling operation, a

central portion for en«a«ement by the hand, in combina-
tion with flab-eagaglng toeth at one end and sopport-eo-
gaging prongs at the other end of the holder.

2. In a holder for flsh during the scaling operation, a
central hand bold, in combination with a downwa«dly-
• xt'inllng tlsh cngHgIng fmnt member and a downwardly
••xtHnding support'engaging rear member

8. In a bolder for flsh during the sen ling operation, a
twnCr&l band bold In combination with a downwardly-
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extending front portion having fish engaging projectlotks

theraon and a downwardly-extending rear portion cut

mway at Its middle part and provided with support-en-

gaging prongs at the sides.

4. A holder for flsh during the scaling operation hav-

ing tbe middle of Its length adapted to be grasped by

tbe hand of the user and a front end at an angle to this

middle portion and terminating In flsh holding means
near the middle of its width, the rear end being provided

with a clearance opening for the flsh.

5. A holder for flsh during the scaling operation having

Its rear terminating In projections at the sides, leaving

a clearance space between, In combination with flsh hold-

ing maans at the front end located nearer the middle of

the width of the holder than these rear projections.

1.22S.S67. OVEN.
Filed SepL 28.

126—275.)

IIBKRV W. O'DowD, Jersey City, N. J.

1912. Serial No. 722,854. (CI.

• 9

1. lo an oven tbe combination of a pair of aides, each
side having a recess formed therein and substantially co-

extensive therewith, a plurality of recessed ledges pro-

Jacting from said side and registering with similar re-

cessed ledges projecting from the opposite side, said flrst-

entioned recess communicating with the recesses of the

ledges, and a frame having shelves arranged to recipro-

cate In said receaaes. substantially as described.

2. In an oven tbe combination of a pair of sides, each

side baviuR a recess formed therein and substantially co-

•stenslve therewith, a plurality of recessed ledges pro-

jecting from ssid side and registering with similar re-

ceased ledges projecting from the opposite side, said flrst-

Bcnttoned recess communlcatlnK with the recesses of the

ledges, a frame having shelves arranged to reciprocate

in said recesses, and rollers arranged on said frame, sub-

stantially as described.

3. In an oven the combination of a pair of sides, each

aide having a recess formed therein, a plurality of re-

cessed ledges projecting from said side and registering

with •imilar recessed lodges projecting from the opposite

Mde, Mid first-mentioned recess communicating with the

recesses of tbe ledges, and a frame havtnf shelves ar-

ranged to reciprocate in said recesses, substantially as

described.

4. In an oven the combination of a pair of sides, each

side having a recess formed therein, a plurality of re-

cessed ledges projecting from said side and registering

888 O. G.—102

with similar recessed ledges projecting from the opposite

side, said fi rat-mentioned recess commualcatint; with tbe

receaaes of the ledges, a frame having shelves arranged

to reciprocate in said recesses, and rollers arranged on
said frame, substantially as described.

1,228,868. WOOD SEPARATOR FOR STORAGB-BAT-
TERY PLATES. Wilxjam MoaaisoM, Chicago, IlL, as-

signor to Vesta Accumulator Company, a Corporation

of Indiana. Filed Nov. 11, 1916. Serial No. 180.877.

(CI. 204—29.)
2. A method of treating wood separators, which con-

sists In treating them with a solution of barium hydroxid

and then converting tbe barium hydroxid Into barium
sulfate.

4. The method of treating wood separators which con-

sists In producing In the pores thereof an insoluble barfum
compound.

[Claims 1, 3, 5, and 6 not printed in tbe Gasette.]

1,228,369. SEPARATOR FOR SJTORAGE - BATTERY
PLATES. William Moaniaoir, Chicago, 111., assignor

to Vesta Accumulator Company, a Corporation of In-

diana. Filed Apr. 2, 191T. Serial No. 159,286. (CI.

204—29.)

3. A separator having strontium sulfate In its pores.

4. The method of treating porous separators, which
consists In Introducing into the pores a solution of stron-

tium hydroxid, and then converting the strontium hy-

droxid into strontium sulfate.

[Claims 1, 2, 5, and 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.228,870. MONEY-CHANGING MACHINE. Fhsd P.

FiraTTTNGsa, Dallas, Tex. Piled June 7, 1916. Serial

No. 82,498. (CI. 138—4.)

1. In a money changing machine, the combination of a

plurality of vertical coin tubes, an ejector working under

each tut>e, a plurality of swinging sectors engaging the

ejectors and each having a depending arm.' a weight
mounted on the end of each sector arm adapted to return

it to normal position, a plurality of key controlled oper-

ating members disposed in advace of the sector arms, and
a plurality of links connecting one end of the operating

member with the sector arms, there being a single link con-

nection between each operating member and one of tbe

sector arms, said links being pivoted to the sector arms
at relative different points with relation to the pivot

points of the sectors.

2. In a money changing machine, the roml>Ination of a

plurality of coin tubes, an ejector mounted under each

tube and each ejector having a length of movement in

proportion to the diameter of tbe coin ejected, elements
for operating the ejectors, a swinging member connected

to each of said elements, an operating device for each

swinging member, and a separate connection between each

operating member and its correlated swinging member
pivoted to tx>th. some of the connections being pivoted to

the swinging members at greater distances from the pivot

points of said members than other connections, whereby
the amplitude of the movement of some of said members
Is greater than otbera.
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8. Id a money changing machine, the combination of a
plurality of coin tabes, an ejector moanted ander each
tube and each ejector having a length of moTement in pro-
portion to the diameter of the coin ejected, sectors mesh-
ing with the ejectors, arms rigid with the sectors, key
operated swinging members, and links of varying lengths
pivoted to the swinging arms at dUTerent relative dis-
tances from the pivot points of said arms, whereby the
amplitude of the swing of the arms rarlea.

1.21'8.371. PROCESS OF PRODUCINfJ IXSULATINC;
MATERIALS. Emil HAaraLY, Basel. Switzerland, as-
algnor to Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed May
27. 1912. Serial No. 700,027. (01. 91—70.)

1. The process of manufacturing insulating material
which consists in moistening with a solvent liquid the
surface of a fabric coated with an adhesive, distributing
mica flakes upon the wet surface and applying heat and
pressure to the mica-covered strip before the solvent has
dried.

2. The process of manufacturing insulating material
which ponslst-i In moistening the surface of an Insulating
gum-coated fabric with a solvent liquid, distributing mica
flakes upon the wet surface and applying heat and pres-
sure thereto.

3. The process of manufacturing insulating material
which consists in moistening with alcohol the surface of
a fabric coated with Insulating gum, distributing mica
flakes upon the wet surface and applying heat and pres-
sure thereto.

4. The process of manufacturing insulating material
which consists in continuously passing a strip of insulat-
ing gum-coated fabric from a source of supply over and in
contact with a source of solvent material, thereafter,
applying mica flakes to the fabric, and then passing the
fabric between pressure members at least one of which Is

heated.

6. The process of manufacturing insulating material
which consists in continuously passing a strip of insulat-
ing gum-coated fabric over a source of solvent material,
manually distributing mica flakes upon the wet surface!
and applying heat and pressure to the fabric.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.872. PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING COLOR
LEAF. GoHai IWATSi-Bo, Kioto, Japan. Filed May 81.
1916. Serial No. 101.004. (CI. 18—57.)

3. The process of manufacturing color leaf which con-
sists In first Immersing a plate Into a volatile solution
consisting of 100 parts volatile oil, 15 parts crude cam-
phor. 2 parts stearin removing said plate applying thereto
a color mixture, consisting of 100 parts water. 10 parts
gelatin. 5 parts glycerin. 2 parts syrup and 1 part sUrch
in addition to the necessary amount of color, and subject-
ing the plate to heat, to loosen the leaf from the surface
of the plate.

[Claims 1, 2. and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1^28,878. SCOOP. Frank J. KaiaroraK, St. Paul,
Minn., assignor to Brown & Blgelow. St. Paul. Minn.,
a Corporation of Minnesota. Filed Apr. 21, 1914.
Serial No. 838,420. (Cl. 65—86.)

An advertising novelty, comprising, a scoop conalstlaff
of a shell forming a body portion having a horizontal flat
stability base, said inxly portion terminating at one
extremity in an elongate«l upwardly inclinetl pouring por-
tion and at its opposite extremity In a Up, a loop member
secured to said lip forming a hand grasp. uu<i a button
having a Hat upper surface secure*! to said loop forming
a broad thumb bearing surface and affording an adver-
tising medium, the said portions at the oppoalte extremi-
ties of said base counterbalancing one another, whereby
its stability is enhanced.

1,228,374. BARKING DRUM. John J. Rosa, Interna-
tional Falls, Minn. Filed Feb. 12, 1916. Serial No.
78,084. (Cl. 144—208.)

1. A barking drum, comprising, in combination, a rota-
table slatttMl drum having a wood receiving end. means for
revolving said drum, and m^ans arranged within said
drum for loosening the bark on the wood and positively
advancing the wood through the drum from its receiving
end to its opposite end

2. A barking machine, comprising, in combination, a
rotatable drum through one end of which the wood to h«
barked la Introduced, means for revolving said drum, and
a bark knocker spirally arranged on the inner surface of
said drum to advance the wood through the drum and
against which the wood Is adapted to impinge to looaaa
and remove the t>ark.

3. A barking drum, comprising, in combination, a rota-
table slatted drum having a wood receiving end. meant
for revolving said drum, and a plurality of spaced devlcaa
arranged on the Inner surface of said drum to positively
advance the wood through the drum and against which
the wood Is adapted to Impinge to loosen and remove tba
bark.

4. A barking drum, comprising, in combination, a rota-
table slatted drum having a wood rec<»lvlng end. mpans for
revolving said drum, and a plurality of spaced devices
spirally arranged on the inner surface of said drum to
positively advance the wood through the drum and against
which the wood is adapted to Impinge to loosen and re-
move the bark.

5. A barking machine, comprising. In combination, a ro-
tatable drum having a plurality of longitudinal sectloni
arranged endwise together, a set of bark knockers spirally
arranged on the Inner surfaces of said sections, said
knockers being placed endwise together to form substan-
tially continuous wood feeding spirals traversing the en-
tire length of said drum and for positively advancing the
wood therethrough, one of said 8«>ctlons being formed with
a soaking compartment for the wood, and the remainder of
said sections having passages through which the fraa
bark may pasa.
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1,»28,878. UNIVERSAL WING-POST SOCKET. John
P. Tabbox and Hbnrv Klx<ki.ek, Buffalo, N. Y., as-

aignors to Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Corporation, a

Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 18, 1916. Serial

No. 61,458, (Cl. 244—31.)

1*^ -£

2. A wing post socket of the character described In-

cluding a socket plate, a bearing block and means freely

connecting the block and plate and at the same time limit-

ing oscillatory movement of the former in a pair of rec

tangularly opposed planes.

8. A wind post socket of the character deacrlbed, In-

clndlng a socket plate, a bearing block, means carried by

the block to provide one axis of oscillation therefor, and
a U bolt providing an axis of oscillation for said block in

a plane rectangularly opposed to the plane of the flrat

aald axis.

32. A wing post socket for aeroplanes including a bear

Ing member, a socket member, and a one piece substan

tlally U-shaped retaining member having its bight portion

extended sufllclently beyond the sides of the post to pro-

vide anchorages for the wing structure brace wires.

83. In a wing post socket of the character described,

the combination of stay wires for the wing post, a socket

plate and a t>earlng block comprising the wing post socket

and means triply functioning to connect the socket plate

and bearing for relative movement, to limit such movement
to oscillation about axes defined by the means and to an-

chor said stay wires to the post.

[Claims 1. 8 to 7. 9 to 81, and 84 to 42 not printed in

the Oaiette.l

1,228,876. HYDROCARBON BURNER. William H.

Thaybb, Columbia. S. C. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. Serial

No. 116,445. (Cl. 67—43.)

1. A hydrocarbon burner comprising a generator tube,

a burner supporting member below said tube and in open

communication therewith, burners depending from said
member and communicating therewith, means interi>ose<i

between said supporting member and the lower end of said

generator tube for mixing the vapor Issuing from said tube
with air and delivering the mixture to said supporting
member, a burner surrounding said generator tube, and
means leading from said supporting member to said burner
and forming a shunt for a portion of the mixture, whereby
said burner may be supplied with fuel.

2. A hydrocarbon burner comprising a generator tube,

a hollow burner supporting member below said tube, and
in open communication therewith, burners depending from
said member and in open communication therewith, means
interposed between said burner supporting member and
the lower end of said generator tul>e for mixing the vapor
issuing from said tube with air and delivering the mixture
to said member, a burner surrounding said generator tube,

a U tube having a long arm leading from said member to

the burner which surrounds the generator tube, and hav-
ing a short arm flared and flattened and positioned di-

rectly beneath the air mixing device to receive a portion

of the air and gas mixture and deliver It to the generator
burner without materially obstructing the flow to the
depending burners.

3. A hydrocarbon burner comprising a generator tut>e.

means for carbureting gas discharged from said tube and
for conducting the same to a flared burner mouth, a fuel

conduit disposed within said flared mouth and provided
with an elongated and tapered fuel admitting opening and
a burner for beating said generator and adapted to be
supplied with fuel by means of said conduit.

4. A hydrocarbon burning lamp embodying a fuel

supply pipe, a valve connected with said pipe, depending
rods connected with said valve, a vaporizing tul)e commu-
nicating with said valve, a starting pan carried by naid

rods and adapted to initially heat said vaporizing tube. •
main tube heating burner connected with said rods and
located concentrically of said vaporising tube, a mixing
cliamber supported by said rods and having graduated
pa.s8Hge8 formed in vertical alinement with the discharge

extremity of said vaporlxlng tube, aald passages being
spaced with respect to each other to provide air admitting
openings, a downwardly flared casing secured to the lower
extremities of aald rods and employed to conduct fuel from
said passage ways to burner tube, mantles secured to said

tubes and depending down^vardly and means situated

within aald flared casing to conduct surplus gas admitted
to the aame to the main burner for heating said vaporizing

tube.

5. A hydrocarbon burner comprising a generator tube,

a hollow cone-ahaped burner supporting member below
said tube, and in open communication therewith, burner*
depending from said member and In open communication
therewith, means interpose<i between said cone-shaped
burner support and the lower end of said generator tube

for mixing the vapor Issuing from said tube with air and
delivering the mixture to said cone-shaped member, a
burner surrounding said generating tube, and means lead-

ing from said cone-shaped member to said burner and
forming a shunt for a portion of said mixture, wherebj
the burner may be supplied with fuel.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,377. AUTOMATIC STEERING-GEAR FOR TRAC-
TORS AND THE LIKE. William Tcrnboll, Stockton,
Cal., assignor to Holt Manufacturing Company, Peoria,

III., a Corporation of California. Filed Sept. 80, 1914,

Serial No. 864.258. Renewed Mar. 27, 1917. Serial

No. 167.846. (Cl. 97—81.)
1. In a traction engine such as described, the combina-

tion of a main frame, a single power source, a single trac-

tor on each side of the main frame, and means responalve

to a deviation of the tractor engine to either side of a
straight ahead line of travel for disconnecting from the
power source the tractor on the side of the frame opposite

to the line of deviation.

3. In a traction engine such as described, the combina-
tion of a main frame, a single power source, a single tntc-
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tor on ea< h side of the main frame, independent clutches
betire«n the power source and the reapective tractors, a
furrow wheel, and ceooection between the furrow wheel
and the clutches operative upon a deviation of the trac-

tion encine to either side of a straight ahead line of
travel to disconnect from the power source the tractor on
the aide of the frame opposite to the line of deviation.

5. In a traction engine such as described, the combina-
tion of a main frame, a single power source, a single trac-

tor on each aide of the main frame. Independent power
connections between the p<)w»'r source and the respective
tractors, a furrow wheel, connections between the furrow
wheel and the power connections of both tractors opera-
tive upon a deviation of the traction engine to either side
of a straight ahead line of travel to disconnect from the
power source the tractor on the side of the frame op-

poalte to the line of deviation, and means for manually
elevating and lowering said furrow wheel into and out of
the fnrrow.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,878. INSULATION. Ab&am E. Browk. Cleveland.
Ohio, assignor to The Carey Company, a Cori>oration of
Ohio. Filed Apr. 14, 1918. Serial No. 91,123. (CT
154—44.)

1. An insulating unit comprising layera of insulating
material, a metal backing for the Insulating ma.terl«l,

means to hold the various elements together ; an adjacent
Insulating unit therebelow having a metal backing, and
means on the flrst harking to enKage the second backing.

8. A boiler, sapports on the boiler. Independent metal
oaaiogs supported by the supports and holding the insu-

lation ac&lQst the boiler, and removable means resting
against the casings and holding the casings in place.

4. A boiler or the like, supports on the boiler, cement
on the boiler, a plurality of sections of insulation resting
on the supports and In the cement, bands mnnlng around
the boiler from the supports and holding in place the sec-

tiont of insulation, and means for connecting the bands.

9. A boiler insulation comprising cement adjacent the
boiler, magnesia blocks on the cement, fibrous material
on the magnesia, asb>>stos board on the fibrous material, a
metal sheathing, and means to hold the magnesia, flbroas

Btterlal and asbestos in the sheathing.

[Claims 2, 5 to 8, and 10 not printed in the Gatette.]

In a hydrocarbon lamp, the combination of a reservoir, a
retort connected to said reservoir, a hollow substantially
oval-shaped chamber 8upporte<l hy said retort, said cham-
ber having a central mixing tube formed Integrally there-
with and arranged transversely thereof, the walls of said
tube being of a single thicknet<s and venturi shaped, the
top of said walls terminating short of the top of the
chamber, the positioning of saUi tube centrally of the
chamber thereby forming hurner tu>>es upon opposite xldea
of the mixing tube between the same and the outside walls
of the chamber, said burner tultes extending downwardly
beyond the bottom of the mixing tube, and means for
supplying air to said mixing tube.

1,228,880. METHOD AND 8Y8TEM FOR OPERATING
RUDDERS OP AIRCRAFT. GLamj! H. CrRTiss, Ham
mondsport, N. Y.. aHsignor to The Cnrtlas Motor Com-
pany, Hammondsport, N. T., a Corporation of New
York. Flle<l Feb. 18. 1914. Serial No. 819,521. (CL
244—29.)

1. In an aircraft, a rudder system comprising a rudder,
a relatively fixed support to which said rudder Is con-
nected, and a transversely extending tension device on
each side of said rudder interconnecting the rudder and
its support, said tension device comprising a spring and
a link respectively pivoted one to the other at a point
adjacent the attachment of said rudder to said support.

2. In an aircraft, a ruilder system comprising a rudder,
a relatively fixed support to which said rudder is at-

tached and a transversely extending tension device on each
side of said rudder interconnecting the rudder and its

support, said tension device comprising a spring hinged
at a point adjacent the line of attachment of said rudder
and said support.

3. In an aircraft, a rudder system comprising a rudder,
a relatively fixed support to which said rudder is con-
nected, said rudder being when deflecte«l biased to a nor-
mal position by wind pressure, and a transversely extend-
ing bendable tension member on each side of said rudder
interconnecting the rudder and its support and normally
exerting tension on lines passing close to the line of con-

nection between said rudder and Its support, each mem-
ber being bendable about said line without substatnlal
alteration of the force exerted on said rudder when the
rudder Is moved in a prescribed direction, and each on the

other hand when the rudder is deflected In the opposite
direction occupying a position removed from said line of

connection and exerting a force biasing said rudder
against wind pressure.

4. In an aircraft, a rudder system comprising a rudder,
a relatively fixed support to which said rudder is con-

1.228,379. HYDROCARBOX-L.\MF. Thomas JarraaaoH
Cbook, Wichita, Kans. Filed Jan. 15, 1916, Serial No.
72.222. Renewed Apr. 18, 1917. Serial No. 168.037.
(CI. 67—60.)

^
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nected, said rudder being when deflected in either direction

biased to a normal position by wind pressure, and a trans-

versely extending tension device on each side of said rud
der interconnecting the rudder and Its support, the ten-

sion of said devices while the rudder is In normal posi-

tion being equilibrated whereby the rudder is not appre-
ciably biased from normal position, but when said rudder
is moved in either direction from normal the equilibrium
of tension being destroyed and a draft applied to the
rodder by preponderating tension of one device or the
other In the direction in which it has been moved.

5. In an aircraft, a rudder system comprising a rudder,

a relatively fixed support to which said rudder is at-

tached, and a transversely extending tension device on one
side of said rudder Interconnecting the rudder and its

support, said tension device comprising a spring having a
hinge Joint adjacent the line of attachment of said rudder
and said support to permit deflection of said rudder from
Its normal position.

1,228.381. HTDRO-ABRO MACHINE. Qlcnn H. Ctm-
TI88. Buffalo. N. Y,. assignor to The Curtlss Motor
Company, Hammomisport. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Original application filed Sept 6. 1012, Serial

No. 718.840. Divided and application filed June 4. 1913.

Serial No. 771.646. Dlvtde<l and this application filed

June 7. 1918. Serial No. 32,654. (CI. 244—2.)

1. In a hydro-aero-machlne, the combination of means
for floating the machine on the water, air planes extending
out laterally on either side thereof and secured to the
same In lifting relation thereto, niean.s inoluiling au
aerial propeller for driving the machine at such speed as

to cause It to skim along the surface of the water, and
means for maintaining the lateral equilibrium of the ma
chine on the water comprising means on each side of the

floating means depending from the lower surface of the

air planes and located well out laterally from the float-

ing means and on each side of the floating means consist-

ing of a curved part conformlnj; .'-ubstantlally to the
lower surface of said air planes and substantially fitting

the same and a substantially flat part extending down-
wardly and rearwardly from the air planes at a salient

angle to the horlsontal and adapted to engage the water
and by the rush of water against said Inclined part pre
vent submersion of the air planes when the machine tips

laterally.

2. In a hydro-aero-machlne. the combination of means
for floating the machine on the water, air planes extending
out laterally on either side thefeof and secured to the
same In lifting relation thereto and curvilinear in section
fore and aft, means including an aerial propeller for driv-

ing the machine at such speed as to cause It to skim along
the surface of the water, lateral equilibrium maintaining
pontoons carried close up under the lower surface of said

air planes well out from the fioatlng means on each side

thereof and each having a curvilinear upper part conform-
ing substantially to the curvilinear section of the air

planes and a lower part substantially rectilinear in trans

verse section, said lower part being inclined downwardly
and rearwardly and adapted to engage the water when
the machine is tilted laterally to prevent bubmerslon of

the air planes and by the rush of water against the in-

clined part, to quickly right the machine.
3. In a hydro-aero-machine, the combination of means

for floating the machine on the water, air planes extending
out laterally on either side thereof and secured to the
same in lifting relation thereto and curvilinear in section

fore and aft, means including an aerial propeller for driv-

ing the machine at such speed as to cause it to skim along
the surface of the water, lateral equlllbrium-mnlntaintng
pontoons carried under the lower surface of said air
planes well out from the floating means on each side
thereof and each having a curvilinear upper portion con-
forming substantially to the curvilinear section of the air
plane and also having a downwardly and rearwardly In-
clined projecting part with a lower surface forming a
salient angle to the horizontal and adapted to extend be-
yond the air planes and to engage the water and by the
rush of water against the sa'me right the machine when
tilted laterally.

4. In a hydro-aero-machlne, the combination of means
for floating the machine on the water, air planes extending
out laterally on either side thereof and secured to the
same in lifting relation thereto, means including an
aerial propeller for driving the machine at such speed
as to cause it to skim along the surface of the water, lat-

eral equilibrium maintaining water-tight pontoons carried
close up to and under the lower surface of said air planes
well out from the floating means on each side thereof so as
to prevent the air from sliding out laterally from beneath
said air planes and having a part with a lower surface
inclined downwardly and rearwardly at a salient angle to
the horizontal and adapted to extend beyond the air planes
and to engage the water when the lM)at is traveling thereon
and by the rush of water against said part right the
machine when tilted laterally.

5. In a hydro-aero-machlne, the combination of means
for floating the machine on the water, air planes extending
out laterally on either side thereof and secured to the
same In lifting relation thereto, means including an
aerial propeller for driving the machine at such speed
as to cause It to skim along the surface of the water, lat-

eral equilibrium-maintaining water-tight pontoons carried
close up to and under the lower surface of said air planes
well out from the floating means on each side thereof so as
to prevent the air from sliding out laterally from beneath
mid air planes and having a lower surface extending
downwardly and rearwardly from the forward portion
thereof in the form of a flexible hydroplane surface form-
ing a salient angle to the horizontal.

(Claims 6 to 20 not printed in tbeOaiette.]

1,228.382. FLYING-MACHINE. Gi>i:nn H. Cchtiss. Buf-
falo, N. Y.. assignor to The Curtlss Motor Company,
Hammondsport. N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed July 14, 1915. Serial No. 39.836. (Q. 244—14.)

1. In an aeroplane, main supporting surfaces, twin
driving motors, a nacelle for seating the passengers, and
a fuselage supporting the rear controls and comprising
three longitudinal members trussed together, one extend-
ing aft from each motor, the other extending aft from
the rear end of the nacelle.

2. In an aeroplane, main supporting surfaces, driving
motors, a nacelle structure for carrying passengers, and
a fuselage carrying controls and comprising a plurality
of longitudinal nieml>er8 extending one, at least, from each
of the motors an<i the nacelle.

3. In an aeroplane, main supporting surfaces, a driving
motor, a motor support, a nacelle, and a fuselage structure
including longitudinal members extended rearwardly as
actual prolongations respectively of the motor support and
of the nacelle, said members in each Instance terminating
forwardly in the vicinity of the aft end of the structure
which they prolong.

4. In an aeroplane, main supporting surfaces, a drlvln.i
motor mounted intermediate the supporting surfaces.
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motor supports Interconnecting the respective snpportlng
•orftces, engine bed beamg Interconnecting corresponding
motor supports, rear controls, and a longitudinal member
•xtendtng rearwardly in prolongation of the engine bed
beams to carry said rear controls.

5. In an aeroplane, a nacelle structure, twin driving
motors mounted without. In a horliontal plane above
And respectively at opposite sides of the nacelle, rear
controls, and a longitudinal member extending rearwardly
In prolongation of each motor and the nacelle, said mem-
bers collectively constituting a fuselage structure for
supporting the rear controls.

(Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Oazette.l

RE ISSUE S.

14.806. CHOCK BLOCK. Edw.^hd S. Evans. Detroit.
Mich. Filed Apr. 18. 1917. Serial No. 163.069. Orlgl'
nal No. 1,188,746. dated June 27, 1916, Serial No.
72.903, filed Jan. 19, 1916. (CI. 21—8.)

1. A chock block having a plurality of face*, one of said
faces having an incut terminating short of the base of the
block whereby a heel or ledge is formed adjacent the baae.
•aid heel or ledge adapted to receive fastening means to
Mcure the block to a support and one of said faces being
a wheel engaging face.

2. A chock block having a wheel-engaging fnce and hav-
ing an ln(ut in the rear face, the incut being so formed
as to provide a heel on the block near the lower end of
said rear face, the heel and Incut providing a face to re-
ceive fastening means to secure the block to a support
the rear face of the heel and the rear face of the block
above the Incut being In the same vertical plane

14.307. CAST TRUCK - BOLSTER. YrsKB Mitasaki
McKees Rocks. Pa. Filed Jan. 19, 1917. Serial No'
H.l.ns. Original No. 1,189,608, dated July 4. 1916
Serial No. 60.929. filed Nov. 11. 1916. (CI. 106—104 )'

1. A cast truck bolster Inrludlnj? spared parallel lon-
gitudinally extending bottom chord members, the upper
of said members having flanges formed on Its longitudinal
«dge8 and directed away from the bottom chord member

2. A cast truck bolster including spaced longitudinally
xtendlng chord members In vertically spaced relation
the upper of the chord members having lonptudlnal de-
penrilng flanges and spared longitudinally disposed flanges
at opposite sides thereof and having an offRet In the web
near the end of the bolster to Increase vertical strength
of the bolster.

3. A cast truck bolster consisting of upp*r and lower
longitudinally extended chord members Integrally con-
nected at opposite ends, and a vertical truss Integrally
connecting the chord members at the center of the bolster
the upper chord member being provided with spaced lon-
grltudinally disposed flanges at opposite sides thereof, each
of said flanges being integrally connected with the central

truss, the outer flange of each set extending the ent're
length of the bolster and the outer ends of the Inner
flanges terminating In close proximity to the ends of the
bolster.

4. A cast truck bolster Including spaced longitudinally
extending chord members In vertically spaced relation
the lower of the said chord members having upper and
lower chord members which are integrally connected to
each other by a central longitudinally extending web the
upper of the said members having flanges formed on its
longitudinal edges and directed away from the bottom
chord member.

5. A cast truck bolster including upper and lower lon-
gitudinally extending chord members Integrally connected
at opposite ends, and a vertical truss Integrally connect-
ing the chord members at the center of the bolster, the
upper of the said chord members having longitudinal de-
pending flanges and spaced longitudinally disposed flanges
at opposite sides thereof, each of the Inner flanges being
Integrally connected with the central truss and the other
ends terminating In close proximity to the ends of the
bolster, the outer flange of each set extending the entire
length of the bolster.

6. A cast truck bolster Including spaced longitudinally
extending chord members In vertically spaced relation
and having their end portions connected, a cvntral truss
connecting said chord members, the upper of said chord
members having longitudinally depending flanges, and
longitudinally spaced flanges at opposite Hides thereof,
said longitudinally disposed flanges extending In oppo-
site directions from the central truss and terminating in
close proximity to the connected end portions of the chord
members to Increase the vertical and horirontal strength
of the bolster. '

14,808. WATERING DEVICE FOR CATTLE. Hcoo C.
Rassma.v.v, Beaver Dam. Wis. Filed Feb. 6. 1917. 8e
rUl No. 147.020. Original No. 1.204.066. dated Nov.
7. 1916, Serial Xo. 96,207, filed May 8. 1916. (CI.
119—75.)

1. In a watering device for animals, the comhinatlon of
a water supply device having a valre controlled outlet a
bowl hinged at the side thereof nearest said water supply
device. latching means for said bowl located at the hinged
side thereof, and animal controlled means projecting Into
the bowl beyond the arc made by upper edge of the bowl
nearest the hinged side thereof, for operating the valve
of aald ralve controlled outlet.

2. In a watering device for animals, the combination of
a water pipe having a valve controlled outlet, a bowl In
front of said pipe, means for hinging said bowl at the side
thereof nearest the water pipe, latching means for hold-
ing the bowl In horliontal position, and an'mai controlled
means projecting Into the bowl beyond the arc made by
the upper edge of the bowl nearest the hinged side thereof
for actuating the valve In said valve-controlled outlet

3. In a watering device for animals, the combination of
a water pipe provided with a valve controlled outlet a
bowl In front of said pipe and having hinged connection
therewith, animal rontrollw! means entering the bowl and
projecting beyond the arc made by the upper edge of the
bowl nearest the hinged side thereof, for op,.ratlng the
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TalTe In said valve-controlled outlet, and a latch between

the bowl and the water pipe.

4. In a watering device for animals, the combination of

a stand pipo. a bowl hinged near its bottom thereto, a

latch mounted on the stand pipe and engaging the upper
portion of the bowl, and animal-controlled means for dis-

charging water from said stand-pipe to the bowl, said

animal-controlled means projecting Into the bowl beyond
the arc made by the upper edge of the bowl nearest the

hinged side thereof.

5. In a watering device for cattle, the combination with

a bowl, and water supply means having a discharge outlet

over the bowl and provided with a valve having a stem
projecting in an upright position above the water supply

outlet means, of a ball forming a pivoted lever having

its side members disposed at respective sides of the path

of water flowing from said discharge outlet, a platform

rigid with said bail and disposed within the bowl, and
means on said ball extending over the water supply means

in position to engage the stem of the valve therein.

6. In an animal watering device, the combination of a
water pipe, a bowl supported thereby, a valve casing rigid

with said water pipe and projecting over the bowl, said

casing having a lateral duct communicating with the

water pipe and a duct discharging into the bowl, said

last mentioned duct being deflected in a direction toward

the rear end of the bowl, a spring-actuated ralve disposed

between said ducts, and an animal-operated lever opera-

tlvely associated with said valve.

7. In an animal watering device, the combination with

a water pipe, a bowl, a casing rigid with the water pipe

and having two ducts, one of said ducts communicating
with the water pipe and the other discharging into the

bowl, a spring actuated valve between said ducts and pro-

vided with a stem projecting alwve the casing, of an

animal-operated lever having a member disposed over the

bottom of the bowl, said lever having an upwardly pro-

jecting part at one end, said upwardly projecting part

being bifurcated forming two arms pivotahy mounted

near their upper ends on said pipe, said arms terminating

in forwardly projecting members, and a cross bar connect-

ing said forwardly projecting lever members and disposed

OTcr the stem of the valve.

DESIGNS.
60.828. TIRETREAD.

N. Y. Filed Mar. 28,

of patent 14 years.

Wabrbx B. Bccel«t, New York.

1917. Serial No. 168,182. Term

'si

A

Tlie ornamental design for a tire tread, as shown.

00,829. BROCADE. JAMM H. BuKTiNO, New York,

N. T., assignor to Susquehanna Silk Mills, New York,

N. Y. Filed Mar. 27, 1917. Serial No. 167.881. Term
of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for brocade as shown.

50,880. BROCADB. Jambs H. Bunting, New York,
N. Y., assignor to Susquehanna Silk Mills, New York,

N. Y. Filed Mar. 27, 1917. Serial No. 167,882. Term
of patent Si years.

The ornamental design for brocade as shown.
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50.831. BROCADE. Jamu H. BcNTiNo, New Tort,
N. T., aMignor to Soaquehanna Silk MiUa. New York
N. Y. Filed Mar. 27, 1917. Serial No. 167,833. Temi
of patent 3i yeara.

The ornamental design for brocade as shown.

60,832. TOT. Julius Chun. Montclalr, N. J. FUed
Feb. 20. 1917. Serial No. 149,962. Term of patent 7

60,838. AUTOMOBIUC-LAMP. Ditid H.kbt Ehih.
Ameabury. Mas... assignor to Gray 4 Davis Inc. Cam-
brldfe. Mass. Filed Aug. 18. 1916. Serial No. 46.216.
Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental dealgn for an antomoblle lamp
shown. *^

60,884. QUILLING FOR DRAPERIK8. UARMKNTS ORSIMILAR ARTICLES. Wiluau R. Fai.clocoh Bo.-
ton. Mass. Ftlod Nov. 10. 1916. Serial No. 180.649Term of patent 7 jears.

The omam.»ntal deHUn for a quilling for draperies, gar-
ments or similar articles, as shown.

50.835. SPOON, FORK. OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. Rich-
ARD F»IL, Taunton. Mass.. assignor to Reed & Barton
Corporation, Taunton. Mass. Filed Apr. 4. 1917. 8«- .

rial No. 159,789. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a toy, as shown.
The ornamenUl design for a spoon, fork or similar arti-

cle as shown.

.\
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60.836. PILLOW-SLIP. Max Fix. New York, N. T.

Filed Feb. 28, 1917. Serial No. 151.593. Term of pat-

ent 3i years.

60,839. CASING FOR WATER-HEATERS. Hihbibt 8.

HuMPHSiT. Kalamazoo. Mich. Filed Apr. 9, 1917. Se-

rial No. 160,908. Term of patent 14 year*.

The ornamental design for a pillow slip, as shown and

described.

50,837. BOTTLE. ARTHCR O. Fbrboman. New Haven,

Conn., assignor to The Arthur Company. Inc., New
Haven, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Feb.

14, 1917. Serial No. 148.684. Term of patent 81

yeara.

a a

The ornamental design for a bottle, as shown.

60,888. DESK TRAY. Fhanz A. Fii-lbb. Newark, N. J.,

assignor to The J. E. Mergott Company, Newark. N. J.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Mar. 16, 1917. Se;

rial No. 155,339. Ti>rra of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a desk tray, as i^howB.

The oruamrntnl doslgn for n mslna; for water heaters,

as 8hown.
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50,840. PNEUMATIC - TIRE TREAD. James C. Ko-

coNT«8. River Forest. 111. Filed Nov. 25. 1916. Serial

No. 133.4G». Term of patent 14 yeara.

gAVAS
l7AVA^

^AVA
VAV.

"

^Av
VAV,

A^

60,842. POCKET DEPOSIT - RECEPTACLE. Albx-

ANDBR McPhadbn, Chicago, 111., aaslffDor of one-half to

Edward K. Aanonsen and one-half to Joseph T. Sand-

berg, Chicago. III. Fllpd Dec. 7, 1916. Serial No.

135,706. Term of patent Si years.

'^

The ornamental design for a pneumatic tire tread as

shown.

50,841. REGISTER CABINET OR CASING. HaaKON A.

M.^RTiN. Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The National Cash

Register Company, Dayton, Ohio. Filed June 10, 1916.

Serial No. 103,036. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for • pocket deposit r»c«pt«cl«

ae shown.

60.848. BUTTON. John 8. Mohaohan. Rochester, N. T.,

assignor to German- American Button Company. Roches-

ter. N. Y.. a Corxwratlon of New York. Filed Mar. 2S,

1917. Serial No. 157.080. Term of patent 3i years.

iitti I?-,;. ,^.1
j|»M» ••III, ^',1^1

J

The ornamental design for a register cabinet or casing

I shown.

The ornamental design for a button subsuntlally as

shown and described.
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50.844. BUTTON. John S. Monaqhan. Rochester. N. Y..

asatgnor to German-American Button Company, Roches-

ter. N. T.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 23,

1917. Serial No. 157.031. Term of patent 3* years.

I

-5

50,846. BUTTON. JoH.\ S. MonaijHan. Roch.-ster. N. Y.,

assignor to German-American Button Company, Roches-

ter. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Apr. 4,

1917. Serial No. 159.788. Term of patent 3i years.

! !

The ornamental design for a

shown and described.

button substantially as

60,845. BUTTON. John S. MoNAtiHAN, Rochester. N. Y.,

assignor to German-American Button Company, Roches-

ter. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Piled Apr. 4.

1917. Serial No. 159.787. Term of patent 3i years.

J^^

The ornamental deelgo for a button substantially as
shown and described.

60.847. INDICATOR-HAND FOR COMPUTERS, GUIDH
MAPS, CHARTS, AND SIMILAR DEVICES. Arthc«
H. Plsasantb, Baltimore. Md. Filed Dec. 1, 1916.
Serial No. 134,524. Term of patent Si years.

The ornamental design for a button substantially as

shown and described.

The ornamental design for an indicator hand for com-
puters, guide maps, charto, and similar devices, as shown.
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50,848. SPOON, FORK, OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. Jacob

ROTHLISBSBCIB. Mnncle, Ind., asBlgrnor to W. D. Smltb

Sliver Co., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Mar. 7,

1917. Serial No. 153,200. Term of patent 7 years.

50,850. BUTTON. Rctxilph Sibbiht. Rochester. N. T,.

aMlfnor to Germao-American Button Company, Roches-

ter. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 23,

1917. Serial No. 167,027. Term of patent 3i veara.

^
The ornamental design for a button substantially as

shown and described.

The ornamental design for a spoon, fork, or sliallar

article as shown.

60,849. CASING FOR SOUND - REPRODUCING MA-
CHINKS. Hb.nbt T. Schiff. Chicago, 111. FUed Jan.

18. 1917. Serial No. 143,183. Term of patent 3i years.

50,851. BUTTON. Rudolph 8i««»«t, Rochester, N. Y..

assignor to Oerman-.Xmerlcan Button Company, Roches-

ter, N. Y., a CorporaUon of New York. Filed Apr. 4.

1917. Serial No. 159.784. Term of patent 3i years.

^
The ornamental design for a button substantially as

shown and described.

50,802. PIE HOLDER. Matilda Stafford, Urbandale.

Iowa. Filed Nov. 26, 1916. Serial No. 63,679. Term
of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a caMng for sorind repro-

ducing machine as shown.

''^i£dimt0

The ornamental design for • pie bolder, as showm.
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60.S0S. TOY. EsTHia H. Switla.vd, North Tonawanda,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 3. 1917. Serial No. 169,665. Term
of patent 7 years.

-7^

60,855. MANICURING SET CASE. John Washmu,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Mar. 23. 1917. Serial No.

167,028. Term of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a manicuring set caae, as

shown.

The ornamental design for a toy as shown.

60.854. TOY. Esthcb H. Swetland, North Tonawanda,
N. Y. Filed Apr. 0, 1917. Serial No. 160,898. Term
of patent 7 years.

60,86«. SHAVING-BRUSH. Sachabt WBBacHANBKT,

New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No.

132,227. Term of pat^-nt 31 years.

The ornBmental design for a shaving brush as shown.

60,867. LAMP BASE AND STANDARD. WILLIAM G.

Wbst and Rodbbic S. Fostbb, Aurora, 111. Filed Feb.

21, 1917. Serial No. 150,282. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a toy as shown.

The ornamental design for a lamp base and standard,

as shown.

I

.<-l
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80.858. REST FOR CLOTHES AND OTHER ABTICLH8
IS WASHBOILERS. Stlvmt«b Woina, Lost Crwk.
W. Va. Filed Nov. 10. 1916. SerUl No. 180.6T7. Term
of patent 7 .vears.

50.809. RECORD CABINET. JoaapH WoLrr. Brooklyn.
N. Y., aaalcnor to Sooora PhoDograph Corporation, a
Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 10. 1917. SarUl
No. 154.043. Term of patent 14 yeart.

1619

Jr^^

The onumental design for a rest for clothes and other
articles In wash boilers, as shown.

The ornamental design for a. record cabinet, aubatan-
tlally aa ahown.

^

TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED MAY 29, 1917.

The following trade-marks are published In compliance with section 6 of the act of

February 20, 1905, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within

thirty days of this date.

Marks applied for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provision

In clause (b) of section 6 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said act, a fee of ten dollars must accompany each

notice of opposition.

Ser. No. 86,699. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Foi.iY Bhob. & Qcinlan. Ikcob-

PoaATiD, St. Panl, Minn. Filed May 18, 1916.

§msmi

ParHcular dftrription of good*.—Dried Fruits. Pre-

eerved Fruits, Jams. CandlM Citron-Peel, Candled Lemon-
Peel, Candled Orange-Peel, Candy, Cotton-Seed Salad-Oil,

Table Sance, Chilli Sance, Pickles. Prepared Mustard,

Olives. Sago, Tapioca, Cocoannt, Poultry-Seasoning. Jelly.

Applp Butter. Honey. Sage, Savory. Thyme, and Marjoram.

ClAimt utt since on or about Sept. 1, 1897.

Ser. No. 89,187. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) A. M. Smith & Co., London, On-

tario, Canada. Filed Sept. 10. 1915.

CooslstlDg of a r»>d band placed upon and located cen-

trally of the upp«»r and lower sides of the package:- or

carton containing: the goods upon which the trade-mark

Is used, the words " Red Band " being associated with

aald band, no claim being made to the larger uncolored

rectangular itanel shown In the drawing.
Particular drscription of goods.—Dried Fruits, Cereal

Breakfast Foods, and Extracts for Food-Flavoring Pur-

poses.

Claimt ute since January. 1900.

[Vol. 8U.

Ser. No. 91,003. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) QuocaTBuiA Storks Compakt,
Seattle, Wash. Filed Nov. 29, 1916.

Consists of the representation of a hand holding •

ahears and cutting in halveR a number of bills of cur-

rency, the uppermost bill having printed thereon " Coat

of Selling."

Pctrticular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour, White

Flour, Whole-Wheat Flour, Graham Flour, Coarse Gra-

ham Flour, Pancake-Flour, Buckwheat-Flour, Rye-Flour,

Cornmeal-Flour, White Commeal. Rolled Oats, Steel-Cut

Oats, Rolled Oats and Wheat ; Powdered, Cube, and Yel-

low Cane-Sugar : Nuts. Peanut-Butter ; Citron, Orange,

and Lemon Peel ; Lemon and Vanilla Extracts. Spices,

Dried Black Figs, Dried White Flga. Candles, CofTee. Tea.

Cocoa ; Ground, Bitter, and Sweet Chocolate ; JelUea,

Jama, Marmalades; Cane, Sugar, and Maple Syrupa;

Molasses, OUve-Oll, Catsups ; Evaporated Fruits—Namely,

Raisins, Apples, Apricots, Peaches, and Prunes ; Canned
Vegetables—Namely, Sweet Potatoes, Pumpkin. S<)ua8b,

Spinach. Sweet Corn. Lima Beans, String-Beans, Red
Kidney-Beans. Pork and Beans, Baked Beans and Tomato
Sauce. Sugar-Peas. Hominy, Succotash ; Tomato Soup

;

Canned Fruits—Namely, Grapes, Strawberries, Loganber-

ries, Blackberries. Pineapple, Peaches, Prunes, Apricots,

and Apples; Canned Alaska Salmon, Canned Lobster;

Ripe, Plain, and Stuffed Olives ; Pickles, Vinegar, Chow-
Chow. Sweet PlcallUl Relish, India Relish, Oyster Cock-

tall ; Ked-Pepper, Green-Red-Pepper, Mustard, and Worcea-

tershire Sauces; Mayonnaise Dressing. Butter and Sub-

stitutes Therefor, Cheese ; Milk, Both Raw, Treated, ajid

Condensed ; Bread, Cakes, Crackers, Yeast, Gelatin, Fa-

rina, Tapioca. Small Tapioca, Pearl -Barley ; Cracked Rlc«,

Head-Rice, Extra Fancy Rice, Blue Rose Rice, Broken
Rice, and Jap Rice ; Split Peas, Green Peaa, Popcorn,

Hominy, and Hominy-Grits ; Dried Large and Small White
Beans, Lima Beans, and Brown Beans ; Cooking-Starch.

Dried Fish. Poultry.

Claims use since Nov. 6, 1916.

ITo. 5.]

i
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8«r. No. 92,818. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Thb Rose Tatcii axd Labbl Co., Orand
Rapids, Mich. Filed Feb. 12. 1916.

ROSE

No claim being made to the exclasire use of the words
Patented Process " and " Patch."

Particular description of goods.—Printed Labels.
Claims use since Oct 20, 1915.

Ser. No. 93,190. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Richard
A. PoHLiiA.N.f, Jefferson City, Mo. Filed Feb. 29, 1918.

OLD THUSTY

No claim being made to the word " Brand."
Particular description of goods.—Overalls, Jampers,

Trousers, Coats, Shirts of All Kinds, Underwear of All
Kinds, Gloves, and Hosiery.

Cloimu use since August, 1910.

Ser. No. 94,062. (CLASS 34. HEATING, LIGHTING,
AND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT I.NCLUDINO
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Champion Ma-nuvac-
TUBiNO k, Salbs Compa.vt. St. Louis, Mo. Filed Apr.
3, 1916.

CHAMPION
Particular description of goods.—Exbaast - Ventilators

Wbich are Placed on Buildings and the Like to With-
draw the Foul Air or Gases Therefrom as Distinguished
from Blowers or Fans.

Claims use since September, 1911.

B«r. No. 94,666. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Chakli
H. DCDLBX, Hanover, N. H. Filed Apr. 20, 1916.

Fartieular desoription of goods.—Sweaters, Jtntj*,
Coiits, Caps, Shirts, Underwear, Socks, asd Legciocs.

Claims u$e since Apr. 7, 1916.

[Vol 3S8.

Ser. No. 95,565. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND INQBBDI-
ENTS OP FOODS.) STavass Milling k Fiao Co.
I.NC, Lacona, N. T. Piled May 31, 1916.

No claim is made to the representation of a cow apart

from the mark shown lo the drawing.

Particular description of goods.—Dalrj Ration.

Clittms use since May 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 96.946. (CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.). MANHArrAN Corraa Mill*, Inc,
Washington, D. C. Filed June 17. 1916. Under ten

year proviso.

Particular description of goods.—Coffee.

Claims use since the year I'JSl.

Ser. No. 96,804. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MBDICINB8,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) 8aT0!(
Cbimical Co., Inc.. New York, N. Y. Filed July S4,

1916.

Particular description of goods.—Remedies for Exter-

nal Use Intended for the Treatment of Burns, (Whether
from Fire, Hot Surfaces, Hot Liquids, or Sunburn,) Alao

for Treating (Tuts, Bruises, and the Like.

Claims use since May 15. 1916.

Ser. No. 96,983. (CLA.SS 9. EX ILOJil VE8, FIREARMS.
EQUIPME.NTS, AND PROJE( TII.KS 1 Samlel Cl*
LAXD Datidsox, Belfast, Ireland. Filed July 31, 1916.

WASP
Particular description of goods.—Pistols or Guas for

Throwing Shells, and Such Shells.

Claims use since Apr. 17, 1916.

Ser. No. 96,984. (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES, FIREARMS.
EQUTPlfSMTS, AND PROJECTILES.) Samcxl Cli
LAXD Davidson, Belfast. Ireland. F1l«d July 81. 1910.

HORNET
Particular desoription of good*.—Pistols or Guns for

Throwing Shells, and Such Shells.

Claims use since Apr. IT, 1916.

We. S.]

May a©, 191 7. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. i6«x

•r. No. 97,357. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) ScHiHiCK
4 EAl.»i«Daa. New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 18, 1916.

C,RESCENT
No claim is being made to the words " Tailor Made."
Particular description of goods.—Boys' Wash-Suits and

Novelty Suits in Velvets, Corduroys, and other Materials
and Cloth and Washable Bolts aod Dresses for Boys and
Girls.

Clotow use since about Not. 1, 1915.

Ser. No. 97,Wi. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POUSHING MATERlALb.) AUMBT C JO»»«,
Boston, Mass. Filed Aug. 29, 1916.

BECCO.
Partieular description of goods.— Oo}d and Silver

Cleann-.

Claims use slnot Jon* 1, if 1«.

Ber. No. 97,728. (CLASS 82. FURNITURE AND DPHOL-
STWtT.) Wist Coast Sfbcialtt Co., Portland, Oreg.
Filed Aug. 30, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Card Tables. Sewing-
Tables, Kitchen-Tables, Ex tfosiap.Tables, Library-Tables,
Magaslne - Racl«, Taborets, Step • Ladder Stools, Cedar
Chests, Cupboards, Kltcben-Cablnets, Camp-Stools.

Cla4ms use since March, 1916.

8cr. No. 97.764. (CLASS 46. FOODB AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS ) John MoaaaLL A Co., Ottumwa,
Iowa. Filed Sept. 1, 1916.

Th« hiMU-t beloe prluted to red, no claim being m«ule to

the txciuaire use of tb<e word " Morrell's " as shown.
Particuiar description of gvoda,—^fixtract 9t Heei.

Claims use sloce August, 1903.

S«r. No. 97.89§. (CLA.SK 46 FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.; HC Baktkh 4c Bao.. BraiiMwirk,

M«. VUed ftepc 11, 19L6. LaiUr teAy«ar provLM>.

BATTER'S
Particular descripiion of goods.—Canned Vegetables,

Particularly Canned Corn, Ij*ma Bt-ans. and fuccotush.

CkitaM Me since 1889.
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Ser. No. 98,222. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Spabtan Guain & Mill Co., Spar-
tanburg, S. C. Filed Sept. 25, 1916.

m:^'X''^

No ciaiiB is made barela to tkt rtproMBtatloa of a cow.
PartiouUir detonation of 9eo4«.—Mixed Aalmal Foods.
cnmtmt woe slace Nov. 1, ItlA.

Ser. No. 99,354. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Dh. J. O.
Lambsrt Limitbd, MMtreal, Quebec. Canada. FUod
Not. 17, 1916.

The name t>elng a facsimile of the signature of F.
Boisvert.

Particular description of foods.—A Preparatioii for the
Treatment of Cough, Cold, Bronchitis, Catarrh, Whoop-
Ing-Cough, Asthma, Crov^,

Olaitns use since Dec. 4, lt).B,

I »

«

Ser. No. 99,880. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED, AND
TEXTILE FABRICS.) EooiNi NaoMAiBB, New York,
N. f . Filed Nov. 18, 1910.

The words " Curtoins," " No.," and " 8 yds." l)elDg dis
claimed.

Particular description of good».—Curtains of Knitted,
Netted, and Textile Fabrics Trimmed with I>ace and Goods
aixd M«rcbaQdlse of AboTO Description Sold by the Yard
tot C«rtalat<.

Claims use elcce iwJy 16, 1916.

Ser. No. 99,670. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Elizabbth
G. GOMCZ, Buffalo, N. Y. J^J«d Nov. %!, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Children's and Misses'

Outer Garments, Including Coats, Suits, Dresses, and
Hats.

Claims use since Apr, 10, 1918.

No. 5,J
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8er. No 99,578. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) ABTHi-B P. Martimbz, Dallas, Tex.,

Fllwl Nov. 27, 1916.

PmtiCMlar description of ouod*.—Coffee.

Claima use since Oct. I, 191U.

Ser. No. 99,695. (CLASS 42. KWITTBD, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) WoacMBo MANCrACTD«-

INO COMPANT, Lisbon Falls, Me. Filed Dec. 2. 1916.

Pol

Particular deacription 0/ yoodt.—Woolen Goods In the

Piece.

Claima u»e since Nov. 10, 1915.

Ser. No. 99.759. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARM.\CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Hill k. GRirriTH Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed

Dec. 7, 1916.

jitod
Particular de»cription of yood*.—Core-Blacking.

Claimt ««e f^lnce Not. 23, 1916.

Ser. No 99.800J. (CLASS 50. MERCHANDISE NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED.) X-Rat Iscubatob Com
PANY. Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Dec. 8, 1916.

Particular description of good*.—Incubators and
Brooders.

Claima uae since Mar. 1, 191S.

ITol. US.

Ser. No. 99,858. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) O'Sollitah
Ri'BBBB Company, Portland. Me., and New York, N. T.

Filed Dec. 11. 19 IG.

No claim being made for th*- repr*>9entatton of a mbber
heel except In connection with the mark shown.

Partiemlor dracription of ffooda.—Robber Heels for Boots

and Shoes.

Claim* uae since Norember, 1914.

Ser. No. »9,8«4. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDICINES,
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Taka-
MINE Labobatoky, Isc, New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 11,

1916.

Hliatliiol
Particular deacription of i>ooda.—Salves and Ointments

for External Application for Cats, Brulsaa. Barns, and
Diseases of the Skin.

Claima uar since Not. 22. 1916.

Ser. No. 99,961. (CLASnS 1. RAW OR PARTLY-PRE-
PARED MATERIALS ) B. L. Kbllbt.A Sons, Laocas-

ter, Ky. Filed Dec. 15, 1916.

The name " B. L. Kelley ft Sons " is a facsimile of the

handwriting of Walter T. Kelley, one of the members of

the firm.

Particular deacription of go4jda.—Tobacco-Seed.

Claima uae since the year 1900.

Ser. No. 100,258. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) James A.

Hkabn ft So.N, Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed Dec W,
1916.

J/^^S©?^
Particular deacription of gooda.—Women's. Misses', and

Children's Trimmed and Untrlmmed Hats and Caps;
Women's and MIrsps' Bithlng-Sults, Wrappers, Kimonos,

and Bath-Robes and Lounglng-Robes. Pajamas, and Honse-

Dresses, Negligees or Dressing-Sacks ; Maids' Dresses and
Nurses' Uniforms ; Wom«'n's, Misses', and Children's Ap-

parel—Namely, Suits, Dresses, Cloaks, Coats. Sweaters,

Skirts. Fur Coats, Fur Neckwear. Fur Muffs. Fur Scarfs,

Silk and other Colored Petticoats, Muslin Underwear^

Woolen. Silk. Cotton, an.l Mixed Knit and Merino Under-

wear. Middy-Blouses. Waists. Blouses, and Aprons ; Men'a
Boys', and Youths' Suits, Coats. Wslstcoats, Vests. Bath-

ing Suits, Reefers, Ulsters. Hats and Caps. Shirts, Blouses.

Shirt Waists, Underclothing, Both Cotton and Woolen and
Merino. Stockings. Socks, Collars and Cuffs. Neckwear,

Pajamas. Sweaters. Nlght-Shlrts. Bath Robes. Smoklng-
Jackets, House Coats, Cardigan Jackets, and Hosiery and
Gloves.

CloiMa uae since Friday, Sept. 1, 1916.

Ko. f .J

May 29, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 1623

8er. No. 100.489. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-
ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Pbtbb Pan Film Cobpoba-
TION, Eddyrllle, N. Y. Piled Jan. 9, 1917.

The words " Film Corporation " being disclaimed.
Particular deacription of j^oods.—Photographic FUm«,

Including Motion-Picture Films.
Claima uae since Dec. 28. 1916.

8«r. No. 100,498. (CLASS 60. MERCHANDISE NOTOTHERWISE CLASSIFIED.) L. J. MtTTTT Compakt.
Boston, Mass. Filed Jan. 9. 1917.

DRIDEK
Particular description of pooda.—Waterproofed Textile

Fabrics for Tops. Curtains, and Upholstery for Aatomo-
bllea and other Motor-Vehicles.

Claima uae since Dec. 19, 1916

Ber. No. 100,517. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Hockmbibb BaoB., New
York, N. Y. Piled Jan. 10, 1917.

Leatherskin
Comprising th.* word "Leatherskin." no claim beingmade to the exclusive use of the word " Cloth." ,
Particular description of gooda.—Cotton Piece Ooodi,

Corduroys, and Velvets.
Claims uae since October, 1916.

Ser No. 100.619. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

)TONT W. Kabchblb, Tracy. Minn. Filed Jan. 10 1917

Particular description of goods.—An Embalming Fluid
Claims use since June 1, 1906.

Ser. No. 100,586. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS FUR-
NISHINGS, AND NOTIONS.) Mail Obdbb Ho'csb or
SwiTMRLA.ND, INC., New York, N. Y. Filed Jan 18
1917.

The picture being fanciful.

Particular description of goods.—Embroidered Patterns
for Subsequent Conversion into Handkerchiefs, Ladles'
Robes, Ladles' Waists, Children's and Babies' Dresses,
Ladles' and Children's Underwear, Dollies, and Center-
pieces.

Claim* use since Dec. 20, 1916.

{Yal. 288.

Ser, No. 100,786. (CLASf 22. GAMES. TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) G5jk-:e Kobgfeldt ft Co., New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 19, 1917.

Cheerup

Particular description of goods.—DoUn and Doll Cloth-
ing, Doll Ornaments, Doll ImplemenU, Doll Toys, Doll-
Houses, Doll Furniture, Doll-Clothea, Doll Artlclea, BtnflCedi
Animals. Balls of Rubber, Stuffed Textile FabrtcB, and-
Leather or other Suitable Material, Balloons, Toy Ani-
mals of Rubber or other Suitable Material, Battles, Baster
Eggs, Christmas-Tree Ornaments, Holiday and Table Fa-
vors. Children's Palnt-Boxes. Plain and Dissected Plcture-
BlockB, Stencils, Toy Tea Sets, Toy Tool Sets, Toy Beach:
Sets. Toy Sewing Sets. Toy Embroidery Sets, Toy Trunks,.
Christmas Stockings. Mechanical Toys, Decalcomanla Oat-
flts, Stencil OutOts, Toy Drawing Outfits. Toy Transparent
Slates, Toy Drums, Musical Toys, Cornucopias, Toy Arch-
ery Sets, Toy Watches. Whistles, and Marbles. Inflauble
Toys and Toy Books. Eoly-PoUes. Noddln«-Head Figures
Checkers, Chess, Counters. Dice Games, Indoor Golf. Tabled
Tennis, Table-Croquet, Toy Pool-Tables, Toy Plsh-Ponds
Out-of-Door Games, Indian Game Outfits, Masks Toy
Boats, Toy Canoes, Drawing-Boxes, Cut-Out Toys Build-
ing-Blocks, Construction Toys, Toy Garden Sets, Tov Alr-
Gans, Pop-Guns, and Toy Pistols, Tops, Toy Vehicles Toy
Sleds, Skates, and Skees, Baee-Ball Outfits, as Follows •

Bats. Balls, Mitts. Masks, Body-Gaards. and Shin Guards!
Claima uae since Dec. 27, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,786. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTEDAND TEXTILE FABRICS.) David Valbntine, New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 20, 1917.

c^r^c>ci^€7v^

Particular description of gooda.—Silk Piece Goods.
Claims use since Dec 27, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,878. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) BucKLBT, Dbmbnt ft Company. Chicago, IlL
FUed Jan. 24. 1917.

Buckley. Dement ft Company disclaims the right to useexclusively the words " Reach 100 Direct by Mall at Costof One in Person " in connection with iu trade-mark

T
1^"^*?".^ description of ooods—Form-Letters, Maillit-Llsts Cauiogues of Malllng-Llsts, and Mailing Adv^rtiing Publications. '^«m»-

Claima uae since Apr. 26, 1916.
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8«r. No. 100,887. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PEODDCT8.)
GoLOMAX CoBTtM- ToMPANT, Nrw Tofk, N, T. Filed

Jan. 24. 1817.

Compriflns tbe wordi " Betty Wales " and " Ploahkln."
with the doll flffurc. all included In a quadrantcular flffure,

no claim being made to tbe exclusive rlctat to the nae of

the word* " Trade Mark."
Poriicitlar demyription of goodt.—Clgara. Clcarettea ;

Smoklxkg. Chcwlns. and Haufflng Tobacco ; Little Clears,
Cheroots, Stoffiea ; Leaf, Cat, Uncut, and Ehist Tobacco,
and Plac-Tobacco.

Cl0im4 use alDce Jan. 5. 1917.

S«r. No. 100,924. (CLASS ^. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Roar. W. HasssB, Ennla, Tex. Filed Jan. 28, 1917.

"RIVER BOTTOM'

Particular de$cription of good*.—A LazatlT* Chill-

Tonic.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.946. (CLASS 26. MEASUBINO AND SCI-

ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) VB8CVIU8 Cbucibli Com-
PA.NT, Swlssvale, Pa. Filed Jan. 25, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Ctuclblea.
Claims use since Oct. 21, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,042. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI
CINES. AND PFIABMACBDTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Samcbl H. McKean, New Vork, N. Y. Filed Jan. 30.

1917.

liitr

No claim is made to the word " Phosphate."
Particular Arscription of goods.—A Tonic to Strengthen

the Nerves, Increase the Red Corpuscle* of the Blood, and
Correct Faulty M<tat><plisni.

Claims use since Dec. 16. 1916.

Ser. No. 101.062. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Th» Ex-
CBLaiOR Shob Compajit, Portsmouth, Ohio. Filed Jan.
31, 1917.

0/ P

Particular description of goods.—Leather Shoes, Can-
vas Shoes, and Fabric Shoes other Than Fabric Shoes
Having Uppers Cemented or Valcanized to Soles of Bab-
b«r.

Claimu use since Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,148. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL IN8TBC-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) Thb Colobai>o Phoho-
OBAPH COMPA2«T, Denver, Colo. Filed Feb. 8, 191T.

Jlrapliplione

Particular description of goods.—Talklng-Machlnea.
Claimu use since on or aboat Dec 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101.218. (CLASH 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Charles Isb.nbbbg. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed "•b. 7.

1917.

No claim being made to the terms " Face Powder " and
• Trade MArk."
Particular description of goods.—Face-Powder.

Claims use since Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 101,216. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) BocBBS
BaoTHBRS, Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 7, 1917.

[•I. "SS

No claim being made to the words " Rogers Brothera."
Particular drgcription of goods.—Men's Wearing-Ap-

parel—to wlf. Men's Salts. Overcoats. Ratn-Coats, and
<;ahar<llnej«.

Claims uw since September, 1915.

!fo. i.\
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Ser. No. 101,228. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.

» Mabbl Nickbbbox Bailbt, Oak
Und. Cal. FUed Feb. 8. 1917.

%^

••«

i*^^.

No claim beln« made to the word " Chocolates."
Particular degeription of yoo<l«.—Chocolate Confections.
Claims use since Apr. 15, 1915.

Ser. No. 101,296. (CLASS 46. FCK)DS AND INGBEDI
ENT8 OF POODS.) I.vtbrstate Cotton Oil Rbfin-
ivo Co., Sherman, Tex. Filed Feb. 10. 1917.

hhv^^
Pttficular description of i;ood«.—Shortening Composed

of Cotton-Seed Oil and Oleo-Stearin.
Ola*9M Ufs since Oct. 13. 1916.

Ser. No. 101.866. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Hor.DEX - Leonard Co.]
New York, N. Y. Fjle«l Feb. 14, 1917.

CRYSTAL

No claim is made tu the word " Cloth."
Particular description of goods.—Fabric Woven of

Worsted Yarn, Woolen Yarn, and Silk for (Garments and
Coverings.

CI«<«M use aince Decemt>er, 1916.

Bar. No. 101.427. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI
CINK8, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
EifiLLiB La Haib, New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 16.

1917.

§lariotint

Particular description of goods.—Tinting Silk Under-
wear. Crepe de Chine, Georgette Crape, and 811k Blonses.

CIoiflM use alnce Jan. 1, 1017.

[Vol SS8.

Ser. No. 101.560. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGBEDI-
ENT8 OF FOODS.) The Tbxab-Mbxicak Milling
Co., Laredo, Tex. Filed Feb. 20, 1917.

Ul^UNCBE

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flonr.
Claims u$e since Mar, 8J, 1916.

Ser. No. 101.601. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) GRIOO8, COOPIH k COMPAITT, St.
Paul, Minn Filed Feb. 23. 1917.

KHfsfnp
Particular description of goods.—Table-Syrup.
Claimn u»e since Jan. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 101,618. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Olm-
STBAD QcABOAG CoRHET CoMPANT, We«t Brookflcld. Mass.
Filed Feb. 23. 1917.

The mark being Hhown In gold color.

Particular description of ijdmiH.—Corseta.
Claims use since about Fob. 7, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.720. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
The Warren Refining A Chbhical Co., Cleveland,
Ohio. Filed Feb. 26, 1017.

Veracity
Particular dencriptiom of goods.—Lubricatlng-Oll, Trana-

miHsloD-Grease. and DlfferGntlal-(;rease.

Claims use since July. 1906.

Ser. No. 101,760. (CLA.<*S 39. CLOTHING.) L. H.
Tbli^eb and Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Piled Feb. 2T,
1917.

No claim is made to the exdaslve use of the phrase
" Standard Skirts."

Particular description of goods.—Sklrta.
Claims use since Sept. 1. 19ia

ITo. 6.

1

s

-
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8«r. No. 101,784. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INQREDI-
ENT8 OF FOODS.) B. J. Johnson Soap Co. Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Feb. 28. 1917.

TROCO
Particular description of good*.—A Substitute for

Butter.

CUUms u«e since Not. IS, 1916.

aw. No. 101,785. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI
BNTS OF FOODS.) B. J. Johnson Soap Co. Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Feb. 28. 1917.

TROCOLENE
Particular description of goods.—A Substitute for Lard.

Claims use since Jan. 2, 1917.

"8«r. No. 101,793. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Mollii
Mabkcn, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 28, 1917.

The trade-mark is a facsimile of the surname of the

proprietor and applicant, whose full name Is MoUle
Markun, in her handwriting.

Particular description of good*.—Outer Skirts.

CUiims use since Jan. 2. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.914. (CLASS 33. GLASSWARE.) Gold-
man CorruMB CoMPAifT, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 6,

1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales " and " Ploshkln,"
together with the doll figure, all Inclosed in a quadrangle,
DO claim belUK made to the exclusive right to the use of
the words "Trade Mark."

Particular description of goods.—Glassware, as Follows :

lAmp-Chimneys, Lantern-Globes, Shades, Reflectors, Arc-
Lights, Glass Bulbs, Ornaments of Glass, Bottles, Flasks.
Siphons, Prisms, Reinforced Glass, Fruit-Jars. Preservlng-

Jars, Glass Shelres, Glass Containers, Glassware for

Table Use, and Cooking Utensils.

Claims use since Jan. 5, 1917.

8«r No. 101.958. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
BNTS OF FOODS.) Gra*T H. Co.novbr, Mlddletown,
N. J. Filed Mar. 7. 1917.

^^23&5^̂yUUAT

Comprising the words " Mother in-Law."
Particular description of goods.—A Vegetable Relish

Composed of Tomatoes. Peppers, Onions, Cauliflower, and
incumbers.

Claims use since October, 1915.

Voi. 2S8

8«r. No. 101,991. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) MacLau.n Impbrial Chbbsb Co.
Li-.MTBD. Toronto, OnUrlo. Canada, and Detroit, Mich.
• lied Mar. 8, 1917.

NIPPY
i irfir*:!ar disrnption.of good*.—Cheese.
Claims une sluce Ji.Qe, 1910.

Ser. N lyi.Cia. (CLASS 00. MERCHANDISE NOT
• THERWISE CLASSIFIED.) Thb Pabb A PollaBB
.oMPANT, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

Particular description of good*.—Feeders. Drinking-
Fountains, and Water-Holders for Poultry.

Claims use since Nor. 1, 1910.

Ser. No. 102,085. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Abkaham
M. MALour. Salt Lake City. UUh. Filed Mar. 12, 1917.

Particular de*cription

Women, and Children, M
and Silk.

Claim* u*e since Jan. S,

of good*.—Glores for Men,
ide of Leather, Wool, Cotton.

1916.

Ser. No. 102,105. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Thb Third National Banb op St. Lons,
MiSBocBi, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Mar. 12, 1917. Under
ten-year proviso.

Particular de*cription of good*.—Printed Books, Book-
lets. Circulars. Pamphlets, and Posters.

Claim* u*€ since Jan. 1. 1892.

Ser. No. 102,187. (CXASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
BRS' MATERIALS.) Thb DrguBBMB PAirr Com-
PANT, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Mar. 14. 1917.

Particular description of good*.—Ready-Mixed and
Paste Paint.

CUUms u*e since Mar. 7. 1917.

No. !>.
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Ser. No. 102,166. (CLASS 86. BELTING, HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKING, AND NON-METALLIC TIRES.)
CoNVKBSS Rt BBBR Shob Compant, Maiden, Mass. Filed

Mar. 16, 1917.

Particular description of good*.—Rubber Tires.

Claims ui>r olnre Mar. 8, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.191. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) LovB-MEGtif Co., Baltimore, Md.
Filed Mar. 16. 1917.

cypiD
Particular de*eription of goods.—Chewlng-Onm.
Claims use since Jan. 27, 1917.

8er. No. 102.201. (CLAS:< :i9. CLOTHING.) JOSBPH
BosB>'BBBO, New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 16, 1917.

jORDCo
Particular description of goods.—Ladles' DresBCS.

Claims u*e since Feb. 15, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,208. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
KNTS OF FOODS.) G. Abthvb Bchl, Chicago, lU.

Filed Mar. 17, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Malt-Sugar and Malt-

Flour.
Claims use since Feb. 19. 1917.

B«r. No. 102,228. (CLASS 46. Ft)OD8 AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Fhepihick Stbabns * Co., De-

troit, Mich. Filed Mar. 17, 1917.

RENSIN
Particular deacription of goods.—Milk-CoaguIant.

Claim* u*e since Oct 28. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.264. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Hartman Fi rnittbb and Cabpbt
COMPAKT, jCnjlcago. 111. Filed Mar. 19. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Ready-Mixed Paints.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1917.

[Vol. S88.

Ser. No. 102,301. (CLASS 50. MERCHA.NDISE NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED.) TiTCS Blatter k Com-
pany, New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 20. 1917.

LEONITE
Particular description of good*.—Artificial and Imita-

tion Leather.

Claims u»e since Not. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.303. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Bass Hcbtbb Paint Co.. San
Francisco. Cal. Filed Mar. 21, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Paste and Ready-
X.Mxed Paints, Varnishes, and Stains.

Claims use since Jan. 2, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.366. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) UxiOM
Mills, Inc., New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 22, 1917.

CALORIC
Comprising the word " C!alorlc."

Particular description of goods.—Knitted Underwear,
Sweaters, and Sweater-Coats.

Claims use since Mar. 9, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,368. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Bb.njamjn Elbc
tbic MANcrAcrrBiNo Company, Chicago, 111. Filed
Mar. 23. 1917.

TELECODE
Particular deteription of good*.—Electric Sound-Pro-

ducing Signaling Devices.

Claims u*e since Jan. 1, 1917. *

Ser. No. 102.376. (CLASS 27. UOROLOGICAL IN-
STRUMENTS.) Goldsmith. Stbbn 4 Co., New York,
N. Y. Filed Mar. 28. 1917.

.LILY
Particular description of good*.—Watches and Watch-

Movements.
Claims use since Mar. 20, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,888. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Scott Ptblishino Company. St Louis. Mo.
Filed Mar. 28, 1917.

sJMom? Circle^

Particular description of goods.—The Magazine-Section
of a Monthly Publication.

Claim* u*e since Feb. 25, 1917.

No. ».]
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8«. No. 102.417. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INQBEDI-
ENTS OP roODS.) JoHX F. J»Lii Compakt, CW-
ca»o. 111. Filed Mar. 24. 1917.

" DeUdJu"
Particular description of goods.—Oleomargarln.
Claims use since May 1. 1899.

Ser. No. 102,424. (CLASS S8. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Tib ACTOiiOBiLB Rom Book Compant, Kan-
ua Citjr. Mo. Filed Mar. 24, 1917.

TIB
Particular description of goods.—Gulde-BookB Published

Annually In the Spring of Bach Tear, There Being No
Definite Date for Publication ; Maps and Touring-Informa-
tion Literature.

Claims use since January. 1917.

Ser. No. 102,481. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Cabl Bok-
wiT. Inc., New York, N. T. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.

Rtbonette
Particular description of goods.—Outer Skirt*.

Claims use since Mar. 10. 1917.

Ser. No. 102,433. (CLASS 10. FERTILIZERS.) DiJi-

LINC & COMPA.NY. Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 26. 1917.
Under ten-year proviso.

Particular description of goods.—Fertilisers, and Par-
ticularly Fertilizers Composed of Animal Matter.
Claims use since 1881.

Ser. No. 102.503. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) C. H.
WOLr»LT Co., Loi Angeles, Cal. Filed Mar. 27, 1917.

itTHE BOOTERY"
Particular description of goods.—Boots. Sho«*, and

Slippers Made of Leather, Rubber, or Canraa.
Claim* use since Nov. 9, 1908.

8«r. No. 102.581. (CTLASS 42. KNITTED, NBTTBD,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS) Thi Rappahanso< k
WooL»5 MiLLa Co., Laurel Mills. Va. Filed Mar. 28,
1917. Under ten-year proviso.

RAPPAHANNOCK
Particular description of poorfa.—Woolen Goods In tb«

Piece.

Claims mst since 1891.

Ser. No. 102.550. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI-
BNTS OF FOODS.) BALTiMoat Pbahl Homiwt Com-
PAWT, Baltimore, Md. Filed Mar. 29. 1917.

FAIBT
Particular description of goods.—Cora Flakaa.
Claims use since June 16. 1916.

8«r. No. 102,078. (CLASS 27. HOROLOOICAL IJI-

STRUMKNT8.) Wmtmn Clock Co., Peru, lU. Filed
Mar. 29, 1917.

RED HEAD
Particular description of goods.—Clocks and Watcbaa.
Claims use since Mar. 6, 19f7.

Ser. No. 102,589. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHAR.MACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thi Boroitt Oxtoin Company, Denver, Colo. Filed
Mar. 80, 1917.

PUROX
Particular description of goods.—Electrolytic Oxygaa.
Claims use since a^out Mar. 6, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,629. (CLASS 35. BELTING. HOSE, MA-
CHINERY PACKING, AND NON-METALLIC TIRES.)
PRE881R1 Peoof P18TOX RiWQ Cc, Bostoo, Man.
Filed Mar. 81. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Piston-Rlnga.
Claims use since Mar. 28, 1917.

Ser. N. 102,645. (CLA.><.S 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) ELua Gaova Milling Compavt,
Ellis Grove. 111. Filed Apr. 2, 1917.

PLEEZE-ALL
Particular description of ffoodi.—-Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since about January. 1916.
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a^ v« iftO«u« /riASa 46 FOODS AND INGREDI- Ser. No. 102.652. (CLASS 85. BELTING, HOSE. MA-

*^^ 0?tS)DS^i^u2 GHo?. M.LU?« COKPaKX, CHINERY P.^CKING. AND NON-MBTALLIC TIRES^)

EUla Grove. 111. Filed Apr. 2, 1917. Hioead. B.ltino 4 W«avino Co., Newark. N. J.

' Filed Apr. 2, 1917.

CLIMAX
Comprising the word "Climax."

Particular description of goods.—Textile, Flbar, Rob-

ber, and Balata Belting.

Claims use since Mar. 16. 1917.

Particular description of (/ooda.—Wheat-Flour.

Claims use since about July, 1908.

IT. No. 102.647. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INORBDI-

BNT8 OF FOODS.) ELua Gaova Milling Company,

Ellis Grove, III. FUed Apr. 2, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.658. (CLASS 36. BELTING, HOSE, MA-
CHINERY PACKING, AND NON METALLIC TIRES.)

Hir.RADB Bai.TiNr, & Weaving Co., Newark, N. J.

Filed Apr. 2, 1917.

IWANA
Comprising the word "Iwana."

Particular description of goods.—Textile, Fiber, Rob-

ber, and BalaU Belting.

CUUms use since Mar. 16, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,664. (CLASS 2. RECEPTACLES.) HtoHa
Can Company. Inc.. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 2,

1917.

|l>Gi\

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.

Claims use since about January. 1897.

Bar No. 102.660. (CLASS 86. BELTING, HOSE. MA-

CHINERY P.\CKING, AND NON-METALLIC TIRES.)

HioRADB Bblting k Wbavinc Co., Newark, N. J.

Filed Apr. 2. 1917.

STANW1]LL
Comprising the word -Stanwell."

Particular description of goods.—Textile, Fiber, Rob-

ber, and Balata Belting.

Claims use since Mar. 16. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Waste-Receptacle

Namely. Containers for (Jarbage, Refuse. Ac.

Claims use since about Oct 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.681. (CLASS 35. BELTING. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKING, AND NON-METALLIC TIRES.)

D. P. Bbown & Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 8.

1917.

BETA
Particular description of goods.—Textile Belting.

Claims use since about November, 1907.

Ser. No. 102,780. (CLASS 50. MERCHANDISE NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED.) Dnitto Statis Rcb-

BER Company, New York, N. T. Filed Apr. 4, 1917.

^\oNir£-

[Vol. in. No. «.]

Bar. No. 102.651. (CI.AS8 86. BBLTING. HOSE, MA-

CHINERY PACKING, AND NON-METALLIC TIRES.)

HioaAoa Bbltinc * Wiavino Co., Newark, N. J.

Filed Apr. 2, 1917. ^

MANX
Comprlslnjr the word "Manx."
Particular description of goods.—Textile, Fiber, Rub-

ber, and Balata Belting.

Claims use since Mar. 16. 1917.

[Vol. 888.

Particular description of goods.—Aeroplane - Wing

Fabrics.

Claims use since Feb. 12, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,732. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,

AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) The Bld Stsebk

Company, El Centro. Cal. Filed Apr. 6. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—A MeUl-Orindlng

Compound.
Claims use since Jan. 1, 1917.

No. 6.1
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8er. Xo. 102.738. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FUR
XISHINGS. AND NOTIONS.) Hbbo Snap Fa«t«h«b

• Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 5. 1917.

«fflx:m) ^

Particular deacription of good«.—Metal Snap-Fmstenera,

Snap-FasteDiDg Buttons, or Pnsh-Buttons.

Claim« u$e since aboat Mar. 16. 1917.

8«r. No. 102,822. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) N. H.

ALUiN'a Sons Compant, Kenosha, Wis. Filed Apr. 9,

1917. Dnder ten-year proviso.

ILLCN'5 SOLE STRIP

Particular dracription of gooda.—Sole-Strlpfc

Claiuna tue since Jnne 1. 1894.

8«r, No. 102.881. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MKDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAB.\TIONS.)
B. HiLLtB ft Co., Chicago. 111. File<l Apr. 9. 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—An Ant-Destroyer.

Claima uae since July 26. 1911.

(

8«r. No. 102.884. (CLASS 35. BELTING, HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PXCKING, and NON METALLIC TIRES.)
HopB Machini Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr.

11. 1917.

^CLIPS^
Particular deacription of gooda.—PistoD-RlnfS.

Ckiinu uae niuce Feb. 15. 1916.

8er. No. 102.889. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Mais ft Main,
Iowa City. Iowa. Filed Apr. 11, 1917.

New Comfort

Particular deacription of gooda.—Sewing-Machinei.
Claima uae since Mar. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 1(»2,907. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Theo. A.
K0CH8 COMPA.NT, Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 12, 1917.

Pleezill
Particular deacription of gooda.—Razors.

Claims uae since on or about Mar. 1. 1913.

8«r. No. 102.912. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Lewis E. RoTHUtiN, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 12,

1»17.

LUX-O -LIN
Particular deacription of gooda.

Claima uae since Feb. 10, 1917.

-Soldering Fluid.

[Vol. S8«.

8er. No. 102,980. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Fmdirk K J. Brons, Peoria. III.

Filed Apr. 13. 1917.

KICKAPOO
Partiemlar dmw^pt^on of gooda.—Canned Toauttoe*.

Canned Hominy. Canned Wax-Beans, Canned String-

Beans, Canoed Black RaKpb«Trie«, Craned Beets, Canned
Spinach, and (^aoneil Pink n*>an!>.

Claima uae since Mar. 1. lUlH.

Ser. No. 102,982. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARa
TUS. MACHINES. AND SIPPLIES.) Det«0IT
8ta«te« Co., Detroit, Mich. Filed Apr. 14, 1917.

YERSAL
Particular deacription of gooda.—Electric-Motor-C«r-

Ligbtlng Systems.
Claims MM since about Dec. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 102,983. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) I>IT«OIT DC.VTAL MANCTACTUBIKe
Co., Detroit, Mich. Filed Apr. 14. 1917.

CxOOeht
Particular description of gooda.—Chewlng-Oum.
CUtima uae Hlme about Apr. 2, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.987. (CLASS 40. FANCY (K)ODS. FUR-
NISHINGS, AND NOTIONS.) Kbtsto.h« Snap Faa-
TSNBR Corporation, Philadelphia. Pn Filed Apr. 14.

1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Snap-Fasteners.

Claima uae stace Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.988. (CLASS 40. FANCTT GOODS. FUR-
NISHINGS. AND NOTIONS.) Rrtrtone Snap Fa»-
TENKH Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 14,

1917.

Particular deacription of </ooda.—Snap Fasteners.

Claima uae since Feb. 1, 1917.

No. «.]
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Ser. No. 102.W1. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FUB-
NI8HIN08, AND NOTIONS.) Mills ft Oibb Corpo-

ration, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 14. 1917.

CARNJfflON
Comprising the word "Carnation."

Particular deacription of gooda.—Snap Fasteners, Safety-

Plns, Collar-Supporters, and Hooks and Eyes.

Claima uae since January, 1914.

8«r. No. 102,997. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI
BNTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Vebnam Pictubbs Co.

(Inc.). New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 14. 1917.

FORTUNE
Particular deacriptutti of gooda.—Movinsr-Plctare Films.

Claima uae since Mar. 3, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,999. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Arkaoblphia Millino Company,
Arkadelphia. Ark. Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

Particular deacription of (looda.—Wheat-Flour.

Claim* uai since aboat February. 1906.

««P. No. 108.000. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Arkapblphia Milling Company,
Arkadelphia. Ark. Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Wheat-Flour.

Claims uae since about April. 1906.

8«r. No. 108.002. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES. NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Alabama Grocery Co.. Birmingham,

U. Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

«-*W^
Particular deacription of gooda.—Olnger-Ale and Syrup

for the Manufacture of the Same.

Claim* M«e since July 6. 1906.

Ser. No. 108.030. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Moreen Floor Mills, Macon, Ga.

Filed Apr, 16. 1917.

Particular deacription of goo4a.—Self Rising Wheat-

Flour.

Claima uae since about Dec. 4, 1913.

Ser. No. 103,032. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) MoDEHx Fix)cn Mills, Macon, Oa.

Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

N&NCY LEE
Particular description of yooda.—Self-Rising Wlieat-

Flour.

Claima uae since about Dec. 12, 1913.

Ser. No. 103.033. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Modern Flour Mills, Macon, G«.

Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

Particular deacriptioH of good*.—Self Rising Wheat-

Flour.

Claima uae since about May 15. 1914.

Ser. No. 108.085. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Modern Flour Mills, Macon, G*.

Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Self-Rising Wbest-

Flonr.

Claima uae since about May 27. 1914.

Ser. No. 103.036. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGRBDI-

BNTS OF FOODS.) Modern Flour Mills, Macon, 0«.

Filed Apr. 16. 1917.

ANGORA
Particular deacription of gooda.—Self Rising Whest-

Flour.

Claima uae since about Oct. 24. 1916.

[Vol 8M. No. 6.}
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8er. No. 103,077. (CLASS 23. CCTLERT. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF. ) Th« Clive
LAND MiLLi.vo MACHINE CoMPAXT, CleveUnd. Ohio.
Piled Apr. 18, 1917.

Portioular deacriptian of good*.—Mllliag, Qrladlns,
•nd Relieving Machines and Cutters.

Claimt ute since Apr. 16, 1916.

8er. No. 103,084. (CLASS 23 CITLKRY. MACHINERY
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEBBOF ) Th. Littli
Gutn Stabtih Compaxt. Canton, Ohio. Pll«d Aor
18. 1917.

UTILE GIANT
Particular deacription of ffood».—Eag\ni-SUrten other

Than Electrical.

CUtlnu ua« since Aug. l, 1914.'

8«r. No. 103.092. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI-
ENT8 OF FOODS.) P. E. Shabplm* Compant. Phila-
delphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

Pturticular de»rription of ffood*.—Sweetened and Con-
densed Skimmed Milk.

Cloimn ute since prior to May 1, 1915.

8er. No. 103.094. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) P. E. SHARPL»a« COMPAHT. PhlU-
delphla. Pa. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

^MBoq
ParUcular description of goods.—Pimento Cheese.
CliUms w«e since prior to July 1, 1918.

[ToL

Ser. Na 108,096. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) P. E. Shabplm. Compakt. Phlla-
delphla, Pa. Filed .Apr. IS, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—NeufchAtel Style of
Soft Cheese.

Claims use since prior to Mar. 26, 1913.

Ser. No. 103,097. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND I.NOREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Indepindi.nt Gum Co., Kansas
City, Mo. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

Particular description of ^o<l«.—Chewlng-Onm.
Claims ust since December, 1916.

8«r. No. 108,098. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) I.NDSPixDiNT GOM Co., Kansas
City. Mo. Filed Apr. 18. 1917.

Particular description 'tf j/ood*.—Chewlng-Qum.
Claims use slnce.Daeember. 191A.

Ser. No. 103,099. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) I.NDEPEXDB.XT Gum Co., Kansas
City. Mo. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

Particular description of ffoods.—Chewlng-Gum.
Claims w«« since I»«cember, 1916.

8«r. No. 103,104. (CLASsi 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF OOODS.X Frank E. Davis Company. Glouces-
ter, Mass. Filed Apr. 19, 1917.

FLUFF
The word " Fluff."

Particular description of goods.—Fllamented Preserved
Fish.

Claims use since August, 1905.

Ser. No. 103.118. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) JoHNso.N EDccAToa Food Co.
Boston. Mass. FUed Apr. 19. 1917.

CAMPUS
The word " Campus."
Particular description of goods.—(?rackers and Bli

CTlltS.

Claims use since Oct. 1. 1916.

He. S.]
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Ser. No. 10S.1S1. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thi Tsbbetts akd Ga»land
SroRi, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 19. 191T.

KOLAN
Particular description of goods.—Bleed Coffee.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 108,167. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENT^ OF FOODS.) Ths Faibmont CanAMUx Co..

Omaha. Nebr. FUed Apr. 21, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Butter.

Claims use since some time In 1908.

B«r. No. 103,182. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FUR-
NISHINGS, AND NOTIONS.) Pionbbb Scbpbndu
Compant, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 21, 1917.

TUXEDO
Particular description of goods.—Suspenders.

Claims use since prior to 1902.

Ser. No. 108.228. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-
ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) PROTBX MANUrACTTKIKO
Co., Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 28, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Tire-Gages and Speed

ometers.

Claims use since Feb. 25. 1917.

Ser. No. 103,246. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) B. O. Bowbbb Co., New York,

N. y. Filed Apr. 24, 1917.

BOBCO
Particular description of goods.—Canned Shrimps,

Canned Sardines in Olive-OU and Canned Sardines In

Cotton-Seed Oil, and Canned Salmon.

Claims use since Sept. 16, 1913.

Ser. No. 108,251. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
E.VTS OF FOODS.) Peteb Dibvin, Healdsburg. Cal.

Filed Apr. 24, 1917.

ENTERPRISE
Particular description of goods.—Chilli Sauce, Canned

Pears. Canned Royal Anne Cherries, Canned Peaches,

Canned Tomatoes, and Canned Apricots.

Claims use since Aug. 8, 1910.

[Vol. 888.

Ser. No. 108,202. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-

ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Thomas A. Edi»ow, Iiicob-

POBAT», West Orange, N. J. Filed Apr. 24. 1917.

CONQJJEST

Particular descripMam of ff094t.—Motion-Picture Films.

Claims use since Mar. 10, 1917.

Ser. No. 108.288. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND ICl-

ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Thomas A. BDinow, Incoi
POBATio, West Oran«e. N. J. FUed Apr. 24. 1917.

Portioular description, of goods.

Olotmts MS BlBce Mar. 10, 1917.

-Motion-Picture Films.

Ser. No. 108.2S5. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Federal Condbnsbo Milk Com-
FANT, SeatUe, Wash. FUed Apr. 24. 1917.

FEDERAL

Particular description of Sf^94«.—Condensed Evapo-

rated Milk.

Claims use since Apr. 18, 1917.

Sor. No. 108.200. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Randolph J^Iabkbtijio Co., Lios

Angeles, CftL Filed Apr. 24, 1917.

^IT&HeUSB^

Particular description of goods.—Oranges. Lemons,
Grape-Frult, Tangerines.

Claims use since Dec. 15, 1911.

Ser. No. 103,276. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Ward Bakinq Company, Ntw
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 24, 1917.

arM<e
Particular description of goods.—Shortening.
Claims use since Aug. 7, 1916.

No. 6.]
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8«r. No. 108.278. (CLASS 26. MKA8UBINQ AND SCI- 8«r. No. 108.484. (CLASS 27. HOROUM3ICAL IN-
ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Artcbaft Pictcb«« Co«- ' 8TRUMENTS.) Louis F. Sackbkman Baltimore Md
FOBATiox, New Jork, N. T. Filed Apr. 25, 1917. Filed Apr. 30. 1917.

PartUMlar detcription of goodt.—Moring-Picture Films.

Claimt u»e slnre Oct. 7. 1916.

I^dita

8er. No. 103.280. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-

ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Famous Platibs Film
COMPANT, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 26. 1917.

Particular de»cription of Qoud$.—Moring-Plctare FUms.
CkUnM use since Jan. 1. 1914.

Particular description of goods.—Clocks.
Claims use since Jso. IB, 1917.

8er. No. 103,451. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) H. T. Pai»t»
COMPANT, PhilsdelphU. Pb. Filed Msj 1, 191T.

H. & L.

Particular description of goods.—Pase-Plufs.
Claiw^s use since sbout September, 1904.

Ser. No. 103,382. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Thb Bl^ck &
Dbckbb MANcrACTt7Bi.>G COMPAST, Baltimore, Md. Ser. No. 108.452. (CLASS 27. HOROLOOICAL IN-
FUed Apr. 28. 1917.

PartiouUur description of goods.—Electric Drills and
Icctrlc Alr-Pnmps.

OlaiuiS use since on or about Mar. 19, 191ft.

8TRDMENTS.) Pboplb's OcTrixTiNO Compart, De-
troit, Mich. Filed Msr 1, 1917.

WOLVERINE

Particular description of goods.—Wstchf
CIoi«M use Mnce Jan. 10, 1917.

[YoL SSS. No. 6.]
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
MAY 29, 1917.

116.814. DOLLS, DOLI^HOUSBS, TOT HOUBE8, TOT
FIGURES, TOY BLACKBOARDS, AND TOY FUR-
NITURE. Ths Bkaveb Company, Buffalo and Beaver
Falls, N. Y. : Roanoke Rapids, N. C. ; Thorold and
Ottawa, Ontario. Canada, and Loudon, England.

Filed November 29, 1916. Serial No. 99,618. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116,815 COTTON PIECE GOODS. BooTT MiLX*, Lowell,

Mass.

Filed January 12, 1917. Serial No. 100,642. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 191T.

116.816. CERTAIN NAMED PHARMACEUTICAL PREP-
ARATIONS. GaoBOB BoBOPBLOT k CO., New York.

N. T.

Filed September 6, 1916. Serial No. 97,819. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

119.817. CERTAIN NAMED PHARMACEUTICAL PREP
ARATIONS. Gbobgb BoBcrEi-DT & Co.. New York,
N. Y.

Filed September 22, 1916. Serial No. 98,165. PUB-
LISHED M.\RCH 27, 1917.

116.818. CERT.AIN NAMED PHARMACEUTICAL PREP-
ARATIONS. GBOBns BnBOPBU>T & Co.. New York,
N. Y.

Filed October 5, 1916. Serial No. 98,429. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27. 1917.

116.819. COTTON DAMASKS, NAPKINS. TABLE-
CLOTHS, AND COTTON PIECE GOODS. DtTDLBT
D. Campbell, New York, N. Y.

FUed February 7, 1917. Serial No. 101,209. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 191T.

116.820. JLAXATIVE JAM.
mon, Okla.

Filed January 81, 1917.

LI8HED MARCH 27, 1917.

Cant«bll & Dawson, Guy-

Serial No. 101.066. PUB-

Cantibll k Dawson,

101.069. PUB-

116.821. MEDICINAL TONIC.
Ouymon, Okla.

File*] January 31, 1917. Serial No.
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.822. E.NAMEL PAINT. Cabpbntbb MoBTON Co., Boa-
ton, Mass.

Filed October 31, 1916. Serial No. 98,993. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27, 1917.

116.823. NON-ALCOHOLIC CARBONATED BEVERAGE
TO BE SOLD AS A SOFT DRINK. Colpax Bot-
TLi!»o W0HK8. Colfax. Iowa.

Filed February 9, 1917. Serial No. 101,260. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.824. BLOOD REMEDY FOR TREATING CERTAIN
NAMED DISEASES. Comab Rbmbdy Company. Hot
Springs, Ark.

Filed February 1, 1917. SerUl No. 101,084. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.825. WALL-PAPER SIZE ADAPTED FOR COVER-
ING VTALLS. CEILINGS. AND OTHER SURFACES
The Cott-a-lap Company. SomerTlUe, N. J.

Filed November 21, 1916. Serial .No. 99.432. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.826. ILLUMINATING . LUBRICATING. AND BUEN-
ING OILS AND GREASES. Cbbw Lbtick COMPANY,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed January 9, 1917. SerUl No. 100,480. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.827. SOLUBLE SULFONATED HYDB(X:aRBON
HAVING CURATIVE PROPERTIES AND USED IN
TREATING CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES. JOHW
Aldbn Cubhing, Lancaster, N. Y.

Filed December 21, 1916. Serial No. 100,077., PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.828. MIXED LIQUID PAINTS. The Cussinb A
Fhabn Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Filed February 16, 1917. Serial No. 101,884. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.829. NON-ALCOHOLIC CARBONATED BEVER-
' AGES TO BE SOLD AS SOFT DRINKS. KdwaRD

DiBBL, Nashville, Tenn.
Filed February 9, 1917. Serial No. 101.268. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116,630. TABLE-TOPS, Thb Enambl Pbodccts Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed January 8, 1917. Serial No. 100,426. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.831. MOVING-PICTURE FILMS. Ebsanat Film
Manupactttbino (Company, (Thlcayo, 111.

Filed January 24, 1917. Serial No. 100.876. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.832. LIQUID TOILET CREAMS. William E. Etbn-
son, Baraboo, Wis.

Filed January 2, 1917. Serial No. 100.287. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.833. CERTAIN NAMED METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGINGS. Thb Faibley-Datid-
80N Stbel Co. Inc., New York. N. Y.

Filed January 30. 1917. Serial No. 101,033. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917. .

116.834. CERTAIN NAMED METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGINGS. The Faiblbt-Datid-
on Stbel Co. Inc., New York, N. Y,

Filed January 30. 1917. Serial No. 101,034. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.835. CERTAIN NAMED METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGINGS. The Faiblev David-
son Steel Co. Inc., New York, N. Y,

Filed January 30, 1917. Serial No. 101,085. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.836. SYRUPS FOR MAKING SOFT DRINKS AND
BOTTLED NON-ALCOHOLIC STILL OR CARBON-
ATED BEVERAGES MADE THEREFROM. Florida
CiTBAJL'icE Co, Winter Park, Fla.

Filed February 9, 1917. SerUl No. 101.267. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.887. BOXES OF PAPER OR CARDBOARD. Flob-
E.NCE FOKBisTALL, Brookllue, Mass.

Filed February 2, 1917. St-rlal No. 101.123. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

,^
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116.838. WOOLEN AND WORSTED PIECE GOODS.
FOMTMA.HN & UurruANN CO., PaaMilc. N. J.

Filed February 14. 1917. Serial No. 101.8C7. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

118.839. WOOLEN AND WORSTED PIECE GOODS.*
FoRaxMAVN & HcrrMANN Co., Passaic, N. J.

Filed February 14, 1917. 8«tial No. lOl.gW. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 30. 1917.

116.840. WOOLEN AND WORSTED PIECE GOODS.
F0R8TMANN &, HcrrMANN Co., Paauilc. N. J.

Filed February 14, 1917. Serial No. 101,889. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

U6.S41. WOOLBN AND WORSTED PIDCI OOODS.
FomamtxKv k. HurrMAWii Co.. Pan— 1. N. J.

Piled February 14, 1917. Serial «o. lOl^L PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

116.842. WOOLEN AND WOR«TKD PIBCW GOOD*.
WommiUAmn A aarwuAtm Co.. Pawalc. N. .1.

ru«d Fe^nury 1«, 1917. 8«iiai N«. 101,421. PUB-
LISHED MABCH 20. 1017.

116.843. SPARK-PLUGS. Sicii. Ommmak MAvvrAC-
Tcamo COBPOBA-nos. Bra#fcl7n. N. T.

Filed February 15, 1917, Serial Ko. 101 .393. PUB-
USHJED MABCH 27, 1017.

116.844. COTTON PIBCE GOODS. PAUt B. EUU'n.H,
New Tort, N. T.

Piled February 16, 1917. Serial No. 101.4Ja, PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1016.

116.845. HAIR-NKTS. Mocks Hxbzoo, New York. N. T.
Filed February 8. 1917. Serial No. 101.230. PUB-

USHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.846. PUMPS AND COMPRBSSORa. I«KO, luces.
PORATBD, Detroit. Mich.

filed Petiraary 11. 191T. Sertel Bo. I«l.t31. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1017.

116.847. CERTAIN NAMTTD CLOTEUNG POR WOMEN.
MISSES, AND CHILDREN. King k APPLiBArM.
New York, N. Y.

Filed Decpmker 26. ISIO. SerUl No. 100.172. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

HlLLSOKH KVIOBT. Ptaila-

ScTlal No. 99,656. PUB-

116.848. W.4TER-PAINT. A
adelphla. Pa.

Pned Deremb^ 1. 1916.

LISHED JANUARY 30, 1917.

116.849. CERTAIN NAMED CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND PARTS THEREOF. A. KaaAMBB, Inc., Brook
lyw. N. Y.

PU«d F«*roarf 17, 1917. Serial Ka. 101 .447. PUB
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.850. FORKS. SPOONS. CHEBSE SCOOPS. NUT-
PICK.S. AND PIE SKRVERS MADE OF BAi«R
MJCTAL. LAKoaaa^ PiLAar 4 Ci^aum., New bfitaJLo.

Coea.
Filed .Tanuary 16. 1917. Serial No. 100.6*4. PUB-

LISHED M.vacn 27. 1017.

116.851. MEDICAL REMEDY POR SYPHILIS. ELBUtT
J. Latta, LIdcoId, Nebr.

Filed Septeniber .<*. 1916. Serial No. »7.864. PUB-
LISHED OCTOBER 31, 1016.

11S.S52. FRKVIkNTIVE FROM MOSQUITO - STIA^S.
Ebnbst MoonE, London. Aigiand.

Filed December 12. 1916. Serial No. 99.875. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116,i»53. Mi-TAL KITCHEN CABINETS, METAL
KITCHE.N TABLES, METAL KITCHE.N STOOLS.
The Oaio State Stove Co., Columbus, OWo.

Filed September 5. 1916. Serial >o, 97,806. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

11«.854. READYMIXKl) PAINTS. The P.4BArrtKB

P.* I NT CoMPAKT. i<a« PmotHsoe, Cal.

Piled Fybrnary 10, W17. Serial Ko. t«t.5<»4. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.855. DRY AND READY-MIXED PAINTS. DRIERS,
ENAMELS. STAINS. WALL - PAINTS. LAC8,
FILLERS, AND VARNISHES. The Patteheon Sab-
gent COMPANT, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed February 10. 1017. SerUl No. 101.506. PUB-
USHED MARCH 27. 1017.

116.SM. DRY AND READY-MIXED PAINTS. DRIERS.
ENAMELS, STAIMS. WALL - PAINTS. LACS.
FILLERS, AND VARNISHES. The Pattebsok-Sab-
(iENT Com PANT. Cleyeland. Ohio.

FUed February 10, 1017. Serial No. 101,506. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1017.

116.857. HIGH TEMPERATURE FIRE BRICK CEMENT,
NON CONDUCTING BOILBR - COTBKINO AWD
STOVE LINING. RBr«ACTO«T Matuiau COMfANT,
New York, N. Y.

Piled December B, 1916. Serial No. 09.734. PUB-
U8HED JANUARY SO, 1917.

116.858. WIRE SCREEN CLOTH. Ritmou)* Wim CO.,
Dixon, 111.

Piled Janoary 81. 1917. Serial No. 101,072. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.869. BODIES AND TOPS AND PARTS 07 BAMX
FOR CERTAIN NAMED VEHICLES. Rax Manc-
rArrraiKo Compaht, Connervr tile. lod.

Piled December S. 1916. Serial No. 9S,781. PUB-
USHED MABCH 27, 1917.

116.860. LAGER-BEER. The Sai>t Lake C»tt Buw-
ING Co., Salt Lake City, Utah

Piled Pebrvary 21, 1917. Sertei Ne. 101j623. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1S17.

116361. VKLVUTS AND PLUSHES IN THJB PIBCE.
The Salt's Textile MAjicrACTcauio CoMrAjrT.
Bridgeport, Conn., and New York, N. Y.

Pfled Pebmarr 28, 1017. SerUl Me. 191.625. PUB-
LltfHBI) MARCH 20. 1017.

1 J 6.862. SEAL. SiowoDj Ststbm, Inc., Chicago. IIL
Plled January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100.S26. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27. 1917

116.903. MBTAL STRAPPINO FOR ROX-FABTBir-
ITfOS OR THS LIKE. StO!*ooE Ststem, Isc, Chi-
cago, 111.

Plied Jaaoary 22. 1917. 8«ial Ko. I00,S2«. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1017.

116.864 VARNIRRB8. WitXfAM «. Bnitcxm. Hew
York, N. Y.

Piled K«Tetnber 18, 1916. Serial No. 99,806 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

liMM. LAXATIVE TABLKTS. C. M. C. •tswar 8rXr
PHca Co., Seattle, Wash.

PUed JaDuarv 10. i»17. Serial No. 100,«44. PUB-
LISHED MARCIJ 27, 1917.

115.866. LOADING IMPLEMiNTS Fl>R ^ilFLB, PIB-
TOL, AND SHOTGUN CARTRIDGES AND MOLDS
POR BULL«T8. Pbiiteae M. Talcott. New Hnwn.
Conn.

Filed r»ecember 19, 1916. Serial No. 100.061. PUB-
USHBD MABCH 27. 1917.

116.867. THERMAL AND ACOUSTIC INSULATOR
MADE OF VEGETABLE FIBERS. U.-^ION TlM&m
COMPA.fT, Winona. Minn.

Filed January 19. 1017. Serial No. 100.759. PUB-
LI8HEr> MktUTH 27. 1917.

116.i»e8 PKrWHBS POR GENERAL AND CERTAIN
NAMKI' rsE. United Shoe MArHiNcrr Company,
PatersoB. N. J., and Boston. Maao.

Filed June 24. 1915. SerUl No. 87.678. PUBLISHED
MAB4:U 27, 1017.

116.089 BOTTLE-WASHING MACHINES The S. S.
WE.vr-T.bt. MACfifKE COMTAKT, PMUdelpliU. Pa.

Pled FeVmary 28. 1917. Serial N». 101.681. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.
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116.870. CERTAI.N NAMED CHEMICAL PREPARA-
TIONS. The S. S. White Dental MANcrACTiBiNO
Company. PhlUdelphla,' Pa. ; New York and Brook-
lyn. N. Y., and Boston. Mass., Chicago, HI., Atlanta.

Ga., Cincinnati, Ohio. San Francisco and Oakland,
Cal., Toronto and Montreal. Canada, and Berlin, Ger-

nian.v.

Fll»Hl May 24. 1915. Serial No. 86,873. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27, 1917.

116.871. MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR TRE.\TINO
CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES.
son. Inc., Boston, Mass.

Filed January 31. 1917. SerUl
LISHED MARCH 27, 1017.

B. O. & G. C. WiL-

No. 101.077. PUB-

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED.

14,403. SALVE. James F. Coiiai, Cincinnati. Ohio.

Rcglstere<l May 17, 1887. Rent^wed May 17. iyi7.

14.423. MILLS, MACHINERY, STE.\M ENGINES. AND
MILL AND ENGINE SUPPLIES. £t>WAai> P. ALUS
k Co.. Milwaukve, Wis. ; .\llis-Chalmers Manufactur-
ing Company, a Corporation of Delaware, assignee b.v

uietine assignments.

Registered Majr 24, 1887. Renewed May 24, 1917.

14,478. DRESS ST.\YS, CORSETS. HEALTH WAISTS,
AND ELASTIC BODY-SUPPORTS. The Wakren
Featherbone Company, Chicago, 111., and Three
Oaks, Mich.

Registered May 31, 1887. Renewed .May 31. 1917.

I

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED.

U.848. ITALIAN CLOTH. Wm, Schitte k Co.. Bar
men, Germany, and New York, N. Y.

Registered January 6, 18S.'». Canceled April 27. 1917.

2S8 O. G.—104
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LABELS
REGISTERED MAY 29, 1917

20.116.—Title: " SUPER SIX." (For Electric Bttter-
!•«.) C. F. BCRGEss Laboratoribs, Madison, Wis.
Filed April 28. 1917.

30,in.—Title: "BARBOUR COFFEE." (For Coffee.)
Salim B.tRBorB, New York. N. Y. Filed May 12,

, 1917.

20,118.—r«te. " BEECH-NUT BRAND." (For a Berer-
age.) B«BCH-NcT Packing Co.\ipaxt. Canajoharle.
N. Y. Filed April 30, 1917.

20.119.—T«fc^. "SUNSHINE BRAND PURE LARD.
WITH OLEO STEARINE ADDED." (For Lard.)
Banks Bros. Packing Co., Norfolk, Va. Filed Maj
1. 1917.

20,120.—r«/e. " SNOW BANK." (For a Food Product.)
Banks Bros. Packing Co., Norfolk, Va. Filed May
1. 1917.

20.121.—r«»«.- "TANO." (For a Non Intoxicating BeT-
erage.) The Crown Brewing Compa.vy, Cincin-
nati, Ohio. Filed April 26, 1917.

20.122.—r«Jc. "MARBLEOID ASPHALT ROOFING."
(For Roofing-Paper.) S. D. Dcnlap. Batarla, N. Y.
Filed November 17, 1916.

20.123.—rWie. " IRONCLAD KHAKI TWILLS." (For
Woven Fabric Piece Goods.) Franklin Mro. Co.,
Baltimore, Md. Filed April 30, 1917.

20,124.—r«I«.- "ORCHARD BLOSSOM." (For a Dl.sln-
fectant and Deodorizer.) Hrnrt Krahn. Elmhurat.
N. Y. Filed March 28, 1917.

20,125.—Title: " MEPACOTE." (For Book Paper.)
Mbad Pclp and Paper Company, Dayton,
Filed April 2, 1917.

20,126.—r«I«. "MECOPA." (For Bond Paper.)
MiAD Pclp & Paper Company, Davton. Ohio.
April 2. 1917.

Thb
Ohio.

Thi
riled

20,127.—r««c. "TUB CORDUROY." (For Corduroy.)
Naw York Mills Corporation, New York Mills, N Y.
Filed .March 16. 1917.

20.12S.— Title: " LABOR TEMPLE." (For Cigar Boxen.)
Pacific Cigar Box Co., Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Jan-
uary 8. 1917.

20.129.—7 «Jc.- "PEATS WATERPR(X)F LEATHER
DRESSING." (For Leather Dreeing.) C. W. Peat,
Aberdeen. Wash., and P«>rtland. Oreg. Filed April 17*

1917.

20.130—r«le. "PEAT'S WATERPROOF LEATHER
DRESSING." (For Leather-Dressing.) C. W. Peat,
Aberdeen. Wash., and Portland, Oreg. Filed April 17
1917.

20.131.—rme.- "SPALDING MIDGET HONOR GOLF
BALL." (For Golf Balls.) A. G. Spalding A Bros ,

Jeniey City. N. J., and New York, N. Y. Flleil April
9. 1917.

20.132.—riflf.- "SPALDIN<; FLOATING HONOR GOLF
BALL." (For Golf-Balls.) A. G. Spalding A Bros ,

Jersey City, N. J., and New York, N. Y. Filed April
9, 1917.

20,133.-Tttl*; " HONOLULU FRUIT GUM." (For Chew-
Ing-Gum.) The National Pbpsi.n Gcm Compa.nt,
San Francisco. Cal. Filed April 10, 1917.

20,134.—Title: "AMERICAN LADY." (For Fasteners.)
Snap Fastbnbe Salts Co. Corp., New York, N. Y.
Filed April 27. 1917.

20.135.—TirJc. "BURN—DRE^." (For a Burn Treat-
ment.) J. Lbo Wambaigh, Wllklnsburg. Pa. Filed
April 18. 1917.

PRINTS
REGISTERED MAY 29, 1917

4,690.—r«l«: " HYOEIAN." (For a DlslnfecUnt.)
Elijah F. Ballard, Dallas, Tex. Filed De<ember 12,
1916.

4.697.—ri«e. "TUB CORDUROY." (For Corduroy.)
New York Mills Corporation, New York Mills, N. T.
Filed March 16. 1917.

4,69S.~Title: " STEDEMS FORMULA FAIRMOUNT
WEED KILLER." (For a Weed-Killing ChemlcaL)
Stbdkm Chemical Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa.
Filed February 20, 1917.

4,609.—rwi«. " LE LAIT DES ROSES." (For Antiseptic
antl Tonic of the Skln.> The Cosmetic Product
Company, Montreal, (^anada. Filed April 27. 1917.

4.100—Title: " SPOCO." (For Automobile Oil.) Thb
Swan Process Oil Co., I.xc, DenTer. Colo. Filed
March 6, 1917.

4,701.—Title.- "MRS. SANTA CLAU8." (For Toys.)
Isidore Rothstbin. Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed November
10, 1916.

|6J9

DECISIONS
OF THE

COIS/^nS/^ISSIOnSTEK. OIP IP^A^TEIsTTS
AND OF

UNITKD STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

OOMMISSIONEK'S DECISIONS.

Ames, Jr., v. Ryan.

Decided May 7, an.

1. iKTERriRBNCB MOTION TO AMEND FORM OF.

" The rule provides that a motion to amend may b*

made containing claims which In the opinion of the

moving party ' should be made the basis of interference

between himself and any of the other parties." The
motion should, therefore, also be accompanied by a

•tatemt-nt that it Is believed that the claims are patent-

able and should be made the issue of an interference."

a. Samb—Sams—DEriNiTENRSs.
The reasons why n specific application of the refer-

ences should be made when a motion to dissolve an

Interference Is brought under Rule 122 apply also

where a motion to amend the ISMue under Rule 109

by adding claims is presented. It should be pointed

out speclflcally wherein the claims which It is desired

to add are applicable to the structure of each of the

parties.

S. Same—Samb—TnAWSMissioN RBrrSBD

—

Indefinite.

A motion to amend by adding twenty-two counts to

the Issue without pointing oat why so large a number

of claims is necessary or wherein these claims are

applicable to the moving party's disclosure will not

be set for hearing.

On motion to amend.

Order.

Hessra. Roberts, Roberta d Cu$hman for Ames, Jr.

il€»sr$. Coale d Hayes and Mr. Alex D. Salinger

for Ryan.

Whitehead, Fir»t Assistant Commissioner:

A motion to amend has been filed by Ryan, by

which it l8 propo.««ed to add twenty-two claims

which are stated to be taken from the Ames appli-

cation.

It la not polnteil out wherein so large a number

of claims Is neres.<sary for the determination of the

question of priority, nor is it pointed out wherein

these claims are applicable to the moving party's

disclosure.

Rule 122 provides that motions to dissolve an

Interference shall contoln a full statement of the

grounds relied upon, and It has been repeatedly

held that where It Is alleged that the claims are not

patentable over the prior art a specific application

of the reference should be made.

For the same reason where a motion to amend the

Issue under the provisions of Rule 100 Is presented

it should be pointed out speclflcally wherein these

claims nre applicable to the structures of each of

the purtl«.
[Vol. 28S.

The rule provides that a motion to amend may
be made containing claims which. In the opinion

of the moving party

—

should be made the basis of Interference between himself
and any of the other parties.

The motion should, therefore, also be accompanied

by a statement that It is believed that the claims

are patentable and should be made the issue of an
Interference.

This motion was not filed within the time fixed by

the Examiner of Interferences for bringing motions.

In the affidavit accompanyliig the motion it is

stated that the as.soclate attorney came into the

case on April 24, and the motion to amend was

brought as soon as he discovered that the opposing

party had in his case broad claims which apparently

had been allowed, although he was moving to dis-

solve as to the broad counts of the Issue. On May
2. 1917, a notice was filed by the junior party that

his motion for dissolution is withdrawn.

For the reasons above stated the motion to amend

filed by Ryan as now presented will not be set for

hearing.

DECISIONS OF THE U. S. OOITBTS.

U. S. District Court—Northern District of Illinoia

.

WiBEBOVNDs Patents Co. et al. v. Chicago Mill &
Lumber Co.

Decided May £5, 19U.

238 Fed. Rep.. 929.

1. PATBNIS VALIDITT and I.N-rRINGBMBNT WinB-BOUKB
Box.

The Inwood and Lavenberg reissue patent. No. 12.72ft,

(original No. 799.854.) for a wire-hound box. Is within

the invention of the original patent, discloses patentable

invention, and as covering a highly useful and success-

ful box, which was the first of its kind, is entitled to a

fair range of equivalents ; also Held infringed.

2. Same—Reissues—Orodnds of Reissuc.

The statute providing for reissues is not to be so con-

strued as to deny a reissue where by the Inadvertent use

of a limiting word the original patent does not protect

the real invention.

3. Samb — VALipiTy a.nd I>rni.>GBMBNT— Wibs - BouKO
Box.

The Flora patent. No. 907.586, for a wlre-lwund twx,

is for an Improvement only, and. while valid, is to be

narrowly construed ; as so construed Held not In-

fringed.

In equity. Suit by the Wlrebounds Patents CJom-

pauy and the Wlrebounds Corporation against the

Ms. 6.1
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Chicago Mill & Lumber Company. On final hear-

ing. Decree for complainants In part.

Messrs. Dj/renforth, Lee, Chritton d Wiles (Mr.
Charles C. Linthicum, Mr. Laurence A. Janney, and
Messrs. Dunne d Murphy of counsel) for the plain-

tiffs.

Mr. W. C. OUbert (Mr. Arthur M. Hood and Mr.
Edtcard Rector of counsel) for the defendant.

Sanbob.n. Dis. J.:

Infringement suit, begun January 20. 1914, on the
Inwood and Lavenberg reissued Patent No, 12,725,

dated November 26, 1907. (original No. 799,854,)
applied for October 17, 1904 ; also on the patent to
Ellsworth E. Flora, No. 907,586, date<l Deoetnber 22,

1908. applletl for December 4, 1905. Defenses set

up are Invalidity of the reissue, as broadening the
original, invalidity, and non-infringement.
The controversy relates to wire-bound boxes made

by complicated and eIal)orate machinery, and the
business Is a very Important and rapidly-growing
one. Plaintiffs own twenty-nine patents on box-
making machinery and twelve on the boxes or box-
blanks. Plaintiffs' thirty-six licensees sold 60.008
boxes In 1906 and 9,652,604 In 1914. They are used
mainly for shipping small packages In some 851
different Industries.

Defendant is licensee of the Greenstreet Folding
Box Machine Company, and there are six other
licensees. Competition is quite active. Plaintiffs

and the Greenstreet Company are the only makers
of wire-bound boxes in this country.

The box material (except cleats) is thin veneer,

and utilizes much material which would otherwise
be wasted, and which is of inferior quality for many
other purposes. The main parts of the box consist
of four veneer blanks for the top, bottom, and
sides, bound together, eight cleats with wires at-

tached to the blanks and cleats by staples, and of
the box ends, which are fastened to the Inner sur-
faces of the cleats. All these parts are turned out
by machines. Plaintiffs' expert thus describes the
boxes (except ends) :

(1) The foldable box blank Is wire-bound; that In to
say, the dlflferent sections of which the blank Is composed
are united together by binding wires, and In the completed
box the enda of these binding wires are coanected together.
80 as to clrcumferentlally bind the whole box together
this being the significance of the wlre-boond character-
istic of tb« box.

(2) The box blank comprises four sections, which are
independent of each other, except for the uniting wires
and each of these sections comprises side sheet material
and two cleats secured thereto, and In the completed box
each of these four side sections has the rapacity of move-ment longitudinally relatively to the adjacent sections
without disrupting the Integrity of Its own elements, con-
sisting of the sheet material and the two cleats.

(3) The sheet material constituting the sides of the
b©x projects beyond the cleats sufflclently to enable the
sheets to overlap each other, so as to constitute a tlaht
box.

(4) The sheets are straight pdged, thus not only con-
tributing to the tight joints, but also tensioning the wires

(5) The tensioning of the wire thus obtained not only
holds the four sides of the box closely and tightly to-
gether, but It also has the Important effect of utilising the
lateral flexibility of the wire. In permitting the side sec-
tions to move relatively to each other, while at the same
time utilizing the str»'ngth of the wire In resisting anv dis-
tortion of the box tinder diagonal strains.
The ultimate strength of the Inwood and Lavenberg box

Is dependent upon the wires. Owing to the ten«;lonlng of
the wlr«A at the corners of the box, this strength Is
utilized to Its full capacity. This will be readily under-
stood by reference to an ordinary nailed box. When such
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a box Is subjected to diagonal strains, the tendency Is to
distort and disrupt th<» box, either by pulling out the
nails or by disrupting the box material at the nail holes.
Thl* Is avoided In the Inwoo<l and Lavenberg box, because
the wires themselres withstand the strains, and the box
c^n be distorted to the breaking point without disrupting
the union between the side material and the cleats. l)e-
causr the side sections can slip on each other, leavlug the
strains to be borne by the wires. Consequently the box
can be materially distorted, and nevertheless, after the
distorting strain has ceased, the box can resume Its orig-
inal shape and still be an efficient carrier for its contents.
Owing to the tension of the wires at the corners, the box
is stiffened in the first instance, so that ordinary strains
win be withstood, without any distortion of the box ; and
then, if the strain Is Increase*! sufflclently to distort the
box, the wires will hold, the box together, and the side
sections will slide without disrupting.

The box ends are fastened to the inside of the
side and b<»ttom cleats, but not to the top. The
two claims in suit, one from each patent, are as
follows, the word " step-mitered," in parenthesis,

having been included in the original Inwoo<l and
lavenberg patent, but omitted in the reissue:

1. A wire-bound foldable box blank, comprising, In com-
bination, a plurality of straluht-edged sheets, wires con-
necting the sheets In longitudinal se^rles and extending the
full length of the series, and cleats formed with rabbeted
mutually engageable ends, th*- wlr»s, she»-ts. und cleatsK^i tltched together, and th*' ijeats being In end-to-ec

"

-^ relation, the whole being constructed and arrangt-u
to cause the rabbeted adjacent cleat en«ls. In the operation
of folding the blank, to engaee with each other and lock
adjacent sheets against relative sliding, and cause one
sheet to overlap the end of the adjacent sheet at box cor-
ners.

1. A wire-bound foldable box blank, comprlslnit a plo-
rallty of straight-edged sheets, wires .secured to and con-
necting said sheets, and otep mltereil) cleats secured to
said sheets to terminate short of edges of the latter a dis-
tance equal or approximately equal to the thickness of a
sheet whereby, when folde<l at a right angle, the end of
one sheet overlaps the end of an adjacent sheet.

(1) Validity of Inteood and Lavenberg claim.—
Aside from the question of reissue, as to this patent,
like that in question in the recent case of Miner v.

T. H. Symington d Co., (in this circuit.) (229 Fed.,

730; C. C. A.. 140.) there are no ne^v elements in

it. and Its validity depends entirely upon the ar-

rangement of parts. Such arrangement combines
the parts in a new way. The result Is beneficial

and highly useful. The box Is flexible, elastic,

strong, light, has proved very successful, and was the
first of Its kind. If It did not actually create the
wire-bound box Industry, certainly It was a most
Important factor. Were the patent merely a paper
one. there might be doubt of Its validity ; but having
been instrumnrital in founding a large industry, it

should be sustained, and is entitled to a fair range
of equivalents.

In this construction the particular shape of tbe
four cleats at each end is not vital. In the original

patent the claim requlre<l them to be step-mitered
at the end.s, so as to pive greater .strength to the box,
and enable it to keep its square shape. Novelty,
however, did not consist in the shape of the cleats,

but the bringing together of cleats, sides, top. bot-

tom, ends, and wires to make a practical, efficient,

strong, light structure. In which the ends serve to
brace It and prevent crushing, rendering the par-
ticular shape of the cleat ends where they touch
each other less im|x>rtant in preventing perpendicu-
lar or horizontal movement of the parts upon each
other. Thus there was no reason for limiting the
original claim to step-mitered cleat ends, and the
reissue did not change the real Invention, which
did not consist of the particular form of the cleats.
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but of the bringing together of all the elements

mentioned, having the qualltie.<< referred to.

(2) The reissue is valid under TopUff v. TopHfT,

(145 U. S.. 156; 12 Sup. Ct.. 825; S6 L. Ed.. 058.)

While the original may not have been technically

Inoperative or invalid by reason of the patentees

having failed to claim the Invention illustrated by

the drawings showing the cleats In a step-niltered

form, yet it was so llmltc<l as to be practically use-

less, while the reissue secured the real, meritorious

Invention. The statute providing for reissues would
be lamentably incomplete, if it should be construed

not to reach and relieve such a mistake as this,

where the claim, by the Inadvertent use of a limiting

word, does not cover the real Invention. (Money-
locight Scale Co. v. Toledo Cfimputing Scale Co., 187

Fed., 826 ; 109 a C. A., 586.)

(8) The Flora patent.—Since the Flora disclosure

practically adds to InwtHxl and Lavenlierg only the

feature of rabbeted cleat ends designed to brace the

structure, so as to prevent lateral sliding of parts,

the foregoing discus.slon would tend to show the

addition of an immaterial element only. It may,
however, be narrowly sustained, though not In-

fringed, as embodying an improved, more compact,

and stronger box.

Infringement.—From the exhibits of defendant's

box introduced by plaintiffs, it iippears that their

construction differs lii some respects from both
patents In suit, partlculnrly in that they employ a

mortlse-and-tenon Joint ut the cleat ends, instead of

either stei)-mitered or rabl>eted forms. It al-so ap-

pears from these exhibits that all the sheets forming
the sides, top, and bottom do not terminate " short

of e<lges " of the cleats. Some of them do so, and
some do not. It Is true, howe^•er. that defendant has
practically adopted the Inwood and Lavenberg con-

struction, particularly In Exhibits 31 and 33. While
the fact that an Invention Is meritorious and suc-

cessful affords no presumption whatever that de-

fendant uses It. and infringement must clearly ap-

pear, the proof shows that defendant makes and
sells substantially the Inwood and Lavenberg box.

Both patents are held valid, and the reissue in-

fringed. The Flora patent Is not Infringed. Plain-

tiffs should have a decree, without costs ; each party
to pay the dishurseuients incurred by them respec-

tively.

Ooort of Appeals of the District of Ooltuubia,

Ik re Man.son.

Decided January t, J9V.

1. New Matter—ELscraic Ho«s.
When the application as filed was for a push-button

for electric horns, the supply of current being regu-

lated by varying the pressure on the button to produce
low or loud signals at will, and the new claims relate

wholly to the production of a single signal by a tilting

motion of the button, a mode of operation not referred to

In the original application, Held the new claims were
properly rejecteil as containing new matter.

2. Same—Constblctiox Not Obici.n'allt Dbscbibed—
Mode or Opeb.%tio>.

When the applicant contends that the structtire origi-

nally disclosed can be operated as well in a tilted posi-

tion by a pressure on the edge as by a straight depres-

sion, but to reach this conclusion something not found
in tbe original disclosure must be read into it—namely,
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that the button operates so loosely that when pressed

on the edge and thus tilted in the socket the points of

contact will produce an electrical connection

—

Held
that this introduces a new mode of operation, as well as
means for producing the electrical connection, and Is

well within the rule forbidding insertion of new matttr.

8. Same—Mode or Opbratio.x Not Obioinallt £»•
SCRIBED

—

Test.
If those skilled In the art, making the article from

the Information furnished In the original application,

would naturally so construct it that It wotild hare the

capability In question, that capability must b« regarded
as inherent in the applicant's disclosare and a necessary
characteristic of his invention whether originally known
to or appreciated by him or not.

Mr. F. O. Richey for the appellant.

Mr. W. R. BaUard for the Commissioner of Pat-

ents.

Van Obsdel, J.:

This is an ex parte appeal from the decision of

the Commissioner of Patents affirming the decision

of tlie Board of Examiners-ln-Chlef which. In turn,

affirmed the decision of the Primary Examiner re-

jecting claims 11 to 21, inclusive, for an Inyentiou

relating to circnlt-closers of the push-button tj-pe

for use with electric horns.

Claims 11 and 21 of the rejected claims sufficiently

descrlt)e the features of applicant's Invention here

Involved

:

11. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a casing, electrical contacts mounted therein, a push
button concentric with said casing and of large horlcontal
area, catch means mounted on the casing and companion
catch means on the button, said catch means normally
engaging each other at a plurality of points, spring means
normally pressing Kald members together and a device?
for placing said contacts in electrical connection when
the push button is tUted.

21. In a circuit controller, the combination of a station-
ary member and a movable member, means for creatiaf
a loose pivolal engagement between said meinl>ers at a
plurality of points, and an electric switch operated when
said movable member is operated about any of tbe said
points of pivotal engagement.

In the original application of appellant. Into

which he now seeks to bring these claims by way of

amendment, the object of the invention Is stated as

follows

:

My Invention relates to dertoes for controlling electrical
circuits, and while I contemplate Its use in a number of
situations, a description of Its use In connection with.
a.utomoblle horns will aptly Illustrate the functions.
Where it is desired to operate a horn to give a loud or
a low signal by varying the strength of the current, it
is desired that tbe controlling means should be easily
operated and accessible to the driver. The circuit con-
trolliv which I have produced may t>e operated to con-
dition the horn to produce different signals by varying
the pressnre upon the outton, and It may be placed upon
the steering wheel or If desired, on the top of the steering
post.

The claims before us were rejected by each of the
tribunals below on the ground that they relate to
new matter not disclosed In the original application.
Applicant's claims 1 to 10, Inclusive, covering the
Invention disclosed In the original application, were
allowed. The application, as filed, was for a push-
button for electric automobile-horns, which would
enable the operator to give low or loud signals at
will by simply varying the pressure upon the but-
ton. The supply of current Is so regulated by the
degree of pressure from the operator as to produce
low or loud signals at will.

The present claims of the amendment have noth-
ing to do with the production of signals of varying
Intensity. They relate wholly to the production of
a single signal by a tilting motion of the button. It
is conceiied that the original application contained
no reference whatever to the operation of the button
in a tilted position, but applicant now contends that
the structure originally disclosed can be operated
No. 6.]
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as well in a tlite*! position by n pressure on the edge
as by a straight depression. But to reach this con-

clusion, we must read into his original disclosure

something not there to be found, namely, that the

button operates so loosely In its socket that, when
pressed on the e<lge and thus tilted in the socket, the
points of contact will produce an electrical connec-

tion. This Introduces a new method of operating the

button, as well as means for protluclng the electrical

connection, a case well within the rule forbidding

the insertion of new matter by way of amendment
to an original application. It is well settled that a

pending application may not l)e amended by the In-

sertion of new matter not embraced In the original

disclosure, with n view of having It relate back to

the original filing date. {In re Dilg, 25 App. D. C,
9 ; 115 O. G.. 1067 ; in re Scott, 25 App. D. C. 307

;

117 O. G., 278 : in re Mraz, 36 App. D. C, 485 ; 164

0. G.. 978.)
The test of applicant's right to make the claims of

the amendment is well state<l In the opinion of the

Boartl of Exaniiners-ln-Chlef as follows

:

Did the appellant's application as filed present thl»

Inventive Idea? The speclflcatlon made no mention of

any tilting action. The only ground upon which It might
be held that the application as flled disclosed the tilting

action is that this action Is Inherent In the structure aa
the same was originally disclosed. If those skilled in the
art making the article from the Information furnished In

the original application would naturally so construct it

that it would have the capability here In question, this

capability must be regarded as Inherent In the applicant's

disclosure and a necessary characteristic of his Invention
whether originally known to or appreciated by him or
not. But If those skilled in the art making a device In

accordance with the application as flled would, as likely

as not. produce an article which would not have the

capability here In question, this capability cannot well be

said to be Inhertut in the applicant's original disclosure.

If a device might naturally be constructed from the ap-

Ellcant's specification and drawing as flled which would
ave every mode of operation and fulfil every purpose

suggested In the speclflcatiou as flled. and not be capable

of closing the circuit bv a mere tilting of the button, we
cannot see how the applicant can have originally disclosed
an Invention which has this capability for its distinguish-
ing characteristic.

Clearly the decision of the Commissioner of Pat-

ents Is right. It. therefore. Is afflrme<l. and the clerk

is directed to certify these proceedings as by law-

required

.

Affirmed.

ADJUDICATED PATENTS.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The England patent. No.

1.008,805, for a door for automobiles. Held void for

lack of Invention. Edward G. Budd Mfg. Co. v. Eng-
land Mfg. Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 415.

(U. S. D. C.) The Hnll patent, No. 1,064.639, for

an Improved add arsenate of lead. Held void for

lack of invention. Corona Chemical Co. v. Latimer
Chemical Co., 240 Fed. Rep.. 423.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Hoefler and Schantz patent.

No. 921,837. for an ice-cream freezer. Held void for

lack of patentable Invention. Becker v. Miller Pat-
teuHzing Mach. Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 420.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Morse and Lucas patent,

No. 906.545. for improvements In adjustable cooUng-
l)Oxes. Held void for lack of novelty and Invention.

Iceless Ice Box Co. v. Mitchell, 240 Fed. Rep., 418.

Adverse recis'ons in Interference.

Patent No. 1.164.734.

On April 27. 1917, a decision was rendered that Donald
McDermld was not the first inventor of the subject-

matter of the Invention covere<l by the single claim of

his Patent No. 1.164,734. subject. "Electroplating-gener-
ators." and no appeal having been taken within the time
allowed such decision has become final.

Italy—License to Use Patents and Trade-Marks of

Enemy Subiecta— Extension of Time-Limits of

Priority Under Article 4, International Union, to

SubjecU of Allied Nations—BeciprocaL

Department ok State,
Waahington, I). C, May 16, 1917.

The Secretary of State presents his compliments
to the Honorable the Secretary of the Interior and
has the honor to Inclose for the Information and use

of the Patent Office a copy of a report dateil April

13, 1917, from the American Consul - General at

Genoa, Italy, In regard to a new decree relating to

trade-marks, patents, and monopoly grants.

.NBW DBCEBI RBLATIMO TO TBAOI-MABKS, PATINTS, AXO
MO.NOPOLY GRANTS.

Prom Conral-General David F. WUber, Genoa, Italy.

April 13, t9n.

The following Lieutenant's Decree, No. 5S3. given on
March 22, 1917, and published at Rome In the Oattttta
Vfri'iale of April 10, 1917. Is as follows:

In consideration of the law of May 22, 1916. No. 871,

conferring extraordinary powers on the Royal Government
for the duration of the war;

In view of laws of October 30, 1859, No. 8731. on In-

dustrial monopolies and No. 4577 of August 30, 1868,

concerning trade marks and other patents ;

In view of the law of April 6. 1913. No. 285. sanction-

ing the agreement of the League for the Protection or

Industrial Rights at WashlnRton ;
., . ^ .

In consideration of the necessity of disciplining the in-

dustrial-property rights of subjects of enemy countries so

that the same may not Impede the use of inventions In the

interest of the national defense or of whomsoever the na-

tion's industry shall have need of service ;

In consldt-ratlon, moreover, of the opportune measure of

extending the time-Umlt within which persons belonging

to allied or neutral nations, conferring «Miual privileges to

Italians, may request Industrial monopoly rrants in the

Kingdom of Italy, returning In possession of the priority

of applications presented for the first time in one of the

said nations ; ....
\pproved bv the Council of Ministers, and at the in-

stance of the Minister of Industry, Commerce, and Ijibor,

In concert with the Minister of Foreign Affairs, of War,
and of the Navy

;

We have decreed and hereby decree as follows :

ABTiCLH 1. For the duration of the war the valldltv for

private Industrial rights belonging to en^my subjects,

flrnis, or corporations, located in enemy countries, of in-

ventions regarding war material or which may be used for

military purposes. Is canceled.
The Ministers of War and Navy shall have the right to

use such Inventions or concede to others the privilege of

Qsing the same for furnishing the Army or Navr.
The present ruling is to Uke effect regarding eyery

enemy country, covering the period since the declarntlon

of war.
Art. 2. If reasons of public welfare necessitate the

actual n«e of Inventions within the country whl'h are

protected as monopoly grants In favor of enemy subjects,

Urms, or conipanlos, located In enemy countries, such
privilege may be granted for the use of those Inventions
during the war. even without the consent of the holder of
thp patent, to whomsoever shall request the same.
Tne license to use such Inventions duriuR the war shall

be granted by the Minister of Industry. Commerce, and
letter, upon the approval of the committee which exam-
ines all recourse pertaining to industrial rights This
grant may be snhjert to special conditions and to the de-

posit of a certain sum of money in the Government Treas-
ury.

Art. 3. If a trade-mark registered In the name of an
enemy subject, firm, or company, shall have become the
common designation of the products It serves to distin-

guish, the use of the trade-mark may t>e granted upon
aripUcatlon. during the war. to Italian manufacturers of
tnose same articles.

The license to use these trade-marks shall be gTanted
by decree of the Minister of Industry. Commerce, and
Liabor, in the same manner and on the conditions set forth
In the preceding article.

ART. 4. No recourse either administrative or Judicial la

admis-slble against the rulings as per preceding articles.

Art. 5. The time limits of priority, as establlshe^l by
article 4 of the Leajfue's Convention at Paris, approred.
at WashlnRton, which had not explre<l on May 24. 191S.
are suspended for the entlr" duration of the war and until
three years after the publishment of peace. In favor of
f>ereons belonging to tnese allied or neutral nations be-

onglng to the Union, which may have granted the samf
Itenefit to Italians.

(Stcned) TOMASO Dl SAVOIA.
Given at Rome March 22. 1917.

n.Win F. WILBER.
American ComtulOtneral.
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^Second proceeding, same parties, sam« .object-

matter, only matters that might have be«n pre-

sented in former Interfereoce constitute estoppel,

hire Curtiss MO
•Serrtoe of process, exsmptlon durinf int«^w«DC« proosed-

iags, Engle ». Kanchester and Spoooer 1331

•Question of privilege, plea of abatemejit better

practice than motion to dismiss where question

Involves matters of fact not apparent gd the

rscord, Engle V. Manobestsr and Spooner I'm
Signature of applications, practice Instituted to meet emer-

geocy war conditions prior to act of August 17, 19IS, ex

jmrU Kramer SW6
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(Decisions of the United States District Courts are Indicated by the letter (H), of the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia
by one star (), and of the Supreme Court of the United States by two sUrs (»).]

ABANDONMENT.

See Res Adjudicata, 1.

ADDITIONAL CLAIMS.

See Interference, «.

APPLICATIONS.

1. SlONEI) BY .\TTORNEY PATENT GRANTED OnLT WuKN SIGNED
BT Inventor, ip Living.

When appliratioti a.s filed was sipned bv an attomev and ac-
cepted under war conditions prior to act of "August 17, 1916, under
uraciice outlined in the Commi.ssloner's letter of September \hm4 (2M O. (>., 1007.) HfU that the patent, under section 4X8«;
Re\-ls«d SUtutes, can be granted only on an application executed
by the inventor, if llYing. \Ex parte Kramer, 986.

2. Practice.
The practice in.stitut«d to meet the cmerpcncy arising out of

the Kiiropean war (Com mi s.sioner's letter, iupro)" was not recom-
mended to the profession and would not ha\e been instituted if
(be act of August 17, 1910, bad been passed at an early date.

(Id.

ASSIGNEES.

Bee Patent RighU.

ATTORNEYS.

See Applications.

CONCEPTION OF INVENTION.

See Interference, 3.

CONDITIONS E X I8TIN0 BY R EA80N OF STATE OF WAR.

See Applications.

CONDITIONS IMPOBED AFTER SALE OF MACHINE.

See Patent RigbU, 2.

POWSTBUCTION OF CLAIMS.

See Interference. 1.

I. Patentabiutt—PRocEas or Constricting Roads.
Claims Hfld to be unpatenuble in view of the art of record.

[•/nr*TravIll8,649.
g. Same— Flvtng-Machine.

Claim* Held to be unpatenuble on the ground of Inoperative-
W««. I*in rt Mattullaui , 860.

^i^~^^'*'^^''^-^ov\rsTKHcx OF Operation
The combination, with the handle of a vacuum-cleaner ha\1nKan upper curved and hollow end containing the motor-switch ofa roUtable cap upon the end of the handle to control the switch

presents a compact and convenient arrangement by which the
raoyenrient of the cleaner and the position of the switch can be
controlled by one hand and is patentable.

[El parte Kirby, 1329.

4. Same- New Rf-stlt- CniiMUNioN-TRAy.
A communion-tray ha\1ng a series of small openings to receive

full cups and hold them in an elevated jwsition, each openinc
closely contiguous to a larger opening by which the empty cupmay be held in a lower iKJsition, Hrld to present patentable inven-
tion over a reference showint a large group of small openings sur-rounded by a single ring of larger perforations, where it appears
that the novel arrangement not onl v accomplishes the desired end
^1'^*'^",®'^ °°f contemplated in the reference, but accomplishes
additional resulU. [Ei parte Husted, 1330.

5. New Matter-^F.lf.ctric Horn.
When the application as filed was for a push-button for electric

horns, the supply of current lK>ing regulated by varying the prev
stire on the button to produce low or loud signals at will and thenew claims relate wholly to the production of a single signal bv
a tilting motion of the button, a mode of operation not referred
to in the original apphcation, Held the new claim.s were properly
rejected as containing new matter. \*In re Manson, IMI.

6. Same—CoNSTBCcnoN Not Orioinallt Described-Mode of
Operation.

When the applicant contends that the structure origlnallv dis-
closed can be operated as well in a tilted position by a pressiire on
the edge as by a straight depression, but to reach this conclusion
something not found in the original disclosure must be read into
it—namely,that the button operates so loosely that when pressed
on the edge and thus tilted in the soclcet the points of contact will
produce an electrical connection— i/«W that this introduces a newmode of operation, as well as means for producing the electrical
connection, and is well within the rule forbidding insertion of new
matter. r»j^

7. 8am«—Mode of Ofebation Not Originally Described-
Test.

If thoee skilled in the art, making the article from the inf(wma-
tion furmshed in the original application, would naturally so
construct it that it would have the capability in question that
capability must i* regarded as inherent in the applicants dis-
closure and a necessary characteristic of his invention whether
originally known to or appreciated by him or not. pid

CONSTRUCTION OP RULES.

See Interference, 5.

CONSTRUCTION OF SPiaPICATIONS AND PATENTS.

See Particolar Patenta.

CONSTRUCTION OF STATUTES.

See AppUcatioos; Interference, 2; Reissue; Scope of Patent, 2.
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DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION.

S«e Interference, 3.

DISCRETION OF THE COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS.

See Interference, 3, 3.

EQUIVALENTS.

See Interference, 2.

ESTOPPEL.

See loterierence, 1; Res AdjudiOkU, 3.

EXEMPTION FROM SERVICE OF PROCESS.

See Service of Process, 1, 7.

FINAL DECISION.

See Res AdjudJcats, i.

FORMER DECISIONS CITED.

See Grant of Patent; Patent Righui, 3; Res Adjudlcata, 1, 2.

FORMER DECISIONS OVERRULED.

See Patent Rights, 1.

GRANT OF PATENT.

See Applications, 1; Scope of Patent, 2.

KKiHTS CEKATED by. ^. ,

" It has Ions been settled that the patentee reoei ve?< nothit« from

the law which he did not have before, and that the only e fleet of

his patent is to restrain others from manufacturing, usitig, or sell-

ing that which he ha.s invented. The patent law simply protect*

him m the monopoly of that which he has invented and has d^
scribed in the claims of his patent. ( UniUi State* v. Amfricmm

Bell Televkone Co., 79 O. 6., 1302. 167 V. S., 234. Pap<T Ba§
Patent Ca*e, 36 O. G., 1397: 210 U. S., 40S; Bauer v. O'DonntU. 191

O. O.,1068: 229U. 8., l.V ,, . „, ,,
(•Motion Picture Patents Compaay c. I, nlvereal Film Manu-

facturing Company et al., 311.

INDEFINITENE88.

See Interference, 5, 6.

INFRINGEMENT.

See Particular Patents.

INOPERATIVENESS.

8ee^*bmtructioa of Claims, 2: Res AdJudk»U, 1.

1

INTERFERENCE,

See Res .\djudicata.

. PmoWTY-RBiaCTION TO PRACnCK.
^ „ u .J

Where In an interference between f and J. It wa.s finally held

that " the issue calls for and describes a hydroaeroplane, a machine

capable of rising from and alighting upon the water," and priority

wa.s awarded to J on the ground that the building and testing

by ('. of a machine which could skim on the water at high speed

but could not rise into the air was not a reduction to practice of

the invention there in issue, Hfld that this was the only point or

question actually litigated and determined in that interference and

tniat C was not estopped to thereafter make claims relating solely

to a device capable of travelin<5 at high speed upon the water with-

out regard to its ability to rise from or aliiht upon the water.
' ' " p/« Tt Curtlss, fiSO.

2. Detebmihation or the Existence or WrruiN the DiscmETioM
or THE ComiisaioNEE or Patents.

Section 4904 "commits to the opinion (judgment) of the Com-
missioner the efTect of an apphcat ion upon a pending one whether
it will Interfere with a pending one; something more, therefore,

than the fact of two applications, something more than the mere
assertion of a claim. The assertion must 1*. in the opinion of

the Commissioner, an Interference with another And it is this

other that is first in regard, not to be questioned except at the

instance of the Commissioner by an exercise ofjudgment upon the
circumstances. ''

[••Ewtng, Commissioner of Patents, p. The United Sutes,
eirel. The Fowler Car Company, 983.

3. Same—MAXDAMrs Will Not Lie to Conteol.
Where it appears that an applicant for patent did not conceive

the Invention until after another application disclosing the same
Invention was filed, Held that there was no question of priority

to be determined and tliat mandamus will not lie to compel the

Commissioner of Patents to declare an interference. l**Id.

4. Motion to .\iieni>-Form or.
" The rule pro\-ides that a motion to amend may l)e made con-

taining claims which m the opinion of the mo\'inx party 'should

be made the buis of interference lietwwn himsetfuid any of the

other partiee.' The motion should, therefore, also be aooompanied
by % statement that it is believed that the ekims are patentable

ad ahoald be made the issue of an interference."
lAmes, Jr., r. Ryan, 1«39.

5. Same—DiFDnTEint.H.s.

The reasons why a specific application of the references should

be made when a motion to dissolve an interference is brought

under Rule 12a applv also where a motion to amend the issue under
Rule 1(W by adding claims is pfeeenied. It should be (tointed oui

speciflcallv wherein the elaias which it Is desired to add are ajv

pUcable to the structure o* e«ch of the parties. [Id.

« Same Transmlh-sion RErusED^-lNDEriNiTE.
.\ motion to amend by adding twenty-two counts to the issue

without pointing out why so large a nunil>er of claims Is asossMiy
or wherein these claims are applicable to the moving party s

disclosure will not be set for hearing. (Id.

INTERFERENCE PROCEEDINGS.

See Service of Process, 2.

JUDICIAL TRIBUNAI^.

806 Service of Process, 1, 2.

LICENSE.

Bee Patent RighU.

LIMITATION OF PATENT.

See Scope of Patent, 1,3.

MANDAMUS.

See Interference, 3.

MODE OF OPERATION.

See CoDstniction of Claims.

MONOPOLY.

See Grant of Patent : Patent Rights.

MOTION TO AMEND THE ISSUE.

See Interference, 4, \ R.

MOTION TO VACATE SERVICE.

Bm Mnrlce of Process, 3.

NEW CLAIMS.

8«e Res AdJudlcaU, 4,

DIGEST OF DECISIONS. 1647

NEW MATTER.

Sm CoHtruction of Claims, 5, 8, 7.

NEW EESULTS.

See Construction of Claims, 4; Scope of PatenU, 2.

1

PARTICULAR PATENTS.

, Flora—No. fl07,M»—Wire-Bockd Box—Validity and Ik-
rRINOEMENT.

The Flora patent. No. 907,58«, for a wire-bound box Is for an
Improvement onlv, and, while \-alld, is to be narrowly construed:
as so construed Held not infringed.

|>>Wlrebounds Patents Co. et al. r. Chicago Mill & Lumber
Co.. 1639.

. iKwooD AND Lavenbero—No. 12,73.S, (RnsstJR)—Wire-
Bound Box—VAUmTT and iNraiNGEMRNT.

The Inwood and Laxenberg reissue patent, No. 12,725, (original

No. 799,R54,) for a wire-bound box. Is within the invention of the
original patent, discloses patentable invention, and as covering a
htghlv useful and successful box, which was the first of its kind, Is

entitled to a fair range of equivalents; also //^U infringed. {>>Id.

PATENT LAWS.

See Grant of Patent.
PimposR or.

"The primary purpose of our patent laws is not the creation ef

private fortunes for tne owners of patents but is 'to promote the
pracress of science and the useful arts.' (Constitution, Art. I,

sac. 8.)"
[••Motion Picture Patents Company v. Universal Film Manu-

facturing Company et al., 311.

PATENT RIGHTS.

1. REfrrRiCTTNo I'sE or Patented MArniN».
A {tateniee or his assignee may not license another to manufac-

ture and sell a patented moving-iiicture machine and by a mere
notice attached to it limit its use bv the purchaser or by the pur-
chaser's les.see to moving-picture films which are no part of^the
patented machine and which are not patented. (Henry v Dick,
176 O. G., 751; 224 V. S., 1, overruled.)
{••Motion Picture Patents Company v. Universal Film Com-

pany etal.,3\l.

2. iM^osiNo Conditions Aeter Sale.
The assignee of a patent which has licensed another to make and

sell the machine covered by it mav not by a mere notice attached
to mA machine limit the use of it by ihe purchaser or by the
parebuers lessee to terms not stated in the notice, but which are
to be fixed, after sale, by such assignee in iu discretion. (••Id.

J. License No-ncr. Attemptino to Control Price Invaijd.
PlaintifT, a manufacturer of sound-reproducing machines em-

bodying various features covered by patents of which it was the
owner, adopted a form of contract which is called a " license con-
tract" and a form of notice called a "license notice." The notice
was attached to each machine and licensed the machine for use
onlv with certain materials made by plaintiff, granted to dis-
tributors the right to use the machine for demonstrating purposes
only and a right to assicn a like right to the public or to regularly-
licensed dealers at the oealers' regular discount royalty, and pro-
vided that the dealers might convey the license only when a certain
royalty had been paid. It also provided that the' title to the ma-
ctune should remain in nlaintifT, with right of repossession upon
breMta o( the conditions by paying to the user the amount paid by
him less five per cent for each year the machine was used, and that
violation of the conditions or removal of the notice was an infringe-
ment of the patent. Defendant, l)eing a member of the general

• unlicensed public and having no contract relations with plaintlfl,
secured from plaintiff s wholesale and retail agents some of the
machines and sold them, and threatened to sell others, at prices
less than the price fixed in the notice Held that the "license
notice" Is merely a disguised attempt to control the price of the
machines after they had been sold and paid lor ana that It Is
invalid under the doctrine announced in A aamtx. Burke (17 Wall
453J and Bauer v. O'Donnell, U«l O. O., lOtiS; 229 U. 8., 1.)

[••Straus et al. t. Victor Talking Mactune Company, 316.

PATENTABILITY.

See Construction of Claims, 1, 2, 3, 4; Interference, 4; Particular

PatenU, 2.

PLEADING.

See Service of Process, S.

PRACTICE IN THE PATENT OFFICE.

See AppHcatio&s, 2.

PRIORITY OF INVENTION.

See Interference, 1, i.

PRIVILEGE.

See Service of Process, 3.

REDUCTION TO PRACTICE.

See Interference. 1.

REFERENCES.

See Construction of Claims, 4: Interference, 5.

REISSUES.

See Particular Patents, 2.

Construction or Statute.
The statute providing for reissues is not to be so construed as

to deny a reissue where by the inadvertent use of a limiting word
the original patent does not protect the real invention.
[''Wireboimds Patents C-o. et al. v. Chicago Mill & Lumber Co.,

U3».

RES ADJUDICATA.
1. Opera•nvENE.sa.

The decision in in re ^f(Utullaik (C. D , 1912, 490: 38 App. D. C,
497) was directed to the question of atiandonment, and tne ques-
tion of operativeness was not passed upon.

[•/n re Mattullatb, ftSO.

2 Interference
The broad rule stated in Blackford v. Wilder (C. D., 1907, 491,

127 O. li., 125,5: 2« App. D. C, 535) that "the final decision in the
first Interferrnce Is conclusive, unless it can be made to appear
that the question upon which the determination of the second
case rests Is one that neither was nor cnuld have been presented
and determined in the first case, " applies only when the cause of

action is the same or the claim and demand In controversy is the
same. [•/n re Curtiss, ftSO.

S. Same.
"It follows, therefore, that only the matters that might have

been presented relative to the particular thinp or issue determined
in the former interference can constitute estoppel in a second pro-
caedlng between the same parties relating to the same subject-
matter." [•Id.

4. Same—Test.
Where, after final decision In an interference, claims are pre-

sented by the losing party, the test to determine whether they
should b3rdfus3don the ground that the matter is re«(u(;iuf>caM is

whether they would dominate the subject-matter upon which the
other p«wty prevailed. (•Id.

RIGHT TO USE PATENTED MACHINE.

See Patent Rights; Ecope of Patent, 3.

RIGHTS CREATED BY GRANT OF PATENT.
See Grant of Patent; Scope of Patent, 2.

T *

SCOPE OF PATENT.
. LiMfTED BY Its Claims.

" The scope of every patent is limited to the Invent ion described
In the claims contained In it, read in the light of the specification

These so mark where the progress claimed by the patent begins
and where it ends that they have been aptly likened to the descrip-
tion in a deed which sets the bounds to the grant which it oon-
Uins."
[••Motion Picture Patents Company v. Universal Film Com-

pany et al., 311.

I. Patent roR Machine Does Not Cover Materul^ Operated
Upon.

Section 4S86, Revised Statutes, restricts the patent granted on
a machine to the mechanism described in the jmtent as necessary
to produce the descril>ed results It Is not concerned with thie

materials with which or on which the machine operates. Tbe
grant is of the exclusive right to use the mechanism to produce
the results with any appropriate material, and the materials with
which the machine is operated are no part of the p>atented machine
or of tlie combination which produces the patented result.

[••Id.
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SECOND INTERFERENCE.

S«« Rea AdJudicsU. 3, 3.

SERVICE OF CIVIL PROCESS.

1. EXEMPnOM FROM 8»KVICE— EXT«JIT.
The exemption from service of civil process while in attendance

upcn a he&rmK before a Judicial tribunal and for a reasonable time
in Koing and returning extends to all forms of process of a civil char-
acter. [*Engle r Manchester and Spooner, 1331.

3. Same—DuRiNO I.vterterence Proceedings.
Non-residents present in the District of Columbia sdely for

attendance on the talcing of testimony' in interference prooredings
in the Patent Office between themselves and a rival Inventor arc
exempt from service of subpa na in a suit brought by such rival

against them in the courts of the District. (*Id.

3. Privilege — Practick—Motjon to Dismiss.
When in a motion to vacate service the question of privilece

involving facts not apparent from the record was raised bj' motiMi
to dismiss, Hrld the better practice would require the fflinfr of a
plea in abatement. [*Id.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICATIONS.

See Applications.

STATE OF THE ART.

Sm Construction of Claims, 1.

TEST.

See Construction of Claims, 7: Rm Adjudicata, 4.

TESTIMONY.

w Sarrlee of ProoeH, 3.

TRANSMISSION OF MOTION.

8«e Interference, 6.

VALID PATENTS.

See Particular PatenU.

y
ALPHABirriCAL LIST OF PATENTEES

TO WHOM

PATENTS WERE ISSUED DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1917.

[Abbrerlatlont: " G»e."—OiBclal Gazette.]

England. Mud
No. 1.:J27.026;

Attachment for

A. 8chrad«r's Son. (See Allen, William A.. ••8i«nor.)
A. 0. SpaldlDE A Bros. (See Pierce. Qeorge L.. assignor.)
A. O. Smith CompaDy. (See Schwab. Leoo C.. assifnor.)
A. B. C. Starter Company. (See Allison, Fred, assignor.)
A-B-C Starter Company. (See Churehward, Alexander,

aRHienor.)
A. C. K. Beitlajr Co. (See Kaplan, Jacob, assignor.)
Aasen, MeU W., Copenlmtfeu. L>enn)ark. Safety device

for shells. No. 1.224.886 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 323.
Abbett. Edgar J., Houston, Tex. SUo. No. 1,228.278

;

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1574.
Abbey. Simeon A. (See Buxton and Abbey.)
Abbott. Cecil C, Harbor Springs, Mich. Device for trim-

mlnit the tips of bllllard-cues. No. 1.227.025 ; May 22 ;

V. 238 : D. 1128.
Abbott. Cbauncev W.. Auburn. N. T., assignor to The
American Conduit Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh,
Pn. Electrical conduit. No. 1,225.553 ; May 8 ; v.
288 ; p. 549.

Abbott, Qeorge E., Hartford, Coon. Ball-formlog machine.
.\o. 1.220.436; May 15; v. 238; p. 891.

Abell. Rollin. Boston, Mass. Flexible shafting. No.
1.224.886 : May 8 ; . 288 ; p. 323.

Abernathy. Oorge J. (See Amos and Abernathy.)
Abraham. Herbert. New York. N. Y. Roofing material.

No. 1.226.738; May 22; v. 238; d. 1028.
Abrahamson, Nils S., Los .Angeles, (Jal. Ocean-power. No.

1.226.937 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1096.
AbramKon, Alfred C. Rockford. III. Piano bench and

cabinet. No. 1,227,229; May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1197.
Absei on .Man jfaoturing Company. (See Wyand, WU-

llatn, Hssignor.

)

Acbtmeyer, William, Middletown. Conn. Endless-web
belt. No. 1,225.564 ; Ma* 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 649.

Acbtmeyer. William. Middletown. Conn. Web-fastener.
No. 1,225.655 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 660.

Adams, Alfred C, Peckbam. London.
ffuard for motor and other vehicles.
May 22 ; . 238 ; p. 1128.

Adams, Benton C. Miles City, Mont.
riding i».i(ldle8. No. 1.226.G23 ; May 22; t. 238; p. 991

Adamx, George L. (See liefcs, Clart' W., astdgnor.)
Adams. Henry, asHlgnor to The Adam.s Mlnine Machinery

Corpttratlon. New London. Conn. Non-attrition process
of and apparatus for washing and sorting coal. No.
1.224.."iSO ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 85.

Adams Mining Machinery Corporation. The. (See Adams,
Henry, assignor.)

Adams. Thomas F. (See Konar. John, assignor.)
Adniiis. Walter S.. asslsrnor to The J. (i. Brill (Company.

Philadelphia. Pa. Universal Joint. No. 1,226.808:
May 8 : v. 2.18 : p. 466.

Adams A Wewtlake Company. The. (See Hamm, Legge.
and Kruhn. nsxlgnors.)

Adams. WllllHm S. (See Cole. CllfTord M.. assignor.)
Adamsnn. Fr.ink M. (See Miller and AdamHon.)
Adder .Ma( bine Comfjaoy. (See Hunter and KUntzler, as-

signors. )

Addison. Jostah. Broughton. 111. Cake-turner. No
1,224.361 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 86.

.Addison. William J., assignor of one-half to A. K. Borer
St. Louis. Mo. Roller car-door hanger. No. 1,220.098:
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 396.

Adelman. Samuel. (See Arklo and Adelman.)
Adler. Bror A., nsKlRnor to P. A. Lorenz. Chicago, 111.

Differential clutch mechanism. No. 1,224,124: May 1:. 1*.H8 ; p. 3.

Adom. Movsess B., White Plains. N. Y. Rendering textile
fabrics antique. No. 1.227,361; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1239.

Aetna Explosives Company. (See Flurschelm, Bernhard
J., asxlKoor.

)

u
Able. William H . and E. L. FlUgerald, Gerald. Mo. Gear-

ing. No 1.225.202 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 429.
Alchele, Albert. Baden. Switierland. Change-gear. (Re-

issue.) No. 14.293 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 273.
Alchele, Albert, assignor to Aktiengeseilschaft Brown

Boverl & C\e.. liaden, Swlteerland. Insulator for high-
tension conductors. No. 1,225,738; May 16; . 238;
p. 655.

238 0. G.—

i

Alkman, Burton S., assignor to National Brake k Elec-
tric Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Electric pump gurer-
nor. No. 1.227,230: May 22: v. 238; p. 1197.

Alnls. Charles, Philadelphia. Pa. Attachment for shar-
ing mugs. No. 1.228.160; May 29; v. 238; p. 1537.

Alsen. Maurice N.. Chicago. 111. Sizing solution and mak-
ing the same. No. 1.224.125 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. ^

Altken. Hu)fh W., (Jlasgow. Scotland. Roller-adjusting
means for sugar-cane mills. No. 1.227.661; May 29;
V. 238

; p. 1336.
Akerly, Frank F. (See Cate, Clarence, assignor.)
AkJns Stephen A., Kansas City. Mo. Game. No.

1.226.841 : May 22 ; r. 238 ; p. 1064.
Aktlebol&get LJungstrOms Angturbln.

kar A., assignor.)
Aktlebolaget Svenska Kullagerfabrlken.

Sven C. assignor.)
AktlengesellKchaft Brown Boverl & Cle.

Albert, assignor.)
Albrecht, Christian A. (See Muehleisen and .\lbrecht.)
Albrecht, William F. (See Lemp. Albrecht, and Shebol.l
Albrecht. William P.. Salt Lake City. Utah. Faucet. No.

1,226,436 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 892.
Alden. Vern E., Wilkinsburg. Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company. Trans-
forming svstem. .No. 1.224,255 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 51.

Alder, Jacob. Sr.. St. Louis, Mo. Sewer-opening apuarn-
tus. No. 1.225,739; Mav 15; v. 238; p. 655.

Alexander, Elmer P., assignor to James H. Mann Com-
pany. Lewlstown. Pa. Grinding - wheel -tand. No
1.227.547 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1300.

-Alexander, George W. (See Na^e, Alexander, and Brown.)
Alexander, James. Bristol, Conn. Tool for turning balls.

No. 1.228.086: May 29; v. 288; p. 1514.
Alexander. Jesse. New York, N. Y. Typewriting-machine

1,22*,5" "

(See Wlberg, Oa-

(See Wlngqulst,

(See Akhele,

No. 19; May 22; t.

Treating leather.

Fly-catcher. No.

line-spacing mechanism.
238; p. 1291.

Alexander. Percy, Marblehead. Mass.
No. 1,225,389 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 495.

Alexander. William E.. Hazelrlgg. Ind. Brush making
machine. No. 1.227.562; Mav 29; v. 288; p. 1335

All Weather Spark Plug Company. (See Mack, Otto B.,
assignor.)

Allard. Dominique. Manchester, N. H. Machine for roll-
ing raw cotton into sheets. No. 1,226,099; May 8- t.
2.38

; p. 396.
Allen. James. Washington. D. C.

1.225.556 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 660.
Allen. James M., and J. C. Christen, said Christen as-

signor to O. 8. Miller, St. Louis, Mo. Cementation com-
pound. No. 1,226,739 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. I«t28.

Allen. Joseph H.. El Paso. Tex. Collar attachment. No.
1.224.828 : May 1 : v. 288 ; p. 263.

Allen, William A.. Yonkers, assignor to A. Scbrader's Son.
Incorporated. New York. N. Y. Preasure-gage attach-
ment. No. 1.227.563; May 29: v. 238 ; p. 1335.

Allerdice. Joseph, et al. (See Ericksen. (Jharles E., as-
signor.)

Allerdice, W. H.. et ol. (See Brlcksen. Charles E.. as-
signor.)

Allgrunn. Axel. Dorer. N. J. Demountable rim. No.
1.225.557 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 550.

Alliance Machine Company, The. (See Kendall, Darid,
assignor.)

Alliance Vegetable Company. (See Humphrey. George F.,
assignor. >

Allingham. Henry W. (See Phillips and AUinghara.i
Allls Chalmers Manufacturing Company. (See Brown.
Arthur J., assienor.)

Allls-Chalmers Manufacturing
Charles A., assignor.)

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing
Charles E., assignor.)

Allls Chalmers Manufacturing
Edgar M., assignor.)

.\llls-Chalmers Manufacturing
Halfdiin A., assignor.)

Alll«. Ix)uls. Milwaukee. Wis. Athletic brace for limbs.
No. 1,226,160 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 798.

Company.
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(See

All'son. Fred, assignor to A. B. C. Starter Company, De-
troit. Mich. Starting devlee. No. 1,225.558. May 8;
V. i.';;8 ; p. 551

Allmand. John T., Detroit. Mich.. asRlgnor, by mef>ne as-
signments, to Fisher Body Corporation. Weather-strip
No. 1,220.159: May 15: v. 238 : p. 79s.

^

Alphaduct Company. (See Hyde, Courtney, assignor.)
Alstrom. Irvln. <;alva. 111. Sack holder and support.

No. 1,226,295 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 848.
Alsworth, Louie F., Chicago. 111. Device for opening and

closing doors for garages. Ac. No. 1.225.205: May 8:
V. 238 ; p. 430.

Altorfer, Alpheus W., Roanoke, assignor to Power Wash-
ing Mnchine Co.. Peoria, 111. Driving mechanism.
No. 1.227,733: May 29; v. 238; p. 1393.

Aluminum Seal Company. (See Buhles. William C. as-
signor,)

Ambrose, Harry T. (See Walter, Edward C, assignor.)
Amend, Otto P. (See Axtell. Cyrus F.. as-slgnor.)
Amt-rlran B. H. P. Aero Engine Corporation. (See Pul

linger. Thomas C. W., assignor.)
American Ball Bearing Company, The. (See Baker

Walter C, assignor.)
American Bank Note Company. (See Smith, Amos H.,

assignor.)
American Brake Company. (See Schwentler, Francis E..

assignor.)
American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, The.

Jones, Harry, assignor.)
Amerir-an Brake Shoe and Foundry Company, The. (See
MoDonough. William H.. a.i.signor. i

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, The. (See
Sargent, FItz William, assignor.)

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Companv, The. (See
.<chi>enhelter. Herman K.. as.slgiior.)

American Can Company. (See Eberhart. Felix, assignor.)
American Can Company. (See Hodgson. John G., as-

signor )

American Can Company. (See Hothersall. John M., as-
signor.)

American Can Company. (See Rudolph. Franklin, as-
signor.)

American Can Company. (See Rudolphl and Ostlin,
assignors.)

Amerl<-an Can Company. (See Vaughan. Ross, assignor.)
American Can Company. (See Wood, Frederick P as-

signor.)
American Can Company. (See Young, John

signor.)
American Car and Foundry Company.

H., assignor.)
American Car and Foundry Company

M.. assignor.)
American Car and Foundry Company. (See Dletrlchson.

William F., assignor.)
American Car and Foundry Company. (See Ellis, Robert

(».. assignor.)

(See Gibbs. Freder-

M. aa-

(See Ames, Joseph

(See Beard, Paul

American Car and Foundry Company
ick H., assignor.)

American Car and Foundry Company.
Oscar, assignor.)

( See Hochberg,

Ainerlcan Car and Foundry Company. (See McDowell,
John L., assignor.)

American Car and Foundry Company. (See Ostrander,
Allen E.. assignor.)

American Car and Foundry Company. (See Roa, William
J., assignor.)

American Car and Foundry Company. (See Rohlflng.
Jonn M., assignor.)

American Car and Foundry Company. (See Stevenson.
Frederick A.. a.s8lgnor. )

American Car and Foundry Company. (See Welsbrod.Jacob H.. assignor.)
American Car and Foundry Company. (See Wllloughby,

victor, assignor.)
American Cart>ollte Company. (See Duncan and Shoup

a.sslgnors.) ^
American Carbon & Battery Company. (See Hambuechen

Carl, assignor.)
American Carbureter Co. (See Merrlam. Harry C. ••-

signor.)
American Conduit Manufacturing Company. The. (See

.\l)bott. Chauncey W.. assignor.)
American Electrical Heater Companv. (See Kuhn and

Shailor, assignors.)
American Engine and Electric Company. (See Hensley.

William T.. assignor.)
American Flooring Company. (See Nienstaedt. Max, as-

signor.)
American Graphophone Company. (See Capps and Scully,

assignors.)
American Graphophone Company. (See Woods, Clinton

E., assignor.)
American Hoist k Derrick Company. (See Crosby, Oliver,

assignor.)
American Incandescent Heat Company. (See Smallwood,

Alfred, assijrnor.)
American Laundry Machinery Company. (See Richmond,

John, assignor.)
American Linen Company. (See Overholt and Granbois,

assignors.)
American Machine & Foundry Company. (See Marsh.

Harry S.. assignor.)
American Machine A Manufacturing Company. (See

Kennedy. Alfred D., assignor.)

(See Cooley,

American MauMnese Steel Companv. (See Elfbors.
Henry G.. assignor.)

American Molding Machine Co. (See Norcross, William C,
assignor.)

American Optical Company. (See Bagbee, Lucian W., as-
signor.) '

American Optical Company. (See I>ay, George H., as-
signor.)

American Paper (}oods Company, The.
Henry B.. assignor.)

Ainerlcan Photo Player Company. (See Van Valkenburg
Harold A., assignor.)

American Pressweld Radiator Corporation. (See Singer
Frank J., assignor.) • •

American Rolling Mill Company, The. (See Freete John-
athan R.. assignor.)

Anit-rlcau Seeding Machine Company, The. (See Faaaand Braley. assignors.) ^American Slicing Machine Company. (See Wolff and
Hood, assignors.)

American Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey The
(See Carstarphen, Frederick C. assignor.)

American Steel k Wire Company of New Jersey. (See
HIndmarsh. Percy J., assignor.)

American Steel & Wire Company of New Jersey, The
(See Seabolm and Wilton, assignors.)

American Telephone and Telegraph Company. (See Bar-
rows and Charlesworth. assignors.)

American Telephone and Telegraph Company. (See Bas-
com. Henry M . assignor.)

American Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Campbell, George A., assignor.)

Anierl<^n Telephone and Telegraph Company.
Singer. F'rank K.. assignor.)

American Type Founders Company. (See Kelly, William
H.. assignor.

)

American Warn Drawing Machine Company. (See Hath
away and Lannlng. assignors.)

American Warp Drawing Machine Company. (See Hath-away and Lea, assignors.)
American Well Works, The. (See Palmer, Benjamin L..

assignor. I

Ames. Joseph H., Detroit, Mich., assignor to American
Car and Foundry Company. St. Louis. Mo. Die machine
for forging annular work. No. 1,224,829; May 1- t
238 ; p. 253.

Amet. Ffdward H.. Redondo Beach. Cal. Means for ntiili-
Ing electrically-transmltteil Impulses. No. 1,226 203*
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 429.

Amis. Henry C, Stanfleld. Oreg. Hay-knife. No.
1.224.436 ; May 1 ; v. 238

; p. 117
Amos. Thomas E.. and G. J. Al>ernathy. Ambrose. Tex.

(See

(See

V. 2;i8 ; p. 892.

No. 1.226.204

;

Peanut digger. No. 1.226.437 : Mav li
Amsden, George A.. Littleton, assignor to The IJamson

<"onipany, Boston. Mass. Cable-carrier apparatus No.
1.226,740; May 22; v. 23S ; p. 1029.

Amsei. Henry, and B. Reichard. New York. N. T. Exten-
sion uble. No. 1,227,102; May 22; v. 238; p. 1154.

Anchor Company. (See Belknap, Robert E., assignor )Anderson, .Andrew, assignor of one-balf to T. M Saun-
ders. Blgfork. Minn. Change speed mechanism. No.
1.228.087: Mav 29: v. 238: p. 1514.

Anderson, Andrew S.. assignor of one-half to R. L. Smith
Oakland. Cal. Vehlcle-tlre Jacket. No. 1.228.356:May 29: v 238: p. 1601.

*

Anderson. Austin E.. East Randolph, N. Y. Milking ao-
paratus. No 1,226.842; May 22: v. 238; p. 1064

Anderson Button Attaching Machine Company (See
Poole. Lora E., assignor.)

Anderson. Carl E.. Austin, assignor to J. Rousso. Chicago.
*"«»J*'''^' '*''"^*°« apparatus. No. 1,225,.390 : May 8 :
V. 238 ; p. 495.

Anderson. Carl J.. Santwrn. N. D. Harrow
May 8 ; v. 2.^8 ; p. 4.30.

Anderson. Charles E. (See Luke. Russell, Kennedy, and
And'Tson.)

Anderson, Charles H.. Cincinnati. Ohio. Side frame for
car-windows. No. 1.228.161 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1587.

Amlerson. Ernst G. K.. Chicago. 111., assignor to Benja-
min Electric Manufacturing Company. Attachment-
plug No. 1.225 391 ; May 8 : v. 288 : p. 496.

Anderson. Hans J.. Lakemllls. Wis. E^d-gate fastener
No. 1,227.231 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1198

fastener.

Anderson. James .\.. New York, N.
compressor and disintegrator. No
V. 238 ; p. 360.

Anderson. James A., New York, N.
treating garbage. No. 1,227,282:
p. 1198.

Anderson, John E., assignor of one-half to W P
Chicago. 111. Lubricator for vehicle-springs
1.224.256 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 51.

Anderson. John E.. assignor of one-half to W P
i'!il5?5'i- 'i'

Lubricator for vehicle-springs'
1.224.257 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 51.

Anderson. John H.. Hav.ins. N. D. Elevatlne-tmck
1,228,162: May 29; v. 238: p.

,5|y^^»"°» "Ti«

Anderson, Neal L., Wlnston-Salem, N. C. Type writer car-
riage-return mechanism. No. 1.226.296; May 15; v.
^oO « p. o4'^.

Anderson. Nels A.. Warren, assignor to The Harris Auto-
matic Press Company. Nlles. Ohio. BuckllnK device
No. 1.225.740: May 16: v. 23S : p. 666

»evi. e.

Anderson. Olef A. (See Scbefstrom and Anderson.)

Y. Endless-apron
1.224.993: May 8;

T. Apparatus for
May 22; t. 288;

Seng,
No.

Seng,
No.

No.
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^"^''oo^S-.-^i'?'' Ti Waterloo. Iowa. Tool-bolder. No.
1 226.04. ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 760.

Anderson, Otto V. Loxlev. Ala. Door and window screen.
No. 1.227.784; May 29; v. 288; p. 1393

Anderson Pehr M.. Chicago, 111. Meat slicing machine.
No. 1.227^33 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1199.

Anderson, Wm. K.. et al. (.See Feltx, Charles P., as-
signor.)

Andersson Gustaf. assignor to Nya Aktiebolaget AtUs,
Stockholm. Sweden. Rock-driUlng engine. No. 1,227,564 ;Mav 29: v. 238: p. 1336. •

. .

'^°,''oo. «lfl''*'w/"'"*'?"''*-
'**'•'' Keyboard of pianos. No.

1.224.994 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 360
Angello. Louis. Kansas City. Mo. Repeating attachment

for phonographs. No. 1,224.995 ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

^°/!f.ri
Edward H., Quincy. Mass. Composite sheet. No.

1.227.520 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1292.
Anglo American Textile Machinery Company. (See

Leigh. Thomas E.. assignor.)

"^^^oo'^ ^^^P^. T, Charlottesville, Va. Match box. No.
1.227,362 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1239.

AnschUtz & Co. (See Schuler. Max, assignor.)
Anthony Stanlev Boston. Mass. Connector. No. 1,226.101 •

May 15 ; V. 238 ; p. 798.
Apostolopoulos. Nlcklas A.. Providence, R. I. Disk-record

cablnpt. No 1.224.352 : May 1 ; v. 288 : p. 86
Apple. Vincent G., Dayton. Ohio. Armature construction

for dvnamo-electrlc machines. No. 1,224,518- Mnv 1-
V. 23ft

: p. 144.
'

Applcton Machine Company. (See Saecker, Frank E
assignor.)

Apsley Rubber Company. (See Dunbar, Ernest W as
signor.)

Arbetter Felling Machine Company. (See Hayes, Thomas
J., assignor.)

Arbey, Alphonse. (See Peuch and Arbey.)
Arents Harold D .New Haven, Conn. Stencil. No

1.228.163 : May 2^ : v. 288 ; p. 1588
°«°^"- «o.

Argo, Lisle T I^s Angeles, assignor to Curtis Olive Cor-
fioratl<.u. Hloomlngton. Cal. Pltter. No. 1,228 279-
lay 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1574.

ArlanI, Adrlano New York. N. Y. Sostenuto mechanism
for pianos. No. 1.224.437 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 117

Arkln. Louis, Boston. .Mass. Fastener. No. 1.226 741May 16; V. 238: p. 655.
«••»».

Arkln. Louis, and S. Adelman. Boston, Mass. Motion-
picture apparatus. No. 1.225,392: Mav 8 v 238-
p. 456.

• •

Armour Fertilizer Works. (See Hershman, Paul R.. ••-
signor.)

Armstrong, Edward P.. Portland, Oreg. Rocker-frame forgrinding-wheels and the like. No. 1.227,566; May 22;
V. ^oB , p. 1303.

Armstrong. Edwin T., Adrian. Mich. Rotarv disk valv.-
for^ gas engines. .No. 1.225.916: May 16; v. 23s

;

Armstrong. John L. (See Hughes and Armstrong )Armstrong. Lysander B. (See Bosson and Armstrons )

Vn'^ofi ^n "
x{" \ Slgourney, Iowa. Coal-cabinet.

No. 1.224.590 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 170
Arner. Joseph, assignor of one fourth to G. V. Gadd^ amithree sixteenths to C. C. Hawbaker, Washington D CTransmission mechanism. No. 1.226,048; Mav 15; v.AoS : p. 1 60.
Arnold. Harry B. (See Porter and Arnolrl )
Arnold. William B (See Martin, Thomas, assignor)

1° ooi ^o°*^*x,- ^•?«''**'9;,^' "'^- Condimen t-shater. No.
1.224.699 : May 1 : v. ^38 : p. 208

Aronson. Lou»s V. .Newkrk. \ J. Thermometer-attach
ing means No. 1.228.104: May 29: v. 238: p. 15.38

Art Metal Construction Company. (See Carlson Under-wood, and Jaderstrom. assignors.)
Art Metal Construction Company. The. (See Sampsonand Johnson, assignors.)
Art Metal Construction Company. (See llrlch. CharlesB , assignor.)
Artfllm Studios. (See Stambaugh. Reginald V.. assignor )

Asbestos Protected Metal Company. (See Waugh. Willlnm
P., assignor,)

Asbury, ( harles W,. Oak Lano. assignor to The Enter-
prise Manufacturing Company of PennsvUanla. Phlln-
"''jPoi".

''a:-„<"h»'rry stoncr. No. 1.226.438; May 15:

Asch, Pajil B. (.«?ee Simmons. Albert H.. assignor )Ashlev, Robert W.. New York. N. Y.. assignor of one-
half to F. Oberklrth. St. Marys. Pa. Vehicle-wheel
rim. No. 1.224,830: Mav 1; v, 238 ; p. 253

"^"^ ''"•^*^'

Ashley. William E.. Greensboro. N. C. Bridge-protector
No. 1 227.565: Mav 29: v. 2.38; p. 1336

'"^"^ P"^"^^*^'""^

•

Ashus. .Tohn Roxbury. Mass. Beverage and making same.
No. 1.220.4.39: Mav 15: v. 238: p. 893

Aakew. Wllle c, Morgan Cltv, La. Bread raising anri

nsT
•"•''"'t. .No. I.22lr.l03; May 22; v. 238 : p.

Aslln. James. Providence. R. I. Blowpipe. No. 1,227.104 ;

Asplet. Arthur, nsslenor of one-half to W. H. Woodburv
Murphy. N. C. Nut lock. No. 1.226.440; Mav 15; V.
2.38 : p. 893.

Atberton. Charles, assignor to Unit System of Heating
and M Tk Company, Pasadena. Cal. Gas-furnace. No
1.224.700 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 208.

(See Blessing. John G., aa-

(See Erickson, John, as-

(See Martin, Talbot G., as-

(See Mollerup. Chrlsto-

(See Ogg, Harry

I

^^}^^^,'^' ^'Ir*^ ^- K^lbum. Wellington, New Zealand.
Metal molding and casting appliance. No. 1.225 206May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 430.

Atkinson, Joseph. (See White, Franklin M., assignor.)
Atkinson. Lvnn S. (See Marks. Donn O., assignor.)

1 oo«7;/*'?/' •'^•,•-^"'^1; ^'*« Potato separator. No.
1.226.441 ; May 15 ; v. 238

; p. 893.
Attula Frederic. Chicago. 111. Mechanical halt-casting

flshlng-rod No. 1.226.182 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 798.
"^'roo^'.?^***,.^- Rofkford. 111. Buffer for doors. No.

1.226.442 ; May 15 ; v. 238
; p. K93.

Aubrey, Ojley R Holbrook, Oreg. AdJusUble logglng-
4

• '?« »^0- 1.225.100 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 396.
^"^'ol^^'oi?.""^*.*"* ^- ^'^^ Philadelphia. Pa. Game. No.

1.220.393 : May 8; v. 288; p. 496.

^^^o^ft «9r'''M .>?'"***''''/o°c-
^'

.?:.\
Signal device. No.

1.226.624 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 991.
Auld, John. Chicago. III. Fountain brush. No. 1,226,163 -

May 15; v. 238; p. 799.
Ault & Wlborg Company, The. (See Hochstetter, Robert,

assignor.)
Aurora Door Hanger k Specialty Company. (See GuyGeorge (;.. assignor.)

'

Austin. Frederick C. (See Rosendahl. Nils M.. assignor.)
Austin, Herbert, Bromsgrovc. England. Appliance for

boring metals or other hard substances. No. 1 226 164 -

May 15 : v. 2.38 ; p. 799.
".^"i .

'^"'l-°'.
^"""™ ^- ^ «'• <^** Phillips, George B., as-

Auto-Ped Company of America. (See Wacker, George W
assignor.) *

Auto Transmission Company. (See Weigel. Phllio A
assignor.) ' •<

Autogenwerk Slrius. Gesellschaft mlt beschrankter Haf-
tung. (See Samesreuther. Richard, assignor.)

Automatic Candy Machine Company. (See Waugh andSwartz. assignors.)
Automatic Electric Company,

signor.)
Automatic Electric Companv.

sijrnor.)

Automatic Electric Company,
signor.)

Automatic Electric Company.
pher, assignor.)

Automatic Electric Washer Company
L.. assignor.)

Autosales Gum k Chocolate Company.' (See Grover. Al-
bert D.. assignor.)

Avery Company^ (.See Bartholomew. John B., assignor)
^^J,*"-

Cyrus F.. assignor of one-half to O. P. Amend,

J^S-^ 800^' ^"'"*^"°*- ^"- 1.226,166; May 16;

^V;2'i-7,9i*9°'?da?-29V?Sf'p.';*^l2
^^«°-'>-^^- ^'•-

Ayllng, John, Vancouver assignor of one-half to W J
< aimlchael. Ladysmlth. British Columbia, CanadaWater heater. No. 1.227,566: May 29: v. 23^- n 1.336

Ayre.s. Charles S Cleveland. Ohio. Registering mecha-
nlsm. No. 1.22^.567; May 29 : v. 238? p. isfl

li. Jahn Manufacturing Company. The. (See Jahn Ber-
thold. as.slgnor )

Jahn Manufacturing Company. The. (See Jahn andHammer, assignors.)
-C. MTg Co. (See Vaughan. Thomas M.. assignor.)
F. Goodrich Company, The. (See Gammeter, John R

as8Ui:nor.)
F. Sturtevant Company. (See Bergstrom, Carl O. aa-
signor.)

Babcock. Charles S. (See Lelghton and Babcock >
Babln, Telesnhore, Houma, La. Acetylene-gas generator

No. 1,22.%.559: May 8; V. 238: p. .-iM.
*

Bachman. Joseph A. (See Stephen.s. Charles D., assignor )Bachmann. Alwln B., Cincinnati. Ohio. Educational
mo<lellng ilcvk^e. No. 1.226.049; Mav 15; v 288-
p. 760.

Bacho. Frederick W., BIloxI, Miss. Farm-gate No
1.224.353 : May 1 • v. 238 ; p. 86.

Bacon, Albert E. (See Sharp and Bacon.)
Bacon, Byron R., North Chill, assignor of one-half toW. J. Burden. Rochester, N. Y. Bread - knife No

1.227,234; May 22; v. 288 ; d. 1199.
Bacon. «;eorge M.. Salt Lake (Tlty, Utah. Electric time-

switch. No. 1.224.887: Mav 8 : v. 288 ; p 823
Badanes. Bernard. New York, N. Y. Receiver-support for

telephones. No. 1.226.166: May 15: v. 238; p 800
Badls< he AnIIln A Soda Fabrlk. (See Bosch and Mlttasch

assignors.)

'^'v'^*', ^LRP'oii • ^'f I*""''- ^- ^' Adjustable dress-form.
No. 1.225.207: May 8; v. 238; p. 4.31.

Bafiey. Bella P.. Portland. Oreg. Combine<i baby ham-mock and swing. No. 1.225.208 : Mav 8 ; v. 238 o 431
lUjiley. David D.. Coffeyville. K.in's. Necktie N«V

1.226.741 : May 22; v. 2^ ; p. 1029.
"»"«• '^»-

Bailey. William K.' (See Jenkins and Bailey )
Bally. Thaddeus F.. and F. T. Cope, assignors to The Elec-

tric Furnace Company. Alliance, Ohio. Heat-treatlna
furnace. No. 1.227,027 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1128

Bain. Pred B. (See Wlllinms. Bert C, assignors )

'

Balrd, George H.. Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada. Voice-
silencer. No. 1.227.363; May 22; v. 288; p. 1289

Bajett. Louis, Plalnfleld. N. J. Belt-tightener and iirake
for sponging machines. No. 1.226.297: Mav 15- v
238 : p. 848. • ° • ^'

B.

B.
B.

B.
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Baker, Andrew J., Fort Wayne. Ind. Drjr-»pray gun. No.
1.226,443 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 893.

Baker, E<iward A. (See Baker. WllUani. assignor.)
Baker, Erie K., a»8igDor to Universal Rim Company, Chi-

cago. 111. Demountable-rlm wheel. No. 1.227.990; Hay
29; . 238: p. 1482.

Baker, Frederick W. (See Foley and Baker.)
Baker, George 8. (See Carr and Baker.)
Baker, Henry C. (See Jones. John D.. assignor.)
Baker. James R.. Arlington. N. J., assignor to Cooper-

Hewitt Electric Company. Hoboken, N. J. Multiple-
anode mercury-vapor apparatus. No. 1,224,701 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 208.

Baker-Vawter Company. (See Manny, Fred L., assignor.)
Baker. Walter C. assignor to The American Ball Bearing
Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Power-transmitting mecha-
nism. No. 1.226,742; May 22; v. 238; p. 1029.

Baker, William, Barberton, assignor of one-half to E. A.
Baker, Mansfield. Ohio. Means for operating and lock-

ing valves. No. 1.226,938 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1096.
Baker, William C. Portland. Oreg. Punch. No.

1.227.869 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1440.
Baker. William E., Waco, Tex. Rail-Joint. No. 1,227.864 :

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1239.
Bakken, Andrew H.. Wllkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Weat-

Inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Cen-
trifugal switch. No. 1.224.126; May 1; v. 238; p. 3.

Balden, Frank B., Portland, Oreg. Furnace. No.
1.22rt,167; May 15; v. 238; p. 800.

Balding, N. A., et. al. (See Thomas. Solomon, assignor.)
Baldwin, Arthur J. (See Ford. Hannibal C. assignor.)

(Reissue.)
Baldwin. Charles M., Hudson Falls. N. Y. Clgarette-boz.

No. 1.224.996; May 8: v. 238; p. .361.

Baldwin, Lovell. (See Sherwood and BaldwlnJ
Bales, James W. H., assignor of one-third to William B.

Buchanan, Stanford, Fla. Calipers. No. 1,227,365; May
22 : v. 288 ; p. 1240.

Balke, Julius. (See Crane. Frank G.. assignor.)
Ball. 'Henry P., assignor to 8. Sternau * Co., Brookl/n,

N. Y. Portahle lamp for burning solid fuel.

1.228.620 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 991.
BallaM. George L., assignor to Wlldman Mfg. Co.

rlstown. Pa. Clutch. No. 1,224,997; May 8; v
p. 361.

Ballmer. August A., Loma. Colo. Plston-rlng.
1.225.101 ; May 8; v. 238; p. 396.

Ballou, Charles E.. Roanoke, Va. Insulated rail - joint.

No. 1,227.028 ; May 22 ; . 288 ; p. 1129.
Ballweg. Frank J.. Mobile. Ala. Automobile - axle. No.

1.227.029 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1129.
Balslllle. John G., Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Wlr«-

less-telpgraph transmitter. No. 1.227.621 ; May 22 ; t.

238; p. 1292.
Balzer, Fritz, assignor to Troy Laundry Machinery Com-

pany. Llmltp<l, Chicago, III. Centrifugal extractor.
No. 1.224.888; May 8; v. 238: p. 324.

Bamford, Cyril J. (See Bamford. Joseph and C. J.)

Bamfonl, Joseph and C. J., St. Mary's Mount, Uttoxeter,

England. SIde-deliverv hay-raklng machine. No.

1,224,876; May l; V. 238; p. 269
Banljury, Fernley H., Ansonla, assignor to Birmingham

Iron Foundry, Derby, Conn. Machine for treating rub-

ber and other heavv plastic material. No. 1.227.522

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1292.
Bancel. Paul A.. New York. N
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 465.

Banlc. Stephan. Greenville.
1.228,088 ; May 29 ; V. 238 . , » w.,

Banks. Frank, HibbinK. Minn. Gearing for automobiles.

No. 1.225.102 : May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 39(

Nor-
238;

No.

Y. Boiler. No. 1,225.304

;

No.Pa. Motor-slelgh.

.

p. 1515

". ' i
Bannfleld. Edwin J.. Toronto. Ontario, Canada. Machine

for flnl-shing base or gas-check plugs for artillery-shells.

No. 1,225.742; May 15: v. 238; p. 656. ^ _ ^
Barber Asphalt Paving Company. The. (See Hayden.

Harold P.. assignor.)
„,,. ,o «-. . w ,j

Barber Asphalt Paving Company, The. (See Wlederhold,

Henry, assignor ) „ ^ ,. , ^ t
Barber. Carver W., et oi. (See Carlisle. George J., a»-

Barber-Colman Company. (See Colman. Howard D.. as-

signor.)
Barber Floyd N.. Crafton. Pa., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The Electric Controllei &. Manufacturing
Company. Electric switch. No. 1,227.568 ; May 29 :

V. 238 : p. 1387.
Barber Franklin L.. and E. W. Webb, assignors to Stand-

ard Car Truok Company, Chicago, 111. side bearing for

cars. No. 1.228,280 ; !kfay 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1575.

Barber. Fred A., assignor to Globe Ear-Phone Co.. Boston.
Mass. Hand audlphone. No. 1,227,030; May 22; v

288 D 1129
Barber Homer M.. Goldfleld. Nev. Set for timbering

mines. No. 1.226.444 -Mav 16: v. 238 ; p. 894.

Barber, Howard M.. Stonfngton. Conn., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to C. B. Cottrell & Sons Company,
New York, N. Y. Sheet-dellTery apparatus for printing-

machines. No. 1,225,743; May 15; v. 238; p. 656.

Barber, Howard M., Stonington, Conn., assignor to C. B.

Cottrell & Sons Company. New York. N. Y. Flat-sheet-

dellvery mechanism for printing-presses. No. 1.226.168;

May 15: v. 238; p. 800.
Bardln. Abel. Paris. France. Manufacture of reinforced

plass. No. 1.228.166 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1538.
Bardons. George C. (See Oliver and Bardons.)

Bardooa, Ocorge C, anlgnor to Bardons and Oliver. Clev«-
ItDd, Ohio. Turret-lathe. No. 1,224,889; May 8; t.

288 : p. 325.
Bardons and Oliver. (See Bardons. George C. assignor.)
Bardons and Oliver. (8ee Oliver, John G., assignor.)
Barker. Albert F.. San Francisco. Cal. Clamp for adver-

tising, manifolding, and other sheets. No. 1.224,998;
May 8 : t. 238 : p. 362.

Barker, George U.. Pasadena, Cal. Means for preventing
frost on trees and other vegetation. No. 1.225.394 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 49n
Barker, John, Los Angeles. Cal. Folding sunshade and

tent. No. 1,225.917; May 15; v. 238; p. 715.
Barker, Noah. Seevers. Iowa. Temperature-controlling

device. No. 1.224.862 ; May 1 : v. 288 : p. 263.
Barker, Noel W.. Victoria. British Columbia. Canada.

Drain and relief valve. No. 1.225,744 ; May 15 : . 288

;

p. 657.
Barker. Walter G (See Wilkinson and Barker.)
Barker. William J.. Flint. Mich. Universal Joint. No.

1.228.166; May 29; v. 238: p. 1538.
Barksdale. Clement D., Petersburg, Va. Trunk. No.

1,224.863 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 264.
Barnaby. Charles W., New York. N. Y. Type-writer platen.

No. l,226,6'26 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 991.
Barnard and Le^n Manufacturing Company. (Bee Cora-

wall. John B., assignor.)
Barnard. John H.. Brooklyn. .\. Y. Sectional mounting

of charts. Ac. No. 1.225.305 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 466
Barnard, Walter E., Hartford. Conn . assignor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company. .New York. N. Y. Copy-
holder. .No. 1.226.939: May 22: v 238: p. 1097.

Barnes, John W.. Bock Ferry. England. Boring bar for

use In the manufacture of ammunition-shells or the like.

No. 1,226,745; May 15; v. 238; p. 667.
Barnes, Lew A.. Chicago. III. Adjustable supporting de-

vice. No. 1,227.105: May 22: v. 238; p. 1156.
Barnes Manufacturing Company, The. (See Gorman,
James C, Jr.. assignor, i

Barnes, William F.. Spartanburg, 8. C. Tag. No.
1,226.060; May 15; v. 238; p. 761.

Barnett. Morris.son J.. Los .\ngele8. assignor to E. Bean-
lieu, Alderpolnt. Cal. Camera-shutter operating device.
No. 1.277.991 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1482

Barnett. Otto R. (See Laa."*, Edward, assignor.!
Barnett, Solomon v., and J. W. Holloway. Prague, Okla.

rorn-harvester. No. 1.227.286; May 22; v. 238; p.
1199.

Barnbart, John E (See Unyes. John P.. assignor.)
Barnnm. Thomas E., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.

Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Kesistance unit. No. 1,226,62'r;
May 22: t. 238 : p. 992.

Barrett, Clarence, assignor of one-third to G. Morrow and
one third to R. D. Salisbury. Salt Lake City. CUh.
Aerial torpedo. No. 1,228.281 : Mav 29 : v. 2.'^8

. p. 1575.
Barrett. Glenn J., Grand Rapids. Mirh.. assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Remington Typewrltpr Company,
I lion. N. Y. Type-writing and computing machine. No.
1.227,236; May 22; v. 238: p. 1200.

Barrows, Frank L.. Moscow, Idaho. Attn>hment for
phonographs. No. 1,225,.%«0 ; May 8: v. 238: p. 551.

Barrows, Frank L.. Moscow, Idaho. Attachment for
phonographs. No. 1.225.561 : Mav 8 : v. 238 ; p. 552.

Barrows. Leon D . New York. N. Y.. and H. P. Charles-
worth. E^st Orange. .N. J., assignors to American Tele-
ihone and Telegraph Companv. System for connectlag
elephone stations No. 1.22t.735 : Mav 29; v. 238;

p. 1894.
Barry-WehmlUer Machinery Company. (See WehmlUer,

Alfred H.. assignor.)
Barth. Carl G.. Philadplphia. Pa. Lathe. No. 1.226.061

;

May 15: v. 238 : p. 761.
Barth. Frank. (See Bloom and Barth.)
Barthel, Oliver E., Detroit. Mich. Piston. No. 1.224.9M

;

May 8 : v. 238 : p. .362.

Bartholomew. John B.. assignor to Avery Company. Pe-
oria. 111. Gang plow. No. 1.227.237 : May 22 ; v. 288

;

p. 1200.
Bartholomew, Thomas, Columbus. Ohio. Toothplrk-

holder. No. 1.227.031 ; May 22; v. 238; p. 1130.
Bartholomew, William, assignor to Troy Laundry Ma-

chinery Companv. LImltod, Chicago. III. Centrifugal
extractor. No. 1,224,.'^9<> : Mav 8; v. 238: p. 325.

Bartlett, Earle H.. Kansas City. Mo. Adjustable window-
shelf. No. 1.224.127 ; Mav 1 : v. 238 : p. 4.

Bartlett, Evan \.. Fairmont. W. Va. Posterior Injection-
protector. No. 1.22ri.m>«i: May 8: . 2.38: p. .W2.

Bartlett. John H.. assignor to The Oshkosh Trunk Com-
pany. Osbkosh. Wis. I^iundry-bag for trunks. No.
1,225.001 ; .May 8 : v. 238 : p. 362.

Bartolomee. Carlo. (See Franchlni and Bartoloroee.)
Bascom. Henry M.. Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to American

Telephone and Telegraph Company. Auxiliary super-
visory signal system. No. 1.228,167 ; May 29 ; v. 288

;

p. 1588.
Bassford. William K.. Perth Amboy. N. J., assignor to

Universal Oil Converter Company, Long Island City,
N. Y. Fuel-8upplyin» device for Internal-combustioo
engines. No. 1.226.940 : May 22 : v. 288 ; p. 1097.

Bassler. E^dwin M.. assiznor to Bayley Manufartoring
Company, Milwaukee. Wl?. Heating apparatus. No.
1.22^^98 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 849.

Bastlan Brothers Co. (See Ejtgert. Louis H.. nsKi^or.)
Bates. £:mma I.. Park River. N. D. Hat-pin shield. No.

1.227,2.38 ; May 22 ; v. 288 : p. 1200.
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et ai. (See Hubbard, Adra M. aad O. M.attle, H. L.
asslguorc.)

Bittu, LeoDje L., asslanor to Rateau Battu Smoot Com-

Bauer, Hans F. (S^«» Lenders nnd Bauer.)

v^""'! o",5"-..«^lJl*^'l*J ^y- Wind-shield sttacbment.
No. 1.225,746; Mav 15; v. 288; p. 657.

»2er. Lawrence E., Havre de Grace, Md.. aaalgnor to The

f52«'e28*"5a?2!^:'V".*238''°p.''ISI.-
^"^P^"*'' ^'°-

Baner Manufacturing Companv. The. (See Bauer Law-
rence K.. assignor.;

^O". -Martin. Cleveland, Ohio. Roof-Jack. Ifo
1.226,169 : May 15 ; v. 2.38

; p. 800.

^*S°^-i.
^'''Tt J., assignor to A. Wanner, Jr., New York.

e:
Manufacture of chair-seats. No. 1.224.891 ; May

Banman, Herman, and I. Teltelbaum. New York N Y
Collection wagon. No. 1,225,562 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 1552'

Baumann, (.ottfried P., assignor to I^atbam Machinery
^V^^^l• ^?'^"^«' "' oo^''"^l.'*^^*°« machine. No.
1,226.1(0; May 15; v. 288; p. 801

Baumelster, Anton. Oroton, S. D. ElllpsorraDh No
1.224,591 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 170

'V^Wtmvd. iso.

^K",'°^^^°",
^'"^' ^ •

^''t ^^* ^^^Ix l^t*h Automatic
^**rr;^*^'**' apparatus. No. 1.228,168 : May 29 ; v 238
p. 1 539.

Bausch A Lomb Optical Company. (See Patterson, Wil-
liam L., assignor.)

Baasrh & Loml. Optical Company. (See Patterson and
Kellner. assignors.)

^^^..Jl^T' F.' Chicago, 111. Antlsklddlng device. No.
1.226.171 : May 15; t. 238; p. 801

Baxter, John B, assignor to Covert Manufacturing Com
r!ri*T'«-?.'^CV"*^ -^ JL ««•«»« strap slide* No.1.227.8<o

: May 29 : v. 238 : p 1440
Barter, John B

. assignor to Covert Manufactarinr Company. Watervliet. S. Y. Combined breast-strap slide

v°23*8 wjo"^"'
*'^"^'^'" ^''^ 1 227,871

;
May 29;

Baylev Manufacturing Company. (See Bassler, Edwin Massignor.)
Bayrer, Louis O.. assignor to The Billings & Spencer Com
£
any Hartford, Conn. Drop hammer. No. 1.228,695;
lay ; v. J.Sa ; p^59i

Bairtaet. N"alre.Jwinnlpei. Manitoba, Canada. Drlnk-
iBa-'ountalD. No. 1.227.866 : May 22: r. 238; p. 1240

n?'!^iSr: ^MaVVr v.°^3?'*p"
^Sphygmoman':,meter:

^John T^'a^i?"'''"''^
^''^^ Company. The. (See Crowley.

Beadle (;;orgH W. (.See Beatty, Wallace A., assignor )Bean. John S^ (Hee Olcott. Herbert R.. assignor )

'

M?; b'
5^/"°*^"**''°''y- ^* V«lve. No. 1.225.002

:saay n , v. ^ijf< ; p. 36.^.
Beam, VIetor 8.. Maplewood. and E. C. Otto, Blliabeth

ff. J., assignors to Westlnghouse Electric h Manufac-

^";.'"l'2:S^T7?l&av^2^^'v*.°i88"% YSr^"'
"-»>"'-•

''T22l%'8E- M.y''2i^TATp. 'ife'^'"*-*^^"--
No.

BMird. Paul M.. assignor to American Car and Foundry
1 o^PI^-T' ^- ^"'''' Jl'l ^'' '°'' construction. No.
1.224.831 : May 1 ; v. 288 : p. 254

B«ir*l. Paul M.. a.<^lgnor to American Car and FoundryCompany, St Lonis, Mo. Steel roof. No. 1,224,882;

B«i8ley Thomas. North Vancouver. British Columbia,^•l* Collapsible cnse. No. 1.224,888; May 1; v.

^Uif^ ,Slr*''.H ^"^•- ^«"»' Smoothing-iron. No
1.257,736: May 29: v. 238: p. 1394
• Uj^i -.•'"J*°.P- I^anhoe, N. C. Railway-signal. No
1.225.747: May 15; v. 238: p. 668.

^•?.^ .^JU**^ a
•

•*'''^ yr>rk. N. Y. Synthetic KumNo. 1.21'5.749: Mav 15: v. 238: p. 659.
"^

Beatty. XJnllace A... New York. N. t. Artlflrlal gum andproducing the same. No. 1.226,760; May 15 ; v. 238;

IWtty. Wallace A., assignor to G. W. Beadle, New York
L2'.I:74.H^-:^ry'lV'^°v.P^o5ri"^^s"«''«'''^ «""-• ^O.

**V*-^'..^""*J" '• • fTKU". Ontario, Canada. Cattlestanchion. No. 1.225.003: May 8; v. 238; p. 363
rtl- if^^'^'/'Sv^*''

L^nn. Mass Machine for burnishingthe edges of the soles of boots and shoes. No 1 226 941May 22 ; v. 2.38 : p. 1098.
.^^'o.ati

,

^."25S"209^!'5ra'y^8-: ^a'^^p^i'si
^"' "*"'-*«°- ^'-

S^v^i'r'!" T^'rn^,a,,^'^ew"e^'".^^ T'%VJcJ^r'-
1,226.445: May 16; v. 2.38; p. 894.

^™™*^"«"'-
Bechman. Henry F., assignor to Duplex Prlntlna PressCompany. Battle Creek, Mich. Steam Ublf No1,221106; Mav 22; v. 238 : p. 1155

»"'"»'»«• ^O-

Bechtel. John A Tarentum Pa., a.sslgnor to Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company. Handling material In glass-making No^ 1 224.892 ; May S ; v. 23.v

; p. 326. *

w^ S^-^\fi2^r''.^x^- f.?.°*"^5iS' ^' Pa Luggage-carrier.

L.

No. 1,226.446; May 15; v. 2.38": p. 894.
(See .'Juljlyan and Beck.)Beck. Henry J. „ „ ^, „_ ,

9tvk. Jo«epb H. and O. Bedford. BrooklvB, N. Y. Plarer-
plano. >fo. 1.227,368 : May 22 : v. 2S8 ; p. 1240. ^ *

Be|ck. Rasmus, assignor to DUrener MeUllwerke Aktien-
Oeselischaft. Dflren, Germany. German - sllrer - alloy
prodncts and manufacture of same. No 1,227 569-May 29; v. 238: p. 1337.

""«',
Beck. Stefan. (See Murf and Beck.)

~f*''^'
^° ton assignor to The Ralston Steel Car Com-

fiay 8 • V 288°*' 39*7
'^"'"°<'«''^'"*'"«- No. 1,226,108 ;

Becker, Edmund H., Washington. D. C. assignor to Ki-
netic Electric Company, .Norfolk, Va. Manufacture of
electrodes. No. 1,^28.16©: May 29; r. 23« ; p. 1640Becker, John, assignor to Becker Milling Machine Com-pany, Hvde Park, Mass. Standard and knee connection

a.'' nla^ ""A-"*''" machines. No. 1,226,726; May

^vl^^^ ooJ'SkI'- w ' ^**"*''-„¥i'' ^''^ 'Of antomobllea.
No. 1,224,258 ; Mav 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 62.

Becker Milling Machine Companv. (See Becker. John
assignor.) '

Beckers. William, and I. Dreyfus, Brooklyn, N Y as-
signors to W. Beckers AnlBB 4 Chemical Works, Inc

ikI'*'"''"^
compound. No. 1,228,089 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ;

p. I Di O.

^«''^*J'o'5li;^5lJi ^i'.^"8l?'"' ^''•*- Bucket bottom and lift.

o ^JLA'^^I'^^ '• ¥'^K,^^ •
'^ 238 ; p. 1130.

r o^^^^Qo'^^Vi* ^A ^"o°' '^- Folding frame. No.
1.224,893 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 326.

Beckworth, Otto Q., and O. J. Hobson, Seattle, Wash
Apparatus and process for drying. No. 1.228,288;May zv , V. z3b ; p. 1670.

Bedford, George. (See Beck and Bedford.)
Bedingfleld, Wade R. (See Goldwlre and Patton as-

signors.)
Bedrang, Charles E., Monument, Kans. Connecting-rod.

No. 1,226.447 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 896.
^' ",*'o??^„f - »?'*''"*f

Sprtnjp. W. Va. Railway tie.
No. 1,225.751 ; May 16 ; . 238

; p. 659.
Beeler, James W.. St. Loula. Mo. Close-range atUchment

for gun-sights. No. 1.226,918 ; May 16 : v. 238 ; p, 715.
BeesoD, Ira S., assignor of one-fourth to B. Lee McComb

and one-fourth to E. F. Smith. Montlcello Miss
Sprlng-tlre. No. 1,226,210 ; May 8 ; r. 238 ;

p." 482. '

^^P.'^.-^- J^l*^*"??^' ^"**^"j ^- J- Combination-ruler. No.
1,224,592 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 171.

®^*^o.?- o^?"'"!^" ^^ Richmond, Va. Autotraller. No.
1.227J72; May 2# ; v. 238; p. 1441.

^J?"' ,P«?nry, assignor to W. S. Heal, Elisabeth, N. J.
Combined vibrator and spray. No. 1.225.752; May 16;
V. 4bOo \ p. tJOO.

Behnke. Otto. (See Hellemann, Behnke. and Koch.)
Belden Porter-Gray Company. (See Porter, Ray 8.. as-

signor.)
Beleal, Ernest J., VaUey City, N. D. Fly-poisoner. No

1,228,170; May 29; t 238; p. 1640.
Belknap, Robert E., assignor to Anchor Company, Chi-

cago, 111. Antlcreeper for rails. No. 1,228,171 ; May
29; V. 238 : p. 1540.

'

Bell. Albert C, assignor to A. Kretz and U. Komsteln.
Chicago. 111. Tubular lock. No. 1.228,172 ; Mav 29 •

V. 238; p. 1541.
J * .

Bell, Alexander T., Chicago, 111. Dupllcatlng-machlne.
No. 1.224.702 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 209

Bell & Howell Company. (See Howell, Albert 8., as-
signor.)

Bell. James H. (.See Moore. Walter H., assignor.)
Bell. John. (See Miller and Bell.)
Bell. John H Haddonfleld, N. J. Ice-making apparatus.

No. 1,227,369; May 22; T. 238; p. 1241.
Bellah, Samuel E., assignor of one-half to T. P Blerins

CWrlcahua, Ariz. Pump. No. 1.225.663; May 8; v.'

Bellls,
'
Lewis A., and W. A. Bleecker, SomerrlUe N J

Can-opener, No, 1 227,787 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1396
Bellls, Lewis A., and W. A. Bleecker, Somervllle N j'

Jar-vise. No. 1.227,788 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1395 '

Beman. Frank, et al. {S<ee Pllcher. Frank A., assignor.)Beman. Myron C, et al. (See Pllcher. Frank A as-signor.) •

Bement, Frank, and E. A. Logan. Shrewsbury, Mass In-
v. 238

;
p.' 52.

as-

sulator. No. 1.224.250 ; Mav" l'; v. 238 • pBemis Car Truck Company. (See Boyer. Warren Lsignor.)

Benjamin Bert R. Oak Park Ilf, assignor to Interna-
tional Harvester Company of New Jersey. Head holder
for^ grain-binders. No. 1.226,629 ; May 22 : v 288 ; p

Benjamin, Clarence F., Mllford, Conn. Combined car-

?5° " 238':""Vf"^
mlter-gage. No. 1,226,172; May

Benjamin, Clarence F., Mllford. Conn. Combined car-
?5° "

238^V^^o"*^
mlter-gage. No. 1,226.173; May

Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company (Hm^ An
derson, Ernst G. K., assignor.)

"v^'^y- toee An-
Benjamln Electric Manufacturing Company. (See Ben-jamin. Reuben B., assignor.)

g^SjSSlS: 'SS.7.V!i.. '^^''i;?!: l"',' ^i/p'.'X-',„
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Benjamin, George H., New York. N. Y. Drying bodies.

No. 1,;!25.212 ; Maj 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 432.
Benjamin. George H., New York, N. Y. Producing car-

bonic oxld. No. 1.226.396; Maj 8; v. 238; p. 49..
Benjamin, (ieorge H.. New York, N. Y. Drying hops.

No. 1.226,062 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 761.
Benjamin. Reuben B., assignor to Benjamin Electric Man

ufacturlng Company, Chlt>ago, 111. Shade-wupportlng
device. No. 1.226.397 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 49S.

Benjamin. Reuben B.. assignor to Benjamin Electric Man
ufacturlng Company. Cblcago, 111. Carbureter. No.
1.225,398 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 498.

Benn. .\lonzo N., Chicago, 111. Meat-Rmoklng trolley.

No. 1.226,845 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1066.
Benner, Raymond C. and H. F. French, Fremont, Ohio,

assignors to National Carbon Company. Electric bat-
tery. No. 1.225,306 ; May 8 ; v. 23« ; p. 466.

Benner, >Samuel A., Pittsburgh, Pa. Truck-t>olster. No.
1,224,128 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 4.

Benner, Samuel A., Pittsburgh, Pa. Rolling metal tec-

tlona. No. 1,226,942 ; Mar 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1098.
Bennett. George E., San Francisco, Cal. Safety-guard

for cutting machines. No. 1.226.846 ; May 22 ; t. 238 ;

p. 1066.
Bennett, James E., and F. Celllttl, Momence, 111. Rail-

way-rail joint with reraller and dertlller. No. 1,226.104 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 397.
Bentel & Margedant Company, The. (See Gardner, John

T., assignor.)
Benton, William A.. Birmingham, England. Automatic

Indicating weighing mechanism. No. 1,228,284 : May
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1676.

Beregh. Theodore J.. Jr., assignor of one-half to C. Fran-
cis, New York. N. Y. Paper-feed-controlilng appara-
tus. No. 1.228.173; May 29; v. 238; p. 1541.

Berge, Nlcholai J.. Deerfleld, Wis. Road-drag. No.
1.224.438 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 118

Berger, Adolf, assignor of one-half to B. Gottlieb. Pbila-
delphia. Pa. Reversible garment. No. 1.224,704 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 210.

Berger, Joseph, Jr^ Utlca. N. Y.. assignor to Union
.Special Machine Co.. Chicago. 111. Folder for sewing-
machines. No. 1,225,919; May 15; v. 2S8 ; p. 718.

Bergman. Carl O. (See Mark and Bergman.)
Bergstresser, Wilson H.. Bancroft. S. D. Gambrel. No.

1.228.174: May 29; v. 238; p. 1541.
BerKstrom. Carl O.. assignor to B. F. Sturtevant Com-

pany. Boston. Mass. Oll-deflector. No. 1,224,260;
May 1; v. 238; p. 62.

Berners, Edward C.. Two Rivers, Wis. Dlspenalng-recep-
tacle for mucilage. No. 1,224,894 ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

p. 326.
Bernhardt, David F., New York, N. T. Plaster-block-
making machine. No. 1.226,763; May 15; t. 2S8

;

p. 660.
Berrigan. John J.. Orange. N. J., assignor to Henrv R.

Worthington. Press. .\o. 1,227,739 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1395.
Berry. Benjamin A.. Toledo, Ohio. Stock feed. No.

1,228.175; May 29; v. 238; p. 1541.
Berryman, Robert J., I'bilailelpbla. Pa. Method of and
apparatus for manufacturing ice from raw water. No.
1,225,213 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 433.

Bertram, William E., Brooklyn, and T. S. Ilomans, Hemp-
stead, assignors to Intertype Corjwratlon. New Yora,
N. Y. Typographical machine. No. 1.225,564; May 8;
V. 238 ; p. 553.

Bertsch & Company. (See Bertsch. Lawrence H.. as-
signor.)

Bertsch. John C, New York. N. T. Refrigerating ap-
paratus. No. 1.224.594 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 171.

Bertsch, Lawrence H.. assignor to Bertsch h Company,
Cambridge City. Ind. Cage operating and controlling
mechanism for punching and riveting machines. No.
1.226,174 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 802.

Best, William J., assignor to Gas Oil Stove Company, De-
troit. Mich. Hydrocarbon burner. No. 1,227,289;
May 22 ; . 238 : p. 1201.

Beyers, Charles .\.. Kane. Pa. Shoe-polishing stand.
No. 1.226.053 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 762.

Biblehelser, Francis J.. Jr., Baltimore. Md. Faucet.
•No. 1.226.175; May 15; v. 238; p. 803.

Bicalky. Charles H.. BuCTalo, N. Y. Alr-wa«rhlng appara-
tus. No. 1.225.696 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 597.

Ble. Albert, Wlnterthur, Switzerland, assignor to Busch-
Sulzer Bros.-Dlesel Engine Company, St. Louis. Mo.
Engine-cylinder. No. 1.226.630 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.
993.

Ble. Albert. Winterthur. Switzerland, assignor to Busch-
Sulzer Bros.-Dlesel Engine Company. St. Louis, Mo.
Combustlon-englne piston. No. 1,226.631 ; May 22 ; v.

238 ; p. 993.
Ble, Albert. Winterthur. Switzerland, assignor to Bpach-

Sulzer Bros.-Dlesel Engine Company, St. Louis. Mo.
Engine-cylinder. No. 1.227,240 ; May 22 : v. 288 ; p.
1201.

Bieker. Anthony H.. Allan, Saskatchewan, Canada.
FlUer-pJug. No. 1,228.286; May 29; v. 288: p. 1677.

Blerbaum. Christopher H.. Buffalo. .N. Y. Slide-shifting
device for projection apparatus. No. 1,226,176; May
15: y. 238; p. 803.

BUTar, Fred. (See Donadio. Prospero, assignor.)
BIgelow. Joseph C, Olympla. Wash. Tatting • sbattle.

No. 1.228.286; Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1677.

BUIerman. William G.. Cleveland, Ohio. Advertising
device. No. I.a24.261 ; May 1 ; . 238 ; p. 63.

Billings, Donald XJ.. Topeka. Kans. Slide-presenting ma-
chine. No. 1,226,177; May 15; v. 288; p. 804.

Billings & Spencer Company, The. (See Bayrer, Louis Q.,
assignor.)

Bills, Grant. Watklns. .N. Y. Carton filling machine
No. 1.226,448; May 15; t. 288; p. 895.

Bllyeu. William F., Rtverton. N. J., asalgnor to Warren
Webster it. Company. Apparatus for measuring feed-
water. 4c. No. 1.226.847 : May 22 ;

v. 238 ; p. 1066.
Blnzel, Otto. Wilmington. Del. Shoe stretcher and

former. So. 1,226.449; May 15; v. 238; p. 895.
Blrcher, Eag«ne A.. Rochester. N. T. Currency-alitter.

No. 1.227.370; May 22; v. 238; p. 1241.
Bird. Charles W. (See Schroeder and Bird.)
Bird. James, Buffalo. N. Y. Street - Indicator. No.

1,225.214 : May *<
; v. 238 ; p. 433.

Bird. William F.. assignor to Davenport Wagon Company
of Illinois. I>avenport, Iowa. Axle for vehlclea. No.
1.224.262 ; Ma/ 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 63.

Blrklgt. Marc, Bols Colomt»es. France. Connecting - rod.
No. 1.227.871: May 22; v. 238: p. 1242.

Blrklgt Marc. Bols-Colombes, France. Valve-gear. No.
1.225.565 ; May s : v. 23,> : p. 554.

Birmingham Iron Foundry. (See Banbury, Fernley H.,

assignor.)
Blmstock. William W., assignor to Hench k Dromgold
Company, York, Pa. Cultivator. No. 1.226.450 ; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 895.

Blroll. Marco. Pavla. Italy. Producing glossy threads
from viscose. No. 1.226.178 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 804.

Bishop. Barry N.. aMignor to R. Denbigh, Newark. .N. J.

Vacuum cleaner nozzle. No. 1.228,176; May i9 ; t.

238 : p. 1542.
Bisinger, Bessie. (See Harvey, Hornbeck, and Bislnger.)

Blssell, Carl H., and B. G. Smith, assignors to Crouae-
Hlnds Company. Syracuse, N Y. Electrical appliance.
No. 1.227.241 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1201.

BlsMell. Carl H.. and F. W. Clary, Syracuse, N. T.
Loose-leaf binder. No. 1.227,740; May 29; v. 288; p.

1396.
Blasett. Ernest E.. Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

Cargo-bucket opera ting device. No. 1.226,216; May 8;
V. 238 : p. 434.

njork. David T. (See Martin and Bjork.)
Black, Clarence J.. ArgenU, Ark. Curb-wheel attachment

for bablea' sulkies. No. 1,226,848 ; May 22 ; t. 288

;

p. 1066.
Black. Harvey B.. Bogota. N. J. Garter. No. 1.226.064 ;

May 15 ; t. 238 ; p. 762.
Black, James W. (See Hester. Lorlng B.. assignor.)
Black. John N. (See Black. William J. and J. N.)
Black. John R.. Toulon. 111. Combined mulchiuK and

leveling attachment for plows. No. 1.225,899 ; May 8

;

T. 238 ; p. 498.
Black. John R.. Toulon, 111. Leveling and mulching at-

tachment for plows. No. 1.225,400; May 8; v. 288

;

p. 499.
Black, Roger. Pleasant Hill, Ohio. Ilay • rack. No.

1.225,004 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 364.
Black. William J. and J. S.. Washington. Pa. Paint

composition No. 1.225.105: May 8; v. 238; p. 398.
Black, William L.. Fort McKavett, Tex. Pecan-cracker.

No. 1.227J170; May 29: v. 238; p. 1338.
Blackmer. Walter S.. Salisbury. N. C. Register mecha-
nism for meters. No. 1,224.834 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 266.

Blarkstone. John W., Shullsburg. Wis. Operating mecha-
nism for valves. No. 1,224.835 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 266.

Blalner. John. Farrell. Pa. Tool-setting gage. No.
1.224.836: May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 256.

Blakely. Sidney B.. Chicago. 111. Electric controlling
and feeding apparatus. .No. 1.226.451; May 16; t.

238 ; p. 896.
Blanc. Ferdinand, Charlottenburg, assignor to Siemena-

Scbuckertwerke. G. m. b. H.. Berlin. Germany. Induc-
tion motor. No. 1,224,896: May 8: v. 288; p. 326,

Blanch. Malcolm. (See Smith and Blanch.)
Blanchard. Charles M.. WlllouKhl>y. Ohio. Water-cooling

device for englne-plstons. No. 1,226,401 ; May 8 ; .
238 ' p. 499.

Blanchard, Harry A.. Savannah, Ga. Device for gluing
belts. No. 1.224.837 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 256.

Blanditl. Decenzlo. assignor to Firm of A. Saurer. Arbon,
Switzerland. DrlvlnK <lutch for magnetos. No. 1.225,764 ;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 660.
Blaw Steel Construction Company. (See Loxterman,
Howard B.. assignor.)

Bledsoe. Yancey M.. Bonham, Tex. Wrench. No.
1.227.372 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1242.

nieccker. Walter A. (See Bellls and Bleecker.)
Blessing, John G., assignor to Automatic Electric Com-

pany, Chicago. III. Phonographic time-announcer. No.
1,227,523 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1293.

Blevins, Timothy P. (See Bellab. Samuel E.. assignor.)
Bllssman, .\mos. and R. E. Struse. New York. N. Y. ; said

Bllssman assignor to said Struse. Portable draln-
I'oard. No. 1.224.838 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p 256.

Bloch, (Jotthold. Brooklyn, assignor to National Enamel-
ing & Stamping Company. New York, N. Y. Rein-
forced nozzle for sheet metal containers. No. 1,226,605;
May 15; V. 238; p. 944.

Blomfleld, Alfred L.. Denver, Colo. Settling apparatus.
No. 1.227,107 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1156.
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No.

W.
No.

Blomstrom, Carl H. and L. C. Detroit. Mich. Power-
transmission mechanism. No. 1.226,807 ; May 8 ; t.

Bionj'trom, Lowell C. (See Blomstrom, Carl H. and
L. C.)

Bloom. Elza. and F. Barth, Upper Sandusky, Ohio. Feed-
trough. No. 1.227.524 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1293.

Bloomer, Reubln H.. Council BlufTs. Iowa. Rubbing-post.
No. 1.225.920; May 16; v, 238; p. 716.

Bluml>erg. Gustav, and J. A. Butkus, Baltimore, Md
fits,*"*'

motor. .No. 1,227.571 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.

Blume. George F., Richmond. Ind. Journal-bearing.
1.227,992; May 29; v. 238; p. 1483.

Blumleln. Jacob. (See Mero, Jesse R.. assignor.)
Bocchlno. ErneKt, PassaU, assignor of one-half to

Broullller. Haledon. N. J. Halr-slngeing device
1.225.402; May 8; v. 288; p. 500.

Bock, Henrv L. (See Bock. William E. and H. L.)
Bock. William E. and H. L. Tole<lo. Ohio : said H L,

Bock assignor to eald William E. Bock. Motor-vehicle
No. 1,226,682 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p 993

Bodene, John M . assignor to Chicago Flexible Shaft Com-
pany, Chicago, m. Comb for sheep - shear. No.
1.227.672: May 29; v. 238; p. 1338.

Boecker. William F.. .\drlan. Minn. Llftlng-jack. No
1.227.873: May 29; V. 238; p. 1441.

Boernsteln, Irving N., et al. (See Rodier, Harold B., as-
signor. )

Boggs, Hamilton C. Decatur, Ala. Inner tube for oneu
« matlc tires. No. 1.227,108; May 22; v. 238; p. 1156.
Bohm. Wllhelm A. and W. A., Jr.. Baltimore. Md. Tollet-

seat. No. 1,227.873 : May ^2 : v. 238 : p. 1242
Bohn. Frank. Chester, Pa. Life saving device for ocean

vessels. .No. 1.226,055: May 15; v. 238; p. 762
Bohn, Gebhard C. St. Paul, Minn. Table, iio. 1.224.129 •

May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 4.

Bohn. Obhard C. St. Paul. Minn. Bulkhead. No
1.224,130; May 1 ; v. 238: p. 6.

"I'ueau. no.

BolIlD Auguste. Seclln. France, and J. Effront. Brussels.
! o.FiHJii.

.Treating amylaceous substances. No.
1.227.374 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1242.

Boldln Auguste. Seclln. France, and J. Effront. Brussels
Belgium. Process of manufacturlne dlastas-ea and toxins
by oxidizing ferments. No. 1.227,,^2.' : May 22; v. 238;

Bolrault, Louis Paris, France. Electric connection for
railway-vehicles. No. 1.227.875; .May 22; v. 238; p.

Bole. William A.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Making castings. No
1.227.643: May 29: v. 238: p. 1838.

Bolens. Harry W.. Port Washington. Wis. Adjusting

1:225:2637 mL'; i ^^.'"238
!
p*^^:"^"" '-'»*'"• ^'<'-

Boles. Arthur R., Indianapolis. Ind. Violin chin-rest
1.225..'.66 ; May 8 ; v. 248 ; p. 6.54.

Bolln. Charles D., St. Louis, Mo. Oven-thermometer
1.224.896 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 327.

•"""'eier.

Bolln, Charles D., St. Louis. Mo. Oven-thermometer
1.224.897 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 327.

'^™«'n"".

Bolt. Ernest J.. Allentown, Pa. Valve. No. 1.227.674-May 29: v. 238; p. 1338.
•"••».

Bolton. Alice. Spokane. Wash. Copy-holder. No
1.226,452; May 15; v. 238: p. 896.

Boltz. Fred S., Cambridge. Mass. Heat-economlzlng ap-
paratus. No. 1.226.299: May 15; v. 238; p. 849

Bommer, Emll. (See Rogers. Clarence T., assignor.)
Bommer. Emll. Brooklyn. .\. Y. Spring hlnire No

1,226.179; May 16: V. 238; p. 804.
Bond Bottle Sealing Company. (See Bond, Samuel C

assignor.) '

Bond George T., Huntington. W. Va. Making brake-shoes
and product thereof. .No. 1,227,376; May 22; v 238'
p. 1243.

Bond, Leonard. Glossop, England. Incubating and chlcken-
ralsliH: apparatus. No. 1.227.377 ; May 22 ; v 288 •

p. 1244.
Bond, .'^amuel C. Hollyoak, assignor to Bond Bottle Seal-

ing Companv. Wilmington. Del. Preparing natural

238-
''"jj^*'*''"''*'''^' "'**"• ^o- 1.224.264; May 1; .

Bonfleid. William W.. Cleveland, Ohio. Apparatus for
feeding scale preventive Into boilers. No. 1 226 800 •

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 860.
Bongiovannl Antonio, assignor of one half to H Green-

wood. Ilarnesboro. Pa. Head rest hanger for barbers'
chairs. No 1.225.567; May 8: v. 238 ; p. 555

Bonnart, Auguste. Philadelphia, Pa. Reversing means for
internal-combustion engines. No. 1,224 889 • Mav 1 •

T. 238 ; p. 256.
' ' '

^^P,t?,- ^'^'gf ^'•- Phoenix, assignor of one third to J. R.
Williams, Mechanlcsburg, Miss. Permutation-oadlock
No. 1.224.695 : Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 172

paaioca.

Bookhart, Edward W. (See Klaus and Bookhart )Bookman, Joseph K.. Manhattan. Nev. Electric water-
heater. No. 1,226,849 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1067.

Booth. Henry S.. Manchester. England, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Underwood Computing Machine Com-
pany. New York. N. V. Calculating-machine. No
1,227.033: Mav 22: v. 238: p. 11.30.

Bootv, Stanlev Jj.. London, England. Wlck-holder No
1.226.850 : Uty 22 : v. 238 ; p 1067.

Bootz. Eugene. E<igewater, Colo. Automobile - starter.
(Reissue.) No. 14,297; .May 8; v. 238; p. 611.

No.

No.

No.

^^T^^^j William E Hlllsboro, Ohio. Mail-carrier. No."
1,22(5.851 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1067

Borden, William H., Winchester, Mass.. assignor to United
Shoe Machinery Company. Paterson. N.J. Work-suD-
port. No. 1,227,676; May 29; V. 238; p. 1339.

Borden's Condensed Milk Company. (See Robertson.
Hllllam P.. aeslgnor.)

Dorlslavsky. Michael. .Minsk, Russia. Apparatus for clean-
ing and drying grain. No. 1,225,408; May 8; v. 238;
p. 500. •

Born, Julius L., Detroit, Mich. Garbage-recepucle for
sinks. No. 1,226.308; May 8; v. 238 ; p. 407':

Borrfls, Edelmlro, Barcelona, Spain. Preparation of po-
tato-peelings for the purpose of their Industrial utlllza-
tlon. No. 1.226.852 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1068.

Bosch. Carl, and A. Mittasch, assignors to Badlsche
Anllln & .Soda Fabrlk, Ludwlgsbafen-on-the-Rhlne. Ger-
many. Catalytic production of ammonia. No.
1.226.755 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 661.

Bosch, Firm of Robert. (See Woerner, Eugen, assignor.)
Bosch Magneto Company. (See Helns and Kllesrath. as-

signors.)
Bosch .Magneto Company. (See Helns and Wild, as-

signors.)
Bosch Magneto Company. (See Schwarzmann. Wolfgang

E.. assignor.)
*

Boss Manufacturing Company. (See MOller, Johan P.. as-
signor.)

Bosson, Frederick N., Calumet, Mich., and L. B. Arm-
strong. Mllwauke«, Wis. Shock-absorber for batteries.
No* 1.224.439 ; Mtfy 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 118.

Bostaph Engineering Company. (See Ramage, Alexander
B., assignor.)

Boston Last (Tompany. (See Chandler, Edwin N.. as-
signor.)

Boswell, Roy L., and H. E. Martin. Tate. Nebr. CoUapsl-
Jl*:

shipping-case. No. 1,228,287; May 29; t. 288; P.

Bothwell, Henry R. (See Newman and Bothwell.)
Boucbane. Edmond, Plttsfleld, Mass. Ice-cutter No

1.224.840 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 257.
<^«"er. no.

Bouchard. Elmer R., assignor of one-half to G. Parker
Knowles. Okla. Pitman. No. 1.226.766; May 16:
V. 288 ; p. 661.

Houdreau. Jeremiah J.. Tomahawk. Wis. Fish saff or
spear. No. 1,227,035: Mav 22; v. 238; p. 1131

Bourdeau, Leon .N.. Rock I.sland, III. Ladder-Jack No
1,226,853: May 22; v. 238; p. 1068.

Bourqulo. Numa. (See Wlllson and BourquIn )

Boushor, Roger A. (See Dillon, Joseph P.. assignor )Boutard, Louis, assignor to Socl«« G^n^rale Meuliere La
Fert^ - sous - Jouarre, France. Grlndlnz-miU No
1,224.354 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 87.

Bouton, Edward, Jr.. Los Angeles, Cal. Method of and
means for maintaining Internal-combustion chambers
at efficient temperatures. .No. 1.226.180; .May 15- v
238 ; p. 805.

Bowden. Junius A., Los Angeles, Cal. Steerlng-wheel-
locklne means for antomoblles. No. 1.224.440: May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 118.

'

Bowden. Junius A., Los Angeles. Cal. Steerlng-wbeel-
locklng means for automobiles. No. 1,226,697 ; May 8 •

v. 238 ; p. 697.
' *

Bowen. David R., assignor to Farrel Foundrv A Machine
Company. Ansonla, Conn. Clutch for roll-drlvlnir mech-
anism. No. 1,226,309 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 467

Bowen, (Jeorge W. (See Zerk, Oscar, assignor.)
Bower. Ferdinand A., Flint, assignor to (General Motors

i'Sl?P?.°y' Detroit, Mich. Differential gearing. No.
1.226.854: May 22; v 238 ;_p. 1068.

Bower, Robert L., Mullens, Wyo. Folding dough-board
and biscuit-cutter. No. 1,228.288 ; May 29 ; v 288 ; p.

Bowles. Oscar D., Terre Haute, Ind. Universal tractor
No. 1.227,576; May 29; v. 288; p. 1339.

Bowling. William R.. Selden, Kans. Spring-wheel No.
1,225.404 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 500.

Bowman, Charles C. Hlnton, W. Va. Automatic traln-
^

stop. No. 1,224.841 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 257.
Bowman. .M. T. (.See McGonlgal, Jerome T., assignor )Bowman, William F.. Docatur, 111. Window or door frame

shield. No. 1.226,743 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1030
Boyd, Hamilton K.. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor of one-half

to E. H. Ohlendorf, Mlms. Fla. Gas - heater. No
1.228^89: May 29; V. 238: p. 1578.

Boyd. Harcourt W Chicago, 111. Automatic pocket-
closer. No. 1,224,842; May 1; r. 288; p. 268.

Boyd Peter. Beaver, and A. M. Saunders, McKeesport
asslcnors to National Tube Company, Pittsburirh Pa
Well casing. No. 1.225,005; May 8: v. 238; p. 364

'

Boyd. Samuel A., et al. (See Sons, Ernest L.. assignor )Boye Needle Company. The. (See Needham. John L.
assignor.)

Boyer, Alexander K. (See Addison, William J., assignor )Boyer, Warren L.. Longmeadow. assignor to Bemls Car
, oo«'',..9°'^P*°Jk„ ^P'"'5fS*''^- M««»- Reraller. No.
1.226,744; May 22: v. 238; p. 1030.

^"7^';;,^l.'i""i" ^- Beebe, Ark. Fence-wire joint. No.
1,225.216 ; May 8 : v. 28^ ; p. 484.

Boyer, William R., Philadelphia. Pa. Stop mechanism for
phonographs. No. 1.225.217; Mav 8; v. 238; p 435

^"& 257'v ^238'^
J^?564^''-

^"-^"P- NO. 1.227.526;

^l!i2e'Si; Say^lTV. Yil"; ^^"H^''"'''''
'''^'^"- '^^
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Boynton, Paul A., Palatine. 111. M<>asur1sff derlce. N».
1,226,855 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 10«8.

Boynton. Willie A., aMlguor of one-half to O. A. Terrell,

Newcastle. Tex. Clothes-pin. No. 1.225,568; May 8;
V. 238 ; p. 650.

Boyton. John C. and O. H. Nlckerson, Cleveland. Ohio.
Weather-cap. No. 1.224.131 : May 1 ; v. 238; p. 5.

Boyum. Eric E.. Hamaknapoko. Hawaii. Latch. No.
1.227.034 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1131.

Brackln, Arthur W., Letohatchle, Ala. Kerosene attach-
ment for Msolene-englnes. No. 1,224,441 ; May 1 ; .
238; p. 118.

i

Bradbury. Samuel. (See Perkln and Bradbnry.) I

Braden. Lincoln. Carbon. Cal. Transmission -rearing for i

mowing-machines. No. 1,226,454; May 15; v. 238;
p. S97.

Braden. Lincoln. Carbon, Cal. Transmlsslon-zearlng for
mowing-machines. No. 1,226,455; May 15; v. 288;
p. 897.

Braden, Lincoln, Carbon, Cal. Transmission-gearing for

mowing-machines. No. 1,226,456; May 15; v. 238;
p. 898.

Bradley, Charles P., Pemberton, N. J. Mechanical bom.
No. 1,224.843 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 25S.

Bradley, Franklin F., assignor to Bradley & Vrooman Com
pany, Chicago. 111. Hanger. No. 1,226,856 ; May 22 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1069.
Bradley, Kate A.. Atlantic City. N. J. Game. No.

1.228.090 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; d. 1615.
Bradley. Kate A., Atlantic City, N. J. Game. No.

1,228.091 ; May 29; t. 238; p. 1516.
Bradley & Vrooman Company. (See Bradley, Franklin F.,

a.sslgnor.)
Bradley &. Vrooman Co. (See Rosenthal, Edward M., as-

signor.)
Bradley. William T., Troy. Ala. Rail-Joint. No. 1,334.844 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 258.
Bradshaw, William M., and W. G. Mylius, Wllkinsburg,

Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-
turing Company. Electrical measuring instrument.
No. 1.226.066; May 15; v. 238; p. 762.

Brady. Frank T., Bavonne. N. J. Differential housing
truss. No. 1,227.378; May 22; v. 238: p. 1244.

Brnlnard. Walter A., and H. M. Mortensen. Audubon,
Iowa. Lamp-turning device. No. 1.227,993; May 29;
. 238 ; p. 1483.

Bral8te<l. Edward J. (See Oerke, Bralsted. and Kelleher.)
Braley. William L. (See Faas and Braley.)
Bramsted, Hyrum. Mount Pleasant, Utah. Gate-latch.

No. 1,224.266 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 64.
Branch. Michael. Ri<hmond.ya Typewriting machine.

No. 1.225,698; May 8: v. 238; p.
Bratscb, Theodore G.. assignor or three-fourths to J. B.

Handy, Orange, Cal. Pedal. No. 1,327.741 ; May 29 ;

. 238; p. 1396.
Bratton, Ambrose A.. MiVpytown. assignor to Pennsyl-

vania Glass Sand Company. Lewistown. Pa. Appara-
ttis for drying aand and the like. No. 1.234.132 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 6.

Brauer. Carl. Hostomitz, near Teplltz. Austria. Apparatus
for transferring bottles or the like to an annealing-oven.
No. 1,226.033 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p 094.

Braun, Albert H. (See Mc«iehee, John S.. assignor.)
Braun, Luther H., assignor of one-half to F. X. Stecker,

Steubenvllle. Ohio. Rail-joint. No. 1,227,874; May
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1441.

Braunlich, Hugo G.. Davenport, Iowa. Operating mecha-
nism for centrifugal wringers. No. 1,234,266; May 1;
V. 23S

; p. 84.
Braymes. Mark. (See Taylor and Braymea.)
Br<*chot. Arthur, assignor to Companle d' Incineration In-

dustrlellf'. Paris. France. Refuse-destructor. No.
1.226.943: May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1098.

Brennan. Ruby »., Portland, (ireg. Cumulative additive
drill-card. No. 1.228.366 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1602.

Brenntn. Fr>'d>»rlc W.. Hamilton. Ontario. Canada. Shav-
ings and sawdust separator. No. 1.224,898 ; May 8 ; v.

238 : p. 328.
Brenner, Joseph, and A. Bresnick, Boston. Mass. Collap-

sible contnlner. No. 1,224.519; May 1; v. 238; p. 145.
Bresee, James M.. Mattoon. III. Road-gradiug machine.

No. 1.225.006; May 8; v. 238; p. 864.
Bresnick. Abraham. (See Brenner and Bresnick.)
Bretr, George W.. assignor of three-flfteenths to C. A.

Lowry, O. O. Wood. J. H. Wade, and P. R. Plrtle, one-
flfteentb to F. E. Jones, one-flfteenth to S. H. Grlpp,
and on«»-flfteenth to L. C. Irons. Houston. Tei. Attacn-
nient for cameras. No. 1,225,707 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

p. 001.
Brewer. John H.. Ix)ul8vllle, Ky. Exhibiting device. No.

1.224.267 ; May 1 ; y. 238 : p. 65
FrameBrewer. John H., Louisville

May 29 ; v. 238: p. 1339.
Brewer. John H.. Louisville. Kv.

1.228,092; May 29; v. 238: p 1510.
Brewster & Co. (Se« Molster. William, aaalgnor.)
Brewster. Percy D., East Orange. N. J. Transferring

nhotographic prints from separate supports to a slnglf

support. No. 1,224.442 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 119.

Brexeadorf. Alexander M., Carlisle. Pa. Recortt-eablaet.

No. 1.226.»«1 : May 1»; v. 238; p. 8»o.

Brick Cliar!c«; C. (See Cox. Wlllhim H.. assignor.)

Brtckel, Ch«-leti A.. MtoS. N. 1. Tr»clt. So. l.T27,87»f'.

Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 1442.

No. 1.327.677 ;

Flag-cover. No.

Brlcken. John, assignor, by mesne assiganents, to Chi-
cago Braid Bow Company. Chicago. III. Machine for

making bows. No. 1. -'24. 268 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 55.

Bridgeport Brasa Company. (See Clark. Robert, asalcnor.)
Bridges. Alouzo J . He<lf..rd. Iowa. Filter. No. 1,225,«)07 ;

Mav 8; v. 238; p. 3«-.5

Brlese, Frederick W., Jamaica. N. T. Garhage-caii- No.
1.226.634 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 9W.

Brlgham. W^aldo, and G. A. Furneaux. Dufur. Oreg. Flush-
ing tank. No. 1.224.845 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 25N.

Brlghtman. Latham H.. (Columbus. Ohio. Machine for

making nut blanks. No. 1,226,302 ; May 15 ; v. 288

;

p. 850.
Brlghtman. Latham H.. Columbus, Ohio. Automatia cut-

off machine. No. 1.226.303; May 15; v. 238; p. 851.

Brlndlev. Willis. Seattle, Wash. Stud for the erection of

circular structure.s. No. 1,224,443; May 1; v. 238;
p. 119.

Brlnkhuls. .\braham. Hospers. Iowa. Wrench. Ne.
1.227.876: May 29; v. 238; p. 1442

Brlokrann. Lewi.-» A.. Chicago. 111. Indexing attachment
for lathes and the like. .No. 1.225.106; May 8; v 238;
p. 398.

Brlnton. William C. Jr.. assignor to PhUlps-Brlnton Com-
pany, Kennett Square. Pa. Ignition system for In-

ternal-combustion engines. No. 1.227.109; May 22;
V. 238 : p. 1156.

Brlnton, WlllUm C, Jr., assignor to Phlllps-BrlBton Com-
pany, Kennett Square, Pa. Ignition system for In-

ternal-combustion engines. No. 1.227.110; May 22; r.

288; p. 1157. ™ ^ „
Brlsbin. Homer L., Townsend, Mont. Wrench. No.

1,227,877: Mav CT; v. 238; p. 1443.

Bristol Company, The. (See Bristol and Koester, as-

signors. I

Bristol, W lliam H., and H. Koester, assignors to Th«
Bristol Company, Waterbury. Conn. Tl»«rmostat. No.

1,225,758 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 662.
Britten. Edwin F.. Jr.. Jersey Cltv, N. J., assignor to

L. E. Waterman Company. New Tork. N. Y. Mounting
for presser bar actuating lever for self-flllina fountain-
pens No. 1.228.177: Mav 29: v. 238; p. 1542.

Brltton. Jarvls A.. Los Angelas. Cal.. assignor to The
.National Motor Supply Companv, Cleveland. Ohio.

Fuel-gage for automobiles. No. 1,^26,618 ; May 15 ; T.

238 ; p. 949.
Brlxlns. Frank E.. assignor to Manitowoc Electric Im-

plement Co.. Manitowoc. Wis. ElectrqpnaKnetlc vi-

brator. No. 1.228.635 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 994.

Broadbent. David L. J.. Southport. England. Fitting for

electrical conduit syst.-nis. No. 1.224,269; May 1: v.

288 ; p. 56.

Broady. Harrv W.. Bayslde. N. T.. assignor to Welln Ma-
rine Equipment Company. Life-boat and the like. No.
1.226.944: Mav 22: v. 238: p. 1099.

Brock, Arthur, Jr. (Sae Hoist. Lodewvk J. R.. assignor.

)

Brockway. Leslie 8., Minneapolis. Minn. Clip. No.
1.225.921 ; May 15 ; t. 238 ; p. 716.

Brogden. Joah. assignor to I>avld Lnoton's Sons Company,
I'hliadPlphtn, Pa. Joint for sash-bars. No. 1.225.727;
May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 607

Brokaw. William O.. Paris. France. Apparatus for In-

flating life-preserving belts. No. 1,326,857; May 22;
V. 238 : p. 1069.

Bronander, Bertll W.. Brookh
Tool Company. New York, >

- . -

for borlng-machlnea. No. 1.324.596 ; Slay 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 172.
Brooker. Silas E.. L« Crowe. Fla. Cane-mlU. No.

1.228.178; May 2« ; v. 288 ; p. 1542.
Brooklyn Cooperage Company. (See Sullivan and von

Beck, assignors.) _
Brookman, Sydney O. G., Bristol. England. Automatic

gas-controller. No. 1.227.879; May 29; . 218; p.

1443
Brooks. Emerson S.. Morgan town, N. C. Railway cross-

tie. No. 1,227.036; May 22; v. 238; p. 1181.
Brook.*. Frederick A.. Urbana. 111. Rotary engine. No.

1.226.745: May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1030.
Brooks. O. B., 0t al. (See Underwood, Charles W ., as-

signor.)
Brooks, Hugh. Glasgow. Mont. Shoehorn. No. 1,224,846;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 259.
Brooks. William (... CblraKO. 111., assignor to Westing

house Electric and Manufacturing Company. Lubricating
device. No. 1.224.133; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 6.

Brookshank. Ethrll>ert. assignor to Brookshank Limited,
Bradford. England. Splnnlng-frame stop motion. No.
1,227.379: May 22; y. 238; p. 1244.

Brookshank Limited. (See Brooksbank. Ethell)ert. as-
signor.)

Broullller. Walter. (See Bocchlno. Ernest, asslanor.)
Brousaard. Anian G., Breaux Bridge, La. Test-drill. No.

1.224.847 ; Mav 1 ; t. 288 : p. 289.
Brown, .\bram I;.. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Carey
Company. Insulation. No. 1.228,878; May 29; v.

238 : p. 1606.
Brown. All>ert H.. (Jrand Rapids. Mich. Coal-scuttle. No.

1.227,627 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1294.
Brown. Alexander T.. asslcnor to Brnwo-LIpe <}ear Com-

pany, iijncxtw. N. Y. Gearlac No. 1.227.242 ; May
22; V. 238: p. 1202.

Brown, AI»e» ».. Porttand. Orat. Hall - Je4«t. Na.
1.227.742 ; May 29 : v. -JiH : p. Itfrn.

Jrooklya. as,«lgnor to Wahlstrom
'ork, -N. T Tapping attachment

ALPHABETICAL LIST OP PATENTEES, IX

Brown. Arthur J., assignor to Altls-Chalmers Manufac-
:HIjS'««i-°"lP*°J Milwaukee. Wis. Bearing. No.
1.227J880; May 29 • v. 288 : p. 1443.

Brown & Blgelow. (See Kristoffk. Frank J., assignor.)
Brown, Charles A. (See Johnson, Philip D., aaslgnor.)
Brown. Charles F., Salt Lake City. UUh. Railway road-

bed. No. 1.225^218 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 485.
Brown, Charles F.. assignor to Universal Liquid Register
Company. New York, N. Y. Liquid measuring and dis-
pensing appamtos. No. 1,224,856; May 1; v. 288;
p. 87.

Brown. Pavid H. (See Faber. Daniel B.. assignor.)
Brown, Edward R., Boston. .Mass. Measuring-fcucet. ' No

1.225.699; May 8; v. 238; p. 598.
Brown, Eric F.. Buxton, Iowa. Vehicle road-track No

1.228,008 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 885.
Brown, Ernest, London, England, assignor to M. M A H

de Damplerre. Paris. France. Apparatus for treating

No.

h»-avy oils. No. 1^25.569 ; May 8; v. 238 ; p. 555.
Brown, Evan A., Tacoma. Wash. Dental trav

1.226.467 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 898.
'

Brown, George F, (See Ellis and Brown.)
Brown, Harvev E., St. Louis, Mo., assignor to Tte Sim-
mons Manufacturing Company, Kenosha, Wis. Fabric-
making machine. No. 1,224,270: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 66

No.

No.

Brown. Homer D., Ogden. Utah. Beet-toooer.
1.225.759 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 662.

Brown. Ida, San Francisco, Cal. Corset-stay tin
1.224.807 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 172.

Brown, James, Colombia, Mo. Device for lifting automo-
biles out of mod-holes. No. 1,226,458 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ;

p. 898.
Brown, James A., et at. (See Rathman. Gilbert, assignor.)-
Brown. John B.. Akron. Ohio. Triple screw-driver No

1.226.922 : May 15 : v 288
; p. 716.

Brown. John F.. PTovldeace, R. I. Pistoa. No. 1,226,469 ;May 15; v, 238: p. 898.
Brown Lipe <;i>ar Company. (See Brown, Alexander T.,

assignor.)
Brown. Louis M., Beverly, Mass., assignor to United Shoe

Machinery Company. Paterson, N. J. Toe centering
deN'lce. No. 1.226.057: May 16; v. 238; p. 763.

Brown. Lucius A., assiaaor to The M. M. Johnson Co.,
Clay Center. Nebr. Therisometer holder for lncnl>ators
No. 1.228.570 : May 8 ; v. 23* ; p. 865

Brown. Milton H. (See Nace. Alexander, and Brown.)
Brown. Oscar W.. White Rock, S. D. Puzzle. No

1.225.760 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. (Ui'i.

Brown. Tbeophllus. assignor to Marseilles Company, East
Moline. 111. Manure-spreader. No. 1,226,746 ; Mav 22 •

T. 238
; p. 1031.

Brown, Thomas R. (See Dewson and Brown.)
Brown. Thomas R., SparklU. N. Y.. assignor to The West-

inghouse Air Brake Companv, Wllmerdlng, Pa. Auto-
matic train-line coupling. No. 1,226,612; May 18; T.

^^E^2t'^i^238%%^^^^^
^^'- NO. 1,226,636

;

*'"i'.'*°; ^VUl? ^;- Montgomery, Ala. Coffee substitute.
No. 1.224.271 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238

: p. 66.
Brown. William C, Syracuse, N. Y.. assignor to Humphrev '

Gas Pump Company. Ignition control. No. 1.224 350"
May 1 ; v. 288 : p. 87.

Brown. William C.. Syracuse. N. Y.. aaslgnor to Humshrey
(»as Pump Company. Utilizing expansive energv No
1.224,706 ; May 1 ; v. 288 : p. 210.

**

Browning Company. The. (See Walte. William H. as-
signor.)

Browning. WlUnrt N. (See Ellis, Frank J., assignor.)
Brownlle, A. D. (See Naysmlth. GUlaspy, and Carl as-

signors.)
Brubaker. John L

slgnor.

)

Bruckner. Rudolph E.. New York, N. Y. Safety means
for autogenous welding or cutting apparatus No
1.227,881 : May 29: v. 238; p. 1444

Bruhn. Max C. Chicago. 111. Change maker No
1.226.181 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 805.

"»»»". «o.

Brumley. Howard V.. Plandome, assignor to Whltall
T.*^","!.^."?'^*^^^

''^'**' ^'°^^- ^ ^'- Water bag itopner.
No. 1,226 804; May 15; V. 238; p. 851.

i PPer-

^•^T^'-.^l'!!.^-^- Algiers. La. Burglar alarm and latch
No. 1.227.994: May 29; v. 288: p. 1483

Bruner Philip. Boise. Idaho. Heel removing machine
No. 1,220,460; May 15 : V. 238 : p. 899.

»«-"iue.

Brunlng Bernard N.. Breda. Iowa. Mall-box support.
No. 1.225.671 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p, 656.

Brunkhorst I>, M. (See Walden. Marcus A., assirnor )Brunner, Sheratan. et ai. (See Hveem. Martin, assignor.)
Brunt. R. H. (See King. G^'orge H , assignor.)
Brush. William M.. Brule. Nebr. Block for hay-balers

No. 1.225.219 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 438

^7ooV ..-o
"«"*• o ^°*°,;o,.^°''*- Belt-fastener. No.

1.225.572: May 8: v. 2.^: p, 656,
Bryant Electric Company. The. (See Thomas. George B

assignor.) *

Bryant Electric Company. The. (See Young, Wllllnm R.,
a^sljnor.)

Bryant, <Jeorge H. (See Ward. Brvant. and Inman )

Bryant. Richard S., asaigaor to Tlte Standard Welding
^^r^%V^- rD^'ti'^ "**!:;^ *^ '<^ ?efclch-wheels». 1.224,70«: Ma* 1; ». 2»8

: p. 210
Brrce James W BJoomteM. :f. J. iS^N-tries 11y-can

-

trolleil calculating-»arblne. No. 1.226.06S ; May 16 •

(See Vanbuskirk, Thomas W., as-

Brycp, James W.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Electrlcallv-coftt»«Ua«
calculatiag-machlne. No. 1.228.296; May i» ; v. 288;
p. 1579.

Bubler, Howard F., Lynn, Msks., assignor to The Sla«r
Manufacturing Company. Edge-folding and tape-gmd-
Ing device for sewing-machines. No. 1.226.461 ; May 16 ;

V. 238 p 899 •
• '

J t

Bnchan, kdwardF.. et ol. (Sea Woodford, Arthar J,
assignor.)

Buchan. William H., et al. (See Woodford, Arthur J^
assignor.)

Bnchanaa, James C, Washington. D. C. assU'nor to
Bairfd Tobacco Stemmer Co., Baltimore. Md. Totiacco-
stemmlng mechanism. No. 1,224,848; May 1; t. 3S8

;

p. 209.
Buchanan, William B. (See Bales, James W. H., aa-

slgnor.)
Buchsteln. Ferdinand. Minneapolis. Minn. Artificial leg.

No. 1 225,923 , May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 716.
Bock. Hprman J., assignor to Mathews Gravitv Carrier
Comp«ny, Ellwood City. Pa. Gravity-carrier. No.
1,226,182 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 806.

Buckeye Incubator Coaipany. The. (See Cugley, George,
assignor.)

Buckley, WUllam, and W. Iversen, Portage. Wis. Foldlna
cooi^. No. 1.226,805 ; May 15 ; v. 238

; p. 851.
Buckner, Frederick I., assignor of one-half to C. G. So-

riano, Douglas, Ariz. Washing-machine. No. 1.227,878 ;May 29 ; v. 238
; p. 1340

Budd, Harry Independence, Kans. WashiBg-macblne.
No. 1,226,183; May 15; v. 238; p. 800.

Buff. Louis F. (See Hearlci, Fritz W. A., assigaor.)
Bugbe*'. AlTlB, Trenton. N. J. Ro«4wav-box. No.

1.226.747 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1031.
Bogt>ee. I>actan W.. assignor to American Optical Com-

pany, ."^outbhrldge, Mass. E<lglng - machine. No.
1.227.243 : May 22 : v. 238

; p. 1202.
Buhles. William C, Alameda. Cal.. assignor to Alumlaam

Seal Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. Closlng-machlae. No.
1.227.244 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1202.

Bulato^lch. PeUr M.. Sesser. 111. Rallway-splke. No.
1.228,291 : May 29; v. 238; p. 1579.

Balatovlch, Petar M., Sesser. Ill, Life-saver. No.
1,228.292; May 2» ; v. 288 ; 1679

o. Automobile-Jack. No.Bulla, William ti.. King City,
1,226,05© : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 764

Bullen, Harry S. (See Dyson and Bullen.)
Bulllngton. Frank A., Portland, Oreg. Mechanism for ewn-

trolllng aeroplanes. No. 1.224.357 ; Mav 1 ; v. 288 ;

p. 87.
Bonis, Frederick 0., assignor to Lektric Sales Company.

Louisville, Ky. Combined dispensing and measurina
device. No. r226.107 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 398.

BuBce, Harry, East Isllp, N. Y. Heat-conserver for gaa-
stoves. No. 1 225,761 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 663.

BiAMIa, John. (See Marcinkowskl and BuAda.)
Bunker. Ward S.. Waukesha, Wis. Road-snrfacer. No.

1,266,637 : Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 995.
Burch. Allen, assignor of one-half to W. W. Fennell,
Amory, Miss. Fire-screen. No. 1.225.762 : Mav 16 ; t.
238 ; p. 063.

Bnrch. Pretferlck R.. assignor of nine one-bundredths to
J. West and nine one-hnndrfdtbs to E. West. Seattle,
Wash. Motor-sled. No. 1.228.093; May 29; v. 238; p.
1518.

*^

Burch. Henry K.. Miami. Ariz. Screen. No. 1.224,598

;

May 1 ; v. 238
; p. 173.

Bnrchenal. John J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
The Hydrogenatlon Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Mak-
ing a nickel catalyst. No. 1,226,945; May 22; v. 288*
p. 1099.

•

Burchflel. Otha P. (See Stapleton. Charles A., assignor.)
Burden. William J. (See Bacon, Bvron R.. assignor.)
Burdlck, Ellsworth J., Detroit, Mich. Insulator-block

cable bracket hanger. No. 1,227,111; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1167.

Burford, Clarence K., Pittsburgh. Pa
No. 1,224,134 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 6.

Burgedorff, Raymond N.. Denver. Colo.
crank-arms. No. 1 227.743 : May 29; v. 238; p. 1396.

Burgess, Frederick T., assignor of one-half to Ilumber
Limited, Coventry, England. Piston partlcularlv for
Internal-combustion engines. No. 1,226,306; May 18'
V. 238 ; p. 852. ,

f »,

Burgess, John W., assignor of two-thirds to B. A. Hawk
and H. B. Jenkins. Topeka. Kan.s. Fastener for can-
closures. No. 1,227,880; May 22; v. 288; p. 1244

BurKqui.Ht. F^rnest J.. Chicago. 111. Curtain-stretcher. No.
1,227.744 ; .May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1.S97.

Burke, James A., Llgonler, Pa. Window-fastener. No
1,226,763 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p, 663.

Burkett. John W., assignor to The Burkett Manufactur-
ing Company, Columbus. Ohio. Internal-combustion en-
gine. No. 1.225.310; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 46S.

""J"''^^*„***""^**'*"'''°K Company, The. (See Burkett,
John W.. assignor.)

Burkhart. Franklin H. (See Fenstermaker, Emanuel L..
assignor.)

Burmelster. John. Minneapolis. Minn. Garment-suD-
porter. No. 1.227,112; May 22; v. 238; p. IIM.

Burmelster. Louis. Mih*anke«'. Wis. Hand-hole sDOVt-
t»t>e. No. 1.224485 ; May 1 ; . 23S ; p. 7.

BtJraett. RIchanf W„ Wf»»trenl. Q»el»^, Canada. Car-
roof. No. 1.224.899; May 8; v. 2.38; p. 828.

Potato-musher.

Attachment for



Burnham, George A.. Saumia, assignor to 8. B. Condlt.

22iv^'2M':p*'l?3r-
^°''°"*^' ^-o- 1.226.748

:

May
Barns. John. (See Parker and Bums, assignors.)
^°/,"'. ^S^**"* '•• Hewitt. Okla. Concrete-calvert form.

No. 1.224.9O0
; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 328.

Burns, William. (See Parker and Bums.)
®"Voo\ ]TV"\? ",•• Chicago. III. Hair-trimmer. No.

1,224,444 ; Mar 1 ; v. 238
; p. 120.

Burpee. Frank W., South Belllngham, Wash. Can-cover-
seaming machine. No. 1.224,358 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 88Burpee Frank W., assignor to Burpee & Letson. Ltd.!
South Belllngham, Wash. Conveyer. No. 1,224.44S •

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 120.
Burpef & Letson. (See Burpee, Frank W., assignor.)
Burr, James I. Fierro. >'. .Mex. Internal-comhustlon en-

glne. No. 1.226.462 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 899.

^""'^'i- *A^r«;£ T-i River Forest, 111. Automobile-guard.
No. t.225.406 : May 8 : v. i.lS

; p. 501
s « "-

Barren, Oliver J., San Francisco. CaL Exterior seat for
windows. No. 1.226,858 ; May 22 ; t. 288 ; p. 1069.

^"/oor «;.^.**'"^^, ^-i
Pt»«'>'o. Colo. Safety-envelop. No.

1.225.924 ; Mav 16 : v. 238 ; p. 717.
f

-
v.

Burroughs Adding Machine Company. (See Rlnscbe.Frank C. assignor.)

^^wf^'T!' Clarence B., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
Florida Soil FertiUtv Company, Tampa. Fla. Root-
^'inn"* ™«cl»»ne. No. 1,226,468; May 15; v. 288;

Burton Manufacturing Company. (S«« Parker. William
S., assignor^

Burt. Hugh v.. Rock Island, 111. Aluminum-soldering
flux. No. 1.226,764 ; .May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 663.

Burton. Charles S., Oak Park, assignor to Melville ClarkPiano Company. Chicago. 111. Combined piano andphonograph. No. 1,227.579; May 29; v. 288 p 1340
Busch, Albert Brunswick, and R. Lauch, assignors toFirm of J. A. WUlflng. Berlin. Germany. Manufacture

of calcium acetyl salicylate. No. 1.225.407 ; May 8 ; t.
^.-58 ; p. oOl.

Busch-Sulzer Bros.-Dlesel Engine Company. (See Ble.
Albert, assignor.)

^"v*"' ."o^o«*r-y •
.Muskegon, Mich. AdJusUble pedesUl.No. 1.225.573 ; May 8 : v. 238

; p. 556
^^

Butcher. Cuthbert W.. Mamaroneck. N. Y. Knockdown
step ladder. No. 1.224.599; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 173.

Butcher. Elmer E.. Interlaken. n' J., assignor to Mar-
coni Wireless Telegraph Company of America Re-
?«.*"

.?oo ?'**^*I'<=** oscillations. No. 1,226,060; May
Bute. William E., Stanhope, Iowa. Sled-runner rollerNo. 1.227,882 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1444
Butkus, John A. (See Blumberg and Butkus.)
^1"J?i[u Claude C, Port Towson, Okla. Check-valve No

1.227.883 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1444
Uutler. Harry 0., and W. B. Jennings. Franklin. Ind.Pump-operating mechanism. No. 1.224.849; May 1;

V. *»o9 ; p. 2oO.
Butler, H. S. (See Shedenhelm, Robert, assignor.)

SlglwT "^ ^ '^^ Walter. Butterworth. and
Buttman Alonro C, and F. P. Gable. Orandvlew, Iowa ;said Buttman assignor to said Gable. Saw attach-ment No. 1,226.464 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 900.
Butts Eugene, Evansville. Wis. Hog ringing and cas-

R„V;"n°*r.''^f^- ^rS-
1-225.311; May 8 ; v* 258 : p. 468.

^°^.^°' i'"^*^^'^? ^•- "'l ^ •^- Abbey, Charlotte, N. C.
fllo^^^l^i"

device for fluid-dlstrlbuttng systems. Na
1.226.307 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 862.

Bygrave Leonard C. assignor to The Relay Automatic
Telephone Company, Limited. London. England. Elec-
trlcal selector No. 1,226.184 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 806.ByrdBrltton E Durham N. C. Motor attachment for
l.oats. No. 1.228.094; May 29; v. 238; p. 1517

S>rn,.. lames A West Orange. N. J. Combined police
chit) and whistle No. 1.224.850 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p 260.

C. Cowles A Co. (See Ha. t. r-..nklln H.. assignor )

n' »• ^*^il.°^M 'i-
i°*'- J^^^ Schnelhl4. Frank, assignor.)

C. B. Cottrell & Sons Company. (See Barber. Howard M.
assignor.)

C.B. Cottrell A Sons Company. (See Cottrell. Edgar H..
assignor.)

C. G. Sargent's Sons Corporation. (See Sargent, Fred-
erick G., assignor.)

C. I>. Percival Company. (See Moorehead. George F as-signor.)

^K- ^""tlett A Snow Company. The. (See Dupuy, Ar- ithur O., assignor.) ' '

^!k!! ^'*°P*°^' Jv"*"- /i'** ""»^y- J«™*« C.. assignor.)
Cable Company The (See Klugh. Paul B.. a.«signor.)
Cabot Goiifrpy L. and J. J.. Boston. Mass. Apparatus for^ndenslng gas under high pressure. No. 1.225.574;

[

Cabot, James J. (See Cabot, Godfrey L. and J J )
I

V-tide, Jack. (See Cade, James W. and J.)
Cade, James W. and J., Mount Carmel. S. C. Fertiliser-

distributer. No. 1.224.520; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 145
Cadillac Motor Car Company. (See Snell. Lyle K as-

signor.)
Cady. Carson J., Rochester. N. T.. assignor to United Shoe

Machinery Company. Paterson. N. J. Sewing-machine
No. 1.226.220 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 436.

Callleteau. Femand. Atlanu. Oa. Attachment for elec-
tric-light snap-switches. No. 1.228.293 ; May 29 ; t.
238 ; p. 1579. ^

*^*iH; .J^ji'i*" . **•• ^^ Angelea. Cal. Ga8-he*ter. No.
1.225.575; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 557.

Calre. Eugene F.. St. Patricks. La. Railway-rail Joint.
No. 1.224,851 ; May 1 ; v. 238

; p. 260.
Caldwell, Eugene W.. New York. N. Y. X-ray-tube apoa-

ratus. No. 1.227.884 ; May 29; v. 238; p. 1445
Caldwell. Frank. Cincinnati. Ohio. Spray-discharge equal-

izer. No. 1.224.852 ; Mav 1 ; t. 2.S8
; p. 261

Calhoun. Henry C. Detroit. Mich. Expander for wheels.
No. 1.226.638; May 22; v. 238; p. ^6.

Calhoun. Henry C, Detroit. Mich. Wheel structure. No.
1.227.381 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1245.

California Macvan Company. (See Vandercock, Albert
E.. assignor.)

Callan. William H.. and G. J. MacFadden. Franklin Pa
assignors to Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. Chi-
cago. III. Unloader for air-compressors. No 1 2i4 272 •

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 56.
.

, .* ,

Cameron Charlea E.. CoUlngswood. assignor of one-half
to W. L. Hurley, Camden, .N. J. Wheel. No. 1,227 9«6 •

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1483.
Cameron, William W.. assignor to La Crosse Plow Co L*
^"^^oi ^'' ^'°''- ^°- 1-227.745

;
May 29 ; v. ^38 ;

p. 1 09 I

Campbell. Edward A.. St. Loais, Mo. Advertising apoa-
' "'-'

No. 1.224.446; .May 1; v. ISS;

luitfuvii jLAjwara A- az. L.OU1S. MO. Displ
tomobnes. No. 1,227.746; May 29 ; v. 2S8'; p'l398.

ratus for vehicle-tops
p. 120.

Campbell Edward A_ 8t^ Louis, Mo. Display-t>lgn for au

Campl'ell. George A.. Montclalr, N. J., assignor to Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company. Electric wave-
fllter. No. 1.227.113; May 22; V. 238; p. 1158

( ampt>ell. (ieorge A.. Montclalr. .N. J., assignor to Xnieri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company. Electrical

r2l!rn°ll; Ma'';^'2'!'°v'-238°; ^'IT^V''''
^'^*^°"- ""'

Campbell, George W., St. John, New Brunswick. Canada.

°6"l

an ax. No. 1,224,853 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

^|".Pof'ivi'**l? ^k Lou's^nie, Ky. Partition wall. No.
1.J25.576 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 557.

Campbell. Lawrence S., Los Angeles, and J. Grant. Flor-
ence. Ca I. ; said Campbell assignor to said Grant. Com-
bination bit and rotary nnderreamer. (Reissue.) No
14,801 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 950.

Campbell. Silas H„ Portland. Me. Fence-post No
1.226.465; May lli; V. 238; p. 981.

Campbell. Sterling H.. St. Louis. Mo. Releasing device
'°',«*?/<^"P"°«f- ^o- 1.226.859; May 22 ; v. 238:
p. 10(0.

Canda, Ferdinand E New York. N. Y. Ball rolling ma-
chine. No. 1.225.765 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 664.

Candee, Andrew H. (See Schaake and Candee.)
Canfleld. Lewis T., Chicago, 111., assignor to P. H. Murphy
Company. I'arnassus. Pa. Car structure. No. 1,226.860

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1070.
Canning William P.. assignor to United Engineering and

Foundry Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. Method and appa-
ratus for forming cutting-tools. No. 1.224,273 ; May 1 ;V. ^38 ; p. 57.

Caanock. Francis B.. New York. N. Y. Variable speed-
transmission gearing. No. 1.225.926 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ;

Cantilever Airless Tire Co. (See Loeser. Edward O..
assslgnor.)

Canton. Allen A.. New York. N. Y., assignor to The De-
vice Testing Company. Speedometer. No. 1,224,707:May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 211.

Canton Allen A.. New York N. Y.. assignor to The Device
Testing Companv. Speedometer. No. 1.226,312; Mav
8 ; V. 2:58 : p. 468.

Canton. Allen A.. New York, N. Y., assignor to The Device
Testing Company. Speedometer. No. 1.226.946 • Mav
22 : V. 238 ; p. 1()99.

Canton Allen A.. New York. N. Y.. assignor to The Device

29^ v°*23S''Tl°l98
^^*^°'°**"- ^<'- 1.227.747

;
May

Capps. Frank L and J. J. Scully, assignors to American
Graphophone Company, Bridgeport. Conn. Shavlng-ma-
''''ooo'."'" '^'I'Vki''^^'^

tablets. No. 1.227.748 ; May 29 ;

Car Lighting Improvement Co. (See Watson. Thomas S
assignor.)

Carl.ls. Samuel H.. Freeport. Pa. Apparatus for handling
metal sh*-ets. No. 1.224.521; May 1; v. 238: p. 145

Cardln Joseph P. P.. Sorel. Quebec. Canada. Differential
*^"JJ5* '°'' automobiles, *c. No. 1.227.382 ; May 22

:

V. 288 ; p. 1245.
Carey Companv. The. (See Brown. Abram E.. assignor.)
Carey. L.l win D. (See Carey. Le Grand O.. assignor.)
C"'^' L*" Grand G., Cleveland, assignor to E. D. Carev.

Bedford. Ohio, truck. No. 1.228.179; May 29; r.
^38 ; p. 1542.

Carl, Forrest D. (See Navsmlth, (illlaspy. and Carl )
Carlln. Samuel, assignor of one-half to E. Morln. Spokane.

Wash. Machine for making box-splints, veneers shin-
gles, Ac. No. 1226,185; May 15: v. 238; p. 807

Carlisle. George J., assignor of one half to C. W. Barber
and one-half to Utility Development A Sales Company.
Chicago. 111. Safetyraior and hair cutter. No.
1,227.648 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1300.

Carlson, Charles J. (See Larson and Carlson.)
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Carlson. David A.. R. F. Underwood, and C. D. Jaderstrom

t'o'wrrv*" AW ^''%^ Construction Company JaL"-
\2r, -oi'. I ^^o^}°^\^JSS flll°«-cabinets. So. 1.227,749 ;

^*nlff1- "(°''v' ''?^«*„yj'"»™' Onurlo, Canada. Clothes-line reel. No. 1,225.766 : May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 664.

i^5k Q.,i*^*' \h ^**Sl?i'°-
Tex. Trolley harp. No.1,225.926; May 15 : v. 238: p. 718

rllJ^en'''*i.^'"V ^r. <^^ •^y"'**' John, assignor.)

^T2'U4';i^ay«26;?''ffip.^f& ^"''"^^^- '*'>•

^'i^o^r/27.fefr^a? •22??."2'&*'r'?- iJle" ^'«'*-^°^-
Carr. John, and G. S. Baker. London. England. Scrao-sf-paratlng apparatus for dough-cutting and similar ma-chines^ No. f.224.600 ; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 17."
Carr e. Frank G. (See Rosslter, George A. assignor.)
Carrlgan. Thomas. New York. n\ Y.. Ind A. J. Sweeney.
fVTi'^A.x,- h Rf'rlgeratln^ apparatus. No
1.226.186; May 15; v. 238; p. 80(

Carroll. Cornelius P.. Columbia. La. Combined screen-

Ma7 I's
^ v°'238

°** "^""''n« device. No. 1.226,466;

^We-. ^Nri.2^25,4%''«^a^;^8 ^V^, .Rj'ri^frat.ng-ma-

^r2°i!r'.58'o?Scay^i9;^v''.'?8l**: n.''i340^^»°»-^°''- ^^
Carson. Clarence. New York. "S. Y., assignor to H W
\n T^^°8''*li'* S^^Pf^y- Porta ble-electrlc-lamp holder!No. 1.224.864; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 264

^.?M^."u'?
F^- ""''f"*"" ^o Essansee Lock Companv.

P»»"adelphla. Pa. Automobile-lock. No. 1.226!46f ;

Carstarphen. Frederick "c. Trenton, assignor to TheAmerican Steel and Wire Company of New Jersey
""«

![f''.•;04"^ •
"•""• '''*' » 22^.009; May 8 ;

v!

''T22il'^ir,^aJ-8 ;''^'"2'3^°%
^i^^^

Fluld-gage. ;*o.

''T22W;"°Ma5°22?v: lis »7i5l
"'^^'•°' '*'''' ''^•

^^^22i''6^8°97'M^ay f2ri%\s%''^.i^'^"^''''
-^'''^'- ^••

^^•X7°^^- S<'»»^i"?SJ.**'y' ^- ^- assignor to General

f.'22Ti^6?'*MT2^2-; v.^a'V°{"/6"''"°* "*""• ''^

^S^kJj;""^ ^ •
S'-»»««'.;t*dy. N. Y.. asslmior to General

f!2T:BBe?SSV2; v'^?3°8n^*f2%6^*""^''^''^"-
^O"

Case A Martin Co. (See Ehrllch. William, assignor.)

^m^t.'haSnl ^No.^S'.'^fr Ma^y'T; v. ^2^11*'
J'^"'''

'^N':>':^-.2'J4'.f36^-M^aTT:^'v"'"238" p "T"'''''
^'"PP^-'o"-.

'^r^^^lTMZ-lt:\'^^^'i \i H«>lway.rall. No.

'^l""22?.)i:i'';Vav f^T"2hi"'p 2^l'r
'^"^ °^^''-^"''^'

^'T*ooR%«V**l?''*"',?^'"""„''iJ^- J- ^'o™l decoration
1.225.767 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 664.

Gate. Clarence, assignor to P. F. Akerly. Chicago 111

No.

No.

f,226" 49': Mly*'?2°*- "-'^*- 'oi^grap&ophones No.

No.

No.

—^ „ . V. 238 ; p. 1032.

rr^f.'"*?2°* ^'i?'"'';,,
<See Soons. James E., assignor.)

^'Voo'^ZT^- Vr^ ^o?"^- '^'•- Culvert-mold.
1,225.768 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 664.

Cecil. Morris. New York. N. Y. .Safetv-razor
1.22.''..4..n : Mny 8 ; v. 238 : p! 502

^
^''.'."^/'.^^I^""''- '^''" Bennett and CelllttI )

il^'i)?)
"°^' "^^^ ^*** Lindsay, William G.. as-

Central Electric Company. (See Woodhead, Daniel as-aignor.

)

'

Central Scientific Company. (See De Khotlnsky. Achilles.

^''vnrfl. ^^**y^^ assignor to Geo. L. Paine Companv.

Mr;22tV.'l?38%. 1 "9. ^"-'>«^''»«- ^0. l,22l\xi;

Chadiii.rt. Frank, assignor to J. O. Cherry Companv. CedarRapids. Iowa. Apparatus for pasteurizing, cooling, and
Mav 8 •*'\'"m8 ^"""^"o

"** "^^^ liquids. No. 1.224.901 ;

^^a't:i:''i!^^['2'54^^^^^^^ 2^.7^*^^"'"* "^^

rimn^n,*'°^K.^- »»f}p>or^ to Uulou Special MachineCompany. Chicago. IlH Tuck-formlng mechanism forsewing machines. No. 1.227.116; May 22; v. 238;
p. 11 Oo.

Chaml>erlaln. Chauncey. assignor to J. F. Field. Ionia.

40!t
""**^''""'P- -^o. 1.225.313; May 8; v. 238;

Chambers. John E Shelbyvllle. Ind. Combined gas-stoveand flreless cooker. No. 1.226.769; May 15; v 238-
p. 665. '

Champion Shoe Machinery Company. (See Dobyne.
.''tephen A., assignor.) '

Chance. Thomas M.. PhlladelphU. Pa
ore concentration. No. 1,224 138'
p. 8.

Chandler Edwin N.. Bralntree. Mass.
1,226,010: May 8; t. 238; p. 366.

Coal-washing and
May 1; v. 238;

Edge-setter. No.

Chandler. Edwin N.. Bralntree. assignor to Boston Last
Company. Boston, Mass. Electrically heated shoe-Iron.
No. 1,228.180 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1543.

Chandler Elbert R., assignor to W. B. Heldt, OuntersTille.

29* V ^'.SS*^
1580*^'""*'*'"^^'"" *'**"°' ^•228.2»6

;

May
Chaplin-Fulton Manufacturing Company. The. (See Pul-

ton. Louis B., assignor.)

^''iSPi'S- .^^'Jf ^- assignor to Keyes Fibre Company,
FalTfleld. Me. Lubricating bearing. No. 1.226.577;May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 558.

Chapman. Albert W.. e( al. (See Kennedy. Henry A.,
assignor.) * — •

Chapman. Charles T.. Terre Haute. Ind. Drlll-blL No.
1.228.296 ; May 29 : t. 238 ; p. 1681.

Chapman. Nathan C, assignor to Gas Oil Stove Company,
Detroit. Mich. Igniter for liquid-fuel burners. No.
1.227.245 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1203.

Chappell. Howard F., assignor to Mineral Products Cor-
poration, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of refractory
bodies. No. 1.226,760 -May 22; v. 288; p. 1088.

^ x-'''*?'«*^>^'"k^"''*'***^*'- '^ans. Gas-generating oil burner.
No. 1,224.854 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; n. 261.

Char es Cory A Son. (See Wood, Prank W.. assignor.)
C harles Ulysses «;.. Wichita, Kans. Pocket. No. 1.226.640 :May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 996.
Charlesworth. Harry P. (See Barrows and Charles-

worth.)
Charley, Walter G.. Murrumbeena. Victoria. Aastralla.

.^Pf*''^'*'^'*^'^
suspension. .No. 1,226,468; May 15; t.

238 ; p. 902.
Charron. George E.. Ottawa. Ontarto, Canada. Electrical

**'jfi^?
device for rallwaya. No. 1.226,619; May 16:

V. 288 ; p, 949.
Chase Foundry and Manufacturing Company, The (See
Chase and Fleming, assignors.)

Chase, Rudolph K.. Syracuse. N. Y. Flush-tank valve.
No. 1,227.087 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1182.

Chase, Sherwood M.. and F. A. Fleming, assignors to The
Chase Foundry and Manufacturing Companv, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Road working machine. No. 1.225,011 :May 8 ; v. 2,38 ; p. .366.

Chauvin, James P.. assignor to C. P. Jones, Houma, La.
Pneumatic tire. No. 1.226.770; May 16; v. 288:
p. 666.

Chavez, Ramon B. (See Raff. John B., assignor.)
Chemical I development Company. (See Mersereau, Gail,

assignor.)
Chernyshoff, Alexander, Swissvale, Pa., assignor to West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Dis-
tributing system. No. 1,224,139 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 8.

Chesley. Prank P.. Montreal, Canada. Bed-spring-locklng
device. No. 1.224.601 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 173.

Chicago Braid Bow Company. (See Bricken. John, as-
signor.)

Chicago Flexible Shaft Company. (See Bodene, John M..
assignor.

)

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. (See Callan and Mac-
Fadden. assignors.)

Cbl.-ago Wholesale Saddlery A Mfg. Co. (See Soper.
Charles A.. Jr., asslenor.)

Chldley. Joseph, Cleveland, Ohio., assignor to The Dressel
Railway Lamp Works. Focusing apparatus for head-
lights. No. 1.227.528 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1294.

Chile Exploration Company. (See Scott. Arthur P.. as-
signor.)

Chlsm, Louis W.. Springfield, Mass.. assignor, by mesne
assignments, to The Rowe Ring Point Company, Hart-
ford. Conn. Store-service apparatus. No. 1,227,246:May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1203.

Cholet. Leon. New York. N. T. Safety-chair for window-
cleaners. No. 1,224,709 ; May 1 ; v. 238

; p. 211,
Choralcelo Company. (See Severy and Sinclair, assign-

ors.) •

Chovan. (Justave. (See Trood and Chovan.)
Christen, Joseph C. (See Allen and Christen.)
Christensen. Jacob V. C. T., Wichita Falls. Tex. Lomomo-
\Ut ^'rake-shoe. No. 1.227.681 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p.

Christiansen. Christian. Sioux Falls. S. D. Automobile-
whe«-l positioning device. No. 1.226.109; May 8; t.^00 ; p. oWO,

Christiansen. Heinrlch. Plnneberg, Germany. Pneumati-
<'ally-operated percussion-tool. No. 1,227,117; May 22;

Christie. Harold N. C. Point Pleasant, N. J. Safety alg-nallna No, 1,227 887 ; May 22; v. '288; p. 1247. '
Chrlswell. Frederick W.. assignor to Seattle Caf AF^oundry Co.. Seattle. Wash. Log-bunk. No. 1.224,275

;

Chrlswell. Frederick W., assignor to Seattle Car AFoundry Co Seattle, Wash. Log bunk. No. 1,224,276
-May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 58.

Chryst William A.. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Day-
v« 1^ o?^frrn°*vJ'"^'*;'""*'"it;"

Co. Electrical connectioh.
.No. 1.224.8.'>rt; Mav 1 ; v. 238: p. 261

F^'.i-„!^IV'*"T^-;
l**yton. Ohio, assignor to The DaytonEngineering Laboratortes Company. Engine starting

rhV;iV''^.,M °- ^'P%C'^^ • ^M 22 :
v'. 238 ;

p*" 1083
*

Chryst. William A.. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Dayton
Engineering Laboratories Conipany. Resistance unit
for electric circuits. No. 1.22^.038; May 22; v! 288;
P* IXo^t
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Ckryat, WUllam A., Darton, Ohio, Mslgaor to Tb* Daytoa
En^ii4>^rlag- Laboratoriea ComiMiBT. Ignltioo Rrvtcm.
So. 1.227.996 ; May 29 ; v. 238

; p. 14«4.
Cbnrcb. Frank E., ClintoaTlll^. Wta. StMrlag-kaiK-klc.

N«. 1.228.110; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 4«0.
Church. Harold D.. assignor to Pactarrt Motor Car Com-

••ny. I>trolt. Mlrh. Motor-vebi*l«. No. 1.224^22;
Ma.v 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 14<?,

Chorchlll. Frank B.. La Harpe. 111. Power attachment for
washing machines. No. 1,227.388; May 22; . 238;

Churchward. Al4»xaDder. Boston, Mass., aaaignor to A-B-C
Starter Company. Detroit. Mich. Electrical aptwrataa
No. 1.224,6<)2 ; May 1 ; y. 2.18 ; p. 174.

Chvlewskl. WItol.l. Lemberg. Austria. Automatic atetol
5k». i.224.9*y2 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 329.

Clbolka, «H>orge A. (S*e Handle, Harrv T., asshTMr.)
ClesJik. AntonI, Lorain, Ohio. Neth*rgarment. No.

1,22S,578 : May 8 : v. 238 ; ^. 568.
Clao Camera Company. (See Plet»rb. Richard B, as-

signor.)
Clrlllo. Loreta A., New York, N. T. Corset. No

1.226.308 . May 15 : v. 238 : p. 852
Citiaens Sayings & Traat Company, The, execnCor. (8ae

Olaober, Joseph H.)
Clalremont, Victor, Petaluma, Cal. Apparatiia for t*«at-

laB eggs. No. 1.224.710; Bfay 1 ; r. ifc ; p. 212.
Cualremont. Victor, San Francisco, Cal. Apparataa for

preaerylng egs*. No. 1.224,711 ; May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 212.
Clare. Jaiues 1-.. N.-wrou. .v1»ks. itoramnir or such like In-

strunient. No. 1,225.771: May 15; v. 238; p. 666.
Clark. Frederic B. (See Kronenberger, FerdinaDd. aa-

aigoor.

)

Clark. George S.. Oilfields. Cal. Muffler for interaal-com-
bustlon engines. No. 1.225,927 ; May 15 ; y 238 •

p. 718
Clark, Myron H., Haatlngs upoD-Hadson, N. T.. asatgnar

to The Ooodyears Metallic Rubber Shoe Caaipaay Ma-
chlae for treating sheet-rubber. No. 1.22«r940: Mar
22: V. 238; p. 1100.

^^
CTark. Norrls E.. PlalnylUe, Conn. Metal working ma-

chine. No. 1,224,523 ; Mav 1 ; y. 238
; p. 148

^^hyJ^'^^'^J^' Pltlnyille." Coon. Metal-workln«. N«.
1.224.877; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 2«©.

Clark. Oscar W. (See WInnega. AIouls L., assignor.)
Clark. Robert, assignor to Bridgeport Braxa Coiapasv

Bridgeport, Conn. Drain for sinks. Xo. 1.2247603

;

^Hili^ Rob«rt. assignor to Bridgeport Brass Comoanr
*^A??P^'^ <^o"i*- Sink-drain. No. 1,224.712 ; May!

'

y. 238 ; p. 212. '

Clark. Robert G.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Sbeet-feedine laecha.
nlsra. No. 1^25.410 ; May 8 ; p. 238

; p. 502
Clark. Robert G., New York. N. Y. Bmsh holder No

1.226.309 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 852
"o'^"- x»o.

^^V- ,^^^U^W^'' ^o'"*'- N. y. Faateniag derlce.
T^o. 1,226.310 : May 15 : y. 23S ; p 853.

^ Vi*^-.^'^*.'",* ^- Sheridan. Wyo.. assignor to Clarke
Flf^'loo ^t^^^^^ Company. RadUtor heater. No.
1.227.529 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1294.

Clarke. Alexander P., Pittsburgh. Pa. Ingot mold and
Ingot produced thereby. No. 1,224.277 ; May 1 y. 238 •

p. 58. '

Clarke EHectrlc Heater Company. (See Clarke, Albert R.
assignor.)

''1iiy2'9Yv.^23JrpT3&9 '• ^*>«* ^"••' No. 1,227.790 ;

Clary, FYancls W. ' (See BIssell and Clarj.)
Claua, EmJl L.. Milwaukee. Wis. Cock. So. 1225 012-
May 8 : v. 238 : p. 367

*.-'-».u*-t

.

^HS**?i. Henry P., Mount Vernon, aaalgnor to Western
Electric Company. Incorporated, New York. N. Y. An-
tomatlc testing system. No. 1.224.140; May 1; y. 233;
p. 9.

Clausen, Henry P., Mount Vernon assignor to Western Klec-
trlc Company, Incorporated, .New York. S. Y. Terminal
bank. No. 1,226,947: May 22 ; y. 238; p. 1100.

^^-1"^?-, "^,'>'"y P
•
Mount Vernon, assignor to Western

Klectric Company. Incorporated. New York N Y
Telephone-exchange system. No. 1,227.682 ; May 2» ; t!
238 ; p. 1341.

Cleaver. Fremont J., Carnegie borough, assignor of one-
third to S. L. H. .Morrl«» and one-third to H. W. Hodgdon.
Pittsborgh. Pa. .Multiple reflllable fuse. No. 1.226J80 ;May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1044.

Clements Company. The. (See Kennedy. Joseph, as-
signor. )

Clemons. William. (See Klag. William A., assignor.)
Cleyieland Dental Manufacturing Company. The. (Set

Patten, Felix A., assignor.)
»~ j. = ^o<t:

Clevel.ind. K.lj:ar W. ( S.-.- Fox and Cleyeland.)
Clevelan.l, Wlllanl E.. assignor to Cote Piano Mfg. Co

Fall Rlyer, Ma.ss. Stop for phonographs. No. 1,2^,579 •

May 8 ; y. 238 : p. 5!59.

Cliff, Harry G., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Steel cup-
board. No. 1,225,928 ; May 15 ; y. 238 ; p. 718.

Clifford. Charles W., Trenton, N. J. Plant-receptacle.
No. 1.226,311 : May 15: t. 238; p. 853.

Clifford. Harlon \., assignor of oae-balf to J. W. Cobb,
GreeDfleM. Matm. Anflseptlc-dls^eTiser. No. 1.227,»»7 ;

May -'»: v. 2.38; p. 1484.
CMord, Harry E.. Caasbr1dg>'. Mas».. asalgnar to Gtartal

Electric Compnny. Electric switch. No. 1,2SJ4R)

:

May 8 : y, 238 ; p. 559,

Container Company. (See Slieylln. Charlea W.,
aaslgnnr.)

CUne. Oeorge W., Albany. Oreg. JHabiUxer for Oylng-
machlnes. .No. 1.226,312; May 15; v. 238; p. 863.

Clipper Belt Lacer Company. (See Diamond, James K.,
assignor. >

Clokey. Allison A., Jersey City, N. J., assfjpior to The
Western Union Telegraph Company. New York, N. Y.
Contact arrangement for call-boxes and other transmit-
ters. No. 1.224.350; May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 89.

CIosx, Adolph. Webster City, Iowa. Besllient wheel. No.
1.224.3«0: May 1 ; y. 238: p 89.

Cluett. Peabody A Co. (See Hurd, Hubbard P.. as-
signor)

Chilee, Stephen J.. Attleboro. Mass. Eyeglam construc-
tion. No. 1,224,861 ; May 1 ; y. 2.38

; p. 89.
Coade. LoftOfi (i., Hlrmlngham. Englnnd. Sewing-ma-

chine. No 1.225.772: May 15: y. 238; p. 666.
Cobb, James W. (See Clifford, Harlon A., assignor.)
Cobb, Richard H.. Cleveland. Ohio. Fire-extinguisher.

No. 1,227,751 : May 29 : y. 238
; p. 1399.

Cochran, Albert W., and P. M, Youngs, Portland. Oreg.
Make-ready of Impression-cylinders of printing-presses.
No. 1.227.667 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1303.

Cochran. Robert L. (.See Edmonds. Charles T., assignor.)
Cochrane. Albert P.. Brookl.vn. assignor to J. H. Cochrane,
New York, N. Y. En/wkdown coatalner. (Retsooe.)
No. 14.294 : Mav 1 : v 23.^ : p. 274.

Cochrane. Jane H. (See Cochrane, Albert P.. assignor.)
(Reissue.)

Cock. Mlcbsel D.. Powlett River, Vlctoris, Australia.
Agricultural tractor. No. 1,227.389; May 22; y. 238;
p. 1248.

Cody, Alice, .Newark, Ohio. Detachable hook-fastener.
No. 1,228.181 : May 29: y. 288- p. 1643.

Coffman, Samuel .M.. Kansas City, Mo., assignor, by
mesne asslgnmeata. to Photo Motion Company. Fllm-
tensioning device. No. 1.227.039 ; May 22 ; v. 288 :

p. 1132.
Cohen. Joseph J.. New York. N. Y. Typewriter. No.

1.224,141 ; May 1 : y. 2.38 ; p. 9.
Cohen, Louis. (See MrLeod, William, assignor.)
Colin, Albert, and L. H. IVlm. Chicago, 111. Electric-

lighting fixture. .No. 1.225.411 ; \Uy 8 ; y. 238 ; p 562
Coba. I avid M.. EvanwvlUe. Ind. Belt-buckle. No

1.227.908 ; May 29 : y. 2.38 ; p. 1484.
Coin Device & Signal Co, (Bee Drew and Matza, ta-

slffDors.

»

Colburn. Ernest A. (.Ve Colbum, nerl>ert C. and E. A )
Colburn, Frank E., Gardiner, Me. Dirigible headltcbt.

No. 1,227.8«6 ; May 2» : v 238 • p 1445
Colbam, Herbert C, Colorado Springs, and E. A. Col-

burn. Denver, Colo. Ore-fiotatlon process. No, 1.226.062 :

May 15 ; v 238 ; p. 765
Colburn. Herbert C. Colorado SprloKS, and E. A. Colburn,

Denver. Colo. Ore-flntatlon apparatu.s. .No. 1.226.068:
May 15 : v. 238 : p. 766

Cole. Clifford M.. Lander, assignor of one-half to W. 8
Adams. Riverton. Wyo. Fluld-gafe. No. 1,224,718

:

May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 213.
Cole, Ellsha W ( S.e Cole, Eugene M. and E. W )
Cole. Eugene M. and B. W . Charlotte, .N. C. Planter.

No. 1,226,187 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 807.
Cole, Jay H., Rlnghamton. .N. Y. Automatic safety eleva-

tor gate. No 1.225.773 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 666.
Cole. Robert C. assignor to The Johns-Pratt Company,

Hartford, Conn. Fusiblp element for'lnclosed electrical
fuses. No. 1.227,752: May 2!): v. 238

; p. 1.399.
Cole. Robert C.. assignor to The Johns Pratt Company,

Hartford, Conn. Fuse-block. No. 1.227.753; Mav 29;
T. 238 : p. 1399.

Cole, Tbouias A., Indianapolis. Ind. Fire extinguisher and
alarm. No. 1,228,008 ; May 29 ; y. 238 ; p. 1518.

Coleman. Maurlc B , West .Newton, Maws. Sanitary con-
ertloa. No. 1,228.460; May 16 ; y. 238 : p. 002

Coleston, Claude E., Fellows, assignor of one-half to M. H.
Wblttler, Los Angeles. Cal. Automatic safety-brake for
railways. No. 1,224,865: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 264.

Cotltns. Arthur L.. San Francisco, Cal. Measuring the
ylscoidty of fluids. No. 1.224,142 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 9.

Collins. William L., Plttslmruh. I's Shatle holder No.
1,225.700 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 508.

Collom. Martin H.. Denver, Colo. Valve mechanism for
steam heated roUry cylinders. No. 1.227.040; May
22; V. 238: p. 1133.

Cotman. Howard D., assignor to Barter Colman Company,
Ro. kford. III. Bobbin handling apparatus. .No. 1.226,606 ;May 15 : y. 288 : p 945.

Colman. Howard D., assignor to Barber-Colman Company,
Rockford, 111. Bobbin-sorter. No. 1,227,118; May 22;
V. 238; p. 1160.

Colman, Howard D.. assignor to Barber-Colman Company.
Rockford, 111. Winder, No. 1,227.754; May 29; r.
238 ; p. 14i)<>.

Colson, Frankie M.. Salt Lske City. Utah.
No. 1,225,5S1 ; May 8 ; v. 238

; p S59.
Colt. Le Baron C. Bristol. R. I., assignor to National In-

dia Rubber Company. Apparatus for varnishing rub-
ber Hho».s. No. 1.225.013; Nlav 8: v 238 : p. 367.

Colt, Saaraei S., Oraage, N. J. Molding apparatus No.
1.227,041 ; .May 22 ; v. 23& ; p. 113^.

Commerdal Canura Co. (See Greene, John S., assignor.)
Compagaie Dos Forve* Fa .%rWrWs D«> La Marine Ct

D'Homecourt. (See Blamtlbo, Enille, assignor.)

Supporter.
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Compagaie d'lndneratlon Industrlelle. (8ee Brecbot Ar-
thur. assignor.)

Company of Whipp Bros, ft Tod Umlted. (See Craig.Thomas J. I., asslmor.)

SR?}^** "e^ter Mfg. Company, The. (Bee Fischer,
William C. assignor.)

Condlt. Sears B.. Jr. (See Bumham, George A., assignor.)
Lone. Frank L.. Windsor. Vt.. assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The National-Acme Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Multiple-tsplndle metal working machine. No. 1,224.714 ;

^ May 1 • V. 238; p. 214.
Conlon. Patrick J.. North Adams. Mass. Casting-mold.

No, 1.228.182 ; May 29 ; v. 238
; p. 1544.

Conn, Byron O (See Root, Charles F., assignor.)
Conner. Caleb J CoatesvUle, Pa. Electrical testing ap-

paratus. No 1.225.014 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 367.
Conner, May. (See Scott. Luther, assignor.)
Connerton. William E.. Fall River. Mass. Bevel-gear

puller. No, 1.227.688 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1341.
Connor. Herscbel M.. and D. D. Miles, assignors of two-

2C!w''/°»^ H. Herbert, one-fifth to P. I, Connor, one-
fifth to M. C. Miles, and one-fifth to R. J. Graf. San
Francisco. Cal. Sbutter-closlng mechanism for moving-
picture machines. No. 1.227,886; May 29- v 238-
p. 1445. '

Connor. Herscbel M.. snd D. D, Miles, assignors of two-
fifths to A. H. Herbert, one-fifth to P. I. Connor one-
fifth to M. C. Miles, and one-fifth to R. J. Graf, San
Francisco, Cal. Intermittent film-feeding mechanism
No. 1.227,887 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1446

Connor, Pansy I., rt oL (See Connor ajtid Miles, aa-
slgnors.

)

^"Hf**^- .'"'"k. Swlssvale. Pa., assignor to Westln«honse
ble<-tric and Manufacturing Company. System of elec-
trical distribution. No. 1,224.148; May I'v. 238; p 10

Conrad, Robert. Welsscnsee, near Berlin, Germany Gaoe
No. 1.225,314 : May 8 ; v. 2,38 : p. 469.

Conrad. Rnl>ert. Berlin. (;ernianv. (;aKe. No 1 22S 316

-

.May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 469.
".oxu .

Conrader, Rudolph, Erie. Pa. Pump-regulating mecha-
nism. No. 1,226.752 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p 1()83

Consolidated Car Heating Company. (See McElroy, James
F., asslgnor.j

Consolidated Press Company. (See Patrick, Isaac as-
signor.) '

Continental Can Company. (See Kronquest. Alfred L.
assignor.)

Continental Fibre Company. The. (See Tiffany. Harold
E.. assignor.)

Converse, Atherton D., Wlnchendon, Mass. Coaster. No
1 227,888 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1446. •

Cook, Frank C . Denver. Colo. Cue-pointing tool. No
1.225.582 : .May 8 ; v. 2.38 : p 500.

Cook. George F., East Washington, .N. H. Bicycle attach-ment No. 1.227.390 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1248
Cook, (leor^re J

. Fairmont, W. Va. .Marble machine. No
1,226.313; May 15; V. 238; p. 853.

Cook. Judson. Albany. N. Y. Brake-shoe. No. 1.225.683;May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 500.
Cook, Justin B.. Tf^ ,,.-;— -''••P*"- Ariz. Apparatus for cooling

sterlllit-d or cooked can goods. No. 1,225 774 • May 16 •

y. 238; p. 667. ' '

Cook, Roy J., assignor of one-half to O. C. Murray Cbl-
cago. 111. Yoke. No. 1,224,278 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 69

Cook. Wlllard J.. Den -Moint-s, Iowa. Manure spreader
No. 1,224,903 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 329.

Cooley, Henry B., Kensington, Conn., assignor to The
American Paper Goods Company. Montclalr N J
Cuo-dlspenslng apparatus. .No. 1,225.728 ; May 8*; y.'

2,38 ; p. 0'i7.

Coolidge^ William D., Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to Gen-
eral Electric Company. Refractory - meUl tube. No
1.226,470; May IST V. 238; p. V02.

Coolidge, William D., Schenectady, .\. Y., assignor to
General Ele<tric Company. Refractory-metal tube. No
1.226.471 : May 15; v. 238 ; p. 902.

Cooling, Arthur B., Sterling. 111. Operating mecbanlam
for washing machines. .No. 1.227,584 ; May 29 ; v. 288 •

p. 1342. '

Coonei'. Hugh. Marlon, Ind. Tire-vulcanizing mold No
1,226,584 : May 8 : v. 23s

; p. 500.
Cooper Company, The. (See Cooper, Hu«h S.. assignor.)
Cooper. Charles 11., administrator. (See Cooper, John W )Coopei, Gforve. An.-tonla, Conn. Pencil-sharpener No

1.225,412 : Mav S ; v. 238 ; p. 603.
Cooper, Harrv 8., assignor to Grlswold Manufactarlng

CJ^.Pany. Erie. Pa. Flask. No. 1.224.144 ; May 1 ; t.

(?ooper' Henry A., Peeblea. Ohio. Pipe-remover No
1.227.391 : May ^ : V. 28^ ; p. 1248.

'^'""'^••^- «<>•

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company. (Soe Baker. James &.
assignor.) '

Cooper Hewitt Elsctrtc Co. (See Hewitt. P*ter C. mm-
sCgnor.

)

Cooper Hewitt Klectric Co. (See Thomas. Percy H« «a-
stjgnor.)

Cooper, Hugh 8., assignor to The Cooper Company, Cleve-
land, Ohio, .\lumlnum ralclum alloy and makW the
same. No. 1,224,362 ; May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 00.

Cooper, James H., Wheeling, W. Va. Wear-plate for ahoe
heels. No. 1,227,892 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1249.

Cooper. John W.. deceased ; C. U. Cooper, administrator
assignor to The Trumpfheller Manufacturing Corpora-
,^^25* -!?"'^'°- ^" ^' Street-railway system. ho.
1.227.58.';

; May 29; V. 238; p. 1342.
i "^

Cope. Frank T. (See Bally and Cope.)
Corcoran Victor Company, The, (See Kuen, Eugene A..

assignor.)
Corcos, Joseph. (See Spl»lman, Max H., assignor.)
Corder Wajtman D.. Phlilppi W. Va. Garment-supporter.

No. 1.224.604 ; May 1 ; y. ^88 ; p. 176,
Oordts. George, assignor to C. t. Dressier. New York.
ooa^- ^ddlng-machlne. No, 1,226,064; May 16; t.^So ; p. 765.

OorUsa. Harry P.. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Metals Re-
covery Comnany. New York. N. Y. Flotation of mln-
erals. No. 1.22S.18S : May 29 ; v. 238

; p. 1544.
Corliss. Harry P.. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Metals Re-

covery Company. New \ork. N. Y. FloUtlon of min-erals^ No. 1228 184; May 29; v. 238; p. 1544
Corn, Robert fe tTnlon, S. C. Rock shaft bearing forlooms. No. 1,226.188 ; May 15 ; v. 2.38 ; p 808

,™o*o?% ,^^!r*' ^''''' France. Sewing-machine. No
1.227.119 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1160.

Cornwall. John B.. assignor to Baruard and I^as 'Mano-
i^'^^^'Si < ""'P^V' •'^^"''Jir-

^"- '•rain-separator. No.
1,226,180; May 16; v. 288; p. 808.

^."' iif!:i"2S.6^06 ;X'r; y^'2& • J"?7T^"*
'^P'""

'^o"i.2S,'6&;hiafrv.'238Tp 6lo
^-^^-^-^'^oo^-

Cote Piano Mfg. Co. (See Cleveland, Wlllard E as-signor.)
Cotton William H.. Salem. N. Y. Cover for aao buckets
^ No. 1,228,096 • May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1518

«>"<^»*"-

Cottrell Bklgar H., Westerlr, R. I., assignor to C. B. Cot-

jLSe.* g^o°'l.?2Tff8"f M^r22^;°^*2£;^p. iTSf^-"
^2?i:6^Tfiay^l;y^2°l8;ri76''""°"^ '''^" ^^•

"""i^'ji'i^sT: M^a-y '2irr2}r^\ p^'?842^^^^''^* «'"•^''•

''Tf2y"4ir';"ii"aT8^-v^1^r*'lf''^3^'
R-ilway-tle. No.

^"mST's ^y*'238'-^"4O0°'
^'* Draft gear. No. 1,226.111 ;

^^52lfM7H;^v;2£?j"'/47.^''- ^^P'^^''^^- ^'«-

Courtney, Minder A., assignor of one-half to C. B. Patter-
aea. Birmingham. Ala. Numbering-machlne for orint-
Ing-presses. No. 1,224.270 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 60

CoTert. Albert D.. Leland. 111. Governing device for
take-ij^ reels of moving-picture machines. No, 1,225 222 •

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 436.
*".^** .

Covert Manufacturing Company, (gee Baxter. John B..
assignor.) '

Covey, F. W. (See Frazure. Isaac N., assignor )
Cowley. James T., Mlnot, assignor to The I^amson Com-

pany. Boston. Mass. Selective discharge - conyev^r
5Jo: 1.226.586 ; May 8 ; y. 238 ; p. 661

^
Cox. Archibald, Plafnfleld, N. J., and A. H. Peter. New

^2!^- ^- ^- Extraction and recovery of copner'. No
1.226,100 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 808.

"'fP^r- ^o-

^°^'.mn^^^\, ^i- Commerce. Okla. Spectacles. No.
1^26,776 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 067,

^°vt' *i*r.l,^'v
8p«"le, Wash. Ball bearing for drawers.

No. 1 227,889 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1447
Cox, Michael, New York. N. Y. Folding bed. No

1,224 716 ; kay 1 ; y. 288 ; p. 214.
Cox. William H., Portsmouth. Va., assignor of one-half to

9\.S-^ ?^^^^' 8«'eni, Ohio. Collapsible boat. No.
1,227,247 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1204.

Crabtree. John I., assignor to Eastman Kodak Company.
Rochester. N. Y. Apparatus for treating photographic
flUns. .No. 1,228.929: May 16; y. 238; p. ?19.

Craig. Arthur S., Kansas City, Mo. Spine rest or sunoort.
Wo. 1^25,776 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. tr68

"UPPort.

Craig. Clifford H.. Redstone. N. H. Measuring Instru-

"*7ift
tailors. No. 1.225,980; May 15 ; v. 288;

^5i*' ^5^**^' ?H'*°*'y' ^""* Pipc-unlon. No. 1,226.777 ;Bojky lo ; V. 238 ; ^>. ©68.
Craig. Edward, St. Joseph, Mich. Fastener-driving ma-

chTne. No. 1.224.280 ; May 1 ; y, 288 ; p. «0.

^f^i 'F^.^^^'^^Jl' -^"nchHster. England. Flreprooflng

238 p "so""
irtlclcs. No. 1.226.414 ; May 8 ;1^

^-'''I'wX^®™*,! ^- '•! assignor of one-half to the Comnanr
of Wblpp Bros k Tod Limited, Manchester, England.
roo?'',°)y'°?/'"',^'**^H^« °' '^''cs and the like No
1^224,146 ; May 1 ; y. 288 ; p. 10.

Craney. John T.. Chicago, 111,, assignor to P. H. Mnrphy
Company. Parnassus. Pa. Anchor for roof-sheets No
1,258.861 ; May 22 ; y. 288 ; p. 1070.

»**" ^o.

Cram, Hervey (;., and C. A. Parsons, asslpnora to Great
Northern Paper Company. Mllllnocket, Me. Wet ma-
clilne. No 1.225.778 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 668

^-^^^^v'!!?^^ ^'- ^*»^ C3oUlngsworth. N. J., assignor of
imt-hm\t to J. Balke^hicago. III. Bowlli^S and^aklng same^ No. 1.227.248 ; May 22 ; t. 238* p. 1204.

^7.°i . t° o«' ^"^V}"- ^''" Tractor. No. 1.224.716 ;saa^ 1 , y. ^ob , p. .^14.
Oaven. James F.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Spike and tle-olate

No. 1.224.007 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. l-nS
^

Crayen. James F.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Railway-rail fastener
No. 1,224,608 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 176

i««iener.

Craven, James F., PltUburgh. Pa. fiplke-paller No
1.224,609 : May i ; y. 238 ; p. 176.

w""". xvo.



Crawford. ElUwortb A.. Thatcher. Aiii. PumplDz attach
ment for windmills. No. 1.228,297 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1581
Creamer. Irvln S., Pleasant Hall. Pa. Priming device.

No. 1.226,191 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 808.
Crecellus, Lawrence P.. assignor to The Electric Railway

Improvement Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Making ralf-
bondR. No. 1.226.316 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 469.

CreiKhton. Elmer E. F., Schenectady. N. Y.. assltrnor to
(Jt-npral Electric Coonpany. Protecting means for trans-
mission systems. No. 1,225.587 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 561.

Cressman. Wayne E.. Gwynedd Valley, Pa. Toy. No.
1.227.393 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1249.

Crippen. James B.. Chicago, III., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to General Engineering and Construction Com-
?any. Limited. Toronto. Canada. Electric relay. No.
.228.097 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1518.

Crlsllp. Chester A., et al. (See Thompson. James V., aa-
signor.)

Crltchley. Daniel M. (See Von Sick, William M.. m»-
.slgnor. >

Crltcblow. Benjamin P.. Ogden. UUh. Carbureter. No.
1.226.753 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1034.

Crittenden. Philip L.. Edgewood. assignor to The West-
Inghouse Air Brake Company. Wilmenllng, Pa. Elec-

1,224.147 ; May 1No. i38trie pump-governor,
p. 11.

Crittenden. Philip L.. Edgewood. and L. D. Saunders. Wll-
klnsburg, assignors to The Westlnghoust^ Air Brake
Company. Wilmenllng. Pa. Pump-unloading device.
No. 1.224.146 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 10.

Crompton & Knowles Loom Works. (See Holmes and
Davis. a.<«8ignors.)

Crompton & Knowles Loom Works. (See Jenckes. Law-
rence B.. assignor.)

Cromwell. Lewis M.. Gracemont, Okla. Cotton-chopper.
No. 1.226.754 ; May 22 ; t. 288

; p. 1084.
Cronemlller. Mo!<es E.. Patton. Pa. Artlflcial arm and

hand. No. 1.225.415 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 504.
Crook. Thomas J.. Wichita. Kans. Hvdrocarbon-lamp.

No. 1.228.379 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 16u8.
Crosby, Oliver, assignor to American Hoist & Derrick Com-

pany. St. Paul. Xllnn. Sling. No. 1.224.148 ; Mav 1 ;

V. 238; p. 11.
Cross. Clav. (S*»e Ilsnnon and Cross.)
Crosseo, Elmer J., JoUet. III. Coke-oven. No. 1,227.618 ;

Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1291.
Crossfey. Albert D.. Hartford. Conn., assignor of one-half

to N. F. Wilson. New York, N. Y. Ambulance operat-
ing-table No. 1.225.016 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 367.

CroMsman. Martin R.. Boston. Mass. Pen and pencil
holder. No. 1,228.298 ; Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1S81.

(See Blaaell and Smith, as-

(See Olley. Edwin A., assignor.)
• See Parker and Winter, as-

(See Stewart. George L., a«-

Crouse-Hinds Company
slgnors.)

Crouse-Hlnds Company.
Crouse-Hlnds Company,

slgnors.)
Crouse-Hlnds Company,

algnor.)

Crow. Charles L.. Alexander City, Mont. Antlslipping
armored pneumatic tire. No. 1,226,862 ; May 22 ; v.

238; p. 1071.
Crowe. Frederick C, North Yakima. Wash. Pump. No.

1,227.890 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1447.
Crowe. Paul L.. New York. N. Y. Aih-duniptng mecha-

nism. No. 1.224.904: May 8; v. 288; p. 330.
Crowley. Dennis E., Milwaukee, Wis. Antlcreeplng device

for rails. No. 1.227.755; May 29; v. 238 : p. 1400
Crowley, John T., assignor to The Beacon Falls Rubber

Shoe Company, Beacon Falls, Conn. Apparatus for
treating rubber articles. No. 1,225.779 ; May 16 ; v.

238 ; p. 669.
Crown Cork and Seal Company of Baltimore City, The.

(See La Porte, Norbert M.. assignor.)
Crown Cork * Seal Company of Baltimore City, The.

(See Letsch, Frederick w.. assignor.)
Crown Optical Company. (See Stout. Charles H., as-

signor. )

Cm Patents Corporation. (See Uet>elmesser, Cbarlea, as-
signor.)

Crump, Armistead C, New York, N. Y. Valve mechanism.
No. 1.224,447 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 121.

Crump, James I., East Orange. N. J. Toy or educational
device. No. 1.224.363 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 90.

Crumrlne. Ellen M., Lima. Ohio. Hose-supporter. No.
1,227.042: May 22: v. 238; p. 1184.

Cuban-American Sugar Company, The. (See Hughes,
Peter F.. assignor.)

Cugley, George, assignor to The Buckeye Incubator Com-
pany, Springfield. Ohio. Hover. No. 1.227,120; May
22; V. 288; p. 1161.

Cummlng, James D., Copper Cliff. Ontario. Canada
Acetylene-lamp. No. 1.225.016 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 368.

Cummings. Henry (I.. Newton Highlands, Mass.. assignor
of one-half to H. R. Gary, Alexandria, Va. Apparatus
for measuring the twist of shafts. No. 1,227,043 ; May
22: V. 238: p. 1134.

Cummings, Thomas (;.. assignor of one half to P. Grant.
Grand Rapids. Mich. Automatic nailing-machine. No.
1.225.317 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 470.

Cumner, Matthew S.. New York. N. Y.. and F. W. Gels-
senhainer. Freehold. N. J., assignors to Nestor Manu-
facturing Co., Inc.. New York. N. Y. Rheostat. No.
1.224.610; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 176.

Cunningham.
assignor.)

Cunnlngbam.
1.226. S«3 ;

Cunningham,
assignor.)

Cure. Elam.

George (See MarllD. Isaac

Nut-lock.John F.. San Francisco, Cal
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1071.
Louis T.. et al. (See Marlln,

St.

No.

U.,

kit.

The.

Co.. The.

The.

Mfg. Co

Mfg

Mfg. Co

Mfg. Co.. The

Mfg. Co.,

Mfg. Co..

Tb*.

The.

J..

L.,

as-

Paul. Minn. Flagman's signaling
No. 1,227,587 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p 1342.

Currier. Harry, assignor of two thirds to J. A. Hamilton
and J. W. Stoble. Madison. Me. Automatic coupling for
alr-plpes. No. 1.224.611 ; .May 1 ; v. 238; p. 177.

Curry. J. L. M^ et al. (See Jernlgan. Albert S., assignor.)
Curry. John W.. Kane, Pa. Package-tie. No. 1.227,394 ;May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1249.
Curtis. Henry H. (See Phelps. James C, assignor.)
Curtis Olive Corporation. (See Argo Lisle T.. assignor.)
Curtis. Wallace B.. Hamburg, N. Y. Trap. No. 1.227.396 :May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1249.
Curtis. William J. (See Tonnele and Curtis.)
Curtis* Aeroplane k Motor Corporation. (.See Tarbox and

Kleckler, assignors.)
Curtlss. Dante S., Orlllla. Wash. Hand-protector. No

1.225.588 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 662.
Curtlss. Glenn H., assignor to The Curtlss Motor Com-

pany, Hammondsport. N. Y. Method and system for
operating rudders of aircraft. No. 1.228.380: Mav 29-
V. 238 ; p. 1608.

Curtlss. Glenn H.. Buffalo, assignor to The Curtlss Motor
Company. Hammondsport, N. Y. Hydro-aero machine
No. 1.228.381 : May 29; v. 238; p. 1609.

Curtlss, Glenn H., Buffalo, assignor to The Curtlss Motor
Company, Hammondsport, N \. Flying machine No
1.228,382 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1609.

Curtlss Motor Company, The. (See Curtlss, Glenn H., as-
signor.)

Cushlng, William H.. assignor of one-half to C. E. Gault
Topeka. Kans. Sanitary rat-trap. No. 1,226,641 ; M»y
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 996.

Custer, Arthur E., Salt Lake City. Utah. Riffle-box. No.
1.224.281 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. W).

Cuthbert. John. Chicago. HI. Electrical connector. No.
1.227.588: May 29; v. 238; p. 1342

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.. The. (See Barnum. Thomas E.,
assignor.)

Cutler-Hammer
assignor.)

Cutler-Hammer
assignor.)

Cutler-Hammer
assignor.)

C(itier-Hammer
assignor.)

Cutler-Hammer
signor.)

Cutler Hammer
assignor.

)

Cutler. William C. North Glendale. Cal
No. 1.225.701 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 699.

Cutting. William S., Onaway. Mich. Rallway-splke.
1.225.589 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 562.

Cyphers. Henry T.. and F. E. Holmes. Torrance. Cal. Ro-
tary machine. No. 1,226.864 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1071.

DHarllngue, Alfred E.. St. Louis. Mo. Unicycle. No.
1.228.100: May 29; v. 238; p. 1518.

D'Olier. Henry, Jr., Bridgeport. Conn. Reflector-holder.
No. 1.228.0(>3; May 29: v. 238; p. 1485

D'Olier, Henry, Jr., Bridgeport, Conn. Reflector-holder.
No. 1,228.004 • May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1486.

r>abney. Frank C. Wlchltn. Kans. Basket. No. 1.226.472;
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. l><»3

Dahl. Harrv J., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Union
Special Machine Companv, Chicago. 111. Overseamlng
machine. .No. 1.227.756; May 29; v. 238; p. 1400

Dahl. Harry J., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to L N.
Llttauer, (Jloversvllle. .N. Y. Loop-retainer for sewing-
machines. So. 1,227,891: May 2§ ; v. 238; p. 1447.

Dahlen. Julian L.. Borup, Minn. Wagon-body. No.
1.227.757: Mav 2^: V. 238: p. 1401.

J-
*

o.

Dain. Joseph. Moline. 111., and .1. Macphail. Davenport.
Iowa, assignors, by mesne assignments, to Deere & Com-
pany. Molfne. in. Horse-rake. No. 1,225.112; May 8;

Dain Manufacturing Company, The. (See Duffield. Wayne
<!., assignor.)

Dake, Charles W.. assignor to The Pyle-Natlonal Comp.iny.
Chicago. III. Reversing shaft for engine valve-gearN.
No. 1.225,931 : May 15 : v. 288 : p. 719.

Daley. James E.. Port Anson. Ontario. Canada. Silencer
and condenser for gasolene-engines. No. 1,228,185 •

.May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1544.
Dalton .\ddlng Machine Company, The. (See Dalton.
James L.. assignor.)

Dalton Adding Machine Company. The. (See Landsledel.
Harry, assignor.)

Dalton. Jame-i L., Poplar Bluff, Mo., assignor, by mesne
a.sslgnments. to The Dalton Aildlng Machine Company
Cln.lnnatl. Ohio, .\ddlng-machlne. No. 1.225,690;
May 8: \. 238- p. 562.

l^alton, Joseph H.. St. Paul. Minn. Sand cutting and
screening machine. No. 1.227,689; May 29; v. 288;
p. 1343.

Dameron. Adolphus, Washington. D. C. Gasolene-fllter
No 1.227,999 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1484.

I>amplerre. M. Marie A. H. de. (See Brown. Ernest, as-
signor. )

(See Foote. Edward

(See Horton. Albert

(See Klein. Charles

(See Mortensen, Niels

(See Simon, Arthur,

(See Yerger, Charles W..

Underreamer.

No.
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Daniel. Alva P., Commerce, Okla. Steam - cup. No.
1.226,473 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 90S.

Dann, Walter .M., Wllklnsburc Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Companv. Trans-
former. No. 1,224,149 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 11.

Darby, Benjamin E.. Duke, Okla. Counter - bin. No.
1.227.892; May 29; v. 238; p. 1448.

Darby. Isaac L.. Greeley, Colo., and O. H. Smith, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Spading-machine. No. 1,224,717 ; May 1 ;

V. 238 ; p. 215; - . . / .

Dare, Clifford H. (See Raymond and Dare.)
Darling. Louis S. (See Flegel and Darling.)
Darlington, Frederic W.. Chicago, III. Self-contained
portaMe fountain. No. 1.228,186; Mav 29; t. 238; p.
1544.

Darlington. Philip J., assignor to The Roto Company,
Hartford. Conn. Rotary motor. No. 1.226.224 ; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 437.

Darrah. William A., and 8. Trood, Wilklnsburg. Pa., as-
signors to Industrial Development Company. Vapor
treatment of metals. No. 1,224,339; May 1; v. 288;
p. 81.

Dauch. Jacob J. (See Kennedy, George A., assignor.)
Davenport Wagon Company of Illinois. (See Bird. Wil-

liam F.. assignor.)
Davey. Walter F., SomervlUe, Mass. Game apparatus.

No. 1.227.249 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1204.
David Lupton's Sons Company. (See Brogden, Joah, as-

signor.)
Davidson. Isaac. Albert Lea, Minn. Coupling-bolt. No.

1.225.932 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 719.
Davidson. Jay B.. Davis, Cal. Dynamometer. No.

1.228.299 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1681.
Davidson. Louis, New York, N. Y. Device for removing

snow, storm-water, and sewage. No. 1,224.448 ; May 1 ;

V. 238; p. 121.
Davie. John M., Cleveland, Ohio. Adjustable spacing-col-

lar. No. 1.226.113 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 400.
Davles. Alfred E. (See Thompson and I>avle8.)
Davles, David P.. assignor to J. I. Case Threshing Machine
Compouy. Racine. Wis. Mixer or carbureter for inter-
nal-combustion engines. No. 1.224.612 ; May 1 ; v.
288 ; p. 177.

Davlno, Alphonso, San Diego, Cal. Cable-controlled carry-
ing apparatus. No. 1,226.314 : Mav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 854

Davis. Arthur. New Westminster, British Columbia. Can-
ada. Belt-measuring device. No. 1,226,2^8 ; May 8 •

V. 2.38 : p. 436.
Davis. Charles M.. and M. J. Loomis. Battle Creek. Mich. ;

said Ivoomis assignor to said Davis. Milk-bottle holder
No. 1.226.192; May 16: v. 238; p. 809.

Davis, David C, Swlssvale. Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. Arc-suppress-
ing device. No. 1,224,150: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 12.

Davis. Don M., Houston. Tex., and T. J. Underwood, Kan-
sas City, Mo. Ventllatlng-fastener. No. 1.226.114;
May 8 ; v. 238; p. 401.

Davis, Forrest E.. Whitingham. Vt. Brake and clutch
mechanism. No. 1.227.758; May 29; v. 288; p. 1401.

Davis. John L.. Walnut Springs, Tex. Safety device for
elevators. No. 1.225.78(): May 15: v. 238; p. 669.

Davis. Joseph W., San Francisco, Cal. Direction-indicator
for automobiles. No. 1.224.906; May 8; v. 238; p.
330.

Davis. Monroe, assignor of one-half to 0. D. Wilson, Enid,
Okla. Threshing machine. No. 1.226,866 ; May 22 ;

V. 238; p. 1072.
Davis. Samuel H.. Roanoke. Va. Automobile-signal. No.

1,228.187 ; May 29; v. 288 ; p. 1645.
Davis, Simon. (See Holmes and Davis.)
Davis, William G.. Granite City, 111. Means for carbura-

tion. No. 1.227.630 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1296.
Davison, Dell C, Bethlehem. Pa. Wrench. No. 1.227.396 •

May 22 : v. 288 ; p. 1250.
Davol. George K.. San Francisco, Cal. Internal-combus >

tlon engine. No. 1.226.702 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 699.
Davol. George K.. San Francisco. Cal. Fuel-valve for in-

ternal-combustion engines. No. 1.225,703; May 8: v.
2.38 ; p. 599.

Dawkins. Will E., and A. W. Lipscomb. Breese. 111. Au-
tomatic mine track switch. No. 1,224,282 ; May 1

:

V. 238 ; p. 60.
. / .

Dawley. Daniel D.. assignor to Payton k Kellev Company,
Providence. R. I. Chain reel. No. 1.225,933; May 16;
V. 238 ; p. 720.

Dawson, Edward E.. Petersburg. 111. Stock-feeder. No.
1.226.474 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 904.

Day. Charles, assignor to Okmulgee Glass Company, Ok-
mulgee. Okla. Glass-drawing apparatus. No. 1,226,691 ;May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 563.

Day, George H.. assignor to American Optical Company,
Houthbrldge, Mass. Ophthalmic mounting. No.
1.224,283 ; May 1 : V. 238 ; p. 60.

Day, Ro<lney D., Pittsburgh, Pa. Plate-valve. No
1.227.759 : .May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1401.

Dayton Engineering Laboratories Co.. The. (See Chryst
Willinni A., assignor.)

'

Dayton Engineering Laboratories Co.. The. (See Ketter-
ing and De Maree. assignors.)

De Jersey. Claude, et al. (See Underwood. Charles W
assignor.)

De Khotlnsky. .\chilles. assignor to Central Scientific Com-
pany, Chicago. 111. Liquid level regulator. No. 1.225,416
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 504.

.-^^o.iio .

De Khotinskv. Achilles, assignor to Central Scientific
Company, Chicago, 111. Thermoregulator. No. 1,227.760 :May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1402.

De Frehm. Charles H.. Johnstown. Pa. Sanitary tray
No. 1.226.866 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1078.

De Lan, Richie Philadelphia, Pa. Lid for cooking uten-
sils. No 1.227 251 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1205.

De Land. Sarah L. (See Wells, Chlpman J., assignor.)
De Laval Steam Turbine Company. (See HanzUk, Henry

J., assignor.)
De Maree. Robert S. (See Kettering and De Maree )De Martin, Charles L.. assignor to Indiana Lamp Co.,

Connersville. Ind. Switch connection for electric lamps.
No. 1.226.193 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 809.

De Mattla. Barthold. (See De Mattla. Peter and B.)
^K*?,^.*^' ^^^*'^ *°<1 ^- Clifton. N. J. Pneumatlc-tlre-

hulldlng apparatus. No. 1.225.593; May 8; v. 288; p.

De Roode. Trimble. New York. N. T. Mining No
^ 1.224.613 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 178.

^^^'dK- -Cvo.

De Roode, Trimble, New York. N. Y, Mlnlna No
1,225.784 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 670.

«""°«- No.

x,^**?*l?A^'^'"i™^'*i
^'^'^ Yo'">'- N- Y. Mining apparatus

No. 1.226.066 ; jiay 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 766.
Pl^ratus.

R! ^°^\^l iSh?. "• (8«e D« Smldt. William A., assignor.

»

^K®f?*i'*'T^U"*Te' t'.^^" ^'o''*' Wis., assignor of one-
f *°K^- H- ^,^'^^^Ja Minneapolis. Minn. Collapsible

rJ^iJ^i'^i^^^ ^''- 1-226.194. May 15; v. 238; p*^809
De Smith Henry assignor to M. D. Knowlton Company

Rochester N Y Feeding device for stay-applying ml'-
chines. No. 1.226,018 ; Nfa v 8 : v. 238 ; p M. '

^R.i***' ^'^"5 H. Westflefd, N. J., assignor to The

S6%5'!rMa^%^;iST8^"^ilo^^'''-«--^^ ^-o-

y^r^ §?.T2?7.1^rriL%?2; ^!t%';TA'^"''
'"

^,Sa:^C22^v.?Sk7?:'lSii ^"''"'^^^^ ^•-

'^l.S.'i^44r£y''22 f^r^ir^. ffif"
' ^°'-^«''^"- ^o.

Dean, Clark A., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Shur-
nuff Manufacturing Company. St. Louis. Mo. Auto-
mobile-axle construction. No. 1.224.449; May 1; v.238 ; p. 121.

Dearing. Joseph W assignor to Eureka Automatic Gas

?o:7.2?4V?Mf;rV^2*E'- 'X«e,^"-»'"t-off valva.

Debs, Lewis H. (See Cohn and Debs.)

'^ft26!?7T"SlaV- iS:T2%'1\ p*'"^ ^»'»'^-«P»°«- N-
Decker. William M Buffalo, S. Y. Milk-bottle and slmi-

lar receptacle. No. 1,226,017 ; Mav 8 : v 238 • o SM
Dee. Da via G Chicago. Ili:, asilgnor. by mesne' Lsl^:

ments. to R. H. Rogers, Rochester, N. Y. Fire alarm
system. No. 1.225,934 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 720

Dee. David G., assignor, by mesne assignments, to R H
Rogers. Rochester. N. Y. Fire alarm telephone trans-
mltttng mechanism. No. 1.226,936; May 16 ; t. 288-
p. < 20. '

Dee. David G., assignor, bv mesne assignments, to R. H
Rogers. Rochester. N. Y. Fire alarm trunk switchingmechanism No. 1,226.936; May 15; v. 238; p 721

De*. David O.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to R U
?o^«'"ao?** w*'"*^'"t

^' Y Factorv-flre-drlll system. No.
1.225.93. ; May 16; v. 288; p. 721.

Dee. David G assignor, by mesne assignments, to R H
Rogers. Rochester, N. Y. Tone producer for fire-alarm-
box mechanisms. No. 1.228.00<); May 29; . 288; p.

Deemer, Dewey T., Hopkins. Mich. Diving and excavat-
^^l^aPParatus. No. 1,228.300; May 29; v. 288; p.

De^ms. Edward M.. Forest Hills. N. Y.. assignor to Duplex

May°16 • V 2S8"'^°(f69°*^
^o°*J*°8 P'n- No. 1.226.781

;

Deere & Company. (See Dain and Macphail, assignora.)
Deere & Company. (See Johnson. Eric, assignor )Deere & Mansur Company. (See White. Charles E as-

signor.)
Defiance Button Machine Co. (See Styles. Joseph H.

assignor.) k ".,

Degener, Gustave O., assignor to Underwood ComputingMachine Company, New York. N. Y. Combined type
writing and computing machine. No. 1.226.315; May
AD • V, ^o^ « p. ov4.

Degener. Oiistave O.. assignor to Underwood ComputingMachine Company. New York. N. Y. Combined tyi>e-

Jfo'' '^o5o" <'o'"P"tlng machine. No. 1.226.950; May** : V. 238 ; p. 1101.
Detfglnger Louis A.. Covington Ky., assignor to The No

x.'"*",*'«S'f*?.,9*'^l*"'" ^®- Cincinnati. Ohio. Egg-carrier
No. 1.227,250 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1204.

Delndoerfer. John A.. Jr.. Defiance. Iowa. Box-fastener
No. 1.227.690; May 29; v. 288; p. 1843

»"»«^ener-

^v«°^ o%^^ooK ^ii ^i'^ ^rPo'"]'-
'^- '^'- Re«Ulent wheel.

No. 1.226.226 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 437.

^x'; ^oo«'..-«'''l?°***,'^ *^'*o«
^^'''^ 'or o'"ng saws.

No. 1.226,4<6: May 16; v. 238; p. 904
D-lsell. Frank K.. Damascus, Ohio. Combination dinoer-

jpall. .No. 1.227.893 ; May 29 ; v. 238
; p. 1148.

^"""^
Detoas, Demetrlos J.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Tire casing or

shoe No. 1.228.001 ; May 29? v. 238 ; p 1486 *^

Demovltscb. John Pittsburgh. Pa. Dough-cutting ma-
chine. No. 1.226.042 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 996.
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Dempwy. Peter P., New York, N. T. 011-*n«lne. No.
024.151 : May 1 : v. 288 : p. 12.

Dempsey. William L.. Somerrllle. MaM. Wagon. No.
1.226.867 : May 22 : . 288 : p. 1073.

Denbigh. Richard. (Se« Blsbop, Barry N.. assifnor.)
Denliurgf-r. Joseph D.. Lenti. Ureg. Mall catching and

delUvrlng apparatus. No. 1.225.594; May 8; v. 2«8 ;

p. b64.
Deiilaon. FriHlertck R.. assignor to Minneapolis Heat Regu-

lator Company, Minneapolis, Minn. Fressure-regulator.
No. 1,228,188 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1545.

Deone, Mark T.. Rushden, England. Cam operated traoa-
ml8«ion mechanism. No. 1,225,762 ; May 15 ; t. 288 ;

p. 67">.

Denne, Mark T., Rushden, England. Threading device for
hook-needles In sewing-machines. No. 1,225,783 ; May
16; V. 238; p. 670.

Denney, Samuel L., Lincoln University. I'a. Feedlag de-
vice. No. 1.228.301 : May 29; v. 288; p. 1581.

Dennis, Adolphus S.. Lakewood, Ohio, assignor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company. New York, N. Y. Type-
writing machine. No. 1,226,643; May 22; . 288;
p. 996.

Dennis. Louis M., Ithaca, N. Y. Separating benzenedl-
sulfonic acid from tnilfuric acid and converting the
benseDedlsulfonlc add Into a salt. No. 1,227.252 ; May
22 : V. 238: p. 1205.

Dennis. Louis M.. Ithaca, N. Y. Cyclic process of mak-
ing aromatic hydrocarbon hydroxy compounds No.
1.227.894 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1448.

Dentists Supply Company. The. (See Mountford. Eklwin,
assignor.

)

Denver Rock Drill Manufacturing Company, The. (See

Waugh. Daniel S., assignor.)

Depollier, Charlea L., Brooklyn, N. Y. Take up device for

wrist-straps for watches. No. 1,226.316 ; May 16 ; v.

238 ; p. «55.
Depollier, Charles L., Brooklyn, N. T. Take-up device

for wrist straps for watches. No. 1,227.691 ; M«j 29 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1344.
Depue, Clark A. (See Depue, Herbert F. and C. A.)

Depue. Herbert F. and C. A.. MovlUe, Iowa. Motor-vehi-
cle. No. 1.225.938: May 15: v. 238; p. 722.

Deranek, Joseph P., EUist St. Louis, 111. Combined aup-

port and circuit-breaker for conductors. No. 1,224,865 ;

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 90.

Dervot, Meho, Chicago. 111. Nut lock. No. 1.225,786

;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 670.
Deschamps. Joseph O.. Lumby, British Columbia, Canada.

Sleigh brake. No. 1.227.397 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1250.

Detroit Stove Works. (See Fry, John A., assignor.)

Device Testing Company, The. (See Canton, Allen A.,

assignor.

)

, _
Devoe 4 Raynolds Company. (See GUlpatrlck. George F..

assignor.

)

Dew, James W. H,. London, England. Manufacturing
pnpumatlc-tire covers. No. i;228.099 ; May 29 ; v. 2S8 ;

P 1518.
Deweese, Jay H., Moscow. Ky. Pocket match-box. No.

1,225,939 : May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 722.
Dewson, Edward H., New York, and T. R. Brown.

Sparklll, N. Y., assignors to The Westlnghouse Air Brake
Company. Pltt.iburgh. Pa. Car and electric coupling.
No. f.225.786 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 671.

Dexter, Fred A. (See Williams, Dexter, and Smith.)
DI Salvo. Joseph, Joliet. 111. Expansion device. No.

1.224.720 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 216.

Diamond. James K.. assignor to Clipper Belt Lacer Com-

fany. Grand Rapids, Mich. Belt hook or staple. No.
,227.253 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1206.

Diamond Power Specialty Company. (See Watson, Olenn
W.. assignor.)

Dickel Frank .K. (See Dlckel. James A., assignor.)

Dlckel, James A., assignor of one-half to F. A. Dlckel. Ot-

tumwa. Iowa. Hay-press. No. 1,227,761 ; May 29 ; t.

288 : p. 1402.
Dickelman, Lizzie H., Forest, Ohio. Metal building plate.

No. 1.226.477 : Mav 16 : v. 238 ; p. 904.

Dickey. James W.. Olustee, Okla. Malze-harverter at-

tachment for wagons. No. 1.224.718 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p.

215.
Dtehl. Arthur v.. Buzzards Bay, Mass. Educational mag-

netic toy. No. 1.225.787; May 15: v. 238; p. 671.

Dlehm. Lucius N., West Hartford. aMlgnor of two-thirds
to B <" Stone. Mlddletown. Conn .Automatic firearm.
No. 1.226.478 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 905.

Dle«, Charles A., assignor to C. Mark. Chicago. III. Mak-
ing flbows. No. 1.225.788 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 671.

Dietrich. Edward A.. New York, N. Y. Brake mechanism.
No. 1.225.596 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 564.

Dietrichson. William F.. assignor to American Car and
Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo. Metallic end for

railway-cars. No. 1.224,719; May 1; »• 2»8 :JP- 216-

Dillon, Joseph J., WUmette, 111. Pulley. No. 1.224.162 ;

May 1 ; V. 288 ; p. 13.

Dillon, Joseph P.. assignor to R. A. Boashor, Kansas Cltv.

Mo. Soap dispenser. No. 1.224.286; May 1; v. 288;
p. 62.

DlaiMtcb Motor Car Company. (See SparUng. Rowland,
as.stgnor.) , . , ^ ,. . ^

Dlsturnal Thomas J.. Belmont, Ireland. Carbureter. No.

1,226.479 : May 16 : v. 238 ; p- ^^
Dixon. I»avld J.. Taooroa. Wash.

1.225.019 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 369.

?!

Cutter-head. No.

Dlzon. Laurens P., New York. N, Y. Alarm device. No.
1,225.940 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 723.

Dobbin, Henry F. (See Goodrum and Dobbin.)
Dobbins. Jamfs C. Portland, oreg. Liquid coating com-

position. No. 1.226.195; May 15; v. 238; p. 810.
Doble, John A., Waltbam. Mass. Apparatus lor vaporlx-,

Ing and burning hydrocarbon fael.'«. No. 1.225,417;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 506.

Dobyne, Stephen A., aaalgnor to Champion Shoe Machinery
Company. St. Louis, Mo. Horn for fa»t''n»T Inserting
machines. No. 1.224.460 ; May I ; v. 238 ; p. 121.

Dodd. Harry S.. Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Heater. No.
1.226.868 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1073.

Dodd, John. Port Arthur. Tex. Chain-release for logging-
cars. No. 1.226.869 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1074.

Dodd. William T.. Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to National
Roller Oln Company. Pho«<nlx, Arts. Cotton-gin. No.
1.226.317: May 15: v. 2.H8 ; p. 855.

Dodds. Ethan I.. Zellenople. assignor to Kern^r Manu-
facturing Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. Making stay-bolta
No. 1.226,480; May 15; v. 238: p. 906.

Dodds. Ethan I., Central Valley. .\ Y., assignor to Kemer
Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Resilient
bolt. No. 1,228,189; May 29; v. 238; p. 1546.

Do<ige. Charles C. Boston. Mass. Hinged last. No.
1,224.461 ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 122.

Dodge. Joshua, Detroit. Mich. Truss. No. 1,226,645

:

May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 997.
Dodge Manufacturing Company. (See Kenyon, Bertram
C, assignor.)

Doehlor Die Casting Company. (See Doehler, Herman H.,
assignor.)

Doehler, Herman H.. Brooklyn, assignor to Doehler Die
Casting Company. Casting fluid meUls. No. 1,224,906 ;

May 8 ; V. 238 ; p. 830.
Doering. Charles. Jr., and H. H., Chicago. III. Uouid-

dlspenslng device. No. 1.226.418; May 8; v. 238; p.
505.

Do«>rlng. Henry H. (See Doering. Charles, Jr., and H. H.)
Doherty. Henry L.. New York, .N Y. I^lstillation procesa.

No. 1,225.226; May 8; v. 238 : p. 437.
Dohner. Burt E.. and A. J. Huff, Dayton. Ohio. Feed-

tube. No. 1.227.692 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1344.
Dolan, Patrtck N . West Philadelphia, Pa. Head covering.

No. 1,228,002; May 29; v. 238; p. 1486.
Dolivo-Dobrowolsky. Michael, WUmers^lorf. («ermany, ••-

signer to General Electric Company. Blectrtc motor.
No. 1,227.400 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1251.

Domestic Vacuum Cleaner Company. (See Smith and
Blanch, assignors.)

Domlnguez. Salvador. San Antonio. Tex. Automobile-
wheel. No. 1.226,789: May 15: v. 238; p. 672.

Domingues. .Salvador, assignor to Mexlca Power- In creas-
ing Ms'-hlne Co.. San Antonio. Tex. Power mechanism.
No. 1.227.593; May 29; v. 288: p. 1844.

Domoto. Takanoshin. San Francisco, Cal. Metallic con-
tainer. No. 1,228.357; May 29; v. 288; p. 1602.

Donadlo. Pro«.pero. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to F. Blffar,
Chicago. 111. Safety-lock for firearms. No. 1.227.&31 :

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 129S.
Donahue. George A., Wilmington, Del. Nut-lock. No.

1.225.419; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 505.
Donnelly. George J.. Oakland. Cal. Overshoe for hortea

No. 1.228.358; May 29: v. 238; p. 1602.
Donnenwlrth, John W., Akron. Ohio. Forming fabric-

lined rubber articles. No. 1,226,481 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ;

p. 906.
Donohoe, James 8.. assignor of one-third to M. V. Moran

and one-third to J. E. Moreland. Washington. D. C.
Gas-main stopper. No. 1,224,721 ; May 1 ; v. 288

;

p. 216
Dontje, Benjamin. (See Dontje, Emanuel C. B., and C. I.)

Dontje, Cornelius I. (See Dontje, Emanuel C, B., and
C. I.)

Dontje. Emanuel C, B., aad C. I.. Kalamazoo. Mich. Uni-
versal Joint. No 1.224.286; Mav 1 : v. 288 ; o. 62.

Dooley, James P., assignor to Wright Wire (^ompany,
Worcester. Mass. Continuous wiredrawing machinery.
No. 1.227,532 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1295.

Dorman. Morris, Baltimore, M<1. Lime-slaking machine.
No. 1,228,190 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1546.

Dorn-Cloney Laundry and Dry Cleaning Co. (See Tow,
James O., assigDor.)

Dorsey. Parmer, Hutchinson. Kans. Signaling device.
No. 1,226,755 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1034.

Dossey, William J., Glasgow. Ky. Rotary tooth-brush.
No. 1,226,482 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 906.

D«etal, John R.. Milwaukee, Wis. Bottle-washer. No,
1.227.594 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1844.

Dottl. Joseph, assignor to The Dottl Manufacturing Com-
pany, Madison, Wis. Soilng and frame supporter for
motor vehicles. No. 1,225.115; May 8; v. 2RS ; p. 401.

Dottl Manufacturing Company, The. (See Dottl, Joseph.
assignor.)

Double, Edward, Loa Angeles. Cal. RoUry bit. No.
1,224.287 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 62.

Dougan. Kennedy, Minneapolis. Minn. Temperature-gov-
ernor for fluids. No. 1.224.614 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 178.

Dougherty, Owen T.. St. Paul. Minn. Railway-car truck.
No. 1.226.756 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1035.

Douglas, Harry A., assignor to Douglas k Rudd Manu-
facturing Conpaoy. Brooson. Mich. Electrical con-
nector. No. 1,224,907 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 331.
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assignor to Douglas & Rudd Manu-
facturing Company, Bronson, Mich. I'lectrlcal

Douglas, Harr.v A.
con-

p. ar.i.

(S'>e Itouglns.
nector. No. 1.224.9<8; May 8; v. 238

Douglas k Rudd Manufacturing Company.
Harry A., assignor.)

Douglas, William, Detroit, Mich. Retting vegetable sUlks.
No. 1,224,722 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 217.

Doojak,. Maria, assignor of part Interest to C. Heller,

New York, N. Y. Windshield. No. 1,227,696; May
29; V. 288: p. 1846.

Dover Stamping anil Manufacturing Company. (See
Whitney. Horace E., assignor.)

Dow Wire k Iron Works. (See Logan, William H., as-

signor.)
Downing. Ira B.. Indianapolis, Ind. Emergency draft-

gear. No. 1.228.005: May 29; v. 288; p. 1486.
Dovle, John, Hoboken. N. J. Rug-holder. No. 1,224,616;

Slay 1 : v. 288 ; p. 179.
Drake, Marshall D., Crestwoo<l. Ky. Hover. No.

1.227.401 ; May 22: v. 238; p. 1251.
Draper Corporation. (See Ferguson, Thonia-*, nwslgnor.)

Draper Corporation. (See Hebert, I'bald, assignor.)

Draper Corporation. (See Lussler, Henry, assignor.)

Draper Corporntion. (See .Nutting, Charles E., assignor.)

Draper Corporation. (See Stlmpson, Edward S., assignor.)
Draper, David F.. Georgetown. Tex. Metallic roof. No.

1.227.402 : -May 22 ; v. 2.S8 ; p. 1251.
Drendell Electrical and Manufacturing Company. (See

Siebenhauer, Lester, assignor.)
Dressel Railway I^mp Works. The. (See Chldley, Joseph.

assignor.)
Dressel. Warren E., E<lwardsvllle, 111. Relief device for

acetylene-gas generators. No. 1,224,616; May 1; v.

288 ; p. 179.
Dressier, Charles E. (See Cordts. George, asslpor.)
Dressier, Conrad, Marlow. England. Ttmnc; kiln. No.

1.225.318: Mav 8; v. 238: p. 4."<V

Drew. Harrv A., West New York, and G. M. Mazza, Wee-
hawken, N. J., assignors to Coin Device * Signal Co.,

Inc. Coin collecting apparatus. No. 1.227,403; May
22: V. 238; p. 1252.

Drexellns. (ieorge M. (See Meti. Walter R., assignor.)

Dreyfus, Isaac. (See Beckers and Dreyfus.)
Driggs. Louis L., New York. .N. Y. Apparatus for feeding

cartridges to machine-guns. No. 1J224,860 ; May 1; v.

288 ; p. 90.

Drlscoll. Michael F.., Somervllle, N. J. Attachn.ent for

cutting figures on fabrics. No. 1.225,506; May 8; v.

238 ; p. .564.

Drltley William, Chicago. 111. Forming machine for

plain upholstered seats. No. 1.224.900 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. .132.

Drumm. John B.. Wlnslow. Ariz. Spring-roller. No.
1.228.803: Mav 29: v. 288; p. 1688.

Du Bols. Delafle!<l. .V.w York. N. Y., assignor to (General

Electric Companv Expansion-chamber for electrical

appjjratus. .No. 1.227.404 ; May 22 ; v. 238: p. 1252.
Du Hnil Nspoleon, Cincinnati. Ohio. Rod-cutting device.

No. 1.226.666; May 15; v. 238: p. 7«6.
Dubois Watch Case Company. (See Bills, Fred 8., as-

signor.)
Duckham. Arthur M., Ashstead. England. Apparatus for

discharging coke-hoppers or the like. .No. 1,225,597;
. May 8 : V. 2:^8 ; p. 565.
Duerr, Philip F.. Alvo, Nebr. Self-cleaning currycomb.

No. 1.220.f57 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1085.
Duff Manufacturing Company, The. (See Hlndman,

Isaiah E.. a:<slgnor.) ., „ ». .....
Duffle. I>aniel F'., West New Brighton, N. Y. Non-skid at-

tn.hm.'nf. No. 1,224.367 : May 1 ; v. 288; p. 91.

Duffleld. Wavne <;.. Mollne, 111., assignor to The Dain Man-
ufacturing" Company of Iowa. Ottumwa, Iowa. Hay-
press. No. 1,224,288; May 1; v. 238 ; p. 63.

Dufty, Arthur. La Fayette, Ind. Flush-tank. No.
1.226.768; May 22: v. 238; p. 1036.

Duke Henrv R.. assignor of one-half to A. O. Thayer,
Mobile. Ala. Exhaust-valve for hydrocarbon-engines.

No. 1,227,254; May 22: v. 238; p. 1205.

Diimbolton. John A. (See Field and Diimbolton.)
Dumler, Frar.k. Isabella. Okla. Disk guard for grain-

binders. No. 1.225..''>98 ; May 8; v. 238; p. 565.

Dun Lany. William P.. assignor to Sears, Roebuck and
Companv. Chicago, 111. Means for ornamenting pre

pared roofing. No. 1.228,191 : May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1646.

Dunbar. Ernest W.. assignor to Apsley Rubber Company,
Hudson. Mass. Rubber-sole<l shoe. No. 1,226,318 ; May
15 : V. 238 : p. 855.

Duncan, Charles A., and 0. L. Shoup. nssignors to Ameri-
can Carbolite Company. Duluth, Minn. Acetylene-gas

generator. No. 1.228.802: May 29; v. 238; p. 1582.

Duncan, Leander. Butte. Mont. Concrete railway-tie.
No. 1.227,405 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1262.

Dunham. Bert O.. Hawthorne, N. J., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Western Electric Company. Incorpo-
rateil. Telephone-exchange system. No. 1,227.895 ; May
29 : V. 288 ; p. 1449.

Dunham. Charles W.. E:4lgewood borough. Pa., assignor to
The I'nion Switch k .''Ignal Company. Swlssvale, Pa.
Rheostat. -No. 1.225.227: May 8; v. 238: p. 438.

Duokelsberg, Louis. New York, N. Y. Goggles. No.
1.225.110; May 8; v. 238: p. 401.

Dunkelsberg. I^ouls. Brooklyn, N. Y. Goggles. No.
1.227.896 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1449.

2:i8 O. G.—ii

Dunlap, Dlx. La Junta, Colo. Vertical feed attachment
for turning-lathes. No. 1,225,117 ; May 8 ; v. 238

:

p. 401.
Dunlap, Harlev M., Battle Creek, Mich. Air-pomp. No.

1,227,762; Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1408.
Dunwoodv Automatic Gun and Projectile Company. (Sea
Dunwoodv. Henry H. C. assignor.)

Dunwoodv. Henry H. C. Washington. D. C assignor to
I>uuwoo<lv .Vutomatic (Jun and Projectile Company. Au-
tomatic pun. No. 1.227.897: May 29; v. 238; p. 1449.

Duplex Channel Pin Company. (See I>eem8, Edward M.,
ai^slgnor.

)

Duplex Printing Press Company. (See Bechman, Henry
F.. assignor.)

Duplicator Manufacturing Company. (See Flanigan. John
.)., assignor.)

Dupuv. Arthur O.. assignor to The C. O. Bartlett k Snow
Compeny, Cleveland. Ohio. Mold - dumping machine.
No. 1.227,763: May 29; v. 238; p. 1403.

Dupuy, Arthur O., assignor to The C. O. Bartlett & Snow
Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Mold-dumping machine.
No. 1.227.764 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1404.

DUrener Metallwerke Aktien - Gesellschaft. (See Beck,
Rasmus, assignor.)

Durham, lialtis A., Irvicgion, N. J. Train-stopping appa-
ratus. No. 1,224.728 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 217.

Duryea, Charles E , Saginaw. Mich. Internal-combustion
engine. No. 1.220,870: Msy 22; v. 238; p. 1074.

Dusha, Paul F., and A. Feyk, assignors to Holub Dusha
Companv. New York, N. V. Automatic tool-sharpening
button lathe. No. 1.225,599; May 8; v. 238; p. 566.

Du<«kes. Samuel, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Ash-sifter.
No. 1.225,941; May 15; v. 238; p. 728.

Dntton. Burton M.. Abingdon, and F. L. Jobson, assign-
ors of one-fourth to J. II. McEvoy, Richmond. Va. Ro-
tary internal-combustion engine. No. 1,228,101 ; May
29: V. 238; p. 1619.

Duval. Ruben. Arnia, Kans. Railway-tie. No. 1,225.600;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 5ri«!.

Duvall Coal Dock Company, The. (See Duvall, Edwin,
assignor.)

Duvall, Edwin, Sharonvllle, assignor to The Duvall Coal
Dock Company, Lewlsburg, Ohio. Car-unloading appa-
ratus. No. 1.226,483; May 15; v. 238; p. 906.

Duxbury, Henry A. (See Hall and Duxbury.)
Dwyer, Henry P.. San Francisco, Cal. Container for

eggs and the like. No. 1,225,(04; May 8; v. 238;
p. <V0(».

Dyarman, George W., New York, N. Y. Tie for railways
and road c«;u»tructloos. No. 1,226.646 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 997.
Dyer, Charlie W., Stratton, Me. Oil-vaporizer for ex-

ploslve-engin(>s. No. 1.226,319 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 866.
Dyer, (Jeorge, Wallaceton, Va. Brush - handle. No.

1.224.724: May 1; v. 238; p. 218.
Dyer, Thomas C, Blanchard, Okla. Gun-sight. No.

1,226,952 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1102.
Dyson, Albert H.. Montclalr, N. J., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Western Electric Company, Incorporated.
Calling device. No. 1,226^83 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1102.

Dyson. Edward T., and H. S. Bullen, Oakland. CaL
Shipping-case. No. 1,225,705 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 600.

E. Klrsteln Sons Company. (See McDonell, William E.,

assignor.)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company. (See Lynah,

James, assignor.)
E. H. Kluge Weaving Company. (See Jordan, Cprnelius,

assignor.)

E H. Sprague Manufacturing Company. (See Peterson,
Thorwsld B. and W. C, assignors.)

E. T. Burrowes Company, The. (See Orr, John B., as-
signor.)

Eahv, Isaac N. and P. M.. Lancaster. Pa. Mail and pack-

age tying device. No. 1,228.192; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.

1646.
Eaby, Paul M. (See Eaby. Isaac N. and P. M.)
Earl Edwin T. (See Hoskins. LalMin A., assignor.)

Easterday, Philip S., Portland, Greg. Reinforced con-

crete construction. No. 1,226,954 ; May 22 ; v. 288

;

p. 1102.
Eastman. Prank M., et al.

slgnor.)
Eastman Kodak Company.

Klgnor.)
Eastman Kodak Company.

slgnor.)
Eastman Kodak Company.

slgnor.)
E^astman Kodak Company.

assignor.)
Eastman Kodak Company.

(See Moore, Samuel E., as-

(See Crabtree, John I., as-

(See Gray, Harry L., aa-

(8ee Kroedel, Robert, as-

(See MeyerIng, Bernard H.,

(See Ruttan and Hutchinga,
assignors.) ^ ^ ,^

E^aston, Frank 8., Stamford, Conn., assignor of oBe-hali
to A. M. Suter. Taughannock Falls, N. Y. Cup-holder.
No. 1.224.617 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 179.

Eaton, Joseph J., and A. V. Free, Yonkers, N. T. Scora-
card for golf. No. 1,224.452 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 122.

Eberhart. Felix, Newark, N. J., assignor to American Can
Companv. New York, N. Y. Can and attachable metallic
label the'refor. No. 1.227,122 ; May 22 ; v. 23^ ; p. 11Q«

Eberhart. Felix. Newark, N. J., assignor to American Can
Company, New York, N. Y. Manufacturing lithographed
cans. No. 1,227,128 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1162.
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Eberhart. Felix, Newark, N. J., asslsnor to American Can
Company, New York, N. Y. Lap - seam can. No.
1.227.596: May 29; v. 238 ; p. 1345:

Ebert. Otto, Cleveland, Ohio. IIollow mill. No. 1,227,533

:

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1296.
Ebr, Earl E., Wllkin»burg. Pa.. aKslgnor to WeKtinghouse

Electric and Manufacturini; Company. Auxiliary appa-
ratus for vapor-converters. No. 1,226.067; May 15 •

V. 238 : p. 767.
Eckart, Charles P., Olaa, Hawaii. Enhancing the arowtb

of sugar-cane. No. 1,227,898; May 29; . 288: p.
1449.

Eckart. Charles F., Olaa, Hawaii. Increasiog the yield
of sugar-cane. No. 1,228.006; May 29; v. 238; p.
1486.

*^

Eckerson, Charles H., Closter, assignor of one-half to
G. J Scott. Englewood, N. J. Camera. No. 1,226,960 ;May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1103.

Ed<IlDgsaas, Halver O., Stougbton. Wis. Rotary-top
table. No. 1,225.228 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 438.

Eddv, Herbert G. (See Lundell and Eddy.)
Edef, Lucas, St Louis, Mo. Casting. No. 1.224,618 ; May

1 ; V. 238 : p. 179.
Edflman, Hyman. Chicago, 111. Garment. No. 1,225,782:
May 8: v. 238; p. 609.

Edelson. Harry, assignor to Regal Button Works, Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pa. Button and fastening device there-
for. No. 1.227,124 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1162.

Edmonds, Charles T., assignor of one-half to R. L. Coch-
ran. Drumrlght, Okla. Liquid-fuel burner. No. 1.226,871 ;May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1075.

E:<iiiK)n(ls. Laben s., Chapmanville. W. Va. Stove-lid
lifter. Xo. 1,225,601 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 566.

Edmunds and Jones Corporation. (See Oodley, Charles
E.. assignor.)

Edtbauer. Petrooella. Chicago, 111. Weighing-machine.
No. 1,224.289 ; May 1 ; v 238 ; p. 63.

Edward Manufacturing Company, The. (See Oleson. OUf
E.. assignor.)

Edwards, John, Flagstaff, Ariz. Condiment-holder. No.
1,226.759 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1036.

E«lwards, Oliver M. (See Stuck, Everett, assignor.)
Edwards, Thomas J., Jamesport. Mo. Lock whip-socket

No. 1.224.619 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 180.
Effront, Jean. (See Boldin and Effront.)
Egbert, Louis H.. assignor to Bastlan Brothers Co.,

Rochester, N. Y. Fastening means. No. 1.225 420-
May 8 ; V. 238 ; p 505.

Ehrllch, Albert H., St. Joseph, Mo. Refrigerator display-
counter. No. 1,227.765; May 29; v. 238; p. 1404

Ehrllch, William, assignor to Case & Martin Co.. Chicago.
111. Measure. No. 1.226.484; May 15; v. 23^; p. 906.

Elchelberger, Walter C. assignor to Enger-Kress Pocket i

Book Co., West Bend. Wis. Edge-foIdlDg machine for
pocket-book bodies. No. 1,225.790; May 15; v. 238;
p. 672.

raermann. William, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ash-cart. No
1,224.290 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 64.

Eisenschiml, Otto, assignor, by mesne assignments, to New
Process Filler Co.. Chicago, 111. Shoe filling composi-
tion. No. 1.224.153; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 13.

Eklund. Walfrld S., Donner. La. Safety means for crank-
ing internai-combustlon engines. No. 1.228,304 ; May

Elam, Calvin. 'ef al. (See Thomas. Solomon, assignor.)
Elder, Thomas W., Jr., Avalon, assignor to Pressed Steel

Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Tank-car construction.
No. 1.226.647 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 997.

Eldredge, Robert J., Waverly, Iowa. Reinforced - roof
form. No. 1,227.265 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1206.

Electric Controller & Manufacturing Company, The (See
Barber, Floyd N.. assignor.)

k j. «=• lorr

Electric Controller & Manufacturing Company, The.
(See Stratton, Harry F., assignor.)

Electric Furnace Company, The. (See Bally and Cope,
assignors.)

Electric Railway Improvement Company, The (See
Crecelliis. Lawrence p.. assignor.)

Electro Dental Manufacturing Company. (See Rassell
Sepas, and Wllford, a.ssignors.)

Elfborg, Henry G.. assignor to American Manganese Steel

fooP*.^^ Chicago. III. Railway-crossing. No.
1.226,421 ; May 8: V. 238: p. 506.

Elfstrum. Axel F., Willmar. Minn. Roosting pole No
1.224.453: May 1 ; v. 23S : p. 122.

"B P«'*- i^o-

Ella. (Jlovannl E.. assignor to VIckers Limited, West-
?^l!i.''J*'Jl:^

London. England. Submarine mine. No
1.226.196 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 810.

Ella. Giovanni E.. assignor to VIckers Limited West-
?" o?.'^.^^^^,

London. England. Submarine mine. No.
1.226.197 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 810.

Ellard, Hugh F., Missoula. Mont. Conveyer cable or rope
No. 1.225.020; May 8: v. 23.»< : p. 369

Elliott Rim Chain k Tread Corporation. (See Elliott
Thaddious V.. assignor.)

Elliott. Thaddious V., .New York, assignor to Elliott Rim
Chain & Tread Corporation. Esopus, N. Y. Tire. No
1,226.320; May 15; v. 238; p. 856.

Ellis. Carleton. Montdalr. N. J. Removing catalyzer from
oil. No. 1,224.291 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 64

Ellis. Carleton, Montdalr. N. J. Color concentrate for
edible oil or fat composition. No. 1,224,910; May 8-
V. 238 ; p. 332.

Ellis, Carleton. Montdalr, N. J. Prodoct of hydrocena-
tlon. No. 1,226,620 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 949.

Ellis, Carleton. Montdalr. N. J., amiignor to Ellis-Foster
Company. Making white hydraulic cement and potash
salts. No. 1,224.454 : Mav 1 ; v. 288; p. 123.

Ellis. C^arleton. Montdalr. N. J., assignor to Ellis-Foster
Company. Making sulfuric anhydrld. No. 1,227.044 .May 22; v. 238 : p. 1134.

Ellis. Carleton. Montdalr. N. J., assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to National Carbon Company, Long Island
City. .N. Y. Non-hydrated moisture-containing man-
gane»»> depolarizing compound. No. 1.228.358; Mav 29"
V. 238 : p. 1602.

Ellis, Carleton. and L. Rablnovitz. Montdalr, N. J., as-
signors, by mesne assignments, of ft.ur-tenths to Elll'*-
Foater Company ami six tenths to Indestructible Paint
Company, Ltd.. London. England. Making varnish
bases. No. 1.226.760 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1036.

Ellis. Charles S.. Chicago. 111. Self-inking dating stamp.
No. 1.226.648 ; May 22 ; v. 238

; p. 996. » »*

EIlls-Foster Company. (See Ellis. Carleton. assignor.)
Ellis Foster Company, et al. (See Ellis and Rablnovitz.

assignors.)
Ellis. Frank J., assignor of one-half to W. N. Browning.

Philadelphia. Pa. Watch-carrier. No. 1.227.697 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1345.

'

Ellis. Fred S.. Brooklyn, assignor to Dubois Watch Case
Company. Brooklyn. N. Y. Securing device for wrlst-
waK^fs No. 1.227.598; May 29; v. 288; p. 1846

Ellis. George M., Mitchell, S. D., and G. F. Brown. Winni-
peg. Manitoba. Canada ; said Ellis assignor to said
Brown. Intermittent-grip device for capstans. No.
1.226.321 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 856.

Ellis. Robert G.. University, a.ssignor to American Car and
Foundry Company. St. Louis. Mo. Draft-arm and <en-
ter-slll reinforcement for underframes. No. 1,224 866:
May 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 265.

Ellis. William O.. Dallas. Oreg. Jar-holding device. No.
1.225.22 * ; .May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 438.

EllisoD, George.
Eisner. Wilhelm

(See Glasner and Ellison.)
Zurich, Switzerland. Vessel for dU-

penslng liquids. No. 1.227,126 ; May 22 ; v. 238

;

p. 1162.
Elwln, George N., Victoria. British Colombia. Canada.

Rotary tooth-brush. No. 1.225,230; May 8; v. 238;
p. 439.

Ely, Maurice M.. assignor of one-half to C. F. Hooks,
Clinton, Iowa. Supp<>rt for wjishtubs. .No. 1,225.319;
May 8 : v. 238; p. 471.

Emens, Albert L., assignor to Sangamo Electric Company,
Springfield, III. Mercury motor-meter. No. 1,226,966;May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1103.

Emerlck. Uerton W. (See Needham and Emerlck.)
Emcrson-Brantingbam Company. (See Waterman, Lewla

E.. assignor.)
Enebo. Ellas K.. Minneapolis. Minn. Automatically-ac-

tuateil gate. No. 1,226,761 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1036.
Engelhart. John G., Atlanta. Ga., assignor of one-half to

L. F. Ostrander. St. Louis, Mo. Quick-opening packless
valve. No. 1.226.485 ; May lo ; v. 238 ; p. Wtf

Enger-Kress Pocket Book Co. (See Elchelberger. Walter
C. assignor.)

Engl. Oadlent. A. Grob. and F. Straub. aaalgnors to Society
of Chemical Industry in Basle. Basel, Swltzerlaml. Pro-
ducing fast tints on animal fibers. No. 1,227,406; Mav
22; V. 238; p. 1253.

Engl, Oadlent. A. Grob. and J. WUrgler assignors to Soci-
ety of Chemical Industry in Basle, IJasel, Switzerland.
Chromium compounds of the gallocyanln series and mak-
ing same. No. 1,227,407 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1253

Engle. George S., Cranston. R. I. Primary battery.
1.224.465; .May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 128.

Englund. Ole J.. Worthlngton, Minn. Sofa-bed.
1.225.942; May 15; v. 238; p. 723.

Engstrom. Carl O.. .Sacramento. Cal. Safety-razor.
1.226.,r22 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 856

Enterprise Manufacturing Company of Pennsylvania, The.
(See .Vsbury. Charles W., assignor.)

Eppler, Andrew, Lynn, Mass., assignor to United Shoe Ma-
chinery Company. Peterson. N. J. Inseam-trimming
machine. No. 1.226.872 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1075.

ErbslOh. Walter. Barmen. <;ermany. Rolling machine.
No. 1.226.198 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 810.

Ericksen. Charles E.. Indianapolis, ind.. assignor of one-
third to J. .\ilerdlce and on.-thlrd to W. II. Allerdlce
Forming-machine.. No. 1.225,602; May S: v. 2.38; p.
667.

Erlckson. Charles F.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Resilient tire. No.
1.228.306; May 29; v. 238; p. 1683.

Erlckson. Edward. Cllftondale. assignor to Victor Slioe
Machinery Company. Lynn. Mass. Automatic stop-
motion. .No. 1.224.456: May 1; v. 238; p. 128.

Erlckson. John, assignor to Automatic Electric Companr.
Chicago. III. Measure<l service telephone system. No.
1,225,603 ; May 8 ; v, 238 : p. 567.

Erlckson. John. Chicago, III., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to R. H. Rogers. Rochester. .\. Y. Switchboard
conl-clrcult for tire - alarm telephone systems. No.
1.225.943; May 15; v. 288; p. 723.

Erlckson. John. Chicago. 111., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to R. H. Rogers. Rochester, .N. Y. Connector
repeater-switch of automatic telephone-exchanges for
handling fire-alarm calls. No. 1.228.007 ; May 29 ; t.
288; p. 1486.

Erlckson. I^ouls O.. Denver. Colo. Measuring Instrnment.
No. 1.224.725 : May 1 : V. 238 ; p. 218.

No.

No.

No.
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Ernst. George. Newark. N. J. Safety gage-glass. No.
1.225,604 : Mav 8; v. 238; p. 567.

Errlngton. Franklin A., Stapleton. .N. Y. Multiple Up-
ping device and similar tool. No. 1,226,486 ; May l6 :

v. 238 ; p. 907.
Errlngton. Franklin A., Stapleton, N. Y. Celling drill-

press. No. 1.226.487; May 16; v. 288; p. 907.
Erwln. Jiimes B. and <). R.. Milwaukee, Wis. Fire

extlngulsblng apparatus. No. 1,225,944; May 15;
v. 238 : p. 724.

Erwln. Orlando R. (See Erwln, James B. and O. R.)
Esperon, J. F. (See Ostrander, Lewis F., aMlgnor.)
Essansee Lock Company. (See Carson, John P., u-

slgnor.)
Enser. Henry J., New Orleans, La. Garter. No. 1,224,164 ;

May 1 : v. 238; p. 13.
Eureka Automatic Gas Valve Mfg. Co. (See Dearlng,

Joseph W., assignor.)
Evans. A. D. (^See Markwell, Andrew E.. assignor.)
Evans, Edward S.. Detroit, Mich. Chock-block. (Relsaoe.)

•So. 14.306: Mar 29; v. 238; p. 1610.
Evans. Frank T.. U. S. .Navy, assignor to G. H. Benjamin,
New York. N. Y. Obtaining pure water from salt water.
.No. 1.226.118 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 4<»2.

Brans, Howard S.. assignor to Macbeth Evans Glass Com-
iny, Pittsburgh, Pa. Decorating glassware. No.pany, Pittsburgn, pa. L>ecorating ^

l7228,967 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1103.
Cvans. Leigh R., Rochester, N'. Y. (it

niotor-cydes. .No. 1,226,199; May 15;
iasolene-tank for

V. 238; p. 811.
Evans. Powell, Philadelphia, Pa. Motor-tractor. No.

1.228.306; May 29: v. 238
; p. 1583.

Evans, i'owell. Philadelphia. Pa. Axle construction. No.
1.228.307 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1684.

Evans. I'owell. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Globe
Automatic Sprinkler Company. Pbllauelphia. Pa. Dry-
pipe valve. No. 1.226,488; May 15; v. 238; p. 908.

Evans, Powell, assignor, by mesne assignments, to <jlobe

Automatic Sprinkler Company, Philadelphia. Pa. Dry-
pipe valve. No. 1.226.489; May 15; v. 238; p. 908.

Evans, Rollo E., Emporia. Kans. Footboard for switch-
engines. No. 1,228,.S08; May 29; v. 238; p. 1584.

Evenson. Adolph O.. Duluth. Minn. Horseshoe-calk. No.
1.228.119: May 8: v. 238: p. 402.

Eversole, Henley. Newman. 111. Agricultural tractor.
No. 1.226.200; May 16; v. 288; p. 811.

Ewlng. Alice li.. Salt Lake City, UUh. Letter-box. No.
1,228.193 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1547.

wing, Charles F.. Johnstown. Pa. Box-car construction.
No. 1,227,408 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1263.

Excelsior Steel Furnace Company, The. (See Scherer,
Albert G., assignor.)

Kxolon Company, The. (See Kalmus, Herbert T., »•-

aignor.)
Ssso. Pasqual*-. Newark. N. J. Coffee-roaster. No.

1.224.620 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 180.
F. J. Strobel A Co. (S«>e Strobel, Frauds J., assignor.)
F. L. Smidth & Co. (See Schultz. Oscar, assignor.)

F. .N. Burt Company. (See Holly, Carlos, assignor.)
Faas. Henrv N., and W. L. Braley, assignors to The Ameri-

can .See<ling Machine Company. Springfield. Ohio. Hop-
I. No. IS"

m :_p. 332.
Faas. Walter, assignor of one-fourth to C. Steffen. El

per for seeding-machines.
238 : p. 332.

.224.911 ; May 8; t.

Paso. Tex. Drafting tool. No. 1.226,068; May 16;
V. 288 : p. 768.

Faber. Daniel B.. assignor of one-half to D. H. Brown.
Uhrlchsvllle. Ohio. Vitreous cross-tie and rail-fasten-
ing. No. 1.228,tM)8: Mav 29: v. 238; p. 1487.

Fageol, Rollle B., Oaklan.l. Cal. Flexible vehicle. No.
1.226,958 : Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1104.

Fageol. Rollle B., Oakland. Cal. Vehicle. No. 1,226,959;
May 22; v. 288; p 1104.

Fageol, Rollle B., Oakland. Cal. Vehicle. No. 1,226,060;
Mav 22 ; v. 238; p. 1104.

Fageol. Rollle B., Oakland. Cal. Intersteerlng connection
for flexible vehicles. No. 1,226,961 ; May 22 ; v. 288

;

p. 1105
Fageol. Rollle B.. Oakland. Cal. Flexible road-train. No.

1,226.962; May 22; v. 238; p. 1106.
Fahle. Ravmond J.. Chicago. 111. Conveyer. No.

1.227,«95»': Mav 29; v. 2:i8 ; p. 1460.
Fahrenwald. Frank A., Cleveland. Ohio, dedicated, by

mesne assignments, to the Government of the United
States of America. Composite metal article. No.
1.228.194: Mav 29: v. 2.38: p. 1647.

Falrgrleve, Frederick M., Toronto. Ontario. Canada.
Coupling element. No. 1.226,791 ; May 15 ; v. 288

;

p. 672.
Falrhurst, John T., Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to The Fold-

ing Partition Companv. Folding partition. No.
1.224.155 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 13.

Fandei. Peter, Gibson, La. Means for operating change
able exhibitors. No. 1.227,409; May 22; v. 288; p.
1263.

Farley. Michael H., assignor of one-half to A. W. Kah,
Seattle. Wash. Automatic circuit-closer for electric
heaters. No. 1.228,196 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1647.

Farmer, Luke W., Somervllle, Mass. Paper carton. No.
1,224.720: May 1; v. 238; p. 218.

Farnham. Sidney W , Chicago, and F. W. OUn, Alton, as-
signors to Western Cartridge Company, East Alton. 111.

Method of and apparatus for measuring the stringing of
shot. No. 1.226,762 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1037.

Farniworth, Charles H., assignor of one-half to Tosten
Bros., Briceland, Cal. Sharpening attacHment for mow-
ing machines. No. 1,227.41(J : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1254.

Farnsworth. Sidney W.. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to
We.stinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Anode structure for vapor-convertera. No. 1,226.069

;

May 15 : v. 288 ; p. 768.
Farnsworth. Sidney W., Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to West-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Sua-
talniug device for vapor-converters. No. 1,227,766

;

May 29 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1404.
Farrel Foundry & Machine Company. (See Bowen, David

R., assignor.)
Farwell, John C. (See Hlscock. Emory C. assignor.)
Fath, George H. (See Peters. Path, and Miller.)
Faulklnl>erry. Joseph G. (See Myers and Faulklnberry.)
Feary, Neville A. T. N., Peterborough, assignor to Fred-

erick Sage & Company, Limited, London, England.
Spring fastening device. No. 1,227.411 ; May 22 ; v.

288 ; p. 1264.
Fedders. John M., assignor to Fedders Manufacturing
Company. Inc.. Buffalo, N. Y. Metal-t>endlng machine.
No. 1.226.490; May 15; v. 238; p. 909.

Fedders Manufacturing Company. (See Fedders. John
M., assignor.)

Federal Rubber Company, The. (See Pratt. Benjamin H.,
assignor.)

Federal Telegraph Company. (See Watklns, James O., as-
signor.)

FefeTl, Henrv H., Dayton, Ohio. Combined chain and lock
stitch. No. 1,227,045 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1134.

Feher. Michael, Alliance. Ohio. Ear-protecting device.
No. 1,225.422 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 506.

Feigen. John. Indianapolis, Ind. Bnildlng-board. No.
1.227.767 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1405.

Feinsteln, Jennie L. P.. (Jrand Forks. N. D. Child's
undergarment. No. 1.225.945 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 724.

Feldkamp, Frederick A., Newark, N. J., J. P. Payor, New
York, N. Y., and H. Payson, Short Hills, N. J., assignors
to The SIx-In-One Fuse Company. New York. N. Y. Mul-
tiple-fuse plug. No 1.227,256 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1206.

Fell. William S.. New Orleans, La. Window-latch. No.
1.227.768 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1405.

Fellman. Edward J., Milwaukee, Wis. Half-screen hangei'.
No. 1.224.912 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 3?3.

Fellmeth, Jacob W., assignor to Tne Marlon Steam Shovel
Co., Marlon, Ohio. (Jperatlng mechanism for brakea,
clutches, and the like. No. 1,224,621 ; May 1 ; v. 238;
p. 180.

Fellows, Frank P., Tacoma, Wash. Automatic safety stop-
ping device for machines. No. 1,224,622 ; May 1 ; t.
288 ; p. 181.

Peltes, Peter. Cleveland, Ohio. Artificial limb. No.
1.224,368 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 91.

Felta, Charles F., assignor of one-fourth to W. E. Ander-
son, one-fourth to w. H. Langdale, and one-fourth to
S. L. Langdale, St. Louis. Mo. Motor-driven vehicle.
No. 1,228.009 : Mav 29 : v. 23« p. 1487.

Fendrlch, Adam E., Weehawkr: N. J. Tooth-brush. No.
1,227,412 : May 22 ; t. 288 ; p. 1264.

Fennell, Walter W. (See Burch, Allen, assignor.)
Fenstermaker. Emanuel L., assignor of one-third to F. H.

Kurkbart. Lancaster, Pa. Screw-cap wrench. No.
1,226,231 ; May 8; v. 2.38; n. 439.

Ferguson, Alexander, et al. (See Ferguson, Baltuce W.,
assignor.)

Ferguson. Baltuce W., assignor of one-fourth to W. B.
Rodm-in, one-fourth to 8. B. Ferguson, Jersey City,
N. J., and one-fourth to A. Ferguson, Syracuse, N. Y.
Soap holder support. No. 1,227,046; May 22; v. 288;

« p. 1186.
Ferguson. Carl S., Jonesburg. Mo. Heater for oll-Iamps.

No. 1.224.623; May 1: v. 238; p. 181.
Ferguson, Charles, Milton. Ind. Road-drag. No.

1.225.792; May 15; v. 238; p. 673.
Ferguson. John A., assignor to The Ferguson Synstone

Co.. l>enver. Colo. Fireproof wall construction. No.
1.227,599 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1346.

Ferguson. Joseph B., New York. N. Y. Vehicle. No.
1,227,257 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1207.

Ferguson. Sheldon B., et al. (See Ferguson, Baltuce W.,
assignor.)

Ferguson Synstone Co., The. (See Ferguson, John A^
assignor.

)_
Ferguson. Thomas. Lowell, assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Draper Corporation. Hopedale. Mass. Feeler-
motion for looms. No. 1.226.120; May 8; v. 288;
p. 402.

Ferguson. William C. St. Louis. Mo. Septic tank. No.
1.224.91.J: May 8; v. 2.38; p. 3.33.

Ferney. Daniel F., assignor to Grand Rapids School Ek]Olp-
ment Co.. <;rand Rapids. Mich. \flter - clamp. No.
1.226.763: May 22; v. 238; p. 1037.

Fernholz. Lawrence. Arcadia. Wis. Emergency windlasa
for automobiles. No. 1,225,946; May 15; v. 238;
p. 726.

Feron, Ii*on. Brussels, Belgium. Sklttle-game apparatus.
No. 1,224.. 27 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 218.

Ferrler, Albert C, assignor of one-half to W. J. Hill.
Lincoln. Nebr. Carbureter attachment. No, 1,225.021 ;

May 8 ; v. 2.38 : p. .369.

Ferris. Henry L.. assignor to Hunt. Helm. Ferris & Com-
pany, Harvard, HI. Stall construction. No. 1.225,320:
May 8: v. 238: p. 471.
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Ferrli. Howard J.. asslfBor to Hunt-Helni-F*rri» * Co.,

HarVard. 111. BuU-tTuff. No. 1.226.201; May 15;

V. 238; p. 811. ™. ., w
FerrlB, Ralph E., Swlssval*. Pa., assignor to Westlnghoose

Ba*ctrlc and Manufacturing Company. System of con-

trol. No. 1.227,413: May 22; v. 238 ; P. 1254.

Ferrltto. Daniel, Cleveland, Ohio. Table-leg leveler.

1.224.156 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 14.

Fettlg, Carl A. (See Mennle, William, aaalgnor.)

Fey John W.. Shreveport, La. Automoblle-slgnal.

1,225.022; May 8; v. 238; p. 370.

B«lt. N*.

No.

No.

Feyk. Anton. (S>e Dusha and Feyk.) „ „. ,
.

Flalkowskl, Kazlmlr A.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Bicycle mud-
guard. No. 1,226.323: May 15; v. 238; D. 856.

Fiedler & Co. G. m. b. H. (See Nlederwerfer, Valentin,

assignor.)
, ^ „ ,

Flego, Alexander J. R., Lynn, Mass., asslgiior to (.eneral

Electric Company. Electric meter. No. 1,226,491 ;

May IS ; v. 238 ; p. 909.

Field .Allan Ii.. London, England, assignor to Weatlng-

hoii.xe Electric and Manufacturing Company. Dynamo-
elertrlc machine. No. 1,227.414 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.

1255.
Field, John F. (See Chamberlain. Chauncev, assignor.)

Field. William T., and J. A. Dumbolton, Lincoln. Nebr.

Grease-gun. No. 1.224.914; May 8; v. 238; p. 333.

Fiero. George M., Pittsburgh. Pa. Steering mechanism
for automobile-lamps. No. 1,226,492; May 15; t.

238 ; p. 910. * „^ „.
Flfleld, Albert F.. Newark. N. J., aaaignor to The Singer

Manufacturing Company. Sewing - machine. >o.
l,?2e,903; May 22- v. 238; p. 1106. ^ ^ , ^

Flndley, Benjamin F.. Denver. Mo. Road-drag. No.

1.224.728 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 219. ^ , ^
Flnley, Thomas fc. (See McKinnon. Walter A., assignor.)

Finn, WUliam, Bloomfleld. N. J., assignor to The AV estern

Union Telegraph Company. New York, N. Y. Relay and
repeater. (Reissue.) No. 14,304 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p.

Flnnegan, John F., et ai. (See Hveem, Martin, assignor.)

Firestone, .\drlan A.. Cleveland. Ohio. Sprlng-tlre for

vehlcleH. No. 1.228.010; May 29; v. 238; p. 1*88- ,

Fischer. Alex. Kensington. London, England. Portable

cabinet-gramophone. No. 1,224,369 ; May 1 ; . 288 ;

D 91
Fl»4her'. Anton C. (See Fischer. Anton E. and A. <:.)

Fischer, Anton E. and A. C. Cedarburg. Wis. Revolving

platform. No. 1,225.793; May 15; v. 238; p. 673

Fischer. Charles A., assignor to AlUs-Chalmers Manufac-
turing Company, Milwaukee. Wis. Truss. No. 1,225.282 ;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 439
Fischer. William C, New York. N. Y., assignor to The
Compound Meter Mfg. Company. Inc. Gas-heater. No.

1,226,964; May 22: v. 238: p. 1106
FNh. Edwards R.. Webster Groves. Mo. Boiler- furnace.

No. 1.228.102 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1519.

Fish John, Sunnyslde, Utah. Tilling - machine. No.

1,226,493; May 15; V. 238; D. 910.

Fisher Alva J.. Evanston. assignor to Hurlev Machine
Company, Chicago. 111. Ironing - machine. No.

1,228.121 ; May 8; v. 238; p. 40.3.
, , ^ .^

Fisher Body Corporation. (See Allmand, John T.. as-

signor.)
Fisher, George F., Plalnfleld. N. J., asslraor to The Hart-

ford Rubber Works Company. Tire fabric and making
the same. No. 1,224.878 ; May 1 ; t. 238 ; p. 270.

Fisher, George F., Roselle. N. J., assignor to The Hartford
Rubber Works Company. Tlre-bulldlng machine. No.
1,228.196: May 29: v. 238; p. 1548.

^ ^

Fisher. John A.. Homestead. Pa. Amusement deTlce. No.

1.228,011 : May 29 : v. 2-38 : p. 1488.
^ ^ . ,

Flsk Frederick C. (See Swanberg. Arthur W., assignor.)

Flskpp I'eder A., Fre<leriksl)erg. tij-rt Copenhagen. I>en-

mark. Machine for cleaning, grinding, finishing, and
Dolishing of parquetted floors and similar surfaces.

Ko. 1,224.292 ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 64. ^ ^, ,
Fitch, .\lbert C, Detroit, Mich. Adjustable form for

molding concrete structures. No. 1.227.769 ; May 29 ;

v 238 : p. 1405.
Fitzgerald. Edward L. (See Able and Fitzgerald.)

Fjf'irman. [?»-nKt W.. Siifve Strandgata. f;ottenborg. Swe-
den, a-sslgnor, by mesne assignments, to S. K. F. Ball

Bearing Company, Hartford. Conn. Ball-retainer of

sheet metal for ball-bearings. No. 1.224.624 ; May 1 :

238 ; p. 181.
FlaKK Ernest. New York. N. Y. Compartment sleeping-

car. No. 1.224.625 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 182. '

Flaeg. Ernest. New York. N. Y. Metal window. No.

1 224,620 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 182.

Flagg. George B.. New York, N. Y. Clfarette-packlng ma-
chTne. No. 1.227.60.. ; May 29 : v. 2.?8 ; P. 1346

Flanigan, John J., assignor to Duplicator Manufacturing
Company. Chicago. III. Multiple copying-machine. No.

1.226,649 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; P- 998.

Fleck. Franklin A.. Mlddletown. Pa. Fan. No. 1,225,122 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 40.-?.

Flegel, Benjamin F.. Racine, Wis., and L. S. Darling, El-

ifngton. Conn. Pipe-bowl cleaner. No. 1.227.601 ; May
29 ; V. 2.'^8

; p. 1346.
Fleischmann. Isldor, Brooklyn, N. T. Antomoblle-radlator.

No. 1.227.770 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1406
Fleischmann. Lionel. Berlin. Germany, assignor to General

Electric Company. Rotarv converter. No. 1,224.729

;

Mflv 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 219.

Fleming. AUlson H., Fairmont. W. Va.
1.225.947; May 16: v. 238; p.'-726.

Fleming. Frauk A. (See Chase and Fleming.)
Flennlken. Charles A. B., Watertown. Mass. Educational

device. No. 1.228,197; May 29: v. 288; p. 1548.
Flentje, Ernst. Cambridge Mass. Shock-absorber. No.

1.227,126; May 22; V. 238; p. 1163.

Flint, John B.. Wlnthrop, Mass. assignor to The Reece
.Shoe -Machinery Company. Boston, Mass. Nailing-

machine. .No. 1.225.704; Slay 15; v. 238; p. 673.

Florida Soil Fertility Company. (See Burrows. Clarence

B., assignor.) . , ^ ^,

Floyd George. Portsmouth, Ohio. Internal-combustion
engine. No. 1.225.0O5; May 8; v. 2;<8 ; p. 668.

Flume Improvement Company. (See Hlnman. Leroy IL,

assignor.) ^ . , , ^
Flurschelm. Bernhard J.. Fleet. England, assignor to

.\etna Explosives Company. Inc.. New York. ^-^.Ni-
trating toluoli containing paraffins. No. 1.225.321

;

May 8 ; v. 2.*?8 ; p. 471. „, ^ ^

Fogal John E. W., assignor to Qulncy Elevator Gate
Company, Qulncy, 111. Operatlnf means for elevator

shaft and car doors. No. 1,225.606 ; May 8; v. 238;

Fogg Ernest, Newcastle upon-Tyne. England. ArtlflcUl

teeth. No. 1,227.602 ; May 20 ; v. 238 ; p. 1347.

Fogler. George L., Pittsburgh. Pa. Reducing metal-bear-

ing substances. No. 1.227,127 ; .May 22 ; v. ?88 ; p.

Foland, Clarke V.. Bluefleld. W. Va. Apoaratus for dl».

charging collapsible tubes. No. 1,228,309; May 29; t.

Folden'. ^rank H.. Des .Moines. Iowa. Multlmoldlng con-

crete-block machine. No. 1.226.765; May 22; v. 288;

Fo?den Frank H.. Des Moines. Iowa. Concrete-block in«-

chln^. No. 1.226.873 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p 1075.

Folden Frank H., Des Moines, assignor to Monarch Blan-

ufacturlng Corporation. Boone. Iowa. Troweling mech-

anism. .N^o. 1.227.900; May 29; v 238; p. 1451.

Folding Partition Company, The. (See Falrhurst. John
T Asslffiior )

Foley Hugh R.. Minneapolis. Minn. Saw-Ollng machine.

No 1 224.293 : -May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 64.

Folge'r. Harrv S.. and T. Ross. Chicago. 111. Hand-stamp.
.No. 1.226.^74 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1076

Foley. James S., West Bromwlch. and F. W. Baker, Stour-

bridge. England. Detachable or Interchangeable whMl
for motor vehicles. No. 1.228.810; May 29; v. 238;

Fo^lett, EJdward P.. Daluth. Minn. Fish cleaning mecha-

nism. No. 1.228.311 : May 29; v. 2.^8: p. 1585.

Fonnesbeck. I.eon. Logan, "tah. Agrlcnltural Implement.

No 1 225.423; May 8; v. 238; p. 50 (.

Fontenot. F. M.. et al. (See Underwood. Charles W., aa-

Fonmiot, Gns E., et al. (See Underwood, Charles W.,

Fon*tenot*!'^Rufu8 W.. et al. (See Underwood, Charles W.,

Focks, Harry C. Salisbury. Md. Fralt-protectlng deTlce

for berry crates. No. f.226.875 ; May 22; v. lJ88 ; p.

1076. ^ „
Foote-Burt Company. The. (See Randies. George K.. *»-

Foote. Edward T.. Mont, lair, N. J. assignor to The Cutler-

Hammer Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee Wis
^*Vor*'J'*i5lSf

equipment. No. 14227.771; May 29 ; v. 238; P- }^
Foote Herman M.. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Me-

chanical Rubber Company. Annular article. WO.

1 225 023 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 370.

Forbes. Ida R. (See MctJowen and Thalhammer. *•-

For.T. Hannibal C Jamaica, assignor to A. J. Baldwin.

New York. N. Y. Railway system. (Reissue.) No.

14.295 ; May 1 : . 238 ; p. 274. , , ^
Ford. Oscar B.. E. H. I^y. and J. J. H^t". Lewlsborg.

Ohio. As.sortlng-cabinet. No. 1.225.60 1 ;
-May », v.

2.38 : p. 568. , ^
Ford Silas M.. St. Paul, Minn. Machine for making lath-

hoard. No. 1.226.650 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p 999.

Ford. Walter C. Erlck. Okla. Disk plow. No. 1.225,238:
May 8: . 2.H8 ; p. 440.

Fordice. Bay E.. CMcago. 111., assignor to W. "• Miner.

Chaiy. N. Y. Roller side bearing. No. 1.226,202;

May 15; v. 238; p. 812. „ , „
I Forelly Carl B. (See Paulson, Rudolf, assignor.)

;
Foreman, J. P. (See Luke. Russell, Kennedy, and Ander-

son, assignors.)
. ,. , , _

Fort, George L., assignor to Fort-lfled Manufacturing Com-
pany. Kansas City. Mo. Melting pot feeder. No.

1.226,651 ; May 22 ; . 288 : p. 999. „ „ ^ ^
Fort-lfled Manufacturing Company. (See Fort, George Lu,

AsslffDor )

Fortescue," Charles L., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Weat-
lnghou.se Electric and Manufacturing Company. Elec-

trfcal protective device. No. 1,224.370 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ;

p. 92.
Fortescue, Charles L . Pittsburgh. Pa . assignor to We«t-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Trans-
former. No. 1.227,415 ; May 22 ;

v. 288 : p. 1255
Fortescue. Charles L., Pittsburgh. Pa . assignor to West-

lnghon<>e Ele< trie and Manufacturing Company. Cir-

cuit Interrupting d^-vUe. No. 1.227.416 ; .May 22 ; T.

288 ; p. 1255.
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Fortescue, Charles L.. Plttsburfh, Pa., assignor to West-
Inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Cir-
cult-lnterrnptlng device. No. 1,227,417; May 22; v.

288; p. 1256
Fortescue, Charles L., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to West-

inghouse Electric and Manuuicturlng Company. Elec-
trfc distributing system. No. 1,227.772 ; May 29 ; v.

, 238; p. 1400.
Forth, Charles, Ottawa, Outario, Canada. Door-closing

mechanism. No. 1.225.322 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 472.
Forth, Charles, Ottawa. Ontario, Canada. Door-closing
mechanism No. 1.228,012; May 29; v. 238; p. 1488.

Fosburgb, Lawrence L., Sapulpa, Okla. Aeroplane. No.
1,224,916- May 8; v. 238; p. 3.33.

Foster Brothers Manufacturing Company. (See Foster,
William B., assignor.)

Foster, Van Buren, Boyles, Ala. Journal-box. No.
1,224,730 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 219.

Foster, William B., assignor to Foster Brothers Manufac-
turing Company, Utlca, N. Y. Bed-spring hanger. No.
1,224.158 ; Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 14.

Foster, William J., assignor to The Ohio Blower Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Conveying mechanism. No. 1,227.128 ;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 116^.
Foundry Appliance Company, The. (See Franta, Jerome

N., assignor.)
Fournler, Minnie. Mlnong, Wis. Combined vegetable

cooker and drainer. No. 1,224,731 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

p. 220.
Foust, Raymond R.. Clarksburg. W. Va. Ladder-Joint.

No. 1.22(.901 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1451,
Fowler, Alfre*! B.. Beverly. Mass.. assignor to United

Shoe Machinery Company. I'aterson. N. J. Channel-
guide mechanism for sewing-machines. No. 1,226.070

;

May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 708.
Fowler Car Company. The. (See Fowler. William E., Sr.,

assignor.)
Fowler. Charles R.. Philadelphia. Pa. Radiator-support.

No. 1.224.916 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 834.
Fowler. Clarence E.. Toledo. Ohio. Steam-turbine. No.

1.226.424; May 8; v. 238: p. 607.
Fowler, William E.. Sr., assignor to The Fowler Car Com-

pany. Chicago, 111. Steel - sheathed box - car. No.
1,226.948 : May 16 ; t. 288 ; p 725.

Fox, Bert M.. assignor to Grand Rapids Hand Screw Co.,
Grand Rapids. Mich. Knockdown table. No. 1.226,234 ;

May 8 ; v. 2:i8 ; p. 440.
Fox. Edward (}. B.. assignor to The Franklin Electric

Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Conn. Protector
for incandescent lamps and the like. No. 1,225,425;
May H ; v. 2;!8 ; p. 5<i7.

Fox. Gordon, assignor to Mark Manufacturing Company.
Chicago. 111. Method and apparatus for electrlcalfv
beating pipe-blanks. No. 1.227,60:3 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238';

p. 1.H47.
Fox, Richard K.. Colorado Springs, Colo. Extension piano-

pedal. No. 1,226.494 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 910.
Fox. William R.. and E. W. Cleveland, Jackson, Mich. ;

said t'lfveland assignor to saWl Fox. Multiple-spindle
drilling machine.. No. 1,225.235; May 8; v. 238;
p. 44<>.

FranchinI, Giovanni, and C. Bartolomec. San Francisco.
Cal. Releasing device. No. 1.228.360 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1602.
Francis. Charles. (S»h' Beregh, Theodore J.. Jr., as-

algnor. t

Francis. William P.. .\tlanta. Ga. Masonry beam. No.
1,227,418; Mav 22; v 238; p. 1256

Frank, Herbert L. (See Lambert, Howard J., assignor.)
Frank, Joseph. New York, N. Y. DupllcatlnE and address-

ing machine. No. 1.226.495 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 911.
Frank, William P., Chicago, 111. Tube-bending machine.
No 1.225.420: May 8: v. 2.38: p. 507.

Frankland, Alexander J., Troplco. assignor to L. D.
Jacobv. Ix)s Angeles. (Jal. Means for making paper
spoons. No. 1,227.534 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1296.

Franklin Auto I'eanut Blanching Co. (See Franklin,
Joseph A., assignor.)

Franklin Electric Manufacturing Company, The. (See
Fox. Kdwnrd •;. B.. assignor.)

Franklin. Joseph A., assignor to Franklin Auto Peanut
Blan.-hing Co.. Chicago. 111. Peanut-blanching machine.
No. 1.22.'*,lo3; May 29; v. 238 ; p. 1520.

Frantx. Jerome N.. assignor to The Foundry Appliance
Company, -Newark, N. J. Molding machine. No.
1,22*.773 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1407.

Frantr Manufacturing Company. (See Frantr, Peter, as-
signor. I

Frantz, Peter, assignor to Frnnti Manufacturing Co., Ster-

ling. 111. Car-door construction. No. 1.228,013; May
29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1489.

Franzen. Ernst, Chicago. 111. Furniture-caster. No.
1,224.294 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 65

Frnser. Charles A , and F M. Henry, assignors of one-third
to C. K. Spears. Minneapolis. Minn. Melting-pot. No.
1.226.490 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 911.

Fra««^r. Imntel M.. "Toronto. Ontario, Canada. Plpe-flttlng.
No. 1 .225 795 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 674.

Fraser, John .\.. assignor to Kawneer Manufacturing Com-
panv, -Nile's. Mich. Metal-forming machine. No.
17227.604 : May 29 : v. 288 ; p. 1847.

Frauenhelin. .loseph .\.. assignor to Kerner Manufacturing
Company, Plttsourgh. Pa. Apparatus for making com-
pound twisted bolts. No. 1,226.497; May 16; v. 288;
p. 911..

Frauenbelm, Joseph A., assifnor to Kerner Manufactoiing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Manufacturing composite
bolts. No. 1,228,198; May 29; v. 288; p. 1548.

Frauenbelm, Joseph A., assignor to Kerner Manufacturing
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Bolt. No. 1,228,199; May
29 ; r. 238 ; p. 1549.

Frazure, l:Miac N., Kt. Petersburg, assignor of one-third
to F. W. Covey, Tampa, Fla. Sewing-machine attach-
ment. No. 1.225.230; May 8; v. 238; p. 441.

Frechette, Ferdinand, Notre Dame de Oiarny, Quebec,
Canada. Grate-bar. No. 1,224,169; May 1; v. 238;
p. 14.

Frederick Sage & Company. (See Feary, Neville A. T. N.,
assignor.)

Frederick, Wlllard E.. Pasadena, Cal. Dispensing device.
No. 1,220,498 ; May 16 : v. 238 : p. 912.

Fredrlkson, John. (See Nickelson and Fredrikson.)
Free, Albert V. (See Katon and Free.)
Freemnu, Arthur C, Jr., Norfolk, Va. Glare-shield for

automobiles. No. 1,225,608 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 669.
Freeman, Franklyn 8., et ai. (See Morris, Robert B., as-

signor.)
Freeman, Malon £., Colby, Kans. Pipe - wrench. No.

1,225,024 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 870.
Freeman, Victor E., Long Beach, and L. P. Whltaker, New

York, N. Y. Mechanism for gripping and carrying
grain-stalks. No. 1,228,200; May 29; v. 288; p. 1549.

Freese, Robert E. L., t'uyette. Mo. l-'encc-stretcher. No.
1,224,627 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 182.

Freeze, Jobuathan R., Mlddletown, Ohio, assignor to The
American Rolling Mill Company, Newark, N. J. Me-
tallic crate. No. 1,225,025 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 370.

French, Charles B. (See Neafle and French.)
French, Cyrus A., et ai. (See Wlllard, George W„ as-

signor.)
French, Harry F. (See Benner and French.)
French, Morgan C. Denver, Colo. Colter. No. 1,226,949 ;

May 15; v. 238; p. 726.
Friberger, Harry L., Eureka, Kans., assignor of three-

tenths to V. C. Joslyn and three-tenths to C. H. Keller,
El Paso, Tex. Treating ores. No. 1,224,917; May 8;
V. 238; p. 384.

Fricke, Otto, New York, N. Y. Automatic fog safety ship's
guide. No. 1,225,790: May 16; v. 238; p. 674.

Fried Krupp Aktlengesellscbaft. (See Heilemann, Behnke.
and Koch, assignors.)

Frlel, Claude L. (See Frlel, Legraml and C. h.)
Frlel, Legrand, Los Angeles. Cal. Printing-matrix. No.

1,226,499 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 912.
Frlel, Legrand and C. L., Los Angeles, Cal. Casting mech-
anism for producing linotype. No. 1,225,706 ; May 8

;

V. 238 ; p. 000.
Frier, John, St. Louis, Mo. Driving device for talking-

machines. No. 1,228,014 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1489.
Frtess. (iustav A., Chicago, 111. Cylinder-mounting for

printing-presses. No. 1,227,774 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1407.

Fxless, Gnstav A., Chicago, 111. Cylinder-grinding m«
chine. No. 1.227,776 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1408.

Frlls, John, assignor to Thos. Cusack Company, (Chicago,
111. Electric switch. No. 1,227,605; May 29; v. 288;
p. 1848.

Fruman, James E., Evansvllle, Ind. Cradle or crib. No.
1.224.525 ; May 1 ; v. 23S ; p. 147.

Froom. Acel H.. Santa Maria. Cal. Folding camp-kit.
No. 1,227.419; May 22: v. 238; p. 1266.

Frost, Arthur G., Bellevue, Ky. Hacksaw. No. 1,227,902

:

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1461.
Frueh. Alfred J., New York, N. Y. Toy animal. No.

1.227,129 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1164.
Fry, John A., assignor to Detroit Stove Works, Detroit,

Mich. Gas-burner. No. 1.224,167 ; May 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 14.
Fuehler, Gustav, Verdon, 8. D. Water explosion -engine.

No. 1,226,500 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 912.
Fulcher, Roy G., and J. Sterling, Carson, La. Attach-
ment to plow-stock. No. 1,226,965 ; May 22 ; v. 288

;

p. 1107.
Fullenwlder. Ralph, Idaho Falls, Idaho. Strainer-holder.

No. 1.224,732 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 220.
Fuller. Kranz A., assignor to The J. E. Mergott Company,

Newark, N. J. Bag-fastener. No. 1,225,950; May 16;
V. 288 : p. 726.

Fuller, Robert C. Chapman. 111. Package - tie. No.
1.225.609; May 8; v. 238; p. 669.

Fullmer. John H., and R. W. Runser. assignors to Hueb-
ner-Blelsteln Patents Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Photo-
graphic-printing machine. No. 1.226.729 ; May 8 ; v.

238 : p. OOS.
Fulton. Louis B.. assignor to The ChapUn-Fulton Manu-

facturing Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. Valve. No.
1,228.104; Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1520.

Funck. Jakob Charlottenburg, Germany, assignor to The
Grondal Kjellln Company. Limited, London. England.
Electric Induction-furnace. No. 1,226.764 ; May 22 ; v.
238 ; p. 1038.

Funk. Elmer J., Kansas City, Mo. Foot-warmer attach-
ment for radiators. No. 1,228,105; May 29; v. 288;
p. 1520.

Funk. Nelson E.. Montclalr. N. J. Envelop-machlne. No.
1,225.026 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 871.

Fnnke. Gustave R. (See Stohs and Funke.)
Furber, Frederick M., Revere. Mass.. assignor to United

Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson. N. J. Spllttlng-
mnchlne. No. 1,224.527; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 14..
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^5w"' I'^r«'<'«*'"l*^^lt M.. Revere. Mass.. aMlgnor to United
?^.-°t,!^^.*^'^J°^''7„^*?'yP*"y^.Pa^^'"'«>n, N. J. Splitting-

No.

ma
Furl

achine. No. 1.224,918 ; ilay 8 ; v. 28*8
'; p. 83;

oiig._ Jatiies J., Tatouia. Wash. s^nfety-pl

(Se« Parks, Frederick W.,

May

Xo.

No.

No.

1.224.733 ; May 1 ; v. 23^ ; p.
Furlow. Floyd C.. Montclalr. assignor to Otis Elevator
Company. Jersey City, N. J. Elevator-door mechanism.
No. 1.228.201 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1549.

Furneaux. lifurne a. {bw un^uaui uu>i Furn.aux.

»

Furth, ti«-orge W Clfveland. Uhlo. i;allui{-tle buckle
No. 1.220.876; iiay 22: y. 238; p. 1076.

Furttlnger. Fred P.. Dallas. Tex. Money-changing ma-
chine. No. 1.228.370 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1605.

G & U Manufacturiug Co., The. (See l.urgiulo, >alvatore.
assignor.)

G A W Klectrlc Specialty Co. (See Wllllaius, I'aul F.. •»-
siguor.

)

G. I. Sellers ft Sons Company. (See Mahoney, Clarence,
assignor.)

O. M. Parks Company, The
assignor.)

Oai»l«-. Frank P. (See Huttiuan and Gable.)
Gabriel, Klmvr. Atti<-ns. Ohio. Trolley - wtae«l. No

1.22tJ,5«l ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 912.
Uadtle. tieorge V.. tt al. (See Arner, Joseph, assignor.)
Gage. Edward E., New York. N. V. Door-securing mecha

nlsm. No. 1.225.427; May 8; v. 238; p. 5«'8.
Gage, Seth 11.. Auiesbury. u.ssignor of uue-tiaU to F 11

Howe. Lynn. .Ma.xs. lliuge-lock. No. 1,220.324
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 857

Gage, William U.. Whitewater. Wis. Lubricator.
1,224.919 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 33.'..

Gall. John F. (See Hunt. Oaello R.. assignor.)
Gallagher. John U.. .Mucouib. 111. Water-closet.

1.224.734 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 221.
Gallagher, Thomas V., LeaUville. Colo. Mall-rack

1.225.123; May 8; v. 238; p. 401.
Gallo. Giuseppe. (See I'riiiiavi-ra and Gallo.)
Gamache, Ciovls, Jr., Nashua. N. H., and W. S. McNear,

asidgnors to Nur-Pon Company, Boston. Ma.ss. Tauipou-
applicator. No. 1,224,735; May 1; v. 238; p. 221.

Gamble. Joseph W., Carpentersville, 111. Tractor-binder
hitch. .No. 1,225.42H ; May 8 ; v. 2.HS ; p. 5os.

Gammeter. John It.. Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.
Goodrich Company, New York. N. Y. Door-mounting
for heaters. No. 1,220,766; May 22; . 238; p. 1089.

Gardner. Jwhn. Knott End, England. .Microphonic signal-
ing device. No. 1.225,429 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 508.

Gardner, John T., assignor to The Bentel ^ Margedant
Company, llauiiltou, uhiu. Wheel • machine. No.
1.224.628 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 183.

Gardner. Peny W., Uoldeuviiie. Okla. Flour - bin. No.
1.225.797 : May 15; v. 238; p. 674.

Gardner. Randall D., Boston, Mass. Counterbalancing
device. No. 1.224.029; May 1; v. 238; p. 183.

(Sardon. Ambrolse, .Meacham. Naskatchewan. Can ida. Plow.
No. 1,224,371 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 92.

Garges, William H., Rutherford. N. J. Rooflng-shlngle
and laying same. No. 1,227,776 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1408.

Gargiulo, .^^alvatore, assignor to The G * O Manufacturing
Co.. New Havpu. Conn. Ma<'hlue for producing radiator-
tubing for automobiles. No. 1,225.730; May 8; v. 238:
p. 008.

Garner, Asa H.. Kitzmiller, Md. Powder-container. No
1.225.610; May 8; v. 238; p. 509.

Gamier. Thomas R.. South Pasadena, assignor of one-half
to A. E. Steddom. Los Angeles. Cal. Antifriction-bear-
ing for stamp-mills. No. 1,228.312 ; May 29 ; v. 288

;

p. 1586.
Gartley, William M.. assignor to The United Gas Improve-
ment Couiptiuy. Philadelphia. Pa. Mauufadure of to-
luol. No. 1,225.237 ; .May 8 ; v. .'GS ; ji. 441.

Gary, Howland k. (See Cumnilngs. Henry H., assignor.)
Gas Oil Stovo Company. (See Best. William J., as-

signor. )

Gas Oil Stove Company. (See Chapman. Nathan C, as-
signor.)

Gates, Olus, and H. A. Smith, Arnolds Park, Iowa ; said
Gates, assignor to said Smith. Llftlng-jack. No.
1,228,015 ; .May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1489.

Gatliu. Edward C, Kansas City, .\lo. (iarment-support.
No. 1.225.611 ; May 8 ; r. 238 ; p. 570.

Gaudy. Ralph J.. Detroit. Mich. Producing smoke for cur-
ing meats. No. 1.225.7UJt ; .May 15; v. 23**: p. 075.

Gault. Charles E. (See Cushlng, William H.. assignor.)
Gautschy, Ilelnrlch. Basel. Switzerland. Folding device

for umbrella-sticks. No. 1.226.877; May 22; v. 238; p.
1076.

Gavlak. Joseph (i., Mononpaheln. Pa. Kitchen utensil.
No. 1.225.430 : Mav 8 : v. 238 . p. 609.

Gawley. George J., Fleet. England Pertussive tool. No.
1.225,012; May 8; v. 238; p. 570.

Gehtnan, Charles A., New York. N. Y.. and J. W. Hughes,
Nari>erth. Pa., nssisnors to Gehmnn Pump Company,
Phoenix, Ariz Pump. No. 1.225.124; Mav 8; v. 288;
n. 404

Gehniun Pump Company. (See Gehman and Hughes, as-
signors.)

Gelger. Cornelius M.. St. Petersburg. Fla. Skirt-fastener.
No. 1.22.''..613: May 8 : v. 238 : p. 570.

Qeis.senhalner. Frederick W. (See Cumner .nnd Oeissen-
bainer.)

|

Gelbart, Tlieophllu« A.. New York. N. Y. Krorkdown fur- I

nlture. No. 1.225.431 ; Mny 8; v. 2.18; p. .-.09. 1

General Electric Company. (See Case, Frank E a»-
signor.)

General Electric Company. (See Clifford, Harry E.. as-
signor.)

General Klectrlc Company. (See Coolidge. William D.. as-
signor.)

General Electric Company. (See Crelghton, Elmer E. F..
assignor.) '

^*?.^'"?' Electric Company. (See Dolivo Dobrowolsky.
.Michael, assignor.)

General Electric Company. (See Du Bols, Delafleld. as-
signor.)

General Electric Company. (St-e Flego. Alexander J. R..
a.ssignor.)

Gfneral Electric Company. (S.e FleUcbniann. Lionel.
assignor.)

General Electric Company. (See Johannesen, Svend E..
assignor.)

General Electric Company. (See LJungstrom. Fredrlk and
B., assignors.)

General Electric Company. (See Luckicsb. Matt, as-
signor.)

General Elettr'c Company. (See Osnosi. Mendel, assignor.)
General Electric Company. (See Quackenbush and Umed-

ley. assignors.)
General Electric Company. (See Robinson. Ia-wIs T., as-

signor.)

(;tnerul Electric Company. (See Rose, Paul, assignor.)
General Electric Company. (See Seede, John A. as-

signor.)
General Engineering and Construction Company. (Se«

Crippen. James B.. assignor.)
General Kire Extinguisher Company. (See Loepslncer.

Albert J., assignor.)
General .Motors Company. (See Bower, Ferdinand A., as-

signor.)
General Railway Signal Company. (See Henry, Wllllana

S.. assignor.)
General Transmission Company. (8«« Seibt, George, aa-

slgnor.)
<ieo. L. Paine Company. (See Cbabot. Joseph, assignor.) "

Ge«>. W. Ulabou Company. (See Schaefer. Earie B., as-
signor.)

Geo. W. Smyth Lumber Company. (See Tenholdcr, Her-
man G., assignor.)

George H. Wilkins Company. (See Wllkins, George II . as-
Nlguor.

)

Gerke. Jacob W.. E. J. Braisted. and E. T. Kelieher. Flush-
ing. N. Y. ; said Gerke assignor to luild Braisted and
said Kelieher. Ventilator. No. 1,228.202; May 29; t.
238 ; p. 1550.

Germond, Henry S.. Jr.. Bayonne, assignor to New York
Revolving Portable Elevator Company. Jersey City. N. J.
Machine-brake. No. 1.228,208 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1550.

< ,ei oiiiuuoM. HertUles W ., Ikoton. Ma-o KroJecliUK-luUlD.
No. 1.220.325 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. »57.

Gerst, Philip. (See Schrader, John R.. assignor.)
Gervals. Walnwrlght B.. assignor to Variety Manufactur-

ing Company. Chicago. III. Fire-door. No. 1.224.295:
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 65.

Getman. David D., Minneapolis. Minn., assignor of one-
third to J. P. Sternhagen, (ilasgow, Mont. Flat-tire
signal. No. 1,228,204 ; May 29; v. 238; p. 1560.

GhlKllerl. William, .*^an Prancisco. Cal. Tratllc-slgnal. No.
1.224.632 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 184.

Glbbs. Frederirk H.. Brooklyn, assignor to American Car
and Foundry Company. .Vew York. N. Y. Mlnp-(ar
wheel and attaching means therefor. No. 1.224.736:
May 1 : v. 238: p. 221.

GUison-Holllster Manufacturing Company. (See Gibson,
Lester II.. assignor.)

(Ubson-Holllster Manufacturing Company. (See nollister,
(teorge S.. assignor.)

Gibson, Lester H., Brookllne, assignor to (ilbson-HolUster
Manufacturing Coinpanv. Boston. Mass. Ignition de-
vice. No. 1.224.29U ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 05.

Gibson. William A., assignor of one-fhiril to G. B. Koonti
and one-third to J. C. Schleich, Peoria, 111. Feed-water
syMtem for steam-boilers. No. 1.220,502; May 15; t.
238; p 913.

GIdley. Cyril M. (.«ee Miller. Oscar C. nxsl-rnnr.)
Giduz. Fred J., Roxbury, Mass. Mold-clamping device.

No. 1.228.106 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1521.
Gleland. Enill. Charlotte. .V. ('. .'<aiid-i>last for natln .Inisb-

IniT iiietsN. .\o 1. 220. <'.•_• 1 : May l.^: v. 238: |. 941t
Gleseker. Frederick C, Elmwood,' Wis. Cow-tall holder.

No. 1.227,606 ; May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1348.
Olfford. .\ivln, et at. (See Wallace. Francisco D.. as-

signor.)
(;ilTorrt. Reuben W., et aL (See Wallace. Francisco D.,

assignor.)
GiliM-rg. Charles G., Rockford. 111. Pneumatic action. No.

1.226.820 : May 16 : v. 238 : p. 857.
G«ll>ert. Edwin R.. Chicago. III. Fuse for pro1e< tiles. No.

1.226.652: Mav 22: v. 238: p. 1000.
Gllliert. Horace M.. North Yakima, Wash. Brush - rake.

No. 1,2?5 432: Mav «: v 2.T>< : |. .'.o?t

Gilbert, Sidney C. Jackson. Ohio. Key-action for saxo-
phones and the like. No. 1.228,016; May 29; v. 238;
p. 1490.

Olfe*. Fneene M.. PeoHn. III. Ppefdofnoter. No.
1.227 420; May 22: v. 238; p. 1257.

**
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GIM. Charles H.. Chicago, III., assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to Underwoo<] Computing Machine Company.
New York. N. Y. Computing attachment for type-
writers. No. 1,228,107; May 29; v. 288; p. 1621.

GillaKpy. Thomas J. (See .Naysmitb, GiUaspy, and Carl.)
Glllen, Paul. Lynbrook. assignor to Hudson Brass Works

lu the City of New York, Brooklyn, N. Y. Phonograph-
lamp. No. 1,226.607 : Mav 16 : v 238 ; p. 945.

Glllett. David C. (See Scofleld. Walter P., assignor.)
Gillett**. Robert D., St. Charles. Mo. Beading - machine.

No. 1.226.603 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 913.
Gilliam, I-awrence M., San Francisco. Cal.. assignor to

Ligett Sl Myers Tobacco Company. St. Louis, Mo. Ciga-
rette machine. No. 1,227.649; May 22; v. 238; p.
1.SOO.

Gilllaiii Manufacturing Company, The. (See White, Harry
B.. assignor.)

Gllliland. .Maria A.. Adrian. Mlcb. Towel-rack. No.
1.227,421 : .May 22; v. 238; p. 1267.

Gillpatrick. George F., assignor to Devoe & Raynolds Com-
fany. Kansas Cltv. Mo. Producing laundry blue. No.
.224,737 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 222.

Gilnian. Benolst P., Yoakum. Tex. Firing-valve to control
the feed of oil In flrlng oll-burning locomotives. No.
1.22<5.504 : May 15 : v. 238 : p 913.

Gilman, John H.. assignor to King A Hamilton Company,
Ottawa, 111. Adjustable support for cup elevators. No.
1.228,206 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p, 1551.

Gllmore. George E., Cleveland, and F. V. Roeael, Akron,
Ohio. Core for resilient wheel-tires. No. 1,227.422

;

May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1257.
Gllmore. «.eorge W.. Alllaii<->'. Ohio. Detachable contact-

plate. No. 1 .22.'i.43.'? : May 8: v. 238; p. 510.
Gifson. Henry R., Baden. Pa." Metric valve. No. 1,227.607 ;

May 29; v. 238: p. 1349.
Gllson. Henry R.. Baden, aswlgnor to National Metal Mold-

ing Conipanv. Plttsliurph. Pa. Conduit-connector. No.
1.225.614 : May 8 : v. 23s ; n. 570.

Gllson, John. Sr.. Port Washlnjcton, Wis. Garden-tool,
No, 1.224,630 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p, 184,

Gil-on Mnuufacturing Company. (See Tbiel, Ervin R.. as-
sljrnor.)

Gllson. Robert M.. Pittsburgh, assignor to The Union
Switch & Signal Company. Swissvale, Pa. Signal. No.
1.227.777 : .May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1408.

Gllson. Robert M.. Pittsburgh, assignor to The Union
.Kwlti h <ft Signal t'omii.Min . SwissNale, Pa. Signal. No.
1.227.778 ; May 29 : v. 288 ; p. 1408.

Ginnei, Henry. Brooklyn. N. Y. Bracelet. No. 1,224,528 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 148.
Gipson. Jnmes S., Fort Stockton. Tex. Fuel-oil burner.

No. 1,224,372 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 92.
Olnlwood, Kennet J., Montreal, Quebec. Canada. Per-

cussion fuse. No. 1.224,631 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 184.
Girvln. Charles W.. San Francisco. Cal., assignor to Glrvln

Electrical Development Company, Honolulu, Hawaii.
Direct-current apparatus. No. 1,224.160; May 1; v.

238; p. 15.
Olrvin Electrical Development Company. (See Glrvln,

Charles W., assignor.)
fJlasel. Charles J.. .New York. N. Y, Hide-working ma-

chine. No. 1,227,779 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1409.
Glasner. Frank, and O. Ellison, Hinton, Iowa. Drinking-

cup. No. 1.227,423: May 22; v. 238; p. 1258.
Glass. Periev R.. assignor to P. R, Glass Company. Bos-

ton, Mass. Folding machine. No. 1.224,529; May 1;
y, 238; p. 148.

Glauber. Joseph H.. deceased, Cleveland, Ohio; The Citl-
xens .'Javinge & Trust Company, executor. Lavatory-
fitting. No. 1.224,297 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 65.

Gleason, Edward D., Asbury Park, N. J., assignor to Neu-
Metnls and Process Company. Brooklyn. N. T. Copper-
lead alloy. No. 1.228.0lt: May 29: v. 238: p. 1490.

Gleckner. Charles V.. Canton. I*a. (jriddle-greast'r. No.
1.224.457 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 124.

Glenn. Ida, (See Spencer. (Seorge .\.. assignor.)
Glenn, Ijiwrence. Sparta. 111. Cork-extractor. No.

1,227.424 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1258.
Glol»e Automatic Sprinkler Company. (See Evans, Powell,

assignor.)
Globe Ear-phone Co. (See Barber. Fred A., assignor.)
Glynn. (Jullford C, Kansas City, Kans. Producing pav-

ing material. No, 1,227,903; May 29; v. 238; p. 1452.
Goar, Rol>ert K., Hamilton, Tex. Boll weevil exterminator.

No. 1.228.313: May 29: v. 238: p. 1586.
(Soble. Mason O.. Beatrice, Nebr. Egg - carrier. No.

1.224,37.'? ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 93.
Godfrey, Richard W., New York. N. Y. Cigar-box. No.

l,22t,008: May 29; v. 238: p. 1849
Gkxllev, Charles E.. assignor to E<lmunds and Jones Cor-

Soration, Detroit, Mich. Lamp-mounting. No. 1.227,258 ;

lav 22: V. 238: p. 1207.
Goe<leke. Frederick W. (See Northall, William II., as-

signor. >

Goettor. Frank B. (See Hendricks. James S.. assignor.)
Goetzke. Otto. Jersey City. N. J. Sanitary soap-disk. No.

1.225,323 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 472.
Goetzke, Otto, Jersey CMty, N. J., assignor of one-half to

E. A. Muth. Buffalo. N. Y,. and T. G. Hartwig, Rock-
«-ille. Conn. Transparent pane. No. 1.224.630 ; May
1 : y. 2.'?8: p. 148.

GofBn, John. (See Sllngeriand. Zelfang, and Goffln.)
(}oldl>eck. Charles F.. Philadelphia. Pa. Identlflcation

device. No. 1.226,324 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 472.

Goldberg, Hyman E., Chicago. III. CalcuUtlng-inacliloe.
No. 1.224,633 : May 1 : v. 288 ; p. 184,

Goldberg. Max W.. \Illwaukee, Wis, Crucible-holder. No.
1.226.658 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1000.

Goldl>erg. Nalman, Hartford, Conn. Wind - shield. No.
1.220,203: May 15; v, 288; o. 812.

Goldsmith, Hugo, Cincinnati, Ohio. Foot-ball pants. No.
1,225.799 : Afay 15 : v. 238 ; p. 675.

Gold wire. William S., and J. t. Pattun, asslenors of one-
third to W. R. Bedlngfleld. Macon. Ga. Camera. No.
1,224.531 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 149.

Gologan, Dumitru (>., Newark. N. J. Cooking utensil.

No. 1.228.1(»8: May 29; v. 238; p. 1521.
(^onsalves. Manoel E., New Amsterdam. British Guiana.

Lock. No. 1,227,426 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1258.
Good. Ezra E., Minneapolis, Minn. Milking apparatus.

No. 1,228.314; May 29; v. 238; p. 1580,
Goodcell, William. Balboa, Cal. Folding bed. No.

1,224.738 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 222.
Goodlett, Edgar N., San Francisco, Cal. Concrete rail-

way-tie. No. 1.225,326; May 8; v. 238; p. 473.
Goodrum, Charles L.. Urbana. Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Western Electric Company. Incorpo-
rated. Telephone-exchange system. No. 1.224,161 ; .Nlay

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 15.
Goodrum. Charles L.. N^w York. N. \'.. assignor, bv mesne

assignments, to Western Electric Company. Incorpo-
rated. Two way. two-wire trunk for multl-offlce auto-
matic exchange systems. No, 1.224.374 ; May 1 ; v,

238 : p. 93.
Goodrum. Charles L.. Urbana. Ohio, assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Western Electric Company, Incorpo-
rated. Telephone system and apparatus. No. 1,226,966 ;

May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1107.
Goodrum. Charles L.. New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Western Electric Company. Incor-
porated. Telephone-exchange system. No. 1.227.609 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1349.
Goodrum. Charles L,, and H. F. Dobbin, assignors to

Western Electric Company. Incorporated, New York,
N. Y. Contact-bank for automatic switching devices.
No. 1.227.904; May 29: v. 238; p. 1452.

(Joodyear's Metallic Rubber Shoe Company, The. (See
Clark. Mvron H.. asslgrnor.)

Gordon. Albert H.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Boy's blouse. No.
1.226,654 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1000.

Gordon. Frank, et al. (See (Juthrie, Venable J., assignor.)
Gordon, Hayner H,. Washington, D. C. Electrical sys-

tem. No. 1.224,7.39: May 1 : v. 238; p. 222.
(Gordon. Joseph L.. Liverpool, England. Means for secur-

ing ships' batch-coverings. No. 1,226,878 ; May 22 ; .
238 : p. 1077.

Gorman, James C, Jr.. assignor to The Barnes Manufac-
turing (Company. Mansfield, Ohio. Double-acting force-
pump. No, 1.224.532 ; May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 14i».

Gorman. John A., Newton. N. J. Button and buttonhole-
marker combined. No. 1.226.615; May 8; v. 288;
p. 571.

Gosnell, Chrlstapher C. (See Tha<'ker and Gosnell.)
(Joss, Charles E. (See Goss, (Jeorge W.. assignor.)
Goss. George W.. assignor of one-half to C. E. (iosa,

Baltimore, Ohio. Planting-machine. No. 1,227,610;
May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1360.

Goss. Harry T.. Rutherford, N. J., assignor to Inter-
national Time Recording Company of New York, Endl-
cott, N. Y, Counting and recording mechanism. No.
1.228.315; May 29; v. 238; p, 1587.

Goss Printing Press Company. (See Goss, Samuel G.,
assignor.)

Goss, Samuel G., Glencoe, assignor to Goss Printing Press
Company. Chicago, 111. Operating mechanism for ink-
rollers. No. 1,225,800 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 675,

Gotta, Robert B., ct al. (See Rodler, Harold B., as-
signor.)

Gottllei). Bcrnhard. (See Berger. Adolf, assignor.)
Qottschalk. Frederick, assignor to (iraphic Duplicator Co.,

Inc.. New York, N. Y. Duplicating-machine. No.
1.224.034 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 185.

Gotty Gas Lighting Company. (See Gotty, John G., as-
signor.)

(Jotty, John G.. Jacksonville. Fla.. assignor to Gotty Gas
Lighting Company, Production of self-lighting gas-
mantles. No. 1.227.259 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p, 1207,

Gotty. John G.. Jacksonville. Fla., assignor to Gotty Gas
Lighting Company. Gas-mantle ring. No.. 1.22'f.2d0

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1207.
Goudy. C. F., et al. (See Johnson, Roily A. and G., as-

signors.)
Gough. Isabelle V., administratrix. (See Gough, William

R.)
Gough, William R., deceased, Brooklyn. N. Y. ; I. V. Gough.

administratrix. Fire-hose coupling. No. 1,226,616

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 571.
Gould Coupler Company. (Bee Sauvage. William II.,

assignor.)
Gould. Sylvester O.. Marion. Ind. Motor. No. 1,228,816;
May 2& : v. 288 ; p. 1587.

Government of the United States of America. (See Fah-
renwald, Frank A., assignor.)

Gower, Arthur. London, England. Method of manufac-
turing padding for use In making bullet proof clothing,
armor, shields, and the like. No. 1.226, < 67 : Mav 22;
V. 2.38; p. 10.39.

Goyssovicli, Rafoelo. (See Hrnich, Milan, assignor.)
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Ormban. Hans E., Long Island City, and A. C. Sohwarti.
New York, N. Y. ; said (irabau assignor to said Schwartz.
Tire-casing. No. 1.227,426: May 22: t. 238: p. 1269.

Grabau. Hans E., Long Island Cltv, and A. C. Schwartz.
New York. N. Y. ; said Urabau a.sslKnor to said Schwarti.
Making tire-casings. No. 1.227,427; May 22; v. 288;
p. 1259.

Graf, K. J., et al. (See Connor and Miles, assignors.)
Orabam, George M., Jr., Fargo, N. I). Forming relnforced-

concrete floors. No. 1,224.375; May 1 : v. 238; p. 93.
Graham. John W., Hlnton, W. Va. Typographical or line-

casting machine. No. 1,226,204; May 15; t. 388;
p. 812.

Orabam, John W., Hlnton, W. Va. Typographical or slag-
casting machine. No. 1,226,206; May 15; v. 238;
p. 812.

Graham. Walter E., Philadelphia, Pa. Lawn-mower. No.
1.226.206; May 16; v. 288; p. 813.

Granbols. Arthur G. (See Overholt and Oranbols.)
Grand Rapids Hand Screw Co. (See Fox. Bert M., as-

signor.)
Grand Rapids Refrigerator Co. (See Leonard. Charles H..

asKlgnor.)
Grand Rapids School Equipment Co. (See Ferney. E>anlel

F.. assignor.)
Grant, Andrew S. (Soe Lake. John L.. assignor.)
Grant, John. (See Campbell and Grant.) (Reissue.)
Grant. John, Chicago. 111. MoTlng-picture machine. No.

1.225.801 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 676.
Grant, Patrick. (See Cummings, Thomas G.. assignor.)
Grantland. John W.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Injector. No.

1.225.017 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 672.
Graphic Duplicator Co. (See Gottschalk. Frederick, as-

signor.)
Grass. Henry A., Chicago, III. Musical toy. No.

1.225.733; May 8: v. 238; p. 609.
Oraumann. John. Granite. Okla. CoTer-preventing shield.

No. 1.22T.2fil ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 12<fe.
Gravel, Alphonse, New Orleans, La. Portable bouse. No.

1.228.317 ; May 29 ; v. 2liH : p. 1587.
Graves. John, assignor of seventy-five one-hun<lredtha to

J. H. Rapei andf twenty-five one-hondredths to J. E.
Matteson. Milwaukee, Wis. Rotary engine. No.
1.227.78(1 : Mar 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1409.

Gray, Alanson M., Ellial)eth, N. J. Apparatus for mold-
ing wax and other materials. No. 1.225.707 ; May 8

;

V. 238 : p. 601.
Gray. Benjamin F.. Blocton. Ala. Boll-weevil exter-

minator. No. 1,226.506 ; May 16 : v. 288 ; p. 914.
Gray. Harry L., assignor to Eastman Kodak Company,

Rochester, N. Y. Pbofographicfllm cartridge. No.
1.225.951: May 15 : v. 238; p. 72(i.

Orav, John H.. Worcester. Mass. Nail. No. 1,225,708;
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 601.

Gray. Joseph P., Pittsburg, Kans. Cylinder-cock. No.
1.225.238 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 441.

Gray, W. E.. et al (See L'nderwood. Charles W., •
signer.)

Gray. William O., St. Johns. Npw Brunswick, Canada.
Arch-readjuster. No. 1,226,327 ; May 16 ; v. 238

;

p. 858.
Gray, William P.. Camobellton, New Brunswick. Canada.

Brush. No. 1.227.047 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1136.
Graslcr, Durbin H.. Johnstown. Pa. (Gutter. No.

1.228.318 : Mav 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1588.
Great Lakes Dredge & Dock Company, The. (See Wllhelm,

Jesse E., assignor.)
Great Northern Paper Company. (See Cram and Parsons,

assii^nors.)
Green. John C. Burwell, Nebr. Rotary tooth-brush. No

1,224.740: May 1 : v. 2.-^8
: p. 223.

Green. Rufns E. (See WlUlston. Benjamin F. nsMgnor )

Oreenawalt, Samuel G.. Shawlnlgan Falls. Quebec Can-
ada. Stoker. No. 1.225.802 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 676.

Greenberg, Max I.. Great Neck. N. Y, Protective lining
for garments. No. 1,227.428 ; Mav 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1259

Greene. John 8.. Rochester. N. Y.. assignor to c'ommer-
clal Camera Co.. Providence, R. I. Photographic de-
veloping apparatus. No. 1,225,803 ; May 15 ; v. 238 •

p. 070.
Greenway, John C, Warren. Ariz., and H. W. Morse, Los

Angeles. Cai. Ilydrometallurgy of copper. No
1.244.458: May 1; v. 2.S8 ; p. 124

Greenwood. Harry. (.See Bonglovannl, Antonio, assignor )
Greer. Medorem W.. New York, N. Y. Master-last No

1.220.071 : May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 768.
Greif. Louis M.. West Park

»» : p. 1

. Ohio. Permutation-lock. No.
1.227.535: May 22: v. 238 :_p. 1296

Grelner. Charles M., and H. D. Jones, assignors to The
Kelly-Springfleld Road Roller Company. Springfield
Ohio. Scarifying attachment for road-engines. No.
1.226.600 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 914.

Grelsing, Charles M., St. Paul, Minn., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to International Harvester Com-
fany of New Jersey. Machine for treating fiber. No.
.225.804 : May 15 : v 238 : p. 677.

Gresson, James H.. Hudson. Wis. Wheel-hub No
1.227.429 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1259.

Griepe. Augustus W. H.. New York. N. Y.. assignor to
Turbo Company. Air and gas compressor. No.
1.226.805 : May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 677.

Griea. Freflerirk W.. Watervllet. N. Y. Collapsible tube.
No. 1,227.4.30 : May 22 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1260.

Grieve. David. Needham Heljrhts. Mass. Antlsllpping de-
vice. No. 1.227.431 ; May 22: v. 238; p. 1260.

Grlffln, Henry W., New York, N. Y., aialgnor to The
Union Switch an<i Signal Company, Swiasvale, Pa.
Controlling apparatus for railwav switches and olgnals.
(Ki-lssue.) No. 14.302; May 15; v. 288; p. 961.

4irtlllu. James S. (."^ee McKeever and Grlffln.)
Grlffln. Lewis B., Candor. N. Y. Flame-regulator for In-

cubators. No. 1.225.239; May 8; v. 288; p. 441.
Griffith. Richard T., assignor to The Miller Kubl)er Com-

Sany, Akron, Ohio. Rubber glove. No. 1,226,027

;

lay 8: v. 238; p. 371.
(irlfflth. Richard T., assignor to The Miller Rubber Com-

pany, Akron, Ohio, ifold for the manufacture of rub-
ber gloves. No. 1,225,028 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 871.

(;rlni»-s. Franklin C, Idaho Falls. Idaho. Recovering
notnsshini .«uilta from organic carbonaceous ntaterlaU.
No. 1.227.781: May 29; v. 238: p. 1409.

Grimes, Tbaddeus S.. assignor to Lummus Cotton Gin Com-
pany, Columbus. Ga. Shaft -coupling. No. 1.227,432;
May 22 : v. 2.18 ; p. 1200.

Gripp. S. IL, et al. (See Bretz, George W.. assignorJ
Grlswold. Lester E.. assianor to Macbtth-Kvans Glass
Company. Pittsburgh. Pa. Lighting - fixture. No.
1.224.162 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 16.

Grlswold Manufacturing Company. (See Cooper, Harry
S., assignor.)

Grob, Armin. (See Engl, Grob. and Stranb.)
Orob, Armin. (See Engl. Grob. and WUrgler.)
Gro<lsky, Aaron. Cincinnati. Ohio. Tobacco-stemming ma-

chine. No. 1.225.240; May 8; v. 238. p. 442.
Orondal Kj»>llin Company. The. (See Funck. Jakob, as-

signor.)
Gronke. Barney, Chicago, III., assignor to International

Harvester Company of New Jersey. Snappingroll for
corn buskers pickers, and the like. No. 1.225,806;
May 15; v. 238 : p. 677

Gronke, Barney, Chicago. 111., assignor to International
Harvester Company of New Jersey. Corn-busker. No.
1.225.807 : May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 6T>.

Gros, Gustave (J. (See Kebbell. John F.. assignor.)
Grossartb. Albert A.. Chicago. III. Drive-gear for deep-

well pumps. No. 1.226,9(n : May 22; v. 238; p. 1108.
Grosvenor. William M.. Rldgewood. N. J. Moving-picture

film. No. 1.226,655: Mav 22; v. 238; p. 1000.
Grover. Albert D., New York, N. Y.. assignor to Auto-

sales Gum Jk Chocolate Company. Culn-testing mecha-
nism for coin -controlled machines. No. 1.225.808; May
15 ; V. 2.38 ; p. 078.

Oruiloskl. An«rro, and S. Sstonnhewsky. Horning. Pa.
Lock. No. 1.228.100 : May 29 : v. 2.3s

; p l.'.^J

Grunig, FT#d4rlc, New York. N. Y., and M. L. Van Hoele.
Ellzal>etli, N. J. AdJusUble bat-Unlng. No. 1,225.618;
May 8: v. 238; D. 572.

Grunwald. Albert C., assignor to Precision Metal Workers,
Chicago, 111. Gre«se-cup. No. 1,227,1.30 ; May 22 ; v.
238: p. 1104.

Grunwald. Albert C. anigBor to Precision Metal Workers,
Chicago, 111. Grease-cop. No. 1,227,131; May 22; t.
238 ; p 1165

Qrupe, Grover R., Elisabeth. N. J. Illuminating-burner
for Christmas trees. No. 1,226,241 ; May 8 ; v. 288

;

p. 442.
Guenther. David S., Dayton. Ohio. Wall-bracket for sup-

porting fire-extinguisbers. No. 1,226,968; May 22: v.
2.38; p. 1108.

Guenther. Freil, Los Angeles. Cal. Spring-suspended
frame for automobiles. No. 1.228,319 : Slay 29 ; v 238 :

p. 1588.
Guerin, Joseph A., Seattle. Wash. Oil-burner. No.

1,226.242 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 442.
Guerrant. John L., Sedalla. Mo. Freight-car door. No.

1,220.207; May 15; v. 238: p. 813.
Guess, Learner E.. Marion. Ky. TIre-lnflatIng apparatus.

No. 1.226.507: May 15: v. 238; p. 914.
Guett. Monroe, assignor to The Hart & liegeman Manu-

facturing Company, Hartford. Conn. Electric-cable
damp. No. 1.2M.125 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 404.

Gugllelmone. Oscar. New York, N. Y. Folding umbrella.
No. 1.224.5.33 ; May 1 : v. 2,38 : p. 149.

fiuiUot. Eugene. Helena. Mont. Apparatus for cleaning
sinks, Ac No. 1.228.320; May 2^: v. 238; p. 1589.

Gulledge. James A. (See Roblnett and Gulledge.)
Gumprecht. WlMIsm L.. Hartford. Conn., assignor to Un-
derwood Computing Machine Company. New York. N Y.
Type-writing machine. No. 1.227.262 ; May 22 : v. 238 ;

p. 1208.
Gustafson. Adolph P., aaaignor to M. Schuiz Co., Chicago,

111. Pneumatic action for pneumatically-operated mu-
sical instruments. No. 1,225,709: May 8; v. 238; p.
601.

Gustafson. Lawrence W.. Smolan. Kans. Lock for auto-
mobile hoods. No. 1,227,048 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 11.35

Guthrie. John C, et ai. (See Guthrie, Venable J., as-
signor.)

Guthrie. Venable J.. Cambria, assignor of one-eighth to
J. C. Guthrie, Pearlsburg, and one-eighth to W. C.
Guthrie, one-elehth to H. D. Jordan, and one-eighth to
F. (Jordon. Dublin. Va. .Air-compressor. No. 1.226.328;
Mav 15: v. 238; p. 858.

Guthrie, William C.. et al. (See Guthrie. Venable J., as-
signor.)

Guy. George G.. Batavia, assignor to Aurora poor Hanger
& Specialty Company. .Aurora. 111. Frame for grind-
stones. No. 1.226.969: Mav 22: v. 2.38 • p. 1109.

Oyllsdorff, Torsten A., Detroit, Mich. Hairpin. No.
1.226.608; May 15; v. 238; p. 914

H. Brinton Company. (See Larkin, Walter, assignor.)
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H. k B. American Machine Company. (See Riley and
Robinson, assignors.

»

H. H. Franklin Manufacturing Company. (See Murphy,
RalDb, assignor.)

H. J. Mahooy (\). (See Irwin. James, assignor.)
H. K. Mulford Company. (See Reichel and Werner, aa-

signors.)
H. P. Patents and Processes Company. (See Hochstetter,

Frederick W.. assignor.)
H. T Palste Company. (See Palste, Henry T., assignor.)
H. W. John«i Mbdv111»- Company. (See Carson, Clarence,

assignor.)
Haas. Gus. (See Haas and Mvers, assignors.)
Haas, Irvin M. and N. R., anu B. V. Myers, assignors of

one-fourth to G. Haas, Dayton, Ohio. Vehlcle-tlre.
No. 1,224,920; May 8; v. 238 ; p. 885.

Haas, John W. (See Scudder, Charles, assignor.)
Haas, Nelson R. (See Haas and Myers.)
Haberman. Zeno, Garden City, S. D. Cellar-door. No.

1.226,509; May 15; v. 288: p. 915.
Hachmanu. Frederick. St. Louis. Mo., assignor to Hach-
mann Specialty Company. Container - cap. No.
1.224.459: Mav 1 : v. 238: p. 124.

Hachmann Specialty Company. (See Hachmann, Fred-
erick, assignor.)

Hadley, Art, Providence, R. I. Bracelet. No. 1,224,921 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 335.
Hadley. Art. Providence. R. I. Bracelet-catch. No.

1.228.01S: May 29; v. 238: p. 1490.
Hadley, Charles W., Ogden, Utah. Elevating-machine.

No. 1.225.809- May 15: v. 288; p. 678.
Haefely, Emil, msel. Switzerland, assignor to Weating-

huuse Eli'ctric and Manufacturing Company. Produc-
ing Insulating materials. No. 1.228.871; May 29; v.
288 ; p. 1606.

Hagar. Arthur P.. Newark. N. J., asalgnor to Safety Car
Heating A Lighting Company. Acetylene-generator.
No. 1.225.434 : May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 610.

Hagey, James C, assignor of one-half to The doable Com-
pany. Chii-ago. III. Pressure-regulator. No. 1,225,619

;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 572.
Hagey, James C, assignor of one-half to The Cable Com-

pany. Chicago, 111. Power-regulating apparatus. No.
1.225.020: May 8; v. 238; p. 678.

Hahl. Harold I».. and J. J. I-ambert, Houston, Tex. Per-
forator. No. 1.228.826; May 8; v. 238; p. 478.

Haines. Joues & Cadbury. (See Sharp and Itacon. as-
signors.)

Haines. Samuel K.. Shul>ert, Nebr. Trace-holder. No.
1.226.621 : Mav 8: v. 238; p. 678.

Hajek. William F.. Chicago. 111. Window construction.
No. 1.225.435: May 8; v. 238 ; p. 611.

Hake. George. St. Louis. Mo. Garment-supporter. No.
1.226.436; May 8; v. 238; p. 511.

Hale. Frederick M.. Bromley. England. Explosive shell
or similar body. No. 1.224.163 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 16.

Hale and Kllburn Company. (See Von Schlegell. Victor,
assignor.)

Hale, Walter S. (See Schwartzmnn. Abraham, assignor.)
Hall. Charles S., Samlcoulce. Mont. Automobile steering-

wheel. No. 1.225.022 : Mnv S ; v. 238 ; p. 673.
Hall. Clarence. (See Paul and Hall.)
Hall. James F.. Annlston. Ala. Cover for service-boxes

or the like. No. 1.224 534 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238; p. 150.
Hall. Robert O. D.. and H. A. Duxbury. Wlgan. England.

Device for fastening or securing ropes, rope handles,
cords, and the like. No. 1.226.623; Mav 8; v. 238;
p. 673.

Haller. Pearl M.. Bay Cltv. Mich. Fire-extinguisher. No.
1.225.624 : May S: v 238: p. 673.

Hallwood. Henry S.. Colunibus. Ohio Mortlslng-machlne.
No. 1.225.625 ; May f- : v. 288 : p. 574.

Hami>uechen. Carl. Belleville, assignor to American Car-
bon * Batterv Company. East St. Loula, 111. Battery.
No. 1.224.376 : May 1 : v. 2.38 : p. 94.

Hamlll. James. Honolulu. llBTNall. Separation of impuri-
ties from llqnids by centrifugal force. No. 1.224.164 ;

Mav 1 ; v 2?{8 ; p. l7.
Hamilton. Hugh R.. Webster. Mass. assignor to R. W.

Mlltner. Montreal. Canada. Holder for sewing-ma-
chine bobbins, Ac. .No. 1.226,952; Mav 15; v. 238;
p. 727.

Hamilton. John .K. et al. (See Currier, Harry, assignor.)
Hamilton. Richard C Inverness, Nova Scotia. Canada.

Incubator. No. 1.225,958: Mav 16; v. 2.38; p. 727.
Hamm. Peter, Milwaukee. Wis. Magneto. No. 1,224,536 ;

May 1 : v. 2.38; p. 150.
Hamm. William S.. Hubbard Woods T. A. Legge. and N.
Krohn, assignors to The .Adams * Westlake Company.
Chicago, 111 Washstand. No. 1.226.879: Mav 22;
V. 238: p. 1077.

Hammer. Anders O.. Williams. Mont. Level. No.
1.224.530: May 1; v. 238: p. 150.

Hamn^r, Joseph C. (i*ee Jahn and Hamner.)
Hammond. Phillip W. Columbus. Ohio. Electric signal
and damper control. No. 1.225.437; May 8; v. 238;
p. 611.

Hamrlc. Grover B.. Slelth. W. Va. Automatic stave-aaw-
Ing machine. No. 1.224.6.35 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 185.

Hancock. Harry H.. Swampscott. Mass. Type-binder.
No. 1.22«.019; May 29; v. 23S : p. 1491.

Hancock. Harry W. (See Schlnkef. Albert, assignor.)
Hand. Frederick E., assignor to The Vulcan Plow Coai-

panv. EvansvUle, Ind. Plow. No. 1.226.610; Mav 16;
T. 238 ; p. 916.

Handschuck. Frances P., New York, N. Y. Stocking. No.
1.220,208; .May 16; v. 238; p. 814.

Handy, Joel 11. (See Bratscb, Theodore G.. assignor.)
Ilanken. Edward E.. Appleton City, Mo. Water-motor.

No. 1,2-..!7.1M»B: May 29; v. 288: p. 1452.
Hanlon, Michael J. (See Houghton, Ralph E., asalgnor.)
Uacnon, Custer L., and C. Cross, Skiatuok. Okla. Nat
and bolt lock. No. 1.226,626 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 674.

Hansen, Albert E., deceased ; E. Hipp, administratrix,
Topeka, Kans. Track level and gage. No. 1.224,165;
May 1 : v. 238 : p. 17.

Hansen, Augie L., Evanston, assignor to Justrite Manu-
facturing Company, Chicago, 111. Acetylene-lamp, No.
1.224.537 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 151.

Hansen. Joban, Tonopab, Nev. Axle attachment for aoto-
moblles. No. 1.227.01 1 ; May 29; v. 238; p. 1350.

Hansen, Marlntus. Brooklyn, N. Y. Machine for grooving
lenses. No. 1,220.329; May 15; v. 238; p. 868.

Hanson, Hans. Hartford, Conn., assignor, by mesne aa-
slguments, to Underwood Computing Machine Company,
New York, N. Y. Combined typewriting and computing
machine. No. 1.226.970; May 22; v. 238; p. 1109.

Hanson, Harry, Revere, Mass. Borlng-machlne. No.
1,228.110; Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1622.

Hanson. Lennle A., Deering, N. D. Attachment for motor-
cars. No. 1,226,656 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1001.

Hanillk. Henrv J., a.sslgnor to De Laval Steam Turbine
Company. Trenton, N. J. Valve and valve-gear for
elastlc-tluld turbines. No. 1.227,612; May 29; v. 288;
p. 1351.

Haran, Thomas S., WIshaw. Scotland. Machine for effect-
ing the ranld propulsion of the human body in water.
No. 1,226. 1 68 : Mav 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1039.

Hardle, Robert W.. Hartsdale. N. Y. Heater and radiator.
No. 1.227.263 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1208.

Hardlnge Brothers. (See Hardlnge. Franklin, assignor.)
Hardinge. Franklin, assignor to ilardinge Brothers. Chi-

cago. 111. Tool-holder. No. 1,220,657 ; May 22 ; v. 288;
p. 1001.

Hardy. Emery E.. Baysldek N. Y. Roller-skate. No.
1.228,111; May 29; v. 238: p. 1522.

Harlow. George D., St. Um\n, Mo. Trolley. No. 1.228,206;
May 29, v. 238 ; p. 1651.

Harmon, Frank L., Beverly. Mass.. assignor to Singer
Manufacturing Company. Elizabeth, N. J. Eyletlng-
machlne. No. 1.^24.460; May 1 : v. 238; p. 126.

Harper, Frederick, Chicago, 111. Refuae-receptacle. No.
1.226,511 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 916.

Harrlll, Robert L.. Lathmore. N. C. Manure-drill. No.
1,224,5.38; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 151.

Harris. Albert J. B., East Rochester. N. Y. Coupllng-key-
retalning means. No. 1.224.461 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 12o.

Harris Automatic Press Company, The. (See Anderson.
Nels A., assignor.)

Harris. Edward <i., Jefferson Barracks, Mo. Hair-cutting
Instrument. No. 1.224.462; May 1 ; v. 238: p. 125.

Harris, (ieorge W.. Brushton. N. Y. Coffin and rough box.
No. 1.22ft.112; May 29; v. 238; p. 1523.

Harris. Hugh H., .Alexandria. Va. Plumbing appliance.
No. 1,226.209 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 814.

Harris, John S.. St. Louis. Mo. Rim and tire for wheela
No. 1.226,880: May 22; v. 238: p. 1077.

Harrison. Charles E.. Littleton. Colo. Radiator-covering.
No. 1.224.539 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 152.

Harry L. Hussmann Refrigerator & Supply Company.
(See Schulde, John, assignor.)

Hart. Benjamin F.. Jr.. Holxiken. N. J. Cooling-tower.
No. 1.22S.207: May 29; v. 238; p. 1551.

Hart. Franklin H.. assignor to C. Cowles A Co.. New
Haven. Conn. Switch for electric lights. No. 1.227.132 ;

May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1165.
Hart, Frederick A.. Jersey City. N. J., assignor to Under-
wood Computing Mnchlne Company. New York, N. Y.
Combined typewriting and computing machine. No.
1.226.072 : May 15 : v. 2.38 ; p. 769.

Hart. Frederick A., Jersey City, and B. C. Stlcknev,
Elizabeth, N. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, to
Underwood Computing Machine Company. New York.
N. Y. Combined type-writing and computing machine.
No. 1.225.810; Mav 15: v. 2.38; p. 679.

Hart A Hegeman Manufacturing Company, The. (See
Guett. Monroe, assignor.)

Hart, William J., Mount Vernon. N. Y.. assignor to Splitdorf
Electrical Company. Newark. N. J. Combined starting
and Ignition switching device and <"lrcult8 therefor. No.
1,220.971 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1110.

Hart, William J., Mount Vernon, N. Y.. assignor to Splitdorf
Electrical Company. Newark, N. J. Auxillarv starting
device for Internal-combustion engines. No. 1,226,972 ;

May 22: v. 238; p. 1110.
Hartenbelm, Max. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company. Relay.
No. 1.227.433 : Mav 22 ; v. 2.38 : p 1261.

Hartford RublM"r Works Company, The. (See Fisher,
George F.. assignor.)

Hartlgan. Patrick J. (See Kearns and Hartigan.)
Hartman. Stephen L.. Fillmore. Cal. Phonograph-cabinet.

No. 1.227.5.^6 : Mav 22 : V. 238 : n. 1296
Hartmann. Max. (See HOssy and Hartmann.)
Hartnett. Christopher M.. Chicago, 111 Mouthpiece for

telephone instruments. No. 1,224.922; May 8; v. 238;
p. 336.

Hsrtsell. Jnnsh L.. and W. J. West, assignors to Young-
Hartaell Mills Company. Concord. N. C. Card-feeler
stop motion. No. 1.227,613 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1881.
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Hartsough, Walter W., Minneapolis, Minn. Dltchin£-ai»-
chine. No. 1,226.327: May 8; V. 238; p. 473.

Hartwlg. Theodore G., et al. (See Goetike. Otto, as-
signor.)

Harvey. Louis B., W. Hornbeok. and B. Blslnger. Sacra-
mento. Cal. Retaining-c'lamp for <lemountable rims.
No. 1.225.126: May 8; v. 238; p. 405.

Harwell. Meade S. (See Stark and Harwell.)
Hastings. Donald T. (See Watts and Hastings.)
Hasty. Otis R.. Elgin, 111. Shoe-shining chair. No

1,225.811 ; May IP ; v. 238 : p. 879.
Hathaway. Edgar F.. Boston, and C. D. Lanning. Dor-

ch*»ster. assignors to American Warp Drawtug Machine
Company. Boston. Mass. Pattern-controlled device.
No. 1.225.328 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 474.

Hathaway. Edgar F., and C. Lea. Boston. Mass., assignors
to American Warp Drawing .Machine Company. Textile-
machine. No. 1.227.537 : Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 12»«

Haubner. John W.. Friday Harbor, Wash. Fish-cleaning
device. No. 1.224,023 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 336.

Haug, Martin J.. Madella. Minn. Automobile-jack. No
1.224.298 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 66.

Haululn, Herl>ert E. T.. Toronto, Ontario. Canada. Con-
centrating and separating minerals by flotation. No
1,226..3.W: May 15: v. 2.38: p. 859.

Hauptman. Herman, Plttsburgn, Pa. Pencil attachment
for sectional rules. No. 1.227.614 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1351.

Hauser. Peter D., San Antonio. Tex. Safety-raior-blade
sharpener. No. 1,224,924 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 337.

Haverstick, Daniel F.. Trenton, N. J. Floor-coverlna
No. 1.225.954: May 15; v. 238: p. 727.

Havrllla. Andy, Senecavllle. Ohio. Rail-Joint. No.
1.226.512 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 916.

Hawhaker, .Claude C. et al. (See Arner. Joseph, assignor.)
Hawes, Olga B., Paterson, N. J. Syringe and tube hanger.

No. 1.225.243 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 442.
Hawk. Beeiher A., et al. (See Burgess. John W.. as-

signor.)
Hawkins. Fletcher M., Greenville, Tex. Fumigating ap i

paratus. No. 1,225,627 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 574. I

Hawkins, Frank C. (See Stubblefleld and Hawkins.)
Haworth. Walter N.. and J. C. Irvine. St. Andrews. Scot- I

land. Manufacture of bypochlorous acid. No.
l,227,04l> : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1135. '

Hawthorne. Ellsworth, Bridgeport, Conn. Vehicle-lamp.
No. 1.224.463: May 1 : v. 23s

: p. 126.
i

Hayden, Harold P., Perth Amboy. N. J., assignor to The i

Barber Asphalt Paving Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Amelioration of soil. No. 1,228,361 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1603.
Hayes. John P., assignor of one-half to J. E. Barnhart,

Pittsburgh. Pa. Switch t>oard or mounting. No.
1.228,362 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1603.

Hayes Pump & Planter Company. (See Hayes, Ralph
W. E.. assignor.) I

Hayes, Ralph W. E., assignor of one-half to Hayes Pump
& Planter Company, Galva, III. Attachment for spray-

I

rods. No. 1.225.i>i'9 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 372.
Hayes. Robert !.. as^ilgnor to Index Visible. Incorporated.
New Haven. Conn. Index or file. No. 1.224.636; May
1 ; v. 2.38 : p. 185.

Hayes, Stephen Q.. and C. M. Moss, Pittsburgh. Pa., as-
signors to Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company. Switching device. No. 1,227,434; Mav 22-
V. 238 ; p. 1261.

Hayes, Thomas J., Rosllndale. assignor to Arbetter Fell-
ing Machine Company. Boston, Mass. Feeding mecha-
nism for bllndstltchlng-macblnes. No. 1,225,628 ; May
8 : V. 238 : p. 574.

'

Hayes, Thomas J., assignor to Arbetter Felling Machine
Company, Boston. Mass. Seam for sewed articles. No
1.226,210 : Mav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 814.

Haynes. David W.. Lakemp. Okla. Tiltable turn-table
No. 1.225.030; May 8; v. 238: p. 372.

Hayton. Thomas B., Ajppleton. Wis. Device for covering
holes In vessels. No. 1.226.881 ; May 22 ; v. 238 •

p. 1078.
Hayward. Charles O.. Richland. Mich. Hat-banger. No.

1.227,906 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1453.
Hazen. Edward H., and S. L. Levi. New York. N. Y.

Horseshoe. No. 1.227.133 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1165.
Hazlewood. William A., assignor of one-half to J. A.

Whiteside. Fort Worth, Tex. Locomotive drlvlng-box.
No. 1.227.907; May 29; v. 238; p. H.'.3.

Heal. William S. (8ee Behm. Henry, assignor.)
Heath. Lewis W.. Hastings. Mich. Connector for circuit

wires. No. 1.225.127 ; May 8; v. 238; p. 405.
Hebert, Cbald. Manchester. N. H., assignor, by mesne as-
.signmeots. to Draper Corporation. Hopedale. Mass.
'Shuttle. No. 1.226.613; May 15: v. 238: p. 947.

Heenan & Froude Limited. (See Heenan, John N. D..
assignor.)

Heenan. John N. D., Chapel Walks, assignor to Heenan
<k Froude Limited. Manchester. England. Superheater
for locomotive, marine, and other tubular boilers. No.
1.227.435 : May 22 ; v. 288 : p. 1261.

Heeter. Jessie J. (See Ford, Loy. and Fleeter.)
Hegeler. Herman. (See Hegeler. Julius W. and H.)
Hegeler. Julius W., and H. Hegeler. deceased. L. S. Hegv-

ler. executrix, assignors to The Hegeler Zinc Company,
Danville. 111. Zinc smelting furnace. No. 1 227.050

;

May 22; v. 238; p. 1136.
Hegeler. Louise S.. executrix. {Se« Hegeler, Jallua W.
and H.)

Heseler Zinc Co.. The. (See Ueceler, JaUas W. and H.,
asaignors.)

"^i***"; J^°'."o,^ l^'"*'*"'"- ^- *>• Oraln handling device.
No. 1.225.031 ; May 8 ; v. 23,s

; p. 373
Heldt. Webster B. (See Chandler. Elbert R.. assignor.)
Helleniann,_ Walter, and U. Uehukf. Essen-on-tne Ruhr,
and N. Koch. Essen on-theRelllngbausen. assignors to
Fried Krupp Akllengesellschaft, Esseu-on-the-Kuhr,
Germany. Device for adjusting the recoil length lo
fluid recoil-brakes for guns. No. 1,227,134; May 22*
. 238 : p. 1166. '

Ilellniann. William A., Newark, N. J., assignor to The K-NVumann Hardware Co. Sheet-metal bag frame. No!
1.224.540 : May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 152.

Helmark. Selmer H., Hawley. Minn. Rope-measuring de-
vice. No. 1.225.128; May 8; v. 238; p. 405.

Helmbach. Joseph F.. trustee. (See McClelland. Earby H«
assignor.)

Heimerl. Julius E., Milwaukee, Wis. Heated receptacle
for meals. No. 1.227.782 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1410.

Helnkel, Christian F., and W. G. Lueters. Cleveland Ohio
Surluclngmachlne. No. 1.227.051; May 22; v.' 238;
p. 1136.

"**J°.*; 9."°- ^'^^ '^'°'^' ^- Y.. and C. M. Wild. Sprlng-
neld, Mass., assignors to Bosch Magneto Comnany New
York. N. Y. Magneto. No. 1.225,330 ; Mav 8; v. 238 ;

p. 4(4.
Helns. Otto, New York, and V. W. Kllesrath, Port Wash-

ington, assignors to Bosch Magneto Company, New York
N. 1. Distributing mechanism for electrical Ignition
systems. No. 1.226.658 ; May 22 : v 238

; p. lODl.
Heller. Carl. (See Doujak, Maria, assignor.)
Hellmund, Rudolf E., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Weat-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company Con-
trol system for single-phase motors. No. 1,224.166:May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 18.

. .
««

,

Hellmund. Rudolf E.. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to West-
Inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Con-
trol system. No. 1,224.167 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 18.

Helmond. William F.. Hartford. Conn., assign.. r to Un-derwood Typt-wrlter Company. New York. > Y Type-__...__ ..
,^.^ 1.225.331; May 8; t. 2<fe;writing uiachluf.

I

p. 475.
I Hemenway, John F.. New York, N. T. Automatic pres-

sure roll release for clothes-wringers. No. 1.224 541'
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 163.

.-'^'.^f^^ ,

I

ll»-uieuway. John V.. New York. N. Y. Clothes wringer.
I

No. 1.226.331 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 859.
riu^fr.

Hemleb. Martin. Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to The Singer
.Manufacturing Company. RoUry-hook sewing-machine.
-No. I,226.y73

: May 22 ; V. 238; D. 1111.
Uench A. Dromgold Company. (See Blrnstock, William

W., assignor.)
llendee Manufacturing Company. (See Jacobson, Edward

H.. assignor.)
1 Henderson. James B.. Lee, England. Gyro-comDass. No

1.226.882- May 22; V. 238; p. 1078.
Henderson. Wllbert D.. San Francisco. CaL Furring and

partition channel. No. 1.227.264; May 22; v. 2S8

;

Hendricks. Brandon. (See Rlemer and Hendricks.) •

Hendricks. James S.. assignor of one-half to F. B. Goetter
Colville, Wash. Hair-cleaner. No. 1.225.244; May 8-
V. 238 ; p. 443. ' *

Hendricks. Jim A. (See Krugh and Hendricks.)
Hendrlx. Hiram E.. Victoria. British Columbia. Canada
Copy holdt-r for type-writers. No. 1.227.430- Mar 22-
V. 2^8 ; p. 1262. .» '* •

Hennles. Emil M., Donnellson. Iowa. Carrier. No
1.225.245 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 443.

Elenrlcl. Fritz W. A.. Dorchester, assignor to L, F. Buff,
Jamaica Plain. Mass. Reversing mechanism. No.
1.227.783 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1410.

Henry. Earl, .\lbert Lea, Minn. Demountable rim No
l,224,6;i7 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 186.

Henry, Edward C., Missoula, Mont. Stovepipe lock. No
1,228.321 ; May 29 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1589.

Henry. Frank .M. (See Eraser and Henry.)
Henry R. Worthlngton, Inc. (See Berrigan. John J., as-

signor.)
Henry Vogt Machine Company. (See Thurstensen. Soren,

assignor.)
Henry. William S.. Rochester, assignor to General Railway

Signal Company. Gates N. Y. Circuit-controller. No.
1.224.542; May 1; . 238; p. 153.

llensley. Sewell S.. .Mexia. Tex. Drill. No. 1225 629-
May K

: v. 238 ; p. 575.
Hensley. William T.. Bound Brook, assignor to American
Engine and Electric Company. Middlesex. N. J. Clutch
mechanism. No. 1.220. 7t)9 ; Mav 22: v. 238 : p 1040

Ilentschel. Paul J.. Baltimore. Md. Garment-fkstener.
No. 1.227.908 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1453.

Ilerber. .><amuel M., Inia Mo Distillation of oil No
1.227.558 ; Mav 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1303.

Herber. Samuel M.. Inza. Mo. Apparatus for oil distilla-
tion. No. 1.227.559; May 22; v. 2.3S

; p. 1304.
HerbtT. Samuel M. lata. Silo. Revoluble retort for dis-

tilling oil. No. 1.227.560: Mav 22; v 238: p. 1304
Herbert. Albert H.. et al. (See Connor and Miles, as-

signors.)
Herman. Francis A.. Slatlngton, Pa. Permutation-pad-

lock. No. 1,224.168 ; May 1 : v. 288 ; p. 19.
Ilcrnian. .Maxcuo- B.. M<'iiipbls. T^nn. Surglcnl Instm-

ment. No. 1.220.513; May 16: t. 2.38: p. 010.
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Herman Pneumatic Machine Company. (See Ringle,
Robert F.. assignor.)

Herrick, Charles G., Independence, Iowa. Eye-testing de-
vice. No. 1.228.020 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1491.

Herrick. Gerardiis P.. New York, N. Y. Machine for cut-
ting glass. .No. 1,220.059 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1002.

Herrick. William J.. Chicago ill. Transmission-gear.
No. 1.227,135: Mav 22; v. 238; p. 1160.

Herrick. William J.. Chicago. 111. Clutch. No. 1.227.136:
Mav 22 : v. 238; p. 1106.

Hers<-"hedp. E<lward F.. Cincinnati. Ohio. Clasp. No.
1.225.710 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 6t>l.

Herschel. Richard D.. Birmingham, Ala. Camera focusing
device. No. 1,226,660 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 10o2

Hershman, Paul K., assignor to Armour Fertilizer Works,
Chicago. 111. Production of refractory materials. No.
1.227.909; May 29; v. 238; p. 1458.

Herskovitz. Max, assignor to Peerless Light Company,
Chicago. III. Lighting flxture. No. 1.226.211 : May 16 ;

V. 2.3R : p. 815.
Ilerr. Herbert T.. Pittsburgh, assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The Westlnghonsi' Ma<hlne Company, E^st~ ~ ~
No. 1,226.073; May

Vehicle-seat.

Pittsburgh. Pa. Speed-Indicator.
16 ; V. 2.38 : p. 769.

Hertzfeldt. All>ert C. Independence. Wis.
No. 1,227.487; May 22: v. 238; p. 1262.

Hess. Clare W.. Flint. Mich., assignor of one-half to G.
L. Adams, FowlervlUe. Mich. Carbureter. No. 1.227,137 ;

May 22: v. 288 -p. 1167.
Hess. E<lward B.. Brooklyn, assignor to Royal Typewriter
Company. Inc. .New York, .N. Y. Shift-key mechanism
for type-writing machines. No. 1,226.770 ; May 22 ; v.

288; p. HMO.
Hess. E<lward B.. Brooklyn, assignor to Royal Typewriter
Company, inc., .New York. N. \. Typewriting machine.
No. 1.227.4.38 ; May 22 : v 238 : p. 1262.

Hess. Henrv, assignor to Hess-Ives Corporation. Phila-
delphia, Pa. Color photography. No. 1.225.240; May
8 : V. 238 ; p. 443.

Hess Ives Corporation. (See Hess, Henry, assignor.)
Hester. Lorlng B.. assignor of one-lialf to J. W. Black.

Bond. Miss. Coffee-pot. No. 1.225.812; May 16; v.
238 ; p. 680.

Healings. William H.. Jr.. assignor to The J. G. Brill Com-
pany, Philadelphia, Pa. Car-door-operallng device.
No. 1.228,322 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1589.

Heuston, Adam K.. Roaring Spring, Pa. Splice-bar. No.
1.220.212 ; Mav 15 ; v. 238 : p. 815.

Hewey. Everett L.. East Dlxfleld, Me. Saw set. No.
1.2i0.514: May 16; v. 2.38; p. 916.

Hewls. George P., Regina. Saslcatchewan, Canada. Indi-
cator for fluid-containers. No. 1.224.741 ; May 1 ; v.
288 : p. 223.

Hewitt, Edward R., Midvale. N. J. Drive mechanism for
automobiles. No. 1.224.543 ; Mav 1 ; v. 288 ;d. 154.

Hewitt, Herbert H., and C. H. Paeplow. Jr., Buffalo. N. Y.
Hose-coupling. No. 1.224.638 ; May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 186.

Hewitt. Peter C.. Rlngwood Manor. N. J. Apparatus for
translating electrical variations. No. 1,225,333 : Mav
8 ; V. 238 : p. 476.

Hewitt, Peter C, Passaic, N. J. High-speed motor-craft.
No. 1.227.784 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1410.

Hewitt. Peter C, New York. N. Y.. assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Cooper Hewitt Electric Co.", Hoboken,
N. J. .\pparatU8 for transforming electrical energy.
No. 1.224,689; May 1 ; y. 238; p. 186.

Hewitt. I'eter C, Rlugwoo<l Manor, assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Cooper Hewitt Electric Comp:iny, Hobo-
ken. N. J. Method of and apparatus for translating
electrl<-al variations. No. 1.225.332; May 8: v. 238;
p. 475.

Hice, William E.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Grinding apparatus.
No. 1.224.169 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 19.

Hick. Harry J.. Alllan<-e. Ohio. Filing appliance. No.
1.227.550 : Mav 22 : v. 238 : p. 1301.

Hick. Harry J.. Alliance. Ohio. Filing appliance. No.
1.228.021 ; May 29; v. 288; p. 1491.

Hick. Harry J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
McCaskey Register Company, .\lliance. Ohio. Filing
appliance. No. 1.227.785 ; ilav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1410.

HIckmnn. .lohn. Tangleflag. Saskatrhewan. Canada. Ro-
tary tooth-brush. No. 1.225.955: Mav 15, v. 238;

Hicks. James W., Clifton Hill, assignor of one-third to
T. A. Nolan and one-third to E. Webb. Victoria, Aus-
tralia. CHotbes pin. No. 1.225.030; May 8; v. 288;
p. 575.

Hicks. Thomas W.. Minneapolis. Minn. Planting. No.
1.226.515: Mnv 15 : v. 2:^8: p. 91 tt.

Hldlet)augh. W. W. (See Palmer. Ira A., assignor.)
HIggins, .\rthur H.. assignor to Minerals Separation Lim-

ited. London. England. Treatment of ores. No.
1.227.016: May 29: v. 238; p. 1852.

HIghnm. Daniel. .New York. N. Y. Combined phonograph
and moving-picture apparatus. No. 1,226,883 ; Mav 22 ;

V. 2.38: p. 1078.
Hlldehrand. Benjamin F.. .\gnew. Cal. Nut-locking

washer. No. 1.227.265: May 22: v. 288: p. 1209
HUgenilorf. Louis W.. Fountain. Colo. Cartrldge-maga-

flne. No. 1.227.4.39 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1263.
Hllger. James. Scottvllle. Mich. Separator 01 screen for

threshing machines. No. 1.224.37< ; May 1; t. 238;
p. 94.

Hill, Edward P., assignor to E. W. Hill, Chicaco. 111.

Loose-leaf-binder construction. No. 1,224,464 ; May 1 ;

y. 238 ; p. 126.
Hill, Edward W. (See Hill. Edward F.. assignor.)
Hill, Edward W., Chicago, 111. Loose-leaf binder. No.

1.224.466 ; May 1 ; v. 288 : p. 127.
Hill. (;eorge S.. Strafford, N. H., assignor to United Shoe

Machinery Company. Paterson, N. J. Evelet-sfWing
machine. No. 1.225.247 ; .May 8 : v. 238 ;

p." 444.
Hill, Lindsay L.. Louisville. Ky. Railway-crossing gate.

No. 1.226.218 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 816.
Hill. Rollle C. Memphis. Tenn. Transmission mechanism.

No. 1,228,208 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1652.
Hill. Rollle C, Memphis. Tenn. Propelling-wheel. No.

1.228.209 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1552.
Hill. Walter L., Kenna, .N. Mex. Hot-water drum. No.

1.226.516: May 16; t. 238; p. 917.
Hill, William J. (See Ferrler, Albert C, assignor.)
Hlllyard. Newton 8., St. Joseph, Mo. Paper-towel and

toilet paper fixture. No. 1.224.378; May 1; y. 238;
p. 95.

Hillyer. Virgil M., BalUmore, Md. Educational device for
teaching reading. No. 1,224,742 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p.
228.

Hilton. Clarence E.. Monarch, Wyo. Dumping device.
No. 1.225.813 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 080.

Hiltz, Lawson D.. Marysville, New Brunswick, Canada.
Wetting attachment for trimming-machines. No.
1.227.786; May 29; y. 238; p. 1411.

Hlmelspach. Frank G.. Trinidad. Colo. Cartridge-belt.
No. 1.227.266; May 22; v. 238; p. 1209.

Hindman. Isaiah E.. Oakmont. assignor to The Duff Manu-
facturing Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. Screw-jack. No.
1,228,210; May 29; y. 238; p. 1562.

Hindmarsh. I'ercy J.. Lincoln. Nebr.. assignor to The
American Steel & Wire Company of New Jersey, HoIh>-
ken. .N. J. Post-anchor. No. 1.224,925 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. 337.
Hindmarsh, Percy J. Lincoln. Nebr., assignor to Tho
American Steel & Wire Company of New Jersey. Hobo-
ken. N. J. Fence-post anchor. No. 1.224.926; May 8;
v. 238 ; p. 337.

Hindmarsh, Percy J.. Lincoln, Nebr.. assignor to The
American Steel & Wire Company of New Jersey, Hobo-
ken, .\. J. Fence-post. No. 1,224.027 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ;

p. 338.
nine, Adelt>ert P.. Woodburv. Conn. Spinning-ring. No.

1,226,661 ; May 22 ; v. 286 ; p. 1002.
HInkle. Clarence E., Roswell. N. Mex. Portable electric

water-heater. No. 1,225.631 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 876.
lllninan. Leroy R.. assignor. b\' mesne assignments, to
The Flume Improvement Company, Denver, Colo.
Flume. No. 1.220.662: Mav 22; v. 238: p. 1002.

Hinson. William M.. Local, Ala. Leg-brace. No.
1.228.118 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1623.

Hipp, Ella, administratrix. (See Hansen, Albert E.)
Hlscock, Emory C. assignor to J. C. Farwell. Chicago, 111.

Pneumatic action for player-pianos. No. 1.227.787:
May 29; v. 238; p. 1411.

'

HIskey, (;eorge M.. Los Angeles, Cal. Safetv-raror. No.
1.226.614 ; Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 947.

Hitch, Albert J., Windsor. Ontario. Canada. Paper-
hanging machine. No. 1.226,731 ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

p. 009.
Hitchcock. Romyn. New York. N. T. Telegraph system.

No. 1.224.640 ; May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 186.
Hlte, Charles E.. Burlington. N. J., assignor to Universal

Brlquetting Company. Treating coal. No. 1,224.641

:

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 187.
Hlxson. Calvin D., Hiawatha. Kans. Drinking-fountaln

for poultry. No. 1.224,644; May 1: v. 238; p. 154.
iioberg. Frank H., and C. C. Thomas, Jr., Green Bay, Wis.
Couch roll. No. 1,228.114 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1628.

Uoblng. John W.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Fuel-valve. No.
1.22i .616 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1862.

Hobson. Oliver J. (See Beckworth and Hobson.)
Hochberg, Oscar, assignor to American Car and Foundry
Company, St. Louis, Mo. Reinforced car-wall construc-
tion. No. 1,224.743 ; May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 224.

Hochstetter, Frederick W.. New York. N. Y.. assignor
to H. P. Patents and Processes Company, Inc. I>eylce
for exhibltlni: moving pictures. No. 1.226.663 ; May 22 ;

y. 288; p. 1003.
Hochstetter, Frederick W., New York, assignor to P. M.

Pierson. Scarboro. N. Y. Apparatus for restoring
blemished moving-picture films. No. 1.227.188; May
22 ; V. 238: p. 11«7.

Hochstetter. Robert, assignor to The Ault * Wlborg Com-
pany. Cincinnati. Ohio. Ink and producing same. No.
1.220.884 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 10f9.

Hochstrasser. Morgan T.. Gainesville. Fla. Mixing ce-
ment mortar. No. 1.226.129 : Mav S : v. 238 : p. 40G.

ihMlgdon. Herbert W.. et al. (See' Cleaver, Fremont J.,
assignor.)

Ilodgklnson, William, rt al. (See Rathman, Gilbert, as-
signor.)

Hodgson, John G.. Maywood. III., assignor to American
Can Company. New York, N. Y. Spravlng-niachlne.
No. 1.227.617 ; Mav 29 : v. 2.38 : p. l.H5:^. '

Hodgson. John G.. Slaywoo<l. 111., assignor to American
Can Company. New York. N. Y. Apparatus for spread-
ing lacquer over the interior walls of cans. No.
1.227,618; May 29; v. 238; p. 1863.
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Hodgson, John G., Maywood. 111., asalgnor to American
Can Company, New York, N. Y. Can- lacquering ma-
chine. No. 1,227,619 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;p. 1363.

Hod«8on, John R. C. (See Johnston. William J., a*-
Rlgnor.)

Hoefelman. Adolph B. and E. O., Platte Center, Nebr.
Pedal-lock for automobiles. No. 1,225.130 ; May 8 ; .
238 ; p. 406.

Hoefflman, Ernst O. (See Hoefelman, Adolph B. and
E. O.)

Hoene, Alexander K., Taeoma, Wash. Corner-fastener for
Iron beds. No. 1.226.885 ; May 22 ; . 238 ; p. 1079.

Hoepner. (ieorge, Chicago, III. La beling-machine. No.
1.227.139 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1168.

HofTer. F. C. et al. (See Johnson. Roily A. and Q., aa-
Ignors.)

Hoffman. Addison F.. assignor of one-half to W. M.
Parkin, Pittsburgh. Pa. Pickllng-bath and making
the same. No. 1;225.956: May 15; v. 238; p. 727.

Hoffman. Aubrey F., Longford. iCans. Halter. No.
1.22T.440: May 22: v. 238: p. 1263.

Hoffman. Cromer. Mechanicsvllle, N. Y. Note-regiater.
No. 1.224.170 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 19.

Hoffman, .lohii N.. Forest (Irove. Oreg. Animal-trap.
No. 1.226.517 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 917.

Hofman. John, Uee Branch. Ark. Operating mechanism
for churns. No. 1.227,267; May 22; v. 238; p. 1210.

Hogan. Roger. Geneva. N. Y. Combination range. No.
1.225,248 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 444.

Hogan, Thomas L.. New York, N. Y. Sleeve-protector and
advertising device. No. 1,227,082; May 22; v. 238;
p. Il.'i7.

Hobnberg. Fritz. (See Lehmann and Hohnberg.)
Holcom. Llndsey E.. Twlsp. Wash. Snap hook. No.

1,224.744 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 224.
Holcomt., Walter U., et al. (See Morris. Robert B., aa-

Bignur.)
Holden. Artemas E. F.. Centralla. W. Va. Churn-dasher.
No 1.226.518; May 15: v. 238; p. 917.

Holden. Edward R.. Los Angeles. Cal. Hydrometallurgy.
(Reissue.) N>. 14.298: May 8: v. 238: p. 611.

Holder, Eugene H. (See Salter. Edmond A.. assUnor.

)

Holland Letz. Lud. Chicago. 111., assignor to International
Harvester Company of New Jersey. Switch-controlling
mechanism for aelf-rake reapers. No. 1.227,788 ; May
29 ; V. 238 : p. 1412.

Holland. Nt-wiunn ii.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to
New Jersey Patent Company, West Orange, N. J. Tele-
phone-transmitter. No. 1.226,886; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1079.

Holland. William H.. Alderlev Edge. England. Mud
g\iard for vehicles. No. 1.228.211 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1B53.

Holle. Alexander A.. Thames Dltton. assignor to The Va-
riuplane Company. LimitPd. London. England. Plane
and the llk»> for aeroplanes. No. 1,225,711; May 8; v.

238 : p. 602.
HoUey, Henry E., Otisville, N. Y. Ophthalmic mounting.

No. 1,227,620 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1354.
Holllster. Edwlu H., Ashland. S'ebr. Printing frame.
No 1.225,957 : May 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 728.

Hollister, George S.. ass'gnor to Gibson-Hollister Manufac-
turing Company. Boston. Mass. Ignitionn device. No.
1.224,299 ; May 1 ; v. 23S

; p. 66.
Hollowav, John W. (See Barnett and Holloway.)
Holly. Carlos, Lockport, N. Y.. assignor to F. N. Bart
Company. Limited. Toronto. Canada. Shearing mecha-
nism. No. 1.227,621 ; May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1354.

Holman. Ralph H. (See Sbenk and Holman.)
Holmes, Ellirldge R.. and S. Davis. as.><ignors to Crompton
& Knowlea Loom Works. Worcester. Masa. Shuttle
tension device. No. 1.226.519 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 917.

Holmes. Frank E. (See Cyphers and Holmes.)
Holmes Motor Corporation. (See Holmes. Roy B., as-

signor.)
Holmes. Roy B.. assignor to Holmes Motor Corporation,

Los Angeles. Cal. Motor. No. 1.224.642 ; May 1 ; v.
238 ; p. 187.

Holopbane Glass Company. (See Mygatt, Otla A., as-
signor.

)

Hoist. Lodewyk J. R.. assignor to .\. Brock. Jr.. Phlladel-
?hia. Pa. Means for determining ground speed. No.
.224.545 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 154.

Holste. Nels M.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Button-fastener. No.
1.225.814 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 680.

Holt. Harold E. S.. Farnborougb. England. Illuminating
drvice for use on air-craft. No. 1.227.441 ; May 22 ; v.

238 : p. 1263.
Holt Manufacturing Company. (See Turnbull, William.

assignor.)
Holtsohnelder. Leo G. G.. St. Louis. Mo. Insulated screw-

driver. No. 1.225.249 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 444.
Holab-Dusha Company. (See Dusha and Feyk. assignors.)
Horaans. Thomas 8. (See Bertram and Homans.)
Homans. Thomas S.. Hempstead, assignor to Intertype

Corporation. New York. N. Y. Mold for line-casting
machines. No 1.225.032 ; May 8 : v 238 p. 576.

Houians. Thoina"* S.. Hempstead, assignor to Intertype
Corporation. New York, N. Y. Typographical machine.
No. 1.225.633 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 576.

Home Devices Corporation (See Sauer, Frederick W.,
aHdnnor. ^

Honohan, William D.. Chicago. 111. Weight-grading ma
chine. No. 1.224.379 : Mar 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 9*.

Hood, Ernest K. (See Wolff and Hood.)

Hook4, C. F. rSee Ely. Maurice M.. assignor.)
Hooper. Louis M.. Rutherford. N. J. Bath-tub. No.

1.227.140: May 22; v. 238 ;d. 1168.
Hoople, Charles I.. Oakland, (Jal. Connecting means for

fabric strips. No. 1,227,053; May 22; v. 238; p. 1137.
Hoover, George W. (See Johnson and lloover.)
Hoover, Howard E.. Chicago, 111. Lubricating eystem.

No. 1.227.141: May 22; v. 238; p. 1168.
Hoover. Howard E., Chicago, III. assignor to Hoover

Suction Sweeper Company. New Berlin, Ohio. Cleaner.
No. 1,227,142; May 22; v. 238; p. 1168.

Hoover Suction Sweeper Company. (See Hoover, Howard
B., assignor.)

Hope, Ernest, Leicester, England, assignor to United Shoe
Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J. Finishing-ma-
chine. No. 1.221,622 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1354.

Hope Machine Company. (See Kinsley, Lewi:*, assignor.)
Hopedsle Manufacturing Company, (hee Kennedy, Henry

A., assignor.)
Hopkins, Frederick, Buffalo. N. Y. Expresslon-lndlcstlons

for perforated note-sheets for player-pianos and the
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like. No. 1,226,332 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 85!».

opklns, Ralph Z., Detroit, Mich. Bulldln
No. 1.226.214; May 15: v. 238; p. 816.

Hopwood, Ernest P., Portland. Oreg. Combination cup-
board and table. No. 1,225,958 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p.
728.

Hombcck. WaJtir. (See Harvey. Hornlteck, and Bisinger.)
Horsley. r>avld. Bavonne, N. J. Automatic ll>:ht-controlled

fllm-prlntlng sppsratus. No. 1,227,623; May 29; t.
238 ; p. 1 355.

Horton. Albert J.. White Plains, N. T., assignor to The
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis. Electric
switch. No. 1,227,789 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1412.

Horton, Albert J.. White Plains. N. Y.. assignor to The
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Control-
panel. No. 1.227.790; May 29; v. 238; p. 1412.

Horton. Fred E.. et al. (See Llnd. James A., amnignor.)
Horwltz. Barnett I.. IVnver. Colo. Making cigar-tips.

No. 1.226,074 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p 769.
Uosch, Walter E., St. Louis, Mo. Differential winding and
measuring machine. No. 1,228.022 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1492.
Hose. Walter R.. New Ulm. Minn Air - valve. No.

1.226.664 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1003.
Hosklns, Laban A., assignor to E. T. Earl, Los An-

feles, Cal. Locking means for printing-types. No.
.225,712 ; May 8 : v. 23.S : p. 602.

Hosklns, William. Chicago, III. Separating suspended
pulp. No. 1,226,333 ; May 16 ; v. 258 ; p. 860.

Hotchkln. Paul M.. Chicago, 111. Reflector. No. 1,225.032 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 373.
Hothersall, John M., Brooklyn, assignor to American (Tan
Company. New York. N. Y. Bung-seal. No. 1^27.143;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1169.

Houck. Ralph M. (See Schoenraan and Ilouck.

)

Hough, Azel C. assignor to Hough Shade Corporation.
Janesvllle, Wis. Mechanism for weaving slat-bllnda
No. 1.225.816: May 16; v. 238; p. 680.

Hough Shade Corporation. (See Hough. .V^.el C, as-
signor.)

Hough, William S.. Jr. (See Wiley and Hough.)
Houghton. Frederic D., Worcester, Mass. Spraying de-

vice. No. 1,225,713: May 8: v. 238: p. 60-J.

Houghton. Ralph E., and M. J. Hanlon, Cllftondale. Mass.
Illuminating device for electric flitures. No. 1.227,144 ;

May 22; v. 238; p. 1169.
House, Charles E., Eustis, Nebr. Dirigible automoblle-

headlU'ht. No. 1.226.665 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1(X)4.
Houser. Lawrence I.... Mlsbawaka. Ind. Cuff-button. No.

1.22S.212 : Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 1553.
Howard. William B.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Automatically-

timed asphalt-tester. No. 1.225.438; May 8; v. 288;
p. 511.

Howe. Charles M. (See Howe. Lee and C. M.)
Howe. Lee aad C. M., Nemaha. Iowa. Self-starter for

automobile engines. No. 1,226.816; May 16; v. 238;
p. 681.

Howe, William H.. Chicago. 111. Compressor. No.
1,225.817 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 681.

Howell. Albert ».. assignor to Bell Jk Howell Company,
(Thlcago. 111. Control means for motlon-plcture-prlnt-
ing machines. .No 1.225.335 : Mav 8 : v. 2.Sft : p. 477.

Howell. Ivy D . Ballston Spa. N. Y. Corset. No.
1.227.442 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1264.

Howlnnd. Chauncey W.. assignor to The Standard Optical
Company, <Jenova. N. Y. Machine for centering, mark-
ing, and testing lenses. No, 1,225.334; May 8; v. 238;
p. 476.

Howland. Henry P.. Chicago. III. Stove for blast-fur-
naces No. 1.224.92S: Mav 8: v. 23^: p. 338..

Hoyt. Clarence A., Taeoma, Wash. Camera exposure-indi-
cator and shutter lock. No. 1.224,300 ; May 1 : v. 238 ;

p. 66.
Hoyt. Francis R., East Orange, N. J., assignor to The
Slmms Magneto Co. Magneto electric machine. No.
1,226,666: May 22; v. 238; p. 1004.

Hmlch, Milan, assignor of one-half to R. Goyssovlch,
Conemaugh. Pa. Combined car and pipe coupling.
No. 1.226.887 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1079.

Hraby, John O.. Jr., *t al. (See Mueller. August E., as-
signor.)

Hruby, Thomas J., et al. (See Mueller, August E., as-
signor.)

Hubbard, Adra M. snd O. M., Platnvlew, assignors of one-
half to M. C. Wolfe snd one-sixth to H. L. Battle and
W. E. Hubbanl. Dallas, Tex. Clutch and transmission
device. No. 1.227.910; Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1453.

Hnbbard. Eber J.. Chicago. 111. Sheet-metal spool. No.
1,226.959 : Mav 16 ; V. 238 ; p. 728.

Hubt>ard, Oscar M. (See Hubbard, Adra M. and O. M.)
ilubhard, W. E., et al. (See Hubbard, Adra M. and O. M..

assignors.)
Huhler. John. Brandon, Wis., assignor to Wisconsin
Hemo Company. Fiber-breaking machine. No. 1,224,929 ;

Mrv"8: v. 288"; p. 338.
Uudglns. John T.. assignor of one-half to E. Sawyer,

Norl»dk. Va. Pipe-coupling. No. 1.228.823; May 29 ;

V. 288; p. 1589.
Huilson Brass Works in the City of New York. (See

Olllen. Paul, assignor.)
Hoebner-Blelsteln Patents Company. (See Fullmer and

Runser, assignors.)
Hu-'bner, Jowf, assignor to Pan-American Rubber Co.,

Milwaukee. Wis. Tire for vehicles and making the same.
No. 1.227.791; May 29: v. 238; p. 1413.

Hnetber. IHiul, Pittsburgh, Pa. Fountain-brush. No.
1,220.520 : Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 918.

Huff. Albert J. '(See Dohner and Huff.t
Huff, John M.. San Frsncisco. Cal. Flying-machine. No.

l.r-'O.Slil : Mav 15 ; v. 2.18 ; p. 918.
Hughes. (lodfrev P.. MellMiurne. Victoria, and J. L. Arm-

strong. <'aulfield. MellKuirne. Victoria. Australia. In-

terlocking rooflng-tlle. No. 1,226,888 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1080.
Hughes. Howard R., Houston. Tex. HorizonUl-drllllng

machine. No. 1.224.930: May 8: v. 288: p. 339.
Hughes. Howard R., assignor to finghes Tool Company,

Houston. Tex. Rotary disk drill. No. 1.227,911 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1454.

Hughes. James W. (See flehman and Huchea.

)

Hughes. Peter F.. Perth Amboy. N. J., assignor to The
Cuban-American Sugar Company. Sugar cane mill. No.
1.227.145; May 22; v. 288; p. 1169.

Hughes Tool Company. (See Hughes, Howard R., as-

slirnor.>
Hull. Nathaniel D.. assignor to The Hull Pomp & Tank
Company. Owensboro. Ky. Discharge - valve. No.
1.224.546 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 165.

, ^ . .

Hull Pump k Tsnk Company. The. (See HnU, Nathaniel
D.. assignor.) _

Hultgren. William H.. Roselle Park. N. J. Toy. No.
1.227.268 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1210.

number Limited. (See Burgefw. Frederick T.. assignor.)

Humbert. Richard E.. Montclalr, N. J. Toy. No.
1 224,643 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 188.

Humphrey Gas Pump Company. (See Brown, William C.
assignor.) „ ,. .. ,. w *

Humphrey (Jas Pump Compsny. (See Humphrey, Herbert
•v., assignor.)

Humphrey (Jas Pump Company. (See Humphrey and
Rusdelj, assignors.)

Humphrey Gas Pump Company (See Trump, Charles C,
assignor.)

Humphrey. George F. assignor to Allisnce Vegetable
Company. Limited, London, England. Dehydrating or

drying apparatus. No. 1.225.634; May 8; v. 288;

P '677. „
Humphrey. nerh<>rt A., London, England, assignor to Hum-

phrey ^as Pump Company. Raising or forcing liquid.

No. 1,224..S80: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 95
Humphrey, Herbert A., London, England, assignor to

Humphrey Gas Pump Company. Utilizing an expansive
force In forcing or raising liquid. No. 1,224,644 ; May
1 : v 23S : p ISS.

Humphrey, Herl»ert A., I»ndon. and W. J. Rusdell. Dudley,
Worcester, England, assignors to Humphrey Gas Pump
Company. I'ump and compressor. No. 1.224.381 ; May
1 ; V. 238 : p. 96.

Humphrey. Herl>ert A.. London, and W. J. Rusdell, Dud-
ley, England, assignors to Humphrey Gas Pump Com-
pany. Operating pumps. No. 1,224.931; May 8; v.
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Humphreys,* Arthur C, Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Rail-
way gate. No 1.224,745: May 1 ; v. 2.38: p. 224.

Hunker, Martin L., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
Whltaker-^ilessner Company. Wheeling, W. \a. Batten-
strip. No. 1.226.8.34 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 8«0.

Hunslcker, Charlen M , Dayton, Ohio. Flying-machine.
No. 1.227,269 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1210.

HnntHelm-Ferris k Co. (See Ferris. Howard J., as-
signor.)

Hunt. Helm. Ferris k Company. (See Ferris, Henry L.,

assignor.)
Hunt. Ozello B.. Chicago. 111., assignor of one half to

J. t. Oail. Kenosha. Wis. Mattress. No. 1.228,218;
Msy 29; v. 238; p. 1553.

Hunter. Howard M.. ct al. (See Johnson, Roily A. and O..
assignors.)

Hunter. John P.. and H. Kdntzler, Wllkes-Barre, Pa., as-
signors to .Adder Machine Company. Mechanical move-
ment for addlng-machines. No. 1.225,960 ; May 15 ; v.

288 ; p. 729.
Hunter. John P., and H. KuentRler, assignors to Adder

Machine Company. Wllkes-Barre, Pa. Carrvlng mech-
anism. No. 1.226.961 : Mav 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 7i9.

Hanter, Matthew A.. Troy, N. T. Electromagnetic ele-

ment or structure. No. 1.226,667 ; Msy 22 ; v. 288 ; p.

1004.

Hunting. Irving A.. Plainfleld, N. J. Sheet-feedi-ng mech-
anism for printing presses. No. 1,224.645 ; May 1 ; v.
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Huntly, Glbbs, Caro. Mich. BUl-flle. No. 1,226,622;
May 16; v. 238; p. 918.

Hupp Motor Car (Torporatlon. (See Watts and Hastings,
assignors.)

Hurd. Hubbard F., assignor to Clnett, Peabody k Co., Inc.,

Troy. N. Y. Fold-colUr. No. 1.226.216; May 16; v.

238 ; p. 817.
Hurley Machine Company. (See Fisher, Alva J., aa-

slgnor.)
Hurley. William L. (See Cameron, Charles E.. assignor.)
Huseby. Albert .\.. Chicago. 111. Motor-controlling mech-
anism for talking-machines. No. 1.224,301 ; May 1 ; t.

238 ; p. 06.
Haseby, Albert A.. Chicago, 111. Motor-controlling mech-
anism for talking machines. No. 1.224.547 ; May 1 ; T.

288 ; p. 155.
Huseby, Albert A., Chicago. 111. Sound-box mounting for

talking machines. No. 1,228,116; May 29; v. 238

;

p. 1523.
Huseby. Albert A.. Chicago, 111. Sound-box for talking-

machines. No. 1.228,116; May 29: v. 238; p. 1524.
Htlssy, Paul, and M. Hartmann. assignors to Society of

Chemical Industry in Basle. Basel. Switzerland. Silver
compound of the acridln series and making same. No.
1,227.624 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1356.

Hutchlngs. Charles E. (See Ruttan and Hutchlngs.)
Hutchinson, William U., Rochester, N. Y. Cooking device.

No. 1,226,771 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1041.
Huyette, Miles C. Buffalo, N. Y. Deflectlng-plate for
smoke flues. No. 1.228.023 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1492.

Hveem, Martin. Bayles, assignor of one - fourth to J. P.
Flnnegan and one-fourth to S. Brunner, La Molne, Cal.

Oearless differential device. No. 1,224,746; May 1;
V. 238 ; p. 225. ^ ^^ ,

Hyatt Roller Bearing Company. (See Lockwood, Charles
S.. assignor.) ...... ^

Hyde, Courtney, Brooklyn, N, Y.. assignor to Alphaduct
Company, Jersev City. N. J. Flexible electrical conduit.

•^ - -- '- ' 'io • V. 288 ; p. 1297.
(See Turner, Joseph P., aa-

Company. The. (See Richards,

, The. (See Bnrchenal, John J.,

No. r.227,538 : May 22
Hyde-Murphy Company.

signor.)
Hydraulic Pressed Steel

Archer W.. assignor.)
Hydrogenatlon Company

assignor.) _ „ _^.
Hyle. Jacob A., assignor of one-half to J. F. Sweeney, Chi-

cago, 111. Combined rail-Joint and tie-plate. No.
1,227,146 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1169. ^ . .^. ,

Hymans, Frederick. Glen Ridge, assignor to Otis Elevator
Company, Jersey City. N. J. Safety device. No.
1.228.962 : May l5 : v. 238 ; p. 730.

Hymans. Frederick. Glen Ridge, assignor to Otis Elevator
Company, Jersev City. N. J. Motor-control apparatus.
No. 1,225.963 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 730.

larnssi, Joseph. (See Rome and larussl.)

Ideal Coated Paper Co. (See Lawrence, Edwin V., as-

Ideal Wheel Company. (See Strletelmeler, John E.. aa-

Illsley. Frank P.. Detroit. Mich. Liquid-level regulating

device. No. 1,227.689 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1297.
Independent Button Fast.ner Machine Company. (See

Stenrnau. Axel C, assignor.)
Indestructible Paint Company, et al. (See Bills and

Rablnovltz, assignors.)
Index Visible. (See Haves. Rolwrt D.. assignor.)

Indiana Lamo Co. (See De Martin. Chrales L., assignor.)

Industrial Development Company. (."ee Darrah and
Trood, assignors. )

Industrial Development Company.
assignor.)

Ingalls, WlllUm A., Arkansas City. Kans.
No. 1,224.747 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 225.

Ingersoll, Leonard R., Madison, Wis.
measuring the gloss of non-metallic
1,225,260 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 445.

Inman Horace, and F. M. Joslln. assignors to Inman
Manufacturing Company. Incorporated, Amsterdam.
N. Y^. Machine for making paper box-blanks. No.

(S.

(See Trood, Ssmuel,

Cushion-wheel.

Apparatus
surfaces.

for
No.

4( -.

Canada. Automobile-tire
to clencher - tires. No.
155.

(See Inman and Joslln,

1,225,181 ; Msy 8 : v. 238 : p
Inman, John C, Eden. Ontario.

holder particularly adapte<l
1,224..MH : May 1 : v. 238 : p.

Inman Manufacturing Company
assignors.)

Inman, Thongs M. (See Ward. Bryant, and Inman.)
International Dental Appliance Co. (See Lyon, William

T., assignor.)
International Harvester Company

Benjamin, Bert R., assignor.)
International Harvester Company

Qreislng. Charles M.. assignor.)
International Harvester Company

Oronke. Barney, assignor.)
International Hnnester Company

Holland I.#tz. Lud. asslaior.)
International Harvester Company
Mowry, Edward, assignor.)

International Harvester Company
Pearson, Charles, assignor.)

International Harvester Company
Phelphs, George L., assignor.)

of

of

of

of

of

of

of

New Jersey.

New Jersey.

New Jersey.

New Jersey.

New Jersey.

New Jersey.

New Jersey.

(Sea
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(Sea
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(Sea

(Sea
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loterDationai Harvester Company of New Jersey. (See
Raney. Clemina R., assignor.)

iDternational Harvester Company of New Jersey. (See
Raney and LIvesay. astdirnors.

)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey. (See
Sohutt. Duny A., assizor.)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey. (See
Sharp. James A., assizor.)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey. (See
Smith. John P., assignor.)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey. (See
.Stone. John A.. a88ig:nor.

)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey. (See
Sturroclc. John, assignor.)

International Harvester Corporation. (See Mobr, Albert
F., assignor.)

International Harvester Corporation. (See Podleiik,
Henry J., a.<i8ignor.

)

International Time Recording Company of New York.
(See GosR. Harry T., assignor.)

Intertype Corporation. (See Bertram and Homans, as-
signors.)

Intertype Corporatioa. (See Homans, Thomas S., as-
signor.)

Irons. L. C. et al. (See Bretz. George W., assignor.)
Irvine, James C. (See Haworth and Irvine.*
Irving. Fred W. (See Schaefer. George A., assignor.)
Irwin Auger Bit Company, The. (See McPherson. Elmer

T.. assignor.)
Irwin. James, South .San Francisco, assignor to H. J.
Mahony Co., San Francisco, Cal. Releasing device.
No. 1.227,14f ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1170.

Irwin, John T.. London, England. Electrodynamometer
instrument. No. 1.224.171 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 20.

Irwin, Truman M.. Wallacel»urg. Ontario, Canada. Safetv
hose supporter. No. 1.224.466: Mav 1; v. 238; p. 12(.

IsaksoD, Carl, Dunseitb. N. D. Door-catch. No. 1,224,382 :

May 1 : v. 238
; p. 96.

Isbell, John F.. assignor, by mesne assignmenti. to O. L.
Knight, Los Angeles, Cal. Concentrator. No. 1,227.792 ;

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1413.
Ison, George (>., Mangnm. Okla. Fortlflcmtlon-staield. No..

1.226.075 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 770.
Iversen. William. (See Bucklev and Iversen.)
Iwamoto, Sumu, Higashl-Ku. <!)saka, Japan. Proceat of
making charcoal and apparatus therefor. No. 1,227,148 ;

May 22; v. 238 : p. 1170.
Iwatsubo, Oohel. Kioto. Japan. Manufacturing color-leaf.

No. 1,228,372: May 29; v. 238; p. 1606.
J. Mllhenlng. Inc. (See Mllhenlng, Frank, asHignor.)
J. B. Foote Foundry Company. (See Walter, (jharles R..

assignor.)
J. C. r)easan Musical Bells. (See Little, Frederick B..

assignor.)
J. E. Mergott Company, The. (See Fuller, Frani A., a»-

signor.

)

J. G. Brill Company, The. (See Adams. Walter S., as-
signor.)

J. O. Brill Company, The. (See Heullng. William H., Jr.,
asaignor.)

J. G. Brill Company, The. (See Kohler. George B., as-
slgDor.

)

J. G. Cherry Company. (See Cbadima, Frank, asslsnor.)
J. O. Cherry Company. (See Van Kuren. Stephen J., as-

signor.)
J. H. Sager Company (See Sager. Clinton M.. assignor.)
J. I. Case Threshlnic Machine Company. (See l»avles,

David P., assignor.)
J. T. Slocomb Company. (See Slocomb, John T., as-

signor.)
Jackson. Charles C, Akron. Ohio. Wind-wheel. No.

1.225.033 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 373.
Jackson. Maxey, Toppenlsh. Wash. Rallwav-switcb No.

1.225.635 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 577.
Jackson. Ray P.. E<lgfWood Park. Pa., assignor to Westlng-

hou.se Electric and Manufacturing Company. Protective
means for an electrical distributing system. No.
1.224.172 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 20.

Jackson, Robert J., assignor of one-half to W. H. Jenkins.
Philadelphia, Pa. Circuit-closing pusb-button. No.
1,227.270 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1210.

Jacobs, Arthur E., Cleveland, Ohio. Toy casb-reglster.
No. 1,227,064 ; Mav 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1187.

Jacobs. E4lwln C.. Norwalk. Ohio. I>»-vlce for the studv
of common fractions. No. 1,224,748 ; May 1 ; v. 238";

p. 225.
Jacobs, Jacques, Maastricht. Netherlands. Paint and

making same. No. 1,226.889 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1080.
Jacobson. E<lward B.. Plttsfleld. assignor to HendfH Man-

ufacturing Company, Springfield, Mass. Charging sec-
ondarv batteries. No. 1,227,149 ; .May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1170.
Jacoby. Leo D. (See Frankland, Alexander J., assignor.)
Jaderstrom, Charles D. (See Carlson, Unilerwood, and

Jaderstrom. i

Jaeger, Otto. Norrlstown. Pa. Coin-controlled device.
No. 1.227,150; May 22 ; v. 238: p. 1171.

Jahn, .\aga8t H., Plttsbargb, Pa. Cut-out for gas-en-
gines. No. 1,226,974 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1111.

Jann. Berthold. New Britain, and J. C. Hammer, Hartford.
as.slgnors to The B. Jahn Manufacturing Company. New
Britain. Conn. Telephone - directory bolder. No.
1.224,467 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 127.

Jahn, Berthold, assignor to The B. Jahn Manufacturing
Company. New Britain. Conn. Cup dispenser. No.
1,226.772 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1U41.

James H. Mann Company. (See Alexander, Elmer P., as-
signor.)

James .Mauafacturiug Company. (See Olson, John, as-
signor.)

Jamns. Thomas. Jr.. Philadelphia, Pa. Locomotive valve-
g.ar. No. 1.220.523; May 15; v. 238; p. 919.

James, WlllUm E., Prlcbard. Ala. Ice-box. No. 1.227.448;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1284.

Janes. Ralph R.. Brooklyn, N. T., assignor to Standard
Knitting Mills Company. Close^l -crutch underwear.
No. 1 226.773 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1041.

Janes, Koberl T., Comanche. Tex. Folding crate. No.
1.227.793: May 29; v. 238: p. 1414.

Jausu. Anton, assignor of one-half to J. Por. Cleveland,
t)hlo. Rail Joint. No. 1.227,625: May '29: v. 238;
p. 1.•{.'><;.

Jantxer, Elsie A., Brooklyn. N. Y. Snap button or fas-
tent-r. No. 1.226.818: Nlay 15; v. 238; p. 682.

Jarrell. Thomas M.. assignor of one-half to W. D. Sim-
mons, High Point, N. C. Non-skid auto-chain. No.
1,226.890 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1080.

Ja8< eu. Josephine E., OceansiUe. Cal. Mouse and rat trap.
No. 1,228,324 ; Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 159t».

Jav, James W., Philadelphia, Pa. Means for attaching
baits to lines. No. 1,226,891 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 108<).

Jeckert. Joseph P., Garfield, .N. J. Smoker's kit. No.
!

1,227,444 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1264.

I

Jefferson (jiass Company. (Sef Rankin. Carl, assignor.)
Jeffery, Benjamin A., Detroit. Mich. Apparatus for form-

ing blanks of ceramic material. No. 1,226.668 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1006.

Jeffries, Adolpbus F.. New York, N. Y. Receptacle-clo-
sure. No. 1.220.524 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 919.

Jelallan. Martin. Cranston. R. I. Combined dirigible and
hydro aeroplane. No. 1,227,912 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1454.

Jenckes, Lawrence D., assl;:nor to Crompton k Knowles
Loom Works, Worcester. Mass. Take-up mechanism for
looms. No. 1.226.525; May 15; v. 238; p. 919.

Jenkins. Charles F.. Washington. D. C. Motion picture
machine. No. 1,225,630 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 57'r

Jenkins. Charles H., Garfield. Wash. Fifth-wheel or cou-
May 8 ; v. 238
(See Burgess

58 ; p.
. Joli

677.
n W.. as-

Balley, Sadlevllle. Kv. Fold-
May 22 ; V. 288 ; p. 1265.
Company. (See Jenkins,

pUng-gear. No. 1,225,63't
Jenkins. Homer B.. et ai.

signor.)
Jenkins. Luther V . and W K.

able crate. No. 1.227.445 :

Jenkins ivtroleum Process
Ulysses S.. assignor.)

Jenkins. Ulysses 8.. Chicago, IlL, assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Jenkins Petroleum Process Company. Mil-
waukee. Wis. Obtaining gasolene and other light oils
from heavier hydrocarbons. No. 1,226,626; May 16; v.

238: p. 920.
Jenkins, Wrtsdon H. (See Jackson. Robert J., assignor.'^
Jf-Diilnjcs. Oliver S.. Wllklnsburx. Pa., assignor to Westlng-

huuse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Revolving
fan. No. 1,226.076 ; May 15 : v. 23S ; p 770.

Jennings. Wllllaui H. (See Butler and J»'nntogs.(
Jensen, Peter. Colton, C>reK. Draft-releasing device. No.

1.227.446 May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1265.
Jensen. Rudolph C. Sprlngwells. Mich. Leather facing for

cone-clutcbes. No. 1,22.. 151 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1171.
Jernigan. Albert S., assignor of one-fourth to J. L. M.
Curry and A. J. Smith. Cheyenne. Okla. Fly-trap. No.
1.225.638 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 678.

Jessen. Charles C, Oakland. Cal. Oas-radlator. No.
1.225.034 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 374.

Jessen. James. (See McNulty, Nelson, and Jessen.)
Jesson, Jesse A., Corbln. Ky. Automatic train-stopping

device. No. 1,227.913 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1454.
Jlranek. Louis A.. Blrnaiiiwotxl. Wis. Sanitary seat-cover

apparatus. .No. 1.224.04«5 ; May 1: v. 2.38; p. 189.
Joachim. Joseph W.. New Orleans. La. Gage. No.

122K.325: Xlay 29: v. 23« : p. 1590
Jobson, Frank L. (See Dutton and Johson.)
Johannesen. Svend E., Plttsfleld, Mass.. assignor to (^n-

eral Electric Company. .Method and meaus of voltage
control. No. 1,225,6^9 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 578.

Jobanson, Carl S.. Montclalr, N. J. Extensible window-
frame. No. 1,227,162; May 22; v. 238; p. 1171.

John L>eere Wagon Company, The. (See Lay. Francis M.,
assignor.)

John Douglas Company, The. (See McNeil, Daniel W.. as-
signor. )

John, Grlffltb, Yonkers, N. Y., assignor to Otis Elevator
Company, Jersey City, N. J. Safety device. No.
1,225.9«»4 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 730.

John Maddock & Sons. (See Maddock, John, assignor.)
Johns-Pratt Company. "The. (See Cole, Rot>ert C. as-

signor.)
Johnsen, .\lfred J.. Illovo River, and H. E. Johnsen, Dur-

ban. Naul. South Africa. Fish-Joint. No. 1,227,271 ;

May 22 : v. 238: p, 1211.
Johnsen, Henry E. (See Johnsen, Alfred J. and H. E.)
Johnson, Albin J.. Duluth. Minn. Combination toilet ar-

ticle. No. 1.226,669 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1005.
Johnson. Arley M., Belle Center, Ohio. Hog catcher and

holder. No. 1.227.794 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1414.
Johnson, Charles. Seaside, Oreg. Street-sweeper. No.

1^25.251 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 446.
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Johnson, Charles T., Mossvllle. La. Stove-top protector.
No. 1.227.447; Mav 22; v. 238 ; p. 126.'i.

Johnson. Eklwln L., iilansas City, Mo. Automobile-signal.
No. 1.226.714 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 603.

Johnson, Eric, assignor to Deere & Company, Mollne, 111.

Lubricating device. No. 1,224.647 ; May 1 ; v. 288

;

p. 189.
Johnson, Frank C. (See Nasb, Charles M., assignor.)
Johnson. Garfield. (See Johnson. Roily A. .ind G.)
Johnson. George A., Chicago, 111., assignor to W. H.

Miner, (^'hazv, N. Y. High-capacity friction spring
draft-rigging. No. 1,226,715 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 603.

Johnson, George F., Maple City, Kans. Tractor-wheel.
No. 1,228.024 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1492.

Johnson, Oustaf. (See Sampson and Johnson.)
Johnson, Hans O.. assignor of one-half to A. E. Noack,

Sacramento, Cal. Dimmer for motor-vehicles. No.
1.227.79.'. : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1414.

Johnson, James .\. (See Turner, Joseph B., assignor.)
Johnson. Jeremiah P.. Detroit. Mlrb, «'urtaln construc-

tion for vehicles. No. 1,226,217 ; May 16 ; v. 288

;

p. 817.
Johnson. John. Stougbton. Wis. Door-hinge fitter. No.

1.224.302 : Mav 1 : v. 288 : p. 67.
Johnston, John k.. Munlsing, Mich. Floor-clamp. No.

1,228.214 : Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1554.
Johnson. John fl.. Omaha, Nebr. Attachment for steel

squares and the like. No. 1,226,132 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p.
406.

Johnson. John L.. Nekoma. Kans. Steering apparatus.
No. 1,224.549 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 156.

Johnson. John T., Chicago, III. Gage. No. 1,226,819

;

May 16: V. 288: p. 682.
Johnson. John W., and G. W. Hoover, Wapella, III.

Brake mechanism. No. 1,225.965 ; Mav 15 ; v. 238

;

p. 731.
Jonnson. Lewis H., Bloomfleld. N. J., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Western Electric Company, Incorpo-
rated. Telephone-exchange system. No. 1,227,153

;

May 22 ; v. 238: p. 1172.
Johnson. I'hllip !>.. Chicago, assignor of one-half to C. A.

Brown, Hinsdale. 111. Liquid-fuel burner. No. 1.225.716 ;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 603.
Johnson. Philip !>., Chicago, assignor of one-half to C. A.

Brown. Hinsdale, III. Oil-burner. No. 1,226,717 ; May
8 ; v. 2.S8 ; p 604.

Johnson, Philip D., Chicago, assignor of one-bslf to C. A.
Brown, Hinsdale, III. OU-burner. No. 1,228,718; May
8 ; V. 238 : p. 604.

Johnson. I'hllip I).. Chicago, assignor of one-half to C. A.
Brown, Hinsdale, 111. Pilot-burner. No. 1,226.719;
May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 606.

Johnson. Roily A. and G.. assignors of one-sixth to F. C.
Hoffer, one-slxtb to C. F. Goudy. one-sixth to F. Sparks,
and one-sixth to H. M. Hunter, Los Angeles, Cal. Valve-
less four-cycle engine. No. 1.224.468 ; May 1 ; v. 288

;

p. 128.
Johnson. Thomas C. assignor to Winchester Repeating
Arms Co.. New Haven. Conn. Rear-sight bolt-action
military arm. No. 1.225.640 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 678.

Johnson. William R.. Camden. N. J. Fll>er-cleanlng ma-
chine. No. 1.224.648 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 189.

Johnston. James S.. Utica, .\. Y. Cloth - pller. No.
1,224.660 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 166.

Johnston, William H. (See Robertson. William P., as-
signor.)

Johnston. William J.. Port Carllng. assignor of one-half
to J. R. C. Hodgson, Gregory, Ontario, Canada. Motor
attachment for boats. No. 1,226,262 ; May 8 ; v. 288

;

p. 445.
Joly, Ceraire, Salem, Mass.

mechanism. No. 1.224.982
Jones Bros. Overall Company,

assignor.)
Jones, Campbell P. (See Chauvln. James F., assignor.)
Jones. Chelsle E. (See Pearson and Jones.)
Jones. David R., Jr., assignor to Jones Bros. Overall Com-

pany, Dubuque. Iowa. Sleeping-robe. No. 1,225,966

;

Slav 15 : v. 238 : p. 731.
Jones, Edward M.. Winchester, Ky. Comb. No. 1,226,627 ;

May 15 : v. 238 : p. 920.
Jones, F. E.. et al. (See Brett, George W., assignor.)
Jones, Frank E.. South Coffeyville, Okla. Door latch and

holdback. No. 1,224,749: May 1 : v. 238: p. 226.
Jones. Harry, Suffern. N. Y.. assignor to The American

Brnke Sh<M» & Foundry Company, Wilmington. Del. Re-
Inforclnc-back for brake-shoes. No. 1.224,867 : Mav 1 :

V. 23S : p. 265.
Jones, Harry, Suffern, N. T., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The American Brake Shoe k Foundry Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del. Brake-shoe. No. 1,225,330;
May 8 : V. 288 ; p. 477.

Jones, Henry D. (See Grelner an<l Jones.)
Jones. Henry D.. assignor to The Kelly Springfield Road

Roller Company, Springfield. Ohio. Scarlfvlns attach
ment for road-engines. No. 1,226,628 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

p. 920.
Jones. Horace E . Ebenshurg, Pa. Wheel-holder. No.

1.226.335 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 860.
Jones, J Albert, Marcellus, Mich. Head lamp control for
motor vehicles. No. 1.226.529 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 920.

JoDM. James C. Philadelphia, Pa. Mall-bag-transferrlng
device. No. 1,227,914 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1455.

Jonea, Jesse W.. Birmingham, Ala. Jack. No. 1,227,448 ;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1266.

Automatic train-stopping
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 339.
(See Jones. David E., Jr.,

Jones, John D.. Walla Walla, Wash. Valve. No.
1,226 671 : May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1005.

Jones, John D., assignor of one-naif to H. C. Baker. Walla
Walla. Wash. Fan. No. 1,226,670; May 22; v. 288;
p. 1005.

Jones, Louis W.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Pipe-vise and mounting.
No. 1,227.449; May 22; v. 288; p. 1266.

Jones, Lucy B.. Chattanooga. Tenn. Milllnery-cablnet.
No. 1,225.641 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 678.

Jones, Marshall N.. Denver. <'olo.. assignor to National
Glass Casket Company. Coffin. No. 1.224.883 ; May 1

;

V. 288 ; p. 96.
Jones, Oscar O.. Ontonagon, Mich. Self-cleaning currj-

comb. No. 1,225,133 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 406.
Jones, Owen M., New York, N. If. System for controlling

the levels of liquids. No. 1,227,540 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1297.
Jones, Walter C, Chicago. 111. Separable attachment-

plug No. 1.226.837 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 477.
Jones, Wesley C, Portland, Or^. Computing attachment

for dial-scales. No. 1,226,134; May 8; v. 238: p. 407.
Jones, William G. A., Dienver, Colo. Folding easel. No.

1.226.642 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 679.
Jones. William J., Martinsville. Va. Vehicle-wheel. No.

1.225.907 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 731.
Jope. Thomas E.. New York, N. Y. Picture-frame. No.

1.226,077 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 770.
Jordan, Cornelius, Weehawken, N. J., assignor to K. H.

Kluge Weaving Company, New York, N. Y. Manufac-
ture of labels. No. 1.226,263 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 442.

Jordan, Fred A., assignor of one-half to W. G. Swart, Du-
luth, Minn. Rotary mill. No. 1,224,938; May 8; .
288 ; p. 340.

Jordnn, Jav H., Lock Berlin, N. Y. Flexible sled. No.
1.226.672 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1006.

Jordan. Perry L., Clallam Bay, Wash. Automobile driv-
ing-gear. No. 1,224,760; May 1 : v. 238: p. 226.

Jordon, Henry D., et al. (See Gutbrie, Venable J., as-
signor. )

Joscphson. Henry, Cleveland, Ohio. Pawl-locking mecha-
nism for pawl-carrying levers. No. 1,226,136 ; May 8 ;

V. 238 ; p. 407.
Joslen. Alunzo, Oklahoma, Okla. Rake. No. 1.224,661;
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 157.

Josephson, Henry, Cleveland, Ohio. Shaft-operating mecb-
anism. No. 1,227,796 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1414.

Josephson. Henry, Cleveland, Ohio. Brake-sbaft-operatlng
mechanism for automobiles. No. 1,227.797 : May 29 :

v. 4238 ; p. 1413.
Joslln. Frank M. (See Inman and Joslin.)
Joslyn. Victor C, et al. (See Frlberger, Harry L., as-

signor.)
Jungclaus. Henry P.. Indianapolis. Ind. Column-form

clamp. No. 1.527.798: May 29; v. 238; p. 1416.
Junkers, Hugo. Aachen, (>erniany. Hydraulic brake. No.

1,228,215 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1554.
Justice, Ithamar M. (See Underwood and Justice.)
Justrlte Manufacturing Company. (See Hansen. Augle

L.. assignor.)
Kadel. Byers, W., Roanoke county. Va. Draft-rigging for

railway-cars. No. 1,228,210; May 29: v. 238; p. 1554.
Kah, Arthur W. (See Farley, Michael H., assignor.)
" alser, Ben

signors.)
Kajlyama. Tameo, New York. N. Y. Game device. No.

1.224.173; May 1; v. 238 ; p. 21.
Kalamazoo Loose L«af Binder Co. (See WIgginton. G^eorge

P.. assignor.)
Kalmus. Herbert T.. Brookllne. assljrnor to The Exolon
Company. Cambridge, Mass. Making abrasive material.
No. 1.226.892 ; May i2 ; v. 238 : p. 1081.

Kammerhoff, Heinricn H. M., Orange, N. J. Electric gas-
englne-startlng and battery-charging system. N^o.

1.225.643 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p, 579.
Kandlblnder. Emella F., Springfield, 111. Automobile-

lifting Jack apparatus. No. 1,225,644 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. 580.
Kane, Peter W., assignor of one-half to E. N. Pearce,

Rochester. Wash. Pneumatic cushioning device. No.
1.226.673 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 10O«.

Kane. William. (See Weasels and Kane.)
Kaplan, Abraham C. (See ZIperstein an<l Kaplan.)
Kaplan, Jacob, assignor to A. C. K. Belting Co., Chicago,

ni. Belt tightener and spreader. No. 1.227,541 ; May
22; V. 238; p. 1298.

Kaplan, Julius. New York, N. Y. Garment. No. 1,225,264 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 446.
Karcher, Otto. Canton, Ohio. Dispensing device. No.

1,226,218; May 16; v. 238: p. 8lf.
Karpen, Isaac, assignor to 8. Karpen k Bros.. Chicago, 111.

Spring structure. No. 1,226.219 ; May 16 ; v. 288

;

p. 818.
Kartrude, Peter O., Luverne. Minn. Draft-equalizer. No.

1.226,975; May 22; v. 238; p. 1111.
Kasley. Alexander T.. Swlssvale. Pa., assignor to The

Westlnghouse Machine Company. Power-developing ap-
paratus. No. 1,226,22^^: May 15; v. 238; p. 818.

Kastner, Henry J., Dayton, Ohio. Sound-Intensifying
device for telephones. No. 1,225,136 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. 408.
Kate. John H., assignor to X-Ray Incubator Company.

Des Moines, Iowa. Egg-tester. No. 1.226,078 : May
15 ; V. 288 ; p. 771.

Kaub, Arthur D., Mongo, Ind. Cabinet. No. 1,227,799:
May 29 : v. 23^ ; p. 1416.

Kah, Arthur w. (^ee rarlej-, Michael H., assignor.)
Kaiser, Benjamin, et al. (See ZIperstein and Kaplan, aa-

M
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Kauffman. Ralph A., Waterloo, asfiiKnor, by m^sne aaslirn-

ments, of one-balf to E. Von Osterhel<lt, I>s Moloea.
I3wa. Automatic vehicle-top. No. 1,226,079 ; May 16

;

T. 238; p. 771.
Kankainp. Hprtnan. Virginia, Minn. Portable conveyer.

No. 1.224.3R4 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 97.
Kavalas, Evans. (S<»* Kavalas. Tom and E.)
Kavalas, Tom and E., Roi-k Falls, III. Wire-fence ma-

chine. No. 1,227.272 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1211.
Kawate, Hlyo»o. aMilgnor of forty one-hundredths to O.

Shintanl. Seattle. Wash. Can-lal>ellng machine. No.
1.224.303 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 67.

Kawneer Manufacturing Company. (See Praaer. John A.,

as.sl»{nor.)
Kavs. Charles A. (See Wllhelm and Kays.)
Keahn. Emll J., Detroit, Mich. Attachment for fur-aew-

Ing machines. No. 1,224,174 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 21.
Kearna. Chester A., and P. J. Hartlgan. Paynesvllle. Minn.
Pump for motor-vehicles. No. 1,226,530 ; May 15 ; v.

238 * D 921
Keator, E<lward O., Cincinnati. Ohio, .\djustable clamp!

No. i,22«.221 • May 15: v. 238: p. 818.
Kebbell. John F., assignor of one-half to (3. O. Oroa.

London. England. Folding box. No. 1,226.531 ; May
15; V. 2.38: p.' 922.

Keck, Wnilam M., Coaltnga, Cal. Underreamer. No.
1.225.908; Mav 15: v. 238: p. 7.32.

Keefer, Samuel H. (See Sears and Keefer.) ( Reissue.

}

Keeney, Fred W.. and J. M. I'erklns, Oklahoma, Okla.
Sedimentation basin. No. 1,226,893; May 22; v, 238;
p. 1081.

Keeran. Charles R., Chicago, 111. Receptacle-closnre. No.
1,226.532 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 922.

Keith. Georse. Sheridan, 111. Inflating device. No.
1,225,137 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 408.

Keith and Wright et al. (See Wilson. John M.. assignor.)
Kelleher, Edniond T. (See Gerke Bral.>«te<l. ami Kelleher.)
Keller, Cornelius H., et al. (See Frlberger, Harry L.,

asslpnor.

)

Keller, Paul J.» Beverly, Mass. Device for tia* with
collets. No. 1,227,626: Mav 29: v. 238; p. 1356.

Kellner, Gustav A. H. (See Patterson and Kellner.)
Kellogg. Charles S.. Montclalr. N. J. Differential gear.

No. 1,227.055 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1137.
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company. (See Reld,

William, assignor.)
Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company. (See Welaa,

Alfred U.. assignor.)
Kellogg Switchboard A Supply Company. (See Winston.

Charles S.. assignor.)
Kellogj:. Wlnthrop C, Wllklnsburg, assignor to Mathews

Gravity Carrier Company. Ellwowl City. Pa. Reversible
coupllrix for gravity-carriers. No. 1,220,222 ; May 15 ;

V. 238 ; p. 819.
Kelly, Henrv D., Kansas City, Mo. Hand-hole nlate for

boilers. Xo. 1.226.080: May 15: v. 238: p. 7ri.
Kelly. Henry D.. Kansas Otv. Mo. MeasuHng-fancet. No.

1.226.081 : Mnv 15: v. 2*8: p. 772.
Kelly-Sprlngfleld Road Roller Company, The. (See Grelner

and Jones, assignors.)
Kelly-SprlngiSeld Road Roller Company, The. (See Jonea,

Henrv D., assignor.)
Kelly. William M.. assignor to .American Type Founders

Company, Jersey City, N. J. Printing press. No.
1.227,450; Mav 22; v. 238: P 1266.

Kelsall, Oliver 11., et al. (See Medanlcta, Daniel B., as-
signor.)

Kemp. Joseph A., et al. (See Patterson, Warren A., aa-
slgnor.

)

Kemp Manufacturing Co. (See Randall, Herman P., as-
slznor.i

Kempf. Henry J., assignor to Package Machinery Com-
?anv. Sprlngflehl. Mass. Wrapping-machine. No.
.220,022 : May 15 ; v. 288 : p. 94fl.

Kendall, Dtivid, assignor to The Alliance Machine Com-
pany. Alliance, Ohio. Crane. No. 1,226,533: Mty 15;
V. 238 : p. 922.

Kendall, William O.. Newark, N. J. Hinge for vanity-
rases. No. 1,225,439: May 8; v. 288: p. 512.

Kendall. William G., Newark. N. J Safety-catch. No.
1.228,025 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1493.

Kendrlck. James P.. Fayette. Mo. Automatic dirigible
light-support No. 1,227.154 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. fl72.

Kennedy, Alfred D., Greenville. 8. C., assignor of one-half
to .American Machine & Manufacturing Company. Means
for Indicating abnormal temperatures In vegetable mat-
ter. No. I.L'24,;5S5 ; May 1 ; v. 23,H

; [>. 97.
Kennedy. Charles E. (See Mosteller and Kennedy.)
Kennedy. Charles J., assignor to Northern Novelty Manu-

facturing Company, Dulnth. Minn. Instrument. No.
1.225.909: May 15; v. 238: p. 732.

Kennedy. George A., deceased : M. Kennedy, administra-
trix, "assignor to J. J. Dauch, Sandusky, Ohio. Lift-
ing mechanism for power-operated plows. No. 1.224,879 ;

May 1 : v. 288 : p. 270.
Kennwiy, Henrv A., asslipor of ftve-elghths to A. W. Chap-

man. Providence. R. I., and one-eighth to Hopedale
Manufacturing Company, Hopeilale, Mass. I^read
guide or eye for loom-shuttles. No. 1.225.035 ; May 8 :

v. 238 : p. 374.
Kennedy. Joseph, assignor to The Clements Company, New

York. N. Y. Wall-socket. No. 1,227.627; Mav 29; v.

238; p. 1356.
Kennedy. Julian. Pittsburgh. Pa. Gas-borner. No.

1.228.217 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1556.

Kennedy. Lewis R. (8c« Lake, Rusaell, Kennedy, and
Anderson.)

Kennedy, Marie, administratrix. (See Kennedy. George
A.)

Kennedy. William J.. FalrAeld, Iowa. Salt-holding device
for animals. No. 1.225.045: May 8; v. 238; p. 580.

Kennel. Thomas J., near Middlotown, Ohio. Comtrfned
wagon box and rack. No. 1.228,117; May 29; v. 288;
p. 1524.

Kennell. Henry. New York. N. Y. Bottle-holder. No.
1.227.451: May 22: v. 238: p. 1267.

Kenny, John J.. Chicago. 111. Pipe closure. No. 1,224.934 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. ^40.
Kent. Perry E . New York. N. Y. Fastening device for

overshoes for tires. No. 1,227.800; May 29: v. 238;
p. 1416.

Kenyon, Bertram C. assignor of one-half to Dodge Manu-
facturing Company, Mlshawaka, Ind. Rotatfng-cylln-
der gaa-englne. No. 1.227.452 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1267.

Kern. George, Peru, 111. Coin-controlled machine. No.
1.225,720 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 005.

Kern, (Jeorge, Peru, III. Vending apparatus. No.
1.225.970 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 732.

Kern, George, Peru, III. Vending apparatus. No.
1.226.774; May 22; v. 238; p. 1042.

Kerner Manufacturing Company. (See Dodds. Ethan I.,

as.<lgnor.)
Kemer Manufacturing Company. .(See Frauenheim,

Joseph A., assignor.)
Kersey. Amos W. (See Leggett and Kersev.)
Kessler. William E.. Jersey City, N. J. Periscope. No.

1.225.640: May 8; v. 238; p. 680.
Kester. Wlllard w , Paso Robles, Cal. Insect-beater. No.

1.225.971 : May 15: v. 238; p. 783.
Kettelson, Harry C, Milwaukee, Wis. Rooflng-^leat. No.

1.225.972: May 15; v. •-'.'^S : p. 7.S3.

Kettering. Charles F.. and R. S. De .Maree. Dayton. Ohio,
assignors to The Dayton Engineering Lat>oratories Co.
Electric switch. No. 1.225.820 . May 15 : v. 238 : p. 682.

Keyes Fibre Company. (See Chaplin. Merle P., assignor.)
Keystone Driller Co. (See Wagner. George E.. assignor.)
Kidder, George C, Salt Lake City. I'tah. Furnace or

stove construction. No. 1.226.082; May 15; v. 238;
p. 772.

Ktef«T. Karl, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filling apparataa. No.
1.227.028; May 29; v. 238; p. 1357.

Kleren. Joseph. Gilbert. Minn. Alarm for cars. No.
1.225.036; Miy 8; v. 238: p. 375.

KUbourn Manufacturing Corporation. (See Smith. Wil-
liam E., assignor.)

Kllgore. Joseph D.. Homestead, Pa. Toy pistol. No.
1,225.S'J1 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 083.

Klllark Electric Manufacturing Company. (See Thomas,
Henry v., assignor.)

Killen, Edward R., Ix>ndon, England. Rubber tire and Its

attachment and detachment to and from wheels. No.
1.225.973; May 15: v. 238: p. 733.

Kimball. Philip S., Mllford. Mass. Jack. No. 1,226,822;
Mav 15 : V. 288 ; p. 683.

Klmm'lch. Ernest, Detroit. Mkh. Fire pot attachment.
No. 1.225,440; May 8: v. 238; p. 512.

Kinetic Electric Company. (See Becker, Edmund H., as-
signor.)

King, George H.. Anderson, assignor of one - fourth to
R. H. Brunt. SummltviUe. Ind. Heating-stove. No.
1,224,469 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 128

King & Hamilton Company. (See Oilman. John H.,
assignor.

)

King. Je»s E., assignor of one-half to W. C. Pearce, Syra-
cuse, N. Y. Electric load distributer. No. 1,226,534;
May 15 v 238 p. 922

King, Michael S., Blackfoot. Idaho. Potato-cutter. No.
1.227.050; May 22; v. 238; p. 1138.

King, Rot>ert L., Yancy Mills, Mo. Automatic lamp-
lighter. No. 1,225,647: May 8; v. 238; p. 580.

King. Roswell B., Pensacola, Fla. Reel-brake for flshlng-

rods. No. 1,227,273 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1211.
King. William A., La Conner, assignor of one-half to W.

demons, Skagit county. Wash. Motion-picture ma-
chine. No. 1,224,304 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 68.

Kingsbury, Harry T., Keene, N. H. Toy dump-wagon.
No. 1,224,935 ; May 8 ; v. 23S

; p. 340.
Kinnard, Luella S., Chicago, 111. Toilet - box. No.

1.224.5.'i2 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 157.
Kinney. Frederick A., Philadelphia, Pa. Safety-pin. No.

1,225.823 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 684.
Kinsley, Lewis. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Hope Ma-

chine Company. Piston packing-ring. No. 1,224,761 ;

May 1 ; v. 238': p. 226.
Klnsey, Martin L., Dos Palos, Cal. Cork-extractor. No.

1.225.037 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 375.
Kipper, Herman B.. Solvay. N. Y. Making caustic soda.

No. 1.227,453 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1268.
Klppes. Henry W., Brooklyn. N. Y. Rowlock. No.

1.225.824: May 15: v. 238; p. 684.
Klrkwood. Ramey, Abt>ev1Ile, S. C. Liquid-gage. No.

1.224.752; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 227.
Kirsch. Jacob, Banner. Okla. Control device for spring-

motors. No. 1,228,326 ; Mav 2<.« : v. 238 : p. 1590.
Klrsttn. Alfred J. (See Moe and Klrstln.)
Klser, Frank H„ Columbus, Ohio. Carriage-top. No.

1.225.038 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 376.
Kiss, Andre, Cincinnati, Ohio. Adjustable plate-holder
attachment for cameras. No. 1,225, <)39 : May 8; .
238 ; p. 37G.
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Kitchen, Joseph If. W.. Bast Orange, N. J. Bonie-ck>rare.
No. 1,224,649; May 1 : v. 288; p. 190.

Kitchen, Joseph M. W., East Orange, .N. J. Toilet-paper.
No. 1,224,650; Mayl; v. 288 ; p. 190.

Kitchen. Joseph M. W.. East Orange, .\. J. Centering-
director for record-disks. No. 1,226.674; May 22; v.
238 : p. 1007.

Kltchlng. David C . Vallev Mills, Tex. Automoblle-hMd-
llght lamp mounting. No. 1,224.470 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 128.
Klasnich, John. Universal. Ind. Door • spring. No.

1,224.763: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 227.
Klaus, Nicholas, and E. W. Bookhart, Breda. Iowa. Skirt-

»mn<l fastening. No. 1.227.274; May 22; v. 238; p.
1212.

Klay, Abraham B.. Modesto, Cal. Ware kiln. No.
1.226,685 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 023.

Kleckler, Henry. (See Tarbox and Kleckler.)
Kleokner, William R.. Cowell. Cal. Temperature-signal

for stacks. No. 1.225.648: Ma\ 8; v. 238: p. 581.
Kleckner. William R.. Cowell, C'al. Bacteria and fungi

exterminator. No. 1.227.464 ; May 22: v. 238; p. 1268.
Klein, Charles J., aaalgnor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.

Co.. .Milwaukee. Wis. Electric switch. No. 1.227,801;
May 29 ; v. 2S8 ; p. 1416.

Klein, Charles J., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.
Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Lamp-socket and the like. No.
1.228.020 ; May 29 ; t. 238 ; p. 1493.

Klein, Charles J , assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Casing for lamp-sockets or the
like. .No. 1,228,027; May 29: v. 238: p. 1493.

Klein, Charles J., assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg.
Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Casing 4or lamp-sockets and the
like. No. 1,228,028; May 29; v. 288; p. 1494.

Kleinsrhmldt. Henry F. A.. Johnstown, Pa. Surface
grinder. No. 1,225,040; May 8; v. 288; p. 376.

Kller. William R., <;alva. III. Attachment for belt guides
and shifters. No. 1,224,553; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 157.

Kllesrath, Victor W. (See Helns and Kllesrath.)
Kline. John A., Bloomsburg, Pa. Lock-bolt. No.

1.224.9.36; May 8; v. 238; p. 341.
Kllpfel Manufacturing Company. (See Swan, John H.,

assignor.)
Kloepper, Fred H., Lancaster, Kans. Attachment for oil-

founts. No. 1,227,629; May 29; v. 238; p. 1357.
Klneg, Martin, Sandusky, Ohio. Extension -"table. No.

1,224475 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 21.
Kluich, Paul B.. assignor to The Cable Company, Chicago,

111. Mechanical musical Instrument. No. 1,228.029 :

Mav 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1494.
Knapp, Therou I... (See Roderick and Knapp.)
Knecht. John E., Batavla, III. Candy pulling machine.

No. 1,225.138 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 4o8.
Knepper. J. F. (See Taylor. John E.. assignor.)
Knerr. Horace C, Primos, Pa. Control system. No.

1,228,030; May 29; v. 238; p. 1494.
Knight, (ieorge L. (.See Isbell, John F., assignor.)
Knouff, John E.. Wilmot, Ind. Grindstone attacnment.

No. 1,224.754 ; Mayl; v. 238 ; p. 227.
Knurck. John C... Woodhaven, N. Y. Envelop. No.

1.22R.218 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1555.
Koch. Felix. Bellevue. assignor to Pressed Steel Car Com-

pany. Pittsburgh. Pa. Passenger-car construction. No.
1.224,176; May 1; v. 238; p. 22.

Koch. Norbert. (See Hellemann. Behnke, and Koch.)
Koch, Ralph A. (See Sterling and Koch.)
Ko' h. William C, 8t. Paul, Minn. Antlrattling device for

automoblle-rurtalns. No. 1,224,177; May 1; v. 288-
p. 22.

1 Koch. William C, St. Paul, Minn. Releasing device. No
1.224.651 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 190.

Kooourfk. Henry, as.slgnor to Stewart-Warner Speedom-
I eter Corporation, (Jhicago. III. Electric Jack. No.

1.224.052 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 191.
Koehler, Andrew U., Buffalo, N. Y. Trlmmlng-machlnc

No. 1.227.155: May 22: v. 238: p. 1172.
Koehler, -Andrew R.. Buffalo, N. Y. Work-holder for ma-

''hines for trimming electrotjrpe-blocks or the like. No
1.227.1.56: May 22: v. 238; p. 1173.

Koehler, Frank G.. St. Louis, Mo. Truck bearing. No
1,220.894 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1081.

Koehring Machine Company. (See Kochrlng. Philip A.,
assignor.)

Koebrlng, Philip A., assignor to Koehring Machine Com-
pany. Milwaukee. Wis. Conveyer apparatus. No.
17227.157; May 22; v. 2.38: p. 11.3.

Koenlg, Ralph. Newburg, Wis. Telegraph-sounder. No.
1.226.775 ; May 22 ; v. 2.38

; p. 1042.

I

Koerlng. Bruno R., Detroit. Mich. Filter-tank. No.
' 1,225,441 ; .May 8 : v. 238 ; p. G13.
Koaater, Herman. (See Bristol and Koester.)
Koester, Paul, rt al. (See Rodler, Harold B., assignor.)
KOcIer. Albert P., San Francisco, Cal. OU-feedlng valve.

!
No. 1.224,755 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 228.

Kohlbach, Henry F. W., New Bedford, Mass. Lawn-
mower sharpener. No. 1.226,675; May 22; v. 238; p.
1007.

Kohler, (Seorge B.. asi«lKnor to The J. O. Brill Cotnpany,
Philadelphia, Pa. MeUUic sash. No. 1,228.827 ; May
»; V. 238: p. 1591.

Kohne, Robert D.. Toledo, Ohio. Agricultural tractor.
No. 1.227.680; May 29: v. 288; p. 1.357.

Kolesrh. Percy A.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Surveyor's target.
No. 1.227.681 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1858.
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KoUock, George L., and R. P. Martin, assizors to Dnt-
versal Hammer Company, Seattle, Wash. Hammer.
No. 1.224,471 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 129.

Komorous, Joseph, assignor to Parisian Novelty Company,
Chicago, III. Structure coniprlslng disks covered with
flexible material. No. 1,228,219 ; May 29; v. 288; p.
'1665,

Konar, John, Chicago, 111., asshpor of two-thirds to T. F.
.Adams, Sunnyside, Mont. Mechanical movement. No.
1.225.442; Mav 8; v. 238; p. 513.

Konrath. John. New York, N. y. Rescue apparatus. No.
1,228,220 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1555.

Kountz, Dennis L., I'ort Atkinson, Wis. Paper package.
No. 1,227.802 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1416.

Koontz, George B., et al. (Bee Gibson, William A., as-
signor.)

; Koppel, Hyman, Boston, Mass. Ash-siftlng apparatus.
No. 1.226.976; May 22; v. 238; p. 1111.

I

Kordlna, Felix F.. Lebanon. Oreg. Comb-cleaner. No.

I

1.228,221 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1556.
I
Koren. Harald. Cleveland, Ohio. Display apparatus.

No. 1 .226,676; May 22 : v. 218 ; p. lOOl
Korn. Henry, Chicago, 111. IMstributer for gravity con-

veyer systems. No. 1,224,472 : Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 129.
Kornstein, Ulrlch, et al. (See Bell, Albert C, assignor.)
Korzcniewskl. John, Toledo, Ohio. Balloon. No.

1,225.139 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 409.
Koscl. Henry G.. New York. N. Y. Smoke-preventer. No.

1,227.057; May 22; v. 238; p. 1138.
Kottus, Tam. Cleveland, Ohio. Folding chair for tables

or the like. No. 1,22<,808 : Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1417.
Kraemer, Emll. and G. Schuler, Woodslde, N. Y. Shade-

roller. No. 1.225.338 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 478.
Kraemer, Paul. Jersey City. N, J. Floating bicycle. No.

1,224,653: Mayl: v. 238 ; p. 191.
Kramer. Andrew .A.. Kansas (ilty, Kans. Window-frame.

No. 1.226,776 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1042.
Krasa, Albert. Michigan City. Ind. Transmission for sew-

ing-machines and the like. No. 1,224,473; May 1; v.
238; p. 130.

Kraus, David. (See Montague, Harold E., assignor.) '

KrauB Engine Company. (See Kraus, Otto, assignor.)
Kraus. Julius C. New York. N. Y. Bird - bath. No.

1.224,305 ; May 1 ; v. 238
; p. 68.

Kraus. Otto, assignor to Kraus Engine Company, New
York. N. Y. Apparatus for the production of working
fluids. No. 1.22t,275 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1212.

Krauth, Albert. Hamilton, Ohio. Manifolding apparatus.
No. 1.225.140: May 8; v. 238: p. 409.

Krens. Fre<l J.. Bloomer. Wis. Potato-vine lifter for cul-
tivators. No. 1.224.554; May 1; v. 288; p. 158.

Krenzler, Emll. Barmen. Germany. Lace-braldlng ma-
chine. No. 1,226,223 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 819.

Kressel. Edward C. L., Camden. N. J. Fertilizer and
making same. No. 1,225,825; Mav 15: v. 238; p. 684.

Kretz, Adolph, et al. (See Bell, Albert C, assignor.)
Kreutzberg Meter Company. (See Kreutzberg. Otto A.,

assignor.)
Kreutzberg. Otto .A.. Lake Bluff, assignor to Kreutzberg

Meter Company, Chicago. 111. Volumetric meter. No.
1.224,654 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 191.

Krider, Clement V. (See Madole and Krider.)
Krles, I.,awrence F., assignor to C. M. Marshall, trustee,

Baltimore, Md. Electric switch and fuse t>ox. No.
1.224.880 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 270.

Krles. Lawrence F.. assignor to C. M. Marshall, trustee,
Baltimore, Md. Electric switch and fuse box. No.
1.224.881 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 271.

Krlesel. Gustave F., assignor to C. A. RIckert, Minneapolis,
Minn. Machine for forming wire-fence stays. No.
1,228.031: May 29; v. 288; p. 1495.

Kristofek. Frank J., assignor to Brown & Blgelow. 8t.
Paul. Minn. Scoop. No. 1.228.373; May 29; v. 238;
p. 1606.

Kroedel, Robert, assignor to Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y. Spool-holder for film cameras. No.
1.227.276; May 22: v. 238: p. 1212.

Krohn, Gustave A.. Coarsegold, Cal. Ignition device for
Internal-combustion engines. No. 1,226.083; May 15;
V. 238 ; p. 772.

Krohn. Nels. (See Hamm. I^egge. and Krohn.)
Kronenberger. Ferdinand. Brooldyn, N. Y.. assignor to

I
F. B. Clark, Enslewoo<l. N. J. Egg-carrfer. No,

I 1,225,141: M.iy 8; v. 238: p. 409.
I Kronenberger, Ferdinand. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to
I F. B. Clark, Englewood. N. J. Egg-carrier. No.

1225.142; May 8; v. 238
; p. 410.

Kronenberger, Jacob. New York, N. Y. Garment-aup-
porter. No. 1,228,118; May 29; v. 238; p. 1624.

Kronquest. Alfred L.. Chicago. III., assignor to Conti-
i

nental Can Company, Inc.. Syracuse. N. Y. Coatlng-
I

machine. .No. 1.225.649; May 8: v. 238; p. 581.
Kronser. John, .Appleton, Wis. Mold for making pig-

troughs. No. 1,225.650: May 8; v. 2,38; p. 581.
Krook. John L. L.. Proctor. Vt. Machine for cutting sheet

nieUl. No. 1.226.536: May 16: v. 2.38; p. 923.
:
Krouse. William G.. Wyoming, Iowa. Engine-supporting

' device. No. 1,225,051 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 582.
Kruger, Thcotlore. Peoria, 111. Shutter-operating attach-
ment for cameras. No. 1,225,652 ; May 6 ; v. 238 : p.
582.

Krugb, Charles A.. Monroe, and J. A. Hendricks. Decatur,
Ind. Steering device for tractors. No. 1,227,450 ; Mav
22 : V. 238 ; p. 1268.

i
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Knefer, Anthony, assignor to R. B. Wilson, trnstcc, Toledo,
Ohio. Autoplow. No. 1,226,339 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p.
478.

Kuen, Eugene A., agslgnor, by mesne assignments, to The
Corcoran - Victor Company. Cincinnati, Ohio. Lamp.
No. 1,224,178 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 22.

Koeo, Eugene A., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Corcoran - Victor Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Lamp.
No. 1,224.179 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 23.

Kubn, Frank, and ¥. E. Shallor, assignors to American
Electrical Heater Company, Detroit, Mich. Electrical
heating unit. No. 1,225,826 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 684.

Kuhn. Frank, and F. E. Shallor, assignors to American
Electrical Heater Company, Detroit, Mich. Electrical
heating unit. No. 1.225.827; May 15; v. 238; p. 680.

Kalick, Isaac, Brooklyn, N. Y. Dispensing apparatus.
No. 1,225,143 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 410.

Kumauchi, James I., Seattle, Wash. Reflecting apparatus.
No. 1,226,537 ; Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 924.

KUntzler, Henry. (See Hunter and Kdntsler.)
Kupetz, Adolph G., a.'sHlgnor, by mesne assignments, to

Underwood Computing Machine Company. New York,
N. Y. Stand or support for loose-leaf books, he. No.
1,226,336; Mav 16; v. 238; p. 861.

^usterko, Madeleine, Tonkers, N. Y. Oarment. No.
1,226,977; May 22; t. 238; p. 1112.

Kutschbach, August E., Houston, Tex. Pump. No.
1,225.041 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 376.

Kyler, Charles B.. Evansville, Ind. Car-seal. No.
1.225,255; May 8; v. 238; p. 446.

L. E. Waterman Company. (See Britten, Edwin F.. Jr.,
assignor.)

La Crosse Plow Co. (See Cameron. William W., bc-
aignor.)

La Point, Stephen, Columbus, Ohio. Clothes stick. No.
1,225,043 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 377.

La Porte, Norbert M., assignor to The Crown Cork and
Seal Company of Baltimore City, Baltimore, Md. Select-
ing mechanism. No. 1,226,777; May 22; v. 238; p.
1043.

La Porte, Norbert M., assignor to The Crown Cork and
Seal Company of Baltimore City, Baltimore, Md. Cap-
ping machine. No. 1.226.778 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1043.

La Porte, Norbert M.. assignor to The Crown Cork and
Seal Company of Baltimore City, Baltimore. Md. Mak-
ing closures. No. 1.227,160; May 22; v. 2.l8 ; p. 1175.

La Socl4t4 "La Cellophane." (See Laussedat, Auguste
J. B.. assignor.)

Laas, Eklward. assignor, by mesne assignments, to O. B.
Barnett, Chicago, 111. Antlcreeper. No. 1.227.804

;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1417.
Lacey. Edward P., assignor of one-half to D. L. Skipper,

Zolfo, Fla. Flush-Unk mechanism. No. 1,226,340

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 479.
Larey, Thomas. (See Vredenburg and Lacey.)
Lachman, Laurence S.. assignor to Universal Electric
WeMing Company, New York. N. Y. Electric welding
and apparatus. No. 1,228,032 ; May 29 ; t. 238 ; p.
1495

Lackawanna Steel Company. (See Neafle and French,
assignors.)

Lackner, Peter, New Brunswick. N. J. Universal microm-
eter. No. 1,226,337 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 861.

Lacy, Will B. (See McAdams. William C, assignor.)
Ladd, Lester L., Lockport, 111. Labellng-macnlne. No.

1,227.158 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1174.
Lafltte, Theodore. Paris, France. Transmission mecha-

nism. No. 1,227,456 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1268.
Lahore. John A., Ardmore, Pa. Pacalng-case. No.

1.226.677 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1008.
Lager, Dave O., Helena, Mont. Moisture-supplying deTice

for Incubators. No. 1,227,542; May 22; v. 238; p.
1298.

LagerbHck, Per G., SattsjO-Dufn&s, Sweden. Socket for
drills with conical shafts. No. 1,227.632 ; May 29 ; t.
238 ; p. 1358,

Lahue, Moses M., Lowell, Mass. .Apparatus for sighting
and leveling guns. No. 1,227,633 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1358.

Lalng, Sallle W., New York, N. Y. Diaper. No. 1,224.766 ;

May 1 : v. 238; p. 228.
Lalsure, William H. (See Smith and Lalsure.)
Lake. Fred O., Washington, D. C. Green-corn cutting and

scraping implement. No. 1,224,474 ; May 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 130.
Lake. John L., Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to A. S. Grant.

Toronto, Canada. Vehicle. No. 1,227,634 ; May 29 ; v.
238 ; p. 1358.

Lake, John L., Cleveland, Ohio, assig^nor to A. S. Grant.
Toronto, Canada. Stabilizing mechanism for motor-
cycles and the like. No. 1,227,635 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p.
1359.

Lake, Simon. Mllford. Conn. Apparatus for treating cer-
tain diseases of the human body. No. 1,224.180 ; Mav
1 : V. 238 ; o. 2S.

Lamberson, George E., Brooklyn, N. T. Cigarette-box
wrapper. No. 1,227,159 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1174.

Lambert. Henry M.. Portland, Oreg., assignor to Lambert
Multiplus Company, Phoenix. Ariz. Cushlon-tlre for
vehicle-wheels. No. 1.225,042; May 8; v. 288; p. 877.

Lambert, Howard J., assignor of one-half to H. L. Frank.
Portland, Oreg. Radiator. No. 1,226,224 ; May 16

;

V. 238 ; p. M'.^

Ijimbert, James J. (See Habl and Lambert)

Lambert Multiplus Company. (See Lambert. Henry M.,
assignor )

Lambrlx. Mary J., Dayton. Ohio. Splash-board. No.
1.225,266 ; May 8 ij. 288 ; p. 447.

Lampe, Tadeusz J.. Warsaw. Russia. Bottle-washing ma-
chine. No. 1.225.663; May 8; v. 238; p. 582.

I>am8on Company, The. (See .^msden, George A., as-
signor.)

Lamson Company. The. (See Cowley, James T.. assignor.)
Land, Charles H., Detroit, Mich. Burner for denUl fur-

naces. No. 1.227,277 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1212.
Land. Floyd E., Medford, Oreg. Clutch mechanism for

transmission-gearings. No. 1,225.144 ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

p. 411.
Land, Herbert R., Little Rock, Ark. Lamp-socket lock.

No. 1,226.338; May 16; v. 238; p. 862.
Landeen. James. Sidney, Ohio. Keyless padlock. No.

1,226,896 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1081.
Landry. Joseph E.. New Bedford, Mass. Braking mecha-

nism for automobiles. No. 1,227,805 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1417.
Jjindsiedel. Harry, assignor to The Dalton Adding Ma-

chine Comnany, Cincinnati, Ohio. Adding-machlne.
No. 1,226,664 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 683.

Landsledel, Harry, assignor to The Daltoo Adding Ma-
chine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Adding and record-
ing machine. .No. 1,226.665; May 8; v. 288: p. 588.

Landsiedel. Harry, assignor to The Dalton Adding Ma-
chine Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Adding and record-
ing machine. No. 1,225.666; May 8; v. 238; p. 584.

Lane Bros. Co. (See Lane. cJeorge, assignor )

Lane, Charles C, San Francisco, Cal. Transmission clutch
control. No. 1,226,084 ; May 15 : v. 23H

; p. 773.
Lane, Cora M. (See Okell. George E., assignor.)
Lane. Franklin L.. assignor to P. B. Yates Machine Com-

pany. Belolt, Wis. Profile cutter-head. No. 1,226.896;
May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1082.

Lane. George, Haverfonl. HI. Socket for tennis-posts and
the like. No. 1,224.887 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 98.

Lane, George, Haveriord, Pa. Apparatus for supportlnf
lawn-tennis nets and the like. No. 1,224.888 ; May 1

;

V. 238 ; p. 98.
Lane, George, assignor to Lane Bros. Co., Poughkeepsle.

N. Y. Llftlng-Jack. No. 1,227,915; May 29; v, 288;
p. 1456.

Lane, John J., St. Louis, Mo. Valve. No. 1,226.974 ; May
16 ; V. 238 ; o. 784.

Lang, Charles J., Lawrenceburg, Ind. Shoe-support. No.
1,225,667 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 674.

Langan. (Jeorge R.. New York, N. Y. Gear-puller. Na
1,227.457: May 22; v. 288; p. 1269.

Langdale, Stonay L., et al. (See Feltz, Charles F., as-
signor.)

Langdale. Stonay L., et al, (See Shelton, Edwin T.. as-
signor.)

Langdale. William H., et al. (See Shelton, Edwin T.. as-
signor.)

Langdale, Wm. H.. 0t ml. (See Felts, Charles F., as-
signor.)

Langford, Jeremiah E., Salt Lake City, UUh. Railway-
tie and rail grip. No. 1,227,686 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p.
1369.

LanKner, Lawrence, New York, N. Y. Lighting appliance.
No 1.224.,'?86 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 98.

Langsenkamp, William, Jr., Trustee. (See Miller. Frank
8.. assignor.)

Lannlng. Charles D. (See Hathaway and I^anning.)
Lanphler, Robert C, assignor to Sangamo Electric Com-

?any. Springfield. 111. Mercurv motor - meter. No.
.225,975; Ukj 16; v. 288; p. 7*4.

Lappen, James E., assignor to Union Fibre Company,
\\lnona. Minn. Heat-lnsulatlng board composed of
cereal straw. No. 1,225,443 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 614.

I>appen, James E., assignor to Union Fibre Company, Wi-
nona, Minn. Comjxisltlon of matter for making fire-
proof and waterproof boards. No. 1,226.779 ; May 22

:

v. 238 ; p. 1044.
Larkln, Walter, assignor to H. Brinton Company, Phila-

delphia. Pa. Threading attachment for stop-motions.
No. 1,226.638 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 924.

Larmore. James A., Westgrove, Pa. (Tar-coupling. No.
1,226,085: May 16: V. 238; p. 773.

Larson, David, Berlin, German v, assignor to Otis Elevator
Company. Jersey (Jlty, N. /. Elevator-control system.
No. 1,225.976; May 16; v. 238; p. 735.

Larson, Leonard M., and C. J. Carlson. Tacoraa, Wash
Clothes tongs. .No. 1,226.589: Mav 15; v. 238; p. 924

Laskewltz, Edward T., LynnvUle. assignor of one-half to
L. C. Schnell. Kellogg, Iowa. Rail Joint. No. 1,224,867 ;May 1 : v. 238 : p. 262.

Lassen, .\xel J. L., Copenhagen, Denmark. Machine for
closing bottles and the like with capsules. No. 1,224 937 •

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 341.
Lassen. Axel J. L.. Copenhagen, Denmark. Spring sup

porting device for vehicles. No. 1.226.225 ; May 15 •

V. 238; p. 820.
J- " •

Latham, Albert. Beverly, Mass., assignor to United Shoe
Machinery Company. Paterson, N. J. Thread-lock
No. 1.226,086: May 16: v. 238; p. 774.

Latham Machinery (Jompany. (See Banmann, Gottfried
P.. assignor.)

Laaber, Erwln R., and R. V. Neher. Emmlshofen. Switzer-
land. Producing bands of aluminium. No. 1.225 044-
May 8 ; t. 238 ; p. 377.

Laucb, Richard. (Se« Busch and Laach.)
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E- ^^' Angeles, Cal. Latch handle.

No. 1,227.916: May 29; v. 238: p. 1456.
Lanletta, Nicholas M., Philadelphia, Pa. ClasD. No

1,226,640; May 16; v. 238; p. §24.
Laurie, William I. (See Newby, William, assignor.)
Laussedat, Auguste J. B., assignor to La Socl«t* "La

Cellophane," Paris, France. Label for bottles and
other recepUcles. No. 1,226,897 ; May 22 ; . 238 : p.

L*uten8chlager, William F., Cincinnati, Ohio. Cement-
applying machine. No. 1,225,828 ; May 16 : v. 288

:

p. 686.
Lavalle, Peter J. (See Ulrlch, WlllUm C, assignor.)
Lavere, Thomas J.. Bethel, Vt. Vehicle-brake. No.

1,228.038: May 29: v. 238; p. 1496.
Lawler, Arthur P., Brockvllle, Ontario, Canada. Liquid-

seal trap. No. 1,224.181 ; May 1 ; v. 288
; p. 23.

Lawrence. Edwin V.. '
'"

" ~
Brookfleld.
288 ; p. 684

Lawrence,

assignor to Ideal Coate(i Paper Co..
Mass. Reel. No. 1,226,658 ; May 8 ; v.

Valentine D., Nemaha. Nebr. Cultivator-
shovel. No. 1.226.669 ; May 8 ; t. 288 ; p. 586.

Lawrle. Ja-nes W.. .Milwaukee, Wis., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to William F. Jobblns, Incorporated, Au-
rora, 111. Treating aluminum skimmings. 8<reenlngs,
dross, slags, or analogous alumiuous materials. No.
1.228,119; May 29: v. 2.18; p. 1524.

Lawson. Mary. (See Rlsdon, Robert S., assignor.)
Lawaon, Sherman 8., et al. (See Phillips, George B..

assignor.)
Lay. Francis M.. asignor to The John Deere Wagon Com-

pany, .Moline, 111. Stake-holder for vehicles. No,
1.226,146; May 8; v. 288; p. 411.

Layman, Arthur R., Dover, N. H. Mule stop-motion. No.
1,226.660; May 8; v. 2.48; p. 585.

Layman. Hebron B., assignor to The Layman Pressed Rod
Co., Inc.. New York, N. Y. Connecting-rod. No.
1,226.978 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1112.

Layman Pressed Rod Co., The. (See Layman. Hebron B.,
assignor.)

Le Brocq Company. (See Le Brocq, Richard F., as-
signor.)

Le Brocq, Richard F.. New York, assignor to Le Brocq
Company. Brooklyn, N. Y. Door-lock for elevators.
No. 1,224,182 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 24.

Le Rond, Louis J. J. B., Psris, France. Recuperating
cycle for engines. No. 1,226.226: May 16; v. 288;
p. 820.

L«a, Charles. (See Hathaway and Lea.)
Leach, Robert P. (See Shepperd. George C, assignor.)
Lear, Charles L.. Burton. Nebr. Pole-tip. No. 1,226,829,
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p 6K6.

Leaver, Lewis. Armstrong. Iowa. Draft-equalizer. No.
1.226.541 : .May 16; v. 238 ; p 925.

Leavltt, John E., Stoughton, Mass. Tag-holder. No.
1,225,661 ; May 8 ; v. 238

; p. 586.
Leavltt -Machine Company, The. (See Smith and Wil-

liams, assignors.)
Leavltt Machine Company, The. (See Stuard. Smith, and

Williams, assignors.)
Leavltt Machine Company. The. (See Williams, Dexter.
and Smith, assignors.)

Leavltt Machine Company. The. (See Williams and
Smith, assignors.)

Leavltt. Samuel, Chicago, 111. Water-heating apparatus.
No. 1.227.806 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1418.

Leclalr. Henry H., Lowvllle. N. Y. Runner attachment
for vehicles. No. 1,226.444 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 614.

Le<outre, Auguste J., assignor to Royal Worcester Corset
Co.. Worcester, Mass. (Dorset. No. 1.226.087 ; May 16

;

V. i38; p. 774.
Lederer, Otto, Vienna, Austria. Surgical device. No

1,226.841 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 479.
Ledoux, John W., Swarthmore, Pa. Fluid-measuring mech-

anism. No 1.225.977 ; May 16; v. 238; p. 736.
Ledoux, John W., Swarthmore, Pa. Proportional meter

No. 1,225.978 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 736.
Ledvlna, Fred C, Irving, Iowa. Internal-combustion en-

gine. No. 1.226.830 ; May 15: v. 238; p. 685
Lee, Albert J. F.. West Ealing, England. Submersible

vessel. No. 1.225,662; May 8; v. 288; p. 686.
Lee. Belle, et al. (See Beeson, Ira S., assignor.)
Lee S. Smith and Son Manufacturing Company. (See
Mahan, Joseph E., assignor.)

Leaere. John P., assignor to Standard Comb Company
Leominster, Mass. Braid binder. No. 1,226,831 ; May
16 ; V. 238 ; p. 686. .

. . «/
Legge, Thomas A. (See Hamm. Legge and Krohn.)
Leggett. Christopher A., and A. W. Kersey. Emmett, Idaho
End rate for wagons. No. 1.227.917; May 29; v. 238-
p. 1466.

Lehman, Peter G., MIshawaka, Ind. Collar-wrapping ma-
chine. No. 1,224,858 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 202.

Lehmann, Hermann, and F. Hohnberg, Magdeburg. Ger-
many. Recoil-reducing means for guns. No. 1.227 161 •

May 22 ; v. 288
; p. 1175. .

,
« .

Lelbner, Albert, New York, N. Y. Car safety-fender. No
1,227,468; May 22; v. 238; p. 1269.

Leigh, Thomas E., Manchester. England, assignor to An-
glo-American Textile Machinery Company, Ablngton,
Mass. Lappet and thread guide for spinning and like
machines. No. 1.225,663; May 8; v. 238; p. 686

Lelghton. George W., and C. 8. Babcock. Chicago, 111,
Coating material for paper for photographic uses. No
1,226,146; May 8; t. 238; p. 411.

Leister. Curtis D.. Paris, Ark. Collapsible chicken crate
or coop. No. 1,226.781 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1044.

Leltch, John W., Huddersfleld. England. Chilling molten
material and obtaining the solid in a subdivided state.
No. 1,226,642 : May 16; v. 238 : p. 925.

Lektrlc Sales Company. (See Bullls, Frederick O.. as-
signor.)

Lemen. Lewis E. (See Matthews, Edward, assignor.)
^Pil^"^i Alphonse E.. Portland, Me. .Ball-bearing. No.

1,226,782 : .May 22 ; v. 238
; p. 1046.

Lemp Mlckael. W. F. AlbrechlL and J. Shebol, assignors
to Notowl Manufacturing Company, Syracuse, N. Y.
Lavatory-fl.xture. No. 1,224.306; May 1; v. 238; p. 69.

Lenders, Adolph W, H.. and H. F. Bauer, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa. Manufacture of corn-oU. No. 1,225,664 ; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 686.

^?^lv Melchlor, Brooklyn, N. Y. Cargo beam. No.
1,228,120 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1625.
^^l';^,?^*",.^- Sunbury. Pa. Levellng-rod. No.
1,224,938 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 342.

Lentz, Hugo, Halensee, near Berlin, Germany, Multiple-
expansion steam-engine. No. 1,224.939 ; May 8 ; t.
^38 ; p. 342.

Lept«. Hugo. Berlln-Halensee, Germany. Steam-engine
for locomotives. No. 1,226,.342 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 479.

Leombruni, Louis, Merlden, Conn. Sounding toy. N«
1,225,445 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 514.

Leonard, Charles H.. assignor to Grand Rapids Refrtgera-
tor Co., (Jrand Rapids. Mich. Drip-cup for refrlgerator-
traps. No. 1,228.034 ; May 29; v. 238 ; p. 1496.

Lepak, Peter, Pittsburgh, Pa. Article-supporting stand.
.No. 1.226,543 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 926.

^P'£?i Robert, New York, N. Y. Necktie-holder. No.
1,226,257; May 8; v. 238; p. 447.

Letsch, Frederick W., assignor to The Crown Cork & Seal
Company of Baltimore City. Baltimore, Md. Fllllng-
machine. No. 1.227.807: May 29; v. 238; p. 1418.

Levi, Samuel L. (See Hazen and Levi.)
Levy, Edward D., Springfield, Mo., and B. W. Mudge, Chl-

<•««<>. 111. Section-car. No. 1,227,808 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

I.*wl8, Corlnne M., Newtonvllle, Mass. Hand-loom. No
1,226,446; May 8: v. 238: p. 515.

Lewis, Lloyd V., Edgewood borough, assignor to The
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swlssvale, Pa. Fluid-
pressure - controlling apparatus for railway - vehicles.
No. 1.224,940 ; May 8 ; v. 238

; p. 342.
Lewis, William, Utlca, N. Y. Wire mattress. No

1.226,268 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 447.
Ley, Herbert J., Lawrenceburg, Tenn. Barn. No

1,226,783 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1046.
Llddle, Walter J., Milwaukee, Wis. Prlmlng-cup for mo-

tors. No. 1.227,469 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1270.
Lldgerwood Manufacturing Company. (See Miller and

Ruggles. assignors.)
Lldgerwood Manufacturing Company. (See Swan, Ervln

D.. assignor.)
Lleber, Louis O.. Los Angeles, Cal. Plug and receptacle

connector. No. 1.227,918 ; Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1460.
Lieberthal. Robert H. (See Schwalb, Otto, assignor.)
Llebknecht, Otto, Frankfort-on-the-Maln, Germany as-

signor to Roessler & Hasslacher Chemical Company.New York. N. Y. Manufacturing alkali percarbonates.
No. 1.226,832 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 686.

Llgett & Myers Tobacco Company. (See Gilliam. Law-
rence M.. assignor.)

Llgglns, William L.. St. Louis. Mo. Alcohol-lamp No
1,228.328 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1691.

Llghtfoot. Wallace L., Brooklyn. N. Y. Repeater for talk-
ing-machines. No. 1,226.979; May 22; t. 238; p. 1112.

Lllley. Agnes B., Los Angeles, C^l. Paper absorbent ma-
terial for surgical and sanlUry purposes. No. 1,226,838 :May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 6S6.

Llmoncello. Joseph, Chicago, 111, Knockdown crate. No
1,225.665 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 686.

Limpp, Rufus H., and U. Wlneland, King City, Mo
Grease-cup. No. 1,227,648; May 22; v. 288; p. 1298.

Lincoln Electric Company, The. (See Lincoln, John C,
assignor.)

Lincoln. James F., Cleveland. Ohio. Arc-welding anoa-
ratus. No. 1,224,807 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 69.

Lincoln, John C, assignor to The Lincoln Electric Com-
pany, Cleveland. Ohio. Method of and means for trans-
forming direct current. No. 1,227,809 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

Llnd. August S., McKeesport. Pa. Apparatus for polish-
livg rolling-mill rolls. No. 1,224,889 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

Llnd, Herman P. T., Kew Gardens, England. Interlock-
ing block. No. 1.224.757 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 228.

Llnd, James A.. Providence, assignor of one-third to W QSampson and one third to F. E. Horton. Cranston, R 1"
Needle. No. 1,226,046; Mav 8: v. 238; p 377

Lindsay. William G., Caldwell, N. J., assignor to The
Celluloid Company, .New York, N. Y. Solvent for acetyl
cellulose No. 1,226.339 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 862.

Lindsay. William G.. Caldwell. N. J., assignor to The
Celluloid Company, New York. N. Y. Solvent for acetvl
cellulose. No. 1,226.340 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 862

Lindsay. William G.. Caldwell, N. J., assignor to The
Celluloid Company, New York, N. T. Making acetyl-
celiulose plastic compounds. No. 1,226,341 : May 15 •

V. 238 ; p. .<462.
t

., «

,
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Lindsay, WUUam G., CaldweU. N. J., aulsnor'to The
Celluloid Company, New York, N. Y. MakiOK acetyl-
cellulose plastic compounds. No. 1,226.342 ; May 15

:

V. 238 ; p. 862.
Lindsay, William G., Caldwell, N. J., assisnor to Tbe

Celluloid Company, New York. N. Y. Maklne acetyl-
cellnlose plastic compounds. No. 1,226,343 ; May 15 ;

V. 238 ; p. 863.
Llndstrom, John T., Allentown, Pa. Steam-separator.

No. 1,227,278 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1213.
Lines, John, assizor to TUe Scovlll Mfg. Co., Waterbury,

Conn. Valve. No. 1,226,608: May l5; v. 238; p. 945.
Link-Belt Company. (See Pratt. Howell D.. assignor.)
Ltnse, Benjamin P., Seattle, Wash. Weeder. No.

1,226,»80; May 22; t. 238; p. 1113.
LIpinski, John, I^avenworth, Kan.s. Lace-fastening de-

vice. No. 1,224,390 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 99.
Lipscomb, Arthur W. (See Dawklns and Lipscomb.)
Llsell, Eroest, Dalbo. Minn. Stovepipe-cleaner. No.

1.228,."^29; May 29; v. 238; p. 1591.
Uston, Thomas. (See Vlck, Frank II., asslKnor.

)

Litcbfleld, Edgar C. and 11. L.. as.slguor8 to Tbe Litcblleld
Manufacturing Company, Wftttrloo. Iowa. Dust-cap
and wheel-holder. No. 1,228. u;i5 ; May 29; v. 238;
p. 1496.

Lltchfleld, Henry L. (See Litchfield. Edgar C. and H. L.)
Litchfield Manufacturing Company, The. (See Litchfield,
Edgar C. and H. L., assignors.)

Lltot, Francis E. J.. Wllklnsburg. Pa. Soldering com-
pound. No. 1.224,941 : May 8 ; . 238 ; p. 34.<.

Littauer, Lucius N. (See I)ahl. Harry J., assignor.)
Littge, Bertha E., Paonia, Colo. Window-screen. No.

1,225,979 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 736.
Little, Frederick B., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

J. C. Deagan Musical Bells, Chicago, 111. Electric
switching mechanism. No. 1.228,222 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1656.
Little, Frederick B., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

J. C. Deagan Musical Bells, Chicago. 111. Electrome-
chanical action for musical instruments. No. 1,228,223 ;

May '29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1656.
Little, James A., Bismarck, N. D. Water-heater for ns

or gasolene stoves. No. 1,226.834 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ;

p. 686.
Livesay, Robert C. (See Raney and Livesay.)
Llirlngston, D McRa, New York, .N. Y. Radiator atUch-

ment. No. 1.226,344 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 863.
Livingston, George, Philadelphia. Pa. Box. No. 1,224,891 ;

May 1 ; v. 238
; p. 99.

Livingston, William, New York. N. T., assignor to The
Noestlng Pin Ticket Company, Inc. Pin-ticket. No.
1,224,183 ; May 1 ; t. 2S8 ; p. 24.

LJung8tr5m, Blrger. (See Liangstrom, Fredrik and B.)
LJungstrom, Fredrik and B., Flnspong. Sweden, as-

signors to (ieneral Electric Company. Derice for re-

stricting axial movements of shafts. No. 1,224,882 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 271.
Lloyd, Richard P., Trenton. N. J. Shoe-protector. No.

1,224,655 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 192.
Loadometer Company, The. (See Troll, Frederick J., as-

signor.)
Lobdell, Burr. Detroit. Mich. Gnn-slght. No. 1,227.544 ;

.May 22 ; 238 ; p. 1299.
Locke, Fre<l M.. Victor, N. Y. Insulator. No. 1.225,147 :

May 8; v. 2.i8 ; p. 411.
Locke, Fred M., Victor, N. Y. Insulator and composition

material for insulating and other purposes. No.
1.226,088; May 15; v. 238; p. 775.

Lockwoo<l, Charles S., Newark, assignor to Hyatt Boiler
Bearing Company, Harrison, N. J. Double-thrust bear-

TOg. No. 1.226.345; May 15; v. 288; p. 863.
Lockwood. LouLs S.. assignor to The Rudolph Wurlltxer

Manufacturing Corapanv. North Tonawanda. N. Y.
Organ swell-box. No. 1.225.666 ; Mav 8 : t. 238 : p. 587.

Locomotive Superheater Company. <8ee McKee, Neal T.,

assignor.)
Locomotive Superheater Company. (See Osfermann, Ru-

dolf M., assiirnor.)
Loepslnger, .\lbert J., Cranston, R. I., assignor to General
Mre F^xtlnKulsher Company, New York, N. Y. Appa-
ratus for sealing glass bulbs. No. 1.225,980 ; May IS ;

V. 238 ; p. 736.
Loeser, Edward G., Roxhury township. Dane county, as-

signor to Cantilever Airless Tire (Jo., Milwaukee, Wla.
Metallic spring-actuated mechanlsni for rubber tires.
No. 1,224.1 58 : May 1 ; . 2.18 ; p. 228.

Loesser, William L.. Comstock. Mich. Can-opener. No.
1,228.121 : Mav 29: v. 238; p. 1525.

Lofe, Charles F., Pittsburgh, Pa. Keg liner and cleat.

No. 1,226,346 ; May 16 : v. 2.-?8
; p. 864.

Loftus, Francis A., Philadelphia, Pa. Protecting ap-
paratus. No. 1,224.392 ; May 1 ; v. 2.'?8

; p. 100.
Logan, Edward A. (See Bement and Logan.)
Logan. William H., assignor to Dow Wire k Iron Works,

Louisville, Ky. Revolving table. No. 1.224.475 ; May
1 ; V. 288 ; p. 130.

Lohrer. William, River Forest. 111. Rlbbon-reeL No.
1.227.460; May 22; t. 238: p. 1270.

Long, Elmer C, Hannibal, Mo. Internal-combustion en-
gine. No. 1,226,678 ; May 22 : . 238 ; p. 1008.

Long, George F., assignor to G. Plel, New York, N. Y.
Automatic horn. No. 1,226,089 ; May 15 ; v. 238

;

p. 775.
Longabaugh, Annah E.. Metx, Mo. Poison-bottle Indicator.

No. 1.224.393 ; May 1 ; r. 238 : p. 100.

Loomla, Allen, aaaignor to Packard Motor Car Company,
Detroit, Mich. Spee<lometer driving mechanism. No.
1.226.784 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1045.

Loomi.s. Milton J. (See Davis and I^oomls.)
Loomls, Morris A., Galllon, Ala. Necktie stretcher and

supporter. No. 1,226.544 ; .May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 926.
Lorentxen, Edward C. Kendrlck township, Greene county.

Iowa. Bottle rending machine. No. 1,224.942 ; May 8:
V. 238 ; p. 843.

Lorens, Peter A. (See Adler, Bror A., assignor.)
Liosee, Joseph S., Hebron. 111. Muffler cut-out. No.

1,227,461 ; .May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1270.
Ix)sey, Arthur W., Dover, N. J. Plate-lifter. No. 1,224,806 ;

May 1 • . 238: p. 69.
Louden. Thomas, Fairfield, Iowa. Sanitary drlnking-bowl

for stock. No. 1,227,279 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1218.
Looghrldge, Clyde H. and H. R.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Pipe-

cutter's workbench. No. 1.225,981 : May 15 ; t. 288

;

p. 738.
I.oughrldge. Clyde II. and 11. R., Pittsburgh, Pa. Outlet-

box. No. 1.228..r{0 : May 29 ; v. 238 • p. 1591.
ivoughrldge, Howard R. (See Loughriage, Clyde H. and

H. R.)
Lovell-McConnell Manufacturing Company. (See McCon-

nell, Duncan A., assignor.)
Lowe, Henry L., Indianapolis, Ind. Engine. No.

1.225.259 ; May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 447.
Lowry, Claud A., et al. (See Brett, George W., asaignor.)
Loxterman, Howard B., Pittsburgh, assignor to Blaw Steel

Construction Company, Hoboken, I'a. Mold-form. No.
1.227,280; -May 22: v. 238; p. 1213.

Loxterman, Howard B., Pittsburgh, assignor to Blaw Steel
Construction Company, Hoboken, Pa. Tunnel-form.
No. 1,227,281 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1213.

I

Loy, Ernest H. (."^oe Ford. Ix)y, and Heeter.)
Luoarsky, Harry C, Philadelphia, Pa. Method and means

for dyeing fur skins. No. 1,225.447; May 8; v. 238;
I p. 616.
Luck. George A.. Cambridge, Mass. Calipers. No.

1,225,835 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 686.
Lucklesh. Matt. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to General Eler-

trlc Company. No-glare device. No. 1.227,462; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1271.

I
Lucy, Ira. Long Pine, Nebr. Foldable crate. No.

I

1,226,227 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 820.
Ludlum, Albert C. New York, N. Y.. assignor to National
Bush Company. Bushing for bungs. No. 1,226.090

;

May 15: v. 238 ; p. 775.

I

Ludlow Typograph Company, The. (See Reade, William
I

A., aaaignor.)

I

Lueters, William G. (See Helnkel and Lneters.)
Lukacher, Leon, Detroit, Mich. Game-table. No.

1.226.260 ; May 8 ; v. 2.H8 : p. 448.
Luke, WUlia W., M. A. Ru.Hsell. L. R. Kennedy, and C. B.

.\nderson, assignors of one fourth to said Anderson, one-
fourth to said Luke, one-fourth to said Kennedy, and
one-fourth to J. P. Foreman. Fairfield. Iowa. Drinklng-
fountaln. No. 1,228.224 ; May 29 ; v. 2.i8 : p. 1657.

Lum. Walter O., Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to Wostlng-
hoose Electric and Manufacturing Company. Motor-
control system. No. 1.227.810 ; May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1419.

Lummus Cotton Gin Company. (See Grimes, Thaddeus
S., assignor.)

Lummus, Walter R., Lynn, Mass. Column for dlstlllatloa
and the like. No. 1,226,898 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1082.

Lomsden. John C, Seattle, Wash. Yeast sutMtltute. No.
1,226.347; Mav 15; v. 238; p. 864.

Lnndell, Alben E. (See Reeves and Lundell.)
Lundell, Alben K., New York. N. Y.. and H. G. Bddy.

Bayonne, N. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, to
Western Electric Company. Incorporated. Telephone-
call registering system. No. 1,226.981 ; May 22 ; v.

238 ; p. 1113.
Lunken, Edmund H., Cincinnati, Ohio. Pocket-window.

No. 1.228.036 : May 29 ; v. 2.18 ; p. 1497.
Lupinski, Max, and G. J. Meyer. Milwaukee, Wis. Barrel

washing and renovating machine. No. 1,226,982 ; May
15 ; V. 288 ; p. 736.

Lupinski, Max, and O. J. Meyer. Milwaukee, Wis. Barrel
calking and renovating machine. No. 1,225,983 ; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 737.

Lflpke, Paul, Jr., Trenton, N. J. Pipe-hanger. No.
1,224,309 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 70.

Lusardi. Lucy, r>eflance. Mich. Guy-anchor. No.
1.225.448: May 8: v. 2.18; p. 516.

Lusk, Alfred I., and L. Zelger. Melbourne. Iowa. Nut-
lock. No. 1,228J131 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1592.

Lusaler, Henry, Salem, assignor, by mesne assignmentt,
to Draper Corporation, Hopedale. Mass. Shuttle. No.
1,226,616; May 15: v. 238; p. 947.

Lutzp. Alfred, italle-^n the-Raale. Germany. Machine for
cutting plastic or pulverulent ma.ssea of all klnda. No.
1,224,394 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 100.

Lux, Engelbert, Beliinghani. Wash. Portable, power,
wood-surfacer. No. 1.224.94.1: May 8: v. 2.18: p. .14.1.

Luyttes, Amalle F,, New York, N. T. Cover for refuse-
cans. No. 1.227.463; May 22; v. 238; p. 1271.

lydon, John F., Oklahoma. Okla. .Xntlcreeplng means for
railway rails. No. 1,227.811 ; May 29; v. 238; p. 1420.

Lynah. James, Newburgh, N. Y., assignor to E. I. do Pont
de Nemours Powder Company, Wilmington, Del. Appa-
ratus for recovering solvents. No. 1.228.225; May zi9 ;

V. 238 : p. 1667.

1;
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Lynch, Charley W.. Trinitv. Tex. Attachment for saw-
mill dogs. No. 1,228.332: May 29; v. 238; p. 1592.

Lyon, Eva M., Escondido. Cal. Dirigible headlight for
vehicles. No. 1,225.984 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 737.

Lyon, William T., assignor to The International Dental
Appliance Co.. Portland. Oreg. Dental apparatus. No.

I 1,224.395 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 101.
M. Schulz Co. (See GusUfson Adolph P., assignor.)
M. D. Knowlton Company. (See De Smith. Henry, as-

sizor.) _ _
(See Brown, Lucius A., as-M. M. Johnson Co., Tbe.

slgnor.

)

Maaske. Emll F., Ableman, Wis. Detachable bread-tin
handle. No. 1,227.920; May 29; v. 238; p. 1467.

MacDonald. .Alexander, Omaha, Nebr. Dump-wagon.
No. 1,226,787 ; .May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1046.

Macl>onald. George M.. San Bernardino, Cal. Artificial
honeycomb. No. 1,224.479 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 181.

MacDougail, Allan J.. Detroit, Mich. Book-hanger. No.
1.224.947: May 8; v. 2.18; p. .145.

MacFaddcn. George J. (See Callan and MacFadden.)
Maciialian. Paul. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westing-

bouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Electrical
protective device. No. 1,224.400; May 1; t. 288; p.
102.

MacGahan. Paul, Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Westing-
bouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Electrical
measuring Instrument No. 1,227,468 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1273.
MacGahan. Paul. Pittsburtih, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Klecfric and Manufacturing Company. Belay.
.No. 1,227,469. May 22; v. 238; p. 1273.

MacKay. Malcolm. (See Rice, George M., asaignor.)
MacKenzle. Fre<i L.. Beverly, Mass., assignor to United

Shoe Machinery Company, Pnterson, N. J. Machine
for inserting fasteuiuKs. No. 1,225,837; May 15; v.

238 ; p. 087.
MacKeuzle. George W.. Jr. (See McKenxie, James A. and

G. W.. Jr.)
MacKenzle. James A. and G. W.. Jr., Ben Avon, Pa.

Liquid measuring apparatus. No. 1.228,363 ; May 29 ;

V. 2.18 ; p. 1603.
MacLaurln. John, Brookfleld, Mass. Process of veneering.

No. 1.226.7.14 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 609.
MacLaurln. John, Brookfield, Mass. Veneerlng-tape. No.

1.226.735 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 610.
MacLelth. Walter D.. St. Paul, assignor of one-third to

Union Fibre Company, Winona. .Minn. Insulating floor

I constniction. No. 1,226.788 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1046.

I
MacNamara, Patrick T.. assignor to The Western Union

Tele^rraph Company. New York, N. Y. Gravity-battery
electrode No 1.225.346: May 8; v. 2.18; p. 481.

MacPherson, .\llan R.. Tacomn. Wash. <iame apparatus.
No. 1,226.551 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 928.

MacPher.wn. Earle S., assignor of one-half to C. L. Ne-
doma. Detrtdt. Mich. Valve mechanism. No. 1.227,812 ;

May 29 ; v. 2.18 ; p. 1420.

I

Macbeth Evans Glass Company. (See Oans, Howard S.,

' assignor.)
Macbeth-Evans Glass Company. (See Griswold, Lester

E., assignor.)
Machlet, George. Jr., Elizabeth. N. J. Electric regulator.

No. 1.227.921 : Mav 29: v. 238: p. 1457.
Mack, James E.. Ray Brook. N. Y. Holder for toilet artl-

I

cles. No. 1,226,2.11 ; Mav 16 ;v. 238 ; p. 822.
' Mack, Otto B.. assignor to All Weather Spark Plug Com-

pany, Des Moines, Iowa. Spark ping. No. 1,227,470 ;

Mav 22 : v. 238 : p. 1273.
Mack." WlUlani, New York. N. Y. Bird bath-boose. No.

1,227,471; May 22; v. 288; p. 1274.
Macleod. Alice. San Jose. Cal. Composition of fruit mat-

ter for food production. No. 1,225.450; May 8; t.
2.18 : p. 51 fl

Macomber, Edmund K., Amsterdam, N. Y. Revolving light
for automobiles. No. 1.224.76.1 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 230.

Macomber Motors Company. (See Macomber, Walter G.,
assignor.)

Macoml>er. Walter G., asaignor to Macomber Motors Com-
pany, Ix)s Angeles, Cal. Muffler. No. 1,226,789; May
22; V. 2S8 : p. 1047.

Macon. J<>s«>pta B.. Pine Bluff. Ark. Sectional bat-box.
No. 1.225.451 : May 8 : v. 2.18 : p. 616

Macphall. Jnme<i. (See Dain and Macphail.)
Miicy. Alfre<l J.. Chicago. 111. Automatic pilot mechanism.
Na 1.228.304: May 29; v. 238; p. 1604.

Maddock. John, asslmior to John Maddock A Sons, Tren-
ton, N. J. Siphon structure for use In water-closeta.
No. 1,225.452 : May 8 : v. 2.18 : p. 517.

Madole, William J., and C. V. Krider, Paris, Tenn. Dla-
plav rack. No. 1,226,679: May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1008.

Magufre, George F. (See Vlck, Frank H., assignor.)
Manan. Joseph E.. Swissvale, assignor to I<ee 8. Smith
and Son ManutacturlDS Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dental cement. No. 1.226.232 ; Slay 15 : v. 238 ; p. 822.

Maher. John. Cleveland, Ohio. Draft-indicator. No.
1,227,286; May 22: v. 238; p. 1215.

Maher. John, assignor of one fifth to E. Quiglev and one-
fifth to J, J. McKee. Heveland. Ohio. Draft indicator.
No. 1.227.285; May 22; v. 238; p. 1214.

Maboney. Clarence, asslrnor to G. T. Sellers & Sons Com-
pany, Elwood, Ind. Sliding shelf for kitchen -cabtnets.
NoT 1,227.813 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1421.

Mahoney. Joseph N., Wflklnsburg, Pa., assignor to West-
Ingrhouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Cir-
cuit-Interrupter. No. 1,224.186; May 1 : v. 238; p. 26.

Mahoney, Joseph N., Wllklnsburg, Pa., assignor to Weat-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Cir-
cuit interrupter. No. 1.227,472; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1274.

Mahoney, Thomas, assignor to L. A. Young, Detroit, Mich.
Spring-connector. No. 1,226,148; May 8; v. 238;
p. 412.

Mahony, Henrv ^
, Green Bay, Wis. Telegraphic trans-

mitter. No. 1,224,187 ; May 1 ; v. 288 : p. 26.
Mai, Bernbard, West Hoboken, N. J. Frult-stonlng appa-

ratus. No. 1.226,888 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 688.
Mains. Franklin E.. Orosi, Cal. Starting-crank for auto-

mobiles. No. 1,224,401; May 1; v. 238; p. 103.
Maiscb, Gustav F., Chicago, ni. Refrigerating appara-

tus. No. 1,225.463 ; May 6 ; v. 238 ; p. 617.
Matxner. Frank J. (See Prenosll, Anthony J., assignor.)
Maker, John A.. E>uluth. Minn. Closure for dispensing

pa8te-tnt>es. No. 1.227,638; May 29; v. 238; p. 1860.
Maland, Ole O. (See Sheldrup and Maland.)
Maim, John A., Diamond, S. D. Grain-pan for threshing-

machines. No. 1,224,188; May 1: v. 238; p. 26.
Maltby, (Jeorge K., New York, N. T. Lamp. No.

1,224,189 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 27.
Maltby, Lewis C, assignor to The Stone Straw Company,

Washington, D. C. Glue-pot No. 1,224,764; May 1;
V. 238 ; p. 230.

Mandel, Aaron II., and M. Roth, New York. N. T.
Changeable sign. No. 1,226.454 ; May 8 ; ^. 238 ; p. 617.

Mangisch. Edward, and A. Key, New York, N. Y. Coffee-
percolator. No. 1,226,652 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 928.

Manlerre. George, Milwaukee, Wis. Box-car-loading ap-
paratus. No. 1,226.553; May 16; v. 238: p. 928.

-Manitowoc Electric Implement Co. (See Brixius, Frank
E., assignor.)

Manly, Charles M.. Freeport, N. Y. Variable-stroke pump.
No. 1,227,164 ; May 22 : v. 2.18 ; p. 1176.

Manly, Charles M.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Distant control ap-
paratus. No. 1.227,639; May 29; v. 2.18; p. 1860.

Manning. Bowman & Company. (See Wilkinson and Bar-
ker, assignors.)

Manning. WillUm M., Seattle, Wash. Window-lock. No.
1,226.680: May 22; v. 238; p. 1008.

Manny. Fred L.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Baker
Vawter Companv, Benton Harbor, Mich. Follower for
filing-trays. No. 1.226.790 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1047.

Manny, Fred L., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Baker-
Vawter Companv, Benton Harbor, Mich. Follower for
filing trays. No. 1,226.791; May 22; v. 238; p. 1048.

Mansfield. Clarence H., El Paso, Tex. Film winder for
cameras. No. 1,226.681; May 22; v. 238; p. 1009.

Mansfield. Roval J., New York, N. Y. Sprinkler-tank
equipment. No. 1,227.287; May 22; v. 2.18: p. 1215.

Mante, Ferdinand. Oakland, Cal. Folding stool. No.
1,226.554 : May 15; v. 238; p. 929.

Marabini, Raffaele, New York, N. Y. Pneumatic shoe.
No. 1.225.4r..'>: May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 618.

Marathon Electric Mfg. Company. (See Sellers, Harry E.,
assignor.)

Marble, George EL. Dubuque, Iowa. Car-truck. No.
1,225.149: May 8; v. 218: p. 412.

Marcinkowski, J6zef, and J. BuAda, Chicago, 111. Automo-
bile steering attachment and self-starting device. No.
1.224 402 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 103.

Marconi, (iufclielmo. London, England, assignor to Mar-
coni Wireless Telegraph Company of America, New
York, N. Y. Transmitting apparatus for use In wire-
less telegraphy and telephony. No. 1,226,099 ; May
16; V. 238; p. 777.

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America. (See
Butcher. Elmer K., assignor.)

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America. (See
Marconi, Gugllelmo, assignor.)

Marcotte, Eugene J., Sallna, Kane. Car-replacer. No.
1.227,288 : Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1216.

Marcy, Frank E.". Halt Lake City, Utah. Tube-mill. No.
1.226,555: May 15; v. 238; p. 929.

Mardlck, John R., New York, N. Y. Nitro aromatic com-
pound and making same. No. 1,225.347 ; May 8 ; t.
238; p. 481.

Marin, William, New York, N. T. Brackett. No. 1,227,166 ;

May 22 ; v. 2.18; p. 1176.
Marlnskv, Davis. New York. N. Y. Fastening device.

(Reissue.) No. 14,.103 ; May 15; v. 238; p. 953.
Marlon Steam Shovel Co., The. (See Fellmeth, Jacob W.,

assignor.)
Mark, Clayton. (See Dies, Charles A., assignor.)
Mark, Clayton. (See Mark and Bergman, assignora)
Mark, Clarence, and C. O. Bergman, Evanston. assignors

to C. Mark, Lake Forest, IlT Mechanism for welding
pipe by electricity. No. 1.226.350 ; May 15 ; v. 238

;

p. 865.
Mark Cross Company. (See Schwlng. Henrietta, as-

signor.)
Mark Manufacturing Company. (See Fox, Gordon, as-

signor.)
Markko. John E. (Se<> Sundell and Markko.)
Marks. Donn O., San Francisco, assignor of one half to

l^ 8. Atkinson. I^os Angeles, Cal. Centrifugal Impact
pulverixing apparatus. No. 1,228,838 ; May 29 ; t.
288 : p. 1594.

Markun. Mollie. New York. N. Y. Gymnaslum-sldrt.
No. 1.226.100; May 15; v. 288; p. 778.

Markwell. Andrew ft., assignor to A. D. E5vana, Port
Worth. Tex. Matrix molding device. No. 1,226.606

;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 929.

!•
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Markwell, Andrew E.. assignor to A. D. Ehrans, Fort
Worth, Tex. Matrix molding device. No. 1.226.507:May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 930.

Marllo, Isaac D., assignor, by mesne assignments, to O.
T. and L. T. Cunningham. Shreveport, La. Weldlnc-
torch. No. 1,228.038; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1497.

Marquardt. Loals H., Genoa. Nebr. Ironing-board. No
1,227.640 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1861.

Marrlngton, Jesse M.. Nemaha, Iowa. Seed-corn strineer
No. 1.227.059 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1139.

Marsden, John E.. Philadelphia, Pa. Vase-holder. No.
1,226,101: May 15; v. 238; p. 778.

Marseilles Company. (See Brown, Theophllus. assignor.)
Marsh, Harry f>., Brooklyn, assignor to American Machine
A Foundry Company, New York, N. Y. Expanding
pulley. No. 1.224,558: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 169.

Marsh, Luther, Philadelphia, Pa. Adjustable alllgator-
wrench. No. 1,226,351; May 15; v. 238; p. 865

Marsh, William J.. Dexter, Iowa. Anlmal-olling derlce
No. 1,225,456 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 518.

Marshall, Carrie A., Whitewater, Wis. Sign. No
1,224,480; May 1 j v. 238; p. 131.

Marshall, Charles M., trustee. (See Krles. Lawrence F
assignor.)

Marshall, George R., Hunkers. Pa. Mall-catcher. No
1.227.473 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1274.

Marshall, Matthew, Sr.. Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada. Coking-oven. No. 1,227,060 ; May 22 ; v. 238 •

p. 1139.
Martin, Alfred, Rockford, III. Furnace. No. 1.224 190 •

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 27.
.-(.^-..i-v

,

Martin, Haakon A., assignor to The National Cash Regl»-
ter Company. Dayton, Ohio. Cash - register. No.
1,226,882 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1009.

Martin, Harry, St. Louis, Mo. Caster. No. 1.224,765:
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 231.

Martin, Harry E. (See Boswell and Martin.)
> Martin. John P., et al. (See Noah, Robert S., assignor.)
Martin, Richard, Minneapolis, Minn. Vapor-heating sys-

tem. No. 1,224,559 : ^Iay 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 159.
Martin, Robert P. (See Kollock and Martin.)
Martin, Samuel H., Chicago, HI. Synchronous dynamo-

electric machine. No. 1,226,901 ; May 22 ; v. 238

;

P* XUoO.
Martin. Talbot G.. assignor to Automatic Electric Com-

pany, Chicago, 111. Telephone system. No. 1,227,474:
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1275.

Martin, Thom.i8, Dorchester, assignor to W. B. Arnold,
North .\blngton, Mass. Apparatus for cutting welting
No. 1,228.365 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1604.

Martin, WliUam D., and D. T. BJork, Chicago, 111. De-
livery-box. No. 1.224,766 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : o. 231.

Martinez, Vlctorlno, Habana. Cuba. Electric-lamp
holder. .No. 1,226,558 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 930.

Martini, Ceasar, assignor to The Rudolph Wurlitzer Man-
ufacturing Company, North Tonawanda. N. Y. Auto-
matic vlolln-plano. .No. 1,228,339 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p.
1595.

. Martini, Otto A.. Brooklyn, assignor to Underwood Type-
writer Company, New York, N. Y. Typewriting ma-
chine. No. 1,227,061 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p: 1140.

Martlny, John P.. Big Rapids. Mich. Antiskid device
for auto-tires. No. 1,225.839 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 688.

Martus, Martin L. (See Schoenmehl and Martua.)
Mason, Andrew J., Granite, Okla. Machine for making

plnless clothes-lines. No. 1.224,767 ; .May 1 : v. 238 •

p. 232.
i

'
*«»o

.

Mason. Carl T., assignor to Splltdorf Electrical Company,
.Newark, N. J. Adjustable Interrupter for Ignition-
dynamos. No. 1,228.982: May 22; v. 238; p. 1114

Mason, Charles T., Sumter, S. C, assignor to Splltdorf
Electrical Company, Newark, N. J. Combination coll
and condenser for dynamos. No. 1.226,457; May 8-
V. 238 ; p. 519.

Ma.son, Charles T., Sumter, S. C. assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Splltdorf Electrical Company, Newark,
N. J. Ignition-dynamo. No. 1,228,233 ; .May 16 : v.
238 ; p. 822.

Mason, Charles T., Sumter. S. C assignor to Splltdorf
Electrical Company, Newark, N. J. Distributer for
Ignition devices. No. 1,226,234; May 16; v. 288-
p. 822.

Mason, John C. Salisbury, N. C. Change-gear mechanism.
No. 1.226.559: May 15; v. 238; p. 930

Massachusetts Chocolate Company. (See Walker, John.
assignor.)

Massey, Nelson C. (See Winters and Masaey.)
Master Carburetor Company. (See Miller and Adamson

assignors.)
Masuda, Talchlro, Marysvllle, Cal. Figure polycyde.

No. 1.226.560: May 15; v. 238 ]_p. 930.
j^j^^

Maszczyk, Alexander, Milwaukee, wis. Safety-razor No
1,227,641 : May 29; V. 238; p. 1361.

"

Matchette, Frank J., and R. Raddatz. Milwaukee. Wis., as-
signors, by mesne assignments, to Richmond Radiator
Company, New York. N. Y. Vacuum cleaning and
force-draft system. No. 1.224,481 ; May 1 ; v. 238 •

p. 132.
Matchette, Frank J., and R. Raddatr. Milwaukee, Wis.

assignors, by mesne asignments, to Richmond Radiator
Company, New York. N. Y. Vacuum cleaning and
force-draft system. No. 1.224,482 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p.
132.

Matheeuwlaaen, Walterus T., Rotterdam, assignor of one-
half to W. Tom, Katwyjk aan Zee, Netherlands. BVlc-
tlon-clutch. No. 1.227,475: May 22: v. 238; p. 1278.

Mathews (Jravlty Carrier Company. (See Buck, Herman
J., assignor.)

Mathews Gravity Carrier Company. (See Kellogg, Win
throp C. assignor.)

Mathews, Henry B. (See Minnich and Mathews.)
Mathews, John J. (See Mlnnlrh and Mathews.)
Matney, James, assignor of one-half to E. Roberts, LIt-

Ingston, Mont. Rotary weeder and cultivator. No.
1.227.166: May 22; v. 238: p. 1177.

Matteson, Jesse E., et al. (See Graves, John, a.sslgnor.)
Matthels. Samuel G., et al. (See Mentzer, Claude E.. as-

signor.)
Matthews, Claude L., assignor to W. N. Matthews and

Brother. Incorporated. St. Louis, Mo. Rope-clamp. No.
1,227.167: Mav 22; V. 2.-^8: p. 1177.

Matthews, Claude L., asslpior to W. N. Matthews and
Brother. Inc., St. Louis. Mo. Eye for guy attachments.
No. 1.227.168 ; May 22 : v, 238 ; p. 1177.

Matthews, Edward, assignor of one-half to L. E. Lemen
Denver. Colo. Vehicle-spring. No. 1,225,458: May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 619.

Mauboules, J. 8., et al. (See Underwoo<l, Charles W., as-
signor.)

Mauk, Albert 8., OraneevUle. Md. Wheel - tire. No.
1,225.469: May 8: V. 238; p. 619.

Maurice. Albert, Paris, France. Apparatus for re-edncmt-
tng and Improving hearing. No. 1,227,476 ; May 23

:

V. 238 ; p. 1278.
Maussner, Frederick, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to M. L.

Maussner, Colllngswood, N. J. Machine for interlac-
ing curled hair. No. 1,225,671 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 689.

Maussner, Madeline L. (See Maussner, Frederick, as-
signor.)

Maxwell, Clarence E. (See Naglney, Samuel R., assignor.)
Maxwell. Theodore R., Brooklvn. N. Y. Knockdown bird- ^

cage. No 1,227.814; May i9 ; v. 238; p. 1421.
Mayer, Heinrlch, and G. Schlatter, assignors to Firm

of A. Saurer, Arbon, Switzerland. Circulating lubri-
cating system. No. 1L225,840 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 688.

Mayer, Louis, Antlgo, Wis. Power-hammer-ram coupling.
No. 1,226.046 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 378.

Mayhew, Douglas R., Shingle Springs, Cal. .\utomatlc
extension car step. No. 1,227,642 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : D.
1861.

. J
.

oo, y.

Ma.ynard. Charles, Milan, Mich. Portable fireplace. No.
1.228.340 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1595.

Maynard, Joseph A., Ravena, assignor of one-half to T.
J. Quest, Kingston, N. Y. Detachable eye-shield. No.
1.228.341 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1596.

Mayne, Leander M., Columbia, S. C. Roller for sliding
drawers. No. 1,226.561; May 15; v. 238; p. 931.

Mazza, George M. (See Drew and Masza.)
McAdams. WlUUm C, Millport, Ala., assignor of one-half

to W. B. Lacy, Columbus, .Miss. Boll-weevil catcher
and destrover. No. 1,224,555 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 158.

McBurney, Henrv C, Los .\ngele8, Cal. Refuse-coUect-
Ing bag. .No. 1,228,333; May 29; v. 238; p. 1593.

McCabe. Allan J., Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
Canada. Linoleum-truck. No. 1,224,759; Mav 1; v.
238 ; p. 229.

McCabe, Ira E., Lexington, Nebr. Aeronautics. No.
1,227,464 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1271.

McCain, Cyrus A., Bensonhnrst, N. Y. Printing press im-
pression mechanism. No. 1,225,667; May 8; v. 238;
p. 687.

McCain, Cvrus A., Bensonhurst, N. Y. Printing-press Ink-
ing mechanism. No. 1,225.668; May 8; v. 238; p. 687.

McCain, Cyrus A., Bensonhurst, N. Y. Printlng-presg
sheet-delivery mechanism. No. 1.225.669 ; May 8 •

238; p. 688.
McCain, Cyrus A. Bensonhurst, N. Y. Prlntlne-oress.

No. 1,225,670 : iiij 8: V. 238 ; p. 688.
McCain, Theodore H.. Gibson's Landing. British Columbia

Canada. Lock-washer. No. 1,228,334 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;
p. 1D93.

McCandless, David C, Boise. Idaho. Flash-light appara-
tus. No. 1.225.261 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 448.

McCandless, Edgar S., Rolla, Mo. Concrete-mixer No
1.224,656 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 192.

McCandless Sylvester M., and F. G. McPherson. Bearer
Falls, Pa. ShampoolD- stand. No. 1,228,122 ; May 29 •

V. 238; p. 1525. . »7 *•

,

McCandless, William L., et al. (See Sons, Ernest L as-
signor. )

McCargar, Lorren B.. North Kansas City, Mo. Vehicle-
motor power. No. 1,226,785; May 22; v, 238; p. 1045.

McCarthy, James B., Birmingham. Mich., as8l»:nor to
National Metal Moldlne Company, Pittsburgh Pa
Insulator wall bracket. No. 1,225,460; May 8 ; v. 288

;

p. 619.
McCarthy, Robert H., Madella, Minn. Guard. No

1,225,461 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 620.
McCaskey Register Company, The. (See Hick. Harry J..

assignor.)
McCaskey Register Company. The. (See Wildman, Joseph

E., assignor.)
McClelland. Earby H.. Tucson. Arii. Compound high-

pressure lubricatlng-pump. No. 1,228.335 ; May 29 ; t.
238 ; p. 1693.

^ammm^mam
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M<Coy. John S.,' Scarbro. W. Va. Grease-cup. No.

McClelland, Earby H., assignor to J. P. Helmbach, tnis-
tee, TuiKon, .\rlz. Hlgh-prvssure lubricatlng-pump with
double discharge. No. 1,228,836; May 29; v. 238; p.

16M.
McClaer. Anna T., New York, N. Y. Chart-case. No.

1,224.396 ; May 1- v. 238 ^p. 101.
McClure. Carey S., Dayton, Wyo. Hay-bunching machine.

No. 1.227,058 : May 22 ; v. W8 ; p. 1138.
MrCollum. Burton. Washington, l5. C. Alternating-cur-

rent induction motor. No. 1,226,091; May 15; v. 238;
p. 775.

McConahey. William M.. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to
Westinghouse Electric and .Manufacturing Company.
Transformer insulation. No. 1,224,184 ; May 1 ; v.

238 ; p. 24.
McConahv. James, Ellwood City, Pa. Nut-lock. No.

1,224.556 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. iSS.
McConnell, Duncan A.. Arlington, assignor to LovcU-Mc-

Connell Manufacturing Company, Newark, N, J. Dia-
phragm-horn. No. 1,228.226; May 29; v. 238; p. 1557.

McConway & Torley Company, The. (See McConway and
Regan, assignors.) »

McConway A Torley Company. The. (See Milllken, Isaac
H., assignor.)

McConway A Torley Company, The. (See Redman, Wil-
liam A., assignor.)

McConway. William, Jr., and W. J. Regan, assignors to
The McConwav A Torley Company, I'lttsburgh, Pa.
Uncoupling mechanism. No. 1.226,092; May 15; v.

238 : p. 776.
McConway, William, Jr., and W. J. Regan, assignors to

The McConway A Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
I'ncoupling and centering mechanism for car-couplings.
No. 1,226.093: May 16; v. 238; p. 776.

McConwav. William, Jr., and W. J. Regan, assignors to
The McConway A Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Uncoupling mechanism. No. 1.22Q.694; May 15; v.

288; p. 776.
McCoole, Frank. (See Rawdon and McCoole.)
McCoy, James P. A., Wilkinsburg. Pa., assignor to West-

Ingnouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Mold-
ing material and making the same. No. 1,227,465;
May 22 : v. 2.18 ; p. 1272.

1,2^6.786: May 22- v. 2.'?8
; p. 1046.

McCov. Walter E. (See Sprong and McCoy.)
McCuIloch, Harry G., asslsnor, by mesne assignments, to

Stover Manufacturing and Engine Company. Freeport,
111. Fe.'d-mlU. No. 1,225,449 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 616.

Mcl>aid, Martin, Lelth, Scotland, assignor, by mesne as-

sUnmonts. to Revere Rubber Company. Machine for

winding the cores of golf balls. No. 1,224,397 ; May 1 ;

' V. 238 ; p. 101.
McDermott. Daniel A., Philadelphia, Pa. Vehicle-lock.

No. 1,228,123 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1526.
McDonald, Charles D., assignor to McDonald Machine Co.,

Chicago. 111. Metal-shearing machine. No. 1,227,162;
Mav 22 : v. 2.38; p. 1175.

.McDonald, (Jeorge G.. St. Esprit, Nova Scotia, Canada.
Rnwboat. .No. 1.226,095; Nlay 15: v. 238; p. 777.

M< Donald Machine Co. (Sec McDonald, Charles D., as-
-Itrnor.

)

McDonell. William E.. assignor to E. Klrsteln Sons Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y. Temple for spectacles and
making same. No. 1.226,343 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 480.

McDonouRh. William H., New York. N. Y., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to The American Brake Shoe and
Foundrv Company, Wilmington, Del. Reinforcing back-
?late and kev-lug attachment for brake-shoes. No.
.224,476 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 130.

McDonough, William H.. New York. N, Y.. assignor, by
mesne assignments, to The American Brake Shoe and
Foundry Company. Wilmington, Del. Combined rein-

forcing - plate anil kev-lug for brake - ."hoes. No.
1.226.545: May 15: v. 238; p. 926.

McDonough. William H.. New York, N. Y., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to The American Brake Shoe and
Foundrv Company. Wilmington. Del. Combined rein-

forcing- plate and key - lug for brake - shoes. No.
1,227,282 ; May 22 ; v. 2:\H ; p. 1214.

McDowell. Cantplla D., Pontiac. Mich. Self-winding hose-
reel. No. 1.227.466; May 22; v. 2.'i8 : p. 1272.

McDowell. John L., Berwick, Pa., assignor to .\merican
Car and Foundrv Company, St. Jxtuis, Mo. Tight and
loose running pear. No. 1,224,760; May 1; v. 288 ; p.

229.
McDowell. Lewis J., Brooklyn, assignor to Wheeler Mc-

Dowell Elevator Company. New York, N. Y. Auto-
matic motor controller. No. 1.226.546 ; May 15 ; v.

•-'38
: p. 926. '«•

McDowell, Orln H. (See Swaim, Claude R., assignor.)

McElroy, James P., Albany. N. Y.. assignor to Consoll-

date<l Car-Heating Company. Electric heater. No.
1.227.837; Mav 26; v. 238: p. 1360.

McElroy, John H., Chicago. 111. Shower-bath apparatus.
No. 1.225.985 : May 15 : v. 288 ; p. 738.

McEntire, Ford. Shelby. N. C. Churn. No. 1,226,462;
May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 520.

McEvoy, James H. (See Dutton and Jol>son. assignors.)

McGehee John S., assignor of one-half to A. H. Braun,
Palmersvllle, Tenn. Roofing. No." 1,226,647 ; May 16;
V. 288 ; p. 927.

McGlehan, Isaac 8., Mount Vernon, N. Y. Pneumatic
tire for vehicles and making the same. No. 1,226,344 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 480.

McGlll, George W.. Cleveland, Mo. Tractor-plow. No.
1,224,761 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 230.

McCiilvrey, John W. A., assignor of one-half to O. W.
Miller, Albla, Iowa. Automatic teeth-cleaning »t^<"J>-
ment for manure-spreader cylinders. No. 1,227,919

;

May 29 ; V. 238 ; p, 1457.
McOonlgal, Jerome T., Pottersdale, assignor of one-half

to M. T. Bowman, Clearfield, Pa. Mouthpiece for tele-

phones and the like. No. 1,225,463 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. 620.
McGowen, Francis J., and K. W. Thalhammer, assignors

of five-twelfths to said MctJowen, one-fourth to said
Thalhammer, and one-third to I. R. Forbes, Los An-
geles, Cal. Telephone signal and recorder. No.
1,224.186 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 25.

McGray, Arthur N., New York, N. Y. Submarine mine
and propeller-entanglement. No. 1.226,348 ; May 15 ; t.

238 ; p. 864.
McOulre, Arthur L., St. Louis, Mo. Coat-hanger. No.

1.225,150 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 412.
McGulre, James F. (See Seese and McGulre.)
Mclntlre, Roy F., Pella, Iowa. Drafting Instrument. No.

1,226,464 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 620.
.Mcintosh. Robert C. Plalnfleld, N. J. Door-hanger. No.

1.226.548; May 15: v. 238; p. 927.
Mcintosh, William G., Plankfnton, S. D. Toy. No.

1.224,398 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 102.
McKav. Stewart R.. Cleveland. Ohio. Concrete-form. No.

1.21^8,037; May 29; v. 238; p. 1497.
McKechnle, James, Barrow-in-Furness, assignor to Vick-

ers Limited, London, England. Controlling the supply
of liquid fuel to internal-combustion engines. No.
1.225,345 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 480.

McKee, John J., et al. (See Maher, John, assignorj
McKee. Neal T., Yonkers, assignor to Locomotive Super-

heater Company. New York. N. Y. Damper. No.
1,225,986; May 15; v. 238; p. 738.

McKeever, James A., and J. S. GrlfBn. New York, N. Y.
Frangible protective hood. No. 1,227,467; May 22;
v. 238 ; p. 1272.

McKeever, James P. (See Murphy, McKeever, and Peters.)
McKclvv, Thomas M.. Fresno, Cal. Internal-combustion

engine. No. 1,224,657 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 168.
McKeown, Annie T.. Washington, D. C. Fly-screen holder.

No. 1,224.762 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 280.
McKIbbln, John B.. Crafton, assignor of one-half to E. J.

Sugden. Pittsburgh. Pa. Process and apparatus for
heating metal for rolling. No. 1,227,163; May 22; v.

238 ; p. 1176.
McKinney, Edward L., Johnstown, Pa. Resilient wheel.

No. 1,224,.399 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 102.
McKlnnon. I.*muel, Salt Lake City, Utah. Tire. No.

1,226,899 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1083.
McKlnnon, Walter A., as.slgnor of one-sixth to T. B.

Flnley, San Francisco, Cal. Powder-dispenser for bll

Hard-cues. No. 1,224,944 : 'May 8; v. 238; p. 344.
McKlnzle, Mortim'fer, assignor of one-third to J. Potter,

.New York, N. Y. Wrench. No. 1,226,228; May 15; v.

288: p. 821.
McKlrdy, James, et al. (See Moore, Samuel E., assignor.)
Mcljiln, Charles U.. East Bakersfleld, Cal. Variable

valve-gear. No. 1,226,649 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 927-
McLaughlin, Wharton B., New York, N. Y. Metallic com-

pound for Internal administration. No. 1.226,229 ; May
15 : v. 238 ; p. 821.

McLean. Finis. Vallev Junction. Iowa. Railway-tie plate.
No. 1.226.01)0: Mav 15; v. 2.'?8 : p. 777.

McLean. Hugh, Bathurst. New Brunswick. Canada. Shln-
gle-blnding device. No. 1,226,900 ; May 22 ; v. 238

;

p. 1083.
McLean, Philip S., BloomfleH. N. J. Electrical attach-
ment plug. No. 1.228.337: May 29; v. 238; p. 1594.

McLene. Jeremiah B., Chicago, 111. Combination sad-iron
and heating utensil. No. 1.226,230; May 16; v. 238;
p. 821.

McI.,eod. William, assignor of one-fourth to L. Cohen,
Wanganut, New Zealand. Roofing and walling. No.
1,226.097 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 777.

McLoughlln. Henry, Sioux City, Iowa. Gain-cutter. No.
1.225.8.'',0 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 887.

McMann, John P., Rochester, N. Y. Siphon. No.
1.224.477 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 131.

McNeal, Charles A., Columbos. Ohio. Illuminated sign.
No. 1,226,550; May 15; v. 238; p. 928.

McNear, Walter S. (See (Jamache and McNear.)
McNeil, Daniel W., assignor to The John Douglas Com-

pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, Plush-valve for water-closets.
No. 1,225.987 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 738.

McNeil, Michael, Ix)S Angeles, Cal. Invalld-l)ed. No..
1.224.478 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 181. »

McNeill, David. Watford, assignor of one-fourth to H. Q.
Shoring, Cricklewood, one-iourth to G. L. Waterfleld,
and one-fourth to T. Waterfleld, Hlgbgate. England.
Apparatus for indicating speed. No. 1,227,283 ; May
22 ; V. 238 : p. 1214.

McNultv, James A.. Minneapolis. N. H. Nelson, WlUmar,
and J. Jessen, Minneapolis, Minn. Sleeping-car. No.
1,226.349 ; May 15 ; v. 538 ; p. 864.

McPherson. Elmer T., assignor to The Irwin Auaer Bit
Company, Wilmington. Ohio. Chuck. No. 1,224.946;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 844.

McPherson, Frank G. (See McCandless and McPherson.)
McPherson, Floyd H., Everett, Wash. Oiling attachment

for die-stocks. No. 1,224,046 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 844.

I
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McVev, AmbroM, Wilmington, Del. Switch-strtfter. No.
1,226.466 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 621.

McWatter8, Thomas. Chestnut Ridge. Pa. Safe for 8e»-
jtolnx vessels. No. 1^26.098 : Mav 15 : t. 238 ; p. T77.

McWatters, 'Thomas. Chestnnt Ridge, Pa. Llfe-aarlng
boat. No. 1,227.284 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1214.

Meade, MorriHon. (See Sutton and Meade.)
Mechanical Rubber Company, The. (See Foote, Herman

M., assignor.)
Mp<!anlch, Daniel B., Buechel, assignor to himself, P. J. B.

Parenteau, J. R. Wright, and O. H. KelHall. Loulavllle,
Ky. iDternal-comhustlon motor. No. 1,227,169 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1177.

aledgyes, Charlt'8, Budapest. Hungary, assignor to Wenjjer
k Co.. Doleniout. Switzerland. Machine for polishing
meUllic bodies. No. 1,224,191 : May 1 ; v. 23.S ; p. 27.

MedlcuM, Itandall F.. Youugstown. Ohio. Direction-indi-
cator and signaling device for vehicles. No. 1,226.1U2 ;

May 15; v. 238; p. 778.
Meek. Lawrence N., Squirrel, Idaho. Beet and vegetable

topper. No. 1,225,841 [ May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. (J88.

MegUl, Edward L., New )orl(, N. Y. ApjCMratus for treat
ing house waste or sewage. No. 1.224,483 : May 1 :

V. 238 ; p. 133.
Mehlfelder, Anton, New York, N. Y. Intermittent-motiou

mechanism. No. 1,225.151 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 413.
Meikle, Daniel (i., assignor of one-half to J. s. Shields.

Detroit, Mich. Alarm-clock. No. 1,228.039; Mav 29;
v. 238 ; p. 1498.

Melle. Frank X.. Boulder, Colo. Brooder. No. 1.226,235 ;

May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 823.
Melnhart, Paul H.. Marion, Ohio. Rocker attachment.

No. 1.227,062 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1140.
Mels, Emat, Peru, 111. Vehicle. No. 1.227,477 ; May 22

;

V. 238 ; p. 1276.
Melsel, Francis, assignor to Meisel Press & Manufactur-

ing Company, Boston, Mass. Machine for coating hot
tie-caps. No. 1,224.768 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 232.

Meisel Press A Manufacturing Company. (See Meisel,
Francis, assignor.)

Mellick, Thomas L., Plainfleld, N. J. Lead-pencil. No.
1.224.769; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 233.

Melling, iierman W.. Jackson, Mich. Tool and tool-car-
rier. No. 1.225.152 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 413.

Mt^llo, Alfred S., Cambridge, assignor to The Beece But-
tou Hole Machine Company, Boston. Mass. Combined
clutch and stop motion. No. 1.227,643 ; May 29 ; v.
238 ; p. 1362.

Melniczak, Alex, Camden. N. J. Aeroplane. No.
1.228.227 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1558.

Melville Clark Piano Company. (See Burton, Charles 8.,

assignor.)
Mennle, William, assignor of one-lialf to C. A. Fettig.

Detroit, Mich. Differential gearing. No. 1,226,842

;

May 15 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 689.
•Menzenhauer, Frederick. Jersey City, N. J. Zither-action.

No. 1,226,352 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 865.
Mentzer, Claude E., assignor of one-third to C. B. Smith

and one-third to S. G. Matthels. Des Moines. Iowa.
Steering wheel lock for automobiles. No. 1.227.644

;

May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1362.
Menzel, Herbert. Germnnia. Wvo. Cusjpidor implement.

No. 1,227.646 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1363.
Mercer, Henry H., Claremont. N. H., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to .Sullivan Machinery Company, Boston.
Mass. Stoneworking-machloe. No. 1.228,040 ; May
29; T. 238; p. 149S.

Mercer, Henry H., Claremont. N. H.. assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Sullivan Machinery Company, Boston.
Mass. Stoneworking-machine. No. 1,228.041 ; May 20 ;

V. 23,S ; p. 149S.
Mergenthaler Linotype Company. (See Muebleisen, Carl.

assignor.)
Mergenthaler Linotype Company. (See Muebleisen and

AllirtThl, assignors.)
Mermelsteln, Bertha, New York, N. Y. Tire-protector.

No. 1.227,289 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1216.
Mero, Jesse R., Half Moon Bay. assignor of six-tenths to

J. Blumlein, San Francisco. (Tal. Machine for sepnrat
ing peas from refuse. No. 1.224.484 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

p. 133.
Merrell, Irving S., assignor to Merrell-Soule Company.

Syracuse. N. Y. Changing the consistency of llqalds
containing solids. No. 1,226.348 ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

p. 481.
Merrell-Soule Company. (See Merrell, Irving 8., as-

signor.)
Merriam. Harry C, assignor to American Carbureter Co..

Indianapolis, Ind. Carbureter. No. 1.226,466; May
8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 621.

Merrill, Charles W.. Berkeley, Cal. .\pparatus for sepa-
rating utifllteraMe material from a mixture of filterable
and unfllterable matter. No. 1,226.103 ; May 15 ; v.

238 ; p. 779.
Morrill. Charles W.. Berkeley. Cal. Treating semisolid

material in the containers of filter-presses and remov-
ing the same therefrom. No. 1,226.104; May 16; t.
2.38 ; p. 779.

Merrill. Nathaniel C, New^ York, N. Y. Bake-pan. No.
1.226.353 ; May 15 : t. 238 ; p. 866.

Merrlman. Collett H.. I>nna, Ind. Power • tamp. No.
1,224.770 : .May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 283.

Mersereau. (^11. New York, N. T.. assignor to Chemical
Development Companv. Process of rhlorioatlng and
proilucts thereof. No. 1.224.485 ; Mav 1 ; v. 23S

: p. 1.34.

Mery, Robert, New York, N. Y. Antomobile-body con-
tructlon. No. 1.227,290; May 22; v. 238; p. 1216.

Memerschmltt. Anton, Stolberg. Germany. Apparatus for
producing hydrogen. No. 1.225.262 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. 449.
Messerschmltt. Anton, Stolberg, Germany. Apparatus for

producing hydrogen. No. 1,225,263; May 8; v. 238;
p. 449.

MeMerscbmltt, Anton, Stolberg. Germany. Producing
hydrogen. No. 1,225.2«4 ; »Iay 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 449.

Messner. John H.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Railway crosa-tle.
No. 1.225,153 ; May 8 ; . 23S ; p. 413.

Mesta. Charles J., and C. L. W. Trinks, assignorti to Mesta
Machine Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Barometric con-
denser. No. 1,224,310 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 70.

Mesta Machine Company. (See Mesta and Trinks, as-
signors. )

Metallurgical Engineering A Process Corporation. (See
RuMnson. Cyrus, assignor.)

Metals Recovery Company. (See Corliss, Harry P., as-
signor.)

Metz. Robert R., Chicago. III. Annunciator. No. 1,226,683 ;

May 22 ; v. 23S
; p. 1(K>9.

Metz, Waiter R.. Washington. D. C. assignor of one-half
to G. .M. Drexelius. Baltimore. Md. Elevator-truck.
No. 1.227.646 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1363.

Metzler, Charles, Cincinnati. Ohio. Dental -waste re-
ceiver. No. 1.228.124 ; May 29 ; v. 23» ; p. 1526.

Meuler, Ludwlg, Oconomowoc, Wis. Rake. No. 1.227,478

;

May 22; v. 238; p. 1276.
Mewes. Richard W.. Des Moines. Iowa. Valve for en-

gines. No. 1.227.479 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1277.
Mexlca Power Increasing Machine Co. (See Dominguei.

Salvador, assignor.)
Meyer, Bacharach and Friedheim. (See Meyer, William

K.. assignor.)
Meyer, Erwin E. A. G.. and G. W. Selberllng. Detroit.

Mich., assignora to Morgan A Wright. Manufacturing
tires. No. 1.226.23fi : Mav 15 : v 238 ; p. 823.

Meyer, Priedrlch W., Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to West-
inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Sys-
tem of control. No. 1,227.816 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1421.

Meyer, George J. (See I.upiuskI and Meyer.)
Meyer, Henry F. (_8ee Walsh. William F.. assignor.)
Meyer. Herman. Denver, Iowa. Poultry - roost. No.

1,227^47: May 29; v. 288; p. 1368.
Meyer. William K.. Brooklyn, assignor to Meyer, Bacha-

rach and Friedheim. New York, N. Y. Necktie. No,
1.226.105: May 15; v. 238; p. 780.

Meyercord. (Jeorge R., Chicago. 111. Toilet inclosore or
booth. No. 1.226.684 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. lOlO.

Meyering. Uern.ird H.. asMlgnor to Eastman Ko4lak Com-
panv. Rochester, N. Y. Photographic-film cartridge.
No. 1,225,988 ; May 16 ; . 238 ; p. 739.

Meyers, Freddie A. C. Porter, Minn. Halr-l>obblng de-
vice. No. 1.224.403 ; Mav 1 ; t. 238 ; p 104.

Meyers. Robert L.. .s«n Francisco, CJal. Fruit Juice ex-
tractor. No. 1,228.342 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1696.

Michigan Lubricator Company. (See Whitbeck. Neal W.,
assignor.)

Mldgley. Albert H. (See Vandervell and MIdgley.)
MIehle Printing Press A Manufacturing Company. (See

Stevens. Burt D.. assignor.)
Mikorey. Hans, SchOneberg. near Berlin. Germany, as-

signor, bv mesne assignments, to Mininiax Company,
New York, N. Y. Fire extinguisher. No. 1,224.192;
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 27.

Miles, Christopher C. Westover. Md. Combined stove
and table. No. 1,224.773 ; Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 234.

Miles, Don D. (See Connor and Miles.)
Miles, George W., Belmont. Mass. Method of making

emulsions of compound waxes and the product of said
method. No. 1,224.948 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 345.

Miles. Myrtle C, pt al. (See Connor and Miles, as-
signors. )

Mllhenlng. Frank, astslgnor to J. Mllhening, Inc., (Tbicago,
111. Ring. No. 1,224.193 ; Mav 1 : v. 2.3M

: p. 28.
Millard, Robert M. (See Stafford, Millard, and Paul.)
Miller, Albert F. (See Peters, Fath, and Miller.)
Miller. Carl G.. Bay City, Mich. Automobile street-sweeper.

No. 1,224.771 ; Mav 1 : V. 238 ; p. 233.
Miller, Charles T.. Macon, Ga. Water-faucet. No.

1 226.106 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 780.
Miller, Dorr, Chicago. HI., assignor to Miller Transmis-

sion Company. Variable - speed - transmission device.
No. 1.224,888 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 266.

Miller, Forest E.. Newt>erry. S. C. Grits-separator. No.
1.226.562 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 931.

Miller. Frank S.. deceased ; D. S, Morris, administrator,
Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to W. Langsenkamp, Jr.,
trustee. Alr-Ilft-pump Imoster. No. 1.227.816; May
29; v. 238 ; p. 1421.

Miller, Frederick H., Wilkinsburg. Pa., assignor to West-
ingbouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Gyra-
tory fan. No. 1.227,291 ; May 22 ; v. 23S

; p. 1217.
Miller, George J., Winnebago, Minn. Self-centering punch.

No. 1.225.265 : Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 460.
Miller. George T.. Williams. Cal. Nut and bolt lock. No.

1.226,854 ; Mayl5 ; v. 288 ; p. 866.
Miller. George w. (See McOllvrey, John W. A., as-

signor.)
Miller, Harry A., and F. M. .\damson, assignors to Master

Caronretor Company, I»s Angeles. Cai. Carbureter.
So. 1.227.S17; Slay 29: v. 2.^^ ; p. 1422.
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Miller, Heary C Waterford, N. T., assignor to Victor
Talking Machine Company. Camden, N. J. Tone-arm
mounting for sound-reproducing machines. (Reissue.)
No. 14.306 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1306.

Miller, Herman K.. RnshvUle. Nebr. Cover for coal-hods
or similar devices. No. 1.225.989 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p.
739.

Miller. Herman K., Rushvllle. Nebr. Vslve for pneumatic
tires. No. 1.226,668 ; Mar 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 931.

Miller. Jacob M., Millersburg. Ohio. Draft appliance.
No. 1,224.772 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 233.

Miller. Jennie I. (See Spark.x, l.,ester H.. assignor.)
Miller. John C. assignor to The Miller Pasteurising Ma-

chine Company. (Sinton. Ohio. Apparatus for tilling

and capping bottles. No. 1.225,349; May 8; . 238;
p. 482.

Miller, Leonard W., Fort Jones, Cal. Farm-gate. No.
1.228.843 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1597.

Miller, Merwin B.. Willard. Utah. Pruning implement.
No. 1,224.194 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 28.

Miller, M. W. (See Tyson, Frank, assignor.)
Miller, Orion S. (See Allen and Christen, assignors.)
Miller, Oscar C, assignor of one-half to C. M. Gldlev.

Philadelphia. Pa. Spark-plug. No. 1,225.467; May 8;
V. 238; p. 621.

Miller Pasteurizing Machine Company, The. (See Miller,

John C.. assignor.)
Miller, Roman J., and J. Bell, Bremerton. Wash. Direc-

tion-Indicator for automobiles. No. 1,224.657 ; May 1 ;

V. 238; p. 193.
Miller Rubber Company, The. (See Grlfflth, Richard, as-

signor.)
Miller. Thomas D., Catonsvllle, Md. Shingle. No.

1.22«5.5<;4 : Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 932.
Miller, Thomas t^.. South Orange N. J., and L. O. Bug-

gies, New York. N. Y. ; said Ruggles assignor of his
one-half to Lldgerwood Manufacturing Company. Load-
transf.r apparatus. No. 1.228.344; May 29; t. 288;
p. 1697.

Miller Transmission Company. (See Miller, Dorr, as-

signor. )

Miller. Wilbur G.. Grand Forks, N. D. Lifting Jack for

automobiles or other vehicles. No. 1,227,480; May 22;
V. 238 ; p. 1277.

Mllligan, Henrv C, Canton. Ohio. Cooking vessel. No.
1.226.047 ; Ikfav 8; v. 238: p. 378.

Mllllken. Isaac H., Asplnwall, assignor to The McConway
k Torley Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Car-coupling. No.
1.227.170 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1178.

Mills, Chester B., East McKeesport, Pa., assignor to West-
Inghonse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Bed-
plate. No. 1,227,292: May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1217.

Mills. John B.. Fort Wavne, Ind. Holder for use In scal-

ing flsh. No. 1,228,366; May 29; . 238
; p. 1604.

Millsaps. Daniel W.. Albemarle, N. C. Shingle. No.
1,226.355 ; May 1% ; . 238 : p. 866.

Milzner, Richard \*. (See Hamilton, Hugh R., assignor.)
Miner, James H., Luml>erton. Miss. Gas-saver attach-
ment for motor-vehicles. No. 1.224,774 ; May 1 ; v.

2.38 ; p. 234.
Miner, William H. (See Fordlce, Ray E.. assignor.)
Miner, William H. (See Johnson, George A., assignor.)
Miner. William H. (See O'fonnor, John F.. assignor.)
Miner, William H. (See Patch, C^alvln B.. assignor.!
Miner. William H. (See Schuli. Ernest U., assignor.)
Miner, William H., Chazy. N. Y. Draw-bar-centering de-

vice. No. 1,225.164 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 414.
Miner. William H.. (Jhazv, N. Y. Draw-bar and yoke

connection. No. 1,228.345; May 29; v. 238; p. 1697.
Mineral Products Corporation. (See Chappell, Howard

F., assignor, i

Minerals Separation Limited. (See HIggins, Arthur U.,
assignor.)

Mininiax Company. (See Mikorey. Hans, assignor.)
Minneapolis Heat Regulator Company. (See Denlson,

Frederick S., assignor.)
Mlnnich, Charles. J. J. Mathews. Greenville, and H. B.

Mathews, Ansonla, Ohio. Belt. No. 1,226.843; May
15 ; V. 238 : p. 689.

Mlnnich. Edwin J.. Salem. Oreg. Nail-extractor. No.
1,227.063 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1140.

Mlnnlck. Alfred, Newark, N. J. Train-control system.
No. 1.226,792 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1048.

MInnls. <;eorge F.. Chicago, 111. Expansion-bolt. No.
1.225,468 ; Mav 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 622.

Mlstrik. John, Etna, Pa. Curtain bracket. No. 1,225.469 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p, 622.
Mitchell, Frank S. (See Tettenborn, Charles, asslgrior.)

Mitchell. Harrison J., assignor to P. B. Yates Machine
Company, Belolt. Wis. Tool and guide adjustment.
No. 1,226,902 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1084.

Mitchell. James E.. Pine Hill. Kv. Lamp-chimney holder.
No. 1.225,990; May 15; v. 238; p. 739.

Mitchell. John, Northampton. Pa. Corset-fastener. No.
1,224.486; Mav 1 ; v. 238: p. 134.

Mitchell. John ft.. St. Louis. Mo. Pasting device. No.
1.227.818 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1422.

Mitchell, Nels. (See Wartman and MltcheU.)
Mitchell. Vernon E.. et al. (See Wilson. John M.. »•

signor.)
Mlttasch. Alwln. (See Bosch and MltUsch.)
Mlvasakl. Yuske, McKees Rocks, Pa. Cast truck-bolster.

(Reissue.) No. 14.307; May 29; t. 238; p. 1610.

Moakler. John W.. assignor of one-half to N. S. Wright.
East Worcester. N. Y. Removable resilient core for

tires. No. 1.228,346 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1698.
Modler, Johann H., Schwelnfurt. (3<>rmany. Roller-bear

ing. No. 1.226.686; May 22; v. 238; p. 1010.
Moe. Gerhard. Ladvsmith, Wis., and A. J. Klrstln. Es-

canaba, Mich. Stump-puller. No. 1.226.616 ; May 16 ;

V. 238 ; p. 948.
Mohn, John. Detroit. Mlrh. Indicating device. No.

1,224,949 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 346.
Mobr. Albert F., Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to Interna-

tional Harvester Corporation. Carbureter. No.
1.226..H56 ; May 16; v. 2.38 : p. 867.

Mohr, Julius. Milwaukee, Wis. Extenslon-Uble. No.
1,226.991 ; May 16 ; v, 238 ; p. 739.

, ^
Molster, William. Corona, assignor to Brewster k Co.,

New York. N. Y. Expansible tool for cleaning combus-
tion-cylinders. No. 1.226.903 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1084.

MOller. Johan P., assignor to Boss Manufacturing Com-

Sanv. Kewnnee, 111. Cotton glove. No. 1,226,166

;

[ay 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 414.
. ^, . .

Mollerup, Christopher, assignor to Automatic Electric
Company. Chicago, 111. Telephone supervisory system.
No. 1,224, S8;h ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 272. ^^

Molyueui, George E., Bayonne, N. J., assignor to Th«
Singer Manufacturing Company. Sewing machine. No.

1.224.311 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 70.

Molvneux. George E., Bayonne. N. J., assignor to The
.'Jfnger Manufacturing Company. Sewing-machine guide.

No. 1.225.150: May 8; v. 238; p. 414.
, ^ ^

Monarch Manufacturing Corporation. (See Folden, Frank
H., assignor.)

Monroe. Henrv, Falrvlew, Kans. Tidal motor. No.
1.224.950; Mav 8: v. 238: p. .H45.

Montague, Harold E.. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor of dfty-

flve one-hundredths to D. Kraus. New York, N. Y. In-

ternal-combustion engine. No. 1,227,561 ; May 22 ; v.

238; p. 1301. ^ ^ ^.
Monti. Eudo. Turin. Italy. Digesting and concentrating

protein in any form by dissolving it In grape-Juice. No.
1.226.983 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; o. 1114.

Moon, Orland J. (See Moon. Thomas E.. assignor.)

Moon. Thomas E., Sablna. assignor of one-half to O. J.

Moon, New Holland. Ohio. Toy gun. No. 1,226,278;
Mav 15: v. 238 ; p. 840.

Moore, Charles C. (See Walker and Moore.)
Moore. Charles C. Washington. D. C, assignor of one-

half to F. C. Stevens, Attica, N. Y. Making starch and
product thereof. No. 1.224,951 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 846.

Moore. Charles L.. Dallas. Tex. Amusement device. No.
1.226.506 : Mav 16 ; v 2.^8 : p. 932. ^ ,

Moore, Edward Y.. Cleveland. Ohio. Load-book. No.
1.227.171 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1176.

Moore, Oliver P., Spokane, Wash. Oil or gas burning
smeltlng-furnace. No. 1.225,470 ; May 8 ;

v. 238 ; p.

622.
Moore Rifle and Arms Company, The. (See Moore,

Robert A., assignor.)
Moore, Robert A., assignor to The Moore Rifle and Arms
Companv, Inc., New York, N. Y. Firearm. No.
1.226.600: Mav 15; V. 238: p. 932.

. *u *
Moore, Samuel E.. Harrisburg, assignor of one-fourth to

J. McKlrdy, Carlisle, and one-fourth to F. M. F^stman.
Harrisburg. Pa. Index-drawer. No. 1,227,172; May

M^^re.""Walter ^H.. isslgnor to^ J. H. Bell. PhlladelphU.
Pa. Timing device. No. 1.228.-347 ; May 29; v. 288;

Moorehead. George F., assignor to C. L. Percival Com
pany. Des Moines. Iowa. Refrigerator show-case. No.

i.227,922 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 145.V

Moors, George F.. Owensboro. Kv.. assignor to The ReciP-

roto Engine Co. Rotary engine. No. 1,227,178 ; May
22; V. 238; p. 1179.

. . , v'»
Mora Peter, Clinton. Ind. Acetylene - lamp. No.

1.226.2.37 : May 15; V. 238: p. 824.
Moran. Michael V.. et al. (»-e Donohue. James S.. as-

Morando". Joseph R., New York, N. Y. Punching-bag plat-

form. No. 1,224,668 -May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 193.

Morehead. George G.. San Jose, Cal. Ant-exterminator.
No. 1.225.471 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 623.

Moreiand. John E., et al. (See Donohue, James 8., as-

signor.)
Morelli, Enrico, assignor of one-half to D. Venosa, Jr.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Wagon-dumping mechanism. No.
1.224.487 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 1.34.

Morgan Engineering Company. The. (See Taylor. Clar-
ence L.. assignor.) _

Morgan. John W., Marysvllle. Cal. Disk plow. No.
1.226.793 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1048.

Morgan. Lucv. Peck. Kans. Stove attachment. No.
1,226,567 : ^av 15 : v. 238 ; p. 933.

Morgan. Richard J., Peoria. 111. Sign.
May 16 : v. 238 : p. 867.

Morgan, Theodore M.. Minneapolis, Minn. Bottle-car
rler. No. 1,228.348; May 29; v. 2.38; p. 1698.

Morgan & Wright. (See Mtyer and Selberllng, assignors.)
Morgan A Wright. (See Stowe. Benjamin L.. assignor.)
Morfn. Ernest. (See Carlln. Saranel. assignor.)
Morln. Joseph A., Springfield. Vt. Automobile tail-light.

No. 1.225.472; May 8: v. 238 ; p. 523.
Morlson. Charles H.. Newark. N. J. Safety-catch for cnff-

bnttons. No. 1.227.293 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1217.

No. 1,226.357;
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cigarette-case. No.

Steering-

Moriti, George T., Brooklyn. N. Y.
1.225.473 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 523.

Morkert, Walter A.. Thompson Falls, Mont
gear. No. 1.226.568: May 15; v. 238; p. 933.

Morris. Albert W.. Springfield. Mass. Aluminum alloyand article made therefrom. No. 1.227.174 Mav 22 •

V. 238; p. 1179.
J **

Morris. Albert W., Springfield. Mass. Automatic forging
apparatus. No. 1.227.175; May 22; v. 238; p. 1179

Morris, Donald 8., administrator. (See Miller, Frank 8 )Morris. Joseph W., West Frankfort, III. Wlndow-sash
holder. No. 1.226.569 ; May 15 ; v. 238 .p. 933.

Morris, Robert B.. assignor of one-third to W. O. Holcomb
and one third to FT S. Freeman. Harrlsonvllle. Mo.
Cotton-chopper. No, 1,227,294; May 22; t. 238; p.

Morris. Samuel L. H.. et ai. (See Cleaver. Fremont J.
as.signor.

)

Morris. William L Fort Wayne, Ind. Lubricating mecha-
ulsm. No. 1.227',481 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1277^

Morrison, Clarence E^ Albany. N. Y. Rotary duplicating-
machine. No. l,227',17t)

; .May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1179
Morrison, Joseph S., Wallport, Oreg. Ore-separator.

No. 1.227.552 : May 22 ; v. ^38 ; p. 1302.
MorrlHon. William. Des Moines. Iowa. Storage-battery

electrode or grid. No. 1.227.295 ; May 22 ; v, 238 ; p.

Morrison, William, Chicago, 111., assignor to Vesta Ac-
cumulator Company. Wood separator for storage-bat-
tery plates. No. 1,228.368; May 29; v. 238; p 1606.

Morrison, William, Chicago. 111., assignor to Vesta Accu-
mulator Company. Separator for storage-batterT
plates. No. 1,228.369 ; Miy 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1656.

Morrow, George, et al. (See Barrett, Clarence, assignor.)
Morrow. Oorge C. (See Waddell and Morrow.)
Morrow. John B., Bay Shore. N. Y. Pipe. No 1 224 488May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 134.

...
Morse Chain Company. (See Phillips and Alllngham.

assignors.)
Morse, Harry J Norwich. Conn. Lamp-burner attacb-

ment. No. 1.2^5.474 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 523
Morse. Harry W. (See Greenway and Mors«'.)
Morse. Robert V Ithaca, N. t. Tarbo-generator for

ships. No. 1.225,992; May 15; v. 238; p 739.
Mortensen. Han.s M. (See Bralnard and Mortensen.)

^°^^"°2f.?l.:'\!tll
L^,«««^??5. t° The Cutl^r^^^ammer Mf^

No.

>i »7 • -"<^'» H:i assiKDor lo xne cull
Co., Milwaukee. Wis. Motor-controller
May 22: v. 238; p. 1180.

^°/lS."L' C'"*'"'^^ P- Cincinnati, Ohio. Cutter-head.
1.220,68(5 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1010

Mos.s. Charles M. (See Hayes and Moss.)
Mos.sman. Roy L.. Humboldt, Tenn. Calli>ers. No

1,225,475; May 8: V. 238: p. 523.
^"P«". no.

Mosteller. Dosler H., and C. E. Kennedy, Chicago, 111
Envplop-seallng device. No. 1,226,238; May 16; v.

^'i*?,'o/7jo"l?*''" ^•' ^!L„?»y^"^- I°<1- Carbureter. No.
1.224,489 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 135.

Mountford. Edwin, York, Pa., assignor to The Dentists'
f"PR'?[«9^?P*°>- Artificial tooth and making same.
No. 1.224,195 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 28.

Mountford. Edwin. York. Pa., assignor to The Dentists'
Supply Company. Mold for making artificial teeth.
No. 1,224,490 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 135

Mowry. Edward. Sterling. 111., assignor to International
Harvester (.ompanv of New Jersey. Hitch for trailing
vehlcl^. No. f.226,687; May 22 : v. 238; p. 1011

Moyer David A., Blrdsboro, Pa., a.sslgnor to United Shoe
Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J. Toe-rest for turn-
shoe work. No. 1.224.196 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 29

Moyer. Dav|d A., Blrdsboro, Pa., assignor to United Shoe
J. Shoe-shaping.Machinery Company. Paterson. N.

No. 1.224.197 ; May 1 ; v. 238
; p. 29.

Md A., Blrdsboro, Pa., assignor to United Shoe
ry Company. Paterson, N. J. Shoe-shaplnz
No. 1.224.198 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 29.

""*""*

Moyer. David
Machlner:
means.

Moyer, Harry J.,' Phllade'lphra, Pa.' Ji'gger for' separating
coal and slate. No. 1,225,157; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 414Mover, Harry J , Philadelphia. Pa. Movable-bottom-screen

„ Jigger No. 1.225.158; May 8; v. 238; p. 415.
Moyer, Harry .T.. Philadelphia, Pa. Stabilized movable

bottom for Jiggers. No. 1.225,159; May 8; v. 288-
p. 415.

Muckenhlrn, Charles H.. Detroit. Mich., assignor to TheStandard Sanitary ManufacturiuK Company. Pittsburgh
J a. valve mechanism for flushing-tanks. No 1224 491-
May 1 : V. 238 ; p. 135.

'.'^^*.-»vi ,

.Murkenhlrr. William. (See Peterson. Peter, assignor.)
Mudge. Burton W. (See Levy and Mudge.)
Muehlelsen. Carl, Berlin, <Jermany, assignor to Mergen-

thaler Linotype Company. Distributing mechanism of
typographical composing-machines. No. 1 228 228 •

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1558.
^o.-^io .

Muehlelsen, Carl, and C. A. Albrecht, Berlin, Germany
assignors to Mergenthaler Linotype Company. Dlstrlb^

N<:°V^2*8.^29'f"Ma^t7r'^.*''2?r^°l?^"'°«"''^^
Mueller. August E., assignor of one-third to T J Hmbyand one-third to J. O. Hruby, Jr.. Chicago, 111. Rotary

engine. No. 1,225,844; May 15; v. 238; p. 690
Mueller, August E., assignor of one-third to T. J. Hruby
and one-third to J. O. Hruby, Jr., Chicago, 111. Burner
for steam boilers and superheaters. No. 1,226,570 •

May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 934.
.-t-to,o«u .

^'i*'i.^n— •''*'*° *^ • D«yton. Ohio. Rail-brace. No.
1,226,571 : May 15- t. 238; p. 984.

Mueller, Ralph S. (See Wolcott. Robeson B.. assignor.)
Mulr, James A., Morrlstown. N. J. Beater-roll. No.

1.225,476 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 524.
Mulr, Robert W. Hunter, N. D. Gas-engine. No.

1.226.239 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 825.
MuUaney, John F., Colorado Springs, Colo. Strainer for

fluids. No. 1,225,993 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 740.
MQlIer. Auguste R., Walthamstow, Englamf Electric In

sulator. No. 1,228,849; May 29 ; v. 238; p. 1699.
Muller. Charles A., Pueblo, Colo. Chicken fountain. No.

1.228.230 ; May 29 ; t. 238 ; p. 1559.
Multlpost Company. (See Schweiger, William P.. as-

signor. )

Munson. Mandius J., Balrdstown. Cal. Combination
pocket article. So. 1.224.199; May 1; r. 238; p. 80.

Murf. Andrew, and S. Beck, Etna. Pa. Metal tubing ma-
chine. No. 1.227.482; May 22; v. 238: p 1278.

Murphy. Albert C. New York. N. Y. Dumping-car. No.
1.224.404 ; May 1 ; . 238 ; p. 104.

Murphy. Albert C.. assignor to Universal Car and Manu-
facturing Co. Inc.. New York, N. V. Dumolna car
No. 1.227.819 ; May 29 ; r. 288 ; p. 1422.

Murphy. Francis P
. Newport, and J. P. McKeever and H.

E. Peters, Claremont, N. H., assignors to W. H. McBl-
waln Company. Boston, Mass. Innersole. No. 1 227,483 :

May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1278.
Murphy, Ralph, assignor to H. H. Franklin Manufactur-

ing Company, Syracuse, N. Y. Dust-proof cap. No.
1.226.240 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 825.

Murphy. Walter P.. Chicago, 111., assignor to P. H. Murphy
Company, Parnassus. Pa. Car-roof. No. 1,227,484

;

May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1278.
Murray. Arthur C, Buffalo, N. Y. Producing half-tone

engravings. No. 1.225.477 ; May 8 ; v. 258 ; p. 524.
Murray, George C. (See Cook. Roy J., assignor.)
Murray, George C. Chicago. 111. Draft-gear attachment.

No. 1,224,312 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 71.
Mnrray, Paul J.. Oswego. N. Y. Device for detecting and

cooling hot Journals. No. 1.228,231 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1559.
Murray. Paul J.. Oswego. N. Y. Device for detecting,

cooling, and lubricating hot journals. No. 1,228,232:
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1560.

Murray, Robert W., Corning, Ohio. Pump. No. 1,224.200 •

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 30.
Murray. Thomas E.. New York, N. Y. Tube-flange and

clamping device therefor. No. 1,225.478 ; May 8 : t.
238 ; p. 524.

Murray, Thomas E.. New York, N. Y. Valve. No.
1.225.479 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 524.

Murray. Thomas E New York. N. Y. Metal vehicle-wheel.
No. 1.227.178; Nfay 22: V. i38; p. 1180.

Murray, Thoma.s E. .New York, N. Y. Coupling for flanged
tubes or pipes. No 1.227,179 : Mav 22 : v. 238 : p. 1180.

.Vlurta, Samuel. St. Louis, Mo. Water-elevator. No
1,227.180 : May 22 : v. 23^ ; p. 1181.

Muskett. Jabez. Pendleton, Manchester, England. Rubber-
covered roller. No 1.226,984 ; May 22 ; v. 238 • p 1114

Muth. Edward A., et al. (See Goetzke. Otto, assignor.)
Myers. Bertram V. (See Haas and Myers.)
Myers. George F., Columbus. Ohio. Flying-machine. No

1.226.985; May 22; V. 238; p. 1115
Myers, Henry F., Lake Llndon. Mich. Countlna device

No. 1,227,485; Mav 22: v. 238; p 1279
Myers, Randolph, and J. G. Faulklnberry. Ardmore, Tenn.
Fan for sewing machines. No. 1,226.572; May 16: t.
2.38 ; p. 934. • / i

.

Myers. Watson M.. et al. (See Phillips. George B., as-
signor.)

Myptt. Otis A., assignor to Holophane Glass Company,
New York, N, Y, Making molds for ornamental glass-
ware. No. 1.226,609; May 15; v. 2.38; p. 946.

Myllus. Walter G. (See Bradshaw and Myllus.)
Nace. Levi W.. G. W. Alexander, and M. 11. Brown, HftB-

over Pa. Case-clamp. No. 1,227,296 : May 22 ; v. 288;

Nace, Mabelle. Piedmont, Cal. Tire-tread. No.
1.226.358 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 867.

Nachod. Carl P.. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Nachod
Signal Company. Inc. Signaling system. No. 1.225,786:
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 610.

Nachod Signal Company. (See Nachod, Carl P.. assignor )
Naglney, Samuel R.. assignor of one-half to C. E. Max-

well, Bremen. Ohio. Electric-switch structure. No
1,224.952: May 8: v. 238; p. 346.

Nakal, Hltasu, Havre. Mont. Telephone transmitter and
mouthpiece. No. 1.225,672 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 589

Narobe. Frank, New York, N. Y. Making bread. No
1.224,492 ; .May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 136.

Narunsky, Solomon, Baltimore, Md. Non-reflllable t>ottle
No. 1.227.648 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1363.

""»"«•

.Nash, Ahxander Q.. Kansas City, Mo. Oil-burner. No
1,225.994 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 740.

Nash, Charlei M^ assignor of one half to P. C. Johnson.
Covins. Cal. Direction-Indicator for automobiles No
1.225,721 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 606.

Nathan. E«iwln B New York. N. Y. Automobile-hood
cover. No. 1.22..181 ; May 22; v. 238; p 1181.

Nathan, John, Los Angeles, Cal. Thermostatic regulator
No. 1.224.313 • May I ; t. 238 ; p. 71.

National-Acme Company, The. (See Cone. Frank L.. as-
signor.)
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Natlooal AdJoaUble Bed and Spring Company. (See

Tonnele and Curtis, assignors.)
National Brake A Electric Company. (See Alkman, Burton

S., assignor.) ^
National Bush Company. (See Ludlum. Albert C, as-

signor.)
National Carbon Company. (See Benner and French, as-

signors.)
National Carbon Company. (See ElUs, Carleton, as-

signor.)
National Carbon Company. (Bee Shaw. WUllam, a»-

slgDor.)
National Carbon Company. .(See Walker, Robert P., as-

signor.)
National Cash Register Company. (See Martin. Haakon

A., assignor.)
National Enameling & Stamping Company. (See Bloch.

Gotthold. assignor.)

National Enameling k Stamping Company, The. (See
Wagandt, Charles L., assignor.)

National Glass Casket Company. (See Jones, Marshall N.,

asiiignor.

)

National India Rubber Company. (See Colt, Le Baron C,
assignor.)

National MeUl Molding Company. (See Gllson, Henry
R.. assign 01.)

National Metal Molding Company. (See McCarthy, James
B., assignor.)

National Motor Supply Company, The. (See Brltton,
Jarvls A., assignor.)

National Roller Gin Company. (See Dodd, William T., as-

signor.)
National Safety Appliance Company. The. (See Sedg-

wick. Hiram Q.. assignor.)
National Spring Bed Company. The. (See Porter and Ar-

nold, assignors.)
National Tube Company. (See Boyd and Saunders, as-

signors.)
. „

NavTor, Isaac, Los Angeles, and H. B. Ruggles, Pasa-
d.na. Cal. RecepuJe or container. No. 1,226.369;
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 868. „ ^ ^ .

Navsmlth. Frank M.. T. J. GUlaspy. and F. D. Carl, as-

signors of one-half to said T. J. GUlaspy and one-half

to A. D. Brownlle. Davenport. Iowa. \%lcanlzlng de-

vice. No. 1.225,845; May 15: v. 238; p WO.
Neafle. Andrew J.. Mountain Lake, and C. B. French,

Dover, N. J., assignors to Lackawanna Steel Company,
Lackawanna, N. Y. Snllce-bar for railway-rails. No.
1.226.360; May 16; v. 238; p. 868

No.

No.

Neal, Richard O., Albany. Okla. Conveying mechanism
-•

- --17,182; May 22- v. 238; p. 1181
Charles L. (See MacPh*:

sigDor.)

rson. Earle S., as-
No. 1,227,182 ;'*May 22 •"

v. 238 ; p.
Nedoma, Charles L. (See MacPhc

sigDor.)
Nedoma. Charles L.. Detroit, Mich. Universal joint. No.

1.226.688 ; May 22 ; v. 23d ; p. 1011.
Nedoma, Charles L.. Detroit, Mich. Universal Joint. No.

1.226.689 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1011. ^ ,

Ne«dham. Frank E., and B. W. Emerlck, Salem, Oreg.
Drying apparatus. No. 1.224,560; May 1; v. 288;
p. 160.

Netilham. John L.. assignor to The Boye Needle Company,
Chicago. 111. Jar-wrench. No. 1.227,183 ; May 22 ; v.

238 * D 1182
Negret'e, Julius' O.. Cerro. Cuba. Spur. No. 1.225,350 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 482.
Neher. Robert V. (See Lauber and Neher.)
Neldllnger. George H.. Elast Orange, N. J., assignor to Peer-

less Tube Co., New York, N. Y. Collapsible tube for

paste. No 1,227.297 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1219.
Neltllinger. Henry T., Oswego, N. Y. Making malt syrup.

No. 1.227,184 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1182.
Nelght.our, Arthur O. L., Beaumaris, Victoria, Australia.

Change-speed gear for motors. No. 1,227,298; May 22;
V. 238 : p. 1219.

Nelson, Alfred C, Lakewood. Ohio. Regenerative stove.

No. 1.227.820- May 29; V. 238; p. 1423.
,

, ^ ,,,

Nelson. Charles T., Oakland, Nebr. Automobile-jack. No.
1.224.561 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 160.

. , „ . „
Nelson. George W.. assignor to The Standard Sewing Ma-

chine Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Sewing-machine. No.
1.228.125 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1526.

Nelson. John A. (See Spangler, John H., assignor.)

Nelson. Lewis D., Union City. Mich. Bag tying machine.
No. 1,226,794; May 22; v. 238; p. 1049

Nelson, Nels H. (See McNulty, Nelson, and Jessen.)

Nelson. Noah C, Imperial, Cal. Beanvlne-gatherlng ap-

paratus. No. 1,226.573; May 15; v. 238; p. 935.

Nelson, WUllam J., assignor to West Albany Moulding
.'^and Co.. West Albany, N. Y. Apparatus for mixing
molding sand. No. 1,224,669 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 193.

N4medy. Alexander. Yonkers. N. Y. Folding box. No.
1.224,493 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 136.

Nenno, Clayton A.. Buffalo, N. Y. Sterilizing apparatus.
No. 1,224.201 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 30.

Neptune. Richard C.. St. Louis. Mo. Roofing. No.
1.226,904 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1085.

Ness. Charles M.. and C. T. Thompson, Philadelphia. Pa.
Racket press No. 1.226.986 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1115.

Nestor Jdanufacturlng Co. (See Cumner and Oeissen-
halner. assignors.)

Neu-Metals and Process Company. (See Gleason. Bd-
ward D.. assignor.)

Neuland. Alphons H.. New York. N. Y. Induction device.

No. 1.227.186 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1182.

Neumann, John, Philadelphia, Pa. Oil-dlstrlbuter.

1.226.905 ; May 22 ; v. 2f8S ; p. 1086. _ ^, ^
Neumerkel. Max, Madison, Conn. Poldable box.

1.226.906 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1086.
Neuteboom, Boudewiln B. (See Taylor and Neuteboom.)
Neville, Asa G., Wellsburg, W. Va. Locking device for

motor-vehicles. No. 1,226,241 ; May 16; v. ^38 ; p. 820.

Neville, WUllam, Duluth, Minn. Gasolene-evaporator.

No. 1,226.107 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 780.
New I>eparture Manufacturing Company, The. to«e

Rockwell, Albert F., assignor.) ^ , , .

New Haven Clock Co. (See Porter. Wilson B.. assignor.)

New Jersey Patent Company. (See Holland, Newman a.,

flsslsuor )

New Method Stove Company. (See Sanford, Henry H^
&8Bit?nor )

New Process Filler Co. (See Elsenscblml. Otto, as-

signor.) ^ ,a.^
.New York Revolving Portable Elevator Company. (»ee

(iermond. Henrv S.. Jr.. assignor.)

Newby, William, assignor to W. I. Laurie, YoungstowB,
Ohio. Insulator-press. No. 1.226,796 ; May 22 ; . 288 ,

Newcombe, Charles W.. Tacoma, Wash. Automatic drain-

valve. K'o. 1,226,796 ; May 22 : v. 288 ; P.^1049.
Newman, Paul B., La Fayette, Ind. Filing-table for tubes.

No. 1.224.562: May 1 : v. 238; p. 1«0.

Newman, Rutledge ^., Chicago, 111. Frult-knlfe. NO.

1,226,797 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1060. ^ ^^.
Newman. Samuel, and H. B. BothweU, Cincinnati, Ohio,

assignors to said Newman. Lathe attachment. No.

1.227.486 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1279.

.Niagara Multiple Typewriter Company. (See SllngerlaDd,

Zelfang and Goflin, assignors.)
, „ ., , ,, . _.

Nichols, Ella L.. Kansas City, Mo. Sanitary toilet-seat

cover. No. 1.225,673; May 8: v. 238 ; p. 590.

Nicholson, Frank E. (See Underwood, Oorge W., a»-

Nlchols. Mahlon P., Leetonla, Ohio. Ironing-board. No.

1,226,987; May 22: V. 238; p. 1116. ,^. ^ . ._
Nicholson, Robert M., Houston, Tex. Indicting derlce
• for vehicles. No. 1,227.186; May 22 ;y. 238; p. 1182.

NIckplson. Joseph A., and J. Fredrlkson, New York, N. T.,

assignors to said Nlckelson. Vaporizer. No. 1,227,649 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1864.
Nlckerson, Oris H. (See Boyton and Nickerson.)
Nlckolal, Carl L. (See Nlckolal. Frank, J. E., and C. L.)

NIckolal, Frank, J. E., and C. L.. De Beque, Colo. Hose-
coupling. No. 1,225,480 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 525.

Nlckolal. Julius E. (See Nlckolal. Prank, J. B., and
C L )

Nlederwerfer. Valentin, assignor to Fiedler A Co.. O- m-
b. H.. Burkhardtsdorf, Germany. I>evlce for maMng
the cuttlng-llsts of slit-up fabrics. No. 1,226.361 ; May
16 ; V. 238 ; p. 868.

Nielsen. Andreas C. Cleveland, Ohio. Micrometer-gage.

No. 1.226.574 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 935.

NIenstadt. John H.. Brooklyn. N. Y. AtUchable auto-

mobile-seat. No. 1.224.405 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 105.

Nlenstaedt, Max, Palisade. N. J., assignor to American
Flooring Company. Inc.. New York. N. Y. Floor-cover-

ing composition. No. 1.227,923; May 29; v. 288;

Nlhart. JuUus. Flak, Minn. Fish-gate. No. 1.225.160;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 416.

Nil. Joseph A., Sacramento, Cal. Faucet. No. 1.226,670

;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 936.

.Mies Bement-Pond Co. (See Sears and Keefer. assignors.)

(Reissue.)
,^ „ * *v » t u

Nlmphlus. Emll. Evanston, assignor of one-fourth to J. M.
Whltaker Chicago, 111. Gas-producer. No. 1,225,048;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 378. „ , . „

Nltkey, John E., Harrison, Idaho. Pool-ball rack and
triangle. No. i.227,299 ; kay 22 ; v. 288 ; p 1220.

Nix. Manning L.. Oklahoma. Okla. Pipe-fitting. No.

1,226.690; May 22; v. 238; p. 1012.

No-Break Egg Carrier Co., The. (See Degglnger, Lonla
A., assignor.) ., ^ . ^

Noack. Alex E. (See Johnson, Hans O.. assignor.)

Noah, Robert S.. assignor of one-third to A. H. Wilaon,

one-third to J. F. Martin, and one-third to G. L. Carson,
Annapolis, Md. Lifting-jack. No. 1,227.064 ; May 22 ;

V. 288 ; p. 1141. ^
Nock, Harold E., assignor to Paye k Baker Manufacturing
Company. North Attleboro. Mass. Drlpless strainer.

No. 1,226,691 ; May 22 : v. 288 ; P. 1012.

Noel Four-wheel-Drive Manufacturing Company. (Baa
Ream, Fred H., assignor.)

Noel, John, Chaudifere Junction, Quebec, Canada. Coo-
pllng. No. 1,224.202 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 30.

Noesting Pin Ticket Company. The. (See Livingston,
William, assignor.)

Nolce, Harry, Portland, Oreg. Washing-machine. No.
1.2^7,065 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1141.

Nolan, Thomas A., et al. (See Hicks, James W., aa-

slgnor.)
Nolen. Robert R.. Dallas, Tex. Mill for grinding or

crushing cotton-seed or the like. No. 1,224,406 ; May 1

;

V. 238 ; p. 105.
Non-Slip Tile Company. (See WUl, Henry N., assignor.)

Norcross, WUllam C, assignor to American Molding Ma-
chine Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Combination lolt-ram-
mlng and rock-over machine. No. 1.224,407 ; May 1 ; t.

2.38 ; p. 105.
j
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^*No'"i'2^'il*" M • ^i? P'^-TSi.Ca'- Enfilading machlnte.No. 1,227.48. ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1280.
Nornian, xMagnuB, St. Paul. Minn. Combined generator

K^l^^ ^h""- ^°- 1-226.798 ; May 22 ; y. 238 ; p 1050Norrl« Henry O asslgpor to K. E. Porter. Cef^te, Tex.Riveting machine. Tio. 1,225.996; May 18 ; .238;
North American Chemical Company. (S«« Thoma. An-drew, assignor.)

'*''r!«!lV'i^
^;''"«" .H-. assignor of one-half to F. W.<»oedeke, EvaasvlUe, Ind. Self-centerlni slide for ex

V t^n-'on-tables. No. 1,228.233 1 May 29 v* 238- p 1660
^**ni^r°r.^*'r'*? Manufacturing d'ompiny. (fe^ itn'.nedy, Charles J., assignor.)

sivfn?- vn?",F-w*-'^'?°^'"' ^y '»*'«°'' assignments, toSavings Lnlou Hank and Trust ComDanv, San Francisco,

238 • p 1086
"a^»>'nP- No. 1.226,&()7 ; May 22; t.

''T&YerT.y % ;

^"&
"^S-

«3^e°tomoblle-hood. No.

""'anT'sJibor.'SS^^ofs?"^^"^- ^^'' ^^"P' ^'»>'*<^»»»'

Noves. Hlland B. (See Strahle and Noyes.)
Nnbson, Johan A. (See Nuubson and Nubson.)

B^ig^ors )

*°^' ^'^^^ «amache and McNear. as-

^"ro^8""^o T22?*«7°i^'"M^'^i ^K'Si '" "ell-Pollahed
wJl»T i^v- V225.674 ; May 8 • v. 238 ; p. 590.Nnttlng, Charles E., Hopedale, iiass., aMignor. by mesneasslguments to Draper Corporation. Portland. Me!W^n^feeler for looms. No. 1.224.775 ; May 1 ; v. 2^ ;

^Ik^".?' ^^* C.. and J. A. Nubson, Duluth. Minn. Dough-
p^25°*^ machine. No. 1,225,481; Miy 8 ; t.J^S ;

^^stgntr."*''**^*^*
^^^'"'- ^^"^ Andersson. GusUf, as-

^^^'oorr't-Ha ^^'J;'*'*"'' oli, ^- Cuff-link guard. No.1.226.5.7; May 16; v. 238; p. 936.
O'Brien, Joseph J., Washington. D. C. Writing Instru-
n-n*n*».^^°- .J

-224.495: May 1 t. 238; p. 136OCallaghan. Peter J.. Chicago. 111. Berth for sleeping-cars. No 1,224,660 ; May 1 • v. 238 ; p. 194
"'^P'"*

JSor.?"'*' ^•' ** '^- <^** Spire^fkl^^john 8.. Jr.,

^*Ms°i^or.)'*"^''
^- "^ "^^ <^** Spirewfkl, John 8.. Jr.

O'Connor. Charles H., Sault Ste. Marie. Ontario. Canadaraper^-roll^hold|r jnd^^rlntlng device. No. l,22eSS';

^r-Wv""- v^^"
^••' ^?'<;aKo. 111., assignor to W. H. Miner

^.S""22i,49V^^Kl'?'l?!'23l!t€r''^^ '- -^^^-•

Ch-zv'"'v ^^ ti'
^^»<;««o- I"- assignor to W. H. Miner,

fJ^JliJi' *• x.^^P^^^'*'" ^"PPortlng vestibule-diaphragm
face-plates No. 1,225,161; May 8 ; v 238 n 416

^ Chaz^' N "^ Y^" F,^i'f?'^'?-
'}'• 4'"^''' t«^' ^- Miner,

^ f.2"'i62'';- M^y 8%*"23#**?^/r -"-*y-«^"- ^o.

rh«^^'''v*'v° T-
C^l<'a?o- "IJII- assignor to W. H. Miner,

l.&6^3-: li^lrrh T 41?'"—tlon. No!

^'charv'" ky' nrif^'^H- li^'
"«»«°°r to W. H. Miner.

1 99/a7^ ." J P^^^^J\%^°f 'or railway-cars. No1.225.675 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 590.

mi^«2''Vk*'*'° S' J^^^^^?*^- "1- assignor to W. H
16? v.' 2^8*;' p. 741.^-

^^^icator. No. 1.226.996? Mry
O'Connor. John F.. Chicago, III., assignor to W. H
nlTn'J^ "'o i'22J-24f.'^'m'°° i«^^'°«^o°o"

for draft:riggings. No. 1,226.244 May 15; v. 238; o. 827

c'CzV' N^V- fj^lfr-
I"- "«l^or to W.^H. Miner.

m5"/^1-5 ; V. 238 p°'936 * -PP«"^"«- ^o. 1.226.578;

^'chTzT' S^Vr^il'tf^- "'
-,

*^"'^°^ t° ^- H- Miner.

Ma/^15;*\238;^p'*936 «P^*°« «''*'• ^o. 1,226.679;

^'cha^v'-N "y" PHnHnn^"' "I' «f«»S"or to W. H. Miner,

n5"Y22'V-.821 ;'Mav'29^%"2'3V'°# \^^^P^^^^ "lease.

O'Connor. John F Chicago, 111., assignor to W. H Miner
?^238; d' fjjei^™'*-''**^"^-

No. 1,228.234; May^;
O'Connor* John F.', Chicago. 111., assignor to W. H. MinerLnazy, N. Y. Draft-rlgglng for rallwBT-ciirB n«

1.228,^35 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1661.
^

'
^"^

O Connor, John P Chicago, 111., assignor to W. H. Miner
^*V'2^8^p ISei"

"'^* faring. No. 1.228,2367 Mly

'''?°2'i°4^9b3'!X';%rr^^^^
Vehicle-hnb. No.

^;£o°7,^226^3|Ht&ay^^6\-^v!^T3|-; I iis
^^•'•<^'--»»-'-

ODowd. Henry W.. Jprsey City. N. j" Oven No
1.228.367; ifay 29; v. 236; p. 1605.

^°'

ODowd, Henry W, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to W. M.crane Company Heating apparatus. No. 1,224,497;

O'Dowd. Henry W. Jersey City. N. J., assignor to W. MCr^e Company. Oven-door. No. 1.228,042; May 29;

*^ ^£- S*"""' ^•' '5*^7 ^J^' "• J- •«»»?nor to W. M.
oSI

Company. .Sad-iron. No. 1,228,043 ; May 29 ;V. ^38 ; p. 1499.
^'?

oo'k^Sw.^^'JJ'*™ o^ • f'»>>^-aso. 111. Transom-lifter. No.
1,225.351 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 483.

(^kes Company. The. (.See Swenson, Carl G., assignor.)
^^;»^r*° ^- ^*"* Roxbury, Mass. Thread for making

knitted garments. No. 1,228,126; May 29; v 238-

No.

&1626.
es, Stanley B.. Flint. Mich. Electric cooker

^ 1,227.488 ; May h ; v. 238 ; p. 1280.

%•??? .>o'."liL"w'"''"'*;
»'a- ,*"""«P''"''«* tap or reamer.No. 1,224.494 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 136

Oberdler John. Mount Gllead, Ohio. Lifting jack mecba-
5il™

for motor-vehicles. No. 1.226,242; May 18; v.

Oberg^ Carl I., Brownvllle. Me. Flsh-llne guide No
1,227,300 : May 22 ; v. 28^ ; p. 1220

Oberkirch. Frank. (.><...> Ashl.-.v. Hol.crt W.. assignor.)
Oberklrch Frank. (.>*ee Thomas. William M.. a^gnor.)
^^997 oo^"" w*'- .^'""''R^y''-

Minn. Car-door. No.
1,227.924; May 29; v. 238; p. 1458

Oesterleln Machine Company. The. (See Oesterleln,
WUllani. assignor.)

Oesterleln. William, assignor to The Oesterleln Machine

Si:S?4'; MS;"3°r'238 ;T°34«
«^'^--»>'""- ^-

'^MTyl5;T238;p'^93f.'' ^°'''- '^"- N«- 1-226.580

;

Ogtlen, William C., BInghamton. S. Y. Invalid-carrier
No. 1.227,301 ; May 2:: ; v. 238 ; p. 1220.

•a"**'-""

Ok. Harry L.. assignor to Automatic Electric WasherCompany Newton, Iowa. Supporting-frame for wash-
ing^mach nea. No 1,226,988 ; iSay 22; v. 288; p. 111«.

'i?^ Vo^,« J^ai *'i**^''"*^5 '^'•*°'l-,^**-
I>«r«glble headlight

No. 1.226.581 ; May 15; v. 238; p. 937
^^^ik-^^K^^^- V2"*'°'';.oi'"- Automobile-brake. No.

^,.V22?,.245 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 828.
Ohio Blower Company. The. (See Foster, William J . as-

signor.)
Ohlendorf. Ernest H. (See Boyd. Hamilton K., as-signor.)
Okel . George E.. assienor to (Miss) C. M. Lane, Los An-

il 8- ' J^-is™^
'^^''"°*'*''' "'^*^^'""*°*- No. 1,225.676;

Okmulgee GIa«s Company. (See Day. Charles, assignor.)

"'?2.V' "/r'T'"* **v,*»*'5Sor to J. S. beall. Portland. Oreg.

ni^^'l^^J^^^l"^-
No 1.^7.187: May 22; r. 238 ; p. lisl.Oldham. .Vrthur S.. Helena. .\rk. Cooker. No. 1 224 563May 1 : v. 238 ; p. ino.

Olena Harold ^J- Brooklyn N. Y. Sanitary tooth-brush
bolder No 1,226.799 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1060.

Oleson. Olaf K.. a.Mslgnor to The Edward Manufacturing
Company, Chlcato. III. Separator for steam and oilNo. T.22S.23T : Mav Jl) : v. •.-.'^s

; p i.-ir.o
"""•" "" ""•

Olln, Franklin W. (See Farnham and Olin.)

""/oo- ^ii"*" »•.
'>ay'ona, Fla. l>.iiiountable rtm. No.

1.227.925; May 29: v. 238
; p. 1459.

Oliver, John G., and G. C. Bardons. Cleveland. Ohio
^o9j'?.Vi'^ ^V°^o "'hanism for turret-lathes. No.1,224.055: May 8; v. 238 ; p. 347.

Oliver. John G.. assignor to Bardons and Oliver. Cleve-
238' O^'JOv.^ Machine-tool. No. 1,227,822; May 29; t.

Oliver Typewriter Company. The. (See Roderick andKnapp. assignors.)
Olley, Edwin A., assignor to Crouse-Hinds Company.

Syracuse. N. Y. Panel board and lining-strtp support^ng means. No. 1 225,997 : May 16 ; v. 538
; p. 74 1.

Olley. Edwin A., assignor to Crouse Hinds Company Svra-

SS'^w'o^J- ^?2oi?'^ outlet-box. No. l,228a2Y; kay*w , V. J3o , p. 102..
OlUvler, Jocelyn E.. La Vignette St. Gervais, France.
r^'i^Ji*' transforming a motor-car into a sled. No
1,226,998; May 15 ; v. 2.38; p. 742

Olllvier, Jocelyn E., La Vignette. France. Driving mecha-nlam for antosleds. No. 1,225,999; May 18 ; v. 288;

Olmsted, Osmond W.. Hartford. Conn., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Underwood Computing Machine Com-pany, New York. N. Y. Comblne<l type-writing andcomouting machine. No. 1.224,314; Slay 1; t. 238 ;

^'r225.?J^.?;^'5a.?-8:"v°1^8°;r4n^- ^"''^^'^''^ ^'-

^'Mryi9'^'^v''238''^"^T5'>7
^''''°"™-*™P No. 1.228,128

;

*^'!on Fletcher. Robbinsdale, Minn. Garden-seeder No1,226.800 ; .Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1051.
»«~". p.o.

^^^°\^^.^3; assignor to James Manufacturing Company,
fi?r* ^4SL°''°°-}^*»- Gate-lock. No. 1.226.000 ; May
10 . V. ^o8 . p. .42.

Olson, Joseph S.. Henriette, Minn. Road dras No
^ 1.226^801 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1061.

*"

Olson. William F.. Omaha, Nebr. Necktie former and
fastener. No. 1 225.482 : Mav 8 ; v. 238 : p 526

May 29 v^'38 ""iSM*^"'
'^•''"^'P- ^'°- 1.227,660

;

Onderdonk. I^nslng, New York, N. Y., assignor to TheUnion fc>peclal Machine Company, Chicago. 111. Trim-ming mechanism for sewing-machines. No. 1.226,165;May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 417.
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Onderdonk, Lansing, New York, N. T., aaslcnor to Union
Special Machine Company. Chicago, 111. Shaft-driving

mechanism. No. 1,227,188; May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1188.

oppenhelm, Benjamin, tt al. (See Zlperstein and Kaplan,
assignors.) , ,

.

Oregon Brass Works. (See Rahner, Martin L., assignor.)

Organ Power Company, The. (See Spencer, Ira H.. as-

signor.) .....
Organ, Thomas O., Philadelphia, Pa. Axle-lubricator.

No. 1.225.483: May 8; v. 238; p. 526.

Orndoff, Oscar F. (See Rewell, Elbrldge G., assignor.)

Orr, John E.. assignor to The E. T. Burrowes Company,
Portland. Me. Window-screen. No. 1,226,802 ; May
22 ; V. 2.38. p. 1051.

OslMirn. Francis C, Detroit, Mich. Soap powder dis-

penser. No. 1,226.803 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1062.

Osborne, Francl.s M., Washington, Pa. Pit - car axle.

No. 1.225,166; May 8; V. 238; p. 417. , ^^ , ^ „
Osbkosb Trunk Company, The. (See Bartlett, John H.,

assignor.) „ . .. «
Oslus. Fre.ler1( k J.. Radne, Wis. Driving mechanism for

treadle-operated machines. No. 1,226.804 ; May 22

;

V. 23H
: p. 1052.

Osnos, Mendel. lierlln. (Jermany, assignor to General Elec-

tric Company. Means for controlling alternating cur-

rents, n'o. 1,227.302 ; .May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1221.

Ostermann, Rudolf M.. assignor to Locomotive Super-

heater Company. -New York. N. Y. Combined super-

heater and economlier. No. 1,225,846 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ;

p. 090.
Oatlln. Oiaf. (See Rudolphi and Ostlln.)

Ostmann. Louis. St. Charles. Mo. Shoe buckle. No.
1,226.582 : May 15 ; v. 288 : p. 937. ^

Ostrander, Allen E.. Rldgewood. N. J., assignor to Ameri-
can Car and Foundry Company. St Louis, Mo. Tank-
carrying box-car with trussed underframe. No.
1,224.776; May 1; V. 238; p. 234 ...

Ostrander. Allen E.. Rlilgewood, N. J., assignor to Ameri-
can Car and Foundry Company. St. I/ouls. Mo. Corru-

gated sheetmeUl car. No. 1.224,777; May 1; v. 288;

P- 235.
Ostrauder. L<wls F. (See Engelhart, John G., assignor.)

Ostrander, Lewis F.. St. Louis. Mo., assignor of one-half

to J. F. Esperon, Indianapolis, Ind. Gas-burner, No.

1.227,189 : May 22 v. 28H ; p. 1183. ^ v.. ..
OUnl, Shoiaburo, San Francisco, Cal. Combination

sweeper snd vacuum-cleaner. No, 1.226,363 ; May 15 ;

. 238 ; p. 8C9.
Otis Elevator Company. (See Furlow. Floyd C, as-

signor.) ™ . . ..

Otis Elevator Company. (See Hymans, Frederick, as-

Otls Elevator Comi>any. (See John, Grlfflth. assignor.)

Otis Elevator Company. (See Larson, I>avld, assignor.)

OtU Elevator Company. (See Schuller. Alfred L., as-

slgn.tr.)

Otis Elevator lompany. (See Sundh, August, assignor.)

Otte, Otho M., Jamestown, N. Y. Wire trench and pic

ture molding. No. 1.224,315 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 72.

Otte Otho M.. Jamestown. .N. Y. hheet-metal door. No.
1.227.066 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1141.

Otto. Ernest C. (See Beam and Otto.)
Overbolt, Frank M., and A. G. CJranbols. assignors or

one-half to American Linen Company, Minneapolis.

Minn. Laundry-mangle feed-hopper. No. 1,226,246;
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 828. „ „ . .

Owen, Thomas W., Pittsburgh, Pa. Roller-bearing. No.
1.225,260 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 450.

P. Lorlllard Company. (See Williams, George M., as-

signor.)
P. 11. Yates Machine Company. (See L^ne, Franklin L.,

aKsignor.)
P. B. Vates Machine Company. (See Mitchell, Harrison

J., assignor.)
P. H. Murphy Company. (See Canfleld, Lewis T., as-

signor. )

P. if. Murphy Company. (See Cralley, John T., assignor.)

P. H. Murphy Company. (See Murphy, Walter P.. as-

signor.)
P. R. Glass Company. (See Glass. Perlev R„ assignor.)
Pacific Canning Machinery Company. (See Prlvett, Henry
C. assignor.) ^ „ .. „

Package Machinery Company. (See Kempf. Henry J.,

assignor.)
Packard Motor Car Company. (See Church, Harold D.,

assignor.) ,., ....
Packard Motor Car Company. (See Loomis, Allen, as-

KJeiior.)
Packard Motor Car Company. (See Tibbetts, Milton, as-

Page°*Emlly V.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Clothes-line. No.
f.226.5S3 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 937.

Page Stanley H., San Francisco, assignor to Union Gas
Engine Company, Oakland. Cal. Rocker-arm. No.
1,226.267 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 450.

Pajre Stanlev H.. San Francisco, assignor to Union Oas
Engine Company. Oakland. Cal. Engine crank-case.

No. 1.226.H19: Mav 15: v. 238; p. 781.

Palate, Henry T.. assignor to H. T. Palste Company. Phila-

delphia. Pa. Cutout. No. 1.226.584; May 16; v. 288;
p. 938.

Palm. Oliver. Moran. Tex. Container. No. 1.224,778;
May 1 : v. 238 : p. 235.

Palmer. Arthur T.. Albanv. N. T. Book • clasp. No.
1,226,001 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 743.

Palmer. Benjamin L., assignor to The American WeU
Works Aurora, HI. Well-sinking apparatus. No.

1,226,989; May 22; v. 238; p HI".
^ .

Palmer, Charles. Buffalo. N. Y. Phonograph - record

cleaner and lubricator. No. 1,226,847 ; May 15 ; v. 288

;

Palmer, Ira A., assignor of one-half to W. W. llldlebaugh.

Bayard, Iowa. Automatic bead-lamp control. No.

1,224.779 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 235.

Palmer, Walter O., Wallace, Idaho. Fruit and vegetable

grader. No. 1,228,044 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1500.

I»an American Rubber Co. (See Huebner, Josef, assignor.)

I'anoultas, I'anaylotls. (See White. George, assignor.)

PantlUon, Georges, La Chaux-de-Fonds, Swltierland. Ap-
pliance for teaching music. No. 1,227,489 ; May 22

;

v. 238; p. 1280. ^ „ , ,

Palplow, Charles H., Jr. (See Hewitt and Palplow^
Paquln, Leontlne B. (See Towle. Adelbert M. and O. M.,

ABsliTHors.

)

Parenteau, Pendleton J. B., et el. (See Medanlch, Daniel
B., assignor.) , ,

Parisian Novelty Company. (See Komorous, Josep^, as-

Parker, Frederick R., Chicago, 111. Electromagnet. No.

1.22^,617 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 948.
Parker, Guy. (See Bouchard, Elmer R., assignor.)

Parker, John E., and D. B. Winter, assignors to Crouse-

Hlnds Company. Syracuse, N. Y. Means for attaching
electrical appliances to conduit outlet-boxes. No.

1,224,316 ; \fay 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 72.

Parker, Nelson J., Lincoln, 111. Multistage compressor.

No. 1,224,661 ; Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 194
Parker, Orrel A., Cleveland, Ohio. Wheel for yehiclea.

No. i.227,651 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1365.
Parker Process Company. (See I'arker, William M.. as-

Pw'ker'^Thomas T.. New York, N. T. Steam-boiler. No.
1,224,662 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 196. , , „ .

Parker, William E., and W. Burns ; said Parker asslmor
to J. Burns, Ithaca, N. Y. Folding truck. No. 1,226,586

;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 938.
Parker, William H., Houston, Tex. Smoothlngdrag. No.

1.22f,926: May 29; v. 238; p. 1459
Parker 'wilUam M.. Oklahoma, Okla., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Parker Process Company, Refining

oils. No. 1.226.990 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1117.

Parker William S., assignor to Burson Manufacturing
Companv. Rockford. 111. Controlling device for knitting-

machines. No. 1,225.848; May 15: v. 238; p. 691.

Parkes, Samuel R., Wlllenhall, England. Case for Bask

pulleys, locks, or the like. No. 1.225.849 ; May 18

;

v. 238; p. 692.
,. ,.. r. ^ .

Parkburst, George A.. Minneapolis. Minn. Conductor s-

check holder. No. 1.224,317 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 73.

Parkin, William M. (See iloffinau, Addison F., assignor.)

Parks. Frederick W.. assignor to The G. M. Parks Com-
Danv Fltchburg, Mass. Humidifying apparatus. No.

17227,190: May 22; v. 238; p. 1184. ,

Parsons, Clifford A. (See Cram and Parsons.)

Parsons, William P., Corning, N. Y. Lathe-chuck Jaw.

No. 1.224.780; May 1 ; v. 238; P. 235.

Pasman, Abram N.. East Orange. N. J. Flush-valve ap-

paratus. No. 1,225,352 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 483.

Passarelll, Domlnlck A.. Danburv, Conn. Chroniatl< bass

guitar. No. 1.220,991 : May 2i* : v. 2.38 : p. Ill .

.

Patch. Calvin B.. Glenellyn. III., assignor *• W. H.

Miner. Chary, N. Y. Roller side bearing. No. 1,225,677 ,

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 591.
.. t,t tt

Patch, Clalvln B., Glenellyn, 111., assignor to W H.

Miner. Chazv, N. T. Spring-controlled roller side bear-

ing. Slo. 1.225,678 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 591.

Patents Process Company. (See Reid, James H., a»-

Pa*e«on, William, Oakland, Cal. Motor-plow tractor.

No. 1,225,268 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 451.

Patrick Isaac, assignor to Consolidated Press Company,
Hastings, \ilch. Clutch. No. 1.227.191: May 22; v.

238; p. 1184.
Patten, Felix A., assignor to The Cleveland DenUl Manu-

facturing Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Belt. No.
1,224,203 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 31 „. „ .

Patterson, Charles E.. Jacksonville. 111. Rein-support.

No. 1,227,823 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1424.
Patterson. Charles R. (See Courtney. Minder A., a»-

Pattersoi). Chester J.. White Rock. Pa. Auto steering de-

vice. No. 1,226,586 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 938.

Patterson, Harry R., ai-slpnor of one half to B. W. Twyman,
Columbus, Ohio. Carbureter. No. 1.226.805; May 22;
V. 238 : p. 1053. ^ , ^.

Patterson, John W., Decatur, Ala. Cotton-picking ma-
chine. No. 1,228,288 ; May 29 -v. 238 ; p. 1662.

Patterson, Lon H., Portland, (Jreg. Airless auto-tlre.

No. 1.226.110 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 781.

Patterson, Warren A., assignor of one-half to J. A. Kemp.
Wichita Falls, Tex. Cotton-threshing machine. No.
1,227.652: May 29; v. 2.S8 ; p. 1365.

Patterson. William L., assignor to Bausch & Ix)mb Optical
Company, Rochester. N. Y. Projection apparatus and
illumination system therefor. No. 1,224,6(>3 ; May 1 ;

V. 288 ; p. 195.
Patterson. William L.. assignor to Bausch A Lomb Optical
Companv. Rochester, N. Y. Scene-shifting device for
projection apparatus. No. 1.220,806; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1058.

,

I.
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Patterson, William L., and O. A. H. Kellner. aaalgnors toBausch & Lomb Optical Company, Rochester. N. T
Binocular microscope. No. 1,226.167 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

Pattlaon, Eugene D.. Danrllle, 111. Differential drlTins
mechanism. No. 1.224,781 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 236.

Patton, .Alson C, Senath, Mo. Latch. No. 1,228 129:May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1627.
.-'-'o.***

,

Patton, John F. (See Goldwlre and Patton.)
Paul. Jamea W., and C. Hall, Pittsburgh. Pa. ; aald

Paul assignor to said Hall. Breathing apparatus for
use In noxious gases. No. 1,226.269 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. 461.
Paul. Joseph. (See Stafford, Millard, and Paul.)
Paul, Samuel J., Los Angeles, Cal. Motive-force control

for apparatus. No. 1,226,687 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 938.
Paulson. Rudolf, Wakefield, assignor of one-half to C B

Forelly, Foxboro. Mass. Trap-nest. No. 1,224.318:May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 73.
'

Paulus t>orge W.. Grand Rapids, Wis. Poncil-bolder.
No. i.226,9»2 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1118.

Pa/e & Baker Manufacturing Company. (See Nock.
Harold E assignor.)

Pavne, Charles F., Wheeling. W. Va. Combination mark-
ing-pot and stencll-brusb Inker. No. 1,227,927 : May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1489.

'

Payne, John S.. Wortendvke. N. J. Locomotive-truck
No. 1,227,192: May 22; v 238; u. 1184,

Pa/ne, William J., Panther Burn. Mlsa. Nutcracker. No
1.226,484 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 626.

Payor, Joseph P. (See Feldkamp, Payor, and Payson.)
Payson, Harold. (See Feldkamp, Payor, and Payson.)
Payton A Kelley Company. (See Dawley. Daniel D., as-

signor.)
Peacock. Robert A., Delaware City. Del. Game. No.

1.227,303 : May 2i : v. 238 : p. 1221.
Pearce, Edward N. (See Kane, Peter W.. assignor.)
Pearce, W. C. (See King, Jess E., assignor.)
Pearson, Charles, Chicago. 111., assignor to Internatlon»I

Harvester Company of New Jersey. Pitman. No
1,226,364 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 869.

Pearson, Elmer R., Omaha, Nebr., and C. E. Jones.
Council Bluffs. Iowa. Film-lubricator. No. 1,226,270 ;May 8; v. 238 ; p. 461.

Peck, William E., and Joseph W. Pennington, Steubenvllle
Ohio. Bathtub attachment. No. 1,226.908; May 22
V. 238 ; p. 1086.

Pedersen, Peter, Newell, Iowa. Bed. No. 1,224,782

:

May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 236.
Pedlar, William S., Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.
Lawn-mower. No. 1,225,050 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 379.

Pedrlck, Howard A., Bala, assignor to Pedrlck Tool and
Machine Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Ring-cutting ma-
chine. No. 1.227.304 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1221.

Pedrlck Tool and Machine Company. (See Pedrlck, How
ard A., as.slgnor.

)

Peeper, Joslah, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. Slip-JoInt-plpe-
locklng means. No. 1,226.002 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 743.

Peeper, Joslah. Coeur dAlene, Idaho. Lawn-sDrlnkler
No. 1,226,003 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 744.

Peerless Electric Company. The. (See Swift, Robert W.,
a.sslgnor.)

Peerless Llaht Company. (See Herskovlti. Max, assignor.)
Peerless Motor Car Company. The. (See Strickland,

William R.. assignor.)
Peerless Tube Co. (See Neldlinger. George H.. assignor )

Peet, Edward B. (See Peet, Walter F.. assignor.)
Peet. Walter F., as-signor of one-half to E. B. Peet, Phlla

delphU, Pa. Paper-clip. No. 1,227,193 ; May 22 ; v
238; p. 1185.

Pegram. Howard L., Mulvane, Kans. Concrete bridge
construction. .\o. 1.225.485; May 8: v. 238; p. 527.

Pelton, John C, San Francisco, Cal. Apparatus for cast-
ing bodies formed of cement or the like. No. 1,227.824 •

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1426.
Pence, Frank R.. Pence, Ind. Bolster for vehicles. No

1.225,168 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 418.
Pendry. William J.. Patterson, Cal. Bedclothes-clamp.

No. 1,226.807 : May 22 ; v. 23^ : p. 1053.
Pennewlll, James W.. Silver City, N. Mex. Accounting

sheet. No. 1,226.111 : May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 781.
Pennewlll, James W.. Silver City, N. Mex. Accounting

record-sheet. No. 1,227,653 : May 29; v. 238; p. 1365.
Pennington, Joseph W. (See Peck and Pennington.)
Pennington, Willis. (See Rupright. Frederick E.. as-

signor. )

Pennsylvania Glass Sand Company. (See Bratton, Am-
brose A., assignor.)

Peoria Drill and .seeder Co (See Steele, Benjamin M.,
assignor.)

Pepin, Joseph N. (See Pepin, Jule C. and J. N.)
Pepin, Jule C. and J. N., East Chicago. Ind. Trestle.

No. 1.226.112 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 781.
to Standard Baking Com-

any, Minneapolis. Minn. Baking-cone. No. 1,224,564 ;

Pepper, Frederick W., assignor

&'
lay 1 : t. 238 ; p. 161

Pere* de Vllla-Aiijll. Alberto. Cienfuegos, Cuba. Tool
holder. No. 1.227.398 : May 22 ; v. 2.38 : p. 12.")0.

Perfection Concrete Stave Silo Company. (Se* Perkins,
Charles J., assignor.)

Perkin, William H., Oxford, and 8, Bradbury, Ashton
upon-Mersey. England. Treatment of cotton and cot-
ton goods and other combustible substancei^ to render
them permanently less Inflammable. No. 1.224.204 ;

May 1 : v. 2.38 : p. 31.

Perkin, WIlJlaiB H., Oxford, and 8. Bradhury. Ashton-upon Mersey, England. Treatment of cotton and cot-
ton goods and other combustible substances to renderthem permanently less Inflammable. No. 1,224.206;

Perkius, Albert E., Wooster. Ohio. Device for cleansingand drying dishes. No. 1.226,993 ; May 22 ; v. 238

;

P- X 1 1 o.
Perkins^ampbell Company, The. (See Strieker. CUr-ence W„ assignor.)
Perkins, Charles J., Des Moines, Iowa., assignor to Per-

fection Concrete Stave Silo Company, Pierre, S. D
Silo construction. No. 1,227,928; May 29: v. 238; n.
l4o9.

Perkins. Joseph M. (S^ Keener and Perkins.)
Perkins, Laurence M., Wilklnsburg, Pa., assignor to W-^st-

inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Klec
trlcaJ protecUve device. No. 1.224.408 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

p. 106.
Perkins. Samuel F, Boston, Mass. Kite. No. 1,227.664 ;May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1366.

''•Wfv«^"'i?'" ^• Hardwood. Mich. Log-lo«der. No.
1.224,665

I
May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 161.

Per^ten. Michael, Alliance, Ohio. Till. .No. 1.225,169:

^*J'^Is°j1^'<"''**'- Alliance, Ohio. Filing-cabinet No.
1,226,170; Mav 8; v. 238; p. 419.

Perreten, Michael. Alliance. Ohio. Permutation-lock No
1.226.171 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 419.

Perry, George E. (See Spinner and Perry.)
Perry, Victor N., Batavia, N. T. Pneumatic straw-sUcker.

No. 1,226.588 ; Mav 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 939.
«'-»".

Peter. Arnold H. (.See Cox and Peter )

Peters, Henry M.. Chicago. III. Portable electric lamp.
No. 1,226,061 ; May 8 ; v. 238

; p. 379.
Peters, Herbert E (.See Murphv, McKeever. and Peter* »

Peters, Melville E., G. H. Fath.and A. F. Miller. Denver,
Colo. Automatically-operating closed gap blankgum-
ming cylinder. No. 1.226.994 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1118.

Peters, Melville E.. G. H. Path, and A. F. Miller. Denver,
Colo. Box and plunger and blank registering mecha-
nism. No. 1,226.996; May 22; v. 238; p. 1118.

Peters, Melville E.. G. H. Fath. and A. F. Miller, Denver.
Colo. Extenslon-edge-box-blank-wrapplng mechanism
No. 1,226,996 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1116.

Peters, Melville E.. (5. H. Fath. and A. F. Miller, Denver.
Colo. Mechanism for cleaning the ends of Intermittent
endless-conveyer gummed-blank grlppers. No. 1,226.997 :May 22: V. 288; p. 1120.

Petersen, Hans, Lostwood. N. D. Belt fastener No
1.224.498 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 137.

Petersen, Sophus, assignor to Sperry Gyroscope Company.
Brooklyn, N. T. Means for transmitting angular move-
ments. No. 1.226.486 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 627

Peterson, Fredolf J., Alliance. Ohio. Adding machine.
No. 1.227,666 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1866.

Peterson, Gustaf E.. assignor to Pratt k Whitney Com-
pany. Hartford. Conn. Automatic back rest. (Reissue )
No. 14.299; May 8; v. 288; p. 612.

i«ei«ur.;

Peterson. John M.. assignor to G. J. Sayer, Chicago III
Refrigerating apparatus. No. 1,226.850: May 15: r.
238 ; p. 692.

Peterson, Peter, near Stavely, assignor of one half to W.
Mackenhirr, Stavely. Alberta, Canada. End-gate for
grain tank wagon«. So. 1.224. .319 ; Mav 1 : v. 23S • p 7.3

Peterson, Samuel, Iron RIv.t. Mirh. Curtain and shade
holder. No. 1,227,194: May 22; v. 238; p. 1185.

Peterson, Theodore L.. Brooklyn, N. Y. (fage-glass for
steam boilers. No. 1,227.305 ; May 22 ; v. 2d8 ; p. 1222

Peterson, Thorwald B. and W. C, assignors to E H
Sprague Manufacturing Company. Omaha. Nebr. Mo-
tor-vehicle steering mechanism. No. 1,224,869 ; May 1 •

y. 238 ; p^ 266.
Peterson. Winford C. (See Peterson, Thorwald B. and
W. C.)

Peuch, Emlle. Rourges, and A. Arbey. Beure. France. Ap-
paratus for use as a clutching, coupling, or locking de-
vice and the like. No. 1,227.806; Mi ~" -

1222.
lay 22 ; v. 288 ; p.

Pfelffer, William H.. Omaha, Nebr. Casket holding means
for hearses. No. 1.227.666: Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1366

Pfell, Otto. (See Wuensch and Pfell.)
Phelps, George L., Chicago. III., assignor to International

Harvester Company of New Jersey. Corn hosker and
shreddor. No. 1.2;J6..3«5 : Mav 15; v. 238; p 869

Phelps, James C, Springfleld. Mass. Terminal fltting for
electric conduits. No. 1.224.320 ; May 1 ; y 238 • p 74

Phelps, James C, assignor of one haU to H. H. Courtis'
Springfleld. Mass. Barrier - cut - oot switch No'
1.224.409; May 1 ; v. 238: p. 106.

Philadelphia Storage Battery Company. (See Skinner
James M., assignor.)

'

Philip, Arnold, and L. J. Steele, Portsmouth, Elngland
Detector of combustible gases. No. 1.224 .321 • Mav l •

y. 238 ; p. 74.
. «j i

,

Philip Cnrey Manufacturing Company, The. (See Stef-
fens. Walter L., assignor.)

Phlllps-Brlnton Company. (See Brinton, William C, Jr..
assignor.)

Phillips, George B., Lima, assignor of one-fourth to A. W.
Wheatley, Shawnee township, one-fourth to W. A.
Austin, and one-fourth to w. H. Myers. Lima, Ohio
Locomotive-pilot. No. 1,226.853; May 8; v. 288; p.
483.

*^
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Phillips, Geerfc B., aMlffnor of one-third to 8. 8. Lawson
and one-third to W. M. Myers, Lima, Ohio. Rivet.

No. 1,228,239; Mav 29- v. 238; p. 1663. _ , ^
Phillips, Walter, and H. W. Alllngham. London, England,

assignors to Morse Chain Company, Ithaca, N. Y.

Change speed gearing. No. 1,226,561 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ;

Photo Motion Company. (See Coffman, Samuel M., as-

signor. »

Plckard. Greenleaf W., Amesbury, assignor to Wireless
Specialty Apparatus Company, Boston, Mass. Radio
telegraphy and telephony receiver. No. 1,224,499 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 137.

Plckard. Greenleaf W., .Amesbury, Mass.. assignor to Wlre-
leaa Specialty Apparatus Company, New York, N. Y.

Rectifier. No. 1,226.852; May 15: v. 238; p. 693.

Pldgpon, Clifford H., Columbus, Ohio. Cultivator. No.
1.226,863 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 693.

Plel, Gottfried. (See Long. (Jeorge F.. -assignor.)

Pierce, George L., Brooklyn, assignor to A. G. Spalding &
Bros.. New York. N. Y. Protected stocking or the

like. No. 1.226.864; May 8; v. 238; p. 484
Pierce. George L., Brooklyn, assignor to A. O. Spalding 4

Bros., New York, N. Y. Golf bag. No. 1,227,667 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1867. _

Pierce. James L., Manila, Philippine Islands. Furnace
and evaporator. No. 1,228,240; May 29; v. 238; p.

1663.
Plersen. Edwin H., Topeka, Kans. Telegraph-transmitter.

No. 1.224.966 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 347. ^
, ^ „.

Plerson. Paul M. (See Hochstetter. Frederick V, ., as-

signor.)
Pletrobono, .Angelo. Riverside. Conn. Hand-mower. No

l,22S.04.*i ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1500.
Pletisch. Richard H.. aaslgnor to Cino Camera Company,

Philadelphia. Pa. Motion -picture apparatus. No.
1 •Ji:4..V»0 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 138.

. . , . .
Plguet, Alfred, assignor to Society of Chemical Industry

In Basle, Basel, Swltserland. TreatlnE organic com
pounds by electrolysis. No. 1,226,062; May 8; t.

238 ; p. 879.
Pllcher. Frank A., assignor of one-third to M. C. Beman
and one-third to F. Beman. Binghamton, N. Y. Auto-
matic musical instrument. No. 1,224,783 ; May 1 ; v.

238 ; p. 236.
Pllcher, John V., Louisville, Ky. Button. No. 1,226,692 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1012.
Pinson. Alejandro A. (See Veils, Jorge B., assignor.)
Plo(h. Frank J.. San Francisco. Cal. (Jas heate<l radiator.

No. 1.224.784 ; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 237
Plrtle, P. R., et ai. (See Breti, George W., assignor.)
Pitman-Moore Company. (See Roberts, George H., as-

signor.)
Plttnian. Moses S., Sawtelle, Cal. Rail - Joint. No.

1,224.785 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 237.

Pitts, Edwin B.. Sr., Oswego, N. Y. Blower for steam-
boiler furnaces. No. 1,226,063 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 380.

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company. (See Bechtel, John
A., assignor.)

Plank, Samuel K., Houston, Tex. Vehicle-spring. No.
1,227.807 ; Mav 22 ; v. 288 : p. 1222.

Plank, Samuel K.. Houston, Tex. Darby. No. 1,227,808

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p, 1222.
Piatt, Clarence I)., Bridgeport, Conn. Sealable fuse-plug.

No. 1,226.808; May 22; v. 238; p. 1053.
Piatt, Clarence D., Bridgeport, Conn. Push-button

switch. No. 1.227,195; May 22; v. 238; p. 1186.

Piatt, John J., Milford, Conn. Spark plug. No. 1,228,241 :

May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1668.
Platzer, Adolf. (See 811« and Platzer.)
Pocock. Augustine J., Dayton, Ohio. Water - box for

pumps. .No. 1.226,693 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1012.
Pocock, Francis A.. Philadelphia. Pa. Water-gage. No.

1.227,196 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1186.
PodleUk. Henry J.. Chicago. 111., assignor, by mesne as

slgnments. to International Harvester Corporation.
Carbureter for gas-engines. No. 1.226.366; May 16;
v. 238 ; p. 869.

Poetsch. Chester M.. Chicago, 111. Radiator-cover. No
1.224.501 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 138.

Pogue, George D.. St. Louis, Mo. Driving mechanism.
No. 1,225.355 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 484.

Poix, Gabrlelle M., Brooklyn, N. Y. Brasslftre. No.
1,226,113 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 782.

Polk, Walter C. Fort Branch, Ind. Concrete-casting
machine. No. 1,226,366 ; May 8: v. 288; p. 484.

Pollak. Armln. New York. N. Y. Lock. No. 1,224.602 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 138.

Pollock, John R., Los Angeles, Cal. Dust separator for

street-sweeping machines. No. 1,226,689; May 16; v.

238 , p. 989.
Pond. Clarke P., Philadelphia, Pa. Window-operating de-

vice. No. 1,228,242 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1503.
Poole, Frederick, Jewell, Kans. Water-heater. No.

1.228,243; May 29: v. 238; p. 1664.
Poole, Lora E., assignor to Anderson Button Attaching

Machine Company, Anderson. Ind. Button-feeding
mechanism. No. 1,227,826 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1426:

Pope, Alfred C, New York, N. Y. Foot-actuated musical
Instrument. No. 1,227,809 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1222.

Pope, Henry, North Adelaide, South Australia, Australia.

Lever device for coupling hose and for other purposes
connected with water systems. No. 1,226,271 ; May 8 ;

T. 288 ; p. 462.

Pot, John. (See Jansa, Anton, assignor.)
Porte, Thomas J.. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. Goir-

practising device. No. 1,224,410 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 107.

Porter, Burr E. jSee Norrls. Henry O., assignor.)

Porter, Clarence H. (See Ruber and Porter.)

Porter. Frank A., and H. B. Arnold, assignors to The
National Spring Bed Company, New Britain, Conn.
Hammock. No. 1.224.859 ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 262.

Porter, Ray S., assignor to Belden-Porter-Gray Company,
Minneapolis, Minn. Heating system. No. 1,226,694;
May 22; v. 288; p. 1013. ^, ^ ^ kt

Porter, Wilson E., assignor to New Haven Clock Co., New
Haven, Conn. Device for regulating balance-wheels.
No. 1,^26,998 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1120.

Posson, Edward, Chicago, 111. Car-door. No. 1,226,272

;

May 8 : V. 238 ; p. 462. ^ „^ „,^
Potensa. Teodoslo. New Haven. Conn. Stove-lid lifter.

No. 1,226,367 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 870.
Potter, James C, Pawtucket, R. I. Gearing for turret-

lathes and other mechanism. No. 1,225.487; May 8;
v. 238 ; p. 627.

Potter. Joseph. (See McKlnile, Mortimer, assignor.)

Powell, Lura D., Swampscott, Mass. Combined vehicle

and hobby-horse. No. 1,226,690 ; May 16 ; v. 238

;

p. 989.
Powell, Milton C, Ralston, Nebr. Kitchen-cabinet. No.

1,226,054 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 880.
Powell, William J., Ocean City, N. J. Bowling apparatus.

No. 1.224.322 ; May 1 ; v. 288 • p. 76.
Power Washing Machine Co. (See Altorfer, Alpheus W.,

as^gnor.)
Powers Accounting Machine Company. (See Powers,

James, assignor.)
Powers, James, assignor, by mesne asslgnmentR, to Powers

Accounting Machine Company, New York, N. Y. Tabu-
lating machine. No. 1,224,411 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 107.

Powers, James, assignor, by mesne assignments, to Powers
Accounting Machine Company, New York, N. Y. Analyt-
ing and recording mechanism. No. 1,224,412 ; May 1

;

y, 238; p. 108.
Powers, James, assignor to Powers Accounting Machine
Company, New York, N. Y. Combined printing mecha-
nism and perforating-machine. No. 1,224,413 ; May 1

;

V. 238 ; p. 108.

Powers, John N., assignor to United States Ordnance Com-
pany, Washington, D. C. Detonating fuse. No. 1,224,414 ;

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 108.
Powers, John N., assignor to United States Ordnance Co.,

Washington, D. C. Wheel. No. 1,227,197; May 22;
V. 238: p. 1186.

Powers. Richard, Pittsburgh, Pa. Liquid level Indicator.
No. 1.224,786 : Mav 1 ; v. 238 : p. 238.

Pratt. Benjamin H.. Milwaukee, assignor to The Federal
Robber Company, (?udahV, Wis. Blow-out patch for
pneumatic tires. No. 1,226.909; May 22; v. 288; p.

1087.
Pratt, Howell D.. Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Link-Belt
Company, Chicago, 111. Ice - sawing machine. No.
1.225.488 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 628.

Pratt & Whitney Company. (.See Peterson, Gustaf K..

assignor.) (Reissue.)

I'reclslon Metal Workers. (See Grunwald, Albert C, as-

signor. )

Prenosll, Anthony J., assignor of one-half to F. J. Malxner,
Dwight, Nebr. Container for mucilage. No. 1,227,668 ;

May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1367.
Prescott, Sydney I., New York. N. Y. Internal-combustion

engine. No. 1,224,566 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 161.

Pressed Metal Radiator Company. (See Sonneborn.
Charles, assignor.)

Pressed Steel Car Company. (See Elder, Thomas W., Jr.,

assignor.

)

Pressed Steel Car Company. (See Koch. Felix, assignor.)
Pressed Steel Car Company. (Bee Rlstlne, George W., Jr.,

assignor.)
Price, William C. Beattyvllle, Ky. Lock-nut. No.

1,228.180 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1627.
Priest. Edward D., Schenectady, N. Y. Sleeping-car.

No. 1.225,854; May 16; v. 288; p. 693.
Priraavera, Vincent, and G. Gallo. New York. N. Y.

Cigarette-case. No. 1.226,591 ; May 16 ; v. 288; p. 940.
Primavese, Thusnelda C, Corona, N. ¥. Desslcating eggs.

No. 1,226,999 ; May 22 ; v. 2S8 ; p. 1120.
Prince, John D.. New York, N. Y. Tread-surface for

boots and shoes. No. 1.226,247 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p.

828
Pritchard, Samuel A., Van Meter, Iowa. Throttle-con-

troller for automobiles. Ns. 1,228,244; May 29; y.

288; p. 1664.
Privett. Henry C, Long Beach, Cal. Continuous ex-

haust-box for preserve-containing cans. No. 1,226,692 ;

May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 940.
Privett, Henry C, Los Angeles, Cal. Continuous-agitat-

ing cooker. No. 1,226.693; May 16; v. 238; p. 940.
Privett. Henry C. assignor to Pacific Canning Nlachlnery
Company, Long Beach. Cal. Can-conveyer. No. 1.226.172 ;

May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 419 __
Prometheus Electric Company, The. (See Woemer, Wil-

liam L., assignor.)
Proudflt, WtUlani 8., Grand Rapids. Mich. Loose-leal

binder. No. 1.224.664 ; May 1 ; v 238 : p. 196.
Provident Systems Corporation. (See Taylor, Frederick

I F.. assignor.)

il
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Pruden, Clarence D.; Baltimore. Md. Wall structure for
9he«>t-metal houses. No. 1,224,665 ; May 1 ; t. 238

:

p. 196.
Pruefert. August J. E., East Aurora, N. Y. Poultry

drinking fountain. No. 1,226,594 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

p. 941.
Pruyn, Franoia L., New York. N. Y. Combined steel and

concrete pile. No. 1.2i;5,8.'>5 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 694.
Pugh. William E., Seattle, Waah. Tire. No. 1.227,000;
May 22; v. 238; p. 1120.

Pulllnger, Thomas C. W. near Dumfries, S<otland, as-
signor to American B. H. P. Aero Engine Corporation.
New York, N. Y. Aluminium or other U^bt metal
ca.stlng for Internal-combustion engines. No. 1,226,MN5;
May 15; v. 238; p. 941.

Putnam. Jame« R., assignor to Waterbury Clock Co.,
Waterbury, Conn. Tubular cblme-clock. No. 1.226.489

;

Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 528.
Pyle-Natlonal Company, The. (See Dake. Charles W.,

assignor.)
Pynn. Newman, Brooklyn, N. Y. Self-centering railway-

truck. No. 1,228,131 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1527.
Pyrah. William S., Old Traftord, E:ngland. assignor to

Westiughouse Electric ami Manufacturing Company.
Commutator-cylinder for dvnaiiio-elc< trie machines. No.
1.224,206; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 32.

Q. & H. Company. (See Schroyer, Cbarlea A., assignor.)
QuackenbuRb, Cleveland H., and J. C. Smedley, Cleveland.

Ohio, assignors to General Electric Company. Wlre-
colllng apparatus. No. 1.227,659; May 29; t. 238;
p. 1367.

Quest, Thomas .T. (See Maynanl, Joseph A., assignor.)
Quick, Alfred A.. London, England. Toothed transmis-

sion-gearing. .\o.» 1,225.856; .May 15; v. 238; p. 694.
Quick, Elonzy W., Centralla, t\a.. Nnt-lock. No.

1,227.310; May 22: v. 238; p. 1223.
Quigley, Eugene, et a*. (See Maher« John, assignor.)
Qulncy Elevator Gate (Tompany. (See Fogal, John E.

W.. asslunor.)
Qulram. Albert F., Varna, 111. Game. No. 1,226.696

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1013.
R. Neumann Hardware Co., The. (See Ilellmann, William

A., assignor.)
Rahlnovltz, Louis. (See Snils and Rabinoviti.)
Raddatz. Rldinrd. (See Matchette and Kaddats.)
Raeburn. William M.. Toronto. OnUrio. Canada. Paint-

brush. No. 1,226.308; May 15; v. 238; p. 870.
Raff. John B.. Los Lunas, assignor of one-fourth to R. B.

Chavea. Tome, N. Mex. Permutation padlock. No.
1.227,826: May 29; t. 238; p. 1425.

Rafferty, Charles D., Mlddleport, Ohio. Locomotive-
valve-setting machine. No. 1.225.490 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ;

p. 528.
Ragan, Ralph. Atlanta. Ga. Rotary pump. No. 1.224,667 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 162.
Rairsdale. Charles R.. St. Louis, Mo. Demountable rim.

-No. 1.224.600: May 1 : v. 2:{S : p. 196.
Rahner, Martin L., assignor to Oregon Brass Works, Port-

land, Greg. Bubbling drlnklng-cup. No. 1,227,311;
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1228.

Ralston, Cleon M., Bronsou. Kans. Removable casket-
handle. No. 1,227.!)29 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p 1460.

Ralston Steel Car Company. The. (See Becker. Anton,
assignor.)

Ramage. .Vlexander S., astilgnor to Bostaph Engineering
Company. Detroit, Mich. Transforming mineral oils.

No. 5.224.7S7 ; M.iy 1 : v. 238 ; p. 23S.
Ramsay, Samuel R., asalgnor of one-eighth to L. Wilson.
New Westminster, British Columbia, Canada. Automo-
bile front axle. No. 1,226,8W ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.
1054.

Ramsden, John T.. assignor to The Tabor Manufactarlng
Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Car for molding-machinen.
No. 1,225,273 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 452.

Ramseur, Wellington A., Gainesville, Ga. Thermostat-
operatP<l circuit. No. 1 22«>,696 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.
1014.

Rand. James H.. North Tonawanda. N. Y. Card index.
No. 1.227,060 ; May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1368.

Rand, James H., North Tonuwamia, N. Y. Card-index.
No. 1,227,661 ; May 29; v. 2.38; p. 1308.

Rand, James H., North Tonawanda. N. Y. Index device.
No. 1 227,662 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1309.

Rand, JameM H., North Tonawanda. N. Y. Index device.
No. 1,227,663; May 29; v. 238; p. 1369.

Rand, James H., North Tonawanda. N. Y. Index device.
No. 1,227,6«4 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1370.

Rand, James H., North Tonawan«la, N. Y. Index device.
No. 1,227.665; May 29; v. 238; p. 1370.

Rand. James H., North Tonawanda, N. Y. Index-card.
No. 1.227.827; May 29; v. 238; p. 1420.

Randall, Herman P., Pasadena, assignor to Kemp Manu-
facturing Co., Los Angeles, Cal. Drawer-stop. No.
1.227,001 ; -May 22 ; v. 2^8 ; p. 1121.

RandaU, Karl C. Edgewood Park. Pa., assignor to West-
Inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Companv. Clr-
cult-lnterrupter. No. 1,226,114; May 15; v. 238;
p. 782.

Randle. Harry T., assignor of one-fourth to G. A.
(Tihulka, St. Louis. Mo. Automobile-signal. No.
1.226.0<14: May 15: v. 238; p. 744.

Randies, George E., assignor to The Foole-Burt Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Drill press. No. 1,227.828 ; May 29 ;

V. 238; p. 1426.

Raney. Clemma R.. Chicago, 111., assignor to Interna-
tional Harvester Company of New Jersey. Graln-
shocker. No. 1.226,369 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 870.

Raney, Clemma R.. Chicago, 111., assignor to Inter-
national Harvester Company of New Jersey. Harvester
attachment. No. 1.226.370 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 871.

Raney, Clemma R.. Chicago. III., assignor to Inter-
national Harvester Company of New Jersey. Harvest-
ing nuichlne attachment. No. 1,226,372; May 16; v.
238 ; p. 871.

Raney. Clemma R., Chicago, 111., assignor to Inter-
national tiarvester Company of New Jersey. Sbork-
Ing-machtne. No. 1,226,373; May 16; v. 238; p. 872.

Raney, Clemma R.. Chicago. 111., assignor to Inter-
national Harvester Company of New Jersey. Graln-
shucklng machine. No. 1,226.874 ; May 15 ; v. 288

;

p. 872.
Raney. Ciemma R., Chicago. III., assignor to Inter-

national Harvester Company of New Jersey. Auto-
matic trip for shocklng-ma< hlnes. No. 1,226.375; May
15: v. 238; p. 872.

Raney, Clemma R., Chicago, III., assignor to Inter-
national Harvester Company of New Jersey. Binding
mechanism. .No. 1.226,376; May 16 ; v. 238; p. 873.

Raney, Clemma R., Chicago, and R. C. Llveaay, Berwyn,
III., assignors to International Harvester Company of
New Jersey, (iraln shocker. No. 1,226,371; May 16;
V. 238 ; p. 871.

Rankin. Carl, Wellabarg. assignor to Jefferson Glass Com-
pany, Follansbee. W. Va. Clutch-timing mechanism.
No. 1,227.546 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1299.

Ransehousen, Lyman A.. SpringlTeld. Mass. Operating
mecbanlton for cover-plates. No. 1,225,079; May 8:
V. 238; p. 591.

Ransome. Bernard, Oakland, Cal. Pavement. No.
1.225,065 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 880.

Rapel, Joseph H., et al. (See Graves, John, assignor.)
Rapid Tobacco Stemmer Co. (See Buchanan, James C,

assignor.)
Raschick, Charles T., St. Paul, Minn. Combined pad-

holder and ticket-punch. No. 1,228,046; May 29; v.
238; p. 1500.

Rasmussen, Henry E., Fltchburg, Mass. Pressure-bag
for vulcanizing purposes. No. 1,226,596; May 16; v.
238 : p. 941.

Raasmann. Hugo C. Beaver Dam. Wis. Watering device
for cattle. (Reissue.) No. 14,308; May 29; v. 238;
p. 1010.

Rateau Battu Smoot Company. (See Battu. Leonce L., as-
signor.)

Rathnian, (iilbert, assignor of three-tenths to W. llodg-
klnson and four-tenths to J. A. Brown, New York,
N. Y. Coffee percolator. No. 1,226,005; May 15; v.
238; p. 744.

Rau, Stanlev L., New Brighton, Pa. Attachment of cor-
rugated sneets to frame structures. No. 1,227,666; May
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1370.

Ranch. Frank, Springfield, Mass. Fonntain-pen light. No.
1.228.132; May 29; v. 238; p. 1528.

Rauhut. John R., Chicago. III. Sprinkling device. No.
1.225,857 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 6§5.

Raule. Clifford T.. Philadelphia. Pa. Automatic sizing
device. No. 1,226,868: May 15; v. 238; p. 095.

Ravenkamp. Ferdinand (i., Spearvllle, Kans. Kerosene-
oil heating-stove. No. 1.227.930; May 29: v. 238; p.
140O.

Rawdon. Charles R.. and F. McCoole. St. Louis. Mo. A
erl

RawKngs, Samuel v.. Calumet, Mich. Power-hammer

Saratus for recovering precious metals.- No. 1.228.133;
lay 29; v. 238; p. 1628.

mechanism. No. 1.226.006: May 15; v. 288; p. 745.
Ray, William J.. Fort Smith. Ark. Bale-tying mecha-

nism. No. 1.226.173 ; May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 420.
Ray. William J., Fort Smith. Ark. Tractor plow and

cultivator. No 1.228.134: May 29: v. 238; p. 1528.
Rayneld. Charles L.. Chicago. 111. Multiple-Jet carbureter.

No. 1.224,207 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 32.
Rayfleld. Charles L.. Chicago. 111. Carbureter. No.

1.224.208: May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 33.
Rayneld. Charles L.. Chicago. III. Carbureter. No.

1,224,209 : Mav 1 ; v. 238 : p. 83.
Raymond. Franklin M., and C. H. Dare. Saugatuck, Conn.

;

said Dare assignor to said Raymond. Electric signaling
system for electric railways. No. 1,227,931 ; May 29 ;

V. 238; p. 1460.
Re. Alfred, .New York, .N. T. Window-lock. No. 1.226.507 ;

May 15 ; V. 288 ; p. 942.
Reade, William A., assignor to The Ludlow Typograph
Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Typograph mechanism.
No. 1,226,007 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 745.

Reagan. Daniel E., Columbus, Ohio. Brlckmuklng-ma-
rhine. No. 1,226.115; May 15; v. 238; p. 782.

Ream, Fred H., assignor to .Noel Four-Wheel Drive Manu-
facturing Company, Kansas City, Mo. Universal Joint
No. 1,225,174 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 420.

Ream. Mvrton E.. Evanston. III. I.Aundry-receptacle. No.
1.224.S68 ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 162.

Rear, Douglas J., Durban, South .\frlca. Cue-rest No.
1,227,312 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1223.

Reardon. Robert E.. Ottawa. Ontario. Canada. Target-
practice rod. No. 1.227,813 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1224

Reardon. Robert B., Ottawa, Ontario. Canada. Target-
holder for practice-rods. No. 1,228.246 ; May 29 : v.
238 ; p. 1664.
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Beber, Paul, Philadelphia, Pa. Bird-cage. No. 1,224,416

;

-May 1 ; v. 238; p. 109.
Reciproto Engine Co., The. (See Moors. (3eorge F., as-

signor.)
^^ker. Adolph C. Oakvllle, assignor to Waterbury Mfg.

i-'iik..^y^'^^y- Conn. Portable electric lamp. No.
l,226,4fll ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 529.

Recker, Adolph C, Oakvllle, assignor to Waterbury M'fg
t oV., J5'.****C^"''^'_ Conn. Plural lamp-socket. No.
1,227,553; May 22; v. 238; p. 1302

Red Jacket Mfg. Co. (See Stebbins, Timothy, assignor.)
Redfleld Casper L., and T. Ross, Chicago, 111. Clock.
^ No. 1.226.810 : Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1054.
Re<lman John I).. Flflmore, N. Y. Shovel. No. 1.125,680 ;May 8 ; v. 23S ; p. 592.
Redman. William A., assignor to The McConway & Torley
Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Coupling-centering mecha-
nism. .No. 1,226,116; Mav 15; v. 238; p. 783.

Redshaw. Frederick W., Scottdale borough. Pa. Grinder
mechanism. No. 1.228.135 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1529.

Reece Button Hole Machine Company, The. (See Mello,
Alfred S., asslgnm*.)

Reece Shoe Machinery Company, The. (See Flint, John
B., assignor.)

Reece Shoe .Machinery Company, The. (See Schoenky,
August R., assignor.)

Reece Shoe Machinery Company. (See Zaleskl, Frank, as-
signor.)

Reed. Emerson G., Wllkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company. Trans-
former-core punching. No. 1,224,210; .May 1; v. 238;
p. 34.

Reed, Emerson G., Wllkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Companv. Trans-
former. No. 1.227.314: May 22: v. 238 p " 1224

Reejl, Fred R Highland Park. Mich. Carbon-remover.
No. 1 227,607 ; May 20 : v. 238 ; p. 1370.

Reed. Homer L.. Louisiana. Mo. Truck. No. 1.226.859 :May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 695.
Reed, Lyman C, and O. P. Smith, New Orleans, La. Cake

holder for coating machines. No. 1,226,910 ; Mar 22 •

v. 238; p. 1087. . «/ "

.

Reed, Rov E., Rlpon, Wis. Varlable-re-slstance device.
No. 1,226,367 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238

; p. 485.
Reed, Sylvanus A.. New York, N. Y. Apparatus for gen-

erating electricity. No. 1,225,176; .\Iay 8; v. 238;
p. 420.

Reed, Wert T., Milwaukee. Wis. Book-holder. No
1.228,136; May 29: V. 238; p. 1520.

"""'«*^- ""•
Beese, Louis C. assignor to Werner & Pfleiderer Co.,

Saginaw. Mich. Machine for molding dough and the
like. No. 1.226.248; May 15; v. 238; p. 828.

Reese, Louis C, assignor to Werner h Pfleiderer Co.,
Saginaw. Mich. Machine for molding dough and the
like. .No. 1.226.249; May 15; v. 238 'p. S'Jo.

Reese, I.,oul8 C, assignor to Werner ft Pfleiderer Co., Sagi-
naw. Mich. Machine for molding dough and the like
.No. 1.226.260; May 15; v. 288; p 830.

Reese, I>ouls C. assignor to Werner & Pfleiderer Co. Sagi-
naw. .Mich. Machine for molding dough and the like
No. 1.226,251 ; May 15; v. 238; p 831.

Reese, IjOu\» C, assignor to Werner & Pfleiderer Co.. Sagi-
naw, Mich. Charging and discharging of automatic
ovens nrooflng-chamhers, and the like. No. 1.226 252-
May 15; v. 238 : p. 881.

Reese, Louis C, assignor to Werner A Pfleiderer Co Sagi-
naw. Mich. Charging and discharging of automatic
ovens proofing chamt>er8, and the like. No. 1,226,233-May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 832.

Reeves, Frank N.. Newark. N. J., and A. E. Lundell. New
fc,

^^ "•»'«"<»••• by mesne assignments, to West-
ern Electric Company, Incorporated. Automatic tele-
phone exchange system. N<^a.227,932

; May 29 • v
288; p. 1461. ^V^

Regal Button Works. (See Edelsoff". Harry, assignor )Repin. William J. ( See McConway and Regan )
Relchard Benjamin. (See Amsei and Reicliard )

Reichel, John, Philadelphia, and H. Werner. Norwood as
sigoors to H. K. .Mulford Companv. Phllndelphla, Pa
Treating hog cholera antitoxin. No. 1,224.8<M>- Mav 1*
V. 288 ; p. 263.

"J ^ .

Relchhelm, George L., New Haven, Conn. Apparatus for
and process of burning gas. No. 1,227,829; May 29-
V. 238 ; p. 1426.

Held, James H.. .Newark, N. J. Securing potassium cyanld
from water insoluble potassium containing mineral
No. 1,226,811 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1054.

Reld, James H.. Newark. N. J. Securing water-soluble
potassium compounds from water-Insoluble potassium-
containing mineral. No. 1,226.812; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1055.

Reld. James H.. Newark, N. J., asslpnor to Patents Process
Company. S*ecuring combustllile fluids from carbona-
ceous solids. No. 1.224.788; Mav 1 : v. 238; p. 238

Held, James H., Newark, N. J., assignor to Patents Process
Company. Means for promoting the discharge of molten
products from a furnace or other apparatus No
1.227.067; May 22; v. 238; p. 1142.

Reld. James H., Newark. N. J., assignor to Patents Process
Company. Furnace or apparatus for nuiking products
electrically and means for facilitating discharee of
same. No. 1.227.0«8 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1142.

2.38 0. (;.— iv

Reld, James H„ Newark. N. J„ assignor to Patents Process
Company. Furnace or apparatus for electrically mak-
ing products and means for heating discharging prod-

^ ucts. No. 1.227,069; Mav 22: v. 238; p. 11^2.
Reld, W. Eugene. (See Reld, William J., assignor.)
Reld, William, assignor to Kelloge Switchboard and Sup-

ply Company, Chicago, 111. Lamp-controlled circuit
No. 1,227,070; Mav 22: v. 238; p. 1143.

Rehl William J., assignor to W. E. Reld. Dobson. N. C.
Oil-burner. No. 1.227,315; Mav 22; v. 238; p. 1224.
,"^'a

-^af"**^ r>
.
Pmvidence, R. I." Demountable rim. No.

1.228.240; .May 29; v. 238; p. 1565.
Reinhold. Darwin ()., San Francisco. Cal. Self-adjusting

spreader for saws. No. 1,228,04 1 ; May 29; v. 238;
p. 1501.

Relslng. Eugene (i., Hartford, Conn. Firearm. No.
1,227.008; May 29; v. 238: p. 1371.

Relay Automatic Telephone Company. The. (See Bvgrave.
Leonard C. assUcnor.)

Relay Automatic Telephone Company, The. (See Ward,
Bryant, and Inman, assignors.)

Remer, Adam, and J. S. Tripp. Oklahoma, Okla. Traln-
hose coupling. No. 1,224,211 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 84.

Remlck, Llovd T., Brockton, Mass., assignor to United
Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson, .N. J. Finishing
edges. No. 1.226,117; .May 15; v. 238; p. 783.

Remington Typewriter Company. (See Barrett, Glenn J.,
assignor.)

Remington Typewriter Company. (See Seib, George A..
assignor.) '

Remy. Benjamin P. and F. I.. Anderpon. Ind.. assignors,
by mesne assignments, fo .SpUtdorf Electrical Company,
w'*'*'? oHiJ^o-.i-

Generating and timing ignition-currents.
No. 1,227.316; May 22; v. 238. p. 122.')

Remy. Frank I. (.See Remy, Benjamin P. and F. I.)
Kennau. Charles A., assignor of one half to J. W. Shel-

^•"'".''•ool"?ill*'*'iv
'^*" <-rlBpinB fool for packing-rings.

No. 1.224.416; May 1: v. 28S ; p. 109
Reordan, Charles E., Dallas, Tex. Method and apparatus

for generating motive fluid. No. 1.224.789; May 1; v.
238 ; p. 2.39.

Reuter. Balthasar E.. assignor to Renter Process Company,
Chic-ago, III. Apparatus for the decomposition of fats
and oils. No. 1,227,198 ; May 22 : v. 2:ik ; p. 1186

Reuter jfrederlck. New York. N. Y. Binding for books.
No. 1.224.667 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 197.

Reuter Process Company. (See Reuter, Balthasar E..
assignor.)

Revere Rubber Company. (See McDald. Martin, assignor.)
Rewell, Elbrldge <;., Council Bluffs. Iowa, assignor of one-

half to O. F. Orndoff. Ilarvevs, Pa. Milk-can Hd holder.
No. 1.224,212: Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 34.

Rey. Anthony. (.See Mangisch and Rey.)
Reynolds. John C.. Stamford. Conn. Tool for compreftslnc

valve springs. No. 1.227.009 ; Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1871.
Rhoades, Arthur J., Philadelphia. Pa Puffing 'cereal

grains. No. 1.227.002: Mav 22; v. 238; p 1121
Rice, George M., Lincoln, Nebr., assignor of one-half to

M. MacKay. Kansas City. Mo. Kxcavatlng-machine.
No. 1.224.323 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 75.

^'^''.i^.i^J?!.^/®^,'
Stamford, Conn. Non - skid tire. No.

;.226.264 ; May 1 6 ; v. 238 ; p. 833.
Rich. George R.. Oak Park. IlL Piston for Internal-com-

hiistlon engines. No. 1.228,048; May 29; v. 238; p.

Rich, George R., Chicago. III. Piston for Internal-com-
bustion engines. No. 1.228,049; May 29; v. 238'
p. l.'iOl.

'

Rich, George R., assignor to Rich Steel Products Company.
Battle Creek, Mich. Tappet for Internal-combusUon
engines. No. 1.228,350 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1590

Rich Steel Products Company. (See Rich. George R.. as-
signor.)

Richard. Joseph. (See Rioui. Alpbonse. assignor )

Richard. Leroy L., Coallnga, Cal. Rotary drllUng-blt. No.
1.226.377 : Xlay 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 873

Richards, .\rcher W.. assignor to The Hvdraullc Pressed
Steel Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Initing metal bodies.
No. 1.227.830; May 29: v. 288; p. 1427.

Richards, Julius H., Essex, asslrnor to Spiltdorf Electrical

i'o'A'^^^Jw^S-
^^^^^rk, N. J. Engine-starter. No.

1.22t.00i; May 22: v. 238: p. 1121.
Richmond. John, Rochester. N. Y.. assignor to American
Laundry Machinery Companv. Cincinnati. Ohio. Motor-
controlling device. No. 1.226,255; May 15; v. 238; p.
833.

Richmond Radiator Company. (See Matchette and Rad-
datz. assignors.)

^'?''„*«£'.ii'"^P,''' -Austin. Tex. Newspaper holder. No.
1.227.490: May 22- v. 238: p. 128<t.

Rlchter, William A., New York, N. Y. Original package.
No. 1,227.9.H3 ; May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1461.

Rickert, Charles A. (.See Krlesel. Gustave F.. assignor.)
Rider. James T., Rienzl. Miss. Spindle - protector No

1.226.008: May 15; v. 288; p. 746.
i

•

^o.

RIeber. Frank, asslimor to The Richer Laboratories San
Francisco. Cal. Electric control system. No. 1,226,860 :May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 696.

RIeber Laboratories. The. (See Rieber, Frank, assignor )
Rleck.> George E.. Bremerton, Wash. Paint for coating

r'n^'liS, ""J"/*^^",. ""^^''t to high temperatures. No.
1.227.071 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1144

Rlegg, Robert C. Sacrwrnento. Cal. Mail chute and re-
ceptacle. No. 1.227,984; May 29; v. 238; p. 1462.
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BienKT. Carll A., and B. Hendricks, New York, N. T.

Cuff-link. No. 1.226,378 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 873.
Rlesenberg. F'rank W.. Chicago. 111. Jar-opeulng wrench.

No. 1,226.911 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1087.
Rleser, Charles, Chicago, 111 Burglar-alarm. No. l,226.0O« ;

May 15; V. 238; p. 746.
Blgby, George E.. Manchester, England. Spring suspension

for the wheels of side cars for motor-cycles. No.
1.227.317: May 22; v. 238; p. 122.'5.

Bigby, Grant W., assignor to I. Well. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Brlquetlng machine. No. 1,227,831 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

Rlggs. Ashley M. (See Rlgga. Lewis W. and A. M.)
RlggR, I^wls W. and A. M., Wheeling, W. Va. Rotary

Internal-combustion engine. No. 1,225,056; May 8; v.

238 ; p. 881.
Biker, David, Newark, N. J. Soap-dish. No. 1,227,318;
May 22 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1225.

Riley Charles E.. Newton. Mass.. and C. Robinson, as-

signors to H. &. B. American Machine Company, Paw-
tucket R. I. Apparatus for distributing cotton or other
materials. No. 1,227,072: May 22: v. 238: p. 1144.

RUev. Lewis A., White Plains. N. Y. Superheater. No.
1.226.379 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 873.

Rllev. Ralph J.. LIvermore Falls. Me. Gate-valve. No.
1.226.380 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 874.

Rlmallho. Emlle. assignor to Compagnle Des Forges Et
Aclerles De La Marine Et Dllomecourt, Paris, France.
Gun-carriage for ordnance. No. 1.225,492 ; May 8 ; v.

238 ; p. 529.
Rlngle, Robert F., assignor to Herman Pneumatic Machine
Company, Zellenople, Pa. Equalizing - Uble. No.
1.226,256 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 833.

Rlnsche, Frank C, assignor to Burroughs Adding Ma-
chine Company, Detroit, Mich. Solenoid for driving
adding machines. No. 1,226,697 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.

Rioux, -Alphonse, assignor of one-half to .1. Richard.
Na.-'hua. .\. IT. Railway signaling system. No.
1.225.493 ; May « ; v. 238 ; p. 529.

Ripley, John W., Flushing, N. Y. Dock construction. No
1,227,670 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1371.

Bisdnn, Robert S., assiKnor of one-half to M. Lawson
San Francisco. Cal. Automatic headlight control. No.
1,225,494 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 529.

Rlstlne, George w.. Jr., Chicago, 111., assignor to Pressed
Steel Car Company. Pittsburgh, Pa. Discharge-door-
operatlng mechanism. No. 1,226,176; May 8; v. 288;
p. 421.

Rltzert. Robert W.. Dayton, Ohio. Lock. No. 1.226,287 ;

May 15 ; v. 238; p. 834
Rlvells, Samuel. Pbllailelphla. Pa. Ornamental buckle.

No. 1,225.358 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 485.
RlxBon, Oscar C, New Rochelle, N. Y. Friction-stay.

No. 1,225,359 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 485.
Rliton. William, Pond E<ldy, N. Y. Rail - holder. No.

1.226.381 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 874.
Roa. William J., assignor to American Car and Foundry
Company, St. I>ouls. Mo. Floor and wall connection for
rallwav-cars. No. 1,224,790 ; Mav 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 239.

Roa. William J., assignor to .American Car and Foundry
Company, St. Louts. Mo. Draft-arm and sill-reinforce-

ment. So. 1.224,791 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 239.
Roa. William J., assignor to American Car and Foundry
Company. St. Louis, Mo. Car-underframe. No. 1,224,792 ;

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 240.
Roach, Finis E., Chicago. 111. Anchor for dental plates

and the like. No. 1,227.073; May 22: v. 238: p. 1144.
Robblns, Leon C, Loveland, Colo. Advertising toy. No.

1,227,319 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1225.
Robert N. Bassett Company, The. (See Stuart. Henry J.,

assignor.)
Roberts, E. (See Matney. James, assignor.)
Roberts, Eugene, assignor to Sugar CentrlfuKal Discharger
Company. Salt I.«ke City. Utah. Steam-pump. No.
1,225,27'4 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 457.

Roberts, George H.. a.sslgnor to Pltman-Moore Company.
In<llanapolls. Ind. Animal - bleeding apparatus. No
1.220,598 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 942.

Boberts, Harrv B., Highland Park. 111. Telephone-
bracket. No. 1,224,324 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 76.

Boberts, James M., Marlon, Ky. Combination-lock. No.
1,224,569 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 163.

Bobertson, Levi L., Madison, Minn. Windmill attachment.
No. 1.224.417 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 110.

Bohert.-jon. Lucius. Clnrinnatl. Ohio, .\rtlflclal-tooth plate.

No. 1.226,382 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 875.
Bobertson. William P., assignor to Borden's Condensed

Milk Company, New York, N. Y. Food and beverage
mixer. No. 1,227,671 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1372.

Bobertson. William P.. assignor to W. H. Johnston. New
York, .\. Y. Food and beverage mixer. No. 1,227,935 :

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1462.
Roblnott. William P.. and J. A. Onlledge, Maiden, Mo.
Camera attachment. No. 1,225,495; May 8: v. 238:
p 530

Robinson. Alden C, Aberdeen, Wash. Combined cxirtaln

and shade bracket. No. 1.228,137; May 29; v. 288;

P 1529. „ ^.
Rohinson. Charles. (See Riley and Robinson )

Robinson, Charles F.. San Francisco. Cal. Machine for

the manufacture of high - speed friction - saws. No.

1,228,060 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1502
. ^ , ,

Robinson. Charles W.. Battle Creek, Mich, (.arden-tool.

No. 1.224.957 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 847.

BoblnsoD, Cyms, Mount Vernon. N. Y., assignor to Metal-
lurgical Engineering 4 Process Corporation. Dehy-
drator. No. 1,227.491 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1281.

Boblnson. Laura V . Baltimore, Md. Scraping device No.
1,224,793 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 240.

Boblnson, Lewis T.. .Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to G«n-
eral Electric Company. Demand apparatus. No.
1,227,320; May 22; v. 238; p. 1226.

Robinson, Ollnthus B.. Denton. Tex. Detergent device.
No. 1,225,496 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 530.

Robinson, WUllani, West Lynn, Mass. X-ray tube. No.
1,226.883; May 15: v. 286; p. 875.

Roblson, Manville F.. Bar View, Oreg. Box. No. 1,224.794 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 240.
Rochau, Albert D., Fairfax. Okla. Camera. No. 1,228.051

;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1602.
Rot kwell. Albert P.. assicnor to The .New Departure Mano-

farturliig Company. Bristol. Conn, .\larm - bell. No.
1.226,ni0: .May 15; v. 238; p. 746.

Rockwell. Walter S., assignor to W. S. Rockwell Company.
New York, N. Y. Furnace chill and floor-pipe. No.
1,227,672 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1372.

Rodenbauiih. Charits. I'ii tsijiirub. Pa. Trus.-. No.
1,225.177 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 421.

Roderick, Charles, and T. L. Knapp, Woodstock, as-

signors to The Oliver Typewriter Company, Chicago,
111. Means for securing typewriters to base-boards.
No. 1,225,067 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 381.

Rodger Ballast Car Company. (See Yost, Wlnfleld H..
assignor.)

Rodler, Harold B., assignor of one-fourth to I. N. Boern
stein, one-fourth to P. Koester, and one-fourth to R. B.

Gotta, Washington, D. C. Telephone-plug ejector. No.
1,227,936 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1463.

Ro<lman. William B.. et al. (See t'erguson. Baltuce W..
as.slgnor.

)

Rodriguez. Henry A., Wood Brook, Port of Spain, Trinidad.
British West Indies. Garter. No. 1,227,199 ; May 22 ;

v. 238; p. 1186.
Rodtlkevltch, NlkolaJ F.. Farrell, Pa. Antl aircraft bomb

or shell. No. 1,225,497 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 530.
Rodzlkevltch. NlkolaJ F.. Farrell, Pa. Torpedo-guard for

war-ships. No. 1.225.49s : May 8: v. 238; p. 530.

Roehm, Richard, Newark, N J., assignor to The White-
head Jc Hoag Company. Advertising-sign. No.
1,227,074; May 22; v. 238: p. 1145.

Roelofson, Richard W., Gait. Ontario, Canada. Screw-
cutting die. No. 1,224,795 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 241.

Roemisch, Henry A.. Blackfoot, Idaho. Tatting-shuttle.

No. 1,224.968 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 347.
Roesel, Frederick V. (See tillmore and Roesel.)
Roessler it Hasslncher Chemical Company. (8e« Lieb-

knecbt, Otfo, assignor.)

Roessler k Hasslacher Chemical Company. (See Schald-

bauf, .\lols, assignor.)
Rogers. .Allen, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ink and making the same.

No. 1.J24.668 : May 1; v. 238; p. 107.

Rogers Bros. Co. (See Rogers, Charles A., assignor.)

Rogers, Charles A., assignor to Rogers Bros. Co., Albion.

Pa. Automobile-trailer, No. 11228,138; May 29; v.

238 ; p. 1630.
Rogers. Charles E.. Detroit, Mich. Desiccating apparatus.

No. 1.226,011 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 746.

Rogers, Clarence T., New York, assignor to E. Bommer,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Door check. No. 1,226,268; May 15;
v. 238'; p. 834.

Rogers, James C. Birmingham, Ala. Garter. No.
1,228,139 : May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1630.

Rogers, John F.. New York, N. Y. Fuel-tank gage. No.

1,225,178 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 421.

Rogers, Rochester II. (See Dt?e, David G., a.sulgnor.)

Rogers, Rochester H. (See Krlcksou, John, assignor.)

Rogers, Victor B. (See Winston and Rogers.)
Rohlflng. John M.. assignor to .American Car and Foundry
Company, St. Louis, Mo. Operating mechanism for car-

doors. No. 1.224,796; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 241.

Rohlflng. John M., assignor to American Car and Foundry
Company. St. Louis. Mo. Dumplng-car-door-operatlng
me.hanlsm. No. 1.224,797: May 1 : v. 288: p. 241.

Roll. Frank H., Buffalo. N. Y. Signaling merhanism for

motor-cars, Ac. No. 1,226.068 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 381.

Rolls-Royce Limited. (See Royce. Fre«lerlck H., as-

signor.)
Rome, Sullivan, and J. larussi. Hudson, Ohio. Rail-Joint.

No. 1,227,832 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1427.
RomeTurney Radiator Co. (See Torney, George W., as-

signor.)
Rook. James H. (See Spinner and Perry, assignors.)

Root, Charles F., assignor of one-fourth to B. O. Conn.
Mansfield. Ohio. Coml)lne<l safety and throw-off mecha-
nism. No. 1.226,259; May 15: v. 238; p. 835.

Root, Charles F., assignor of one-fourth to B. O. Conn,
Mansfleld. Ohio. Combined safety and throw-off mecha-
nism No. 1,226.2«0 : May 1.% : v. 238 : p 835.

Rose, Harry E., Spokane, Wash. Propelling device. No.

1.227.200 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1187.

Rose, Paul, Berlin, (iermany, assignor to General Electric
Company. Regulator for dynamo - electric machines.
No. 1.227,821 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1226.

Rose. Robert W.. Marblehead. Mass Dumping - vehicle

hoist. No. 1.226.384: Mav 15; v. 238; p. 875.

Rosenberg, Louis. Richmond, Va. Mail-assorting device.

No. 1,225.499 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 : p. 581.
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Bosendahl, Nils M., Wlnthrop Harbor, assignor to F. C.
Austin, Chicago, 111. Device for loading concrete-mix-
ers. No. 1.226,261 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 886.

Rosenfeld. John W. (See Rosenfeld. LjuIs, and J. W.
Thompson.)

Rosenfeld, Louis, and J. W. Thompson, Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Cloth measuring and dispensing machine. No. 1,227,822 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1227.
Rosenfeld. Max C. Boston. Mass. Bottle-washing brush.

No. 1,228,140 ; May 29 ; v. 238
; p. 1630.

Rosenfeld. Sidney, Cleveland. Ohio. Faucet. No.
1,224.959 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 347.

Rosenthal, Edward M., assignor to Bradley & Vrooman Co.,
Chicago, III. Paint strainer. No. 1,224,213 ; May 1 ;

V. 288 : p. 84.
Rosenzwetg, Leon, New York. N. Y. Hat-adjuster. No.

1.226.276 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 463.
Roslno. Gilbert G., Sandusky, Ohio. Device for taking

foot Impressions. No. 1,225,500 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p.
631.

Ross, Antonio, Utlca, N. Y. Grater. No. 1,228,247;
May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1666.

Ross. Marry B., assignor to Ross Transmission Gear Co.,
Incorporateil. Denver. Colo. Transmission-gearing. No.
1,226,012 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 747.

Ross. John C. Boston. Mass. Key-gage. No. 1,227,492

;

May 22: v. 238; p. 1281.
Ross. John J., International Falls, Minn. Barking-drum.

No. 1,228,374: May 29; v. 238; p. 1606.
Ross, Torey. (See Folger and Ross.)
Ross. Torey. (See Redfleld and Ross.)
Ross Transmission (jear Co. (See Ross, Harry B., as-

signor )

Rosslter. Oorge A., Brooklyn, assignor to F. O. Carrie,
New York. N Y. Merldlan-flnder and latitude-indicator.
No. 1,226.385 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 876.

Rotarv Rod Weeder & Manufacturing Company. (Bee
Wolfe. «;arnett H.. assignor.)

Roth, Adolph. New York. N. Y. Fracture apparatus. No.
1.226.013: May 15: v. 288; p. 747

Roth. Maximilian. (See Mandel and Roth.)
Roto Company. The. (See Darlington, Philip J., as-

signor.)
Ronnds. Wllhur L.. Rensselaer, N. Y. Hydraulic clutch.

No. 1.224.669: May 1 : v. 238; p. 197.
Rountree, Richard. San Francisco, Cal. Wave-motor. No.

1.227,201 : May 22 ; v. 238: p. 1187.
Rouse. Seymour A., Chicago, III. Armored liner for pneu

matir tires. No. 1,227,673; May 29; v. 238; p. 1372.
Roussn. Jacques. (See .Anderson, Carl E., assignor.)
Rowe. Alyin V.. Galesburg. III. Gate. No. 1.224.326;
May 1 : v. 288 ; p. 76.

Rowe. Frederick H. (See Gage. Seth H.. assignor.)
Rowe Ring- Point Company, The. (See Chlsm, Louis W..

assignor.)
Rowland, Charles M. (See Walter, Butterworth, and

Sigler. assignors.)
Rowntree. Carl B.. Atlanta, Ga. Apparatus for and

method of taking trick and advertising moving pictures.
No. 1,227,076 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1145.

Rowntree. Harold, Kenilworth, III. Electrlc-wlrlng con-
nection. No. 1,226,813: May 22; v. 238; p. 1065?

Royal BakiuK Powder Company. (See Vaygouny, Moos
hegh. assignor.)

Royal Typewriter Company. (See Hess, Edward B., as-
signor.)

Royal Worcester Corset Co. (See Lecoutre, Auguste J..
asHignor.

)

Royce. Frederick H., assignor to Rolls-Rovce Limited
Derby, England. Epicyclic gearing. No. 1,225,860;
May 8 : r. 2.38 ; p. 486.

Royoe. Frederick H.. assignor to Rolls-Royce Limited,
Derby. Kngland. Lubricant-retaining device for the
valve mechanism of Internal -combustion engines. No.
1.225..361 ; May 8 ; v. 2.H8

; p. 486.
Boyle. Vernon and Vernon E., Paterson, N. J. Ellipso-

graph attachment for routing-machines. No. 1,226,912 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1087.
Boyle, Vernon E. (See Royle. Vernon and V. E.)
Raben. John W.. Portland. Oreg. Soaring aeroplane.

No. 1.225.059 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 382.
Rul>er. Anton G., and C. H. Porter, Albany, N. Y. Flexi

ble sleeve for stay-bolts. No. 1,225,601 ; May 8 ; y.
288: p. 531.

Rubinstein. Ellas, New York, N. Y. Edge-binder. No.
1.227.076; May 22; v. 288; p. 1146.

Rndd. Harry H.. Roanoke. Va. Hlnge-Jolnt for folding
ladders. No. 1.22H.24S; May 29; v. 238; p. 1665.

Rndek. Marva. Philadelphia. Pa. Cuspidor and lifter.
No. 1.228,141 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1531.

Rudert. Paul. Tarentum, Pa. Sound-box for sound-repro-
ducins machines. No. 1,226,262 ; May 16 ; v. 288

;

p. 836.
Hndolpb. Franklin, Wlnnetka, 111., assiKnor to American
Can Company, New York, N. Y. Drying apparatus.
No. 1,227,674 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1873.

Rudolph, Isador. Philadelphia, Pa. Plaque. No. 1,226,179 :

May 8 : v. 238 : p. 422.
Rudolph Wurlltzer Manufacturing Company, The. (See

LorkwfK>d. Louis S.. as8*gnor.)
Rudolph Wurlltzer Manufacturing Company, The. (Set

Martini. Ceaa&r, assignor.)

Budolphl, Frank, New York, N. Y., and O. Ostlln, May-
wood, 111., assignors to American Can Company, New
York. N. Y. Can-body-making machine. No. 1,227.077;
May 22; v. 288; p. 1146.

Ruff. William J., Quincy, 111. Shipping- barrel. No.
1,^26,814 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1065.

Rugglero. I'asquale, Phlladelpnia.. Pa. Heel for shoes.
No. 1,227,202 ; May 22 ; v, 238 ; p. 1188.

RuKKles. Henry B. (See .Navlor and Ruggles.)
Ruggles, Louis O. (See Miller and Ruggles.)

I

Kumlle, George W., Columbus, Ohio. Propulsion mecha-
nism. No. 1.226,014 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 748.

Runser, Robert W. (See Fullmer and Runser.)
Runyan, Arthur L., Waterloo, Iowa, assignor to Runyan

Cushion Wheel Company, Omaha, Nebr. Resilient heel
for boots or shoes. No. 1,227,493; May 22; v. 288;
p. 1281.

Runyan, Arthur L., assignor to Runvan Cushion Wheel
Company, Omaha. Nebr. Resilient wheel. No. 1,227.494 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1282.
Runyan, Arthur L., assignor to Runyan Cushion Wheel
Company, Omaha, Nebr. Resilient tire. No. 1.227,496:
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1282.

Rufayan Cushion Wheel Company. (See Runyan, Arthur
L., assignor.)

Ruprlght. Frederick E.. assignor of one-half to W. Pen-
nington, Interlochen, Mich. Igniter and valve mecha-
nism. .\o. 1.225.681 : Mav 8 ; v. 238 : p. 692.

Ruprlght. Fre<lerlck E.. assignor of one half to W. Pen-
nington, Interlochen. Mich. Charge-forming device.
No. 1,227,646 ; Mav 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 12§9.

Rusby, Joseph H., Nutley, N. J. Electric switch. No.
1,228,062 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1602.

Rusdell. William J. (See Humphrey and Rusdell.)
Rushton. Kenneth. (See Wllhelm and Rushton.)
Russ. Adolf F.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Aeroplane. No. 1,227.987 :

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1463.
Russ, John D., et al. (See Thompson, James V.. as-

signor.)
Russel, Joseph. St. Louts. Mo. Shoe-cleaner. No.

1.226.502 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 632.
Russell. Franklin H., Hollandale, Miss. Display and sell-

ing device. No. 1,227,323; May 22; v. 238 ;
"p. 1227.

Russell, Joseph B., Chicago. HI. Automatic ball-racking
device for bllllard-tables. No. 1.227,833; Mav 29:
v. 238; p. 1428.

Russell, Loren M. (See Van Dolsen, Emmet L.. assignor.)
Russell. Milton A. (See Luke, Russell, Kennedy, and An-

derson.)
Russpll. Percy^ Brooklyn. .\. Y., F. J. Sepas, Philadelphia,
and E. B. Wllford, Merlon t>orougb, assignors to Electro
Dental Manufacturing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Air-
heater. No. 1.227,824; May 22; v. 238: p. 1228.

Russell. Zachary E., assignor to C. W. Warren. Sauk
Rapids, Minn. Curtain-anchoring device. No. 1,225,060 :

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 382.
Rustln. Rufus W.. Blshopvllle. S. C. Process of and ap-

?aratiis for separating cotton-se«Kl bulls and meats No.
.226.263 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 837.

Ruthrauff. William M., Chicago. 111. Dentifrice. No.
1.226.362 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; n. 486.

Ruttan, Alfred A., and C. F:. Ifutcblngs. assignors to East-
man Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. Latch mecha-
nism for folding cameras. No. 1,225.861 ; May 15 ; t.
238 : p. 096.

Ruttan. Alfred A., and C. E. Hutchlngs, assignors to East-
man Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. Photographic-
plate holder. No. 1,227,203 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1188.

Ruttan, Alfred A., and C. K. Hutchlngs, assignors to
Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. Focusing
mechanism for cameras. No. 1,227.676 ; May 29 ; v.
238; p. 1373.

Rufz. Arnold O., Milwaukee, Wis. Valve. No. 1,227,078

;

May 22; v. 238; p. 1146.
Rydqulst, Adolph. Rochester. N. Y. Check-controlled ap-

paratus. No. 1,226,016 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 748.
S. Karpen A Bros. (See Karpen. Isaac, assignor.)
S. Sternau & Co. (See Ball. Henrv P assignor.)
S. K. F Ball Bearing Company. (See FJellman. Bengt W..

assignor.)
Sabln. Lucius N., San Francisco, Cal. Roll-holder. No.

1.225.363 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 487,
Sabo, John. Cleveland, Ohio. Game-trap. No. 1.224,670;
May 1 -v. 2.38; p. 198.

Sackett. John W.. Jackf.onvllle. Fla. Cutter-head for suc-
tion-dredges. No. 1,226.386 ; May 16 ; v. 288 : p. 876.

Saecker, Frank E., assignor to Appleton Machine Com-
pany, Appleton. Wis. Paper-stock shredder. No.
1.224.960 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. .348.

Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company. (See Hagar,
Arthur P., assignor.)

Sagen, Bernhard, Chicago, 111. Agricultural implement.
No. 1,227,938 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1464.

Sager, Clinton M., assignor to .1. H. Sager Company,
Rochester, N. Y. Support for buffer-t>ar8. No. 1.2277884 :

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1428.
Saginaw Plate Glass Company. (See Smith, Carlton L.,

assignor.)
Saholt. Orvllle E.. Fergus Falls. Minn. Mechanism for

automatically opening and closing car-doors. No.
1,226,698 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1014.

Salisbury, Robert W., et al. (See Barrett, Clarence, b»-
signor.

)

.
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Sa]ni!«on. Enill» J. J., asslgrnor to Soclete Des Motears
Ralmson (8yst*»in<» CantoD-Unne), BUlanconrt. France.
Contact apparatus for the electrical connection of mac-
netoa. No. 1,224,214 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 35.

Salt. Gerald C, Vlcturta. Britloh ColumMa. Canada.
Clutch control. No. 1.22«.118: Mnr 15: v. 23« ; p. 783

S»lt Lake Stamp Co. (See Schaub. Jacob, asatgnor.)
Salter, Edniond A., Provenclal, a.Hsignor of one-half to

E. II Holder, fypress. La. Railway croaa-tle. No.
1,225.50;; ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 632.

Samesreuther. Richard. Duaseldorf. assignor of one-half
to Autogonwerk Siriu;*, (Jesellschaft mit beschrnnlitcr
Haftung. Dusseldorf-EIler, Germany. Flux for welding
nickel and nickel alloy. No. 1.224.418 ; May 1 ; t. 288 ;

p. no.
SaapflOD, Erick O.. and O. Johnson. aHaignors to The Art

Metal Construction Company, Jamestown, N. Y. Sua
pension device for drawers. No. 1.227,939; May 29;
V. 2.38; p^ 1464.

Sampson. Willis Q., et al. (See Lind. James A., assignor.)
Sams, .\lhort J.. IMttsi.urg. Kans. Hub-plate. No.

1.226.119; .Mar 15: v. 238: p. 784.
Sandajie. Jacob R.. assignor to Upton Machine Company.

8t. Joseph. Mich. Toy rifle. No. 1.226.016: May 16;
V. 238 ; p. 749.

Sandberg, Henry J. (See Vlclc and Sandberg.)
Sander.s. Peter W.. BtlleTllle. N. J. Crutch. No.

1.22.-), .'564: May 8: v. '.'.iS : p. >7.
Sanflhaiii. John. (See Sandhara. Ralph R., assignor.)
Sandham. Ralph R.. assignor of one-half to J. Sandham,

Harlan. Iowa. Iland-sUnip. No. 1.227.204; May 22;
V. 238 : p. 1 1 88.

Sandreutcr. Stuart. Stamford. Conn. Interrupter. No.
1.224.570; May 1 : v. 238 ; n. 163.

Sanford. Charles E.. New York. N. Y. Balance-wheel
poising and truing machine. No. 1.228.053; May 29;
V. 2.S8; p. l.no.n.

Sanford. Charles L., assignor to Sanford Manufacturing
Company. Washington, Pa. Flvlngmachlne. No.
1.226.054 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 150.3.

Sanford. Henrv H., assignor to New Method StOTe Com-
pany. Mansfield, Ohio Stove. No. 1.227,676; May 29;
V. 238 ; p. 137.3.

Sanford Manufacturing Company. (See Sanford, Charles
L.. assignor.)

Sangamo Electric Company. (See Emens, Albert L., aa-
algnor.

)

Sangamo Electric Company. (See I.jinphler. Robert C.
assignor.)

Santmlre, Allen D., Chicago, HI. Baby-carriage. No.
1,228.055: May 29; t. 238: p. 1504.

Sapp, Isaac H.. Cheyenne, Wyo. Drum-snare. No.
1.227,496 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1282.

Sargent, Fltz William, M.ihwah. N. J., assignor to The
.American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, Wilmington,
Del. Relnforcing-back for brake-shoes. No. 1,224,503 ;

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 139.
Sargent, Frederick G.. Westford, assignor to C. G. Sar-

gent's Sons Corporation, Oraniteville, Mass. Apron-
guldlng device. No. 1.227.835 : Mav 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1428.

Sartain, William. Haskell. Okla. Pulling device for motor-
vehicles. No. 1.226,815 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1056.

Sartakoff, Jack D.. New York. N. Y. Self-cleaning black-
board. No. 1.227,205; May 22; v. 238; p. 1189.

Sarver. Harry A.. Parkeraburg. W. Va. .\ntlsllpping de-
vice. No. 1,228,056 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1504.

Sauder. Emanuel M., Wauseon. Ohio. Front-wheel drive
No. 1.224. .')04

: May 1 ; v. 238; p 139.
Sauer. Frederick W.. HolUs Court, assignor to Home De-

vices Corporation. Brooklvn. N. Y. Driving mechanism
for laundry apparatus. No. 1,224,961 ; May 8 ; v. 238 :

p. 348.
Sauer, Frederick W.. Hollls Court, assignor to Home De-

vices Corporation. Brooklyn. N. Y. Reverslng-gearlng
for wringers. No. 1.224,962 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. S49.

Sauer, Frederick W., assignor to ifome Devices Corpora-
tion. Brooklyn. N. Y. Laundry apparatus. No.
1.224.963; May 8: v. 238; p. 349.

Saunders. .Augustus M. (See Boyd and Saunders.)
Saunders. Frederick L., Green Bav, Wis. Boat. No.

1.226,699: May 22; v. 238; p. 1016.
Saunders. Lawrence D. (See Oittenden and Saunders.)
Saunders, T. M. (8»»e Anderson, Andrew, assignor.)
Saunt, William F., Lundy Island, via Instow. North

Devon, England. .-Vprl.il machine. No 1.226.599;
May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 942.

Saurer, Firm of Adolph. (See Blandltl. Decenzlo, as-
signor.)

Saurer. Firm of Adolph. (See Mayer and Schlatter, aa-
•Ignors.)

Saurer. Hlppolyt. Arbon. Switzerland. Apparatus for
perforating Jackquard-cards. No. 1,225,366 ; May 8 : .
238 ; p. 487.

Sautler. George H.. Chicago. 111. Adjustable chair. No.
1.228,249: May 29; v. 238: p. 1566.

Sauvage. William H., Flushing, N. T.. assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1,227.940

;

May 29: v. 2.38; p. 1464.
Sauvage. William H.. Flushing, N. T., assignor to Gould

Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1,227.941 :

May 29 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1464.
Sauvage. William FI.. Flushing, N. Y.. assignor to Gould

Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227,942;
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 14(55.

Sauvage. William H.. Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to (^nld
Coupler Company. Slack adjuster. No. 1.227.943

;

May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1405.
Sauvage. William H.. Flushing. N. Y., assignor to Ooald

Coupler. Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227,944;
May 2*: T. 238 ; p. 1466.

Sauvage. William H.. Flushing. N. Y., assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack adjuster. No. 1,227,945;
May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1466.

Sauvage, William If., Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1,227.946;
May 29 : v. 2.38 : p. 1466.

Sauvage, William H.. Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227,947

;

May 29. v 2.3.5; p. 1467.
Sauvage. William H.. Flushing, N. Y.. assignor to Ooald

Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227.948;
May 29; v. 238; p. 1467.

Sauvage. William II.. Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227.949:
May 29 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1408.

Sauvage. William 11.. Flu<<hinR. N. Y., assignor to Oould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1,227,950;
May 29; v. 238: p. 1468.

Sauvage. William H.. Flnttblng. N. T., assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster, No. 1.227,951

;

May 29 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1468.
Sauvage. William H., Flushing, N. Y.. assignor to (3ould

Coupler Company. Slack adjuster. No. 1.227.952;
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1469.

Sauvage. William H.. Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould
<'oupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1,227,953;
Mav 29: v. 2.3S : p. 1460.

Sauvage. William II., Flushing, N. Y.. assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227,954

;

May 29: v 238 ; p. 147n.
Sauvage, William II.. Flushing, N. Y.. assignor to Gould

Coupler Company. Slack adjuster. No. 1.227,955;
May 29; v. 238: p. 1470.

Sauvage, William II., Flushing. N. Y., assignor to Oould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227.966;
May 29 : v. 2.38; p. 1470.

Sauvage. William II.. Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack adjuster. No. 1,227,957 ;

May 29: v. 238 ; n. 1471.
Sauvage. William II., Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould

Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227,958;
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1471.

Sauvage. William H.. Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Gould
Coupler Company. Slack-adjuster. No. 1.227.959;
May 29: v. 238 ; p. 1472.

Sauvage. William H . Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Oonid
Coupler Company. Slack adjuster. No. 1.227,960;
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1472.

Sauvage, William IT.. Flushing. N. Y.. assignor to Oould
Coupler Company. Slack adjuster. No. 1.227,961;
May 29: v. 238 ; p. 1472.

Savings Union Rank and Trust Company. (See Northrup,
Elmer C, assignor.)

Sawver. Edward. (See Hudglns, John T.. assignor.)
Saxe. Charles J.. Montreal. Quebec. Canada. Adjustable

stop for window* or doors. No. 1,225,862 ; May 15 ; t.

238 : p. 696.
Saxe. John L.. Waterhury. Conn. Chum. No. 1,224.798 ;

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 242.
Saxegaard, Andreas, Stavanger, Norway. Apparatus for

household cooking. No. 1.224.326 ; May 1 : r. 238 : p.
76.

Sayer. George J. (See Peterson. John M.. assignor.)
Scalbom. Oscar L.. Glenvlew. 111. Flash - light. No.

1,224.215 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 35
Scarr, James. Randsburg. Cal. Collapsible crate. No.

1,227,079 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1146.
Schaab, John J.. St. Louis, >Io. Safety attachment for

garment pockets. No. 1.225.863 ; May 15 ; v. 238

;

g. 690.
aake. William. Pittsburgh, and A. H. Candee. Wllklns-

hnrg. Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company. Control system for pantograph-
trolleys. No. 1.224.216 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 36.

Schade. Edmund A., assignor to The Stanley Rule & Level
Company, New Britain, Conn. Joint for folding rales.
No. 1.227.206 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1189.

Schaefer, Charles. New York, N. Y. Stationary wasbtnb.
No. 1.224.671 : May 1 : v. 238; p. 19S.

Schaefer. Earle B.. assignor to Geo. W. Blat>on Company,
Philadelphia, Pa. Block - printing machine. No.
1.224,904 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 350.

Schaefer. George A., assignor of one-half to F. W. Irving,
Chicago, 111. Inclosed fuse. No. 1.226.017 ; May 16

;

V. 238 : p. 749.
Scbaffer, Arthur. Riverside. N. J. Milk-bottle safety-re-

ceptacle. No. 1.228.057: May 29; v. 238; p. 1504.
Schaffer, Frledrlch, Leobersdorf, .Austria. Making car-

wheels. No. 1,227.962 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1473.
Schaffner. Clarence R.. Cincinnati. Ohio, (iarraent-sap-

porter. No. 1.226.387: May 15: v. 23S ; p. 877.
Schaldbaaf, Alois. Prankfort-on-the-Main. Germany, as-

signor to Roessler A Hasslacher Chemical Company,
New York, N. Y. Manufacturing alkali metal percar-
bonate. No. 1.225.722 : May 8 ; v. 2:18 : p. 606.

Scbaidbauf. Alois. Frankfort-on-the-Main. Germany, as-
signor to Roessler * Hasslacher Chemical Company,
New York. N. Y. Rendering alkali periarl)onates ita-

ble. No. 1,226.872 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 699.
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Schaier. Ix>ais, Minneapolis, Minn. Weed - puller. No.

1,224.571 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 163.
Scbarpenberg. Charles C, Bakersfleld, Cal. Oas-trap.

No. 1.220.913; May 22; v. 238; p. 1088.
Scbaub. Jacob, aiisignor to Salt I.^ke Stamp Co., Salt
Lake Cltv, Utah. Implement for attaching ear-tags.
No. 1.225.180: May 8; v. 238; p. 422.

Schefstrom. (iustaf H.. and O. A. Anderson, Macomb, 111.

Ice-rreeper. No. 1.224.217 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. «6.
Schelbe. Harold M.. Cambridge, Mass., assignor to West-

inghous4> Electric and .Manufacturing Company. Means
for producing air-currents. No. 1.224,218 ; May I : v.
2118 : p. 36.

Schemmel. Rol>ert C, Unltn City. Ind. Finlshlng-wdt.
No. 1.226.600 • May 15 ; v. 288 : p. 948.

Scherer, Albert G., assignor to The Excelsior Steel Furnace

!

Company, Chicago, 111. Hot-air distributer for farnaces.
No. 1.224.219 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 37.

Scherer, Albert G., assignor to Excelsior Steel Furnace
Company. Chicago, 111. Furnace. No. 1,224.220; May
1 : v. 23fe: p. 37.

Bchlff, SIgmund, New York. N. Y. Bottle-neck mold-roll
apparatus. No. 1,226.700 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1016.

Schilling. Henry A., Brooklyn. N. Y. Angle-«preader and
swivel. No. 1.227,325; Mav 22; v. 238: p. 1228.

BchilUnger. Henry H.. Paw I>aw, Mich., assignor to Wise
Sportsman's Supply Co.. Chicago, 111. Fish bait or
lure. No. 1.226.T01 ; May 22 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1016.

Schlmniel, Fridollo. Faribault. Minn. Shock absort>er con-
nection. No. 1.227.963: Mav 29; v. 238 : p. 1473.

Scblndler. George E.. Ashland. Wis. Electric time-
switch. No. 1.227,326: May 22: v. 238; p. 1228.

Scblnkez. Albert, assignor to H. W. Hancock. Charlotte,
Mich, pressure Indicator. No. 1,227.080; May 22; v.

288; p. 1147.
Schlairer. Leon. New York. N. Y. Baker's peel. No.

1.225.864 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 697.
Schlatter, (iostav. (See Maver and Schlatter.)
Schleich, John C, et «(. (See Gibson, William A., as-

signor.)

Schleicher. John C, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Vehicle-wheel.
No. 1.225.181 ; May 8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 423.

Bchlenter, John O., Toledo. Ohio. Vacuam massage de-
vice. No. 1,226.702; May 22: v. 288; p. 1016.

Schiev. <ieorgt' I.. Chi<n;:o. 111. Picture - banger. No.
l.'J26,019: May 15: v. 23S

; p. 760.
Schloerli. Anna. Weehawken, N. J. Scarf and necktie.

No. 1.227.677 ; May 29 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1374.
Bchlossberg. Eniil. Brooklyn. N. Y. Automatic pin-setter.

No. 1.225.276; May 8: v. 2.38: p. 463.
Pchmld. Karl. I^ndsberg-on the Warthe. Germany. Single-

acting, condensing, continuous current steam-engine.
No. 1.227.8:56 ; Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 1428.

Schmld. William. (See Shakespeare and Schmld.)
Schmidt, Cecilia K.. Boston. Mass. Bank-cbeck, Ac.

No. 1.227,004 : May 22 : v. 238; p. 1122.
Schmidt, Frederick W.. Chicago. 111., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Time Systems Company. Portland. Me.
Electric relay. .No. 1.228.058: May 29; v. 238; p. 1506.

Schmidt, Karl H.. Chicago. 111. Pneumatic tire. No.
1,226.703 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1016.

Schmitz. Frank C .New York. N. Y. Electric furnace.
No 1.226.204 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 837.

Schmlts. John A.. Merrlrourt. N. D. Tlre-carrler. No.
1.224.827 : May 1 ; v. 2,38 : p. 77.

Bcbneckenburger, Marcus P.. Warsaw. N. Y. Ensilage-
cutter. No. 1.226.704 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1016.

SchneibK'. Frank, assignor to C. A. Schnelble, Inc., New
York. N. Y. Electrical advertising device. No.
1.226.865 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 697.

Schneider, Alfred E. and B. W., Seattle, Wash. Wire-
holding devl<e. No. 1.228.059 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1606.

Schneider, Bruno W. (See Schneider. Alfred E. and
R W )

Scbnell,' I.ewls C. (See Laskewltz, Edward T.. assignor.)
Scboch, Floyd W.. Jersey City. N. J. Oil storage and de-

livery apparatus. No. 1.226.914; May 22; v. 238; p.

1088.
Schoen. Peter. Jeffi-rs. Minn. Pump attachment. No.

1.224.572 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 164.
Schoenberg. Ralph A.. New York, N. Y. Attachment-plug.

No. 1,224,505: Mav 1 : v. 238: p. 139.

Schoenhelter, Herman K., Baltimore, Md., assignor to The
American Brake Shqe and Foundry Company. Wilming-
ton, Del. Brake-shoo. No. 1,224.419; May 1; v. 288;
p. 110.

Schoenkv, August R.. Somerville. assignor to Tho Reece
Shoe Machinery Company, Boston, Maes. Driving mech-
anism for power-ope rate<l machines. No. 1,224,884;
Mav 1 : V. 238; p. 272.

Schoenky. August R.. Somerville, assignor to Reece Shoe
Machinery Companv, Boston. Mass. Retaining device.
No. 1,226,706 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1017.

Schoenman, Charles B., Wllklnsburg, and R. M. Houck,
Swissvale. Pa. Joint for electrical conductors. No.
1.225,360 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 488.

Scboenmehl. Charles B., and M. L. Martus. aasignors to
The Waterbury Battery Company. Waterbory. Conn.
Primary battery. No. 1.226,816; May 22; v. 238; p.

1066.
Scholer, Charles H., Minneapolis, Minn. Boring and

grinding tool. No. 1.226. .388 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 877.
Scholc. Paul. Damsgaard. pr. Bergen. Norway. Gang-

die for cutting and shaping sheet-metal articles. No.
1.225.277 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 454.

Schrader. John R., New York, assignor of one-half to P.
Gerst, Buffalo, N. Y. Fluld-pressure-suctlon apparatus.
No. 1.226.818 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1067.

Schrader. William C. M.. New York, N. Y. Carbureter-
no7.zl»-. No. l.*_>i.'4.072 : May 1 ; v. 238: p. 198.

Schramm. I'uul, Chicago, 111. Decorating wood. No.
1.226.604 : May 8; v. 238; p. 682.

Schrears. Cornelius, Tolna, N. D. Bag-bolder. No.
1.225.806 : May 16 : v. 238 : p. 697.

Schrelber, Aaron, et al. (See Zlpersteln and Kaplan, aa-
signors.)

Scbrelber, Nathan, et al. (See Zlpersteln and Kaplan, as-
signors.)

Schreiter, William. Philadelphia, Pa. Gate-latch. No.
1.226.120 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 7S4.

Schrelner, Ernst C, Toledo, Ohio. Collapsible barrel.
No. 1.220.018: May 15; v. 238; p. 750.

Schroeder, Simon E., Mlnier, 111. Clutch-operating mech-
anism. No. 1,227.838 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1429.

Schroeder, Simon E.. Minler, 111. Washing-machine. No.
1,227.840 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1430.

Schroeder, Simon E.. and C. W. Bird. Minler. 111. Gear-
ing. No. 1,227,836; May 29; v. 238; p. 1429.

Schroyer, Charles A.. Oak Park, assignor to Q. 4 H. Com-
pany, Chicago. 111. Car-door fastener. No. 1,226.706;
May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1017.

Schuettlg, Emll A., Poteet. Tex. Mold for tubular ar-
ticles. No. 1.225.182; May 8; v. 2.38; p. 423.

Schulde, John, assignor, by mesne assignments, to Harry
L. Hus^mann Refrigerator 4 Supply Company. St.
I^uis. Mo. Show rase refrigerator. No. 1.225.682 ;

Mny 8 ; y. 2:!S ; p. .^.91.'.

Scbulder, Fred, assignor to United Brass Mannfacturtng
Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Stop and waste valve. No.
1,228.060 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1505.

Schuler, Gforgi-. (See Kraemer and Schuler.t
Schuler, Max, assignor to Anscbtltz ft Co., Neumdhlen,

near Kiel, Germany. Device for damping oscillations
of a gyroscope-pendulum. No. 1,228,061; May 29; v.
238 ; p. 1506.

Schulier. Alfred L., Upper llon|clalr, assignor to Otis
Elevator Company, Jersey City. N. J. Elevator. No.
1.226,020 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 760.

Schulte. William H., Trenton, N. J. Flush-valve. No.
1.225.278; Mav 8; v. 238; p. 454.

Schultz, Oscar, Brooklvn, assignor to F. L. Snildth A Co.,
New York, .\. Y. Grinding In tul)e-mills. No. 1.225.061 ;

May 8 : v. 238 : p. 3S2.
Scbulz. Ernest R.. Chicago. 111., assignor to W. H. Miner.

Chasy. N. Y. Car construction. .No. 1,224,673; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 164.

Scbulz. Paul O.. Boyd, Minn. Transmilter-cut out device.
No. 1.226.389 : May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 877.

Schumacher, (ierard, Annistou. .Ala. Sectional cnlvert-
plpe and the like. No. 14226,867; May 16; v. 288;
p. 698.

Schutt. Duny A., Chicago, 111., assignor to International
Harvester Company of New Jersey. Graln-drlU. No.
1.226.707 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1017^

Schntte, Henry. (See Vogel and Schutte.)
Schwab, Leon C, assignor to A. O. Smith Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Automobile-wheel. No. 1,227,841 ; May
29 ; T. 238 ; p. 1430.

Schwalb, Otto. Jersey City, N. J., assignor to R. H. Lie-
berthal. New York, N. Y. Dental tool. No. 1,227,207 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1189.
Scbwanebeck, Harry, Baltimore, Md. Automatic atmos-

i.here-valve. No. 1.224.221 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 88.
Senwartz, A. Charles. (See Qrabau and Schwartz.)
Schwartz, Leo J., Wlnnetoon, Nebr. Concave for thresh-

ing-machines. No. 1.226,601: May 15; v. 288; p. 943.
Schwartzman, Abraham. St. Louis, Mo., assignor to W. S.

Hale. Pittsburg, Kans. Emblem brooch, pin, or the
like. No. 1,224,965; Mav 8; v. 238; p. 350.

Schwarsmann. Wolfgang E., Springfield, Mass.. assignor
to Bosch Magneto Companv, New York, N. Y. iDls-
trlbuting mechanism for electrical Ignition systems.
No. 1,226.817 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1066.

Schwelger. William F., assignor to Multlpost Company,
Rochester, N. Y. Stamp-afBxlng machine. No.
1,225.868: Mav 16; v. 238; p. 698.

Schweitzer. Edraiind O.. Chicago. 111. Electrical distrib-
uting means. .\o. 1.224.966: May 8; v. 238; p. .360.

Schwentler, Francis E., asslgaor to American Brake Com-
?any. St. Louis. Mo. Brake-beam. No. 1,225.869 ; May
5 : V. 238 ; p. 698.

Schwing, Henrietta, assignor to Mark Cross Company,
New York. N. Y. Servlng-dlsh. No. 1.225.870; May
15 ; V. 288 ; p. 698.

Sclater, Arthur W., Piccadilly, Westminster, England.
Electric contact-box. No. 1.227387 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1429.
Scofleld, Walter P., Woodrow, assignor of one half to

D. C. Glllett, Tampa, Fla. Fence. No. 1,228.062; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1606.

Scotford. Louis K., Chicago. 111. Sound box. No.
1.226.506 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 532.

Scott, Arthur P., Chicago, 111., assignor to Chile Explora-
tion Company, New York, N. Y. Manufacture of elac-

trodes. No. 1,226,121 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 784.
Scott. Arthur P.. Chicago. IlL. assignor to Chile Explora-

tion Company. New York. N. Y. Electric furnace and
method of producing molten magnetite therein. No.
1.226,122; May 15. v. 238; p. 7M.

/
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Scott, Arthur P.. Chicago, 111.. uMlgnor to Chile Explora-
tion Company, New York, N. Y. Casting-mold. No.
1,226,123 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 785.

Scott, Ktlward. Pittsburgh, Pa. Power generator. No.
1.2L'4.«73 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 199.

Scott. Frank O., assignor to Southwortb Company, Mlt-
tlneague. Mass. Watermarking device. No. 1,226,871 ;May 15 : v. 238 : p. U99.

Scott. Frederick C., Detroit. Mich. Handle for shears,
pliers, and like Implements. No. 1,227.678 ; Mar 29

:

V. 238 ; p. 1374.
Scott, Gordon J. (See Eckerson. Charles H., assignor.)
Scott, Henry M.. .strassburg. .Saskatchewan. Canada.

Harrow-tooth. No. 1.225.367 : Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 488
Scott, Luther, assignor of one-half to M. Conner, Garden

Grove, Iowa. Circle-swing. No. 1.225.506; May 8:
V. 238 ; p. 533.

Scott, Robert W.. assignor to Scott and Williams, In-
corporate<l. Boston. Mass. Stocking-knitting machine.
No. 1,224,870 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 266.

Scott, Robert W., assignor to Scott &, Williams, Incor-
porated, Bostou. Mass. Pattern mechanism for knit-
ting machlnps. No. 1.225.0h;{: May 8; v. 238; p. 593

Scott, William, Medford. Mass. Vacuum system. No.
1.227.497: .May 22; V. 238; p. 1283.

^<^5*J^- , William A.. Ocala, Fla. Kitchen-fork. No.
1,227,679 : May 29 ; . 238 ; p. 1374.

Scott iiml WllUains. (8ee Scott. Robtrt W.. asslfoior.)
ScovUI Mfg. Co., The. (See Lines, John, assignor.)
Scrltsmler, George W., Chicago, 111. Mechanically-pro-

duced negative and making same. No. 1,224,328 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ;

p.' 77.
Scndder, Charles, assignor, by mesne asalgnments, to

J. W. Haas, Seattle, Wash. Receptacle. No. 1,228.063 ;May 29; V. 238; p. 1506.
Scully, John J. (See Capps and Scnlly.)
Seaholni. I^rs P., and J. Wilton. l>p Kalb. 111., assignors to
The American Steel h Wire Company of New Jersey
Hoboken, N. J. Wlr*-wlper, No. 1,224,967; May 8;
V. 238 ; p. 351.

Seal, William D.. Piedmont, Mo. Resilient tire and wheel
No. 1,225,183 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 423.

Seaman, Albert R., South Connellsvllle, Pa. Machine for
reducing hard and rough surfaces to a polished condi-
tion. No. 1.224,506: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 139

Seaman, Klva L., Arpan. S. D. Animal-yoke. No
1,226.021 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 751.

Seaman, Stewart E., Gauley Mills. W. Va.. assignor toSeaman Waste Wood Chemical Company, IncorporatedNew York, N. Y. Destructive dlstllation of wood and
the like. (Reissue.) No. 14,300; May 8; v. 238-
p. 613. '

Seaman Waste Wood Chemical Company. (See Seaman
Stewart E.. assignor.) (Reissue.)

Search, Charles E., assignor to Allls-Chalmers Manufac-
turing Company, Milwaukee. Wis. Tractor. No
1,227.005; May 22; v. 238; p. 1122.

Sears. Louis B.. Corry. Pa. Klectrlc switch. No. 1 224 222 •

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 38.
Sears. Roebuck and Company. (See Dun Lany. William

P., aaalgnor.)
Sears. Wlllar.l T., Philadelphia, Pa., and 8. H. Reefer

deceased. Plalnfleld, assignors to Niles-Bement-Pond
Co., Jersey City, N. J. Planer and system of motor
control therefor. (Reissue.) No. 14,296; May 1; t.
238 ; p. 276.

Seattle Car & Foundry Co. (See Chriswell. Frederick W
assignor.) "

Sedgley, Reginald F., Philadelphia. Pa. Ratchet-wrench
No. 1.224.223 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 38.

wrencn.

Sedgwick, Hiram O., Mill Valley. Cal., assignor to The
National Safety Appliance Company. .Magnetic cir-
cuit-closer for train stops and signals. No. 1 225 507 •

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 533.
.**«.«"! ,

Sedgwick, Hiram G., Mill Valley. Cal.. assignor to The
National Safety Appliance Company. Train-stop and
slgpallng system. No. 1.225,508; May 8; v 238
p. 533. '

I

Sedgwick, Hiram G., Mill Valley, Cal.. assignor to The

seiberllng. George W. (See Meyer and Sell»erling.)
^elbt, Georae, Berlin, Germany, assignor to General Trans-
mimlon Companv. New York. N. Y. (hirrentindicatlng
apparatus for direct-reading wave-meters for hlgb-fre-
quency oscillations. No. 1,228,065; May 29; v 288

;

fi.
1607.

lers, (illbert. Cblcaso. 111. ADnarittiia tnr making IceSellers,
, 111. Apparatus I

V. 238 ; p. 140.
asslfnor to Marathon Electric

Control mechanism for
1,224,508 ; May 1 ; .

Mff.
sew-
288:

No.

No.

No.

No.

National Safety Appliance Company. ' Automatic train
stop. No. 1.226.915 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1089

Sedgwick, Hiram G., Mill Valley. Cal.. assignor to Th
National Safety Appliance Company. Tratn-contrc

e
itrol....f^^..... ^.....vj ^myy,,aLtJ.xr X^UUJUaUJT. irain-COuIl

apparatus. No. 1,22(1,918; May 22; v. 238; p. 1089
St-ede. John A.. Nlskavuua, N. Y.. assignor to General

Electric Company. Electric welding. No. 1 225 509 •

•May 8 : v. 238 : p. 5.14.

Seese. Lloyd. Navarre, and J. F. Mc<?ulrp. Ma<«slllon
Ohio. Electrically-controlled mechanism. No. 1 227 006 •'

May 22; v. 238; p. 1123.
.^-t..wo,

Segal, Herman, New York, N. Y. Tone-arm support. No
1.228.064 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1607.

Segel. Michael, New York. N. Y. Threading device for
moving-picture machines. No. 1,227,081 ; Mar 22 •

238 : p. 1147. 3 ^^, y.

Segel. Michael, New York, assignor to E. M. Uebelmesser
Bayslde. N. Y. Self-threading device for motion-pic-
ture apparatus. No. 1.225.184: May 8: v. 2.38; p 424

Segerberg. Rolf F.. New Britain, Conn. Mechanical more-
TOent. No. 1.225.510: May 8: v. 2.38: p. 534

Segre, Mario, Vercelll, Italy. Screw-threading articles
made of horn. No. 1.227.680 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1375.

Selb. CJeorge A., assignor to Remlnifton Typewriter Com-
pany, rilon. N. Y. Typewriting machine. No
1,224.968: May 8: v. 238: p. .351.

Hers. Gilbert, Chicago
•No. 1.224.507'; May 1 ;

Sellers. Harry E
Companv Wausau. Wla.
ing machine motors. No.
p. 140.

Sellers Wilfred. Elwood, Ind. Kitchen cabinet.
1226.708: May 22; v. 238; p. 1018.

^*l"£i Julius, Stuttgart. Germany. Flow indicator.
1,227.842 ; May 2^; v. 288 ; p. 1481.

Seltenreich, John J., Chicago, 111. Seam-dampenln»
chine. No. 1,228.066; May 29; v. 288; p. 1507.

Selvlne. Carl. Lake Park. Minn. Broom holder
1,227,208; W 22 ; v. 238; p. 1189.

Selway, Richard A.. Chicago, 111. Fence-poat
1,226,602 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 943.

Senfleben, George, Jr., Colgate. Wis. Cow-tail holder.
^ No. 1,226.709 "May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1018.
Seng, Wendelln P. (See Anderson, John E., assignor.)
Seng, Wendelln P., Chicago. 111. Lubricator for the

springs of vehicles. No. 1.224.329; May 1: v. 238; p.

Sepas, Frank J. (See Russell, Sepas, and WUford.)
serban, Remusz, South Bethlehem. Pa. Steering mecha-
nism for automobilea. No. 1.225.787 ; May 8 ; t. 238 ;

p. 610.
Sessions, Albert L.. Brtstol, Conn. Vehicle-moving truck.

No. 1.224.574 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 164
Seaalons, Edson O.. Chicago, 111. High tension insulator-

support for busbars. No. 1.228,142; May 29; v. 288;
p. 1 oo 1

.

Severance. Charles J., Wacousta, Mich. Desk-drawer.
No. 1,228,067 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1608,

""•^•''w-

Severy Manufacturing Companv. (See Severy. Melvln L
aaalgnor.)

*'

Severy, Melvln L., Arlington Heights, asaignor to SeTery
Manufacturing Company, Boston, Mass. Making re-
slsunce elements. No. 1.225,368: May 8: v. 238

;

p. 4oo.
Severy, Melvln L., Arlington Heights, Mass..

Sinclair, (Jeorgetown. Me., assignors to
Company. Boston. Mass. Synchroniser. No
May 1 ; V. 238; p. 110.

Sexauer, Albert, Madrid, Iowa. Attachment for
reaches. No. 1,226,124 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 785

Sexton, Oorge B., .San Francisco, C:al. Collapsible
^ bucket. No. 1.225.511: Mav S: v. 2.38; p 534
Sexton. Roy W^._ Wythevllle. Va. ImpreKnate<l-felt Oller-

and G. B.
Chloralcelo

. 1.224,420;

wagoD-

1 ; V. 238 : p. 199.
Park. a.s«lgni)r to Inlon
Chicago 111. Thread-cutter
1,227,843; May 29; v. 288;

form. No. 1.224,674; May
Seymour Dudlev S . Oak

Special Machine Company,
for sewing machines. No.
p. 1481.

Seymour, (Jlenn K.. assignor of fortv one-hundredtbs to
A. .\. Teats. Denver, Colo. Mechanism for turning
derrick suspended grab-buckets in a horirontal plane.
No. 1.225,185 ; May 8 : v. 2.38 : p. 424.

Seymour, Glenn K., assignor of forty one-hundredtha to
^- ^ nIr*,*oJ. ^P""^- ^°^° Grab bucket for derrick*.
No. 1.225.186 ; May 8 ; v. 2.38 : p. 425.

Seymour, James M., Jr., Newark. N. J. Self-oiling bear-
ing. No. 1.227.082; May 22; v. 238; p. 1147

Sballor. Frank E. (See Kuhn and Shalior.)
Shakespeare Company. (See Shakespeare and Schmld.

assignors.)
Shakespeare, William. Jr., and W. Schmid.

Shakespeare Company, Kalamazoo. Mich
for carbureters. No. 1.226,710 : May 22
1018.

Shakespeare. William. Jr.. and W. Schmld.
Shakespeare Company. Kalamazoo, Mich,
vice. No. 1.226,711 : May 22 ; v 238 ; p. 1019

Sharp, Jamea A., Sprlngneld, Ohio, assignor to Inter-
national Harvester Company of .New Jersey Fertl-
lUer-dlsfrlbuter. No. 1,225,873; May 15; v 288-
p. 099. . . •»

,

Sharp, Joseph W.. Jr.. Berwyn, and A. E. Bacon. German-
town, Pa., assignors to Haines. Jones A Cadbury In-
corporated. Flushing device. No. 1,227,554 ; May
V. 238 : p. 1302.

Sharp, Mitchell. Dunmore, W. Va.
1.226.819; May 22; v. 238; p. 1057.

Shartle. Charles W.. MIddletown. Ohio
1,225,874 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 700.

Shaver. Oliver I.. Park Rapids. Minn,
device. No. 1.225.684 : Mav 8 : v. 238

Shaw, William, Ijikewood. assignor to National Carbon
Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Sorting and gaging appara-

May 22 : V. 238 : p. 1090
City. Iowa. Steam-blast cleaner
1,227,007 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.

assignor* to
Air heater

; V. 238 ; p.

assignors to
Control de-

22

Rail Joint. No.

Engine. No.

Air-moistening
p. 593.

tus. No. 1.226.917
Shea. John M.. Sioux

for boiler-fluea. No
1123.

Sheaffer. John E., Washington. D. C. Egg and cream
beater. No. 1,227,327 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1229.

Sheliol. Joseph. (.See I.emp. Albrecht. and Shebol.)
Shedenhelm, Robert, assignor, by mesne assignments to

H. S. Butler. Ladora. Iowa. Manure-loader. No.
1.226.125 : May 15 : v. 238

; p. 785.
Shelburne. John W. (See Rennau, Charles A., assignor.)
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Sheldon, Harriet T., MarblecHff, Oblo. Garter. No.
1,228,068 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1508.

i^heldrup, Hlldar J., and O. 0. Maland. Pelican Rapids,
Minn. Connecting-rod bearing. No. 1,226,003 ; May
16 ; V. 238 ; p. 944.

Shellev. Robi-rt N.,*Newark, N. J. Towel-paper holder.
N<>. 1.1.'-J4.2'J4 : Mnv 1 : v. •_»:!<«

: p 30
Sbelton. Edwin T., assignor of one-fourth to S. L. Lang-

dale and one-fourth to W. H. Langdale, St. Louis, Mo.
Window shade-operating device. No. 1,228,069 ; May
29 ; T. 238 ; p. 1508.

Shenk, Francis I)., Medford, and R. H. Holman, Stoneham,
Mass. Headlight. No. 1.224,421; May 1; v. 238;
p. 111.

shepard. Guy E., Hardwlck, Vt. Washing-machine. No.
1.225. .129: May 8: v. 2.38; p. 474.

Shepherd, Frank. Forest (Jreen, Mo. Straining-recep-
tacle. No. 1.227.00H; May 22; v. 238; p. 1123.

Shepherd. Thomas W., Waltham, Mass. Chime - clock.
No. 1,227,555 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1802.

Shej>perd, (ieorge C, assignor of one-half to R. P. Leach.
Miami Station, Mo. .\ttachnient for heating - stoves.
No. 1.227.328 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; d. 1229.

.Shepperd. James W.. Los Angeles. Cal. Garbage-container.
.No. 1.227.964 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1473.

Sherman, Charles, Mavwood, 111. Non-repeating safety-
clutch. No. 1.228,070; May 29; v. 238; p. 1508.

Sherman, Thomas J.. Billings, Mont. Towel-bolder. No.
1.227.965 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1473.

Sherman. Willis S., Mllwauk<-e. Wis. Cut-off-saw attach-
ment for eutl-matchers. .No. 1,224,675; May 1 ; t. 238;
p. 199.

.Sherman. Willis S.. Milwaukee. Wis. Automatic release
f(.r prtsxer bars. No. 1.224.076; May 1 ; v. 2.38; p. 200.

Sherwood, Walter, and L. Baldwin. Wellsville, N. Y.
Core-box for biaded diaphragms of steam-turbines. No.
1.226,604 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 944.

SherwotMl. William E.. Canastota, N. Y. Coaster. No.
1.224.575 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 165.

Shevlln. Charles W., assignor to Climax Container Com-
pany, Chicago, III. Machine for ironing and finishing
parafflned containers. No. 1.224,969; May 8; t. 238;
p. .l.-^l.

Sbewmake. Charles M.. Castlerock, Wash. C^r-replacer.
No. 1,226,390: May 15; v. 238; p. 877.

Shields, (ieorge A., Columbus, Ohio. Reversible pot. No.
1.226,022 ; May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 751.

Shields. Harry A., Grand Rapids. Mich. Automatic table
control for fabric-piling machines. No. 1.225.876 ; May
15 : V. 238 : p. 700.

Shields, John S. (See Meikle, Daniel G., assignor.)
ShlLhara. Hlroo. Seattle, Wash. Fender for vehicles.

No. 1.224.422: May 1: v. 238: p. 111.
Shlntani. Otozd. (See Knwate. Illyoro. assignor.)
Shipley, Thomas, York. I'a. Refrigerating or ice-making

apparatus No. 1,226,391 : May 15: v. 238; p. 878.
Shockley. Loy L., Columbia, Mo. Door-operator, No.

1.228,148 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1681.
Shormakfr. .lohn F.. I>»>s Moines. Iowa. Check. No.

1.225. 51 2: May 8: v. 2.<8 : p. .V15.
Shorlnn. Harry G., rt al. (See McNeill, David, assignor.)
Shoup. (>eorge L. (See Duncan and Shonp.)
Shultz. Alt>ert B.. Buffalo, N. Y. <>as-englne body or

frame. No. 1,226,820 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1068.
Shurnuff Manufacturing Company. (See Dean, Clark

A., assignor.)
Slckman. I>avy V., Denver, Colo. Telescoping piston hy-

draulic cartridge of reaction type. No. 1.225.062 ; May
8 : V. 238 : p. .383.

Slebenhauer. Lester, assignor to Drendell Electrical and
Manufacturing Company. San Francisco, Ci\. Safety
device for electrical systems. No. 1,224,330; May 1;
V. 238 ; p. 78.

Sleber, Ferdinand, Vado Ligure. Italy, assignor to West-
Inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Trans-
former No. 1.224,225 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 39.

Slemens-Schuckertwerke G. m. b. H. (See Blanc, Ferdi-
nand, assignor.)

Slert, Paul K., Blair, Nebr. Chicken-brooder and griln
sprouter. .No. 1,225,063; Mnv 8; v. 23S ; p. 383.

Sletsema. Remmer H., Little itock. Iowa. Ilolder. No.
1,226,(>64 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 383.

Slerer. Ch.nrles M.. Holton. Kans. Mucilage-bottle. No.
1.226.821 : May 22: v. 238; p. 1058.

Slgafoos. Clark A., Omaha. Nebr. Flying target. No.
1.227.966 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1474.

.Siglcr, (»»car J. (See Walter. Butterworth, and Sigler.)
Silk, Thomas. Portsmouth. Ohio. Sheet-metal l>arrel.

No. 1.225 876: May 15: v. 238; p. 701.
Sllvestrl. (ilullo, Vienna. .Austria. .Apparatas for driving

rotary engines. No. 1.227.967 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1474.
Sllvestrl. (Jlullo. Vienna, .\ustria. Rotary engine. No.

1.227.968 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1474.
Silt. Max A., and A. Platzer. Cleveland. Ohio. Pattern

appliance. No. 1.225.187: May 8; v. 238; p. 425.
Slmmins, Charles. Philadelphia. Pa. Jacquard mecha-

nism. No. 1.225.005: May 8: v. 238; p. 384.
Simmon, Karl A.. Wllklnsburg, Pa., assignor to Westing-

house Electric and Manufacturing Company. System
of distribution and control for electric railways. No.
1.226.120: May 15; v. 238: p. 786.

Simmons. All>ert H.. assignor of ono-thlrd to P. B. Ascb,
'^hlcago. 111. Attachment for electrlc-lamp-socket keys.
No. 1.225.279 ; May 8 ; v. 23h

; p. 466.

Simmons Manufacturing Company, The. (See Brown,
Harvey E., a.sslgnor.)

Simmons, Walter B. (See Staley and Simmons.)
.Simmons, William D. (See Jarrell, Thomas M., assignor.)
Slmms Magneto Co., The. (See Hoyt, Francis K., as-

signor.)
Simms. William, Elgin, 111. Multiple table. No. 1,227,681 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1876.
Simon, Arthur, assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,

Milwaukee, Wis. Variable-voltage transformer. No.
1,227,844 ; May 29 ; \. 238 ; p. 1481.

Simons, Ernst, Cassel, Germany. Preparing tubers for
manufacture of dough or Hour for bread and bakers'
wares. .No. 1,225,87( ; May 15: v. 238: p. 701.

Simons. Ernst, Cassel, (iermauy. Preparing legumes for
the manufacture of dough or Hour for bread and bakers'
wares. No. 1.225,878 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 70l.

Simpson, .\lbert L., San Diego, Cal. Necktie-former. No.
1.227,329; May 22; v. 238; p. 1229.

Simpson, Bert E., Chassell, Mich. Lumber-stamping ma-
chine. No. 1.225.513 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 635. '

Simpson, Fitzroy K., Kansas City, Mo. Speed-transmis-
sion mechanism. No. 1,226,392 ; ^lay 15 ; v. 288

;

p. 878.
Simpson, James E., Brooklyn, N. Y. Line-producing pen.

Nfl. 1,225,007 ; May 8 ; v. 238
; p. 384.

Simpson, James E.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Line-forming device
for type-writing machines. No. 1,225,369 ; May 8 ;

v. 238 ; p. 488.
Sims, James G., Bowie, Tex. Cotton-chopper. No.

1,225,066; May 8; v. 238; p. 384.
Simsobn, Julian S. (See Weinhandler and Simsohn.)
Slncage. Joseph F., Florence, Mass. Tire. No. 1,228,071

;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1609.
Sinclair. (Morue H. (See Severy and Sinclair.)
Slner, John M., Parish, Fla. Rotary Internal-combustloD

engine. No. 1.228,072 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1609.
Singer. Frank, assignor to Syra< use Twist Drill Company,

Syracuse. N. Y. Combination tool. No. 1,226,723 ; May
8 ; V. 238

; p. 606.
Singer, Frank J., assignor to American Pressweld Ra-

diator Corporation, Detroit, Mich. Radiator. No.
1.224.077 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 200.

Singer. Frank K., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to American
Telephone and Telegraph Company, Boston, Masb.
Lineman's shield. No. l,224,97u ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

p. 362.
Singer Manufacturing Company, The. (See Bubler, How-

ard F., assignor.)
Singer Manufacturing Company, The. (Bee De Voe, Al-

bert H.. assignor.)
Singer Manufacturing Company, The. (See Flfleld, Al-

bert F., assignor.)
Singer Manufacturing Company. (See Harmon, Frank L.,

assignor.)
Singer .Manufacturing Company, The. (See Hemleb, Mar-

tin, assignor.)
Singer Manufacturing Company, The. (See Molyneuz,
George E.. assignor.)

Slstare. William M., New London, Conn. Course-flnder.
No. 1,225,514 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p^636.

Slttner, Conrad and H., Ritivllle. Wash. Means for bend-
ing springs. No. 1,220,918 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1090.

Slttner, Henry. (See Slttner, Conrad and H.)
SIx-In-One Fuse Company, The. (See Feldkamp, Payor,
and Payaon, assignors.)

SJostrom, Peter, Maplewood, assignor to Victor Shoe Ma-
chinery Company, Boston, Mass. Shuttle-driving mecha-
nism for sewing machines. No. 1,224,226 ; May 1 ; v.
238 ; p. 39.

SJostrom, Peter, Maplewood. assignor to Victor Shoe Ma-
chinery Co., Lynn, Mas*. Take-up-actuating mecha-
nism for sewing-machines. No. 1,224,423 ; May 1 ;

V. 238: p. 112.
Skandora, Jakob, Racine, Wis. Weight - motor. No.

1,226,686 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 693.
Skarie. George, Albert Lea, Mlun. Antomobile-tlre-fas-

tening device. No. 1,227,830 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1229.
Skeen, Samuel T., Sandoval, 111, Drill. No. 1,226,393 ;

Mav 16: v. 238; p. 879.
Skelton, L. S. (See Westbury, William, assignor.)
Sklllman, Harrison L.. Y^ouugstown, Ohio. Combined

eaves - trough and down - spout construction. No.
1,226,712 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1019.

Skinner, James M., assignor to Philadelphia Storage Bat-
tery Companv, Philadelphia, Pa. Storage-battery con-
struction. No. 1.228.260 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1666.

Skinner, John T., Lawrence, Kans. Multiple service con-
nection. No. 1,224,971 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 352.

Skinner, William C, Toronto, Ontario. Cinada. Fuel-
Imrnlng device. No. 1,225,280; May 8; v. 238; p. 455.

Skipper, David L. (See Lacey. Edward P.. assignor.)
Skipper, Ira V., Meridian, Miss. Convertible fork and

rake. No. 1.226,265; May 15; v. 238; p. 837.
Slade. Isaac S.. assignor to Slade Manufacturing Com-

panv. San Francisco. Cal. Condiment - holder. No.
1.227..331 : May 22; v. 238; p. 1230.

Slade Manufacturing Company. (See Slade, Isaac S.. as-
signor.)

Slater, Harry P., Cedar Rapids, Iowa. lodin compound
and preparing same. No. 1.226,394: May 15; v. 238;
p. 879.

Slatterv. Austin K.. Minneapolis. Minn. Safety engine-
crankinK device. No. 1,226.395; May 15: v. 238;
p. 879.
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Sl«u«bter, James M.. Chattanooga. Tenn. Self-lubrlcat-
Ing car-wheel. No. 1.226.127 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 786

SUvTtt. Harry. Pleasantdale. N. J. Folding seat. No
1.228.073; Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1509.

Sleeper. Frank M.. assignor to Sleeper & Hartley, Inc..
Worcester. Mnss. Machine for grinding springs. No.
1.227.498 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1283. * " »

Sleeper & Hartley. (See Sleeper. Frank H., assignor.)
Slelcher. Ralnb H., Troy, N. Y. Fluid-pumD. No.

1.227.846; May 29: t. 23^ ; d. 1432.
Sllngerland. George S., J. F. Zeifang. and J. Qoffln. as-

signors to .Niagara Multiple Typewriter Company.
Niagara Falls. N. Y. Printing machine. No. 1.225.616:
May 8 ; v. 23.4

; p. 535.
Sloan, Raymond P., Media, Pa. Printing machine. No.

1.228,07^4 ; May 29 ; y. 238 ; p. 1610.
SlocomI). John T.. assignor to J. T. Slocomb Company,

Providence, B. I. Micrometer-gage. No. 1,226.396:
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 880.

Smallwood. Alfred, Ix>Ddon. England, assignor to Ameri-
can Incandescent Heat Company. Portland, Me. Fur-
nace for heating or annealing. No. 1,226,266 ; May
15 ; V. 238 : p. 838.

'

Smallwood. Alfre<l. London, England, assignor to Ameri-
can Incandescent Heat Company, Portland, Me. Fur-
nace. No. 1.226.267; May 15; v. 238: p. 838.

Smart. Rupert B., Chirago, 111. Sound-conducting aural
device. No. 1,224.331 ; May 1 ; v. 2:i8 ; p. 78.

Smathers, James F., Kansas Cjty. Mq. Type-writing ma-
chine. No. 1.227,846 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1432.
iiaw. Ernest C. Chesapeake, Va.
1.227.209; May 22; v 238; p. 1190.

Ink - botUe. No.

Smedley, James C. (See Quackenbush and Smedley.)
Smith. Adelaide C. St. .>Iaivs. Ontario. Canada. Non-

rcfillal.le bottle. No. 1.226.822; .May 22; v. 238; D.
1058.

Smith, Amos H., New York, N. Y., assignor to American
Ilank Note Company. Numberlnghead. No. 1,227,969 ;

M.iy 29 : T. 238 ; p. 1475.
Smith. Arthur H., and M. Blanch, assignors to Domestic
Vacuum Cleaner Company, Worcester, Mass. Cleaning
device. No. 1.227.682 ; May 29 ; t. 238 ; p. 1375.

Smith. A. J., ct ul. (See Jernipun. Albert S.. assignor.)
Smith. Allison S.. Kellnire. Ohio. Molding-base canopy-

seat. No. 1.224.576: Mav 1 ; v. 2.i8 ; p. 165.
Smith. Benjamin H.. Turtle Creek. Pa., assignor to West-

Inshouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Elec-
trical protective device. No. 1.224,332 ; Mar l"; v. 238:
p. 78.

Smith, Carl B.. et al. (See Mentzer, Claude E.. assignor.)
Smith. Carlton L., assignor to Saginaw Plate Glass Com-

pany. Saginaw. Mich. Vacuum lifting - cup. No.
1.225.724 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 606.

Smith. Chiirlea D.. Paris. 111. End-gate for wagons. No.
1.227.332 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1230.

Smith. Charles H.. Short Hills, N. J. Process of and
apparatus for treating coal. No. 1.224.424; May 1:
r. 238: p. 112.

Smith. Chester .1.. Janiostown. N. Y. Calculating-ma-
chine. No. 1.224,3-33 ; May 1 ; t. 238 ; p. 79.

Smith. Cicero (i.. Palisades. Colo. Spring wheel. No.
1.226,897: May 15; v. 238 jjx 880.

Smith Coinp.-jny. T. I. (See Ware. Charles B.. assignor.)
Smith. Edgar C, Fallon, Nev. Dirigible headlight-oper-

atinj,' mechanism. No. 1,225.516 ; May » ; v. 238

:

p. 530
Smith. Elda G. (See BlsseU and Smith.)
Smith. Emma F.. rt al. (See Beeson. Ira S.. assignor.)
."^mith, Frank L. (See Stuard, Smith, and Williams.)
.><mith. Frank L. (See Williams and Smith.)
Smith. Frank L.. Chicago. 111., and T. B. Williams, as-

signors to The Leavitt Machine Company, Orange,
Mass. Fadng-tool for dressing valve-seats. &c. No.
1.227.409 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1284.

Smith. Fre<lerick C. Port Arthur, Tei. Automatic slack-
take-up and cooling device. No. 1,226,713 ; May 22

:

V. 238 : p. 1019.
Smith, Frederick C. Port Arthur. Tex. Filling machine.

No. 1.220.714 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1020.
Smith. Gary B.. Chicago, 111. Bed-spring fabric. No.

1.227.970; May 29; v. 238; p. 1476.
Smith. Gary B.. Chicago. 111. Bed-spring fabric. No.

1.227.971 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1476.
Smith. Gary B. Chicago. 111. Machine for assembling

bed-fabric chains. No. 1,227J>72 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1476.

Smith, r.oorge H. (See Darbv and Smith.)
Smith. George M., Wlnooskl. Vt. Clutch. No. 1.226,268 :

May 15: v. 238 ; p. 838.
Smith. Glenn. Young's Cove. New Brun.swick. (Tanada.

Brake. No. 1.225.517 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 636.
Smith. Harvey E., and W. H. Laisure. Tacoma. Wash.

Automatic decarbonizer for Internal combustion en-
gines. No. 1.225.06.H; May 8; v. 238; p. .384.

Smith. ITenrv A. W., Chatham. Va. Shears. No.
1.227.333; Mav 22: v. 29H , p. 1230

Smith, Howard A. (See Gates and Smith.)
Smith. Ira L.. Pine Bluff. Ark. Automatic key for feed-

shafts. No. 1.224.334: Mnv 1 : v. 238; p. 79.
Smith, Iredell, assignor to C F. Wallerstedt. St. Louis,

Mo. Pocket-book. No. 1,228.251 ; May 29 : . 238 ; p.
1666.

Smith. Irvln G.. assignor of one-fourth to R. A. WheeJock.
Elgin. 111. Water-heater, No. 1.224. .335: May 1; v.
238 ; p. 80.

Smith. Jacob E.. Homestead, Pa. Weed-digging imple-
ment. No. 1.226.188; May 8: v. 238; p. 4&.

Smith, Jesse A. B., Qlenbrook, Conn., assignor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company, .New York, N. Y. Type-
writing machine. No. 1.227.847; May 29 ; t. 288 ; p.

Smith. John P.. Chicago. 111., assignor to International
Harvester Companv of New Jersey. Shocking machine
for m-ain and the like. No. 1,226,398 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ;

p. 880.
Smith, Joseph J., Jr., Benton Harbor, Mich. Spark-plug.

No. 1,226.399; May 15; v. 238; p. ^1.
Smith. Owen P. (See Reed and Smith.)
Smith, Robert A., Mahwah, N. J., assignor to Smltb-Ser-

rell Co.. Inc., New York, N. Y. Flexible coupling. No.
1.225.518: May 8; V. 238; p. 537.

Smith. Roe L. (See Anderson. Andrew S.. assignor.)
Smith-Serrell Co. (See Smith. Robert A., assignor.)
Smith. Sidney A.. Jamestown. N. Y. Baffle plate for pro-

peller wheels. No. 1.226.400: May 15; v. 238; p. 881.
Smith. Thomas B.. Wichita Falls. Tex. Rotary core-

drill. No. 1,224.509: May 1; v. 238; p. 141.
Smith. Thomas K.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Inkstand. No.

1.227.009; May 22; v. 288; p. 1128.
Smith. Victor A.. Rockport. Miss. Mosqulto-bar. No.

1.226.401 : May 15j v. 288 ; p. 881.

- 'Hf" . - . . .-

Sm^lth. Walton D., Prophetstown, assignor to C. W.

Smith. Walter A.. Topeka. Kans. Clamp for soll-pli>e
test-piujs. No^l,22|B.023; May 15; t. 238; p. 761.

Thurow. Aurora. III. Blotter. No. 1,225,519; May 8:
v. 238 ; p. 537.

.
. . / .

Smith, William B.. Chicago. III. Pockete<l receptacle.
NO. 1.226.919 : Mnv 22 : v. 238 : p. 1090.

Smith. William E., Mllltown. assignor to Kllboum Manu-
facturing Corporation. New Brunswick. N. J. Circular-
knitting machine. No. 1.227.683; May 29; r. 238; p.
1376.

*^

Smith. William J., assignor to Waterbury Clock Co..
Waterbury. Conn. Kevless clock. No. 1.22»J.402 ; May
15 : v. 238 : p. 881.

Smith. William S.. Cambridge. Mass. Controlling system
for electric elevators. No. 1.228.076 ; May 29 ; t. 288

;

p. 1610.
Smith. William W.. Hawthorne. Pal. .\utomatlc moisture
and ventilation regulator for Incubators. No. 1.224.386;
Mav 1 : V. 2:58 : p. 80.

Smithson. John T.. Hopklnsvllle. Ky. Vise. No. 1.226.716:
May 22 : v, 238 ; p. 1020.

Smvthe. Edwin H.. Chicago. 111., assignor, by mesne as-
8lgnment.<«. to Western Electric CoaipnnT. Incorporated.
Telephone-exchange system. No. 1.22i.O10; Mnv 22:
V. 238: p. 1123.

Snell. Lyie K.. assignor to Carllllac Motor Car Company,
Detroit. Ml(h. Hood construction. No. 1.220.269:
May 16; v. 2;i8 ; p. 8.39.

Snipes. William E.. Roxboro. N. C. Engine-starter. No.
1.225.879; May 15; v. 238; n. 701.

Snlvelv, Florentine L.. I>annTlUe. Ontario. C?anada. Lift-
ing-Jack for antomobllee. No. 1.227,973; May 29; v.
238 ; p. 1476.

Snively. Ijiwrence E.. Jr.. Glenslde. Pa. Tlre-clamp
1.226.270 ; May 16 ; t. 238 ; n. 839

Snover. Edward S.. Toledo. Ohio.
1.224.227 : Mav 1 ; v. 238: p. 40.

Snyder. Arthur M.. Fairfield. Iowa.
1.225.069 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 385.

Snyder. August Z.. Turtle Creek
No. 1.226.403 ; May 15 ; t. 238 : p. 882.

Snyder. John C. New York. N. Y. Rallwav-tle and fas-
tener. No. 1.227.083: May 22; v. 238: p." 1148.

Snyder, Thomas R.. assignor of one-fourth to W. H. Wer-
ley. Barberton. Ohio. Tlre-rlm deUcher. No. 1,227,011

:

May 22 ; . 238 ; p. 1124.
Soclete Des Moteurs Snlmson fSvsteme Canton-Unne).

(See Salmson. Emile J. J., amign'or.)
Socl^t^' G#n*rale Meullere. (See Boutard. Louis, as-

signor.)
Society of CJhemical Industry In Basle,

and Straub, assignors.)
Society of Chemical Industry in Basle,
and Wiircler. assignors.)

Society of CJhemical Industry in Basle.
Hartmann. assignors.)

Society of Chemical Industry in Basle
fred. assignor.)

Sohon. Michael D.. New York, N. Y. Effervescent com-
pound. No. 1,228,252: May 29; v. 238: p. 1666.

Sokolov, Jacob, New York, N. Y. Door-lock. No.
1.227,684; May 29; v. 238; p. 1876.

Solalnl. Peter. New York. .N. Y. Lock. No. 1.224.228:
May 1 : v. 2.38 ; p^ 40

Solaro del Borgo. Britannlo. Paris. France. Nlght-slght
for firearms. No. 1.226.592: May 8: v. 238; p. 563.

Sonneborn. Charles. West Pittsburgh, assignor to Pressed
Metal Radiator Companv. Pittsburgh. Pa. Heat-radia-
tor. No. 1.226.128: May 15: v. 238; p. 787.

Sonneborn. Charles. West Pittsburgh, assignor to Pressed
Metal Radiator Company. Plttiburgh. Pa. Heat-radia-
tor. No. 1.226.129 ; May 15 ; v. 288 : p. 787.

Sons. Ernest L.. assignor of one half to S. A. Boyd and
one-fourth to W. L. McCaudless. Pittsburgh. Pa. Ma-
rine vessel. No. 1.224.678 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 2O0.

Sons. Ernest L.. asHlgnor of one-half to W. L. McCandless
and one-fourth to ft. A. Bovd. Pittsburgh. Pa. Life-sav-
ing device. No. 1,224.679 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 201.

No.

Loom fastener. No.

Bottle-carrier. No.

Pa. Bucket-handle.

(See Engl, Grob.

(See Engl. Grob,

(See Hfissy and

I S»»e Plguet. Al-
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Soons. James C. assignor of sixty one-bundredths to E.
Caterson, New York, N. Y. Automatic stop for phono-
graphs. No. 1.227.884; May 22: v. 238 ; p. 1230.

fitoper, Charles A.. Jr.. assignor to Chicago wholesale Sad-
dlery & Mfg. Co.. Chicago. 111. Pack-bag for delicate
instruments such as telephones. No. 1.224,610 ; May
1 ; V. 2.38 ; p. 141.

Soreng. Edgar M.. assignor to Allls-Chalmers Manufac-
turing Company, Milwaukee, Wis. Brush for electric
machinery. No. 1.226.130; May 16; v. 238: p. 787.

SOrensen. .^Iarlu8, Copenhagen. Denmark. Lasting boots
and shoes. No. 1.224.220: Mav 1: v. 238; p. 40.

SOrensen. Niels G., Stockholm. Sweden. Post carrying
crosseu threads for the supporting of crop or plants.
No. 1,226.281 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 456.

Soriano. Celso Q. (See Buckner, Frederick I., assignor.)
SorreUs. I^emuel. Industry. 111. Wire-stretcher. No.

1.226.189 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 426.
Southworth Company. (See Scott. Frank O., assignor.)
Bpangler. John il.. assignor of one half to J. A. Nelson,

Minneapolis. Minn. Egg shipping case. No. 1.226,823;
May 22 : v. 238: p. 1058.

Sparks, Frank, et al. (See Johnson, Roily A. and O., as-
signors. )

Sparks, Fred E.. Bellalre. Ohio. Sash retainer and fas-
tener. No. 1.224.799 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 242.

Sparks, Lester H., assignor of forty-nine one-bundredths
to J. I. Miller, Lakewood, N. J. Transmission-lock.
No. 1,228.253 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1666.

Sparks, William, assignor to The Sparks-Wlthlngton Com-
pany. Jackson. Mich. Signal. No. 1,227,084 ; May 22 ;

v 238. p. 1148.
Sparks. William, assignor to The Sparks Wlthlngton Com- i

pany, Jackson, Mich. Signal. No. 1,227,085; May 22; !

V. 238 : p. 1149.
Sparks-Wlthlngton Company. The. (See Sparks. William,

assignor.)
Sparling. Rowland, assignor to Dispatch Motor Ctir Com-

pany, Minneapolis, Minn. Transmission mechanism.
No. 1.225,190: May 8; v. 238; p. 426.

Spsugy, Ja(H>b D.. Meverwlnle. Pa Gearing for wasning-
machlnes. No. l,2iJ7.330 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1231.

Spayd, Ezra C. (See Spayd. Noah P., assignorJ
Spayd, Noah P., assignor of one-half to E. C. Spayd, Van

Wert. Ohio. Stave Jointing machine. No. 1,228,361

;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1699.
Bpears. Crlss K. (See Eraser and Henry, assignors.)
Speed, Samuel, Tatum, Tex. Hammer for overhead nail-

ing. No. 1.226.070; May 8; v. 238; p. 385.
Bpeer. John M., Fort Branch. Ind. Fireplace heater. No.

1.228.254; May 29: v. 238; p. 1507.
Bpence. Harrv L., Sanford. Me. Thread cutter. No.

1.224,8<Mi : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 242.
Spencer, (ieorge A., assignor of one third to I. Glenn.

Jackson. Mich. Rotarv spring fitting machine. No.
1.224.577 : May 1 : v. 2.'i8 : p. 165.

Spencer. Ira H.. West Hartford, assignor to The Organ
Power Companv. Hartford, Conn. Blower. No.
1.226.131 : .May 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 788.

Spencer. Ralph F., Osceola. 111. Resilient wheel. • No.
1.227.848 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1483.

Spencer. Sallv M., Flagstaff. Ariz. Tollet-pall. No.
1.227,336: Mav 22: v. 238: p. 1231.

Spcrry. Elmer A., Brooklyn. N, Y. Combustion-engine.
No. 1.226,1.32; May 15; v. 238; p. 788.

Sperry, Elmer A.. Brooklyn, N, Y. Operating flaming-arc
lights for projectors. No. 1,227,210 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1190.
Sperry Gyroscope Company. (See Petersen, Sopbns, as-

signor.)
Spielman. Max H.. New York, assignor of one-half to J.

Corcos, Brooklyn. N. Y. Flash light. No. 1,227,012

;

May 22 : v. 238; p 1124.
Spielman. Max H.. New York, assignor of one-half to J.

Corcos. Brooklyn. N. Y. Flash-light or electric torch.
No. 1.227.013 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1124.

Spinner. Isidore, and G. E. Perry ; said Per£7 assignor,
by mesne assignments, to J. H. Rook, Chicago, III.

Loose-leaf binder. No. 1,227,686; May 29; v. 238; p.
1376.

Splrewfki. John S.. Jr.. assignor of one-third to D. C.
O't'onnell an<l one third to J. E. O'Connell. Milwau-
kee. Wis. Dirigible-headlight mechanism. No. 1.226.133 ;

May 15 : V. 238 ; p. 789
Splro, Charles, New York, N. Y. Motion-picture camera.

No. 1.228.256 ; May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1667.
Spiitdorf Electrical Company. (See Hart. William J., as-

sigver.

)

Spiitdorf Electrical Company.
assignor.)

Spiitdorf Electrical Company.
and F. I. assignors.)

Spiitdorf Electrical Company.
assignor.)

Spiitdorf Electrical Company.
assignor.) <

Spooner. Thomas. Wllkinshurg, Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing (Company. Tempera-
ture measuring Instrument. No. 1,22*.337 ; May 22 ;

V. 238: p. 1231.
Spotswootl. Frank D.. Lexington. Ky. Puzile-plcture. No.

1.225.071 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 386.
Sprague, Theodore A.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Filler for tlre-

caslngs. No. 1,226.880 ; May 15 ; t. 238 ; p. 70Z

(See Mason, Charles T.,

(See Remy, Benjamin P.

(See Richards. Julius H.,

iSee WllUams, Fred B.,

I Sprong, Severn D.. and W. E. McCoy. New York. N. Y.
Means for preventing current leakage In electric cables.

No. 1.227,211 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1190.
Sprung. Edmund. I>etr<dt, Mich. Stud extractor and

tightener. No. 1.224.801; May 1; v. 238; p. 242.
Srader. Pearl M.. I>ebanon. Kans. Circular extension-

Uble. No. 1,226,134 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 789.
Staff. OU.f. Mllltown. Mont. Skate. No. 1.224,802 ; May

1 ; v. 238 ; p. 243.
Stafford, James M., Washington, Ind. Current-motor. No.

1,225,072: May 8; v. 238; p. 386.
Stafford. William H.. R. M. Millard, and J. Paul. Eau

Claire. Wis. Employee's numt>er, name, and rate record.
N'>. 1.226.073; Nlav 8; v. 288; p. 386.

Staley, Harrison L., Martinsville. Ind.. and W. B. Sim-
mons, assignors to Wilts Veneer Company, Richmond,
Va. Shipping pall. No. 1,226,520 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p.
637.

Stalker. Ell S..^ Hallstead. Pa. Tire protector. No.
1,224.803: Ma./l : v, 238; p. 243.

Stsmbaugh. Reginald V., Dayton, assignor to Artfilm Stu-
dios, Cleveland. Ohio. Making moving-picture films.
No. 1.226.135 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 789.

Standard Baking Company. (See Pepper, Frederick W.,
assignor.)

Standard Car Truck Company. (See Barber and Webb,
assignors.)

Standard Comb Company. (See Legere. John P., as-
signor.)

Standard Knitting Mills Company. (See Janes, Ralph
R.. assignor.)

Standard Optical Company, The. (See Howland, Cbaun-
cey W., assignor.)

Standard Sanitary Manufacturing Company, The. (See
Muekenhlrn. Charles H.. assignor.)

Standard Sewing Machine Company, The, (See Nelson,
George W., assignor.)

Standard Welding Company, The. (See Bryant, Richard
S.. asstcriMir.)

Stanek, William G,, Renwtck, Iowa. Transmission-gear-
ing. No. 1.225.881 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 701s.

Stanfleld, Earl E., Denver, Colo. Pan-lifter. No.
1.227,849 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1433.

Stanford. Arthur L., Chicago, 111. Rail-anchor tie-plate.
•No. 1.226.136: Mav 15: v. 238; p. 780.

Stanley. Frederick W.. Washington. D. C. Automatic
Irrlgatlon-nozzle. No. 1.226,137; May 15; v. 238; p.
790.

Stanley, Irving, New York, N. Y. Muffler cut-out. No.
1.22^,212; Mav 22; v. 238; p. 1190.

Stanley Rule & Level Company. The. (See Scbade. Ed-
mund A., assignor.

Stanton, Le Roy W., Davenport, Iowa. Telephone system.
No. 1.224,42.^ : May 1 ; v. 2.18 ; p. 113.

Stapleton. Charles .\., assignor of one-half to O. P. Burch-
fleU Anthony, Kans. Safety appliance for motor-ve-
hicle steering mechanism. No.. 1,226,138 ; May 16; v.
238 ; p. 790.

Star Fuse Co. (See Weinberg. Louis E.. asslc:nor.)
Starin, Frank. Springfield. Mass. Finishing ball-bearings.

No. 1.224.680; Mav 1 • v. 238; p. 201.
Stark, John R.. and M. S. Harwell. Nashville. Tenn. Elec-

tric sign. No. 1.227,686 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1377.
Staszak, John, assignor of one-half to M. Staszak. Pulaski,

Wis. I'rlnal. No 1.226.716 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1020.
Staszak. Mlcheal. (See Staszak. John, assignor.)
Stead, Ernest. Blnghamton, N. Y. Pliers. No. 1.226,074;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 386.

Stebblns. George A.. Watertown, N. Y. Apparatus for
making bisullite liquor. No. 1,224.678 ; May 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 106.
Stebblns, Timothy, assignor to Red Jacket Mfg. Co.. Dav-

enport. Iowa. Float-valve. No. 1.226.139; May 16;
v. 2.38; p. 790.

Stebblns. Timothy, assignor to Red Jacket Mfg. Co., Dav-
enport. Iowa. Pump. No. 1.226,140; May 16; v. 238;
p. 790.

Stecker, Frank X. (See Braun. Luther H.. assignor.)
Steckel, Horace B. (See Steffy and Steckel.)
Steddom. Anna E. (See Gamier, Thomas R., assignor.)
Steele. Benjamin M., assignor to Peoria Drill and Seeder

Co.. Peoria. 111. Agricultural Implement. No. 1,226.920;
May 22; v. 238; p. 1091.

Steele. Charles B.. New York; N. Y. Passenger-car. No.
1.224.681 : Mav 1 : v. 2.38 : p. 201.

Steele. Charles B., New York. N. Y. Gss generator. No.
1.227,974 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1476.

Steele. James R.. Jr.. assignor to Steele Rail Anchor Com-
pany, Inc., Owego. N. Y. Rail-fastening. No. 1,224.426;
May 1 : v. 238 : p. 11.3.

Steele. Ix)uls J. (See Philip and Steele.)
Steele Rail Anchor Company. (See Steele, James R.. as-

signor.)
Steele, William P. (See Vincent and Steele.)
Steely, Dale G., Cambridge. Mass. Method and apparatus

for coating chocolates. No. 1,226.824 ; May 22 ; v. 238;
p. 10.')9.

Steen, Halfdan A., Norwood, Ohio, assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to AlUs-Chalmers Manufacturing Company.
Switch. No. 1.224..337 ; May 1 ; V. 238 : p, 80.

I Steenson. Jesse G., Minneapolis. Minn. Gas burner. No.
I

1.227.()86: Mav 22: v. 238; p. 1149.
I

Steffan. Frank. Riverside. Cal. Container. No. 1.227.338 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1232.
' Steffen, Catherine. (See Faaa, Walter, assignor.)
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Steffens. Fred. St. Joseph. Mo. Car, No. 1,225.882;
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 702.

Steffens, Walter L.. Cincinnati, assignor to The Philip
Carey Manufacturing Company, Loclland, Ohio. Under-
grouod-plpe-coverlng system. No. 1.227,087 : May 22 ;

V. 238 : p. 1149.
Steffy, Willis W.. Kutztown, and H. B. Steckel. Slatlng-

ton. Pa. Signal device. No, 1,227,975; May 29; ,
238 : >p. 1477.

StPgall, Walter F., Concord, N. C. Water-elevator. No.
I.22I014 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1125.

Steinbart. Alfred, Pittsburgh, Pa. Draft gage. No.
1.225.883 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 703.

Steiner & Son. (See Van Klrlc. John P.. assignor.)
Stelnmetz. Joaepb A., Philadelphia, Pa. Protecting from

poisonous ii&s in warfare. No. 1,225,521 ; May 8 ; v, 238

;

p. 538.
Stelnmetz, Joseph A., Philadelphia, Pa. Grenade. No.

1.225.884 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 703.
Stenberg. Charles R.. Oenoa. Nebr. EHrlglble headlight.

No. 1,224,804: May 1; v. 238; p. 243.
Stenman, Axel C, Jamaica Plain. Mass., assignor to Inde-

pendent Button Fastener Machine Company. Button-
feeding mechanism for button-attaching machines. No.
1.224,672; May 8; v. 238; p. 352.

Stephens, Charles D., assignor of one-half to J. A. Bach-
man. .\ustin, Tex. Demountable rim and felly-band.
No. 1,224,511 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 142.

Sterling, Frank W.. and R. A. Koch, U. S. Navy. Naviga-
tion-protractor. No. 1.226,141 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p.
791.

Sternhagen, Joseph P. (S«e Getman, David D., assignor.)
Stevens. Hurt D., Riverside, assignor to Mlehle Printing I

Press & Manufacturing Company, Chicago. 111. Ma- '

chine-frame. No. 1.225,282 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 456.
Stevens, Carleton F. (See Sullivan and Stevens.)
Stevens, Frederick C. (See Moore, Charles C, assignor.)
Stevens, Leslie, Glen Ridge, N. J. Hat-shaping apparatus.

No. 1.224.427 ; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 114.
Stevens, Merton P.. East Orange. N. J. Ligbtlng-flxture.

No. 1,228.717: May 22; v. 238; p. 1021.
Stevens Regulator Co. (See Stevens, Willie J., assignor.)
Stevens. Willie J., assignor to Stevens Regulator Co.. Port-

land, Me. Boiler-feed-water regulator. No. 1,226,886

;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 708.
Stevenson, Frederick A., Detroit, Mich., assignor to

American Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Apparatus for forming annular work. No. 1,224,805 ;

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 244.
Stewart, George L.. assignor to Croos^Hinds Company,

Syracuse, N. Y. Connection for electric conduits. No.
1.226.921; May 22; v. 238; p. 1091.

Stewart, Harry D., Oilman, Iowa. Taper-cutting attach-
ment for lathes. No. 1,226.825 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.
1059.

Stewart, Milton H.. assignor to T. J. Walsh, Detroit, Mich.
Tire-carrier. No. 1,226,370; May 8; v. 238; p. 489.

Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corporation. (See Kocou-
rek. Henry, assignor.)

Stickler, Charles W., Lansford, Pa. Safety-lock for dump-
cars. No. 1.225,522 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 538.

Stlckney, Burnham C. (See Hart and Stlckney.)
Stlckney. Burnham C^ Elizabeth, N. J. assignor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company. New York, N. Y. Type-
writing machine. No. 1,227,015; May 22; v. 238: p.
1125.

Stlckney. Burnham C„ Elizabeth, N. J. assignor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company. New York. N. Y. Type-
writing machine. No. 1,227,213 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.
1191.

Stlckney. Charles A., Chicago. 111. Crank pin oiler. No.
1.224.338 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 81.

Stlmpson, Edward S., Hopedale. Mass., assienor, bv meane
asslgnmonts. to Draper Corporation. Portland. Me. Aa-
tomatically-threading loom-shuttle. No. 1,224,806;
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 244.

Stinnett. Marion E., Victoria, 111. Ornin-spout elevator
and adjuster. No. 1.227,976 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1477.

Stirling. John. (See Fulcher and Stirling.)
Stoble, John W.. et at. (See Currier, Harry, assignor.)
Stock. Daniel. Clarence, Iowa. Disk sharpening machine.

No. 1,224.807 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 245.
Stocking, Eklwln L., Los Angeles, Cal. Combined bottle-

holder and ink-feeder. No. 1,227,977 : May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1478.
Stohs. Charts L.. and

Fluld-reoeptacle. No.
751.

Stoker. King E.. Stockton. Cal. Direction-signal for motor-
vehicles. No. 1.226,826; May 22; v. 23S

; p. 1059.
Stoker, Mack D.. Appleby, Tex. Storage-bin. No.

1.226,025 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 752.
Stoll. Louis S.. Smitbland. Iowa. Connecting device. No.

1.228.256; May 29; v. 238; p. 1567.
Stoll. Victor. Brooklyn. N. Y. Dental tool. No. 1.227,687 ;

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1377.
Stone, Berkley C. (Se« Diebm, Lucius N., assignor.)
Stone. Harry A., New York. N. Y. Folding stand. No.

1.227.850 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1484.
Stone. John A.. Chicago. 111., assignor to International

Harvpstpr Company of New Jersey. Corn-husker. No.
1,226.718: May 22; v. 238; p. lOil. i

O. R. Funk*'. Milwaukee. Wis
1.226,024 ; May 15 ; v. 238

; p.

Stone. John A.. Chicago, 111., assignor to International
Harvester Company of New Jersey. Snapping rolls for
corn harvesters, buskers, or the like. No. 1,226,719;May 22 ; v. 238

; p. 1021.
Stone .Samuel J., Tippecanoe City, Ohio. Bill-holder. No.

1.227,339; May 22; v. 238; p. 1232.
Stone Straw Company, The. (See Maltby, Lewis C, as-

signor.)
Storer. Norman W., Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor To Westlng-

hoase Electric and Manufacturing Company. Voltage-
regulating system. No. 1,220.142 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p.
I "1 .

Storti Gear Shift Company. (See Stortz, John H., as-
signor.)

Stortx, John H., Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Storta Goar
Shift Company, Wilmington, Del. Power transmitting
mechanism. No. 1,224.682; May 1; v. 238; p. 202

Stout, Charles H., assignor to Crown Optical Company,
Rochester. N. Y. Optical Instrument. No. 1.226.026-May 15; v. 238 ; p. 752.

Stover Manufacturing and Engine Company. (See Mc-
Cullorh. Harry O., asalgnor.)

Stow. William T.. Coolamon. New South Wales, Australia.
Draft-Inducing, spark-destroying, and fume-conveying
apparatus for locomotives and the like. No. 1.227 340 •

Nlay 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1232.
Stowe, Benjamin L. Jersey C?lty. N. J., assignor to Morgan

, «^^'?^*- ,,^°'i.'"'"''»K means for tire fabrics. No.
1,228.144; May 29; v. 238; p. 1532.

Strable, Arthur L.. Benson, and H. B. Noyes. Omaha.
Nebr. Starting device for Internal-combustion engines.
No. 1.227,688 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1378

Stratford. Hugo C. Victoria, British Columbia, Cana.la.
Automobile steering mechanism. No. 1,227,861 • May
29: V. 238 ; p. 1434.

Stratton. Harry F.. assignor to The Electric Controller AManufacturing Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Electric
controller. No. 1.226,686; May 8; v. 238; p. 594.

Stratton. Harry F.. assignor to The Electric Controller *
Manufacturing Company. Clevelan.l, Ohio. Electromag-
netlc apparatus. No. 1.225,687 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 594.

Stratton Harry F.. assignor to The EHectrlc Controller A
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Electro-
m«Kpetlc device. No. 1,227.341; May 22; v. 238; p.

Straub. Frlti. (See Engl. Grob, and Straub.)
Straw. Walter H.. Bridgeport. Conn. Smoking-nlpe. No.

1.226.922 : May 22 ; vT 288 ; p. 1091.
Strieker. Clarence W.. assignor to The Perkins-Campbell
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Power-transmission belt.
No. 1.224.230 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 41.

Strickland, William R., asalgnor to The Peerless Motor
Car Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Motor-vehicle. No
1,224.973; Mav 8; v. 238; p. 363.

Strletelmeler. John E., assignor to The Ideal Wheel Com-
pany. Cincinnati. Ohio. Self centering demountable
wheel. No. 1.227.852 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1434

Strobel, Franrls j., Chicago, 111., assignor to F. J. StrobelA Co. Leaf binder. No. 1,225,886; May 16; v. 238;
p. 704.

Strong, Chester F., De« Moines, Iowa. Automatic electric
8P"f rating apparatus. No. 1,225,283; May 8; v. 238;
p. 4oo.

strong, Chester P., Des Moines, Iowa. Automatic elec-
tric genera_tlng apparatus. No. 1,226,284; May 8; t.
238 : p. 45 <

.

Strong. Ira. Petrol. N. D., assignor of one half to H. J
T'.ll^^hJ^f. Moines, Iowa. Railway rail Joint. No.
1.227.689 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1378.

Struse, Richard E. (See Bllssman and Struse.)
Stuard. Jaines A.. Harrlsburg. Pa.. F. L. Smith. Chicago,

111., and T. B. Williams, assignors to The Leavltt Ma-
chine Company, Orange. Mass. Facing-tool for dressing
valve-seats. Ac. No. 1,227,500 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1284.

Stuart. Henry J., assignor to The Robert N. Bassett Com-
pany. Derby. Conn. Tab end. No. 1,226,271 ; May 15 ;

Stuhblefleld. Charlie C. and F. C. Hawkins, Rogers, Ark.
Lock nut. No. 1.226.143; May 15; v. 23^; p 79^.

Stuck. Everett, assignor to O. M. Edwards. Syracuse, N Y.
Forming the sheet-metal barrels of winding-rollers. No.
1,224 579 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 166.

^*V^,^u''.f*'I8eO.. Union City, Ind. Automobile-body. No.
1.228.257: May 29; v. 238; p. 1568.

Stueblng. William, Jr. (See Van Goelpen and Stueblng.)
Stull, Jacob H., Fremont, Ohio. Rail Joint, No. 1,227.858 :May 29; v. 238; p. 1435.
Sturges. Arthur H.. Omaha. Nebr. Locking means for

vehicle steering-wheels. No. 1,226.720 ; May 22 : v.
238 ; p. 1022.

Sturges, Walter, assignor to M. J. Trumble. Los Angeles,
Cal. Milk-bottle container. No. 1,227.214: May 22*
V. 238 ; p. 1191.

Sturm, James C. Grafton. W. Va. Tractor. No. 1.227 016 •

May 22; v. 288; p. 1125.
'

Starrock. John. Chicago. 111., assignor to International
Harvester Company of New Jersey. Grain-drill. No.
1.226.721 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1022.

Sturtevant. Thomas E.. Dover. N. J Pile-hammer No
1.226.272: Mav 15; v. 238: p. 840.

Styles, Joseph H.. assignor to Defiance Button Machine
Co., New York. N. Y. Trlmmlng-button. No. 1.227 501 •

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1286.
.

•,uui ,

Sobers, Lawrence A.. Cleveland, Ohio. Hose. No
1.227.690 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1878.
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Saelflohn, Anton, Milwaukee, Wis. Lavatory-bowl. No.

1.224,974; May 8: V. 238; p. 363. ^ „. .
Sngar Centrifugal Discharger Company. (See Roberts,

Eugene, assignor.) _ „ . x

Sugden, Edmonds J. (See McKlbbln. John B.. assignor.)

Sufilvan, Cecelia I., Worcester, Mass.. assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Universal Patents Company. Woon-
socket, R. I. Carrier or cover for canteens or water-
bottles, Ac. No. 1,228,258 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1568.

Sullivan. Daniel. St. Ix)uis. Mo. Sklrt-measurlng gage
and marker. No. 1,224.683; May 1; v. 238 ; p. 202.

Sullivan, Daniel J., and C. F. Stevens. Carson Citv, Nct.
Device for drawing parallel lines. No. 1,227.854 ; May
29 ; T. 238 ; p. 14.T5. _ , . ^ .^

Salllven. Frsncls R.. Shelburne. Mass. Writing fluid.

No. 1,228.259: May 29: v. 238: p. 1568.
Sullivan, Jeremiah J., Nashville, Tenn. I.«teral-motlon

truck-bolster. No. 1,224,684 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 203.

Salllvan. Jeremiah J., Nashville, Tenn. Lateral-motion
truck-bolster. No. 1,224,085 ; May 1 ; v. 238 Lp. 203.

Sullivan Machinery Company. (See Mercer, Henry H.,

assignor.) „ _ . ^ , ^
Sullivan. Thomas A., Brooklyn. N. Y.. and H. J. Von

Beck. Boston. Masa., assignors to Brooklyn Cooperage
Company. New Yqrk. N. Y. Barrel-heading apparatus.
No. 1.228.076; Mav 29: v. 238: p. 1511.

Sullivan. Walter P.. Horton. Kans. Automatic gear-

shifting mechanism. No. 1.220.144; May 15; v. 238;

SuliivaiT, William J.. Bessemer. Ala. Measuring device.

No. 1.226,722 ; May 22 ; v. 286 ; p. 1028.
Sumlch. Slmun. Roseburg. Oreg. Non-reflllable bottle.

No. 1,224.231 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 41.

Summerfleld, Emanuel P. (See Taylor, Aiken C, as-

signor.)
Somner, William, assignor to Universal Engineering Com-

pany, Limited, Liverpool, England. Advertising appa-
ratus. No. 1,224,232 ; May 1 : v, 238 ; P- 41.

Sundeil, Arvld G., Columbus. Ohio, and J. E. Markko,
Washington. D. C. Faucet. No. 1,224,808; May 1;

V. 238 : p. 245.
Sundh, August. Hastlngs-upon-Hudson, N. Y., assignor to

Otis Elevator Company. Power-transmitting mecha-
nism. No. 1.228.145: May 29; v. 238; p. 1532.

Surlea. Robert EL, Cuthbert. Ga. Lumber-stacker. No.
1.225.523; May 8; v. 238; p. 538.

Suter, A. M. (See Easton, Frank S. assignor.)
Sutherland, .\lexander K.. New Britain. Conn., assignor to

The Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company, Plain-

vllle. Conn. Switch. No. - 1.226,404 ; May 15; v. 288;
p. 882. ^ ^

Sutton. John W.. Oakhill. and M. Meade. Longford, Kans.
Friction transmission-gear. No. 1,225,371; May 8; v.

238 ; p. 489. ^ „ ^,
Swalm, Claude R., Muncle, Ind., assignor to 0, H. Mc-

Dowell, Steubenvllle, (Jhlo. Door-holder device. No.
1.225.286 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 457.

Swain. Roy M.. Princeton. Ind. Automatic dirigible light.

No. 1.227,088 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1150.

Swnn, Ervln D., Glen Ridge, .N. J., assignor to Lldgerwood
Manufacturing Company, .New York. N. Y. Cableway.
No. 1 226.405 i_Mav 15 :y. 238 : p. 8M

Swan. E ~ "" "'
* ""'

mecha
Swan, Jv..... .... ~ D— — — .-— . -^

?any, Chicago. III. Valve-operatmg mechanism. No.

.225,887 : May 15 : v. 2.38 : p 704. .

Swanberg. Arthur W.. Minneapolis. Minn., assignor or

one half to F. C. Flsk. Wllllamsvllie. N. Y. Llguld-fuel

composition and making the same. No. 1,225.406

;

May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 501.
Swanson. Starley S.. Bellevue. Ohio. Rotary weeder and

cultivator. No. 1.224.975; May 8 ; v. 238; p. 353.

Swart. Walter G. (See Jordan. Fred A., assignor.)

Swarti George A.. Pearl River, N. Y. Shaft-coupling.

No. 1.225.524; May 8; v. 238; p. 639.
Swartz. William J. (See Waugh and Swartx.)
Sweenev, Andrew J. (See Carrlgan and Sweeney.)
Sweeno'y George F., deceased ; M. Sweeney administra

. £„ . ".. ,.-_„...
\'o. 1,226.274 "-- '*

No.

Penholder. No.

Frank, &•-

Grudoskl and Sstonn

I. 1,226.405; May 15: v. 238; p. 882.

1 Eugene R.. hillings. Mont. Power-transmitting
'Chanlsm. No. 1,225.075 ; May 8 : v. 288 ; p. 387.

1 John H.. assignor to Kllpfel Manufacturing Com-

Llfe-raft. May 15

;

trlx. Boston, Mass,
V. 238: p. 841.

Sweeney. John F. (See Hyle, Jacob A., assignor.)

Sweeney. Margaret, administratrix. (See Sweeney,

Sweet Oliver T., St. Louis. Mo. Outlet-box and supoort
therefor. No. 1,225.525 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 539.

Sweetland. Ernest J.. Montclair. N. J. Packing and the

like. No. 1.225,286: May 8: v. 238; d. 458.

Swenson. 'Carl O.. Indianapolis. Ind. Making pressed-

Rteel nuts. No. 1.228.260; Mav 29: v. 238: p. 1568.

Swnson. Carl G.. assignor to The Oakes Company, In-

rtlnnapolls, Ind. Making ball-bearing cones. No.
1 228.3.'i2 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1600.

Swift George W.. Jr., Bordentown. N. J. Making open-

face envelops. No. 1.227.017 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1126.

Swift George W.. Jr.. Bordentown, N. J. Open-face en-

velop. No. 1.228.146; May 29; v. 238: p. 1532.

Swift Robert W.. assignor to The Teerless Electric Com-
oanv Warren. Ohio, .\lternating-current synchronous
motor. No. 1.226.406 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 882.

Swift Wlllard E.. Worcester, assignor to United States

Envelope Company, Springfield. Masa. Paper drlnklng-

cup. No. 1.224.809; May 1: v. 238; p. 246.

Swltzer. Oscar S.. Chicago. 111. Display-receptacle. No.

1,224.283 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 42.

Symons. E<lgar B.. Chicago, 111. Crushing machine.
1.226.275: May 15; v. 238: p. 841.

Symons, Robert R.. Dodgevllle. Wis.
1.227.691 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1378.

Syracuse Twist Drill Company. (See Singer,
slgnor.)

Sxtonnhewsky, Stanlslaw. (See
hewsky.)

T. A. Wilison A Co. (See WlUson and Bourquln. as-
signors.)

Taber Carbureter Company, Tke. (See Taber, George H.,

assignor.)
Taber. Charles. Phalanx, N. J. Collapsible box. No.

1.224.234 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 42.
Taber. George H.. assignor to The Taber Carbureter Com-

?anv, Inc., Blnghamton. N. Y. Carbureter-valve. No.
.225,076 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 387.

Tabor Manufacturing Company. The. (See Ramsden, John
T., assignor.)

Taliaferro. Samuel W., New York, N. Y. Mold for making
dental-crown dies. No. 1.224,687; May 1; v. 238; p.
203.

Tamura, Tokumatsu, Reno, Net. Camera. No. 1,227,692;
Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1379.

Tanaka. Masao, New York, N. Y. Envelop. No. 1,227,218 ;

May 22 ; v. 288 : p. 1192.
Tanaka. Masao, New York, N. Y. Halr-cUpper. No.

1,227,216 ; May 22 ; t. 288 ; p. 1192,
Tanczer, Josef. Budapest. Hunparv. <;round-cultlvator.

No. 1.227,089 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. IIIW)
Tanczer, Josef. Budapest. Hungary. Hoe for coltlvatlng-

machlnes. No. 1,227,090; May 22; v. 288; p. 1160.
Tandy. John L., Kansas Citv. Mo. Bed-spring cover. No.

1.227.693; May 29: v. 2^8: p. 1379.
Tantlinger, Don V., Lawton, Okla. Toy. No. 1.228.147;
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1532.

Tanzer, Gottwerth L., Seattle. Wash. Apparatus for
roasting ores. No. 1,226.928 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 10»2.

Tarbox. John P., and H. Kleckler, Buffalo. N. Y.. assignors
to Curtiss Aeroplane A Motor Corporation. Universal
wing post socket. No. 1,228.875; May 29; v. 288:
p. 1607.

Tarlton, Pearl E.. Long Beach, Cal. Axle or shaftlnf
guard. No. 1.227.842 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1283.

Tatlow. Richard H., Jr.. D«>nver. Colo. Lamp. No.
1,227,694; May 29; v. 238; p. 1379.

Taussig, Maurice, Chicago, 111. Notion-counter. No.
1.226,027: May 15; v. 238: p. 752.

Taylor, Aiken C, Richmond, assignor to E. P. Summerfleld,
Norfolk. Va. Window. No. 1.226.145 ; May 15 ; v. 2S8

;

p. 793.
Taylor, Carl R., and M. Bravmes. Cleveland. Ohio. Device

for rolling rugs. No. 1.226.407 ; May 15 : v. 288

;

p. 883.
Taylor, Cecil H.. and B. B. Neuteboom, Detroit, Mich.

Drive-wheel construction for motor-vehicles. No.
1.226.276: May 15; v. 238: p. 841.

Taylor. Clarence L., assignor to The Morgan Engineering
Company, Alliance. Ohio. Machine for sawing metal.
No. 1,227.695 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1380.

Taylor, Floyd T., Boston, Mass. Automatic controller.
No. 1,225.888 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 704.

Tavlor, Fre<lerick F., Pelham, assignor to Provident Sys-
tem's Corporation, New York. N. Y. Device for use in
Industrial-life Insurance systems. No. 1.226.277 ; May
16 : V. 238 : p. 842.

Taylor, George W.. Rochester, N. Y. Skate. No.
1.224.688 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 204.

Taylor, Harry A., New York, N. Y. Stocking. No.
1.227,217 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1192.

Taylor. John B., Schenectady. N. Y. Speed-regulating ap-
paratus. No. 1.227,091 ; May 22; v. 238; p. 1150.

Taylor, John E., Camden, Ohio, assignor of one-half to
J F. Knepper. Whitewater. Ind. Planter. No. 1.227.018 ;

May 22: v. 238; p. 1126.
Taylor, Joseph J., Richmond, Vt. Tooth-brush bolder.

No. 1,228,261 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1569.

Taylor. William C, Bloomfleld. N. J. Game apparatus.
No. 1.226.028; May 15; v. 238; p. 752.

Taylor, William R.. Montlcello, Ky. Nut-lock. No.
1.228.262: May 29; v. 238; p. 1569.

Tavlor. Willis A.. Presque Isle. Me. Shaver's cabinet.
Uo. 1,226,723 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1028.

Teats, Alice A. (See Seymour. Glenn K.. assignor.)

Teetor. Dan C. Hagerstown. Ind. Display apparatus.
No. 1,224,512 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 142.

Teitelbaum. Israel. (See Bauman and Teltelbaum.)
Tenca Louis P., Cleveland, Ohio. Die-casting machine.

No. 1.226.408 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 883.

Teneau. Valentin C. New York. N. Y. Apparatus for dr»-
Ing photographic prints or the like. No. 1.227,0M

;

May 22; v. 238; p. 1151.

Tenholder. Herman G.. assignor of one-half to Geo. W.
Smyth Lumber Company. Beaumont, Tex. Form-holder
and wall-tie. No. 1.224.810 ; May 1 : v. 2.H8 : p. 246.

Terhaar, Aloysius S., San Diego, Cal. Safety appliance
for ships. No. 1.227.093 ; May 22 : v. 288 ; p. IIBl.

Terrell, Geo. A. (See Bovnton. Willie A., assignor.)
Terrv. Edward. Brixton. England. Carriage-step. Ne.

1,227.218 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1198.
Tessmer. Frederick P.. Detroit. Mich. Clamp. No.

1.226,029 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 753.
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Tettenborn, Charles, deceased. Clnclnuatl, Ohio ; K. Tetten-
born, administratrix, assignor to F. 8. Mitchell, Beaver
Falls. Pa. Refrlgerator-llnlng. No. 1,224.235 ; Maj 1

;

V. 238 : p. 42.
Tettenborn. Charles, deceased. Cincinnati. Ohio ; K. Tet-

tenborn, administratrix, assignor to F. 8. Mitchell.

Beaver Falls. Pa. Refrlgerator-llnlng. No. 1.224.236;
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 43.

Tettenborn. Kate, administratrix. (See Tettenl)om,
CharlPfi.)

Tevander. Olof N., Chicago, III. Dlalodglng-tool. No.
1.226,827 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1069.

Teves. Frederick E., Glen Cove, N. Y. Salt-shaker palrer-

l»er. No. 1.226.278 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 842.
Thacker, William T.. and C. C. Gosnell, GreenTllle, 8. C.

Adjustable warp-stop motion drop-wire rack for looms.
No. 1.226.4t>» : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 883

Thalhammer, Karl W. (See McGowen and Thalhammer.)
Th«yer. A. O. (See Doke. Henry R.. asrtmor.)
Thayer, Paul C, Qulncy. Cal. Trap. No. 1.226.924;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1092.

Thayer. William H.. Colombia. S. C. Hydrocarbon-burner.
No. 1,228,376 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1607.

Thlel Ervln R.. Sheboygan, assignor to Qllson Manafac-
turlng Company, Port Washington. Wis. Chair detail.

No. 1.226,411); May 15: . 238; p. 884.

Thoma. Andrew. Cambridge. Mass.. assignor to North
American Chemical Company, New York. N. Y. Appa-
ratus for automatically filling shoe-bottoma. No.

1.224.428; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 114.

Thoma, Andrew, Cambridge. Mass., assignor to North
American Chemical Company. New York, N. Y. Bia-

chlne for filling the bottoms of shoes. No. 1.226.S72

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 490.
Thoma. Andrew. Cambridge, Mass.. assignor to North

American (Themlcal Company, New York, N. Y. Ptlllnf

shoes. No. 1.227,502 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1286.

Thoma, Andrew. Cambridge, Mass.. assignor to Nortk
American Chemical Company, New York, N. Y. Shoe-
tUler. No. 1,227,696 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1380.

Thomas, Carl C, Baltimore, Md. Apparatus for coollag

watpr and other liquids. No. 1,225,889 ; May 15 ; .
238 ; p. 705.

Thomas, Comadore C, Jr. (See Hoberg and Thomas.)
Thomas, George B., assignor to The Brrant Electric Com-

panv, Bridgeport. Conn. Electrical receptacle. No.
r225.526 : Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 539.

Thomas. Henry V., Klrkwood, assignor to Klllark Electric
Manufarturfng Company. St. Louis. Mo. Fuse-plug.
No. 1.225.890 : Ma\- 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 705.

Thomas. John W., Cnlcago. 111. Antlcreeplng appllaaee.
No. 1.227.858: Mnv 29: v. 238; p. 1436.

Thomas. John W., Chicago, 111., assignor to The Thoaoaa
Rallwav Track Appliance Company. Rail-securing de-

vice. So. 1,227,855: Mav 29: v. 238; p. 1435.
Thomas. John W.. Chicago, 111., assignor to The Thomaa

Railway Track Appliance Company. Railway foot-

guard. No. 1,227,856 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1436.
Thomas, John W.. Chicago, 111., assignor to The Thomaa

Railway Track .Appliance Company. Rail holding de-

vice. No. 1.227.857 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1436.
Thomas. John W., Chicago, III., assignor to The Thomas

Railway Track Appliance Company. Railway-track ap-
pliance. No. 1.227.859 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1436.

Thomas. Percy H., Upper Montclalr, assignor to Cooper
Hewitt Electric Co.. Hoboken, N. J. System of electri-

cal distribution. No. 1,224.689 : May 1 ; t. 288 : p. 204.
Thomas Rallwav Track .Appliance Company, The. (Bee

Thoma.-». John W., assignor.)
Thomas. Solomon, n«»ar New Cambria, assignor of one-

half to N. A. Balding. C. Elam. and J. J. Williams.
Ethel, Mo. Vehicle-wheel. No. 1,224,429 ; May 1 ;

V. 238: p. 114.
Thomas Wllllara B.. Jacksonville. Fla. Steering device.

No. 1.226.411 : May 15: v. 238; p. 884.
Thomas, William M., assignor of fifty and one-half one-

hundredths to F. Oberklrch, New York. N. Y. Coal-
cutting machine. No. 1.226,412 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ;

p. 884.
Thompson. Arthur J.. Argyle. Mich. Cow-tall holder.

No. 1.224.237 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 44.
Thompson, Charles T. (See Ness and Thomnson.)
Thompson. Charles T.. Philadelphia, Pa. Ena-sopport for

rods. No. 1,227,019; May 22; v. 238: p. 1126.

Thompson, Charles T.. Philadelphia, Pa. Support for

rods. .No. 1,227.020; Mav 22; v. 238; p 1126.
Thompson. Earl E., Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada. Staeaf-

loader. No. 1.227,348 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1288.
Thompson. George, New York, N. Y. Hanger for pic-

tures and mirrors. No. 1,224,513 ; May 1 ; t. 238 ; p.

143
Thompson. Ht-nry A.. Wlthlngton, Manchester. England.

Actuating signals on and communicating with tralna
No. 1.227,021; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1126.

Thompson, Herbert H.. Aldrtdge, and A. E. Davles, Hock-
ley Heath, England. Ore-separating machine. No.

1.224,580 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 166. ^ ^ ^
Thompson. Jamt-s V., assignor of one-fourth to C. .

Crlsllp and oup half to J. D. Russ. Spencer, W. Va.
Oil well^lrllling apparatus. No. 1,225.891; May 16;
V. 238 ; p. 70.'-..

Thompson. Katherine A.. Milwaukee. Wis. Water-cooled
refrigerator. No, 1.228.077 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1611.

Thompson. Oscar E.. Hadlock. Wash. Feathering paddle-
wheel. No. 1.225,287; May 8: v. 238; p. 458.

Thompson. Ralph E., Krookline, Mass. Indicating mecha-
nism. No. 1,225,527 ; May 8 ; v. 238

; p. 539.
Thompson. Scott, I'otlatch. Idaho. Tool. No. 1.226.413 ;

Mav l.'i ; V. 238 ; p. SS.-i.

Thompson. Walter, Engle. N. Mex. Mattress. Na.
1.227,022 ; Mav 22 ; v. 236 ; p. 1127.

Thomson, Christian. ColviUe, Wash. Drafting apparatus.
No. 1,227,978 ; Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 1478.

Thomson Electric Welding Company. (See Thomson,
Roland D., assignor.)

Thomson, Roland D., Schenectady, N. Y., aaaignor to
Thomson Electric Welding Company, Lyon, Mass.
Electric welding. No. 1,225,373 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 490.

Thornton, John N., Jersey City, N. J., assignor,- by meaae
assignments, to Underwood Computing Machine Com-
pany, New York, N. Y. Computing machine. No.
1.228.148: Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1533

Thos. C\i*ack Company. (See I-rlls, John, assignor.)
Thoa H. Dallett Co. (See Van Slckel. Wllber U.. aa-

slgnor.

)

Thowless. Arthur J. (See Thowless. Orlando M.. as-
signor.)

Thowless, Orlando M.. assignor of one-half to A. J. Tbow-
leu. Newark. N. J. Ductile filament. No. 1.226,926;
May 22 : y. 238 ; p. 1092.

Throcxmorton, Charles L.. San Francisco, Cal. Automatic
center punch. No. 1,226,191 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 426.

Thurman, William B., Madera county, Cal. Toy. No.
1,224,430 : May 1 ; v. 238: p. 115.

Thurow, Carl W. (See Smith, Walton D., assignor.)
Thurstensen, Soren, assignor to Henry Vogt Machine

Company, Louisville, Ky. Apparatus for refrigeration
plants. No. 1,224,811 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 : p. 246.

Thysell, Cllfrord A.. Rockford. III. Lathe-dog. No.
1,227.219; May 22; v. 238; p. 1193.

Tlbbetts. Milton, assignor to Packard Motor C^ar Com-
pany, Detroit, Mich. Ignition apparatus for hydrocar-
bon-engines. No. 1,227.697 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1380.

Tlbbetts. Milton, assignor to Packard Motor Car Company,
Detroit. Mich. Hydrocarbon - motor. No. 1,227,698 ;

May 29 : v. 238 : p." 1881. _
Tiffany, Harold E., assignor to The Continental Fibre
Company. Newark, Del. Eliminating and recovering
adds or metallic salts. No. 1,226,279 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

p. 843.
Time-Systems Company. (See Schmidt. Frederick W., as-

Tladlone; Joseph. New York. N. Y. Electric flash light.

No. 1,220,»26', May 22; v. 238; p. 1092.
Tlaher, /achrlah, Spokane, Wash. Flange-oiler. No.

1,226,927 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1093.
Toabe. Kt-be, Winchester. Maaa. Manufacturing metallic

rhromatex. No. 1,225.374; May 8; v. 238; p. 491.
Tobbi, John J., aaaignor to Tobln Manufacturing Com-

pany, Chicago, III. Coaster-brake. No. 1.224,514

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 143.
Tobln Manufacturing Company. (See Tobln, John J., aa-

aignor. ) ,

Togstad. Kaja P.. Maddock. N. D. Spring tire. No
f.226,414 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 885.

Togatad. KaJa P., Maddock, N. D. Safety-parachute for

aviators. No. 1,227.344 ; May 22 ; t. 238 ; p. 1234.
Toler, G. W., et al. (See Underwood. Charles W.. as-

signor.)
Toler. J. K., et

slgnor.

)

Toler, T. J., et al.

slgnor.)
Tom, Wlllem.

algnor.

)

Tonn, Alexander W., Milwaukee. Wis.
1.227.345 : May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1234. ^, .

Tonnele. Alfred, and W. J. C*urtls, asaignors to National
Adjustable Bed and Spring Company. Wilmington. Del.

Adjustable support for beds. No. 1.226.415; May 15;
T. 238 : p. 88.>

Toole, Lucius C. (See Toole. Marguerite R. and L. C.)
Toole, Marguerite R. and L. C. Indianapolis. Ind. Mo-

tion picture theater chair. No. 1.226,416; May 15; .
238 ' D 886

Topping, .lohn A.. Chicago, 111. Lighting and signaling
system for vehicles. No. 1,228.263 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1569.
Torr, John O.. Sydney, New South Wales. Australia.

Locking means lot tripods. No. 1.226.724; May 22;
T. 2^8 ; p. 1023.

«i. (See Underwood, Charles W.. aa-

(8ee Underwood, Charles W., aa-

(8ee Matheeowlssen, Walterus T., a»-

Mllwaukee. Wis. Railway tie. No.
V. 238 ; p.

Tostpn Bros. (See Farnsworth, Charlea H.. assignor.)
ighey A.. CaseyTtlle. IlL Permutation-lock

No. 1.228.264 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1669.
Toussalnt. Hughe

Tow, James O.. a.s8lgnor. by mesne aaelrnments. to Dorn-
CToney Laundry and Dry Cleanlag Co., Colombia, Mo.
Reversing gearing. No. 1.224.812; May 1; v. 238;
p. 247.

Towle. Adelbert M.. Augusta, and G. M. Towle. Hallowell.
assignors of one third to L. B. Paquln, Augusta. Me.
Repairing enamelwl leather. No. 1,226,146 : May 15

;

y. 238 ; p. 793.
Towle Guy M. (See Towle. Adelbert M. and O. M.)
Towler, Elva B.. assignor of one-half to G. F. Wilson.
Macon III. Spring-mounting for vehicles. No.
1,226,288 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 458.

Towler. Isaiah P.. Newark, N. J. Steam-heating cooking-
range. No. 1,225.528 : May 8 : v. 238 ^. 540.

Townley, Charles E., Dryden. N. Y. Flexible coupling.
No. 1.224,690 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 204.
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Trahan. Joseph E.. Detroit. Mich. Spark-plug. No.
1.227,699; May 29; v. 238; p. 1381.

Trasso. Anthony J., West Il<>|)oken, .N. J. Container. No.
1.224.691 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 2o5.

Traub. (Jeorge E., San IHego, Cal. Index for pressure-
gages. No. 1,226,828 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1060.

Traylor. Ezra A., Commerce, Tex. Vehicle-body. No.
1,225.192 : May 8; t. 288; p. 427.

Treacy, Cyril S., New York. N. Y. Combined clamp and

No.
support. No. 1,224.515 : May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 143."

*
• "* ' Cooking.Trescott, Charles B., Chicago, III

1.226.147: May 16; v. 238: p. 798.
Trew, Arthur S.. Portland. Oreg. Card-making attach-

ment for adding and listing machines. No. 1,224,813 ;

May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 247.
Trlbbev. George W.. Marshfleld, Oreg. Device for protect-

ing fecepUcles against freezing. .No. 1.226,030 ; Blay 16 ;

V. 288 : p. 753.
TrlnkR, Charles L. W. (See Mesta and Trlnks.)
Tripp, John S. (See Romer and Tripp.)
Tmll, Fre<lerlck J., assignor to The Loadometer Company,

Baltimore, Md. Load indicator for motor-vehicles and
the like. No. 1,227,503 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1286.

Troll, Frederick J., assignor to The Loadometer Company,
Ualtiniore, Md. Loadcontroller for motor-vehlclea. No.
1,227,504 ; May 22 ; v. 2.18 ; p. 1285.

Troll, Fre<lerlck J., assignor to The Loadometer Company,
Baltimore, Md. Load - Indicator for vehlclea. No.
1,227,5()5: May 22: x. 2:i8 ; p. 1286.

Troll. Frederick .1.. assignor to The Loadometer Company,
Baltimore, Md. Load - Indicator for vehicles. No.
l,227..'Ht6; May 22: v. 2.18; p. 1286.

Trood, Samuel. (Se*- I>arrah ami Trood.)
Trood. Samuel. New Castle. Pa., assignor to Industrial

Development Company. Machine for continuous treat-

ment of metals. No. 1.224..340; Mny 1 ; v. 238; p. 82.

Trood, Samuel, Edgewood Park, and G. Chovan, Wllklna-

hurg. Pa., assignors to Westlnghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing Company. Making electrical condncton.
No. 1,227,346; May 22; v. 288; p. 1234.

Trout. SI1.1S E.. I'hiladelphla, Pa. Filing system. No.
1.224.976: May 8: v. 238: p. 3.^4. _ .

Troy laundry Machinery Company. (See Balzer, Frltx,

assignor.)
Troy Laundry Machinery Company. (See Bartholomew,

William, assignor.)
Troy, Patrick J.. BHstol. Conn. Ball-cock. No. 1.225.892;
May 15: v. 238; p. 70C.

Truesdell. Arthur E.. .Adnms, Mass. Recording-sampler.
No. 1.228,078 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1511.

Trumble. Mllon J. (See Sturges. Walter, assignor.)
Tnimble, Mllon J., Alhambra. Cal. Bottle holding and

locking device. No. 1.227.220 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1193.
Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Company. The. (Bee

Sutherland, .Alexander K.. assignor.)
Trump. Charles C. Syracuse. S. Y.. assignor to Humphrey
Gas Pump Company. Ignition control. No. 1,227,979;
May 20; y. 288 : p. 1478

Trumpfheller Manufacturing Corporation, The. (See
Cocfper. John W., assignor.)

Truscott, Howard W., Portland, Oreg. Fluid pressure
pump. No. 1.226.417; May 15; v. 2.f8 ; p. 886.

Trust. Josephine. Brooklyn. N. Y. Vegetable and fruit

peeling machine. -No. 1.226.418; May 15; v. 238;
p. 887.

Tubbs, Oscar J.. Wlnslow. Me. Sled. No. 1,225,529;
May 8: v. 238: p. 540.

Tucker. Hamilton W., Washington. D. C. Hand-brace and
wrist-support. No. 1.227.700 ; May 29 ; . 288 ; p. 1881.

Tucker. William H., Dol>bs Ferrv. N. Y. Graaa-plot foun-
daUon. No. 1.224,692 ; Mny 1 ; . 288 ; p. 205.

Tuell Pinckney V., Rosebud, S. D. Dlslnfectlng-cablnet.

No. 1.227,866; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1437.
Turbeville. Maxle D., assignor of one-half to A. H. Wil-

llnm.H. Lake City. S. C. Fertlllwr distributer. No.
1.227.701 : May 29; v. 238; p. 1382.

Turbo Com^nv. (See Griepe. Augustus W. H.. assignor.)
Turnbull, William. Stockton. Cal.. assignor to Holt Man-

ufacturing Company. Peoria. 111. .Automatic steering-

gear for tractors and the like. No. 1.228.877 ; May 29

;

v. 238 ; p. 1607.
Turner. Ceorge T.. Philadelphia. Pa. Apparatus for

manu/acturfng arUfidal ice. No. 1.226,893; May 16;
v. 238; p. 706.

Turner, John C. Dayton, Ohio. Wheeled toy. No.

No.

1.225.894 ; May 15 ; V. 2.18 ; p. 706.
Turner. Joseph B.. assignor of forty one-hunr

J A. Johnson. Snlphur. La. Music leaf turner. No.
idredtbs to

1.226,280; May 16: v. 238; p. 848.

urner, Joseph P.. assignor to Hyd<
Rldgway, P«. Joint clamp. No. 1.22C

Turner, Joseph P.. assignor to Hyde-Murphv Conotpany,
' ... ...

->26,ii$; May 18;
v. 238 ; p. 887.

Turner, Walter V., Wilklnsburg. assignor to The Westing-
bouse Air Brake Company, Wllmerdlng. Pa. Brake and
aafety car control. No. 1.224,238 ; May 1 ; v. 288

;

p. 44.

Turney, George W., assignor to Rome-Turney Radiator Co.,

Rome. N. Y. Radiator. .No. 1,225.895 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ;

p. 707.
Twalts. Daniel H.. Chicaro, 111. Grease-cup cap. No.

1,225.077: Mav 8: v. 288; p. 387.
' - 50, Til. ~

?38 : p
Twalts. Daniel H.. (^hlrago. 111. Grease-cup body. No.

Twalts. Datilel tl.. Chicago. 111. Grease-cup base. No.
ly 8: V. 288 : p.

Twalts, Daniel H.. Chicaro. 111. (irease - ctip.

1,226,725; May 22; v. 238; p. 1024. _ .« „ .

Twentieth Centnry Machinery Company. The. (See vala,

Simon, assignor.)
Twltchell. George B., Cincinnati, Ohio. Casing for sau-

sages and preparing. No. 1.225.530; May 8; v. 288:
p. 541.

Twombly Car Corporation. (See Tworably. WlUard I..

assignor.) ^ ^
Twombly, Willard I., assignor to Twombly Car Corpora-

tion, N\»w York, N. Y. Steering mechanism. No.
1,226,289: May 8; V. 238; p. 459.

Twombly, Willard I., assignor to Twombly Car Corpora-

tion, New York, N. Y. Hood for enirlnes of motor-
vehicles. No. 1,226,610; May 15; v. 238; p. 946.

Twombly, William F.. Orient. Iowa. Brush and timber
cutting device. No. 1.225,531 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 541.

Twyford, Cary B., Slsteraville, W. Va. Device for cleaning
cloth. No. 1.224,581 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 167.

Twyman, B. Wycliffe. (See Patterson. Harry R., «•-

slgnor.) _
Tyler, CllflTord M., Brookline, Mass. Damper. No.

1,224.516 ; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 143.
Tynes, Lucius M., Gloster, Miss. AtUchment for sewing-

machines. No. 1.227,980 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1479.

Tynes. Lucius M.. Fort Worth, Tex. Fish-cord shoe. N».
1,227.981 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1479.

Trson. Frank, assignor to M. W. Miller. Canton, Ohio.

Icecream freezer. No. 1,227.702; May 29; v. 288; p.

1882. ^
Debelmesser, Charles, New York, N. Y., assignor to Crti

Patents Corporation. FUm-reel shaft. No. 1,227,0»4;

May 22; v. 238; p. 1151.
Uebelmesser, Elizabeth M. (See Segel, Michael, assignor.)
Llmann, Carl J., New York. N. Y. Device for winding

yarn and the like. No. 1,224.977; May 8; v. 238;
p. 354.

Olrich. Charles B.. Houghton. Mich., assignor to Art Metal
Construction Company. Jamestown, N. Y. Shelving.
No. 1.227.703 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1382.

Ulrlch. Charles B., Houghton, Mich., assignor to .Art MeUl
Construction Company. Jamestown, N. Y. Filing-cabi-

net. No. 1.227,704 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1383.

Ulrlch. Charles B., as.<lguor to .^rt Metal Construction
Company, Jamestown, N. Y. Garment - hanger. No.
1,227.705 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1383. „ , ,
irlch, William C, assignor of one half to P. J. Lavalle,uMr

1.225.078 : Maj .188.

1,225.37.-.; May 8: v. 2.38: p. 491.

St Paul, Minn. Insulation repairing device.

1,225,290; Mnv 8: v. 2SR : p. 45U.

Underhlll, George H., Boston, Mass. Phonograph. Na.
1,227,023 ; Mav 22 : v. 2S8 ; p. 1127.

Underwood, Charles W., assignor of six thirty-sixths to

J K. Toler, two thlrtv-slxths to G. E. Fontenot. two
thirty-sixths to J. S. Mauboules, two thirty-sixths to

W. E. Gray, one thirty sixth to T. J. Toler, one thirty-

sixth to G. W. Toler, one thirty sixth to F. M. Fonte-

not, one thlrty-slith to C. !> Jersey, one thirty-sixth

to G. B. Brooks, and one thirty sixth to R. W. Fontenot,
Crowley La. Piston for internal combustion engines.

No. 1.224.239 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; P; 44.

Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See Booth,
Henry S., assignor.)

Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See Degeaer,
(iustave O., assignor.)

Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See OlU,
Charles H., aaaignor.*

Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See Oam-
precht. William L.. assignor.)

Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See Hanson.
Hans, assignor.) d _»

Underwood Computing Machine Company. (»e« Mart,

Frederick A., assignor.) ,0 u -
Underwooil Computing Machine Company. (»ee Man

and Stlckney, assignors.) ,« »- ._
Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See Kupeta,

Adolpta G.. assignor.) .^ ^i
Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See Olm-

sted. Osmond W.. assignor.)
Underwood Computing Machine Company. (See Thorn-

ton. John N.. assignor.)
. „ .. j ^

Underwood Engineering Company. (See Underwood and
Justice. avisicnor«.) ^ ,, ^ „ a

Underwood, (Jeorge W., assignor of one-half to F.B.
Nicholson. Orlenta, Okla. Grain-collector. No. 1.224.871

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 267.
Underwood. John T.. and I. M. Justice. Dayton, Ohio,

assignors to Underwootl Engineering Company, Detroit,
Mich. Kiln for and method of treating ceramic and
aimilar material. No. 1.224,978 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 854.

Underwood, Ralph F. (Bee Carlson, Underwood,^ and
Jaderstrom.)

I'nderwood. Thomas J. (See Davis and Inderwood/*
Underwood Typewriter Company. (See Barnard, Walter

E., assignor.)
Underwood Typewriter Company. (See Dennis. Adolphiu

8.. assignor.)
Underwood Typewriter Company. (See Helmond, Wil-

liam F.. assignor.)
Underwood Typewriter Company. (See Martini, Otto A.,

assignor.)
Underwood Typewriter Company. (See Smith. Jesse A. B.,

assignor.)
Underwood Typewriter Company. (See Stlckney. Bnm-
ham C., assignor.)
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Unger. Frank L., New Prague, Minn. Cam-gear. No.
1,228,26.-. May 2» ; v. 288; p. 1570.

Union Fibre Company. (See Lappen. James E.. asslKnor.)
Union Fibre Company. (See MacLeltb, Walter D., «•-

Blgnor.)
Union Gas Engine Company. (See Page, Stanley H., as-

signor.)
Union Special Machine Co. (See Berger, Joseph, Jr., as-

signor.)
Union Special Machine Company. (See Chalman, John

E.. as.signor.)

Union Special Machine Company. (See Dahl, Harry J..
assignor.)

Union Special Machine Company, The. (See Onderdonk,
Lansing, aHslgnor.)

Union Special Machine Company. (See Seymour, Dudley
S., assignor.)

Union Switch & Signal Company. The. . (See Dunham,
Charles W., assignor.)

Union Switch & Signal Company, The. (See Gllson, Rob-
ert M., assignor.)

Union Switch and Signal Company, The. (See Griffin,
Henry W., as.slgnor.) (Reissued

(See Lewis, LloydUnion Switch & Signal Company, The
v., assignor.)

Unit System of Heating and MTg Company. (See Ather-
ton, Charles, assignor.)

United Brass Manufacturing Company. (See Schulder,
Fre<l, assignor.)

United Engineering and Foundry Company. (See Can-
ning, WlTlLam P., assignor.)

United Gas Improvement Company, The. (See Gartley.
William H.. assignor.)

United Shoe .Machinery Company. (See Borden, William
H., assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Brown, Louis M..
assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Cady, Carson J.,
assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Eippler, Andrew,
assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Fowler. Alfred
B., assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Furber, Frederick
M., a.oslgnor.t

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Hill, George S.,
assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Hope, Ernest, as-
signor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Latham, Albert,
assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See MacKenzle, Fred
L., assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Moyer, David A.,
assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Remlck, Lloyd T.,
assignor.)

Unlte<f Shoe Machinery Company. (See Webster, Eklwin
A., assignor.)

United States Envelope Company. (See Swift, Willard
E., assignor.)

United States Ordnance Company. (See Powers, John N.,
assignor.

)

Universal Brlquettlng Company. (See Hlte, Charles E.,
assignor.)

Universal (Tar and Manufacturing Co. (See Murphy, Al-
bert C. assignor.)

Universal Electric Welding Company. (Se« Lachman,
Laurence S., assignor.)

Universal Engineering (Jompany. (See Sumner, William,
assignor.)

Universal Hammer Company. (See Kollock and Martin,
assignors.)

Universal Liquid Register Company. (See Brown, Charles
F.. assignor.)

Universal Oil Converter Company. (See Basaford. Wil-
liam K., assignor.)

Universal Patents (Jompany. (See Sullivan, Cecelia I..

assignor.)
Universal Rim Company. (See Baker, Erie K.. assignor.)
Updike, Frank L., Sapulpa, Okla. Paper-dispensing de-

vice. No. 1,226,928 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1093.
Upaon, Charles A., Lockport, N. Y. Packaging wall-

b»ard. No. 1,225.079 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 388.
Upton Machine Company. (See Sandage, Jacob R., as-

signor.)
Urlbe, Marcellno. San Antonio, Tex, Automobile-fender.

No. 1,226,420: May 15 -v, 238; p. 887.
Untadt. John G., New York, N. Y. Garment-support.

No. 1,228.266 ; May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1570.
Utility Development & Sales Company, et al. (See Car-

lisle. George J., a.sslgnor.)
Valr, Wesley R., Ravenna, Ohio. Guard attachment for

cloth-shearing machines. No. 1,228,079 : May 29 ; v.

238 ; p. 1512.
Valiquet, Louis P.. New York. N. T.. assignor to Victor

Talking Machine Company. .Automatically-operated
talking-machine. No. 1,224.979 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 355.

Valle*. Henry A., Bay City, Mich. Non-caking fllter-press.
No. 1,227.582 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p 1479

Vallez, Henry A.. Bay City, Mich. Filter press. No.
1,227,983 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1479.

Van den Bos, John. Grand Kapids, Mich. (Tarbareter.
No. 1.228.929 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1093.

Van Alstyn, Albert T., New York. N. T. Clip-tag. No.
1.226.281 ; May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 843.

Van Altena, Anton, Kansas City, Mo. Engine. No.
1,224,814 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 248.

Van Kuren, Alexander, East Quogue, N. Y. Pipe. No.
1,224,980; May 8; v. 288; p. 855,

Van Dolsen, Kmmet L., assignor of one-half to L. M. Rus-
sell, Laporte, Ind. Power transmission. No. 1,220,081 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 889.
Van Dorn Coupler Company. (See Van Dorn, Herbert E.,

assignor.)
Van Dorn. Herbert E., assignor to Van Dorn Coupler Com-

pany, Chicago, 111. Car and air coupling. Nu.
1,224,240 ; May 1 ; v. 23H

; p. 45.
Van (iuelpen, Louis J., and W. Stueblng, Jr„ (Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Burnlshlng-machlne. No. 1,227,221 ; May
*>** V 23S * D 1 194

Van" Horn, ciiarles B., PhlUdelphla. Pa. Vehicle-wheel.
No. 1,220,421 ; May 16; v. 238; p. 888.

Van Huele, Maxlme L. (See Grunig and Van Huele.)
Van Keuren, Henry P. T., Phlladeluhla. Pa. Engine. No.

1,225.376 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 491.
an Kirk, John P.. Bradley Beach.
Son, Asbury Park, N. J. Pajamas. No. 1,227,347

;

assignor to Stelner k

Mav 22 : V. 238 ; p. 1234.
Van Kuren, Stephen J., assignor to J. G. Cherry Company.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Apparatus for pasteurizing, cool-
ing, and ripening milk, cream, and other liquids. No.
1,224,981 ; May 8; v. 238: p. 366.

Van Nees, Ralston M., Fairburv, Nebr. Dlstrit*uting-
spout and overflow-receiver. No. 1,224,241 ; Muy 1 ;

V. 238 ; p. 46.
Van Nostrand, William, Dalton, N. Y. Grindlng-ring for

attrition-mills. No. 1,226,032 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 764.
Van Sickel, Wilber H.. Langhorne. Pa., assignor to Thos.

H. Dallett Co., Stone-dressing machine. No. 1.227,096

;

Mav 22: V. 238: p. 1162.
Van Valkenburg, Harold A.. Oakland, assignor to Ameri-

can Photo Player Company, Berkeley, Cal. .\utomatlc
music-playing Instrument. No. 1,224,693 ; May 1 ; v.

238 ; p. 206.
Van Vorst, John, Scotia, N. Y. Motorist s eye-shield. No.

1,224,431 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 116.
Van Wye, (Jarry P.. New York, N. Y. Catapult No.

1,227,222; May 22; v. 238: p. 1194.
Vanbuskirk, Thomas W., assignor of one-half to J. L.

Brubaker, Juniata, Pa. Train - pipe coupling. No.
1,225,080; May 8; v. 238; p. 388.

Vandal. Marcel, Paris, France. Coloring-machine for
moving picture Alms. No. 1,226,282; May 15; v. 238;
p. 844.

Vandegrlft. William G., Harrlsburg, Pa. Card-holder.
No. 1,224,582 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 167.

Vanderburgh, Sheldon D., Hastlngs-upon-Hudson, N. Y.
Cradle and means for rocking the same. No. 1,227,984 ;

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1480.
Vandercook, Albert E.. Oakland, Cal., assignor to Cali-

fornia Macvan Company. Precipitation apparatus. No.
1,226,611 : May 15; v. 238; p. 946.

Vandervell, Charles A., and A. H. Mldgley, Acton Vale.
London, England. Electric switchboard. No. 1,226,031 ;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 764.
Variety Manufacturing Company. (See Gervals, Wain-

wright B., assignor.)
Varioplane Company Limited, The. (See HoUe, Alexan-

der A., assignor.)
Varlev Duplex Magnet Company. (See Varley, Richard,

assignor.)
Varley, Richard, Englewood. N. J. Ignition system and

apparatus. No. 1.225,533; May 8: v. 238; p. 541.
Varley, Richard. Englewood, N. J. Electrical system. No.

1.226.534 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 642.
Varley. Richard, Englewood, N. J. Electrical system. No.

1.226.535 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 642.
Varlev, Richard, Englewood, N. J. Electrical system. No.

1,2^6.536 ; May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 642.
Varley. Rlchiirrl. Englewood. assignor to Varley Duplex
Magnet Compjiny, Jeraey City, N. J. Power system and
appartus. No. 1,225,632 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 541.

Taughan, Ross, assignor to American Can Company, New
York, N. Y. Spout for receptacles. No. 1.224,683;
May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 167.

Vaughan, Thomas M., assignor to B.C. M'f'g Co.. Battle
Creek. Mich. Wheeled toy. No. 1,226,082 ; May 8 ; t.

238 ; p. 389.
Vaygouny, Mooshesb, Berkeley, Cal., assignor to Royal

Baking Powder Companv. Making glyoxyllc acid or Its
compounds. No. 1,227,706 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1388.

Yells. Jorge B., assignor of one-naif to A. A. PInzon,
Habana, Cuba. Tire-protector. No. 1,224,341 ; May 1 ;

T. 238; p. 82.

Venosa. Domenlco, Jr. (See Morelll, Enrico, assignor,)
Venter. John H., Lincoln. Nebr. Harness back-strap. No.

1.225,083 : May 8 ; v 238 ; p. 390.
Verenlus. Otto N., Sioux City, Iowa. Ticket-separating

machine. No. 1,226,930; May 22; v. 238; p. 1094.
Vesta Accumulator Company. (See Morrison. William,

assignor.)
Vide, John, and H. J. Sandberg, Chicago, 111. Automo-

bile-top No. 1,225,377 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 492.
Vlck, Frank H., assignor to G. F. Maguire. New York.

N. Y. Mechanism for making and dispensing drlnk-
Ing-cups and dispensing liquids. No. 1.226,0.33 ; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 754.
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Vlck, Frank H., assignor to T. Uston, New York, N. Y.
Machine for making naper receptacles. No. 1,226,034;
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 765.

Vlckers Limited. (See Ella. Giovanni E., assignor.)
Vlckers Limited. (See MtKechnie, James, assignor.)
Victor, Alexander F., assignor to Victor Anlmatograph
Company, Davenport, Iowa. Stereoptlcon. No.
I.22I50Y; May 22; v. 238; p. 1287.

Victor Anlmatograph Company. (See Victor, Alexander
F., assignor.)

Victor Shoe Machinery Company, (See Erickson, Ekiward,
assignor.)

Victor Shoe Machinery Co. (See SJostrom. Peter, as-
signor.)

Victor Talking Machine Company. (See Miller, Henry
C, assignor.) (Reissue.)

Victor Talking Machine Company. (See Valiquet. Louis
P., assignor.)

Vldrlne, Achllle C, Deshotels, La. Plow attachment.
No. 1,227,608 : Mav 22 ; v. 238

; p. 1287.
Vlggers, Felix, Des Moines, Iowa. Automatic stoker. No.

1,227.707 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1384.
Vincent, Harry M. (See Westcott and Vincent.)
Vincent. Harry 8., Rldgewood, and W. P. Steele, Palisade,

N. J. Throttle-valve mechanism for locomotives. No.
1.227.096: May 22; v. 238; p. 1162.

Vincent, Harry S., Rldgewood. N, J. Throttle-valve. No.
1.227,097; May 22; v. 238; p. 1152.

Vincent, Ix)uls N.. Prescott, Ariz. Drain-valve. No.
1,227,098- May 22; v. 238; p. 1153.

Vlrden, Jessie E., Philadelphia, Pa. Washing apparatus.
No. 1,226,283; May 15; v. 238; p. 844.

Vlttetoe, James W., Mart, Tex. Cotton - picker. No.
1.22.'),193 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 427.

Vogan. Frank M., Canton, Ohio. Mold for concrete con-
struction. No. 1.224,684 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 168.

Vogel. Peter, and II. Schutte, Spokane, Wash. Door-fas-
tener. No. 1,227 708 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1384.

Volgtliinder, Otto, Essen-on-the-Ruhr, (Jermany. Produc-
ing homogeneous articles of any desired form out of
pure tungsten. No. 1,224,242 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 46.

Volkmnnn. Charlea, Chicago, III. Cotton-plcklng spindle
and stripper therefor. No. 1,227,223 ; \Iay 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1195.
Vollmer, Charles F.. Denver, Colo. Wardrobe. No.

1,226,931 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1094.
Volz, Simon, assignor to The Twentieth Century Ma-

chinery Company, Milwaukee, Wis. .Apparatus for
pasteurising bottled liquids. No. 1,226,726 ; May 22 ;

T. 238 ; p, 1024.
Von Nelda, John W., Sioux Falls, S. D. Hard-snow and Ice
plow for railways. No. 1,228,080 ; May 29 ; v. 238

;

p. 1512.
Von Osterheldt, Earl. (See Kauffman, Ralph A., as-

signor.)
Von Schlegell, Victor, New York. N, Y., assignor to Hale
and Kllburn Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Car con-
struction. .No. 1,226,036 ; May 16 : v. 238 : p. 765.

Von Sick, William M., Los Angeles, Cal., assignor of one-
half to D. M. Crltchley. Pressure Indicator and regu-
lator. No. 1.226,084 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 390.

Voorhorst, Clarence J Portland, Greg. Dlvlslon-plate
for egg cases. No. 1,227,224 ; May 22 ;v. 238 ; p. 1195.

Voss. William H., l>avenport, Iowa. Washing-machine
gearing. No. 1,226.896: May 16; v. 238; p. 707.

Vrana, Theodore W., Newara, N. J. Pedal-rate for
pianos. No. 1.226.284; May 16; v. 238: p. 845.

Vredenburg. Charles EL, Mechanlcsrllle, N. Y., and T.
Lacey, Quincy, Mass. Brick-kiln and operating the
same. No. 1,224,243 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 40.

Vreeland Apparatus Company, (See Vreeland, Frederick
K.. assignor.)

Vreeland, Frederick K., Montclalr, assignor to Vreeland
Apparatus Company. Inc., New York, N. Y. Multiplex-
telegraphy. No. 1,224.342 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 82.

Vulcan Plow Company, The. (See Hand, Frederick E..
assignor.)

W. Beckers Anllln & Chemical Works. (See Beckers and
Dreyfus, assignors.)

W. H. McElwaln Company. (See Murphy, McKeever, and

W. N. Matthews ancl Brother. (See Matthews, Claude L.,
assignor.)

W. S. Rockwell Company. (See Rockwell, Walter S.,

assignor.)
Wachtel, Charles, Jamaica, N. Y. Pocket flash-light. No.

1.226.727 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1025.
Wachtel, Charles. Jamaica, N. Y. Pocket flash-light. No.

1.226.728 : May22 : v. 238 : p. 1025.
Wacker, George W.. Rutherford. N. J., assignor to Auto-

Ped Company of America. Magneto. No. 1.224,244

;

Mav 1 : V. 238 : o. 46.
Wacker, George W., Rutherford, N. J., assignor to Auto-

Ped Company of America. Magneto. No. 1,224,246

:

May 1 : v. 238
IJ).

46.
Wacker. George W.. Rutherford. N. J., assignor to Auto-

Ped Company of America. High-tension coll. No.
1,224.246 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 47.

Wacker, George W., Rutherford, N. J„ assignor to Auto-
Ped Company of America. Magneto. No. 1,224,247;
-Mav 1 ; V. 238; p. 47.

Waddell, James W., and O. C. Morrow, Clinton. Ark.
Wagon-tongue support. No. 1,226,829; May 22; .
2.38 ; p. 1060.

Wade, J. H.. et. al. (See Brets, (Jeorge W., assignor.)

Wagandt, Charles L., Baltimore. Md.. assignor to The
National Enameling & Stamping Company, New York.
N. Y. Ball-ear for oil-cans. No. 1,225,725 ; May 8 ; v.

238 ; p. 607.
Wagner, Alva B., Des Molnea, Iowa. Door-latch. No.

1,227,709; May 29; v. 288: p. 1385.
Wagner, tJeorge E., assignor to Keystone Driller COy Bea-

ver Falls. Pa. Kxcavattog-machlne. No. 1,226,587;
May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 543.

Wahle, Adolph, Davenport, Iowa. Rotary pump. No.
1.228.267 ;^ay 29; v. 238: p. 1570.

Wahlcn, Gustavus A. N., St. Johnsbury, Vt. Scale-check.
No. 1.225.085 : Mav 8 : v. 238 : p 391.

Wahlstrom Tool Company. (See Bronander. Bertll W..
assignor.)

Waite, William H., assignor to The Browning Company,
Cleveland, Ohio. Clutch. No. 1,226,036; May 16; T.
2.38 : p. 766.

Walden, Marcus A., assignor of one-half to D. M. Brunk-
horst. San Francisco, (Jal. Pencil-holder. No. 1,227,099 ;

May 22 -v. 238 ; p. 1153.
Waldfug, William L., Mllford, La. Indicator device for

sawmills. No. 1,226.037; Mav 15; v. 238 ; p. 766.
Waldmeler, Emlle, Gulfport, Miss. Automatic atomizer

for Internal-combustion engines. No. 1,227.225 ; May
22 ; V. 238

; p. 1196.
Wale, Alfred E., Coleshlll, England. Tire. No. 1,227.348 ;

May 22, v. 238 ; p. 1235.
,

Walker & Bennett Manufacturing Company. (See Walker,
Sheridan A., assignor.)

Walker, Charles W., Stratford, Conn. Combined clothes
pole and line. No. 1.228.081 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1512.

Walker, Edwin, Erie, Pa. Tumbuckle. No. 1,226,880;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1060.

Walker, John, asslnior to Massachusetts Chocolate Com-
pany, Boston, Mass. Apparatus for treating cocoa
and other pulverulent material. No. 1.226,831 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1060.

Walker, Mathew A., and C. C. Moore, Elephant Butte, N.
Mex. Rubber sprlng-tlre. No. 1,227,024 ; May 22

;

V. 238; p. 1127.
Walker, Robert P., assignor to National Carbon Company,

Cleveland, Ohio. Arc-light electrode. No. 1.225,194;
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 427.

Walker, Rudolph B. D., Blenheim, New Zealand. Potato-
hllllnp plow. No. 1.225.378; Mnv 8: v. 238; p. 492.

Walker, Sheridan A.. New York, N. Y.. assignor to Walker
&. Bennett Manufacturing Companv. Grip-handle for
car-seats. No. 1,224,801 ; May 1 ; v. 238

; p. 26.3.

Walkush, Charles. Ashland, Wis. Qulckfy-mountable
shade and curtain support. No. 1,226,422; May 16; t.

238 ; p. 888.
Wall, Ormond E.. Honolulu, Hawaii. Wind-shield cleaner.

No. 1.227,100 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1163.
Wallace, Francisco D., Westfleld, N. Y., assignor of

one-third to A. GlfTord and one-third to K. W. GlflTord.

Cleveland, Ohio. Reversible plow. No. 1,227.349 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1236.

Wallace. Harry B., St. Louis, Mo. Mandrel. No.
1,227,509; May 22; v. 238- p. 1287.

Waller, Grover E., Laverne, (Jkla. Whiflletree-hook. No.
1,226.423 ; Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 888.

Wallerstedt, Charles F. (See Smith, Iredell, assignor.)
Walsh, James J., Elizabeth, N, J. Washing-machine. No.

1.228.149; May 29 : v. 238; p. 1683.
Walsh. Thomas J. (See Stewart, Milton H., assignor.)
Walsh, Vincent. New York, N. Y. Automoblle-slgnal.

No. 1^227.226; May 22; v, 288; p. 1196.
Walsh, William F., assignor of one-half to H. F. Meyer,

St. Paul, Minn. Cradle apparatus. No. 1,227,710;
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1385.

Walston, Philip, Boise. Idaho. Knockdown crate. No.
1.228.268 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1571.

Walter, Charles K., assignor to J. B. Foote Foundry Com-
pany, Frederlcktown, Ohio. Block-molding machine.
No. 1,228,269 ; May 29 ; v. 238 • p. 1571.

Walter. Edward C, New York, N. Y. Attachment for
granhophone-machines. No. 1,225,638; May 8; v. 288;
p. 643.

Walter, Edward C, New York, N. Y.. assignor to H. T.
Ambrose, Orange. N. J. Calculating-machine. No.
1,224.872 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 267.

Walter, Edward C, New York, N. Y., assignor to H. T.
Ambrose, Orange, N. J. Computing and recording ma-
chine. No. 1.224,878 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 267.

Walter, Jacob, H. J. Butterworth, and O. J. Slgler, as-
signors of one-flfth to C. M. Rowland, Mansfield, (Jblo.

Combined vaporizer and mixer. No. 1,228.082 ; May 29 ;

V. 238; p. 1513.
Walters, Edward A., Youngstown, Ohio. Granulating-ma-

chine. No. 1,224,816 ; jJay 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 248.
Walters, Frank W., Auckland, New Zealand. Diving-

dress. No. 1,226,148; May 16; v. 238; p. 794.
Walworth Manufacturing Company. (See Work, Willis

I., assignor.)
Wanda, Frank W.. Madison, Me. Picture-frame. No.

1,226,195 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 427.
Wankel, Frank. New York, N. Y. Key-cutting machine.

No. 1.225.639 ; May 8 ; v, 288 ; p. 644.
Wanner, Albert, Jr. (See Baum, Albert J., assignor.)
Ward, Francis M., G. H. Bryant, and T. M. Inman. as-

signors to The Relay Automatic Telephone Company,
Limited. London, England. Telephone system No.
1,226.291 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 460.

i
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^^*n„^'JJfS ^VVi^K^^'^^r?' •"Jfpor to T. I. Smith Com-
^«/'r^ /*54"'^'''i«q'

*'*"• B™<^lPt. No. 1.224.585 ;.nay 1 , v. z,ifi , p. los.

^Mlt''o^.^".^'ooo" '•**''•,??;. Copyholder. No. 1.228.083;

Warnioth. George W.. Indianapolis, Ind. An< hor-strlo
'of^gPavlng-blocks. No. 1.226.149; May 15° v 238^

Warner, Fred A Egremont. Mass. Ice-harvesting ma-chine. No. 1.2i8.2?0; May 29; v. 238; p. 1571 *

May's; V 23";p%2!'°' ^''*°- ^°^- ^''- 1-225.379

;

Warner. ThomaH,' Oregon City. Oreg. Automatic means
2ZS ;''p^"39l"'^

pulp-stock. No. 1*225.086
; May ^? v

WarreA, Clv.lo W (See Ru.ssoll. Zachary E.. asaiguor )

1,225.380 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 492

T"9«'i^n^^Cr ^iV ^*'**"°- M*"*- P»P*r box. No.1.22G,15<t; May 15; v. 2.38; p. 794

sKrT^^'*^*''"
* ^'"""P^^y- <»ee Bllyeu. William F.. aa-

Wartman. Edward, and N. Mitchell, Everett, Wash Rail-way cross-tie. No. 1.225,688; May 8; v 238 ; p M5

\la.sson, Lawson C, Snvder. Tex. Convertible table andlron.ng-t,o«rd No 1.^28.084 ; May 2« ; V 238 p 1518

^'^nZ': lXnJr.':r'^''''
^^- '^ Schoenm%Vn*d

Waterhury Clock Co. (See Putnam. James R.. assignor )

w- !rf^'!'"^ 9.?'"^^?; ^^ «'"»»»'• William J. aasiSor )

li|nor.7
'^ Wehlnger. FrederlclT L-

War!:«"r/ -V'^-
^*'-

,
^^*^ R»>iker, Adolph C. a88ignor )

sSrI?' ^°'"*** ^- ^* "'• <^^ McNeill, Darld. a.-

Wat^Tfleid, Thomas, et oi. (See McNeill, David, assignor )

".;!2S?:7.?f'Mil%f:-,.'?3'8':T°38i."- "°»"*"- "'
W-itson. <;ionn W. assignor to Diamond Power Specialtr

l3%ll': ]S:n: v^^^s. p^iS-^"^
cleaner'-i?

%*S°8?Tlas'-'p^sVl"*'
"' ^y-'"*^*- No. 1.225.087 ;

^V2?s-A°i''°>i^- ^S.'^^^^oE' Liquid holding vessel. No.1.22S.151
; May 29; v. 238; p. 1534.

Watson Stlllman Company. The. (See Wigtel. CarL m-signor.) ^^

Watson. Thomas S.. assignor to Car Lighting Improve-
?%oi£!i' Milwaukee. Wis. Electric regulator. No.
1.224 983 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 356.

^^'i^L^'"^- -^x*"!!. Sanlsh, N. D. Rotary engine No
1.227^0: May 22; v. 238; p. 1235 ^ '^ *• ^*'-

Watts, Frank E.. and D. T. Hastings. Detroit Mich as-signors, by mesne assignments, to Hupp .Motor" Ca^
f.2K"8y?°May^i?rS8; ^''391

«— '-'°«- ^o.

.No. 1.225,898 ; May 15 ; t. 238 ; p. 708.

n"/n- ^9^^^ U- ^P'^ ^ ^- Swartz. assignors to Auto-matic Candy Machine Company. Seattle* Wash Pre-
?'99?*7?Q M*'f'*'oa'°^ apparatus for confectionery. No.1.227,713 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1386.Waugh. L<lward H.. and W. 5. Swarta, Seattle, Washassignors to Automatic Candy Machine Company Pre-'

&ay°l9 ;'*

v'^VaV " p ^i'|gQ''°°^«'<^"o°"y- ^o. *^1,/27.714
;

Waugh. William P., Warren. R. I., assignor to AsbestosProtected Metal Companv, PlttslTurgi Pa ('Kgconstruction. No. 1,22^.861 : Mav 29 : v. 238 • n lls/
'"/o':^°.?24.S^'!"^ay^ f%i'r7s '^ "^ ''''"^*^'^•^•

'^No.-i:'2*/7^?15'';Mar29?'; liis • ^'Ti'/T'"*^
"'^ ^°'^*-

|fb£: |s;°lr^.^^l iSer"±>eirb^.^ ^- ""*-->

1 25R 401.7 xF-
?^«^'*°t"^°- l"''« Clearing plow. No.X.J26.4J5 : May 15 ; v. 2.5S ; p 8SD

Webber. Fre«l M.. Joplln. Mo. Pneuinatlc pitman balance

MiyT4°^v sV-^'p mi "'"*' ''"''''^"'- ^*'- 1-226.832;

'^l'l25liVx5'i7'l5"f'v ?^'; \'!.r
-ntrivance. No.

^t^ll^x,^^^,^" '^v.^'*'*'^"'"-
^•' " •

assignor to UnitedShoe Machinery Company. Paterson, N. J. Sole-split^ting machine. .\o. 1.225.900; May 15: v 238- p 708

''!%%,4^3r5ia;''ff?."o3?'Vll^*''*^'*"'^ ^•^'-- ~••

Mn'«H4f^?.,^"'"<":t,*'"- ^a»-burner. No. 1.225.881 ;jiay o , V. ^ao ; p. 4W3.
Weed. Howard W., Stamford, Conn. Folding back No

1.227,351 • May 22 ; v. 238
; p. 1236.

* *

Wehlnger. Frederick, assignor to Waterbury Clock CoWaterbury. Conn. Stem winding and stem setting
xrW^^- i°- i -226.285 ; May 15 ; V 238 ; p. 845

*

wil*5K'
^r^i^'t^k. assignor to Waterbury Qock Co..Waterbury. Conn. Stem winding and stem-setting

watch. No. 1.226,286; May 15 v 238 • n gA™ •*'^"°»

^^™h"Tr,' ^'x'r^K."-
St.^ Louis, Mo., assignor to liarry-

i ^^J^l ^°'?''^./^•. «?slgTior to A. G. Welch. Chicago, 111..

I ^oi7: „^°"'j'c"oD-t)earIng. No. 1.226.729 ; >fay 22 |

I

Welgel. Philip A., RIverton. N. J., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Auto Transmission Company Varlable-

! _»I>«f gearing. No. 1.227.985 ; May 29 ; V^ 238 ; p. 1480Wen, Isaac. (See Rigby. 6rant W.f assignor.)
^

1 99« n'^r i*''"';lr'P*'*^oi'»- <5arment fastening. No.
1,220.039; May 15; v. 238; p. 757

Weinberg Louis E.. assignor to Star Fuse Co.. Inc.. New
llZ'lt-: v''-238^;'p"*795.

'^*^^^'<^-'"-- ^<>- 1-226.151 ;

Weinhandler, Sampson II.. New York. N. Y.. and J. 8Slmsohn Philadelphia. Pa. Eliminating salts of the
To^L. ^o'/"'"..*'^'''"

'''"" ^^*^ photographic media. Na
1,224.984; May 8; . 238; p. 356.

May?*'J^'23"";''p'**392.^°°°" ^''"'"'" ^'°- ^^I'S.OS©

;

Welsbrod. Jacob II.. assignor to .\merlcan Car and Foundry Company, St. Ia)uIb. Mo. Metallic car-wall con-
struction. .So. 1.224.816; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 249.

Weiss. Albert T.. assignor to Yawman 4 Erbe Mfg. Co..
Rochester, N. Y. Interlocking mechanism for sectional
furniture. No. 1.225,294; May 8; v. 238; p. 402

Weiss. Alfred H.. assignor to Kellogg Switchboard and
?V,^^'{A°™P*°y- Chicago. 111. Switching device. No.
1.224.517; May 1; v. 238 ; p. 144.

ftjo^'fc 9**««5io "'• Filling machine. No.
1.224.249; May 1; t. 238; p. 48.

^%elssberjr Ernst. Cassel. Germany. Iliah tension switch.
No. 1.225.901 : May 15 ; t. 2.i8 ; p. 7o9

Welch. Albert G., trustee. (See Welgel. Arnold A., as-
signor.)

Welln Marine Equipment Company. (See Uroady Ilarrv
W., assignor.) '

Wells, Chlpman J., assignor of one-half to 8. L. De I.and

M "'o?^*"**- ^*'- E«t«'°»'on car step. No. 1,228,271 ;May 28; v. 238; p. I."i71,

Wells, George T., Providence. R. I. Dust-pan No
1225 540: May 8; v. 238; p. 644.

^

Wells, James B.. Longvlew. Tex. Potato-curing apparatus.
.No. 1.225.382 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 493

^t'.''* /StLl ^- Sonthbrldge. Mass. Ophthalmic mounting.
No. 1.225.689; May 8; . 238: p. 595.

Welte. Edwin. Freiburg. Cernuiny. Pressure controlling
mechanism for automatic musical Instruments. No.
1.225,902; Mav 15: v. 238; p. 709

Wenck. Walter M. (See Yogerst and Wenck.)
Wenger * Co. (See Medgyes. Charles, assignor.)
Wentworth, John F.. Quincy, Mass. Internal-combnitlon

engine. No. 1.225.295 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 462
vP'^V 5*Vi -'^Premberg. Germany. Piecing warp threads.
No. 1.227.716 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p, 1387

Werley. William H. (See Snyder. Thomas R., assignor.)
Werner, Henry. (See Relchel and Werner.)
Werner * Pflelderer Co. (8«e Reese. Louis C. assignor.)
werthelmer. Sydney. London. England. Carbureter for

Internal-combustion engines. No. 1,228,272 ; May 29

;

Weser. John A., New York. N. T. Piano-player Nou
1.228.196 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 427.

^^J.'i.^',,^'"'"'*'"- -^"sey City, N. J. Shooting. No
1.226.152 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 796

Weasels, Thomas C. and W. Kane. Lytton. British Co-
lumbia. Canada. Gate. No. 1.225.197; May 8; T, 288;
p. 4^o.

West Albany Moulding Sand Co. (See Nelson. WlllUm
J., assignor.)

West. Eva, et al. (See P-urch, Fretlerick R.. assignor.)
vVext. Joe. et al. {H^ Bun h. Fre<lerUk R.. assignor.)
^«<*\-^^rcy C. H., London. England. Treatment of lead-

sulfld ore. No. 1.225.296; Nfav 8: v. 238 p 462
West. William J. ( S»-e llartsell "and Wem )

^^oo^ r^'^"'*^? ^- ^!'2'"- <""'°- Mall-catcher. No.1.224.433 : May 1 ; v. 238; p. 116
Westbury. William, assignor to L. S. Skelton. Okmulgee

.Q!;"'i.225."5Vl'; N[a;'8';''l Ss *[."S4'i""'°^
-PP.ratus!

Westbury. William, assignor to L. 8. Skelton, Okmulgee

•U'S
^"'''°8 ''°*^- "^o- 1.225.542; May 8 ; v. 2S8 ;

Westby. Peder P.. Peterborough. Ontario, Canada. PuId-screen. No. 1.225.198: May 8; v. 238- n 42S
*^

Westcott Allen E.. Illon. N. Y. Stanchion. No. J,227 227 •

May 22; v. 238; p. 1196.
'-^^-i.^^i,^^! ,

^^K.""- ^'.^*''"' ,,H .

""'' "• M. Vincent. San Luis

?5'2r42e':'i.y !;^!Th^n. s^l
"»°»»''»^- ^^
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Western Cartridge Company. (See Farnham and Olln. as-
.slgnors.)

Western Electric Company. (See Clausen. Henry P.. as-
signor.)

W.stern Electric Company. (See Dunham. Bert O., as-
signor.)

Western Electric Company, (See Dyson, Albert H.. as-
signor. )

Western Electric Company. (See Goodrom. Charles L.,
assignor.)

Wrstern Electric Company. (See Goodnim and Dobbin.
assignors.)

Western Electric Company. (See Johnson. Lewis H.)
Western Electric Company. (See Lundell and Eddy, as-

signors.)
W.stern Electric Company. (See Reeves and Lundell.

assignors.)
Western Electric Company. (See Smythe. Edwin U.. as-

signor.)
Western Union Telegraph Company. The. (See Clokey,

Allison A., assignor.)

^'^'^.^mI^
^'Difn Telegraph Company, The. (See Finn,

William, assignor.) Reissue.
Western Union Telegraph Company. The. (See Mac-Namara. Patrlcii T.. assignor.)
Westlnghouse Air Brake Company, The. (See BrownThomas R.. assignor.)

^n"^?.***?""*
^''" ^™''* Company. The. (See Crittenden,

Philip L.. assignor.)
WeKtlnihouse Air Brake Company, The. (See Crlttendwiand Saunders, assignors.)
WestlDghous.- Air Brake Company. The. (See Dewson
snd Brown, asolenors )

Westlnghouse Air Brake Company. (See Turner. Walter
> .. assignor.

)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company (See
.Mden. V.rn E., assignor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (8«e
Bakken. Andrew H.. assignor.)

U )'Htlngbouse Electric k Manufacturing Company. (See
I team and Otto, assignors.)

f j \ ^
Wrstlnghuus.. Ele< trie and Manufacturing Company. (SeeHrsdshaw and Mvllus. assignors.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Comoany. (See

Brooks. William G., aaslgnor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

Cbernvshoff, Alexander, assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

( onrad. Frank, assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (S«e
.Dann. Walter M.. assignor.)

f "J- \°^
V\ - -flDirhi Us.' El.-, trie and Mnnufacturing Company. (See

I»avlH. I>avid C. assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturtng Company. (See

Kbv. Earl E.. assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

Farnsworth, Sidney W.. assignor.)
Wostlnghouse Ele.-trlc and Manufacturing Company. (See

Ferris. Ralph E., assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

Field, Allan B., a.sslgnor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

Fortescue, Charlea L., assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

iTaelfely. Emll. assignor.)
Westlnghouse Ele.trlc and Manufacturing Company (See

Ilartenhelm. Max, assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company (See

Hayes and Moss, assignors.)
Westlnghouse EHectrir and Manufacturing Company (See

Hellmund. Rudolf E.. assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

.Jackson. Ray P . assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See

Jennings, Oliver S.. assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (Bee

T.nm. Walter O.. assignor.)
t~ * ^

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company (SeeMacOahan. Pnul. asaignor.)
Wrsflnghouse El-'tric and Manufacturing Company. (SetMaboney, Joseph N.. assignor.)
Westlni:hnnse Electric and Manufacturtng Compativ (See

M< Coos hey. William M.. .isslgnor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company (See

McCoy. James P. A., asaignor.)
Westlnghoufw Ele. trlr and Manutacturlng Company. (See

Merer. Frte<lrl<h W.. assignor.)
Westlngtionse Elertrlc and Manufacturing ComDanv (See

Miller. Frederick H . assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Msnufacturlng Comnany (See

Mills, Chester B.. assignor.)
^^tmuj. »oee

WpstlnehniiKo Fl'-rtrir «nd Msnufacturlng Company (See
Perkins. Ijiurence M. a-«lgnor.)

We«t1nirhon«e El'^rtric and Manufacturing Comnanv (See
Pyrah. William S nsslsrnor.)

*^^'
West1nghoijs«. Electric and Manufacturtng ConDaoy (See

Randall. Karl C. ssslgrtor.)
v-v—t-^j. loee

Westlnghouse El'^ftric and Manufacturing Company. (See
Heed. Ero<'rson O.. assignor.)

Wpsflnghouso Electric and Mamifact urlng Company (See
SrhaaKe and Candee. assignors.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See
Schelbe. HaroM M.. assignor )

h .»• v^w
We^nghouse Flectric and Mannfactartng Company. (See

Sleber. Fertlnand. assignor.)
««*»«"/. v^ee

j
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Westlnghouse Electric and Manatacturlnc Company. (See
Simmon. Karl A., assignor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See
Smith. Henjamin H.. assignor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing C'>mpany. (Sec
Spooner, Thomas, assignor.)

Westlnghouse Kle<-trlc and Manufacturing Companv. (See
stornr. Norman W.. as.signor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. (See
Troo<l and Chovan, assignors.)

Westlnghouse Machine Company, The. (See Herr, Her-
bert T., assignor.)

Westlnghouse Machine Company, The. (See Kasley,
Alexander T., assignor.)

West man, August J., Monroe, Wash. Nut-lock. No.

Display-rack. No.

Vehicle-bumper.

1.226.8.34: May 22; y. 238; p. 1061.
Weston, Edward B., Dayton, Ohio.

1.225.903: May 16; y. 238; p. 710.
Weston, Milton T.. New York, N. Y. Belt-conyeyer. No.

1.226,730 ; May 22 j v. 238 ; p. 1026.
Westover. Claude O.. Jacksonville. Fla.

•No. 1.224,817; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 249
Wetherell Tag-Stringing Machine Company. (See What-

ley. Alfred H., assignor.)
Whatley, Alfred H.. Providence, R. I., aaslgnor to Weth-

erell Tag-Stringing Machine Company, Fall River, Mass.
Tag tying machine. No. 1.226,090; May 8; v. 288;

Whenle. <;eorge. Meadowbrook. Pa. Dust-pan. No.
1.226.153; May 15; v. 238; p. 796.

Wheary. Georte H.. Raciae. Wis. Wardrobe sultf-ase. No.
1.224,250: May 1 : v. 238: p. 48.

Wheatley. Arthur W.. et al. (See Phillips, George B.,
assignor.)

Wheeler, David B.. Washington, D. C. Blank for nego-
tiable banking Instruments. No. 1,226,548; May 8:
y. 288 ; p. 545.

Wheeler McDowell Elevator Company. (See McDowell.
I.#wls J., assignor.)

Wheeler. William J.. Patchogue, N. Y. Trip rldlng-pawl.
No. 1,226,731 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1027.

Wheelock. Ernest O., Chicago, 111. Container. No.
1.226.164; May 16; y. 288; p. 796.

Wheelock. Russell A. (See Smith, Irvln G.. assignor.)
Whitaker-Glessner Company. (See Hunker, Martin L., as-

signor.)
Whitaker. James H. (See Nlmphlus. Emll, assignor.)
Whltaker. Louis P. (See Freeman and Whitaker.)
Whitaker, William J., Reeds, Mo. Saw-table and track.
No 1.225,546: May 8; r. 288; p. 546.

Whitall Tatum Company. (See Brumley, Howard V..
assignor.)

Whitl>eck. Neal W.. assignor to Michigan Lubricator Com-
pany, Detroit. Mich. Valve. No. 1,226,040; May 16;
V. 238: p. 757. .

. j .

Whltcome. William F., (Chicago, 111. Machine and method
for making paper tubes. No. 1.226.091; Mav 8; v.
238 ; p. 393.

White - American Locomotive Sander Company. (See
White. William H.. assignor.)

White. Carter. London. England. Treatment of mineral
oils and residues for the production of lower-bolllng
hydrocarbons. No. 1.226.041 : May 16; v. 238: p. 757.

White. Charles E.. Mollne. 111., assignor to Deere A
Mansnr Company. Harrow. No. 1,225.904; May 16:
V. 238 : p. 710.

White, Clarence W.. Chicago. HI. Projectile. No.
1.226,782 ; May 22 ; y. 288 ; p, 1027.

White, Ernest M.. Detroit. Mich. Lubricating system for
Internal-combustion engines. No. 1.224.694 ;' May 1 •

V. 238 : p 206.
White. Frank C, assignor to The Wilcox & White Com-

pany. Merlden. Conn. Pneumatic player mechanism.
No. 1.227,510 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1288.

White. Franklin M., assignor of one half to J. Atkinson
Toledo, Ohio. Window-ventilator. No. 1,224.818; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 249.

'

White. George, assignor to P. Panoullas. Jersey City. N. J.
Feeding or ' " "

" ' --

22 ; V. 238 ;

White, Hsrrv B.. nssiCTor to The <;illlam Mnnufacturing

Feeding or conveying mechanism.
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1094.

No. 1.226,982; May'/•

Company. Cnnton. Ohio. Bow rest and clamping de
vice. No. 1.226.287: May 15; v. 288: p. 845.

White. James B.. Bolivar. Tenn. Agricultural imple-
pent. No. 1.228.273 : Mav 29 ; y. 2,38 ; p. 1672

White. James E.. Baltimore. Md. Trap. No. 1.2*6.288 :May 15: r. 238 : p. 846.
White. William A., New York. N. Y. Atomiser No

1.227..W2 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1286.
^°™*»«'^ ^•

White. William H.. assignor to White-American Locomo-
tive Sander Company. Inc., Roanoke. Va. Sand-tran
No. 1.226.427: Mav 15: y. 288; p. 889.

»«>" ""ap.

Whitehead A Hoag Company. The. (See Boehm. Richard
assignor.)

v—•«,

Whitesell. David P.. Greenville. Ohio. Fllm-wlndlng de-^ylre. No. 1.225.»08: May 15; v. 288; p 710
Whiteside. J. Ado. (See Hazlewood, WTUlam ' K an.

Signor.)
"•mm .»., !•-

Whlttn George M.. assignor to The Whltln MachlrrWorks. Wbltlnsvllle. \fass. HeUman crtaber jS-
1,224,986 : May 8 ; V. 2SS ; p. 867.

^°^»«*r. ts,

Whltln Machine Works, The. (See WhltlB, George IL
assignor.) * ^"

Whitman. Frank V., Walkerrlllfe. Mont. Bicyde-cearlnff
No. 1.226.644 ; May 8 ; y. 288 ; p. 648.

'^^'^* f^nng.
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Whitney, Horace B., Cambridge, Mass., assignor to Dover
.Stamping and Manufacturing Company, Portland, Me.
Lamp-container. No. 1,220,733 ; May 22 ; v. 238

;

p. 1027.
WhlttltT, Merlcos H. (See Colfston, Claude E., assignor.)
Wlberg, Georg, Stocliholm, Sweden. Apparatus for pre-

paring coffee, tea. or similar drinks. No. 1,225,090

;

May 8; v. 238: p. 595.
Wiberg. Oskar A., Flnspong, assignor. >>y mesne assign

ments to Aktiebolaget LJungstrOms Angturbln, Stock-
holm, Sweden. Tdrbine-wheel. No. 1,227,986; May
2U ; V. 238 ; p. 1481.

Wlckberg. (Jodfrey. Seattle, Wash. Beading attachmt>ui
for chairs. No. 1.228.274 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1573.

Wldger, Edwin W., Down.svllle, N. Y. Work-holding vlw.
No. 1,228,275 : May 29 : v. 238; p. 1573.

Wleber. George, Washington, D. C. Milk bottle top. No.
1,224.251 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 49.

Wieda, Ernst F. W., Paterson, N. J. Making Ice-cream.
No. 1,228,152 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1534.

Wlederbold, Henry, assignor to The Barber Asphalt P»t-
Ing Company, Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for apply-
ing mastic to walls. No. 1,228.353; May 29; v. 238:
p. 1600.

Wiener, Bernbard, Chicago, 111. Acetylene-burner. No.
1.225.383 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 493.

Wietlng. Carl X., Snoqualmie. Wash. Automatic gas cut-
off. No. 1,224,686: May I : v. 238; p. 168.

WIggiiituu. (ieorge P.. a»slgiiur to Kalamazoo Loose Leaf
Kinder Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Temporary binder. No.
1,;;27,717: May 2» : v. :i.i.s . p. l;t!s7.

Wlgginton, George P.. assignor to Kalamazoo Loose Leaf
Binder Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Temporary binder. f4o.
1.227,718; May 29: v. 238: p. 1388.

Wlnren, .\manduH, Ornskoldsvfk. Sweden. Support for
life-preservers. No. 1,224,819; May 1; v. 238 ; p. 250.

Wlgtel. Carl. Brooklyn, .\. Y.. assignor to The Watson
Stillman Company, Aldene, N. J. Hydraulic Jack. No.
1,225,906; May 15; v. 238; p. 711.

Wlkbfig, .lohan. (See Wlkberg, Samuel A. and J.)
WiklMTv. Samuel A. and J., Everson. Wash. Drafting in

strunient. No. 1.227.862 ; Mav 21> : v. 238 ; p. 1438.
Wlkstedt, Frans F., Fitchburg, Mass. Egg-beater holder.

No. 1,225.907: .May 16; v. 238; p. 711.
Wllber, Lyman J., Brockton, Mass. Receptacle- flUer.

No. 1,226,042 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 768.
Wilcox, Clifford. Belden, Nebr. Buckle. No. 1.224,262

;

.May 1 : v. 238 : p. 49.
Wilcox & White Company, The. (See White, Frank C,

assignor.)
Wild, Charles M. (See Heins and Wild.)
Wil.lau. Michael F.. Buffalo, N. Y. Vehicle-top. No.

1.225.384 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 493.
Wllilay. Robert, New York, N. Y. Apparatus for making

ruhtxT st.Tinps. No. 1.220.289: May 15; v. 238; p. 846.
Wilder, Allen B., assignor to Wilder Patents Company,

St. Louis, Mo. Electrical toy. No. 1,226.835 : May
22 : V. 238 ; p. 1061.

Wilder Patents Company- (See Wilder. Allen B., aa
signor.

)

Wlldman, .Joseph E., Landover, Md., assignor, liy mcxii'
assignments, to The McCa.skey Register Company, Al-
llant ••, Ohio. Slip or bill holder. No. 1,227,719 ; Mar
29 ; V. 238

; p. 1388.
Wlldman Mfg. Co. (See Ballard, George L., asBignor.)
Wiley. Roy R. and W. K.. Buffalo. .\. Y . and W. 8.

HouKh, Jr., St. Catharines. Ontario. C!anada. Illumi-
nated sl*tn. No. 1,224.253; May 1; v. 238; p. 49.

Wll.-v. Wallace K. (See Wiley and Hough.)
Wilford. Edward B. (See Russell, Sepas, and Wilford.)
WHheliu, Jesse E., Cleveland. Ohio, a.'^slgnor to The Great

I^akes Dredge & Dock Company, Chicago, 111. Rein-
forced-concrete pile and making the same. No.
1.225.385 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 494.

Wilhelm, Joseph, and C. A. Kays. McKeea Rocks, Pa.
Mechanical toy. No. 1,226,156; May 16; v. 288;
P^ 796.

Wilhelm, Walter M., Swarthmore, and K. Rushton. Wynne-
woo<i. Pa. Time-fuse for explosive projertlles. No.
1.227.720: May 29: v. 2.'?8

: p. 1389.
Wllklns, (ieorge H., Greenfield, Mass.. assignor to George

H. Wllklns Company, CTiicago, 111. Device for filling
pipe-Joints. No. 1,226.043: May 15; v. 238; p. 758.

Wilkinson. Francis A.. Hatfield, England Internal-rom-
I

bustlon enulne. No. 1,224,254 ; May 1 : v. 288 ; p. 50 I

Wilkinson, Louis H„ and W. G. Barker, assignors to Man-
ning, Bowman & Company. Meriden, Conn. Electrlcallt-
heated utensil. No. 1,227.721 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1389. i

Will, Henry .N.. Elmhurst, assignor to Non-Slip Tile '

Company, New York, N. Y. Floor-tile. No. 1,226,908 :

May 15 ; v. 238; p. 712.
Wlllard, Charles A., Madison. Conn. Portable abutment

for automatic train-stops. No. 1,228,153 ; May 29

:

v. 2.<»8 : p. 1534. •
. '

J .

Wlllard, (ieorge W.. assignor of one-third to C. A. French.
Sherbrooke, and one-third to L. R, Wlllard, East Angus.
Quebec, Canada. Pipe-wrench. No. 1,225,909 : May
15: v. 238: p. 712.

Wlllard, Lockhart R., et al. (See Willard, George W..
assignor.

J

Wlllard Storage Battery Company. (See Wlllard, Theo-
dore .\., assignor.)

Willnrd. Theodore A., assignor to Wllliard Storage Battery
Company. Cleveland, Ohio. Storage battery. No.
1.224.484 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 116.

Wlllard. Theodore A., aaalgnor to Wlllard Storage Bat-
tery Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Connector and connec-
tlon for storage batterlea. No. 1,225,297 ; May 8 ; t.
238; p. 463.

Wlllard, Theodore A., assignor to Willard Storage Battery
Company, Cleveland. Oblo. Connector and connection
for storage batteries. No. 1,225,298 ; May 8 ; . 288

;

p. 403.
Wlllard, Theodore A., assignor to Wlllard Storage Bat-

tery Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Storage battery. No.
1,226.290: .May 15; v. 288: p. 846.

Willers, Carl, Chicago, 111. Signal. No. 1.224,695 ; May
1 ; v. 238 ; p. 206

William P. Jobbins, Incorporated. (See Lawrie, James
W., assignor.)

William M. Crane Company. (See O'Dowd, Henry W., as-
slirnor.)

Williams, Ashton H. (See TurbeviUe. Maxle D., as-
signor.)

Williams, Benjamin F., Grand Rapids. Mich. Music-
leaf turner. No. 1.225,540: May 8: v. 238; p. 547.

Williams, Bert C. a.sslgnor of thirty one-bundredChs to F.
B. Bain. San FrandHco, Cal. .\lr valve and trap.
.No. 1,226.291 ; .May 15; v. 238; p. 847.

Williams, Charles U., Fowler. C::al. Hoe. No. 1. 228.388

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 494.
Williams, Eden B., Chamberlin, La. Reinforced-concrete

flower pot. No. 1,224,820 ; May 1 ; . 238
; p. 250.

Williams. Francis E., Hartford, Conn. Scraper. No.
1.228,154 ; May 29 : t. 288 ; p. 1636.

Williams^ Fred B., Highland Park. 111., assignor to Spllt-
dorf Electrical Company, Newark, N. J. Starter-cou-
pling. No. 1,226,933: May 22: v. l^t.s : n. 10W4.

Wllllamx, (ieorge B., (Tincinnatl, Ohio. Steam-trap. No.
1.224.821 : Mav 1 : V. 23S : p. 25<>.

Williams. (^>org"e M., Elizabeth, N. J., assignor to P.
Lorillard Company, New York, N. Y. Cigar-case. No.
1.22.^092 : May 8 ; . 238 • p. 394.

Williams. J. J., et al. (See Thomas, Solomon, assliaior.)
Williams, James R. (See Bonney, (ieorge W.. assignor.!
Williams, Louis N. D., Ogontz, Pa. Web-holder fuldlng
and retaining device for knitting-machines. No.
1.228,085; Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1514.

Williams, Michael J., Buffalo. N. T. Hat-pin. No.
1.226,836 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1062.

Williams, Mllford L., Revere. Mo. .\cetylene generator
No. 1,224,822 : Mav 1 : v. 238 : p. 261

Williams. Paul F., assignor to G A W Electric Specialty
Co.. Chicago. 111. Pothead-connector. No. 1.225.299

;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 463.
Williams, Paul F., assignor to G & W Electric Specialty

Co.. (bicugo. 111. Connecting devl<e for electric con-
ductors. No. 1,225.300; May 8: v. 238; p. 484.

Williams, Paul F., assignor to G A W Electric Specialty
Co., CTiicago. 111. Pothead. No. 1,228,166; May 29;
V. 2.38 ; p. 15.^5.

Williams. Paul F., assignor to (J 4 W Electric Specialty
Co.. Chicago, 111. Connector for electrical conductors.
No. 1,228.156: May 29; v. 2.38: p 15.S5.

Williams, Thomas B. (See Smith and Williams.)
Williams, Thomas P. (See Stuard. Smith, and Wil-

liams.)
Williams, Thomas B. Orange, Mass.. and F. L. Smith,

Chicago, 111., assignors to The Leavltt Machine Com-
pany. Orange, Mass. Facing-tool for dressing valve-
seats. Ac. No. 1,227,611 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1288.

Williams. Thomas B. Orange, Mass., and F. L. Smith.
Chicago, III.. as.slgnors to The I.<eavttt Machine Com-
pany, Orange, Mass. Facing-tool for dressing valve
seats. Ac. No. 1.227,512 ; Mav 22 : v. 238 p 1288.

Williams. Thomas B. Orange. Mns.s., and F, I,. Smith,
Chicago, III., assignors to The I.*avltt Machine Com-
pany, Orange, Mass. Facing tool for dressing valve-
seats, Ac. No. 1,227.613: May 22; v. 2.'<8 • p. 1289.

Williams. Thomas B. Orange, Mass., and F. L. Smith,
Chicago, III., assignors to The I^eavitt Machine Com-
pany, Orange. Mass. Rotary cutter. No. 1,227,614

;

May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1289.
Williams, Thomas B.. F. A. Dexter, Orange, Mass.. and

F. L. Smith. Chicago, 111., assignors to The I^eavltt
Machine Company, (Jrange, Mass. Facing-tool for
dressing valve-seats, Ac. No. 1,227,516; Jlay 22; t.
238 ; p. 1290

Williams. William A.. San Francisco. Cal. Flushing-
tank. No. 1.226.691 : May 8: v. 238 : p. 596.

Williams, William A., Barton. Ohio. Tlre-valve-unseat
Ing device. No. 1.225,910: May 16; v. 238; p. 712.

Williams. William E.. Chicago, 111. Universal Joint for
power shafts. No. 1.225J^99 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 428.

Willing. Caughy B. (See Willing, William L. and C. B.)
Willing, William L. and C. B., Bellevue, Ohio. Compo-

sition for llthlc building material. No. 1,226.292:
May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 847.

Wills. Arthur J., Brookfleld, Mass. Means for attacb-
iriK heels. No. 1.227.722; Mav 29: v. 238: p. 1389

Willis, Bernard D.. Chicago, III. Safety purse-holder.
No. 1.226.892 : Mav 8 ; t. 238 ; p. 696.

Willis. William Z.. Bear Creek. Ala. Automatic wagon-
brake. .No. 1.224.587 : May 1 : v. 238 : p 169

Wllllston, Benjamin F., assignor of one-half to R. B.
Green. Detroit, Mich. Variable-resistance unit. No.
1.226,837; May 22; v. 238; p. 1062.

Wllloughby, Victor, Jeffersonvllle. Ind., assignor to Ameri-
can Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis. Mo. Mail-
pouch rack. No. 1,224,823 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 261.
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WlllouKhby, victor, JefferM>nville, Ind., assignor to Ameri
can Car and Foundry Company, St. Louis, .Mo. Coupling
for inine<ars. No. 1.224.824; May 1; v. 238; p. 251.

Wllloughby, Victor, Jeffersonvllle, Intl., assignor to Ameri
can Car and Foundry Company. St. Louis, Mo. Pas
senger-car n.of. No. 1,224.826: Mav 1 ; v. 238; p. 252.

Wilison, Augustus C. Des Moines, Iowa. Road-making
machine. .No. 1.226,547 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 647.

Wilison, Frederick, and N. Bourguin, assignors to T. A.
Wlllson A Co., Inc., Reading, Pa. Eve shield spectacles.
No. 1.225.648 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 547.

Wlllson, William W.. Gahanna, Ohio. Sprocket-wlieel.
No. 1,227,353 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1236.

Wilson. Andrew H., et al. (See Noah, Robert S., as-
signor.)

Wilson, David H., Rldgewood, N. J., assignor to Wilson
Storage Battery Company, New York, N. Y. Apparatus
for charging storage batteries. No. 1,224,986 ; May 8 ;

V. 238; p. &7.
Wilson, Edward E., Cleveland. Ohio. Matrix or type bar

or holder. No. 1,225.09.S ; May 8 ; v. 2:{8 ; p. 394.
Wilson. George D. (See Davis, Monroe, assignor.)
Wilson, (ieorge W. (See Towler, Elva B., assignor.)
Wilson. John M., assignor of one-third to V. E. Mitchell
and one-third to Keith and Wright, Wichita, Kans.
Steam cook-stove. .No. 1,226,044; May 15; v. 238;
p. 758.

Wilson. J. Pearl, Jacksonville, Pla. Chaln-lug. No.
1.226,156: May 15; v. 238; p. 796.

Wilson. Leonard. (See Ramsay, Samuel R., assignor.)
Wilson, Louis T.. Bl8t>ee, Ariz. Hanging shelves. No.

1.227,723: .May 29: v. 238; p. 131K).

Wilson. .Nichols F. (See Crossley. Albert D., assignor.)
Wilson. Rol)ert B., trustee. (See Kuefer. .4nthony. as-

signor.)
Wilson Storage Battery Company. (See Wilson. David

H., assignor.)
Wilson, Wyli- T.. Philadelphia, Pa. Paper container.

-No. 1.220,203; May 16; v. 238 ; p. 847.
Wilton, John. (See Seaholm and Wilton.)
Wilts Veneer Company. (See Staley and Simmons, as-

signors.)
Winchester Repeating Arms Co. (See Johnson, Thomas
C, assignor.)

Winchester, Roy C, Palmetto, Fla. Internal-combustion
engine. No. 1.224,436 ; May 1 ; . 238 ; p. 116.

Wine. William E., Toledo, Ohio. Freight-car end. No.
1.224.344; May 1; v. 238; p. 83.

Wine. William B.. Toledo, Ohio. Side bearing. No.
1.224.346 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 83.

WIneland. Urless. (See Llmpp and Wlneland.)
Winer. Andrew .\.. Ocala. Fla. Automobile runway and

lift. No. 1.225,549 ; May 8 ; v. 238
; p. 548.

Winnega, Alouis L.. deceased; L. M. Winnega, udminls
tratrlx, Preston, Minn., assignor to o. W. Clark.
Cresco. Iowa. Gate-latch. No. 1.227,803 ; May 29 :

V. 288 : p 1438.
Winnega, Lily M.. administratrix. (See Winnega, Alouis

Wlngqulst, Sven G., assignor to Aktiebolaget Svenska
Kullagerfabrlken, Oottenborg. Sweden. Roller-bearing.
•No. 1.224,346; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 83.

Winston, Charles S., a.sslgnor to Kellogg Switchboard
A Supply Company. Chicago. III. ConiMned telephone
and signaling system. No. 1.226,157; May 15; v. 238;
p. 797.

Winston. Frank E.. and V. B. Rogers, New York. N. Y.
Cufflink. No. 1.227.864: May 29 • v. 238; p. 1438.

Winter. Christian. Oskaloosa, Iowa. Gate. No. 1,225,550 ;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 648.
Winter, Daniel B. (See Parker and Winter.)
Winter, J(h'. Matador. Tex. Rail-Joint. No. 1,228,276;
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1673.

Winters. Bennlah H.. and N. C. Massey, assignors to The
Winters Coleman Scale Company, Springfield. Ohio.
Weighingmachine. No. 1,225.387; May 8; v. 238; p.
494.

Winters Coleman Rrale Company. The. (See Winters and
Massey, assignors.)

Winters, Lincoln, Watauga. S. D. Dishwashing machine.
No. 1.226.428; Mav 15: v. 23« ; p. 800.

Wireless Specislty Apparatus Company. (See Plckard,
Greenleaf W.. assignor.)

Wisconsin Hemp Company. (See Hubler, John, assignor.)
Wise. Charles \l.. Ithaca, N. Y. Window-shade spring-

tightener and locking bracket. No. 1,227,724 ; May 29 ;

V. 238 : p 1390.
Wise. John D., Jackson, Tenn. Antiseptic tooth-brush

holder and sterilizer. No. 1.224,696 ; May 1 ; v. 238 •

p. 207.
Wise Sportsman's Supply Co. (See Schilllnger, Henry

H., assignor.)
Wiser, CJeorge L., Elkhart. Ind. Brake mechanism. No.

1.224.826 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 262.
Wlsnlewskl. Joseph. Butte. Mont. Prospectlng-machlne.

No. 1.227.865 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1438.
Woerner, Kugen, assignor to Firm of R. Bosch, Stutt-

gart, (iermany. Force-pump mechanism. No.
1.225.911; May 15: v. 238; p. 712.

Woerner. William L.. Ne^/ York, N. Y., assignor to The
Prometheus Electric Company. C?ut-out for electric
sterilizers. No. 1,227,228; May 22; v. 238; p. 1196.

Wolber. Arthur F.. Dayton. Ohio. Photographic screen.
No. 1^26.838 ; May 22 ; . 288 ; p. 1063.

Wolcott, Frank E., Hartford, Conn, Automobile-Iamp.
No. 1,220.294: May 15; v. 238; p. 847.

Wolcott. Robeson B., East Cleveland, assignor to R. 8.
Mueller. Cleveland, Ohio. Attachment - plug. No.
1,224,987 ; May 8 ; v. 238; p. 357.

Wolf. Hcnr^, West Hoboken. N. J. Corner-piece for wii
N'o. 1,224,988 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 358.

Buck-clamp. No^
dows.

Wolfe, Charles W., New York, N. Y.
1.220,045 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 759.

Wolfe, Garnett H., assignor to Rotary Rod Weeder M
Manufacturing Company, Incorporated, Chenev, Wash.
Bearing. No. 1,224,874 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 208.

Wolfe, Ira T.. Seattle. Wash. Corn-popping machine.
No. 1,224.347 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 84.

Wolfe. Slorgan C, et al. (See Hubbard, Adra M. and
O. M., assignors.)

Wolfe, Robert U.. Omaha, Nebr. Combined tractor. roller»
and plow. No. 1,226.912 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 713.

Wolfe, Wallace F., Schenectady. N. Y. Pipe-vise clamp>
No. 1,225.301 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 464.

Wolff, Wallace B.. Chicago. 111., and E. K. Hood, Indian-
apolis, Indv assignors to American Slicing Machine
(Jompany, (Jhlcago, 111. intermittent feeding mecha-
nism for sliclng-machlnes. No. 1.224,989 ; May 8 ; t.
238 ; p. 368.

Wolfson, Jacob, Brooklyn, N. Y. Signaling device. No.
1.226,429 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 890.

Wollant. John, Cleveland, Ohio. Gas heating apparatus.
No. 1.225,693 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 696.

WoUensak. Arthur C.. Milwaukee, Wis. Load-Indicator
for vehicles. No. 1,225.094; May 8; v. 238; p. 394.

Woltcrstorff, John H., St. Paul, Minn. Steamer. So.
1,227,364 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1237.

Wood, Flunk W., Muntclalr, N. J., assignor to Charles
Cory A .Son, Inc., New York. N. Y. Rudder controF.
No. 1.225,913; May 15; v. 238; p. 713.

Wood, Frederick P., Oak Park, 111., assignor to American
Can Company, New Yoric, N. Y. Packaging Ice-cream
and the like No. 1.227,725; May 29; v. 238: p. 1390.

Wood, Harry, Santa Barbara, Cal. Crude-oil burner. No.
1,225,551 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 548.

Wood, Herbert J.. Mount Clemens, Mich. Portable water-
closet. No. 1,226,914 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 714.

Wood, Oscar O., et al. (See Bretz, George W., assignor. >.,

Wood, Preston K., Los Angeles, Cal. Mechanical move-
ment for pump-heads. No. 1,226,430 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ;

p «nn
Woodbrldge, Joseph L., Philadelphia, Pa. Electromag-

netic switch. No. 1,225,388; May 8; v. 238; p. 496.
Woodbury, William H. (See Asplet, Arthur, assignor^
Woodford. Arthur J., assignor of one-fourth to K. F.
Buchan and one-fourth to W. H. Buchan, Worthiugton,
Minn. Pump-tool. No. 1,226,431 ; May 16 ; r. 288

;

p. Kitl

Woodford. Frank E., Chicago, 111. Car-handling appara-
tus. No. 1,226.694 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 696

Woodhead, Daniel, assignor to Central Electric Compan
•N[Chicago, 111. Cable-terminal. No. 1,227,726; May

v. 238 : p 1390
Woods, Clinton E.. assignor to American Graphophone
Company, Bridgeport, Conn. Sound-conveyer and tone-
modulator. No. 1,226,839 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1063.

Wooldrldge, James L.. Decatur, Tex. Mote l>oard for cot-
ton-gins. No. 1,227,727 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1891.

Worden, Aden M., Phoenix, Ariz. Train-stopping appara-
tus. No. 1.227,800 : May 29; v. 2.38 ; p. 1439.

Work, Willis I., assignor to Walworth Manufacturing
Company, Boston, Mase. Electric-fan attachment.
No. 1.226.734 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1027.

Wray, Harry C, North Bend, Oreg. Camera attachment..
No. 1.224,588 : .May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 169.

Wright, Adrian P., Valley Center, Kans. Traction baling-
machine. No. 1.227..'^55 : May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1237.

Wright, Charles V., Reynolds. Pa. Shaking-screen. N<K.
1,228,277; May 29: v. 238; p. 1573.

Wright, Howard J. (See Strong, Ira, assignor.)
Wright, Isabella J., Kalamasoo, Mich. Ink-removing and

bleaching compound. No. 1,226,736 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;
p. 1028.

Wright, James E., Bay City, Mich. Shot-spreading de-
vice for gun muzzles. No. 1,227,987 ; May 29 ; . 288 ;
p. 1481

Wright, John R.. et ai. (See Medanlch, Daniel B., a»-
signor.)

Wright, John W.. Marion township, Boone county. Ind.
Division block for baling-presses. No. 1.224,897^; Maj
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 207.

Wright, .Noah S. (See Moakler. John W., assignor.)
Wright, Noah S., East Worcester, N. Y. Motor-oiler pro-

tector. No. 1.227,728; May 20; v. 288; p. 1391.
Wright. Walter, New York, N. Y. Rotary tvpe supply

drum. No. 1.226.046 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 759.
Wright, Walter E.. Cleveland, Ohio. Paint composi-

tion. No. 1.226.934: May 22; v. 238; p. 1096.
Wright Wire Company. (See Dooley, James P.. assignor.)
Wuensch, Hearman. and O. Pfell, Fredericksburg. Ter

Cotton-press follower-board. No. 1,226,096 ; May H •

v. 2.38 : p. 395.
Wuesthoff. Fre<lerick J., San Francisco, Cal. Knife-set-

ting gage. .No. 1.226.662; May 8; v. 288; p. 649.
Wdlflng. Firm of Johann A. (See Busch and Lauch, as-

signors.)
Wunnlng. Richard, New York, N. Y. Wheel rim and tlr^.

No. 1.227.988; May 29; v. 288; p. 1481.
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WOrgler Jakob. (Se« Kngl, Grab, and WQrgler.)Wyand, William, asslifnor to Absecon Manufacturing Com-
?*°y- Absecon. N. J. Air molstener. No. 1,228.167

:

lay 29; v. 238; p. 1536.
Wylle Thomas B^ PlttsDurgh. Pa. Proportional gas-met^r No 1 Saft.l.'SS: Mnv 15: v. c.-iS : p 797
Wyman, Jesse M., Canton, Ohio. Turning-signal for auto-

mobllea. No. 1.224.348 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p M.
X-Ray Incubator Company. (See Kate, John H a»-

slgnor.)
'

Taro8«ak, Anna E. T., Chlsholm, Minn. Pot protector
No. 1.227.356 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1238.

Protf"«r

Yarrow, Harold E., Glasgow. ScoUaod. Propeller cham-
w"* or tunnel 'or shallow-draft vessels. No. 1.227 357 •

May 22; v. 238; p. 1238.
'

Yater. James M„ Nevada. Mo. Float-controlleil valve for
fA*." 'systems. No. 1,226.840; May 22; v. 238: p.

^*i*^o*'.o fr^" w^- JX^^ ^<""^- N. Y. Bed-spring. No.
1,228,158 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1536.

Yawman A Erbe Mfg. Co. (See Welsa. Albert T.. as-
signor.)

Y^key, Robert L., Cave in Rook, 111. Stringed musical
Instrument. No. 1.227.358 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1238

^•^*^' oo?'^!^ hi ^'^^^ *° ^°^^- "'• '^'•olln chin-rest.
No. 1,227,359 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1238.

Tellnek, Emll E., Clutter. Iowa. Detachable clothes-rack
{?i»«°P"**^'*"'"- ^°- 1.227,516; May 22; v. 238; p.1280.

Yerger Charles W^ assignor to The Cutler-Hammer Mfg
Co.. Milwaukee. Wis. Motor controller. No. 1,225 096 •

May S ; V. 238
; p. 395.

'

Tessne, Harman. Duluth, Minn. Street-cleaning device
No. 1,224,349 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 86.

Yocum. Anthony A.. North St. Paul, Minn. Speedometer-
pinion bracket. No. 1.227.617; May 22; t. 238; p.

Yogerst, John. (See Yogerst and Wenck, assignors.)
Yogerst, John S., and W. M. Wenck, assignors of one-half

to said John S. Yogerst and one-half to J. Yogerst, St.
Cloud, Minn. Sash-fastener. No. 1.226,736 ; May 22 :

V. 238 ; p. 1028.

Yost. Wlnfleld H., Montreal. Quebec. Canada, assignor to
Rodger Ballast Car Company, Chicago, 111. Car. No.
1,225,302 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 465.

Youlten. William, Hove. England. Sighting of small-
arms. No. 1,226,935 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1095.

Youlten. William, Hove. England. Sighting of guns.
No. 1,226.936 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1095.

Young. Charles D.. Altoona, Pa. Superheater. No.
1.224.990 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 359.

Young. Charles D., Altoona. Pa. Superheater. No.
1.224.991 ; May 8 ; t. 238 ; p. 369.

Yoon^, Harry W., Chicago, 111. Electrical fuse. No.
1,228,354 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1601.

Young-Hartsell Mills Company. (See Hartsell and West,
assignors.

)

Young, John. New Westminster, British Columbia, Can-
ada. Crude-oil burner. No. 1,227,867; May 29 ; v.
238 ; p. 1439. i

Young. John M., assignor to American Can Corapanv, San
Francisco, Cal Operating on can-bodies. No. l,22b,200 ;May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 429.

Young. Leonard A. (See Mahonev, Thomas, assignor.)
Young Lfonard A., Highland Park, Mich. Rfm-strlp.

1.226.737 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1028.
Plumb level. No.

No.

Fruit picker. No.

Mass.
238

Blacklng-
891.

Young. Ransome B.' Ha'ileton. 'A
1.227..-?«<)

; May 22; v. 238; p. 1238
Youne, Vainer W., Abilene. Tex.

1.225.097 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 896.
Young. William I., Jamaica Plain,

dauber. .No. 1,226,432 ; May 16 ; v. ^^c ,

\oiiu>;, William R., assignor to The Bryant Electric Com-
pany. Bridgeport, Conn. Current tap. No. 1,226,433 ;May 15 ; v. 238; p. 891.

Youngs. Fred M. (See Cochran and Youngs.)
Youngs. Hurrv P., Santa Cruz. Cal. Coaster-brake. No.

1.227.868 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1489.
Zaleski, Frank, West Roxbury, assignor to Reece Shoe

Machinery Company, Boston, Mass. Machine for mak-
ing composite Insoles. No. 1.227,729; May 29; v. 288;
p. i3<72.

Zarth, Anna, administratrix. (See Zarth, Otto.)
Zarth, Otto, deceased, Aurora, 111. ; A. Zarth. administra-

trix. Nipple-wrench. No. 1,224,876 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

p. 268.
Zelfang. John F. (See Sllngerland, Zelfang, and Goffln.)
ZeiK»>r. L<»»'. (Sm- Lusk and Zelg'T.)
Zel.sel, Adolph. assignor to Zelsel Electric Co., Bel Air Md

Controller for indicating systems. No. 1.224.827 : Mav
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 252.

.
.o i

,
a.j

Zelsel Electric Co. (See Zelsel, Adolph, assignor.)
Zerk, Oscar. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor, t>y mesne assign-

ments, to (;. W. Buwcn. .\uburn, .\. Y. Making trreavie-
cup bo<iles. No. 1.225.916; May 15; v. 238; p. 714.

Zerk. Oscar. Cleveland, Ohio, aMsignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to (;. W. Bowen, Auburn, N. Y, Grease-cuD.
No. 1.227,730 ; May 29 ; v 2.38 ; p. 1892.

Zerk, Oscar, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor, by mesne assign-
ments, to a. W. lk>wen. .Vui'urn. N. Y (Jrease-cuo
Xo. 1.227.731: May 29; v. 238; p. 1392.

Zlemer, Fredrick, Freeport, N. Y. Pencil attachment.
No. 1,224.992 ; May 8 Tv. 238 ; p. 359

Zlemer, Fredrick, Fre«>port, N. Y
May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 429.

Zifferer, Lothar R., RIdgewood. N. J.
No. 1,224 698 ; May 1 ; v. 2S8 : p. 20..

Ziperstein, Israel I., .New York, and .\. C. Kaplan. Brook-
lyn. ds.slgnor>< (if fifteen one-hundrodths to N. Schrelber,
nftpon (ine-hundredths to A. Schrelber, fifteen one-bnn-
dredths to B. Kaiser, five one-hondredths to B. Oppen-
heim. New York, N. Y.. and one thirty second to K.
Zurker. Chicago. 111. Airship. No. 1.228,159; Mav 29-
V. 238 ; p. 1536. '

'

Zlstel, Oscar, Sandusky, Ohio. Flsh-conveylng auto. No
1.227.732 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. i;}93.

Zuber. John G.. Chicago, m. Variable-delivery pump and
Injector. No. 1.224.689 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 169.

Zocker, Kate, et al. (See Ziperstein and Kaplan, as-
signors.)

Zumwalt. Arthur B.. Fulton. Cal. Shock-absorber
1.226,484 ; May 16 ; . 288 ; p. 891.

Cue tip. No. 1,226.201

Expansion derlca.

No.

I
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A. S. Ward Machinery Co.. The. (See Ward. Ashley F.,

assignor.)
Aanonsen, Edward K., et al. (See McPhaden, Alexander,

assignor.)
Adams, Salathiel S., Lafayette, Tenn. Tire-tread. No.

5ti.0i3 ; May 1 ; v. 238
; p. 2«7.

American Bank Note Company. (See Major, Alfred S.,

assignor.)
American Lead Pencil Company. (See Stetson, John P.,

nsslKnor.)
Armiitrong Cork Company. (See Humphreys, Harry, as-

signor.)
Arthur Company, The. (See Freedman. Arthur O., as-

signor.)
Automatic Recording Safe Company, The. (See Grun-

wiil<!. .Ml>ert C.. iisjiiKUor.)

Automatic Recording Safe Company, The. (See Hoche,
F.<iniuud S., as>lKnor.)

Bailey, George R., a.sKlgnor to Sterling Casket Hardware
Company, Brooklyn. N. Y. Holy - water font. No.
60.708 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 013.

Bailey. George R., astsignor to Sterling Casket Hardware
Company. Brooklyn. N. Y. Casket handle lug. No.
50.710: Mav 8; v. 23S ; p. 014.

Bailey, George R.. assignor to Sterling Casket Hardware
Company, Brooklyn. N. Y. Casket-handle lu|. No.
60,7fl : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 963.

Bailey, George R., assignor to Sterling Casket Hardwaie
Company, Brooklyn, N. Y. Ornament for caskets. No.

60.7?2i May 16 ; v. 23M ; p. 954. i

Baker. George W., Rheems. Pa. Badge. No. 60,803 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1300. I

Baker. Stephen D., assignor to The Hotchklss, Vail &
<}arrl8Pn Company, New York, N. Y'. Water-closet
bowl No. 5<»,674 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 277.

Barnard, Arthur W.. Newton, and J. W . McMillan. Marsh-
field. Max>.., assignors to Colonial Scale Company.
Weighing-scale. No. 50.804 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1807.

Barrows. Robert Y., Itutherford, and G. V. Strahan.
Newark. .N. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, to
Mitchell Vanco Company, New York, N. \. Arm for
llghtlng.fixtures. No. 50 676 ; May 1 ; v, 238 ; p, 278.

Barrows. Robert Y., Ruthertord, and Q. V. Strahan.
Newark. N. J., assignors, bv mesne assignments, to
Mitchell Vance Company, New York. N. Y. Wall-plate
for lighting-fixtures. .Nos. 50,676-8 ; May 1 ; v, 238 ;

p 278.
Barrows. Robert Y., Rutherford, and G. V. Strahan.

Newark. N J., asslcnors. by mesne assignments, to
Mitchell Vance Company, New York, N. Y. Arm for
lighting fixtures. No. 5<»,679 ; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 278.

Barrows. Robert Y'., Rutherford, and G. V. Strahan,
Newark, N. J., assignors by mesne assignments, to
Mitchell Vance Company, New York, N. Y. Wall-plate
for lighting-fixtures. No. 60.680 ; May 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 278.
Barrows, Robert Y., Rutherford, and G. V. Strahan,

Newark, N. J., asslxnors. Iiy mesne assignments, to
Mitchell Vance Co., Inc.. New York. N. Y. Wall plato
for lighting fixtures. No. 50,709; May 8; v. 238; p.
614

Barrows. Robert Y., Rutherford, and G. V. Strahan,
.Newark. N. J., assignors, by mesne assignments, to
Mlt( hell Vance Co., Inc.. New York. N. Y. Wall-plate
for lighting fixtures. Nos. 60,805-6 ; May 22 ; v, 238 :

p. 1307.
Bonn. Samuel. (See Cerone. Pietro. assignor.)
Bourgeois. Rudolph J. (See Smith and Bourgeois.)
Bowden, Martin L. and M. L.. Jr.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Rlntt

or similar article. No. 50.807 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1307.
Boyer, Lola A., FIrdale, Wash. Sewing-table. No.

80.711 ; May 8 : v. 288 ; p. 614.
BroughtoD, JotiD 8., assignor to United and Globe Rubber
MTg. Companies, Trenton. N. J. Tire. No. 50,081 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 279.
Brown, Kenneth W., Yonkors. N. Y., assignor to E. Qulaley,

as chancellor of Delta Theta Phi Taw Fraternity. Key.
No. 50.801 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 969.

Buchek, Joseph, (ink Park, 111. Lock, No. 50,773; May
15; V. 238; p. 954.

Buckeye lncul>ator Company, The. (See Smith, Samuel
B., assignor.)

Buckley, Warren B., New York. N. Y. Tire-tread. No.
50,828; May 29; v. 238; p. 1611.

Bunting, James H., assignor to Susouehanna Silk Mills.

New York, N. Y. Brocade. Nos. 5<).829-31 ; May 29;
. 238 ; pp. 1611-12.

Cerone. Pietro. asBijrnor to S. Bonn, Syracuse, N. Y.
Panel for wood furniture. No. 60,774 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

p. 964.

Cheln, Julius, Montclalr. N. J. Toy. No. 60.882; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1612.

Cohen. Henry D., Newark. N. J. Lens for headlights.
No. .")0.G82 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 279.

Coleman, Herman, Kansas City, Mo. Casket. No. 50.712;
May 8 : v. 238 : p. 614.

Colonial Scale Company. (See Barnard and McMillan,
assignors.)

Cuniinin^s, Thomas F., Chicago, 111. Wheeled cabinet.
No. 60,713 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 614.

Curtlss .Aeroplane & Motor Corporation. (See Dalton,
Nelson W., assignor.)

Oalton, Nelson W., Buffalo, N. Y., assignor to Curtlss
Aeroplane & Motor Corporation, .\eroplane-body. No.
50.714 ; May 8 • v. 238 : p, 614.

Darling, Loren M., Des Moines. Iowa. Ring or similar
article. No. 50,808 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1307.

Darlington, Howard D., I>ayton. Ohio. Talking-machine
cabinet. No. 50,775 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 954:

Electric Railway Equipment Company. (See Frary, Ihna
T., assignor.)

Elklns, David H., Amesbury, assignor to Grav &. Davis
Inc., Cambridge, Mass. Automobile-lamp. No. 60,888 ;

May 29; V. 238; p. 161S.
Emerson Engineering Company. (See Emerson, Victor

L., assignor.)
Emerson, Victor L., Alexandria, Va.. assignor to The
Emerson Engineering Company. Automobile-radiator.
No. 50,776 ; May 16 ; v. 2S8 ;

I;
964.

English & Mersl<k Co., The. (See Williams, Gordon, as-

sitrnor.)

Falrclongh. William R., Boston, Mass. Qulllln« for
draperies, garments, or similar articles. No. 60,834

;

Mav 29 : V. 238; p. 1612.
Fell, Richard, assignor to Reed & Barton Corporation,

Taunton. Mass. Spoon, fork, or similar article. No.
50,836 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1612.

Fensterer, Walter J.. Engiewood. N. J. Shade. No.
50.777 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 955.

Fix, Max, New York, N. Y. Pillow-sIlp. No. 60,886 ; Ma>
29 ; V. 288 ; p. 1618.

Fleming, Paul E.. Huron, 6. D. Emblem. No. 60,716

;

Mnv 8: v. 238 : p. 615.
ForbeH, Charles H., Woodhaven Junction, assignor of one-

half to J. H. Kehler. New York, N. Y. Statuette. No.
50.778 ; May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 955.

Foster, Roderlc S, (See West and Foster,)
Frnry, Ihna T., Cleveland, assignor to Electric Railway

Kqulninent Company. ('ln<lnnatl. Ohio. Street - light

Rtandaid. No. 50.710: May 8; v. 23S ; p. 615.
Freedman, Arthur O^ assignor to The Arthur Company.

Inc., New Haven, Conn. Bottle. No. 60,837 ; May 29 ;

V. 238; p. 1613.
Fuller. Franx A., assignor to The J. E. Mergott Company,

Newark, N. J. Desk tray. No. 60,888; May 29; r.

288; p. 1618.
Gaspar, George, Plnehlll. Pa. Combined coffee and tea

pot. No. 50,779: May 16: v. 238; p. 956.
Gels, George V.. Dayton, Ohio, Pan-biscuit. No. 50.810 ;

May 22: v. 288; p. 1308.
German-American Button Company. (See Monaghan,
John S.. assignor.)

German American Button Company. (See Siebert, Bo-
doiph. assignor.)

Gold Car Heating & Lighting Company. (See Johns,
Ellwood C. assignor.) „,.„.,.

Qorham Manufacturing Company. (See Jenks, Barton P.,

assignor.)
Gove Henrv H.. I'.lddeford. Me. Flushing device. No.

50.683 ; Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 279.
Gray & Davis. (See Elklns, David H., assignor.)
Orunwalil, Albert C, Maywood. assinuor. by mesne as-

slgnmentR, to The Automatic Recording Safe Com-
pany, Chicago, 111. Clock liank case. Nos. 80,717-2*2;

Mav 8 : v. 238 ; pp. 615-16.
Guth.' ICdwln F., asslKUor to Luminous Unit Company.

.St. Louis. Mo. LlBhtlng-flxture. Nos. 50,684-5 ; May
1 : V 238 :

p." 279.

Guth, Edwin F., assignor to Luminous Unit Co.. St.

Ix)uls. Mo. Revolving tray. No. 60,723 ; May 6 ; v.
23H : p. 617. _

Hardwick & Magee Co. (^oe Ulmer. Harry, assignor.)
Hatch. Herbert F., Newton, assignor to W. H. Ilolbrook
Company, Boston. Mass. Cloth, paper, leather, or other
fabric. No 50.686 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 279.

Haselton Brothers. (See Plaisted. William M., assignor.)
Hoche, Edmun<l S.. assignor to The Automatic llemrding

Safe Company. Chlcauo. 111. Clock-bank case. No-;.

60.724-60 ; May 8 : v. 288 ; pp 617-23.
I Hookstra, John B, (See Youngman, Otto J., asslgaor,)

Ixix
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(8e« Baker,

pp.

He«I-plate for skates.
1308.
W. Va. Goblet. No.

W. Va. r.oblet. No.

.

; p.
Gravity-clainp for light

; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 280.
Rosette-clamp for light-

; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 280.
(.'bain-support for chande-
238 ; p. 280.

Hotchklss, Vail k Garrison Company. The.
Stephpp D., assignor.)

Humphrey, Herbert 8., Kalamazoo, Mich. Casing for
water-heaters. No. 50,839; May 29; v. 238; p. 1613

Humphreys, Harry, Lancnater, assignor to Armstrong
Cork Company, Pittsburgh. I'a. Linoleum, oil-cloth, or
floor-covering. Nos. 50.780-5 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

956—6.
Hunold, Ernest, Providence, R. I.

No. 50,811 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p.
Hunter, Wllher E.. Morgantown,

50,687 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 280.
Hunter, Wllber E.. Morgantown,

60,751 : May S ; v. 23» ; p. 6L'.^.

Hunter, Wllber E., Morgantown, W. Va. Ooblet or similar
article. No. 50,786 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 956.

Hunter, Wllber E.. Morgantown, W. Va. Goblet. No.
50.812 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1308.

J. E. Mergott Company. The. (See Fuller, Frana A.,
assignor.)

Jatnlchen, Louis, asslKnor to The Standard Computing
Scale Company, Detroit, Mich. Scale-frame. No.
50,(588 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 280.

Jenks. Barton P., assignor to Gorham Manufacturing Com-
panv. Providence, R. I. Handle for a spoon, fork, or
similar article. No. 60.802 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 956.

Jobn.s. Kllwood C. Jersey City, N. J., assignor to Gold Car
Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y. Casing
for thermostats. No. 50.78* ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 960.

Johnson. Ernest S.. Waterloo. Iowa. Check and deiKMlt-
slip tray. No. 60,788 ; Mny 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 966

Jones. Charles E., ChicaKo, 111 ~
reflecting bowls. No. 50,689

Jones, Charles E.. Chicago. Ill

reflecting bowls. No. 50.690
Jones, Charles E., Chicago. III.

Hers. No. 60.691 ; May 1 ; v. ..„„
,

Jone^. Charles E., Chicago, 111. Extension-bracket for
lighting fixtures. No. 50,092? Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 280.

Jones. Charles E.. Chicago. 111. Electric-bracket back
No. 50.693; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 281.

Jones. Charles E.. ChlcaKo, 111. Clnmp for light-reflecting
bowls. Nos. 50,694-5 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 281.

Jones, Charles E., Chicago, 111. Scroll-clamp for light-
reflecting bowls. No. 50,696 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 281

Jones, Charles E., Chicago. 111. Arm for chanclellers or
brackets. No. 50.697; May 1 • v. 238; p. 281.

Jones, Charles E.. ChlcaRo, 111. Bracket-arm for lighting-
fixtures. No. 50.698 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 281.

Jones. Charles E.. Chicago. 111. Clamp for light reflecting
bowls. Nob. 50,813-14 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1308.

Jungers, John, Grafton, Wis. Range. No. 50,789 ; May
Kehler, James H. (See Forbeil, Charles H.. assignor )
Kern, George, Peru, 111. Casing for vending-machines

No. 50.699 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 281.
Kocontes, James C, River Forest, 111. Pneumatic-tire

tread. No. 60,840; May 29; v. 238
; p. 1614.

Kunkel. Benjamin H.. Lemoyne, Pa. Necktie No
60.752 ; Mav 8 : v. 238 ; p. 623.

Lamont, Charles T., Milwaukee, WU. Horn. No. 50 753
May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 624.

Lawson Manufacturing Company. (See Parisen, Robert
T.. asslgBor.

)

Layman, Hebron B., assignor to The Layman Pressed Rod
Company. Inc., New York, N. Y. Connecting-rod. No
50.754 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 624.

Layman Pressed Rod Company. The. (See Layman, He-
bron B.. assignor.)

Lee Herbert, Carthage, S. D. Poison bottle. No. 50,816 :May 22 ; v. 2.J8 ; p. 1309.
Lucas, Philip G., Jr., St. Louis, Mo. Minnow-bucket or

similar article. No. 50,755 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 : p. 024
Luminous Unit Company. ( S.>»> (;uth. Edwin F . assignor )
Luttrlnghaus, Walter. Maywood, 111. Coffee-pot No

50,756 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 624.
Major, Alfred S., assignor to American Bank Note Com-

pany, New York. N. Y. Banknote. Nos. 50.816-17-May 22; v. 238; p. 1309.
^xi ,

Martin. Haakon A., assignor to The National Cash Reg-
ister Companv, Davton. Ohio. Register cabinet or cas-
ing. No. 50.841 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1614

McCorkle. Donald H., Berkeley, Cal. Gas-heater grill
No. 50,790 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 967.

*
McMfthon, Thoma.s J.. Brooklvn, N. Y. Curtain No

50,757 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 624
'-urrain. >o.

McMillan, John W. (See Barnard and McMillan.)
McPhaden, Alexander, assignor of one half to E KAanonsen and one-half to J. T. 8andl)erg, Chicago' 111'

Pocket deposit-receptacle. No. 50,842 ; May 29 ; v!

**Unciu '\2'*'' ^^''""•oT^^- Wsh-scaldlng device. No.
50.818 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1309.

Mitchell Vance Company, The. (See Barrows and Strnhan
assignors.)

Moe, Aaron B., Lombard, 111., assignor to Otis A Moe
Manufacturing Company. Poultry-fountain. \o
50,700- May 1 : v. 2.18: p. 282.

Moffatt. Maud \.. Dorchester. Mass. Candv-box No
50.791 : May 15 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 967.

Monnghan. John S., assignor to (3erman-.\merlcan But-
ton Company. Rochester, N. Y. Button. Nos. 60.H43-6 •

Mny 29 ; v 23R
; pp. 1614-15.

National Cash Register Company. The. (See Martin,
Haakon A., assignor.)

Button. No. 50,810;Nekarda, Mabel D., New York. N. Y.May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1309.
Nock, Harold E., assignor to Towle Manufacturing Com-

pany, Newburyport, Mass. Handle for spoons or anal-
ogous articles. No. 60,792; May 16 ; v. 238; p. 967.

Oliver, Marlon F., Berkeley, Cal. Tire. No. 50,798 ; May
16 : V. 288 ; p. 967.

Otis k Moe Manufacturing Company. (8«« Mo«, Aaron B..
assignor.

)

Ovl-la Company. (See Pertllat, Marie, assignor.)
Parisen, Robert T.. assignor to Lawson Manufacturinf
Company Pittsburgh Pa. Top for gas-stoves. No*
50,701 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 282.

Path* Fr*r'8 Phonograph Company. (See WIdmann.
l!.ug<>ne A., assignor.)

Paul. William C.. Newark. N. J. Non slare lamp-casing.
Nos. 60 758-9; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p 625.

"

v"T* K^**J'** ,?'"''«°°'" ^'^ <^^'<^* Company, Inc.^ New
238

Jte<iuclnK brassidre. No. 50,762 ; rfay 1 ;

IMttsburgh Lamp, Brass & Glass Company.
Frank, assignor.)

Plalsted. William M.. Larchmont. assignor
Brothers, New York. N. Y. Piano case
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 958.

Plaiated, William M., Larchmont, assignor to Haielton
Ilr^yi*''"^. ^^'^, ^**'"*'' '^' ^' Player piano case. No.
60.796 ; Mav 15 ; v. 238

; p. 968.
Plalsted, William M., Ijirchmont, assignor to Haielton

Brothers. New York, N. Y. Piano case. No. 50,796:May 16: v. 238
; p. 968.

Plalsted. William M.. Larchmont. assignor to Ilaselton

?^-*«T*"w ^^7, ^°^^- ^ ^' Player piano c«»e. No.
60.797 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 968.

Pleasants. Arthur H., Baltimore. Md. Indicator-hand for
computers, ijiilde maps, charts, and similar devices.
No. 60,847 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1616.

Poblman, Arthur B., Watertown, Wis. Emblem. No.
50.798 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 96H.

Quigley. Eugene, chancellor. (See Brown. Kenneth W
assignor.

)

Reed & Barton Corporation. (See
signer.)

Richard. Frangols, Cleveland, Ohio.

(See Yokel,

to Hazelton
No. 50.794;

Fell. Richard, as-

No. 50,799 : Mav 15 ; v. 238
; p. 969.

Rldgway, Fxlward J Staten Island,
manufacture. No. 60,703; May I ; v.

Automoblle-body.

N. Y. Article of
238 : p. 282.

Cretonne or other
v. 2.18 ; p. 625.

(See McPhaden, Alexander,

Ross. Charles J, OakTand" (^al. Toy figure.' "No. 50.820;May 22; v. 2.18; p. 1309.
Rothllsberger, Jacob, Muncle, Ind., assignor to W D

Smith Sliver Co. Spoon, fork, or similar article. No.
60,848 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1616.

Ryan. Matthew W., New York, N. Y
textile fahric No. 50.7«K) ; May H

Sandberg, Joseph T., et al.

assignor.)
Schiff. Flenry T.. Chicago. 111. Casing for sound-repro-
ducing machines. No. 50,849 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1616

Sebrtne. Oliver II., SehrlnL'. Ohio. Cream pitcher or
similar article. No. 50.761 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p 625

Sebrlng. Oliver H., Sebrlng, Ohio. Sugar bowl or similar
artl.Ie. No. 50.821 ; May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1310

Sheff. William. New York. N. Y. Ring. No. 60.762

:

May S : v. 238 : p. 625.
Slebert. Rudolph, assignor to German American Button
Company. Rochester. N. Y. Button. Nos. 60.860-1 ;May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1616.

Smith, Samuel B., (fleveland, assignor to The Buckeye In-
cubator Company, Sprlngfleld, Ohio. Brooder-stove.
No. 50.763 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 626.

Smith. Wlnfleld D., Asljury Park. N. J., and R. J.
Bourgeois. Oak Park, assignors to W. D. Smith Silver
Company, Phlcago. 111. Teapot or similar article. Nos.
50,764-5; Mav 8; v. 238; p. 626.

Sonora Phonograph Corporation. (See Wolff, Joaepb, as-
signor.)

Speldel, E<lwln, Cranston, assignor to Standard Neck-
cbaln Company, Providence. R. I. Link for neck-
rbains. No. 50,766 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 626.

Stafford, Matilda, Urbandale. Iowa. Pie-holder No
60,862 ; May 29 ; v. 238

; p. 1618.
""'a". x^o.

Standard Computing Scale Company, The. (See Jaenl-
chen, Louis, assignor.)

Standard Neckchain Company. (See Speldel, E^dwin as-
signor.)

Stephens. Alois J.. Plalnfleld. N. J. Shade bracket. No
50 822- May 22; v. 238 • p. 1310.

Sterling Casket Hardware Company. (See Ballev George
R.. assignor.) *

stetson. .John I'., assignor to American Lead Pencil Com-

^faT^-^^T 238^ p^ 1.110.
D'«P'"y-«^''<J- ^o- 50.823;

Strahan. (Jeorge V. tS.-e Barrows and Strahan )

Susquehanna Silk Mills. (See Bunting
signor.)

Swetland, E^sther H., North Tonawanda
Nos. 60,853-4 ; May 29: v. 238 ; p. 1617

Thlede, William. New Britain, Conn. Fob
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1310.

Tllton, George P., Attleboro. Mass. Spoon
lar article. No. .50.825 ; May 22 ; v 238

N. T.

as-

Torak. John, Mollne. Ill
v. 238 : p. 1311.

Towle Manufacturing Company
assignor.)

Toy.

No. 50.824 ;

fork, or siml-
1310.

Plate. No. 50.826; May 22;

(See Nock. Harold B.,
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Trowbridge. William B.. BaldwinsviUe. N. Y. Table-
< hair. No. 50.767 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 626.

Ulmer. Harry, assignor to Hardwlck & Magee Co.. Phila-
delphia. Pa. Rug. No. 60.800 ; Mav 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 969.

United and Globe Rubber MTg. Companies. (See Brough-
ton. John S., assignor.)

Vavra, John J. (See Von Vargyas. Eugene, assignor.)

Von Vargyas, Eugene. Washington. D. C. assignor of slxtv
one - hundredths to J. J. vavra, Blnghamton. N. Y.
Tread for automobile-tires. No. 50,769 ; May 8 ; v.

288 ; p. 627.

W. D. Smith Silver Co. (See Bottalisberger, Jacob, as-

signor.) «

W. l>. Smith Silver Company. (8«»e Smith and Bour-
geois, assignors.)

W. H. Holbrook Company. (See Hatch. Herbert F., as-
signor.)

Waehner, John, Brooklyn, N. T. Manicuring-set cat>e.

No. 60,865 ; May 29 ; v. 238
; p. 1617.

Ward, Ashley F., assignor to The A. S. Ward Machinery
Co.. Boston, Mass. Loaf of biscuit. No. 60,827 ; May
22 : V. 238 ; p. 1311.

'New York. N. Y.
V. 238

; p. 1617.
R. S. Foster. Aurora, HI
No. 60,867 ; May 29 ;

Shaving brush.

Lamp
V. 23«

Werschansky. Sacharj
No. 50.866; May 2S

West, William G., and
base and standard.
p. 1617.

WIdmann, Eugene A.. Brooklyn, assignor to Path^ Frftres
Phonograph Company. New York. N, Y. Pbonograph-
cai.lnet. Nos. 50.(04-6 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; pp. 2K2-3

Williams. Gordon, Mount Cannel. assignor to The English
A M<Tsl( k f'o.. New Havea. Conn. Vehicle-lamp. No.
.'»o,77o : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 627.

Wolna. Sylvester. Lost Creek, W. Va. Rest for clotheo
and other articles in washboilers. No. 60,868 ; May 29 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1618.
Wolff, Joseph, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Sonora Phono

graph Corporation. Record-cat)inet. No. 60,869 ; Maj
29; V. 238; p. 1618.

Yokel, Frank, assignor to Pittsburgh I^amp, Brass &
(}lass Companv, Pittsburgh, Pa. Lamp-shnde No.
60.809 ; May 2i ; v. 238 ; p. 1808.

Youngman, Otto J., assignor of one-half to J. B. Hookstra,
Berkeley. Cal. Piano. No. 50.707 ; May 1 ; v. 288

;

p. 283.
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A/S. Norskr Ifineralkilder. Ltrvlk, Norway. Mineral
waters. No. 1K5.784 : May 22; v. 238; p. 1826.

A- Kreamer. Inc., Brooklyn. N. T. Certain named cutlery.
machinery, and parts thereof. No. 116,849; May 29;
V. 238: p. 1636.

A. Wilhelm Company. The. ReadioK. Pa. Certain named
paints and pnintera' materials. No. 116,730; May 16;
T. 2.J8 • p. 080.

A. Wilhelm Company, The, Reading. Pa. Certain named
paints and painters' suppllea. No. 116,811 ; M&y 22 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1327.
A. L. Tuska Son & Co., New York. N. T. Certain named

clothing for men. mlssoH, and ladies. No. 116,712 ; May
IB : V. 238 : p. 979.

Abbott Company. C. M.. The. Providence. R. I. Certain
named articles of Jewelry. No. 116.570; May 18; T.
238 ; p. 976.

Acme Packing Co.. Chicago. III. Certain named goods.
No. 116.738 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Adams-Bagnall Electric Co., The, Cleveland, Ohio. Elec-
tric lamps and parts thereof. No. 116,789; May 22;
v. 238; p. 1327.

Adams Brothers, New York. N. Y. Chewing gum. No.
116.571 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 975.

Adams Brothers, New York, N. Y. Chewing-gum. No.
lrt.740 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1328.

AJax Pile Remedy Company, Chicago, 111. Certain pile
remedy. No. 116.495: May 8; v. 238; p. 645.

Albany I'erforated Wmpplng Paper Company, Albany,
N. Y. Toilet paper and paper towels. Nos. 116.388-9;
May 1 ; t. 238; p. 305.

Albany Perforated Wrapping Paper Company, Albanv,
N. T. Toilet-paper and paper towels. Nos. 116.572-3;
May IB ; v 238 : p. 975.

Albany Perforated Wrapping Paper Company, Albany,
N. Y. Toilet paper and paper towels. Nos. 116,741-2;
May 22 ; t. 238 ; p 1326.

Alexander & Callen, Los .\ngoIes, Cal. Stuflfed ripe and
ripe olives. No. 116.490; May 8; v 238: p. 645.

American Mancanese Steel Company, Chicago, 111. Steel,
steel castlnkCH, and nartlmlarly manganese-steel cast-
ings. No. 116,390 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 305.

AmiTlcan Papeterle Company, Albany, N. Y. Writing-
paper. No. 116,391 : Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. .305.

AmTlcan Road Machinery Company, Inc., Kennett Square.
Pa. Road making mnchines. No. 116.892; May 1; .
238 ; p. 30.-,:

American Supar Reflnlns Company, The. Jersey City,
N. J., and New York. N. Y. Sugar for use as a food.
No. 116,497 : May 8 ; v 238 : p. 645

Appelbaum, Mlsha. New York, N. Y. Printed folders and
magazines Inaued monthly. No. 116,748; May 22; y.

2.38 : p. 1325.
Ardln, Luclen, New York, N Y. .Appetizer made from se-

lect old wines. No. 116,498; May 8; v. 238; p. 645.
Armstrong Cork Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Innersollng

for shoes. No. 116,744; May 22; v. 238; p. 1826.
Atlantic Drier & Varnish Co., Philadelphia. Pa. CerUln
named paints and painters' materials. Nos. 116,674-^;
May 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 975.

Atlas Crucible Steel Company, Dunkirk, N. Y. Tool-
ste.ls. No. 110.39.3 : Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 305.

B. O & O. C. Wilson. ln(?.. Boston, Mass. Medicinal
?reparations for treating certain named diseases. No.
16.871 ; May 29; v. 238 ; d. 1637.

Barlnic. John. Chicago, III. Me<ilral preparation for in-
ternal use for the treatment of dialx-tes. No. 116,394 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 305.
Baltimore Roofing & Asbestos Manufacturing Co., Wil-

mington, Del., and Asbestos, Md. Prepared asphalt
roodng^ No. 116,676 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.

Barker, Fred I., Minneapolis, Minn. Capsules containing
atropin, strychnin, and extract cannabis indlca used as
home liquor and drug treatment. No. 116.499 ; May
8 : V. 238 ; p 645.

Barley Foo<1h Co.. Morgantown, W. Va. Speclallv-pre-
pare<l and pearl barlev. No. 116,395 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

p. Sfi.").

B««r & Ollck. Chicago. III. Pressare-lndlcatlng devices.
No. 116.677 ; Mav 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.

Beaver Companv, 'The. BafTalo, N. Y. Toy figures and dolls.

No. 110,5.8 : Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.
Beaver Company. The, Buffalo and Beaver Falls, N. T.

,

Roanoke Rapids, N. C. ; Thorold, Ontario. Canada, and
London, England. Dolls, doll-houses, toy houses, fig-

ures, Ac. No. 116,814 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.
Berlin Falirb <;iov<- <'<) Inc. New York. N. Y. Fabric

glov.s. No. 116.390: Mav 1 ; v. 238; p. 305.
Berry. Andrew H.. New York, N. Y. Batteries. No.

116,579 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.

Berry, Charles S., Little Rock, Ark. Minted Epsom salts.
No. 116,397; May 1 : v. 288; p. 3<>,-j.

B4rab«. Alexandre, Berlin, N. H. Tooth powder and
cream. No. 116,680 ; May 15; . 238 ; p. 975.

Birkenfeld, Strauss & Co., New York, N. Y. Certain named
clothing. No. 116,581 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 975.

Bittner Hunsicker & Co., Allentown, Pa. Overalls, work-
shirts, and hosiery. No. 116,582; May 15; v. 2.38;
p. 975.

Booth Fisheries Company, Chicago. 111. Canned salmon.
No. 116.601 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 645.

Boott .Mills. I.iiwell. Mass. ( otton piece gouds. No.
116.816 : May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1686.

Bosca & Figli, I.uigi, Canelli. Italy. Sparkling wines. No.
116.657 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.

Bouzoukls, Kostas G., Nashua, N, H. Remedy for certain
named diseases. No. 116,583: Mav 15; v. 238; p. 976.

Boyd-Welsh Shoe Company. St. Louis, Mo. Leather and
cloth shoes. No. 116.736 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1325.

Brenenian, Charles W., Cincinnati, Ohio. Spring-rollera
for window-shades, awnings, maps, cars, Ac. No.
116,585; May 15; v. 238; p. 975.

Brown & Bro., B.. New York, N. Y. Soda ash. caustic
soda, chlorate of potash, bichromate of »oda. No.
116,502 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 645.

Brown Instrument Company, The, Philadelphia, Pa.
Pyrometers, tachometers, operation-recorders, kc. No.
116,398 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 305.

Brundage Brothers Company, The, Toledo, Ohio. CoflTee,
tea, salted and supar peanuts, peanut oil and butter.
No. 116,503 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 645.

Brundage Brothers Company, The. Toledo, Ohio. Coffe«,
tea. salted peanuts, sugar peanuts, kc. No. 116,686;
May 15 : v. 2.38 ; p. 975.

lUicadyne Chemical Company, San Francisco, Cal. Den-
tifrices. No. 116,504 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 645.

C. M. C. Stewart Sulphur Co., Seattle, Wash. Laxative
tablets. No. 116,865; May 29; v. 238; p. 1636.

C. A. Gambrlll Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md. Self-rising wheat-
flour. No. 116,618 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.

C. E. Slauson Co., Stamford. Conn. Canned fruits and
vegetables. No, 116.694 : May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 973.

C. G. Conn. Ltd.. Elkhart, Ind. Wind, Btrlnge<i, and per-
cussion Instruments. No, 116,403; May 1; . 288;
p. 305.

Camp, Samuel IT., Jackson, Mich. Abdominal belts or sup-
porters. No. 116,588 ; May 15 : v, 238 ; p. 975.

Campbell, Dudley D.. New York, N. V. Cotton damasks,
napkins, table-cloths, and cotton piece goods. No.
116.819 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1635.

Cauadian-American Cereal Products Co.. The. New York,
N. Y. Wheat-flour, No. 116,589; May 16; v. 238;
p. 975.

Cantrell k Dawson, <iuymon, Okla. Laxative Jam. No.
116.820 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1635.

Cantrell k Dawson, Guymon. Okla. Medicinal tonic
No. 116,821 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1635.

Capital Cltv Dairy Co., Columbus, Ohio. Oieomargarln.
No. 116,690 ; May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 975.

Carl E. Schmidt k Co. Inc., Detroit, Mich. Leather. No.
116,737 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Carpenter-Morton Company, Boston, Mass. Medicated
preparation destructive or repellent to flies, lice, tlcka,
&<. No. 116.51>1 : Mav IB ; v. 2:58 ; p. 075.

Carpenter-Morton Co., Boston, Mass. Enamel paint. No.
116,822 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1635.

Castle Brothers. San Francisco, Cal. Certain named
foods. No. 116.505 : May 8 ; v. 238

; p. 645.
Chamberlain k Companv, Inc., Boston, Mass. rvrtaln
named foods. No. 116,606; May 8; v. 288; p. 645.

Chandler, Harry H.. New York, N. Y. Valve-grlndlng
compound. No. 116,507; May 8; v. 288; p. 646.

Charles H. Brown P.tlnt Co., The, Brooklyn, N. Y. Paste
paints. No. 116.399 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 805.

Chase Electric CompAnv, Chicago, 111. Electric window-
lighting and signs. No. 116,400 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 305.

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, 111. Auto-
mobiles and automobile-trucks. No. 116,695; May 15;
V. 238 ; p. 975.

Chicago Varnish Company, Chicago, 111. Varnish ; paint,
dry, paste, red-mixed, and ceramic ; Japan, 4c. No.
116,745 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1325.

Cincinnati Galvanizing Company, The, Cincinnati. Ohio.
Garbage palls and cans and cans used in making arti-
ficial Ice. No. 116,596 : May 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 975.

Cincinnati Rubber Manufacturing Company, The, Nor-
wood, Ohio. Rubber and duck beltings and hose and
rubber, flax, and ast>e8to8 machinery packing. No.

' 116,746; May 22; V. 238; p. 1325.

Ixxiii
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Clark Thread Company, The, Newark, N. J. Crochet
hooks or needles. No. 116.597 ; May 15 ; v. 238

; p. 975.
Clausen, Holger V., New York, N. Y. Hair-water ^r the

treatment of dandruff and a m«Kllcated Injection and
pills for treating venereal diseases. No. 116,508 : May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 645.

Cledon. James G.. Dixon, 111. Carbonated soft drinks.
No. 116.402 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 305.

*^'Vt''*^t«?'^*/'^^'
^'- Cincinnati, Ohio. Trusses. No.

110.598; May 15; v. 238; p. 976.
Cochrai.c. I. p.. Edinburgh. Scotland. Iron heads for

K<>lf-cliilis. -No. llG.SSiU; .Mav 15; v. 2.38; p. 970.
Colfax Bottling Works, Colfax, Iowa. Non-alcoholic car-

bonated beverage to be sold as a soft drink. No
116.823; May 29; v. 238; p. 1635.

Coniar Remedy Company. Hot Springs. Ark. Blood rem-
edy for treating certain named diseases. No. 116.824;May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.

Commercial Creamery Company, Spokane, Wash Butter
and honey. No. 116.600 ; May 15 ; v.Ji38 ; p. 976.

Coutlu.iital Mill.-,, The. Lewlstou. Me., Ind Boston. Mass
PlUow-tablug. sheeting, and cotton piece goods. No
116.6<n ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.

Coony Bayer Cigar Co.. Fort Wayne, Ind. Cigars. No.
116.747 : May 22 ; y. 238 ; p. 1826.

8 ^
o.

Coronet I'Lu^^pliate Company, New York. N. Y Pebble
phosphate. No. 110.602 : May 15 ; v. 2;i8 ; p. 976

Cott a-lau Company, The, Somerville, N. J. Wall-paper
size adapted for covering walls, ceilings, and other iur-
faces. No. 116.825; May 29; v. 238; p. 1636.

Cottonseed Products Co., The, Roff, Okla. Stock and cot-
ton seed mixed feeds. No. 116,603; May 15; v. 238;
p. 976.

Crampton Farley Brass Co.. Kansas City, Mo. Floor-
drains. No. 116.604 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 976

Crandall Packing Company, I'almyra, N. Y.. and Birming-
ham, Ala. Rul)ber t>eltlng and hose. No. 116,748 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1325. '

;

Crew Levlck Company, Philadelphia. Pa. IlluminaUng. I

^^.'«i?/'58- w"^'', ''"'°}°>' o"« a°<' gr.ases. Not
|

1 10.404-.
; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 30.j.

Crew Levlck Company. Philadelphia, Pa. Illuminating
lubricating, and burning oils and greases. No. 116 826 •

May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1636.
Crown Willamette Paper Company. San Francisco. Cal.

Wraoplng-paper. Nos. 116.408-10; May 1; v. 238

;

Cushni.in & Denlson Mfg. Co.. New York. N. Y Pen-
rajks. No. 110,411 ; May 1 ; v. 238: p. 305.

Gushing, John A., Lancaster. N. Y. Soluble .sulfonated
hydrocarbon having curative properties and used in
treating certain named diseases. No. 116,827; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1635.

Cusslns & Fearn Co., The, Columbus, Ohio. Wire fenclna
No. 116.749 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 132.1

Cusslns & Fearn Co., The, Columbus. Ohio. Mixed llauld
palBts. No. 116.828; May 29; v. 238; p. 1635.

Davis. Fretl L.. Gloucester, Mass. Salted. «uioked, pickled
^r«f5. and canned flsh. No. 116.750; May 22; v. 288;

De Courcy. ,\llce, Cincinnati, Ohio. Reme<iy for sore
throat, pyorrhea, catarrh, and hay-fever, also a mouth-wash. Xo. 116,413; May 1; v. 238; p. 305

Deagan, John C. assignor to J. C. Deagan Musical Bells.
Chicago. 111. Musical Instruments of the xylophone
type having metal or wooden bars. No. 116 412- Mav
1 ; v. 238 : p. 305. ' "'

^U- "f?«ii-i ^I'^J^'K' ^ ^ Moving picture films.

,-J^**?;."V^i-^^= ^"y 1: '' 238: pp. 3o!f-o.
r>etwiller k Street Fireworks Manufacturing Company.

'^""^TJ?'"' ^-J- Fireworks. Nos. 116.605^ ; May l5;

Dletkerhoff. Raffloer & Co.. New York, N Y Crochet-
hooks. No. 110.009: May 15: v. 2.'?8

: p 976'
I

Dlehl. Edward, Na.shville. Tenn. Non-alcoholic carbonated
beverages to be sold as soft drinks. No. 116.829; May
^v t V. ^oo ; p, 1d3o.

Dietrich Pierce A., Philadelphia, Pa. Certain named

l'l6.680?MaT'i5 :"v.'23lf;7."9?:!
P^^P«r*"«-- No.

Doc. Strock Rtmedy Co., Akron, Ohio. Catarrh. ptl«cough Ac remedies antiseptic powder, cathartic pills!No. 116,700: Mav 15: v. 238; p. 979.
Doggett, Stanley. New York. N. Y. Foundry facings of

all sorts. No. 116.752 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1325
Donohue Patrick. Columbus. Ohio. Medicinal prepara-

Vi?Pfl/«'" ,t''^*l'y^°* °' certain nanud diseases. No.
1 16,610 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 970.

^."•.i^""*™ ^ "•• r>e°ver. Colo. Substitute for coffee
No. 116,611 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 976.

Durkee Atwood Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Certain named
'"hrlcating oils and greasex. No. 116.417 : May 1 ;

E ZE Presets Co.. Inc., The. New York. N. Y Cold-
cream. No. 116.421 : May 1 ; v. 238

; p. .306.
E. & Z. Van Raalte. New York, N. Y. Nettings, veils, and

vMllngs In the piece. No. 116,480; May 1; v. 23h; p.
.30 (

.

"^

E. -V. Bowman Co.. Detroit. Mich. Spark and prlmlnc
plugs. No. 116.584 : May 15; v. 238 ; p. 975.

n. P. .Johnson I»lano Co.. Ottawa, 111. Talking machines.
No. 116.525 : May 8 : r. 238 ; p. 646.

Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester. N. Y. Photographic
paper. Nos. 116.612-15 : May 15 : t. 238 ; p. 976.

238 ; p. .307.

Work - shirts.

Edgar Roberta Manufacturing Company, St. Louis, Mo.Cakes of soap made In part by the use of cochin or
cocoanut oil. No. 110,460; .May 1 v

Elgeumann, August P., Evansvllle, ' Ind.
No. 116,509 ; .\l.-»y 8 : v. 238 : p. 645.

Elder Manufa( tiirlnc Co., St. Louis. Mo. Men's and boys*

v'"*238°*'* ifT-
"°*^ "^"'^ ''^''"**' *'^*^- ^I^'^IS; May 1;

Elgin American Manufacturing Co., Elgin, 111. Certain
?f?«i« ir*''''?.^ '"*^.^o °' precious materials. No.
110.016: May 15: v. 238: p. 976.

ii*i^,n'"w"'" > •
i^rockton. Mass. Shoe polish. No.llb.419 ; May 1 : v. 2.38 ; p. .30<J.

vt'^
tirossman Manufacturing Corporation, Brooklyn.

•,!:,« ^P*'"''P'"'f*' ^°- 116.768; May 22: v. 288;
p. loJo.

Kmll (;ros8man Manufacturing Corporation, Brooklyn,

P1636
^'P"" P'"«*- •'^o- 116.843; May 29; v. 2*8 1

Enamel Products Company, The. Cleveland, Ohio. Table-
tops. No 116.830; May 29; v. 238: p. 1035.

Engelman, i!,. i. H Noxen. Pa. Liquid or paste detergent
for the hands, fabrics, machinery, leather-dressing, anda lubricant. Ko. 116.753 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 182!5.tnoch Morgan s Son.n Company. New York N Y Cleans-
'°^.?I

sc-ourlnir .-nkp or powder. No. 116.540: May 8;
V. _'3b : p. <>40

Essanay Film .Manufacturing Company. Chicago, liL
No. 116.881

)any. i

; iuj 29; 288;
Moving-picture films,
p. 1635.

^*'vn'*"i'V«Mo'.'"iii
^'

•oi^""''^';'*.
^^''* ^''<«"i«l toilet crt-ams.No. 116.832 ; May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1686.

P. A. Hardy & Co.. Chicago. 111. Manufactured glass-
namely, lenses for lanterns. No. 116.762; May 22; t.-ao , p. 13^6.

^"
v^- i?« «,,^°?JP*% Philadelphia. Pa. Printing inks.No. 116.677 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 973

'^A^'l^ P*^'^'"? ^'**' ^°- l°c-' The. New York. N. T.Certain named metals and metal castings and forgings
*c. Nos. 110,833-5; May 29: v. 238: p. 1035

Fargo. Stephen. Clevelan.l. Ohio. lT,pan.tlon roi theUeatment of certain named diseases. No. 116.610;

Ferguson. Arthur' 8 .Sprlngfleld, Mo. Toy movlng-plcture
machines. No. 116,f54 : May 22; v. 258; p. ll'is.

Flnkelsteln & Co.. Joseph. New York. N. Y RaHOberrv
brandy No^ 116.423: M..y 1: v. 238 ; p 30c '^ ^

Fisk Rubber Company. The. Chlcopee Falls, Mass. Rub-
ber tires. No. f16.766 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1325.

^'i'^/J?«';-'' X."- ,?•• ^"o""*
^«?'°«- ">'' Games. No.

110,61. : May 15 : v. 238 : p 1J7O
Florida Cltrajulce Co.. Winter Park. Fla. Syrups formaking soft drinks and bottled non alcoholic still or

May^'^g !*^. 238!''p.*1635"^'' therefrom. No. 116,886;

Florida Fruit Preserving Co.. Jack.sonvlile, Fla. Fruit
Jellies, preserves, and marmalades. No. 116,511; May
8 . V. 2.S8 : p. 045.

FolKom .V^aragus Gin Co., San Francisco. Cal. Asoara-gus gin. No. 116,512 : May 8 ; v. 238 : ^ 645
Foose, Alphonse P.. Dayton. Ohio. Renu-.W' for muscular

rh.Miv- i-iM. Nm. 110..-i1:<: \\hv S; v jIs n ti45
Forrlstall, Florence, Brookllne. Mass. Boxes of paper or

cardboard .No 116.887 : May 29: v. 238 : p. 1685.Forstmann A Huffmann Co.. Passaic, N. J. Woolen and

238-^p^l§86^
**'*'*^'' '"''*" ^^^•838-42; May 29; t.

Franklin MacVeagh h Company, Chicago, 111. Periodical
or Journal published monthly. No. 116,774; May 22;
V. 238 ; p. 1326.

Frictlonless Metal Co., Chattanooga. Tenn. Cheralcally-
alloywl hlgh-speefl bearing metal. No. 116.425: May 1;

Frost Remedy Company, Albany, Mo.
ma. No. 116,514 : May 8 : v. 238 : p.

Gardner. Henry A., Washington, D. C.
shlngle-palnt. No. 116.767: May 22

. I 08.>< township.
Salve and cough medicine fo
No. 116.619 : Slay 15 ; v. 238 : p. 976

General Chemical Company. .New York. N Y Efferves-
cent salt. No. 110.426 : Mav 1 : v. 238 : p. 306

'""^"

rn™ n. P^*^ Manufacturing Company, East St. Ix)ui8.

U >Vood preservatives and creosote shingle - stains.
No. 116,515 : .May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 646.

Germicide Company, The. Denver. Colo. Antiphlogistic
Pr^Pi?,'"'?"*^? '" '*»^ '*""™ o' a plastic dressing. No.110.510; .May 8: v. 238: p. 045

George Borgfeldt A Co.. New York. N. Y. Certain named
Dharmaceutlcal preparations. Nos. 116.816-18 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1635. '

Gibson Company, The, Indianapolis, Ind. Wheel-rims,
tire-holders, seat-covers, bumpers, and fenders No
116.620: May 15; V. 238; p. 9t6.

lenoers. ino.

(Mlham. Dllman C, Schuylkill Haven, Pa. A peanut-
butter and honey food compound. No. 116 621 • Mav
15 : V. 238 : p. 9*6. '

*
'

f.lencrest Food Co.. Chicago. III. Spaghetti, apple-but-
t"'r mince meat, marmalades. No. 116.517 : Mav 8 • v238 ; p. 645. '

Goldman Bros.. St. Louis. Mo. Tables, chairs, beds,wardrobes, sideboards, desks, couches. Nos. 116 622-3:May 15 : v. 238
; p. 976.

R«*medv for asth-
645
Paints, especially

r. I t. ^- '
• —' '• 238 : p. 1325.

Gel.s. Uenata. Ross township, Allegheny county Pa
medicine for certain named diseases!
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Goodrich Drug Company. Omaha Nebr Toilet water,

perfumes, nail polish. No. 116.618; May 8; v. 288,

Goodwill Electric Companv. The, Chicago 111. Electrtc

heating pads. No. 116.624 : May 18 ; v. 238 : p. »76.

Cioodyear Tire & Rubber Company, The. Akron, Ohio.

Soles and heels for boots and shoes formed of an arti-

ficial composition. No 110.519 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : P- 645.

Grain Chemical Company, Inc The
Y,'*

York, N^ Y.

Organic phosphorus compounds. No. 116,020 . May o ,

V. 2,38 ; p. 645. „ ^, w xr t
Graphite Lubricating Company, The. Boundbrook, N. J.

Self lubricating trolley wheel bushings and metal and

graphite bearings and bushings. No. 116,521; May 8;

<;ray Co.', Jane, New York, N. Y. Dolls. No. 116,768;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1826.

Grecian Imp. & Trading Co. Inc., New York, N. Y. Bot-

tled Ore^an white ^n. Nos. 116,626-6; May 16; v.

2.38 ; p. 976. ,. u #
Orleshamer. John. Jacksonville. Fla. Liquid PolJ^Aoo'

auto and carriage bodies, furniture, &c. No. iio,4.i» ,

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306. _ , ,

Grip Nut Company, Chicago, 111., and South Whltlev Ind.

Nuts, bolts, and meUl washers. No. 116,429 , Maj 1

,

v. 238 : p. 306. „ , .. t.* »
Oroff. Raymond M., Lancaster, Pa. Cereal breakfast

fowl. -No. 116,627 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 970.

Oulfport Grocery Company. Oulfport Miss. \\ heat-flour.

No. 116.628; May l5; v. 238; P- 976.

Gund. <;eorge. Cleveland, Ohio. Smoking-tobacco. No.

116.760; May 22; V. 238: p. 1826. ».« , ,

Hagan. John C.. Richmond. Vs. Natural and artiflclal

iHlneral water. No. 116,761 ; May 22; v. 288; p. 1825.

Halpern, Paul S., New York. N. Y. Cotton piece goods.

N^ 116.844 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1686. „
, ^ ^ .

Hanlon h (ioodman Co., New York. N. Y. Paint-brushes.

No. 116,02»: May 15; v. 238: p. 976.
Harbison Walker Refractories Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Firebrick. No. 116.630; May 15; v. 238 ; p. 976.

Hardle George R., .New York, N. Y. Condensed milk.

No. 116.522 : Mav 8 : v. 238 : p. 646.

Harris, Carl C. Orange, Mass. Punches and pincers.

No. 116.763: May 22: v. 288: p. 1826. ^, ^ , ^ ^
HaselUne. Sherwln L.. Sprlngfleld. Mo. Tablets for treat-

ment of la grippe and coldfs. No. 116,631 ; May 15 ;
v.

238 ° 976
Hatfleid. Andrew L.. Hillside, N. J. Substitute for leather

and rubber. No. 116.764 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1325.

Ilaw-k Fre<lerlck W.. Omaha. Nebr. Overcoats. No.

116.632 : May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 977.
Helsev A Co.. A. II., Newark, Ohio. Lime blown glass.

No." 110.634 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 977.
^ . ^

Heisig & Norvell, Beaumont, Tex. Certain named foods.

No. 116.633 ; May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 977.
^, , ^ .,

Heller & Co., B., Chicago, 111. Polish for vehicle-bodies

and the like. ko. 116.765 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1826.

Hero Snap Fastener Company, New York, N. Y. Metal
snap fasteners or snap-fastening buttons or clasps.

No. 116,635 : May 15 : v. 2.38 : D. 977. ,,„ o.«
Herzog. Moses, New York. N. Y. Hair-nets. No. 116,846 ;

May 29 : v. 238 ; P. 16:^6
.^^ „ . «

Hill Smith Metal (ioods Companv. The, Boston, Mass.
Repair parts for automobile-engines and certain named
tools. No. 116,430 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 306.

Hlllerlch & Bradsby Company, Ix)ulsvllle, Kv. CerUin
named sporting goods. No. 116,637; May 16; v. 238;
p. 977.

Hlrsh, Wlckwire Company, Chicago. 111. Men's and
youths' coats, waistcoats, trousers, and overalls. No.
116,431 : May 1; v. 238: p. 306. „ , ^ „

Holcomb & Hoke Mfg. Co.. Indianapolis. Ind. Peanut-
bags. No. 110.70«l : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Holland Food Corporation, New York, N. Y. Condensed
skimmed milk. No. 116.638 : May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 977.

Home Products Company. The, Newburgh, N. Y. Vanish-
ing cream. No. 116.(;.39 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 977.

Hood Rubl)er Company. Watertown. Mass. Rubber boots,

shoes, and overshoes, rubl^er-sole canvas shoes. Nos.
116.640-3; May 16: v. 238: p. 977.

Hoptlnger & Roth, St. Louis. Mo. Halr-dresslng. No.

110.644 : May 15 ; v. 2.38 : p. 977.
Hunold Ernest. Providence, R. I. Ice-skates and parts

thereof. No. 116.645 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.

Hydragas Corporation. The. New York. N. Y. Certain
named vaporizing device. No. 116.646; May 15; v.

238 p. 977.
Imperial Candy Co.. Seattle, Wash. CerUIn named con-

(Tctlonery. No. 116.524: May 8: v. 238; p. 646.

India Rubber Company, New Brunswick, N. J., and New
York N. Y. Hard-rubber acid-conducting pipes. No.

116.767 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1826. ^ , ,

Interstate Engine &. Tractor Company, Waterloo, Iowa.
Tractors. No. 116,4.32 : May 1 : v. 2S8 : p. ;i06.

Ireland Chemical Co.. Chicago. 111. Antiseptic, astrin-

gent. &c., preparation for treatment of diseases of the

respiratory mucous membranes. No. 116,647 ; May 16;
v 288 ; p. 977.

Isko Incorporated. I»etrolt. Mich. Pumps and compres
Hor>* No. 116.840 : Mnv '29

: v. 238 : p. 1636.

J Bulova Company. New York, N. Y. Watches. No.

116.587: May 15: v. 2.38: p. 975. „ , , ^». „„
J. Paskus A Son. New York, N. Y. Sole-leather. No.

116,786 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1826.

J. C. Deagan Musical Bells. (See Deagan, John C, as-

signor. )

J. M. Robinson. Norton & Co., I.^ul8ville, Ky. Certain

named clothing. No. 116.688 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 973.

J. P. Eustls Manufacturing Company. Boston. Mass.
Bath-tub seats, shelf rails and brackets, robe and spray
hooks. No. 116,420: May 1: v. 238; p. 306.

Jacobs. Wllbert B., Emlenton, Pa. Pollshlng-oils. No.

116.648; May 16; v. 238; p. 977. „ „
James L. Taylor Mfg. Co., Poughke.psie, N. Y. Wrenches.

clamps, and clamp-carrlers. No. 116.471 ; May 1 ; v.

238 ; p. 307. „ ^ , .

Jaquet Ac Maxwjell. New York. N. Y. Perfumes, face and
sachet powders, creams, toilet waters. No. 116,649;
May 15 : V. 238 .-p. 977.

.Tenklns. Edgar W.. Chicago, 111. Iron-cement. No.
116.650 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.

Jobbers Overall Co.. Inc., Lynchburg, Va. Overalls, over-

all coats and pants. No. 116.433; May 1; v. 238;
p. 306.

John Chatlllon & Sons, New Y^rk, N. Y. Welghlng-sca.es.
No. 116,401 : May 1 ; v. 238; p. 305. „,,,..

John Chatillon & Sons, New York. N. Y. Weighlng-
s.ales. Nos. 116.592-4 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 975.

John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, Iowa. Breakfast - bacon.

No. 116.541 : Mav 8: v. 238; p. 646.
John Morrell & Co.. Ottumwa. Iowa. Meat products

—

namely, breakfast-bacon. No. 116,674 ; May 15 ; t.

238 : p. 973. ^ J . .^. ..

Jones, Wm. K., Wichita, Kans. Infants' flat and knitted

underwear. No. 116.661; May 15; v. 238; p. 977.

Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Non alcoholic

beverage sold as a soft drink. No. 116,686 ; May 15 ;
t.

238 : p. 973.
. _.

.

Joseph G. Dill, Inc., Richmond, Va. Chewing and smok-
ing tobacco. No. 116.751 ; May 22; v. 288; p. 1326.

Kammerllng. Max, New York, N. Y. Furniture pollshea.

No. 116.652 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 977.
Kervan, Charles, New York, .N. Y. 0<1orletis kerosene

used as a halr-dresslng and dandruff - remover. No.
116.526 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 646. ^ . „

Keystone Rubber Manufacturing Company, Erie, Pa. In-

ner tubes, liners and patches for the same. No.

110,769 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.
King & Applebaum. New York. N. Y. Certain named

clothing for women, misses, and children. No. 116,847 ;

May 29 ; v. 238: p. 1636. „ ., , » ,

Klrchner, Louis W., Baltimore, Md. Remedy for certain

named affections and diseases. No. 116.62 1 ;
May 8;

v. 238 ; p. 646. „ ^ .. ,. , ,
Klabenes, Marie. Leigh, Nebr. Remedy for cholera af-

fecting cattle and fowl. No. 116.528 ; May 8 ; v. 28»

;

Klauber Bros. & Co.. New York, N. Y. Piece goods of

wool, cotton, linen, silk, and combinations thereof. No.

116.434 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 306.
. . «

Knight, A. HUlborn, Philadelphia. Pa. Water-paint. No.

116,848: May 29; v. 238 ; p. 1636.
Korn. Harold. New York, S. Y. Certain named toilet

preparation. No. 116,770 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1826.

Krtrtlng & Mathlesen Aktl-ngesellschaft, Leotzsch, near

Leipzig, (iermany. Arc and electric lamps their acces-

sories and supplies. No. 116.775; May 22; v. 288; p.

1 826
Kuehnrlch. P. Max, Los Angeles, Cal. Calcium salts.

Nos. 116.529-31 : May 8 : v. 238 ; P- 646.

L Frank & Son Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Certain named
canned goods. No. 116.424 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 300.

I>ance, Shields D.. Troy, Ohio. Powder used as a remedy
for piles. No. 116.632 ; May 8 ; v 238 : p. 646.

I>anders. Frary & Clark. New Britain. Conn Forks,

spoons, cheese-scoops, Ac, made of base metal. No.

116,850 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.
^ , „ .

Lange Canning Co.. Eau Claire. Wis. Canned fruits and
vegetables. No. 116.533 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 646.

LaraW Flour Mills Corporation. The. Hutchinson, Kans.
Wheat-flour. No. 116,654; May 15; v. 288: p. 977.

Latta, Elbert J., Lincoln. Nebr. Medical remedy for

syphilis. No. I16.86I ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; P- 1686.

Lauilerbach Barber Co., Philipsburg, Pa. Wheat -flour.

No. 116,435 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.

Lilly Dungan & Company, Baltimore, Md. Cigars and
cigarettes. No. 116.656: May 15; v. 288; p. 977.

Lindenhurst Manufacturing Co.. Llndenhurst. N. Y. But-

tons. No. 116.4.30 : May 1 • v. 238 : p. .306

Linn, (leorge R.. Chicago, 111. Butter. No. 116.771;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.
^, .„».„«.

Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, New York, N. T.

Certain named furnaces and boilers and parts and de-

vices for same. No. 116.772 ; May 22 ; v. M8 ; p. 1826.

Longwood Laboratories. Incorporate<l. The. Kingston. N. Y.

Dandruff and falling hair. No. 116,634; May 8; t.

ljo\i\ti 'l^ifer Company. The, Chicago, 111. Matches. No.

116,636 ; May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 977.
, «7u *

Louis Levy Grocer Co.. Ltd., Baton Rouge. La. Wheat-
flour. No. 116,665 : May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 977.

Lundborg Company, New York. N. Y. Display-stands for

exhibiting perfumerv in Iwttles and other articles for

gale. No. 116,668 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.

Lvon & Healy. Chicago, 111. Piano benches and stools,

music-cabinets. No. 116,669: May 15: v. 288; p. 977.

M. Smolensky Mauufacturlnit To.. The. Cl«'vel«nd. Ohio.
Metallic rotarv su<tlon ami check valves. No. 116.799:
May 22: v. 2*8; p. 1327.
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M. D. Knowlton Company. Rochester, N. T. StajlnK and
fastening material—namelv, adbeaively coated strips of
pap*r and textile material. No. 116,653; May 15; v.
238 : p. 977.

MacDonell-Ctaow Corp.. New York. N. Y. Mineral waters.
No. lie.a^O: May 18; v. 238; p. 977.

Machinery Merrhants. Inc.. New York, N. T. Lathes.
No. 116,439 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 806.

Malonf, Abraham M., Salt Lake City, Utah. Embroideries
made of silk and wool, and suspenders. No. 116.440

:

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.
Manhattan Electrical Supply Company. Jersey City, N. J.,
and New York, N. Y. Certain name*! electrically-
opt»ratPd therapeutic apparatus and appliances and
parts and attachments therefor. No. 116,6(32 ; May 15 ;

V 'J3K : p. 977.
Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., The, New York, N. Y.

Hose made partly of rubber and partly of cotton. No.
11«.776 : .May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Manhattan Rubber Mfg. Co., The. New York, N. T. Ma-
chinery packing made of rubber and asbettos. No.
116.777 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

ManbatUn Rubber Mfg. Co., New York, N. Y. Rubber
composition In sheet form. No. 116.778: May 22: v
238 ; p. 1326.

Marr and Colton Organ Co.. Warsaw. N. Y. Organs and
parts thereof. No. 116,663 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 977.

MarKhall P1el<l & Company, Chicago. 111. Electric auc-
tlon-cleaners. No. 116,756 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 132<'.

Marti. Juan, Santa Coloma de Farn«8. Spain. Mineral.
carbonic, and Uble waters. No. 116,535; May 8: t.
238 ; p. 646.

Martin. William E., Chicago. III. Metal polish. No.
116.441 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.

Marvel Mfg. Co., New Haven. Conn. Optical toy. No
116,664; May 15: V. 238; p. 973.

Master Talking Machine Company. The, Towanda, Pa.
Talking Diachlnes, records. ne«MlIes. and parts thereof
except horns. No. 116.665: May 15; v. 238: p. 973. '

Mathls Sidney C. Walton county, Ga. Diphtheria specific
No. 116.536; May 8; v. 238: p. 646.

Mayer Brothers Company, Mankato. Minn. Tractors.
No. 11H.66<!

: Mhv 15 : v. 23«
; p 973.

McAfee. Norman R.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Plastic or paste
comoosltlon for cleaning the hands, wood, metal,
earthen, and enameled wares. No. 116,773 ; May 22 :

V. 2.38 ; p. 1326.
McCain, Robert E., Chicago, 111. Cooling, healing, and

odor destroying compound for the feet. No. 116.437 ;May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.
McFadden, William A., New York, N. Y. Hammers. No.

116,438 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.
McKnight. Charles J., (ireensburg. Pa. Toy push-cars

No. 116.661 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 977
'* Mestayer, Henry, New Orleans, La. Antiseptic, germicide,

and disinfectant for dental use. No. 116,538; May 8:
V. 238 ; p. 646.

Mexican Petroleum Corporation, Los Angeles. Cal. Fuel-
oils. Xo. 116.667 ; Xfay 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 973.

Mid-West Box Company. Anderson and Kokomo. Ind.
Corrugatetl and fiber board for boxes and products made

«,/.l*""
*"'•' '"oard. No. 116.668 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 973.

Mllbury Atlantic Mfg. Co.. New York. N. Y. Bathing
]

and gymnasium shoes of canvas. sate«>n. leather Ac
\ No. 116,669 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 973.

Miller, E. R.. Frederick. Md. Ointment especialij pre-
P?r,*^o^'""J*'^ *y*« ^"' a°<l no«« and general oae. No.
116,539 ; May 8 ; t. 238 ; p. 646.

***!!*' ^.^li*''^ Company. The, Akron. Ohio. Toy balloons.
No. 116.670; May 15: v. 238; p. 973.

Millvllle Manufacturing Company, The. Philadelphia Pa
w."*"*?}"'?!'

diapers. No. 116,671; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 973!
Mln-Nlx Company. Rochester, N. Y. Artificial lures—vii

spoons, wabblers, and spinners. No. 116,779 : May 22 •

V. 238 ; p. 1326. ' '

^'".^'A^-^'P* Company, Newark, N. J. Smoking-plpes. No.
116.780 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Model Mills Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Textile ruKs
No. 116.672 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 973.

Moler, Arthur B.. Chicago. 111. Face-cream, hair-tonic
face-lotion for use after shave or when desired. No.
116.673 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 973.

Monitor Stove A Range Co.. The, Cincinnati, Ohio. Hot-
air furna<es. No. 116,781 ; May 22; v. 238; p. 1326.

Moore, Ernest, Ix>ndon, England. Preventive from mos-
quito-Btlngs. No. 116,852; May 29; r. 238: p. 1686.

Morris and Company, Chicago, 111. Pork, and particularly
iV^ F?o'' x?''"*1, ^*^'J.„^''y

^a'^ a°<l plain pickle. No.
116,542 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.

Mosby, WillUm A., Marvell, Ark. Candies. No. 116,543

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.
Mount Vernon Woodberry Mills. Incorporated. Baltimore

Md. Cotton duck. Nos. 116.442-3; May 1; v 23ij
•'

p. 306.
Mlinch Brewing Bottling Dept., Inc., New York and

Brooklyn, N. Y. Beverage made from a compound of
malt and hops and cereals. No. 116,644 ; May 8 : t.
238; p. 646.

National Paper Products Company, San Francisco, Cal.
Floor dressings and polishes. No. 116,782; May 22;
V. 238 ; p. 1326.

National I^peterle Company, Springfield. Mass. Printing
and writing papers. No. 116.675; May 16; . 238;
p. 973.

'''Z* ^*i"P"?A ^'"^ ^'"^' ^'- Y. Halr-tonlc. No. 116,444 ;May 1 ; v. 238
; p. 306.

Nettles Co S S The, Montgomery. Ala. Uxatlre Ublet.
No. 116.546 : May 8 ; v, 238 ; p. 646.

Niagara Silk Mills. North Tonawanrta. .N. Y. Cotton uoods
In the piece. No. 116,445; May 1 ; v. 238: P 306.

Nlana Pure Food Company, Waukesha. Wis. Food prod-
uct conslstinar of prepared animal milk. No. 116,783

:

May 22 ; v. 238
; p. 1326.

Nocatee Citrus Growers' .Vssoclatlon. Nocatee. Fla. Or-
anges, grapo-frult. lemons, nnd nil citrus fruits. No.
116.676; May 16; v. 238; p. 973.

Noryion Company. Inc., The, New York, N. Y. Nasal
salve. No. 116.547 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.

Nu-Ex Fire Appliance Co.. The, Columbus. Ohio. Fire-
extinguishing compound. No. 116,548; May 8; v. 238;
p. 646.

Ohio Stote Stove Co.. The. Columbus, Ohio. Metal
kitchen cabinets, tables, and stools. No. 116,853 ; May
29 ; T. 238 ; p. 1636.

Owen, Charles A.. Syracuse. N. Y. Dairy-culture No
116.446; May 1; v. 238; p. 306.

Pabst. r»»T'd, Estate of George. The, Philadelphia. PaWindow shade cloths of sized and oil painted fabrics.
Nos. 116,447-8; May 1; v. 238: pp 3o«-7.

Pacific Creosoting Co.. Seattle, Wash. Wood-block paT-
Inj:. No llt;.07S; .May 15; v. 238; p. 973.

Parafflne Paint Company. The. San Francisco, CaL
Ready-mixed paints. No. 116,864; May 29: t. 238; p.
1686.

*^

Paramount Knitting Company. Chicago. 111. Hosiery.
Nos. 116.449-60 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.

Parnltzky, Paul, New York, N. Y. Geographical maps.
No. 116,785; May 22; t. 238; p. 1326.

Patterson Sargent Companv. The. Cleveland. Ohio. Paints,
driers, enamels, stains, lacs, Ac. No. 116.461 ; May 1 •

v. 23.S ; p. 307.
Patterson-Sargent Company, The, Cleveland. Ohio.

Paints, driers, enamels, sUlns, lacs, fillers, varnishes.
Nos. 116,855-6 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1636.

Peppett, William J.. Boston. Mass. .Medicine for certain
named diseases. .No. 116,462; Mav 1; v. 238; p. 307.

Peter bchoeuhofen Brewing Company. The. Chlcagct, III.
Cereal Im-v. rau'es sold as soft drinks. No. 116.(»86;
May 15 ; v. 23K ; p. 973.

Peters. Eleanore M., Chicago, 111. Cover and hanger for
hot water bags. Ac. No. 116,679; May 15; v. 238:
p. UT3.

Philadelphia Lawn Mower Company, The, Philadelphia,
Pa. Lawn mowers. Nos. 116,453-6; May 1; v. 238;
p. 307.

Philadelphia Quartz Company. Philadelphia, Pa. Sodium
silicate. .No. 116.549; May 8; v. 238; p. 646.

Phillips, Delia E., Philadelphia, Pa. Mixed vegetable
relishes and pickles. No. 116,457; May 1; v. 238;
p. 307.

Picture Press. Inc.. The. New York. N. Y. Newspaper-
supplements. No. 116,787; May 22; v. 238; p. 1326.

Pierce Fordyce Oil Association. Ihillas. Tex. Mineral
wMx. No. 116.681; May 15; v. 238; p. 973.

Pompeian Mfg. Co., The, Cleveland. Ohio. Tooth past«
and ixauty powiltr— viz.. fa< •• and toilet powder. No.
116,788; May 22; v. 288; p. 1326.

Pond, Edmund M.. Rutland. Vt. Medicaments for rectal
and vaginal appll.atlon. No. 116,560; May 8; v. 238;
p. 646.

Qnabaug Rubber Company, Brookfleld and North Brook-
field. Mass. RublMT soles and heels. No. 116.561 :

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.
Rand Company. North Tonawanda. N. Y. Indicators and

Index devices. No. 116.458 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 3U7.
Raornr. Katherlne A., Chicago, 111. Toy dressmaking out-

fit. No. 116,789 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.
Refractory Materials Company, New York, N. Y. Hlgh-

temt)eniture fire l»rl< k (••ment. nmi rondiicting hoiler-
coverlng and stove-lining. No. 116,867 : May 29 : t.
238; p. 1636.

Reliance Manufacturing Company. Chicago. 111. Overalls.
No. 116.552; May 8 ; v. 238; p. 646.

ReMler, Isidore, Detroit. Mich. Disinfectants. No.
116,790 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Revnolds Wire Co., Dixon, 111. Wire screen-cloth. No.
116.858; May 29; v. 238; p. 1636.

Rex Manufacturing Company, ConnersvlUe, Ind. Bodies
and tops and parts or same for certain named vehicles.
No. 116.859 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1636.

Rich. Ralph E.. Chicago, 111. Alloy for bearings In IngoU.
castings, or forglngs. No. 116.791; Mav 22; v. 238:
p. 1826.

Richardson. Frank W., assignor to Rlchelow Mfg. Co.. Inc..New York. N. Y. Solldined alcohol for fuel. No
116.459 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.

Rlchelow Mfg. Co. (See Richardson, Frank W., assignor.)
Ridley's, The Old Chambers St. Candy Manufactory, New

York N. Y. Candy. No. 116,553; May 8; v. 238;
p. 646.

Rite Specialty Co., .New York. N. Y. Etolls. No
116.682; .May 15; v. 238; p. 973.

Robart. Albert. Minerva. Ohio. Preparation for treat-
ment of gravel, bladder, backache, and kidney trouble.
No. 116.564 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 646.

Roberts Cone Manufacturing Companv. St. Joseph, Mo
Ice-cream cones. No. 116,555; NIayS; v. 238; p. 646.
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1

standard Oil Company. Richmond, Cal. Petroleam-olls
for lubricating and cushioning purposes. No. 116,698;
May 15: V. 238; p. 979.

Standard Tire and Rubber Manufacturing Company, Ths,
Cleveland. Ohio. Inner tubes. No. 116,802: May 22;
V. 238 ; p. 1827.

Standard Woven Fabric Company, Walpole, Mass. Rub-
ber matting. No. 116.803; May 22: v. 238; p. 1327.

Star Company, New York, N, Y. Newspaper-section. No.
116.804 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1827.

star Fuse Co., Inc., New York, N. Y. Electric fuses and
cartridges. No. 116,468; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 307.

Steel Basket Company, The, Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Shovels,
spades, handles for shovels, spades, and agricultural
forks. No. 116.469 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. .307.

Stein, Charles F., Chicago, 111. Polish for pianos, furni-
ture, floors, automobiles, Ac. No. 116.699: May 16;
V. 238

: p. 979.
Struss-Anderson Laboratories, New York, N. Y. Photo-

graphic developers. Nos. 116.562-8; May 8; . 288;

Sunshine Poultry Farm. Shelby, Wis. Certain named
foods. No. 116,701 ; May 16 : v. 288 ; p. 979.

Sussnian, Wormser A Co., San Francisco, Cal. Certain
named canned foods. No. 116,470 ; May 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 307.
Sweet Candy Co., Salt Lake City, Utah. Chocolates. No.

116.564 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 647.
TaklB, Costls, New York. N, Y. Candies. No. 116.702;
May 15 ; v. 288 : p. 979.

Talcott, Phlneas M., New Haven. Conn. Ix>adlng imple-
ments for rifle, pistol, and shotgun cartridges and moldi
for bullets. No. 116.866 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1686.

Tate Electrolytic Waterproofing Company, Incorporated,
New York, N. Y. Waterproofed paper. No. 116.708;
May 15; v. 238; p. 979.

Tebbetts & Garland Store, The, Chicago, 111. Soaps, wash-
ing-powders, cleansers, and metal-polish. No. 116,472;
May 1 ; v, 238 ; p. 307.

Tebbetts A Garland Store, The, Chicago, 111. Whisky.
No. 116,805 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1327.

Theobald and Oppenhelmer Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Cigars. No. 116,473 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. .307.

Thistle Hat Co., The, New York, N. Y. Hats. No.
116.704 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

Thomas Advertising Service, The. Jacksonville, Fla. Pure
Juice of grape-fruit or pomelo. No. 116,705; Mav 16;
V. 238 ; p. 979.

Timson Bros. Inc., Boston, Mass. Boots, shoes, slippers,
and sandals made wholly and In part of leather and
cloth. No. 116,706 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

Tinker. Matthew. Baltimore. Md. Rubber-stamp outfit and
Inking-pad combined. No. 116.474; May 1; v. 288:
p. 307.

Titus Blatter A Companv. New York. N. Y. Cotton
drapery fabrics. No. 116,707 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

Titus Blatter A Company. New York, N. Y. Drapery fab-
rics made of cotton and of cotton and silk mixtures.
No. 116.708; May 15; v. 238; p. 979.

Tlach, Victor F. J., New York, N. Y. Certain named metal
tools for cutting, forming, or holding. No. 116,709

;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.
Topeka Flour Mills Company, The, Topeka, Kane. Wheat-

flour. No. 116.710 ; May 15 ; v. 238
; p. 979.

Topeka Oil Company. The, Topeka. Kans. Illuminating,
lubricating, and fuel oils. No. 116.475 ; May 1 ; t. 288 ;

p. 307.
Travis, Stephen J., Chicago, 111. Phonographs. No.

116,711; May 15; v. 238: p. 979.
Trlppe, Barker A Co.. New York, N. Y. Cotton and linen

piece goods. No. 116.476; Mnv 1 ; v. 238; p. 307.
Tryalax Mfg. Co. Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Laxative. No.

116.477 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.
Twyman. Sidney J.. Hamilton. Ohio. Certain named

children's play-suits and boys' outer garments. No.
116.713; Ikfay 15; v. 238: p. 979.

Union Fibre Company. Winona. Minn. Thermal and
acoustic Insulator made of vegetable fibers. No.
116.867 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.

Union Pacific Tea Company. New York. N. T. Toilet
laundry, and scouring soaps, washing powder and tab^
lets, silver-polish. No. 116,806 ; May 22 ; y. 288

;

p. 1327.
Union Seed A Fertilizer Company. Guttenberg, N. J. Food-

stuffs for cattle, Ac, consisting of cotton-seed meal.
No. 116,714 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 979.

United Cigar Manufacturers Company. New York. N T
Cigars. No. 116,715 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

United Cigar Manufacturers Companv, New York \ T
Cigars. No. 116,807; May 22; v. ^38; p. 1327. "

'

United Drug Company, Bo- on. Mass. Rubber nlimlc
No. 116.R08; May 22: v. 2.S8 ; p 1327.

n"PP««.

United Liquid Sulphur Co., Inc., New York, N. T. Chem-
icals, medicines, and pharmaceutical preparations con-
taining sulfur in a dissolved form. No. 116 716- Mst
15 : . 238 ; p. 979.

".
'

^o
.
Juay

United Phonographs Corporation. Port Washington WisPhonographs and phonograph-records. No 116 717 •

May 15 : V. 238 : p. 979.
xao.in.

United Shoe Machinery Companv, Paterson N JBrushes for general and certain named use * No'
116.868 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1886.

^^'

Roberts Safety Water Tnl)e Boiler Co., The, Red Bank,
N. J. Water tube boilers. No. 116,792; May 22; T.

238; p. 1326.
Rodgers, Elmer R., St. Joseph, Mich. Veterinary remedy

—

namely, preparatiou for treatment of heaves In horses
au<l mules. No. 116.566; May 8; v. 238; p. 647.

Roko Manufacturing Co., Denver, Colo. Compositions for
use with printers and lithographers' Inks. No. 116,461

;

Mar 1 : V. 238 ; p. 307.
Hotofotos, Inc., New York, N. Y. Newspaper-supple-

ments. No. 116.793 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 182%.
Roitiitlup Flsb<'rles Co., .Spokane, Wash. Canned salmon,

cove oy.>«tcr.>i, nnd min<ed clams, dried codfish. No.
116,684: Mnv 15; v. 238: p. 973.

Russell -.Miller Milling Co., Minneapolis, Minn. Wheat-
flour. No. 116,462; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 307.

S. P. Zaloom A Co., New York. N. Y. Oyxo, konlak, matlka,
and arak. No. 116,813 ; May 22 : v. 23S

; p. 1327.
8. S. Wenzell Machine Company. Philadelphia Pa. Bot-

tle^washlng machines. No. 116,869; May 29; t. 238;
p. 1686.

B. S. White Dental Manufacturing Company, Phl'adelphla.
Pa. ; New York and Brooklyn. N. Y. ; Boston. Mam.

;

Chicago, III. : Atlanta, Ga. ; Cln< innati, Ohio : San Fran-
cisco and Oakland. Cal. ; Toronto and Montreal, C anade
and Berlin, Germany. Certain mimed pharmaceutlcn
preparations. No. 116,870 ; May 29 v. 238 ; p. 1637.

" Salada " Tea Company, Hicorporated. Portland, Me.,
and Boston, Mass. Tea. No. 116,557; May 8; v. 288;
p. 647.

Salt I^ke Cltv Brewing Cn., The. Salt I^ke Citv. Utah.
I.ag»r I'eer. No 116.S60: Mav '-'O ; v. 2.'?8

; p. ift.HO.

Bait's Textile Manufacturing Company, The, Bridgeport,
Conn., and New York, .N. Y. Velvets and <"' --hes In the
piece. No. 116.861 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p .i.>0.

Balux Drug Company, St. Louis, Mo. Perfumes, cold
cream. massMge-cream. toilet water, and face-powder.
No 11 6.558 ; May 8 ; v. 238 • p. 647.

Samstag A Hllder Bros., New York, N. Y. Dress and snap
fasteners. No. 116.794; May 22; v. 238; p. 1326.

8ave-0. Co., Inc., Hartford, Conn. Chemical compound for
preserving rubber. No. 116.463 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.

Scudder. Isaiah C. New York, N. Y. Electrolyte. No.
116.795 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1826.

Benmless Rubber Company. The, New Haven, Conn,
Water bottles, fountain and combination syringes, face
and Ice liags. No. 116.6S7 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 973.

Bears. Roebuck and Co., Chicago, 111. Leather shoes. No.
116.559 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 647.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.. Chicago, 111. Rubber heels and
composition soles. No. 116.688; May 16; v. 238:
p. 973.

Seggerman Bros. Inc., New York. N. Y. Tuna fish, crab-
meat. No. 116,689: May 16; v. 288; p. 978.

Senger Drug Co., Danville, 111. Antiseptic liniment for
sprains, stiff Joints, bruises, Ac. No. 116,796 ; Ma>
22; V. 238; p. 1326.

Shanhouse A Sons, W., Rockford. 111. Children's sleeping-
garments. No. 116,660; May 8; v. 238; p. 647.

Shaplelgh Hardware Companv. St. Louis. Mo. Talking-
machines. No. 116,690; .Mav 15; v. 238; p. 973

Sleben. Henry. Kansas aty. Mo. Dolls. No. 116,797

;

May 22; v. 238; p. 1327.
SlKnod*" System. Inc.. Chicago. 111. Stretching-tool. No.

116.691 : May 15 : v. 23S
; p. 973.

BIgnode System. Inc., Chicago, 111. Seallng-tool. No.
116.692; Mav 15; v. 238; p. 973.

Slgnode System. Inc.. Chicago. 111. Sen' No. 116,862;
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.

BIgnode System, Inc.. Chicago. 111. Metal strapping for
box fa.stenlngs or the like. No. 116.863; May 29; v.
238 : p. 1636.

Sinclair Oil A Refining Corporation, Chicago, 111. Illumi-
nating, lubricating, and burning oils and greases made
from petroleum. No. 116.693- May 16; v. 238; p. 973.

Bloat. Ifarry W.. Chicago, 111. Cakes. No. 116.561; May
8 ; V. 2.38

; p. 647.
Bmeyers, Benjamin F.. Troutvllle, Pa. Preservative for

fruit, vegetables, and meats. No. 116,464 ; May 1 : v.
238 ; jx 307.

Smith, Dewane B., Utlca, N. Y. Nursers, nursing-bot-
tles, and rubber nipples. No. 116,798; May 22; v
238 ; p. 1327.

Smith Llchty and Hlllman Company, Waterloo, Iowa.
Cheese. No. 116.695 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 973.

Southern Rallwav Supply and Equipment Co.. St. Loals,
Mo. Saws, cnisels, hatchets, files, axes, and adses.
No. 116.800 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1327.

Speler. Sidney S., Louisville, Ky. Cigars. No. 116,801 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1327.
Spencer, William E.. New York. N. Y. Varnishes. No.

116.864 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1686.
Splelman Electric Co.. New York, N. Y. Telephones, elec-

tric ctgar-IlKhters and lamps. No. 116.466 : May 1 : r.
238 : p. 307.

Sprague, Warner A Company, Chicago, 111. Tea. No.
116,696 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

Spratt's Patent (.\merlca) Limited. London, England, and
Newark. N. J. Medicines for dogs. cats, rabbits, fish,
birds, and poultry. No. 116,466 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.

Springfield Grinding Co.. Springfield. Mass. Grlndlng-
wheels No. 116.467 : Mav 1 : v. 2.^*8 : p 307.

Standard Oil Company. Richmond. Cal. Ready-mixed
paint. No. 116,697 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 979.
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United States Motion Plctare CorporatloD, Wllkes-Barre,
Pa. Motion picture films. No. 116,478 ; Hay 1 : v. 238 ;

p. 307.
United States Rubber Company, New Tori, N. Y. Com-

position Insoles, box-toes, and beel-couoters for boots
and shoos. Nos. 116.566-6; May 8; v. 238; p. 647.

Universal Optical Corporation, Providence, B. I. Certain
named optical supplies. No. 116,718; May 16; v. 238;
p. 979.

Universal Register Co., Chicago, 111. Certain named racks,
registers, bulletins, and the like. No. 116,719 ; May 16 ;

V. 238 ; p. 979.
University Chemical CO., Philadelphia, Pa. Tooth powder.

No. 116.479 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.
Val. Blatz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Non-lntoilcatlng

brewed soft drink. No. 116.500 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 645.
Vanola Company, The, Win.ston-Salem. N. C. Chvwlng
gum and mint. No. 116,720 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

Vis Vltae Company, Inc.. Portland, Oreg. Preparation foi

external application Indicated in the treatment of rheu
matlsm. No. 116,481 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 307.

W. M. Flnck A Company, Detroit, Mich. Men's overalls.
Jackets, trousers, coats, work-shirts. No. 116,422 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 306.

W. R. Grace A Co., New York, N. Y. Llnseed-oil and ready-
mixed paints. No. 116,427 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.

Waimer, Elmer E., Hazleton. Pa. Overalls and Ja kets.

No. 116.482 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 308.

WalUs, James F., PleasantvUle, N. J. Preparation for the
|

treatment of cancer and for charging water with radio-

active therapeutic properties. No. 116,567; May 8;
V. 238 : p. 647.

Wanderer-Wtrke vorm. Wlnklhofer ft Jaenicke Aktlenge-
sellschaft, SchSnau, near Chemnlts, Germany. Certain
named rect-ptacles. No. 116,721; May 15; v. 238; p.

979
Wanderer-Werke vorm. Wlnklhofer ft Jaenicke Aktienge-

sellschaft, Schttnau, near Chemnitz, Germany. Certain
named furniture. Nos. 116,722-3 ; May 16 ; t. 238

;

p. 979.
Wanderer Werke vorm. Wlnklhofer & Jaenicke Aktlen-

gesellschaft, SchSnau, near Chemnitz, Germany. Cer-
tain named cutlery, machinery, and tools, and parts
thereof. No. 116,809 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1327.

Warner Bros. Co., The, Brid;;eport. Conn. Corsets. No.
116,483 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 308.

Warren Manufacturing Company. Warren. Md. Cotton
duck, canvas, and yarn spun or woven In textile fabrics.

No. il6,484 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 308.
Washburn Crosby Company, Minneapolis, Minn. Wheat-

flour. No. 116,724 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.
Waskow. Frank, Chicago, III. Butter. No. 116,568 ; May

8 ; V. 238 ; p. 647.

Waterside MlUa, Inc.. Lowell, Mass. Cotton piece goods

—

namely, corduroys and velveteens. No. 116,485 ; May 1

;

V. 238 ; p. 308.
Weldeman Co., Clevt-land, Ohio. Certain named canned

goods and food products. No. 116,486; May 1 ; v. 238;
p. 308.

Weil Corset Company, The, New Haven, Conn. Abdominal
surgical health-belts. No. 116,726 ; May 15 ; v. 238

;

p. 979.
West Virginia Pulp ft Paper Co., New York, N. Y. Coated

lithographic paper. No. 116,487 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 308.
Western Clock Co., Peru, 111. Clocks and watches. No.

116,726; May 16; v. 288; p. 979.
Western Dry Battery Co., Seattle. Wash. Dry batteries.

No. 116,727; May 16: v. 238: p. 979.
Western .'^crew ft Lock-Nut Co., San Francisco, Cal. Nats.

No. lie.HlO; May 22; v. 238; p. 1327.
Whatcom Fish Products Co., Belllngham, Wash. Canned

tiatmon. .Nos. 116,728-9 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 980.
WhitiiiK l'ap»r Company, liolvokf. .Mass. \>'riting P4per8.

No. 11U4S8; May 1; v. 23>s ; p. 308
WUkins, ilorace P., Chicago, 111. Medicinal preparation or

tonic for use in certain named cunditlous. No. 116.569 ;

May 8 ; V. 238 : p. 647.
William S. Merrefl Chemical Company, The, Cincinnati,

Ohio. Plne-oll antiseptic. No. 116,637 ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

p. 646.
Wilmington Hosiery Mills. Inc., The. Wilmington. N. C.

Hosier T. No. 116.731 : Mav 16 ; . 238 : p. 980.
Wiiitermfnt Co.. inc.. The, Harri.shurg, Pa. Candy. No.

116,732 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 980.
Wm. Grelllch ft Sons, Brooklyn, N. Y. Fittings for trav-

eling-bags, trunks, ftc, particularly for protecting foot-
wear and the like i-arrfed therein. No. 116,769 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1326.

Woolson Spice Company, The. Toledo, Ohio. Coffee. No.
116,733; May 15; v. 238; p. 980.

Wortendyke .Manufacturing Co., Richmond, Va. Toilet-
paper and paper towels. Nos. 116,480-91 ; May 1 ; r.
238 : p. 308.

Worthlngton Pump and Machinery Corporation, New York,
N. Y. Internal-combustion engines. No. 116,492 ; May
1 ; V. 288 : p. 308.

Worumbo Manufacturing Company, Lisbon Falls, Me.
Woolen goods In the piece. No. 116,493; May 1; .
23X ; p. 308.

Young, William C, Buffalo, N. T. Corn-solvent, dan-
druff remedy, headache-tablets. No. 116,812 ; May 22

;

V. 238; p. 1327.
ZieKfeld Cinema Corporation. .NVw York. N. Y. Movlng-

plcture aims. No. 116,494 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 308.
Zlff, Joaeph, I>etrolt, Mich. Suspenders, t>elts, garters.

No. 116:734 ; May 16 : v. 288 ; p. 980.
Zip Co., New York, N. Y. Bleaching and water softening

compound. No. 116,736 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 980.
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A. Scbreiber Brewing Co., Buffalo, N. T. " Schrelber's
Kloster FU^r." (For Beer.) No. 20,100; May 15; t.

A. O. Spalding A Bros.. Jersey Cltv. N. J., and New York.
N. y. •' Spaldinjr Midget Honor Golf Ball." (For Golf-
Halls.) No. 20,131 ; Miiv 29; v. 238; p. 1038.

A. (J. Spalding & Bros.. Jersey Cltv. N. J.. an<l New York
N. Y. "Spalding Floating Honor (iolf Ball." (For
Golf-Balls.) No. 20,132 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.

A. J. Reach Co.. Philadelphia, t'a. • U.ac h Whippet (iolf
Ball.-*." (For Golf Balls.) No. 20,109 ; Mav 22 ; v 238-
p. 1328.

A. J. Reach Co., Philadelphia. Pa. " Reach Paramount
Golf Balls." (For Golf Balls.) No. 20,110; May 22;
V. 238 ; p. 1328.

A. J. Reach Co., Philadelphia. Pa. " Reach Meteor Golf
Balls." (For Oolf-Balls.) No. 20,111 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1 <>^o.

A. J. Reach Co., Philadelphia, Pa. " Reach New Scotty
Golf Balls." (For (lOlf Halls ) No. 20,112; May 22
V. 238 ; p 1328.

American Lithographic Compajiy, New York, N. Y
"Quajlty C^gara.''^ (For Cigars.) No. 20,090; May 8;
T. 238 ; p. 648.

Aromtnt Company, The. Cincinnati. Ohio. " Kof Not *"

(For Candy Cough-Tablets.) No. 20,061; May 1; v
238 : p. 309.

'

Aunt Jemima Mills Company, St. Joseph, Mo. "Aunt
Jemima." (For Pancake. Buckwheat. Corn, anil Wheat
Flour.) .No. 20.103; May 22; v. 238; p. \i2H

Banks Bros. Packing Co., Norfolk. Va. " Sunshine Brand
Purr Lard. With Oleo Stearine Added." (For Lard )
No. 20.119; May 29; V. 238: p. 1638.

Banks Bros. Packing Co.. Norfolk. Va. "Snow Bank"
(For :> Food Product.) No. 20,120; May 29; v. 238;
p. 1U38.

Barbour. Sallm, New York, N. Y. " Barbour Coffee." (For
Coffee.) No. 20.117 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 18.38.

Beech Nut Packing Company, Canajoharie, N. Y. " Beech
Nut Brand." (For a Beverage.) No. i0,118 ; May 29;
v. ^oo

; p. 1638.
Brockton Macaroni Manufacturing Company, Brockton

Mass. " Brockton Brand Macaroni." (For Macaroni )'

.No. 20.052 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 309.
Burly Drug Co., Lansing. Mich. " Wa Ke-Za For Sore

Fe«'t." (For Liquid for the Prevention and Cure of
Sore Feet.) .No. 20.053; May 1 ; v. 238; p 309.

C. F. Burges^i Laboratories. Madison. Wis. " Super-Six "
(For Electric Batteries.) No. 20.116 ; May 29 ; v. 238 •

p. 1038
Cohen. N. B., Scranton. Pa. "The Fuce Veil. (For

VellsJ No. 20,104 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1328
Crown Brewing Company, The. Cincinnati, Ohio. " Tang "

(For a Non Intoxicating Beverage.) No. 20.121; NUiT
29; V. 238; p^ 1638. '

Detroit Stove Works, Detroit, Mich. " Jewel Stove and
Furnaces Detroit Stove Works." (For Stoves and
Furnaces.) No. 20,070 ; May 8 : v. 238

; p. 648.
Dunlap, 8. D., Batavla, N. Y. " Marbleold Asphalt Roof-

Ins. ' (For Roofing-Paper.) No. 20,122; May 29- v
238 ; p. 1638

Edwin B. Stlmpson Company, Brooklvn, N. Y. " Stlmpson-

' Egola." (For a

Rivets." (For Rivets.) No. 20,069
p. 309.

Egola Mfg. Co., West Cornwall, Conn. ^6„.«. ,r„. <,

Substitute for Eggs.) No. 20,066; May 1; v. 238-
p. 809.

Excello Polish Co.. Portsmouth. Ohio. " Excello " (For
a Polish for Furniture.) No. 20,093; May 15; v. 238-
fi.

981.
Ix Glrard Company, The. Minneapolis. Minn. " Dont
Forget Gopherget For Gophers.*^ (For Poison for
(Jophers. Squirrels, Moles, and other Pest Animals.)
No. 20.055 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 809

Frank (;. Fawkes ft Co., Chicago, III. " Magic Whistle."
(For Cartons Containing Whistles.) No. 20,054 ; Mav
1 * V 2^S ' D AOft

Franklin 'Mfg. Co.'. Baltimore, Md. "Ironclad Khaki
Twills. (For Woven Fabric Piece Goods.) No. 20,128 •

May 29: v. 238; p^ 1638,
Ooiiled Embroidery Works, Union Hill, N. J. " Goul^d

Embroidered Initials." (For Embroidered Initials.)
No. 20,105; May 22; v. 238: p. 1328.

Guth Chocolate Company. Baltimore, Md. " Guth Choco-
L"«'^«?''"".'.* * ^"^ F>»ster Egg." (For Candy.) No.
20.094 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p 981.

Hamilton, John W., Hutchinson, Kans. " Health Food."
(For Bread.) No. 20,071 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 648.

Hamilton. John W., Hutchinson, Kans. " Health Pood."
(For Candy.) No. 20,072 ; May 8 ; . 238

; p. 648.

Hazell. Emma, Philadelphia, Pa. " French Rheumatism
w''''-^^ ^^°^ » ^'"'<' '<" Rheumatism.) No. 20,115:May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1328.

*

^*/'"^"",^^^°^' ^'*° FranclBco, Cal. " La Bella Carmen."
^^Snn^*'^^"*'^*^''**^^-^ ^«- 20,068; May 1; v. 288;
p. OUV. 1

Hess, George, Chicago, |11. "Directions." (For E-ZMarvel Cleaner.) No. 20,091; May 8; v. 238; d 648Hess, George, Chicago. III. " E-Z Marvel Kleaner." (For
a Cleaner.) No. 20,092 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

Independent Gum Co., Kansas City, Mo. "Morton's '

^ «!ic.^**®'''°^'^"'"> ^o"- 20,073-4; May 8; v. 238;
p. o4b.

Independent Button A Machine Company, Chicago IlL

Ma/s! vf"238^"p%°4V' ^^°'' ^""""^^ N»- 20.076;

^7Fnr JnPVnV ^;'"!*"'"^i-r.^-.X:. " Orch.rd Blossom."

29 ?y 238 : p. "ess""
^<xJorl«er) No. 20.124 ; May

*^"-f^"
Medicine Co The Nashville, Tenn. " Ka-Dene "

r U "j:,*^'°^°'«*°t-> No. 2().106 ; Mav 22 V 238-n 1?2S
L. E ^aterman Company, New York, N. Y.

' " Waterman's

J 3M •
<^^«'- I°k.) No. 20.069

:
May iTv 238*

^^^•f^forge H., Adrian, Mich. " Save-the-Cow " (WarMedicine for Cows.) No. 20.076; MSysT v. Ss;
Leshln, S., Milwaukee, Wis. " White Lllv Brand Bnttop ••

(For Butter.) No. 20.077; May 8; v. 238* n MSLynn Rubber Manufacturing Company, Lynn, Mass "Sans
?. 238 ; p. 98l'

Foot-Powders.T ^'o. 20,095 ; May is!

^*^'" * ^P' ^- ^- Chicago, 111. • R. E. Malers Verlb«.st "

ilnj 22?v."23#:Tl32T'°*
Compound*) No."o407

;

McCa^l^,y & Co. Inc., Baltimore, Md. "The 20th Centurv

1 : V 238
:^p''3^'°'' ^"''-S^'fts.) No. 20.068rMay

McCawley ft Co., Inc., Baltimore, Md. " For PlavHm*.And All Times." (For Boys' and Girls' Outer ofrments) No. 20,079; May 8; v. 238 ; p 648 " ^''
Mead Pulp and Paper Company, The, Dayton Ohio

v.23''8™°p'-309.^
"' Book-Paper.5 No. '20.0/7! May ij

Mead Pulp and Paper (Company, The Davton Ohin

v'iTi-VSQsi^'''
Book-Pa^er.^' No.'2o!l2r°llia.?29°;-

-Mead Pulp A Paper Company. The. Dayton. Ohio " Me-
2T p 1(^38

^'""^-P^P^r-J No. 20,126 i May- 29 :t.

"^
N;':^2%.%l?:Ma?'l5f;."238" Tfhs ^"""^ "''-Tonic.)

^^*^o^L*°5, * Brothers. I., Qnclnnatl, Ohio. " Old Morrts

i 238?p.°648.
^^°' Whisky.) No. 20,078T May 8 ;

Mlnnlck. 'ifoward B.. Louisville, Ky. " Dan-D " (For aBeverage.) No. 20,096 ; May 16 ; v. 288 : p. 981Mother s Macaroni Company. Minneapolis, Minn. " Cream-

p 981
Macaroni.) No. 20,697 ; May 15; v. 288 ;

National Pepsin Gum Company, The, San Francisco, Cal

20"ir:'"i,"av^2^S? .""lls,, ^^.^l.^^^^^^-'^-^-rn,''^ N<i:

'"**^T»K°'r'f 'J*'"" V°''P^''*"^°- N*''' York Mills, N. Y.

29 ; V. 238 !"p°.^638^
Corduroy.) No. 20.127; Ma^

Nowater Soap and Cleanser Co. of U. S. A., The, WarrenPa. "Nowater Cleanser Made In U. S .\." (Fo^Cleansers) No. 20 080; May 8 ; v. 238: p. 648.Old Dominion Iron ft Nail Works Co., kfchmond. Va
"Electric ''•njjf^ Steel." (For Steel.) No. 20.098 ; May «

15; V. 238 ; p. 981.
Olson Coffee Co., Omaha. Nebr. " Happy Hollow." (For

Coffee.) No. 20.081 ; May 8 ; v. 238 p 648
''fl"'^ ^P*" ^®* ^°- ^" Angeles. Cal. " Ubor Temple "

(For cOrars.) No. 20,128: May 29; v. 238 ; p CT
^''^'uS' ^\ Aberdeen. Wash., and Portland, Oreg.Peats Waterproof Leather Dressing." (For Leather-

DreKslns.) Nos. 20,129-30 ; May 29 ; v. 238 p 1638

^"fFoJ^nn A?'*'t:' ,?"'L*""'"'''
^'^- "F«'- Thkr Thirst."(For Non-Alcoholic Beveraee.)

V. 288 ; p. 648.
Quencbo Co., The, Baltimore, Md.

(For Non-Alcoholic Beverage )

V. 238 ; p. 648.
Quencho Co., The. Baltimore. Md.

(For Non-Alcohollc Beverage ). 238 ; p. 648.

No. 20.082; May 8;

" For Dry People."
No. 20,083; May 8;

" For Goodness Sake."
No. 20,084 ; May 8 :
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R P. Rirtaardson, Jr. ft Co.. Inc., East Orang«, N. J., auJ
ReldHvlIle. N. C. "Bo." (For Cigars.) No. 20.0S7

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.
Randolph Fruit Co.. Los Angeles, Cal. " Randolph 8pe

cial.' (For Oranges.) No. 20,085; May 8; v. 238:
p. 648.

Reliance Manufacturing Company. Chicago. 111. " Sun-
apee." (For Fine Yarn Chambray.) No. 20.086; May
8 ; V. 23^ : p. 648.

Sauquolt Toilet Paper Co„ New Hartford, N. Y. " Honor
Brand." (For Crape-Tissue.) No. 20.113; May 22;

S.hllchtlng. .\lbert T., Newark. N. J. " Slick - Shine."
(For Automobile-Body Polish.) No. 20.099; May 16:
V. 238

; p. 981.
Shore Distilling Co., Philadelphia, Pa. " Mt. Purn Brand

Cognac." (For Brandies.) No. 20,060; May 1 ; v. 238;
p. 309.

Snap Fastener Sales Co. Corp., New York, N. Y. "Ameri-
can Lady." (For Fasteners.) No. 20,134; May 29:
r. 238: p. 1638. '

•
J ,

Tleberman, Julius F., Cincinnati, Ohio. " Cotton-Top."
(For Non-Intoxlcatlng Beverages.) No. 20,088: Unj
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 648.

Triaca Company, The, Baltimore. Md. ' Tlpperary."
(For Dry Gin.) No. 20,101 ; May 15 ; v. 238

; p 981.

(For
No.

True Blue Drag Co.. Colambas, Ohio. " True Blue."
a Compound of Clamphor and Menthol Balm.)
20.102 ; May 15 ; v. 28« : p. 981.

Truesdell. C. B., Sac City, Iowa. "Home Made." (For
Cough Drops.) No. 20.061; May 1; v. 238; p. 309.

Tustin Hills ntrus .Association, Tustln. Cal. " <ieo. Wash-
initton ' (For Oranges.) No. 20,062; May 1; v. 288
p. 309.

Victoria Broom & Whisk Factory, Victoria. Tex. " KleeneKS Sweepe." (For Brooms.) No. 20.063; May 1
V. 238 : p. 309.

Wambsugh, J. Leo. Wtlklnsburg,
(For a Burn Treatment.) N^.
238 ; p. 1638.

Wh,^ele^ Beauty Co., New York. N. T. 'Nail Bright.'
(For Nail Polish.) No. 20,089; May 8 : . 238 ; p. 648

White King Squab Products Co.. Vlneland. N. J. • White
King Squab Soup." (For Squab Soup.) No. 20,114
May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1328.

Young, Willis <;., Chicago, III. " Chocolate Splash."
a Uarae ) Nr.. l'0.0«4 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 309.

Young, Willis G.. Chicago. III. " Can You Beat It? (Soli-
taire)." (For a Oame.) No. 20,065: May 1; t. 288;
p. 309.

Young. Willis G., Chicago, 111.

a Game. ) No. 20.066 ; May 1 ;

Young, Willis G., Chicago, 111. " Flsr Mill."
Game.) No. 20,067 ; May 1 ; . 238 ; p. 309.

Pa. " Burn— Dre« '

20,135; May 29; t

(For

Top-Pacheeia."
V. 2.1s

; p. 309.
(For

(For •

PRINTS.

Ballard, Elijah F.. Dallas. Tex. "HTgeian." (For a
Disinfectant.) No. 4.696 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1638.

Barlow, Francis J.. Chicago. 111. "La Barlo." (For
Cigars.) No 4,691 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 981.

Channpll Chemical Company, Chicago, 111. " Cheerfully
Bright Wherever O-Cedar Polish is used." (For
O Cedar Polish.) No. 4,683 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

Channcll Chemical Company. Chicago, 111. " The O-Cedar
Way." (For O-Cedar Polish.) No. 4,684; May 8; v.
238 ; p. 648.

Cosmetic Product Company, The, Montreal. Canada. " Le
Lait Des Roses." (For Antiseptic and Tonic of the
Skin.) No. 4,699: May 29: v. 238; p. 1638.

Creamette Company. The, Minneapolis, Minn. " How To
Cut the High Cost of Living With Cn-amettes." (For
Macaroni.) No. 4,692; May 15: v. 238; p. 981.

Dalton Machine Co. Inc., New York. N. Y. " Bulletin
B—602." (For Lathes.) No. 4.686; May »; v. 238;
p. 648.

Dalton Machine Co. Inc., New York. N. Y. " Bulletin
6—601." (For Lathea.) No. 4,686; May 8; v. 238;
p. 648.

Dalton Machine Co. Inc., New York, N. Y. " Bulletin
B—603." (For Lathes.) No. 4,687; May 8; v. 238;
p. 648.

David Weil's Sons Llthpgraphic Co., Brooklyn. N
Advisor." (For Hosiery.)

2.38: p. 1328.
No. *4,695

; jiay' 22*
Y.
V.

''•5^X?'J5 ¥'"• Corporation. New York Mllla. N. T.
Tub Corduroy." (For Corduroy.) No. 4.697; May

29 : V. 288 ; p. 1638.
Postum Cereal Company, Battle Creek. Mich. " There's

a Reason." (^For Postum Cereal.) No. 4.694 ; May 22 r
V. 238 : p. 1828.

Rathbone Sard ft Company. Albany, N. Y. "Always Im-
proving' (For Stoves and Ranges.) No. 4.688; May
8 : V. 238 ; p. 648.

''

Rathbone Sard ft Company, Albany. N. Y. "Always Im-
proving." (For Ranges and Heaters.) No. 4,689; May
8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

Rothstein, Isidore. Pittsburgh, Pa. "Mrs. Santa Claiu "

(For Toyt.) No. 4,701 ; May 29 ; v. 238; p. 1638.
Rubber A Celluloid Products Company, Newark, N. J

" Old King Rubberset." (For Brusht
May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 981.

(For Brushes.) No. 4,693:

Spring Snap Fa.«tener Companv. I.,vnn, Mass. " Nugget
Fastener.' (For Spring Snap-Fa«teners.) No. 4,690;
May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 648.

Stedem Chemical I.Aboratory, Philadelphia. Pa
em's Formula Fairmount Wee<l Killer." ~

" Sted-
(For a Weed-

No. 4,698 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.Killing Chemical.)
1638

Swan Process Oil Co. Inc.. The, Denrer. Colo. " Spoco."
(For Automoblle-Oll.) No. 4.700; May 2» ; r. 288:
p. 1638.

DISCLAIMERS.

Abbt>tt. Franklin E.. Huffalo. N. Y. : disclaimer filed by
the Invent jr and assignee. Lackawanna Steel Companv.
Splice bar. No. 1.152.375 : disclaimer filed Mav 1, I9lf

:

V. 238: p. 6.')3.

Allison. Daniel K.. Cincinnati, Ohio, and B. D. Plnkney,
.Newport. Ky. : disclaimer filed by a.<i8lgne«. The J. H.
Dav Conipaiiy. Cracker-c-uttlng machine. No. 1.112,184 ;

disclaimer flle<l May 7. 1917 : v. 238: p. 653.

NeuberKer. .Tohn. and J. F. Hlnes. Cleveland. Ohio; dis-
claimer filed by John Neuberger. Shade and curtain-
pole support. No. 1.074,973: disclaimer flle<l Apr. 28.
1917: V. 238: p. 321.

Smith. Franklin H., Yonkers. N. Y. : disclaimer filed by
as-signev. Gold Car Heating ft Lighting Company. Elec-
tric heater. No. 1.040.043 : disclaimer filed May 2.
1917 : V. 238; p. 653.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INVENTIONS
FOR WHICH

PATENTS WERE ISSUED DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, 1917.

(Abbrevlatlona: " Ga«."—Offlclal Gaiette.]

No. 1.226,111 ; May

.226.383; May 8; t.

No. 1.225.434; May

1.224.822 ;

'^''Ma'il2°!*v*238 j^p^^ofi
^'

''' ^**°"' N**' 1.22«.8«2 ;

Accounting record-'sheet. J." W. Pennewlll. No. 1.227.663 ;May 29: v. 2.38; p. 1.366.
Accounting-sheet. J. W. Pennewlll.

16 ; V. 238 ; p. 781.
Acetylene-burner. B. Wiener. No. 1.226.383; May 8; t.

238 ; p. 493.
Acetylene-generator. A. P. Hagar.

8 ; V. 2.38
; p. 610.

Acetylene generator. M. L. Williams. No
May 1 : v. 238 : p. 251.

Acid. Manufacture of hypochlorous. W. N. Haworth and
J. C. Irvine. No. 1.227,049; May 22; v. 238; p. 1136.

Acids or metallic salts. Eliminating and recovering. U
E. Tiffany. No. 1.226,279: May 16; v. 238: p. 848

Actuating signals on and communicating with trains
^^•^T^ompion. No. 1.227,021; May 22; v. 238:
p. 1126.

Adjilng and listing machines. Card-making attachment
for. A. S. Trew. No. 1.224,813 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 247.

* ,'1,% A^'^ recording machine. H. Landsledel. No.
1.225,655; May 8; v. 238: p. 683.

Adding and recording machine. H. Landsledel. No.
1.225.650; May 8; t. 238; p. 684

Adrllng-marhlne. O. Cordta. No
238

; p. 765.
Addlng-machlne. J. L. Dalton.

8 : V. 2.'i8 : p. 562.
Addlng-machlne. H. Landsledel.

V. 238 ; p. 583.
Addina machine. F. J. Peterson. No. 1,227.656 ; May 29 ;

V. 238 : p. 1366.
Addlng-marhines, Mechanical movement for. J. P. Hunter

and H. KUntzler. No. 1,225,960; May 15; . 238;

AddinK-mnrhines, Solenoid for drlvln,

1,226.064; May 16; .
No. 1,226,590; May

No. 1,226,664; May 8;

No. 1,226,697 ; May 22; v. 238";" "p. 1^14.
No. 1,

F. C.

Adjustable chair! G. H. ^autler
V. 238 : p. 1566.

AdJusUble clamp. E. 0. Keator. No. 1.226.221
v. 238: p. 818.

Advertising apparatus. W. Sumner
May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 41.

Advertising apparatus for vehicle-tops
No. 1.224.446 : May 1 " "

^
v. 238

; p. 120.
O. BillermaD.

Rlnsche.

228.249 ; May 29 ;

; May 16

;

1,224.282;

E. A. Campbell.

No. 1,224.261

:

Schneibl*. No.

No.

AdvertlHlng device. W
May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 5.3.

AdvertlsiUK device, Electrical. F.
1.225.86.'5: May 15: v. 238; p. 697.

AerUl machine. W. F. Saunt. No. 1,226,599 ; May 16 •

v. 238 : p. 942.
J »« .

Aeronautics. I. E. McCabe.
V. 288: p. 1271.

Aeroplane. L. L. Fosburgh. No,
V. 238; p. .333.

Aeroplane. A. Melnlcsak.
2.38 ; p. 1568.

Aeroplane. A. F. Rass. No. 1.227.937 ; May 29 ; y. 288 ;

p. 146.3.

Aeroplane. Combmed dirigible and hydro. M. .Telalian
No. 1.227.912 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1464.

No. 1,227.464; May 22;

1.224,916; May 8;

No. 1.228,227; May 29; t.

F. AAeroplane-controlling mechanism.
1.224.357: May 1 ; v. 2.38; p. 87.

Aeroplane, Soaring. J. W. Ruben.
8 ; . 238 ; p. 382.

Aeroplanes. Plane and the like for
1. '225.711 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 602.

Agricultural Implement. L. Fonnesbeck
May 8 ; r. 238 ; p. 507.

Agricultural Implement. B. Sagen. No.
29: V. 238: p. 1464.

Agricultural Implement. B. M. Steele.
May 22 ; t. 2.38 ; p. 1091.

Agricultural Implement. J. B. White.
May 29 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1672.

Air and gas compressor. A. W. H. Qriepe
May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 677.

Air compressor. V. J. Guthrie. No. 1,226.828
V. 28fl: p. 858.

Air-compressors, Dnloader for. W. H. Callan and O
MacFadden. No. 1,224,272 ; May 1 ; v. 288

; p. 66.

238 O. G.—vi

Bulllngton. No.

No. 1,226,069; May

A. A. Holle. No.

No. 1.226,423
;

1,227,938 ; May

No. 1,226.920;

No. 1,228,273;

No. 1,225,806 :

May 16;

J.

'**5"^7S?i"'
Means for producing. H. M. Schelbe. No.

1.224.218 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 86.

No. 1,227,324; May 22 ; t. 238; p. 1228.

^'^oT'^^^^r'o'- ^ <Vyand. No. 1,228.167; May 29; t.
^oo ; p. lod6.

'^*M?^'2**°'°i?«o''*^*^S-«o ^- ^' S^^er. No. 1,226,684;^*y o , V. zso ; p. 698.
Alr-pIpe coupling. Automatic. H. Currier. No. 1.224.611

:

May 1 ; v. 238; p. 177.

Mirs-"! 2§r'"*^697
^' " ^'^^•'y- ^°- 1.226,696;

Aircraft, Illuminating device for use on. H B 8 Holt
No. 1.227,441 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1263.

Aircraft, Method and system for operating rudders of.
G. H. CurUsa. No. 1,228,380 ; May 29 • v. 238 ; p. 1608.

'^•"^'2;.. '• ^ ^"*°- •"*"• 1.227.660; ilay 29; v. 238;
p. lSo4.

"^
Mjy^29^: v. 2'^8"Tl636''

^' ^" ^''P^*°- ^®- 1.228.169 ;

Alarm : See—
Burglar-aUrm Car-alarm.

Alarm device L. P. Dixon. No. 1,226.940 ; May 16 ; t.^on ; p. 723.
Alkali-metal percarbonate. Manufacturing. A. Schaidhauf.No 1.225,722 ; May 8 ; V. 238 ; p. 60C

^t! 1 ^o'k''coo**°?i**'
Manufacturing. O. Llebknecht.No 1.225,832; May 16; v. 238: p. 686.

w ,Poo^"I-2°"V* stable. Rendering. A. Schaidhauf.
No. 1.225.8*2 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 699.

'^'Jl^tor-wrench Adjustable. L. Marsh. No. 1.226.351 ;

Alloy and artlde msde therefrom. Aluminum. A. WMorris No 1,227 174 ; May 22; v. 288; p. 1179.
Alloy and maklntr the same, Alumlnura-calclum. H. 8.

Coop«r. No. 1,224,862 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 90
Alloy, Copper-lead. E. D. Oleason. No. 1,228,017 ; May

29 ; V. 2.38 : p. 1490. '

'^^\?y products and manufacture of •ame, German-silver-.
R. Beck. No. 1,227.569; May 29: v. 2^8; p. 1337.

Aluminium. Producing bands of. E. R. Lauber and R V.
Neher. No. 1,226.044 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 377.Aluminum skimmings, screenlng.s. dross, slags, or analo-
?"o"oo*,'?J?'l'i"*

materials. Treating. J. W. Lawrle. No.
1.228.119; Mav 29; v. 2.38: p. 1524

Ammonia, Catalytic production of. C. Bosch and A. Mlt-
tasch. No. 1.225,t55: May 15; v. 238; p. 661

^""??o'S^"'^ ^SJl'h^- •'• ^- ^«n"- No. 1,228.011 ; Mav 29 ;V, ^<>n ; p. 1488.

"^""".fH^"* <*^„\*;:*- C L. Moore. No. 1,226,666 : May 16
;V. Zoo , p. vSZ.

Amylaceous substances. Treating. A. Boldlo and J. Ef-
front. No. 1.227.374; May 22: v. 238- p 1242

•^°,*l^'i°.^ ..*°,*l
recording mechanism. J. Powers. No.

1,224.412 : May 1 : v. 238; p. 108.
Angle-spreader and swlrd. H. A. Schllllna No

1.227.325 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1228.
"'""°K- ««•

ABgular movement;. Means for transmitting. S. Petersen.
No. 1,225,486 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 627.

'^°J"?li™P- ,vh ^ Hoffman. No. 1,226.617: May 16;
V. ^oo ( p. oil.

'^°v°"238
•'"""*370 " ^ ^*****' ^°' ^•226.028; May 8;

^ No.'\>IlS)6t^J"{rv.''2'38''^?'°2f4 '" ^^ ^'^^^^^^

"^TsS: p.To09^ " ^*'*'' ^'°- ^•226.«88; May 22; t.

Ant-extermlnator G. G. Morehead. No. 1.226,471 ; Mayo , v. ^m , p. o^8.
AnMcreeger. E. Laaa. No. 1,227.804 ; May 29 ; t. 238 ;

•''^iaT2rr'238'"'p"l64'o
^^ ^^''°'^- '''• 1'228.171

;

"^£8^29*° T %8^*r U36'
^" '^^'"°*'»- No. 1.227.868;

•'°l%T?i^%i^t9":V^%^**/V 14^00
"• ^'•''''•*'- '*-

'°l%^ISi?1 £;n/;^;.^lkt''^P:'!45b
'• ''• ^'*°" ^*»-

^ISTt^Ms'TYIm " ^' ^"***'"'* N®- 1.227.997
:
May
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J.
688.
No. 1,226.171

No.

No.D. Grieve

H. A. Sanrer.

Martlny.

May 15

;

1.227.431 ; May 22 ;

No. 1,228,066 ; May

Sargent. No. 1,227,836;

E. A. Sperry.

May

15;

Antiskid device for aato-tires.
1,225,839 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p

Antlskiddlng device. J. P. Baxa.
V. 238 ; p. 801.

Antlnllpping device.
V. 238 ; p. 1260.

AntlsHpping device.
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1604.

Apron guiding device. P. 0.
May 29 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1428.

irc-Ughts for projectors. Operating flaming.
No. 1.227.210 : May 22j v. 238 ; p. 1190.

Arc-suppres«ing device. D. C. Davis. No. 1,224,150;
1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 12.

Arch-readjuster. W. G. Gray. No. 1,226,327 ; May
V. 238 : p. 858.

Arm and hand, Artlflclal. M. E. CronemlUer. No.
1.225.415; May 8: v. 238 ; p. 504.

Article-supporting stand. P. Lepak. No. 1,226,543 ; May
16 ; V. 238

; p. 925.
Ash-dumplng mechanism. P. L. Crowe. No. 1.224,904 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 330.
Asbslfting apparatus. 11. Koppel. No. 1.226,976; May

22 : V. 238 ; p. 1111.
Asphalt tester. Automatically-timed. W. B. Howard. No.

1.225.4.38 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 511.
Athletic brace for llmba. L. Allls. No.

15 : V. 238 ; p. 798.
Atomizer. W. A. White.

p. 1236.
Audlphone, Hand-. P. A. Barber. No.

22: V. 238: p. 1129.
T. M. Jarrell. No. 1,226,890

No. 1.227,362

1,226,160

May 22 ; v

1,227.030

May

238:

May

May

O. Zlstel. No. 1,227,732 ; May 29

Patterson. No. 1,226.586

E. K. Bnebo. No. 1.226.761

C. .T

938

No. 1,228.257; May 29

R. Mery. No. 1.227.290

Auto chain. Non-skid.
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1080.

Auto, Plsh-conveylng.
V. 288 ; p. 1393.

Auto steering device.
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p.

Automatically-actiiated gate.
May 22: v. 2.38; p. 10,36.

Automobile-body. C O. Stuck.
V. 238 : p. 15G8.

Automobile-body construction.
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1216.

Automohlle-brake. J. Obelski.
V. 238 : p. 828.

Automobile-braking mechanism. J.
1,227,805 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1417.

Automobile-curtains. Antlrattllng device for
No. 1.224,177 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 22.

Automobile direction - indicator. J. W.
1.224.905: May 8; v. 238; p. 330.

Automoldlf direction-Indicator. R. .1. Miller and J. Bell
No. 1.224.657 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 193.

Automobile dlrectlon-ln<licator. C. M. Nash. No. 1.226,721
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 606.

Automobile driving-gear. P. L. Jordan. No. 1,224,750
May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 226.

Automobile fender. M. Urlbe. No. 1,226,420; May 16
V. 238; p. 887.

A. Brltton. No. 1.225,618; May

No. 1,226,246; May 16

B. Landry. No

W. C. Koch

Davis. No

Automobile fuel-gage.
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 949.

Automobile-gearing. F. Banks. No
V. 238 : p. 397.

Automobile glare-shield. A. C.
1.225,608 ; May 8 • v. 238 ; p. 569

Autonioblle-grnard. G. T. Burrell. No
V. 238: p. 501.

Automoblle-hcod. L. Norvell. No
238 : p. 936.

Automol)ile hood cover. E. B.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1181.

Automobile-hood lock. L. W
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 11.35.

Automobile Jack. W. H. Bulla.
V. 238; p. 764.

Automobile-Jack.
V. 238 : p. 66.

Automobile-Jack.
V. 238 : p. 160.

Automol>tle-llfting-jack apparatus
No. 1.225,644; May 8; v. 238

Automotille-lock. J. P. Becker.
V. 238 : p. 62.

Automobile-lock. J. P. Carson.
V. 2.38: p 901.

Automobile-pedal lock. A. B. and E.
1.225.130; May 8; v. 238; p. 406.

Automobile-radiator. I. Pleischmann.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1406.

Automobile runway and lift. A.
May 8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 548.

Attachable.

. 1,225,102 ; May 8

Preeman. Jr. No

1,226,406 ; May 8

1,226,576; May 15; i

Nathan. No. 1,227,181

Gustafson. No. 1

o. 1.226,059 :

M. J. Haug. No. 1,224.298;

C. T. Nelson. No. 1,224.661
;

V
E.
680.

1.224,268

227.048

May 15

May 1

May 1

Kandlbinder

No

Automobile-seat,
1.224.406: May

Automoblle-slgnal.
V. 238 : p. 1545

Automohlle-slgnal.
V. 2.38 : p. 370.

Automoblle-slgnal. E.
8 : V. 238 ; p. 603.

Automoblle-slgnal. H
15 : V. 238 ; p. 744.

Automoblle-slgnal. V.
v. 238 ; p. 1196,

: V. 238 ; p.
S. H. Davis

J. W Fey

L. Johnson.

Raodle.

No

T,

Walsh.

May 1

1,226.467 ; May 16

O. Hoefelman. No

No. 1.227,770

Winer. No. 1,226,649

Ntenstadt. No

1,228,187 ; May 29

No. 1,225.022; May 8

No. 1.226,714; May

No. 1,226,004 ; May

1,227,226; May 22;

J.

106
No

H.

(ReiMue.) No. 14.297 ;

No. 1.224,401 ;

Automobile-starter. E. Uoutz
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 611.

Automobile starting-crank. F. E. Malna
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 103.

Automobile steering attachment and self-starting device.
J. Marclnkowskl and J. BuAda. No. 1.224.402 ; May 1

;

V. 238 ; p. 103.
Automobile steering mechanism. R. Serban. No.

1.226,737 ; liay 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 610.
Automobile steering mechanism. H. C. Stratford. No.

1,227,851 ; May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1484.
Automobile steering wheel. C. 8. Hall. No. 1,226,622:
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 673.

Aatomoblle - steering whi-el lock. C. E. Mentzer. No.
1,227,644 ; May 26 ; v. 238 ; p. 1862.

Autoniohlle-steerinK-wheel-locking means. J. A. Bowden.
No. 1,224,440: May 1 • v. 288; p. 118.

Automobile-ateerlng wheel-locking means. J. A. Bowden.
No. 1,226.697 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 597.

Automobile tall-llght. J. A. Mortn. No. 1,226.472 ; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 523.

Automobile-top. J. Vide and H. J. Sandberg. No.
1.225,377 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 492.

Automobile trailer. C. .V. Rogers. No. 1,228.188; May
29 ; V. 238 : p. 1630

Automobile turning-signal. J. M. Wvman. No. 1,224, .348

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 84.
Automobile-wheel. S. Domlnguei. No. 1.226,789; May

15 : V. 238 ; p. 672.
Automobile-wheel. L. C. Schwab. No. 1,327,841 ; May

29; V. 238: p. 1430.
Aatomoblle-wheel-positloning device. C. Christiansen.

No. 1,225.109 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 399.
Automobiles, Aile attachment for. J. Hansen. No.

1,227.611 : May 29; v. 238; p. 1350.
Automobiles, Brake-sbaft-operatlng mechanism for. H.
Josephson. No. 1,227.797: May 29; v. 238; p. 1415.

.Vutomubiles, Ac, Differential gearing for. J. P. P. Cardlo
No. 1,227.382 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1246.

Automobiles. Drive mechanism for. E. R. Hewitt. No.
1.224 543 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 154.

.\utonioblle8, EmergeDcy-windlass for. L. Pernhols. No.
1.225.940: May 15: v. 238; p. 725.

Automobiles, Folding bed for. D. M. Westcott and H. M
Vincent. No. 1.226.426; May 15: v. 238; p. 889.

Automobiles. Machine for producing radiator-tubing for.
S. Oartclulo. No. 1,225,730 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 608.

Automobiles out of mud boles. Device for lifting. J.
Brown. No. 1.226,458 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 898.

Automobiles, Revolving light for. E. K. Macomber. No.
1,224.768 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; n. 230.

Automobiles. Spring-suspended frame for. P. (;uentber.
No. 1,228,319: May 29; v. 238; p. 1688.

Automobiles. Throttle - controller for. 8. A. Prltchard.
No. 1.228,244 ; May 29 ; v 238

; p. 1664.
Autotraller. C. A. Behlen. No. 1,227,872 : Mav 29 v.
238 : p. 1441.

.....
Autoplow. A. Kuefer. No. 1,226,839 ; May 8 ; v. 288

:

p. 478.
Ax, Manufacturing an. G. W. Campbell. No. 1.224.863;
May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 261.

Axle. Automobile . F. J. Ballweg. No. 1,227,029 ; May
22 ; V. 238 : p. 1129.

... 7

Axle, Aotomobile front. S. R. Ramsay. No. 1,226,809;
May 22 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1064.

Axle construction. P. Evans. No. 1.228.807; May 29;
V. 288; p. 1684

Axle construction. Automobile-. C. A. Dean. No,
1.224.449 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 121.

Axle-lubricator. T. O. Organ. No. 1.226.488; May 8:
V. 238 ; p. 626.

Axle or shafting guard. P. E. Tarlton. No. 1,227,342 ;

May_22: v. 238 ; p. 1233.
M. Oabome. No. 1,226.166Axle, Pit-car. P.

V. 238 : p. 417.
Axle. Vehicle-. W P. Bird.

May 8;

No. 1,224.262; May 1; .
238 ;_p. 68.

Back. Folding. H. W. Weed. No. 1.227,361; May 22;

(Reissue.) No.
V. 238 : p. 1236.

Back-rest, Automatic. G. E. Peterson.
14.299: May 8; v. 288; p. 612.

Bacteria and fungi exterminator. W. R. Kleckner, No.
1.227,454 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1268.

Bag : Bee—
Golf-bag. Pack-bag.
Laundry-bag. Refuse-col lectins bag.

Bag fastener. F. A. Fuller. No. 1,225,950: May 15;
v. 238 : p. 720.

Baif frame. Sheet metal. W. A. Hellmann. No. 1.224,640

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 162.
Bag-holder. C. Schreara. No. 1,225,866 ; May 16 ; t. 238 ;

p. 697.
Bag tying machine. L. D. Nelson. No. 1,226.794 ; Mar

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1049.
Bait or lure. Pish. H. H. Schllllnger. No. 1.226.701 ;May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1016.
Baits to lines. Means for attaching. J. W. Jay. No.

1.226,891 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. I08O.
Bake-pan. N. C. Merrill. No. 1,226,353 ; May 16 ; t. 288 ;

p. 866.
Baker's peel. L. Schlager. No. 1.225,864 ; May 16 ; t.

238 : p. 697.
Baking cone. F. W. Pepper. No. 1,224,564 ; May 1 ; t.

238 ; p, 161.
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San

No.

No. 1,227,366;

Xo.

No. 1.226.435 ; May

No. 1.225,705; May

No. 1,228,086; May

M. McDald
7. 238 ; p. 101."

No. 1,226,139 ; May 8 ; v. 238

Xo. 1,227.580 : May 29

Balance-wheel poislnK and truing machine. C. K.

ford. Xo. 1.228.0J53; May 29; v. 238; p. 1603.

Balance wheels. I>evlce for regulating. W. E. Porter
1.226.998 : May 22 : v. 2:^8 ; p. 1120.

Baling machine. Traction. A. P. Wright
Mav 22 : v. 2.38 ; p. 12.35.

. „, „, . ^.
Bnllng-preHses Division block for. J. w. Wright

1,224.697 : Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 207.
^ „„^ ,,„ „

Bale tying mechanism. W. J. Ray. No. 1.226.173; May

Ba^era, Bloc'k^for hay. W. M. Bruah. No. 1.226.219;

May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 486.
Ball forming machine. G. E. Abbott

15 : V. 2.38: p. 891.
Mall rollInK machine F. E. Cauda.

l.') ; V. 238; p. 004.
Ball - turning tool. J. Alexander.

29 : V. 238 ; p. 1514. ^ ,,
Balls. Ma<hlne for winding the cores of golf

No. 1.224..39T ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; P. 101
Balloon. J. Korzenlewski

p. 409.
Bank. ."<a vines . I. I'. Camdl

^ "38 ' p 1340
BankT'Terminal. H. P. Clausen. No. 1.226,947 ; May 22

V. 2.38: p. 1100.
^ ^. . , rk n

BanklUK Instruments, Blank for negotiable D. B.

Wheeler. No. 1,226,648 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 646.

Bar: See

—

^, ,^ .

Boring bar. Mot.qulto bar
(irate-bar Splice-l>ar.

Barking^lruin. J. J. Boaa. No. 1,228.374; May 29; v.

Bam** ' if: .?."l">v. No. 1.226,783 ; May 22 : v. 2.38 ; P- 1046
Barrel <Hlk!ni; and r<novntinK nin<lilnc. M. I.,uplnski an<i

<; J. Mever. No. 1.225,983 ; May 15 : v. 238 : P 737.

Barrel C(.nap»lble. E. C. Schrelner. No. 1.226.018: May
15; V. 238; p. 750.

. ., t w
Barrel heading apparatus. T. A. Sullivan nnd H. J. Von

Beck. No. 1.22S.076J Mav 29 ; v. 238: P^ISIV ,^
BnVrel. She.-t metal, l'. SllV No. 1.225.H70: May 15;

BaVr.T. Shipping; W. .1. Ruff. No. 1,226.814; May 22;

V. 238 : p. 1056. ^. .. , . ui 1

Barrel washing and renovating machine. M. I.nplnskl and

G. J. Meyer No. 1.225.982: May 15; '•2.38: p. 730

Barrier rut out swit.h. J. C. Phelps. No. 1,224,409;

May 1 ; v. 2.38 : p. 106. , . , « „ w.
Rasln, Sedimentation . F. W. Keeney and J. M. Perkins.

No. 1.226.K93 : May 22 ; v. 2.38 : p. 1081.

Basket. F. C. Dabney. No. 1,226,472 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

p. 903.
Bath : Srr—

Bird bath.
Bath tub I.. M. Hooper.

2.38: p. 1168.
Bath tub attachment. W. E.

No. 1.226.908: May 22: v.

Batten-strip. M. L. Hunker.
23R : p. 860.

Batteries. CharginK secondary. E. B.

1.227 14!t: May 22: v. 2.3S : p. 1170.
Batteries. Connector nnd connection for

Willard. No. 1,225.297
Batteries, Connector and

Willard. No. 1,225,298
Battery : See—

Electric battery.
Primary battery.

Batterv. C. Hnmbuechen.

PlckllnKbath
No. 1,227,140;

Peck and J. W
238 ; p. 1086.
No. 1.226.334

May 22; .
Pennington.

; May 16 y.

Jacobson. No.

storage. T.

. May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 463.
connection for storage. T.

; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 463.
A.

Storage battery.

No. 1,224,376 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

D. H. Wilson. No.

Beam. Masonry. W.
v 23S : p. 1256.

P.

Bearing.
p. 1448.

Bearing.
p. 268.

Bearing,
May 22

Bearing.
V. 238

A. J.

O. H

Brown.

Wolfe.

Antifriction
: V. 23R : p.

Rjill . A. K,

p. 1046

A. A.
1026.
lyemleux.

Welgel. No.

No. 1.226,782

1,226,729

: May 22

C. G. Swenson. No. 1.228.36J

Sheldrup
V. 238

Bearing cones. Making ball-.

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 16O0.

Bearing, Connecting-rod. H. .1.

land. No. 1.226.603; May 16
Bearing, Double-thrust. C. S
May 15 : v. 238 : p. 863

Bearing for drawers. Ball-. E
May 29; v. 238; p. 1447.

Bearing for stamp mills. Antifriction

Xo. 1.228.312: Mav 20; v. 238; p. 1680.

Bearing, Lubricating-. M. P. Chaplin. No
Mav 8: T. 238; p. 658.

Bearing lubrication. L. L. Battu. No. 1,226,844 ; May

Bearing. Roller'^.' J. H. Modler. No. 1,226,686 ; May 22

;

Bearing, 'iSoller-. T. W. Owen. No. 1,226.266; May 8;

Bearing, 'R^ijUer-.' S. G. Wlngquist. No. 1.224,346; May

Bearing, Roiler aide. C. B. Patch. No. 1,226,677 ;
May

8 * V 238 * u 59X<
Bearing, Uolh'r side. R. B. Fordlce. No. 1,226.202;

llear1nR."*Roilr"r Mv. J." F. O'Connor. No. 1,228,286;

Bearing! Self-oTllng. J. M.' Seymour, Jr, No. 1.227,082;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1147.
BeariUK. Side. W. E. Wine. No. 1,224.845; May 1; v.

2;}S ; p. 83. .« T. T-. i 1. »j
Bearing, Spring-controlled roller side. C. B. Patch. No,

1.225.678 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 691.

Bearing, Truck. P. G. Koehler. No. 1.226,894; May
22 : V. 238 : p. 1081.

. * v .1 n t«r
Bearlncs. Ball retainer of sheet metal for ball-. B. w.

FJ.Ilman. No. 1,224,624; May 1; v. 238 ; p. ISl.

Bearings. FlnlshlnK ball-. P. Starln. Xo. 1,224,680 : May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 201. „ «-_

Beater-roll. J. A. Mulr. No. 1,225,476; May 8 :
v. 288

;

Bed. ^I»'* Pedersen. No. 1,224.782 ; May 1 ; v. 23S
; p. 236.

Bed-fabric chains. Machine for assembling. G. B. Smun.
No 1.227,972; May 29; v. 238; p. 1476.

Be«l, Folding. M. Cox. No. 1.224,715; May 1; v. 238:

Bed", Folding. W. Goodcell. No. 1,224.738; May 1; v.

238 D ''2''

Bed' Invarid" W. C. De Wendt. No. 1.227,399: May

Bed. 'invalid '. "^M. McNeil. No. 1,224,478; May 1; t.

23K • p 131
Bed-plate. C. B. Mills. No. 1,227,292 ; May 22 ; . 288 ;

BeS'. ^S^oVa' . O. J. Englund. No. 1,225,942 ; May 16 ;
v.

Bed-spring.
'
J. L. Yates. No. 1,228.168; May 29; v.

238 n l'i3(l

Bed* spring cover. J. L. Tandy. No. 1.227,693; May 29;

Bed-spring^fabric. G. B. Smith. No. 1,227,970; May 2»

;

Beil sprlnu'fiibrlo. ' G. B. Sn^lth. No. 1,227.971 ; May 29 ;

Bed' spring^hanuer. W. B. Foster. No. 1,224.158 : May
1 : V. 238 ; p. 14.

Battery charging apparatus. Storage-.

1.224.986: May 8: v. 238; p. 357. „„,--,
Batterv (harglng equipment. E. T. Foote. No. 1.^^7.771 .

Mnv'29. V. 23S: p. 1406.
Batterv construction. Storage . J. M. Skinner. «o.

1 228.^.^0; May 29; v. 238; p. 1666.

Batterv plates. Separator for storage-. W. Morrison.

No 1.228.369; May 29: v. 238; p. 1605.

Batterv plates. Wood separator for storage-. W.
rlson No. 1.228..368; May 29; v. 238 ; p 1606

Beading machine. R D. Gillette. No. 1.226.603

15:v 288;p.ni3._
^^^^^^^_ No. 1.227,418 ; May

Mor

May

22;

No. 1,227,880 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

No. 1,224,874; May 1; v. 288;

and O. O. Ma
p. 944.
No. 1.226,345 ;

r. P. Chesley. No. 1.224.601 ;

Curtis.

No.

Bed-sprlng-locklng device.

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 173.
^ w t

B«>d support. Adjustable. A. Tonnele and W. J.

No. 1.226,415 : May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 885.

Beds. Comer- fastener for Iron. A. B. Hoene.
1.226.886 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1079.

Bedclothes-cWmp. W. J. Pendry. No. 1.226,807; May

Beet and vegetable topper. L. N. Meek. No. 1,226,841

;

May 15 : V. 238 : p. 688. „„.„,« .,
Beet topper. H. D. Brown. No. 1,225,769; May 16; r.

**38 * D OC
BeTi, Alarm-.' A. F. Rockwell. No. 1.226,010; May 16;

Belt, ^'a.' H. Fleming. No. 1,226,947 ; May 16 ; t. 238 ;

Be?t. *C.' Minnich, J. J. and H. B. Mathews. No.

1.225.843; May 16; V. 238; p. 689. .

Belt. F. A. Patten. No. 1,224.203; May 1 : v. 238; p. 31.

Belt, Endless-web. W. Achtmeyer. No. 1,225,654 ;
May

Beit-fastener. C. Bryant. No. 1,225,572 ; May 8 ;
v.

Belt fast'ener.
'

H. Petersen. No. 1,224,498; May 1; v.

238 ' D 137
Belt-pl'ulng device. H. A. Blanchard. No. 1,224,837 ; May

1 • V 23K ; p. 256.
Belt' guides and shifters. Attachment for. W. R. Kller.

Xo. 1,*224.553: May 1: v. 238; p. 157.

Belt hook or sUple. J. K. Diamond. No. 1,227,258;

Be?f"i''.i^werTra^n*h^n.'li'slon. C. W. Strieker. No. 1.224.23U

;

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 41.

Bclt-shiftcr. W. Oesterleln. No, 1,224,964 ; May 8 ; t.
,>rjQ . Q 346

Belt tightener and spreader. J. Kaplan. No. 1,227,541

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1298.
Bench : See—

Piano-bench.
, , , „,

Benzene disulfonic add from sulfuric acid and converting

the ben*ene disulfonic acid Into a salt,^ Separatma.

Lockwood.

W. Cox. No, 1.227,889;

T. R. Garnier.

1.225.677 ;

L. M. Dennis. No. 1.227,262 ; May 22 ; • 238 ; p. 1206.

Berth for sleeping-cars. P. J. OCallaghan. No. 1,224.000 ,

_ May 1 ; v. 53K ; p. 194. ^ ^_^ , ^,„ ^^, .

Bevel-gear puller. W. E.

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1341.
Beverage and making same.

Inv 15: V. 2.38; p. 893.
Bicycle attachment. G. P. Cook.

Bicycle,' FJoa 'ting. P." Kraemer. No. 1.224,653 ; May ^;
V. T.is: p. 191.

Connerton. No. 1.227.588

;

J. AshuR. No. 1.226,439:

No. 1,227.890; May
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V. Whitman. No. 1,226.M4 ; May

Plalkowski. No. 1.226.328

;

No. 1.227.389; May 22; t.

C. Ab-

Bicycle-geaiing. P.
8 ; V. 238 : p. 546.

Bicycle mud-fniard. K. A.
May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 856.

Bfll-bolder. 8. J. Stone.
238 ; p. 1232.

BUIlard-cuM, Device for trimming the tips of. C.
bott. .No. 1227.025: May 22; v. 238; p. 1J28.

Billiard-cues, Powder-dispenser for. W. A. McKlnnon.
No. 1,224,944 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 344.

BllUard-tables. Automatic ball-racking device for. J. B.
Russell. No. 1,227,833 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1428.

Bin : Bee—
Counter-bin. Storage-bin.
Flour-bin.

Binder construction. Loose-leaf-
May 1 : V. 238 ; p. 126.

Binder. Leaf-. F. J. Strot>el.
V. 238 ; p. 704.

Binder, Loose-leaf. C. H. Blaaell and
1,227,740 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1396.

Binder, Loose-leaf. E. W. Hill. No.

E. F. Hill. No. 1.224.464 ;

1.225.886; May 16;No.

V. 238 : p. 127.
Binder. Looa«-leaf.

1 ; V. 238 : p. 196.
Binder, Loose-leaf. L

1.227,685: May 29; v
Binder, Temporary.
May 29 : V. 238 ; p

Binder, Temporary.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.

Binding mechanism.
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 873.

Bird-bath. J. C. Kraua
p. 68.

Bird batb-houa«. W
V. 238 ; p. 1274.

Bird cage. P. Reber,
p. 109.

Bird-cage. Knockdown. T.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1421

Bisulfite liquor, .\pparatU8
No. 1,224.578 ; May 1

Bit : See—
Drtil-blt.
Drllllng-blt.

Bit and rotary tinderreamer

Spinner
238: p.

G. P
. 1387
G. P
1388.
C. R.

No.

and O.
1376.

F. W, Clary. No.

1,224,465; May 1,

W. 8. Proudflt. No. 1.224.664 ; May

Perry. No.

1,227,717;

1,227,718

;

1.226,376 ; May

No. 1,224.305 : May 1

Mack. No. 1,227,471; May

1,224.415; May 1; v. 288

Wlgglnton

Wlggtnton,

Raney

No.

No.

No.

288

22

R. Maxwell. No. 1.227.814

T.

for making.
238 ; p. 168.

Rotary bit.

Combination.

G. A. Stebbina.

(Reissue.) No. 14,801bell and J. Grant
V. 238 ; p. 950.

Blackboard, Self-cleaning. J
May 22: v. 238 ;p. 1189

lUacklDK-ilauber. W. I.

V L'38: p. 891.
Blanks of ceramic material. Apparatus for forming.

Jeffery. No. 1,226,868 ; .May 22 :t, 288 ; p. 1006.
Bleeding apparatus, .\ninial . O. U. Roberts

1,226,598 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 942.
Blinds. Mechanism for weaving slat-. A. C. Honcb

1, -'25,815; May 15; v. 238: p. 680.
Blindstltchlng-machlnes, Feeding mechanism for.

Hayea. No. 1,225.628; May 8; . 238; p. 574.

8. Camo
May 15:

D. Sartakoff. No. 1,227.206 ;

Young. No. 1.226.432 ; May 16 ;

B. A.

No.

No.

T. J.

Block : See
Chock block.
Fuse-block.

Block-molding machine. C. R
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1671.

Block-filgna! apparatus. Automatic. V. W.
No. 1.22.'<.lHft ; .May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1539.

Blotter. W. D. Smith. No. 1,225^519
p. 537.

Blouse Boy's. A. H. Gordon. No. 1.228,864;
V. 2.18 : p. 1000.

Blowpipe. J. Aslln, No. 1.227,104 ; May 22

;

1155.
n. Spencer, No. 1,228.131 ; May 15I.

steam-boiler furnaces. B.
; May 8 ; r. 238 ; p. 380.

Interlocking block.

Walter. No. 1,228.289

Baumgartner

May 8 ; v. 238

May 22

. 288

; t; 238

B. Pitta, Sr. No

p-
Blower

p. 788.
Blower for

1.225,063
Board : See

Bulldlng-board. Tronlng-board.
Cotton gin mote-board. I'and-board.
Cotton-press follower-board. ."Signboard.
Dough-board. Splash-board.
Drain board

Boat. F. L. Saunders. No. 1.226.699
p. 1015

V. 288

W.

May 22

Broady. No. 1.226.944;

No. 1,227.247 ; May 22 ;

McWatters. No. 1.227.284; May

B. E. Byrd.

Life-. H.
; p. 1099.
W. H. Cox.

Boat and the like.

May 22 ; v. 2.38
Boat, Collapsible.

V. 238 ; p. 1204.
Boat. Life-saving.

22 : V. 238 ; p. 1214.
Boats. Motor attacbm«'nt for.
May 29 ; v. 2.18 ; p. 1517.

Boats, Motor attachment for. W.
1,225.252 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 445.

Bobbin handling apparatus. H. D. Colman
May 15 ; V. 238 ; p. 945.

Bobbin-sorter. H. D. Colman. No.
V. 238 : p. 1160.

Boiler : Ser—
Steajn-boller.

Boiler. P. A. Bancel. No. 1,228,304
486.

No. 1,228,094

J. Johnston. No.

No. 1,228.608 :

1.227,118; May 22;

; May 8 ; t. 288 ; p.

J. M. Shea. No.

1.228.102: May 29; t.

Boiler-flues, .'^team-blast cleaner for.
1.227.007 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1123.

Boiler-furnace. K. R. Fish. No
238; p. 1519.

Boiler-tube cleaner. G. W. Watton. No. 1,226.292 • May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 460. ' '

Boilers, Apparatus for feeding scale-preTentlve into. W.W. Itonfl.'ld. No. 1.220,300: Wav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 860
Boilers, Gage-glass for steam-. T. L. Peterson. No.

1 227.306 ; i&y 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1222.
Boilers, Hand hole plate lor. II. D.

1.226,080 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 771.
Boll-weevil catcher and destroyer. W C.

1.224,555: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 158.
Boll-weevU exterminator. R. K. Goar.
May 29: v. 238; p. 1586.

BoIl-weevll exterminator. B. F. Gray.
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 914.

Bolt : Kc«

—

Coupling-bolt
Expansion-bolt.

Bolt. J. .\. Frauenhelm.

Kelly. No

McAdams. No.

No. 1,228.818;

No. 1.226,606;

Lock-bolt.
Resilient bolt.

No. 1.228,199 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1549.
Bolts, Apparatus for making compound twisted. J. A.

Frauenhelm. No. 1,226,497: May 15; y. 288; p. 911.
Bolts, Manufacturing composite. J. A. Frauenhelm. No.

1.228.198; May 29; y. 238; p. 1548.
Bomb or shell. Anti-aircraft. N. F. Rodilkevitch. No.

1.225,497 ; May 8 ; y. 238 ; p. 580.
Bondtng-pln. E. M. Deems. No. 1,225,781; Bfay 16: T.

238 ; p. 669.
Book-clasp. A. T. Palmer. No. 1.226.001 ; May 16 ; t.
288 : p. 743.

Book hanger. A. J. MacDougall. No. 1,224,047; May
8; y. 238; p. 345.

Rook holder. W. T. Reed. No. 1.228.188; May 29;
y. 238 : p. 1629.

Books, Ac, Stand or support for looee-Ieaf. A. G.- Ku-
petf. No. 1,228.336; May 16; t. 288: p. 881.

Books, Binding for. F. Renter. No. 1,224,667 ; May 1

;

y. 238 : p. 197.
Boots and shoes. Tread-surface for

1.228,247 ; May 15 ; y. 238 ; n
Boring and grindlnK tool. C. 11

May 15: v. 238 : p. 877.
Boring-bar for use in the manufacture of ammunition-

shells or the like. J. W. Barnes. No. 1,226,746;
May 15 ; v. 238 ^p. 667.

Boring-machine. H. Hanson. No. 1.228,110; May 29; t.
2:i8; p. 1522.

Boring-ma chines. Tapping attachment for. B. W. Bro-
n*nder. No. 1,224.5»« ; May 1 : v. 238; p. 172.

Boring metals or other hard substances, Appliance for.
H. Austin. No. 1,226.164 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 799.

Bottle and similar receptacle. Milk-. W. M. Decker. No.
1.226,017: May 8; v. 238; p. 368.

Bottle-cap-coatlng machine. F
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 232.

Bottle-carrier. T. M. Morgan.
y. 238 : p. 1698.

Bottle-carrier. A. M. Snyder.

J.
828.
Scholer.

D. Prince. No.

No. 1.226.388

;

.Meisel.

V. 238 : p. 385.
W.

No. 1.224.768;

No. 1.228,348; May 29;

No. 1,226.089 ; May 8

;

Kitchen. No. 1.224.649 ; May

W. Sturges. No. 1,227,214;

J. C. Miller. No.

Longabaugh.

1.227.209: May 22; t.

Bottle closure. J. M
1 ; y. 238: p. 190.

Bottle conUlner. Milk-.
May 22: y. 238; p. 1191

Bottle fliling and capping apparatus.
1,226,349; May 8; y. 288; p. 482.

Bottle holder. H. Kennell. .No. 1.227.461; May 22; T.
238; p. 1287.

Bottle-holder and Ink-feeder, Combined. E. L. Stocking.
No. 1.227,977: May 29; y, 238: p. 1478.

Bottle holder. Milk-. C. M. Davis and M. J. LoomU. No.
1.226.192; May 16: v. 238; p. 809.

Bottle holdiDg and locking device. M. J. Trumble. No.
1.227.220 ; May 22 ; y. 238 ; p. 1198.

Bottle indicator. Poison . A. E. Longabaugh No,
1,224,393; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 100

Bottle. Ink-. E. C. Smaw. N
288: p. 1190.

Bottle. MacUage . C. M. Slever. No. 1.228.821 ; May
22 : y. 2.38 ; p. 1068.

Bottle neck mold roll apparatus. 8. Schiff. No. 1.228.700 ;May 22 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1016.
Bottle. -Non rcflllaMe. S. Narunsky. No. 1.227.648; May

29 ; y. 288 ; p. 1.S63.
Bottle, Non-reflllable. A. C. Smith

22 : v. 288 ; p. 1068.
Bottle. -Non renllable. 8. Sumlch. No. 1 224 231 • Mar

1 ; y. 238; p. 41.
•

•
j

Bottle aafety-recepUcle, Milk-. A. SchafTer. No. 1.228.067 ;May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1604.
Bottle top. Milk . G. Wieber. No. 1.224.261 : May 1 ;

v. 238 ; p. 49.
Bottle-washer. J. R. Dostal. No

v. 238 : p. 1344.
Bottle-washing machine. T. J. Lampe. No. 1 226 863 •

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 582.
'

Bottles or the like to an annealtng-oven, Apparatus for
transferring. C. Brauer. No. 1,228.888: May 22: .
238 ; p. 994.

Bottl«« and the like with capsaies. Machine for cloalnc
A. J. L. lessen. No. 1.224.9.37 ; May S ; v. 238 ; p. 841

No. 1.228.822 ; May

1.227.694; May 29;

Bow rest and clamping device. fi.

1.226.287; May 15; v. 238; p. 846.
B. White. No.
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Bow*. Machine for making.
May 1 : v. 2.3S ; p. 55.

Bowling apparatus. W. J.
1 ; V, 23.S

: p. 75.
Bowllng-pin and making i

1.227.248 ; May 22 ; v. 288
Box : dee—

Cigar-box.
Cigarette-box.
Collapsible box.
Conduit outlet-box.
Corp-I)ox.
I>'llvery-box.
Electric contact-box.
Electric switch and fuse

box.
Foldable box.
Fol<ling box.
Hat-box.
Ice-box.
Journal-box.

Box. G. Livingston. No.
p. 99.

Box. M. F. Robison. No.
p. 240

J. Brlcken. No. 1.224,268;

Powell. No. 1.224.822; May

a. Crane. Mo.ame. F.
p. 1204.

I>etter-box.
Locomotive driving-box.
Match-box.
Organ swell-box.
Outlet-box.
Paper box.
Riffle box.
Roadway-box.
Sound box.
Talking machine sound-

box.
Tollet-boi.
Wagon-box.

1.224,391 ;

1,224.794

May

May y.

23S;

238;

Box and plunger and blank registering mechanism
~ H. Fath. and A. F. MlUer. No.

M. E.
1.226.996;

No. 1,227,590 ; May

Peters, G. H. Fath. and
May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1118.

Box-fastener. J. A. Deindoerfer, Jr.
29; v. 238 ; p. 1343.

Box nailing machine. E. C. Northrup. No. 1.226,907

;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1086.
Box splints, veneers, shingles, Ac, Machine for making.

S. Carlin. No. 1,226,185; May 16; y. 238; p. 807.
Boxes or the like. Cover for service-.

1.224,634 ; Mav 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 160.
Boxes, Sifting attachment for. E. O.

J. F
; p. tH

. Hall. No.

May 22 ; t. 288 ; p. 1161.
De Vrles. No.

A. Hadley. No.

all

C. B. Ware. No

Hadley.

Rail brace
1.224,528;

1.224.921

:

1,224,686 ;

May

May

May

8; r. 2Mb

238

1,227,121
Brace : See—

Athletic brace.
nan(l-t)race. —

Bracelet. H. Ginnel. No. 1,224.628; May 1; v. 238
p. 148

Bracelet.
p 886

Bracelet.
p. 168.

Bracelet-catch.
238 ; p. 1490.

Bracket ; See—
Curtain and shade bracket.
Curtalu-bracket.
Speedometer-pinion bracket

Bracket. W. Marin. No. 1,227,166
1176

Bracket-hanger. Insulator-block cable.

1,227,111 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1167.
Braid-binder. J. P ~

V. 2S8 ; p. 686.
Brake : See—

Automobile-brake.
Coaster-brake.
Hydraulic brake.
Machine-brake.

Brake. F. C. Carstarphen
238; p. 366.

Brake. G.Smith. No. 1,225,517 ; May 8 ; v.

Brake and clutch mechanism. F. E. Davis
May 29 : v. 23X

; p. 14C1.
Brake and safety car control. W. V. Turner. No.

' v. 238 ; p, 44.
Schwentler. No. 1.226.869 ; May

Legere. No.

No. 1,228,018; May 29; v.

Telephone-bracket.
Wall-bracket.

May 22 ; . 288 ; p.

B. J. Bardlck. No.

1,225,831; May 16;

Slelgh-brake.
Vehicle-brake.
Wagon brake.

No. 1.226,009; May 8; v.

238 : p. 686.
No. 1,227,768;

16:

E. A. Dietrich. No. 1,226.595 ; May

1,224.238; May 1

Brake-beam. F. E.
y. 238 ; p. 698.

Brake mecnanism.
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 564.

Brake meihantsiii. J. W. Johnson and G. W. Hoover. No.
1.226.985; .May 15; v. 238; p. 731.

Brake mechanism. O. L. Wiser. No.
v. 288 : p. 252.

J. Cook. No. 1,226,683Brake-shoe.
p. 660.

Brake-shoe.
p. 477.

Brake-shoe.
V. 238 ; p

Brake-shoes

1,224,828;

May 8;

H. Jones. No. 1.225.338; May 8;

K. Schoenheiter. No. 1.224.419

May 1

v. 286;

T. 288;

May 1H.
110.
nd product thereof. Making. G. T. Bond.Sroc

ay 22 ; V. 288 ; p. 1243
Brake shoes, Comtilned relnforclng^plate and
W. II. McDonough.
p. 926.

Brake shoes. Combined
W. H. McDonough.
p. 1214.

Relnforclng-hack

No. 1.226,645; May

relnforclng-plate and
No. 1,227.282; May

key-lug for.

15; v. 288;

key-lug for.

22; y. 288;

Brake-shoes.
1.224.887 ;

Brake-shoes,
1.224.503

;

Brake shoes.
ment for.

V. 2.38 : p

for.

Mav 1 ; y. 2.38; p. 265.

Mav 1 ; v. 238
Relnforclng-baid

H. Jones.

F. Sargent.

No.

No.for.

_ , p. 1.39.

Refnforcing back plate and key-lug attacb-
W. H. McDonough. No. 1,224.476 ; May 1 ;

130.
Brakes, clutches, and the like. Operating mechanism for.

J. W. Fellmeth. No. 1,224.621 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 180.
Brassiere. G. M. Polx. No. 1,226,118 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ;

p. 782.

io. 1,226,115;

Bread-knife. B. R. Bacon. No. 1.227,284; May 22; r.

288; p. 1199.
Bread. Making. F. Narobe. No. 1,224,492 ; May 1 ; v.

2.38; p. 1.36. „
Bread raising and warming cabinet. W. G. Askew. No.

1.227,103 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1164.
Bread-tin handle. Detachable. E. F. Maaske. No.

1.227,920 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1467.
BreaHt-strap slide. J. B. Baxter. No. 1.227,870; May

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1440.
Breast-btrap slide and attaching means therefor. Combined.

J. B. Baxter. No. 1.227,871 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1440.
Breathing apparatus for use in noxious gases. J. W.

Paul and C. Hall. No. 1,225,269; May 8; v. 288;
p. 461.

Brick kiln and operating same. C. E. Vredenburg and
T. Lacey. No. 1,224.243; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 46^

Brlckraaking-machlne. 1). K. Keagen.
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 782.

Bridge protector. W. E. Ashley. No. 1,2£7.686 ; May 29 ;

V. 238 ; p. 133C.
nrlquetlng-nia( bine. G. W. Rigfoy. No. 1.227,831 ; May

2* : V. 238 : p. 1427.
Brooder. F. X. Melle. No. 1,226,236 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ;

p. 823.
Brooder and grain-sprouter. Chicken-. P. K. Siert. No.

1.226,063 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 888.
Broom holder. C. Selvine. No. 1,227.208 ; May 22 ; y.

238 ' D 1189
Brush.' W. P. Gray. No. 1,227,047 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p.

1186.
Brush and timber cutting device. W. F. Twombly. No.

1,225.531 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 641.
Brush. Bottle-washing. M. C. Rosenfeld. No. 1.228.140;
May 29: v. 238 ; p. 1630.

Brush for electric machinery. K. M. Soreng. No.
1,220.130; May 15; v. 238; p. 787.

Brush. Fountain-. J. Auld. No. 1,226.163; May 10; r.

238 ; p. 799.
Brush, Fountain-. P. Huether. No. 1,226,620; May 16;

v. 238 ; p. 918.
Brush handle. G. Dyer. No. 1.224,724; May 1; v. 238;

p. 218.
Brush-holder. R. G. Clark. No. 1.226.309; May 15; >.

238 ; p. 852.
Brush holder and sterilizer. Antiseptic tooth-. J. D.

Wise. No. 1,224.696; May 1; v. 238; p. 207.
Brush holder. SanlUry tooth . H. G. Oleaa. No. 1,228,799

;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1060.
Brush holder. Tooth-. J. J. Taylor. No. 1.228.201 ; May

29 : V. 238 ; p. 1569.
Itrush-muklug niuchine. W.B.Alexander. No. 1.227.662 ;

May 20; v. 238 : p. 1335.
I'.rush. Paint . W. M. Raeburn. No. 1,226,368 ; May

15; y. 238; p. 870.
Brush-rake. H. M. Gilbert. No. 1,226,432; May 8; t.
238 ; p. 509.

Brush, Rotary tooth-. W. J. Dossey. No. 1.226,482;
May 15: v. 238; p. 906.

Brush, Rotary tooth-. G. N. Elwin. No. 1,226,280;
May 8 ; y. 288 ; p. 439.

Brush, Rotary tooth. J. C. <;reen. No. 1,224,740; May
1 ; v. 238 ; p. 223.

Brush. Rotary tooth-. J. Hickman. No. 1,226.966; May
15: V. 238; p. 727.

Brush. Tooth . A. E. Fendrlch. No. 1,227.412 ; May 22 ;

V. 288 : p. 1264.
Buck-damp. C. W. Wolfe. No. 1,226.046; May 16; t.

288
; p. 769.

Bucket ^ttom and lift. A. L. Bockett. No. 1.227,082;
May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1180.

Bucket. Collapsible. G. B. Sexton. No. 1,226,611 ; May
8; V. 238; p. 634.

Bucket cover. Sap. W. H. Cotton. No. 1.228.090; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1618.

Bucket for derricks. Grab . G. K. Seymour. No. 1,226,186 ;

May 8 ; y. 238 ; p. 426.
Bucket-handle. A. Z. Snyder. No. 1,228,403 ; May 16 ; .

238 : p. 882.
Bucket-operating device. Cargo-. E. E. Blsaett. No.

I,2264l6 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 434.
Buekets in a horizontal plane, Mechanism for turning der-

rick suspended grab-. G. K. Seymour. No. 1.225.186

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 424.
Buckle. C. Wilcox. No. 1,224,262 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 49.
Buckle. Baling tie. G. W. Forth. No. 1,226.876; May

22 ; y. 288 ; p. 1076.
Buckle, Belt-. J. Chabot. No. 1.227,116; May 22; v.

238 ; p. 1169.
Buckle. Belt. D. M. Cohn. No. 1.227.998; May 20; v.

2.38: p. 1484.
Buckle. Ornamental. S. Rlvells. No. 1.228.358 ; May

8 ; y. 238 ; p. 486.
Buckle. Shoe . L. Ostmann. No. 1,226,682 ; May 16 ; v.

238: p. 937.
Buckling device. N. A. Anderson. No. 1.226,740; May

15 ; V. 238 : p. 655.
Butfer-bar support. C. M. Baser. No. 1,227,834; May

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1428.
Building board. J. Felgen. No. 1,227,767 ; May 29 ; t.

238 : p. 1405.
Building construction. R. Z. Hopkins. No. 1,226.214;
Mav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 816.

!

i

'1

i
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BulldlDg material, Composition for llthlc. W. L. and
C. B. Willing. No. 1.226.292; May 15; v. 238; p.

BulUllngplate. Metal. L. H. Dlckelman. No. 1,226,477
May 15; v. 238; p. 904.

Bulkhead. G. C. Bohn. No. 1,224,130 ; May 1 ; t. 238

uli staff, n. J. Ferrlg. No. 1,226,201 ; Jlay 16 ; v. 238

C. r.le«er. No. 1,226,009 ; May 16 ; v

Bu
p. 811

Burglar-alarm.
2:18 ; p. 746

Borgia r-alarm and latch. L. J. Brnne. No. 1,227,994
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1483.

Burner : See—
Acetylene-burner. Liquid-fuel burner.
Dental-furnace burner. Oil-burner.
Gas-burner. Pilot-burner.
Hydrocarbon-burner.

Burner for steam boilers and superheaters. A. EL Mueller.
No. 1.226.570: May 15: v. 238; p. 9.'U.

Burnlshlng-machlne. L. J. Van Guelpen and W. Stueblng,
Jr. No. 1,227.221; May 22; v. 238: p. 1194.

Bushing for bungs. A. C. Ludlum. No. 1,226.090; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 776.

.
. . j

Button. J. V. Pllcher. No. 1,226,692; May 22; v. 288;
p. 1012.

Button and buttonhole marker combined. J. A. Gorman.
No. 1,226,615 ; May 8 ; v. 238

; p. 671.
Button and fastening device therefor. H, Bdelton. No.

1,227.124 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1162.
Button-attarhing machines. Button - feeding mechanism

for. A. C. Stenman. No. 1.224,972 ; May 8 ; T. 238

;

p. 362.
Button, Cuff-. L. L. Houser. No. 1,228,212: May 29;

V. 288 ; p. 1663.
Button fastener. N. M. Holste. No. 1.226,814 ; May

15: V. L'38 : p. 680.
Button-feeding mechanism. L. B. Poole. No. 1.227.826:
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1426.

Button or fiisitener, Snap. E. A. Jantzer. No. 1,226,818:
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 682.

Button, Trimming-. J. H. Styles. No. 1,227,501 ; May
22 ; V. 238

; p. 1285.
Buttons, Safety-catch for cuff-. C. H. Morlson. No.

1.227,298 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1217.
Cabinet. A. D. Kaub. No. 1,227,799; May 29; v. 288;

p. 1416.
Cabinet, Assorting-. C. B. Ford, B. H. Ley, and J. J.

Heeter. No. 1,226,607; May 8; v. 238; p. 568.
Cabinet. Coal . W. B. Armstrong. No. 1.224.690; May 1 ;. 238 ; p. 170.
Cabinet, Oislnfectinf-. P. V. Tuell. No. 1,227,860 ; May

29 V. 238 D 14o7 •
• , .»

Cabinet. DlsM record. N. A. Apostolopoulos. No.
1,224. .352 : May 1 ; v. 238; p. 86.

Cabinet, Kitchen . M. C. Powell. No. 1,226,064 ; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 880. •

. . /

Cabinet, Kitchen-. W. Sellers. No. 1,226,708 ; May 22
V. 288 ; p. 1018.

Cabinet, Millinery-. L. B. Jones. No. 1.226,641 ; May 8
T. 288; p. 678.

Cabinet, Record-. A. M. Brexendorf. No. 1,226,301
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 880.

Cabinet, .^Shaver's. W. A. Taylor. No. 1.226,723 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1023.

Cabinets. Slldfng shelf for kitchen-. C. Mahoney. No
1,227.813 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1421.

Cable-carrier apparatus. G. A. Amsden. No. 1.226,740 ;May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1029.
Cable or rope. Conveyer. H. F. Ellard. No. 1,225,020;
May 8 ; v. 238

; p. 369.
Cable-terminal. D. Woodbead. No. 1,227,726 ; May 20 :

V. 238 ; p. 1390.
'

Cableway. E. D. Swan. No. 1,226,406 ; May 15 ; t.

Cake-turner. J. Addison. No. 1,224,361 ; May 1 :

2.?8 : p. 86.
Calcium acetyl salicylate. Manufacture of. A. Busch and

R. Laurh. No. 1.226^407; May 8; v. 238 i p. 501
alculatlng-machlne.
22; V. 238; p. 1130.

S. Booth. No. 1,227,038 ; May

Calculating machine. H. E. Goldberg. No. 1.224 6.33-
May 1 : v. 238 • p. 184.

Calculating-machine. C. J. Smith. No. 1,224,333; May
1 : V. 238 : p. 79.

Calculating-machine. E. C. Walter. No. 1,224.872 ; May
1 ; V. 2.38 : p. 267.

'

Calculating-machine, Electrically-controlled. J. W. Brrce
No. 1.226.058; May 15; v. 238; p. 763.

Calculating-machine, Electrically-controlled. J. W. Bryce
No. 1,228,290 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1679.

Calipers. J. W. H. Bales. No. 1,227,866 ; May 22 : .
288 : p. 1240.

Calipers. (;, A. Luck. No. 1,226,836 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ;

p. 686.
Calipers. R. L. Mossman. No. 1,226,476; May 8; t.

238 : p. 628.
Call boxes and other transmitters. Contact arrangement

for. A. A. Clokey. No. 1.224, .369: May 1; v. 2.38-
p. S9.

Calling device. A. H. Dyson. No. 1.226,963 ; May 22

:

V. 288 : p. 1102.
Cam-gear. F. L. Unger. No. 1,228,266; May 29; t. 288;

p. 1870.

Camera. C. H. Bckerron. No. 1,226,966 ; May 22; .
Camera. W. S. (Joldwire and J. F. Patton. No. 1,224,531 :

.May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 149.
Camera. A. D. Rochau. No. 1,228,061 ; May 29; t. 288;

P 1502.
Camera. T. Tamura. No. 1,227,692 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1379.
Camera attachment. O. W. Bretx. No. 1,226,767 ; May

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 061.
Camera attachment. W. P. Roblnett and J. A. OuUedge.

No. 1,225.496 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 630.
Camera attachment. H. C. Wray. .No. 1,224,688; May

1 ; V. 238 : p. 169.
Camera exposure Indicator and shutter-lock. C. A. Hort

No. l,224,.S(>o : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 66.
Camera focusina device. R. D. Uerschel. No. 1,226,660

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1002.
Camera focusing mechanism. A. A. Ruttan and C B

HutchluKs. No. 1,227,676; May 29; v. 238; p. 1873.
Camera. Motion picture. C. Splro, No. 1.228,266 ; May

; V. 238 ; p. 1667.
.

. « ,

«jr
29;

Camera-shutter operating attachment
1,225,652 ; May S ; v. 238 ; p. 582

T. Kruger. No.
. . . ^. _»;£.

Camera-shutter-operatlng device. M. J. Barnett. No
1,227.991 ; May 29; v 288 ; p. 1482.

Cameras, .Adjustable plate-holder attachment for. A.
Kiss. No. 1.225,039 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 376.

Cameras, Film-winder for. C. H. Mansfleld. No. 1,226.681

:

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1009.
Cameras, I.jitcb mechanism for folding. \. A. Ruttan
and C. E. Hutchlngs. No. 1,226.861; May 15; v. 288;
p. 696.

Cameras, Spool-holder for film . R. Kroedel. No.
1,227,276 ; May 22 ; v. 288: p. 1212.

Camp-ktt. Folding. A. H. Froom. .No. 1.227,419 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1266.

Can : Hee—
Garbage-can. Lap seam can.

Can and atUchable metallic label therefor. F. Bberhart
No. 1,227,122; May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1162.

Can-bodies, Opt-rntlnK on. J. M. Young. No. 1.226.200*
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 429.

Can-body-making machine. F. Rudolphl and O. Ostiin.
No. 1.227,077 ; .May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1146.

Can-closure fastener J. W. Burgeas. No. 1.227.880:
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1244.

Can-conveyer. H. C. Privett. No. 1,226.172; May 8;
T. ^3o t P* 419.

Can cover. Refuse-. A. F. Luytles. No. 1.227.468; May
22 ; V. 288 ; p. 1271.

Can - cover seaming machine. F. W. Buroee No
1,224,.35S : May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 88.

Can-laconerlbg machine. J. G. Hodgson. No. 1,227.619:
May M: V. 238; p. 1368. .

.
»,

Can lid holder, Milk . E. (J. Rewell. No. 1.224,212 ; May
1 : V, 238 ; p. 34.

Can-opener. L. E. Bauer. No. 1,226,628 ; May 22 ; t.
23n \ p. 9v2.

Can opener. L. A. Bellls and W. A. Bleecker. No.
1.227,737 ; May 29 ; v. 238

; p. 1396.
Can-opener. W. L. I^roesser. No. 1,228,121; May 29;

V. 2.38 ; p. 1625.
Cans, .Apparatus for spreading lacquer over the Interior
"000°' ,"lv«^- Ho<lKW>n. No. 1.227,618; May 29;
V. 238 ; p. 1363.

Cans. Ball-ear for oil-. C. L. Wagandt. No. 1,226,726:May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 607.
Cans, Continuous exhau8t-t>ox for preserve-containing

H. C. Privett. No. 1,226.592: May 15; v. 2.38; p. 940.
Cans, Manufacturing lithographed. F. Bberhart. No.

1,227,123; May 22; v. 238; p. 1162.
Candy pulling machine. J. E. Knecht. No. 1.226,188:May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 408.
Cane. Enhancing the growth of sugar-. C. F. Ek-kart. No

1.227.,898: May 29; v. 238; p. 1449.
Cane, Increasing the yield of sugar-. C. F. Bckart. No

1,228,006; Mav 29; v. 238: p. 1486.
Cane-mill. 8. Ef. Brooker. No. 1,228,178; May 29; t.

288 : p. 1642.
Cane mill. Sugar . P. F. Hughes. No. 1,227,145 ; Mav 22 :

V. 238: p. 1169.
...

Cane mills. Roller-adjusting means for sugar . H W
Altken. No. 1,227.661 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1336.

Canned goods. Apparatus for cooling sterlliied or cooked.
J. B. Cook. No 1.225.774 ; May i5 ; v. 238 : p. 667.

Canopy-seat. Molding base. A. S. Smith. No. 1.224,676 ;May 1 : v. 2.38 ; p. 166.
Canteens or water-bottles. Ac. Carrier or cover for

C. I. Sullivan. No. 1,228,268 ; May 29 ; v. 23^ - "
Capplng-machlne. N. M. La Porte. No. 1.226:77?- May
Capstans. Intermittent grip device for. G. M. Ellis and

O. F. Brown. No. l,22d.321 • May 16; v. 2.38
; p. 866.

Car. F. Steffens. No. 1,226,882 ; May \i ; v. 288 ; p. 702
Car. W. H. Yost. No. 1.226.302 ; May S : v. 238 ; p. 466
Car-alarm. J. Kleren. No. 1,226,036 ; May 8 ; y. 238 •

p. 876. *

Car and air conpllng. H. B. Van Dorn. No. 1.224 240-
May 1 ; v. 2.38 : p. 45.

Car and electric coupling. E. H. Dewson and T. R.Brown. No. 1.226,786; May 15: v. 238: p. 671.
Car and pipe coupling. Combined. M Hrnlch No.

1.226,887: May 22: V. 288: p 1079.
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Car attachment, Motor-. L. A. Hanson. No. 1,226.656

;

May 22; v. 288; p. 1001.
Car, Compartment sleeping-. E. Flagg. No. 1.224,626

;

May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 182. „ „„ ^,
Car construction. K. R. Schuli. No. 1.224.678; May 1;

Car' construction. V. Von Schlegell. No. 1.226,086 ; May

Car construc't^n. Box-. C. F. Bwlng. No. 1,227.408

;

Car construction. Passenger-. F. Koch. No. 1.224.176

;

Mav 1 V 238 " D. 22.

Car construction. Tank'.' T. W. KIdir, Jr. .No. 1.22«i,U47;

May 22 : v. 238; p. 997.
Car, Corrugated-sheet-metal.

1.224.777 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p
Car-coupling. J. A. Larmore.

V. 238; p. 773.
Car-coupling. I. H. Mllllken.

V. 238: p 1178.
Car coupling. Mine. V. WiUougbby.
May 1 ; v. 2:58 ; p. 251.

Cax-coupilng releasing device. S. H. Campbell. No.

1.220.8.^9 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 107(>.

Car-couplings. Uncoupling and centering mechanism for.

W xrconway, Jr.. and W. J. Regan. No. 1,226,093;
•"" - 776.

No. 1,227,924; May 29; v

Ostrander. No.

May 16;

1,227,170; May 22;

No. 1,224,824;

A. E.
2.36.

No. 1,226,086

No.

v. 238 ; p.
E. Odean.

May 15
Car-door.

p. 1468.
Car-doer. E. Posson.

p. 452.
Cai door construction.

29; V. 288; p. 1489.
Car-door fastener. C.

22 : V. 238 ; y. 1017.
Car door. Frelgnt-. J.

15 ; V. 238 : p. 813.
Car-doer hanger, Roller

No. 1.225,272 ; May 8 ; v.

P. Frantz. No. 1,228,018;

A. Schroyer. No. 1,22«>.7(>6

L. Gnerrant. No. 1.226,207

288,

238;

Ma.,

May

May

W. J. Addison. No. 1,226,098:
May 8 : v. ^38 ; p. 39(5.

Car-door-operatlng device. W. H. HeuUnga, Jr. No.

1.228,322 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1689.

Car door op<Tatlng mechanism. .1. .M. Rohinng. r«o.

1,224.796: .May 1: v. 238; p. 241.
Car-door-operatlng mechanism. Dumping-. J. M. Rohlfing.

No. 1,224,797 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 241.

Car-<1oors, Mechanism for automatically opening and clos^. ^ ™ „.^-.. j^o 1.226,698; May 22; v. 238;

No. 1,224,404 ; May 1 ;

No. 1,227,819 ; May 29 ;

Beard. No. 1,224,831 ;

1,224,344 ; May 1 ;

No. 1,226,694

;

J. B.

B. Saholt.

A. C. Murphy.

No.

Ing. O
p. 1114

Car, Dumping-.
V. 238 ; p. 104.

Car, Dumping-. A. C. Murphy.
V. 238 ; p. 1422.

Car end construction. I'. M.
Mav 1 : V. 238 : p. 254.

Car end. Freight-. W. E. Wine.
V. 238 : p. 83.

Car handling apparatus. P. E. Woodford
May 8 : V. 238; p. 696.

Car into a sled. Device for transforming a motor-.

Olllvl. 1 No. 1,225,998 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 742

Car loading apparatus. Box-. G. Manlerre. No. 1,226,663 ;

Car*i'»assinger
*®

'c^' R Steele. No. 1,224.681 ; May 1 ;

CarreD?acer.^^E: J. Marcotte. No. 1,227.288; May 22:

Car-r?D?acer
^ C^M. Shewmake. No. 1,226.390 : May 16

;

CaT-roof." R.^W^ Burnett. No. 1,224,899 ; May 8 ; v. 238 :

Ca? roof, W. P. Murphy. No. 1,227.484 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

Cat r^f. Passenger-. V. Wllloughby. No. 1.224.825

;

Mav 1 V 238 : p. 262.
Car Mfety-fender. A. Leibner. No. 1.227.458 : May 22 ;

Car-seat
' grip-handle. S. A. Walker. No. 1,224,861

;

Ca^"^Sectlon . fe^ D. Levy and B. W. Mudge. No.

1:227,808 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1418.

Car side bearing. F. L. Barber and E. W. Webb. No.

1,228.280 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1676.
,^ ^, ,

. ,

Car Sleeping . J. A. McNulty. N. H. Nelson and J.

J^en^ .No. 1.226.349 ; May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 864.

Car SUH-plng. E. D. Priest. No. 1.226,864; May 16; v.

2il8
; p. 693.

. . ^^ ^ g Fowler. Sr. No.
; V. 288 : p. 726.
extension. D. R. Mayhew. No.

: V. 288 i_p. 1361.
C. J. Wells. No. 1,228,271; May

Car. Steel-sheathed
1.225.948 : May 15

Car-step. Automatic
1.22<.642 : May 29

No. 1,226,860 ; May 22

F. H.

No.

Car wheel and attaching means therefor. Mine-.

Glbbs. No. 1,224.736 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 221
Car wheel, .Self lubricating. J. .M. Slaughter.

1,220.127 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 786.
Car-wheels, Making. F. Schaffer. No. 1,227.962 ;

May
29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1473.

.^, , .,.. , ,-, .

Cur-wlndow side frame. C. H. Anderson. No. 1,228,101

,

May 29; V. 238; p. 1637.
.

Car with trussed underframe. Tank-carrying box. A. E.

Ostrander. No. 1,224.776 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 234.

Cars, Floor and wall connection for railway-. v*
.

J.

Koa. No. 1.224,790; .May 1; '"• 238 ; p. 23\j

Cars, Metallic end for railway-. W. F. Dletrlchsou. No.

1.224.719 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 216
rs, &.C., Signaling mechanism foi

.vo. l,225."'r.8: ^Iay 8: v. 288 ; p. 381
Cuibon-remover. F

V. 238 : p. 1370.

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1295

mechanism for motor-. F. H. Roll.

; p. 381.
R. Reed. No. 1.227,667 ; May 29 ;

No.

May

BT'BenJamln. No. 1,225,898; May 8;

Carbonic' o'xld, 'Pro<luclng. G. H. Benjamin.

1,225,390 ; M'ay 8 ; v. 2S8 ; p. 497.
.

Carburatlon means. W. G, Davis. No. 1,22«,.>30

Carbureter.
V 238 * D 498

Carbureter H. G. Carnell. No. 1,228,294; May 29; T.

CarbSrefer.^^^B." P. Critchlow. No. 1.226,753; May 22;

Carb??e®t;r^" ^T.^lj. Dlstumal. No. 1.226,479 ;
May 16

;

Carbu?e^t^r^' C%. Hess. No. 1,227,137 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;

Ca?burH:lr. H. C. Merrlam. No. 1,225,466; May 8; T,

Carburetter. H. A. Miller and F. M. Adamson. No.

1 227 817 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1422.

Carbureter A F. Mohr. No. 1,226,866 ; May 16 :
v.

Ca?bure?;r®^^H. N. Motslnger. No. 1.224,489 ;
May 1 ;

v.

Ca?b5reter^^i. R. Patterson. No. 1,226,805; May 22;

Carbu?e®t^r!'' C^ L. Rayfleld. No. 1,224,208 ;
May 1 :

v.

Carbureter^^' C. L. BayHeld. No. 1.224.200; May 1; t.

CarbSreter^^J. Van den Bos. No. 1,226,929; May 22;

CaTbur?t4r^afSfhment. A. C. Ferrler. No. 1.225.021 ;

CaS-e'tir" for' ' fes'englnes. H. J. Podle^fik. No.

1,226,366: May 15; v. 238; p. 869. ,*i,„i™..
Carbureter for Internal combustion engines. S. Wertheimer.

No. 1.228.272 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; P- Ifja. ,

Carbureter. Multiple Jet. C, L. Rayfleld. No. 1.224.204 .

CaKe\ir'noS.''w'c. M. Schrader. No. 1.224,672:

Mav 1 : V. 288 ; p. 198. , ^
Carbureters. Air-heater for. W. Shakesoeare, Jr. and

W. Schmld. No. 1,226,710 : May 22 1,^ 238 .p. 1018

Card-feeler stop-motion J. L- Har^sfV-f^*^ ^ ^- ^^'
NO. 1,227,61^; May.29; v,_238;g.^l361.^^^^.^

^^^ ^.

Car-step, Extension.
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1671.

Car structure. L. T. Canfleld.

Car-unfeff?ame.^"A. Becker. No. 1.225.103: May 8; t.

Car^und?rf«me. W. J. Roa. No. 1.224.792; May 1;

Carunload^ng apparatus. B. Duvall. No. 1.226.488;

C.r'w'lill'^o'nst^ucil^n.^Metanic. J. H. Welsbrod. No.

CaV-i'a.f V^o^ns^^Jct'lon: ^l^^tlJ^l' O. Hochberg. No.

1.224.743 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 224.

1.227,827; May 29; v.

Card-holder. W. G. Vandegrlft.
V. 238 ; p. 167. ^ ^,

Card. Index-. J. H. Rand. No.

Ca?go'be^am\'*^M. Lenke. No. 1.228.120; May 29 ;
v. 238;

Ca?rliSfBaby-. A. D. Santmlre. No. 1,228,065; May

Car?lkge-s^tl|.' ^B.^Ter^ry. No. 1,227,218 ; May 22 ;
v. 288 ;

CarrligSop. F. H. Klser. No. 1,225,038; May 8; T.

238; p. 376.
Carrier : i^ee—

Bottle-carrier.
Kgg-carrler.
Gravity-carrier.
Invalid-carrier.

Luggage-carrier.
Mall-carrier.
Tire-carrier.
Watch-carrier.

Carrier ^MHennles. No. 1,226,245 ; May 8 : v. 288

:

D 443
Carrving apparatus. Cable-controlled. A. Davlrlo. No.

1 226 314 -May \i ; v. 238 ; p. 864.

Carl-yln'g mechanism. J. P. flunter and H. Kuentiler.

No^ 1 225.961 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; P- 729
. .., . ^

Cart, .Ash-. W. Elermann. No. 1,224,290 :
May 1 ,

v.

Carton-lillng machine. G. Bills. No. 1,226,448 ; May 16 ;

CartHdle-belf.^^F. G. Hlmelspach. No. 1,227,206; May

Caml(lge^"Blas'tlng^-^^W. Weber. No. 1,226.833 ; May 22 ;

Cartridge magazine. L. W. Illlgendorf. No. 1,227,489;

Cartridge of' reaction type", Telescoplng-plston hydraulic.

D V. Stckman. No. 1,225,062 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 383.

^*Char^*^aw. Egg-shipping case.

Cigar-case Engine crank-case.

Clgarette-^se. Packing-case.

Collapsible case. „ Shipping case. ^ „ „
Case-clamD L. W. Nace. G. W. Alexander, and M. H.

Brown No 1,227,296: May 22: v. 2.38: p. 1218.

i
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1.226.082 ; May 22 ; .
No. 1,226.038 ; May IS ; v. 238 ;

Casb-reglster. H. A. Martin. No.
2d8 : p. 1009.

Casket. W. C. Watklns.
p. 756.

Caaket-handle, Removable. C. M. Ralaton. No. 1.227 929 •

May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1460.
Caater. H. Martin. No. 1.224.765; May 1; t. 238; p.

231.
Caster, Furniture-. E. Pranzen. No. 1,224,294 ; May
Casting.' L. Edel. No. 1,224,618; May 1; t. 288; p.

1 4 17.

Casting bodies formed ot cement or the like. Apoaratua for
J. C. Pelton. No. 1,227.824 ; May 29 : v. 2^8 : p. 1425.

Casting fluid metala, H. H. Doehler. No. 1,224.906 ; May

Conlon

Scott No

A. Bole.

8 ; v~ 238 : p. 330.
Casting-mold. P. J.

V. 238 ; p. 1544,
Casting-mold. A. P.

238 ; p. 785.
Castings. Making. W

V. 238 ; p. 1338.
Catapult. G. P. Van Wye. No

238 ; p. 1194.
Catch. Safety-. W. 0. Kendall.

V. 238 ; p. 1493.
Caustic soda. Making. H. B.
May 22 ; t. 238 ; p. 1268.

Cellar-door. Z. Haoerman.
238 ; p. 916.

No. 1,228.182; May 29;

1,226,133; May 16; t.

No. 1.227,573 ; May 29 ;

1,227,222; May 22; v.

No. 1,228,025 : May 29 ;

B. Kipper. No. 1,227,453;

No. 1,226.509; May 16; t.

Cellulose plastic compound.s
say. No. 1,226.343; May

. ^.
Cellulose plastic compounds. Making acetyl

say. No. 1.226,341; May 15; v. 238; p.
Cellulose. Solvent for acetyl. W. Q.

1,226,839 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 862.
Cellulose, Solvent for acetyT W. Q

1.226.340 ; May 15 ; . 238 ; p. 862.
Cement and potash salts, MaklnK white

Ellis. No. 1,224,454 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p

Making acetyl-. W. G. Llnd-
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 863.

. W. G. Llnd-
862.

t-apply
5.828 :

Lindsay.

Lindsay.

hydraulic.
1>>3.

No.

No.

Cement-ap^)lylng machine. 'W.F. Lautenschlager

Hocbatrasser.

No.

No.
1.225.8J2fe : May 16 ; v. 238

; p. 686
Cement mortar. Mixing. M. T

1,225.129 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 406.
Cementation compound. J. M. Allen and J

No. 1.226,789 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1028.
Centrifugal extractor. F. Balzer. No. 1,224 888

T. 238 ; p. 324.
CentrlfuKal extractor. W. Bartholomew. No. 1.224,890 •

May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 325.
Centrifugal switch. A. H. Gakken. No. 14224,120; May

J- Rhoadea. No. 1,227,002
;

C. Christen.

May 8;

Cereal
f
rains
2 V. 238 ; p: 1121.

Puffing.
238 ;_p. :

P. Wilson.

Dawley.D.

No. 1,226,156;

No. 1,226.933
;

May

May

Theater-chair.
Window - cleaner's

chair.
No. 1,226,410; May

16; .
16; T.

safety-

16; T.

No.

Chain-lug. J.
238 ; p. 796.

Chain-reel. D
238 ; p. 720.

Chair: See—
Adjustable chair.
Folding chair.
Shoe shining chair.

Chair detail. E. R. Thlel.
238 ; p. 884.

^^if«i^t^l''^f5 danger. Barber's-. A. Bonglovannl
1.225.567 : May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 555.

Chair seats. Manufacture of. A. J. Baum No 1 224 801May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 325.
i.^-6t,owi

Chairs. Reading attachment for. O. Wickl)erK No
1,228,274 ; MaT 29 ; V. 288 ; p. 1373.

*

v.^lls^^p^'los
^' ^'"^°" '^'°- 1-226.181; May 16

Charcoaljmaklng process and apparatus. S. Iwamoto
No. 1.227.148; May 22 • v 238; p. 1170

MS'22?v°1j3!fr^ 129^
^- «"P''*«'»^- No x.227.546

Chart-case! A. T.' McCluer. No. 1.224,396 ; Mav
238 ; p. 101. '

Charts. Ac, Sectional mounting of. J. H. Barnard
1,225,305 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 466.

"""ara
Check. J. F. Shoemaker. No. 1.225,512 ; May 8 ; v

^*22'! v**2"38*:'Tll22"
^ ^•^^"'<*t' ^o. 1.227,004

Cberk controlled apparatus. A. Rydquist. No. 1,226 015May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 748.
Check holder. Conductor's-. (i. A. Parkhurat.

1,224.317 ; May 1 ; v. 238
; p. 73.

Checking device. F. Wedge. No. 1.224,432; May 1

Cherry-stoner. C. W. Aabury. No. 1,226,438 ; May
V. 238 : p. 892.

Chicken-fountain. C. A. Mnller. No. 1.228.230 ; May 29 ;

T. 238 ; p. 1559.
<*hlorlnatlng and products thereof. Process of. G Mer-

sereau. No. 1,224,485 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 134
Chock-block. E. S. Evans. (Reissue.) No. 14.806; Mav

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1610. .

^
Chocolates, Method and apparatus ior coating. D G

steely. No. 1,226,824 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1059. "

Chopper : Fee—
Cotton-chopper.

1 ; V.

No.

238;

May

No.

16;

Cellulose plastic compounds. Making acetyl-. W. G. Llnd-
.«ay. So. 1.226,342 ; May 15 : y. 238 ; p. 862.

Chrlstmaa trees.
No 1.225,241 :

Chroma tes.

Illamtnatlog-bnmer for.
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 442.

•Ing metallic. K.iromates. Manufacturing metallic.
1.225,374 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 491.

G. R. Orupo.

Toabe. No
Chromium compounds ofthe ^llocyanln series and mak

Ing same. O. Engl, A. Grob. and J. WUrgler No
1.227,407 ; May 22T . 238 ; p. 1253

'

Chuck E. T. McPherson. No. 1,224,945 ; May 8 ; v. 288

Chuck. D. Welr No. 1,226,089; May 8; v. 238; p. 892Churn. F. McKntlre. No. 1,225,462 ; May 8 ; t 238
p. 520.

Churn. J. L. Saxe. No. 1.224,798 ; .May 1 ; v. 238 ; "

Churn-daaber. A. E. F.
V. 238 ; p. 917.

Churn-operating mechanism. J. Hofmann. No. 1 227 267May 22; v. 238; p. 1210.
*.**i.-toi

Clfar-boi. R. W. Godfrey. No
238 ; p. 1340.

^^^Q*"*"* oo9' ^ WlUUma. No. 1,225,092; May 8; t^Aa ; p. 394.
Cigar tips. Making. B. I. Horwlta

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 769.
Cigarette-box. C. M. Baldwin. No. 1.224.996: May 8

V. 2.38 ; p. 361.
'

Claarette-box wrapper. G. E. Lamberson. No. 1.227.169May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1174.
.--'•.iw

Cigarette-case. G. T. Morlta. No. 1,225.478 ; May 8
V. 238 ; p. 523.

'

Cigarette-caae. V. Prlmavera and G. Gallo. No
1.226.691 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 940.

Cigarette machine. L. M. Gilliam. No. 1,227,649 ; May
22 ; V. 2.38 ; p. 1300.

'

Cigarette packing machine. O. B. Flagg. No. 1,227 600 ;May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1346.
Circuit-breaker. Two-voltage. F. E. Caae.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1246.

Hoiden. No. 1.226.618; May 16

1,227,608; May 29; ,

No. 1,226,074; May

W. S. Henry. No. 1.224.54^; May 1 ;

J. N. Mahoney. No. 1.224.186; May

No. 1.227.472 ; May

No. 1.226.114 : May

Forteacoe. No.

Forteacue. No.

1,227.386

:

No.

No.

No.

No. 1,227,886;

Circuft-iloser for train-stops and signals. Magnetic. H-
G. Sedgwick. No. 1.225.507 ; Mar 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 688.

Circuit-controller. *" " •• ^ i-_...i»' •»«

V 238 ; p. 163.
Circuit-Interrupter.

1 : V. 238 ; p. 25.
Circuit-interrupter. J. N. Maboney.

22 : V. 238 ; p. 1274.
Circuit-interrupter. K. C. Randall.

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 782.
Circuit-Interrupting device. C. L.

1.227.416 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1266.
Circuit-Interrupting device. C. L.

1.2'.'7.417
; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1266.

Circuit interrupting means. P. E. Oiae
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1246.

Circuit. Thermostat operated. W. A. Ramaeur
1.226.696 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1014.

Circuit-wires, Connector for. L. W. Heath.
1.225,127; May 8; v. 238; p. 405.

Clamp : 8ee—
Adjuatable clamp. Ilood-clamp.
Bedclothes-clamp. Jotnt-clamp.
Buck clamp. Miter-clamp.
Case-clamp. Rod-clamp.
Column form clamp. Kope-clamp.
Electric-cable clamp. Tlre-riamp.
Floor-clainp. Vise clamp.

Clamp. F. P. TeMmer. No. 1,226,029; May 16; t. 238;
p. 753.

Clamp and aupport. Combined. C. S. Treacy. No.
1.224.515 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 143.

Clamp for advertising, manifolding, and other sheet*.
A. F. Barker. No. 1,224.998 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 862.

Clasp : See—
Book-clusp.

Clasp. E. F. Herschede
p. 601.

Claap. N. M. Lauletta. No. 1,226,540 ; May 16 ; t. 288 ;

p. 924.
Cleaner : See—

Boiler-tube cleaner. Shoe cleaner.
Comb-cleaner. Stovepipe-cleaner.
Malr-cleaner. Wind shield cleaner.
PIpobowl cleaner.

Cleaner. H. E. Hoover. No. 1,227,142 ; May 22 ; y. 238 :

p. 1168.
Cleaning device. A. H. Smith and M. Blanch. No.

. 1.227.682 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1375.
Clip : See—

Paperclip. Yoke-clip.
Rail clip.

Clip. L. S. Brockway
p. 716.

Cllp-Ug. A. T. Van Alstyn. No. 1.226.281 ; Mav 16 •

V. 238 : p. 843. j *" .

^^^2- vSj38-^^1064
"*^ '^' ^°"' ^°' ^•22«-^l'^: ^7

Clock Alarm-. D. Q. Meikle. No. 1,228,039 ; May 29
V. 238 : p. 1498.

Clock. Chime . T. W. Shepherd. No. 1.227,556 ; May 22

Clock. Kevleas. W. J. Smith. No. 1,2£6.402 ; May 15
Gat. 288 ; p. 881.

Clock, Tubular chime-. J. R. Putnam. No. 1.225.489May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 628.

No. 1.225.710 : May 8 ; t. 288 ;

No. 1.225,921 ; May 15 ; t. 288

;

Ixxxix

Closet : See—
Water-closet.

Closingmachine. W. C. Babies. No. 1.227.244 ; May 22 ;

V. 2.38 ; p. 1202.
aoBures. Making. N. M. La Porte. No: 1,227.160 ; May

22 : V. 2.H8 ; p. 1175.
Cloth-cleaning device. C. B. Twyford. No. 1.224,581 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 167.
Cloth-piler. J. S. Johnston. No. 1,224.560 ; May 1 ; T.

238 ; p. 156.
Oothe^^Ilne. B. V. Page. No. 1.226,683; May 16; v.

238 o 937
aothea-llne reel. J. Carlson. No. 1.226,766; May 15;

V. 238 : p 664.
Clotbea-llnes, Machine for making pinleas. A. J. Mason.

No. 1.224,767; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 232.
ClotheKpin. W. A. Boynton. No. 1,225,568; May 8;

V. 2.38 : p. 555.
Clothee-pln. J. W. Hicks. No. 1,225.630; May 8; T.

238 ; p. 675
Clothes pole and line. Combined. C. W. Walker. No.

1.228.081 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1512.
Gothes-stlck. 8. La Point. No. 1,225,048; May 8; T.

W. A. Brown. No. 1,224,271 ; May 1

;

238 ; p. 877.
Clothea-wrlnger. J. F. Hemenway. No. 1,226.831 ; May

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 859.
Clutch. G. L. Ballard. No. 1,224.997 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

p. 361.
Clutch. W. J. Herrlck. No. 1.227,136 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1166.
Clutch. I. Patrick. No. 1.227.191; May 22; v. 238;

p. 1184.
Clutch. G. M. Smith. No. 1,226.268; May 15; v. 288;

p. 838.
autch. W. H. Waite. No 1,226,086; May 15; v. 288;

p. 756.
Clutch and atop motion. Combined. A. S. Mello. No.

1,227,643 ; May 2» ; v. 238 ; p. ia62.
Clutch and transmission device. A. M. and O. M. Hub-

bard .No. 1 227,91(1 ; May 29: v. 238: p. 1453.
Clotcb control. U. C. Salt. No. 1,226,118; May 15;

v. 238 ; p. 783.
Clutch control, Tranamiaalon-. C. C. Lane. No.

1,226.084; May 15; v. 238; p. 773.
Clutch for roll-driving mechanism. D. R. Bowen. No.

1,225.309; May 8: v. 238; p. 467.
Clutch. Friction . W. T. Matheeuwlssen. No. 1.227,476 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1276
Clutch. Hydranllc. W. L. Roonda. No. 1.224,669 ; May

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 197.
Clutcti luccbMiiisiii. W. T. Hensley. No. 1.226.769; May

22 : V. 238 ; p. 1(»40.

Clutch mechanism. Differential. B. A. Adler. No.
1,224.124 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 3.

Clutch mecbanlKm for transmission-gearings. F. E. Land.
No. 1.225.144 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 411.

Clutch, Non repeating safety-. C. Sherman. No.
1.226,070 ; May 2» : v. 238 ; p. 1508.

Clutch - operating mechanism. S. E. Schroeder. No.
1,227.838: May 29; v. 238: p. 142'J.

Clntc btlniing mechaniKiii. c Itaokin. No. 1.227,545;
Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; d. 1299.

Ciutcnes. Leather facing for cone-. R. C. Jenaen. No.
1.227.151 ; Mav 22; v. 238; p. 1171.

Clutching, coupling, or locking device and the like. Ap-
paratus for use as a. E. reuch and A. Arbey. No.
1.227.306 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1222.

Coal cutting machine. W. M. Thomas. No. 1,226.412 ;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 884.
Coal hods or similar devices. Cover for. H. F. Miller.

No. 1,225.989 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 739.
Coal, Non-attrltlon process of and apparatus for washing
and sorting. H. Adama. No. 1.224,850; May 1; v.
238 ; p. 86.

Coalscuttle. A. H. Brown. No. 1.227.527; May 22; v.
238 : p 1201.

Coal. Treating. C. E. Hlte. No. 1,224,641 ; May 1 ; v.
238; p. 187.

Coal-treating process and apparatus. C. H. Smith. No.
1.224.424 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 112.

Coal washing and ore concentration. T. M. Chance. No.
1.224,138 ; May 1 ; v. 238

; p. 8.

Coaster. A. IJ. Converse.. No. 1,227.888; May 29; v.
2.38 : p. 1 440 '

Coaster. W. E. Sherwood. No. 1,224,576 ; May 1 ; v.
2.38 ; p. 165.

Coaster-brake. J. J. Tobln. No. 1.224.614 ; May 1 : v.
238; p. 143.

Coaster-brak*'. 11. F. Youngs. No. 1,227,868; May 29-
V 238 n 1 439

Coat-hanger. A. L. McGu're. No. 1,225,160 ; May 8 ; v.
238 ; p. 412.

Coating composition. Liquid. J. C. Dobbins. No.
1.226.195 : May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 810.

Coating machine. A. L. Kronqaest. No. 1,226,649 ; May
8: V. 238: p. 581.

Coating machines. Cake-bolder for. L. C. Reed and O. P.
Smith. No. 1.226.910; Mav 22: v. 238: p. 1087.

Cock. E. L. Clans. No. 1.226.012 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p.
367.

Cock. Ball-. P. J. Troy. No. 1,225,892 ; May 15 ; .
238 ; p. 706.

Cock. Cylinder-. J. P. Gray. No. 1.226.238 ; May 8 ; .
238 : p. 441.

Cocoa and other palTemlent raacterial, Apparatos for
treating. J. Walker. No. 1.226.881; May 22; v. 238;
p. lotto.

Coffee-pot. L. B. Heater. No. 1,225,812 ; May 16 ; .
238 ; p. 680.

Coffee roaster. P. Ezzo. No. 1.224.620 ; May 1 ; . 2sS ;

p. 180.
Coffee substitute.

v. 238 ; p. 66.
Coffee, tea. or similar drinks. Apparatus for preparing.

G. Wll)erg. No. 1.225.690 ; Mav 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 696.
Coffin. M. N. Jones. No. 1,224,S83 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p.

96.
Coffin and rough box. G. W. Harris. No. 1.228.112 ; May

2"J ; V. 238 : p. 1323.
Coil. High tension. G. W. Wacker. No. 1.224,246; May

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 47.
Coin-collecting apparatus. H. A. Drew and O. M. Mazaa.

No. 1,227,403 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1252.
Coin-controlled device. O. Jaeger. No. 1,227,150 ; May

22 ; v. 2.38; p. 1171.
Coin-controlled machine. G. Kern. No. 1,226,720 ; May

8 ; V. 238 ; p. 605.
Coin-testing mechanism for coin-controlled machines. A.

D. Grover. No. 1,225.808 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 678.
Cok«-hoppers or the like. Apparatus for discharging.

A. M. Duckham. No. 1.225^597; May 8; v. 238; p.
665.

Coke-oven. E. J. Croaaen. No. 1,227,618; May 22; .
238; p. 1291.

Collapsible box. C. Tabar. No. 1,224.234 ; May 1 ; t.
236^; p. 42.

Collapsible caae. T. Beaaley. No. 1,224,833 ; May 1 ; .
238 ; p. 264.

Collapsible tube. F. W. Grles. No. 1,227,480; May 22;
V. 2:^8 ; p. 1260.

Collapsible tube for paste. G. H. Neldllnger. No.
1.227.297 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1219.

Collar. Adjustable spacing-. J. M. Davie. No. 1.226,118

;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 400.
Collar attachment. J. H. Allen. No. 1,224,828 ; May 1

,

V. 238 ; p. 263.
Collar, Fold-. H. F. Hord. No. 1,226,216; May 16;

V. 238 ; p. 817.
Collar-wrapping machine. P. G. Lehman. No. 1,224.858 ;

May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 262.
Collets. Device for use with. P. J. Kelley. No. 1,227.026

;

May 29 : v. 288 : p. 1350.
Color compound. Soluble. W. Beckers and I. Dreyfua.

No. 1,228.089: May 29; v. 238; p. 1515.
Color-leaf, Manufacturing. G. l.wutsubo. No. 1,228,872
Mav 2'J : v. 2;i» ; p. 1«*HJ.

Colter. M. C. French. No. 1,226,949 ; May 16 ; t. 238
p. 725.

Column-form clamp. H. P. Jungclaus. No. 1,227,798
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1415.

Comb : See—
\

Currycomb. ' 8heep-8beara comb.
Comb. E. M. Jones. No. 1,226,527 ; May 16 ; v. 288

;

p. 920.
Comb cleaner. F. F. Kordlna. No. 1.228,221 ; May 29 ;

V 2.38: p. 1550.
Couiber, Hellman. G. M. Whitlh. No. 1,224,985 ; May 8 ;

V. 238 ; p. 367.
Combination lock. J. M. Roberts. No. 1,224,669 ; May

1 ; V. 288 ; p. 163.
Combustion-cylinders. Expansible tool for cleaning. W.

Molster. No. 1,226.903 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1084.
Combustion-engine. E. A. Bperry. No. 1,226,132 ; May

15; V. 238; p. 788.
Coiiipii-iitied ail eugiue. A. B. Webb. No. 1.227,715;
Mav 29 : v. 238: p. 1387.

Compressor. W. H. Howe. No. 1,225,817; May 15; v.
238: p. 681.

Compressor and disintegrator. Endless-apron. J. A. An-
derson. No. 1.224,993; May 8: v. 238; p. 360.

Compressor. Multistage. N. J. Parker. No. 1,224,661

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 194.
Computing and recording machine.

1.224.873 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 267.
Conipuilng-uiHcbine. J. N. Thornton
Muy 2y : V. 238; p. l.'».J3.

ConccntiHtor. .1. K. Isbell. No. 1.227.792: May 29; v.

2.38 : p. 1-113.

Concrete-block machine. F. H. Folden. No. 1,226.873

;

May 22 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1076.
Concrete-block machine, MultlmoldiuK. F. H. Folden. No.

1.22C.705 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. in38.
Concrete bridge construction. H. L. Pegram. No.

1.225.485 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 527.
Concrete-casting machine. W. C. Polk. No. 1.225.35C •

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 484.
Concrete-construction mold. F. M. Vogan. No. 1.224 584 •

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 168.
Concrete construction. Reinforced. P. S. Eaaterday. No

1.226,954 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1102.
Concrete-culvert form. R. J. Burns. No. 1,224.900 •

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 328.
Concrete floors. Forming reinforced-. G. M. Graham. Jr

No. 1.224.376 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 93.
Concrete flower-pot. Reinforced-. E. B. Williams. No

1.224.820; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 250.
C<»uci«te-forni. S. II. McKay. No. 1.228.087 : Mav 29 •

V •.';!8
: p. nn7.

K. C. Walter. No.

No. 1.228.148 ;
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No. 1.224.666; May

Uosendabl.

J. E.

M.

Concrete-mixer. B. 8. ICcCaodlem
1 ; V. 2.'?8

; p. 192.
Concrete-mlxtTB, Device for loadlne. \.

No. 1,226.261 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 836.

''"HJ^^t^H »^"*' *°*' making the same, Reinforced-.
Wllbelm. No. 1.225.385 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 494.

• oncretf •._truitur»'s. Adjustablo form for. A. C. FitchNo. 1.227.7«n: May 29: v. 238: p. UO.--.
Condensation pro<luct and making same. W. A. BeattT

No. 1.225.748: May 15: v. 238 : p. 658.
°e»"y-

Condenser. Barometric. C. J. Mesta and C. L. W. Trlnka.

Y.
1 ; V. 288
Edward

18 ; p.
8. No

70.
1.226.759

I. a. Blade. No. 1.227,331

E. Arolan. No. 1.224.699 :

; May 22

May 22

May 1 ; t

No. 1,257,718

H.

May

for.
May

No.

E.
29 ; V. 238
1.228.256

Waugta and
'

). 1386.
ay 29 ;

No. 1.224,310: Ma
Condiment- holder.

T. 2.J8 ; p. 1036.
Condiment-holder.

V. 2:{R : p. 1230.
Condlment-sbaker.

238 ; p. 208.
Conductors. Combined support and circuit-breaker for.

J. P. Deranek, No. 1.224.365 ; May 1 ; v. •.,!38
; p. 90.

Con»lult connertor. H. R. Qllson. No. 1,225,614: May
8 ; V. 238 : p. 670.

Conduit outlet-box. E. A. Olley. No. 1 228 127
29 : V. 238: p. 1,'527

Confectionery, Preparing and depoeltlng apparatus
E. H. Waugh and W. J. Swartz. -

" *^*^

29 : V. 238 ; p. 138ti
Confectionery-preparing apparatus.

W. J. Swartz. No. 1.227.714 ; May
Connecting device. L. S. Stoll.

V. 238 ; p. 1567.
Connecting-rod. C. E. Bedrang
. 238 ; p. 895.

Connecting-rod. M. Blrklgt.
V. 2.J8 : p. 1242.

Connecting-rod. FI. B. Layman.
V. 238; p. 1112.

Connector. S. Anthony. No. 1.226,101
p. 798.

Contact plate. Detachable. G. W. Oilmore. No. 1,226,488
-May 8 ; v. 238: p. 510.

Container. O. Palm. No. 1.224,778 ; May 1 ; . 238 ; p

Container. F. Steffan. No. 1,227,338; May 22; v. 238
p. 1232.

Container.
p. 206.

Container.
V. 238; p

Container-cap.
236.

Container, Collapsible. J. Brenner and A
1,224,519 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 145.

Container Indicator, Fluid-. Q. P. Hewls.
May 1 : v. 238

; p. 223.
Container, Knockdown. A. P. Cochrane. (Reissue.) No.

14.294 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 274.
Container, Metallic. T. Domoto. No. 1.228,367 ; May 29

:

V. 238 ; p. 1602. . / .

Control apparatus. Distant. C. M. Manly. No. 1,227,639 ;May 29 ; v. 238
; p. 1360.

Control device. W. Shakespeare
1.226,711 ; May 22 -v. 238; p

B. Ferris.

. No. 1,226,447 ;

No. 1.227.371;

. No. 1.226,978 ;

May 16

May 16

!Kay 22

May 22

; V. 288

;

Steffan. No. 1,227,338; May 22

A. J. Trasso. No. 1.224.691 ; May 1 ; v. 238

Wheelock. No. 1.226.164; May 16;E. O.
796.

F. Hachmann. No. 1.224,489 ; May 1

Bresnick. No.

No. 1.224.741

;

W.Jr.. and
1019.
No. 1.227.413

Hellmund.

C. Knerr.

Meyer.

T.

W

No.

No.

No.

Control system. ' R
V. 2Hf<: p. 12.M.

Control system. R
v. 238 : p. 18.

Control system. H
V. 238 ; p. 1494.

Control system. F.
V. 288; p. 1421.

Controller, .Automatic. F.
May 15 : V. 2.38 ; p. 704.

Converter, Rotary. L. Fleischmann.
1 : V. 238^p.^l9.

Conveyer.
p. 120.

Conveyer.
p. 1450

Conveyer apparatus. P. A. Koehrlng
May 22 ; v. 238

: p. 1173.
Conveyer, Belt. M T. Weston. No. 1,226,730

V. 238 ; p. 1026.

Schmid. No.

May 22;

May 1;

May 29;

May 29;

1.224.1C7

1.228,080;

1,227,816

;

Taylor, No. 1.225,888;

No. 1.224.729; May
F. W. Burpee. No. 1,224,445 ; May 1 : v. 238 ;

R. J. Fahle. No. 1.227.899 ; May 29 ; v. 288

;

1,227.157 ;

: May 22 :

No.

Conveyer gumme<l-blank grlppers. Mechanism for cleaning
Peters.. O ifthe ends of Intermittent endless-. M

Fath, an. I A. F. Miller. No. 1,226,997
p. 1120.

Conveyer. Portable. H. Kaukalne. No

E.
May 22 v. 238

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 97.
1.224.384

T. Cowley,

^^vity. H.

; May

No.

Kors.

1,224.605 : May

1.227,128;

Conveyer. Selective discharge-. J
1.225..1Sr>: .May 8; v. 238: p. 561.

Conveyer systems. Distributer for
No. 1,224.472 ; May 1 ; v. 238

; p. li
Conveyinjr apparatus. J. F. Correll. No

1 : V. 2.38 ; p. 175.
Conveying mechanism. W. J. Foster. No
May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1163.

Conveying mechanism. E. O. Neal. No. 1,227 182
May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1181.

Cooker. A. S. Oldham. No. 1.224,668 ; May 1 ; v. 288
p. 160.

Cooker and -Iralner, Combined vegetable. M Fournier
No. 1.224,731 ; May 1 : v. 2.38: p. 220.

Cooker. Continuous-agitating. H. C. Prlvett. No
1,226,593 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 940.

No.

No.

No.

1.227.2.-.1 :

1.225.047

Cooker. Electric. 8. B. Oakes.
V. 238 ; p. 1280.

Cooking. C. B. Treecott. No.
288 ; p. 793.

Cooking apparatus. Household.
1.224,326 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 76

Cooking device. W. H, Hutchinson
22 : v. 238 : p. 1041.

Cooking utensil. D. U. Gologan.
V. 288 ; p. 1621.

CookiUK utensil lid. K. I>e I^n.
V. 238 ; p. !::(»."..

Cooking vesael. H. C. Milligan.
V. 238 : p. 378.

CoolioK-tower. B. F. Hart, Jr.
V. 238; p. 1661.

Cooling water and other llqulda. Apparatus
Thomaa. No. 1.226.H89 ; May 15; v. 238; p. 706

Coop, Folding. W. Buckl.'v and W. Iverien.
i.220..3O6: May 15: v. 238 :p 851.

Copp«r. Extraction and recovery of. A. Cox and A.
Peter. No. 1.226,190; May 18; v. 238; p. 808,

Copper. Hydrometallurgy of. J. C. iireenway and
.Nforse. No. 1,224,458 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 124.

Copy-holder. W. B. Barnard. No. 1.226,989 ; May
V. 238 : p. 1097.

Copy-holder. A. Bolton. No
•-'.{8

: I). 8'J6.

Copy-holder. L. Warfel. No. 1,228.088
p. 1513.

Copying machine. Multiple. J. J. 1 luuigan.
1.220,049 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 998.

Core-box for bladed diaphragma of steam-turbines.
Sherwood and L. Baldwin. No. 1,226.604 ; May 15
2.38 : p. 944.

Cork extractor. L. Olenn
238 ; p. 1258.

Cork-extractor. M. L.
V. 238 ; p. 376.

Cork for Imlustrial use. Preparing natural. 8. C. Bond.
No. 1.224.264 ; .May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 54.

Corn cutting ancl scraping Implement, <;reen-. F. O. lAke.
No. 1,224.474 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 130.

Corn busker. B. (Jronke. No. 1.226,807; May 16
2:i8 : p. 678.

Corn-busker. J. A. Stone. No. 1.226,718
2.H8 : p. 1(»21.

Corn busker and shredder. O. L. Phelps. No
Mav 15 : V. 238 ; p. 869.

Com buskers, pickers, and the like, Snapplng-rolls for. B
Gronk.\ No. 1,225,806; May 15: v. 2.?8 ; p. 677.

No. 1,227.488: May 22;

1.226.147; May 16; v.

A. Sazegaard. No.

No. 1.226.771 : May

1.228,108; May 29;

May 22 ;

May 8;

No. 1,228.207; May 29;

for. C. C.

No.

H.

H. W.
238 ; p. 124.

No. 1.226,989; May 22;

1,226.452; May 16; T.

May 29 ; v. 288 ;

.No.

W.
; T.

No. 1,227,424 ; May 22 ;

Klnaey. No. 1.226.037; May 8

May

May

1,226.366

T.

22

Corn-rn-popplng machln
1 ; V. 23.S

: p. 84.
e. I. T. Wolfe. .No.

J; p. <

1,224, 347 : May

Corn stringer, Seed-. J. M.
May 22 : v. 238 : p 113!!

Corrugated sheets to frame
S. L. Ran. No. 1.227.666 :

Marrlngton. No. 1,227 n.'.H
;

structures.
May 29 ; v.

Howell.

Lecoutre.

No.

No.

J. Mitchell. No.

I. Brown. No.

May.

1.227.442; May

1.226.087 ; May

1.224.486

1.224.697 ;

Attachment of.
288; p. 1870.

16: V. 238;

22;

16

V. 238;

T. 388;

May 1

May 1;

Corset. L. A. Clrillo. No. 1,22^,308
p. 852.

Corset. I. D.
p. 1264.

Coraet. A. J.
p. 774.

Corset-fastener.
238 ; p, 134.

Corset-stay tip.
238 ; p. 172.

Cotton and cotton goods and other combustible substances
to render them permanently less inflammable. Treat-
ment of. W. H. Perkin and S. Bradbury. No. 1,224.204 ;May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 31.

Cotton and cotton goods and other combustible substancea
to render them permanently less Inflnmmable. Treat-
ment of. W. H. Perkin and 8. Bradbury. No. 1 224 206May 1 : v. ;,i38 : p. 31.

Cotton-chopper. L. M. Cromwell. No. 1,226,754 • May
22 : V. 2.^8 ; p. 1034.

'

Cotton chopper. R. B. Morris. No. 1.227.294- Mav 22-
V. 238 ; p 1218. .

ay **,
Cotton-chopper. J.

238 ; p. .''[84.

Cotton-gin. W. T.
238 : p, 855.

Cotton-gin mote-board. J. L.
May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1391.

Cotton Into sheets. Machine for rolling
No. 1.225,099 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 396.

Cotton or other materials. Apparatus for distributing
C. E. Riley and C. Robinson. No. 1,227.072- Mav 22-
V. 238: p. 1144. '

*

Cotton-picker. J. W.
V. 238 : p. 427.

Cotton picking machine. J, W. Patterson. No. 1,228.288 :May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1662.
*

Cotton picking .spindle and stripper therefor. C Volk-
mann. No. 1.227.223 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1195

cotton-press follower-board H. Wuensch and O Pfell
No. 1.225,095 ; May 8 : v. 2.38 ; p. 396.

Cotton-s<»f»d hulls and meats. Process of and apparatus for
separating. R. W. Rostln. No. 1.226.26.^; "

v. 238 : p. 837.
Coach, Portable, a. E. Conch. No. 1.227.686 ;

V. 288 ; p. 1342.
Couch-roll. F. H. Hoberg and C. C. Thomas.

1.228.114 ; May 29 ; v. 288
; p. 1623.

G. 81ms. No. 1.226.066 ; May 8

Dodd. No. 1.226.317 ; May 15

Wooldrldge. No. 1.227.727
;

D. AlUrd

T.

T.

Vlttetoe. No. 1.228,193 ; May 8
;

May 16;

May 29;

Jr. No,
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Coonter-bln. B. E. Darby. No. 1,227,892 ; M*y »; •
238 * D 1 448

Couuti'r.Notlou-. M Taussig. No. 1.226,027 ; May 16

;

v. 238 ; p. 752.
, ^, ., __ . „.,„ .

Counterlialan.ing device. R. D. (Gardner. No. 1,224,6^» ,

Mav 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 183. „ „ ,r. m^
Counting and recording mechanism. H. T. Qon. no.

1,228,315 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1587.
Counting device. U. F. Myers. No, 1.227,485; May 22,

V. 238 ; p. 1279.
Coupling : Sec

—

„ „
Air-pipe coupling. Hose roupllng.

Car-coupling. Plpe-.ouuUng.
Car and air coupllns. Reversible roupllng.

Car and electric coupling. Shaft-coupling.

Car and pipe coupling. starter-coupling

Flexible coupling Train-line coupling.

Hammer-ram coupling. . _ ,.^„ ., , .>qo • „ tn
Coupling. J.Noel. No. 1.224.202 : May 1; v. 238 , p. 30.

Coupling l.olt. I. Davidson. No. 1,226,932; May 16; v.

2'i8 ' D 719
Coupling centering mechanism. W. A. Redman. No.

1.226.116 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p 788.
.

Coupling element. F. M. Fairgrleve. No. 1.220,791

,

Coupling - ki-y - retaining means. A. J. B. Harris. No.

1 224 461 • Mav 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 125. _, _

.ler. W. M. Slstare No. 1.226.614: May 8; v.

Co ver-pfi»t.- operating mechanism. L.^ A. Ransehousen.

Courae-fln
238 ; p. 635.

No. 1.225.679 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 691.
.

Cover-preventing shield. J. Grauniann. No. 1,221,2iii,

Cow"talf hblde? F.Vcieseker. No. 1.227.606; May 29;

Cow-Sn'h^;id?r*.®'o. .Senfleben. Jr. No. 1.226.709; May

Cow-taU holder!*' a!7." Thompson. No. 1.224.237 ; May 1

;

V *^%R * n 44
Cradl'e and means for rocking the •»me S. D. Vander-

burgh. No. 1.227,984; May 29; v. 238 ; p. 1480.

Cradle apparatuk. W. F. Wafsh. No. I,22t.tl0 ; May 29 ;

Crldl^l'r^rvnfl^'j. E. Froman. No. 1.224.525; May 1;

Crane.^^ R Kendall. No. 1.226.6.33; May 16; v. 238;

Crank-"arms, Attachment for. R.„N. Burgedorft. No.

1.227.743 ; Mav 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1396.

Crate Collapsible. J. Scarr. No. 1.227,079, May 22,

V. 238; p 1146. „ ^ „ ., v
Crate Foldable. L. V. Jenkins and W. K. Bailey. No.

1 2^7 445 Mav 22 : v. 238 : p. 1265. - _

Crlte WlTlibh- • 1 Lucy. N^. 1,226.227; May 16; v.

Cri'S'^old?ng. R. T. Janes. No. 1,227.798; May 29;

Crate, Knockdown. J. Limonello. No. 1,226.666 ;
May

Cr2t'e.''Kno*ckJ'ow2® P. Walston. No. 1.228,268; May 29;

Crlte M|.Uin"^J. R. Freeie. No. 1,226,026 ; May 8 ;
v.

Crate 'or coop. Collapsible chicken. C. L). Leister. No.

1,226.781 ^fay 22 : v. 238 : p 1044.

Crates Fruit protecting device for berrj^. H- <-• Fooks.
« No 1 226 8f5 : May 22 : v. 2.38 : p. lofo.

Cross-tie and rail-fastening. Vitreous. D. B. Paber. No.

l"28.0O8 : May 29 : v. 2^8 : p. 1487
Crucible holder. M. W. Goldberg. No. 1,226.653: .M«>

Cr5slilnk-i^^ckfte.^***E. B. Symons. No. 1.226,275; May

Crltchl" R^W!' Sanders. No. 1.225.364 : May 8 ;
v. 238 ;

Cue-plSntlngtool. F. C. Cook. No. 1.226.682 ; May 8 ;
v.

Cue^\i.t^ a J. Rear. No. 1.227.312; May 22: v. 238:

Cue-tl"^F. Zlemer. No. 1.225,201 ; May 8 ; . 288 ; p.

Cuff-holder. F. P. De Wilde. No. 1.226.644: May 22:

v 238 D 097
Cuff link." C. A. Rlemer^and B. Hendricks. No. 1.226.378;

Coff-link. F. e! Winston and V. B. Roger*. No. 1,227,864 ;

Cuff'lf..fi,:ard''\/'"'Nye. No. 1,226.677: May 18;

CultiJafor.'' W.'^W. Blrnstock. No. 1.226,460; May 18;

Cultivator**' TS\. Pldgeon. No. 1.225.863 ; May 16 :
v.

CuU^Wator.^Ground-. J. Tanczer. No. 1.227.089 : May 22 :

CnUiSafor-^hovel.' V. D. Lawrence. No. 1,226,669: May

CnftuTi'tors, Potato'- vine lifter for. F. J. Krenz. No.

1 2*^4 .'>54 Mav 1 : v. 238 : p. 158.

Culve~rt Joint. H. R. Olcott. No. 1.227,187: May 22:

CnWert^mo^d.^^a H. Cavil. No. 1.226.768: May 16; v.

Cnivert-pipe and the like. Sectional.- G. Schumacher.

No. 1.2^.867 ; May 18 ; v. 238 ; p. 698.

OuD ' Sco ^

Drlnklng-cup. \
Paper drinklug-cup.

<:i-i'Hse-cui> Steam-cup.
<'uMrsp«>nl^r. B. Zahn. No. 1.226.772 .^Mny 22 ;

v. 238 ;

run dispensing apparatus. H. B. Cooley. No, 1,226.728 ;

Ct.p hold/r!
• f.y. liaS. No. 1.224.617 ; May 1 ;

v. 238 ;

Cu'ii'tioard and table. Combination. E. P. Hopwood. No.

1.225.958 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 728.

CupLoanl. Steel. H. G. Cliff. No. 1,225.928; May 16: T.

C«"rr!^,l.?-JiHer. B. A. Bifcher. No. 1.227.370; May

(•u"c'nr.ppSr«?us!¥>frVcl-. |. W. Glrvln. No. 1.224.160 ;

Current, Method' of and means for transforming direct.

J C. Lincoln, No. 1.227,809 ; May 29 ;v 288 ; P- 1*1»:

Current motor. J. M. Stafford. No. 1.225.0<2; May 8,

Currents' Means' for controUlng alternating. M. O.sno8,

No. 1,^27,302 : May 22 ; v 238 ; p, 1221.

Currycomb. Self-cleaning. P. F. Duerr. No. 1,226,757 ,

May 22 : V. 238 : p. 1035. iookiq^-
Currycomb. Self-cleaning. O. O. Jones. No. I,220,li3

,

May S ; v. 238 ; p. 406. _ „ „ „ -^y , oon nju\
Curtain anchoring device. Z. E. Russell. No^ 1,226.060 ,

Curtain and shade brac'ket. Combined. ^ A. C. Boblnson.

No. 1.228.187 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1529.

Curtain and shade holder. ,S. Peterson. No. 1.22.. 194,

Cu?taTn^brkcl^e*f^i.''MiJtHk"; No. 1.225.469; May 8; t.

238 B 5'*2

Curtain-stretcher. E. J. Burgqulst. No. 1.227.744;

Cu?b"if.n'iL.^'.r'''v^.'A^'fn;'ali.. No. 1.224.747; May 1;

CusplfoV'and^^ter. M. Rudek. No. 1.228,141 ; May 29

;

CuIohfoV Fmpfement. H. Menzel. No, 1,227,646; May

Cuio'ff'^'inachlne, Automatic. L. H. Rrightman. No.

1,226.303; May 15 : v. 238; p. 851.

Cutout, h: T. Palste. No. 1.226.584 ; May 18 ; v. 238

;

p. 938.
j

^"En"liafe-Vtter. l Potato-cutter.

Graln-rutter.
, S2*'"'5 """U*';

Ice-cutter Thread cutter.

Cutttr D H. Grazier. No. 1.228,818 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

Cu«e\^h?ad. D. J. Dixon. No. 1.225.019; May 8 ;
t.

Cun?r'-head.^®'C. P. Morton. No. 1.226.686 ;
May 22 ;

y.

238 ; p. 1010. ^ , . WW Tv^m.
Cutting figures on fabrics, Attachment for M. K. E>rl»-

coIL No. 1 ,225.596 : May 8 ; v 238 • P- 564,

Cutting machines. Safety-guard for. „^- E. Bennett. No.

1.22(5.846 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1066.

Cutting plastic or pulverulent masses of all kinds. Machine

for ctittlng. A. Lutze. No. 1.224,394 ; May 1 ; v. 238

:

Cutting tools. Method and apparatus for forming. W. P.

Canning. No. 1,224.273; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 57.

Cvcles and the like. Stabilizing mechanism for motor-.

^J L " ke. No. 1.227.635 ; l/ay 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1869.

Cvcles' Spring suspension for tlie wheels of side cars for

motor- <Te. Rlgby. No. 1.227.317; May 22: v. 2.38:

CyHnder grinding machine. G. A. Fruss. No. 1.227,775 ;

Damtor'*=N''T. Mc^ee.*^No. 1.226.986; May 16; v. 238:May 29 ; v._2S8; p. 1408.
amper.

Dampe^r^' C. M. Tyler. No. 1.224,516: May 1; v, 288;

Da%J^^S. K. Plank. No. 1.227,308; May 22; t. 288;

I>ecoratlng wood. P. Schramm. No. 1,226.504; May 8;
v. 2.H8 : p. 532. ^ „ .. ^ M

r>ehvdratlng or drying apparatus, G. F. Humphrey. No.

1 """S 034 : Mav 8: v, 288; p. 577.

Deh.vdrator. C." Robinson. No, 1.227.491; May 22; t.

2.38 ; p. 1281. „ „. ^
Delivery - box. W. D. Martin and D. T. BJork. No.

1 224 766 • May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 231.

Deinand apparatus. L. T. Eoblnson. No, 1,227,820 ; May

Demountable-'rlm wheel. E. K. Baker. No, 1.227.990;

Dent*^ Irpara^tus.' V^li^'Lyon. No. 1.224.395; May 1;

Dental cement.
'

.?. E. Mahan. No. 1.226.232 ; May 16

;

V. 2.38 ; p. 822.
Dental-crown dies. Moldcfor making. S. W. Taliaferro.

No 1 224 687 : Mav 1 f v. 238 : p. 203.

Dental-furnace burner. C, H. Land. No. 1.227.277 : May
22 ; V. 238 : p. 1212. I

. „ ™ « w
Dental plates and the like. Anchor for. F. E. Roacb.

No. 1.227.073 ; May 22 ; v. 288 : P- ll**i „
Dental tool. O. Schwalb. No. 1,227,207; May 22; t.

040 • n 1 189
Dental tool. V. StoU, No, 1,227.687 ; May 29 ; . 838

;

' p. 1877.

i
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Dental trar. B. A. Brown. No. 1.22C.467; May 15; t.
238 ; p. 898.

Dental-waste receiver. C. Metiler. No. 1,228.124 ; May
29 ; V. 288 ; p. 1526.

Dentlfrlte. W. M. Ruthrauff. No. 1,225.362; May 8; v.
238 : p. 486.

Desiccating apparatus. C. E. Roferi. No. 1,226,011 :

May 15; v. 2^S ; p. 746.
Desk-drawer. C. J. SeTerance. No. 1.228,067 ; May 29 ;

T. 288 : p. 1508.
Detergent device. O. B. Robinson. No. 1,226,496; May

8 ; V. 238 ; p. 530.
Diaper. S. W. Lalng. No. 1.224,756; Mav 1; v. 238-

p. 228.
Diastases and toxins by oxidizing ferments, Manafactnr-

tng. A. Boldin and J. Effront. No. 1,227.525 ; May 22 ;. 238 ; p. 1293.
Die: Bee—

Oang-die. Screw-cnttlng die.
Dle-castlng machine. L. P. Tenca. No. 1,220,408 ; May

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 883. . . .
j

Differential device, (iearless. M. Hveem. No. 1.224 746
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 225.

Digesting and concentrating protein in any form by dls--
• • • • - " No. 1.226,983;solving it In grape-Juice.

May 22; v. 238; p. 1114.
Digger : See

—

P

E. Mootl.

Dii
*eanut-«Hgger.

igglng Implement, Weed . J. B. Smith. No. 1.226,188 ;May 8 : V. 238 ; p. 426.
Dimmer for motor-vehicles. H. O. Johnaon. No. 1,227,795
May 29; v. 238; p. 1414.

Dirigible light. Automatic. R. M. Swain. No. 1.227 088
May 22; v. 288 ; p. 1150.

Diseases of the human hodv, Apparatus for treating cer-
tain. S. I.ake. No. 1.224.180; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 23.

Dish cleansing and drying device. A. B, Perkins. No.
1,226,993 ; May 22 : v. 288 ; p. 1118.

Dish. .Serving. H. Schwlng. No. 1,228.870; May 18;
V. 238 : p. 698.

Dishwashing machine. L. Winters. No. 1,226,428

;

May 15 ; v. 2.^8 ; p. 890.
Disk drill. Rotary. H. R. Hughes. No. 1,227,911 ; May

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1454. .
. . /

Dispensing and measuring device. Combined. P. O. BulUs.
No. 1.225.107 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 898.

Dispensing apparatus. I. Kullck. No. 1,225,143 ; May 8 ;

V. 238 : p. 410.
Dispensing device. W. E. Frederick. No. 1,226,498;

\Iay 15: v. 238; p. 912.
Dispensing device. O. Karcher. No. 1,226,218 ; May 16 ;

V. 238 ; p. 817.
Display and selling device. F. H. Rusaell. No. 1.227,323 ;

Xlay 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1227.
Display- apparatus. H. Koren. No. 1.226.676 ; May 22 ;

V. 2.38 : p. 1007.
Display apparatus. D. C. Teetor. No. 1,224,612 ; May 1 :

V. 2^8 : p. 142.
Display rack. W. J. Madole and C. V. Krlder. No.

1.226.679 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1008.
Display-rack. E. B. Weston. No. 1,226.903 ; May 16 : T.

238 ; p. 710.
Dlsplav^receptacle. O. S. Swltzer. No. 1,224,283 ; May 1

;

Campbell. No.
V. 2^8; p. 42.

Dlvln

Display - sign for automobiles. E. A.
1.227.746 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1898.

Distillation and the like. Column for. W. E. Lummna.
No. 1.226,898: May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1082.

Distillation apparatus. Oil-. S. M. Berber. No. 1,227,559 ;May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1304.
Distillation of oil. S. M. Berber. No. 1,227,568; May

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1303.
Distillation of wood and the like. Deatructlve. 8. E.

Heaman. (Reissue.) No. 14.300; May 8; v. 288:
p. 613.

. .
*oo.

Distillation process. H. L. Doherty. No. 1,225.226; May
8 ; V. 238 : p. 437.

Distilling oil, Revolnble retort for. 8. M. Berber. No.
1,227. 5«;o : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1304.

Dlstributlns: system. A. Chernyshoff. No. 1,224,139 • Mav
1 : V. SiS ; p. 8.

'

Dltchlng-machlne. W. W. Hartsougb. No. 1.226.827:
May S : v. 238 ; p. 473.

Jaratus. D. T. Deemer. No.
J8 ; p. 1682.

Diving dress. F. W. Walters. No. 1,226.148; May 16-
V. 238 ; p. 794. / "

.

Dock construction. J. W. Ripley. No. 1,227.870 ; May
29: V. 2.18, p. 1371.

'

Door and window screen. O. V. Anderson. No. 1.227 784 •

May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1393
Door-bulTer. S. B. Atwood. No. 1,226,442 ; May 15

:

v. 238 ; p. 893. * "

.

Door-catch. C. Isakson. No. 1,224,882; May 1; v. 288:
p. 9«.

Door check. C. T. Rogers. No. 1,226,288: May 18; t.
238 ; p. 834.

Door-cIoslng mechanism. C. Forth. No. 1,225,822 ; May
8 ; V. 2.38 ; p. 472.

Door-closing merhanism. C. Forth. N*. 1,228,012 ; May
29 : V. 238 : p. 1488.

Door-fastener. P. Vogel and H. Schatte. No. 1.227.708;
Mav 29 V 238 ' D 1384

Door hanger. R. C. Mcintosh. No. 1.226,648 ; May 16

:

V. 238 : p. 927.

vlng and excavating appa
1.22«^.,30O: May 29; v. 238

R Swaim. No

No. 1.227,684 ;

. 1,225.288; May

May 29; v. 288;

W. Rlstlne,

Door-bolder derlce. C.
8; V. 238; p. 457.

Door-lock. J. Sokolov.
p. 1376.

Door-operating mechanism. Discharge-. G
Jr. No. 1,225.176; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 421

Door-oDerator. L. L. .Shockley. No. 1.228,143; May 29;

Door-securing mechanism. E. E. Gage. No. 1226 427-May 8: v. 238: p. 608.
'

Door. Sheet metal. O. M. Otte. No. 1,227,066 ; May 22 ;
V. 238 ; p. 1141.

Door-spring. J. Klasnlch. .No. 1,224.755 : May 1 ; v. 288;

Doors for garages, Ac. Device for opening and cloalng.
L. F. Alsworth. No. 1.225.206; May ' -'

Dough and the like molding machine.
1.226.248 : May 16 ; v. 238

; p. 828.
Dough and the like molding machine.

1.226.249 ; May 16 ; v. 28l ; p. 829.
Dough and the like molding machine.

1.226.250 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 830.
Dough and the like molding machine.

1.226.251 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 831.
Dough-board .ind t)iscu(t cutter. Folding.

No. 1.228.288 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1578
Dough cutting and similar machines. Scrap-separating ap

paratus for. J. Carr and G. 8. Baker. No. 1,224 600

;

M.1V 1 : V. 2.38 : p. 178.
Dough-cutting machine. J
May 22 ; v. 238

; p. 996.
Dough or flour for bread and bakers' wares. Preparing

legumes for the manufacture of. E. Simons. No
1.225.878 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 701.

Dough or flour for bread and bakers' wares
tubers for manufacture of. E. Simons. No
Mav 15; v. 238 ; p. 701

Dough-sheeting machine.

8 ;

L.
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A. B. Field. No. 1,227,414 ;

F. R. Hoyt. No. 1,226.666 :

Dynamo-,
p. 1226.

?. Rose. No.

8. H. Martin.

Electric macbine. Dynamo-.
May 22; v 2;{8 : p. 1255.

Electric machlQc. Magneto-.
May 22 ; v. 'SM ; p. 1004.

Electric-machlno regulator,
1.227,321 ; May 22 : v. 2:i8 .

Electric machine. Synchronous dynamo-.
No. 1,226,901 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;'p. 1088.

Electric machines, Armature conotructlon for dynamo-.
V. G. Apple. No. 1,224.618 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 144.

Electric machines. Commutator-cylinder for dynamo-.
W. S. Pyrah. No. 1,224.206 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 32.

Elei trie meter. .\. J. R. Flego. No. 1.226,491 ; May 15 ;

V. 238; p. IH>9.

Electric motor. G. Blumberg and J. A. Batlras. No.
1.227.571 : May 29; v. 238; p. 1338.

Electric motor. M. Dollvo-Dobrowolsky.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1251.

Electric regulator. G. Machlet. Jr. No.
29 ; V. 2,38 ; p. 1457.

Electric regulator. T. S. Watson. No. 1,224,983 ; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 356.

Electric nignaland damper control. P. W. Hammond. No.
1,225.437 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 511.

N. Barber. No. 1.227.568; May 29;

No. 1,227,400;

1,227.921 ; May

F.

H. E. Clifford.

J. Frlls. No. 1,227.605

No. 1.226,580; May 8;

May 29:

A. J. Horton. No. 1,227,789; May 29;

S. De Maree.

1,227,801 ; May 29

H. Rusby. No. 1,228,052:

B. Sears. No. 1.224,222

L. F. Kriea. No.

L. F. Krles. No.

R. Naglney. No.

May 29;

May 1 :

1.224.880

;

1,224.881

;

1.224.962 ;

H.

Electric switch
V. 238: p. 1337

Electric switch.
V. 238: p. 559.

Electric switch.
238; p. 1348.

Electric switch.
V. 238 : p. 1412.

Electric switch. C. F. Kettering and R
No. 1,225.820; May 15; v. 238; p. 682.

Electric switch. C. J. Klein. No.
V. 2.38 ; p. 1416.

Electric switch. J.
V. 238 ; p. 1.'502.

Electric switch. L
V. 238 : p. 38.

Electric switch and fuse-box.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 270.

Electric switch and fuse-box.
May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 271.

Blectrlc-swltch structure. S
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 346.

Electric switchboard. C. A. Yandervell and A.
MIdgley. No. 1.226.031; May 16; v. 238; p. 764.

Electric switching mechanism. F. B. Little. No.
1.228,222: Mav 29; v. 238: p. 1556.

Electrlc-wlrlng connection. H. Rowntree. No. 1,226,813 ;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1055.
Electrical apparatus. .V. Churchward. No. 1,224,602 ;

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 174.
Electrical apparatus. Expansion-chamber for. D. Da Bols.

No. 1,227.404 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1262.
Electrical appliance. C. H. BIssell and E. G. Smith

1,227,241 ; May 22 ; t. 238 ; p. 1201.
Electrical appliances to conduit outlet-boxes. Means

attaching. J. E. Parker and D. B. Winter.
1.224,316 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 72.

Electrical conductor Joint. C. B. Schoenman and R
Houck. No. 1.22.5.366 : Mav 8 : v. 238 : p. 488.

Electrical conductors. Connector for. P. F. Williams.
No. 1,228. l.-se : Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 1535.

Electrical conductors. Making. S. Trood and G. Choyan.
No. 1.227,346 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1284.

Electrical conduit. C. W. Abbott. No. 1.225,553 : May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 649.

Electrical conduit. Flexible.
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1297.

Blectrlcal-condult systems. Fitting for.
bent. No. 1,224.269 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p.

Electrical connection. W. A. Chryat.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 261.

Electrical connector. .1. Cuthbert.
29 ; V. 238 : p. 1342.

Electrical connector. H. A.
V. 238 ; p. 331.
connector. H. A.
V. 238 ; p. 831.
distributing means.

No.

for
No.

M.

C. Hyde. No. 1,227.638;

D. L.
66.
No.

J. Broad-

1.224,866 ;

May 8;
Electrical
May 8

Electrical

No. 1.227,588; May

Douglas. No. 1,224,907

;

Douglas. No. 1,224,908

;

1.224,966; May 8; y. 238; p.

E. O.
350.

Schweitzer. No.

means
V. 2.38

for an.
20.

Electrical distributing system. Protective
R. P. Jackson. No. 1,224.172 : May 1

Electrical distribution system. F.Conrad. No. 1.224.143
May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 10.

^

Electrical distribution system. P. H. Thomas. No
1,224.689 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 204.

Electrical energy. Apparatus for transforming. P. C.
Hewitt. No. 1.224.639 : Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 186.

Electrical ignition systems. Distributing mechanism for.
O. Helns and V. W. Kllesrath. No. 1,226.658 ; May
22; V. 2.38: p. 1001.

Electrical Ignition systems. Distributing mechanism for.
W. E. Schwarzmann. No. 1,226,817 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1066.
Electrical oscillations. Receiver of. E. E. Butcher. No.

1.226.060; May 15; v. 238; p. 764.
Electrical protective device. C. L. Forteacue. No.

1.224,370 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 92.
Electrical protective device. P. MacGahan. No.

1.224.400 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 102.
Electrical protective device. L. M. Perkins. No.

1.224.408 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 106.

ralker. No. 1,225.194 ; May

Electrical protective device. B. H. Smith. No. 1,224,332 ;

.May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 78.
Electrical receiving, translating, or repeating circuit.

O. A. Campbell. No. 1.227,114 ; May 22 ; v 238 ; p.

Electrical receptacle. G. B. Thomas. No. 1,226.626

:

May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 539.
Electrical selector. L. C. Bygrave. No. 1.226,184

;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 806.
Electrical system. H. H. Gordon. No. 1,224,739 ; May

I ; V. 238 : p. 222.
Electrical system. R. Varley. No. 1,225.534 ; May 8

;

V. 23S ; p. 542.
Electrical system. R. Varley. No. 1.226,536 ; May 8

:

V. 238 : p. 642.
Electrical system. R. Varley. No. 1.226.636; May 8;

V. 238 : p. 642.
Electrical systems. Safety device for. L. Slebenhauer.

No. 1,224,330 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 78.
Electrical testing apparatus. C. J. Conner. No.

1,225.014: May 8; v. 238; p. 367.
Electrical variations, .Apparatus for translating. P. C.

Hewitt. No. 1,225..3.3.3
I
May 8; v. 238; p. 476.

Electrical variations. Method of and apparatus for trans-
lating. P. C. Hewitt. No. 1.225.332 : Mav 8 : v. 238

;

p. 475.
Electrically-controlled mechanism. L. Seese and J. F. Mc-

(Julre. No. 1.227,006 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1128.
Electrically-heated utensil. L. H. Wllkln.son and W. G.

Barker. No. 1,227,721 : Mav 29: v. 2^H . p. 1389.
Electrically-transmitted Impulses, Means for utilizing.

E. H. Amet. No. 1,226,203; May 8; v. 238; p. 429.
Electricity, Apparatus for generating. S. A. Reed. No.

1,226,176 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 420.
Electrode, Arc-light. R. P. Wa

8; V. 238: p. 427.
Electrode. Gravity-battery. P. T. MacNamara. No.

1.226.346: May 8; t. 288; p. 481.
Electrode or grid. Storage-battery. W. Morrison. No.

1.227,295; May 22; . 238- p. 1218.
Electrwles, Mnnuf.irture of. E. H. Betk.r. .No. 1,228,169 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1540.
Electrwles. Manufacture of. A. P. Scott. No. 1,226.121 ;

May 15: v. 238; p. 764.
Electrodynamometer Instrument. J. T. Irwin. No.

1,224,171 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. •_'().

Electrolysis, Treating organic compounds by. A. Plguet.
No. 1,226.052 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 879.

Electromagnet. F. R. Parker. No. 1,226,617; May 16;
V. 238 ; p. 948.

Electromagnetic apparatus. H. F. Stratton. No.
1,225,687; May 8; v. 238 ; p. 694.

Electromagnetic device. H. F. Stratton. No. 1,227,841 :

May 22: v. 2.38: p. 1232.
Electromagnetic element or structure. M. .\. Hunter. No.

1.226.667: May 22: v. 238 : p. 1004.
Electromagnetic switch. J. L. Woodbridge. No. 1,225.388 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 495.
Electrotype-blocks or the like. Work-holder for machines

for trimming. A. R. Koehler. No. 1,227,160 ; May 22 ;

V. 238: p. 1173.
Elevating machine. C, W. Hadley. No. 1,226,809; May

15; v. 238; p. 678.
Elevator : 8re—

(iraln-spout elevator. Water-elevator.
Elevator. .\. L. Schuller. No. 1.226.020 ; May 16 ; v.

238 ; p. 750.
Elevator-control system. D. Larson. No. 1.226,976

;

May 15; v. 238; p. 736.
Elevator-controlling system. Electric-. W. S. Smith. No,

1,228,075; May 29; v. 238; p. 1510.
Elevator-door lock. R. F. U' Brocq. No. 1,224,182 :

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 24.
Elevator-door mechanism. F. C. Furlow. No. 1,228,201 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1549.
Elevator - gate. .Automatic safety. J. H. Cole. No.

1.225,773: May 15; v. 238; p. 666.
Elevator safety device. J. L. Davis. No, 1.226,780 ; May

16 ; V. 238 ; p. 009.
Elevator shaft and car doors. Operating means for. J. E.
W. Fogel. No. 1,226,606 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 668.

Elevators. Adjustable support for cup . J. H. Gllroan.
No. 1,228.20.1: Mav 29: v. 2.38: p. 1.-).11.

Elllpaograpb A. Baumelster. No. 1.224.591: May 1;
V. 238; p 170.

Ellipsograph attachment for routing-machines. V. and
\ . E. Royle. No. 1.226.912 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1087.

Emblem brooch, pin, or the like. A. Schwartzman. No.
1.224.965: May 8; v. 238; p. 360.

Employees numher, name, and rate record. W. H. Staf-
ford. R. M. Millard, and J. Paul. No. 1.225.073 : May
8; V. 238; p. 386.

Emulsions of compound waxes and the product of said
method. Method of making. <;. W. Miles. .No.
1.224.948 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 345.

End-gate fastener. H. J. Anderson. No. 1.227.231 ; May
22; V. 238; p. 1198.

End-gate for grain tank-wagons. P. Peterson. No
1.224,319 : May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 73.

E:nd gate. Wagon. C. A. Leggett and A. W. Kersev. No.
1.227.917 : Slav 29; v. 238: p. 1456

End gate. Wagon. C.D.Smith. No. 1,227.332 ; May 22 :

V 238 p 1230
Energy. Utilizing expansive. W.C.Brown. No. 1.224.706 :

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 210.
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No. 1,227.487 ; May

Rock-drilling engine.
Rotary engine.
Rotary Internal-combustion

engine.
Steam-engine.

BnfiladinK-machine. W. H. Norfolk.
22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1280.

Engine : See—
Combustion-engine.
Compressed-air engine.
Explosion -engine.
<;as engine.
Internal-combustion engine.

Knglne.°'^H! L. Lowe. No. 1.226,259 ; May 8 ; v. 238
; p.

447
Engine. C. W. SharUe. No. 1,226.874 ; May 16 ; t. 288

;

Enp Je*!^' A. Van Altena. No. 1.224.814 ; M&y 1 ; v. 238 ;

Engine.
*

H. P. T. Van Keuren. No. 1,225,376; May 8;

Engine body or frame. Gas . A. B. Shults. No. 1,226,820 ;

Engravings, Prodoclng bal

1.225,477 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 524.

Ensilage cutter. M. P. Schneckenburger.
Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1016. ^ „

Envelop. J. G. Knurck. No. 1.228,218; May
P- 1555. _ „ ._ ^^^ 1,227.216; May 22

fiay 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1068.
Engine casing. F. E. Watts and D. No.

No.

_ _ T. Hastings.

EnS^?Hl,C^^.''=S^lf P^^^^^^ 1^26.109; May 16;

Engine (ranking ' device, .Safety. A. E. Slattery.

1.220,395; May 16; v. 238; p. 879
Engine cylinder. A. Ble. No. 1,226,6.30; May 22

238 ; p. 993.
Engine-cylinder.

238; p. 1201.
A. Ble. No. 1.227.240; May 22; t.

M. Tibbetts.Engine Ignition apj?aratus. Hydrocarbon^.
$0. 1.227,097 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1380.

Engine-iubricating system. Inrernal-conibustion-. E.-M.
White. No. 1,224.694 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; ?• 206.

A.

M.

Bon-

Howe.

May 22

;

Electric
May 8;

(or
No.

No.

E.

No.

29

Tanaka.

half-tone. A. C. Murray.

No. 1,226,704;

238;

288;

Funk. No. 1.226,026; May 8;

Swift, Jr. No. 1.228,146:

238; p. 717.
Making open-face

Q. W.

^R^Burris. No. 1,226.924; May

238,
Ringle

G. W.
p. 1126.

Swift, Jr. No.

No. 1,226.256; May 16:

Elce. No. 1,224,323; May

Wagner. No. 1,226.637 ; May

J." H. Brewer. No. 1.224,267 ;
May

for operating changeable. P. Fandel.

^.V^lLir =rl'o.T2l6,468; May 8;

Enelne reversing means, Internal-comnustion-.

nart. No. 1.224.839 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 266.

Engine self-starter. Automobile-. L. and C.

.No. 1,225.816; Mav 16; v. 238 ; p. 681.

Engine-starter. J. H. Richards, ^fo. 1.227.003

Engine tt'a?te"^V. E. Snipes. No. 1.225,879; May 16;

V. 238 ; p. 701. ^ ^
Engine - starting and ''a'tery- charging system

^B-. H. H. M. Kammerhoff. No. 1,226,643

Engine starting device. Internal-combustion-. A. L. Strahle

and H B. Noyes. No. 1,227.688; May 29; v. 238: p.

1878
Engine-starting system. W. A. Chryst. No. 1,226,761

;

May 22; v. 2.38 • P- 10.33. oor ftRi
EngluV supporting device. W. G. Krouse. No. 1,226,661 ,

Mav 8 ; v. 238 : p. 582.
Engines. Aluminium or other light metal casting

internal <oml.U8tlon. T. C. W. PulUnger.

1.22G.595; May 15; v. 238; p. 941.

Eneines. Apparatus for drivinj: rotary. G. Sllvestri.

1,227,967 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1474.
Engines. Automatic atomizer for Internal-combustion

^aldmeler. No. 1.227,225; Mav 22 ; v. 238; P 1196.

Engines. Automatic decarbonizer for >nter°al-«)mbu8tlon

11 E. Smith and W. H. Lalsure. No. 1,226,068 ;
May

8 : V. 2:58 ; p. 384.
. . .,

Engines, Auxiliary starting device for Internal-combustion.

W J Hart. No. 1,220.972; May 22: v. 238; p. 1110.

Engines, rontrolllng the supply o^ I'nuld fuel to Intfrnal-

combustlon. J. McKechirte. No. 1.226..346 ;
May 8.

Engines, At-out for gas-. A. H. Jahn. No. 1,226,974 ;

Mav 22 ; V. 238; p. 1111. „ ^ «. v^
Engines, t^ootboard for switch . R. E. Evans. No.

1 228 308 ; Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 1584.

Endues. Fuel-siipplylng device for internal-combustion

W. K. Bassford. No. 1,226.940; May 22; v. 2.38.

P- 1<^»97.
. . *. „ t^ A.

Engines, Ignition device for internal combustion. U. A.

grohn. No. 1,226.088; May 15; v. 288: P- ^^2.

Engines. Ignition system for internal-combustipn. W. C.

grlnton Jr. No 1.227.109 ; May 22 ; v 238 ; p. 1166.

Engines, Ignition system for internal-combustion. W. C.

Brlnton .Ir. No. 1.227.110; May 22. v 238; P- 1167.

Engines, Kerosene attachment for «»*o'«*ne. A. >%

.

firackln. No. 1.224.441 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 118.

Engines. Lubricant retaining device for the valve mecha-

nism of Internal combustion. F. H. Royce. No.

1.225,.361 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 486.
, . ,,

S:neine8 Mixer or carbureter for Internal-combustion.

6. P. Davlee. No. 1,224,612 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 177.

Engines Muffler for Internal-combustion. G. S. Clark.

No. 1,225,927; May 15; v. 238 ; p. 718. ' ^
Engines of motor-vehicles. Hood for. W. I. Twombly.

.No. 1.226.610; May 15; v. 238; p. 946.

Engines. Oll-vaporlzer for explosive-. C. W. Dyer. No.

1.226.319: May 15: v. 238; p. 866. , , _ . ..

Engines, Recuperatlng-cycle for. L. J. J. Le Bond. No.

t 226,226 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 820.

Engines Safetv means for cranking Internal-combustion.

W S.Ekluml. No. 1.228,304 ; May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1583.

Engines. Scarifying attachment for road-. C. M. (.relner

an.l 11. D Jones. No. 1.226,606; May 16; v. 238;

P »!•* . .. ,. T
Engines Scarifying attachment for road . H. D. Jones.

.No. i:220..528: May 15; V. 238; p. 920.

Engines, Silencer and condenser for gasolene-. J. K.

Dalev. No. 1.228.185 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1644.

Engine's Tappet for internal-combustion. G. R. Rich.

1^0. 1,'228,350 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1599.

Envelop. . M.
p. 1192.

Bnvelop-machlne. N. E
v. 2;i8 ; D. 371.

Envelop, Open-face.
May 29 : v. 238 ; p.

Envelop, Safety-, (i.

15: V.

Envelops.
1,227.017 ; May 22

Bquallzlng-ta>)le. R.
v. 238 : p. 833.

Excavating-machlne. O. M,
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 75. ,

Excavating-machlne. G. E.

Exchange systems, ' Two-way, two-wire t"i°^,*°|. ?"?.'!*:

office automatic. C. L. tJoodrum. No. 1,224.374, May
1 : V. 238 ; p. 98

Exhibiting device.
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 66

Exhibitors. Means
No_ 1,227,409;

Expansion bolt.

V. 238 ; p. 522.
Expansion device

V. 238 ; p. 216.
Expansion device. L. R.
i\ V. 238 ; p. 207.

Explosion-engine, Water.
May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 912.

Explosive shell or BlmilaT body. r
1,224,163 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 16

Extension - table. H. Amsel and B
1.227.102 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. HM- . ,_. .

Extension-table. M. Klueg. No. 1,224.170

,

238; p 21. ^^ ^
Extension table. J. Mohr.

v. 238 ; p. 739.
, „

Extension-table, Circular. P
May 16; v. 238; p. 789.

Extrsctor : Scr—
j

Centrifugal extractor.
Cork-extractor.
Juice-extractor. ^ , », .^....

Eye for guy attachment. C L. Matthews.
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1177.

Eve-shield. Detachable. J. A. Maynard.
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1596

Eye-shield. Motorist s. J. Van \ orst

Dl Salvo.

Zlfferer.

G. Fuehler

No. 1.224,720; May 1;

1,224,698 ; May

No. 1,226,600

;

No.

M. Hale.

Relchard.

May

No

M.

1,225,991

Srader

No.

No.

; V.

15;

No,

May

1,226,184

Nail-extractor.
Stud -extractor.

No,

Herrlck.

J. Clulee.

No.

No.

L. Harmon. No.

No. 1.227,168;

No'. 1,228,841;

1,224,431 : May

1,228,020 ;

1.224,361 ;

1,224,460 ;

May

May

May

L.
Tire fabric.

E. Brown. No. 1,224,270;

control for.

V. 288 ; p. 700.

I. Hoople. No.

^ii

fi

1 : V. 238; p. 115.
Eye-testing device. C.

29 : v. 238 : p. 1491.
Eyeglass construction.

1 : v. 238 : p. 89.
Eyeletlng-raachlne. F.

1 ; v. 238 : p. 126.
Fabric : Sre—

Be<l-sprlng fabric.
Fabric-making machine.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 56.

Fabric-piling machines. Automatic table

H A Shields. No. 1.226.875; May 16

Fabric strips, Connecting means for._ C.

V. Nlederwerfer. No. 1,226,361; May 15; . 288. p.

Fnn'^^F A Fleck No. 1.225.122 : May 8 : v. 2.38 ; p. 40.3.

fSu. J. b Jones No. 1.226.670; May 22; v. 288;

Fan lulfchment. Electric-. W. I. Work. No. 1.226.734 ;

Fa^^^o;^Ve;in'|-'m=a?hl^ef-, R. Myer and J^
^j,-.J-'"-

rX'^.r^^y''^-^ \£^. ^'No^fl2V91^May 22 ;

Fan.^UeCoJvlng^'o. S. Jennings. No. 1,226.076; May

FanV-glte'^^i-.^W.'^Bacho. No. 1,224.868; May 1; v.

Farm gatje. L. W. Miller. No. 1,228,343 ; May 29 : v. 238 ;

Fa^ste\i?r" L. Arkln. Na ir225,741 ; May 16; t. 288;

Fasten'er-drlvlng machine. E. Craig. No. 1.224,280;

May 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 60. „ . t^ ^
Fastener Inserting machines, Horn for. 8. A. Dobyne.

No. 1.224.450 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 121.

Fastening device. ^. G. CTark. No. 1.226.810 ;
May

Fastening device. D.' Marlnsky. (Reissue.) No. 14.803

May '^1 v. 238 ; p. 953.
Fastening-inserting machine. F. L,

1,225.837; May 15; v. 238; p. 687.
Fastening means. L. H. Eggert. No.

v. 2.38 : p. 505. ^^. , „
Fats and oils. Apparatus for the decomposition of. B.

Reuter. No. 1.227,198; May 22; v. 238: p. 1186.

No.MacKenzle.

1,225.420; May 8:

K.
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Albrecht. No.

Jr.

1,22«.436; May 15; t.

No. 1,226,175: May 15

288

2S8

No. 1.225.449 ; May 8 ;

I. L. Smith. No.

1.228,175 : Umj 29 : t.

No. 1.227.524;

No. 1.227,592 ;

Stevens. No.

A. Gibson. No.

No. 1.227.272 ;

Faucet. W. P.
238

; p. 892.
Faucet. F. J. Blblehelaer

V. 238 ; p. 803.
Faucet. J. A. Nil. No. 1,226,575 ; May 15 : t.

p. 935.
Faucet. S. Roaenfeld. No. 1.224.959 ; May 8 : t.

p. 347.
Faucet. A. G. Sundell and J. E. Markko. No. 1.224.808
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 245.

Fauc-et. Measuring-. E. R. Brown. No. 1.226.699 ; Mar
8 : V. 2;58 ; p. 598.

'

Faucet, Meaaurlng-. H. D. Kelly. No. 1,226,081 ; May
16: V. 238; p. 772.

'

F.iucet. Water-. C. T. Miller. No. 1,226.106 ; May 15 ; t.

Feed nil 11. H. G. McCulloch
V. 2.58 : p. 516.

Fe#d-«haft8. Automatic key for. I. L. Smith. No
1.224,334; May 1; v. 238; p. 79.

Feed. Stock. B. A. Berry. Ni
238 ; p. 1541.

F<-ed-trough. E. Bloom and F. Barth.
May 22 ; v. 2.'i8 : p. 1293.

Fred tube. B. E. Dohner and A. J. Huff.
May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1344.

F»e<l - water regulator. Boiler-. W. J
1.225.885 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 703.

Feed-water system for Bteam-bollers. W.
1.226.502; May 15; v. 238; p. 913.

F^etlpr Stock. E. E. Dawson. No. 1.226,474; May 15;
V. 238 : p. v04.

Feeding device. S. L. Denney. No. 1.228.301 : May 29 •

V. 238 : p. 1582.
Feeding or conveying mechanism. G. White. No

1.22fl.9.*{2 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1094.
Felt filler - form. Impregnatetf . R. W. Sexton. No

1,224,674 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 199.
Fence. W P. Scofleld. No. 1,228.062 ; May 29 ; t. 288 :

p. 1 506.
Fence machine. Wire-. T. and E. Karalas.
May 22: v. 238; p. 1211.

F< nee p..st. S. H. Campbell. No. 1.226.486 : May 16

:

V. 238 : p. 901.
Fence p(wt. P. .1. Hlndmarsh. No. 1.224.927 : May 8

:

V. 2.18 : p. X<8.
F''°'S post. R. A. Selway. No. 1,226,602; May 16; t.

238 : p. 942.
Fence-post anchor. P. J. Hlndmarsh. No. 1.224.926May 8 : v. 2.^8 : p. .337.

.**t.»*o .

Fence stays. Machine for forming wire-. G. P. Krieael
^ No. 1.228,031 ; May 29 : v. 238; p. 1495.

"'"«••*»

Fence-stretcher. R. E. L. Freese. No. 1.224.627 ; May
1 ' V 23S ' D lj^2

Fence wire Joint. W. E. Boyer. No. 1.225.216: May 8;
V. 2:t8 : p. 434.

Fender : See—
Automobile-fender. Vehicle-fender
Car safety-fender.

Fertlllaer and making same. E. C
1.225,825: May 15: v. 238; p. 684.

Fertilizer-distributer. J. W. and J. Cade. No. 1.224 520-
May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 145.

Fertilizer distributer. J. A. Sharp. No. 1.225.873; May
15 • V. 2.38 ; p. rt99.

Fertilizer-distributer. M. D. TurbevlUe
May 29 : v. 238

: p. 1382.
Fiber-breaking machine. J. Hubler. No

8 : V. 2.'?fi : p. .3.38.

Fiber-cleaning machine. W. R. Johnson.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 189.

Fiber-treating machine. C. M. Grelslng
May 15: v. 238; p. 077.

Fibers. Producing fast tints on animal. G. Engl, A. Grob
and F. Straub. No. 1.227.406 : May 22 ; t. 238 : p. 1253'

Fibrous and other bodies. Apparatus for conditioning and
dehydrating. G. H. Benjamin. No. 1,225.211; May 8-
V. 2.38 : p. 432.

^•^^!l„",^A''- ' .?' ("oupllng gear. C. H. Jenkins. No.
1,225.637; May 8; v. 238: p. 577.

Filament. Ductile. O. M. Thowleag. No. 1,226.925: lUv
22 : V. 2.38 : p. 1092 '

File. Bill-. ~

p. 918.
Filing appllRDce.

V. 2.38: p. 1.301.
H. J. Hick. No. 1.227.785: May 29

L. Kressel. No.

No. 1.227.701 ;

1,224.929: May

No. 1,224,648:

No. 1,225.804;

No. 1.227,628: May

No. 1.227.807: May

No. 1,226,714; May

No. 1,224.249; May 1

2»;

29;

22;

G. Huntly. No. 1,226.522 ; May 15 ; t. 238 :

H. J. Hick. No. 1.227,560; May 22;

Filing appliance.
238: p. 1410.

Filing appliance.
V. 238 ; p. 1491.

Filing cabinet. M
2.38; p. 4 in.

Filing cabinet. C. B. I'lrlch.
238: p. 1383.

Filing-cabinet follower. D. A. Carlaon, R. P. Underwood
and C. D. Jaderstrom. No. 1.227.749 ; May 29 : v. 238
p. 1399.

Piling system. 8. B. Troat
V. 2.38 : p. 354.

Piling-table for tubes. P. B.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p, 160.

FIIlng-rr«T«. Follower for. P.
N'ay 22 : v. 2.38 : p. 1047.

Pliin"'-tTays. Follower for. P.
M..y 22; v. 2.38 ; p. 1048.

H. J. Hick. No. 1,228.021; May 29:

Perreten. No. 1.225,170; May 8; .
No. 1,227,704 ; May 20 : v.

on, R. P.
r49: May

No. 1,224.976; May 8:

Newman. No. 1.224.562

;

L. Manny. No. 1.226,790;

L. Manny. No. 1.226.791 :

Filing apparatus. K. Klefer.
V. 238 ; p. 1867.

Pilling machine. F. W. Letsch
V. 238 ; p. 1418.

Filling machine. F. C. Smith.
T. 238 ; p. 1020.

Fllllng-machlne. O. WelH.
238 : p. 48.

Pilm-feedlng mechanism. Intermittent. II. M. Conner and
D. D. Miles. No. 1.227.887; B4ay 29; v. 288; p. 1446.

Fllm-lubrlrator. E. R. r.arson and C. E Jones No
1.225.270: May 8; v. 23H : p 451.

Film reel .nhaft. C. Uebelmesscr. No. 1,227.094 ; May 22-
V. 238 : p. 1151.

Pllm-tenslonlnr device. S. M. Coffman.
May L'2 ; v. 288; p. 1132.

Fllm-wlnillng device. D. P. Whitesell.
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 710.

No. 1.226,007;Filter. A. J. Bridges.
p. 366.

Filter. Electric wave-.
May 22 ; v. 2.38 ; p.

No. 1,227.039;

No. 1,225,906;

May 8; v. 288;

G. A.
1168.

Campbell. No. 1.227,113;

A. Dameron. No. 1.227.999 ; May 29

;

No. 1.227.988; May 29; t

H. A, Vallea. No. 1,227.982

;

Filter, Gasolene .

V. 288: p. 1484.
Filter-press. H. A. Vallex.

238 ; p. 1479.
Fllter-preaa, Non caking.
May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1479

Filter-presses and removing the same therefrom. Treating
semisolid material In the containers of. C. W. MerTllH
No. 1,226,104; Mav 15; v. 238; p. 779.

Filter tank. B. R. Koerlng. No. 1.225.441: May 8: v.
238 : p. 513.

Filtration device for nuld-dlstrlbutlng systems. G. T.
Bu.\ton and 8. A. Abbey. No. 1.226.307; May 16; t.
238 : p. 852.

Pintshing-machine. B. Hope.
V. 238 ; p. 1354.

Flre-alarm-oox mechanisms.
Dee. .No. 1.228.0OO; .Mav

No. 1,227.622

Tone-producer
29 ; V. 238 ; p.

for.
1485.

May 29:

D. O.

Fire alarm system. D. G. t>e*. No. 1.226,934 ; May 16

;

V. 238: p. 720.
Fire-alarm telephone

for. J. Ericsson.
p. 723.

systems, Switchboard
No. 1,225,943 ; May

cord-circuits
15: V. 288;

Fire-alarm telephone transmitting mechanism. D. G.
No. 1.225.935: Mav 15; v. 238; p. 720.

Fire-alarm trunk switching mechanism. D. G. D««.
1,225.936; May 16; v. 238; p. 721.

Fire-door. W. B. Gervals. No. 1,224.295
238 ; p. 65.

FIre-drlfl system. Factory
May 15: v. 238 ; p. 721.

Fire extinguisher
V. 238: p. 1399.

Fire-extinguisher.
V. 238 : p. 573.

Fire-extinguisher. H. Mlkorey.
V. 238 : p. 27.

Fire extlnguLoher and alarm. T.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1618.

Plre-extlngulshers, Wall-bracket for
(Juenther. .No. 1.226.968 ; May 22 ;

Flre-extln>ful«hlng apparatus. J. B,
No. 1,225.944: May 15: v. 238; p.

Fire-pot attachment. E. Kimralch

D.

H. Gobb.

P. M. Haller.

D««.

No.

May 1; v.

G. Dee. No. 1,225.937;

No. 1.227.751 ; May 29 ;

No. 1,226.624 : May 8 ;

No. 1,224,192 ; May 1 ;

A. Cole. No. 1.228,098 ;

8.

8 ; V. 238 512.
Burch.

supporting. D.
V. 238 -p. 1108.
and O. R. Erwin.
724.
No. 1.226.440 May

No.

A. Moore.

1,226.762;

No. 1.226.566;

No. 1.227.668

L. N. Dlehm. No

P. Donadlo. No.

del

Ftre-screen.
p. 663.

Firearm. R.
p. 932.

Firearm. E. (;. Relsing.
p 1371.

Firearm. Automatic.
15 : V. 288 ; p. 905.

Firearm safety lock.
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1295.

Firearms, Night sight for. B.
1,225,592 ; May 8 : v, 2.38 ; p.

Fireplace-heater. J. M. Speer.
V. 2;«» ; p. 1567.

Fireplace. Portalile. C. Maynard.
29 : V. 138 : p. 1595.

Fireproof wall ccinstrurtlon. J. A
1.227.599 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p, 1846.

Flreprooflng and bleaching of fabrics and the like
I. Craig. .No. 1.224,145 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 10.

Fireproof and waterproof boards, Composition of matter
for maklLg. J. E. Lappen. No. 1,226.779; May 22*
- 2.38 ; p. 1044.

Solaro
563,
No. 1.228.264

No.

May 15; v. 288

May 15: v. 288

May 29 ; v. 288

. 1.22«.478

1,227.531

Borgo.

May 29;

1,228,840; May

Ferguson. No.

T. J.

May

May

No.

Flreprooflng of fabrics and other articles.
No, 1.225.414 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 603.

Flsh-cleantng device. J. W. Ilaubner.

T. J.

May 8 : v. 2.38 : p. 336.
Fish cleaning mecbnnlam. E. P. Pollett
May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1585.

Fish gaff or spear. J. J. Doudreau. No
22 : V. 238; p. 1131.

Fiab-gate. J. Nlkart. No. 1.225.160;
p. 410

Pish. Holder for use la scaling. J
1.228.866: May 29; v. 238; p. 1604.

Ptsh Joint. A. J. and fl R. Johnaen.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1211.

I, Craig.

No. 1.224.923;

No. 1.228.811

;

1.227.0.35; May

Btey 8: v. 288;

a Mllli. No.

No. 1.227.271

;
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Flahllne guide. C. I. Oberf. No. 1.227.300; May 22;

V. 238; p, 1220. „ ».. , v«
Plshlngrocr Mechanical balt-castlng. P. Attula. No.

FlS-.'rS;.Xa-h'ik;fo'r'%''B'"K,„,. No. 1.M7.2T..:

F,^p^r^l>^^: UIW: NO. ..228.0.2: M., 2.; T.

Flash-light. O. L. Scalbom. No. 1.224,216; May 1; .

nash-il|ht. M. H. Splelman. No. 1,227.012; May 22;

Flash^flgit^JiaJatus. D. C. McCandless. No. 1.226.261 :

May 8 : v. 2.38 : p. 448.~ trlf No. 1,226.926; May

Folding-machine.
T. 238;. p. 148.

Folding seat. H.
238 . p. 1500.

Folding stand. H. A.
238; p. 1434.

Food and beverage
1,227.671; May 29;

Food and beverage
1,227.936 ; May 29

Plash light Electric. J. Tlscione

Flssh- Hght or^el^^c torch. M H. Splelman. No.

1.227,013 ; May 22 ; v 288 ; p. 1124

Flash light. Pocket. C. Wachtel. No. 1,226,727 ,
May 2£

Fllsh^&t!' p).?ket. C. Wachtel. No. 1.226.728 ;
May 22

Flaik^ ft.'^S^^Cooper. No. 1,224.144; May 1: v. 238

Flexible coupling. R. A. Smith. No, 1,225,518 ; May 8

Flexibie^ 'couptllig. C. E. Townley. Nv,. 1.224.690 ;
May

FlJor-ciam?.' *J. *E*John.on. No. 1.228.214 ; May 29 ;
v.

Floor 'construction. Insulating. WD, MacLelth. No.

1,226.788 : May i2 : v 288 ; p. 1046
Floor-covering. D. F. Haverstick. No. 1.225.904 .

May

FlJSr-c^ve?lng composition. M. Nlenstaedt. No. 1.227.923 :

May 29 : v. 288 ; p. 1468.
. , , .

Floors and similar surfaces. Machine for cleaning, grind-

ing nnlshlng, and polishing of parquetted. P. A.

Flsker. No. 1,224,292 , May 1 : v. 538 ; j;-
»*.

Floral decoration. A. Casteris. No. 1.225.767. May

FlJSr'-Wn.^' P. V^^Gardner. No. 1.225.797; May 15; v.

FlJwVnilca^tlr. J. SelUn. No. 1.227.842; May 29; v.

Fluei.'l^ptlectingpUte for smoke- M. O. Huyette. No.

FliiS^g?'
'•

-V "/. ?J^to^n.'^i.^i.22Tl08 : May 8 ; v. 238 ;

FlSid'^wge. C. M. Cole No. 1.224.713; May 1 ;
v. 238;

FlSid^ Methoil and «PP«"li"''J*''" ^i^P^^VQif-T^MO ^' ^'

No. 1,224.789; May 1 ; v. 238; p, .^39.Reordan,
Fluld-preasure suction apparatiia J. R-

1.22^.818 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1057.
Scnrader. No.

Fluids, 'Apparatus for the production of working. O.

Kraus. No. 1.227,275; May 22 ;
v. 288: p. 1212

Fluids from carbonnreoiis solids. Securing combustible.

J H Reld. No. 1.224,788: Mav 1 v. 238; p. 238

Flume l! K. HInman. No. 1.226,662; May 22; v. 288;

ring cl

.rrn. Reld. NoT i.224,'788 : Maj- _lj_ v. 238 ; o. 238.

A. Dufty. No. 1,226.768 ; May 22 ; . 238 ;

P. R. Ola*. No. 1,224.629; May

Slavltt. No. 1,228,073; May 29;

Stone. No. 1.227,850 ; May 29

Robertson.

T.

mixer,
v. 288;
mixer.

V. 238
H. Goldsmith

W. P.

p. 1372.
W. P.

p. 1462

for taking. G. G. Roslno,
268 ; p. 681

A,
1179.

Foot-bull pants.
V. 2.38 ; p. 675.

Foot-dress. M. A. Clarke. No
238: p. 1399.

Foot Impressions. Device
1,225.600; May 8; v. __ . ,

ForcinK annular work. Die machine for

No. 1 .224,829 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 253
Forging apparatus, Automatic.

1.227,176: May 22; v. 238; p.

Kork : «e«

—

"

Kitchen fork. "

Fork and rake. Convertible. I. V
May 16 : v. 288 ; p. 837.

Form, Adjustable dreas-. A. D.

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 431.
Form-holder and wall-tie. H. O

1.224,810 : May 1 : v, 23_8 ;. p. 246
Forming-machine. C. B.

8 ; V. 238 ; p. 667.
Fortlflcatlon-shleld. G.

15: V. 238; p. 770.
Fountain : ftee—

Cblcken-fountaln.
Drlnklng-fountain.

Fractions. Device for the
No. 1,224.748; May 1 :

Fracture apparatus. A.
v. 288 : p. 747.

Frame : See—
Bag-frame.
Car-window side frame
Folding frame.
Grindstone-frame.

Frame. J. H. Brewer.
p. 1339

Robertson.

No. 1,226,799 ; May

1.227.760; May 29

No.

No.

16;

; V.

No.

J. H. Ames.

W. MorrlB. No.

Skipper.

Bailey.

Tenholder.

Kr'lcVsen. No. 1,226,602;

G. Ison. No. 1.226.076;

No. 1,226.265

;

No. 1,225.207 ;

No.

May

May

p. 1002
Flush-tank

Fl fish tank mechanism. E. P. Lacey. No. 1.225.340:

ri.Vs"tJnk''Varv^e; "r* K. Chase. No. 1.227.037 ; May 22 ;

riuah-val've" angaratus. A. N. Pasman. No. 1.225.362 :

Fli?sMnVdev?ce.
'

Ji W. Sharp, Jr.. and A. B. Bacon. No.

1.227^54 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1302.

Flushing tank. W. Brlgham and <;. A. Furueaux. No.

1 "24 845 • Mav 1 ; v. 2.38 : p. 25S.

FluslTlngtank. ^W. A. wflllams No. 1.22.5.691: May 8:

Flux "for" welding nickel and nickel alloy. R Sames-
reuther No 1224.418; May 1; v. 238; p. 110,

Fly "atcher. J. AHen No. 1.225.656: May*^8 : v. 238:

Flv-trap. A. 8. Jernlgan. No. 1.225,638; May 8; v.

FlyfuVn^achlne. G. H. Curtisa. No. 1.228,882 ; May 29

;

FLvlng^mac^lJe^'^J. M. Huff. No. 1.226.521; May 15:

Flyin^miclilSJ.^" C. M. Hunslcker. No. 1,227,269 ;
May

Fl??nyma^chl^e^' Tr. Myers. No. 1,226,986; May 22:

Flyini^ma chine. C. L. Sanford. No. 1.228,064; May 29;

Fl^nSic^h»n^^""^»«»»»««<*'-v. «• ^ <^'°«'- ^°- 1-226.S12

:

study of
V. 2.18

;

Roth

Portable fountain.

E. C. Jacoba.

May 16;

common.
; p. 225.
No. 1,226,013;

No.

Machine-frame.
Picture-frame.
Printing-frame.
WIndow-franitv

1,227,677; May 29 288

G
753,

Freezing. Device for protecting receptacles against

Trlbbey. No. 1,226.030; May 15; v, 2.38 ; p.

Frost on trees and other vegetation. Means for prevent-

ing, G. H. Barker. No. 1.225,394; May h; v. 288;

Fruit and veRctable grader. W. O. Palmer. No. 1,228,044 ;

May 29; v 238; p. 1500.

Frult-knlfe. R. U. Newman. No. 1,226,797 ; May 22 ; T.

238 ; p. 1050.
Fruit matter for food production

Macleod. No. 1,225,460; May 8:

Fruit picker. V. W. Young. No.
V. 2^8 ; p. 395.

Frult-stonlng apparatus. B. Mai.
l,") ; V. 238 ; p. 688.

Fuel-burning device. W. C. Skinner.

May S : V. 238 : p. 455,

Fuel composition and making th^ same
Swanberg. No. 1.225,405 : May 8 : v.

Fumigating apparatus. F. M. Hawkins
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 674.

Composition of. A.
V. 238 ; p. 616.
1.226.097; May 8

No. 1.225,838; May

No. 1,226,280;

, Liquid-. A. W.
238 ; p. 501.

No. 1,225,627;

Heating or annealing fur-
nace.

Smelting-furnace.

A. Martin.

1,226,167 ; May 15

No, 1,224,190 ; May 1 ;

A. G. Scherer. No. 1.224,220

A. Smallwoo«l. llto. 1.220,267

L. Pierce

V. 238

V. 238

238;

238;

8.

May 1

;

May 15

No. 1.228,240

Rockwell. No

No. 1,226,906: May 22;

No. 1,226,631 ; May 16;

Folding"^x. "a! N«medy. No. 1,224.493 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

May 16: v. "^-R- «5r..

Foldahle box. M. Neumerkel.
V 288 : p. 1085.

Folding box. J. F. Kebbell.

V, 288 : p. 92'>

ling

Folding-chair for tables or the like. T. Kottus. No.

1 227.803 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1417.

Folding frame L. I. Beckwlth. No. 1,224,893 : May 8 ;

FoTdlnl^iia^chfn?. E. H. Cattrell. No. 1.226.948: May
22 : V. 238 ; p. 1100.

238 0. G.—vii

Furnace : See—
Boiler- furnace.
Electric furnace.
Electric induction-furnace.
(Jas-furnace.

Furnace. F, E. Balden. No.
p. 800.

Furnace,
p. 27.

Furnace,
p. 37.

Furnace,
p. 838.

Furnace and evaporator. J.

May 29; v. 238: p. 1503.
Furnace chill and floor-pipe. W.

1.227.672 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1372.
, . ^

Furnace or apparatus for electrically making products and
means for heating discharging products. J, H. Held.

No. 1,227.069: May 22 ; v, 238; p. 1142.
, ^ . ,,

Furnace or apparatus for making products electrically and
means for faclllutlng discharge of same. J. H. Beid.

No. 1.227.068 : May 22 : v. 288 : P- 1142.
Furnace or stove construction. G. C. Klaaer. WO.

1.220.082 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 772.

Furnaces. Hot-air distributer for. A. G. Scherer. No.
1,224.219 ; May 1 : v. 2.38 : p. 37.

Furniture, Convertible. H. A. Washelm. No. 1.224,982;
May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 855.

, ^ .. , » «
Furniture, Interlocking mechanism for sectional. A. T.

Weiss 'no. 1.225.294; M»y 8 : \ 238 ; p 462.

Furniture, Knockdown T. A. Gelbart. No. 1,225,481 ,

Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 509.
. „, ^ „ - v

Furring and partition channel. W. D. Henderson. No.

1 22t 264 • May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1209.

FusT-block. R. C. Cole. No. 1,227.768 : May 29 ;
v. 288 ;

p. 1399.

i
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Fuse. Detonating-. J. X. Powers. No. 1.224,414 ; May
1 ; V. 2.S8 ; p. 108.

Fuse, Electrical. H.W.Young. No. 1.228.354 ; May 29 :

V. 238 ; p. 1001.
Fuse for exploslre projectiles, Time-. W. M. Wllhelm
and K. Rushton. No. 1,227,720 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1389

-f » f r

Fus*' for projectiles. E. R. Gilbert. No. 1,220.652 ; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1000.

Fuse, Inclosed. G. A. Schaefer. No. 1.226,017 : May 15 •

V. 238 ; p. 749.
Fuse, Multiple reflUable. F. J. Cleaver. No. 1.226,780 ;May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1044.
Fuse, Percussion-. K. J. Glrdwood.

Garment-supporter. W. D, Corder. No. 1.224,604 ; May
1 ; V. 2:{8; p. 175.

Garment supporter. O. Hake. No. 1.226.436; May 8:
V. 2.S><: p. 511.

Garment-supporter. J. Kronenberger. No. 1,228,118;
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1524.

>armeut-supp<)rtcr. C. E. SSGa ippoi
ir> ; V. 23.S; p. 8"...

chaffner. No. 1.226,387 ; May

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 184.

235: p. 705.
Fuse-plug. IL V. Thomas.e-pl

J8:

No. 1,224,631 ; May

N<x 1.225.890; May 15; t.

Fuse-plug. Multiple. F. A. Feldkamp. J. P. Pagor, and
H. Payson. No. 1.227.266 ; Jday 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1206.

D. Piatt. No. 1,226;808 ; May

L. E. Weinberg. No. 1.220.151 ;

Fuse-plug, Sealable. C
22 ; V. 288 : p. 1053.

Fuse, ReflUable cartridge
May 15 ; v. 2;i8 ; p. 795.

Fuses, Fusible element for Inclosed electrical, R. C. Cole.
No. 1,227,762 ; May 29 ; t. 238 ; p. 1399.

Gage : See—
Automobile fuel-gage. Micrometer gage.
Draft-gage. -Measuring sag**-
Fluid-gage. T.iukga«o.
Key-gage. Tool-setting gage.
Knlfe-settlnggage. Water-gage.
Liquid gage.

Gage. R. Conrad. No. 1.225,314 ; Mav S ; v. 238
(Jage. K. C'onrail. .\<>. 1.225.;n5 : .May S; v. 23S
Gase. J. T. Johnson. No. 1.22.3.819 : May 15 :

p. <iS2.

Gage. J. W. Joachim. No. 1.228.326 ; May 29 ; v. 2«8
p. 1690.

Qa«e gla.ss. Safety. G. Ernst. No. 1.225.604; May 8
V. 2:^s , p. 567.

Gambrel. W. H. Borgstreser. No. 1,228,174 ; May 29
V. 238; p. 1641.

Game. s. A. Akins. No. 1.226.841 ; May 22 ; v. 238
I>. 1004.

No. 1.225.393; May 8 ; v. 288

; p. 469
: p. 469
V. 238

No. 1,228.090; May 29; v. 288

No. 1,228,091 : May 29 ; v. 238

No. 1.227,303 ; May 22 ; v. 288

No. 1.226.605 ; May 22 : v. 288

No. 1.226.424 ; May 15 ; v. 238

May 1 ; y

Gatne. M. A. Audslev
p. 490.

Game. K. A. Bradley.
p. 1515.

Game. K. A. Bradley.
p. 1516.

Gaiiio. K. A. Peacock.
p. 1221.

Ganjc. A. F. Qulram.
p. 1013.

Game. W. Watklns.
p. 888.

Game apparatus. W. F. Davey. No 1.227,249 ; May 22
V. 238 ; p. 1204. •

• /

Game apparatus. A. R. MacPherson. No. 1,226.551
May lo : v. 238 ; p. 928.

Game apparatus. W. C. Taylor. No. 1,226.028: Mav 15
V. 238 ; p. 752.

Game apparatus. .Skittle-. L. Feron. No. 1.224.727
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 218.

Game device. T. Kajlyama. No. 1.224.173
2.38 : p. 21.

Game-table. L. Lukacber. N<>. 1,226.260 ; Mav 8 : v
238 ; p. 448.

Game-trap. J. Sabo. No. 1.224.670; May 1; v. 238
p. 198.

Gang-die for cutting and shaping sheet-metal articles
P. .Scholz. No. 1,226.277 ; May 8 : v. 23M

; p. 454.
Garbage can. F. W. Brlese. No 1,226,634 ; Mav 22 : v

2.^8 : p. 994.
Garbage-container. J. W. Shepperd. No. 1,227.964 ; May

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1478.
OarliaK*- receptacle for sinks. J. L. Born. No. 1.226.308 ;May S ; v. 238 ; p. 467.
Garbage - treating apparatus. J. A. Anderson. No.

1.227.232 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1198.
Garden-tool. .7. Ollson. Sr. No. 1.224.630

238 ; p. 184.
Garden-tool. C. W. Robinson. No. 1.224,957; May S*

V. 238; p. 347.
Garment. H. Edelman. No. 1.226,732 ; May 8 ; t. 288 ;

Garment. J. Kaplan. No. 1,226.264 ; Mav 8 ; t. 288

;

p. 446.
Garuunt. M. Kusterko. No. 1.226.977 : May 22 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1112.
Garment-fastener. P. J. Hentschel. No. 1.227,908 ; May

29; V. 238: p. 1458.
Garment fasttnlug. .1. Well. No. 1,226,039 ; May 15 • v

2;{8 ; p. 7.-M.

Garment-hanger. C. B. Dlrlch. No. 1,227,706; May 29
V. 238 ; p. 1888.

'

Garment. Rfverslble. A. Berger
V. 238 ; p. 210.

Garment support. E. C. Gatlln. No. 1,226.611 ; May 8
V. 238 ; p. 670.

Garment-support. J. G. Urstadt. No. 1.228,266 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1570.

Garment supporter. J. Burmeister. No. 1,227.112 ; May
22 : V. 238 ; p. 1168.

May 1 ; v.

No. 1.224.704 : May 1

Garments, Protective lining for. M. I. Greenberg. No.
1,227.428 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1250.

Garter. H. li. Black. No. 1,226.054 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ;

p. 762.
Garter. H. J. Esser. No. 1,224.154; May 1; v. 238;

p. 13.
Garter. H. A. Rodriguez. No. 1,227,199 ; May 22 ; v.

238; p. llftO.
Garter. J. C. Rogers. No. 1,228.189; May 29; t. 288;

p. 1680.
Garter. H. T. Sheldon. No. 1,228.068 ; May 29 ; . 288 ;

p. 1508.
Gas buruer. J. A. Fry. No. 1.224.157; May 1; v. 238;

p. 14.
Gaa-burner. J. Kennedy. No. 1,228.217 ; May 29 ; t.

238 ; p. 1665.
Gas burner. L. F. Ostrander. No. 1.227,189 ; May 22

:

vol. 238 : p. 1183.
Gas-burner. J. (;. Steenson. No. 1.227,086; May 22; t.

238; p. 1149.
Gas burner. U. Wedge. No. 1,226.381 ; May 8 ; t. 288

;

p. 493.
Gas-hurnlng apparatus and process. (J. L. Relcbhelm.

No. 1.227.829 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1426.
Gas-controller. Automatic. S. G. G. Brookman. No.

1.227.879 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1448.
Gas cutoff. Automatic. C. A. Wletlng. No. 1.224.586;
Mav 1 ; v. 2.'.,s : p. 168.

Gas ent'^ne. R. W. Muir. No. 1.226.239 ; May 15 ; t. 288 ;

Gas - engine. Rotating - cylinder. B. C. Kenvon. No.
1.227,452 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1267.

Gas fiirna(.-. r. Atherton. No. 1.224.700; May 1; r.
2.5.S ; p. 2»»8.

Gas-generator. C. B. Steele. No. 1.227,974; May 29; t.
288 ; p. 1476.

Gas generator. A.etylene-. T. Babln. No. 1,226,569; Mav
8; v 2.'^s

: p. 551.
Gas generator. Acetylene-. C. A. Duncan and G. L. Shoup.

No. 1.228,802 ; May 29 ; y. 288*; p. 1682.
Gas generators. Relief device for acetvlene . W. E. Dres-

-.1. .No. 1.224.HIG; Mav 1; v. 2.W; p. 179
Gas heater. H. K. Boyd. No. 1.228.289 ; May 29 ; y. 288 ;

p. 1578. •

Gas beater. W. H. Cain. No. 1.225,675: May 8; v. 288:
p. 657.

Gas-heater. W. C. Fischer. No. 1.226.904 : May 22 •

v. 238; p. not!. * "•
Gas In warfare. Protecting from poisonous. J. A. Steln-

metr. No. 1,225,521 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 538.
Gas main stopper. J. S. Donohue. No. 1.224.721 ; May

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 216.
Gas-mantle ring. J. G. Gotty. No. 1,227.260 ; May 22 •

v. 238 ; p. 1207.
Gas-mantles. Production of self lighting. J. G. Gotty.

No. 1.227.259 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 12«t7.
G««-mcter. Proportional. T. B. Wylle. No. 1.226,158:
May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 797.

O«s-pro<1ucer E. Nlmphlus. No. 1.225.048; May 8;
y. 238 ; p. 378.

Gas-shut-off valve. J. W. Dearlng. No. 1,224.284 ; May
1 : V. 238; p. 61.

'

Gas-trap. C. C. Scharpenberg. No. 1.226.913: -May 22:
V. 238 ; p. 1088.

»- • . j ...
.

Gas under high pressure. Apparatus for condensing.
O. L. and J. J. Cabot. No. f.226,674 ; May 8 ; y. 288

;

p. 657.
Gasws. iH'tfctor of combu.Mtlble. A. Philip and L J

Steele. No. 1.224.321 : May 1 : v. 238; p. 74.
Gasolene and other light oils from heavier hydrocarbona

Obtaining U. S. Jenkins. No. 1.220.620; May 15-
v. 238 : p. 920.

'

Gasolene evaporator. W. Neyllle. No. 1.226.107 ; May
15 : V. 2;{8 : p. 780.

Gasolene tank for motor-cycles. L. R. Evans. No
1.220.199; May 15: v. 238; p. 811.

Gate: See—
Automatically -actuated Farm gate,

srate. Fish-gate.
Elevator-gate. Ratlway-croasinggate.
End-gate. Railway-sate.

Gate. A. V. Rowe. No. 1,224,326; May 1; y. 288;
p. 76.

Gate. T. C. Weaaels and W. Kane. No. 1,226.197 ; Mav
8 ; y. 238 : p. 428.

Gate. C. Winter. No. 1.225.550; Mav 8; y. 288: p. 648.
Gate-lock. J. Olson. No. 1,226.000; May 16; y' 288-

p. 742.
Gear, Change-. A. Alchele. (Reissue.) No. 14,298:
May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 273.

Gear. Differential. C. S. Kellogg. No. 1.227.055 : May
22: V. 238; p. 1137.

'

Gear. Friction transmission-. J. W. Sutton and M. Meade
•No. 1.225.371 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 4S9.

Gear baying a compound release. Friction-. J. F. O'Con-
nor. No. 1.227.821 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1424.
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Gear mechanism. Change . J. C. Mason. No. 1,226,559 ;

Mav 15; v. 288: p. 930.
,„., ^«- „ o-> i

Gear puller. O. R Langnn. No. l,22(.45i ; May Zi
, .

y. 238; p. 1269. „ „ o m
O^-ar shifting mechanism. Automatic. W. P. Sullivan.

|

No. 1.220.144; May 15; v. 238: p. «92. „„, ,^^ .,

Gear Transmission-. W. J. Herrlck. No. 1.227,135 :
May

22: v. 238: p. 1160. , ^.^ ,. „„
Gearing. W. H. Able and E. L. Fltigerald. No.

1.228.202 ; May 8 ; y. 288 ; p. 429 oo - « 9^«
Gearing. A. T. Brown. No. 1,227,242: May 22; v. 238.

OMrlng!" S. E. Scbroeder and C. W. Bird. No. 1,227,889

;

G.?nng*®'hIng?^sL^%^* W". Phillips ami H. W. Alllngham.

No. T22.-i.851 ; Slay 15 ; v. 23^; p. 692
Gearing. Differential. F. A. Bower. No. 1.220.8u4 .

May

GeaHng. piffer^enuTh " W. Mennle. No. 1.225.842 ;
May

Gei^l'ng. EplcycUc. F. H. Royce. No. 1.226.360 ;
May 8 ;

Gearing 'lor turret lathes and other machines. J. C.

Pottfr. No. 1.226.487 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p 527
Gearing. Reversing-. J. O. Tow. No. 1,2/4,812 ,

May l

,

Gearing,
'

Too~thed transmission-. A. A. Quick. No.

GeiS;'T;an^n'!Ll|n-."iri:«osrNo. 1.226,012; May

Geirlng," Ttaismlsslon-.
^
W. G. Stanek. No. 1.225.881;

GeaV?ng|'Varia2ie^ed.^''V A. Welgel. No. 1.227.986;

Gear^lnc'* VarUble-sp^ transmission. F. B. Cannock.

No. l.'225.925; May 15; v. 238; p. 71 1.

Generator: See— „„«„
Acetylene generator. Power-generator.

Gene?a*or"ul' burner. Combined. M. Norman. No.

1.220.798 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1050.

Olas.s : ^><•

Graln-spout elevator and adjuster. M. B. Stinnett No.

1 227:976 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1477.
. „ v w

Griln-stalks: Mechanism f^r^ffTgplng and ca^rrjl°^
_

V. B
No. May

Flsch«r. No..

No. 1.224.816;

C. Walter. No.

Freeman and L. P. Whltaker.
29 ; y. 288 ; p. 1549.

Gramophone, Portable cabinet . A
1.224..-i«9. May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 91.

Granulatlnjr-machlne. E. A. Walters.

Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 248.
Qraphophone-machlne attachment. K.

1.225.538 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 543.

Graphophoue.".. Automatic slopuiiiK device for, c. cate.

No. 1.226.749 : May 22 : v. ^38,i,P 1"'^2.
.

Grass plot foundation. W. H. Tucker. No. 1.224.69/,

Grate'baV. ^RFr^^cLt^tS^- No. 1.224,159 ; May 1 : T. 288;

Grater* A. Rosa. No. 1,228.247; May 29 ;
v. 288; p.

1 KAR
Gravity-carrier. H. J. Buck.

v. 238; p. 806.
Grease-cup. A. C. Grunwald.

v. 238; p. 1164.
Grease-cup. A. C. Grunwald.

~ - 1165.
R. H. LlmDP
May 22: v. 2
J. S. McCoy

No.

No.

No.

and L"

1,226.182; May 16;

1,227.180; May 22;

1.227.131 ; May

Wlneland.

22;

No.
138; p. 1298. „„„
No. 1.226.786 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

D. H. Twalts. No. 1,226,725; May 22;

a^Zi^rk. No. 1,227,780; May 29: v. 288;

O. Zerk.

H

Herrlck. No. 1,226.659

:

No. 1.226.691 ; May

W. Weat-

No.

Twalts.

O.

(;age-glass.
Glasscutting machine. Q. P
May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1002.

Glass-drawing abparatus. C. Day

Glas's^rawing «??/«:»/"«•J^^^S**.
°'

.^^r}'^J'kar
bury. No. 1,226,541 ; May 8 : v. 238, p. 5«.

Glass making, flandllng material In. J. A. Bechtel

1 224.892 : May 8 : v. 2.38 ; p. 326.

Glass. Manufacture of rejnforc^. A. Bardln. No.

1.228.165 ; May 29 : v. 288 ; p. 1638.
.

01asswai;c. IVcoratlng. 11. s. Kvans. No. 1,226.957,

Glslswari: Msk'lnK molds for ornamental. O. A. Mygatt.

O.Si.iSrLt.r^ ^.P.'^SW. no"; ..227.M.; M.,

OI??,'.'cotwn.''j."p.M811er. No. 1,225.155; Ma, 8; T.

090 • n 414
Glove, RubtHr. R.T.Griffith. No. 1,225,027 ; May 8 ; v.

OliJes'. Mold for the manufacture of rubber R. T. Qrlf-

Glyox'yllc add or Its compounds. MakinaM. Vaygouny.

Oobes^."l!:'SnkSSb^r'^
' ];,o:^5'2=2i:il^lf^ay 8 ; v. 238 :

GojifJl L. Dunkelsberg. No. 1,227.896; May 29; v.

Goi&?!: G* L. Pierce. No. 1.227.667 ; May 29 ; y. 288 ;

T. J. Porte. No. 1,224.410 ; May

No. i.227.781 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

No. 1.226,078; May 8;

Zerk. No. 1,225.916;

No. 1,226.376 ; May 8 ;

No. 1.226.077; May 8;

Dumliolton. No.

p. 1867.
Golf-IGoTf-practisIng device

Colt sioi-ecai^^i.
'"j. J. Eaton and A. V. Free. No.

GrVdl^g'macbYn^e: Ro^d-"^: Si.'B;esee. No. 1.226,006;

Gr&rndJrmtV^aJd. F. Dumler. No. 1.226.698;

Or?ln^.f...l.Ts•'^H•ea''d SSfder for. B R. Benjamin. No.

oi^n'^Sintand'dJylfg'ipVritus. M. l^rlslavsky.

Ori^tcStr = ^.y '^'nd^jlL^ 1.224.871 ; May

Oriln-cuttM.' VMoLoughim. No. 1.225.830; May 16;

Gr'aln'-drijl." IX I' Rohutt. No. 1.226.707 ; May 22 ;
v. 238 ;

Qraln-dJni. J. Sturrock. No. 1.226.721 : May 22 ;
v. 238 :

Grain-handling deylce. L. W. Heiden. No. 1.224,031;

V. 238 : p
Grease-cup.

1.227.548 ;

Grease-cup.
p. 1046.

Grease-cup.
V. 238 : p.

Grease-cup.
p. 1392,

Cirease-cup.
p. 1892.

Grease-cup base. D
y. 238 ; p. 888.

Grease cup bodies, Maklns.
May 15: v. 238: P- 714.

Grease-cup body. D. H. Twalts.

v. 238 ; p. 491. „ „ .»
Grease-cup cap. D. H. Twalts.

y. 238 : p. 387. ^ ,

Grease-gun. W. T. Field and J. A.

C^'^'^i^Se^ C- l^. ?MckSef^.o. 1,224.457 :
May 1 ;

Grenad?.' ^f. a!* Stelnmetz. No. 1.225.884; May 15; y.

GrSer^'mlchanlsm. F. W. Red.baw. No. 1,228,186;

Grfnd^r' Sur^a"'
'

Tl. f'a. Klelnschmidt. No. 1.225;040 ;

May h: y. 238; p. 376.

Grinding apparatus, w. Is,. Hice

Qrlndiig i^ tibe-mllls. O. Schultz. No. 1,226.061

Gr?nmr.R''ma'c?lnf^H. J. Bengtsson. No. 1.224.593

Grinai'ng'mni.^L.'Boutard, No. 1.224.354; May

Qr^n.ukg^ or^ crushing mill. Cotton-seed or the like.

GrSlng-wte/fili-r^E^P^ ile^n^d^^r: ^'1^^1.227.547 ;

May 1: V. 238; P- 227.

Grindstone-frame. G. G. Guy.
V. 238: p. 1109.

Grits separator. F. E. Mljler.

V. 23^: p. 931. .

(;rubl>lng machine, Root-. C. B
Mnv 15 • V 238 : p 900.

Q^tI R. H. McCarthy. No. 1,226.461 ;

Guitar, Chromatic-base. D. A. Passarelli.

Mav 22; v. 238: p. 1117.

(Jum and produclns t^<; «a™<::,^r"^^i5h
No. 1.226.750: May 15; v. 238 ; p. «69' _ , .^ . ^^^ , . .

<;um. Synthetic. W. A. Beatty. No. 1.226.749. May ID

»

Gumming cylinder, AutomatUally-operating clost^l gaj^
'

blank ME. Peters, G. H Fath and A. F. Miller

1,226.994 ; May 22 ; v. 288 : p. ni«.

Gun. Automatic. H. H. C. Dunwoody.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1449.

Gun-carriage for ordnance. E. Rlmallho.

May 8 v 238 ; p. 529.

Gun ihuziles. Shot-spreading deylce for

No. 1.227.687 : May 29 ; y. 288 ; p. 1481.

Gun sight. T. C. Dyer. No. 1,220,602: May 2i ,
v. -iBB ,

1102

No. 1,224,169 ; May 1 ;

; May

: May

1; V.

R. R.

Knouff.

No. 1.226,969

No. 1,226.662

Burrows.

1303.
f24.754 ;

No.

May 22

;

May 16;

1.226.463 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ;

No. 1,226.991 ;

W. A. Beatty.

16;

1??

No. 1,227,8»7;

No. 1.226.492;

J. E. Wright.

Oun-slght
p. 1299

B. Lobdell. No. 1.227.544 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;

J. W. Beeler.

Mav 8: V. 238: P. 373.
Grain-separator. J. B.^ Cornwall. No. 1.226.189 ; May 16 ;

OrU^shocker.^'^C. R. Raney. No. 1.226.369; May 16;

Gr^ln^Jho'ck^er.^'^C.^R. Ranev an<l R. C. Llvesay. No.

1.226.371 : May 15: v. 238 .p. 871. ooa 074 •

Grain-shocking machine. C. R. Raney. No. 1,226.374.

May 16 ; y. 238 ; p. 872.

Gun-sights. Close-range attachment for.

No. 1.225.91S : May 16 : v. 2.38 : p. < 1 5.

Gun sighting and leveling "PParatus M. M. Labue. No.

1 227 688 : May 29 ; y. 288 ; p. 1868.

Guns Apparatus for fee<ling cartridges to mschlne-.

L L. f)rlggs. No. 1,224,366; May 1; y. 238: p. 90.

Guns. Device for adjusting the recoil length In fluid re-

coil-brakes for. W. Hellemann O. Behnke. and N. KocJfc.

No. 1.227.134 ; May 22 ; y. 288 ; p. 1166.
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Oana. Recoil-reducing means for. H. Lehmann and F.
Uohnbfrg. No. 1,227481 ; May 22: v. 238. p. 1175.

Guns. Sighting of. W. Yoalten. No. 1.226.936 ; May 22
y. 238 ; p. 1095.

Guy anchor. L. Lusardl. No. 1.225.448; May 8*. t. 288
p. 516.

Gyro compasB. J. B. Henderson. X<.. 1.220.882; May 22
V. 238 : p. 1078.

Hacksaw. A. G. Frost. No. 1.227.902 ; May 29 ; . 288
p. 1451.

Halr-bobbing device. F. A. C. Mevers. No. 1.224,403
May 1 : v. 2.38 ; p. 104.

Halr-cleaner. J. S. Hendricks. No. 1.225.244 : May 8
V. 238 ; p. 443.

Hairclipper. M. Tanaka. No. 1.227.2Hi : .May 22 ; v. 238
p. 1192.

Hair cutting Instrument. E. O. Harris. No. 1.224.462
May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 125.

Hair. Machine for Interlacing curled. F. Maussner. No.
1.225.671 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 689.

Hairpin. T. A. Gyll«dorfr No. 1.226,508: May 15; .
238 : p. 914.

Hair singeing device. E. Vocchlno. No. 1.225.402 ; May
8 ; . 238 ; p. 500.

Halr-trlmmer. W. H. Burns. No. 1,224,444; May 1;
V. 238; p. 120.

Halter. A. F. Hoffman. No. 1.227,440; May 22: v. 238;
p. 1263.

Hammer. G. L. KoHock and R. P. Martin. No.
1.224.471 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 129.

Hammer, Drop-. L. Q. Bayrer. No. 1,225.696 : May 8

;

V. 2.38 : p. 697.
Hammer for overhead nailing. S. Speed. No. 1,225,070:
May 8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 385.

Hammer mechanism. Power-. S. V. Rawiinga. No
1.226.006; May 15; v. 288; p. 745.

Hammer, Pile-. T. E. Sturtevant. .No. 1,226,272 ; May
15 : T. 238 ; p. 840.

Hammer ram coupling. Power-. L. Mayer. No. 1,225,046

:

May 8 ; v. 238
; p. 878.

Hammock. F. A. Porter and H. B. Arnold. No.
1.224,859: May 1 ; t. 238: p. 262.

Hammock and swing. Combined baby. B. P. Bailey. No.
1.225.208: May 8; v. 2.'»8

: p. 431.
Hand-brace and wrist-support. H. W. Tucker. No.

1,227.700; May 29; v. 2iS \ p. 1881.
Hand-protector. D. S. Curtiss. No. 1,226,588 ; May 8

:

v. 238 : p. 562.
Handle : See—

Bread-tin handle. Car-scat grip-handle.
Brush handle. Casket-handle.
Bucket-handle. I.atrh-handle

Handle for shears, pliers, and like Implements. F. C.
Scott. No. 1.227.678 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1874.

Ranger : See—
Bed-spring hanger. Garment hanger.
Book hanger. Hat hanger.
Bracket-hanger. Picture-hanger.
Car-door banger. Pipe hanger.
Coat-hanger. Screen -hanger.
Door hanger. Syrlngp and tube hanger.

Hanger. F. F. Bradley. No. 1.226.8.'»0 ; Ma? 22 : v, 238 ;

p. 11KJ9.

Harness back-strap. .1. H. Venter. No. 1.225.083; May
8 : V. 238 : p. 390.

Harrow. C. J. Anderson. No. 1.225.204 ; May 8 ; v. 238
p. 430.

Harrow. C. E. \*Tilte. No. 1.225,904; May 15; v 238-
p. 710.

Harrow tooth. H. H. Scott. No. 1.225.367 ; May 8 ; v.
238 ; p. 488.

Harvester attachment. C. R. Ram-y. No. 1,226,370

:

May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 871.
Harvester Corn-. 8. V. Barnett and J. W. Holloway.

No. 1,227,235 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1199.
Harvesters, huskers. or the like. Snapping rolls for com.

J. A. Stone. No. 1,226,719: May 22; v. 2;i8 ; p. 1021.
Harvestlnn machine attachment. C. R. Raney. No

1.226,372 : Mav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 871.
Hat-adjuster. L. Rosenzwel?. No. 1.225.275; May 8: t.
238 ; p. 453.

Hat box. Sectional. J. B. Macon. No. 1,226.451 ; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 516.

Hat hanger. C. O. Hayward. No. 1.227.906; May 29; v.
238 : p. 1453.

Hat-Unlng, .\djustable. F. «;runlK and M. I>. Van Huele.
No. 1.225.618 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 572.

Hat-pin. M. J. WllUama. No. 1.226,836; May 22; v.
238 : p. 1062.

Hat-pin shield. E. I. Bates. No. 1,227.238 ; May 22

;

V. 23 K : p. 1200.
Hat-shaping apparatus. L. Stevt-ns. No. 1,224,427: May

1 : V. 238 : p. 114.
Hay-bunching machine. G. S. McClure. No. 1,227,068
May 22; V. 238; p. 1138.

Hay knife. U. C. Amis. No. 1,224.436; May 1 ; v. 238
p. 117.

Hay press. J. A. DlekeL No. 1,227,761 ; May 29 ; v. 288
p. 1402.

Hay prt'ss. W. Q. DulHeld. No. 1.2f!t,288; May 1; t
238: p. 63.

Hay-rack. R. Black. No. 1.225.0O4 ; Mar 8 ; v. 238
p. 364.

Hav rack. J. P. Watson. No. 1.225,087; May 8; v. 288
p. 391.

Head-covering.
or -

hA'
238 ; p. 1485.
'adilzht. F.

P. N. Dolan. No. 1,228.002; May 29; .
H. Holman. No.Shenk and R.

V. 238; p. 111.
.\utomatlc. R
V. 288 : p 529.
F. E. Colbum.

8.

G.

R. Stenberg.

D.
1,224.421 ; May 1

Headlight control.
1.225.494 : May 8

Headlight. Dirigible
29 : V. 238 : p. 1445.

Headlight. Dirigible. 8.
.Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 987

Headflght, Dirigible. C.
May 1 : v. 238 : p. 243.

Headlight. Dirigible automobile-. C.
1.226.065: May 22; v, 238; p. 1004.

Headlight for vehicle*. Dirigible. E.
1,225.984 ; .Ma? 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 737.

Headlight mechanism. Dirigible-. J. 8.
.No. 1,226.133: May 15; v. 2.38: p. 789.

HeadllKbt-operating mechanism. Dlriglble-
No. 1.225.516 ; .May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 586

Headlights, Focusing apparatus for. J
1.227,528 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1294.

Hearing. Apparatus for re<Mucatlng and
Maurice. No. 1.227,476; May 22; v

Hearses, Caskr^t-holdlng means for. W.
1.227.656 ; .May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1366.

Heat-economlzInK apparatus. F S. liolti. No. 1
.Mav 15; V. 238; p. 849.

Heat insulating board composed of cereal straw.
Lappen. No. 1.225,443; Ma^' 8; v. 238; p. 514

Heat treating furnace. T. F.
May 22 ; v. 238

No.RIsdoo.

No. 1,227.880 ; May

(>Cl««by. No. 1.2M4M1

:

No. 1.224.804;

E. Houae. No.

M. Lyon. No.

Spirewfkl. Jr.

238
H.

E. C. Smith.

Chldley. No.

Improving. A.
p. 1276.

Pfeiffer. No.

26.299
;

* 238 : p.
Bally and F. T. Cope.
p. 1128.

J. K.

No.

Gas-heater.
Radiator beater,
water-heater.

1.226.868; May 22; v.

Hardle. No. 1,227,263

Gammeter.

1.227,027
Heater : See

-Air heater.
Electric heater.
Fireplace-heater.

Heater. H. S. Dodd. No.
p. 1073.

Heater and radiator. R. W.
22; . 238; p. 1208.

Heaters, Door-mounting for. J. R.
1,226,766 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1039.

Heating apparatus. E. M. Bassler. No. 1,226.298
15 : V. 238 : p 849.

Heating apparatus. H. W. ODowd. No. 1.224.497
;

1 ; V. 238: p. 1.37.

Heating apparatus. Gas. .1. Wollant. No. 1.225.698;
May 8 : v. 238 : p. 596.

Heating or annealing furnace. \. Smallwood. No.
1.226.266: May 15; v. 238: p. 888.

Heating system. K. S. Porter. No.
V. 2.38 ; p. 1013.

R. Martin.

288;

May

No.

May

May

1,226.694

Heating system. Vapor-.
1 ; V. 238: p. 159.

Heating unit. Fllectrlcal.
•No. 1.225.826; May 15

Heating unit, Electrical.
No. 1.225.827 ; May 16

Heel for boots or shoes,
1.227,493 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1281.

Heel for shoes. P. Ruggiero. No. 1.227,202;

F. Kuhn and
; V. 288 : p. 684.

F. Kuhn
: V. 238 : p.
Rfsillent

and
686.
A. L.

. 238; p. 1188.
P. Bruner.

May 22;

No. 1.224.559; May

F. E. Shallor.

F. E. Shallor.

Runyan. No.

May 22;

No. 1.226.460 ; May

A. J. Wills. No. 1.227.722;

J. U. Cooper. No. 1,227,892 ;

No. 1,227,779 ; May

No. 1,226.901 ; May

1.223.899; May 15:

1.224,302 ; May 1

;

No. 1.225.489;

Heel-removing machine.
15 ; V. 238 : p. 899.

Heels. Mean.4 for attaching.
May 29: v. 238; p. 1.389.

Heels, Wear-plate for iboe-.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1249.

Hlde-worktng machine. C. J. Glasel.
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1409.

High-tension switch. E. Weissberg.
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 709.

Hinge contrivance. M. Weber. No.
V. 238 : p. 708.

Hinge fitter. Door-. J. Jobnson. No.
V, 2.38; p. 67.

Hinge for vanity-cases. W. G. Kendall.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 512.

Hinge-lock. 8. H. Gage. No. 1.226,324 ; May 15 ; t. 288

;

p. 857.
Hinge, Spring-. E. Bommer. No. 1,226,179 ;

238 ' p 804
Hoe. C. H. Williams. .No. 1,226.386; May

p. 494.
Hoe for cultlvatlng-macblnes. J. Tancxer. No.
May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1150.

Hoc catcher and holder. A. M. Johnson. No.
Ma? 29; p. 238 ; p. 1414.

Hog-cholera antitoxin. Treating. J. Reicbel and H. Wer-
ner. No. 1.224,860; May 1 : v.

Hog ringing and castrating
1,225.311 : Mav 8; v. 238; p. 468.

Hog trap. C. C. Watson. No. 1.227,712
;

p. 1386.
Hoisting apparatus. J. F.
May 15 : v. 238 : p. 936.

Holder. R. H. Sletsema. No.
p. 383.

Hollow mill. O. Ebert. No. 1,227,533
p. 1295.

Honeycomb, Artificial. O. M. MacDonald.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 131.

Hood-clamp. C. Chamberlain. No. 1,225,318; May 8: .
238: p. 469.

May 15; t.

8; V. 288;

1,227.090

;

1.227,794

;

238 ; p. 263.
crate. E. Butts. No.

O'Connor. No

1.225.064

May 29 : V. 288 ;

1.226,678

;

: May 8*; v. 288:

May 22 ; v. 288 ;

No. 1.224,479;
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Hood construction. L K. Snell. No. 1.226.269 ;
May 16 ;

. 288 ; p. 8.39. ^, „ , » a
Hood. Franelble protective. J. A. McKetrer and J. 8.

Grlffln. No. 1.2^7.467 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 12 < 2.

Hook : See— „ ... w u
Belthook. ^P^'"!'"*^ w
Load-hook. Whfffletree-hook.

HcS^rfiiftTner. Detachable. A. Cody. No. 1.228,181 ;
May

Ho^s,' DrylS;.'*G^ H.^B*'Di*'"»° «<>• 1.226,062 ;
May 16 ;

Ho'i-njJ^Au'tomatic. G. F. Long. No. 1.226.089; May 16;

Horn DiaphJa^L- D^A. McConnell. No. 1,228.226;

HoVn.^M^echanir-al. ' C. P. Bradley. No. 1,224.843 ; May 1 ;

HJr.^-Jyt'rJho?.^*b. J. Donnelly. No. 1.228.858 ;
May 29

;

Hor«^?Jlle!' j'^'uain and J. Macpball. No. 1.226.112;

Ho^sVah^oi." K.*H. Platen and 8. L. Levi. No. 1.227.188;

Ho^b'i-VaV*A'.^6.'BS5nson. No. 1.225.119; May 8;

Ho^^'^^V A. slJbers. No. 1.227.690; May 29; t. 288; p.

1878
Hose and for other purposes connected with water sys

tems, Lever devli-e for coupling. H. Pope. No.

1,22^.271 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 452. ^ „ „ , ,,
Hose-coupling. H. H. Hewitt and C. H. Paeplow, Jr.

No. 1.224.638; May 1 ; v. 2.38: p.^186. ^.. ^ , ,
..

Hoae-coipllng. F.. J. E.. and C. 4>. Mckolal. No.

Ice-harresting machine. P. A- Warner. No. 1.228,270;

Ice'^m^klS^ ;ppir^tSs.'"j'H. Bell. No. 1,227,369; May

Ic^makin;^ai,£^rl?J8\' G. Sellers. No. 1,224.607 ;
May

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 140. . -,

Ice-sawing machine. H. D. Pratt. No. 1,225,488, May

Identl'ficitfon^ device. C. F. Goldbeck. No. 1,226,324;

May 8 ; V. 238 ; p. 472.
., „ „ ,i,. v«

Igniter and valve mechanism. F. E. Rupright. No.
* 1,225.681 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 592

. m.t 1 •

Ignition control. W. C. Brown. No. 14224.866, May 1,

Ig^itiiSf co^ntS". C. C. Trump. No. 1.227.979 ;
May 29 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1478.
lgnltion-iurrents,;^Gen|ratjng and tlminj;. ^^B. V.^^

W. A. t'

V. 238 ; p. 1484

'F. I. Bemy. No. 1.227,316 ; May 122 ; vT 238 ; p. 12M.
Ignition device. W. A. Chryst. No. 1,227.996 ; flay 29

;

r.226,4Vo :'"Ma.v_8 : v. 238 ; p. 525.

Ho«e coupling. Fire-. W
May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 671

Uougb. No. 1.226.616

;

Hose coupling. Train-. A. Remer and J. 8. Tripp. No.

1 224 211 • May 1 ; ?. 238 : p. 34.

HoM-reel, Self winding. C. D. McDowell. No. 1.227.466 ;oae-reei, oeii-winuiuK. >_.

HoYiJuppirVer^*fe''M\^^mrine. No. 1.227.042; May
22; V. 238; p. 1134.

H<»e-«upi;orte'r.'^" safety. T. M. Irwln. No. 1.224.466;

May 1 ; v. 2.38; p. 127.

House : fie

V

Bird bath-house. Portable house.

Hover O OTey. No. 1.227,120; May 22; v. 288;

Ho^vet.*^ M. D. Drake. No. 1,227,401 ; May 22 ;
T. 288 ;

HuW»«^J A.J.Sams. No. 1.226.119 ; May 16 ; v. 288;

D 784
Hub. Vehicle . M. O'Connor. No. 1,224.968 ; May 8 ;

t.

Hub,'*WLe^K*' J. H. Oreason. No. 1,227,429; May 22;

Huma^n '^boSy \n° water Machine for effecting the rapid

oropulslon of the. T. 8. Haran. No. 1,226.768 , May

Hum/drfyfng •aJpa'?aS,s. F. W. Parks. No. 1.227.190;

Hyd«unc'brake.''l?. Jankers. No. 1.228,216; May 29;

HydrJSc'iack.^^C. WlgtH. No. 1.225.906; May 16; v.

Hyd^o^aero^ machine. O. H. Curtlas. No. 1.228.881 ; May

Hydri>^PnbSrne^^W. J. Best. No. 1.227,239; May

Hyd^rl)car?»S-'burnir_ W. H. Thayer. No. 1.228.876; May

H/d^i>^rb2^hydroxv^compounds, Cyclic procMS of mak-

ing aromatic L. M. Dennis. No. 1,227,894, May ^v ,

Hj'drofarbon mo^t^or. M. Tlbbetts. No. 1.227,698; May

Hydl-ig^en^^ro^uclS^' A. Messerscbmttt. No. 1,225.264 :

Hv^rogfn -^producing apparatus. A. Messerschmitt. No.

1226.262: May 8 : V. -^38: p. 449.
». ... k„

Hydrogen - producing apparatus. A. Mesaerschmltt. No.

1 "'B '>63 • May 8 : v. 238 : p. 449. ^ ,,
HydrSgenatioD product. C. TeIUs. No. 1.226.620; May

Hyd^rometaliuVp. e! R. Holden. (Reissue.) No. 14.298 ,

Ice'fipparat us for manuVact urlng artificial. G. T. Turner.

No 1 226.893 ; May 16 ; v. 28ft ; p. 706.

Ice-box WE. James. No. 1.227.443 ; May 22 ; ?. 238 ;

Ice^-creim" and the like. Packaging^ F. P. Wood. No.

1 997 T2ti • Mav 29 • v. 288 ; p. 13M.
Ice-^eam^free.er'; f! Tyson.' ^o. 1.227,702 ; May 29; T.

Ice-??^m. MaHng. E. F. W. Wleda. No. 1,228,162 ;
May

lc??r'elpe^r^^ h'^n.^l-hefstrom and O. A. Andeiwn. No.

Ice'c^tl^n' fe**SLUa"ne'''N'o^lS4.840 ; May 1 ; ?. 288 ;

Ice**fromraw water Method of and aPP-ra^us
JJr

m«nu

facturtng. R. J. Berryman. No. 1.225.218 ,
May », v.

23<< ; p. 433.

Ignition deWce L. H. Gibson. No. 1.224.296 ;
May 1

;

ig^itfo^ ile^vi^." G. S. HoUUter. No. 1,224,299 ;
May 1 ;

Ignition 'devices. Distributer for. C. T. Mason. No.

1.226.234 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 822.
,

Ignition system and apparatus. R. > arley. No. 1.225.0SS ,

May 8; v. 238: p. 641. ,

Incubating and chlcken-ralalng apparatus. L. Bond. No.

1.227,3*7 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1244.
Incubator K. C. Haiuilton. No. 1.225.953 ; May 16 ; T.

238 p 727
In<ubators. Automatic moisture and ventilation regulator

for. W. W. Smith. No. 1.224,336; May 1; v. 288;
n RO

Incvilmiors. Flame-regulator for. L. B. Grlflln. No.

1.225.239; May 8; V. 238: p. 441.
r^ ^ ,

Incubators, Moisture-supplying device for. D. O. Lager.

No. 1,227,642 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1298.
Incubators. Thermometer-holder for. L. A. Brown. No.

1 225.570 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 655.

Index Card. J. H. Hand. No. 1.227.660; May 29; t.

288 ; p. 1368.
*

Index. Card-. J. H. Rand. No. 1.227,661 ; May 29 ; T.

238 ; p. 1868.
Index device. J. H. Rand. No. 1.227.662; May 29; v.

288 ; p. 1369.
Index device. J. H. Rand. No. 1,227,663; May 29; T.

288 ; p. 1869. ^
Index device. J. H. Rand. No. 1,227.664; May 29; .

288 ; p. 1870.
Index device. J. H. Rand. No. 1.227.665; May 29; v.

index 'or file. R. D. Hayes. No. 1,224.636; May 1; v.

Indkitlng device. J. Moba. No. 1.224.949; May 8; v.

Indicating mechanism. R. E. Thompson. No. 1.225.527 ;

.May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 589.
. „ . ,

Indicating systems. Controller for. A. Zeucl.

1.224.827 ; May 1 ; ?. 238 ; p. 262.
No.

Liquid-level Indicator.
Load Indicator:
I'reasurelndlcator,
Speed-Indicator.
Street-indicator.

Indicator : Sc^
Automobile direction - indl

cator.
Bottle indicator.
Container-indicator.
Draft-indicator.

lndi'caTor°' j" F." O'Connor. No. 1.225,996; May 15; v.

238 p 741
Induction device. A. H. Nenland. No. 1,227,186; May

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1182.
Induction motor. F. Itlanc. No. 1,224.896 ; May 8 ;

v.

238; p. 3*-i6. „ „ ^ ,, x^
Induction-motor. Alternating-current. B. McCollum. No.

14426.091 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 775. , ,^„ ,,
Inflating device. G. Keith. No. 1.225.18* ; May 8 ;

v.

238 ; p. 408. «. /-n 1,

Ingot-mold and ingot produced thereby. A. F. Clarke.

No. 1,2*24.277 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 58.

Injection - protector, Posterior. K. A. Bartiett. No.

1,225,000 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 362.
, ^,^ ^,

Injector. J. W. (Jrantland. No. 1.226,617; May 8; t.

Ink and mailing the same. A. Bogera. No. 1.224.668;

Ink and producing same. R. Ilochstetter. No. 1,226,884;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1079.
w,.«.,ht

Ink removing and bleaching compound. I. J. Wright.

*°No. T.22«,?35 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1028.

Ink-rollers. Operating mechanism for. H. O. ooss. «o.
1 >'"i S(»0 • Mav 15 ; V. 238 ; p. 675.

InksU'nd! T K. Smiih. No.'l.227.009 ; May 22; v. 238;

Innerwl?.' F. P. Murphy. J. P. McKeever. »nd H. B.

Pet«8 No. 1.227.483 ;ilay 22; v. 238; p. 1278.

Inseam-trlmming machine. A. Bppler. No. 1,226,872;

Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1075.

Insect beater.^ W. W. Keater. No. 1,225.971; May 16;

I

Inlole!*, Machine for making composite. F. Zaleftl. No.

1 1.22-7.729 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 139^.
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c.
732
materials

: May 29

J. Kennedy. No. 1.226.969; May

Haefely.E.

16;

No.

W. M.
p. 24.

E. A. Logan

No. 1.225.147

:

R. MUller. No.

No. 1,225.290:

McConabey. No.

No. 1.224,259;

May 8 : v. 238 :

1.228.349; May

Instrument.
V. 238 ; p

Insulating materials. Pro<Iuc-ing
1.228,371 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. lOOfl.

Insulation. .\. E. Brown. No. 1.228.378; Mav 29; t
238 ; p. 1608.

Insulation-repairing device. W. C. Ulrlch
May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 45[).

Insulation. Transformer.
1.224.184 ; May 1 ; v. 238

Insulator. F. Benient and
May 1 ; t. 288 ; p. 62

Insulator. F. M. Locke
p. 411.

Insulator, Electric. A.
29 : v. 238 ; p. 1699.

Insulator and composition material for insulating and
other purposes. F. M. Locke. No. 1,226,088 ; May 18

;

V. 2.H8 ; p. 775.
Insulator fur high-tension conductors. A. Alchele. No.

1.225.738; Maj 15; v. 238; p. 655.
Insulator press. W. Newby. No. 1,226,796; May 22

238 ; p. 1049.
Insulator-support for bus-bars, High-tension. E. O. Ses-

sions. No. 1,228,142; May 29; v. 2.S8 ; p. 1531.
Interlocltlng block. H. P. T. Llnd. No. 1.224.757 ; May

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 228.
Internal-combustion chambers at an efBclent temperature.

Method of and means for maintaining. E. Bouton, Jr.
No. 1.226,180; May 15; v. 2:58; p. 8n5.

Internal-combustion engine. J. W. llurkett.
1.225.310 ; May 8 ; v. '2:iS

; p. 468.
J. I. Burr

No.

Jnternal-combustion engine.
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 8§9.

Internal-combustion •nglne.
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 599.

Internal-combustion engine.
May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1074.

Internal-combustion engine.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 568.

Internal-combustion engine
1.225.830 ; May 15 : v. 238

Internal-combustion engine.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1008.

Internal-combustion
1.224.557 ; May 1 ;

Internal-combustion
1.227,561 : May 22

Internal-combustion
1,227,169; Mat 22

Internal-combustion engine
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 161.

Internal-combustion
1.225.295 ; May 8

Internal-combustion
1,224,264 : May 1

Internal-combustion
1,224,435; May 1

No. 1,226,462
;

G. K. Davol. No. 1,225.702

C. B.

G.

Durye*

Floyd.

C.

No.

No.

F.
; p. 685.
E. C. Long.

engine.
V. 238 ; 1

engine.
V. 238 ;

motor.
; V. 238

s.

engine.
V. 238 :

engine.
V. 238 :

engine.
V. 238

T. M.
>. 158.

EI. E.
p. 1301.

I). B.
p. 1177.
1. rrescott

1,226.870 ;

1.225,605;

Ledvlna. No.

No. 1,226.678 ;

McKelvy.

Montague.

Medanicb.

No. 1.224,566

No.

No.

No.

P-

Sandreuter.

J. F.
. 462.
F. A.
50.
R. C.

. 116.
No. 1

Wentworth.

Wilkinson.

No.

No.

Winchester. No.

224,570

J. E. Bean. No.

1,227.301

1.228.282

H.

Smoothing-iron.

parafflne<l containers. Machine for.
1,224.969 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 851.
Marquardt. No. 1,227.040; May

No. 1.226.987; May 22;

J. Fisher. No.

Interrupter. S.
V. 238 ; p. 163.

Invalid-carrier. W. C. Ogden. No.
V. 238 ; p. 1220

In voicing-machine.
V. 238 ; p. 1575.

lodin compound and preparing same.
1.226,394 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 879.

Iron : Hee—
Sad-iron.
Shoe-iron.

Ironing and finishing
C. W. Shevlln. No.

Ironing-board. L. H.
29; V. 2,38; p. 1361.

Ironing-board. M. P. Nicbol
v. 2.38 ; p. 1116.

Ironing-machine. A.
V. 238 ; p. 403.

Jack : See—
j^utomoblle-Jack.
Eiectrlc Jack.
•Hydraulic jack.
XAdder-Jack.

Jack. J. W. Jcnes.
p. 1266.

Jack. P. S. Kimball
p. 683.

Jacquard-card perforating apparatus
1.225,365 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 487.

Jacquard mechanism. C. Himmins.
8 : V. 238 ; p. 384.

Jar holding device. W. O. ElMs. No.
V. 238; p. 4.38.

Jar-opening wrench. F. W. Rieaenberg.
May 22 ; t. 238 ; p. 1087.

Jar-wrench. J. L. Needham. No. 1,227.183
V. 238 ; p. 1182.

Jigger for separating coal and slate.
1.225.157 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 414.

Jigger, Movable-bottom-screen. FI

1.225.158 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 415.
Jiggers, Stabilized movable bottom

May

May

May

P. Slater.

22;

29;

No.

May

1.225.121 ; May 8

Lifting-Jack.
Roof-Jick.
Screw-jack.

T.

No. 1,227,448;

No. 1.226,822 288;

No.

Iggers, Stabilized movable boti
No. 1.225,159: May 8; v. 288; p. 415.

May 22; T. 238

May 16; t

H. Sanrer.

No. 1.225,065 : May

1,226.229 : May 8 :

No. 1,226,911;

May 22;

H. J. Moyer. No.

J. Moyer. No.

H. J. Moyer.for.

Rail-Joint.
Rallwav-ra^l Joint.
Rule-Joint/
Sash-l>ar Joint.
Universal Joint.

No. 1.2J0.4I0; Mav

Joint: 8t
Culvert-Joint.
Electrical-conductor joint.
Fence wire joint.
FlKh-jolnt.
Ladder-Joint.

Joint (lamp J. P. Turner. No. 1.220.4'ro ; Mav 15; v.
238 ; p. 887.

Jolt-ramnilDg and rock-over machine, Combination. W C
Norcross. No. 1.224.407 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 106.

Journal-bearing. G. K. Klume. No. 1,22T.".»U2 ; May 29;
v. 238 ; p. 1483.

Journal-box. V. Foster. No. 1.224.730 ; May 1 ; v. 238 •

p. 219.
Journals. Device for detecting and cOolinL' hot. P. J

Murray. No. 1.228.231 : May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1559.
Journals. Device for detecting, cooling, and lubricating hot.

P. J. Murray. No. 1,228,232; May 29; v. 238; p. 1560.
Juice extractor. Fruit-. R. L. Meyers. No. 1.228.342;May 20 ; v. 238 ; p. 1596.

.**o.o-i* ,

Keg finer and cleat. C. F. Lofe. No.
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 864.

Kev-cuttlng machine.
8 ; V. 238 : p. 544.

Key-gage. J. C. Ross. No. 1,227,492; May 22; t. 288;

n : See—
Brick kiln. Ware-kUn.
Tunnel-kiln.

Kiln for and methoil of treating' (•rainlr and similar
material. J. T. I nderwood and I. M. Justice. No.
1,224.978: May 8; v. 238: p. 354.

Kitchen fork. W. A. Scott. No. 1.227.U79 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1374.
Gavlak. No. 1.225.430

F. Wankel. No.

1.226,346; May

1,225.539: May

29

G.

May

: May 8;

No. 1.227.654; May 20; v. 238;

Hay-knife.

J. Wnesthoff. No. 1.225.552: May

Kitchen utensil. J
v. 238 ; p. 509.

Kite. S. F. Perkins.
p. 1365.

Knife: 8er—
Bread knife.
Fruit-knife.

Knife-setting gage. F
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 549.

Knitted garments. Thread for making. O. F. Oakes. No.
1.228.126; May 29; v. 238^. 1526.

Knitting machine. Circular-. W. E. Smith. No. 1.227,6(i8 :

May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1376.
Knlttlng-machlne-controlllng device. W. 8. Parker. No.

1.225.84M : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 691.
Knitting machine pattern mechanism. R. W. Scott. No.

l.225.»i.S3: May 8; v. 238: p. 593.
Knitting machine. Stocking-. R. W. Scott. No. 1,224,870:
May 1 ; V. 288 ; p. 266.

Knitting-machines. Web-holder guiding and retaining de-
vice for. L. N. D. Williams. No. 1.228.085 ; May 29 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1514.
Knocktiown table. B. M. Fox. No. 1.226,234 ; May 8 -

V. 238 : p. 440.
Label for bottles and other receptacles. A. J. B. Laus-

sedat. No. 1.226.897; May 22; v. 238; p. 1082.
machine. G. Hoepner. No. 1,227.139; May 22;Labelini

V. 238
Labeling

V. 238
Labeling

: p. 1168.
machine.

: p. 1174.
machine.

L. L.

Can-,
67.

Ladd. No. 1,227,168; May 22;

H. Kawate. No. 1.224.808;

C. Jordan. No.

E. Krenzler

1.225.253 : May

No. 1.226.228

;

1,224,890; May

1.226.663; May 22;

1.227.901 : May 20 ;

No. 1.224.699 ;

May 1 : v. 288; i>. oi
Labels, Manufacture of

8 ; V. 238 ; p. 440.
Lace-bralding machine.
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 819.

Lace-fastening device. J. LIpinski. No
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 99.

Ladder-lack. L. N. Boardeaa. No
V. 238 ; p. 1068.

Ladder-Joint. R. R. Foust. No.
V. 238: p. 14.'il.

Ladder, Knockdown step-. C. W. Butcher.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 173.

Ladders. llinge-Jolnt for folding EI. H. Kudd .No
1.228,248 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1565.

Ijimp. E. A. Kuen. No. 1.224.178 ; Btay 1 ; v. 238 ; o 22
Lamp. E. A. Kuen. No. 1.224.179 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 28
Lamp. G. K. Maltby. No. 1.224.189; May 1; .288:

p. 27.

Lamp. R. H. Tatlow, Jr. No. 1.227.094 ; May 29 v
238 ; p. 1379.

'

Lamp. Acetylene-. J. D. Cummlng. No. 1.225.016 • Mav
»; V 238: p. 368.

'

Lamp, Acetylene-. A. L. Hansen. No. 1.224,637 ; May 1 ;

P. Mora. No. 1.226.2,37; May 15; v.

L. LIgglns. No. 1.228,328; May 20;

B. Wolcott. No. 1.226.294;

H. J. Morse. No. 1.225.474;

Mitchell.

I.anip. Acetylene-.
2.38 : p. 824.

Lamp. Alcohol-. W
V. 238 ; p. 1691

Lamp. Automobile-. F.
May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 847.

Lamp-burner attachment.
May 8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 528.

Lamp-chimnov holder. J.
May 15: V. 238; p. 739.

Lamp-container. H. E. Whitney. No. 1.226.733 ; May 22 •

V. 238; p. 1027.
Lamp control. Automatic head-. I. A. Palmer. No.

1.224.779 ; May 1 ; . 288 ; p. 288.

E. No. 1.226.990
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Lamp control for motor vehicles. Head-. J. A. Jones.

N.^ 1.2J6.529 : May 15 : v 238 ; p. 920.

Lamp controlled circuit. W. Reld. No. 1,227,070, May

Lamp for* burning solid fuel. Portable. H. B. Ball. No.

1.226.625 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 991.
.

Lamp holder, idectrlc-. V. fiartines. No. 1.226,658.

Lami'blld^er; PomLVlSctrlc. C. Carson. No. 1,224,864 ;

Lamp^^^drocSljoS•.^^•. J. Crook. No. 1,228:^9: Ma,

. Lamii mountlig^- C.^'l. Oodley. No. 1.227.268 ;
May 22 ;

Lamp^ m.iuntlurAutomoblle;headlirtt-. D. C. Kitchlng.

L«-;;'.p.WoVoi?«=pr^ !•: GllS.= ^•o\'!;226.607; May 16;

Lamp.'^I'oruMe'^ electric. H. M. Peters. No. 1,225,051

:

I.unp^ rortanf e-le^ctr'IJ®- A. C. Recker. No. 1,225,491 ;

Lamp^ l-roJecUn^-.**' IL^W. Geromanos. No. 1,226,826 ;

Lamp'sic\et"and tfe llYe. C. J. Klein. No. 1.228.020

;

JiV.'^X:Sif.: .^ttach^ment for .|I-tr1c- A. H. Sim-

monx No. 1.225.279; May 8: v. 238 ; p. 455.

Lamp -bucket lock. H. R. Land. No. 1,226,338 ; May l6 ;

Lampsocket,%ral. A. C. Recker. No. 1.227.663 ;
May

iJ^i^oci^f-'^nrSnke. Cosine tor. C.J.Klein. No.

1.528.028; May 29; v. 238: p. 1404.

Lamp. Vehicle-. E. A. Hawthorne. No. 1.224.463 ,
May

Lampland the like.' Protector for Incandescent. E. G. B.

Fox. No. 1.225,425 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 507.

Lamps. Heater for oil . C. S. Ferguson. No. 1,224,628

,

Lanips Vt.^r?n? mechanism for automobile-. G. M. Flero.

No^ i.226.492 ; May 16 : v. 2.38 ; P 910
Lamps. Switch connection for electric. C. L. De Martin.

.\o. 1.226.193 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 809.
" • King.

Laundry apparatus, Driving tr echanlsin for, F. W. Saner.

No. 1,224.961 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. .^48.
,

lAundry bag for trunks. J. H. Bartlett. No. 1.225.001 ,

Launlry blue, "plfo^u^cingf G. P. Glllpatrick. No. 1.224,787 :

I^unlrJ-ircept^a^cie!'' M 15. Ream. No. 1.224.568 ; Mny 1 :

V ''"ih • n 10'*

Lavatory-bowl A. Suelflohn. No. 1.224.974 ;
May 8

;
t.

I^vc.^ 'ry fit^t?ng. J. H. Glauber. No. 1.224,297 ; May 1

;

Lavatory'-tfxtS?e. M. Lemp. W. F. Albrecht, and J. Shebol.

\n 1 •»'>4 .806 • Mav 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 69.

Lawn-spHnVler • J Peel>er. No. *^l.228.003 ; May 16; T.

2.38 ;> r44. ^
^ ,

I.rf'ad-sumd ores. Treatment of. No.

R. L. No. 1.225.647 ;

No. 1,226,897; May
Lamplighter. Automatic^
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 580

landing device. L. E. Waterman

La^s^am'^cli.^" F^^'Eberhart. No. 1.227.596; May 29:

Last,^Hliged^^*C: C. Dodge. No. 1.224.461 ; May 1 ;
v

lJi5t.®ilMte??.* M. W. Gree*. No. 1,226.071 ;
May x6

;
v.

LasJlnk^Jo^" and shoes. M. 86rensen. No. 1.224,229 .

LaYcV. ^RE.^Bi.yum!' No. 1.227,034; May 22; v. 238;

La?ch"^A. C. Patton. No. 1,228.129 ; May 29 ;
v. 238

La?ch"nd holdback. Door. F. E. Jones. No. l,224.74'.t

LiS Door-'^^X.'^E'Wagner. No. 1.227.709; May 29;

LaTch. Gkre- H.- Bramsted. No. 1,224.265 ; May 1 ;
v.

La^t?h,' l^kt": W. Schrelber. No. 1.226,120 : May 15 ;
v.

I^tch,' fiat^e**" A. L. Winnega. No. 1.227.803; May 29;

L«Ich^h«i.<ile.^*F®E T^uffer. No. 1.227,916; May 29; v.

2.38: p. 1456.
Latcb. Window

288 ; p 1406

"i"22&^0:_May22: -
^?l^ ^ ^^^^%l; ._ ^.^ ig .. ,. 238

W. S. Fell. No. 1,227,768 : May 29 ; v.

Iji'tchlng ao'd'trlpplng mechanism. V. S. Beam and E. C.

Otto No 1 22f.36^ : Mav 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1240.

Lath-board Machine for making S. M. Ford. No.
- 660 ; May 22 ;

- ""^ - "«
I^the. C. O. Bartb.

U?hJ*aVtachment. S. Newman and H. R. Bothwell. No.

T007 4R6- May 22; v. 2.38: p. 1279. „ „ r^ u
LathV. AufomJtlc 1o<;i-sharpenrng button-. P. F. IMish.

and A Fcyk. No. 1.225.699: May 8: v. 238 : p. 666.

I^"e-chuck^jaw. W. P. Parsons. No. 1.224.780 ;
May 1

Uthe"dog.^ C A. Thysell. No. 1.227.219; May 22; v.

I^'th?.' krVe^t'^." O; C. Bardons. No. 1.224.889; May 8:

V 23R D. 325. ^ ^ , , .

I ..th«. and thp like. Indexing attachment for. L. A.

BriSkman. No. 1,225.106 : >lay 8 ; v. 288 ; p 398

Lathes. Automatic stop mechanism Jor turret. J^ O.

Oliver and G. C. Bardons. No. 1,224,955; May 8,

Lfltije^'^iaper^cuttlng attachment for. «. D. Stewart.

V. 238; p. .349. .

V. C. H. We>t
1.225,200 ; May 8: v. 238: p. 462

Iveath"r. Repairing enameled. A. M.^and G. M. Towie.

Nc. 1.226.140: May 15; v. 238; p. '?3 „ m«v 8-
Leather, Treatlne. P. Alexander. No. 1.226.389 .

May 8 ,

Leg. A^rU'fl?lal*'**^F. Buchsteln. No. 1,226.923 ;
May 16

;

Leg-b^race.^W^^M. Hinson. No. 1.228.113; May 29; v.

LenfgVo'^ovfng ^machine. M. Hansen. No. 1.226.329;

LeS 'Mkchlnf^?c®en^terlng. marking, and testing C.

"^vTilowUnd. NO. 1.225,334; May 8; y. 238 p. .4^6.

Letter box. A. H. Swing. No. 1,228,103 ,
Ma.> -J

,
v:

LeveK* A. ^a ^Hammer. No. 1.224.536; May 1; v. 238:

Level^^Plumb . R. B. Young. No. 1.227.360; May 22;

Leveu5gmi.,^^^W. G. Lenker. No. 1.224.988; May 8; T.

Lev??;. ^i-«w?iocking mechanism for P«yl_™"y»'»t H.

Josephson. No. 1.226,136; May 8 ; v. 238 , p. 407

Life lusurance systems. IVvUe for use In In. u stria 1-. F. F.

Taylor. No. 1,226,277 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; P»*f- .

Life-preserver s'jpport. A. Wl;:ren. No. l.J24.M!i
.
M".*

Life-pVeserving belts. Apparatus for inflating. W «. Bro-

kaw. No. 1.226 857; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1<^9- -
.

Life raft. G. F. Sweeney. No. 1.226,274. May 10, v.

Llfi-L'ver.^^P. M. Bulatovlch. No. 1.228,292; May 29:

Llfe^i^%?^g^4vU®^^^ E. L. Sons: 1^. 1.224,679; May 1:

Lifeifvlnj* deVice for oc«in vessels. F. Bobn. No,

1.220.055 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 762.

^''pan-llft"i~ Stove-lid lifter.

PUteimer. ^ Transom-lifter

Liftmc-iack. W. F. Boecker. No. 1,227,873. May 29,

Utii&cl\ ^("oates and H. A. Smith. No. 1.228.015;

U&^^u:- Tt.VL 1.227.015; May 29; v. 288;

LlPtlng'-Jack. R. S. Noah. No. 1,227.064 ; May 22 ;
t.

LimSi-facl"for automobiles. F L. Snlvely. No.

Lif\fnV-f«lk= f^rVu?om^ob?feV' o\pr vehicles W. O.

Miller No. 1.227,480: May 22; v 238 ; p 127j.

Lifting-Jack mechanism for inotor-vehic^es. J. Oberdier.

No. 1.220.242 ; May 15 ; v. 238 . p. 82tJ.

^**"to,nohiT; tall-llgbt.
^LVi'.ilft*''-

Dirigible light. Pen-light.

Electric flash-light. „ »f-_^_i-w jjo
Light support. Automatic dirigible. J. P. Kendrlck. no.

1.227.154 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1172.

LlglTtTng appliance. L. Langier. No." 1.224.886 ; May 1

;

Llgiittng-flxtu^re. L. E. Grlswold. No. 1.224.162 ; May 1 ;

Lleiit'lni'flxtur^e. M. Herskovlt.. No. 1.226.211; May

ulht=l Je-fix?uV?: ^M. P. Stevens. No. 1,226.717 ; May 22 ;

Limb' A^tFflciah' P. Feltes. No. 1.224.368; Mav 1: v

Lime^sla^klSg machine. M.. Dorman. No. 1.228,190 ; May

Li^-i-a^stin?^«^chlnfmold. T. 8. Romans. No. 1.225.632;

Lin^^J'i '^m-
'^ ''^•' ''°^"- ''" '•'''•'''

'

"*"' '
'

Llnotype-'caiting' mechanism. L. and C. L. Prlel. No.

I.228/7O6: May 8; v. 238 : p. 600 r.^^„„ »i„
Liquid dispensing «levice C.. Jr.^nd H. H. Doerlng. No.

1.225.418 ; May 8 ; . 288 ; p. 606.

Lloiild dispensing vessel. W. Eisner. No. 1.227.126,

Llmilififei bu?ne®r: ^C.^T^Edmonds. No. 1.226.871 ;
May

Liq5l'd-fue?'^buVner.^%^.' D. Johnson. No. 1.226.716; May

LlJtJld-fu?!^ ijurn^'s: Igniter for. N C. Chapman. No.

1,227.245 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1203.
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R. Kirkwood. No. V.

R. Powers

1,224,702; May

No. 1,224.786; Maj

P. Illaley. No.

No. 1.225,416;

No.

Liquid-gag<>.
238 ; p. 227.

Liquid-level Indicator.
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 238.

Liquid - level - regulatlDg device. F.
1,227,539 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1297.

Liquid-level regulator. A. De Kbotinsky.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 504.

Liquid. Kaisinjr or forcing. H. A. Humphrey
1.224,380 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 95.

Liquid, Utilizing an expansive force in forcing or raising
II. A. Humphrey. No. 1.224.644 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 186.

Liquids by centrifugal force, Separation of impurities froiii

J. Ilainlll. No. 1,224,164; May 1 : v. 238; p. 17.
Liquids containing .solids. Changing the consistency of.

I. S. .M.-rrdl. No. 1,225,348 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 481.
Liquids, System for controlling the levels of. O. M. Jones.

No. 1,227.540 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1297.
Load-controller for motor-vehicles. F. J. Troll. No.

1,227,504: .May 22; v. 288; p. 1285.
Load-distributer, Electric. J. E. King.
May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 922.

Load-hook. E. Y. Moore. No. 1,227,171

;

p. 1178.
Load-lndloator for motor-vehicles and

Troll. No. 1.227,603 ; May 22 : v. 238 :

Load-Indicator for vehicles. F. J. Troll.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1280.

Load-indicator for vehicles. F. J. Troll.
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1286.

Load-indicator. Vehicle. ^. C. Wollensak.
May 8, v. 238 ; p. 394.

Load-transfer apparatus. T. S. Miller and L. G
gles. No. 1.228,344 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1597.

Lock : Bee—

No. 1,226,634;

May 22 ; y. 238 ;

the like. F. J.
p. 1285.
No. 1,227,606;

No, 1,227.506;

No. 1,226,094;

Rug-

Automoblle-hood lock.
Automobile-lock.
Automobile-pedal lock.
Aatomobile-steering wheel

lock.
Combination-lock.
lH>or-lock.
Elevator-door lock.
• iate-lock.
Hinge lock.

Lamp-socket lock.

Lock. M. E. Gonsalves. No. 1.227,426 ; May 22 ; v. 288
p. 1258

Lock. A. Grudoskl and S. Sctonnbewsky. No. 1,228,109
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1522.

Pollak. No. 1,224,602 : May 1 : v.

57^; M

Nut and bolt lock.
Nut-lock.
Padlock.
Permutatloo-lock.
Safety-lock.
Stavepipe-lock.
Thread-lock.
Transmission-look
Tubular lock.
Vehicle-lock.
Window-lock.

1.227.426 ; May 22

May 1
1.224,936

; V. 238
May 8

;

; P
T.

P
y

ISH
238

40
288

M'.-CaiD. No. 1.228,334; May 29

F. O'Connor. No

Lock. A. Pollak. No. 1,224.602 : May 1 : v. 288
Lock. R. W. Ritzert No. 1,226,267^; May 16

p. 834.
Look. P. Solalnl. No. 1.224,228
Lock-bolt. J. A. Kline. No.

p. 341.
Lock-washer. T. H

T. 238 ; p. 1693.
Locomotive and tender connection. J.

1,225,163 ; May 8 ; t. 238 ; p. 417.
Locomotive brake-shoe. J. V. C. T.

1,227.681 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1341.
Locomotive driving-box. W. A. Hazlewood
May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1463.

Locomotive-pilot. O. B. Phillips. No. 1,225,358
V. 238 ; p. 483.

Locomotives and the like, Draft-Inducing, spark-destroy
Ing, and fume-conveying apparatus for. w. T. Stow
No. 1,227.840 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1232.

Locomotives. Flrlng-valve to control the feed of

Chrlstensen. No

No. 1,227,907

May 8

firing oil-burning.
" p. 918

B.

W.

P. Oilman

Chrlswell. No.

J. Peronto. No.

J.

No. 1.226.604

1.224,275; May

1,224.276;

1,224,666 ;

Dodd. No

oil In
; May

May 1 ; v

May 1 ; v

1,226,869

16 : V. 238
Log-bunk. F.

238 : p. 58.
Lo£j-bunk. F. W. Chrlswell. No.

:;38 ; p. 58.
Log-loadpr. W.

238: p. 161.
Logging-cars, Chain-release for.

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1074.
Logglng-sllng. Adjustable. O. R. Aubrey. No.

liay 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 396.
Loom-fastener. E. 8. Snover. No. 1,224,227

V. 238 : p. 40.
Loom, Hand-. C. M. Lewis. No. 1,225,446; May

238 : p. 515.
Loom-shuttl»>, Automatically-threading. E. S. StiraDsou

No. 1.224,806 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 244.
Loom-shuttles. Thread guide or eye for. H". A. Kennedy

No. 1.225,035 ; May 8 ; t. 238 ; p. 374.
Loom take-up mechanl.sm. L. B. Jenckes. No. 1,226,626 ;

1,225.100

May 1

8; v

Lubricating device. £. Johnson. No. l,2i'4,647 ; May 1 ;

V. 238 : p. 189.
Lubricating mechanism. W. L. Morris. No. 1,227.481

;

May 22 v 238 ' D 1277
Lubrlcatrn'g system. U. E. Hoover. No. 1,227,141 ; May

22 ; V. 238; p. 1168.
Lubricating system. Circulating. H. Mayer and O.

Schlatter. No. 1.226,840; May 16; v. 288; p. 688.
Lubricator : See—

Axle-lubricator. Spring-lubricator.
Fllm-lubrlcator.

Lubricator. W. B. Gage. No. 1,224,919; May 8; t. SS8

;

p. 386.
Luggage-carrier. C. W. Beck. No. 1,226,446; May 16;

T. 238 ; p. 894.
Luml>er stacker. R. E. Snrles. No. 1,225,623; May 8;

r. 238 ; p. 538.
Machine-brake. H. S. Germond, Jr. No. 1,228.208 ; May

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1650.
Machine framp. B. D. Stevens. No. 1,225,282; May 8;

V. 238 ; p. 456.
Machine-stopping device. Automatic safety. F. P. Fellows

No. 1,224.622 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 181.
Machloe-tool. J. G. Oliver. No. 1,227.822 ; May 29 ; T.
238; p. 1421

Magneto. P. Hanim. No. 1.224,535 ; May 1 ; v. 2S>>

:

p. 160.
Magneto. O. Helna and C. M. WUd. No. 1.220,C^ ; liav

8 ; . 238 ; p. 474.
Magneto. G. W. Wacker. No. 1.224,244 ; May 1 ; t. 288 ;

p. 46.
Mngneto. G. W. Wacker. No. 1,224,245 ; May 1 ; v. 288

:

p. 46.
Magneto. G. W. Wacker. No. 1,224,247 ; May 1 ; . 288 ;

p. 47.
Magnetos, Contact apparatus for the electrical conoectioD

of. E. J. J. Salmson. No. 1.224,214; May 1 ; v. 288 :

p. 36. >

Magnetos, Driving-clutch for. D. Blanditi. No. 1.226,764 ;

May 15 ; V. 2;i8
: p. 660.

Mall and package tying device. I. N. and P. M. Eaby.
No. 1,228.192; May 29; v. 288; p. 1646.

Mail-assorting derlce. L. Rosenberg. No. 1,225,499;
May 8; v. 238; p. 531.

Mall-bag-transferrlng device. J. C. Jones. No. 1.227,914 ;

Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1456.
Mall-box support. B. N. Brunlng. No. 1,226,571 ; May

8 : v. 238 ; p, 666.
Mall-carrier. W. K. Borden. No. 1.226,861 ; May 22 ; .

238 ; p. 1067.
Mall catcher. G. R. Marshall. No. 1.227,478; May 22;

V. 238 ; p. 1274.
Mall-catchfr. W. R, West. No. 1.224.433 ; May 1 ; v

i:.S8 ; p. 116.
Mail catchlne and delivering apparatus. J. D. Denburger.

No. 1.225,594; May 8; v. 238: p. 504.
Mall chute and receptacle. R. C. Rlegg. No. 1.227,984 :

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1462.
Mall-pouch rack. . WUIougbby. No. 1,224,828 ; May

1: v. 238; p. 261.
Mail rack. T. V. Gallagher. No. 1,225,123; May 8

V. 238 : p. 404.
Malt syrup. Making. H. T. Neldlinger. No. 1,227,184
May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1182.

Mandrel. H. B. Wallace. No. 1,227,509 ; May 22 ; t. 288
p. 1287.

Manganese depolarizing compound, Non-hydrated mols-
ture-.ontalnlng. C. Ellis. No. 1,228.869 ; May 29 ; v.

238 : p. 1602
DDcr

,226.246 :' May 16: v. 238;

May 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 919.
Looms. Adjustable warp-stop-motlon
W. T. Thacker and C. C. Gosnell.
15: v. 238; p. 88.1. .

Looms, Feeler-motion for. T. Ferguson
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 402.

Looms. Rock-shaft bearing
1.226.188 ; May 15 ; r. 238 ,j

Looms, Weft-feeler for. C\ E,

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 234.
Lubricant. C. F. Axtell. No

238 ° D 800.
Lubricating device. W. G. Brooks

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 6.

No.

for.

p. 808.
Nutting

R. R. Com.

1.226,165; May 16; t.

No. 1,224.188: May

Mangle feed-hopper. Laundry-. F. M. Overholt and A. O.
Granbols. .No. 1,226.246: May 16: v. 238; p. 828.

ManlfoliliuK apparatus. .\. Krauth. No. 1.225.140: May
8; . 238: p. 409.

Manure-drill. R. L. Harrlll. No. 1.224,638; May 1; t.
238 ; p. 161.

Manure-loader. R. Shedenhelm. No. 1,226,126 ; May 16 ;

V. 238 ; p. 786.
Manure spreader. T. Brown. No, 1.226,746 ; May 22 ;

V. 238 : p. 1031.
Manure spreader. W. J. Cook. No. 1,224,903 : May 8 :

V. 288; p. 329.
Manure-spreadtT cylinders. Automatic teeth-cleaning at-
tachment for. i. W. A. McGllvrey. Xo. 1.227,019;
May 29; v. 238 : p. 1457.

Marble-machine. G. J. Cook. No. 1.226,818 : May 18 ; r.
238 : p. 853.

Marking-pot and stencil-brush inker. Combination. C.
1 F. Payne. No. 1,227,927; May 29; v. 288; p. 1459.
MassaRc device. Vacuum. J. G. Schleut.r. No. 1,226,702

;

1 May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1016.

I

Match-box. J. T. Ankera. No. 1,227,862 ; May 22 ; t.

j
Match-box. Pocket. J. H. Deweese. No. 1.226.989 ; May

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 722.

1225 120- Matrix molding device. A. E. Markwell. No. 1.226,666;
'

I

May 15; v. 238; p. 929.
Matrix molding device. A. E. Markwell. No. 1.226.667 ;

May ^5; v. 2.18: p. 930.
Matrix or type bar or holder. E. E. Wilson. No.

1.225.093; May 8 : v. 288 ; p. 894.
Mattres.s. O. R. Hunt. No. 1,228,213; May 29; T. 288;

p 1553.
Mattress. W. Thompson. No. 1,227.022 ; May 22 ; v.

238 ; p. 1127.

drop-w!re rack for.
No. 1,226,409 ; May

No.

No. 1.224.776
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Mattress. Wire. W. Lewis. No. 1,226.258; May 8; v.

238; p. 447.
Measure. W. Ehrllch. No. 1,226,484; May 16; t. 238;

p. 90G.
Measuring and dispensing apparatus. Liquid. C. F.

Brown. No. 1.224.355 ; May 1 , v. 238 ; p. b7.
Measuring and dispensing macliiue. Cloth. L. Rosenfeld

and J. W. Thompson. No. 1,227.322 ; May 22 ; v. 238 :

p. 1227.
Measuring and mixing device. O. J. Olney. No. 1,226,108 ;

May 15; v. 238; p. 780. „ ,. „
Measuring apparatus. Liquid-. J. A. and O. W. MacKen

tie, Jr. No. 1.228,863; May 29; v. 238 ; p. 16U3.
Measuring device. P. A. Boynton. No. 1,226,855 ; May

Ivan. No. 1,226.722; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1068.

Measuring device. W. J. SuH
22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1023

Measuring device. Belt-. A. Davis. No. 1,225,223 ; May
8 ; v. 2;{8 ; p. 436.

Measuring device. Rope . S. H. Heimark. No. 1,225,128 ;

Mav 8: V. 238; p. 405.
Measuring feed-water, Ac.. Apparatus for. W. F. BUycu.

No. l.i'2«,847 : May 22: v. 238: p. 1066.
Measuring gage and marker. Skirt-. D. Sullivan. No.

1,224.683 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 202.
Measuring Instrument. L. O. Erlckson. No. 1.224.726

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 218.
Measuring instrument. Electrical. W. M. Bradshaw and

W. tt. Slyllus. .No. 1.226.056 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 762.
Measuring Instrument, Electrical. P. Mac<^;ahan. No.

1.227,468 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1273.
M<>asurinK instrument. T«'nit>erature-. T. Spooner. No.

1.227.337: May 22; v. 238; p. 1201.
Measuring Instrument for tailors. C. H. Craig. No.

1.225.930; May 15: v. 238 : p. 719.
Measuring mechanism. Fluid-. J. W. Ledoux. No.

1.225.9(7 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 736.
Measuring the gloss of non-metallic surfaces. Apparatus

for. L. R. IngersoU. No. 1.226,260; May 8; v. 238;
p. 446.

Measuring the stringing of shot. Method of and apparatus
for. S. W. Farnham and F. W. Olln. No. 1.226,762;
May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1037.

Measuring the twist of shafts. Apparatus for. U. H.
CiMumlUKs. Nu. 1.227,043; May 22; v. 288; p. 1134.

Measuring the viscosity of fluids. A. L. Colltna. No.
1.224.142 ; May 1 ; . 288 ; p. 9.

Moats. Pro<luolng smoke for curing. R. J. Oaudy. No.
1.225,798 ; May IB : v. 238 ; p. 675.

Mechanical movement. J. Konar. No. 1,225,442; May 8;
V. 238 ; p. 513.

Mechanical movement. R. F. Segerberg. No. 1,226,510;
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 534.

Melting-pot. C. A. Praser and F. M. Ilcnry. No.
1.220.496: May 16; v. 238; p. 911.

Meltlug-put fcd-r. G. L. Fort. No. 1.226.661 ; May 22 ;

v. 238; p. 999.
Mercury-vapor apparatus. Multiple-anode. J. R. Baker.

No. 1.224,701 ; May 1 ; . 238 : p. 208.
Meridlan-flnder ami Istltude indicator. Q. A. Rossiter.

No. 1.226,386 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 876.
Metal article. Composite F. A. Fahrenwald. No.

1.228,194 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1647.
Metal-bearing suustances, Reducing. G. L. Fogler. No.

1,227.127; .May 22; . 238: p. 1163.
Metal bonding machine. J. M. Fodders. No. 1,226.490:
Mav 16; v. 288 ; p. 909.

Metal" bo«lle8. Uniting. A. W. Richards. No. 1.227.880

;

May 29; v. 288; p. 1427.
Metal for rolling. Process and apparatus for heating.

J. B. McKibbin. No. 1,227,168; May 22; t. 288;
p. 1170.

Metal-forming machine. J. A. Fraaer. No. 1,227,604

;

.May 29; v. 238; p i:i-47.

Metal molding and casting appliance. A. C. Atkinson.
.No. 1,225.2(>«{ ; May 8 ; v. 2.18 : p. 430.

Metal-sawing machine. C. L. Taylor. No. 1,227,696

;

Mav 29 : V. 238 : p. 13S0.

Metal sheets. Apparatus for handling. S. H. Carbla. No.
1.224.521 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 145
etal tulx'. Refractory-. W. u. C
May 15 : v. 238 : p. 902.

ooUdge. No. 1,226,470;

Metal tub.'. Refractory-. W. D. Coolldge. No. 1,226,471

;

Mav 15; v. 238; p. 902.
Metal' working. N. E. Clark. No. 1,224.877 ; May 1 ; t.

238 : p. 269.
Metal working machine. N. E. Clark. No. 1.224.628

;

. May 1 ; v. 288 : p. 140.
Metal-working machine. Multiple-spindle. F. L. Cone.

No. 1.224.714 ; May 1 ; v. 2.^8 ; p. 214.
Metals. Machine for continuous treatment of. S. Trood.

No. 1.224,34(» ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 82.
Motals. Sauii blast (or satin finlsblng. E. Oteland. No.

1.226,621 : May 15; v. 238 ; p. 949
Metals. Vapor treatment of. W. A. Darrah and 8. Trood.

No. 1.224..^39 : May 1 ; v. 2.18 : p. 81.
Metallic compound for internal administration. W. B.

Mclaughlin. No. 1,226,229 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 821.
Meter : See—

Electric meter. Proportional meter.
Gas-meter. Volumetric meter.
Motor-meter.

Meters, register mechanism for. W. S. Blackmer. No.
1.224.8i;4 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 255.

T. Slocomb. No. 1.226,396; May

No. 1,226,574 ; May 15 ;

P. Lackner. No. 1,226,837 ; May

W. L. Patterson and G. A. H
': ]

Milk, cream, and other liquids. Apparatus

Micrometer-gage. J.

15: V. 238; p. 880.
Micrometer-gage. A. C. Nielsen.

V. 2.18 ; p. 935.
Micrometer. Universal.

15: v. 238 : p. 861
Microscope, Binocular and G. A.

Kellner. No. 1,226,167: May 8: v. 2.18; p. 418.
for pasteuris-

ing, cooling, and ripening', F. Cbadlma. No. 1,224.901 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 328.
Milk, cream, and other liquids. Apparatus for pasteuriz-

ing, cooling, and ripening. S. J. Van Kuren. No.
1.224.981 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 366.

Milking apparatus. A. E. Anderson. No. 1,226,842 ; May
22 ; V. 238

: p. 1064.
Milking apparatus. E. E. Good. No. 1,228,814; May

29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1586.
Mill : See—

Cane-mill. [
Rotary mill.

Feed-mill. Tub«'-mill.
Grindingmill.

Mills. Grindlng-ring for attrition-. W. Van Nostrand.
No. 1,226.032 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 754.

Milling and other machines. Standard and knee connec-
tion for. J. Becker. No. 1,225,726 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p.

607.
Mine and propeller-entanglement. Submarine. A. N. Mc-

Gray. No. 1,226,348 ; May 16 ; v. 238
; p. 864.

Mine. Submarine. G. E. Ella. No. 1.226,196; May 15;
v. 238 : p. 810.

Mine. Submarine. G. E. Ella. No. 1,226,197; May 15;
v. 238 ; p. 810.

Mines, Set for timbering. H. M. Barl)cr. No. 1,226,444 ;

May 16 ; v 238 ; p. 894.
Minerals bv flotation. Concentrating and separating. H.

E. T. Haultaln. No. 1,226,330 ; Nlay 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 869.
Minerals. Flotation of. H. P. Corliss. No. 1,228,183

;

May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1544.
Minerals, Flotation of. H. P. Corliss. No. 1,228,184 ;

Mav 29 : v. 288 : p. 1644.
Mining. T. De Roode. No. 1,224,613 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p.

178.
Mining. T. De Roode. No. 1.225.784 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ;

No. 1,226,065; May 16;

1,226,768 ; May 22 ;

p. 670.
Mfnlng device. T. De Roode

V. 238 ; p. 766.
Mltcr-clamp. D. P. Ferney. No

V. 238 ; p. 1037.
Mixer : Bee—

Concrete-mixer. Food and beverage mixer.
Modeling device. Educational. A. B. Bachmann. No

1,226,(149 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 760.
Mold : Bee—

Tlre-TUlcanlzlng mold.
Tubular-article mold.

No.GIduz

O. Dupuy

Dupuy

No.

O

1,228,106 ; May

No. 1,227,768

No. 1.227,764

No.

1,227,280; May 22

1,227,041 ; May 22

No. 1,227,778 ; May 29

Ramsden. No. 1.226.273

A. McCoy

Casting-mold.
Culvert-mold.
Ingot-mold.

Mold-clamping device. F. J.
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1521.

Mold-dumplns machine. A.
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1403.

Mold-dumping machine. A.
.Mav 29 : V. 238 ; p. 1404.

Mold-form. H. B. Loxterman.
V. 238 : p. 1213.

Molding apparatus. 8. S. Colt.
V. 238 : p. 1183.

Molding-machine. J. N. Frantx.
V. 238 : p. 1407.

Molding-machines, Car for, J. T.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 462.

Molding material and making the same. J
No. 1,227,466 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1272.

.Molten material and obtainint; the solid in a subdivided
state, Chlllln»:. J. W. Leitch. No. 1,226,542; May 16;
V. 238 : p. 925.

Molten products from a furnace or other apparatus.
Means for promoting the discharge of. J. H. Reld.
No. 1,227,06. ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1142.

Mon<'Vchant!lnt; machine. F. P. Furttinger. No. 1.228,870 ;

Miiv 20 : V 'J.18 : t>. inno.
Mop head. E. D. Courtney. No. 1,224,624 ; May 1 ; t.

238 ; p. 147.
Mortising machine. H. S. Hallwood. No. 1,226,625

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 674.
Mosquito bar. V. A. Smith. No. 1.220,401; May 16.

V. 238 ; p. 881,
Motion mechanism. Intermittent-. A. Mehlfelder. No.

1,226,161 ; May 8; v. 238; p. 413.
for apparatus. S. J. Paul. No.
V. 238; p. 938.

control
May 15;

Motive-for«e
1.226.587

Motor : See—
;

Current-motor. f

Electric motor. !

Hydrocarbon-motor.
Induction-motor.
internal-combustion motor
Rotary motor.

Motor. S. O. Gould. No.
T> 1587.

Motor. R. B. Holmes. No
p. 187.

Motor-iontro' apparatus. F.
May 15 ; v. 2;J8 ; p. 780.

Synchronous motor.
Tidal motor.
Water-motor.
Wave-motor.
Weight -motor.

1.228.816; May 29; v. 238;

. 1.224.642; May 1; y. 288;

Ilymnns. No. 1.228.^*^1;



J. Klrsch. No. 1,228,826 ;

Xo.

Motor control device. Spring-.
.Mfty 2^ ; V. L'38 ; p. ItixH).

Motor-control 9v»tf>m. W. O. Lum. No. 1.227.810 ; May
Motor-control sjstem. Sinfle-pbaiie. R. E. Hellmund.

No. 1.224,166 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 18.
Motor con^troller. N. L. Mortensen. No. 1^27,177 ; May
Motor-controller. C. W. Yergrer. No. 1,226.096; May 8:

V. 238 . p. 3»5.
Motor - controller. Automatic. L. J. McDowell. No

1,226.546 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 926.
Motor-controlling device. J. Richmond.
May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 833.

Motor-craft, High-speed. P. C. Hewitt.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1410.

Motor-meter, Mercury. A. L. Emens.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1103.

Motor meter. Mercury. R. C. Lanphler.
May 15 : v. 238 : p. 734.

Motors, Change-speed gear for. A. O. L.
1.227.298 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1219.

Motors, Priming-cup for. W. J. Liddle.
May 22: v. 238; p. 1270.

Mouse and rat trap. J. E Jascen. No. 1,228,324
29; V. 238; p. 1590.

Mower, Hand-. A. Pletrobono. No. 1,228.046 ; May 29 ;

Graham. No. 1.226,206; May 16;

1,226,265:

1.227,784 ;

1.226.966 :

No. 1,226.976;

Neighbour. No.

1.227,469

;

May

No.

No.

No.

: May 8 ; t.

May 8 ; v.

L. Bradi'u.

L. BradtD.

L. Braden.

22

J. S. Losee. No. 1.227.461

I. Stanley. No

Mower, Lawn . W. E
V. 238; p. 813.

Mower, Lawn . W. S. Pedlar. No. 1.226.060
238 : p. 379.

Mower. I.,awn . H. Warren. No. 1,225,380 ;

238 : p. 492.
MowinK-machlnes, Transmlsslon-gearinc for

No. 1,226,454 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 897.
MowinK-macbines, TraDRminsion-geariDg for

No. 1,226,455 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 897.
Mowing-machines, Transmission-gearing for.

No. 1,226,466 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; D. 898.
Mucilage-container. A. J. Prenofll. No. 1^7.668; May

29 : V. 238 ; p. 1367.
'

Muclla$re-dl8pen.sing receptacle. E. C. Berners. No
•1.224.894 : May S ; v. 2.18 : p. .'i26.

»^r""». .^o.

Mud guard for motor and other vehicles. A. C. Adams
No. 1.227.026 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1128.

Muffler. W. G. Macomber. No. 1,226.789
238: p. 1047.

Muffler cut-out.
2.!8 ; p. 1270.

Muffler cut-out.
2.38 ; p. 1190.

MuK attachment.
May 29 : v. 238 ;

Mule stop motion.
8 : v. 238 : p. 585.

Multiple-service connection.
May 8 ; v. 2.38 ^p. 352.

Multiple table. W. Simms,
238 : p. 1375.

Music-leaf turner. J. B. Turner.
V. 238 : p. 843.

Music-leaf turner. B. F. Williams.
8 : V. 238 : p. 547.

Music-playing instrument. Automatic. H. A. Van Valken-
bnrg. No. 1.224.693 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 206.

MLV22?l°*23^i'rpT280
"" ^°""**°- ^"- 1.227.489 ;

Musical instrument. Automatic. F
1,224.783 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 286.
.....„-, ._„. . Foot-actuated. A. C. Pope.

;
V. 238 ; p. 1222.
MecbanicaL I'. B. Klugb
V. 238 ; p. 1404.
Stringed. R. L. Teakey.

^.^-.,<,„„. .„„j ^^ , V. 238; p. 1238.
Musical instruments. Electromechanical action for

Little. No. 1.228.223 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p i:,oG.'

Ne^tlve and making same, Mechanically produced. Q. W.
>.rl»smlor. No. f,224.328 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 77.

73
"^' P*u>»on No. 1,224,318 ; May 1 ; t. 238 ;

'"'238'!'^'' 568^ ^ *^'*''"''' ^°- 1-225.678; May 8; .

^^Y.isS^/^itlo
''•"''''*" No. 1.227.490; May 22;

^'^'Mat'^'i' y i3l*^i°*lS99"'
"' ^"'•'''>«"'- ^o. 1.226,946 ;

^W-i"^^^' ^ ^'^^- ^°- 1'224.876; May - 1 ; t.

Nitrating toluols containing paraffin. B. J. Flurschelm.
No. 1.226.321 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 471.

-Nitro aromatic rompound and making same. J R Mar-
d!rk. .No. 1.226 .347 ; May 8 ; v. 23S ; p. 481.

•No glare device. M. Lucklesh. No. 1.227.462; May 22
V 2.3.S

; p. 1271.
Non-skid attachment D. P. Duffle. No. 1,224.867 ; May

^°oi«'"*'***,*i"- '^ HoflTman. No. 1,224,170 ; May 1 ; v.

Nozzle. Automatic irrigation . F. W. Stanley No
1.226.137 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 790.

"""'^J^ «©.
Nozzle for sheet metal containers. Reinforced. O. Bloch.

No. 1.226.B05: Mav 16; v. 238; p 944
'"^'"t^oSSaoa**.' w'"*"''o *-' „ti "«nnon and C. Crosa. No.

Shaving
p. 1537.
A. R. Layman

May

May 22 ; y.

L227.212; May 22; y.

C. AlnlH. No. 1,228,100;

1,226.660; May

J. T. Skinner. No. 1,224.971 ;

No. 1.227.681 : May 29 ; y.

No. 1,226.280 ; May 15 :

No. 1.225.646; May

A. Pilcher. No.

Musical instrument,
1.227.309 : May 22

Musical instrument,
1,228,029 : May 29

:

Musical Instrument.
1.227.358 : May 22

No.

No.

No.

F. B.

Musical Instruments Pneumatic action for pneumatlcally-
A. I'. Gustafson. No. 1,225,709 : May 8 ; y.

No.

T.
470.

operated
2.38 ; p. 601.

MnslonI instruments. Pressure-controlling mecbuntsm for
automatic. E. Welte. No. 1,226.902 ; May 15 • v 238-
p. 709.

. .

Xall J. H. Gray. No. 1,225.708 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 601.
Nail-extractor. E. J. Mlnnlch. No. 1,227.063 : May 22 •

V. 238; p. 1140. »/ " .

Nailing-machine. J. B. Flint.
V. 23S . p. 673.

Nailing-machine. Automatic.
1.225,317; Mav 8 : v. 238 ; p

Necktie. D. D. Bailey
p. 1029.

Necktie. W. K. Meyer. No. 1.226.106: Mav 15; v 238
p. 780.

Necktle-former. A. L. Simpson. No. 1,227,329 ; May 22 •

y. 238 ; p. 1229.
Necktie former and fastener. W. F. Olson. No. 1.226 482 •

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 626.
Necktie holder. R. lupine. No. 1.226.267 ; May 8 : y.

238 : p. 447. .;
.

»•

Necktie stretcher and supporter. M. A. Loomla. No
1.226.544 ; May 16 : v. 238 : p. 926

Needle.
377.

Nozzle, Vacuum-cleaner. B.' N. Bishop. No. 1 228 176 •

May 29: v. 238: p. J642.
i,*^o.i<o.

Numhering head. A. H. Smith. No. 1,227,969 ; May 29 •

V. 238 ; p. 1476. '

*'*'"v
"'38 •^*'%m'''

^' '^' **"'*•• ^®- 1.226.364
;
May 16 »

^''V"2M-;"O6;'^^Jlr;p.^60"- «^'*^^'""- ^-
^'*238'^p^l527'^

^' **^**" 1.228,180; May 29; v.

[

'^'^fciriVi; &a?ll!r^f8rn*?22^- ^^ "*"'*°"- ''''

^'"^'oQ^- ^- A«»P'«t. No. 1.226,446; May 16; y. 288;

''"oQo'*?
''• AJ^- Cunningham. No. 1.226,863 ; May 22 ; y.

Nut lock. M. Dervot. No. 1,226.785; May 16; v. 288;
p. 670.

-^H,y°«'''- ^„ ^ Donahue. No. 1.226.419; May 8; y.^Ao ', p. (MIO.

''"'^wTv*'. 238:'pS"592''°*^
L. Zeiger. .No. 1.228.831

; May
Nut lock. J.McCona'iiy. No. 1.224.556; May 1 ; y. 288 •

p. 168.
Nut lock. E. W. Quick. No. 1.227.310; May 22; v. 288;

•'^'H*-'?^''- ,;Ko^-
'^'•**' ^°- 1.228.262; iity 29; y.

£do , p. 1569.
NuMock. A. J. Westman. No. 1.226.884; May 22; y.

238 : p. 1061.
Nut locking washer. B. F. Hildebrand. No. 1,227 266 •

May 22; v. 2.38; p. 1209.
*.^*«.-6oo,

^",^!;«„'^*'''°? pressed-steel. C. G. Swenson. No
1.228,260 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1668

Nutcracker. W. J. Payne. No. 1,225.484 ; May 8 • y
238 ; p. 626. ' '

Oil burner. J. A. Ouerin. No. 1,226.242 ; May 8 ; v. 288

;

Oil-burner. P. D. Johnson. No. 1,226,717; May 8; y.
^oo ; p. 604.

Oli^burner. P. I). Johnson. No. 1.225.718; May 8; y.

Oil burner. A. Q. Nash. No. 1,226.994 ; May 16 ; v. 23S ;

Oir-burner. W. J. Reid. No. 1,227,816 ; May 22 ; y. 238 ;

p. X^^4«
Oil burner. Crude . H. Wood. No. 1,226.661 ; May 8

;

V. •oo i p. &4o.
(HI burner. Crn.le-. J. Young. No. 1.227.867: May 29-

V. 2.38 : p. 1439.
Oil burner, Fuel-. J. 8. Olpaon. No. 1.224,872 ; May 1 ;

V. 238 ; p. 92. < / >

Oil-burner, Oas-generatlng. C. Charles. No. 1.224.864-May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 261.
1*^238^***""' 62^' B«»"gstrom. N5^r-^^,260

; May 1;

1.226.794; May 15;

G. Cummlngs. No.

No.' f.22ej41 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

No. 1.226.105 ; May

Oil-distributer. J. Neumann. No. 1,226 9^5 Mav 22
V. 238 ; p. 1085. "

•

^olS^'S^io^- ^- l>«°>P««y- No. 1,224,151; May 1; y.^Oo , p. IZ,
Oil-fount attachment. F. FI. Kloepper No 1227 629-
May 29 : V. 238 : n. 1357.

.*..«*...

Oil, Manufacture of corn-. A. W. H. Lenders and H F
Bauer. No. 1.225.604; May 8; y. 288; p. 686.

Oil or fat compositions. Color concentrate for edible C
Ellis. No, 1.224,910; May 8; v. 2.38: p. .332.

Oil. Removlni catalyzer from. '

C. Ellis. No. 1.224 291 •

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 64.
*».*•* ,

^"i ^Vft of^ *
X?

''

..o"'^'"^
apparatus. F. W. Schoch. No.

- ; p. !_..
J. A. Llnd. No. 1.226,045 : May 8 : y. 238

)

1,226,914 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1088.
Oils and residues for the production of lower-boilInK hy

drocarbons. Treatment of mineral. C. Whitp No
1,226.041 ; May 16; v. 238 ; p. 767.

^'I'ool^^o^Vi^ '5'" ^';^2l'°«
heAYj. E. Brown. No.

1.225,569 ; May 8 : v. 288 ; p. 666.
»'. R«'flnlng. W. M. Parker. No. 1,226,990; May 22-

V. 288 ; p. 1117. '

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INVENTIONS. cm

Oils. Transforming mineral.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 238.

Oiler. Crank pin
V. 238; p. 81.

Oiler. Flange-.
238 ; p. 1093.

Oiler protector.

A. S. Ramage. No. 1.224.787

C. A. Stlckney. No. 1,224.338 ; May 1

Z. Tlaher. No. 1.226.927 ; May 22 ; v.

No. 1,227.728

Paint for coating metallic surfaces subject to high tern-
.'2 ; V.

Motor . N. S. Wright
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1391.

Oiling attachment for die-stocks. F. H.
1.224.946 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 344.

Oiling device, ADimal-. W. J. Marsh.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 618.

Oiling aaws. Device for. M. Dell. No.
16 ; y. 238 ; p. 904.

Opera-chairs. Detachable clothes-rack for.

No. 1.227.516 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1290
Operating - table. Ambulance. A. D.

1.225.(115: May 8: v. 238; p. .367.

Ophthalmic mounting. G. H. Day. No.
1 ; V. 288 ; p. 60.

Opbthalinh mounting. H. E. Holley.
May 29 : v. 2.38 : p. 1354.

Opbttialiiiit iiKiunting. J. C. Wells. No.
8 ; V. 2.38 : p. 595.

Optical iUKtrument.

K. Rieck. No. 1,227.071 ; May

M. Rosenthal. No. 1,224,218 ; May 1

;

1.227.347 ; May 22 ; y.

McPherson. No.

No. 1,226.466;

1.226.476; May

E. E. Yellnek.

Croasiey. No.

1.224.283; May

No. 1.227.020;

15 : V. 23S
Ore-flotation

1.226.06.3 :

Ore-flotation
1.22(5.062 ;

Ore- roasting

: p. 762.
apparatus,
May 15
process
May 15

C. H. Stout. No.

1.226.689 ;

1.226.026

;

May

May

H. C. and E. A. Colbarn. No.
V. 238 ; p. 766.
H. C. and B.

V. 23K : p. 766.
L. Tanzer. No

May 2:

Colbarn. No.

1,226,928 ;

A. B.

22;

8;

No. 1.227,615; May

1,225,666; May

No. 1.228.330 .

No

apparatus. Q.
. 2.38 : p. 1092.

Ore-aepa rating machine. IT. H. Thompson and
Darles. No. 1,224.680 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 166.

Ore-eeparator. J. S. Morrison. No. 1.227.552 ; May
y 238 - P 1302

OreH. TreatlDR. H. L. FHberger. No. 1,224,917 ; May
V. 238 : p. .334.

Ores, Treatment of. A. H. Hlgglns.
29: V. 238; p. 1352.

Organ swell-box. L. 8. Lockwood.
8 ; y. 238 ; p. 68T.

Oatlet-l>ox. C. n. and II. R. LoughridRf.
May 29 ; v. 238: p. 1.".91.

Outlet-l)ox and support therefor. O. T. Sweet. No.
1.225.525: Mav 8: v. 238; p. 639.

Oven. 11. W. O'Dowd. No. 1,228,367; May 29; v. 2.38:
p. 1605.

Oven. Coking-. M. Marshall, Sr. No. 1.227.060; May
22 ; V. 238; p. 1139.

Oven^oor. H. W. ODowd. No. 1.228.042; May 29; v.

2,38; p. 1499.
Ovens, prooflng-chambers. and the like. Charging and dis

charging automatic. L. C. Reese. No. 1,226,252 ; Mav
15; v. 2.3S : p. 831.

Ovens, prooflng-chambers. and the like. Charging and dls-

charglnc of automatic. L. C. Reese. No. 1.226.253 :

May 15: V. 238: p. 832.
H. J. Dahl. No. 1.227.756; May

Instruments such
1,224,510; May 1

A. Rlchter. .No.

as telephones.
;
V. 238 ; p. 141.

1.227.933 : Mnv

No. 1,227.394; May 22;

No. 1,226,609; May 8;

Sweetland. No

1,226,677 ;No.

1,225.286:

May 22; v.

1,224,761; May

. Rennau. No.

T. Raschlck.

V.

V.

for. C.
p. 109.

. Combined. C.
238 : p. 1500.
bullet-proof clothing, armor,

A. Gower. No.

prratures. (J.

MH; p. 1144.
Paint-strainer. E.

V. 238 ; p. 84.
Pajamas. J. P. Van Kirk.
238; p. 1284.

Pan : See—
Bake-pan.
Dust-pan.

Pan-Ufter. B. E. Stanfleld.
238 : p. 1433.

Pane, Transparent. O. Goetzke.
V. 238 ; p. 148.

Panel - board and lining - strip supporting means. E.
Olley. No. 1,225,997 ; May 15 ; v. 238

; p. 741.
Panel. Control. A. .1. Horton. No. 1,227,790; May 29;

V. 238 : p. 1412.
Pantograpn-troUeys, Control system for. W. Schaakc
and A. H. Candee. No. 1,224,216 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p.
;<().

Paper absorbent material for surgical and sanitary pur-
pose!. A. B. Llllev. No. 1,225.833 ; May 13 : v. 238 ;

p. 686.
Paper box. P. R. Warren. No. 1.226,160 ; May 16 ; v.

No.

Threshing - machine grain-
pan.

No. 1,227.849: May 29; v.

No. 1.224.530 ; May 1 ;

A.

P
2.3S ; p. 794.

Paper box-blanks. Machine for making. H Inman and
F. M. Joslin. No. 1,226,181 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 406.

L. W. Farmer. No. 1.224,726; May 1;

No. 1,227.193 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;

Paper carton.
V. 238 ; p. 218.

Paper clip. W. F. Peet.
p. 1186.

Paper container. W.T.Wilson. No. 1,226,293 ; May 16 :

V. 238; p. 847.
Paper-dispensing device. F. L. Dpdlke. No. 1,226,928;
May 22 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1093.

Paper drlnklng-cup. W. E. Swift. No. 1.224.809 ; May
1 ; y. 238 ; p. 246.

Paper-feed-controlling apparatus. T. J.

1.228. 173; May 29; v. 238 ; p. 1641.
A. J. Hitch.

No.

Paper-hanging machine.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 609.

No.R. Boyle.

R. N. Shelley

Beregh. Jr.

No. 1,225.731;

1,220,453: May

No. 1,224,224 :

No. 1.227.802; May 29;

P. H. Vlck. No.

Overseamlng- machine.
29 : V. 2.38 : p. 1400.

Pack-bag for delicate
C. A. Soper. Jr. No

Package. Original. W
29 : y. 2.38: p. 1401.

Package-tie. J. W. Curry.
288; p. 1249.

Package-tie. R. C. Fuller.
238 ; p. 569.

Packing and the like. E. J
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 458.

Packing-case. J. A. Lafore.
238 ; p. 1008.

Packing-ring. Piston. L. Kinsley. No.
1 : V. 238 ; p. 226.

Packlnc-rlngs. (iripping-tool
1,224,416 ; May I ; v. 238 :

Pad holder and ticket-punch
No. 1.228.046 ; May 29 : v.

Padding for use in making
shlelas. and the like. Manufacturing
1.226.767 ; May 22 : v. 2.38 : p. 10.39.

Paddle-wheel. Feathering. O.E.Thompson. No.
Mav 8; V. 23S ; p. 45S.

Padlock, Keyless. J. Landeen. No. 1.226,896
y. 288; p. 1081.

Padlock. Permutation-. G. W. Bonney. No.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 172.

Padlock. Permutation-. F. A. Herman.
May 1 ; v 2.38 : p. 19.

Padlock, Permuiitlon-, J. B. Raff. No.
29: V. 2.38: p. 1425.

Pall. Comliliintioii dinner-. F. K. Delzell.
Mav 29 : v. 2.38: p. 1448.

Pall. ??blpplng-. H. L. Staley and W. B.
1.226.520: May 8; v. 238; p. 537.

Pail. Toilet-. S. M. Spencer. No. 1,227.336
238; p. 1281.

Paint and making same. J. Jacobs. No. 1,226.889; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1080.

Paint composition. W. J. and J. N. Black. No. 1,225,106 ;

May 8 : V. 288 : p. .398.

Paint composition. W. E. Wright. No. 1,226.934; May
22 : V. 2S8 ; p. 1096.

No. 1.224,155 ;

A. Maker. No.

S. Volz. No.

rehmilier. No. 1,227,101 ;

1,225,287 :

; May 22 ;

1.224,595 :

No. 1,224,168 ;

1,227.826: May

No. 1,227.893 :

Simmons. No.

May 22 ; y.

Paper holder. Toilet
I fi : V 238 : p. 897.

Paper holder. Towel-.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 39.

Paper package. D. L. Koontz.
V. 288 ; p. 1416.

T'nper receptacles. Machine for making.
1.220.0:^4 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 756.

Paper roll holder and printlnp device. C. H. O'Connor.
No. 1.226.243; May 16; v. 238; p. 827.

Paper spoons. Means for making. A. J. Frankland. No.
1.227.5.34: Mav 22 ; v, 238: p. 1296.

Paper-stock shredder. F. E. Saecker. No, 1.224,960

:

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 348.
Paper, Toilet-. J. M. W. Kitchen. No. 1,224,660; May

1 ; V. 2.38; p. 190.
Paper-towel and toilet-paper fixture. N. S. Hillyard.

No. 1,224,378 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 95.
Paper tubes. Machine and method for making. W. F.
Whitcome. No. 1,225,091 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 393.

I'arachute for aviators. Safety-. K. P. Togstad. No.
1.227.344 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;_p. 1234.

pHrtltion. Folding. J. T. Falrhurst.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 18.

Paste-tubes. Closure for dispensing. J. A,
1,227,638 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1360.

Pasteurizing bottled liquids. Apparatus for.
1,226.726; Mav 22; v. 238 ;p. 1024.

Pasteurizing liquids. A. H. We
May 22 : v. 238; p. 1154.

Pasting device. J. E. Mitchell. No. 1.227.818: May 29;
v. 238; p. 1422.

Pattern appliance. M. A. Silz and A. Platzer. No.
1.225.187; May 8; v. 238; p. 425.

Pattern-controlled device. E. F. Hathaway and C. D.
Lannlng. No. 1,226.328: May 8: v. 238; p. 474.

Pavement. B. Ransome. No. 1.226,066; May 8; v. 288;
p. 380.

Paving-blocks. Anchor-strip for. G. W. Warmoth. No.
1.22(ri49: Mav 15: v. 2.38; p. 794.

Paving material. Producing. O. C. Glynn. No. 1.227.903 :

May 29; v. 238; p. 14.-2.

Pawl. Trip riding-. W. J. Wheelei*. No. 1.226.731 ; May
22 : V. 238 : p. 1027.

Peanut-blanching machine. J. A. Franklin. No.
1.228.103 : Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1520.

Peanut-digger. T. B. Amos and G. J. Abernathy. No.
1.220,437: May 15: v. 238; p. 892.

Peas from refuse. Machine for separating. J. R. Mero.
No. 1,224,484 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 1.33.

Pecan -cracker. W. L. Black. No. 1,227..570 : May 29:
V. 238 : p. 1338.

Pedal. T. O. Bratsch. No. 1.227.741 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : n.
1396.

Pedestal. Adjustable. H. H. Bush. No. 1.225.573; May
8 : V. 238 : p. 556.

Peeling machine. Vegetable and fruit. J. Trust. No.
1.226.418; May 15; v. 2.38; p. 887.

Pen and pencil holder. M. R. Crossman. No. 1.228 298;
Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1581.

Pen light. Fountain-. F. Raucta. No. 1,228.132; Mav 29:
y. 238 ; p. 1628.



Simpson.

F, Zlemer.

W. Paalus.

A. Walden.

No.

No.

Pen, Line-producing. J.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; f>. 384.

Pens, MountlDB for presser-bar actuating lever for gelf-flll-
IDK fountain-. E. F. Britten. Jr. No. 1.228,177 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1542.

Penholder. R. R. Syiuons. No
V. 238 ; p. 1378.

Pencil attachment
V. 238; p. 869.

Pencil-holder. G.
V. 238: p. 1118.

Pencil holder. M.
V. 238 : p. 1153.

Pencil. Lead-. T.
V. 238 ; p. 233.

Pencil-sharpener.
V. 238 ; p. 503.

Pendulum. Device for damping oscillations of a gyroscope
M. Schuler. No. 1.228,0«1 : May 29 ; v. 238 ;% ISOtf:

Percolator, Coffee-. E. Manglsch and A. Rey. No
1.226.552: May 15: V. 238: p. 928.

'

Percolator, Coffee-. G. Rathman. No. 1.226,006 ; May 15
V. 238 : p. 744.

'

Percussion-tool. Pneumatically-operated. H. Chrt.stlan
sen. No. 1.227,117 ; Mav 22 : v. 288 ; p. 1160.

Perforator. FI. D. Hahl and J. J. Lambert. No
1.225.326 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 478. '

Periscope. W. iE. Kesaler. No. 1,220,646; May 8

L. Mellkk. No

G. Cooper. No.

1,227,691

:

No. 1.224,992

1.226,992 ;

1,227,099

;

1.224,769 ;

1,225.412 ;

,225.067

May 29

; May 8;

May 22;

Urj 22;

May 1 ;

May 8;

238 ; p. 580
Permutation-lock.

V. 238 : p. 1296.
Permutation-lock.

T. 238 : p. 419.
Permutation-lock.

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1569
Phonograph. G. H. Underhlll

V. 238: P. 1127.
Phonograpn and moving-picture ap

D. Hlgham. No. 1,226.883 : Mav 2

May

No. 1.227.536; May 22 ;

No. 1,225.171; May 8;

A. Toussalnt. No. 1.228.264: May

No. 1.227,023; May 22;

L. M. (;reif.

M. Perreten

H.

paratns. Combined.
2 ; V. 238 ; p. 1078.

No. i,225.560

No. 1,225.661 :

No. 1.227.686;

C. Palmer.

No.

No. 1.226.579

;

Boyer.

E. Soons.

Bleaalng.

S. Greene.

No.

No.

Phonograph attachment. F. L. Barrows.
May 8 : v. 238 : p. 651.

Phonograph attachment. F. L. Barrows.
May 8 ; V. 288 ; p. 562.

Phonograph <ablnet. S. L. Hartman.
May 22 : v. 2.S8 ; p. 1296.

Phonosmph-record cleaner .ind lubricator
No. 1.22.').847 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 691.

Phonograph repeating attachment. L. Anrello
1.224.995: May 8; v. 238; p. 360.

Phonograph-stop. W. K. Cleveland.
May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 569.

Phonograph stop mechanism. W. R
1.226.217 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 435.

Phonngrnphs. Automatic stop for. J.
1.227.304 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1230.

Phonographic time-announcer. J. G.
1.227.5^8 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1298.

Phototrraphir developing apparatus. J.
1.225.801; May 15; v. 238- p. 676.

Photographlc-fllm cartridge. H. L. Gray
May 15 : v. 238; p 726.

Photographlc-fllm cartridge. B. H.
• 1.225.988: May 15: v. 238: p. 739.
Photographic films. Appnrntus for treating. J

tree. No. 1.22.'.929 : Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 719.
Photographic media. Eliminating salts of the weak sal-

fur acids from fixed. S. H. Welnhandler and J 8
SImsohn. No. 1.224.984: May 8: v. 238; p. 856

Photographic-plate hoMer. A. A. Ruttan and C. B.
Mnt.hlngs. No. 1.227.203 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1188.

Photogriiphlc-prlntIng machine. J. H. Fullmer and R. W
Run.ser, No. 1.225.729 ; Mav 8 : v. 238 ; p. 608.

Photographic prints from separate supports to a sinrle
support. Transferring. P. D. Brewster. No. 1,224.442 •

May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 110.
Photographic prints or the like. Apparatus for drying

V. C. Teneau. No. 1,227.092 ; May 22 ; . 238 ; p. il61
Photographic screen. A. F. Wolber. No. 1.226.838 : Mav

22 : V. 238 ; p. 1063.
Photographic uses. Coating material for paper for. G W

Lelghton and C. S. Babcock. No. 1,225.146; Mav 8-
V. 23.«»

: p. 411.
'

Photography. Color. H. Hess. No. 1,226,246; May 8;
V. 2.'t8 : p. 44.'?.

Piano and phonograph. Combined. C. 8. Burton No
1.227.579: May 29; v. 238: p. 1340.

No.

No.

No. 1.225.961 ;

Meyerlng. No.

I. Crab-

V.

Piano. Automatic vlolln-
Mny 29: v. 238 : p. 1595.

Piano bench and cabinet. A
May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1197.

Piano-kevboard. P. Anelli.
2.^18 : p. 360.

Piano-pedal. Extension. R.
15 : V. 2.'?8

: p 910.
Piano. Player . .7. H. Beck and G. Bedford.
May 22 : v. 2.^18 : p. 1240.

Piano-player. J. A. Weser. No. 1.22S.196
2.38 : p. 427.

Pianos antl the like, ExpressioD-lndlcatlons for perforated
note-sheets for player-. F. Hopkins. No. 1 226 332 •

May 15 : v. 238 : p. 859.
Pianos. Pedal-eate for. T. W. Vrana. No. 1 226.284 •

May 15 ; V. 238 : p. 843.
Pianos, Pneumatic action for player-. B. C. Hiscock

No. 1.227.787 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1411,

C. Martini. No. 1.228.339

C. Abramson. No. 1.227.229

No. 1.224.994 : May 8

;

K. Fox. No. 1.226.494: May

No. 1.227.868 :

May 8; v.

for.
117.

Arlanl. No.

No.

8. Adelman.

Pianos, Sostenuto mechanism
1.224,437 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p.

Picker : 8ee—
„ Cotton picker. Fruit-picker.
^ ."il?- '^"'^ *°'' m«l«lnK the same. A. F. Hoffman

1.225.9.'.t;: May 15: v. 238; p. 727.
Picture apparatus. Motion-. L. Arkin and

No. 1.228.392: .May 8; v. 288: p. 496
Picture apparatus. Motion-. R. H. Pieasch. No

1.224,500 ; May 1 ; r. 238 ; p. 138.
Picture apparatus. Self-threading device for motion-. M

Segel. So. 1.226.184 ; .May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 424
Picture-exhibiting device. Moving-. F. W. Hoctastetter_No. 1.226.66.'?; May 22: v. 238; p. IOCS,
^^w"''*./''™' Moving

. W. M. Grosveaor. No. 1,226.666May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1000.

^^"IS,^'™*' Apparatus for restoring blemished movlng-
^ W "ochstetter. No. 1.227.188 ; May 22 ; v. 238

:

p. 1167.
Picture films. Coloring-machine for moving . M. Vandal

No. 1,226.282: May 15; y. 238: p. 844.
Stambaugh. No.R. V.

789.
1.226.077; May 15

No. 1,225.195

No. 1,226,019;

No.

Picture films. Making moving
1.226,1.^5 : .May 15 ; v. 238 ; p

Picture frame. T. E. Jope. No
238 ; p. 770.

Picture-frame. P. W. Wanda.
V. 238 ; p. 427.

Picture-hanger. O. I. Schley.
V. 238 ; p. 750.

Picture machine, Motion-. C. F. Jenkins.
May 8 : v. 238

; p. 577.
EMcture machine. Motion-. W. A. King. NoMay 1 : v 2.38 ; p. 6h.
Picture machine. Moving-. J. Grant NoMay 15 ; v. 238 : p. 676.
Picture machines. (Governing device for take-up i

moving-. A. D. Covert. No. 1,228,222 ; May
238 ; p. 436.

Picture machines. Shutter-closing mechanism for moylng-.
"•«¥« Conner and D. D. Miles. No. 1,227.886 ; May 29 ;

y. 238 ; p. 1445.
Picture machines. Threading device for moving M

Segel. No. 1.227,081 ; May 22; v. 288; p. 1147.
Picture-printing machines. Control

May 8

; M«y 16;

1,225.636
;

1,224.304 ;

1,225.801 ;

reels

8;
of
T.

means for motlon-
477.A. S. Howell. No. 1.226.336; May 8; v. 288

Picture. Puzzle-. F *" " - ' --

8 ; V. 238 ; p. 385.
Pictures and mirrors. Hanger for

1,224.513: May 1; v. 238; p. 143
Pictures. Apparatus for and method of Uklng trick and

I3H
; p.

D. Spotswood. No. 1.226.071 ; May

O. Thompson. No.

Rowntree. No. 1,227,076 :

J. Kronser. No. 1.226.650;

F. L. Pruyn. No.

1.225.719: May 8;

Biacy. No. 1,228,864

;

A.J

Halr-pln.
Hatpin.
Safety pin.

Schlossberg. No. 1.225,270;

advertising moving. C. B
May 22: v. 2.-?8

; p. 1145.
Pla troughs. Mold for making
May 8: v. 238; p 581.

Pile, Combined steel and concrete
1.225.855; May 15; v. 238: p. 694

Pilot-burner. P. D. Johnson. .No
T. 238 ; p. 605,

Pilot mechanism. Automatic
May 29; T. 288 : p. 1604.

Pin : See

—

Bonding pin.
BowHng-pln.
Clothes-pin,

Pin setter. Automatic. E.
May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 463.

Pipe : See—
Blowpipe.
Culvert-pipe.

Pipe. J. B. Morrow. No.
134.

Pipe. A. Van Buren. No
p. 355.

Plpe-closnre, J. J. Kenny. No. 1.224.934
TAs : p .-140

Pipe-blanks. Method and apparatus for electrically beat-
ing. G. Fox. No. 1.227 je03 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1847.

Pipe-bowl cleaner. B. F. Flegel and L. S. Darling. No.
1.227.601 . May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1346.

Pipe-coupling. J. T. Hudglns. No. 1,228.828; May 29;
T. 288 : p. 1589.

Pipe coupling, Train . T. W. Vanbusklrk. No. 1.225 O80 •

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 888.
Pipe-covering system. Undprscround . W. L. Steffens. No

1.227.087: May 22: t. 238: p, 1149,
Pipe-cutter's work-bench. C. 11. and H. R

Smoklng-pipe.

1.224.4,88; May 1

1.224.980: May

V. 238 ; p.

238

Ma) V.

; May 15 :

M. Fraser.

L. Nix. No

H

No. 1.225.981
Pipe-fitting. D
238 : p. 674.

PIpe-flttlng. M,
p. 1012.

Pipe-hanger. P. Lapks. Jr.
2S8 : p. 70.

Pipe-Joint filling device. G.
May 15: v. 238 ; p. 758.

Pipe-locking means. Slip-Joint-.
May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 743.

Plpe-remover. H. A. Cooper.
. 288 ; p. 1248.

Pipe test plugs. Clamp for soil
1.226,023 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 751

Pipe-union. D. Craig. No.
p. 668.

Pipe-wrench. M. E. Freeman. No.
T. 288 ; p. 870.

238 : p. 786.
No. 1.225.795

I.<oaffh ridge.

May 15: .
1.226.690; May 22"; . 288;

No. 1.224,809 ; May 1 ; v.

Wilklns. No. 1,226,043:

J. Peeper. No. 1.226,002 ;

No. 1,227,391; May 22;

W. A. Smith. No.

1.225.777: May 15; v. 288;

1,226.024: May 8;

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF IN\^NTIOXS. cix

Plpe-wrench. O. W. Wlilard. No. 1.225,909; May 16;
v. 238 ; p. 712.

Pistol, Automatic. W. Chylewskl. No. 1,224,902; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 329.

Piston. O. E. Barthel. .No. 1.224,999; May 8; v. 238;

P 362.
Piston. J. F. Brown. No. 1,226,469; May 15; v. 238;

p. 898.
Piston, Combustion engine. A. Ble. No. 1,226.631 ; May

22 ; V. 238 : p. WA.
Piston for internal-<ombustlon engines. G. R. Rich. No.

1.228.048 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1501.
Piston for internal-combustion engines. 0. B. Rich. No.

1.228.049 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1601,
Piston for Intcrnal-foniloi^tloii engine's. C. W. Under-

wood. No. 1^24,239; May 1 : v. 238; p. 44.

Piston particularly for Intemal-combustlon engines. F. T.
Burgess. No. 1.226.306 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 852.

Plston-rlng. A. A. Ballmer. No. 1,226,101; May 8;
v. 238 ; p. 396.

Pistons, Water-cooling device for engine-. C. M. Blanch-
ard. No. 1.225,401 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 499.

Pitman. E. R. Bouchard. No. 1.225.756 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ;

p. 661.
IMtman. C. Pearson. No. 1.226.364 ; May 15 ; . 288 ;

P S69.
Fitter. L. T. Argo. No. 1.228,279; May 29; v. 288;

P- 1574. , „ „
Planer and system of motor control therefor. W. T.

Sears and 8. H. Keefer. (Reissue.) No. 14,296; May
1 : V. 238 : p. 276.

Plant recepucle. C. W. Clifford. No. 1,226,811 ; May
15; V. 238: p. 863.

Planter. E. M. and E. W. Cole. No. 1,226.187 ; May 16

;

V. 238 ; p. 807^
Planter. J. E.

p. 1126.
Planting. T. W. Hicks. No. 1.226.616 ; May 16 ; t. 288 ;

riantlne machine. G. W. Gosa. No. 1,227,610; May 29;

Taylor. No. 1,227.018; Mi^ 22; v. 288;

V. 238 ; p. 1860.
Pla'iue. I. Rudo

p. 422
Iph. No. 1,226.179; May 8; v. 288;

Bernhardt. No.Plaster-block making machine. D. F.
1,225.753 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 660.

Plate lifter. A. W. Losoy. No. 1.224.308; May 1; v.

238 : p. 69.

Platform. Revolving. A. E. and A. C. Fischer. No.
1.225,793; May 15; v. 238; p. 673.

Pneumatic. F. C. White. No.Plaver mechanism.
l'.227.510 : May 22 : v. 288 ; p. 1288.

Pliers. E. Stead. No. 1.225,0t4 ; May 8: v. 238; p. 886.

Pliers, Culinary. J. B. Cottrell. No. 1.224.606; May 1;
V. 238 : p, ll5.

Plow. W. W. Cameron. No. 1,227,745 ; May 29 ; v. 288

;

p. 1897.
Plow. A. Garden. No 1.224.371 : May 1 : v. 288 : p. 92.

Plow. F. E. Hand. No. 1.226,510; May 16; v. 288;
p. 916.

Plow and cultivator. Tractor. W. J. Bay. No, 1,228,184 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1628.
Plow uttHchnicijt, .V, C, Vldrlne. No. 1.227,508; May

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1287.
Plow, Clearing-. H. C. Webb. No. 1.226.425; May 15;

V 288 ' P 889
Plow. Disk. W. C. Ford. No. 1.225,233; May 8; v. 288;

p. 440.
Plow, Disk. J. W. Morgan. No. 1.226,793; May 22; v.

2:{8 ; p. 1048.
Plow. Clang-. J. B. Bartholomew. No. 1,227,287; May

22; V. 28iB; p. 1200.
Plow, Potato-hlUlng. B. B. D. Walker. No. 1.226,878;
May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 492.

Plow. Reversible. F. D. Wallace. No. 1.227.349; May
22; v. 2.38; p. 1235.

Plow stock atuchment. R. G. Fulcher and J. Stirling.

No. 1.226.065: Mav 22: v. 238: p, 1107.
Plow. Tractor-. G. W. Mc(Jill. No. 1,224.761; May 1;

V. 238 : p, 230,

Plows, Cooiblned mulshing and leveling attachment for.

J. R. Black. No. 1.225.S0H : May S; v. 238; p. 498.
Plows, Leveling and mulshing attachment for. J. H.

Black. No. 1.225.400 ; May S ; v, 238 ; p. 499.
Plows, Lifting mechanism for power operated. G. A.

Kennedy. No. 1,224.879 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 270.

Plug and receptacle connector, L. O. Lleber. No.
1.227,918 : May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1466.

Plug. Attachment-. E. G. K. Anderson. No. 1,226,891 ;

May 8 ; t. 288 ; p. 496.
Plug. Attachment. R. A. Schoent>erg. No. 1,224.505;
May 1 : v. 238; p. 139,

Plug, Attachment , R. B. Wolcott. No. 1.224,987; May
8 : T. 238 : p. 357.

Plug. Electrical attachment-. P. S. McLefin. No.
17228.887 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1694.

Plug Filler .\ 11 Kleker. No. 1.228.285; May 29; v.

2M ; p. 1577.
Plug. Separatile attachment . W. C. Jones. No. 1,226,387 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 477.
Plumbing appliance. H. H. Harris. No. 1,226,209; May

15 ; V. 288 ; p. 814.
Pneumatic action. C. G. Gilberg. No. 1.226,326; May

10 : T. 288 ; p. 867.

Pneumatic cushioning device. O. W. Kane. No. 1,226,678

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1006. „,„
Pocket l'. G. Charles. No. 1.226.640 : May 22 ; v. 288 ;

p. 990.
Pocket article. Combination. M, J. Miinson. No.

1,224.199 ; .May 1 : v. 238 ; p, 30
Pocket-book. I. Smith. No. 1,228,261 ; May 29 ; . 288

;

P- 1566. ^ .„ _
Pocket-book bodies. Edge-folding machine for. W. C.
- • • »• - «R--«^. ^.-- »«. y 288: p. 672.

No. 1.224,842 ;

Eichelberger. .No. 1.226,790: May 16; v. 288: p. 672.
ocket-closer. Automatic. " " "* ^'" ''

**

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 258,
Pockets. Safety attachment for garment-. J. J. Schaab.

No. 1.225,863 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 696.
Poisoner, FJv-. B. 3. Beleal. No. 1.228.170 ; May 29 ; T.

Pole, iiwsting-! A. F. Elfstrum. No. 1,224,453 ; May 1 ;

v 238 p 1''2

Pole-tip.
'

C. L.Lear. No. 1,226.829; May 15; v. 288;

p. 686.
Police club and whistle. Combined. J. A. Byrne. No.

1,224,850 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 200. ^ ^, ^ „
Polishing metallic bodies. Machine for. C. Medgyes. No.

1,224.191 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 27.

Polycycle, Figure. T. Masuda. No. 1,226,560; May 18;

Pool ballrack and triangle. J. E. Nltkey. No. 1.227.299;
Mav 22: v. 238: p. 1220. „„,..._ m^

Portable fountain. Self-contained. F. W. Darlington. No.

1.228,186 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1544. „,., ^, ^
Portable bouse. A. Gravel. No. 1,228,817; May 29; t.

238 ; p. 1687.
Post : See— „ ^^.

Fence-post. Rubbing»post.
Post-anchor. P. J. Hlndmarsh. No. 1.224.925: May 8;

V. 238 : p. 337. ^ .. , «
Post carryiU'- crossed threads for the supporting of crop

or plants. N. O. SOrensen. No. 1.225.281; May 8;
V. 288 ; p. 466.

Pot : See—
Coffee-pot. Marklngpot.
Concrete flower-pot. MeltluK not.

Glue-pot. Reversible pot.

Pot-protector. A. B. T. Taroscak. No. 1.227,356; May
22: v. 238; p. 1238.

, . ,., . .

Potassium compounds from water-insoluble potassium-
containing mineral. Securing water-soluble J. H. Reid.

No. 1,226.812 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1055.

Potassium cyanld from water-Insoluble jiotass^um^con-

talnlng mineral. Securing. -•"••
May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1054.

e potast
. No. 1..226,811 ;

Potassium salts from organic carbonaceous materials, Ba-

coverlng. F. C. Grimes. No. 1,227.781 : May 29 :
t.

238 ; p. 1409.
Potato curing apparatus. J. B. Wells. No. 1.225.382;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 498.
Potato-cutter, M. S. King. No. 1.227.056; May 22; t.

238 : p. 1138.
Potato masher. C. K. Burford. No. 1.221,134; May 1;

V. 238 : p. 6.
, , .,,

Potato peelings for the purpose of their industrial utlllaa-

tlon Preparation of. E. Borris. No. 1.226.8.52 : May
22; V. 238: p. 1068.

,.^, , ^- ^.,, „
Potato-separator. J. N. Atterbury. No. 1.226.441 ; May

Poth^d. p." p. Wlillams. No. 1.228.166 ; May 29 ;
t?

Pothead**connertor. P. F. Williams. No. 1.226.299; May
8 ; . 288 ; p. 463.

Powder-container. A. B. Garner. No. 1.226.610; May
8 ; T. 238 ; p. 569. „, t^ . «„

Power-<leveloping apparatus. A. T. Kasley. No.

1.226.220: May 15: v. 238; p. 818..„. ^-, w , .
Power-generator. E. Scott. No. 1.224.6«3; May 1; t.

f>OQ . Q 1 9lt

Power' mechanism. S. Domlnguez. No. 1,227.698 ;
May

29 ' T 288 ' P 1844.
Power Ocean'-.

"

N. S.' Abrahamson No. 1.226.987: May
22; 'v. 288; p. 1006.

Power-operated machines. Driving mechanism for. A. K.

Schoenkv. No. 1.224 884; May 1: v. 238; p 272.^^^
Power-regulating apparatus. J. C. Hagey. No. 1.225,620;

Power system and apparatus. R. Varley. No. 1.225.532;

May 8; v. 238; p. 541.

Power-tamp. C. H. Merriman. No. 1.224,770; May 1;
V. 238 : p. 283.

Power transmission. E. L. Van Dolsen. No. 1.226,081

;

May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 389.
Power-transmission mechanlBra. C. H. and L. C. Blom-

strom. No. 1.225,307: May 8; v. 238; p. 466.

Power transmitting mechanism. W. C. Baker. No.

1.226.742: May 22: v. 2.38; p. 1029. „ „ ^
Power-transmitting mechanism. J. H. Stortz. No.

1,224,682: May 1 ; V. 238: p. 202.
Power-transmitting mechanism. A. Sundb. No. 1.228,146 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1532.
Power - transmitting mechanism. E. R. Swan. No.

1.225.075: May 8; v. 238; p. 387.
Precious metals. Apparatus for recovering. C. B. Bawdon
and F. McCoole. No. 1.228.133: May 29; v. 288; p.

1628
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No.

Insulator-press.
I'rIntlDK press.
Rarki't-prt'ss.

1.227,789; May 29

Precipitation apparatus.
1.226.611 ; May 15 ; v. 238

Press : iSfce

—

Drill-press.
Filter-press.
Hay-pross.

Presa. J. J. Berrigao
p. 1895.

Presser bars, .Xutoniatic
.No. 1.224.676 : May 1 ;

Pressure-gage attachment
May 29 ; . 238 ; p. 1835.

Pressure-gage index. G. E. Traub.
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1060.

Pressure-indicator. A. ScblnlEez. No.
V. 238: p. 1147.

Pressure in«ll(-ator and regulator. W
1.225,0.^4 : May 8 : v. 23S ; p. 390.

Pressure-regulator. P. S. Denison. No
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1646.

Pressure-regulator. J. C. Hagey. No

Vandercook. No.

8.release for. W.
V. 238 ; p. 200.

W. A. Allen. No

No

G. S. Engle. No.

C.
May
I. S.

B.
22
Creamer

Schoenmehl
V. 238 ; p.

No.

V. 238: p. 572
Primary battery.

V. 238 : p. 123.
Primary Iwittery.

No. 1.22fJ,816;
Priming device.

V. 238 ; p. 808.
Printing apparatus. Automatic light

Horsley. .No. 1,227.623: May 29;
Printing-frame. E. U. Iiollister.

15 : V. 23.S : p. 728.
Printing machine. G. S. Sllnncrland.

.1. (iortin. No. 1.22,').515: Mav s; v
Printing-machine. R. P. Sloan. No

V. 238 ; p. 1510.
Printing machine. Block-.
Mav 8 : V. 238 : p. 350.

Printing-machine sheet-delivery
her. No. 1.225.743 ; Mav 16

238;

Sherman.

1,227,668

;

1,226,828; May

1,227.080; May 22;

M. Von Sick. No.

1.228.188; May

1.226,|19 ; May 8 ;

1.224.455 ; May 1 ;

M. L. Martus.

May 16;

D.

and
1056
1,228.191

E. B. Schaefer

apparatus. H.
V. 238 ; p. 656.

M. Bar-

Printing-matrix. L. Friel. No. 1.226.499 ; May 16 ; v
.'.38 p. 91;:

l.«l

Printing mechanism and perforating machine. Combine^].
.1. Powers. .No. 1.224.413; May 1 : v. 2.38; p. 108.

Printing-press. W. M. Kelly. No. 1,227.450; May 22;
V. 238 ; p. 1266.

Printing press. C. A. McCain. No. 1,225,670 ; May 8

;

V. 238 ; p. 588.
Printing-press cylinder-mounting. G. A. Prleas.

1.227.774 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1407.
Printing prr-Ms lnipre>*s|i)n in«Mhnnlsm. C. A. McCain.

1.225.067 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 587.
Printing - press Inking mechanism. C. A. McCain.

1.225.668: May 8; v. 2.38; p. 687.
Printing-press numberlng-machlne. M. A. Courtney.

1.224.2.9 ; May 1 : v. 2.38 ; p. 59.
Printing-press sheet-delivery mechanism. C. A. McCain

No. 1,226.669 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 588.
Printing press sheet feeding mechanism. I. A. Hunting

.No. 1.224.645 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 188.
Printing presses. Flat-sheet-dellvery mechanism for. II

M. Barber. No. 1.226,168 : May 16 ; . 288 ; p. 800.
Printing presses. Make-ready of Impresslon-cvllnders of.

A. W. Cochran and F. M. Youngs. No' 1 227 .'»57 •

p. 1303.
.

, . .

F. L. Lane. No. 1,226.896 ; May 22 :

No.

No.

No.

No.

May 22 ; v. 238
Profile cutter head.

V. 238; p. 1082.
Projectile. C. W.

238 : p. 1027.
Projecting apparatus. F
May 1 : v. 2.38 ; p. 100.

Pro1»»ctlon apparatus and

White. No. 1.226.732

. Ix>ftus No

May

May 22 : v

. 1.224.392

Illumination,„ , ^ system therefor.
W. I.. Patterson. No. 1.224.663 : Mav 1 :. v. 2.38 : p. 195

Projection apparatus. Scene-shifting device for ~
Patterson. No. 1.226,806: Mav 22: v. 238- p

Projection apparatus. Sllde-shiftinc device for
Blerbaum. No. 1.226.176: May 15; v. 288

A. Smith.?f,Propeller-wheels. Baffle-plate for. S.
1.226.400: Mav 15: v. 238; p. 881.

Propelling device. II. E. Rose. No. 1,227.200
V. 2.38; p. 1187.

Propt-Illng mechanism. Vessel-. .7. A Cashel
1 224 274 : Mnv 1 : v 238 : p. .>ST

Propelling wheel. R. C. Hill. No. 1,228,209; May
T. 238 ; p. 1552.

'

Proportional meter. J. W Ledoux. No. 1.225,978 ;

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 735.
Propulsion mechanism. O. W. Bundle.
May 15 : v. 238 : p. 748.

Prospecting-machlne. J. WIsnIewski.
May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1438.

W. L.
lO.^S
C. H.

803.
No.

No.

May 22 ;

No.

29;

May

1.226.014 ;

No. 1.227.865

atlo F.

; .
B.

238 ; p.
Miller.

Protractor, Navigation
No. 1.226.141 ; May 15

Pruning Implement. M.
1 : V. 238 ; p. 28.

Puller : See—
Bevel-gear puller.
Gear-puller.
Spike-puller.

Pulley. J. J. Dillon. No.
p. 13.

Pulley, Expanding. H. S. Marsh.
V. 2.38 ; p. 159.

Pulp-screen. P. P. Westby. No.
238 ; p. 428.

791.
No.

and R. A. Koch.

1.224.194 ; May

Stnmp-puller.
Weed-puller.

1.224.152: May 1; v. 2.38;

No. 1.224,668 : May 1 ;

1.226,198; May 8; v.

controlled film-.
V. 238 ; p. 1356.
No. 1,225,957 ; May

J. F. Zclfang, ami
238 : p. 5;i.'i.

1.228,074 ; May 29

;

No. 1,224,964 ;

Pulp, Separating suspended. W. Hosklns. No. 1,226,833 :

Xlay 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 860.
Pulp-stock. Automatic means for regulating. T. Warner

So. 1.225.086; May 8; v. 2.38; p. .391.
Pulverizer. Salt-shaker. F. E. Teves. No. 1.226,278

:

May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 842.
Pulverizioe apparatus, Centrlfnsal impact D. O. Mark*.

No. 1.228,338 ; May 29 ; t. 288; p. l894.
Pump. S. E. Bellah. No. 1,225,5«.{ : May 8; v. 238;

p. 5.^.3.

Pump. P. C. Crowe. No. 1.227,890; May 29; t. 288;
p. 1447.

Pump. C. A. Gebman and J. W. Hughes. No. 1.226.124 :

May 8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 404.
Pump. A. E. Kutschbach. No. 1.226.041 ; May 8 ; t. 238

;

p. 376.
Pump. R. W. Murray. No. 1.224. 20<) ; May 1 ; v. 238

;

p. 30.
Pump. T. Stebbins. No. 1.226,140; May 16; . 288;

p. 790.
Pumg, Air-. H. M. Dunlap. No. 1.227.762 ; May 29 ; t.
238 ; p. 1408.

Pump and compressor. H. A. Humphrey and W. J. Rus-
dell. No. 1.224..381 ; Mav 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 96.

Pump and Injector. V'ariahle-dellverv. J. O. Zuber. No.
1.224.589 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 169.

Pump attachment. P. Scboen. No. 1.224.672; Mav 1;
V. 2.38 ; p. 164.

Pump booster. Air-lift-. P. S. Miller. No. 1.227,816;
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p 1421.

I'nmp. Compound high-pressure lubricating-. E. H. Mc
Clelland. No. 1.228.336 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1693.

Pump-cylinder attachment. G. E. Okell. .No. 1.225,676;
May 8 ; v. 2:i8 ; p. 59«».

Pump. Double-acting force-. J. C. Gorman, Jr. No.
1.224.532: Mav 1 ; v. 2.38; p. 149.

I'ump. Fluid. R. H. Slelcher. .No 1.227.846; May 29;
V. 238 : p. 1432.

Pump, Fluid -pressure. H. W. Truscott. .No. 1.226,417:
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 886.

Pump for motor-vehicles. C. A. Kearns and I. J. Harti-
gan. No. 1.226,680 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 921.

I'ump-governor, Electric. B. S. Aikman. No 1.227.2.30;
May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1197.

I»ump - governor. Electric. P. I . Crittenden. No.
1,224,147 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 11.

Pump-heads, Mechanical movement for. P. K. Wood.
No. 1.226,430 ; May 15 ; v, 238 ; p. 890.

Pump mechanism. Force-. E. Woerner. No. 1,226,911 ;

May 16 : v. 288 ; p. 712.
Pump operating mechanism. H. O. Butler and W. B. Jen-

nings. No. 1.224.849: May 1 : v. 238; p. 260.
Pump - regulating mechanism. R Conrader. No.

1.226.752; Mav 22: v. 238: p. 1033.
Pump. Rotary. R. Ragan. No. 1,224.567; May 1; t.

238 : p. 162
Pump. Rotary. A. Wahle. No. 1.228.267; May 29; T.
238 ; p. 1570.

Pump. Steam. E. Roberts. No. 1.226,274; May 8; T.
2.38 ; p. 453.

Pump tool. A. J. Woodford. No. 1,226.431; May 16;
V. 238; p. 891.

Pump unloading device. P. L. Crittenden and L. D.
Saunders. No. 1,224.146; Mav 1; v. 238; p. 10.

Pump. Variable-stroke. C. M. "^anly. No. 1.227.164;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1176.

Pump with double discharge. High pressure lubricating-.
E. H. McClelland. No. 1.228.386; May 29; v. 238; p.
159.3.

Pumps, Drive-gear for deep-well. A. A. Orossarth. No.
1,226.967; May 22: v. 238: p. 1108.

Pumps. Operating. II. A. Humphrey and W. J. Rusdell.
No. 1,224.931 : .May 8; v, 238; p. 339.

Pumps. Water-box for. A. J. Pocock. No. 1.226.693;
Mav 22 : v. 238; p. 1012.

Punch. W. C. Baker. No. 1,227.869; May 29; t 288;
p. 1440.

Punch. Automatic center-. C. L. Throckmorton. No.
1.225.191: May 8; v. 238 ; p. 426.

Pun(h. Self centering. G. J. Miller. No. 1.226.266; May
8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 450.

Punching ann riveting machines. Cag operating and con-
trolling mechanism for. L. H. Bertsch. No. 1.226,174 ;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 802.
Pun< hlng bag platform. J. R. Morando. No. 1.224,668 ;May 1 : v. 2,38; p. 193.
Purse-holder. Safetv. B. D. Willis. No. 1.225.692; May

8 : V. 238 : p. 596.
Push-button. Circuit-closing. R. J. Jackson. No.

1,227,270; Mav 22; v. 23§ : p. 1210.
Pushbutton switch. C. D. Piatt. No. 1.227.195: May

22; V. 238: p. 1185.
Puzzle. O. W. Brown. .No. 1.225.760; May 15; v. 288;

p. 662.
Rack : Bee—

Display-rack. Mall-rack.
Hayrack. Pool-ball rack.
Mall-pouch rack. Towel-rack.

Racket press. C. M. Ness and C. T. Thompson. No.
1,226.986; May 22; v. 2.38; p. 1115.

Radiator. H. .T. Lambert. No. 1,226.224: May 15;
V. 238 ' p 819

Radia"tor.' F. J. Singer. No. 1.224.677 : Mav 1 ; v. 288 :

p. 200.
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Radiator. ^G^ W. Turney. No. 1.226,896; May 16; t.

Radiator atUchment. D M. Livingston. No. 1.226,344;

May 16; v, 238; p. 863. ^^^ ,^^ ^,
Radiator-cover. C. M. Poetsch. No. 1,224,601 ; May 1 :

V. 238 ; p 1.38. „„, ,„„ .,
Radiator covering. C. E. Harrison. No. 1.224,539; May

1 * v 238 * D 152
Radiator," Gas^^. C. C. Jessen. No. 1.225,034 ; May 8

;

RadUtor," Sas-heated. F. J. Pioch. No. 1,224.784 ;
May

Radiator. Heat-.' "C. Sonneborn. No. 1.226,128; May

Radiator, Heat-. C. Sonnelwrn. No. 1,226,129 ;
May

Radiator beater!*" A. R. Clarke. No. I,227,.'i29 ; May 22;
V 238 ' D 1294

Radiator-support.' C. R. Fowler. No. 1.224.916; May 8;

Radiators, Foot warmer attachment for. E. J. Funk.

No. 1.228,106; May 29; v. 238; p. 1620. ^ „,• ^
Radio telegraphy and telephony receiver. G. W. Plckard.

No. 1,224,490 ; May 1 ; v. 238j P- 137.
.,ort ,,«

Rail anchor tie-plate. A. L. Stanford. No. 1.2..6,13«

R«n"bU^d^: Ma&.^JRCreceiius. No. 1,225.316; May

Rail-brace. J*. G. Mueller. No. 1,226,671; May 16;

RaTicJ?*.' ?I.*KBoyie. No. 1,227,526; May 22; v. 238:

Ra^i fa^stcnlng. J. R. Steele, Jr. No. 1,224.426; May 1;

Ra^i holder. W. Rlxton. No. 1.226.381; May 15; v

Rail-holding device. J. W. Thomas. No. 1,227,867

:

RaJlJolnt." W.^l^ hakeV* No. 1,227,-364 : May 22 ; v. 238 ;

Ra^i Joint.' W. T. Bradley. No. 1,224,844: May l: v.

Rali Joint.
*

L.' H. Braun. No. 1.227,874 ; May 21" v. I

2.38 ; p. 1441.
Rail Joint. A. B. Brown. No. 1.227,742; May 29; v.

Rail Joint. A. Havrilla. No. 1.226.612 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ;

Ran Joint. A. Jansa. No. 1.227.625; May 29: v. 238:

BaU Jo?^.' E. T. Laskewltz. No. 1.224.857 ; May 1 ;
v.

Rati Joint. M. S. Plttman. No. 1.224.785: May 1; v.

RaTl-Jolnt. *"S.' Rome and J. larusai. No 1,227.832 ;
May

Ra^if-j'ornt^^»i.''shitS.' No. 1.226.819; May 22; v. 238;

Ra^i jVlSt." J. H. StuU. No. 1,227,853 ; May 29 ;
v. 238 ;

Ra^i JoS'. J. Winter. No. 1.228,276 : May 29 ; v. 288 ;

Rail Joint and tie plate. Combined J. A. Hyle. No.

1,227.146: May 22: v. 238: p. 1160. „„,„„„ „
Rail-Joint. Insulated. C. E. Ballon. No. 1,22 (.028 ; May

Rall-securTng'cfevlce. J. W. Thomas. No. 1.227,855;

Ranwa/?ro88 tS^ ' I' S.^lfr'ooks. No. 1.227.036 : May 22 :

RaUway cr^'ss tie.' J. H. Messner. No. 1.225.153: May

RaUway^t^r^oss^tie. E. A. Salter. No. 1.225,503; May 8;

RaiivTay 'cross-tie. E. Wartman and N. Mitchell. No.

1.225.688; May 8; v. 238: p. 595.

Railway-crossing. H. G. Blfborg. No. 1,226,421; May
A * V *^

!?^A * n 'SOA

Railway c'rossfng gate. L. L. Hill. No. 1.226.213; May
15 V. 238 ; p. '816.

Railway f«>ot guard. J. W. Thomas. No. 1.227,866 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1486.

Railway-gate. -\. C. Humphreys. No. 1,224.745: May 1;

Rali way-rail. C. W. Cason. Sr. No. 1,226.061 ; May
15; V. 238; p. 764.

Railway rail fastener. J. F. Crayen. No. 1.224,608; May
1 ; V. 2,38: p. 176

Railway-rail Joint.
V. 238 ; p. 260
Ulway-rall loli

V. 288 ; p. 1878. . „ „
Rallwav rail Joint with reraller and deraller. J. E. Ben

nett and F. Cellltti. No. 1.226.104 ; May 8 : v. 2.38

;

RaUway-ralls. Splice-bar for. A. J. Neafle and C. B.

French No. 1,226.360; May 15; v. 238; p. 868.

Railway road bed. C.F.Brown. No. 1.226.218 : May 8

;

RaUway signal. J. D. Beatty. No. 1.226,747: May 16:
V 238 ; p. 658.

Railway signaling system. A. Rloux. No. 1.225,493;

Rallway-spTice. P. M. Uulatovich. No. 1,228.291 ; May
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1579.

Railway-spike. W. 8. Cutting. No. 1.226.589; May 8;

RaUway-switch.* M. Jackson. No. 1,226.6.35; May 8;

RaUway 'switches and signals, Controlling apparatus for.

H. W. Grlffln. (Reissue.). No. 14,302; May 16; t.

Railway svstem. H. C. Ford. (Reissue.) No. 14,206:

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 274. _ ^ „ , .__ _„
.

Railway system, Street-. J. W. Cooper. No. 1.227,686,

Rallway-tle.^ H. 'l? Bee.
' No. 1,226,751; May 16; t.

Railway tie. 'w. G. CoughUn. No. 1.226.413; May 8;

RaUway tie.' R.' Duval. No. 1.225,600; May 8; v. 238 ;

Raliway-tle. A. W. Tonn. No. 1.227.345; May 22;

Raiiway-tle and fastener. J. G. Snyder. No. 1,227,088 ;

.May 22; v. 238; p. 1148.
_, ^ v'« i oot «»« •

Railway tie and rail-grip. J. E. Langford. No. 1,227,686 .

Railway*^tle, Concrete. L. Duncan. No. 1,227,400 ; May

Ram%^a>-th?,^(o''ncJ?t'l^ E. N. (ioodlett. No. 1,225.326;-

RaUway-ile'plate.%* McLean. No. 1.226.096; May 16;

luTiway-track* appliance. J.W.Thomas. No. 1.227.887 ;

E. F. Calre. No. 1.224,861 : May 1 ;

RaUwav faVi Joint. L Strong. No. 1.227.689 ; May 29 ;—
; p.

1"-"

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1436.
t « i ,

Railway-vehicles. Electric connection for. L. Boirauii.

No. 1,227,375 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1243.

Rallwav vehicles. Fluid pressure-controlling apparatus for.

L V Lewis. No. 1.224.940; May 8; v. 2-38: p. 342.

Railwavs .nnd 'rond constructions. Tie for. G- W. I»yar-

man. No. 1.226,646 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 997.

Railwavs. Automatic safety-brake for. C. E. Coleston.

No. 1,224,865 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 264.

Railways. Electric signaling 8?»tem for electric. W\ M.
Ravmond and C. H. Dare. No. 1,227,931; May 29, t.

Raifwavs. Electrical safety device for. G. B. Charron.

No. i.226,619: Mav 16; v. 238; p. 949.

Railways. Svstem of distribution and control for ehfc-

trlc. K. A. Simmon. No. 1,226,126; May 15, v. 288,

p. 786.
Rake : See— „ __. ^

Rrush-rake Horso-rake.

Rake A Joslen. No. 1.224.551 : May 1 : ^^ 288 ; p. 167.

R^ke: L. Meuler. No. 1.227.478: May 22; v. 2^8; p.

l'*76
Raking' machine. Side-delivery hay^. J. a»rt C. J. Bam

ford No. 1.224.876 : May 1 ; v. 238 I P- 2«»- .
. „„ - .

Range. Combination-. R. Hogan. No. 1.225.248 , May »

.

Range", St?am - heating cooking-. I. P. Towler. No.

1.225,528 ; May 8 : v. 238 : P- 540 ooam^ •

Rat-trap. Sanitary. W. H. Gushing. No. 1.226.641. ^

Ra^chet^w^ench.^^it.^F^^Sedgley. No. 1.224.223; May 1;

Razor aiid' hair-cutter. Safety-. G. J. Carlisle. No.

1 227 548 • Mav 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1800. ^„„
Raz?r.S;fety"M Cecil. No. 1.225.409 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ;

Ra^zo?'^Safety-. C. O. Engstrom. No. 1,226,322; May

R.'zo^.'saf?tV-.^(f.'^M. Hlskey. No. 1.226.614; May 16;

Razori^sifeb-*^"A. Maszczyk. No. 1,227.641 ; May 29-

ReapS^ -^Itch-controlMng mechanism for »n['-»-ake L.

Holland-Letz. No. 1.227.788 ; May 29 : v. 238 .p. 1412.

Rear sight bolt-action mUltary arm. T. C. Johnson. No.

Re'ce^pfacfe'
'

c'^'scu'd^d Jr. ''5o. ^.2^^:063 ; May 29 ;
v. 288 ;

ReceJ?acle-closure. A. F. Jeffries. No. 1,226,524; May
15 : v. 288 ; p. 919.

. ^
Receptacle-closure. C. R. Keeran. No. 1,226,64^ ,

May

Receiitlcle-flUer^ L.'^j. Wliber. No. 1.226.042; May 16;

RecepUcle.^'Fluld-. C. L. Stohs and G. R. Funke. No.

1.220.024; May 16; v. 238; p. 761. „ „ , , ^^
Receptacle for meals. HeateS. J. K. Helmerl. No.

1.227.782 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1410. ^ „ _ „ „. .
Receptacle or container. I. Navlor and H. B. Rugglee.

No. 1.226.359: Mav 15 ; v. 288 : P 808„ ooa HMt

.

Receptacle. Pockete<i. W. B. Smith No. 1,226.919.

Mav 22 • V. 238 ; p. 1090.

Rectifier. G. W. Plckard. No. 1.226.862; May 16; t.

*'^ft * t) B93
Record-disks, Centering-director for. J. M. W. Kitchen.

No. 1,226,674 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1007.

Reel : See—
Chain-reel, Hose-reel.

Clothes-line reel. Ribbon-reel.

Reel. E V. I.awrence. No. 1.225.668; May 8; v. 238;

Reflecting apparatus. J. I. Kumauchi. No. 1,226.687

;

Mav 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 924. „ ,. „
Reflector. P. M. Ilotchkln. No. 1.226.032; May 8;

238 ; p. 373.
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MayNo. 1.228.003

;

No. 1.228.004; May

P. Chappell. No

Herahman

E«flector holder. H. D'Oller. Jr.
29; V. 238; p. 1485.

Reflector-holder H. D'OUer. Jr.
29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1486.

Refrartorv bodies, Manufacture of. H
1,226.750 : -May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1038.

Befractory materials. Production of. P. B,
No. 1.227.900; May 29; v. 238; p. 1453.

Refrigerating apparatus. J. C. Bertsch. No. 1,224,594
May 1 ; v. 2.s5 ; p. 171.

Refrigerating apparatus. T. Carrlgan and A. J. Sweeney
No. 1.226.186: May 15; t. 238; p. 807.

Befrigt-ratlng apparatus. <}. F. Malsch. No. 1.225,453
May 8: v. 238; p. 517.

Refrigerating apparatus. J. M. Peterson. No. 1,225.850
May 15: v. 238; p. 692.

Refrigerating machine. G. P. Carroll. No. 1.225,408
May « : v. 2.^8 ; p. 501.

Refrigerating or loe-muklng apparatus. T. Shipley. No
1.226,391 ; May 15; r. 238; p. 878.

Refrlgf-ration plants, .Apparatus for. S. Thurstensen
No. 1.224.S11 : May 1 : v. 238; p. 246.

Refrigerator display-counter. A. H. Ehrlich. No. 1.227.765
May 29 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1404.

Refrigerator lining. C. Tettenborn. No. 1.224.235 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 42.

Refrigerator-linlDg. C. Tettenborn
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 43.

Refrigerator snow-case. G. F. Moorebead
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1458.

Refrigerator. Showcase. J. Schulde. No. 1.225.682

;

May 8 : v. 2,38 : p. 692.
Refrigerator-traps, Drip-cup for. C. H. Leonard. No.

1.228.034 ; May 29 ; v. 238
; p. 1496.

Refrigerator, Water - cooled. K. A. Thompson. No.
1.228.077 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1511.

Refuse-collecting bag. FI. C. McBumey. No. 1.228.S33;
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1593.

Refuse ilestructor. A. Br^chot. No. 1,226,943; May 22;
V. 2.38

: p 1098.
Refuse receptacle. P. Harper. No. 1,226.511; May 15:

V. 238 ; p. 916.
Register : see—

Cash-register. Toy cash-register.
Note-register.

Registering mechanism. C. S. Ayres. No. 1.227,567

:

No. 1.224.236; May

No. 1.227.922 ;

Pressure-regulator.
Thermostatic regulator.

No. 1,227,823 ; May 29

(Reissue.) No. 14.304

May 29: v. 238; p. 1337
Regulator : Sef—

Electric regulator.
Feed-water regulator.
Liquid-level regulator.

Rein-support. C. E. Patterson.
y. 238 : p. 1424.

Relay. M. Hartenhelm. No. 1,227,438 ; May 22 ; v. 238
p. 1261.

Relay. P. MacCJahan. No. 1,227,469; May 22; . 238
p. 1278.

Relay and repeater. W. Plnn.
May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1304.

Relay, Electric. J. B. Crlppen. No. 1.228.097 ; May 29
V. 238 ; p. 1518.

Relay. Electric. F. W. Schmidt. No. 1.228.058;
29 : V. 238 : p 1505

Releasing device. G. Franchini and C. Bartolomee
1.22«.360 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1602.

Releasing device. J. Irwin. No. 1,227,147 ; May 22 • v
238 : p. 1170.

Releasing device. W. C. Koch. No
T. 238 ; p. 190.

Reraller. W. L. Boyer
p. 1030.

Rescue apparatus. J. Konrath
V. 238 ; p. 1555

May

No

1,224,651 ; May 1

No. 1,226,744 ; May 22 ; r. 288

No. 1.228.220;. May 29

Resilient bolt. B." I. Dodds. No. 1,228.189; May 29- t23S : p. 1546.
^

A. Gloss. No. 1,224,360 : May 1 ; v

A. W. Delane. No. 1,225,225; May 8

No. 1,224.390; May

Resilient wheel
238 ; p. 89.

Resilient wheel.
y. 2.38; p. 437

Resilient wheel. E. L. McKlnney
1 ; y. 238 : p. 102.

Resilient wheel. A. L. Runyan. No. 1.227 494- May 2*'
V. 238 : p. 1282. . - "J —

Resilient wheel. R. F. Spencer. No. 1.227,848 ; May 29" 288 ; p. 1433
No. 1.225.357

Seyery. No

Resistance device. Variable-. R. E. Reed
May 8 ; y. 238 ; p. 485.

Resistance elements. Making. M. L
1.225.368 ; May 8 : y. 238 : p. 488.

Resistance unit. T. E. Barnuni. No. 1.226,627 : May 22
y. 238 : p. 992.

^*'f*«L'?."XS- ^?**> Variable-. B. F. WllUston. No
1,228,837 ; May 22 ; y. 238 ; p. 1062,

Retaining device. A. R. Schoenky. No. 1.226,705: May
22 ; y. 238 : p. 1017.

Reversible coupling for graylty-carriera. W. C. Kellogg
No. 1,226,222 ; May 15 ; y. 288 ; p. 819.

Reversible pot. (J. A. Shields. No. 1.226,022; May 15
y. 238: p. 751.

Reversing mechanism. P. W. A. {leorld. No. 1.227.788
May 29: v. 238 :_p. 1410.

Revolving table, w. H
V. 238 ; p. 130.

Rh. ostat. M. S. Cumner and P. W. Gelssenhalner. No.
1,224,610 ; May 1 ; v. 238

; p. 176.

Ivogan. No. 1,224.475; May 1

Rbeontat. C. W. Dunham. No. 1,225.227 ; May 8 ; t.
238 ' D 438

Ribbon-reel. W. Lohrer. No. 1,227,460; May 22; t.
238 ; p. 1270.

Riffle box. A. E. Custer. No. 1.224.281; May 1 ; y. 288

:

p. 60.
Rim and felly-band. Demountable. C. D. Stephens. No.

1.224.611 ; May 1 ; y. 23b ; p. 142.
Rim. Demountable. A. Allgrann. No. 1.225,667 : May 8

;

y. 238 ; p. 550.
Rim. Demountable. E. Henry. No. 1.224.637 ; May 1 ;

y. 238 ; p. 186.
Rim. Demountable. E. Ollyer. No. 1,227.926 ; May 29 ; y.

238 : p. 1459.
Rim, Demountable. C. R. Ragsdale. No. 1.224.666 ; Mav

1 ; V. 238 ; p. 196.
Rim. Denioantabie. J. D. Rellly. No. 1,228,246 ; May 29

:

y. 238 ; p. 1565.
Rlm-strlp. L. A. Young. No. 1,226.737; M«r 22; y.

238; p. 1028.
Rims, Retalning-clarap for demountable. L. B. Haryey,
W. 4Iornbeck. and B. Blslnger. No. 1.226,126; May 8;
y. 238; p. 405.

Ring : Sec—
Drawing-ring. Plston-rlng.
(ias-mantle ring. Spinning-ring.
Packing ring.

Ring, F. MiThenlng. No. 1.224.193; May 1; y. 288
p. 28.

Rlne-cuttlng machine. H. A. Pedrlck. No. 1.227,304
May 22 * y 238 ° d 1221

Rivet. O.' B.' Phillips. No. 1.228.239 ; May 29 ; y. 2S8
p. 1663.

Riveting machine. H, O. Norrls. No. 1,225,995; May
15; V. 288; p. 741.

Road making machine. A. C. Wlllson. No. 1.225,547;
May 8: v. 238: p. 647.

Road-surfacer. W. S. Bunker. No. 1.226,637 ; May 22 ;

v. 238 : p. 995.
Road-worklnn machine. 8. M. Chase and F. A. Fleming.

No. 1.225.011 ; May 8 ; y. 238 ; p. 366.
Roadway - box. A. Bugbee. No. 1,226,747 ; May 22 ; y.
238: p. 1031.

Roaster : 8ee—
Coffee-roaster.

Robe. Sleeping. D. R. Jones. Jr. No. 1.22S.M6 ; May
15; y. 288; p. 781.

Rock and ore crushers. Pneumatic pitman balance for
swing Jaw. F. M. Webber. No. 1,226.832: May 22;
v. 2:i8 : p. 1061.

Rock-drill. D. 8. Waogh. No. 1.225.898; May 16; y
238; p. 708.

Rock-drllllng engine. G. Aodersaon. No. 1.227.564 ; Ma*
29 : y. 238 ; p. 18.S6.

Rocker arm. S. H. Page. No. 1.225.267: May 8: y. 288;
p. 450.

Rocker attachment. P. H. Melnhart. No. 1.227.062 ; May
22 ; y. 238 ; p. 1140.

Rod : See—
Connecting-rod. I>'vellng rod.
Fishing rod. Target practice rod,

Ro-l clamp. Well poIlshe<l-. H. W. Nutt. No. 1.225.674:
Mav 8 : v. 238 : p. 590.

Rod-cutting device. N. Du Brul. No. 1,220,066 ; May
15 : v 238 ; p. 766.

Rod-support. C. T. Thompson. No. 1,227,020; May 22
y. 238: p. 1126.

Rods. End-support for. C. T. Thompson. Nw. 1.227,019
May 22; y. 238; p. 1126.

Roll holder. L. N. Sabin. No. 1,225.363 ; May 8 ; y. 288
p. 487.

Roller: See—
Rubber-coyered roller. Slefl -runner roller.
Shade-roller. Spring roller.

Rolling-machine. W. Erbslflh. No. 1.226.198 ; May 16
y. 238; p. 810.

Rolling metal sections. S. A. Benner. No. 1.226,942
May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1098.

Rollingmill rolls, .Apparatus for polishing. A. S. Llad
No. 1.224.389 ; May 1 ; v. 23M : p. 99.

Roof form. Reinforced. R. J, Eldredge. No. 1.227 265
May 22 : v. 238; p. 1206.

Roof Jack. M. Bauer. No. 1,226,169; May 15; y. 288
p. 800.

Roof. Metallic D. F. Draper. No. 1,227,402 ; May 22
y 238 D 1251

Roof-sheet "anchor. J. T. Cralley. No. 1,226.861 ; May
22; y. 288 : p. 1070.

Roof. Steel. P. M. Beard. No. 1,224,832; May 1; y.
238 : p. 264.

Roofing. J. S. McGehee. No. 1.226.547 ; May 16 ; y. 288 ;

p. 927.
Roofing. R. C. Neptane. No. 1,226.904 ; May 22 ; y. 238 ;

p. 1085.
Rtfoflng and walling. W. McLeod. No. 1.226.097 ; May

15 : y. 238 : p. 77 ..

Roofing cleat. H. C. Kettelaon. No. 1.226.072 ; May 16 :

y. 238 : p. 733.
Roofing material. H. Abraham. No. 1.226.738 ; May 22 :

. v. 238 : p. 1028.
Roofing. Means for ornamenting prepared. W. P. Dun

Lany. No. 1,228,191 ; May 29 ; y. 258 ; p. 1548,
Rooflng-sblngle and laying same. W. H. Oarrei. No

1.227.776 ; May 29 ; y. 288 ; p. 1408.
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Boost. Pooltry-. H. Meyer. No. 1,227,647; May 29; t.
288 ; p. 1863.

Rope-clamp. C. L. Matthews. No. 1.227.167 ; May 22 ; v.
238; p. 1177.

Ropes, rope handles, cords, and the like. Device for fasten-
ing or securing. R. O. D. Hall and H. A. Duxbnry.
No. 1.225.623 ; May 8 ; y. 238 ; p. 573.

Rotary bit. E. Double. No. 1,224,287 ; May 1 ; t. 238

;

p. 62.
Rotary core-drill. T. B. Smith. No. 1,224,609 ; May 1

;

y. 238 ; p. 141.
Boury cutter. T. B. Williams and F. L. Smith. No.

1,227,614 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1289.
Rotarv engine. F. A. Brooks. No. 1,226.745 ; May 22 ;

V. 238 : p. 1030.
Rotary engine. J. Graves. No. 1,227,780 ; May 29 ; y.

238; p. 1409.
BoUry engine. G. F. Moor*. No. 1,227.173 ; May 22 ; t.

238 D 1179
Rotary engine. A. E. Mueller. No. 1,226.844 ; May 16 ;

v. 238 : p 890.
RoUry engine. G. Sllvestrl. No. 1,227,968 ; May 29 ; y.

238: p. 1474.
Rotary engine. A. Watterberg. No. 1.227.360 ; May 22 ;

y. 238: P 1235.
Rotary internal-combustion engine. B. M. Dutton and F.

L. Jobson. No. 1.228.101 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1619.
Rotary Internal-combustion engine. L. W. and A. M.

Riggs. No. 1.225.056; May 8; v. 288; p. 381.
Rotary internal - comt»u8tlon engine. J. M. Siner. No.

1.228.072: May 29; v. 288: p. 1509.
Rotarv machine. H. T. Cyphers and P. E. Holmes. No.

1.226,864 ; May 22 ; y. 288 ; p. 1071.
Rotary mHI. F. A. Jordan. No. 1,224.933; May 8; y.

238; p. 340.
Rotarv motor. P. J. Darlington. No. 1.225,224 ; May 8 ;

v. 238; p. 487.
Rotary-top table. H. O. Eddlngsaas. No. 1.225.228;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 438.

Rowboat. <;. t;. \IcI>onald. No. 1.226,095; May 16; y.
238 ; p. 777.

Rowlock. H, W. Klppes. No. 1,225,824; May 15; y.
288 ; p. 684.

Rubber and other heayy plastic material. Machine for
treating. T. H. Banbury. No. 1.227.522 ; Mav 22 ; v.

238 ; p. 1292.
Bobber artltles. Apparatus for treating. J. T. Crowley.

No. 1.225.779 ; Nlay 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 669.
Rubber articles. Forming fabric-lined. J. W. Donnen-

wirth. No. 1.226,481; May 15: v. 288: p. 906.
Bnbber-coyered roller. J. Muakett. No. 1.226,984; Mav

22; y. 238 : p. 1114.
Rubber. Machine for treating sheet-. M. H. Clark. No.

1.226.949 : .May 22 ; v, 238 : p. 1100.
Rubbing post. R. H. Bloomer. No. 1.225,920; May 16;

V. 238: p. 716.
Rudder control. F. W. Wood. No. 1.225.918; May 16;

V. 238 ; p. 718.
Rug holder. J. Doyle. No. 1,224.615; May 1; y. 288;

p. 179.
Rugs. Device for rolling. C. R. Taylor and M. Braymes.

.No. 1.226,407 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 883.
Rnle Joint. Folding. E. A. Scbade. No. 1,227.206; May

22: V. 238: p. 1189.
Ruler. Combination . M. Begany. No. 1,224.592; May 1 ;

V. 238; p. 171.
Rules. Pencil attachment for sectional. H. Hauptman.

.No. 1.227.614: May 29; v. 238; p. 1351.
Running-gear. Tight and loose. J. L. McDowell. No.

1.224,760 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 229.
Back holder and support. I. Alstrom. No. 1.226,206;
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 848.

Sadiron. H. W. O'Dowd. No. 1.228.043; May 20; t.
238 ; p. 1499.

Sad-iron and heating utensil. Combination. J. B. McLene.
.No. 1.226.230 ; May 15; v. 238; p. 821.

Saddle attachment, Riding-. B. C. Adams. No. 1,226,628 ;

May 22 ' y 238 ' p 991.
Safe for sea-going Vessels. T. McWatters. No. 1,226,098 ;

.May 15 ; v. 238 ; d. 777.
Safety and thruw-olT ni'-i banism. Combined. C. F. Root.

No. 1,226,259: May 15; v. 288 ; d. 836.
Safety and tbrow-oflr mechanism, Comt>ined. C. F. Root.

No. 1.226.260: Mav 15: v. 238; p. 836.
Safety derlce. F. ifymtns. No. 1,226,962; May 18; T.

238; p. 780.
Safety device. G. John. No. 1,225.964 ; May 16 ; y. 288 ;

p. 730.
Safety-lock for dump-cars. C. W. Stickler. No.

1,225,522; May 8: v. 238; p. 538.
Safety-pin. J. J. Furlong. No. 1,224,733; May 1; t.

238; p. 220.
Safety-pin. F. A. Kinney. No. 1,226.828; May 15; .

•SiS : p. 684.
Safety pin. F. O. Olsen. No. 1.225,164; May 8; t. 288:

p. 417.
Salt-holding device for animals. W. J. Kennedy. No.

1.22.1,64.%; May 8: v. 238; p. 580.
Sampler. Recording-. A. £. Truesdell.
Msy 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1511.

No. 1,228,078;

H. White.

BM.
902
Arvlne

No. 1,226,427: May IS; .
Coleman. No. 1,226,460;

1,226,843; May 22;No.

Sand catting apd screenlnc machine. J. H. Dalton. No.
1.227.589 ; May 29 ; y. 238 ; p. 1843.

Band-mixing apparatus. Molding-. W. J. Nelson. No.
1.224.669 ; May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 193.

238 O. G.—viii

Sand-trap. W.
238; p. 889.

Sanitary connection.
Mav 15: V. 288 ;p.

Sasb-l>alance. F. W.
y. 238

; p. 1066.
Sash-bar Joint. J. Brogden. No. 1,226,727; May 8; r.

238 ; p. 607.
Sash-fastener. J. S. Togerst and W. M. Wenck. No.

1,226,736; May 22; t. 238jp. 1028.
Sash holder. Window-. J. W. Morris. No. 1,226,660;

.May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 933.
Sash. Metallic. G. B. Kohler. No. 1.228,327 ; May 20 ; t.

238; p. 1591.
Sash pulleys, locks, or the like. Case for. 8. R. Parke*.

No. 1.225,M9: May 15: v. 288; p. 602.
Sash retainer and fastener. F. E. Sparks. No. 1,224,709

;

May 1 ; y. 238 ; p. 242.
SauKage-caslng and preparing same. O. B. Twitctaell.

No. 1,225,530; May 8; v. 238; p. 541.
Saw attachment. A. C. Buttman and F. P. Gable. No.

1,226.464; May 15; v. 238; p. 900.
Saw attachment for end-matchers. Cut-off-. W. S. Sher-

man. No. 1,224,675 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 199.
Saw-filing machine. H. B. Foley. No. 1.224,298; May

1 ; y. 238 ; p. 64.
Saw-set. E. L. Hewey. No. 1.226,614 ; May 15 ; v. 288

;

p. 916.
Saw-table and track. W. J. Whitaker. No. 1,225,545;
May 8; v. 238; p. 54G.

Saws. Machine for the manufacture of high-speed friction-.
C. F. Robinson. No. 1,228,050; May 29; y. 238; p.
1502.

Saws, Self-adjusting spreader for. D. O. Relnbold. No.
1.228.047 ; May 29 ; v 238 ; p. 1601.

Sawmill-dog attachment. C. W. Lynch. No. 1.228,832 ;

May 29 : v. 288 ; p. 1592.
Sawmills. Indicator device for. W. L. Waldlng. No.

1.226,037 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 756,
Saxophones and the like, Key-action for. 8. C. Gllt>ert.

No. 1.228,016 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1490.
Scale-check. Q. A. S'. Wahlen. .No. 1.225,085; May 8;

v. 288; p. 391.
Scales, Computing attachment for dial-. W. C. Jones.

No. 1.225,134 : Mav 8; v. 288 ; p. 407.
Scarf and necktie. A. Schloerb. No. 1,227,677 ; May 20

;

y. 238 ; p. 1374.
Scoop. P. J. Krlstofek. No. 1,228,878; May 20; y. 288;

p. 1606.
Scraper. F. E. Williams. No. 1,228,164 ; May 29 ; y. 238

;

p. 1585.
Scraping device. L. V. Robinson. No. 1,224,793 ; May

1 ; y. 238; p. 240.
Screen : See—
Door and window screen. Pulp-screen.
Fire screen. Shaking-screen.
I'hotographlc screen. Window-screen.

Screen. H. K. Burch. No. 1,224,598; May 1; . 288;
p. 178.

Screen hanger. Half-. E. J. Fellman. No. 1,224.012;
May 8 : v. 238 : p. 333.

Screen holder. Fly-. A. T. McKeown. No. 1,224,762;
May 1 : y. 238 ; p. 230.

Screen - wire support and measuring device, Combined.
r. P. Carroll. No. 1.220.466: May 15; v. 288: p. 901.

Screw-cap wrench. E. L. Fensfermaker. No. 1.225.231;'
May 8: v. 238: p. 4.19.

Screw-cntting die. R. W. Roelofson. No. 1,224,796; May
1 ; V. 288 ; p. 241.

Screw-driver, Insulated. L. G. O. Holtschneider. No.
1,225.249; May 8; y. 2.38; p. 444.

Screw-driver. Triple. J. B. Brown. No. 1,226,022 ; May
15; y. 288; p. 716.

Screw-jack. I. E. Hindman. No. 1.228.210; May 20; t.
238; p. 1552.

Bcrew-threading articles made of born. M. Segre. No.
1,227.680 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1375.

Seal. Bung-. J. M. Hotheraall. No. 1,227.148 ; May 22

;

v. 238; p. 1169.
Seal. Car-. C. B. Kyler. No. 1.225,255 ; May 8 ; y. 288 ;

p. 446.
Seal trap, Liquid . A. P. Lawler. No. 1,224,181 ; May

1 ; y. 238 ; p. 23.
"" Mosteller and C. B. Ken-

824.
„ _ _ -, ., _ _- — — _. LoepslDger.

No. 1,226,980; May lb\ y. 238: p. 786.
Sealing hopper-closure. F. L. Caskey. No. 1,224.186:
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 7.

Seam - dampening machine. J. J. Seltenreicb. No.
1,228,006; May 29; v. 288; p. 1507.

Seat: £00—
.\utomoblle-8eat. Toilet-seat.
Canopy seat. Vehicle-seat.
Folding seat.

Seat-<over apparatus. Sanitary. L. A. Jiranek. No.
1,224.646: May 1; v. 238; p. 189.

' Seats. Forming machine for plain upholstered. W. Drlt-
i

ley. No. 1.224.909; Mav 8: y. 238; p. 332,
1 Seeder. Garden-. F. Olson. No. 1.226,800 ; May 22 ; .
I

238 ; p. 1051.
Seeding machine hopper. H. N. Pass and W. L. Braley.

No. 1.224,911 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 382.
Selecting mechanism. N. M. La Porte. No. 1,226,777

;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1048.

I ; y. zds ; p. za.
Sealing device. Envelop-. D. H. Mosteller anc

nedy. No. 1,226,238: May 15; v. 238; p.
Sealing glass bulbs. Apparatus for. A. J.
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S«lf-centeriQg demountable wheel. J. E. Strletelmeler

No. 1.227.852 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1434.
SeparatlDK unfllterable material from a mixture of Alter-

able ami unfllterable matter. Apparatus for. C, W.
Merrill. No. 1.226.103 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 779.

Separator : srr—
Oraln-separator. Stt>am and oil s4<parator.

Orlts-separator. Steam-separator.
Ore-separator. Threshing-machine separa-
Potato-separator. tor. „„.„,„

Septic tank. W. C. Ferguson. No. 1.224,918 ; May 8

:

V. 238 : p. 333.
Settling apparatus. A. L. Blomfleld. No. 1.227,107 ; May

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1156.
Sewed articles, Seam for.

May 15; v. 238; p. 814
Bewer-openlng apparatus.
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 655

T. J. Hayes.

J. Alder, Sr.

8:Sewing-machine.
V. 238 : p. 436

Sewing-machine.
V. 238 ; p. 666.

Sewing-machine.
V. 238: p. 1160.

Sewing-machlno. A.
V. 238 ; p. 1101.

Sewing-machine. A.
V. 238 ; p. 1106.

No. 1.226.210

No. 1,226.739

8Cady. No. 1.226.220; May

L. (.. Coade. No. 1,226,772 ; May 16

;

R. Cornely. No. 1,227,119; May 22;

H. De Voe. No. 1,226.951 ; May 22 ;

F. Flfleld. No. 1,226.963 ; May 22 ;

E. Molyneux. No. 1.224,311 ; May

Nelson. No. 1.228,125 ; May 29 ;

N. Frarure. No.

W
Sewing-machine. G

1 . V. 238 . p. 70.
Sewing-machine. O

V. 238 ; p. 1526.
Sewing machine attachment. 1

1 225 23G ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 441.
Sewing-machine attachment. L. M. Tynes. No. 1,227,980 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1479.
^ „„,,.,

Sewing-m.ichine bobbins, Ac. Holder for. H. R. Hamil-
ton No. 1,225.952 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 727

Sewing machine, Eyelet-
May 8 : V. 238 : p. 444.

Sewing machine folder. J
May 15; V. 238

\Uh

O. S. Hill.

Berger, Jr.

E. Molyneux.

No. 1.225,24'i

No.

No.

No.

1,226,919 :

1,225.156 ;

1.227.891

;

H. E.

15.

Sewlnu-machtne guide. G.

Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 414.
Sewing-machine loop-retainer. H. J. Dahl.
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1447. ....

Sewing machine motors. Control mechanism for.

Sellers. No. 1.224.508; May 1 ;
v. 238; p. 140^„^ „,,

Sewing-machine. Rotary-hook. M. Hemleb. No. 1,226.978 ;

May 22 : V. 238; p. 1111. ^ , „ o. »
Sewln^-michlne shuttle-<lrlvlnfi: mechanism. P. Sjostrom.

No. 1,224.226 ; May 1 : . 238 ; D. 39
Sewing-machine table. B. Gary. No. 1.227.384 ; May 22 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1246.
, ^ . „ _,

Sewing machine take-up-actuatlng mechanism. P. SJos-

trom. No. 1.224.423 ; May 1 . v. 238 : p. 112.

Sewing - machine thread - cutter. D. 8. Seymour. No.
1.227.843 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1431. ^ ^ ^ ^.

Sewing-machine trimming mechanism. L. Onderdonk.
No. 1.225.165; Mav 8; v. 238; p. 417.

, „ ^ ,

Sewing machine tuck forming mechanl.-^m. .1. E. Coal-

man No. 1.227.116 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1159.
Sewing-machines and the like. Transmission for. A. Krasa.

No. 1.224.473 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 130.

Sewing machines. AtUchment for fur-. E. J. Keahn. No.

1,224.174 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 21.
. » „

Sewing-machines, Channel-guide mechanism for. A. B.

Fowler. No. 1.226.070 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 768.

Sewing-machines. Edge-folding and tape-guiding derlce

for. H. F. Bubier. No. 1.226.461 ; May 15 ; t. 238 ;

p. 899.
Sewing-machines. Threading device for hook-needles in.

M. T. Denne. No. 1.225.783; May 15; v. 238; p. 670.
Shade and curtain support. Quickly mountable. C.

Walkush. No. 1.226.422 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 888.

Shade-holder. W. L. Collins. No. 1.226.700; May 8;
V. 238: p. 598. „ „ «,. ..

Shade-operating device. Window-. E. T. Shelton. No.
1.228.069 : .May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1508.

Shade-roller. E. Kraemer and G. Schuler. No. 1.226.838;
May 8 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 478.

Shade spring-tightener and locking bracket. Window-
H. WU.e. No. 1,227,724 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1390.

Shade-supporting device. R. B. Benjamin. No. 1.226

Window-. C.

226.397 ;

No. 1.226.476; May 16; .

Grimes. No. 1.227.432 ; May 22 ;

Swartx. No. 1.226.524 ; May 8 ;

L. Onderdonk. No. 1.227,188 ;

H. Josephson. No. 1,227.7»« ;

498.
I. Deck.

8.

R.Shafting. Flexible
238 ; p. 323.

Shaking-screen. C. V. Wright. No. 1.228.2 • 7

V. 238 : p. 1573.
Shampuoing-stand. S

son. No. 1.228.122
Sharpecer. Lawn

1.226.675; May
mower.

•>'-» • V. 238

M. McCandless and F G.
May 29 : v. 238 : p. l.'^2.-.

H. F. W. Kohlbach.
1007.

May 29;

McPher

No.
P

Sharpener,
1,224.924

Sharpening
Farnswortb. No.

Sharpening machine

Hauaer. No.Safety-rator-blade. P. 1

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 337.
attachment for mowing macblnes. C. U.

1.227.410 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; D. 1264.
Disk . D. Stock. No. 1.224.807

;

; p. 245.
irdust separator. F. W. Brennen No.

May 22;

ipporting
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p.

Shaft-coupling. T.
2.38 ; p. 904.

Shaft-coupling. T.
V. 23S : p. 1260.

Shaft-coupling. G.
V. 238 ; p. 539.

Shaft driving mechanism.
May 22 ; v. 238; p. 11S3.

Shaft operating mechanism.
Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1414.

Shafts Device for restriillng axial movements of. P. and
B. Liungstrftm. No. 1.224,882; May 1 : v. 238; p. 271.— - - Abell. No. 1,224,886. May 8; t.

May 1 ; v. 238
Shavings and

1.224.898; May 8; t. 2^; p. 328.
Sheaf-loader. E. E. Tbompaon. No. 1,227,343

T. 238 ; p. 1233.
Shearing machine. Metal . C. D. McDonald. No. 1,227,162 ;

May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1175.
Shearing machines. Guard attachment for cloth-. W. R.

Valr. No. 1,228.079 : May 29 ; v

Shearing mechanism. C. Holly. No. 1,227,821; May 29;
V. 238; p. 1354.'-^ — ~ jio 1,227,333; May 22: t.W. Smith.

M. Bodlne. No.

H. No.Angler.

R. O. Clark

1,227,672; May

1.227.620; May

No. 1.226,410;

cutting. J
; p. 923.
base or

L. L. Krook. No.

gas-check plugs
No. 1.225^742; May 16

'»38
: p. 1.-0 2

l,22t.821 ; May

Shears. H. A.
238 ; p. 1230.

Sheep-abear comb. J.

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1338.
Sheet. Coapoafte. E.

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1292.
Sheet-feeding mechanism.

Miiy 8 : v. 238 ; p. 502.
Shert metal. Machine for

1.226.536; May 15. v. 238
Shells, Machine for flnlshlng

artillery . E. J. Banfleld.
238 ; p. 856.

Shells, Safety device for. N
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 823.

Shelves. Hanging. L. T. Wilson
V. 238 : p. 1890.

Shelving. C. B. Ulrlcb. No. 1.227.703
p. 1382.

Shingle. T. D. Miller. No. 1.226.664; May 15;
p. 932.

Shingle. D. W. MiUsaps. No. 1,226.365; May
238 ; p. 866.

Shingle-binding device. H. McLean. No. 1.226.900

;

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1083.
T. Dyson and H. S. BuUen.

V. 2.38 ; p. 600.
Shipping-case. Collapsible. R. L. Boswell and H. E.

tin. No. 1.228,287 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ; p^ 1577

for
T.

W. Aasen. No. 1

No. 1.227,723 ;

May 29

Shipping <a.s«'! E. T
1.225.(05; May 8;

224.886

:

May 29

;

; V. 238

:

T. 238

:

18; T.

May

No.

Mar-

O. Frtcke. No.

J, L. Oordon.

No. 1,227.098;

No. 1,226,992 ;

May 22;

May 16;

Ship's guide. Automatic fog safety.
1.225,796; May 15; v. 238 ; d. 674.

Ships' hatch-coverings. Means for securing.
No. 1,226.878 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1077,

Ships. Safety appliance for. A. S. Terbaar.
May 22 ; v. 23S

; p. 1161.
Ships. Turbo generator for. R. V. Morse.
May 15; V. 2.38: p. 739.

Shock-absorber. E. Flentje. No. 1.227.126;
V. 23S

: p 1163.
Shock absorber. \. B. Znmwalt. No. 1.226.434

V. 2.38 ; p. 891.
Shock absorber connection. F. Schlmmel. No. 1.227,963 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1473.
. , „

Shock ahsirber for batteries. F. N. Bosaon and L. B.
Armstrong. No. 1.224,439 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 118.

Shork absorber for vehicles, Frlctlonal. J. F. O'Connor.
No. 1,224.496; Mav 1 ; v. 238; p. 130.

Shocking machine. C, R. Raney. No. 1.226.373; May 16;
V. 2.38 ; p. 872. ,„„.,.

Shocking machine for grain and the like. J. P. Smith.
No. 1,226. .398 ; Mav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 880.

Shocking-machines. Automatic trip for. C. R. Raney.
No. 1.226,376 ; May 16 ; v, 238 ; p. 872.

, ^,,,
Shoe-bottoms Apparatus for automatically fllllng.

-- May 1 ; V. 238
No. 1.226.602 ;' May

No.

Thoma. No. 1.224.428
Shoe-cieaner. J. Russel.

p. 632.
Sboe-flller. A. Thoma.

p. 1380.
Shoe-filling composition.
May 1 : v. 238; p. 13.

Shoe. Fish-cord. L. M.
v. 238 : p. 1479.

Shoe-horn. H. Brooks.
p. 2.'S9.

Shoe-Iron, Electrically-heated,
1.228.180: Mav 29; v. 238: p.

Shoe. Pneumatic. R. Marablnl.
v. 2.38 : p. 618.

Shoe-polishing stand. C. A. Beyers.
15; V. 238; p. 762.

Sho>»-protertor. R. P. Lloyd. No
V. 238 ; p. 192.

Shoe. Rubber-soled. E. W. Dunbar.
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 855.

Shoe-shaping. D. A. Moyer. No.
V. 238 ; p. 29.

Shoe-shaping means. D. A. Moyer.
I : V. 238 : p. 29.

Bhoe-sblning chair. O, R. Hasty.
15 ; V, 238 ; p. 679.

Shoe stretcher and former, O. Blniel.
May 15: v. 238 ; p. 896.

Shoe-support. C. J. Lang. No, 1,226.667
p. 584, _

Shoe work. Toe-rest for turn-. D.
1.224.196; May 1: v. 238, p. 29.

Shoes. Apparatus for varnishing rubber.
1.226.013; May 8; r. 238; p. 367.

114.
8 T. 288;

No. 1,227,696 : May 29 ; v. 238 ;

O. Blaenschlml. No. 1,224.168;

Tynes. No. 1.227.981: May 29;

1.224.846 ; May 1 ; t. 288 ;

Chandler. No.E. N,
1543
No. 1.225.455 ; May 8

;

No. 1,226,063; May

1.224,655; May 1;

No. 1.226.318 ; May

1,224.197: May 1:

No

No.

1,224,198 : May

1,225,811 ; May

No. 1.226.449;

May 8 : t. 288

;

A. Moyer. No.

L. C. Colt. No.

/

I

^
SI

I
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Shoes. Filling. A. Thoma. No. 1,227.502; May 22: v.

8; p.
--*-

Bboea^ Machine for filling the bottoms of. A. Thoma. No.
238; p. 12S6le

1.225,372: Mav 8; v. 238: p. 490.
Shooting. C. Weslow, No. 1.226.162; May 15; v. 238;

p. 796.
Shovel : See—

Cultivator-shovel.
Shovel. J. D. Redman. No. 1.226.680 ; May 8 ; t. 288

p. 692.
>hower-l)ath apparatus. J. H. McElroy. No. 1,226,986
May 16 : v. 2S8 ; p. 738.

Shuttle. U. Hebert. No. 1.226.613; May 16; v. 238
p 947.

Shuttle. H. Lussier. No. 1.226,616; May 16; y. 238
p. 947.

Shuttle tension device. E. R. Holmes and S. Davis. No
1,226.519: May 15: v. 238; p. 917.

Sifter. Ash-. S. I
p. 723.

>uske8. No. 1.226.941 ; May 16; v. 238

Sign. C. A. Marshall. No. 1,224.480 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p
131.

Sign. R. J. Morgan. No. 1.226,367; May 15; v. 238
p. 867.

Sign, Advertising . R. Roehm. No, 1,227,074 ; May 22
V. 238; p. 1146.

Signboard. M. E. Axtell. No. 1.227,989; May 29; v
238: p. 1482.

Sin. Changeable, A. H. Mandel and M. Roth. No
1,226,454 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 617.

Sign. Eledrir .1. R. Stark and M. S. Harwell. No
1.227.686 : Mav 29 ; . 238 ; p, 1377.

Sign. Illuminated. C. A. McNeal. No. 1.226,560; May
16 : V. 2.38 : p. 928.

Sign. Illuminated. R. R. and W. K, Wiley and W. S.
Hough. Jr. No. 1.224.253; May 1; v. 238; p. 49.

Signal : f^ee—
Automobile-signal. Telephone signal.
Automobile turning-signal. Tlre-slgnal.
Electric signal. Traffic-signal.
Rallwav-slgnal. Vehicle direction-signal.

Signal, h. M. GUson. No. 1.227.777; May 29; v. 238
p. 1408.

Signal. R. M. GUson. No. 1,227,778 ; May 29 ; v. 238
p. 1408.

Signal. W. Sparks. No. 1,227.084 ; May 22 ; y. 288
p. 1148.

Signal. W. Sparks. No. 1.227.086; May 22; . 288
p. 1149.

Signal. C. Wlllera. No. 1,224,695; May 1; v. 238
p. 2o«.

Signal device. B. Auflero. No. 1,226,624 ; May 22 ; t
238 ° D 991

Signal device. W. W Steffy and H. B. Steckel. No
1.227.975; May 29: v, 238: p. 1477.

Signal svstem. Auxiliary supervisory. H. M. Bascom. No
l.'228,l«7 : May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1^38.

Signaling device. J. R. Casper. No. 1,228.095 ; May 29
V. 238: p. 1517.

Signaling device. P. Dorsey. No. 1.226,755; May 22
V. 238; p. 10.34.

Signaling device. J. Wolfson. No. 1.226.429 ; May 16
V. 238 : p. 890.

Signaling device. Microphonic. J. Gardner, No. 1,226,429
Mav 8 ; v. 238 : p. 508.

Signaling kit. Flagman's. E. Cure. No. 1,227,587 ; May
29: Oaz. vol. 238; p. 1342.

Signaling, Safetv. H. N. C. Christie. No. 1.227,887

;

Mav 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1247.
Signaling system. C. P. Nachod. No. 1,226,736 ; May 8 ;

v. 238 ; p. 610.
Silo. E. J. Abbett. No. 1.228.278; May 29; v. 238; p

1674.
Silo construction. C. J. Perkins. No. 1.227.928 : May 29 :

y. 288: p. 1469.
Silver compound of the acrldin series and making same.

P. Hiissy and M. Hartmann. No. 1,227,624; May 29;
y. 288 : p. 1356.

Sinks, &c.. Apparatus for cleaning. E. Gulllot. No

May 1 ; y. 238

;

Binks, &c.. Apparatus lor cleaning.
1.228.320 -Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1589,

Siphon. J. F. McMiinn. No. 1.224.477 ;

p. 131.
Siring device. Automatic. C. T, Raulc. No. 1,225.868;
May 15; v. 238: p. 695.

Sizing solution and making the same. M. N. Alsen. No.
1.224,125: May 1; v. 288; p. 3.

Skate. O. Staff. No. 1.224.802 : May 1 ; y, 238 ; p, 243,
Skate. G. W. Taylor. No. 1,224,688 ; May 1 ; y. 238

p. 204.
Skate. Roller . E. E. Hardy. No. 1.228.111 ; May 29

V. 238 ; p. 1522.
Skirt-band fastening. .N. Klaus and E. W. Bookhart. No

1,227.274; Mav 22; v. 238; p. 1212.
Skirt fastener. C. M. Gelger. No. 1.226.613 ; May 8

V. 238 ; p. 670.
Skirt. <ivmna8iura-. M, Marknn. No. 1,226,100; May 15

y. 2.38 ; p. 778.
Slack adjuster, W. H. Sauvage. No. 1.227,940 ; May 29

y. 238 : p, 1464.
Slack adjuster. W. H. Sauvage. No. 1.227.941 ; May 29

y. 238 ; p. 1464.
Slack adjuster. W. H. Sauvage. No. 1.227,942 ; May 29

y, 238 ; p. 1465.
Slack adjuster. W. H. Sauvage. No. 1.227.943 : May 29

y. 238 ; p. 1465.

H. Sauvage.

H. Sauvage.

H. Sauvage.

H. Sauvage.

Sauvage.

Sauvage.

Sauyage.

H. Sauvage.

H. Sauvage.

U. Sauvage.

H. Sauvage.

H. Sauvage.

No. 1,227,944 ; May 29

No. 1,227.945 ; May 29

No. 1,227,946 ; May 29

No. 1,227.947 ; May 29

No. 1,227,948 ; May 29

No. 1.227,949 ; May 29

No. 1,227,950 ; May 29

No. 1,227.951

No. 1.227,952

No. 1,227,953

No. 1,227,964 ; May 29

No. 1.227,956 ; May 29

No. 1,227,956

No. 1,227,957

May 29

May 29

May 29

May 29

May 29

May 29

May 29

May 29

No. 1,227,961 ; May 29

No. 1,227,968

No. 1,227.959

No. 1.227,960

Slack-adjuster. W
v. 238 ; p. 1466.

Slack-adjuster. W.
V. 238 ; p. 1466.

Slack-adjuster. W.
V. 238 ; p. 1466.

Sla<'k adjuster. W,
V. 2;^8 ; p. 1467,

Slack-adjuster. W. H, Sauvage.
V. 238 ; p, 1467.

Slack-adjuster. W. H. Sauvage.
V. 238 ; p. 1468.

Slack-adjuster. W. H
v. 238 : p. 1468.

Slack-adjuster. W. H
V. 238 ; p. 1468.

Slack-adjuster. W. H
V. 238 : p. 1469.

Slack-adjuster. W. H
y. 238 ; p. 1469.

Slack-adjuster. W, H
V, 238 ; p. 1470.

Slack-adjuster. W
V. 238 ; p. 1470.

Slack-adjuster. W
V. 238 ; p. 1470.

Slack-adjuster. W
V. 238; p. 1471.

Slack-adjuster. W. H. Sauvage.
V. 238; p. 1471.

Slack-adjuster. W. H. Sauvage.
V. 238 ; p. 1472.

Slack-adjuster. W. H. Sauvage.
v. 238 ; p. 1472.

Slack-adjuster. W. H. Sauvage.
y. 238 ; p. 1472.

Slack - take up and cooling device. Automatic. F,
Smith. No. 1.226,718 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1019.

Sled. C), .1. Tubbs, No. 1,225.629 ; May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 640
.Sle.1. Flexible. J. B. Jordan. No, 1.226,672 : May 22 ; y

238 : p. looc
Sled. Motor-. F. R. Burch. No. 1,228.093; May 29; T

238 ; p. 1516.
Sled-runner roller. W. E. Bute. No. 1,227,882 ; May 29

y. 238 ; p. 1444.
Sleds, Driving mechanism for auto-. J. E. Olllvler. No

1.226.999 ; May 15; v. 238; p. 742,
Sleeve-protector and advertising device. T. L. Hogan

•No. 1.227,052; May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1137.
Sleigh brake. J. O. Deschamps. No. 1.227,897; May 23

V. 238; p. 1250.

Sleigh, Motor-. 8. Banic. No. 1,228,088; May 29; t
238 ; p. 1515.

Slicing machine. Meat-. P. M. Anderson. No. 1,227,238
May 22; v. 238; p. 1199.

Sllclng-machlnes, Intermittent feeding mechanism for,

W. B. Wolff and E. K. Hood. No. 1,224,989 : May 8
V. 238 ; p. 358.

Slide-presenting machine. D. U. Billings. No
1.226,177; Mav 15; v. 238: p. 804.

Sling. O. Crosby. No, 1.224.148: May 1: v. 238: p, 11
Slip or bill holder. J. E. Wlldman. No. 1,227,719 ; May

29; y. 288: p. 1388.
Small arms. Sighting of. W, Youlten.
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1096.

Smelting furnace. Zinc-. J. W. and H
1,227.050 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1136.

Sraeltlng-furnace, Oil or gas burning. O.
1,225.470; May 8; y. 238 ; p. 622.

Smoke preventer. H. O. Kosel. No. 1,227,067 ; May 22
V. 238: p. 1138.

Smoker's kit. J. F. Jeckert
V. 238 : p. 1204.

Smoothing-iron. F. Beatty.
238 ; p. 1394.

Smoklng-plpe. W, H. Straw.
238; p. 1091.

Snap-hook, I.^ E. Holcom.
2.38 ; p 224.

Snow and Ice plow for railways. Hard-. J
No. 1,228.080; Jfay 29; v. 238: p. 1612.

Snow, storm-water, and sewage, Device for removing. L.
Davidson. No. 1,224.448 ; May 1; v. 288; p. 121.

Soap-dish. D. Rlker. No. 1.227,318 ; May 22 ; v. 288
p. 122.'>.

Soap disk. Sanitary. O. Goetzke. No. 1,226.323 ; May 8
V. 238 ; p, 472.

Soap dispenser. J. P. Dillon. No. 1,224,286; May 1
V, 2.38: p, 62.

Soap-holder support, B. W. Ferguson. No. 1,227.046
>lay 22 ; v. 2.^8: p. 1135.

Soap-pow ler dispenser. F. C
May 22; v. 238: p. 1052.

Socket-cover. H. Northwood.
v. 238 ; p. ,'578.

Soil. Amelioration of. H. P.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1603.

Soldering compound. F. E
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 343.

Soldering flux. .Aluminum-. H. V. Bart
May 16 : v. 238 ; p, 663.

Sole-splitting machine. E. A. Webster.
May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 708.

No. 1,226.936

, Hegeler. N<

P. Moore. No,

No. 1,227.444; May 22

No. 1,227.736; May 29; T,

No. 1,226.922 ; May 22 ; r,

No. 1.224.744 ; May 1 ; y

W. Von Nelda

Osborn. No. 1,226,803

No. 1,226,049; May 8

Hayden. No. 1,228,361

No. 1.224,941

No. 1.226,764

No. 1,228,900

J. Lltot.
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Solei of boota aad shoes, Macbloc for bamlstainK tlie edM
of the. Z. Beaudry. No. 1.226.941; May 22; v. 238;
D. 1098.

SolMioUl. O. A. Burnham. No. 1.226.748; May 22; .
238; p. 1032. , , ,. ^,

Solvents, Apparatus for recovering. J. Lynan. No.
1,228.^25 ; kay 29 ; v. 288 ; P- IMJ-

Porting and gafing apparatus. W. Shaw. No. 1.226,917;
May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1090.

Sound-box. L. K. Scotford. No. 1.225.505; May 8: v.

238 ; p. 582.
8ouDd-box for sound-reprodncing machines. P. Bndert.

No. 1.226.262 : May 15 : v. 2.38 ; p. 836.
Sound-conducting anral device. R. B. Smart. No.

1.224.331: May 1; v. 238: p. 78. „ „ „ .

Sound-conveyer and tone-modulator. C. E. Woods. No.
1.2-J0.8.39 : May 22: v. 238; p. 1063.

Sound-record tablets, Shaving-machine for. F. I*. Cappa
and J. J. SctJlly. No. 1,227,748; May 29; . 238; p.

1898.
Sound-reproduclne machines. Tone-arm mounting for. H.

" "-^ (Reissue.) No. 14.305; May 22; v. 238;C. MilTer.

tadlng machine. I. L. Darby and O. H. Smith. No.
1,224.717; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 215. ^^ ^

Spark-plug. O. B. Mack. No. 1,227,470 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

Spark-plug. O. C. Miller. No. 1.225.467 ; May 8 : t. 238

;

p. 521.
Spark-plug. J. J. Piatt. No. 1,228,241; May 29; t.

238 ; p. 1563.
Spark plug. J. J. Smith, Jr. No. 1.226.399 ; May 16 ; t.

238 ' p 881
Sparkplug. J. E. Trahan. No. 1,227,699; May 29; v.

SpeJfacles.^'iV M. Cox. No. 1.225.776; May 15: v. 238;
D A67

Spectacles and making pame. Temple for. W. E. McDonell.
No. 1,226.343 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 480.

Spectacles. Eye shield. F. Wlllson and N. Bourquln
1.225.64'8 : May 8; v. 238; p. 547

Speed Indicating apparatus. D. McNeill

No.

No. 1.227.283;

F. Caldwell. No. 1.2243ft2 ;

No. 1,226,448 ; May 16 ;

No. 1,226.029;E. Uayea.

Spray-discharge equaliser.
May 1 : v. 238; p. 261.

Spray gun. Dry-. A. J. Baker.
V. 238 : p. 8^3.

Spray-rod attachment. R. W.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 372.

Spraying devlc-e. F. D. Houghton. No. 1.226,718; May
8 : V. '.'38

: p. 602.
Spraylng-machlDe. J. Q. Hodgson. No. 1,227,617; May

29 ; T. 238 ; p. 1363.
Spring : See—

Bed-spring. . Vehicle-spring.
Door-spring.

SprluK connector. T. Mahoney. No. 1.226.148 ; May 8

;

A.

V. 238: p 412.
Spring fastening device. N. A. T

1.226.411 : May 22: v. 238; p. 1254
Spring-flttlng machine. Rotary. G.

l.rJ4.577: Mav 1 : v. 288 ; p. 166.
Spring-gear. Friction. J. F. O'Connor.
May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 936.

Spring-grinding machine. F. H. Sleeper.
May 22 : v. 288 ; p. 1283

Spring lubricator. Vehicle-.
May 1 ; T. 288 ; p. 51.

Spring lubricator, vehicle-.

May 1 : v. 2.'J8 ; d. 51
itor, Vehli

N.

Spring lubricat

Feary. No.

Spencer. No.

No. 1,226.679;

No. 1,227.498;

J. E. Anderson. No. 1,224.266 ;

J. E. Anderson. No. 1.224.267 ;

W. P. Seng. No. 1,224.329;

No. 1.228.803 ; May 29 ; T.

Karpen. No. 1,226,219; May 16;

Bowling. No. 1.226.404 ; .May 8 ; t.

Smith. No. 1.226.897; May 16; t.

phlcle-
77
Drumm

Mav 22: v. 228: p. 1214.
Speed" Indicator. H. T. Herr. .No. 1,226.073; May 15:

V. 2.'?8 : p. 769.
. ,,««,.

Speed. M -ans for determining ground. L. J. R. Hoist.

^'o. 1.221.545 ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. ir.4.

Speed mechanlam, Chango-. A. Anderson. No. 1.228,087 ;

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1514. ^, , „„^ „^,
Speed-regulating apparatus. J. B. Taylor. No. 1.227.091

:

May 22: v 238: p. 1150. „ „ ^, ^.^
Speed-transmission mechanism. F. K. Simpson. iso.

1.226.392 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; P- 878. >^, „ - .

Speedometer. A. A. Canton. No. 1,224,«04 ; May 1. t.

''38 " p 211
Sp^ometer. A. A. Canton. No. 1.226,312; May 8; .

03^ . n 468
SpJ'edometer. A. A. Canton. No. 1.226.946; May 22; v.

''SS ' D 1099
gp^dometer. A. A. Canton. No. 1.227,747; May 29;

Speinlometer. E.' M. Giles. No. 1.227.420; May 22; v.

238 : p. 1257. ^ , . t . x.-»
Speedometer driving mechanism. A. Loomls. >o.
M.22fi.784 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1045.

Speedometer-pinion bracket. A. A. Yocnm. No. 1,^2 (,D1T ,

Sphygmomanometer.' (T. F. Beachler. No. 1,225.396;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 497. „„^ „^, ,,
Spike and tie D_late. J. F. Craven. No. 1.224.60. ; May 1

;

SpIkeVilier. J. F. Craven. No. 1,224,609; May 1; t.

238: p. 176.
Spindle : See—

Cotton-picking spindle.
, . .„„. .^o „ ,m

Spindle-protector. J. T. Rider. No. 1,226.008 ; May 16

;

Spine rest ''or support. A. S. Craig. No, 1,226,776 ; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 668.

, ^ w ., .^
Spinning and like machines. Lappet and thread-guide

for. T. E. Leigh. No. 1.225.663; May 8; v. 238;

SDlnnlnir-framf stop-motion. E. Brooksbank. No.

1 227 379 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1244.

Spinning rlni. A. P. Hlnc. No. 1.226.661 : May 22 ; r.
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Splash-hoard. M. J. Lambrlx. No. 1.225.256; May 8;

SpHc^bl^.^A*^K. Heuston No. 1.226.212: May 15; r.

SpUHliiKm^a^blne. F. M. Furber. No. 1.224.527 ; May 1

:

SpIimS ma'chlie'. F. M. Furber. No. 1,224,918 ; May 8 ;

V. 238; p. 836. ^ u 1. # t
Sponging machines. Belt-tightener and brake for. L.

BaJett No. 1,2^6.297 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 848.

Spoof. Sheet metaj. E. J. Hubbard. No. 1.226.969; May

Soout and oVerflow-'reoelver. Distributing-. R. M. Van
^ees No. 1.224.241 : Mav 1 : v. 238 ; p. 45.

Spout for receptacles. R. Vaushan. No. 1.224.583 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 167.

Spout-tube. Handhold.
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 7.

May 1 : v. 238
Spring-roller. J.

238; p. 1683.
Spring structure. I.

T. 238: p. 818.
Spring-wheel. W. R.

238 : p. 500.
Spring-wheel. C. O.

238 : p. 880.
Springs. Means for bending. C. and H. SIttner. No.

1,226.918: May 22: v 2^H : p. 1090.
Sprinkler : See—

Lawn-sprinkler. . ^„_ ^„_
Sprinkler-Unk equipment. R. J. Mansfield. No.1.227,287 ;

Mav 22 : v. 238: p. 1215.
- R. Raohut. No. 1,226.867; MaySprinkling device. .1.

15 : V. 238 : p. 695
heel.' W. W. WUlson
&. 12.36.

. Negrete.

No. 1,227.353; May 22;

No. 1.225.350; May 8; t. 2S8

;

L. Burmelster. No. 1.224,136;

Sprocket-
V. 238

Spur. J.

p. 482. ^ „ „
Square and mlter-gage. Combined carpenter s. C. F. Ben-

jamin. No. 1.226.172 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 801.

Square and miter-gage. Combined carpenter's. C. F. Ben-
jamin. No. 1.226.173: May 15; v. 238; p. 802.

Stacker. Pneumatic straw . V. N. Perry. No. 1.226.688;

May 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 939. „
Stacks. Temperature - signal for. W. R. Kleckner. No.

1.225.648 : May 8; v. 23*h : p. 581. ^ .. „
SUM construction. H. L. Ferris. No. 1.225.820 ; May 8

;

V. 238 : p. 471
Stamp-afflxing machine. W. F. Schwelger. No. 1.226.868 ;

May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 698. ^, . „„^ „_^
sump. Hand-. H. S. Polger and T Ross. No. 1.226.8(4;
Mnv 22: v. 238: p. K".*"..

Stamp. Hand . R. R. Sandham. No. 1.227.204 ; May 22

;

V. 238 : p. 1188.
sump. SelMnklng dating-. C. S. Bills. No. 1.226,648;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 998. ^ ^„^
Stamp*. .Apparatus for making rubber. B. Wlloaj.

1.226.286 ; May 15 ; t. 238 ; p. 846.
Stamping machine. Lumber-. B. E. Simpson.

1.225.513 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 535.

SUnchlon. A. E. Westcott, No. 1,227.227; May 22;
V. 288; p. 1196.

SUnchlon. Cattle^. W. «. Beatty. No. 1.226,003;
H : v. •.:38 : p. 303.

Stand : Srr—
Folding sund. Shampooing stand.

Grinding wheel stand. Shoe polishing stand.

Starch and produ<t thereof. MaklnR. C. C. Moore.
1.224.951 : May 8 : v. 238 : p. 34t..

SUrter-coopllng. F. B. Williams. No. 1,226.933

;

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1094.
SUrtlBC and ignition switching device and circuits there-

for. Conihlneil. W. J. Hart. No. 1,226.971; May 22;
V. 288: p. 1110.

Starting devl.-e. F. Allison. No. 1,225.668; May 8; t.

238 : p. 551.
Stave-jolnting machine. N. P. Spayd. No. 1.228.861;
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1599.

SUve-sawIng machine. .Automatic. G. B. Hamrle. No.
1.224, ..3.1 : May 1 : v. '^38 : p. 185.

Stay-applying machlnen. Feeding device for. H. De
Smith. -No. 1.225.018 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 368.

Stav-l>olt«. Flexible sleeve for. A. G. Ruber and C. H.
Porter. No 1,225.501: May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 531.

SUy-bolts. Making. E. 1. Dodds. No. 1,226.480; May
16 : V. 238 ; p. 906.

Stav. Friction-. O. C. Rlison. No. 1.225.369 ; May 8 ; .
•-•38

: p. 485.
Steam and oil separator. O. E. Oleson. No. 1,228,287;
May 29; v. 238; p. 1562.

Steam-boiler. T. T. Parker. .No. 1,224,662; May 1; t.

238 : p. 195.

No.

No.

May

No.

May
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steam-boiler. H. J. Webster. No. 1,226.298: May 8; .
288 ; p. 461.

Staam-cup. A. P. DanleL No. 1.226,478 ; May 16 ; t.

288 ; p. 903.
Steam engine for locomotives. H. Lenti. No. 1.226,842 ;

May 8 : V. 288 ; p 479.
Steam - engine. Multiple - expansion. H. Lentx. No.

1,224.939 : Mav 8 : . 238 : p 342.
Steam-engine, Single-acting, condaoiAng, contlBuous-rar-

rent. K. Schmld. No. 1,227.886; May 29; v. 288; p.
1438.

Steam separator. J. T. Lindstrom. No. 1,227,278; May
22 : . 238 ; p. 1213.

Steam-Uble. H. F. Bechman. No. 1,227.106; May 22;
T. 288; p. 1166.

Steam trap. U. M. Williams. No. 1,224,821 : May 1 ; v.

288 ; p. 280. _ ^
Steamer. J. H. Wolterstorff. No. 1,227,804 ; May 22

;

T. 288 ; p. 12S7.
Steel squares and the like. Attachment for, J. H. John

son. .No. 1.226.132 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 406.
Steering apparatus. J. L. Johnson. No. 1.224.549 ; May

1 ; V. 238; p. 166.
Steering device. W. B. Thomas. No. 1.226.411 ; May 16 ;

T ''88
' P 884

SteerTug gear. W. A. Morkart Ko. 1,226.668; BUy 15;
. 238 : p. »«3.

Steering tnuckle. F. E. Church. No. 1.226.110; May 8;
T. :i38 ; p. 400.

Steering me.hanism. W. I. Twombly. No. 1.225,289;
May 8 : T. 238 : p. 469.

Stencil. H. D. ArenU. No. 1.228.16S ; BUy 29 ; v. 2M ;

p. 1688.
Btereoptlcon. A. T. Victor. No. 1.227.507 ; May 22

;

. 258 ; p. 1287.
Bterlllrers, Cut-out for electric. W. L. Woerner. No.

1.227,228 : May 22 ; t. 288 ; p. 1196.
Sterlllxing apparatus. C. A. Nenno. No. 1.224.201 ; May

1 ; V. '238 : p. 30.
Stitch, Combined chain and lock. H. H. Fefell. No.

1.227.046 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1134.
Stocking. F. P. Hsndschuck. No. 1.226.208: May 16;

v. 238; p. 814.
Stocking. H. A. Taylor. No. 1.227,211 ; May 22 ; t. 238 ;

p. 1192.
Stocking or the like. Protected. O. L. Pierce. No.

1.225.354 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 484.

Stoker. S. G. Greenawalt. No. 1.226,802; May 15; t.

238 : p. 676.
Stoker. Automatic. F. Vlggers. No. 1,227,707; May 29:

V. 2.38 : p. 1384.
Ston«> dressing machine. W. H. Van Slckel. No.

1.227,095 ; Mav 22 : t. 288 : p. 1152.
Stoneworklng machine. H. H. Mercer. Na 1.228.040:
Mav 29 : v 238 ; p. 1498.

Stoneworklng machine. H. H. Mercer. No. 1,228,041 ;

May 29 : V. 238: p. 1498.
Stool. Folding. F. Mante. No. 1,226.664; May 16; .
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atop motion. Automatic. E. Erlckson. No. 1,224,466;
May 1 : V. 2.38: p. 123.

Stop-motions, Threading attachment for. W. Larkln.
No. 1.226.538; May 16; v. 2.38; p. 924.

Stopper : ffre—
Gas main stopper. Water-»>ag stopper.

Storage bafterv. T. A. Wlllard. No. 1,224,484; May 1;
V. 238 : p ll6.

Storage battery. T. A. Wlllard. No. 1.226,290 ; May 16

;

V. 238 : p. 846.
Storage-bin. M. D. Stoker. No. 1.226.026; May 16; .

238 : p. 752.
Store-service apparatus. L. W. Chism. No. 1,227.246;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1203.

Stove. H. H. Sanford. No. 1.227,676 ; May 29 ; t. 238 ;

p. 1.373.
Stove and tireless cooker. Combined gas-. J. E. Chambers.

No. 1,225.769 ; May 16 ; v. 288 • p. 665.
Stove and table. Combined. C. C. Miles. No. 1,224.773;
May 1 : v. 238 : p. 2.34

Stove atuchment L. Morgan. No. 1,226,667 ; May 16 ;

T. 238 : p. 933 ^ ^ „^ . ^,
Stove attachment. Heating-. O. C. Shepperd. No.

1,227.328 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1229.
Stove for blast - furnact-s. H. P. Howland. No. 1.224.928

;

May 8 : v. 238 : p. 888.

Stove. Heating-. G. H. King. No. 1,224,469; May 1;
V. 238 : p. 128.

Stove, Kerosene-oil heating-. F. O. Ravenkamp. No.
1,227.930 ; May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1460.

Stove-Ild llftf'r. L. S. E.lmon.ls. N<>. 1.225.001; May 8;
V. 238 : p 506.

Stove-lid lifter. T. Potenxa. No. 1.226.367 ; May 16 ; v.

238 ; p. 870.
Stove Regenerative. A. C Nelson. No. 1.227.820; May

29 ; V. 238 : p. 1428.
Stove. Steam conk . J. M. Wilson. No. 1.226.044 ; May

Stove-top protector. C. T. Johnson. No. 1,227.447

;

May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1265.
Stoves Heat-conserver for gas-. H. Bunce. No. 1.225.761 ;

May 16; v. 238: p. 663.

Stoves Water heater for gas or gasolene. J. A. Little.

No. 1.225.8.34 : Mav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 68(5

Stovepipe cleaner, t. Llsell. No. 1.228,329: May 29: .
238 ; p. 1691.

No. 1,226,998; May

Stovepipe-lock. K. C. Henry. No. 1.22S.M1 : May » ; t.

Strainer*! Drlpless. H. K. Nock. No. 1,226.691; May 22;
V. 288 ; p. 1012.

Strainer for fluids. J. F. Mullaney

StrainJr bolder^ R. Fullen wider. No. 1.224.732; May 1;

Strainlng-recepu'cle. F. Shepherd. No. 1^7,008; lUj
22 ; T. 288 ; p. 1128.

strap : See—
Harness back-strap. , „^^ „^. _, , .

Street cleaning device. H. Tessne. No. 1,2243*8 ; May 1

,

Strwt-lnd'l^ator.' J. Bird. No. 1.226.214; May 8; v.

288 : p. 43S.
Strt-pt sweeper. C. Johnson. No. 1.226.261 ; May 8 ; v.

street-sweeper. Automobile. C. G. MlUer. No. 1.224.771

;

May 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 288.
. , „ «.,

Street-sweeping machines. Dust -separator for. J. R. Pol-

lock. No. 1,226,689: May 16; v. 238; o. 989.
Structure comprising disks covered with flexible materao.

J. Konorona. No. 1,228.219; May 29; • ?««:^- IM?-
Stud extractor and tightener. E. Sprung. No. 1.224,801

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 242. .^ « , ^1
Stud for the erection of circular structures, w. Brlndley.

No. 1.224,443: May 1 ; . 288 ; p. 119.
Stump-puller. O. Moe and A. J. Klrstln. No. 1.226.616

;

Mav 15; V. 2.%: p. 948. ^^ ^.„ .,
Sult.ase. Wardrobe-. G. H. Wbeary. No. 1.224.260; May

Sulfuric anhydrld,' Making. C. EUla. No. 1,227,044;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1134.

Sulkies, Curb-wheel attachment for babies'. C J. Black.
No. 1,226,848 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1066. ,„,.„,.

Sunshade and tent. Folding. J. Barker. No. 1,225,^7;
May 15 : v. 238; p. 716.

^ _^ ^^^ ,,
Superheater. L. A. Riley. 2d. No. 1,226379; May 16;

Supi'rheater! c' D. Young. No. 1.224,990 ; May 8; v.

Superheater. C D. Young. No. 1.224,9»1 ; May 8; v.
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Superheater and economizer. Combined. R. M. Oster-

mflnn. No. 1.225.846: May 15: v. 238: p. 690
Suoerheater for locomotive, marine, and other tubular

boilers. J. N. D. Heenan. No. 1,227,486; May 22;
V. 238 ; p. 1261.

Supporter. F. M. Colson. No. 1.225,581: May 8; .
238 : p. 559. „ ^

Supporting device. Adjustable. L. A. Barnes. No-
1.227,106 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1166.

Supporting hook. E. L. Cosner. No. 1.226.685; May 8;
V. 238 ; p. 560.

Surfaces to a polished condition, Machine for reducing
hard and rouKh. A. R. Seaman. No. 1.224,506 ; May 1 ;

V. 238 ; p. 139. ^ ^ , ^
Surfaclng-machlne. C. F. Helnkel and W. G. Lueters.

No. 1,227,051 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1186.

Suriflcal devWe. O. Lederer. No. 1J2'26,841 ; May 8 ; v.

Surtlcal instrument. M.B.Herman. No. 1.226,513 : May
15 : V. 2.38 : p. 916.

Sweep«'r .nnd vacuum-cleaner. Combination. S. OUni.
.No. 1.226.863 : May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 869.

Swing. Circle-. L.Scott. No. 1,226.506 ; May 8 ; t. 288

;

p. 683.
Switch : Sec—

Barrier-cut-out switch.
Centrifugal swltih.
Electrlc-llght switch.
Electric switch.
Electric time-switch.
Electromagnetic switch

FTIgh tension switch.
Tush-button switch.
Railway-switch.
Time switch.
Truck-switch.

Switch. H. A. Steen. No. 1,224.337 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 80.

Switch. A. K. Sutherland. No. 1,226,404; May 16; t.

238 : p. 882.
Swltch-shlfter. A. McVe.T. No. 1.226.466: May 8; t.

''38 D 521.
Switch board or mounting. J. P. Hayes. No. 1.228,862

;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1603. ^ ,. „
Switching device. S. Q. Hayes and C. M. Moss. No.

1 227,434 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1261.
Switching device. A. H. Weisa. No. 1.224,617; May 1;

V. 2.38 ; p. 144.
^ ^ ,

Switching devices. ConUct-bank for aatomatic. C. 1*.

(}oodrum and H. F. Dobbin. No. 1,227.904; May 29;

Synchronizer. M. L. Severy and G. B. Sinclair. No.
1.224.420; May 1 : v. 238: p. 110.

Svnchronous motor. Alternating-current. R. W. Swift.
No. 1.220.40<', : May 15: v. 2.38 ; p. 882.

Svrlnge and tube hanger. O. B. Hawes. No. 1,225,248 ;

'Mav 8: V. 288: p. 44'2.

Tab end. H. J. Stuart. No. 1,226.271 ; May 15 : v. 288;
p. 840.

Table : See—
Bnuallilng-Uble. Revolving Uble.
Extension-table. RoUry-top Uble.
Flllng-Uble. Saw-table.
Caine tnl)Ie. Sewing-machine table.

Knockdown table. - Steam table.

Multiple table. Turn-table.
Operating-table.
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p. 4.
No.

Table, a. C. Bohn. No. 1.224.129; May 1 ; v. 238

;

Table and ironing-board, Convertible. L. C. Wasson.
1,228.084 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1513.

Table-leg leveler. D. Ferrltto. No. 1.224.158; May 1;
V. 238 ; p. 14.

Tables. Self-centering allile for extension-. W. H. North-
all. No. 1.228.233; May 29; v. 288: p. 1560.

Tabulatlng-machlne. J. Powers. No. 1,224,411 ; May 1

;

V. 238 ; p. 107.
Tag. W. F. Barnes. No. 1,226,050 ; May 15

761.
Tag-holder. J. E. Leavitt.

238 ; p. 588.
Tag-holder. H. C. Wasasler.

238; p. 1386.
Tag - tying machine. A. H.
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 392.

Tags, Implement for attaching ear-.

1,226,180 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 422.
Talkingma<'hine, .\utomatically-operated.

No. 1.224.979 ; May 8 ; v. 236 ; p. 865.
Talking-machlne-<lrlvlng device. J. Frier.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1489.

Talking-machine motor-controlling mechanism.
Huseby. No. 1,224,547 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 155.

Talking-machine »oand-box. A A. Huseby. No. 1,228,116 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1524.
Talking-machine sound-box mountinc. A. A. Huseby.

1,228,115 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1523.
Talking-macnlnes, Motor-controlling mechanism for.

Hii.seby. No. 1.224.301 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 66.
Talking-machines, Repeater for. W. L. Lightfoot.

1.226.979 : May 22 ; t. 288 ; p. 1112.
Tampou-applicator. C. Gamacne. Jr.. and W. S. McNear.

No. 1.224,7;
Tank : See—

Filter-tank. Gasolene-tank.
Flu.sh-tank. Septic tank.
Flushing-tank.

Tank gage. Fuel . J. F. Rogers. No. 1,226.178 ; May 8
V. 238 ; p. 421.

Tap. Current-. W. R. Young. No. 1.226.433 ; May 15
V. 238; p. 891.

Tap or reamer. Collapsible. P. B. Oatman. No. 1.224,494
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 136.

Tapping device and similar tool,
ton. No. 1.226,486; May 15

Target, Flying. C. A. Stgafoos.
V. 238 ; p. 1474.

Target holaer for practice-rods.

. 238 ; p.

No. 1.226.661 ; May 8 ; v.

No. 1,227.711 ; May 29 ; T.

Whatley. No. 1,226,090

;

J. Schaub. No.

L. P. Vallquet.

No. 1,228.014 ;

•

A. A.

No.

A. A,

No.

r35; May 1 ; v. 238; p. 221.

Multiple. F. A. Errlng-
V. 238 : p. 907.
No. 1,227.966 ; May 29

R.
1564.

E. Reardon. No.
1,228.245: May 29; v. 238; p.

Target-practice rod. R. E.
May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1224.

Target. Surveyor's. P. .\. Kolesch.
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1358.

Tatting shuttle. J. C. Bigelow. No. 1.228,286 ; May 29
V. 238: p. 1577.

Tatting-shuttle. H. A. Roemisch. No.
8 ; V. 288 ; p. 347.

Teaching reading. Educational device for.

No. 1.224.742 ; May I : v. 238 : p. 223.
Teeth, Artificial. E. Fogg. No. 1,227,602

238 ; p. 1347.
Teeth, Mold for making artificial. E. Mountford.

1.224,490 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 186.
Telegraph-sounder. R. Koenlg. No. 1,226,776; May
. 28d : p. 1042.

Telegraph system. R. Hitchcock. No. 1.224.640 ; May
v. 2.*^8

: p. 186.
Telegraph-transmitter. E. H. Plersen.
Mav 8 : V. 238 ; p. 347.

Telegraph transmitter. Wireless-. J. G.
1.227.521 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1292.

Telegraphic transmitter. H. J. Mahony.
Mnv 1 ; V. 238; p. 26.

Telegraphy and telephony. Transmitting ai

Reardon. No. 1,227,318

No. 1,227,631 ; May

1.224,968; May

V. M. nUlyer.

May 29; t.

No.

22;

No. 1.224,966;

Balslllie. No.

No. 1,224,187 ;

G. Marconi. No. 1,226.0{
Mratus
): May

for
16;

F. K. Vreeland. No. 1,224.342

O. Watkins. No. 1.224,343

;

S. Wln-

: May 1

;

^90 , y. XX lo.

J. C. Hammer.

use in wireless.
V. 238 : p. 777.

Telegraphy, Multiplex.
May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 82.

Telegraphy, Wireless. .T.

May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 83.

Telephone and signaling system. Combined. C.
ston. No. 1.226,157 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 797.

Telephone-bracket. H. B. Roberts. No. 1.224.324
V. 23S : p. 7«.

Telephone-cali-reglaterlng system. A. E. Lundell and
H. G. Eddy. No. 1.226.981 ; May 22 ; v. 238^ p, 1118.

Telephone-directory holder. R. .lahn and
No. 1,224,467 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 127.

Telephone-exchange system. H. P. Clausen.
May 29; v. 238; p. 1341

Telephone-exchange system.
May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1449.

Telephone - exchange system. C.

1.224.161 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 15.

Telephone-exchange system. C. L. Goodrum
May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1349.

Telephonp-pxchangf system. L. H.
1,227.158 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1172.

Telephone-exchange system. E. H.
1,227.010 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1123.

Telephone-exchange svstem, .Automatic. F. N.
A E. Lundell. No. 1,227,932 ; May 2©

;

1461.

B. G. Dunham.

No. 1,227,682 ;

No. 1.227,896 ;

Goodrum. No.

No. 1,227,609

;

Johnson. No.

Smythe. No.

Reeves and
T. 238: p.

Rodler. No.

No.

Telephone-exchanges for handling fire-alarm calls. Con-
nector repeater-switch of automatic. J. Erickson. No
1.228.007 ; May 29 ; v. 2;h8 : p. 1486.

Telephone-Instrument mouthpiece. C. M. Hartnett. No.
1.224.922 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 336.

Tfl'phone-plug ejector. H. B.
Mav 29; v. 238; p. 1463.

Teiepnone-receiver support. B. Badanes
May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 800.

Telophon«> signal and recorder. F. J. Mt<Jowen and K.
Thalhammer. .No. 1.224.185; May 1: v. 238: p. 25.

Telephone-stations. System for connecting L. D. Bar-
rows and H. I*. Charlesworth. No. 1,227.735; May 29;
v. 238; p. 1.394.

Telephone supervisory svstem. C. Mollerup. No. 1,224.883 ;

Mnv 1 : V. 238 ; p. 272.
Telephone system. T. G. Martin.

1.227.936;

1,226,166;

W.

22; V. 288; p. 1278.
Telephon»' system. L. W. Stanton.

1 ; V. 23s
, p. 113.

Telephone system. F. M.
Inman. .No. 1,226.291 ;

Telephone system and ap
1.226,966 ; May 22 ; v. 2

No. 1.227,474; May

No. 1,224,426; May

H. Bryant, and T. M.
238 ; p. 460.

Goodrum. No.

Telephone system. Measured-service
1,226.603 : May 8 : v 238

Erickson. No.

No. 1.226.886;

H. Nakal. No.

Ward. O
May 8 ; v.
aratus. C.
8; p. 1107.

J
38 ; p. 667.

Telpphone-transmltter. N. H. Holland.
Mav 22 ; V. 288 ; p. 1079.

Telephone transmitter and mouthpiece.
1.225,672 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 689.

Telephones and the like, Mouthpiece for
gal. No. 1.226.463 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p.

Telephones. Sound-Intensifying device for
No. 1.225.136 : May 8 ; v. 2.3S

; p. 408.
Temperature - coDtroIliDg devlcf. N.

1.224,862 ; May 1 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 263.
Temperature - governor for fluids. K.

1,224.614; Xlay 1 : v. 238 ; p. 178.
Temperatures in vegetable matter. Means for indicating

abnormal. A. D. Kennedy. No. 1.224.386 : May 1 ; T.
238 ; p. 97.

Tennis nets and the like. Apparatus for supporting lawn-.

. .T.

620.
. H.

T. McOonl-

J. Kastner.

Barker. No.

Dougan. No.

G. I>ane. No. 1,224,888 ;' May 1; v. 238;
Tennis-posts and the like. Socket for.

p. 98.
Lane. No.

p. 98.
No. 1,224.847 May 1: T.

H. P. Clausen. No. 1.224.140
;

1.224.387 ; May
Test-drill. A. G. Broussard

238 : p. 259.
Testing system. Automatic.

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 9.

Textile fabrics antique. Rendering. M.
1,227,361 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1239.

Textile-machine. E. F. Hathaway and
1.227.537 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1296.

Theater chair. Motion-picture M. R. and
No. 1,226.416 : May 15: v. 238: p. 886.

B. Adorn.

C. Lea.

No.

No.

L. C. Toole.

Thermometer-attaching
1,228.164 : May 29 ; v.

Thermometer, Oven-. C,

8 : V. 238 ; p. 327.

means. L.
238 : p. 1688
D. Bolln. No.

V. Aronson. No.

D. Bolin. No

Khotinsky.De
1402

Bristol and
; V. 238 : p. 662.

J. Nathan. No

1,224.896; May

1,224,897 ; May

No. 1,227,760

;

Koester. No.

1,224,813; May

No. 1,224,800 ; May 1 ; t.

May 18; t.

H.

Thermometer, Oven-.
8 ; V. 2.38 : p. 827.

Thermoregulator. .\.

May 29 : v. 238 ; p.
Thermostat. W. 11

1.225,758; May 16
Thermostatic regulator.

1 ; V. 238; p. 71.
Thread-cutter. H. L. Spence.

238 : p. 242.
Thread lock. A. Latham. No. 1,226,086;

238 : p. 774.
Threshing-machine. M. Davis. No. 1,226.865; May 22;

V. 238 ; p. 1072.
Threshing-machine concave. L. J. Schwartx. No.

1,226.601 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 943.
Threshing machine. Cotton-. W. A. Patterson. No.

1,227.652; May 29; v. 288 ; p. 1866.
Thrpshing-machlne grain-pan. J. A. Malm. No. 1,224,188 :

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 26.
Threshing-machine separator or screen. J. Hilger. No.

1.224.377 ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 94.
Ticket. Pin-. W. Livingston. No. 1.224.183 : May 1 ; t

Railway cross-tie.
Railwav-tle.

No. 1,225,90"8; May 16; v. 238

238 ; p. 24.

Ticket - separating machine. O. N. Verenlns. No.
1.226,930 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1094.

Tidal motor. H. Monroe. No. 1,224,960 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ;

p. 345.
Tie : «e«t

—

Cross tl»

Pack. --

Tile, Fl < .i.N. Will.
p. 712.

Tile, Interlocking roofing
Strong. No. 1,226,888 ;

Tin. M. Perreten. No.
419.

Tilling nxachine. J. Fish.
238 : p. 910.

Time-switch, Electric. G. M
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 823.

Tlme-Bwltch, Electric. O. E.
.May 22 ; v. 238: p. 1228.

Timing device. W. H. Moore
V. 238 ; p. 1698.

G. P. Hughes and J. L. Arm-
May 22 ; V. 288 ; p. 1080.
1,226,169; May 8; v. 288; p.

No. 1,226,493; May 15; v.

Bacon. No. 1.224.887 ; May

Schlndler. No. 1.227.326;

No. 1.228.347; May 29;
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No. 1,226,320; May 15; . 288;

No. 1,226,899; May 22; v. 288;

No. 1,220.580; May 15: v. 238; p.

No. 1,227,000; May 22; v. 288:

No. 1.228.071 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p.

May 22; v. 288;

No. 1.226.110 ; May

No. 1,227,848

Tire. T. V. Elliott.

p. 866.
Tire. L. McKlnnon.

p. 1083.
Tire. E. J. Oetter.

937.
Tire. W. E. Pugh.

p. 1120.
Tire. J. F. Slncage.

1509.
Tire. A. E. Wale.

p. 1236.
Tire, Airless auto-. L. H. Patterson

15 ; V. 238 ; p. 781.
, ,

Tire and its attachment and detachment to and from

wheels. Rubber. E. B. Killen. No. 1,225,973; May 15;

Tire and wheel." Resilient. W. D. Seal. No. 1,228,188;

May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 423. ^ r^ » « t^j^
Tire Antlslipplng armored pneumatic. C. L.. Crow. «o.

1.226.862; May 22: v. 238; p. 1071.
^ „ ^^ „ »

Tire building apparatus. Pneumatic-. P. and B. De Mat-

tia. No. I,25r698 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 663.

Tire-bulldlng machine. G. F. Fisher

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1548.
Tlre-carrler. J. A. Schmitz.

238 : p. 77.
Tire-carrier. M. H. Stewart

238 : p. 489. ^ ^
Tire-casing. H. E. Grabau

i:227,426; May 22; v. 238; p. 1259
Tire casing or shoe. D. J. Demas. No

29 ; V. 238 ;_p. 1485. ^ ^ ^
Tlre-caslngs, Filler for. T. A. Sprague.

Tire-casings. Making. H. E. Grabau and A. C. SchwarU.
No. 1,227.427 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1269. „^^ „ , ^ .

Tiir^clainp. L. E. Snively, Jr. Uo. 1,226,270; May 16;

Tlrp covers. Manufacturing pneumatic-. J. W. H. Dew.
Xo. 1.228,099 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1518.

Tire fabric and making the same. G. F. Fisher.

1.224.878 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 270. „ _ „^
Tire fabrics. Anchoring means for. B. L. ^Stowe.

1.228,144 : May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1532.

Tlre-fastenlng device. Automobile-.
1.227,330 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1229.

Tire for vehicle-wheel a. Cushion-. H.
1.225.042 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 377.

Tire for vehicles and making same.

1.227,791 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1413.

Tire for vehicles and making the same. Pneumatic.
McOlehan. No. 1,225,344 : May 8 ; v. 238: p. 480.

Tire for v^'hlcles. Spring . A. A. Firestone.

1,228.010; May 29; v. 238: p. 1488.

Tire holder particularly adapted to clencher-tlres

No.

No

and

No. 1,228,196

;

1,224,827 ; May

1,226,870: May 8;

A. C. Schwartz

1,228.001

1: V.

No.

May

No. 1,225.880;

G.

M.

Skarle.

Lambert.

Huebner.

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

I. 8.

No.

Auto-

J. C. Inman. No.

E

mobile
p. 165.

Tire-Inflating apparatus. L.

Mav 15 : v. 238; p. 914.

Tire Jacket. Vehicle-. A. S.

Mav 29: v. 238; J>.
1601.

Tire, Non skid. A. Rich. No
p. 833.

Tlrepatch. W. L. Wayrynen.
V. 238 ; p. 48.

Ttre, Pneumatic. J. F. Chauvin.
V. 288; p. 665.

Tire. Pneumatic. K. H. Schmidt.

Tire-proteSor. ^B. Mermelsteln. No. 1,227,289; May 22;

V. 238 : p. 1216.^
^^ stalker. No. 1,224,808 ; May 1 ; v.

May 1 ; v. 238 ;

No. 1,226,507;

No. 1,228,866;

May 16 ; V. 238 ;

1,224,248; May 1;

No. 1,225,770; May 18;

No. 1,226.708; May

1,224,648

Guess.

.Anderson.

1,226,254 ;

No

J. B Veils. No. 1.224,341; May 1; v.

F. Erickson. No. 1,228,306 ; May 29 ;

L. Ilunyan. No. 1,227,496; May 22;

T. R. Snyder. No. 1.227,011 ; May

M.

Tire protector.
238 : p. 243.

Tire-protector.
238 : p. 82.

Tire. Resilient. C,

V. 238 ; p. 1683.
Tire, Resilient. A

V. 288 ; p. 1282.
Tlre-rlm detacher.

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1124.
Tire, Rubber spring

No. 1.227.024: May
Tire signal. Flat-. D

29 : V. 238 : p. 1550.
Tire. Spring . I. 8. Beeson

238 ; p. 432. _ „ _ ^ .

Tire, Spring-. K. P. Togstad.

Tlre-t^read.'''M. Nace. No. 1,226,868; May 15; v
i\ ftfl7

Tlre-valve-unseatlng devlw- ^,:,„^
1 225.910 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 712.

Tire Vehicle-. I. M. and N. R. Haas and B
No 1 224 920 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 336.

Tlre-vulcanlzlng mold. H. Cooney.^ No. 1,226,584; May

Tl?e: Whwl*.^ .\^^S. Mauk. No. 1,226,469; May 8; t.

Tires '.^rmore<l liner for pneumatic. 8. A. Rouse. No.

1.227.673; May 29; y. 2S8 ; p. 1872.

Tires Blow out patch for pneumatic. B. H. Pratt. NO.

1.226,909 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1087.

irr »u..-^. „K."-B- - A Walker and C. C. Moore.

No 1 227 024 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1127.yo. i.^./.u^i. ^ ^. ppjj^^jj'' ^,p 1.228,204; May

No. 1,226,210; May 8; v.

No. 1.226.414; May 15;

238;

Williams. No.

V. Myers.

Tlrea. Core for reaUlent wheel-. G. »•
?o"°i?'"i9R^*'

^' ^'

Boisel. No. 1.227,422 ; May 22 : v. 288 ; P- 1267.

Tlrea. Fastening device for overshoes for. P. K. ts.eBi.

No! 1,227,800 Ma V 29 : v. 238 : p. 1416.

Tlrea, Inner tube for pneumatic. H. C. Boggs. no.

1.227,108 ; May 22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1166.
^ i^ xb

Tires, Manufacturing. E E. A. G. Meyer and <•• W.
Selberllng. No. 1,226,236; May 15; v. 238; p. 823.

Tires, Metallic spring actuated mechanism for rubber. B.

G. Loeser. No. 1,224,768 ; May 1 : y. ^8 : p. 228.

Tlrea, Removable resilient core for. J. W. Moakler. wo.

1 228 346 • Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1598.

TireS. Valve' for pneumatic. ^.'^F. Miller. No. 1,226,568 ;

May 15; v. 238; p. 931. ^ „ „ . , v-
Tol'acco. Dehydrating and curing. G. H. Benjamin. .No.

1 224 703 • May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 209,

Tobacco stemming machine. A. Grodsky. No. 1,226,240;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 442.
Tobacco stemming mechanism. .1. C. Buchanan. >o.

Toe-centerin'g'device.' L.~M. Brown. No. 1.226,057 ; May
15 ; V. 238; p. 763. , ., w v^

Toilet article, Combination. A. J. Jonnaon. >o.

1,226,669 ; May 22 ; v. l'S8 ; p. 1005.

Toilet-article holder. J. E. Mack. No. 1.226.231 ;
May

15 : V. 238 : p. 822.
Toilet box. L. S. KInnard. No. 1.224.552 : May 1 ; v.

238: p. 157. „ „ „ ., m^
Toilet Inclosure or booth. G. B. Meyercord. No.

1,226.684 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1010
Tollet-si'at. W. A. and W. A. Bohn. Jr. No. 1.227,878 ;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1242.
Toilet-seat cover. Sanitary. E. L. Nichols. No. 1,225.673 ;

Toluol Ma^iiuf'acture of. ' W. H. Gartley. No. 1,225.237 ;

To?*-arm' liipport.^" H. Segal. No. 1.228,064 ;
May 29

;

V. 238 : p. 1507. . « , ,n. , „
Tongs, Clothes-. L. M. Larson and C. J. Carlson. No.

1.226,687: May 15; v. 238 ; p. 924. . ^ „ „
Tongue support. Wagon-. J. W. Waddell and G. C. Mor-

row. No. 1,226,829 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1060.

Tool. W. R. Brown. No. 1.226,686; May 22; v. 288;
D 994

Tool. S. Thompson. No. 1,226,418; May 15; v. 238;
AQpr

Tool and guide adjustment. H. J. Mitchell. No.
1.226,902 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1084.

Tool and tool-oarrler. H. W. Melllng. No. 1,226,162;
May 8; v. 238 : p. 413. , „

Tool, Combination-. F. Singer, No. 1,228,723; May 8;
V. 238 ; p. 606. ^„„ „„^ ,,

Tool, Dislodging-. O. N. Tevander. No. 1,226.827 ; May
22 ; V. 288 ; p. 1059.

Tool-holder. O. T. Anderson. No. 1.226,047; May 16:
V. 238 : p. 760.

Tool-holder. F. Hardinge. No. 1.226,667 ; May 22 ; v.

Tool holder. A. Perez de VlUa-AmU. No. 1.227.898;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1250.

Tool. Percussive. 6. J. Oawley. No. 1.226,612; May 8;

Tool-Retting" gage. J. Blalner. No. 1.224.886; May 1;
V. 238 : p. 256. „ . . »,

Tooth and making same, .\rtlflcial. E. Monntford. No.
1.224.195 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 28.

Tooth plate. Artificial-. L. Robertson. No. 1,226,882

;

May 15 ; v 238 ; p. 876.
^, , ^^^ ^„, „

Toothpick-holder. T. Bartholomew. No. 1,227,081 ; May

Torch, Vel ding-'. I. U. Marlin. No. 1,228,038; May 29;
V. 238 ; p. 1497.

Torpedo, Aerial. C. Barrett. No. 1,228,281 ; May 29 ; v.

238 : p. 1575.
. ^ .. ^t

Torpedo guard for war-ships. N. F. Rodzlkevltch. No.
1.225.498 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 680. ^

Towel-holder. T. J. Sherman. No. 1,227.968 ; May 29 ;

Towel-holding apparatus. C. H. Chadwick. No. 1,224,137 ;

Towef-rack^' M. A^ Gi'llUand. No. 1,227,421 ; May 22 ;

Towel serving apparatus. C. E. Anderson. No. 1,226,390 ;

To?.*^W.' E. (fressmali. No. 1,227,898; May 22; v. 288;

Toy. W.H. Hultgren. No. 1,227,268 ; May 22 ; v, 288 ;

Tov'. R. E. Humbert. - No. 1,224,648 ; May 1 ; v. 288

;

Toy. W. G. Mcintosh. No. 1,224,898 ; May 1 : v. 288

;

Toy. D.' V. Tanfiinger. No. 1,228,147 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

Toy". W. B. Thurman. No. 1.224.480: May 1; v. 288;

Toy. J.' H. Warner. No. 1.228,879 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p.

492.
Toy, Advertising. L. C. Robbina. No. 1,227.319 ; May

22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1225.
Toy animal. A. J. Frueh. No. 1,227,129; May 22; t.

288 ; p. 1164.
Toy cash-register. A. E. Jacobs. No. 1,227.064 ; May

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1187.
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Tot dnin^-w«gon^^H. T. Klnssbnry. No. 1.224.930; May

No. 1.226.787 ;

V 238 : p. »40.
Tot. Kducatlooal magrnetlc. A. V. Dietal.
May 15: v. 238: p. 671.

Toy. Electrical. A. B. Wilder. No. 1.22«,838 ; May 22;
V. 238; p. 1061.

Toy gun. T. E. Moon. No. 1,226.273 ; May 15 ; t. 288

;

p. 840.
To/. Mechanical. J. Wllhelra and C. A. Kays. No.

1^26.166 ; May IB ; v. 238 ; p. 796.
Toy. Moaical. ft. A. Oraas. No. 1.226JS3 ; May 8: t.

238 ; p. 609.
Tot or educational deTlce. J. I. Crump. No. 1.224.863 •

Mav 1 : V. 238 ; p. 90.
'

Tot pistol. J. D. Kilgor*. No. 1,228,821; May 15; t.
2SS : p. 683.

Tot rtrte. J. R. Sanda«re. No. 1,226,016; May 15: t.
238 : p. 749.

Toy. Soandlnc. L. Leombranl. No. 1^25,445 ; May 8 :

T. 238 ; p. 514.
Toy. Wheeled. J. C. Turner. No. 1.223.894 ; May 15

;

. 23H ; n. 706.
J " .

Toy. Wheeled. T. M. Vaughan. No. 1.225.082 ; May 8 ;

V. 238 ; p. 389.
Trace holder. S, K. Haines. No. 1,225,621; May 8: t

238 ; p. 673. ^ .

Track leTel and nge. A. E. Hansen. No. 1,224.166 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 17.

Track switch. Automatic mine-. W. E. Dawklns and A
W. Upacomb. No. 1.224,282 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 60.

Tractor. C. C. Craven. No. 1,224.716; May 1 ; t. 2»8

Tractor. C. E. Search. No. 1.227,006 ; May 22 ; t. 288

Tractor. J. C. Sturm. No. 1,227.016 ; May 22 ; t. 238
p. 1126.

Tractor. Asglcultural. M. D. Cock. No. 1,227,389; May
Tractor, Ayrlcuitural.' H. ETersole. No. 1,226.200; May

15; T. 238; p. 811.
^

Trartor. .\grlcnltural. R, D. Kohne. No. 1,227,680 ; May
29 ; V. 238 : p. 1357.

'

Tractor-binder hitch. G. W. Gamble. No. 1.225.428_May 8 ; V. 238 ; p. 508.
Tractor. Motor . P

288 : p. 1683.
Tractor. Motor-plow. W. Paterson. No. 1.226.268; Ma3

8 ; V. 2.38 : p. 461.
''

Tractor, roller, and plow. Combined. R. U. Wolfe No
1.225.912 : May 16 : T. 238 : p. 713.

Tractor steerlnK device. C. X. Krugh and J. A. Hen
drlcks. No. 1,227,455: May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1268.

Tractor. Universal. O. D. Bowles. No. 1,227 JJ70 ; May
29 : V. 238 : p. 1889.

Tractor-wheel. G. F. Johnson. No. 1.228.024 : May 29 •

V. 238 ; p. 1492.
J '^ <

Tractors and the like. Automatic steerlna-aear for W
TurnhuJl. No. 1.228,877 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1607.

Trafflc-slgnal. T. Beaver. No. 1.226.446; May 15: t
2;iN : p. 894.

Trafflc-slgnal. W. Ghlgllerl. No. 1,224.632 ; May 1 • t
238 : p. 184.

J
.

»•

Train-control apparatus. H. O. Sedgwick. No. 1.226,916

:

May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1089.
Train control system. A. Mlnnlck. No. 1,226,792 ; Mav

22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1048.
....

Train, Flexible road-. R. B. Fageol. No. 1,226,962 : May
22; v. 238; p. 1106.

'
•

i

Train - line conpllnK. Automatic. T. R. Brown. No.
1.226.612 : .May l.'i : v. 2.3S

; p. 946.
Train stop and signaling system. H. G. Sedgwick. No.

1.225.508; May 8; v. 236; p. 533.
Train stop. Automatic. C. C. Bowman. No. 1.224.841 :

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 267.
Train-stop. Automatic. H. G. Sedgwick. No. 1,226.915;May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1089.

'

Train stops. Portable abutment for automatic. C. A. WU-'^
' *

~" ~"
J. 1534.
Durham. No.

'. Evans. No. 1.228,306 ; May 29 ; t

rain stops. Portable abutme
lard. No. 1.228.163; May 29 ; v. 238; p. 1534'

Traln-stopplni? apparatus. b. A.
1,224.723 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 217.

Traln-.stonping apparatus. A. M. Worden. No. 1,227 866 •

May 29: v. 238; p. 1439.
Train - stoppine device. Automatic. J. A. Jesson. No

1.227.913: May 29; v. 288; p. 1454.
Train^stoppln^^ mechanl8jn._ Automatic. C. Joly. No.

1,224.932 : May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 339.
ransformer. W. M
238 : p. 11

Dann.' No. 1.224,149; May 1; t.

'^'"°S('if'"*'''-,„S^i; ^- Forteacue. No. 1,227,415; May 22;
V. 2-^8 : p. 1255.

Transformer. E. G. Reed. No. 1.227.314; May 22* t
238 : p. 1224. '

'
^

Transformer. F. Sleber. No. 1,224.225 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

p. 3y.
Transformer-core punching. E. G. Reed. No. 1.224 210-
May 1 : t. 238 ; p. 34.

Transformer Variable-voltage. A.Simon. No 1227 844-
May 29 : t. 238 ; p. 1431.

''•o^ .

Transforming system. V. E. Alden. No. 1.224,255: May
1 : V. 238 : p. 51.

Tran.smlssion device. Variable-speed-. D. Miller No
1.224.868 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 266.

Transmls.slon-lock. L. H. Sparks. No. 1.228,253 : Mav
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1566. ^ , ,

i—.

TraDamiasloB roechanltm. J. Aroer. No. 1,226,048 ; May
15 : V 238 ; p. 760.

Tranami..«slon mechanism. B. C. Hill. No. 1 228 208 -

May 2H ; v. 23>^
: p 15,'52

TranHmlsslon mechanism. T. Lafltte. No. 1227 456*
May 22 . v. 2.'58

: p. 1268.
Transmission mechanism. R. Sparling. No. 1.226 190

•May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 426.
Transmission mechanism, Cam-operated. M. T. Denne.

No. 1,225.782 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 670.
Transmission systems. Protecting means for. E. K.

F. Crelghton. No. 1,225,587 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 561.
Transmltter-cnt-out device. P. O. Scbulz. No. 1.226.389 ;

May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 877.
Transom-lifter. W. F. OBourke. No. 1,226.351 ; May 8

:

V. 288 ; p. 483.
Trap : 8ft

Animal- trap.
Fly trap
Game-trap.
Gas-trap.
Hog-trap.
Mouse and rat tra

». W.
p. 1249.

Trap. W. B. Cu
rap.
rtls.

Rat trap.
Sand-trap.
S»»al trap.
Steam trap.
Varuum-trap.

No. 1.227.395 ; May 22 ; v. 238

No. 1.236.924; May 22 ; t. 238

No. 1,226.288: May 15 : t. 288

Trap. P. C. Thayer
p. 1092.

Trap. J. E. White.
p. 846.

Tray. SanlUry. C. H. De Frvhn. No. 1.226,866 ; May 22
v. 238 ; p. 1073.

Trertle. J. C. and J. N. Pepin. No. 1,226,112 ; May 16
T. 238 ; p. 781.

Trimmer : See—
Hair-trimmer.

Trimming niarhlnp. A. B. Koehler. No. 1.227.155 : May
22 : V. 238: p. 1172.

Trimming machines. Wetting atUchment for. L. D. Hlltt.
.No. 1.227.786: May 29: v. 238; p. 1411.

Tripods. Locklug means for. J. O. Torr. No. 1.226.724;
.May 22 ; v. 2.18 ; p. 1023.

TroUey. 6. D. Harlow. No. 1.228.206 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ;

p. 1551.
Trolley-harp. J. II. Carmack. No. 1.226.926; May IB;

V. 2AS : p. 718.
Trolley. Meat-smoklns. A. N. Benn. No. 1.226.845 ; May

22 : V. 238 ; p. 1066.
Trolley wheel. E. Gabriel. No. 1.226.501; May 15: t.

238; p. 912.
Trough : See—

Fe«Ht trough.
Troweling me.'hanlsm. F. H. Folden. No. 1.227.900;
Mav 29; v. 288: p. 1451.

Tru<k. C. A. Brickel. No. 1.227,876; May 29 : v. 288 : p.
1442.

Truck. L. G. Carey. No. 1,228.179 ; May 29 ; t. 238 : p.
1542.

Truck. H. L. Beed. No. 1,225,859; May 15; r. 238:
p. 696.

Truck bolster. S. A. Benner. No. 1.224,128 ; May 1 ;

V. 238 : p. 4.

Tru< k-l>ol8ter. Cast. T. MIyasakl. (ReUsoe.) No. 14.307 :

May 29; t. 2S8 ; p. 1610.
Truck-bolster, L^aterai-motlon. J. J. Sullivan. No.

1.224.684 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 203.
Truck-bolster, Lateral-motion. J. J. Sullivan. No.

1.224.685 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 203.
Truck, Car-. G. E. Marble. No. 1,225.149; May 8; t.

238 o. 412.
Truck,' Elevating-. J. H. Anderson. No. 1.228,162 ; May

29: V. 238: p. 16S7
Truck. Elevator-. W. R. Meti. No. 1,227,646; May 29;

V. 238 : p. 1363.
Truck, Folding. W. E. Parkor and W. Burns. No.

1,220 585 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 938.
Truck, Linoleum-. A. J. McCabe. No. 1.224,759 ; May 1 ;

vol. 238 : p. 229.
Truck, Locomotive-. J. S. Payne. No. 1,227,192 ; May

22 : v. 2.18: p. 1184.
Truck. Railway -car. i). T. Dougherty. No. 1,226,756;
May 22 : v. ^.18 : p. lo35.

Truck, Self centering railway-. N. Pynn. No. 1.228,181;
Mnv 2M : V. 238 : p. 1527.

Truck. Vehicle-moving. A. L. Sessions. No. 1.224.674:
May 1 : v. 238 : p. 164.

Trunk. C. D. Barksdale. No. 1.224.868 ; May 1 ; v.
238 ; p. 264.

• J
.

Trns.s. J. Dodge. .No. 1.226.646 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 997
Truss. C. A. Fischer. No. 1,226,232 ; May 8 ; t. 288 •

p. 439.
No. 1.226,177; May 8; tTruss. C. Rodenhaugh.

288 ; p. 421
Tru.ss. Differential housing-.
May 22 : v. 2^8 ; p. 1244.

Tub : See—
Bath-tab.

Tube : .See—
Collapsible tube.
Fee<l-tobe.
Metal tube.

Tube-bending machine. W
May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 507.

Tube-flange and clamping device therefor. T. E. Murray.
No. 1.225.478 ; May S ; v. 238 ; p. 524.

F. T. Brady. No. 1.227.378 ;

Spoat-tnbe.
X-ray tub*.

P. Frank. No. 1.225,428;
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Tube-mill. F. E. Marcy. No. 1,2264156 ; May 15 ; v. 288 :

p. 929. ^ ,. „
Tunea, Apparatus for discharging collapsible. C. ». Fo

land. .No 1.228.^09 : May 29 : v, 238 : p. 1686.
Tubes or pipes. Coupling for fiangfd. T. E. Murray.

No. 1.227.179 ; Mav 22 : v. 2.'t8 : p. 1180.
Tubing marhine. MeUl. A. Murf and S. Beck. No.

1.227.482 ; May 22 : t. 238 ; P. 1278.
, , „^. ,„„

Tubular-article mold. E. A. Scboettig. No. 1,225,182;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 428. _
Tubular lock. A. C. Bell. No. 1.228.172 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

P- IMl. _ , , ^ , ^
Tungsten, Producing homogeneous articles of any oeaireo

form out of pure. O. VolgtlUnder. No. 1.224,242 :

May 1 ; t. 288 ; p. 45.

Tunnel form. H. B. Loxterman. No. 1,227,281 ; May 22 ;

Tunnel-kiln. c' Dresaler. No. 1.226,318; May 8; v.

Turbine** Steain-. C. E. Fowler. No. 1,225,424; May 8;

Tu'rblne-Wf^l. 6. A. Wiberf. No. 1,227,986 ; May 29 : v.

28M
: p. 1481 ^^, ^„„

Turn Uble. Tillable. D. W. Haynes. No. 1.226.030

;

May 8 ; v 238 ; p. 372. ^_„
TurnlMicklH. E. Walker. No. 1.226.830 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ;

Type binder. H. H. Hancock. No. 1,228,019 ; May 29 ; t.

^38 - p 1 491
Tvpe s'upplv drum. Rotary. W. Wright. No. 1,220,046;

May 16 ;t. 288: p. 759.
Typewriter. J. J. Cohen. No. 1,224,141; May 1; t.

288 ; p. 9.

Typewriter carriage-return mechanism. N. L. Anderson.
So. 1,226,290 ; May 16 : v. 238 : p. 848. ,

. , „
Type writer < hairs, \<ljusfli)K ineaii!* for the backs of. H.

<e. Bolens. No. 1,224.263; May 1; v 238; p. 64.

Type - writer commuting attachment. C. H. Gill. No.

1.228.107 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1621.
Type-writer platen. C. W. Barnaby. No. 1.226.626 ; May

22; T. 288 ; p. 991.
Typewriters. Copy-holder for. H. E. Hendrlx. No.

X227.436 : May 22 : v 2.t8 : p. 1262.
Type- writers to Imse-boards. Means for secnrlng. C.

Roderick and T. L. Knapp. No. 1.226.067 ; May 8 ; v.

238 ; p. 381. -,

Type-writing and computing ma<hlne. G. J. Barrett. No.

1.227.236 : Mar 22 ; v. 'M : p. 1200.
TTDe-wrttlnK and computing machine. Comblneu. U. u.

^gener. No. 1.226.5l5 ; Siay 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 864.

TvD*' writing and ...tnputing machine. Combined. O. U.

iVegener. No. 1.226.»50: May 22; v. 238; p. 1101,

Typewriting and computing machine. Combined. H.

ftanson. .No. 1.226.9lr0: !3ay 22: v. 238 ; p^^ 1109.

Tvoe-wrltina an<l computing machine. Combined. * .
a.

fiart. No. 1.226.072: May 16: v. 2.^8: p. .09

Typewriting and computing machine. ( omblned. t. A.

Hart and B. C. Stickney. No. 1,226.810: May 15; t.

238; p. 679. ^, ^ ^, a r\ \tr
Tvoe-wrltlng and computing machine. Combined. U. w.

OlmstP<l. No 1.224.314 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 71.

Typewriting machine. M. Branch. No. 1.225,698 ;
May

Tyw-wrltlng machine. A. 8. Dennis. No. 1.226,643

;

Mav 22 : v. 2.'?S ; p. 990.
.

Type writing machine. W. L. Gumprecht. No. 1.227.Z0.i ,

Typewriting machine. W. F. Helmond. No. 1,225,381;

Typewriting mac'hlne. E. B. Hess. No. 1.227.438; May
"oo • V '''18 • p 1202

TyDe'wrltVnB' machine. O. A. Martini. No. 1,227,001:

TyP^wHn'n^f nwchlSr.^^G^A. Selb. No. 1.224.968; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 351. _ „ .. vt i nn-r OAa .

Type-writing machine. .T.^ F. Smathers. No. 1.227.846

.

Tvpe w^m'n J" mSblne. .T.' A. B. Smith. No. 1,227.847;

Ty?.'wrm=ng- mffilue.'* R C. Stickney. No. 1.227.016;

May 22 : v. 2.18 : p. 1125.
.

Tvpe writing machine. B. C. Stickney. No. 1.22. .213,

Mav 22: v. 2.'iS : p. 1191.
.

_ .,

Tvpe writinK machine llne-spacInK mechanUm. J. Alex-

ander. No. 1.227.519: May 22: V. 2:i8; p. 1291.

Typewriting machines. Line-forming device for. J. «-.

^Simpson. No. 1.225.369 ; May 8 ; v 238 ; p 488.

Tvpe writloK ma.hin.K. Shift key mechanism for. t. 15.

hew.. No. 1.226.770: May 22: v. 2.H8: P- 1040
Tvnes Locking means for printing-. L. A. Hosklns. No.

f.226.712 : May 8 ; v. 28§ : p. 602.
.

Typograph mechanism. W. A. Keade. No. 1.220.007,

May 16 : v. 238 ; p. 745.
TvDOKranhlcal .-oniposlng machines. Distributing mechn-
'nlsm of r. Muehlelsen. No. 1.228.228; May 29: v.

238 ; p. 1658.
Typographical composing-machines. Distributing mecha-
nl.*m of r. Muehlelsen and C. A. Albrecht. No.
1 228 229 : Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 1568.

TvDoirraphl<al machine. W. E. Bertram and T. 8. Ho-
"mans. No. 1.226,564; May 8; t. 238; n. 553.

Tvpoifraphlcal machine. T. S. Homans. No. 1,225.633 :

May 8; v. 288 : p. 676.
TTi>oKraphlcal or line-casting machine. J. W. Graham.

No. 1.226,204 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 812.

TTDographtcal or slng-eactlnf machlae. J. W. Graham.
.<7 1.226.205 : May 15 ; v.T:38 : p. 812.

Umbrella, Folding. O. Gugllelmone. No. 1,224,583 ,
May

1 : V. 238 ; p. 149. „ ^ w ie
Umbrella-sticks. Folding device for. H. Oautschy. fto.

1.226.S77 : Mav 22: v. 238; p. 1076.
., «r r

Uncoupling mechanism. W. McConway, Jr., and W. J.

Regan. No. 1.226.092: May 16; v. 238 ; p. .76

Uncoupling mechanism. W. McConwav, Jr., and W. J.

Regan. No. 1.226.094 : May 15 : v. 238T P- ^^^-^ ^,^
Undergarment. Chllds. J. L. P. Felnstein. No. 1.226.946 ;

Un^e/reanier.' W.' ^. Cutler. No. 1,226,701 ; May 8 ; .

Un'derfeamer. W. M. Keck. No. 1.225.968; May 15; t.

238 ; p. 782. _ _ • ».. « nna —»o .

Underwear. Closed-crotch. B. B. Janes. No. 1,226.. i3,

Un^cyclf 'I E^.*i)^^^niue. No. 1,228.100; May 29;

Universal joint. W. S. Adams. No. 1,225,303 ; May 8 ;

uJl'verMf Silnt^'w. J. Barker. No. 1.228.166; May 29;
T. 238: p. 1638. ^ ^ , ^ ^, k^

Universal Joint. E. C B., and C. J. Dontje. No.

1 224,286 ; May 1 ; t. 238 : p. 62.

Universal Joint. C. L. Nedoma. No. 1.226.688 ; May 22 ;

Un^veretal joint. C. L. Nedoma. No. 1,226,689 :
May 22

;

V. 238; p. 1011. „„.,,» ,, a
Universal Joint. F. H. Ream. No. 1.226,174 ;

May 8

;

UnYversai Joint for power-shafts. W. E. Williams. No.

1.226,199: May 8; T. 238; p. 428.

Urinal. J. Staszak. No. 1.226.716 ; Jlay 22 ; v. 238 ; p.

UtensU-cover. J. Wasa No. 1.228.160 ; May 29 ; t. 288

;

Vacuum cleaning and force-draft system. F. J. Matchette

and R. Raddatr. No. 1,224.481 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; P- 132.

Vacuum cleaning and force draft system. F. J. Matchette

and R. Rad.latz. No. 1.224.48^2 ; May^l^;^v.^238 :^^. 182.

lum llftlng-<u -- w ".-.-».- 1

V. 288 : p. 600.
Vacuum llftlng-< up. C. L. Smith. No. 1.225,724 ;

May 8 ;

VaT'uum 'system W. Scott. No. 1,227.497; May 22;
2S£ * t) 1283

Vacuum trap. A. Olson. No. 1,228,128 ; May 29 ; t. 288 ;

y^ye.^^J. B. Beam. No. 1,226,002; May 8; t. 288; p.

Valve. E. J. Bolt. No. 1,227.574; May 29; v. 288; p.

1838
Valve. L. D. Fulton. No. 1.228,104 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p.

Xalvi^' J. D. Jones. No. 1.226.671 : May 22 ; v. 288 ; p.

Valve.
'

J. J. Lane. No. 1,226,974 ; May 16 ; t. 288

;

\^'\J^*J. Lln.>s. No. 1,226,608 : Mav 16 ; t. 238 ; p. 946.238 : D. 94
; V. 288

;

Valve. T.E.Murray. No. 1,226,479 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p.

524
Valve. A. O. Butt. No. 1,227,078 : May 22 : t. 288 ; p

VaUJ.* N. W. Whltbeck. No. 1,226,040; May 15; v. 238;

Va^Ve.'^Iir-. W. B. Hose. No. 1,226.664 ; May 22 : v. 238 ;

Va^ve^*?nd trap. Air. B. C. Williams. No. 1.226,291;

May 15; V. 238: p. 847. ...... w. n t
Valve and valve-gear for elastic fluid turbines. H. J.

Hiinzllk. No. 1.227.612: May 29; v. 2.S8 : p. 1351.

Valve. Automatic atmosphere-. H. Schwanebeck. >o.

1.224.221 : May 1 : v. 238 : p. 38.

Valve Automatic drain-. C. W. Ncwcombe. No
1,226,796 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1049

Valve. Carbureter-. G. H. Taber. No. 1,226,076; May
ft * V Q^R * n %A7

Valve. Check C. C Butler. No. 1,227,883; May 29;
V 238 - D 1444

ValVe. Discharge-'. N. D. Hull. No. 1,224,646 ;
May 1 ;

VaUe^,^Dra*ln-^'^\. N. Vincent. No. 1.227.096: May 22:

VaVve.^Dra^n and' relief. N. W. Barker. No. 1,226,744:

Va^ef Dry plp^e^^'l^.' Evans. No. 1.226.488; May IB;

y. 238 : p. 908.
Valve. Dry pipe. P. Evans. No. 1,226.489; May 16; v.

OQ fi * T\ O^hW

Valve.' Float-.' T. Stebblns. No. 1.226.139; May 16;
V. 238 ; p. 790.

Valve. Flush-. W. H. Schulte. No. 1,225,278; May 8;
V. 238 : p. 454.

Valve for engines. R. W. Mewes. No. 1.227,479 ; May
22 ; V. 238 : p. 1277.

\ . ve for pas engines. Rotary disk. E. T. Armstrong.
No. 1.225.916: May 15; v. 288; p. 714.

Valve for hvdrocarbon-englnes. Exhaust-. H. R. Duke.
No. 1.227.^54 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1205

Valve for Internal-combustion engines. Fuel-. G. K.
Davol. No. 1.225.703; May 8; v. 238: p. 699.

Valve. Fuel. .1. W. Hoblng. No. 1.227.616; May 29:
V. 2.38 : n. 1.352.

Valve. Gate-. B. J. BUey. No. 1,226,880 ; May 16 : v.

238 ; p. 874.
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M. Blrkigt. No. 1.226,366; May 8 ; r. 2S8

;

Locomotive. T. James, Jr. No. 1.226,523

:

. L'.is ; p. 919.
Variable. C. D. McLaln. No. 1,226,549;

V. 238 : p. 927.
C. W, Dake.'rsfn engine.

; p. 719.
" 1.224.447No. May 1

No. 1.227.812 :

H. Muckenhlrn.

Valve-gear.
p. 564.

Valve-gear.
May 15 :

Valve-gear.
May 15;

Valve-gears, Reversilng-shaft for
No. 1.225.931 : -May 15; v. 238

Valve mechianlsiii. A. C. Crump.
V 238 ; p. 121.

Valve mechanism. E. S. MacPtaerson.
May 29 : v. 2.^8 ; p. 1420.

Valve mechanism for flushing-tanks. C
No. 1.224.491 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 135.

Valve mechanism for locomotives. Throttle-. H.
cent and W. P. Steele. No. 1,227,096; May
238; p. 1152.

Valve mechanism for steam-heated rotary cylinders. M
H. Collom. No. 1,227.040: May 22; v. 238: p. 1133

Valve, Metric. H. R. Ollson. No. 1,227,607 ; May 29
V. 238 ; p. 1349.

Valve, 011-feedlng. A. P. KSgler. No. 1,224.755
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 228.

Valve operating and locking means. W. Baker
1,226,938 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1096.

Valve-operating mechanism. J. W.
p. 2551,224.835; May 1; v 238

Blackstone.

S. Vln-
22; v.

May

No.

No.

Valve operating mechanism
May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 704.

Valvf. Plate-. R. f). I>ay
238: p. 1401.

Valve, Cjulck-openlng packless. J. G
1,226.485; May 15: v. 238; p. 907.

Valve-seats. Ac, Facing-tool for dressing.
F. L. Smith, and T. B. Williams. No.
22; V. 238: p. 1284.

Valve-seats, Ac, Facing-tool for dressing.
F. A. Dexter, and F. L. Smith. No.
22 ; V. 238 : p. 1290.

Valve-seats, Ac. Facing-tool for dressing.
and F. L. .Smith. No. 1,227,511 ; May
1288.

Valve-seats, Ac, Facing-tool for dressing.
and F. L. Smith. No. 1.227,512 ; Mav
1288

Ac. Facing tool for dressing.
. Smith. No. 1,227,513 ; May

J. H. Swan. No. 1.225,887 ;

No. 1,227.769 ; May 29 ; v.

Engelhart. No.

J.
1.22";

A. Stuard.
.50<t ; May

T. B. Williams.
1,227,515; Mav

T.
22

T.
22

B. Williams
; V. 238; p.

B. Williams
; V. 238: p.

B. Williams
V. 238 : p.

Ac. Facing-tool for dressing. F. L. Smith
Williams. No. 1.227.499 : May 22 ; v. 238 ;

No. 1.228.060

May 22

;

No.

Valve-seats. Ac, Facing tool for dressing. T.
and F. L. Smith. No. 1,227,513 ; May 22
1289.

Valve-seats,
and T. B
p. 1284.

Valve setting machine. Locomotive-. C. D. Rafferty. No.
1.225.490: May 8; v. 238: p. 528.

Valve-springs, Tool for compressing. J. C. Reynolds. No.
1.227.669 ; Mav 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1.^71.

Valve, Stop and waste. F. Schulder.
May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1505.

Valve, Throttle-. H. S. Vincent. No. 1,227.097
V. 238; p. 1152.

Valveless four-cycle engine. R. A. and G. Johnson
1.224.468 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 128.

Vapor-converters, .\node structure for. S. ,W. Farnsworth.
No. 1.226.069 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 768.

Vapor-converters, Auxiliary apparatus for. E. E. Ebv.
No. 1.226.067: May 15; v. 238; p. 767.

Vapor-converters. Sustaining device for. S. W. Farns-
worth. No. 1.227,766; May 29: v. 238; p. 1404.

Vaporizer. J. A. NIckelson and J. Fredrikson. No.
1.227.649 ; May 29 ; v. 2.38 ; p. 1364.

Vaporizer and mixer. Combined. J. Walter, H. J. But-
terworth, and O. J. Sigler. No. 1,228.082 : Mav 29

;

. 2.38 : p. 151.?.
Vaporizing and burning hydrocarbon fuels. Apparatus for.

J. A. Doble. No. 1,225.417 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 505.
Varnlsh-bases. Making. C. Ellis and L. Rablnovltz.

No. 1,226,760 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1036.
E. Marsden. No. 1,226,101

Retting.
p. 217.

Fageol. No,

W. Douglas. No.

May 15;

1.224,722
;

1,226,959 : May 22 ; v. 238 ;

B. Fageol. No. 1.226.960 ; May 22 ; v. 238

L. Lake. No. 1.227.684

Mels. No. 1,227,477:

May 29; t. 238

May 22: v. 238;

Vase-holder. J
V. 238 : p. 778

Vegetable stalks.
May 1 ; v. 238

Vehicle. R.
p. 1104.

Vehicle. R.
p. 1104.

Vehicle. J. B. Ferguson. No. 1,227.257 ; May 22 ; v. 238
p. 1207.

Velilcle. J
p. 1368.

Vehicle. E.
p. 1276.

Venlcle and
1.226.590

;

Vehlcle-hodv
v. 238 ; p.

Vehicle-bolster
. 2.<?8 : p. 418.

Vehicle-brake. T.
V. 238 : p. 1496.

Vehicle-bumper. C
T. 238 : p. 249.

Vehicle-curtain construction. J. P.
1.226.217; May 15; v. 238; p. 817.

Vehicle direction-Indicator and signaling device
Medicus. No. 1.226.102 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p.

hobbv h
May !,

E. A
427.

F.

Combined. L. D. Powell. No.
238 : p. 989.

No. 1,226.192Traylor May 8;

B. Pence. No. 1.226.168: May 8;

J. Larere. No. 1,228.033;

A. Weetover. No. 1.224.817

May 29:

: May 1 ;

Johnson. No.

R.
778.

No.Stoker.

May 1 : y

May 22

Vehicle direction signal. Motor-. K. B.
1,226.826 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1059.

Vehicle-fender. H. Shilhara. No. 1.224,422

;

238: p. 111.
Vehicle. Flexible. R. B. Fageol. No. 1.226.958

;

V. 238: p. 1104.
Vehicle hoist, Dumping-. R. W. Rose. No. 1.226,384

:

May 15 ; V. 238 ; p. 876.
device. R. M. Nicholson. No.
; V. 238 ; p. 1182.
signaling system. J. A. Topping.
29 : V. 2,38 ; p. 1569.

IcDermott. No. 1,228,123; May 29;

Vehicle indicating
1,227.186: .May 22

Vehicle lighting and
No. 1.228.26.S : Maj

Vehicle-lock. D. A. S
T. 2.38 ; p. 1626.

Vehicle-locking device. Motor-. .\. (J

1,226.241 : \Iay 15; v. 238; p. 826.
Vehicle. Motor-. W. E. and H. L. Bock.
May 22; v. 288 : p. 993.

Vehicle, Motor-. H. D. Church. No. 1.224,522
V. 238 ; p. 146.

Vehicle. Motor-. H. F. aod C. A. Depue.
May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 722.

Vehicle. Motor-. W. R. Strickland. No.
8 : V. 238 : p. 353.

C. F. Felta. No.

Neville. No.

No. 1,226,632:

May 1;

No. 1,226,938

;

1,224.978; May

1.228,009; May

No. 1.226.785;

No. 1.228.211 ;

1,226.008; May

K. Plank. No. 1,227,307

Vehicle, Motor-driven,
29 : T. 238 ; p. 1487

Vehicle-motor power. L. B. McCargar.
May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1045.

Vehicle mud-guard. W. H. Holland.
May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1563.

Vehicle road-track. E. F. Brown. No.
8 : V. 288 : p. 365.

Vehicle seat. A. C. Hertifeldt. No. 1.227.437
v. 238 : p. 1262.

Vehicle spring. E. Matthews. No. 1.225.468
V. 238 : p. 519.

Vehicle-spring. S
V. 238 : p. 1222.

Vehicle spring nml frame-supporter. Motor-.
No. 1.22.'5.115: May 8: v. 238 : p. 401.

Vehicle-spring' mounting. E. H. Towler. No.
May 8 : v. 238 : p. 458.

Vehlcle-sprlng-supporting device. A. J. L. Lassen
1.226.226: May 15; v. 238; p. 820.

Vehicle stake holder. F. M. Ijiy. No. 1,225.145 ; May
V. 2.38: p. 411.

Vehicle steering mechanism. Motor-. T. B. and W. C.
Peterson. No. 1.224.869 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 266.

Vehicle steering mechanism. Safety appliance for motor-.
C. A. Stapleton. No. 1.226.138: May 16; t. 288;
p. 790.

Vehicle steering-wheels. Locking means for. A. H.
Sturges. .No 1.226.720: May 22: v. 238: p. 1022.

Vehicle suspension. Road . W. O. Charlev. No.
1.226.468; May 15; v. 288; p. 902.

Vehicle-top. M. F. Wlldau. No. 1.225,884 ;

238 : p. 493.
Vehicle-top, Automatic. R. A. Kanffman. No
May 15; v. 238; p. 771.

Vehicle-wheel. W. J. Jones. No.
V. 238 ; p. 731.

V^ehlcle-wheel. M. O'Connor. No.
V. 238 ; p. 868^

A. Parker

: May 22;

: May 8:

May 22;

J. Dottl.

1,225,288

:

No.

8.

8

No.

1,225,967

1.226.862

1.227.661

C. Schleicher. No. 1.225.181

Thomas. No. 1.224.429 ; May

B. Van Horn. No. 1.226.421

Murray

May

1.226.079

;

: May IS;

; May IS;

; May 29

May 8;

T. E.
1180.
construction
Neuteboom.

No.

May

1.227.178;

Vehicle-wheel. O,
V. 238; p. 1365.

Vehicle-wheel. J.
V. 238: p. 423.

Vehicle-wheel. S.

238 ; p. 114.
Vehicle wheel. C.

15 : V. 288 ; p. 888.
Vehicle-wheel. Metal.
May 22 : v. 238 : p.

Vehicles, Drive-wheel
Taylor and R. B.
15 : V. 2.38 : p. 841.

VehlclM. Gas-saver attachment for motor-,
No. 1.224,774 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 284.

Vehicles. Hitch for trailing. E. Mowry. No
May 22; v. 238: p 1011.

Vehicles. Intersteerlng connection for flexible R
Fageol. No. 1,228.961; May 22; . 288; p. 1105.

Vehicles. Pulling device for motor-. W. Sartain.
1.226,815: May 22: v. 238: p. 10!56.

Vehicles. Runner attachment for. H. H. Leclair
1,225,444: Mav 8; v. 238; p. 514.

G. Kern. No

T.

for
No.

motor-.
1,226,276

C. H.
; May

J. H. Mla«r.

1.226.687

;

B.

No.

O. Kern. No.

1,226.970; May

1.226,774; May

Lorentien.

No.

No.

18;

22;

No.

Vending apparatus.
. 288: p. 732.

Vending apparatus
V. 23^: p. 1042.

Vending machine. Bottle-. E C.
1.224.942: May 8: v. 288; p. .343.

Veneering, Process of. J. MacLaurln
May 8: v. 288: p. 609.

Veneerlng-tape. J. MacLaurln
V. 238 : p. 610.

Venttlatlng-fastener. D. M. Davis and T,
No. 1.225.114 : Mav 8 : v. 2.38 : p. 40l.

Ventilator : See—
Window ventilator.

Ventilator. ,1. W. Gerke. E. J. Bralsted. and E. T
leher. No. 1.228.202; Mav 29: v. 2.^8: p. 1560.

Vessel. Liquid-holding. J. H. Watson. No. 1.228,161
May 29 : t. 2.38 : p. 1634.

1,225,784.

No. 1,226,735 ; May 8 ;

J. Underwood.

Kel-
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B. L. Sons. No. V.

A. J. F. Lee. No

1,224,678; May 1

1.225.662 : May 8 ;

Hayton.T, R.

Ywtel, Marine
288 : p. 200.

Vessel, Submersible.
V. 238 : p. r»8o.

Vessels. Device for covering holes In.

No. 1.220,881 : Mav 22: v. 2.38: p. 1078.

Vewels. Propeller chamber or tunnel for ahallow-drari.

H. E. Yarrow. No. 1.227,357 ; May 22 ; . 288 ; p. 1288.

Vestibule-diaphragm face-plates. Means for supporting.

J. F. O'Connor. No. 1,225.161; May 8; v. •238; P.4l6..
led. H. Behm. No. 1,225.752 ;

F. E. Brixius.

N. C.

935.
No.

No.

No. 1,226,686

;

Nelson. No.

8;

Vibrator and spray. Combln*
May 15 : V. 238 ; p. 660.

Vibrator, Electromagnetic.
May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 994.

Vlni'-gatherlug apparatus, Bean
1.226.573 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p.

Violin chin-rest. A. R. Boles.
V. 238 : p. 554.

Violin chin-rest. R. L. Teakey.
V. 238

; p. 1238.
Viscose. Producing glossy threads from

1.2'i6.178: Mav 15; v. 288 ; p. 804.

Vise. .1. T. Smlthson. No. 1.226,715;

Vise and mounting. Pipe-. L. W. Jones. No. 1.227,449 ;

May 22 ; V. 288 ; p. 1266.
Vise cl.imp. Pipe-. W. F. Wolfe. No. 1,225.301 ; May

V. 238: p. 464. ^ „, .

Vise Jar-. L. A. Bellis and W. A. Bleecker. No.
1.^27.738 : May 29 : v. 288 : p. 1395

Vise. Work holdlni^_ E. W. Wldger. No. 1.228.275; May

Vo?ce-8Uencer'.
**

G. H. Balrd. No. 1,227,868; May
V. 238 ; p. 1289. ^ ^, ^

Voltaite control. Method and means tor. f>. K.

nesen. No. 1.225.6.39 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 578
Voltage-regulating system. N. W
Mav 15: v. 238: p. 791.

^, , „„^ ^^^
Volumetric meter. O. A. Kreutzberg. No. 1.224.664

;

Voting iioo^h. Collapsible. W. A. De Smldt. No.

1.226.194: May 15: v. 288: p. 809.

Vulcanizing device. F. M. Naysralth. T. J. <.llla9py, and

F. D. Carl. No. l.*226.846 ; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 690.

Vulcanizing purposes. Pressure-bag for. H. E. Rasmus
sen. No. 1.226.696: May 15: v. 238 ; p. 941.

Wagon. W. L. Dempsey. So. 1.226.867 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1078.
- L. Dahlen. No. 1.227.767 : May

1.225.566; May

1,227.869 ; May 22 ;

M. Blroll. No.

May 22; t. 288;

). 1.227,4-i

8-

22

Johan-

Storer. No. 1.226,142

J.

29;

Kennel. No.

Wagon body. J.

V 2:<8 : p. 1401.
Wsgon box and rack.

1.228.117 : May 29 ; v.

Wagon-brake. Automatic.
May l;v. 238; p. 169.

Waeon. Collection-. H. Bauman and
1 225 562 : Mav 8 ; v. 238 : p. 552.

Wagon. I>ump. A. MacDonald. No. 1.226,787

V. 238 ; p. 1046.

Wagon-dumping mechanism. E. MorellL
May 1: v. 238; p. 134.

Wagon-reach attachment. A. Sexauer.
Mb\ 15 : V. 238 : p. 785.

Wagons. Maize-harvester atUchment for.

No. 1.224.718; May 1; . 238; p. 218.

Wall-board, Paikajrlng. C. A. Upson.
May 8 : v. 238 : p. .388.

Wall-bracket. Insulator. J. B. McCarthy.
Msv 8 • V. 238 ; p. 519.

will. 'Partition-. J. B. Campbell. No. 1.226.576

V. 238 : p. 557.
Wall socket. J. Kennedy. No. 1.227.627; May 29; v.

238 : p. 1.366. ^ ^ ,._^
Wall structure for sheet-metal houses. C. D. Fmden.

No. 1,224.666 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 196. „ „, ^ ^ ,^
Walls Apparatus for applying mastic to. H. Wlederhold.

No 1 228 .353 : Mav 29 : v. 238 : d. 1600.
Wardrobe. C. P. VoUmer. No. 1.226.981 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1094. _ __ ^,^ 1.226.686; May 15; v. 238:

Combined. T
. 238 : p. 1624.

W. Z. Willis. No. 1,224.687;

I. Teltelbaum. No.

May 22;

No. 1.224,487;

1,226.124 ;

W. Dickey.

1,225,079

;

No. 1,226,460 ;

May 8

;

No.

No.

Ware kiln. A. B. Klay.
p. 928.

Warp threads. Piecing.
29 : V. 2.38: p. 1387.

Washer : ffrr—
Bottle washer

Washing apparatus J
16: V. 2Sft: p. 844.

Washing ma' hire. F.

29: V. 238: p. 1340

M. Wenzel. No. 1.227.716 ; May

E.
Lock-washer.

Vlrden. No. 1.226,288;

I. Buckner.

II Budd.

H. Nolce.

Washing-machine.
V. 2.38 : p. 806.

Washing-machine.
V. 288: p. 1141.

Washing machine.
29 : V. 2.38 : p. 14.30.

Washing-machine. G. E.

V. 2.38: p. 474
Washing machine. J. J.

V. 238 p. 1533
Washing-machine gearln;

Mav 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 12
Washing-machine geartn
May 15 : v. 238 : p

Washing machine-operating
No. 1.227.584: May 29:

No.

No.

May

May

16;

No. 1.227.678:

1,226.188; May

1.227,066; May 22;

8. E. Scbroeder. No. 1.227.840; May

Shepard. No. 1.225.329 ; May 8 :

No. 1.228.149; May 29;

J. D. Spauzy. No. 1,227.886;

W. H. Vosa. No. 1,226.896;

B. Cooling.

Walsh.

ring.
707.

mechanism. A.
. 238 : p. 1342.

Washing machines. Power attachment for. P. B.

Churchill. No. 1,227.888; Mav 22; v. 288 ; p. 1247^^
Washing machines. Supporting-frame for. H. L.. Ugg.

No. 1.226.988 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1116.
Washstand. W. S. Hamm. T. A. Legxe, and N. Krohn.

No. 1.226.879 ; May 22 ; v. 288 : p. 1077.

Washtub. Stationary. C. Schaefer. No. 1,224.671 ; May

wJs^tub-sSpp^Vt. M. M. Ely. No. 1.225.319; May 8;
v. 238 ; p. 471. _, _

Waste or sewage, Apparatus for treating house. E. L..

MeglU. No. 1.224.483 ; May 1 ; . 238 ; p. 183.

Watch carrier. F. J. Ellis. No. 1.227,59.; May 29; v.

238 ; p. 1345. • ^ ^. •k-^
Watch, ^tem winding and setting. F. Wehinger. No.

1.226,285; May 15; v. 238; p. 845. „ ^ ^, „
Watch, Stem winding and setting. F. Wehinger. No.

1,226.286 ; May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 845.

Watches. Securing device for wrist-. F. S. ^Uls. JSo.

1,227.498 ; May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 134.-).

Watches. Take-up device for wrist-straps for. C. L.

DepoUler. No. 1.226,316 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 855.

Watches. Take-up device for wrist-straps for. C. Li.

Dcpolllet. No. 1.227,.->91 : May 29 : y. 238; p. 1344
Water-hau stopper. .H. V. Brumley. No. 1.226.804 ;

May

Wate'r-cioset.' ^J. H. Gallagher. No. 1.224.734 ; May 1 ;
T,

oqo • n 221
Water-'cfoset flush-valve. D. W. McNeil. No. 1.225.987 ;

Water-closet' Portable. H. J. Wood. No. 1.225.914;

May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 714.
. t « i.i««w

Water-closets. Siphon structure for use In. J. Maddoca.
No 1 225.452 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 517.

Water-eievator. S. Mnrta. No. 1.227.180; May 22: t.
OQQ . n 1 181

WatVr-oievator: W. F. Stegall. No. 1.227,014 ; May 22

;

Water-elevator. Windlass. E. R. Chandler. No. 1.228.295 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1580. „ ™, »:.

Water from salt water. Obtaining pure. F. T. Evans.
No. 1.225.118: May 8; v. 238; P- 402

Water-gage. F. A. I'bcock. No. 1.227.196; May 22; t.

wJfe^r-h^ater.
'

J. Ayling. No. 1.227,566 ; May 29 ;
v.

Wafe^r^heat\^r**F. Poole. No. 1.228.243 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

Water-leater. I. G. Smith. No. 1,224,335; May 1; t.

238 * D 80
Water-heater*. Electric. J. B. Bookman. No. 1,226,849

;

Waterhea'ter, Portable electric. C. E. Hlnkle. No.

1.2'2r.,631 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 576
Water-heating apparatus. S. Leavltt No. 1.22. .8l>6.

W^er motor* ^E. 1^' Hanken. No. 1,227.905 ; May 29 ;

V. 238 : p. 1452. T « IT

Water systems, Float-controlled valve for. J. M. Tater.

No. 1.226.846 ; May 22 ; v^ 288 ; p. 1063.

Watermarking device. F. O. Scott. No. 1,226,871 ; May
15; V. 238; p. 699.

Watering device for cattle. 11. C. Rassmann. (Reissue.)

No. 14.308 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1610
Wave-meters for high-frequency oscillations. Current Indl-

catlni: apparatus for direct reading. O. Selbt. No.

1,228 06!f; May 29; v. 238 : p. l-^^J.. _., . „„ „« . _
Wave-motor. R. Rountree. No. 1,227.201 ; May 22 ;

t.

238; p. 1187. , ...

Wax and other materials. Apparatus for molding.

(Jrav. No. 1,225.707 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; P- 601.

Weather-cap. J. C. Bovton and O. H. Nlckerson. No.

W^i?L^'sVri=p'*'^J.V."Alt'ai.S:V 1.226.159; May 16;

Web-fasten^r. W. Achtmeyer. No. 1.225.555 ;
May 8

;

Weed-pulier. L. Schaler. No. 1.224.671 ; May 1 ; . 288

;

W?edlr B. F. Llnse. No. 1,226,980; May 22; v. 288;

Weeder and cultivator, Rotary. J. Matney. No. 1,227.166;

May 22 ; v. 288 : p. 1177. „ „ « %t
Weedei and cultivator, Rotnry. S. 8. Swanson. No.

1.224.975 : May 8 : v. 2.38 ; p. 353
Weighing machine. P. Bdtbauer. No. 1,224.289 ; May 1

;

. 238 ; p. 63. . ^, ^ ^
Weighing machine. B. H. Winters and N. C. Massey.

No. 1 .225,387 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 494.

Welchlne mechanism. Automatic Indicating. W. A. Ben-

ton. No. 1.228.284: Mav 29 : v. 238; P 1-'^T«^„, „_
Weight grading machine. tV. D. Honohan. No. 1,224,879 ;

WelKJ^t-moTor. .f. ^Skandora. No. 1.225,685; May 8; t.

238 p .'i9.3

Weldliig apparatus. Arc-. J. F. Lincoln. No. 1.224,807

;

WeldlxiK. Electric', ^''s. C. Cary. No. 1,226.689 ; May 22

;

V. 238 : p. 906.
Welding, Electric. J. A, Seede. No. 1.226,509; May 8;

V. 2.38: p. 534.
Welding Electric R. D. Thomson. No. 1.225.373 ; May

8 : V. 238 ; p. 490.
Welding method and apparatus. Electric. L. S. I.«cbman.

No. 1,228.032 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1495.

A. M.
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I

Welding or catting apparatus. Safety means for aut
>UJI. " - - •

-- -

p. 1444
nous. R. E Bruckner No. 1.227.S81 : May 29 ; t. 2̂ :

Welding pipe by electricity, Mechanlam for. C. Mark aod
C. O. Bergman. No. 1,226,350 : May 15 ; r. 238

; p. 866
Well-oaslntf. P. Boyd and A. M Saunders. No. 1.225,005
May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 364.

Well-drilling apparatus. Oil-. J. V. ThompaoB. No.
1,228,891 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 705.

Well sinking apparatii.-i. B. L. Palmer. No. 1,226,989;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1116,

Welt, Flnlahlng-. R. C. Schemmel. No. 1.226,600; May
15 ; V. 238 : p. 943.

Weltlng-cuttlng apparatus. T. Biartln. No. 1,228,365

;

May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1604.
Wet machine. H. G. Cram and C. A. Paraons. No.

1,225.778 : May 15 ; t. 238 ; p. 668.
Whe*"! : See—

Automohlle steering-wheel. Self-centering demoontable
Automobile-wheel. wheel.
Car-wheel. Spring wheel.
Cushlon-whf^l. Sprocket wheel.
r)«>mountable-rlm wheel. Tra'tor wheel.
Fifth-wheel. Trolley wheel.
Paildlp wheel. Turhlne-wheel.
ProplUnR wheel. Vehlcle-whe«l.
Resfllent wheel. Wind-wheel.

Wheel. C. E. Cameron. No. 1.227.995 ; May 29 : v. 238
p. 1483.

Wheel. J. N. Powers. No. 1,227,197; May 22 ; t. 288
p. 1186.

Wheel -expander. H. C. Calhoun
V. 238 ; p. 995.

Wheel for motor-reblcles. Detachable or Interchangeable
J. S. Foley and F. W. Baker. No. 1.228.310; May 29
T. 238 : p. 1585.

Wheel holder. H. E. Jones. No. 1.226,885 ; May IB
T. 238 ; p. 860.

Wheel-machine. J, T. Gardner. No
y. 238 ; p. 183.

Wheel rim and tire. J. S. Harris. No. 1.226,880May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1077.
Wheel rim and tire. R. Wunning. No. 1.227,988: Mav

29 : V. 238 : p 1481.
Wheel rim. Vehicle-. R. W. Ashley. No. 1,224,880; May

1 : V. 288 ; p. 258.
Wheel rim, \ehlcle-. R. S. Bryant. No. 1,224,706; May

1 ; V. 288 ; p. 210.
Wheel structure. H. C. Calhoun. No. 1,227,881 ; May 22 ;

y. 238 ; p. 1245.
Whlffletree-hook. G. E. Waller. No. 1,226,423 ; May 15

V. 238 ; p. 888.
J *« .

Whip-socket, Lock. T. J. Edwards
1 : V. 238 : p. 180.

Wlck-holder S. S. Booty. No. 1.226,850; May 22; .
288 ; p. 1067.

Wind shield. M. Doujak. No. 1.227,595 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1345.
Windshield N. Goldberg. No. 1,226,203; May 15; t.

238 ; p. 812.
Wind-shield attachment. J. Bauer.

No. 1,226,638 ; May 22

1,224,628; May 1

15 : V. 238 : p. 657.
E. Wall.

No.

Wind-shield cleaner. O,
22; V. 238

; p. 1158.
Wind -wheel. C. C. Jackson

238: p. 373.
Winder. H. D. Colman. No. 1,227,754 ; May 29 ; v. 238 :

p. 140<'>.

Wfudlnp and measuring machine. Differential. W
H'>ri, h. No. 1.228,022 : Mav 29 ; v. 238 p 1492

Winding-rollers. Forming the sheet-metal barrels of. E
Stuck. No. 1.224,579 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 166.

Winding yarn and thp like. nevl<e for. C. J. Ulmann

E.

ndlni? yarn and thp like, Dpvl<e for. C
No. 1.224.977 : .May 8 : v. 238 : p. .354.

Windmill attachment. L. L. Robertson.
May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 110

Windmill pumping attachment. E. A. Crawford No
1.228,29 4 : .May 29 ; v. 238 : p. 1581.

Taylor. No. 1.226,145

L. Cholet.

No.

May 15; t.

No. 1,224.709 ;

1,225,435 ; May

Window. A. C
238 ; p. 793.

Window-cleaner's safety-chair
May 1 ; V. 238; p. 211.

Window construction. W. F. Hajek
8: V. 238: p. 511.

Window ''omer-plece. H. Wolf. No. 1,224.988 : May 8
V. 238 : p. 358.

Window-fastener. J. A. Barke. No. 1.225,763 ; May 15
V. 238 : p. 663.

Window frame. A. A. Kramer. No. 1,226.776 ; Mav 22
V. 238 ; p. 1042.

Window-frame. Extensible. C. S. Johanson. No. 1,227,152
May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1171.

No. 1,224,619; May

No. 1,226,746; May

No. 1.227.100; May

1,225,033: May 8; v.

No. 1.224,417;

Window-lock. W. M. Manning. No. 1,226.680; Max M;
V. 288 ; p. 1008.

^^
Window lock. A. Re. No. 1.226,597 ; May IB ; t. 288

:

p. 942.
Window. MeUl. E. Fla«. No. 1.224.626; May 1; t.

238; p. 182.
Window operating device. C. P. Pond. No. 1.228,242 •

May 29 : t. 238 : p. 1563.
Window or door frame shield. W. F. Bowman. No.
• 1.226.748 ; May 22 ; . 288 ; p. 1080.
Window, Pocket-. E. H. Lunken. No. 1.228,036 : May 29 :

V. 238 : p. 1497.
Window-screen. B. E. LIttge. No. 1.225.979 ; May IB

:

V. 238 ; p. 736.
Window screen. J. E. On. No. 1.226,802; May 22; t.

238 ; p. 1061.
Window-shelf, Adjustable. E. H. Bartlett. So. 1.224.127 :

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 4.

Window ventilator. F. M. White. No. 1.224.818; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 249.

Windows. Exterior scat for. O. J. Burrell. No.
1.226.858 ; May 22 ; . 288 ; p. 1069.

Windows or doors. Adjustable stop for. C. J. Saxe. No.
1.225.862 : May 16 ; t. 288 ; p. 696.

Wing post s<>( kpt, rnlversal. J. P. Tarbox and H. KlecUer.
No. 1,228,375 : May 29 ; y. 288 : p. 1607.

Wlre-colllng apparatus. C U. Quackenhnsh and J. C.
Smedley No 1.227,6.59; May 29; v. 238 ; p. 1367.

Wire-drawing machinery. Contlnnoas. J. P. Dooley. No.
1.227,582 : May 22 : r. 288; p. 1296.

Wire-holding device. A. E. and H W. .Schneldfr. No.
1.228.059 ; May 29 ; y. 238 : p. l.%05.

Wlre-stltchlng machine. G. P. Baumann. No. 1.226,170;
May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 801.

Wire-stretcher. L. Sorrells. No. 1.225.189 ; May 8 : v
238 : p. 420.

Wire-trench and picture-molding. O. M. Otte. No.
1,224.816 ; May 1 ; y. 288 ; p. 72.

Wire wiper L. P. Seaholm and J. Wilton. No. 1.224.967 ;May 8 : v. 238; p. 3.'>1.

Wood surfacer. Portable power. E. Lax. No. 1.224,943:
May 8 : y. 238 : p. 343.

Work sup;)ort. W. H. Borden. No. 1.227.675: May 29;
y. 238 ; p. 1339.

Wrapping-machine. H. J. Kempf. No. 1,226.622 ; May
15 ; y 238 : p. 949.

^

Wrapping mechanism, Elxtension-edge-box-blank-. M. E.
Peters. (J. H. Fath, and A. F. Miller. No. 1,226,996;
May 22; y. 288; p. 1119.

Wrench : der—
Jar-opening wrench. Pipe-wrench.
Jar-wren<h. Ratchet wrench.
Nipple wrench. .Screwcap wrench

Wrench. T. M. Bledsoe. No. 1.227,872 ; May 22 ; y. 288 ;

p. 1242.
Wrench. A. Brtnkhuis. No. 1.227.876 ; May 29 ; v 288

p. 1442.
Wrench. U. L. Brisbln. No. 1.227.877 ; May 29 : v. 288 :

p. 1443.
Wrench. D. C. Daylson. No. 1.227,896 ; May 22 ; y. 288 ;

p. 1260.
Wrench. M. McKlnxie. No. 1.226,228; May 15; y. 288;

p. 821.
Wringer : See—

Clothes-wringer.
Wringers. Automatic pressure-roll release for clothes-.

J. F. Hemenwaj. No. 1.224.641 ; May 1 ; y. 288 ; n.
163.

Wringers. Operating mechanism for centrifugal. H. G
Braunllch. No. 1.224.266 ; May 1 • y. 238 ; p. 64.W ringers. Rpverslng-gearlnK for. F. W. Sauer. No
1.224.962; May 8; y. 238; p. 349.

Writing fluid. F. R. Sullivan. No. 1.228.259: May 29;
V. 238 : p 1 568.

Writing instrument. J. J. O'Brien. No. 1.224.495 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 136.

'

X-rav tube. W. Robinson. No. 1.226.388 ; May 16 ; y.
288 ; p. 875.

'

X ray-tube apparatus. E. W. Caldwell. No. 1,227,884:
May 29 : v. 238 : p. 1445.

Yeast substitute. J. O. Lumsden. No. 1.226,347 ; May
• 15 : V. 238: p. 864.
Yoke. R. J. Cook. No. 1.224,278 : May 1 ; y. 288 ; p. 59.
Yoke, .\nlmal-. K. L. Seaman. No. 1^26,021 ; May 15

v. 238 : p. 751.
Yoke. Cattle-. E. R. Carpenter. No. 1.227.888; May 22;

y. 238 ; p. 1246. >
> j .

Yoke clip. Neck-. W. J. Cass. No. 1.224.708 ; May 1 ; t.
288 ; p. 211.

Zither-action. F. Menzenhaaer. No. 1.226.352 ; May 16 •

y. 288; p. 866.
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AeroDlane body. N. W. Dalton. No. 50,714 ; May 8 ;
y.

238; p. 614^. ., KA TAo •

Article of manufacture. E. J. Rldgway. No. B0,70<J

,

Automobile-body." ^F. Richard. No. 50.709 ; May 15
;

y.

288 : p. 969. _ M HA TT« . iLT.v
Automobile radiator. V. L. Emerson. No. 60,776, May

Balfg;.''" ?f w!'- B^ler. No. 60,808; May 22; v. 288;

Bs'Jik^not^e. A. S. Major. Nos. 60,816-17; May 22; y.

BUruli.^iiaTof. A. F. Ward. No. 60.827; May 22; y.

Blsculi^Pan-^^O. V. Gels. No. 60.810; May 22; y. 238;

Bo^ttli.^^ A. O. Freedman. No. 60.887 ; May 29 ; y. 238 ;

BoniJ,*\v^l8on-. H. Lee. No. 60.816 ; May 22 ; y. 238 ;

Bowl^Tslmllar article. Sugar- O. H. Sabring. No.

Br^s^^rV: ^^^^?n=g^- 't'^.r}.^^': No. 60,702; May 1;

Broc^d?." ^J.S? Bunting. Nos. 60.829-81; May 29; v.

Brush." ^SavlnV:^ 8. Werschansky. No. 60.856 ;
May 29 :

Bu?"i ^or' Mmi=la'*r aMl'cie. Minnow-. P. O. Lncas. Jr.

No. 50,755- May 8 : v. 238 : p. 624.

Button. J. S. Monaghan. Nos. 60.843-6. May -»
,

y.

BunSn\^*NI.'D.*Netord.. No. 60.819; May 22; y. 238;

Bu«on.'^* R. Selbert. Nos. 50.860-1; May 29; y. 288;

CaWeVSr casing. Register. H.A.Martin. No. 60,841

;

May 29; y. 288; p. 161*- „ «a orq . M«r 29- y
CaMnet, Record-. J. Wolff. No. 50369, May 29, y.

Cabine't.^Wheeled. T. F. Cummlngs. No. 50.713 ;
May 8

;

Cand|foi.^ M.^ A. Moffatt. No. 60.791 ; May 16 ; y. 288 ;

C.^et^H. Coleman. No. 50.'ri2 ; May 8 : y. 238 ; p 614.

Casket handle lug. G. R. Bailey. No. 50.710, May 8,

CaskeSandie lug. G. B. Bailey. No. 60,771; May 16;

Casket ornament. G. R. Bailey. No. 60,772; May 16;

Ch'aln'flnk^' Neck-. E. Speldel. No. 50,766 ;
May 8 ;

y.

Emblem. A. K. Pohlman. No. 50.798 ; May 16 ; y. 238 ;

FlSshlng device. H. H. Goye. No. 50.683 ;
May 1

;
t.

238 : b. 279
oh.
ont, ,

V. 238 : p. 613

Fo^. ''\^: -Thr^de. No. 50.824 : May 22 ; v 238 ; P- 1810;
Font. Holy-water. G. K. Bailey. No. 50.708; May «;

Chair. '•fable W. B. Trowbridge. No. 50,767; May 8;

Chandelier or bracket arm. C. E. Jones. No. 50,697;

Mav 1 : v. 2.38: p. 281. ^ ™ , tc«
Chan«\eller8, Chain support for. C. E. Jones. ^o.

60.691 : May 1 : y. 238
: p. 280 «a 7,7 oo • Mst

Clock bank cose. A. C. Grunwald. Nos. 60.717-22 .
May

dock-banfcase^.' ^E.^S^.^Hoche. Nos. 50,724-60 ;. May 8:

Cloth* M"p^r*!lSlth?r' or other fabric. H. F. Hatch. No.

50.686 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 279.
.

Coffw and tea pot. Combined. G. Gaspar. No. 60.779 ,

May 15; v. 238; P- 955 «a tra . xi.y 8- t
Coffee pot. W. Luttringhaus. No. 50,756 ,

May 8 ,
T.

238 p 6''4

Computers, guide maps, charts, and similar rtevlces, Indi^

ca tor hand for. A. 11. Pleasants. No. 60,847; May

Connectin'g-rod!*' H. B. Layman. No. 50,754; May 8;

Cream Ditcher or similar article. O. H. Sebrlng. No.

50 761 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 625. „ ^ „
Cretonne or other textile fabric. M. W. Ryan. No.

Cu'r?kr
= ?'J. McU'o'n. Vo'-V757; May 8; y. 238;

De^ktray. F. A. Fuller. No. 50.838; May 29: y. 238;

Deposit receptacle. Pocket. A. McPhaden. No. 60,842;

Dlfcca^lding dJdce^ J^^Mlller. No. 60,818 ; May 22 ; y.

DlspfaV stand.*' J. P. Stetson. No. 50,828: May 22;

Elertric bracket back. C. E. Jones. No. 50,698 : May 1

;

Emblem.' ^P.^E.' Fleming. No. 60,715; May 8; y. 288;

p. 616.

v. i;oo ; V. 010. „ „ •».•«« TTa .

Furniture, Panel for wood. P. Cerone. No. 50,774,

Gai'healer gri?L
^

b!*' H.^ McCorkle. No. 50,790 ; May 15 ;

Goblet. '\^. E. Hunter. No. 60,687 ; May 1 ; v. 238

;

Oo^'le^^W. E. Hunter. No. 50.751; May 8; v. 288;

Oobletf^W. E. Hunter. No. 50,812; May 22; y. 288;

Go'^'let or' similar article. W. E. Hunter. No. 60,786

;

HMdflgh't-'lens.^'^li.^'b. Cohen. No. 60,682; May 1; t.

Ho^r^n^
' 8'. T.^Lamont. No. 50.758 ; May 8 : y. 238 ; p. 6»4.

Key K W. Brown. N;o. 50.801 : May 15 ; v. 2M ; p. 969
Lamp, Automobile-. D. H. Blklns. No. 60.883 ,

May

Lamp base ancf standard. W. G. West and R. S. Foster.

No 60,857; May 29; y. 238 : p. 1617.
rn 7^ft_0 •

Lamp-casing, Non glare. W C. Paul. Nos. 50,758-9;

Lamp^shadl' F. '/okeL ' No. 60,809; May 22: y. 288:

Lamp.^V>hlcle-. O. Williams. No. 50.770; May 8; .

Light rejecting bowls. Clamp for. C. E. Jones. Nos.

50.694-5 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 281. ^ ^ , „^_
Light-reflecting bowls. Clamp for. C. E. Jones. Nos.

60.81.3-14 : May 22 ; y. 238 : p. 1308.

Light reflecting bowls. Graylty-clamp for. C. B. Jonea.

^o. 50.689 ; May 1 : y. 238 ; p. 280.

Light-reflecting bowls. Rosette-clamp for. C. E. Jones.

\o. 50.690:^ay 1: v. 238: p. 280.

Light reflecting bowls. Scroll-clamp for, C. K. Jones.

%-o. 50.696 : May 1 : y. 238 LP. 281. «« 7i« . m»t
Light standard. S?treet-. I. T. Frary. No. 50.716, May

Llgh'tln'g fixture. E.' F. Guth. Nos. 60,684-6 ; May 1

;

Lighting fixture arm. R. Y. Barrows and G. V. Strahan

No. 50.675 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 278. «*„h.„
Lighting fixture arm. R. Y. Barrows and G. >. i>tranan,

>,o. 50.679 : May 1 : v. 238 : P- 27R.

Lighting fixture bracket-arm. C. E. Jones. No. 50.698.

Llgh*fng'fixturps,' Extension-bracket for. C. E. Jones.

No. 50,692 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 280
Lighting fixtures. Wall-plate for. R. \ .

Barrows and

G V. Strahan. Nos. 50.676-8 ; May 1 : v. 238 : p. 278.

Lighting fixtures. Wall_plate for. R. 1 Barrows and
n. V. Strahan. No. rfri.680 : May 1: v 238 : p. 2.8

Lighting-fixtures. Wall plate for. R. ^ • „««""^^ f "*'

G V Strahan. No. 50.709: May 8; y. 238; p. 614.

Llghtlng-flxtures. Wall-plate for. R. Y. Barrows and

0. VT Strahan. Nos. 50,805-0 ; May 22 ;
v. 238

,

Linoleum.' oll-doth, or floor-coyerlng. H. Humphreya
Nos 50 780-2- Mav 15: v. 238: p. 95^.

Linoleum." oilcloth. o> floor covering. C. F. Humphreys.

Nos, 50.78.3-5 : May 15 : v 238 : p. 956.

Lock. J. Buchek. fJo. 50.773; May 15: y. 288; p. 9M_
Manicuring set case. J. Waehner. No. 50,8.>5 , May 2» ,

Neck?le^
' 6'. ^H^^kunkel. No. 50.752 : May 8 ; V. 238 ;

Phonograph cabinet. E. A. Wldmann. Nos. 60.704-6;

Plalfo^ ^6:'j^^YLl%^lt\o. 50.707: May 1; v. 238;
n 28^

Plinocase. W. ^. Plaleted. No. 50,794; May 16; t,

Plano-i:a^se.*'^^V. M. Plalsted. No. 60.796; May 15; t

Piano 'case Player-. W. M. Plalsted. No. 50.795
;
Ma,

Piano case. Player-. ' W. M. Plalsted. No. 50.797 ; Maj
15: V. 238 : p. 958. ^ „„„

Pie-holder. M. Stafford. No. 50.852; May 29; v. 238;

PlFlow^s^fp. M. Fix. NT). 50,836; May 29; y. 238;

PlJte^^S*' Torak. No. 60.826; May 22 ; y .
238 : p. 1811.

Poultry-fountain. A. B. Moe. No. 50.700 ; May 1 ; t.

238 ; p. 282.
cxxv
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QuUllDK for draperies, garments, or similar articles.
W. K. Falrdough. No. 50,834 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p.
1612.

Bange. J. Junsers. No. 50,789; Mav 15; t. 238; p. 967.
Ring, W. Shlf. No. 50.762 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 625.
Bins or similar article. M. L. and M. L. Bowden, Jr.

No. 60,807 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1307.
Ring or similar article. L. M. Darling. No. 60,808

;

May 22 ; v. 2.S8 : p. 1307.
Bug. H. Ulmer. No. 50,800 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 969.
Scale-frame. L. Jaenlchen. No. 50,688 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ;

p. 280.
Scale. Weighing-. A. W. Barnard and J. W. McMillan.

No. 50,804 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1307.
Sewing-table. L. A. Boyer. No. 50,711 ; May 8 ; t. 238 ;

p. 614.
Shade. W. J. Fensterer. No. 50,777; May 15; t. 288;

p. 955.
Shade-bracket. A. J. Stephens. No. 60.822 ; May 22

;

V. 238 : p. 1310.
Skates. Heel plate for. E. Hunold. No. 60,811 ; May 22 ;

V. 238 : p. 1308.
Sound-reproducing machines. Casing for. H. T. Bchiff.

No. 50,849 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1616.
Spoon, fork, or similar article. R. Fell. No. 60,835 ; May

29 ; V. 238 ; p. 1612.
Spoon, fork, or similar article. J. Bothlisberger. No.

50,848 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1616.
Spoon, fork, or similar article. O. P. Tlltoo. No. 60,826

;

May 22: v. 238: p. 1310.
Spoons, forks, or similar articles. Handle for. B. P.

Jpnks. No. 50,802 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 959.
Spoons or analogous articles. Handle for. H. E. Nock.

No. 50,792 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 957.
Statuette. C. H. Forbell. No. 50,778 ; May 15 ; . 288 ;

D 955
Stove, Brooder-. 8. B. Smith. No. 50.763 : May 8 ; t.

238 : p. 826.

Stove top, Om-. R. T. Parisen. No. 60,701 ; May 1 : t.
288 : p. 282.

Talking-machine, Cabinet. H. D. Darlington. No. 50,775 ;

May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 964.
Teapot or similar article. W. D. Smith and B. J. Bour-

geois. Nos. 60.764-6 ; Mav 8 ; t. 238 ; pp. 626-7.
Thermostat-casing. B. C. Johns. No. 60,787 ; May 16

:

V. 288 ; p. 956.
Tire. J. 8. Broughton. No. 50,681; May 1; v. 238;

p. 279.
Tire. M. F. Oliver. No. 60,793 ; May 15 : t. 288 : p. 987.
Tire-tread. S. 8. Adan^s. No. 50,673; Mav 1; v. 238:

p. 277.
Tire-tread. W. B. Buckley. No. 60.828 ; May 29 ; v. 238 :

p. 1611.
Tire tread. Pneumatic-. J. C. Kocontea. No. 50.840 ; Ma

y

29 ; . 288 ; p. 1614.
Toy. J. Cbeln. No. 50.832 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1612.
Toy. E. H. Swetland. Nos. 60.868-4 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1617.
Toy figure. C. J. Roaa. No. 50.820; May 22; v. 288;

p. 1309.
Tray, Check and depoait-sllp. E. S. Johnson. No.

50,788 ; May 15 ; v. :J38 ; p. 956.
Tire tread. Automobile-. E. Von Vargyas. No. 50,769 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. «27.
Trav. Revolving. E. F. Guth. No. 50,723 ; May 8 ; .

238 ; p. 617.
Vending-machine casing. O. Kern. No. 60,099 ; May 1

;

v. 238 : p. 281.
Washboilers. Rest for clothes and other articles in. S.

Wolna. No. 60.868 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1618.
Water-closet bowl. S. D. Baker. No. 50,674 ; Maj 1

;

V. 238 ; p. 277.
Water-heater casing. H. S. Humphrey. No. 60,889 ; Majr

29 ; V. 288 ; p. 1618.

Hi
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Abdominal belts or supporters. 8. H. Camp. No.

116,588: May 15; V. 238: p. 975.
Abdominal surgical health-belts. The Well Corset Com-

pany. .No 116.725: Mav 15: v. 238: p. 9<9.

Alcohol for fuel ourposes. Solidified. F. W. Richardson.
No. 116,459 : May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 807.

Alloy for WarlngH. in Ingots, castings, or forgings. B. K.

Rich. No. 116.791; May 22: v. 238; p. 1326.
Antiphlogistic preparation In the form of a plastic dress-

ing. The Germicide Company. No. 116,616; May 8;
V. 23,s

; p. 645. ^ ,
_

Antiseptic germicide and disinfectant for dental use. H.
Mpstayer. No. 110,638; May 8; v. 288; p. 646.

Antiseptic, Pine-oil. The WlUiam S. Merrell Chemical
Company. No. 116,587 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 646.

Appetizer made from select old wines. L. Ardin. No.

116.498 : May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 645.
Auto and carriage body, furniture, Ac. polish. J. Grles-

hamer. No. 116,428 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.

Automobile repair parts, wrenches, reamers, Ac. The HIU-
Smlth Metal Goods Company. No. 116,430 ; May 1 ; v.

238 : p. 306
„,„„,„ ^ „ Chicago Pneumatic
Tool Company. No. llfi.595 : May 15; v. 238: p. 975.

Autoniof)il»-K anil automobllo-trucks.

Bacon, Breakfast . John Morrell & Co. Nos. 116,641-2 ;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 646.
Bacon, Breakfast . John Morrell & Co. No. 116,674 ; May

15 : V. 238 ; p. 978. ^ ^ .,. .. .

Bag. trunk. Ac. fittings. Traveling-. Wm. GreUlch ft

Sons. No. 116.759 : May 22 ; v. 238 :D. 1825. ,,„„„„
BagH. TVaniit . Holcorab A Hoke Mfg. Co. No. 116,766 :

Mav 22 : v. 23H : p 1.326. „ , „ ..

Barley and pearl-barley. Specially-prepared. Barley Foods
Co. No. 116.395 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 806.

Bath tub seats, shelf rails and brackets, robe and spray
hooks. J. P. Eustls Manufacturing Company. No.
116,420 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 306. „„^

Batteries. A. 11. Berry. No. 116.579; May 15: v. 238;
D 975

Batteries'. Dry. Western Dry Battery Co. No. 116.727 ;

May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 979.
Beer. I^ger-. The Salt Lake City Brewing Co. No.

118,860 ; May 29 ; V. 2.38 ; p. 1636.
Benches and stools and music-cablnets. Piano. Lyon A

Healy. No. 116,659 : May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.

Beverage made from a compound of malt, hops, and
cereals. Mfinch Brewery Bottling Dept. No. 116,644 ;

May 8: v. 238: p. 046.
Beverage sold as a soft drink. Non-alcoholic. Jos. Schlltz

Brewing Co. No 116.685: May 15: v. 238: p. 978.

Beverages sold ns soft drinks. Cereal. The Peter Schoen-
hofen Brewing Company. No. 116,680 ; May 15 ; v.

238 ; p. 978.
Beverage to be sold as a soft drink. Non-alcoholic car-

bonated. Colfax Bottling Works. No. 116.823; May
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1635. ^ „ ^. ^,

Beverases. Non-alcoholic carbonated. E. Dlehl. No.
116,829: May 29: V. 238: p. 1635.

^ „, „
Bleaching and water-softening compound. Zip Co. No.

116.735: May 15: V. 238: p. 980
Board used In the iiwHufacture of boxes and products
made from same. CorrupHte<l and fiber. Mid-West Box
Company. No. 116.668 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 97?«.

Boilers Water-tube. The Roberts Safety Water Tube
Boiler Co. No. 116.792 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1326

Boot and shoe soles and heels formed of an artificial com-
position. The Goodyear Tire A Rubber Company. No.

116,519 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 645.

Boot's, shoes, slippers, sandals, leather and cloth. Tlmson
Bros. No. 116,706; May 15; V. 238; p. 979

Bottle washing machines. The 8. S. Weniell Machine
Company. Iso. 116.869: May 29:

J-
2.38; n. 1«^«- ..

Brandv. Raspberry. J. Flnkelsteln ft Co. No. 116,428;

May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 306. „ , . .

Brick rtre-. Harbison Walker Refractories Company.
No.' 116.630; May 15 : v. 238 : p. 976. „ ., , „».

Brushes for general and certain named use. United Shoe
Machinery Company. No. 116,868; May 29; v. 238;

Brnshes Paint-. Hanlon A Goodman Co. No. 116.629 ;

Miv 15 : V. 238: p. 970.
Bushings and metal and jtraphlte bearings and I'usblngs.

Self-lubrlcating trolley-wheel. The (iraphlte Lubricat-

ing i'ompany. No. ll6.521 : May 8 : v 23s p 64.V

Batter. <C H. Linn. No. 116,7Tl ; May 22; v. 238;

Bu«er.
"

F. Waskow. No. 116,568 ; May 8 : v. 288 : p. 647.

Butter and honev. Commercial Creamery Company. No.
110.«AO : Mav 15 : v 238: p. 976

Buttons. Llndenhurst Manufacturing Co. No. 116,486:
May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 306.

Cabinets, tables, and stools. MeUl kitchen. The Ohio
State Stove Co. No. 116,863 ; May 29 ; v. 2.38 ; d. 1636.

Cakes. H. W. Sloat. No. 116.661 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p.

Calcium salts. P. M. Kuehnrlch. Nos. 116,529-81 ; May
8 ; V. 288 ; p. 646.

Candles. W. A. Mosby. No. 1164^48; May 8; v. 288;

Candles." C. Takls. No. 116,702 : May 16 ; v. 238 : p. 979.

Candv. Ridley's, The Old Chambers St. Candy Manu-
factury. No. 116.553: May 8; v. 288; p. 646.

Candv. The Wlntermlnt Co. No. 116,732 : May 15 ; .
23^ . n 9ft0

Canned fruits and vegetables. Lange Canning Co. No.
116.633: May 8: V. 238: p. 646. « vt

Canne<l fruits and vegetables. C. E. Slauson Co. No.
110.694 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 978.

Canned goods and food products, Certain n.smed. The
Weldeman Co. No. 116.486; May 1 : v. 238 ; P- 308.

Canned uoods. Certain named. L. Frank A Son Co. No.
118,424 : May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 306.

Canned goods, Certain named. Sussman. Wormser A Co.

No. 116.470 ; May 1 : v. 238 ; p. 807.
Canned salmon. Booth Fisheries Company. No. 116,601 ;

May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 645.
Canned salmon. Whatcom Fish Products Co. Nos.

116.728-9; May 15; v. 238; p. 980.
Canned salmon, cove-ovsters, and minced clams, dried cod-

fish. Roundup Fisheries Co. No. 116,684 : May 16

;

V. 238 : p. 978. . ,
Capsules used as a home liquor and drug treatment. F. I.

Barker. No. 116^499; May 8 ;_v. 238,^g^646.
ement. Iron-.
238 ; p. 977

Cement, Iron-. E. W. Jenkins. No. 116
; p. 6
1,650 ; May 16 ; .

No.

No.

No.

Cement, non-conducting boller-coverlng and stove-llnlng.

Fire-brick. Refractory Materials Company. No.
116.857 : Mav 29 : v. 238 : p. 16.36.

Cheese. Smith Llchty and Hlllmon Company. No.
116.695; Mav 15: v. 238; p. 978.

Chemicals, medicines, and pharmaceutical preparations
for treating certain named diseases. I'nlted Liquid
Sulphur Co. No. 116,716 : May 15 : v. 2.38 : p. 979.

Cho<H)lates. Sweet Candy Co. No. 116,664 ; May 8 ; t.

238 p 647
Cigars'. Coony Bayer Cigar Co. No. 116,747; May 22;

V. 288: p. 1325.
Cigars. S S. Speler. No. 116.801; May 22; v. 288;

p. 1327.
Cigars. Theobald and Oppenhelmer Company.

116.473 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.
Cljjnrs. United Cigar Manufacturers Company.

116,715 : May 15 : v. 238 : p. 979.

Cigars. United Cigar Manufacturers Company.
116.807; May 22; V. 238; p. 1327. - „

Cigars and cigarettes. Lilly. Dungan A Company. No.
116.656: May 15: v. 2:18: p. 977. _ ,, ^ ^

Cleaners, Electric suction-. Marshall Field A Company.
No. 116.756; May 22; V. 238; p. 1326.

Cleaning composition for the hands, wood, metal, earthen,

and enameled wares. N. B. McAfee. No. 116,778;
May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1326.

^ ^ ^ x.
Cleansing or scouring cake or powder. Enoch Morgan s

Sons Company. No. 116,640 : May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 646.

Clocks and watches. Western Clock Co. No. 116.726;
Mav 15; v. 238: p. 979.

. . „ . «
Clothing. Certain named. BIrkenfeld, Strauss A Co.

No. 116.581 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 97.5.

Clothing, Certain named. J. M. Robinson. Norton A Co.

No. 116.68.^. : May 15! V. 238; p. 978.
Clothing. Certain named. A. L. Tuska Son ft Co. No.

116.712 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 979.
nothing for women, misses, and children. Certain named.

Kinir A Applei>aum. No. 116.847; May 29: v. 238;

Coats, waistcoats, trousers, and overcoats. Men s and
vouths'. Hlrsh. Wlckwlre Company. No. 116.431 ; May

CofTee.' The Woolson Spice Company. No. 116.733 : May
15 : V. 238 : p. 980.

Coffee substitute. W. J. H. Doran. No. 116.611 : May 16 ;

V. 2.38; p. 976,
^ . „ .,

Coffee, tea, salted and sugar peanuts. Ac Brundage
Brothers Companv. No. 116,586 : May 15 ; v. 238 : p.

91 r,.

Compound for the feet. Cooling, healing, and odor-destroy-

ing. R. E. McCain. No. 116.437 : May I; v. 288; p.

806
Confectlonerv. Imperial Candy Co. No. 116.524 : May

8 : V. 288:" p. 646
Cordurovs and velveteens. Waterside Mills. No. 110,480

;

May i : v. 288 ; p. 308.
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Corn-solvent, dandruff remedv. and beadachp - tablets.

W. C. Young. No. 116.812 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1327.
CorMts. The Warner Broa. Co. No. 116,483; May 1; t.

238 ; p. 308.
Cotton and cotton and silk mixture drapery fabrics.

TltuR Blatter &. Company. No. 116,708 ; May 15 ; v.

238 : p. 979.
Cotton and linen piece goods. Trlppe, Barker St Co. No.

116,476 ; May 1 ; . 238 ; p. 307.
Cotton damasks, napkins, table-cloths, and cotton piece

good«. D. 1). Campbell. No. 116,819 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ;

p. 1636.
Cotton drapery fabrics. Titus Blatter & Company. No.

116,707; Mav 15; v. 238: p. 979.
Cotton dock. Mount Vernon-Woodberry Mills. No«.

118.442-3 ; May 1 ; t. 238 ; p. 306.
Cottoc duck, canvas, and yam span or woven In textile

fabrics. The Warren Manufacturing Company. No.
116,484 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 308.

Cotton goods In the piece. Niagara Silk Mills. No.
116.445 : May 1 : r. 238 ; p. 306.

fottoii piH.f ;:(...<ls. iw.ott Mills. No. 116.815; May 29:
V. 238 ; p. 16,W.

Cotton piece goods. P. S. Halpern. No. 116.844 ; May
29 : V. 238 ; p. 1636.

Cream, Cold-. The E-ZK Products Co. No. 116,421 ; May
1 ; V. 238 ; p. 306.

Cream, hair-tonic, face-lotion for use after shave or when
deslre«l. Face-. A. B. Moler. No. 116.673 ; May 15 ;

V. 238; p. 978.
Cream. Vanishing. Home Products Company. No.

116.639 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 977.
Creams. Liquid toilet. W. E. Evenson. No. 116,832 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1635.
Crochet-hooks. Dleckerhoff, RalBoer k Co. No. 116,609;
May 15 , v. 238 ; p. 976.

Crochet hooks or needles. The Clark Thread Company.
No. 116,697 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 975.

Cutlery, machinery, and parts thereof. Certain named.
A. Kreamer, Inc. No. 116.849; May 29; t. 238;
p. 1636. ^ ^

Cutlery, machinery, and tools, and parts thereof. Certain
named. Wanderer Werke vorm. Wlnklhofer k Jaenlcke
Aktiencesellschaft. No. 116,809 ; May 22 ; v. 238

;

p. 1327.
Dalrv culture. C. A. Owen. No. 116,446; May 1; t.

23^ D. 306.
Dandruff an<l falling hair. The Longwood Laboratories.

No. 116.534; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.
Dentifrices. Bucadyne Chemical Company. No.

116.504 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 645.
Detergent for the hands and fabrics, machinery, Jbc.

E. T. B. Engelman. No. 116.763; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1325.

Diapers, Hemmed. The Millville Manufacturing Com-
pany. No. 110,671; May 16; v. 238; p. 978.

Disinfectants. I. Ressler. No. 116,790; May 22; t. 238;
p. 1326.

Display-stands for exhibiting perfumery in bottles and
other articles for sale. Lundborg Company. No.
116,658 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 977.

DollH. J. (Jray Co. No. 116.768; May 22; t. 238; p.
1326.

Dolls. Rite Specialty Co. No. 116,682 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ;

p. 978.
Dolls. H. Sieben. No. 116.797 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p.

1327.
Dolls, doll-hou.'»es, toy bouses, figures, Ac. The Beaver

Company. No. 116.814 : May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1635.
Drains. Floor-. CraraptonFarley Brass Co. No. 116,604 ;

May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 976.
Dress and .snap fasteners. Samstag k Hllder Bros. No.

116.794 ; May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1328.
Drink, Non-intoxicating brewed soft. Val. Blati Brewing

Co. No. 116,500: May 8; v. 238; p. 645.
Drinks, Carbonated soft. J. 0. Cledon. No. 116,402

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.
Electric heating-pads. The Goodwill Electric Companj

.

No. 116.624 ; >Iav 15 : v. 238 ; p. 976.

Electric window-lighting and signs. Chase Electric Com-
pany. No. 116,400 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 305.

Elertrolvte. I. <". .tcuWder. N<>. 1 IT.. 795; .Mnv 22: v.
•_•.'?.'<

: r>. 1326.
Embroideries made of silk and wool, and suspenders.

A. M. Malouf. No. 116.440; May 1 ; v. 238 .p. 306.
Engines. Internal-combustion. Worthington Pump and

Machinery Corporation. No. 116.492; May 1; v. 238;
p. .'?08.

Feed and cotton-seed mixed feed. Stock. The Cottonseetl
Prodacts Co. No. 116,608 ; May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 976.

Fencing, Wire. The Cussins & Feam Co. No. 116,749;
May 22 : v. 288 ; p. 1826.

Flre-extlngulshinsf compound. The Nu-Ex Fire Appliance
Co. No. 118.548: May 8: v. 288: p. 646.

Fireworks. Detwlller k .Street Fireworks Manufacturing
Company. Nos. 116.605-8 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.

Fish, crab-meat. Tuna. Seggerman Bros. No. 116.680

;

May 15 ; v. 238 : p. 978.
Fish. Salted, smoked, pickled, fresh, and canned. F. L.

Davis. No. 116,750 : May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1326.
Floor dressings and polishes. National Psper Products
Company. No. 116,782 ; May 22 ; t. 238 ; p. 1826.

Flour. Self rising wheat-. C. A. Gambrlll Mfg. Co. No.
116.618 ; May 16 ; t. 283 : p. 976.

Flour. Wheat-. The Canadian-American Cereal Product*
Co. .No. 116.589 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 975.

Flour. Wheat-. Gulfport Grocery Co. No. 116,628; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 976.

Flour. Wheat-. The LArabee Flour Mills Corporation.
No. 116.664 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.

Flour. Wheat-. Lauderbach-Barber Co. No. 116,486

;

May 1: v. 238 ; p. 306.
Flour. Wheat-. Louis Levy Grocer Co. No. 116,666

;

May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.
Flour, Wheat-. Busflell-Miller Milling Co. No. 116.462;
May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.

The Ti.pe
116,710 ; May 15 : v. 238

; p. 979.
Flour. Wheat . Tl >eka Flour Mills Company. No.— , .„ , ,. -38; p. 979.
Flour. Wheat-. Washburn Crosby Company. No. 116,724 ;

May 15 ; v. 23^ : p. 979.
Folders and magaaines issued monthly. M. Appelbaum.

No. 116.743; May 22; v. 288; p. 1826.
Food, Cereal breakfast. R. M. Oroff. No. 116,627; Maj

15 : V. 238 ; p. 976.
Food product consisting of prepared animal milk. Nliuia

Pure Food Company. .No. 116.788 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1326.
Foods. Ceruin named. Acme Packing Co. No. 116,788 ;

May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1325.
FimmIs. Certain n.Hnie<i. Castle Brothers. No. 116.506;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 645.

Foods. Certain named. Chamberlain k Company. No.
116.506; May 8: v. 288; p. 646.

FtMMl!*. Certain name*!. Ileislg k Norvell. No. 116,633;
May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 977.

Foods. Certain named. Snnsblne Poaltry Farm. No.
1 16,701 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 979.

Foodstuffs for cattle, Ac, Cotton-seed meal. Dnion 8e«d
k Fertiliser Company. No. 116.714; May 16; v. 288;
p. 979.

Forks, spoons, chei-se-scoops. Ac. of base metal. Landers,
Frary A Clark. No. 116.860 ; May 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1636.

Foundry-facings of all sorts. S. Doggett. No. 116.763

;

-May 22 ; v. 2.38 : p. 1325.
Furnaces and boilers and parts and devices for same. Cer-

tain named. lyocomotive Pulverised Fuel Company.
No. 116.772: May 22: v. 238; p. 1326.

Furnaces. Hot-air. Monitor Stove A Range Co. No.
116.781 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1826.

Furniture. Certain named. Wandcrer-Werke vorm. Wlnkl-
hofer A Jaenlcke Aktienge»ellschaft. Nos. 116.722-8;
May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 979

Pumiture-polishes. M. Kammerllng. No. 116.662 ; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 977.

Fuses and cartridges. Electric. Star Fuse Co. No.
116.468 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.

Games. H. B. FItzpatrick. No. 116.617; May IS; t.

238 : p. 976.
Garments. Children's sleeping-. W. Shanhouse A Sons.

No. 116.560: May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 647.
Gin, Asparagus. Folsom .\sparagus Gin Co. No. 116,512 ;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p 645.
Gin. Bottled Grecian white. Grecian Imp. A Trading Co.

Nos. 110,625-6 ; May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.
Glass. Lime blown. A. H. Heisey A Co. No. 116,634;
Mav l.*; : v. 23K : p 077.

Gloves, Fabric. Berlin Fabric Glove Co. No. 110,896;
May 1 ; V. 238 ; p. 305.

Golf-Hub beads, Iron. J. P. Cochrane. No. 116,599 ; t.
238 ; p. 976.

Grape-fruit or pomelo Juice. The Thomas Advertising
Service. No. 116.706 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

Orlndlng-wheels. Springfield Grinding Co. No, 116.467

;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307.
Gum and mints. Chewing-, The Vanola Company. No.

116.720 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 979.
Gum. Chewing . Adams Brothers. No. 116.671 ; May 15 ;

V. 238 ; p. 975.
Oum, Chewing-. Adams Brothers. No. 116,740 ; May

22 : V. 288 ; p. 1325.
Hair dressing. Hopflnger A Roth. No. 116.644 ; May 16 ;

V. 238 ; p. 977.
Hair net.s. M. Herzog. No. 116.845; May 29; v, 238;

p. 16.16.

Hair-water for dandruff and medicated injection and
pills for the treatment of venereal diseases. H. V.
Clausen. No. 116,608; May 8; v. 288; p. 645.

Hammers. W. A. McFadden. No. 116.438 ; May 1 ; .
238 ; p. 306.

Hats. The Thistle Hat Co. No. 116,704 ; May 15 ; t.
238 ; p. 979.

Hose made partly of rubber and partly of cotton. The
Manhattan Rubber .Mfg. Co. No. 116.776; May 22;
T. 238; p. 1326.

Hosiery, Paramount Knitting Company. Nos. 116,449-50 ;

May 1 : V. 238; p. 307.
Hosiery. The WIlmlnRton Hosiery Mills. No. 116,781

;

May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 980.
Hot-water-Uag, Ac., cover and banger. E. M. Peters. No.

116.679 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 978.
Ilvdrocarlton us4-<l in the treatment of certain named dis-

eases. Soluble sulfonated. J. A. Cushing. No. 116.837 ;

May 29 ; v, 238 : p. 16.15.

Ice-cream cones. Roberta Cone Manufacturing Compaay.
No. 116,565 : May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 646.

Indicators and Index devices, card-indexes, Ac. The
Rand Company. No. 116.458; May 1; v. 238; p. 807.
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loks. Compositions for use ^t^ printers' and Utjog- i

rapbers'. Roko Manufacturing Co. No. 116.461 ,
May

i

inks, Prinflig:^^' E.Okie Company. No. 116.677 ;
May

Inifl^sri^i^tUs, aid heel-counter, for l>ooU and shoes.

Composition. United States Robber Company. Nos.

Prewrving Co. No. 116.511
j
May 8 :

v 238 . p. O^g;^
,

Jewelry. Certain named articles of. The C. M Aonoii

Odocless. C. Kervan. No. 116.526; May 8 ,
r. 2»»

.
p. i

Lamjs and parts thereof Electric The Adams-^all
Flectric Co No. 116,7.19: May 22; v, 238. p. \°^^-.„

Lamps thel?- accessories and '"PP/'^^.^V^ So 116 776: 1

KftrtinK A Mathlesen Aktlengesellschaft. No. llo.MO.
,

La??^.^jii;ch?;?r/Mlr^hants, Inc. No. 116.439; May
|

La'xittve^^^i-^afax Mfg. Co. No. 116.477; May 1
;

v.
j

I^'duv?- ?am: Cantrell A Dawson. No. 116.820; May i

Le;?b=er. Ta^l^E.'Smidt A Co. No. 116.787 ;
May 22; ,

Leith^er'-aSd'^rSber substitute A. L. Hatfield. No.
|

LeilSeiT^l^-^f i-l^-'i^oi^ NO. 116,786; May 22;
|

Lei.Ar^a'nfeJns. F.^ A. Hardy A Co. No. 116,762 ;

Lu'r?s-Ti..,^ spoons, w.bblers. aad s^nne« Artiflcjal

Mln Nix Company. No. 116,779, May z^
, ». *

MaVGeographical. P. Parnit.ky. No. 116.785; May

Mat^ciie's Th^'U.^ Hilfer Company. No. 116.686; May

Msli'icamc'nTs
^ ^or'rJctal.nd vagina, appHcation. B. M.

eases. _

M?dlcinSi Vol\r. Cantrell & Dawson. No. 116.821 :
May

,

Me?lci.;e'^r=?eAS?; named disease.. W. J. Peppett.
\

No. 116.462: May 1 : t. 238 , p. 307.
., patent i

Medicine for ^ogs. '^«\%"^,^;',^ .*v^- 23^Vp lo7

Met"-pollsh. W. B. Martin. No. 116,441. May 1 . ^.
,

Me^tSs' SuHietal ca8tln|s ^^^^fOT^lne^. Cer^nnnm^6^
The Fairley-Davldson Steel Co. Nos. 116,833-5 .

May

29; V. 208; p. 16.15. «i<ikoo. v.. »• !

Milk. Condensed. G. R. Hardle. No. 116.522. May 8.
|

Milk ^ndenwd*" Holland Food Corporation. No. 116,638;
j

Mo'I^uluPJtiVJreVJ'ntlvJ.' E. Moore. No. 116.862; May
|

MowerJ "l^Wn^. ^^e Philadelphia I^wn Mower Com-

mS'^^i^^^^^isp-"-^—
Ne?^n",%Vi?s: ?n.I i^iUn^.n^^Ve^ F * Z. Van

Se?i?pSer-s^^tiii^'*^t;r^'c'om^paI.y.^N<l?- l*S?.8C4 ; May

Ne"i.aV?*.'uppli2its. ^ The Picture Pre... No.

Zi'iLb-.'iil^^u'''^^^^^^^^ NO. 116,793;

Nu'ri'r^ nur*ng^ttiV«:''and rtihber olpple. D. B.

^"s^th. nI lf6,7»8; May 22; T. 238; V. It^J

Nut™ Western Screw A_ I>ock Nut Co. No. lie,810

.

Nu?s*'b?Us.'and^n;efal'J|^shera Grip Nut Company. No.

W^d^rea^^^'-^Ved^^nk-u'^^- W. R. Grace A

OI^*•a^^^^S' V^Vl-^?,i?o'mp..y. «a. 116,826;

01?Vn?ir^«S* •L'^^^rf«ng.
^Durkee-Atwood Co. No.

p. 978.

238 O. Q.—ix

Oils for lubricating and cushioning purposes. PetroleMS-.

Standard OU Company. No. 116,698 ; May 15 ; v. 288 .

OlU Fuel-. Mexican Petroleum Corporation. No.

116.667 ; May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 978.
rp„n«ir.

Oils, Illuminating, lubricating, and fuel. The TopeJ^
Oil Company. No. 116.475; May 1 ; v 2S« P- 807.

Oils. I'ollshlnK-. W. B. Jacobs. No. 116,648 ; May 18 ;
t.

238 : p. 977. . _.
Ointment efpecially prepared for the eye. «", and nose,

but can be used on any portion of the body. K. n.

Miller. No. 116,639 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.

Oleomargarln. Capital City Dairy Co. No. 116,590; May
16 ; V. 238 ; p. 976. . .^ ,, v.

Olives. Stuffed ripe and ripe. Alexander A Callen. No.

116.496; May 8; v. 2.18; p. 646.
r^^^.^i n«,

Ootlol supplies. Ceruin named. Universal Optical Cor-

poration No. 116.718 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 979.

Oranges. Krape-froit, lemons, and all citrus fruits. Nocatee

Citrus Growers' Association. No. 116.676; May 16; t.

Organs and parts thereof. Marr and Colton Organ Co.

So. 116.663; Mav 15; V. 238; p. 977. ,,*„o.
I

Overalls. Reliance Manufacturing Company. No. 116,603,

i
Overalls and Jacket's. E. E. Wagner. No. 116.482 ; May

I
Overalls. Jackets, trousers, coats, and work-shirts. Men's.

W. M. Flnck A Company. No. 116,422 ; May 1 ; .
ogg . p 306

i Overalls, overall coats and pants. Jobbers Overall Co.

I
No. li6,433 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 806.

. ,, . -
i Overalls, work-shirts, and hosiery. Blttner Hunsicker A

Co. No. 116.582; Mav 16; v. 288: p. 975.

I Overcoats. F. W. Hawck. Nw. IK" .682; May 16; v. 238;

p. 977. „ — „ . . o
I
Oyso. konlak. matlka. and arak. 8. F. Zaloom A Co.

' No. 110.813; May 22; V. 238; p. 1327.

Packing. Machlnerv. The Manhattan Rubber Mfg. CO.

No. 116.777 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326

I
Pails and cans and cans used in making artiflclal ice,

(Jarbage. The Cincinnati Galvanizing Company. No.

I 116 596; Mav 15; v. 238; p. 975.

I Paint, Enamel." Carpenter-Morton Co. No. 116,822 ; May
29; v. 2.18; p. 16SS0. ^, ,,4,-^-.

Paint Ready-mixed. Standard Oil Company. No. 116,W7 ,

May 15- v. 238; p. 979. ^^
1 Paint. Water-. A. H. Knl^t. No. 116.848 ; May 29

;
T.

238 ; p. 1636. ^ _^ ^

Paints and painters' materials. Certain named. The A.

Wilbelm Company. No. 116.730; May 15; v. 288,

Paints and painters' supplies. Certain named. The Wil-

belm Company. No. 116.811 ; May 22 ; v 238 ; p. 1327.

PalDt.s driers, enamels, stains, &c. The 1 "'tf"""-^ar-

gent Company. No. 116.451: May 1; v. 238: p. 307.

Faints, driers, enamels, stains. la«i, fl'^e"- a"'?'*M";, ^*
Patterson-Sargent Company. Nos. II6.88&-0 ,

May zv ,

T. 238 ; p. 1636. ^ _. „
Paints, especially shingle-paint. 11. A. Gardner. No.

116.757: May 22; v. 238; P- 1825.
r. itf«

Paints Mixed liquid. The Cusstos A Feam Co. No.
1 16 fe'»S • Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1636. „

Paints. Piste
'^

Tb^ Charles^H. Brown Paint Co. No.

116 399 • Mav 1 : V. 238 ; p. 305.

Paints Ready mixed. The Parafflne Paint Company. No.

Wrapoing Paper Company. Nos. 116,88»-», flsay x,

V. 238 ; p. 805.

PaLr and paper towels. Toilet- .A'^any Perforated

Wrapping Paper Company. Nos. 116,672-3 ,
May 10 ,

Pane? and^ pJper towels. Tolled.
- ,^'^»%

•'' MiV'22^
Wrnpplng Paoer Company. Noa. 116,741-2 .

May 2^

,

Pane? aiid^'lipe? towels. Toilet-, ^ortendyke Manafae-
Hirinff Co Nos 116,489-91; May 1: v, 238; p. 808.

Pa'^V°5oS?ed m^hograobic West Virginia Pulp A Paper

60. No, 116.487 ; May 1 ; v. 238 . p. 3g»-
,, ^

Paper or cardboard, feoxes of. P. Forrlatall. No.

fifl 817 • Mav 29 : v. 238 ; p. 1635.

P.^, w;terproofed. Tat'e"^ Electrolytic Waterproofing

C^moanv No 116,703 ; May 16 ;
v. 28* ; p. 979.

Pape'^Wr'ippln,-. Crown ^''^."-"t* ^-P^' Company.

Pai^^- U?^^' A^ife^iJan^ Slet^nf^Company. No.

Pail^'^An^fn^g^an^ l'^''fr!''S8"^*p'^rS^"*'
^"^

Daav No. 116,675; May 15; v. 238, p. »7».

vS^l: Writing-. Whiting Paper ?:o,npany. No.

PaUnV w;>o']"l^;oik.^ p'acVc?^'«>tla. Co. No. 116.673;

Pe^nJt-lunJr an' ' hCy'fo<^comp^d. D. C. Gilbam.

PeJn%tl^1;^a^;ut\S?ti^a;.^ Vfj^-Kyl*' .^^SSf:The Brundage Bros. Co. No. lie.BOT , May 8 , . .*»•

,

Pen-ra*ck8. Cusbman A Denlson Mfg. Co. No. 116.411 ;

• Mav 1 • V. 2.18 ; p. 806. .

PerfumeV, cold and n>a«.ge '^^^^^^^^ Bl?*^Ma? i •

powder. Salux Drug Coinpany. No. 116,608 .
May S

.

V. 238 ; p. 647.

I
1
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t.

Perfamefl, fac« and sacbet powden, crcftma, toilet waters
Jaauet & Maxwell. No. 116,649; May IB; . 238
p. 977.

Periodical or Journal published monthly. Franklin Mac
Veagh &. Company. No. 116,774 ; May 22 ; v. 238
p. 1326.

Pharmaoeatlcal preparations. Certain named. G. Borg
feldt & Co. Nos. 116.816-18 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1630

Pharmaceatical preparations. Certain named. The 8. 8
White Manufacturing Company. No. 116,870 ; May 29
V. 238 ; p. 163T.

Phonographs. S. J. Travis. No. 116.711 ; May 15 ; t. 288
p. 979.

Phonographs and phonograph-records. United Phono
graoha Corporation. No. 116,717 ; May 16 ; t. 288
p. 979.

Phosphate. Pebble. Coronet Phosphate Company. No.
116,602; May 16: v. 238; p. 9767

Phosphorus compounds. Organic. The Grain Chemical
CompauT. No. 116.620; May 8; . 238; p. 646.

Photographic developers. Strusa-Anderson Laboratorlea.
No.«i. 118,562-3 ; Ma/ 8 ; . 238 ; p. 647.

Photographic paper. Eastman Kodak Co. Noa. 116,613-14 :May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 978.
Photographic plates. Elastman Kodak Co. No. 116,612:
May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 976.

Photographic plates. Eastman Kodak Co. No. 116,616;
May l6; v. 238; p. 976.

Piano, furniture, floor, automobile, Ac. polish. C. F.
Stein. No. 116,699 ; kay 16 ; v. 2^8 : p. 979.

Picture films. Motion-. United States Motion Picture Cor-
poration. No. 116,478 ; May 1 ; t. 288 ; p. 307.

Picture films. Moving-. G. L. Derr. Nos. 116,414-16;
May 1 ; v. 238 ; pp. 305-fi,

Picture films. Moving-. Essanay Film Manufacturing
Company No. 116,831; May 29; v. 238; p. 1636.

Picture films, Moving . Zlegfeld Cinema Corporation.
No. 116,494 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 308.

Plllow-tublng, sheeting, and cotton piece goods. The Con-
tinental m\\%. No. 116,601 : May 16 ; v. 238 ; p. 976.

Plp4«s, Hard-rubb*r acld-conductlng. India Rubber Com-
pany. No. 116,767; May 22 ; v. 238; p. 1326.

Pipes, Smoking . Mocha Pipe Company. No. 116,780
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Pork. Morris k Company. No. 116.642 ; May 8 ; t. 288
p. 646.

Powder and cream. Face and liquid face. H. Korn. No
116,770 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Powder and cream. Tooth. A. B«rub«. No. 116JM0May 15 ; v. 288 : p. 975.
*'».«w

Powder. Tooth-. University Chemical Co. No. 116.479May 1 : v. 238 : p. 307.
Precious materials. Certain named articles made of. Elgt

American Manufacturing Co. No. 116,616 ; May 15
V. 288 ; p. 976.

Preparation destructive or repellent to files, lice, ticks
,«• Carpenter-Morton Company. No. 116.691 ; May
15 ; V. 238 ; p. 976.

Preparation for the treatment of cancer and for charging
water with radio-active therapeutic properties J F
WalHs. No. 118.567 ; May 8 ; ^288 ; p. ^47

Preparation for the treatment of certain namtd diseases
^ S. Fargo. No. 116.510 ; May 8 ; v. 2.'i8

; p. 645
''"^**-

Preparation for the treatment of diseases of the respira-
J'i'7..J^"*^?^" membranes. Ireland Chemical Co. No.
116.647; May 16; V. 238; p. 977.

Preparation for the treatment of gravel, bladder, back-

May%rvSa8?p^ ^T"*-
^•S^*'*^- ^o. 1^6,664

;

Preparation for the treatment of rheumatism. Vis VltaeCompany. No. 116,481 ; Mav 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 307
Preparation for treatment of certain named diseases.

Medicinal. P. Donohue. No. 116,610; May 16; y.238 ; p. 976.
Preparation for treatment of diabetes. Medical. J Bar-

Ing. No. 116.394 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 306
Preparations for sore throat, pyorrhea, catarrh. Ac Me-

dicinal. A. De Courcy. No. 116,413; May 1; v. 288 ;

p. 306.
Preservative for fruit, vegetables, and meats B PSmeyers. No. 116,464; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p .307 '

Pressure-Indicating devices. Bear A Gllck. No. 116.677 ;

^ff**" 'S^ compreiaors. Isko, Incorporated. No. 116346 ;May 29 ; t. 288 ; p. 1086.

'%°2?v.238^'p.°1326. "^ ""• "'""• ^*- "''^^^
=
"^^

Pyrometers, tachometers, operation-recorders, Ac. The
^^»^^ Instrument Company. No. 116,39^ ; May 1

;

v. 238 ; p. 306.
Racks, registers, bulletins, and the like. Certain named

Universal Register Co. No. 116,719 ; May 16 : v. 238 ;

Receptacles. Certain named. Wanderer-Werke vorm. Wlnkl-
?2"'" *«^2*°'<^^^ AktlengesellBchaft. No. 116,721 • May
18 : v. 288 ; p. 979. ^

®*M^''*i'i«*fKTP*i""i *"*S5o^«««^'>'« D. E. Phillip..
No. 116.467 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 307.

Remedies, antiseptic powder, cathartic pills. Catarrh oUe
*%i.Q^*^ lio°^^

Remedy Co. No. 116,700; May 16

;

. 2oo t P< 9T9.
Remedy. Certain pile. AJax Pile Remedy Company. No

116.496 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.
^

Remedy for asthma. Frost Remedy Comoanv No
116.514 ; May 8 ; t. 288 ; p. 646.

-"P"/- r*o.

Remedy for cerUln named diseases. K. G. BouioakU.No. 116,583; May 15; v. 238; p 976
"-"»»»»*

Remedy for cholera affecting cattle and fowl. M Kla-
benes. No. 116,628 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.Remedy for coughs, hoarseness, laryngitis, Ac. L. WKlrchner. No. 116,627; May 8; v 238 • p. 646.
*J^^if,o'°'"w™°S^"'*'" rheumatism. A. k FooM. No.116.513 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 645

^^
Remedy for piles In powder form. S. D Lance No

116,532: May 8; v. 23S
; p. 646

i-«ice. no.

Remedy for "yphlUs, MedlcaL B. J. LatU. No. 116.861 ;May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.
*«.awi .

Remedy for treating cerUIn named diseases. Blood. ComarRemedy Company. No. 116,824 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; o.
16S0.

Rifle, pistol, and shotgun cartridges and molds for bnlleta.
w °l5f 'mP'enients for. P. M. Talcott. No. 116366:May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.

«,«»««

.

Road-making marhlnes. American Road Machinery Com-
pany. No. 116 392 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.

Rollers for window shades, awnings, maps, cars. Ac..

oK'°*'t.4w ^ Breneman. No. Il6.685; May 16; v!
^Sb ; p. 876.

Roofing, Prepared asphalt. Baltimore Roofing A Asbestos
Manufacturing Co. No. 116,676; May 16; t. 288:
p. 975.

Rubber and duck beltings and hose and rubber, flax andasbestos machinery packings. The Cincinnati RubberManufacturing Company. No. 116,746; May 22; t.£Aa ; p. \6£o.
Rubber belting and hose. Crandall Packing Company.

No. 116.748 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.
Rubber boots, shoes, and oversnoes, rubber-sole canvas

shoes. Hood Rubber Company. .Nos. 116,640-8; Mat
15 : V. 288 ; p. 977.

^^
Rubber composition In sheet form. The Manhattan Rub-
o ^J Mfg. Co. No. 116,778; May 22; v. 238; p. 1826.Rubber heels and composition soles. Sears, Roebuck and

Co. No. 116,688; May 15; v. 288; p. 978.
Rubber matting. Sundard Woven Fabric Company. No

116.803 ; May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1827
Rubber nipples. United Drug Company. No. 116.808:May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1327.
Rubber preserving compound. Chemical. Save-0. Co. No.

116.463: May 1: v. 238: p. 307.
Rubber soles and heels. Quabaug Rubber Company. No.

118.551 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 64*
akiniRubber stamp outfit and Inklng-pad combined. M. Tinker

No. 116.474 ; May 1 : v. 2.38 ; p. 807.
Rugs, Textile. Model Mills Company. No. 116,672;

Salt, Effervescent.' General Chemical Company. No
116,426: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 306.

Salts, Minted Epsom. C. S. Berry. No. 116.397 ; May 1 :

V. 238 ; p. 305.
Salve and cough medicine for certain named diseases.

R. Gels. No. 116,619; May 16; v. 288; p. 976.
Salve, Nasal. The Noryson Company. No. 116,647: May

8 ; V. 288 ; p. 646.
8aw8 chisels, hatchets, files, axes, and adzes. Southern

Railway Supply and Equipment Co. No. 116.800; May
22 ; V. 238 ; p. 1327.

'

Scales. Weighing . John Chatlllon A Sons. No. 116.401 •

May 1 : v. 238 : p. 306.
Scales. Weighing. John Chatlllon A Sons. Nos.

116.592-4: Mav 15; v. 238; p. 976
8«aL Slgnode System. No. Il«.8e2 ; May 29 ; v. 2M ; p.

1080.
^^^^* cloths of sised and oU-palnted fabrics. Window-.
The EsUte of George Pabst, Dec'd. Nos. 110,447-8:
May 1 ; y. 288 ; pp. .f06-7.

Shirts. Men's and boys'. Elder Manufacturing Co. No
116.418 : Mav 1 : v. 288 ; p. 306

Shirts. Work. A. P. Elgenmann. No. 116.609; May 8:
V. 238 ; p. 646.

^^°^^^^^- ^ ^- Elliott. No. 116.419 ; May 1 ; y. 2SS;
p. 806.

^^^' ?*t*»'n« *°d gymnasium. The Mllbury Atlantic
Mfg. Co. No. 116.669; May 15; v. 288; p. 978

Shoes. InnersoUng for. Armstrong Cork Company No
116,744 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326

Sho«8, Leather. Sears, Roebuck and Co. No. 116.569:May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 047.

^**S®*',1^'-*1"''" °'* •'•oth. Boyd-Welah Shoe Company.
No. 116.7.36: May 22; v. 238 ; p. 1826.

Shovels, spades, handles for shovels, spades, and agricul-
tural forks. The Steel Baaket Company. No. 110.469 ;May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 807.

^^S.^'^V**** 'or covering walls, callings, Ac., Wall-paper.
l^i *^*'t?Ai»P Company. No. 116.8^6; May »: v.
Z9b ; p. lOSo.

Skates and parts thereof. Ice-. E. Hunold. No. 116.645 ;May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 977.
Sny) fasteners or snap fastening buttons or clasps.

May is ;"y"28l"?. 977.'"" Company. No. 118,0361

Soap made In part by the' use of cochin or cocoannt oil

S"o'Yl6?^;^y^;%^.'-/8*8V ?*S°^'''=^'*'"
''^^^-^'

Soaps, washing powder and Ublets. sllyer-pollsh. Toilet
22": V 2.ir: ?M57 ^'* Company. No. I18.8OO

; Majl

^°SJt'* ^?!*'*°* " PO'^ders. cleansers, and metal - ooUah
V 238 ^ Jot

^''*°'* ^*°''*- ^®- 11«.'*72: Ifry 1 ;

\
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Soda-ash. caustic soda, chlorate of potash, bichromate of
soda. B. Brown A Bro. No. 116,602; May 8; v. 288;
p. 646.

Sodium silicate. Philadelphia Quarts Company. No.
116.549 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.

Spaghetti, apple-butter, mlnce-meat, marmalades. Glen-
crest Food Co. No. 116,617 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.

Spark and priming plugs. K. A. Bowman Co. No.
116.584; May 16: v. 288; p. 976.
lark plugs. Emii Grossman Manuta
No. 118.768 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. I.'i25.

cturlng Corporation.

Bpark-plngs. kmll Grossman Manufacturing Corporation.
No. 116,843 : May 29 ; v. 288 : p. 1636.

._ .„^ „ „
Specific, Diphtheria. 8. C. Mathfs. No. 116.686; May 8;

v. 23S : p. 646. . „ ^ ,.

Sporting goods. Certain named. HUlerlch A Bradsby
Company. No. 118,687: May 16; v. 288; p. 977.

Staying and fastening material. M. D. Knowlton Com-
pany. No. 116.653; May 16; v. 288; p. 977.

Steel, steel castings, and particularly manganese-steel
castings. American Manganese Steel Company. No.
116.390; May 1 : v. 238; p. .306.

Steels. Tool-. AUas Crucible Steel Company. No.
116.393 ; May 1 : v 238 : p. 806.
trapping for box-fastenings or th,; ..-.„, ^^^..
System. No. 116.863; May 29; y. 288 ; p. 1686.

-fastenings or the like. Metal. Slgnode

Sugar. The American Sugar Refining Company. No.
116.497 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 645. „ . ^ w.,

Suits and l)oys' outer garments, Certain named chll-

drens. S. J. Twyman. No. 116,718; May 16; v. 288;
p. 979.

Suspenders, belts and garters. J. Zlff. No. 116,784

;

Mav 16 : v. 238 ; p. 980.
Syrups and bottled non-alcoholic still or carbonated berer-

aces made from such syrups. Florida Cltrajulce Co.

rTo. 116.886 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1636.
Table-tops. The Ehtamel Products Company. No. 116,880 ;

May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1686.
, ^, ,^

Tables, chairs, beds. wardrot>es, Ac. Goldman Bros.

Nos. 116.622-3; May 16 ; v. 286; p. 976.

Tablet, Laxative. The S. 8. Nettles Co. No. 110,646;
May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.

Tablets for treatment of la grippe and colds. S. L.

Haseltlne. No. 116.631; May 16; v. 238; p. 976.
Tablets, Laxative. C. M. C. Stewart Sulphur Co. No.

116,866; May 29; v. 288; p. 1686.
Talking-machines. E. P. Johnson Piano Co. No.

116.826 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.
Talking-machines. Shapleigh Hardware Company. No.

116.690; May 16: v. 238; p. 978.
Talking-machines, records, needles, and parts thereof.

except horns. The Master Talking Machine Company.
No. 116.666; May 16: v. 238; p. 978.

Tea. The " Salada " Tea Company. No. 116,667 ; May
8 ; V. 238 ; p. 647.

Tea. Sprague. Warner A Company. No. 116,696; May
15 ; V. 288 : p. 979.

Telephones, electric clgar-llghters and lamps. Splelman
Electric Co. No. 116.466: May 1 ; v. 238; p. 307.

Therapeutic apparatus and appliances and parts and at-

tachments therefor. Electrically-operated. Manhattan
Electrical Supply Company. No. 116.662; May 16;
V. 238 : p. 977.

Tires. Rubber. The Flsk Rubber Company. No. 116,766 ;

May 22 : v. 2.38 ; p. 1326.
Tobacco. Smoking . O. Gund. No. 116.760 ; May 22

;

V. 238 : p. 1326.
Tobaccos. Chewing and smoking. Joseph G. Dill, Inc.

No. 116.751 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1825.

Toilet water, perfumes, nall-poUsn. Goodrich Drag Com-
pany. No. 116,618 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646

Tool Sealing. Slgnode System. No. 116,692; May 16;
V. 238 ; p. 978.

Tool, Stretching-. Slgnode System. No. 116,091 ; May
16; V. 288; p. 978.

Tools for cutting, forming, or holding, Certain named
metal. V. F. J. Tlach. No. 116.709; May 16; v. 288;
p. 979.

Tooth-paste and beauty-powder—vis., face and toilet pow-
der. The Pompelan Mfg. Co. No. 116,788; May 22;
y. 238 ; p. 1326.

Toy balloons. The Miller Rubber Company. No. 116.670;
May 15 ; v. 288 ; p. 978.

Toy dressmaking outfit. K. A. Rauser. No. 116.789

;

May 22 ; v. 288 ; p. 1826.

Toy figures and dolls. The Beaver Company. N«.
116.5(8 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 976.

Toy nioviugplcture machines. A. 8. Ferguson. No.
1 16.754 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.
oy. Optical. Marvel Mfg. Co. "
V. 238 : p. 978

No. 116.064 ; May 18 ;

Toy push-cars. C. J. McKnlght. No. 116,661 ; May 16

;

V. 238 ; p. 977.
Tractors. Interstate Engine A Tractor Company. No.

116,432 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 306.
Tractors. Mayer Brothers Company. No. 116,666 ; May

16 : V. 238 ; p. 978.
Trusses. C. Clutbe. Sr. No. 110,689-. May 16; y. 288;

p. 976.
Tubes. Inner. Standard Tire and Rubber Manufacturing

Company. No. 116.802; May 22; v. 238; p. 1827.
Tubes, liners, and patches for the same, Inner. Keystone

Rut>ber Manufacturing Company. No. 110,769 ; May
22; v. 238 ; p. 1.326.

oUderwear. Infants' flat and knitted. W. K. Jones. No.
116.851; May 16; v. 288: p. 977.

Valve-grlndlng compound. H. H. Chandler. No. 110,607

;

May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 646.
Valves. Metallic rotary suction and check. The M. Smo-

lensky Manufacturing Co. No. 116,790; May 22; .
2.38 ; p. 1327.

Vaporizing device, Certain named. The Hydraoas Cor-
poration. No. 116.646; May 16; v. 288; p. 977.
arnlsb. paint, Japan, Ac. Chicago Varnish ~
No. 116.745 ; May 22 ; y. 238 ; p. 1326.

Varnish, paint, Japan. Ac. Chicago Varnish Company.
No. 116.745 ; Mav 22 ; y. 238 ; p. 1326.

Varnishes. W. E. Spencer. No. 116,804 ; May 29 ; t.
238 ; p. 1686.

Varnishes, Japan-colors, japans, driers, Ac. Atlantic
Drier A Varnish Co. Nos. 116,674-6; May 16; v, 288;
p. 975.

Vehicle bodv and the like polish. B. Heller A Co. No.
116.765: May 22: v. 238; p. 1826.

Vehicles, Bodies and tops and parts of same for certain
named. Rex Manufacturing Company. No. 110369

;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1636.
Velvets and plusbes In the piece. The Salt's Teztlla

Manufacturing Company. No. 116.801 ; May 20 ; t.
288 ; p. 1686.

Veterinary remedy. B. R. Rodgers. No. 116,600 ; May

Watches. J. Bulova Company. No. 116.687; May IB;
V. 288 ; p. 976.

Water-bottles, fountain and combination syringes, and
face and Ice bags. The Seamless Rubt>er Company.
No. 116.687; May 16; v. 288; p. 978.

Water. Natural and artificial mineral. J. C. Hagan. No.
116,761 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1825.

Waters. Mineral. A/S Norske Mlneralkllder. No.
116,784 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1326.

Waters. Mineral. MacDonclI-Chow Corp. No. 110,000

;

May 16 ; v. 288 ; p. 977.
Waters, Mineral, carbonic, and table. J. MartL No.

116,635 : May 8 ; v. 288 : p. 646.
Wax, Mineral. Pierce Fordyce Oil Association. No.

116.681 ; May 16: v. 288; p. 978.
Wheel-rlms, tlre-hoIders, seat-covers, bumpers, fenders.
The Gibson Company. No. 116,620 ; May 16 ; v. 288 ;

p. 976.
Whisky. The Tebbetts A Garland Store. No. 110,805;
May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1327.

Wind, stringed, and percussion Instruments. C. O. Conn,
Ltd. No. 116.403 : May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 806.

Wire screen-cloth. Reynolds Wire Co. No. 110,858 ; May
20 ; y. 238 ; p. 1680.

Wines. Sparkling. L. Bosca A FlglL No. 110,667;
May 15 ; V. 238 ; p. 977.

Wood-preservatives and creosote shingle-stains. (3«B«raI
Roonng Manufacturing Company. No. 110,616 ; May
8 ; y. 238 ; p. 646.

Wool, cotton, linen, silk, and combination piece goods.
Klauber Bros. A Co. No. 116,484 ; May 1 ; y. 288

:

p. 306.
Woolen and worsted piece goods. Forstmann A Hoffmaaa

Co. Nob. 116,888-42 ; May 29; v. 288 ; p. 1080.
Woolen goods in the piece. Worumbo Manafactnrlng;
Company. No. 116,498 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 808.

Wrenches, clamps, and clamp-carriers. Janies L. Taylor
Mfg. Co. No. 116.471 ; May 1 ; y. 288 ; p. 80T.
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"American Lady." (For Fastener*.) Snap Fastener Sales

Co. Corp. No. 20.134 ; May 29 ; y. 288 ; p. 1638.

*'AaDt Jemima." (For Pancake. Buckwheat. Corn, and
Wheat Flours.) Aunt Jemima Mills Company. No.
20.103 ; Mav 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1328.

"Barbour Corfee." (For Coffee.) 8. Barbour. No.
20.117 ; May 29 : v. 288 ; p. 1688.

" BeechNut Brand." (For a Beverage.) Beech-Nnt
Packing Companv. No. 20,118; May 29; v. 238;
p. 1638.

" Bo." (For Cigars.) R. P. Richardson. Jr. k Co. No.
20,087 ; Mav 8 : v. 238 ; p. 648.

"Brockton Brand Macaroni. (For Macaroni.) Brock-
ton Macaroni Manufacturing Company. No. 20,062 ;

May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 809.
" Bum— Dres." (For a Burn Treatment.) J. L. Wam-

bnugh. No. 20.136; May 29; V. 288; D 1638.
" Can-You Beat-It? (Solitaire)." (For a Game.) W. G.

Young. No. 20,066 : May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 309.
" Chamoln." (For Book-Paper.) The Mead Pulp and

Paper Companv. No. 20,057 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 309.

"Chocolate-Splash' (For a Game.) W.G.Young. No.
20.064 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 309.

"Cotton-Top." (For Non-Intoileating Beverages.) J. F.

Tleberman. No. 20.088 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.
"Creamettes." (For Macaroni.) Mother's Macaroni

Companv. No. 20.097 : Mav 15 : v. 238 : p. 981.
"DanD/^ (For a Beverage.) H. B. Mlnnlck. No.

20.o»fi : May 15: v. 238; p. 981.

"Directions." (For EZ Marvel Cleaner.) O. Hess. No.
20.091 : Mav 8 : v. 238 ; p. 648.

" Don't Forget Gopherget For (Gophers." (For Poison for

Gophers. Squirrels. Moles, and other Pest Animals.)
The Felix Glrard Company. No. 20,066 ; May 1 ;

V. 288 ; p. 809.
"E-Z Marvel Kleaner." (For a Cleaner.) G. Hess. No.

20.092 ; Mav 8 : v. 2.38 : p. 648.
" Egola." (For a Substitute for Em».) Egola M'f'g Co.

No. 20 066 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 809.

" Electric p^,"** Steel." (For Steel.) Old Dominion Iron

k Nail Works Co. No. 20.098 : May 15 ; v. 288 ; p.

981.
"Excello" (For a Polish for Furniture.) Excello Pollah

Co. No. 20.093: Mav 15; v. 238; p. 981.

"Flg-mil." (For a Game.) W. G. Young. No. 20,067;
^Uy 1 ; T. 288 ; p. 809.

"For Dry People." (For Non-Alcohollc Beverage.) The
Quencho Co. No. 20,083 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

•• For (Goodness Sake." (For Non-Alcohollc Beverage.)
The Quencho Co. No. 20,084 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

" For Plavtlme And All Times." (For Boys' and Girls'

Outer" r.arments.) McCawley k Co. No. 20,079 ; May
8 : V. 2.38 ; p. 648.

"For That Thirst." (For Non-Alcohollc Beverage.) The
Quencho Co. No. 20,082 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

"French "heumatlsm Cure." (For a Cure for Rheuma
tlai E. Hatell. No. 20.116; May 22; v. 238;
p. 1328.

"Geo Washington." (For Oranges.) Tustln Hills Citrus
Association. No. 20.062 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 309.

"Ooul*d Embroidered Initials." (For Embroidered Inl-

tUls.) Gonled Embroidery Works. No. 20,105 ; May
22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1328.

"Guth Chocolate Fruit k Nut F^aster Egg." (For
Candy.) Guth Chocolate Company. No. 20,094;
May 15: v. 238; p. 981.

"Happy Hollow." (For Coffee.) Olson Coffee Co. No.
50 081 : Mav 8 : v. 238 : p. 648.

" Health Food.'' (For Bread.) J. W. Hamilton. No.
20.071 ; Mav 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

"Health Food." (For Candy.) J. W. Hamilton. No.
20.072 ; Mav 8 : v. 238 ; p. 648.

"Home Made." (For Cough Drops.) C. B. Truesdell.

No. 20,061 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 309.

"Honolulu Fruit Gum." (For Chewlng-Gum.) The Na-
tional Pepsin (Jum Company. No. 20.188 ; May 29 ;

V. 288 ; p. 1638.
" Honor Brand." (For Crape-Tissue.) Sauquolt Toilet

Paper Co. No. 20,118; May 22; v. 238: p. 1328.
" Ironclad Khaki Twills."" (For Woven Fabric Piece

Goods.) Franklin Mfg. Co. No. 20,128; May 29;
V. 288 ; p. 1638.

" Jewel Stoves and Furnaces Detroit Stove Works."' (For
Stoves and Furnaces.) Detroit Stove Works. No.
20.070 ; May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 648.

" Ka Dene." (For Olntment.J The Ku Rail Medicine Co.
No 20,106 ; May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1328.

" Kleene K-S Sweepe." (For Brooms.) Victoria Broom ^
Whisk Factory. No. ?0.063 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 809.

Kof Not." (For Candy Cough-Tablets.) The Aromint
Company. No. 20.051 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 309.

La Bella Carmen." (For Tobacco-Packages.) Herrero
Bros. No. 20.068 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 809.

Labor Temple." (For Cigars.) Pacific Cigar Box Co.
No. 20.128 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.

Magic Whistle." (For Cartons Containing Whistles.)
P. G. Fawkes k Co. No. 20,064 ; May 1 ; v. 23!«

:

p. 309.
Marbleold Asphalt Roofing."' (For Roofing Paper.)

S. D Dunlap. No. 20.122 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.
Mecopa." (For Bond-Pnper.) The Mead Pulp & Paper

Company. No. 20.126 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1638.
Men's Suit Buttons." (For Buttons.) Independent

Button & Machine Company. No. 20,076 ; May 8

;

V. 238 : p. 648.

Mepacote." (For Book-Paper.) The Mead Pulp and
Paper Company. No. 20,126 ; May 29 ;

v. 238 ; p.

1638.
'Morton's." (For Chewlng-Gum.) Independent Gum

Co. Nos. 20,07.3-4 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.
' Mt. Pum Brand Cognac." (For Brandlea.) Shore Dis-

tilling Co. No. 2T),0«0 ; B«Iay 1 ; v. 238 ; p. 309.

Nail Bright." (For Nail-Polish.) Wheeler Beauty Co.
No. 20,089 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

' Nowater Cleanstr Made In U. S. A. " (For Cleansera.)
The Nowater Soap and Cleanser Co. of U. 8. A.
No. 20.080 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ; p. 648.

' Old Morris 1878 Brand." (For Whisky.) I. Mlchelson
& Brothers. No. 20.078 ; May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

'Orchard Blossom." (For a Disinfectant and Deodor-
lier.) H. Krahn. No. 20,124; May 29; v. 288;
p. 1638.

' Peat's Waterproof Leather Dressing." (For Leather-
Dressing.) C. W. Peat Nos. 20.129-80 ; May 29 ; t.

238 ; p. 1638.
" Quality Cigars." (For Cigars.) American Lithographic

Company. No. 20.090 ; May 8 : v. 238 ; p. 648.
" R. E. Maier's Veribest." (For a Polishing and Cl^-aning

Compound.) R E. Maler & Co. No. 20,107 ; May 22 ;

V. 238 ; p. 1328.
" Randolph Special." (For Oranges.) Randolph Fruit

Co. No. 20.085 : May 8 ; v. 2.38 : p. 648.
" Reach Meteor Golf Balls." (For Golf Balls.) A. J.

Reach Co. No. 20,111 ; May 22 : v. 238 : p. 1328.

"Reach New Scotty Golf Balls." (For Golf-Balls.) A.
J. Reach Co. No. 20.112; May 22; v. 238: p. 1828

" Reach Paramount Golf Balls." (For Golf-Balls.) A. J
R.>nch Co. No. 20.110 : May 22 ; v. 238 ; p. 1328.

" Reach Whippet Golf Balls." (For Golf-Balls.) A. J.

Reach Co No. 20.109 : May 22 : v. 238 ; p. 1328.
" Sans O Dor." (For Foot Powders.) Lynn Rubber

Manufacturing Company. No. 20,096 ; May 16 ; t.

238 ; p. 981.
" Save-the-Cow." (For Medicine for Cows.) G. H. Lape.

No. 20.076 : May 8 ; v. 238 : p. 648.

"Schrelber's Kloster Beer." (For Beer.) A. Schrelber
Brewing Co. No. 20,100 ; May 15 ; v. 238 ; p. 981.

(For Automobile-Body Polish.) A. T.
No. 20.099 : May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 981.

(For a Food Product.) Banks Bros.

No. 20,120 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1638.

Spalding Floating Honor Golf Ball." (For Golf Balls.)

A if. Spalding k Bros. No. 20,132 ; May 29 ; t.

238 ; p. 1638.

Spalding Midget Honor Golf Ball.'" (For Golf-Balls.)

A. <; Spalding k Bros. No. 20.181 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ;

p. 1638.
Stimpson-Rlvets." (For Rivets.) Edwin B. Stlmpaon

Company. No. 20,059 ; May 1 ; v. 288 ; p. 309.

Stop." (For Hair-Tonic.) G. Melches. No. 20.108;

Mav 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1328
SunapVe. " (For Fine Yarn Chambray.) Reliance Man-

ufacturing Conipauy. No. 20.086 ; May 8 ; v. 288 ;

p. 648.
Sunshine Brand Pure Lard, With Oleo Bteartne Added."

(For Lard.) Banks Bros. Packing Co. No. 20,119;
Mav 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.

Super-Six." (For Electric Batteries.) C. F. Burgess
iJaboratorles. No. 20,116 ; May 29 ; v. 288 ; p. 1638.

Tang"" (For a Non-Intoxicating Beverage.) The
fVown Brewing Company. No. 20,121 ; May 29 ; v.

238 ; p 1638.
' The Face Veil. " (For Veils.) N.B.Cohen. No. 20,104 ;

May 22 : v. 23.S ; p 1328.
The 20th Centurv Shirt." (For Men's Work-ShlrTs.^

McCawley & Co. No. 20,058 ; May 1 ; v. 238 ; p. VAK).

cxxxiii

Sllck-Shlne."'
Sehlichtlng.

Snow Bank."
Packing Co.
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* Tlpperary."
20.101 : May 15 ; v.

No,

No.

(For Dry Gin.) The TrUca Company.
238: p. 981.

" Top-Pacheeza." (For a Game.) W. G. Toang.
^0,066 ; May 1 ; v, 288 ; p. 309.

"True Blue." (For a Compound of Camphor and Menthol
Balm.) True Blue Drug Co. No. 20,102 ; May 16

;

. 288; p. 981.
" Tab Corduroy ' (For Corduroy.) New York Mills Cor-

poration. No. 20,127 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.

Wa-Ke-Za For Sore Feet" (For Liquid for the Pre-
vention and Cure of Sore Fe«t.) Burly Drug Co.
No. 20,083 ; May 1 ; v, 238 ; p. 3()9.

Waterman's Ideal Ink." (For Ink.) L. B. Waterman
Company. No. 20,069 ; May 1 ; v. 238 : p. 809.

White King Squab Soup." (For Squab Soup.) White
King Squab ProdncU Co. No. 20,114 ; May 22

;

V. 288: p. 1328.
White Lily Brand Batter." (For Butter.) S. Leahlm.

No. 20.677 : May 8 ; t. 288 ; p. 648.

PRINTS.

"Advisor." (For Hosier/.) David Well's Sons Litho-
graphic Co. No. 4.695 : May 22 ; v. 238 : p. 1328.

"Always Improving." (For Stoves and Ranges.) Rath-
l>one Sard A Company. No. 4.688 : May 8 : v. 238 ;

p. 648.
"Always Improving." (For Ranges and Heaters.) Rath-

bone Sard & Companv. No. 4,689; May 8: v. 238;
p. 648.

"Bulletin B-601.' (For Lathea.) Dalton Machine Co.
No. 4,686 ; May 8 : v. 2.'?8

: p. 648.
" Bulletin B-602." (For Lathea.) Dalton Machine Co.

No. 4.685 ; May 8 : v. 2.'?8
: p. 648.

" Bulletin B-603.' (For Lathes.) Dalton Machine Co.
No. 4,687 : May 8 ; v. 238 ; p. 648.

" Cheerfullv Bright Wherever O-Cedar Polish Is used."
(For O-Cedar Polish.) Channell Chemical Company.
No. 4,683 ; May 8 : v. 238 : p. 648.

•• How To Cut the High Cost of Living With Creamettea."
(For Macaroni.) The Creamette Company. No.
4.692 ; May 15 : v. 238 ; p. 981.

" Hygelan." (For a Disinfectant.) E. F. Ballard. No.
4,696 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.

"La Baric." (For Cigars.) F. J. Barlow. No. 4.691;
May 15 ; . 288 ; p. 981.

' Le Lalt Dea Roses." (For Antiseptic and Tonic of the
Skin.) The Cosmetic Product Company. No. 4,699 ;

May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1688.
Mrs. Santa Claus." (For Toys.) I. Rothsteln. No.

4.701 : May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.
Nugget Fastener." (For Spring Snap-Fasteners.) Spring

.Snap Fastener Company. No. 4,690 ; May 8 : v. 238 ;

p. 648
Old King Rubb«rflet." (For Brushes.) Rubber & Cellu-

loid Products Company. No. 4.693 ; May 15 : . 288

;

p. 981.
Spoco." (For Automoblle-Oll.) The Swan Process CMi

Co. No. 4,700 ; May 29 ; v. 238 ; p. 1638.
' Stedem's Formula Falrmount Weed Killer." (For a

Weed Killing Chemical.) Stedem Chemical Labora-
tory. No. 4,698: May iH : v. 288; p. 1638.

The O Cedar Way."' (For O Cedar Polish.) ChanneU
Chemical Company. No. 4,«84 ; May 8 ; v. 238

;

p. 648.
There's a Reason." (For Postum Cereal.) Postum

Cereal Company. No. 4,694 ; May 22 ; v. 288 ; p.
1328

'Tub Corduroy." (For Corduroy) New York Mllli
CorporaUoD. No. 4,897 ; May 29 ; t. 2S8 ; p. 1888.

DISCLAIMERS.

Cracker-cutting machlnp. D. K. Allison and B. D. Plnk-
ney. No. 1,112,184: date of patent Sept. 29. 1914;
disclaimer filed May 7. 1917 : v. 238 : p. 653.

Electric heater. F. H. Smith. No. 1.040.043: date of
?atent Oct. 1, 1912 ; disclaimer filed May 2. 1917 ; r.
-38: p. 653.

Shade and curtain-pole support. J Nenberger and J. F.
Hlnea. No. 1,074.978 : date of patent Oct. 7, 1918 : dis-
claimer filed Apr. 28, 1917 : v. 238 : p. 321.

Splice bar. F. E. Abbott. No. 1.152,3.5; date of patent
Aug. 81. 1915; disclaimer filed Mar 1. 1817: v. 288:
p. 898.

r

CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS
MAY, 1917.

NOXB.—rint number—dam, •cond number—aubclaM, third number—patent number.

e:

10

1,236,837

1,2»,170
1,236,317
1,226,907

14: 1,224,280
18: l,225,TtM

41: 1,224,450
9: 1,23.^,027

1,225,166
11: 1,226,106

1,220,741
1,226,640
1,226,208
1,228,276
1,225,966
1,226,977
1,236,216
1,236,308
1,227,442
1,236,087
1,224,507
1,227,438
1,227,677
1,2»,367
1.225,482
1,227.329
1,224,704
1,227,052
1,236,113
1.336,654
1,226,588
1,215,618

1,?2S002

15:

23:

»:
41

60:

67:

73:

74:

76:

U:
83:

84:

86:

95:

98:

104:

113:

114

ISO:

131:
137-

141-

144:

147:

149:

161:

187-

6:

12:

1:

2:

5:

122: l.nf.in
136: 1,22.S,7»9

1.2a5,«64
1,224,766
1,226,100
1,225,613
1,22S,11S
1,236.264
1.2«.7»
1,235,945
1,226,773
l,2r,347
1,224,674
1,225.116
1,226,648
1,227.»«6
1,228.141
1,294,842
1,225,H63

1,225,368
1,234,368
1,225,923
1,226,415
1,228,320
1.228,122
1.224,401
1,224,734
1,224,846
l,228.r8
1,225,340
1,225,352
l,236,75es

1,226,716
1,1M,074
1,228.673
1,227.373
1,235,462
1,225,914
1,224,671
1,226,879
1,226,986
1,227,140
1,227.564
1.227.997
1,234,603
1,224,712
1,236,308
1,225,431
1,234,782

1,226,436
l,/26,.'VvS

1.228,208
1,224,478
1.226,415
1.227,399
1,226,219

13:

18:

23:

23:

24:

26:

27:

28:

30:

36:

4:

6:

8:

9-.

10:

13:

13:

8-

13:

14:

18:

25:

30:

tl:

39:

44:

64:

55:

57:

50:

61:

69:

11:

6:

11:

1:

6:

9— 2:

4:

8.6:

10:

11:

12:

17:

18:

19:

23:

26;

10- 24:

r:

86:

131:

126

129;

130;

117
144:

7

13
11-

13-

16;

19:

23:

1:

22:

32:

SO:

58:

64;

78;

82:

104:

133:

126:

128:

186:
145:

146;

13—

14-

l^-

9;

21:

36:

76:

8:

14:

17:

94
80
37

1.227,022
1,228,213
1,226,401
1,225,942
1,224,168
1,224,601
1,228,148
1.234.716
1,236,368
1,327,603
1.227.301
1,224,738
1.226,886
1,227.984
l,2r,710
1,224,860
1,228.158
1.224,470
1,227,678
1,226.636
1.227,407
1.228,080
1,234,146
1,227.361
1,236,447
1.227,406
1,224.787
1,227,247
1.336,944
1,227,284
1,236,906
1,236,036
1,236,274
1,234,670
1,226.00
1.228,283
1,226,768
1,236,867
1.227,147
1,225,824
1,236.497
1,236,480
1.228.198
1,228,260
1.224.706
1,234,046
1,236.487

'

1.226,486
1,234,596
1,234,494
1.225,073
1,225,512
1.225,543
1,227,004
1,234,667 1

1.236.111
l,22T.ft.V<

1,225,500
1.226,277
1,234,438

1, 227.7'*
1.2r.729
1,236.941
1,227,818
1,226,503

1

1.234,520
1,225,010
1,226,872
1,238.180

; i;234,196
1,224,198
1.227.575
1.226,449
1.224,451
1,234.239
1,224,197
1,2-26, 117

1,227,562
1,236,317
1.227,727
1,224,929
1.224,620
1,227..V6.S

1,227,138

1,224,292
1.227. 017

1,224,771
1.224,724
1.224,581
1.234,740

16—

18-

17—

87:

39:

41:

40:

49:

51:

66:

58:

50:

60;

4:

6:

7:

8:

11:

17:

22:

25:

38:

20:

40:

48;

40:

52:

58
71:

78
84
S8

90;

103:

115:

119:

123:

146:

161:

157:

163
10

18-

19—

24:

30:

1:

2;

9:

17:

18:

19;

88:

42:

45:

46:

48:

53:

64:

57:

59:

6:

•:

U:

25;

1.4:

2:

3:

30:

22:

36:

31:

1,225,230
1,226,482
1,225,965
1,227.412
1,228,320
1,225,50a

1,226,620
1,226,368
1,236.163
i;234,634
1,226.053
1.226.746
1.227,100
1.226,363
1.227,142
1.227,682
1.228,176
1,234,766
1. -225. 862
1.227.709
1,226,272
1.2r.708
1,225,791
1.234,163
1,225,849
1,235.350
1,226,736
1,226.179
1,228.361
1.32si,242

1,225,435
1,224,753
1,234.913
1.234.749
1,236.569
1,226,080
1,227,768
1.224.615
1,236,442
1,224,882
1,225,285
1,225,323
1.226,258
l,22^,012

: 1,225,006
1,227.929

; 1,226,84,"?

: 1.225.7M
: 1,234,799
: 1.236, WT
: 1,234, 294

:
1.226,.'S4v

: 1,'225, >«W

1,234.923
1.228,311
1,228,366
1,227,233
1,226.508
1.228.174
1,225,372
1,227,522
1,226,766
1,226,949
1,226,289
1,225,845
1,227,534
1,225.584
1.224,490
1,225,038
1.236.506
1.225,779
1,227,502
1,227,680
1,226.236
1.236,178
1,228,372
1,226,481
1,224,985
1,224,648
l,22:,ft,V2

1.325,099
1,22J,^04
1.227..179

1,224,448
1, -228, 317
1,226.194
1,221,168
1.227,924
1,228,013
1,236,2(J7

30- 40:

42:

62.1:
66:

U.6:
83:

84:

86:

87:

SI-
OS:

8:

7:

8:

0:

13:

20;

tl

23

26
II

36:

to:

40:

43

46
47

54'

55:

60:

61

62

63
05

69

74

75:

76;

77:

79:

80:

81;

85:

00:

1,227.152
1,236,145
1.22«,036
1,234,988
1,224,530
1,224,893
1,236,112
1.226.853
1,226.169
1,224,127
1,224,700
1.226,858
1,236,419
1.234,362
1.226.867
1.227,611
1.225,192
1,227,757
1,228,138
R 14,306
1.224,826
1.2»,24.^
\.7r;.<fV>

1,234,687
1.228,(t«

1,224,626
1.226, MS
1,224,487
1,225,031
1,225,563
1,226.384
1,226,787
1,234.819
1.227,231
1.227,332
1,227,917

; 1.227,026
1,227,290
1,228.211

: l,227,Wi6
: 1,224,963

1.227.178
1,227.852

: 1,225.807
: 1,225.168

1,225,637
: 1,226,00*«

1.224,405
1,227.437
1.227,397
1,225,444
1,226,998
1,225,999
1.228,088
1,228,093
1,225,146
1,227,218
1,226,324
1,236,287
1,225,038
1,225.877
1,225,384
1,236,079
1,236,217
1,226,829
1,224,574
1,234,750
1,225,859
1,226,8»4
1.227,875
1,236,421
1.227,381
1,227,651
1,227,841
1,228,310
1.225.004
1.225,087
1.228,117
1,226,687
1,227,446
1.226, .Ml

1,224,708
1,226,423
1,225,015
1,228.2.57

1,236,124
1.234,367
1,224,402
1.224.504
1.224.548

21— 90:

92:

•4:

06:

105

114:

130
137

139

142
144

148

150:

162:

189:
191:

102:

194:

196:

200:

22— 13;

25:

33:
67:

70:

80:

82;

80:

90:

97:

110:

118:
116;

118:

130:
1.S3:

158:

193;

200;

33—

1,224,780
1,225.075
1,225,061
1,225,110
1,225,190
1,225.938 i

1,226,199 '

1,226,269 ;

1,^26,276
1.226,633 I

1.226,785
!

1,226,958
1,226,959
1,226.961

,

1,227,378
1

1,227,504
1,227.576 I

1,228.000
1.228,100
1,228,244
1,228,306
1,228,307
1,225.829
1,334.676
1,236,672
1.227,882
1,228,0.^
l! 234, 496
1, -236,468

1,226,673
1,227,126 i

1.227.96.-<

1,234,716
1,225,339
i,2«,a»t
1,227,018
1,227,389
1,227,477
1.227,6.30

1.227,878
1,228,134
1.228,179

: 1.224,619 I

: 1,325.428
j

1,226.960
1,226,9C2

: 1.227.029
; 1,226,809
1,2?7.«72
l! 334, 481
1,225,608
i.^ie.i.w
1,226,203
1.227,306
1,227.595
1,227,005
1.228,024
1,234,772

i; 224'. 549
1.225,737
1,-227,851

1,2»..«18
1,225,100
1,226.138
1,226,,586

1,226,604
1.977,77^
1,224.407
1,227.176
1,226,408
1,226,496
l,22«,6.')l

1,226,653
1,234,650
l,-2-26,2,'>6

: 1,225,206
1,224,144
1,234,087
1.22»<.1«2

1,226,043
1,234,377
1, -226, 123
1,225.187
1,224.618
1,224,906
1.226,121
1,227,673
1.227,044
1,227,049

23— 5:

18:

21:

32:

34:

38:

2:

3:

10:

12;

17:

18:

23:

88:

41:

66:

•6;

79:

81:
84-

86:

87:

90:

90.5:

92:

102:

103:

110;

116:

120:

181:

134
136:

139;

140:

150:

152:

155;

156:

157:

168;

178:

194:

201

206:

208:

211:

216:

217:

218;

232:

223:

230:

236:

280:
245:

247;

249:
251:
269;

1.226,414
1.224,578
1.226,722
1, 225, W2
1,225,872
1,225,755
1.227.7>«1

1,224,485
1,225,321
1.225.407
1,226,394
1.227,252
1,227,624
1,227.894
1,226,630
1.-226.^46

1,-2-26,001

1,225.682
1.?>.298
1,227.099
1,226,609
1,225,921
1,228.102
1,236.876
1.224,498
1,22.5,572

1,-227,2,53

1,226,644
1,234,906
1,236.003
1,227,719
1,225,839
1,-227,998

1,2-28,266

1,2-27,906

1,226.540
1.234,838
1,-225,814

1,226,577
1,227,208
1,227,561
1,226,378
1,227,>*4
1.228,212
1,237,134
1.226,001
1.227,168
1,225,623
1,228.019
1,227.394
1,226,221
1,227.167
1,235,568
1,226,630
1.234,800
1,225,823
1,225,114
1,227,238
1,224.733
1.225.164
1,22'', 025
1,234,252
1,236,316
1,227,59)
1.227.118
1,325.316
1,224,486
1,236,582
l,2r.374
1.234.177
1,225,818
1,225,741
1,226,310
1,225.430
K. 14.303
1.226,039
1,226.710
1,227.908
1,228,181
1,236.387
l,2r.411
1.228,256
l,22'>,018
1,234,744
1.226,271
1.225.436
1,225,674
1.224,466
1,224.763
1,227,208

cxxxv
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259:

360:

»l:
1B6:

a»- 1:

2:

3:

5:

11:

21:

41:

S3
104:

134:

ir:

128:
130-

131:

27-

131.6:

1S1.6:

13«:

142:

148:

160:

6:

3:

7:

8:

4:

.1:

25:

17:

18:

r:
87:

48:

4«:

63:

«2:

96:

«9:

TO:

84:

86:

87.1:
80:

101):

106:

116:

lan:

147:
148:

168:

174:

181:

182:

1:

6:

8:

g:

12:

31—

13:

94:
66:

78:

W:

4:

.1:

9:

10:

12:

21:
1:

1,277
1,227
1,227
1,227
1,225
1,227
1.227
1,326,796
1,226

-"-

1,236
1,228
1,224

1,226
1,226
1,22>
1,227
1,227
1,238
1,227

1,226
1,227
1,225
1,225
1,224
1,227;

1,227
1.228
1,22S
1,234
1,234
1,2?-

1,227
1,227
1,226
1,225
1,224
1,224

1,235
\,T>
1,226
1,224
1,226
1,2*<
1,224
1,228
1,225
1,225
1,234
1,234
1,227;

1,226,
1,227
1,334
1,227
1,227
1,227
1,227
1,227

1,227
1,235
1,226
1,227
1,225
1,227
1,224
1,225
1,225
1,226
1,226
1.22S
1,227
1,226

1,227
l,22S

1,227
1,227
1,226;

1,227
1,228
1,227
1,224
1,227
1,224
1,224
1,225
1,228
1,226
1,227
1,227
1,227
1,234
1,224
1,225
1,224
1,236
l,22h
1,236
1.227
1,228
1,234
1,227
1,227
1,227
1,234
1,225

614
112
193
053
753
763
764

313
668
115
770
765
873
260
>sJl

900
356
255

1S3
S24
76S
650
810
041
798
037
353
584
900
TW
280
381
.S35

318
978
243

596
112
l«S
383
223
126
878
198
044
742
714
880
486
302
.'J92

066
ms
304
626
457
583
669
651
IM7
533
069
m2
780
316
915
470
680
So2
962
638
569

194
216
.572

628
737

121

679
43«
234
444

462

400
323
614
548
&41

333
194
394
ti02

212
843
314
382
602
124
196

ao7
*W7
073
306
996

34—

86—

87—

1:
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97— 46

IS:

56:

59:

«3:
63:

70:

ri:
74:

81:

22:

90:

27:

31:
2:

100-

101—

10»-

108-

8
10

11

IS:
14:

16:

9:

1»:

20:

23:
24:

12:

47:

49:

50:

fiS:

23:

50:

72:

»4:

MB:

106:

116:

121:

131:
133:

IW:
219:

227:
273:
2S2:

284:
391:
345:

363
374:
400:

411:

2

6:

29:

3«:

39:

8:

35:

44:

56:

60:

61:

1,235,006
1,226,754
1,227,394
1,234,717
1,226,510
1,224,7«1
1,227,237
1,227,090
1,225,423
1,227,089
1,236,463
1, 227, 7«
1.2^,368
1,236,783
1,?2S,3T7
1,2^ 202

1,225,382
1,?2«,025
1,235,531
1,324,818
1,224,710
1,224,711
1,326,841
1,225,348
1,236,011
1,226,052
1^236. 863
1,23(>,999

1,224,373
1,226,07S
1,225,530
1,234.408
1,225,^77
1,225,878

1,227,008
1.22S,i'a
1,224,271
1.225.W
1,226,147
1,226,439
1,236,963
l,22«,175
1,224,204
1,324,206
1,234,910
1,227,726
1,228,152 i

l,227!l01 '

1,227,7«1

1,235,096
1,225,173
1,334,288
1,324,697
1,325,310
1,336,900
1,327,146
1,228,17!*

: 1,238,343
: 1,227,739
: 1,227,366
: 1,225,871
: 1,226,496
: 1,234,279
: 1,224,413
: 1,236,648
1,336,874

: 1,227,304
; 1,22;, 176

1,236, 2X2
: 1,224,702
: 1,22^,640
1,224>904
1,236,24:1

1,294,818
1,236,616
1.227^774
1,225; 667
1,236,613
1,336,668
1, '.'is, SOD
1.226,712
1,237,460
1.226,670
1,236,732
1,227,4*7

1,226, IM
1.236,197
1,226,348
1.22A.833
1,234,163
1,234,886

1,235,4W
1,225,884
1,227.720
1,224,414
1,224,631
1,226,662
1,236,417
1,227,032
1,22S,'?95

1,234,567
1,226,140
1,224,54«
1,236,041

US- «2

104—

106—

63:
65:

M:

67:

71:

71:

76:

77:

82:

84:

85:
14:

18:

24:

40:

50:

100:

111:

113:

146:

163:

171:

176:

178:

310:
213:
14:

15:

16:

17:

23:

tr.
33:

61:

67:

68:

76:

78;

86:

104
107;

108:

130;

137:

139:

146:

167:

173:

181:

186:

190:

191:

182:

206:
207:

90S:

m:
236:

9tt:

252:

9M:
363:

9M:

106— 3:

8:

7:

10:

12:

23:

1,224,417
1,227,014
1,334,999
1,224,572
1,236, V«)

1,234,447
l,22tj.H70

1,227.7M»
1,234,706
1,226,274

: 1,225,676
: 1,226,663

!.?-': •<<»

1,224,533

1,224,200
1,226,967
1,227,816
1,227,164
1,225,318
1,225,020
1,224,282

1,225,636
1,226,421
1,227,^%
l,2->s,0W
1,236,314
1,224,605
1,226,H.S1

1,226,390
l,22fi,744
1,>27.2S8

1.235,466
1,224,840
1.226,008
1,225,W4
1,225,030
1,224,796
1.226,176
1,234,130
1,226,302
1.2-i7,(i:54

1. -'r, sns

1,225,490
1, 22>, 3(^

1,225,854
1.238,373
l,226,43f)

1,225,161
1,334,736
1,234,760
1,224,791
1,234,792
l,224,8f«
1,225,103
1,227,408
1,227,642
l,228,ri
K 14,307
1,234,138
1,224,573
1,224,684
1,224,685

1,234,423
1, 22^,131
1,225,882
1.236,119
l,336,ir
1,224,275
l,224,r6
1,227,197

j

1,224,797
I

l.'227,'<19

1,234,404
1,224,344 '

1,234,719
1,224,743
1,234,777
1.324,790
1,224,816

1.224,831
1,225,948

I

1,234,681
1,334,635
1,236,349
1,235,166
1,224,660
1,22-, 1>*2

1,236,149
l,22»i,756

1,227,458 !

1,296.3U
1,336,427
1.224,776
1,226,647
1,224,163
1,227,606

106- 24

31

•6.1

40

107- 4:

7:

•:

11:

14:

29:

30:
46:

06:

67:

10(^- 5:

6.1:

5.4:

7:

9:

10:

12:

16:

17:

19:

28:

110— 1:

17:

90:

31:
40:

55:

75:

115:
111— 6:

18:

32:

40:

87:

4:

6:

6:

7:

S:

9:

11:

13:

15:

30:

11*-

111

1,236,M2
l,227,te
1,236,750
1, as; 147
1,227,466
1,226,748
1,225,749
1,225,750

114—

22:

24:

29:

32:
."«:

34:

36:

3:

5:

14:

42:

80:

114:

116:

at;
57:

66 5:

68:

77:

146:

148:

190:

1.226,202

1,226,647
1,226,779
1,227,903
1,226,088
1,236,339
1,226,340
1,236,341
1,2)6,343
l,2-i6,34»

1,227,714
1,3M,600
1,336,348
1,236,349
1,236,350
1.236.251

1,235,481
1,226.643
1,227.713
1,336,138
1,226,331

1,234,564
1,225,^64
l,?^;. Hrtl

1,224,176
1,224, «25
1,224,833

1.234,880
l,22t). viO
l,2-r,4S4
1,325,973
1,227,776
1,226,097
1.236,888
1,236,334
1,227,«1
1,236,355
1.236,564
1,227.403
1.226.713
1.334,481
1,234,482
l..W,*»3
1,226,280
1,226,(^2
1,234,904
1,227,707
1,227.057
1,226,167
1.225,802
1,236.187
1,236,516
1.227,018
1,236,707
1,236,930
1,236,800
1.225.873
1,236,746
1,22«,721
1,336.347
1.227, iiSl

1,236,166
1,224.311
1,227,119
1,236,638
1,226,156
1,225,045
1,297,980
1,228,125
1,234,236
1.234,423
1,225,220
1,235,783
1,236,070
1,236,086
1,236,706
1,226,973
1,227,756
1,225,772
1, 236,963
1,227,843
1,26,210
l,2r,04«
1,224,174
1.226,951

1,294,087
1,226,778
1.227,244
1,227,077
1,224,358
l,996,3n
1.227,160
1.226,777
1,334,579
1,226,200
l,32.S,7Vv

1.336,669
1.227,357

I

1,237.784 ;

1,234,678
1,236,055
1,225,913
1,227,098
1.294,819 i

114

11»-

116-

25:

33:

34:

43:

1:

»:

12:

31:

118-

119-

130-

131—

90O: 1,236,731

308: 1.-236,878
239: 1,236.881
940: 1.296.461

1,896,498
17: 1,296,369
33: 1,236,095

1,334,663
1,234,274
1,238.094
1,226,400
1.226.698
1.234,8tt
1.225,940
1,336,080
1,326,634

1.391,ON
1.227,587
1,22H,092
1,224,348
1,335,023
1,225,068
1,235,714
1,335,721
1.236,430
1.236,445
1,238,765

!;3:S
1,238,010
1,235,787
1.2r.99t
1,225,387
1,334,800
1.22»i.flrtl

1,334,306
1.227,733
1,236,788
l,2r,814
1,227.471
1,334,463
1,227,647
1,227.377
1.395,063
1.236,235
1.227,130
1,994.386
1,225,953
1,234,318
1,226,645
1.237,534
1,336,474
1,2*., Wl
1,234,644
1.22>«,230

K 14,308
1,227,279
1,228,224
1,236,594
1.227.366
1,336,133
1,236,757
1,227,261
1,225,811
1,227.712
1,334,337
1,226,700
l,2r,606
1,228,360
1,236,021
1.227,3x3

1,335,008
1,336,330
1,227.227
1,236,201
1.227,794
1,238,456
l,22S,92n
1,227,009

1,236,23>.

1,235,619
1,226,452
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1,227,926
1,227,990
1.227,906
1,228.246
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34: 1,334,348
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38: 1,234,747
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1,225,404
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33: 1,234,341
1,23<,MQ
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te: 1,227,494
1,227,495
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1,227,034
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38: 1,234,945
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1,227,020
23: 1,236,422

94: 1.226.460
1,227,194
1,238,187

35: 1,228,069
86: 1,225,338

1,227,734
1,228,308

38: l,2r,577
1: 1,227.011
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28: 1,236,670
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30: 1.225,716
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1,226,796
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1,227,245
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338: 1,234,007
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830: 1.228,628
332: 1,225,786

1.227,375

333: 1,234,953
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335: 1.227,.V53

338: 1,227-241

843: 1,226,337
1,226,301

846: 1,234.906
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380: 1,234,805
281: 1,225,388

i.2-27,:m
1,227,568
1 •>^ rrts

282- 1,224,186
1.234,887
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od CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS. CLASSIFICATION OF PATENTS. cxli

rrs— 2S2:

M7:

293:

394:

2m

306
ao8

SIO:

334:

3r:
336:
SS8:

345:

346:

347:

iU:

M«:

SM:
3«1:

3«3:

m- 42:

30:

M:
7«:

m:
U2:m- 7:

311:

314:
:)»:

337:

»8:
tm:
S«:
310:
351:

ass:
3«6:

367:

377:
378:
17.5:

33:

51:

83:

88:

5:

IT»-

17»-

6.5:

Irt:

18:

30:

r:

r.5:
32:

35;

,V):

73:

1,234,517
1.234,880
1,225,433
1,225,580
1,22J,>2U
1,236,114
1,227,472
l,32S,n2!«

1.227,60.^

t. 334, 881

1,226,4(M
1,227,195

1,234,143
1,324,332
1,224,370
1,334,400
1,334,408
l,22fi,ini

1,-22-,".M

l,22»i,«47

1,234,147
1,225,901
1,237,230
1.234,136
1,227,433

1,22?*, 097
1,236,617
1,336,687
1,236,(135
1,226,775

1,234,343
1,234,570
1,226,067
1,2?7,7««
1,324,149
1,234,184
1,234,310
1,221,225
1,227,314
1,227,415
l.SM,346
1,227,404
1,334,680
1,234,701
l,2»,U6y
1,227,210
1,336,451
1.238,194
1,226,936

1,227,021
1,227,084
I,22S,223
1, 2->. 23«
1,224,906
1,235,439
1,236,<)I>1

1,326,009
l,22s,096
1,234,667
1,236,102
1,227,975
1,228,187
1,22S,3(«
1,224,682
1,236,826
1,22S,S05

1,227,623
1,327,285
1,227,286
1,22B, l>t4

1,234,386
1,226,437
1,225,937
1,22»,()(1()

1,334,359
1,334,966
1,334,640
1,234,343
1,234,187
R. 14,304
1,225,934
1,22S,9S6
1,225,936
1,325,943
1,226,157
1,22V no7
1,234,185
1,227,523

1,235,608

1,334,374
1,326,201
1,227,609
1,227,«V>

1,234,161
1.334,140
1.234,883
1,226.981
1,227,474
1,226,966
1,327,735
1,334,425
1.227,.>>i2

1,327,010

179— 73
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Notice—Attorneys.

Department or the Interior,

United States Fatint OrricE.

Wafihinyton, D. C, May 15, 1911.

Tbii Office has been advised by the Setretary of the

Interior that the name of L. S. Myler, of Wlnfleld, Kans..

has been stricken from the roll of attorneys admitted to

practice before thi« Dtpartment.
THOMAS EWING,

Comm^a8iuner of Patcnta.

IHMof JuneS, 1917.

Patents 03— No. 1,228,383 to No. 1,229,304, inclusive

Designs 3»—No
Tra*-Marks 146- No.
Labels I&-N0.
Prints 4-No.
lieinues ft-No.

50,880 to No.
116,872 to No.
3:),136 to No.
4,702 to No.

14,309 to No.

50,»97, Inclusive.
IIT.OIA, inclusive.

20,150, Inclusive.

4,705, inclusive.

14,314, Inclusive.

DEi'ARTUEN'T OF THE I.NTE&IOR,

United States Patent Or»ic»,
Wa^hinpton, D. C, Ma)f i',, 1917.

This Office has l)een advised by the Secretary of the

Interior that John M. Caulfleld. of South Bend, Ind.. was

suHpende^I from practice before the Department and iu

bureaus and offices for a period of six months from April

7. 1917.
THOMAS EWING

CommiHaioner of Patents.

Total. low

PAYMENT OF TAXES. ANNUITIES OR FEES ON
GERMAN PATENTS.

[Letters Patent—Germany.]

Bt the Preaident of the I nited Statea of America^
\ Prorl..iniiti«>n.

\\ lure a. Ili«- \u\\f <>f ihe l.rriiian Knipirr pro-
vide thnt I.etlem I'jilriit nr.iitfd «>r iHMiied to cltl-

aema of other rouatriea akall Inpae unleaa certain
tnxea. nnnultlea or feea urr p.ild ^vithin atated
period*;

\iid t^hereaa. the Intereata of the rltiaena of the
I'Bited Statea in auck l^ettera i>atent are of Kreat
value, ao tkut It la iiiiportnnt thnt aiirh pj>menta
hoiilii l»e injiile in «ir«lrr to prraer\ e their riehtat

NoM. tlierrfore. I. \No<i<iro\< \\ila<iii. I'realdrnt
of the I lilted Matea of America, by virtue «»f the
po\%era sealed in me tin aiioh. ii«T<-l(.> declare and
prttclalni thnt clli«en!« of the I nll«*d <<>tnteK «\\ n-
UiK l,«-lf«TH I'.drill urjiiiled or laaufd l»y th«' (.rr-
niMii i:iii|ilr<- nr<* ii<Trli.> aniLorixrd and prriii i 1 1 f4
to nin»»e |iii}iiirnf «if :tMy lax. annuity or fee %«hieh
in.iy he rei|Uired by the la^^a «>f the tierinan Km-
liire for the preaer^ atlon of their rlickta In avcii
Letter* P:«trnl.

In %«ltneMa whfTfof. I ha\e hereunto aet iny
hand and rauard ttx- aeiil of the I nIted Statea to
be affixed.
D«ne at the cttj «f M'rahlnKton. thla 24tk d 7

of May. In the year of «>ur Lord nineteen hundred
and aeventeen and of the independence of the
United Mtatea, the one hundred and forty-flrat.

iSctl.i \\iM»l»Ht>\V \Vli,SO\.
Bv the President :

Robert Laxsing.
Secretary of fitatc.

I No. 1,872.1

Department or the Interior,

U-mted States Patent Office,

Wathinifton, D. C, May 25, 1917.

This Office has been advised by the Secretary of the

Interior that on April 5. 1917. George H. Dyer, of New
York. N. T., wa.s suspended from practice before the

Department and its bureaus and offlcos.

THOMAS EWING.
CotnmUitioner of Patents.

Department of the Interiob.

United St.\te8 Patent Office,

Wat<hinot'm, D. C, May f.i, 1917.

This Office has been advised by the Secretary of the

Interior of the disbarment of the following attorneys from

practice before the I>epartment or any Bureau thereof:

John W. Patterson, Newport News, Va., formerly of

WaHhington. l». C, January 17, 1917 ; Adulph L. (Jesche,

Inverness, Mont., April 27, 1917 ; Julius J. Hirshhelnier.

Portland, Oreg., formerly of La Crosse, Wis., April 3-

1917 ; Irvin A. Whitman, Lyons, N, Y., May 8. 1917.

THOMAS EWING.
Commitioner of PatentH.

DiaclaimoT.

QdS.^td.—WilUam H. Mivrr, Chicago, III., now of Chaiy,

N. Y. T.<xPEM-SrniNG Duaft-Riggixo for Loc««io-

TiVE Tenders. Patent dated February 20, 1901. Dis-

claimer filed May 31. 1917, by the patentee.

Enters this disclaimer

—

"To claim 2 of said specification, "which Is in the

following words, to wit :

" 2. In a draft-rlgglng, the combination with the draft-

timbers, end sill and body-bolster, of a pair of draw bar
stop-castings fitting between and secured at their backs
to the draft-timbers and abutting at one end against the
end sill and at the other against the body-twister, sub-

stantially as specified.

"
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est action by ap-
plicant awaiting
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314

138
I

178 I

234 I

1«7

318

313
131

143

IM

334
329

107

108

100
ao3

1. Ckwar« Operators; Fenw*: Gates; Harrows and Dlggars; Plows; Railway Oatee; Seeders and Planters;

2. B^'c^kml^C^^nUTZ!^. and Screens: Dairy; Label Pasting and Paper H^iglng; PapsrFlles

and Binders: Medicines: Pneumatics: Presses: fenU Canopies mbrellas and Can« Tobacco.

3. Annealing and Temperinjc: Electric Heating and Rheostats; Electrochemistry; Heating. Metal-

Foundine; MetallurgicalApparatus: Metallurgy; Plastic Metal Working.

4 Convevers; Elevators: Excavatlne; Hoisting. Loading and ' nlo*.iing; l-neumatlc Despatch; Puab-

ing and Pulling Devices: Railway Mail Delivery; Store-^rvice, TraFersing Hoists.

5. Bookbinding; Harvesters; Jewelry: Music ; •.•••;; • w
' "

-,•
•

"

' h\:^'^^itV^.' pu«ti/.
». Bleaching and Dveing; Chemii'als; Kxnlosives: Fertilizers: Liquid CoaUng CompoolUons. Pla»Uc

Compositions: Preservine: Substance Preparation. v«i^»r^-. I

7. Educational .\ppliances; Clutches: Games and Toys; Motors; Optics. Velocipedes ....^. ...^. .^-
8. Beds; Chairs; Flexible-Sheet Securing Devices; Furniture; Kitchen and Table Articles, Store Fur-

9. .K i^ and'oM^I^mps; Hydraulic Motors; Motors, Fluid; Motors, Fluid-Current; Pumpe

IS; B^cJ^t'Tn^o^'EngV Boots; Shoes, and 'l^^^
Leather Manufactures: Nailine and Stapling: Spring Device: \\ hl{>8 and Whip Apparatus.

12 Journal- Boxes I'ulleys, and Shafting: Machine Elements ,; , . „ , J

3: SSnitirindExDl«iveCharEes^ Making: Bolt Nail, Nut Rivet, and Screw J^ing: Borlngand

DriiiinK- Button Making; Chain, Staple, and Horseshoe Making; Driven, Headed, and Screw-

ThSd FfLumin^; Gear Cuttine. kifling. and I'laning: MeUl Drawing; MetalForglne and

\V>ldingr Metal Rofling; Metal Tools and Implements, Making; MeUl Wording: Needle and Pm
Making; Nut and Bolt Locks: Turning. „ . , n «^i xM^t.x^r,^^

14. Compound Tools: Cutting and launching Sheets and Bars; P"'.*«y- ^ataJ- Bending MeUl-Orna-

menting Sheet-MeUl Ware, Making; Tools; Wire Fabrics and Structure: Wlr»-W orklng.

14. Br^Tastry and Confection MakW: Coating; Fuel: Glass; Laminated Fabrl« and Anatogom

sS!nufacturM: Paper-Making and Flbisr Liberation; Plastic Block and Earthenware Apparatus,

May

Fab. 14

Jan. 33

Fab.
Jan. 10

Jan. 5
Jan. 24

Apr. 19

Mar. 20
Mar. 6

Mar.

May

Plastics.

18.

17

W 18

33«
179

182,

349

379

144

315

105
375
03
147

153
173

378

70

804

57
304
107

378
331

280

125
344
382

Electric Siimalinz: Radiant Energy; Telegraphy; Telephony - •
••

Oraament^Uon: 1'aper ManufactG>e.s: I'rTntfng; Type Casting; Sheet Material Associating or Fold-

ing; Sheet Fee<ling or Delivering: Type Setting. ,.,,„. . ,, , ^, T .,K,I<,.H«„
Fluid- Pressure Regulators; Injectors and Eptors; Liquid Heaters and N aporiiers; Lubrkmt^on,

Miscellaneous Heat-Engine Plants; Speed Responsive Devices; Steam and \ acuum Pumpe.

Steam-Knglnes: Steam-F.nglne Valves. •„ /-~»n„„ v—^i.
19. Daraiwrs, Automatic: Fuma^^s: Heating Systems; Stovw and Furnaces; DomMtIc Cooktag^VewBls

20. ArtiftclalBody Members; Builders' Hardware; Cutlery; Dentistry; Locks and Latchos: Safes, I nder-

31 BrakM^and Gins; Carding; Cloth- Finishing: Continuous-Strip Feeding: Cordage; Felt and Fur;

Knitting and Netting: Silk; Spinning; Weaving: Winding and Reeling.

32. Aeronautics; Alr-Guns, Catapults, and Targets; Ammunition and Explosive Devices: Boats and

Buovs' Firearms; Marine Propulsion; Ordnance; Ships.

33. Acoustlci; Coin- Handling; Horology; Recorders; Registers; Sound Recording and Reproducing.

Tlme-CootroUing Mechanism.

34 Apparel; Apparel Apparatus; Sewing-Machlnes; Garment Supporters
;:-v;:: Vn'l""

Vs. AgCg, Buu-hering; Centrifugal Bowl Separators: Mills: Threshing: Vegetable Cutters and Crushers:

Gas Separation.
2«. Electricity, Generation; Motive Power .

v;, v;' ; ;

27 Brushing and Scrubbing; Grinding and Polishing; Laundry: Washing Apparatus

S' Kr1ng-7iS^ESf!L"l!!SdVnVRoofs: W^^^^^ Wooden- Bulidinp! Wood-Sawing;

\V(x)d-Tumlnc: Woodworking: Woodworking Tools.

30 Illuminating- Burners; Illumination: Liquid and Gaseous Fuel Burners; Typ»-Writing Machtaaa. . . .

.

3l' A Icohol \mmonia. Water, and Wood bistlllation: Charcoal and C^ke; Oas. Heating and Ilhiml-

Mtlng; Hides Skins, and Leather; Hydraulic C«ment and Lime; Mineral Oils; Oils, Fats, and Glue;

32 Cwb^ttag ^Beverages; DUpensine Beverages: Dispensing: Gas and Liquid CooUct Apparatus:

Heat Exehanga: Pa-^kaging Lliulds; Refrigeration.

33. Bridpas; Hydraulic Engineering; Masonry and Concrete Structures: Metallic Building Structures;

84. Raifwa^s': Railway- Brakes; Railway Rails and Joints; Railway Rolling Stock; Railway Ties and

35 Buc'k£*Buttons, Clasps, Etc.; Card, Picture and Sign Exhibiting: Signals: Toilet. ..

3«; Driers: Geometrical Instruments; Measuring lnstrumenU;PhotogTaphv: Force Meaairlng....^^^^.

Electric Lamps: Eleitrlclty, Circuit Makers and Breakers; ElecUldty, Conduits; Electricity, General

D«e. 8
Mar. 8

Mar. 34

Fab. 13
May 15

Fab. 10

F«b. 3

Jan. 37

Apr. 8

May 1

May 19

May 4

Mar. 36

Fab. 37
Apr. 18

j

May 5 '

May 3

Apr. 30

Apr. 13
May 16

Mar. 16

May 15

Mar. 30
Maj 4

23
May 13

Apr.

Mar.

19

16

D«^
Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
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other transverse rows being products of such multipliers,

said outer cylinder having a window for the display of

the numerals on the Inner cylinder, a series of movable

keys of different multiplicand values one for each of said

transverse product rows of one of said cylinders, and a

second series of movable keys of different multiplicand

values one for each of said transverse protluct rows on

the other cylinder, said keys maintaining their actuated

positions until re-set, whereby upon actuating any one of

such keys corresponding to the prop<ised multiplicand and

shifting the corresponding cylinder to bring the proposed

multiplier to a predetermined position, the number oppo-

site the actuated key will be the prwluct of such multi-

plicand and multiplier, substantially as described.

3. In a calculating appliance of the character described,

the combination of a pair of manually operable inde

pendently revoluble cylinders one within the other, each

of said cylinders displaying a plurality of rows of num-

bers on its surface, said numbers being arrangetl in rows

both transversely and longitudinally of the cylinder, one

of said transverse rows being a aeries of multipliers, the

other transverse rows being pro<luct8 of such multipliers,

said outer cylinder having a window for the display of th^

numerals on the Inner cylinder, a plurality of pivoted keys

of different multiplicand values, th.-re being one of such

keys for each of said transverse product rows of one of

said cylinders, eaoh key displaying it.* value, a seccnd set

of pivoted keys of different multiplicand value there being

one of such keys for each of said transverse product rows

of the other cylinder, each of said keys displaying Its

value, the keys of both groups being manually actuated

to operative or inoperative position and maintained In

either position until re-set, and an Index actuated by each

of said keys and in cooperative relation with the corre-

sponding product row of numbers on the corresponding

cylinder, whereby upon actuating any one of such keys

representing the proposed multiplicand and turning the

corresponding cylinder to bring the pr.>po!»ed multiplier

to a predetermined position, the number designated by

the index of the actuated key will be the pro»luct of such

multiplicand and multiplier, substantially as descrlbeil.

4. In a calculating appliance of the character describe*!,

the combination of an Inclosing casing provldinl with a

window, a pair of manually-operable Independently-revo-

luble cylinders in said casing one within the other, each

of said cylinders displaying a plurality of rows of nu-

merals on its surface, said numerals being arranged in

rows both transversely and longitudinally of the cylinder,

one of said transverse rows being a series of multipliers,

the other transverse rows being the products of such

multipliers, the outer cylinder having a window for the

display of the numerals on the lnn.>r cylinder, a series

of movable keys of different multiplicand value* at one

side of said casing window, one for each of said transverse

product rows of one of said cylinders, each of said "keys

displaying Its value, and a second series of movable keys

of different multiplicand values at the opposite side of

said casing window, one for each of said transversi-

product rows of the other cylinder, each of said latter

series of keys also displaying its value, whereby upon actu-

ating any key of either series representing a proposed

multiplicand and turning the corresponding cylinder to

bring the propos«Ml multiplier opposite the casing window,

the number opposite said key will be the product of such

multiplicand and multiplier, gubstantlally as described.

5. In a calculating appliance of the character de8crib<»d.

the combination of an inclosing casing provided with a

window, a pair of manually operable Independently revo-

luble cylinders in sal.l casing one within the other, each of

said cylinders displaying a plurality of rows of numbers

on its surface, said numbers being arranged in rows both

transversely and longitudinally of the cylinder, one of said

transverse rows being a series of multipliers, the other

transverse rows being products of su.h multipliers, said

outer cylinder having a window for the display of the

numerals on the inner cylinder, a series of pivoted keys

of different multiplicand values at one side of said casing

window, one for each of said transverse product rows of

one of said cylinders, a second series of pivoted keys of

different multiplicand values at the opposite side of said

casing window, one for each of said transverse pro<luct

rows of the other cylinder, each key of both series dis-

playing Ita value and maintaining Its actuateil jntsltion

until nanualiy re-set. and a sliding Index actuated by each

of said keys and cooperating with one of the product rowa

of the corresponding cylinder, whereby by rocking one of

said keys of a value of the proposed multiplicand, thua

sliding Its Index, and turning the corresponding cylinder

to bring the proposed multiplier to a predetermine*! po-

sition opposite the casing window, the product will be

designated by said Index, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oatette.]

1,228.380. RAIL-JOIXT. John F. 11.\ll, Estep. W. Va.

Filed Mar. 7, 1917. Serial Xo. I.'i3.071. al. 23»—8.)

1. In combination, a pair of adjoining rail**, the adM"

cent enda of said rails having a T shaped tongue and

pocket connection to prevent longitudinal dl.>.placement

of the rails, the opposite sides of the rails adjacent the

adjoining ends having laterally extending flanges, one

pair on each side, and means cooperating with said flanges

to prevent extreme upward displacement of one. of the

rail*. ,, . ,,

3. In combination, a pair of adjoining rail*, the a«U«-

cent ends of which having enlargements, the enlargement

of one rail having a substantUlly T shaped pocket V-

shaped in cross section, the eml face of the enlargement

of the other rail having a projecting substantially T

shaped tongue corresponding with and being V shape<l In

cross section to engage and tit said ptxket. the tread of

the rail having the pocket having an esrtenslon protruding

beyond the enUrgement which has the pocket, the under

face of said tread extension having a projection, the tread

of the rail having the tongue in-lng cutaway half the

length of the enlargement, the enlargement <>n Its upper

face where the tread Is cut away having a socket to re-

ceive said projection, the opposite side faces of each en-

Urgement having lateral flanges provided with apertures,

looped links engaging said flanges to link connect the

rails, and keys passing through the flanges to hold the

links In place.

[Claim 2 not printed In the <iazette.]

1,228.387. WASHING M.VCHINE. John J. Baxta and

JCLICS E. B.\NTA. Sullivan. .Mo. File<l Nov. 15, 1918.

Serial No. 131.535. (CI. 6S—19.)

In a washing machine, a main receptacle having a coni-

cal l)ottom. and a tubular column rising axlslly from the

iKJttoBi, an agitator consisting of a tubnlar colamn tele-

scoping the first column and provided with a fiange at Its

lower end. the outer portion of the flange terminating In

means engaging said bottom to space the flange apart

from the bottom, a sleeve telescoping the tirst column and

having arms extending Into the agitator (olumn to hold

It spaced from the first column, the lower end of the

sleeve having an outwardly extending annular fiange to

deflect the water and the suds downwardly as It leaves

the space b«'tween the agitator and the first column, the

arms of the sleeve also acting to hold the sleeve at Its

lower end space<l from the first column, the upper end of

the sleeve having an Interned fiange engaging the first

column to hold the sleeve spai-tHl from the first column.

and a cover teleacoplng the sleeve and engaging the first

receptacle.

1.228.388. FIRE EXTINGIISHER. Fkidekick C. Bar

OAR. Columbus. Ohio, assiauor to Xu Ex Fire Appliance

Company. Columbus. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Nov. 6. 1916. Serial No. 129.681. (CI. 169—12.)

li It-

1. A fire extiuguUher ciimprlslng a container, a spray

head atu< bed to said container, a valve and handle con-

trolling the outflow through said bead, and means where-

by aald handle Is operable to open said valve when the

container Is in one position and inoperative to open said

valve when the container is In an inverted position.

2. A fire extinguisher comprising a container, a spray

head attathed t.. said container, a valve and handle con

trolling the outflow through said head, and a clutch mech

anlsm Ixjtween said valve and handle operable to couple

the handle to the valve when the container Is In one posi-

tion and to unit>uple the handle from the valTe when the

container Is In an inverteil position.

3. A fire extinguisher comprising a container, a spray

bead attached to said container, a valve and handle con-

trolling the outflow through said head, and a clntch mem-

ber slldable up and down on the stem of said valve and

nrranged to clutch the handle to the valve when the con-

tainer Is In one position and to uncouple the handle from

the valve when said (ontainer Is In an inverted position.

4. A fire extinguisher comprising a container, a spray

head attached to said container, a valve Including a valve

stem controlling the outflow through said head, a handle

on said stem, said stem being pol.vgonnl In shape, a clutch

Jaw on said handle, a clutch member having a polygonal

bore slidable on said st.-m. and a clutch Jaw on said

clutch member, said member having a slidable nsovement

sufficient to couple the handle to the valve stem when

the container Is In one position and to uncouple them

when the container Is in an inverted position.

at the margin of the opening therein extending from the

other side and pn)vided with a circumferential guide slot,

of a flexible steel damping strip adapte«l to be drawn

around a lens tuln- and having one end se<ured on the in-

side of the collar and the other end provided with a post

•a -^

projecting through an<l slidable In the guide slot and a

nut threaded on the post exteriorly of the colUr and

adapted to be screwed down acalnat the latter to lock the

free end of the clamping strip at different points In the

guide.

1,228.390. AKROPI.A.NE. Loris BftcH«a«Ar. Parts.

France, assignor to The Society " Spad SocleM Ano-

nyme pour I'Avlatlon et ses Derives". Parts, France.

Filed Feb. 1, 1916. Serial No. 75.628. (01. 244—80.)

((

1.228.389. RAY - FILTER H(>LI»ER. FanDBRicK W.

BAR5BS. Rochester. X. Y.. assignor to Eastman Kodak

Companv. Rochester. X. Y.. a Corporation of New

York. Filed Dec. 15. 1916, Serial No. 137.081. (CI.

90—Hl^.)

In a ra.T filter holder, the combination with an open

filter frame comprising u plate having filter holding mem-

bers projecting from one side and a central tubular collar

1. An aeroplane o» other air craft apparatus compris-

ing a fuselage, a tractor propeller mounted In front of the

fuselage, and an observer's car having means for remov-

ably mounting It in an overhanging position In front of

the propeller.

2. In an aeroplane, the combination with a unit com-

prising a landing frame, a fuselage, and a tractor pro-

peller mounted in front thereof, of another unit comprts-

Ing an observer's car constructed separately from the unit

first mentioned and mounted In front of the propeller and

having arms securing It to the landing frame of the first-

mentioned unit.

3. In an aeroplane having a lamllng frame, a fuselage.

I and a tractor propeller mounted in front thereof, an ob-

server's car mounted in front of the propeller and having

means connecting it to the forward end of the propeller

shaft and also having means connecting It to the landing

frame.

4. In an aeroplane, the combination of a landing frame,

a fuselage, and a tractor propeller mounted in front of

the fuselage, of an ol)8erver'8 car having a pair of arms

pivoted at their lower ends to the landing frame and ar

ranged in the same plane with the uprights of the land

ing frame.

5. The combination with an aeroplane having a fusel-

age, and a tractor propeller mounted in front thereof, of

an observer's car mounted in front of the fuselage and

having means for connecting it to the forward end of the

propeller shaft.

[aalms 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

i;228^1. EDUCATIONAL APPLIANCE. JMSIM BAaa

and Emma A. Mviaa. Br*.okl.vB, !«. Y. Filed Mat. 19.

1917. Serial No. 155.727. (CI. 3S—2.)

L An educational appliance embodying therein a ca»-

1 Ing, a rod having one end thereof movably mounted In
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Mid casing and the otber end thereof seated in the op-
poBlte side of said casing, whereby the mounting of mov-
able elements upon, and their removal from, said rod is
permitted, and a plurality of elements each having an
opening therethrough whereby it may be removably
mounted upon said rod. and may slide freely thereon.

3. An educational appliance embodying therein a cas
Ing. a rod having one end thereof movably mounted In
said casing and the other end thereof seated in the op-
posite side of said casing, whereby the mounting of mov-
able elements upon, and their removal from, said rod Is
permitted, a plurality of elements each having an open-
ing therethrough whereby It may be removably mounted
upon said rod, and may slide freely thereon, and a cover
for said casing having Impressed thereon digits or numer-
als, with a corresponding number of unlUry indices asso-
ciated with each digit or number, said digits or numbers
and said Indices being out of the plane of said cover
whereby they are both visual and sensible to touch.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,392. SPEED-INDICATING APPARATUS. Hbnby
Earl Buohlee, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Oct. 20. 1914.
?<erlal No. 867.675. Renewed Nov. 8. 1916. Serial No
130,275. (CI. 175—183.)

1. In a speed IndlcatluR apparatus, the combination
with a plurality of moving parts, of a single indicating
device, a common electrical circuit extending from said
device to said moving parts, means controlled by said
moving parts and exercised over said circuit for causing
to be Indicated on said device the sum of the speeds of
the rotating parts, substantially as set forth.

2. In a speed indicating apparatus, the combination
with a plurality of rotating parts, of a single indicating
device, a common electrical circuit extending from said
device to said rotating parts having a certain resistance
means controlled by said rotating parts for varying aald
resistance, the variation In resistance causing to be Indi-
cated by said device the sum of the speeils of the rotating
parts, substantially as set forth.

3. In a speed Indicating apparatus, the combination
with a plurality of rotating parts, of a single indicating
device, a common electrical circuit extending from said
device to "^Id routing parts, governors associated with
said rotating parts, means controlled by said governors
and exercised over said control circuit for causing to be
Indicated the sum of the speeds of said rotating parts on
said device, substantially as set forth.

4. In a speed indicating apparatus, the combination
with a plurality of rotating parts, of a single indicating
device, a common agency connecting said parts and said
device, of means controlled by said rotating parts for
registering on said device by the medium of said agency
the sum of the speeds or variation In speeds of the ro-
tating parts, substantially as set forth.

5. In a speed indicating apparatus, the combination
with a single Indicating device, of a plurality of rotating 1

parts, a two-conductor control circuit extending from
aid device to said rotating parts, means indivldoal to
each of aald rotating parta for causing variations in said
control circuit, said variations causing to be Indicated
on said device the sum of the speeds of the rotating parts,
substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 14 not prlnte<l in the Gatette.]

1.228.393. FEEDING MECHANISM FOR SEWING-MA-
CHINES. J08BPH BtRGEB. Jr.. UUca. N. Y.. asalgnor,
by mesne assignments, to Union Special Machine Com-
pany, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug. 4. iy<i2.
SerUI No. 118,236. (CI. 112—8.)

™ih.n, ?* .''°*' ''"""°* "'*<^^"^'' comprising feeding

T.Vfl >^
'ncludlng a device operating upon andTe^,

stitching point, and a feeding device operating upon anjfeeding the binding In rear of the stitching potn"^ bl"lmg mechanism cooperating with the fee<irng m.chanisnmechanism cooperating with the feeding me 'hanism ^m!prising . plurality of parallel member, engaging the up-per face of the fabric arrange,! one bealde the other .n^

for imparting a differential movement to said feeding de-vices, and means for rendering Ineffective said differentUI

melan";;r^"
'^'^'^"^ '"'''"'' ''^ ""^^'^ ^o-»-'

rr.h^r^^^'^ r°''
^"""°*' "«<•»'"'* comprising a feedingmechanism having a plurality of dogs op^-r.tlng at different speeds the one upon the fabric in advance of thene«lle and the other upon the binding strip m rear ofthe needle, a prewr foot having portions cooperating

respectively with the several dogs arranged side by sideand one portion extending in advance of the other means
for rendering Ineffective the differential movement of the
feed dogs without stopping the stitch forming mechanism
and a binding guide cooperating with the feeding mech-
anism.

3. A sewing and binding machine comprising a differ-
ential feed mechanism, having a plurality of feeding de-
vice* operating one upon the body fabric in advance of
and to one side of the stitching point, the other upon
the binding in rear of the stitching point, a presser foot
having parallel portions cooperating respectively with the
several feeding devices, the one which co<Vperate8 with
the first mentlone.1 feeding device extending from a point
In rear of and to one side of the needle to a point in
front thereof, and the other located with Its front end in
rear of the front end of the first foot portion, and a
binding guide for guiding and applying a binding to the
work, the delivery end thereof being positioned along
aide of aald flrat portion and in front of the rear por
tlon, and means for varying the effective dlfferentUl
action of the feeding mechanism without stopping the
stitch forming mechanism.

4. A sewing and binding machine comprising a differ
ential feed mechanism having a plurality of feeding de-
vices operating, one upon the body fabric in advance of
the needle and extending up to the needle to crowd the
Koods thereto, the other operating upon the binding in
rear of the stitching point, a presser foot having two In-
dependenUy operating portions, one cooperating with the
forward feeding device, but also bearing upon the fabric
at a point In rear of the needle, and the other a spring
pressed portion cooperating with the rear feeding device
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but extending In front of the needle, a binding guide with

Its delivery end located alongside the front presser foot

and In front of the rear foot, and means for varying the

effective differential action of the feeding mechanism

without stopping the stltch-formlng mechanism.

5. A sewing and binding machine comprising a differ-

ential feeding mechanism having a plurality of feeding

devices operating one upon the body fabric in advance

of the needle and extending up to the needle to crowd the

goo<i8 thereto, the other operating upon the binding In

retr of the stitching point, a cooperating presser foot

mechanism, a binding guide arranged at right angles to

the line of feed and arrange<l with its delivery end cut

off at an angle and delivering the binding with a reverse

fold to the stltch-formlng mechanism and treadle-con-

trolled means for varying the effective action of the differ-

ential feeding mechanism.
[Claims 6 to 38 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,228.394. niSINFErTIN(; AND ADVERTISING DE-

VICE FOR TELEPHONES AND THE LIKE. Locis

Bixk;k. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to (Mrs.)

Frankl, New York. N. Y. Flle<l May 3, 1916

No. 96.077. (CI. 179—185.)

Minnie
Serial

1. In combination with the mouthpiece of a telephone,

a disinfecting and advertising device comprising a main

part having a circular opening to correspond with the

opening of said mouthpiece and a receding inwardly pro-

jecting portion, a disinfecting medium frlctlonally held

therein, a flat ring loosely bearing against said main por-

tion and having lugs fastened thereto, each lug being pro-

vided with two resilient clips, one adapted to abut

against a flange on said inwardly projecting portion and

the other to enter a notch in said flange and curved

braces fastened to said ring and shaped to rotatably hold

the device on the edge of said mouthpletH».

2. In a disinfecting device for the mouthpiece of tele-

phones and the like, a disinfecting medium comprising a

thin elastic wire l>ent Into circular shape so as to have a

tendency to spread and covered with an absorbent ma-

terial saturated with a liquid disinfectant.

3. In combination with the mouthpiece of a telephone,

a disinfecting and advertising device comprising a mjiln

part having a circular opening to correspond with the

opening of aald mouthpiece and a receding Inwardly pro-

jecting portion, a disinfecting medium elastlcally held

therein, a ring loosely bearing against said main portion

and curved braces fastene<l to said ring and shaped to

rotatably hold the device on the e<lge of said mouthpiece

said braces having hook-shaped ends adapted for the sus-

pension therefrom of light articles.

which operates to effect an application of the brakes, valve

means operated upon release of the controller handle by

the operator for venting fluid from said pipe, and a piston

device operated by fluid vented from said pipe for first

effecting the movement of the circuit breaker to open the

motor circuit and then adapted to open a vent port from

said pipe to effect a reduction In pressure therein and

thereby produce an application of the brake*.

1,228.396. AUTOMATICALLY - OPERATED CIRCUIT-

BREAKER. Joseph M. Bosenbcbt, Peoria. 111., as

slgnor of one half to Charles O. Blrney, Mount Healthy,

Ohio. Filed July 12, 1915. Serial No. 39.296. (CI.

188—1.)
1. The combination with a controller handle, of a motor

circuit breaker and means operated by fluid under pressure

upon release of the controller handle for first effecting the

movement of the circuit breaker to open the motor circuit

and for then venting fluid to effect an application of the

brakes.

2. The combination with a controller handle, of a motor

circuit breaker, a pipe a reduction in fluid pressure In

3. The combination with a controller handle, of a

switch for controlling the motor circuit, a pipe normally

charged with fluid under pressure, a reduction in pressure

In which operates to effect an application of the brakes, a

piston operated by fluid pressure for first effecting the

movement of said switch to open the motor circuit and for

then opening an atmospheric vent port to permit the

escape of fluid under pressure, and a pilot valve operated

upon the release of the controller handle by the operator

for opening communication for admitting fluid from said

pipe to said piston.

4. The combination with a controller handle, of a vent

valve, a lever operated upon release of the controller

handle by the operator for actuating said valve, and a

locking device for preventing movement of the lever when

the controller handle is in 'off' position.

6. The combination with a controller handle, of a vent

valve, a lever operated upon reelase of the controller

handle by the operator for actuating said valve, a lug car-

ried by the lever, a lug movable with said handle and

adapted to interlock with the lug on the lever in the

"or* position of the handle to prevent movement of the

lever when the handle is released by the operator.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.396. RECEPTACLE FOR RUBBISH. Samcbl
'

Braoman and Sigiicnd Waohbich, New York. N. T.

Filed May 17, 1916. Serial No. 98,101. (CI. 220—186.)

1. A receptacle for rubbish comprising a series of flat

metallic hoops and a series of flat metallic bars which are

fastened together so that a cylindrical frame Is produced,

parts of each of said bars not attached to said hoops

being twisted at right angles to the parts attached ; a

series of longitudinal wires which are secured to certain

of said flat metallic hoops ; in combination with a series

of wire hoops which are interwoven with said longitudinal

wires, and which are passed through a series of holes

formed In said parts of said bars which are twisted at

right angles to the parts attached to said flat metallic

hoops, together with a bottom which Is fastened to one

of said flat metallic hoops, substantially as described.
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2. A receptacle for rubbish, comprising a series of flat
metallic bars and a series of flat metallic hoops, one of sal.l
hoops being secured to one end of each of said bars, an
other of said hoops l>elng secured to the other end of
each of said bars, and a third of said hoops being securetl
to the middle of each of said bars : parts of each of said
bars not attached to said hoops being twisted at right
angb's to th'^ parts attached ; In combination with a series
of wire hoops which are passed through a series of hole-^
formed In said parts of said bars which are twisted at
right angles to the parts attached to said flat metallic
hoops; anl a aeries of longitudinal wires which are s.--

cure«l to said end hoops and which are Interwoven with
said wire hoops and said middle flat metallic hoop • to-
gether with a bottom which is fastened to one of said' end
flat metallic hoops, substantially as described.

3. A receptacle for rubbish, comprising a series of flat
metallic bars and a series of fiat metallic hoops, one of said
hoops being secureil to one end of each of said bars, an
other of said hoops being secure<l to the other end of each
of said bars, and a third of said h.x.ps )>eing secured to the
middle of each of said bars ; parts of each of said bars
not attached to said hoops being twisted at right angles
to the parts attached ; the twist part a of said bars by
bearing agalust the edges of said end and middle hoops
enabling the cylindrical frame to resist torsional strain
in line with the hoops, and longitudinal strain In line
with the bars; In combination with a bottom which is
fastened to one of said end flat metallic h.wps, aubstan-
tlally as described.

4. A receptacle for rubbish, comprising a series of flat
metallic hoops and a series of flat metallic bars which are
fa.stened together so that a cylindrical frame is produced ;

parts of each of said bars not attached to said hoopa
being twisted at right angles to the parts attached in
order that said bars will resist strain In a direction trans-
verse to the cylindrical frame; the twist part a of said
bars by bearing against the edges of said hoops enabling
the cylindrical frame to resist torsional strain in line with
the hoops, and longitudinal strain In line with the bars;
a series of longitudinal wires which are s<>cured to certain
of said flat metallic hoops; In combination with a series
of wire hoops which are Interwoven with said longitudinal
wires and which are passed through a series of holes
formal In said parts of said bars which are twisted at
right angles to the parts attached to said flat meUlllc
hoops; together with a bottom which Is fastened to one
of said flat metallic hoops, substantially as described.

5. A receptacle for rubbish, comprising a series of flat
metallic hoops and a series of flat metallic bars which are
fasteue.! together so that a cylindrical frame Is produced •

parts of each of said bars not attached to said hoops being
twisted at right angles to the parts attached, in order that
said bars will resist strain In a direction transverse to the
cylindrical frame ; the twist part a of said bars, by bearing
against the edges of said hoops, enabling the cylindrical
frame to resist torsional strain In line with the hoops,
and longitudinal strain In line with the bars; In combi-
nation with a bottom which is fastened to one of said flat
metallic hoops, substantially as described.

1,228,397. CANVAS-HOSE CUUPLIN.i. N(»man B
Bbaly, Butte. Mont. Filed May 2. 1916. SerUl No
04,88-l. (a. 187—28.)
1. In a coupling of the character described, a pair of

canvas hose sections with rings arranged In each section,
each of »ald rings being of the same size and forme<l with
overlapping portions provldetl with presaed-out members
for limiting lateral movement and also longitudinal move-
ment of the overlapping sections.

2. In a coupling of the character described a ring formed
of resilient material having overlapping ends, one of said
ends having an elongated aperture therein and an elon-
gat»Ml notch spaced from said aperture, and the other said'
•nds having a pair of turned over members, one of said
turned over members extending through said aperture andUe other said tameil over member* fitting Into said
notch. aaWl turned over members being of a leas length

than the aperture and notch whereby a sliding movement
is permltte<l tn-tween said ends for Increasing or decreas-
ing the diameter of the ring.

3 In a coupling for canvas kow. a ring for each end ofeach section, each of said rinc belag formed from resilient
material having overlapping ends, one of said ends having
a pair of parallel apertures and a pair of parallel notches
spaced from the apertures, the other of said ends having
a pair of turnetl over Interlocking members extending
through said apertures, nld litterlo, king members being
of less length than saW apertures, said last mentioned end
being also provided with a pair of turned over interlocking
members extending through said notcHes. said last men-
tioned interlocking memb« being of less length than
said notches wherer.y said rads may slide relatively toeach other.

1.228.898. WHEEL -HUB. Mabcis I. Beock, Wayne
Pa. Filed July 21. 1914. Serial No. 852.133. (CL21—81.)

A fixed hub element .omprlslng a suhstantUlIv cylin-
drical body, a relatively short tapering shell surrounding
and secured to aald cylindrical bcly and provlde,i with a
plurality of parallel t«P^rlng projections, a movable hub
element of cylindrical formation having a flaring rear end
to receive the tapering shell and havinK Interlorlv de-
posed tapering recesses for coCperatlng with the taperlna
projections.

•

1.228.399. OILBURNER. Ca«l K. Bbows. Columbus
Ohio. Filed Oct. II, 1910. Serial No. 126.169 (Cl'
158—64.)

'

In a device of the class described, a combustion cham
ber having an outlet at Its top ; « U shapwl pipe compris-
ing upper and lower arms, the lower arm passing through
the combustion chamber and having a burner ortflce lo-
cated within the contour of the cteabcr. the upper arm
being provided with a return b*m4 dlqtOMd In approxi-
mate parallelism with the upper arm and disposed ap-
proximately la a <>«m«aon horliontal plane with the up-
per am, the apper arm and the return bend lying above
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the outlet for the (ombustlon chamber; means for sup

plying fuel to the return l>end ; and a flame spreader in

tlii.ling downwardly diverging walls engaged respectively

with the return bend and with the upper arm. the diverg-

ing walls of the flame spreader being connected at one

end bv a transverse wall.

1,228.400. MECHANISM FOR INTERLEAVING
SHEETS. HoBAra P. Brown and Clarence L. Johns-

ton. Oakland. Cal. File,! Dec. 15. 1913. Serial No.

806,732. (Cl. 270—39.)

operative t)V the rotation of the rollers, and comprising

projectable and retractile pins, and automatic feed means

for engaging the leading ends of the sections and drawing

them around into position for action of the transfer

means.
31. In a machine for intcrbaving and folding paper

towels and the like, the combination of two coacting cylin-

ders between which two webs of paper are adapted to

pass, means .oactlng with the cylinders to sever the webs

into sections so that the sections of one web overlap the

sections of the other web. and positively operated means

contained within the said cylinders f<ir receiving and

clamping the central portion of every web section to fold

the same and with means on the cylinders to control the

leading ends of each of the sections so that the sections

are delivered folded and Interleaved from the cylinders

with each folded section embracing substantially one-half

of another section. ,_ »

[Claims 2 to 5. 7. 9 to 16. 18 to 30. and 32 to 4. not

printed In the Gazette.]

1 228 40L ROTARY EXPLOSIVE ENGINE. ALBERT W.
'

BBCCB, Bloorafield. Iowa. Filed Apr. 14, 1916. Serial

No. 91.094. (Cl. 123—80.)

1. Mechanism fqr interfoldlng sheets, which consists In

the combination of a pair of cylinders arranged parallel

to each other. grlpp,'r means t-arrled by said cylinders for

alternately folding web sections so that each section is

folded once upon It.self. with one leaf of one section

Interleaved with the two leaves of another section, means

cofiixratlve with the cylinders for cutting the webs, and

fee<l means for engaging the leading ends of the severed

webs.

6. In a machine for Interleaving and folding In zlgaag

order In feeding webs of stock, the t>omblnatlon of uni-

formly revolving Juxtaposed drums carrying cobperatlve

receiving gripping and carrying means for folding the

weba. first in one cylinder and then In the opposite, cut-

ting devices for cooperating with respective drums for

aeverlug the mebs In antecedent position with relation to

the folding operation, ami positively actuated means for

picking up the seven-d. advance end of the In-feedlng

stock and carrying it around with the drum to the fold-

ing mechanism of the drums.

8. .\ mechanism for severing and folding webs and al-

ternately distributing the folds In a pile, comprising In

combination cylinders disposed with adjacent faces in

cloae Juxtaposition and revolving at uniform speed, said

cylinders carrying a plurality of clrcuniferentlally spaced

cottperatlug mechanisms for folding and gripping simul-

taneously In feeding webs, and rotary cutting devices co-

operating with complementary portions of the drums for

cutting the wel>8 in projier time, the axes of said cutters

being disposed at an angle of less than 90° to each other.

17. In a paper folding machine, a pair of coiirdinate

adja«-ent rollers for folding the paper slg xag fashion In

severed sections, means on the rollers for folding each

auction Intermediate Its length, automatic transfer neins

on each roller for carrying the loose leading ends of the

wUoiUi from one roller to the other, said means being

1 In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, a pis-

ton working m the cylinder, a cylindrical valve tele-

scoplcally arranged in the cylinder and surrounding the

piston means for continuously rotating the valve during

the normal op«Tatlon of the engine. Inlet and exhaust

ports for the cylinder, diametrically disposed ports in the

cylindrical valve, said ports acting alternately as inlet

and exh«u.st ports and arranped to register with the Inlet

and exhaust ports of the cylinder In such a way that when

one port In the cylindrical valve acts as an Intake for a

certain charge the diametrically opposite port In the cy-

lindrical valve will perform the exhaust function for the

same charge, and means to secure the cylindrical valve

against longitudinal movement, said means comprising

an adjustable device attached to the engine casing which

device can be operated from the outside of the casing to

compensate for any longitudinal wear in the cylindrical

vaIvc
2 In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, a pis-

ton working In the cylinder, a cylindrical valve tele-

scoplcally arranged In the cylinder and surrounding the

piston, means for continuously rotating the valve during

the normal operation of the engine. Inlet and exhaub.

ports for the cylinder, diametrically disposed ports In the

cylindrical valve, said ports acting alternately as inlet

and exhaust ports and arransed to register with the In-

let and exhaust ports of the cylinder In such a way that

when one port In the cylindrical valve acts as an InUk*

for a certain charge the diametrically opposite port In the

cylindrU-al valve will perform the exhaust function for

the same charge, and means to secure the cylindrical

valve against longitudinal movement, said means com-

prising an adjustable device to compensate for longitudi-

nal wear In the cvllndrlcal valve and being composed of a

cranked stub pin plvotally adjustable in the engine casing

and a roller adapter! to engage the flange of the cylindrical

valve.
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1.228.402.

Altoona.
(CI. 26+

SPEED-GOVERXOR. Thact V. Bcckwaltm
Pa. Filed June 24. 1916. Serial So. 105.638.'
—15.)

fl k".
.*'""'^'* "*' ^'•"'nnert them operatlvely. meansfor bringing said actuating mean, and said register Into

fn'*?V'2r'^
ro<>peratlTe relation, and Justifying mean,

for bringing ..Id register and «ild actuating mechanism
nto accurate cooperation with each other ; .aid Justlfy-
^« means actulng to lock said register and said actuating

u^mM ."^"'T * '^''•"'^^' '°«"™*'°' P««t each otheruntil they have had a relative movement away from each

hnl'ijt ^''°*f""^'
governor comprising a revoluble voke

^ its axI^lf^' ''T:r'''''
"''' "'^ ^""°'^'' ^ransv-erse

In Hm revolution, a shaft movable longltudlnallvIn aald concentric bearings, weights having turning con

roT, on" Td'b
"1' '"""'' ""' ^"'•^^ ^"''«» .dapfed to

^ ween tLelr r "*''' """' ""'"'" '' ""^^ '"^^ '"«»"«•b«tween their fulcrums and said axis, and a sprlnz di.

rrwar;':'"" "" '''"'°'^'' "^^^—» ror re.rs i/g 'L;outward movements of said weights

havlnt
'''°7'"'f"' »«^*'"or comprising a revoluble yokehaving bearings transverse to Its axis of revolution a•haft movable longitudinally In said yoke, a coUed prlngthrough which said shaft passes, and weigh s iS^vngpivota connections with «ild shaft, roiling connectionsmovable radUlly on said bearings and bifurcations adaTed for straddling said spring.

^
fClfllm.s 2 and 4 n<.t printed In the Gazette. J

J5^^^

'•

Rvi°J
Mon-ER K.MFE SHARPENER. w.LLIi. T

s y

2. In a mowing knife sharpener, a grinding element

"aTon with tr^'"'"*
''^^^ '''' «"* «' operative asi'elation with the mower knife, and a means to move theSTlndlng element in the manner stated including a diago-nally slotte^l bar mounted for longitudinal r.clprocatorvmovement In proximity to said grinding element, andmeans on the grinding element engageable by the wallsof the slot In said bar.

mn^inlL",
°'°''" ''°''' sharpener, a grinding elementmounted for movement Into and out of operative assocU-tlon with the mower knife, a resilient supporting platefor said gr ndlng element mounted for plvoTal movementwith respect to the mover knife, an arm mounted to extend

SIJ !?
?*'' ^"^ **''' supporting plate, a relatively

wh^h^^K
''*^P^°^'^^ ^'th « transverse slot throughwhich the mentioned arm extends, and a reciprocal barcarried beneath said cutter bar and provlde^l with a dl

TZl T\ ''''''"*'' """''^ ""'^ "™ "^^'"". movement
of sa d la.st mentioned bar .ontrolllng movement of thegrinding element substantially as described.

[Claims 1 and 3 to 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

^•rmvt« •^J'r^<^"-^ENT FOR CALCULATING-MA-
CHINES. Samc.l E. Carlix. Chicago. III., assignorby mesne assignments, to Underwood Computing Ma-
chine Company New York. N. T.. a Corporation of New

Ss^nO^l
'*• ^^^^- ^"*"' ^*'- 5W.266. (CI.

1. The combination with a register, of actuating mech-anism for said register, said register and said actuating
mechanism having a relative movement past etch other
•o as to bring said actuating mechanism successively into
co«peratlon with Individual parts of said register and
also having a relative movement toward and from' each

mJ^h . J^
reir»»t". said register and said actuating

•o as to bring said actuating mech.nl.m successively Into^ h^ r '*"^ ""'•^"'"•' P-rts of said register anda
JO

having a relative movement toward and from el^h

Justlfv L'""'"'"'
""*' disconnect them operatlvely. and

ind IiM*reT,"-K''"'r' '^ ""^ '^^"•^'°« 'n«'<^banlsm

ment of ''^''Z^'^'"'^'
'"^o Pl«y by the relative move-

Zillr! :\ !!S''"
"'^ ""^ actuating mec.anlsm. forbringing .said register and said actuating mechanism Intoaccurate register with each other.

3. The combination with a register, of actuating mech-

mech".n
" ":" /'*•'*"• -"' '''""" "'^ «^d a/tuTtlngmechanism having a relative movement past each other•^a« 'o bring ,«,d actuating mechanism successively Intocooperation with Individual parts of said register anja ^having a relative movement toward and from eachother to connect and disconnect them operatlvely meansfor bringing said actuating mean, and Slid r^sie^ Intoapproximate cooperative relation, and Justlfvlng mean,mounted partly on said register and partly on JldTtua ng me.hanlsm. for bringing said register and ...d I tj-

otier Tt7Z:r
'°'° ''"™'* cooperation with eachother, the relative movement of said register and said ac-tuating mechanism in one direction controlling their rela-tive movement In another direction through the Interme-diary of said Justifying means.

«nwrme-

4. The combination with a register Including a seriesof computing wheels, of an actuating mech«ni..m for sal^register said actuating mechanism and said n-glster har-ing a relative traveling movement to enable said actuatingmechanism to drive said computing wheels .rriatim, anSa relative movement to cause engagement of said register

H°f?.n*^"V.'°*
mechanism and Justifying means for Jaa-f.\ing said actuating mechanism with respect to the par-

t cular c-omputing wheel which It Is to drive at the In-stant of meshing of the actuating mechanism with saidcomputing wheel, .said Ju.stlfying means acting to locksad register and said actuating mechanism against arelative movement past each other during the periodo meshing: said Justifying means Including normally
disengage,! parts, one on the framework and the otheron he relatively traveling member ; and provision beingma.ie to cause the Justifying parts to come into locking
••Dgagement at the relative movement between said actu•ting mechanism and said register, which causes engage-ment t^tween .said register and actuating mechanism

5. The combination with a series of computing wheelsof a master wheel for driving ..Id computing wheel, te-
riatim. said master wheel and computing wheels havln,
relative movement past each other, and having a relativemovement to cause engagement of said master wheel andcomputing wheels and Justifying means for bringing uld
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master wheel into perfect register with each computing

wheel at the InsUnt of meshing of the master wheel with

each computing wheel, aald Justlf.vlng mean* act'ng to

lock aald computing wheels and said master wheel against

a relative movement paat each other during the period of

meshing : said Justifying means Including normally disen-

gaged parts, one on the framework and the other on the

relatively traveling member: and provision being made

to .ause the Justifying parts to come Into locking en-

gagement at the relative movement between bald master

wheel and said computing wheels, which causes engage-

ment between said master wheel and computln« wheels.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

supporting members projecting from the periphery of aa d

frame between which said cross bar Is located, one of aald

members and one side of said cross bar carrying respec-

tive elements of two pin and socket pivot Joints, one

pivot Joint being located at each side of said lever, a

1 -128 405 PROCESS AND APPARATUS FOR RECTI-

FYING ALTERNATING CURRENTS OF ELEC-

TRICITY William H. Chapman, Portland. Me. Filed

Sept 29. 1915. Serial No. 53.193. (CI. 175—364.)

1. The proceM of rectifying chargea from an alternat-

ing source of electricity which consists of discharging

aid chargea In the form of a glow discharge to a body of

relatively thin non-conducting material backed by a body

of con.luctlng material whereby Ions of one sign are de-

livered upon said thin material, separating the materials

from each other and finally collecting the resulting charge.

•J. The process of rectifying charges from an alternat-

ing source of electricity which consists of discharging

said charges In the form of a glow discharge to a body of

relatively thin non-conducting material backed by a body

of conducing material whereby Ions of one sign are de-

livered upon said thin material separating the materials

from each other and finally collecting the resulting charge

from the thin material.

3 The process of rectifying charges from an alternat-

ing source of electricity which consists of discharging

said charges In the form of a glow discharge to a body

of paper, backed by a body of metal, then separating the

paper and metal and finally collecting the rectified charge

from the paper.

4. In an apparatus for rectifying alternating charges

of electricity the combination of a thin sheet of Insulat-

ing material and a conducting body so movable with re-

lation to each other that portions of the sheet will re-

pea tedlv approach to a point adjacent to the conducting

body and recede therefrom, a conductor having small dls

charging points or surfaces for delivering the alternating

charge to the sheet while the same Is adjacent to the con-

ducting bodv and means for collecting the rectified charge

from the sheet after it has receded from the conducting

body.

5 In an apparatus for rectifying alternating charges

of electricity the combination of a thin sheet of Insulat-

ing material and a conducting body so movable with rela-

tion to each other that portions of the sheet will repeat-

edly contact with the conducting body and recede there-

from a conductor having small discharging points or sur-

faces for delivering the alternate charge to the sheet

while the same Is In contact with the conducting body and

means for collecting the rectified charge from the sheet

after It has receded from the conducting body.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

cushion between the other of said members and the other

side of said croaa bar, and screws alining with said pivot

Joints and adjustably extending through said last-named

member for comprLsslng said cushion against said croaa

bar to maintain the elements of said two pivot Joints in

contact with each other.

1.228,407. DOOR OPENER AND CHECK. GaoBGl B.

Clat. Jenklntown. Pa. Filed Jan. 17. 1917. Serial

No. 142.843. (CI. 16—96.)

122S.406. CUSHION SUPPORT FOR PIVOT-JOINTS.

F0BB8T CHESBY. Chicago. III., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Cheney Talking Machine Company. Chl-

cajo III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filerl Sept. 22,

1913. Serial No. 791.239. iC\. 274—85.)

In a sound box for sound reproducing machines, the

combination with the frame of the box. of a stylus-sup-

porting lever having a cross bar thereon, spaced parallel

a-

1 A device of the character stated embracing In com-

bination a door, a stop movably mounted upon the door,

a pivot, a Jointed arm, one section of which is mounted

to swing around said pivot and the other section of which

1^ slldlngly mounted upon the door, one of said sections

being constructed to cooperatively engage with said stop

upon opening of the door a predetermined distance to ar-

rest return movement thereof and means connecting with

said stop for withdrawing the same from the path of

travel of the stop engaging section.

2 A device of the character stated embracing in com-

bination a door, a stop movably mounted upon the door,

a pivot, a Jointed arm. one section of which is mounted

to swing around said pivot and the other section of which

Is slldlngly mounted upon the door, one of said sections

being constructed to cooperatively engage with said stop

upon opening of the door a predetermined distance to

arrest return movement thereof and means connecting

with said stop for withdrawing the same from the path

of travel of the stop engaging section and means con-

nected with said stop for returning It to normal position.

5 A device of the character stated embracing In com-

bination a door, a stop movably mounted upon the door,

a pivot, a Jointed arm one part of which Is mounted to

swing around the pivot and the other section of which

is slldlnglv mounted upon the door, one of said sections
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being constructed to cottperatJvely enskce with nld stop
upon opening of the floor a predetermined distance to ar-
rest return movement thereof, means connecting with
the stop for withdrawing the same from the path of
travel of said stop engaging section and an operating
attachment connected with said means and removing an
appreciable distance away from raid stop.

9. Releasing means for door openers embracing a fixed
guide piece having an Inclined way therein, a substan-
tially wedge-shaped stop under spring tension movable
through said way. a bell crank lever, a link plvotally con
nectlng said stop and an arm of the lever, an operating
handle and a link plvotally connecting said handle and
the other arm of said lever.

[Claims 3. 4. and 6 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228.408. CIRCUIT-BREAKER Fh.mont J. Cliavm.
Carnegie borough. Pa., assignor of one-half to Herbert
W. Hodgdon. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Nov. 1 1915 Se-
rial No. 68,947. (CI. 17&—273.)

1. An electric circuit breaker comprising a hermetically
sealed receptacle, a reservoir contained in said recepUcle
and having an open top elevated above the bottom of the
latter, a pair of line terminals leading through the walls
of said recepUcle and Into the ends of said reaervoir, and
a filling of fluid conductor for said reservoir normally
electrically connecting said line terminals but In the
presence of an abnormal rise In current being expelled
over the open top of said reservoir Into the bottom of said
receptacle, thus breaking the electrical connection be-
tween s«ild line terminals.

2. An electric circuit breaker comprising a hermetl
cally sealed receptacle, a reservoir contained In said recep-
tacle and having an open top normally elevated above the
>ottom of aaid receptacle, a pair of line terminals lead-ng through the walls of said receptacle and extending
Into the ends of said reservoir, and a supply of fluid con-
ductor in said receptacle whereby said reservoir may
be filled with said conductor and the terminals electrl
call,- connected by inverting said receptacle and allowing
said fluid con.luctor to flow into the rewrvoir over the
open top thereof, and In case of an abnormal rise in cur-
rent said fluid conductor is expelled from aald reservoir
and falls to the bottom of said receptacle, thus breaking
said electrical connection.

3. In combination with conUct members InterpowKl
Id an electric circuit, a circuit breaker having its ex-
tremities mounted in said members and rotatable there-
in, said circuit breaker connlsting of a hermetically
closed receptacle provided with an open top reservoir In
the Interior thereof, terminals connected to said members
and leading through the walls of said receptacle Into
the ends of said reservoir, and a fllling of fluid conductor
for said reservoir normally connecting said terminals
electrically together but adapted to be expelled from said
reservoir to break said connection when an abnormal rise
of current occurs, said reservoir being refllle<l and aald
ele«tri<-al connection of said terminals being restored by
rotating said re<eptacle, substantially as described

1,228.409. SAFETY-BLADE KNIFE. Wiluam Abthub
Coi.LiNGS. Kansas City. Mo. Filed Sept. 10, 1916
Serial No. 49,969. (CI. 30—10.)
1. In a device of the cUss described, a handle, a razor

blade, Interfltting elements on said handle and blade for
uniting the two. a plate, a flange on three sides of said
handle for slldably receiving said plate to hold said blade
In position, and a cover guard plvotally roounte*! on the
Other end of said handle and adapted to fold over and
rcver the tame.

2. In a device of the elass described, a handle, projec-
tions Integrally forme<i thereon and adapted for engage-
ment with a safety raaor blade, a plate, a flange on three

i^grrj^^^pn)

K ,? "L"'"*
''*°'^'* '•" ""dably receiving said plate to

hold said bUde m position, and a cover guard plvouUy
mounted on the other end of said handle and adapted
to fold over and cover the samp.

1.228.410. CREEL. How.^hd D. Colma.n. Rockford III
usignor to Howard D. Colman. Luther L. Miller," and
Harry A. .Severson. Copartners doing business as Bar-
ber-Colman Company. Rockford. III. Filed June •>8

1918. Serial No. 776.287. (a. 242—131 )

1. A warper creel having, in comblnaUon, a bar, a plu-
rality of members vertically movable on said bar. a
spindle on each member for routably supporting a yarn
mass for the unwinding of yarn therefrom, a relatively
stationary brake arm for each yarn mass, and means for
raising and lowering said members to place the yarn
masses In and out of peripheral braking contact with the
brake arms.

2. A creel, having. In combination, a bar, a brake arm
fixed to said bar, a guide sleeve vertically movable on said
bar, a yarnmass supporting spindle on said sleeve, and
means for raising and lowering said sleeve to place the
yarn mass In and out of peripheral conUct with sal<l
brake arm.

3. A creel having. In combination, a bar, a plurality
of brake plates mounted on said bar. a plurality of guide
sleeves mounted on said bar for vertical movement, a
yarn mass supporting spindle on each of said sleeves, a
member connecting all of said lieevei, and meaiw for rais-
ing and lowering said member to place the yara maases In
and out of peripheral contact with the brake plates.

4. A creel having. In combination, a bar. a plurality
of brake plates mounted on said bar. a plurality of guide
sleeves mounted on said bar for vertical movement, a
yarn mas« supporting spindle on each of said sleeves,
a member loosely connected to all of said sleeves, and
means for raising and lowering said member to place the
warn masses In and out of peripheral contact with the
brake plates.

8. A creel having. In combination, a framework, a plu-
rality of trees supported In said framework, each tree
comprising a plurality of vertically movable yarn-mass
supporting devices, a menib«>r connecting all of the yarn-
mass supporting devices on each tree, braking devices
on each tree, a plurality of bell-cranks supported upon said
framework, one arm of each bell-crank being connected
to one of said members, and means engaging the other

JUNB 5, 191; U. S. PATENT OFFICE. »3

arms of said bell-cranks for moving aaid bell-cranks to

move the yarn-mass supporting devices with relation to

the braking devices.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the c.aiette.]

1.228.411. rLUXru. <;r<in«;F; W. Coxvaa and Rat

CoxxKR. Mount Pleasant. Iowa. Flle«l Oct. 2, 1915.

Serial No. 53,739. (CT. 192—8.)

1. A clutch comprising a flywheel, a cone movable

longitudinally within said flywheel, a flexible band car-

ried by bald cone, a friction sleeve resting upon said

Ceiible band, and a flexible band carried by said friction

sleeve for engagement with said flywheel when the cone

is in operative iMJsitlon, said sleeve and the band sur-

rounding the same tn-lng dlsconnecteil from each other,

from the fly wheel and from the cone.

8. A clutch comprlKing a flywheel, a cone within said

flywheel, a friction sleeve m«unte<l upon said cone and

adapted to slide transversely of the same at times, means

for limiting transverse Klldlng movement of said sleeve

upon said cone, means for locking said friction sleeve

•gainst Independent rotation upon said cone, said last-

mentioned means also serving to prevent said friction

sleeve from sliding off said cone, and means for reslll-

ently retaining said cone In operative potdtlon.

5. A rlut.h iomprlslng a fly-wheel, a cone movable

longltudlnall.v within said fly wheel, a flexible band car-

ried by and securetl to said cone, a frUtlon sleeve resting

upt>n said flexible band, a flexible ban<l carried by said

friction sleeve for engagement with said fly-wheel when

the cone Is In operative position, said sleeve and the band

carried thereby adapte«l to fl«)at between the cone and the

fly-wheel when the clutch Is dlsengag^nl. and resilient

cans on the cone for holding the sleeve from free rota-

tion.

[Claims 2, 4. and 6 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1^28,412. AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER. Roland 81

Lixo I)AVii)8os, Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada. Filed

Apr. 26. 1916. Serial Xo. 93.672. (CI. 169—6.)

a single thermostatically operate*! system positioned and

responsive to a rapid rise In temperature to release the

valve reUlnIng means but unresponsive to a gradual rl»«

la temperature.

2. A sprinkler having a valve, means to maintain the

valve Ip closed position, and means operated by a rapid

rise In temperature to release the valve reUlnIng means,

said last named means comprising a flexible container

supported from the body of the device and operatlvely

engaging the valve retaining means, an orifice In the con-

tainer communicating with the outer air, and mM^s to

control the size of the orifice whereby the same may be

regulated so that a pre<letermlned rate of Increase In

temperature will Increase the pressure In the container

to operate the valve release.

3. A sprinkler having a body, a valve, a strut having

one end engaging the valve, a lev»r positioned to main-

tain the position of the strut, a trigger supportwl from

the body and engaging the end of the lever, and means

operated by a rapid rise In temperature to actuate the

trigger, thereby releasing the levor. strut and valve.

1. An automatic sprinkler comprising 9 valve, means

to maintain the valve normally in <lose<l position, and

means to release the valve retaining mewns. said last

means comprising a plurality of iwrts connected to form

1,228.413. FRDIT-fJATHEREK. Pktik T. DELKNUorr.

North McC}regor. Iowa. Flle«l July 6. 1916. Serial

No. 107,790. (CI. 50—99.)

/^;

te^

In a fruit gatherer, the combination of an elongate*!

handle member and a fruit gathering sleeve attached

thereto, of a plate member secured to the upper end of the

handle member and provided with curved rigid arms In-

clined upwardly and laterally, and to whlcb arms the up-

per open end of the sleeve is attached, said arms having

extensions, a curved iMir connecting said extensions con-

stituting a stationary Jaw, a cushioning pad secured to

said extensions and having Its upper and lower edge por-

tions yleldable to prevent bruising the fruit and provided

with an upper yleldable lip. a spring tensloned member

pivoted to the member carried by the handle and provided

with a cushioned grasping jaw to cofiperate with the sta-

tionary Jaw, and means for actuating the spring t^n-

sioaed member against the action of the spring means

thereof.

1,228.414. METHOD OF SEPAR.VriNiJ AN AROMATIC
' SULFONIC ACID FROM SULFURIC ACID AND OF
OBTAINING WIE SULF<JNIC ACID IN SOLID FORM.

Lons M. l)«sxiM, Ithaca. N. Y. Filed Nov. 20, 1916.

Serial No. 1.32.339. (CI. 23—24.)

1. A methocl of separating a sulfonic acid of a hydro-

carbon of the aromatic series from sulfuric acid and of

obtaining the sulfonic add in solid form, consisting in

treating a mixture of the acids with a solvent which dis-

solves the sulfonic acid but not the sulfuric acid and

which dissolves an appreciably greater amount of the
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BQlfoDlc acid at high temperature than It does at low tem-
perature, separating the sulfonic acid solution from tbe
sulfuric acid and cooling said solution.

3. A method of separating a sulfonic acid of a hydro-
carbon of the aroiuatlc series from sulfuric acid and of
obtaining the sulfonic acid In solid form, consisting In
treating a mixture of the acids with an organic solvent
which dissolves the sulfonic acid but not the sulfuric acid
and which dissolves an appreciably greater amount of the
sulfonic acid at high temperature than It does at low tem-
perature, separating the sulfonic acid solution from the
sulfuric acid and cooling said solution.

5. A method of separating a sulfonic acid of a hydro-
carbon of the aromatic series from sulfuric acid and of
obtaining the sulfonic acid in solid form, consisting In
treating a mixture of the acids with toluene, separating
the toluene solution of sulfonic acid from the sulfuric acid
and cooling said solution.

10. A method of separating a naphthalene sulfonic acid
from sulfuric acid and of obtaining the sulfonic acid In
solid form, consisting in treating a mixture of the acids
with toluene, separating the toluene solution of sulfonic
acid from the sulfuric acid and cooling said solution.

15. A method of separating naphthalene beta-sulfonic
acid from sulfuric acid and of obtaining the sulfonic acid
in solid form, consisting In treating a mixture of the acids
with toluene, separating the toluene solution of sulfonic
acid from the sulfuric acid and cooling said solution.

[Claims 2, 4. 6 to 9. and 11 to 14 not printed in the
Gazette.]

t;228,415. CHARGE PREPARING APPARATUS. Ralph
Ori« Declen. Bridgeport, Nebr. Filed Dec. 29, 1916.
Serial No. 139,648. (CI. 123—122.)

In an apparatus of the kind set forth, the combination
with a multiple cylinder engine, of an exhaust manifold
having a downwardly extending closed end, and an Intake
manifold connecte«l to the exhaust and intake ports re-

spectively of the cylinders of the engine, « charge feed
pipe extending from the carbureter of the engine Into one
end of the exhaust manifold, extending across the mouths
of said exhaust ports, turned Into a loop and merging Into
a return portion connected to and in communication with
tbe intake manifold, and means on and carried by that
portion of the charge Intake pipe extending across the
e.xhaust ports to confine the exhaust directly upon aaid
pipe, said means comprising sleeves having an open side
and end. the open side of each adjacent an exhaust port,
whereby the exhaust will be conflnetl on said pipe, said
open end facing In a direction toward the closed end of
the exhaust manifold, whereby the exhaust may return
under said pipe.

1.228.416. RECEPTACLE - FILLING MACHINE.
Charles Drolet, Sr., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Fels
and Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. Filed Dec. 13, 1916. Serial No. 136,654.
(01. 100—59.)
1. In a packing machine, the combination with an

article receiving frame, of means for intermittently dis-

charging articles from said frame, a movable carrier
operable to receive frame discharged articles, means for
moving said carrier and an article carried thereby to a
position in communication with an article receiving re-

ceptacle, and means for ejecting an article from the car-
rier into the said receptacle.

2. In a packing machine, the combination with an
article receiving frame, of means for supplying articles to
fCahl frame, mechanism for discharging said articles from
tbe frame at intermittent periods and to deposit the same

upon a movable carrier, mechanism for moving said car-
rier and an article carried thereby to a position substan
tially In allnement with an article receiving receptacle,
and me«ns for ejecting th.- article from the carrier into
said receptacle.

3. In a packing machine, the combination with an
article supplying magailne. of means for intermittently
discharging articles from said magazine upon a frame car-
ried guldeway. mechanism for effecting the discharge of
articles from said guldeway upon an oscillating carrier at
intermittent periods, means for revolving said carrier and
an a8sociate«l article to a position substantially In allne-
ment with an article receiving container, and means for
ejecting an article from the oscillating carrier Into said
container.

4. In a packing machine, the combination with a plu-
rality of article receiving guides of means for intermit-
tently advancing articles along said guides and for effect-
ing n discharge of the articles therefrom, of a plurality
of oscillating carriers operable when In a substantially
horizontal position to receive articles .llscharged from
said guides, means for revolving said carriers and asso-
ciated articles to an approximately vertical position
whereby said carriers will be substantially Juxtaposed,
and a reciprocating mechanism for ejecting said articles
from the carriers Into a receptacle when the carriers are
In said vertical position.

5. In a packing machine of the class «lescrlbe<l, the
comblnatlop with a plurality of soap containing maga-
zines, o: guides locate<l beneath s«ld magazines and
adapted to r«c«lTv aoap discharged from said magazines,
reciprocating preaatng elements operable to advance soap
along said guides and to Intermittently discharge the soap
therefrom, of a plurality of oscillating carriers co-
operating with the said guides and adapted to receive soap
after the latter Is ejected from aald guides, means for
revolving said carriers and associated soap Into contigu-
ous vertical relation, and a plunger for expelling the
soap for said i-arrlers into a container, when the soap U
in the last mentioned position.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,417. HOLLOW COMPOSITION "WALL CON-
STRUCTION. Richard B. Eason. Jr.. New York. N. T.
Filed Jan. 11, 1916. Serial No. 71.514. (CI. 72—30.)

tiers having horizonUl and vertical broken Joints, re-

inforcing vertical piers forming Integral parts of the

vertical Joints of the blocks of each tier and extending

along the inner faces of the intervening blocks and an-

nular metallic tic pieces for connecting the said tiers,

each tie piece having a portion of Its circumference em-

bedded in one of said piers.

2. In a hollow composition wall, two tiers of blocks

with an .^Ir space between them, the said blocks being

arranged In the two tiers so as to have horizontal and

vertical broken Joints, the top of one block in one tier

having a curved groove near its center and the tops of

the two blocks, opposite the first block. In the other tier

having. In their adjacent ends, corresponding curved

grooTca and an annular metallic tie piece adapted to rest

In the said grooves to lock the two tiers together.

1.228,418. GRINDINO-MACHINE. Harbison H. Eaton,

Beverly, Mass.. assignor to United Shoe Machinery

Company. Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

FUed Nov. 8. 1916. Serial No. 60,2ft3. (CI. 51—17.)

1. A hollow composition wall having two tiers of blocks
with an air space between them, the blocks in the two

1. In a machine for shaping articles In conformity to a

pattern, the combination with a tool for operating upon

the work, of a pattern-guide arranged to cooperate with

the pnttern to control the position of the work presente<l

to the tool and having a guiding face conformable sub-

stantially to the contour of the working fa-^^ of the tool,

the guide being constructed and arranged so that the

contour of its face may be adjusted to correspond to varia-

tions in the contour of the working face of the tool.

2. In a machine for shaping articles In conformity to a

pattern, the combination with relatively adjustable work
shaping and work holding devices, of means for controlling

the relative position of said devices during the presenta-

tion of the work to the shaping device Including a pattern-

guide adjustable to vary the contour of its guiding face,

and means controlled by the relative adjustment of said

devices for varying the contour of said face of the guide.

3. In a machine for shaping articles in conformity to a

pattern, the combination with a work holding device, of a

rotary tool adjustably movable toward and from said

device, means for controlling the position of said device

during the presentation of the work to the tool Including a

pattern-guide adjustable to different degrees of curvature,

and means for varying the curvature of said guide In pro-

portion to the extent of said adjusting movement of the

tool.

4. In a machine for shaping articles In conformity to a

pattern, the combination with a work holding device, of a

rotary tool having a curved periphery for engagement with

the work and adjustably movable toward said device to

compensate for decrease In the diameter of the tool

through wear, a pattern-guide arranged to present a

curve<l face conformable substantially to the peripheral

curve of the tool, said guide being adJusUble to different

degrees of curvature, and automatic means for adjusting

the guide In proportion to said adjusting movement of the

tool to cause the curvature of the guide to conform to the

varying curvature of the tool,

5. In a machine for shaping articles in conformity to a

pattern, the combination with work holding means, of a

shaft upon which may be mounted rotary tools of differ-

ent diameters, said shaft being adjustable laterally to

bring the curved periphery of n tool mounted thereon Into

engagement with the work, a pattern-guide adjustable to

different degrees of curvature and adapted to present a

guiding face conformable substantially to the peripheral

curve of the tool, and means for adjusting the curvature

of said guide In accordance with the distance of the tool

shaft from the work.

[Claims to 27 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.419. PRESSURE CX)NTROL IN PUMPING. GlOROl

H. EcKEHT. Syracuse. N. Y.. assignor to Humphrey Gas

Pump Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed

Mav 27. 1916. Serial No. 30.729. (CI. 160^^1.)

1. The method which consists In reciprocating a column

of liquid with a velocity sufficiently limited to preserve

the coherence of the column and having sufficient bulk

and path of travel to acquire useful momentum, utilizing

an expansive force to cause one stroke of said reciproca-

tion, and restraining a return stroke by a below atmos-

pheric pressure to the rear of the column in order to re-

duce the pressure developed.

2. The method which consists In reciprocating a col-

umn of liquid with a velocity sufficiently limited to pre-

serve the coherence of the column and having sufficient

bulk and path of travel to acquire useful momentum,
utilizing an expansive force to cause one stroke of said

reciprocation, and reducing the velocity of tbe return

stroke by a below atmospheric pressure to the rear of tbe

column.
3. The method which consists In reclprocattng a col-

umn of liquid with a velocity sufficiently limited to pre-

serve the coherence of the column and having sufficient

bulk and path of travel to acquire useful momentum,
utilizing an expansive force to cause one stroke of said

reciprocation, discharging a portion of the liquid at the

required head and utilizing a partial vacuum above the

liquid column l)eneath the point of discharge, by prevent-

ing air from entering the space vacated by the returning

column, to retanl the return stroke.

4. The method which consists in reciprocating a col-

umn of liquid with a velocity sufficiently limited to pre-

serve tbe coherence of the column and having sufficient

bulk and path of travel to acquire useful momentum,
utilizing au expansive force to cause one stroke of said
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reciprocation, to force the liquid to the required head or
pressure aud utlllzlnj a vacuum above the lUiuld column,
by preventlnif air from entering the space vacated by the
returning column, to reUrd the return stroke, and there-
by reduce the pressure to 1^ overcome upon the next
power stroke.

5. The comhinatlon of a power chamher. a play pipe for
the reciprocation of liquid In operative relationship there-
with, said play pipe provided with llqul<l Intake valvea
and liquid discharge valves, the latter helrig placed near
the upper end of the play pipe and arranged to close after
the discharge of liquid therethrough and thereby cause a
vacuum or partial vacuum on top of the liquid column
upon its return stroke In order to retard said return
stroke.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.228.420. HOLDER.
Filed Aug. 16, 1915.

John Eden. Attleboro. Mass.
.<?erlal No. 45.619. (CI. 65—S2.)

1

1. A device of the class describeil consisting of a pair
of flat handle or lever members pivoted at one end in
r-uperposed. flatwise relation, flat U-shaped plate engag-
ing loops or balls carried upon one side of the pair of
levers, one on each lever, and projecting perpendicularly
therefrom so that when the levers are swung together the
loops or baUs He substantially parallel in close relation
within a 5pace of the width of the closed overlapping le-

vers.

2. In a device of the class described, a pair of pivoted
lever members, and article engaging devices depending
vertically from said members and each formed as an open
sided loop having an article supporting portion spaced
from and substantially parallel to and extending In the
direction of length of its lever member below the same,
and spaced perpendicular article engaging arms connect-
ed to said supporting portions at their ends and having
their free ends formeil for positive engagement with said
lever members, the said arms projecting perpen<licularly
from one side of the pair of lever members In a direction
parallel with the pivotal axis of the levers.

3. A device of the class described consisting of a pair
of handle or lever members connected at one end for rela-
tive angular movement, each member having a flat U-
xhaped ball or loop secured therein so as to project per-
pendicularly from one side of the pair of members, said
loops adapted to lie In close, substantially parallel rela-
tion in a space the width of the closed members.

1.228.421. INTERLOCKING REVERSIBLE FEED-
TROUOH. Jamcs S. Elder and »brb«ut .1. Wilson,
Fort Collins. Colo. Filed Feb. 27, 1917. Serial No.
151.235. (CI. 119—61.)
1. The combination of a series of feed troughs reversl-

bly mounted upon axles in a framework, drive pulleys
anchore<l to an axle of each trough. Idler pulleys moont-
••d on said framework above each drive pulley, a con-
tinuous cable pnssing around and operatlv»«ly connecting
all of said drive pulleys throuuhout the series and ar-
ranged to pass over said MUr ptilleys so that the portions
of said cable extending between trouchs longitudinally of

the series are held well abor* tk* Icvri of tk* troughs to
allow free access thereto, with means to operate nld

cable to reverse said troughs In unison, sabstantially ••
described.

(Claim 2 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.228.422. COMPOSITE LATH AND HEAT INSULAT-
ING MATERIAL. Geob<;k H. Ellis. St. Paul. Minn,*
Filed June 18, 1915. Serial No. 34.831. (CI. 154—44.)

1. A composite lath and heat insulating material com-
prising a felted flexible Insulating sheet, and a vegetable
fiber board lath secured thereto.

2. A composite lath and heat insulating material com-
prising a flexible Insulating body sheet, a wat»'r proof fac-
ing applied thereto, vegvtable liber board lath applied to
.said water proof facing, and metallic fastening devices
driven through said three elements and clenched against
said lath.

3. A composite lath ami h.-at insulating material com-
prising a flexible Insulating body sheet, a water proof fac-
ing applied thereto, regetable fll>er board lath applied to
said water proof facing, and metallic fastening devices
driven through said three elements and clenched against
said lath, the e<ige« of said lath being undercut.

1.228,423. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. Harbt Ellw..od
Ellis and Joh.n W. Wilhelm. Palmetto. Fla. Fileu
June 1. 1916. Serial No. 101,164. (CL 197—90.)
1. In a typewriter, the combination of a frame having

a carriage mounted In guides of the frame to move trans-
versely and a screw Intermittently mounted In bearings
of the frame, of a member having a shoe to engage the
screw and being <arrle<l by the carriage, and means ac-
tuated by the keys of the typewriter for Imparting an in-

termittent movement to the screw for moTlng the carriage

transTcrsely and intermittently, means for disengaging

•aid member from the screw at the terminus of a line.

to permit the carriage to return to Its Initial or starting

position, and means for holding said member out of en-

gagement with said screw while the carriage is returning

to Its initial or starting position, and means for returning

said member Into engagement with the screw Bubstantially

when the carriage reaches its Initial or starting position,

and means for returning the carriage to Its initial or

starting position, said means for disengaging the member
from the screw comprising a toothed memt>er at one end
of the screw, and a lug carried by said member to en-

gage the toothed memt>er whereby the member with the

loC la disengaged from the screw.

2. In a carriage feed mechanism for typewriters, a

frame, a carriage mounted In guides thereof and pro-

vided with a pivoted bar having a downwardly extending

arm. a feed screw mounted In bearings and disposed

transrersely of the machine and provided with a collar

at one end having upon one face a series of ratchet teeth,

a threaded shoe carried by said arm arching over and en-

gaging said feed screw, whereby as the screw is rotated,

the carriage Is moved transversely of the machine, and

means carried by the shoe to engage one of the ratchet

teeth of said collar, to tilt said pivoted bar upwardly, and
disengage the shoe from the feed screw.

8. In a carriage feed mechanism for typewriters, a

frame, a carriage mounted In guides thereof, a bar extend-

ing longitudinally of the carriage and having transverse

arms at Its ends pivoted at the opposite ends of said car-

riage, said bar having a downwardly extending arm, a

feed screw extending transversely of the frame and

mounted In 1>earlng8 thereof and provided with a collar

at one end having one face provided with ratchet teeth,

a shoe carrie<1 by the arm of said bar and arching the

feed screw and having threads to engage the threads of

the screw, whereby as the screw is rotated, the carriage

is fed in one direction, said shoe having a projection to

engage one of the teeth of the collar, whereby the bar

is tilted upwardly and the shoe is disengaged from the

screw.

4. In a carriage feed mechanism for typewriters, a

frame, a carriage mounted in guides thereof, a bar ex-

tending longitudinally of the carriage and having trans-

verse arms at Its ends pivoted at the opposite ends of

said carriage, said bar having a downwardly extending

aim. a feed screw extending transversely of the frame and
irounted in bearings thereof and provided with a collar

at one end having one face provided with ratchet teeth,

a shoe carried by the arm of said bar and arching the feed

screw and having threads to engage the threads of the

screw, whereby as the screw la rotated, the carriage Is

fed In one direction, said screw having a projection lo

engage one of the teeth of the collar, whereby the bar

la tilted upwardly and the shoe Is disengaged from the

screw, spring means connected to one of the end arms of

said l«r and to the carriage, and against the action ui

which the shoe Is dl.sengaged from the screw, means to

engage one of the end arms of the bar to hold the shoe

disengaged from the screw, said shoe having an ear, and
means at one end of the frame to be engaged by said

ear, to overcome said holding means, whereby the spring

Lisans will actuate said tmr and return tlie shoe in en

gagement with the screw.

5. In a carriage feed mechanism for typewriters, a

frame, a carriage mounted in guides thereof, an intermit-
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tent feed screw ssounted In bearings of said frame and
having a collar at one end provided with ratchet teeth on
one face, means to Impart an Intermittent motion to said

screw, a bar havlog end arms pivoted on the carriage,

spring means connected to one of the end arms, said

bar having a downwardly extending arm provided with a
shoe arching and engaging the threads of the screw, said

shoe having means to engage one of the teeth of the col-

lar to raise the shoe and the bar against the action of

the spring means, one of said end arms having apertures,

and a leaf spring provided with a lug to engage one of

the apertures to hold the bar raised against the action

of the spring means, with the shoe out of engagement with
the screw.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,424. WINDING-MACHINE. GwJROi W. FOBT««,
Boston, Mass. Filed Oct. 19, 1914. Serial No. 867,824.

(CI. 242—43.)

1. In a winding machlite, the combination of a rota-

table spindle, a cone-shaped drive roll, means for rotating
said drive roll to operate said spindle, a thread guide,

rieans for reciprocating said thread guide, and automatic

means for changing longitudinally In reverse direction

the position of said drive roll with relation to said spindle

during the operation of the machine.

2. In a winding machine, the combination of a rotatable

spindle adapted to*1iold a substantially cone shaped cop,

c drive roll for driving said spindle by surface contact

with Its cop, means for rotating said drive roll, a thread

guide, means for reciprocating said thread guide, and
automatic means for changing longitudinally in reverse

directions the relative positions of said drive roll and
cop carried by the spindle during the operation of the

machine.

3. In a winding machine, the combination of a rotatable

spindle adapted to hold a cop. a substantially cone-shaped

drive roll, means for rotating said drive roll to operate

said spindle by surface contact with its cop, a thread

gult'.c, means for reciprocating said thread guide, and
means whereby the elatlve longitudinal positions of said

drive roll and cop are changed automatically in reverse

directions from time to time during the operation of the

machine.

4. In a winding machine, the combination of a rotatable

spindle adapted to bold a substjintlally cone-shaped cop,

a drive roll for operating said spindle by surface con-

tact with Its cop, means for rotating said drive roll, a
thread guide, means for reciprocating said thread guide,

and means whereby the relative longitudinal positions of

said drive roll and cop are changed automatically In

reverse directions from time to time during the operation

of the macliiae.

II
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0. In a winding machine, the combination of a "o-
tatable spindle adapted to receive a substantially cone-
shaped cop, a Hubstantlally cone-shaped drive roll for
driving said spindle by surface contact with ita cop, mean*
for rotating said drive roll, a thread guide, means for
reciprocating said thread guide, and automatic means
whereby a forward and reverse longitudinal movement
are Imparted to said drive roll from time to time durlns
the operation of the machine.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.425. PRINTING, DUPLICATING, AND ADDRESS-
ING MACHINE. Harbt M. Fhbck, Columbus, Ohio.
Piled May 21. 1909. Serial No. 497.451. (Q. 101—1.)

xr> "*

1. A printing machine comprising a frame, a reclpro-
table carriage, forward and reverse gears, separate shafts
for supporting said gears, means cooperating with either
of said gears for driving said carriage, an element carry-
ing said shafts and adjustable to render either the for-
ward or reverse gear operable by disengaging one and
engaging the other with said means, said carriage and
element being complementally formed to automatically
effect such adjustment at the end of movement of said
carriage in either direction.

2, A printing machine comprising a frame, a redpro-
cable carriage, forward and reverse gears, separate shafts
upon which said gears are mounted, means cooperating
with either of said gears for. driviniic said carriage, an
element carrying said shafts and adjustable to render
either the forward or reverse gear operable by disengag-
ing one and engaging the other with said means, irregu-
larities on said carriage operative on said element at the
end of movement of said carriage in either direction to
effect such adjustment.

8. A printing machine comprising a frame, a redp-
rccable carriage, forward and reverse gears, separate
shafts upon which said gears are mounted, means co-
operating with either of said gears for driving said car-
riage, an element carrying said shafts and adjusuble
to render either the forward or reverse gear operable by
disengaging one and engaging the other with aaid means,
a trip element on said first named element, and an irregu-
larity at each end of said carriage cooperative with said
trip element to effect adjustment of said first named ele-

ment automatically.

4. \ printing machine comprising a frame, a reclpro-
cable carriage, forward and reverse gears, a flat faced rack
section carried by said carriage for cooperation with said
gears, and a tiltable supporting element for said gears
movable to engage either gear with said rack, said car-
riage being structurally formed to adjust said element at
the end of its movement in either direction.

5. \ printing machine comprising a frame, a reclpro-
cable carriage, forward and reverse gears, a fiat faced
rack section carried by said carriage for cooperation with
said gears, a tiltable supporting element for said geara
movable to engage either gear with said rack, and a trip
arm on said element, said carriage being complementally
formed to automatically move said arm and tilt said frame
to its position of adjustment at the end of movement of
the carriage in either direction.

[Claims 6 to 23 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.228,426. AUTOMATIC LOCK FOR QUOINS. Jamm
E. Gallaghbe, Denver, Colo. Filed Apr. 6, 1916. Se-
rial No. 89,381. (Cl. 254—42.)

1. The combination of two quoin members, one of which
Ij provided with ratchet teeth and the other with a dog
movably mounted in an opening formed In the said mem-
ber, the dog having an opening arranged transversely
thereof, a spindle Journaled in the quoin member on oppo-
site sides of the dog, and having an eccentrically arranged
web passing through the opening formed in the dog. and
a spring acting on the dog and cooperating with the web.

2. The combination of two cooperating quoin member*,
one of which Is provided with ratchet teeth and the other
with a dog mounted to move toward and away from the
first named member, the dog having an opening and a
flat face adjacent said opening, a spindle Journaled In
the quoin member on opposite sides of the dog and hav-
ing a web eccentrically arranged and extending through
the opening in the dog, the web having a fiat face which
engages the flat face of the dog when the dog is In the
locking position, and a spring acting on the dog to main-
tain it in the last named position.

3. The combination of two cooperating quoin members,
one of which la provided with teeth and the other with
a dog movable toward and away from the first named
member into locking or unlocking relation as may be re-
quired, the dotf having a transverse opening and a flat
face adjacent said opening, a spindle Journaled in the
quoin member on opposite sides of the dog and having a
web eccentrically arranged and passing through the open-
ing In the dog and provided with opposing flat faces,
means for actuating the spindle to operate the dog. where-
by the flat face of the dog is brought into engagement
with either of the flat faces of the web according as the
dog Is In the locked or unlocked position, and a spring
acting on the dog and cooperating with the spindle, sub-
Btantlally as described.

4. The combination of two quoin members, one of which
is provided with a dog and the other constructed to co-
operate with the dog, the latter being movably mounted
for locking purposes, a spindle Journaled in the dog-
carrying quoin member and having an eccentrically ar-
ranged web passing through an opening In the dog, the
dog having a flat face adjacent the opening and t'u^ web
having a flat face to engage the said face of th .!«>.• wh»B
the latter is In the locked position, and a sprinr e:iKag-
Ing the dog and cooperating with the spindle to hul 1 r-e
flat faces of the web and dog in contact.

5. The combination of two quoin members, one of which
is provided with a dog mounted to move toward and away
from its companion member, the latter being constructed
to cooperate with the dog for locking purposes, and a
spindle Journaled in the dog-carrying quoin member and
having an eccentrically arninged part passing through an
opening formed In the dcg, the s|tlndle being movable ro-
taUbly for dog adjusting purposes, and a spring cooper-
ating with the dog and a^.i-d'--, subsUntiahy as de-
scribed.

[Claims 6 and 7 not prlnte«1 ii (He Gaiette.]

1,228.427. STRAINER OR SEPARATOR. BWT L. Oir-
roan. Barker, N. Y. Filed Mar. 23, 1916. Serial No.
86,234. (CI 210—16.)
1. A device o* the kind described, comprising a casing

having an inlet and an outlet, a member within lald ca»-
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log open at Its upper end, and a second meint>er within

said casing open at opposite ends and having its lower

portion extending Into the upper open end of said first-

mentioned member and being spaced from the outlet of

said casing.

2. A device of the kind described, comprising a casing
having an Inlet at its lower end and an outlet at its

upper end, a wall or partition within said casing between
said inlet and said outlet provided with a depending tube,

said wall or partition fitting snugly within said casing,

and a wall spaced from the wall of said casing and sur-

rounding the lower end of said depending tube, the inlet

of said casing being arranged to direct liquid Insecticide

Into the space between said surrounding wall and the
wall of the casing.

3. A device of the kind described, comprising a casing
having an Inlet at its lower end and an outlet at Its

upper end, a tubular member fitting into said casing from
the Ixittom and spaced from the wall of said basing, and
a horlsontal wall within the casing having a centrally-

disposed depending tube extending Into the upper end of

said tubular member and spaced from the same, said wall

fitting snugly within <«mid casing,

4. A device of the kind de»cril)ed, comprising a casing
having Its lower end open and provided with a nipple at

its upper end serving as an outlet, said casing having
an IntHrnal shoulder t>etween the open lower end thereof

and said nipple, a partition or wall held In a fixed posi-

tion within said casing by said internal shoulder and,
having a depending tube, a supporting member spaced
from the lower "edge of said casing and having upstand-
ing supporting arms engaging said partition or wall to

hold the same elevated, and a curb or wall extending
upwardly Into the casing and spaced from the wall there-

of and from said depending tube, said curb or wall hav-

ing Its upper edge In a plane above the lower edge of aaid

depending tube and spaced from said partition or wall.

6. A device of the kind described, comprising a casing

open at Its lower end and hsving an outlet at its upper
end. a screen within said casing, a partition or wall with-

in said casing spaced from said screen and having a de-

pending tube, means for holding said casing elevated from
the surface on which said device rests, and a tubular

member extending upwardly into the lower open end
of the casing and beint! spaced from the wall thereof,

aid depending tube prcjecting Into tht> upper portion of

said tubular member and t>elng tepurated therefrom by

an Intervening space.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gaxette.j

1.228,428. COMPOSITION OF MATTER. Byron B.

Goldsmith, New York, N. Y. Original application

filed Jan. 10, 1913. Serial No. 741,158. Patent No.

1,168,626, reissued as Patent No. 14,087. Divided and
this application filed Aug. 4, 1915. Serial No. 43,542.

(CI. 106—22.)

1. The compound pro«luced by heating together a

phenol and a definite compound of formaldehyde and an
amln. said compound having the physical characters of a
resin and being soluble in acetone.

0. As a new composition of matter, the product of re-

action between a fusible phenolic resin and anbydro-

formaldehyde-anlUn, said product being cliaraeteiiied by

Its initial faslbillty and its transformation by heat into

a hard, homogeneous, non-porous product wlthoot for-

mation of a readily volatile by-product of the reaction.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.228,429. DRIVING-BELT. Aqcila H. GanrriK and
Gbobgb GBirriN, Paterson, N. J., assignors of one-

tenth to John W. Stewart. Pater,«on. N. J. Filed Sept.

26, 1916. Serial No. 121.928. (01. 24—82.)

f <•
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to dUcharge between the adjacent edges ot said aprons
and means to force heated air through «ald tube and duct.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 9 not printe<l In the Gaxette.J

1,228,481. MITERKXIFE. A.vdbhs Conrad Hanson.
Stanton. Iowa. Filed Feb. 2. 1917. Serial No. 146,201.
(CI. 144—216.)

1,228.432. TEMPORARY BINDER. Fmdbhic Hab-
COCRT. Birmingham, England. Filed Mar. 31. 1917.
Serial No. 158.877. (CI. 129—13.)

1. In a temporary binder the combination of two grip-
ping Jaws each harlng a loagltodlnal groove la its outer
surface; a series of telescopic posts passed through said

jaws from the outside ; and a slide In each of said grooves
covering the outer ends of said posts and retaining Ml<i
posts In position, but permitting them to be demounted
after the slides have been removed.

8. In a temporary hinder the combination of two grip-
ping jaws

; and a series of posts each comprising in com-
bination firstly an outer meinb«r having an Internal pro-
jection, secondly an intermediate member having a longi-
tudinal groove upon its exterior extending not quite to the
end of said member, and reo^'ivlng said internal projec-
tion on the outer memb.-r, said intermediate member
having also an Internal projection, and thirdly an Inner
member having a longitudinal groove upon Its exterior
in which the internal projection of said intermediate
member engages.

4. In a temporary binder the combination of a plurality
of triple posts ; and one or more doable posts, the double
posts separating when the bhader is opened to Its maxi-
mum width for the purpose specified.

[Claim 2 not printed In the <;aiette.]

1. A miter knife comprising plroted levers, a cutting
block pivoted to one of said levers having rearwardly
diverging portions of V-shape extending to opposite sides
of the levers and formed with upright flanges upon the
working face of the said block, work-engaglns: guide lags
carried by the said block spaced from the said flanges, one
face earh of two of said lugs being parallel to the adja-
cent upright flange, the other two faces of said two logs,

and two faces of the remaining lugs being parallel, and
a cutting blade carrle<J by the other lever, whereby the
desired direction-angle and straight edge may be cat.

2. A miter knife comprising pivoted levers, a catting
block pivoted to one of said levers having rearwardly
diverging portions formed with upright flanges upon the
working face of the said block, work-engaging guide lugs
carried by the said block spaced from the said flanges, a
knlfe-engaglng strip arranged centrally of the cutting
block between the said lugs and flanges, a plate pivoted to
the adjacent end of the other lever, movement limiting
pins carried by said levers for the said block and plate,
and a cnttlng blade adjustably carried by the pUte having
a cutting edge arranged parallel to the said .strip.

8. A cutting knife comprising plvote<1 levers, a substan-
tially arrow-head shaped, work-engaging cutting block
having a shank pivote<l to the forward end of one of said
levers and arrange*! with a slot in Its rear end. a guide
pin carried by the other one of said levers arranged with-
in said slot, work positioning lugs and flanges upon the
said plate, a cutting strip of relatively softer material
having dove-tailed engagement centrally of aald block and
a cutting knife arranged adjacent said block.

1,228.433. ROLLING-MILL. CHAaLaa W. HAWTHoaNB.
Hamilton. OnUrlo. Canada. Filed Mar. 16. 1916.
Serial No. 84.578. (CI. 80—84.)

6. A meui rolling mill Including in combination a pair
of parallel driven, journaled rolls, each having annular di-
vergent beveled surfaces separated by a cylindrical sur-
face, a pair of discoidal floating, unmounted rolls having
their peripheries extending within the space between the
beveled iwrtlons of the flrst-mentloned rolls, said discoidal
rolls having annular Inwardly beveled surfaces on their
sides, the beveled surfaces on the four rolls Interlocking,
the portions carrying the beveled surfaces of the driven
journaled pair of rolls being angularly movable rela-
tively to the body of the rolls.

[ClaliDs 1 to 5. 7, and 8 not printed In the (iasette.]

1.228,484. CHAIR. EowAao W. Hanaaao. Chicago. IlL
Filed Mar. 2, 1915. SerUl No. 11.529. (Cl. 172—152.)

j^

whleb said ploager fits alidablr. • Mrew-alMirt mounted
within said pluBcer. a reversible motor stationarily

mounted with ret<pe<t to *n\A flrst mentioned part and

<-onnecte<l to said ^haft a l»earlng member in said base

In which said shaft is threaded, said part, plunger, motor

and shaft moving longitudinally as a unit in opposite

directions when said shsft is rotated in opposite direc-

tions, a circuit for said motor, a switch device In said

circuit for controlling the motor, a member mountetl on said

shaft and longltiidinally nlldable therewith, and a pair

of circuit breakern in saltl motor circuit In series with

aud Independent of said xwitch device and arranged to

be operate'^ by said member at the extremities of move-

ments of the first mentioned part for stopping the motor.

(Claims 1 and 2 not printinl In the (iaaette.j

1.228.4S6. BOOK UOLDEB AND PROTECTOR. El>-

WABD B. Haas, Broolilyn. N. Y. Filed Nov. 6, 1914.

Serial No. 870.680. (Cl. 46—82.)

3. Tke rombinatloB of a part ts be raised and lowered,
a plaager rigid therewith, a ba.se having a tabular guide la

1. A book' holder and protector, comprising a casing

consisting of two shallow box shaped parts blng<'d to-

gether at about midway the thickness of the closed casing

along adjacent sides, the flanged sides of one part adapted
to surround the flanged sides of the other part when
closed thereover to fully protect an Inclosed book, and
when open to hold the book In open position, said hinged

part of the casing then extending into the folded back

of the book, and a transparent flexible covering adapted

to cover the holder and protect the book therein when In

open position.

2. A hook holder and protector, comprising a casing

consisting of two shallow box shaped parts hinged to-

gether at adjacent sides, the flanged sides of one part

adapted to surround the fanged sides of the other part

when closed thereover to fully protect an Inclosed book,

the edge of the upper flange of the Inside part being

turned Inwardly, and the casing when open being adapt-

ed to hold the book In open position and a transpar-

ent flexible covering adapted to cover the holder and
protect the hook therein when in open position, the upper

edge of the flexible covering l>eing held down by the In-

turned edge of the inside part of the casing.

3. In a hook holder and protector, in combination, a

hinged two part casing, each part having surrounding

walls or flanges, a flexible transparent covering, a spring

roller carried l)y one part of the casing tc which one edge

of the flexible covering is attached, an angular strip con-

nected to the opposite edge of the flexible covering to seat

over the outer flange of the other part of the casing when
In open position said strip being in cross-section a right

angle and double with the flexible covering Interposed be

tween the two parts thereof and means for attaching the

angular strip to said flange,

4. In a book bolder and protector. In combination, a

hinged two part casing, each part having surrounding
walls or flanges, a flexible transparent covering, a spring

roller tarried by one part of the casing to which one edge

of the flexible covering Is attached, an angular strip con-

nected to the opposite edpc of the flexible covering to

seat over the outer flange of the other part of the casing

when In open position, reinforce pieces at the edges of

the covering adjacent the end of the angular strip and

means for attaching the angular strip to said flange.

!'». In a hook holder and prote<tor. In combination, a

hinged two part casing, each part having surrounding

walls or flanges, the side flange and upper flange of one

part having its edges bent Inwardly, a flexible transparent

covering, a spring roller carried by one part of the cas-

ing having Its side flange bent inwardly and to which
one edge of the flexible covering Is attached, said cover-

ing passing over the inturned edge of the side flange and
under the bent edge of the upper flange when drawn from
the spring roller In being placed In protecting position

and means at the opposite edge of the covering for fas-

tening said edge to the opposite side of the other part of

the casing when In open position.

inalms 6 and 7 not printed In the Oaiette.l

1,228,486. PROTECTOR FOR MOTOR DBVICBS OF
AUTOMOBILES. Edwabp B. H««8. Brooklyn. N. T.

Filed Jan. 6, 1916. Serial No. 727. (Cl. 15«—10.)

1. A protector for radiators of automobiles, comprising

a roller, a curtain attached to the roller, a casing or frtimo

In which the roller is held consisting of a plate and brack-

ets in which the roller has its bearings, a cover hinged to

the plate and adapted to extend over and protect the roller

and curtain, means for securing the casing to the front

of the automobile and means for holding the rurtaln In

front of the radiator.

2. A protector for radiators of automobiles, comprising

H roller, a ( urtain attached to the roller, a casing or frame

In which the roller Is held consisting of a bottom plate

and end brackets In which the roller has Its bearings, a

spring actuated cover hinged to the front of the bottom

plate and adapted to extend over and protect the roller

and curtain with its free edge bearing against the face

of the radiator or interposed curtain, lugs extending from

^he casing, mians for securing the lugs to the front of

the automobile and means for holding the curtain In front

of the radiator.

8. -V protestor for radiators of automobiles, comprising

a roller, a curtain attached to the roller, a casing or

frame in which the roller is held, means for securing the

casing to the front of the automobile, a plate pivoted to

the underside of the casing adapted to cover the part of

the face of the radiator below the casing, means for

holding the pivoted plate against and away from the

radiator and means for holding the curtain In front of

the radiator.

4. A protector for radiators of automobiles, comprising

a roller, a curtain attached to the roller, a casing or

frame In which the roller Is held consisting of a l>ottoni

plate and eml brackets In which the roller has its bear-

ings, a spring actuated cover hinged to the front of the

bottom plate and adapted to extend over and protect the

roller and curtain with its free edge bearing against the

face of the radiator or interposed curtain, lugs extending

from the casing, means for securing the lugs to the front

of the automobile, a plate pivoted to the underside of the

<aslng adapted to <over the part of the face of the

radiator below the casing, means for holding the pivoted

plate against and away from the radiator and meanr for

holding the curtain in front of the radiator.
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1^8.487. TUBB-CLEANSR FOR MARINE BOILERS.
JiNKicHi HiKiOA, Toyama Ken, Japan. Piled S«pt.

7, 1916. Serial No. 118.795. (CI. 83—64.)

1. In a tube cleaner device, the combination with an
upper member and a removable cleaner therefor, means
for adjustably attaching said cleaner to said upper mem-
ber of an automatically adjustable lower member, a
scraper therefor means for adjustably attaching the lower
member to the said upper member, and a swinging flap

hinged to and dependent from the said upper member.
2. The combination with a fixed member, a scraping de-

vice carried thereby, a movable member loosely secured

to said fixed member means interposed between said mem-
I>er8 to normally separate the same, and a scraping device

carried by said movabhe member, a hinged flap carried

by said fixed member, and adapted to extend over said

movable member, and means for limiting the movement of

aid flap.

3. The combination with a fixed member, a scraping de-

vice carried thereby, a movable member loosely secured

to said fixed member means interposed between said mem-
bers to normally sepniate the same, and a scraping device

carried by said movable member, a hinged flap carried by
aid flxed member, and adapted to extend over said mova-
ble member, and means carried by said movable member
for limiting the movement of said flap.

1,228,438. MKTAL WHEEL-BLOCK. Abthcb J. HoEAN.
Detroit, and James H. Grav, Highland Park. Mich.
Filed Aug. 14, 1916. Serial No. 114.749. (CI. 21—8.)

7 6 7«

A metallic wheel block made of a single piece of ma-

terial providing an apertured base flange at three sides

thereof and Inclined walls with one of aald walls formed
with a recessed portion to receive a portion of a wheel,

a shackle extending through the recessed wall at the sides

of the recessed portion adapted to engage under the re-

cessed portion In said block and hold a wheel relative

thereto, and means adapted for holding the base flange of

said block relative to a support.

1.228.439. FLEXIBLE SHAFT. Clabbnci F. Hotch-
KIS8, Blnghamton, N. Y. Filed Jan. 30, 1914 Serial

No. 815,418. (CI. 64—80.)

1. A flexible shaft comprising concentric coils having
lengthwise outflow and return passages, the central pas-

sage of the inner coil being connected by a branch passage
to the pasttage of the outer coll at one end thereof and
a source of oil supply at the other ends of said pa88ag»>H.

2. A flexible shaft comprising relatively rotatable wire
colls having lengthwise passages, the central passage of

the inner coil being connected by a branch passage to the

passage of the outer coll at one end thereof and a force

feed oil-circulating device connected to the other ends
of said passages.

8. A flexible shaft comprising a tubular flexible casing,

raps closing Che ends of the casing and provided with
Journal bearings co-axial with said casing, a rotary flexi-

ble shaft section extending centrally through the casing
and having its ends provided with non-flexible extensions
Journaled In said bearings, said casing and rotary shaft

section being provided with lengthwise passages there-

through connected near one end by a branch passage and
a source of oil supply communicating with the other end
of said passages.

4. A flexible shaft comprising a tubular flexible case,

caps closing the ends of the casing and provided with
Journal bearings coaxial with said casing, a rotary flexi-

ble shaft section extending centrally through the casing

and having lis ends provided with non-flexible extensions

Journaled in Kaid bearings, said casing and rotary shaft

section being provided with lengthwise passages there-

throogh connectetl near one end by a branch passage, and
a force feed device connected to the other end of the

passages for circulating oil therethrough.

1,228,440. TROUSERS STRETCHER. Joseph Hbe.n,

Kingston, N. T. Filed Apr. 8, 1916. Serial No.

89,789. (a. 223—19.)

A tronser stretcher comprising a pair of longitudinal

bars, an upper plate iiavlng an aperture, a lower plate,

an upper {Mir of toothed intermeshing links pivoted to the

bars and to the upper plate, a lower pair of toothed inter-

meshing links pivoted to the bars and to the lower plate,

and a looped string secured to the plates at its ends, and

passing loosely through tbe aperture of the upper plate.

1,228,441. HINOE. Richabd W. Hubbabd. AshUbtila,

Ohio. Filed Oct. 28, 1916. Serial No. 127,248. (CI.

16—106.)

J-t^mn JKf

In a hinge construction, the combination of a door
casing and a door having countersinks, hinge members of

June 5, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. n

hollow form having outer reduced portions arranged in

the countersinks and flush with the door casing and door,

respectively, and also having apertures in said re<luced

portions: one of said members having knuckles sepa-

rated by an intervening space and the other bavioK

a knuckle interposed between the flrst-named knuckle, a

pintle connecting said knuckles, screws arranged in said

apertures and connecting the members to the door casing

and door, respectively, and having heads disposetl in the

hollow memb«T8. and closure plates fastened against the

door casing and the door, respectively, and arranged

against the Inner sides of the members.

1.228,442. ARC-LAMP, OnsTAVE Hi mber, Denver, Colo.

File<l Mar. 29, 1915. Serial No. 17.716. (CI. 176—51.)

8. In an arc lamp, a support, an electrode bracket on

said support, said bracket comprising a pair of sections

slidably connected together at their adjacent ends to per-

mit of extension or contraction of said bracket, means
tending normally to hold said bracket in extended posi-

tion, an electrode guide at the end of one of said sections,

an electrode on said bracket extending loosely through

aald guide, a clutch on said guide provided with means

adapted to alternately engage or release said electrode

when said clutch is moved In opposite directions, a rock

lever, a link extending longitudinally of said bracket and

connected at its opposite ends with said ruck lever and

said clutch, and means for rocking said rock lever, sub-

stantially as described.

4. An electrode bracket comprising a pair of sections

adapted to slidably engage with each other at their adja

cent ends, one of said sections being provided at its end

with a longitudinally extending socket, a member on the

adjacent end of the other of said sections for sliding en

gagemcnt within said socket, a spring Interposeil between

the end of said member and the bottom of said socket nor

mally forcing said member outwardly, said member being

provided with a longitudinally extending groove, a set

screw on said socket section extending through the same
for engagement within said groove, and means on said

sections for loosely supporting an electrode, substantially

as described.

(Claims 1 and 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

rock lever and each clutch, a solenoid, and means connect-

ing said solenoid and said rock levers whereby movements
of the former will be imparted to the latter, substantially

as described.

1,228,443. ARC-LAMP. GfSTAVB Hlmber, Denver, Colo.

Continuation of application Serial Xo. 17,716, filed

Mar. 29, 1015. This application flh-d Oct. 1, 1916. Se-

rial No. 53.487. (CI. 176—01.)

1. In an arc lamp, a support, a pair of electrode holders

on said support arrang»Hi In convergent relation, elec-

trodes slidably mounte<l in said holders, a clutch on each

holder, each clutch comprising a bar pivoted on said

holder and having at one end a pair of spaced grip mem-

bers arrange<l to grip said electrodes alternately when

said liar is moved to extreme opposite positions and to

be out of engagement therewith when In Intermediate po-

sition, a pair of rock levers, a connection between each

lir^

2. In an arc lamp, a support, an electrode holder fixed

to said support, a second electrode holder pivoted on said

support, both of said holders being arranged for support-

ing electrodes in downwardly converging position, elec-

trodes in said brackets, a clutch plvotally mounted upon
each of said holders and adapted to engage Its respective

electrode at the limit of movement In each direction, skid

clutches normally holding said elctrodes firmly clamped

in said holders with their points in contact, means for

swinging said pivoted holder outwardly away from said

fixed holder, and for simultaneously operating said

clutches to release said electrodes, and by further outward

movement of said pivoted holder for holding said 3lec-

tro<le8, substantially as described.

3. In an arc lamp, a support, an electrode holder fixed

to said support, a second electrode holder pivoted on said

support, and said holders being arranged to converge

downwardly, ele<trodeg arranged in said holders with

their points protruding, a clutch plvotally mounted on

each of said holders for holding said electrodes, said

clutches being adapted to engage their respective elec-

trodes at the limit of movement in each direction, means
for moving said second holder outwardly away from «al«l

fixed holder, means governed l>y said first named means
for operating said clutches upon initial movement of said

holder to release said electrodes, and to again grip said

electrodes upon further outward movement of said pivoted

hoMer, substantially as described.

4. In an arc lamp, a support, a pair of holders on said

support, said holders being adapted to support electrodes

in downwardly converging position, electrodes In said

holders extending therefrom to meet at their points, a

clutch on each of said holders, each clutch having a pair

of spaced grip members adapted to release and grip said

electrode upon movement of said clutch In a given direc-

tion, a solenoid, a connection between the core of said

solenoid and each of said clutches whereby movement of

the said core in one direction will release an<l grip suc-

cessively said electrodes, substantially as described.

5. In an arc lamp, a support, an electrode holder fixed

to said support, a second electrode "holder pivoted to said

support, and said holders being arranged in downwardly
convergent position, electrodes in said holders with their

ends protruding therefrom to meet at their ends, clutches

plvotally mounted on said holders for normally holding

said electrodes against gravitation, said clutches being

adapted to engage their respective electrodes at the limit

of movement in each direction, a solenoid, means con-

necting the core of said solenoid with said pivoted holder

whereby the latter will be move<l accordingly with the

core, and means goveVned by said first nan>e<l means for

operating said clutches to release and grip successively

each of said electrodes upon ro<klng movement of said

pivoted holder, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaxette.]
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1.228,444. APPARATUS FOR UTILIZING HEAT EN-
EBOY. Hebbbbt Al»r«d Hcmphbbt, London. Eng
1«D«1. aMignor to Humphrey Gas Pump Company, a
Corporation of New York. Original application filed

July 17. 1908. SerUl No. 444.061. Divided and this
application filed Apr. 7, 1914. S«rlal No. 830,262.
(CI. 230—16.)

1. Apparatus for forcing fluid comprising a play pipe

for the free reciprocation of a liquid column moving with
a velocity sufficiently limited to preserve the coherence

of the column, and of aufflcient bulk and path of travel

to acquire useful momentum, means for applying an ac-

tuating force to each end of the column at required in-

tervals respectively and means for utilising the pressure

of the liquid column In its reciprocating movements.
2. .Apparatus for forcing fluid comprising a play pipe

for the free reclpro<-ation of a liquid column moving with
a velocity sufficiently limlte<l to pr»»serv*' the coherence

of, the column, and of sufficient bulk and path of travel

to acquire useful momentum, means for applying an ac-

tuating force to each end of the column at required Inter-

vals respectively and a discharge in the play pipe as
means for utilizing the pressure of the liquid column in

Its reciprocating movements.
3. Apparatus for forcing fluid comprising a play pipe

for the free reciprocation of a liquid column moving with

a velocity sufficiently limited to preserve the coherence

of the column, and of suffldent bulk and path of travel

to acquire useful momentum, said play pipe having fluid

inlets at each end and a discharge, and mi-ans for apply-

ing an actuating force to each end of the liquid column
alternate!y whereby the pressure of the liquid column in

its reciprocating movements is utilised.

4. A play pipe for the free reciprocation of a liquid

column moving with a velocity sufficiently limlte<l to

preserve the coherence of the column, and of sufflcient

bulk and path of travel to acquire useful momentum, means
for applying an actuating force thereto, means whereby
the movement of the liquid, due to Its momentum, com-
presses an elastic fluid, and means whereby the energy
of a portion of the compressed elastic fluid is utUlied
to cause a return movement of the liquid to cause an
Intake of fresh elastic fluid.

B. A play pipe for the free reciprocation of a liquid

column moving with a velocity sufficiently llmiteil to

preserve the coherence of the column, and of sufficient

bnlk and path of travel to acquire useful momentum, a
power chamber as means for applying an actuating force

thereto, meaus whereby the movement of the liquid due to

the actuating force compresses an elastic fluid and means
whereby the energy of a portion of the compressed elastic

fluid is utilized to cause a return movement of the recip-

rocating column to ex)iaust the pow»-r chamber and to com
press an elastic cushion therein, the energy of said elastic

cushion being utilized to cause a second outstroke to In

troduce a fresh charge and to compress an elastic fluid

and the energy of the compressed elastic fluid being uti-

lized to cause a second return stroke of the liquid column
to compress the charge.

[Claims 6 to 84 not printed In the <:azette.]

1.228.445. LOCK. Alovzo .I.xne.s. Belmo. Ark. Piled
Aug. 3, 1916. Serial No. ll.i,003. (Cl. 7(>—46.)

A lock comprising a casing having a recess at Its for-

ward end : a barrel rotatable in the casing and provided at
Its forward end with a flange which Is rotatable within
the recess, the barrel having a key hole slot and being pro-

vided at Its forward end with a laterally enlnrged chamber
communicating with the key hole slot ; a barrier pivoted
to the barrel and mounted to swing in the chamber traa*-
versely of the key hole slot ; spring means In the chambsr
for maintaining the barrier In closed position with re-

spect to the key hole slot . an auxiliary plate secured to
the flange and constituting a closure for the forward eod
of the chamber, the auxiliary plate being rotatably mouot-
etl In the recess and having a key hole slot alined with the

key hole slot of the u«rrel, the t«rrler having a beveled

key-engaging portion alined with the key hole slot of the

auxiliary plate ; a tumbler sUdalde In the barrel trans-

versely of the barrel and accessible from the key hole slot

of the barrel ; and a locking bolt sUdable In the casing and
allneil with the tumbler, the tumbler constituting means
for moving the locking bolt outwardly, to aline the Inner

ends of the tumbler and the bolt witb the outer surface of

the barrel, whereby the barrel may be rotated.

1.228,446. TALKING - MACHINE CABINET. Alta D.

JO.NB8. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 1, 1917. Serial

No. 145.990. (Cl. 274—2.)

2. A cabinet comprising an Inner resonant casing and
an outer non resonant caj<ing. In combtnatloa with a
sound reproducing mechanism within said cabinet.

7. A talking machine cabinet having reproducing mecha-
nism therein, a cover for said cabinet, said cover com-
prising an inner part of resonant material and an outer In-

closing part ot nou resonant material, whereby excessive
vibratioBS of the resonant part of the cover are damped by
the non-resoiiant portion.

[Claims 1, 3 to 6, 8. and 9 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.228,447. TIRE-SHIELD. Ix>ci8 KoBNio. New York,
N. T. nied Jan. 22, 1916. Serial No. 78,681. {Cl.
152^16. >

A tire protector comprising a plurality of protactor ele-

ments each arran»;ed to transversely embrace a r>ortl<>n of
the wearing tread of the tire, attai-hinc bands posltlone.1
psrallel to the tire on opposite sides thereof and provide<l
with a plurality of spaced radially extending slots, and
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Individually removable means passing through each of

said slots for attaching •>ach of satd elements to said

bands whereby each elenn-nt may be removed
turblng said bands or any other element.

rithout dls-

1,228.448. METHOD OF MINING COAL. Habby A.
KCHN, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Aug, 14, 1914. Serial
No. 856,848. (O. 125—20.)

'yyJl/yM^//y//y/////////j'/y/yj,^

1. The method of mining coal consisting in Introducing
expanding forces within the solid of the seam of uncut
coal, whereby the (oal Is loobeue«l from the surrounding
solid, cracked along lines of cleavage and forced to expand
outwardly, subsequently making a creviced opening in the
mass of loosened coal with forces traveUng laterally, and
alniultani'ously therewith distorting the mass of loosened
coal by forces applied In the crevicelike opening, simulta
.nsously dislodging the coal and conveying It awa.v.

2. The method of mining coal, consisting In introilnc-

tng expanding and disrupting forces within the solid of a

seam of uncut coal, whereby the coal is loosened from the
solid and disrupted along cleavage lines, subsequently
making a crevicelike opening or kerf in the mass of dls
rupted coal by applying forces traveling laterally, and
Bimultan<'OU8ly therewith distorting the mass of th*- coal
adjacent to the forces working in the opening, and slmol-
tan**«usly dislodging the coal and conveying It away.

3. The method of mining coal, consisting in introducing
expanding and disrupting forces within the solid of a seam
of uncut coal, whereby the . ual is loosened from the solid
and disrupted along cleavage lines, subsequently under-
nilnlns this mass of dlsruptt-d coal by forces traveling
lat>>rallr, and slmuItan»'on»ly therewith distorting the
mas*., dislocating, the integral lumps of the mass, and si-

multaneously dislodging the coal and conveying it away.
4. The method of mining coal consisting of drilling an

opening in a wall of coal sul)etanf lally parallel to the floor

near the center of a wall of uncut coal, drilling openings
Dear the center of the seam at each side thereof said last

openings inclined from the level, inserting explusives in

salil openings, shooting the coal, whereby the coal Is dls
ruptt'd along lines of its cleavage and loosened from the
surrounding' solid, subsequently making a crevice like open-
ing in the mass by undermining with forces tiraveling

continuously in one direction, and simultaneously there
with applying in said crevicelike opening other forces
working at an angle to the plane ot the traveling forces,

distorting the mass of coal, dislocating its Integral lumps
formed by 'dLsruptlng the adhesions along its cleavage
lines, and simultaneously conveying away the coal as the
forces are applied.

1,228.449 ELECTRIC MOTOR. Samtbl Ellswohth
KrRTx. Sac City, Iowa. Filed Feb. 26. 1914. Serial

No. 821.127. (Cl. 172—280.)
1. An Induction motor comprising three concentric cy

llndrical members, one of which Is adapted and arranged

to serve as a fleld meml>er, and Is rotatably mounted, an-
other of which Is relatively short and stationarily mount
ed within the first member adjacent to one end thereof.
and in Inductive relation thereto, and the other of which
Is nlsposed adjacent to the outer surface of said Add mem
ber, In combination with a fixed or stationary fleld mem-
ber adjacent to the second member and occupying tiM
space within the opposite end of said rotary fleld member
and In Inductive relation with respect thereto, said ro-

tary fleld member being excited adjacent to said short
cylindrical member by current supplied from an external
source, and also having conductors dlsposfd partly adja-
cent to said fixed fleld member and partly adjacent to the
outermost member for the generation and delivery of ex-

citing current to the outer portion of said rotary field

member, an external source of alternating current from
which said first mentioned current Is supplied, and a cir-

cuit containing' relatively movable contacts for carrying
said current.

2. An Induction motor comprising an annular member
having a series of magnetic poles on one aide, another
series of magnetic poles on the opposite side, each series

being wound and arranged to produce a rotary fleld, ex-

terior and interior sources of alternating current. Inde-
pendent circuits for supplying current from the oatslde
sonrce to energise the poles of each series respectively, a

circuit for energizing one series of said poles by current
from the Interior sonrce, and a switch arranged to close
either of the circuits for the said one series of poles.

3. An induction motor comprising a hub member hav-
ing two sets of spider arms, in combination with a power
transmission member carried by one set, and a rotor mem-
ber carried by the other set.

1,228,450. ELECTRIC WELDING MACHINE. Laurbnce
S. Lachuan, New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Thomson Spot Welder Company. Boston.
Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Plied Sept. 17,
1915. Serial .No. 51,129. (Cl. 219—4.)

;«.,^/*

1. In an electric welding machine, the combination with
the transformer, of a projecting arm strured to each ter-

minal of the secondary of said transformer, contact dee-
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trodcB moanted In th«> enda of Kaid arms for enKagiug op-
posite surfaces of the work and meauK for varying the
length of the projecting portlontf'of both said arms from
the machine within a wide range of travel.

2. In an electric welding machine, the combination i^lth
the transformer secondary, of an arm secured to each ter-

minal of said secondary and projecting forward from the
machine, a contact electrode moanted in the end of each
arm for engaging opposite surfaces of the work and means
for moving said contacts to and from each other, said
arms both having a sliding engagtment with the 8e«?>Dd-
ary terminals whereby the distance of said contacts from
the machine may be shortened or lengthened an appreci-
able extent.

3. In an electric welding machine, the combination with
the transformer secondary, of a block secured to each ter-
minal of said secondary and a projecting arm mounted In
each of said blocks, said arms being both bodily slldable
in said blocks to vary the extent of the projecting portion
a considerable distance.

4. In an electric welding machine, the combination with
the transformer secondary, of a block secured to each ter-
minal thereof, a projecting arm circular in cross-section
mounted In each of said blocks, said arms being bodily
sHdable and rotatable in said blocks whereby said arms
may be adjusted to extend from the front of the machine
to various distances within a wide range of travel and
contact electrodes carried by the ends of said arms.

5. In an electric welding machine, the combination with
the transformer socondnry. of a projecting arm secured to
each terminal thereof, said arms being bodily slidahle in
said terminals to vary the extent of the projecting por-
tion a considerable distance and pin-shaped contacts se-

cured to the ends of said arms, said arms being also ca-
pable of being rotated In said terminals to vary the an-
gular position of said contacta.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.228.461. MEDICAL DEVICE FOB TREATING VENE-
REAL DISEA.SE8. Elb«rt J. Latta, Lincoln, Nebr.
""ed Jan. 12. 1917. Serial No. 142.004. (CI. 128—28.)

1. In a combination pump and vacuum dry-cupping de-
Tlce, the combination of a cup having a cylindrical «x-
tenaion and a plunger rod guided In said extension and
provided with a plunger through which said rod partially
moves, said plunger when moved outwardly through the
extension causing vacuum to be created In said cup. to
draw the flesh Into the cup dilating the pores thereof,
•aid plunger rod being hollow, of means for forcing the
medical fumes through the plunger rod and Into the cup
to be absorbed Into the cutaneous pores, when the plun-
ger is moved inwardly, said hollow plunder rod having a
pair of ports to be covered and uncovered by the plunger,
whereby a vacuum may be created In the cup when cov-
ered, and medical fumes to be forced into the cup when
uncovered.

2. A combination pump and vacuum dry-cupping de-
vice, comprising a cylindrical elongated hollow body hav-
ing an outwardly flared portion at one end coust'tutlng a
cup to engage that part of the skin to be treated, and
provided with a chamber, a hollow plunger ro<i guided in
said hollow body, the inner end of said rod having spaced

(ollars. a plunger mounted upon the rod to have a limited
movement between 'said collars, said hollow rod having
ports between the collars to l)e uncovered and thrown In
communication with sa'd chambers by said plunger to
permit fumes to enter the chamber and to be dosed from
communication with said chamber by the plunger to cause
a vacuum in said chamber.

3. In a device for heating medicine, a receptacle to re-
ceive the medicine, and provided with an annular groove,
at its upper portion, a ring in said groove provided with
depending arms, a basket connected to the lower end of
said arms to receive an alcohol saturated a8»»esto« wad to
be lighted whereby the medicine may be heated;

1.228,452. URINAL. Mabi.veb S. Lawhinc*. Wakefield.
Mass. Filed Mar. 26. 1917. Serial No. 187.848. (CT.
128—51.)

1. A urinal comprising a pouch having an open top
shaped to fit the body of the wearer, a partition extend-
ing across said pouch adjacent the top and provided with
a penis receiving aperture, said pouch having a rearward
extension above said partition, and a guard diaphragm
extending across said rearwsrd extension above the l>ot-
tom thereof and forming therewith a pocket to retain any
liquid which may be discharged over the top of said onr-
tlUon.

2. A urinal comprising a pouch having an open top
shaped to fit the body of the wearer, a partition extending
across said pouch adJatH?nt the top and provided with a
penls-recelving aperture, said pouch having a rearward
extension above said diaphragm, and a guard diaphragm
extending across the pouch above said partition, satd
guard diaphragm being provided with a penis-receiving
ai>erture.

3. A urinal comprising a pouch having an open top
shaped to fit the body of the wearer, a partition extending
across said pouch adjacent the top and provided with a
penis receiving aperture, said pouch having a rearward
extension above said diaphragm, and a guard diaphragm
extending across the pouch above said partition, said
guard diaphragm being provided with a U shaped slit
through which the penis may be Inserted. •

1.228.453. BATH ROOM FIXTURE. Hi.vBr W. A. LiH-
NERT. New York. N. Y. Filed July lH. 1915. SerUI No
.39.719. (CI. 137—2«.)

1. A fixture of the kind described, having a pair of
Inlets and a pair of outlets, a separate valve for each of
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the inlets, and a single valve controlling both outlets

whereby when one of the outlets Is open the other is

closed, said single valve member being slldably removable
from the fixture In a direction at right angles to the di-

rection of movement of the valve.

2. A fixture of the kind described, having a water sup-

ply inlet and having a tubular offset portion, a member
slldable into the tubular offset portion and adapted to be

held therein, said member having its inner end bifurcated,

a stem passing through said member and carrying at its

Inner end between the bifurcation, a cam, and a U-shaped
member slldable within said bifurcations and having on
its arms gaskets, the said fixture being provided with op-

posed valve seats with either of which said U-shaped

member may cooperate.

1.228.454. TUNNEL MOLD FORM. Howard B. Lox
TBRMAN, Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Blaw Steel Con-

struction Compan.T, Hol)oken. Pn., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Feb. 5, 1916. Serial No. 76,847.

(CL 25—131.6.)

J ,
• .

4p«i

'y-"'
'H

1. In t-omblnatlon in a tunnel mold form, a pair of

rigid mold forms each adapted to form a side wall and a
portion of the celling of the tunnel, and a support for the

forms having slot and pin engagement with the forms, the

said slots l»lng inclined with respect to the horizontal

and so arranged that when a form is drawn toward the

support the form will be force<l downward by the contact

of the p'n with the walls of the said slot.

2. In combination in a tunnel mold form, a pair of

mold forms each adapted to form a side wall and a por-

tion of the celling of the tunnel, a support for the form,

plates connecting the forms with the support extending

transversely of the axis of the forms and provided with

Inclined slots, and pins adapted to cooperate with the slots

whereby the forms are drawn downward toward the sup-

port when the forms are drawn together laterally.

3. In combination In a tunnel mold form, a support, a

pair of mold forms arranged on opposite sides of the sup-

port, plates extending transversely of the axis of the form
for slldably connecting the forms to the support provided

with Inclined surfaces adapted to engage the support
whereby the forms are forced downward when they arc

drawn toward one another laterally.

1,228,465. TELESCX)PIC CONCRBTE TUNNEL AND
SHAFT MOLD-FORM. Howahd B. Loxt«hman, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., assignor to Blaw Steel Construction Com-
pany, Hoboken, I'a.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Flle<l

Apr. 12, 1916. Serial No. 90,631. (CI. 26—128.)

1. A circular form comprlsluK a series of circular panels

having their ends joined by means of Inwardly projecting

flanges, and rail members extending parallel with the axis

of the mold, carried by the panels adjacent the lower

portion thereof and having their tread surface projecting

above the flanges whereby the wheels of the truck are

free to pass from one panel to another through the form.
'_'. .\ circular form comprising a series nf circular panels

having their ends joined by means of Inwardly projecting

flanges, and rail members extendln-; parallel with the axis

of the mold, carried by each panel adjacent the lower
portion thereof and adapted to aline with the rail mem-
t>ers of the adjoining panel, whereby a truck may be
moved through the form upon the rails.

3. A circular mold form comprising a series of simi-

lar circular panels formed of Joined segments arranged
together bo that the Joints of one panel are in staggered

relation with the Joints of an adjoining panel, and a plu-

rality of truck rails carried by each panel, and so dis-

pose<l that when two or more panels are connecte<l in the

above relation at least two of the rails of one panel will

aline with two of the rails of the adjoining panel so as
to form a continuous track for the passage of a truck
through the joined panels.

4. A circular mold form comprising a series of circular

panels forming the greater part of a circle, a filler block
for each panel dl8i>osed between the ends thereof for

separating the ends of the panels to form a mold of

predetermined diameter, flanges on the wlges of the panels

terminating at the ends thereof for securing the panels

in allnement, the said panels being so arranged relatively

that the flange of one panel bridges the space between the

ends of an adjacent panel.

1,228,466. AUTOMATIC FURNACE. Edwin LuNDaRSM,
Brooklyn, N. T. Filed Aug. 9, 1912. Serial No. 714,165.

(CI. 110—48.)

1. In combination in a furnace, an Inclined underfeed
section, comprising downwardly Inclined retorts for sup-

plying fuel, extending from the rear of the furnace for-

wardly, and twyer blocks arranged in rows, which alter-

nate with the retorts and over which fuel is forced from
the retorts, twyers formed in the blocks for delivering air

to the fuel leaving the retorts, an inclined overfeed sec-

tion located adjacent the lower end of the underfeed sec-

1 tion and over which fuel from said section passes, means
{
for supplying forced draft to K«i<l twyers, means for

supplying air to the over-feed section by ioduciHl draft

and a dump grate located at the lower end of the over-
feed section.

2. In combination In a furnace, an inclined underfeed
section, comprising alternately arrange«l rows of twyer
blocks an 1 downwardly inclined retorts extending from
the rear of the furnace forwnrdly Rn<l from which fuel Is

forced over the twyer blocks, nn over-feed section located

at the forward and lower end of the underfeed section

receiving fuel therefrom and comprising a plurality of
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Inclined morable grate ten. and a domp grate located at
th#> forward aod lower end of the over-feed section and
means for deliveringr force<l draft to the underfeed section
and Induced draft to the overfeed section.

3. A furnace comprising a (onibustion chamber, an
inclined underfeed fuel supporting section located therein
and extending from the rear end of the chamber for-

wardly. an inclined over-feed section located at the for-

ward and lower end of the furnace and over which fuel

from the underfeed section passes, a dump grate located
at the lower end of the o'ver-feed section, means for sup-

plying forced draft to the underfeed section, means for

supplying Induced draft to the over-feed section, a sub-

stantially air tight hopper located beneath the dump grate,

and means for discharging ash therefrom.
4. A furnace comprising a combustion chamber, a fuel

supporting section located therein comprising a retort for

the supply of fuel on the underfeed principle and twyers
adjacent said retort for the supply of air : a longitudinally

adjacent fuel supporting section comprising movable grate
bars adapted to receive fuel from the first named section,

on the overfeed principle, a ram reciprocating to feed

fuel entering the retort of the underfeed section, an ad-

justable connection between said ram and the grate bars

to actuate the grate bars of the overfeed section relatively

to the reciprocations of said ram and means for delivering

forced draft to the underfeed section and induced draft to

the overfeed section.

5. A furnace comprising a combustion chamber, an
Inclined fuel supporting section located therein comprising

a retort having a movable bottom plate, twyers adjacent

said retort ; a longitudinally adjacent inclined fuel sup
porting section comprising movable grate bars adapted
to receive fuel from the first named section, a ram recipro-

cating in an Inclined plane adapted to feed fuel Into said

retort, and connections between said ram, movable bottom

plate and grate bars to actuate said bottom plate and
grate bars.

[Claim ti not printed in the Oasette.]

l,2l'8.457. DIRIGIBLE LAMP MECHANISM. Chahus
R. McClXLLA.v, Pepperwood, Cal. Filed Nov. 2. 1916.

SerUl No. 129,140. (CI. 240—62.)

\y \^
In a dirigible lamp mechanism, the combination of a

pair of lamp brackets, the stems of each of which having
forwardly extending arms and a rod connecting said arms,
one of the stems having a rearwardly extending arm, rear-

wardly extending arms carried by the knuckle hubs of the
front axle, a rod connecting the rearwanlly extending

arms ot the knuckle hubs, and a yieldable section rod

connecting the connecting rod of the rearwardly extt'nding

arms of the knuckle hub and the rearwardly extending
arm of the stem of one of the lamp brackets.

1,228,438. PROCESS OP IMPREGNATING FABRICS
WITH RUBBER. l8A.*c S. McGikha;*, New York. N. T.

Filed Dec. 17, 1915. Serial No. 07,478. (CT. 91—70.)
1. A process of manufacturing robber cofited fabrics

consisting In passing the fabric through a mbber solution

so aa to tboroflfhly impregnate tbe fabric with rubber
and then applying a coating of rubber to the surface of
the fabric, leveling said coating and finally passing the
fabric between rollers having yielding surfaces so as to
secure density and homogeneity In the product.

r- ^^mr.
2. A process of manufacturing rubber coated fabrics

consisting in passing the fabric through a rubber solution
so as to thoroughly impregnate the fabric with rubber,
heating the so impregnate.! fabric and then applying a
coating of rubber to the surface of the same, leveling said
coating and finally passing the fabric between rollers
having yielding surfaces, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

3. A process of manufacturing rubber coated fabrics
consisting In passing the fabric through a rubber solution
so as to thoroughly Impregnate the fabric with rubber,
then applying a coating of rubber to the surface of th.-

fabric, leveling said coating by flexible scraping means,
and finally passing the fabric between rollers having
yielding surfaces, so as to secure density and homogeneity.

1,228.459. AUTOMATIC CHANGE MAKING MACHINE.
Charlbs a. McMnu^aw, Caldwell. N. J. Filed Dec. 20,
1913. Sertal No. 807,860. (CL 183—2.)

' —nr-^
y

1. An auiouiiitlc change making machine, comprising
la combination, change delivery devices. Indicating de-
vices pos.«M^siDg values representing amounts received,
a plurality <>f change making devices dlstingui.Mhably as-
sociated with each indicating device, possessing values
leas than the value of the Indicating device with which
tbey are associated and reprt-sentlng amounts for the
pajrment of which the amount of that particular indi-

cating device might be t<>nderet1 and operating connec-
tions from the change making devices to the change de-
livery devices nect—ary to deliver the change between the
^alues of the respective Indicating devices and the values
of the change making devices which are dlstlngnlsbably
aaaociated With the respective indicating devices.

2. An automatic change making machine, comprising
In comblnatlun. change delivery devices, indicating keys
having values reprt'sentative of amounts received, change
making keys grouped in distinguishing relation to the
respective indicating keys and having values less than th*>

values of the indicating keys with which they are groups,
and operating connections from different change making
keys to the change delivery devices necessary to deliver
the differ* nc** in change l>etwcen th«« values of the r»*i»pec-

tlvv indicating keys and the valu«>s of the change making
keys in grouped relation to the respective indicating key*.

S. An automatic change making machine, comprising
In combination, registering mechanism, indicating keys ot
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different values representative of various amounts re-

celv«"d and arranged each when operated to actuate the
registering mocbanlsm to the extent of its value, change
making keys dlstingulshably related to the Indicating
keys, of less valu« than the indicating keys and arranged
when operated to actuate the registering mechanism to

the extent of their respective values, change delivery de-

vices and operating connections from the change making
keys to the change delivery devices necessary to deliver

the change between the values of the change making keys
and the values of the Indicating keys with which the
respective change making keys are dlstingulshably asso
dated.

4 An automatic change making machine, comprising,
indicating keys of graduated value, change making keys
groupMl in dlKtlnguishing relation to Indivldaal indicating
keys and possessing values related to the values of the
indicating keys with which they are grouped, change de-

livery devices aod operating connections from the change
making keys to the change delivery devices necessary to
deliver the change between the values of the change
making keys and the values of the Indicating keys with
which the said change making keys are grouped.

5. An automatic change making machine, comprising.
Indicating keys of graduated value, change making keyt<

groui>ed In distinguishing relation to individual Indicating
keys and possessing values related to the values of the
indicating keys with which they are grouped, change de-

livery devices, operating connections from the change
making keys to the change delivery devices necessary to

deliver the change between the values of the change mak-
ing keys and the values of tb" indicating keys with which
the said change making keys are grouped and indicator
cards operatlvely connected wifti the change making keys
and bearing indicia of the change making transactions
accomplished by the keys with which tbey are connected.

[Claim e not printed In the Gaiette.l
,

1 , 2 J 8 , 4 6 . AUTOMATIC CANCELING MACHINE.
LcTHU L. Mack, Los Angeles. Cal., assignor to Can-
celograph Company, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Oct. 30,
1912, SerUl No. 728.612. Renewed July 3, 1914.
Serial No. 848,946. (01. 101—82.)

1. In a mail marking machine having means for as-

sorting mail matter with regard to length, the combination
of a rotary printing memt>er secured to a shaft Journaled
in a suitable t>ed plate, a het of continuously contacting
forwarding rollers for advancing mall matter of various
length, width and thickness by said printing member, a

set of Intermittently contacting rollers adapted to receive

at regular Intervals and advance said matter one piece at
a time to said forwarding rollers, a regulating and timing
arm normally across the path of said matter adapted to

stop the matter In its passage and release it after a cer-

tain period of time in order to register with the die on
said printing member, one or more feed rollers having an
Intermittently acting frlctional surface for feeding said
matter to said receiving rollers, conveyer means for
delivering said matter from a facing table to said feed
rollers, means for holding said matter firmly in contact

with said feed rollers, means for separating said matter
piece by piece, and driving meant-

2. In a mall marking machine having means for as-
sorting nuiil matter with regard to length, the combination
of a rotary printing member secured to a shaft Journaled
in a suitable IhhI plate, a set of continuously contacting
forwarding rollers for advancing mall matter of various
length, width and thickness by said printing member, a
set of intermittently contacting rollers adapted to receive
at regular Intervals and advance said matter one piece at
a time to said forwarding rollers, a regulating and timing
arm normally across the path of said matter adapted to

stop the matter in Its passage and release it after a cer-

tain period of time in order to register with the die on
said printing member, one or more feed rollers having an
Intermittently actliig frlctional surface for feeding said
matter to said receiving rollers, conveyer means for
delivering said matter from a facing table to said feed
rollers, means for holding said matter firmly In contact
with said feed rollers, means for separating said matter,
piece by piece as It Is delivered to said receiving rollers

by said feed roBers, a feed receptacle opposite said feed
rollers for holding said matter while It is being separated
and fed. and driving means.

3. In a mall marking machine having means for as-

sorting mall matter with regard to length, the combination
of a rotary printing member secured to a shaft Journaled
in a suitable bed plate, a set of continuously contacting
forwarding rollers for advancing mall matter of various
length, width and thickness by said printing member, a
set of intermittently contacting rollers adapted to receive

at regular intervals and advance said matter one piece at

a time to said forwarding rollers, a regulating and timing
arm normally across the path of said matter adapted to

stop the matter in Its passage and release It after a cer-

tain period of time In order to register with the die

on said printing member, means for operating said
timing arm, one or more feed rollers having an in-

termittently acting frlctional surface for feeding said

matter to said receiving rollers, conveyer means for

delivering said matter from a facing table to said feed

rollers, means for holding said matter firmly In contact
with said feed rollers, a feed receptacle opposite said feed
rollers for holding said matter while It Is being fed, means
for separating said matter piece by piece as It is delivered
to said receiving rollers l>y said fee«l rollers, and driving
means.

4. In a mall marking machine having means for as-

sorting mail matter with regard to length, the combination
of a rotary printing member secured to a shaft Journaled
In a suitable t>ed plate, means for snppljring ink to said
printing member, a set of continuously contacting for-

warding rollers for advancing mall matter of various
length, width and thickness by said printing member, a
set of Intermittently contacting rollers adapted to receive

at regular Intervals and advance said matter one piece at

a time to said forwarding rollers, a regulating and timing
arm normally across the path of said matter adapted to

stop the matter In Its passage and release it after a cer-

tain period of time in order to register with a die
en said printing member, means for operating said

timing arm. one or more feed rollers having an in-

termittently acting frlctional surface for feeding said

matter to said receiving rollers, conveyer means for
delivering said matter from a facing table to said feed

rollers, means for holding said matter firmly In contact
with said feed rollers, a feed receptacle opposite said feed
rollers for holding said matter while It Is being fed, means
for separating said matter piece by piece as It Is delivered
to said receiving rollers by said feed rollers, and driving
means.

5. In a mall marking machine having means for as-

sorting mall matter with regard to length, the combination
of a vertical face plate secured to a suitable bed plate
having longitudinally disposed slots In Its face, one or
more feed rollers having an intermittently acting frlc-

tional surface adapted to project through said slots once
in each revolution thereof, yielding means for holding
said matter firmly in conUet with the frlctional mrface
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of said feed roll*!r»i. conveyer means for delivering said
matter from a facing table to said feed rollers, means
for separating said natter, means for guiding the matter
»o separated Into the machine, a set of Intermittently
contacting receiving rollers having their contacting
urfac»>s In the path of sal<l mall matter, a rotary
printing member for printing the day. hour, month and
year and for canceling a stamp on said matter, the pe-
riphery of said printing member being also In the path of
said mall matter, and timing means Interposed between
the receiving rollers adapted to stop and hold a piece of
matter a certain period of time and release it so that It

will register with said printing means.
[CUlms 6 to 19 not printed In the Oatette.]

l,228.4dl. AUTOTRUCK FENDER. Lars C. Madsb:*.
Cblcago. 111. Filed Feb. 1, 1915. Serial No. 5,351.
iCX. 105—180.)

1. Th« combination with frame portions of an anto
truck or tht- .Ikf. of angle Iron suppurts 7 and 8, a
channel iron bumper on the ends of said supports,
brace rods 11 extending downwardly and forwardly
from Mid portions and supports, a guard of strips 50
to 63 inclusive extending from said supports to said
brace-rods forming a flexible fender portion, a pivoted
fender portion pivoted at the lower ends of said brace
rods, and a trigger mechanism mounted on said bumper
and normally engaging the front of the pivoted fender
portion to support the latter In a raised position.

2. The combination with a fender, of a bumper, a
rearwardly yielding member facing said bumper, hooka
mounted on arms and arranged below the level of said
bumper which normally support said fender in a raised
position, and tension devices connecting said arms with
said .vl*'ldlng member for holding said hooks and fender
in engagement with each other.

3. The combination with an auto truck of the horl-
sontal angle iron supports 7 and 8, the channel iron
bumper having one of Its parallel wings secured to wings
of said supports, dowawardly projecting arms hinged to
the uther of .sal.l pamllel wings of said bumper, horizontal
strips I. n said arms which form a guard io front of said
bumper, hooks on the lower ends of said arms, a fender
having a flexible portion In front of the wheels of said
truck and a plvotally movable portion having its axis
of movement substantially on the level of said books, and
means holding said fender's movable portion In engage-
ment with said hooks to hold said fender's front edge lo
a normally raUed position.

4. The combin.<ition with an auto truck, of a bumper
and bumper supports 7 and 8. horizontally arranged strips
forming guards depending substantially vertically below
said supports and bumper Immediately In front of the
auto truck wheels and below said bumper, respectively, a
pivotally movable fender portion pivoted at the lower ex-
tremity of the rear of said guards, and trigger means for
normally supporting the front of the fender upon the
front one of s-aid guards.

5. The combination with a fender, of a bumper, a con
tact bar yieldingly mounted In front of said bumper, piv-
oted arms projecting below the horizontal plane of said
bumper, tension springs connecting said arms and contact
bar. means at the lower ends of said arms engaging the
frodt of the fender and normally supporting It In a ralse<l
position, .laid fender being pivoted at Its rear In substan-
tially the horizontal plane of said engaging means, tension

means tending to lower said ffnder and hold It In a low-
ered position, and runners r>n ^Irt fonder guarding the
front edge thereof against contact with the road

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,228.462. COMBINED NUT-LOCK AND RAIL-BRACE.
Albbrt Q. ICabks, Hoult, W. Vs., assignor of one half
to Marcus C. Hite, RlvesviUe. W. Va. Filed Sept. 12.
1916. SerUl No. 119,707. (CI. 239—9.)

The combination with meeting rail ends having flsb
plates at the Joint therebetween with the said rail ends
connected by a plurality of bolts extending through the
said flsh plates, of a combined rail brace and locking mem-
ber overlying the Joint betwe.-n the said rail ends, said
member Including a botly seating agaiUMt the outer sides
of the base flanges of th«t ralU and offset to provide a
shouWer engaging the adjai-ent outer edges of the uld
flanges, the body being thence extended at its outer ex-
tremity to form an attaching flange seating upon the rail
ties and being bent at its inner extremity to provide an
upstanding locking flange seating at its upper and lower
margins against the outermost of said flsb plates with the
upper tdge of said flange engaging beneath the rail treads
to form a brace therefor with openings formed in the said
flange to receive the nuts of the said bolts for locking
the nuts thereon.

1.228.468. HOT-BLAST VALVE. Walthbb MaThbsiob,
Chicago, 111. Filed Sept. 9. 1916. Serial No. 119.278.
(CI. 187—6.)

1. In a gale valve, the (omblnatlon with a Aalve ca«il' «.

of a pair ol vertically positional parallel Rpnular i.wit

members in spaced relation, a disk valve for engagement
between said seat members, said valve being ot wedge
shape in vertical trannvprse section and a stem supportins
said valve, said valve being mounted for swinging move-
ment from its point of support to alternately engage «ild
seats when In fully closed position, subsuntlally as u<
scrlbe<l.

2. In a gatf valve, the combination of a pair of annular
parallel valve «,»ats. a valve for cooperation therewith, a
stem supporting the valve through the casing whereby
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the ralre Is permitted to swing between the seat members
with the point of support as a center, the valve being
tapered so an to engage every portion of either seat mem-
ber when swung thereagalnst, substantially as described.

3. In a gate valve for hot blast mains, the combination
with a valve casing a pair of vertically mounted parallel
annular seat members, the seat members being in spaced
relation, a valve proper, a valve stem attached to said
valve, and extending through said valve casing, said valve
stem being supported as a pendulum at the point where
the valve stem passes through the valve casing, said valve
being tapered in vertical transverse section, the taper be-

ing such as to permit one side of the valve when swung
against one of the seat memt>ers to t>e in contact therewith,
substantially as described.

4. In a gate valve, a casing having a valve seat arrange<l
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the pipe within
which the valve is located, a valve having a co^iperatlng
face arranged out of parallelism with the operating stem,
said valve being mounted for limited swinging movement
from the point of entrance of the stem to the casing, the
valve face being so shaped as to be in parallelism with
•aid seat only when folly closed, substantially as described.

5. In a gate valve, a casing, a valve mounted in said
casing and adapted for limited swinging movement from
the point of entrance of the valve stem to the casing, said
casing being provided with parallel seats, a valve, the
faces on opposite sides of which converge toward the end
of the valve, the relation between the taper of the valve
and the extent of swinging movement thereof being such
that either face of tbe ralre is parallel with its co-

operating seat when the valve Is In closed position and in
contact with the seat, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.464. STERILIZER FOR BARBERS' APPLIANCES.
Fkank I'aoix) Mazzbi. Petersburg, Va. Filed Oct. 8,

1914. Serial No. 864.772. (CI. 167—8.)

*jrj-

1. In an apparatus for sterilizing barbers' articlea, a
casing having a central heat chamber, a compartment on
each side of said chamber, means to support barbers'
articles in the compartments, mixing chambers in the com-
partments below said supporting means, disinfectant con-
tainers In the mixing ( hambers," tubes leading from the
upper part of the heat chamber and communicating with
said mixing chambers whereby the heat may surround the
containers and cause the liberation of disinfecting fumes
from the disinfectant, and means for conveying the disin-
fectant fumes to the articles and spraying said fumes on
•aid articles.

2. In an apparatus for sterilizing barbers* articles, a
casing, a ivntral heat chamber therein, a compartment on
each side of said chamber, means In the upper part of
•aid compartments to support barbers' articles, disin-
fectant vaporizing chambers, tubes rising upwanlly from
the mixing chambers and having means to spray the
heated disinfectant fumes to*..^'. nnd upon the articles,
and tubular means cross connecti.ig the ndxing chambers
and having a tube extending downwardly through the
heat chamber and terminating In n spray nozzle there-
below.

1,228.465. ARGILLACEOUS COMPOSITION AND
PROCESS OF MAKING THE SAME. Lb Rot H.
MiNTO.N, Metuchen, N. J., assignor of one-half to Abram
W. Herbst, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Nov. 29, 1916.
Serial No. 184.068. (CI. 106—11.)
1. The process of making an argillaceous composition

which comprises mixing clay with suitably subdivided
add furnace slag, substantially free from metallic iron,
and sufflclent water to produce a plastic mass, shaping and
drying the mass and heating It to a temperature sufllclent
to destroy the peculiar plastic property of the clay.

20. A terra cotta composed of a flretl mixture of about
30 parts of stoneware clay, about 80 parts of low grade
flre-clay, and alH»ut 40 parts of slag high in silica, low In
lime, and substantially free from Iron, said terra cotta
being substantially unvltrlfled and strongly weather re-

sistant.

[Claims 2 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.466. COLLAR PRESS. Hbnby Paul Mohn, Jack-
sonville. Ill, Filed Jan. 81, 1917. SeHal No. 148.726.
(CI. 68—9.)

1. A device for putting a bulge into one wall of a double-
walled collar, to permit a necktie to slide between the
walls of the collar, the device including a core having
an exterior recess extended clrcumferentlally of the core

;

a sbaper extended circumferentlally of the core and hav-
ing a rib co<iperating with the recess ; a compression
member cooperating with the outer face of the sbaper

;

and mechanism for operating the compression member.
2. A device of the clas« described comprising a core

having an exterior recess extended circumferentlally of

the core ; a sbaper extended circumferentlally of the core
and having a rib cooperating with the recess ; a compres-
sion member cooperating with the outer face of the
sbaper ; and tension means connected with the compres-
sion member to effect a compression thereof.

3. A device of the class described comprising a core
having an exterior recess extended circumferentlally of
the core ; a sbaper extended circumferentlally of the core
and having a rib cooperating with the recess ; and a com-
pression means cooperating with the outer face of tka
sbnper.

4. A device of the class descrit>ed comprising a support

;

a core carried by the support, the core having an exterior
recess extended circumferentlally of the core ; a sbaper
extended circumferentlally of the core and having a rib
cooperating with the recess; a compression member co-
operating with the outer face of the sbaper ; a pedal fol-

crumed on the support ; flexible elements connected with
the ends of the compression member and with the pedal;
and direction changing means coacting with toe flexible

elements.

5. A device ' the class described comprising a support;
a core carried by the support and provided with an exte-
rior circoma- r' ng recess; a sbaper extended circumfer-
entlally of tf>f ci»re and cooperating with the recess; a
« ompresslori member cooperating with the outer face of
the shape: ; flexlblt' elements connected with the ends of
the comrresslon number; and means for operating the
flexible elements fr»ini a point below the table, the com-
pression member l^-inj; outwardly expansible to effect an
upward mov^ajent of the flexible elements.
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1,228.467. GAS-METER ATTACHMENT. HsyBT C,
M0BU8. Dallas. Tex. Filed Jnne 28, 1916. S«rUl So.
106.314. (CI. 73—1.)

1. In a gas meter attachment, the combination with the
valve case of the meter, of means for admitting gas to
said valve case, and means capable of tilting in opposite
directions, maintained in Inoperative position when the

meter is in its normal upright position, for closing aald

gas admission means when the meter i.s tilted in either of
said opposite directions ^rom Its upright position.

2. In a gas meter attachment, the combination with
the valve case of the meter having an inflow pipe, of a
normally open valve for said pipe, and means capable
of tilting in opposite directions, maintained in Inopera-
tive position when them eter is In its normal upright posi-

tion, for closing said valve when the meter is tilted In

either of said opposite directions from its upright posi-

tion.

3. In a gas meter attachment, the combination with
the valve case of the meter, of means for admitting gas
to said valve case, means capable of tilting in opposite
directions, maintained in inoperative position when the
mett-r Is In Its normal upright position, for dosing said
gas-admission means when the meter Is tilted in either of
Mid opposltf (I'rectlons from its upright position, and
means for limiting the movement of said closing means.

4. In a gas meter attachment, the combination with the
Talve case of the meter having an inflow pipe of a nor-
mally open valve for said pipe, means capable of tilting in

opposite directlona, maintained in inoperative position
when the meter la in its normal upright position, for
closing said valve when the m«tpr is tilted in either of said
opposite directions from its upright pusUion. and means
for limiting the movem»nt of said valve-closing means.

5. In a gas meter attachment, the combination with the
rmlve case of the meter having an Inflow pipe, of a valve
seating on said pipe, a crank arm normally supporting
said valve off it* seat, and a weight whose base loos«ly
rests on the floor of said valve case to sapport said crank
arm when the floor is maintained in horizontal position,
said m»>mber9 being disposed no that the weight shifts to
operate the crank arm to force lald valve on it* seat when
the meter is tilted.

[ClAlms d to 8 not printed Ln the Gazette.]

1^28,468. METHOD OF LOCATING SPECIAL TRANS
POSITION - POINTS. Hdohm MocHADi.is, Phlladel
phla. Pa., aiuiignor to Amerlrun Tt^lephone and Tele-
graph Company, Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of New
lork. Filed Jan. 2, 1817. Serial Xo. 140,245. (CL
179—78.)

1. The method of locating transposition points In sig-

naling circuits to overcome disturbances from adjacent
conductors which consists in determining cbaugea In the
ele«tric*l characteristics of the circuit necessary to effect

a sabstantlal neutrallxatlun of tke disturbance* (or
plurality of transpositions, and making the dealred trann-
potiition at a point flied by the nature of the changes in
such electrical characteristic*.

2. The un<tho<l of determining sp<H!lal transposition
polnta in signaling circuits to overcome inductive distur-
bance* from adjacent conductor* which consist* in tenta-
tively transposing tbe circuit, determining the capacity to
ground neo-ssary to effect a baiani-e of the inductive dis-
turuances. again tentatively transposing the drcnit. de-
termlDing the capacity neoeaaary to effect the balance
un<l«T these (ondltlons, and finally making the trao.sposl-
tlon at a point flied by the nature of the change In Buch
capacltia*.

1,22S.4«9. VALVE. ArocsT E. MriLLM. Chicago, ni.,
assignor of one-third to Thomas J. Hruby and one-third
to John O. Hruby, Jr.. Chicago. 111. Filed June 17,
1916. Serial No. 104.152. (CI. 187—2«.)

1. A valve device comprising a casing having a chamber
and a plurality of radial passages leading therefrom: a
rotative, ported, hollow disturbing and valve member in
said chamber provided with a stem which extends out-
wardly from H*ld chamber and a supply pipe leading
through the wall of said casing and through one wall of
said member and having a wide face bearing with the in-

ned face of said wall.

2. A valve device comprising a casing having a cham-
t)er and a plurality of radial passages leading therefrom ;

a rotative, ported, hollow diftributing and valve member
in said chamber, and provided with a stem which extends
outwardly from said chamber ; a (supply pipe leading
through the wall of said casing and into said chamber
and provided at Its inner end with a flange : a removable
cover plate fastened to said member through which said
pipe extends and bearing at its inn» r face againxt said
flange, and means to rotate said valve and disturbing
member.

3. A valve device comprising a casing formed with a
eaotral chamber which i* open to one side of the casing
aad provided with a plurality of radial passages leading
tlMrefrom ; a hollow, routive. ported distributing and
valve memi>er in ^aid chamtter and open at tbt open side

of the cbaml>er ; a removal)le cover plate to cover the open
side of said memb«'r and pr.-vided with a central opening;
a plat-' applied over said casing against said cover plate
and provided with a stufllng box : a supply pip«' extending
through said stufllng box and said cover plate and having
a face (>earing against the inn<T side of said cover plate,

and means for rotating said distributing and valve -mem-
bar.

4. A valve device comprising a hollow casing provide*!
with two oppos'tely dlspo<t«>ti pairs of ports and with two
oppositely disponed single ports and a boitow rotative
valve memt>er In said casing provided with two oppositely
disposed ports adapted to register with the i>ort* of the
casing.

5. A valve device comprising a casing having a cham-
ber ; two oppositely disposed pairs of passages leading
therefrom ; two single, oppositely disposed passages lead-

ing from the chamber intermediate said pairs, and a hol-
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low rotative valrt and dlstribating member, with means
to supply motive fluid thereto and provided with oppo-

sitely disposed ports adapted to t>e brought alternately

into register with the opposed pairs of passages and with

the opposed single passages. uai«l ports being made of a
width to span the receiving ends of said pairs of pas-

sages, with means for rotating said member.

1^28.470. SPRING MOUNTING FOR VEHICLES. Ac-
crsT E. Mitu.ER. Chicago, 111., assignor of one-third to

Thomas J. Hruby and one-third to John O. Hruby, Jr.,

Chicago. 111. Plied July 22, 1916. Serial No. 110.641.

(CI. 267—22.)

1. The combination with an unsprung chassis and a
l)ody, of front and rear springs fixed to the body and re-

movably fixed to and bearing upon the chassis, and auxil-

iary and recoil cushion devices comprising closed topped
casings fixed to the t>ody ; plungers therein provided with
stems which extend downwardly through the bottom
heads of the casings, with means to rockingly and detach-
ably fix them to the chassis, and auxiliary and recoil

cQsblonlng elements between the plunger and Ihe top and
t>ottom heads of said casings, respectively.

2. The combination with an unsprung chassis and a
body, of front and rear springs fixed to the body and re-

movably fixed to and bearing upon the chassis, and auxil-
iary and recoil cushion devices comprising close<l topped
casings fixed to the body ; plungers therein provided with
tW which extend downwardly through the bottom
heads of the casings, and formed at their lower ends with
shoe* which rockingly engage supporting surfaces on the
chassis, and auxiliary and recoil cushioning elements with-
in the casings associated with said plungers.

3. The combination with an unsprung chassis and a

body, of front and rear springs fixed to the body and re-

movably fixed to and bearing upon the chassis, and auxil-
iary and recoil cushion devices ioniprlsing closed topped
caslng« fixed to the body ; plungers therein provided with
stems which extend downwardly through the bottom
heads of the casings, and formed at their lower ends with
shoes which rockingly engage supporting surfaces on the

ckMSte, and anxlllary and recoil cushioning elements wlth-
la the casings associate<l with said plungers, with means
to adjustable vary the resiliency of the auxiliary and re-

coil elements.

4. The combination with an unsprung chassis and a
body, the former including longitudinal side members, of
front and rear semi-elliptic springs fixed to the body and
slidingly engaging at their ends the longitudinal member*
of the chassis, with means to confine the springs therein,

and auxiliary spring devices comprising members fixed to

the body and other menit>ers slidingly engaged therewith
and rockingly and detachahly fixed to the chassis.

5. The ciimbinatioD with an unsprung chassis and a
body, the former InHu^lng longitudinal side members, of

front and rear springs fixed to the body and detachahly
fixed to the chassis, and auxiliary spring devices compris-

ing casiag* fixed to the t>ody : plungers slidable therein ;

mtmmm fiatd to the plungers and formed at their lower ends
with shoes which are rocklniHy supported on the chassis,

and cushioning elements between the plungers and the
upper heads of said casings.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed <n the Gazette ]
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1.228.471. BAKING-PAN. GBOBOB Mollbb. Salt Lake
City, Utah. Filed Oct. 25. 1916. Serial No. 127,640.
(CI. 53—6.)

3. A innltlple baking pan comprising a plurality of

pans arranged end to end in si>aced relation, and means
supported Itetweec and extending into the pan* for ad-
Justing the capacities of the pans.

5. A multiple baking pan comprising a plurality of

pans arranged end to end in spaced relation, an element
located between the pans provided with screw-threaded
apertures, means for adjusting the capacity of the pans
comprising cooperating angular shaped members, both
of which are provided with slots adapted to aline with
relation to each other and with relation to the screw-

threaded apertures in said element, a plate having uper-

tures adapted to aline with the aforesaid apertures and
slots, and screw-bolts adapted to pass through said alin-

ing apertures and slots and have working fit in the screw-
threaded apertures of sahl element whereby the angular
shaped membirs of the adjusting means may t>e adjusted
to vary the capacity of the pans.

8. A multiple baking pan comprising a plurality of
pans, means for connecting the pans together, and means
supported exteriorly of the pans and having portions ex-

tending into the pans for adjusting the capacity of the
pans.

9. A device of the character described, comprising a
baking pan. a rib in the t>ottom of the pan. means for

adjusting the capacity of the pan comprising a member
having a portion which projects Into the pan and which
is provided with a recess adapted to fit over the rib.

[Claims 1, 2. 4, 6, and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,228.472. TRACTION BEARING-WHEEL. N»La L.

OLSON. Detroit, Mich. Filed Dec. 4, 1915. Serial No.
65,004. (CI. 21—90.) ^

1. \ traction beating wheel comprising n housing
^ adapted to be secured non-rotatably to the housing of n
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drlTingr axle, a drlTinc gear adapted to b« aecnred non-
rotatably to the Ht* axle of a drlTlng axle concentric
with the housing, a wheel Including a drum concentric
with the houiilng, an internal gear Journalwl In the drum
and planet pinions on the drum meshing with the inter-
nal gear and with the driving gear, the Internal gear be-

ing axially reclprocable and being adapted to Interlock
effectively with the stationary housing and with the
drum, and means for manipulating the gear.

2. A traction bearing wheel comprising a housing
adapted to be secured to the housing of a drive axle, a
driving gear adapted to be secured non-rotatably to the
drive shaft of a driving axle, a traction wheel including
a drum concentric with the housing, an internal gear
Journaled in the drum, planet pinions on the drum mesh-
ing with the driving and internal gears, the latter gear
being adapted to be shifted to lock selectively with the
stationary bousing and with the drum and a yoke adapt-
ed to be mounted on the housing of the axle and to engage
the gear to shift the latter.

6. The combination of a driving axle Including a sta-

tionary housing, and a live shaft, of a traction bearing
wheel including a housing adapted to be non-rotatably
secured to the stationary housing, a drum concentric
therewith housing an internal planetary gear train, the
driving member of which is secured to the live axle and
the Internal member of which rotates In the drum, an
annulus rotatable In the housing and non-rotatable in
the Internal follower member of the train, the latter be-
ing shlftable axially to interlock with the housing or with
the drum, and means for shifting the follower arranged
and mounted on the housing of the driving axle.

8. An auxiliary transmission for motor vehicles, com-
prising In combination with the axle, the housing there-
for and the wheels journaled on the axle, a gear wheel
keyed to the axle at the inner face of each wheel, pinions
Journaled on the Inner face of each wheel and meahing
with the gear wheel, an internal gear ring mounted co-
axial with the wheel and meshing with the pinions, and
means operable at will for fixing the gear ring to the
axle housing or to the wheel.

9. An auxiliary transmission for motor vehicles, com-
prising in combination with the axle, the housing there-
for and the wheels journaled on the axle, of means ar-

ranged between the housing and the wheels for connect-
ing the axle directly or indirectly with the wheels, and
for releasing the axle from the wheels, said means com-
prising a gear wheel rigid with the axle at each wheel,
pinions Journaled on the wheel and meshing with the
gear wheel, an internal gear ring Journaled coaxial with
the wheel and meshing with the pinions, and a common
actuating means for effecting a fixing of the gear ring to

the housing or to the wheel and for releasing the wheel
.from the axle.

[Claims 8 to 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,473. TRANSPARENT SHOW-JAR. Kabl Panax.
Milwaukee. Wis. Filed May 10, 1916. Serial No.
26,956. (Cl. 211—26.)

1. The combination with the front end of a hortsootal
show Jar, of a door adapted to close the open end of aach
Jar, a hinge for connecting said door with said Jar, a
bridge member plvotally connected with the lower edge
of said door above said hinge, said bridge member t>eing
adapted to span the space between said Jar and door
above said hinge when the door Is opened, whereby the
contents of said Jar Ij prevented from dropping through

the space between said door and Jar. when said door U
open, upon said hinge.

2. In a device of the described class, the combination
with a metallic member affixed to the front open end of a
horizonui Jar. of a pair of vertical legs formed Integral
with said metallic member and adapted to support the
front end of said Jar upon a higher plane than the rear
end.

1.228,474. AUTOVEHICLE - RADIATOR. Thomas F.
Pat.nb. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Dec. 6. 1915. SerUl No.
65,276. (Cl. 257—130.)

1. In an autovehlcle radiator, upper and lower tank
portions, a removable radiator unit connecting the tank
portions, said unit comprising a conduit and terminal
headers, a positioning support for one of the headers,
carried by an opposing wall of a unk portion, means for
engaging said support carrie.1 by the header, and means
carried by the other header and adapted to cooperate
with the opposing wall of its adjacent tank portion to
hold the first header In engagement with the support.

2. In an autovehlcle radiator, upper and lower tank
portions, a plurality of removably mounted radiator units
comprising headers and connecting conduits, means con-
stituting communication between each header and a
tank portion, a positioning support for each header car-
ried by a tank portion, and means for removably connect-
ing the other headers to the other tank portion whereby
the units are secured between said upper and lower tanks.

3. In an autovehlcle radiator, upper and lower tank
portions, a plurality of removably mounted units compris-
ing conduits and headers, the units having communica-
tion with the upper and lower tank portions, i>ositioning
means carried by one tank portion and means carried by
one header to co6perate therewith, and cooperating com-
plementary clamping means carried by the other tank
portion and other header of each unit to secure the unit
between the upper and lower tank portions.

4. In an autovehlcle radiator, upper and lower tank
portions, and a plurality of removably mounted radiator
units comprising conduits and headers, means constitut-
ing communication l)etween each header and a tank, a
stud carried by a header of each unit, means mounted on
the tank for engagement with the stud, and cooperating
means carried by the second header engaging the oppos-
ing wall of the adjacent tank poiUlon to maintain said
unit between the tank.s.

1,228,476. VERTICAL BENCH. Piiaaa Plawtihoa.
aeveland, Ohio. Filed July 12, 1916. Serial No.
39,277. (a. 110—31.)

1. In a vertical bench, the combination of a gas pro-
ducer, an oven adjacent to said producer, a gas conduit
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leading from the npper part of said producer, and down-
ward to the lower part of the oven, a condnlt for leading

secondary air to said gas conduit, a recuperator situated

below the level of the open, and a condnlt leading from
tks npper part of the oven downward and through the

recuperator to a stack.

2. In a vertical bench, in combination, a gas producer,

an oven adjacent thereto, a recuperator below the pro-

ducer and oven, a gas conduit leading from the upper
part of the producer to the lower part of the oven, a
secondary air supply means leading through the recupera-

tor to said gas conduit and discharging In the vicinity

below the level of the oven, and a conduit leading from
the upper part of the oven downward through the wall

of the producer and through the recuperator to heat the

air passing through the recuperator.

S. In a vertical bench. In combination, a gas producer,

an oven beside said producer, a recuperator below said

producer and oven, all constituting an integral masonry
structure, gas conduits in said structure leading from the

top of the producer to the bottom of the oven, conduits

In said structure leading from the top of the oven down-
ward and through the recuperator, and air conduits In the

recuperator leading to the discharge ends of the gas
conduits.

1.228.476. ROTARY FLOOR-MACHINE. ROBIRT A. PoN-
LJ.a. New York, N. T. Filed Aug. 26, 1914. Serial

No. 858.730. (Cl. 144—119.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a

frame provided with upper and lower plates, holders hav-

ing a tongue and groove connection with the lower plate,

means for locking the holders in the lower plate, scrapers

mounted in said holders, a clutch member on the upper
plate, and means engaging the said clutch member for

rotating the frame.

2. A device of the character descril>ed comprising a

frame provided with upper and lower plates, holders hav-

ing a tongue and groove connection with the lower plate,

•prtng actuated means for locking the holders In the

lower plate scra4)er8 mounted In said holders, a clutch

emt>er on the upper plate, and means engaging the said

elvtch member for rotating the frame.

3. A device of the character described comprising a
frame provided with upper and lower plates, holders har-
ing a tongue and groove connection with the lower plate,

means for locking the holders In the lower plate, said

means comprising a pin on the holder and a spring se-

cured to said lower plate and having a hole for the re-

ception of said pin, scrapers mounted in said holders, a
clutch member on the upper plate, and means engaging
the said clutch member for rotating the frame.

1,228,477. DIMMING DEVICE. RoT E. Ram), Ripon,
Wis. Piled Not. 8, 1916. Serial No. 130.249. {Cl.

219—66.)

1. A dimming device adapted to be Interposed In the

line circuit of electric lights for motor vehicles and the

like, comprising a casing, a resistance coil placed within

and Insulated from said casing, an Insulating sleeve with-

in said casing having a slot extending longitudinally of the

casing, and a brush device having teeth adapted to ex-

pand radially In said casing and to project through said

slot into engagement with said resistance coll. said brush

and casing being rotative, the one with respect to the

other and said slot and brush being correlated In form
to bring the teeth of the brush In successive allnement

with said slot in said rotative movement.
3. A dimming device adapted to be Interposed In the

line circuit of electric lights for motor vehicles compris-

ing a casing, a resistance coll placed within and insulated

from ftald casing, an insulating sleeve fixed In said casing

within said coll and having a spiral slot which extends

longitudinally of the casing, a brush device rotatively

mounted In said casing, said brush device having alined

flexible teeth which are adapted to be brought Into en-

gagement with successive sections of said coil by en-

gagement with that part of said coil exposed by said

spiral slot when said brush device is rotated and means
without said casing for rotating said brush device.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,478. DIMMING DEVICE. Rot E. Rekd, Ripon,

Wis. Filed Feb. 9. 1917. Serial No. 147,666. (Cl.

219—66.)

1. A dimming device comprising a casing, a resistance

unit Including a core Inclosed in said casing, a split ring

fixed in said casing, a bearing plate fixed to one end of

said core and engaging in said ring, a stud fixed with

respect to the other end of said core and Journaled in

said casing, a brush inclosed in said caning and adapted

to engage said resistance unit, said resistance unit and

said brush being relatively rotative the one with respect

to the other, said core having helical colls thereon and the

said brush having a long spiral member extending trans-

ver8el.v of the helical colls on said core.

4. A dimming device, comprising a casing, cap members
closing the top and l>ottom ends of said casing, a bearing

ring located near one of said caps, a core of insulating

material rotatively mounted in said casing, a plate non-

rotatively fixed to said core and engaging in said bearing
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ring, a helical rvsivtaaoe coll woaad apon said core mem-
ber, said core harln^ a longrltudlDally extending radial
rib. a brash member bavlDg a spiral, beaded edge extcBd-
iQS transversely of and adapted to engage with the ne-
cesslve parts of said coll on the radial rib of said core

member, a stud non-rotatlvely flxed to the other end of
said core member, said stud having bearing In and pro-
jecting through the other of said caps, and an operating
arm fixed to the projecting end of said stud

[Claims 2, 3, 5, and 6 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.228.479. SHUTTLE TENSION. PaANcaaco Rb.vzo,
Paterson, N. J. Filed Sept. 22. 1916. Serial No.
121.tJ03. (CI. 139—46.)

1. A tension device for a shuttle tension means of the
class described including an elongated body member and
a series of eyelet members each including an eyelet proper
and a block-shaped base, the several bases being removably
secured in a row on said body member.

2. A tension device for a shuttle tension means of the
class described including an elongated body member formed
of an elongated piece of sheet material having its longi-

tudinal e<lges bent Iwck and forming opposite grooves for

a part of the length of the piece and a series of eyelet

members arranged on the body member and engaged In
said grooves and thereby held to the body mfmb«>r.

3. A tension device for a shuttle tension means of the
class described including an elongated body member formed
of an elongated piece of sheet material having Its longi-

tudinal edges bent back and forming opposite grooves for a
part of the length of the piece and a series of eyelet
members arrange<I on the t>ody member and engaged In said

grooves and thereby held to the bo<ly member, one end
of said piece being bent Into a loop Including bearing-
forming projection.

1,228,480. HOSE-SUPPORTER CLASP. FatSND A.
Rrss. Greenwich, and Hexbt J. Sttaet. Derby, Conn.,
assignors to Robert N. Bassett Company, Shelton, Conn..
a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed June 13, 1916.
Serial No. 84,275. (CI. 24—245.)

1. In a button clasp for hose supporters nn<l like arti-

cles a button comprising a base on which is mounted a
stud, fabric material provided with an aperture through
which said stud extends, the said fabric material being
folded around said Iwise, the fold being left open along the
sides of the base, and an elastic button shank surrounding
said stud In front of said fabric material, tbe edge* of
the aperture in the fabric material being confined between
oaid shank and base, and the said base having its greatest
dimension less than the width of the folded fabric material
SO that when the base Is revolved it will not project be-

yond the side e<lges of said fabric material.

9. lo a button cla-sp. a button conprtsing a tiase on
which la mounted a stud, an apertured tape folded around
said base, the said stud being passed through the aperture
aad the fold being left open along the sides of the base,
and an elastic collet sprung over the stud In front of said
tape, the edges of the aperture in tbe tape being confined
between the collet and base, and the said base having its

greatest dimension less than the width of the folded tap«
80 that when the base Is revolved It will not project be-
yond the side edges of the tape.

3. In a button clasp a button comprising a base on
which is mounted n headed stud, the said base having
Its front side covered with fabric material through which
the stud extends and an elastic collet surrounding said
stud in front of the fabric material and containing a
passage therethrough of less diameter than the head of the
stud, the said collet being held against the fabric mate-
rial by the under side of the head of the stud, and the
said fabric material being wider than the greatest dimen-
sion of the base so that when the latter is revolved it will
not project beyond the side edges of the fabric material.

4. In a button clasp a button comprising a base on
which is mounted a headetl stud, the said base being
covered with tape through which the stud extends and an
elastic collet sprung over said stud in front of the tape and
containing a passage therethrough of leas diameter than
the head of the stud which Utter passes entirely through
said collet, the said collet t>eing seated against the under
side of the head of the stud and entirely filling the space
between said under side and the front of the tape, and
the said tape being wider than the greatest dimension of
the base so that when the latter Is revolved it will not
project beyond tbe side edges of the tape.

1.228,481. HINGE FOR FIRE DOORS. Felix L. Saino,
Memphis, Tenn. Filed .May •_'«. IPl.'. Seilal No.
30.611. (CL 16—113.)

A hinge comprising a corrugated plate of substantially
triangular design and provided with slots disposed at the
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apl<-es thereof and arranged In parallel relation, said slots

adapted to receive bolts for securing the plate agalnat

a corrugated supporting surface and adjusting the same

t^reon in the lengthwise direction of said corrugations,

said plate constructed with Integral side portions and the

plate portion between said side portions being constructed

with a level surface, a portion formed Integrally with and

connecting said side portions and forming a socket piece

therewith, a bar fitting closely within said socket piece,

said bar and the plate portion constructed with a slot and

an aperture respectively, and a securing bolt passing

through said slot and aperture for adjusting the hinge at

right angles to the first mentioned adjustment, substan-

tUlly as set forth

1,228,482. ANTIFROSTINQ DEVICE. Prank Schon-

OBK, Kingston, N. Y. Filed Mar. 7, 1917. Serial No.

163,103. (CL 21^—19.)

In an antl-frosting device, a heating coll, a supporting

plate for the heating coll. a post attached to said plate,

a rod connected with said post, and a clamp connected

with said ro<l. the post having means for changing the

position of the plate and the heating coll with respect to

the rod, the clamp having means for securing it to the

wind shield and for simultaneously securing the rod to it,

the clamp being further provided with means to permit the

position of the rod to be varied longitudinally or angu

torly with respect to It.

1,228.4R3 KNTTTINCVMACHINE. ALTIN ScHWABTZ,

New York, .\. Y. Filed .Tune 22, 1918. Serial No.

10«,115. (CI. 66—12.)

-'/ r^(^^*:::£^^ --A_

1. In a knitting machine for knitting vertically striped

fabric, the combination with a needle-bed, a set of inde-

pendent needles and a cam carrier for actuating the

needles successively, of a plurality of yarn-guides free

to pass one another, and means to actuate the yarn-

guides In .suocesaioB, each yarn-guide coming to rest after

It has moved beyond the Initial position of tbe next iuc-

eeadlng yarn-guide, the movement of which then com-

mences.

2. In a knitting machine for knitting vertically striped

fabric, the combination with a needle-bed, Independent

needles and a cam-carrier for actuating tbe needles suc-

cessively, of a plurality of yarn-guides free to pass one

another, and means to acttiate the yarn-guides in suc-

ceaalon and to carry eacJi beyond the Initial position of

the next one, each yarn-guide coming to rest after it has

moved beyond the Initial position of the next succeeding

yarn-guide, the movement of which then commences.

8. In a knitting machine for knitting vertically striped

fabric, the combination with a needle-bed. Independent

needles and a cara-carrler for actuating the needles suc-

cessively, of a plurality of yarn-guides free to pass one

another, yielding means carried with the cam-carrier to

actuate the yarn-guides in succession, and stops to check

the yam-ffuldes, each yarn-guide coming to rest after It

has moved beyond tbe initial position of the next succeed-

ing yarn-guide, the movement of which then commences.
4. In a knitting machine for knitting Tertlcally striped

fabric, tbe combination with a needle-l>ed. Independent

needles and a cam-carrier for acttiating tbe needles suc-

cessively, of a rod parallel with the needle-bed, yarn-

guides mounted morably on the rod. a yielding driver car-

ried by the cam-carrier to engage the corresponding yarn-

guides yieldingly, and means to disengage the yarn-guides

from the driver and check their movement at different

points, each yarn-guide coming to rest after it has moved
beyond the initial position of the next succeeding yam-
g\ilde, the movement of which then commences.

5. In a knitting ma< bine for knitting vertically striped

fabric having two opposed needle-beds and seta of inde-

pendent needles, and a cam-carrier for actuating the

needles of both sets successively, the combination of a
plurality of yarn-guides free to pass one another, and
means to actuate the yarn-guides in succession, each yarn-

guide coming to rest after it has moved beyond tbe initial

position of the next succeeding yarn-guide, the movement
of which th^ commences.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,228,484. GAUZE BRUSH. Edmcnd O. Schwbitzbs.
Chicago, 111. Filed Mar. 17, 1916. Serial No. 84,778.

(CL 200—26.)

I. In a brush of the claaa described, a contact wire

adapted to rest on a commutator, said wire being coated

with an Individual coating rigidly adhering to and moving

with the wire and being made of a lubricating material

softer than the metal of the wire, said lubricating coat-

ing beln^ adapted to Interpose Itself between the commu-

tator and the edge of the wire and to hold the wire out

of direct contact with the commutator when the relative

setting of the wire with respect to the commutator is

shifted.
'

2. A brush for electrical machinery comprising a plu-

rality of fine wires woven Into a gauze, aald wires being

made of a metal comprising mostly copper, each of said

wires having deposited thereupon an Individual surface

coating of a soft lubricating metal In solid form com-

pletely inclosing the wire, said coating adhering to and

moving with the individual wire upon which it is de-

posited, said lubricating metal being substantially softer

than copper.

4. A brush for electrical machinery comprising a body

of wire gauze formed into a prismatic block, the wires of

said gauze having deposited upon their Individual surfaces

Individual surface coatings of a soft lubricating metal

comprising tin.

II. A brush for electrical contact with a metallic sur-

face comprising a plurality of fine wires Interwoven into

a gauze, each of said wires having an individual coating

thereon of metal softer than that of the wires and that

of the contact surface whereby to provide a lubricating

film t>etween the wires and said surface.

12. A brush formed of interwoven metal wires having

each an Individual metal coating only of a meul softer

than copper to afford lubricating means for the same.

(Clalma 3 and 6 to 10 not printed In the Gacette.]

1.228,485. METHOD OF PRODUCING BODIES OF EX-
TENDED DISCONTINUOUSLY-ASSOCIATED SOLID
PARTICLES AND THE PRODUCT THEREOF. WlLr

LUM U. Seiolb. New York, N. Y.. assignor to H. W.
Johns Manville Company. New York, N. Y.. a Corpora-

tion of New York. Filed June 1. 1916. Serial No.

31,604. (CL 10ft—18.)
1. Tbe method of produ<iug ttodies composed of ex-

tended, dlscontlBuoasly assotfiated particles of solid 'ma-
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terlal, which constats In distributing the partlclM in a
liquid with an Insoluble soap, then eliminating the liquid
and drying the residual solid.

2. The method of producing bodies composed ot ex-
tended, dlsoontlnuously associated particles of magnesium
carbonate, which consists in distributing the particles m
a liquid with an Insoluble soap, then eliminating the
liquid and drying the residual solid.

3. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-
tended, discontinuously associated particles of solid ma-
terial, which consists in distributing the particles mingled
with fibers in a liquid with an Insoluble soap, then elimi-
nating the liquid and drying the residual solid.

4. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-
tended, discontinuously associated particles of solid ma-
terial, which consists in distributing the particles min-
gled with asbestos fibers in a liquid with an Insoluble soap,
then eliminating the liquid and drying the residual solid.

5. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-
tended, discontinuously assocUted particle* of solid ma-
terial, which consists in distributing the particles min-
gled with asbestos fibers and cellulose fibers In a liquid
with an insoluble soap, then eliminating tiie liquid and
drying the residual solid.

[Claims 6 to 34 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.486. METHOD OF PRODUCING BODIES OF EX-
TENDED DISCONTINUOCSLY-A8SOCIATED PARTI-
CLES OF CALCIUM CARBONATE AND THE PROD-
UCT THEREOF. William R. Siiolm. New York,
N. Y.. assignor to H. W. Johns-Slanville Company. New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Original ap-
plication filed June 1. 1915, Serial No. 31.504. Di-
vided and this application filed June 28. 1916. Serial
No. 106,522. (CI. 106—18.)
1. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-

tended, discontinuously associated particles of calcium
carbonate, which consists In distributing the particles In
a liquid with an Insoluble, soap, then eliminating the
liquid and drying the residual solid.

2. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-
tended, discontinuously associated particles of calcium
carbonate, which consists In distributing the particle*
mingled with fibers. In a liquid with an Insoluble aoap,
then eliminating the liquid and drying the residual solid!

3. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-
tended, discontinuously associated particles of calcium
carbonate, which consists in distributing the particles
mingled with asbestos fibers. In a liquid with an Insoluble
soap, then eliminating the liquid and drying the residual
olid.

4. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-
tended, discontinuously associated particles of calcium
carbonate, which consists In distributing the particles
mingled with asbestoa fibers and cellulose fibers, in a
liquid with an insoluble soap, then eliminating the liquid
and drying the residual solid.

5. The method of producing bodies composed of ex-
tended, discontinuously associated particles of caldum
carbonate, which consists In distributing the particles
mingled with sulfite pulp fibers. In a liquid with an In-
soluble soap, then eliminating the liquid and drying the
residual solid.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1.228.487. SPARK-PLUG. Frank L. Smbions. Lake-
wood, Ohio. Filed May 8, 1915. SerUl No. 26 768
(CI. 123—169.)
1. In a spark plug. Insulation surrounding and carrying

the Inner electrode, the Insulation having an enlarged
portion forming Inner an<l outer transverse shoulders, a
metal shell adapted to be secured In the wall of the com-
bustion chamber which the spark plug serves, a ground
terminal provided with a sparking point at Its Inner end
an.l an outwardly turned, transverse flange at its outer
end, the body portion of the ground terminal being adapt-
ed to enter the bore of the metal shell, and the flange of

the ground terminal being adapted to rest on the outer end
of the metal shell, and means cooperating with the Inso-
lation and the meUl shell to clamp the flange of the ground
terminal between the inner shoulder on the Insulation and
the metal shell.

2. A ground terminal for spark plugs, having a tubular
body portion provided at Its Inner end with a sparking
point and at its outer end with an outwardly projecting
transverse flange adapted to serve as a packing washer for
the Insulation which surrounds and carries the Inner
electrode, said flange being formed by first outwardly flar-

ing the end metal of the tubular body portion and then
onderturnlng the outer portion of the flange thus formed
and Including a washer of yielding material t>etween the
upper, outwardly flared portion and the lower underturned
portion.

8. A ground terminal for spark plugs, having a tubular
body portion provided with a sparking point at Its inner
end, an outwardly turned transverse flange at its oater
end, a tubular extension to the outwardly turned truM-
ers« flange, an inwardly turned transverse flange at the
outer end of the tubular extension, said outwardly turned
transverse flange being adapte^l to serve as a packing
washer twtween a shoulder on the Insulation which aor-
roonds and carries the Inner electrode and a shoulder oa
the wall of the supporting member, and the Inwardly
turned transverse flange being adapted to serve as a cush-
ioning washer between a shoulder on said insulation and
the member which clampa it to the supporting member and
to serve as a means for withdrawing the ground terminal
with the insulation from the supporting member.

4. A ground terminal for spark plugs, having a tubolar
body portion provided with a sparking point at Its Inner
end. an outwardly turned transverse flange at its outer
end. a tubular extension to the outwardly turned trans-
verse flange, an inwardly turned transverse flange at the
outer end of the tubular extension, said outwardly turned
transverse flange being adapted to serve as a packing
washer between a shoulder on the Insulation which arxr-

rounds and carries the Inner electrode and a shoulder on
the wall of the supporting member, and the inwardly
turned transverse flange being adapted to serve as a cuah-
lonlng washer between a shoulder on said insulation and
the member which clamps it to the supporting member
and to serve as a means for withdrawing the ground ter-
minal with the insulation from the supporting member,
the tubular extension and the Inwardly turned transverse
flange being split longitudinally to permit the shoulders am
the Insulation to enter the tubular extension.

5. In a spark plug adapted to be secured In the opening
In the wall of the combustion chamber which the spark
plug serves, an Insulation body surrounding and carrying
the Inner electrode and having an annular shoulder, a
ground terminal carrying a sparking point at Its Inner end
and an annular flange at its outer end. a tubular member
carried by the combustion chamber and provlde<l with an
annular shoulder, a compressible washer between said an-
nular shoulder and said annular flange on the ground
terminal, and means for clamping said washer against said
shoulder through the medium of said annular flange and
the shoulder on the insulation body, the washer coming
In direct conUct with the shoulder carried by the com
bustlon chamber and the annular flange on the ground
terminal coming in direct contact with the shoulder of the
insulation body, whereby the compression of the washer
In clamping the parts in position will not vary the distance
between the spark points.
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1.228.488. DENTAL-CROWN ATTACHMENT. WiLLlAM
F. Shaw, P»ueblo, Colo. Filed Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No.

184.S7S. (CI. 82—30.)

1. The method of attaching an artificial crown to a

natural root, consisting In pressing between the crown and

root two atuched malleable layers spread apart with the

Intervening space filled with soft wax or equivalent mate-

rial, to cause the layers to conform to the adjacent por-

tions of the crown and root, removing the wax, filling the

intervening space between the layers with solder, and

cementing the layers to the crown and root.

2. The method of atUchlng an artificial crown to a

natural root, consisting In pressing between the crown and

root two centrally attached malleable layers spread apart

with the intervening space filled with soft wax or equiva-

lent material, to cause the layers to conform to the adja-

cent portions of the crown and root, burnishing the mar-

ginal portions of the layers to the crown and root, remov-

ing the wax. filling the Intervening space between the lay-

ers with solder, grinding away the surplus material, and

cementing the layers to the crown and root.

3. A dental crown attachment embodying two attached

malleable layers adapted to be spread to conform to the

adjacent portions of an artificial crown and natural root.

4. A dental crown attachment embodying in combina-

tion with a pin two malleable layers having their central

portions attached and mofinted upon said pin, the marginal

portions cf said layers being separable to conform to the

adjacent portions of an artificial crown and natural root.

1,228.489. LOCKING MEANS FOR KEY-BOLTS. Frxd-

BStcK L. H. Sims. Toronto. Ontario. Canada, assignor

to The Dlaphone Signal Company. Limited. Toronto,

Ontario. Canada. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. Serial No.

93,614. (Cl. 86—7.)

Q—

1. The comb'inatlon of an axlally slotted bolt ; a part

through which said bolt passes; a removable one part key

passing through the slot In the bolt ; a locking strip pass-

ing through the slot In the bolt and lying between the key

and the part through which the bolt passes, the said strip

having an end bent up to engage an outer end of the key

and Intermediate of Its ends being shaped to engage one of

the parts relative to which the key Is movable.

2. The combination of an axlally slotted bolt ; a part

through which said bolt passes ; a removable key passing

through the slot In the bolt ; a locking strip passing

through the slot In the bolt and lying t>etween the key and
the part through which the bolt passes, the said strip

having an end bent up to engage an outer end of the key

and intermediate of its ends t>elng shouldered to engage
the part through which the bolt passes.

8. The combination of an axlally slotted bolt ; a part

through which said bolt passet: ; a removable key passing

through the slot In the bolt ; a locking strip passing

through the slot In the bolt and lying between the key and
the part through which the bolt passes, the said strip

having an end bent up to engage an outer end of the key

and intermediate of Its ends bent to form a shoulder to

engage the part through which the bolt passes.

4. The combination of an axlally slotted bolt ; a part

through which said bolt passes ; a removable key passing

through the slot In the bolt ; a locking strip bent double

and passing through the slot in the bolt and lying between

the key and the part through which the bolt passes, the

aid strip having an end bent up to engage an outer end of

the key and Intermediate of Its ends bent to form a abool-

der to engage the part through which the bolt passes.

6. The combination of an axlally slotted bolt : a part

through which said bolt passes ; a removable one part key

passing through the slot In the bolt ; a locking strip lying

between the key and the part through which the bolt

passes, the said strip having an end bent up to engage an
outer end of the key and intermediate of its ends being

shaped to engage one of the parts relative to which the

key is movable.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.490. SUSPENDING-HOOK. Habolo Si>asob. New
Philadelphia, Ohio. Filed Dec. 20. 1916. Serial No.

138,090. (Cl. 248—22.)

1. In a suspending hook, the combination of a housing

provided with spaced bars and an opening located between

said spaced bars, a clrcnniferentially grooved disk located

within the housing and a series of antl-frlctlon balls lo-

cated within the housing and around the disk within the

housing and a filling block adapted to dose the opening

around the disk and a suspending hook carried by aald

housing.

8. In a suspending hook ' of the class described, the

combination of a housing provided with a circular open-

ing, the wall of said opening provided with a groove,

spaced arms extended from the housing, a filling block

provided with a groove located between the spaced arma,

a clrcumferentially grooved disk located within the hoaa-

Ing and a series of anti-friction balls located around the

grooved disk and within the housing, a hooked yoke man-

pended from the grooved disk and carried thereby and a
suspending bolt plvotally connected to the spaced arms.

6. In a suspending hook of the character described, a
housing provided with spaced arms, a filling block pro-

vided with spaced members, a suspending l)olt plvotally

connected to the spaced arms, a disk located within the

housing, a series of antl-frlctlon balls located between the

disk and housing and a hooked swinging yoke carr'ed by

the disk, and means for plvotally connecting the susp^'nd-

Ing bolt to the bousing.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gaaette.]
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1.228,491. MACHINE FOR ASSEMBLING BED-FAB-
RIC CHAINS. Oart B. Smith, Chlcajo. 111. Plied
July 29, 1915, Serial No. 42,618. Renewed Nov. 2.
191 e. Serial No. 129,229. (CI. 140—7.)

^^^
1. A cbaln-fahrlc assembllnfr macblDe embodytng a

ffQide for recelTlng a longitudinal chain and coCperable
with cross rhalnff having hooks, means for moving
said guide and cross chains relative to one another, and
automatic means for setting said means in operation when
the longitudinal chain Is delivered Into the guide.

2. A chain-fabric assembling machine embodying a
guide for receiving a longitudinal chain and codperable
with cross chains having hooks, means for bending the
hooka of the cross chains to embrace the longitudinal
chain, and means operated automatically when the lon-
gitudinal chain Is received by the guide for setting tbe
aforesaid means In operation.

3. A chain-fabric assembling machine embodying a
guide for receiving a longitudinal chain and coOperable
with cross chains having hooko. means for moving the
guide and cro8.s chains relative to one another, means for
bending the hooks to embrace the longitudinal chain, and
means operated automatically when the longitudinal chain
Is received by the guide for setting in motion the flrat
and second mentione<l means.

4. A chain-fabric assembling machine embodying a
guide for receiving a longitudinal chain and coftperable
with cross chains having hooks, feeding means for mov-
ing the cross chains across the guide, the guide being
tUtlonary. and means operated automatically when the
loi.gltudlnal chain is received by the guide for setting
said means in motion.

6. A chain-fabric assembling machine embodying a sta-
tionary guide for receiving a longitudinal chain and co-
operable with cross chains having books, means for bend-
ing the hooks of the cross chains to embrace the longi-
tudinal chain, means for feeding the cross chains acron
the guide, and means operated automatically when a lon-
gitudinal chain Is received by the guide for setting the
flrst-mentloned and second-mentioned means in motion.

[Claims 6 to 33 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,492. COMBINED KEY-CONNECTING AND RIB-
BON-SHIFTING MECHANISM FOR COMBINED
TYPE-WRITERS AND ADDERS. Joh.v A. Smith,
Harrlsburg, Pa., assignor to ElUott-Flsher Company.
Harrlsburg, Pa., a Corporation of Delaware. Piled
June 26, 1909. Serial No. 504.601. (CI. 236—69.)
1. The combination with recording mechanism and keys,

of adding mechanism, automatically operated key connect-
ing mechanism, operative to connect the adding mecha-
nism and keys, and Including setting means, multicolor
Inking means movable to determine the color of the
record, and means adjustable with the setting means to
determine the position of the inking means.

2. The combination with recording mechanism and keys,
of adding mechanism, automatically operated key con-
necting mechanism. Intermediate of the adding mecha-
nism and keys, and Including setting means, multicolor
inking means movable to determine the color of the record,
and a stop adjustable with the settUng means and coact-
Ing with the Inking means.

a. The combinaUon with recording mechanism and
keys, of adding mechanism, key connecting mechanism
including setting means, operative to control the subse-
quent operation of the key connecting mechanism to con-
nect the adding mechanism and keys, a laterally shift-
able multicolor ribbon for the recording mechanism, and
means adjustable with the setting means to determine the
position of the ribbon.

4. The combination with recording mechanUm and
keys, of adding mechanism, key connecting mechanism.

adapted to connect the keys and adding mechanlnn. and
including setting means, a laterally shlftable multicolor
ribbon for the recording mechanism, and a stop cooper-
atively related to the setting means and disposed to limit
the movement of the ribbon In one direction.

j_ ---.«'

-or

5. The combination with recording mechanism and key*,
of adding mechanism, key connecting mechanism, ar-
ranged to connect the kejTi and adding mechanism, and
Including setting means, which may be set prior to the
connection of the k^vs and adding mechanism, a laterally
shlftable multicolor ribbon for the recording mechanism,
a member movable to shift the ribbon laterally, and an
operative connection l>etween said member and the set-
ting means.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.228.493. REDUCTION-GEARING. Lena L. Smith,
Wgewood, Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Weatlagbouse Gear and Dynamometor Company. Pitts-
burgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsvlvanla. Filed Apr.
12, 191S. Serial No. 760.762. (ci. 74—7.)

1. A redaction gearing comprising Intermeshlng gears,
supporting means for one of said gears for allowing rela-
tive angular motion between the shafts of the gears and
comprising bearings spaced along the shaft of one of the
gears, each bearing comprising a central bearing member
surrounding the shaft of the gear, a bearing support, con-
centric cylindrical sleeves surrounding the said central
member and located between It and said support, and
means for delivering lubricant under pressure to each
bearing, whereby a thin film of lubricant is maintained
between adjacent sleeves.
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3. A redaction gearing comprising intermeshlng gears.

In combination with supporting means for one of the

CHtrs, permitting relatively angular motion between the

longitudinal axes of the gears, and comprising a station-

ary support for the angularly movable gear, bearing sleeves

In which the angularly movable gear is Journaled, means

for forming a plurality of liquid films between each bear-

ing sleeve and the stationary supporting means, and

means for delivering liquid to said films.

3. A reduction gearing comprising Intermeshlng gears.

in combination with supporting means for one of the

gears, permitting relative angular motion between the

longitudinal axes of the gears, and comprising bearings

for the shaft of the angularly movable gear, means form-

ing a part of each bearing for segregating a plurality

of relatively thin liquid films which yieldingly support

the shaft, and means for delivering liquid under pressure

to the said films.

4. A reduction gearing comprising Intermeshlng gears,

supporting means for one of the gears constructed to

allow relative angular motion between the axes of the

shafts of the gears, and comprising cellular bearings

spaced along the shaft of the angularly movable gear,

means for delivering liquid under pressure to the bearings,

and means for limiting the movement of the shaft to a

plane substantially perpendicular to the plane defined

by the normal positions of the axes of the gears.

6. A reduction gearing comprising Intermeshlng gears,

supporting means for one of the gears constructed to per-

mit relative angular motion between the axes of the

gears and comprising cellular bearings for the shaft

of the angularly movable gear, means for delivering fiuld

onJer pressure to the bearings, means for limiting the

angular motion of the angularly movable gear to a plane

substantially perpendicular tu the plane defined by the

normal positions of the axes of the gears, and means for

adjusting the angularly movable gear toward and away

from the other gear.

1,228.494. HOISTING APPARATUS. John K. Stbwabt,

Oakland, 111. Filed Jan. 18. 1917. SerUl No. 148,099.

(CL 67—11.)

1. A hoisting device comprising a sheet metal band

flexed Intermediate Its ends forming a pair of parallel

arms, a link member mounted t>etween the ends of said

arms, a rod having an opening In each end thereof and

plvotally connected to the said arms between the ends of

the link member, an enlargement formed on the end of

said rod adjacent the end plvotally connected to said

arms, a projection extending from said enlargement, a

chain having one end connected to the said link, the free

end of the chain adapted for engagement with the said

'projection, a pulley wheel rotatably mounted between the

•aid arms, a flexible element attached to the other open-

ing in said rod and trained over the sak) pulley for a piir-

pose specified.

2. In a device of the class desi-ribed a sheet metal band

flexed Intermediate its ends forming an enlarged loop, a

pair of parallel arms extending from said loop, a rod, a

link, said rod and link being plvotally connected to the

free ends of said arms, a chain having one end thereof

connected to the said link, and the opposite end connected

to the said rod and adapted to be released upon the

raising of the said rod.

1.228,496. DIB CONSTRUCTION. GciDO Tanzi, NeF
York, N. Y., assignor to the Firm of V. A. Tansi *
Sons Co., consisting of Vlto Antonio Tanzl. Aurello

Tansl, Valentino Tanzl, Mario Tanzl, and said Guide

Tansl. New York, N. Y. FUed Dec 18. 1916. Serial

No. 186,668. (CI. 107—14.)

1. A die, for forming tubular articles, consisting of t

solid plate having one or more openings therethrough,

each of which Is formed by a plurality of adjacent open-

ings extending Into one side of the plate and communicat-

ing with an annular opening extending Into the plate

from the opposite side.

2. A solid tube-forming die having a plurality of

slightly separated holes on the entrance side which bare

communication with an annular hole on the discharge

side of the die whereby the material which enters said

plurality of holes Is all discharged through said annular

hole.

3. A solid tube-forming die having one or more open-

ings therethrough, each of which Is formed by three open-

ings arranged In a circle and extending Into one side of

the die and communicating with an annular opening

which extends Into the opposite side of the die and is cen-

trally arranged with respect to said three openings.

4. A tube forming die having one or more passages

therethrough, for the material, each of said passages

being formed by a plurality of slightly separated holes In

the entrance side which communicate with a hole, central

with respect thereto, in the discharge side, and a mandrel

centrally arranged In the last-mentioned hole and carHed

by the material between said plurality of holes.

6. The method of making a solid tube-forming dl«

which consists In drilling a plurality of openings from

the entrance side of the die, and an annular opening from

the discharge side and Into communication with said

plurality of openings.

1.228,496. PISTON - ROTATOR. Walter A'. Trnwia,

Edgewood. Pa., assignor to The Westlnghonse Air Brake

Company, Wllmerdlng. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed Oct. 3. 1914. Serial No. 864,872. (CL

121—45.)

1. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake cylinder, a piston therein, and a non-rotating brake

connection adapted to be operated by said piston, of

1 means operated by the reciprocatlve movement of the
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brake cyllDder platon In either dlrectloD for Imparting to
the pUton a progressive rotative movement In one direc-
tion to thereby equalize the wear on the platon packing.

2. In a fluid presaore brake, the combination with a
brake cylinder conUlnlng a brake cylinder pUton and a
non-rotating brake connection adapted to be operated by
Mid platon, of means for rotating the piston In one direc-
tion In applying and in the same direction In releasing
the brakes to thereby equalize the wear on the piston
packing.

3. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake cylinder piston and rod and a non-rotative brake
connection adapted to be operated by said piston, of
means carried by said rod and operated by the recipro-
cation of the piston for progressively rotating said rod
In one direction only and thereby the brake cylinder platon
to thereby equalize the wear on the piston packing.

4. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
non-rotating brake connection, a brake cylinder piston
and rod for operating said connection, of cams carried by
said rod and a stationary roller adapted to engage said
cams upon movement of the piston rod in either direction
to thereby effect the roUtlon of said rod and the brake
cylinder piston in the same direction of rotation.

5. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake cylinder piston rod, of a series of front and rear
cams having cam surfaces Inclined to the line of move-
ment, a stationary roller for engaging said surface* to
impart rotary movement to the piston rod by first engag-
ing a cam surface of one series and then of the other
series.

[Claima 6 to 8 not printed in the Gawtte.]

2. In a straight air emergency brake, the combination
with a source of fluid under preaaur* and an emergency
brake pipe, of an emergency valve device having a passage
constantly providing communication from the source to
the emergency pipe independently of the moving parts ot
the emergency valve device and containing a removable
choke plug having a rettrlcted pasaage for controlling the
rate of flow from the source of pressure to the emergency
pipe.

1,228,497. AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC BRAKE. Walmb
V. TcBNiB and Pat«ick H. Donovan, Edgewood, Pa.,
assignors to The Westlnghouse Air Brake Company,
Wilmerdlng. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed
Feb. 10, 1915. Serial No. 7.419. (CI. 188—36.)

HWiinMi;b

car:

rrf.

V

^^T^^r^^:^?:^
1. In an electrically controlled brake, the combination

With a device operated electrically for effecting an appU-
cation of the brakes on a car, of a grounded train wire
connected to said device, a main source of current a
grounded auxiliary source of current, and a relay nor-
mally connected through said main wire with the aux-
lilary source and adapted upon deenerglzatlon to connect
the main source of current to aald train wire.

2. In an electric brake system, the combination with
means operating on a normally open circuit for control-
ling the brakes, of means operating on a normally cloaed
circuit for controlling the normally open circuit and a
single train wire for both circuit*.

8. In a straight air emergency brake, the combination
with a source of fluid under pressure and an emergency
brake pipe, of an emergency valve device having a charg-
ing pasaage normally providing communication from the
source of pressure to the emergency pipe and adapted to
be closed upon movement of the emergency valve device
to effect an application of the brakes and an equalizing
passage constantly providing communication from the
source of preasare to the emergency pipe, each passage
having a choke plug for regulating the rate of flow be-
tween the source of pressure and the emergency pipe.

4. In a straight air emergency brake, the combination
with a straight air pipe and an emergency brake pipe, of
a brake valve adapted in service position to connect the
emergency brake pipe with the straight air pipe and pro-
vlded with a removable choke plug for regulating the rate
of flow from the emergency brake pipe to the straight
air pipe.

5. In a straight air emergency >«ralr#. the corabinatlo*
with a straight air pipe and an emergency brake ploe, of
a brake valve having two service posltlous in which fluid
Is supplied from the emergency brake pipe to the straight
air pipe and choke pluga for regulating the rate of flow
In said positions.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,228,499. BNOINEERS BRAKE - VALVE DEVICE.
Walter V. Tceneb, Edgewood, Pa , assignor to The
Westlnghouse Air Brake Company, Wilmerdlng, Pa.,

a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed July 18, 1915.
Serial No. 39.666. (Cl. 188—7.)

1,228.498. STRAIGHT-AIR EMERGENCY-BRAKE Wal-
T«B V. TCB.VBB, Edgewood. Pa., assignor to The West-
Inghouse Air Brake Company. Wilmerdlng, Pa., a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed Feb. 17, 1915. Serial
No. 8,839. (a. 188—1.)
1. In a straight air emergency brake, the combination

with a source of fluid under pressure and an emergency
brake pipe, of an emergency valve device having a piston
and a passage normally providing communication from
said source to the emergency brake pipe and adapted to
he closed by said piston upon movement of the emergency
valve device to effect an application of the brakes and a
removable choke plug in said passage having a restricted
passage for regulating the rate of flow between aald
source and the emergency brake pipe.

1. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a*
brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equalising
discharge valve mechanism for venting fluid from the
brake pipe upon a reduction In equalising reservoir pre«-
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rare, of a Talve device subject to the opposing preaaiirea

of the brake pipe and the equalising reaervoir for restrict-

ing the discharge of fluid from the brake pipe when the

rate of reduction In equalizing reservoir pressure exceeds

the rate of reduction In brake pipe pressure.

2. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equalising

discharge valve mechanism for venting fluid from the

brake pipe upon a re<luctlon in equalizing reservoir pres-

ore, of a valve piston subject to the opposing pressures

of the equalizing reservoir and the brake pipe and opera-

tive to restrict communication through which fluid Is

vented from the brake pipe by the discbarge valve mecha-

nism when the equalizing reservoir pressure is reduced

at a greater rate than the brake pipe pressure.

3. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equalising

discharge valve mechanism for venting fluid from the

brake pipe upon a reduction In equalizing reservoir pres-

sure, of a valve piston subject on one side to the pressure

of the equalizing reservoir and a spring and on the oppo-

site side over a restricted area to brake pipe pressure and

operated, when the equalizing reservoir pressure Is less

than the brake pipe pressure, to expose the full area to

brake pipe pressure and then restrict communication for

discharging fluid from the brake pipe through the equaliz-

ing discbarge valve.

4. The combination with a brake pipe and a brake valve

device having an equalizing discharge valve mechanism

operated upon a reduction In equalizing reservoir pressure

for discharging fluid from the brake pipe, of a valve device

separate from the equalizing discharge valve mechanism

for restricting the discharge of fluid from the brake pipe

when the equalising reservoir pressure Is reduced faster

than the brake pipe pressure.

1.228.500. ENOINBBRS BRAKE VALVE. Waltir V.

Tra>(Ht, Edgewood. Pa., assignor to The Westlnghouse

Air Brake Company. Wilmerdlng. Pa., a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Piled July 13, 1915. Serial No. 39,567.

(01. 188—7.)

1. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equalizing

discbarge valve mechanism for controlling the discbarge

of fluid from the brake pipe, of means for preventing a

second reduction In brake pipe pressure by manipulation

of the brake valve until a predetermined time interval

has elapsed.

2. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equalizing

discharge valve mechanism for controlling the discharge

of fluid from the brake pipe, of means for Insuring a pre-

determined time Interval between successive reductions

In brake pipe pressure as effected by manipulation of the

brake valve.

8. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equalizing

discharge ralve mechanism for controlling the discharge

of fluid from the brake pipe, of means for limiting to a

predetermined degree the reduction in brake pipe pressure

which can be made at one time by manipulation of the

brake valve and adapted to prevent a successive reduction

In brake pipe pressure until a predetermined time Interval

has elapsed.

4. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equalising

discharge valve mechanism for controlling the discharge

of fluid from the brake pipe, of means for automatically

regulating the operation of the equalizing discharge valve

mechanism when the brake valve Is successively orerated,

to produce predetermined reductions In brake pipe pressure

at predetermined time Intervals.

5. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake pipe and a brake valve device having an equallaing

discharge valve mechanism subject to the opposing pres-

sures of an equalizing reservoir and the brake pipe for

controlling the discharge of fluid from the brake pipe, of

a valve device subject to the opposing pressures of the

brake pipe and the equalizing reservoir and adapted upon

the equalizing reservoir pressure reducing at a greater

rate than the brake pipe pressure to first cut off communi-

cation through which said pressure Is reduced and then

open said communication upon a predetermined increase

in equalizing reservoir pressure.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.501. HOSE REEL. Labs M. Twitb, Golfax, Wash.

Filed May 29, 1916. Serial No. 100,601. (Cl. 242—86.)

1. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the combi-

nation of vertically disposed guides, a reel movable along

said guides, a hose wound on said reel and having both

ends free of the same, means for causing rotation of the

reel as It moves along the guides, means between the reel

and supply end of the hose for holding the hose taut,

and means for limiting the downward movement of tbe

reel.

2. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the com-

bination of a reel, a hose wound thereon and having both

ends free thereof, means for causing upward movement of

the reel as the hose is unwound therefrom, means for

causing downward movement of the reel and rewinding of

the hose upon release of the hose, means between the reel

and the supply end of the hose to keep the hose taut, and

means for limiting the downward movement of the reel.

3. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the com-

bination of a housing to move vertically therein, a reel

disposed within the housing, a hose wound on the reel and

having both ends free of the same, a stop on the Interior

of the housing near the lower end of the same, a finger

upon the reel projecting beyond the periphery of the same
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to engage said stop, and means for causing rotation of the
reel as it moves vertically within the housing whereby
to wind or unwind the hose.

4. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the com-
bination of a bousing, a reel mounted within the houslnc
and having two concentric members of different diameters,
the larger member having an opening In its end adjacent
the smaller member, a hose wound upon the two members
of the reel and passing through the said opening, a tension
device engaging that portion of the hose passing from tb«
mailer member of the reel, and means for effecting verti-
cal movement and rotation of the reel to automatically
wind and unwind the hose.

6. In an apparatus for the purpose aet forth, the com-
bination of a bousing, a column rl.slng from said honslns.
a reel mounted within the housing, a hose wound upon
the reel and extending upward within said column, means
for effecting a rotary movement of the reel to permit un-
winding of the hose when a pull is exerted on the hose, an
idler in the column over which the hose passes, a banker
pivoted In the column above said Idler, and a keeper car-
ried by the lower end of the hanger and adapted to coact
with said Idler to hold the hose against movement.

1,228.502. ROTARY VALVE FOR ENGINES. WiLtiaJf
W. Vance, Chicago, lU. Filed Nov. 19, lt>l4. 8«rl«l
No. 872.979. (CL 121—35.)

1. The combination with two continooualy rotatable
relatively rotatably shlftable valve members, of means for
rotatably shifting said valve members relatively to each
other during rotation thereof, said last mentioned means
comprising a plurality of plvotally connected links con-
necting said valve members

: and means for tilting aaid
links, substantially as described.

2. The comblnaUon with two continuously rotaUble
relatively routably shiftable valve members, of means for
rotatably shifting said valve members relatively to each
other during rotation thereof, said last mentioned means
comprising a toggle mechanism connecting said valve
members: and means for actuating said toggle mecha-
nism, substantially as described.

3. The comblnaUon with two continuoaalv rotatable
relatively roUtably shifuble valve members, of means for
routably shifting said valve members relatively to each
other during routlon thereof, said last mentioned means
comprising a toggle mechanLsm connecUng said valve
members

; means for operating said toggle mechanism
; and

manually controlled means for regulating the operation
of said toggle mechanism, substantially as described.

4. The combination with two continuoualy rotauble
relatively roUtably ahlfUble valve members, of cam
operated meana for rotatabl.v shifting aald valve members
relatively to each other during rotation thereof, aubstan-
tlally as described.

6. The combination with two continuously roUUble
relatively roUtably shlfUble valve members, of means for
routably shifting said valve members relatively to each
other during the rotation thereof, said last menOoned
means comprising a plurality of plvotally connected links
connecting said valve members ; and a cam for actoatlng
said links, subsUntially as described.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the (Sasette.]

1,22S.603. APPARATUS FuR MKA8UUNG THE HARD
NESS OF METAL, he. Lso.nari. Waloo, Plalnfleld, N. J.
assignor to Palo Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpora
tlon of New York. Filed Nov. 7. 1916. Serial No
12»,»28. (CI. 26a—13.)

1. An apparatus of the class described comprising a
supporting structure, an elevated member thereon having
two horiionUUy-spaced thread guides, a lower member
having a thread guide, a light flexible strand drawn
through the respective guides and flexed about said ele-
vated member, a plummet secured to the end of that por-
tion of the strand depending through the lower guide.
•id plummet having a conhal impression point, and
means for releasably holding the other end of the strand
to maintain the plummet temporarily suspended.

2. An apparatus of the class described comprising a
supporting structure, an elevated memt>er thereon having
two horiionully-gpaced thread guides, a lower member
having a thread guide, said elevated member being ad-
JnsUble to vary the position of the guides thereof In re^
latlon to the lower guide, a light flexible strand drawn
through the respective guides and liexed about said ele-
vated member, a plummet secured to the end of that por-
tion of the strand depending through the lower guide,
said plummet having a conical Impression point, and
means for releasably holding the other end of the strand
to maintain the plummet temporarily suspended.

6. An apparatus of the class descrit>ed comprising a
base, a oolumn thereon, a rotatlvely adjustable head hav-
ing therein spaced apertures, a thread guide eye. a sup-
port therefor adjustably mounted on the column, a sus-
pension strand adapted to l>e passed through said aper-
tures and fle.xe<l upon the head, one end of the strand
being threaded through the guide eye, a pendant point-
bearing weight on such end of the strand, and means for
releasably holding the other end of the strand, said means
being adjustably mounted on the column.

[Claims 3 to 5, 7, and 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,228,604. MOTOR-VEHICLE DRIVING AXLE. SiDNii
D. WaU)o.n. Detroit. Mich., assignor to Packard Motor
Car Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michi-
gan. Filed Aug. 1, 1912. Serial No. 712.825. (CL
74—34.)

1. In a motor vehicle driving axle, the combination of
a tubular axle casing, differential mechanism Including a
housing mounted in bearings therein, shafts connected to
aid mechanism and having bearings for their inner ends
In said housing, a driving wheel mounte<l on said hous-
ing, and means for catching oil from said wheel and feed-
ing It to said shafts adjacent their bearings in said
housing.
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2. In a motor vehicle driving toM, tfe* combination of

a tubular axle casing. dlfferentUl mechanism Including a

housing monnte<l In bearings therein, shafts connected to

said meclianlsm and having bearings for their inner ends

in said housing, a driving wheel mounfe<l on said housing,

and means for catching oil from said wheel and feeding

It around said differential housing bearings to the shafts

adjacent their bearings In said housing.

t. Id a motor vehicle driving axle, the combination of

a tubular axle casing, differential mechanism including a

housing having sleeves mounted in separated bearings

therein, shafts connected to said mechaniam and having

bearings In said sleeves, said shafts being exposed within

the axle casing at the outer sides of aald separated bear-

ings, a drive wheel mounted on said housing, and an oil

catcher adapted to transfer oil from adjacent the periph-

ery of said wheel to the exposed parts of said shafU at

points immediately at the outer sides of said separated

bearings.

4. In a motor vehicle driving axle, the combination of

a tubular axle casing, dlfferentUl mechanism including a

housing having sleeves mounted in separated bearings

therein, shafts connected to said mechanism and having

bearing in said sleeves, said shafts being exposed within

the axle casing at the outer sides of said separated bear-

ings, a drive wheel mounted on said housing, and an oil

catcher detachably secured to the interior of the axle cas-

ing and comprising a receiving trough and feeding chan-

nels, said catcher being adapted to transfer oil from ad-

jacent the periphery of said wheel to the exposed parts of

•aid shafU whereby the roUtlon of said differential mech-

anism and shafts will cause a consUnt circulation of oil

through the shaft bearings and differential gears.

5. In a motor vehicle driving axle, the combination of

a tubular axle casing, differential mechanism including a

rotatable housing mounted In said casing, axle shafU
in said casing having bearings for their Inner ends in said

housing, said shafts being adapted to rotate slmulU-

neously with or relatively to said housing, a driving

wheel on said bousing, and means to catch oil from said

driving wheel and feed It to said shafts adjacent the

t>earlng8 in said bousing.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,1S8.806. LOADINO-PACK FOR REVOLVERS. Joscph

H. WM«0X, Springfield. Mass., assignor to Smith h
Wesson, Springfield, Mass.. a Voluntary Association.

Plied ffept. 21, 1916. Serial No. 121,411. (CI. 42—89.)

1. A loadtac pack for revolvers comprising a cartridge

carrier hartng a plurality of elongated cartridge cham-

bers grouped to correspond with the chambers in the

cylinder of the revolver, springs for pressing the car-

tridges forward, and retaining means for normslly hold-

ing the cartridges adapted to coact with the cylinder

whereby to be antomatlcsily released upon introducing

the cartridges Into the chambers of the cylinder.

2. A loading pack for revolvers comprising a cartridge

carrier having a plurality of elongated cartridge cham-
bers grouped. to correspond with the chambers in the cyl-

inder of the revolver, springs for pressing the cartrUlges

forward, retaining means for normally holding the car-

tridges comprising spring catches, and releasing means
comprising a part displaced by engagement with the cyl-

inder of the revolver and engaging said catches to retract

them.
3. A loading pack for revolvers comprising a cartridge

carrier having a plurality of elongated cartridge cham-

t)ers grouped to correspond with the chambers in the cyl-

inder of the revolver, springs for pressing the cartridges

forward, spring catches for normally holding the car-

tridges, and a spring-pressed plunger engaging said

catches to retract them when displaced by conUct with

the cylinder of the revolver.

4. A loading pack for revolvers comprising a cartridge

carrier having a plurality of elongated cartridge cham-

bers grouped to correspond with the chambers in the cyl-

inder of the revolver, springs for pressing the cartridges

forward, spring catches for normally holding the car-

tridges, said catches having beveled heads, and releasing

means comprising a plunger having an annular flange

engaging said beveled heads and adapted on being pressed

t>ack by conUct with the cylinder of the revolver to

release said catches.

1,228,506. PISTOL-STOCK. Joseph H. Wesson, Spring-

field, Mass., assignor to Smith & Wesson, Springfield,

Mass., a Voluntary Association. Filed Dec, 29, 191«.

Serial No. 189,544. (O. 42—71.)

1. A pistol, the grip of which comprises a middle frame

and lateral stocks embracing the frame between them,

the frame shaped and adapted to receive the smallest

stocks to be applied as cheek pieces to Its opposite sides

so as to expose the frame between them, and larger stocks

adapted to fit the frame, and extended beyond it and
meeting each other whereby to form a longer and larger

grip.

8. A pistol, the grip of which comprises a middle

frame and lateral stocks embracing the frame between

them, the frame shaped and adapted to receive the small-

est stocks to be applied as cheek pieces to Its opposite

sides so as to expose the frame between them, and having

a portion of iU rear Ung recesaed. and a filling piece for

filling said recess, having a lug entering a socket in said

tang, and a fastening pin passing through said lug and

Ung to hold the filling piece in place, and larger stocks

adapted when said filling piece is removed to fit the

frame, and having a portion fitting into said recess.

6. A pistol, the grip of which comprises a middle

frame and lateral stocks embracing the frame between

them, the frame shaped and adapted to receive stocks to

l>e applied as cheek pieces to Its opposite sides so as to

expose the frame between them, and having a portion of

lU rear tang cut away, the cut away portion terminating

with an undercut, and stocks adapted to fit the frame and

having rear walla entering into such cut away portion,

the upper edges of said rear walls entering beneath and

conforming to said undercut.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

Fbbdekick W. Wiu-
26. 1916. Serial No.

1.228.607. ILLUMINATED SIGN.

SON. Eimhurst. N. Y. Piled Jan.

74,340. (CI. 240—81.)

1. In combination, a globe, a globe-supporting member,

a collar adapted to encircle one end of said globe and
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overlap said globe-aapporting member, and a cap moTable
longitudinally of the globe supporting member and en-

clrcllog and engaging about said collar to lock the same
lo place and retain that portion of the collar encircling
the end of the globe in clamping position thereabout.

2. In combination, a globe, a globe-snpportlng member,

a collar adapted to encircle one end of the globe and over-

lap said globe-supporting member, and a cap movable to

and from said collar and encircling and engaging that por-

tion of the collar which encircles the globe to retain the

collar In clamping position thereabout.

3. In combination, a globe having an open end, a globe-

supporting member having an outwardly projecting por-

tion extending into and engaging the inner walls of the

open end of the globe, said outwardly extending portion

having substantially the same external dimensions as the

Internal dimensions of the open end of said globe to form
an enlarged bearing surface between the globe and said

outwardly extending portion, a collar adapted to engage
about one end of the globe and overlap said globe-sup-

porting member, and means for locking said collar in po-

sition.

4. In combination, a globe having an open end, the

opening through which is substantially of uniform diam-
eter throughout, a globe-supporting member having an
outwardly projecting portion of substantially the same
diameter throughout the opening in the open end of aald

globe, said projecting portion being circular in crosa-

sectlon. said globe being adapted to be Inserted over the
outer end of said outwardly extending portion of the
globe-supporting member, a collar encircling one end of

the globe and overlapping said supporting member, and
a cap engaging .said collar to lock the same in position.

5. In combination, a globe, a globe-supporting member
having a tapering portion adapted to extend into and fit-

ting the open end of the globe, a split collar adapted to

encircle said globe adjacent its open end and overlap said

globe-supporting member, and a cap for locking the collar

In position.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.308. ASH-RECEIVEK. John S. Wibb, Jr., New
York, N. T. Filed May 28. 1915. SerUl No. 803T8.
(a. 131—61.)

1. An attachment of the character descrlt>ed embodying
a tubular shell provided at one end with laterally pro-

jecting members adapted to support cigars or cigarettes
when said shell Is in upstanding position, and an ex-
tensive peripheral flange at the other end of said shell,

whereby said flange is adapted to rest on the upper edge
of bowls or vessels of various sizes for the pnrpose of

supporting the attachment in coOperaUve relation to th«
bowl or Teasel with which It ! associated, said attach-
ment t>elng mountable upon said vessel in such manner
tJiat the shell may be in upaUndlng relation to the bowl
or vessel or the atUchment Inverted so that the shell
depends Into the vessel. In which latter instance the
dgar or cigarette supporting projections serve to cen-
tralize the shell within the vessel.

2. An attachment of the character described embodying
a tubular shell provided at one end with laterally pro-
jecting members adapted to support cigars or cigarettes
when said shell is in upstanding position, and an ex-
tensive peripheral flange at the other end of said shell,

whereby said flange is adapted to rest on the upper edge
of t>owls or vessels of various sizes for the purpose of
supporting the attachment in cooperative relation to the
bowl or vessel with which it is associated, said atUch-
ment being mountable upon said vessel In such manner
that the shell may be in upstanding relation to the bowl
or vessel or the attachment inverted so that the shell
depends into the vessel, in which latter instance the
cigar or cigarette supporting projections serve to cen-
tralize the shell within the vessel. In combination with a
perforate partition extending across the interior of the
shell to preclude the cigars or cigarettes from falling into
the t>owl or veaael.

3. An attachment of the character described embodying
a tubular shell provided at one end with laterally pro-
jecting members adapted to support cigars or cigarettes
when said shell is in upstanding position, and an ex-
tensive peripheral flange at the other end of said shell,

whereby said flange 1» adapted to rest on the upper edge
of bowls or vessels of various sizes for the purpose of
supporting the attachment In cooperative relation to the
bowl or vessel with which it is associated, said attach-
ment being mountable upon said vessel in such manner
that the shell may be in upstanding relation to the bowl
or vessel or the attachment inverted so that the shell

depends Into the vessel. In which latter insUnce th» cigar
or cigarette supporting projections serve to centralize
the shell within the vessel, in combination with a per-
forate partition extending across the Interior of the shell

to preclude the cigars or cigarettes from falling into the
bowl or vessel, and cigar retaining means associated with
the peripheral flange for supporting a cigar or cigarette
thereon when the attachment is In Inverted position.

4. An attachment of the character described embody-
ing a tubular shell provided at one end with an extensive
peripheral flange, whereby said flange is adapted to rest
upon the upper edge of bowls or vessels of various sizes
for the purpose of supporting the attachment In such po-
sition that the shell projects downwardly into the vessel
with which the attachment is associated, and lateral
projections at the lower end of the shell for centralizing
aid shell within the vessel, in combination with means
associated with the peripheral flange for supporting a
dgar or cigarette thereon, and a perforate partition ex-
tending across the interior of the shell for precluding such
cigar or cigarette from falling Into the vessel.

5. In an attachment of the character described, the
combination of a tubular shell, provided at one end with
means, extending beyond the edge of the shell, for sup-
porting a cigar or cigarette and having at its other end
a broad peripheral flange adapted to rest on the upper
edge of bowls or vessels of widely varying diameters for
the purpose of supporting the attachment in coOperattve
relation to the t>owl or Teasel with which it is associated.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.509. SLICING MACHINE. Wallace B. Wolff,
Ckicago. 111., and Ehnbst K. Hood, Indianapolis. Ind.,

taslgnors to American Slicing Machine Company, Gil-

cago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. 81.

1916. Serial No. 18.212. (CI. 17—24.)

1. A slicing machine comprising a reciprocating car-

riage, a feed carriage mounted for movement therealoog,

a power ahaft and a driving connection between it and
the reciprocating carriage, an eccentric cam mounted on
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the power shaft, means for varying the eccentricity of

Mild cam, a feed lever controlled at one end by the ec-

centric cam, and meanu responsive to the rocking of this

feed lever for feeding the feed carriage forward along the

reciprocating carriage.

2. The combination with a reciprocating carriage of a
driving power shaft therefor, a feed carriage mounted for

movement therealong, a lever mounted for oscillation ad-
jacent one end of the excursion of the reciprocating car-

riage, an adjustable cam mounted on the power shaft in

opposition to one end of said lever, a tappet plate on
the upper end of the lever, a roller slldable upon the re-

ciprocating carriage In opposition to said plate, and a
clutch Interposed between the roller and the feed carriage.

3. The combination with a reciprocating carriage of a
driving power shaft therefor, a feed carriage mounted for

movement therealong, a lever mounted for oscillation ad-
jacent one end of the excursion of the reciprocating car-

riage, an adjustable cam mounted on the power shaft in

opposition to one end of said lever, a tappet plate on the
upper end of the lever, a driving member mounted on the
reciprocating carriage in engagement with the feed car-

riage and in opposition to the tappet plate.

4. The combination with a reciprocating carriage of a
driving power shaft therefor, a feed carriage mounted
for movement therealong, a lever mounted for oscillation

adjacent one end of the excursion of the reciprocating

carriage, an adjustable cam mounted on the power shaft
In opposition to one end of said lever, a tappet plate on
the upper end of the lever, a roller slidable upon the
reciprocating carriage in opposition to said plate, a clutch

Interposed between the roller and the feed carriage, clutch
means for resisting rearward movement of the feed car-
riage, and a trip for arresting the operation of the clutch
when the feed carriage has reached the predetermined
limit of its movement.

6. The combination with a reciprocating carriage of a
driving power shaft therefor, a feed carriage mounted for

movement therealong, a lever mounted for oscillation ad-

jacent one end of the excursion of the reciprocating car-

riage, a cam mounted on the power shaft in opposition to
one end of said lever, a tappet plate on the upper end of
the lever, a roller slldable upon the reciprocating carriage

In opposition to said plate, and a clutch interposed be-

tween the roller and the feed carriage, clutch means for
resisting rearward movement of the feed carriage, and a
trip for arresting the operation of the clutch when the

feed carriage has reached the predetermined limit of Its

movement.
[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228.510. DISPLAY-CASE. Jamh M. Wright, Tama.
Iowa. Filed May 25. 1916. Serial No. 99,870. (CI.

48—71.)

A display case including a cabinet having Inclosing

walls and provided with Intermediate end frame membera
and an intermediate side frame member arranged In a
horizontal plane, said intermediate end frame members
and side frame member t>elng provided with enlarged
heads directed inwardly of the walls of the cabinet, the

inner face of the head portion of the side frame member
J>eing unobstructed and the inner faces of the end frame

members being provided with Inwardly extending guide
ribs, a plurality of intermediate horitontal supports ar-

ranged within the cabinet between the end frame mem-
bers and engaging the side frame member at one end,
each end frame member and each intermediate fupport
being provided with oppositely disposed guiding ribs, a
plurality of drawers slldably mounted within the casing

and provided with guiding channels adapted to receive
the guiding ribs, the sides of the drawers adapted to
slldably engage the body portions of the end frame mem-
bers and the Intermediate frame members and to bear at
one end against the inner face of the side frame member,
whereby the drawers are maintained In spaced relation
to the walls of the cabinet to permit the circulation of air
around the drawer. -^

1,228,511. MUSIC TURNER. Anthont J. Yablich, 8t
Peter, Mont. FUed June 5, 1916. Serial No. 101,824.
(CI. 84—17.)

A music leaf turner comprising a bracket to be con-
nected to a piano, two pedals plvotally supported by the
bottom of the piano, a bearing carried by the bracket, a
tube having its lower end journaled in the bearing, a
pulley fixed to the tube, two cords each having one of
their ends connected to one of the pedals and their other
enda wound in opposite directions on the pulley and se-

cured thereto, a rod adjustably connected to the tube, a
horizontal arm carried by the upper end of the rod, a
second rod pivotally connected to the forward end of
said arm and having a fork carried thereby for engaging
a music leaf, eald pedals being adapted for auccessive op-
eration to turn the tube and thus the music leaf in opi>o-
stte directions.

1,228,612. TOOGLE-BOLT. Lothab R. ZirrKBiR, Ridge.
wood. N. J. Filed Oct, 21, 1916. Serial No. 126.978.
(CI. 85—8.)

1. In a device of the kind described, the combination
of a bolt, a nut threaded on the bolt, and coaxlally piv-
oted wings carried by the nut, the wings being U-shaped
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in cross section and arranged to fold upon the bolt with
the sld*" walls of the wings overlapping the bolt, there
being means independent of the bolt for limiting the un-
folding movement of the wings with respect to each other,
tnbstantially as described.

^^mmm'^ «ttfi&

9 so

and two oppositely arranged stads adjacent thereto, upon
the inner side of the plate, a slotted arm baring at one
end a head adapted for insertion In the aperture and pro-
vided with a linger adapted to rest alternately upon either
stud, to hold the arm alternately in two rerene direc-
Uons, and a curtain bracket slidably securetl upon each of
Mid arms.

2. In a device of the kind described, the combination
of a bolt a nut threaded on the bolt, co-azially pivoted
wings carried by the nut. and a shoulder 'on one wing
arranged to engage with the other wing to limit the
opening movement of the wings, each of the wings at it«

pivotal end having a portion thereof cut away to provide
an opening through which the bolt may protrude with-
out engaging with th^ wlnga when the wings are in dis-

tended relation, substantially as described.

4. A toggle head having wings with bearing surfaces
normally In such angular relation to each other that
they engage with a wall only at their extremities, the en-
gaging portions of the bearing surfaces being notched to

provide additional points of contact, substantially as de-

scribed.

6. In a device of the kind described, the romblnatlon
of a bolt, and wings pivotally mounted In operative rela-

tion to the bolt, each wing being provided with a wall en-
gaging surface, there being means Independent of the bolt

for arresting the swinging movements of the wings at a
point where the wings remain always in such relative

angular relation that tbey contact with the wall only at
their extremities, substantially as described.

9. In a device of the kind described, the combination
of a bolt, a nut threaded on the bolt, wings pivoted to the
nnt. and a shoulder on one wing arranged to engage with
the other wing to limit the distending movements of the
wings, substantially as described.

[Claims 3, 5. 7. and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.513. SAFETY - SNAP. Adolph F. Andehson,
Conde, S. D. Filed May 19, 1916. Serial No. 98,668.
(Cl. 24—241.)

^^

A snap book comprising a body Including a hook and
having an axial bolt-way and a chamber connected to said
bolt-way by a passage, a locking bolt slidably mounted in

the bolt-way. said passage having a beveled wall disposed
inwardly of the Inner end of the bolt when thf latter is in
locking position, a locking ball normally Interposed be-

tween the inner end of the locking bolt and the beveled
wall of the passage to lock the bolt against retraction, a
spring In said bolt-way operating on the ball to hold the
latter in locking position, and means mounted in the
chamber and operable from the e.xterior of the body to
force said ball out of locking position to permit retraction
of the bolt.

2. In a device of the class described, two plates and
means for securing them upon window casings, each plate
having a substantially central key hole shaped aperture
and two oppositely arranged studs, adjacent thereto, upon
the inner side of the plate, a slotted arm having at one
end a head adapted for Insertion In the aperture and pro-
vided with a finger adapted to rest alternately upon
either stud to hold the arm alternately in two reverse
directions, and a curtain bracket slidably secured upon
each of said arms, and also a bracket for shade rollcra
slidably secured upon said arm.

3. In a device of the class described, two metal plates
anl means for securing them upon window casings, each
plate having two key-hole shaped apertures and near one
of the apertures two studs upon the inner side, the outer
side having two cavities near the other aperture, an arm
ha\ing at one end a stem adapted to enter the aperture
having the studs near It and provided with a finger ar-
ranged to rest alternately upon either one of the studs to
hold the arm alternately in opposite horizontal positions,
a curtain rod bracket and a shade roller bracket mounted
upon each slotted arm. means for holding said bracket*
adjustably on the arm, said holding means of the curtain
bracket being adapted to also enter the other aperture in
the plate and hold the bracket to said plate, said bracket
having means entering the cavities In the plate to hold
the brackets In proper position relative to the curtain
rod.

4. In a device of the class described, two metal plates
and means for securing them upon window casings, each
plate having two key-hole shaped apertures and near one
of the apertures two studs upon the inner side, the outer
side having two cavities near the other aperture, an arm
having at one end a stem adapted to enter the aperture
having the studs near It. and provided with a finger ar-
rangetl to rest alternately upon either one of the studs to
hold the arm alternately In opposite horliontal positions,
a curtain rod bracket and a shade roller bracket mounted
upon each slotted arm, means for holding said brackets
adjustably on the arm, said holding means of the curtain
bracket being adapted to also enter the other aperture in
the plate and hold the bracket to said plate, said bracket
having means entering the cavities in the plate, to hold
the bracket In proper position relative to the curtain
rod, said holding means for the curtain rod consisting of a
bolt and nut thereon, the bolt having a head adapted to
enter the aperture and engage the Inner side of the plate
at the narrow portion of the aperture.

1,228.514. ADJUSTABLE SHADE-BRACKET AND CUR-
TAIN-SUPPORT. Mabccs THIODOBB AXDBKBO!*, St.
Paul. Minn. Filed Aug. 4, 1916. Serial No. 113,195.
(Cl. 156—24.)

1. In a device of the class described, two platea and
means for securing them upon window casings, each plate
having a substantially central keyhole shaped aperture

1.228,515. 8NUBBER. William N BARarrr. Meadville,
Pa. Filed May 18, 1916. Serial No. 98,282. (CT.

21—105.)
1. In a snobber, the combination of the members form-

ing a means of attachment to an axle and a car body ; a
curved friction surface carried by one of the members ; a
friction strap operating over said surface and having one
end secured to the opposite member ; and a rotatively
mounted spring device arranged within the curve of the
friction surface operating upon the opposite end of the
strap, and Increasing the braking action of the strap as
the members separate.

2. In a snubber, the combination of the members form-
ing a means of attachment to an axle and a car body ; a
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curved friction surface carried by one of the members ; a

fricdon strap operating over said surface and having one

end secured to the opposite member: a wheel rotatively

mounted within the curve i)f the friction surface to which

the opposite end of the strap is secured ; and a fcprlng

resisting the movement of the whci'l.

necting the headers, said Jacket being in communication

with a source of heat.

8. In a snubber. the combination of the members form-

ing a means of attachment to an axle and a car body ; a

cover plate rotatively mounted ; a curved friction surface

carried by the cover plate : a friction strap operating over

the surface and having one end secured to the opposite

member; a spring operating on the opposite end of the

strap: and means for rotatively adjusting the cover plate

to vary the length of friction surface engaged.

4. In a snubber, the combination of the members form-

ing a means of attachment to an axle and a car body; a

friction surface carried by one of the meml)ers ; a friction

strap operating over said surface and having one end se-

curefl to the opposite mpmtier ; a resisting device operating

on the opposite end of the strap and inducing frlctlonal

engagement between the strap and friction surface; and

an auxiliary resisting device adapte«l to augment the

frlctlonal engagement between the strap and friction sur-

face at a point In the movement of the strap.

6. In a snuiib<'r, the coniblDatlon of the members form-

ing a means of attacbinent to an axle and a car body ; a

friction surface tarried by one of the members ; a friction

strap operating over said surface and having one end

secured to the opposite member; a spring operating on the

opposite end of the strap ; a buffer spring ; and means for

locking the strap with the buflTer spring at a point in the

movement of the strnp.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gatetta.]

1.228.516. METHOD OF MAKING LEAD ARSENATE.
Edwin O. Barstow and Joseph A. Cavasaoh, Midland,

Mich., assignors to I>ow Chemical Company. Midland.

Mtch., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Aug. 2, 1916.

Serial No. 112,727. (Cl. 23—18 )

The method of making lead arsenate which consists la

directly reacting. In the presence of water, between arsenic

acid and sublimed lead monoxld.

1.228.517. FUEL-HEATING DEVICE. Jamib H. BatCh-

BLOH, Savannah. Ga.. assignor to Carl Espy. Savannah,

Ga. Filed June 17s 1916. Serial No. 104.248. (CT.

257—241.)
1. A fuel heating device, comprising headers In com-

mnnicatlon with an Intal^e pipe and in spaced relation

longitudinally of the intake pipe, one of said headers being

provided with an outlet port, a pipe disposed In an Irregu-

lar path In communication with the out«T ends of the

headers, a valve for controlling the flow from the intake

pipe to th*" header provided with the outlet port, and

through the pipe connecting the headers, and a Jacket

incasing the Intake pipe, the headers and the pipe con-
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2. A fuel heating device comprlsinR headers in com-

munication with an Intake pipe and in spaced relation

longitudinally of the Intake pipe, one of said headers be-

ing provided with an outlet port, a pipe disposed in an

Irregular path In communication with the outer ends of

the headers, a valve for controlling the tlow from the in-

take pipe to the header provided with the outlet port and

through the pipe connecting the headers, a baflle plate

partially Intersecting the header provldetl with the outlet

port and positioned at a point intermediate said outlet

port and the outer eud of the header, and a jacket incas-

ing the intake pipe, the headers and the pipe connecting

the headers, said Jacket being in communication with a

source of heat.

3. A fuel heating device comprising headers in com-

munlratlon with an Intake pipe and in spaced relation

longitudinally of the inUke pipe, one of said headers being

provided with an outlet port, a pipe disposed in an ir-

regular path In communication with the outer ends of the

headers, a valve for controlling the flow from the Intake

pipe to the header provided with the outlet port and

through the pipe connecting the headers, a baffle plate

partially intersecting the header provided with the outlet

port and positioned at a point intermediate said outlet

port and the outer end of the header, a return pipe lead-

ing from the header at a point in advance of the haile

plate and discharging within the intake pipe, and a Jacket

incasing the intake pipe, the headers and the pipe con-

necting the headers, said Jacket being in communication

with a source of heat.

4. A fuel heating device comprising headers In com-

munication with an Intake pipe and In spaced relation

longitudinally of the intake pipe, one of said headers be-

ing provided with an outlet port, a pipe disposed in an

irregular path in communication with the outer ends of

the headers, a valve for controlling the flow from the in-

take pipe to the header provided with the outlet port and

through the pipe connecting the headers, said valve being

hollow and provided with a filler of filtering material, and

a Jacket incasing the Intake pipe, the headers and the

pipe connecting the headers, said Jacket being in com-

munication with a source of heat.

1.228.618. REGISTERINO-LOCK FOR VALVES. GaoBon

E. Bateman, Alameda, Cal. Filed May 22, 1916. Se-

rial No. 99.042. (Cl. 235—94.)
1. In combination with a fluid controlling valve, locking

means for preventing the operation of the same, a key for

operating said locking means, and mechanism aaaociated

with said locking means and actuated thereby for register-

ing each operation thereof.

2. In combination with a fluid controlling valve having

a movable member, means for locking safd member to

prevent movement thereof, a key for operating said locking

means, and mechanism associated with said looking means

and actuated thereby for registering each operation of the

movable valve member.

3. In combination with a faucet having means for sup-

porting a receptacle to be filled therefrom, means for pre-

venting the operation of said faucet when no receptacle
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la as80cUt«d therewith, and mechanism asaoclated with
said means and operated thereby for registering each op-

eration of said faucet.

"^
4. In combination with a faucet having means for sup-

porting a receptacle to be tilled therefrom, locking means
for normally preventing the operation of said faucet,
means associated with said receptacle for actuating aald
locking means to permit the operation of the faucet, and
mechanism for regiatering each -operation of said locking
means.

6. In combination with a faucet having means for sup-
porting a receptacle to be filled therefrom, locking means
for normally preventing the operation of said faucet,
means associated with said receptacle for actuating said
locking means to permit the operation of the faucet, and
mechanism associated with said locking means and op-
erated thereby for registering each operation of aald
taucet.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,228,619. STOVE. Berbt A. BAXTwa., Mansfield, Ohio,
assignor to New Method Stove Company, Mansfield,
Ohio, a Firm composed of Henry H. Sanford, Bernhard
R. Ahrent, Edwin D. Baxter, and Berry A. Baxter.
Filed Aug. 19, 1915. Serial No. 46,238. <C1. 126—89.)

1. In a heating apparatus, a body including a front wall
formed with an opening, a rear wall, and a top, a curved
deflector extending from the front wall adjacent the lower
edge of the open end inclining upwardly and rearwardly
within the body and terminating in spaced relation to the
rear wall, the upper edge of the deflector being approxi-
mately In line with the upper edge of the front wall open-
ing, a burner arranged within the body in approximate
allnement with the upper f>dgps of the deflector and the
front wall opening, and adjacent the front wall, a baffle

plate secured to the front wall immediately above the
opening and extending transversely the body with its rear

wall exceeding the minimum distance between the rear
wall and curved deflector, said burner being formed to
direct the flame therefrom toward the space Intermediate
the free ends of the curved deflector and baffle plate
but at an angle to the rear wall, whereby air currents are
directed through the front wall opening above and below
the burner and between the deflector and rear wall wholly
to one side of the burner, a hollow member secured to tb«
top of the body and being in communication with the body
and with the atmosphere, said member ttaving a passage
in parallelism with the top of the body, with the passage
opening to the body and having an outlet t>eyond the body,
and a damper in the member to control the atmospheric
communication of the body.

2. In a heating apparatus, a body having an open front,
an upwardly and rearwardly curve<l deflector arranged in
the body and coextensive in height with the opening in the
front, a burner arranged in line with the upi)er edge of the
deflector and the upper edge of the open front, an opening
In the body above and to the rear of the burner, a hollow
member independently secured to the top of the body and
having an outlet in line with the opening of the top of the
body and an outlet passage arranged In parallelism with
the top of the body, said outlet passage being In open
communication with the opening at the top of the body,
4nd a damper mounted In said member to control commu-
nication between said passage and the opening from the
hollow meiuber.

1.228.520 SANDPAPERINC; MACHINE. Oboeqi J.
BkHBtNesB, Erie, Pa. Filed Jan. 3, 1917. SeHal No.
140,451. (CI. 51—18.)

1. In a machine of the claat described, a hollow base-
plate, a horizontal fan drum haring a discharge opening
into said hollow base-plate, a horizontal shaft mounted
on said base-plate above said fan-drum, a disk on said
shaft, a plate to close the upper end of said fan drum, an
air duct secured to said fan drum covering plate, a vertical
shaft in said air duct and supported In suitable bearings
on said air-duct, a friction wheel on the upper end of said
vertical shaft and enRaglng the rear side of said disk, a
fan on said vertical shaft within said drum, a semicircular
plate supported by said air-duct and having an opening
therethrough into said air duct, a flange around the semi-
circular edge of said plate, and a semi circular plate
adapted to fit Into said flange in front of said disk. luh-
stantially as set forth.

2. In a machine of the class described, a horizontal
fan-drum, a plate to cover the upper end of said drum, a
disk, a semi circular shield Inclosing the lowpr portion of
said disk and having a segmental groove in the rear wall
thereof behind said disk at the corner thereof adjacent
to the upwardly moving edge of said disk, an air-duct
leading from said segmental groove through the central
portion of said fan-drum cover and supporting said semi-
circular shield, a fan in said drum, a shaft secured to
said fan and extending upwardly through a portion of said
air duct, a friction-wheel on said shaft engaging the rear
side of said disk, substantially as set forth.
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1.2M,521. BOCKINO-CHAIB CLAMP. 8ila« D. Bbll.,

Childress. Tex., assignor to J. H. Mowrey, Childress,

Tex. Filed Aug. 9. 1915 Serial No. 44.430. (CI.

165—18.)

The combination with a chair leg and a rocker, of a

clamp comprising two curved resilient metal plates, each

proTlde<l with a forward end to partly inclose the leg and

a lower gripping end to engage the side of a rocker, a

series of perforations traversing the body of each plate,

a bolt traversing registering perforations of the plates.

and a nut adapted when advanced on said bolt to clamp

the plates together upon the leg and upon the sides of

the rocker.

1^8,622. FLYING TORPEDO,
ington, D. C. Filed Sept.

620.293. (CI. 102—2.)

Emilb Bbrlinbk, Wasb-
30, 1900. Serial No.

A self controlled flying torpedo including in combina-

tion, a t>ody portion. Laterally projecting planes, a tor-

pedo proper mounted on said body portion and project-

ing In front of said planes, and means for propelling said

body portion, said body portion having an inclined water

plane or planes to cause skipping on the surface of the

water at frequent and regular intervals.

1,228,523. PROVISION-SAFE. WILLIAM N. B«ST, New
*

York, N. T., assignor of one-half to Charles Herbert

Stlllman! New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 14. 1914. Serial

No. 877.120. (O. 45—104.)

adjacent to the top. said extension having a partition

subdividing the siame into two superpose*! passajtes com-

municating at their outer ends with the outside atmos-

phere, a substantially vertical partition within said cham-

ber and connecting at its upper end with said first men-

tioned partition, a substantlall.v horizontal partition

within said chamber and adjacent to the bottom thereof

and connecte«i to said second mentioned partition, said

third mentioned partition having apertures therethrough

whereby air may enter the lower passage and flow down
one side and across the bottom and upwardly through

said apertures and thence out the upper passage.

2. A provision safe comprising a substantially rec-

tangular body having an extension along one side adja-

cent to the top thereof and adapted to rest upon a wlndow-

slll to partially support the device, an independent sup-

port adjacent to the opposite side of the body and a

partition sut dividing the space within said extension Into

superposed passages, each communicating with the out-

side atmosphere at its outer end and one having its inner

end communicating with the lower portion of the body and

the other communicating with the upper portion of the

body.
8. A provision safe including a body of substantially

rectangular form and an extension along one side thereof

adjacent to the top and adapted to rest upon a wlndow-

slll and project through the window opening, a partition

within said extension subdividing the latter into two

superposed passages, a damper within each passage, a

screen at the outer end of each passage and a partition

within said body portion and extending from the inner

end of said first mentioned partition downwardly toward

the lower portion of said body.

4. A provision safe including a body of substantially

rectangular form and an extension along one side thereof

adjacent to the top and adapted to rest upon a window-

sill and project through the window opening, a partition

within said extension subdividing the latter into two

superposed passages, a damper within one of said passages,

a screen at the outer end of each passage and a passage

within said body portion and connecting the inner end of

one of said passages with the lower portion of said body

and said extension having upon one side thereof a spacing

device adjustable in width in accordance with the width

of the window.

1,228.524. TYPECASTING MACHINE. Shankkr Abaji

Bbisby, London, England, assignor to Sir Ratan Tata,

London. England. Filed May 26, 1913. Serial No.

770.000. (CI. 22—T.)

1. A provision safe of substantially rectangular form

and provided with an extension across one side thereof

1. In tjpe casting machines a continuously rotating

mold wheel, type molds carried in the perlpbery of the

mold wheel, a castlnrf spout, an annular mold member in-

terposed between the type molds and the casting spout,

means for causing the cast types to be extruded from the

mold cavities, a platform tangential to the mold wheel

upon which the extruded types are deposited as the mold
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wheel rotates and an Inclinable extremity to said platform
and means for inclining said extremity to cause t>ald type*
to be dellverefl substantially as specifled.

2. In type caatinif machines a continuously rotating
mold wheel, type molds carried In the periphery of the
mold wheel, a casting spout, an annular mold member
Interposed b-twcen the type moMs and the casting spout,
means for causing the cast types to be extruded from the
mold carltles, and a platform tangential to the mold
wheel, upon which the extrudeil types are depo»tte<l as the
mold wheel rotates, an extremity of polygonal cross-sec-
tion for i»ald platform so arranged that the faces of the
extremity form the end of the platform and means for
rotating the extremity and discharging the types sub-
stantially as specified.

3. In type casting machines a continuously rotating
mold wheel, type molds carrle<l In the periphery of the
mold wheel, a casting spout, an annular mold member In-

terposed between the type molds and the casting spout,
means for causing the cast types to be extruded from the
moid cmvlties, a platform tangential to the mold wheel
upon which the extruded types are deposited «a the mold
wheel rotates, an extremity of polygonal croM-sectlon for

said platform so arranged that the faces of said extremity
form the extremity of the platform, means for rotating
said first mentioned extremity and discharging the types,

a chute down which the types pass and mfna for detach-
ing the break pieces from the types •• said types pass
down the chute substantially as 8i>eclll«d.

4. In type casting machines a continuooaly rotating
wheel, type molds carried In the periphery of said mold
wheel, a casting spout, an aDuular moid member inter-
posed between the casting sipout and the type molds,
means for opening the molds after the types hare been
cast, extruding fingers adaptwl to enter the mold cavities,
means for positioning the extruding fingers behind the
types in the molds and means whereby the molds move
relatively to the fingers and cause said flnger.s to extrude
the types, a reciprocating platform upon which the types
are extruded and a stationary platform tangential to the
mold wheel to which the types on the reciprocating plat-
form are transferred substantially as specified.

5. In type casting machines, a continuously rotating
mold wheel, type molds carried by the mold wheel, a cast-
ing spout, a mold member interposed between the type
molds and the casting spout, means for closing the molds
and adjusting the matrices, movable nick forming pro-
trusions 1ocate<I within the molds during casting and
means for causing said nick forming protrusions auto-
matically to move out of the molds to permit the cast
types to be extruded substantially as specified.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.525. CONTINUOUS-ROD CIGARETTE-MACHINE.
William C. Bbio«i, Lynchburg. Va., asalgnor to United
Cigarette Machine Co., Inc.. Lynchburg, Va., a Corpo-
ration of Virginia. Filed Oct. 17, 1916. Serial No.
126,098. (CI. 181—43.)

1. In a cigarette machine of the continuous rod type, a
machine frame and nn automatic tobacco feed unit co-
operatively aH80ciate«i therewith, said feed unit embody-
ing a tobacco receiving hopper, a tobacco chote and a
trough-guide therebelow, the front wall of said chote being
arranged below and In substantially the plane of the
front wall of the tobacco hopper, and said feed unit being
removably supported as a whole upon the machine frame.

2. In a cigarette machine of the continuous rod type, a
machine frame having a top plate and an aatomatle

tobacco feed unit cooperatively associated therewith, said
feed unit embo<lylng a tobacco receiving hopper, a tobacco
chote and a trough guide all formed as a part of the feed
unit, the front wall of said chute being arrnnged below
and in substantially the plane of the front wall of the
tobacco hopper, and said trough-guide having a vertically
movable front wall to permit uniestrlcted access thereto,
said feed unit being removably supporte<l upon the top-
plate of the machine fram«".

3. In a cigarette machine of the continuous rod type, a
machine frame, rod-forming tnstnimentallties carried
thereby, and an automatic tobacco feed unit coflperatively
associated therewith, said feed unit embodying a trough-
guide and a tobacco hopper overlying and removably sup-
portwl upon said frame and said feed unit having de-
pending supporting legs at one end only, said legs abut-
ting a vertical face of the machine frame, whereby the
trough-guide will aline with the rod forming Instrumen-
talities when the feed unit is positioned upon the ma- •

chine frame.

4. In a cigarette machine of the continuous rod type, a
machine frame having a top plate, leg-supporting ledges
below said plate, and a vertical bearing face between the
said top-plate and ledges, an automatic tobacco feed unit
cooperatively associated with said machine frame, said
feed unit embodying a tobacco hopp«>r overlying and re-
movably supporteil upon said top plate and said hopper
having depending supporting legs each resting at its
lower end upon one of said l«>g-supportl^g ledges and
engaging said bearing face.

5. In a cigarette machine i>f the continuous rod type, a
machine frame having a top plate and leg supporting
ledges theret>elow. an automatic tobacco feed unit co-
operatively associated therewith, said feed unit emboilylng
a tobacco hopper and a trough guide carried thereby, said
hopper and trough-guide overlying and removably sup-
ported as a whole from said top plate, and the hopper
having dependlac sapporting legs each resting at Its lower
end upon one of said lev supporting ledges.

[Claims 6 to 48 not printed in the Gaxettc.]

1,228.526. HOISTING LUCKET. Edoab E. Bbosius,
Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Apr. 5. 1916. Serial No. 89.051.
(CL 37—SO.)

1. A hoisting bucket comprising s central lifting
ber, bucket sections swung about the axis df said member,
a cross head movable to position abovp and adjacent to
the lifting member, cooperating latch means carried by
the crossbead and by the llftiag member, a toggle derice
connectetl to the crosshead anil to the lifting member, and
a stop memt>er for said toggle device also carried by the
lifting member, together with a stop chain connected to
said lifting memlMT and with one of th*- bucket ectloas,
substantially as described.
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2. A hoisting bucket comprising a <^ntral lifting mem

ber. bucket s«»ctia»« swung sbout the sxis of said member,

one of said stett—s in-ing »e<-ure<l to said member, a

crosshead movable to a poslrton above and adjacent to

the lifting member. co<1peratlng latch means carrle<l by

tke crosshead and by thp lifting member, and a stop chain

connected to the lifting member and to one of the bucket

sections, substantially us d.'scrn>ed.

3. A hoisting bucket, comprising a central lifting mem

ber. two bucket sections siwung at their upper inner corner

portions about tt»e axis of said member, link members

plTotally connecte<l at their lower ends with the upper

outer (orners of said se.tlons and with each other nt their

upper ends, a cross-head over the lifting member and

movable vertically toward and away frbm the same, latch

means for connectlni; th^ cross-head to the lifting mem-

ber, and a flexible ^uspeuslon mt-mber connecte<l at Its end

to one of the bucket sections at a point to cause an

Increasing pull directly upon sal<l suspension member

throughout at least the major portion of the opening

movement of the bucket sections, substantially as de-

4. A hoisting bucket comprising a central lifting mem-

ber, bucket se« tlons carrle<l thereby, a jointed frame to

which the bucket sections are pivoted, a crosshead, latch

means for engaging the crosshead with the lifting mem-

ber, sheaves carried by the crosshead, other sheaves car

ried bv said frame above the crosshead. and a flexible

suspension members having Its dead end portions carrleil

around the sheaves on the crosshead and thence up-

wardlv over the sheaves carried on said frame, and

thenc^ .lownwardly and connected at their ends to one

of the bucket sections at points which cause an Increas-

ing pull dlreotlv on said suspension member during the

opening movements of the bucket sections, substantially

as described.

5. A hoisting bucket comprising a central lifting mem-

ber bucket sections carr1e<l thereby, a jointed frame to

which the bucket sections are pivoted, a crosshead. latch

means for engaging the crosshead with the lifting mem-

ber sheaves carried by the crosshead, other sheaves car-

ried by said frame above the crosshead, and a flexible

Bttspenslon member having Its dead end portions carried

around the sheaves on the crosshead and thence upwardly

over the sheaves carried on said frame, and thence down-

wardlv and connecte<1 at their ends to one of the bucket

sections, sal.', section having inwardly projecting mem-

bers at Its upper corner portions to which said ends are

connected, substantially as described.

[Claim not printed In the Gazette.l

2. In a pneumatic piano playing apparatns. • moi^c

roll, a take-up roll, a driving mechanism, a clutch be-

tween the driving mechanism and said roll, a shifting

lever connecteil to said clutch, a pneumatic, a connecting

rod between the lever and the imeumatlc. a tracker-bar

between the rolls over which the music sheet la adapted

to pass, a Hushing valve controlling an opening in the

end of the tracker-bar and comprising a leaf pivoted in-

termediate its ends an.l engaging at Its lower end about

said connecting rod, and an almtment on said connecting

rod for striking the lower end of the leaf to open the

valve when the rod Is moved in a direction to shift the

clutch to drive the music roll.

3. In a pneumatic piano playing apparatus, a music

roll, a take up mechanism, a driving mechanism, a clutch

between the driving mechanism and the roll, a pneu-

matic, a connection between the pneumatic and the clutch,

a tracker-bar between the rolls, and a flushing valve con-

trolling an opening In the end of the tracker-bar and

comprising n spring leaf pivoted intermediate its ends,

one of the ends closing the opening and the other engaging

the connection between the pneumatic and the clutch,

and resilient means for normally holding the valve closed,
,

said valve being open when said connection Is moved to

shift the clutch to drive the music roll.

4. In pneumatic piano playing apparatus, a music roll,

a take up roll, a tracker bar between the rolls over which

the music sheet is adapted to pass, driving mechanism for

the rolls, a clutch for alternately connecting the rolls to

the mechanism, a brake for each roll, a shifting lever con-

nected to the brakes and the clutch to alternately and

oppositely apply the brakes to the rolls upon the opera-

tion of the clutch, a flushing valve for the tracker bar

and having connection with said shifting lever, means for

normally holding the shifting lever in position to drive

the take up roll and to retain the flushing valve in closed

position, and operating means for the shifting lever for

moving the same to operate the clutch to drive the music

roll and open said flushing valve, said shifting lever re-

versing the application of said brakes to prevent the

racing of the take-up roll during the driving of the

music-roll.

1 228.52S. POWER TRANSMISSION BELT. MlLTOK

D Campbell, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to The Perkins

Campbell Company. Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Jan. 31. 1916. Serial No. 7.-.22T. (CI.

122«JB»7. WINPIN«; .\Nn REWINDING MECHANISM

FOR NOTE SHEETS. Paul I. Braas, Louisville. Ky.

rile.1 Apr. 19. 1915. Serial No. 22.377. (CI. §4—IW.)

74—68.)

Lf. liS:v'-»if>A-..v.

-TT^<r^

1 In a pneumatic piano playing apparatus, a m«rtc

roll a take up roll, .i driving mechanism, a clutch between

the" driving mechanism and said rolls, a shifting lever

connected to said clutch, a pneumatic, a connecting rod

between the lever and the pneumatic, a tracker bar be-

tween the roll^ over which the music sheet Is adapted to

pass, a flushing valve for the tracker bar comprising a

spring leaf plvote,! inrermeillate Its ends snd enraging

at one end about «ld connecting rod. and means on the

rod for striking the end of the link to open the valve

when the connecting ro<l l« move.1 by the pneumatic to

shift the clutch into rewinding position.

1. A laminated power transmission belt comprising an

Inner lamina of leather, and an outer lamina of stretched

and water proofe<l fabric webbing sewed and vulcanlied

to the leather lamina.

2 In a laminated power transmission belt the comhlna

tlon of an inner lamina of leather, and an outer lamina

of stretched fabric webbing sewed and vnlcanlied to the

leather lamina.

3. In comtdnatlon in a power transmission belt an inner

lamina of leather, and an outer lamina of stretched fabric

webbing sewed to the leather lamina.

1,228.529. FLATBIX)CK LINOLEUM-PRINTING MA-

CHINE. Nbil L. Caiihb«i.l. Salem. N. J. Filed Mar.

14. 1917. Serial No. 154,685. (CI. 101—198.)

1 A flat block linoleum printing machine having a plu-

rality of its blocks arranee^ to operate with the same

color and provldwl with means for feeding a carpet alter-

nately and different distances at each printing operaUon.

.substantially as described.

2 A flat block linoleum printing machine having a plu

rallty of blocks arranged to operate with the same color

and provided with means for feeding a carpet alternately

at each printing operation a distance equal to the space
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t>«twe«Q two blocks and a distance equal to the sum of the
•pace between two blocks plus the sum of the widths of

iiiii5i*i

the faces of nald plurality of blocks, substantially as
described.

1.228.630. GRADING MACHINE. Carl G»oegi Cabl-
BERo, Omaha, Nebr. Filed Sept. 21. 1916. Serial No.
121,391. (a. 87—11.)

2. A grading machine, comprising. In combination with
a forwanlly movable vehicle, a carrier frame mounted
upon and adapted to have an Intermittent movement lon-
gitudinally of the vehicle, a movable, endless carrier
mounted upon and encircling the carrier frame, a plural-
ity of plows of varying dimensions mounted on the car-
rier and adapted to be disposed In allnement during a part
of the movement of said carrier for forming furrows
transverse to the line of movement of the vehicle, an ac-
tuated, inclined conveyer on the vehicle, and a scraper
member mounted on the carrier frame movable In one
direction to receive the furrow slices when formed by the
plows and movable In an opposite direction to deposit the
furrow slices upon the conveyer.

5. A grading machine, comprising, in combination with
an engine-driven vehicle, a carrier frame on the vehicle,
mechanism actuated by the engine for shifting the car-
rier frame forwardly of the vehicle, an endless carrier on
the carrier frame, a plow member mounted on the carrier
with Its bottom projecting outwardly therefrom, second-
ary plow members each having a less dimension than the
first named plow member, said endless carrier being mov-
able by actuation of the engine for disposing the plow
members below the carrier frame during a part of Its
movements, an endless, actuated conveyer on the vehicle,
a scraper member mounted on the carrier frame formed
angular In cross-section to provide a blade and a slide-
plate, mechanism actuated by the engine for moving the
scraper In one direction to dispose the blade In a plane
substantially at the bottom of the furrow to receive the
furrow slices while the plows are disposed below the car-
rier frame, and mechanism actuated by the engine for
moving the scraper In a reverse direction for depositing
the furrow slices upon the conveyer.

8. A grading machine, comprising, in combination with
an engine-driven vehicle, a carrier frame on the vehicle,
mechanism actuate<l by the engine for shifting the carrier
frame forwardly of the vehicle, an endless carrier on the
carrier frame, a plow member mounted on the carrier
with its bottom projecting outwardly therefrom, second-

ary plow members each having a leaser dimension than
the first named plow member, said endless carrier being
movable transversely of the line of movement of the vehi-
cle by actuation of the engine for disposing the plow
members in allnement below the carrier frame to form
furrows, and means actuated by the engine for elevating
the furrow slices formed by said plow members.

[Claims 1. 8, 4, 6, 7, and 9 not printed In the Gatette.]

1.228.B81. CURTAIN HANGER. Jambs J. Catanauoh.
Omaha. Nebr. rUed July 25, 1916. Serial No. 111,161.
(CI, 156—24.)

1. In a curtain hanger the combination of a sheet metal
bracket comprising a back section, a top section, a front
section having a vertical slot near one edge and a shade
roller .supporting section extending from the opposite
edge of the front section, and lace curtain supporting
means comprising a plate adapted to be inserted between
the front section and the window casing and a bar
adapted to enter the said slot in the front section.

3. The combination of a main bracket comprising •
section adapted to engage the front of a window caalng,
the said section having a vertical slot near one edge,
means carried by the section for supporting one end of
a shade roller, and lace curtain supporting means com-
prising a plate adapted to be Inserted between the said
section and the window casing and a bar adapted to
enter the said slot each bar being slotted ailjacent the
plate.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,228,532. MUSICAL INSTRUMENT OR VOO.VL FLUTE.
AuBio.x V. CHBVM8, East Providence, R. I. Filed Feb
24.1916. Serial No. 80.107. (01.46—46.)

1. A vocal flute constructed In a single piece from rub-
iier. porcelain or the like in the form of a curved tubular
stem with an enlargement at the top adapted to fit against
the player's nostrils to receive a current of air therefrom
and with Its walls contracted to form a sllt-llke orifice
at the bottom for directing the air across the operator's
lips whereby the vocal cavity acts as a resonator.

2. A vocal flue consisting of a tubular stem constructed
In a single piece with relatively thin walls swelled out at
the top and provided with an entrance for receiving the
air current from the nostrils of the operator and flattened
together at the bottom to provide a narrow rectilinear
silt through which the air Is expelled acroas the mouth
of the player.

3. A vocal flute constructed in a single piece with a
molded curved tubular stem formed with a bulbous en-
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largement at the top prorlded with an opening for re-

ceiving a current of air from the operator's nostrils and
a contracted slit-like orifice at the bottom arrange<l with
Its edges In a plane at substantially right-angles to the
plane of the top opening.

1,228.533. MOTOR VEHICLE. Habold D. Cuubch, De-
troit, Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car Company,
Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed May
14. 1913. Serial No. 767.696. (Cl. 21—90.)

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame
side members, of a motor comprising a bane having a
part inclosing and extending beyond the fly-wheel, a cas-
ing member forming a continuation of said base, a sup-
porting cross member arranged between said extended
part of the base and said casing member, and means for
securing said base and casing member to the supporting
member.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame
side members, of a motor having a base enlarged at the
fly wheel end, a cross member secured to the frame side
members and having an enlarged central portion, means
for securing said enlarged central portion to the enlarged
portion of said motor base, and means for supporting the
other end of said motor.

3. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the frame
side members, of a motor, a clutch casing, a cross member
secured to the frame side members, and passing between
•aid motor and clutch casing, and means extending from
the motor to the clutch casing for securing the motor,
clutch casing and cross member together.

4. In a motor vehicle, the combination with a motor
having a base enlarged at the fly wheel end thereof, of a
clutch casing, a supporting member arranged between the
enlarged part of the motor ba»e and the clutch casing,
and means extending from the motor to the clutch casing
for securing the motor base and clutch casing to the sup-
porting member.

5. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the motor
having a base enlarged at the fly wheel end. of a clutch
casing having an enlarged part adjacent the enlarged
part of said base, a supporting member having a disk part
arranged between and forming a liner for said enlargv^d
base part and said clutch casing, and bolts securing the
parts together.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,534. APPARATUS FOR MOLDING LINK CHAINS.
Edwabd W. Ci>abkb. Wilmington, Del. Filed May 6,
1916. Serial No. 1»5.881. (Cl. 22—BO.)

1. An apparatus for forming link chain molds In quar-

ter sections including a stripping plate having walls ex-

tending at right angles to each other, ea<-h of said walla

being provided with means to remorably recelre a plu-

rality of link patterns, a flask section having a body wall
adapted to be arranged on edge on one wall of the strip-

ping plate and In spaced, parallel relation to the other
wall thereof, said flask section having angular end walla
contacting with the face of the latter wall of the stripping
plate, and means for detachably securing said end walls

of the flask section to the walls of the stripping plate.

2. An apparatus for forming link chain molds in quar-
ter sections Including a stripping plate having walls ex-

tending at right angles to each other, each of said walls
being provided with means to removably receive a plu-

rality of link patterns, a flask section having a body wall
adapted to be arranged on edge on one wall of the strip-

ping plate and in spaced, parallel relation to the other

wall thereof, said flask section having angular end walls

contacting with, the face of the latter wall of the strip-

ping plate, a plurality of angularly disposed webs inte-

grally formed with the body wall of the flask section and
disposed In parallel relation to said end wall, each of the

webs having one of Its edges obliquely inclined and spaced
from the wall of the stripping plate upon which the flask

section la arranged, and means for detachably securing

the end walls of the flask section to the stripping plate.

8. An apparatus for forming link chain molds In quar-

ter sections Including a strlpplug plate having walls ex-

tending at right angles to each other, each of said walls
being provided with means to removably receive a plu-

rality of link patterns, a flask section having a body wall
adapted to be arranged on edge on one wall of the strip-

ping plate and In spaced, parallel relation to the other
wall thereof, said flask section having angular end walls

contacting with the face of the latter wall of the strip-

ping plate, a plurality of spaced webs Integrally formed
with the body wall of the flask section and extending at

right angles thereto, said webs being of less width than
the end walls and having their end edges spaced from
the face of the first named wall of the stripping plate, and
means for detachably securing the end walls of the flask

section to the stripping plate.

1,228,586. CORD AND ROPE HOLDER. Hb.nby W.
Clouoh, South Pasadena, Cal. Filed Oct. 80, 1916.

Serial No. 128.676. (Cl. 24—134.)

Jf'^r

3. In a device of the class de«crlbed. a base plate hav-
ing ears at its sides, the ears terminating In depending
extensions which are turned inwardly toward the base
plate to form cord guides, the upper extremity of the

base plate being forwardly extended to form an end plate

terminating in a depending front plate, the base plate
and one ear Ix'lng equipped with an Integrally formed up-
standing flange which is bent forwardly to extend beneath
the end plate and to serve as a support therefor ; a cord-

gripping means carried by the ears; and a cord directing

means carried by the depending front plate and the upper
end of the base plate.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed In the Gazette.]
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U28.536. WINDOW - SCREEN. Edwabo M. Cbaio,
Charleston, W. Va. Filed Oct. 3, 1916. Serial No!
l23.olio. (CI. 15ft—14.)

181* 1*1

2. A d^-vlc* of the character described comprising a
franj*' adaptf^d to be positioned within an opening, op-
posed fdges of said frame being provided with op«n-«nd
Sroovei). a screen st'ctlon provld^'d with pirot members In
•ertible within said groovvs, and dogs plvotally engaged
with the frame and arranged for contact with uld pivot
members for holding the screen section within the frame,
each of said dogs being provided with ^n e.\tenslon ar
raaged for contact with a pivot member and of a length
to substantially intersect a groove when the dog is op
eratlvely engaged with a pivot member.

(Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.537. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. William W. D»a.m.
Rochester. N. Y.. assignor to Stromberg-Carlson Tele-
phone Uaoufacturlng Company, Rochester. N. Y.. a
Corporation of New York. Fll»^ Oct. 29. 1915. Serial
No. 58.580. (01. 179—58.)

^"^

61 -aiiQnj

I .

>4:— '"^

' ri' 1

1. In combination a telephone line having line termi-
nals, a cord circuit for connecting said line with other
lines, a supervisory relay In said cord circuit, a super-
visory signal device, a locking relay and a separate recall
signal device controlled by said supervisory relay and said
locking relay, said recall sUrnal device being individual
to said cord circuit.

2. In combination a pluraUty of telephone lines to be
interconnected, a <ord circuit for connecting said lines in
conversation, a supervisory reUy in said cord circuit, a
supervisory siifual controlled by said relay, a locking re-
lay controlled by energization of said supervisory relay
a separate recall signal, a recall relay, said recall relay
being controlled by energization of said locking reUy and
de«nergizatlon of said supervisory relay, said recall slg
nal being displayed by energization of said supervisory
relay and said recall relay.

3. In combination a plurality of telephone lines to be
interconnected, a cord circuit for interconnecting the
same, a :*l.'eve relay for said cord circuit, a supervisory
relay for said c<jrd circuit, a supervisory nignal device and
• separate r**cHll signal device, said devices t)eing indl-
Tidoal to aaid i-ord circuit, said supervisory siKnal device
being controlle«l l.y said sleeve relay and said supervisory
relay, and a locking relay, said recall signal device being
controJlH,! by mi<l sleeve relay, said supervisory relay and
•lil iockin? relay

4. In combination a plurality of telephone lines to be
lntercoun«^-ted. a cord circuit for Interconnecting the
same, a supervisory signal devk-e and a separate recall
signal devke. said signaling devices being individual to
said cord circuit, nnd a supervisory relay controlling both
of said signals.

5. In comblnaUon. a plurality of telephone lines to t>e

interconnected, a cord circuit for interconnecting the
same, a supervisory signal lamp and a recall signaling
lamp, said Umps being individual to said cord clr. uit.
a circuit for said supervisory signaling lamp to energise
the same for steady Illumination, a circuit for said recall
sijfnaling lamp to Illuminate the same intermittently, and
a supervisory relay controlling both of said circuits la due
order:

1.228,5.t,S PKOTESS uF MANLF.VCTURIXO AECHI-
TECTURAL TERRA COTTA IN COLORS FOR BUILD-
IN<; PURPOSES .AND THE PRODUCT OF SUCH
l'RO<'ESS. Walter K. Denmson. Alameda. Cal. Filed
Apr. 18. 1916. Serial No. 92.038. (CI. 2&—156.) .

1. The process of making architectural terra-cotta
building blocks resembling geological formations which
consists In dashing with considerable force into a mold,
chunks, lumps, or handfuls of differently colored clays
mhlle In a plastic condition, pressing the plastic mass Into
the Indentations, depressions and cavities of the mold,
allowing the molded mass to dry out by evaporation, re-
morfng the molded article from the mold, and burning it

In a kiln.

4. An architectural terra-c«tta building block com-
I»rlsed of layers of differently colored clays roiprmct
together Irregularly while in plastic cr>ndltlMi to •• to
produce veins or tra Ings that follow random and Irregu
lar courses throughout and resemble the veins of natural
geological formations such as travertin, onxy. lava, or
nrtegated marble, said clays being molded to shape while
in 11 plastic condition, then dried out and burned in ft

kiln.

9. An architectural terra «-otta building block having
a vitrified or glazed surface composed of differently col-
ored clays as.semMe4l promiscuously so as to produce varie-
gated color effects resembling natural geological forma-
tions aad compressed into coherency and shaped in the
desired form In a mold while In plastic condition, th^n
dried out and having a liquid glaze applied thereto, and
finally bnme<l In a klip.

(Claims 2. 3, and 5 to S not printed In the Oaxette.)

1.22S.689. RESILIENT TIRE. John V. Dewald. Phila-
delphia. Pa. Filed Sept. 12, 1916. Serial No. 119.635.
(a. 152—17.)

1. A tire for vehicle wheels, comprising a body and a
tread section both made of flexible material, said sections
having Interlocking flange and groove <onnertion one with
the other, the flange portion being interrupted In Its
length to form cavities, means interposed In said cavities
and projecting from said other section to form an inter-
lock between the se<-tlons to prevent relative creeping
movement between the tread section and body section.
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and reinforcing material embeddad wlthlA wM maaas, aob-

tantially aa described.

3. A tire for vehicle wheels, comprising a body section

an<l a tread section, said body section having under-cut

annular ret^'sses and anniilsr grooves adjacent the outer

portions of said recesses, a flange extending between said

recesses, saiil flange being interrupted at pre-determlned

positions throughout its lenirth to form cavities, said

tread section having flanges flttlng said recesses and in-

cluding beade<l portions fitting said annular grooves, said

flanged portions o(, the tread section being connected at

ptedetermtned positions throughout the length thereof,

said connecting portion fitting within said cavities to

form an Interlock between said sections, said connecting

portion including reinforcing material to prevent shear

of the naaterlal positioned within said cavities, substan-

tially as deacrUM*.

(Claim 2 not prlBte<l in the Gazette.]

1.236.540. AUTOMATIC DUMPINc; AND RIGHTING
MECHANISM FOR TILTABLE DUMP-CARS. Joseph
It. DBiBCKBa. Stone atj, Iowa. Filed June 30. 1916.

SerUl No. 106.767. (CI. 214—1.)

1. The combination with a track way and a tilting

car on said track way, of releasable means holding said

car against tilting, a projection at one side of the tilting

axis of the car, an Inclined member along the track way
engageable by said projection, and a member along the
track way and adapte<l to operatively engage said releas-

able holding means prior to the engagement of said pro-

jection with the Incllneil member.
2. The combination with a track way and a tilting car

on said track way including a base frame and a tilting

body of a link pivoted to the body at one side of its tilting

axis, a holding member on the base frame engageable by
said link t« hold the body against tilting, a projection at

said side of the body, an Inclined member engageable by
mid projection and a trip member engagt>able by the link

prior to engagement of said projection with the inclined
member.

3. The <'ombinatlon with a track way and a car Includ-

ing a base frame and a tilting body of a link pivoted to

one side of the t>ody, a book on the adjacent side of the
frame having its tup portion beveled, means limiting
pivotal movement of the link member, a spring urging
said link member to Its limit of pivotal movement, a projec-

tion on said side of the car body, an inclined member en-

gageable by said projection, and a trip member engage-
able by the link to release it prior to the engagement of

the projection and inclineii member.
4. The comldnation with a track way and a tilting

car on said track way Including a base frame and a tilt-

ing body of a liiik pivoted to the body at one side of

Its tilting axis, a holding member on the base frame en-

gageable by said link to bold the body against tilting,

a projection at said side of the body, an Inclined member
engageable by said projection a trip memt>er engageable
by the link prior to engagement of said projection with
the Inclined member, a projection on the opposite side of

the car body and an Inclined meml>er along the track way
engageable by the said projection.

1 . S 2 8 . 5 4 1 . SWIVEL-COUPLING FOR PIPE LINES.
VoTAW S. DiBBiN. St. Louis. Mo, Filed June 17, 1916.

SerUl No. 104.165. (CI. 137—34.)
1. A pipe coupling for conducting a fluid under pres-

et consisting of two connected coupling heads with

their axes disposed at an ancle to each other, awtvcl coo-

pllng heads cooperating, respectively, with said first-named

coupling heads, each cooperating pair of said coupling

heads having annular faces cooperating to form a WH><ber-

seat, aaid heads having cylindrical walls with end faces

held in Juxtaposition, said cylindrical walls lying out-

ward beyond said annular faces and having outer cylin-

drliral faces terminating at the end faces of said coupling
heads, a sleeve engaging ,sald cylindrical faces of each
pelr of coupling heads for connecting the same and per-

mitting a swivellng movement of each couplng head upon
its cooperating coupling head, a yieldingly expansible

washer received on the seat of each cooperating pair of

coupling heads extending across the Juxtaposed end faces

of said beads and having its inner face unol>etructed and
exposed to the pressure of the fluid, the pressure of the
fluid operating to force said washer against Its seat.

r ^^'^%

MS £a

'1. A pipe couplln;; for conducting a fluid under pressure,
comprising coupling members having substantially cylin-
drical walls the end faces whereof are in Juxtaposition,
said coupling members having inwardly extending annular
projections adjacent to said end faces, each coupling mem-
ber further having an annular groove adjacent to its cor-

responding annular projection, said projections an<l said
grooves cwiperating to form a washer-seat surrounded by
said cylindrical walls, an expansible annular washer ex-

tending across the plane of said end faces, having a middle
portion of reduced diameter the outer face whereof seats
against said inward projections, said washer ttaving en-
larged heads seating In said grooves, the inner faca
of said washer being exposed to the pressure of the fluid

within the coupling, said coupling memiK-rs having outer
cylindrical faces terminating at said end faces, and a
sleeve engaging said cylindrical faces for connecting
said coupling members and permitting the same to swivel
upon each other, the pressure of the fluid passing through
sabi coupling operating to force said washer against said
seat.

3. A coupling for conducting a fluid under pressure
c<impri8ing two coupling heads and means for connecting
the same to permit a swlveling movement of one head
upon the other, said coupling heads having cylindrical

walls with their end faces in Juxtaposition, and having
cylindrical outer faces terminating at said end faces, said

coupling heads having annular grooves on the interior
cooperating to form a washer seat, and an expansible an-
nular washer tiavlng a middle portion of reduced diameter,
extending across the plane of said end fares, said washer
having ends of enlarged diameter seating in .said grooves,
the Interior of said washer being exposed to the presstire
of a fluid flowing through said coupling and forced against
said seat by the pressure of the fluid.

4. X coupling for conducting a fluid under pressure.

Comprising two coupling beads, a washer connecting said
coupling beads to prevent leakage ol the fluid at said
coupling, a sleeve 8urruuu<ling said heeds and permitting a
swivellng movement of said beads with respect to each
other, and securing means in the form of U bolts, each
U bolt havlug a crosa»bar engaging one of said coupling
heads, and having threaded extensions projecting along
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the sides of said sleeves, and nuts on said threaded ex-

tensions for holding said sleeve In position.

5. A pipe coupling for conducting fluid under pressure,

comprising coupling members having substantially cylin-

drical walls, the end faces whereof are in Juxtaposition,

said coupling members having inwardly extending annu-

lar projections, an expansible annular washer extending

•cross the plane of said end faces, extending longitudi-

nally beyond said annular projections and seating against

the Inner faces of said cylindrical walls, the inner face of

Mid washer being exposed to the pressure of the fluid

within the coupling, said coupling members having outer

cylindrical faces terminating at said end faces, and a

gleeve engaging said cylindrical faces for connecting said

coupling members and permitting the same to swivel upon

each other, the pressure of the fluid operating to force said

washer against its seat.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.228.542. GAME APPARATUS. Votaw S. Dcbbin. St

Louis. Mo. Filed Jan. 13. 1917. Serial No. 142.126.

(Q. 46—64.)

^
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said «>ngagln( surface of the flange beiiif a eontlnoatlon
of the iQslde Borfaoe of the tube.

4. In a car door weatber strip construction for tigbtly
scaling the rear edge of the door, when the door slIdM
forward Into closed po»>ition. a weather strip on the door,
a sheet-metal tube extending vertically In the aide of the
car body, said tube baring Its side which faces outward
away from the car iKxly provided with a vertical alot,

and said tube having a vertical tlange on one edge Im-
meiliatPly outside of said slot, so that said strip tightly
engSKefi the inner surface of said flange, with space be-

tween said strip and the other edge of said slot to admit
rain to the interior of said tube, and a plate secured to

the car body and extending in front of said tube and
forming said other edge of said slot, said plate projecting
beyond the edge of said flange.

1.22S,549. CONNECTING DEVICE TOR HOSE. NtCBO-
UAS FcEX>cv. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Sept. 1. 1916.
Serial No. 118.123. (01. 137—28.)

1. A hose coupling Including a sleeve designed to be
inserted witbln the hose and having an expansible por-
tion, means for expanding said portion within the hose,
said sleeve throughout Its entire length being capable of
fitting within said hose, said sleeve also being threaded
throughout a portion of Its length, and a threaded band
designed to be screwed on said threaded portion of the
sleere and to directly engage and compress the end of the
hose, substantially as described.

2. A hose toupllnK including a sleeve designed to be
Inserted within the hose and having an expansible por-
tion, means for expanding said portion within the hose,
said sleeve throughout its entire length being capable of
fitting within said hose, said sleeve also being threaded
throughout a portion of Its lenttth. and a threaded band
having a tapered recess designed to receive the end of the
ho«e and compress It into, contact with the outer surface
of the sleeve, substantially as described.

3. A connecting device for hose, comprising a sleeTe
having a bifurcated portion designed to be placed within
said hose, a nlpplv having a tapered outer surface, one
end of said nipple being of smaller diameter than the
ianer diameter of the sleeve, the opposite end of said nip-
ple being of larger diameter than the inner diameter of the
sleeve, said nipple having an Internal screw thread extend-
ing therethrou^iih. and means operative to engage the in-
ternal screw-thread of the nipple to pull said nipple into
the sleeve and thereby expand the bifurcated portion into
engagement with the internal surface of the hose, said
sleeve having a screw-threaded portion designed to ex-
tend out of said hose, and a band designed to be screwed
onto said screw-threaded portion, said band having a ta-
pered recess designed to engage and compress the end of
•aid hoee in contact with said sleeve, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. A connecting device for hose, comprising a sleera
baring a bifurt-ated portion designed to be placed wltbla
said hose, a nipple having a tapered outer surface, one
end of said nipple being of smaller diameter than the
inner diameter of the sleeve, the opposite end of said
nipple being of larger diameter than the inner diameter
of the sleeve, said nipple having an Internal screw thread
extending therethrough, and a bolt operative to engage tb«
Internal screw-thread of the nipple to pull said nipple
Into the sleeve and thereby expand th»> bifurcated portion
Into engagement with the Internal surface of the hose.
said sleeve having a screw-threaded portion designed to
extend out of said hose, and a band designed to be screwed
onto said screw-threaded portion, said hand having n ta-

pered recess designed to engage and compreas the end of
said hose in contact with said sleeve. subsUntlally as de-
scribed.

1,228.550. MIXING AND KNE.ADING MACHINE. Fra!»«
Gooan. Paterson. N. J. Filed Sept. 29. 191«. Serial
No. 122,809. (CI. 269—119.)

In combination, a recepucle. a pair of substantially
counterpart agitators Journaled In said recepUde on hori-
•onui parallel axes and each Including a series of sub-
•Untlally counterpart U-shaped beaters projecting alter-
nately In opposite directions from the axis of said agita-
tor and alined axial portions > alternating with said beat-
ers and spaced from each other, said agitators being ar-
ranged In substantUliy parallel planes and so that each
beater of either Is opposite the corresxwndlng beater of
the other and so that on the rotation of the agitators the
beaters of either move between the beaters, and near to
the axis, of the other agitator, and means to rotate said
agitators in unison In th.- same direction and at the same
speed.

1.228,551. NEGATIVE POLE PLATE FOR STORAGE
BATTERIES AND PROCESS OF MAKING THE
SAME. William G. S. Gba.vt, Hamilton. Ontario,
Canada, and Loris H. FLA.vuirRs, Jenklntown, Pa., as-
signors to The Electric Storage Battery Company, Phil-
adelphia. Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Oct. 8, 1913. Serial No. 793,982. (CI. 204—29.)
1. A dry charge<l negative pole plate of the pasted

type for storage batteries having coherent active material
free from cracks and consisting substantially of pure lead
and ready for discharge, without further electric charge.
when mounted in a battery, substantially as described.

2. The Improvement in the art of making dry reduced
negative pole plates which consists in re<luclng them
before their paste is ever dried from its Initial wetting
incident to Its manufacture and conseguently subjecting
them to the prolonged action of dilute sulfuric add, and
drying the plates while their paste Is wet from the re-
ducing operation in a non-oxldlzlng atmosphere.

3. The improvement In the art of making dry re<Iuced
negative pole plates which consists In subjecting them
to a prolonged soaking in dilute sullfurlc add while their
paste is wet from Its Initial wetting Incident to Its man
ufacture. reducing the plates and while the paste is wet
from the rwluclDK operation, drying the plates in a nou-
oxidizing atmosphere, substantially as described.

1,228,552. CAR FRAME CONSTRUCTION. Otis Tir-
FA.«fT Ganoo, Hackensack. N. J., assignor to The Gregg
Company. Limited. Hackensack. N. J., a Corporation
of New York. Filed July 8. 1913. Serial No. 777,925.
(CT. 105—76 )

1. In a car frame baring center and side sills, a
cross-bearer comprising an upp«"r memb«T extending from
one side sill to the other and across the center sill, a
lower compression member extending from one side sill to
the other ami under the renter sill, the space betwiH-n
the upper and lower cross meml>ers being greater toward
the center sill than next to the side sills, snd tension
members extending downwardly from the upper cross
member to the compression member from the center sill to
a point at or near the side sills.
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1. In a car frame having center and side sills, a cross-

bearer comprising an upper member extending from one

side sill to the other and across the center sill, said mem-

ber having a horizontal leg and a vertical leg, a lower

compression member extending from one side sill to the

other and transverwlv of the center sill, said member
having a hnrlz-ontal leg and a vertical leg. and tension

members (C)nnected at one end to the upper cross mem-
ber adjacent to the center sill and extending downwardly

and outwardly toward the side sUls and connected at one

end to the lower compression member adjacent to the

side sills.

8. In a car frame having center and side sills, a cross-

irer comprising an upper member extending from one

side sill to the other and across the center sill and

resting upon the sills, said member having a horizontal

leg attached to the sills and a vertical leg, a lower mem-

ber extending from one side sill to the other and trans-

versely of the center sill, Kald member having a horizon-

tal leg attached to the sills and a vertical leg. said upper

meaiber and lower member, respectively, lying entirely

ateve and below the side and ceater sills and cociperallng

to space apart the center and side sills and Increase the

depth of the < ro8S-b«Arer and Imparl aalditioiial strength

to the frame.

4. In a car frame having tenter and side sills, a bolster

construction comprising upper cross members arranged

parallel with <>«ch other and extending from one side sill

to the other and across- the center sill and resting on top

of the silla. each of said memberti having a horizontal

leg and vertical lee, lower cross members arranged paral-

lel with ea< h other and extending from one side sill to the

other and through the center sill, each of said members

having a horisontal leg and a vertical leg, the horlsontal

leg being at the bottom of the cross member and a part

of the vertical leg retnove<l to receive the side sills, and

spadng meiiilters conn«>cting the upper and lower cross

members and having their upper edges lying between and

secured to the vertical legs of the upper cross members

and their lower edges lying between and securetl to tke

vertical legs of the lower cro'^s members.

5. In a car frame having center and aide sills, a bolster

eenstmctlon comprising an upper cross member extending

from one side sill to the other and across the center sill

and resting up<in the sills, said member having a horizon-

tal leg and vertical leg, a lower cross member extending

from one side sill to the other and through the center sill,

said member having a horizontal leg at its bottom to re-

ceive the side sills and an upwardly extending vertical

leg, a portion of which is removed to permit the side sill

to rest on the horizontal leg. spacing members connecting

the upper and lower cross members and secured at the

top to the vertical leg of the upper cross member and at

the bottom to the upwardly extending vertical leg of the

lower cross member, and a strengthening member between

two members of the center sill and having Its upper and

lower f-dges '•emred to the vertical legs of the upper and

lower cross m< mbers, respectively, and provided with

lateral flanged secured, respectively, to the two members

of the center sill

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.

1

1,428,658. AUTOMATIC SPRINKLER. WiLBEaroaoi

Bbecher Hammond. Boston. Mass . assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Combined Heat and Sprinkler Company,

a Corporation of MaHSflchusetts. Filed Oct. 19. 1915.

Serial .No. 66.781. (CI. 169—6.)

1. In an antomatlc sfrainkler of the character described,

a pair of valve holding toggle lever members, each Inte-

grally formed of sheet metal, one bent to form a relatlvrty

short toggle portion, an arm supporting portion bent at

an angle to said toggle portion, and a laterally extending

lever arm bent up from ohe side of said arm supporting

portion, and the other member bent to f<trm a relatively

long toggle portion, which engages said shoulder, and ft

lever arm extending from one side of said toggle portion.

2. In an automatic sprinkler of the character described,

a pair of valve holding toggle-lever members, each inte-

grally formed of sheet metal, one t)ent to form a rela-

tively short toggle portion, an arm supporting portion

bent at an angle to said toggle portion, and a laterally

extending lever arm bent up from one side of said arm
supporting portion, and the other member bent to form

a relatively long toggle portion, which engages said

shoulder, and a lever arm extending from one side of

said toggle portion, both of said lever arms being perfo-

rated to provide an open work and beat dispersing

structure.

1,228.554. DRAG-BUCKET APPARATUS. ALCXANimB

L. Hakot, Fairbanks. Alaska. Filed Nov. 25. 1916.

Serial No. 138,455. (01. 37—19.)

> J^ ' w
1. The combination with a scraper bucket and a sui»-

portlng carriage, of a rigid bail member, pl>-t)ted upon

and connecting carriage and bucket, and a controlling

guide and stop carried by the bucket having means to

Insure the swinging of the connecting ball toward ths

loading end of the bucket when lowered to the ground,

and to limit the extent of such swing.

2. The combination with a scraper bucket and A
supporting carriage, of a rigid ball member pivoted upon

and connecting carriage and bucket, and a stop narried

by the carriage in position to engage the ball to prevent

its swinging toward the front end of the carriage.

3. The combination with a scraper bucket and a sup-

porting carriage, of a rigid ball member pivoted up<m

and connecting carriage and bucket, a stop carried by the

carriage in position to engage the ball to prevent its

swinging toward the front end of the carriage, and a stop

carried by the bucket in position to engage the ball to

prevent Its swinging toward the rear end of the bucket.

4. The combination with a scraper bucket and a sup-

porting carriage, of a rigid ball member pivoted upon and

connecting carriage and bucket, and a stop carried by tlie

(^rrlage In position to engage the bail to prevent its

swinging toward the front end of the carriage, and a

stop carried by the bucket limiting the swing of the hall.

5. The combination with a scraper bucket, a snpport-

Ing carriage, a suspension ball pivoted to the carriage
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ADd baTlug d plD-and-slot pivotal connection with tbt
bucket, and a guide engaged by the ball to awing its upi>er
end forwardly as It drops downwardly.

[Claims 8 to 9 not printed In the Oazette.]

1.228.565. AUTOMATIC EXHAUST - VALVE FOR
STEAM-ENGINES. Axel Consta.vtijj Hasbbn, New
York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 8. 1916. Serial No. 70.942.
(a. 121—»5.)

, «T

1. The combination with a steam engine cylinder of
the unlflow type, having an inlet port at each end and «
middle exhaust port, of separate auxlllarv exhaust valrea
located t>etween the Inlet ports and the middle exhaust
port, a piston rigidly connected to each of Mid valves,
means to alternately supply pressure to opposite 8lde« of
each piston and exhaust It from the other side respec-
tively, whereby each valve is positively opened and closed,
according to the stroke of the engine, said means com-
prising separate cylinders In which said pistons recipro-
cate, and cross connecting pipes between both ends of
one of the last mentioned cylinders and the relatively
opposite ends of the other.

2. The combination with the exhaust valves of a steam
engine, of cylinders, pistons therein rigidly connected
to the valves respectively, a pressure supply and exhaust
pipe connectefl to each cylinder at one end thereof, and
cross connecting pipes between both ends of one cylinder
aod the relatively opposite ends of the other.

10. The combination of a steam engine cylinder, ex-
haust valves therefor, a pressure operated device con-
nected to each valve, cross pipe connections between oppo-
Ite sides of said devices respectively, a supply and ex-
haust pipe from each end of the cylinder to each device,
a stpam supply pipe to each device, valves controlled by
vacuum In the exhaust pipe of the engine and governing
said pipes and adapted to open and close the name respec-
tively according to whether the engine Is running non-
condensing or condensing, and another valve controlled
by vacuum in the exhaust pipe and governing said cross
pipe connections to open or close the same according to
the Mme conditions.

13. Tho conihinatlon with a unlflow steam engine cyl-
inder, of auxiliary exhaust valves therefor, a pressure
operate<l device connected to each valve, a pressure supply
and exhaust pipe extending from each end of the cylinder
to said devices respectively, means connecting said devices
to supply pressure to relatively opposite sides of each de-
vice and exhaust pressure from the other sides thereof,
whereby said valves are alternately opened anri closed!
and means connected with a condenser and actuated by
reduction of pressure therein to automatically supply
pressure to the same relative sides of each device and
exhaust pressure from the other sides thereof, whereby
both valves are held closed.

[Claims a to 9, 11, and 12 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1^28,556. SEED-CORN DRIER. JosiPH Hcssi. Hart-
Ington, Nebr. Filed Aug. 21. 1916. Serial No. 116,108
(Cl. 34—26.)

1. A seed corn drier comprising a pyramidal-shaped
body open at Its lower end. each of the side wails of said

body being provided with a multiplicity of spaced, out
wardly projecting spurs to receive the corn ears, and a
ventilating opening immediately below each of said spurs.

2. A seed corn drier comprising a pyramidal shaped,
sheet meUl body open at its lower end. each of the side
walls of the body having a multiplicity of V -shaped In-
cisions cut therein and the metal struck outwardly at
right angles to the body wall to provide V-sLaped spur*
to receive the corn ears, and a ventilating opening Imma-
diately below each of said spurs.

8. A seed com drter comprising a pyramidal shaped,
sheet metal body open at Its lower end, each of the side
walls of the body having a multiplicity of V shaped In-
cisions cut therein and the metal struck outwardly at
right angles to the body wall to provide V-shaped spurs
to receive the corn ears, a ventilating opening Imme-
diately below each of said spurs, a plurality of support-
ing legs on the lower edge of each of the side walls to
support the open lower end of the body above the floor,
and a door In one of the side walls to afford access to th«
interior thereof for the Ignition of a sulUble air heatlaf
means.

4. A seed com drier comprising s sheet metal body
open at Its lower end and provided with supports to space
said open end of the body from the ground, each of the
side walls of the body having outwardly struck spurs pro-
jecting at right angles to the wall and providing a ven-
tilating opening immediately below each spur.

5. A seed corn drier comprising a sheet metal body
open at its lower end and having upwardly converging
side walls, each of said side walls being provided with a
plurality of Integral, outwardly projecting, corn ear sup-
ports and a ventilating opening Immediately beneath each
of said supports.

1,228,557. WHEEL. Gabriel V. B. Hott, New York.
N. Y. Piled June 20, 1916. SerUl No. 104.749. (Cl.
182—21.)

1. In a wheel, the combination of a wheel body, a rim
adapted to be moved axlally relatively to the wheel body
to place the rim concentrically In position on the wheel
or to remove It therefrom, and said body and rim havinf
eccentric peripheral frictlonal locking means adapted to
lock the rim In concentric position on the wheel body on
tuming the wheel body and rim one relatively to the
other In the plane of the rotation of the wheel.

2. In a wheel, the combination of a wheel body, a single
piece rim adapted to be moved axlally relatively to the
wheel body to place the rim Into concentric position on the
wheel body or remove It therefrom, the said wheel body
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and rim having eccentric Interlocking means disposed pe-

ripherally on the contacting faces of the wheel body and

rim and adapted to Interlock on turning the wh«>el body

and rim one relatively to the other In the plane of the ro-

tation of the wheel.

3. In a wheel, the combination of a wheel body, a

single piece rim, the said body and rim when in one posi-

tion being adapted to be moved axlally one relative to

the other to place the rim In concentric position on the

wheel body or to remove it therefrom, and eccentric In-

terlocking means on the contacting peripheral concentric

faces of the wheel body and rim adapted to n.ove In reg-

ister with each other on the wheel body and rim assum-

ing the said engaging or removing position, the said ec-

centric Interlocking means moving into or out of frictlonal

locking position on tuming the wheel body and rim one

relatively to the other In the plane of the rotation of the

wheel.

4. In a wheel, the combination of a wheel body, a rim

adapted to fit concentrically on the said wheel body, and

a peripheral eccentric on one of the said parts engaging

an eccentric rabbet on the other part.

5. In a wheel, the combination of a wheel body, a one

piece rim adapted to be moved axlally relatively to the

said wheel body to place the rim In concentric position on

the wheel body or remove It therefrom, and frictlonal

locking means for fastening the rim In place on the wheel

body, the said frictlonal locking means comprising an ec-

centric rib engaging an eccentric rabbet, one being on the

peripheral face of the wheel body and the other being on

the Inner face of the rim, the said eccentric rib and rabbet

moving Into or out of locking position on turning the

wheel body and rim one relatively to the other in the

plane of rotation of the wheel.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the GasettcJ

1,228,658. HYDROCARBON-MOTOR. RU88»LL HOT,
Detroit. Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car Com-

pany, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed

May 17, 1918. Serial No. 768,800. (Cl. 184—«.)

1. The combination with a motor crank case having an

opening therein, a detachable cover for said opening, a

pump detachably fastened to the Inside of said cover, and

a strainer detachably secured to the outside of said cover,

said cover having a passage between said pump and

strainer.

2. A strainer comprising a supporting portion having

double walls and registering openings therein, a cover for

one of said openlngi:, a screen secured over the other open-

ing by said cover, and means for securing the cover in

position.

8. The combination with a motor crank case having an

opening therein, of an inverted cup shaped screen ex-

tending upwardly from said opening and having a flange

in contact with the edge of said opening, a cover for said

opening beneath said screen and having a part In contact

with the flange of said screen for securing the screen in

position, and means on the outside of the crank case for

holding the cover In place.

4. The combination with a motor crank case having an

opening therein, of an inverted cup shaped screen extend-

ing upwardly from said opening and having a flange la

contact with the edge of said opening, a cover for said

opening beneath said screen and having a part In con-

tact with the flange of said screen for securing the screen

In position, and means on the outside of the crank case

for holding the cover In place, comprising a swinging

clamp extending across the cover and pivoted at one side

thereof AOd detachably secured at the other side thereof.

5. The combination with a motor crank case having an

opening In the bottom thereof, of an lnverte<l cup shaped

protector extending upwardly from said opening and hav-

ing a flange In contact with the edge of said opening, an

Inverted cup shaped screen arranged within said pro-

tertor, a cover for said opening beneath said screen and
having a part adapted to sectire said screen and protector

in position, and means on the outside of the crank caae

for holding said cover in place.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,559. TRACK SCRAPER. Arthcb E. Hcnt, Ray-

mond. Wash. Filed Oct. 14, 1916. Serial No. 125,680.

(Cl. 104—100.)

1. A traclt scraper comprising a pair of side sections,

each provided at one end with a lug projecting toward the

opposite section and adapted to slide upon a rail, the

other ends of the sections overlapping and being secured

to said lugs.

2. A track scraper comprising a pair of side sections,

each provided at one end with a lug projecting toward

the opposite section and adapted to slide upon a rail, said

lugs having means for scraping the rail, the other ends of

the sections overlapping the faces of said lugs, and means

for clamping the last mentioned ends of the sections to

the lugs.

3. A track scraper embodying a pair of side sections.

each provided at one end with a lug projecting from its

inner side toward the opposite section, said lug being

adapted to slide on a rail and having means for scraping

the rail, said lug having a recess, the other ends of the

sections overlapping the faces of said lugs, the sections

having secondary lugs projecting from their Inner sides

adjacent to the last mentioned ends and fitting in said

recesses, and securing elements extending through the

sections adjacent to their ends for clamping them to-

gether.

4. A track scraper embodying a pair of side sections,

each provided adjacent to one end with a lug projecting

from its inner side toward the opposite section, said lug

being adapted to slide on a rail and having means for

scraping the rail, the face of each lug having a recess

receiving the reverse end of the opposite section, said

recesses providing shoulders fitting the second mentioned

ends of the sections, said lugs having secondary recesses

within the outlines of the aforesaid recesses, within the

outlines of the aforesaid recesses, the sections having

secondary lugs projecting from their inner sides adjacent

to their second mentioned ends and fittings in the sec-

ondary recesses, the sections having apertures extending

through the secondary lugs and registering apertures

centrally of the secondary recesses, and clamping ele-

ments extending through the registering aperture* for

clamping the sections together.

1,228,660. EQUIPMENT FOR CLOTHES - CLOSETS.
L»wi8 C. HCNTIB, Detroit, Mich. Filed Mar, 81. 1916.

SerUl No. 87,897. (Cl. 45—37.)

1. The combination of a closet with a door opening and

closet space to one side of the door opening, a rack adapt-
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ed to rotate In and out of th* said closet space through
the door openlug. the naid ra<^k oomprlnlDg a rotatable
splmlh' Ir.rated at the side of the door opening adjacent
the said closet space, one or more trayg rotatable upon tta«

spindle, and a garment hanger rotatable upon the spindle.

y/yyyy/y/yyyyyA^/y////yyy//^^^^^^

2. The combination of a closet, with a door opening
and closet spuc« to one side of the door opening, a rack
adapted to rotate In and out of the said closet space
through the door opening and comprising a rotatable
spindle located at the side of the door opening adjacent
the said closet space, one or more trays and a garment
hanger rotatable upon the spindle, and means for lock-
lag each of these rotating members to the spindle to pre-
vent independent rotation.

;j. The •oiatiinatlon of a iloset with a door opening and
Closet space to one side of the door opening, and a rack
adapted to rotate In and out of the said closet space
through the d(K>r opening on an axis at the side of the
door opening adjacent the said closet space and made up
of one or more frames.

4. The combination of a closet with a door opening and
closet space to one side of the door opening and a rack
adapted to rotate in and out of the said closet space
through the door opening on an axl.s at the side of the door
opening adjacent the said closet space and comprising one
or more tubular frames In outline similar to a truncated
seal-circle.

3. The combination of a closet with a door opening and
closet space to one side of the door opening, a rotating
rack adapted to swing In and out of the said closet space
through the door opening on an axis at the aide of the
door opening adjacent the said closet space, and a sUck
of drawers swinging on a pivot arranged in the end of
the closet opposite the end into which the rack swings.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,228.561. DUST COLLECTOR. Jisaia J.Axaa. Bellevue.
Kj., assignor of one half to Charles R. Hall. Clncln-
Batl. Ohio. Filed Jan. 13. 1917. RerUl Xo. 142 122
(CI. 183—44.)

1. A dust collector consisting of a sheet metal frame,
a series of parallel meUl vanes located therein and spaced
therefrom and from ea(h other, and a coating of dust oc-
cluding fire proof matertal attached to both sides of the
vanes and to the Inside of the frame, said vanes being
Inclined at angles to the direction of the normal passage
of air through the collector. 1

2. A dust collector •^omprlslng a sheet metal frame
adapted to be located within an air pipe, a series of sheet

roeUl ranes located therein spaced therefrom and from
each other and adapte<l to baffle the air passing through
the pipe, and carded asbestos attached to the vanes and
to the Interior of the frame and extending into the spaces
between the vanes and the frame, said vanes being In-
clined at angles to the direction of the normal paawige of
air through the collector.

1.22Mit. PEANUT DI<;OER. Vblmer H. Jockibch,
OrMMboro. AU. Filed July 24, 1916. Serial No.
111,061. (a. 5ft—».)

.y-^

1. A peanut digger conipi i.<<iug a beam, a cross beaaa
securrd thereto and extending t>eyond oppo»ite sides there-
of, subsUntlally L shaped shanks having the upper end
portions of their stems plvotally engaged with the end*
of the beam, a flat digging element supported by the for-
ward end portions of the feel of said shanks, and mean*
for holding the .shanks against pivotal movement.

2. A peanut digger comprising a beam, a croM b«aa
secured thereto and extending beyond opposite sides there-
of, substantially L-shaped shaukM havlog tb»- upper end
portions of their stems pivotally engaged with the ends
of the beam, a flat digging element supported by the for-
ward end portions of the feet of said shanks, a second
iross beam carried by the first named beam at a prede-
termined point in advaoc-e of the first named cross beam,
and braces secured to the stems of th» shanks and dis-
posed through the end portions of the secouil cross beam
for holding said shanks against pivotal movement.

1,228,568. DRAFT-ARM FOR RAILWAY CARS. Gsobob
A. Joa.NBON. Chicago, III., assignor to William H. Miner,
Cha«y, X. Y. Filed Oct. 9. 1914. Serial Xo. 865,789.
(CI. 218—12.)

1. A draft arm for railway car draft riggings compris-
ing a hollow, box like casting arranged to receive a hori-
zontal yoke and having side and top walls, said casting
being provided with a rear wall having a horitontal con-
volution therein adapted to receive the rear end of a yoke
and accommodate Its Inward movement under buff, the
side walls of said casUng being extended rearwardly be-
.vond said convolution.

2 In a draft rigxlng. a hollow, hox-Mke casting having
stop shoulders, said . asting being formed at Its outer end
with Intfgral upper and lower horiaontal walls and ver-
tical side walls, to thereby form a pocket adapte<l to re-
ceive the Inner end of a draw-bar. said upper and lower
horizontal walls being In line with the front stops.

3. As an article of manufacture, a draft arm for rail-
way draft riggings, said draft arm comprising a box-lik*
castfDg of «obstant1ally uniform thickness throughout.

II

aid caatiag I>e1ng provided with longitudinally nrranged
eoDTolations on tke sides thereof adapted to uccorumodate
a borixontal yoke, said casting ttelng provided also with

Intagral traasvers*' upper and lower convolations approxi-

mately at the center thereof, said transverse convolu-

tions forming Intermediate stops.

l,22ft.6«4. AUTOMATIC STOP FOR TALKING-MA-
CHINK«. ANDK« JcNOD, New York, N. Y^. Filed May
23. 191tt. Serial No. 99,274. (CL 74—46.)

1. An automatic atop for talking machines comprlalng

In combination a movable record, a movaiile amplifying

arm, a brake for arresting the movement of the record, a

alldlng member mounted to revolve and slide when the

record la revolvetl, a second member coupled to revolve

with the first so as to have a predetermined angalar dl«-

placement relative thereto, motion-transmission means

from the arm to said second member to synchronise the

movement of said second member with the first when aald

arm la displaced by the record, and motion-transmisBlon

means from said second member to the brake becoming

operative when the synchronism between the two mem-
bers Is disturbed.

2. An automatic stop for talking machines comprising

In combination a movable record, a movable amplifying

arm, a brake for the record, a member mounted to revolve,

motion-transmission means from the record t* said mem-
ber to revolve the same, a second revoluble member co-

operatively disposed with the first, motion-transmission

means from the arm to said second member for rotating

laid Mcond memt>er In synchronism with the first when
aid arm Is displaced by the record, a sliding member aa-

•oclated with one of snid revolnhle members, means far

operating said sliding member when the synchronism he-

twv^n Kald revoluble meinl>er is diaturbid, and niotion-

trananilsalon means from said sliding raember to the

bra ke.

3. An automatic stop for talking machines comprising

In cmnbtnatlon a record mounted to rotate, a movable am-
plifying arm ortperatlng with the record, a brake shoe

for arresting the movement of the record, a member
mounted to revolve, motlon-transmlaslon means from the

record to said member to revolve the 8ame, a second

revolnble member couple<l to the first and having relative

to the flwt a predetermliie<1 nnaular displacement, motlwn-

transmtssiou rat-ans from the arm to said second member
to rtva4vc tkt member In the name direction and at the

same speed as the tlrst member la revolved, trlm>1ng meaaa

for the braiw, and means from one of said members to

the tripping means becoming operable when the synchro

Blsm between the two revolable m<ml>ers Is di^urbed.

4. An antomatlc stop tor talking n«achlnes comprising

In combination a movable record, a movable amplifying

arm cooperating with the record, a brake for the record, n

member mounted ta revolve, raotlon-tninsmlsaion ineano

from the record to aaid member for revolving' the same, a

289 O. G.—
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second revoluble member coupled to the first so atf to have
a predetermine*! relative angular displacement, motlon-
trananilsslon m'ans from the arm to said second member
to rotate the member la the same direction and speed a*

the first member when said arm Is cooperating with the

record, a slldt- cArrltMl by one of said niembera, slide op-

erating means carried by the other member to displace the

slide when the synchronism between the two revolnble

members Is disturbed, and tripping means from the elide

to the brake.

6. An automatic stop for talking machines comprising

to comhinatlon a movable record, a movable amplifying

arm for coSperatlng with the record, a brake for the rec-

ord, a member mounted to revolve, motion-traaMuission

means from the record to said member to revolve the

same, a second member mountad to revolve with the first

and having an angular dtsplacemeat relative to the first

member, motion-transmission means from the arm to said

second member for rotating aaid second member In syn-

chronism with the flrtt when said arm is coSperating with

the record, a slide carried by one of lald revoluble mem-
bers, slide-operating means carried by the other of said

members in register with the slide, said slide-operating

means becoming operative when tke synchronism be-

tween the two revoluble members la disturbed, nnd trip-

ping means connecting the slide with the brake.

IClaim : 6 to 16 aot printed In the Gaaette.]

1.228,565. VALVE. JosiPH A. Kban. deceased, Des
Moines, Iowa, by Ida Kean, administratrix. Des Moines.

Iowa. Filed Nov, 15, 1916. Serial Xo. 181,580. (01.

137—82.)

1. A valve comprising a casing formed with alining

bores In its ends of less diameter than the Interior there-

of, a ping motinted for rectilinear reciprocation In said

casing, said ping being formed with a recessed head sUd-
able In one of said bores and a barrel slldable In the other
bore, said recessed head forming n shoulder at Its Inner

end and being formed with lateral ports adapted to open.

In one position of the plug, to the interior of the casing,

said plug being removable through one end only of said

ca.slng, a shoulder being formed b.v a reduced extremity of

said barrel, a washer on said reduced portion of the barrel

engaging said latter shoulder and also adapted to engnge
the outer face of the adjacent end of the casing, a thread

being formed on said reduced portion of the barrel, a nut
mounted on said thread to retiiln said washer, said plug
being formed with a clrcunaferentlal groove adjacent said

barrel, and aa expansive coil spring mounted on said

plug within the caalixg, one end of aaid spring Impinging

the first said shoulder, the opposite end of said spring

impinging the inner face of the opposite end of said

casing.

2. A T8lT« comprising a caatng formed with alining

end bores of different diameter*, said end bores each being

of less diameter than the Interior of the casing, a plug

movably mounted in and projecting at one end from said

casing, said plug being formed with a recessed head slld-

able In one of said end bores and con«»tltutlng the largest

diameter of said plug and forming a shoulder surround-

ing said plug, the plug also being formed with a barrel

slldable In the smaller end bore, the end portion on the

plug adjacent the barrel being reduced to form a shoulder

at the outer end of said barrel, a fibrous -washer mounted
on said rednced end portion of the plug and adapted to

engage said shoulder adjacent thereto and also adapted

to engage the outer face of the adjacent end of the cas-

ing, means for securing said washer to the ping, raid

plug being formed with a circumferential groove within
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the casing of greater U>ngth than the smaller end bore,

and an expansive coll spring on said plug within aald

casing and impinging at opposite ends on the first shoul-
der and the Inner face of the opposite end of the casing
respectively, the recessed head being formed with radial
ports adapted to register with the interior of the casing
at tlmea.

(Claim 3 not printed In the Uazettc]

1.228,566. SAFETY LAMP. Elmm C. KiNCAnm. Beau-
mont, Tex., assignor of one-half to John F. Fisher, Bean-
mont, Tex. Filed Apr. 8. 1916. Serial No. 89.870.
(CI. 240—18.)

1. In a miner's safety lamp, the combination with a
dome having fine perforations at its top for the escape of

products of combustion, a burner and an air chamber sur-

rounding and beneath said burner, of a plurality of radi-

ally disposed tubes entering naid chamber and each having
an enlarged orifice at Its outer end and a wire gauze screen

mounted in and extending transversely across said orifice,

said air chamber and tubes constituting expansion spaces
for the products of combustion of explosive gases to cut

off the air supply and extinguish the lamp.
2. In a lamp, the combination with a burner and an

air chamber, of an air tube entering said chamber and
having an orifice at its cater end, spacing rings in said
orifice, a pair of wire gauze screens supported between
said spacing rings and a lock nut tapped In the outer ex-

tremity of said orifice.

1,228.567. THRUST BEARING. Aleut T. Kjllia.n,

Buffalo. N. Y. Filed Aug. 13. 1913. SerUl No. 784,581.

(CI. 64—60.)

1. In a thrust bearing, an inner member, an outer
member, means carrle<l by said members forming there-
with an annular channel siffroundlng the Inner member,
the Inner and outer corners of said channel being each
provided with an annular beveled face, a pair of race
rings loosely mounted in said channel and having thejr
corners adapted to engage said beveled faces, and a
series of antifriction elements arranged between said
race rings.

2. In a thrust b««rlng. the comblnatloD of as Inaer
member, an outer member, means forming therewith aa
annular chamb4>r having beveletl corners, a pair of raca
rings loosely mounted in such annular chamber and hav-
ing their outer corners beveled to correspond with tk«
beveled comers of the annular chamber, and anti-friction
elements arranged between said race rings.

3. In a thrust bearing, an inner member, an outer mem-
ber, means ciwrled by said members forming therewith ao
annular channel surrounding the inner member, the
corners of said channel being each provided with an an-
nular beveled face, a pair of race rings loosely mounted
In said channel and having their corners t>eveled ao aa
to be adapted to engage aald beveled faces, and a series
of antl friction elements arranged between said race
rings, said means forming an annular chamber consisting
of inner and outer sleeves each provided with an annular
flange, the flanges at one side being removable.

4. In a thrust bearing, an inner member, an outer
member, a sleeve affixed to each of said members so as to
form an annular chamber, each sleeve being provided with
annular flanges having beveled inner corners, the flanges
at one side being removable from the sleeves and each
being provided with an annular extension 1 projecting
beyond said beveled corners, the sleeves being provided
with Internal shoulders against which the Inner end.< of
said flanges p abut, for the purpose set forth.

5. In a thrust bearing, the combination of an axle or
shaft, sleeves thereon, a bearing ring clamped between
said sleeves and supported thereby, a clearance being
provided between this ring and the axle or shaft, means
for clamping the sleeves against said ring, a rotary mem-
ber surrounding the axle structure and carrying a com-
panion thrust ring, and antl-frlction thmst bearing de-
vices engaging said ringa.

1.228.568. THERMOSTATIC REOILATOR FOR IK-
CUBATOR8. AiiOis Kladiva, Kenosha, Wla Filed
July 18, 1918. Serial No. 108.982. (CI. 286—«.)

1. A thermostatic regulator for Incubators, compris-
ing a thermostatic member, a movable meml)er engaged
thereby, a :«upporting member formed of sheet metal and
having pairs of upturned eyed ears and a depending tu-

bular member which supports the thermostatic member
and through which the movable member extends, a tubu
lar trunnion member partially mounted between the oar«
of one of the pairs of ears, a main lever rod extending
through and carrie«I by the trunnion member and having
a forward upturneii end. said main lever trunnion bring
engaged by the upper »'nd of the movable member, a T-
ahaped trunnion member pivotally mounted between the
other pair of ears, an adjusting screw carried by the
T-shaped member and engaging the upturned end of the
main lever, lever rods projecting from the T shaped mem-
ber, a heat controlling damper carried by one of the rods,
a counterweight mounted on the other rod. and a counter-
weight mountetl on the main lever.

2. A thermostatic regulator for incubators, compris-
ing a supporting member having pairs of upturned eyed
ears and a depending tubular portion having a curved
lower portion, a thermostat carrletl by the curve<l portion,
a trunnion member pivotally journale<i between one of
the pairs of ears and having a tubular extension, a main
lever extending through the extension and having an
apturned front end and a rear end provided with a coun
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terbaiance, another trunnion pivotally mounted in the

other »ar8, a set screw threaded through the laat men

tloned trunnions and bearing against the upturned end

of the maiq lever, a rod mounted in the last mentioned

trunnion and carrying a damper on its free end, and

another rod mounted in the last mentlone<l trunnions

and projecting rearwardly therefrom and having a coun-

terweight on Its free end.

1,228.6«9. CAB AND AIB-HOSB COUPLING. W11.LIAII

8. Knimblt, Benton Harbor. Mich. Original applica-

tion filed Jan. 2. 1913, SerUl No. 789.582. Divided

and this application filed July 10, 1915. Sertal No.

S9,068. (CI. 218—40.)

1. In combination with two car coupler members

adapted to be secured together, train pipe coupler mem-

bera, one for each car coupler member and exterior

thereto, mounted for free longitudinal movement with

reference to Its main coupler member, and means limit-

ing the length of travel of the train pipe coupler member,

said means holding said train couplers rigidly in cou

pllng position with reference to each other when the car

couplers are coupling, while permitting substantial move-

ment of the couple<i train pipe couplers without beginning

to uncouple them as the car couplers start to separate.

2. In combination with two car coupler members

adapted to be secnre<l together, train pipe coupling mem-
bers, one for each car coupler member and exterior there-

to, mounted for free longitudinal movement with reference

to ita q^ln coupler member, and a pin and slot connection

between each car <<>upler member and its train pipe cou-

pler member po proportioned that said pins hold said train

coupler members rigid in coupling position with reference

to each other when the car coupler members are coupling,

while permitting substantial movement of the couple<l

train pipe couplers without beginning to uncouple them

as the car couplers start to separate.

8. In combination with two coupler members adapted

to be secured together, train pipe coupler members, one

for each car coupler member and exterior thereto, each

mounted for free longitudinal movement with reference

to Its main coupler member, means independent of the

car coupling devices for detacbably securing the train

pipe coupler members together, and means limiting the

length of travel of the train pipe coupler members, said

means holding said train couplers rigidly in coupling

position with reference to each other when the car cou

piers are coupling, while permitting substantial move-

ment of the coupled train pipe couplers without begin-

ning to uncouple them as the car couplers start to

aeparate.

4. In combination with two car coupler memebrs

adapted to be secure.! together, train pipe coupler mem-
bers, one for each car coupler member and exterior

thereto, mounted for free longitudinal movement with

reference to its main coupler member, means independent

of the car couplers detachably securing the train pipe

coupler members together, and a pin and slot connection

between each car coupler member and its train pipe, cou

pier members so proportioned that said pins hold said

train coupler members rigid in coupling position with

reference to each other when the c»r coupler members are

coupling, while permitting substantial movement of th»

coupled train pipe couplers without beginning to uocoople

them as the car couplers start to separate.

5. In a train pipe coupling, the combination of a pair

of supports, two train pipe coupler meml>€r8 mounted on

said supports respectively for free sliding movement longi-

tudinally of the supports In either direction, and meana

carried by each support for positively limiting the sliding

movement of the related train pipe coupler member in

either direction, said means being so positioned as to hold

the train pipe coupler members rigidly In coupling posi-

tion during the operation of coupling the members, while

permitting movement of the coupled train pipe conplera

relatively to the supports during a predetermined more*

ment of said supporta away from each other.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,228.570. ATTACHMENT FOR LATHEP AND THB
LIKE. Jakob Krpp, KUsnacbt, Swltierland. Filed

July 26, 1916. Serial No. 111,218. (CL 82—88.)

1. An attachment for lathes comprising In combination

a casing adapted to be fixed to the carriage of a lathe

or to the bed therefor, two dlslts with curved slots and a
handle rotatably mounted in said casing, three slides for

each disk arranged in radial guides of said casing adapted

to be moved by said disks, means for centering a work
piece on some of said slides and cutting tools on the

other slides, means for adjusting the cutting tools in

the direction of the axis of the attachment and meana
for coupling the disk for moving the steadying dies and

the cutting tools substantially as described and shown.

2. An attachment for lathes comprising In combination,

a casing adapted to be fixed to the carriage of a lathe

or to the bed thereof, two disks with curved slots and a
handle rotatably mounted in said casing, three slides for

each disk arranged in radial guides of said casing adapted

to be moved by said disks, a handle projecting through

the circumference of said casing and rollers supported

by said slides adapted to be actuated by said handle for

centering a work piece on some of said slides, and cutting

tools on the other slides, set screws for adjusting the

cutting tools in the direction of the axis of the attach-

ment and means for coupling the disk for moving the

stead.ving dies and the cutting toolf, substantially as de>

scribed.

1,228,571. DISPENSING-CARTON. William T. Laiab,

San Francisco. Cal. Filed May 22, 1915. Serial Na
29,910. (CI. 206—67.)

1. The combination with a paper towel dispensing

carton having a longitudinal slot in the lower portion

thereof, of a pile of Interleaved towels having a greater

width than the carton and means to bold said towels in

an arched position above the bottom of the carton.

3. A paper towel dispensing carton having a longitv-

dlnal slot in the bottom thereof and adapted to contain
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a pile of Interleaved towels, and suitable Inverted mp
shaped ends inserted within the ends of the carton and
extending within the ends of the slot whereby a towel

being withdrawn Is prevented from engaging the ends of

the said slot.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,228.572. DRAFT-RKJ(,:iN«; FOR C.\RS. Ooodbich
Q. Lawis, Wheaton. 111., assignor to William H. Miner,

Cha«y, N. y. Filed Ot. 18. 1915. Serial No. 56.437.

(CI. 213—64.)

r<-mm^
-r^r-xj^ • «

1. Id a draft rigKing. the combination with draft sills

aod channel shaped stop members secured thereto, said

channel stop members extfrnllng parallel to the axiH of

the draft rigging, of means fur bracing said stop mem-
bers, said means comprising channels extending at right

angles to the axis of the draft rigging.

2. In a draft rigging, a stop member comprising a sec-

tion of a channel arranged to have the flanges thereof

secured to a pair of draft sills, and a section of another

channel secured to the web of said first named channel

section and having one of the flanges thereof flush with

the edg^ of the web of said first named channel section.

8. A stop member for draft riggings which comprises

a section of a channel adapted to have the flanges thereof

secured to opposite draft sills, a portion of the web of

said chaanel being cut out to thereby form a recesti, and a

section of another channel secured to the web of the flrst

named channel and extending In a direction tratuversely

thereof, one of the flanges of the second named channel

section being flush with the edge of the web of the flrst

named channel section at the Inner end of said recess.

4. In a draft rigging, the combination with draft

sills, of upper and lower stop members for a draft gear

having a horliontal yoke, said stop members being each

secured at its sides to the sills and having a horizontal

web. the upper stop member being provided at its inner

edge with a transverse, vertical, upwardly extending flange

and the lower stop member being provided at Its Inner

edge with a transverse, downwardly extending, vertical

flange.

1,228.578. DRAFT - RIG(;iNO. GoooBica Q. L»wis.
Wheaton. 111., assignor to William H. Miner. Chaiy.
N. Y. Plied Apr. 18. 1»16. Serial Xo. 90.841. (CI.
218—12.)

1. In a draft rigging for railway cars, a stop casting
having Integral, upper and lower horizontally extending
front and rear stop shoulders and Integral side webs
forming center sill extensions.

2. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination
with center sills, of a casting secured thereto, said cast-

ing having an integral buffer block, upper and lower
horizontally arranged front stop shoaldera, apper and
lower horizontally arranged rear stop shoolders, and
bolster filler.

3. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination
with center sills, of a casting secured thereto, aald casting
having upper and lower horizontally arranged front stop
shoulders, upper and lower horizontally arranged rear stop
shoulders, and bolster filler.

4. In a draft rigging for railway cars, a stop casting
having Integral upper and lower horizontally extending
front atop •hoolders connected by Integral vertical webs,
said casing having also an integral buffer block substan-

tially in line with the upper stop shoulder.

1.228.574. LOCOMOTIVE TENDER. Nathan M. Lowkk,
Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to Locomotive Stoker Com
pany. Pittsburgh, I'a.. a Corporation of Pennaylvanla.
Flle.1 Jan. 18, 1916. Serial No. 72,«93. tCl. lOJ^—260.)

1. la combination, a tender having a coal bin and a
fuel deck back of the bin, and a hnlkhefld movable over the

deck and adapted to advance the masi> of fuel thereon.
2. In combination, a tender having a coal bin. a fnel

deck hack of the bin. a bulkhead movable over the deck
and adapted to advance the mass of fuel thereon, and
means for maintaining the bulkhead In upright position.

3. In combination, a tender having a coal bin. a fnel

deck back of the bin. and a bulkhead having a forwardly
projecting floor and movable over the deck and adapted to

advance the mass of fuel thereon.

4. In combination, a tender having a coal bin. a fuel

deck back of the bin. and a l>ulkhead having a forwardly
projecting floor and side walls and movable over the deck
and flflapted to advance the mass of fuel thereon.

5. In combination, a tender having a fuel deck, and a

bulkhead having a forwardly projecting floor, snch floor

having a downwardly and forwardly Inclined lip at Its

forward end. and movable over the deck and adapted to

advance the mass of fuel thereon.

{Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228.575, GAME. EroiM F. Lvkch. Providence. R. I.

Filed Oct. 2. 1916. Serial No. 123.240. (CI. 46—59.)

1. A gane comprising a pair of foils each provided with
a player hlork sopportlng area near Its end. and a player

Mock for each foil shaperl on one of Its facet to rest upon
said supporting area whereby it may be readily dlslndged
therefrom.
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2. A game comprising a pair of foils each provided with

a player block supporting area near its end. and a player

block for each foil shaped on one of its face* to rest upon

•aid supporting arc* whereby it may be readily dislodged

Uarefrom. and means for causing the block to adhere

somewhat to the surface of the foil.

01

Ucts. a plug provlde<l with a small conUct block on each

face of its tutering portion, the entering portion of the

plug being of such dimensions as to divide said cavity Into

Isolated, independent chaml)er«, one contact of the aocket

and the corresponding contact of the plug being located In

each chamber, the entrance opening of the cavity being

smaller than the cavity to form a tight fit with the plug.

8 A game comprising a pair of foils each provided with

a flat area near its end for supporting a player block, and

a player block for each foil shaped on one of Its faces to

rest upon said area whereby It may be readily dislodged

therefrom, and a flexible c>onnector for loosely attaching

«ach block to Its foil.
^ .. , , »

4 A game comprising a pair of foils each having a long

•llm body portion with an enlarged head having a flat sup-

porting surface, a playing block for said face also pro-

vided with a flat surface to rest upon that of the foil

whereby the block may be readily dislodged therefrom,

and means In said block for distinguishing them one from

the other.

1228 576 CAB AXLE BOX LID. David W. McCord.

'New York, N. Y.. and Ivab A. Ranml, Chicago. 111.

riled July 21, 1916. 8erUl No. 110.536. (CI. 64—28.)

'-y:^:

31

•II-

¥
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1. A pressed roeUl axle box lid having a separately

formed spring bracket attached thereto. „

2. A pressed metal axle box lid having an Independently

formed spring bracket attached thereto by interlocking en-

gagement therewith.

3 A pressed metal lid formed with the hood adapted tp

embrace a hinge lug of an axle box, the sides of the hoo<l

having Inwardly pressed trunnions affording bosses for en-

gagement with seats in said hinge lug.

4. A pressed sheet metal axle box lid having a hood of

less width than its ImkIv portion, the said hood extending

above the upper edge of the body of said lid and adapted

to embrace a hinge lug on an axle box. the sides of said

hood being forme<l with Inwardly pressed trunnions af-

fording boHses for engagement with said trunnion seats.

6 A pressed metal axle box lid formed with parallel

allts and having the portion l)€tween its slits pressed lat-

erally inward, to form a pocket, and an Independently-

formed spring bracket having an arm telescoped Into said

pocket.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1228 677. ELECTRICAL PLUG AND SOCKET. Jamis
'

P. McElbot. Albany. N. Y. : Susie H. McElroy, execu-

trix of said .Tames F. McElroy, deceased, assignor to

Consolidated Car-Heating Company, a Corporation of

West Virginia. Filed Feb. 27, 1912. Serial No. 680.282.

(CI. 173—338.)

1. The combination with a socket member having an

tnternal cavity provided with soaced aoart internal con-

8. The combination with a socket member having an

Internal cavity provlde«l with spaced apart Internal con-

tacts, a plug provided with a small contact block In each

face of Its entering portion, said entering portion being of

a width and depth equal to the Internal width and depth

of the cavity, and of a thickness less than the transverse

width of the cavity, wherel)y the entry of the plug Into

the cavity will divide the same into isolate<l, Independent

chambers, one contact of the socket and the corresponding

contact of the plug being located in each chamber, the

entrance opening of the cavity being smaller than the cav-

ity to form a tight fit with the plug.

6. A plug socket comprising a receptacle of insulating

material provided with an Internal cavity, one wall of

which is provlde«l with a narrow slot of less width than

said ca\-1ty and equal to the Interior length of the cavity,

said slot being positioned to cause the entering plug to

engage the wall opposite the slot, whereby the Interior

space of the socket may be divided into two oppositely

disposed parallel non-rommunicatlng distinct chambers.

9. The combination with a socket, of a plug formed In-

two sectlona, a nut embedded In and projecting laterally

from the entering section of the plug, a screw In the han-

dle section of the plug engaging the nut to hold the plof

sections assembled, a casing inclosing the socket, and

means carried by the casing for engaging the projecting

portion of the nut to hold the plug In engagement with

the socket.

[Claims 2. 4. 5, 7, 8, 10. and 11 not printed in the Ga-

zette.]

1.228.578. GEARING FOR SLICING - MACHINES OR
THE LIKE. Albbrt D. Marbton. Whiting. Kans.

PllfKl Aug. 9. 1916. Serial No. 114.048. (CI. 74—27.)

i 0-

1. As a means for moving elements In timed relation

with each other, a pair of slldably mounted rack bars each

adapted to be assocUted with an element, means for guid-

ing the sliding movement of the bars, a rockably mounted

lever, segmental gears carried by the lever and positioned

so that one will engage one rack bar when the other gear

becomes disengaged from the other rack bar.

2. As a means for moving two elements In timed rela-

tion with each other, a pair of slldably mounted rack bars

one of which Is longer than the other while each is adapt-

ed to engage an element, a bracket provided with means

for slldably receiving and guiding the movemait of the

bars, a rockably mounted lever, segmental gears carrie«l by

the inner end of the lever on opposite sides thereof aud

»••»»"
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projecting from the lever to engage the rmck bars, and the
•egmental gears being arranged so that when the lever is

rocked In one direction from a middle position one rack
bar will be reciprocated while the other rack bar will

remain stationary, and when the lever Is rocked In an
opposite direction the first mentioned rack bar will re-

main stationary while the other rack bar will be recip-

rocated.

1.228,679. STOVE. SmoN N. MlJCTiL. Mabt A. MlN-
TMU and Oborob E. Mbntbl. Springfield. Ohio. Piled
June 8, 1916. Serial No. 102,462. <CT. 126—87.)

1. In a stove, a main casing, a main baffle wall located

In :iald casing having passageways above, to the rear and
below the same, a gas burner located In front of said

baffle wall with the gas outlet* thereof above the lower

edge of said wall, and an auxiliary wall located between
aid baffle wall and said burner so as to form a continua-

tion of the passageway beneath said baffle wall, the upper
edge of said auxiliary wall extending to a point In cloae

proximity to the gas outlet openings.

2. In a stove, the combination with a main casing, a
main baffle wall therein, a hood above said wall, said main
baffle wall having passageways between the upper edge
thereof and said hood, to the rear of the same and be-

neath the same, a gas burner in said casing In front of

aid main baffle with the gas outlet portions thereof ar-

ranged above the lower edge of said main baffle wall, and
an auxiliary wall located between said burner and said

main baffle wall so as to form a continuation of the pas-
sageway beneath said main baffle wall, the upi>er edge of

said auxiliary wall being located at a point In close prox-
imity to the gas outlet portion of said burner.

.S. In a stove, a main casing, a burner therein, a main
baffle wall therein, a U-shaped plate embracing the lower
edge of 8ald baffle wall but spaced therefrom, said baffl*

wall also having passageways about the upper edge there-
of and to the rear of the same communicating with said

passageways formed by said U-shaped plate, the passage-
ways formed by aaid plate extending to a point In close

proximity to the burner.

4. In a stove, a main casing, a main baffle wall therein,

a hood above said baffle wall, an auxiliary baffle wall ex-

tending from aald hood to a point below the upper edge
of said main baffle wall so as to provide a passageway
about the upper edge of said main baffle wall, said main
baffle wall and the rear of said casing forming a passage-
way back of said main baffle wall, a gas burner extending
across and In front of said main baffle wall with the gas
outlet portion thereof above the lower edge of said wall,
and a second auxiliary baffle wall between said burner
and main baffle wall to form a continuation of the pas-
sageway beneath said main baffle wall, the passageway
between said second auxiliary wall and said main baffle

wall being extended to a point In close proximity to the
gas outlet openings of said burner.

5. In a store, a main casing, a burner therein, a main
baffle wall, a hood above the upper edge of said wall, and
an auxiliary baffle wall extending from said hood to a
point to the rear of and below the upper edge of said

main wall, a U-shaped plate embracing the lower edge of
said main wall but spaced therefrom, said baffle walls,
hood and U-shaped plate forming passageways which ex
tend about the upper edge, behind and around the lower
edge of said main baffle wall to a point in proximity to
said burner.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,228.580. METHOD OF INCORPORATING FILLING
MATERIAL IN PAPER. GaoBca W. Miles. Belmont,
Mass.. assignor to Rosa Chemical Company, Boston,
Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed Mar. 11, 1915.
SerUl No. 13,692. (CI. 92—21.)
1. A method of Incorporating filling material in paper,

which consists in mixing with the fiber before its final
formation into a paper web an emulsion of waxy material
with a proportion of filler In excess of that which in the
absence of said emulsion will incorporate with the fiber.

2. A method of incorporating filling material in paper,
which consists in mixing with the fiber before Its final

formation Into a paper web an emulsion of paraffln wax
with a proportion of filler in excess of that which In the
absence of aald emulsion will Incorporate with the fiber.

3. A method of incorporating filling material in paper
which consists of mixing with the fiber In the beater an
emulsion of waxy material with a proportion of filler In
excess of that which in the absence of said emulsion will
lncori>orate with the fiber.

4. A method of Incorporating filling material In paper
which consists In mixing with the fiber In the beater an
emulsion of paraffin wax with a proportion of filler In ex-
cess of that which In the absence of said emulsion will
Incorporate with the fiber.

1.228.581. WIGWAG SIGNAL. Mark 8. Moasa. Loa
Angeles. Cal., assignor to Railway Specialties Company,
Los Angeles, Cal.. a Corporation of California. Filed
May 17. 1916. Serial No. 98,075. (CI. 175—282.)

1. In combination, a spring blade, a contact on said
blade, and spaced apart circuit closing contacts having
their adjacent ends in the path of travel of the spring
blade contact so as to deflect the spring blade first to one
side and then to the other as the blade oscillates.

2. In combination, a spring blade, a contact on said
blade, spaced apart contacts having their adjacent ends
in the (>ath of travel of the spring t>lade contact so as to
deflect the spring blade first to one side and then the
other as the blade oscillates, and means to stop vibra-
tion of the spring blade during the movement of the blade
contact from one to the other of the spaced apart con-
tacts.

3. In combination, a shaft, a spring blade mounted to
turn with said shaft, a contact on said blade, and a pair
of spaced apart circuit-closing contacts having overlap-
ping ends bent at angles toward one another and adapte<i
to be alternatively engaged by the blade contact whtn
said shaft is oscillated.

4. In combination, a shaft, a spring blade monnted to
turn with said shaft, a contact on said blade, a pair of

di^
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paced apart contacts having overlapping ends bent at

angles toward one another and adapted to be alternatively

engaged by the Made contact when said shaft is oscll-

Uted. and guards spaced apart from the stationary con-

tacts to engage the blade contact when It slips from the

sUtlonary contacts to stop vibration of the spring blade.

1. In combination, a shaft, a spring blade mounted to

turn with said shaft, a pair of spaced apart circuit-closing

contacts having overlapping ends bent at angles toward

one another, and a contact 011 nald spring blade operative

by turning of the shaft in one direction to engage one of

the stationary contacts and op.-ratlve by turning of the

Shaft In the opposite direction to engage the other sta-

tionary conta<'t.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,588. BRACKET. Otpo Mu«llib. Richmond. Cal.

Filed Mar. 4, 1916. Serial No. 82.089. (CI. 248—18.)

1,228,682. REGRINDING DEVICE FOR THE VALVES

*OF EXPLOSION - ENGINES. JoaaPH B. MowBT,

aeveUad, Ohio. Filed June 25, 1914, Serial No. 847.827.

Renewed Oct. 28. 1916. Serial No. 128,348. (CI.

187—4.)

3P^'
/a.

1. A bracket comprising a tubular standard, a pin

adapted to pass through the tubular standard for con-

necting the bracket to suitable supports, an Integral horl-

sontally extending member connected with the tubular

standard, a stand top connected to the horltontally ex-

tending member, and braces connected to said stand top

and to the first brace on each side of the horizontally

extending member.

2. A bracket comprising a tubular standard, a pla

adapted to pass through the tubular standard for con-

necting the bracket to suitable supports, an integral horl-

tontally extending member connected to the tubular

standard, a brace connected to the tubular standard ftnd

the horizontally extending member, and an eccentric lever

for locking the position of the bracket with respect to the

supporting pin therefor.

1 228 584 SELF-CLOSING COCK WITH CHECK. Philip
'

MvELLaH, Decatur, 111. Filed May 22. 1916. Serial

No. 99.161. (CI. 137—4.)

1. The combination with an engine cylinder having a

Talve controlled port and a lifting spring controlled valve

therein, said cylinder having ftn opening In line with the

movement of the valve and a plug therein having an open

Ing. of an engaging device upon the outer extremity of

aid valve, and a device Insertlble In said opening In said

plug for operatlvely connecting with said engaging means

on said valve for lifting fwld valve against the tension

of said spring, said lifting device serving also as a de-

vice for rotating said valve, and a ground Joint In said

plug for said lifting and rotating device.

2. The combination with an engine cylinder having a

ralve port and spring controlled valve therein, and a plug

in line with said valve, of an engaging means upon the

outer end of said valve, an adjustable device for operat-

ing said valve adapted to both lift and rotate the same,

aid operating device movable In said plug, and adapKKl

to make operative connection with the engaging means

upon said valve.

3. The combination with the cylinder of an explosion

engine and spring controlled valve therein, of an engaging

means upon the outer end of said valve, a device movable

In the wall of said cylinder for operatlvely connecting

with said engaging means on said valve to raise and ro-

tate the same, and means for normally securing said op

erating device out of engagement with said engaging means

on the valve.

4. In combination with the cylinder and spring con-

trolled valve of an explosion engine, an engaging means

upon the outer extremity of said valve, a stem longltudi

nally movable in the wall of said cylinder, and adapted

to make operative connection with said engaging means

on aald valve, to raise and rotate said valve, and a nut

for normally securing said stem out of contact with said

valve, said not serving as a clamping device, said stem

and wall making a gas tight Joint, adapted to be closed

by said clamping device.

1. In a self-closing valve, the combination of a body-

portion having a valve seat, a valve having a stem, means

tending to close said valve, an operating handle on said

stem having a depending skirt to house the upper part of

the valve body and the operating parts between said

handle and body portion, means between sal 1 handle and

body-portion to lift said valve and stem whtn said han-

dle Is rotated, stop means on said body-portion, and stop

means on the skirt of said handle which are brought into

registering contact upon rotation and lift of said handle,

80 as t* limit rotation of said handle and lift of said

valve.

2. In a self closing valve, the combination of a body-

portion having a valve-seat, a valve having a stem, means

tending to close said valve, an operating handle on said

stem having a depending skirt to bouse the upper part of

said body-portion and the operating parts between said

handle and body-portion, means between said handle and

body portion to lift said valve and stem when said handle

is rotated, stop means on the exterior of said b<.dy-portlon,

and stop means on the Interior of the skirt of »^ald handle

said stop means being offset vertically but adapted to be

brought Into registering contact upon rotation and lift

of said handle, so as to limit roUtlon of said handle and

lift of said valve.

3. In a self-closing valve, the combination of a body-

portion having a valve seat, a valve having a stem,

means tending to close said valve, an operatln;f handle
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on Bald stem having a depending Hkirt to bou«f> tb« upp«r
part of said bodr-yortloo and the op«ratlDg aieana be-

tween said handle and body-portion, means t>etween said

handle and body-portion to lift said valve and stem when
said handle is rotated, radially projecting stop means on
the exterior of said body-portioo, and radially projecting
stop means on the interior of the sldrt of said handle,

the opposed edges of said stop means being adapted to

be brought into registering contact wben said handle Is

rotated so as to limit rotation of said handle and lift of

said valve.

4. In a self-closing valve, the combination of a body
portion having a valve seat, a valve having a stem,

means tending to close said valve, an operating handle
on said stem having a depending skirt to house the upper
part of said body portion and the operating parts t>e-

tweeu said body portion and handle, means between aald

bajulle and body portion to lift said valve and »t«ta

wben the baudle ia rotated, stops integral with and pto-
jectlng radially from the exterior of said body portion

and dispoaeil equidistant thereabout, and stops integral

with and projecting radially of the interior of the aUrt
of the handle and being angularly spaced thereabout to

correkpoud to the stops on said body portion, the stops

on Ml id body i^H>rtion being vertically offaet from the stops

00 said hamlle bat being in such relation thereto that

npon rotation and lift of the iiandle they will t>e brought
Into registering contact so as to limit rotation of sakl

handle and lift of the valve.

1,228.685. SELF-CLOSING COCK WITH CHECK. Philip
MiBLLBB and Akto> C ScucutiiANV, Decatur, 111.

Filed May 22. 1916. Serial No. 99.162. (CI. 137—4.)

^?

1. In a self-closing valve, the combination of a body
portion having a valve seat, a valve having a stem, means
tending to close said valve, an operating handle on said

stem, means between said handle and boily portion to lift

said valve and stem when said handle Is r.>tate4l. stop
means on said body portion, and stop means oa said

handle, said stop means being angularly and vertically

movable relative to each other, so as to bring their upper
and lower surfaces into frictional contact when said

handle is rotated to limit the rotation of said handle and
lift of said valve.

2. In a self-closing valve, the combination of a body
portion having a valve .seat, a valve having n stem, means
tending to close said valve, an operating handle on said
stem having a depending skirt to house the apper part of

the valve body and the operating parts between said

handle and body portion, means between said handle and
bo4ly portion to lift said valve and stem when said handle
Is rotated, atop means on said body portion, and stop
means on the skirt nf said handle, said stop means being

angularly an<l vertically movable relative to each other so

as to bring their opposed upper and lower surfaces into

frictional contact wben said handle is rotated to limit

the rotation of snld handle and lift of said valve.

3. In a self-closing valve, the combination of a b<>dy

portion having a valve seat, a valve having a stem, means
tending to close said valve, an operating handle on said

stem having a depending skirt to house the upper part of

the valve body and the operating parta between said han-

dle and body portion, means between said handle and
body portion to lift said valve and stem when said handle
is rotated, radially projecting stop means on the exterior
of said body portion and radially projecting stop meaos
on the interior of the skirt of said handle, said stop meant
being angularly and vertically movable relauve to «aeh
other ao as to bring their opposed upper and lower sur-

faces into frictional contact when said handle is rotated

to limit the rotation of said handle and lift of said valve.

4. In a self-closing valve, the combination of a body
portion having a valve seat, a valve having a stem, means
tending to close said valve, an operating handle on said

stem, means between said handle and body portion to lift

said valve and stem when said handle Is rotated, stops
on said body portion, and stops on said handle, oae of

said sets of stops having an extended area and being off-

set from the other set of stops, so that upon relative an-

gular and vertical movement of said stops their opposed
upper and lower sarfaces are brought into frictional con-

tact to limit tlie rotation of said handle and lift of said

valve.

5. In a valve, the combination of a body portion baring
a valve seat, a valve having a stem, an operating handle
on said stem, a stop on said body portion, a stop on said

handle, one of said stops tiavlng an extended area, said

stops being angularly and vertically movable relative to

each other, so as to bring tb«ir opposed upper and lower
surfaces into frictional contact when said handle is rotated

to limit the rotation of said handle and lift of said valva.

1,228,586. LIFTI.NO-JACK. Danisl C. IIclvihill. Han-
nibal. Mo. Filed Feb. 23, 1917. fUerlal No. 1B0,816.

(CI. 254—93.)

3. A lifting jack comprising a compressed air cylinder

closed at the bottom and open st the top. a cap screwed
upon tbe open end of said cylinder, a IwIWrw handle for

said cylinder, the hollow opening to the Interior of tbe
cylinder, an air valve in the hollow of said handle and
adapted for connection with a flexible air connection, a
plunger sliding in said cylinder and having a tabular
stem guided in said cap, a screw threaded post sliding

in said tubular stem, and a nut threaded upon said post
and resting upon tbe upper end of said stem.

[Claims 1. 2. 4. and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,687. FERTILIZER AND THE MANUPACTUBB
THEREOF. Fredebic J. .Nabh. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed

Feb. 24. 1916. Serial No. 80,097. (CI. 71—6.)

1. The method of making a combined green manure and
potash fertilizer, which consists In placing a layer of sea

vegetation in substantially the condition in which it cornea

from the water before it has lost its deliquescent potaak,
upon and in direct contact with a layer of ripened pent,

then permitting said layers to stand and dry <>ut for a
sutScient length of time to enable the layer of peat to ab-
sorb substantially all the drainage from the sea vegeta-

tion and retain the potash, and finally producing a hnmns
forming mixture for useful purpose^< retaining the par-

tially dried sea vegetation as a green manure la addl-
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tioD to th<- fertilixiag constltaents «< the potash Im-

pregnated peat.

A

2. The method of making a combined green manure and
potaah fertillaer, which ooociats In forming n stack of

suitable shape of alternate layers of ripened peat, and
•ca vegetation in subMantially the condition in which it

comes from the water before it has lost its deliquescent

potash, beginning with peat as the bottom layer, each layer

of one material being in direct contact with tbe next ad-

jacent layer or layers of the other material throughout
substantially the entire dividing surface contact areas.

then permittinK tbe stack tu stand and dry out for a suf

flcient length of time to enahle the layers of peat to ab-

sorb substantially all the drainage from tbe sen vegeta-

tion and retain the potash, and Anally producing a humus
forming mixture for useful purposes, retaining the par-

tially dried sea vegetation as a green mnnure in addition

to tbe fertillslBg constituents of the potaah Impregnated
peat.

3. The method of making a combined green manure and
potash fertlUxer, which consists in first placing a layer ef

ripened peat wlthla a stracture, then spreading over tbe

layer of peat and In direct contact therewith over sub-

stantially its entire upper surface a layer of see vegeta-

tion, in substantially tbe condition in wliicb it c<jsses

froBi tbe water befere it has lost Its dellquesceat potaak,

then permitting tbe said layers to stand and dry out In

said structure, for a sufficient length of time to enable

tbe layer of peat to absorb sutwtantlalljr all the drainage

fn)m the sea vegetation and retain tbe potash, and finally

pro<laclng a humos forming mixture for useful purposes,

retaining the partially drieti seA vegetation as a green

manure In addition tu the fertilizing constituents <>f tbe

potash impregnated peat.

4. The method of making a combined green mannre and
petash fertlltser. which consist* in forming a stack of

suitable shape of alternate layers of ripened peat, and sea

vegetation la sobstantiaily the condition in which it comes

from the water before it has lost Its deliqoesccnt potasb,

within a structure, the tlrst layer being formed of peat,

and each layer of one material being in direct camtnct

with the aext adjacent layer or layers of tbe other mate-

rial throughout substantially the entire dividing surface

contact areas, then permitting the stack to stand and dry

ont in said structure for a sufficient length of time to

enable the layers of peat to absorb substantially all tbe

drainage from the sea vegetation and retain the i>otash,

and finally producing a humus forming mixture for use-

ful purposes retaining the partially dried sea vegetation

as a green manure in addition to the fertilizing constit-

uents of the potash impregnated peat.

1,228J188. SgUlRT-PREVENTER FOR TYPE CASTING
MACHINES. Wii>LtAii Nicholas, New York, N. Y.,

assignor to Premier Marhine Company, a Corporation

of Delaware. Piled July 7, 1914. tSerial No. 849.527.

(a. 199—90.)

1. In a type casting and composing machine, a mold

and movable matrix thereon : yielding means for locating

tbe matrix to form a metal tight connection with said

mold : means compriising a multiplying lever and slidable

rods in connection with said lever ; a spring actuated clr-

cnit making and breaking device normally held In posl-

tlec to complete or dose tbe circuit that driven tbe motor :

means comprising a latch for boldiag said circuit making
and breaking device la said closed drcait risking posi-

tion : and means connected with one ef said rods for op-

praMy disconnecting said latcb from said circuit closing

device.

2. In a typo casting and composing machine having a

mold and'a movable matrix plate thereon, yielding means
for centering and Moating said matrix plate upon said nkold

to form a aetai-tlght connection l>etween said mold and

plates ; means for breaking the current that drives the

motor of said machine when said plate has not t>een seated

sufficiently close to said mold to prevent molten metal

from entering tbe crevioe formed thereby, ooraprtaing a
spring yielding contact rod normally held by a spring

latch in position to close the motor circuit ; and means
wbereljy said latch is lifted to permit said rod to be with-

drawn from its contact closing poaltloa, comprising a ful-

crum lever having a short arm at one end and long arm at

the other end ; a vertically sliding rod between the short

arm and said matrix plate, and a similar rod operably dis-

posed between said long arm and said latch lifting mech-

anism.

1,228,689. FOLDING CHECK - BOOK. JOHH P. ?ro»-

mann, Crookston, Minn., assignor of one-half to 8. A.

Erlckson. Crookston, Minn. Filed June 29, 1914. Se-

rial No. 847,82». (a. 11—17.)

A folding check book comprising a pad of leaves hav-

ing stub portions at one end thereof and separated there-

from by i)erforated tearing lines on whicli the pad may
be folded »>odny. flat %pon Itself, the perforate tearing

lines of successive leaves extending In a plane obliquely

throtigh the pad, the stub portions of the part being bound

together at tbe outer end, and a back also bound with tbe

stub portions and terminating at said tearing lines.

1.228,690 CONNECTION FOR DRAFT RIGGING DRAW-
BARS AND YOKES. John F. O'Connoh. Chicago, Dl.,

assignor to William H. Miner, Chasy, N. T. Filed Mar.

18, 1916. Sertal No. 15,346. (CI. 213—42.)

1. A .voke for draft riggings having parallel arms and
provided with side plates at the front end thereof, blocks

each having a shoulder on the Inner side thereof arranged

to engage a shoulder of a draw-bar. and means for dctack-

ably connecting said blocks to said side plates.
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2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a draw bar having upper and iower transversely

extending Rhoalders. of a yoke having parallel arms, a

pair of upper and lower detachable blocks arranged to fit

over the upper and lower faces of the draw bar and en*-

ga^e said shoulders, said blocks having their ends extend-

ing laterally beyond the side face of the drawbar, and
means, located outside of the side planes of the draw iwir

and forwardly of said shoulders, for detachably connect-

ing said blocks to said yoke arms.

3. In a draw-bar and yoke connection, the combination

with a draw bar having upper and lower shoulders, of a

yoke having a plurality of perforated ears at Its forward

end located to the sides of the draw-bar, upper and lower

blocks fitting the upper and lower faces of the draw-bar

shank and engaging said draw-bar shoulders, the ends of

said blocks fitting between said perforated ears, and de-

tarhable pins passing through said perforated ears and
the ends of said blocks for connecting the latter with the

yoke.

4. In a draw-bar and yoke connection, the combination

with a draw bar having upper and lower shoulders, of a

two-part yoke, each part having a series of spabed, perfo-

rated ears at its forward end, blocks extending trans-

versely across the top and bottom of said draw-bar and
engaging the shoulders thereof, and means for connecting

sahl blocks with said perforated ears of the yoke parts.

5. In a draw-bar and yoke connection, the combination

with a draw-bar having upper and lower shoulders, of a

two part yoke divided longitudinally thereof, blocks ex-

tending transversely across the top and bottom of said

drawbar and engaging the shoulders thereof, and means
for connecting said blocks with said yoke parts and there-

by preventing lateral separation of said parts.

1.2:>8,591. DRAFT-GEAR. JOHN F. O'Connor, Chicago.

111., assignor to William H. Miner, Chaiy, N. Y. Filed

Sept. 2. 1915. Serial No. 48,589. (a. 213—64.)

«r

•j^-a

1. A friction gear comprising, in combination, a friction

shell, friction shoes cooperable therewith, a wedge, a

main spring, a spring follower, located between said shoes

and said main spring, a thrust member interposed between
said wedge and said follower, and a preliminary spring

lnt»Tposed between said shoes and said follower.

2. A friction gear comprising, in combination, a frli lion

shell, friction shoes co<">perable therewith, a wedp', a
main spring, a follower, a thrust member interposeil be-

tween said wedge and said follower, and arranged to

maintain a fixed dLstance between said we<lge and follower

at all times, and a preliminary spring interposed between
said shoes and said follower, said preliminary spring,

main spring, and follower all being located on the same
side of the friction shoes.

3. A friction gear comprising, in combination, a friction

shell, friction shoes coCperable therewith, n wedge, a

main spring, a spring follower, a preliminary spring be-

tween said shoes and said follower, and a supplemertal
follower movable with said first named follower during a
portion of the operation of the gear, and means for arrest-

Inc th«> movement of said supplemental follower prior to

the full movement of the gear.

4. A friction icear comprising, in combination, a friction

shell, friction shoes cofli>ernbIe therewith, a wedge, a

main spring, a preliminary spring acting directly against

said shoes, a follower against which one end of said pre-

liminary spring acts directly, said preliminary spring
being under an initial compression, and means for limiting

the movement of said follower after a partial actuation

of the gear.

6. A friction gear comprising. In combination, a friction

shell, friction shoes and a wedge codperable therewith,

main springs at the rear of said shell, a follower for said

springs, a preliminary spring Interposed between said fol-

lower and said shoes, the forward end of said preliminary

spring directly engaging said shoes, said preliminary
spring t>elDg under an initial compression, and a plunger

interposed between and engaging both said follower and
said wedge.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228.592. RAILWAY DRAFT - RIGGING. JOHN F.

O'Connor, Chicago, 111., assignor to William H. Miner,

Chaiy. N. T. Filed July 13, 1916. Serial No. 109.004.

(01. 218—#2.)

1. In a draft rigging, the combination with a draw bar
and a friction gear Including a friction shell, of means for

connecting the draw bar and front end of the shell com-
prising a yoke consisting of two parts Interlocked when
assembled and having shouldered engagement with th«

friction shell.

2. In a draft rigging, the <-ombination with n draw bar
and a friction gear Including a frirtlon shell, of means for

connecting the draw bar and front end of the shell com-
prising a two-part yoke having a detachable hinge con-

nection.

3. In a draft rigging, the combination with a draw bar
and a friction gear including a friction shell, of means for

connecting the draw bar and front end of the shell com-
'prising a two-part yoke having a detachable hinge connec-
tion, said yoke and friction shell having cooperating
engaging shoulders.

4. In a draft rigging, the combination with a draw bar

and a friction gear Including a friction shell, of means for

connecting the draw bar and front end of the shell com-
prising two members having an Interior shoulder at their

rear ends, the shell having an angular shoulder at Its

front end coOperable therewith.

5. In a draft rigging, the combination with a draw bar

and a friction gear inclndlng a friction shell, of means for

connecting the draw bar and front end of the shell com-
prising two meml>ers having an interior shoulder at their

rear ends, the shell having an angular shoulder at Its

front end cofiperable therewith, said memt>ers t>eing inter-

locked when In assembled position.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette. 1

1.228,693. AUTOMATIC PRESSURE LIMITING VALVE.
OLA_r E. Olrsos, Chicago, 111., assignor to The Edward
Steam Specialty Co., Chicago. 111., a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Jan. 2, 1913. Serial No. 739.696. (CI.

137—«.)

1. In a valve construction, the combination of a hous-

ing having an aperture extending through it. a valve seat

located in said aperture, a valve coSperating with said

seat to control the flow of fluid through said aperture,

a stem extending from said valve transversely of the main
direction of said aperture, a spring engaging said stem

and tending to hold the valve away from its seat, a screw
for changing the tension on said spring, a second valve

i seat disposed in the housing in opposite relation to the

i first valve seat, a bushing surrounding said spring and
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having a second valve formed on Its Inner end for engag-

ing said second valve seat, said bushing being sUdably

mounted in the housing and serving to support said screw,

there being restricted passageways from the said aperture

along the sides of said bushing to its outer end, and a

cap inclosing the outer end of said bushing and screw.

6. In a valve, the combination of a rasing having a pas-

sage permitting the flow therethrough of fluid under pres-

sure, two valve seats In said passage, two valves, one for

engaging each seat, whereby one valve checks the flow in

ene direction and the other valve checks the flow In the

opposite direction through said passage, a stem extending

from one side of one of said valves, a tubular extension

projecting from the other valve in the same direction as

said stem, and a spring In said tubular extension engaging

said extension and said stem, said casing having a bore

for containing said tubular extension.

8. In a valve, the combination of a casing having a pas-

sage permitting the flow therethrough of fluid under pres-

sure, two valve seats in said passage, two valves, one for

engaging each seat, whereby one valve checks the flow in

one direction and the other valve checks the flow In the

opposite direction through said passage, a stem extending

from one side of one of said valves, a tubular extension

projecting from the other valve In the same direction as

said stem, a spring in said tubular extension engaging said

extension and said stem, said casing having a bore for

containing said tubular extension, and a disk on the outer

cod of said stem loosely fitting said tubular extension.

11, In a valve, the combination of a casing having a

passage permitting the fiow therethrough of fluid under

pressure, two valve seats In said passage, two valves, one

for engaging each seat, whereby one valve checks the flow

in one direction and the other valve checks the flow in the

opposite direction through said passage, a stem extending

from one side of one of said valves, a tubular extension

projecting from the other valve in the same direction as

said stem, a spring in said tubular extension engaging said

extension and said stem, said casing having a bore for

containing said tubular extension, and a threaded rod for

engaging the jther side of said flrst valve to positively

hold It against its seat, said flrst valve having a vent

therethrough closed by said rod when It engages said

valve.

12. In a valve, the combination of a casing having a

passage permitting the flow therethrough of fluid under

pressure, two valve seats in said passage, two valves, one

for engaging each seat, whereby one valve checks the flow

in one direction and the other valve checks the flow In the

opposite direction through said passage, a stem extending

from one side of one of said valves, a tubular extension

projecting from the other valve in the same direction as

said stem, and a spring In said tubular extension engaging

said extension an<l aali stem, said casing having a bore for

containing said tubular extension and forming a receptacle

for fluid under pressure around the outer end of said

tubular extension, there being restricted pa.'tsageways

along the outer wall of said tubular extension between

said receptacle and the passage through said casing.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6, 7, 9. and 10 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,228.594. VEHICLE ATTACHMENT. Rasmts P«d«-
80X, East Omaha, Nebr. Filed Sept. 21, 1916. Serial

No. 121.407. (Cl. 21—136.)

'tt

/«

»'"
.
„'' ! !

In a vehicle attachment, the combination with an an-

nular rack on the wheel hub, an angular bracket mounted

on the »xle, a rock lever mounted upon said bracket, a

shaft having bearings in one of the arms of the rock lever,

a pinion on said shaft a spring mounted on the bracket

and connected with the arm of the rock lever opposite to

the bearings of the shaft for controlling one of the move-

ments of the rock lever, means for moving the rock lever

against the force of the spring tor causing engagement of

the pinion with the annular rack to permit a rotation of

the shaft, and a strap secured to the shaft to cause It to

be wound thereon when the shaft Is rotated.

1.228.595. LEAF-HOLDER. Isidore J. Plamondon, Du-

buque. Iowa. Filed Dec. 27, 1916. Serial No. 68,861.

(Cl. 45—61.)

1. The combination with a book holder including a

support and a rest plate for the book fixed to the support.

of clamping rods having angular end portions rotatably

mounted in the rest plate, and a single length of resilient

wire having spring colls formed in each end thereof loosely

engaged upon the respective angular ends of said rods and

fixed at their extremities to the rods, said spring coils

acting Independently upon the rods to yieldingly hold the

other ends thereof In clamping engagement upon the op-

posed leaves of an open book arranged on the support.

2. The combination with a book holder including a sup-

port, of clamping rods plvotally mounted at one of their

ends upon the support, and a resilient wire having spaced

spring coils formed therein encircling the respective plv-

otally mounted ends of the rods and fixed at their extremi-

ties to said rods, said springs acting Independently upon

the rods to hold their free outer ends In clamping engage-

ment upon the opposed leaves of an open book arrange<l

on the support.

3. The combination with n book holder including a sup

port, said support having a recess In one edge thereof and

spaced sockets at the inner end of said recess, of clamping

rods rotatably engaged at their corresponding ends in thp
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respectlTe sockets and exteoding throucb "kid receas, and
sprinf coll* engaged Dpon said ends of the rods within

saki recess and independently acting upon the rods to

force the outer free en<ls of the same apart anil Into

clamping enj^agement with the opposed leaves of an open
t>ook arranged on the support.

4. The combination with a book holder inclodlng a sup-

port provideil with a recess In one edge and spaced

sockets at the Inner end of said dmkss, of clamping rods

having their corresponding ends extended throagh said

recess and rotatably engaged In the respective sockets,

coU springs engaged upon the said ends of the rods and
Independently acting thereon to force the other ends of

the rods apart and into clamping engagement with the

opposed leaves of an open book arrange<l on the support,

and a bar fixed to the support over the recess therein and
said bar being recessed to accommodate said springs.

5. The combination with a book holder Including a sup-

port, and a stop plate or rest for the book fixed to said

support, of U-6hape<I clamping rods having one of their

ends rotatably mounted In said stop plate and their other

ends projecting over the upper edge of said plate, and a

resilient wire having spaceil series of spring coils formed

therein engaged upon said rotatably mounted ends of the

rods and &xe^l at their extremities thereto, said springs

acting Independently upon the rods to urge the free ends

of the same apart and into clamping engagement with the

oppose<l leaves uf an open book arranged on the support.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.228,6»6. TIME-FUSE BODY AND CAP AND METHOD
OF MAKING SAME. Ibvi.ng L. Pomeboi, Chicago, IlL

Filed Jan. 29, 1917. Serial No. 145,116. (CI. 102—36.)

1. A shrapnel fuse body comprising a die-cast core, and
a shell of malleable metal surrounding and closely fitting

said core.

4. A shrapnel fuse body comprising a die-cast core and
annular supplemental member, and a shell of malleable

metal surrounding said core and supplemental member
and maintaining them in assembled relation.

6. A shrapnel fuse b04ly comprising a die-cast core and
• malleable metal shell having a stiffening ring supporting

It at its greatest diameter, said shell being secured to

said core and surrounding the major portion thereof.

9. A method of making fuse bodies comprising die-

casting a core, forming a shell of malleable metal to

snugly fit said core, and securing said core and shell

together.

[Claims 2, 3, 6 to 8. and 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

operating with said parts to increase the frictlonal ea-

Cagement between them and the rail base.

J r

2. An anti-creeper comprising a transverse member
having a Jaw flttlni; one side of the rail base, a dou en-

gaging the other end of said member beneath the rail

base and fitting over the top of the latter to hold said

member to the rail base and a spring washer carrieil by
one of said members.

6. An an ti creeper comprising a casting having an In*

tegral Jaw thereon and a tie abutting fiange, a dog, a

member between said dog and said first member and a

resilient member arranced to press said first and second
members apart.

8. An anti-creeper comprising a transverse member
having a Jaw at one eod, a downward extension at the

other end, a movable piece associated with said member
and adjacent to said extension, a resilient member ar-

ranged to press said piece away from said extension, a
dog to resist such action and teeth on said dog and said

piece to permit adjustment of the anchor to rails of

different sixes.

10. An anti creeper comprising a transverse member
beneath the rail base, means for holding said member to

the rail base on one side, a notched plate arranged to

embrace the other side of the rail base and said member
to hold the latter to the rail, said plate when it is being

positioned acting momentarily to clamp said member
more closely against the rail base than when in final posi-

tion, and additional means arranged to yield during said

poaltioning movement and thereafter to maintain the

parts In yielding frictlonal engagement with the rail base.

[Claims 3 to 5, 7, and 9 not prlnte<i In the Gasette.]

1^8,598. MACHINE FOR FINISHING SHELL8. VIC-

TOR Etiinsx pRltTOT. Paris, Fran<e. Filed Mar. 7,

1916. Serial No. 82,618. (CT. 2»—27.)

1,228.697. ANTICREEPER. Frbdieick A. Pbbstojj,

Highland Park, 111., assignor to The P. A M. Co.. Chi-

cago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Jnne 18,

1916. Serial No. 103.967. (CI. 288—4.)

1. An anti creeper comprising a member beneath the
rail base having a Jaw fitted over one side of the latter, a
dog engaging said member beneath the rail base and fit-

ting over the top of the latter to draw said member
upwardly against the rail base and a third member co- <

—' ^-*
.
* T^

J.I: -H^ ^ I

1. Improved machine for finishing steel shells In a
single operation comprising in combination a lathe frame,
a fixed and an adjustable head in said frame, a rotatable

shaft passing through said flxe<l head and bearing a cen-

ter adapted to engage In the fuse-hole of the shell to be

finished, a borixontally adjustable head clamped on the

lathe frame, a center on the adjustable bead coaxial with
the center on the rotatable sbaft, a traveling tool carrier,

double-cutting tools on said carrier adapted to operate

on the shell in either direction of the carrier motion, re-

versible transmission gear for moving said carrier oper-
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ated from the rotatable shaft, gearing transmitting mo-

tion from the rots table shaft to a rocking mechanism

»uspende«l around the tool carrier shaft, doable gears on

said rocking mechanism adapted to transmit the motion

of the rotatable shaft to the tool carrier shaft In one or

the other direction, an operating handle for changing the

direction of sach motion, double cutting tools supported

on said carrier, and means for pressing a cutting edge of

said tools continuously against the rotating shell.

2. Improved machine for flnishinK shells in a single

operation comprising In combination a inthe frame, be^ds

In said frame adapte<l to bold and rotate the shell under

operation, a traveling tool carrier, mechanism for Im-

parting longitudinal motion to said carrier, mechanism

for reversing the direction of motion of said carrier, a

set of double-cutting tools operatlvely supported on said

carrier and adapted to cut continuously In either direc-

tion of the carrier motion, a vertical tool holder sup-

ported on the Uthe head, double-cutting tools In said

holder adapted to cut a groove around the body of the

shell, double-cutting tools adapted to finish the base of

said shell and means for manually adjusting said tools.

1228 599 SUSPENDERS. William C. B»inmdth. Los
'

Angeles, Cal. Filed lune S. 1916. Serial No. 102.681.

(CI. 241—12.)

1. In a suspender ; a strap ; a central tab In longitu-

dinal extension of said strap ; a pair of side tabs located

on opposite sides of said central tab; slides carried on

said strap and said tabs ; and a cord passing throu^rh said

slides and connecting said tabs with said strap In such

a manner as to produce an equal tension on each of said

Ubs.
2. In a suspender ; a strap ; a bar on said strap ;

strap

slides attached to said bar ; a central tab ; a central tab

slide secured to said central tab ; a pair of side tabs lo-

cated on opposite sides of said central tab ; a side tab

slide secured to each of said side tabs ; and a cord se-

cured at either end to said bar and passing successively

through said central tab slide, one of said strap slides,

one of said side Ub slides, the other bar slide, and the

other side tab slide.

3. In a suspender; a strap; a central tab In longltu

dlnal extension of said strap ; a pair of side tabs located

on opposite sides of said ( entral tab ; slides carried on

said strap and said tabs ; and a cord passing through said

slides and connecting said tabs with said strap.

3iim

2. A tool impart head and handle, the handle having

a longitudinal bore, and the head having a cylindrical

shank within the bore an<l of materially smaller dUmeter

than the bore to form a clearance to impart elasticity

to the handle and formed with side flns extending from

the head toward the opposite end of the shank and fitting

In corresponding slots formed In the end of the handle,

substantially as described.

3. .\ tool Impact head and handle, the handle formed

with a central bore and 1 educed In diameter between the

end next to the tool head and the grip portion of the

handle, and the tod head formed with a shank a portion

of which is materially smaller In diameter than the bore

of the handle to form a clearance to Impart elasticity to

the handle and provided with flns extending from the

head toward the opposite end of the shank and fitting in

corresponding slots formed in the end of the handle, sub-

stantially as described.

4. A tool Impact head and handle, the handle having

a central bore and reduced in diameter between the two

ends of the bore, and the head formed with a shank fitting

in the bore and provided with fins fitting in correspond-

ing riots formed in the handle, the flns which He at the

upper and lower facea of the handle being formed with

lateral exten-slons bearing against the handle to brace the

sl0*ted portion uf the handle and resist strains, and a

ferrule formed of wire wrapi»ed around the handle to

bear against the fins of the shank ami extending around

the redoced portion ©f the handle to brace and strengthen

such portion.

1,228,601. CrUE-LOCK. Thomas D. Ricb, Pawtucket,

R. 1. Filed Feb. 12, 1916. Serial No. 7T,889. (CI.

70—14.)

1^28,600. IIETHOD OF FASTENING WOOD HAN-

DLES TO TOOLS. Edward JOH.f Rbwki.nbbbgku

Buffalo, .N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

George C. Renkenberger. Buffalo. Jf. T. FUed July 25,

1913. Serial No. 781.152. (CI. 145—79.)

1. A tool Impact head and permanently attached han-

dle, the head having a cyllndricai shank and the handle

a cylindrical bore, the end of the shank corresponding

sobstantially to the bore of the handle and the portion

between the end and the head being of mafwlally smaller

diameter than the end of the shank and the bore of the

handle to leave a clears uce between the shank and wall

of the bore, substantially a« tl«erfbed.

1. A cue lock comprising a base portion containing

locking mechanism, a cue adapted to rest on said base, a

poat and a lock pin in the base, and means whereby the

operation of the cue Is adapted to cause said pLn to op-

erate to engage and secure the cue to said base.

2. A cue lock comprising in combination a cue, a base

portion on which the cue Is adapted to rest and locking

means in said base portion wheret>y the rotating of said

cue on said base operates the meebaniam to lock the cue

to said base.

6. A cna lock comprising an invertad cup-shaped base

member In which the lacking elements are housed, a cen-

tral post having a laterally extendtnp bart5, a spring ac-

tuated locking pin projecting from the upper face of the

base, a cue having a central bole In Its wall for ncaivlng

said post and barb when positioned thereon, said cue

base also having a hole for the reception of said pin,

whereby when the cue Is positioned and rotatj'd on said

base a predetermined distance the pin bole Is caused to

register with the pin which automatically enters the

same and prevents furtb.-r rotation of the cue, and a key

for withdrawing said pin to permit said cue to be ro-

tated back to the starting point to be removed.

7. In a cue lock the combination with a cue, of a hasp

portion containing the locking mechanlan on which the

end of the cue Is adapted to rest, said locking mechanism

being adapted to be operated l)y n movement of the cue to

engage and lock the cue thereto, a liey for releasing the

locking mechanism and nujiistalde means in said mechn-

nlam to set said mecbaniam to dlflerent keya^

[Claims 3 to 9 not printed in the ^azette.^)

I
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1.228.602. DRAW -BAR CABBY - IRON. G»OEO» W.
BiNK, Jersey City, N. J., aaslgnor to Plory Carry Iron
Company, St Loalt, Mo., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Nov. 8, 1912. Serial No. 780*285. Renewed Feb.
7. 1914. Serial No. 817,826. (Cl. 213—42.)

1. The combination with supi>ort8 having pockets which
are open front and rear and provided with carry iron

supporting: flanges at the lower ends of said pockets, of •
carry Iron provided with a bearing face for sapportlng •
draw bar in position, the ends of which carry iron oc-

cupy said pockets and rest upon said flanges, means on
aid flanges for engaging the carry iron to hold the aame
against backward and forward movement upon aaid

flanges, and means passing through the supports and the

carry Iron for fastening the latter to said supports In op-

erative poaltion.

2. In a device of the class described, a pair of supports,

carry iron supporting members projecting inwardly from
said supports, lugs on the ends of said supports and a

carry iron, the ends of which are adapted to engage said

supporting members and the corners of which carry iron

are notched to receive the logs on the ends of the sup-

ports.

3. In a device of the class described, a carry Iron hav-

ing a bearing face for supporting a draw bar, means for

sapportlng said carry iron from a car comprising a pair

of supports spaced apart to permit the carry iron to be

Inserted from the front or rear thereof, flanges and lugs

on said supports for engaging the carry Iron, and means
extending lengthwise through the carry Iron for rigidly

fixing it to the supports.

1,228,603. WAR-AUTOMOBILE. FCLix Saba.h, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 3, 1916. Serial No. 118.005.

(Cl. 102—2.)

1. The combination in .in automobile of the character
described, of a steering wheel having a number of projec-

tions, a plurality of chains connected to relatively fixed

parts of the automobile, each chain having a ring de-

signee! to embrace any of said projections, and means
for drawing the chains taut whereby the steering wheel
is held against rotary movement, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. In combination an automobile provided with a steer-

ing wheel and having starting levers arranged on the side

thereof and projecting some distance therefrom, means
for locking the steering wheel in any adjusted position, a
pair of forked supports one securrd adjacent the front
end of the automobile, the other adjacent the rear end,
thereof, and a torpedo modnted in and secured to said
supports some distance above the automobile, said torpedo
provided with means for exploding the same.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.228,604. COMBINED DIVAN AND BED. John P.
Sandbll, Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. 29. 1915. SerUl No.
63,941. (Cl. 5—48.)

1. A combined divan and bed, comprising a horisontally

disposed frame having a front member and two end mem-
bers, a combination member hinged near one edge to the

frame end members with its ends projecting beyond said

frame end memberu. rail members connecteil to said frame,

extending at right angles to said combination member and
normally located within the planes of Its ends but capable

of movement beyond said planes, said rail members being

adapted to become head and foot board members of the

bed. a seat member normally resting at its forward edge

upon the front frame member, devices extending from

said combination member and plvotally connected to said

seat member providing rear supports for said seat member,
and means for locking said seat member to said combina-

tion member when said seat member Is swung upon Its

pivotal connection with said combination member.

2. A combined divan and t>ed, comprising a horizontally

disposed frame having a front member and two end mem-
bers, a combination member hinged near one edge to the

frame end members with Its ends projecting beyond said

frame end members, rail members connected to said frame,

extending at right angles to said combination merot>er and
normally located within the planes of its ends bat capable

of movement beyond said planes, said rail members being

adapted to become head and foot board members of the

l>ed, a seat member normally resting at its forward edge

upon the front frame memt>er. devices extending from
said combination member and plvotally connected to said

seat meml)er providing rear supports for said seat member,
and means for automatically locking said seat member in

substantially parallel relation to said combination mem-
ber when said seat member Is swung upon Its pivotal con-

ne<tlon with said combination member.
3. A combined divan and bed, comprising a horizontally

disposed frame having a front member ami two end mem-
bers, a combination member hinged near one edge to the

frame end members with its ends projecting beyond said

frame end members, rail members connected to said frame,

extending at right angles to said combination member and
normally located within the planes of Its ends but capable

of movement beyond said planes, said rail members being

adapteil to become head and foot board members of the

bed. a seat member normally resting at Its forward edge
upon the front frame member, devices extending from
said combination member and plvotally connected to said

seat member providing rear supports for said seat member,
said device being detachably connected to said seat mem-
t>er, and means for locking said seat member in substan-

tially parallel relation to said combination member when
said seat member Is swung upon Its pivotal connection

with said combination member.
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6. A combined divan and bed comprising a horizontally

dls|KHied frame having a front member and two end mem-
bers, a <umbiuatlon member hlngtnl near one edge to the

frame end members with its t'Uds pri>Je<'ting beyond said

frame end members, rail members connected to said frame,

extending at right angles to said combination member and
Dormally located within the planes of its ends but capable

of movement beyond said planes, a seat mt mber normally

resting at its forward edge upon the front frame member,

devices extending from said combination member and
plvotally connected to said seat member providing rear

supports for said seat member, means for locking said

rail members to said frame when the seat memt>er is in

horlsontal position, and means actuated In raising the

I

Mat for nnlocktng the seat member from said rail

Bembers.
' 6. A combined dlvau and bed comprising a horizontally

'disposed frame having a front member and two end mem-
berb, a combination member hinged near one edge to the

frame end members with Its ends projecting beyond said

frame end members, rail memtMTs connected to said frame,

intending at right angles to said combination memt>er and
normally located within the planes of its ends but capable

of movement beyond said planes, a seat member normally

resting at Its forwaril e<lge upon the front frame member.

devices extending from said combination member and
plvotally connected to said seat member providing rear

supports for said seat member, means for iocklng said rail

members to said fraaie when the seat member is in horl-

sontal position, means actuatetl in raising the seat for

unlocking the seat member from said rail members, and
means for locking said seat member in substantially

parallel relation to said combination member when sai<l

•eat member is bwung upon its pivotal connection with

aid combination member.
(Claim 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,605. MAIL -BAG -SUPPORTING MECHANISM.
JoaapB P. SANDBa, Spokane, Wash., assignor to The
Spokane Mail Equipment Company, Spokane, Wash., a
CorporaUon. FUed Sept. 21, 1915. Serial No. 51.798.

(Cl, 25^—26.)

1. In combination with the supporting elements of a
mail bag transferring mechanism and a mail bag provided

with attaching devices secured at either end, of a con-

tinuous removable mail bag supporting line adapted to be

held in a vertical position between said supporting ele

ments and provided with attaching devices to cooperate

with said attaching devices of the mall bag to retain said

bag in a vertical distended position and in close parallel

relation to said line.

2. In combination with the supporting elements of a
mall bag transferring mechanism and a mail bag pro-

vided with attaching devices secured at either end, of a
bag supporting line adapted to be held in a vertical posi-

tion between said supporting elements and provided with
attaching devices to co<">perate with said attaching de-

vices of the mall bag. an additional bag strap retain

iBf device carried by said line disposed intermediate

of the aforementioned attaching devices of said line, the

several attaching devices of the bag and line all serving

to retain said bag in a vertical distended position and in

close parallel relation to said line.

^ In combination with the supporting elements of a

mail bag transferring meclianism and a mail bag provided

with attaching devices secured at either end, of a con

tinuous removable mail bag supporting line adapted to

be held in a vertical position between said supporting ele

ments for instantaneous detachment therefrom and pro- • t

vided with attaching devices disposed intermediate of its

ends to cociperate with said attaching devices of the mail

bag to retain said bag in a vertical distended position and
in close parallel relation to said line.

4. In combination with the supporting elements of a
mall t>ag transferring mechanism and a mail bag provided

with a plurality of attaching devices, of a removable mail

t>ag supporting line adapteil to be held in a vertical posi-

tion between said supporting elements for instantaneous
detachment therefrom and provided with a plurality of

attaching devices disposed intermediate of Its ends to co-

operate with said attaching devices of the mall bag to

retain said bag in a vertical distended position.

1,228,606. THROW-OFF MECHANISM FOR FISHING-
REELS. Louis M. Sandebs. East Orange. N. J., as-

Klguor to A. F. Meisselbach A Brother, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed June 16. 1916. Serial No. 103.920.

(Cl. 242—84.7.)

—J.

li

1. In a throw-off mechanism for Ashing reels, the com
binatlon of a spool pinion with a main driving gear In

normal engagement therewith, a bridge pivoted at one end
for supporting said gear, a hook at the opposite end of

said bridge, a pivoted, spring actuated detent for locking

said hook, said detent being provided with a tailpiece

whereby said locking engagement may be broken, and said

bridge being provided with an arm by which said locking

engagement may l>e restored and a manually operated lever

for alternate engagement with taid tail piece and said arm
to lock and unlock said bridge.

2. In a throw-off mechanism fo^ fishing reels, the com-

bination of a spool pinion with a driving gear in normal
engagement therewith, a bridge for supporting said gear,

said bridge being pivoted at one end and provided with a

locking hook at its opposite end, a pivoted, spring actuated

detent having normal locking engagement with said book,

and a spring in engagement with said bridge for swinging

the same upon its pivot when said locking engagement is

broken, whereby said gear is separated from said pinion

and a pivoted manually operated lever for breaking and
restoring said locking engagement.

3. In a throw-off mechanism for fishing reels, the com-
bination of a spool pinion and a driving gear in normal
engagement therewith, a bridge pivoted at one end for

supporting said driving gear and having a locking book

nt its opposite end, a locking detent for engagement with

said hook, a two armed spring having one of its arms
connected to said detent and its other arm connected to

"^

said hook, whereby when said detent Is in engagement with

said hook said spring tends to maintain said engagement,
and when said engagement Is broken said spring will swing
said bridge upon its pivot to separate said gear from said

pinion and a pivoted manually operated lever for breaking

and restoring said locking engagement.
4. In a throw-off mechanism for fishing reels, the com-

bination of a spool pinion and a driving gear in normal
engagement therewith, a bridge pivoted at one end for

supporting said driving gear and having a locking book
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•t its opposite end. a spring actiiateti locking detent for

engrtfwnent with aaiil book, a sprintf c-onnecte<l with Mid
hook for separatlBx thr Mtin«> wb«-n (li94>nKa{p-«l and a
piFoted lever having trippint: tagHt:\m*nt with sahl detent
and restoring engagement ^Tith said bridge.

5. In a throw-off mecbanlsmi for tisbiag reela. the com-
btaation of a !<pool pinion and a driving g(>ar in normal
engagement therewith, a bridge pivoted at one ond for
supporting said <Irtving gear, a locking hook at the oppo-
site end of said bridge, a locking detent for engagement
wtth said hook, a ^ring having its arms connected re-

spectively with sal«l hook anal said detent for hol<ltng the
same la engBgeraent. and a pivoted lever having tripping
engagement with said detent and restoring engagement
with said bridge.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.)

1^28.907. CARD GAMJE. Emmoss WoooBrBT Sawtek,
MinDeapolis. Minn. Filed iUr. ft. 1917. Serial No.
152.621. (CI. 46—2».)

1. A deck of cards comprising four groups of equal
number, the cards of each jrroup being marked to dis-

tlcgulah the same from the cards of each other groap, the
cards of each group being consecutively numbered, and
each canl of each group having a different letter of the

alphabet thereon, some of said letters appearing on a card
of each group, others of said letters* appearing on a card
of each of two groups and still others of said letters ap-

pearing on a card of only one group.

2. A deck of cards comprising four groups of eqnal
number, the cards of each gronp being marked to dl»-

tlngulsh the same from the cards of each other group, the
cards of each group being consecutively numbered, and
each card of each grouj having a different letter of the

alpbat>et thereon, each ,Tcnp having the cards thereof
rrarked with one each o* the vowels A, E. I. O. U. each of

sjild vowels appearing on a different numbered card on
each group.

3. A deck of cards comprising four eroops of erjual

nnmber, the cards of each gronp being marked to dis-

tinguish the same from the cards of each other group,

the cards of each group being consecutively numbered,
and each card of each group having a different letter of

the alphabet thereon, each group having the cnnls thereof

marked with one each of the vowels A. E. I, O. f. each
of said vowels appearing on a different nrtmbere*! carrt

on each group, a portion of the consonants appearlag on
a card of each of two groups and the remaining iwaso
nants appearing on a rnrtl of only one groop.

1.228.608. FLUID OPERATED EJECTOR. ARTHm I-a*^

WTX Lbigh Sc%5«s, .Ashton-apon-Mersey. Eniriand. as-

signor to The Jirltlsh Wpstlngbon»e Electric * Manu-
facturing Company. Limited. I^ndon. England. Flle«l

.Inly 14. 1915. Serial No. .TO.783. (CI. 230—13.)

1. In a fluid ejector for exhanstlng gasea from an in-

clpsed space in which the pressure 1>« below atmospberic
pressnre. a diffoser adaptetl to be <i>nnecte<l to said In

closed space and fcaving Its oatlet In communication with

n fj^ftr^ of greater pressure than tlwr In .sni<l Inclooed

space, a convergent divergent air notsle dlsrbarglnt lato
.said diffoser and a steam nozzle comblBetl with said air
noszle In such manner that a mixture of steaai and air
acta on the gasea to be exhausted and canaes then to paaa
through said diffnser.

2. lo a fluid ejector (or exhausting Wfttta from an in-
cicaed space in which the pressare is below atmovpheric
pnMBure. a diffnser the Inlet tnd ot wKlcb la coooectetl
t.> said space and the ontlet of which connects with a
space of greater pressure than that in said Inrloaed space,
means including a divergent nozzle for dellvertng high
and low pressare motive fluid to said dlffuser, nrrange<l
so that the point of adraiaaloa of high pressure motive
Tuld la located at a point within said divergent nozzle
where the velocity of th« low preamve motive fluid is

SbbsUntlally equal to the velocity of the high pressure
motive dnld as tt t-nter« said nonle.

:i. In a fluid ejector, a dilTuser. a divergent nozzle for
delivering low pressure motive fluid to said diffu.ser and
Pieans for delivering high pressure motive fluid to saUl
iV.vergent nozzle, crrnnged so that the high pressure n»«-
ttve fluid and the low pressare motive fluid Interminvle
within said divergent nozzle at a point at which their
velocities are substantially equal.

4. In a fluifl ejector, a combining tube adapted to l»e

connected with an inclose<l space in which the presaure
is l>elow atraosphi-ric presxnre. a diffoser cfmaected to
said combining tube, a divergent nossle at its inlet end
connected with the atmosphere and arranged to deliver
Into said combining tube and means for delivering high
pressure steam ^o said divergent nozzle at a point inter-
mediate its inlet and outlet ends.

5. In a fluid ejector, a conabinlng tube adapte<l to be
connected to the device to b« exhausted, a convergent
divergent nozzle communicating at its inlet end with a
source of low pressure motive fluM and at its dellvf-ry
end with said combining tub* and means for delivering
high pressure motive fluid to aaid nozzle at a point inter-
mediate its inlet and delivery ends.

1.228,600. PROCESS FOR MAKING INSULATIN<; MA
TERIAL FROM BASIC MAGNESIUM CARBONATE
AND FIBROUS SUBSTANCES. Kabl Schmid, Alt-
Mugeln. near Mugeln. I^elpzlg. Germany, assignor to
the Firm of " Llpsia ' Cbemische Fabrik. .Vctien-<;ese||-

schaft. Mugeln. Leipzig. Germany. Filed Nov. 0. 191d.
Serial No. 1.'I0..1.'13. (CI. 106—18.)
1. The procesa of making InsnlatlBy osaterial from

baste mngnesium cartM>nate and flbroni —iMtaiitii. coo-
sistlng in depositing basic magneslam carbonate oo flbrooa
snb«»taBce9 in itt»t» iMMceiidi.

2. The pro4t"«M of maktUK Ininilating material from
Ni*ic matnteslnm cartMtnate and rtbroos substances, ton
slating In converting normal magnesium cartxmate. pro-

duced by the reaction of a carbonate compound of aaa-
monla on magnesium oxld suspended In water, by Bwaas
01 the action of b»-at Into basic magnesinas carbonate and
adding the flbrons substances to the pasty product of said
reaction.

3. The process of making insulating material fr«m
bn**ic magnesium cartMuate and fibrous aatwtaacea, con-
sisting in converting normal Biagneslina earhoaate pro-

doeed by the reactkta of a carbonate compound of aia-

m«»Bta on magnesium hydrnxid saapended In water, by

means of the action of heat Into basic magneslom car-

bonate and adding the fibrous Bubetanoes to the pasty

product of said reaction.

4. The process of making Insulating material consisting

la depositing normal magnesium carbonate on a mass

of fibrous substances suspended in a solution containing

magnesium oiid by the reaction of a carbonate compound

of ammonia therewith, thereupon filtering off the liquid

and drying the remaining mass, the said normal magne-

sium carbonate being thereby converted into the basic

mstmesium carbonate.

ft. The process of making Insulating material consist-

ing in depositing normal magnesium carbonate on a mass

of fibrous substances suspended In a solution containing

matmeslum hydroxld by the reaction of a carbonate com-

pound of ammonia therewith, thereupon filtering off the

liquid and drying the remaining mass, the said normal

magnesium carbonate being thereby converted Into the

taaalc magnesium carbonate.

[CTalms 6 to 9 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.228,610. AUTOMATIC TIRE INFLATING DEVICE
FOR VEHICLE-WHEELS. Sherman T. Shtlts. Mc-

Cammon, Idaho. Filed Oct. 18. 1916. Serial No.

126,354. (CI. 152—11.)

; 1. The combination with a vehicle wheel having a pneu-

matic tire, of a plate adapted to be arranged within adja-

cent wheel spokes and having a flange on one end to

engage one side of the virheel rim, rim clamping means

mounte<l upon the opposite side of the plate, a laterally

adjustable support mounted upon the inner end of said

plate, an air pump arranged upon said support, a connec-

tion between the pump chamber and the tire valve, said

pump including a redprocatory piston, and means oper-

atlvely connected to the piston engageable with the ground

anrface in each revolution of the wheel.

2. The combination with a vehicle wheel having a pnu-

matic tire, of a plate radially disposed between the rim

and hub of the wheel, means on one end of the plate for

damping the same to the wheel rim, laterally adjustable

guide members mounted upon said plate, a laterally ad-

justablf pump support mounted upon the inner end of

the plate, a hub clamp, means adjustably connecting the

hub clamp to the pump support, a pump arranged upon

aald support and Including a piston, a connection be-

tir»'<in the pump chamber and tire valve, and a rod recip-

ro.atlng through said guides and connected to the pump
piston.

2. A wire stretcher comprising two crossed members

plvotally connected one to the other, adjacent portions

of said niembers being provided with coacting beveled

faces to afford clamping Jaws, one of said mcmtters being

provided with a transversely and Inwardly directed ex-

tension coacting with the second member for preventing

lateral separation of said memt>era.

1.228,611. WIRE STRETCHER. Sherman T. Shux.t8,

I McCammon, Idaho. Filed Oct. 18, 1016. Serial No.

1 126.355. <C1. 140—123.6.)

1. A wire stretcher comprising two crossed members

Iplvotally connected one to the other, adjacent portions of

aid members l>eing provided with coacting beveled faces

to afford damping Jaws, one of said members being pro-

Tided in Its beveled portion with an open end grooTe.

289 O. G.—
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3. A wire stretcher comprising two crossed members
plvotally connected one to the other, adjacent portions of

said members being provided with coacting beveled faces

to afford clamping Jaws, one of said members being pro-

vided In its beveled portion with a transversely disposed

groove.

1,228,612. BOTTLE-HOLDER. Ludvik Solem, Duluth.
Minn. Filed July 22. 1916. Sartal No. 110,725. (CI.

248—41.)

1. A bottle holder comprising a base including portions

extending at right angles to each other in Intersecting

relation, one of such portions terminating at its oppoaita

ends in downwardly projecting supporting feet and the

other base portion having a downwardly projecting sup-

port formed on one end thereof, the opposite end of the

latter portion of the base being upwardly turned for en-

gagement against the bottom of a bottle, spaced, bowed

clamping arms disposed upon the first named base portion

for engagement with the bottle, and clamping means on

the latter base portion for engagement with the neck of

the bottle.

2. A bottle holder of the character described construct-

ed from a single length of resilient wire bent to provide

supporting feet and bowed clamping arms projecting

above the supporting feet, said wire being extended from

the arms in divergent relation and then laterally and out-

wardly to provide transverse extensions h.iving hooks

formed on their outer ends, said wire being returned

from said hooks In parallel relation to said lateral exten-

sions, said returned portions being extended past each

other in lapping engagement, and the end portions of the

wire being extended from such returned portions and bent

to form twwed clamping arms for engagement upon the

body of the bottle, the terminals of the wire being tightly

colled around the lapped Inner ends of the returned por-

tions.

1,228,613. RAIL-STAY. Hibam II. SpoNaNBCKC, Our-

nee. 111., asalgnor, by mesne assignments, to Otto R.

Bamett, Chicago, 111. Filed May 29, 1916. Serial No.

100.452. (CI. 288—4.)

1. A rail stay comprising a memt)er adapted to engage

a rail and a foot member adapted to bear against the tie ;

aald members being engaged one with the other for han-

dling as a unitary device but bo that the rail engaging

member may move, relatively to the foot member, with

the longitudinal movementa of the rail when, engaged

therewith.

2. A rail stay comprising a member adapted to engage

a rail and a foot member adapted to bear against a tie

;

said members being engaged one to the other for handling

as a unitary derlce but so that the rail engaging member

may, when engaged with the rail, have free, tinlmpeded
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movement to and from the part of the foot member bear-
ing agalnat the tie.

3. A rail stay comprislDg a resilient member adapted to

engage a rail bj spring action, and a foot member adapted
to bear against ttie tie ; said members being engaged one
with tbe other for handling as a unitary device but so
that the rati engaging member may move, relatively to

the foot meaiber, with the longitudinal movements of the
rail when engaged therewith.

4. In a rail stay, the combination of a rail engaging
member consisting of a flat bar of metal to extend under
the base of a rail and provided at opposite ends with
means for engaging opposite edges of tbe rail base, and
a foot member adapted to bear against a tie and formed
with a tongae to extend between the rail engaging mem-
ber and tbe rail ; said tongue and rail engaging member
being engaged one to the other to permit the devica to be
handled as a unitary structure but so that the rail en-
gaging member "may move, relatively to the foot member,
with the longitudinal movements of the rail when engaged
therewith.

5. In a rail stay, the combination of a rail engaging
member consisting of a tlat bar of spring metal to extend
under the base of a rail and provided at opposite end*
with means for resiliently engaging opposite edges of the
rail base, and a foot member adapted to bear against a
tie and formed with a tongue to extend between the rail

engaging member and the rail ; said tongue and rail en-

gaging member being engaged one to the other to permit
the device to be handled as a unitary structure but so
that tbe rail engaging member may move, relatively to the
foot member, with the longitudinal movements of the
rail when engaged therewith.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,614. RAIL -ANCHOR. Hiram H. Sponbnbdro,
Gurnee, 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Otto R,
Barnett, Chicago, 111. Piled May 29, 1916. SerUI No.
100,454. (CI. 238—4.)

1. A rail anchor comprising a bar of spring metal
adapted to extend under the base of a rail and formed at
one end so as to provide an edge to bear against the edge
of the rail base and with a tongue extending backwardly
away from said bar and the tie against which the device
Is abutted, the e.Ttremlty of which is adapted to exert
spring pressure against the rail.

2. A rail anchor comprising a bar of spring metal
adapted to extend under the base of a rail and formed
at one end so as to provide an edge to bear against the
edge of the rail base and with a tongue extending back-
wardly away from said bar and the tie against which the
device Is abutted, the extremity of which Is adapted to
exert spring pressure against the rail and is notched for

engagement with said rail base.

3. A rail anchor provided with a tie abutting member
and comprising a bar of spring metal adapted to extend
under the base of a rail and formed at one end with a
tongue extending backwardly away from the tie against
which the device abuts and adapted to exert spring pres-
sure against the edge of the rail base.

4. A rail anchor provided with a tie abutting member
and comprising a bar of spring metal adapted to extend
under the base of a rail and formed at one end to provide
an edge adapted to bear against the edge of ihe rail base,

and with a tongue extending backwardly from said edft
away from the tie against which said device abats and
adapted to exert spring pressure against the edge of the
rail base.

5. A rail anchor provided with a tie abutting member
and comprising a bar of spring metal adapted to extend
under the base of a rail and formed at one end to provide
an edge adapted to bear agalntit tbe edge of the rail base,

and with a tongue extending backwardly from said edcs
away from the tie against which said device abuts and
adapted to exert spring pressure against the edge of the
rail base, the extremity of the tongue being notched for

engagement with said rati base.

(Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228,615 SELF-RIGHTING GUIDE POST. Mabtiii
A. 8T.\rroaD, Harvard, 111. Filed Aug. 26. 1915. Se-

rial No. 47,402. (a. 248—87.)

1. A portable self-righting guide post comprising a
weighted pedestal and an upright shaft, said pedestal
having a flat base upon which it normally rests and hav-
ing upwardly and outwardly curved sides, said pedestal
also having an upright axial opening which is larger In

diameter in the vicinity of said flat base to provide an an-

nular shoulder in said opening, said upright shaft having
one end arranged within said opening and terminating
short of the annular shoulder therein, said post having a
signal means at its opposite end, and a collar seated
against the shoulder in said opening, said collar acting to

secure said post against withdrawal from said pedestal.

2. A portable self-righting guide post comprising a
weighted pedestal and an upright shaft, said pedestal

having a flat base upon which It normally rests and having
upwardly and outwardly curved sides, said pedestal also

having an upright axial opening which Is larger in diame-
ter in the vicinity of said base to provide an annular
shoulder In said opening, said upright shaft being a hol-

low shaft and being reduced in diameter at one end to
provide a shoulder whl;h engages upon tbe top of said

pedestal, the reduced end of said shaft being arranged
within the opening in said pedestal and terminating
short of the annular shoulder therein, said post having a
signal means at Its opposite end, and an apertured collar

seated against the shoulder in said opening and )>olt8 ex-

tending through said collar and having screw threaded
connection with the bottom end of said post.

1,228.616. COUPLING DEVICE OR APPARATUS FOB
THE VESTIBULES OR GANGWAYS OF CORRIDOR
ROLLING - STOCK FOR RAILWAYS. William
Gbor«5b STKPHassoN, Bueuos Aires, Argentina. Filed
Apr. 17, 1916. Serial No. 91,743. (CI. 105—266.)

1. In a curtain releaser, a casing secured to one vesti-

bule frame, a bolt slidable in the casing, a hook pivoted
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to the opposed vestibule frame and movable crosswise of

the said bolt and adapted to engage with its front end

portion, and means for automatically retracting the said

bolt out of engagement with the hook when the vestibules

are moved apart as set forth.

ring die and cooperate with the die upon said tlldabla

plate, and resilient means retaining said slidable plate

and the die thereupon mounted in operative relation with

said reciprocating die.

i. In a curtain releaser, a casing secured to one vestl

bule frame, a bolt slidable longitudinally in and revoiuble

In the said casing, an operating handle projecting from

the bolt, means for sliding the bolt longitudinally when

It is moved circumferentlally by the said handle, a hook

pivoted to the opposed vestibule frame and movable cross-

wise of the said bolt and adapted to engage with Its front

end portion, and means for operating the said handle au

tomatlcally so as to retract the bolt when the vestibules

are moved apart as set forth.

8. In a curtain releaser, a casing secured to one vesti-

bule frame, a l>olt slldabl*' in the casing, a pin secured to

the opposed vestibule frame and arranged parallel to the

said bolt, a hook Journaled on the said pin and adapted

to engage with the front end portion of the said bolt,

means for preventing the said hook from revolving back

wardly, and means for automatically retracting the said

bolt out of engagement with the book when the vestl

bales are moved apart as set forth.

4. In a curtain releas-r, a pair of opposed vestibule

frames, a casing secured to one of the framea, a bolt

slidable In the said casing, a hook-shaped lever pivoted to

the other frame and movable crosswise of the said bolt

and having an eccentric surface adapted to engage with

its front end portion and operating to draw the frames

together when the lever is turned by hand in one direc-

tion, and means for automatically retracting the said bolt

out of engagement with the book-shaped lever when the

vestibules are moved apart as set forth.

«.J

1,228,618. TABLE ATTACHMENT FOR FURNITURE.
Mabtin Thum, Rochester. N. T.. assignor to Langalow

Fowler Company, Rochester, N. Y.. a Corporation.

Filed July 18. 1916. Serial No. 109,870. (CU

155—34.)

1,228,617. DENTAL DIE - PUNCH. Axbl Edmund
'

STiOBrao and Chaelbs Bechtold, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed Feb. 8. 1917. Serial No. 147,447. (Cl. 118—49.)

lu[ibi»i'iOC'?'I"."J'K

1. A punch including a slidable receiving plate ar-

ranged to reciprocate In a base plate, a rearward limit

upon said plate adapted to abut said base plate, and a die

mounted upon the same, a stop behind said die adapted

to retain in position products pressed upon said die dur-

ing the reciprocation of said slidable plate, a reciprocat-

ing die adapted to cooperate with the die upon said re-

ceiving plate, and resilient means (slidable) retaining

uid plate with the said die thereon in operative relation

to said reciprocating die.

2. A punch including in combination a base plate

housing, a slidable plate, a die mounted upon said slidable

plate, a ring die mounted across said plate upon said base

plate, a reciprocating die adapted to pass through said

1. In combination with a metallic plate having a guide

opening therein and also having a downwardly-turned

portion at one side of the guide opening, a standard

guided in the opening in the plate, a Uble carried by said

standard, and an adjustable clamp secured to the down-

wardly-turned portion of the plate and engaging the

standard.

2. In combination with a suitable support having

guide meml>er, a standard movable in the guide and pro-

vided with a plurality of transverse openings, a pin

adapted to fit in any of said openings, and a cup-shaped

member surrounding the guide meml)er, abutting the top

of the guide member and serving as an abutment for the

pin in the standard.

6. In combination with a chair, a standard mounted to

turn thereon to one side of the seat, a frame rigidly se-

cured to the upper end of the standard and extendinip

over the seat, a horisontally arranged table pivoted to tbe

frame to turn about an axis parallel to the turning axla-

of the standard, means for securing the standard in an

adjusted position about its turning axis, and means for

securing the table in an adjusted position about its tunn-

ing axis on the frame.

7. In combination with a suitable support; a standard

mounted to turn on the support ; a frame secured to the

standard and comprising a plate provided with a alot

and a pair of arms extending from the plate ; a table

pivoted to one of the arms and having a pin-and-slot con-

nection with the other arm ; a pin projecting from the

table through the slot in the plate, a thumb nut operat-

ing on the screw to clamp the table in its adjusted posi-

tion, and means for holding the post in its adjusted po-

sition.

[Claims 8, 4. and 6 not printed In the Gasette.J

1.228,619. TRACTION AND TIRE-PROTECTING D»-

VICE FOR AUTOMOBILES. ARThcb C. TiLOIcim^

Northvine. S. D. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No.

62,140. (Cl. 162—16.)

1. A traction device for wheels, comprising a tire-

receiving member, side pieces connected with said member

and movable inwardly toward each other, and means for

securing said device to a wheel.

2. A traction device for wheels comprising a tire-

receiving member, side pieces having rlm-engaging ledfta
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hinged to said member and movable Inwardly toward each
other, and means for securing said device to a wheel.

**

3. A traction device for wheels comprising a tlre-

recelvlng member, hinged aide-pieces having a rocking en-

gagement with said member and movable inwardly toward
each other, and means for securing said device to a wheel.

4. A traction device for wheels comprising a tire-

recelvlng member, side-pieces supported by said member
and movable Inwardly toward each other on collapse of
the tire, rlm-engaglng ledges on said side-pieces, and
means for securing said device to a wheel.

5. A traction device for wheels, comprising a tlre-

recelvlng member, grooved tire-engaging side-pieces hinged
to said member and movable inwardly toward each other,
rlm-engaglng ledges on said side-pieces, and fastening
means tending to force said side-pieces inwardly.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,620. DENTAL BRIDCE.
>'ebr. Filed Apr. 7, 1917.
32—12.)

Gbobob w. Todd, Omaha,
Serial .\o. 160.340. (CI.

1. In a dental bridge, the combination with a plurality
of teeth each having a concaved depression formed in its
back midway between its sides and a pair of concaved de-
pressions extending transversely from a point midway be-
tween its sides to open on the first named depression, each
depression extending from near the top to open on the
base and the curvatures of said depressions being formed
longitudinally and transversely of the tooth, a metallic
part having convexed ridges, the curvatures of each ridge
being longitudinal and transverse for engaging In said
depressions when the parts are asaembled.

2. In a dental bridge, the combination with a plurality
of teeth each having a concav»HJ base and having a con-
caved depression formed in its back midway between its
•ides and a pair of concaved depressions extending trans-
versely from a point midway between Its sides to open on
the first named depression, each depression extending from
near the top to open on the concaved base and the curva-
tures of said depressions being formed longitudinally and
transversely of the tooth, a metallic part having convexed
ridges, each ridge having a longitudinal and a transverse
curvature for engaarlng In said depressions when the parts
are assembled, and a plurality of pins engaging the teeth
and the metallic part for maintaining said parts In con-
nected relation.

1,228,621. FLOOR WaXER. Gnoar.f W. V.»s ALSTTNC,
Los Angeles, Cal. Piled Sept. 5, 1918. Serial No.
118,435. (CI. 15—18.)
1. A floor waxer comprising a body portion having

hinged sections, a handle attached to one section, a poroas
wmx container adapted to be held between the sections
and to lie under either of the sections dependent upon the

direction of movement of the waxer when in ase. and
means to hold the sections together.

2. A floor waxer comprising a body portion consisting
of flat sections hinged to one another at one end and
adapted to clamp a waxing element therebetween, a porous
wax container for the pliable wax therein located between
and adapted to be held by the sections when the latter are
fastened together, a handle connected to one section,
means between the sections to prevent the container from
being palled downwardly and permitting the container to
be pulled upwardly, and means to fasten the sections
together.

8. A floor waxer comprising a body portion consisting of
hinged sections adapted to clamp a wailng element there-
between, a porous wax container having pliable wax there-
in held between the sections and being freely movable so
as to lie under either of the sections, means to releaslngly
lock the sections together, and means to prevent the con-
tainer from being pulled downwardly from between the
sections and permitting the container to be pulled up
wardly when the sections are held together.

4. A floor waxer comprising similar sections hinged to
one another and adapted to damp a waxing element there-
between, a porous wax container having pliable wax there-
in located between and adapted to be held by the sections
when the latter are fastened together, means to fasten the
sections together, and means between the sections to pre-
vent the container from being pulled downwardly and
permitting the container to be pulled upwardly Including
upwardly extending teeth adapted to extend Into the
flexible porous container.

5. A floor waxer comprising a body portion consisting of
sections hinged to one another and lying In the same
plane, a porous wax container adapted to be held between
the sections and to He under either of the sections de-
pendent upon the direction of movement of the waxer
when In use, and means to releaslngly hold the sections
together to hold the container in place.

1,228,622. PREPARING COMPOUNDS OF CHROMIUM
OXID. Ebxbt Vo»rm«. Krefeld. near Bockun. Ger-
many. Filed July 2. 1914. Serial No. 848,561. (CI.
252.)

1. Process of preparing organic chromium compounds
especially well adapted for tanning purposes, which con
slats In reducing compounds containing chromic s'ld with
sugars In the absence of free acid other than chromic acid.

3. Process of preparing organic chromium componnds
which consists In reducing componnds containing chromic
add with glucose In absence of free acids other than
chromic acid.

4. Process of preparing organic chromium compounds
which consists in reducing salts of chromic acid with
glucose.

5. Process of preparing organic chromium compounds
which consists in reducing salts of chromic acid with
glncose and thlosulfate.

(Claims 2. 6. and 7 not printed In the Oaxette.]
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1,228.623. SPOOL-HOLDER FOR SEWING MACHINES.
Gbobge W. W«I88. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 30,

1915. Serial No. 24.934. (CI. 242—189.)

1. The combination in a spool holder- of upper and

lower plates, frlctional devices to secure the two plates

to the sewing machine with a space between, spool pins

carried by one of the plates, and a pin cushion attached

to one of the plates.

2. The combination In a spool holder of upper and

lower plates, a frlctional device on each plate for secur

Ing It to the sewinft machine with a space l>etween the

plates to contain the spools, spool pins secured to the

upper plate, said pins terminating short of the lower

plate for the purpose of allowing the colls of thread to

slip off under the spool.

1.228,624. NUT LOCK. Oscar E. W. Welandkr. Balaton.

Minn. Filed Jan. 13. 1916. Serial No. 71,975. (CI.

161—12.)
ra^

Id combination with a bolt, of a nut carrying a pivoted

pawl means In en»faK>ment with said pawl for normally

nrglng one end thereof In engagement with said bolt to

prevent the Independent rotation of said nut ou said bolt

and a pivoted catch on said nut having a hook end pro

Tided with a beveled face, said beveled face adapted to

guide said hook over a portion of said pawl to position the

sane In said hook and move one end thereof out of en-

gagement with said bolt to allow the free movement of

said nut upon said bolt.

142S.aS. LOCKlNti IiEVICE FOR AUTOMOBILES.
JbMbc M. White. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 6,

1916. Serial No. 89.341. (CI. 175—282.)

able member in meUlllc connection with said casing, and

a lock operative by selective means, said lock havinj; a

portion for engagement with said latter member to move

It into electric contact with said second conducting means,

substantially as described.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a

meUUic casing having an opening therein, an Insulating

sleeve in said opening, means within said sleeve forming

a conductor of electricity, said casing having a second

opening, an Insulating sleeve for said second opening, a

metallic plunger In said second sleeve, means for holding

said plunger In contact with said conductor, said casing

having a recess, a metallic cylinder fitting said recess.

a passageway formed In said casing, a sleeve insulating

said passageway and partially closed at one end. a flnjier

movable In said passageway and having a portion abutting

said end and an extension projecting through said end.

resilient means for normally holding said portion In en-

gagement with the closed end and for forming an electric

conductor between said plunger and the finger, and a lock

operative by selective means for moving said cylinder into

electric contact with the projecting portion of said finger,

substantially as described.

3. A device of the character described, comprising a

metallic casing having openings and a reces-s. Insulating

sleeves In said openings, means within one of said Sleeves

forming a conductor of electricity, a metallic plunger In

the second sleeve, means for holding said plunger In con-

tact with the conductor, a metallic cylinder fitting said

recess, said casing having a passageway formed therein.

a sleeve insulating said passageway and having an end

closure, a finger movable in said passageway and having a

portion abutting said end closure, said finger having an-

other portion designed to project through said end closure

and Into said recess, a metallic spring for normally ke<p-

Ing said second portion of the finger within said recess

and acting as an electric conductor between said plunger

and the finger, and a lock operative by selective means for

moving said cylinder into electric contact with said flnpor

to complete a circuit with said casing through the medium

of said cylinder, substantially as described.

4. -\ device of the character described, comprising a

metallic casing having openings and a recess. Insulating

sleeves in said openings, means within one of said sleeves

forming a conductor of electricity, a metallic plunger in

the second sleeve, means for holding said plunger In con-

tact with said conductor, a metallic cylinder fitting said

recess and having a cam portion, a passageway formed In

said casing, a sleeve insulating said passageway, a metallic

finger movable In said passageway, a metallic spring for

moving said finger Into said recess and for forming nn

electric conductor between said plunger and finger, and a

l<»ck operative by sel<>ctlve means for moving said cylinder

to bring said cam face Into electric contact with said

finger whereby an electric circuit Is completed between

said finger and the casing through the medium of said

cylinder, substantially as described.

5. A device of the character described, comprising a

metallic casing having a cylindrical chamber, current-

conducting means In said casing and Insulated therefrom,

said m.ans Including a spring pressed pin normally pro-

jecting Into said chaml>er, a member rotatably fitting with-

'In said chamber and In electrical contact with said casing,

said latter member being normally out of contact with

said spring pres8<Ki pin, and a lock operative by selective

means for moving said member Into engagement with said

first nieauji. substantially as d»'scrlbed.

1, A device of the < haracter described, comprising a

metallic casing having an Insulated opening therein, reslll

ently pressed means in said opening forming a conductor

for electric current, a second current-conducting means

In said casing and insulated therefrom, said second means

being In metallic connection with said conductor, a mov-

1JZ28.626. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR SHAKER-
(iR.VTES. Robert C. White. Birmingham. Ala. Filed

Oct. 31, 1910. Serial No. 128.751. (CL 126—169.)

1. In a grate shaking appliance, a shaker shaft dis-

posed vertically, operating connections from Its lower end

to the grate, a shaker handle pivoted to the upper end of

the shaker shaft ami adapted to swing downwardly to a

substantially vertical position, and a bracket disposed be-

low the pivotal connection, a yoke slide laterally ad" st-

able on the bracket, and means to adjust the sill . the
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yoke being in position to have the handle throat therein
ror the purpose of looking the shaker grate In predeter-
mined position.

3. In a grate shaking appliance, a shaker grate, a ver-
tical shaker shaft having a yoke head monnted on Ita
upper end. a laterally disposed lug carried by said head, a
pivoted detent adapted to swing downwardly Into engage-
ment with said lug to limit Its oscillatory movements,
said detent having a pivotal support, and a projection be-
low said support which, when the detent is raised. Is

moved into position to be engaged by the lug to reset the
detent In operating position.

6. A grate shaking appliance comprising a vertical
shaker shaft having lower operating connections to the
grate and having at Its top a yoke head, a yoke bearing
bracket under the head, an adjustable yoke laterally mov-
able on the bracket, a shaker handle pivoted In the yoke
bead and adapted to be received In the adjustable yoke,
means on the yoke bracket to laterally adjust the adjust-
able yoke, a detent pivoted to the bracket, a lug on the
head adapted to be engaged and have Its oscillatory move-
jnents limited by said detent, said detent being movable
to clear the lug and having a bottom portion adapted to
be engaged by the lug to restore the detent to operating
position, and means to limit the movement of the head
away from said detent when the latter is In inoperative
position, substantially as described.

[Claims 2, 4, and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^8,627. FASTENER FOR AUTOMOBILE AND VEHI
CLE CURTAINS. Da.viel M. Wina.vs, Blnghamton.
N. Y., assignor to Crandal, Stone & Co.. Blnghamton,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 21, 1916!
Serial No. 188,177. (CI. 24—211 )

1. A fastener for automobile and vehicle curtains com-
prising a base plate having a stud-recelvlng opening, a
.movably mounted locking plate carried thereby provided
with a key-hole slot, the parts of which may be brought
Into or out of line with the stud receiving opening on
moving the locking plate, a spring catch on one of said
plates, and a concavity in the body of the locking plate
adapted to receive the spring catch when the locking plate
Is In locking position, to thereby secure the latter.

2. A fastener for automobile and vehicle curtains com-
prising a base plate having a stud-receiving opening, a
inovably mounted locking plate carried thereby provided
with a closed key hole slot, the parts of which may be
brought into or out of line with the stud-recelvlng opening
on moving the locking plate, and a stop on the base plate
which is received in the key hole slot and Is adapted to
engage the omrgln of the latter to limit movement of the

locking plate to cause the larger portion of the key-hole
slot to register with the stud receiving opening.

3. A fastener for automobile and vehicle curtains com-
prising a base plate having a stud receiving opening, a
locking plate pivoted to the base plate so as to be adapted
to swing In a plane parallel thereto and provided with
a key hole slot, the parts of which may be brought into or
out of line with the stud-recelvlng opening on swinging
the locking plate, one of the said plates being provided
with a struck up spring tongue and the other plate a de
presslon or concavity adapted to receive said tongue to
secure the locking plate in locking position, there being also
provided on one of the plates at the margin of the opening
therein a struck up lip or stop and at the margin of the
opening on the other plate a notch to receive said lip or
stop whereby the locking plate Is arrested when the larger
portion of the key-hole slot is In register with the stud-
recelvlng opening.

1,228,628. SPARK PLUG FOR OAS-ENOINES. Chablcs
R. Winston, Richmond, Va. Filed Dec. 4, 1916. Serial
No. 184,890. (CI. 123—169.)

If'

1. A spark plug comprising a sleeve having a threaded
portion adapted to be screwed Into the head of the cylin-
der, a porcelain center, a point carried by the porcelain
center and extending downwardly through the sleeve below
its lower end, a point adjustably carried by the outer face
of the sleeve, and means surrounding the sleeve and hold-
ing the point In Its adjusted position on the sleeve.

2. A spark plug comprising a sleeve having a threaded
portion adapted to be screwed into the head of the cylin-
der, a porcelain center, a point carried by the porcelain
center and extending downwardly through the sleeve be-

low Its lower end, a point adjustably resting In grooves
in the outer face of the sleeve, and a ring screwed on the
sleeve and holding the point In Its adjusted position
thereon.

[Claims 3 to 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.228,629. LOCK HAIR-PIN. Harry Oscar Winter,
Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan. 9, 1917. Serial No.
141.356. (CI. 182—22.)

4. A double hair pin having substantially parallel side
prongs, a doable central prong reversly tent at the front
end to form a point and there extending longitudinally
beyond the side tines and projections from the central
prong and side prong toward each other restricting the
opening between the prongs.

[Claims 1 to 3 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1,228.630. TIRE-BODY CONSTRUCTION. Padl B.

Wirt, Bloomsburg. Pa. Filed June 19, 1914. Serial

No. 846.057. (CI. 152—13.)

an abutment near Its Inner extremity and with a recess

between the abutment and pivot, a U-shaped locking bar

straddling said rail having a head formed on the end of

one leg adapte<l to be Interposed between said abutments

to receive said Jaws In "losed position and positioned in

said recess whereby the Jaws may be opened, and key-con-

trolled locking mechanism associated with the other leg

of the locking bar.

2. In an umbrella lock, a fixed rail, a pair of coSpe'at-

Ing Jaw members pivoted to one side thereof, a U-shaped

locking bar straddling said rail and having one leg Inter-

posed between the Inner ends of the Jaw members where-

by the same may be held In open or closed position, the

other leg of the U-shaped locking bar having a notch in

the side thereof, a vibratory dog having a lug adapted to

be received in said notch, and a removable key Insertlble

In said lock and engageable with the vibratory dog when

the locking bar Is outwardly positioned and the Jaw-

members are opened.

1. A tire body Including separate superlmposeil sheets

of fabric material having upset overlapping folds, the said

upset folds In the separate layers of material being ar

ranged in JuxUposltion and dlsposetl obliquely In dlago

Bally crossing relation, and a rubber bond tying together

the twii layers and filling the blgbtn thereof.

2. A tire body Including separate »uperp<»i»ed layers

of fabric material having overlapping folds whose alter

nste bights respectively project in opposite direction, the

folds in one layer having an Inverted relation to and cross-

ing the folds in the other layer.

3. A tire body including separate HuperpoKed layers of

tabric material having overlapping folds presenting a

series of alternate narrow and broad bights respectively

projecting in opposite directions, the folds in one layer

having an Inverted relation to and crossing the folds In the

•tber layer.

4. A tire body including superposed layers of fabric

strips, each strip having a close succession of folds with

adjoining fold walls disposed in overlapping relation, and

the folds presenting a serels of alternating relatively nar-

row and broad bights, the said separate layers of folde«l

fabric btrips being arranged in reverse*! relation to each

Other to bring similar bights thereof In Juxtaposition and

overlapping relation.

5. A tire body Including superposed layers of fabric

strips, each strip having a close succession of folds with

adjoining fold walls disposed in overlapping relaUon, and

tb« folds presenting a series of alternating relatively

Barrow and broad bights, the said separate layers of fabric

strips being arranged in reversed relation to each other

to resi)ectlvely dispose the broad bights of the Inner layer

next to the Inner wall of the tire body, and the broad

bights of the outer layer next to the outer wall of the tire

kody.

1,228,631. UMBRELLA RACK AND LOCK. lEA T.

WoLFi, Seattle, Wash. Filed June 7, 1916. Serial

No. 82,622. (CT. 46—38.)

1,228,632. FEEDING AND BURNING FINE FUEL,
Wai.tbr D. Wood and Henrt G. Barnhcrbt. Allen-

town, Pa., assignors to Fuel Saving Company. Allen-

town, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Flle<l June

22. 1916. Serial No. 105,120. (CI. 110—104.)

1. In an umbrella lock, a fixed rail, oppositely dis-

posed locking Jaw members pivoted intermediate their ends

to one side of said rail, each Jaw member being formed with

1. In an apparatus for feeding and burning fine fuel,

the combination of a fuel receptacle, a feed screw, means

for actuating said screw, said actuating means, screw and

receptacle being supported In the same unitary combina-

tion, a furnace, a pipe for transporting a stream «f fuel

to said furnace, and a nozzle at the end of said pipe, said

nozzle being provided with counterbalanced automati-

cally operated air valves, and means for carrying air or

steam to said nozzle.

2. In an apparatus for feeding and burning fine fuel,

the combination of a feed screw, a motor for driving It,

means for supplying steam from the locomotive to actu-

ate said motor, a furnace, a delivery conduit for receiv-

ing the fuel from the screw and carrying It to the fur-

nace, counterbalancsd automatically operated air valves,

arranged In connection with said conduit, and means for

supplying auxiliary air or steam Jets to said conduit for

forcing an induced stream of air thereinto, and at the

same time acting upon the aforesaid air valves.

3. In an apparatus for feeding and burning fine fuel,

the combination of a feed screw, a motor for driving It. a

delivery conduit for receiving the fuel from the screw

and carrying It to the furnace, counterbalanced automati-

cally operated air valves arranged In connection with said

conduit, together with means for delivering air or steam

to said conduit for forcing an Induced stream of «lr
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therein for the purpoM of effecting an opening of the air

valves.

4. In an apparatus for feeding and banning fine fuel,

the combination of a feed screw, a motor for driving It,

means for manually operating the feed screw when the

motor is idle, a delivery conduit for carrying the fuel

from the screw to the firing chamber, counterbalanced au-

tomatically operated air valves arranged In connection

with said condait, and means for delivering auxiliary

steam or air Jets at opposite sides of the conduit for

forcing an induced stream or streams of air into the

openings containing these air valves so as to simulta-

neously open the said air valves.

5. In an apparatus for feeding and burning fine fuel,

the combination of a feed screw having a discharge

spout, a hopper, a sliding cover thereon, resilient means

tensioned between the feed screw and the cover, a deliv-

ery conduit for receiving the fuel and carrying it to the

furnace, a nozzle for said delivery conduit, counterbal-

anced automatically operated air valves arranged in con-

nection with said nozzle, and means for delivering air or

steam to wild conduit to force an Indnced stream of air

so as to open said air valves.

{Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gaaette.l

1,228,633. AUTOMOBILE - LOCK. Hablby I. Abbott,

Battle Creek, Mich. Filed Oct. 10, 1916. Serial No.

124,866. (01. 70—129.)

A lock for a steering mechanism comprising a pair of

senii-circular members formed of flat metal and per-

manently secured to the steering post casing, an aper-

tured lug formed by the extension of one of said members,
a removable element comprising flat metal members bent

at one end to form laterally extending U shaped portions,

said portions being hinged together and adapted to be

closed to form a flat loop for engagement with the apoke

of a steering wheel, said members being given a quarter

turn and bent at right angles to said U shaped sections

and brought into alining contact, said sections being

farther provided with registering openings adapted to

be slid over the lug of the semi-circalar member and a

loi-k for engagement with said lug.

1.228.634. INTERCOMMUNICATING LOCK OUT TELn
EPHONE SYSTEM. Frank W. Adbit, MinneapolU,
Minn. Filed May 24. 1915. Serial No. 30,166. Re-

newed Feb. 13, 1917. Serial No. 148,901. (CI.

179—30.)
1. In un intercommunicating telephone lock-out system

the combination of two subscribers' stations, a pair of

wires conecting said subscribers' stations, a ground con-

nection at each of said subscribers' stations, means at

each of said subscribers' stations adapted to generate al-

ternating current, means responsive to said alternating

current at each subscribers' station, a shaft at each

subscribers' station adapted to be rotated by said means
responsive to said alternating current, a contact posi-

tioned near said shaft, means associated with said shaft

adapted to close and open said contact during the rota-

tion of said shaft, a second contact positioned near said

shaft, a secoml means associated with said shaft adapted

to close and open said second contact during the rotation

of said shaft, and adjustable means adapted to vary the

point in the rotation of raid shaft at which said second

contact is closed and opened.

2. In an Intercommanicating telephone lock-out system
the combination of two subscribers' stations, a pair of
wires connecting said subscribers' stations, and the com-
bination at each of said subscribers' stations of an alter-

nating current generator, a shaft, means responsive to al-

ternating current adapted to rotate said shaft, a per-

manently located contact point adjacent to said shaft, a
contact maker on said shaft adapted to make contact
with said permanently locate<l <-ontact point during the

rotation of said shaft, a Mttable contact point positioned

adjacent to said shaft, and a second contact maker on
said shaft adapted to make contact with said settable

contact point during the rotation of said shaft.

3. In an Intercommunicating telephone lock-out system
the combination of two subvcrlbers' stations, a pair of

wires connecting said subscribers' stations, the combina-
tion at each of said subscribers' stations of an alternat-

ing current generator, a bhaft. means responsive to alter-

nating current adapted to rotate said shaft, a permanently
located contact point adjacent to said shaft, a contact
maker associated with said shaft and adapted to make
and l)reak contact with said permanently located contact

point during the rotation of said shaft, a settable con-

tact point positioned adjacent to sai<l shaft, a second con-

tact maker associated with said shaft adapted to make
and break contact with said settable contact point during

the rotation of said shaft, means adapter] to limit the

amount of rotation of said sliaft, and a contact adapted
to be closed when the rotation of said shaft is substan-

tially complete<l.

4. In an Intercommunicating telephone lock-out sypt'-m

the combination of two subscribers' stations, a pair of

wires conecting said subscrlt>era' stations, and the combi-

nation at each of said subscribers' stations of an alter-

nating current generator, a shaft, means responsive to al-

ternating current adapted to rotate said shaft, a per-

manently located contact point adjacent to said shaft, a
routact maker associated with said shaft and adapte<I to

make and break contact with said contact point during

the rotation of said shaft, a settable contact point adja-

cent to said shaft, a second contact maker associated

with said shaft adapted to make contact with said settable

contact point during the rotation of said shaft, ami a

normal contact adapti-d to be openetl at the beginning of

the rotation of said shaft.

5. In an Intercommunh-atlng telephone lock-out system
the combination of fhre«' subscribers' stations, a jmlr of

wires conecting said subscritwrs' stations, and the coml>l-

nation at each of said subscribers' stations of an alter-

nating current generator, a shaft, means responsive to al-

ternating current adapted to rotate said shaft, a perma-

nently located contact point adjacent to said shaft, a

conta< t maker associated with said shaft adapted to make

contact with paid permanently located contact point dur-

ing the rotation of said shaft, a settable contact point po-

sitioned adjacent to said shaft, a second contact maker
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associated with said shaft adapted to make contact with

aid settable conUct point during the rotaUon of sa d

shaft a normal contact included in the circuit of sa d

subscribers' sUtlons so as to oi>en said ^circuit when sa d

normal contact is opened, means associated with said

baft for opening said normal conUct at the beginning of

the rotation of said shaft, electro-magnetic means oper-

able through said permanently located contact point at

one of said subscribers' stations when it is being «*alled,

by alternatinn current from said alternating current gen-

erator of one of the other of said subscribers stations

when it is calling through saW settable contact at said

subscribers' station that is calllnc

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,635. LAMP DIMMER. Harrt Alkandce New

York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 9, 1915. Serial No. 13.278.

(CL 219—49.)

provide*! with pins entering said slots, whereby said frame

may »k. selectively supported in a vertical or horizontal

position.

1228 637. TYPEWRITING MACHINE. "W^alt** E.

'

Barxard. Brooklyn, N. T., assignor to Underwood

Tvpewrtter Company. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

Delaware. Fil.d Aug. 25. 1914. Serial No. 858.484.

(CI. 197—189.) ,

1 A lamp dimmer which comprises a threaded base and

a threaded socket, one of which includes a material of

high electrical resistance, said liase engaging directly with

said socket and an extensible terminal associated with

both elements and making contact therebetween Irre-

pectlve of the distance that the base is inserted in the

socket.

[Claims 2 and 8 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,228,636. GARMENT - HANGER. Ralph C. Bangs,

Cranston. R. I., assignor of one fourth to Philip H.

Cadby. Providence, R. I. Filed Apr. 16. 1915. Serial

No. 21,804. (CT. 211—13.)

1 A garment hanger cniprislng a frame provided with

Bide bars connected by transverse permanently spaced

partitions, and gravity operating clamping members plv-

otally attached to said side bars near the lower edges

thereof and adjacent a transverse partition, and each

extending diagonallv upward and having a free longitudi

nal edge cooperating with one side of a partition spaced

from the flrst mentioned partition, to form a garment

supporting clamp.

2 A garment hanger comprising a frame provided with

side bars connected by transverse permanently 8pace<l

partitions, and bent wire .lamping memi.ers having offset

.-nds plvotally engaging said side bars near the lower

•dees thereof, and adjacent a transverse partition, and

each having a straight lK)dy portion cooperating with one

side of a partition spaced from the first mentioned parti-

tion to form a garment supporting clamp.

8 A garment hanger comprising a frame provided with

side bars connected I'y trausv.rse i.erniuuently spao.-d par

titlons. gravity operated clamping memt>er8 couiHsratlng

with said partitions to form garment supporting clamps,

ears atU<hed to said side walls ami having transverse

slots provided with offset ends, and a supporting member

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

platen rotatable through line-spaces of a predetermined

extent, of a paper shelf at the Introductory side of the

platen, a side-gage for the work-sheets, said side-gage

having a plate portion to underlie the work-sheet, said

plate portion l)earing numeral indications, each indica-

tion representing the number of lines which may still be

written on a work-sheet carried by the platen, said side-

gage being adjustable along the paper shelf so as to be

engageable by a work-sheet of any width, and so that eii< h

numl)er is brought to view only as the work-sheet reaches

a position to i)e designated by said number, and so that

said number Is then In immediate proximity or in contact

with the sheet, whereby liability of error in reading the

Indications is avoided.

2. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a

rotary platen, of a rotary indicator mounted thereon, said

indicator formed of sheet metal and comprising a ring

surrounding the platen at the end thereof and extending

a substantial distance l)eyon.l the platen end, the outer

edge of the ring being curved inwardly toward the platen

axis and backwardly toward the platen end and terminat-

ing in an annular flange lying flat against the end of the

platen, holding screws in the ends of the platen with their

heads projecting over said flange to thereby hold the

Indicator on the platen to permit rotation thereof rela-

tively to the platen, and springs interposed between said

flange and the platen to frlctlonally retard the rotation

of the indicator relative to the platen and cause it to

rotate with the platen.

1228,638. ELASTIC WHEEL FOR VEHICLES. Macbici

BAiDOf and Raxf. BAri>Of. Les Egllsottes. near Bor-

deaux. France. Filed May 7. 1914. Serial No. 887,084.

(CI. 162—28.)

f

kifdrd:

1. In an elastic wheel for vehicles traveling on roadf

or rails, the combination of a circumferential part com-

prising a rim and two concentric, parallel and circular

rings connected to the rim by wires, a central part formed

by two parallel, metallic and circular rings mounte«l on tli

axle, and a vibrating ring form<Hl liy an annular, m.i'ii'i"
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disk placed In the middle of the plane of the wheel, be-

tween the parallel rings of the circumferential part and
the parallel rings of the central part, the said vibrating

ring being provided with two concentric rows of metallic

tubes each inclosing an annular core of compressed rub-

ber in the hollow hub of which is mounted a spindle com-
blne<l with a ball bearing, the ends of the spindles of one
of the rows of cores being secured to the rings of the

central part and the spindles of the other row of cores

being secure<l to the rings of the circumferential part, and
two series of guides, the ends of one of them touching the

inner faces of the circular rings.

2. In an elastic wheel for vehicles traveling on roads or

rails, the combination of a circumferential part comprising
a rim and two concentric, parallel and circular rings of

angle iron connected to the rim by wires, a central part
formed by two parallel, metallic and circular rings mount-
ed on the axle, and a vibrating ring formed by an annular,

metallic disk placed in the middle of the plane of the

wheel, between the parallel rings of the circumferential

part and the parallel rings of the central part, the said

vibrating ring being provided with two concentric rows of

metallic tubes each Inclosing an annular core of com-

pressed rubber in the hollow hub of which is mounted a

spindle combined with a ball bearing, the ends of the

spindles of one of the rows of cores being secured to the

rings of the central part and the spindles of the other row
of cores being secured to the rings of the circumferential

part and two concentric rows of cross bars rigidly se-

cured to the middle disk and projecting to the same extent

at each side of the disk so that the ends of the outer row
of bars touch the inner faces of the angle Iron rings, and
the ends of the Inner row of bars touch the Inner faces

of the parallel rings of the central part.

8. In an elastic wheel for vehlclea traveling on roads or

rails, the combination of a circumferential part comprising

a rim and two concentric, parallel and circular rings of

angle Iron connected to the rim by wires, a central part

forme<l by two parallel, metallic and circular rings mount-

ed on the axle, and a vibrating ring formed by an annular,

metallic hollow disk placed In the middle plane of the

wheel, between the parallel rings of the circumferential

part and the parallel rings of the central part, the said

vibrating ring being provided with two concentric rows
of metallic tubes each Inclosing an annular core of com-

pre8se<l rubber In the hollow hub of which Is mounted a

spindle combined with a ball bearing, the ends of the

spindles of one of the rows of cores being secured to the

rings of the central part and the spindles of the other

row of cores being secured to the rings of the circumfer-

ential part, and two concentric rows of hollow cross-bara

rigidly secured to the middle disk and projecting to the

same extent at each side of the disk so that the ends of

the outer row of bars touch the inner face* of the angle

iron rings, and the ends of the Inner row of bars touch

the inner faces of the parallel rings of the central part,

the bars being provided with small boles so that lubricant

placed in the hollow disk can pass out from the ends of

the bars.

tightened wires of non-magnetic material arranged in a
circle and adJiMted to various tones and ail constantly
forming Integral parts of said circuit, and a powerful mag-
net producing an annular field passed through by the said

wires and provided with means for adjusting its field In-

tensity In respect of each individual wire.

1.228.839. SOUND-PRODUCING DEVICE. Erik Chris-
tian Bater, Jordl0se, Svebtflle Station. Denmark.
Filed Mar. 27, 1914. Serial No, 827,652. (Cl.

179—109.)
1. In a sound reproducing device, the combination with

a telephone transmitter and Its circuit, of a plurality of

tightened wires of non-magnetic material adjusted to

various tones and all constantly forming Intepral parts

of said circuit, and a powerful magnet producing a field

passe<l through by the said wires.

2. In a sound reproducing device, the combination with

a telephone transmitter and Its circuit, of a plurality, of

tightened wires of non-magnetic material arranged In a

circle and adjusted to various tones and all constantly

forming integral parts of said circuit, and a powerful

inajniet producing an annular field passed through by the

said wires.

3. In a sound reproducing device, the combination with

a telephone transmitter and its drcalt, of a plurality of

4. In a sound reproducing device, ihe combination with

a telephone transmitter and Its circuit, of a plurality of

tlghtene<l wires of non magnetic material arranged in a
circle and adjusted to various tones and all couRtantly
forming integral parts of said circuit, and a powerful mag-
net producing an annular field passe<l throtiith by the nald

wires and provided with means for adjusting its field in-

tensity in respect of each individual wire, and a sound
collector endrcllng said wires.

5. In a sound reproducing device responsive to nndu-
latlng electric currents, the combination of a plurality of

tightened wires of non-magnetic material adjusted to vari-

ous tones and all constantly forming Integral parts of a
circuit which Is adapted to convey said undulating electric

currents, and a powerful magnet pro^lucing a field passe«l

through by the said wires.

1.228,640. APPARATUS FOR PREPARING POOD.
John D. Belton, Crowley, La., assignor of one-half to

Aleck Brown, Morse, La. Filed July 13, 1916. Serial

No. 109,148. (CT. 99—5.)

1. In a device of the class described, a heating and
mixing chamber, the former communicating with the

latter, heated rollers In said heating chamber, a belt con-

veyer on said rollers, a splrlal conveyer In said mixing
chamber, an aspirator chamber communicating with said

mixing chamber, a spiral drum in said a.splrator. means
for rotating said conveyer and drum, and means for (Tre-

ating air currents In said aspirator, snbstantlaUy as de-

scribed.

2. In a device of the class described, a mixing chamber,
a screw conveyer In said chamber, a molasses introducing
nossle in said chaml>er, an aspirator chamber communi-
cating with said mixing chamber, a spiral drum in said
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aspirator chamber, a fan for creating air currents in said

chamber and drum, and means for driving said screw con

veyer, drum and fan, substantially as described.

1.228.641. CALCULATING MACHINE. Frank H. Bick-

FORU, Kingston. Pa., assignor to The At'der Machine

Company, Wilkes Barre, I'a., a Corporation of I'ennsyl-

vanla. Filed July 5, 1»11. Serial No. 637,018. (Cl.

74—14.)

1. The combination with cooperating members, at least

one of which Is thifUble ; of a plate shiftably connected

to one of said members, and having its working face pro-

Jectable beyond said member to be contacted by the other

member ; and an eccentric seated In the plate and con-

nected to the member which supports the plate, to adjust

the position of the plate, relatively to Its support.

2. The combination with co<"iperatlng members, at least

one of which is shifUble ; of a plate shiftably connected

to one of said members, and having its working face pro-

JecUble beyond said member to be contacted by the other

memt>er : and a stud Journale<l in the meml>er bearing the

plate, and having an eccentric h»'a(l entered in an aperture

in the plate, to adjust the latter.

3. The combination with cooperating members, at least

OBe of which Is shifUble. said members being required to

alntain a predetermined relation ; of means to compen-

Mte for the wear of one of said members and effective to

maintain said predetermined adjustment ; and self-locking

means to adjust the compensating means and to hold It

where adjusted.

4. In a calculating machine, the combination with co-

operating members, at leaat one of which is sblftable ; of

an adjustment for said members, comprising a wear plate

shiftably connected to one of said members for movement

relatively thereto ; said plate having an a|;>erture ; and an

eccentric entered in the aperture to adjust the plate.

5. The comolnation with cooperating memt>er8. at least

one of which is sblftable ; of an adjustment for said mem-

l>ers, comprising a wear plate having an elongated slot

;

a pin passing through the slot to connect the plate to its

member : said plate having an aperture ; and an eccentric

entered In said aperture to adjust the plate.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Garette.]

sharpening element normally housed within the finger, a

resilient support for said element nnd means for bodily

lifting said sharpening element against the reciprocating

knife.

8. In a mowing apparatus, the combination with a

finger bar and fingers extending therefrom and having

recesses In their upper faces, of a holding element mov-

ably mounted within each recess, a sharpening device car-

ried by each of said elements, links plvotally connecting

said holding elements to the fingers, a shifting bar slldably

mountJHi arross the fingers, means operated by the move-

ment of said bar for simultaneously pulling upon the hold-

ing elements to shift the links and move the sharpening

devices out of the recesses, a cutter bar, knives secured

to the cutter bar reciprocating across and l)etwt'en the

fingers, the sharpening devices when shifted out of their

normal positions engaging said knives, cutting elements

at the sides of each finger and cooperating with the knives,

said sharpening devices being movable Into and out of posi-

tion between the blades on each finger, a cap secured upon

each finger and extending over the knives and cutter bar,

nnd antifriction means for pressing the knives in contact

with the cutting elements.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,642. MOWING APPARATUS. William Buedinb

BLAXD. Jenks. Okla. Filed June 24, 1916. Serial No.

105,784. (Cl. 66—43.)

1. In mowing apparatus, the combination with a guard

finger and a knife mounted to reciprocate thereacross of a

1,228.643. MINE-DOOR. Alonzo Bi.evins. Charleb F.

KiLooBi. and Allex L. Blevixb, Coeburn, Va., as-

signors, by direct and mesne assignments, of one-fourth

to said Alonzo Blevlns and one-fourth to said Kilgore,

and one-fourth to Mason L. Johnson and one-fourth to

Joseph J. Body, Dante. Va. Filed Apr. 20. 1916. Serial

No. 92.478. (01.269—9.)
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The combination with a railway and a door mounted to

swing across the same, a pair of operating links extending

to opiwslte sides of said door, operating connections be-

tween said door and links for opening the former In either

direction ac<ordlng to the direction In which the llnka

are shifted, a depresslble rail passing beneath the door and

disposed adjacent one rail of the railway. Inclined rail

sections at and In line with the ends of said depreaalble

rail, said sections being both plvoUUy and slldably con-

nected with the ends of said depresslble rail and being

pivoted to said one rail of the railway, and a pair of rock

shafts extending transversely ot the railway on opposite

sides of the door, said shafts having upstanding crank

arms pivoted to the aforesaid links and additional cranks

upon which the depresslble rail rests, said rail bearing

on said additional cranks at points spaced toward the door

from said rock shafts whereby a car traveling In either

direction will open the door in the direction said car is

traveling.

1.228.644. VEHICLE SUSPENSION AND SHOCK AB-

SORBER. Fletchbb O. Bobwbll, Philadelphia. Pa.,

assignor to F. O. B. Manufacturing Company. Phila-

delphia. Pa., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed May
2.-^ 1916. Serial No. 99,270. (Cl. 267—9.)

" '' "-'^^

1. A vehicle suspension and shock absorber comprising

\ arcuate tracks, body supporting means, and spring actu
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ated thrust members carried by the body supporting means
and engaging said arcuate tracks.

2. A vehicle suspension and shock absorber comprising

supporting means connected with the running gear of a
rehicle, arcuate tracks carried by said supporting means,

movable body supporting means and spring pressed mem-
bers carried by said means and engaging said arcuate

tracks.

3. A vehicle suspension and shock absorber comprising

arcuate tracks supported by the running gear of a vehicle,

pivot levers coactlng with said arcuate tracks and spring

pressed thrust members carried by said levers and engag-

ing said tracks.

4. A vehicle suspension and shock absorber comprising

arcuate tracks supported by the running gear of a vehicle,

pivot levers coactlng with said arcuate tracks, spring

pressed thrust members carried by aald levers and engag-

ing said tracks, and resilient means situated between one

I>ortlon of one lever and a different portion of the coactlng

lever.

5. In a device of the character stated a strut beam,

arcuate tracks carried thereby, body supporting means and

spring pressed thrust members carried by the body sup-

porting means and engaging said arcuate tracks.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,645. INSULATED RAIL - JOINT. BANCBOrr G.

Brains, New York. N. Y.. assignor to The Rail Joint

Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Mar. 23. 1916. Serial No. 86,213. (O. 239—6.)

2. A rail head Insulating unit comprising an Insulation

plate shaped to fit the head portion of the Joint bar be-

neath the rail head and provldtnl with an outturned guard

flange adapted to abut against the Joint bar.

4. A rail-head insulating unit comprising an insulation

plate having an upper insulating flange and a depending

web formed with a depending skirt and with an outturned

guard flange.

(Claims 1, 3, and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,«46. PLURAL-FACED INSULATING UNIT. Ban-

CHOFT G. Brainb, New York. N. Y.. assignor to The Rail

Joint Company, New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Filed Mar. 2.-?. 1916. Serial No. 86,214. (CT.

239—6.)

2. A railhead insulating unit consisting of an insula-

tion channel plate, every member of which Is formed to fit

between a Joint bar and the underside of a rail-head.

3. A rail head Insulating unit consisting of an insula-

tion channel plate.

[Claims 1. 4, and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228.647. OSCILLATION - RECEIVING APPARATUS.
Elmkk E. Butcubr, Interlaken, N. J., assignor to

Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America, a

Coriwratlon of New Jersey. Filed May 19, 1914. Se-

rial No. 839,483. (CI. 250—20.)

1. In an oscillation receiving apparatus, a grounded
open secondary circuit containing an Inductance and a

detector and tnned to the i)erlodlclty of the received os-

cillations excited by an aerial circuit electrostatically

coupled thereto and also tuned to the periodicity of the

received oscillations.

2. In an oscillation receivlni; apparatus, an open oscil-

lating circuit containing an Inductance and connected to

the earth at one end and to a detector at a point of mazl-

mom potential remote from the earthed point and an
aerial circuit tnned to the periodicity of thf received os-

cillations electrostatically coupled thereto.

3. In an oscillation receiving apparatus, an open oscil-

lating clrcait containing an inductance and a detector

and an oscillating circuit electrostatically coupled there-

to at the point at whlth the Inductance Is included In the

drcnlt.

4. In an oscillation receiving apparatus, an aerial cir-

cuit containing one element of an electrostatic coupling

and a detector circuit containing an inductance and a

detector, the inductance constituting the other element of

the electrostatic coupling.

5. In an oscillation receiving apparatus, an aerial cir-

cuit containing one element of an electrostatic coupling

and an open detector circuit grounded at one end. con-

taining an inductance and connected to a detector at a

point of maximum potential remote from the earthed

point, the inductance constituting the other element of

the electroatatlc coupling.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.648. KNITTED GOODS AND THE METHOD OF
MAKING THE SAME. Franz Cbcka. Chemnitz. Ger-

many. a.>'Nlguor to the Firm of Schubert k Salzer

Maschinenfabrlk. Aktlengesellschaft. Chemnitz. Ger-

many. Filed Sept. S, 1914. Serial No. 860.642. (CI.

66—4.)

1. The method of producing on a knitting machine, a

knitted fabric having at least one widened portion which

comprises regularly knlttlnx at least one row of loops,

widening at least one succeeding row of loops by trans-

ferring a group of loops for at least two needle divisions,

and reducing the gap produced at the commencement of

the said transference to the width of one needle division

by excluding from said transference at least the second

loop within said group whereby the loops of the succeed-

ing row are locked against raveling.

2. The method of producing on a knitting machine, a

knitted fabric having at l«>ast one widened portion which

comprlaes regularly knitting at least one row of loops,

widening at least one su<'cee<ling row of loops by uni-

formly transferring a group of loops for at least two nee-
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die divisions, and reducing the gap produced at the com-

mencement of the said transference to the width of one

needle division by excluding from said transference at

least the second loop within said group whereby the

loops of the succeeding row are locked against raveling.

M ! I i i : i :

3. A knitted fabric comprising rows of aaccessively

knitted loops, a group of successive loops excluding at

least one loop being widened out the distance of at least

two loops, the excluded loop locking the loops of the suc-

ceeding row against raveling.

1,228.649. SUPPORTING DEVICE. ELifiB ELLSWORTH
Chilos, Lyons, N. J. Filed Nov. 11, 1916. Serial No.

130,706. (G. 248—39.)

1. A holding device for sustaining an article free of

any other support comprising two suction cups arranged
stiffly back to back and suzstantially in line and connect-

ed by a relatively stiff and short connecting i>ortlon.

2. A holding means adapted to hold an article without
any other support and adapted to be concealed from the

front by the supported article comprising a pair of suc-

tion cups arranged close together and t>ack to back and
with a relatively stiff connecting portion between them.

8. A holding device comprising a pair of suction cups,

a neck connecting the cups, and means between the cups

against which the backs of the cups are forced when the

cups are flattened to a holding position.

4. .\ holding device comprising a pair of suction cups
arranged back to back, a neck between the cups, and a

collar on the neck and adapted to prevent undue relative

tilting of the cups by engagement with the backs of thf

cop.

1.228,660. TIRE. James 11. Cukistian, Detroit, Mich.,

assignor to Perfection Tire & Rubt>er Co., a Corporation
of South iMkotn. Filed Feb. 8, 1915. Serial No.

6,789. (CI. 162—18.)

an outer casing, layers of wire in said rubber cushion

with each wire Inclosed by a heat resisting material, the

Inclosed wires being Interwoven with spaces between con-

fronting faces thereof so that the rubber from which the

cushion is formed may enter the spaces between the In-

closed wires and yleldably cushion said wires relative to

one another, said embedded wires terminating at a point

removed from the side edges of the rubber cushion so as

to preclude cutting therethrough when said casing Is sub-

jected to pressure.

1,228,661. SAFETY PIN MACHINE. William A. Covbt
LAND. Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to American Pin Com-
pany, Waterbury, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut.

Filed May 27, 1915. Serial No. 30,762. (CI. 163—7.)

In a tire, a carcass, a tread, a rubber cushion between

aald carcass and said tread and uniting the same to form

3. In a safety pin machine, blank cutting means, means
for necking a blank, means for applying a '-ap to said

blank, a pressure arch adapted to frlctlonally engage the

shank of said capped blank, means for conveying said

.capped blanks breadthwise over said pressure arch, said

conveying means being adapted to permit the capped

blank to be rotated by the frlctional pressure ol said pres-

sure arch, means reclprocable lengthwise of said pin

blank for sharpening the uncapped end theriof, and an

abutment plate against which said cap revolves for tak-

ing up the end thrust of said sharpening means.

5. In a safety pin machine, the combination with neck-

ing, capping and sharpening means, of blank-winding

means, means for conveying a capped blank from aald

sharpening means while arranging It to present the cap

in a predetermined direction, and means for positively

gripping and conveying said blank or safety pin away
from said winding means.

17. In a safety pin machine, the comMnntion with a

sharpening mechanism adapted to revolve safety plB

blanks with caps already applied, of means for arranging

said blanks with the caps presented in a predetermined

direction, winding mechanism, means for conveying a

blank from said sharpening mechanism to said winding

mechanism, a slide movable toward and away from said

winding mechanism, said slide being provided with means
for retaining the caps of said blanks in predetermined

direction during their movement, and a picker movable

toward and away from said winding mechanism to posi-

tively engage and remove the completed pins, and means
operatably connecting said slide to said picker to alter-

nate the movements of said slide and picker with respect

to said winding mechanism.
[Claims 1, 2, 4. and 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.652. MAIL-BAG CLOSURE. Chaklm L. Dacoh-
BTT, Lyons. Ky. Filed July 7, 1916. Serial No.

107.^70. (CI. 150—15.)
In a device of the class descrlt)ed, the combination of •

mail bag having a plurality of vertically arranged elon-

gated openings, a closure therefor comprising a cap mem-
ber, a laterally extending flange formed on said cap mem-
ber, looped strap members adapted to be engaged in said
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openings mounted on the flange, the ends of said strap

members being secured to said flange and a retaining

strap inserted through each of said looped strap meml>er8

after the same has been engaged In the opening.

1.228,653. FLUSHING DEVICE. Jamms F. De Spirito.

Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Aug. 21. 1913. Serial No.

7<5.938. (a. 137—93.)

1. A flushing device comprising the combination with a

casing having an upper flange, a lower discharge end, an

inlet passage opening into the upper portion of said cas-

ing, a connecting passage from the top of said casing to

the outlet port thereof, and a valve closing (ommunlca-

tion between said Inlet and said outlet ports, of a remov-

able cap secured In said flange, a removable apertured

plate positioned in said casing ami having an upstanding

flange, a depending flange carried by said cap and resting

upon the upper face of said plate to retain the latter In

position, said flanges of the plate and the cap having reg-

istering openings communicating with the upper end of

said connecting passage formed in the casing, said cap

having an upper fluid chamber formed therein, valve seat

means carried by said cap and extending through said

upper fluid chamber, a valve chamber suspended from said

plate and having communication with the upper portion of

said casing and with the apertures through said plate, a

valve within said valve chamber and normally engaged

with said plate and said valve seat means, means for re-

slliently retaining said second mentioned valve in normal

position, a handle, and means adapted to be operated by

either downward or rotary movement of said handle to un-

seat the second mentioned valve and permit passage of

fluid from the upper portion of said casing to the outlet

port of said casing and thereby allow upward movement

of the flrst mentioned valve to open a direct communica-

tion between the inlet and outlet ports of said casing.

2. A flushing device comprising a casing having an open

opper end and a lower discharge end. said casing having

an Inlet at one side, a cap for the open upper end of said

casing, an apertured plate positioned between said upper

end of the casing and said cap, a valve chambe- suspended

from said plate and communicating with the aperture

therein, said valve chamber having openings forming com-

munication between the interior thereof and the upper

portion of said casing, a stuffing box mounted in said cap,

said stuffing box having a depending flange provided with

side openings, a valve seat secured between said depending

flange and said apertured plate, said cap having a de-

pending flange surrounding and spaced from the hollow

depending flange of said stuffing l)ox and provided with

openings, a releasing valve within said valve chamber,

means for resiilently retaining said valve in engagement

with said seat, a valve normally closing communication

between the inlet passage and the outlet passage of said

casing, said casing having a passage leading from the por-

tion of said casing above said plate to the lower end of

said casing l)elow the second mentioned valve, and means

for forcing said releasing valve away from said seat to

permit fluid from the upper portion of said i-aslng to en-

ter the hollow depending flange of the stuffing box.

1.228.654. EXCAVATOR BUCKET MOUNTING. ROBIBT

M. DowNii, Beaver Falls, Pa., assignor to Keystone

Driller Company, Beaver Falls. Pa., a Corporation of

Fennsjlvanla. Filed Feb. 25. 1916. Serial No. 80.480.

(a. 87—16.)

1. In an excavating machine, the combination with an

elongated boom having longitudinal runways and a scoop

or shovel supported by the boom and movable lengthwise

thereof, of a supporting slide structure for the scoop or

shovel adapted to the runways of the boom, said slide

structure Including spacer bars and shoes on the spacer

bars engaging in the runways and slldable therealong. a

supporting connection between one end of the sparer-bar i

portion of the slide structure and the rear end of the

scoop or shovel, and brace bars between the other end of

the spacer bar portion of the Elide structure and the rear

end of the scoop or shovel.

2. In an excavating machine, the combination with an

elongated l)ooni having longitudinal runways and a scoop

or shovel supporteil by the boom and movable lengthwise

thereof, of a supporting slide structure for the scoop or

shovel adapted to the runways of the boom, said slide

structure Including sjMicer bars and shoes on the spacer

bars engaging In the runways and slldable therealong. a

supporting connection between one end of the spacer-bar

portion of the slide structure and the rear end of the

scoop or shovel, and brace bars between the other end of

the spacer bar portion of the slide structure and the rear

end of the scoop or shovel, the supporting connection be-

ing In the form of a hanger secured to the upper portion

of the rear end of the bucket and the brace bars being

connected to the bucket near the lower portion of the

rear end of the bucket.

8. In an excavating machine, the combination with an

elongated boom having longitudinal runways and a scoop

or shovel supported by the boom and movable lengthwise

thereof, of a supporting slide structure for the scoop or

•hovel adapted to the .runways of the boom, said slide

structure including spacer bars and shoes on the spacer

bars engaging in the runways and slldable therealong, a

supporting connection between one end of the spacer-bar

portion of the slide structure and the rear end of the

scoop or shovel, and brace bars between the other end of

the spacer bar porUon of the slide sUucture and the rear

end of the scoop or shovel, the supporting connection

being secured to the upper end of the rear of the bucket

and having adjustable connections to the corresponding

end of the spacer bar portions of the slide, and the brace

bars having pivotal connections at opposite ends to the

spacer bar parts of the slide and the lower portion of the

rear etd of the bucket, respectively.

4. In an excavating machine, the combination with an

elongated boom having channel runways on opposite sides

and a scoop or shovel supported by the boom and mov-

able lengthwise thereof, of a slide structure for support-

ing the bucket comprising slides adapted to the runways

on the boom, each slide consisting of an elongatwl spacer

bar Increasing In width from the mid portion toward the

ends, and wedge blocks or shoes on and adjustable length-

Wise of the spacer bar to maintain a snug fit of the slide

In the respective runway by compensating for wear.

6. In an excavating machine, an elongated boom having

channel runways on opposite sides, an excavating scoop

or shovel, slides adapted to the respective runways and

each comprising an elongated spacer bar tapering from

the ends toward the middle portion, wedge blocks secured

to and adjustable along the taper porUons of the spacer

bar, hangers connected to the front ends of the slides and

to the rear end of the scoop, and brace bars connected to

the rear ends of the slides and the rear end of the scoop

adjacent to the bottom thereof.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.228,666. GAS-METER-VALVE PROTECTOR. Baw-

NETT Emeh.so.n and Henbt C. Mobbis, Dallas. Tex.

;

said Emerson ahslgnor to said Morris. Filed Apr. 13,

1915. Serial No. 21.000. (CI. 73—1.)

1.228.656. TOOL FOR PERFORATING CORRUGATED
MATERIAL. Charles A. Elioh, Detroit, Mich., as-

signor to Long Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich..

a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Nov. 4, 1916. Serial

No. 59,581. (CI. 164

—

110.)

1. A tool for perforating material, comprising a die

whose surface has corrugations complementary to the

corrugations of the material to be perforated and having

apertures located indiscriminately with reference to the

corrugations ; punches adapted to pass through the mate-

rial. Into said apertures, thereby perforating the material,

and pressing means indei)endent of the punches for press-

ing the material against the die. said pressing means be-

ing constructed with auxiliary provisions for maintain-

ing substantially Invariable pressure during the entire

travel of said punt hes from the top to the bottom of the

corrugations.

2. A tool for perforating corrugated material, compris-

ing a die whose surface has corrugations complementary to

the corrugations of the material to be perforated and liav-

ing apertures located indiscriminately with reference to

and extending over one or more corrugations indiscrimi-

nately, the edges of said apertures being adapted to act as

sbenrs, and punches having edges to coOi)erate with the

edges of the apertures and shear perforations In the

material lying upon the corrugated surface.

8. A tool for perforating corrugated material, compris-

ing a die whose surface has corrugations complementary

to the corrugations of the material to be perforated and

having apertures which extend over two or more corru-

gations ; and punches adapted to pass through the material

Into said apertures, thereby perforating the material.

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with registering mechanism of a meter, of a sliding

valve cover indirectly controlling said mechanism, and

means, maintained in Inoperative condition when the meter

i.s in Its normal upright position, for holding said cover

In operative position when the meter is moved from its

normal position.

6. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a registering mechanism, of two valve covers the

movement of which Indirectly controls said mechanism, a

weight tiltably mounted adjacent to each cover, a crank

arm projecting from each weight, a bearing for each crank

arm, and a roller carried by each crank arm and extending

over and adjacent to each cover.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,667. CAPSTAN-LATHE. ArorsT FaiacH, ZUrlch.

Switzerland, assignor to the Firm of A. Frisch k Co.,

ZUrlch, Switzerland. Filed May 4. 1916. Serial No.

95,370. (CT. 29—43.)

1. In a capstan lathe, a headstock, a work-carrying

mandrel mounted therein, a lead screw fitted over said

work carrvlng mandrel, a revolving head, a mandrel carry-

ing the latter mounted In the headstock parallel to the

work carrvlng mandrel and rotatable and movable in a

longitudinal direction, and an arm fixed on the mandrel

carrying the revolving head and provided with a sectional

nut engaging said bead screw.

2. In a capstan lathe, a headstock. a work-carrying

mandrel mounted therein, a revolving head, a mandrel

carrying the latter mounted In the headstock parallel to

the work-carrying mandrel and rotatable and movable in a

longitudinal direction, a stop-piece mounted on the re-

volving head adapted to limit the turning movement of

the latter and a stop for the revolving head adJusUble

in the direction of rotation of the latter.

3. In a capstan lathe, a headstock. a work-carrying

mandrel mounted therein, a lead screw fitted over said

mandrel, a revolving head, a mandrel carrying the latter

and mounted In the headstock parallel to the work-carrying

mandrel and rotatable and movable In longitudinal direc-

tion, an arm fixed on the mandrel carrying the revolving

head and provided with a sectional nut engaging Kald

lead screw, a stop-piece mounted In the revolving head

adapted to limit the turning movement of the latter, and

a stop for said revolving head, adjustable in the direction

of rotation of the latter.
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1.228,658. SPRAYING ATTACHMENT FOR NOZZLES.
J08BPH B. OAI.HE8. Springfield. Ohio. Filed Sept. 7,

1915. Serial No. 49,858. (CI. 137—57.)

1. As an article of manufactare, in a spraying attach-

ment for nozzles, a main body portion having a longitudi-

nal centrally-arranged channel therein and Integrally-

formed downwardly-projecting angularly-arranged wings

on the side edges thereof to form supports, spring arms
arranged in said channel to receive the nozzle, and an
integrally-formed forwardly and upwardly projecting por-

tion on said main body portion, said upwardly projecting

portion having side walls and a centrally-arranged rib

and also having Its outer edge slightly upturned to form a

Up.

2. In a spraying attachment, a channel-shaped portion

to receive the nozzle, an upwardly and outwardly extend-

ing spraying member attached to said channel-shaped por-

tion, said channel-shaped portion having a struck-up part

open at the front and rear, and a spring clamp Inserted

under said struck-up part and having upwardly project-

ing spring arms to receive the nozzle.

3. In a spraying attachment, a main channel-shaped

portion to receive the nozzle, a forwardly extending spray-

ing member attached to said channel-shaped portion, a

struck-up part In said channel-shaped portion, a pair of

spring arms connected together, the connecting portion of

said arms being bent at right angles thereto and inserted

under said struck-up part, said struck-up part and the con-

necting portion of said arms having coinciding bends to

lock the same together.

1,228,659. CRANE. Thorvald N. Garson. GreenylUe.

N. J. Filed Sept. 18, 1916. Serial No. 119.816. (CI.

212—59.)

In a crane the combination with a support, of a hoist-

ing drum and driving means therefor, a boom plvotally
mounted upon the support, a hoisting rope connected with
the drum and led over the end of the boom, a contact de-

vice carried by the hoisting rope and adapted to engage
the boom to elevate the same when the hoisting rope Is

wound a predetermined length on the drum, and two in-

terengaging members at the base of the boom for automati-
cally locking the latter in Its elevate*! position to permit
a reverse movement of the hoisting rope, one of said mem-
bers being carried by the boom and the second member
be'.njr carried by the support.

1.228,660. WINDMILL. ALsmr F. GacMtoa, Sallna,

Kans. Filed Jane 14, 1915. Serial No. 88.907. (CI.

17«J—88.)

1. In a wind mill, a rotary shaft, a pinion rotatable on
said shaft, a reciprocative longitudinally and laterally

movable member adapte<I to lift a load and having a gear

having two longitudinal parallel rows of teeth, the pinion
being In mesh with said gear and adapted to lift said

member and the load when engaged with one of said rows
of teeth, means connecting said shaft and pinion for

rotating said pinion when the latter Is engaged with aald

row, and releasable means for connecting said shaft and
pinion and adapted to hold the pinion from rotating

faster than said shaft, the first named connecting means
being arranged to permit such faster rotation of the
pinion.

2. In a wind mill, a rotary shaft, a pinion rotatable

thereon, two clutch members rotatable with said shaft

and provided with means for engaging said pinion, one of

said clutch memt>er9 serving to drive said pinion and which
permits the pinion to rotate faster than said shaft, the

other clutch member being releasable from said pinion

and which, when engaged therewith, holds the pinion

from rotating* faster than said shaft, a reciprocative mem-
ber adapted to lift a load and movable longitudinally and
laterally and provided with a gear engaging said pinion

and having two longitudinal parallel rows of teeth, and
means for retaining said pinion engaged with said gear.

3. In a wind mill, a rotary shaft, a pinion rotatable

thereon, two clutch members rotatable with said shaft and
adapted to engage said pinion, one of said clutch members
serving to drive said pinion and to permit the pinion to

rotate faster than said shaft, the other clutch member
serving to hold the pinion from rotating faster than said

shaft, means for normally holding the last name«l clutch

member releasably engaged with said pinion, and a recip-

rocative memt>er adapted to lift a load and movable longi-

tudinally and laterally and having a gear engaging said

pinion and provided with two longitudinal parallel rows

of teeth.

4. In a wind mill, a wind wheel, a rotary shaft, driving

means connecting said wheel and said shaft, a pinion ro-

tatable on said shaft, two clutch members rotatablp with

said shaft each having means for engaging said pinion,

one of said members serving to drive said pinion and to

permit it to rotate faster than said shaft, the other

member serving to bold the pinion from rotating faster

than said shaft, releasable means for holding th*> last

named clutch memt>er engaged with said pinion, and a

longitudinally reciprocative and laterally movable mem-
ber adapted to lift a load and provld«»<l with a gfar en-

gaging said pinion and having two longitudinal parallel

rows of teeth.

5. In a wind mill, a rotary shaft, a pinion rotatable

thereon, two clutch memt>ers adapted to engage said pin-

ion, one of said members serving to drive said pinion and
to permit It to rotate faster than said shaft, the other

member serving to hold the pinion from rotating faster

than said shaft, means for moving the last nameti clutch

member into and out of engagement with said pinion, and

a longltadlnally reolprocative laterally movable member
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adapted to lift a load and having a gear engaging said

pinion and having two parallel rows of teeth, one of said

rows when engaged by said pinion alining with the load.

((Tlalms 6 to 18 not printed in the Uatette.]

1,228,661. 8TONEWORKIN<i -MACHINE. Gaoaaa H.

GiLMAir, Claremont, N. H.. assignor, by mesne assign

ments. to Sullivan Machinery Company, Boston, Mass.,

a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Feb. 20. 1»08.

Serial No. 416,848, (Q. 126—6.)

%
1. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a central support, a radial tool-supporting mem-
t>er adapted to swing about said central support, said

member being longitudinally adjustable relatively to said

support, holding means for holding said member longitu-

dinally flxMl. and controlling means for rendering the

same effective or ineffective at will, said controlling means

being controllable at a point relatively remote from said

central support, said holding means acting to hold said

member in any given position of longitudinal adjustment.

3. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a central support, of a tool-carrylng-supportlng

arm longitudinally adjustable thereon, locking means for

lo. king the same In any given position of longitudinal

adjustment, a controlling member adjacent one end of

said arm for rendering said locking means effective or

IneffectlTe at will, and connections between said cootrol-

ling member and said locking means.
14. In an apparatus of tlxe class descrlt>ed, the combina-

tion with central supporting meafts. of a longitudinally

adjustable arm carried thereby, means for supporting said

arm conprlslBg a flexible connection suitably guided by

sheaves, the latter supported near the upper portion of

said supporting means, said flexible connection having one

end attached to a part upon said supporting arm, and a

winding drum engaging the opposite end of said flexible

connection and secured adjacent the opposite end of said

arm. whereby the arm may be adjusted longitudinally

without affecting the vertical adjustment and vice versa.

17. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a support, a radial tool-carrying member sus-

tained thereby, a pressure-fluld-actuated tool carried by

•aid member, means permitting the turning of snld tool

relatively to fjild member and means for supplying pres-

sure fluid centrally to said tool and substantially coinci-

dent with the turning axis thereof.

20. In an apparatus of the class described, the comblna

tlon with a support, a supporting arm adapted to be

swung In the arc of a circle, a tool having a plurality of

separate cutting units, said tool iMMng carried by said

arm, and means to turn said ttiol and said cutting units

together upon the said am.
(Claims 2, 4 to 13, 15. 16. 18^ and 19 not printed In the

Gasette.l

1.228,662. CULVERT-HEAD OR RETAINING-WALL
FOR CULVERTS. Jokathan R. Good, IUdsbury, Al

berta, Canada. Filed Jan. 8, 1916. Serial No. 71,182.

<C1. 61—t.)

1. The o«iBblnatlon with a metal condwrtor pipe for c«l-

erts of a cnlvert l«ad or retalnlag wall eoastructed of

289 O. G.—7

four quadrilateral pieces of corrugated sheet metal riveted

together so as to form a hollow truncateil pyramid or fun-

nel shaped structure with rectangular base (the corruga-

tions running parallel to the base) and having a compara-

tively short axis with a rectangular piece of sheet metal

at the apex of the structure, the said rectangular piece of

sheet metal having a centrally located opening of the

same size and shape as the end of the conductor pipe with

a short piece of corrugated pipe approximating in slse

the size of the opening in the said rectangular piece of

sheet metal and being slightly smaller than and of the

same shape as the conductor pipe and having the edges of

one end bent outward at right angles and riveted to the

said rectangular piece of sheet metal around the edge

of the opening on the opposite side to that on which is

riveted the funnel shaped structure so that axis of the

said piece of pipe is at right angles to the base of the

pyramid and fitted into the culvert conductor pipe so that

the end of the culvert conductor pipe comes in contact

with the rectangular piece of sheet metal ; and with a

corrugated metal band boond around the short piece of

corrugated pipe with draw bolts binding it to the conduc-

tor pipe, with four metal rods hooked Into metal rings

riveted to the outer basal edge of the pyramid, a metal

ring firmly drawn around the conductor pipe by a bolt

nnd nut into which are bolted the outer ends of the said

rods, the axis of the conductor pipe being at right angles

to the base of the said pyramid or funnel shaped struc-

ture.

^T*'

2. The combination with a conductor pipe for culverts

of a culvert head or retaining wall constructed of four

quadrilateral pieces of sheet metal riveted together so as

to form a hollow truncated pyramid or funnel shaped

structure with rectangular base with a rectangular piece

of sheet metal at the apex of the structure the said rectan-

gular piece of sheet metal having a centrally located

opening approximating in size and shape the size and

shape of the end of the said conductor pipe a short piece

of metal piping being slightly smaller than and of the

same shape as the conductor pipe and having the eilges

of one end bent upward at right angles and riveted to the

said rertanguiar piece of sheet metal arouad the edge of

the opening on the opposite side to that on which Is

riveted the funnel shaped strm tare so that the axis of the

said piece of pipe is at an angle to the base of the pyra-

mid and fitted Into the culvert conductor pip*- so that the

end of the culvert conductor pipe comes in contact with

the rectangular piece of sheet netal and with a metal

liand bound around the short piece of pipe with draw
bolts binding it to the oondator pipe, with four metal

rods hooked into metal rings riveted to the outer basal

edge of the pyramid, a meul ring firmly drawn around

the conductor pipe by a bolt and ntit Into which are boltetl

the outer ends of the said rods.

8. The comMnatJon with a metal conductor pipe df a

hollow troBcated pyramid or funnel skapod structure

karlBg a consparatlTely short axis with a piece of sheet

metal completely <overlng and fastened to the apex of the

said truncated pyramid, having a centrally located open-*

ing in It of the same atoape and siie as the end of the coo-

doctor pipe with a short piece of pipe approximating In

tze tke size of the opening la the said piece of sheet

aetal and beiag sllghtiy smaller tiiaa, aa4 of the mme
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shape as the conductor pipe, the said short pleoe of pipe
being fastened to the said piece of sheet metal covering
the apex of the said truncated pyramid and with a metal
band drawn around the said short piece of pipe with draw
Iwlta. the whole structure being held to the conductor
pipe by four metal rods or chains hooked Into metal rings
fastened to the outer basal edge of the said pyramid, the
outer ends of the said rods or chains being fastened to a
metal ring or rod firmly drawn around the conductor pipe.

l^M.eea. finger ring. Josir Grafstxin, New York.
N. Y., assignor to Conjoint Jewelry Corporations Inc.,
New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Piled
Jane 14, 1916. Serial No. 103,686. (CI. 63—15.)

2. A finger ring comprising a first annular ring half, a
first socket half carried thereby, said socket half being
semicircular in cross section, prongs projecting from the
socket half, a second annular ring half, a second socket
half carried thereby and likewise semi-circular in crosa
section, prongs projecting from the last named socket half,
the Inner faces of the two ring halves contacting with
each other, and the Inner faces of the two socket halrea
being parallel and likewise contacting with each other to
form a continuous circular socket, the two ring halves aa
well as the two socket halves being soldered to each other.

[Claim 1 not prlntwl In the Gazette.]

1,228,664. SEAMLESS STOCKING OR SOCK AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME. H«bma.nn Waltib
Granz, Chemnitz, Germany, assignor to the Firm of
Schubert & Salzer Maschlnenfabrlk, Aktiengesellschaft.
Chemnitz, Germany. Filed May 28, 1918. Serial No.
770,371. (CI. m—*.)

1. The herein describe^l method of making stockings or
socks, which consists in first knitting the leg on two oppo
sltely disposed needle bars, thereupon simultaneously knit-
ting the heel and the adjacent part of the foot with one
part of the foot and heel loops carrleil by each of the said
needle bars, knitting the foot portion, and finally knitting
the toe while narrowing the loops located on each needle
bar at parts Intermediate the ends thereof.

2. The herein described method of making stockings or
socks, which consists In first knlttlnK the leg on two
oppositely disposed needle bars, thereupon simultaneously
knitting the heel and the adjacent part of the foot with
one part of the foot and heel loops carried by each of the
said neeflle bars, knitting the heel cap. knitting the foot
portion, and finally knitting the toe while narrowing the
loops locateil on each neeille bar at parts lnterme<llate
the ends thereof.

3. The herein described method of making stockings or
socks, which consists in first knitting the leg on two oppo
sltely disposed needle bars, thereupon simultaneously
knitting the heel and the adjacent part of the foot with
one part of the foot and heel loops carried by each of the

said neeille bars, knitting the foot portion, and finally
knitting the toe while narrowing the loops located on each
nee«lle bar at two parts Intermediate the ends thereof
and at a distance from each other.

4. The herein described method of knitting a stocking
or sock, which comprises alternately knitting at least
one half open row of the length corresponding to the
breadth of the heel and a closed circular row correspond-
ing to the circumference of the heel and adjacent part
of the foot, all the half open rows being made on the
same number of needles.

5. The herein descrlt)ed method of knitting a stocking
or sock, which comprises alternately knitting at least one
half open row of the length corresponding to the breadth
of the heel and at least one closed circular row corre-
sponding to the circumference of the heel and adjacent
part of the foot, and after completing the heel and ad-
jacent part of the foot knitting the cap.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.228,665. LADLE. James H. GainriN, Clay Center,
Kans. Filed Jan. 13, 1916. Serial No. 71,872. (CI.
22—86.)

A ladle proTided with a projecting rim encircling the
same to which is attached a handle adjustable with the
periphery whereby the angle of the Up with relation to
the handle may t>e rarled.

1.228.066. EMBROIDERING MACHINE. JoaiPH A. Qro»-
BLi, New York, N. Y. Filed July 12, 1916. Serial No.
108,777, (CI. 112—7,)

1. The combination. In au embroidering machine, of a
tambour frame provided with fabric ••arrylng and shifting
means, means for moving the tambour frame step by step
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into stitch positions, and means independent of the tam-
bour frame moving means for automatically returning the

tambour frame toward an Initial position.

2. The combination, in an embroidering machine, of a
tambour frame provided with fabric carrying and shift-

ing means, means for moving the tamtK>ur frame step by
step Into stitch positions, and means independent of the

tambour frame moving means for optionally automatically
returning the tambour frame toward an Initial position.

3. The combination, In an embroidering machine, of a

tambour frame, fabric carrying and shifting means
mounted therein, and means actuated by such fabric car-

rying and shifting means for moving the tambour frame
in a direction reverse to the shift of the fabric.

4. The combination, in an embroidering machine, of a

tambour frame, fabric carrying and shifting means
niounteil therein, and automatic means actuated by such

fabric carrying and shifting means for moving the tambour
frame In a direction reverse to the shift of the fabric.

5. The combination, in an embroidering machine, of a

tambour frame, fabric carrying and shifting means
mounted therein, and automatic and manually controllable

means actuated by such fabric carrying and shifting

means for moving the tambour frame in a direction re-

verse to the shift of the fabric.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.667. DENTAL AHTICULATOB. Altrbd Otbi,
ZUrlch, Switzerland. Filed May 10. 1916. Serial No.

96,542. (CI. 82—1.)

1. An articulator for artificial sets of teeth, comprising
a lower articulator part provided with two guide-sockets

Integral ith the uprights of the lower frame and ar-

ranged l>ehlnd the points corresponding to the natural Jaw
hinges and lying In common geometrical centers of the

opening angle and the angle of lateral grinding movement
of the set of teeth and an upper articulator part, the down-
ward bent rear end of which rests on said guide-sockets,

BObatantially as described.

2. An articulator for artificial sets of teeth, comprising

a lower articulator part provided with two guide-sockets

Integral with the uprights of the lower frame and ar-

range<l behind the points corresponding to the natural jaw
binges and lying in common geometrical centers of the

opening angle and the angle of lateral grinding movement
of the set of teeth, said sockets being provided with a
guiding surface having an angle of inclination of 33° to

the grinding plane, a front guiding surface on said lower
articulator part having an angle of Inclination of 40° to

the grlndlDK plane and a-n upper articulator part provided

with rear supports resting with their bent ends on said

lnclln«'d surfaces of the guide-sockets and a front support

resting on the Inclined front guiding surface of the lower

articulator part, the rear supports of this upper articula-

tor part being moved during the lateral grinding move-
ment upward and rearward along the inclined surfaces
of the sockets, while the front support Is moved in the
same way along its guiding surface, substantially as de-

scribed.

3. An articulator for artificial sets of teeth, comprising
a lower articulator part having two guide-sockets integral

with the uprights of the lower frame and arranged behind
the points corresponding to the natural jaw hinges and
lying in common geometrical centers of the opening angle
and the angle of lateral grinding movement of the set of
teeth and an upper articulator part, the downward bent
rear end of which rests on said guide sockets, and a hori-

zontal pin interchangeably mounted at the upper articula-

tor part in such a way that points of the pin fall Into the
line connecting the natural Jaw hinges of a lower jaw
placed in the articulator, substantially as described.

1,228,668. SHADE-AWNING SUPPORT. Andbbw
Hanaubr, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 12, 1917. SerlAl

No. 141,940. (CI. 156—42.)

1. An awning support comprising a pair of arms pivot-
ally engaged with a window casing, open Jawed membera
rigidly secured at the outer ends of said arms, said mem-
bers being receptive of the end of a curtain, means for
clamping the curtain therein, sleeves slidably engaged on
tai\<l arms, means for clamping said sleeves thereon, said
clamp means having a hooked head, a loop secured In each
of said sleeves, a pair of support rods, other loops secured
therein engaged with the first of said loops, hooks formed
with the opposite end of said support rods, and studs set
In a window casing ^Ith which said hooks or screw beads
are engageable.

2. An awning pupport comprising a pair of arms hlng-

edly engaged at opposite sides of a window frame, means
for detachably engaging the hem of a curtain with the
free end of said arms, sleeves operable on said arms, means
for clamping said sleeve in an adjusted position, rods
loosely hinged to said sleeves, means formed at the outer
end of said rods for engaging with the window frame, and
means for holding said arms and rods parallel In a vertical
position when In a folded position, said means being
formed with raid sleeve clamping means.

1.228.669. APPLIANCE FOR LIGHT, HEAT. AND MAS-
SAGE TREATMENT. Edwin F. Habdbt, Kansas City,
Mo. Filed Jan. 22, 1917. Serial No, 143,650. (CH.
174—87.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with an electric lamp and a reflector for projecting
the light and heat rays from said lamp, of a rubber ap-
plicator, means for supporting said applicator In front
of the refiector, and a shield for protecting the applicator
from the light and heat rays.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with an electric lamp and a refiector for projecting
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the light and heat rays from said lamp, of an applicator,
and a bridge secured at Its enda to the reflector and pro
Jectlng forwardly therefrom to support the applicator In
advance of the reflector.

3. In a device of the character descrlhed, the combina-
tion with an electric lamp and a reflector for projecting

the light and heat rays from said lamp, said reflector hav-

ing two oppositely-disposed notcheir tbcrelo. a bridge hav-

ing shoulders to flt into the notches aad lags to fit against

the sides of the reflector, tbunili screws for engaging the

reflector and said lugs, and aa applicator supporte<l in

front of the reflector by the bridge.

1,228,670. FLEXIBLE INSULATED ELPXTTRICAL CON-
DUCTOR. John C. Hbnobrso.n, Washington. D. C,
assignor to Driver-Harris Wire Company. Harrison,

X. J., a Corporation of New Jerwy. Flle.1 Nov. 3. lUlfi.

Serial No. 129,276. (Q. 173—264.)

^^^•^i

1. An electrical conductor, comprising a plurality of
•ets of conducting wires, oach set composed of a plurality
of closely associated conducting wires individually Insu-
lated throughout their Intermediate portions and fre«
from insulation at their ends, the adjacent ends of the
Individual wires of each set »^'inK in eU-ctrU-al contact so
as to place all the Individual conducting wires of tliat set
In parallel, a fireproof sheath for each <»et surrounding
that set individually, and an external sheath surround
ing the intermediate portions of all of said sheathed sets.

2. An electrical conductor, comprising a plurality of
seta of conducting wires, each set composed of a plurality
of closely associated conducting wires individually coated
with enamel insulation throuKhout their intermediate
portions and free from Insulation at their ends, the adja-
cent ends of the Individual conducting wires of each set
being in electrical contact so as to place all the individoal
wires of that set in parallel, a flreproof sheath for each aet
surrounding that s«t imlU idually. and an external sheath
surrounding the Intermediate portions of all of said
sheathed sets.

3. An electrical conductor, comprising a plurality of sets
of conducting wires, each set composed of a plurality of
closely associated conducting wires Individually Insulated
throughout their intermediate portions and free from in-

aulation at their ends, the adjacent ends of the individual
wires of each set being In electrical contact so as to place
all the In.iividnal conducting wires of that set in parallel,

a flreproof sheath for each set surrotindtng that set indi-

vidually, and an external sheath surrounding the Inter-
mediate portions of all of said shentheii 8»ts, the Insulation
an I aheatbs being flexible.

4. A flexible conductor, comprising two cables covered
with a fibrous flreproof sheathing, the <-able8 being made
up of tine ((.nductlng wires, each separately Insulated by
enamel except at their ends, the emis of the fine wires of
each <-able t>elng free from insulntion an<t in electrical con-
tact with one another so as to place all the individoal
condutting wires of each <able In parallel.

5. A flexible conductor, comprising a plurality of cablea
covered with a flbrous flreproof sheathing, the cablea being
made up of fine conducting wlreti, each separately Insu-
lated by enamel except at their ends, the ends of the fine
»'lres of each i-ahle being free from Insulation and in elec-
trical contact with one another so as to place all the Indi-
vidual conducting wires of each cable In parallel, and a
flbrous sheathing holding said plurality of such sheathed
cables together.

1.228.671. NUT-LOCK. Edw.^rd R. Hibbard. Chicafw.
111., assignor to Grip Nut Company. Chicago, 111., a Cor-
poration of Illinois. Piled Oct. 25, 1912. Serial No.
727,748. (CI. 151—22.)

1. A nut Iwk, comprising a disk, having formed therein
a bolt hole, the adjacent wall of which is permanently dis-
placed laterally beyond one fa<-e of the disk to form a
single substantially resilient undulating spiral thread
thereat, adapted to engage the threaded portion of a bolt.

2. A nut lock, comprising a disk having formed therein
a bolt hole, the adjacent wall being broken and perma-
nently offset laterally on both sides to form a single re-
silient progressive thread, the thread being undulated to
cause the opposite faces thereof to firmly engage the
threads of a bolt upon which the lock may be placed.

3. A nnt lock comprising a disk having formed therein
a bolt hole, the wall of which is V shaped to form a
threa<l member, and severed and permanently offset lat-

erally to form a single spiral thread, said thread member
being undulated and. provided with Impinging shoulders
extending in one direction only, whereby the disk may
be threaded upon a bolt and forced home thereon, and
upon backing the disk off the said shoulders will tend to
Impinge upon the adjacent portions of the bolt thread to
prevent accidental disengagement of the parts.

4. A nut lock, comprising a disk, having formed therein
a bolt hole, the wall of which Is V shaped to form a thread
member, and Is severed to permit the disk to be threaded
upon a bolt, and to form a single progressive resilient
thread thereon, said thread member being undulate<l and
provided with an Impinging shoulder, tending to impinge
up<jn the adjacent portions of the thread of a bolt upon
whi<-h the lock is placed to prevent accidental disengage-
ment of the parts.

5. .\ nut lock, comprising a disk having a bolt hole
formed therein, the wall of which Is V shaped to form a
single reailient thread adapted to engage a lK>lt thread
and permanently displaced on opposite sides of the disk,
a distance greater than the pitch of the thread of the bolt
upon which It la adapted to be used.

1.228,672. COMBINKI) PENCIL AND PENCIL-SHARP-
ENER. Kdwakd W. Hill, Chicago, III. Filed .May 17,
1916. Serial .No. 98.064. (CI. 120—93.)

1. The combination with a lead carrier having a lead In-
closing casing at the point end ther<H)f and a projecting stud
of slightly larger diameter than said lead inclosing cas-
ing at its opposite end, of a blade holder provided with a
socket In the end thereof closely engaging the protruding
stud on the end of the lead carrier to thereby secure said
blade holder to the lead carrier and said socket being
adapted when disengaged from the lead carrier to freely
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receive the lead Inclosing casing on the opposite end of
the lead carrier to theret>y jtulde and rotatably support
the point end of the lead c-arrler within said blade holder
and a lead sharpening blade at the inner end of the sotket
In the blade holder.

1.228,673. CLUTCH MECHANISM.
kegan. III. Filed Mar. 13, 1916.
(CI. 74—18.)

JoE Ukibas, Wau-
SerUI No. 83,896.

2. A lead sharpener for clutch pencils comprising a
blade holder having a sabtitantlally cylindrical longi-

tudinally extensive socket in one end thereof provided
with relatively rigid longitudinally extending walls adapt-
ed to embrace and house a pencil casing and thereby ro-

tatably confine said pencil casing In said bolder and pro-
vided with a lead receiving guide at the Inner end o(^said
pencil-casing socket in axial alinement with the socket,
said holder further having a longitudinal slot therein ex-
tending Inward from the opposite end of the blade holder
to said lead guide and a cutting blade seated in said slot

and provided with a cutting edge in line with the lead
guide, all whereby the pencil casing and lead are rotatably
centered In the sharpener and relative angular movement
of the pencil and sharpener Is prevente<1 by engagement
of the pencil casing with the rigid longitudinal inner
walls of the socket in the end of the blade holder In con-
Junction with the similar supporting of the lead In the
lead guide, and Independently of any support afforded by
the cutting blade.

3. The combination with a lead carrier having a lead
Inclosing casing at the point end thereof and a screw
threaded stud of slightly larger diameter at its opposite
end. of a blade bolder having an internally screw threaded
socket in one end thereof to receive and engage the screw
threaded stnd. the screw threads on the inner walls of said
socket having blunt edges to allow for free and unre-
stricted rotation of the point of the pencil within the
socket and to prevent

, scratching of such point In the
socket and a lead sharpening blade at the inner end of
the socket in the holder.

4. The combination with a pencil having a lead inclos-

ing casing at the point end thereof and a screw threaded
stud of slightly larger diameter at the opposite end there-
of, of a blade holder having a screw threaded socket re-

ceiving and fitting the screw threaded stud whereby said
blade holder is normally confined to and carried by the
pencil, said socket loosely receiving the lead inclosing cas-
lac at the point end of the pencil whereby the point of the
pencil may be rotated in the blade holder, said blade holder
having a guide at the Inner end of the socket therein re-
ceiving and bracing that portion of the lead projecting
l>eyond the lead inclosing casing and a lead «hari>enlng
blade mounted In the blade holder at the end of the lead
guide aforesaid.

6. In a device of the character set forth, a holder hav-
ing a socket in one end thereof and a longitudinal slot

In the opposite end extending longitudinally to said socket
and separating the end portion of the holder into two
parts, a cutter blade seated in said slot and having a cut-

ting edge disposed within the socket and means for clamp-
ing the two separated end portions of the bolder together
upon the blade therebetween.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed" In the Gazette.]

1. In a brake mechanism, the combination with a shaft,
of a Journal bearing having a passage for the shaft with
a race way in the Journal bearing concentric with and
opening Into the passage, said Journal l>earlng having a
plurality of sockets entering the race way, pins each pro-
vided with a recess and adapted to be received in the
•ocketa, and rotatable members in the recesses in position
to engage the shaft within the passage for the shaft in
the Journal Iwarlngs. and said recesses being so arranged
in relation to the shaft as to cause the rotatable members
to clutch the shaft when the latter is rotated in one direc-
tion and to free the shaft when the latter Is rotated In
the other direction, said rotatable members being in num-
ber and so disposed about the shaft at to constitute a
friction reducing l>earlng for the shaft on its rotation In
a direction opposed to that causing the clutching of the
shaft in the Journal l>earing.

2. In a brake mechanism, the combination with a shaft,
of a Journal bearing having a passage for the shaft with
a race way in the Journal hearing concentric with and
opening in the pa.ssage and said Journal bearing having
a plurality of sockets entering the race way. pins each
provided with a recess and each having a spring lodged In
It with the pins adapted to be received in the sockets, and
members, one in each recess in position to engage the
shaft within the passage In the journal bearing for the
shaft, the recesses in the pins being so arranged with re-

lation to the shaft as to cause the members In the recesses
to clutch the shaft when the latter is rotated In one direc-
tion and to free the shaft when the latter is rotated In
the other direction, said members In the recesses being
of a number and so disposed about the shaft as to con-
stitute a friction reducing bearing for the shaft when the
latter is rotated in a direction opposite to that causing the
clutching of the shaft In the journal bearing.

3. In a brake mechanism, the combination with a shaft,
of a Journal bearing having a passage for the shaft with
a race way surrounding and concentric with said pasaage
and aaid shaft being provided with a circumferential
groove matching the race way. a circular series of pins
in the Journal t>earing in tangential relation to and In-

tersecting the race way. ea< h pin having an elongated re-

cess where intersecting the race way, rotatable members
lodged one in each recess and the portion of the raca
way matching the recess, and a spring in each pin en-
gaging a respective one of the rotatable members to move
the latter lengthwise of the recesses and the recess In
each pin being so related to the race way as to reduce
the radial depth of the latter In the direction In which
the spring urges the rotatable member and said pins and
rotatable members being in number and so disposed about
the shaft as to provide a friction reducing bearing for the
shaft for one way rotation thereof.

4. In a brake mechanism, the combination with a
shaft, of a Journal bearing havlDg a passage for the shaft
with a race way surrounding and concentric with said
passage and said shaft being provided with a circum-
ferential groove matching the race way. a circular series
of pins in the journal bearing in tangential relation to
and intersecting the race way. each pin having an elon-
gated recess where it intersects the race way, a rotatable
member lodged in each recess and the portion of the race
way matching the recess, and a spring in each pin en-
gaging the rotatable member to move the latter leiigtb-

wiae of the recess, said recess in each pin being so re-
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lated to the race way as to reduce the radUl depth of
the latter In the direction In which the spring urges the
routable member, and said pins and rotatable members
being In number and so disposed about the shaft as to
provide a friction reducing bearing for the shaft for one
way rotation thereof, each pin having a longitudinal bore
for receiving the spring with the outer end of the bore
threaded, and a screw inserted In the threaded end of the
bore to retain (he spring In place.

5. In a brake mechanism, the combination with a shaft.
of a Journal bearing having a passage for the shaft with
a race way surrounding and concentric with said passage
and said shaft being provided with a curcumferentlal
groove matching the race way, a circular series of pins
In the Journal bearing In tangential relation to and In-
tersecting the race way, each pin having an elongated
recess where It Intersects the rare way, a rotatable mem-
ber lodged In each recess and the portion of the race
way matching the recess, and a spring in each pin engag-
ing the rotatable member to move the latter lengthwise
of the recess, said recess In each pin being so related to
the race way as to reduce the radial depth of the latter
In the direction In which the spring urges the rotatable
member and said pins and rotatable members being in
number and so disposed about the shaft as to provide a
friction reducing bearing for the shaft for one way rota-
tion thereof, each pin having a longitudinal bore for re-
ceiving the spring with the outer end of the bore thread-
ed, and a screw Inserted In the threaded end of the bore
to retain the spring In place, said screw having an axtally
extended stem for centering the spring In the bore.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.)

1,228,674. COIN CONTROLLED MECHANISM. Jambs
W. HuQHM, Haddon Heights, N. J., assignor to Hugbes-
Llppincott Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Mar. 2, 1918. Serial No. 11.464. (CI. 194—103.)

1. In a device of the character stated, the combination
•f a coin runway mounted for tilting movement and adapt-
ed to be actuated by the weight of a coin, an electrical
circuit closer arranged to be operated by said runway in
tilted position, means to positively hold a coin In arrested
position to 'cause said runway to tilt, and means to re-
lease and discbarge said coin from said runway.

2. In a device of the character stated, a pivoted coin
runway normally held In an Inclined position and adapted
to be actuated by the weight of the coin, means located
adjacent the upper end of said runway for delivering a
coin to said runway, an electrical circuit closer arranged
to be operated by said runway In Its tilted position, means
to positively hold a coin In arrested position to cause said
runway to tilt, and means positively operated Independ-
ently of the coin located adjacent the lower end of said
runway for discharging said coin.

3. In a device of the character stated, a pivoted coin
runway normally held in an Inclined position and adapted
to be actuated by the weight of a coin, means located ad-
jacent the upper end of said runway for delivering a coin
to said runway, an electrical circuit closer arranged to be
-operated by said runway In tilted position, adjustable

means to baUnce said runway in untilted position to
maintain aaid circuit closer In position to open the cir-
cuit, and means located adjacent the lower end of aald
runway for controlling the discharge of aaid coin, said
means comprising mechanically operated devices independ-
ent of the coin and the electric circuit closer for arresting
the travel of said coin while In the runway and then con-
trollably releasing It from the runway.

4. In a device of the character stated, a pivoted c«»ln
runway normally held In an inclined position and adapted
to be actuated by the weight of a coin, means located ad-
jacent the upper end of said runway for delivering a coin
to said runway, an electrical circuit closer arranged to
be operated by said runway in Its tilted position, means
to hold a coin in position to cause said runway to tilt
and close said circuit, and operable means whose time of
operation Is controlled by the circuit closing means to re-
lease said holding means at a predetermined time to cause
said coin to be discharged.

5. In a device of the character stated, a pivoted coin
runway normally held In an Inclined position and adapted
to be actuated by the weight of a coin, means located ad-
jacent the upper end of .<iald runway for delivering a coin
to said runway, a plurality of circuit closers arranged to
control Independent electrical circuits and arranged to be
succeaalvely controlled by said runway while tilting, one
of said closers being operated by the position of the run-
way as determined by a valid coin and the other closer
being operated by the position of the runway as deter-
mined by a coin of greater weight than the predetermined
coin for operating the device.

[Claims 6 to 2.*^ not printed in the liazette.]

1,228,675. STORAGE - BATTERY PLATE. William
Scott Hitch inson. Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Filed
July 18. 1913. Serial No. 779.373. (CI. 204—29 )

1. In a storage battery unit, a frame comprising a plu-
rality of longitudinal Insulating members and a plurality
of transverse Insulating members connecting the longitu-
dinal members, cerUln of said longitudinal members be-
ing wider than others, electrolyte passages formed in said
wider longitudinal members, metallic conducting strtps
Inserted In the channels between said longitudinal mem-
bers, and a coating of active material on said strips.

2. In a storage battery unit an electrode frame com-
prising a plurality of longitudinal insulating member*
having transverse strip retaining bars said members be-
ing separated into groups by electrolyte circulation pas-
sages.

8. In a storage battery unit, an electrode frame com-
prising a plurality of longitudinal Insulating members of
illfferent widths and electrolyte passages formed In the
wider of said longitudinal Insulating members.

4. In a storage battery unit, an electrode frame com-
prising a plurality of longitudinal insulating members
of different widths, transverse Insulating members con-
necting the longitudinal members and electrolyte pas-
sages formed in the wider of said longitudinal insulating
members.

5. In a storage battery unit an electrode frame compris-
ing a plurality of longitudinal members having transverse
strip retaining bars of Insulating material therebetween,
some of said longitudinal members being wider than the
others and electrolyte circulation passages in the wider
of said members.
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1.228.676. OXYACETYLENE- TORCH. AL»xasdir F.

Jbnkins, Baltimore, Md., assignor to The Alexander

Milburn Company. Baltimore, Md., a Corporation of

Maryland. Filed Oct 13. 1918. Serial No. 794,898.

iCl. 158—27.4.)

1. In a torch of the class described, the combination of

a casting having channels extending therethrough, a sec-

ond casting having channels therethrough, pipes con-

necting the casting's and the rhannels therein thereby

forming gas conduits, valves controlling said conduits,

stems connecte<l with said valves, means for operating

said stems and valves, the stems and operating means ex-

tending between the said pipes, and a torch head con-

nected to one of said castinjis.

2. In a torch of the class described, the combination

of castings having passageways extending therethrough,

pipes connecting the rastlngs and the passageways

tkacein, valves controlling said passageways and operating

MDS for saM valves having parts thereof disposed be-

tween said pipes.

3. In a tor<h of the class described, the combination

of a handle section coniprlslnc a castlnc having gas in-

lets, a second casting having gas outlets, and pipes Join-

ing the castings and i-onnectlng the inlets with the out-

lets, means extending into the space between said pipes

for controlling the flow of gas from said Inlets to aaid

outlets, a burner tip. and a tube between and connecting

the burner tip with the handle section.

4. In a torch of the class described, the combination

of a handle section comprising a casting at one end hav-

ing Inlets, one of which Is provided with a valve, a cast-

ing at the opposite end having Independent passageways

therein, one of which Is provided with a valve, and pipes

connecting the passageways In the second casting with

the passageways in the first casting, operating means

for said valves, said means being located between the said

pipes, a burner tip, and a pipe connecting the burner

tip with the second casting.

5. In a torch of the class descrlbe<l, the combination

of a casting having passageways therethrough, a valve

- controlling one of the pasMigeways, a second casting hav

ing passageways therein, a second valve controlling one

of the last mentioned passageways, pipes connecting the

two castings and the passageways therein, said valves

having stems, the stems of the valves extending between

the said pipes, a burner tip. and a tube connecting the

burner tip to said second casing.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed In the <;azettc.]

1.228,677. VENTILATOR COWL FOR SHIPS. JOHN

JiNKiNS, Dalmulr. Scotland. Filed Oct. 10, 1916. Se-

rial No. 124,754. (CI. 114—211.)

1. In a venfllator cowl for ships, the combination of

two coaxial substantially cylindrical structures or mem-

bers one within the oth?i' and each provided with a seg-

mental aperture respectively, baffles on said structures

extending into the space between them, louvers in the

lower open end of the space between said structures and a

well at the lower edge of the aperture In the inner of said

structures, said well being provlde<l at its bottom with

apertures communicating with both the Inside and the

outside of said inner structure.

2. In a ventilator cowl for ships, the combination of

two coaxial substantially cylindrical structures one

within the other and each provided with a segmental aper-

ture respectively, baffles on said structures extending into

the space between them, louvers In the lower open end of

the space between said structures, and a well at the

lower edge of the aperture In the Inner structure, said

well being provlde<l with apertures communicating with

the outside of said Inner structures and with an air pas-

Bag<> a little above the bottom of said well and communi-

cating with the interior of said inner structure.

8. In a ventilator cowl for ships, the combination of

two coaxial substantially cylindrical structures one

within the other and each provided with a segmental ap-

erture respectively, said apertures being on opposite aides

of the axis of said structures, a perforated plate extend-

ing In the space between said structures and arranged be-

tween the inner surface of the outer structure and the

said aperture in the Inner structure and oppositely an-

gled, vertical l)affles extending from that face of said

perforated plate which Is adjacent said aperture in said

Inner structure.

4. In a ventilator cowl for ships, the combination of

two coaxial substantially cylindrical structures one

within the other and ea-'h provided with a segmental ap-

erture respectively, two series of angular louvers oppo-

sitely angled with respect to each other and positioned

within the lower end of the outer structure in the space

l)etween said structures and a further series of overlap-

ping louvers above the said series of angular louvers,

mounted on said inner member at substantially the lower

edge of the aperture In said Inner member.

5. In a ventilator cowl for ships, the combination of

an outer cylindrical member provided with an aperture

in the side thereof, an inner cylindrical member mounted
coaxlally with said outer member and also provided with

a similar aperture through the side thereof, the space be-

tween said members affording a passage for air between

said mem»)€rs to the opening In said Inner member, verti-

cally extending baffle plates In the Inner surface of the

outer member and the outer surface of the inner member,

louvers between the said Inner and outer members posi-

tioned at the lower end of said outer member, and a se-

ries of louvers secured to said Inner member adjacent the

bottom edge of the said aperture therein and extending

substantially between said Inner and outer meml)er8.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,678. AUTOMATIC CO.MPENS.XTING DEVICE.
MANrBBD JOHN8ON, Naugatuck, Conn., assignor to The

Bristol Company, Waterbury, Conn., a Corporation of

Connecticut. Flleil Sept. 25, 1916. Serial No. 121,989.

(Cl. 78—32.)
u

1. Automatic temperature compensating device for a

thermo-electric pyrometer. Including a thermo-electric

couple and a measuring Instrument connected therewith

comprising : a plurality of resistances arranged in the

form of a Wheatstone bridge, the cold end of the couple

being connected directly across one pair of opposite

Junctions thereof and In close proximity thereto, and the
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meaKuiing instrument connected directly across the other
pair, whereby variations of temperature at said cold end
of the couple will be substantially without effect as to
the indications of said measuring instrument.

4. Automatic temperature compensating device for a
thermo-electric pyrometer, including a thermo-electric
couple and a measuring Instrument connected therewith
comprlslntc

: a plurality of resistances arranged In the
form of a Wheatstone bridge, three of the resistances be-
ing of manKanln and the fourth of nickel, the cold end of
the couple being connected directly across one pair of
opposite Junctions thereof and in close proximity thereto,
and the measuring instrument connected directly across
the other pair.

5. Automatic temperature compensating device for a
thermo-electric pyrometer, including a thermo-«lectrlc
couple and a measuring Instrument connected therewith
comprising : a cylindrical casing, two tubes of Insulating
material mounted therein and surrounding thf cold end
of the thermo-couple, resistance wire wound in pairs upon
each of said tubes and arranged In the form of a Wheat-
stone bridge, the cold end of the conple extending midway
into the tubes and t>eing connected across one pair of op-
posite Junctions of said bridj^e, and the measuring Instru-

ment connected directly across the other pair.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in th« Gazette.]

1,228,679. LOCK -WASHER. Eli Jonm. Lexington.
Tenn., assignor of one-half to Robert A. Lewis, Lexing-
ton. Tenn. Filed Oct. 14. 1916. Serial No. 120,679.
(Cl. 101—63.)

A lock washer having diametrically opposite slits be-
tween its inner and outer edges, the portions between
said slits and Inner edge being struck to ,ene side to pro-
vide corrugations to engage an object, the washer taavlag
diametrically opposite bendable tongues projecting radi-
ally from its outer edge in allnement with the corruga-
tions, the basal portions of said tongues being wider than
the lengths of said slits.

1,228.680. PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING PAPER AND
TRANSFER PROCESS. Fhank William K»nt. Lon-
don, England. Filed Dec. 13, 1913. SerUl No. 806 440
(Cl. 95—6.)

1. Process for transferring photographs which consists
is completely saturating with wax a sheet of paper so that
it becomes wholly non-absorbent of aqueous fluids and
repellent of aqueous emulsion, coating the paper with
gelatin and pyroxylin dissolved in acetic acid, and over
this coating with a sensitive stratum, forming a picture
by exposure, development and fixation, transferring the
picture to an adhesive surface, and stripping off the wax
saturated sheet.

2. Process for transferring photographs which consists
in completely saturating with wax a sheet of paper so that
it becomes wholly non absorbent of aqueous fluids and re-
pellent of aqueous emulsion, coating the paper with gelatin
and pyroxylin dissolved in acetic acid and alcohol, and
over this coating' with a sensitive stratum, forming a pie-
tare by exposure, development and flxation. transferring
the picture to an adhesive surface, and stripping off the
wax saturated sheet.

3. Photographic paper for printing and subsequent
transfer consisting of a base of wax saturated paper carry-

ing a substratum consisting of gelatin and pyroxylin, and
over this carrying a sensitive stratum.

4. Photographic printing and transfer paper consisting
of a base of wax saturated paper carrying a stratam con-
sisting of collodio gelatin »*mulsion.

1.228.681. FEED GAGE. Sttphin J. Kcbel. Washing-
ton. D. C. Filed Nor. 23. 1916. SerUl No. 188,060.
(Cl. 271—60.)

1. A feed gage «.>mprlslng a icage plate, a roUry apln-
die for adjusting the plate, oppositely disposed ratchet^ on
said spindle, and means for actuating the spindle which
includes oppositely disposed electro magnets, an annatnre
disposed between the same, and oppositely dlsp<>seil pawls
carried by the armature and cooperating with the respec-
tive ratchets.

6. The combination with a feed plate, of a feed gaie
incladlng a gage-plate rotatable on an axis passing through
the same, said gage plate extending below the surface of
the feed plate.

[Claims 2 to 6, 7, and s not printed in the (3asett«.]

1,228.682. OAGE-WHEEL ATTACHMENT FOR PLAXT-
ERS. John S. McCabb. Brldgevllle, Pa. Filed July
17, 1916. Serial No. 109,711. (Cl. 97—14.)

A device of the class described comprising a tabular
bracket having attaching ears thereon, a longitudinal rib
on the outer faie of said bracket, a longitudinal groove
In said rib opening into said tubular bracket, a threaded
aperture In said rib to receive a set screw, a tubular sleeve
having a tootheti rib thereun. said sleeve adapted t.. be
receive<i In said bracket, the toothed rib being received In
said groove and being held in adjusted position by a Mt
screw, a gage wheel pivot shaft extending upwardly
through said sleeve, a cup shaped member on the said
shaft extending around the same and adapted to receive
the lower end of the said sleeve, and a cap member secured
to said shaft near its upper end and adapted to cover the
upper end of said sleeve.

1.228,683. BRAKE-SHOE. William H. McDoNoroH,
New York. N. Y., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
The American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company, Wll-
mington. Del., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Apr.
25. 1916. Serial No. 93,363. (Cl. 188—82.)
1. In a brake shoe, a sheet metal reinforcing back and

a key lug provided with outwardly flanged Upe, said lipa
being welded to said back.
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8. In a brake shoe, a reinforcing back provided with

depressed portions, a key lug having keyway openings in

the sides thereof and provi.leil with outwardly flanged

1.228.685. PROJECTING APPARATUS. Ht:OH BENJteri

VlAGOWAX, Whitby. Ontario. Canada. Filed Feb. 9,

1916. Serial No. 77,234. (CT. 88—24.)

' /' ^ •f^-'

lips, said lips seating within the depressed portions of

the said back and anchored thereto.

[Claim 2 not prlnte<l In the Oatette.]

1,228.684. WORK St IM'ORT. Albebt A. Maclbod,

Swampscott. Mass., assignor to United Shoe Machinery

Company. Paterson. N. .1.. n Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Sept. 17. H»15. SerUl No. 51.191. (Cl. 1—41.)

*rT3
1. In a machine of the class described, a shoe support

comprising a sole engaging fare and a fastening clenching

anvil spa<e<l from ssld face and constructe<l and arranged

to enter a silt in the sole of a shoe to be operated upon

to clench fastenings driven Into one of the two sole parts

into which the sole Is divided by the silt and to provide

a recess between said anvil and said member for the

reception of the other of said sole parts.

2. In a machine of the class <lescrlbed. a shoe engaging

support comprising a sole engaging face and a fastening

clenching anvil spaced from said member and overhanging

said member, said anvil being constructed and arranged

to enter a silt In the sole of a shoe to be operated upon to

clench fastecings driven Into one of the two sole parts

Into which the sole Is divided by said silt and to provide

a recess for the reception of the other of said sole parts.

3. In a machine of the class described, a shoe support

having a sole engaging face, and an offset portion spaced

from said sole engaglns face to provide a fastening clench-

ing element constructed and arrange*! to enter a silt in

the sole of a shoe to be operated upon to clench fastenings

drlren into one of the two parts into which the sole is

dlTlded by the silt and to provide a recess between the

sole engaging face and the fastening clenching element

for the reception of the other of said sole parts.

4. In a machine of the class described, a work support

having a shoe sole supporting face constructed and ar-

ranged to present an offset staple clenching surface and

having a channel flap receiving recess located adjacent to

said offset surface.

5. In a machine of the class described, a work support

having a shoe sole supporting face a portion of which Is

offset to provide a staple clenching surface adapted to

enter the channel of a channeled sole, and having a

channel flap receiving recess adjacent to said offset

portion.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1. A source of light, a mask mounted to have the raya

of light projecte*! therethrough and arrange<l to be capable

of movement In a straight line toward and away from

said source of light to vary the width of the angle at

which said rays are projected therethrough, and means

to accomplish the desired movement of the mask.

2. A source of light, a mask mounted to have the rays

of light projected therethrough and arranged to be mov-

able In Its relative disposition with respect to the source

of light, means to accomplish movement of the mask, and

means deriving operative movement from the mask mov-

ing means to extinguish the light at predetermined In-

tervals.

3. In combination with a screen, a lamp arranged to

cast rays of light upon the screen, a mask mounted be-

tween the lamp and the screen to be capable of relative

movement in its proximity to the lamp on a line from

the lamp to the screen, and means to transmit movement

to the mask to vary the proximity of the same to the

lamp and to thus vary the angle at which the rays are

cust through the mask from the lamp to be received on

the screen.

4. .\ projecting apparatus comprising a casing, a screen,

a lamp mounted at a flxe<l point, a mask arranged to be

capable of movement with respect to the lamp and to

have the rays cast therethrough to be received on the

screen, means to normally hold said mask in one of Ita

extreme i>OBitions, and means to move the mask to the

remaining position and to permit return of the same under

the action of said flrst means.

r>. A projecting apparatus comprising a casing, a screen,

a lamp mounte<l at a fixed point, a mask arranged to be

capable of movement with respect to the lamp and to have

the rays cast therethrough to be received on the screen,

means to normally hold said mask In one of its extreme

positions, means to move the mask to the remaining posi-

tion and to permit return of the same under the action of

said flrst means, and means to extinguish the light during

the movement of the mask in one direction.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaeette.!

1,228.686. CASING-HEAD FOR OIL-WELLS. Dillae©
'

L. Maxwell. Wirt, Okla.. assignor of one-fourth to

Williamson J. Mlll.urn. one-fourth to I^eonldas J. Mil-

burn, and one fourth to Theodore Stockdell, Oklahoma,

Okla. Filed July 5, 1916. Serial No. 107.661. {Cl.

166—15.)
1. A casing head for oil wells having a passage there-

through for the drilling tools and cable, cut-off means for

said passage having means Imparting to the cut-off means

a normal tendency toward the cut-off position and hold-

ing means for temporarily maintaining the cut-off means

out of the path of the drilling tools and cable, said hold-

ing means being located In the path of the tools for opera-

tion thereby when the tools are withdrawn from the

casing head.

2. A casing head for oil wells having a passage there-

through for the drilling tools and cable, means for closing

said passage provided with means Imparting to the closing

means a normal tendency toward the closed or cut-off

position, and means for holding the cut-off means against
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Its normal tendency and for releasing It to move under its

normal tendency to the closed or cut-off position, said
releasing means being located In the path of the drilling
tool and constructed to respond to forces exerted on the
releasing means by the withdrawal of the drilling tools
from the casing head, whereby the cut-off means are auto-
matically released to move to the cut-off position as a
tool Is lifted from the casing head.

3. A casing head for oil wells provide*! with means for
the passage of oil well fools and an operating cable there-
throtigh, a cut off valve In the casing provided with
means for automatically moving It to the cut-off position,
and latch means for holding the valve In the open position
In opposition to the normal tendency of the automatic
means.

4. A casing head for oil wells comprising a casing with
oppositely disposed necks for connecting the casing to a
well tubing and for the entrance into the casing of an
operating cable and tools, a closing head for the second-
named neck, a rockable valve In the casing movable to
close and open the second-named neck, automatic means
for moving the valvp to the closed position and yleldable
to forces tending to move the valve to the open position,
latch means for holding the valve In the open position
against the normal tendency of the automatic means, and
latch means for holding the closing head for the second-
named neck thereto, the two latch means being In coactive
relation to cause operative movement of one to produce
operative movement of the other latch means.

5. A casing head for oil wells comprising a casing hav-
ing oppositely disposed necks for attachment to a well
tnbing and for the entrance of tools and operating cable
into the casing and into the well tubing, a rockable Talve
In the casing having a passage therethrough for the tools
and cable and movable Into and out of closing relation to
the second named neck, a closure for the second-named
neck, latch means for holding the closure to the second-
named neck, automatic means for moving the valve to the
closed position, and yleldable to forces tending to open
the valve, and latch means In coactlve relation to the
flrstnamed latch means for holding the valve in the open
position against Its normal tendency to close under the
action of the automatic means.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.687. CATERPILLAR WHEEL. Arthce E. Mil-
L»R, Newton, Iowa, assignor to The G. W. Parsons Com-
pany. Newton. Iowa. Filed Nov. 17. 1913. Serial No.
801.564. (CI. 21—150.)
1. In a device of the class described, an axle, a sleeve

mounted thereon, a wheel mounted on said sleeve, bearings
on said sleeve on each side of said wheel, frames support-
ed on said bearings, sprockets In said frames above the
level of the lower part of the wheel, sprocket rims mount-
ed on the sides of said wheel near the periphery thereof. 1

a tread device comprising tread members arranged in suc-
cession, sprocket chains on the ends of aald tread mem-
bers arranged to travel over the sprocket wht>el8 on each
side of the first wheel and on the upper and lower parts
of the respective sprocket rims.

2. In a device of the class described, an axle, a sleeve
mounted thereon, a wheel mounted on said sleeve, bear-
ings on said sleeve on each side of said wheel, frames sup-
ported on said bearings, sprockets In said frames above
the level of the lower part of the wheel, sprocket rlnis
mounted on the sides of said wheel near the periphery
thereof, a tread device comprising tread members ar
ranged In succession, sprocket chains on the ends of said
tread members arranged to travel over the sprocket wheels
on each side of the flrat wheel and on the upper and lower
parts of the respective sprocket rims, said first wheel l>e-

Ing provided with a rim whi. h travels on the central parts
of said tread members.

3. In a device of the class described, a sleeve, an axle
eccentrically mounted therein, a wheel mounted on uld
sleeve, bearings adjustably mounted on said sleeve on each
side of said wheel, frames supported on said bearings,
sprockets in said frames above the level of the lower part
of the wheel, sprocket rims mounted on the sides of aald
wheel near the periphery thereof, a tread device compris-
ing tread members arrange^) in succession, sprocket chains
on the ends of said tread members arranged to travel over
the sprocket wheela on each side of the first wheel and on
the upper and lower parts of the respective sprocket rims,
a rim mounted on one side of said first wheel having gear
teeth formed on the periphery thereof, a second shaft,
and a gear wheel thereon in mesh with said teeth.

4. In a device of the class described, a sleeve, an axle
eccentrically mounted therein, a driving tractor wheel
mounted on said sleeve, a rim secured to said wheel, hav
Ing gear teeth formed on Its periphery, a second axle, and
a gear wheel thereon In mesh with said teeth.

5. A device of the character described comprising In
combination a pair of spaced side frames of substantially
triangular formation having bearings at each corner there-
of and having their lower sides disposed In substantially
horizontal planes, bearing wheels mounted In the bear-
ings of the lower and outer ends of said frames, means
for adjusting said bearings longitudinally of the frames,
a tractor wheel, means for rotatlvely supporting the
tractor wheel from the bearings at the upper portions of
said frames, means for adjusting such moantlng of the
tractor wheel with relation to a supporting axle, and an
endless tread memt)er comprising a central ground engag-
ing portion upon which said tractor wheel travels and
sprocket chains disposed outwardly thereof, said tractor
wheel being provided with spro''ket teeth for engagement
with said sprocket chains, said tread member passing over
said bearing wheels.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,«88. CATERPILLAR TRACTOR. Arthcr E. Mil-
Lca. Newton, Iowa, assignor to The G. W. Parsons Com-
pany, Newton, Iowa. Filed Aug. 31, 1914. Serial No.
859.541. (CI. 21—114.)
1. In a device of the class described, a frame, a sup-

porting wheel mounted near one end of said frame to per-
mit lateral tilting of the frame with relation to said
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wheel, an axle mounted on said frame near the other end

thereof to permit vertical tilting of said frame, caterpillar

traction devices mounted on the ends of said axle and ver-

tically tillable at all times with relation thereto, a source

of power on said frame, gearing devices foi; Imparting mo-

tion from said source of power to said caterpillar trac

tlon devices In all positions of the tilting nrovement of

•aid main frame with relation to said axle. an(' guide de-

vices on said frame for engaging gnld caterpillar devices

and preventing the lateral swinging movement thereof,

without Interfering with the tilting movement of said

caterpillar devices.

!

4J0Cb0

wheel, smalt^wheels mounted in the ends of said smaller

frame In front and in rear of said large wheel, an endless

track traveling over the wheels of said caterpillar trac-

tion wheel, a collar mounted on said axle to permit the

rotation of said axle within said collar, means for secof-

Ing said collar to the main frame, and means for securing

said collar to said smaller frames for preventing the lat-

eral movement of said smaller frames and permitting ver-

tical tilting movement thereof. ••

6. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a frame, wheeled means engaging said frame at a

single point of suspension at one end. an axle ext^^ndlng

transversely of the opposite end of said frame and upon

which said frame is supported, caterpillar traction de-

vices mounted upon the outer ends of said axle, each of

said devices comprising a large traction wheel Journaled

upon said axle, a substantially triangular frame hung upon

said axle and extending forwardly and rearwardly there-

of, smaller wheels Journaled In the opposite ends of said

frame, and an endless track passing over the wheels of

each frame, said frames being free to tilt vertically upon

said axle.

[Claims 2 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

3. In a device of the class described, a frame, a sup

porting wheel mounted near one end of said frame to per

niit lateral tilting of the frame with relation to said

wheel an axle mounted on said frame near the other end

thereof to permit vertical tilting of said frame, caterpillar

traction devices mounted on the ends of said axle and ver

tUally tlltable with relation thereto, each of said cater-

pillar traction devices Including a large wheel mounted

on the axle, a smaller frame mounted on the axle and ex-

tending forwardly and rearwardly from said large wheel,

small wheels mounted In the ends of said smaller frame

in front and In rear of said large wheel, and an endless

track traveling over the wheels of each caterpillar trac-

tion device, said smaller wheels being below the level of

said axle and the lower peripheries of said smaller wheels

being above the level of the lower part of said large wheel,

so that said endless track is slightly inclined from its

lower point below the large wheel upwardly and forwardly,

and rearwardly and upwardly, when the device is in nor-

mal position.

4. In a device of the class described, a frame, a sup-

p<irtlng wheel mounted near one end of said frame to per-

mit lateral tilting of the frame with relation to said

wheel, an axle mounted on said frame near the other end

thereof to permit vertical tllUng of said frame, cater-

pillar traction wheels mounted on the ends of said axle

and vertically tlltable with relation thereto, each of said

caterpillar traction wheels Including a large wheel mount-

ed on the axle, a smaller frame mounted on the axle and

extending forwardly and rearwardly from said large

wheel, small wheels mounted In the ends of said smaller

frame In front and In rear of said large wheel, an end-

less track traveling over the wheels of each caterpillar

traction wheel, and means for engaging said smaller

frame for preventing the caterpillar traction wheels from

swinging laterally with relation to the main frame and

for thereby reducing the twisting strain on the axle, said

means l-elng so constructed as not to Interfere with the

three point suspension of the main frame.

5. In a device of the class described, a frame, a sap-

porting wheel mounted near one end of said frame to per

mlt lateral tilting of the frame with relation to said wheel.

an axle mounted on said frame near the other end there-

of to permit vertical tilting of said frame, caterpillar

traction wheels mounted on the ends of said axle and ver-

tically tlltable with relation thereto, each of said cater-

pillar traction wheels including a large wheel mounted on

the axle, a smaller frame suitably mounted on the axle

and extending forwardly and rearwardly from said large

1,228.689. SEAM DAMPEXIXG MACHINE. Henbt C.

MiLLiR. Waterford, N, Y. Original application filed

June 17, 1907, Serial No. 379,487. Divided and this

application filed May 26, 1913. Serial No. 770,090.

(CI. 68—9.)

1 A seam dampening machine comprising a dampening

element, an angularly disposed guide located below the

dampening element, and a seam guide located above the

angularly disposed guide and adjacent the dampening ele-

ment the angularly disposed guide causing the collar to

move laterally to force the seam thereof against the seam

guide while being drawn under the dampening element.

2 A seam dampening machine comprising a dampen-

ing element, a rotatable angularly disposed guide which en-

gages one surface of the collar being operated upon, a

combined seam guide and tab throw-out device located

above the rotatable angularly disposed guide, the roU-

table angularly disposed guide causing the collar to move

laterally to force the seam thereof against the seam guide

while being drawn past the dampening element, the seam

guide acting to throw the tab of the collar out of the

path of the dampening element when the end of the seam

Is reached.

3 A seam dampenelng machine comprising dampening

means, an Inclined element engaging a collar to move same

laterally during the dampening operation, and a guide

against which the seam of the collar contacts when moved

angularlv by the Inclined element.

4 A seam dampening machine comprising a dampening

element, a tab throw out device adjacent the dampening

element and engaging one surface of a collar, and au an

gularlv disposed guide adjacent the tab throw-out device

and engaging the other surface of the collar and between

which and the tab throw-out device the collar passes, said

guide being angularly disposed to laterally move the col

lar during the dampening operation to Insure the dampen

Ing element dampening the collar along the seam line, the

tab-throw-out device throwing the collar tab out of the

path of the dampening element when the end of the seam

is reached.
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5. A 8«'ain dampenint; lunchine comprlsinK dampening
m^ans, and two •»l»*ni^nt:4 lo»atp<l one alKjTe tiie other, one
of said elements acting as a tab throw oat, and the other
extending In a verth-al plane and acting, when a collar is

drawn between the elements at an angle to said plane, to
deflect the collar laterally to dampen same along the
line.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,228.690. DEVICE FOR LIFTING. LOWERING. AND
CON\'ETING FRAGILE OBJECTS. SUCH AS SHEET-
GLASS AND THE LIKE. Gcorgbb Mo.n.mt, Stolberg,
Germany. Filed Aug. 22. 1912. Serial No. 716,486.
(CL 57—e.)

1. In a device for lifting sheets of fragile material, in

combination, a frame having a plurality of hinged brack-
ets provided with guide openings, rods mounted for recti-

linear movement within the guide openings of the said
brackets, suction cups mounted plvotally apon the re-

sx>ectlve rods, and means for exhausting the air from the
said cups.

2. In a device for lifting sheets of fragile material, in
combination, a main frame, suction cups carried by the
said main frame, an auxiliary frame plvotally connected
with the main frame and adapted to support the same,
and means for adjusting the two frames angularly and for
securing the same in adjusted position.

3. In a device for lifting sheets of fragile material, in
combination, a frame, suction disks carried thereby, said
disks being provided with a rubber member formed of a
plurality of concentrically arranged rings the edges of
which are in the same plane and are adapted to engage
the surface of the sheet to be lifted, and means for ex-
hausting the air from the spaces formed between aald
concentrlcallj' arranged rings.

1,228,691, CAR-CODPLING. Albibt ArorsTTs Moss,
>ewark, N. J., a.sslgnor of one-half to Louis J. Walter,
Elizabeth. N. J. Filed Oct. 11, 1916. Serial No. 126,070.
(01. 213—10.)

1. In a oar coupler, a pivoted knuckle having a cam and
ratchet teeth, a dog mounted for swinging and vertical
sliding movements and having a portion to be raised by
said cam when the knuckle is swung to locking position,
said portion in engaging said cam tending to swing the
knucUe into engagement with said ratchet teeth shouhi
the knuckle tend to swing to unlocking position after
being swung toward locking position.

7. In a car coupler, a draw head, a knnrkle pivoted
thereto, a dog mounted for swinging and vertical sliding
movements within the draw head, a pin slldable in the
draw head for raising the dog, a lever pivoted to the draw

head and swingahle to swing the dog to unlocking position,
the draw head having an upper cam with which the dog
conUcta when raised to swing it to releasing position, and
means connected to said pin and lever for sliding the pin
and swinging said lever.

9. In a car coapler. a draw head, a knuckle pivoted
thereto, a alldabl- dog within the draw hf-ad to hold the
knuckle In locking poaition. a pin slldable in the head for
sliding the dog with it, a lever pivoted to the draw head
for swinging the knuckle to nniocking position, and a
floating lever connected to said pin and aforesaid lever
for operating th»m in succession.

[Claims 2 to 6, 8, and 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.692. CARBURETER. James L. Mckson, Sparta,
N. J. Filed May li. 1916. Serial No. 94.927. (CL
261^34.)

^«.

1. The combination with a float chamber, throttle valve
and a fuel nozzle, of an auxiliary reservoir, conduits con-
necting said chamber, fuel nozzle and reservoir, a piston In
said reservoir, a spring fulcrumed between its ends and
having one end connected to said pUton and connection*
between the other end of said spring and aaid throttle
valve.

2. The combination with a mixing chamber, of a throttle
valve mounted therein, a tube depending from said cham-
ber, a tubular air valve alldably mounted in said tube and
having a lower annular valve face and a venturi. a fuel
nozzle mounted In said venturi. an air chamber surround-
ing said tube and provided with a valve seat at its lower
end and with openings to said carbureting chamber at Ita

upper end, and a spring for fordng said face against said
seat.

3. The combination with a source of fuel, of a fuel
nozzle connected thereto, an auxiliary reservoir and a pis-

ton therein, a conduit connecting said nozzle and reser-
voir, a throttle including a shaft, a cam on said shaft, and
a yielding connection between said cam and said piston
for moving said piston to force fuel from said reservoir
to said nozzle.

4. The combination with a source of fuel, of a fuel noi-
»le connected thereto, an auxiliary reservoir and a piston
therein, a conduit connecting said nozzle and reservoir,

a throttle including a shaft, a cam on said shaft, a yield-

ing connection between said cam and said piston for
moving said piston in one direction, and a spring for
moving said piston in the opposite direction.

1.228,693. WATERMETER. Lewis Hallock Nash,
South Norwalk, Conn. Filed July 2, 1914, Serial No.
848.626. Renewed Apr. 12, 1917. SerUl No. 161,674.
(CL 73—98.)

1. In a water meter, a casing comprising a base, pro-
vided with inlet and outlet passages, and an upper por-
tion separable therefrom, and a piston chamber within
the casing comprising separable lower and apper members,
the upper member having a lateral projection clamped l)e-

between the lower member and the upper portion of the
casing,

4. In a water meter, a casing, a wall closing said cas-
ing and separable therefrom, said casing having a shoul-
der facing said wall, and said wall having a shoulder
facing said first-named shoulder bat spaced therefrom, a
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pUton chamber in the casing and composed of readily

srparalile parts, one part having a flange projecting be

tween said shoulders and the other part, being located

between said i-asiu^ and wall, and being held in contact

with said flrst-named part solely by said wall, and

means for clamping said casing and wall together.

[Claims 2. 3, and 5 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.694. SWING. Geob<,e A. Nbtcott, Independence,

Iowa. Filed Mar. 18, 1916. Serial No. 85.162. (CI.

155—85.)

1. In a swing, a pair of supporting ropes, a seat se-

cured to the lower ends of said supporting ropes, a pair

of propelling ropes, short straps adjustably secured upon
said supporting ropes and having eyes to receive down
wardly therethrougli said propelling ropes, a pair of

handles slldable on the supporting ropes above the seat

and having connection with said propelling -ropes where-
by the drawing down of said handles to straighten
the propelling ropes draws the straps and supporting
ropes forwardly, foot ropes secured to the handles and
passing downwardly through the seat, and stirrups upon
the lower ends of said foot ropes to receive the feet of the
occupant so that the downward pressure of the feet draws
said propelling ropes taut and urges the swing in a for-

ward direction.

2. A swing comprising a pair of suspension hooks, sup-

porting ropes secured to and depending from said hooks,

a s«'at secured to aald ropes, a second pair of hooks spaced
inwardly from said first hooks, a pair of propelling ropes
secured to said hooks, a pair of handles slidably mounted
upon said supi>orting ropes and having connection with
the lower ends of said propelllne ropes, foot ropes secured
to said handles and passing downwardly through said

seat, stirrups on the lower ends of tlie foot ropes, pulleys

carried upon the opposite ends of the seat against the

forward sides of said foot ropes to take up frlctional

contact of the ropes with the seat when the stirrups are

drawn forwardly. a strip of metal bent upon itself and
engaging at its looped end around the supporting rope
t>elow said suspension hooks, clamping screws engaging
through the sides of the si rips to bind the looped ends
about the supporting rope, and pulleys secured across the

outer ends of the strips to provide eyes therein, said strips

being relatively short and adapted to receive the Inter-

mediate portions of the propelling ropes through the

eyes thereof whereby upon the downward movement of

said handles and said stirrups, said propelling ropes

draw said strips and said supporting rope forwardly to

propel the swing.

3. In a swing, a seat, pendant supporting ropes for

the same, a propelling rope suspended in front of each
of said supporting ropes, a vertically slldable handle on
each supporting rope above the seat, means for fixedly

mounting a pulley on and in spaced relation to each sup-

porting rope above the handle, said pulley having the pro-

pelling rope passed around the same and being spaced from
the supporting rope a distance less than the spacing of

the upper ends of each propelling rope from the upper

ends of each supporting rope, said bandies having connec-

tion with the lowi-r ends of the propelling ropes, ropes con-

nected to and leading downwardly from the handles
through guides provided in the seat, and foot propelled

means connected to the lower ends of the last mentioned

ropes.

1.228.696. DISK JOINTER. Vebn O. Oolb, Waterville,

Wash. Filed May 6. 1916. Serial Xo. 95.y«J6. (01.

97—43.)

1. The combination with n plow t»eam. of a rotatable

wee<l cutting and turning disk, a bearing member for sai^

disk, a pivoted drag-link carried by the plow beam and
connected to the forward end of the bearing member, a

suspension bar connecte<l to the rear end of the b<arlng

member, a boxing mounted on the plowbeam and having a
vertical opening in which th«> upper end of the suspension
bar is slidably mounted, an abutment on the suFpension
bar, and a spring between the abutment and the boxing.

2. The combination with a plow beam, of a rotatable

weed cutting and tumiug disk, a bearing member for said

disk, a pivoted drag-link carried by the plow beam and
adjustably connected to the forward end of the bearing
member, the adjustment l)elng such tliat the angle of the
drag-link may be changed, and a yielding support for the
rear end of the bearing member, said support being car-

ried by the plow beam.
3. The combination with a plow beam, of a rotatable

wee<I cutting and turning disk, a bearing member for said

disk, a pivoted drag-link carried by the plow t>eara and
connected to the forward end of the bearing member, a
suspension bar depending from the plow tn-am and yield-

ingly supported thereby and connected at its lower end to
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the rear end of the bearing niembfr, said connection being
an adjustable one to permit adjustment of the bearing
member laterally with respect to the plow beam.

1,228,69«. CARCO1 I'LINo. Anton Oucjniczak, Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Keb. lU. 1917. Serial No. 148,964.

(CI. 213—41.)

In a combined draw-bead and bumper, the combination
with a rigid longitudinal support attached to the car

fram<', draw beads slidably engaged at the ends of said

support, casings connected to the inner ends of said

draw-head, rigid cross-bars passing through said casing,

springs disposed upon either side of said cross-bar within
said casing, a spring centrally arranged of said support
element, said spring being adapted to operate in both
directions, independent bars Interposed between said

springs, and means for supporting said bars.

1,228,697. PROTRACTOR,
phla. Pa. Filed Aug. 31,

(a. 8&—75.)

Anton Ollaric, Phlladel-

1916. Serial No. 117,834.

1. In a protractor, the combination with a pair of seml-

cir< ular plates having graduations upon their upper face,

binges connecting said plates, the axis of said hinges

being on line with the center of the apparatus, and a fold-

ing scale rotatably engaged with said plates in such man
yer that it may move therearound.

2. In a protractor, the combination with a pair of cir-

cular plates having beveled edges, degree marks formed
upon said edges, a thinner plate extending Inwardly from
one of said semicircular plates, a scale having a hinge at

Its center, said hinge being at the center of said plate,

and a tubular rivet passing through said scale and the

mentioned plate whereby the scale may be rotated axially

of said plates.

3. In a protractor of the class described, the combina-

tion with two semi-circular rings having graduations upon
their upper surface, a plate extending from one of said

rings Including the center thereof, hinges connettlng said

rings, the axis of said hinges being in ailnement with the

center of said rings, and a Jointed scale pivotally held to

the center of said plate, said scale being movable com-

pletely over the surface of the Instrument.

4. In a protractor, the combination of two semicircular

rings having divisions up on their upper surface, a cen-

tral hub formed with one of said rings, a plurality of

serrations formed in the inner annular edge of said rings,

said serrations registering with the mentlone<l divisions.

a scale leaving a central Joint rotatably engaged with said

hub and hinged connections between said rings, the axis

of the hinges being co-incident with the central Joint of

said scale.

1,228.698. COMBINED HANDLE AND RECEPTACLE
FOR SAFETY RAZOR BLADES. William Edmi nd
O'RaiLLT, London. England. Filed Apr. 26. 1916.

Serial No. 93.601. (CI. 206—16.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination with
a hollow handle, of a closure for the handle : a member
attached to the closure and siidablf within the handle

;

an envelop for spare blades having means thereon for at-

taching it to the member tlidable within the handle ; and
attaching means upon the said slidable member cooperat-

ing with the like means upon the envelop.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a hollow handle ; of a closure for the handle ; a mem-
ber attached to the closure and slidable within the handle

;

a projection at the lower end of the slidable member;
a lug at one side of said member haviug a slot ; projections

adjacent the open end of the handle, engaging the pro-

jection on the slidable member within the handle to pre-

vent its withdrawal therefrom : an envelop for spare
blades ; and means upon said envelop engaging the slotted-

lug to secure the envelop thereto.

[Claim* 2 and 4 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,228,699. .APPARATUS FOK MAINTAINING A UNI-
FORM TEMPERATURE IN RAILWAY FREIGHT-
VANS. Abthir William Prim. Liverpool, and Fban-

cis William Kopsa, Sheffield, England. Filed Jaly 28,

1913. Serial No. 781.568. (CI. 237—6.)

A self contained freight car having air casings for the

circulation of air within the car so that It passes through
the freight contained therein, means locatetl at the end
of the car for heating the air as it circulates, fans for

circulating the air through the air casings, adjustable

means located at the ends of the car and communicating
with the atmosphere for ventilating the car, valved air

ports communicating with the atmosphere at the ends of
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the car and In proximity to said heating means, whereby

the car may be completely closed and circulation of the

heated air effected therein, or It may be ventilated through

openings to the outside air.

1.228.700. FEED-REGULATOR FOR LUBRICATING
SYSTEMS. GiOBOK W. Ramsey. Peoria, 111. Fllad

June 7, 1910. SerUl No. 566.569. (CI. 103—85.)

i. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a source of power, a lubricating pump, means for

actuating said lubricating pump, and means distinct from

the pump actuating means and operatively connected with

aid source of power and said actuating means in such

manner that the amount of actuation of said pump is de-

termined by the amount of work l>eing done by t»ald source

of power.
2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a source of power, a lubricating pump, said lubri-

cating pump including a pump cylinder and a piston

operative in Mild pump cylinder, a piston rod connected

with said piston, means comprising a cam for actuating

said piston rod, means for regulating said actuating

means, the arrangement and construction of parts being

such that the adjustments of said regulating means Is

dependent upon the work being done by said source of

power.
3. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a source of power, a shaft operatively connected

with said source of power, a lubricating pump, actuating

means for said lubricating pump, said actuating means
comprising mechanisms operatively connected with said

shaft, determining means operatively connected with said

source of power and said actuating means, said determin-

ing means l>elng constructed and arranged in such man-

ner that the amount of actuation of said lubricating

pump Is determined by the amount of horse power de-

llvere<l from said source of power.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a aource of power, a power shaft operatively con-

nected with said source of power, a secondary shaft, gear-

ing mechanism operatively connecting said power shaft

and sa'd secondary shaft, a cam member operatively

mounted upon said secondary shaft, a lubricating pump
comprising a pump cylinder, a piston rod operatively con-

nected therewith and adapted to engage with said cam
member, and means operatively connected with said

source of power and said cam member In such manner
that the effectiveness of said cam member is dependent

upon the amount of horse power delivered from said

ource of power.

6. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion of a main drive shaft, a secondnrj- shaft, gearing

mechanism operatively connected with said main drive

shaft and said secondary shaft, a container for lubricant,

a lul>rlcatlon pump operatively connected with said con-

tainer, said lubrication pump comprising a pump cylinder,

a piston operative in said pump cylinder, a piston rod

c>onnected with said piston, a cam meml)er separably

mounted upon aald secondary shaft and cooperating with

Mid pump cylinder, a source of power, menns operatively

connected with said source of power and with said cam

member in such manner that said cam membtr is moved

upon said shaft to varying positions thereon, said move-

meat being determined by the amount of horse power de-

livered by said source of power.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.701. INSECT-KILLER. Alexandcb E. RocHroET,
Oakland, Cal. Filed July 26, 1916. Serial No. 111.181.

(CI. 43—1.)

1. The combination with a handle, a flexible Insect

killer fixed In said handle and alined with said handle ;

and a retaining means attached to said handle and spaced

therefrom and surrounding part of said killer.

2. In combination with a handle an insect killer abut-

ting one end and positioned in the same plane as the

handle, a container open at its upper end and having

three side walls connected to each other along their

edges and provided with an orifice adapted to removably

engage the handle of said killer.

1.228,702. ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. Joseph
SCHMIDINOER. New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 26. 1916.

Serial No. 127,675. (CI. 192—1.)

Sr?^%*-t-f
Jl JO

1. The combination with a stand having a bracket arm.

of a motor on the stand, an implement-carrying bracket

having sliding connection with said bracket arm, and

telescoping clutch members one carried by the motor and

the other by said l)racket for operating the Implement by

means of the motor, said motor being movable on the

stand transversely to the path of movement of the

bracket, for the purpose specified.

4. The combination with a stand having parallel guides,

of an Implement-carrying bracket slldlngly connecte<l to

said stand, a carriage slldlngly mounted between said

guides and movable transversely to the path of movement
of the bracket, a motor on said carriage, interengaging

clutch members one carried by the motor and the other by

the bracket for operating the Implement by means of the

motor, a stop on the statd for limiting the movement of
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the carriage In one direction, and a spring-pressed trigger

for engaging the other end of the carriage when the same

is to contact with Hald Ktop.

8. The comh'natlon with a stand having a hracket arm.

of a motor movably mounted on the stand, an Implement-

carrying bracket to slldingly connect with wild bracket

arm when the motor Is In one position, supplemental

clutch members, one carried by the motor and the other

connected to an Implement and mounted In the bracket,

aid clutch meml)er8 being engaged when the motor Is In

another poslt'on. for actuating the Implement by means

of the motor, one of said clutch members having a socket,

and a projertlng pin on the other clutch meml)er engaging

said socket whereby the bracket is locked on the bracket

arm when the clutch members are In driving connection.

11. The combination with a stand having a bracket

arm, of a motor movably mounted on the Htand, an Imple-

ment-carrying bracket to detachably conn»'ct with the

bracket arm when the motor is in one position, said Im-

plement-carrying bracket having a tubular portion, a

clutch member carried by the Implement and having an

annular groove, a ring loosely fitted in said groove, means

for fastening the ring in the tubular portion of the

bracket for supporting said clutch member loosely therein

and limiting it.s axial movement, and a supplemental

clutch member on the motor adapted to engape the first

clutch member when the motor is in another position,

for operating the Implement by means of the motor.

[Claims 2, 3, 5 to 7. 9, and 10 not printed In the Ga-

zette.]

1.228,703. BOLTLESS RAIL JOINT. I»am«l Schn»i-

DBK, Spokane. Wash., assignor of one-fourth to WUhelm
Hoeffer and one-fourth to Wallock Zarnekee. Spokane.

Wash. Filed June 21. 1916. Serial No 104.999. (CI.

239—6.)

1. In combination with a track rail provided with a

h(>ad and with base flanges, a rait chair provided with a

rail-supportiuK base, a rail brace integral with said chair,

the upper portion of said brace hearing against the lower

face of the bead of said rail and against the web of said

rail, a looking member tapered only with respect to its

thickness, the upper edge of said locking member being

adapted to bear against the lower face of the head of said

rail, and the bottom ed:;e of said locking member being

adapted to bear only against the upp4*r surface of one of

the base flanxes of said rail, a we<lge shape member ex-

tending upwardly and Inwardly at an acute angle with

aid rail supporting baa«, the tapere<i face of said wedge

member being adapted to directly ccK-act with aald ta-

pered locking memt>er, said direct co-action serving to se-

cure said rail directly b«'twef n said rail brace and i«ald

ta;>ered hnklni: iiieml>er. anrl means slidably mouoteil on

the base tianges of said rail and adapted to retain said

tapered looking member in locking position.

•J. In combination with a track rail provided with a

head and with base flanges, a rail chair provided with a

rail supporting base, a rail brace integral with said chair,

the upper portion of said brace bearing against the lower

face of the head of said rail and against the web of said

riili, a locking niemN-r tapered only with respect to its

thickness, the upper e<lge of said locking member being

adapted to bear against the lower face of the bead of said

rail, and the bottom edge of said looking member being ,

adapted to bear only against the upper surface of one of

the ba^«e flanges of said rail, a wedge shape member ex-

tending upwanlly and Inwardly at an acate angle with said

rail supporting base, the tapered face of said wedge mem-
ber being adapted to directly co-act with said taperetl

locking member, said direct co-action serving to secun-

said rail directly between said rail brace and said tapere«l

locking member, a clamp member slidably mounted on th*-

base flanges of said rail and means to lock said clamp on

said liase flanges to retain said tapered locking member in

locking position.

3. In combination with a track rail having a head and

base flanges, a rail chair provided with a rail supporting

base, a rail brace integral with said chair, the upper edge

of said brace bearing against the lower face of the head

of said rail and the edge of one of the flanges of said rail

being adapte<l to bear against the Juncture of said base

and said brace, a looking member tapered with respect to

Its thickness only and of substantially constant width

throughout its length, the upper e<Ige of said locking

member being adapted to bear against the lower face of

the head of said rail and the bottom edge of said locking

member being adapted to bear only against the upi>er sur

face of the other base flange of said rail, a wedge shap<>

member extending upwardly and inwardly at an acut>'

angle with said rail supporting base and Integral with

said rail chair, the tapered face of said weilge memt>er be-

ing adapted to directly co-act with said Upered locking

member, said direct co-action serving to securely wedge

said rail between said rail brace and said tapered locking

member, a clamp member slidably mounted on the l*a8<'

flanges of said rail and means to lock said clamp on said

base flanges to retain said tapered looking member in lock

ing position.

4. The combination with at>uttlng track rails and a rail

supporting chair, of a key in flat-plate form of substan

tially uniform width throughout Its length but Uporlng
in ri^pe<>t to thickness, said key being a<lapted to be in

sertetl In a slanting position on one side of said rails, with

the outer face of said key in direct contact with a corre-

sponding sloping face of said supporting chair, so that

when Mid key Is driven into place its tapering thlcknest-

causes said rails to be firmly wedged In said supporting

chair and means slidably mounted on the base flanges of

SUM rail and adapted to retain said tapered locking men-
t>er in locking position.

5. The (X>mbinaHon with abutting track rails and n rail

supporting chair, of a key In flat-plate form of sul>stsn-

tially uniform width throughout its length but tapering

In respect to thickness, a^iid key being adapted to be in-

serted in a slanting position on one side of said rails, with

Its upper edge bearing In the corner formed at the Junc-

ture of the webs and heads of aald rails, with the lower

edge of said key bearlnx against the upper surface of the

base flanges of said rails, and with the outer face of aald

key In direct contact with a suitably formed face of said

supporting chair, so that when said key Is driven into

place Its tapering thickness (pauses said rails to be firmly

wedged between said supporting chair on the t>ottom and

one side, and said key on the other side to brace the

heads of said rails against lateral strain : and means slid-

ably moQBted on the base fiances of said rail and adapte<I

to retain said tHper>>d locking raemt^r In Itx king position.

1.228,704. NUT LOCK. WiLMaM SL Sha«p, Chicago.

III., asslcnor to Grip Xnt Company. Chicago, 111., a
CfirporatloB of Illinois. FHled Aug. 22. 1914. SerUl

Xo. 85fi.0.3n. (CI. 151—22.)

1. A lock not, comprising a metal plate of suitable size

and form, and having a bolt hole formed therein, with a

single se<-tlon of the wall of the hole less than the entire

circumference thereof, V-shaped to engage a l>olt thread

and the remaining part of the wall substantially at right

angles to the surface of the plate, and adapted to Impinge

upon the apexes of the thread of a bolt upon which the

look is mounteil.

2. A look nut. comprising a metal plate of suitable size

and form, and havlna a bolt bole formed therein, with a
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single section of the wsll of the hole less than the entire

circumference thereof and V-8hape<l to engage a t)olt

thread, and the remaining part of the wall sul>stantially

at right angles to the surface of the plate, and adapted to

Impinge upon the apexes of the threa<i of a bolt upon

which the lock Is mounted, the advancing end of the nut

thread In the direction in which the nut would be rotated

when backed off a bolt, being formeti with an impinging

point adapted to Impinge upon the proximate part of a

bolt.

3. A threaded bolt in combination wltli a lock nut. com-

prising a meUl plate of suitable site snd form, and hav-

ing a 'bolt hole formed therein of a sise adapting it to

tightly flt upon the said bolt, a single section of the wall

of the bolt hole less than the circumference thereof

V-shaped to engage the l^olt thread, and the remaining

part of the wall substantially at right angles to the sur-

face of the plate and adapted to Impinge upon the apexes

of the bolt thread, substantially as described.

4. A threaded bolt In combination with a lock nut, com-

prising a metal plate of suitable site and form, and having

a bolt hole formed therein of a slie adapting it to form

a binding flt upon the bolt, with a single part of the wall

of the bolt hole less than the entire circumference thereof

shaped to engage the bolt thread, and the remaining part

of the wall adapted to Impinge upon the apexes of the bolt

thread, the advancing end of the nut thread, as the plate

Is backed off the bolt, being formed with an impinging

point adapted to Impinge upon the proximate part of the

bolt.

1,228.705. AEROPLANE. OsAii Shidow, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 6. 1911. Serial No. 612.609.

(O. 244—29.)

1. In an at-ropUne balancing control, the combination
of a frame, an operator's swing seat attached to the

frame, and a manually controlled Uver mounted on the

frame so as to move relative to the frame, and movably

Jointed to the seat, whereby the lever moves relative to

the seat and frame as the former swings relative to the

latter.

2. In an aeroplane balancing control, the combination

of a frame, a universally movable swing seat attached

to the frame, an<l a lever (oDtrolle<l from the seat and
universally Jointed to the frame and seat.

S. In an aeroplane balancing control, the combination

of a frame, an operator's swing seat, and a lever operated

from the seat and movably Jointed to the frame and seat.

for controlling the swinging movements of the sest.

4. In an aeroplane balancing control, the combination

of a frame, an operator's swing seat attached to the
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frame, a control lever movably Jointed to the frame and
seat, whereby It Is capable of cooperative control by the

gravitation of the seat and manual control of the lever.

1.228.706. COLLAPSIBLE DRIXKING-CUP. William
F. Smvthb, New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 2, 1915. Se-

rial No. 64,732, (CI. 65—58.)
• *

A drinking cup comprising a plurality of tapered tele-

scoping annular sections the uppermost of which Is

formed with an outstanding bead, a circular base for the

lowermost section, said base projecting beyond this sec-

tion, and a colled spring surrounding the several sections

and bearing at its upper end against said bead, the lower

end of said spring bearing against the base, said spring

serving to hold the cup in distended position and the con-

volutions of said spring l>eing spaced from the aforesaid

sections to serve as a yielding guard to prevent injury

thereof.

1,228,707. GATE. Pbter W. Sommkr. Peoria. 111., as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to The First Trust and
Savings Company. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of

t»hlo. and William E. Stone, Peoria, 111., trustees. Filed

June 21, 1915. Serial No. 35,439. (CI. 39—56.)

1. In combination, a gate having upper and lower binge
meml>ers, a rotatahle ro<l, a bracket secured to the gate
and low^-r hinge member and receiving said rod, cranks
attached to the upper end of said rod, an auxiliary rod,
connecting said cianks and passing through said upper
hinge member, and means for operating said first rod.

2. In combination, a gate having upper and lower hinge
members, a rotatable rod. a bracket secured to the gate
and lower hinge memt)er and receiving said rod, cranks
attached to the urper end of said rod. an auxiliary rod,
connecting said cranks and passing through said upper
hinse member, a crank on the lower end of said first rod,

a casting pivotally attached to said last crank, rods
connected to said casting and extending In opposite direc-

tions, and wheel operated cranks operatlvely connected to
said last mentioned rods.

3. In coiiihtnarton. a gate, a rotatable rod. a bracket
through which said rod passes, said bracket adapted to

embrace a vertical reach of the gate and having a U
portion adapted to receive and embrace a borixoDtal reach
of the gate, cranks attached to the upper part of the rod,

an auxiliary rod connected to said cranks, a hinge memt>er
attached to the gate through which the auxiliary rod
passes, means for Journallng said first rod on a support,

and means for operating said rod.

4. In combination, a gate hanging including a T bar,

meml)ers permanently 8«'cured to said bar formed with ool-
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lars and also parts adapted to be secured to a support,
a rotatable rod Journaled in the collar portions of said
members, cranks secured to said rod, an aoxlllary rod
connecting said cranks, means connecting the upper part
of the gate with said auxiliary rod, means connecting the
lower part of the gate with said first rod, and means for
operating said first rod.

1.228,708. GATE. Pbter W. Sommer. Peoria. 111., as-
signor, by mesne assignments, to The First Trust and
Savings Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of
Ohio, and William E. Stone, Peoria, 111., trustees. Filed
June 21, 1915. SerUl No. 36,440. (CI. 39—80.)

In a gate, in combination, a frame Including upper
and lower horizontal tubular reach bars and a pair of

spaced vertical tubular reach bars flexibly connected, a
cellar slidable on the lower horizontal reach bar near its

front end, said collar having a diameter but little larger
than the diameter of said reach bar, so as to adapt the
collar to be Inclined on said bar to bind there against,

an arm extension connected with said collar and having an
eye. a rod connected to the eye of said arm, said rod ex-
tending diagonally up and across the gate and connected
to the upper end of the rear vertical reach bar above Its

connection with the upper horizontal reach bar.

1,228,709. TRACTION-ENGINE. William O. Stabk,
Chicago. 111., assii^nor to Bullock Tractor Co., Chicago,
111., a Corporation of Illinois. Continuation In part of
application SerUl No. 785,675. filed Aug. 20. 1913.
This application filed Apr. 5, 1916. Serial No. 89,202.
(CI. 21—114.)

1. In a tractor of the type described, an endless track
band constructed of articulated members, each member
having two oppositely extending bosses, said members be-
ing :>ul>stautially box shaped, said members comprising
top and bottom members, said top members affording a
wide smooth uninterrupted track, and a driving sprocket,
said driving sprocket comprising a drum, said drum be-

ing constructe<i to run on said smooth upper surface,
said drum having on its two margins radially projecting
teeth, said teeth being constructed to overlap the sides
oi said box-shaped members, to engage the oppositely
extending bosses of said articulated members.

2. In a tractor of the type specified, an endless track
band comprising a series of shoes, each shoe having wide
box-shaped member, the upper surface of said member be-

ing constructed to form a track, said box-shaped members
being hlngedly connected one to the other, there being a
boss laterally projecting from opposite sides of said box-
shaped members, a twin driving sprocket for said end-

less track band, said driving sprocket comprising a drum,
said drum being constructed to rtin on the upper surface
of said box-shaped members, there being on the margins of
said drum radially projecting teeth or cogs, said cogs be-
ing constructed to engage the said laterally projecting
bosses on said box-shaped members.

3. In a tractor, the combination, of an endless track
band comprising a plurality of pivotally connected t>oi-

shaped members, said members having plane upper sur-
faces affording an uninterrupted path or track, each of
said members having lateral, axlally-allned projections,
said projections extending from the sides of said box-
sbaped members, and a driving element for said endless
band, said driving member being a wide drum constructed
to roll on the said wide surface of said track, there being
at the opposed margins of said drum radially projecting
teeth, said teeth being constructed to engage said projec-
tions at a point medially of the length of said teeth, there
being no contact of said projections with said teeth at
the jointure of said teeth with said drum.

1.228,710. BRUSH LIFTING MECHANISM. Chablcs
W. Stben. Norwood, Ohio, assignor to Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing Company. Milwaukee, Wis., a Corjwra-
tlon of Delaware. Filed June 19, 1914. Serial No.
846,206. (CI. 200—24.)

*«-

1. In a dynamo-electric machine, a brush bolder, a
brush mounted thereon and movable relatively thereto into
and out of engagement with a collecting surface, means
coiiperatlve with sal brush bolder and said brush for re-

slllently urging said brush Into engagement with said col-

lecting surface, actuating mechanism, and a permanent
fioxlble connection between said actuating mechanism
and said brush and lndep4>ndent of said urging means
whereby said brush may be moved relatively to said
brush holder and away froin said collecting surface.

2. In a dynamo electric machine, a supporting frame, a
brush rod mounted on said frame, a brush holder mounted
on said rod, a brush movably mounted on said brush holder,
a member rotatably mounted adjacent said brush holder,
supporting means for said memt>er secured to said brush
rod. and a permanent operating connection between said
rotatably mounte<i member and said brash, whereby said
brush may be moved relatively to said brush holder on the
rotation of said member.

H. In a dynamo-electric machine, a supporting frame,
a plurality of clrcumferentially spaced brush rods secured
In operative position on said frame, a plurality of brash
holders mounted on each rod, brushes movably mounted in
said brush holders, means associated with each of said
brush holders for reslllently urging the corresponding
brush into engagement with a current collecting surface,
movably mounted members supported In operative posi-
tion by said brush rods, a'ctauting means for said members,
and operating connections between said movable members
and said brushes and Independent of said urging means
whereby said brushes are raised on the actuation of said
members.

4. In a dynamo-electric machine, a brush holder, a
brush mounted for movement relatively thereto, means for
reslllently urging said brush into engagement with a cur-
rent collecting surface, a member rotatably mounted
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adjacent said brush holder, a flexible connection between
said brush and said member, said connection being fixed

at one end to said brush and being adjustably connected
at the other end to said rotatable member and being inde-

pendent of said urging means.
5. In a dynamo-electric machine, a supporting frame, a

plurality of clrcumferentially spaced brush rods secured
in operative position on said frame, a plurality of brush
holders mounted on said rods, brushes movably mounted
In said brush holders an<l engageable with a collecting

surface of the machine, means associated with said brush
holders for reslllently urging said brushes Into engage-
ment with said collecting surface, supports mounted on
said brush rods, movable members operatively mounted
ou said supports, means for mechanically connecting the
movable members mounted on the several brush rods for
simultaneous operation, and permanent flexible connec-
tions between said movable members and said brushes and
Independent of said urging means whereby said brushes
may be moved from engagement with said collecting sur-
face on the actuation of said movable members.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.711. CONNECTING DEVICE FOR CHAIN-TYPE
INSULATORS. Locia Stei.vberoeb. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Filed Dec. 6, 1912. Serial No. 785.293. (CI. 178—318.)

1. In a chain type Insulator, means for flexibly connect-

ing adjacent Insulating units thereof, comprising a mem-
ber having sockets at its opposite ends, ball shaped por-

tions formed upon adjacent insulating units projectipg
Into said sockets, so as to comprise ball and socket con-

nections with said insulating units, said connecting mem-
ber being tubular and having a pair of openings formed
in its opposite walls through which said balls may pass
respectively, for detachment from said connecting mem-
ber, and said openings being arranged in lapping relation,

whereby movement of one ball to a position before its

respective opening will dispose a portion of that ball be-

fore the other opening to retain the other ball against
movement to position before said other opening, and pre-

vent simultaneous detachment of both of said balls.

2. As an article of manufacture, a connecting member
of the class described, having means at one end for form-
ing one element of a ball and socket joint, and also hav-

ing other means at one end for forming one element of a

simple hinge joint.

3. As an article of manufacture, a connecting member
of the class described, having a part at one end for form-

ing one element of a ball and socket joint, and said part

having an aperture extending therethrough, the walls of

said aperture providing means for forming one element of

a single hinge joint.

4. As an article of manufacture, an Insulating unit, a
part carried thereby, by which the Insulator unit may be

connected to a support, said part having means for form-

ing one element of a ball and socket joint, and said part
also having means for forming one element of a simple
binge joint.

6. In a chain type insulator, means for flexibly connect-

ing together adjacent units thereof, said means compris-
ing a connecting member having a pair of sockets therein,
ball-shaped members formed upon said adjacent units pro-
jecting into said sockets so as to comprise ball and socket
connections between said units and said connecting mem-
bers, one of said members having means whereby said
members may be disconnected, and said two members bar-
ing cooperative portions for preventing detachment of both
said ball-shaped members simultaneously from their re-

spective sockets.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,712. APPARATUS FOR STERILIZATION OF
LIQUIDS BY OZONE. Jan Steyms. Bay Shore, N. T.,

assignor to Steynls Ozone Company, a Corporation of
New York. Filed Nov, 24. 1914. Serial No. 878,702.
(Cl. 210—1.)

1. In a device of the character described a mixing tank,
means for Injecting liquid and gas into said tank, gat
supplying means, a safety reservoir, a connection between
said gas supplying means and said safety reservoir, and
a connection between said safety reservoir and said in-

jecting means.
2. In a device of the character described a mixing tank,

means for injecting liquid into said tank, gas supplying
means, a safety reservoir, a valve in said reservoir, a
connection between said gas supplying means and said
reservoir and a connection between said reservoir and said
injecting means.

3. In a device of the character described, a mixing tank,
means for injecting liquid and gas Into said tank, means
for supplying liquid to said injecting means, gas supply-
ing means connected to said injecting means, and a safety
reservoir Interposed in the connections between the gas
supplying means and the injecting means whereby the
liquid is prevented from entering the gas supplying means
In case of the failure of said liquid supplying means.

4. In a device of the character described, a mixing tank,
means for injecting liquid and gas into said tank, said
means being so constructed that the liquid and the gas in
the tank are given a rotary movement, gas supplying
means, a safety reservoir, a connection between said gas
supplying means and said safety reservoir, and a connec-
tion between said safety reservoir and said injecting
means.

5. In a device of the character described, a mixing tank,
means for Injecting liquid Into said tank, said means be-

ing so constructed that the liquid In the tank Is given a
rotary movement, gas supplying means, a safety reservoir,

a valve In said reservoir, a connection between said gas
supplying means and said reservoir, and a connection be-

tween said reservoir and said injecting means.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228,713. DIFFERENTIAL TRANSMISSION - GEAB.
Charles H. Stikson. Watertown, S. D. Filed Mar. 4,

1916. Serial No. 82,106 (Cl. 74—34.)
1. In a differential gear meclianism, the combination

with a master wheel, opposing beveled gears, and an In-

termediate planetary pinion of a differential gear mecha-
nism, of an annular part of said master wheel having a
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brake surfaoe. a movable brake element carried by one of
aid b«veled gears and coilperatlng with the said brake
rorface of tald master wheel, a brake lever pivoted to the
ame beveled gear and connected to the mid movable
brake element, and a sliding collar arranged to rotate
with said bev^-ied gear to which said lever \» pivoted, and
operatlveiy connected to the said brake lever.

2. The combination with the master wheel, opposing
beveled gears and interposed planetary pinion of a dlf-

fereotlal gear mechanUm, of an annular brake flange on
said master wheel, a brake band working on said brake
flange and anchored at one end to one of said beveled
gears, a brake lever pivoted to the same beveled gear and
connected to the other end of said brake band, and a
sliding collar arranged to rotate with the said beveled
gear to which said brake lever is pivoted, but having a
silding movement In respect thereto, and having a con-
nection with said brake lever for causing the same to set

and release the brake band.
3. The combination with the master wheel, opposing

beveled gears and interposed planetary pinion of a dif-

ferential gear mechanism, of an annular brake flange on
said master wheel, a brake band working on said brake
flange and anchored at one end to one of said beveled
gears, a brake lever Intermediately pivoted to the said
same beveled gear and connected at its outer end to the
other end of said brake band, and a sliding collar ar-
ranged to rotate with the said beveled gear to which said
brake lever is pivoted, but having a sliding movement in

respect thereto, said sleeve having an outstanding portion
formed with an oblique slot operating on the inner end
of said brake lever to cauac t^e same to set and release
the brake band.

1.228.714. DISPLAY BOX. JoH.i H. Srom, Philadel-
phia, Pa. Filed Aag. 25. 1914 Serial No. 858,448.
(CI. 229—87.)

.CT] --^

1. A display box. Including a hark bnving Inwardly
folding end flaps to retain the contents of the box in

portion, a front wall having a viewing opening therein,

said front wall having a longitudinal Infolding flap, said

infolding flap of the front being received betw.-»-n th«
flap* of the back and the back to lock the front with th«
back, and a tlosore-wall overlying said front wall, all la
a single piece

2. A display box, In'ludlng a hack having Inwardly
folding end flaps to retain the contents of the box. one of
«ald end flaps being Mdapte<| to !<usp^nd the mntn'.ned ob-
Jects. a front wall having a viewing opening therein, said
front wall having a longitudinal Infolding flap, said in-
folding flap of th.' front being receive*! l>etween the flap*
of the back and the back to lock said front with the hack,
and a clo«are wall overlying ml<l front wall, all In a
single piece.

1.228,713. BAG. OusTAvrg E. Stracss, New York, N. T.
riled May 18. 1916. SerUI No. 98.258. (CI. ISO—28.)

1. The combination with a bag. of an Inner receptacle
movably mounted inside of the bag and releasably held
therein, and means for automatically raising the recep-

t;icle when the same Is released.

2. The combination with a bag having a mouth, of 'an
Inner receptacle movably mounted inside the mouth of the
bag. means for automatically raising the purse, and a
manually releasable catch to hold the receptacle in de-
pressed position.

3. The combination with a bag having a mouth and a
frame defining said mouth, of an open top carrier fixed

to the said trama Inside the bag mouth, an inner receptacle

mounted to slide in said carrier, and spring means to raise
the receptacle Ln said carrier.

4. The comblnatlen with a bag having a mouth, a.

frame dcAalac the bag mouth and comprising two pivoted
members, aa open-top carrier fixed to one of uiUl memhers,
an Inner receptacle sUdably mounted In said carrier and
!<prlng m^^ns at the bottom of said carrier to raise the re-

ceptacle therein.

5. The combliiation with a bag having a mouth, a fraasc

deflntng the bag mouth, an open top carrier fixed at its

upper end to said frame, an inner receptacle mounted to
slide vertically in said carrier, spring means for raising
the receptacle oat of the bag mouth Into position for con-

venient accen, and manaally releaaable means to hold the
receptacle in its lower poaltlon in said carrier.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.228.716. RAIL-JOINT. MiKOl^j Tarab, Tole<lo. Obla,
assignor of ene-half to John Bartnzel. Yeungstown,
Ohio. FUed Oct. 19, 1916. SerUl No. 126.50«. (CI.
239—6.)

In a rail joint, a splice bar comprising a vertical side

portion provided at Its lower edge with an out-taraed
flange adapted to overlie the base of a rail, a ba!>e plate
forned lategrally with the outer edge of said flaage
adapted to uaderlle the rail, a raised resilient eleneat
formed on the opposite side of said hase plate, a second
splice bar of lesaer length having a vertical iwrtlon ea-

gageable with the stem of the rail and a flaage portion
adapted to overlie the base of the rail. .«ald flaBge<l por-

tion being engageable below said resilient portl<ra of the
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flrst named splice bar. means formed with said first nen-
tloDed tplice bar preventing longltodlnal motion of the
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second splice bar. and means for securing both of said
•pllce bars to the rails and tie tberebelow.

1,228.717. FARM FENCE. Petro Tatabtn, Chester, Pa.
Filed Mar. 2, 1917. Sertal No. 151.933. (CI. 256—59.)

In a fence of the class described, the combination with
posts having trmnsverse elements rigldl} attacbe<l at the
lower end and containing a plarality of paired openings
passing transversely therethrough, bolts engageable in said
openings, said bolts having a buokeil outer end, a sleeve
and wa«her on said twits whereby they are permitted to

be drawn tightly against the base of said post, longitudi-

nally dlKposed main rails having slots extending from their

lower side toward tlieir center adjacent to one end thereof,
connecting rails engaging with said main rails disposable
betwe«>n pairs, cleats combined with said main and con-
necting rails whereby the same may be held In allnetnent.

and bars disposed centrally between said posts to which
aatd connectlni; rails are attached.

1,228.718 HUMIDITY CONTROLLING APPARATUS.
AuiEBT W. Thompson, Fltchburg. and Edwabd W. Com-
fort, Winchester. Mass., assignors to The O. M. Parks
Company, Fltchburg, Mass., a Corporation of Massa
chnsetts. Filed Nov. 10. 1915. Serial No. 60,804.

(01. 236—27.)
1. In a thermostatic regulating device comprising ex-

pansible members adapted for exposure respectively to the
dry and wet bulb temperatures of the atmosphere and
means operable by their conjoint action to control a source

of energy ; means for supplying the wet bulb member
with moisture precipitated from a supersaturated sample
of atmosphere and collected by means other than the walls

of said wet bulb member.
14. A thermostatic regulating device comprising wet and

dry bulb expansible members of different predetermined
lengths, e«ch having a uniform coefficient of expan.slon in-

dei>endent of Its length, the ratio of the length of the

wet bulb member to the length of the dry bulb member
being Identical with the relation between the dry bulb

temperature and the wet bulb temperature at a desired
condition of humidity

19. In a thermostatic regulating device comprising ex-

paoslblH members adapted for exposnre respectively to the

dry and wet bnib temperatures of the atmosphere, meaoa
for maintaining the wet bulb member at the psychrometrlc
wet bulb temperature of the atmosphere, means for adjust-
ing and for correlating the effective length of the dry bulb
member in a predetermined ratio to the length of the wet
bulb member corresponding Inversely t<i the relation of
the dry bulb temperature to the wet bulb temperature of
the atmosphere at a predetermined condition of bnmidlty.

- -•«i

'Wf^
21. A thermostatic regulator compri.slng a pneumatically

actuated relay valve adapted to contrcl a source of energy,
a bypass for controlling said relay valve, a valve for said
by-pass, expansible members adapted for expostire to the
dry and wet bulb temperatures of the atmosphere, means
operable by the conjoint action of sai<l meml)ers to control
the by-pass valve, means for causing a continuous sample
of the atmosphere to traverse successively the dry and
wet bulb members, means for supersaturating the sample
of atmosphere thereafter, means for precipitating and col-

lecting excess iii<rHture th< rcfrom, and means for envelop-
ing said wet bulti iu.-nib<-r !n the r-eclpltatptl fluid that
obtained.

23. In a thermosta.. : *'ns de\1ce, hollow cylindri-

cal expansion memln-rs a.i-tv.i for exposure respectively
to the dry and wet bulb temperatures of the atmosphere,
means for Immovably retaining one end of each member,
means for supplying th»' wet bulb member with an envelop
of moisture, means, operable by the conjoint action of said
members to control a source of energy, fixedly secured to
said wet bulb member at a suitable distance from Its fixed

end and adjustably secured to the dry bulb member at a
distance from its fixed end.

[Claims 2 to 13, 15 to 18, 20, 22, 24, and 25 not printed
in the Gaxette.]

1,228,719. ELEXrTROPNEUMATIC TRIPLE VALVE
MECHANISM FOR COUPLING SYSTEMS. CBAai.B«
H. TOMUNBOK, Mansfield, Ohio, assignor to The Tom-
linson Coupler Company. Denver. Colo., a Corporation
of South Dakota. Fil»>d Mar. 80. 1914. Serial No.
828,157. (CI. 187—26.)
1. Valve mechanism for car coupler systems and the

like comprising a plurality of operatlveiy connected valve
members, a housing for said members, two cylinders open-
ing on the interior of said housing and providing opposed
openings for receiving each a piston on a common plunger,
means for operating said valve members from said plunger,
connections for admitting fluid pressure for operating
each of the pistons on said plunger, and means for con-
trolling the flul<l-pres8ure connections to one of the pis-

tons on said plunger comprising a valve, elastic means for

•eating said valve, and an electrically operate<l device for

unseating said valve to admit fluid pressure into the
cylinder of said piston.

2. Valve mechanism for car coupler systems and the

like, comprising a valve bousing or oetifif consisting of
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a central compartment with two diametrically oppoged
housings or casings In the form of frusta of cones secured
to the said central housing with their ends of smallest
diameter engaging the central housing, valve members of
the general form of frusta of cones within the caaiDgi or
housings, means for closing the outer extremities of aald
casings or housings, elastic means interposed between said
last-mentioned means and the said valve members for
holding them In their normal seated position, and common
mean<) in the central housing for operating the said valve
membera.

3. Valve mechanism for car coupler systems and the
like, comprising a valve housing or casing consisting of a
central compartment with two diametrically opposed hous-
ings or casings In the form of frusta of cones secured to
the said central housing with their ends of smallest diam-
eter engaging the central housing, valve members of the
general form of frusta of cones within the casings or
housings, means for closing the outer extremities of said
casings or housings, elastic means Interposed between
said last mentioned means and the said valve members for
holding them In their normal seated position, common
means In the central housing for operating the said valre
members, comprising a lever engaging both said valve
members, and a pneumatically - operated reciprocating
plunger operatlvely connected with said lever.

4. In a valve mechanism for car coupler systems, and
the like, the combination with a central casing, of two
cylinders of unequal dlametefs located on the same axial
line with each other on diametrically opposite sides of
said central casing, conical valve chambers in communi-
cation with said central casing and extending on diamet-
rically opposite sides thereof at approximately right
angles to said cylinders, respective valve members in said
valve chambers being adapted to control the passage of
fluids through said chambers, respective pistons in said
cylinders of unequal diameters and co«peratlng therewith,
a rigid connection between said pistons, and an operative
onnection between said piston connection and said valve
members for operating the latter.

9. In a valve .mechanism for car coupler systems, the
combination with a central casing, of two cylinders of un-
equal diameters located on the same axial line with each
other, on diametrically opposite sides of said central cas-
ing, conical valve chambers In communication with said
central casing and extending on diametrically opposite
sides thereof at approximately right angles to said cylin-
ders, respective perforated valve members in said valre
chambers being adapted to control the passage of fluids
through said chambers, respective pistons In said cylinders
being rigidly connected to operate synchronously, connec-
tions between said valves and said pistons for operating
them upon the operation of the pistons, a metallic housing
adjacent the larger one of said cylinders, there being a
fluid inlet port communicating between the Interior of
said housing and the interior of said cylinder, and a port
leading to the atmosphere through the wall of said hous-
ing and communicating with said inlet port, means for
supplying fluid pressure to the Interior of the housing, and
a valve controlled device for admitting fluid pressure
through the Inlet port Into the cylinder and closing the

passage to the atmosphere and for closing the passage to
the Inlet port and opening the passage therefrom to the
port to the atmosphere at the will of the operator.

[Claims 5 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.720. BATHIN(i-SHuE. Bbrtha TaorTT, Rose-
mont. Pa. Filed Feb. IS. 1917. SerUl No. 148,882.
(Cl. 86—16.)

A twthlng shoe having the bottom of the upper secured
to a strip or welt by a single line of stitching adjacent to
the Inner periphery of the said strip or welt and the latter
projecting beyond the outline of said upper with a row
of perforations located along the outer edge beyond the
contour of the said upper, whereby the said perforations
are easily accessible, and a sole removably attached to
said strip or welt by a single lacing cord through the per-
forations of said strip or welt for holding said sole to said
shoe.

1.228.721. NOSE-CLAMP FOR EYEGLASSES. Robsbt
Ha.vDEascx Tt;i>oa. Atlanta, Ga., assignor of one-fourth
to James W. Hubbard and one-fourth to Walter N.
Baker, AtUnta, Ga. Filed July 5, 1916. Serial No.
107,648. (CT. 88—«0.)

An eye glass frame embodying arms provided with balls

;

nose clamps ; and sockets on the nose clamps and receiv-

ing the balls, the clamps having slots receiving the arms,
the slots t>elng elongated transversely of the nose clamps,
thereby to prevent the frame from tilting forwardly and
rearwardly, but to permit the clamps to have tilting move-
ments In two directions, one of which is longitudinally of

the nose of the wearer, the other of which la transversely

of the nose of the wearer, thereby permitting the clamps
to conform to both the vertical slope of the nose and to

the horizontal slope of the nose.

1.228.722. PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS. WiLXUM
Vkbbsck, Manllus, N. T., assignor to Katherlne J. Ver-

beck. Manllus, N. T. Filed Oct. 6, 1914. Serial No.
865,312. (CI. 88—24.)

1. In combination with a photographic camera, means
for photographing an object outside of the field of t^
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camera simultaneously with the photogmphtng of such

field, said means Including a light-refracting medium
focused on said object and adjustable to direct the rays

of light from said object into and out of the field of the

camera-lens.

2. In combination with a photographic camera, means
for photographing an object outside of the field of the

camera-lens simultaneously with the photographing of

said field, said means including an auxiliary lens focused

on said object, and means for moving the auxiliary lens

into and out of said field.

8. The combination with a photographic camera, of a

converging lens adjustable to focus upon an object outside

of the camera-field, and means for moving said lens Into

and out of said field while It is focused on said object.

4. In combination with a photographic camera, means
for supporting an ot>Ject outside of the field of the camera

and at a different distance therefrom than that for which
the camera is focused, and a light-refracting medium
fonise<l on said object and adapted to be positioned so

as to direct the rays of light from said object to the cam-

era-lens for impressing the image of said object upon the

sensitized member simultaneously with the photographing

of the field.

5. The combination with a photographic camera, of a

converging lens, means for adjusting said lens to focus

upon an object outside of the field of the camera, separate

means for adjusting the lens into and out of such field

while focused on said object.

[Claims 6 to 10 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,228,723. EXPLOSIVE PROJECTILE. Enid S. Wal»8,
Detroit, Mich., assignor of one-half to Henrietta K.

Pierce, Detroit. Mich. Filed May 22, 1916. SerUl No.

99,055. (Cl. 102—29.)

1. An explosive projectile carrying wire colls detach-

ably secured on the exterior and having means adapted

to project the wire in various directions when the pro-

jectile Is disrupted by a contained charge.

2. An explosive projectile comprising a stem, a cham-

barcd head on the stem carrying an explosive charge, wire

eslla arranged on the exterior <of the head, and means

carried by the head adapted to project the wire therefrom

when the charge Is exploded.

^. An explosive projectile comprising a stem, a cham-

bered head on the stem, extensions from the surface of

the head, colls of wire disposed on the extensions, and
means in the extensions connected to the wire for dis-

tributing the latter In various directions when the charge

carried by the head is exploded.

4. An explosive projectile comprising a stem adapted

to be Inserted In a piece of ordnance, a chambered bead

with charge secured on the stem. lateral extensions from

the head, wire coils disposed on the extensions, and means
secured to the outer ends of the colls and adapted to be

projected with a rifling motion from the head by the ex-

plosion of the charge thereof.

5. An explosive projectile comprising a stem adapted

to fit the l)arrel of a piece of ordnance, a chambered head

thereon, lateral extensions on the head provided with
rifled openings, studs fitting the openings, colls of wire
disposed on the extensions each secured to a stud and
means on the stud for firing the charge in the bead
chamber.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,724. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR RECORDING
APPARATUS. Jauu T. Wallib, Altoona, Pa. Filed

Not. 6, 1914. Serial No. 870,566. (Cl, 74—7.)

1. In combination In an axle driving meaqs for a re-

cording instrument, an axle, a Journal box, a Journal mem-
t)er ntounted for rotation upon and with respect to the

end of the rotating axle independent of the Journal box,

a pair of Intermeshlng gears, one carried non-rotatively

upon the end of the axle, and the other carried by the

Journal member, a shaft for said other gear extending
transversely of the end of the axle and held against rota-

tion with the axle, and driving connections with the

shaft adapted to operate the recording apparatus.

3. In combination in a driving mechanism for recording

apparatus mounted upon a vehicle having a rotating axle,

a bevel gear secured to the end of the axle and non-rota-

table with respect thereto, a Journal casing mounted for

relative rotative movement upon the end of the axle, a

second bevel gear carried In the casing and meshing with
the first gear, a drive shaft for the second gear, means
for preventing the shaft from turning with the axle, and
driving connections with the .shaft adapted to operate the

recording apparatus.
5. In combination in a driving mechanism for recording

apparatus mounted upon a vehicle having a rotating axle,

a bevel gear having a stem threaded into the end of the

axle, a cap fitting over the end of the axle and overlap-

ping a part of said stem and preventing its unscrewing,

screws extending through the cap and into the end of the

axle, a two part Journal member having a dovetailed en-

gagement with the said cap and overlapping the screws,

means for securing the two ^arts of the Journal memt>er

together, a bevel gear provided with a shaft carried by

the Journal member and meshing with the first gear, and
driving connections with the shaft adapted to operate the

recording apparatus.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.725. SHIPPING ENVELOP. MacricI! C. WaM
New York, N. Y., assignor to Associated Farms Co.,

Inc., a Corporation of New Y^ork. Filed Oct. 6, 1918.

Serial No. 54.338. (Cl. 229—23.)
1. A collapsible envelop, having open ends, a tle-meiA-

ber to tie an article inside said envelop remote from the

edges thereof, said tie-member passing across said ends

and remote from the edges of the envelop, and retaining
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walls Ijiof betw««Q said tie member and the ends of the
lacloaed artlcla.

J/f 27

2. A collapsible envelop having open ends and provided
with seats remote from the edges thereof for a cord mem-
ber, a cord member adapted to tie an article within said
envelop remote from the edges thereof, said cord member
passing across said ends and seating In the edges there-
of, and retaining walls lying between said cord member
and the ends of the inclosed article.

3. A collapsible envelop having open ends and provided
with notches extending Inwardly from and terminating
remotely from the edges of the ends, said notches serv-
ing as seats for a cord member, a cord member adapted
to tie an article within said envelop remote from the
edges thereof, said cord member passing across said ends
and seating In the notches therein, and retaining walls
lying between said cord member and the ends of the In-
closed article.

4. A collapsible envelop of substantially cnblcal form
when erected, having open ends, each of the end edges of
whose sides is provided with a seat for a tie-member, a
tie-member to tie an article within said envelop remote
from the edges thereof, said tie-member passing across
said ends, and remote from the edges of the envelop, and
retaining walls lying between said tie-member aad the
ends of the inclosed article.

6. A collapsible envelop of substantially cubical form
when erected, having open ends, each of the end edges
of whose sides is provided with a substantially centrally
disposed notch serving as a seat for a cord, a cord adapted
to tie an article within said envelop remote from the
edges thereof, said cord passing acrosa said ends and
seating in said notches remote from the edges of the en-
velop, and upright retaining walls lying between said cord
and the ends of the inclosed article.

1^28.726. CALENDER DOCTOR. Thomas E. Wabbcn.
Tlconderoga, N. Y. Filed Jan. 30, 1917. Serial No
146,377. (CL 92—74.)

1. In a calendering machine, tba combination of a roil,
a pivoUUy mounted doctor cooperating therewith, an arm
moving with the doctor, a latch engaging the arm and

movable to detach it from the arm, a movable member on
which the latch is mouuted and means for moving said
member.

4. lo a calendering machine, the combination of a roll,
a doctor coacting therewith, an arm niovlug with the doc-
tor, and means for holding the doctor in coactlon with
the roll including a detachable latch engaging said arm
and consisting of two parts and a spring cooperating with
tl>«m, one of which parts normally engages said arm and
the other of which parts may be moved into engagement
with the arm by the spring.

9. In a calendering machine comprising a sUck of rolls,
a set of doctors for a plurality or said rolls, means for
simuluneously shifting said doctors toward and from
their respective rolls, and means for individually releas-
ing any one of said doctors without disturbing the ad-
justment of any other doctor.

[Claims 2, 3. 5 to 8. and 10 to 16 not printed in tb«
Gasette.]

1.228.727. FEEDBOX. Thcodobk WrrzBL, Jr., San
Francisco. Cal. Filed May 81. 191C. Serial No.
100.746. (CI. 119—52.)

In a feed box. the combination of a sloping bottom to
support the feed, a cover plate for said feed having a
series of small holes therethrough, a container commu-
nicating with the space between the bottom and the cover
plate, a shelf above, and spaced from, said cover plate
having a series of larger holes therethrough In front of,
and corresponding longitudinally with, the series of holes
In the cover plate, and means for preventing access to
said holes in the cover plate except through said holes in
the shelf.

1.228,728. DADOSAW. Fraxklin E. Whit«, Forty
Fort. Pa. Filed Dec. 6. 1916. .Serial No. 135.195.
(CI. 145—31.)

"^ •

5

1. A dado saw comprising a holder frame conslst'ng of
spaced parallel bars connected at their ends, a handle
secured to one end of said frame, a handle secured to said
frame adjacent the opposite end thereof, one of said bars
having Inwardly projecting lugs provided with hcrew-
threaded apertures, screw threaded bolts fitted in said
screw-threade<l apertures and projecting beyond opposite
sides of the holder frame, saw blades each having trans-
verse Blots therein adapted to aline with the aforesaid
screw-threaded apertures and which slots receive said
bolts, one of said saw blades adapted to lie against one
side of the holder frame, a set of nuts having working fit

on said bolts to clamp the latter blade against the side
of the holder frame, another set of nuts on said bolts on
the opposite side of the holder frame and disposed there
betwe»>n and the other of said blades, and another set of
nuts having working fit on said bolts to clamp said other
bUde adjustably on the bolts against the se<-ond set of
nuts, wherelty the blades may l*e adjusted to vary the
demh and width of grooves.

(CiAia 2 Bot printed in the Gasette.]

y
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1.226,729. ABCOPLANE.
Leadwood, Mo. Filed

120,876. (CI. 244—6.)

WllXtAM FBAMCBS WlIXlAMS,

Sept. 15. 1916. Serial No.

1

1. An aeroplane having a body portion, wings and tail

In the form of a plane of cellular structure with the top

and bottom surfaces flat and substantially parallel

throughout the greater portion of their areas and with

the edges reduced to relative sharpness.

2. An aeroplane having a body portion, wings and tall

in the form of a plane of cellular structure with the

edges reduced to relative sharpness, the body portion hav-

ing a channel on the under surface throughout substan

tially the length of the body portion as measured from

front to rear of the aeroplane.

3. An aeroplane comprising a body portion, wings and

tall of cellular construction and having a channel on the

under surface extending from the front of the aeroplane

toward the rear thereof with the channel intermediate

of the wings.

4. An aeroplane having a body with wings and tall and

provided with a centralized channel extending from the

front of the body portion toward the tall, the channel

being open through the under surface of the body, and

the upper surface of the body rising above the general

plane of the top of the body and constituting an air

pocket opening at the bottom into the top of the channel.

.%. An aeroplane having a body portion, wings and tall

with parachute structures on opposite sides of the center

line at the wing portion of the body and a parachute

structure back of the bo«ly portion of the aeroplane, said

parachute structures being normally closed and provided

with mechanical means for automatically o|)enlng them

to a limited extent.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.730. CAM MECHANISM. Kabl Winkleb, New-

ark, N. J., assignor to Mohawk Brush Company, a Cor-

poration of New York. Filed June 28. 1915. Serial

No. 36,781. (CI. 74—1.)

.,f*P^_

1. In a ram mechanism, the combination with mecha-

nism to Ik operated, of intermittently rotatable means

provided with a plurality of spaced reulnlng tracks, rela

lively near ea<h other. Individual means sUdably engaged

with each of sa'd tracks, and adJusUble with relation to

•acta other within the extremities of said tracks, and pro-

jecting outwardly from the- surface of said roUtable

means, means for securing the position of said individual

means to form a cam track, nnd ukeans cooperating with

•aid track adapted to be reciprocated thereby to transmit

movement to aaid mechanism.

2. In a cam mechanism, the combination with mecha-

nism to be operated, of intermittently rotatable means

provided with an annular cam surface, a rlurallty of

spaced grooves ther^n, relatively near each other, and

extending transversely of said cam surface, individual

slide blocks mounted within said grooves, adjustable with-

in the extremities of said grooves, and provided with pro-

jecting lugs, said lugs forming a cam track about said

cam surface adapted to be changed by movement of said

slide blocks, means for securing the position of said slide

blocks, and means coSperatlng with said track adapted to

be reciprocated thereby to transmit movement to said

mechanism.
3. In a cam mechanism, the combination with mecha-

nism to be operated, of intermittently rotatable means

having a relatively wide peripheral surface, and pro-

vided on said peripheral surface with a plurality of

spaced and transverse grooves therein, relatively near

each other, Individual sHdable means removably secured

within each of said grooves, adapted to project outwardly

from the periphery of said rotatable means, and adapted

to be individually adjusted with relation to each other.

within the extremities of said grooves to form a cam

track, means cooperating with said track adapted to be

reciprocated thereby, and to transmit movement to said

mechanism.
4. In a cam mechanism, the combination with mecha-

nism to be operated, of Intermittently rotatable means

provide with a plurality of spaced retaining tracks, rela-

tively near each other, individual means slidably engaged

with each of said tracks, and adjustable with relation to

each other within the extremities of said tracks, and pro-

jecting outwardly from the surface of said rotatable

means, means for securing the position of said Individual

means to form a cam track, and means cooperating with

said track adapted to l>e reciprocated thereby, and com-

prising a slldable member, opening and closing members

carried thereby, means for opening the said members si-

multaneously with the intermltent movement of said ro-

tatable means, means for closing the members between

the movements of the said rotat'ng wheel, spaced guid-

ing means carried by the said opening and closing mem-

bers, the spaced projecting means of the cam track adapt-

ed to Intermittently engage between the said guiding

means upon opening of said members, the said guiding

means adapted to engage said projecting means upon clos-

ing of said members, the relative positions of the said

projecting means causing corresponding reclprocatory mo-

tion of said slldable member, the movement of said slld-

able member adapted to transmit movement to said mech-

anism.
5. In a cam mechanism, the combination with mecha-

nism to be operated, of movable means provided with a

plurality of spaced retaining tracks, relatively near each

other, Individual means slidably engaged with each of

said tracks, and adJdsUble with relation to each other

within the extremities of said tracks, and projecting out-

wardly from the surface of said rotatable means, means

for securing the position of said Individual means to form

a cam track, and means cooperating with said cam track

adapted to be moved thereby to transmit movement to

said mechanism.

l,22ft.731. CIRCUIT E.VTENSION «OX. Chacncby W.
Abbott, .\ubnm, N. T.. and Henrt R. Gii>»on, Baden,

and James M. O. PtLi.MAN, Sewickley, Pa., assignors to

NaHonal Metal Molding Company. Pittsburgh, Pa . a

Corporation. Filed May 26. 1914. Serial No. 841.062.

(CI. 247—5.)
1. A circuit extension box comprising a substantially

flat bottom portion adapted to be attached to and to extend

laterally from the open side of an outlet box for a switch

and having a central open area adapte<l to receive the

body of a switch, a side wall extending substantially ver-

tical to said bottom and from the outer edge thereof. Mid

bottom and side wall forming an open channel to receive

and contain electrical conductors, and switch-supporting

brackets formed integrally with said brntom portion and

exteoiliBg from the edge of the central opening therein at
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angles to the general plane of uld bottom jrartlon and In
the aame general direction as the side wall.

'2. A circuit extension box comprising a snbstantlally
flat bottom portion adapted to be attached to and to ex-
tend from the open side of an outlet box for a switch and
having a central opening adapted to receive the body of a
•witch, a side wall extending aubstantially vertical to said
bottom portion and from the outer edge thereof, said l>ot-

tom and side wall forming an open channel to receive and
contain electrical conductors, and switch-supporting braclt-
ets extending angularly from the edge of the central open-
ing of t\^e bottom portion and in the same general direc-
tion as said side wall, said side wall and brackets being
formed Integrally with the bottom portion.

3. A circuit extension box comprising a bottom portion
with a central opening, a side wall extending from the
outer edge and switch-supporting bracltets from the Inner
edge of said bottom portion and substantially vertical to
the plane thereof, said wall and brackets being formed
Integrally with the bottom portion and extending sub-
stantially the same distance and In the same general di-

rection therefrom, and said bottom and side wall forming
an open channel to receive and contain electrical con-
ductors.

4. the combination of an outlet box having an open
face and provided with lugs extending laterally from op-
posite sides thereof, a circuit extension box adjacent to
said open face and comprising a bottom portion extending
laterally from the sides of said outlet box and a wall pro-
jecting vertically from the outer edge of the bottom
portion, said bottom having a central opening and pro-
vided with oppositely disposed elongated slots, and secur-
ing members extending through said slots and engaging
said outlet box lugs, whereby said boxes m»y b« adjusted
with relation to each other In the general plane of their
attachment.

B. The combination of an outlet box having an open
face and provided with lugs extending laterally from op-
posite sides thereof, a circuit extension box adjacent to
said open face and having as a part thereof a bottom por-
tion extending laterally from the sides of said outlet box,
said bottom portion having a central opening registering
with the open face of the outlet box and provided with a
pair of screw-receiving elongated slots disposed on op-
posite sides of said opening, a screw extending through
each of said slots and engaging said ouUet box lugs, the
end of one of said slots diverging from said central bot-
tom opening and provided with an enlargement adapted
to receive the head of the screw in such slot, and the
other of said slots opening into said central bottom
opening.

1,228,732. GARMENT RECEPTACLE AND HANGER.
EOWAEO L. ADAMS, Bradford, Pa. Filed July 10, 1918.
Serial No. 108.409. (CI. 20«—7.)

1. A garment receptacle of the character described,
comprising a casing having Axed garment supporting

means, and detachable garment edge sUylng means yield-
ingly atuched to fixed supports, whereby tension is ap-
plied between the garment edges and the fixed supports.

5. In a garment receptacle the combination of an oater
casing, an inner casing having garment supporting means,
with means for maintaining a garment folded around
said inner casing, comprising deUchable garment edge
staying means, with means for applying tension to the
edge staying means and the inner casing garment anp-
portlng means.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.228.733. PIPE-COUPLING. Hi.xRx Amli, Portland.
Oreg. Flleil Aug. 24, 1916. Serial No. 116.692. (CT.
187—84.)

/^

An all metal swivel pipe coupling consisting of a pipe
member having a head at one end provided with a recess

and a screw-threaded flange, the outer edge of the flange
and the base of the recess each being provided with bear-
ing surfaces, a threaded socket member provided with a
central bore having a recess at one end, a central periph-
eral flange and having bearing surfaces at its ends and on
opposite faces of said flange, said socket member being
mounted in the head of said pipe member with one end
bearing in contact with the bearing surface at the base of
the recess In said head and one face of its central periph-
eral flange in contact with the outer edge of the flange
on said head, a threaded coupling sleeve mounted on the
socket member and inclosing the end thereof, and •
revoiuble pipe member having a head resting in the re-

cess In the socket member and extending through the
socket member and out through the coupling sleeve.

1.228,734 AUTOMATIC BRAKE. ALBwit H. Alkiri,
Des Moines. Iowa. Continuation of application Se-
rial No. 132,189, filed Nov. Ig. 1916. This applica-
tion filed Feb. 8, 1917. Serial No. 147,888. (a.
21—8.)
1. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a driven shaft, a stop in proximity thereto, a pawl
mounted on said shaft on a transverse pivot and unbal-
anced with relation to said pivot, said pawl being mount-
ed in such relation to said stop as to engage the same
when the shaft is stopped and to be rigidly held out of.
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engagement by centriftigal force when said shaft is ro-

tated and means for retaining said pawl in an inoperative

position to permit of reverse rotation of said shaft, sub-

•tantlally as des(rll)e(l.

I

3. In a safety brake, the combination of a shaft, a

slotted collar thereon, an unbalanced pawl in said slot, a

cam with which said pawl may cooperate to prevent acci-

dental reverse rotation of said shaft and means for re-

Uinlng said pawl In an Inoperative position to permit of

reverse roUtlon of said shaft, substantially as described.

6. In an automobile brake, the combination with the

transmission shaft, a pawl plvoUlly mounted thereon,

and a ratchet tooth fixed In the path of the pawl and hav-

ing an abrupt face and an Inclined face over which latter

the pawl slides when the shaft is revolving In a direction

to move the machine forward, of means connected with

the reverse lever for holding the pawl out of contact with

aid tooth, substantially as described.

8. In an automobile brake, the combination with the

transmission shaft, a disk fixed thereon, a pawl pivoted

In the edge of the disk and having one end heavy and the

other end turned Inward toward the shaft, and a ratchet

tooth fixed on sn adjacent member In the path of the

heavy end of the pawl, of another disk slldably mounted

on the shaft adjacent said inturned end of the pawl, and

connections between this disk iud the reverse lever,

whereby movement of the lever slides the disk and throws

the heavy end of the pawl outward, for the purpose set

forth.

9. In an automobile brakt, the combination with the

transmission shaft, a pawl pivotally mounted thereon, and

a ratchet tooth fixed In the path of the pawl and having

an abrupt face and an Inclined face, of an element slld-

ably monnte<l on the shaft and adapted in one position to

hold the pawl out of contact with said ratchet tooth, a

lever within reach of the driver, and connections between

aid element and the lever, for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 2, 4, 5. and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,328.735. EYELET SETTING DEVICE. Mabccs O.

Antho.n'T, Englewood, N. J., assignor to A. Kimball

Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Aug. 17, 1914. Serial No. 867,080. (CI. 218—25.)

* /

eyelet receiving member adapted to enter an eyelet peti-

tioned In the work and providing means whereby pressure

upon said work will thrust said eyelet receiving Jaw in

operative relation to the cooperating Jaw.

2. An eyelet setting device comprising a pair of pivotal

handles, a pair of Jaws, means including a rack and

pinion operable by said handles for opening and closing

said Jaws while maintaining the same in paralleliBm, an

eyelet receiving member extended beyond the end of the co-

operating Jaw, and a stud yieldably mounted in said eye-

let receiving member adapted to enter an eyelet positioned

In the work and providing means whereby pressure upon

said work will thrust said eyelet receiving Jaw In operatlT*

relation to the cooperating Jaw.

8. An eyelet setting device comprising a pair of Jaws,

means for opening and closing said Jaws while maintain-

ing the Rame In parallelism, an eyelet receiving member

carried by one of said Jaws, resilient means normally

holding said eyelet receiving member extended beyond the

face of Its supporting Jaw. means carried by said eyelet

receiving member adapted to be engaged by the wort In

which the eyelet Is to be set and to be thrust thereby

within the face of Its supportlnR Jaw and In operative

relation to the cooperating Jaw and means Independent of

the eyelet receiving member but movable therewith for

preventing the closing; of the Jaws when the eyelet recelr-

Ing member Is In an extended position.

4. In an eyeleting device comprising a stationary Jaw,

a relatively movable hammer Jaw having an eyelet crimp-

ing member and means for actuating said Jaw, an anrll

having a crimping member slldably mounted in said sta-

tionary Jaw, a spring normally projecting said anvil

beyond the end of said stationary Jaw, means carried by

said anvil member adapted to be engaged by the work to

position the crimping members In operative relation

against the resistance of the spring and a pin passing

throu^"h said anvil adapted to register with an aperture

In the hammer Jaw when In eyelet setting position and

also to engage a shoulder on the anvil supporting Jaw to

limit the movement of the anvil and thereby to position

the clamping members In operative position.

5. An eyeleting device comprising a stationary Jaw, a

relatively movable hammer Jaw having an eyelet crimping

face, an anvil slldably mounted In said stationary Jaw

having a crimping member provided with a central eyelet

receiving stud adapted to be forced by pressure upon

the work to position the anvil crimping member In opera-

tive relation to the crimping face of a hammer member,

and means carried by the anvil Independently of said

eyelet receiving stud adapted to engage the hammer Jaw

for preventing the depression of the eyelet receiving stud

unless the crimping members are in proper allnement.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1. An eyelet setting device comprising a pair of Jaws,

means for opening and closing said Jaws while maintain-

ing the same In parallelism, an eyelet receiving member car-

ried by one of said Jaws, resilient means normally holding

said eyelet receiving member eitende<l beyond the end of

the cooperating Jaw, and a stud yieldably mounted In said

1,228,736. MACHINE FOR MARKING GOLF FALLS.

Edward F. Bachillkr and Joh.n Hammond Stewart,

Lynn. Mass. Filed Nov. 13, 1916. Serial No. 130.948.

(CI. 101—7.)

1. A golf ball martter comprising a base having a guide*

way, a bed fitting and movable along said guldeway haT-

Ing projecting types, a post rising from said base, a ball

guide mounted on said post to overhang said bed. being

adjustable toward and away from tlie bed. and means for

rigidly limiting the distance of said guide from said bed.

4. A golf ball marking machine comprising a base, a bed
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mavaole on salrl base, a printing eJemeot carried by Mid
l>ed harlng letters arranfed ia a stralRht line parallel to
tile path of the bed, a guide overhanging the be<l an«i haT-
iDK walls arranged to engage a golf t>all at point* on
oppo!4lte side* of a plane passing through the aaid Une of
lettera and the center of the ball and an adjusUble akat-
ment arranged to austaln gald guide against the throat of
the printing member upon the ball, and being adjuatable
to regulate the preaaure of such thrust.

6 The (f.ml)lDation with a golf hall marking machine
having a be.i and a line of printing derlcea carried bj
aftid bed and projecting therefrom, of a gtiard conatructed
to embrace Miid line of type* and being of such dimes-
slons as to II.- I>»'tween the ffi(es thereof and the face of
the bed.

[Clalm.>« 2, 3, and 5 not printed In the Gaaette.J

1,228.737. BOW FOK PIANO-VIOLINS. LcDWio Bajok
Leipzig-GohJla. and Gustav Karl Hg.VNio, BOhUU-
Ehrenberg. near Leipzig. Germany, aaaignora to the
Firm of Ludwig Uupfeld .\ktlengesell»chaft, Bfihlltz-
Ehrenberg. near Leipzig. Germany. Filed July 8 1914
Serial No. 848,813. (CL 84

—

id )

1. .An endlexs bow for piano vIoMuh having seta of baira
croMlng one another and mean«« inserted between said aeta
Intermeillate the croaaing points of the balra to maintain
them cro<wed.

2. An endleaa bow for piano-Tlollns, comprlalng hank*
of hair, the connecting points of said hanka being out
Ide the effectlre surface, a tab of soft material forming a
connecting member for the ends of the hairs and to which
aid ends are secured.

3. An endless bow for piano violins, comprising two aeta
•f cro8»«l hairs, the hairs of one set alternating with those
ot the other set, pieces of aoft flexible material to which
tbe ends of the hairs of a set are secured, and additional
pieces of soft material Interposed between the seta of
hairs at Intervals between the ends of aald hairs and
Maintaining said sets In crossed relation.

4. In an endless bow for plano-vlollns. crossed seta of
hairs, flexible tabs to which the opposite ends of the hairs
of each set are respectively connected and similar taba
Interposed between the sets between the crossing points
of the two sets.

5. In an emlless bow for piano violins, sets of eroaaed
haira forming an endless band, and tabs of flexible material
laaerted between the sets .ind to which one portion of a
set on the side of the bowing surface is secured at points
between the crossing points of the sets, thereby holding
the sets in proper relation and providing a continuoua
bowing surface of hair.

[Claim 6 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,228.738. CARBURETER FOR EXPLOSION-MOTORS
MABIU.S Jean Baptlstk B.4Hbaroi. Neuilly - sur - Seine
France, assignor to Soclete Lorraine Des Anclens Etab-
llssements De Dietrich k Cle De Lunevllle. Parta
France, riled Feb. 1, 1916. Serial No. 75,491. {C\.

1. An obturation device for double feeding pipes leading
from the carbureters to the two groups of cylinders of an
explosion motor comprising In combination a tube a a
median wall d dividing aaid tube Into two condnlta h c
of equal cross section, a cross slot formed In said wall
and a valve flap e the spindle f of which la snugly Joor*
naled In the said slot and the two wings of which are
respectively and symmetrically arranged In the two cob-
dulta, snbatantlally as deacribed and for the parpoae aet
forth.

2. An obturation device for double feeding pipes lead-
ing from the carbureters to the two groups of cylinders of
an eiploaloa motor comprising in .^mbinaUona tube a.
a median wall d dividing said tul>e into two conduits b e
of equal cross section, a croaa slot formed in said wall a
valve flap e the spindle f of which Is snuglv Journaled in
the said slot and the two wings of which are respectively
and symmetrically arrange.1 In the two conduits, and
special wall portions formed adjacent to the croas slot so
as to afford a anugly fltting of the valve flap against said
wall when the flap Is In the full open position, substan-
tially as described and for the purpose aet forth.

3. An obturation device for double feeding pipes leading
from the carbureters of the two groups of cylinders of an
explosion motor, comprising In combination a tube, a
median wall dividing said tube into two conduits of equal
croaa section, a cross slot formed in said wall, said wall
being offset In opposite directions at opposite sides of
said slot, a valve flap, the spindle of which Is snugly
Jonrnaled In the said slot and the tiao wings of which are
adapted to rest In said offset portions when the flap ia In
the full open position, substantially as described and for
the purpose aet forth.

1,228,739. rOMBINEP FIXTIRE AND VALVES FOR
LAVATORIES OH THE LIKE. A.M>a«w J. Babr.
Mansfield. Ohio, assignor of one half to Herman E. Horn
berger. Mansfield. Ohio. Filed Aug. 28, l'J16. SerUl
No. 117,148. (CJ. 137—26.)

1. A valve casing, having a plurality of main porta, a
valve for controlling the dlacharge from said porta singly
and collectively, ports intersecting said main ports, and a
valve for controlling the discharge from said Intersecting
porta.

2. A valve casing, comprising a body having a plurality
of main ports therein, means for controlling the dlacharge
from said ports, a plurality of ports In the body, and each
of which ports Intersects a single main port, and means
for controlllQg the discharge of said Intersecting ports

8. A valve casing made of a single casting having a
plurality of main ports formed therein, and a plurality of
ports formed In the casting communicating wltn said main
porta, and means for controlling the flow of liquid through
aald porta.

6. A valve casing, comprising two parallel porta, a
valve for controlling the discharge from aald ports singly
and collectively, and two auxllUry port^ In said casing,
each auxiliary port communicating with a main port, aad

a valve for controlling the discharge from aaid auxiliary

porta singly aad collectively.

7. A valve caalng. comprising a body having a loaglta-

dinal memt)er and a memt»er extending at an angle there-

to, aald longitudinal and angular meml>ers having porta

formed therein, each of the ports In the angular member
commnnicatlng with a port in the longltodinal member.

and a valve in each nieml)er for controlling the (low

tftraosk said ports of the respective memt>ers.

(Oaima 4 and 5 not printed In the Gasette.)

1.228.740. DERAILIN(J DEVICE. John A. Bodkin,

New York. N. T. Filed Maj 25, 1914. Serial No.

S40,ft86. (CI. 104—127.)

aad forming a portion of aaid circuit, a slidablc aiember

monnted on said post, means controlled by said alldable

member adapted to make and break said clrtoit, aad a

series of spring pressed push pins, some of which are

adapted to move said slidable member in one direction,

and some of which are adapted to move said slidable mem-

l>er In the opposite direction, substantially as set forth.

1. A derailing device comprising a plurality of inde-

pendent members adapted to pass through holea in the

web of a rail, supporting means carried by said members

and supported wholly thereby, and a derailing block mount

ed upon said supporting means, substantially aa si)ecifled.

2. A derailing device comprising a plurality of inde-

pendent meml>er8 adapted to pass through holea In the

web of a rail, supporting means carried by sa»d members

and supported wholly thereby, and a derailing block ro-

tatably mounte<l upon aaid supporting means, substan-

tially as specified.

3. .\ derailing device comprising a plurality of inde-

pendent supporting ni<>mbers adapted to pass through

holea in the web of a rail, a p*a engaging said membera

and carried thereby, and a derailing block rotatably

mounted upon said pin, substantially as specltied.

4. A derailing device comprising a plurality of Inde-

peodeat supporting members adapted to paas tbro«gh

holes In the web of a rail, a pin carried by ihe enda of

said members at one skle of the web of the rail, and a de-

railing block rotatably monnted upon aald pin, aobataa-

tlally ai specified.

6. A .lerallliif device comprising a plurality of »a^
porting inemt>ers adapted to be secured to a latl. each •t

aald members comprising a shank adapted to paas thrvagli

a bole In th.- web of the rail aad having a iNad at oaa

end thereof . a pla carried by the heails of said supporting

saeaibeni, and a derailing block roUtably mounted opoa

aald pin. snbatantlally a>> specified.

[Clalma 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.)

i,741. COMBINATION ELECTRIC SWITCH. Bc-

noLPH A. BoKHM. Erie, Pa., assignor ta Beajamla 8.

iMtts. Erie. Pa. Filed Apr. 8, 1916. Serial No. 8».882.

(CI. 175—282.)
1. In a device of tbe class described, a body frame, an

eiertTl< circuit therethrough, spring pressed >eans adapt-

ed to ilose said circuit, a slidable memt>er adapted to con-

trol said spring preaaul means, and a srrl. s of spring

pressed push pins, yome of which are adapte<l to move said

siblable m mtwr in one d'rectloo. an<l others of which are

adaptt-d to move said member la the opposite dlrectloa.

tabstsntlally as set forih.

X In a device of the class described, a bo<1y frame, as

electric circuit therethrough, a post secured in said franra

f. ^,

3^

4—

3. In a device of the class described, a body frame, a
pair of electric termioala thereon, a hollow post secured

thereon, an electric conductor connecting on«; of said ter-

minals with said hollow post, a spring actuated slide

monnted In said hollow post, a conductor connected with
the other of said electric terminals and adapted to be

engaged by said spring actuated slide, a slidable sleeve on
aald hollow post having an annular groove therdn adapted
to control said spring actuated slide, inclined annular
surfaces around the exterior of said sleeve and a series

of spring pressed push pins monnted in said frame, some
of which are adapted to engage one of said Inclined an-

nular surfaces to move said sleeve In one direction and
the others of which are adapted to engage the other of

aald inclined annular surfaces to move said sleeve in the

opposite direction, substantially as set forth.

4. In a device of the character described, a body frame,

a switch lever pivoted thereon, a contact point on said

lervr, an electric terminal secured in aaid body frame
adapted to be engaged by said contact point, an electric

conductor connected with said terminal, a post secured In

said frame and contacting with said switch lever, a slid-

able sleeve on said post, another electric conductor, meana
supported by said post adapted to malu and break an
electric connection between said post and the Last nasMd
coadoctor and adapted to be controlled by said sleeve.

and a series of spring pressed push pins, some of which
are adapted to engage and move said sleeve in one direc-

tion, and some of which are adapted to engage and move
said sleeve in the opposite direction, substantially as set

forth.

5. In a device of the class described, a body frame, a
hollow post non-rotatably secured therein, a switch lever

pivoted to one end of said post, a laterally movable spring

pressed bar within said hollow post, a transversa pin se-

cured la said spring pr essed l>ar and slidably moanted in

the wall of said hollow post, another pin secured in said

spring pressed bar, and projecting through aa ofwnlng In

the wall of said hollow peat parallel with said trant^verse

pin, a sleeve slidably nxmated in said hollow post and
having an Internal groove therein adapte«l to receive said

last mentioned pin thereinto, opposing conicai shoulders

around said sleeve, a series of spring pressed posh pins

radially mounted in said frame, the inner enda of some
of said p!ns leing adapted to engage one of said conical

shoaldera and alide Mid sleeve In one direction the inaer

cada •( others of aaid posh pins being adapted to eogaga

the other «f said conical sbouhiers and alide aaltl sleeva

la tbe other direction, an electric rondnctor coaaected

w'th one cnil of said hollow post, and another ekectrta

coGdactor okouated la said frame and adapted to bt can-

tarted with by said transversely slidable pin. substaa-

tlaliy as set forth.

(Claims 6 aad 7 not printed in the Gasette.)
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1,228,742. FREKiHT-CAR. William J. Bohan. 8t Paul.
Minn. Filed July 12, 1915. Serial No. 89.288. (CI.

106—192.)

1. A sheet metal car, each side of whlcb i» proTided
with a continuous integral member extending from end
to end and having vertically and diagonally extending
portions forming posts and braces, respectively.

2. A car having the sides thereof provider] with con-

tinuous members* extending from end to end and having
alternately Tcrtlcally and diagonally extending portions
forming i>08t8 and braces, respectively.

3. A steel box car provided with side doors, the posts
and braces of the side walls throughout their entire length
being formed of a continuous commercially shaped mem-
ber, said member, at the center thereof having two ver-

tical posts and an upper horizontal connecting portion
forming the door posts and lintel.

4. A steel car the sides of which have vertical posts
and diagonal braces formed integrally by a channel shaped
member extending from end to end of the car, said channel
shaped member at tbe angles where the diagonal braces
and posts meet, having the outer flange thereof flattened

down into the plane of the web to thereby provide "a

greater riveting area.

5. A car provided with side doors and having Z bar
aide sills, and a member on each side thereof extending
continuously from end to end of the car, each of said

members having alternate vertical post and diagonal brace
portions from the ends of the car to the side door, said

member having an upper horizontal connecting portion
over the door.

[Claims 8 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.!

1,228,743. FILE-BOX. Edward F. Brcdchoft, St. Louis.
Mo., assignor to Geo. D. Barnard & Company, a Corpo-
ration of Illinois. Filed Oct. 23, 1916. Serial No.
127,131. (CI. 129—16.)

2 A file box comprising a receptacle for the matter to
be filed, a hinge secured to said receptacle, and a closure
alldably connected to said hinge, said closure being mov-
able upwardly about the axis of said hinge and then down-
wardly transversely to said axis.

4. A file box comprising a receptacle for the matter to
be filed, a binge device pivoted to said receptacle, a closure
for said receptacle, guide rods secured to said closure and
alldably fitted to said hinge device, said guide rods being
arranged at a right angle to the axis of said hinge device.

6. A file box comprising a receptacle for the sheets to
be filed, a follower adjustably mounted in aald receptacle,
a tlltable back member arranged to lie between said fol-
lower and the filed sheets, and a retaining device to which
aald tilUble back member is adJusUbly secured, said tllta-
ble back member being movable toward and away from said
follower and adJusUble to different positions along said
retaining device.

9. A file box comprising a receptacle for the sheets to
be filed, a pair of tllUble back members arranged In said
receptacle, said tlltable back members being so arranged
that the filed sheets will be confined between them, a hinge
securing the lower edge of one of said tlltable back mem-
bers to said receptacle, the other tllUble back member
being adjustable to different positions to compensate for
variations in the dimensions of the body of filed sheets,
and an adjustable follower fitted to the last mentioned
back member.

10. A file l>ox comprising a receptacle for the sheets to
be filed, a tlltable back member arranged to form an In-
clinetl supporting element for the filed sheets, a filler asso-
ciated with said tlltable back member, and a pivot sup-
porting aaid filler, said filler being adapted to retain the
tlltable back member in a 8ubstantially vertical x>ositlon.

[Claims 1, 3, 5. 7, and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,744. SPRING-WHEEL. John T. Ba««s, Huron.
8. D. Filed Dec. 7. 1915. Serial No. 65.547. Renewed
Nov, 27, 1916. SerUl No. 133,816. (Cl. 152—45.)

1. A wheel of the class described comprising a hub, a
spoke carrying rim and a felly, said spoke carrying rim
being composed of a plurality of abutting wedge shape<l
sections, a plurality of flat spring members being Inter-
posed between said hub and said spoke carrying rim, the
outer ends of alternate spring members being clamped
between the abutting edges of said wedge shaped sections
of the spoke carrying rim and means for preventing their
accidental displacement therefrom.

2. A wheel of the class described comprising a hub. a
spoke carrying rim and a felly, said spoke carrying rim
being composeil of a plurality of wedge shaped sections, a
plurality of flat spring members being Interposed between
said hub and said spoke carrying rim. the outer ends of
said flat spring members having enlarged heads some of
which are adapted to be clamp«^ between the abutting
edges of said wedge shaped sections of the spoke carrying
rim. while the others are adapte<1 to be embedded within
said rim lnterme<llate said abutting edges.

3. A device of the class described comprising a hub,
a rim cooperating therewith, and a plurality of fiat spring
memt)ers interposed between the hub and rim, the Inner
ends of said flat spring members being embedded in nlots
forme<i in the hub an<l provided with means for inc reasing
the resiliency of said flat spring members when the device
la rotated in a reverse direction, said means comprising
loops formed In the ends of the spring members, the walls
of which are adapted to engage the walls of said alots and
to be moved toward one another when the device Is rotated
in a reverse direction.

4. A wheel of the class described, comprising a hub and

a felly provided with a plurality of spokes terminating in

wedge-stiaped sections Integral therewith, adapted to abut

one against the other, thereby forming a continuous rim

surrounding said hub, a plurality of spring members inter-

posed between said rim and said hub, adapted to reslliently

support the latter, the outer ends of alternate spring

mambers t>eing rigidly clamped between said abutting

wedge-shaped sections, while the inner ends thereof termi-

nate in substantially V shaped loops which are loosely

embedded in auiUble slots formed in the said hub. In such

uuwcr as to permit of the said V-shaped loops contracting

when the spring members are placed under compression.

1,228.746 CI.JkMP FOR TOP ROLL COVERS
CARTiia, Woonsocket, R. 1. FUed Feb. 2, 1917.

No. 146,267. (Cl. 144—289.)

Ctrillb
Serial

1. A clamp for a top roll cover having, in combination,

a fixed upright stand, a rod effective to support a top roll

cover, said rod being mounted upon said stand and held

from longitudinal movement thereby, upper and lower

clamping members supported by said stand, means to move
one of said members toward and from said rod, and con-

nections between said members through which movement
of either memt>er causea a simultaneous but reverse move-
ment of the other member.

6. A clamp for a top roll cover having, in combination,

. a fixed stand, a rod effective to support a top roll cover

and mounted on said stand, upper and lower clamping

members supporte*! by said stand, and means to clamp
aid members simultaneously against opposite sides of

aaid rod, one of said meml>ers Including a saddle pivotally

mounted thereon In position to engage said rod.

[Claims 2 to 5 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,746. FIRE- EXTINGUISHER. Walter T.

Chaslbs, Chicago, 111. Filed June 17, 1916 Serial No.

104,190. (Cl. 169—12.)

v^ ^ J/

Talve casing rigidly mounted In aald receptacle medially

of the ends thereof, a pair of flexible discharge pipes each

having one end thereof mounted on and communicating

with aald valve casing, the other end of each of said

discharge pipes being freely movable and being weighted

for causing them to hang downward in said casing, a dis-

charge nozzle communicating with said valve casing, and

a piston alldably mounted in said pump cylinder, said

pump cylinder having an air inlet communicating with the

atmosphere and an air outlet communicating with the

interior of said receptacle, all being adapted to pump air

Into aald receptacle and to discharge the liquid through

said discbarge pipe, valve caaing. and nozzle.

2. An apparatus of the class described, comprising a

tubular receptacle adapted to contain a liquid, a pump
cylinder mounted in said receptacle, a valve casing

mounted in said receptacle medially of the ends thereof, a

pair of flexible discharge pipes each having one end thereof

mounted on and communicating with said valve casing,

the other end of each of said discharge pipes being freely

movable and being weighted for causing them to hang
downward in said casing, a discharge nozzle communicat-

ing with said valve casing, and a piston slidably mounted

in said pump cylinder, said pump cylinder having an air

Inlet communicating with the atmosphere and an air out-

let communicating with the interior of said receptacle, all

being adapted to pump air into aaid receptacle and to dis-

charge the liquid through said discharge pipe, valve cas-

ing and nozzle.

1.228,747. CYLINDER-CLEANER FOR GAS-ENGINES.
ALraiD CorraLT. Friday Harbor, Wash. Filed May 14.

1912. Serial No. 697,279. Renewed Jan. 2. 1917. Se-

rial No. 140,306. (Cl. 123—66.)

1. An apparatus of the class described, comprising an

elongated tubular receptacle adapted to contain a liquid,

a pump cylinder rigidly mounted In said receptacle, a

Ta

In a gas engine, a main cylinder having a piston oper-

ating therein, a crank shaft in connection with said pis-

ton, an auxiliary cylinder connected to the main cylinder,

a second piston working within the main cylinder, a hol-

low rod extending from said second piston longitudinally

of the auxiliary cylinder, a cap connected to the free

end of rod. said cap forming a piston within the aux-

iliary cylinder, a valve In the second piston having a

stem extending longitudinally of the hollow rod and ter-

minating In an enlarged head, a spring intermediate the

enlarged head and hollow rod end. openings In the side

at the upper end of the auxiliary cylinder, one of said

openings being somewhat larger than the other, a com-

pressor chamber connected to the main cylinder and hav-

ing therein a piston In connection with the above men-

tioned crank shaft, and a tubnlar member connecting the

said chamt)er and auxiliary cylinder.
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1.228.748. EXPLOSIVE BoMB. THOMAS Coopn. Klnsa
Lynn. England. Filed Dec. 80, 1916. Serial Na
139.M3. (CI. 102—29.)
1. In a bomb to be exploded by a percucsion derlce

liberated by a fan or Its equivalent, an <nrfway morable
shaft In permanenr allnement with the detonator but out
of reach thereof and a striker which U Interposed be-

tween the end of the said shaft and the detonator by
a transverse moveni«'nt of tb« striker relative to the
shaft. Initiated hy the fan. the arrangement being such
that when an endway movement Is Imparted to the shaft
after the striker has been moved Into position, the latter
will be driven at^lnst the detonator substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In a bomb of the kind specified, a wind operated de-
vice, a detonator, an endway movable shaft in permanent
allnement with the detonator but out of reach thereof,
a striker capable of being Interposed between the end
of the said shaft and the detonator but normally oat of
allnement therewith, means for interposing the striker by
giving It a movement transverse to the shaft, means for
Impelling the shaft endwise against the striker and time
means for liberating the shaft impelling means substan-
tially at described.

1,228.749. REFLECTOR LAMP. Edward B. CoacoaAM.
Cincinnati, Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to
The Corcoran-Vlctor Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Cor-
poration of Ohio. Filed Mar. 4, 1916. Serial No.
82,032. (CI. 240—41.)

«
S

An electric headlight comprising an outer shell, and
a reflector shell, a plug, a doable end socket piece adjust-
ably supported between said shells on approximately the
axial line or at the focal point thereof, said socket piece
adapted to receive, from Inside the reflector, a lamp, and
from outside the shell, the plug, another lamp located
out of focus of the reflector, wires from the sides of said
socket piece Intermediate the shells to the other lamp,
said plug and socket piece having electrical connection
for both lamps.

1.228.750. GATHERING AND JOGGING TABLE. FaAwa
C. Cbittbndbx. Chicago. 111. Filed June 15. 1914. 8«-
rUI No. 845.110. <C1. 101—34.)

1. A gatherlnK an<l Jogging table comprl.slng a support
for the paper, a receiving hoard hinged to said support,
a carrier plate arranged b»>neath said receiving board for
supporting the same, means flexibly conne^-tlng said car-
rier plate to said support, a brace or strut pivoted to

said carrier plate and a vertical series of stops in which
the lower end of said brace or strut is Interchangeable, and
stops on said receiving board, substantially as described.

2. A gathering and Jogging table comprising a support
for the paper, a icrelvlng board adjustably secured there-

to, means for supporting said receiving board In different

laclliwd poaitlOBs, and stops on said receiving board
which define lines which extend at right angles to each
other and which converge downwardly, substantially as
descrlb*^!.

8. A gathering and Jogging table comprising a support
for the paper, a receiving board hinged to said support, a
carrier plate flexibly connected to said support and ar-
ranged b«>neath said rerelvlng board for supporting same,
means for supporting said carrier plate In different ad-
Justed positions corr«»pondlng to different inclined posi-
tions of said receiving board, and stops on said receiving
board which define lines which extend at right angles
to each other and which converge downwardly, substan-
tially as described.

4. \ gathering and Jogging table comprising a support
for the paper, a receiving board adjustably secured there-
to and which forms an extension thereof in a downwardly
inclln»»d plane, means for supporting said rec«'lving board
In different Inclined positions, and stops on said recelr-
ing board which define line which extend at right angles
to each other and which converge downwardly, substan-
tially as described.

5. A gathering and Jogging table comprising a support
for the paper, a receiving board secured to a side there-
of, said receiving board b<>lng wider at one end than the
other, the wider end and lower side thereof extending
substantially at right angles to each other, and stops on
said receiving board, said stops comprising side pieces
•ecured to the lower side and wider end thereof and
which project above the exposed npper side of said receiv-
ing board, and other stops adapted to be removably se-

cured in different positions on the exposed npper side of
said receiving board to define lines which are substan-
tially parallel with the side ple<-es secured to the aldea
of said receiving board, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Oaeette.]

1.228.7B1. LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING CONNECTION.
William Dalto.n. Schenectady. N. Y. Filed Sept. 1,

1916. Serial No. 117.991. (CI. 105—17.)

1. In a locomotive engine having a plurality of driving
axles, the combination of a main crank pin ; ^ main con-

necting rod coupled thereto; and coupling ro<ls, flttwl on
the main rod. Independently of the main crank pin and
concentrically therewith.

2. In a locomotive engine having a plurality of driv-

ing axles, the combination of a main crank pin ; a main
connecting rod coupled thereto and having lateral cou-
pling ro<l l>earlngs : and cnnpllng rods, each fitted on one
of the bearings of the main ro<l.

3. In a locomotive engine having a plurality of driv-

ing axles, the combination of a main crank pin ; a main
(Connecting ro<l coupled thereto and having lateral cou-
pling rod bearings of unequal lengths : and coupling rods,
each fitted on one of the liearlngs of the main rod,

throughout the length of said bearing.

malms 4 to 8 not printed in the Gazette 1
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1.228,752. DRIVING MECHANISM FOR MUSICAL 1.228,753. MARINE MINE. PHILIPPO L. E. D»L Fdk«0-

INSTRl'MENTS. Fba.nk A. D»CK»R, New York, N. Y.. |
Giaiu, New York. N. Y. Filed May 11, 191C. Serial

.is>ignor to Lyrachord Company, New York. N. Y., a I No. 90,800i. (CL 102—8.)

Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 3. 1916. Serial

No. 48.791. (CI. 74—81.)

1. Id a m.it^hlne of the class described, In combination,

a movable member, pedal -operated means for actuating

said inenil>er. said means being movable to operative and
lnop«ratlve positions, a motor for actuating said member
by power, and connections between said pedal-operating

means, said motor, and said member, said connections

automatically establishing driving relation between said

motor and said member when said pedals are moved to

Inoperative i>08ltlon.

2. In a device of the character described, a movable
member, pe<lal-operated means for actuating said member,
said means being movable to operative and Inoperative

positions, a motor for actuating said member by power,

and connections l>etween said pedal-operating means, said

motor, and said member, said connections automatically
rendering said motor drive Inoperatfve when the pedals

are moved to operative position.

3. In a device of the character described, in combina-

tion, a movable member, pedal-operated means for actuat-

ing said meuitier. said means being movable to operative

and inoperative positions, a motor for actuating said

meml»er by power, and connections between said pedal-

operating means, said motor, and said member, said ped-

als t>elng effective, when moved to Inoperative position,

to thereby e«<tabllsh driving connection between the mo-

tor and the member, and when moved to operative posi-

tion to disconnect the motor drive.

1. In a machine of the class described, in combination,

a movable member, a pedal operated means for actuating

said member, said means being movable to operative and

iBftperative pot-ltions. a motor for actuating said member
bjr power, and connections between said pedal-operating

nssan'. said motor, and said member, all parts of t>aid

connections being permanently united, and l>eing rendered

operative or inoperative by changes in the positions of

aid pedit I operated mean.<.

5. In a machine of the class described. In- combination,

a movable member, pedal-operated means for actuating

•aid member, said means being movable to operative and

iDopertitlre poMtions, a motor for actuating isald member
by power, and connections between said pedal operating

means, said motor, and said member, said connections

including a driving link actuated by (>ald motor, an In-

tarmedlate link, devices connecting said intermediate link

ta aalU member, and means to vary the relation of said

devices to said link and said member by movement of said

pedal-operating means to operative or inoperative posi-

tions.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

2.^90. G—

9

1. In a mine, a burt^tlng charge incased In liquid glass.

2. In a mine, the combination of a bursting cliarge, a

priming charge an<i a charge of mono-nltro-naphthalene.

3. .\ mine comprising a vertically elongated casing

containing a bursting charge, a charge of mono-nltro-

naphthalene and firing me<'hanism, and a vertically elon-

gated fin projecting radially from said casing and extend-

ing longitudinally thereof throughout the major portion

of its length.

4. In a mine, a casing, a contact plunger having an
end projecting exteriorly of said casing, and a housing

of frangible material secure<l to said casing and inclosing

said projecting end, whereby said bousing must be broken

l>efore said projecting end may be engaged and actuated.

5. In a mine, a casing, a contact plunger having an end
projecting exteriorly of said casing, and a dome-shaped
housing of glass secured to said casing and inclosing said

projecting end, whereby said Lousing must be broken be-

fore said projecting end may be engaged and actuated.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.754. MINE OR TORPEDO. Phii.ippo L. E. OIL
FrNGoGiiRA, New York, N. Y. Filed May 11, 1916.

Serial No. 9«,602i. (CL 114—28.)

1. In a tra\'eliug mine or torpedo, the combination of

motive mecbanisut, two propellers one arranged on each
side .of the medial fore-and-aft line of the torpedo, and
means whereby said propellers are automatically operated

to drive the torpe^io periodically and alternately in di-

rections inclined to a medial course.

2. In a traveling mine or torpedo, the combination of

motor mechanism, two propellers one arranged on each
side of the m<Mllal fore-and-aft line of the structure, and
means for automatically driving said propellers alteriuit-

Ingly and periodically.

3. In a traveling mine or torpedo, the combination of
motive mechanism, two propellers one arranged on each

side of a nu-dial fore-and-aft line of the torpe^lo. and
means to automatically and periodically drive said pro-

pellers In succession to propel the torpedo alternately

In directions inclined to a medial course.

4. In a traveling mine or torpedo, the combination of

motor mechanism, means (or driving said mine In a zlg-
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zag path, and means (or Interchangeably seeming to the
body of said mine or torpedo any pne of a plurality of

substitutive ballast fins or Iceels of different weight to

predetermine the depth of submergence thereof.

5. Id a mine or torpedo, a body containing a bursting

charge, a fin or keol. and means for interchangeably se-

curing to said body any one of a plurality of substitutive
ballast fins or keels of different weight to predetermine
the depth of submergence thereof.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,766. MINE RELEASIN(; r>EVICE. Phiuppo L. E.

DSL PcNGO-GiKKA. New York. N. Y. Plied May 11. 1916.
Sertal No. 96,80S1. (CT. 102—8.)

1. In combination, a floating mine, an anchor therefor,
a plvotally-mounted hook connecting said mine to said
anchor, and electrically-operated means for turning said
hook about its pivotal axis to effect its disengagement.

2. In combination, a mine, an anchor member, means
connecting said mine to said anchor member including an
eyelet projecting into said anchor member, a pivoted hook
engaging in said eyelet, and electrically-operated means
for moving said book around its pivot to release said
eyelet to permit said mine to rise under the influence of
its buoyancy.

3. In combination, a floating mine, an anchor member,
means connecting said mine and anchor member Including
a pin provided with a perforation and extending Into
said anchor member, a pivoted hook engaging said per-
forated pin. and electrically-operated means for moving
said hook about Its pivot to release said pin and permit
the mine to rise under the influence oi Its buoyancy.

4. In combination, a floating mine, an anchor member,
means connecting said mine and anchor member including
an apertured pin and a pivoted hook engaging therewith,
a spring tending to disengage said pin and hook, and
electrically-operated means for maintaining said spring
under compression.

5. In combination, a floating mine, an anchor member,
means connecting said mine and anchor member Including
an apertured pin and a plvoteil hook engaging therewith,
said hook being provided with teeth, a rack engaging the
teeth on said hook, a spring urging said rack In a direc-

tion to move said hook about Its pivot and disengage said
hook and pin. and electrically-operated means for main-
taining said spring under compression.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,756. SUBMARINE SUPPLY-TENDER. Philippo
L. E. DiL FcNGO-GiiRA, New York. N. Y. Piled July
21. 1916. Serial No. 110.584. (CT. 114—0.5.)

1. In a submarine supply tender, the combination of a
hull or shell, anchoring means therefor, a motor within
said hull, operative connections between said motor and
said anchoring means for raising and lowering said hull.

and connections for controlling said motor acceaalble
from the surface of the water.

6. In a submarine supply tender, the combination of •
hull or shell, anchoring means therefor, an electric motor
within said hull, operative connections between said motor
and said anchoring means for raising and lowering said
hull, means for controlling the direction of rotation of
said motor, a marking buoy, and electrical connections
between said motor and said buoy.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228,757. CLOCK ATTACHMENT POR ELECTRIC
THERMOSTATS. Pubdbbick S. DiMaoN. Minneapolis,
Minn., assignor to Minneapolis Heat Regulator Co..

Minneapolis, Minn., a Corporation. Filed Jan. 18, 1916.

Serial No. 72,696. (CI. 286—7.)

2. The combination, with a thermostat having a ther-

mostatic bar and contact posts upon opposite sides there-

of, and means for adjusting said posts with respect to said

bar, of a time piece having an alarm attachment and •

revolving member mounted on the back thereof and con-

nected therewith, arms having cam surfaces upon opposite

sides of said revolving member and concentrically mount-
ed for movement Independently of one another or simul-

taneously, and means connecting said arms with the ad

Justing means of said contact posts.

3. The combination, with a thermostat, including a

manually operated shifting mechanism, of a time piece

having an alarm attachment and a revolving member con

nected therewith, substantially L-shaped members having

their short arms concentrically pivoted and provided with
cam surfaces upon opposite sides of said revolving mem
ber, the oscillation of said arms on their pivot moving

said cam surfaces Into the path of said revolving memt>er

or out of the path of the same for varying the shifting

periods of said thermostat adjusting mechanism, and
means for connecting said members with said mechanism.
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8. The combination, with a thermostat taarlng a man-
ually operated adjusting means, of a time piece having an
alarm attachment and a revolving arm connected there

with, a plate plvotally supported at one end, members
kaving a common pivot on said plate and provided with

long and short arms, the latter projecting upon opposite

sides of said revolving arm and having cam surfaces to be

engaged thereby, said plate having means for engaging

and locking said long arms and a link connecting the

plrot of said members with manually operated means.
[Claims 1 and 4 to 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228,768. LIQUID DISPENSING DEVICE. Karl L.

DiVTBRLi. Los Angeles. CaL Piled Apr. 10, 1916.

Serial No. 90,087. (CT. 220—67.)

1. A container for liquid, provided with a puncturable

sheet metal seal portion, and a puncturing and regulating

device mounted on and supported by said container to move
toward or from said seal portion to puncture the same and
to form a variable dispensing opening.

2. A container for liquids, provided with a puncturable

seal portion, and a puncturing means mounted on and
supporte<l by the container and formed as a screw having

a pointed end, said puncturing means being mounted on

aid container to screw thereon so as to cause the point

of the screw to puncture the seal, and to withdraw the

point from the punctured part to form a varlat>le dis-

pensing opening.

3. A container for liquids, provided with a puncturable

seal portion, a puncturing means mounted on and sup-

ported liy the container and formed as a screw having a

pointed end and screwing on said container to cause said

pointed end to puncture the seal or to open or close the

opening formed by puncturing the seal, and an air inlet

tut>e extending from near the bottom of the container to

tbe outside of the container, said air inlet tut>e being of

•oft metal and being of sufficient length outside tbe con-

tainer to enable it to be repeatedly cut for opening the

tube or pinched for closing the same, and said puncturing

means being provided with packing means for tightly en

gaging the outside of the container to close tbe same.

4. A contaln<'r for liquids, provided with a puncturable

seal portion, a projection on the container, a screw work-

ing in said projection and having a pointed end adapted

to puncture the seal portion and to cooperate therewith

as a valve, and a normally closed air inlet tube communi-
cating with the Interior of the container and consisting

of easily cut material to enable it to be opened for admis

sion of air.

5. A container for liquids, having a portion formed with

a screw threaded opening,^ puncturable seal normally

closing said opening, a screw working in said screw

threaded opening and having a pointed end adapted to

puncture said seal and to co5perate with the punctured

portion to form a variable dispensing opening, said screw

having a longitudinal groove for enabling liquid to pass

the screw, and said screw having an operating head and

provided with a packing member on said head to engage

the portion of the container around the screw threaded

opening, to provide for tight closure of the container.

1.228,769. 8UDING SHOE POR FURNITURE LE08
AND OTHER USES. Albert B. Diss. Newark. N. J.,

assignor to Universal Caster & Foundry Company. New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey. Piled Apr.

14. 1914. Serial No. 831,723. (CI. 166—88.)

1. The combination of a sliding shoe having a central

recess therein, an attaching plate fitted and secured to the

shoe, a pintle rigidly Joined to the aald attaching plate,

said pintle having an enlargement above the plate and a

riveted head beneath the same in said recess, a leg-sup-

porting plate surrounding the pintle, means for securing

the pintle within the leg and permitting Its rotation dur-

ing conditions of use, and ball bearings between the leg-

supporting plate and the attaching plate, the leg uspport-

ing plate being domed at its central portion to accommo-
date said ball bearings.

2. The combination of a sliding shoe having an over-

hanging curved shoulder and a central recess, and an at-

taching plate therefor provided with a pintle extending

through the plate and riveted fixedly thereto with its

lower end enlarged and received within the said recesa

In the shoe, said attaching plate having a series of teeth

engaging with and beneath said overhanging shoulder,

and a leg supporting plate having a downturned edge por-

tion extending around the said attaching plate and means
for frlctlonally attaching all tbe said parts to a leg.

1,228.760. PANEL POR BOXES. William H. Doblb.

Qulncy. Mass.. assignor of one-fourth to Pneumatic

Scale Corporation, Limited. Qulncy, Mass., a Corpora-

tion of Maine. Filed July 9, 1915. Serial No. 38,890.

(CI. 220—17.)

1. A box panel consisting of two metallic face plates

spaced apart from each other, two metallic corrugated
plates inserted between said two face plates, one of said

corrugated plates having portions which engage with one

of said face plates and tbe other of said corrugated plates

having portions which engage with the other of said face

plates and each of said corrugated plates having other
portions which engage with portions of said other cor-

rugated plate, tbe engaging portions of said plates being

welded together at the points of contact.

2. A box panel cmislsting of two metallic face plates

spaced apart from each other, two metallic corrugated
plates inserted between said face plates, the said corru-

gated plates being corrugated in such manner as to have

a series of alternating broad fiat faced depressions and
elevations, thus forming a series of fiat faces separated

from each other in one plane and another series of fiat

faces separated from each other in another plane, the two
sets of fiat faces being in planes parallel with each other,

one set of the fiat faces of one of the corrugated plates

engaging one of said face plates, one set of the fiat faces

of the other corrugated plate engaging with the other face

plate, and the second set of flat faces of the first of said

corrugated plates engaging with the second set of flat

faces of the second corrugated plate, tbe contacting faces

of said corrugated plates and face plates all being welded

together.
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3. A box p«nel consintinf of three or more metallic

plates superposed apoa each other, the intermediate plates

having corrugations formed iu such manner as to form
flat topped and flat bottomed deprenloatu, the flat contact-
ing faces of all of said plates being welded together, there-

by uniting all of said members into one Integral panel.

4. A box panel consisting of two metallic face plates
spaced apart from each other, two metallic corrugated
plates Inserted between said face plates, said corrugated
plates being corrugated in such manner as to each have
a series of alternating broad flat faced depressions and
elevations which extend transversely thereof, thus form-
ing In each corrugated plate a series of flat faces sepa-
rated from each in one plane and another series of flat

faces separated from each other In another plane, the
two sets of flat faces being in planes parallel with each
other, the said corrugated plates being arranged so that
the corrugations of one plate extend at right angles to

tboae of the other corrugated plate, the cootiguous flat

faces of the two corrugated plates being welded to-
gether where they cross each other, and the two fac«
plates also being welded to the contiguous flat faces of
the corrugated plates.

1,228,761. SHOEMAKER'S TOOL. Milton L. DoDoa,
Newburyport, Mass. Filed Sept, 30, 1916. SerUl No.
123.170. (CI. 12—103.)

1. A device of the character descrlt>ed. comprising a
toe-box holder adapted to go into the toe of a shoe, a car-

rier for said holder, a guard adapted to go into the toe of

the shoe between the lining thereof and a toe-box on said

holder, a carrier for said guard, an element carried by
the latter said carrier and arranged to abut against the

heel-end of the shoe, and means arranged to art on said

two carriers to cause relative movement of them, where-
by said device is adapted to act against the heel-end .of

the shoe to move a box, on said holder, against the toe-

end of the shoes.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a
toe-box holder adapted to go into the toe of a shoe, a
carrier for said bolder, a guard adapted to go into the toe

of the shoe between the lining thereof and a toe-box on
said holder, a carrier for said guard, a connecting member
arranged to abut against the heel-end of the shoe, said
ronnectlng member and each of said carrlern having co-

operative sliding tonirue-and-groove portions, means ar-

ranged to cause relative movement of said carriers to

extend said device, and means arranged to transmit such
relative movement from said guard 'carrier to said con-
necting member.

4. A device of the character described, comprising a
toe-box holder adapted to go Into the to* of a «ho«, a
guard adapted to go Into the toe of the shoe between
the lining thereof and a toe-box on said holder, a carrier
for salii guard, a member arraDge<l to n\U\c on said carrier
and arranged to abut against the heel-end of the shoe,

said carrier and said member having cooperative sliding
tongue-and-groove portions arranged to keep them con-
nected, two cooperative toothed members carried by tald
carrier and said member respectively to keep them ex-

tended in various relations, one of said toothed memt>era
t>elng movable to and from cooperative engagement with
the other to permit adjustment of said carrier and said
meml)er relatively to each other, a carrier for said holder,

said member and the latter said carrier having coSperatlre

sliding tongue-and-groove portions arranged to keep them
connected, and means arranged to caus« relative move-
ment of said two carriers to extend aald device.

(Claims 8. 5, and 6 not prlnte<i in the nasettc] '

1.228.762. KLECTBIC-LICiHT FIXTURE. Chailm F.
Doll*. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Sept. 14. 1912. Serial
No. 720.373. (CI. 173—867.)

1. An electric light fixture comprising a casing com-
posed of a base member of insulating material to bt per-
manently and rigidly attached In position and a sectional
chambered member of Insulating material having an elon-
gated slot through Its wall for the passage of a lamp cord,
detachably supported by said base member, a drum having
an intermediate tubular section of insulating material and
flanged cap memt>ers of conducting material at opposite
ends, said drum being pivotally supported in the chamber
of said chambered member, means to tension and to auto-
matically lock said drum to varying positions, flexible
Insulated conductors wound upon said drum and connect-
ed at one end to the respective cap members and at the
opposite end after passing through said slot connected
to the terminals of an electric light dependently sup-
ported from said drum, and spring electrical contacts car-
ried by said chambered member to continuously maintain
electrical contact with the respective cap members of said
drum.

2. In aa electric light fixture in combination with a
supporting casing having stationarily supported electri-

cal contacts, a drum rotatably supported by said casing
and comprising an intermediate tubular section of inso-'
latlng material having its ends teleacopirally united with
tubular sections of rap-memt>ers of conducting material
located at opposite ends of said drum, a colled spring lo-

cated in the interior of said drum and connected thereto
at one end. a spindle Journaled in and projecting through
one of said cap-members and occupying an axial position
within said drum and spring and attached to the opposite
tnd of said spring, a series of pawls carried by the cap-
member in which said spindle Is Journaled to engage re-

cesses In said spindle to lock said spindle and drum to-

gether, and a plurality of flexible electrical conductors
electrically connected to said respective cap-members and
colled upon said drum.

3. In an electric light fixture in combination with a
chambered casing of insulating material having Interior

stationarily supported electric contacts, a drum rotatably

supported wltbln the chamber of said casing and compris-
ing a tubular Intermediate section of Insolating material
telescoplcally connected at opposite ends to metallic cap-
raemt>ers, a colled tensioning spring lotated within said

drum and connected thereto at one end, a spindle occupj-

Ing an axial position within said drum connected at on*
end to said spring and Journaled In and projecting tbrougk
one of said rap-members at its opposite end. a pLiirallty of

pawls carried by the cap-member in which said spindle is

Journaled to engage recesses on said spindle to lock said

drum and spindle together, and a lamp cord coiled upon
said drum with opposite strands In ele<-trlcal contact with
said respective cap-members.

4. In an electric light fixture in combination with a
rigidly positioned rasing member of insulating material
having stationarily supported flexible electriral contacts,

and a chambered casing meml)er having an elongated slot

and detachably connected to said rigidly positioned casing
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member, a drum located In the chamber formed by said

casing members and rotatably held in position between

aald casing meml>ers and comprising a tubular iBteraiedl-

ate section of insulating material connected at opposite

ends to ntetalllc cap members, a colled tensioning spring

located within said drum and connected thereto at one

end. a spindle occupying an axial position within said

dram and connected at one end to said spring and Jour-

naled in and projecting through one of said cap-members

at its opposite end. pawls carried by the cap-member In

which said spindle Is Journaled to engage recesses on said

spindle to lock said drum and spindle together, and a

lamp cord coiled upon said drum with opposite strands in

electrical contact with said respective cap members.

5. In an electric light fixture In comblnatloD with a

rigidly positioned chambered casing of two sobstantLally

medially divided sections having Internally stationarily

supported flexible contact members, a rotatable drum lo-

cated within the chamber of said casing and held Id posi-

tion therein between the separable sections of said casing

and comprising a tubular Intermediate section of insulat-

ing material connected at opposite ends to metallic cap-

members, a polled tensioning tfiprlng located within said

drum and connected at one end thereto, a spindle occu-

pying an axial position within said drum and connected

at one end to said spring and Journaled and projecting

through one of the cap-members at Its opposite end, pawls

carried by said cap-member In which said spindle Is Jour-

naled to engage recesses on said spindle to lock said drum
and spindle together, and a lamp cord colled upon said

drum with opposite strands In electrical contact with

said respective cap-meml>ers.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,«8.76«. HEAT - INSULATINO UNIT. Gnoaoi H.

Eu.ia, St. Paul. Minn. Original application filed Mar.

16, 1914. Serial No. M2,950. Divided and this ap-

ollcatlon filed Mar. 22, 1915. Serial No. 16,061.

• CI. 154—43.)

A heat insulating pan.>l or tinlt comprising an envelop

made of fiexible water proof material, and a non-water-

proofed heat insulating filler Incased In said envelop and
protected thereby from moisture, the said envelop being

folded around said filler and having overlapped edges.

1.228.7*4. LAND-MARKER FOR PLANTERS. Ernst
E. EvoLrND. Mollne, III., assignor to D. If. Sechler

Implement k Carriage Company. Mollne. 111., a Corpora-

tion of Illinois. Filed Nov. 6, 1916. Serial No.

129.874. (CI. 97—83 )

1. In a device of the c'ass described, the combination

with a planter-frame, of a laterally-swinging pivoted bar

carrying a marking device at Its outer end. a rock-shaft

arranged transversely of the machine, means connecting

aald rock-shaft and bar to cause a turning of the bar

when sal<l shaft Is rocked, an operating lever secured to

the shaft and adapted to be locke<l in place when the

marker-bar is elevated, and other means for aaalsttng in

holding said marker-bar elevated.

9. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a planter-frame, of a rock-shaft arranged trani!-

veraely of the machine, an arm rigidly mounted on aald

rock-shaft, a laterally swinging pivoted bar carrying a

marking device at its outer end, a link pivotally con-

nected with said arm and bar, said arm having a recess

to receive the link mhen the marker-bar is elevated and
a cam-shaped guiding surface at each side of said receM

each adapted to coact with the link, and moans for turn-

ing said rock-shaft.

Jlstlai'

12. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a planter-frame, of a rock-shaft arrange<l trans-
versely of the machine, a hollow arm rigidly connected to

said rock-shaft, a laterally-swinging pivoted bar carrying

a marking device at its outer end, a pivoted link In said

arm and projecting therefrom and connected with said
marker-bar, said arm having a cam-shaped guiding sur-

face coacting with the link during the movement of the
marker-bar and having means for retaining said link

against movement when the marker-bar is elevated, and
means for rocking said shaft and the arm carried thereby.

[Claims 2 to 8, 10, 11, and 13 not printed in the

Gazette]

1,228,765. TEMPEBATDRE - CONTROL APPARATUS
FOB INTERNALrCOMBUSTION ENGINES. St»ph«n
IVA.v FlBKETE, Detroit, Mich., assignor to Kent Motor:.
Company, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.
FUed June 2, 1916. Serial No. 101,422. (Cl.

123—178.)

-r ^ ir

1. In comblnatioD with an Internal combustion engine,

a water cooling system including a radiator, a radiator

shutter controlling the flow of air throuich the radiator, a

valve controlling the flow of water through the cooling

system, and a thermostat operated by the changes in tem-

perature of the water in the cooling system and actuating

both the radiator shutter and the valve.

2. In combination with an internal combustion engine,

a water cooling system including cylinder Jackets, a radi-

ator and pipe conectlons between said parts, a radiator

shutter controlling the flow of air through the radiator, a

valve controlling the flow of water through the cooling

system, a thermostat located In the pipe connection

through which the water flows from the radiator to the
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cylinder Jackets, said thermostat actuating both the radi-
ator shutter and the valve.

3. In combination with an Internal combustion engine,
• water coollnt; system including cylinder Jackets, a radi-
ator and pipe connections between said parts, a by-pass
around said radiator, a radiator shutter controlling the
flow of air through the radiator, a valve controlling the
flow of water through the cooling system, said valve t>eing
located betweenn the bottom of the radiator and the by-
pass, a thermostat located In the pipe connection through
which the water flows from the radiator to the cylinder
Jackets, said thermostat actuating both the radiator
shutter and the valve.

4. The improved cooling system for Internal combustion
engines comprising cylinder Jackets, a radiator, pipe con-
nections from the cylinder Jackets to the top and bottom
of the radiator respectively, a bypass connecting said
pipe connections, a radiator shutter, a thermostat in the
pipe connection through which the water flows from the
bottom of the radiator to the cylinder Jackets, said ther-
mostat being opposite the point at which the by-pass con-
nects with the said pipe connection, a valve between the
by-pass and the radiator, connections from said ther-
mostat to said valve and said radiator shutter whereby
the valve and radiator shutter are operated by changes
in temperature in thp water returning to the cylinder
Jackets.

5. The improved water cooling system for Internal
combustion engines having a thermostat located in the re-

turn pipe from the bottom of the radiator to the cylinder
Jackets, a thermostat rod projecting through the radiator,
a valve on said thermostat rod controlling the passage
between the bottom of the radiator and the return pipe, »
radiator shutter, and connections between the protruding
end of the thermostat rod and the radiator shutter by
which the radiator shutter is moved by the thermoatat
simultaneously with the movement of the valve.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.766. METHOD OF FORMING A LAP-JOINTED
TUBE. SiMi-BL B. FiiLD, Holbrook. Mass.. assignor of
one-fourth to Pneumatic Scale Corporation. Limited,
Qulncy, Mass.. a Corporation of Maine, and three-
fourths to William H. Doble, Qulncy. Mass. Filed July
22, 1916. Serial No. 41,418. (01. 118—116.)

1. In the process of making a lap Jointed tube formed
of a single sheet of metal, bending the blank so that the
edge of one of the lap elements engages in an angle
formeil by the other lap element and Its adjacent panel
portion, then utilizing said first lap element as an anvil
and applying pressure to said envll element In a direct
line with Its plane toward the Junction of said other lap
element and its adjacent panel, and also applying prea-
wire to the other lap element to bend It over the edge of
said anvil element and bring it up into a plane parallel
with the plane of said first lap element.

2. In the process of making a lap Jointed tube formed
of a single sheet of metal, bending the blank to bring two
panel portions Into parallel relation to each other and to
bring two end portions which are to form the lap ele-
ments into position so that the edge of one of the lap ele-
ments engages in the angle formed by the other lap ele-
ment and Its adjacent panel, then applying pressure In

opposite directions to the outer faces of said two parallel
panel elements and applying a wiping pressure over tb«
outer face of the outer lap element to bend it over the
edge of said first lap element and bring it into contact
with the outer face of said first lap element.

3. In the process of making a lap Joint for a polygonal
sided tube to be formed of a single sheet of metal, bending
the blank so that the edge of one of the lap elements en-
gages in an angle formed by the other lap element and lU
adjacent panel, then holding the partially folded blank
rigidly between two surfaces and while so held utilising
the said first lap element as an anvil and applying pres-
sure to the said other lap element to bend It over the edge
of said anvil element into a plane parallel with the face
of said anvil element.

4. In the process of making a lap Jointed tube formed
of a single sheet of metal, bending the blank to bring two
panel portions into parallel relation to each other and to
bring two end portions which are to form the overlap ele-

ments into position so that the edge of one of the lap ele-
ments engages in an angle formed by the other lap ele-
ment and Its |djacent panel, then holding the partially
folded blank between two surfaces which respectively en-
gage said two parallel panels and moving said partially
folded blank while rigidly held In such manner as to
cause the outer lap element to wipe over a surface which
bends said outer lap element Into overlapping contact
with said Inner lap element.

5. In the process of making a lap Jointed tube formed
of a single sheet of metal, bending the blank to bring two
panel portions into parallel relation to each other and to
bring two end portions which are to form the overlap ele-

ments into position so that each Is at an obtuse angle to
the respective panel with which It Is directly connected
and so that the edge of one overlap element engages in the
angle formed by the other overlap element with Its ad-
jacent panel, then holding the partially folded blank be-

tween two surfaces which resp«'ctively engage said two
parallel panels and hold them rigidly while the said first

overlap element Is engaged In the angle between the sec-

ond element and its adjacent panel, then moving said par-

tially folded blank and Its holding members In a direction
to cause the unfolded lap element to engage with a sur-
face which is parallel with the plane of said first lap ele-

ment and thereby to bend said second lap element over
the edge of said first lap element Into a plane parallel with
said first lap element

1.228.767. SPARK PLUG AND METHOD OF MANU
PACTURING THE SAME. Fbimkick M. Fcbbw,
Revere, Ma«>s. Filed Mar. 17. 1917. Serial No. 155,46S.
(a. 123—169.)

I. A spark plug comprising a shell having a bore
formed therethrough, an Insulator posltlone<l in said bore
and having a circumferential enlargement with shoulders
at the opposite ends of said enlargement, a seat in said
shell supporting one of said shoulders, and a corrugated
flange at the outer end of said shell turned inwardly over
the other shoulder of .said Insulator and clamping the In-
siulator in the shell.

6. A spark plug comprising a shell having a bor»
formed therethrough, an insulator positioned in said bore
and having a circumferential enlargement with shoulders
at the opposite .ends of said enlargement, a seat in said
shell supporting one of said shoulders, and a flange at
the outer end of said shell turne<l Inwardly over the other
shoulder of said in.sulator to secure the insulator In the
shell, said flange varying substantially in thickness at
successive points clrcumferentially thereof.

II. That Improvement In the method of securing an
Insulator having a circumferential enlargement with up-
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per and lower shoulders, respectively, at the opposite

ends of said enlargement In a spark plug shell having an

internal seat for the lower of said shoulders, which con-

sists in forming a fiange in the outer end of waid sheli.

placing said insulator in the shell, and turning said

flange inwardly over said upper shoulder in such a man-

ner that the flange will exert substantially a uniform

pressure on said upper shoulder at all points clrcumferen-

tially thereof notwithstanding variations in the height of

the enlargement.

(Claims 2 to 5, 7 to 10, and 12 to 17 not printed In

the Gazette.]

1.228,768. FASTENER SETTING MACHINE. Pbbliy
R. Ol.^88. Brookllne. Mass.. assignor to United Shoe

Machinery Company, Paterson, N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Aug. 5, 1914. Serial No. 855,185.

(CI. 218—15.)

1. A machine for setting fasteners, having in combina-

tion, adjustable work feeding and fastener Inserting

means, and variable speed transmission mechanism lim-

ited as to it^ effective speed by the adjustment of the

work feeding means.

2. A mnchlne for setting fasteners, having In combina-

tion, work feeding and fastener Inserting means, feed

regulating means, and change speed mechanism control

lably related to said regulating means.

3. A machine for setting fasteners, having In comblna

tlon. work feeding means, a regtilating device therefoir,

and moans for controlling the speed of the machine In

accordance with the setting of said regulating device.

4. A machine for setting fasteners, having in combina-

tion, means constructed and arranged to feed the work
Intermittently variable distances In accordance with the

will of the operator, and means for Increasing the speed

of the machine as the extent of the fee<llng steps Is

decreased.

5. A machine for setting fasteners, having in combina-

tion, work feeding means constructed and arranged for

adjustment for varying the spacing of the fasteners, and
speeil controlling means constructed and arranged to

maintain the speed of the work through the machine sub-

stantially uniform while the fasteners are set at different

spacings.

(Claims 6 to 28 t,ot printed In the Gazette.)

1,228,769. APPARATUS FOR BUKXIN^; POWDERED
COAL. Atbbbt J. Gbindlb, Chicago, 111., assignor to

Combustion Economy Corporation, (Hilcago. 111., a Cor-

poration. Filed Feb. 13. 1916. Serial No. 78.372. (CI.

110—28.)
1. In a furnace, in combination, a combustion cham-

ber having a floor with an opening therein, a main flue

leading oat of the combustion chamber above its said

floor, a supplemental flue extending under the floor of

the said combustion chamber and communicating with

the said opening in the floor of the chamber at one end
and with the first mentioned flue at the other end to

form a by pass through said opening to the main flue for

a part only of the products of combustion, a Jet burner

for comminuted solid fuel entering the combustion cham-
ber and a receiver for the melted fuel ash Inflow the said

opening In the floor of the combustion chamber.

2. In a furnace, in combination, a combustion chamber

having a floor with an opening therein, a main flue lead-

ing out of the combustion chamber above its said floor,

a supplemental flue extending away from the said open-

ing at the under side of the floor of the combustion cham-

ber, a Jet burner for comminuted solid fuel entering the

combustion chamber, and a receiver for the melted fuel

ash below the floor of the combustion chamber in line

with its said opening.

8. In a furnace, in combination, a combustion chamber

having a pair of laterally separated openings in its floor,

a pair of inclined walls below the floor of the combus-

tion chamber, said walls facing laterally outward In op-

posite directions and each extending from th« longitudi-

nal median line of the furnace under one of the said

openings in the floor of the combustion chaml>er, « pipe ex-

tending along the ridge formed by the meeting of the said

two walls upon the median line of the furnace, said pipe

having o|>enlngs at each side for the discharge of a cool-

ing fluid over the said two walls, a sealed well at each

side of the furnace at the lower edge of the correspond-

ing one of the said sloping walls, a flue extending out

of the space between the floor of the combustion chamber

and the said two sloping walls and a burner for commi-
nuted solid fuel entering the combustion chaml>er.

4. In a furnace in combination, a combustion chamber

having an opening in Its floor, a sloping wall extending

under the said opening In the floor of the combustion

chamber, a seale<i well at the lower edge of the said

sloping wall, means for delivering a cooling fluid upon

the sai(l sloping wall adjacent its upper edge, a burner

for comminuted solid fuel entering the combustion cham-

ber and a flue leading out of the space between the un-

derside of the floor of the combustion chamber and tk«

said sloping wall.

5. In a furnace, in combination, a combustion chamber
having an opening in its floor, a main flue leading out

of the combustion chamber above its said floor, a slop-

ing wall extending under the said opening In the floor

of the combustion chamber, a sealed well at the lower

edge of the said sloping wall, means for delivering a

cooling fluid upon the said sloping wall adjacent its up-

per edge, a burner for comminuted solid fuel entering the

said combustion chamber and a supplemental flue leading

out of the space between the underside of the floor of the

combustion chamber and the said sloping wall.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.228.770. PUMP MECHANISM. Stajclct M. Hal-
|

BT«AO. San Jose. Cal. Filed Dec. 20. 1916. Serial No.
©7,797. (CI. 268—199.)

1. A Ix^aring in<nnber adapted to engage a shaft and
adapted to slldably engage conduits throngh which said
shaft passes and tapped to receive the threaded ends of
discharge casing members.

6. A mechanism of the character described, compris-
ing a shaft, a pump attached to said shaft and sub-
merged in a well, a pump bowl inclosing said pump, a
discharge casing extending from said bowl to the top of
the well, and a plurality of bearings for said shaft sup-
ported by said discharge casing, the lowermost of Mid
bearings being spaced a dlsunce abore said pump bowl,
and the successive bearings being connected by tubes in
such a manner as to form conduits through which said
shaft passes and permit a quantity of water to enter said
conduits and traverse said bearings when the pump Is in
operation.

7. In combination with a pump having a shaft at
'tached thereto, an upper bearing adapte<l to receive a lubri-
cating fluid, means for Introducing a predetermined quan-
tity of lubricant Into said bearing, a bottom bearing
adapted to drain away lubricating fluid from said bear
ings, and alternate and loo««ly coupled conduits and
bearings through which said shaft passes connecting said
upper and bdttom l>earingB.

[Claims 2 to 4. 6. and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,771. CHAIR. Jambs E. Hanoeb. Washington.
D. C. Piled Dec. 4. 1913. SerUi No. 804.6G1 (CI
165—27.)
1. A chair back having a plurality of vertically ar-

rmged guides spaced apart, a back rest slldable on aald
ruMfs and pxteodlng forwardly therefrom, said back rest
comprlslnt: a riel-l hack framn extending between said
guide's an.i having near Its top coiiperating guide elements
paced apart and engaging said guides and arranged to
permit swinging forward of the bottom of the back reat
with respect to the guides and guide element.s. mpans car-
rle<i by the back rest arranged to engage said guides and
to be held normally In engagement therewith by the weight
of the back rest and to disengage said guides and permit
adjusting of thf back rest when the bottom thereof is
swung forward-

2. A chair back having a plurality of vertically arranged
flexible guides spaced apart and yieldable Independently
of each other, a back rest slldable on said guides and ex-
tending forwardly therefrom, said back rest comprising
a rigid bark frame extending between said guides and
having near its top cooperating guide elements space«|
apart and engaging said guides and arranged to permit
•winging forward of the bottom of the hack rest with re-

•l?»rt to the guides and guide elements, means rarrleii by
the hack rest arranged tp engage said guides and to be
held normally in engagement therewith by the weight of
the bark rest and to disengage said gtildes and p»«rmlt ad-
justing of the hack reat when the bottom ^thereof is swung
forward.

3. A chair back having a plurality of vertically ar-
ranged guides spaced apart, a back rest alldable on said
guides and extending forwardly therefrom, said back rest
comprising a rigid back frame extending between said
gnldM and having near its top co<iperatlng guide elements
siMced apart and engaging said guides and arraugeil to
permit swinging forward qf the bottom of the back rest
with respect to the guides and guide elements, means pro-
jecting from the bottom of the back rest arranged to
engage said guides and to be held normally In engagement
therewith by the weight of thp back rest and to be disen-
gaged by forward movement of the twttom of the back r«»t
to permit adjusting of the back reit.

4. A chair back having a plurality of vertically ar-
ranged flexible guides spaced apart and yieldable inde-
pendently of each other, a back rest slldable on said guides
and extending forwardly therefrom, said back, rest com-
prising a rigid back frame extending between said guides
and having near Us top cooperating guide elements spaced
apart and engaging said guides and arranged to permit
swinging forward of the bottom of the back rest with re-
spect to the guides and guide elements, means projecting
from the bottom of the back rest arranged to engage said
guides and to be held normally in engagement therewith
by the weight of the back rest and to be disengaged by
forward movement of the bottom of the back rest to per-
mit adjusting of the back rest.

1.228,772. ACETYLENE GA.S LANTERN. Air.it L,

Hansen, Chicago, 111., assignor to Justrlte Manufactur-
ing Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois.
Filed June 8. 1912. Serial No. 702.403. (CI. 48—I )

An acetylene gas lantern including a water Unk, a
carbld receptacle and gas chamber, a burner In the lantern
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proper, a tube forming a" handle support, the tube having

one of Its ends curveil downwardly and outwardly and

extending Into the water chamber to provide an exhaust

pl|>e. the central portion therf-of extending upwardly and

the extreme upper end being curved to provide a hook to

receive a handle ball.

1,228.773. STREET SWEEPING MACHINE. Samcxl C.

IIABTMAM, Dayton. Ohio. Filed Mar. 17, 1916. Serial

No. 84,763. (CI. 15—17.)

1. In a street sweeping machine, the combination with

a carrying frame, of a rotating sweeper mounted in said

, frame, an air pipe In the rear of said sweeper terminating

Ib discharge noziles at>ove and below said sweeper, and a

traveling conveyer adapte<l to receive the sweepings from

aid s«'eeper. substantially as specified.

2. In a street sweeping machine, the combination with

a carrying frame, of a rotating sweeper mounted In said

frame, an air pipe in the rear of said sweeper terminating

in discharge noziles above and below said sweeper, means
for controlling the discharge of air from said air pipe to said

Botsle. and a traveling conveyer a<Upted to receive the

weepings from said sweeper, substantially as sp^lfled.

.*?. In a street sweeping machine, the combination of a
casing, and a rotatable sweeper mounted therein, an air

discharge pipe In the rear of said sweeper terminating in

discharge spouts which project above and below the

sweeper, means mounted In said discharge pipe at the en-

trance of said spouts for controlling the passage of air

thereto, means for controlling the position of said air-dis

charge-controlling means, and a conveyer to carry the

weepings from the sweeper, substantially as specified.

1.228,774. BRUSH-HOLDER. Charles E. Hecht, Irv-

Ington. N. J. Filed Sept 15. 1916. Serial No. 120,274.

(CI. 248—50.)

/8/»l

'<J-V/« ' /'

t :rr-..r:;":n. .::-;-:

1. A brush provided with a recess and a resilient booked

holding member, the hook portion of said member being

Bormally of form to prevent its being received in said

recess, hut being compressible Into form to be reeeired and
retained In the recess until withdrawn therefrom.

6. In a brush, a head provided with a receas on It*

upper portion and with a second retess on Its end. and

a hooked member loosely plvotetl In the first recess and

having the hook thereof adapted to be forced Into the

necond reeeaa by iprlnglng the hooked member whereby it

!• retained In place by its spring action.

7. In a brush, a brush head provided with a recess, a

pivot extending across the recess, a compressible member

of skeleton form and provided with a hook, the pivot pass-

ing loosely through said member, and means whereby the

member Is spring-retained within Its recess by hooking

said member Into a recess provided In the end of the

brush.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed in the (^acette.]

1,228.778. MILK BOTTLE CAP. John E. Hill, Boston.

Mass., assignor to Art Products Company. Boston,

Mass.. a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed July 16.

1915. -Serial No. 40.882. (Cl. 216—14.)

A bottle cap comprising a disk-like member of a size to

fit Into the mouth of the bottle and having formed inte-

gral therewith a resilient retaining finger adapted to ex-

tend up over and around the outside of the i>ead at the

neck of the bottle, said disk having in one edge a pouring

opening, and a closure for said opening pivoted centrally

to the disk and having Integral therewith an extension

overlying the disk and having its end bent upwardly and

then laterally to overlie the top of the bottle and to pro-

vide a finger piece, said retaining finger constituting a

stop to limit the opening movement of said closure, and

said disk having a projection to limit the closing move-

ment thereof.

1,228,776. DRIVING DEVICE FOR BOATS. Cab L ALBIK
Hclt and Oscar Walfrid Hclt, Stockholm. Sweden.

Filed Apr. 14, 1914. Serial No. 831,896. (Cl. 115—18.)

1. In driving apparatus for boats, the combination of

an explosive engine having a reciprocable piston therein,

means consisting of a sleeve loosely surrounding a part

of the engine for supporting said engine from a boat above

the surface of the water, whereby said engine l.« rotatable

as a whole about its vertical axis In said supporting

means, a propeller of sufficient weight to revolve by mo-

mentum without aid of a fly wheel, and a connecting rod

extending below the surface of the water, the lower end

of said connecting rod being directly connected to said

propeller.
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2. In driving apparatus for boats, the combination of
an explosive engine having a reclprocable piston therein,
means consisting of a sleeve loosely surrounding a part
of the engine for supporting said engine from a boat
above the surface of the water, whereby aald engine Is ro-
tatable as a whole about Its vertical axis In said support-
ing means, a propeller having an Interior filling of a ma-
terial which is specifically heavier than the walls inclos-
ing said filling and the total weight of which propeller Is

•nfflclently great to revolve by momentum without aid of
a fly wheel, and a connecting rod extending below the sur-
face of the water, the lower end of said connecting rod
being directly connected to said propeller.

3. In driving apparatus for boats, the combination of
an explosive engine having a reclprocable piston therein,
means consisting of a sleeve loosely surrounding a part
of the engine for supporting said engine from a boat above
the surface of the water, whereby said engine is rotatable
as a whole about Its vertical axis In said supporting
means, a propeller having blades of greatest thickness at
their outer peripheries and being of sufliclent weight to
revolve by momentum without aid of a fly wheel, and a
connecting rod extending below the surface of the water,
the lower end of said connecting rod being directly con-
nected to said propeller.

4. In driving apparatus for boats, the combination of
an explosive engine having a reclprocable piston therein,
means consisting of a sleeve loosely surrounding a part
of the engine for supporting said engine from a boat above
the surface of the water, whereby said engine la rotatable
aa a whole about Its vertical axis In said supporting
means, a propeller having blades elongated in the direc-
tion of the periphery of the propeller and being of sufli-

clent weight to revolve by momentum without aid of a
fly wheel, and a connecting rod extending below the sur-
face of the water and having Its lower end directly con-
nected to said propeller.

5. In driving apparatus for boats, the combination of
an explosive engine having a reclprocable piston therein,

a sleeve flxe«i to the boat and loosely surrounding a part
of said engine and in which said engine is suspended and
capable of rotating as a whole about Its vertical axis, a
propeller of sufficient weight to revolve by momentum
without aid of a fly wheel, and a connecting rod extending
below the surface of the water and having its lower end
directly connected to said propeller.

1,228.777. IRRIGATOR. John E. Jonabson. Bow, Wash.
Filed July 16, 1915. 8«rlal No. 40,292. (CI. 137—«0.)

An irrigator including a hollow body having an open
filling end and a tapered discharge end. a U-shaped handle
having the free ends pivotolly secured at diametrically
opposed points to the open end of said body, a valve slid-
ably mounted in the tapered portion of said body, a stem
carried by said valve projecting outwardly of the open end
of the body and being looped to provide a handle, a U-

shape<l guide secured to the open end of said innly and In-
cluding a web portion extending diametrically across the
open end and slldably receiving aaid stem, and a contrac-
tile spring colled about said stem, secured at one end to
the web portion of said guide and at the opposite end to
the handle loop and normally retaining the valve in closed
position.

1.228.778. KNIFESWITCH RELAY. William Kaib-
LixG. Chicago, III., assignor to Kellogg Switchboard A
Supply Company. Chicago. III., a Corporation of Illinois
Filed July 1. 1918. Serial No. 776.802. (CI. 175 321 )

1. A relay comprising a U-shaped heel Iron, a spool
electromagnet within said heel iron and having one end
of its core secured thereto and Its free end supported by
a non magnetic element at the open end of the heel Iron,
an armature plvoUlly secured to one prong of the heel
iron, a spring secured to said armature, a stop secured to
the other prong of said heel Iron with whi. h the said
spring cooperates to retract the said armature, an angular
member attached to the said armature for limiting the
return movement of the said armature, and common means
for secnrlng said spring and angular member to said
armature.

2. A relay comprising a U-shaped heel iron, a spool
electromagnet within said heel iron having one end of its
core secured thereto and its free end extending through a
nonmagnetic bridge piece mounted between the free ends
of said heel Iron, an armature pivoted to one prong of
said heel iron, a bifurcated spring secured to said armature,
a plate member secured to the other prong of said heel
Iron and provided with a plurality of stops for cooperat-
ing with said bifurcated spring to retract the said arma-
ture, an angular member attached to the said armature
for limiting the return movement of the said armature,
and a conUct maker secured to said armature between the
bifurcations of said spring.

3. A relay comprising a U shaped heel iron, a spool
electromagnet within said heel Iron and having one end of
its core aecuretl thereto and its free end supported by a
non-magnetic bridge element at the open end of the heel
iron, a pair of insulatlngly mounted contact springs lying
in a plane parallel to the plane of the core of the electro-
magnet and secured to one prong of said heel Iron, an In-
sulating member for spacing said contact springs, an
armature plvotally secured to the other prong of the heel
iron and extending into operative relation with the elec-
tromagnet and other prong, a Hat conducting element in-
sulatlngly secured to the armature and adopted to be
thrust between the contact springs to effect their connec-
tion when the armature is attracted, and a spring secured
to said armature cooperating with a plate secured to one
prong of said heel iron to return said armature to its
normal position when said electromagnet is defnergiied.

1.228.779. ASH -SIFTER. Mtbb Kaminstiiw, New
York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 25, 1918. Serial No. 138 286
(CI. 83—60.)
2. A shaft bearing comprising a strap having bent ends

and a laterally extending integral U shaped loop provided
with a pair of parallel apertured aides and an apertured
end, a shaft extending longitudinally through said loop
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and passing through said apertured end. a pin engaging

the «haft and passing through said apertured sides, a

1,228,781. FODNTAIN-PEN. RoB««T AwDBaw Ksa, Lon-

don. England. Filed Apr. 12. 1915. Serial No. 20.890.

(CI. 120—48.)

rotatable member, a band carried by said member, and

means for connecting the bent ends to said band.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,780. WINDOW. Thomas llts&x Kasb. Youngs-

town. Ohio, assignor lo Trussed Concrete Steel Com-

pany, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed

Jan. 8. 1915, Sertal No. 1.087. Renewed Not. 8, 1916,

Serial No. 130,274. (CI. 189—73.)
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to roll the edyes of the flange* of aacta blank, and a con-
wyer at each aide of said set of rolls whereby a blank
may be jiven a single pass through one of said sett of
roll» and between two passes through the other of said
sets of rolls.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.783. MATTRESS. George Edward Kwiitaw.
Newton, Mass. Filed Dec. 18, 1915. Serial Xo. 67,684.
(QL 5—1.)

7 a

1. A mattress of the character described comprising In
combination, a body having a series of subsUntlally
square cells, an air cushion in each of said cells, the height
of said air (u.«.hlons when Inflated being slightly greater
than the height of said <ells. all substantially as 'set forth.

3. A mattress of the character described comprising, in
combination, a body provided with a series of cells having
open ends and vertical walls, an air cushion In each of
aid cells, said air cushions when inflated adapted to fill
said cells and projecting slightly beyond the open ends
thereof, the said projecting portions of said cushions
being rounded over substantially as set forth.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.784. COMBINATION PHOTO AND TYPE PRINT-
ING MACHINE. Charles Kbssbs, New York. N. Y
Piled Apr. 11, 1916. Serial No. 90,489. (CI. 9&—75.)

L
"
L*J y J.M-

tt**

1. Ill & combination photo and type printing machine,
a anpport. means to feed a film strip along said support'
means movably mounted on said support adapted to hold
a bed of type and a photographic negaUve in the path of
movement of said strip, and means to operate the first and
•econd mentioned means simultaneously whereby the type
and negative may be brought into printing contact with
the film strip during the feeding movement thereof.

2. In a combination photo and type printing machine,
a support, means on said support to feed a film along a
given plane, a printing frame carrier mounted to recipro-
cate parallel with and at right angles to said plane, a
printing frame secured In said carrier, and means to oper-
ate said feeding means and to reciprocate the carrier,
whereby the frame is brought Into printing contact with
the film during the feeding movement thereof.

3. In a combination photo and type printing machine,
the combination of a support, a main carrier arranged for
sliding movement on said support, a printing frame car-
rier arranged for sliding transversely in said main car-
rier, a printing frame secured in the last named carrier
and adapted to hold a bed of type and a photographic
negative, mean." for reciprocating said < arriers In uni-
son ; a movable platform, rollers adjoining said platform
to feed paper continuously, and means for adjusting the I

redprooatlng means to cause the type bed and a photo-
graphic printing frame to contact with and move at the
same speed and In same direction as the paper during
exposure and printing.

4. In a combination photo and type printing machine,
a support, a main carrier reclprocably mounted on said
support, a frame carrier reclprocably mounted In said
main carrier, a printing frame mounted In said frame
carrier and adapted to bol<l a bed of type and a photo-
graphic negative, a movable platform on said support,
rollers adjacent said platform to feed paper continuously
along said platform, and means for simultaneously reclp
rocattng said carriers to bring the type and negative Into
printing contact with the paper during the feeding move-
ment thereof.

8. In a combination photo and type printing machine,
a support, a main carrier reclprocably mounted on said
support, a frame carrier reclprocably mounted in said
main carrier, a printing frame mounted In said frame car-
rier and adapted to hold a bed of type and a photographic
negative, a movable platform on said support, rollers ad-
jacent said platform to feed paper continuously along said
platform, means for simuluaeously reciprocating said
carriers to bring the type and negative into printing con-
tact with the paper during the feeding movement thereof,
and means on saiil carriers to adjust said reciprocating
means whereby the printing frame Is caused to move sub-
sUntlally at the same speed and in the same direction as
the paper while In printing contact therewith.

1,228,786. REVERSIBLE CAR-SEAT. John EawiN
KiLBUBN, Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Hale and Kll-
burn Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation of
Delaware. Filed May 11. 1914. Serial No. 887.ei».
(Cl. 155—2.)

1. In a reverwihie car seat, the combination of a sup-
port, carved tracks supported thereby, rockers slldably
mounted on said support and a seat carried thereby, a bac^
movable from one edge of the seat to the other to reverse
the* facing direction of the seat, arms pivoted to the back
Intermediate Its top and bottom and carrying rollers run
nlng on said track, links having fixed pivots at their
lower ends below the seat and having pin and slot con-
nections with said back and also with said arms, said links
also havlne pins al)ove the pivotal points thereof engag-
ing slots in said rockers to move the seat In the same
direction as that of the back In reversal, substaiitlally as
•et forth.

2. In a reversible car-seat, the combination of a sup-
port, curved tracks supported thereby, rockers slldably
mounted on said support and a aeat carried thereby, a back
movable from one edge of the seat to the other, arms plr-
oted to the back intermediate its top and bottom and car-

JUNB 5, I917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. i4«

rylng at their lower ends roUers running on said tracks,

said arms having downwardly extending slots at their

lower en<U between said rollers, and said back baring

downwardly extending slots at the lower portions of Us

ends, and links having fixed pivots at their lower ends

below said seat and having pins slldably engaged within

the slots in said arms and said back, said links also hav-

ing pin and alot connections with said rockers. subsUn-

tlally as set forth.

i4»28.786. VENTILATOR FOR W.\TER CLOSBT8.

I
EaNST F. Kleumb. Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Jan. 1»,

1917- Serial No. 143.217. (Cl. 4—21.)

-^ff

Jj

T
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2. A meUl fabric comprlslnff a plnrallty of lootdtadl-
nal members and a plurality of square or rectangular
tranavprse members of greater cro8«-8ectional area than
the longitudinal members and provided with a rounded
corner Joining two of the sides, said longitudinal mem-
bers engaging the rounded comer of the transverse mem-
bers and welded thereto and the sides of said rectangular
members adjacent thp rounded comer t>elng disposed at
an angle to said longitudinal members.

8. A metal fabric or structure comprising longitudi-
nal and transversely disposed members, one of said mem-
bers having a greater cross-section than the other and
the lighter member welded to a corner of the heavier
member, whereby the sides of the heavier member adja-
cent the corner are disposed at an angle to the plane of
the lighter members.

4. An article of manufacture comprising one or mors
longitudinal bars polygonal in crosa-aectlon, the inter-
section of the principal faces of which form edges, and
one or more transverse metallic members arranged In con-
tact with one of said edges of said longitudinal bar or
bars and electrically welded thereto.

5. An article of manufacture, the same comprising on«
or more longitudinal bars and one or more transversa
members engaging said bars, each of said longitudinal
bars having longitudinal faces which converge and meet
forming a longitudinal edge, each of said bars being dis-
posed «o that said edge engages said transverse members
and the faces forming said edge are both at an angle to
•aid transverse members, said bars and transverse mem-
bers being welded to each other at the points of inter-
section.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

a threaded shank that extends through a hole in the slide
block, means to engage the shank for clamping the block
to the body, nuts upon the split slide nut to take up wear

and tighten the nut to the screw, a base removably at-
Uched to the body, a post carried upon the slidable block,
and a scribing attachment carried upon the post.

1,228,792. BELT AND PROCESS OF MAKING THE
SAME. Glit Josuh Lear, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
Oct. 11, 1»16. Sertal No. 125.004. (01. 154—4.)

1.228.790. APPARATUS FOR DRYING WOOD VENESB.
Ekic Lambert. Kansas City, Mo. Filed May 8. 1916.
Serial No. 96,122. (CI. 34—47.)

2. A dry kiln comprising a rectangular shaped bousing,
a radiator located in one end of said housing forming an
end way thereof and provided with openings through

,
which air may be drawn, the opposite end of said hous-
ing closed by an end wall, and an exhaust fan connecting
with the Interior of said housing through said wall.

3. A dry kiln comprising a housing, said housing com-
prising a floor and sides and cover and end walls, doors
arranged in one of said side walls, said floor and cover
and side walls being continuous and free from projections
on the interior sides thereof when said doors are closed,
a radiator mounted In one wall of said housing provided
with air passages therethrough, the opposite wall of said
housing closed excepting an opening for an exhaust fan,
and an exhaust fan communicating with said opening.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A belt formed of a series of units extendi side by
side and secured together, each unit being formed of a
series of strands also laid side by side, the strands of one
unit being continuous with those of adjacent units.

2. A belt formed of a series of units laid side by side.
j-
and having their ends secured to their body portions, each
unit consisting of at least two strands of fabric, and each
unit being secured to its adjacent units.

3. The process of forming a belt comprising uniting
ends of two or more strands of yarn or equivalent material
to the body portion of said strands, thereby determining
the length of the belt, and then continuing said strands
along the sides of the belt so sUrted, stitching them to
gether, until the other ends of the strands are reached
and securing said ends to the body portion of the belt
at the side opposite the connection of the first mentioned
ends.

4. The process of forming an endless belt which consists
in laying strands side by side and stitching until said belt
has reached the deslreil width, the strands forming the
belt being continuous from one side of the belt to the other.

1.228.791. MICROMETER GAGE. Albert R. LAUBscHaa,
Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Aug. 4, 1916. Serial No.
113,123. (CI. 33—162.)

A gage of the class described, comprising a body having
an inclined top surface, with a ribbed guldeway formed
therein, an attached elongated bearing In allnement with
the guldeway and having a graduation mark indicated
thereon, a slide block mounted in the guldeway, and having
a graduation mark Indicated thereon, a screw rotatably
mounted In the bearing, a handle attached to the screw
and having a series of graduation marks upon Its periphery
to register with the mark upon the bearing, a split slide
nut mounted upon the screw within the body and having

1,228.793. FUEL-REGULATING DEVICE. Gdorgb E.
Lbs, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The George E. Lee
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio Filed
Feb. 19. 1914. SerUl No. 819,676. (CI. 22—80.)
1. The combination of a melting pot and an auxiliary

melting cup discharging Into the same, a burner for heat-
ing the auxiliary melting cup, a fuel supply conduit to said
burner, said conduit extending Into the melting pot and
having an opening, a valve controlling said opening, said
valve being moved to open and close<l position by the
metal in said pot, as it rises and falls.

2. In combination, a melting pot, an auxiliary melting
cup discharging into the same, a burner for heating the
latter, a fuel supply conduit to sai<l burner, said conduit
extending Into the melting pot and having an opening, a
float cooperating with said opening and having valvular
means adapted o open and close the said opening as the
float rises and falls by the change in level of the molten ,

metal.

3. The combination with a receptacle adapted to hold
melted material, of an auxiliary melting cup adapteil to
hold material in solid form, a burner for heating the
melting cup. a regulating device provided with two cham-
bers, means for leading fuel from one of said chambers, and

means for conducting fuel to the other of said chambers to

the burner, a conduit extending from the first mentioned

chamber and extending adjacent the surface of the melted

material within the recepUcle, a fioat member floating

upon the surface of the material within the receptacle,

cooperating valvular means carried by the float and said

MSdnlt for opening and closing the end of said conduit, as

the float member rises and falls by the change In level of

the material within the receptacle.

4. The combination with a recepUcle adapted to hold

melted material, of an auxiliary melting cup adapted to

hold said material in solid form, a burner for heating the

melting cup, a connection for supplying fuel to said burner,

a regulating device inserted in said connection, said reg-

ulating device comprising an inlet chamber and an outlet

chamber, a fuel conduit extending from the Inlet chamber

Into the outlet chamber and adjacent the surface of the

molter material within the said receptacle, a float resting

upon the material within said receptacle, said float hav-

ing a portion which surrounds the lower end of the con-

duit, cooperating means upon said conduit and float for

guiding the float as It moves relative to the conduit, and

valvular means associated with the float and conduit for

causing the end of said conduit to be opened jind closed

by the rise and fall of the float, due to changes in level of

the melted material within the receptacle.

6. The combination with a receptacle adapted to hold

melted material, of an auxiliary melting cup adapted to hold

said material In solid form, a burner for heating the melting

cup, a regulating device comprising a body portion formed

with an inlet chamber and an exit chamber, means for

conducting fuel to said inlet chamber, and means for

conducting the fuel from the outlet chamber to the burner,

nid body portion at one end extending below the level of

the melted material within the receptacle, the walls of this

portion of the body slanting outwardly, a condil^t connect-

ing th.« Inlet chamber with the outlet chamber, a float

member floating on the surface of the melted material,

said float meml)er having the lower outward body portion

tapered, and valvnlar means cooperating with the fioat

and conduit for opening and closing the end of said conduit

as the float rises and falls by the change in level of the

melted material

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

to the beating element, a movable meml>er for interrupting

or establishing such supply of heat furnishing media, a

device mounted upon the pot and extending into the pot,

and sensitive to the rise and fall of the material within

the pot, and a connection between the means lor interrupt-

ing the supply of heat furnishing media and the device

which Is mounted upon the pot to move the said means

controlling the supply of heat furnishing media -"In ac-

cordance with the rise and fall of the level of the material

in the pot. said connection embodying a sliding engagement

between the said device and the said movable member con-

trolling the supply of heat furnishing media whereby the

melting pot may be moved without affecting the operative

engagement between the aforesaid device and the afore-

said movable member.

1,228,794. DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING SUPPLY OF
HEAT TO AN AUXILIARY HEATING DEVICE.
Gborob E. Lbb, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The George

E. Lee Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Feb 14, 1916. Serial No. 78,144. (CI. 22—80.)

1. The combination with a movable melting pot of an

auxiliary melting device mounted above the said melting

pot and adapted to supply melted material to the said

melting pot. a heating element for said auxiliary device,

means through which heat furnishing media Is supplied

2. The combination with a movable melting pot of an

auxiliary melting device mounted above the said melting

pot and adapted to supply melted material to the said

melting pot, a heating element for said auxiliary device,

means through which heat furnishing media is supplied

to the heating element, a movable member for Interrupting

or establishing such supply of heat furnishing media, a

float within the melting pot. said float being plvotally

mounted upon the pot and responsive to the rise and fall

of the metal in the pot, a connection between the said float

and the means for controlling the supply of heat furnish-

ing media to move the said means controlling the supply

of heat furnishing media in accordance with the rise and
fall of the level of the material In the pot. said connection

emlKKiylng a sliding engagement between the said float

and the said movable member controlling the supply of

heat furnishing media whereby the melting pot may be

moved without affecting the operative engagement between

the aforesaid float and the aforesaid movable member.

3. The combination with a melting pot of an auxiliary

melting device above the melting pot, a heating element

associated with the auxiliary melting device, means for

supplying heating media to the heating element, means for

controlling the supply of heat furnishing media said means
including a rotatable shaft, a pair of stop members carried

by the shaft, a movable arm extending between said stop

members, a device carried by the pot and sensitive to the

rise and fall of the metal In the pot said device being op-

eratlvely connected with the arm which extends between

said stop members whereby movement imparted to the

arm due to the rise and fall of the material within the

pot will be Imparted to one of the aforesaid stop members
thereby to turn the shaft and operate the controlling

means. '

4. The combination with a melting pot of an auxiliary

melting device including A heating element, means for sup-

porting the said device above the melting pot. movable

means for controlling the supply of heat furnishing media

to the heating elements, an arm cooperating with said mov-

able means and adapted to move the same, said arm
being plvotally mounted upon the melting pot. a de-

vice associated with the material In the melting pot

and responsive to the rise and fall of the level of the

material within the pot. a connection between said device

and the pivoted arm whereby the pivoted arm is moved

in accordance with the rise and fall of the material within

the pot and communicates Its movement to the movable

means for controlling the supply of heat furnishing media.
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5. The combination with a mcltlnf pot of an aoxlliary
melting device, means for sapportlng the said device above
tlie meltioK pot, of an auxiliary meltinf device adapted to

supply melted material to the melting pot, a heating ele-

ment for said anxiliary melting device, means for support-
ing the said device above the melting pot, movable means
for controlling the supply of the heat furnishing media
to the heating element, an arm cooperating with said mov-
able means and adapted to move the aanie, aald arm b^Df
pivotally mounted upon the melting pot. a second arm
pivotally mounted upon the melting pot and operatively co-

operating with the tlrst mentioned arm. means whereby the
said arms may be relatively adjusted, and a device aMO
elated with material in the melting pot and responsive to

the rise and fall of the level of material within the pot,

said device being connected with the second mentioned arm
whereby both of said arms will be moved in accordance
with the rise and fall of the material within the pot, and
communicate the movement of said device to the movable
means for controlling the supply of heat furnishing media.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,228.796. MEANS FOR HOLDING DEMOUNTABLE
KIMS ON WUEELS. Stiwart R. McKav, Cleveland,

Ohio, assignor to The McKay Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

a Corporation of Ohio. Filed June 13, 1916. Serial

No. 103.408. (CI. 162—21.)

1. The combination of a wheel, a demountable rim
therefor, means carried by the wheel which engage said
rim and limit its lateral movement in one direction, and
a plurality of clamping devices.—each comprising a bolt
which projects laterally from the outer side of the wheel,
a nut thereon, and a clamp having a Jaw for engagement
with the rim and having a shank In which there is a ra-
dially elongated hole through which the bolt passes and
having an Integral strain-resisting lug which extends over
the periphery of the wheel and Into engagement there-
with,—the thickness of said lug being lesa than the dla-
tance between the outer periphery of the wheel and the
inner periphery of the rim whereby said lug is out of
contact with the rim when It is in contact with the pe-
riphery of the wheel.

2. The combination of a wheel, a demountable rim there-
for, means carried by the wheel which engage said rim
and limit its lateral movement in one direction, and a
plurality of clamping devices each comprising a bolt
whicJi projects laterally from the outer side of the wheel,
a nut thereon, a clamp having a Jaw for engagement with
the rim and having a shank in which there it, a radially
elongated hole through which the bolt passes and having
an integral strain resisting lug which extends over the
periphery of the whj^l and Into engagement therewith,

—

the thickness of saljd lug being lesa than the ilisUnce be-
tween the outer periphery of the wheel and the Inner pe-
riphery of the rim whereby said lug Is out of contact with
the rim when It Is In contact with the periphery of the
wheel and a plate fixed to the side of the wheel behind
the clamp.—which plate Is provided with outwardly ex-
tended radial flanges which are outside of but close to the
sides of said clamp.

1,228,796. RIM-CLAMPING DEVICE. Stiwabt R. Mc-
Kat, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The McKay Company,
Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed July 28,
1916. Serial No. 111.938. (CI. 152—21.)
1. The combination of a wheel, a demountable rlm

thereon, and means to limit the backward movement of
the rlm upon the wheel, of a plurality of rim clamping
devices each comprising a bolt which projects forward

from the front ^de of the wheel felly, a nut • a aald bolt
having an annular fl.n'.'c. and a clamp which ..>s betweea
the nut and the wheel felly, and has a radial slot through
which the bolt passes,—which slot Is proportlonetl and
located to permit the clamp to move radially from th«
operative position In which It may engage the rim. to the
Inoperative position In which It Is wholly out of the path
of the rlm as the latter Is moved onto or off of the wheel,
and said clamp having also a cylindrical surface which
overlies the flange on the nut and engages therewith when
the clamp Is in the operative position.

2. The combination of a wheel, a demountable rlm
thereon, and means to limit the backward movement of the
rlm upon the wheel, of a plurality of rlm clamping devices
each comprising a bolt which projects forward from the
front side of the wheel felly, a nut on said bolt having an
annular flange, and a clamp which lies between the nut
and the wheel felly, and has a radial slot through which
the bolt passes,—which slot Is proportioned and located
to permit the clamp to move radially from the operative
position in which It may engage the rlm. to the inopera-
tive position In which It Is wholly out of the path of the
rlm as the latter Is moved onto or off of the wheel, and said
damp having also a cylindrical surface which overlies the
flange on the nut and engages therewith wh«"n the clamp
la In the operative position, a plate fixed to the front face
of the felly behind the clamp, which plate has forwardly
projecting side flanges which lie alongside of the sides of
the clamp.

3. The combination of a wheel, a dem'juntable rim
thereon, and means to limit the backward movement of
the rlm upon the wheel, of a plurality of rim clamping
devices each comprising a bolt which projects forward
from the front side of the wheel felly, a nut on said bolt
having an annular flange, and a rlamp which lies between
the nut and the wheel felly, and has a radial s.ot through
which the bolt passes.—which slot Is proportioned and
located to permit the clamp to move radially from the op-
erative position In which It may engage th>f rim. to the
inoperative position in which it is wholly out of the path
of the rlm as the latter is moved onto or off of the wheel,
and said clamp having also a cylindrical surface which
overlies the flange on the nut and engages therewith when
the clamp is In the operative position, a plate flxed to the
front face of the felly behind the clamp, having Its outer
end bent over the felly band and between It and the rim,
and In substantial contact with the latter.

4. The combination of a wheel, a demountable rim
thereon, and means to limit the inward movement of the
rlm upon the wheel, of a plurality of rim cmmping de-
vices.—each comprising a bolt which projects forward
from the front side of the wheel felly, a nut on said bolt
having adjacent Ita back end an outwardly extended an-
nular flange, and a clamp which lies between the nut and
wheel felly and has a radial slot through whl< h said lK>lt

paasea.—which slot extends radially toward the outer end
of the clamp to a point such that the distance between
the outer end of the slot and the outer edge of the clamp Is

less than the distance between the bolt and the Inner pe-
riphery of the rlm. and said clamp having a depressed
surface for the rear end of the nut to engag>> with when
the clamp is in operative position and having above said
depressed surface an outwardly projecting cylindrical
flange which overlies and engages the flange of said nut.

5. A rim clamp bavlnj; a jaw portion and a shank por-
tion which shank portion is formed with a cylindrical de-
pression in its front face, and has a radial slot which ex-
tends from about the center <<i said depression outward
toward the Jaw and to a point which lies between aald
depression and the outer edge of said Jaw.

June 5, 1917- U. S. PATENT OFFICE. MS

1.228.797. PA88ENGER-CAR FOR RAILWAYS. Hbb-

BMT McNrLTA. Chicago. III. Original application filed

June 28, 1909. Serial No. 604.651. Divided and this

application filed Aug. 12, 1912. Serial No. 715,188.

(01. 105—205.)

1. A railway passenger <-ar comprising in combination

a car floor, a platform extending the entire width of said

floor In a plane l>elow the same, steps leading from the

platform to said floor, an Inside door directly fronting

rid steps, substantially as described.

2. A railway passenger car comprising in <omblnatlon

I car floor, a platform extending substantially the width

of said floor. In a plane t>elow the same, steps located to-

ward the opposite sides of said platform, and doors at

the top of said steps In diagonal arrangement with ref-

erence to the body of the car, substantially as described.

8. A railway passenger car <omprlslng in combination

a < ar floor, a platform at the middle of the car extending

the entire width of said fioor in a plane below the same,

a side entrance to said platform steps leading from the

platform to said fioor. and separate entrances and exits to

said steps, substantially as described.

4. A railway passenger car comprising In combination

a car floor, a platform at the middle of the car extending

Che entire width of said fioor In a plane below the same,

tteps leading from said platform to the floor, separate

entrances and exits therefor and seats arranged length-

wise of the car adjacent said entrances and exits, and

thereby providing a broad space for passengers making

entrance to and exit from the car floor, and for standing

room, substantially as described.

5. A railway passenger car comprising In combination

a car floor, a platform extending the entire width of said

floor In a plane below the same, steps leading from said

platform to the car floor, converging doors located at the

top of said steps, and means whereby said doors when

moved to an open position are suspendeil at a point Im-

mediately above the platform, substantially as describetl.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,798. ADJt STl.Nt; DEVICE FOR GRINDING-
WHEELS. Max Maag. Zurich, Switierland. Filed

Joly 2({. 1916. Serial No. 111,425. (CI. 61—12.)

netlc means Including a feeler responsive to wear of said

grindlng-wheel.

8. In a grinding machine, the combination with the

work-support, the grinding wheel, and means tor feeding

one relative to the other, of means for automatically

compensating for the wear of the grlnding-wheel. com

prising a feeler lever, the position of which is determined

by the wear of the grlndlng-wheel, an electric circuit ar-

ranged to t>e opened or closed by said feeler lever, a source

of power, a clutch to connect the latter to said feeding

means, an electromagnet in said circuit controlling the

operation of said clutch, and means to disengage said

clutch when said circuit Is opened.

4. In a grinding machine, the combination with the

work-support, the grinding wheel, and means for feeding

one relative to the other, of means for automatically com

pensating for the wear of the grlndlng-wheel. comprising

a feeler lever, the position of which Is determined by the

wear of the grindlng-wheel, an electric circuit arranged to

be opened and closed by said feeler lever, a constantly ro-

tating member arranged to oscillate said lever at regular

Intenals, means, controlled by said circuit to Intermit-

tently connect aald member to said feeding means, and

means, also controlled by said circuit, to connect said

member lo said feeding means to Impart a relatively

rapid and greater fee<llng movement between the grlndlng-

wheel and work.

5. In a grinding machine, the combination with the

work-support, the grlndlng-wheel, and means for feeding

one relative to the other, of means for automatically com-

pensating for the wear of the grinding wheel, comprising

a feeler lever, the position of which Is determined by the

wear of the grlndlng-wheel. an electric circuit arranged

to be opened and closed by said feeler lever, a constantly

rotating member arranged to oscillate said lever at regu-

lar Intervals, means, c-ontrolled by said circuit to Inter-

mittently connect said member to said feeding means,

means, also controlled by said circuit, to connect said

member to said feeding means to Impart a relatively rapid

and greater feeding movement between th*- grlndlng-

wheel and work, and manuall.v-operable means to mov*

said rotating member so that it no longer oscillates said

lever, said manually-operable means at the same time

affecting said clrcnit so as to render operative the said

means for Imparting the rapid feeding movement.

(Claims 2 and 6 not printed in the Gasette.l

1.228,799. VENDING -MACHINE. G»0Egb H. Mab-

C0P0CL08, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Feb. 1, 1916. Se-

rial No. 8,852. (CI. 194—80.)

1. In a grinding machine, the combination with the

work support, the grinding wheel, and means for feeding

one relative to the other, of means for automatically

compensating for the wear of the grinding wheel, com

prising a constantly driven shaft, a clutch to connect the

same to said feeding means, and electro-magnetic means

to control said clutch, the circuit of said electro mag

289 O. G.—10

1. A vending machine comprising a vertically disposed

open front casing, a horizontal le<lge extending along each

side and across the front of the casing near the bottom

thereof, a coin mover re<lprocable beneath the ledge and

having a through slot for the re<eptlon of a < oin. a

shelf extending from the hack of the casing forward les.-!
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if

than the depth of the casing beneath the coin mover and
In a position to support a coin in the slot of the coin

mover with the upper edge of the coin above the aforesaid

ledge, guides for the coin mover extending from front to

back of the rasing, springs supported by the guides and
lnterpose<J between the coin mover and a portion of the

rasing, an operating member extending forwardly from
and conn*»rted to the coin mover, there being a coin re-

ceiving space provided between the bottom of the casing
and the aforesaid shelf, a coin chute extending downward
•Dd to the rear along the Inside of one side wall of the
rasing the same being turned at lt.« rear end to deliver a
coin, transversely disposed, to the coin mover when the
latter is In normal position, the chute being only slightly

wider than the thickness of the coin, a goods container
supported by the aforesaid ledge and extending upward
therefrom to the top of the casing and laterally from
the aforesaid coin chute entirely to the opposite side of
the casing, and a door for closing the entire front side
of the casing, said door having a coin receiving slot that
registers with the coin chute, an opening through which
the goods may be ejected, and an opening through which
thf operating member of the coin niover projects.

2. A vending machine comprising a vertically disposed
open front casing, a horizontal le<lg»> near the bottom
thereof, a coin mover reclprocable beneath the ledge and
having a through slot for the reception of a coin, a shelf
beneath the coin mover and in a position to support a
coin In the slot of the coin mover with the upper edge of

the coin above the aforesaid ledge, an operating member
extending forwardly from and connf-cted to the coin
mover, there being a coin receiving space provided be
tween the bottom of the casing and the aforesaid shelf,

a coin chute extending downward and to the rear along
the inside of one side wall of the casing and being turned
at Its rear end to deliver a coin, transversely dlspo.sed.
to the coin mover when the latter is in normal position,

the chute being only slightly wider than the thickness of
the coin, a goods container supported by the aforeitaid
ledge and extending upward therefrom to the top of the
casing and laterally from the aforesaid coin chute en-
tirely to the opposite side of the casing, and a door for
closing the entire front side of the casing, said door hav-
ing a coin receiving slot that registers with the coin
chute, an opening through which the goods may be
ejected, and an opening through which the operating
member of the coin mover pr(>je< ts.

1.228.800. (;RADING OR SSEPARATIN«; MACHINE.
f^vi.vKSTKB Mabshali,, .\thens. Ohio. Filed Sept. 1,
191G. Serial No. 118,140. (CI. 130—16.)

I. A grader or separator comprising, an inclined ro-

tary screen or sieve formed of a circular rlra. a flat reticu-

lated bottom, and a cylindrical screen within and spaced
from th^ said rim 'Tid secuftd at Its low«r edge to the

said reticulated bottom ; the openings In the said reticu-

lated bottom and cylindrical screen being larger than the
greatest transveise diameter of the largest grains, an
outlet being provldeil through the rim between the reticu-
lated and Imperforate bottoms, and Independent means
for discharging the largest grains from above the reticu-

lated bottom.

2. A grader or separator comprising, a suitable base or
support, a rotary inclined flat screen or sieve mounted
centrally thereon and provided with an axially arranged
outlet, a \alve controlling said outlet and a separate and
independent bucket or gate operatively connecte<l at its

inner end to said valve to open and close the same and
adapted to open the valve, lift the graded material and
discharge It directly into said outlet.

3. A grader or separator comprising, a suitable base
or support, a rotary Inclined flat sieve mounted centrally
thereon and having an imperforate rim, a cylindrical
screen extending up from the flat screen at right angles
thereto and spaced from the said rim. an imperforate bot-
tom below the flat screen having a discharge outlet, an
axially arranged outlet tube extending through the said
imperforate bottom and flat screen and having an open-
ing in one side above the flat screen, and means for lift-

ing the graded material and discharging it directly into
said axial outlet.

4. A grader and separator comprising, an inclined ro-
tary screen having a centrally arranged outlet, a hinged
valve therefor, and a bucket pivoted within the screen or
sieve to swing at Its outer end toward and from the rim
of the sieve and at the Inner end Into and out of register
with the rear wall of said outlet and a link connecting the
Inner end of the bucket with the adjacent free end or
edge of said valve for the purpose described.

5. A grader or separator comprising, an inclined ro-
tary screen having a centrally arranged outlet, a hlngvd
valve therefor, a bucket pivoted within the screen or alere
and operatively connected with said valve, a spring for
throwing the bucket into operative position between said
outlet and the rim of the screen, and a flnger released
catch for holding the backet In its inoperative position
as described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.801. APPAR.\TUS FOR MOISTENING AIR.
Frank W. Masbk. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr. 26,
1916. Serial No. 23.820. (CI. 261—95.)

--=<ft^=»-

1. In an apparatui for moistening air. a casing pro-
vlde<l with Inlet and outlet openings, means for forcing
air therethrough, a plurality of reticulated supports ex-

tending substantially horizontally and alternately from
opposite sides of the casiLg at different elevations and
spaced apart to form a zlg zag passageway for air between
the Inlet and outlet openings, and absort)ent me<lla adapt-
ed to holt', water resting upon said supports.

4. An Apparatus for moistening air. a cham>>er having
Inlet and outlet openings, means for causing air to pass
through the chamber, said chamber having a plurality of
receptacles extending horizontally alternately from oppo-
site sides and spaced apart so as to form a tlg-zag path
for the air passing through the casing, said re<-eptaclea
being formetl of wire mesh or netting and containing wa-
ter absorbing material.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1228 802 TRAP. Jameb H. Maxwei-l. Seattle. Wash.
'

Pll^ Mar. 14. 1916. SerUl No. 84.222. (CI. 48—19.)

^r7mT=^
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1,228,808. AUTOMATIC COMPENSATING DEVICB.

GisBEBT Mbbtklmbybb. Waterbury, Conn., assignor to

The Bristol Company. Waterbury, Conn,, a Corporation

of Conne«tlcut. Filed Oct. 26. 1916. SerUl No.

127.W5. (CI. 78—32.)

f.
^ ^.^^

-<• 7-

1 In an animal trap, in combinaUon, a casing having

an entrance opening, a door for closing said opening

hinged by Its upper edge to swing upwardly, an arm ex-

tending from a side of the door, the casing having an

arcuate slot permitting the exterior projection of said

arm a catch bar mounte<l on the exterior of the casing

and movable to supporUngly engage and to disengage said

arm a vertically movable floor section, a movable sup-

porting member for said floor section, and a bell crank

member pivoted adjacent the floor (supporting member

and a catch bar, said latter memlwrs each having offset

portions adapted to engage the arms of the bell-crank

connecting member.

2. In an animal trap, In combination, a casing having

an* entrance opening, a door for closing said opening

hlnjreil bv its upper edge to swing upwardly, an arm ex-

tending from a side of the door, the casing having au

arcuate slot permitting the exterior projection of said

arm. a <-atch bar mounted for longitudinal reciprocation

horizontally In position to enter beneath the outwardly

projecting arm of the. door, the end of said catch bar

having a side projecting arm, a bell-crank member plv

oted upon the casing and having an arm engaging the

side projecting arm of the catch bar. a vertically mov-

able floor section, and a bar mounted for vertical move-

ment on the casing having a side arm supporting the

movable floor section, and an actuating engagement with

the other arm of the bell crank member.

3. In an animal trap. In combination, a casing having

an entrance opening, a door for closing said opening

hinged by Its upper edge to swing upwardly, an arm ex-

tending from a side of the door, the casing having an

arcuat- slot permitting the exterior projection of said

arm. a catch bar mounted for longitudinal reclproi-atlon

horizontally In position to enter beneath the outwardly

projecting arm of the door, the end of said catch bar

having a side projecting arm, a bell crank member piv-

oted upon the casing and having an arm engaging the

side projecting arm of the »-atch bar. a vertically mov-

able floor section, and a bar mounted for vertical move-

ment on the casing having a side arm supporting the

movable floor section and an actuating engagement with

the other arm of the bell crank member, the upper end

of said floor supporting bar having a side projecting

flange, and a setting catch adapted to engage said flang.-

to hold the bar raised.

4. In an animal trap. In <-omblnatlon. a casing havfng

an entrance opening, a door for closing said opening

hinged by Its upper edge to swing upwardly, an arm ex-

tending from a side of the door, the casing having an

arcute slot permitting the exterior projection of said

arm, a catch bar mounted for longitudinal reciprocation

horlioutally In position to enter beneath the outwardly

projecting arm of the door, the end of said catch bar

having a side projecting arm. a bell crank member piv-

oted upon the casing and having an arm engaging the

side projecting arm of the catch bar, a vertically mov-

able floor section, and a bar mounted for vertical move-

ment on the casing having a side arm supporting the

movable floor section, and an actuating engagement with

the other arm of the bell-crank member, and a locking

member positioned to project Into said arcuate slot, and

adapted to secure said door In closed position.

1. Automatic temperature compensating device for

thermo-electric pyrometer, comprising : a plurality of re-

sistances located In proximity to the cold end of said

couple, one being connected In series therewith and an-

other in shunt across said couple, whereby variations of

temperature at the cold end of said couple will tend to

divert the current flowing inversely to the said change

and malnUln substantially constant the effective elec-

trc motive force of said couple.

3. Automatic temperature compensating device for

thermo-electric pyrometer, comprising; a resistance of

manganln connected in series with said couple, and a re-

sistance of nickel connected In shunt across said couple.

6. The combination with a thermo-electric couple u»ed

as a pyrometer or thermometer, and a measuring instru-

ment • of a compi-nsating device located In proximity to

the cold end of said couple and comprising a resistance

of zero temperature coefficient In series with one of the

elements of the couple, and a resistance having an ap-

preciable temperature coefficient connected In shunt

across said couple; and additional reelsUnce of zero

temperature coefficient In series therewith and located

within said Instrument.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,228,804. ICE-CREAM FREBEZER. JOHN C. MiLLM,

Covington, Ky.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to The

Cincinnati Can Company, Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corpora-

tion of Ohio. Filed Oct. 13, 1913. Serial No. 794.767.

(CI. 220—147.)

_ ^
-JS

1. In an Ice cream freezer, the combination of two re-

ceptacles, one located within the other, with both vessels

opening at the top. a cover for the outer vessel, means for

providing a water tight seat for the lower edge of said

cover on the Inner vessel, a cover for the inner vessel

adapted to pass over the outside thereof, means for pro-

viding a water tight seat for Its lower edge on the Inner

vessel Independent of the outer cover, and securing means

for holding each cover In place.

2. In an ice cream freeter, the combination of two

receptacles, one located within the other, with both vea-

sels opening at the top. an annular shoulder on the out-

side of the Inner vessel, a cover for the outer Tesael Mftt-
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Jng on ssald shoulder, a cover for the Inner vessel like-

wise seating on said shoulder lndepen<lent of the outer

cf»ver, and securing means for holding each cover In place.

3. In an Ice cream freezer, the combination "with two
receptacles, one located within the other, with i>oth ves-

sels oxM-nlng at th'- top. a cover for the outer vessel, means
for providing a seat for the lower edge of said cover on

the Inner vessel. Insulation for aald seat, a cover for the

Inner vessel, means for providing a seat for its lower edge

on the inner vessel independent of the outer cover, means
for insulating said latter seat, and se<'uring means for

holding the said covers in place tightly atialnst their

seats.

4. In an Ice cream freezer, the combination with two
receptacles, one located within the other, with both ves-

sels opening at the top, a cover for the outer vessel, means
for seating the lower edge of said cover on the Inner

vessel, insulation for said seat, a cover for the inner

vessel, means for seating its lower edge on the inner ves-

sel independent of the outer cover, means for insulating

said latter seat, and securing means for holding the said

covers In place tightly against their seats, said two covers

and the walls of the outer receptacle being hollow and
filled with insulating material.

5. In an ice cream freezer, the combination of two
n-ceptacles. the one locateti within the other, with both

vessels opening at the top, and separate covers for said

vessels, the outer vessel formed with a seat at its upper
end and a flange on the Inner vessel cooperating with the
seat to form a support for the cover of the outer vessel,

brace rods to secure the inner vessel in fixed position

within the outer vessel, and plates flaring downwardly
secured to the under surface of the cover and adapted to

engage the braces when the cover Is turned to lock the

same in place and form an airtight closure.

1,228.805. JACK OR DEVICE FOR SPREADING
CABLES AND THE LIKE. Gborgs Ralph Morris,
Buffalo, N. Y. Filed .Ian. 8. 1915. Serial No. 1.131.

<C1. 254—126.)

1. In a Jack for spreading objects arranged in a pile, the

combination of two members adapted to be Inserted end-

wise one below and one above one or more of the objects

in the pile, said members being adapted to bear one on
the other at the Inner ends thereof which are Inserted Into

the pile, and a device which is located at the outer endt

of said members and Is movable while retained at the

outer ends of said members for spreading said outer ends
apart, whereby the movement of the spreading device

Is not obstracted by the objects between said members,
tbere being no connection between said members other

than the spreading device at their outer ends.

2. In a jack for spreading objects arranged In a pile,

the combination of two members adapted to be inserted

endwise at opposite sl(l»>s of one or more of the Ahj«M»ts

ITS tne pile, said members oeing noapten to f>ear one on

the other at the Inner ends thereof which are inserted

Into the pile, and a screw which entnitren one of said mem-
bers and has a screw connection with the other member
at the outer ends of said members for .spreading said

onter ends apart, there being no connection between said

members other than the spreading device at their outer

ends.

3. In a Jack for spreading objects arrangeil in a pile,

the combination ot two bars adaptetl to t>e shoved end-
wise into place on opposite sides of one or more of the

objects in the pile, said bars being adapted to b«ar one
on the other at the inner ends thereof which are In-

serted into the pile, and a screw which has a screw-

threadefl connection with one of said bars and removably
iK-ars on the oth.T l>ar for forcing said Itars apart, said

bars being disconnected and adapted to be placed in posi-

tion and removed separately.

4. In a jack for spreading objects arrangetl in a pile,

the combination of two members adapted to be inserted

at opi>osite sides of one or more of the objects In the
pile, said members being adapted to bear one on the

other at one end, a screw which engages one of said

members, and a nut having a screw threaded engage-

ment with said s<rew and engaging said other memt>er,

said nut being adapte<l to l>ear an<i slide onto the end
of said first member and one of said coCpeartlng bearing

parts being l>evele<l.

1,228.806. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Long
S. Morris. Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Ang. 13. 1914.

Serial No. 856.624. (CI. 12.3— 16.)

An internal combustion engine comprising a stator

and a rotor, a fuel inlet, a spring pressed piston slide, an

oscillatory face block carried by the piston slide, a plu-

rality of links for securing the block to the slide, and

recemea In the block to permit the block to oscillate.

1,228.807. LIGHT-PROOF AND SANITARY SKIRT.

Stella Moscow. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed May 29, 1916.

Serial No. 10*>.529. (Cl. 2—42.)
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and back, a protecting sheet arranged l>«low each of said

openings, and means for connecting said protecting sheet

to said opaque skirt member.

2. Au underskirt, comprising a t>ody. an auxiliary skirt

member connecte*! to said Ixxly, said auxiliary skirt mem-
ber being connett*^! adjacent the top and also at a point

•paced from the top, said skirt member at said point being

open for part of the distance at the front and at the

back, a protecting she«'t arranjj'd at the front and back,

•aid protecting sheets Iwlng adapted to be i)ass«Hl through

•aid openings, a line of fastening means connected to said

auxiliary skirt member at said openings, a line of fas-

tening means conne<ted to the upper e<lge of each of said

•heets, the fastening means on the sheets Interlocking

with the fastening means on the auxiliary skirt member

BO as to hold the sheet properly In position, and fastening

ineaB^ for closing the open sections of said auxiliary skirt

1.228,808. CORSET. Mary 'g. Motz. Hillsdale. X/ J.

Filed May 31, 1916. Serial No. 100.786. (CL 2—74.

J

1. In a corset, elastic strips, a imlr of stays around

which said strips are attached to form therewith a single

piece, eyeleted members projecting from said stays and

buttons on the edges of said corset which serve to engage

said eyeleted members.

2. In a corwt, elastic strips, a pair of stays around

which the ends of said strips are fold»H.l and stitched to

form therewith a single piece and means on said stays for

the attachment of said ple<*e to said corset.

1,228,809. RESILIENT WHEEL. CH.VRI-Es Xeimevkb,

Little Ko(k. Ark. Filed Mar. 18. 1916. Serial No.

85,193. (CI. I'i2—32.)

2 In a resilient wheel, the combination of an Inner

rim. an outer rini spaced therefrom and provided with a

guide-way betw«?en its edges, trucks comprising spac«'<l

frame members provided in the space between the rims,

three rollers mounted lietween the frame members at each

end of the trucks and seated on the outer rim with the

central roller at each end occupying the guide-way men-

tlonetl, springs connecting these trucks to the Inner rim

and ad«lltlonal springs for connecting them to the outer

rim.

1.228.810. UMimELLA. <;i;okue XEf. Sr.. Cincinnati,

Ohio. Filed Feb. 25, 1916. Serial No. 80.544. (Cl.

135—32.)

1. In an underskirt of the character de«cTlt»ed, a body,

an opaque skirt member having an op«>nlng at the front

1, In a resilient wheel, the combination of inner and

outer rims, laterally si»ac«-d annular roller l»e«l8 couuec ted

to the Inner side of the outer rim with a space between

them which forms an annular guide-way, trucks provideil

with rollers seateil on these roller be«is on which they are

adajited to move and n»mprising alm> ndlers which are

larger In diameter and extend Into these gul<l^ - ways,

sprlntrs to conne< t thes*- trucks to the imter rim and addi-

tional springs to connect them to the Inner rim.

In a device of the iharacter described. In combination,
with a rib, a bra<-e joint secured thereto, said bra<-e joint

l>eing forme<l substantially from a T-shaped metal blank,

said T-shape<l blank having one of Its alining arms curled

around In one <lire<'tion so as to provide a loop, the arm
at right angles to the las(-nanied arm l)elng curled back at

right angles to the plane of said last-named loop, while

the third and remaining arm is bent back at right angles

upon Itself so as to Iw* spaced a|>art from the adjacent

e«ige of said second name<l <-urle<l portion, and a rib hav-
ing a right angular terminal of a length sufficient to pro-

ject Into !%id second-named curled portion as said rib also

engages said right angular portion of the third arm.

1,228,811. ROAD -FINISHING MACHINE. Ellwood
Hampton Newman, Spring I.ake Beach, N. .1, Filed

July 28, 1916. Serial No. 111.81.S. (Cl. 37—5.)

1. .\n Implement as characterized comprising a series

of snio«ithlng sleds : and means for holding said sleds in

service arranK< inent. said means embodying a surrounding

frame, and individual attachments between said frame

and each of said sleds, said attachments embodying rods

e.xtend^Ml transverse said frame, and hooks engaging the

same, said hooks being permanently attached to the front

and rear ends of i)aired sleds.

2. An implement as characteriz««d comprising a series

of smoothing sleds ; means for holding said sleds In serv-

ice arransement ; and a plurality of scraping members,

one attached to each of said sleds, said members being

Inclined rearwardly.

:;. .Vn implement as charH<terlze<l comprising a series of

sniiM>thlnK sleds: and means for holding said sUhIs juxta-

poited In service relation, thereby forming a tlo«»r for car-

rying broken particles plained there«m, said means formlox

surroundluK rails for said floor.

4. An Implement as characterized comprlslnK a series

of smoothing sleds ; means for holding said sleds juxta-

posed in service relation, thereby forming a floor for car-

rying broken particles placed thereon, said menus forming

surrounding rails for said floor ; and a plurality of scrap-

iDK nienilHTs. one attached to each of said sleds and at f.Je

forward end thereof.
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1.228,812. GEAR SHirriNO MECHANISM. John P.

N'lKOxow, Wllklnsburg. Pa., asslcmor to We«tlnghou8«»

Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Fll«>d Mar. 16. 1918. Serial No. 14,775.

(01. 74—68.)

1. Id a gear-Bhlftlng mechanism, the combination with

a sblftable member, and a normally unMtre88«>d spring

for shifting said member from a neutral position, of a
magnet for supplying energy to said spring, and means for

controlling the shifting of said member.
2. In a gear-shifting mechanism, the combination with

a sblftable member, and normally unstressed spring means
for actuating said member in oppoalte directions from a
Deutral position, of electromagnetic means for supplying

energy to said spring means, and means for selectively

controlling said elt'ctroniagnetlc means.
3. In a gear-shifting mechanism, the combination with

a thiftable member, and normally unstres8«'d resilient

means for actuating said member In opposite directions

from a neutral position, of means for supplying energy
to said resilient means, and means for selectively control-

ling the actuation of said member and the operation of

said energy-supplying means.

4. In a gear-shifting mechanism, the combination with

a rod shlftable in opposite directions from a neutral posi-

tion, a plurality of electromagnets, and a core member
actuated In opposite directions by said electromagnets, of

resilient means for connecting said core member to said

shift rod. and means for selectirely energizing said elec-

tromagnets to supply energy to said resilient means.

5. In a gear-shifting mechanism, the combination with

a shift rod. a plurality of electromagnets, a core member
therefor, and resilient means for connecting said core

memt>er to said rod, of means for selectively controlling

said electromagnets to energize said resilient means.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the rtazette.]

1.228.818. DEVICE FOR SUPPORTINC. PAILS OR THE
LIKE. WiLLARD A. OSLIY. Springfield. Mass. Filed

Nov. IB. 1916. Serial No. 131.409. (CI. 248—41.)

T
'« s 4

1. In a device of the <lass described, the combination

with a suitable support, comprising a cross shaped mem-
ber the arms of which are designed to receive the lower

edge of the receptacle, devices secured to the ends of the

arm.s and a coll spring slldably engaging said devices,

means for clamping the receptacle to the base member
comprising extensible springs provided with hooks at their

upper ends for engaging the upper edge of the receptacle,

as described.

6. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a suitable support to receive a receptacle, comprising

a mwnber having arms which are designed to receive the

lower e<lge of said receptacle, devices secured to the ends
of the arms and a spring engaging said devices, means for

clamping the receptacle to the base memt>er comprising
extensible springs having one end nttarhed to said spring

and Its other end provided with attaching devices for en-

gaging the upper edge of the receptacle, as des<Tlbed.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed in 'the Oasette.l

1.228,814. THREAD-PARTINO MECHANISM FOR
LOOMS. Hbnrv A. Owen. Whltinsvllle, Mass.. as-

signor to The Whltin Machine Works, Whltinsvllle.

Mass.. a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Oct. 22.

191.'5. Serial No. 57.362. (CI. 139—88.)

1. In a loom having an automatic filling replenishing

mechanism, the <'oinl)lnatlon of said mechanism and means
for severing the trailing filling end of the ejected filling

bobbin, said means comprising an electric circuit con-

trolled by the filling indicating motion of the replenishing

mechanism, said circuit Including a resistance part where-

by the trailing filling end is parted on coming in contact

with it due to the heat generated therein by the current.

2. In a loom having an automatic filling replenlshlnf

nie( hanlsm the combination of said mechanism, an elec-

tric circuit, a cut-out In the electric circuit actuated by

the filling indicating motion whereby the electric current

is controlled and a resistance part in the electric circuit

situated In the path of the trailing filling end whereby the

same Is severed by being drawn In contact with the heated

surface of the resistance part.

1,228,816. ENGINE-CYLINDER AND JACKET. Stan-

LiY H. Paiji, San Frandsco, «'al.. assignor to Union

Gas Engine Company. Oakland, Cal.. a Corporation of

California. Filed Dec. 11. 1916. Serial No. ISd.lB**.

(CI. 128—193.)

1. In combination with a cylinder for Internal combus-
tion engines of the overhead valve type, provided with up-

wardly extending tubular guides In the h<ad thereof for

receiving the stems of the cylinder controlling valves, the

upper ends of said guides providing bosses projecting up-

wardly from said cylinder, a flange surrounding the base

of each boss the outer surface of said bosses disposed per-

pendicularly to the said flange and said guides passing

through the bos.ses at an angle, a Jacket for positioning
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over and surrounding the cylinder side walls in spaced

relation thereto and provided with openings in Its head

and through eH< h of whl< h ..ne ot sj«l<l l...sses i.n.Jects,

and means for positioning over said bosses and engaging

the Jacket head for removably securing said Jacket In

poiltlOD on the cylinder with the head thereof In contact

wltti aald fiange.

2. In comt>lnatlon with a cylinder for Internal combus

tlon engines of the overhead valve type provided on Its

head with one or more tubular, externally threaded bosses

extending vertically from the cylinder head and each pro
|

vldlng a valve guide the bore of which Is disposed at an

angle and the exterior wall perpendi.ular to the top sur-

face of the cylinder, a Jacket for removably positioning

over and surrounding the cylinder side walls in spaced

relation thereto and provlde<l on Its head with one or

more openings through each of which one of said bosses

extends, and a nut for thr.a.l.d . nKapnient with ea. h of

aid bosse* for .ontactlng with said Jacket head for de-

tachably securing the Jacket in position on the cylinder.

8 In combination with a cylinder for Internal combus

tlon engines of the overhead valve type, provided with

upwardly projecting guides through which the stems of

tkaeontrolllng valves extend the bores of said guides being

dlaposed at an angle to each other and the outer surfaces

thereof arranged perpendicular to the top wall of the

cylinder In parallel spaceil relation, the upper ends of said

glides providing shouldered bosses, a headed Jacket mem-

ber for positioning over and surrounding the cylinder side

walls in spaced relation thereto and provided In Its head

with openings through each of which one of said bosses

exten.U. M i»»»f f-T threaded Htta.hiii. nt with said bosses

for forcing said Jacket head into contact with the shoul

der surrounding said bosses for detachahly securing the

Jacket in position on the cylinder.

1228 816. COi>KER. Samceu ruTEBso.N and Louis C.
'

KNACK«TM>T. Annapolis. Md. Flletl Feb. 29, 1916.

Serial No. 81,186. (CI. 58—8.)

with a hole formed in the top portion of said card, for

firmly securing It in a vertical position to the coat of the

wearer.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gasette.J

1.228,818. MANUFACTURING OF CARBON MONOXID
AND HYDROGEN. Raocl Picrbb IMctet. Wlliners-

dorf, near Berlin, Germany. Original application filed

May 29, 1911, Serial No. 680.177. Divided and this

application file<l July 1, 1912. Serial No. 707,034.

(O. 48—214.)

r"

Oil
.ff.. ,,, J •.•.••! ir mil JJ^
y

1. A removable false bottom for a cooking utensil, com

prising superposed upwardly bulged .oncavo-convex disks

having perforations; and connections uniting the disks,

the (onnectlons being spaced from each other clrcumfer

entlally of the disks, to leave the space between the disks

open at the peripheries of the disks throughout practically

the entire circumference of the disks.

2. A removable false bottom for a cooking utensil, com-

prising superposed disks ; and brackets secured to the

lower disk, the upper disk l>eing provided with openings,

and the tops of the brackets being provided with tongues

extended clrcumferentlally of the disks and disposeil ap

proximately parallel to the disks, the openings being adapt

ed to receive the tongues, upon relative rotation between

the disks, thereby to hold the disks releasably Interlocked.

1,228.817. IDENTIFYING-CARD. Edwin G. Pickib

ING Montgomery county, near Dayton. Ohio. Original

application filed Dec. 21, 1916. Serial No. 188,255.

Dlvide<l and this application filed Mar. 24, 1917. Serial

No. 167,110. (CI. 40—26.)

^4^:SE
L.^

1. A process for manufacturing a hydrogen-carbon

monoxld mixture from hydrooarbonaceous material, which

(omprlses simultaneously admitting said material, steam

and oxygen to a conduit heated sufficiently to decompose

the steam and hydrocarbon.

2. A process for the manufacture of a hydrogen-carbon

monoxld mixture from hydrocarbonaceous material, which

comprises simultaneously admitting said material, steam,

and oxygen to a conduit heated sufllclently to decompose

the steam and hydrocarbon and Initiate the reaction, the

oxygen being sufllclent to produce the heat of oxidation

of the carbon required to establish the equilibrium of the

reaction.

1,228,819. ELECTRIC CLOCK. Wilson E. roKXCK,

New Haven, Conn., assignor to New Haven Clock Co..

New Haven, Conn., a Corporation. Piled Oct 26, 1916.

Serial No. 127.771. (CI. 58—41.)

1. An Identifying card adapted to receive a name written

In a vertical manner, and a cranked element cooperating

1. In an electric <lock, the combination with an electro

magnet, of an armature therefor, a trigger operate<l by the

said armature, a circuit-closer cocked and released by the

said trigger and operated for opening the clr<ult by the

said armatyre, a contact with which the «ircult closer co-

acts, and a driving-spring energized by the movement of

the armature and connected with the time-train of the

clock.

4. In an electric clock, the combination with an electro-

magnet, a pivotal armature therefor, a trigger having a

cocklnn-shoulder and an operating-arm which latter co-

acts with the armature, an oscillating circuit closer .ocked

by the said cocking shoulder of the trigger when moved

Into Its open-circuit position by the said armature, and

provided with a contact arm. a contact-sprlnK with which

the said contact-arm makes sliding contact, a drlvlng-

sprluK. and connection between the said driving-spring

and the armature, whereby the spring is energized by the

iirmature every time the same is moved by the enertflra-

tion of the magnet.

I Claims 2 and 8 not printed In the (Jaiette.l
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1,22S,820. DEVICE FOR REGULATING BALANCE-
WHEELS. Wilson E, Fobt«r, New Haven, Coon.. •••
HlgnoT to Now Haven Clo<k Co.. New Haven, Conn., a
Corporation. Filed Dec. 26, 1916. Serial No. 138.945
(CI. 73—51.)

trenilties to the undersld.- of the blade adjarent the front
there.)f and i»i>ai-ed from the renialnlnu portion of the
liladf.

1. In a device for regulating balan< e whei'ls, the com-
bination with a roclclng carrier mounting a ma.«ter balance-
wheei and the balance-wheel to be adjusted, of Indlcatora
mounted lu the said carrier, re.spectlvely connected with
the outer ends of the hair sprlngH of the said Lalauce-
wheels aud arranged in conjunction with each other for
the comjjarison of their relative oscillatory movement.

2. In a device for regulating balance-wheels, the com-
bination with a rocking carrier mounting a master balance-
whet'l and the balance-wheel to be adjusted, of indicator
staffs mounted in the carrier for oscUlatlon therein, indi-
cators carried by the respective shafts and located In op-
position to each other, and means connecting th*- said
shafts with the outer ends of the hairsprings of the re-
spective balance-wheels, whereby the relative oaclllatlon
of the said wheels la visuallied for comparison.

3. In a device for regulating balance-wheels, the com-
bination with a rocking carrier mounting a master balance-
whe«l and the balance-wheel to be regulated, oscillatory
indicator-staffs mounted in the said carrier. Indicators
carried by the respective staffs and arranged in opposl
tlon for the comparison of their movement, and means
for connecting the outer ends of the hair springs of the
said wheels with the said shafts, the hair spring of the
ba lane- wheel to be regulated being adjustably connected
with its indicator staff.

4. In a d»vlce for regulating balance-wheels, the com
blnatlon with a rocking carrier mounting a master balance-
wheel and the balance-wheel to be regulated, oscillatory
Indicator-staffs mounted In the said carrier, indicators
carried by the said staffs and arranged In opposition for
the convenient comparison of their movement, connection
between the outer end of the hair-spring of the master
balance-wheel with one of the said staffs, and connection
between the hair-sprlng of the balance whe«l to be ad-
Justed with the other staff, the latter connection Including
a notched stud receiving the end of the hair spring of the
said balance-wheel, and a gripping spring for holding the
hairspring in position In the said notch.

5. In a device for regulating balance wheels, the com-
bination with a rocklng-carrler mounting the master hal-
ance-wh»t'l and the balance-wheel to be adjusted, of Indl-
<-ators resp«-ctlvely connected with and operated by the
hair springs of the said balance-wheels for the comparison
of their relative movement, the said Indicators being l)ent
toward each other in the aame plane so as to centralize
the coniparisun.

1.228,821. EGG-LIFTER. How.tHD W. Rbtxolds, Chi-
cago. 111. Filed Feb. 18, 1915. Serial No. 9,128 «C1
60—3.)

1. An egg lifter comprising a blade having a forward
scooping edge and a hamlle having its forward extremity
connected to the underside of the bla<ie adjacent the
front thereof and apaced from the remaining portion of
the blade.

2 An egg lifter comprising a blade baring a forward
scooping edge and a central downwardly dished portion,
and n handle having a bifurcated »-ii(l connected at its ex

8. An egg lifter Including a main member having a de-
pressed draining portion and provided with a U-«hape,|
slot straddling the draining portion, and having its bight
to the rear of the draining portion, the portion of themember within the slot (^-Ing upturned at Its rear endand a rearward extension on the portion exterior to the
slot arranged to form a handle socket.

1,228.822. BA<;
V , ,u ,

^" RKCElTAlLK. BB«.VA«D RiEs,

?CI 2^;', *'"*^ *^'""' *• **^*'- •^"'' •'^*'- ^<*2.679.

1. A device of the class described comprising a foldable
nieml)er having a perforated noo-deUch*ble and non-fold-
able false bottom or partition having one end fixed to the
Inner surface of the l)ag an.l adapted to hlngedly raise
and lower from said fixe,! point in an arc of a circle when
the bag is openwl and closed, and strap holding means for
the free end of the partition for limiting the up and down
movement thereof.

2. A foldable paper bag having a non-detachable parti-
tion or false Iwttom and a flexible strap holding means
therefor, said false bottom having one of Its ends hlngedly
fitted to the Interior of the bag and the other end being
free to swing up and down in the arc of a circle when the
bag is open.d and closed, said strap holding means nerv-
ing to limit the downward movement of the free end of
the fals»' bottom.

1,228.823. FOOD AND BEVERAGE MIXING DEVICE.
Wit.LiAM P. RoBBHTSox, New Tork. N. T. Filed Aug.
1. 1916. .Serial No. 112.49o. (CI. 269—104.)
1. A mixing device of the class described comprising

in i-ombinatlon a base carrying an upright or sUudard,
holders extending In opposite directions from said stand-
ard for positioning and holding vessels or containers in
which a mixing operation Is to be performed, a boaglng
iarrle<l by said standard at the upper end thereof, a hori-
zontally extending shaft mount^nl in bearings in said
housing, a driving bevel gear on ea<h end of said abaft
and driven thereby, a driven l»evei gear meshing with each
of salil driving gears, said driven l>evel gears being rarrle<l
In bearings In said boasing, and an agitating member
driven by each driven bevel gear, raid driving bevel gears
being iixated between the driven bevel gears.

2. A mixing device of the class described comprising in
combination a standard having thereupon a housing, a
horizontally extending shaft in said housing, bevel gears
each revoluble about its vertU-ally extea<Ung axU. one of
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said gears being located in bearings at the right hand
side of said housing, the other of said gears being located

at the left hand side of said housing, bevel gears carried

by the horizontally extending shaft, which last mentioned
gears are in mesh with and between the bevel gears tiuit

revolve about their vertical axes, and agitating or mixing
meml>er8 driven through the medium of the vertical gears

that revolve about their vertically extending axes.

3. A mixing device of the class described comprising In

combination a standard, a bousing 8upporte<l by the stand-
ard, a motor carried by said housing and having a hori-

zontally extending armature shaft mounted in bearings

so that the armature shaft can revolve, the armature
winding being on that portion of the shaft which is be-

tween said bearings, said bousing carrying at the right

and left hand sides of the device bevel gears which re-

volve about their vertically extending axes, bevel gears

carried by said armature shaft, one at each end thereof

and In mesh with and driving said first-mentioned bevel

gears, and a vertically movable agitating member driven
by each of said last mentioned gears, each driving bevel

gear being located between Its corresponding l>evel gear
and the armature of the motor In such location that the

driving bevel gear Is In mesh with the Inner side portion
of the driven gear.

4. A mixing device of the class descrlbe<l comprising in

combination an upright or standard, a housing having
therein a motor and provided with bearings supporting an
armature shaft extending horizontally from the right to

the left hand side of the device, a bevel gear mounted on
each end of said shaft, a plurality of bevel gears which
revolve about their vertically extending axes, one of said

gears being carried in bearings at the right hand side of

the device the other of said gears being carried in bear-

ings at the left hand side of the device and both of said
g«ars being in mesh with and driven by the bevel gears
which are carried on the armature shsft. a driving ele-

ment carried on that portion of the shaft which is be-

tween the bevel gears on the shaft, and agitating mem-
Ix'rs on the lower ends of vertl<"ally moving shafts which
are driven through the medium of the bevel gears which
revolve about the vertically extending axis, the construc-
tion being such that the armature shaft terminates short
of the path of movement of the vertically movable shafts.

1.22S.H-J4. RE«'KI'T.\rLK Th.uji Ks Wesley Robison.
Crafton. I'a. Filed Dec. 13, 1916. Serial No. 136,585*.

(Cl. 206—81.)

1. A recepJacle for the purpose set forth comprising an
outer and an inner section, the latter of less length than
the former and in the form of a tray, said outer section
having the lower jKirtion of its front provided with an
opening, a trough forming nieml>er hinged to the bottom
of said Inner section and normally se<ureil within aald
outer sec'tlon and capable when released to swing through

said opening to provide a trough, said member having a
pair of protuberances abutting against the front wall of

the outer section to arrest outward movement of said
member, and a container mounted In the top of said

outer section and against the upper end of the Inner sec-

tion for maiuulnlng the latter In the former and provid-
ing a receptacle for burnt match sticks.

2. A receptacle for the purpose set forth comprising an
outer and an inner section, the latter of less length than
the former and In the form of a tray, said outer section
having the lower portion of its front provided with an
opening, a trough forming member hinged to the bottom
of said Inner section and normally secured within said
outer section and capable when released to swing through
said op4>ning to provide a trough, said member having a
pair of protuberances abutting against the front wall of
the outer section to arrest outward movement of said
member, and a container mounted In the top of said outer
section and against the upper end of the inner section
for maintaining the latter In the former and providing a
receptacle for burnt match sticks, said container having
a lining of asbestos.

3. A receptacle for the purpose set forth comprising an
outer and an Inner section, the latter of less length than
the former and In the form of a tray, said outer section
having the lower portion of Its front provided with an
opening, a trough forming member hinged to the lK>ttoni of
said Inner section and normally secured within said outer
section and capable when released to swing through said
opening to provide n trough, said member having a pair
of protuberances abutting against the front wall of the
outer section to arrest outward movement of said mem-
l>er. and a container mounted In the top of said outer sec-

tion and against the upper end of the inner s«'ction for
maintaining the latter in the former and providing a re-

ceptacle for burnt match sticks, and metallic reinforce-

ments for said protuberances.

4. A receptacle for the purpose set forth comprising an
outer and an Inner section, the latter of less length than
the former and In the form of a tray, said outer section
having the lower portion of its front provided with an
opening, n trough forming member hinged to the bottom
of said inner section and normally secured within saiil

outer section and capable when released to swing through
said opening to provide a trough, said member having a
pair of protuberan<es abutting against the front wall of
the outer section to arrest outward movement of said
member, and a container mounted In the top of said outer
section and against the upper end of the Inner section for

maintaining the latter in the former and providing a re-

ceptacle for burnt match sticks, said container having a
lining of a8t>esto8. and metallic reinforcements for said
protuberances.

5. A receptacle for the purpose set forth comprising an
outer and an inner section, said outer section having the
lower portion of Its front provided with an opening, a
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trough formlog member hinged to the bottom of said In-

ner section and normally secured within said outer sec-

tion and capable when released to swing through said
opening to provide a trough, means normally maintain-
ing said member within said inner section, said member
hariuK a pair of extensions provided with prottiberances.
said protuberances when said member is released capable
of abutting agalnnt the front wall of the outer section to

arrest movement of said member, and said inner section

having means to provide pockets for said extensions.

1.228.S25. HANGER FOR SWINGS. William .T. Romack.
Freedom. Pa. Filed May 17, 1916. Serial No. 98.168.

(CI. 15&—36.)

1. A han^^er for swings comprislDg a casing having

slotted sides provided with bearings and farther having

the upper face of its bottom formed with a bearing, a

hanger member including a frame extending through the

slotted sides and depending from said caslDg and further

including a shaft mounted upon said bearings, means for

maintaining the shaft upon the bearings, and a suspen-

sion hook carried by said frame.

2. A hanger for swings comprising a casing having

slotted sides provided with bearings and further having

the upper face of Its bottom formed with a bearing, a

hanK'T membfT Including a frame extending through the

slotted sides and depending from said casing and further

including a horizontally disposed shaft depending from

the top of the frame and extending into said casing and
mount^ti upon said bearings, and a pivoted suspension

hook depending from the bottom of the said frame and
arrani;e<i exteriorly of said casing.

8. A hang»r for swings comprising a casing having

slotted sides and bearings arranged therein, a hanger

member including a frame having the top bar thereof ex-

tending through said slotted sides of the casing, the sides

and bottom of said frame t>elng arranged exteriorly of the

casing, a shaft connected with the top of the frame and

arranged within said casing and seated upon the bearings,

and means for maintaining the shaft upon the bearings,

and a suspension hook depending from the bottom of the

frame.

1,228.826. CLOTH CUTTING MACHINE. Adolph
RCBiN, St. Louis, Mo. File«i Mar. 20, 1916. Serial

No. 85,310. (CI. 164—75.)

1. A clotb cutting machine comprising a reciprocating

knife, a vertical electric motor having a vertical arma-

ture ahaft. suitable casings and framing, a rockable arm
for reciprocating said knife, said arm being mounted at
the lower end of said armature shaft and entirely sup-
ported thereby, and means carri»Hl by said ahaft for rock-
ing said arm.

2. A cloth cutting machine comprising a reciprocating
knife, a vertical electric motor having a vertical arma-
ture-shaft, and lasing for said motor, a transmission case
located l>eneath said motor casing and arranged to sup
port said motor and its casing, a standard for support
ing said transmission cas*-. a base on which said stand-
ard is mounted, a rockable arm for reciprocating sal(i
knife, said arm t>eln>: mounted at the lower end of aald
armature shaft and entirely supported thereby, and means
carried by said shaft for ro( king sahi arm.

3. A cloth cuttinx machine comprising a r«'ciprocatlng
knife, a vprtical electric motor having a vertical arma-
ture shaft, suitable casings and framing, a rockable arm
for reclprotating said knife, bodies fixed upon the lower
portion of said armature shaft and having a wabbling-
«ro«ve formed between them, balls located in said wal>-
bllng-groove and connecting said rockable arm to the said
bodies, so that said rockable arm is entirely supported by
the said armature shaft. au<i a guid>- for preventing said
rockable arm from rotating with said shaft while permit-
ting said arm to rock.

4. A doth cutting machine having a vertical ••Itttrlc

motor and a vertical armature shaft, a reciprocatlug knife,
suitable caaiogs and framing, a rockable driving arm for
reciprocating said knife, bo<lies fixed on the lower portion
of said armature shaft and provided with inclined walla
which form the walls of a wabbling groove, said rockable
driving arm also having Inclined walls which form the
walls of a ball-race therein. Italls located In said wabbling-
Kroove and in said ball-rac*" and connecting said roikable
arm to the said armature shaft, so that said rockable arm
Is entirely supported by the lower portion of said arma-
ture shaft, a suitable guiding device, for preventing said
rockable arm from rotating with said shaft whll.- permit-
ting said arm to rock, and a knife-holder carried by said
rockable arm.

5. A cloth-cutting machine having a vertical electric-
motor, the armature-shaft of which Is provided with oil-

< bannel formed in the same shaft at a point near its
lower end, a body fixed upon said shaft to rotate there-
with and having a wabbling grwive In Its periphery, and
arranged so that said transverse oil-channel of said shaft
is in communication with saUl wabbling groove, a i(>«kablp
driving shank having an oil-channel in communication
with said wabbling-groove. means for connecting said
driving shank to the walls of said wabbling groove, so
that when said body is rotated the said driving shank will
be rocked, a driving-arm carried by said shank and adapt-
ed to be oiled to said arm, and a knife-holder connected to
said drlvlng-arm.

1,228,827. RECOIL OPERATED FIREARM. Oiivaa
Bbkbt Saalfiilc, West Hoboken. N. J., assignor to
Maxim Munitions Corporation, New York, N. Y., a Cor-
poration of Delaware. Filed Aug. 8. 1916. Serial No.
113.808. <C1. 42—4.)

2^' %,

1. In an automatic firearm, a re<-oll-operated barrel, a
spring actuated breech-bolt device including a tubular bolt
carrier, a firing pin coaxially arranged within the carrier
and rigidly connected at one end thereto, a cartridge posi-
tioning bolt slldably mounted In the bolt carrier and slida-
ble upon the firing pin. and an automatic device for tem-
porarily locking the bolt to the carrier, and means for
automatically locking the bolt to the barrel and releasing
It therefrom.
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2. An automatic firearm Including a recoil operated

iMirrel, locking means for holding said barrel In a rela-

tively fixed position, a spring actuated breech bolt having
means for placing a cartridge in the barrel and also hav-

ing means for releasing said locking means to permit the

recoil of the barrel, and a trigger device having means
engaging and releasing the breech bolt.

3. An automatic firearm including a spring tensioned

barrel, locking means for holding the barrel in firing posi-

tion, a spring actuated breech bolt having cartridge posi-

tioning means, and also having means for releasing said

locking means to permit recoil of the barrel, holding lugs

carried by the rear end of the barrel adapted to automati-

cally engage said cartridge positioning means, and a trig-

ger device for engaging and releasing the breech l>olt.

4. An automatic firearm including a tubular casing, a

ritie barrel in the casing, means for holding the barrel

in firing position, a spring actuated breech bolt slidable

In the casing, means for automatically locking said breech

bolt to the barrel and releasing it therefrom, and a trig-

ger device for engaging and releasing said breech bolt.

5. An automatic firearm including a tubular casing, a

rifie barrel In the casing, a spring for positioning the

barrel in the casing, a barrel locking detent, a spring ac

tuated breech-bolt device slidable in the casing, said de-

vice Including a bolt carrier having means for automati-

cally releasing said barrel locking detent, a rectilinearly

and rotatably movable breech-bolt having a locking en-

gagement with the barrel, and means for locking the

breech-bolt in an extended position, and a trigger device

for engaging and releasing said breech-bolt device.

I Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the r;azette.]

,2 28,8 28. WINDLASS DRIVING MECHANISM.
MicHABL J. SASiiE.v and Alhcbt Glooe, Chicago, 111.,

assignors to Sasgeu iH-rrlck Co.. Chicago. 111., a Cor-

poration of Illinois. Filed Mar. 5, 1915. SerUl No.

12,447. (CI. 74—58.)

1. In a windlass driving mechanism, the combination
of a drum, a shaft upon which the drum is loosely mount-
ed, an internal gear on one end of the drum, a shiftable

gear meshing with the internal gear, an intermediate gear,

a gear on said shaft, said shiftable and shaft gears mesh-
ing with the intermediate gear, a web-like support ex-

tending from in front of the internal gear to adjacent the

rear of said gear, a stub shaft mount(>d in said web-like

support on which said intermediate gear Is mounted,
means for moving said shiftable and shaft gears simul-

taneously an<l in opposite directions, and clutch mem-
bers mounted upon said shaft gear and drum, said shifta-

ble and shaft gears when moved into one position bring-

ing said shiftable and Internal gears into mesh and break-

ing the clutch connection between said drum and shaft

gear, and the moving of said shiftable and shaft gears

into another position bringing said shiftable and Internal

gears out of mesh and establishing a clutch connection

between said shaft gear and drum, said stub shaft having

a series of notches thereon, and a locking member on the

means for moving saiil shiftable and shaft gears, adapted

to rest within a selected one of said notches to lock said

gears In shifted position, substantially as described.

2. In a windlass driving mechanism, the combination

of a drum having one end recessed, an internal gear in

said recessed end. a shaft on which the drum is loosely

mounted, a gear on the shaft, coSperating clutch members
on the shaft gear and drum, a shiftable gear adapt-

»»d to mesh with the Internal gear, an Intermediate
gear connecting the shaft and shiftable gears, and with
which said gears are constantly in mesh, a stub shaft

for the shiftable gear, a stub shaft for the interme-

diate gear, a mounting lying at the recessed end of the

drum and comprising a front and a rear section, said stub

shafts being held by both the front and rear sections of

said mounting, and the front section of said mounting
serving to hold one end of the drum shaft, and means for

simultaneously moving in opposite directions the shaft

and shiftable gears, suhitanttally as described.

3. In a windlass driving mechanism, the combination

of a drum having one end recessed, an internal gear in

said recessed end, a shaft on which the drum is loosely

mounted, a gear on the drum shaft, cooperating clutch

meml>ers on the shaft gear and drum, a shiftable gear

adaptetl to mesh with the internal gear, an Intermediate

gear connecting the shaft feear and shiftable gear, a stub

shaft for the intermediate gear, a stub shaft for the shift-

able gear, a mounting arranged at the recessed end of the

drum, and comprising a plate-like front portion Joined

to a plate-like rear portion, said stub shafts being held

by said front and rear portions, and one end of the drum
shaft being held by said front portion, and means for si-

multaneously moving the shiftable and drum shaft gears

in opposite directions, substantially as described.

4. In a windlass driving mechanism, the combination

of a drum having one end recessed, an Internal gear in

said recessed end, a shaft on which the drum is loosely

mounted, a gear on the shaft, cooperating clutch mem-
bers on the shaft gear and drum, a shiftable gear adapted

to mesh with the Internal gear, an Intermediate gear con-

necting the shaft and shiftable gears, and with which

said gears are constantly In mesh, a stub shaft for the

shiftable gear, a stub shaft for the Intermediate gear, a

mounting lying at the recessed end of the drum and com-

prising a front and a rear section, said stub shafts being

held by both the front and rear sections of said mounting,

and the front section of said mounting serving to hold

one end of the drum shaft, the front portion of the mount-

ing having an ear Intermediate the drum shaft and stub

shaft of the Intermediate gear, a member pivoted to said

ear, a connection between said member and the drum

shaft gear, and a connection between the member and

shiftable gear, said connections being on opposite side*

of the pivot point of said member, substantially as de-

scribed.

1.228.829. NON SKID PRIXTIXi; R« "LLER. William
StHALLEf. Brooklyn, N. V. Filed Oct. 24, 1916. Se-

rial No. 127,431. (CI. 101—.3.38.)

1. In a printing preiu. the combination of a press body
having side rails and flanges, gear teeth formed on lald
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Ilanges, Inking rollers, sbafts carrying said Inking rollers,
thp free ends of said shafts being rfdaced to engage roller
carrying member.s, key members formed on said shafts,
pinions carried on said shafts and engaged by said key
members, said pinions engaging said gear teeth on said
flanges, and said keys being formed with offset portions
to space said pinions from said rollers.

2. In a printing press, the combination of a press body
having side rails and toothed flanges, inking rollers and
shafts therefor, keys on said shafts, pinions carried by
the shafts engaging with said keys, said pinions to en-
gage said toothed flanges, said pinioDs having tread por-
tions formed thereon to engage said rails, and said keys
l>elng formed with offset portions to space said pinloos
from said rollers.

1,228,830. SHOCK - ABSORBING MECHANISM FOR
RAILWAY CARS. Eknest H. Schmidt. Cleveland.
Ohio, assignor to The National Malleable Castings
Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed
Feb. 2, 1915. Serial No. 5.603. (Q. 213—64.)

1. In frictional shock absorbing mechanism, a central
friction member having a plurality of friction faces, a
plurality of friction shoes engaging said friction faces,
a wedge adapted to compress the friction shoes against
the friction faces on the central member, a compression
spring, the central friction member having a base portion,
and longitudinally-extending stops formed separately from
the base portion and the wedge and seating in recesses
thereof, the said stops engaging said base portion and said
wedge, to limit the compression of the devlc«».

2. In frictional shock absorbing mechanism, a friction
member having a plurality of outwardly radiating arms
forming with each other reenetrant angles, a plurality of
friction .shoes, each seating in a reentrant angle, an In
tegral wedge engaging said shoes, and a plurality of float-

ing stops engaging a wedge and a portion of the friction

member to limit the compression of the device.

1.228.831. SHOCK ABSORBING MECHANISM. Ernest
H. ScHMir>T, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The National
Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland. Ohio, a Cori>o-
ratlon of Ohio. Filed Nov. 30. 1915. Serial No. 64.208.
(CI. 213—64.)

1. In frictional shock absorbing mechanism a cushion-
ing element comprising friction members and a compren-
slon spring, a pair of followers, longitudinally extending
.stop members sent»>d In sock.-ts In said followers, said
stop members being secured to and movable with one of
said followers and bflng capablf- upon movement of the
device to slide in sockets in the other follower, said stop

members comprising means for limiting the compression
of the device.

2. A combined wedge follower for frictional shock aln
sorbing mechanism, substantially rectangular In form,
having parallel outer ami Inner plane face*. inclin*M fa< es
Intermediate said outer and Inner faces, said inner f«c-e
being apertured for the reception of stop members, and
said outer face having at Its Inner side a plurality of
ralse<l compreMion pads adapted to receive pressure from
the stop members.

3. A combined friction member and follower for fric-
tional shock absorbing mechanism, having a longitudinally
extending frictional portion comprising a plurality of
radiating arms, a rear base portion of subetantiaiiy rec-
tangular form, having parallel outer ami Inner plane fai-e*.
said inner face forming a seating surface for spriags and
being apertured for the reception of stop members, said
outer face having at its Inner side a plurality of ralM-il
compression pads adapted to receive pressure from the
stop members.

1.228,832. INDICATING BOTTLE. William C. ScHMiivr.
Richmond. Va. Piled Feb. 24. 1909. Serial No. 479,737.
Renewed Oct. 23, 1916. Serial No. 127,318. (H.
215—112.)

1. An Indicating bottle of the kind des( rlbe<l having in
the neck thereof an Indicating .ievUe visible from the
exterior of the bottle. saUl indicator comprising a plu-
rality of chemicals and a fraud Indicating character, the
character being invisible when the contents of the bottle
are original, an<l the chemicals Iwlng adapte<l when In
solution caused by inflowing liquid, to form a chemical
solution which is adapted to bring said Indicating charac-
ter to view.

2. An indicating bottle of the kind describe*!, having in
the neck thereof an indicating device visible from the ex-
terior of the bottle, said indicator comprising a plurality
of chemicals and a fraud indicating character, a coating
covering said indicating character and rendering it In-
visible from the exterior of the bottle, and the chemicals
being adapted when In solution caused by inflowing liquid
to form a chemical combination, which is adapted to de-
stroy said coating to dl.splay said fraud indicating char-
acter.

3. An indicating bottle of the kind de8crli»e<l, having In
the neck thereof an Indicator visible from the exterior of
the bottle, said indicator comprising a plurality of chemi-
cals and a fraud indicating character, the character being
Invisible when the contents of the bottle are original, and
one of said chemicals being adapted to react chemically
upon another when in solution causetl by Inflowing liquid,
whereby said fraud Indicating character is exhibited to
the vision.

4. An indicating bottle of the kind described, having in
the neck thereof an indicator visible from outside the
bottle, said indicator comprising a non-hygroscopic car-
Iwnate coating, and an absorbent material Impregnated
with a non-hygroscopic acid the acid being easily soluble
in liquid.

5. An Indicating bottle of the kind described having In
the neck thereof an indicator vialble from outside the
bottle, said indicator comprising a coating of bicarbonate
of sotla, and an at>sorbeDt material impregnated with
citric acid, whereby when liquid is brought Into contact
therewith, the coating is removed carrying therewith an
Indication appearing thereon and displaying an indication
covered thereby.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,228.833. SCOOP-OUT BIN. Edwabd F. Schnock,
(Jreenburgh. and Robert Btrxs and William O.
BfRXB, New York. N. Y., assignors to Jal>ez Burns &
Sons, a Corporation of New York. Filed May 7. 1915.

Serial No. 26,487. (CI. 193—45.)

1. A bin comprising a chute having a scoop out portion

extending forwanily therefrom, a partition plate fastened

to the side walls of said bin i>etween said chute and said

si-oop out portion, channeleil gulile strips fastened to said

plate and to the side walls of said Idn, said g\iide strips

extending below said partition plate and terminating
fltiove the bottom of said bin, and a gate sliding In the

channels of said guide strips.

2. In multiple scoop out bin construction, a plurality

of bins, means for delivering material thereto, each bin

having a bottom, a rear wail separatlnj: the scoop out

portion from said delivering means, sides, and a door at

the front for closing the scoop out portion, side walls for

excb bin (comprising a plate at each side having an angle

iron Interiorly secured thereto to Increase the stiffness

and form opposite seats for the door, a sheathing cover-

ing the anirle Irons and the edgex of adjoining side walls,
and a single fastening means for holding said adjoining

side walls, angle Irons and sheathlnt together.

1.228,834. PRESS FOR CITTING OR PUNCHING
SHEET MATERIAL. AiGisx R. S( HOENET, Somer-
vUle. Mass.. assignor to Reece Shoe Machinery Com-
pany. Boston. Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Plied
Dec. 8. 1910. Serial .No. l.T5,743. (CI. 164—23.)

1. A power press for cutting-ont or punching leather or

other sheet material, Including, In combination with the

machtne frame, and the l>ed carrie<l thereby : a non-rotat-

ing upright pillar reclprocable downwardly and upwardly ;

a laterally swlngahle pr<sser rotatably engaged upon and
carried by the pillar and adapted to extend over said bed,

said presser comprising a forwardly extending head, a
rotary hearing at the rear of the head engaging the
pillar, an extension for a second rotary bearing, and a

second rotary t>earing also engaging the pillar, said second

rotary (Hearing being provided on said extension and
spaced vertically substantially from the flrst l>earing. and
said head and extension and rotary bearings constlturinj;

a solid unitary member capable of bodily rotation rela-

tively to the pillar and of reciprocation with the pillar ; a
guide on said frame engaging said pillar between said

two rotary bearings ; and power connections for recipro-

cating the pillar at suitable times.
2. A power press for cuttlng-ont or punching leather or

other sheet material. Im luding. In combination with the
machine frame, and the bed carried thereby ; a non-
rotatlnc upright pillar reclprocable downwardly and up
wardly ; a laterally swlngahle presser rotatably engagetl
upon and carried by the pillar and adapted to extend
over saiil be<l, said presser comprising a forwardly ex-

tending head, a rotary bearing at the rear of the head
engaging the pillar, an extension for a second rotary
bearing, and a second rotary bearing also engaging the
pillar, said second rotary bearing being provided on said

extension and spaced vertically substantially from the
flrst bearing, and said head and extension and rotary
bearings constituting a solid unitary member capable of
bo<llly rotation relatively to the pillar and of reciproca-
tion with the pillar ; a guide on said frame engaging said

pillar between said two rotary bearings ; power conne«-
tions engaging the pillar at a point spaced below the
lower rotary bearing ; and a second guide on said frame
engaging said pillar between the lower rotary bearing and
the power connections.

3. A power press for cutting-out or punching leather
or other sheet material, including. In combination with
the machine frame, and the bed carried thereby ; a non
rotating upright pillar reciprr.cable downwardly and up-
wardly ; a laterally swlngahle presser rotatably engaged
upon and carried by the pillar and adapted to extend
over said be<I, said presser comprising a forwardly ex-

tending head, an upper rotary bearing at the rear of and
substantially on a level with the head, a downward ex-

tension from said rotary bearing, a lower rotary bearing
on said extension, said two rotary bearings engaging the

pillar at spaced apart points, and said head and ex-

tension and rotary bearings constituting a solid unitary
meml>er capable of bodily rotation relatively to the pillar
and of reclproratlon with the pillar ; and a guide bearing
on said frame engaging said pillar between said two
rotary bearings.

4. A power press for cuttlng-out or punching leather
or other sheet material, including. In combination with
the machine frame, and the bed carrie<l thereby ; a non-
rotating upright pillar re<-iprorable downwardly and up-
wardly ; a laterally swlngahle presser rotatably engaged
upon and carried by the pillar and adapted to extend over
said bed, said presser comprising a forwardly extending
head, an upper rotary bearing at the rear of and snb-

stantially on a level with the head, a downward exten-
sion from said rotary i>earing. a lower rotary bearing on
said extension, said two rotary bearings engaging the
pillar at spaced apart points, and said head and extension
and rotary bearings constituting a solid unitary meml)er
capable of bodily rotation relatively to the pillar and
of reciprocation with the pillar : a guide bearing on said

frame engaging said pillar l)etween said two rotary bear-

ings, a second guide t>earlng below the lower rotary bear-

ing : and power connections engaging the pillar below all

said t>earlngs for reciprocating It at suitable times.

5. A power press for cuttlng-out or punching leather

or other sheet material. Including. In combination with
the machine frame, and the bed at the upper front thereof,

an upright presser-carrylng pillar near the rear of the
machine ; a rearward extension on the frame at sub-

stantially the level of the bed and giving support to the

pillar ; a laterally swlngahle presser rotatably engaged
upon and carried by the pillar, said presser comprising
the following substantially unitary and rigidly asModated
parts, namely, an upper rotary bearing surrounding the
pillar above said frame extension, a head extending for-

wanily from said upper bearing, a balancing arm extend
Ing rearwardly from said upper bearing, said rearward
arm formed with a downward extension, and a lower
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rotary beartoK on eaid extenalon aurrounding the pillar
b«low said frame extension ; and power connections for
causing relative up-and-down movements between tbe
bed and presser.

[Claim 6 not printed in tbe Qasette.]

1.228.8;^5. SHEET INTERFOLDINQ MACHINE. Paul
A. ScHiCHABT. Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor, by direct and
mesne assignments, to Paper Service Co.. Inc.. a Cor-
poration of .New York. Filed Feb. 28, 1914. SerUl No.
821,796. (CI. 270—39.)

1. The combination with a machine for reversely creas-
ing, superposing and ov.riapplng sheets cut from different
webs, of a pair of coacting rotary delivery rolls, means for
osciUating the rolls for delivering the sheets in a continu
ous interfolded stack and a pair of retainers for the top of
the stack operated by said rolls to alternately engage tbe
stack.

2. The combination with a machine for reversely creas
Ing. superposing and overlapping sheets cut from different
wel.s. of a pair of coacting rotary delivery rolls, a swing-
ing support for said rolls to cause them to deliver the
sheets In a continuous interfolded aUck and a pair of
retainers for the top of the stack operated by said rolla to
alternately engage the stack.

.?. Tbe combination with a machine for reversely creaa-
ing. superposing and overlapping sheets cut from different
webs, of a pair of coacting endless tape carriers, and
means for oscillating the delivery end of the tape car-
riers for dellver'ng the sheets in a continuous interfolded
stack.

4. The combination with a machine for reversely creas-
ing, superposing and overlapping sheets cut from differ-
ent webs, of a pair of coacting endless tape carriers, means
for oscillating the delivery end of the said tape carriers
for dellver'ng the sheets in a continuous Interfolded stack,
and a pair of retainers for the top of the stack operated
by said tape carriers to alternately engage the stack.

5. The combination with a machine for reversely creas-
ing, superposing and overlapping sheets cut from different
webs, of a device for delivering the sheets In a contlnuoua
Interfolded stack comprising upper and lower pairs of
rolls, tapes passing over said rolls, means for oacillatlng
the lower pair of rolls, and a pair of retainers for the
top of the stack operated by sal«l device to alternately en-
gage the stack.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,228.S36. W.\TER- COOLER. Hbbman E. ScHCLsa.
Bay'onne. N. J., assignor to Safety First Filter Company.
Inc.. a Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 2. 1916.
Serial No. 64.731. (CI. 210—12.)

1. The combination with a Altered water receiver hav-
ing a draw-off. of a liquid dispensing and filtering vessel
mounted thereon and having a self-contained filter

through which the liquid must pass before reaching the
outlet of said ves.sel. said dispensing vessel having an air
vent tube at the mouth end entering said re<-elver and

adapted to be sealed and unseale<l hy the level of the liquid
therein.

2. Tbe combination with a filtered watt>r receiver hav-
ing a draw-off. ot a liquid dispensing and filtering vessvl
mounted thereon and having its mouth end provided with
a filtering medium, and an air-vent tube in the filtering

vessel having an Inlet end adapted to enter the receiver
and to be sealed and unsealed by the level of the filtered

water therein.

3. The combination with a filtered water receiver hav-
ing a draw-off. of a liquid dispensing and filtering vessel
mounted thereon and having a neck portion, a filter me-
dium fixedly secured In said neck portion, and an air-vent
tube fixed to said neck portion and having an inlet end
extending through the mouth of the dispensing vessel
and Into the receiver and adapted to be sealed and un-
sealed by the level of the liquid In said receiver.

4. The combination with a filtered water receiver, of a
liquid dispensing and filtering vessel, said receiver having
an open end adapted to receive the discharge end of said
vessel when the latter Is Invertetl. a filter In said vessel

and through which the contents of the latter must pass
out of the vessel, said receiver having Its lower portion
provided with a draw-off. and an air-vent tube extending
through said vessel and through the dlscharire end of the
same and Into said receiver and adapted to be sealed and
unsealed by the level of the water In said receiver.

5. The combination with a filtered water receiver, of a
water containing vessel having a separable neck-portion
provided with a filtering medium and an alr-veot tube,
said tube adapted to extend beyond the neck portion of
said vessel and Into the receiver and adapted to be sealed
and unsealed by the level of the water In the receiver,

said receiver having a draw-off connected with Its lower
portion.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.837. LIQUID DISPENSING AND FILTERING
BOTTLE. Human E. Schcl«i, New York, N. Y.. as-
signor to Safety First Filter Company, Incorporated, a
Corporation of New York. Filed June 20, 1916. Serial
No. 104,789. (CL 210—12.)
1. The combination with a filtered water vessel having

a faucet, of a liquid dispensing bottle adapted to be sup-
ported In an Inverted position on said vessel and having
a neck portion, a plug stopper for said neck portion and a
filter medium fixedly secured to the stopper and remov-
able therewith and 8usta1ne<l thereby in the dispensing
vessel In an upright position, said filter medium and
stopper having an Internal alr-ventlng passage which ex-
tends therethrough to a point above the level of the water
In the dispensing vessel, said venting passage opening Into
the fllteretl water vessel and adapted to be sealed and un-
sealed by the level of the water therein.
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2. The combination with a filtered water vessel, of a

liquid filtering bottle adapted to be supported in an in-

verted position on aaid vessel, and having a neck portion,

a plug stopper for said bottle adapted to enter said vessel,

a filter medfum fixedly secured to said stopper and sus-

tained thereby io the bottle in an upright position, said

filter medium having an Internal air venting passage

which extends to a point above the level of the water in

the bottle, said venting passage extending through the

stopper and communicating with the filtered water vessel

and adapted to be sealed and unsealed by a difference In

the level of the water therein, said filtered water vessel

having a draw-off attachment.

3. The combtaation with a filtered ww,.t' vessel, of a

liquid filtering bottle adapted to be supported In an In-

verted position thereon, and having one end open, a plug
•topper for the open end of the bottle, a cylindrical filter

secured to the stopper and maintained upright In the

liquid contents of the bottle, detachable connections be-

tween the stopper and filter, said stopper having a liquid

passage leading from the Interior of the filter into said

vessel and aaid stopper having a venting tube which ex-

tends through the filter to a point above the level of the

liquid in the bottle, the Inlet to said tube being within the

filtered water vessel and adapted to be sealed and un-

sealeil by the level of the water therein, said filtered

water vessel having a draw off attachment.

4. The combination of a water bottle having a neck
portion, a stopper for the bottle, said stopper and the

neck of the bottle having Interengaging connections, a
filter axlally alined with the stopper and secured thereto

and adapted to be sustained thereby In tbe bottle In an
upright position, said stopper having a water passage

through It connecting with the interior of tbe filter, and
said stopper having an alr-ventlng passage through it,

said passage extending through the filter to a point above
the level of the liquid In the bottle, and a filtered water
vessel into which tbe neck portion of tbe bottle enters,

•aid vessel having a filtered water draw-off.

6. In combination with a liquid contalnei having a
mouth portion, of a plug stopper therefor, a cylindrical

filter, and means securing the same to the stopper, said

stopper having a liquid passage commanicating with the

interior of the filter and an air-venting passage which ex-

tends through the filter and beyond the same and to a
point above the level of the liquid In the container, a re-

ceiver to which the container is fitted, said receiver hav-
ing a filtered liquid draw-off and means carried by tbe

plug for sealing the air vent thereof by tbe level of the
liquid in said receiver.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette]

1.228.838. POWER-OPERATED SHEARS. John ScHUTt.
Chicago, 111., assignor of one half to Jacob Bonovy.
Chicago. 111. Filed July 26, 1916. SerUl No. 111,360.

(01. 164—41.)

1. Shears, comprising a transportable support, two cut-

ting blades pivoted together upon said support, and each

having a cam engaging shank, a cam block rotating In a
plane transverse to the plane of the blades and having a
continuous cam groove formed therein, said shanks travel-

ing in said groove and a rotatory cam driving shaft carried

by said support.

2. Shears, comprisltig a transportable support, two cut-

ting blades pivoted together upon said support, each blade

having a cam engaging shank, a rotatory cam block, ro-

tating In a plane transverse to tbe plane of the blades and
having a continuous cam groove formed therein, in which

the shanks travel, a rotatory shaft carried by said Sup-

port, and a clutch between said cam block and shaft.

3. Shears, comprising a transportable support, two cut-

ting blades, pivoted together upon said support, each

blade having a cam engaging shank, a rotatory cam block

Journaled on said support and rotating In a plane trans-

verse to the plane of the blades and having a continuous

cam groove formed therein, in which said shanks travel,

a flexible rotatory driving shaft, and clutch mechanism be-

tween said cam block and shaft.

4. €ihears, comprising a transportable support having a
handle thereon, two cutting shear blades pivoted together

upon said support, each having a cam engaging shank, an
anti-friction ball mounted on tbe end of each shank, a
rotatory cam block Journaled on said support and coOperat*

Ing with said shanks to actuate the blades, said cam block

rotating In a plane transverse to the plane of tbe blades,

a flexible driven shaft and clutch mechanism between said

cam block and shaft.

6. Shears, comprising a transportable support having a

handle thereon, two blades pivoted together and carried

by said support, each formed with a shank, a cam block

Journaled on said support and rotating in a plane trans-

verse to the plane of tbe blades, said cam block having a
continuous cam groove, at least one of said shanks travel-

ing in said cam groove, a driven flexible shaft, a short

shaft secured thereto, and clutch mechanism carried by
said support for clutching and unclutcblng said cam block

from said short shaft.

1.228.839. SAFETY MEANS FOB SWITCH - BOXES.
LasTaa Kibbenhalbk, San Francisco, Cal.. assignor to

Drendell Electrical .and Manufacturing Company, Sao
Francisco, Cal., a Corporation of Callforala. Filed

Sept. 1915. Serial No. 52.847. (CL 247—18.)

In a switch box tbe combination of a base, side walls

surrounding the same and projecting above tbe face there-
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of, exposf^ bus bars carried on the face of said baae, lat-

erals extending from said bus barn, an tnsalated switch for
controlling «»arh set of laterals, a knife switch associated
with said bus bars and controlling the supply of <-urrent

thereto, and a protecting plate of insulating material snp-

ported above said bus bars and knife switch for protecting
the same against accidental contact therewith, the portion
oyer said knife switch being hinged to that portion over
said bus bars and capable of raising to permit the opera-

tion of said switch, said hinged portion adapted for over-

lying said switch when the same is either in open or

closed position.

1,228,840. MAIL-BAU RECEIVER. Alma V. Simpson,
Granada, Colo. Piled Feb. 24. 1916. Serial No. 80,247.

«C1. 258—20.)

1. A mall bag receiver including a platform. • con-
tainer having a flxetl bottom normally disposed above the
platform In spaceil relation thereto, means Interposed be-

tween the bottom of the receptacle and said platform for
resUlently .supporting the said container, and stationary
guide rods carried by the platform and engaging the rim
of the said conUlner for assuring vertical springing
movement thereof.

2. A mall bag receiver Including a platform, a con-
tainer having a fixed bottom normally disposed above the
platform In spaced relation thereto, means interposed be-
tween the bottom of the receptacle and said platform for
resUlently supporting the said container, a hlngedly mount
ed closure for the top of the container, a catch carried by
the closure, and a plurality of levers connected to the
said fixed bottom and associated with the catch for releas-
ing the closure when the said bottom of the container is

moved outwardly.
3. A mall bag receiver inclmling a platform, a con-

tainer arranged In spaced relation to the platform, reslll

ent supporting means interpo8e<l hetween the platform and
the container, guide rods carried by the platform and con-
nected to the .said container, a closure for the container,
and means for releasing the closure from open position.

4. A mail bag receiver Including a container, means for
resUlently supporting the container, guide arms engaging
the container and fixedly supported for assuring vertical
movement of the container when receiving a mall bag, a
closure for the top of the container, a lever arm plvotally
mounted and having one end engaging the bottom of the
container, a mechanism associated with the end of said
-lever arm and releasably engaging the said closure for re-

leasing the closure from open position.

o. A mail bag receiver Inclnding a basket resUlently
mounted for vertical springing movement, a closure for
said basket, a mechanism for releasing said closure from
open position, said mechanism being operated by the ver-

tical movement incurred by the resiliency of said basket.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228.841. HARVESTER ATTACHMENT. Cha«lb« H.
SiMP»)N-. Laurel. NVbr. Filed Apr. 8. 1916. 8«rlal
No. 89,882. (CI. 56—129.)

As a new article of manufacture, a harvester attach-
ment comprising a main body having a flat foot upon the
rear en<l thennif. said flat foot provld.Kl with an elongated
longitudinally extending aperture, said l>o«ly being sub-
stantially circular in crojw section and proj.-.ting above
the flat foot, a shoulder at the Junction betw«><n said t>o<ly
and flat foot, said shoubler being adaptetl to rest against
the front edge of a finger bar for assisting in holding sai<I

body against lateral twisting movement, securing means
adapted to pass through said longitudinally extending
aperture, the forward end of said fMnly l>elng curved up-
wardly at the center thereof and having an integral up-
wardly extending curved guarding bar secured to the for-
ward end thereof and being forme<l integral therewith.

1.228,842. ELECTRIC WELDING-MACHINE. Jambs
M. SPARKK8. Peabody. Mass. Flle<I Jan. 17, 1910.
Serial No. 72.383. (CL 219—«.l

1. In an electric-welding machine, the combination with
two work-holding elements, one of which has two sep-
arated work-engaging faces adapted to engage one of the
two pieces to be welded together at each side of the place
where the weld is to be made, of means to move said ele-

ments relative to each other to bring the two pieces Into
contact, means operative automati<-ally when the two ele

ments are In a position to hold the two pieces separate<l
from each other to connect said two faces to a source of
current supply In series with each other whereby said
first-named piece Is preheated at the place to be welde<l
and to connect said faces In parallel with each other and
in series with the other work-holding element when said
elements are in a position to hold the pieces of work In

contact.

2. In an electric-welding machine, the combination with
two work-holding electrodes, one of which presents an
insulated section and two work-engaging face*, one «t
said faces being on said Insulated section, of means con-
necting said electrodes to a working circuit, means to give
said electro<les a relative movement toward and from each
other, and means electrically connecting said Insulate^l

section to one electrode when the electrodes are In one
position relative to each other and to the other electrode
when said electrodes are in another position relative to
each other.

8. The combination with two work-holding electrodes,
one of which has an Insulated section provided with a
work-engaging face, of means for moving said electrodes
toward and from each other, a working circuit »X)nnected
to said electrodes, a swinging contact member carried by
said insulated section, and means to establish an eiectrt-
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cal c«Dtact between Mid contact meml>er and one elec-

trode when said electrodes are in one position relative to

each other and between said contact meml)er and the other

electrode when the electrodes are in another position rela-

tive to each other.

4. The combination with two work-holding electrodes,

one of which has an Insulated section provided with a

work-engaging face, of means for moving said electrodes

toward and from each other, a working circuit connected

to aald electrodea, a swinging contact member carried by

aald Insulated section, and means to establish an electrical

contact between said contact member and the other elec-

trode when said electrodes are separated from each other

and between said contact member and the flrst-name<l

•lectrode when the electrodea are In position to bring the

two pieces to be welded into contact with each other.

5. In an electric-welding machine, the combination with

two work-holding electrodea, of a transformer having its

secondary connected to said electrodes, means to move
said electrodes relative to each other to bring two articles

held thereby Into welding contact, and automatic means

to cause the current In the secondary of said transformer

to flow through one of said articles only when the elec-

trodes are in a position to hold said articles separated

and to cause said current to flow through both articles

when aald electrodes are moved into a position In which

the electrodea are In welding contact.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,228,843, WELDING-MACHINE. William H. Spim,
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Steel Products Com-
pany, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

Jan. 81. 1917. Sertal No. 145.769. (CI. 219—4.)

1. In apparatus for welding by electricity, the combina-

tion of a suitable frame and a frame-member ; cooperating

welding heads mounted thereon, respectively ; bearing

surfaces dl8pos»>d intermediately said frame and frame-

member and at an angle thereto ; and means for relatively

movtng said frame and frame-member, said angularly dis-

potted bearings providing both vertical and horizontal rela-

tive adjustment of said frame and frame-member when
relatively moved.

14. In apparatus for welding by electricity, the combina-

tion of a main frame ; a welding-head fixedly mounted
longitudinally thereof ; guide-blocks adjustable trans-

versely of said frame : frnm« -members adjustable vertically

«f aald frame; a platen movable iongitudlnally of the

latter and supported by and lnterme<llately of said blocks

and frame members : a second welding head mounted upon

said platen ; race-supports and bearings mounted interme-

diately of said platen and said blocks and frame members,

respectively, upon which the longitudinal movement of

said platen is effecte<l ; and means for effecting said longi

todinal movemeiit.

21. in apparatiu for welding by electricity, the comblna

tlon of a BulUble frame ; a welding-head fixedly- mounted

longitudinally thereof ; a second welding-head mounted

ao as to be reclprocable longitudinally of aald frame ; two

pairs of longitudinal race supports mounted In said frame

and passing beneath said fixed welding-bead, said race-sup

porta being provided with roUer-bearlngs. one pair of said

race-supports being angularly positioned relatively to said

frame : a movable platen mounted upon said rollers carry

Ing aald reclprocable wekling-bead, and extending beneath

289 0. G.— 11

said fixed bead, frame tteaben for rapportins aald platoi,

race-supports and roller-bearings, all of the latter being

oscillatorlly mounted upon said members, some of said

members being vertically adjustable : and means for ad-

justing said platen transversely of aald frame.

[Claims 2 to 13 and 15 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,844. CHECK-PROTBCTOR. Lowbll H. Stcphcn-

aoN, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Mar. IS, 1916. Serial

No. 83,849. (CI. 101—22.)

A device of the class described, includlQg a base, a top

section hlngedly mounted thereon, ears formed on the free

ends of the base to support the said top section, an Ink

pad i-arrled by said base, a metallic plate hiAteg notches

formed thereon, bearing plates carried by the e^d walls of

said top section, a shaft having the free exlr«ulties

thereof mounted in the .^^aid bearing plates, a plurality of

teeth mounted on the said shaft cooperating with the said

plate for Indenting a check when Inserted between the

aald teeth and the metallic plate and drawn therethrough.

1.228.845. CARBURETER. Altrid C. Stewart, Los

Angeles, Cal. Filed Nov. 11, 1914. Serial No. 871,616.

(CI. 261—«0.)

?if#>:««ftW*«ftMBew««i.

4 J
1. In a carbureter, a fuel chamber provided with a fuel

Inlet valve, a float In said chamber to close said valve when
the fuel reaches a definite level In said chamber, a mixing

chamber, an air inlet valve therefor, and means connected

with said air Inlet valve for forcibly opening Kald fuel

Inlet valve.

2. In a carbureter, a fuel chamber provided with a float-

controlled fuel Inlet valve, a mixing chamber, an air Inlet

valve therefor adapted to open under the suction in said

mixing chamber, and provided with means tending to

move it to closed position, a controlling device for forci-

bly moving said air inlet valve to open position, and means
operated l>y said air Inlet valve for opening said fuel Inlet

valve.

i. In a carbureter, a fuel chamber provided with an
lulet valve, a fioat In said chamt>er adapted to close said

vnlve when the float rises, spring operated means supple-

menting the action of the float, for forcibly holding the

Inlet valve closed and means operated by suction in the

carbureter for acting on said spring operated means to

nullify the action thereof on said fuel valve.

4. In a carbureter, a fuel chamber provided with a fuel

inlet valve, a float for closing aald valve when the fuel

in the chamber reaches a definite level, spring operated

means for forcibly operating aald float to close said valve

and manually operated means for acting on said spring

operated means to relieve the fuel valve from the action
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thereof and for acting on Mid float to cause said valve to
opeu Irrespective of the level of the fuel in the fuel

chamber.
5. In a carbureter, a fuel chamber provided with a float-

controlled fuel inlet valve, a mixing chamber provided with
a spring-controlled air-Inlet valve, and means operated
by said air Inlet valve to close said fuel Inlet valve when
the air inlet valve is closed.

[Claim e not printed in the Oazette.]

1,228.846. FAUCET. Thcoi>ori O. Stbatir, West Tls
bury. Mass., assignor to Herman Strater & Sons, Bos-
ton, Mass.. a Plrm. Filed Apr. 15, 1916. Serial No.
91.444. (01. lar—4.)

•*$ •»

In a faucet, the combination of a hollow bead having a
discharge member ; a valve seat in said head ; a tubular

body portion secured to said head ; a nipple secured to the

body portion ; a tubular valve ; said head, tubular body
portion and nipple Internally forming a bearing for the

longitudinal reciprocation of said valve : a collar on said

valve : said body portion having an Interiorly enlarged

portion to permit collar reciprocation : lugs on said collar

on opposite sides of the valve and projecting through lon-

gitudinal slots in the body portion, said slots |;>ermitting

reciprocation of the lugs but preventing rotative movement
thereof: Units plvotally mounted on said lugs and movable
substantially rectllinearly : a forlted lever plvotally

mounted on the head and having Its forked ends plvotally

secured to the respective links, and a handle on the lever

operable to impart substantially rectilinear movement to

the links whereby the valve-controlling force is applied

substantially in parallelism with its longitudinal axis.

1,228,847. FOUNTAIN - BRUSH. Fsank Timplbman,
Chicago. III. Filed Dec. 81, 1914. SerUl No. S79,886.

(CI. 15—«1.)

1. A fountain brush, comprising a brush and brush
holder, said holder being provided with a conduit encir

cling the brush and having opposed Jet orifices arranged
to direct streams at different angles so as to meet at

points in diflTerent planes more or less removed from the

brush holder.

2. A fountain brush comprising a brush and brush
bolder, said brush being provided with radial rows of

bristle tufts, and said holder t>eing provided with a con-

duit encircling the brush and having opposed Jet orl

flees arranged to direct streams between the rows of

tufts at illfferent angles so as to meet at points in dif

ferent planes more or less removed from the brush
holder.

1.228.848. ARTIFICIAL LEATHER. Smox T«chod-
MAKOrr. Petrograd. Russia. Filed July 19, 1918. 8»
rUi No. 110,158. (CI. 154—46.)

A leather substitute consisting of superposed pieces of

the outer layer of Mrch bark stuck onto a textile fabric
interposed l>etween said pieces, the lentlcels of one piece
being arranged at right angles to the lenticels of the
other piece.

1.228.849. SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL REGULATION.
Wir.LiAM A. TrRBATNK. Niagara Falls, N. T., assignor,
by mesne assignments, to U. 8. Light ft Heat Corpora-
tion. Niagara Falls. N. T.. a Corporation of .New York.
Filed June 2, 1918. Serial No. 771.198 (Cl. 171—810.)

1. In a three-wire system of distribution, a generating

source, a pair of regulating batteries, a single booster
provided with controlling windings causing said boof>ter

to cm'^perate wit^i said batteries to maintain a balanced

condition of load on the system and a predetermined
constant load on the generating source.

2. In (omblnation in a three wire distribution system.

a generating source, a regulating t>attery for each branch
of the system, and a single booster provided with brushes

connected to each battery, and field windings respond-

ing to circuit conditions in the system to cause said bat-

teries to maintain a constant load on the generating

source, and a balanced condition of load on the external

circuits of the system.

3. In a three-wire system of distribution, a main soarce
of supply, a regulating booster provided with three

brushes, cue brush connected to the neutral conductor of

the system and one brush connected to each of the main
leads of the system.

4. In a three-wire system of distribution, two main
sources adapted to simultaneously supply current, said

sources being connected in series, a neutral conductor con-

ne<"ted to a point l)etween said sources, a regulating

booster provided with a field coil connected in series

with the neutral conductor, whereby said coil will l>e

magnetizcil in direction and magnitude depending upon
the departure from a balanced condition of load in the
external circuit.

5. In a three-wire system of distribution, a main
source of supply, a regulating booster provided with a
field coll of constant polarity and strength, and a pair

of coils, acting in opposition thereto. energiie<l propor-
tional to the external load demands on each branch of
the system.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Oasette.]
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1.228,850. WRENCH. WiLBtB 8. UPaoN, Mansfield.

Ohio. Filed Mar. 6, 1916. Serial No. 82,284. (Cl.

81—157.)

1. In a side Jaw wrench, a handle made integral with

a stationary Jaw and an intermediate enlarged portion,

said enlarged portion having a guideway formed therein

in angular relation with respect to the handle and also

having formed therein an intersecting angularly related

aperture, a pin secured In the enlarged portion of the

wrench, a spindle plvotally secured to said pin and

adapted to extend across said intersecting aperture and

to l)e moved to and from said gutdewsy, a worm screw

mounte<l upon said spindle, a movable Jaw slidably

mounted in said guideway and having a shoe thereon

with a series of cog teeth, and yielding means adapte<l

to normally maintain said worm screw in mesh with said

cog teeth, but adapted to l)e withdrawn therefrom at

the will of the operator, said last-mentioned means also

performing the function of preventing the worm screw

from turning under normal conditions because of the

frlctional yielding contact maintained between the parts

by said yielding means and automatically taking up the

wear thereof.

2. In a side Jaw wrench, a handle made integral with

a stationary Jaw and an enlarged portion, a guideway

formed Integral in the enlarged portion in angular rela

lion with respect to the handle which intersects an ap

erture formed in said enlarged portion and which is an-

gularly related thereto, a pin secured to the wrench, a

spindle plvotally secured to said pin in such a manner as

to extend across the aperture and which is adapted to l>e

moved to and from said guideway, a worm screw mounted

OB laid spindle, a Jaw slidably mounte<l in said guideway

••arrying a shoo having a series of cog teeth formed

thereon and extending into said intersecting aperture,

and yielding means adapted to normally maintain said

cog worm in mesh with the teeth of the Jaw, but which

is arranged to be disengaged at the will of the user, said

last mentioned means also performing the function of

preventing the worm screw from turning under normal

conditions because of the frlctional yielding contact main-

tained between the parts by said yielding means and au

tomatli-ally Uklng up the wear thereof.

1,228,851. APPARATUS FOR WASHING CONTAINERS.
Theodore L. Valeru s. Fort Atkinson. Wis., assignor

to Creamery Package Manufacturing Company, Chi-

cago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed May 12, 1911.

Serial No. 626.748. (Cl. 141—7.)

1. In an apparatus for washing large metallic cans,

the combination of a tank open at its upi>er end, a rotary

vertical spindle in aald tank, bmsh means fixed on «ld
spindle and adapted to tuive an inverted can poshed down-

wardly thereover, exterior brush means mounted In t^
tank for movement into and out of contact with the outer

sides of the can while supported on the first mentioned

brush means, a pump adapted to force water to aald

brush means, a valve for controlling the flow of the

water from the pump, and a hand-acttiated lever arranged

to operate said valve and simultaneously move the ex-

terior brush means into and out of can-engaging podtlon.

2. in an apparatus of the character deecrlbed, tkc

combination of means for rotatably supporting a con-

tainer, a rock shaft, brush means fixed to said rock abate

and adapted to move into and out of contact with aald

container, means for supplying water to said brush meana,

a valve controlling the water supply, brush means for tiM

bottom of said container, a hand lever to which the last

mentioned brush means is fixed, a connection between

said band lever and said valve, and a connection betweoi

said hand lever and said rock shaft.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the

combination of means for rotatably supporting a con-

tainer, a rock shaft, brush means fixed to said rock

shaft and adapted to move into and out of contact with

the sides of said container, means for supplying water to

said brush means, a rotary valve for controlling the

water supply, a second rock shaft, a hand lever fixed

thereon, a brush carried by said hand lever and adapted

to contact the bottom of the container, a lever fixed on

said second rock shaft, a link connecting aald lever with

said rotary valve and a link connecting aald lever wit*

the first mentioned rock shaft.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of a plurality of rotary apindles, brush meana

fixed thereon and adapted to receive containers, means for

supplying water to said brush means, a rock shaft, a hand

lever non-rotatably mounted on said rock shaft, meana

connected with said rock shaft for controlling said water

supply, and a brush carried by said band lever and adapt-

ed to contact the t)ottom of containers, aald hand lever

being slidable on said rock shaft Into position above any

one of said spindles.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of brush means adapted to enter a container,

movably mounted brush means adapted to contact the

outer side wail of the container, means for supplying

water to said brush means, a valve for controlllnjr said

water supplying means, a brush movable into contact with

the bottom wall o( the containers, and means connecting

the last mentioned brush with said movably mounted
brush means and said valve for simultaneous operation.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed In the Gaaette.]
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1.228.852. CONTROL OF ALTEB.N'ATING-CURRENT
MOTORS. Thomas W. VABLaT, New York, N. Y. Piled
June 18. 1914. Serial No. 845,786. (CI. 176—294.)

1. A method of control of alternating current motor*

consisting in utilizing an even number of solenoid mag-
nets each one-half being arrange*) to respond differently

to the phase rotations of the source, to control the

closure of the circuit and the rotation of the motor.

2. A method of control of alternating current motors
consisting in utilizing an even number of solenoid mag-
nets each one-half being arranged to respond differently

to the phase rotations of the source but only one-half

being actuated at any one time, to control the closure of

the circuit and the rotation of the motor.

8. A method of control of alternating current motors
consisting In utilising an even number of solenoid mag-
nets each one-half being arrange<i to respond differently

to the phase rotation of the source, to control the closure

of the circuit and the rotation of the motor, said mag-
nets being automatically selective to maintain the right

phase rotation in the motor.

4 A method of control of alternating current motors
consisting in utilizing an even numt>er of solenoid mag-
nets each one-half being arranged to respond differently to

the phase rotatlon.s of the source, to control the closure

of the circuit and the rotation of the motor, and means
for reversing the motor.

B. A method of control of alternating current motors
consisting In utilizing an even number of solenoid mag-

nets each one-half being arranged to respond differently

to the phase rotations of the source, to control the closure

of the circuit and the rotation of the motor, and means
for reversing the action of the solenoids.

1,228,858. DEVICE OF EXPANDED METAL. Thomas
W. Varlsy, New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. 24, 1915. Se-

rial No. 10,281. (CI. 230—1.)

1. A guard for fans and the like having a front fact'

comprising a central ring, and arms radiating therefrom, a

rear face comprising a plarality of attaohm»-nt means
with arras radiating therefrom In groups and a central

clr ular t&ct integral with the arms of the front and

rear faces, the whole being formed of a single piece of
expanded metal.

2. A guard for fans and the like having a front face
comprising a central ring and arms radiating therefrom,
a circular chain-like face formed by splitting and expand-
ing a portion of said armg and a rear face formed of a
continuation of said arma. said arms at the rear being
gathered! in groups to a plurality of attachment means,
and said groups being spaced from each other to permit
application of the guard, the whole being formed of a
single piece of expanded metal.

3. A guard for fans and the like having a front face
comprising a central ring and arms radiating therefrom,
a circular face formed by splitting and expanding a por-
tion of said arms and a rear face formed of a continua-
tion of said arms, said arms on said front and rear faces
being twisted to present their edges to the vertical plane
of the guard, the whole being formal of a single piece
of expanded metal a«lapted to substantially inclose the
fan.

[Claim 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.854. CARD-SELECTING DEVICE. Thsodors R.
Vi.vzs.NT and Cltds E. WABtiN. Alameda, Cal. Flle<l

Oct. 20. 1915. Serial No. 57,016. (CI. 129—16.L)

1. In a card selecting device, the combination of a
mass of data-bearing cards, each provided with a plu-

rality of marginal keyhole slots. »ald slots being posi-

tioned uniformly with reference to the data contained on
the cards, a holder for said lards. and means for remo.*-

ing from said holder all cards l>eartng coincident slots.

2. In a card selecting device, the combination of a
mans of data-bearing cards, each containing a plurality
of marginal slots positioned with reference to the data
contained thereon, an invertible holder for said cards, and
a key on said bolder extending acroan the cards and ad-

Jnstably movable to various positions thereon to register

with any dealred series of alined slots, whereby to permit
the (ards bearing those particular slots to fall below the
other cards and upon said key when the holder Is in-

verted.

8. In a card selecting device, the combination of a mass
of data-bearing cards, each containing a plurality of

keyhole slots positioned on the margins thereof and ar-
ranged nalformly with reapect to the data contained on
the cards, an Invertible holder for said cards, and a re-

movable rectangular rml carried on said bolder and extend-
ing above said cards transversely thereof, said rod being
adjustably movable to various positions on the holder
ti> register with any desired series of alined slots in the
cards whereby when the holder i.'^ inverted the cards bear-
ing those particular slots will be permitted to fall below
the other cards engaglnK the rod with their slots, where
npon by turning said rectangular rod in the enlarg'-.l

portion of the slots the cards will l>e retained thereon
for removal.

4. In a fr\\ selecting device, the combination of n mass
of data-bearing cards, each containing a plurality of mar-
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ginal slots positioned with reference to the data con-

tained thereon, an Invertible holder for ssid cards, a key

on said bolder extending across the cardx and adjust-

ably movable to various positions thereon to register with

any desired series of alined slots, whereby to permit the

cards bearing those particular slots to fall below the

other cards and upon said key when the bolder Is In-

rerted, and a guide for determining the location of the

desired series of slots.

B. In s card sele<tlng device, the combination of a mass
of data-bearing cards, each containing a plurality of mar-

ginal slots posltione<l with reference to the data con-

tained thereon, an Invertible bolder for said cards, a key

on said holder extending across the cards and adjustably

movable to various positions thereon to register with any
desire<i series of alined slots, whereby to permit the cards

bearing those particular slots to fall below the other

cards and upon said key when the holder is Inverted, and a

guide for determining the location of the desired series

of slots, said guide comprising an indicator finger car-

ried by the adjustable rod. and a scale carried upon the

holder adjacent to said finger.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,228,856. EVAPORATOR. AtmLPH W. Wamn, New
York, N. Y.. assignor to International Process Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Aug. 11. 1916. Serial No. 114.323. (CI. 127—9.)

//^

1. An evaporator for receiving soda ash comprising a

tank having a hollow central longitudinal partition open

at Its ends, a pair of bafle wheels rotatable on a trans-

Terse axis and dipping into the tank on opposite sides of

the partition, and means for directing furnace gases

through the baffle wheels.

7. An evaporator for recovering soda ash comprising a

tank, a baffle wheiM rotatable on a transverse axis and
dipping into the tank, and a rotatable crusher in the

tank near the lower part of said baffle wheel.

9. An evaporator for recovering soda ash comprising a

tank, an outlet therefor, a baffle wheel rotatable on a

transverse axis and dipping Into the tank, and a rotary

scraper over said outlet.

14. An evaporator for recovering soda ash comprising a

tank, an outlet therefor, a baffle wheel rotatable on a

transverse axis and dipping into the tank, a rotary

scraper over said outlet, a discharge pipe connecte<l with

said outlet, and a manually operable scraper within said

discharge pipe.

15. An evaporator comprising a liquid containing tank

having a hollow central longitudinal partition providing

an intermediate passage communicating with the tank at

its respective ends and <llvldlng the tank Into a pair of

paced cbami>er8, a plurality of pairs of baffle wheels, the

wheels of each pair bein,{ mounted on a transverse axis on

opposite sides of the partition in the respective cbaml>er8

of the tank and dipping into the liquor in the tank, an
outlet for said tank within said partition and between the

pairs of baffle wheels, a pair of rows of transverse fingers

in the tank in the side chambers of said tank under said

transverse shaft, a pair of rotary crushers comprising ra-

dially disposed fingers on ssid shaft, a rotary scraper on

said shaft within the partition and over said shaft, a dis-

charge pipe (onnecteii with said outlet, and a manually
operable scraper within said discharge pipe.

(Claims 2 to 6, 8, and 10 to IS not printed in tht
Gazette. 1

1.228,856. STRAPPING MACHINE. OuxtVL D. WasH-
BtBX, Whitneyville, Conn. Filed Mar. 10, 1917. Serial

No. 154.055. (CI. 51—4.)

1. A strapping machine comprising a driven pulley, a

tensioned pivotal lever, an idler carried by said lever, a

l>elt extending over the driven pulley and idler, and a

foot-treadle connected with the lever adapted to move the

same and a brake adapted to be applied to said idler.

2. A strapping machine comprising a driven pulley, a

sprlng-tensioned plvotally mounted lever, an Idler carried

by the upper end of said lever, a belt extending over the

driven pulley and idler, a horizontally movable brake

connected with the upper end of said lever adjacent t«

one end of the idler, a spring normally tending to retlr*

the brake, a foot-treadle connected with the lever, and

flexible connection extending from the brake under th«

foot-treadle to a fixed i>olnt, whereby when the treadle la

depressed, the lever will be moved forward to release ten-

sion on the belt and the brake will be applied to nrrest

the movement of the Idler.

1,228,857. REVERSING DEVICE FOR OIL-ENGINES.
Cabl W. WBI88, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed June 1, 1916.

.Serial No. 101,132. (CI. 123—41.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, in combination

with a source of fuel, sn independent source of com-

pressed starting medium, means to control the fuel, inde-

pendent means to control the compresed medium for start-

ing and reversing, and devices operatlvely interposed be-

tween said means for locking one of said means against

movement to a certain predetermined position relative to

the other of said means when the other of said means is

in predetermined position.

8. In an internal combustion engine In combination

with a source of fuel, an Independent source of com-

pressed starting medium, means to control the fuel, inde-

pendent means to control the compressed medium for

starting and reversing, and devices operatlvely Interposed

»)etween said means to lock the controlling means for the

compressed medium against movement to a position in

which the compressed medium would be admitted to op-

pose the fuel while the fuel Is being admitted.

5. In an internal combustion engine in combination

with a source of fuel, an Independent source of com-

pressed starting medium, means to control the fuel, means

to control the compressed medium for starting and re-

ver.slng. and a locking lever Interposed between said

means and operative to hold said means against move-

ment to certain predetermined relative positions.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 to S not printed In the Gazette.]

1.228,858. ELECTRIC SWITCH. Roceb S. WHITE,
Washington. D. C. Filed Oct. 31, 1914. Serial No.

800.598 (CI. 173—259.)

1. In an ele<-tric switch, a suitable base of insulating

material, two terminals insulated from one another, one
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terminal hiving an op^ntng th^retbroagh and tta« other
comprising a atud projecting from the base through aaid
opening and having a threaded end extending beyond the

flr«t mentioDed terminal, and a metal nut having an opeo-

tBff through which Hatd stud extends when the nut is at or
ear its closed position, sairl nut being adapted to make
aa annular contact with aald first mentioned terminal.

8. In an electric switch, a threaded conducting stud, a
conducting tube surrounding and insulated from the stud,
•aid tnbe having a contact surface at one end which mu-
rounds the stud, a connecting memt>er, having a threaded
opening therethrough, adjustable on the stud Into and out
of engagement with said surface and adapted to make
an annular contact therewith, and attaching devices for
eoodactors on said stud and tube, respectively.

6. In an electric switch, a metal stud, threaded at both
ends, a metal tube shorter than the stud and surrounding
the same, said tube being insulated from the stud and
threaded at both ends, threaded means on corresponding
ends of the stud and tube for connecting condu<'tors
thereto, and a threaded head and threaded connecting de-
vice at the opposite ends of said tube and stud respectively,

said connecting device adjustable into and out of engage-
nent with said head.

[Claims 2. 4, and 5 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,228.859 METER SWITCH. Ro«er S. Whiti. Wash-
ington. D. C. Filed Aug. 2-2. 1916. SerUl No. 11«.2M.
(CI. 173—259.)

.JJ

1. In a switch for meter test blocks, a suitable base. •
switch terminal supporteil thereby, and a co-acting switch
terminal comprising a threaded stud projecting from the
base outwardly beyond the first mentioned terminal and
a threaded contact member on said stud, said co-acting

terminal having, in front of the first mentioned terminal,
means for detachably connecting a meter wire thereto.

8. In a switch for meter test blocks, a suitable base, a
witch terminal supported thereby, and a co-acting switch
terminal comprising a threaded stud projecting from the
base outwardly beyond the first mentioned terminal and
having means in front of said latter terminal for the at-

tachment of a wire and a threaded contact member OD
the stud, said member adjustable into locking engagement
with the wire, when the latter is attached.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.860. LOOSE-LEAF BOOK. Ralph G. Whitlock.
Los Angeles. Cal. Filed July 6. 1916. Serial No.
107.76-4. (CI. 12»—17.)

1. In a device of the character described, a back frame
composed of parallel side members having ends bent In-

wardly ; a rod passing through said bent ends and hing-
edly connecting them ; ring members connected to said

side members, eaid ring members having outer portions
the 8hai>e of a segment of a circle and shanks projecting
inwardly and upwardly from said side members and being
revolubly mounted on the rod connecting the ends of the
side members; and springs colled around said rod and
having their ends bent around the side members.

2. In a device of the character described, a back frame
composed of parallel side memt>ers having ends bent In-
wardly : a rod passing through said t>ent ends and hlng-
edly connecting them ; ring members connected to said
side members, said ring members having outer portions
the shape of a segment of a circle and shanks projecting
inwardly and upwardly from said side members and being
revolubly mounted on the rod connecting the ends of the
side members; springs colle«l around said rod and having
their ends bent around the side members ; a fulcrum bar
mounted on said rod ; and an L-shaped opening lever pivot-
ally mounted on said fulcmm t>ar.

8. In a device of the <haracter described herein, the
combination of a back frame having parallel side mem-
bers blngedly connected by a rod extending from end to
end and ring members mounte<l on the side members ; with
an L-shaped lever plvotally connectefl to said ro<l and
adapted to be rocked so as to force the side members to-
ward each other, and thereby open the ring members.

4 In a device of the character described, a metal back
frame composed of side members hlngedly connected : snd
ring members securwi to said side members, said ring
members being hlngedly connected in pairs with the ren-
ters of the hinges lying above the plane of the centers of
the side members.

1.228.861. SHAFT BEARING LUBRICATOR. Albiom
P. Wight. Wakefield. Mass. Filed Aug. 2. 1916. Serial
No. 112,685. (01. 184—84.)

1. A bottle-holding and feed rod guiding sttachment for

a shaft bearing, comprising a tube adapted to be Inserted
in a vertical opening in the upper portion of the bearing.
and provided with an external stop shoulder limiting the
entrance of the tube into said opening, and with an up-
wardly facing annular stopper seat above said shoulder.
the tube being removably supported In an upright position

by the bearing, and a compreaslble annular stopper sur-

rwnndlng the upiht portion of the tube and contacting at
its lower end with said seat, the 8topi>er being adapted to
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hare an air and oil tight fit in the neck of an inverted

bottle, and being supported by said seat against pressure

exerted in forcing the bottle neck upon the stopper, while

the tube when engaged with the bearing supports the

topper and bottle and Is adapted to guide a loose elon-

gated oil-feeding rod.

2. A l>ottle-holdlng and feed rod-guldlng attachment for

a shaft bearing, comprising a tube adapted to be inserted

in a vertical opening in the upper portion of the bearing,

and provided with an external stop shoulder limiting the

entrance of th*- tube Into said opening, and with an up

wardly facing annular stopper seat a»>ove said shoulder.

the tube being removably supported in an upright position

by the bearing, and a compressible annular stopper sur-

rounding the upper portion of the tube and contacting at

its lower end with said seat, the stopper being adapted to

have an air and oil tight lit iu the neck of an lnverte<1

bottle, and l>eing supported by said seat against pressure

exerted In forcing the bottle neck upon the stopper, while

the tube when engaged with the bearing supports the

Stopper and bottle and is adapte<l to guide a loose elon-

gated oll-feedlng rod. the tube l)elng provided with means

whereby removal of the stopper from the tube by the

removal of the bottle from the stopper. Is prevented.

1.228.862. OIL-ATOMIZER FOR STEAM CONDUITS.
ALBION P. Wight. Wakefield. Mass. Filed Aug. 8. 1916.

Sertal No. 118.006. (CI. 184—66.)

k.

20-

said terminal being formed at its outer or receiving end

for engagement with an oil supply conduit, and an exter-

nally threaded sleeve embracing said terminal. adapte<l to

engage an internally threaded orifice in a steam conduit,

and provided with a staffing box, said sleeve having meang

whereby It may be adjustably clamped to said terminal to

locate the nozzle In the central portion of the conduit, said

nozzle, when in use, having Its' open side faf^ng the flow

of steam through aald steam conduit.

1. An oil atomizer comprising a tubular conduit having

its end portion cut away to provide a nozzle substantially

U shapetl In cross section, said nozzle having one or more

longitudinal silts for the passage of oil. and means for at-

Uchlng said atomizer to a steam Inlet pipe so as to permit

rotary and sliding movements. Independent of each other,

of the nozzle In said pipe, said nozzle, when in use. having

Its open side facing the flow of steam through said pipe.

2. An oil atomizer comprising a tubular oil conduit ter-

minal cut away at one side of Its delivering or Inner end

to form a nozzle substantially U-shaped in cross section

which Is provided with longitudinal slits adapted to con-

duct small streams of oil from the Inner to the outer

surface of the nozzle, said terminal being formed at Its

outer or receiving end for engagement with an oil supply

conduit, and an externally threade*! sleeve embracing said

terminal, adapted to engage an Internally threaded orifice

In a steam conduit, and provided with a stuffing box, the

said terminal when in use being confined horizontally with

the open side of its nozzle upward to cause oil to pass

downwardly through the contracted passages of said noz-

sle and expose the oil to steam pressure tending to force it

through said passages.

8. An oil atomizer comprising a tubular oil conduit ter-

minal cut away at one side of Its delivering or inner end

to form a nozzle substantially U shaped in cross section

which Is provided with contracted oil passages adapted to

conduct small streams of oil from the inner to the outer

surface of the nozzle, said terminal being forme«l at its

outer or receiving end for engagement with an oil supply

conduit, and an externally threaded sleeve embracing said

terminal, adapted to engage an Internally threaded orifice

In a steam conduit, and provided with a stuffing box. said

terminal having external means indicating the position of

the open side of the nozzle, which open side faces the flow

of steam through sai'l steam conduits when the atomiser

is in use.

4. An oil atomizer comprising a tubular oil conduit

terminal cut away at one side of Its delivering or inner

end to form a trough shaped nozzle, which nozzle is open

throughout its length at one side and is provided with

contrscted oil passages adapted to conduct small streams

of oil from the inner to the outer surface of the nozzle.

1,228,868. SEWING - MACHINE WORK CLAMP.
FRID R. Wood. Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to

Singer Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Jersey. Filed Nov. 16, 1912. " '' "'- "" '""

112—32.)

Serial No. 731.706.

AL-
The
New
(CL

1. A work-damp for sewing machines comprising sep-

arable clamping members, a fulcrum-pin carried by one

of said members ami disposed transverse to Its work-

engaging face, and an article-holder journaled upon t^ald

pin and adapted for movement thereon relatively to both

of said clamping members and in a direction substhB-

tlally parallel with their work-engaging faces.

2. A work-clamp for sewing machines comprising sep-

arable clamping members whose adjacent faces afford op-

posed work-gripping jaws, and an article-holder «us-

talne<l by one of said members and affording a section

laterally movable Independently of the latter's work-

gripping jaw with which said holder has a rigid connec-

tion whereby they are compelled to perform in unison

opening and closing movements toward and from the

other of bald clamping members.

3. .\ work-damp for sewing machines comprising sepa-

rable clamping members whose adjacent faces afford op-

posed gripping jaws, a fulcrum pin carried by and dis-

posed in angular relation with the work-engaging face

of one of said members, an article-holder having an aper-

ture to receive said pin and having its exposed face flush

with that of said member, and means for shifting said

article holder laterally relatively to both clamping mem-

bers and substantially parallel with their worlc-engaglng

faces.

4. A work-clamp for sewing machines, comprising sep-

arable damping members, and an article holder movable

into and out of a position between the opposed faces of

said clamping members in a direction substantially par-

allel with said facea.

5. A work clamp for sewing machines comprising sep-

arable upper and lower clamping meml»ers with the

damping face of the upper member partially cut away

to form a clearance space, a fulcrum-pin sustained by

the upper clamping member, a holder-arm having an ap-

erture to receive said pin and provided with a yielding

fastener-cavity and adapted to lie within the dearanoe

space of said upper clamping member, and means for

shifting said holder-arm Into and out of said clearance

space so that said holder-arm will cooperate with said

separable members in their clamping action upon the

work.
[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228.864. MAGNETO DRIVING MECHANISM. Wab-

NBR B. Wbightsmas, Kokomo. Ind. Filed May 18,

1916. Serial No. 98.471. (Cl. 123—149.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a rotat-

ing disk adapted to be actuated by an internal combus-
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tlon engine, a second rotating disk adapted to be atucbed
to the shaft of the magneto of said engine, said disk;^
being arranged adjacent each othor and having their
axes coinciding, a volute spring arranged betwe«»n said
disks, one end of said spring being attached to one of
said disks and the other end to the other disk, a latch
mounted upon one of said disks to slide transversely of
the same, a sUtionary stop arranged in th^ path of said
latch and adapted to be engaged by the same to lock its
respective disk against movement, and means carried by
the other disk for disengaging said latch from said stop
when the fir.st disk has been retarded a predetermined
amount.

13

Z)

2. A device of the class described comprising a rotat-
ing disk adapted to be actuated by an internal combus-
tion engine, a second rotating disk having hub portions
extending from the opposite sides thereof and adapted to
be attached to the shaft of the magneto of said engine,
a volute spring Interposed between said members and
having Its opposite ends connected to the same, a sta-
tionary member having a stop thereon, a latch plate
•Ildable on one 8ld<> of one of said rotating members and
having a longitudinal slot therein, to provide for the
reception of one of said hub portions, a lug carried by
said plate and adapted to engage said stop for locking
the last referred to rotating member against movement,
and a cam lug carried by the other rotating member and
adapted to engage said plate upon the rotation of said
other rotating member to disengage the first mentioned
lug from said stop.

3. A device of the class described comprising a station-
ary plate having an annular flange on one side thereof, a
rotating disk spaced from said plate and having an an-
nular flange on one of its sides abutting the flange on
said plate, to provide a closed housing, a second rotating
disk arranged within said housing, a volute spring Inter-
posed between said disk and having Its opposite ends
connected to the same, a stop arranged on said plate, a
latch sUdable on the last named disk and adapted to en-
gage said stop for locking said last named disk against
movement, and a cam carried by the other disk and
adapted to engage said latch when the former disk has
been retarded a predetermined amount.

4. A device of the class described comprising a pair
of rotating members having elastic means operatively
connecting the same together, a latch plate slldably
mounted on one of said members and being heavier at
one end than at the other, whereby it is cau.sed to move
Into an inoperative position by centrifugal force when
rotated rapidly, a lug carried at the heavier end of said
plate, a stationary member having a notch in its outer
side for receiving said lug when said plate is routed
lowly, whereby to retard the movement of the last men-
tioned rotating member, and a cam carried by the other
rotating member and adapted to engage the other end
of said plate when the former rotating member has beep
retarded a pre-determlned amount.

1,228.865. APPARATUS FOR APPLYING THKRA-
PEUTICALLY-ACTIVE RAYS TO THE HUMAN
BODY. Krnkst ZuBBLiN. Baltimore. Md. Filed Not.
17, 1915. Serial No. 61.865. (CI. 17-1—89.)

1. In an apparatus for applying therapeutlcally-actlTe
rays to the human body comprising an adjustably-niK-
tained stationary electrode, an adjustably-sustained mov-
abl# electrode said movable electrode having a chambei

therein for the rec«ptlon of a snbsUnce. a series of plos
in said chamber, a glass applicator clociag said chamb«r

and connections on the said electrodes for connecting the
same with a current supply.

[Claims 2 to 11 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228.866. BINDERRING. Silvio Aiio«o«o. Boston.
Mass. Filed Mar. 11. 1916. Serial No. 88.646. (CL
129—24.)

V*

1. A book binder ring embracing in its constmctlon
two pivotally connected arms and a bolt for Interconnect-
ing their free ends, said bolt having telescopic engage-
ment with each arm and having detachable holding en-
gagement with on*- of said arms, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. A book binder ring embracing in Its construction
two opposed tnbalar arms, an interconnecting bolt t^-le-

scoplcnlly mounted In one of said arms and having a de-
tachable locking engagement with the free end of the
other arm. substantially as described.

8. A book binder ring embracing In its construction
two tubular arms, a sliding bolt mounted to telescope In
one of said arms, means for normally retracting said bolt
within said arm. the outei end of said connecting bolt
being constructed to form a detachable Interlocking en-
gagement with the free end of the other arm. substan-
tially as described.

4. A book binder ring embracing two arms pivotally
connected together at their adjacent ends, their free ends
being constructed to telescope one Inside the other, and
a detachable connecting bolt for connecting the free
ends of said arms, subsUntlally as described.

5. A ring embracing in combination two pivoUlly con-
nected arms, means for detachably connecting their free
ends, and means automatically drawing the free enda to-
gether, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed lo the Gazette.]

1.228.867. PORTABLE STEAM-GENERATOR. JOHN E.
A.vDBnsoN, MoUne. lU. Filed Oct. 22. 1918. Serial No.
67.387. (CI. 122—28.)
1. .\ portable steam generator comprising In combina-

tion a water reservoir, a pump for supplying water and
air under pressore to said reservoir, a heating coll. a heat
Insulating member between said coll and reservoir, a pipe
connecting the lower portion of said reservoir with one
end of said coll. a valve In said pipe to control the water
supplied to said coll. means for heating said coll. and a
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perforated distributer head of greater cross-sectional area

than said coll connected to the other end of said coll and

freely open to the atmosphere to discharge the steam

generated therein.

ed at one end to said member, and means connecting t^
free end of said support to the first mentioned means.

2. A portable steam generator comprising in combina

tlon a water reservoir, a pump for supplying water and

air under pressure to said reservoir, a heating coil, a pipe

connecting the lower portion of said reservoir with one

end of said coil including a sight feed glass, a valve In

said pipe between said reservoir and sight feed glass to

control the water supplied to said coll. means for heating

aid coll. and a member removably connected to the other

end of said coll and freely open to the atmosphere to

discharge the steam generated therein.

3. A portable steam generator comprising in combina-

tion a water reservoir, a pump for supplying water and

air under pressure to said nscrvolr, a heating coll, heat

Insulating means surrounding said coil, a pipe connecting

the lower portion of said reservoir with one end of said

coll Including a sight feed glass, a valve In said pipe be-

tween said reservoir and sight-feed glass to control the

water supplied to said coll, means for heating said coll,

and a memt)er connected to the other end of said coil and

freely open to the atmosphere to discharge the steam gen-

erated therein,

4. A portable steam generator comprising in combina-

tion a heating coil, an annular water reservoir surround-

ing said coll, an annular heat insulating member between

said coll and reservoir, a pump for supplying water and

air under pressure to said reservoir, a pipe connecting the

lower portion of said reservoir with one end of said

coll, a valve In said pipe to control the water supplied to

aid coil, means for heating said coll, and a perforated

distributer head of greater cross-sectional area than said

coll connected to the other end of said coil and freely open

to the atmosphere to discharge the steam generate*!

therein.

6. A portable steam generator comprising in combina-

tion a beating coil, an annular water reservoir surround-

ing said coil, a pump for suppl.vlng water and air under

pressure to said reservoir, a pipe connecting the lower

portion of said reservoir with one end of said coll includ-

ing a slght-fee<l glass, a valve in said pipe l>etween said

reservoir and said sight-feed glass to control the water

supplied to said coll, means for heating said roll, and a

meml>er connected to the other end of said coil and freely

open to the atmosphere to discharge the steam generated

therein.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gatette.J

John R. A.ndbbbon, Moline.

Serial No. 113,051. (CI.
1,228,868. LADDER-JACK.

III. Filed Aug. 4. 1916.

20—«5.)
1. A ladder Jack comprising means to embrace one edge

of a ladder leg, a member pivotally mounted on said means

and having means thereon adapted to engage the other

edge of said leg. a support for a stage or scaffold connect-

2. A ladder Jack comprising means to embrace one edge

of a ladder leg, a bell-crank lever pivotally mounted on

said means and having a cam face adapted to engage the

other edge of said leg. a support for a stage or scaffold

pivotally connected to said bell-crank Iwer, and adjustable

means connecting the free end of said support to the first-

mentioned means.

3. A ladder jack comprising means to embrace one edge

of a ladder leg. a member pivotally mounted on said

means and having a cam face adapted to engage the other

edge of said leg and an extension to engage a rung of the

ladder, a support for a stage or scaffold connected at one

end to said member, and means connecting the free end of

said support to the first-mentioned means.

4. A ladder Jack comprising means to embrace one edf«

of a ladder leg, a pair of meml)€rs pivotally mounted on

said means and having means thereon adapted to engage

the other edge of said leg, a support for a stage or flcaffold

connected at one end to the lower of said members, and

means connecting the free end of said support to the up-

per member.
5. A ladder Jack comprising means to embrace one edge

of a ladder leg, a pair of bell-crank levers plvoUlly mount-

ed on said means and having cam faces adapted to engage

the other edge of said leg. a support for a stage or •caffold

connected at one end to the lower of said bell-crank

levers, and means connecting the free end of said support

to the upper bell-crank lever.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the (iazette.]

1,228.869. PRESSING-BOARD AND HOLDER.
R. ANDERso.v, Mollne. 111. Filed Aug, 4, 1916.

No. 113.052. (CI. 68—10.)

JOHN
Serial

1. A device of the character described comprising In

combination a clamp, a yoke having an opening therein

and a foot pivotally mounted In said clamp and adapted to

be secured thereby in engagement with a suitable support.

and an Ironing board having an extension adapted to be

removably disposed in said opening, the top and bottom
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edges of Mid openlDg b«Ing 8p«<^«d longitudinally of aald
exteDsioD.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
yoke having an opening therein, means for securing said
yoke to a support, a pivoted connection betwe«'n said yoke
and means, and an ironing hoard having an extension
adapted to be removably disposed In aald opening, the top
and bottom edges of said opening being spaced longitudi-

nally of said extension.

1,228.870. CLOTHES FASTENER AND PROTECTOR.
Louisa BAnA.vz. New York. N. T. Filed Aug. 14, 1916.
Serial No. 114.884. {CI. 24—IST.)

1. In a device of the class described a body of cloth
adapted to be folded upon Itself to provide a pair of flaps,
buttons on one of said flaps, loops carried by the other
of said flaps for engagement with said buttons, and means
for securing said body on a clothes line, substatnlally as
described.

2. In a device of the class described, a body of cloth
adapted to be folded over a line to provide wide and
narrow flaps respectively, buttons adjacent the extremity
of said wide flap, loops carried by said narrow flap and
projecting from the extremity of the latter for engage-
ment with said buttons, a leaf formed of cloth secured
along one edge to the under surface of said body and to
the narrower of said flaps, the said leaf being adapted to
be covered by said narrow flap, and c<*peratlng fastening
means upon said leaf and the wider of said flaps, sub
stantlally as described.

1,228.871. THREAD CUTTING MECHANISM FOR SEW-
ING-MACHINES. WILJ.IAM L. BAHhOX, New York.
N. Y.. assignor to The Singer Manufacturing Company,
a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Feb. 7. 1913.
Serial No. 746,696. (Cl. 112—33.)

1. In a sewing machine in combination, a reciprocatluK
ne*Hile and complemental stitch-forming mechanism, and
mechanism for successively nipping the needle thread and
severing the loose end at the beginning of a stltcMng
cycle, said mechanism Including a thread drawing member
and a nipping element niuvlng relatively to and actuated
by said thread-drawing member.

2. In a sewing machine In combination, a reciprocating
needle and complemental stitch-forming mechani.sni. and
met hanlsni for successively nipping the needle thread and
severing the loose end at the beginning of a stitching
cycle, and for holding said thread for a predetermined
time after the loose end has been severed, the nipping de-
vice of said mechanism being mounted Independently of
the severing means.

ft. In a sewing machine. In combination, a reciprocating
needle and complemental stitch-forming mechanism.

thread-severing mechanism, thread nipping mechanism
comprising a nipping wall and a nipping Jaw Independent
of the severing mechanUm and moving in a plane inter-
secting the said nipping wall, the said severing and nip-
ping mechanism acting upon the thread to successively nip
the same below the work-plate at the beginning of a stitch-
ing cycle, then to cut the loose end of said thread and to
hold the end of the thread for a pre<letermined p^rio*!

4. In a sewing machine. In combination, a reciprocating
needle and complemental stltch-formlng;, mechanism, a
thread-nipping device comprising a movable Jaw and a
Jaw coacting therewith, a thread-drawing member movr.hle
In a path entirely outside of the range of action of <aid
Jaws for drawing the needle thread between said Jaws,
snd means for closing said Jaws upon the thread and hold-
ing them closed for a predetermined period.

5. In a sewing machine in combination, a reciprocating
need and complemental stitch forming mechanism, a
threftd-nipping device comprising a movable Jaw and a Jaw
coacting therewith, means movable relatively to said Jaws
for drawing the needle-thread between the same, means
for closing saH Jaws upon the thread and holding them
closed for a predetermined period, and means for cutting
the loose end of the thread while It is so held.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.228.872. DISAPPEARING BED. John C. Bbach and
Hbnhy W. Bbach, San Francisco. Cal.. assignors to
Larhman Wall Bed Company. San Francisco, Cal., •
Corporation of California. Flle<l June 2. 1914 Serial
No. 842.444. (Cl. 5—54.)

1. The combination in a tiltable bed structure, of a pair
of spaced flxed Journals, links pivoted at one end of each
to said Journals, springs disposi-d so as to be operation as a
check to the downward movement of the links, a bed frame
pivotally connected at one end to the swinging ends of the
links, and springs lnterpo.«e<l between said links and the
frame leactlvely operative upon said frame as it tilts from
the vertical toward the links.

2. The combination In a titlable bed structure, of a pair
of space«l flxed Journals, links pivoted at one end of each
to said Journals, springs dlbposetl so as to be operative as
a check to the downward movement of the links, a l>ed

frame pivotally connecte<l at one end to the swinging ends
of the links, means reactlvely operative upon said frame
as it tilts from the vertical toward the linns, and a control
spring. atUched at one end to said bed and at Its other
to a flxed part, for governing the movement of the bed as
it approaches the horizontal.

3. The combination with a t>ed frame, of relatively sta-
tionary brackets, links fulcrume^i on said brackets and
pivotally connected at their swinging ends to the adja-
cent end of the be<i frame, and a movable carrier connected
to said bed frame, whereby when the carrier is moved
horixonUlly away from said brackets, the bed frame is

tilted from a vertical position to a horizontal position with
a preliminary tilting movement at its point of pivotal
connection to said links and with a subsequent movement
coordinate with the links about the fulcra of the latter on
the brackets.

4. The combination with a bed frame, of relatively sU-
tionary brackets, links fulcrumed on said brackets and
pivotally connected at their swinging ends to the adjacent
end of the be<l frame, and a movable carrier connected to
said IkhI frame, whereby when the carrier is moved horl-
zonUlly away from said brackets, the bed frame Is tilted
from a vertical position to a horizontal position with •
preliminary tilting movement at its point of pivotal con-
nection to said links and with a subsequent movement co-
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ordinate with th.- links about the fulcra of the latter on

the brackets, the bed frame b«lng supporte<i when In horl

sontal position by said brackets and said carrier.

R. The combination with a bed frame, of relatively sta-

tionary brackets, links fulcrumed on said brackets and

pivotally connected at their swinging ends to the adjacent

end of the bed frame, and s movable carrier connected to

said bed frame, whereby when the carrier is moved horl-

sonull.v away from said brackets, the bed frame is tilted

from a vertical position to a horizontal position with a

preliminary tilting movement at Its point of pivotal con-

nection to aald links and with a subsequent movement co-

ordinate with the links about the fulcra of the latter on

the brackets, the bed frame being supported when in hori-

zontal position by said brackets and said carrier, the

connection between th*- carrier and the b*^! frame consist-

ing of knuckle-Jointed links pivotally relatwl at their

ands to the respective parts.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the (^zette.]

I 1.228.873. OVBRSEAM F(>R SEWED ARTICLES.

Charles Eowis Bbxtlkv. New York, N. Y. Filed

Aug. 16, 1916. Serial No. 115.220. (Cl. 112—34.)

4. The herein described overseam, comprising the com-

bination with suitable fabric, of a depth-stitch thread

passing through the fabric and having loops extended

to the edge of the fabric on both faces of the latter ;
an

edge-stitch thread having loops passed through the lower

loops of said depth-stitch thread , and said edge-stltch

thread being also passed around certain strands of said

loops of the depth-stltch thread extending to the edge of

the fabric on both faces thereof.

5. A seam comprising a fabric, a thread 2, and a thread

5, the thread 2 passing through the fabric in a series of

loops and the thread 5 passing through the fabric, or

past the edge thereof In a series of loops, each loop of the

thread 5 being twisted a quarter turn : each loop of the

thread 2 being passed through one of said twisted loops of

the thread 5 before passing through the fabric ; and each

loop of the thread 5 being passed through one of said

loops of the thread 2 before passing through the fabric,

or past the edge thereof.

1,228,874. PROPELLER. Charlbs M. Bbrbt, New York,

N. Y., assignor to The Reinforced Propeller and Insulat-

ing Company, Inc., New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

New York. Filed July 81. 1915, SerUl No. 42,907.

Renewed Dec. 6, 1916. Serial No. 136,485. (Cl.

170—169.)

1. The herein described overseam, comprising the com
^

blnatlon with sulUble fabric, of a depth-stltch thread

passing through the fabric and having loops extende<l
,

to the edge of the fabric on both faces of the latter ; an .

«d«e-stltch thread having loops passetl through certain of
j

aid loops of said depth stitch thread, said loops of the

•dge-stltch thread being twisted so that cerUln strands

thereof <TOSS each other : and said edge-stltch thread being

also passed around certain strands of said loops of the

depth-stltch thread extending to the edge of the fabric on

both faces thereof.

2. The herein described overseam. comprising the com-

bination with suitable fabric, of a depth stitch thread

passing through the fabric and having loops extended to

the edge of the fabric on both faces of the latter : an edge

stitch thread having loops passed through the lower loops

of said depth-stltch thread, said edge stitch thread being

also pa»i»e<l around certain strands of said loops of the

depth-stltch thread extending to the edge of the fabric on

both fares thereof; and said loops of said edge stitch

thread being twisted so that certain strands thereof cross

. each other, whereby tension applied to the edge-stltch
'
thread causes said loops of the depth-stltch thread on

both faces of the fabric to be drawn close to each other

at the edge of the overseam.

8. The herein describe*! overseam. comprising the com-

bination with suitable fabric of a depth-stltch thread

which is passed in loops through the fabric during succes-

sive stitches, said loops being extended to the edge of the

fabric on the lower side thereof ; an edge-stltch thread

having loops passed through said loops of the depth-stltch

thread, said loops of the edge stitch thread being twisted

so that certain strands thereof cross each other : one of

said loops of the depth stitch thread being passed through

one of said twisted loops of the edge stitch thread previous

to the time said loop of the depth stitch thread Is passed

through and extended to the edge of the fabric on the

lower side thereof, preparatory to the passage through

said loop of said loop of the edge stitch thread forming

part of a succeeding stitch, substantially as and for the

purpose specified.

\ propeller constructed of sheet metal sections having

marginal flanges to form, when assembled, a hollow struc-

ture reinforced with a coating of carbonaceous material.

1228 876 BELT-GUARD. Henry L. Bobbiobr. Somer-
'

ville. N. J. Filed Jan. 22, 1917. Serial No. 148,606.

(CT. 74—56.)

V

1 In a belt-guard the combination of a shield for tlia

belt, means for supporting said shield including an up-

right member, means thereon for gripping a support, a

member slldable on said upright member, a transverse

member carried bv and adjustably secured to said slldable

member, and shield supporting means adjustably secured

to said transverse member.

.3 In a belt guard the combination of a shield for the

belt, means for supporting said shield Inclndlng an up-

right member, means thereon for gripping a support, a

bracket slldably mofcxtied on said upright member, means

for securing snld brarti^o the upright member, a trans-

verse member, means for supporting said transverse mem-

ber, a shield-supporting member pivotally mounted on
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•aid transverse meml>4>r. means far s«curin( said shield-
supporting member to said transrerse member, and means
for securing said shield supporting member to said shield.

6. In a belt-guard the comblnatioB of a shield for the
belt, means for supporting said shield Including a trans-
verse member, means for supporting said transverse mem-
ber, and shield supporting means adjustably sectjred to
said transver^ meml>er.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.228.876. AUTOMATIC SAFETY GAGE-COCK. GcOBOl
W. BoLTO.v. Nashville. Tenn. Filed Feb. 26. 1916. Se-
rial No. 80,427. (CI. 137— !.•«.)

A safety gage cock, including a casing enlarged to
form an outlet chamber and an intake chamber in spaced
relation and connected by a passage and with an inlet pas-
sage leading into the Intake chaml)er and a discharge lead-
ing from the outlet chamber, said connecting passage
having valve seats at its Juncture with the chambers and
said inlet passage having a valve seat at its Juncture with
the inlet chamber, a valve stem having a terminal valve
adapted to engage the seat of the outlet chamber, a valve
freely movable within the Inlet chamber and adapted to
alternately engage the valve seats associated with the in-
take chamber, and a rod adjustably connected to the valve
stem and extending Into the path of the freely movable
valve, said rod adapted to be extended to hold the ter-
minal valve disengaged from Its seat and to hold the
freely movable valve positively engaged with the seat of
the intake passage.

1.228,877. COLOR CINEMATOGRAPHY. Pibct D.
Bbbwstib, East Orange, N. J. Filed May 29. 1914
Serial No. 841,797. (CI. 95—2.)

1. The process of making color cinematographic films,
which consists in passing a pair of color-sensitive nega-
tive films simultaneously and In unison through the same
film gate, refiecting the light received from the object to
be photographed to the opposite sides of the pair of films
in the film gate for the production of separate optical
images of the object thereon, chemically treating the ex-
posed aims to produce photographic images of the object,
arranging the two films on opposite sides of and In con-
Uct with a positive film sen^^itized on both sides and ex-

posing the same to light, chemically treating the expoH4-d
positive film to produce photographic Images of the object
thereon, and coloring the two sides of the treated posi-
tive in two different colora

2. In a process of making color-cinematographic films,
the steps comprising passing simultaneously and in unison
through the same film gate a pair of color-sensitive nega-
tive films arranged face to face and permanently con-
nected together along one edge, directing light from the
object to be photographed to the opposite sides of the pair
of films for the production of optical Images of the object
thereon, and chemically treating the two films to produca
separate photographic images of the object.

1,228,878. REVOLVING LACE CABINET. Altbu) L.
Bbooillbttb, Campbell. Nebr. Filed Feb. 8, 1916. Se-
rUl No. 76,010. (CI. 211—20.)

^^
In a device of the class described, a supporting struc-

ture including a base and a shaft upstanding from the
base

; a bottom plate resting removably on the base, the
shaft passing through the bottom plate; a tubular core
supported by the bottom plate and having Its Inner wall
spaced from the periphery of the shaft ; an upper shelf
secured to the core ; an Intermediate shelf secured to the
core

; upwardly extended ribs on the lower surface of the
upper shelf, on the upper and lower surfaces of the inter-
mediate shelf, and on the upper surface of the bottom
plate, the inner ends of the ribs coactlng with the core to
adjust the outer ends of the ribs with respect to the pe-
ripheries of the shelves; and a removable cap havlnir an
opening In Its lower face, the opening receiving the upper
end of the shaft, the cap extending within the upper end
of the core, to prevent a lateral movement of the core
with respect to the shaft, and Includlns an outstanding
flange overhanging the upper shelf.

1,228.879. MANUFACTURE OF OA8. JrLirs BrxB.
Dessau, Germany. Filed Oct. 11. 191.'». Serial No.
794,649. (CI. 48—210.)

^////////////////y

1. The process of making gas conslstlnff In dlstlllinf
coal in a vertical retort at a temperature approzimatlns
the melting point of silica.
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2. Tb« process of laaklag gaa conslatlac of distilling

coal IB a vertical retort at a temperature above the dis-

integration point of fire-clay and below the melting point

of billca.

3. The process of making gas consisting In distilling

coal in a vertical retort and maintaining said retort at a

temperature approximating the melting point of silica

during the distilling process.

4. The process of making gas, consisting In distilling

coal In a vertical retort, maintaining said retort at a

temperature above the disintegration point of fire-clay

and approximating the melting point of silica, admitting

water vapor into the vertical retort toward the end of the

distillation thereby generating water gas and reacting

with water gas on the tar remaining in the coke.

1.228.880. ENGINE CYLINDER. William F. A. Bukh
sbb, Newark, N. J., assignor to L. Welscopf, New York,

N. T. Filed Nov. 24, 1915. Serial No. 63,204. (CI.

123—198.)

An engine cylinder having a pocket formed Interiorly

at the upper end thereof, said pocket being substantially

as wide as deep and the upper wall thereof being per-

manently closed, the side walls of the pocket continuing
downwardly and rounding gradually outwardly Into the

tipper end wall of the cylinder without diminution In the

cross sectional contour of the pocket, the walls of said

pocket comprising a projection exteriorly at the end of

the cylinder and t>eing formed with an aperture for re-

ceiving a spark plug therethrough, said aperture being
disposed to retain the spark plug in a position transverse

to :he length of the cylinder, a spark plug arranged in

said aperture so that the electrodes of the spark plug
stand substantially in the longitudinal axial line of the

cylinder approximately midway of the depth of said

pocket, and cooling means for the cylinder extending
acroM the upper end of the cylinder exteriorly thereof

and serving as cooling means for the walls of said pocket.

1.228.881. AUTOMATIC LOCK-NDT. RaI4«h W. Bcb-
NETT. Westwood, Cal. Filed Nor. 80, 1916. Serial

No. 64,324. (CI. 151—39.)
In combination with a bolt or the like, a base element

through wh*ch the l>olt extends, and having segmental
teeth on its outer side around the bolt, each of said teeth

having an Inclined face, a nut on the bolt having corre-

spondinK segmental teeth on its inner side, a key washer
between the base element and the nut. and through
which the bolt extends, said key washer having a seg

mental enlargement at one side of the opening therein
and presenting an inclined camming face on the side op-
posed to the nut and spaced from the inner surface of the
key washer, naid key washer being thicker than said seg-

mental enlargement and an annalar locking spring open
at one side, arranfred in the opening of the key washer

and between the nut and the base element and havlns its

ends spning In opposite directions and respectively en-

gaged with a tooth of the base element, and a tooth of

Jf"^

the nut, the said segmental enlargement of the key

washer being arranged under one side of said lockinf

spring.

1.228.882. EYEGLASSES AND SPECTACLES. Wil^

LiAM N. COOK, New York. N. T., assignor to E. B.

Meyrowitt, Inc., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Feb. 24, 1914. Serial No. 820,492. (CT. 88—47.)

1. In combination, a spectacle frame conslbting of rims
and a bridge of born or like material, said rims being an-

nular in shape and having grooves therein, rounded lenses

mounted in said grooves, a projection on the outer half

of each of said rims integral therewith and on a level

with the bridge, a hinge plate secured to the rear face of

each of said projections, a temple hinged to each of sa^d

plates, each of said lenses having a notch In the edge

thereof adjacent a hinge-plate and a projection on each

hlnge-pIate extending from the inner end thereof and
having it end fitting Into the notch in the corresponding

lens.

2. The combination with a spectacle frame comprising

a bridge and a pair of rims connected therewith, each of

said rims being annular In shape, continuous and un-

broken throughout, and having an annular groove there-

in, of round lenses mounted in the grooves in said rims,

each having a notch in its edge, and plates secured to

said rims, each having a finger thereon which extends
into the notch in the lens in said rim.

1,228,883. RAILROADTIE. Bskjamik F. Cobkblivs,
Norman, Okla. Filed May 23, 1916. Serial No. 99.446
(CI. 288—S.)

\

In combination a pair of rails, a channel shaped tie,

n pair of blocks mounted therein at opposite ends, a me-
tallic base plate upon each block, a pair of angle irons

having portions resting upon said base plate, and por-

tions engaging the fianges of said rails, two vertical

threaded bolts projecting above said blocks and also

through the pair of rail flange engaging angle irons, nuts
engxging Maid threaded bolts and clamping said angle

irons in position on said blocks, the side walla of said

channel shaped tie being provided with openings, at op-
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posite ends, said blocks baring bores refflsteiing with
said openings, and bolts of a lesser dlam»^ter than said
openings and bores and passing therethrough so as to
allow lateral play on the part of said blocks.

1^28.884. SIDE -POCKET PAC. JOH!C T. Cbowlbt.
Beacon Falls, Conn., assignor, by mesne assignments,
to The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Company, a Corpora-
tion of Massachusetts. Filed June 16, 1916. Serial
No. 34.876. {CI. M—4.)

1. An article of rubber footwear comprising a leg por-

tion and a foot portion formed of fabric and gums and
embodying stay portions and water-proof portions ex-

tending across the ankle, instep, front foot portions, and
the lower part of the leg portion in a plurality of super-

posed layers, the outermost layers at the side of the leg

portion being slitted from a point below the ankle up
wardly to form flaps, means for adjustably connecting

the flaps, the said leg portion layers inwardly of the

above-mentioned outermost layers being slitted upwardly
at the front and rear of the flap forming silt, said latter

slits extending from points below the ankle, and webs
uniting the respective edges of the portion between such
•llts to the adjacent flaps.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Oaiette.l

1.228,885. COMPOSITIU.N FOR I'UEVENTING ACCU-
MULATION OF MOISTURE ON GLASS OR OTHER
SMOOTH SURFACE. Ralph W. Dar.mb, Cleveland.

Ohio, assignor to The Ohio Varnish Company, Cleve-

land, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec. 7, 1916.

Serial No. 136,669. (Cl. 134—27.)
1. A composition of matter for preventing accumula-

tion of moisture on glass, comprising aluminium stearate,

naphttia. rosin oil, paraffin oil, and rotten stone in about
the proportions mentioned.

2. A composition of matter for preventing accumula
tion of moisture on glass, comprising a mixture of alu-

minium stearate, naphtha, rosin oil. paraffla oil, and
rotten stone.

3. A composition of matter for preventing accumula-
tion of moisture on smooth surfaces, comprising alu-

minium stearate, a conden.satlon preventer, an attrition

agent, and a solvent.

4. A composition of matter for preventing accumula-
tion of moisture on smooth surfaces comprising aluminium
stearate mixed with a condensation preventer and an at-

trition agent.

5. A composition of matter for preventing accumula
tion of moisture on smooth surfaces, comprising alu

minium stearate. and an attrition agent.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,228,886. DOUBLETREE - COUPLING. EroiNi H.
Dicker. Slater, Colo. Filed July 18. 1916. SerUl No.
109.126. (CL 21—78.)

In a coupling of the character described, the combina-
tion with a doubletree and a swlngletree, the swingletree
having an opening provided with a pivot bolt, the double-
tree also having an opening for receiving the end of the
pivot bolt whereby the swingletree and doubletree may
be plvotally connecteil together, a clip formed of a sin-
gle piece of material f>ent substantially U-shaped for
providing a spacing wall in contact with one side of the
said doubletree, the said U-shaped clip Including upper
and lower arms extending at right angles from the said
spacing wall and embracing the said doubletree and in
engagement, respectively, with the upper and lower sur-
face of the doubletree, the terminals of the said arms
being provided with ears having openings formed therein,
a retaining bolt extended through the openings and se-
curetl to the upper end of the said pivot bolt, the said
reUinlng bolt being extended through the openings in
the ears and in <-onUct with the side of the doubletree
opposite to the said spacing wall.

1,228,887. GEARING DEVICE FOB POWER WA8H-
I.VG-MACHINE8. a.hdbbw J. Dinkil, Clarlnda. Iowa,
assignor to Clarlnda Lawn .Mower Company, Clarinda.
Iowa. Filed Oct. 12. 1916. Serial No. 56,673. (CU
74—60.)

1. In a device of the class described, a support, a fixed
cover member thereon, a shaft on said fixed cover mem-
ber, a source of power plvotally mounted on said shaft,
and operatlveiy conneited therewith for transmitting
power from the source of power to the shaft and at the
same time permitting the source of power to be rotated
around the shaft for a limited distance, means for «-on

necting said shaft and said source of power including a
gear casing, a power shaft mounted therein, a worm gear
thereon, a gear on said first shaft, and adjustable means
for longitudinally moving said worm gear.

2. In a device of the class described, a support, a fixed

cover member thereon, a movable cover member thereon,
a shaft on said fixed cover member, a source of power l>e-

tng plvotally mounted on said shaft, and operatlveiy con-
ne<-ted therewith for transmitting power from the source
of power to the shaft and at the same time permitting
the source of power to be rotated around the shaft for a
limited distance, an upright shaft in said movable mi m-
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her a gear casing having bearings formed thereon receiv-

ing said first shaft, and means for operatlveiy connecting

•aid first shaft with said uprlKht shaft whereby continu-

ous rotary motion of the first shaft transmits alternate

rotary motion to the second shaft.

3. In a device of the class described, means whereby

continuous rotary motion of the horizontal shaft trans-

mits alternate rotary motion to the vertical shaft, said

means comprislnt; a gear casing, a horizontal shaft ro-

tatably moante<l therein, a bevel gear on said shaft within

aid casing, an upright sleeve mounted in said casing, an
upright shaft non rotatahly mounted in said sleeve, bevel

gears rotatably mounted on said sleeve in mesh with said

first bevel gear, an arm on said sleeve, a member mounted
therein capable of limited rotary movement l>etween the

bevel gears on said sleeve, lugs extending upwardly and

downwardly respectively from the member mounted in

aid arm, pins on said bevel gears on said sleeve extended

toward said rotary memt>er In said arm, said lugs being

so arranged that when one of the lugs is in the path of

one of the pins, the other lug Is not In the path of the

other pin. a pin projecting from said rotary member In

said arm. and opposite stop members on said casing

adapted to engage said last described member.

4. In a device of the class described, a shaft, a vertical

shaft means whereby continuous rotary motion of the first

shaft transmits alternate rotary motion to the vertical

shaft, said means comprising a geac casing. In which said

first shaft is rotatably mounted, a bevel gear on said first

shaft within said casing, a sleeve mounted in said casing,

an upright shaft non-rotatably mounted in said sleeve,

bevel gears rotatably mounted on said sleeve in mesh
with salil first bevel gear, an arm on said sleeve, a mem-
ber mounted therein capable of limited rotary movement
between the bevel gears on said sleeve, lugs extending up-

wardly and downwardly respectively from the member
mounted In said arm, pins on said t>eve] gears on said

sleeve extended toward said member In said arm, said lugs

beinc so arranged that when one of the lugs is in the

path of one of the pins, the other lug is not in the i>ath

of the other pin, a pin projecting from said rotary mem-
t>er In said arm, opposite stop members on said casing

adapted to engage the pins on the rotary member, and
means tending to yieldingly hold said rotary member in

said arm against movement.

5. in a device of the class described, means whereby

continuous rotary motion of a horizontal shaft transmits

alternate rotary motion to a vertical shaft, said means
comprising a gear casing, having said horizontal shaft ro-

tatably mounted therein, a bevel gear on said shaft within

•aid casing, an upright sleeve mounted in said casing, an
upright shaft non-rotatably mounted in said sleeve, bevel

gears rotatably mounted on said sleeve In mesh with said

first t)evel gear, an arm on said sleeve, a memt)er mounted

therein capable of limited rotary movement t>etween the

bevel gears on said sleeve, lugs extending upwardly and

downwardly respectively from said member, pins on aald

l>evel gears on said sleeve extending toward said rotary

memt>er in said arm, said lugs being so arranged that

when one of the lugs is In the path of one of the pins, the

other lug Is not In the path of the other pin, a pin pro-

jecting from said rotary member, and opposite stop mem-
bers on said casing adapted to engage the pin on the ro-

tary member, said arm having portions adapted to serve

as stops for limiting the movement of the projecting pin

on the rotary member.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,228,888. PREPARIX(; OILS AND FATS FOR HY-
DR0<^;ENATI0N. Cabi. Driymann, Baltimore. Md.
Filed Dec. 6, 1916. Serial No. 65,303. {Cl. 87—12.)
1. In the treatment of oils and fats to prepare the

same for hydrogenatlon. the process comprising convert-

ing the free fatty acids of the oil or fat into neutral esters

by heating with alcohol, a catalytic agent, and n dehy
dratlng agent, leaving In the oil or fat the neutral esters

so produced and then neutralizing any remaining free

fatty acid or acids.

2. In the treatment of oils and fats to prepare the

same for hydrogenatlon, the process comprising separat-

ing the glycerin from the fatty acids, converting the fatty

acids into neutral esters, leaving in the oil or fat the neu-

tral esters so produced, and then neutralizing any remain-

ing free fatty acid or acids.

1,228.889. COMBINATION DOMINO AND CHART DE-
VICE FOR SEAT WORK IN NUMBERS. Smlla
Ebirhart, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed July 24. 1916.

Serial No. 111,098. (Cl. 86—2.)

//•
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8. A scraper comprising a boUow bodj portion formed
of a continuous sheet of metal bent to form divergent

.V\\WVNV .

walls, the edges of the walls of the body portion forming
straight scraping edges, a shank Integral with one of
said walls, and a handle secured to said shank.

1,228.891. FLY-SWATTER. David E. Euancbl. Dea
Moines. Iowa. Filed Oct 23, 1916. Serial .No. 127,265.
(CI. 43—1.)

1. In a device of the class described, a handle device,
comprising spaced members adapted to b** firmly gripped
between the palm and fingers of the hand, a s^pring de-
vice for connecting said spaced members at one end there-
of, a striking device pivotally connected with the other
end of one of said handle members, and mt>ans for con-
necting said striking device with the other end of the
other handle member, whereby when the handle members
are forced together against the tension of said spring
device, the striking member may be moved.

2. In a device of the class described, a striking mem-
ber, a supporting device secured thereto Including a disk
having an extension provided with an elongated slot, a
shaft on which sa'd disk is rotatably mounted, a yoke
extended over said disk having at Its t-nds loops forming
bearings for said shaft on opposite sides of the disk, a
handle member operatlvely connected with one of said
loops at one end having at its other end a resilient coll,

a second handle member connected with said coll and
having a right-angled extension received In itaid slot.

tubular conductors and nld devices, substantially as s«>t

forth.

1,228.892. RAI>I() CONTROLLED TORPEDO. Arthcb
E. Ebicso.v. Manchester, Mass., assignor ol one fourth
to Onrth A. Whipple, Bingtaamton. N. Y. Filed Jan.
20. 1916. Serial No. 73,099. (CT. 250—2.)
1. In radlo-controlleil apparatus, the combination of

Instrnnifntalltles at a sending station, ••ompr'slng a con-
stantly rotating <t>nfact-maker, contacts In two sertes,

passed over by said contact maker in Its rotation, the
contacts of each .«ieries being connected together, and con-
tacts of the two series b^lng arranged alternately, a con-
trol relay, a switch, means for energising aa'd relay when
said switch is in one position and while said rontact

maker engages contacts of one series, and for fnerglzlng

said relay when said switch Is in another position, and
while said contact maker engages contacts uf the other
serlea. and means for transmitting radio impulses during
the perio<lB .>«ld relay Is energised, substantially as set

forth.

10. In a self prop«> lied device of the character described,

the combination of an antenna, a pair of hoilow masts,
supporting the antenna, tubular conductors In said masts,

loose connections between the antenna and the Interiors

of said tubular conductors. Impulse r<'t»lvlng devices, and
connections extending through said masta between said

13. In radio-controlled apparatus, the corabinatloo of

a steering gear, means for turning the same to left or

right, a pair of electrical control means for said means,
and means for energixing one or the other of said con-

trol means. Including devices afTected by radio Impulses
received, and including a constantly rotating contact
maker and contacts of two series ; and means for trans-

mitting radio impulses from a distant point, together
with control means therefor. Including a contact maker
rotating with said first contact maker, contacts similar to

these passed over by said first contact maker, and a
switch for completing a circuit through said second con-

tact maker and contacts of one or the other series, sub-

stantially as set forth.

[Claims 2 to 9, 11, 12, and 14 not printed in the Ga-
zette.]

1,22 8,893. GARMENT-FASTENER. Sabah E. Ea-
SLINOBB. Hhefflcld. Iowa. Filed Feb. 19, 1915. Serial

No. 9,471. (CI. 24—228.)

In a hook and eye, a hook member formed from a single
length of wire l>ent upon Itself and further bent to form a
pair of attaching eyes at the terminals of th.- wire, and
Intermediate lateral V shaped wings, said wings being
disposed in olTset relation to the attaching eyes, and an
eye member fonned from a single length of wire bent
pon Itnelf to form a shank, and having Its terminals fur-
th<'r t»ent to form attaching eyes, said shank having Its

outer end offset from Its Inner end to form lo<^king shoul
ders which codperato respectively with arms of the V-
.^liiiped wings.

1,2 28.89 4. COMBINED MILKING-MACHINE RE
LEASER AND PULSATOR. Thomab Notos Flitchib.
Hamilton, New Zealand. Filed Jan. 5, 1917. Serial
No. 140.718. (CI. 31

—

97.)

1. In milking machine releas«>rs. a fixed bead or corer
having a vacuum and milk connection* pawing through
It SBd al!»o the illsrharKe aperture or apertures formed
therein and a ••einovalile receiving vessel adapted to fit
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on to such hea<l or «-over and to make airtight connection

therewith. su!>Htantially as herein specified.

on<i crank arm carrlwl liy each shaft, the first <rank arm

being pivotp*! to the Inner ends of the spuds ;
pr(»Jectlons

mounte<l on the second crank arms; a cam mounte<l on

2. In milklnte inacblne releasers, a fixed head or cover

formed with a flange extending from its inner side and

having the vacuum and milk connec tions passing through

It, and a removalile receiving vessel atlapted to fit <»n to

su<h head fornie<| with an open end fittiUK within such

flange and having a rini surrounding It eunaglng the

edge of the flange and means whereby the receiving vessel

laay l>e liel.l within the flange, substantially as herein

Spe<'ifled.

3. In milking machine releasers <.f the class herein de-

scrllieil and havlnK recl|)ro«ally moving discharging ves-

sels mount^l upon a rec«'lvlng vessel adapted in their

movements to alternately connei t with the receiving ves-

sel and to open to the afniosphere. a pulsator api)aratus

combined with and operated by the movements of the dls-

.harKlnjc vensels and adapted to make operating connec-

tions for the teat cups alternately with the vacuum of the

Hjstenj and the atmosphere, substantially as described.

5. In iidlking machine releasess of the class herein de-

scribed, a fixed bead or c-ovcr. a receiving vessel mounted

therein, said head l>eing [irovided with a slide valve face

on Its front and discharge ports opening from such vess«'l

through the elide valve face one at c-ach end thereof, a

pair of portH arranged in regidar c-oniinunicatlon with the

vacuum system openlUK through such slide valve face and

a |>alr of air gn>c>ves or apertures in such face. In c-oni-

blnatlon with a pair of receiving vessels mounted to rock

reciprocally across the slide valve face and each having

a discharge opening c-«iverc-d by a hlngcvl flap valve, each

of such vessels having a port and and ajierture In Its wall

adjacent to the slide valve face adapted to engage respec-

tively with the corresponding discharge port and vacuum

port In such face at one- limit of Its movement, anci at the

other limit of its movement for the port to Iw discon-

nected from the discharge port and the aperture to en-

gage with the air groove or port In the slide valve fac-e.

such movements and connections l>elng at the same time

reversely made In the other discharging vessel, substan-

tially as herein spec-lfied.

fl. In a milking machine releaser of the class herein

described and comprising a fixed head or covi-r. a receiv-

ing vessel mounted In such head or cover a slide valve

face on the front of the head or cover and discharge

chambers w.»rkinB in redprocatlcm upon the said slide

valve fac-e. pulsator means conslstlntt in a |M»rtlon of the

slide valve face having a central chamls^r connected to

the vacuum systems and opening through the fn>nt of

the slide valve face and a side chamber on each or both

sMes of the central chamlwr also opening Through the

frost of the slide valve face, a slide valve adapted to be

mounted cm the discharging vessels and move therewith

so positioned and constructed as to alternately connect

the central chamlter with the sble chanibc-r and to un-

cover the side chaml>er opc>nlng cm each complete recip-

rocation of the (llscharglng vessels, and a pipe connection

leading away from the side chaml>er. aubstantlally as

herein descrll>e<l.

(Claim 4 not printed In the Gaxette.]

l,22ft.8M< TRA<T<)R WHKKL. IIk.nkv Fokck*, Crofton.
'

Nebr. Filed Jan. 29, 1917. Serial No. 145.231. (»'l.

21—210.)
\ tractor wheel comprising a rim ; a hub ; means for

uniting the rim with the hub; spuds slldable In the rim;

•hafts Journaled In the hub : a first crank arm and a sec-
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the hub, the projections coc.peraflng with the cam ;
means

for shifting the cam clrcumferentlally of the hub; and

hub-carried stops wherewith certain of the arms abut

when the corresponding spuds are advanced.

1,22H.W«5. PLATEN AND PLATKN EgriPMENT FOR
TYPE WRITIN*; MAt'IlLNES. llAituY A. Kckith<>k.\P,

Harrlsburg, Pa., assignor to Elllott-Flsher ("oinpany,

Harrlsburg. Pa., a Corporatbm of IH-Iaware. Filed

Feb. d. 1911. Serial No. dOd.931. (CI. 197—8.)

^L_=_n

1. The combination with a platen and an endless trans-

fer web, of relatively movable guides for said web, and

means for efTec ting relative bcsllly movement of the Kuldes

to fee<l the web.

2. The c-omblnatlon with a platen, of an endless transfer

web. means for moving a portion only of said web toward

and away from the platen, and means whereby such move-

ment of the web will effect a lonnltucilual feed thereof.

3. The c-omblnntlon with a platen, on an endless trans-

fer web Inclosing the platen, means for guiding a portion

of said web In a substantially straight path, and means

for swinging said substantially straight portion of the

web toward and from the platen.

4. The ccmiblnatlon with a platen, of an endless trans-

fer web and guides for said web. one of said guides being

movable to move a portion of the w»-b toward and from

the writing surface of the platen.

.'t. The combination with a platen, of an endless trans-

fer web inclosing the platen, a plurality of g\iides for ths

Web. and means for effecting relative movement of the

guides to move a portion of the welt toward and from the

platen and to effect a longitudinal feed of said web.

(Claims 6 to 42 not printed In the Cazette.l

1 22«.8»7. WATKR-MOTOR. Horac r K. Fkame, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed July 31, lOlB. Serial No. 42.875.

(CI. 253—187.)
1. In a device of the character de(MTl»>ed. a sui>stantlally

c-jllndrlcal casing, the material of which is turned In at
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th»» top to form a tM-aring. a rotary e]t>m»'nt inount«>d
within !«ai<l casing an«l provltled about Its periphery with
« plurality of lilades. an Kugularly adjustable nietnlter
niountwl in said bearing and provide*! with a noizle for
direrting fluid against said blades to cause the rotation
of said rotary element, and means for adjusting said noz-
zle to thereby vary the direction of rotation of snid rotary
element.

2. In a device of the character .lescribe^l. a substantially
cylindrical casing, the material of which is turnwl In at
the top to form a i»earlng. a rotary element mounted with
In said casing and provlde.1 about it.s periphery with a
plurality of l)lades. an angularly adjustable member mount
ed in said bearing and provided with a nozzle for directing
fluid against said blades to cause the rotation of said
rotary element, means for a.ljustlng said nozzle to thereby
vary the direction of rotation of said rotary element and
a ne< k portion secured to the top of the casing for inclos
ing said angularly adjustable member. Mid neck portion
being providwl with means for detachably securing the
casing to a source of fluid supply.

1.228,898. COR.VEK FASTKM.\(; FOR METAL BEDSAM) THE LIKE. Lot is Fh.xxk, Urooklvn, N. Y., as-
signor to <;reenpolnt Metallic Beil Company, Brooklyn,
N. Y., a Firm composeil of r>avl.l Frank and William
Lies. Brooklyn. N. Y.. and .John Troustine. New York.
N. Y, Filed Jan. 8. 191«. Serial No. 69.810. (CX.
5—56.)

1. In a metal bedstead or the like having tul>ular corner
posts, chills each having a loop or eye projectwl through
the side of the post and formed integrally with an in-
wardly deflected slightly yielding tongue, and a we<lge bar
entering said loop and engaging the inner wall of said
post and having in Its outer Incllnwl face recesses and
ribs between the same to Interlock with said tongue, said
recesses being !»et Inwardly from the vertical e<lges of said
bar. leaving the face of the l)ar with uniform e<lge sur-
faces to enter Into frlctlonal engagement with said loop
or eye.

2. In a metal bedstead or the like having tubular corner
posts, chills each having a loop of plate formation project-
ed through the side of the post and having an upper por-
tion and a lower Inwardly deflected slightly yielding
-tongue, and a wedge bar entering said loop and engaging
the inner wall of said post and having recesses In Its
outer incllneil face to Interlock with said tongue and also
having surfaces to enter into binding engagement with
the upper portion of said loop.

1.22S.H99. ELEJTRH- ACTIO.N FOR ORtJA.NS. ELLl.
F. Fkost, Washington, O. (\ Filed June 5. 1914. Se-
rial Xo. h4.^,3U5. (CI. 84—81.)

1. An electric organ-action comprising a source of
ele<'trlf-al energy, note sounding devices, and circuit
closers each Including independently movable contacts
and a switch-bar. each contact of a circuit closer cun-
necte<l to a different note sounding devl<-e. each note
sounding devi'-e connecteil to a contact of each of sev-
eral circuit closers, said note sounding devices connecte.1
in parallel to one pole of the source of ele<-trlcal energy,
and s«rn switchltar connecteil to the other pole of the
source of electrical energy.

2. An ele«-trlc organ comprising a source of electrical
energj-, note sounding devites. circuit-closers each lutlud-
Ing Independently movable contacts and a swlt<hbar. ench
«onta( t of a circuit closer connecte«l to a different note
sounding device, each note sounding devlj-e connecte<l to
a contact of each of several circuit <iosers. said note
sounding devices conne<te4l In parallel to one pole of
the source of ele<trlcal energy, said swltchimrs connecte«l
to the other pole of the" source of electrical energy, elec-
tro-magnetic devices controlling a circuit closer, keys
and drawstops sncl drawstop circuits and key circuits
each including one of said electromagnetic devices,

3. An electric organ-action comprising note soumllng
circuits, note sounding devic-es, circuit closers each In-
cluding independently movable contacts and a switch-
liar. devic«>s operating the contacts and other devices op-
erating the switchl>ars, each circuit Including a note
sounding device and also the swltchbar and a contact of
eath of several circuit closers.

4. An eleitrlc organ-action comprising note sounding
circuits, note sounding devices, circuit closers each In-
duiling Independently movable contacts and a swltchbar,
devices operating the contacts and other devices opernt
ing the switchltars. each of the contact operating devices
being common to a contact of eacli of several cinult
doners, each circuit Including a note sounding device and
also the swltchbar and a contact of each of several cir-
cuit closers.

5. An electric organ comprising note sounding cir-
cuits, note sounding devices, circuit closers each Includ-
ing Independently movable contacts and a switchitar. de-
vices operating the contacts and other devic-es operating
the switchbars. each of the contact ctperating devices be-
ing common to a contact of each of several c-lrcult closers,
each circuit including a note sounding devic-e and also the
swltchbar and a contact of each of several circuit clos<-rs,
keys and cirawstops, key circuits each including a switch-
bar opt-ratlng device, and drawstop circuits each Includ-
ing a contact operating device.

I Claims G to 1« not printed in the (;azette.]

l.22«,900. CA.NOPE.NEK. Edw.uid L. FtNK. Baltimore.
Md. Fileii JVC. 1, 1916. Serial So. 134.430. (CI
30—8.

)

1. A can opener comprising a handle having a cross-
piece at one end thereof and a shoulder on one end of
said cross-piece, a cutting blade having a pointed cutting
edge at one side Itack of said shoulder and two diverging
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cutting edgea at the center projecting under said croaa-

ptece.

2 A can opener comprising a handle having a cross

pl,H-e at one end thereof and a shoulder on one end of

«H cross-piece, a cutting blade having a IM.lntcl cutting

«.«. at one side l»ack of said shoulder and two dlverg

iBTcu.tlug edges at the center projecting under sal.,

cross-pie... and one of whWh Is slightly b..nt at Its ..uter

*^t A .-an opener con.prislng a handle having a .
ross^

ple/e at one en.i and two curved shoul.lers un.ler sal.l

cr,.M^ piece, sal.l cr.>ss-pie<e being provlde.1 with a sh.ml

der on one cn.l thereof, a .uttlng blade having a |m, nte.1

cutting ...Ige at one aide l«ck of said cross piece and two

diverging cutting edges at the centers projecting under

sal.l . ross piece, and one of which Is sll^'htly bc-nt at It.

outer end.

122H901 rK<)CKSS FOK KKc< »1U»I-N<: S()ISI>. Ron

BBT L.'<;iimoN, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed IM-c, 29. 1913.

K«-rlal No. 809,187. (CI. 274—46.)

3. The proc-ess «»f rec-ording sound which c-onslsts in

depo^lting. while f.uld. a readily cong.-alabie substance

upon a relatively moving surfa.e, at a velocity sul»stan

tlally exceecling the rat"' of movement of said surfa.-e.

M'lalms tl and 7 not prlnt.^d In the <;azettc.]

1,228,902. APfARATCS FOR REC<>Bl>INO 8OCND.
ItoDRRT L. <;iBaoN, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Dec. 29,

1913. Serial No. 8oy.l8h. (CI. 274—1.)

1 The niethcMl of forming a record of sound waves

which consists in depositing upon a relatively moving sur-

face a str,-am of fluid which readily solidifies an<l later

ally vibrating said stream immediately lH-f..re It strtk.-s

sal.l >«rfsc-«' to form thereon a rl.lge having therein lat-

eral undulations coiresponding to sound wav.-s.

2 The methcMl of pro.lu.lng a reconl of sound which

consists m .leposltlng upon a relatively moving surface,

by a reconllng meml.er. vibrated by sound waves and

maintained out of ..mtact with said surface, an undu-

tatory rlclpe ..f approximately uniform width correspond-

ing to sound vibrations.

8. The method of recc.r.llug a sound which cc.nslsts In

projecting upon a relatively moving surfac-e a stream of

fluid n.lapt.Ml t.. rea.llly ..>ngeal an.l form on said surface

a ridge an.l causing sound Impulses to vibrate sal.l

stream as It approaches sal.l surface to cause sal.l ridge

to assume an un.lulatory form presenting a sound record

In distinct relief.

4, The process of forming a permanent aound record

whl.h .-onslsts In forming an original r.-cord l>y d.-poslt

ing upon a suitable relatively moving surface a substan. .

a.lapt.d to maintain Itself In a rl.lge. said ridge having

lateral un.lul.itlons .-orr.'spondlng to sound waves, an.l

forming a p«>rmanent re.-ord from sal.l original record.

1 In a machine for recording sound, the combination

of a stylus formed of a tube drawn to a fine point, there-

by pr.'sslng a microscopic discharge orifice, m.-ans to

vll.rate the stvlus under the influence of sound waves,

pressure means to for.-e through the stylus and project

through it» ml<r..s«-oplc discharge orifice a r.-adUy »oHdl-

fvlng fluid, and a moving men.ber adapt.Ml to nH-.>lve the

material .Jectc-d from the stylus, thereby forming on said

memlH-r a ridge having lateral undulations correspon.Ung

to sounii waves.

3 In a machine for recording s.)und. the combination

of a moving member, a hollow stylus having a micro

scoplc discharge orlflc-e In operative ndatlon with the

movln-,' member, n.eans to vibrate the stylus under the

infuen.-e of soun.l waves, a chamber a.tlng as a reser-

voir for a substanc-c- capable of forming a phonauto-

graphlc rblge and communicating with the bore of the

stylus, a straining medium interposed In the path of

travel of said sul.stance from the reservoir to the stylus

discharge, and pressure means to f..rce said substance

from the reservoir through said strainer and out the

stylus discharge orifice.

4. In a machine for recording sound, the combination

of d hollow vibratory stylus, means to vibrate said stylus

under the Impulse of sound waves, means to project

through Aald stvlus a substance capable of forming a

phonautographlc- rl.lge an.l .-..mprlslng a s.-aled contain

ing chaml»er having flexll*le walls, an.l a duct connecting

said chamlier with s.nid stylus.

13 In a machine for re. or.ling sound, the combination

of a hollow vll.ratory stylus, means t.. vibrate said stylus

un.ler the Impulse of sound waves, hu-ruh t.. pn.Ject

through sal.l stylus a sulwtance .-apable of forming a

ph.mnutographlc- rl.lge and .omprlslng a container com-

munle-atlng with said stylus and having flexible walls.

ami means to apply pressure to the flexible walls of the

container.

25. In a ma.hlne for recording sound, the combination

of "a container for a rea.llly solidifying substance capable

of forming a phonautographlc ridge, a diaphragm, a

hollow vibratory stylus oi>erated by the diaphragm and

having its bore .cmmunl.atlng with the container, and

m.ans to heat the c.ntaln.r and also the stylus substan-

tiallv throughout the latter"s length.

1 Claims 2, .5 to 12. 14 to 24. and 26 to 29 not printe I

In the (iazette. ]
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1.228.903. STEEL TIE. Jamem U. (JinEox, Cavour.
S. I>. FII*^ June 30. 1915. S«.rlal No. 37,302. (CI.
238—5.)

—r— /o

y/

In comhinatioD with a hollow rallwHy tie havliijc open
endii. a plate cooni'ctetl to une of the aldeit of the tie at
Moh end thereof and havlnic a iM.rtlon thereof b^nt
around the end of the tie and provldeil with vertU-ally
Mpaceil hearlUK .xNeven. a clotture plate for earh end of the
tie havinK one of lt« vertical edgen provided with a hear-
ing ttieeve adapted to aline with the first uientlonefl
sleeves, a pintle enjCHKlniC In saiil sleeves for hlngedly
oonnectinK said closure plate to the first nanie<l plate, and
resilient latches carrteil hy the other aide of the tie and
yieidably .-ngaglnK the free ends of the closure plates.

1.22«.»«4. AI4'.\K.\Trs FOR TRK.\TIN(; KlItKKR
FOOTWKAK. ALiruED A. (iLiDOB.v. Watertown. KixiAK
P. IKHIUA.<«, Boaton. and <;bob»b L. Fixch, HrlKhton,
Maaa.. aaaignors to Mood Ruldvr l"o.. Watertown. Mass..
a Cnrporatioa of Massa<husetts. FIU1I Jan. 21. 1915.
Herlal No. 3.678. (CI. 154— 1.)

/ w ' »

1. An apparatus for • com pressing artlrlea inrladlng
plastic material .omprislng a re<eptacle having .in oi)en
mouth, n reciprocating head arranged to close said mouth
a form carrier Hrrang.d to Im. move«| Into and out of sntd
receptacle In unison with the movement of said head
and means for automatically admitting fluid under pres-
sure to said receptacle when the same is closeil.

2. An apparatus for compressing articles including
plastic material comprising a receptacle arranged to h#
hermetically closed, a hollow form carrier insertlhle in and
removable therefrom and having seats for the forms, the
Interior of the form carrier arranged to communicate with
the Interior of the forms and also with the exterior of the
receptacle, means for supplying fluid pressure to said re-
ceptacle, means for holding the forms in place upon their
B^-ats and a rock shaft for operating said holding means.

3. An apparatus for compressing articles including
plastic material comprising a re<-».ptacle adapte<| to Im-

hermetically close«l. a hollow form carrier lns«-rtible in
and removalile fherefn.m and having seats for the forms,
the Interior of the carrier being arrange,! to wmmunlcate
with the Interior of the forms and also with the exterior
of the receptacle, means for supplying fluid pressure to
said re.eptade. nutans for hcd.llng each of the forms upon
its seat, and means for simultaneously operating ail of
Mitl holding means.

4. An apparatus for compressing articles Including
plastic material comprising a re<eptacle arrangeil t<» l>e

hermetically <'lose<l. a hollow form carrier removable
therefrom and having seats for the forms, hollow last
engaging pins carrietl by said seats an<l communicating
with the interior of the carrier and adapte,! to engage
the forma and means for holding the forms on said pins.

5. An apparatus for compressing articles including
plastic material comprising a re<-eptiicle adapttsJ to be

henneUcally cloaed. a hollow f.>rm carrier remoratrfe
therefrom and having seats for the forms provlde,i wttfe
hollow nipples communicating with the interior ^>f said
carrier, and dajiiplng means mr.vablc toward and from
aaid vlpples.

I Claims « to 17 not printe^l in the <:aaette.]

.^_ -»v^

1.22«.9<)5. BLErTRI('.»<WIT<"ll .MKCIIA.NISM. mvio
1). «;oRDo.v. Chicago. III., assignor to The Yost Electric
Manufacturinu «"ompany. Tidedo. Ohio, a Corporation
of Ohio. Fileil Nov. »J, 1915. Serial Xo. Kn.04(( (CI
17»—354.)

1. Fn an ele<!rlc switch. space<| contacts, and a bridging
element mountcil for oscillatory movements Int.i and »ut
of bridging conne<tion with said contacts, said element
having spacNl side liars of insulating material rigidly
connecteil at the inner <>t pivoted end of the element, and
ele«trical conductive means carrie,! by and connecting
the outer ends of said Iwrs for engaging ami bridging said
contacts when said element Is in circuit bridging p4>sltlon.

2. In an electric switch, a brhlglng element having
spaced electrically connecte,l sl.le arma forming c,>ntact
parts, said element being mounteil for rocking movements
In a plane at riuhr angles to the plane in whkh said side
arms are space«l and having a croim-i.ar connecting said
arms, sabl ti«r having aa opening then-through length-
wise of Mild element. 11 c<introl menil>er reripro<-ally mov-
able lengthwise of said clement nnd projected through
said Iwr opening, said nieml>er and l»ar having parts which
cwiperate to lock the element against r,Kklng movements
until the memlter has been move<l a predetermined extent,
and m<-ans carrle<l i,y said mcml»-r and «>p.-ralile to im^
part gulck shifting movements to said clement when re-
leaseii for movement by the wntrol n>enil>er.

. 4. In an e|e«trlc swif h. a l.ridg'ng element mounUHl
for ro<-king movements and having electrically connected
side arms forming contact iwrts tnd spac»><i transversely
of the plane of rmking of th<- element, a control rnemlMr
mounte<l Itetwern the side arms of said element for re-
clprcxatory movements lengthwise thereof anil relative
thereto and normally standing In one position of ita
movement, said memlter and element having parts which
cooperate to lock the element against nxking movenienta
except when the meuil>er has l>een movtil a predetermined
•xtent. ami means actuated liy movements of said memlM>r
from normal position to store energy therein jind to act
on said element to move it first In one dire<tlon and then
the other when successively released by saiii memlter.

I Claims 3. .\ and »> not printed in the (iaxette.
]

1.22H.»ntt. ELWTttlC-SW ITCH MECHANISM. D.^tid
D. CiOKOON, Chbago. 111., assignor to Th.- Y<mt Electric
Manufacturing Cominny. Tnle«io. Ohio, a Corporation
of Ohio. Fih-d Sept. IH. 191«. Serial No. 120 7KO
(Cl. 173—854.)
1. In a switch of the class descrll»e<l. a pair of «p«c<>d

contacts, a bridal ng-ple<«e of U-form shiftable into and out

of bridging connection with said contacts, a guide for

aald brldglng-pleie an<l with whl< h it has sliding contact.

an<l means having a rev.duble member and a colled com-

pression spring .-..nnectlng said niemt>er and bridging

piece and operable to IniiMrt successive shifting move-

ments In reverse <llrectlons to said brldging-plece and to

yieldingly hold the bridging ple.-e to said gul.le.

122K907. ELECTRIC-SWITCH MECHANISM. David
'

1». tloRDOs. Chicago. 111., assignor to The Yost Electric

Manufacturing Company. ToIe<1o. Ohio, a Corporation

of Ohio. FIUhI Nov. 21. 1«10. Serial No. 132.604. (Cl.

178—346.)

3 In an electric socket, a pair of spaced contacts, a

stationary jfuH*'. " bridging pl*-ce straddling said guide

and sitdingly shiftable thereon into and out of bridging

conn.-ctlon with said contacts, a colle.1 compression spring

Itearlng at one end agHlnst said bridging piece to exert a

yielding pressure thenon In one dlre.tlon. and means for

receiving the opposite end thrust of sabl spring and mov-

able to shift the engageil end of the spring a predetermined

distance lengthwise of sHld guide whereby the spring is

caused to shift the hrldglng-pleo- In first one and then the

opposltP ilirectlon on said gu'de.

9 In a switch of the class describe,!, a pair of spaced

contacts, a frame having a stan.lard rising from one end

there,.f and forming a gidde adjacent to said contacts and

having space,! standanls rising from a different part

thereof, a bridging piece guided by sal.l first stands r.i f,.r

recipr,.catorv movements Into and out of circuit c.nnect^

ing relation to said contacts, a shaft Journale,! In sal.l

I MMce<1 standards and havlnj: a crank at one end. a colled

<H>mpressl,m spring connctlng said crank and bridging

ple<e and op«-rable by a turning of the shaft to Impart

successive snap shifting movements to the bridging piece,

and means op.-rable to impart successive predetermln,-,!

rotary movements to said shaft.

13 In an electric socket, two contacts space<l trans-

Tersely of the s,.cket. a bridging-piece movable Into and

i
eut of bridging relation to said contacts, means, guiding

said bridging piece for sliding movements lengthwise of

the socket, a Shaft Journale,! In said s<K-ket transverscl.v

thereof and having a crank arm. and a cdle,l ,-ompresslon

spring c.nne.tlng said Lrldglug ple.v and crank arm In

end-thrust contact therewith and operable by a turning

of said crank arm to Impart snap shifting m..vements to

said bridging piece in first <.ne and then the opp*>slte dl

p-itton on said guide.

18 In an ele,trical connecting meml»r. an Insulating

iKHly' forming a switch re,eiving well, spa.-ed statlonarv

contacts and a uulde stamlard In said well at one side of

the b.ngltu.llnal <enter of the s<Kket, a bHdglng-pl#K-e en-

gaging said standard for limltc.1 shifting movements

lengthwise ,.f the so.ket Into ami out of bridging conncc

tlon with said contacts, a key shaft mount.Kl in sal.l b.sly

.,nd having a crank arm In sal.l well, an.l a ..died ...m

presslon sprint lnterp,»s.Hl l«.tween sal.l crank arm an.l the

brl.lglng pl«H-e and operable ujs.n a turning of the shaft f.

au.cesslvelT m..ve sal.l brl.lglng piece into and out of con

tact with sabl sUtlona.v contacts to ylrldlngly hol.l the

bridging piece to said guide.
_, ^ ^ .

I
Claims 2. 4 to S. 10 to 12. and 14 to 17 not printwl in

the 4iasette.l .
*'

1. In a switch of the class descrllHHl. a pair of spaced

contacts, a guide standard dlspo»e«l adjacent to and be-

tween said .ontacts. a bridging piece slldingly bearing

against a side of aai.l standar.l and having spurs extend

Ing aroun.l the respe.tlve sl.le ..Iges of the stan.lard In

gul.ling engagement therewith an.l having parts at oppo

site .Hlges of the stan.lar.l f..r contact with respective of

said spa.eil contacts when the bridging piece is at one

en.l of its movement, a shaft mounted transversely of aald

standard and ha^•1ng a crank arm at one end adjacent to

srti.i standard, an.l a colled cmpresslon spring InterpowMl

betw.-en sal.l bridging piece and crank arm In engagement

with each and ..perable to impart snap switch movements

first In ..ne dlre.tlon and tb.«n the other to the bridging

piece when the shaft Is turne.l.

2 In an electrical connecting member, a pair of spaced

cmtacts. a guide .llspose,! between said conta.ts. a brl.lg-

lng ple.e gul<le<l for clnult making and bn-aking move-

ments bv said guide, said bridging plfce comprising a body

part having tipurs projecting transversely tberefr..m for

ertgagi-nient with said guide to prevent transverse move-

ments of the brl.lglng plf<>- relative thereto and having

arms projecting from opposite side .slges In position to

make .ontact with re8|>ectlve of sal.l stationary contacts

when the bridging piece is in one position of Its movement,

and means having a revoluble member and a .otl.-d com-

pressL.n sj.rlng coniiectlng said revoluble memU-r and

bridging piece and operable to Impart successive snap

shirting m..v.-ments to said bridging ple<-e to move It Into

and out of circuit brl.lglng position.

\T1HW\H. DRESS FORM. Frank B. <}r.\S<.ER. New

Y..rk N Y assignor to Hall Borcbert Dress Form Com-

panv' New York N. Y.. a C.rporatlon of New Jersey.

Filed June 8. 1914. Serial No. K43.657. (Cl. 223—18.)

The combination with a .Iress f.)rm divided vertlcall.r

In Ji phiranty ot lHa«!« io.l alto dlvldetl horteontaliygft

t
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th* waist thereby to present hip nectlonn Inflow the waist
Meitlons above the horlaonUl divlHiun. of a hlnjce <oDn«'< -

tlon between ea<h hip «e«tlc>n and th.- <orre!»pon«llnK w«l«t
»»'<tlon, HprinK m.auH (-..nneitlnK th*- walut s*'* tlon 11 and
tf-ndinj? normally to fore*" them outwardly thereby to ex-
pand the walHt In all directions, and means acting on all
of the waist M><-tlonH to limit the expaOHlve movement
thereof.

1.2-J8.900. I'ISTOX. Cabl R. (Jumx. Uayton. Ohio.
Filed May 4. IHlrt. Serial No. 95.;««. (CI. 12.1—171.)

1. A hollow piston cuniprisinK h l)ody, a head bavtnK a
thickened central portion, atxl heat conveying and rein-

forcing members connecteil with said head at points spaced
from the edges thereof and with said Ixxly at points re-

mote from said head.

:>. A hollow piston comprising a body, a head, l>osse8

rigidly secured to and extending inwardly from said Inxly,
and struts conne«te<l at their reHpective ends with said
piston head at points spaced from the circumference there-
of and with the Inner portions of the respective bosses.

5. A hollow piston having a cylindrical body, a head
having a thiclcene<l central portion, .said ImhIj having In-

tegral bosses extending inwardly therefrom to form bear-
ings, and struts former] integral with said piston, each of
said struts l>elng conne<ted at one end with .said head at
a point spaced from the circumference thereof, and at its

other end with said body at a p«»lnt remote from said
head, and lieing spaceil away from said t>ody.

ICiaims 2. 4, and 6 to 11 not printed in the <iazette.]

1.228.910. PROCESS KOK TIIK MAMFACTTRK OF
I»RY CRYSTALS <»F SIOAR AND OTIIKR CRYSTAL
LINE srnSTAXCES. .IcAX Chahi.eh (JRifiRi, Padua.
Italy. Original application filed May 2k. 1914, Serial
No. 841,4r.«. IMvldei! and this application Hied Jan. 5,
1910. Serial No. 70,441. (CI. 127—17.)

1. A process for the crystallization of sugar and other
dry soluble pHMlucts of crystalline nature from a hot con
centrate*! solution by the addition of a friable precipitant,
consisting In continuously Introducing the precipitant Into
a contlnous stream of the raw solution. In such quantity
that continuous precipitation of the dlsaolved substance

with formation of a hot. moist paste composed of the pre-
cipltate^i substance, the precipitant, and the solvent dls-
pers*Ml therethrough, takes place.

2. A process for the crystallization of sugar and other
dry soluble products of crystalline nature from a hot con-
centrateil solution by the addition of a friable precipitant,
consisting In continuously lntro<luclng the precipitant into*
a continuous stream of the raw solution, in such quantity
that continuous precipitation of the dissolved substance
with formation of a hot, moist paste compose<l of the pre-
cipitated substance, the precipitant and the solvent dis-
persed therethrough, takes place, and kneading the paste
while it is still hot.

.'{. A process for the crystallisation of sugar and other
dry soluble prwlucts of crystalline nature from a hot con-
centrated solution by the addition of a friable pre<tpltant.
consisting in continuously IntnMliK Ing the precipitant into
a continuous stream of the raw solution, in such quan-
tify that continuous pre<lpltatlon of the dissolve<l sub-
stance with f..rniatlon of a hot. moist paste comp«.so«I of
the precipitateil substance, the pre< Ipltant. and the solvent
dispersed therethrough, takes place, kneading the paste
while It Is still hot, subjecting the knea<led paste to ni.Ml-
erafe agitation in a current of warm air iwrtly s«turHfe<|
with moisture, and exposing the thereby partly drle<l pnxl-
uct to greater agitation In a current of rolil air.

4. A process for the crystallization of sugar and other
dry soluble pro<luctM of crystalline nature from a hot con-
centrated solution by the addition of a frlalile pre.lpitant.
consisting In continuously lntro<luclng the pre< Ipltanf Into
a continuous stream (.f the raw s«jlutlon. In su( h quantity
that continuous pre«ipitation of the dlsaolved substance
with formation of a hot. moist paste conipoaed of the pre-
clpitateil substance, the pre<|pltant and the solvent dis-
persed therethrough, takes pla.e. kneading the paste while
It Is still hot, 8ul>Jeitiug the kneailed paste to niiMlerate
agiutlon in a current of warm air partly saturat.1l with
moisture, exposing the product to greater agitation in
a current of cold air. interrupting the latter treatment
when the pro<lu< t Is dry »)ut still warm, sifting the prod-
uct, and continuing the cold air treatment until a thor-
oughly cooleil granular pro<luct Is obtalne<l.

5. A pro«-esH for the crystalllKatlon of sugar anil other
dry soluble pro<iucts of crystalllue nature from a hot con
centrated solution by the addition of a friable precipitant,
consisting In contlnuonsly Intrixlucing the precipitant
into a continuous stream <>{ the raw s<.lutlon. in such
quantity that continuous precipitation of the dissolved
substance with formation of a hot. moist paste composefl
of the precipitatetl substance, the pre<lpltant. and the
solvent dispersed therethrough, takes place, kneading the
paste while it is still hot. sul>Jectlng the kneaded paste
to niiNlerate agitation In a current of warm air partly
saturateil with moisture, exposing the thereby partly
dried product to greater agitation In a current of cold
air. treating the drie.l product with m<dst air to give It
Its natural amount of hygroscopic uudsture, and slmul
taneously co4ding the prinluct.

I Claims to 11 not printed In the Oasette.)

1.228,911. TRAIN LANTERN OR MARKER. Jomzih
P. Haimmmk. St. Louis. .Mo. Fileil Sept. .',. 1»1(| .Serial
No. 118.449. (CI. 240

—

24.)

1. A railway marker comprising the <omblnatlon of a
rotatable casing having means for supporting a centrally-
dlspose<I llqublfuel burning lamp, sabl casing having a
substantially verticil wall with a plurality of <llHtlnctive
translucent bulls-eyes dIspoKe,! about the central axis
of said c-aslng. and carrle.1 In said vertical wall so as to
move with said casing Into several dllTerent signaling posi-
tions, an electric lamp, and a tubular arm carrying said
lamp and havinK a tubular pivot supporieil adjacent said
vertical wall, sabl arm constructe<l to hold said lamp nor-
mally substantially centrally in said case, and operating
to swing laterally Into an inactive position with said arm
and lamp lying adjacent to the Hald verti<-al wall of the
rasing, and an electric cord passing through the tubular
pivot in a longitodinal direction with the axis of the pivot
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and extending within mid tubular arm to connect with

said lamp.

3. A railway marker comprising the combination of a

casing having" means for supporting a <entrally-dlsposed

liOuid-fuel burning lamp, a plurality of distinctive trans

lucent bulls eyes <arrle,l by said casing, means for rota

tably supportirig sabl casing to enable the bulls eyes to

assume several different slKnoHng positions, au electric

lamp within said casing, a bra< ket carrl.^l within said cas

Ing and having an opening therethrough, an arm having a

tubular pivot memi>er passing through said opening, for

movably supporting sal.l electrl. lamp to enable the same

to assume a substantially central position or an Inactive

position at one side, said pivot memlK-r being threadeii.

a .lamping nut engaging said pivot member for clamp-

ing the same t<i said bra< ket. and means in. hiding a loose

extension of ele. trie cor.l and an extension passing to said

lamp through said tubular pivot member for maintaining

electric conne. ti<m with sal.l lamp In the different positions

of said lamp and sabl bulls eyes.

r,. In a railway marker, the .-omblnatlon of a railway

oil lantern having distinctly colore.l bulls eyes, an electric

lamp within the lantern, a liracket arm with a ring for

rotatablv supporting said laut.rn t.) enable the same to be

rotate.1 "into .lifferent signaling positions, a tixe.1 bracket

having a guiding socket to re.elve an.l support said

bracket arm, said bracket an.l said arm each having a pair

of insulate.1 contacts, sabl socket operating to gul.le one

pair of the salil .ontacts Into engag.-ment with the other

pair when the sabl bracket arm is being m..unt.Ml on th.'

said bracket, said arm having a duct leading through sabl

ring into the interior of sal.l lantern, an.l electric cords

connecting with the <onta< ts .m said arm, passing through

sabl <iu.t an.l .onnecttni with sal.l electric lamp.

I Claims 2 and 4 not prlnte.1 in the tlazette.l

parallel with said apparatus and operatlvely connected

therewith ; a rod rotatabiy niounte.l a.ijacent said appa-

ratus and parallel therewith: a wheel slblably but non-

rotatablv mounted on said ro.l and being operst»vely con-

necte.! with tJie focusing mechanism of said projection

apparatus; means adjacent said first meutione.1 means

for operating sal.l chain, and means f.>r rotating said rwl.

2. A photograph!, machine .omprlslng a projecting

apparatus mounte.1 for horlzonUl longitudinal movement;

means for suitably holding a sensitize.i paper in front

.,f said apparatus: an endless chain operatlvely mounted

parallel with said apparatus ami op«'ratlvely connected

therewith ; a square ro.l rotatabiy mounte«i a.ijacent said

apparatus and parallel therewith; a wheel sU.lably but

n<.nrotatably mounted on said rml an.l being ..peratively

.•onn.Hte.i with the focusing mechanism of said projection

apparatus : and means adja.ent sabl first mentb)ne.l means

for operating said chain and for rotating sabl r.ul.

3. An article of manufacture comprising an optical pro-

jecting apparatus horUontally mounted ; a mirror remov-

ably mounte,l at substantially »•"> degrees' t.. the horizontal

In the path of light of said apparatus ; a plate horlzonUlly

m.uintcd above said mirror : and a source of light below

sabl mirror.
., _i

4 \n article of manufacture comprising au optical

projeiting apparatus horizontally mount.-.l :
removable

means for throwing upwardly " »'«-a"' "f ^Kht from said

apparatus : a plate horUontally mounted above said means ;

a sour, e of light iH-low sal.l means ; and means for holding

a sensltlzetl paper on said plate.

.•>. An article of manufacture comprising an optical

projec-ting apparatus horizontally mounte.1 ; a mirror re-

movably mounted at substantially 45 degrees to the horl-

z.mtal m the path ot light ..f said apparatus; a plate

horizontally mounted above sabl mirror : a source of light

iH-low said mirror ; means for holding a sensitize.i paper

on sal.l plate ; and means for sliding sal.l apparatus hori-

zontally.

[Claims to 11 not printed In the C.azette.l

1,22K.912. PiIOT<K;RAPIIlC PKINTINO MACHINE.

THOMAS E. ilAi.uK)iujo.\. Chl.ag.>, 111. Fileil July 1."..

191.-v. Serial No. 40.023. (Ol. 88—24.)

1228 913 CATTLE POKE. Wim.iam B. IIavbcx, In-

'

dia'noia, Nebr. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. SerUl No. 119.580.

(CI. 119—138.)

I

1. A photograph!.' machine .-omprlslng a projecting

apparatus m.>unt»Ml f.»r h.>rlzontal l.mgltudlnal movement ;

inenns for suitably holding a sensltlze.1 paper In front tne ne. k oe .•.- «......».. -h" - - - — -
. .

of sMd ^ppsr^^^^^^^ -ndiess chain operam^ly mounte.1 I naid body, rigidly oonnecte<l bars having portions angularly

1. A cattle poke Including a sectional body to embrace

the neck of the animal, spa.e.l bra.ket members fixed to

Hsid bo«ly. a bar plvotally iii..unt.<l between sabl brri.ket

membeis and having a forwardly projecting h.>ok on Its

upper end. a guble flxe.1 to said bo<ly. a rearwardly and

d.>wnwardly curve.1 rod secure«l at one en.l to sabl bar an.l

movable through the guide, said nsl havlnu a lower

p.)lnte<i end to penetrate the neck of the animal, and a

spring arrange<l upon said rod to yieldingly hold the bar

in AU upright position and prevent its rearward pivotal

movement an.l retanl the .l..wnward movement of said ro.1.

2. A cattle poke Including a sectional body to embrace

the ne.k of the animal, space.1 bracket members fixed to
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PXteDdf>4r in oppo!<ite tHr»>c-tlon.s ami plv»>tany iuouDte<l
»ip<»n th.- reHptTtlv*- hracket ni«'inbrrM. on«» of raid bartt
pr«J«'ttinK li»njjitu.linally Iwyonil thf other and terminating
'n a forwanlly <urvwl h«M)k. a U shape. I iwr fixed t«> waid
JKMiy Hn<i extendint; rearwarilly uver the neik of the ant-
'ual, a guide secnreii upon Haiti U-itbape^i l»ar. a rmi flxetl

at one of lt.<4 ends to said ptvote«l bam and havinic itM
other end pointed to penetrate the neck of the aniinal.
Mid latter end of the hmI exteudiuK through coincldinft
openinus In the guide and sAJd Ushiipeii bar. and a roll
spriuK arranged upon said rod to yieldingly hold the piv-
ot«Hl bara in an upright position and retani the downwanl
Oiorenient of raid rcxl through the guide.

1.2 2 8.914. Al'l'AKATlS FOR KAISINU SIXKEN
><ini*S. Ei-iiENB S. Havfoui*. New Orleans. 1^. Kileii
July 31, l»in. S««rlal Xo. 112 33.'.. (CM. 114—.Vt.)

m^
1. An apparatus for raising sunken ships. Including a

rollapsil>le and Inflatable envelop, means for supplying
air thereto, and an auxiliary Inflntahle •nvrlbp niounte<l
therein and constituting a buoyant support for the main
envelop.

2 An .ipiwratus for raising sunken ships, in<ludlng a
collapsible and Inflatable envelop, means for supplying air
thereto, an auxiliary inflatable envelop mount^il therein
and constituting a buoyant support for the main en-
velop, and means connecte<I to one end of the main en-
velop for directing the same In to position.

3. An apparatus for raising sunken ships, including a
collapsible and Inflatable envelop, means for supplying
air thereto, an auxiliary lnflafal)le envelop mounte<| there-
in and <onstltutlng a i>uoyant support for the main en-
velop, and a compensating valve carrieil l.y the main en-
velop for perndttinsf the es<-ape of air due to the re<lu<-ed
pressnre of the water.

4. An apparatus for raising sunken ships, including a
collapsible and inflatable envelop, means for supplying air
thereto, an auxiliary inflatable envelop mounted therein
and constituting a buoyant support for the main envelop,
and a compensating valve carrleil by the main envelop
for permitting the escape of air due to the re<lu<e.| pressure
of the water, said valve Induillng a diaphragm provideil
with a plurality of openings adjacent the circumference
thereof, and means for holding the rame for limited move-
ment over its valve port.

1,228,915. WALL UKI> FOOT KAIL COXNKCTIOX.
Clakb.mi M. {lE.MtCK.so.\ and KiMi.vn Cockh, Berkeley,
Cal. Filwl Nov, IT, 1915. Serial No. 61,91«. <Cl!
5—18.)

Id a foot aupport for a be«l c-oinpritdnK two part corner
ockets each part being provlde<l on its inner face with
a piu an.l fornie<l on Its outer face with an integral bracket
to which an end of the adjacent bed rail is secure<l. a Indt
securing the parts of the socket together above the pins,
a plug In each socket pruvide^l with grooves to receive siid-
ably the pln>i. the upper end of cat h plug lieing rounde«l
concentric with the up|>er ends of the grooves, the lower
ends of the gnnives being close<I by a shoulder adapt«'«l to

M jf*^^
the lower end of the respective socket, and a foot^ extension carrle<l by the shoulder of each plug.

1.22H.9Hi. PRtR'EKS FOR PROI»r<INli VO<;iirRT
ItEKR. Wii.HBi.M IlK.NXEBtu.;. Herilu. <;ermany. F'lle<i
Apr. 27. 1914. Serial No. «.{4.T»!». H'l. lit:, :in.)
1. Process for producing Yoghurt lieer consisting In

preparing a suitable wort, adding to raid wort germs of
Yoghurt and germs of yeast slniuitane* usiy. allowing the
wort to IM" acldulattd and ferntente.1 iherebv at a tem-
perature up to .'{o' <•.. substantially as des.rllK^I.

2. I>rocesM for prudoclng Yoghurt Ih^t consisting In
preparing a suitable wort, adding to raid wort germs of
Yoghurt and germs of yeast slmulfantMUisly. allowing the
wort to tM. acidulated and fermenteil then-by at a tem-
perature up to 3U^ < .. and then adding freah Yoghurt cul-
tures, substaufiaily as deiMTll»e«i.

3. rr<K-ess for pro«lu( Ing Yoghurt l>eer consisting In
preparing a .suitable wort. a<lding to raid wort germs of
Yoghurt and germs of yeast slniultane«.usly. allowing the
wort to iw acldulatetl and fermenteil therebv at a tem-
perature Inflow :n»' c, and then adding fresh Yoghurt
«ulturea-«fter fermentation, substantially as des<riU^|

4. I'ro,ess for pro.iu.lng Yoghurt Ix^r .onsistlng In
preparing a suitable mash, a.bling to sai.l mash germs of
Yoghurt and of yeast simultaneously, allowing the mash
to acblulate an.l . larify in su. h a manner that a consid-
erable p«.rtlon of the Yoghurt germs remains in the clari-
rtwl wort, aubstantlally as deai-rlbeil.

1.228.»17. MAM FACTIKK OF KKY EXTRACTS OF
IlEKR. Ac. Hkk.m.\\ Hit her. t'hi.ago. 111. Filed Dec.
20. 1910. Serial No. 187.9A0. (CI. 19.% 1.)

1. A compound for .-onverslon Into al<-ohol-re<luceil bev
erageK by dilution with water containing dry extract of a
fermeuteil Iteverage, dry fermentable substancea and dry
live yeaat.

2. A compound for ronveralon into alcohol-re<lucHl lieer
by dilution with water i-ontalning .Iry l>eer-extnict, dry
fermentable substances and dry live .reast.

8. A compound for ronversion Into aicohol-re<luced beer
by dilution with water containing .Iry l>eer-extract, dry
fermentable larbohydrates and .Iry live yeaM.

1,22K,918. ITLLIN*; JACK FOR MtmiR VEHICLE*.
Stephen C. 11k km.kn, Charlton. L.wa. File.1 May IS
191H. Serial No. 97.753. (CI. 242—95.)
1. In a device of the clara descrllteil. a hollow cylin

drical member having slots in Its walls, a plurality of bars,
each exteo.leil through the walis of sai.l cylln.irical memlH»r
at two points thereof, meant) for securing the outer end*
of raid bars to portions .d a vehicle wheel, an.l means for
preventing movement of sai.l bars with relatl.>n to raid
cylindrical nieml»er whereby when the parts are assem-
bletl ami mounteil on the wheel, the .yllmlri.al member is
rigl.lly supportwi on raid l«r» adjacent to raid wheel with
said cylindrical member concentric with sai.l wheel.

2. In a .levl.e of the class descrii-Nl. a hollow cylin-
drical niemtK>r having slot* In its walla, a plurality of bars.
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each extende<l through the wail of raid cylln.irical member

at two point* thereof, means for se<'uring the outer ends

of sal. I l>ars to portions of a vehl. le wheel, and raeana for

preventing movement of raid t»ars with relation to sai.l

cylindrical mem»»er wh«Tei.y when the parts are assem-

bie<l aud uiounteii on the wheel, the cylindrical member Is

rigidly supiMirteii on sai.l barn adja<-ent to raid wheel with

aald cylindrical member concentric with raid wheel, a

flexible devli'«> wound on aabf cylindrical member.

1.228.919. APl'AKATlS FOR CITTINCJ AND POLISH-
ING PRECK>rs STONES. Fkedehm K K. Hii-liak!),

Br(K>klyn. N. Y., ami Walteh (;oluh Stevenh. Pall-

ttades Park. N. J. Filed May 19. 1916, Serial Xo.

98.508. (CI. 51—11.)

constituting a fen<-e. and said rods being individually «d-

JUHtable for different kinds of work and raid supporting

piece being capable of turning alwut Its pivot to inop-

erative poMitlun.

8. In a ma<-biue guard for a machine tool having a

cutter aud a traveling work table, the combination of a

stationary guard over and about aaid cutter, and a guard

for the under side of said cutter mounte.1 on said trav-

eling table, each of saJd guards comprising lodividually

adjustable guard pieces to adapt the device for different

Jobs.

[Claims 2 to 4. «. 7, and 9 to 13 not prlnte<l In the

(Jazette.l

1,228,921. AITOMATIC INK WELL,
HoLituEixiE, Stonlngton. Conn. Flle<1

SerUl No. U2.2m. (CI. 12(»—68.)

13

Chari.es II.

Jan. 13, 1917.

H-"-^^^-1

1. The combination of a stick-holder having a crown-

piece at on.' end provl.led with an even number of pro

Jeitlons Hpace<i at equal distances apart and provl(le<l with

a ••entrai projection, and a spacing member provideil with

a greater number of In.lents of even nunil>er and spacr.l

an even distaui-e from each other and adapt.il to engage

with the teeth of the cr.iwn-piece, and provided with a

( entrai re<es» into whi.h the projection on the cmwn-
plece fits.

2. The iimiblnation of a stick hol.ler having a crown-

plec«' at one enil provided with a central proJectl«)n, and a

spacing devl<-e <*omprislng a movable hinge element, a sta-

tb nary hinge element, a ro.l provldwi with a thread at

one end and a shoulder adjacent thereto which abuts on.-

Bide of raid movable elements to hold It In frlctlonal con-

tact with said stationary element.

1.228,920. Ol'ARU FOR MACHINERY. Joart'H B.

ifOLDEX. Syracuse. N. Y. Piled Feb. 19. 1917. Serial

No. 149.59H. (CI. 74—50.)

1. In a nmc hlne guard, the combination of a support

and a series of giwrd nwls, each independently adjustably

niounte<l in raid support.

5. In a machine guard, the combination of a plv.>te<l

supporting piece and a wrlea of rods, said rods together

1, In an ink well, a floating memlK-r disposed within

the well and a.lapted to float upon the top of the ink, said

member being annular in form to provide a central open-

ing an.l having a downwardly extending wall surrounding

said opening but spaced therefr.tm. a float dlspo»»Ml with-

in the space surrounde<l by the wall and hiving a central

depression at its upper end, the upward movement of the

float being limlte.l by th.- projection of the annular mem-
ber Inward beyoml the wall, and a bail swinglngly mount-

e<l upon the Imrrel extending Iwneath it and limiting the

downward movement of the float, said bail being movable

out of the way of the float to thereby permit the float to

Ite reniov.'.l from the barrel.

J Claim 2 not printeil In the (iacette.]

1,22K,922. W001»EN BOAT. Ehwaud S. Hor<»H, Oak-

land, Cal. Flle«l Kept. 27. 1916. Serial No. 122,469.

(CI. 114—65.)

1. A ship frame in wood comprising a plurality of

transverse Inittom meml>ers of straight timbers meeting

.ach oth»'r at the medial line of the vessel at their Inner

ends, substantially vertical side rll>s of straight timl>ers,

secured at the outer ends of said bottom timbers, trans-

verse flo«>r timbers secure<i at their outer ends to raid l>ot-

tom tlml»ers, and longitudinal stringers intermediate of

said Iwttom timbers and floor tlml>ers.
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2. A Khip frame, romprlsing a plurality of ntralgtat

tran«v«»rM«» lK)ttuni timbers n>»H>tinK each oth»«r at th*

in«HMal IlDf of th«> vt*M!««>l at their Inner ends at lent) than

a right anjfle. butt plereH securing the ends of said timbers

an<I conforming to the angle forme<l by Mime, substan-

tially vertical side rlbn of straight timbers secureil at the

outer entl.s of said bottom timbers, longitudinal stringers

atxive said bottom timbers, and transverse fltKir timbers

above said stringers and secured at their outer ends to

said bottom timbers and Intermediate of their en<ls to

said longitudinal stringers.

3. In a wooden boat, the combination wttb a plurality

of siceleton bottom girders forming a bottom frame, con-

tinuous longitudinal stringers lnters«'ctlng said girders,

side ribs erected on said girders, outer sheathing for said

bottom frame and side rlt>s, and an Interior sheathing

forming a double l>ottom therefor, substantially as de-

scribed.

1,228.923. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. Philip

L. IIowE, Ilreezy Hill. Kans. filed May 3. 1916. Se-

rial No. 95.047. (CI. 12a—52.)

1. The combination with an Internal combustion en-

gine, of an outer manifold, said outer manifold having
opp«)sltely extending arms with i-xhaust p<trts connecte«l

to the engine and an angularly dls|>os«M| leg with an open

end. an«l an Inner manifold forming the Intake and having
branches in said arms connected hy |R>rts (f> tOf engine, a

leg to the intake maalfold within the exhaust manifold

leg, said leg having an exterior hollow bosa in which the

Intake leg terminates, and a carbureter attache<i to said

boss.

2. In a device of the character descrilKnl, the combina-

tion with an explosive engine, of a horizontHlly dispose*]

exhaust manifold secure<l thereon, an exhaust pipe ex-

tending downwardly from said exhaust manifold, an In

take manifold posltioneil In space<l relation within said

exhaust manifold, an Intake pipe for said intake manifold
projecting downwanlly for a distance centnilly within
sabi exhaust pipe, and projecting laterally through one
side wall thereof, means for supplying gastdcne to said

intake pipe, means for supplying carbureted kerosene to

said laterally extending Intake pipe, means for injecting

a stream of water Into salil Intake pipe, and means for

Independentlj- controlling the gasolene, the carbureted

kerosene, and the water, for regulating the character of

the explosive mixture.

3. A nianlftdd for explosive engines comprising an ex-

haust manifold, an exhaust pipe extending iiownwardly
from the exhaust manifohl. said exhaust pipe terminating

in a horizontally dtspose«l extension, an Intake manifold

disposed centrally within the exhaust manifold, and an in-

take pip*' extending downwardly from the Intake manifold
and centrally within the exhaust pipe, said intake p'pe

projecting laterally through the wall of the exhaust pipe

at a point interme<llate the exhaust manifold and the

exhaust pipe extension.

1.228.924. DRAWN LI.NK KLECTKIi" FISE. Slaiohteb
W. Flrrr. Brooklyn. N. Y. Fllfii Aug. 21, 1914. Se-

rial No. H57.904. (CI. 175—278.)

^-

> 3

• 1. In an electric fuae. a conducting link constructed of
drawn wire hav'ng an intermeillate portion rut away
transversely through a portion of Its thickness and there-
by reducing Its dimensions transverse to the dlre<-tlon of
drawing and leaving a reilu<-e<l portion of the original

drawn metal with Its structural character unchanged,
corresponding In sectional area to the carrying capacity
deslre<l.

2. In an electric fuse, a link constructe«] i,f metal of
round section drawn In the direction of the length of the
link ; the lnterme<llate portion of said link being cut away
from the cylindrical surface inward ami thereby leaving
a semi-cylindrical s<>ctlon of less transverse dimension
than the end portions thereof, liut of the same structural
character.

1,228.925. MAKINO IX)W - CARBON MANGANB8E
AM^)YS. Kbnbht Mi mbkrt. Niagara Falls. N. Y.

File<l Mar. K. 1914. Serial No. 822.878. (CI. 75— 17.)

1. Reiluclng the carlton content of ferro-manganese by
adding manganes4> oxid thereto and electrically heating
the masi* to a suitable temperature well above 17f>0 <le-

grees cent'gradc.

2. The metho«l of treating commercial ferro manganese
i-ontalnlng about <>'> carltoo which consists In adding
manganeM> oxld thereto and ele<-trlcally heating the mass
to a suitable temperature well alnive 170O degrees centi-

grade to caose the oxidation of the cartwn until it la re-

duced to HlM>ut one per cent, or less.

.'». The methrHl of treat'ng commercial ferro-manganeae
contalnlug about H'r carlxm whbh consists In adding
manganese oxld thereto and subjecting the mass to a

femfM-rature well almve about 1700° centigrade.

irialms 4 and 5 not prlnte<l In the Caxette. |

1.22H,92«. CAD-MIIM COMPOINDS OF TMK ACRIIHN
SERIES. ANI» A ri{n4'ESS OF MAKIN<; THE SAME.
Pai'L HThhy and M.\x H.\btiia\.\. Basel. Switzerland,

assignors to So<lety of i'heml<-al Industry in Basle.

Basel. Switzerland. File<l Apr. 7, 1917. Serial No.

160.554t. (CI. 23—24.)

1. The herein deserll>e<l pnx-esjj for the manufacture

of cadmium compounds of the acrldln mTies. consisting

In acting on an acri«iln dyestuff with a solutde cadnduni
salt In prewence of a solvent. .

2. The des<-rll«><l process for the manufa"ture of i-ad-

nilum compounds of the acrldln series, consisting In act-

ing on an acrldln <lyestuff alkylatecl at the a< ridin nitro-

gen with a soluble cadmium salt. In presence of a solvent.

:i. Alt a new pr<sluct. the herein deserllM^ti cadmium
compounds of the acrldln series, constituting re<l to bn>wn
iwwders. aoiuhle In water with orange-yellow colorations.

In alcoh<d. acetic ether, glacial acetic acid and acetone to

solutions showing after dilution a yellow-green fluor-

escence and In concentrated sulfuric acid with an Intense

green fluorescence.

4. As a new article of manufacture, the herein dewrlbed
cadmium compound of the 2 : T-<ItniethyI-3 : rt-dlamldo-

acrldln, methylate«l at the acrldln nitrogen, which con-

stitutes a tile-red powder soluble in water with orange-

yellow coloration. In alcohol, acetic ether, glacial acetic

acid and acetone with a yellow-green fluoresence and in

'ODcentrateci sulfuric acid with a green fluorescence.
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1.228.927. SCALE. I>oriii Jaexicubn, IVtrolt, Mich.,

aasignor to The Mtandanl Computing Scale Company,
I>etrolf. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed July

14, 1913. Serial No. 39,"4S. (CI. 2«»—•J9.)

1. In a weighing seHle. the condtlnatlon of a base, a

beam pivotall.v supporte<l thereon, a load-resisting spring

connected to the beam, a weight Intllcating mechanism, a

r<Kl for actuating the weight Indicating mechanism, a

memlter slidably mounted on said beam and pivotally con-

ne<-te<l to said rod, a cam for positioning the slldable

uirmber. and a spring to hnlil the slldable memt>er in

engagemvDt with the cam.

2. In a weighing scale, the combination of a base, a

beam pivotally supporte<l thereon, a weight Inillcatlng

mechanism, a two part ro«l connected to the Indicator, a

thermostat connecting th- two parts of the rcxi. a pivot

slldable on the beam and engagecl by the adjacent end of

the ro<l. and a cam mounted on the beam to position said

pivot.

3. In a weighing scale, the combination of a base, a

l>eam fnlcrumed thereon, a pivot carrier sllilably and
revolubly mounted on one end of said b«*am. a pivot

nM>unteil on the pivot carrier, a cam to position said

pivot, an Indicator actuating rcsl mounted on said pivot

and formed of two parts, a Jhermostaf <-cmnectlng said

parts, and a weight Indicator actuatecl Ity said rml.

1.228,928. FEE1>IN(J MECHANISM FOR INKIN(rRIB
BONS FOR I'RINTINO PRESSES. EnwAnn F. Jokhh
BNirr, Chicago, III. Field Aug. 7, 1910. .Serial No.

113.432. (CI. H»l—380.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a printing press whc)se typ«'-bed and platen are
brought Into parallelism to prcMluce printing ImpresHlons.

of an lnkln>; ribbon between the platen and type-bed, a

roller for feeding said ribbon, a spring-actuated lever

adjacent the roller and adapted to be moved by the platen

to put Its spring under tension m-hen fbe prc^s Is op«'rated

to make nn Impression, a pawl on the lever to turn the

roller after the separation of the type bed and platen,

and a release pin to Idle said pawl during the Initial part

of said separatlcm.

2. In a device of the class ilescrlbe<l. the c'ombtnatlon

with a printing press whose type l>ed and platen are

brought Into parallelism to produce printing Impressions,

of an lnklng-rlbl>on between the platen and type-l>ed. a

frame having l>earlngs. a rcdler for feeding said rlblM>n. a

roller shaft in said bearings and projecting at one end.

a lever pivotally mounted on the projecting end of the

shaft and adapted to be moved In one direction by the

platen when the press Is operateil to make an Impression, a
spring colled about the projecting end of the shaft and
conne<-ted to the lever and frame to be put under tension

by said movement of the lever, and a pawl and ratchet

connection between the lever and rcdler to rotate the
latter when the spring Is released.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a printing press having a type be<l and platen, one
of said elements iK'lng movable with relation to the other
to prcNiuce printing Impressions, of an Inklng-ribbon be-

tween the platen and type Im-cI. a rcdler for feeding said

ribbon, a ratchet wheel on the roller, a sprlng-ac-tuated

levc r operated by said other element of the press to put
Its spring under tension when the press Is (»perated, a
pawl cm the lever to engage the ratc-het, and means to Idle

(he pawl during the Initial part of the return of the lever

until the type-bed and platen are separated.

4. In a devlc-e of the class described, the combination
with printing press having a typ«>-l>ed and platen, of an
inklng-ribbon between the platen and type-bed. a frame,

rollers for the ribbon on the frame, a lever pivoted on one
of the rollers, a ratchet-wheel on the roller, a pawl on the
leAer for the ratchet-teeth, a cam to release the pawl from
the ratcbet-wtaeel when the lever Is 'move<l in one direc-

tion, and a spring engaging the lever and detachably
engaging the frame under tension, and an arm pivoted on
the frame to swing over the lever and detached end of
the spring.

5. In a device of the class descril»ed, the combination

with printing press having a type bed and platen, of an
lnkiug-ribl»on l>etwe«>n the platen and type-bed. a frame,
rollers for the ribl>on on the frame, a lever pivoted on
ont- of the rollers, a ratchet-wheel on the roller, a pawl on
the lever for the ratchet-teeth, a pin In the path of the

pawl to release the latter from the ratchet-wheel when
the lever Is moved In one direc-tlon. a pin on the frame, a
spring carrietl by the roller and engaging the lever at one
enci and detaciiably engaging the pin at Its other end,

and an arm pivoted to the frame to swing over the lever

and detached end of the spring.

(Claim U not printed In the (iazette.)

1,228,929. FEEI)TRor<;il. MautiV N. Joh.nbon, Mo-
Une, III. Filed Jan. «>, 191<i. Serial No. 70,583. (CI.

11»—52.)

1. In a device of the character descrll>e<l, the conddua
tlon of a circular trough of concrete having an upwardly
projec-tlng axial portion provided with a plurality of ra

cllally projecting wings Integral therewith and forming
with said axial portion a plurality of chutes, a hcdiow

magazine supported on said wings and a guard ring sup
ported above and extending alstve said trough.

'2. In a devlc-e of the character descrlb«»d, the comblna
tlon of a cdrcular trough of c<increte having an Integral

upwardly projecting nxlal portion provldcnl with a plu-

rality of radially projcM-tlng wings, a hcdiow magazine
supported on said wings, a guard ring supportcMl alntve

and extending over salcl trough, an axial opening In said

upwardly projecting portion, and a pipe connected to said

axial opening.

1,228.»;<0. AITAKATl S FOR C<M)LIN<} AIR. LigilOS,
VAPORS. OASES. AND THE LIKE. Em II. Jcimkk and
Wllhelni <Jensecke, Charlottenburg, (Germany. Filed

4)ct. 28. 1911. Serial No. «.'»7,204. (CI. rt2— 1.')2.)

1. In combination, a vaporizer for the pro<lurtlon of

low temperatures, a surface condeaser. steam Jet appara-
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tUit (uriDfctt'il with >««lil vHpori3«>r and said surface con-
denser for reaiovlnic vaporH from th* vaporiser and forc-
lni( them Intii the condenser, and water Jet apparmtUR
connectwl with s.ild surfnce condenser and arranged to
remove the condense^l lii|ul<l and uncondenxeii vapom and
air from the surface condenser.

2. In an apparatus for the pro«luction of low tempera-
tures, a surface condenser havlnic an outlet for the coolinK
medium, and a water Jet apparatus connected with aald

outlet and operatefl by the said coollntf me«1tum after It

has pasMHl throiiKh saltl condenser, whereby condensed
llqultl and um-ondenseil raporit are removeil from nld
condenser.

3. In combination, a vaporizer for the pro<1uctton of

low temperiitnres. a <-ondenser. steam Jet apparatnx con-

necte«l with saiil vaporizer and said condenaer for remov-
inK vapors from the vaporizer and forcing them Into the
contlenser and means for admittlui; gnu or vapor Into said

vaporiser.

4. In i-onibinatlon. n vaporizer for the pro^iuctlon of

low tempera turefi. a surface condenser, uteam jet appa-
ratus conne<'fed with said vaporizer anil said surface con-

denser for reinovlnu vapors from the vaporiser and forc-

ing them Into the londenser, water Jet apiwratus con-

nected with said surface condenser and arninKe<l to re-

move the condense^l Ihjuld and uncomlensed vapom and
air from the surface condenser, and meana for admitting
a pre«|etermin«Hl amount of lois or vapor Into said va-

porizer.

5. In omhinatlon. n viiporlzer for the pro<luction of

low tempemtnre«. means for conductini; a gas or vapor
into said vnporiztr. n siirfa<i- < ondenser, steam Jet appara-
tuH connecte«l with said vaporizer and aald surface con-

denaer for removing the v.ipon* from the vaporiser and
forclni; them Into the coB<lenser, water Jet apparatus con-

ne<-te<l with said surfac* rondenser and arrangwl to re-

move the condense<l ll(|iiid and uncondenseil vaporH aiUl

air from the surface condenser and means for conducting
the said gas or vapor back to the vaporizer after It baa
become separated from the ateam In tbe condenaer.

1.228.931. VENTII.ATINt; AI'I'ARATT'S. Jahon E.
Kirk. ('hrlstlauolturK. Va.. assignor to Trlanjjle Ventila-

tion Corporation, a Corporation of New York. Filed

I>ec. ». 1916. Serial No. H5.717. (CI. 98—27.)

A ventilating upparatua eiubo^iylng an air supply pipe

having a depending end. a discharge head attached to aald

d> pending end. and a frusto-conlcal deflector secured with-
in the head to direct air toward the side walls of aald
head and having an opening in Its smaller end to re<-elve
air from said pip-*, said head having apertures in its aide
walls surrounding said deflector and apertures in its
tH>ttom t>eloW said deflector.

1,22N.9:{2. WATER-IIKATINC; API'ARATIS. Jihtis
L.%tx. Chicago. 111. File«l Jan. 29. 1916. Serial No.
75,094. (CI. 123—198.)

1. In an apparatus for heating water, tbe combination
r;lth an engine, of a tank separate therefrom and Inde-

pendently mounteil. means Independent of the engine for

supplying water ti and discharging it from the tank, a

conduit lo<ateil within the tank and extende<l through the

same at Its Inlet as well as Its outlet portion, said conduit

having communication at one of ita ends with tbe exhaust
of the engine.

2. In an apparatus for beating water, tbe combination

with an engine, of a tank separateil therefrom and Inde-

pen«lently mounte«l. nx-ans Independent of the engine for

supplying water to and illK<-harglng It from tbe tank, a

conduit lo<-ate«i within the tank and extended through the

same at Its Inlet portion as well as its outlet portion

an<l having communication at Its Inlet portion with the

exhaust of the engin<'. and a muffler on said conduit.

3. lu an apiMratus for heating water, the combination

with an Internal combustion eniiinc having a water Jacket

surrounding the same, of a tank .separate from the engine

and Independently mounte<l. a pipe leading from tbe ex-

haust of the engine to and Into the said tanir and having

a portion extended through the tank for the discharge of

tbe t'xhausts of the engine, a pipe se<-tlon carrying a

muffler attached to tbe discharging enfT'of'sald portion of

salil pipe, pipes connecting the upper and lower portions

of the water Jacket of the engine with the upper and
lower portions of the tank, and means Independent of the

engine for supplying water to and dtwbarglng It from
the tank.

1.22«.9a;i. SUKKT I»KLIVKRY MKANH. Hk.nrt U Ltl-

i.iCH and .loH.N I'. Iti'H<;KK. I>elphoK. Ohio, assignors, by

mesne asulgnmeuts, to The Itelpbos Printiag Tress Com-
pany. Delpbos. (thio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

Sept. 24. 15U3. .*<erlal No. -g^.M^. (CI. 271—84.)
1. In combtualKm. sheet feeillnic means, rock Angers

ass4M-lated with said means for olwtructing the feed of

sheets thereby, a tuenilwr ret-lproi-ally moval>le In ad-

vance of said fingers and relative thereto, sheet gripping

fingers carrle<| by said member and automatically op«'r-

able to grip a sheet when the member Is In one position

of Its movement and to release a sheet when the meml>er

Is In another p4»sltlon of Its movement, and connection

Itetween said fingers and nicml>er operable to move the

fingers out of sheet obstructing position when the mem)>er

is in sheet gripping position and to return tbe fingers to

sheet obstructing position when the menil>er is in sheet

releasing position.
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2. In combination, feed tapes, a gui«le frame disposed

thereover, sheet <'bstructlng fingers associateil with said

tai>es to obstruct tbe feeiiing of sheets thereby, slldeways

extending forwar I from said taix-s, a slide frame reclp-

ro<ally moval>le on said ways relative to salil frame and
fingers, means for Impartlug reclpr«Matory movements to

sHid sible frame, statbmary and movable gripping fingers

carrle<l by Kaltl slide frame and Infiuenced to normally

stand In sheet engaging position, means for locking aald

gripping fingers in op<-n position, means for releasing said

lot king means to permit a closing of the gripping fingera

when the slide frame ts in one position of Its movement,
means for openin;; the grtpplui; fingers when the slide

frame is at anotbei position of its movement, and connec-

tion Itetween sabi slide frame an<l sheet obstructing fingers

for moving sii<-h fingers from sheet obstructing position

when the slide frame is in sheet gripping position and to

return khI«I fingers to she«'t obstructing position when
tbe frame Is in another position of Its movement.

* j»«

tl. In a sheet ilellvery nii'chanlsm, spaced sets of de-

livery tajM- wheels, delivery tapes connecting said aets

of wheels, a l>ar In advance of each set of wheels, arms
projetting rearw.irdly from the forwar<l l>ar between the

tapes and having their rear end portions dispoHe<l below

the adjacent tape portions an<l a guide frame mounted
alKtve the tapes and said arms and having portions remov-

ably resting on sabl bars.

4. In a sheet delivery mechanism, guide memlwrs ex-

tending in the illrectlon of delivery of sheets, a frame
slldingly carried bj said meml>ers. an<l having spac*-!] par-

allel ahafts one at least l»elng mounted for ro<klng move-

ments, cooperating sets of sheet gripping fingers projecting

from said shafts, means for rocking the ro( ker shaft at a

preileterndn«Ml ptdnt in a movement of said frame to move
the fingi'rs carried l>y said shaft to open position, means
for Ux'king salil ro<ker shaft In ro<ke<l position, and means
coacting with said locking means at a predetermine<l point

In a movement of the frame to niove it into position to

permit a return if the rocker shaft and its fingers to grip-

ping position.

."S. In a sheet delivery mechanism, tap*- delivery means,

a memlwr dlspoi«e<l in advance of sa4il means to support the

forward end of a sheet fe<l thereby, a nxkshaft mounted

adjacent to said meml>er. stop fingers projecting fnun said

shaft and standing in advance of said member when the

shaft Is In one position, sheet delivery mei-hanism mounteil

for reclproi-atory movements In advance of said member,

and means automatically operable at pre^letermined points

In the movements of said nie<-hanlsm to rock said shaft

to move said f1ng«rs Into and out of sheet o(>structlng

poaltlon.

(Claims « and 7 not prlnteil In tbe (iatette,]

1,22N.9.S4. TRKAm,K-OPKK.\TF.I» MKCHA.NISM FOR
SKALPRKSSKS. PAti, Lko. EllzalM.th. .N. J. Filed

May 29. 19ir.. Serial No. lt»0.4«7. (CI. 74—81.)

1. A foot actuated dcvh-e for operating seal presses, the

«an>e comprising a tatde. means thereon to removably re-

tain a seal press, a ptnlestal. a table supp<>rt exten<llng

fiom sahl peilestal. a treadle lever plvote<l to said pedeatal,

a lever plvOte<1 beneath the table, an a<IJustab|e arm
pivote^l to said last nameil lever and having means for

adjustably engaging the seal press lever, a link tietween

said levers for communl<-atlng th«' treadle movement to

^ y

the seal press lever, and a spring to efTect the return
movement.

(Clalma 2 and 3 not printe*! In tbe (iasette.]

1.228.935. WEEDKR. Jaakko I.ii.1'.\kka. New Castle, Pa.
Filed Feb. 23, 1915. .'Serial No. 1(M)89. (CI, 55—45.)

A wee«ler comprixing a handle, a spreadable frame se-

cured to said handle and having its >4ldes diverging there-

from In the plane of said handle and Its free ends ttent

parallel with each other and aperture«l In allnement with

each other, one of said frame end^ Itelng formed with a

circle of perforations ab«iut Its aperture<l portion as a cen-

ter; a cutting Made exten<1lng transversely of said frame

and provlde«l xipon its ends With pins recelvisl lu the

allne<l apertur^Hl portions of salil frame ends to permit

a rotary adjustment of the blade within Its frame, and

spurs carried by one end of said Idade for releaaable en-

gagement with the perforations In the frame end.

1,228,986. COMMI'TATION UEVICE FOR DIRECT-
CURRENT MAi'HINKS A.\I» THE LIKE. ItiRona

I.hrcN08TBr>M and AXKV 1>amei. WiDSTBftii. Stockholm,

Sweden ; said Wldsfriim assignor to said Ljungstrom.

Filed Feb. 24. 1913. Serial So. 7.'»(>.2rt2. (CU 171—228.)

1. The combination with an armature, of a rftmmutator

for aald armature, leads connecting said armature and said

commutator, an alternating current generatfir having a
field magnet s<>parate from the field magnet for !<ai<l arma-
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tore, and ronnectlonii Itetwt^n Haid generator and said

leads.

2. The eoniliinatluD with an armature, of a cooiniutHtor

for said armature, leads cDnnectliiK said armature and said

coniiiiutator. an alternating current generator having a

field magnet separat-" from the field magnet for said arma
ture, transformers whose secondary <'oils are f<)nne<-teil

Into said leads. an<l conneftions l»etween the primary colls

of salil transformers and said generator.

3. The comldnatlon with an ammture of a commutator
for said armature, leads connecting said armature and said

commutator, an alternating current generator having a

field magnet separate from the field magnet for said arma-
ture, means whereby the excitation of the field of said

alternating current generator Is affectetl by changes in the

load on said armature. tran!«foBmers whose «e<"ondary colls

are connecte<l Into said leads, and connections between the

primary colls of said transformers and said generator.

4. The combination with an armature, of a commutator
for said armature, leads conne<-ting said armature and

Raid commutator, a source nt alternating current separate

from said armature, transformers each having one cotl

connected into one of said leads, and connections l»etween

the other cidls of satil transformers and said source of

alternating current.

1,22«.937. MOI.K F( >R M.ANfiER crRRS. Wii>i-iam

LoiDE.v. Fairfield. Iowa. Filed Aug. 13, 1913. Serial

No. 784,541. (a. 25—118.)

2. In a mold for manger curbs, two parallel mold
boards spacer] apart to .suit the thickness of the lurb to

be built, and a core meml>er l>etween the upper portions
of the mold t>oard.>« adapter! to fill the space t>etween them,
said core meml>er (omprlsing two side l>oards and a sheet
metal bottom and having cleats with proJe<-tlng ends to
rest on the upper e<lges of the mold lK)artls.

4. A mold l>oard for forming cement manger curb* In

permanent position, comprising two oppoaeil substantially
parallel Itoards lying in substantially vertical planes, and
placed apart a distance corresp<indlng to the thlckneaa of

the manger curb, sabl t>oards having substantially hori-

Bontal upper and lower e«lges. the space l>etween said
boards l>elng unlncloseil at the bottom whereby the board*
can lie readily llfte«l away from manger after the cemt-nt
Is in place, and a core member fitting between the upper
portion of said l>oards. said core meml>er being hollow
and comprising two space<l side memlters each lying
against one of the boards, and a bottom memi>er Joining
the lower e<lges of the sides and constituting an open
top core, said bottom member ttelng provide*l with meanx
for supporting a stanchion anchor on the under side
thereof, while the plastic cement Is being place*! I)etween
the mold boards whereby said anchor will be embeddeil
In said cement.

[Claims 1- and 8 not printed in the (iazette.

]

1.228,938, TRAP-IKMJR FOR VESTIHrLE-('AR.»<. Lko
P. McNallt, BrooUyB. N. Y.. assignor to Transporta-
tion I'tilltles Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation
of West Virginia. Flle<l C>ct. 30. 191B. Serial No.
128.419. (CI. 105—84.)

1. A hinge mechanism for trap doors. (*omprlslng a tor-

tonal spring forme*! of relatively wide, thin material,
adapteil to exert a rapidly deireaslng fon-e. means for

rotatably supporting said trap door and for receiving the

action of said spring thereon, for the elevation of said

door, and a worm and gear adjusting me<'hanlsm engaging
said spring ami adapter! to regulate the tension tbereot

2. A hinge mechanism for trap doors, ct>mprlslng a flxe<l

bracket, a supporting meml>er Jtturnaled therein and pro-

vlde«l with gear teeth thereon, a worm gear Journaleil In

said brH<'ket. engaging the teeth of said supporting mem-
ber and adapte<l to rotate the same, a shaft lo«)sely carried
by said supporting member, a driving meml>er carrie<! at

the opposite end of said shaft, a torsional spring secured

to, and extending l>etweeu. said supporting meml>er and
Miid driving meml>er.

3. .\ hinge mechanism for trap doors, comprising a fixed

bracket, a supporting member Journale<l therein and pro-

vided with gear teeth thereon, a worm gear Journale<l in

said bra<ket. engaging the teeth of said supporting mem-
l>er and adapte<l to rotate the same, a shaft loosely car-

rle<l by said supporting meml»er. a driving memlver carrle<l

at the opposite end of said shaft, a torsional spring se-

curefl to, and extending l»etween. said supporting member
and said driving meml>er, and In coml>lnation therewith,

a trap door provlde<l with a l)earing mpml>er rotatably

mounteil upon said supporting meml>er. and a pivotal

memlier fixeilly se<-ure<l to said trap d«>or. provlde<l with

an opening re<-elving said driving meml>er therein.

4. In an apparatus of the class descrll»eil. the combina-

tion of a door, a hinge supporting me<-hanlsm therefor,

a torsional spring meml>er a<'ting upon the d<M>r and

adapte<l to forcibly move the same, and a worm and gear

mechanism connecte<l to said torsional spring memt>er

and adapted to accurately regulate the torsional tension

thereof.

5. In an apparatus of the class descrll>e«1. the combinas

tlon of a trap <loor. means for mounting the same for

hlnge<I movement, a torsional spring member acting upon

said trap door and adapte<l to forcibly raise the same, a

gear engaging salil torsional spring, a worm meshing with

said gear and adapteil to rotate the same and to regulate

and holtl In adjuste«l condition the said torsional spring.

(Claims B to 8 not printer! In the Casette.)

1.228.939. C(>OLlN<; ANI* VKNTII.ATINC, APPARA-
Tl'S. Hbunakk M.\rr.u»l»gx and KKNtax L. MotM-
Ri.ow. .New York. N. Y. : saitl Moumblow assignor to

said .Mncfadden. Fileil June 21. 1»1»>. Serial No.

104.99.''.. (CI. 183—24.)

1. In a ventilating and cooling device, the combination
of a casing open at one end and having an outlet at the
other ; n)»-ans for pitMlucing a water spray near the open
end of the casing : a group of combine<i eliminators-and

evap«>rators composes! of al>sorl>ent material and disposed
one alwve the other (.etwi-en said spray and said outlet

and forming therebetween a series of sinuous paths open
throughout and leading from said spray toward sal<l out-

I'-t ; and means for causing a draft of air through said

caalng.

2. In a ventilating an<l <oollng devi<-e. the combination
of a (-aslng ; means fur prixluclng n water spray In the
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casing ; a group of (-omblne<1 ellndnator«-and-evaporators

Ulaposeil in a series one above the other and eac-h com-

pos«Hi of a layer of absorl>ent material extemling from

slde-to-slde of the <-asing and arrangetl in r.ig-zag fashion,

adjacent eliminators - and evai>orators forming zig - sag

paths o|>en throughout and leading from saitl spray : an«l

means for causing a draft of air through sahl spray antl

thence through said paths.

3. In a ventilating and cooling device, the combination

of a casing ; means for pnxluctng a water spray therein :

a group of combineil ellminators-and evaporators extend-

ing from slde-to-slde of the casing ami exten<ling in a

series one above the other, each being composejl of a

layer of absorln^nt felt arranged In zig-zag fashion longi-

tudinally of the casing and forming with the adjacent

layer a ilg-ug path open throughout and leading from

said spray : and means for causing a draft of air through

the spray and said paths.

4. In a ventilating and c<»oling device, the combination

of a casing open at one en<l and having an outlet at the

other ; a series of colls exten<ilng over the open end of

the casing : a nozzle conne<te«l to said coils for produc-

ing a water spray near the open end of the casing : a

group of <-omblned elimlnators-and-evaporators composed

of al»i»ort>ent material ami dlspos«Ml one above the other

between said spray and said outlet an<l forming therel>e-

tween a series of sinuous paths open throughout and

leading from said spray toward said outlet : and means

f(»r causing a draft of air to pass over said colls,

through said spray and thence through said paths to

said outlet.

5. In a Tentilating and ciKtling device, the combination

t(f a casing; means for pr<Kluclng a watery-spray there-

in ; a group of comblneil ellmlnators-and-evaixirators ex-

ten<llng from slde-to-slde of the <-aslng and extending In

a series one alwve the other, each l>eing compose<l of a

layer of thick absorl>ent material arranges! in zig-zag

fashion so as to form lncline<i portions provide<l with U-

shapt'd cut-outs forming flexible Haps. ailja<-ent layers

forming zig-zag paths open throughout an<l leading away
from said spray : and means for forcing air through said

spray and thence through sabl paths.

(Claims n to 9 not printetl In the Uazette.1

•ipread laterally when the two nuts are tlghtene«l to-

gether, thereby to caus«- the teeth on the free ends of

Kai<l memliers to Jam tightly into the teeth of the inner

nut.

1.228.041. DEMOrNTAHI.K RIM. Enwix R. MArKEB.
Detroit, Mich. File<l Apr. 5. 1913. Serial No. 769,023.

(CI. 162—21.)

1.228.940. Nl'T-IXK'K. LiriEX Akmand Masnt, Mon-
treal, Quelxv, Canada, assignor to Charles Isaac Giroux.

Montreal, Quel>ec. Canada. Filed Jan. 26. 1917. Se-

rial No. 144,759. (CI. 161^17.)

The combination, with i\ Indt : of a pair of cooperating

nuts threaded thereon and having their <'onfrontlng In-

ner faces formed with circular series of radial teeth, the

teeth of lK)th series t>elng dlspose.1 in planes at right

angles to the axes of the nuts, and the teeth of «»ne se-

ries adapted to directly register with those of the other

series : the outer nut having Its Inner face provlde<l with

a central re<H»s» of greater diameter than the adjacent

portion of the bolt, and also having a radial cut at each

corner, said cuts intersecting the series of teeth on said

nut and extending inwardly through said inner face to

the liottom of said recess and opening at opposite ends

through the side walls of the recess and the nut so as to

form a series of resilient meml>ers which are adapted to

The combination with a two-part rim, of a pin and a

hook for engaging said pin respectively mounted upon

the inner faces of the rim members, a pivot pin rigidly

(onnected with the hook member and passing through

the correlate<l rim meml>er. and a washer mounte«l fast

upon said pin adjacent the exterior face of the rim.

whereby the pressure of a tire carried by the rim acts to

prevent motion of the hook.

1.228.942. RETORT- DISCHAR(JER. Obohg Mkrkkl,
Munich, (iermany. Filed Apr. 13. 1917. Serial No.

161,899. (01. 202—5.)

1. A retort discharge ••omprlsing the combination with

a furnace, of a chute in communication with the dl»-

(barge end of sald^ furnace, a bucket cylinder, a casing

for the said <-yllnder having openings of different sizes

in its wall, a tunk, the said cylinder and casing t)einK

partly within the said tank, and means of communication

between the said casing, the tank and the furnace.

2. In a retort discharger, the <-«»mblnallon with a fur-

nace of a chute communicating with its discharge end,

rotary means for feeding material from the furnace into

the chute, a (-aslng In communhatlon with said chute,

said casing having spaced openings in its vail, buckets
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rotafaMp In saJd <'MHinK ami adapteil t<i Mi(-<>>sKi %•«•)>• rtim-
inunicatt' witii sal<l opt-ninKM. a tank adaprtni to contain
liquid in which a part of wild c«Hln{c and certain of thr
liUckctM are IniaifrstMl, ami means cstal'ltMhlnK ct»mniunl-
ratlun iM'twwn the tank, the ca^dnK and th<» chute.

.3. Id a retort di.xcharKer. the lomldnatlon with a fur-
nace of a chut? comniunlcatinK with Its ilNcharKe end.
meaoB for ffNKling material from the furnace Into the
chute, a caHinK conne<ted to said chute and comprlslnic
««'Knientj« with openings therelietween. I.uckets rotatalde
in said casing the cp^-nlnKN of the Imcketx ix-lng smaller
than any of said seKment«. a tank adapte«l to contain
liquid In which a part of said casing au<l certain of the
buckets are immersed, and a pipe having en<iM opening
Into said chute and said casing.

l.:»28.94.J. SCREW-JACK. (;e<.k.;e k. MtLLCB. «>akland.
and Edwix H. Ca.nthell. .<<an Francisco. «'al. Flle«l

Sept. 0, 191fl. Serial No. 118.«14. (CI. 2»—88.2.)

1. A .screw Jack comprising a tultular shaped housing
open at one end and closed l.y a head at the ..pp^.site end.
a screw riKl centrally posltione.l In the head, a lug posi-
tioned adjacent the open en<l of the hou.sing. a md extend
ing from end to end of the housing and a cam member
on the ro«l engageal.le with the lug to proJe«t or retract
the same.

5. In a Ja<k for removing bushing liearings. a sleeve
having a radial opening at Its Inner end. a bu-shlng engag-
ing pin slldable through said opening, a nxl disposed inte-
riorly of the sleeve and eccentric thereto and having means
at one end to engage said pin for moving the Intter out-
wardly l>eyond the sleeve periphery and interiorly thereof,
the opposite end of the rod e.xtendlng Iw^yond the other end
of the sleeve so as to be ac.esslble for operation, and a
screw borne by the .enter of the sleeve and engageahle
with the axle to effect withdrawal of the sleeve.

(ClainiK 2 to < and « not printed In the (iazette.)

1.228.944. SPRIN<; <c».\TKULLKK OR GOVERNOR.
Wii.Li.»M S. SliLLBH. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to
rtllity Shook Absor»>er Company. Philadelphia. Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed o< t. lo. l»ltt Se-
rial No. 124.781. (d. 21—lu5.)

1. In a device of the character stated, the combination
with two relatively movat.le parts and a connecting
spring, of two members having their Ju.\tap«i.sed faces
I urvlng outwardly from their transverse axix and In fric-
tion engagement, one of said members being connecte<l to
one part and the other of said members t»elng connected
to the other of said parts, and spring meanw tending to
move said member*) toward each other.

2. In a devic e of the character stated, the combination
with a vehicle frame and Its spring, of two members hav-
ing their Ju.vtaposed fac-es curving outwardly from their
axis and in frictional engagement, resilient means to
move said memlwrs toward each other, a connection from
one of said menilH-rs to the vehicle frame, and a connec-
tion from the other of said memlMTs to the spring.

3. In a device of the character stated, the combination
with a vehicle frame and Irs spring, of two members hav-
ing their Juxtaposed fac-es curving outwardly from their
diameter and in frictlonal engagement, a spring to retain
K«ld meml>ers In engagement, means to secure one of said
nienil»ers to the vehicle frame, and means to secure the
other of said members to the first mentlone<l spnug.

4. in a device of the character statwi. the combination
with a vehlc le frame and Its spring, of two members hav-

ing their juxtapc»sp,| faces curving outwardly from their
•••* ••« "n<l In frictlonal enifag^^ment. a spring to re-
tain said meml>ers in engagement, means to secure one of
said meml>ers to the vehicle frame, and means to reslH-
ently se. ure the other of said members to the flmt men-
tioned spring.

5. In a devlc-e of the character stated, the combination
with a vehicle frame an<l Its supporting spring, of two
nieml>ers having their Juxtaposeil faos c urving outwardly
from their diameter and In frictlonal engagement, a
spring to maintain such engagement, means to secure one
of said meml>er» to the vehicle frame, an arm connected
with the other of said members, ancl a iiolt passing
through said arm and connected with said supporting
spring.

(Claims <l to 9 not printed in the Gazette.

|

1.228.945. CL4.THES LIFTER. .1, i.sox II.^ri ey Miski-
MK.N. Glendlve. Mont. Filed Julv M, 191«J. Serial No
H2.:W>2. (CI. ««—fl.)

A clothes lifter, comprising a staff one end of which Is
pntvideil with a transver.se slot diametrically thereof, a
plurality of strands of wire bent to form loops and hav-
ing the terminals thereof dispose*! In parallel and seated
within the slot with the extreme ends thereof abutting
the close«l end of the slot, the two outer Icn.ps U.jng
slightly l)ent to cUverge from the ends of the staff and the
intermediate loop being l>ent out of plane with the first
two loops and a ferrule surrounding the end of the staff
to clamp the terminals of the staff upon the terminals of
the loops within the slot.

1.228.94«. COMRI.NEI) orARD AMI TENSION AT-
TACHMENT FOR MARKIN<;-MACHINES AND THE
LIKE. Ci.ABENrE r. MiT<-HBi.i.. Ctnc-lnnatl. Ohio, as-
signor to The .National Marking Mac hine Company. Cin-
cinnati. Ohio. F11.HI .Sept. 2N. 1914. Serial No. 8«.T 996
(CI. loi—g.-i.)

1. The combination with a platen devi<-e and a type
device, one t>eing capable of movement toward the otlier,
of a guard extende<| between said devices, said guard be-
ing constructed to permit an o|»erator to view the space
thereb<'tween and to prevent the operator fn.m inserting
his hand therein and means for automatic-ally moving
said guard to position where it will not interfer«> with the
movement of one of said devices toward the other.
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2. The combination with a platen device and a type

devlc-e. one being capable of movement toward the othc r,

of a guard plate normally extended across the space be-

tween the type and platen when they are separated. In

position to prevent an operator's hand from entering said

siwce. and means for automatically moving said guard

when the type and platen approach, so that the guard

will not Interfere with said movement.

'-•~

3. The combination with a platen device and a type

device, one being capable of movement toward the other,

and a guard plate normally extended across the space

l>etween the platen and ty|>e and moved t>y the said mova-
ble member n-hen it approaches the other, to position

where It will not interfere with said movement of the

mo%-ab]e member.
4. In a machine of the class des<-ril>e4l, the combination

of a platen, and type holding means, one part being capa-

ble of movement toward the other, with a guard device

arranged at each side of the platen having a space to ad-

mit work to the platen and to serve as a guicle for said

work.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion of a platen, and type holding means, one part being

capable of movement toward the other, with a movable
guard devlc-e arranged at each side of the platen having

a space to admit work to the platen and to serve as a

guide for said work, said guard devlc-es l>elng so opera-

tlvely connected with said platen and said type holding

means that when said last two parts are separated the

guard devices are in proper position to admit work to the

platen.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.228.947. MOTOR - LIFT -OUT DEVICE. HroH M.
MiTi'HKLL, Des Moines. Iowa, assignor to William B.

Mitchell. Sr.. l>es Moines. Iowa. Filed July 81, 191«.

Serial No. 112.420. (CI. 152—14.)

laterally extending ends, the yokes of eac*i pair l»elng dis-

posed ctne above the other and their ends ivvlng •pac-tMl

from each other, a strip of pliable material extencle<l (>e-

tween the said ends at each side of the tire. meauK for

clamping said ends against the flexible strip, and meant
for seciiring said device to a wheel.

2. In a motor lift out. a series of pairs of space<l par-

allel yokes adapted to extend across a tire, and having lat-

erally extended ends, a strip of pliable material extended

between and secured t») such ends, said strip being of

greater width at its lDterme<llate portions than at its

ends.

1.228.948. HEEL -BUILDING MACHINE. John E.

Mitchell and Dbn'nis Parks, St. Louis, Mo. Filed

Mar. 25, 191«. Serial No. 86,614. (CI. 12—50.)

1. In a motor lift out. a series of pairs of spaced par-

allel yokes adapted to extend across a tire and having

239 O. G.—IS

1. In a heel-building machine, in combination with a

support for lifts and a holder for receiving heel-blanks

and maintaining them under pressure, a carrier having a

heel-former mounted thereon and adapted to be moved
alternately to positions opposite said support and opposite

and adjacent to the receiving end of said holder, whereby
heel blanks may be forced directly Into said holder by

pressure used to discharge the heel-talanks from said

heel-former.

,3. In a heel-bulldlng machine. In c<»mblnatlon with a

pasting device and a hokler for receiving heel blanks, and
maintaining them In column formation, a carrier having

a heel-former mounte<l thereon and adapted to l>e moved
alternately to positions opposite said pasting device and
said holder.

8. In a heel-building machine. In combination with a

pasting device, holders of indeterminate length for receiv-

ing heel blanks located on either side thereof, and a <-ar-

rler having heel-formers mounted thereon and movable
alternately In opposite directions to bring the respective

heel-formers simultaneously opposite the pasting device

and one of said holders.

18. In a heel liullding machine, in combination with a

pasting roller having circumferential grooves, a plurality

of fixed slide rails passing through said grooves for sup-

porting lifts passed over said pasting rcdler. a holder for

receiving lifts having Its bottom formed of a plurality of

rails projecting l>eyond the end of the holder, a carrier,

a heel-former pivotally mounted on said carrier and hav-

ing its bottom formeil of a plurality of bars, said carrier

Iteing movable In either direction to alternately position

the heel-former opposite said pasting meml>er and sabl

holder, the upper edges of the bars of said heel-former In

the former position iK-lng flush with the upper edges of

said slide rails, and snld bars In the latter position being

aclapted to pass between the projecting encls of the rails

of said holder, means for arresting the movement of the

carrier in the latter position with the upper surface of
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said bars flush with the upper surface of staid rails, and
nieanx for reciprocating »ald carrier when the heel-

former is In either of the described positions.

[Claims 2. 4 to 7, 9 to IT. and 19 tu 23 not printed in

the Gazette.

]

1.228.949. BOW-(;i'II>E. Loi is MoLL«XH.*rEB. New
York. N. Y. Filed June 23. 1916. Serial No. 105.415.

(CL 84—72.)

A l>ow guide rnmprisins a spring, clamps provided with

openings in which the ends of the spring element are

8wlvele<l to permit the clamps to adjust themwlves to the

taper eilges of a violin fingerboard.

1.228.950. W(K)I>l'ri.r itOILER. Ei.nar Moktbbcd.

JelOen. Norway. Flletl Aug. 6, 1914. Serial No.

855.516. (CI. 92—7.)

1. The combination with n plurality of digesters, of a

plurality of hfaters for thf digesting fluid, a fluid supply

pipe common to all the digesters and heaters, a return

pipe common to all of said digesters and heaters, means
to separately and selectively connect any of said digesters

and heaters vrlth "i^lrl supply and return pipes, a steam

generating apparatus, steam supply and return pipes con-

necting the latter with the heaters, and means to sep-

arately and collectively connect the heaters with the

steam pipes.

2. The combination with a plurality of digesters, of n

plurality of heating drums for the digesting fluid, a heat-

ing coll In each drum, a steam supply pipe and a return

pipe common to all of >«ald colls, means to selectively con-

nect said colls with said pipes, a fluid supply-pipe c-om-

mon to all the digesters and drums, valved pipes to se-

lectively connect the fluid supply pipe with the tops of

the drums and digesters, a fluid return-pipe common to

all the digesters and drums, and valved pipes to selectively

connect said fluid return-pipe with the bottoms of the

digesters and drums.

1.22K.951. CHASER AND REAMER. Gkokck Y. Morton,
San Franci>«.o, Cal. Filwl Dec. IS. 1916. Serial No.

137.555. (CI. 77—73.)

A fomhlnetl reamer and chaser comprising an annular

base, and cutters extending from said base, each cutter

having both inner and outer cutting surfaces, aaid cutters

>>elnK Integral with each other in pairs and slotte<l at their

JunctureH. one of said slots t>eing in the inner end of salcl

Juncture and the other in the outer *nd thereof, and each

slot re<-elvlng the unslotte<l portion of the other Juncture.

1,228,952. U>0^1<rNK. Authi u il. Mvhrb. Tacoma.
Wash. Filed Oct. 23, 1916. SerUl No, 127.046. (CI.

105—173.)

1. The combination with a hollow bunk having a slot

In Its top web extending from near each emi Inward and
terniinatlng short of the center, and a flange projecting

upwardly along fach eilge. a chock slldalile lengthwise the

channel formed by said flanices and having an anchor arm
extending downward through the slot, ^aid arm having

a lateral projection at one side Just l>eneath the top web
of the bunk and another lateral projt-ctlon from the lower

end of said anchor arm, and a lever pivoteil within and
extentling the length of the bunk and having notches

engaging said latter proje«-tlon of the aiK-bor arm.

2. In a logging bunk. In <i>mblnatlon. a frame in the

form of a beam having separated vertical webs and a con-

ne<'tlng top web, said top web having a central slot ex-

tending from near each end a material distance toward

the center, said l»eam also having a vertical web extending

lengthwise of the central part of the beam, chock blo<'ks.

each having b4>arlng engagement with the top of the web
an^ an anchor arm extending downward through the. slot

In the top web, Hald anchor arm having a lateral projection

from Its lower end. and locking levers located one at each

side of the central web and plvotM. ea<h to Its respective

side web and to the central web. said levers extending

through the length of the bunk and having notches

adapte<l to receive the side proje<tlon from the anchor

arm.
3. The combination with a logging bnnk having a top

web provide*! with centrally placed longitudinal slots ter-

minating short of Its ends, and upwardly projecting flanges

along Its sides, chocks each having feet bearing upon the

top web t>etween saltl flanges nnd an anchor arm extending

downward through one of said slots, said an<-hor arms
having a lateral projection Just l>eneath the top web and a

s*M-ond one at Its l«)wer end. and a kx-klng lever for each

chock pivoted upon the bunk nnd extending through the

length of the bunk and having notches In one e<lge adapted
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to receive the lowermost of aaid lateral projections from
the anchor arm.

4. The combination with a logging bunk having a top
web provided with centrally placed longitudinal slots ter-

minating Hhort of Its ends, and upwardly projecting flanges
along its sides, chocks each having feet bearing upon the
top web iM'tween said flanges and an anchor arm extending
downward through one of said slots, said anchor arm^
having a lateralj>roJectlon Just t>eneath the top web and a
second one at Its lower end. and a locking lever for each
chock pivoted upon the bunk and extending through the

length of the bunk and having notches In «>ne eilge adapted
to receive the lowermost of said lateral projections from
the anchor arm. and locking pins having seats in the

bunk and adapted to engage said levers to hold them in

locked position.

5. The combination with a logging bunk having a top
web provide*! with centrally placed longitudinal slots ter-

minating short of Its ends, and upwardly projecting fanges
along Its sides, chocks each having feet bearing upon the

top web ltetw>H>n said flanges an<l an anchor arm extending
downward through one of said slots, aaid anchor arms
having a lateral projection just beneath the top web and
a second one at Its lower end extending from its opposite
•"dge. and a locking lever for each chock centrally pivoted
upon the bunk and hartng one end provided with a series

of slots In Its lower edge adapted to receive the lowermost
of the lateral projections from the anchor arm. and means
for locking said levers.

1,SS8 9.'.H. CHIROPRACTIC TAKLE. Fhank M. Nay-
HMiTH. I>avenport. Iowa. Filed Dec. 14. 1914. Serial

No. 877.229. (CI. 128—16.)

1. A chiropractic table having a iMxly mounted for angu-
lar movement in a vertical plane, an electric motor oper-
atlvely connected thereto to effect said movement, two
limit switches, and means operable by said inxly for actu-
ating KMid switches alternately to stop said motor, said
body when moved in one direction causing sabi means to
operate one of the switches and hold it In open position
until the iMMly is moved in an opposite direction, when the
bo<iy will again operate said means and cause the other
switch to t>e operated.

2. A chiropractic table having a body mounted for angu
lar movement In a vertical plane, an electric motor oper-
atlvely conue.'tiHl thereto to effect Kald movement, two
limit switches, means operable by aaid body for alternately
actuating hsld switches, an electric circuit associated with
aalil motor anil limit switches, and a manually operated
startluK an<l reversing switch In <lr( iilt with said motor
for completing the circ iiit with salil limit switches.

3. A chiropractic table having a ImkIv mounted for angu
lar movement In a vertical plane, an electric motor opera-
tlvely connecteil thereto to effect said movement, two
limit switches, means movable with sabi body to alternatly
operate said switches to stop said motor, and a manually
operated starting switch connect«Hl in circuit with said
motor.

4. A chlropiactW- table having a body mounted for angu
lar movement In a vertical plane, an electric motor opera-
tlreljr connecte*! thereto to effect said movement, two
limit switches, a shiftahle rcid for operating said switches.
nieanM movable with said body to re<'lprocate the said
shiftable rod to alternately operate the limit switches to

stop said motor, and a manually operat<Ml starting and
reversing switch connected In circuit with said motor.

5. A chiropractic table having a body mounted for angu-
lar movement in a vertical plane, an electric motor oper-

atlvely connected thereto to effect said movement, two
limit switches, a shiftable member for opening and closing
.said switches alternatively, means movable with said body
to operate said shiftable member to stop said motor, and
a manually operated reversing switch c<)nnec-ted in circuit

with said motor to start the same.
[Claims « and 7 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,2 28.95 4. KNOCKDOWN HENCH, Michael W.
NEtENS, Port Washington. Wis,, assignor to Western
Implement Company, Port Washington, Wis, Filed Apr.
0. 1»1«. Serial No, 89.305, (CI. 155—3,)

-1. A knockdown seat comprising a pair of U shapcnl leg
members, a bcnly member Including angular straps and
wnf and iwc-lj portions connecting the legs of the straps
and means for detachably securing corresponding legs of
the straps to the bight portions of the leg members whereby
upon releasing said securing means the seat may be en-
tirely disassembled.

2. A knockdown bench comprising U-shaped leg mem-
l>ers, a Ixnly member comprising angular straps and seat
and back portions connec-ting the legs of the straps, the
bight portions of the leg members being inclined down-
wardly toward their rear emls. means for detachably se-

< uiing corresponding legs of the body strap members to the
bight portions of the leg members, the forward ends of
said lejrs of the straps l>eln>; downwardly directed, and
said top mendter when detached from the leg member being
adapted to asxume nestcnl relation with similar other top
members.

3. A kno( kdown bench comprising end binly straps each
of which is formed from a single channel iron strip having
a straight seat stretch at one end, nnd an obliquely dis-
posed straight back stretch at the opposite end, the flanges
of the channel Iron being ontwardly extended, seat and
back members for securing the body straps together, leg
straps for the body straps fornunl from channel iron straps
bowed downwardly to form legs having feet extending
the refrom, and connected by bridge-pieces, the flan(ft>s of the
channel Iron being upwardly extended for engagement with
the downwardly extended tianges of the liody strap seat
stn'tches. spacing thimldes Interposed between the op-
pos«>d Canges of the seat stretches and bridge pl^'ces, and
bolts for detachably securing said elements together.

4. A knockdown l>ench comprising a pair of body straps
formed from channel-Iron strips having straight seat
stretches terminating with downwardly curved arms the
rear ends of the seat stretches being merged Into waist
bows having straight back sections extending therefrom,
the channel-Iron strips being bent with their flanges ex-
tending outwardly, leg straps for the support of the body
straps, the leg straps being formed from channel Iron
strips bent ilownwanlly at their ends to <-onstltute front
and rear legs having outwardly extended feet, the upper
ends of the leg sections being provided with curved knees
provided with straight bridge stretches, the forward knees
and bridge stretches lM>lng nested under the arms and
straight seat stretches of the l)ody straps, spacing thlm-
l>Jes interposed between the seat stretches and the bridge
pieces of the respective bo<ly and leg straps. lM)lts for se-

curing the same, and means for trussing the leg strips.
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1.228.955. DIE STOTK. Ira W. No;tjiiMAx. Wari^n,
Ohio, amiignor to The Borden Company, Warren. Ohio,

a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Mar. 6, lttl7. Serial

So. 152.458. (CI. 10—120.5.)

1. A device for cutting tapere<l threads comprlulng a

frame, a recessive chaser carried thereby, and means en-

gagln^ the thread rut by the chaser for controlling the

recension of the chat^r.

10. In a die stock, the combination of n revoluble

frame, a chaser ra^lially mounted therein and having

tapered teeth at its Inner ed«e, a bar lying perallel with

the chaser radially in the frame and having a non-cutting

e<lge adapteil to oc<'upy the thrt'iid cut by the chaser im-

metUatcly following the chaser, a movable abutment

mounted in the frame and limiting the outward movement
of the chaser and Itself moved by the outward movement
of the i>ar. and a spring tending to hold the abutment

against such movement.

18. Iq a die stock, the combination of a rotary frame,

a set of chasers radinlly mounted In the frame and having

thread-outtlnK teeth, h >et uf followers iu<>val>ly mounted

Id the frame, there In-lng one follower for each cha-ner and

the follower being provlde<l with an e«lge adapted to en-

gage the thread cut t>y the chaser witheut Itself cuttlag,

a -ierles of movHl>le Hl>utnients carried hy the frame aa«l

controlling the position of the chaster, ami means whereby

said abutments may be moved by the followers but can-

not l>e move<l hy the chasers.

[Claims 2 to 8 and 11 to 17 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1^28,956. QA8 COOKER. Jo««i'H Hknbt Noosax.
Auckland, New Zealand Flle<l Apr. 21. 1P14. Serial

No. 833,532. Renewed May 3, 1917. k^>rUl No. 166.278.

(CI, 126—41.)

1. A cooking device of the character de»<"rlbed compris-

ing In combination a plurality of stationary heating cham-

bers spaced apart and each rtimprlslng he«t rmdiating

p)erforate<l top and side walls, burners adapted to heat

said chambers and walls, a grid-stipporrlng member form-

ing a wall of the cooking device and removable relatively

to said heating chambers and a plurality of gibls carried

by said member and adapte<l when said memt>or is placed

in position to be interposed between said hetiting cham-
bers.

5. A cooking device of the character described compris-

ing in combination a plurality of stationary heating
chambers spaced apart and close<l excepting for perform-

tlons In their top and side walls, a movable grid support-

ing member forming a wall of the cooking device and car-

rying egg cooking framed grids adapted to be Interposetl

between said chambers and having divisions suitable for

carrying egrgs.

6. A cooking device of the character described, com-

prising a base plate, a plurality of vertically arranged
rectangular heating chambers fixed to said base plate and

formefl with perforations in their top and side walls, a
gas supply pipe, a conne<tion from said pipe to each •t

•id heating ch«nit)ers. means for controlling the supply
of gas In each r«onectlon. a plate secure<l to the ends of
the heating chambers and forming the Imck wall thereof,
a removable grid snpporttng member forming the froBt

wall of the cooking device, a handle of heat Insulating

material on the front of the ^'rld supporting iiieiiib.r for

manipulating same, a series of griils carrleil hy said grid
supporting n»eml>er and each comprising a fixed and a
movable framed portion, and a plurality of handles located
at the front of said grid supporting meml>er and connected
to said movable franieil portions of the grids for operat-
ing same, sabatantlally as herein ilescribed.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printeil In the Oaxette.]

1,228,057. 8TERILIZEK. Uu> F. OBbien. 8t. Loalt,
Mo. Flle«l fkt. 23, 1915. Serial No. 57.588. (CL
128—350.)

top.
A steriliser comprising a back plate : .in apertured

shelf: a aterlliaed tank seate<l in one of the apertures In

said shelf; lk)nld receptacles seated In other of said aper-

tures and In sach proximity to said sterlllilng tank as to

l>e heated by radiation from saiil tank: and heating meana
moutne<l beneath said tank and comprising a main gaa-

hurner and a pilot-burner.

1,228.»6«. SPARK PLl«;. Wiixiaji J. OGobmam. ?tew

York, N. Y. Filed .Inne 14. 1916. Serial No. 1O.3.061.

(CL 123—lt».)

1. A spark ping having two arttflclal breaks or gaps
located in the circidt of the ignition gap and respectively

at opfmslte sides thereof.

2. A spark ping having an artificial gap locite^l In the
ground or return side from the Ignition points as and
for the purpose descrlt)ed.

.1. A spark ping having two artificial gaps located la

the circuit of the Ignition gap fi> either side o( the latter

and In chambers having openings through which the
spark of the artificial gaps may be observed.
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4. A spark plug the integral Insulating body or core

of whl<'h has two conducting wires or rods eztendliig lon-

gitudinally therethrough and terminating at one end in

points for the ignition gap anil at their opposite eodi in

points for artificial gaps located in chambers formed In
the head of said integral btxly and provided with obser-

vation openings.

6. A spark plug having an artificial spark gap located

in a chamlH-r In the head of the plug and wire gauze set

in a frame removably fixed In an opening through which
the sparking at the artificial gap may be observed,

(Claims U to 14 not printed In the (iazette.]

1.228.959. METHOD ANI> AI'l'AUATrS FOR RE-
CLAIMINi; KREDGED LAND. Emkry Olivbr, Sacra-

mento, (^al.. asslngor to Natomas t^omjmny of California.

Natoma. Cal.. a Corporation of California. Filed Dec.

7. 1916. Serial No. 65.489. (CI. 87—24.)

1. The combiuatiou wilh u dredge, ot a pair of tail

sluices, one ui<>unte<i above the other, the upper being
longer than the lower, a pivotal and turnable support for
the Inner end of said sluices, and means for swinging said
sluices in a horizontal and vertl<al arc about the j*ui)|)ort.

3. The combination with n dredge, of means for sepa-

rating the roiks and fines, means for depositing the rocks,
means for dividing the fines, means for depositing a por-
tion of the fines l»etween said rocks, and means for de-

positing the remaining fines on top thereof.

5. The combination with a dreilge. of a stacker, mt^ans
for aeparatlug the coarse material in the dredged soil from
the tees and delivering the coarse material to the stacker
and dividing the fines into two parts. an<l a pair of tall

itulces of dlffereut length.^, each of said sluices receiving «
p«rt of aald fines, said stacker and the shorter of said tall

sluices being of substantially the same length so aa to de-
posit material at a common iMdnt.

[Claims 2 and 4 otd printed in the Gaiette.]

1,228.M0. LADDER HRACKET. Charms Parker,
Plattevllle. Colo. File<l June 10, 1910. Serial No.
103.917. (CI. 20—85.)

T^JtSKU^.iMi'^^

/7.

1. A bracket c«m|MMied of spaced bifurcated aMinbers
open at oae eu*!. a supporting liase conae<-tiJig said mem-
bers, and cUuipliig weaus applleti t4> tbe ^pen extremities
of aald memlters.

2. A bracket composed of spaced blfurcate<l memt>ers
open at one end, a supporting base connecting said mem-
t)ers Intermetllate their extremities, and clanipiug means
applied to the open extremities of said members and ar-

ranged to cofjperate with the said base.

3. A bracket composed of spaced blfurrate<l members
open at (»Qe end, a suppurtlDg base connecting nald meni-

l)ers above their open extremities, and clamping means
applied to tbe open extremities of said members and co-

operating with the base.

4. A bracket composed of space<l bifurcated members
open at one end. a supporting base connecting said mem-
bers and extending at right angles thereto, and clamping
means applied to the open extremities of said memt>ers be-

low the base and arranged to cooperate with the latter,

substantially as descrtlied.

5. A bracket composed of spaced blfurcate<l members
open at one end. a supporting base connecting said mem-
l>«Ts. ^<ald l)as«' Ix'lng comp<ised of two parts arrangetl on
opi>oalte sides of the two members, and clamping means ap-
plied to the open extremltlea of aald base and arranged to
coOi)erjite with the l»ase for securing purposes.

{Claims G to 11 not printed in the (racette.]

1.22K,1MJ1. LIFT-CL'TTL\(; MAUL. Denms Parks, 8t.

Louis. Mo. Filed Jan. 7, a»16. Serlaj Ntj. 70,749.
(CI. 164—29.)

1. A device of the character descril»e<l comprising a
maul having a substantially vertically elongated handle
for raising tbe maul an<l striking downwardly In a sub-

stantially vertical plane, and a sprlug-pulle<l pendent sup-
porting member attached to aald maul sut>stantially at tbe
center of gravity thereof.

2. A device of the character described comprising a maul
and a |>endent spring connected at its lower end to said
maul at approximately the center of gravity thereof.

8. A device of tbe character de6crll>ed comprising a
BUtul provided with a downwardly-tapering o|)eniug. and
a pendent spring extending Into said opening and con-
necter! at Its lower end to said maul at approximately the
center of gravity thereof.

4. A device of the character de«crll>ed comprising a
maul having a handle-portion and being weighted above
and below said handle portion, and a pendent spring con-
nected at its lower end to said maul at approximately tbe
center of gravity thereof.

5. A device of the character described comprising a maul
having a tuhulsr handle, and resilient means including a
cable susp<-nded from above, and freely movable laterally
below, the lower portion of said cable passing Into said
tubular handle and having a Joint connection with said
maul permitting a movement of aald maul with respect to
aald cable about aald joint.
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1.228.962. POWER-OPERATED HAMMER. Waltm 8.

Paysb, Lincoln. N«'l>r. Filed Apr. 17, 191H. S.t1«1 No.
91.778. (CI. 78—27.)

1. In a powpr-optTiittHl iuimtner. a recipro<-atory plan-

K«»r. a sprinu: ur^InK s»«l«l plunger in one <Hrertlo». a ro-

tatable thiii haviriK itH axis of rotation dixpotu^l in spaced
parallel relation to the longitudinal axix of said plunger.

meauM for rotating tiaid cam. and means connected to the

plunger operativeiy engaged with the cam, xaid cam being
constructed to move the plunger in one direction against
the ac'tion of Haid spring and then suddenly release the

plunger wherehy Its movement Ih rereriMHl under the ex-

pansive action of the spring.

'2. In a power-opera tfMl haninier. a hammer plunger, a
r<Ml <<»nn»*ctP4l th»'r»*t<>, a powtT shaft, a rotatably mounted
disk «eare<l to the power shaft, a cam plate detachahly
secured at one end to the periphery of said disk, a spring
surrounding said ro<l and urging the hammer in one direc-

tion, and means on said roil co<iperatively engageil with
the cam. said cam being constructe<l to retract the plunger
ro4l and hammer against the action of said spring and
then suddenly release the plunger rod whereupon the
power stroke of the hammer is delivered under the eX'

pan,8ion action of the spring.

8. Id a power-opera te<l hammer, a hammer case, a ham-
mer to reciprocate therein, a rod conne<-te<l to the ham-
mer, a spring surrounding said riMl and urging the hammer
in one dire<'tlon, anti-friction rollers engaging one end of
the riKi and preventing a turning movement of the same,
a rotatable cam, meaaa for op<>ratinK said cam, and a
roller mounted upon one end of the ro«i and cooperatively

engaged with the cam. said cam being construete*! to move
the roller in one direction against the action of said
spring and then suddenly release" the plunger, whereupon
the power stroke of the hammer is delivered under the ex-

pansion of the spring.

4. In a power-opera teil hammer, a case, a plunger
hammer to reciprocate in said case, a ro«l connected to the
plunger hammer, a guide for the ro<l. a spring arranges! t>e-

tween the guide and the hammer to move the hammer in

one direction, means mounteil In the case and engageil by
the ro<l to prevent rotative movement of the latter, a ro-

tatably mounted internal gear, a power shaft op^-ratively

engaged with said gear, a disk carried by the gear, a cam
removably mounted uiK)n said disk, and means on one end
of the rod co<5peratlvely engage<l with said cam. whereby
the ro<1 is niove<l In one direction in the rotation ot the
cam and said spring place<l under tension, said cam being
so constructed as to suddenly release the rml and permit
of the expansive action of the spring to ^leliver the XJower
stroke of the hammer.

5. In a power-operated hammer, a casing, .n plunger
hammer mounted to reciprocate in said casing, a rtnl con-
necter! to the hammer, a guide in the casing for aald rod,
a spring arranged f>«'twe<>n said guide and the hammer and
urging said hammer In one direction, said hammer being
provided with a plurality of longitudinally extending air
ducts, and operating means for the hammer including a ro-
tatable cam and means on one end of said rod operativeiy
engagefl with the cam. .said cam lielng constructed to move
the rod and hammer In one direction against the action of
said sprinvr anil thee suddenly release the same to permit
of the expansion of the spring and the delivery of the
power blow of th<» tamnier.

(Clalnia 6 to 1] ot prlDte<l in the Gazette.]

1.228.9«3. APPARATUS FOR rONTROLUNG MECH-
AMSlfS AT A DI.STANt'E. Jacob Perepelkis. St.

Peterahorg. Russia. Filed Feb. 8, 1912. Serial No.
675.4*5. (CI. 172—239.)

1. In «n apparatus of the character descrliied. the

combination with a transmitting device comprlslnc a

<lla], an index hand adapted to travel over said <lial. and
means foi operating said hand, of a rer-eivlng device
comprising a dial an<i two hands, one of which is a<iapt-

e«l to travel over the latter dial, an electric motor syn-

chronously operate<l from the transmitting device, con-

ne<-tlons between the said motor and one of the hands of

the receiving devic<', an electric motor adapte«l to actuate
the mechanism to l>e controlled, an electric circuit In

which the last-mentlone<l motor Is Included, and mecha-
nism (ontroll«'<l by the movement of one of the hands of

the re<'eiving device to cause the iastmentionerl motor to

operate in one direction or another and at different speeds
during the perioil that It is controlletl and according to

the degree and direction of movement of the Index hand
of the transmitting device.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the
combination with a transmitting device comprising a dial,

an index hand ailapted to travel over said ilial. and
means for operating said hand, of a receiving device
comprising a dial and two hands, one of whl<h is adapt-
ed to travel over the latter dial, an ele<trlc motor syp-
<-hronousIy operate*] from the transmitting ilevire. con-
nections tM»tween the said motor and one of the hands of
the receiving device, an electric motor adapte<l to actuate
the mechanism to be controlled, an electric circuit In

which the last-nientioneil motor is Inciurleil. and mecha-
nism controlled tiy the movement of one of the hands of
the receiving device to cause the last-mentloneil motor to

operate in one direction or another and at different speeds
during the period that it Is contro]le<| an<l a<-<-ording to

the degree and direction of movement <»f the Index hand
of the transndtting device, said meihanism comprising
an electrical resistance through whhh the circuit of the
last-mentlonerl electric motor is adapte^l to i>e completed,
and said resistance being also adapted to t>e cut out of
the said circuit to permit the t^aid motor to rotate at full

speed.

3. In an apparatus of the character describe<l. the
comldnation with a transmitting device comprising a dial,

an Index hand adapted to travel over said dial, and
means for operating said hand, of a receiving device
comprising a iltal and two hands, one of which is adapt-
ed to travel over the latter dial, an electric motor syn-
chronously operated from the transmitting device, con-
nections between the said motor and one of the hands of
the re'-eivlng devbe. comprising a shaft and a gear wheel
loosely mounted on said shaft an<l to which gear wheel
one of the said two hands of the re<'eivtng device arc
connected, a disk loosely mounted on the said shaft and
provide*! In one face with a carvlllneal groove as de-
scribed, connections between said disk and the mecha-
nism to be controlled, a se<ond disk flxe«lly mounteil upon
the said shaft, a toothed pinion carried by the Utte(<
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disk, a rack meshing with said pinion, a projection on

the rack engaging w^ithin the said curvilineal groove, a

lever plvotally carrieil by one of the hands of the receiv-

ing device and adapteil to engage within slots in the

disk last mentloneil. a spring acting upon aaid lever as

described, an electric motor adapted to actuate the mech-

aniNUi to l»e controlled, an electric circuit in which the

latter motor Is included, contact plates include*! in the

said circuit and arranged to l>e successively brought into

contact with each other i)y the said lever when the lat-

ter Is turneil as set forth, and an electrical resistance

adapted to l>e brought into and out of the circuit of the

last-mentioned electric motor according to the degree of

movement ImiMirted to the pivoted leyer by the slots in

the disk.

1.22S.9«4. IIKEL APPLYIN<; APPARATUS. JoaBPH

K. PBRRAI-1.T, Itelmont, and Howard <;. Ellis, Water-

town. Masa. File<l May 27. 1916. Serial No. 100,339.

(CI. 12—125.)

1. In n heel :»pplylng ap|»aratus. a last engaging de-

rlce, a pressure applying plate having upwardly project-

ing portions, a carrier plate having upstanding projec-

tions plvoteil to >aid portions, a he«'l retaining device, ami

yleldable supports on said carrier for supporting the cor-

ners of said r?talnlng devUe.

2. In a heef applying apparatus, a last engaging device,

R pressure applying element, a carrying plate plvotally

connecteil with said pressure element, a heel retaining

plate having a heel receiving opening completely through

tke sRme. means yieldably supjx^rtlng said retaining plate

from iRld <arrylng plate at the corners thereof, and lock-

ing projei-tions carrl«>d by S4iid carrying plate and engag-

ing recesses In the sides of the retaining plate midway

of Its points of yielding support, one of said projections

IH-Ing movable to permit removal of the retaining plate.

3. In combination a vertically movable last engaging

device, a vertically movable carrier In opposition to said

last engaging device, releaaable means for locking • said

last engaging device against movement, means for mov-

ing said «-arrler toward the last engaging device and

means for slmultaneoualy operating the reverse movement

of the carrier and releasing the last engaging device.

4. In combination a movable last engaging device, n

carrier movable toward and from the last engaging device,

means for moving the carrier toward the last engaging

device and locking the same in' pressure applying position,

releasable means for holding the last engaging device in

position and means for simultaneously releasing said

pressure applying means and said last engaging means.

5. In coml)lnation a reciprocating slide bar carrying

last engaging means, tension means for moving said slide

bar away from last engaging position, pawl and ratchet

mechaniam for holding said slide bar In last engaging po

sition against said tension means, a carrier plate, meanfc

for moving said carrier plate toward and from the last

engaging means, and means whereby said pawl and

ratchet mechanism is operateil to unlock the slide bar

slniultaneiiusly with the movement of the carrier plate

away from the slide bar.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (;azette.l

1,228,965. WHIFFLETREE IRON. Lymax Z. FIERCE,

Ma«ksville, Kans. File*l Jan. 2, 1917. Serial No.

140,207. (CI. 21—78.)

1. A whlffletree iron comprising a hollow sleeve Inte-

riorly tap<'re<l toward one « nd. the small end being formed

with a perforation, the interior face of the sleeve having

screw threads, a swlngletree hook operativeiy swlveled

to the small end of the sleeve, and segmental longitudi-

nally tapering clamping members adapted to be disposed

within the sleeve and foimeil upon their exterior faces

each with Interrupted screw threads and upon their In-

terior faces with lugs adapted to bite Into the wood of

the swinsrletree when the screw Is screwed up.

2. A swlngletree Iron comprising a hollow sleeve Inte-

riorly tapereil toward one end and f«>rnie<l at the latter

end with a passage, the inner face of the sleeve having

scr.'w threads, an eye having a shank disposed in the pas-

sage and having swlveletl engag»'ment with the sleeve,

and a plurality of longitudinally tapering transversely

arcuate locking members disposed within the sleeve, hav-

ing interrupted screw threads upon their outer faces and

having projections upon their inner faces adapted to be

engaged with and l>e forctnl into the wood of a swlngle-

tree when the sleeve is turned up.

1.228.1)66. SEWING-MACHINE. Pbtib Rahmissen and
Man-oel F. Ooi'LABTR, Seima, Cal. FUed July 5. 1916,

Serial No. 107,627. (CI. 112—20.)

1. A sewing machine Including In combination, a nee-

dle bar mounteil for rectilinear movement, a rotary shut-

tle carrier, an actuating element connected to the needle

irtir, said element and the shuttle carrier being provldetl
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with roHirtlns •• to latemlttcatly rotate the rarrler
In th*" n>or«*nj«>nt of thi- n^dip bar lo each dlr«<-tioo.

2. A sfwlDK irarhinp Includinx in rombinatioD. a rec-
tillnearly mnrah|«> d«h>«1I»> l^ir. a rotary shuttle carrier, a
reHprwatory element connerte<l t«> the needle bar to ac-
tuate the latter, and ct>-artlnK nieanx on raid element and
the shuttle carrier to laipart an lnterrupt«Hl rotation to
the carrier in the morement of the needle bar In each
direction.

3. A Ht-wlnx machine Inclodiog in <-oinbinatioD. a re-

clprocatory needle bar. meanit for actuating the needle
bar Including a rectlllnearly movable element provided
with lnterrupte<l raik teeth. an<l a rotary shuttle carrier
having a gear to mesh with the rack teeth, whereby an
Interrupteil rotary Diovement in imparted to the «-arrier

In the recipriM-ation of the needle bar.
4. A Kewln^i machine ln<luding In combination, a reclp-

rocatory uee^lie bar and nieaUM for actuating the same, a
take-up anil pivotally mounte<l at one end. a roil having
a alldlng c«>nnH<-tion at one of lt« ends to the take-up arm.
and operatlvely conne<te*l at Its other end to the needle
l>ar actuating mcauH, and means co-acting with the take-
up arm to yieldingly urge the same to its normal position.

5. A sewing machine Including In combination, a reclp-
rocatory needle liar and means for actuating the same, a
take-up arm pivotally mounted at one of Its ends, a ro<l

having a sliding connection at one of Its ends to the
take-up arm. means conne* ting the other end of the rod
to the neislle l»ar actuating means whereby th.- ro<l has •^

limited movement relative to said actuating means, and
a leaf spring co-acting with the pivoted eml of the take-
up arm to urge the same to Its normal position.

I Claims tu I'J not printed In the (iazctte.]

1.228.J»67. FOLDIN*; rHAIK. .I.mcpH AtorsTic Rho.
Montreal. yuel»ec. Canada, assignor to .1. EmIllen Beau-
champ. Montreal. Quebec. Canada. Filed Apr. 1. 1916.
Serial No. 88.2rtl. (CI. 15.'.—18.)

7* J

A folding chair coniprlHiog two forward and two rear
upright members, said forward memb<'rs being suitably
secured by a cross bar Intermediate of their height, and
Bald rear upright niemt>ers being secured by a cross bar
at their upper end ; nxkers suitaldy secured by croas bars
and atlapteil to be pivotally connected to the lower ends
of said upright mfml>ers. said ro<kers being provided with
notches on the top of their rear portion : arm rests piv-

otally 8ecure«l to said upright members, said arm rests
terminating at said rear uprights ; a seat made of flexible

material between said uprights, .secure*! to the cross bar
in the upper end of .said rear upright members at one end.
and at the other end to the cross bar secured intermediate
of the length of the forward upright meml)ers ; shifting
supports pivotally secure<l to the upper end of said for-

ward uprights at one end «nd engaging the notches pro-
Tlde«l on the rockers, substantially as flescrlbcd.

1.228.9«.S. SIO.NALI.Nc; AITAKATIS FOR RAILWAYS.
Jameh Thomar Riplet. Southport. Kngland. Filed
July 11. 1914. Serial Xo. SSC^fl.'?. (CI. 24e— 16.)

1. In an automatic fog signaling dnlc* for railways
th* combination of a long rocking lever or nlroteO rail
weighte«l at the back end. a spring propelleil fog signal

J

devlc-e which normally cornea In contact with the sl<le of
the pivoted rail l)efore the fog signs 1 comes to the rail,
but when thr plvote«l rail Is out of normal position in
capable of coming forward Into the position f< rmerly oc-
cupied by the rail, and thus allowing the fog signal and
Its carrier plate to rest on the rail.

2. A fog signaling device consisting of an oscillating
rail actuatetl from the rear end of the train, a mechanism
carrying the fog signal, and attacheil to the signaling sys-
tem of the railway, a spring In the mechanism, a bar
propelled by the spring normally resting against the piv-
oted rail except when actuated from the mechanism In
the train, the force of the spring tending to cause It to
slide In the position previously blo<'ke<l by the pivoted
rail whenever the pivoted rail Is oscillated.

3. The Impnivement in signaling devh-es. which con-
sists In an arm carried by the last vehicle ot the train,
a rcdier carrletl on said arm. a plvotetl rail close to the
main rail ami welKht>*d so as normally to come In con-
tact with the roller when the train traver>;es the line
alongsbl.- a fog signaling device pla<ed outsl<ie the rails
and connectetl with the ordinary signaling system, and
connections In-fween the pivoted rail and the fog signal
devl.-e whereby whenever the pivoteil rail is depresse*! a
fog signal Is placeil Hn the main line.

4. The Improvement In signaling devbes consisting In
a plvote<l arm flxe<l to the rear end of the tniln and ad-
justable to allow variations In height In the last vehicle.
In combination with a fog signaling ilevlce pla<-e«i outside
the rails and cunneited with the ordinary signaling sys-
tem, and devices ttetween the pivoted arm and the fog sig-
naling device whereby the fog signaling device may be
operated by said arm.

5. The improvement in fog signaling devices, which
<onsists in a Jointed lever pivoted at the top and capable
of adjustment vertically and attached to the last end of
the train, a roller at the top end of this lever and a spring
giving the roller a considerable play In height aixive
ground, a pivotnl rail against which the roll.r normally
comes In »-ontact when the train ]tass«>s. and a fog sig-
naling device actuated by this rail.

(Clalma 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.)

1.228.9«,». DEVICE FOR SI SJ'ENIUNG LKJIIT TRANS-
MITTIX(; BOWLS. Jamks T. Robb. Bay Shore. .\. T.
FIIe<I Feb. 17. 1RJ7. S.>rlal Xo. 148.157. (Cl. 240—116.)

Ib a lighting flxtore and in cowblnatlon. a shade havtag
laying device, an abutment on this fog signal laying , an open neck, a metal disk seateil upon tho top of aatd
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neck and having a central opening «-orres|)ouding with

the opening lu the neck of the sha<le. said fllsk having

integral spaceil right angled projections extending through

the neck of the shade, a lamp socket, a cover for the

mnie Httlng over said disk and surrounding the neck of

the shade, means for securing said shade to the aocket

«-<jrer. chains each attache«l at one end to one uf said pro-

J^-tlons at Us free end. a bowl, and means <t.nnected to

the lower end of each chain for counectlon with said bowl

and for su-p«ndlng the ^ame Iw-neivth said shade.

1 22K.W70. WHEEL-RIM. James T. Konai d. Seattle.

Wash. Flle«l Apr. 10. ini«. Serial No. »<>.270. (Cl.

152—21.)

1. A wheel rim of the class descrll>ed. whl<h embodies

two l>ands s«>parably Joine<I together by a telescopic Joint.

and a plurality of self acting locks associated with said

two bands and adapte<l automatically to Iwk said two

banils together In response to the operation of forcibly

uniting said two l>ands to complete said telescopic Joint,

the dlfTer.-nt |«rts of said self acting lo<ks l>elng so dls

po-.e<l that they cannot t>e unbxked while said two bands

are operatlvely asNoclate<l with a vehicle wheel, and means

directly engaging the oj)eratlve end of one of said locks

to disengage the same from the ci>ni|>aDlon member where

by the rliu bantis may be separatwl.

2. A wheel rim of the class descrlls»d. whbh eml>odies

two Itands separably Jolne<l t<»gether by n telescopic Joint :

a plurality of self acting lo<ks associated with said two

bands and adapte<t automatically to lock aaid two

Iwnds logetber in resp«>nse to the operation of forcibly

uniting said t«o liands to complete said telescopic Joint.

the <llfferent parts of said self acting locks being so dl»-

pose<l that ihey cannot l»e unbxked while said two bands

•re o|>eratively associated with a vehicle wheel : and a

releasing element hingeil to one rim l>an<l adapted to be

move<l- t<» engsge the lock element carried by the other

band to disengage the lu<-ks.

3. A wheel rim im ludlng band sections having «>ver-

lapptHl adjacent e<lges. lugs carried by one of the rim

bands and arrange<l In |»alrs. a plurality of T-shaped lock

elements cnrrbil l«y the other Imnd with the heads there-

of aasoilateil with the pairs of lugs to hold the rim se*

tlons assembleil. and swinging releasing elements adapted

ladlvldually to l>e moved to engage and release the T-

shaped elements fn>m the lugs to disconnect the rim

bands.

4. A wheel rlni Including band sections t. lescoplcally

conni-cted. pairs of retaining elements carried by one band

section, members co«".|)eratlng with each pair of retaining

elements «-arrle<l by the other band se<*tlon. and means

moTal>le to a position »>etween the ineml>er8 of each pair

of retaining elements to engage said member to ahlft the

same to inoperative position.

the husker an<l shredder to the ensilage cutter, a feed

board mounted on the frame adjacent said conveying

means for feeding other nmterial to the conveying means

to B»ix the same with the material from the combined

shredder and husker previous to its passage through tb«

tyja.OTi C1»RX-HISKER AXL> ENSILAGE-CUTTER
AM) SILO-FILLER. At »ii»T RoacxTHAL. Weat Allla.

Wis. Filed Sept. 2«t. 1912. Serial No. 721..H48. (Cl.

13<>

—

5.»

A silo filler (omprlslng a frame, a comblnetl corn husker

and shredder mounted at one end of said frame, an ensi-

lage cutter mounted «»n the other end of the frame, means

disposed lietween tUe iou>blBe<l <orn husk»'r and shretlder

and the ensilage <-utter for conveying the material from

ensilage cutter, means for conveying the mixed fodder

away from the ensilage cutter, and means for conjointly

operating said husker. shredder, ensilage cutter, and aald

conveying means.

1,228.972. WASHBUILER. IltXBV William ScHglLEE,

Lincoln. III., assignor of one-half to Stephen A. Foley,

Lincoln, ill. Filed Feb. 1», 1916. Serial No. 78.488.

(Cl. 68—30.)

/i^
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1. The combination with a Iwdler. of a bar supported

upon the same, an article container suspended In said

t)oller, a rod extended through said l>ar and adapted to be

adjusted vertically therein, a plurality of arms arranged

In pairs crossing one another and loosely mounted upon

the end of said rod. said arms l>elng connected with one

another, and a handle formed upon the upper end of said

rod.

2. The combination with a receptacle, and a second

receptacle supported therein and having a removahlfe

cover therefor which Is provided with a central opening,

a bar extending transversely across the first named re-

.eptade and having a slot therein, a supporting rod ex-

tending through the openings In the bar and cover, and

within the second mentioned receptacle having notches

In its longitudinal e<lges thereof, and members carried by

the bar adapted to be engaged with the <ontents of the

last mentioned receptacle, the supporting rod being adapt-

ed to be arranged at rtght angles to the longitudinal cen-

ter of the slot In the bar whereby certain of the notches

In the supporting rod will be engaged with the walls of

the slot.

1.228.973. IMPOSITION FRAME. Chableb J. HcHEa-

BEU. Brooklyn. S. Y. Filed Aug. 2. 1910. Serial No.

112.674. (Cl. 3:1—184.5.)

2. An Imposition frame for use in registering printed

forms and the like while upon the type carrying member

of a printing i)ress. said devU-e comprUing an Independent
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RkeletoD frame, the aides of wbirh have a plurality of
holes thpr*-!!! Kpac.Ml at Intervals, and arranged In diag-
onal rows removable pins adapted to be rerelv»>d In said
boles, and a cord adapted to he^stretched Iwtween the pins
for the purpose described.

^. f.'.^J,f.
. X>.V...>...|...r...f ..»..; »,.y., » ,

^

m^n
"

I ' —— '•'' • :!: ::^. [_• ,

3. An Imposition device comprising a frame, the sides
of whl< h are divided by holes Into units of space, split
expansible pins adapteil to enter said holes and to nor-
mally lit loosely therein, and a cord adapte<l to l)e Inserted
between the split portions of a plurality of said pins, said
cord serving to expand said pins and to cause them to be
held tightly In said holes.

(Claim 1 not printed In the Gaiette.

]

1.2-'8.974. LOAD DlSTRIBrXEK. Frbderick S. SrHl.E-
•iBLiiiUH. Ashtabula Harbor. Ohio. Filed Aug. 10
1915. Serial No. 45.631. (C», 193—19.)

^r VX^*-

1. The combination of a chute, a swlveled support po-
sitioned at the end of the chute, a laterally extending
conveyer carried by .said support, and a movable deflector
adapted to direct the material from the chute onto the
conveyer or away from the conveyer.

4. The combination of a chute, a support rotatably
i-onnected to the lower end thereof, a conveyer belt car-
ried l>y said support, and a deflector within the support
adapted to direct material either onto the belt or in
the opposite direction to the outside of the support, said
deflector being upwardly concaved and movable about an
axis above it.

7. The combination of a chute, a support rotatably
mounted at the lower end of the chute, said support hat-
ing a pair of spaced side walls, a conveyer belt between
said side walls, a motor In the lower part of the support
I»etween the side walls and connected with the conveyer
belt, a deflector between the upper part of the side walls
above the motor, said deflector comprising a plate-like
member extending substantially acrosa the support con-
caved outwardly and hanging from a pivot above It. and
means for swinging the deflector on such pivot.

10. The combination of h chute, a swlveled support
positioned at the lower end of the chute, an impelling belt 1

carried by the support and adapted to receive material
from the chute and move the same laterally therefrom,
a deflector at the discharge end of the chute movably
carried on the supp«>rt. means for moving the deflector to
either of two positions to direct material in opposite di-
rections, a motor beneath said deflector and protected
thereby when the deflector is in either position, and meant
connecting the motor with the \tf\t for driving the same.

(Claims L'. A. 5. fl. 8. and » not prlnte<l In the tiazette.]

1.22S.975. SPRING MOTOR. Hbhman F. 8chbao«. Pal-
atine, in. Flle<l July 14, 1915. Rerinl No. 89.789.
(Cl. 185—37.)

1. A sprinK un»tor compritiing a frame, a drive shaft car-
rletl thereby, a driving spring for said drive shaft, an In-

termetliate shaft, fly wheeb carried by said IntermetUate
shaft, work shafs, power transmission mechiinisni connect-
ing said drive shaft and Intermediate shaft, power traus-
misaion mechanism <-onnectlng said intermediate shaft and
said work shafts, eccentrk-s carried by said work shafts
and means connecting said eccentrics and said Internu-dl-
ate shaft whereby power Is transmltte<l directly and in-
termittently from the latter to the former memtiers.

2. A spring motor comprising a frame, a drive shaft
carrleil thereby, a driving spring for said drive shaft, an
internitdlate shaft, fly wheels carried thereby, work Shafts,
power transmission mechanism »t)nnectlng said drive shaft
and Intermediate shaft, eccentrics carried by said work
shafts and means connecting said intermediate shaft and
work shafts whereby Intermittent movement is Imparted
to the latter.

3. A spring motor comprising a frame, a drive shaft
carried thereby, a driving spring for said drive shaft, an
intermediate shaft, fly wheels carried theret>y, work shafta.
power transmlsaion mechanism connecting said drive shaft
and said intermediate shaft, eccentrics carrie<l by said
work shafts, telescoping tbafta carried by said frame and
connected to said eccentrics, springs carried by sal<l tele-
scoping shafts whereby they are yieldingly retained in
extended or non-telescoped position and means carried by
said intermeillate shaft for Intermittent engagement with
said telescoping shafts to telescope the .same.

4. .\ spring motor comprising a frame, a drive shaft
carrleil thereby, a driving spring for said drive shaft, an
intermediate shaft, fly wheels carried thereby, work shafts,
power transmission mechanism connecting said drive shaft
and said Intermediate shaft, eccentrics carried by said
work shafts, telescoping shafts carried by said frame and
connected! to said •ccentrics. racks carried by said tele-

scoping shafts, springs carried by aaid telescoping shafts
whereby they are yieldingly retained In extended or non-
teleacope<l position and cam gears fast on said intermedi-
ate shaft for intermittent engagement with said racka
whereby said telescoping shafts are actuated.
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1,22N.976. APPLYING Ht>OPS. lIoitACB J. ScoTT. Hill

City. Minn. File<l Apr. 6. 1916. Serial No. 89,275.

(CI. 147—7,)

2. A union suit having a front opening from the neck

to the crotch, the edges of said opening normally over-

lapping each other to an equal extent from the neck to a

point below the waist, the lower terminal portion of said

edKcs being positively spaced apart immeiliately above

the crotch being united by seams extending longitudinally

of the garment and of said edges whereby the edges of

said opening are prevented from overlapping at sabl point,

a rear portion open from th;- crotch to the waist and a

transverse seam to unite said rear portion with said front

portion in the crotch.

1,228.978. PLATEN CONNECTION. Frost V. SlilP-

goN. Milwaukee, Wis., assifnor to Kle<khefer Box Com-

panv Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed Oct. 2S. 1914. Serial No. 86H.93S. (CI. 93—36.)

1. The method of hooping palls and the like provided

with staves having a hoop receiving groove, which con

slsts In diametrU-ally contracting the assembled staves of

the fornu-d pall, placing the hoop In the groove, and then

permitting the pail staves to expand upon the hoop.

5. .\n Improved device for applying endless hoops in

circumferential grooves of tapering palls and the like

comprising annular compressing means, the inner diam-

eter of said means being no greater than the diameter of

the bottom of the groove, means to advance the compress-

ing means progressively froty the small end of the pall

toward the groove to contract the pall diametrically, ami

means to withdraw the pail from the action of the com

pressing means to permit the pall to expand upon the

hoop.

(Claims 2 to 4. 6. and 7 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.228.977. UNION SUIT. jKitgMiAH A. ScRiVEN, New

York. X. Y. Filed Apr. 9, 1913. Serial No. 759.919.

(a. 2—144.)

1. A union suit having a front op^-nlng from the neck

to the crotch, the edges of said opening normally over

lapping each other to an «H|ual extent from the neck to a

p<dnt below the waist, the lower terminal portion of said

wlges being positively spaced apart Ininiedlntely above the

<rotch whereby the edges of said opening are prevente«l

fr*im overlapping at said p«)lnt. a rear portion op<-n from

the crotch to the waist and a transverse senm to unite

said rear portion with said front portion In the crotch.

1. A press for sealing flaps of paper boxes and the like

having a suitably operated plunger, a platen stem, a platen

oppo8e<l to the plunger and having a socket loosely luount*^

ed on the end of the platen stem, means for bringing said

platen and said plunger into and out of parallel alined

relation, and a pin projecting Into the interior of the

socket and loosely entering nu opening near the end of

the stem to permit the platen to tilt an<l adapt itself to

a variation in thickness of the material operat»>d upon.

2. A press for sealing flaps of paper Ikixcs and the like,

comprising a suitably operated plunger, a plvotally mount-

ed socket, a platen stem adjustably threade<l In the socket,

a platen opposed to the plunger and provided with a socket

looaely mounted on the end of the platen stem, there be-

ing openings In the platen stem fiear the end thereof, and

a thumb screw threaded In the socket of the platen and

en>:aglnK one or another of the openings of the p'aten stem

acconling to the threaded adjustment of the platen stem

and permitting the platen to tilt In any dlre<tlon to ac-

commodate Itself to a variation In thickness of the l)ox

flaps.

3. A device for sealing the flaps of fiber boxes and the

like, comprising two platens, means for moving said

platens Into and out of parallel alined relation, yielding

means for moving said platens toward each other when

alined, and a universal mounting for one of said platens

so that pressures may l)e substantially equally exerted

throughout the area of said platens.

1,228.979. ROAD GRADER. Ei>waui. W. Smith, Owens-

lK.ro. Ky. Fne<l Feb. 21, 1917. Serial No. 160.146.

(Cl. 37—57.)
1. A road grader consisting of a landslde. a blade hinged

to the end of the landslde. means for bracing the blade and

forming a foot rest from the land-side, a reinforcing bar
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extenUlDjt longitudinally of aod M>cnmi ob the blade, and
guard rising from oaid rt-lnforclng bar aJid NpproximateJy

«<inal ia length thereto.

2. A road grader roniprlslnji: a land side, a blade blnged
thereto, a frame consisting of an anKle bar secured to the
lan<l-slde and having its end* converging laterally from the
Iand-8lde and having a Vxhapeil central portion pro-
Je<tlng from the lan.lKlde. a platform «eoure<l upon the
converging ends an<l .-entral portion of said frame, and a
connection between t-aid frame and the blade.

3. In a roa<l grader, the combination of a land side,
hinge lug» at the ends of the land side, a blade, brackets
secureil to the rear sl.le <,f the blade at the ends thereof
and having a plurality of lugs projecting therefrom, said
lugs being adaptetl to coact with the hinge lugs of the
land-side and being provlde<l with slnt.s extending in the
direction of the length of the blade, a hinge pin Inserted
through the lugs at one end of the land-side and the logs
at the adjacent end of the blade, and means for bracing
the blade from the land-side.

friaims 4 to 6 not printed In the Gasettc]

1.228.980. KTEERIXG-GEAR FOR MOTOR VEHICLES
Pavu J. Smith. Bee< h Creek. I'a. nied May 11, 1»1«.
Serial No. 96.910. (CI. 21—193.)

1. The combination in a motor vehicle, of a body frame
a pair of steerable wheels thereunder, a transversely mov'
abJa. rack bar supports! by said body frame. 8<rew and nutmechanism for controlling naid rack l«r. a vertical ahaft
a gear segment mounted on said vertical shaft and inter-
meshlng with said rack bar. a transverse bar centrally
•ecured on said vertl,-al shaft, bars pivotwl at the ends of
said transversa imr and a.lapte.1 to control said steerable
whnels. and hand wheel-shaft and gear mechanism adapted
to operate said screw-and nut niechanUm, subsUntially
as aet forth.

2. The comtdnation In a motor vehicle of a body frame,
a pair of steerable wheels thereunder, a transversely mov-
able rack bar supported by said body frame, screw shaft
and nnt mechanism for controlling said rack bar. a vertical
shaft, a gear segment mounted on said vertical shaft and
intermeshlng with said rack bar. a transverse bar Inter-
mediately se.urwl on said vertl.al shaft, bars pivoted at
the ends of said transverse bar ami adapted to control said
steerable wheels, a steering shaft, a driven shaft, inter-
meshlng miter-gears «.u aai<l steering and driven shafts.

and iBt«Tiaeshing miter gears on said driven shaft and
said Hcrew-fhaft. substantially as set forth.

;j. The combination In a motor vehicle steering gear of
a steering shaft, a pair of miter-gears loosely mounte«l on
said steering shaft, clutch mechanism en said shaft be
tween said gears a.iapte,! to alternately engage said gears
g shaft adapte,l to be driven thereby, a pair of miter gears
of different diameters sec.irwl on said driven shaft inter-
meshlng with the nilter gears on said steering shaft, and
lever and slide mechanism to operate said dutch mecha-
nism. subsUntially as set forth.

4. The (omblnatlon In a motor vehicle steering gear of
a steering shaft! a hand wheel *e<ureil thereon, a pair of
gear wheels of different diameters rofatahlv se<ure«l on
said shaft, a clutch ring slldably and non rotatably secured
on said shaft between mIiI ^enj-s. a -Irlven shaft, "a pair of
gear wheels „f different diameters non rotatably secure.1
on said driven ahaft and adapte,! to Intermesh' with the
gears on said steering shaft, an.l means to slide said
clutch ring. sut>stantially as set forth.

5. The combination In a motor vehicle steering gear of a
steering shaft, a hand wheel secured thereon, a miter
gear wheel rotatably securwl on said shaft. clut<h teeth
on the hub of said wheel, a clutch ring sll<lablv and non-
rotatably se<ure«l on said shaft, clutch teeth on each end
thereof, a bevel gear of less diameter than sal<l miter gear
rotatably secured on said steering shaft under said dnt.h-
rlng. clutch teeth on the hub of said bevel gear, a driven
shaft, a miter gear non rotatably secured thereon and in-
termeshlng with the miter gear on said steering shaft, a
bevel gear pinion non-rotatably secured on said driven
shaft and Intermeshlng with the bevel gear on said steering
shaft, an.l means to slide said clutch ring on said steering
shaft between the gears thereon, substantially as set forth.

1.228.981. IIIN«E. Charlfs .i soss. n>w York. N. T..
awrtgnor of one-thlnl to Henry .'^..s, and one third to
Ramnel Poss. New York. N. Y. File,! Dec. 27 1916
Serial No. 1.%.113. (CI 1«—n )

1. A hinge butt or raeml>er comprising a plate shaped
hea.l provided with an arm forme,! from a sheet of metal
and comprising a oentral part at right angles to said head
and having one end portion parallel therewith and flush
therewith and ranging transversely thereof and having a
shank at right angles thereto se. ured .entralh In said
head, said arm being also provided with another end por-
tion at an a.ute angle to the central portion and provided
at Its end with a ring or eye formed by bending said sheet
of metal.

2. A hinge butt or member comprising a plate shaped
head and an ;irm .-amprislna a central part at right angles
to said head an.l having one end portion parallel with and
flush with sal.l hea.l and Ke<-ure,l .-entrally therein, and
another end portion at an acute angle to the central por-
tion and provldeil at Its end with an e.ve or Uwp. sal.l arm
being formed by bending a sheet of metal centrally to
form sal.l eye or loop and then bringing the end portions
of sal.l sheet together an.l bending them successively to
form the parts of said arm.

1.228.M2. HIN<}E Jomeph Soaa, New York. N. Y. FUed
Not. 29. 191rt. Serial N... 1.34.01.-,. (n. ifV_io."i

,

1. The c«.mblnatlon with tw.. parts, one of which Is
wvable.aml adapted to swing In a preiletermlned arc.
aid parts being ea. h provid<>d with flange plates at right
angles thereto, of a hinge consisting of separate butt mem-
bers secured to the inner side of said rtange plates and
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coanected hy folding and swinging paris movably con- 1.228.984. SPEED rHAN<:iS«; OEAR MECHANISM.
Makson a. Stewart. Tankton. S. I). FUed Mar. 27,

1914. Serial No. 827.574. (CI. 74—84.)
nected therewith and with each other.

/I*-

2. A hinge for connecting two parts, said parts being

provided with flange plates at right angles thereto, and

said hinge consisting of separate butt members adapted t»

be connecte<l with said flange plates and which are united

by separate sets of curved link members plvotally and

alldably connected therewith, said butt members when in a

closed position being separate<l by a narrow space to re-

ceive said flange plates.

1.22K.9K.<1. SIIII'riN<}-JACK. .limEPH W. SoiTHER. San

FrandMo. Cal. Flle<l Feb. 1. 1917. Serial No. 145.982.

(CI. 106—15.)

^.
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fog by moisture fl»'posltlon around the bituiiilnous dust
particles causInK them to adbere tugt-tbcr aod to thi>

walla of the mine Hpares.

r»-

3. Aa a moanx for prevrntlng explotdonN In mines the

comldnHtion with the air intalie means of a mine of means
for prixltK-lDK a condition of moisture Haturatlun In the
air entering the mine, whereby when the satil moisture-
laden air reachet) the cooler spaces of the mine a condi-

tion of fog is pr(Mluced. securing a deposition of moisture
'

around the bituminous dust particles and causing them
j

to adhere tog-^ther and to the walls of the mine space*. '

4. As a means for preventing explosions In mines the

romMnatlon with the air Intake means of a mine of means
for producing a condition of moisture saturation In the
nlr entering the mine and means for heating such air to
Increase Its moisture content, wherehy when the said

moisture-laden air teaches the cooler spaces of the mln«
a condition of fog is produced, securing a deposition of
moisture around the liitumlnous dust particles and caua-
ing them to adhere together and to the walls of the mine
spaces.

5. As a means for preventing explosions in ndnes the
conil>lnatl<»n with the air Intake means of a mine of means
for producing a condition of moisture saturation In the

air entering the mine and means for discharging steam
Into said air. wherehy when the said moisture-laden air
reaches the cooler spaces of the mine a condition of fog
la pro<lu<ed. securing a deposition of moisture around
the bituminous dust particles and causing them to adhere
together and to the walls of the mine spaces.

on each Klde thereof, while It Is being advanced there-
through.

S. A machine for making fliiroua materials non-almorb-
ent embracing a plurality of pairs of electrcnles of rela-
tively large contadlng ana. and a source of electrical
energy having its opp^islng p«des suci-eMtirely connected
theret;» In alternating order, together with means for
8ubje<tlng the material to a <lifferent electrolytic agent
on each side as It Is successively advanc>e«l l>etween the
pairs of electrodes.

4. A machine for waterpriMtflng fibrous materials em-
bracing one or more pairs vt electrtwles of relatively large
contacting surfa<-e area, comblne^l with means for spray-
ing th- same with one or more electrolytic agents as It
Is ailvanoHl therethrough, together with a >«>urce of
electrical energy having Its p<des <onnecte<l to the r>ppo-
alte ends Of said electrodes.

5. A machine for making fibrous materials non-alworb-
ent embracing pairs of electro4les of reUtlvely large
contacting surface area. comblne«| with means for spray-
ing or moistening the material with one or more elei--

trolytlc agents as It is advance<l therethrough. tog.ther
with a source of electrical energy, and connections^ there-
from for varying the direction of current How through the
successive pairs of elei-trmles.

(Claims > to IS not prlnttnl In the (iazette.)

1.228.tt8«. MACHINE FOR WATERrRfK)FING FI
IlROrs M.VTKRIALS. Alfred O. Tate, Montreal.
Quel>ec. Canada. as.vignor to Tate Eleitrolytlc Water-
proofing t'ompany. Incorporated. New York, N. Y., a
Corptiratlon of New York. Filed Mar. 19, 1915. Serial
No. 15,444. (CI. 204—1.)

1,228,987. MPrrHOI) OF WATKHI'RouFIXO FIUROUS
MATERIALS. Alfred O. T.\te. .Montreal. Quelle.
I'anada. assignor to Tate Electrolytic Waterproofing
Company, Incorporated, New York, .N. Y., a Torptiratlon
of New York. Fllwl Oct. 27, 191«. Serial No. 127 997
(Cl. 204—1.)
1. The described method or process of waterprniifing

fibrous materials consisting In permeating the mass th<-re-
of with n saponaceous liquid and a nietal acetate and
electrolyticaliy Incorporating therein a metal palmltate
and a metal hydroxhl which cact In the fii.«-rs of the
material l)elng treated to make them of a non-<-aplllary
nature.

2. The describe*! methcNl of waterproofing fibrous ma-
terials, consisting In Impregnating the mass with a sap-
onaceous liquid and an alundnum acetate, and subject-
ing the material to the action of an electric current he-
twe«'n the electronics, one of which Is soluble.

3. The descrlbwi metho«l of waterproofing fibrous ma-
terials, consisting In first Impregnating the mass with a
sap<.na«-eons liquid, then wetting with aluminum acetate
.simultaneous with the subJe<tlon of the material to the
a< tlon of an electric current between electrodes, one of
which is soluble.

4. The described method of waterprf»oflng fibrous ma-
terials, consisting in first Impregnating the trass with a
•saponaceous liquid, then wetting with an aluminum ace-
tate, and simultaneously electrolyticaliy depositing alu-
minum hydroxld In the n»>erB N'tween electrixles. one of
which is formwl of aluminum.

7. The nietho<l of waterproofing fibrous materials,
which consists In Impregnating sabl materials with a
solution of sotllum palmltate and aluminum acetate to
pre<ipltate aluminum hydrate and palndtate : and sub
Jectlng said lriipregnat<-«l fabric to the a<flon r.f an electric
current l>etween aluminum t lectrodes to pro«]uce an ex-
<eH.s of aluminum hydroxld and to drive the same lnti<
the filters of said fabric, substantially as descri'ied.

Claims 5 and 6 not printed in the (iazette.1

1. A machine for making fibrous materials non-absorb-
ent embracing one or more pairs of stationary electrodes
of relatlvt ly large contacting surface area. In combina-
tion with means for applying an ele<tr<dytlc agent on op-
posite sides .»f the material being treated as It Is t>elni{

advan:e<| therethrough.

2. A machine for making fibrous materials non-absorb-
ent embrhdng a plurality of elei-tronles of relatively large
contacting surface area, in combination with means for
subjecting the material to a dilTerent electrolytic agent

;
1,228.»S8. M.\<illNE F(»H \V.\TERPIM N»KIN(; FI

j

BROUS MATERIALS. ALracD (). T.*te. Montreal. <Jue

I
liec, Canada, assignor to Tate Electrolytic AVaterproof-
ing Company. Incorporate*!. .New York, N. Y., a Corpo-
ration of New York. Fife*! Oct. 27. 1916. Serial No.
127,998. (CI. 2«>4— ."i.)

1. In a machine of the kind descrll>ed. means for first

wetting the fabric to be treated with a sa|>onaceous com-
pound and means for submniuently applying a reagent
adapted to cwmbine with the sapona<eous compound and
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for simultaneously subjecting the fabric to the action of

an electric current.

y;'«

2. .V machine for eflTecting the non-absorptlvlty of

fibrous materials, ctimprislng a reagent bath, means for

passing the material through said bath, sprs.ving means

adapted to w.'t the material after the emergence from the

bath, a plurality of rollers one of which Is electrolyticaliy

solutde. said spraying means being adapted to wet the

material at the time It is subjected to the action of the

elect r<»lvr.e<l rollers.

3. A machine for effecting the non-absorptivity of

fibrous materials, comprising means f<»r first wetting the

fabric to be treate<l with a sa|M)naceou» comp<niud and

for then passing It between a plurality of roller elec-

trodes, spraying means In Juxtaposition to said elec-

tr.Mles ndapt.Ml to wet the mat.rial with a se<v.nd reagent

at the same time that the material is subjected to the

electrolvlng action of the rollers.

4. A machine for effecting the waterproofing and the

non-absorptivity of fibrous materials, comprising mema
for first Impregnating said material with a reagent solu

tlon containing one of the waterproofing constituents,

then subjecting said material to pressure to force aaid

solution to ix-n.-trate the interstices of said material, in

combination with spraying means adapted to wet the

material with the other wateniroofing constituent and

with means for conveying the material l^-tween a pair of

rollers forming a part of an electri* circuit, said spraying

means iK-lng so dlrecte*! that the precipitate formed by the

uniting of the coustlutents occOrs simultaneously with

the actltm of the electric current upon the material.

5. A machine for effecting the non-absorptlvlty of

fibrous materUls, c«>mprlslng means for first wetting said

material with one solution, then with a second solution, a

pair of rotating ele< tnnles between which said wet mate-

rial Is arranged to pass, one of said electrodes being cov-

ered with an absorlient pad. in combination with means

for washing said material after it leaves said electrodes

and for drying the washed material.

1 Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (;a8ettc.J

coole<l descending column of air may enter : a spray of

water in this flue ; means for regulating the temperature

of this spray of water ; liaffle plates near the bottom of

this fine for separating the mist from the air, substan-

tially as dpscrlbe<l.

[Claims 2 and .1 not printed In the (Jazette.l

1,228.990. SAW L.EVELINO AND STRETCHING MA-

CHINE. (;eoih:e S. Tyler, Baltimore. Md.. assignor

of forty-nine (me-hundredths to (ieorge II. Welfel. Bal-

timore,* Md. Filed Feb. 6. 1917. Serial No, 146.914.

(Cl. 76—27.)

2. In a band-saw rolling machine, the combination with

lower and upper rolls, of means for adjusting the rolls

one with respect to the other : a gage-plate Interposed in

a plane between the rolls and a movable gage device on

the gage plate.

(\. In a band-saw rolling machine, the combination with

lower and upper rolls, of means for adjusting the rolls

one with respect to the other: a gage plate Interpose*! Ih--

tween the rolls and having a slot through which one of

said rolls projects; a gage-bar pivoted at one end with

respect to the gage-plate and provided with a series of

perforations, and a page-pin for engaging one perforation

at a time of the gage-bar.

8. .\ gage plate for band-saw rolling machines compris-

ing a plate having a flat surface with a slot therein to

receive a roll : a gage-bar on the gage-plate and a gage-

rtevlce to engage the gage-bar.

[Claims 1, 3 to 5. and 7 not printe*! In the Gazette.]

1228 989 DRY KILN FOR DRYING LUMHER AND
' OTHER MOISTURE BEARING SUBST.\NCE8. Haubv

IH.NAU) TiaMAXN. Madison, Wis. Filed Dec. 18, 1915.

SerUI No. 67.615. (Cl. 34—3.) (Dedlcateil to tlie

public.) :

1. In a dry kiln consisting of a closed «hamber. the

following sequence of parts: heating pipes arranged so

as to proluce an aB<endlng <olumn of heated air along

one sitle of the pile of lumber; a pile of lumber so ar-

range*l that the heated air may pass fr.Mdy through the

pile In. cooling, in a downward directum ; said lumber be

Ing so plied as to leave a space on the opi)oslte side of

the pile through which the tooled air may descend : a

vertical flue near the bottom of the pile, into which the

1.228.991. MEASCRIN*; APPARATUS. Dax W. Ubeb.

Sheffield. Pa. Flle*1 Aug. 8. 1910. Serial No. 11.^.752.

(Cl. 38—125.)

A measuring device for as<ertalning the depth of wellf>

or the like, by measuring the roi)e <ir »able of the well,

and comprising a supporting frame adapted to be arrange*!

above the well, a pair of similar rollers of the same dlam

eter journaled In the frame, one alwve the other, and

with their axes in the same vertical plane, a pressing

roller journaled between the axes of the measuring rollers
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«n<l taterally wtth rMp»>ot to tb^ T»'rtl«TiI pUn# throuKh
rb<> a.xpH. And nt « (lNtaD<-«> IfMH rhao tbe SKxr^'Kate lea^h
«»f tb^ rjidll of thf Mid pr#»(»tnK roller and on* of tb«
in«>a!<urtnK rolltrs, to caus«» a portion of tb** periphery of
the prf'Msing roller to extend InMde the rommon tangent
of the lueaatirlng roller!*, mt-anx for r«n!«tralning the
nieaMurint; rollfrs to rotate in the Mme direction and at
the Kame speed. Mid meaox romprlatng gear wheels on
the rollern and an Idler connectlBg the gear wheels, aald
idler and gear wheels t>elng of the acme diameter and an
indicating devlc* in roDoection witb tbe lower nieanuring
roller.

1,228.992. nOEIN«; MACHINE. Otto Fked Tlliias,
Serery. Kans. Filed Mar. 1, 1917. Serial No. 151,871.
(CI. 97—5.1.)

1. Id a hoeing macblDe. a frame, an engine mounted
thereupon, a main shaft housed In said frame, "laeter
wheels mounted on said shaft, a cranlc shaft housed In
said frame, said shaft having a pluraUty of looped arma ;

gears driven by said engine for ioipartlng rotary move-
ment to said main and rrank shafts; a sbaft housed in
said frame ant] a plurality »f hlngedly mounted rocker
arms attacheil tn sal. I shaft; a serlea of koe arms, each
comprising a han.ile plvotally atu.bed to one of said
rocker arras, an eitiow boxing enKagfng a loope<l arm of
the crank shaft and a bolder depending therefrom and a
hoe blade attached to said bolder, each eU>«w Itoxing of
each of said hw arm* being a.iapte<f to follow the revolu-
tion of said crank shaft whereby the series of hoe blades
are brought consecutively to an operative hoeing position
adapted to enter and cultivate ground In the manner as
specified

; and a lever operating with a perpendicular
shaft housed to the frame to raise or lower the rear of
said frame to control tbe depth of penetration of Mid
boe blades.

2. In a boeing machine, a frame, an engine mounted
thereupon, a main shaft housed in said frame, master
wheels mounte<l on said shaft, a -rank shaft house<l in
Mid frame, said shaft having a plurality of looped armi

:

gears driven by said engine for Imparting rotary move-
ment to said main and crank shafts ; a shaft bouaed In
said frame ami a pluraUty of hlngedly mounted rocker
arms attached to sal<l shaft ; a series of hoe arms, each
comprising a handle ptvotally attached to one of Mid
rocker arms, an ellK»w boxing engaging a loope<l arm of
the crank shaft an4l a bolder depending therefrom auA a
hoe blade attached to Mid holder, each elbow boxing of
each of said hoe arms being adapted to follow the revolu
tU)n of Mid crank -baft whereby the serte* of hoe bladea
are l)rought consecutively to an operative hoeing position
adapteil to enter and cultivate ground In the manner as
specified : and a lever operating with a perpendicular
shaft houseil to the fratae to raise or lower the rear of
said frame to control the depth of penetration of Mid hoe
blades ; a swiveling caster wbeel attached to Mid perpen-
dicular shaft, whereby the operator may <-ontrol the di-
rection of the machine iluring nperatlaa thereof; and a
handle bar attached to aaid frame.

1.228.99.1. ELECTRICAL AUTOMATIC CONTROL
MECTlANIi'M. .Mat O. Vavdt. Chlcagw, HI. Filed
Nov. «. 1916. Serial So. 129.«fl4. iC\. 1«1

—

TT.)
2. In an automatic control me<'han<sm of the class de-

scribed, the combination with a member to be moved, of
a main electric circuit : actuating means lnterpose<l in
.«ld circuit adapte<l, when said circuit is closed, to be
operated to effect actuation of said member; means for

aatomatlcally making and breaking Mid circuit at prede-
termined Intervals. Mid means comprising a clockwork ; a
plurality of normally open switches Interposetl in Mid
<ircult adapte<l. through the me.Ham of Mid clockwork,
to be dosetl at pre<leternilae«l Intervals ; an additional
normally clo«e<l switch InterpoMed In mid -ircult ; means
adapted, upon operation of mM actuatins means to a
predetermine<l extent, to open said additional switch

;

and electrical means for subsequently releasing Mid addi-
tional switch for the return thereof to dosed position,
substantially as described.

4. In an automatic control mechanism of the class d"-
•crlbetl. the combination with a meml>er to be moved, of
a Bain electric circuit : actuating means interposed In
Mid circuit adapted, when Mid circuit is r|oi»e<l. to l>e

operated to effect actuation of Mid member: means for
automatically making and breaking said circuit at prede-
termined intervals, said means comprising a clockwork ;

a plurality of normally r.pen switches lnterpo«e<l in said
circuit adapte<l. through th»- iiietltum of Mid clockwork.
to be closed at predetermlneil intervals; an additional
normally closed switch Interposed In mI<1 circuit : means
adapted, upon operation of said actuating means to a
preiietermlned extent, to open Mid additional switch ; a
normally open supplemental clnult : means interpn*<>4l In
aid supplemental circuit adapted, upon closing of Mid
•wppleiiiental circuit to release Mid additional switch to
permit return of the Mme to cloned position ; and a switch
••ntrolled by Mid clockwork for < losing saUl Mippleniental
rlrrult at predetermiu'-d Intervals, substantially as de-
scribed.

5 In an automatic .ontrol me<hanism of the claM de-
srrllHHl, the combination with a member to he move«l. of
a HMta eleetrlc clrrait : actuating means lnterpos.d In

Mid circuit adaptefl. when «al<l circuit I* rlof»e<l. to l>e

•»pera^>d to effect actuation of said meml>er : means for
automatically making and breaking Mid circuit at pre-
determined Intervals. Mid means '-omprislng a clockwork

;

a plnrallty of normally open swU< hes Interposed in Mid
circuit adapted, through the me<|lum of Mid clo<'kwork,
to be closed at predetermined Intervals, an a<ldltlonal
normally < losed switch Interposed In mM Ircult : means
adapted, upon operation of s«ti| actuaflng means to a
predetermined extent, to op.-n said additional swit. h : a
Bormally open supplemental circuit: means interposeil
In Mid supplemental circuit adapted, npon cloMng of said
supplemental circuit to release Mid additional switch to
permit return of the Mme to closed position ; means for
closing Mid supplemental circuit at pre<leternilned Inter-
vals, Mid means comprising a normally open swltth In-

terpose<l In Mid supplemental circuit: and a hand on Mid
clockwork for closing Mid last mentioned .switch, sub-
stantially as described.

«. In an automatic control mechanism of the clasa de-
)»erll)ed. the combination with a member to be moveit.
of an e|e<tTlc circuit, means Interposeil In Mid circuit
adapted, when Mid circuit Is closed, to effect actuation
of Mid member: means for automatically making and
breaking mid circuit at prf-determlnwl Intervals. Mid
means comprising a clockwork : a plurality of sw1tch'>fl

Interposed in Mid rlrmlt : hands on Mid clockwork adapt-
e<l to actuate Mid switches ; additional switch mechanism
lnterpose<l In Mid circuit and operable by Mid clockwork
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to tloae and open tbe aaiue at longer Intervals than Mid

before mentioned witches: and indicator bauds and co-

operating time graduations, arranged for cooperation with

Mid last mentioned additional switch mechanism, sub-

tantlally as described.

(Claims 1, 3. and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.228.994. SAFETY CATCH. .loHN C. Wacha. Provi-

dence. R. I., assignor to George H. Cahoone Company,

a Corporation of Rhode Island. Filed Dec. 18. 191R.

Serial No. 1.17.525. (Cl. 24—158.)

1.228.996. SLIDE-BOLT. ABTBCa A. Waltckh, Kich-

Hjond. Melbourne. Victoria, Australia, assignor to

Charles Jenkin Parnham, Melbourne. Victoria, Aus-

tralU. Filed Mar. 3. 1917. Serial No. 152,301. <C1.

16—65.

»

£
4^
4t^

/T ,tf ± /'ft

^ti
/7

^
1. In a pin. the combination with the body and pin

tonfoe. of a sleeve fixed to the body in the path of the

tongue provided with a longitudinal slot and a vertical

•lot extending from the first slot, a helical spring within

the sleeve, a tube slldably and rotatably mounted in tbe

tube within the spring, and a thumb piece on the tube

registering in the first slot.

(Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the rraxette.l

,JIU2

1.228.995. BOLT MECHANISM. Damii. WaT.tkr. Hove.

England. Hied Mar. 20, 1916. Serial No. 85.517.

(G. 16—64.)

1. The combination with a door or the like, a bolt slld-

ably mounted therein, of an operating lever < onslstlng of

a spherical intermediate portion, and diametrically oppo-

sitely extending arms projecting from Mid spheri<al por-

tion, a cylindrical casing fitted into the face of the door

and having a seml-spberlcal socket therein, the spherical

portion of uld lever plvotally mounted In Mid socket,

one arm of said lever projecting Inwardly and loosely en-

gaging Mid bolt, tbe other arm projecting through the

face of the door, a plate slldably mounted on the door and

having a slot through which said last mentlone<l arm

projects, said slot having perpendicular branch slots at

each end, whereby the operating lever may be held In

locked or unlocked position.

2. Tbe combination with a slldable bolt, of an operat-

ing lever consisting of a spherical body portion rotatably

mounted on a pivot, said pivot held In a cylindrical casing

having a seml-spberlcal socket to receive said body por-

tion of the lever, said lever having diametrically oppo-

sitely projecting arms, one arm engaging Mid bolt, the

other arm projecting outwardly and forming a handle to

operate the lever and spring means engaging the lK)lt en-

gaging arm to bold Mme against normal shocks.

3. A bolt mechanism for doors comprising a l>olt slld-

ably monnte<1 In the door and a passage extending from

tbe bolt to the face of the door, a bushing fitted In said

pasMge and baring a guldeway on Its outer face. Mid

bushing also having a seml-spberlcal socket therein and

within the door body, an operating lever consisting of a

spherical intermediate portion plvotally mounted vlt^ln

uld socket and diametrically oppositely extending arms

projecting from the spherical portion, one arm of said

lever projecting Inwardly and loosely engaging Mid l>olt.

the other arm projecting through the outer end of the

bushing to constitute a handle, and a locking plate

mounted in the guldeway at tbe outside of Mid bushing

to bold uld handle In locked or unlocked position.

289 O. C—14

1. In a lock, the combination, with a bolt casing having

a transverse slot ; of a bolt slldable in said casing, to pro-

ject its outer end Into, or withdraw it from, a keeper ;

said bolt being provldeii with a lateral handle which ex-

tends outwardly through uld slot, and with a circumfer-

ential groove having a cam-shaped bottom wall ; and a de-

tent for cooperation with said groove adapted to auto-

matically snap thereinto when the bolt Is In Its projected

position, to lock said bolt against withdrawal ; tbe cam
wall of said groove being adapted to directly and auto-

matically force "uld detent out of the groove when said

bolt Is rotated by manipulation of its handle while still

maintaining its fully-projected position.

2. In a lock, the combination, with a bolt casing having

front and read spaced, parallel, transverse slots and a pair

of outwardly-projecting, longitudinal spurs connecting

the ume : of a bolt slldable In said casing to project its

outer end Into, or withdraw It from, a keeper ; said bolt

l>elng provided with a lateral handle which extends out-

wardly of the casing and Is engaged, In Its projected and

retracted positions, In the front and rear slots respec-

tively, and being also provided with a circumferential

groove having a cam-shaped bottom wall ; and a detent for

cooperation with said groove adapted to snap automati-

cally therein when the bolt is in Its projected position, to

lock Mid bolt against withdrawal ;
^he cam wall of said

groove being adapted to force said detent out of the

groove when Mid bolt Is rotated by manipulation of Its

handle, uld handle having a limited lateral movement in

Mid front slot so a» to bring said groove out of registra-

tion with said detent and thereby permit the withdrawal

of tbe bolt.

3. In a lock, the combination, witb a bolt casing having

front and read spaced, parallel, transverse slots and a pair

of outwardly-projecting, longitudinal spurs connecting the

Mme ; of a bolt slldable In mid casing to proje( t its outer

end Into, or withdraw It from, a keeper ;
said bolt being

provided with a lateral handle which extends outwardly

of the casing and is engaged. In Its proJe( ted and retract-

ed positions, In the front and rear slots respectively, and

being also provided with a circumferential groove located

lnterme<llate the ends thereof and having a cam-shaped

bottom wall ; and « detent disposed within uld casing for

cooperation with uld groove, adapted to snap automati-

cally therein when tbe bolt is in its projected position, to

\<xk Mid bolt against withdrawal ; the cam wall of uld

groove being adapte<l to force said detent out of the

groove when uld bolt Is rotatad by manipulation of Its

handle, uld handle baring a limited lateral movement In

uld front slot so as to bring uld groove out of registra-

tion with mid detent and thereby permit tbe withdrawal

of the bolt.

[Claims 4 and B not printed In the Gasette.]

1.228.997. LINOLEUM PRODUCT AND PROCESS OF
MAKING THE SAME. J08«p» W. Weab, Philadel-

phia. Pa., assignor to Thomas Potter, Sons &. Co., Inc.,

Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed Jan. 24. 1917. Serial No. 144.147. (Cl. 154—40.)

1. The Insole comprising a sheett-d linoleum compo-

sition body, coatings of water proof paint adhering to the

faces thereof, and coverings of woven fabric adhering to

uld coatings.

2. The process which consists in passing sheets of

fabric having water-proof coatings snd linoleum coraposl-
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tlon between heated calendering rolls with the coatings of
said fabrics In contact with the composition fed between
the sheets, and heating and pressing the sheets and com-
position so as to sheet the latter, soften the coatings and
cause the same to adhere to the composition.

8. The process which consists In applying to a sheet of
linoleum composition a fabric having a coating of water-
proof paint In contact with the composition, subjecting
the coating to sufficient temperature to soften It, and
pressing the fabric and composition so as to caase the
coating to adhere to the composition.

1.228.998. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATOR. Frank A.
Webb. Trotection, Kans. Filed Apr. 20, 1916. Serial
No. 22,621. (CI. 48—46.)

1. An acetylene gas generator Including a carbW holder
having an outlet in one of Its sides near its lower end, a
valve locate<l below the lower end of said holder and ex-
tending In two directions beyond said side and having a
receiving and a discharging end. means establishing a
pivotal connection between said valve and holder at a
point to one side of said outlet, said valve normally occu-
pying an inclined position with its receiving end lower-
most and on that side of the bolder in which the outlet
is located, means for raising said receiving end in the
direction of said side of the holder to discharge the con-
tents of the valve, a plate carried by said valve for cutting
off the supply of carbld when said valve is in discharging
position, a vertical rear wall hingpd at Its lower end to
the receiving end of the valve, and means for supporting
the upper end of said wall and for holding said wall
against movement bodily in the direction of said side of
the holder during the movement of the valve into dis-
charging position whereby to prevent the packing of the
carbld between said rear wall, said side of the holder and
said plate so as to insure a free and complete discharge
of the carbld from the valve.

2. An acetylene gas generator Including a carbld holder
having an outlet in one of Its sides near its lower end, a
valve located below the lower end of said holder and ex-
tending in two directions beyond said sld<> and having a
receiving and a discharging end. means establishing a
pivotal connection between said valve and holder at a
point to one side of said outlet, said valve normally occu-
pying an inclined position with its receiving end lower-
most and on that side of the holder in which the outlet
is located, means for raising said receiving end in the
direction of said side of the holder to discharge the con
tents of the valve, a plate carried by said valve for ahut-

tlng off the supply of carbld when said valve Is In dis-

charging position, a vertical rear wall hinged at its lower
end to the receiving end of said valve, and means con-
nected to said raising means and to the upper end of said
rear wall, said last named means supporting the upper end
of said wall and holding said wall against movement bod-
ily in the direction of said side of the holder during the
movement of the valve into discharging position, whereby
to prevent the packing of carbld between said rear well,

said side of the holder and said plate .«o as to Insure a free
and complete discharge of the carbld from the valve.

1.228,999. SHAKINC; GRATE FOR FURNACES. H«a-
MAs R. Webbb. Denver. Colo., assignor to The Economy
Furnace Company, Denver, Colo., a Corporation of
Colorado. Filed Sept. 13. 1915. Serial No. 50.298.
(01. 126—176.)

In a grate the combination of grate l>ars, side and in-
termediate supporting bars In which the grate bars are
journaled, the intermediate bar being composed of a body
member having sockets open at the top to receive the
grate bar Journals, and a removable filler member applied
to the top of the body member and having part sockets for
the grate bar trunnions, and means for removably aecuring
the filler member in place, said last named means com-
prising U-straps passing through registering openings in
the two members of the bar. and a retaining pin passing
through registering perforations formed In the body mem-
ber and the arms of the atrap.

1,229,000. MOWIN<; - MACHINE. Walt«b F. Wblch,
Jamaica. N. Y. Filed Sept. 21, 1916. Serial No.
121.449. (CT, 5e—19.)

1. A mowing machine comprising a horizontal shaft
having a downwardly directed Inner end. superimposed
fixed and movable cutters carried by said end. a disk se-

cured on the shaft and having bearings projecting toward
the outer end thereof, a pair of alined shafts rotatably
mounted in said bearings and extending transversely in

respect to the other shaft, driving pinions on the outer
ends of said alined shafts. mutllate<l gears on the Inner
ends thereof, a rack bar carried by the Inner end of the
movable cutter and adapted to be alternately engaged by
said mutilated gears, and a drlvlnx wheel rotaubly
mounted on the shaft and having a gear ring meshing with
said driving pinions.

2. A mowing machine comprising a horiiontal shaft
having a downwardly directed inner end. superimposed
fixed and movable cutters carried by said end, a disk se-

cured on the shaft and having upper and lower bearings
projecting toward the outer end thereof, said shaft having
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a bearing opening alined with said bearings, an operating
baft passing through said bearings and said opening, a
driving pinion on the upper end of said shaft and a mu-
tilated Rear on the lower end thereof, an additional bear-
ing projecting from the lower portion of the disk toward
the outer end of the first named shaft, a stub shaft ro-

tatably mounted in said additional bearing and alined
with said operating shaft, a driving pinion on the lower
end of said stub shaft, and a mutilate<l gear on the upper
end thereof, a rack carried by the inner end of the mov-
able cutter and adapted to be alternately engaged by the
two mutilsted gears, and a driving wheel rotatably mount-
ed on the shaft and having a gear ring meshing with the
two driving pinions.

3. A mowing machine comprising a horizontal shaft
having a downwardly directed Inner end equipped on Its

lower terminal with an elongated shoe plate extending
transversely of the line of travel of the machine, superim-
posed fixed and movable cutters mounted on said shoe
plate, a wheel rotatably mounted on the horizontal portion
of the shaft, and driving connections between said wheel
and the movable cutter for reciprocating the latter.

4. A mowing machine comprising fixed and movable
sickle bars coOperatlnK with each other, a rack carried by
one end of the movable sickle bar, a pair of alined shafts
having mutilated gears on one end for alternate engage-
ment with said rack to reciprocate said movable alckle bar,
pinions on the other ends of said alined shafts, and a
driving wheel having a gear ring meshing at diametrically
opposite points with said pinions for simultaneously driv-
ing them in opposite directions.

5. A mowing machine comprising a wheel supported
structure, H flxeil and a movable sickle bar carried thereby,
a rack bar secured to the movable sickle bar and having
teeth on one side, a pair of mutilated gears for alternate
engagement with said teeth to reciprocate the removable
sickle bar. and means operable from one or more wheels of
the aforesaid structure for simultaneously driving both
geara In opposite dlre«t1ons.

,

1,229,001. ROTARY INTERNAL - COMBUSTION EN
OINE. Hcoo C. W«LL, New York, N, Y., assignor of
forty one-hundredths to Frederick A. B. Melnhardt,
New York. N. Y. Filed Sept. 19, 1914. Serial No.
862.493. (CI. 128—16.)

L
1 In an engine of the class described, a rotor having

chambers extending through the periphery of the rotor
and air passages apaced from the chambers and extending
through the sides of the rotor, h casing in which the rotor
is disposed and provided with a chaml>er having an end
wall and an exhaust, means for charging the chambers of

the rotor with a combustible mixture, means for igniting
the combustible mixture In the chambers In the rotor adja
cent the chamber of the casing an«l ports In the casing
with which the ends of the air passages in the rotor
register periodically with the rotation of the rotor.

2. In an engine of the class described, a rotor having
chambers which extend through the walls of the rotor.

the rotor having portions separating the chambers from
each other, there being guldeways in the rotor, a casing la
which the rotor Is disposed and provided with a chamber
having an abutment wall, with which the chambers In the
rotor communicate, pistons in the guldeways. means for
moving the pistons into the chamber in the casing, means
for charging the chambers of the rotor with a combustible
mixture, means for igniting the combustible mixture In

the chambers of the rotor adjacent the chamber in the
casing and a port in the casing with which the chambers
in the rotor communicate for the purpose specified.

3. In an engine of the class described, a stator having
an abutment, a rotor having a chamber extending through
an end of the rotor, a piston on the rotor disposed ad-
jacent the chamber, means at the end of the rotor for ig-

niting the combustible mixture in the chamber, the rotor
having a channel permitting the escape of the gases of
combustion from the rotor chamber to the space betweeo
the piston and the abutment, the adjacent surfaces of the
stator and rotor being eccentric at one side for com-
pressing between them a combustible mixture which may
flow through the channel in the rotor to the rotor
cliamber.

4. In an engine of the class described, a rotor having
chambers extending through Its periphery, a casing in
which the rotor Is disposed and provided with a chamber
having an end wall and an exhaust, means for charging
the chambers of the rotor with a combustible mixture,
there being a groove in the casing extending from the
chamber therein, and affording communication with the
chambers in the rotor before they reach the chamber in the
casing with the rotation of the rotor, and a piston on the
rotor disposed periodically at the ctiamber in the casing to-

be acted on by expanding gases abutting against the end.
wall of the chamber in the casing.

6. In an engine of the class deacribed, a atator having
an abutment, a rotor having a chamber extending through
the end of the rotor, a piston on the rotor disposed ad-
jacent the chamber, and means at the end of the rotor for
igniting the combustible mixture in the chamber, the rotor
having a channel permitting the escape of the gaaea of
combustion from the rotor chamber to the space between,
the piston and the abutment.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,229,002. COMBINED TIE AND LADDER-RUNG MEM^-
BER FOR SILOS AND THE LIKE. Gilbebt B. Wick-
BBSHAif, Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Diamond Forging
& Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 1, 1914. Serial No^
864,524. (CI. 72—6.)

1. A combined tie and rung member for silos and the
like, comprising a piece of metal pipe having plugged end
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portions bent at an anfie to the axis ot tbe pip«> to form
a circular connectlnr boss, tbe cross sectional area of tbe

metal at the end portions beiog aubotantlally «>qual to the

ero«s sectional area of tbe pipe and having flattened por-

tions between Mid projections and the Intermediate por-

tion uf the pipe, substantially as described.

2. A combined tie and rung memtter for silo* and tbe
like, comprising a piece of hollow metal pipe having plugs
iUMTteil in its end portion.* and said end portions ttent at

an angle to the axis of the pipe to form a circular connect-

ing boss. tb»> croHK iMH-tlonal area of the metal at the end
portions being substantially equal to the cross sectional

area of the pipe and luu'lng flattened portions t>etween

said projections and the bo<ly of the pipe, the end por-

tions of the pipe carrying said projections being also tient

In a generally curved direction, substantially as described.

3. A combined tie and rung member for alios and the

like, coniprl.sing a piece of metal pipe having plugged end
portions bent at an angle to the axis of the pipe, the croaa
siectional area of the metal at the end portions being sub-

•tantialiy eqnal to the cross sectional area of the pipe,

and having flattened portions between the projections and
the lntprm<diate portion of the pipe, said flattened por-
tions extending nnder the plugs, and the bottom thereof
being approximately flush with the t>ottom of the central

portion, the upper layer of each tlattenetl portion at the

ends being bent upon itself underneath the plug ; substan-
tially as described.

1.229.003. CLIMBING-HAR.NESS. Cheihtian Wimtm.
nskaioosa. Iowa. Filed Apr. 11. I9ia Serial No.

. 90.361. (CI. 227—8.)

In a cllniblnn harness of the character described, a

supporting strap, a shoe over which said strap Is fitted,

said shoe extending substantially transversely of the i>ole,

a plurality of lugs or projections extending from said shoe
at difTerent points, said lugs being arranged to engage the
pole at a plurality of angles whereby the shoe may more
freely slide along the pole and antifriction balls arrangetl
in said lugs, said twils being constantly In position to en-
gage a pole with which tbe harness is used.

1,229.004. CONSTRUCTION OF SUBMARINE VESSELS.
Harold Edoar Yarhow, Scotstoun, Glasgow, Scotland.
Filed Aug. 1. 1916. Serial No. 112,612. (CI. 114—16.)

1. In a submarine vessel, of the type in which the hull

Is approximately in the form of a tube of annular cross

section, external plates connected by longitudinal and
transverse butt straps adapted to sustain, without the
addition of transverse frames, the binding moments and
external pressure to which the vessel Is exposed, substan-
tially as described.

2. In a submarine vessel, of the type In which the hull
is approximately 1b the form of a tube of anaalar cross
MctloD, external plates connected by longltodlnal and

transverse butt t>traps adapted to sustain, without the
addition of transverse frames, tbe bending moments
and external pressure to which the vessel is expose*!, the
ends of at least some of the plates t>elng ttent inward in

order to provide for the attachment of tbe various tlttlnga

to the interior of the vessel without tbe provision of
rlveta passing through the hull, substantially as de-
scritted.

3. In a submarine vessel, of the type in which the hull

is approximately In the form of a tube of annular cross

Mertlon, external plates connected by longltiHllnal an<1

transverse butt straps which are flangeil at each end and
are adapted to sustain, without the addition of trans-

verse frames, tbe t>ending moments and external pressure
to which tbe vexitel is expose<i, substantially as described.

1.229,005. RAIL JOINT. Joh.v Zahiraxec, Newcomer.
I'a. Filed Sept. 15, 1916. Serial No. 120.267. (CI.

2:»9—11.)

P T

1. A device of the class described comprising In com-
bination with rails having perforations therethrough,

frusto-conlcal pins projecting through the said perfora-

tions, a securing plate having an open side positioned In

contact with the said wet>8 and having depending flanges

provided with outwardly flaring semicircular receiving-

sockets overlying the said pins, socket plates having out-

wardly flaring sockets underlying the said pins and
fanges and retaining wedge strips securely positioned
beneath the said Kocket plates.

2. A device of the claaa desrrlheti comprising In com-
bination with rails having perforations therethrough,
frusto-conlcal pins projecting through the said perfora-
tions, a securing plate having an open side positioned
In contact with the said web^ and having depending
flanges provided with outwardly flaring semicircular re-

ceiving sockets overlying the said pins, socket plates hav-
ing outwardly flaring sockets underlying the said pins
anil flanites. retaining wedge strips securely positioned be-

neath the socket plates, sprlng-preaaed locking pawls car-

rleil by the lower faces of the said socket plates, the up-
per fa<-e of the said wedr*" strips tx'lng provided with
toothed portions having paths of movement transversely
of the said pawls and releasing means for tbe said pawla.

•S. A joining means for rail ends ••omprislntr a flsb plate
engaging the webs of said rails at one side thereof, a se-

curing plate having a cut away tread portion, and engag-
ing tbe opposite side of tbe said webs and having aa
open side adjacent thereto and being further provided
with a base flange overlying the adjacent t)ase flanges

of the said rail ends, depending flanges carried by the
said seciirinir plate and having outwardly flaring receiv-

ing sockets terminating at the said open side of the said

plate, beailetl securing pins extending through the »ald
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fish plate and rail webs and having frusto-conlcal portions

projecting through the opening of the aaid securing plate

and positioneil within the said flange sockets, anri retalnlnK
means for the said pins removably carried by the said

securing plate.

4. A Joining means for rail ends comprising a flsb plate
engaging tbe webs of said rails at one side thereof, a secur-
ing plate having a cut-away treed portion, and engaging
the opposite side of tbe said webs and having an open side

adjacent thereto and being further provided with a base

flange overlying the adjacent base flanges of the said rail

ends, depending flanges carried by the said securing plate
and having outwardly flaring receiving sockets terminating
at the open side of the said plate, headed securing pins ex
tending through the said flsb plate and rail webs and hav
Ing frusto-conlcal portions projecting through the open-
ing: of the said securing plate and positioned within the
said flange sockets, outwardly arranged spaced strengthen
Ing ribs upon the said securing plate, the said securing
plate being provldeil with a mounting base having a cen-
tral enlargement arrange<l between the said ribs and in-

clined upwardly toward the said open side of the securing
plate, corner posts carried by the said mounting base
and connecting with the said securing plate, flanges mar-
ginally of the open side of the said aei-urini: plate, and a
retaining plate and a strip for the said pins removably
mounted upon the aald faces.

5. A Joining means for rail ends comprising a fish plate
engaging the webs of said rails at one side thereof, a se-

curing plate having a cut away tread portion, and engag-
ing the opposite side of the said webs and having au open
side adjacent thereto and being further provided with a
linse flange overlying the adjacent base flanges of the said
rail ends, depending flanges carried by tbe said securing
plate and having outwardly flaring receiving sockets
terminating at tbe open side of the said plate. heade<l
s«'<urlng pins extending through the said flsb plate and
rail webs and having frusto-conlcal portions projecting
through the opening of the said securing plate and po
sitloued within the said flange sockets, outwardly arrange.;
spaced strengthening ribs upon the said securing plate,
the sabl securing plate being provided with a mounting
base having a central enlargement arranged between thi'

said rll)s and inclined upwardly toward the said open side
of the securing plate, corner posts carried by the said
mounting bases and connecte<l to the said securing plate, a
ocket plate positioned between the said ribs and beneath
the said flanges and arranged with receiving sockets for
the said pins at points beneath the sockets of the said
flanges and having end notched portions in abutting en
gagenient with the said posts, a tapered wedge strip

flatly positioned upon the said base beneath the aaid
socket plate and having corner notches In engagement
with the said posts when the device is operatively posl
tioned. and automatic locking means between the aald
socket plate and wedge strip.

I

1.229.006. TlE-Ur STAND FOR MAIL. JOHW A. Zbh
WER. Alma. Tex. Filed July 12. 1916. Serial No.
108.910. (CL 211—86.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a base Including a pair of verically space<l plates
formed from a single sheet of metal, of a pair of speced
guides extending upwardly from one end thereof, a plate
mounted between the first mentlone<1 pair of plates. Bpace<l
guides carrle<l by said last mentioned plate, and means
for arresting the movement of the guides In e«ch direction.

(Claim 2 not printed in tbe Gazette.)

1,229.007. DAVDT-ROLL. Hekbeut Ai.Bno. West Spring-
field. Mas8. Filed Mar. 1, 1917. Serial No. 151.707.
(CI. 92—»8.)

1. In a dandy roll, an expansible and contractlble open-
work frame comprising circular concavo-convex spring
plates having radial slits extending from their outer edges
toward but not entirely to, their centers, forming seg-
mental sections having arc shaped outer edges, sets of
longitudinal wires secured to the arc shaped edges of the
sections, series of partially encircling wires, those of a
given series being secured to a corresponding set of the
longitudinal wires and being extended for overlapping and
unattached relations with longitudinal wires of adjacent
sets, and means for varying the degree of the convexity
of the spring plates, to consequently vary their diametrical
illnienslon and that of the dandy roll frame.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Oaiette.l

1.229.008. HYDROCARBON BURNER. Fba.nk A. Al^
LiNor.K, Los Angeles. Cal.. assignor of one-third to Chris-
tian Vole and one-third to Karl A. Lott. T^s .Angeles.
Cal. Filed Dec. 27. 191.'). Serial No. 68.664. Renewed
Feb. 6. 1917. Serial No. 146.984. (CI. 158—74.)

1. A hydrocarbon burner, comprising a body member
formed with a tubular mixing chamber for fuel nieau). for
delivering steam eccentrically to said tubular chamber, an
expansion chamber conuecteil with said mixing chaml»er.
an air chamber with ita outlet adjacent the outlet of said
expansion chamber, said air chamber so arrange*! that the
air discharged therefrom will follow a path Inclined and
meeting the path of fuel discharged from said expansion
chamber, and steam ports connected to said air <bamber
to deliver steam thereinto and induce a flow of air there-
through.

2. A hydrocarbon burner, comprising a bmly member
formed with complementary tubular mixing chambers ar-
ranged parnllel to each other, means for delivering steam
eccentrically to said tubular chambers, an expansion cham-
ber with which 8al<l mixing chamlK-r connects, an air
chamber adjacent said expansion chamber and having an
outlet disposed contiguous to said expansion chamber out-
let, and directing air at an Inclination to the fuel dis-
charged.

3. A hydrocarbon burner, comprising a body member
forme<l with complementary tubular mixing .hiimbers nr-
ranged parallel to each other, means for delivering steam
c>( centrlcally to said tubular chambers, an expansion cham-
ber with which wild mixing chamber cc»nne»-t8. an air
chamber adjacent said expansion chamlM-r and having an
outlet disposed contiguous to said eximnslon chamber out-
let, and directing air at an inclination to the fuel dis-
charged, and steam ports connected to t*ald air chamber
to deliver steam thereinto and Induce a flow of air there-
through.

4. A hydrocarbon burner, comprising a body member
formed with oomplementary tubular mixing chamber' ar-
ranged parallel to each other, means for dellverln;; oil to
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chambers, means for deliverlns steam eccentrically to

4ach of said mixing chambers and in opposite directions,

ao p.xpansloD chamber communicating with said mixing
chambers, an air chamber below said expansion chamber,
said air chamber having a bottom wall Inclined upwardly
toward the exjMinsion chamber.

5. A hydrocarbon burner, comprising a body member
formed with complem»'ntary tubular mixing chambers ar-

ranged parallel to each other, means for delivering oil to

aald chambers, means for delivering steam eccentrically to

each of said mixing chambers and in opposite directions,

an cxpnnslon chamber communicating with said mixing
chambers, an air chamber below said expansion chamber,
said air chamber having a bottom wall inclined upwardly
toward the expansion chamber, and steam ports connected
to said air chamber to deliver steam thereto and Induce a
flow of air therethrough.

1.229,«109. PUMPINO-ENOINE. Jesse H. Allison, El
Pa.«o, Tex., assignor of twenty-flve one-hundredths to

Joseph F. Allison and ten one-hundredths to Edward
Dugan, El Paso, Tex. Filed June 7, 1915. Serial No.
32.691. (CI. 121—25.)

The combination of a rotary shaft, an annular series of

cylinders encircling said shaft and having their major
axes parallel to the axis of said shaft, reciprocatory pis-

tons In said cylinders, shoes carried by said pistons and
arranged for oscillatory movement In relation thereto on
axe-i perpendicular to the path of movement of the pistons,

said shoes being formed with diametrical slots, and a cam
on said shaft having a spiral projecting thread designed
and arranged in such cooperative relation to the slots of
the shoes of said pistons that the cam and pistons alter-

nately act to produce a rotary motion of the shaft and a
reciprocatory movement of the pistons.

1,229,010. CULTIVATOR. Rudolph J. Altoblt. Buenos
Aires, Argentina, assignor to Oliver Chilled Plow Works.
South Bend, Ind. Filed Feb. 26, 1915. Serial No.
10,786. (CI. 97—36.)

1. In a wheeled cultivator, the combination with a

frame, arch axle members, and wheels, of cultivator beams
attached directly to and supported by the upright por-

tions of said arch axle members, a rock shaft mounted on

the feame and provided with arms, connections between
each of said arms and the upright portions of the respective
arch axle members, an operating lever secured to said
rock shaft, and means for locking said lever.

2. In a wheeled cultivator, the combination with a
frame, crank axle members separately mounted on said
frame, and wheels receiving the Journal portions of said
crank axle members, of a beam attached directly to and
supported by the upright portion of each crank axle
member, a rock-shaft provided with arms, rods connected
with the respective crank-axle members, adjustable con
nectlons between each of said rods and one of the arms
of the rock-shaft, and means for operating said rock
shaft.

[Claims 8 to 9 not prlnteil In the Gasette.]

1,2 2 9.011. COMBINATION FOOD AND WATER
COOLER. William N. Amsraby. Los Angeles, and
Thalbs D. Stbwabt. Ocean Psrk. Cal. Filed Apr. 19,

1916. Serial No. 92.226. (CI. 45—134.)

1. A food cooler comprising a cylindrical chamber made
of porous walls, said chamber having a convex top and
a dished bottom, a chamber supporting pan, a water
sealed outlet port leading from the bottom of said cham-
ber to the bottom of said pan, a lateral door in said cham-
ber, a series of ventilating openings clrcumferentially ar-

rangwl near the top of said chaml>er. a series of ventllat-

laS openings arranged in the lateral walls of said pan and
below the bottom of said chamt>er, a drainage port in said

pan and a source of water In contact with said convex top.

2. A food cooler comprising a chamber made of porous
walls, said chamlter having a convex top and a dished t>ot-

tom, a chamber supporting pan, an outlet port leading
from said bottom to said pan, a lateral door in said

chamber, a series of ventilating openings arranged near
the top of said chamber and a series of ventilatlug open-
ings in said pan below the bottom uf said chaml>er and
a source of water in contact with the convex top of said

chamber.

3. A food cooler comprising a chamber made of i>orous
walls, a water compartment on the top thereof and sepa-
rated therefrom by the porous top of said chamber, a
series of veotllating openings arranged in the top of said

chamber, said chaml>er having a dished bottom provided
with a water .sealeil outlet port at its lowest point, a
closed chaml>er supporting said flrst named chamber and
provided with ventilating paaaages whereby the outer face

of said b<ittom is cooled.

4. A food cooler comprising a cooling chamber made of
porous wAlls, a water compartment in the top thereof snd
separated therefrom by a porous partition wall, said

chamber being provided with a series of ventilating open-
ings and having a bottom ma<le of porous material pro-
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Tided with a water sealed outlet port, a closed chamber
supporting said cooling chamber and provided with ven-

tilating [Mssages whereby the outer face of said bottom Is

cooled.

5. A food cooler comprising a cooling chamber having
porous side walls and a porous bottom, a water compart-
ment arranged at the top of said chamber, a water sealed

outlet port in said bottom and a support for said chamber
having ventilating passages near said bottom whereby the

outer face of said bottom Is cooled.

l.:»29,012. (JREASE-CUP. Horace E. Argo, Oak Park,

111. Filed Mar. 12, 1917. Serial No. 154,241. (CI.

184—69.)

A device of the character specifle<1. adapted for use with

oil cups for oiling bearings for shafts and the like, and
comprising a funnel-shaped member having a concave per-

forate top, the flaring portion uf the said member being

adapted to engage within the cup at the bottom thereof

and to support the funnel-shaped member with the lower

end thereof touching the part to be oiled, said lower end

t>elng notched to form a series of teeth or points for

touching the object to be lubricated.

1.229,013. IJARMEXT SLPl'ORTER. George W. Arm
TRONo. Salem. Oreg. Filed Feb. 21, 1917. SeHal No.

150,237. (a. 24—73.)

A device of the class ilcscribed comprising an lnverte«I

U-shaped member adapted to be booked over the waist

band of a pair of trousers and to have its sides disposed on
opposite sides of the same, said sides of said member l>eing

compo8e<l of a pair of straps, the corresponding straps of

each pair being integrally unite*! with each other at their

upper ends by comparatively wide portions forming the

bend of said member, the lower ends of the straps of each

pair being Integrally united with each other by enlarged

portions having registering apertures therein, a rivet

having its ends disposed in said apertures, said rivet being

adapt***] to extend through the waist band of the trousers

to prevent the memt>er from t>ecoming disengaged with the

same, and an upwardly extending hook Integrally formed

with the upper edge of the enlarged portion which unites

the lower ends of the straps constituting the side of said

member to be disposed upon the Inner side of the waist
band of the trousers to receive one of the supporting tabs

of a nether garment.

1,229,014. FIELD-CONTROL SWITCH. WiNriELD A.

Atwood, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed June
28, 1918. Serial No. 776,282. (CI. 175—

281.

J

1. In a control device, the combination with a main
switch, actuating means for closing said switch, latching

means for normally holding said switch closed, a pivot-

ally mounted tripping member, and means for moving said

tripping member about Its pivot Into a position to release

said latching means and permit said switch to open, of

an auxiliary switch, and a member pivotally connecting

said tripping member and said auxiliary switch for always
closing said auxiliary switch as said tripping member
moves to tripping position prior to the release of said

latching means and for opening said auxiliary switch prior

to the closing of said main switch.

2. In a control device, the combination with a main
switch, a pivotally mounted actuating member for closing

said switch, latching means for normally holding said

switch closed, and a pivotally mounted tripping member,
means for moving said member in one direction about Its

pivot to trip said latching means, said actuating member
acting to move paid member In the other direction to re-

turn said member to Initial position, and a connection

between said auxiliary switch and said tripping member
for closing said auxiliary switch prior to the release of

said main switch and for opening said auxiliary switch

before the closing of said main switch.

3. The combination with a main switch, an independ-

ently movable actuating member for closing said switch,

means for moving said actuating member to switch closed

position, latching means for holding said switch in closed

position, and an Independently movable tripping member
for releasing said latching means, of an auxiliary switch,

and means mechanically connecting said tripping member
and said auxiliary switch for always closing said auxil-

iary switch before said tripping member reach's into trip-

ping position.

4. The combination of two switches, actuating means
for closing one of said switches, latching means holding
the switch closed, a tripping member pivotally moval)le to

trip said latching means, and a link pivotally connected

between paid tripping meml>er and the other of aald

switches for transmitting the thrust of said tripping

member to said other switch and closing it before said

tripping member trips said latching means.

6. The combination with a double pole switch, an actu-

ating member movable to close said switch, a latching

toggle for holding said switch closed, and a separately

mounted tripping member movable Into position to col-

lapse said toggle and permit said switch to open, of an
auxiliary switch mounted between the poles of said double
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poI« switch, ami a conniN'tloo b«twe«n Mid tripping niem-
ber and said auxiliary "witch for closing said aaxlliary
switch prior to the tripping of raid douhle pole switch.

[Clalnj.x 6 to 15 not printeil In th** (>azi>tte.1

1.229.015. OVERSEAMINO MACHINE. SamcBL W.
A\i8. Hartford. Conn., assignor to Th«» Merrow Ma
chln«» Company, Hartford. Conn., a Corporatloc of

Connecticut. Piled Oct. 19. 1918. S^rtal No. 66.713.
(CI. 112—6.)

1. In a sewing machine including feeding mechanism
and trimming mechanism, an apertured feed element, a
rutting element, and a stationary support for the cuttin;:
elemenr extending laterally through the aperture in the
feed element.

2. In n sewing machine Including feeding mechanism
and trimming mechanism, an apertured feeding element
and an apertured cutting element, the feeding element ex-
tendlnjf into the aperture in the cutting element, and the
ruftlns element extending laterally Into the aperture in
the feeding element.

3. In a sewing machine Including feeding mechanism
and trimming mechanism, an apertured feeding elemi nt.
a cutting element, and an apertured support for the cut
ting element, the feeding element extending into the ap
erture in the support and the cutting element extending
laterally into the aperture in the feeding element.

4. In a sewing machine including feeding mechanism
anil trimming mechanism, an apertured feeding element, a
cutting eleimnt, a carrier for the cutting element, extend-
ing laterally through the aperture in the feeding element,
and means for supporting the carrier on opposite sides
of the feeding element.

5. In a sewing machine including feeding mechanlxm
.ind trimming mechanism, an apertured feeding element,
a cutter blad-^, a support for th>' cutter blade extending
through the aperture In the feeiiing element, means on
one side of the feeding element for clamping the cutter
blad'- and means on the other side f r r actuating the clamp-
ing means.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.)

l,22ft,01«. WINDOW LOCK AND LIFTER. Milton M.
B.\fiBV. Denver, Colo. Filed July 8, 1916. Serial No.
10«.144. (CI. 16—53.)
A window ioclting and raising deviw, comprising an In-

tegrally formed housing secured to the window frame, the
npper and lower sides of said honslng being open, a ful

crum plu horizontally disposed In said housing, a rertl-

cally disposed locking memher ext^•ndlng through said
housing, said locking member having a yolce intermediate
tts extremities in which said fulcrum pin is recelred, aa
Interlociting meml>er on the window casing, the lower ex-

tremity of Mid locking member having a hook thereon
adapted to engage with the said interlocklne member for
looking the window In closed ponition. the upper extremity
of said locking m«»ml>er t>elng curved to form a part
adapted to be engaged by the finger of the operator for
actuating the locking member out of locking relation with

\said interlocking member and for raising the said win-
dow, and the side of said housing having a depending
wing extending longitudinally with said locking member
and engageable by the lower part of taid locking meml>er
for sustaining said locking member In position to be en-
gageii by the Interlocking part.

1,229.017. CHURN OPERATINO DEVICE. Jasac R.
Ballogbr, Inman, 8. C. Filed Nov. 25. 1916. Serial
No. 133,410. (CI. 74—54.)

1. In a device of the class descrlbeil. a support, a main
driving shaft mounted for rotation relatively to said sup-
port, ratchet devices in spaced relation and mounted for
rotation on said shaft, a stay uniting said ratchet device*,
a spring disposed between said ratchet devices and con-
nected at one end to the shaft and at the other end to
said ratchet uniting stay, a yoke device Including side
portions in spaced relation mounted to oscillate on said
shaft externally of the ratchet devices and held from lat-

eral displacement thereby, and a pawl member pivoted be-
tween the sides of said yoke and engaging both of the
ratchet devices.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Onxette.l

1.229.01N. CURTAIN HAN«;KR. Tlakence ncsAW. Ham-
mond. N. T. FWed Aug. W. 1916. Serial No. 117.760.
(CI. 156—23.)
1. A <urt»ln hanger Incliidinu a po|." having Ihrt-aded

ends, blocks slldably mounted upon the end portions of
the pole and tfrmlnaring at their inner ends in enlarged
and vertically disposed sqnar- faces adapted to engage
and confine the curtain, th- outer ends of the blocks i>e-

Ing rounded, knobs thread»>d up«in the ends of the car-
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tain pole and engaging the roanded outer ends of the
blocks, horizontally disposed Inwardly curveil arms pro
Jectlng rearwardly from the blocks, and vertically elon

gatiKl jaws carried by the ends of the curved arms for

engagement with the sides of a window casing to support
the pole in operatire position.

^ ^
-MU

2. A curtain hanger including a pole, blocks applied to

the ends of the pole, one of the blocks being sUdable there-

on, means for forcibly moving the said slidable block to-

ward the opposite block, rearwardly projecting arms plr-

otally connected to the blocks, vertically elongated Jaws
carried by the arms and adapted to engage opposite sides

of a window casing, and springs acting upon the Jaws to

hold them In operative position.

1,229.019. AUTOMATIC SAFETY GATE-CI>OSING DE
VICE FOR FREIGHT ELEVATORS. MATHIW F.

BiKBSDuRr. Los Angeles. Cal. Flle<I Jan. 11, 1917. Se-

rial .No. 141,792. (CI. 187—59.)

u-S

1. The combination with an elevator gate having a

couuterlMtlandng weight, of a lock adapted to be operated
by the elevator for locking the weight down and holding
the gate up, said lock comprising a housing adapted to be

mounte<l in a pocket in the elevator shaft wall adjacent
the weight well, a bell crank plvotally mounted in the

housing, a locking dog plvotally mounted to one leg of

the bell crank and adapted to swing through the wall of

the housing into the weight well and hold the weight
from going up. a roller plate plvotally mounted In the
housing and carrying a pin for slldingly engaging the
other leg of the bell crank and extending through the op
poslte side of the housing from the locking dog, a roller

carrie«l by the outer end of the roller plate, and a cam
Ui>on the elevator for engaging the roller; so that when
the elevator is in position with the cam in tngagement
with the roller, with the gate elevated and the weight
down, the locking dog will hold the weight down and
hold the gate elevated.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,020. GEARING FOR HOISTING APPARATUS.
Lee Jackson Black. Beaumont. Tex. Filed May 11,

1916. Serial No. 96.819. (CI. 74—59.)

1. The combination of a driven shaft, clutch members
on the driven shaft, one of said clutch members having
a sliding and a driving connection with the shaft, and
the other clutch member being loose on the snaft. a driv-

ing shaft, a driving connection between the driving shaft
and the last-mentioned clutch member, and means for
transmitting motion to the driven shaft at a higher rate

of speed than the motion of the driving shaft, said means
comprising pulleys on the driven shaft and the driving
shaft. H friction wheel engageable with the pnlleys. and

means for controlling the friction wheel, the clutch mem-
bers having cooperating parts to disengage said mfmber*
when the driven shaft rotates at a higher rate of speed
than the driving shaft.

2. The combination of a driven shaft, clutch members
on the driven shaft, one of said clutch members having a
sliding and a driving connection with the shaft, and the

other clutch member being loose on the shaft, a driving

shaft, a driving connection between the driving shaft

and the last-mentioned clutch member, and means for

transmitting motion to the driven shaft at a higher rate

of speed than the motion of the driving shaft, said means
comprising pulleys on the driven shaft and the driving

shaft, a friction wheel engageable with the pulleys, and
means for controlling the friction wheel, the contiguous

portions of the clutch members being inclined to effect an
automatic disengagement when the driven shaft rotates at

a higher rate of speed than the driving shaft.

:i. The combination of a driven shaft, a driving shaft,

main and auxiliary driving connections between the
shafts, the auxiliary driving connection imparting to the
driven shaft a speed greater than the speeil of the driv-

ing shaft, and clutch members Included in the main driv-

ing connection, one of said clutch members having a slid-

ing and a driving connection with the driven shaft, the
contiguous portions of the clutch members being Inclined

to effect an automatic disengagement when the driven
shaft rotates at a higher rate of speed than the driving

shaft.

4. The combination of a driven shaft, clutch members
on said shaft, one of the clutch members having a slid-

ing and a driving connection with the shaft, and the other
clutch member being loose on the shaft, a driving shaft,

a driving connection between the driving shaft and the
last-mentioned clutch member, and means for transmitting
motion to the driven shaft at a higher rate of speed than
the motion of the driving shaft, the clutch members hav-
ing cooperating parts to disengage said members when
the driven shaft rotates at a higher rate of speed than the
driving shaft.

5. The combination of a driven shaft, clutch members
on said shaft, one of the clutch members having a sliding

and a driving connection with the shaft, and the other
clutch meml>er being looss. on the shaft, a driving shaft,

a driving connection between the driving shaft and the
last mentioned clutch member, and means for transmit-
ting motion to the driven shaft at a higher rate of speed
than the motion of the driving shaft, the contiguous por-
tions of the clutch members being inclined to effect an
automatic disengagement when the driven shaft rotates
at a higher rate of speed than the driving shaft.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.021. INSECT-TRAP. JaAN R. van J. Blinck.
Tampa. Fla.. assignor of one-half to William Gebhard
Broreln. Tampa, Fla. Filed Nov. 9, 1915, Serial No.
60.556. Renewed Mar. 1, 1917. Serial No. 151.813.
(CI. 43—22.)
1. An insect trap comprising a base of glass provided

with legs and a groove extending completely around the
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edge portion of Its upper sarface. a plarallty of integral
projections extending upward from the portion of said
upper surface bounded by said groove, said projections
being each provided with an opening extending through
the base, perforated metallic extensions terminating in

funnel-shaped tops mounted on said projections, each ex-

tension provided with an opening adapted to communicate
with the funnel of Its respective extension and the open-
ing in Its respective projection, a metallic sealing ball

mounted In each funnel-shaped top. and a cover mounted
in said groove and adapted to be aealed therein.

cg^^'F

2. An Insect trap comprising a base provided with legs
and having a groove extending completely around the edge
portion of its upper surface, a plurality of projections ex-
tending upward from the portion of said base bounded by
said groove and provided with an opening extending
through the tmse, extensions terminating in funnel-shaped
tops mounted in said projections, each extension provided
with an opening adapted to communicate with the funnel
of its respective extension and the opening In Its respective
projection, a sealing ball In said funnel-shaped top, and
a cover mounted in said groove and adapted to be sealed
therein.

8. An insect trap comprising a base provided with legs
and having a groove extending completely around the
edge portion of Its upper surface, a plurality of projec-
tions extending upward from the portion of said base
bounded by said groove, and provided with an opening
extending through the t)a8e extensions terminating in
funnel-shaped tops mounted on said projections, each ex-
tension provided with an opening adapted to communicate
with the funnel of Its respective axtension and the open-
ing In Its respective projection, a tealing member In said
funnel-shaped top. and a cover mounted In said groove
and adapted to b« sealed therein.

4. An Insect trap comprising a base having a periph-
eral groove and a plurality of Integral hollow projections
on Its upper surface, hollow extensions terminating in
funnel-shaped portions, the hollows In said projections
and extensions registering, the hollows of said projections
extending through the base, ball sealing members in said
funnel-shaped projections, and a cover mounted In said
groove.

5. An Insect trap comprising a base having a periph-
eral groove and a plurality of hollow projections in its

upper surface, hollow extensions terminating In funnels,
the hollows In said projections and extensions register-
ing, the hollows of said projections extending through
the base, sealing members in said funnels, and a cover
mounted In said groove.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Qasette.]

1.229.022. FLOWER BOX. Thomas P. Boujkb, Glouces-
ter. Mass. Filed Apr. 16. 1915. 8«rUl No. 21.646.
(CI. 47—41.)

1. A substantially rectangular flower box formed with
opposed ends and opposed sides and having a length con-
siderably greater than Its width. Tertically dlapoaed walls
arranged within the ends of the box and associated with
the ends thereof to provide vertical drainage and air
chambers which open through the top of th<« box and ex-
tend entirely from the top to the bottom of the box. and
longitudinally extending arched drainage strips applied
to the bottom of the box and communicating with the

before mentioned vertical drainage and «lr chambers at
the bottom thereof.

'J ^^/^
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2. A receptacle of the class described comprising side,
end and bottom walls, the side and end walls being of
uniform depth, a partition associated with the receptacle
and arranged therein, the said partition being disposed
parallel with respect to one of the end walls and being
spaced therefrom to provide an open ended water chamber
which extends the full width and depth of the recepUcle
and opens through the top thereof, and a conducting mem-
ber arranged within and extending along the bottom of
the receptacle, said conducting member communicating
with the lower end of the before mentioned water chamber
and serving to distribute water to the receptacle.

[(.'laim 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,023. FOOT REST FOR AUTOMOBILE-ACCELER-
-ATORS. Gbob<;e W. Botxtox. Boston. MaxM. Filed
Jan. 23. 1917. SerUU No. 144.038. (CT. 74—81.)

In a ffot rest for automobile accelerators, the combi-
nation with a t>a8e piece constructed to be secured to the
floor hoards of an automobile, of a foot-supporting mem-
ber pivoted to the base and having a shape to support
the foot from the heel to the hall thereof, the heel portion
of said support having end and side walls to hold the
heel In position and also having two heel positioning
shoulders sltuate<l at different distances from said end
wall.

1.229,024. DENTAL INSTRUMENT. R.wmoxdV.
Bra.vdt, fJermanla. Iowa. Filed Jan. 14. 1916. BerUl
No. 72.098. (CI. 32—10.)

^ XT-
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In a dental instrument structure, the combination, of
a handle having a reduced portion projecting longitudi-
nally from one end of the same, an enlarged head formed
upon the terminal of said reduceil portion and having a
<oncaTed outer surface, said handle provided with an an-
nular reces-w extending inwardly from one end and sur-
rounding the Inner end of said reduced portion, a sleere
adjustably connected to and inclosing said reduced por-
tion, the inner end of said sleeve extending Into said an-
nular recess, a bit. a spherical head formed upon said bit
and seated In said sleeve, wild enlarged head adapted for
clamping engagement with aald spherical head for hold-
ing said bit In adjustable positions, said spherical bead
having a portion of Its surface roughened for preventing
accidental movement of said bit with respect to said re-
iluceil portion.

1.229.U25. SPINDLE AND l*OWER TRANSMITTING
MECHANISM THEREFOR. II«.\BY L. Bbow.n, New
York. N. Y., aVslgnor to Brown Spln-Wrlght Company.

New York, N. Y., a Corpt»ratlon of New York. Filed

Apr. 8, 1912. Serial No. 689.2K5. (CI. 74—29.)

1. Powtr-tran^mitting mechanism ; comprising a plu-

rality of rota table members ; a device carried by one of

said meml-ern and operable at times by centrifugal force

to connect said meml>ers substantially positively for co-

rotation in each direction, according to the direction of

rotation of the driving member, another of said meml)ers

having a portion to cooperate with said device in the

formation of said connection, and serving also to control

the operation of said connecting device and to throw ii

off upon arrest of one of said members.

2. Power transmitting mechanism ; comprising a plu

r«llty of rotaUble members, and an Intermediate clutch-

ing member operalde at times by centrifugal force to con-

nect said rotatable members co-actuatively. said Instru-

mentalities l>elng constructed and arranged to permit the

arrest of one of said rotatable members, and thereby to

withdraw sal.i clutching member from the action of cen

trlfugal force, releasing said other roUUble member, re-

gardless of the direction of roUtion of said members.

3. Power transmitting mechanism ; comprising a plu-

rality of rotatable members recesseil to receive a clutch-

ing member operable at times by centrifugal force to con

nect nald rotatable members co-actuatlvely, and clutching

members in said recesaea, said clutching members being

retlrable Into said r«OMMd portion to avoid said connec

tlve operation when It Is desired to che<k one of said

rotatable uienil>er». said retirement being effective In each

direction of rotation of said meml>ers.

4. Power-transmitting mechanism ; comprising an In-

ner rotaUble member having a recess ; a clutching mem-

l»er in said recess ; and an outer rotatable member ; said

Instrumentalities being constructed and arranged to per-

mit said clutching inemlMT to connect said rotatable

meml>ers co rotatively under the action of centrifugal

force when said meml)er8 are rotated, and to cause retire-

ment of said clutching nieml>er Into non-connective posi-

tion within -tabi recess when the rotation of said Inner

member is checked, said retirement being effective In each

direction of rotation of said members.

3. Power-transmitting mechanism ; comprising an in-

ner rotatable member having a recess ; a ball In said re-

cess ; and an outer rotaUble member ; said instrumentali-

ties being constructed and arranged to permit said ball

to connect said roUtable meml»ers co rotatively under the

action of centrifugal force when said members are ro-

tated, and to cause retirement of said ball into non-con-

nective position within said recess when the roUtion of

•id Inner member is checked.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gatette.J

1,229.026. SLOW -FEED MANGER. JOB.x I.xcbbson

Bbowx. Westfleld. Mass. Filed Dec. 9, 1916.

No. 135,992. (Cl. 119—53.)

Serial

A nianjrer of the character described, comprising a

bowl, n container for fee<llng material into the l>owl. a

stirring member pivotally mounted In the container and
arranged with one end adjacent the discharge section of

the container, a spring for normally holding the stirring

member In a predetermined position, and a bar connected

with the stirring memt>er extending into the bowl, said

liar being operable against the action of aald spring

whereby the stirring member Is moved in one direction by

the bar and in the opposite direction by the spring.

1,229.027. BROOM. Chari.bs BRrnsiG, Winnipeg. Mani-

toba. Canada, assignor to John L. Penner. Minneapolis,

Minn. Filed Nov. 16, 1916. Serial No, 131,763. (Cl.

15—19.)

1. A reflllable broom comprising a handle, a block se-

cured thereto, a band secured to said block and encircling

the same to form a socket, the lower edges of the side

walla of said band having loops with rounded inner faces

formed therein, a brush having a head fitting snogly

within aald socket and seated against said block, said

head having a row of stitches extending across the same

and positioned within said socket and above said loops

when the parts are assembled, and spring members for

entering said loops and squeezing said Inner faces In-

wardly beneath and against said stitches, thereby locking

said brush head within said socket.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,028. APPARATUS FOR USE IN THE MANU-
FACTURE OF GLASS BOTTLES AND THE LIKE.

Louifl Naolbb Bbcnbk, Zurich, Switzerland. Filed

Sept. 6, 1918. SerUl No. 788.456. (Cl. 49—28.)

1. In an apparatus for use in the manufacture of glass

bottles and the like, the combination of a central plug for

shaping the Interior of the bottle mouth, dies or Jaws
revolving around same, a lip mold formed around the base

of said central plug, wedges for moving said Jaws out-

wardly, adjustable stops mounted on said Jaws and on
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which said wedfes act. and sprloga for drawlog aald Jawt
Inwardly, substantially as described.

2. In an apparatus for use in the manufactnre of glass
bottles and the like, the combination of a reTOlving cen-
tral plug with a Up mold around the base thereof, revolv-
ing dies or Jaws revolving oppositely to the plug for form-
ing the exterior of the mouth and fitting close up to the
Up mold, springs stretched directly between said Jaws for

drawing the latter inward toward the plug with an equal
pressure, slidlnj? wedges for controlling the movement of

the Jaws inwardly and outwardly, substantially as de-
scribed.

3. In an apparatus for use in the manufacture of glaai

bottles and the like, the combination of a central revolving
plug and oppositely revolving jaws whereby the bottle
mouths are shaped, means for adjusting the Jaws Inde-

pendently and laterally of each other, spring means for

causing the Jaws to give an equal inward pressure, a head-
stock carrying said Jaws and mounted at the front end of

the apparatus, supports or rests for the stem of the bottle-

holder also mounted at the front of the bed or frame of

the apparatus, and means for manually controlling said
jaws, substantially as described.

4. In an apparatus (or use in the manufacture of glass

bottles and the like, the combination of a central plug for

shaping the interior of the bottle mouth, a revolving
spindle farrying said plug at one end thereof, step-like

Jaws for forming the exterior of the bottle mouth, means
for rotating said Jaws and central plug simultaneously
In opposite directions, springs stretched directly between
said Jaws for moving them together with an equal pres-

sure on each, means for adjusting said springs, and
weilges for moving said Jawa apart, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. In an apparatus for use in the manufacture of glass
bottles and the like, the combination of a central plug for

shaping the interior of the bottle mouth, a pair of Jaws
for forming the exterior of the bottle mouth, a central
rotary spindle carrying said plug at one end and con-
nected to a driving pulley at the other, a fixed hollow
spindle mounted In a bearing and surrounding said cen-
tral spindle, a rotary sleeve surrounding said spindle and
carrying said Jaws, means for driving said central spindle
and sleeve, and wedges for moving said Jaws apart, sub-
stantially as described.

1.229.029. CLOSURE FOR COLLAPSIBLE TUBES.
William P. Birbaob, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 29,

1916. SeHal No. 94,437. (01. 221—60.)

1. The combination of a container having a collapsible
wall and a nozzle formed with a side deUvery opening ; a
plunger slldable in the noszle ; a cap movable to cover or
uncover the opening at will : a spring operative between
the plunger and said cap ; and means for preventing the
plunger from moving out of the nozzle into the container.

2. The combination of a container having a collapsible
wall and a nozzle formed with a side delivery opening ; a
plunger slldable In said nozzle under the presmire exerted
by the contents of the container when Ita wall la col-

lapsed to uncover the opening : means on the plunger for

preventing it from passing out of the nozzle Into the con-
tainer ; a cap mountetl on the nozzle and movable to cover
or uncover the delivery opening at will ; and a spring
operative between the plunger and the cap.

3. The combination of a container having a collapsible

wrII and an externally threaded nossle having a side de-

livery opening; a sleeve sitdably mounted In the nozzle.

closed at Its Inner end and having an ootwardly extending
flange at Its outer end whereby It is prevented from mov
ing out of the nozzle into the container : a cap threaded
on the nozzle and of a length capable of being screwed up
to cover the delivery opening at will ; with a spring
mounted between the closed end of the sleeve and the cap.

1,229,030. SPRAYER NOZZLE. Robert E. (K il. Se-
wickley, Pa., assignor to Alr-Tlght Steel Tank Company,
Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Flle<l

Nov. 13. 1013. Serial No. 800,767. (CI. 137—80.)
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1. A sprayer nozzle having an inner spraying member
formed with two outwardly offset portions at opposite
sides of the nozzle center and extending In a tangential
direction, each of said portions having a discharge open
ing at its Inner end. and another spraying member In front
of the inner spraying member, said last mentioned mem-
ber having a flat Inner wall and a central recess of greater
length than width and a central perforation, said recess
having its Inner surfaces converging toward said perfora-
tion, the length i^f said recess lying In the same direction
as the offset portions of the Inner spraying member and
between said portions ; substantially as described.

2. A sprayer nozzle having a chamber for the liquid
to be sprayed, a plate or disk forming the front wall of
said chamber and having portions thereof struck out-
wardly to form eccentrically located discharge opening*
arrangetl to discharge In a generally tangential direction,

and another plate or disk In front of and separated from
the first named disk, the latter having a central discharge
orifice and a central recess of greater length than width
on Its inner face communicating with said discharge ori-

fice, the length of said recess lying between the e.cen-
trlcally located discharge openings In the other disk ; sub-
stantially as described.

3. A sprayer nozzle Having an Inclosed chamber for the
liquid to be spraye<l, a plate or disk forming the front
wall of said chamber and having a portion thereof struck
outwardly to form an eccentrically located discharge open-
ing arranged to discharge in a generally tangential direc-

tion, a second plate or disk In front of and separate<l from
the said first named disk, the latter having a central dis-

charge orifice with surfaces converging toward said ori-

fice, said nozzle also having a connection for a liquid

leading to the chamber, and means for introducing air

into said chamber at a point adjacent to the center of the
first disk to spray the liquid through the opening in tho
disk ; substantially as described.

4. A sprayer nozzle having a central air chamber, means
for admitting air to said chamber, an annular liquid cham-
ber surrounding aald air chamber, means for admitting
liquid to said annular chamber, a disk meml>er forming
the front wall of the Uqnld chamber, there being a cen-

tral opening from the air chamber extending into the-

Uquid chamber, the air being arranged to Impinge against
said disk member, s«ld disk member having a pluralltr of

tangentlally arranged openings on opposite sides of the

air discharge opening, a second disk-like member in front

of the first dlsk-Uke member, there being a chamber be-

tween said disk members, said last mentioned disk member
having a central opening for the discharge of the com-
bined oil and air ; substantially as descr1t>ed.

5. A sprayer nozzle having a central air cham^>er. means
for admitting air to said chamt>er. an annular Uqnld cham-
ber surrounding said air chamber, means for admitting
liquid to said annular chamber, a disk member forming
the front wall of the liquid chamber, there t>elng a cen-
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tral opening from the air chamber extending Into the

liquid chamber, the air being arrang.d to Impinge against

said disk member, said disk member having a plurality of

tangentlally arranged openings on opposite sides of the

air discharge opening, and a second disk-like member in

front of the first dlsk-Uke member, there being a chamber

between said disk members, the last mentioned disk mem-

ber having a c-entral opening and a flat Inner face, there

being a re<-ew. In the central portions thereof, the walla

of said recess converging toward the outlet opening; sub-

stantially as described.

l,2ai,031. HAY ST.U KER. Heubbrt W
Great Bend. Kans. Filed Feb. 21, 1917,

150,128. (CI. »7—63.)

ChildIBB,
Serial No.

brace bars bolted on the undersides of the segmental

members and having portions extending forwardly be-

neath the bracket portions of the angle bars and other

portions extended rearwardly and connected with the

rearwardly extended portions of the angle bars, struts

connected with said rearwardly extended portions of the

angle bars and braces to form trussed arms, a platform

structure supported on the bracket portions of the angle

bars and including cross bar* seated in the recesses of

said bracket portions ; in combination with a frame

structure having Inclined track rails over which the car-

riage is guided, hoisting means for said carriage, aod

flexible elements connecting the trussed arms with the

frame structure to tUt the platform.

[Claims 2 to 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 229 032. FIRELESS COOKER OR ROASTER. 1>BD-

cii.LA COLLAR. Florence, Colo. Filed June 24, 1916.

Serial No. 106.625. (CI. 217—7.)

1. In a hay stacker, a frame structure Including hori-

zontally slotted sills and vertically slotted uprights. In-

clined track rails having guide members gxilded in the

slots of the sills and the uprights, a rod supported at

the hljjh ends of the track rails and having downwardly

extending guide rods, brackets through which the guide

rods are guided, a drum shaft supported on the uprights,

and suitably guided flexible elements conne<tlng the rod

supported at the high ends of the track rails with the

drum shaft.

6. In a hay stacker, a frame structure having Inclined

track rails, and means for varying the inclination thereof

Including a horlzonUl rod carried by the high ends of the

track rails and hoisting means connected therewith, said

track rails being of tubular construction and provided

with slots. In combination with a carriage comprising a

main axle and an auxiliary axle connected together and

spaced apart In parallel relation, said axles being ter-

minally extended through the slots In the track raUs and

provided with wheels housed therein, and said main axle

being provided with flanged pulleys, flexible hoisting ele-

ments terminally attached to the horizontal rod carried

by the high ends of the track rails and adjustable there

with, said flexible elements being guided over the pulleys

on the main axle of the carriage, pulleys on the horizontal

rod over which said hoisting elements coming from the

carriage are guided, and additional guide elements on the

lower part of the frame structure over which the hoist

ing elements are guided prior to the attachment of power.

8. In a hay stacker of the class described, a carriage

comprising main and auxiliary axles, head blocks pivoted

on the main axle, angle bars secured on the head blocks

and having forward extensions forming brackets provided

with recesses, said angle bars being also provided with

rearwardly extended portions, segmental members con-

nected with the angle bars and including the auxiliary

axle of the carriage, braces connecting the head blocks

with the segmental members and constituting stop mem
bers to limit the ^wln^lng movement of the head blocks.

\ flreless cooker comprising a bcKly having a heating

chamber opening through the top thereof, said body con-

taining a filling forming a non conductor of heat, a lid

hinged to the body, a removable cover for the chamber,

and a removable heat-lnsulatlng partition formed with

oppositely arranged arcuate walls arranged within the

chamber.

1229 033. ASH-SIFTER. .lULii-s M. C0LLIN8. Brook-

'lyn, N. Y. Filed May 23, 1916. Serial No. 99.342.

(a. 83—60.)

1. An ash sifter comprising In combination, a casing, a

plurality of relatively inclined screens mounted In said

casing, said casing having a hopper mouth and a delivery

spout, a chute hinged to said hopp<'r mouth to drop back-

wardly therefrom, and means for locking a pall to said

chute to be carried up therewith Into operative position.

2. An ash sifter comprising In (omblnatlon. a casing,

a plurality of sifting elements within the casing, a chute

hinged to said casing to drop backwardly therefrom, and

means for l<K-klng a pall to said chute to be carried into

an emptying position when the chute is lifted.

3. An ash sifter, comprising In combination, a casing,

sifting elements within said casing, a chute hinged to

said casing to be dropped backwardly therefrom, a flexible

1 covering for the Joint between said chute and said casing.
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and means for locking a pal! to said chute when the latter

Is carried Into delivery position.

4. An ash sifter, comprising In combination, a sifter

casing, a feed chute hinged to said casing, and means for

limiting the relative movement of said chute, means for

covering the mouth of a pall and locking the latter into

dust-proof connection with the chute, and a gravity cut-

off device for preventing the return of dnst out of the
chute after the pall has been removed.

1.229,034. BURGLAR-ALARM. LiB A. Collins. Louis
vllle. Ky. Filed Dec. 14, 1916. Serial No. 137,012.
(CI. 179—5.)

^:£P

1. In an alarm, the combination with a telephone In-

strument Including a receiver hook, of a weight, operative
connection between the weight and Instrument whereby
falling of the weight will cause raising of the receiver
hook, means normally holding the weight, an electrically

operable audible signal in a normally open circuit, a cir-

cuit closer, electrically operated means for releasing the
weight supporting means, a normally open circuit through
said latter electrically operated means and the circuit

closer, and means operable by the closing of this latter

circuit through the circuit closer for subsequently break-
ing the circuit thus closed and closing a circuit through
the signal device.

6. In an alarm system, the combination with a tele-

phone Instrument including a receiver hook, of a circuit
closer, a circuit normally open at the circuit closer, means
In the circuit adapted upon closing of the circuit to suc-
cessively cause raising of the receiver hook and reopening
of the circuit, an audible signal, and a normally open cir-

cuit through the signal adapted to he closed by reopening
of the first circuit.

(Claims 2 to 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,035. ELECTRICAL SIGNALING DEVICE. GcT
W. CouER, Chicago. HI., assignor to Auto-Slgnal Co.,
Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. File<l Oct. 19,
1915. Serial No. 56,720. (CI.,177—311.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a bracket

;

a signaling member rocklngly supported by said bracket ;

an electric lamp carrle<l by said signaling member : a
make-and-breab device for controlling the lamp circuit

whereby the lamp circuit will be broken except when the
signaling member Is In signaling position, said device com-
prising a circular holder of Insulating material fixed to
sail bracket : a pair of stationary contacts mounted on
the periphery of said holder at opposite sides thereof;

and a pair of elongate*! mornble contacts flxe<| at corre-
sponding ends to said signaling member, the opposite ends
of said last mentioned! contacts being adapteil for engage-
ment with the periphery of said holder for contact with

said stationary contacts when said signaling member is

in signaling position, substantially as described.

2. A device of the class described comprising a bracket;
a signaling member rocklngly supported by said bracket;
an electric lamp carried by said signaling member ; a
made-and-break device for controlling the lamp circuit

whereby the lamp circuit will be broken except when the
signaling member Is in signaling position, said device com-
prising a circular holder of insulating material fixed to

said bracket ; a pair of stationary contacts mounted on
the periphery of said holder at opposite sides thereof : a
pair of elongated movable contacts fixed at corresponding
ends to said signaling member, the opposite ends of said

last mentioned contacts being adapted for engagement
with the periphery of said holder for contact with said

stationary contacts when said signaling member Is in

signaling position : and resilient means engaging with said

movable contacts for pressing the same Into engagement
with said holder periphery, substantially as descrlbe<l.

3. A device of the class described comprising a bracket

;

a laterally projecting tube mounted in said bracket : a
signaling arm rocklngly mounted on said tube ; an electric

lamp carried by said signaling arm : a make-and-break
device for controlling the lamp circuit whereby the lamp
circuit will be broken except when said signaling arm is

in signaling position, said device comprising a circular

holder of Insulating material flxe<l to said tube : stationary

contacts on the periphery of said holder upon opposite

sides thereof ; and movable contacts carried by said arm
engaging against the periphery of said holder and adapted
for engagement with said stationary contacts when said

arm is In signaling position, substantially as described.

4. A device of the class <lef»crlbed comprising a bracket ;

a laterally projecting tube mounte<l In said bracket through

which electrical feed wires are adapted to pass ; a signal-

ing arm rocklngly mounted on said tube and Inclosing the

outer end thereof ; an electric lamp carried by said sig-

naling arm : a make-and-break device for controlling the

lamp circuit whereby the lamp circuit will be broken

except when the signaling arm U In signating position,

said device comprising a circular holder of Insulating

materia! fixed to said tube; stationary contacts angularly

disposed with relation to each other on the periphery of

said holder with which said feed wires are connected ;

and movable contacts carrle*! by said arm with which

the lamp conductor wires engage, said movable contacts

engaging against the periphery of sal<l holder for contact

with said stationary contacts when said signaling arm
Is In signaling position, substantially as described.

1,229.036. HAY-HANDLING DEVICE. Mat CoTfNSa,

Garden Grove, Iowa. Filed Aug. SO. 1916. .«*«rlal No.

117,636. (CI. 212—91.)

1. In a device of the class described, a track, a pulley

at one end, a pair of pnlleys at the other end. a flexible

device extended over the first pulley and one of the pair
of pulleys, a second flexible device extende<l over the
other of the pair of pulleys, an operated mechanism
adapted to reciprocate on said track and having the ad-

jacent ends of the flexible devices secure<l thereto, means
for selectively retracting each of said flexible devices, a
flexible device extended adjacent to said track, and means
for operatively connecting said last described flexible

I
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device with said retracting means whereby the latter may

be selectively actuated and rendered Inoperative,

2. In a device of the class described, a track having a

moving element adapted to reciprocate thereon, flexible

devices having one end secured to said element and having

the other end adapt e<i to be extended over pulleys whereby

retraction of said flexible devices will selectively move

aid element to either end of the track, means for re-

tracting said flexible devices, a flexible device extendetl

adjacent to said track and parallel therewith and means

for connecting last described flexible device with said

retracting means whereby said means may be actuated to

selectively retract the flexible devices and h* rendered

inoperative.

1,229,037. METAL AHjOY. Hcoh 8. Coopeb. Cleveland,

Ohio, assignor to The Electro Metals Products Com

pany, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Aug. 14, 1915. Serial

No. 45,526. (01. 75—1.)

1. An alloy for electrical uses, comprising silver and

one or more of the metals of the platinum group and a

meUl of the cobalt nickel group in substantially the pro-

portions stated.

2. An alloy for electrical uses containing allver, pal-

ladium, and a metal of the cobalt nickel group In the pro-

portions substantially set forth.

3. An alloy for electrical contact purposes composed of

liver, palladium, and cobalt In approximately the pro-

portions stated as to make the alloy hard, heat resisting,

Bon-oxidlxlng and a good electrical conductor.

4. A metal alloy composed of seventy per cent, of •liver,

twenty-five per cent, of palladium, and five per cent.

cobalt.

1.229.038. GAS PRB8SURE REGULATING AND MIX
INO VALVE. Cltd« Cornelh 8, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed

Apr, 7, 1916. SerUl No. 89.633. (CI. 158—120.)

1, A gas and air mixing valve comprising a body por-

tion, a revoluble core mounted therein, a gas outlet passage

and a gas Inlet passage adapted to be thrown Into and
out of communication by the core, the said core having a

plurality of openings of different slies therethrough, said

openings arranged In pairs on opposite sides of the core,

the body portion provlde<1 with restricted openings adja-

cent the core, whereby only one pair at a time can register

with the Inlet and outlet passages in the body portion.

2. A gas and air mixing valve comprising a body por-

tion, a revoluble core mounted thertln, a gas outlet pas-

sage, and an Inlet passage adapted to be thrown Into and

out of communication by the core, the said core having a

plurality of openings of the same size on one side thereof

and a plurality of openings of dlflferent sires on the other

ide thereof, said openings also arranged In pairs, each

pair comprising a uniform size opening and a varlated

site opening, the body portion provided with restricted

openings adjacent the core, whereby only one pair at a

time can register with the inlet and outlet passages in

the body portion.

one of the wheel spokes, an Imperforate partition lo-

cated between the ends of »ald barrel, an air compresa-

Ing piston working In said barrel at one side of said par-

tition, a crank shaft to which said piston Is connected, a

gear on said crank shaft, a driving gear with which the

gear on the crank shaft la adapted to mesh, means for

shifting the crank shaft bodily to throw the gear there-

on into and out of mesh with the driving gear, said means

comprising a pressure head located at the opposite side of

Lbblib Frbo
1916. SerUl

1,229,039. AUTOMATIC TIRE PUMP.
Cba.ne. iJinsing. Mich. Filed Dec. 22.

No. 138,429. (CI. 162-11.)

1. The combination with a pneumatic tire, and a wheel

upon which said tire Is mounted, of an air compressing

pump embodying a barrel attached to and supported by

the partition in the pump barrel, a connection between

said pressure head and said crank shaft, means for re-

sisting the movement of said pressure head, a compressed

air pipe leading from the piston chamber into the valve

tube of the tire at the outer side of the valve, and a re-

turn pressure equalizing pipe extending from said valve

tube Into the chamber formed between the pressure head

and said partition.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,040. SILO-SEAL. FiNis B. CaAwrOHD, Atlanta.

Mo. Original application filed Jan. 28, 1916, Serial

No. 74,771. Divided and this application filed June 8.

1916. SerUl No. 101,601. (CI. 217—86.)

1. In a silo, the combination of a silo body, with a aeal

therein composed of plates Independently laid and de-

tachably connected together to form a disk-like element

resting on the top of the silage.

2. The combination of a sUo body, a cover therefor, and

a seal under the cover and resting on the silage, said seal
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coDsistiDff of sector-shaped sections baving toDgne and
groove Interfltting joints permitting detachment of the
aectlons, the inner edges of the sections forming an open-
ing, and a plate closing the opening.

3. The combination of a silo bodjr. with a seal therein,
Mid aeal being formed of approximately triangular sec-
tions arranged with their side edges together to form a
disk-like element with an opening at the center, and a
plate under the center of the dlsk-llk*- element and on
which the Inner ends of the sections rest.

4. A seal for a silo, comprislnK a disk like •l.nient < om-
posed of 9ector-8hape<l .sections haring interfltting edge?*
whereby the sections are detachably connected together.

5. A seal for a slIo. comprising a dlMk-like fl ment com
posed of sector-shaped sections baring Interlocking radial
edges, the inner ends of the ftections forming an opening,
•nd a plate for closing the opening.

1,229.041. GRADE INDICATOR FOR VEHICLES. DiL-
B«RT H. Crook. .«an Pe<lro. C*l. Filed Apr. 10, 1916.
Serial No. 90.175. (CI. ,^<J—220.)

2. In a grade Indicator for vehicles, meanx for Indlcat
ing the grade, comprising an Indicator shaft having an
Indicator hand connected thereto, gravity-controlled mtaOM
acting upon said Indicating means, adjustable means for
preventing undesirable vibration of said Indicating means.
and yleldable means tending to move said Indicating
means to the position normally assumed thereby when
Mid vehicle !• on a level grade, said yleldable means com
prising a colled spiral spring having its inner end con
nected to said shaft and its outer end fastened In fixed
relation thereto.

[Claim 1 not printed In the (Jazette.l

1.229.042. PROCESS FOR IMPROVING THE QUALITY
AND YIELD OF HYDROCARBON GASES. Jamir
Gha.nt l>AviosoN and Robert William Ford. Vancou-
ver, British Columbia, Canada. Filed Nov, 29, 19in.
Serial No, 64.115. (01. 204—81.)

1. The process of treating a gas containing hydrocar-
bons which consists In subjecting It to the action of a high
tension silent electrical discbarge. In such manner as to

convert hydrocarbon coostltnents In the gas Into loostlt-

uents of lesa molecular weight and less condensability, tht
energy required for such conversion of the hydrocarlK)n
constituents l>elng derived directly from the electrical dls
<'harge.

2. The process of treating a gas containing hydrocar-
bons which consists in subjecting it to the action of a
high tension silent electrical discharge, in such manner
as to break up hydrocarbons In the gas Into hydrocarlH>u«
of less molecular weight and less condensability, the en
ergy required for ho breaking up hydrocarlKms in the ga»
being derived directly from the electrical discharge.

3. The proc<>s8 of treating a gas t>ontalnlng hydrocar-
bons which <-onslsts In subjecting it to the action of a
high tension silent electrical discharge to change the coa-
stltution of the hydrocarbons by means of the energy of
such electrical discharge, in such manner as to increase
the final volume of the gas produced from a given amount
of material.

4. The process of treating a gas containing hydrocar
bons which consists in passing it between electrodes and
applying to such electrodes a surging high tension elec-
tric current. In such manner as to change the constlttj
tlon of the gas by the energy of the electric discharge and
to Increase the percentage of fixed hydrocRrbon constltu
ents therein.

1.229,043. WICKTUBE FOE HYDROCARBON BURN-
ERS. CoRTLA.vn W. Davis ami Victor S. Joh.nson. Chi-
cago. III., assignors to The Mantle Lamp Company of
America, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Aug. 22, 1914. Serial No. 858.070. (CI. 67—88.)

1. In a device of th« class described, a wick tube
comprising a flame section and a fuel section, a nun-baat
conductor Interposed between said sections, and a r*>
entrant flange on said flnnie section to engage said DOB*
kent conductor.

5. A burner comprUlag an inner wU k tulx' and an outer
wick tube, each of said wUk tutws having a plurality of

sections, one section of each tube nearest the flame being
supporte<l from its adjacent section and out of contact
therewith by Insulating material.

9. Id a burner, a wick tiibe comprising a fuel section hav-
ing an annular stop, a flame section teparated from the
fuel section and provlde<I with an annular flange adapted
to be formed around said stop, and Insulating material
to retain said flame section out of contact with said fuel
section, said flange being provided with projections to

engage said ioeulatlug material to clamp said material
in position an<l prevent rotative movement of the flame
section with relation to the fuel section.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.229.044. FRAME FOR MOVING PICTURE SCREENS.
Loris Davis. Streator, 111. FUed Sept. 4. 1915. SerUi
No. 48.976. (CI. 240—2.)

1. A frsme for moving picture screens comprlsiag
spaced supporu, a translucent face carried by said sup-
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porta, sakl tranaloecBt face IneluAlag a stippled con ting

of coloring material applied thereto, said stippleil <tmx

Ing Itself baving applied thereover ceatlngs of Aarker

coloring material providing for a heveled e«eet. the latter

coatings belag steadied over to provide a partlrular de-

sign upon said frame, a back carried by said snfpwta.

a primary reflector arranged between said hack aad tan,

a plurality of Umpe disposed ba<k of said primary re-

flector with relation to said face and a secondary reflector

spaced from said primary reflector.

rled by said part, each of which is adapted te be connected

to a translntlng device, a plurality of spaced coataets

aasoclated with each terminal and means for connecting

each terralaal ta succeseloa through said contacts la

series with a current mxK>t^.

2. A frame for moving picture screens comprising

spaced supports, a Uanalucent face carried by said sup-

porta, said translucent face having applied thereto means

to provide a particular design thereon, said design produc-

ing means being treated to simulate depth under the dlf

fusing action of the reflected Ught, a back carried by said

supports, a reflector arranged between said back and face, a

plurality of lamps disposed back of said reflector with rela-

tion to said face and means arranged to receive the light

from said reflector and diffuse It upon said translucent face.

3. A frame for moving picture screens comprising spaced

supports, a translucent face carried by said supports,

means for rendering said face translucent, including coat-

ibgi of coloring material applied thereto, said coatings of

coloring material being treated to constitute a design, a

beck carried by said supports, a reflector arranged be-

tween said back and face, a plurality of lamps disposed

back of said reflector with relation to said face and means

arranged to receive the light from said reflector and

diffuse it upon said face.

4. A frame for moving picture screens comprising spaced

supports, a translucent face carried by said supports, a

back carried by ^ald supports, an adjustable primary re-

flector arranged between said bark and face, a plurality

of lamps dlspoaed l>ack of said primary reflector with rela

tlon to said face and a secondary ailJuntabU reflector

spaced away from sal.l prlnwry reflector, salil translucent

face comprlsiag a stippled coating of coloring material,

applied tberefo, sal<l stippled matlig having applied

thereover roiitln^i of dnrker coloring material, said re-

flectors and lamps being attnpted to deliver diffused rays of

light upon said face.

8. A frame for niorlBg picture screens comprising spaced

support", a trnnsUicenf tnrf- .iirrled hv snld supports,

said trmaala«^at face l»clo<llng a stippled coatlag of color

lag oiaterlai applied tberetn. said stippled coating having

applteil therewver rwitlag* of liarher lalorlng material,

Bal<l rertertors aa4 lari»pf« t>^ng adaptetl to deliver dtffuswi

raya ot MfM ayea mM face, a bark carried by said sup-

ports, an adjustable prlmarj reflector arranged between

saM back aixi face »n<t preferaNy ill«p»ae4 at an angle

to the latter member nad a secondary refleet«M- 8pa<e<l from

said primary relleetor aad preferably ainpowed In ti plane

at right angles thereto to receive light therefrom and

to dlffase the same upon saUl face.

14129.M6. DISTRIBITKR FOR IGNITION 9YSTr>MS.

Wii>UAif WABaaw I>aA.\ Htamfovd, Conn., aaalgnor to

Splltdorf Electrical Ompany. Newark, N. J^ a Cot-

poratWHi of Nejr Jersey. Filed Sept 25, 1916. Serial

No. 12-^.142. (CI. 123—140.)

1. A dl<»tTlba«er for l«Bltlon systems Including in com-

bination a stationary part, a plurality ot terminals car-

239 O. G.—16

2. A dlstrlboter for Igaltlon systems Including In com-

bination a sutlonary part, a plurality of terminals car-

ried by said part, each of which te adapted to be con-

nected to a translaUng device, a plurality of 8pace<l con-

tacts associated with each termiaal, a rotating part, de-

visee (arrVed by said routing part for connecting each

terminal In succession through said contacts In series on

the stationary part with a current supply.

3. A distributer for IgnlUoo aystems Including in com-

bination a stationary part, a plurality of terminals car-

ried thereby, each of which is adapted to be connected to

a translating device, a plurality of spaced contacts asso-

ciated with each terminal, a rotating part located within

said stationary part, brushes carried by said rotating

part and arranged so as to connect each terminal in suc-

.ession through said contacts In series with a current

supply.

[Claims 4 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 229.046. BOOTH. Thomas A. Da Vw,bi8«. Toledo.

Ohio, awfgnor to The De VllMes Manofacturlng Co..

Toledo, Ohio, a CorporatiOB of Ofck>. Filed I>^. «.

1915. Serial No. 68,4.'?8. (CI. 19»—1.)

,;-^ :.V .-»-T " z—t

1. In a booth, a pakr of side members each of one-half

inverted U shape, said members having bars projecting

beyond the inner sides of the teps thereof at the fronts

of said members, a raof eectlon having a bar extending

at its ends beyon.1 the sides of the section and abutting at

Its ends the ends of the flrst named bars, a bar having Its

ends extending r.rroas the abutting ends of said flrst

named bar. and means to secure the Ust named bar to

the bars of the members aad the bar of the roof section.

2. In a booth, side members havlag^ top portions, a roof

section Interposed betweea said top portions and com-

posed of a central member having Its sides doubled over to

form ledges and extended vertically and doul)led over to

form tongues, panels seated on the ledges, and strips of

Inverted U-cross-section receiving the tongues and having

lateral eztenalons engaged on top of the panels.
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3. In a booth, a pair of side nipmbers each of one-half
inverted U-shape, angle-irons boondinK the front edges
of said members, a roof panel between th»> top parts of

said members, a bar secured to the roof panel anil pro-

jecting beyond the sides of the same and seating on the
horizontal parts of the angle irons and abutting the
vertical parts of the angle-irons, and means to rigidly

secure the bar to the angle-irons.

4. In a booth, a pair of side members each of one-half

inverted U-shape, angle-irons bounding the front edges of

said members and having parts which project beyond the
inner sides of the tops of the members whereby said parts

may be overIappe<l with the vertical and horizontal parts
of the angle-irons In engagement with each other, and
means to removably secure said parts in their overlapped
positions.

5. In a booth, a pair of rigid side members each of

one-half inverte*! U shape, a panel insertible between and
removable from b^-tween the tops of said members, means
to support the panel from said members, and means to

secure the panel supporting means to the members and
to secure the members to one another when the panel is

removed, the tops of said members forming the entire

roof when the panel is removed and forming a part of the

roof when the panel Is used.

1.229.047. CHECK - PROTECTOR. Chablw E. Dick,
Pickaway county, near Mount Sterling, Ohio. Piled
Feb. 21, 1917. Serial No. 150,115. (Cl. 101—8.)

A check protector attachment for check books. Including

a flat base plate having a series of openings punched
upwardly therethrough and surrounded by raggtnl edges,

an extension projecting from one end of the base plate

and returned under the same to provide a clamping arm
for cooperation with the base plate to hold the device In

position, a Jaw arranged over the base plate, a looped inte-

gral neck connecting the Jaw to the opposite end of the
base plate, the edges of the looped neck being recessed to

provide a finger hold and the sides of the neck being
brought together at a point spaced from the looped portion
thereof, the Jaw having openings punched downwardly
therethrough and surrounded by ragged teeth arranged for
cooperation with the ragged teeth of the plate to mutilate
a piece of paper Inserted between the jaw and the plate.

1,229,048. SAFETY-ENVELOP AND FASTENING DE-
VICE THEREFOR. Hbrald Dickerson, Atlantic City,
N. J. Filed Sept. 6, 1916. Serial No. 118.760. (Cl.

229—78.)

A MiKjr Mivelop comprising a front, a back, end flaps

««><-ured to the back, a sealing tlap. an inner fold, an Inner
flap, aald Inner fol<l and inner dap forming extenslona of
tk* aMling flap and t>elng adapted to be arranged riipn
tively on thr oater side of the iMck and l>etween the hack

and the front when the envelop Is closed, and a claap to
fasten the Inner fold, back, and inner flap together and
thereby seal the envelop, said clasp comprising a pair of
members respectively secured to the inner fold and inner
flap, one of said members having a headed stud and the
other having an opening to receive the stud and being also
provided with a sealing tongue t>ent thereover, having a
notch in its outer end and being adapted when straight-
ened to engage said notched end under the bead of the
stud.

1,229.049. EXPLOSIVE SHELL. Edwabd 8 DlMlNr.n,
Reading, Pa. Filed Aug. 12. 1916. Serial No. 114.607.
(Cl. 102—12.)

1. In a cartridge structure, the combination, of an
outer casing, a projectile of ordinary construction carried

by said casing, a receptacle positioned within said casing

behind said projectile, said receptacle being constructe<l of
relatively thin sheet metal, a metallic disk secured to the
back end of said chamber for reinforcing the same, said
chamber being charged with a high explosive gas under
high pressure, and means for exploding said gas for forc-

ing said projectile out of said casing.

2. In a cartridge structure, the combination, of an
outer casing, a projectile of ordinary construction carried

by said casing, a receptacle positioned within said casing
behind said projectile. Aid receptacle being constructed
of relatively thin sheet metal, a metallic disk secured to

the tuck end of said chamber for reinforcing the same, said

chamber being charged with a high evploslve gas under
high pressure, and means for exploding said gas for forc-

ing said projectile out of said casing, and a valve structure
for permitting the inlet of the gas Into the chamber and
preventing the exit of the gas from the chamber except on
the explosion of the gas.

1,229,050. RESPIRATOR.
England. Filed Mar. 29.

(Cl. 128—13.)

Robert Donald.
1917. Serial No.

London,

158,432.

1. A respirator comprising a porous bag adapted to con-

tain chemicals for absorbing obnoxious and injurious gases

and vapors, tubes leading from the interior of the l)ag to

the nose, an exhalation nonreturn valve leading to the

atmosphere, and a sleeve attached to the bag fOr the intro-

duction of fresh charges to the same.

2. A respirator comprising a closed porous bag adapted

to contain a fllterlng substance and chemicals adapted to

absorb obnoxious an<l Injurious gases and vapors, means
for the introduction of fresh charges to the same, tubes

leading from the Interior of the bag to the nose, and an
exhalation non-return valved tube extending through

said bag and projecting therefrom at both ends, one end

of said tube opening Into the atmosphere and the other

end being adapted to be supported In the niouth.

6. A respirator comprising inner and outer porous bags
adapted to receive ix'tween them chemicals for absorbing

Injurious and obnoxious gases, tubes leading from the lo-

ner hag through the onter bag to the nose, and a sleeve
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connected to the outer bag for the introduction of fresh

charges between the bags, the outer bag being formed with

a pouch or flap to fit the wearer's chin.

[Claims 8 and 4 not printed In the Uazette.]

1,229,051. PINCUSHION. Francis J. Dowlino, New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 9. 1917. Serial No. 141,375.

(Cl. 228—60.)

1. In a pin cushion, the combination of a support having

a pit formed therein, a plurality of curved jaws having

their shoulder portions bearing in said pit. each jaw hav-

ing an Inwardly and upwardly projecting knob, a member

having hooks spapnlng the space between the knobs of the

Jaws and hooking over the same, means anchoring the

last mentioned member to the support and causing the

rolling of the jaws at their free edges toward one another,

and a cushion embraced within said jaws.

2. In a pin cushion, the combination of a support

having a pit formed in its upper surface and a hole ex-

tending downwardly from the center of the pit. a plurality

of convex Jaw members having rounded shoulder portions

fitted within the opposite sides of the pit. the Jaw

members being adapted to roll around their points of

contact with the support, toward the central axis there-

of, means engaging the lower and Inner edge portions of

the jaws and serving to draw the same downwardly, caus-

ing the Jaws to roil with their free edges toward each

other, and a cushion arranged and held between the free

edges of the jaws.

3. In a pin cushion, the combination of a rigid support

having a pit formed in Its upper surface with a rounded

rim and a central hole therethrough, a plurality of bivalve

shell-shaped jaws supported with their rounded shoulder

portions in the curved rim of the pit, the knob portions

of the Jaws projecting inwardly toward the axis of the

hole, a frog having hook-shaped ends engaging over and

Interlocking with said Jaw knobs, screw means acting

through the frog drawing It downwardly toward the bot-

tom of the pit and causing the rolling of the free portions

of the Jaws toward one another, and a resilient cushion

gripped between said free portions of the jaws.

4. In a device of the character set forth, the combina-

tion of a support having a pit formed therein, a plurality

of jaws having rounded shoulder portions bearing In said

pit. each Jaw having inwardly and upwardly projecting

knobs, a frog having hooks spanning the space between

the knobs of the jaws and engaging over the same, adjust-

able anchoring means securing the frog to the support

anil causing the movement of the Jaws at their outer free

eilges toward one another, and a member embraced within

the jaws.

1.229,052. COFFEE PRODUCT AND METHOD OF MAK-
'

INU THE SAME. Wilxiam J. Ewing, Roland Park,

Mil , assignor to The Coffee Products Company, a Cor-

poration of Maryland. Filed Dec. 22. 1916. Serial No.

138.828. (Cl. 99—11)
1. The method of preparing a coffee product which com-

prisM treating roasted pulverized coffee with hot water

to form a liquid extract of coffee, concentrating the extract

to a slrupy consistency, mixing a relatively small per-

oenUge of water-soluble starch with the concentrated ex-

tract and drying the resulting product.

2. The method of preparing a coffee product which com

prises treating roasted pulverized coffee with super-heate<l

water. In a closed vessel, to form a liquid extract of coffee,

concentrating the extract to a slrupy consistency, mixing

ft relatively small i)ercentage of water-soluble starch with

the concentrated extract and drying the resulting product.

8. A dry coffee product consisting essentially of coffee

extract and water-soluble starch.

4. A dry coffee product consisting essentially of coffee

extract and water-soluble tapioca starch.

1.229,053. ARTIFICIAL HAND. JoazBV Pekbtb, Uoden,

Mich. Piled Oct 9, 1916. Serial No. 124.567. (a.

3—12.)

A hand member adapted for operative attachment to an
arm comprising a cuff removably secured to the forearm,

a pair of pliers having one jaw thereof provided with a

U-shaped handle member secured longitudinally to the

opposite sides of the said cuff, opposite plates secured to

the upper arm and plvotally attached to the upper free

ends of the said handle member, operating rods plvotally

connected between the other jaw of the pliers and the

said plates and a shoulder and body carried anchoring

means for the device adjustably secured to the free end

of one of said plates.

1,229.054. NEWSPAPER-VENDING MACHINE. John
P. Fiwm, Atlanta, Oa.. and William Laughlln, Cleveland,

Ohio, FUed Dec. 15, 1915. Serial No. 66,937. (Cl.

211—«.)

In a newspaper vending machine, the combination of a
casing having a transparent portion in one side, a grarlty

fgjjgmga/^^
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8. In a booth, a pair of side m«?mb«r« each of one-half

Inverted U-sbape, angle-irons boundlns: the front edges

of said members, a roof panel between the top parts of

said members, a bar secured to the roof panel and pro-

jecting beyond the sides of the same and seating on the

horizontal parts of the angle Irons and abutting the

vertical parts of the angle-Irons, and means to rigidly

secure the bar to the angle-irons.

4. In a booth, a pair of side members each of one-half

inverted U-shape, angle-irons bounding the front edges of

said memberK and having parts which project beyond the

inner sides of the tops of the members whereby said parts

may be overlapped with the vertical and horizontal parts

of the angle-irons in en^gement with each other, and

means to removably secure said parts In their overlapped

positions.

5. In a booth, a pair of rigid side members each of

one-half Inverted U shape, a panel insertlble between and

removable from between the tops of said members, means

to support the panel from said members, and means to

secure the panel supporting means to the members and

to secure the meml»«r8 to one another when the panel Is

removed, the tops of said members forming the entire

roof when the panel Is removed and forming a part of the

roof when the panel Is used.

1,229,047. CHECK - PROTECTOR, Chablbs E. Dicx.

Pickaway county, near Mount Sterling, Ohio. Filed

Feb. 21, 1917. Serial No. 150.116. (CI. 101—3.)
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chute p«sltion«««l b*hlna th.' *ainf. a iiiaiwi«»>»* nu>unt«l

•boT«> said chute, a plroti-d plate ptmltlootHl ailjai-ent to

snrh transparent portion anJ bavlnr Its bottom normally

niatnralneii In contact with >al<l sldf to maintain a nnwa-

papt-r thereaffalnat, means adapted to feetl a newi^paptr

from sal'l niagazine Into said chote behind aach trana-

parent portion of said side, and other means adapted to

swing said pivoted aide of said chute away to permit the

newspaper therein to discharge and to then actuate said

feeding mechanism to move another newspaper Into such

cbate.

1.-.'21>.«»5H. EI.K<TRir LAMF* RECEPTACLE. MitcH-R
HoBTAL IBEIXAS. Brooklyn. N. Y. FUe« 8«^. M*. l»in.

Serial No. 12.*:.o99. (CI. 178

—

MO.)

1.229.055. APPARATUS FOR RAILWAY SIGNALINO.

ACSTEX H. Fox and Abxolo W. Lenderoth. New York.

X. Y. Filed May 9. 1916. Serial No. 96.305. (O.

246—25.)

3. A receptacle of the class dea-ribed comprising a l»a«e

plate, a nange rising from the haae pUte Inwardly of the

periphery thereof and con.-eotrlcally with respect thereto.

<iald flange »>elng cut away at dUmetrl.ally opposite

potnt.s. a shell seated upon the l^w- within the flauge, an

annulus surrounding the shell, lug* formed on the annu

lus and arranged within the cut away portion of said

range, and a collar threaded onto the outer end of the

shell and servlnj; to hold the annolus upon the base.

[Claims 1. 2. 4. and 5 not printed in the Oaiette.l

1. In a railway slgnaUng or coBtroIling mechanism the

romMaatlon with a car truck frame, of an arm depending

therefrom, a circutar detector nugnet depending there-

from, a circular dete«tor magnet «-a.Hlng rotatably aup-

p«»rted by the arm In cloae proximity to the periphery of

car wheel ami to the rail whereby the casing when en

countering extraneous object.s will be rotated thereby aad

liability to Injury arolded.

2. In • railway signaling or controlling roe < banism the

combination with a car truck fnuae. af a support at

tachod thewto which Is maTable Tertlcally and bortion

tally, of a circular detector magnet rasing rotatably

mounted on and carried by said support In close prox

Imity to the periphery of a tar wheel aad to the rail.

3. In an apparatus of the kind d«acTlbed. the combina-

tion with a car truck frame of a support attached thereto,

a circular detector magnet casing mounted on said sup-

port in close proximity to the periphery of a car wheel

and to the rail and laeans for Imparting rotation to the

casing from a rotating body on the truck.

4. In an apparatus of the Idnd dfscrll>ed. th*- lonihlna-

tlon with a car tru< k frame of a unpport attached there-

to, a circular detector magnet casing mounted on said

support in close proximity to the periphery of a <ar wheel

and to the rail, means for Imparting rotation from a <ar

Hxle to said casing and a yielding connection in said

means whereby the casing may be routed by an external

sourre of power.

5. In an apparatus of th<> kind de«cTUK"«l. the combina-

tion with a car truck frame of a support attached there-

to, a circular detector magnet casing carried thereby and

Id done proximity to the periphery of a wheel and to the

rail, a train of spro* ket.s aud chains between the rasing

and a car axle for Imparting a relatively slow movement

of rotation to tlie <asing in the same direction as that of

the wheels.

rciaim* 6 to 1© not printed In the <;a»ette.l

1,22«.057. CARIVPUNCHINO DEVICE. John Wm.
'

Fbitch and Dbli.% E. HoopBa. Washington. D. C. «s

signors of one third to William H. Hoopes. Washington.

D. C. Flle«l Oct. 11. 1916. Serial No. 125.100. {O.

164—113.)

1. .V card punching machine romprlslng a table, an

endlesa flexible member having a portion arranged to move

along the top of the table, a card receptacle, means carried

by said endless flexible meml»er for extracting the cards

one at a time from the reiepUcle. means carried by said

flexible member for gripping the extracted card, a plurality

of plungers, means for driving the endless flexible member

to convey the card toward the plungers, means for auto

matically stopping the movement of the endleaa flexible

member when tb.- .ard has reached a predetermined posl

tion with respe* t to the plungers, means for automatically

releasing the card from the endl«-sM flexible member, means

for operating the plungers at will to punch the card, snd

means for manually effecting a step by step movement of

the card.

4. A card punching device <-omprl.siug a table having

an opening, a carriage movable wlthlu the optnlng and

having its top fush wltkln the top of Ihe table, an endless

flexible meml>er having a portion arranged to move along

the top of the table, a card receptacle, means carried by

the endless flexible member for extracting a card one at

a time from the receptacle, means carried by said flexible

meml>er for gripping the extracted <-ard. means for drlvlnf

the eiidbse fl.'xlble member, means for BKJvIng the car-

riage towanl the n-ceptarle. whus for automatball.v

stopping the movement of the carriage, means '"^ *«to

matically stopping the movem.nt of the eadleas flexli'ie

memb»>r wb.n th.> card Is In fh^ position above the >sr

riage. means for automatW-allT releHSlng the card fr-'ni

the •ndless flexible member and depositing It upon fh*'

carriage, and mt'ans for manusll.T offtn-tlng a step by 'f'P

aBOv<>m*'nt of th.* rarrUge forwanlly.

12. In a card punching device, a table having a l<'nP^

tudlnal opening In Its top. a carriage disponed In «

.>p-nlnx and having its top flush with the top of the s .1
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sai>i <-arriaee being movable back and forth in said open-

in.:. lM•>aD^ for feeding a card upon the <-arrlagie at one end

(>: its movement la one direction, and means for advancing

111. 'arrlage step by step in the other direction.

14. In a card punching device, a table having a iongl-

tuillnnl opening In Us top, a carriage disposed In said open

Ing and having its top flush with the top of the table, said

carriage being movable l>ack and forth In naid opening.

ni>*ans for feetling a card upon the carriage at one end of

its movement In one direction, ukeans for advancing the

.srriagt step by step in the other direction. « m-ries of

movaldc punching devU-ea disposed In fixed relation with
pspect to the carriage, means for operating said punch-

ing devices selectively, and automatic means for returning

the carriage to the position to receive another card.

ICiaims 2, 3, to 11, and 13 not printed Id the <;azette.]

1 J-.-.VORS. SI.EIOH ATTACHMENT.
NEK. Rrliiitield, III. Filed Aug. 9.

1U.051. (CI. 21—9«.)

CHABLK8 J. FCBB-
1916. Serial No.

1. The combination with a motor vehl< le. of front and
rear wlie«>l runners, lifting Jacks pivotally mounted on the

•Ties of the vehicle, an opemtlng memlxT. connections be-

t«eeu the operating memt>er and the lifting Jacks, aaid
nmnertions extending outwardly beyond the r<>ar wheels
of the vehicle and Inwardly of the front wheels of the

vehicle, a pivotal connection lietween each lifting Jack and
the resr portion of the runner adjacent thereto and a bod-
ily movable connection l>etween each lifting Jack and the
forward portion of the runner adjacent thereto.

J. The comlilnation with a motor vehicle, of front and
rear wheel runners, lifting Jacks pivotally mounted on the
axles of the motor vehicle beyond the wheels, an operating
member, connections from said member extending out-
wsrdly from the rear wh(>els of the vehicle and Inwardly
of the forward wheels thereof, said connections extending
to th» Jacks, direct pivotal connections between each Jack
and th» rear portion of the runner adjacent thereto, bodily
ni'.vahle members connecting each Ja< k with the forward
portion of the runner adjacent thereto, said bodily mova-
ble members of the forward runners being pivotally sup-
ported from the knuckles of the front wheels of the vehicle.

'<. The combination mith a motor vehicle, of forward
I'l'igh runners therefor, jacks pivotally mounte<l on the
forward vehicle axles beyond the wheels, said Jacks having
rearwardly extending arms pivotally connected to the rear
portions of the runners and forwardly extending arms,
links connecting the forwardly extending arms to the for-
*«r<l portions of the runners, U-shaped members extend-
Inc from the jacks over the wheels and swlnglngly con
)•" ted to the knuckle Joint, operating connectlon.s leading
fr..in HH\i\ U shaped members and additional U shaped
nieiiilKTs (ilrotally connected to the links and to a projec-
tion from the steering knuckles of the wheels.

1
•-•-•^« n.-Sft WOOD - CARVING MACHINE. John GaU
^"MTH. .><waura. Minn., asslinior of one-half to Frank
' Wi.iman. Chicago. 111. Filed Mav 10. 1916. SerUl
>"• Wr,64. (01. »0— 18.2.t

^
1 In a carving machine, the combination with a suitable

n"'2r
"^"^ "*' * ^"^<^"y extending axial member con-

••'t*^ to the same, a pair of sldewlse extending vokes on
ID" samo I. ».i . ... ... : ,

le end portion

bifurcated yoke on

^
,- -. v^,„.iectlon between the

PU.it'i
'
**'* '''''"'**«J .'"«>t* «nd the floating bar, a

••"ted vrtk'""'''^''""
b*tween the front end of each blftir

for* rot""
""^ ^*"^ <'orrespondlng universal bracket, means

' a nlng the floating bar against lateral dlsplace-

-• ." .ue naroe. a p,,r of sidewlse extend
•' "^me. a onlversal bracket swlveled on the

" M h of said yokes, a floating bar. a blfurc.

Z.
""''^ '^"•1 bracket, a pivotal connection

ment while permitting each portion of said bar to move
freely in h vertical plane, a pair of forwardly extending
brackets having their rear ends rigidly connected to the
floating bar, a bifurcated arm swlveled on the forward end
of each of aald brackets, a control bar pivotally i-onnected
to the forward ends of said bifurcated arms, the nald bi-
furcated arms lying parallel to each other, a tracing point
on the control bar, suitable carving tools on the control
bar, and means for driving the aald carving tools in any
position of the control bar, lor the purpose spedtied.

2. Id a carving machine, the combination with a salt-

able framework, of a; vertically extending axial member
carrie<l by the framework, a pair of sldewlse extending
yokes swlveled on said axial memlier, a universal bracket
swlveled on the outer extremity of each sldewlse extending
yoke, a floating bar lying to the rear of the sldewlse ex-

tending yokes, a pair of bifurcated yokes having their
rear ends pivoted to the floating bar and their forward
ends pivoted to the universal brackets, a forwardly ex-

tending bracket on each side of the machine, each of said

brackets having its rear end rigidly connected to the float-

ing bar. a hlfnrcatcd arm pivotally connected to the for-

ward end of each of said brackets, said bifurcated arms
lying parallel to each other, a control bar pivotally con-

nected to th* forward ends of the bifurcated arms, a trac-

ing point on the control bar, a suitable carving tool on the
control bar, and means for driving said carving tool In

any position of the control bar, for the purpose specified,

3. In a carving machine, the combination with a suit-

able framework, of a vertically extending axial memb«r
carried by the framework, a pair of sldewlse extending
yokes «w1veled on said axial member, a universal bracket

swlveled on the outer end of each of aald yokes, a floatlaf

bar''lylDg to the rear of said yokes, a bifurcated yoke 1b

each side of the machine, each bifurcated yoke having Ita

r«ar end pivoted to the floating Itar and Its forward eod
pivoted to the corresponding universal bracket, a pair of
forwardly extending brackets having their rear-ends rig-

idly connected to the floating bar, a pair of bifurcated arms
having their rear ends pivoted to the forward ends of the

said brackets, the said bifurcated arms always lying
parallel to each other, a control bar pivotally connected
to the forward ends of the bifurcated arms, an adjustable

coQDter-balance on the floating bar, a tracing point on the

control bar, a suitable caning tool on the control l>ar,

and means for driving said carving tool In any adjusted
position of the control i>ar. for the purpose specified.

4. In n carving machine, the combination with a suitable

framework, of a Tcrtically extending axial member carried

by the framework, a pair of sldewls*- extending members
pivotally mounted on aald axial member, a universal

bracket on the outer end of each of said sldewlse extending

memberR, a floating bar to the rear of the sldewlse extend-

ing members, a link connection from each universal bracket
to the floating bar, a forwardly extending meml«er In

each side of the machine, each of said forwardly extend-

ing members having Its rear end rigidly connected to the
floating bar. a bifurcated member corresponding to each of
the said forwardly extending members, n pivotal connec-
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tJon between each bifurcated member and the correapond-

Ing forwardly extending member, the forwardly extrmllng

members lying parallel to each other, a control bar, pivotal

connections from the control bar to the bifurcated mem
bers, a tracing point on the control bar, a suitable carving

tool on the control bar, and means for driving said carving

tool In any adjusted position of the control bar. for the

purpose spedfled.

5. In a carving machine, the combination with a suitable

framework, of a vertically extending axial member, a pair

of sldewlse extending members pivoted to said axial mem-

ber, a floating bar lying to the rear of the sldewlse extend

Ing members, a pair of bifurcated yokes, a pivotal connection

between each bifurcated yoke and the floating bar. a unl-

Tersal connection between each bifurcated yoke and the cor-

responding sldewlse extending member, a forwardly extend-

ing member In each side of the machine, a rigid connection

between each forwardly extending member and the floating

bar, a bifurcated arm In each side of the machine, a pivotal

connection between each bifurcated arm and the corre-

sponding forwardly extending member, a control bar. a

pivotal connection between each bifurcated arm ami the

control bar, a tracing point on the control bar, a suitable

carving tool on the control bar, and means for driving

said carving tool in any adjusted position of the control

bar, for the purpose specified.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the tiatette.]

1,229,060. AUTOMATIC MOLD-CHARGING MECHA-
NISM. Elmbb E. Gallauer, Gas City, and Dominick

J. McGRAiL, Marlon, Ind. Filed July 28, 1915. Serial

No. 42.375. (CI. 49—5.)

mounted on said beam for rotating the cup aeitlnn- n

partial revolution to open the same, actuating lever* for

said shearing members, an operative connection Interm*'-

dlate a lever and each of the rotating means for the -up

sections, and means controlled by the beam for operating

the shearing mechanism and aatd cup sections.

6. Charging mechanism for glass molds comprlxlnK Id

combination, a pivotal suportlng member, a receptacU' on

said supporting member at one side of the pivot, balance

means on the supporting member at the other side of th*-

pivot, and means on the same side of the pivot as the re-

ceptacle tending to resist the downward movement of mI.1

receptacle.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gaiett«.]

1. Mold charging mechanL-^m of the class described

comprising. In combination, a weighing beam, a receiving

cup extending from one end of the beam and having Its

longitudinal axis coincident with the longitudinal axis of

said beam, counterbalance means on the other end of the

beam, and movable means Intermediate the cup and the

counterbalance means adapted for actuation by the beam,

whereby to discharge the cup.

2. Mold charging mechanism of the class described

comprising. In combination, a weighing beam, a receiving

cup rotatably mounted on an end portion of the beam,

counterbalance means on the other end portion of the

beam, and means for rotatinK the cup when said cup has

received a preiletermlned amount of material, to discharge

the cup simultaneously with the balancing thereof.

3. Mold charging mechanism of the class described

comprising in combination, a weighing beam, counterbal-

ance means thereon, a receiving cup comprising openable

sections journaled on an end portion of the beam, and ac-

tuating means operatlvely conected to the Journaled por-

tions of the cup sections, for opening the same under con-

trol of the counterbalance means upon receipt of a prede-

termined amount of material In said cup.

4. Mold charging mechanism of the class described

comprising. In combination, a weighing beam, a sectional

glass receiving cup controlling movement of said beam

upon reception of a predetermined amount of the ^lass

material, shearing members for severing the stream of

fUaa falling into the cup. separate means coaxlally

1.229,061. CEILINC; AND FIAK)R PLATE Artht i: C.

Gaysob, Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Nov. 29, 1916. S«.

rial No. 134,194. (CL 126—317.)

3. A plate member of the character described havln;: «

semicircular recess, upon one side of said recess a tonn»i'

having a locking notch, and upon the other side of said

recess a housing having a slot In Its meeting edge to re

celve the tongue of another member leaving atta.hlntJ

strips on opposite sides of the slot, one of said ftripf

forming a locking catch to coOperate with the liKklnn

notch and said housing being provided with a spring

which is raised when a tongue Is passed into the housing.

4. A symmetrical plate of the character described com

prising Identical semicircular halves, each having an In

tegral off-set tongue projecting from one of the ed>:e«

thereof to be Joined to the edge of the counterpart hal

and a housing on its corresponding opposite edge, sal.l

housing comprising an Integral flap folded rearwar.Uy

from the edge from which It projects and being slotted at

said edge to receive the tongue on said other half, said

tongue being provided with a locking notch In the ..Ige

thereof adapted to be sprung laterally Into engagement

with the end of the slot In said housing when said tongue

Is seated In said housing, and said housing further Includ

Ing an off set portion engaging the tongue In said housing

to yieldingly retain said tongue and said housing In lock-

ing engagement.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed In tte Gaiette.l

1,229,062. SHOW-CASE. Josiah S. (Jiest. York. Fa

Filed .Tuly 20. 1916. Serial No. 110,366. (CI. 211—25 »

1. A show case having a forward top 8«ctlon hlnp.-<l at

Its rear end to swing vertically, a shelf arranged in the

rear portion of the case and having a kerf In Us rear

edge, a rest arranged In the case and extending forwardl.v

and (lownwardlv from the shelf and having Us side edge*

spaced from the side walls of the case. sUndards fixed on

the floor of the ca.se and dlspose<l below the shelf, a

transverse rock shaft Journaled In said standard^ «nJ

having cranks at Its ends and aUo having a handle niov

able In the kerf of the shelf, and links Interposed betw.-D

and plvotally connectwl to the cranks on the shaft «n

the top section and movable In the spaces between the

cllned rest and the side walls of the case.

2 A show case having a forward top aectlon hlngeil »>t

Its rear end to swing vertically, a shelf arranged In th'

rear portion of the case and having a kerf In Its rear edc'.

a rest arranged In the case and extending forwardly bd.i

downwardlv from the shelf and having Its side e-U-

spaced from the side walls of the case, stan.lards flie<i <

the floor of the case and disposed below the shelf.
J''^""'^

verse rock shaft journaled In said standards and hav.ns
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crsrk* at its ends and also baring a handle that extends

resrwHrdly from the shaft and then upwardly throu»:h the

kerf iu the shelf, a resilient keeper depending from the

fh»-\1 an<l adapted to engage the rearwardly extending

portion of the handle, a resilient keeper rising from the

Coor of the case and adaptetl to engage the other portion

of the handle, and links interposed between and plvotally

connected to the cranks on the shaft and the top aectlon

iC'i movable In the spaces between the Inclined rest and

tbe -iide walls of the case.

;<. \ show> lase baviuK a forward top seetlon hinged
at it". r«ar end to swing vertically, a rock shaft supported
aiov. iind In spaced relation to the bottom of the case
• cd having cranks and also having an angular handle,
links connecting said cranks with the top section, a resilient

ke^jwr rising from the floor of the case and adapted to
enpige the portion of the angular handle remote from the
r<" k shaft, and a pendent resilient keeper suported In the
cas,- and iidapted to engage the portion of the angular
bandle adjacent to the rock shaft.

I.i;29.0fl3. THRE.SHER OR .'SEPARATOR. Frank Gc
Mi.M.i.v and Frank Kiel, Moniteau county. Mo. Filed
•Ian. 14. 191fi. .Serial No. 72,093. (CI. 130—24.)

'p:^'
' ^1^

1- In a thnsher, the combination, of a vibratory grain
P»D a plurality of riddles carried by said grain pan and
movahi,. therewith, an air blast fan positioned below said
rtdtiu-d and having its outlet arranged for blowing a blast
of air upwardly through the riddles, an air blast guiding
board liln>:e<l|y carrleil by said grain pan and engaging
the outlet of said fan for directing the passage of ^he air
Wast through said riddles, said Ix.ard operable upon
m<^••Iu.•Ilt of said grain pan for changing the direction of
tbe air tda^t.

-• III a thresher, the combination, of a vibratory grain
P««' 1 plurality of riddles carried by said grain pan and
movaule tlierewlth. said riddles being arranged In vertical
^a.eil r.iatlon to each other, the two uppermost riddles

^^

ng lon-ifructe*! for separating grain from straw, the
^'Werm..,r riddle being constructed for sorting grain,

th?r
''""^"""'^ '>Pneath said sorting riddle for receiving

Xil h"'^

'^' ** K'"*''> therefrom, a conveyer positioned be-

blln
'-'' ''"•'^''^^ •'«<• ot Mid sorting riddle, a guiding

rl.Mi

"^ '•"'•ling the perfect grain from said sorting

^ '
• iiLi tht lowermost of the said separating riddles to
con\r.v..r, means for blowing a cleaning blast of air

about said grain during travel from said riddles to said
conveyer, means positioned beneath said riddles for blow-
ing a blast of air upwardly through said separating rid-

dles, means operable by the vibratory movement of said

grain pan for regulating the direction of travel of the
air blast from said last named means.

3. In a thresher, the combination, of a vibratory grain
pan. a pluraJlty of riddles carried by said grain pan and
movable therewith, said riddles arrange<l In vertical

space<l relation, the two uppermost riddles being con-

8tructe<l for separating grain from straw, a plurality of

spaced Angers positioned for receiving straw from the

uppermost of said riddles, a conveyer positioned beneath

said fingers for receiving unthreshed grain heads and de-

livering them to a tailings conveyer.

5. In a thresher, the combination, of a vlt)ratory grain

pan, a plurality of riddles carried by said pan and mov-
able therewith, said riddles arranged In vertical spaceil

relation, the two uppermost riddles being constructed for

separating grain from straw, a plurality of spaced fingers

positioned for receiving straw from the uppermost of said

riddles, a conveyer positioned beneath said fingers for

receiving unthreshed grain heads from the fingers and de-

livering them to a tailings elevator, an Inclined guiding

board leading from the delivery end of the second upper-

most riddle to said conveyer for guiding tailings from the

second rbldle to the conveyer, a second conveyer positioned

forwardly of first named conveyer, and a second guiding

board positioned for guiding threshed grain from the sec-

ond riddle to said second named conveyer.

[Claims 4 and rt to 19 not prlnte<l In the Gaeette.]

1,229.064. METHOD OF EXTIN<;ITISH1N<; FIRE?S.

(iBORC.E T. GiLLBTTB, Log Angeles. Cal. Filed Mar. 20.

1916. Serial No. 86,619. (O. 28—5.)

1. The method set forth of extinguishing fire which

consists in projecting onto the same a stream of powdered
diatomaceous earth.

2. The method set forth of extinguishing flre which
consists In projecting onto the same a stream of powdered

diatomaceous earth by means of an air current.

3. The method of extinguishing fire set forth which
consists In first consolidating diatomaceous earth ; pow
derlng the same and blowing the powdered material to-

ward tbe flre and thereby Introducing It to the flre to

smother the same.

4. The method of extinguishing fire set forth which
consists In blowing powdered diatomaceous earth toward

the flre and thereby Introducing It to the flre to .smother

the same.

1,229,065. RAIL-JOINT. Albert Gimpel, Mountain

View, Mo., assignor of one-third to Mike Buyalos, Cbee-

terfleld, Va. Filed Oct. 24, 1914, Serial No. 868,426.

Renewed Apr. 16, 1917. Serial No. 162.525. (CI.

239—8.)

A rail joint comprising a rail section having an ex-

tended tenon at one end, the upper face of said tenon
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being lncllD<^l dowiiwardlv lu opposite dlr»*ftion from

central line, and a roofMratlnK rail »e<-tlon having at one

end In lt» base k longitudinally extended alot, the web

of the rail being tut away upon each side corresponding

to said slot leaving a ilependlng portion of the web with

Its under face formwl with a groove the walls of whlck

are oppositely lncllne«l from the center outward to corre

!«pond with the Incllnt'd walls of the upper face of nid

tenon, said tenon being recelv.d In the slot of the bate

of the rail section and the wedgt- shapeil face of the tenon

received In the wedge shaped groove of said dep«-ndlng

portion.

1.229.066. VENTILATOR. Joseph CBEE.NBtBC, Rox
bury, Mass. Flle.1 July 24. 1916. Serial Xo. 110.831.

(CI. 98—22.)

1. A ventilator for vehicle bodies positioned at an open-

ing In the body and comprising a plurality of external

vanes disposed longitudinally the body at said opening

whereby air may be drawn from the body interior to the

vane comprehended spaces ; and an air conduit positioned

opposite each space within said body and opening Into the

body, each conduit having Its end portions extending into

the adjacent vane comprehended space whereby, uiK>n

movement of the vehicle body In either direction, a por-

tion of the air currents lnduce«l between adjacent vanes Is

deflected to the t>ody Interior and vitiated air la drawn
therefrom by the undetlected currents.

2. A ventilator for vehicle bodies positioned at an open-

ing in the body and comprising a pair of external vanes
disposed longitudinally the boily at said opening whereby
air may t>e drawn from the body interior to the vane com-

prehended space, an air conduit within the body and open

thereinto. an<l means In said vane comprehendeti space to

deflect air Into aald conduit whereby, upon movenient of

the vehicle body, a portion of the air currents induced
between the vanes is deflected to the body Interior and
vitiated air la drawn therefrom by the undeflected cur-

rents.

3. A ventilator for vehicle bodies positioned at an open-

ing In the body and comprising a pair of external vanes

disposed longitudinally the body at said opening whereby
air may be drawn from the body Interior to the vane com-
prehended space, an air conduit within the body and open
thereinto, and an air duct in said space to deflect air into

the conduit whereby, upon movement of the vehicle body,

a portion of the air currents Induced between the vanes la

deflected to the body interior and vitiated air is drawn
therefrom by the undeflected currents.

4. A ventilator for vehicle l>odle8 positioned at an open-

ing in the body and comprising a plurality of external

Ttnea disposed longitudinally the body at said opening

whereby air may be drawn from the body Interior to the

Tane comprehended spaces : an air conduit within aald

tKxly opposite each space, each conduit commanicating

with the body Interior ; and means in each of said vane
comprehended spaces to deflect air into each of said con-

duits whereby, upon movement of the vehicle body, a

portion of the air cnrrents induced between each of the

adjat^nt vanes is deflected to the body Interior and

vitiated air Is drawn therefrom by the undeflected currents.

6. A ventilator for vehicle bo<lles positioned at an open-

ing in the body and comprising external vanes disposed

longitudinally the body at said opening whereby air may
be drawn from the body interior to the vane comprehended

spaces ; an air conduit within said body opposite each

space, each conduit communicating with the bo<lv int.-

rior ; mean»< in each of said vane coinprebendcd Bpa>'>-- i<.

deflect air Into each of aald conduits whereby, up<>o more
ment of the vehicle body, a portion of the air current* in

du<'ed between each of the adjacent vanes is defle^-teii to

the IkhIv interior and vltlato«i air is drawn therefrom by

the undefle<-ted currents ; and a flaring InstmaM^ntality

secured to the ends of the external vanes to deflect air

between the vanes.

[Claim not printed in the <iazette.1

1.229,<>«7. HUSE-COUPLIXG. Allie (;BirriTH. Cleve.

land. Ohio. Flle«i Apr. 12. 1915. Serial Xo. 20.T4s.

(CI. 137—28.)

1. A hose ciHipling comprising a pair of independent

coupling sections, lock means carried by one of said hh*-.

tions movable into and out of engagement with the other

of said sectlona, a lever operable to actuate said lock

means, and means disposed in the path of said lever, said

tnraaa causing said lever to move aald lock means, as and

for tke purpose set forth.

2. A coupling comprising two independent coupling sec-

tions, a locking member, an operating lever for said mem-

ber, and means carried by one of aald sectiona. aald meaai

being dispose*! In the path of movenient of said lever to

autoiuatlcally actuate the aald lo<-king roemt>er. as aad

for the purpose set forth.

8. A coupling cuBiprlslng two lndei>endent sections, a

pair of locking m»>mt>ers. a single operating lever harlOK

connection with each locking memt>er. means formed upon

one of aald sections, the said means being disposed In thf

path of the said operating menber, t* aimaltaneoosly ac-

tuate said locking members, as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. In a hose conpllng. the combination with two sepa

rable portions, one having a recess and the other a head

insertible therein, of oppositely positioned keepers upon

said socket portion. l>earlngs In which said keepers are

mounted and In which they are roUtable and radially

movable, a spring loop connecting said keepers, and serv-

ing as a means for rotating the same, and cams engaged

by said loop and operating to force said keepers Into en

gagement with said head, when said loop is revolve<i Id

one direction, the spring action of said loop serving to

separate said keepers when revolved in the opposite direc-

tion.

5. In a hose coupling. In combination, two separable

portions for hose and fixed connection respectively, on*

portion having a head and the other portion a receas

therefor. ra<llally movable keepers mounted upon the

socket portion and engageable with said head, and rota-

table upon said socket portion, a spring loop connectlug

said keepers, and serving as a lever to operate the saiii-

and cam.s mounte<l upon said socket portion, and engai;«

able by said loop, said cams serving to force said keeper*

into engagement with said head, said cams provided with

rest portions preventing Involuntary movement of «•'''

loop.

t.litjWO. ANIMATED ATTACHMKNT FOR RAPI-^-

T0R-<?AP8. William P»tbh Rowa>, Bt. I>onis. Mo.

assignor, by mesne assignments, to A. T. Crawford at^l

U. S. Fllesbacb. Scotts BltrfT, Nebr. Filed Apr 27. 191'-

Serial No. 164.887. (CI 46—14.)

1. A device of the ciass described, comprising a s'sn.

and a flag extending laterally from and mounted to r-tate

about the axis of said staff, -with said staff sobstanrlnlly
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parallel to the plane of said fla«. aaM fiag having means

adaiitiiit: It f«r rotation by air currents a»K>nt aald axis.

4. A device of the clasa described, comprising a staff,

and an air vane mounted for rotation lnterme«llate Its

ends alM)ut the axis of said staff, said vane having repre

aentations of a flag on opposite fa<'e8 thereof and ar

raiiiC"! In displaced relation along said axis.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

l."J-*J».CHJ9. PROTRACTOR. Enwix V. Hagman. Revere.

Ma*«. Filed May 15. 1916. Serial Xo. 97,505. (CI.

3»—102.)

1. A protractor having a fixed rule edi^e, an adjustable
ariu t>j\ (.tally mounted thereon, a degree adjusting member
villi which the arm is relatively movable for adjustment
au<l to which the arm la fixed when adjusted, aald d*-gree

adjusting menil)er being plvotally mounted un the flxed
rul. f,|j;i.. a ml( rometer adjusting member mounted on the
fix"! rule e<lge and connected with the degree adjusting
i'iuIht for minute adjoatment of said meml>er and arm
aiii a movable rule edge carried by the arm.

-. -V protractor compriatng a flxed rule dge, a degree
Kal*" rotatally supported thereon, an adjusting arm ro
tatably supported on the flxed rule edge and a movable
rul. eiUe wMured to said arm, the position of the arm
•"•ini: niovablf with respect to the degree scale to vary
'>" adjustment of the movable rule edge with respect to
tile ftx.-d rule edge in degrees, said arm being flxed to the
'li-gr."' w-aie when adjusted, a micrometer adjuster se
nire<l t,, the fixed role edg^ and connected to the degree
••"le to move the latter with the fixed arm and movable
rule p,ij;,. f„r minute adjustment.

3. .\ protractor comprising a flxe«l rule edge, a face
Plifp s..,iir,,| to one side thereof, a back plate secured to
"•' "i-i.-i,^ sij^ thereof, the face and back pUte having
'if"! aiiKiilar extensions, a degree scale plvotally monnt-
pl on the i>ark plate, an arm jdvotally mounted on the
•a'-K i>l«!«.. n movable rule edge. clamiilnK means <-onne<-t-
n« rh. !i ..vjt.i^ r^i, ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
m-^viM.

rul.. edge being adjustable with re«i>eot to the
^"""' ' ^'•' t" Ttry the angular Inclination of the re-
^^ti\.. rule ednes In deirre«-s. aald arm and movable rule

'' '" •- itiied to the degree scale when adjusted, a mi-
om.T,-

, (justing memlter sup|>orted by the angular por-
: i!i. fB,.p gn^ luck plate and a connection N-tween

the Micrometer adjusting memtter aud the degree scale to

more the latter and tlie arm for minute-angular and mov-
able rule edge variation with the flx<>d rule eil^e.

4. A protractor including a fixed rule edge, plates se-

cured thereto, adjacent one end and having right angle

portions, a degree- scale plvotally mounted on one of the

plates and furnxHl with holes Indicating degree adjust-

ments, an arm arranged upon the pivot of the degree scale

and formed with a member to engage any one of the holes

In the degree scale and to fix the arm to the degree scale

when adjuste<l. a guide secureil upon the arm. a slide

movable lu the guide aud formed with a lateral exten-

sion, ri movable rule edge having a slot to receive the lat-

eral extension of the slide, means for clamping the slide

In the guide to arrange the movable rule edge In the flxed

relation to the arm. and a micrometer adjusting member
carried by the right angle portions of the plates and con-

nected to the degree 8<'ale, said micrometer adjusting mem-
ber moving the degrei' scale, arm. and movable rule edge

for minute adjustments between said rule edges.

5. A protractor comprising a flxed rule etlge, plates se-

curwl theret<t adjacent one end and having right angle

portions, a degree acale plvotally mounted on one of the

plates and formed with holes lndl<-atlng degree adjust-

ments, an arm arranged on the pivot of the degree scale

and having a member to engage any one of the holes In the

degree s<^le, to se-cnre tlie arm to the degree scale when
adjusted, a movable rule edge carried l>y the arm, and
mo^-abie therewith oo the decree fK»le to vary the angular

relation between the movable and flxed rule edges, and a

micrometer adjustment carrie<l by the right angle portions

of the plates and comprising r micrometer screw mounted
for rotary movement with respect to the plates, a scale

gage flxe<l to the screw and bearing minute scale indica-

tions, a block slldable within the sleeve and having thread-

ed co<>peratlon with the ml<Tometer screw, and a connec-

tion between the barrel and degree scale to move the de-

gree scale, connecteil ami. and movable rule edge In the

micrometer adjustment of the barrel.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,229,070. JOIST OR BEAM SUPPORT OR ANCHOR.
Calvin F. Hall. Athens, 111. Filed July 8. 1916. Se-

rial No. 108.161. (Cl. 72—108.)

A Joist anchor including a pair of Joist engaging plates

adapted for engag«'ment with the sides of the joist adja-

cent one end. a joist engaging flange on the end of each

plate and adapted for engagement with the end of the

joist, and wall engaging wings projecting at right angles

from the outer end of each (lange and arranged in close

parallel relation with each other, a wall engaging lip ex-

tending from the upper edge of each wing and arranged in

the plane of the upi>er edge of the plates and flanges and

terminating flush with the outer side faces of the adjacent

plates, and an anchoring lug extending downwardly at

right angles from the outer end edge of each Up and

arranged In spaced parallel relation with the adjacent

flanges.

1.229.071. COMHINKI) IIEATINC, AXD SPRINKLER
SYSTEM. WiLBEBFOBCE Beecueb Hammond, Brook-

line. Mass.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Com-

bined Heat and Sprinkler Company, a Corporation of

Masiwchusetts. Filed June 28, 1916. Serial No. 105.937.

(Cl. 169—20 )

1. In a combined hot water heating and sprinkler sys-

tem, th- (omblnatlon with the characteristic elements of

a hot water circulation system of a circulation loop ex-

tending laterally from said circulation system and Joined
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thereto at both ends of the loop, said loop comprising a

relatively high-reaching riser at one end and a relatively

low return connection at the other end and the pipes of

the loop descending gradually from the level of the top

of the riser to that at the return connection, and flre-

proteotins; sprinklers mounted on the inclined plp«s of

the loop.

J>)c

2. In a combined hot water boating and sprinkler sys-

tem, the combination with the characteristic elemenU of

a hot water circulation heating system, of a circulation

loop extendint; laterally from said circulation system and

Joine<l thereto at both ends of the loop, said loop com-

prising a relatively high reaching riser at one end and a

relatively low return connection at the other end. and the

pipes of the loop descending gradually from the level of

the top of the riser to that at the return connection, flre-

protectlng sprinklers mounted on the Inclined pipes of

the loop, and an air collecting chamber attached to the

loop.

3. In a combined hot water heating and sprinkler sys-

tem, the coml'lnatlon with a main hot water circulation

circuit and means to maintain circulation therein, of a

circulation loop connected with said main circuit at both

ends of ^aid loop, one of Its connections being at a higher

level than the other, to maintain Independent gravity cir-

culation Id said loop, and flre-protectlng sprinklers mount-

ed on the said gravity circulation loop.

4. In a combined hot water heating and sprinkler sys-

tem, the combination of a main hot water circuit and
means to maintain circulation therein, a secondary circuit

consisting of a loop <*onnected at both ends with the

main circuit, the connection nearer the source of main
circuit circulation comprising a riser from the top of

the main circuit pipe, and sprinklers mounte<l on the

pipes of the secondary circuit.

1.229.072. CAR DOOR. Fred .1 Hardt. CorbettSTllle,

X. T. Filed Feb. 25, 1914. Serial No. 820.873. (CI.

20—30.

)

car, rertlcal bars having their upper ends arranged la

the casings in position to t>e engaged by the cams. Mid
bars having their lower ends operating In the slots of the

said plates an«l adapted to be placed in either branch to

arrange them dlflferent distances from the side of the bar

to accommo«late doors of different thicknesseii, the ^ald

cams being adapted to clamp the bars In either pfisltion.

and pawls and ratchets for locking the cam In engage-

ment with the bars.

1.229.07.'?. WI NIK)W PLATFORM SUPPORT. Elwaib

F. Harris, Chicago. 111., assignor, by mesne a>sign-

menta, of one-flfth to Frank Harper, CbbHgn. 111.

Filed Feb. 7. 1914. Serial No. 817,124. Renewe.1 Mar.

27, 1917. Serial No. 157.856, (CI. 20—87.)

The combination with a car having a door opening, of

casings locate-l at the opposite sides of the upper portion

of the door opening, cams mounted in the casings, hori-

zontal plates located at opposite sides of the lower por-

tion of the door opening and provided with slots having

branches extending longitudinally and transversely of the

A device of the class deiK-rlbed comprising a transverse

member consisting of two telescoping tubes, there being

transverse openings through the'outer tube; a stop pin

extending through said openings ; a bearing plate rlKl'Hy

secured to the outer end of the inner tube : a menilwr

threaded in the outer end of the outer tube ; a bearing

plate 8wlvele<l to the outer end of said threaded member

:

an operating rod slidable transversely in said threaded

member ; longitudinally extensible supports for said trans-

verse member adapted to rest upon the window sill, said

supports being connected with the tubes of said meinl>er

by means of sleeves loosely engaging the same; platform

supporting rods having sleeves at their inner ends loosely

engaelng the tubes of said transverse member; and a lon-

gltu<llnally extensible brace pivotally connected with each

of said rods and with the lower end of the corresponding

support, substantially as described.

1.229.074. WINr>OW SHADE HOLDER. Ephrum G.

Harrison. Provo City, Utah. Filed Feb. 16, 1916. Se-

rial No. 78.762. (CI. 156—26.)

A window shade holder comprising a hollow body pro-

vided at Its top with converging flanges which extend

the full length of the body, said body having at its 4-1*

and in the vicinity of the end thereof a longitudlnalLT

disposed slot, said body having at the same side an -ut

standing lug, a bar movably mounted in the body and pro-

vided at Its outer end with an enlarged head, a handle

lug mounted upon the l>ar and disposed through the

slot and a spring located In the body and bearing at <'D«

en<l against the end of the same and at Ita other end

against the side of the handle lug and being under tension

with a tendency to normally hold the head of the bar awa.v

from the adjacent end of the body.
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1 229.075. APPARATUS FOR HANDLING METALLIC

LE^F Leox Marti.v Harwooi*, SpringfleW. Mass.

FllHi July 3. 1916. Serial No. 107,375. (CI. 175—265.)

1. A device for handling metallic leaf having dielectric

material on Its outer surface adapted to come in contact

witli the leaf, and a conductor positioned so that the

(lieie.trlc material Is between It and the leaf to be handled,

aid conductor adapted to be electrified, whereby the

charge thereon may act Inductively to attract the leaf.

L' A device for lifting metallic leaf from the package,

i-cmprislng. an attractor having conductors separated by

insulating material and adapted to be electrlfle<l with op
pe>ite charges, both of said conductors adapted to attract

and hi'1.1 to the attractor the uppermost leaf of a package

with a iiilnimum Inductive effect upon remaining leaves.

;;. A device for handling metallic leaf, comprising, a

suitable ciirrier. and two conductors mounted thereon and
iDsulateil one from the other, said conductors adapted to

be oppositely electrified and brought into proximity with

the leaf, whereby the latter Is attracted and held to the

carrier.

4. A device for handling metallic leaf, comprising, a

suitable device and two conductors mounted thereon and
insulatetl one from the other, said conductors having por-

tions extending beyond an end of the device adapted to be

oppositely electrified, whereby, when the conductors are

brouvhf Into proximity with the leaf, the latter is at-

tracted and held to the carrier.
.'. -V device for handling metallic leaf, comprising, two

coDiluetors. one insulated from the other to form a con-

denser Hrranjred for charging, and an insulated handle
portion by which the conductors may be positioned to at-

tra.-t a leaf, whereby the condenser may discharge through
the leaf after the conductors have attracted it and the
r'^idual (harg«> of the condenser used to hold the leaf to

the device for handling.

1.229.076. VARIABLE SPEED POWER-TRANSMISSION
MECHANISM. Frank A. Hates, Pelham Manor. N. Y.
Stibstitute for application Serial No. 754.798. filed Mar.
IT. 1»13. This application file<l Mar. 12. 1915 Serial
No. 13,864. (CI. 138—22.)

' Jii .1 tluid transmission mechanism, a driving shaft,

« transmission shaft, a pump comprising two relatively
m-vai.ip elements, one of said elements being connected
f" the driving shaft and the other of said elements being
connecte-! to the transmission shaft, a motor comprising
« *l«tion;iry element and a relatively movable element,
*«W movable element being operatlvely connected to the
rtnsmlv>l..n shaft, and valve mechanism for conducting

t""*^ iliil.! from the pump to the motor.
- In a fiuld transmission mechanism, a driving shaft.
pimp .isjnj coupled thereto, a transmission shaft, an

element working in the pump casing connected to the
transmission shaft, a stationary motor casing, an ele-

ment working In said motor casing also connected to the

transmission shaft, and valve mechanism for conducting
the fluid from the pump to the motor.

3. A fluid transmission mechanism comprising a^drlvlng

shaft, a pump casing coupled thereto provided with radial

cylinders, a transmission shaft having a crank, pistons

working In the pump cylinders connected to the crank,

a stationary motor casing provide*! with radial cylinders,

a .second crank on the transmission shaft, pistons working

In the motor cylinders connected to said second crank, and

valve mechanism for conducting the fiuld from the pump
to the motor.

4. A fluid transmission mechanism comprising a driving

shaft, a pump casing coupled thereto, provided with cylin-

ders, a transmission shaft having a crank, pistons working

In the pump cylinders connected to the crank, a stationary

motor casing provided with cylinders, an adjustable crank

on the transmission shaft, pistons working in the motor

cylinders connected to said adjustable crank, and valve-

mechanism for conducting the fluid from the pump to the

motor.
.">. A fluid transmission mechalnsm comprising a driving

shaft, a pump casing coupled thereto, provided with cylin-

ders, a transmission shaft having a crank, pistons work-

ing iu the pump cylinders connected to the crank, a sta-

tionary motor casing provided with cylinders, a second

crank en the transmission shaft, pistons working In the

motor cylinders connects to said second crank, valve

mechanism for conducting the fluid from the pump to the

motor, and means for cutting out of the fluid circuit some

of the cylinders.

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed In the Gaeette.]

1.229.077. METHOD OF MAKING WELT SHOES. Grs-

TAF E. HEPLfxn, Lynn. Mass. Filed Oct. 28, 1918.

Serial No. 796.869. ( CI. 12—142.)

1. The Improvement In the art of making welt shoea

which consists in stitching a welt strip to the edge of an

unlasted and unturned fitted upper with the edges of said

strip and upper flush ; placing a last having a metal bot-

tom and a flat Inner sole attached thereto In said upper ;

pulling the edges of the atUched welt and upper over 'he

edge and against the bottom of said inner sole so that

the outer edge of said strip will extend beyond said upper

;

driving tacks through the welt strip, upper, and Inner

sole against said metal bottom of the last whereby said

tacka will be clenched into said inner sole ; placing a filler

on the bottom of said Inner sole between the Inner edges

of said welt strip and upper ; and finally attaching an

outer sole to said welt strip with a plurality of heel lifts

interposed between said welt strip and the rear end of

said outer sole.

2. The improvement in the art of making welt shoes

which consists in stitching a welt strip to the edge of an

unlasted and unturned fitted upper with the e<lges of said

strip and upper flush ; placing a last having a metal bot-

tom and a flat Inner sole attached thereto in said upper ;

pulling the edges of the attached welt and upper over the

edge and against the bottom of said Inner sole so that

the outer edge of said strip will extend beyond said upper ;

driving tacks through the welt strip, upper, and inner

sole against said metal bottom of the last whereby said

tacks will be clenched into said Inner sole ; and finally at-

taching an outer sole to said welt strip with a plurality of

heel lifts Interposed between <«ald welt strip and the rear

end of said outer sole.

y
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1.229,078. ALCOHOL-LAMP. Soma Ubuog, New York.

N. Y. Filed Jan. 11, 1917. Serial No. 141,747. (CI.

158—97.)

An aU-ohol lamp <<)mprUJiie a (•ontaln«'r, an annular

apertured 'up mount«*il th«T«^u. wicks extending from tbe

coiitaln«r luto the cup. said mp having a c^atral stem, a

spr«>ader mounted apon nalil stem, an annalar disk cen-

tered upon the stem, and having a plurality of optnlnpi. a

re^ster baring correepondlng openings and rotatable on

the stem, the openings In one of said parts being corered

with wire gaute. and an annular tap mounted on the

container, said cap having a plurality of main air orl-

icea. an Inner flange, and a plurality of auxiliary air

orifices in «atd flange.

1,22»,079. THREE PIECE TUBULAR COUPLING. PAri>

C. HILL, Loe Angelea. Cal. Filed Nor. 20, 1915. Se-

rial No. 62.683. (CI. 137—28.)

A coupling cotnprlwlnK an Inner tuhular member inter-

nally threaded at i>ne end and retluc^ and formed in a

nipple at the other end and provided between the nipple

and the internally threaded end with exterayl lug«, the

edges of whlrh n«»are«t th»> internally threaded end are In-

clined at slight pltih in one direction around said inner

member ; an outer tubular memt>er constructed at one end

to receive the Inner member, and internally screw-threaded

at the other »'nd and provided between the receiving end
and the tntemtil threads with a sent la which said nipple

flta and provided l>»>tween said seat and the receiving end.

with internal Inga the edges nearest said seat being adapt-

ed to engaye the lncUne<l edges of the ItJgs of the inner

menil>er wheji said members are reUtively rotated for that
purpose: and an Intermediate member having wedging
prongs Inserted l>etwe«'n the lugs to bold the lug« In close

engagement with each other.

1,229,080. BURGL.^R AL.XRM. .logKPH Hl*tatt. Okla-

homa. Okla. Filed Mar. 9, 191«. Serial No. 88.081.

(il. 116—42.)

In a burglar alarm, the combination with a frame and

a "wlnglne closur.' hinged t<> one side of the frame, of a

^rlng actuate<l plunger mounted upon tbe aide of tbe

frame to which the closure Is hinged and formed with a

lateral arm, a fixed pin over which tbe lateral arm of tbe

plunger la adapted to be swung to hold tbe plunger against

the action of the spring, alarm means adapted to be a tu-

ated by the plunger, a tubular bearing post projecriag

from tbe face of the closure at a point near the hliutsi

edge thereof, a shaft extending through the dosure iid<1

- .?«•

.f
tulxilar bearlna pout, a flange<1 plate appU<<<l to th^ »haft

at the end of the tubular l>ear1nK po«t and offset from the

face of the clorore so that the flange thereof will hive a

lateral swinging nioveni>nt and engage tbe arm of the

plunger when the clonure 1st openeil. said tlaog-j having a

rut-away portion, and means for routing the itkaft sod

plate to bring the cut away portion of the flaiige oppt»slte

the arm of tbe plunder when it Is dealred to open the clo

sure wtttaont aonndlng tbe alarm.

1,229,081. ENVELOP. Prraa Aujaar Hoffman. Uait-
'

ing». Minn, nied Oct. 21. 191'.. Serial No. 57.06S.

(CI. 229—87.)

1. In an envelop of the character deacrlbed, « I'ody

formed from two blaaka folded and aecured together, one

of said blanks beln« folded for providing a bottom two

ride members, a top member an.l an overlapping flap, and

the other of said blanks being folded so as to provide a

central body. en<l flape and end members for tbe envelop,

the body of said first mentioned blanlt and the en.i rtsps

being secured to the sides of the first mentioned flap in

such a manner as to cauae the ends provided by the second

mentioned blank to be apa^-ed Inwardly from the ends of

said sides.

2. In an envelop of the character de«crlbe*l, a body

formed from a single blank folded so as to produce two

sides, a bottom, a top and a flap designed to overlap ono

of said sides, a separate member formed from a single

bUnk folded so as to produce a side member, end meiut^rs

and a pair of flaps extending an appreciable dlstsnce a.ro*«

one of the flrst mentione<J side members, the side roemt»er

of said separate member being secureil to one of the side

members of the body whereby said ends are held in po«i

tion, each of said flaps being left unsecured for part of us

dlaUnce. and movable clips arranged on the fap of «iid

body provlde.1 with a projecting member a<lapted to ex-

tend between the unsecured part of the flaps on said vl

arate member and the side adja.^nt thereto, whereby tne

flap on the body is held In a folded position.

1.229.062. AUTOMOBILE TRA<^OR VEHICLE- <>r'«

A. HOLLis, Pittsburgh. Pa., asalgnor. by mesne asscn

ments. to Hollls Automatic Traction Jack ^'<""r'"l-

IMttsburgh. V%.. a Corporation of IVlaware. Flle«1 1

14. 1912. Serial No. 738.807 (Cl. 21—90.)

1. A self-propelling combined tractor and truck <""ni^

prlBlnc a frame adapted for atta< hra«Jt of idle wheels at

J-
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eiiii. r end thereof, and having at intermediate positions a

pUir.tiiiy of pair, of universally revoluble driving wheels,

c«n.<'lDeiI with an en>;lne and geHrlng connected to said

irh>rl> ^ind adapted to both drive aad steer thereby.

2. .\ s»lf pro|»elHog ct>ml»iD«>d tractor and motor truck

• ouipriiiiuu a frame having an upward receiw therein and
a .li'taihable portion at one end carrying Idle w bee la,

aierins to aiUch and detach l<lle wheels at the other end
>i tbe frame, and a plurality of pairs of driving wheels

located in tbe reccaa of the frame and adapted to turn
tbtT'lti with a radlna lata than half tbe width of the ma-
obidf. un engine and means to drive itaid wheels.

;{. A !«elf propelling vehicle ( omprlsing a frnme, one pair

u[ idle wheels, two pairs of driving and steering wheels,
the :ixle of each pair of driving wheels being less than tbe
(Dtire wheel ba.se and meana for poaitlvely driving said
driving wheels In any poaltlon aruand a vertical axlx,

wlereby tbe machine may be turned In place by tbe appli
aiu>n of p*jwer in tbe direction of movement of the wheel

p-»juireti for steering.

4. A motor vehicle provided with two pairs of front
driving wheels mounted with one-way clutches on axles
universally revolnble on vertical axes outside the tread of
tbf wheel, and means to positively drive said axles of said
(idirs uf wheels, and thereby one only of said wheels.

o. A motor vehicle having Idle rear wheels and two
Hir> or front driving wbeeU. each pair of driving wbevis
tfiug mounted wltb one-way clutches on axles adapted to
lurn 060 degri-ea on a vertical axis, and means to posl
lively drive the axl. and one wheel only of each pair in
nj position, substantially as de»crlb«d.

I» laiii,» to JO not printed in the Uazette.J

l.r.UUSS AUTOMATIC EXPRESSION CONTROL FUR
I'l.AYKK 1 l.v.NtiS. Monroe S. Howard, Waukon,
iowa. Filed .Inly 31. 1915. Serial No. 42,971. (Cl.
>4— lfi8.)

-fS

V-^T-^li

>i-ikia".
" ^'''*" '*^'*" including a tracker bar and a

tbr "
J"""""*""^' *bd means conne<ting them whereby

uut/ "i,
' P"'»'»«tlc ouy be actuated for striking a

NUHf'!!
""'*'''' ''»^'»»«llnK »a exhaust chamber and a pas

'b. ...n'r""'
*""« *'»»»» l**" exhaust chamber and with

•u.munt;
I'^'U'MUc. the combVnaUon of a chamber

»talve
'""*' **^ **** »*'"^°« pneumaUc and pan^iage.

""'""' Pb''umatlc arrange<i within the ..hamber, a

paaaage connecting the valve pneumatic with an auxiliary
opening In the tra<'ker bar and being provide^l with a bleed
opening communicating with the exhuuxt cbambe^r. an o»-

cUlatory cut-off valve arranged within the flrst pas»age.
an arm operably connected with the valve, an eye ar-
ranged on the valve control pneumatic and Iwnvely engag-
ing the arm whereby the valve may be o^clUated for open-
ing and closing the first passage as the valve pneumatic is

exp4»nded and collapsed, a by-pass commuiib-ating with the
first passage and with the striker pneumatic, a ilap valve
controlling the by-pasa adjacent the striker pneumatic, and
means whereby the auxiliary opening in the tracker bar
may be uncovered to various degrees.

2. In a player piano including a tracker bar. exhaust
chaml»er, striking pneumatic, and passage communicating
with the exhaust chaml>er and striking pneumatic, the

combination of a chamber communicating with the strik-

ing pneumatic and passage, a valve control pneumatic ar-
ranged within the chamber, a passage connecting the valve
pneumatic with an auxiliary opening In the tracker l>ar

and being provided with a bleed opening coniiiiunicatlng

with the exhaust chamber, an oscillatory cot-off valve ar-
rangiMl within the first paattage. an arm operably <onnecte<l
with the valve, an eye arranged on tbe valve control .

pneumatic and loosely engaging the arm whereby the valve
may be oscillated for opening and dosing the flrst passage
aa the valve pneumatic la expanded and collapMed. and
means whereby tbe auxiliary opening In the tracker bar
may i>e uncovereil to various de^ees.

8. In a player piano Including a tracker tmr. striking

pneumatic, exhaust chamber, and passage connecting tbe
striking pneumatic and exhaust chainlxr. the conit>ination

of n chamt>er communicating with the striking pneumatic
and pasaage, a valve control pncnimatlc arranged within
the chamber, a passage connecting tbe valve pneumatic
with an auxiliary opening in the trucker bar snd t>eing

provided with a blee«| opening communicating with the

exhanst chamber, an eacillatory cut-off valve arranged
within the flrst passage, connecting means between the
valve and valve control pneuntatic whereby the former
msy be actoate*] upon actuation of the latter, and means
whereby the admission of air through the auxiliary open-
ing may be controlled.

4. In a player piano Inchiiling a tracker bar. a strik-

ing pneumatic, an exhaust chamber, and a parage com-
municating with the striking pneumatic and exhaust
chamber, the ccmhlnatlon of a cut-off valve arranged
within the passage, a control pneumatic operably con-

nected with tbe cnt-off valve sod arranged with respect
to the striking pneumatic In !«ucb manner as to be ex-

pf»s*Hl to the prevsnre attaining In the striking pnenmatlc.
a p.is^age comiiinnl<fltlng with the control pneumatic and
with an nnxiliary opening In the tracker bar. communi-
cating means between the exhaust ch«ml>er and tbe valve
contnd pnewmatlc whereby the latter may t>e col)ap«ie<]

when the anilllary opening' in the tracker bar Is clo«»efl

In order to maintain tbe cut-off valve in position for al-

lowing commimlratlon through tbe pasjwge. and means
for controlllnfj the admission of air through the auxiliary
opening to said valve control pneumatic.

5. A player piano including a striking pneumatic, a

passage through which air in the striking pnenmatic may
be exhansted. a i-nt-ofT valve for contrf>IHng ccmmnnica-
tlon through said passage, a val'^e control pneumatic op-
erably connected with the cut-off valve, and exposed to

the preasnre In the striking pneumatic, a trsrker Iwr hav-
ing an opening with which the valve cuntroi pneumatic
Is in comtnnnlcatlon, means whereby the air within the
valve control pnenmatic may hr exhausted when said

opening is cIo«e<l. and means for controlling admission of

air through the opening to the valve control pneumatic.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazfttc.J

1.229,084. COTTON-GIN. Edwaju> L. Hi NTsMAS,
Rochexter, Tex. Filed .lune 19. 1916. Serial No.
104.:»41. (Cl. 18—12.)
1. Tbe coBtUnation wltb a gin stand feeibr and a gin

stand, of a casing pmJtloned between tbe feeder and the
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sUnd and having two compartments therein one of which

la arranged In communication with the outlet of the

feeder and with the huller breast of the gin stond while

the other compartment Is arrangeil in communication with

the flr-tt compartm»'Dt and with the top of the cotton roll

chamber of the gin stand, and cooperative means arranged

In the compartments for separating the cotton from the

burs so that the separated burs and cotton will be respec

tlvely delivered to the huller breast and the cotton roll

chamber of the gin stand.

2 The combination with a gin stand feeder and a gin

stand of a separating attachment disposed between the

feeder and the stand Including a casing having two com-

partments therein, one of which is arranged In communi-

cation with the huller breast of the gin stand while the

other Is arrange In communication with the cotton roll

chaml>er of the gin stand, a saw cylinder roUtably mount-

ed In one compartment of the casing, a suction device

connected to one end of the casing the suction of which

removes the cotton from the cylinder, a perforated plate

arranged In front of the suction device for preventing the

passage of cotton therethrough, cooperative means mount

ed In the casing and interposed between the plate and

the cylinder for directing the action of the suction to the

top of the cylinder and for removing cotton from th-.'

plate and directing it to the cotton roll chamber of the

gin sund feeder, and an endless conveyer for cooperating

with the saw cylinder for carrying burs away from the

cylinder and directing them Into the huller breast of the

gin stand.

a The combination with a gin stand feeder and a gin

tand. of a casing arranged between the feeder and the

tand and provided with two compartment* one of which

communicates with the huller breast of the gin stand

while the other communicates with the cotton roll cham

ber of the gin stand, an endless conveyer mounted In the

top compartment of the chamber for directing burs Into

the huller breast of the gin stand, a saw toothed cylinder

rotaUbly mounted In the other of the compartments of

the casing for engaging and separating cotton from the

burs, a pipe extending from one end of the casing and

through which there Is a suction action for removing cot-

ton from the cylinder, a perforated plate arranged In

front of the pipe for preventing the passage of cotton

therethrough, a shield mounte<l In the casing beneath the

cylinder for preventing a suction action on the under sur

face of the cylinder, a cooperating roller arranged between

the plate and the cylinder for directing the suction action

to the top of the cylinder and for removing cotton from

the perforated plate and directing It Into the cotton roll

chamber of the gin stand.

4. The combination with a gin stand cleaner fee<ler and

a gin stand, of a casing arranged therebetween, a parti-

tion providing two compartments In the casing the upper

of which communicates with the cleaner feeder and the

huller breast of the gin stand while the lower compart-

ment communicates with the cotton roll chamber of the

gin stand, the partition being provided with an opening

for establishing communication between the two compart

ments. ribs arranged across the opening, a saw toothed

cylinder rotatably mounted In the lower compartment of

the casing and having the teeth thereof projecting be-

tween the ribs Into the upper compartment for engaging

cotton which parses down the partition, a pipe exteniing

from one end of the casing and through which there I. a

suction action for removing cotton from the cylinder, an

arcuate shield extending through the partition and ar

ranged beneath the toothed cylinder, means for preventing

the passage of clean cotton through the pipe, mean> for

directing the action of the suction to the top of the cyl-

inder and for directing clean cotton Into the cotton rull

chaml)er of the gin sUnd, and conveying means mounted

In the upper compartment of the casing for cooperating

with the saw toothed cylinder and for carrying burs .Icwl

the partition so that they may be deposited In the huller

breast of the gin stand.

5. The combination with a cleaner feeder and a gin

stand, of an attachment arranged therel>etween Inclu.llng

a casing, a partition providing two compartments In the

casing the upper of which communicates with the fee.lpr

and with the huller breast of the gin stand while the

lower compartment communicates with the cotton roll

chamber of the gin stan<l. the partition being also pro

vlded with an opening establishing communication t>e-

tween the two compartmenta, ribs arranged across the

opening, a toothed cylinder rotatably mounted In the

lower compartment of the casing and having the tet-th

thereof projecting between the rlbt« into the upper com

partraent for separating cotton from the burs, a pipe ex-

tending from the casing and through which there is a suc-

tion action, a perforated plate arranged In front of the

pipe for preventing the passage of cotton through the

pipe, an arcuate shield connected to the partition and ar

ranged between the toothed cylinder for preventing a sue

tlon action on the under surface of the cylinder, a roller

rotatably mounted In the casing between the plate anJ

the toothed cylinder, a plurality of flexible flaps arrange<l

on the periphery of the roller for directing the action of

the suction on the top of the cylinder and for removing

cleaned cotton from the plate and directing It Into the

cotton roll chamber of the gin stand, and an endless con

veyer mounted In the other compartment of the casing for

cooperating with the saw toothed cylinder for moving

burs away from the cylinder so that they may be fed Into

the huller breast of the gin stand.

1.229.085. GRAIN DOOR. Wtatt M. Isbko, Carlisle.

Ky. Filed Nov. 11. 1914. Serial No. 871.606. (Cl

20—30.)

The combination with a car. having a door frame, au.l

a grain door composed of upper and lower sections, the

lower section being provided with a discharge openlnn «

plate mounted on the lower section of the door In sps' •-'

relation with the opening, and having an opening register

ing with the discharge opening, hinges connecting the *.-._

tlons of the grain door, said hinges being provided » tn

elongated Intermediate leaves spacing the upper section

from the lower section, when the said upper section i^

swung downwardly, and an outwardly projecting "^enM

ble spout composed of tubular sections telescoplcally ar

ranged, one Of the sections being fixed to the «»<» P''"

and the aald sections collapsing to a slie to permit td^

spout to be arranged In the space between the sections

the door.
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lMjOiis»; WIRE-CLOTH RACK. A nthin W. Johnbon.

Warr.nt..n. Mo. Filed Mar. 17. 1916. Serial No. 84,859.

(CI. 211—18.)

1. .\ wire cloth rack comprising feet, a pair of upwardly
n<l inwardly extending supporting bars secured to aald

feet, cross beams secured to the upper ends of said sup-
porting bars and extending to points beyond, vertically
extending rack bars secured to the feet and to the ends
of the cross beam, said supporting bars provided with
upwarilir dlrecte<l notches, spindles Journaled In said
notches for supporting rolls of wire cloth, shoes sUdablj
mounter] on the rack bars, a pair of shafts Journaled In
aid shoes, a measuring roller carried by one of aald
shafts, a friction roller carried by the other shaft and
arranged adjacent the measuring roller to receive the end
of the wire cloth, means for moving the friction roller
and mea-surlng roller In parallel allnement with any one
of the rolls of wire cloth, and means for locking the meas-
uriuK roller and friction roller In parallel allnement with
the desired roll of wire cloth, and means for routing the
mea-iurlng roller to unwind and measure the wire cloth
Mniultaneously.

- A wire cloth rack comprising feet, supporting bars
se-ured to said feet for supporting rolls of wire cloth of
rarlou^ widths, vertically extending rack bars secured to
said feet, means for securing the end.s of the rack bars
and the supporting bars together, shoes slldably mounted
'•n the rack bars, a pair of shafts Journale<l In said shoes
a measuring roller carried by one of said shafts, a friction
roller .arrled by the other shaft, said rollers positioned
ad'Hcent each other to receive the end of the wide cloth
fherelK-tween, and means for rotating the measuring roller
to unwind and measure the wire cloth simultaneously.

3. .\ wire ,ioth rack comprising feet, supporting bars
""•urpl to said feet for supporting rolls of various widths
or wire doth, vertically extending rack bars se<-ured to
ine feet, means for securing the ends of the rack bars"1 supporting bars together, shoes slldably mounted on
D'' ra.k Lars, a shaft Journaled In said shoes, pinions
"urna|..d on the shaft and within the shoes to travelupon the rack bars, a shaft Journaled In the shoes, a

.Hnl n
'"''•^ ^' '^••^"'l mentioned shaft, a meas-

'ring roller carried by first mentioned shaft, for recelv-

Jn.ioL? ."', '*'* "''* ^'°**'- •°^"" '«^ rotating first

n r ?*/'• """"^ '"^ '^''''^"K the pinions of first

and trM
'° '*'"• '^'^ P'°'°°« to "-ot*** therewith

m^ntiir*' T? ?' "'^ ^''' "^ '"*'*°*' ^«"»^ ^y fl"t

lo.k»«i.\r. *° engagement with the pinions to
"^•^ ^i-l pinions against rotation.

in(r'Kars*!r
''"!*' ""'^ fomprl^lng a pair of feet, support-

"i'tv of wireHnth ""I^
'7^ '"'^°'' '"^ «"PP«rtlng a plu-

of ra.k i.!r
"' '''"***"* ^''<lt*'« thereon, a pair

fn.N of ,h
'

^TT""'
*"* '*'*' '*^^- '"''°" ''" ''^"'•JnK the

Wlrof ,h....s1'iiH M
""'^ ^^^ supporting bars together, a

J"'irnaled in u! i,

"""""^'^ "P'^n ^^e rack bars, a shaft

-^»ft. Dlninnc'l .
* ' "'"""ring roller carried by said

'nthe.hts V;"'"""^
"° ^-"^ «»>«" «°'^ positioned wlth-

lor an engagement with the rack bars, means

for locking the pinions with the shaft, said shaft provided
with grooves therein, collars carried by said shaft, pins
carried by the collars for an engagement with the grooves
for moving the collars laterally with the shaft lor an
engagement with the pinions and shoes to lock them
against rotation, a shaft Journaled In said shoes, a fric-
tion roller carried by second mentioned shaft for an en-
gagement with the measuring roller to receive the end of
the wire cloth between the friction roller and measuring
roller, and means for rotating first mentioned shaft to
unwind and measure the wire cloth simultaneously.

1,229.087. FLEXIBLE CONDUIT. Chablm A. John-
son. Galveston, Tex. Filed Sept. 9. 1916. Serial No.
119.293. (Cl. 137—90.)

1. A conduit made up of a plurality of flexible water-
proof sections riveted together at the ends of the conduit,
each section being reinforced, and a centrally disposed
wire cloth liner within the conduit and riveted to said
sections.

2. A conduit made up of a plurality of flexible water-
proof sections riveted together at the ends of the conduit,
each section having a steel wire mesh reinforcement, and
the gage of the reinforcement of certain sections varying
from the remaining sections.

3. A conduit made up of a plurality of flexible water-
proof sections riveted together at the ends of the conduit,
each section having a steel wire mesh reinforcement, the
gage of the reinforcement of certain sections varying
from the remaining sections, and a centrally disposed
steel wire liner within the conduit and riveted to said
sections.

4. A conduit made up of a plurality of flexible water-
proof sections, each section having a wire mesh rein-
forcement, and the reinforcement of certain sections ter-
minating dlflferent distances short of the ends of the con-
duit

5. A conduit made up of a plurality of flexible water-
proof sections, each section having a wire mesh rein-
forcement, the gage of the reinforcement of certain sec-

tions varying from that of the remaining sections, and
the reinforcement of certain sections terminating different

'

distances short of the ends of the conduit.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,088. TRANSMISSION MECHANISM. JOHN C.
Johnson. Cromwell, Iowa. Piled Mar. 12, 1915. Serial
No. 13,945. (Cl. 74—68.)

In a power transmission mechanism, a casing having
a slot therein, a change speed gear and reverse gear slld-

ably mounted within the casing, a bracket carried by the
casing, a bell crank lever pivoted to the bracket and hav-
ing one arm extending through the slot In the casing and
opera tlvely connected to the gearing, a propeller shaft
having one end extending Into the casing and located be-

tween the change speed gear and the reverse gear, a spur
gear mounted on the mentioned end of the shaft, springs
Interposed between the casing and the change speed
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gear and rever«« gear, the oprlng InterptMivU Iwtwe^n thf

(.hang^ «pp«^ gear and the casing lirlng of greater

•treugtb than th< other »prlag iw ai* to nuraially etect

CDKagrnieBt betwet* the rbange spee<1 gi-ar awi the spur

gear, and means i-perativdy fonneiteil to the other arm

of the tiell crank l.ver and adapce<t when operated to rock

the bell crank lever sw ait to cauae disengagement of the

change speed gear from the »pur genr and to move the

reTerse gear Into engagement with the »pur gear.

1,229.089. HAT I'lN I'OINT PROTECTOR. Wiuua
Johnson, <;regory. Mo. Filed I>ec. 1. 1916. Serial No.

134.451. <C1. 24—155.)

1. A hat pin point protector Inrludlng a body having

an axial bore therein aB<l provided with radUl guide

pasaages ct.minunl.attni; with the b^e. Jaw» amounted

within tlie iculde pa>-a«rs »nd projei ting Into the axial

bore, finger lerrm operatlvely connerte*! to the Jaws far

moving thtni Into and out of operative piisltlon. and a

lot-kini? ring roUtaW* upon t»»e body and provided with

meflns for ^ntraginK the finger levers to lo<k the device

In operative ptMltion.

2. A hat pin point prot»««lor ln«lu»UnK a tnxly having

an axial bore therein und provUled with radUl guide paa-

sagea .ommunlcatlng with the bore. Jaws ^lUUble within

the radial guide passaRes an-l projettlag into the axUl

bore, finger levers mounted upon the 1khI> ami operatlvely

connected to the Jaws, a ring rotatahle upon the b*Mly.

and <am elements upon the ring for engagement with the

Pnger levers to link the device In operative position.

3. A hat pin point protector inchidlnji a l'o«ly having

an axial bore therein and provide<l on its exterior with

lonjcltadlnal channels, radial guide passages belntf pro-

vided between the channels and the sxUl bore. >ws slid

able within the rudlal guide passages iin«l projecting lat.)

the axial bore, and finger levers arranged within the

channels an.l pivotally mounted at Intermediate points In

their lengths, one end of each of the finger levers b.lng

operatlvely connected tu one of the jaws, while the oppo-

site end therei^f projects fro« the body purtlwB In poal-

tlon to be conveniently engaged by the fingers.

4. A hat pin p«4nt protestor lududlng a body having

an axial b«>re therein iiwl provided upon Us exterior with

longitudinal channels, radial giilde passau'ex In-inn pro

vlde<l between the channels and the axial l»ore. Jaws slld-

able within the radial gwide pMMgn and projertlng Into

the axial hore. flagrr leTer* srrannwl wUhtn the rhaaneN

and pivotally mounted at ln»e»B»edlttte points In their

lengtha. one end of each of the finger levers being oper

atlvely connected to a Jaw. and a locking ring rotoUble

upon the b<xl.v and provltle<l with means for engaging the

finger levers to lock the .levice In operative position.

5t A hat pin point protertwr Including a hody having

an axial t>ore therein aihI provUled on lt» cxtertoc with

longltadlnal channels, radial fulde passagi^ being pro-

vided between the channels and the axial bore. Jaws .slld-

abl« within the radial guide passages and projecting into

the axUl bore, finger lever* arrang«<l within the chan-

nels and operatlvely connecte«l to the Jaws, one end of

each af the finger levers being offset, a ring rotatal>le upon

the body, and cam elements upon the ring a«lapte<l to be

brought Into engagement with the offset ends of the

finger levers to lock the device In operative po»>itlon.

said standards, a barrel support swlnglngl.v ntount*-! «n

said rod. a crank shaft Journalcd on the frame, a conn>.

tion between said shaft an<l the barrel support for m«>. iiu

the latter from a vertical to a horizontal position in.i

vice versa on reverse movements of the shaft, and nit;in«

for holding said support in Its elevated or horizontal p<Mil.

tlon.

1.229.090. BARREL-UFTIN«; DFAUH J.>*ixi'H Hja

sra.N. C'hokU.. Minn. FUed Aug. 2H. 1»16. Serial So.

1. A devWe of the class klescrlUnl. a fran»e InthuUng

a9«c<Hl parallel standar.U. a relttf.)rcing ro.i »-onn*«tl«g

2. .\ device of the class described, a frame lDclii>liu^'

spaciHl parallel standards, a reinforcing rod connntin,;

said standards, a barrel support swingingly mount>'<l <>ti

said rod. a crank shaft Journale<i on the frame, a con

nectlon between said shaft and the barrel support for

moving the latter from a vertical to a horizontal po»l-

tloB and vice versa on reverse movements of the shaft.

and a second reinforcing rod ronnerting said rtanrtnril*.

aid rod beiag disposed In the path of movement of >«al<l

•kaft to engage the latter and hold mid support in its

elevatetl or horlxontal position.

1,229.091. tJAS AND SMOKE SEALING DEVICE FOB
INCUBATORS. John H. Katb, I>es Moines, Iowa,

assignor, by direct and mesne asaignmeuts, to X Kay

Incubator Company. Des Moinea, Iowa, a Corporation

of Iowa. Filed Aug. 30, 1916. Serial No. 117.H»VI.

(CI. 119—39.)

1. In an IncuLatar having a atatt.«ary lower bwly V^r

Hon and a hl.ged opper body portton. the coaiMnatlon

of a hot olr flwe member in the lower body porilon a

MllBg c»p snrT..nBdl»g the npper einf thereof and .1*

ilsaed to contain a materUl snch as flue aand and a n-if

•Miber in the upper l^Tihator iwemLer. having »l^l
lower ew! designed when the hlaged member ^»

f^^^'"
enter the interior of the seaMng oip between the !•"

flue member and the slilea of the rop.

[Claims 2 to 4 not prlntefl In the GaMtte.l

1,2M,W2. BAIXTR.\l'. Frm> Kimble. Los -*°«'!;

Cal aaslgnor of on* half to Ansalem W. Bruner. i

Angelea. CaL Filed June 8. 1916. SerUl No. lO-.-i^^

(CL 124—6.)
,

,

1. In a Urget tra»w tke combination of a frame, a »au

atantlally vertically dhi»oa«i shaft Joai:nai«<l thereia. *d

*.lil«t"rv -wiuplttg throw arm rigidly mounted on said

.haft a iiu!!ey loosely mounted on said shaft, a coiled

r»triitiv»- spiing surrounding said shaft and tending to

r*turu ssi.l pulley to its normal inoperative position, flexi-

ble pulley ,.pcratlng means attached to the periphery of

<saiil pullVy. a crank arm fast to the lower end of said

»baft. niean» on said pulley for engaging and turning

said .rauk arm. a throw spring connecting said crank

arru to »aM frame, a single pulling means connected to

*ai(l tlexii'le mean* and operable at a distance and adapted

wh<n move«l In one direction, to put said throw spring

imbr tension, a spring controlled latch engaging said

throw arm when the same is in active position, and

means (.|Mrat<d I'V said pulling means on its return move-

nient t<> release said latch sul'sequent to the winding of

•aid fiHxil.le means around said puller.

.'. In a target trap, the comhinatioo of a frame, a shaft
journaletl therein, an oscillatory swinging throw arm rig-

idly nioutit«'<l (in said shaft, flexible pulley operating
iDetDs. resilient means engaging said pulley and tending
to rotate the same to wind said flexible means around it,

a crank fast to said shaft, means connecte<l to said pulley
0 engage an<l rotate said crank, a throw spring connecting
-al'l THDk to said frame, a single pulling means connected
to Mid flextlde means and operable at a distance, said puli-

ng means Lelng adapted when moved in one direction to
!'Ut sai.l thmw spring under tension, a spring controlled
atch engaging said throw arm when the same is in active
posltlcn. and means operable by said pulling means on its
r«urn niovunent to releas** the latch subsequent to the
wlmllng of the flexible means around the pulley.

3. Id a target trap, the combination of ^ frame, means
for VHrtlrally adjusting the same, means for oscillating
•he «ami' in a horizontal plane, a substantially vertically
li»pi.M'.I shaft Journaled In said frame, an oscillatory
•wlneing throw arm fast to said shaft, a pulley loosely
mcunteil on said shaft, resilient means tending to return
-aid pulley to Its normal Inoperative position, flexible
r'j'.l^v (.peratiug means, a crank arm fast to said shaft.
•an- umne. twl to said pulley for engaging and rotating

aid crank arm. a throw spring connecting said crank arm
" *«i'l frcnie. pulling means connected to said flexible
-i^n* and adapte.1 when moved in one direction to put

*''' ""•'" "pring under tension, means for locking said
[''* *'" '" ''» active position, and means operate<l by

**l(l pulling means on its return movement to unlock said
kini: in.ans subsequent to the winding of the flexible
-in< ari.und the pulley.
* In a target trap, the combination of a frame, a shaft

^^urnai.-d therein, an os<-lllatory swinging throw arm fast

J
Mid shaft, a pulley loosely mounted on said shaft, re-

^lan'
""'"" tending to return said pulley to Its nor-

liK'perative position, flexible pulley operating means.
fank arm fast to said abaft, means connected to said

i.ri7
"'^"'^n* *"'« rotating said crank arm. a throw

I OK .otin.Mting sai.l crank arm to said frame, pulling
«r..nn.. twi to said flexible means and adapted when

•-D,!
"' '"""''^'on to put said throw spring under

urn mov"??.
"'^'^"^^ ''J said pulling means on its re-

•.,
th

'*\'"''^" '•* unlock said locking means subsequent

,j unV'k
''' "' *•** flexible means around said pulley,

1 'r«
" ^ ir*e«ns comprising a lever fulcrumed to

; l„
' ' ' '''*ot*^ to said pulling means.

' ''
• trap, the combination of an oscillatory

23&0. __j<,

swinging throw arm, a target .carrier connected thereto.
sal<i target carrier comprising a base plate, a slide rail
having a strip of resilient material In spaced and parallel
relation to said base plate and adapted to engage^the edge
of the target and a spring mounted in said slide rail be-
tween said base plate and said strip for frictionally
engaging the side of said target.

(Claim Dot printed in the Gaxette.]
{

1.229,093. CLAMPIN*; KEVICE. •Jborgi C. Kl.vs-

rATHER, Livingston. Mont. Filed Jan. 4, 1917. Serial
No. 140.620. (CI. 55—94.)

IT
'~

1. The combination with an Implement frame support-

ing member, of a clamping device comprising a dip em-

bracing the supporting member and adapted to receive a

tool element to bear against the supporting meml>ef,

clamping means for drawing the sides of the clip together,

•ad means operable incident to movement of the sides to

clamp the tool element against the supporting member.

6. The combination with an implement frame support-

ing member, of a clamping device comprising a clip em-

bracing the supporting member and slotted to receive •

tool element to bear against said supporting member, a

removable member seated in the slot with the tool element

having a cam surface cooperating with the side of the

clip, and means for compressing the clip to cause said

sides to ride on the cam surface aforesaid and thereby

clamp the tool element.

9. The combination with an Implement frame support-

ing member, of a clamping device comprising a yleldable

clip of U-shape form, the sides of said clip being provided

with diametrically opposite slots to receive a tool element

to bear against said supporting member, a weilge element

arranged transversely of the clip in the slots aforesaid and

against the tool element, adjustable means connecting the

ends of the sides for actuating the wedge member upon

compression of said sides, and auxiliary means carried by

said clip cottperatlve with the supporting member to hold

the clamping device at adjusted positions.

[Claims 2 to 5. 7. and 8 not printed In the Gasette.l

1.229.094. HO<i OILER. Benjiman F. Knerr, CJresham,

Nebr. Filed Oct. 7. 1916. Serial No. 124,337. (CI.

119—157.)

1. In a liquid applying device for hogs, the comblriaTTcD

with a frame, a hollow annular channeled member su/

ported in said frame for rotary and lateral movements,

and means for supplying a predetermined quantity of liquid

to the inner circumference of said hollow annular chan-

neled memt>er.
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2. In a iiquid applying device for hogs, the combination

with a frame, a hollow member supported In said frame

tor rotary and lateral movements, means for supplying

a predetermined quantity of liquid to the inner circum-

ference of the said hollow member, and means for pre-

venting of a rotary movement of th«» hollow member in

more than one direction while the lubricant Is being

applied to the hollow member.

3. In a liquid applying device for hogs, the combination

with a frame provided with a series of bearing cleats,

rollers Journaled In said cleats, of a hollow anuular mem-

ber mounted upon said rollers for rotary and lateral move-

ments, a cup supported on said frame and adapted to con-

tain a preiletermlned quantity of liquid, and means asso-

ciated with said cup for distributing the liquid therefrom

to the Inner circumference of said ring.

4. In a liquid applying device for hogs, the combination

with a frame provided with a .series of bearing cleats, roll-

ers Journaled in said cleats, of a hollow annular channeled

member mounted upon said rollers for rotary and lateral

movements, a <up supported on said frame and adapted to

contain a predetermined quantity of liquid, and means as-

sociated with said cup for distributing the liquid con-

talne<l therein to the Inner circumference of said ring.

.I. In a llqulil applying device for hogs, the combination

with a frame provided with a series of bearing cleats, roll-

ers journale<l In said cleats, of a hollow annular member

mounted upon said rollers for rotary and lateral move-

ments, a cup supported on said frame and adapted to con-

tain a priHletermlned quantity of liquid, and means asso-

ciated with said cup for distributing the liquid therefrom

to the inner circumference of said ring, and means for

preventing the hollow member being rotated more than one

direction upon the distributing of the liquid thereon.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.095. RESILIENT WHEEL. William C. Kom-

PART. Bellalre, Ohio. Filed Oct. 25, 1918. Serial No.

127,646. (CI. 152—46.)

A resilient wheel consisting of a central member, a
cushioning member surrounding said central member and
In contact with the periphery thereof, an annular memt>er
concentric to the centra! member and space<l relatively

thereto and In contact with the cushioning member, annu-
lar members carried by the central member and over-

lylntf the sides of the first name<) annular member, each
of said last named annular members being provided with
n outwardly offset portion, the first name<l annular mem-

ber being provided with a radial flange bridged by said

offset portion, n member sIMaWy engaged with said flange,

and spring means interposeil between said slldable member
and the opposite ends of the offset portion.

1,229.096. REINFORCINr, DEVICE FOR PNEUMATIC
TIRES. Emil J. Krbis, Mendota. III. Filed Jaly 19,

1916. Serial No. 110,033. (CI. 152—26.)
1. The combination with a pneumatic tire comprising an

ooter casing, of a reinforcing element adapted for co-

operation with said casing, said element consisting .>f a

thin durable flexible body adapteil to He agalnat tb*- rag.

ing : gripping m»-rol>ers arranged on said body ; p<i.ntf<l

ears on each of .said members extending through ^ai.l

body and clenched at the reverse side thereof ; and pointed

ear* on each of said members extending In the opposite

direction adapted to pierce the tire casing, Bubstaniially

as described. •

2. The combination with a pneumatic tire comprislns an

outer casing, of a reinforcing element adapted for .-o-

operation with said casing, said element consisting of a

thin durable flexible bo^ly adapted to He against the ratt-

ing : metallic gripping members arranged on said b<^ly :

Integral pointed ears on each of said members extending

through said body and clenche*! at the reverse side

thereof ; and Integral pointed ears on each of said mem-

bers extending In the opposite direction adapted to pierce

the tire casing, substantially as described.

1,229.097. OIL FEED SIGNAL DEVICE. Frank P.

Lamab, Sanu Ana, Cal. Filed May 13. 1916. Serla:

No. 97,321. (CI. 200—35.)

1. A signal device for oiling systems, comprlsint; a

closed receptacle having an Inlet port for oil at its upper

end, and a discharge port for oil at Its lower end : a cup

dl8po8e<l In said receptacle to receive oil from said Inlet

port, said cup provlde<l with a leak port at Its lower end,

the side walls of said receptacle and cup being spaced to

permit {Mssage of oil and movement of said cup :
resilient

means tending to hold said cup in its upper position ;
and

a control means for a perceptible signal operatively con-

nected to said cup for operating said signal when the

cup is In Its upper position.

2. A signal device for oiling systems, comprising a

clo8e«l receptacle having an inlet port for oil at its upper

end, and a discharge port for oil at its lower end; a cup

disposed in said receptacle to receive oil from said Inlet

port, said cup provide<l with a leak port at Ita lower end.

the side walls of said receptacle and cup being spaceil to

permit passage of oil and movement of said cup: resilient

means tending to hold said cup In Its upper position :
and

a make and break device operatively connected to said

cup and interposeil In an electric circuit, said resilient

means normally tending to maintain said make and break

device closed.

8. A sigaal device for ollinc aystems, comprising a

closed recepUcle having an Inlet port for oil at its upp>'r

end. a discharge port for oil at Its lower end. and a b^re

in the bottom of said re< eptacle : a cup dlipnard in »al''

receptacle to re<-eivf oil from said Inlet p«rt. aald < "P

provided with a leak port at Its lower end, the side wall*

of said receptacle and cup being disposed to permit pas-

sage of oil and movement of said cup; a stem secun^ to

said cnp extending downwardly Into said bore. an<l up

wardly to form an electrical contact ; a complementary

contact Insulateil from and secured to the top wall "f

said receptacle : and resilient means tending to malnf <1d

said contacts In close<l position.

4. A signal device for oiling systema, comprising a

closed receptacle having an inlet port for oil at its upp-T

J
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,n.|. » .!N. luirge port for oil at Its lower end. a bore In

thf »»oti' 11. "f said receptacle, and a stem guide upon the

upper «iii of said receptacle ; a cup disposed In said

rcr^piM'!' '" re.'elve oil from said Inlet port, said cup

provi.lMJ with a leak port at ita lower end, the side walls

of sail r.ieptacle and cup being spaceil to permit pas-

MK<> of ..il and movement of said cup ; a stem secured to

falil rnp extending downwardly Into said l>ore and up-

war.llv into said guide forming an electrical contact ; a
roajplennutary contact lnsulate<l from and securetl to

tb*- top «:ill of said receptacle; and a helical spring dis

poM'<l ul'out said stem and abutting the lower wall of

Rai<l r..»ptai-le and said cup tending to maintain said

roDtHit> in closed position.

1.21".« olK. PROCES.s AND APPARATUS FOR THE
fONVERSlON OF HEAVY HYDROCARBONS INTO
LHJHTKR HYDROCARBONS. Frxderick Laiiplocgh,
London. England. Filed Dec. 16, 1912. Serial No.
J37.<MW. (CI. 196—26.)

solid nickel, and passing such heavy oils and an aqueoussubstance through said retort whereby said oHs 7n.aqueous substance are brought Into Intimate cntaW w"hhe heate<l bodies compose,! of nickel In solid exte^d^form aforesaid an,! thereby converted Into lighter olN
I Claim 6 not printed in the (Jazette.J

h J,"-
1.229.099. FOLDI.N<; TABLE. A..EX..NnEH D ^I ,xk

1. In apparatus for converting heavy hydrocarbon oils
n lirtter oils, the combination of a retort, tubes con-
taining Utiles of nickel in compact extended form with
rontlnuouH channels therethrough in such retort, a pump
for forcing a heavy hydroc-arbon oil at speed through«iM retort, a pun.p for forcing water at speed through

.n.
7""' "'""" ^*'' '•"'^'"•^ '^' '"^^'-t ««<! the water

;; I Z n '"^V-
^^^ * ^^'"P^ature indicated by adull re,l heat, and means for subsequently condensing thehydrocarbon vapors produced by the catalytic effect oftne nl'-kfl surfaces.

Info Meh"tTT" I**'
"«°'""°*^ heavy hydrocarbon oils

V . h ,
•
'"' '•«'°»>'"tlon of a retort, bodies of

^rb<"n oith T"": • *'"'"P ""' '"^^'""^ • '>'"'-•- ^'yd-o-

^ oueh M "'''' '^''^ '''''''• » P"™P ^«^ forcing water

.Ton"',: 'T''
"'•''"'^ "*-"« '°^ "•'» pumps means

Z^uTu "rr^'""
'« ^»>' delivery of the other at all

Cf, r 'n r'
'""-^ '^^ '"«"°'^ ^^'^ -»«^t, a third

pump m,v h! r
^""P" '"" '"'^''" "" '^"^ the fuel

ion ,f el „ '^"1 '^ '^•"•^•" "'^ '•^^""^•te propor-

th-Miv"r'T /k'°
'''' P'"»^' ""PP'y «' heat for

'•'''•-it With the mor?."
*''" ^""**"- """* "'olenser In

<"U!ieun7lnT u
:°°^"^">» the heavier constituents

P-«^^K r '"'^"«»'t" constituents, which consists in

'»«ther .,.:;"'" «>°«ituents in the state of vapor

'"Mn.lica,..,,a,77- "°1" P'^"^« "»>" «» a tempera-

"'^k*-! In ,..n,r.» t .
'*''** °^" *°'* *° conUct with

4 ^
"Hipact extendetl form.

«>' «>-'roiru,r inio' iX''""'!,"V*"'
*'*'^'" hydrocarbons

'» P«SKinc ^1. h
"^ " h.vdro-carbons, which consists

"^'ther ^.,;;;'* ""^'-'^i'ylro-carbons in a state of vapor
'ndl.-at.,! l„

. lo. rJ"'*^""
P'"*^""'"*'- "nd "t a temperature

*!«»» Mi... ,' n.,!L ' * "P^**^' "^''" D'l »° contact

^- Tb" h^rZ^ iL!'"''"
•" ''''"P"'"* "tended form.

h.tdro.-arfM.n
.ii ,

'"'"he<l process for converting heavy
*""'"« In a r.tft t

"**'^ "" "'''^'^ f-onslsts in main

I

* re,! beat, bodies consisting of

1. A combined foldable table and cupboard, comprising
a receptacle having hinged cover sections, folding legs
connected with the receptacle, and a top connected with
the receptacle and certain of the legs ; the said connec-
tions being constructed and arranged to enable the top in
the folded state of the device to rest In superimposed re-
lation on the cover sections to retain said cover sections
In their closed positions.

2. A combined foldable table and cupboard, comprising
a receptacle having hinged cover sections, legs hinged at
an Intermediate point In their length to one end of the
recepUcle, legs hinged at their upper ends to the opposite
end of the receptacle, braces Interposed between the legs
and the bottom of the receptacle and constructed and
arranged to t^e flexed to permit of folding of the legs,
brackets hinged to the upper ends of the first named legs!
swinging supports hinged to the receptacle adjacent to
the opposite end thereof, a top connected with said brack-
ets and support and having hinged leaves on Its side
edges, and means for connecting said leaves together
when they are swung Inwardly on the top ; the said top
being capable of t)elng arranged In superimposed relation
on the cover sections of the receptacle.

3. A combined foldable table and cupboard comprising
a receptacle, legs hinged at an Intermediate point In their
length to one end of the receptacle, legs hinged at their
upper ends to the opposite end of the receptacle, braces
Interposed between the legs and the bottom of the recep-
tacle and constructed and arranged to be flexed to permit
of folding the legs, brackets hinged to the upper ends
of the first-named legs, swinging supports hinged to the
recepUcle adjacent to the opposite end thereof, and a
top connected with said brackets and supports.

4. The combination In a table of the foldable type, of
a body, legs hinged at an intermediate point in their
length to one end of the body, legs hinged at their upper
ends to the opposite end of the body, braces interposed
between the legs and the underside of the body and con-
structed and arranged to be flexed to permit of folding of
the legs, brackets hinged to the upper ends of the first
named legs, swinging supports hinged to the body adja-
cent to the opposite end thereof, and a top connected frith
said brackets and supports.

1,229.100. AUTOMATIC SANITARY BIN FOR GRO-
CERS. &c. Gboveb C. Lents and Joseph Lei Best,
Turrell. Ark. Filed May 19. 1916. Serial No. 98.618.
(CI. 211—6.)
1. A device of the civ* described including a tlltahle

bin plvotally mount»l at the bottom and arranged to
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swing Inwardly and outwardly, a coyer alldably Inter-

locked with the bin at the top thereof, movable iseant

c<mn«cted with the Hd or cover for holding the same

against Inward and outward movement, and adjustable

means connected with the bin for supporting the same at

the limit of Its Inward and outward movement to relieve

the lid or cover of the weight of the bin and contents

and also to limit the opening movement of the bin.

3. In apparatus for treating artlflcial silk, a trt itlng

roller, a heated drier over which the treated thread- ar«

passed, and means for automatically lifting the thrpadt

out of contact with the treating roller and drier upoo the

halt of the thread fe«d, subsuntlally as described.

2. A device of the class described Including a tillable

bin pivotally mounted at the bottom and arranged to

swing Inwardly and outwardly, a cover slidably inter-

locked with the bin at the top thereof, movable means
connected with the lid or cover for holding the same

against Inward and outward movement, a rod located In

rear of the bin and having a hinged connection at Its

lower end and slidably connected at the upper portion

with the bin and provided with spaced stops for limiting

the inward and outward movement of the bin, whereby

the lid or cover Is relieved of strain.

3. A device of the class described including a rear frame

having a base and spaced standards, a front frame com-

prising a base, and inclined bracing bars extending

from the base of the front frame to the upper portions of

said standards, a horizontal pintle ro<l carried by the

front frame, a bin pivotally mounted on the said pintle

rod and arranged to swing inwardly and outwardly, a

lid or cover for the bin and link bars pivotally connected

with the lid or rover and with the standards and a rod

hinged to the base of the rear frame and slidably con-

nected with the bin and having spaced stops for limiting

the inward and outward movement of the said bin.

4. A device of the class described including a rear

frame having a base and provided with spaced 8ta.ndards

having eyes at their upper ends, a front frame composed of

a base and side bars extending from the base of the front

frarat? to the upper end of the said standards and pro-

vided with eyes registering with the said eyes, pintles

arranged in the said eyes, a tillable bin pivotally mounted
on the twae of the front frame, a cover slidably Inter-

locked with the bin at the top thereof, bars hinged to

the cover and connected with the standards by the said

pintle and means for limiting the inward and outward
movement of the bin.

1.229.101. APPARATUS FOR TREATI.NO ARTIFIClALr
SILK ANI> OTHER THREADS. Maibici LiNrooT,

Booking Bralntree, England, assignor to Courtaulds

Limited, London. England. Filed Aug. 10, 1915. Se-

rial No. 44.Trt9. (CI. 91—13.)
1. In apparatus for treating artificial silk, a treating

roller, means for feeding a treating liquid thereto, guide

means on opposite sides of the roller for holding the

threads in contact with a small arc at the top of the

roller to Insure only momentary contact of the threads

with the roller surface as (hey pass thereover, and auto-

matic means for lifting said guides to move the thread

out of engagement with the roller on the halt of the

thread feed.

4. In apparatus for treating artlflcial silk, a heated

drier, means for passing treate«l threads thereover in con

tact with portion of its superficial area, guards over

which said threads pass at each end of the drier and

means mechanically associated with the thread feed for

automatically displacing said guards to lift the threads

out of contact with the drier upon the halt of the thread

feed.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,102. T.ALKING L)OLL. BiBT E. Lloyd, New York,

N. T. Filed Dec. 14, 1916. SerUl No. 136.918. (CI.

46—40.)

1. A sound producing device comprising a sounding de-

vice, an air chamber having an aperture, and valves

movable through the aperture to successively close and

open the same.

2. In a sound producing device, a sounding t lenient, an

air chamber having an aperture through which sounds

issue, and means for opening and closing the aperture,

said means comprising a stem movable through the aper-

ture and having spaced disks to close and open the aper

ture.

3. In a sound producing device, a sounding element,

an air chamber having an aperture through which soun.li

issue, and means for opening and closing the apertun-.

said means comprising a stem movable through the aper

ture and having spaced disks to close and op^n the aper-

ture, said aperture having a resilient lip which snu^l.T

hugs the disks in passing through the aperture.

4. A sound producing device comprising s sounding

element, an air chamber having an aperturwl part, sod

a valve part, said parts being relatively movable, one

part having resilient means for effecting a stoppage of

sound and also one element Including spaced sound stop

ping portions.

5. A doll Including movable arms, a sounu produ. ing

device including relatively movable parts, a lever ful-

crumed on one of the parts, a member for actuating the

lever by the relative movement of the said parts, a mem-

ber connected with the arms of the doll and with wbi h

the lever has a wiping engagement, whereby the arm*

move simultaneously with the operation of the soud

producing device.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]
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.MAlL-CAT<WO DETICB. Liwta Hbmut
tlioomington. 111. Filed Nor. 20. 1916. Serial

:.4«Ci. (CI. 25S—10.)

1. Id a device of the character described, the combina

tlon of :i flx»'d support for carrying a bag. a catching de-

vice carried by th>> train and including a head having a

mouth for receiving the iMg. inwardly Inclined teeth In

!(aid nii'Uth. a pair of pronge<l Jaws for grabbing the bag

tod bi'lding the same in said mouth, and a toggle Joint for

utnniatii ally operating said Jaws to grasp the bag and for

locking the Jaws fn closed position, substantially as de-

scribed.

2. In a device of the character described, the comblna-

tioD of a fixed support for carrying a bag. a bag catching
device adapted to t>e mounted on the train and including

a head having a flaring mouth for receiving the bag, a
pair of pivoted Jaws for grasping the bag and holding it

In said mouth, a pair of links connecting said Jaws and
pivote4l for holding said toggle with the pivots In allne-

nK-Dt where>>y to lock the Jaws in closed position, and
other stops for limiting the outward movement of said

Jaws, substantially as described.

8. Id a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with mean* on the railway car for holding the mall
hag. of a track running longitudinally of the railway, a
i-trrlige supported to move on said track and having a
flaring niuulh for receiving the mall bag from the moving
car, a pair of movable Jaws in said mouth for grasping the
mail (tag, and a toggle Joint for operating said Jaws to
dojif upon the mall bag, substantially as described.

4. Id a device of the character de«crlt>ed, the combina-
tion with means on the car for holding the mail bag, a
track disposed longitudinally of the railway, a carriage
traveliDg on said track and having a mouth for receiving
the mall bag from said car. a pair of pivoted Jaws in said
mouth for clastng about and grasping the mall bag. a tog
Kl*- Joint for f onnecting said Jaws and adapted to auto
raatlrally close the same when struck by the malt bag, and
stop* for limiting the movement of said toggle Joint and
holding the same In a position to lock the Jaws closed,
•absUntlally as desrrll>ed.

5 In a devi.v of the character described, the comblna-
tloD with means on the car for holding the mall bag, a
track disposed longitudinally of the railway, a carriage
trtrellDg on said track and having a mouth for receiving
th^ mall l)ag from said car, a pair of pivoted Jaws In aald
oath for closing about and grasping the mail bag. a tog-
gle Joint for tonnecting said Jaws and adapted to auto-
"Mtb-allv (lose the same when struck by the mall bag,
«top» for limiting the movement of sal<l toggle Joint and
HoMinn tb. same In a position to lock the Jaws closed, and

,

-.tops for limiting the opening movement of said
Jsws^. sub>tantially as deRcrn>ed.

[Claims 1; and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

I.22'...l.,4. TIRE -PROTECTOR. Liwis He.nbi Llotd.
Blo.,,,,iuKton. III. Filed Nov. 24, 1916. Serial No.
133..'ja. (d. 152—18.)

^^ wtt'!l'n'"*^M""
**' * "'"'" *"^' "** " Inflatable Inner

«"ld shoe, of a protecting sheath removably

fitting within said tire shoe and between the interior of
the tread portion of the same and the Inn.-r tube, said
sheath comprising an interconnected series of arcuate
metallic sections transversely curved to conform to the
Inside of the tire shoe and having rounded ends, said sec-
tions being assembled In overlapping relations, arms ex-
tending inwardly from said overlapping ends and being
curved in both directions of their width and thicknesa,
ceruin of said arms having slots therein, and pins car-
ried on the companion arms and extending through said
slots for connecting said sections, substantially as de.
scribed.

1.229.105. LIQUID -DISPENSING DEVICE. Richard
Wadi Llotd. Verndale. Minn. Filed Julv 6. 1916. Se-
rial No. 107,819. (CI. 194—82.)

1. An operating mechanism for liquid dispensers, com-
prising a movable operating member, means for moving
the same to permit the discharge of liquid, stop means for
limiting the movement of said member to a number of
ranges, and coin controlled means for setting the stop
means according to the value of the coin Inserted and for
simultaneously throwing the first named means into opera-
tion automatically.

2. An operating mechanism for liquid dispensers, com-
prising a movable operating member, means for moving
the same to permit the discharge of liquid, a plurality of
projectable and retractable stops for limiting the move-
ment of said member to a number of ranges, said stops
also serving to throw the first-named means Into opera-

tion when projected, and coin controlled devices for pro-
Jerting said stops, one of said devices being provided for
each stop and said devices being operable from coins of
different values.

3. An operating mechanism for liquid dispensers, com-
prising a movable operating member, means for moving
the same to permit the discharge of liquid, a plurality of

projectable and retractable stops mounted on said mem-
ber for limiting the movement thereof to a plurality of
ranges, said stops also serving to throw the first-named
means into operation when projected, and coin controlled

devices for projecting said stops, one of said devices be-

ing provided for each stop and said devices being operable
from coins of different values.

4. An operating mechanism for liquid dispensers, com-
prising a movable operating bar, means for moving the
same endwise to permit the discharge of liquid, said bar
having a plurality of longitudinally spaced bores open-
ing through its edges, sliding stop pins mounted in nuid
bores and adapted to limit the movement of the bar to a
number of ranges, and a plurality of coin controlled de-

vices for projecting said pins, one of said devices being
provided for caVh pin and said devices being operable from
coins of different values.

6. An operating mechanism for liquid dispensers, com-
prising a movable member, electric means for moving the
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same to permit the dlstharste of liquid, a plurality of pro-

Jectable and retractable stops for limiting the movement

of said mfmbfr to a number of ranges, any of said stop*

serving when projected to complete the circuit of the

aforesaid electric means and also to break said circuit

when the aforesaid member has moveil the required

amount, and a plurality of coin controlled devlcea for

projecting th*- stops, one of said devi<'e8 l>elng provided for

each stop and said devices being operable from coins of

different valnea.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Qaiette.)

1,229.106. SUPPORT FOR LINOTYPE MAGAZINES.
RoBEBT Shbrman McCaht«r. Cambridge. Mass. Filed

July 13. 1916. Serial No. 109,803. «C1. 211—20.)

1. In a device of the clasa described, the combination of

a base : a vertical support thereon ; a plurallt.v of swing-

ing brackets thereon in different horizonUl planes, the

Inner ends of said brackets each being provided with a

vertical member having a pair of ears inclosing and radi-

ating from said support and the outer brackets having the

outer portions thereof bent perpendicular to said ears

and normally positioned parallel to the central bracket

and at different distances therefrom ; and a pair of

notched lugs extending from the side of each bracket.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of

a broad base adapted to be secured to a floor ; a vertical

cylindrical support thereon ; a plurality of vertical mem-

bers each having a pair of ears inclosing said support ; a

horliontal member extending from each vertical member,

one of said horlzonUl members being in the same vertical

plane with said ears while the other horizontal members

are perpendicular to their supporting ears ; a brace mem

ber extending from the outer end of each horizontal mem-

ber to the lower end of said vertical member ; and a pair

of notchetl lugs extending from and Integral with each

horliontal member.

4. Id a device of the class described, the combination of

a base ; a vertical support thereon ; and a plurality of

brackets mountetl to swing on said support, each bracket

being composed of a flat 8lde<l vertical bar, a horlzonUl

bar, notched lugs on a face thereof, an angular brace be-

tween said horizontal and vertical bars, and a pair of ears

extending from the opposite ends of said vertical bar and

inclosing said support, the ears of the central bracket be-

ing In the same vertical plane while those of the other

brackets are p»Tpendlciilar to the horizontal bar and of

different lengths, whereby said horizontal members may

be disposed In parallelism or at any desired angle to each

other.

[Claim 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

secured to the base, a removable memb«>r bavins • -sed

ends provided with ways shaped to fit over the afor. -aid

triangular uprights and with the parts of the ends at the

sides of the uprights shaped to rest upon the base, said

removable meml>er having its sides and top screen covered.

and a screen covered triangular upwardly extending m^m

her in the bottom having a fly opening at the apex, and

one of the ends of the said member having an opening

therethrough and a door covering the opening.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Cazette.J

1,229.108. LINE AND SPACE INDICATING MECHA
NISM FOR TYPtKlRAPHICAL M.KrHINES. Patkick

H. McGrath. Wollaston, Mass., assignor to Intertjpe

Corporation, Brooklyn. N. T., a Corporation of New

York. Filed Not. 26, 1914. Serial No. 878.876. (Q.

199—9.)

1.229.107. FLY-TRAP. Thomas F. McDoxocoh. Jr.,

Glen Cove. N. Y. Filed Oct. 30. 1916. Serial No.

128.49.'?. (CI. 4.*?—20. >

1. A fly trap comprising a flat base which serves as a

feed board, triangular uprights spaced apart and rigidly

1. The comoinatlon with the matrix ss^'mMer mecha-

nism and the spare mechanism of a typographical machine

of the linotype class, of Indicators operative respectively

by the assembler and space mechanisms and cofiperatlvs

with one another to Indicate directly the length of a line

of selecte<l matrices and expanded spacers.

2. The combination with the a8i»embler slide of a typo-

graphlcal machine, an Indicating element, w rotary shaft

operatively connected with said indicating element, a pin-

Ion loose on said shaft, a rack connected with the assem-

bler slide and m mesh with said pinion, and means for

rigidly connecting said pinion with said shaft.

.3. The combination with the assembler slide «'"|*7

space bar of a typ<.graphlcal machine, of two Indepe^

ently movable indicating elements, means actuated by tbe

assembler slide, for operating one of said elements, and

means actuated by the space bar. for actuating the other

Indicating element.

4. The combination with the asmmhler-sllde. the space-

bar and the copy carrier of a typographical machine "t

two Independently movable Indicating elements located '><-

tween the space bar and the copy carrier, means actuat.Ki

by the assembler slide, for operating one of said Indi-

cating elements, and means actnate<l by the spacebar,

for actuating the other Indicating element.

5. The combination with the assembler slide, the spao^

t>ar and the copy-carrier of a typographical machine, oi

j'/N'S 5. 1>-I U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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twt itilep-ijilently movable Indicating elements mounted

l*tn.-ii ih«[ spai-e-lijir and the copy carrier, for movement
api-mviiiMIy lu parallelism with the space-bar. means
a. tiiMt.-.! )'y the assembler-slide for operating one of said

Ic.li Htiii- < leinents, and means actuated by the space-bar

for op«ratiiiit the other indicating element.

ICIairiis t> to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 l':.'9.lo{l. VEHICLE SPRING. Mkhah, M. McIvtyhe,
rievelaiiil. Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Stsiid.ir.l Parts Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corpora-
tion of Ohio. Filed Feb. 21, 1913. Serial No. 749.866.

-n. 2r.7—27.)

1. The combination, with a vehicle frame and axle, of
a spring having a downturned end connected with the
axl>'. a shackle connecting the opposite end of the spring
to the frame, a substantially straight spring having Its

center plvotally connected to the center of the first men-
tioned spring, and shackles connecting the ends of the sec-

ond sprint: to the frame.

•J. The combination, with a vehicle frame and axle, of a
spring having an end connected with the axle, means con-
nectlnj: the opposite end of the spring to the frame, a sub-
stantially straight spring having its center connected to
the center of the first mentioned spring, and means con-
net tins the ends of the second spring to the frame,

.!. The combination, with a vehicle frame and axle, of
a sprlns having a downturned end connected to the axle,
-a shackle connecting the opposite end of the spring to the
frame, a tension spring connected to the frame and hav-
ing a IlniitfMl vibratory movement at the central portion
thereof, and means plvotally connecting the central por-
tions of the two springs.

•I The <<>niblnatlon. with a vehicle frame and axle, of
a sprluc having an end connected to the axle, means con-
necting the opposite end of the spring to the frame, a ten-
sion spring ("onnected to the frame and having a limited
vibratory movement at the central portion thereof, and
m.ans c.mnectlng the central portions of the two springs.
• 5. The combination, with a vehicle frame and axle, of
t spriop having one end connected with the axle and hav
Ins its other end connected to the frame, a second spring
having its opposite ends connected to the frame, and a
r<H king (onnection between the central portions of said
springs.

jClalms 6 to 18 not printed in the Gasette.j

l.J1.11n. S.VFETY BRAKE FOR AUTOMOBILES. *C.
I-""M\N .M. .M.Mmki.n and Habry N. Downs. Shelton,
J'-nn. FilHl June 5. 1915. .serial No. 32,436. (CI.
»^^^—3.)

flv V^^ T •
" '°«^"" '»-^"'* « '^^^^ 'haft and a

• *»'-. counted thereon and an exhaust pipe for the
• yiinder arranged at right angles to the crank

entin-.

shaft and in the plane with the fly wheel, a pipe con-necting the exhaust pipe to the cylinder adjacent oneend thereof, a valve for directing exhaust from the exhauKt pipe into the cylinder, a piston head slldable In said
cylinder, a piston rod connected to the piston head and
extending through one end of the cylinder, a brake shoe
rigidly secured to the end of the piston rod and adapted
to engage the periphery of the fly wheel upon pressure
of the exhaust In the cylinder, and a spring mounted on
the piston rod to move the piston head In the dire tlon
of the end of the cylinder that has the pipe connected
thereto and Is limited In its movement in said direction
by the shoe abutting the end of the cylinder to prevent
the piston head from passing a point beyond the pipe.

1.229.111. PA.NTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS. Thomas
Macdoxald, I^ndon. England. File<l Feb 24 1916
Serial No. 80,321. (61. 33—25.)

1. In pantograpbic apparatus of the kind referred to, a
stationary base frame and two cross traveling frames
sup«Tpo8ed thereon, controllers for linking the two cross
traveling frames together, and other controllers for link-

ing the lower of the cross traveling frames to the sta-

tionary base frame, a table mounted on the upper of the
said traveling frames, and means for holding a working
tool at>ove said table, substantially as and for the pur-
pose hereinbefore set forth.

2. In pantograpbic apparatus of the kind' referred to. a
stationary base frame and two cross traveling frames
superposed thereon, controllers for linking the two cross

traveling frames together, and other controllers for link-

ing the lower of the cross traveling frames to the sta-

tionary base frame, a table mounted on the upper of the
said traveling frames, means for holding a working tool

above said table, and means for positioning said tool

relatively to said table, substantially as hereinbefore set

forth.

3. In pantograpbic apparatus of the kind referred to, a
stationary base frame and two cross traveling frames
Buperpose<l thereon, controllers for linking the two cross

traveling frames together, and other controllers for link-

ing the lower of the cross traveling frames to the sta-

tionary base frame, a table mounted on the upper of the
said traveling frames, means for holding a working tool

at>ove said table and means for insuring the taut control
of the movements of the frames with little friction dur-

ing the parallel travel thereof, comprising two loose bars,

one carried by the base frame and the other by the

lower cross traveling frame, bars fixed on the base frame
and lower cross traveling frame, loos- rollers between
and In contact with said loose bars and fixed bars, and
resilient and adjustable means for maintaining said

rollers In contact with said bars, substantially as herein-

before set forth.

4. In pantograpbic apparatus of the kind referred to, a

stationary base frame and two cross traveling frames
superposed thereon, controllers for linking the two cross

traveling frames together, and other controllers for link-
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inf the lower of the cross traveling frames to the sU-

tlonary base frame, a table mounted on the upper of the

aid travfllnu frames, means for holding a worHlng tool

above said tabl«» and ra^ans for insuring the taut control

of the movements of the frames with little friction during

the parallel travel thereof, comprising two loose bars, one

carried by the base frame and the other by the lower

cross travf'ling frame, bars fixed on the base frame and

lower cross traveling frame, loose rollers between and In

contact with said loose bars and fixed bars, and resilient

and adjustable means for maintaining said rollers In con-

tact with said bars, consisting of screws carrleil by the

lower cross traveling frame an<l the base frame, and

springs between said screws and the aforesaid loose bars,

substantially as and for the purpose hereinbefore set

forth.

5. In pantographlc apparatus of the kind referred to, a

stationary base frame and two cross traveling frames

superposed thereon, controllers for linking the two cross

traveling frames together, and other controllers for Unk-

ing the lower of the cross traveling frames to the sta-

tionary base frame, a table mountp<l on the upper of the

said traveling frames, means for holding a working tool

above said table, means for positioning said tool rela-

tively to said table, comprising a plvote<l radial bar situ-

ated above the level of the table, a carrier for the working

tool and another carrier having a positioning point, said

carriers being slldably mounte<l on said radial bar. and

links connecting said carriers for Injuring movements of

the same In unison, substantially as and for the purpose

hereinbefore set forth.

[Claims G and 7 nut printed In the Gazette.!

1.229,113. BR4K>l>ER. EawiN Mackeb, Jamaica. .N V.

Filed Aug. 19. 1916. Serial No. 115.7M. (CI. 237— U.t

1.229.112. Cl'RTAIN STRETCHER. Lymax P. Mason,

Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 11. 1910. Serial No. 90.438.

(CI. 45—2-1.)

'^'

1. A curtain stretcher comprising a frame Including

side and end rails each embodying a series of sections

formed with L-shaped meeting emls providing the same
with a shoulder and a tongue, a hea<le<l pronged meml>er

loosely mounted within the meeting ends of the sections,

positioning the pronged end exteriorly thereof for en-

gagement with an oiHulng In the adjacent end portion of

the meeting ends of said sections, and a plate detachably

connecte<l with the meeting ends of said sections for de-

tachably securing the headed fastening member thereto.

2. A curtain stretcher comprising a frame Including

side rails embodying a pair of end sections and an Inter-

meiliate section, the meeting ends of the said end and

Intermeillate sections being retluced to form the same of

L-shapeil ronfiguraf Ion. presenting a tongue and a horl-

lontally formed shoulder, each having a cylindrical bore,

a heade<l fastening member dispose*! In one of said bores

and projecting beyond sai<l shoulder and In parallelism

with said tongue and adapt*-*! to engage with the opening

formed on the tongue of the adjacent se<tion. means for

detachably fastening the fastening ineuilH-rs In active posi-

tion, and a reinforcing plate connected on the meeting

terminal portions of said sections.

1. In a briKxler. the combination with an Inclosure of &
V-ahape«l heating chamber depending from the top of said

Inclosure and consisting of spaced V-shaped plates, Deann
for supplying heate<l air to the lower portion of said V-
shaped chamber l)etween the apexes of the two plates,

and means for permitting the e«cape of the heate.| air

from said chamber.
2. In a broo<ler, the combination with an Inclosure. of

a V-shaped heatlag chamber depending from the top of

the Inclosure and consisting of spaced V-shaped plates,

means for supplying beate<i air to said chamber, an<l an

outlet for the heated air communicating with the upper

portion of each branch of said V-shaped chamber.
3. In a brooder, the combination with an inclosure. of

a V-shaped heating chamber depen<llng from the top of

the Inclosure and consisting of spaced V-shaped plates,

means for supplying heated air to said chamber between

the apexes of the two plates, and an outlet for the heated

air communicating with the upper portion of each branch

of said V-shaped chamber.

4. In a brooder, the combination with an inclosure. of

a plurality of V-shaped beating chambers depending from

the top of the Inclosure and consisting of a single outer

plate bent to form a plurality of V-shapeil portions anii

connecting portions between said V-shaped portions, aoii

inner V-shaped plates spaced from the V-shaped portion*

of the outer plates.

5. In a brooder, the combination with an inclosure, of

a pair of V-shape<l heating chambers depending from th«

top of the Inclosure and consisting of a single outer platf

bent to form two V-shaped portions and a connecting

portion between said V shaped portions, separate V-

shaped Inner plates arranged within and spaced from each

of the V-flbaped portions of the outer plate, and an exit

for heated air from the Interior of the Inclosure below

the heating chambers, said exit communicating with th-*

portion of said Inclosure between the two V-shaped cham

berg through the top of the inclosure and the connecting

portion of said lower plate.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.114. FLYING MACHINE. Fhi:i>kri< k A. Menc

and Lee G. S.HRAr>CR. Flint. Mich. : said Schrailer a«

s'.gnor to said Meng. Filed June 2. 191G. Serial No.

101.322. (CI. 244—25.)

1. A flying machine of the class described includini; a

vertical shaft, means for mounting the same, a horir.on

tally swinging bracket mounted on the shaft, a propeller

support carried by the bracket and mounted for rotar.v

movement on a horizontal axis, gearing connecting th-

vertical shaft with the support to swing the same ver-

ti.ally. a propeller shaft mounted on the propeller sup

port and separate operating means connecte«l with th"

bracket for Imparting horizontal rotary movement to the

same.

2. A flying ma. hlne of the class der.crib«l Including a

vertical shaft provided with a worm, means for moiintm*
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til. khaft. an oscillatory bracket mounted on the said

>h«f'. a propeller support carried by the said bracket and
on^i'tiiig of a worm wheel meshing with the said worm,
a i.n«i»eller carried by the said support, means for ro-

tatinc the propeller and adjusting means Incldlng an op-

erMiitig .ohaft. and gearing for connecting the same with
the said vertical shaft.

.\ flying machine of the class described including a
r.rtical shaft provided with a worm, means for mounting
the vertical shaft, a horisontally movable oscillatory

t..nriti); bracket pivoted on the said shaft, and provided
wlih a horizontal arcuate rack bar. a vertical worm
wli'-ej mounteil for rotary movement In the bearing
("racket and meshing with the said worm, operating means
Incliidine gearing for rotating the vertical shaft to turn
Xh-' wcriii whe«'l. separate operating mechanism Including
n pinion meshing with the arcuate rack bar to swing the
iHHring bracket horizontally and a propeller carried by
the worm wheel.

4. A flying machine of the class described including a
vertical shaft provided with a worm, means for mounting
the vertical shaft, a horizontally movable oscillatory bear-
ing bracket pivoted on the said shaft, and provided with
fl horizojital arcuate rack bar. a vertical worm wheel
moimteil for rotary movement In the bearing bracket and
me«hlng with the said worm, operating means including
genriug for rotating the vertical shaft to turn the worm
wheel, separate operating meshanlsm Including a pinion
nii-shlni; with the arcuate rack bar to swing the bearing
bra.ket horizontally, a propeller shaft mounted on the
worm wheel, an electric motor also carried by the worm
wheel and connected with the propeller shaft and a pro-
I>e|ler mounted on the propeller shaft.

.'. A flying machine fo the class described Including
horizontal shafts extending laterally from the flying
machine, propeller shafts carried by the outer portions of
the laterally extending shafts and arrang.-d at an angle to
the same, propellers carried by the propeller shafts, means
for rotating the propeller shafts Independently of the
laterally extending shafts, side longitudinal shafts and
means for transmitting motion from the side longitudinal
shafts to the laterally extending shafts having worm
gearing, and means for adjusting the longitudinal shafts
independently or simultaneously.

(Claims 6 to 8 not prlntwi in the Gazette.]

1.229.115. TIRE ARMOR. Jekfeksox D. Metcai^, Wis
ner. U.. assignor of one half to Eugene 8. Poole Coles
Miss. Filed Oct. 23. 1915. Serial No. 57.547. (Cl!
1S2—17.1

The rombluatlon with a wheel Including spokes and a

of i.?
',
"'^'"<^ ^«<1 "urrounding the tire, a pluralltv

slor f
^'""^•'^""* "'' stacgercily arranged exten-

ten r, '"^.1 '"' '''*' '^^^ °^ ^^"^ ^""d and adapted to ex-ten.l parallel with the spokes, and elongated heads formed

• n.1 fl

*"''''**' *•*«' ""xtenslons and bent about the spokes•nfl fastened together to retain the hand on the tire.

*"sm'!'
T^'^^-'^'CH- DIGGER. William H. Mitzl.r.

0*1. .H»'*" t.J" "'* KOBIBT M»TZLB«. OdesfM. Ontario.

37^S,
Filed Apr. 17. 1916. Serial No. 91.798. (CI.

portrn.^'',l!"'f
"'*'»''»* comprising a frame, wheels sup-

'«- rrtm^, curved gtildes mourited at the forward

portion of the frame, a supplemental frame movably
mounted between the guides, shafts Journaled upon the
supplemental frame. Intermeshlng gear wheels carried by
the shafts and meshing with the guides, a wheel supported

axle plvotally connected with the supplemental frame, a
digging share carried by the frame, a l>elt mounted for
movement behind the digging share, and means for driv-
ing the belt from one of the supporting wheels of the
frame.

1,229,117. OPTICAL INSTRUMENT Jo.seih MiHALri.
Rochester. N. Y., assignor to Crown Optical Company.
Rochester. N. T.. a Corporation of New York. Filed
Aug. 22, 1916. Serial No. 116,251. (d. 88—84 )

1. In an optical Instrument, a stationary sleeve, a tube
rotatably and axlally adjustable therein, an eyepiece
mounting carried by said tube, a diopter ring adjustable
on said tube, a clamping ring for holding the diopter ring
In Its adjusted position, and an eyecap piece secured to
said tube and covering the clamping ring.

2. In an optical Instrument, a stationary sleeve, a tube
rotatably and axlally movable therein and having an ex-
ternally threaded portion, and a shoulder at the base of
the externally threaded portion, a diopter ring having an
interior flange rotatable on the shoulder of the tube, a
clamping ring engaging said exteriorly threaded portion
and said flange on the diopter ring, an eyecap engaging
said exteriorly threaded portion, and an eyepiece carried
by the rotatable and axlally movable tube.

S. In an optical Instrument, a stationary sleeve, a tube
rotatably and axlally adjustable therein, an eyepiece car-
ried by said tube, a diopter ring adjustable on said tube,
a stop on said diopter ring. «nd a stop on the stationary
8lev?ve for cooperation with the stop on the diopter ring to
limit the outward movement of the rotatably and axlally
movable tube.

1.229,118. SHIPPING-CRATE. Lewis Miller, Oakdale.
Tenn., assignor of one-half to William Judson Griffltb.
Oliver .Springs. Tenn. Filed July 19. 1910. Serial No.
110.069. (CI. 217—15.)
A shipping crate, comprising a lower frame, a bottom

secured upon said lower frame, end walls hingedly mount-
ed upon said bottom adjacent the ends thereof adapted to
be folded inwardly and lie flat thereon when in collapsed
position, side walls for the crate, eye screws upon said
lower frame, L-shaped hinge bars upon said side walls co-
acting with said eye screws to removably hinge snld side

fit
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walls upon s«l<l lower frame to adapt said side walls to

swing against the side edges of said hlngedly mounted end

walls, L-shaped spring latch members carried by the upper

edges of said end walls for engaging the outer surface*, of

said side walls for locking said side walls thereagalnst. a

top for said orate and having a frame upon Its under sur-

faces adapted to embrace and snugly engage the outer sur-

faces of said t-nd walls and said side walls adjacent the

upper edges thereof, and means for securing said top upon

said crate.

1.229,119. BRAKE. William J. Miller, Los Angelea,

Cal. Filed June 21. 1916. Serial No. 105.025. (Cl.

21—8.)
-J

1. A brake attachment for a wheel construction ; said

wheel construction having an axle housing, a circular hous

Ing flange extending from the end of the axle housing, an

axle In the axle housing, a wheel hub upon the axle against

the end of the axle housing, and spokes extending from the

hub and space<l from the housing flange ; said attachment

comprising a brake drum adapted to be mounted rigid with

the hub and spokes and span the space to the housing

flange, said brake drum being larger In diameter than

the housing flange and there being an Inwardly extend-

ing drum flange registering with the housing flange, a

brake band for the drum, a spider secured to the hous

ing flange and yieldingly supporting the brake band, and

means for operating the brake band.

2. A brake attachment for a wheel construction ; said

wheel construction having an axle housing, a circular

bousing flange extending from the end of the axle hous-

ing, an axle In the axle housing, a wheel hub upon the

axle against the end of the axle housing, and spokes ex-

tending from the hub and spaced from the housing flange ;

said attachment comprising a brake drum adapted to

be mounte<l rigid with the hub and spokes and span the

spnce to the bousing flange, said brake drum being larger

in diameter than the housing flange and there being an

Inwardly extending drum flange rfgtsterlng with the

housing flange, and a brake ban.l for the drum.

1.229.120. APPLIANCE FIIR SHEARING METAL.
CH.^Ri.rs RoBKRT MoNTOOMKRY. Keyn^ham. near Bris-

tol, England. Ftle.1 Sept. 21. 1914. .Serial No. 862.851.

{C\. 164—84.)
1. An appliance for shearing corrugated or other

formed sheets comprising a frame, means for holding

said frame, a driren rotary cutter and • co-acting free

rotary cutter mounted on said frame, each of said rat-

ters having a plurality of parallel cutting edges KpaKl

apart and said driven cutter being provided with a

knurled or dentated portion between Its catting n\v:r*

adapted to be impressed into the metal being operat>Hl

upon, means whereby the metal between the edges «if

said free cutter Is supported, and means carried by th»

frame whereby the strip of metal so sheared is deflected

In advance of the frame to allow the free passage of the

tool, substantially as described.

2. An appliance for shearing corrugated or other

formed sheets comprising a frame, means for holding said

frame, a driven rotary cutter and a co-acting free rotary

cutter mounted on said frame, each of said cutters hav-

ing two annular parallel cutting edges spaced apart, and

said driven cutter being provided with a knurled or

denuted portion between its cutting edges adapted to be

Impresseti into the metal being operated upon, the said

free cutter being provided with knurled or dentated por-

tions around tta periphery, and means carried by the

frame whereby the strip of metal so shesired Is deflected

In advance of the frame to allow the free passage of the

tool, substantially as descrlbeii.

3. An appliance for shearing corrugated or other

forme<I sheets comprising a frame, means for holding

said frame, a driven rotary cutter and a co-acting free

rotary cutter mounted on said frame, each of said cut-

ters having a pair uf annular parallel cutting edges

spacetl apart, and said driven cutter being provided with

a knurled or denUted surface between its cutting edges

adapte<l to be impressed into the metai being operated

upon, a freely mounted bearing ring disposed between

the edges of said free cutter, and means carried by the

frame whereby the strip of metal so sheared is deflected

in advance of the frame to allow the free pasnge of the

tool, substantially as described.

4. An appliance for shearing corrugated or other

formeil sh.ets ( oiiiprlslng a frame, means for bohllDg

and guiding said frame, a driven roUry cutter and a co-

acting free rotary cutter mounted on said frame, each of

said cutters having a pair of annular parallel cutting

edges spaie<l apart, and said driven cutter being provided

with a knurled or dentated surface between the cutting

edges adapted to be Impressed into the metal being oper

ated upon, a pivoted handle, and means controlled there-

by for intermittently rotating said driven cutter In one

direction, means whereby the meUl lying between the

edges of said free cutter is 8upporte<l, and means carried

by the frame whereby the strip of meUl so sheared is de-

flected In advance of the frame to allow free p«M«g«

of the tool, substantially as described

5. An appliance for shearing corrugated or other

formed sheets comprising a frame reduce<l In thlcknes*

toward the rear or trailing f^fp. means for holding said

frame, a driven rotary cutter and a co acting free rotary

(TJtter mounted on said frame, each of said cutters hav-

ing a pair of annular parallel cutting edges spaced apart,

and said driven cutter being provided with a knurled or

dentate<l portion between the cutting »dges adapte<l to

be Impressed Into the metal being operate.! upon, means

wherebT the metal lying between the cutting e,Ue« ot
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Mj,< rr.^ lutter is supported, and means carried by the

fraiii. whereby the strip of metal so sheared is deflected

In ftc;».!ti-e of the frame to allow the free passage of the

tool >'it'»laDtially as described.

'('I.iini'' 6 and 7 not printed in the Oaxette.]

l.::;«l-l. PICKER HEAD. John Mikpht. Memphis.
TeiiD.. assignor of one-half to George P. Schlocker.

M.mrhls. Tenn. Filed June 29, 1916. Serial No.
1(m;.719. «CI. 56—117.)

^t^-r

1. Id a picker-head having a mouth and a throat lead-

lofT therefrom, the combination of a drive-shaft mounted
longitiullnally and exteriorly of the head and extending
inside thereof, a pinion on the inner i>ortion of said
«baft. a drive-gear In mesh with said pinion, a counter-
thaft (iD which said drive gear is fast and mounted trans-
versely of the head, a dearer-wheel shaft mounted sub-
(tsDtlally at right angles to said counter shaft at the
entrance of said throat, a clearer wheel on said clearei'-

wheel shaft, a pinion /ast on said clearer-wheel shaft in
jesh with Bai<l drive-gear, oppositely-disposed brush-
shafts mounted In said mouth substantially at right
angles to said clearer-wheel shaft, cooperating brushes
on said brush shafts in conUct with said clearer wheel,
gears on said brush shafts in mesh with each other, and
a gear on said counter-shaft In mesh with one of said
brush shaft gears.

2. .\ picker-head comprising a casing of abutting sepa-
rable sections shaped to form a contracted discharge end
and an enlarge<l mouth and a throat smaller than the
moutli leading therefrom at the discharge end, rotatable
plrklup brushes in said mouth, a clearer wheel in rear of
Mid (.rushes at the entrance of said throat, and means
whereby »ald brushes and wheel are rotated.

3. A picker head comprising a casing comprehending
a miiuth and having opposeil walls extending nearly to
the entrance of the mouth, abutments at the ends of said
walls, fliid removable opposed wall-extensions one attached
to ea( h of said abutments.

4. .V pickerhead comprising a casing comprehending a
mouth and having oppose.! walls extending nearly to the
entran.e of the mouth, an abutment at the end of each
« Mi.1 walls, a wall-extension for each of said walls, a
flsnp ..„ ,.a<h of said extensions removably secured to
"n<> ..f >aUI abutments, there being a bearing In and be-
'••-D .arh pair of abutting abutments and flanges. In
l^mtiKation with a brush shaft Journale<l In said bear-
Bg*. a (.rush on said shaft an<l means whereby said shaft
'• routetl.

5 -V pi<ker head comprising a casing shaped to form
«-ntra. ted discharge end and an enlarged mouth and

!,•'""' ""*""' than the mouth leading therefrom to the
ai^bar... .nd. routahle picking-brushes in said mouth, a

«n<lh« i .

'^ *''* *'°*"°<^ o' «»'<1 throat In rear of

to tb
'" * *'*' '" * '''*°*" ""bstantlally at right angles

brtuh"
*"?

^l
"*''' brushes, and means whereby saidfru.he, and wheel are rotated.

Il^v
'-''^^RICAL piano ATTACHMENT. DOK-

•
VTK„ K Mra«. Junction City. Ark Filed Aug. 17.

J
,'••;'«'>'«• «.8»8. (a. 84—81 1

Ins d^v' " *"**" *'•''* P'*°° YiK^\n% keys and sound-
•^ "mtrolled by the sal.] keys, a second musical

Instrument of the violin type. Angering devices for fln-
gerlng the strings of the said second musical Instrument,
string playing devices adapted to engage the said strings
to sound the same, orchestra bells, electric curcults bar-
ing circuit -closers controlled by the said piano keys, elec-
tric actuating devices connected with the said fingering
devices, electric controlling devices for the said strlng-
Playing devices and electric actuating devices for sound
Ing the orchestra bells, the said circuits being connected
with the actuating and controlling devices to sound a
string, and a bell in harmony with the corresponding
sound of the piano on playing a piano key.

2. In combination with a piano having keys and sound-
ing devices controlled by the said piano keys, a second
musical instrument of the violin t.vpe. pivoted fingering
levers for fingering the strings of the said musical Instru-
ment, electromagnets for actuating the said fingering
levers, continually driven filamentous sounding wheels
adapted to be moved into engagement with the said strings
of the second instrument, electromagnets for moving the
.said sounding wheels into engagement with their strings,
and electric circuits having circuit closers controlled by
the said piano keys and electrically connected with the
said electromagnet to sound a string o^the second musical
Instrument in harmony with a string of the piano on play-
ing a piano key.

8. A musical Instrument of the violin type having
strings, fingering levers adapted to finger the said strings,
an electromagnet for actuating each fingering lever,
sounding wheels adapte<l to be moved Into engagement
with the said strings, continuously driven shafts having
spring terminals carrying the sounding wheels, a mov-
able bearing for each shaft, electromagnets, the armatures
of which are secured directly to said bearings, normally
open electric circuits for the said electromagnets, and
means for closing the said circuits to simultaneously actu-
ate a fingering device and a l>earlng for fingering a string
and sounding the same string by the corresponding
sounding wheel.

4. The combination with a violin, of pivoted fingering
levers on opposite sides of the neck of the violin, an
electro-magnet for operating each lever, a filamentous
sounding wheel adapted to be moved Into engagement
with each string of the violin, continuously revolving
shafts carrying the said wheels, a bracket provided with
slots through which the shafts loosely project, electro-
magnets, armatures for the magnets.' yieldingly stipported
from the bracket and in which the said shafts are
mounted.

5. The romblnatlon with a piano, of a violin, pivoted
and spring pressed fingering levers, each carrying a block
at one end for engaging a string of the violin, electro-
magnets, the armatures of which are carried by the other
ends of the said levers, string playing wheels adapted to
engage the strings, continuously rotating shafts carrying
said wheels, electro-magnets, the armatures of which
carry bearings in which the ends of the shafts are mount-
ed, and branch circuits having circuit-closers controlled
by the keys of the piano, said branch circuits including
said electro magnets.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.229.12a. LIFE RAFT. Lo«ix« WiUJS Mtms.
Mr. Fll«^l IKt. 17. 1916. S«rUl No. 126,143

•—11. J

(CL
I tor extettdiBC beaeatk tk« cvrrcd yortton directly adja.

oeot tke (Ungvd esd. aod harlns • flsBce ftttlBK la*i4e

1. A raft rmbodylBg a c»llul«r fmme. floats tn th« c«ll«

thereof, aid* plates extending along the side* of the frame

and attached to the ends thereof, upper and lower plate*

fitting against th» frame within the edge portions of the

aide plates, the e<lce portions of the side plates projecting

beyond the second mentlone<l plates, and means carried

by the edge p.irtlon9 of the side plates and extending

acroas the sei-ond mentioned plates.

2. A raft etn^Kxlying a .ellular frame, floats In the

cells thereof, side plates extending along the sides of the

frame and atta.-hetl to the ends thereof, upper and lower

plates fitting against the frame wlthla the edge portlMia

of the side plates, the edge portion of the tide plates

projei-tlng f»eTond the »e<-ond mentioned plates, and a

flexible element threaded back and forth throogh the

e«ige portions of the aide plates across the second men-

tiooed plate«.

a. A raft embodying a cellular frame harlng a cen-

tral longitudinal member with projecting ends, floats la

the cell.* of the frame, and side plates extending alaac

the sides of the frame and baring their end portlaas flt-

tlag the ends of the frame and atuched to the ends of

said member.
4. \ raft embodying a cellular frame having a ceatral

longitudinal member with porjertinii ends, floats In the

celli" of the frame, side plat«-« extending along the sides

of the frame and having their end portions flttlnc the

end.s of the frame and attached to the ends of said member,

and upper and lower plates fitting against the traae

within the edge pi^rtlons of the side plates.

5. A raft embodying a cellular frame having a central

longitudinal member provided with projecting eoda, side

platey extending along the sides of the frame and having

their end portions fitting the ends of the frame and secured

to said projet ling ends of said member, upper and lower

plates fitting the frame and disposed snogly within the

ed«e portions of the side plates, said edge portions of the

side plates pr^'Jectlng t>eyond the upper and lower plates.

and flexible elements threaded back and forth through

the edge portlonii of aald side plates across the upper

and lower plates.

(Claim ti not printed In the (iazette.]

1,!>2«.124. AUTOMOBILE FENDER. Robbbt M. N'Bt-

8<i\. Detroit. Mich., assignor of three^fourths to Mary

FhllUps and one-fourth to <teorge W. Maskers. Detroit.

Mich. Filed Dec. 1. 1816. SerUl No. 134.292. (CL

21—23.)
1. The comtdnation with a fender having a curved

portion and a depending front flange, of a support there-

for extending beneath the curved portion directly adja-

cant the flanged end.

2. Tbe combination with a fender having a curved

portion an-i a depending front flange, of a support there-

for extending beneath the curvetl portion directly adja-

cent the rlange«l end. and having a flange flttlag inside

of the fender flange.

3. The , .im^>inatlon with a fender having a curved

portion and a dependlftg front flange, of a sopport there-

of the fender flange, tbe fender having a portion of lesser

reslatance located in the rear of the supported portion.

1,229.125. MOVINt;-PICTURE MACHINE. XiCHOLArs T.

NiL^soN. Chicago. III., assignor of fifty one-hondredthi

to Samuel Evans. Chicago. III. Filed Mar. 27, 1916.

Serial No. 86,»8«. {CI. 88—18.)

1. In a moving picture machine, means to enlarge one

of a plurality of pictures on a ribbon, means to present

said enlarged picture to view In a substantUlly vertical

plane, said ribbon being In a different plane, means to In-

termittently move said rlbtwn and sui-cesslvely bring said

pictures Into said dlBerent plane, a source of light posi-

tioned to one side of one edge of said ribbon, a movable

shutter positioned In a vertical palne between nld source

of light and aald ribbon, and means to give said shutter a

limed movement relative to the movement of said ribbon.

2. In a moving picture machine, means to enlarge one

of a plurality of pictures on a ribbon, means to present

said enlarged picture to view in a substantially vertical

plane, said ribbon being In a different plane, mean* to

Intermittently move said pictures Into said different

plane, a source of light to one side of one ed«e of said

ribbon, means to direct light from said source of Ughi to

the picture which Is being enUrged, a movable shutter

positioned In a vertical plane between said source of light

and said ribbon and means to give said shutter a timed

movement relative to the movement of said pictures and

ribbon.

3. .\ moving picture machine, comprising a cabinet pro-

vided with an aperture In one of the side walls thereof,

said aperture adapted to admit light therethrough, mean.,

to enlarge one of a plurality of pictures on a ribbon,

means to present said enlarged picture to view In a sub-

stantially vertical plane, said ribbon being in a different

plane, means to Intermittently move said ribboa and sue

cesslvely bring saitl pictures Into said different plane, a

source of light positioned outside of said cabinet, a mov-

able shutter positioned In a vertical plane, and adja.^ot

to said apertur.-«l side wall, and mean.s to fire said shut-

ter a timed movement relative to the movement of »al'i

pictures and ribbon.
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4 K K'v ng picture machine, cbmprtHtng a cabinet pro-

viil.ti Mih au aperture In one of the side walls thereof,

gaiii s|M rture adapted to admit light therethrough, means

to eiii.nrp? one of a plurality of pictures on a rlbt>on,

m«-an> to present said enlarged picture to view tn a sub-

•itaniiiJll.v vertical plane, said ribbon being in a different

plane, meflns to intermittently move said ribbon and suc-

reosii-eiy bring said pictures into said different plane, a
source of light positioned outside of said cabinet, a mov-
ghle shutter positional In a vertical plane, and adjacent

to said apertured side wall, a reflector adapted to direct

llirht entering said cabinet through said aperture on said

picture which is being enlarged, and means to give said

shutter a timed movement relative to the movement of

said pictures and ribbon.

5. In a moving picture machine, a cabinet, light aper-

tures in a side wall of said cabinet and means to close

«il.l apertuns. and a walled aperture In one of the front
walls of salil cabinet, means to enlarge a positioned one of

a plurality of pictures on a ribbon, means to present
said enlarged picture to view In said walled aperture ap-
parently In a substantially vertical plane, while said rib-

bon is In a different plane, means to Intermittently move
Mid ribbon to successively place said pictures in said po-
sition to be enlarged, a source of light outside of said
oatiinef. a reflector adapted to direct light entering said
cabinet from said source of light through a determined
one of said first named apertures to said positioned pic-

ture, a movable shutter In said cabinet positioned In a
vertlial plane adjacent to said side wall of said cabinet,
•nd adapted to alternately cover and uncover said aper-
tures, and means to give said shutter a timed movement
relative to the successive movements of said ribbon.

i
Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.221».126. BALIX«; PRES8. GiORfjE W. North, La
Tuna. Tex., assignor of one half to II. M. Andreas, El
I'aso, Tex. Filed June 2, 1916. Serial No. 101.394.
(CI, 100—20.)

1. In a baling press, the combination of a baling cham-
^T. H plunder adapted to travel in said baling chamber,
« raik associated with said plunger and having an an-
nUrly disposed forward end, and a rotating cam gear
a<lapte<l to strike the angular end of asld rack to start
th.' plunger on Its advance stroke, and to mesh with said
ra<k to (arry the plunger through the remainder of the
advance stroke, substantially as described.

-. In a idling press, the combination of a baling cham-
w-r. a plunger fitted to operate In said baling chamber, an
inclined rack associated with said plunger and having a
forwar.l angularly projecting end, and a routing cam
KMf 'idapted to strike tbe angular end of said inclined

J«'k.
and to mesh with aald rack to drive the plunger

tbroiiRii ita advance motion. subsUntlally as descrllHsd.
3. In a baling press, the combination of a haling cham-

^T. n. plunger arranged to operate In said baling cham-
'. an incline*! rack associated with said plunder and
^^H a forwardly and angularly-disposed end, a roller

upjx.rte,! ,t the rear end of said In.llned rack, and a

said w""
***'^ adapted to strike the angular end of

rT ""^ '** "**'*** ^'"^ *^*^ ^"^' ***** *'*'" 'f^*'" having
"tdi therein for receiving the roller at the end of said

••^li. -ul.tantlally as described.
• In a Idling pp^„ j,,^ combination of a baling cham-

^^
ylunger fitted to travel in said baling chamber, a

loncir".'"^'
!*'' ^° **'*' plunger and Including a pair of

». u.i:!,ally.extendlng sections se<ure<i together, an In-
' ' ^ clamped between the sections of

fQ,l
—- " "^"wrT-u iiir seviions or said plunger

'"xtlnp cam gear adapted to mesh with said in-

clined rack for driving the plunger through Its advance
motion, and means for returning said plunger to initial
position, substantially as descrlt>ed.

B. In a baling press, the combination of n baling cham-
ber, a plunger fitted to travel in said baling chamber, a
rod connected to said plungervand including a pair of
longitudinally-extending members assembled together, an
Incllnwl rack embraced between tbe members of said
plunger rod and having a forward angtilarly-dlsposed end
thereon, a roller carried by the rear end of said Inclined
rack, a routing cam gear having a notch therein adapted
to engage said roller and arranged to strike the angular
end of said Inclined rack and to mesh with the same
to drive the plunger through Its advance motion, and
means for returning the plunger to Initial position after
each advance actuation, substantially as described,

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed In the r.Hzette.)

V

1,229,127. STREET CLEANING MACHINE, Marshaix
L. Obbobne, Waukomis, Okla. Flle«l Oct. 28, 1916.
Serial No. 128.258. (CI. IS—17.)

1. In a street sweeping machine, a wheeled frame,
upstandlBg brackets at the sides thereof, shafts carried
by said brackets, levers pivoted on the shafts, a cylindri-
cal brush having a shaft journaled on the levers, means
for securing the levers and the brush carried thereby at
various adjustments, means Including a transmission
chain and Interengaglng clutch members for driving each
of the shiifts supported by the upstanding brackets, and
intermeshing spur wheels on said shafts and tbe brush
carrying shaft, the interengaglng clutch members Includ-
ing ea( h a slidable spring pressed member : In combina-
tion with shipping levers for said slldable spring pressed
members and flexible elements conne<tlng the shipping
levers with the frame, said flexible elements lylnjj each
In the path of the brush supporting levers,

2. In a street sweeping machine, a wheeled frame hav-
ing upstanding brackets, levers fulcrume<l on said brack-
ets, a cylindrical brush having a shaft Journaled on the
levers, and a partial casing consisting of a shield suitably
supported and operable by the levers, links being provided
to connect the levers with the shield,

8. In a street sweeping machine, a wheele<l frame, up-
standing brackets at tbe sides thereof, shafts supported
by said brackets, levers fulcrumed on the shafts, a cylin-

drical brush having terminal heads and an axial shaft,

said shaft Journaled on the levers, a partial casing con-
sisting of a shield having terminal flanges overhanging
and contacting with the heads of the brush, brackets on
said shield pivotally engaging the shafts carried by the
upstanding brackets, and links connecting sal.l shield
with the levers.

4. In a machine of the class described, a wheele<l frame
having upstanding brackets at the sides thereof, shafts
carried by said brackets, levers fulcrumed on the shafts,
a partial casing consisting of a shield of arcuate cross
section having brackeU pivotally engaging the shafU,
links connecting the shield with the levers, a cylindrical

brush havlnp heads and provideil with a shaft Journaled
on the levers, flankres on the shield overhanging and con-
Uctlng with the heads of the brush, a shield hinged on
tbe casing and overlapping the first mentioned shield, and
wings fixed on the casing and overlapping tbe flanges of
the first mentione<| shield.

5. In a machine of the class described, a wheeleil frame
having upstanding brackets at the sides thereof, shafts
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carrletl by the bracketn, levers fulcrumed on the Hhafts, a

•haft Journaled on the levers and carrying a cylindrical

bruah having heads at the ends thereof, a partial casing

consisting of a shield having brackets pivoted on the

shafts carried by the upstanding brackets, links connect-

ing the shield with the levers, and a dunt pan carried by

the shield and by the brackets supporting the same.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gaiette.)

1,229.128. ELECTRIC HEATING DEVICE. Leon F.

Pabkhcbst, Plttsfleld, Mass.. assignor to General Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed June

18. 1915. Serial No. .S4.92T. (CI. 219—19.1

1. In an electric beating device, a frame comprising a

plurality of parallel metallic strips provided with regis-

tering slots all of which Include a common plane, a

continuous zigzag armored resistance wire having Its

folds received in said slots, and means for supporting an

article to be treated on either side of the resistance unit.

2. An electric heating device comprising a frame formed
of two upright continuous metallic loops secured together

and tlare<l outwardly at the bottom to form a base sup-

port for the device, and an electric heating unit mounted

l>etween said loops.

3. An electric heating device comprising a frame formed

of two upright continuous metallic loops secured together

in spaced relation, and flared outwardly at the bottom

and at the top to form a base support for the dcTlce and

for the stride to be operated upon, respectively, and an
electric heating unit mounte<i between said loops.

4. An electric heating device comprising a frame formed

of two upright substantially rectangular wire loops se-

cured together In space<l relation, transverse members
secured to said loops, substantially vertical members
secured In said transverse members and an electric heat-

ing unit supported In said members.

5. In an electric heating device, a frame comprising a

plurality of substantially parallel supporting strips pro-

vided with registering slots, and an armoreil resistance

conductor threade«l back and forth through the slots of

adjacent strips and against the top and bottom walls of

said slots.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,129. SPRINQ-GIN. Rob£rt A. Peacock. Dela-

ware City. Del. Filed May 15. 1915. Serial No.

28,404. (CI. 124— 12.)

1. A projector. Including a barrel, a discharge chamber
In said barrel, a projecting member aB8ociate<l therewith, a

block adjustably arranged upon said projecting member, a

catch extending e.xterlorly of said barrel engageable with

said block, said catch having a hooked projection thereon,

and means carried by the barrel and engageable with said

catch for releasing the same from the block to discharge a

projectile.

2. A projector, including a barrel, a discharge chamber

in said barrel, a projecting member arranged In the barrel,

resilient means connected with the projecting member,

means adjustably carrle<l by the projecting member and

engageable with the resilient means whereby the tension

thereof may be varied, a catch supported upon said barrel

and extending Interiorly thereof adapted to be enj < ^
with said adjustable means, said catch having a h<> --i

projection thereupon, and a hooked arm plvotally sup-

ported upon said barrel and engaged with the hoicked

projection of the catch for releasing the same from th"

projecting means.

^ 'XT

™ iij"'

3. A projector, including a base, a barrel thereon hav-

ing a longitudinal central lK)re, said bore divided Into a

pair of chambers, one of said chambers adapte<l to re-

celTe a projectile, a projecting means in the other of

said chambers including an externally threade<l rod. spring

actuating means assoclatetl with said rod. a catch on said

barrel engageable with said rod, said catch having a

hooked projection thereon, adjustable means on the rod

engageable with said catch, and a hooke«l arm plvoUlly

supportetl upon said valve and engageable with said

catch for releasing the ro«l.

1.229.130. HEEL-CT'TTING M.\CHINE. Staxucy Cbit-

TBNDCN PEIGI.KB and COMMOt>OBE THOMAS Ptlt^LM,

Greenville. S. C. Flle.1 Sept. 20, 1916. Serial

121.215. (CI. 12—42.)

No.

1. A heel cutting machine comprising, a main frame,

provided with guides, a saw frame, carrying a saw,

adapted to reciprocate on said guides, means for recipro-

cating said saw frame, a shoe holder mounted on said

main frame In Juxtaposition to the saw, means for press-

ing the shoe holder toward said saw, and means op»Tated

by said shoe holder, when the heel has been sawed

through, for automatically stopping said saw frame and

saw. substantially as described.

2. A heel cutting machine comprising, a main frani*'.

provlde<l with guides, a saw frame, carrying a ^«w.

adapted to reciprocate in said guides, means for redpro

eating said saw frame, a shoe holder mounted on said

main frame In Juxtaposition to the saw. a weighted arm

for pressing the shoe holder toward said saw. and mean*

operated by said welghte«l arm, when the heel has been

sawed through, for automatically stopping said saw frame

and saw. substantially as <lescrlbed.

3. A heel cutting machine comprising, a main fram-*.

provided with guides, a saw frame, carrying a saw.

adapt*^ to reciprof-ate on said guides, means for redpro

eating said saw frame, a shoe holder mounted on «««'•'

.-:.>t»9»7 U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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, frame in juxtaposition to the saw. adjustable means
.. tting said shoe holder at the deslretl distance from

Mti.l -^iw means for pressing the sho«' holder townrd said
shW. nnd means operated by said shoe holder, when the
h. : has been sawed through, for automatically stopping
snitl viw frame nUd saw. substantially as described.

». .V h>'»'I cutting machine comprising, a main frame
p- .\il»d with guides, a saw frame, carrying a saw
M.i.ipfe<l to r»^clprocate In said guides, means for reclpro-
istins said saw frame, a shoe holder mounted on said
niMiii frame In juxtaposition to the saw. adjustable means
f..r settimr said shoe holder at the desired distance from
^:ii.i saw. a weighted arm for pressing the shoe holder
fownni said saw. and means operated by said weighted
arm. wbvn the heel has been sawed through, for auto-

- Bjatically stopping said saw frame and saw. substantially
as described.

.'. A heel cutting machine comprising, a main frame.
pn.vldtHl with guides, a saw frame, carrying a saw. adapted
to rf.lprocatp on said guides, means for reciprocating said
S.1W frame, comprising a belt and fast and loose pulleys, a
sho.< holder mounted on said frame in juxtaposition to the
ss«. iii.ans for pressing the shoe holder toward said saw,
in<l jn.ans op.>rated by said shoe holder, when the heel
has bevn sawed through, for automatically shifting said
l>elf and stopping said saw frame and saw. sul>stantially
« described.

Hlalms 6 to 10 ^ot printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.181. VENTILATOR. William Perrot. Ottawa
III. Filed Mar. 31, 1918. Serial No. 88.0.15 (CI
150—.39.)

'—'~--
'

~

,t*

A d.vlce of the character described, comprising a pairw "ra.kets .mlH>dylng plates adaptetl to he secured to

h! T*"
°' ' 'f'ndow casing within the ui.,.er ends of

tne .a.h ways of the lower sash, a roller whose terminals
•re .ngaK.ai.ie with said plates adjacent their upper ends.
• - r...n wound upon the roller, a pair of bars secured to-

X^Z 'mk
**' ^"'' ''^ *^* ""^^ ^^^^ *l«nipcd be-

fiT n.
"?''' ^"- '>n^ '»«'• ^^^i "horter than the other to

end w-.."^''*^"
**•*" P*'^'"* "^'-'P" «' »h* window, the

MrtinI . r
**''" "^""'P ^'"^ ^A^VX^ to overlap said

he ? .

'"'• '*''' P'"**"' »*"^'°K ""'''••'•s for receiving

said T\ '"•'°"'^°*'^ '•»••• '"•'a°« 'or attaching one of

lo«.r ni / "PP^"" P«'"<'''° «' the upper sash, the

w.r.i ,!

"•'^ P''*''" *"^'°^ ''«°K«*'» to limit the up'"' ""•v'-m-nt of the lower sash.

^s'wi!: 2^'^'^'*^^*^*^^ R''"«T P""-""- Bo'ors.

'0! srUf )
•'"'J- 2». 191fl. Serial No. 112.192.

•hl-h^nl!'/."''"
'''"^'^'^ material for making .andles

^
"^j'-i.alns paraffln and salicylic acid.

•hiih ',„T'° '^^"'''•''x'*! material for making candles
'"Prt<M«s paraffln. stearin and salicylic acjd.

'rviJvPv''''?'''''''
^""^ INTERNAL -COMBUSTIONENGINES. George D. Pooce. St. Louis, Mo. Filed

17. 1916. Serial No. 131.893. (CI. 74 86.)
Not.

L A piston for Internal combusUon engines provided
With a top composed of a plurality of sections which arefree to expand and contract without creating strains Inthe metal from which said sections are formed.

4. A piston for internal combustion engines having atop composed of a plurality of concentrically arranged
sections, fitted one within the other and constructed insuch a manner that the pressure in the cylinder forces
said sections Into Intimate contact with each other thetop faces of said sections being suhsUntlally flush witheach other.

8. A piston for Internal combustion engines having atop composed of a plurality of concentrically arranged
secUons. each of which has a smooth beveled seat that
receives the section which it surrounds, and a resilientmeans for clamping said sections together. \

13. A piston for Internal combustion engines wb*se top
comprises a peripheral portion that Is integrally con
nected to the piston, a central portion comprising a plu-
rality of Independently movable sections carried by said
peripheral portion and fitted one within the other and a
resilient means that holds said sections together and also
in operative position with relation to the peripheral por-
tion of the top.

[Claims 2. 8. 6 to 7. and 9 to 12 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1JJ29.134. BUTTON FEEDING MECHANISM. Lora EPoole, Anderson, Ind.. assignor to Anderson Button
Attaching Machine Company. Filed Sept. 28 1916
Serial No. 122,734. (CI. 218—12.)

1. A button attaching machine Including a frame, a
button chute, a button hopper at one end of said chute,
a feeding pUte adapted to be operated In said hopper, a
spring extending upwardly therein, an arm pivoted In the
lower end of said plate so as to engage said spring, and
means on said ma.hlne for engaging said arm whereby
said plate will be operated.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.229.135. 8WAB-CUP. Clauncb J. Poo«i and Samdbl
T. PBASSON8, Rutland, Vt.. asslgnora to B. M. Jone* k
Co., Inc.. Boston. Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts.

Piled Sept. 26. 1916. S«rlal No. 122,320. (CI. 184—25.

t

1. A swab ring composed of an npp«r seml-clrcnlar ni«m-
|

b«r witb a grooT^d Inner sarface and having depending

lags on its diametral ends, a complementary, lower semi-

circular up - turned member having its Inner Hurface

grooved In registry with the upper member and having
in its diametral ends pockets to receive the said lugs on
the upper member when the members are assembled upon
a rod, and means for yieldably securing the members in

cooperative position.

2. A swab cup comprising in combination with a recip-

rocating ro4l, a chamber embracing the rod, a swab ring
embracing the rod and located within the chamber and
being free to move a limited distance in the direction of

the axis of the rod, said swab ring being provided with

a continuous furrow in its contacting surface, and means
connected to the ring to introduce a lubricant to the

farrow.

5. The combination with a gland, of a chamber formed
adjacent to the gland, a reciprocating rod muunte<i within
the gland and chamber, a swab ring located within the

chamber and embracing the rod, said swab ring being of

less dimension longitudinally of the rod than the corre-

sponding dimension of the chamber, and means con-

nected to the ring for introducing a lubricant between the
swab ring and the rod.

[Claims 3. 4. and 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,136. SCRUBBING DEVICE. Ja.n Picualski and
I'AWBL KiBLKOwicz, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Mar. 24,

1917. .'Serial No. 157,129. (CI. 15—43.)

1. The combination with a frame, of spaced mop ap-

plying means securer! beneath said frame, wringing rollers

positioned on said frame above and between said means,

a mop extending between said wringing rollers and mov-
able therebetween, the lower end of said mop being ar-

ranged for position beneatk either of laM eaa* and fnr

position above and between said means, manually oper:i:>.(

means for moving sai<t mop up and down between ue

wringing rollers, a handle on said frame Including spa -tl

parallel bars, a croas bar slldable on the handle bars aud

having the upper end of the mop attached thereto, and

means to move said cross bar upward on said handle bar-.

2. The combination with a frame, of space^l mop ap-

plying means secured beneath said frame, wringing rollers

positioned on said frame above and between said mean-i.

a mop extending between said wringing rollers and niur-

able therebetween, the lower end of said mop being ar-

ranged for position beneath either of said means and fur

position above and between said means, manually oper-

able means for moving said mop up and down between

the wringing rollers, a handle on said frame induillng

spaceil parallel bars, a cross bar slldable <>d the handle

tMirs and having the upper end of the mop attached there-

to, means to move said cross bar upward on said handle

bars, said means comprising a shaft extending betwten

said handle t>ars, a handled crank on said shaft, windlog

drums fixed on said shaft, and flexible connections be-

tween said drums and cross bars.

3. In a device of the kind descril^ed, a frame, spaced

handle bars aecare<l to said frame and projecting up-

wardly and rearwardly therefrom, spaced mop applying

means connected l^eneath and extending transversely of

said frame, wringer rollers Journale<i in said frame, one

of said rollers being provided with a sprocket, a cross l>ar

slldable on the rear ends of the handle l)ars, a mop con-

nected to aald cross bar and extending beneath said

wringer rollers, a shaft Journaled at the upper ends of

said handle bars, winding drums fixed on said shaft, flexi-

ble connections between said winding drums and cross

bar, a handled crank on said shaft, a sprocket fixe<l on said

shaft, and a chain connecting the last mentioned sprocket

and the sprocket on the wringer roller.

1.229,137. PAPER KKEl>IN<i KEVICE. Herman R.

Rah.n and Franklin Meyers, Chicago, III., assignors

to Richard Harvey Wright, Durham, N. C. Filed July

19, 1916. Serial No. IIO.CHW. (O. 271—41.)

1. A paper feeding devlie comprising a hopper; one or

more feed rollers arranged to reciprocate^ relatively to

said hopper in continuous contact with a stiick of articles

therein ; and means for reciprocating said rollers and ro-

tating the same during feeding motion to cause their con-

tacting surfaces to move in the direction of the motion,

substantially as described.

2. A paper feeding device comprising a hopper ; one or

more feed rollers arranged to reciprocate relatively to

said hopper in continuous contact with a stack of article*

therein and means for reciprocating said rollers and rotat

log the same during feeiling motion to cause their fU
tacting surfaces to move In the direction of the motion

and freeing said rollers for Idle rotation during the Idle

motion thereof, substantially as described.

3. A paper feeding device comprising a hopper having

an open bottom ; one or more feed rollers arranged to r""-

ciprocate under said hopper In contact with a staik I'f

articles therein : and means for rertprocatlng said rollers

JlXK 5- 1917- U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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sod rotating the saiM dwrlBV feeding motion to cause

tbeir oDi.: ting burfaces to move in the direction of the

iui>Ti>-U' . ^tsntially as described.

4. .\ ;• 'i - r fceiling device comprising a hopper having
an open ''ottom ; one or more feed rollers arranged to re-

Iprocate under said hopper in contact with a stack of
srtifl'S flitrein: and means for reciprocating said rollers

ani rctatiDj: the same <lurlng feeding motion to cause
their .ontactliig surfaces to move in the direction of the
motion and pirmittlng said rollers to cease rotation dur-
lB$ th«' idle motion thereof, substantially as described.

.'.. \ paptr feeding device comprising a hopper ; one or
mor- ft-ed rollers arrangetl to reciprocate relatively to said
hopper in I'ontact with a stack of articles therein

; means
for r<'.ipM<.itlng said rollers and rotating the same dur-
ing fwilliiK motion to cause their contacting surfaces to
mi. v.- in the direction of the motion ; and supports in said
hopper for the front side edges and the rear of a stack
of nrtirle-i tiK'reln. substantially as des<rlb«»d.

[Claims to 15 not printed In the (Gazette.]

I
;lo8ed band and having overlapping ends, said band be-ing of subsuntlally the same width as the space between

l.-':iM.i>. H
MAN.v, .New Y

T<'794. (CI.

NCHROdM TABLE. EIdwahd Reisch-
ork, N. Y. Filed Jan. 7, 1916. Serial No.
45—111.)

J
un.h room table comprising, in combination, a hoiw »tandard. a plunger adapted to slide therein, lugs car-

irlr.1
'

.

•""'«"• O""- the lower end thereof, an inwtniiy proJe,tlng collar on the upper end of said stand
.
re-esv.^ in ,he top surface of said collar. In which said

i.r.,1 ,7/
T,"^' ^° '*^* *°'* ^ engaged, other inwardly

.hi.r rt

'';." '° "''^ standard, adapted to hold said
.

in^..r flrmly m vertical alinement with said standard,

IT. Dort . . l"^
/'"'^*^ ^^ "''' P'»°S*'r, the respective

rlv, 1 ;r
'"" ^"•°«>«'-'l «nd plunger, and the respec-

•hatVh ."°',! '•'•^ '"^ ""<' ^"«" »>*ln«f so calculated

top iJ.', .; '
""^•'' '" '° "« ^''"^-^'^ po.sltlon, the table

f-rMlM T '^
^"^<'^' «' « '»°^h room table for seated

tbe l.,*J.n' rZ ''''' ""^ ""'*' P'""*" •»«'*°» ""^^^'l by

«i.i r*,7
;:"""• "•' ^^^'^ "«"^ '"•^s "r*" resting in

o'-'h rcir";.,?
%*"^'^ '°P ^ standard height of a

Mid Mu^ r !
." ' 'Standing persons, the lower end of

JH-rmw „„ r "* •°'^'^' ^*' * '•«"*' intermediate the
»-» rmo-t and lowermost one.

'toiI''',
;;^^;"»-^Et» FILM BINDER AND PROTEC-

.*aln/M, -..^."i"'"
"•°'' *'""«'^' L- ^'^"''' ^°«-

Cl. .,;_-, "*^ •^*'^- 11' 1«1«- 8e»-i»l No. 130,929.

''U'^tn'!.''!'''?!''''*/"***
'*^' ^or moving picture films

» ri|, 0f i|,t spring metal shaped to form a
^'30 o. f;.—17

the walls of the reel to form an adjustable outer protect-

iand""'

****" *"" "'^ ^"^^•'"•dly turneil ends for said

1,229,140. CANDLE-HOLDER. Joseph R.tter Mil-
waukee, Wis. Filed Jan. 19, 1917. Serial No. 143,8tM).
(CI. 67—23.)

^o to,

In a candle holder, a plurality of radUllv arranged
-prlng candle grasping fingers each having a base mem-
ber, an inclined p,.rtlon. a curved portion connecting the
bas«. and incllnci portions and also having a downwardly
.•xtendlng free end and candle engaging portion and a
curved portion connecting the inclined portion and free
end and candle engaging portion, the said free end por-
tions of the springs Inking opposed and arransed in pad-
allel relation. In combination with a supporting element
having a recess, disks l»etween which the base members of
the springs are secured and an elemetft e.\ten<llng down-
wardly from the lower disk and arranged in said opening
or recess.

1.229.141. RAILWAY SWITCH OPERATOR. William
A. Robinson. New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 25, 1916
Serial No. 116,789. (CI. 104—24.)

1. The combination with a railway switch, of an op-
erator comprising a transversely slldable switch carrier, a
vertically movable plate carrying inclined uprights for
moving said carrier in one direction, a trip adapted to be
depressed by an element on a car consisting of a lever the
Inner end of which bears against the under side of said
plate, and means for returning the parts to normal posi-
tion when .said trip is released.

2. The combination with a railway switch, of an op-
erator comprising a transversely slldable switch carrier,
a vertically movable plate carrying inclined uprights
bearing against said carrier, a trip, lever the outer end
of which is adapte<l to be depressed by an element on a
car and the inner end of which l>ear8 against the under
side of said plate, means for locking said trip lever in
depressed position to nialutain the switch in operated
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position, and means for returning Mtiti parts to normal

positions when said looking means are released.

3. The combination with a railway switch, of a trans-

versely movable carrier in operative connection with said

switch, a vertically guided plate thereunder having In-

clined uprights bearing against said carrier to move the

latter In the upward movement of sai<l plate, a trip lever

the outer end of which is adapted to be actuated by an

element on a car and the Inner end of which bears against

the under side of said plate, means for locking said lever

In switch operated position, and a spring for returning

the parts to normal positions when said locking means

are released.

4. The combination with a railway switch, of a trans-

versely movable carrier in operative connection with said

switch, a vertically guided plate having Incllneil uprights

bearing against said carrier to move the latter In the up-

ward movement of said plate, a trip lever the outer end

of which Is adapted to be depressed by an element on a

car antl the Inner end of which bears against said plate,

a spring latch for locking said lever in trip depressed

position to maintain said switch In operate<l position,

means operable by said car element for retracting said

latch, and spring means for returning said parts to nor-

mal positions when said latch is retracte<l.

.'. The combination with a railway switch, of a trans-

versely movable carrier In operative connection with said

switch, a vertically guided plate having lnrllne<l uprights

bearing against said carrier to move the latter In the up-

ward movement of said plate, a trip lever the outer end

of which Is adapted to be depresse<l by an element on a

car and the Inner end of which bears against thp under

Ide of said plate, a latch for holding said trip lever In

depressed position, a supplemental trip adapted to be en-

gage<l by said car element for releasing said latch, and

spring means for returning said switch and allied parts

to normal positions when said supplemental trip is

actuated.

1.229.142. EDUCATIONAL API'LIANCE. Oscar Sais-

GEK. New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 25, 191S. Serial No.

78o!491. (CI. 35—12.)

1. An educational appliance, comprising In combina-

tion, a predetermined number or series of related sound

records bearing a predetermlne<i succession of Instructive

examples of vocal pro<luctlon coupletl each with instru-

mental arcompanlment. said Instructive examples being

follower! in contrasting relationship by the same time

intervals and the same accompaniment alone, thereby to

afford opportunity for attempted reproduction by the

pupil of each vocal example during the succeeding time

interval and with the aid of the succeeding accompani-

ment.
6. That method of musical Instruction which comprises

the following steps, namely, impressing upon a phono-

graph or other sound record a predetermine*! succession

of Instructive examples of vocal production, each coupled

with Instrumental accompaniment, and following said

instructive examples in contrasting relationship by the

same time Intervals and the same accompaniment alone,

thereby affording opportunity for attempted reproduc-

tion by the pupil of each vocal example during such sue

ceedlng time Interval and with the aid of such succeeding

accompanimeDt.
(Claims 2 t'' 5 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.229.143. MOUNTING FOR FIRE DOORS AND SHUT
TERS. FiLfx L. Saino. Memphis, Tenn. Filed July

7. 191«. Serial No. 108.071. (CI. 16—112.)

A hinge for mounting corrugated doors or shutters

comprising a corrugated plate adapted to be adjustably

secured on the door or shutter, said plate constructed with

Integral raised portions and the plate between said raised

portions formeii with a !>*•' "^ Inset web portions provid-

ing a recess, a wel) portion connecting said ralse<l std>-

portions and overlying one of said webs and forming a

socket therewith and leaving the other of said webs un-

covered, a member adjustably fitting within said socket,

and means for securing said m»'ml)er to the uncovered web

portion, substantially as set forth.

1,229.144. LOCKING DEVICE FOR FIRE DOORS AND
SHUTTERS. FBLix L. Saino, Memphis. Tenn. Origi-

nal application filed May 26. 1915, Serial No. 30.611.

Divlde<l and this application filed July 7. 1016. Serial

No. 108.072. (CI. 70

—

44.)

.^^gun

t-ju.

A lock for shutters or doors having a corrugated sur-

face comprising a triangular shaped plate constructed

along two sides with angularly projecting portions having

corrugated edges to fit the corrugated surface of the

door or shutter to form a housing therewith, one end of

the trlanguar housing having a slot and the apex oppo

site thereto provided with a recess, a pair of parallel

webs formed Integrally with the plate and disposed trans

versely thereof between said slot and the recess, a latch

fulcrumed on^sald plate within said recess and working

between said webs and within the slot, a bolt Journaled

in said plate, a lifting block for the latch fulcrumed on

said bolt within the housing and having conjact with the

latch thereat on either side of the bolt, and a hand oiwr

ated lever secured to the bolt for actuating said lifting

block to raise the latch, substantially as set forth.

1.229,145. FLUESTOl'PER FOR FIRE DOORS AND
SHUTTERS. FiLix L. Saino. Memphis, Tenn. Filed

July 27, 1916. Serial No. 111,628. (Cl. 189 46.)

1. The <>omblnatlon with a fire-proof door or shutter

comprising adjacent walls forming a flue therebetween,

of a plate detachably secured along an edge of one of said

walls, said plate disposed laterally to one side of the wall

and folded upon Itself and dl.oposed to the other sldt of

the wall and providing a flue stopper, substantially M ••t

forth.

2. The combination with a fire-proof door or shutter

comprising adjacent sheet metal walls forming a flue and
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the lowor •••igp of one of said walls constructed to pro-

rid*' a rh.inne]. of a plate disposed transversely of said

irall> ai'TiK the edge providing a flue stopper, said plate

kaving a rlaoge fltting within the channel of said wall,

ao<l ro'iiu" for securing said flange to the door or shutter,
substantiAlly as set forth.

1.229.147. STARTING DEVICE FOR INTERNAL-OOMBUSTION ENGINES. Anto« I. Sanobo Tck llTd!
I'lT^^'^'J

one-third to Henry W. Dammann andone-third to William Dammann. Rock Island, 111 FiledMar. 80. 1916. Serial No. 87.798. (Cl 128-186
)

3. The comMnation with a flre-proof door or shutter
cMiprlslDg adjacent sheet metal walls forming a flue
th^rel.etwwn. the lower edge of one of said walls being
folcle.1 u|>..D Itself to provide a channel, of a plate dls-
posftl transversely along the edge of said walls and pro
rldlDK a flue stopper, said plate l)elng folded upon lts«>lf
tD.I f..rin.Hl with au upwardly projecting flange fltting
within uld .hannel, and a plurality of bolts passing
tbr.ugh said flange and one wall of the door or shutter
lohstantlally as set forth.

4. The coml.inatlon with a Are proof door or shutter
• omprlslDK adjacent sheet metal walls arranged to form
• flue hetween them, and the lower edge of one of said
wtlU folded upon Itself to provide a channel, of a draft
•topp,.r consisting of a plate folded upon Itself and formed
with «n upwardly projecting flange fltting within said
-h^DD. I. >aid plate extending in one direction to cover the
space iK-tween the two walls of the door and in the other
dlr^rtlon to cover the space between the door and the

fli^rV
*

.?'
'^' building, and bolts securing said

a«.K.- t. a wall of the door or shutter, substantially as

' w"r T^'^'^^'^OR FOR CHAINS OR THE LIKE.

Zr\^^u^ni'""'• ^''^ ^-"h'ngton. Ohio. Filed
Apr. .,, 1916. Serial No. 89.462. (Cl. 24—68 )

»»'•"• ilk! fZ"!'?;
"^'"P'-i'lng a pair of members of

•ton- 'D.l to
;«!;.!"""'**" ^*°« PJvotally connected

of n«iterl.,lv grtlter i/JJ'J'Ik""'
"*' ^^' "'™^" ^'"^

"""HiK.-r i..i„/ ,* J ^ '*'*° ^**« «**»*•• •»>« shorter

'»'^-u?li..n .e^"*!? Hr*^**
"° '°*^'*°^ »'«* opening

"*'""«> "f the ,n..ml
^''^<'«i' t"ward the pivotal con-

'"f'X'-l with a serT ;
'''°*^" '^"'' 0^ '^'» ">ot being

Of Ih^ wall Mn/emJ. ."^r*"^'
^^"^ ^on-recessed portion

""* ^'"t. ,h.. otherT K
°^'' ^'^ '''* remaining wall of

""^••"Sh oue ..., " r? '^"^•'"^ " 'ncllned slot opening
""""»• 'hH slot* /

"•^°<'*<1 toward the pivotal con-
'•"f-'USli wi„„" '

""^ 7'' respective memoers opening
•^^ "'-"' - r. ar/i "'^r * *^**'* "' t*»« members whenare m closed relation.

1. The combination with the crank shaft of a motorof a belt wheel fixed to said motor, a gear fixed to thebelt whe^l. a pinion .wingly mounted adjacent the beltwheel end cooperating with said gear. mean, to rotateMid pinion whereby the crank shaft will be rotated arod connected to the pinion mounting to swing said pin-
Ion into or out of engagement with said gear, and a cam
cooperating with said rod to move and hold the rod in
operative position,

2. The combination with a crank shaft and a gear fixed I
thereto, of a pinion adapted to coSperate with said gear ashaft carrying said pinion, a support for .said shaft

'

ahousing fixed on said support, a hollow drum rotatableon said shaft and disposed over the housing, a coll spring
disposed In the housing and connected to the housingand to the said drum, means to manually rotate saiddrum In one dlrecUon. a ratchet fixed to said shaft, dogs
mounted on the hollow drum adapted to engage said
ratchet and rotate the shaft when the drum is rotated inone direction, and means cooperating with said dogs
adapted to disengage the same from the ratchet wheelwhen reverse rotation is imparted to the crank shaft

3. The combination with the crank shaft of a motor
and a gear fixed thereto, of a pinion adapted to intermesh
with said gear, a shaft carrying said pinion, means to im-

"

part rotating motion to said shaft and pinion wherebv
the crank shaft will be rotate<l. a rod to swing said pin-
ion Into engagement with the gear, and a cam cooperat-
ing with said rod to move the rod .an.l lock the pinion lumesh with said gear.

4. The combination with the crank shaft of a motor
and a gear fixed thereto, of a pinion, a shaft to which
said pinion Is attached, a drum mounted on. said shaft a
ratchet wheel fixed to said shaft, dogs plvotallv mounted
on said drum, one end of the dogs being adapted to engage
the ratchet wheel and rotate the same in one direction
when the drum is rotated, pawls pivoted to the opposite
ends of said dogs, said pawls having teeth at their outer
ends, a stationary ring member, teeth on the ring mem-
ber adapted to be engaged by the teeth of the -pawls and
cause the pawls to disengage the dogs from Ke rat.het
wheel when reverse rotation is imparted to said crank
shaft, and means on the pawls adapted to engage parts
of the ring member to release the teeth of the pawls from
the teeth of the ring member.

1.229.148. ENGINE-STARTER. Axton I. Sandbo Rock
Island. 111. Filed May 16. 1916. Serial No. 97 807
(Cl. 123—185.)
1. The combination with the crank shaft of an engine

of a clutch mechanism, means carried by parts of said
clutch mechanism and formed with a depression and hav-
ing a plurality of teeth arranged In circular formation
thereon with a number of the tneth omitted, a movably
mounted toothed meral)er for co<iperation with said teeth
and having means adapted to travel over the face of said
first-named means, the teeth of said movablv mounted
meml>er adapted to enter said depression during one move-
ment.

2, The combination with the crank shaft of an engine,
of a clutch, a portion of said clutch being reduced in di-
ameter to form a hub. the end of the clutch adjacent the
hub being spirally arranged, a spring, means to anchor
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one end of the spring, and means to attach the opposite

end of the sprioK to the clutch whereby when the clntoh

is rotated the spring securing means between the clutch

and end of the spring will be wound apon the hub. and

a spring having its terminal coll reduced In diameter to

fit around the shaft and bear against the end of said hub.

3. The comolnation with a clutch mechanism, and

means to move the clutch me<'hanlsm into operative posi-

tion, of a throwing wheel for the clutch, a disk on said

throwing wheel, teeth arranged In circular formation oo

the disk, a pawl having a finger at one end adapted to

engage the face of the disk until the pawl asHumes a ver-

tical position, to hold the clutch In Inoperative position,

and teeth on the pawl adapted to engage the teeth of the

disk whereby the pawl will be operated upon the occur-

rence of reverse rotation to force the clutch Into inopera-

tive position, the teeth of saiil disk being Interrupted as

and for the purpose set forth.

4. The combination with the crank shaft of an engine,

of a clutch mechanism, a disk carried by parta of said

clutch mechanism, a plurality of teeth arranged In circu-

lar formation on said disk, said disk having a depre«.«iion,

a plvotally mounted pawl having teeth adapted to coop-

erate with the teeth of the disk, an angular extension on

said pawl, and a forwardly extending finger at the end

of the extension adapted to travel over the face of the

disk, the teeth of the pawl being adapted to enter said

depression when the pawl is being moved to a vertical

position.

5. The combination with the crank shaft of an engine,

of a clutch mechanism, a disk carried by parta of said

clutch mechanism, said disk having a plurality of teeth

arranged In circular formation thoreon with some of the

teeth omltteil, and said disk formed with a depres-slon, a

plvotally mounted pawl having teeth for cooperation with

the teeth of said disk, said pawl having an angular ex-

tension adapted to travel over the face of the disk, the

teeth of the pawl being adapted to enter -Mild depression

as the pawl Is being moved upwardly, and means for hold-

ing the pawl Into Its engagement with the disk at all

times.

1.229.149. COMMUTATOR. Carl J. Schwarzk. Adrian.

Mich., assignor to Schwarxe Electric Company. Adrian,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Mar. 28. 1916.

Serial No. 87,188. (CT. 200—12.)

n t*

segment flangt^ and having axial extensions engaging tbe

peripheral notches of the disk.

4. A radial face commutator embodying an Insulatioa

base ring, a terminally flange<l Insulation segment, a ttr-

mloal segment for the Insulation segment, an assembllDi;

pin through the segment and ring, and an Insulation ring

parallel to the segment and concealing one end of the pin.

5. A commutator onibo4lylng an annular serl»^ of seg

mental terminals provided with axial extensions. Insula-

tion segment units each having a pair of diverging radial

flanges, said units tllsposed In an annular series with tb**

flanges abutting In pairs between the segmental ternil

nals, and an insulation ring upon which the terminal

and Insulation segments are mounted.
6. .\ radial face commutator emt)odylng a peripherally

notched Insulation disk, an anular series of terminals

each provided with an axial extension disposed In a pe-

ripheral notch of the disk, and conductor leads connerte<l

to such extensions.

(Claims 2 and 3 not prlnt»Hl In the Gazette.]

.229.150. rnOCESS FOR TANNINO ANT* IMI*RE«;

NATING MATERIALS IIY MEA.NS OF ELECTRICITY.
BoTHO ScHWERiN, Frankfort-on-the-Maln. Germany, as

slgnor to Blektro - Osmose .\ktiengesellschaft. (Graf

Schwerin Oesellschaft.) B«rlln. (Jermany. a I'orpora

tlon. Filed Sept. 8. 1914. Serial No. 860.7.31. (O.

204—27.)

-a

1. A radial face commutator embodying a peripherally

notched Insulation disk provided with an annular series

of holes therethrough, a pin through each hole, radlallv

flanged end Insulation segments, and terminal segments

on the pins circumferentlally spaced by the insulation

1. A process for Introducing, a substance Into or onto a

material, which process consists In confining the material

and a liquid conUlnlng the substance in question between

diaphragms of such electric charge that they permit mi-

gration through them of constituents of the liquid which

Injuriously aff«'ct electro-osmosis while retaining the sub

stance In question, and passing an electric current through

the liquid and diaphragm.

2. A process for Introducing a substance into or onto a

material, which process consists in first separating elec

tro-osmotlcaliy by de-ad.^orptlon from the material con-

stituents which hinder the Introduction and then confin-

ing the material and a liquid containing the substance In

question between diaphragms and passing an electric cur

rent through the liquid and diaphragms.

3. A process of introtluclng a substance Into or onto a

material, which process consists in confining the material

as a partition dividing the space t>etween diaphragms In

a bath of liquid containing the substance in question, anil

passing an electric current through the-. liquid and dia-

phragms.
4. The process herein described which consists in In-

troducing water Into the chaml>er of a receptacle t>etween

one side of a bide disposed therein and a diaphragm of

cellulose or the like, Introdndng dilute acid Into a cham

ber between the hide and a negative diaphragm, passlnp

a direct current between the diaphragms and causing thf

hide to t>ec«me more strongly electro-positive, the basi'

residues passing through the negative diaphragm, charp

Ing a tanning liquor Into a chamber between the cathod*'

and the wall of the receptacle, causing the rathodic con

stltuents to migrate through the cathodlc diaphragm an^l

the negative Ions to migrate through the hide and the <lla

phra»:m first mentioned, and the tanning liquor to ps*''

through the hide, and finally withdrawing the liquor

from the chamber between the hide and the diapbrsp"'

first mentioned.
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l.l';iM i.-.l ACTO.MATIC TRAIN - STOP. Hibam Qm
Sri".'' !• K Mill Valley. Cal.. assignor to The National
Ssf'tv Appliance Company, a Corporation of California.

Fll<.i .Juni' 4. 1909, Serial No. 500,103, Renewed Dec.

9. 101«. Serial No. 136.092. (CI. 246—59.)

3b^

In an automatic train stop, a brake oontroUlDg means
00 the locomotive, a pneumatic motor for operating the
same and means for connecting the motor to a storage
reservoir, means for governing the supply to the motor to
ranw the same to operate and apply the brakes, means for
refitorini? the motor to operative position, these means
pmbod.ving a nit off automatically opened and closed by
the action of the motor.

1.22H.151: APPARATUS FOR LAUNCHING REVET
MENTMATS. David McDocoald Shiarbr. Vlcks-
bnrg. MUs. Filed Oct. 6, 1915. SerUI No. 54,461.
(CI. 61—30.)

. Dla^smv '^Z
'"' '•'"'« "^"tment mats comprising

XZrlo "
""Tr'

'"'••^•'"' »"°'-«>«ng barge connect

b, ?r' ' '""'?**' '"«' "'">-'ated with said launch-

e^ur^eT "-"""'^"'n^ the mats from the ma-

d'uv T ?."" ' '-""•^hing barge, means for controlling

fo mov „? M^V
''"" ""^ launching barge, and means

mlrlD^t'
"" '""°^»>'°« t>arge longitudinally of said

7
'

*'" *' """ """t '« »>*'»nB launched.

•Plurallt?^/*'"'/''
"'^'°« ^*^^'"«^nt mats comprising

'«r VrT'^ '?'"' '*"^^ ««»oclated with said launch-

terUibfr T"""/"' '-«''f*-"lng the mat. from the ma-

i'iivln Ts m"
'""'"°" •"^'^*'- '"^"" '" controlling

-"ovtn, s, d ,. '"m T ""'•^ '«"°^hing barge, means for

">g N.r.T.
'

"J'
* •'"^^ longitudinally of said moor-

wl'llD*: said u "
T.*

*" '"'*°* launcbed. and means for

mor.m',,,
'""'"^"'« barge during It. longitudinal

•Plorlllt?17."""/"' "'''°* revetment mats. comprlKlng

"irront .,r
^1

'"'**""'°« '«'«''' arranged transversely of the

•'iTof ,,i,
*"'" " '"""'hlng barge movable longitudl-

rHUtl.,n
t. 'fh K

^'"'"^ '"' '° "Ubstantiallv parallel

unit nw,. V,
,'^ .1'' ""*' "°** "'a"" '"• launchlne the

4 7n ,

*'" 'aunching barge.

• Plnralurof"!"lL" '•^'°« ^*^«"tment mats, comprising
the ,T,rr.nT ..r

" "°'^ barges arranged traaaversely of
'01 n«Ilr ., «.i^

'^**™' * 'a"°<*^'ng barg.- movable Jongi

""'• r.Ution ,
'"~*'nK »»a'-K«*« and in suNitantlallv par"••n t.. the shore line, means for launching the

!""*«"!!? '~" '""*' launching barge, and means Includ-ing flexible members connecting said launching barge withone of said mooring barges for moving the former out-wardly from the shore as the laying of the mat pro-
greases. "^

6. An apparatus for laying revetment mats. compV-lslng
a plurality of mooring barges arranged transversely of the
current or stream, a launching barge movable longitudl-
nally of said mooring barges and In substantially parallel
relation to the shore line, means for launching the unitmats from said launching barge, and a material barge
from which the unit mats are transferred to said launch-
ing barge.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,153. RAILROAD - TIE. FRnonaicK C. Shbahir
Eagle Pass. Tex., assignor to U. S. Indestructible Tie
Manufacturing Company. Eagle Pass. Tex., a Corpora-
Uon of Texas. Filed Oct. 9. IMS. Serial No. 65.012.

1. A railroad tie comprising a body, provided near op-
posite ends with chambers, the upper faces of said body
provided with recesses communicating at one of their ends
with the chambers, bars embedded in one side face of the
iKKly and extending longitudinally across the chambera,
cushioning blocks positioned in said chambers and means
extending through the bars and cushioning blocks to hold
the cushioning blocks In place.

2. A rallroaa tie comprising a body provided near each
end with chambers, bars embedded in one side face of the
body and extending longitudinally across the chamber,
recesses In the upper faces of said body and communicating
at their Inner ends with the chambers, cushioning blocks
positioned in said chambers, bolts extending through the
bars and blocks for holding the cushioning blocks In posi-
tion, the said cushioning blocks having grooves In their
upper faces, and means arranged In the recesses coOp
crating with the grooves for holding the rail in position
upon the blocks.

1,229.154. RAILWAY TIE. FatDKBiCK C Shbarbr.
Eagle Pass, Tex., assignor to U. S. Indestructible Tie
Manufacturing Company. Eagle Pass, Tex., a Corpora-
tion of Texas. Filed Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 69,2S9
(a. 238—8.)

The combination with a railroad tie having cushion re-
ceiving chambers near opposite ends and being provided
with reoesaes in its upper side communicating with said
cushion receiving chambers, of blocks seated in said cush-
ion rerelring chambers, tie plates seated on the blocks and
rxt^odlng Into the recesses, the outer ends of the tie plates
being upturned and engaging the outer ends of the re-
p««ses to prevent the tie plates from moving outwardly.
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bolts exteDding through the ties and tie plates and clamp

plates seated on the tie plates and engaging the upturned

portions, said clamp plates being held In plac« by the

bolts.

1.229.155. ABSOLUTE AND PERMISSIVE BLOCK-
SIGNALING. JcDBOs Shobckaft. Eslcrldge. Kans.

Filed June 24. 1916. Serial No. 106.593. (CI. 246—30.)

vertical edges of the conduits and projecting Into satd

slots so as to bold the spacing members In position.

1. In a block signal system, the combination with a

trackway divided Into blocks and motor operate<l signals

at the meeting ends of the blocks normally held In clear

position and capable of movement to rlanjjer position, of

multiple control circuits for each slirnal motor, and a

train lontrolled Interbxklng relay controlling each set

of circuits anil op«^rable to break one of said circuits upon

the presence of u train in one block and to break the

other of said drcults and lo<-k the first circuit open when

the train enters the next adjacent block whereby a danger

signal will be left behind the train.

2. In a block signal system, the combination with a

trackway divided into blocks, a siding, and siding switch

points controlling communbatlon between said trackway

and siding, motor operated signals at the meeting ends of

the blocks normally held in dear position and capable

of movement to danger position, normally closed multiple

control circuits for each motor, a train controlled inter-

locking relay controlling each set of said circuits and oper-

able by the presence of a train in one block to break one

of said circuits and when the train moves Into the next

adjacent block to break the other of said circuits and lock

the first circuit open whereby the signal will l>€ set at

danger, and a remote controlled auxiliary relay control-

ling one of the control circuits of the set adjacent to the

switch points.

6. In a block signal system, the combination with a

trackway divided Into blocks, and sidings arranged along

the trackway and communicating therewith, of motor

controlled signals at the meeting ends of the blocks nor-

mally held In clear position and capable of movement to

danger position, multiple control circuits for each motor,

train controlle<l relays controlling each set of said cir-

cuits whereby both circuits of a motor may be de«ner-

glzed upon the presence of trains in adjacent controlling

blocks, auxiliary relays controlling the advance control

circuits of the sets adjacent to the respective sidings, and

a controlling circuit for each of said auxiliary relays ex-

tending through alternate track relays back to the other

siding whereby the advance control circuit adjacent to one

sl<lin« may be opened by said auxiliary relay upon a train

passing the other siding and approaching the first siding

so that an opposing train in the vicinity of the siding

having opened the other control circuit will receive a

danger signal.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.156. RADI.\TOR FOR AUTOMOBILES. Israel
Silver. New York. N. Y.. assignor of one-half to Ida

Malls. New Yoik. N. T. Filed Mar. 16. 1916. Serial

No. 84,586. (CI. 257—130.)
1. In a radiator of the character described, an Inlet

header, an outlet header, a plurality of conduit members,

each of the comlult members having the open ends con-

nected to said headers, spacing and retaining members
arranged between successive conduits, said last mentioned

members having slots at the ends, and clamping strips

substantially U-shaped in cross section fitting over the

2. In a device of the character described, an intake

header and an outlet header, a plurality of conduits con-

nertlng said headers, each of said conduits being com-

paratively flat so as to allow only a thin sheet of water

to pass, heat radiating members for spacing said conduits

arranged between adjacent conduits, each of said last

mentione<i members being formed with slots on each side,

and a strip substantially U-shaped In cross section fitting

over the vertical eilges of said conduits and into said slots

so as to hold the heat radiating members in position.

3. In a radiator of the character described, an Intake

header, an outlet header, a plurality of conduits extend-

ing from one header to the other, spacing and heat

radiating members arrange*! between successive conduits,

each of said meml>ers being corrugated so that there

will be portions resting against opposite conduits, the

connecting web netween said portions being slotted upon

each edge, and a retaining strip or clamp substantially

U shaped in cross section fitting over the edges of said

conduits and into said slots for holding the heat radiating

and spacing members in position.

1.229.157. THREE WHEELED CULTIVATOR. Clbmist

SiMOMACX, Bellerose, La., assignor of one-half to John

W. Newchurch. New Orleans, La. Filed Sept. 5, 1916.

Serial No. 118,478. (CI. 97—34.

In a cultivator of the character described, a main wheel

supported frame, a plurality of transverse shafts on the

main frame, means for rotating said shaft in unison and

in the same general direction and at substantially the

same axial speed, arms extending upwardly and rear

wardly from the shafts and arrange<l substantially In par

allellsm. an auxiliary frame adapted to carry grouni

engaging elements, lifting connections Interposed between

the arms and the auxiliary frame, said connections ex-

tending downwardly and rearwardly substantially in

parallelism, and draft links Interposed between the oppo-
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ill. *nil portions of the auxiliary frame and the main
fmn;*. -^IJ dntt links extending upwardly and for-

w^r.llv ADA arranged substantially In parallelism.

•1.2i.';'ir.*.. H..ANTER. OstAR C. Sims. Palmetto. Ga.
FiiH<l June 23. 1914. SerUl No. 846,816. (CI. 111—78.)

In a planter structure, a supporting frame including
side rails, upstanding angle brackets attached to said
side rails adjacent to their forward ends, a fertilizer
h»n»r !Uf.i( hed to said angle brackets, a seed retaining
an<l .ti>penslng me. hanl.sm carried by said side rails rear-
wardly of said fertiliser hopper, a depending inverted
U shaptMl bracket attached to said side rails interme-
diate said fertilizer retaining hopper and said seed re-
taining and dispensing mechanism, an axle rotatably sup-
p..rf.il l.y said U shaped bracket, a traction wheel mounted
up<in said axle, an arcuate guard plate carried by said
supporting structure and extending over the upper por-
tion of the rear part of said wheel and being positioned
In .lose proximity to the periphery of the wheel for pre-
venting the accumulation of dirt thereon and to prevent
the wb.el from throwing dirt rearwardly during Its rota-
tion, .icainst the seed dispensing mechanism, a pair of
depending r.-arwurdly extending arcuate arms attached
to the rear ends of said side rails, and a flat covering
plate «tfa,i,e,i lo the rear lower ends of said arcuate
arms.

projecting machine is mounted, and a fiexible connection

hr.r,f^^.''T" ^' ^'•^ l«n,p.house. passing oterthe antifriction devices carried by aald overhead supZJand under and around the antl-frlctlon devices carrlTby
Bal.l supporting bars and having its free ends detacrably
secured to said levers.

"I'acnaoiy

«rfnnll,T^""'"°°
""^'^ '^^° """"° P'^*"^ r^^chiu^narranged in separated relation and having movable shut-ers shutter-operating means connecting the shutters ofthe two machines, whereby the shutter of one machine U

Zn!f T ?". '''""" "' '''' ""'^'^ "^^''^'^^ ««'nulta-neously dosed, for bringing the two machines Into opera-
tion alternately

; said means Indudlng a connection which
extends overhead from one machine to the other In suchmanner that the end portions thereof are kept apart andthe intermediate portion elevated out of the waj- of the
operator in passing around and between the two machines.

Itlaims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette]

1.229.160. TYPOGRAPHICAL MACHINE. SAMrkL ESPBRHV, Woodhaven, N. Y., assignor to Intertype Cor-
poration, Brooklyn, N. y., a Corporation of New York
Filed Oct. 6. 1915. Serial No. 54.229. (CI. 199—7.)

.l;^».159. SHUTTER-OPERATING ATTACHMENT FORT^IS MOTION-PICTURE MACHINES. James E
NNGI.ETON and Samiel T. White, Greenville. N. c'

fi^Liv*" ^^- ^®^®- ^"'»i -"^'o- 108.349. (Cl.

<b.U\:I'lT:"
"•^'^ ^ P«"- "' "°^'- P'<'^-e ma-

lover. ., M .
'^ connecting the shutter operating

ma.hlne „
'!' ,^" '"«<'»'lne8. whereby the shutter of one

'bine M« ; ;,„
"'':"*"' "*^ ^^'^ •'»'""" °' th*- «lher ma-

beacl ..;!;"", '-.r""'-^ '""^' «^<» ^eans extending over-

•n<l Netw«.„ »K
""*•'' ''^ ^^* operator In passing around

"v^r .,r , °,n , u!"
"'*'^*»'°*'«- a°d antl-frlctlon devices

•"••hin. u I Z^^"^ "'<^ connection passes from one
I.I rcf> other.

.hli.:^!,,,"'?;!'"'*'''^
'»'• t'^m picture projecting ma-

"' "ntlfrl,,!. u ,
",° °^"»»*»<1 support carrying a series

'»rrvln- ,,ni fri »?
*^*'' * P"'*" "' supporting bars each

'" a pair", f

'

,

"•" devices and adapted for attachment
r<Ja> on which the lamp house of a picture

1. In a typographical machine, the combination with a
relatively shiftablc magazine carrying frame, of an as-
sembler entrance adapted to receive matrices from any
one of the magazines in use and reciprocable in an end-
wise direction transversely to the shifting movement of
the magazine carrying frame, and means for shifting said
assembler entrance into a position to dear the magazines
preparatory to shifting of the latter.

2. In a typographical machine, the combination with a
magazine carrying frame shiftable in a direction for-
wardly and rearwardly of the machine, of an assembler
entrance having means for shifting it vertically In an
endwise direction transversely to the direction of move-
ment of the magazine carrying frame.

3. In a typographical machine, the combination with a
magazlm^ carrying frame shiftable in a direction for-
wardly and rearwardly of the machine, and means for
shifting the magazine carrying frame, of an assembler
entrance reciprocable In an endwise direction trans-
versely to the direction of movement of the magazine car-
rying frame, and means combined with the means for
shifting the magazine carrying frame for shifting the as-
sembler entrance preparatory to shifting the magazine
carrying frame.

4. In a typographical machine, the combination with a
magazine carrying frame shiftable to bring different maga-
zines therein into operative position, and a handle for
shifting said frame, of an assembler entrance shiftable
vertically in an endwise direction to and from operative
relation with any one of said magazines, and a grip as-
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Boclated with said handle and operatively connected to the

asst-mbler entrance for shifting the latter.

5. In combination, a plurality of inclined magazines,

each having a aeries of escapements mounted thereon, a
«et of escapement actuating rods or bars, a set of supple-

mentary escapement actuating rods pivoted to swing to

and from operative position between said escapement actu

atln^ rods and the mai^zinc escapements, an assembler
entrance for the magazines, means for shifting the maga-
tlnes to hrlnif any one of them into operative position,

and means for swinging the supplementary escapement
actuating nxls to clear the shifting magazines.

1,229. 1«1. SLED ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMOBILES.
Ed STAM>aY. Hart, Mich. Filed Oct. 14, 1916. Serial

No. 125.619. (CI. 21—47.)

2feE^

1. The combination with the axle bousing of an auto-

mobile, of a longitudinally divided sleeve-like clamp adapt-

ed to be fastened thereon, downwardly diverging legs on

said clamp, a runner having an upwardly-extending knee,

and a yoke connecting the clamp legs and the runner

knee and having a pivotal connection with the knee of the

runner, adapting the runner to rock in a fore and aft

direction.

2. The combination with the rear axle housing of an

automobile, of a support having a fl.xe<i relation to said

housing, a runner attached to said support, a driving

frame pivotally connected to said support and extending

rearwardly therefrom, a traction wheel Journaled In said

driving frame and geared to and actuated by the driving

axle of the vehicle, a lever pivotally mounteil on said sup-

port, a rod extending rearwardly from an arm i>f said

lever, a guide on the driving frame through which said rod

Is slidable. a frame depressing spring surrounding said

rod, and means connecting said lever with said support,

whereby the tension of said spring may t)e regulated.

3. The combination with the rear axle bousing of an
automobile, of a sleeve-like clamp surrounding the same

and having a fixed relation thereto, a runner attached to

said clamp, a driving frame pivotally connected, to said

clamp and extending rearwardly therefrom, a traction

wheel Journaled In the rear end of said driving frame and

geared to and actuated by the driving axle of the ma-

chine, a lever pivotally mounted between Its ends on said

clamp, a rod extending rearwardly from the upper arm of

said lever, a guide on the driving frame through which

said rod Is slidable, a frame depr»'sslng spring surrounding

said rod. a contractile spring connecting the lower arm of

said lever with the driving frame, and means connecting

the lower arm of said lever with said lamp, whereby the

tension of said contractile sprinK may be regulated for the

purpose described.

1,2 29.162. GRINDING MACHLNE. Frank 8TA«m,
Springfield, Mass, Filed Nov. 1. 1916. Serial No.

12S.852. (CI. 51—*.>

1. In a grinding ma^-hinf^ for finishing a bearlnz ring, a

revolulde chuck adapted to engat'e and hold the ring at

one side thereof, a plurality of revoluble spindles at angles

one to the other and carrying grinders, and actuating

means for bf>dlly and simultaneously moving the said

spindles to engage one of the grinder* with the outer

peripheral facv of the ring, to engage another grinder

with the Inner face of the ring, and to engage a third

grinder with the other side of the ring.

8. In a grlndlni: machine for grinding hearing rings, a

revoluble hold.>r for holding th.- ring at one vid.., « pjn

rality of revoluble spindles carrying grinders, carriages on

which the said spindles are mounted, actuating mean" for

simultaneously tropartlns movement to the said carrlageii

to engage one of the grinders with the outer perlpherni

face of the ring, to engage another grinder with the Inuei

t>earlng face of the ring and to engage the third grinder

with the other side of the ring, automatic feeding mean*
for feeding the aald carriages step by step for the grindnr-

to make successive cuts on the corresponding faces of t fa-

ring, and stopping means to automatically throw the feed

mechanism out of action.

1

t

f
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flexible cable laced clrcuinferentlally and transversely

between the Inner and outtT bands to limit the relative

lateral and circumferential movement thereof, and pad-
ding devices between the cushion member and the inner

wall of the shoe substantially filling the space therebe-

tween.
2. The herein described resilient tire construction com-

prising In combination a tough flexible shoe, a spring

cushion within and spaced from the same and a padding
device filling the space b«'tween the cushion and the in-

ner wall of the shoe, raid pa<lding device comprising a
plurality of annular sections, each section being hinged

to the next along its edge and each section comprising a

flexible jacket and a body of suitable light porous mate-
rUl.

3. The herein described cushioning device for resilient

tires comprising inner and outer parallel bands having
an opening, each of the tuinds carrying on its face adja-

cent to the other band a multiplicity of eyes and both
of the bands l)elng provided with circumferential series of

boles arranged in ra<tlal pairs ami in the central plane

Of the tire, a circumferential series of springs extending
between the bands and secured in said pairs of holes, a

cable of strong flexible material laced through said eyes

In diagonal direction both clrcumferentially and laterally

to limit the relative- circumferential and lateral move-
ment of the bands, and a movable section filling the said

opening, said movable section comprising inner and outer

band portions, radial springs, and flexible cable lacings,

substantially as set forth.

4. The herein described spring cushion for resilient

tires comprising a metal band formed of sheet metal and
having tubular edge beads turne<l Inwardly toward the

center of the wheel, said band having an opening, spring

members secured to the central portion of said band, the
securing means extending; throuch the band Into the space
between the beads, and a movable band section hinged

at one end to one end of the first band and movable In-

wardly toward the center thereof and also outwardly to

complete the main band, latch devices extending between
the free ends of the main band and movable section to

hold them In alinement. and m«'an9 cooperating with the

outer ends of all of the spring elements to retain the same
In operative relation to the inner band.

1,229,167. INDICATOR FOR MOTOR - VEHICLES.
BBNJAifiN MixnsAKC Tak.\uashi. Hariowton, Mont.
Filed Dec. 7. 1915. Serial No. 65,575. (01. lift—31.)

2. An Indicator or signal for motor vehicles, adapted
to be connected with the filling nipple of the hood. Mid
signal comprising a supp<>rtlng plate having means for
connecting it to th»> nipple, a casiniij of semicircular shape
supported by the plate, a vane pivoted at the center of
the casing and mounte<l to swing from side to .".Ide, a shaft
to which the vane is connected, said shaft moving with
the vane and extending above the casing, and a signal
casing connected with the shaft above the first mentioned
casing and mounted to swing with the shaft, said vane

being operated by fluid under pressure, and meanx for

supplying fluid to the casing.

3. An Indicator for use with motor vehicles to Indlrate
change of direction of motion of the said vehicle, cnm-

prlsing a signal casing having the approximate shape of

'

an arrow, and having its opposite sides closed by trans-

lucent sheets and having an opening at its front and a
sheet of translucent material closing the opening, a
shaft secured at one end to the signal casing, a casing

for the motive fluid, the shaft being Journaled at Its

lower end in the casing, and said casing having a vane
rigid with the shaft and adapted to be moved from
side to side of the casing, fluid controlled means for sup-

plying fluid to the <-aslng at opposite sides of the vane for

moving the same, and illuminating means within the sig-

nal casing, said sheet at the front of the casing being

colored green and the sheets at the sides being whito at

the front of the casing and red at the rear of the casing.

5. An Indicator for motor vehicles, comprising a hollow

casing having the approximate outline of an arrow, and
having openings In its opposite sides near the front of the

casing corresponding to the outline of the casing, and
having circular openings at the rear of the said flrst-

namod openings, and having an opening in its front at the

apex, translucent sh<'<'ts closing the openings at the front

and at the ildca, the circular sheets t>eing colored re«l.

the sheet in front t>elng colored green and the other

sheets being colored white, means within the casing for

illuminating the same, a support for the casing adapted
to be connecteil to the vehicle, said signal casing being

connected to the support to swing in a horizontal plane

toward either side of the vehicle, springs normally hold

ing the signal casing in parallelism with the long axis of

the vehicle, and fluid controlled means for swinging the

signal to either side against the resistance of the springs,

said means comprising a casing of segmental shape, a vane
rigid with the signal pivoted within the casing at the

center thereof and adapted to be swung from side to side

by fluid under pressure, the springs in connection with

the signal normally holding the vane in neutral position,

and means under control of the driver for controlling the

fiow of fluid under pressure to the casing to more the

signal.

6. .\n indicator for motor vehicles, comprising a hollow

casing having the approximate outline of an arrow, and

having openings In Its sides near the front of the casing

corresponding to the outline of the casing, and having
circular openings at the rear of the said first named open-

ings and having an opening in its front at the apex,

translucent sheets closing the openings at the front and
at the sides, the circular sheets being colored red the

sheet in front being colored green and the other sheets

l>elng lolored white, means within the casing for illumi-

nating the same, a support for the casing adapted to be

connecfe<l to the vehicle, said signal casing being con-

nected to the support to swing in a horizontal plane to-

ward either side of the vehicle, springs normally holding

the signal casing In parallelism with the long axis of the

vehicle, and fluid controlled means for swintring the sig-

nal to either side against the resistance of the springs.

sai*i means comprising a casing of segmental shape, a

vane rigid with the signal pivoted within the casing at

the center thereof and adapted to be swung from side to

side by fluid under pressure, the springs in connection

with the signal normally holding the vane in ueatral posi-

tion.

7. An indicator for indicating the direction of tnrn of

motor vehicles, comprising a semicircular casing, a vane

pivote<l in the casing to swing from side to si^le thereof, an

Indicator connected with the vane al>ove the casing and

swinging with the vane, springs in connection with the

signal for normally holding the same in neutral position.

and fluid controlle<i means for supplying fluid to the cas-

ing to move the vane in either liirectlon, said means com-

prising a plurality of cylinders for attachment to the

foot board of a vehicle and connected with the casing od*-

at each side of the vane, a plunger in each cylinder hav-

ing a stem extending through the upper end of the casing

into the vehicle and provided with a head for engagement
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bv th. tirircr to depress the plunger, a spring for return

lag the plunger, and a checic valve In connection with the

piston ^•r p.'rmltting the passage of air through the pis-

ton when it is moved upwardly.

[Clslni* I and 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

122».1<M». IlKD. IVT McTiMiio.vDS, Mitchell, Greg.

Filed .Iiine 9. 1916. SerUl No. 102.782. (CI. 5—65.)

1. .1 bed>H>ttom or spring comprising end members, each

codsisting of a pair of hingedly connected sections, so that

one of said sections may be folded on the other, and a

tisr connecting the outer ends of each of the sections, and
a tbini l>ar siblably connected to one pair of the sections

Ki that the third bar may be arranged at one side of the
bottom or spring, both when the same is In extended and
Id folded position.

2. A bed itottom or spring comprising channeled end
eBil>ers. each consisting of a pair of hingedly connected
•eetloo> so that one of said sections may t>e folded on the
other, the lower webs of one section of one end member
iD(l of the corresponding section of the other end member
Mng each provide*! with a longitudinal slot, side bars
connecting the outer ends of said sections and a third bar
having down turned ends slidably engaged in said slots,

laid third bar being thus arranged for slidable movement
on sail) slotted sectiona.

1.229,169. SCALPER FOR SKLF CONTAINED FLOUR-
MILLS. JcLirs J. Taarz, <>wenst>oro, Ky., assignor to
The .\nglo .American Mill Co., Owensboro, Ky., a Corpo-
ntinn of Kentucky. Filed July 3, 1916. Serial No.
107.387. (CL 83—12.)

•ectlon"
' 7'' '""''"^ ""»« mill having the usual break

roll. In
"
M

'""* wctlon. and in combination, break

»ection y '""**^ "•ctlon, a bolting reel In ^Id bolting

•lute M|!r^"n
''•'^*^"^ between said sections and Interme-

thf hreali r '1

*"*' '^' *" ^'""'^ ^^^ '^'^^^ coming from

break r..ii
'.

""^ "^°" *° <^onvey the stock from said
roll, to «ald scalping means.

2. In a self-contained flour mill and in combination a
plurality of sets of break rolls, a lK)lting reel, meana di-
rectly l>etween the break and l>olting sections of the mill
and intermediate said rolls and reel to scalp the stock
coming from one Bet of break rolls, means to convey tbc
stock from said break rolls to said scalf>er. means to con-
vey the throughs to said bolting reel, and means to return
the tailings to a second set of said break rolls.

5. In a self-contained flour mill and in combination, a
plurality of sets of break rolls, a bolting reel, an indlnett
scalping screen directly between the break and boltinif
sections of said mill, a distributing hopper having au
automatic feed gate above said screen, means to conver
the Btock from one set of said break rolls to said hopper,
means to convey the throughs to said iKjltlni; reel, and
means to return the tailings to a 8e<ond set of said break
rolls.

9. In a self contained flour mill having the usual break
ection and bolting section and in combination, a plurality
of sets of break rolls in said break section, a bolting reel
in said bolting section, an inclined scalping screen located
In the space between said break and bolting sections In-
termediate said rolls and reel, a distributing hopper above
said screen, means to convey the stock from said break
rolls to said hopper, means to convey the throughs to aald
bolting reel and means to return the tailings to a second
set of break rolls.

10. In a self-contained flour mill having the natuU
break section and bolting section and In combination,
break rolls in said break section, a bolting reel In said
bolting section, a screen located In the space b«'tween said
sections intermediate said roils and reel to scalp the stock
< (tmlng from the break rolls, a distributing hopper extend-
ing laterally across the screen and being substantially of
a length e<]ual to the width of the screen surface, an autc^
matlc feed gate on said hopper, a trough beneath said
break rolls leading to said hopper, a screw conveyer la
said trough and hopper for feeding the stock from the
break rolls to said screen, a conveyer beneath said break
rolls extending to said reel to convey the throughs to said
bolting reel, and a conveyer to return the tailings to said
flrst set of break rolls.

[Claims 3, 4, and 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,170. TOY PROJE(?riLE. Oscah Robert Tboji,
Ensley, Ala. Filed Mar. 27. 1917. Serial No. 157.710.
(CI. 102—26.)

1. In a toy projectile, the combination of a shell, n
piston movable therein, a cap closing the dlicharge end
of the shell and diKplaceftl)le therefrom by the action of
sair piston, means within said shell for propelling said

piston, a stem extending from said piston, a trigger with-
in said shell movable into and out of engagement with
said stem for holding and releasing said piston, and mean;)
for automatically moving said trigger to its releasing posi-

tion after the projectile has traveled a predetermined dis-

tance.

4. In a toy projectile, the combination of a shell, n
piston movable therein, a cap closing the discharge end
of the shell and displaceable therefrom by the action of
said piston, means within said shell for propelling said

piston, a stem extending from said piston, a trigger with
in said shell movable Into and out of engagement with
said stem for holding and releasing said piston, means for

automatically moving said trigger to its rel'aslng posi-

tion after the projectile has traveled a predetermined dis-

tance, the last named means embod.vlng a selfexpandinR
member, and a trigger operating member actuated by said

selfexpanding member.
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7. In a toy projectile. th«« combiaation of a shell, n

piston movable tbprfin. a cap closing; the dlsrharfe end
of the shell and <llsplac*>able therefrom by the action ot

aald piston, means within said shell for propelling said
piston, a stem extcndlngr from said piston, a trigger with-
in said shell tnoval>lp Into and out of engagement with
said stem for holding and releasing said piston, means for

antODiatically moving said trigger to its releasing posi-

tion after the projectile has traveled a predetermined di»-

tance, the last named means embodying a seifexpandinff
member, said trigger operating memt)er serving to bold
the selfexpanding meml>er compressed for a predetermlaetl
length of time after the projectile starts on Its path of
travel, said selfexpanding member consisting of a hollow
resilient ball having a vent.

9. In a toy projectile, the combination of a shell, a
piston movable therein, a cap closing the discharge end
of the shell and displaceable therefrom by the action of
said piston, means within said shell for propelling said

piston, and a trigger within said shell for holding and
releasing said piston, said trigger being adapted to auto-
matically releas»> said piston when the projectile reaches
the end of its path.

[Claims 2, 3, 5. 6. and 8 not printed In the (iawtte.]

1.229.171. WATER TIHE BOILER. HiNBT ALaXANDM
TcHNBt'Li.. Surrey Hills. Victoria. Australia. Filed July
22, 1915. SerUl No. 41.221. (Cl. 122—349.)

A water tube boiler, comprising an Inner and outer lin-

ing, a combustion cham))er in the lower portion of the
Inner lining, a plurality of heating elements each con-

sisting of a plurality of vertical tubes and upper and
lower headers with which the tubes are connected, the
elements being arranged with their tubes In staggered
relation and their headers on the same level and close to-

gether, the lower headers being arranged directly above
the combustion chamber, horizontal baffle plates project-
ing from opposite sides of the inner lining and through
which the tubes pass, a steam drum, a mud drum, and a
plurality of down-("omer« connecting the steam and mud
drums, the steam and mud drums and down-comera be-

ing outside of the inner lining.

1,229,172. INTERNAL roMBlSTION ENGINE. JAMifl
Wallacb Tyoard. IMaintield. N. J. Filed Nov. 8, 1912.
Serial No. 729.576. (CI. 12»—65.)

1. In an internal combustion engine the combination of
a two faced flxeil piston with recessed ends of different
cubical content ca|)acity ; a cylinder with heads adapted
to enter the piston recesses, and slldable upon said fixed

piston and guides in the frame ; a power wheel and shaft
connected to the cylinder ; a frame carrying the shaft
and the tlxe<l piston : a chamt>ere<l valve within the pis-

ton : means for operating the valve and to canse It to ad-
mit and receive the .'ombnstlble charges pumped into the
small recess of the piston an<l transfer the compressed
combustible charges to the larger piston recess and allow
the exit of the exhaust after ignition and expansion : and
a means for igniting the compressed combustible charges

as they are delivered Into the expansion recess of the
piston.

2. An internal combustion engine comprising a frame;

a cylinder ; a piston with recessed ends forming respec-

tively a pump space and an expansion space fixed in the

frame ; a combined crosa-head and cylinder-head attached

to a cylinder connecting it to a power wheel and t>haft

;

a power wheel and shaft mounted in the frame; a ro-

tary inlet and outlet receiving and transfer valve trans-

versely locate<l In said flxe<l piston, and means for ro-

tating the valve to cause it to admit the combustible fuel

charge into the pump space within the piston and to re-

ceive It after compression and transfer It to the expansion

spare at the opposite end of the piston : an Igniter adapt-

ed to ignite the combustible as it is dellvere<l from the

valve.

3. The combination In an Internal combustion engine

of an engine frame ; a two face<l piston held fixedly In

the frame : a valve seat or trunnion eitendlnu tran»

versely from Its sides, and with recessed ends and ports

leading from the recessed ends into the trunnion valve

seat ; a ported, chambered valve located in the trunnion

valve seat : a cylinder with slotted sides adapted to allow

its reciprocation upon and within the fixed piston : cyl

Inder heads adapted to close the cylinder ends and form

a connection by which it is caused to travel upon the

fixed piston : a power-wheel and shaft carried by the

frame and adapte<l to he rotated by the movement of the

cylinder : means for rotating the valve in such manner

that the cycle of action usually occurring in an Internal

combustion engine Is so divided that suction and com-

pression of the charge Is performed In one end of the

cylinder and Ignition, expansion and exhaust In the other

end.

4. An oil engine comprising a frame ; a power-wheel,

pitman ami shaft carried by the frame ; a cylinder struc-

ture with closed ends and slotted sides, a pitman con

necting one of its ends to the power wheel : a piston

with recessed ends of differing capacity, held stationary

in the frame and within the cylinder transverse lugs or

trunnions extending from Its sides through the cylinder

slots Into the frame, ports leading from its recessed end<

Into a valve seat located In the trunnion : ports In the

trunnion for the fuel inlet and exhaust outlet and coolinit

medium : a valve located In the valve seat and driven

from the ^haft : chambers or recesses in the valve, ports

through the valve into the chambers adapted to co-act

with the piston ports, and with fuel and exhaust port-i

In the valve seat, an Ignition cavity located in one of

the piston ports ; adapted to receive the fuel under pres

sure through ports registering with ports In the valve

and passages leading to the fuel supply ; whereby charge-

compre8se<l Into the valve's receiving chambers in on*-

piston end recess are transferred Into the opposite plstoD

end recess, and successively Igniteil and expanded as th'-

measured fuel supply Is projected! into the heated con.

preaslons.

5. In an Internal 'onibastlon engine the combination «^

a frame : a flxe<l pLston within the frame ; a compounl

cylinder structure movable on and co-acting with th-

piston : a power shaft and wheel connected to the cyllnd' r

and actuated by It : a rota table valve located within th-

piston and actuat»'<l from the shaft In such manner as to

J
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coD'lH' ' lie fu«l supply Into one of the cylinder spaces

aD<l tra.i-f' ! it after compression Into the other and op-

P<n.ltf 1 ylinder space and a means whereby the transferred

fuel 'harfc'f '» U^ilted.

[Claim> «i to 1- not printed in the Oasette.]

1. :':•;•. it:, ta* k feeihn<j .mechanism for but-
ton setting; MACHINES. Frank E. Warn»b and
Wii.i.;»M T. Leooktt. Waterbury, Conn., assignors to

s.i.vUI Maniifiii tiirlng Compauy. Waterbury. Conn., a
(•(iriKTiiiion of Connecticut. Filed Oct. 19, 1916.

.<.rlal .\o. 12i)..'.«5. (Cl. 21S—13.)

J^.to

1. Id .1 fa-ttiier fc»'«llng mechanism for button setting
maihlm*. a fastener chute or raceway, a fastener-posi-
tioning niechanism located at the delivery end of such
chute or raceway and comprising a feed trough, a re-
clproi-atlng ejector therein, and a holder to which the
fast-mr Is dtllvere<l by the ejector, and means to trans-
fer the fasteners one by one from such delivery end to
the fastener positioning mechanism, same comprising a
(he<klnglever to arrest the fastener escaping from such
delivery end and a reciprocating slide arranged cross-
wise of such delivery end and adapted to act upon the
Che, king lever to release the arrested fastener from the
chetking lever and transfer it to the fastener-positioning
meihiinlsni. and also to close such delivery end against
th^ .s.ape of other fasteners for the time being.

[Claims 2 to .'. not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2:-...i:4. TooL-HoLI.ER. Wi.v D. Williams, Phlla-
J«-!ph.a. Pa., assignor to The Right and I^ft Tool
Mol.ler Co.. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug. 15 1916
Srial No. 11.1,«i29. (Cl. 29—99

)

facvs^f r;
^'''•''" ^"'"'^ "l***^**^ portions, the oppoalng

ofM'i T
'••°""'"'" ^niooth'tuol clamping faces, one

laterve
,,„*' '"'"'^ diagonal tool receiving channels

ftltll h^^
'"«-rm.Hliate their ends, and a clamping bolt

th.oM," .r,
^,*'-/P«^«"*> portions in the angle between

th/sn r" Z*'*''^'^
channels and a.ljustable to draw

^^>^:'j';:"z:z:^'''''
^°^*^^'"'''^' '^^^^ •

^•*i^."uf'!rhi
'.'"''''*' *""'°« •'P**^^ portions the opposing

f'c.. luu
'!;.""'"'"•*' '"•'' clamping fac-es. one of said

M^ a !. '""f
•»«' intersecUng tool receiving chan-

•|!.r\t;:!?.!..'":'.L''_''^»^«''.'^«"^<»
through one' of the

against movement rela-^' d'iTuT "'f^'-^'hdd against movement reia-

»•>' «'h»r .aid ,H>r;lon!"''
'^"" "^J""^*'''/ ^^^«*^«1 ^^'^

facts "of '"t'l .t"'''"^""
!'"'''°« 'P»<^ portions the opjwsing

f»^"'"«.s haviL'^M "** ^'**" clamping faces, one of said

'«'1'»K a -vih, iH ,

"^*^ opening and the other porUon
^^^^ Within h! T°'°** * ''"mplng bolt rotatably
tl(.B

olH-nlnif In th. ,

'"•1 ad ill f 11 i°*
'***^ ---louij lueouonea por-

^'»l n««fU,::.,, J. J...'!""'"*'':*'
'"to the opening in the

eiond mentioned por-

,,.,1

- -•»> the opening in the
P'ifuon, and means coacting with, the

bolt and with the second mentioned! portion for ore-venting longitudinal movement of the bolt in said open-ing In the said second mentioned portion.
4. A tool holder having spacnl portions the opposing

faces of which constitute tool clamping faces, one of said
portions having a threaded opening and the other portion
having a cylindrical opening, a clamping bolt rotatably
fitted In the opening In the second mentioned portion and
adjusubly threaded Into the opening in the first men-
tlone<l portion, the said bolt having a circumscribing
groove formed in its portion which occupies the opening
In the second mentioned space.! portion, and a pin fitted
through the second mentioned spaced portion and seating
in said groove.

5. A tool holder having spaced portions the opposing
faces of which constitute tool clamping faces, one of said
portions having a threaded opening and the other por-
tion having a cylindrical opening, a clamping bolt rote-
Ubly fitted In the opening in the second mentione<l por-
tion and adjustably threaded into the opening In the
first mentione<l portion, the said bolt having a circum-
scribing groove formed in its portion which occupies the
opening in the second mentioned spaced portion, and a
pin fitted through the second raentlontnl spaced portion
and seating In said groove, the bolt Ixing provided with
a head bearing against the outer face of the second men-
tioned portion.

1,229,175. MAXCFACTURE OF VULCANIZED PLAS-
TIC ARTICLES. William O. Christophbrso.n. De-
troit. Mich., assignor to Morgan & Wright, a Corpora-
tion of Michigan. Continuation of application Serial
No. 2.688. filed Jan. 16. 1915. This application filed
Sept. 7. 1916. Serial No. 118.792. (Cl. 164—14

)

n

1. The proce.ss of Joining parts of an article composed
of vulcanizable rubber, which comprises applying layers
of substantially non vulcanizable rubber to the surfaces of
the parts to be Jcdned. vulcanizing said parts, applying to
said layers a vulcanizing agent, and then causing the
same to contact with each other whereby they are vul-
canized together by said agent.

2. The process of making annular tubes which com-
prises applying to the ends of a tube of vulcanizable rub-
ber, layers of substantially non-vulcanlzable rubber, vul-
canizing said tube, applying to said layers a vulcanizing
agent, and uniting said ends by cau.sing said layers to
contact with each other whereby they are vulcanized to-
gether by said agent.

.3. The process of manufacturing inner tubes consisting
of forming a rubber tube with one flared end, applying to
the outside thereof and the Inside of the opposite end
layers of subsUntlally non-vulcanlzable rubber, vulcaniz-
ing said tube, turning the vulcanized tube Inside out,
treating said layers with sulfur chlorld, telescoping the
smaller end of the tube into the flared end to bring the
treated layers Into register, and pressing said layers to-
gether.

4. The process of making inner tubes consisting of
forming a vulcanizable rubber tube, applying to the in-
ner and outer surfaces respectively of opposite ends there-
of a strip of substantially non vulcanizable rubber, sup-
plying said strips on their exposed surfaces with a pro-
tecUre covering, vulcanizing the tube, stripping off said
covering, turning said tube Inside out. treating said strip*
with a vulcanizing ag«'nt. and pressing said treated strips
together.

6. The process of making a lapped Joint of two ends of
rubber tubing which consists in forming the tubing of rub-
l>er compound vulcanizable by heat, surfacing the two
ends about their margins interiorly and exteriorly re-
spectively with rubl^er adapted for cold curing. subje<t-
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Ing th<> tubing to a b*>ati>d Toloantzlng in<>dlain while main-
taining th«» said ends protected from direct contact with

said medium, subjecting the surfaces adapted for cold

curing to the cold cure treatment and finally bringing the

surface's Into contact and maintaining the contacting

surfaces under pressure during rulcanizatioD.

1.229.176. CHECK NOTCHING DEVICE. Cahl Fk>-
DEBN. Philadf-lphla. Pa., assignor to (Jlobe Ticket Com-

pany, Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed 8ept. 21. 1916. Serial No. 121,463. (CI. 211—37.)

^-^

2. In a device of the character described, a support

having a rigid tongue struck therefrom and doubled to

overlie a side of the support, the free end of the tongue

being pointed and the sides thereof forming sharp cutting

edges, the base of the tongue forming a limiting stop to

cooperate with an edge of a check or ticket inserted be-

tween the tongue and support.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.177. FOCUSING MECHANISM. Charles E. God-
let, Detroit, Mich., assignor to (Mmunds and Jones

Corporation, Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Dec. 30. 1916. Serial No. 129,915. (CI. 240—44.)

1. In a focusing device for a lamp having a casing and
a reflector mounted therein, a lamp socket slldable In the

reflector, a screw revolublj mounted In the casing, a
spring to hold the screw In position formed from a flat

piece of resilient metal bent to fit the casing and provided

with a hole to permit the screw to pass through It, and
means engaging the screw and socket to permit the screw
to focus the Lamp bulb.

7. In a focusing device, the combination of a cup-shaped
lamp casing provided with a boss opposite its open end

and with an Interior rib at the line of connection between

the buss and the main part of the casing and also pro-

vided with a circular hole In the boss, a reflector mounted
in the casing and having a circular hole, a bulb-socket

slldable In said hole In the reflector, a rearwardly extend-

ing bar connected to the socket and having an upturned

end provided with an elongated hole, a hellcallf twisted

rod extending through said bole and adapted to mow th>>

bar back and forth when turned, a head on said S(t«>w

revolnbly mounted in the hole in the boss, a resilient sup

porting member having oppositely extending arms engag-

ing the rib in the casing and engaging the bead on tb»

screw at the juncture of said arms to press the bead Into

the hole in the boss and also having a bottom portion ex-

tending forwardly to form a support for the rear end of

the bar, the edges of the bottom being bent up to form
guides for the t>ar, and resilient means to hold the l>ar

in posltioD between said guides.

(Claims 2 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.178. ENGINEERS CAB SIGNAL. Frank M
Greene. Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Apr. 15, 1914. Se

rial No. 831.952. (CI. 246—14.)

1. The combination, with an engineer's cab and a tlg-

naling device mounted therein, of means mounted on said

cab and operatively connected with said signaling device,

said means comprising members to be actuated for Indt

eating a clear track, caution or danger, and a device ex

tending over the track and beneath which the cab passe^^

and capable of adjustment for actuating certain of said

members for sounding the desired signal in the cab.

2. The combination, with a cab, of a fluid pressure op

erated signal therein, and a valve for controlling the pas

sage of the fluid pressure to said signal, a sliding mt-mber

projecting above said cab and operatively connected with

said valve to open the same, a series of pivoted dogs con

nected with said member, the movement of one of said

dogs opening said valve a predetermined distance to Indi-

cate caution and the other dog opening the valve a greater

distance to Indicate danger, and means supported abovf

the track and extending across the same and adapted to

i)e moved into the path of said dogs respectively for actu-

ating the same.

3. A signaling device comprising means supported above

the track and operated by the setting of a visual signal

In combination with a signaling device in the engineer's

cab, and mechanism operatively connected with said sig-

naling device and projecting above the cab to be posl

tively actuated by said visual signal operated means. saM

mechanism including devices operable independently of

one another for operating a predetermined signal.

4. A railway signal comprising an actuating element

supported abov^ the track for movement from an inop

erative to an operative position, an engineers slgnallnt;

device mounted in the cab. a releasing mechanism con-

nected therewith comprising members to be actuated for

Indicating a clear track, caution, or danger, and arranged

to pass beneath said actuating element to be operate«1

selectively through the adjustment of said actuating ele

ment for sounding the desired signal In the cab.

Jl'XE 5- IQ17. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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121'9.1*'' KOTAHY ENGINE. Altah Jrwbl Howd, !

*\anii«i 1 i'ho. assignor of seventy one-hundredths to
j

Edward II lH>wey and five one-handredths to Laura E
MrlHriiioM. .Nampa. Idaho. Filed Dei. 12. 191b. Se

rial No. i:<»'.512. (CI. 128—8.)

>^t^

L

1. Id a rotary engine, in combination, a casing having
a pIuralit.T of separated cylinders formed In opposite walls
thereof, a rotor turning therebetween, and revoluble pis-
tons rarrl»><l by said rotor successively engaging said cyl-
indcrv said pistons being mounted on fixed axes lying in
the plane of the rotor.

5. In a rotary engine, in combination, a casing having
a (Irlven >haft, a rotor keyed to said shaft, a pair of
spaitd plates at opposite sides of said rotor normally held
in lix.d position, a series of separated cylinders in said
plates adjacent the rotor, and piston members mounted on
flie-l axes carried by the rotor coacting with said cylin
d^frii first on one side and then on the other.

8. In a rotary engine, in combination, a driven shaft, a
rotor k.ye,i thereto, a pair of spaced plates adjacent the
rotor, a s-'ries of cylinders In said plates, a ring surround-
ing sal.l rotor and connecting the plates, passage ways
from the cylinders of one plate to the cylinders of the
other, spark plugs in said passage ways, and piston mem-
Irrs carrie.! i,y the rotor engaging opposite cvllnders, said
pNton niemU-rs comprising a plurality of diametrically
oppositely disposed pistons revoluble about an axLs lying
in the plane of the rotor.

11'. In a rotary engine, in combination, a driven shaft
a rotor -arrie,! thereby, revolubly mounted pistons carried
•'.V the rotor revoluble in a plane at right angles to the
Plan*, of the rotor, a plate having a series of cylinders
•'Ijacent the rotor with which the pistons are adapted to
n«ct. an.l a source of compressed explosive mixture, said
rotor haying a series of ports corresponding to the series

LX»r 1"'^'^ ^** P*"""'^ » ^""^ «' t**^ explosive
future from its source to said cylinders.

16 In a rotary engine, in combination, a driven shaft.

Zl "I
'P"*^ P'**"*' * ••r'*^" of cylinders in each of said

It; on' m"''°* " P'"*"^^ '"^ P'«^«°« ^«volubly

With J .
^ "^ °' ^^"^ '°*o'- ""d successively coact

'of 1:;? "' ^•^•'•°*^"''- "'^^ r«tor having a'plural-

«f of explosive mixture communicating with the cyl-
• •'"' surrounding said rotor and clamped be-

'Diit'rs.

'itecrlin!i r
^^^* Passages therein whereby oppo-

wl'l PsssaeeVL^^K'^ ^ communication, spark plugs In

^o^lvinXlir H^"^'"'*""" *"* P'"^^ slmultane-

iClaln •'
'P*'"" P'"^**-

Printed
In'tJe^Gazeti;.?

'*'. ''" '^ '*" "' ""^ '" *° '* °°*

l22».lj>o

KCRO
TYI'E WRITING MACHINE. Alfbcd G. F.

Typewriter
/.'""^ '•'"''• N- Y.. assignor to Underwood

Of Belawlre k'^^,.^'^''
^^'^- ^ '^- « Corporation

(CI. i»T":,,
'"^'l ^o^- 2. 1916. SerUl No. 129,051.

P'««"anVrprp?r'j"^
"'"'"hlne. the combination

of
with a

a bail adjacent said platen.

and rollers mounted on said ball, said ball hinged betweenthe paper-Uble and the platen to swing from a TrZT^horizontal position to a rearward horUontal posUion andaald ro lers acting in the forward position of sal baU tomaintain a work-member smooth on said platen, and nthe rear position of said ball occupying a position well \lrear of said paper-table and acting to support a work-sheet in rear of the machine.

3. The combination with a pair of base-plates of arms
P voted to said base-plates, each of said a?ms bdng i"sldewise to form a portion to engage said base-plates, eachof said arms also being bent back on itself and down-
wardl,. to form an extension to clear said base-plates, ashaft mounted in said extensions connecting said arms toform a ball, and rollers mounted on said shaft

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,181. METHOD OF TREATING THE COTTON-PLANT FOR THE RECOVERY OF ITS VALUES.Mark W. Maksde.n, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The
Economic Power and Products Company. PhiladelphU
Pa., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Oct 10 1916
Serial No. 124.808. (CI. 92—6.)
1. That Improvement in the treatment of stock of the

nature indicated for the recovery of its values, which con-
sists in subjecting it as it comes from the field to the ac-
tion of flowing water in order to remove the bolls and to
loosen the field dirt, then subjecting it to continuous
brushing and wetting to thoroughly remove the field dirt
and loose coloring matter, and mechanically reducing the
clean stock by first crushing and then shredding it.

I Claims 2 to 5 not printed in the Qazrtte.]

1.229.182. INCLUSIVE WATCH HOLDER. R088 M. G.
Phillips. West Haven, Conn., assignor of one half to
Ida Moeller Phillips. West Haven, Conn. Filed July
15, 1916. Serial No. 109,554. (CI. 224 4.)

1. In a watch-bolder, the combination with a ba«e, of
a concentric shell smaller In diameter than the said base
but larger in diameter than the over-all diameter of the
watch and formed with an opening for the exposure of the
watch-face, yielding segments applied to the said base for
centering the shell which fits over them, and means car-
ried by the shell for engagement with the said segments,
whereby the shell is removably attached to the base by
its partial rotary movement with respect thereto.

2. In a watch-holder, the combination with a base, of a
concentric shell smaller in diameter than the same but
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larger in diameter than the over -all diameter of the watch

and provided in Ita face with an openioK fur the exposure

of the watth face, means for removably coDoectlng the

•hell with the base, and weans larrled by the shell for

en>;aging with the t)ack and pendant of the watch for

poHltioning the saiue.

3. Id a watch-bolder, the combination with a base, of a

concentric shell smaller in diameter than the said base,

but larger in diameter than the over ail diameter of the

watch and provided In Its face with an opening for the

exposure of the watch-face, a pair of yielding segments

applle<l to the base in position to have the shell fit snugly

over them, locking means carried by the shell for engaging

with the said seRnients on the partial rotation of the

shell, and means carried by the shell for positioning the

watch.

1.2?0.183. TYPE-WRITIN*; MACHINE. LrsiA.v R.

KoBEKTH, Rutherford, N. J., assignor to Underwood

Typewriter Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation

of Delaware. Original application filed May 14. 1913.

Serial No. 7B7.49«. Divided and this application filed

Feb. 21. miO. Serial No. 79.550. (CI. 197—144.)

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a seg-

mental platen mounted for rotation about a horliontal

axis to bring the printing surface thereon above the axis

to face upwardly for the assembling thereon of work-

pieces, said surface being of such large curvature and

area a« to form a sheet-collating board or table permit-

ting, while In said position, the assembling thereon of

a main leilger or analogous sheet and other sheets or

forms overlying one another in different positions on the

table, printing mechanism, anil line-space mechanism to

rotate the platen step by step for bringing the work sheets

thereon line by line into printing position, and a carriage

on which the platen is mounted for letter feed travel in

the direction of Its axis.

2. In combination, a sheet-collating board curved to

form a segment of sufficiently large diameter to permit

the collation of sheets on all portions thereof simultane-

ously, the surface of said board being constructed to re-

ceive type-Impressions, a set of types mounted to write

upon the front of said collating Iward, and a letter-feeding

carriage whereon said collating board is mounted to ro-

tate al>out Its axis.

3. In combination, a sheet collating board curved to

form a segment of sufficiently large diameter to permit

the collation of sheets on all portions thereof simultane-

ously, the surface of said board being constructed to re-

ceive type-impresslona. a set of types mounted to write

upon the front of said collating board, and a letter-feeding

carriage whereon said collating board is mounte^i to ro-

tate about its axis, said segment being of substantially

semi-cylindrical form.

f Claim 4 not prlntetl In the (Jaiette.]

1.229,184. ADJUSTABLE SUPPORT FOR COXT.\» T
SHOES. Thomas W. Scott and Harold V. RriM.im,
Baltimore, Md., assignors to The American Train Cou
trol Company, Baltimore. Md.. a Corporation of Marv
land. Filed Nov. 23, 1916. Serial No. 133,053. (CI.

191—49.)

1. In an adjustable support for vehicle contact sboe»,

the combination with bracket means having spaced ap.irt

ledges, of a t>eam extending between and over said le<lKe>

;

a plurality of adjusting screws at each end of the beam
with their lower ends seating on said bracket le<lK<s

whereby to move the beam vertically with respect to thf

ledges, and securing bolts to draw the beam and adjusting

screws toward the ledges.

3. In an adjustable support for vehicle contact shoes,

the combination with bracket means having space<I apart

ledges, of a beam extending between and having its oppo-

site ends projecting over said bracket-ledges ; metal frames

around each end of the beam and directly over ksM
ledges : adjusting screws having threaded engagement

with the metal frames whereby the latter may travel ver-

tically thereon,—said adjusting screws having their ends

seated on the ledges of the brackets ; and a securlni; >>olt

for drawing the metal frame toward the bracket ledge*

to hold the adjusting screws seated on said ledges.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gatette.l

1.229,1S5. I.NCAMtES( E.NT KI.KCTRIC LAMP PLU';.

Cborrb J. Sticht«noth. Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor of

one-half to Henry Von Holle. Cheviot. Ohio. Filed Mar.

15. 1917. Serial No. 155.121. (C\. 17*—337.)

4. In an Incandescent electric lamp a bulb, a fllamfnt

located therein and provided with terminals at the exte-

rior of the bulb, a plug of insulaUng material attacbe<l

to said bulb where said filament terminals emerge, a series

of four contact members carried by and Insulated from

each other by the insulating material of said plug. au<l

conductors leading through the tKxly of said plug to <i'n

nect said contact meml)ers up in pairs with the termlnaN

of said filament.

[Claims 1 to 3 not prlnte<l in the Gaaette.]

1.229.186. SAFETY SWITCH. ALrxA.VDCR K- Scthek

LAND. New Britain, Conn., assignor to The Trumbull

Electric Manufacturing Company, Plalnvllle. Conn.. *

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed July 31, 191''

Serial No. 43.086. (CI. 200—3.)

2. A safety switch consisting of a switch mechanl- '

comprising a plurality of circuit controlling terminals ai 1
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a *wlt(l> f»r opening and dosing the connections for said

iemi!D£l« f" complete or break a plurality of circuits, a

«lDgle acfii:itlDg device for moving the clrcnlt controlling

d.vl.-es . f the switch, a housing for said switch Inclndlne

n d«M.r therefor and means intermediate said door and
bi otinir nnd switch actuator for controlling the operation

..f thi- switch parts by the actuator.

8. In a device of the character descril».>il. a housing.
tTmlnals arrange<l therein, a switch mechanism and ele<
trlctl connections controlled thereby with reference to the
t.TmlnaIg. an actuator for the switch exteriorly arranged
to the housing and normally locked against movement in
one direction. lo< king and releasing devices intermediate
thf housing and switch parts for controlling the opera
tlnn of the iwltch and Interlocking devices appurtenant
to the switch actuator for determining the cycle of opera
tlon thereof and of the switch and all c«.ntrolled by the
Wklnc and r.|,»«ing d. vices of the housing and its door.

.. In a device of the character described, a casing a
knife switch mounted therein and comprising a series of
pivoted blades united by a common cross bar. terminal
'..nneotloDs for each set of blades, an actuator bar looselv
<'nn.,fe.| with the common cross-bar <.f said blades, an«rnjatmg lever exteriorly mounted with reference to the
l^tlnr and connected with the loosely connected actuator
••r a spring for normally holding said actuator and con
n.-ctM p,rt. In predetermined position, a stop llmlflng
th.. morement thereof under spring tension, interlocking
part, permitting « movement of the actuator in one direc-

tion"
,""J"/""""*" °' '^^ "f"-'"*^ «"" "y """>"•' oP^r«non. , io.-k for the actuator bar normally preventing

r;7' "'"'"'• ""•"*' '"^ ^'""''"" -•''"-'' «"'

Tfl Z '^"'P"""K » predetermined cycle of operation

opetltl'nT""'
"*'"' '""*" '"""°'" """ "">'»•»' -prlBg

h-!« LvIaT. ";' '^ '•'»"«''" des<.ribe.l embodying a

Therein
"^ '^*^ "*^ " "'''»••'' merhanlro, arranged

h..o,ln. ."n°,

'"'"""°« '-^" arranged
. x.erlorly to the

««Mon.f ?;'"'"?•".["' ''" '""^'"*^ ""<* controlling the po-

nPTO th. Z I
m'-rhanlsm of fnfrrloclrlng memhers

IiTJm H
.•"" '^^^'^ mechanism for InferlorJr lock-

of thTLn "k""""
^'""^ '"'^'°' "^^'''^ po^fflrmfng

l"or.n.7 >.'^
'^^ ""'^ "° interlock between said

•wftrh hV r.
'"''^»>»»"'"n preventing opera Mon of the

"nd riiir wv 1 "'71'"^'^ "^'^P^ '" predet..rmfned manner
I 7b ir

"•"' ''•^'' '" " '-'"""I position.

»"">««»» havlnl'''. H
^"^ ^""'•''^"' descr1h«i embodrlng a

fWefn nn
*°'' " '^^^"^ mechanlnn arranged

h'-otlDf f„,
'""^"*'°« •'"' arranged e,terlorlr to the

•»ltch BeI,T ' ""' '"""">«? ^he position of the

"'•^r and
""""• **' 1nterlo<-klnp metnh.r.- one upon the

''"kJnr «aii',"^"'
*'*' "Witch mechanism fnr Interiorly

'f"olBg r,f',J, IJ^
'''***^' position dnrlnr .erfaln po*f.

""*n Ml.i rt

'
*"** '"'^*»«n'"»"-' «n'l »n Interlock be-

"«'• of the r,T
•"''/'"^'» m^-hanl^i preheating opem-

J witch through its actuator except when saM

•loor Is m closed position, and a controlling gate for theactuator and a follower traversing said gate and mountetlon the actuator whereby «,td actuator must be moved In
H predetermln.Hl cycle of operation whether normallymoved ..r moved by the spring-actuating means

[Claims 1, 4 to 6. and 10 not printed In the «;axette ]

1,22».187. CANLARELINO. William E. Tatlor. East
Orange. N. J., assignor to American Can Company, New
York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersev. illed June
2. 1913. Serial No. 771,156. (CI. 220—92.)

1. The combination with a can having a countersunk
head, and an apstandlng beodable seam around said head
by which .seam the can lK>dy and said head are united of a
resilient sheet m.tal label plate Independent of said head
and conforming to the coantersunk portion thereof and
removably held In pia.e by opposite .Ides of the said up-
standing seam which are bent toward ea.h other ..ver the
••dges of the label plate, the edges of said plate being re-
slliently braced outward against the base of sal.l seam

2. The combination with a key-opening ,au having a
countersunk head, and au upstanding bendable «eam
around said head l)y which seam the can body iind said
head are unltwi, of a resilient she.-t m.tal label plate inde-
pendent of said head, removably held In place by opp<.slte
sides of the said upstanding seam which are bent toward
each other over the edges of the label plate, the edges of
said plate being resillently braced outward against the
base of said seam

; the head being formo«I with a depressed
recess, and a removable can opening key held In sgld recesa
under the label plate.

1,229,188. DOUGH - DIVIDINO MACHINE. Pacl S.
Ward. Cincinnati, Ohio. Flle«I June 26. 191:
No. 705,907. (CI. 107—15.)

Serial

1. In a inachtni' of the rhara<ter descrlljed. • plunger
formed to 9f^mrnti' parts, adjustable means for locking th«
p«rts together and op.ratina means fir the plunger pro-
jecting t>etween the sefwrate parts after tk*y are locked
together.

3. la machine of the cfcaractftr described, an operat-
ing I«^ef, « plunger formed in two separate parts, and
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lut'anH tomprlslng a look bar for locking the parts together

in differeDt relative postltlons. the lever l)eing adapted to

eDgage the plunger between said separate parts to opera-

tlvely ronnei-t the plunger and the lever.

3. In a machine of the character described, a recipro-

cating plunger formed lu two parts, positively actuated

means for reciprocating the plunger, and meana for lock-

ing the parts of the plunger together In different relative

positions and for thereby varying the throw of the plunger

without varying the forward limit of Its motion.

1,229,189. APPARATUS FOR REFININK LIQUIDS AND
(;ASES. .John N. Wi.\<iBTT. I>enver, Colo., assignor to

Warren A. Haggott, trustee, Denver, Colo. Original

application filed Apr. 23, 1915. Serial No. 23,321. Di-

vlde<l and this application flle<l June 21. 1916. Serial

Xo. 35.230 (CI. 196—25 )

one arm connected in operative relation with the hydrom-

eter, an ele<tromagnet device, a circuit In whl< h the de-

vice is located, and a cir* ult-make-and-l>reak device lu-

operatlng with the other arm of the lever.

5. Apparatus of the class described comprising a retort,

a treatment rhaml.er therein, a conduit conneiteil with

the lower iiart of the treatment chaml>er for drawing off

heavy oils, a valve In said conduit, means for coutrolliDK

said valve. Including: n hydrometer located within the

treatn»eiit chamiier. a lever having one arm conneii.il in

j
operative relation with said <hanil>er. electromagnet de

vices arrange<l in <»pposing relation ai«l connectwl In op

erative relation with ti»e valve, and clrcult-make-and-lireak

devices coSperatlng with the opposite arm of the lever to

alternately cloiw the circuits of the electromagnet devices

as the gravity of the oil rises and falls within the treat-

ment chamt>er.

I [Claims 6 to 11 not printe«i In the Gazette.]

1. Apparatus of the class described. lnclu<ling a retort

provldwl with :i treatment chamber, a hydrometer therein,

an outlet conduit <onnected with the treatment chamber

for drawing off the heavier oils, a valve therein normally

closed, and an operative connection »>etween the hydrom-

eter and the valve for automatically controlling the latter

as the gravity of the oil fluctuates in the treatment cham-

ber.

2. Apparatus of the class described, including a retort

provided with a treatment chamber, a hydrometer therein,

an outlet conduit counecte«l with the treatment chamber

for drawing off the heavier oils, a valve therein normally

closed ; ail operative connection between the hydrometer

and the valve for automatically controlling the latter m
the gravity of the oil fluctuates In the treatment chamber,

said means including an electromagnet device, a circuit

in which said device is loi-atetl, a lever connected with the

hydrometer, and a clrcult-make-and-break device coftperat-

ing with said lever.

3. Apparatus of the class described Including a retort

provided with a centrally located treatment chamber sur-

rounde<l by a combustion chamber, means for feeding the

material to be treated through the combustion chamber to

the treatment chamber, a hydrometer within the treatment

chamber, a conduit conne<ted with the bottom of the

treatment chamber for drawing off the heavy oil product,

a valve In said conduit, and an operative connection l)e-

tween the hydrometer and the valve for automatically

controlling the latter as the gravity of the oil fluctuates in

the treatment chamber.

4. Apparatus of the class destrlbwl including a retort

provided with a centrally located treatment chamber sur-

rounded by a combustion chamber, means for feeding the

material to be treated through the combustion chamber to

the treatment chamber, a hydrometer within the treat-

ment chamber, a conduit connected with the t>ottom of the

treatment chamber for drawing off the heavy oil product,

a valve In said conduit, an operative connection between

the hydrometer and the valve for automatically controlling

the latter as the gravity of the oil fluctuates In the treat-

ment chamber, said connection Including a lever having

1.229.190. PRO<"E88 OF PRECIPITATING SUGAR.

ALPHONSB M. DiPiBi . Oxnard. Cal. Filed May 20,

1914. Serial No. 839.839. (CI. 127—17.)

1. The herein descrllieil pr«K-et«» of pre<lpltatlng sugar

from Impure aqueous solutions, cousisting in circulating

an aqueous solution upward through tubes and downwarl

through a passageway arranged centrally of aald tubes,

and blowing finely divided lime against the columns «f

solution issuing upward from said tubes.

2. Apparatus for precipitating sugar from impure aque-

ous solutions comprising a cylindrical reaction Unk, cool-

ing means in said tank, means for circulating an impure

aqueous sugar solution In said tank In such manner that

the surface of the solution flows from the periphery to the

center, and means for directing a stream of finely divid'-d

lime against the solution, said stream being directed

downward and outward from the center of the tank.

1,229,191. RAILWAY MAIL-CRANE. AlUKT Hcpp.

Washington. D. ('
. assignor to llupp Automatic Mail

Exchange Company, Washington. D. C, a Corporation

of Delaware. Filed Oct. 29, 1913. Serial No. 798,08«».

(CI. 258—23.)
1. In a mall crane, the combination of a post, space<i

conical members adjustably secure«l thereon, a rotaUble

tube having Its ends bearing on said members, and arin<

on said tube adapted to support a mall bag.

2. In a mail crane, the combination of a post, a tubular

member roUtably supported thereby, bag supporting ann<

secured on said tubular member, a spring pressed lat<h

extending into the said tubular member to coact with the

post therein to hold the latter with said arms In position

to deliver a bag. anti a spring pres-sed member carried by

one of said arms and opcratlvely connected with M'.<i

latch.

.{ In a mall crane, the combination of a post, a tubular

nieiiitH-r f'tatably »upporte<l thereby, bag supporting arms
inuf"! on said tubular member, a spring pressed latch

(•.lii.fliij; with said post and said tubular member to hold

the latter with said arms In position to deliver a bag, and

a -priiiL* pressed member mounted on one of said arms, so

ax to be moved by the bag when the latter is attached to

the arm. and operatlvely connected with said latch.

^y

4. Id a mall crane, the combination of a post, a tubular
member rotatably supportecl thereby, bag supporting arms
(ifcuretl on said tubular member, a latch coactlng wltli
Mill post and said tubular member to hold the latter with
said arms In position to deliver a bag, a member mounted
on one of said arms and arranged to be moved by the
ban when the latter is attacheil to the arm. and yieldable
conne. ting means between said member and said latch.

.'. lu a mall crane, the combination of a post, a tubular
memlH-r rotatably supportwl thereby, bag supporting arms
M-<ure,| on said tubular meinl)er, a latch carrle*! by sabl
tubular member and adapte<l to engage a part of said post
to belli the tubular member with said arms In position
to deliver a hag. a member slidably mounted on one of
Mid arms and arrangwl to be moved by the bag when the
liitter 1> attaihed to the arm, and a spring coactlng with
wi.l meml>er and said latch to hold the latch Id engage-
ment with the post when a bag Is attached to the arms
and adapted to restore said member and release the latch
when the bag Is delivered.

I Claims t; to lo not printed in the Gasette.]

l.^:'9.192. CfKIKER. Hkle.n O. Larson, Cheyenne, Wyo.
Flle<l May 1«. 191«. Serial No. 97.985. (CI. 53—2.)

•nlUMvTn''r.L'^?**T' "' '"""' ""'' ""^". ••eceptacles

<>ipfe.l to I

"° Interposed compartment

»l'le.| inf'
'^*"''*'^*' ''ter, the inner recepUcle being dl

Inner re,-e"nt". T^^^""
°' <^n'P«rtments. a cover for the

P-rfor ,|„, f
"'' ''*'""' ''^"*« » Jlstlnct set of

on the ,.ov"r
?'' *'*'*' *'«'"P«'-tm*'nt. pivoted plates mounted

tion« a V f

'"''"'•»»'»« the respective sets of perfora

t-niiln.tiu'
*"!„

,

**"' **"^'''" '•'•^''Ptacle comprising a hood

niemlMr a ,

""**'''" ''^remity In a reduced outlet
• 'lary f«n mounted on the hood adjacent the

outlet extremity thereof, and means for connecting the
hoo«l with a flue for the escape of the cooker vapors.

2. A cooker composed of inner and outer receptacle*
suitably spaced to form an interposed compartment
adapted to receive water, a cover for the Inner receptacle
having. sets of perforations formed therein, movable plates
mounted on the cover for controlling the respective sets
of perforations, a cover for the outer recepUcle compris-
ing a hoo<l terminating at its upper extremity in a r»-
duce<l outlet member, means for detachably connecting
the hooil with n flue for the escape of the cooker vapors
and means In said outlet mem»>er for controlling the pas-
sage of vapors to the flue.

3. A cooker compose<l of inner and outer recepUcles
suitably spaced to form an Interposed compartment
adapted to receive water, a cover for the inner receptacle
having sets of perforations formed therein, movable
plates mounted on the cover for controlling the respective
sets of perforations, a cover for the outer receptacle com-
prising a hood terminating at Its upper extremity in a
r«Hluced outlet member, a movable damper within said
outlet member for controlling the passage of the cooker
vapors and means for detachably connecting the hood with
a flue.

1.229,198. SPARK I'LK;. Martin T. Minogue, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Flleil May 26, 1914. Serial No. 840,973.
(CI. 123—169.)

1. The combination, in a spark plug, of an Insulating
body having oppositely disposed recesses therein, elec-

trodes passing through bores in said Insulating body and
Into said recesses, and a non friable Insulating cap which
receives the outer end of the Insulating body and has in

its side walls threaded openings for the reception of
threaded binding posts which bear upon those portions
of the electrodes which project into the recesses in the
insulating member.

2. The combination. In a spark plug, of an Insulating
bo<ly having two electrodes, and a binding post for each
of said electrodes, one of said binding posts having a
switch arm whereby It may be electrically connected to
some part of the plug which serves as a terminal for one
pole of the circuit, said plug having projecting terminals
at opposite sides and said electrodes having projecting
ends which can be directwl toward or away from ea<h
other. 80 as to form a single spark between them, or so
that each will form a separate spark with a plug terminal.

3. A spark plug having an Insulating body projecting
beyond the plug and Into the explosion chamber, said
projecting portion of the Insulating body being wedge-
shaped and presenting opposite sides converging toward a
relatively narrow inner end. and electrodes projecting
Into the explosion chamber beyond the insulating body
and having their terminals directed toward one another so
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iprliiof a lock bar for locking the parts together
In different relative positions, the lever being adapted to
engago the piunnrt-r between said separate parts to opera-
tlvelj connett the plunger and the lever.

3. Id a machine of the character described, a recipro-

cating plunger formed In two parts, positively actuated
means for reciprocating the plunger, and means for lock-

ing the parts of the plunger together In different relative

positions and for thereby varying the throw of the plunger
without varying the forward limit of its motion.

1.229,189. APPARATUS FOK REFINING LIQUIDS AND
GASES. John N. Wingctt. Denver, Colo., assignor to

Warren A. Haggott. trustee. Denver, Colo. Original

application filed Apr. 23. 1915, Serial No. 23,321. Di-

vided and this application filed June 21, 1916. Serial

No. 35.236 (CI. l»fl—25.)

1. Apparatus of the class described. Incltidlng a retort

provided with a treatment chamber, a hydrometer therein,

an outlet conduit connected with the treatment chamber
for drawing ofT the heavier oils, a valve therein normally

cloned, and an operative connection between the hydrom-
eter and the valve for automatically controlling the latter

as the gravity of the oil fluctuates in the treatment cham-
ber.

2. Apparatus of th»' class described, including a retort

provided with a treatment chamber, a hydrometer therein,

an outlet conduit connected with the treatment chamber
for drawing off the heavier oils, a valve therein normally
closed ; au operative connection between the hydrometer
and the valve for automatically controlling the latter as
the gravity of the oil fluctuates in the treatment chamber,
said means including an electromagnet device, a drcnit
In which said device is locate<i, a lever connected with the

hydrometer, and a rlrcuit-make-and-break device cooperat-
ing with said lever.

3. Apparatus of the class described Including a retort

provided with a centrally located treatment chamber sur-

rounded by a combustion chamber, means for feeding the

material to Im? treated through the combustion chamber to

the treatment chamber, a hydrometer within the treatment
chamber, a conduit connected with the bottom of the
treatment chamber fpr drawing off the heavy oil product,

a valve in said conduit, and an operative connection be-

tween the hydrometer and the valve for automatically
controlling the latter as the gravity of the oil fluctuates In

the treatment chamber.

4. Apparatus of the class described Including a retort
provided with a centrally located treatment chamber sur-

rounded by a combustion chamber, means for feeding the

material to be treated through the combustion chamber to

the treatment chamber, a hydrometer within the treat-

ment chamber, a conduit connected with the bottom of the
treatment chamber for drawing off the heavy oil product,
a valve In said conduit, an operative connection between
the hydrometer and the valve for automatically controlling

the latter as the gravity of the oil fluctuates In the treat-

ment chamber, said connection Including a lever having

one arm connected in operatlre relation with the hydrom-
eter, an electromagnet device, a circuit in whl< h the de-

vice is located, and a clrcuttmake-and-break device co-

operating with the other arm of the lever.

5. Apparatus of the class described comprising a retort,

a treatment chamber therein, a conduit conne<-te<l with
the lower part of the treatment chamlier for drawing off

heavy oils, a valve In said conduit, means for controlling
said valve. Including a hydrometer located within the

I

treatment chaml»er, a lever having one arm conne< ted In

i

operative relation with said chanil>er. electromagnet de-

I vices arrange<l in op[M>Kina relation and counecte<l in op-
erative relation with the valve, and clrcuit-make-and-break

devices cooperating with the opposite arm of the lever to

alternately close the <ircult8 of the electromagnet devices

as the gravity of the oil rises and falls within the treat-

ment chamber.
[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.190. PROCESS OF PRECIPITATING SUGAR.
ALPB0N8K M. Dcpnr. Oxnard, Cal. Filed May 20,

1914. Serial No. 839,839. (CI. 127—17.)

1. The herein described priK-ess of precipitating sugar
from Impure aqueous solutions, consisting in circulating
an aqueoud solution upward through tubes and downward
through a passageway arranged centrally of said tubes,

and blowing finely divided lime against the columns of

solution issuing upward from said tubes.
2. Apparatus for precipitating sugar from impure aque-

ous solutions comprising a cylindrical reaction tank, cool-

ing means in said tank, means for circulating an impure
aqueous sugar solution In said tank In such manner that
the surface of the solution flows from the periphery to the
center, and means for directing a stream of finely divided
lime against the solution, said stream being directed
downward and outward from the center of the tank.

1,229,191. RAILWAY MAIL-CRANE. AlbbBT HnPP,
Washington. D. ('.. assignor to Hupp Automatic Mail
Exchange Company, Washington, D. C„ a Corporation
of Delaware. Piled Oct. 29, 1913. Serial No. 798,080.
(CI. 258—23.)
1. In a mall crane, the combination of a post, space*!

conical members adjustably secure<l thereon, a rotatable
tube having its ends bearing on said members, and arms
on said tube adapted to support a mall bag.

2. In a mall crane, the combination of a post, a tubular
member rotatably supported thereby, bag supporting arms
secured on said tubular member, a spring pressed latch
extending Into the said tubular member to coact with the
post therein to hold the latter with said arms In position
to deliver a bag, and a spring pressed member carried by
one of said arms and opera tlvely connected with said
latch.
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3. In a mall crane, the combination of a post, a tubular
member rotatably supported thereby, bag supporting arms
secured on said tubular member, a spring presse<l latch
coactlng with said post and said tubular member to hold
the latter with said arms In position to deliver a bag, and
a spring presseil member mounte<l on one of said arms, so
as to be moved by the bag when the latter is attached to
the arm, and operatively connected with said latch.

4. In a mall crane, the combination of a post, a tubular
member rotatably supporte<l thereby, bag supporting arms
secured on said tubular member, a latch coactlng with
said post and said tubular member to hold the latter with
said arms in position to deliver a bag, a member mounted
on one of said arms and arranged to be moved by the
bag when the latter is attached to the arm, and yieldable
connecting means between s«id memt>er and said latch.

6. In a mall crane, the combination of a post, a tubular
member rotatably supporteil thereby, bag supporting arms
secured on said tubular member, a latch carried by said
tubular member and adapted to engage a part of said post
to hold the tubular member with said arms In position

to deliver a bag, a memt>er slldably mounted on one of
said arms and arranged to be moved by the bag when the
latter is attached to the arm, and a spring coactlng with
said member and said latch to hold the latch in engage-
ment with the post when a bag is attached to the arms
and adapted to restore said memtK'r and release the latch
when the bag Is delivered.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printeil in the Gaaette.]

1.229,192. COOKER. Uklbn O. Lakmn. Cheyenne. Wyo.
Filed May 16. 1916. Serial No. 97,980. (CI. 58—2.)

1. A cooker composed of inner and outer receptacles

suitably spaced to form an Interposed compartment
adapted to receive water, the Inner receptacle being dl

Tided Into a number of compartments, a cover for the
Inner receptacle, the said cover having a distinct set of
perforations for each compartment, pivoted plates mounted
on the cover for controlling the respective sets of perfora
tions, a cover for the outer receptacle comprising a hood
terminating at Its upper extremity in a reduced outlet
member, a rotary fan mounted on the hood adjacent the

outlet extremity thereof, and moans for connecting the
hood with a flue for the escape of the cooker vapors.

2. A cooker composed of inner and outer receptacles
suitably spaced to form an Interposed compartment
adapted to receive water, a cover for the inner receptacle
having sets of perforations formed therein, movable plates
mounted on the cover for controlling the respective sets
of perforations, a cover for the outer receptacle compris-
ing a hooil terminating at Its upper extremity in a re-

duced outlet member, means for detachably connecting
the hood with a flue for the escape of the cooker vapors
and means in said outlet member for controlling the pas-
sage of vapors to the flue.

8. A cooker composed of Inner and outer receptacles
suitably spaced to form an interposed compartment
adapted to receive water, a cover for the Inner receptacle
having sets of perforations formed therein, movable
plates mounted on the cover for controlling the respective
sets of perforations, a cover for the outer receptacle com-
prising a hood terminating at its upper extremity in a
reduced outlet member, a movable damper within said
outlet member for controlling the passage of the cooker
vapors and metins for detachably connecting the hood with
a flue.

1.229,198. SPARK-PLUG. Mabtin T. MiNOOtTK, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Filed May 26, 1914. Serial No. 840,973.
(CI. 123—169.)

1. The combination, in a spark plug, of an InsuTatlng-

body having oppositely disposed recesses therein, elec-

trodes passing through bores in said insulating body and
into said recesses, and a non-friable insulating cap which
receives the outer end of the insulating body and has In

Its side walls threaded openings for the reception of

threaded binding posts which bear upon those portions
of the electrodes which project into the recesses In the
Insulating member.

2. The combination, in a spark plug, of an Insulating
body having two electrodes, and a binding post for each
of said electrodes, one of said binding poets having m
switch arm whereby it may be electrically connected to-

some part of the plug which serves as a terminal for one
pole of the circuit, said plug having projecting terminals
at opposite sides and said electrodes having projecting
ends which can be directed toward or away from each
other, so as to form a single spark between them, or so
that each will form a separate spark with a plug terminal.

3. A spark plug having an insulating body projecting
beyond the plug and Into the explosion chamber, said
projecting portion of the insulating body being wedge-
shaped and presenting opposite sides converging toward a
relatively narrow inner end, and electrodes projecting
Into the explosion chamber beyond the insulating body
and having their terminals directed toward one another s»
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as to form the sp«rk Inwardly beyon«l but In line with
the narrow end of the wedfe.

4. A "park plug having an InAiiIatInK Ixxly. proj«'ctlng
heyond thp same and Into the explo«ion chamber, said
projecting portion being wedge-shaped In crow Bectlon and
having' !t« narrowent portion nt thp <'nd of the insulator.
«al<1 wedKe-ehap«Kl portion comprising opposite sides, and
an luterrening portion presenting a •hari)er wedge.

5. A spark pluc having that end which projects Into the
explosion chamber with we«l;ie-shapo<l sld*> members and a
•<mall.T wedge !«hape<l central m»'mb<'r. and electrodes ex-

tending farther Into the explosion chamber than aald side
members and terminating beyond said cfntral member.

[Claims fi and 7 not printed in the Gatette.]

1.229.194. FURROWOPENER FOR SEEDING-MA-
CHINES. Chaslkm E. Pathic. Springfield. Ohio. Plied
Aug. 9, 1915. Serial No. 44,493. (CI. 111—80.)

1. In a device of the character described, a support, a
furrow opening shoe (-onnected with said support, and a
farrow opening disk Juurnaled on satd support, said shoe
and disk being arranged In different planes relatively to

the line of travel so as to open two separate furrows, said

disk being arranged to open a furrow of greater depth
than said shoe.

2. In a device of the character descril)etl, a support, a
furrow opening shoe arranged along the bottom of said

support, a furrow opening disk Journaled at the side of
said support, the arrangement being such that said shoe
and disk will open two toparate furrows, said disk being
arranged to open a furrow of greater depth than said
shoe, a seed conduit at the rear en<l of said shoe, and a

feftlllxer conduit associate«l with said disk.

3. In a device of the character described, a support, two
separate furrow opening members connected with said sup-
port, the furrow opening portions of said meml>er8 being
located in different planes relatively to the line of travel

su as to open two distinct furrows, one of said members
being arranged to open a furrow of greater depth than the
other, and means for fee<ling seed into one of the said
furrows and fertlliier into the other.

1.229.196. SURGICAL SWAB. Thomas P. Hamilton.
Chicago. III., assignor to Bauer A Black, Chicago. 111., a
Corporation of Illinois. Filed Sept. 9. 1916. Serial

Xo. 119.190. (CI. 128—28.)

1. A surgical swab comprising an elongated friable Uif
uid container, and a tubular circumferentlally coDtlnnoas
textile sheath fabricated to receive and snugly Inclose

said container, said sheath extending beyond one end of

the container to form a brush.

2. A surgical swab comprising an elongated friable liq-

uid container, a tubular circumferentlally contlnuons tex-

tile sheath fabricated to receive and snugly Inclose said

coatainer, said sheath extending beyond one end of the
container and rareled to form a brush.

8. A surgical swab comprlaing an elongated friable liq-

uid container, a tubular textile sheath fabricated to re-

celv*" and snugly inclose said container, said sheath ex-
tending beyond one end of the container and raveled to
form a brush, the opposite end of the sheath being sealed
and the whole sheath, except the brush, being impreg-
nated with a liquid resistant material.

1.229.19fi. COMBINATrON DRBSSI.NG - TABLE AND
CHIFFONNIER. Locia KRsrTKR. Los Angeles, Cal.

Flle<l .«ept. 11, 1916. Serial No. 119.584. (CI. 46—6.)

1. An article of furniture comprising a cabinet frame
of the chlffonnier type, a full length mirror extending
sldewtoe from the frame In line with the back, a dressing
table slldlngly mounted In the frame to pull out in front
of the mirror, said dressing table being more or lets

walled all the way around i«o a.s to hold the toilet arti-

cles, and the space below the extended dreMlng taW* be-

ing clear to give an unobstructed view of the lower part
of the mirror, and a writing desk slldlngly mounted in the
cabinet frame at a higher level than the dressing table
and to pull out forwardly at right angles to the dressing
table so that both may be extended for use at oni-e ; the
remainder of the cabinet frame being devoted to drawer*,
wardrobe space, and the like.

2. An article of furniture, comprising a cabinet frame
of the chlffonnier type, a full length mirror extending
sldewlse from the frame in line with the back, and a
dressing table slldlngly mounted in the frame to pull oat
in fri»nt of the mirror, said dressing table t>elng more or
less wallet] all the way around so as to hold the toilet ar
tides, and the space below the extended drestilng table
being clear to give an unobstructed view of the lower
part of the mirror.

1.229,197. SOUND BOX FOR PHONOGRAPHS. JoaiPH
C. KuLP. Llnwood. N. J. Filed June 80. 1916. SerUl
No. 106,762. (CI. 274—86.)

1. In a single sound box. the combination of a casing,

a diaphragm mounted therein, a stylus bar osdllatably
mounted on the rasing and with one end extending to one
side of and adjacent the diaphragm, a retiillent member
connected to the casing on the other side of the dia-

phragm, a flexible non-metallic member connecting the
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resilient member with the end of the itylag bar adjacent
the diaphragm. Kaid flexible member passing through and
being fastened to the center of the diaphragm substan
tlally as described.

2. In a single sound box. the combination of a casing, a

diaphragm mounted therein, a stylus bar osclllat^bly
mounted on the casing and disposed to one side of the
diaphragm, a resilient member connected to the casing
and di8pose<i on the other side if the diaphragm, and >\

flexible means connecting the resilient member and stylux
I ar, said flexible means pasxlng through. anVl being fas-

tened to, the center of said diaphragm, substantially as
described. /

8. In a sound box. the combination of a casing, a dla
phragm mounted therein, a stylus Xmt mountetl to oscll

I: te on the casing adjacent the diaphragm, a spring con-

nected to the casing and disposed at the side of the dia-

phragm opposite to the stylus bar, and a flexible nien)l>er

connectlng said spring and stylus bar, said flexible mem-
ber" passing through, and being fastened to the center of

^'aid diaphragm substantially as described.

4. In a sound box, the combination of a casing, a dla

phragm mounted therein, a stylus bar mounted to oscil-

late on the casing, a spring bar rigidly mounted nt one
end on the casing, and a flexible member connecting the
free end of said spring with said stylus bar. said flexible

member passing through, and being fastened to, said dia-

phragm substantially as described.

8. In a sound l>ox. the combination of a casing, a dia-

phragm mounted therein, a stylus bar mounted to oscil-

late on the casing, a spring bar rigidly mounted at one
end on the .-asing, and a flexible flbrous memt>er connect-

ing the free end of sai<l stylus bar with the free end of

aid spring bar, said flexible flbrons member passing

through and being fastened to said diaphragm substan
tlally as described.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.229.198. CLASP. Taubt 8z Z. Mali.t. Chicago. 111., as
slgnor to (Jeorge Plamondon, Wheaton, 111. ; Alfred D.

Plamondon exe<-utor of said George Plamondon, de-

ceased. Piled Apr. 7. 1913. Serial No. 769.819. (CI.

24—248.)

1. In a clasp, the combination of a back membt>r. of a
locking member, and of a loop member by means of which
•aid clasp members are op<-ratively hinged together, said

loop meml>er comprising a single wire bent to form an up-
per. Integral transverse meml>er, a lower transverse mem
l>er, which is divided l)etween its ends into two parts, and
lateral members connecting said transverse members, the
parts of the lower transverse member providing the pin-

tle for the binge connection between the two clasp mem
bers, one of said parts including a trigger adapted to

op«'n the clasp, and a bar spaceil above the lower trans-

verse member and acting to rigidly connect said lateral

members.
2. In a clasp, the combination of a l>ack memt>er, of a

locking member, and of a loop member by means of which
said clasp members are operatively hinged together, said

loop memt)er comprising a single wire bent to form an
npper. integral transverse member, a lower, divided trans-

rerse member, and lateral members c(inne<-tlug said trans-

Terse meml>ers. the divided lower member providing the

pintle for the hinge connection between the two clasp

members, a l)ar spaced above tlfe lower transverse mem-
iter and acting to rigidly connect said lateral niembert^.

and a flexible backing strip connected at its lower end tv

the l>ottom of the back member of the clasp and belny

engaged at Its upper end about said bar.

1.229,199. CLASP. Henrv R. Matthbi. Chicago. Ill,,

assignor to George Plamondon, Chicago, 111. ; Alfred

D. Plamondon executor of said George Plamondon, de-

ceased. Filed Apr. 10. lOlS. S«-lal No. 20.537. (CI.

24—248.)

-«,^i?*

1. In a <lasp the combination of a back member pro-
vided with a shoulder, a toggle jointed latch meml>er
adapted for operative engagement with said shoulder
and comprising upper and lower arms, a loop having lat-

erally spaced side members and Inwardly turned pintle
members upon which the members of said clasp are hinged,
the back clasp member and the upper arm of the toggle
member being provided with complementary sleeves for
engagement with said pintle members and said upper tog-
gle arm l>eing provided with shoulders located back of the
side members of said loop which are adapted to be en-
gageti by the laterally spaced aide members of the loop
to open the clasp. .

2. In a clasp the combination of a back member pro-
vided with a shoulder, a toggle jointed latch meml>er
adapted for operative engagement with said shoulder
and comprising upper and lower arms, a loop having side
members and pintle members, said Imck clasp member and
the upper arm of said toggle jointed member being pro-
vided with integral extensions bent to form complementary
sleeves to receive the pintle member of said loop, the
sleeve member of the upper arm of said toggle jointed
latch member being provlde<l l)ack of the side member of
said loop with laterally extending shoulders adapted for

engagement with said side members, said loop having a
limited inoperative movement but being adapted to l>e

swung to bring said side members into engagement with
said sleeve shoulder to open said clasp.

3. In a clasp the combination of a back member pro-
vided with a shoulder, a toggle jointed latch member
adapted for operative engagement with said shoulder and
comprising upper and lower arms, a loop on which said
latch members are hinged, said loop providing side mem-
bers and pintle members, a flexible backing member at the
rear of the back member of said clasp, a plate connecting
said side members of the loop and clamped upon the up-
per end of said fiexlble backing member and the lower
end of said flexible l>acklng member being brought for-

ward and tucked under a hook forming the shoulder of
said back member, said hook constituting an integral
extension for the back member bent forward and back
upon Itself and being then clamped upon the end of the
flexible backing member.

1,229.200. CLASP. Cl.ABENCB E. MBHLHOPE. IIE.N«T

R. Matthbi. and Tadbchx Z. Mallt, Chicago, 111., aa-

sl»;nors to George Plamondon. Wheaton. 111. : Alfred D.
Plamondon ex.Hutor of said <ieorge Plamondon, de-
<eased. Filed Apr. 7. 1913. Serial No. 769.323. (CI.
24—252.)
1, In a clasp comprising a rigid shoulder-carrying ha'k

member and a toggle-jointed lat<'b member hinged tLe;-i to.
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a lerer fulcrumed to swing upon an axis substantially
coaxial with the axis of the hinge connecting the two
clasp memb<"rs. said lever having an arm constituting a
trigger adapted for operative engagement with one of said
clasp members to open the clasp, said lever being capable
of a limited inoperative movement, and resilient means
tending to force said clasp members apart.

2. In a clasp comprising a rigid lip carrying back-mem-
b«r. a toggle-jointed latch member and a loop providing a
pintle for a hinged connection between said two clasp
members, a trigger extending Into the space between said
back member and latch member of the clasp, said trigger
member being integral with said loop and being adapted to
open the clasp, and a spring colled upon said pintle and
having an end engaged against the inner face of the
latch member and an end engaged against the front face
of the back member.

3. In a clasp comprising a rigid lip carrying back-mem-
ber, a toggle-JoIn ted latch member and a loop providing
a pintle for a hinged connection between said two clasp
members, said toggle-Jointed latch member comprising
upp^r and lower arms, a trigger adapted to open the
clasp extending Into the space between said back member
and the upper arm of said toggle-member, and being
capable of limited movement between said members when
the latch member is in closed position, and being made
rigid with said loop, and a spring coiled upon said pintle
and having an end engaged against the front face of said
hack member and against the rear face of said upper
toggle-arm.

4. In a clasp comprising a rigid shoulder-carrying back
member and a toggle-join ted latch member hinged thereto,
the toggle-Jointed latch member comprising upper and
lower arms and means for hinging said arms together
tending to cause them to assume a position concave to-
ward the back member, a lever fulcrume<i to swing upon
an axis substantially coaxial with the axis of the hinge
connecting the two clasp members, said lever having an
arm clnsfltutlng a trigger adapted for operative engage-
ment with one of said clasp members to open the clasp,
said lever being capable of a limited inoperative movement,
and resilient means tending to force said two cUsp mem-
bers apart.

5. In a clasp comprising a rigid shoulder-carrying back
member and a toggle-jointed latch member hinged thereto,
the toggle-jointed latch member comprising an upper arm
having an integral sleeve formed at its lower end and the
«nd8 of said sleeve being provided with converging cam
surfaces, terminating in lonnitudinally extending shoul
•lers and a lower arm consisting of a spring loop having
a transverse end member and space<l lateral members with
inwardly turned pintle parts engaging in the ends of
said sleeve, a lever fulcrumed to swing upon an axis sub-
atantlally coaxial with the axis of the hinge connecting
the two clasp members, said lever having an arm consti-
tuting a trigger adapted for operative engagement with
one of said clasp members to open the clasp, said lever
being capable of n limited inoperative movement, and
TMllient means tending to force said clasp members apart.

1.229,201. SELECTIVE SIGNALING APPARATUS.
Loris Maxwbll F'otts. Baltimore, Md.. assignor to
Austin McLanaban. Baltimore, Md. Filed Oct. 11,
1913. Serial No. 794.633. (a. 178—28.)
1. Apparatus for electrical signaling, comprising a body

having a natural period of motion, mechanical meaoa to

impart motion to said body, a series of movable mechani-
cal selecting elements, and mechanical means controlled
by said body to time the movement of said elements, said
movement of said elements and the periodic motion of
said body having a fixed phase relation.

2. Apparatus for electrical signaling, .omprlslng a body
having a natural period of motion and making a plurality
of oscillations for each signal, electrical signaling means
the timing of which Is controlled by said body and me-
chanical means acting directly on said body to control
the phase thereof with respect to the signaling current.

3. Apparatus for electrical slK'naling. comprising a
spring controlled lalance. and mechanical means to drive
the same. In combination with means electrically oper-
ated to start said balance into motion at the commence-
ment of a signal, and means automatically operating
to positively stop and l«Unce Invariably In the same
position at the end of a signal.

4. Apparatu.-* for electrical signaling, comprising a
spring controlled balance, an<l mechanical means to drive
the same, in combination with mechanical means elec-
trically operated to start said balance Into motion at the
commencement of a signal, and mechanical means auto-
matically operating to positively stop said balance in-
variably In the sjime position at the end of a signal.

5. Apparatus for electrical signaling In which e<iual
time Intervals are allotted to each signal, comprising a
l»alance and power operate<i escapement for imparting
Impulses thereto, mechanism to start said balance and
stop it at the commencement and end respectively of
each signal period, and each time at the same point in ita
travel, electrK-al means to operate the mechanism for
starting said balance, and automaUcally acting mechanical
means to operate the mechanism for stopping said balance,

[Claims 6 to 72 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.202. TELEtiRAPHIC RECEIVER. Loria Max-
will P0TT8, Baltimore. Md.. assignor to Austin McLan-
ahan, Baltimore. Md. Filed Jan. 8. 1914. SerUl No.
811.035. (CI. 178—23.)

1. A telegraphK' receiver, comprising a type wheel shaft,
a type wheel mounted on said shaft to travel longitudi-
nally thereof and rotatable by said shaft on an axis
substantially parallel to the line of printing, a second
shaft, a print hammer mounted on said aecond shaft

4B>
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to travel longitudinally thereof and angularly movable
thereby, and mechanism to move said type wheel and
print hammer longitudinally of their respective shafts, to

form the spaces between characters in words as well as
t>etween words In a line.

2. A telegraphic receiver, comprising a type wheel shaft,

a type wheel mounted on said shaft to travel longitudi-

nally thereof and rotatable by said shaft on an axis sub-

stantially parallel to the line of printing, a second shaft,

a print hammer mounted on said second shaft to travel

longitudinally thereof and angxilarly movable thereby, and
mechanism to simultaneously move said type wheel and
print hammer longitudinally of their respective shafts, to

form the spaces t>etween characters In words as well as t>e-

tween words in a line.

8. A telegraphic receiver, comprising a type wheel
shaft, a type wheel mounted on said shaft to travel

longitudinally thereof and rotatable by said shaft on an
axis substantially parallel to the line of printing, a second
shaft, a print hammer mounted on said second shaft to

travel longitudinally thereof and angularly movable
thereby, mechanism to move said type wheel and print

hammer longitudinally of their respective shafts, and
mechanism selectively controlled by the received signals

and controlling the o|>eration of said type wheel and
print hammer moving mechanism, to form the spaces be-

tween characters In words as well Is between words In a

line.

4. A telegraphic receiver, comprising a type wheel shaft,

a type wheel mounted oa said shaft to travel longitudi-

nally thereof and rotatable by said shaft on an axis sub-

stantially parallel to the line of printing, a second shaft,

a print hammer mounted on said second shaft to travel

longitudinally thereof and angularly movable thereby, a
magnet, ami means entirely mechanical and controlled

by said magnet to move said type wheel and print ham-
mer longitudinally of their respective shafts, to form
the spaces between characters In words aa well as be-

tween words In a line.

6. A telegraphic receiver, comprising a type wheel shaft,

a typ* wheel mounted on said shaft to travel longi-

tudinally thereof and rotatable by said shaft, a second

•haft, a print hammer mounted on said second shaft

to travel longitudinally thereof and angularly movable
thereby, mechanism to move said type wheel and print

hammer longitudinally of their respective shafts, and
mechanism controlled by the stopping position of the

type wheel shaft to Impart rotation to the print hammer
•haft

rCIalma 6 to 68 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.229,203. METHOD OF PURIFYING AND SEPARAT-
ING FINELY DIVIDED SUBSTANCES. Gbat Botho
ScHWBBi.N. Frankfort-on-the-Matn. Germany, assignor

to Oesellschaft fttr Elektro-Osmose, M. B. H., Frank-

fort-on the-Maln. Germany, a Corporation. Filed Jan.

5, 1912. Serial No. 669,622. (CI. 204—1.)

1. The process of separating finely divided substances
which consists In separating a mass of substances into

separate fractions, subjecting one of the said fractions

to electro-osmosis, withdrawing the liquid between the

electrodes of the electro-osmotic machine, and conveying
the liquid so withdrawn to receptacles from which It is

again conducted to said machine.

2. The process herein described, which consists In sepa-

rating a mass of finely divided material Into fractions in

a series of receptacles, subjecting the fractions Independ-

ently to electro-osmosis, conducting the weakened solu-

tion to a tank containing fresh material, and conducting
the contents of the tank to said receptacles, for like treat-

ment.

1,229,204. WORK HOLDER FOR HAND EMBROIDERY.
jAifcs Sanham Wilson, Covington. Ky. Filed Feb. 9,

1916. Serial No. 77,197. (CI. 223—54.)

1. An embroidery frame and needle guide comprising
top and bottom sections, each section substantially U-
•haped in cross section, a design stamped out of the up-
per surface of the lower section, said top section provided
with openings adapte<l to fit over the stamped out por-
tions of the lower section, said sections adapted to be
frlctionally clamped together and have a cloth to be em-
broidered clamped therebetween and projecting through
the opening of the top section, as and for the purpose
specified.

2. A device of the class described comprising a pair of
substantially U-shaped sections, one section adapted to
snugly fit upon the other section, said lower section hav-
ing a portion of its upper surface raised or struck up
therefrom, said upper section provided with openings to

receive the upstruck portion of the lower section when
fitted thereon, said upstruck portion having an edge
curved upwardly to define needle deflecting members, aa
and for the purpose specified.

REISSUES.
14.309. RADIATOR CASINO. Wbston M. Fclton,

Knoxvllle, Tenn., assignor to The Fulton Company,
Knozville. Tenn.. a Corporation of Maine. Filed Nov.
24. 1916. Serial No. 133.2eR. Original No. 1,192,411,
dated July 25, 1916, Serial No. 859,060. filed Aug. 28,
1914. (CI. 286—e.)

1. A radiator casing comprising a radiator-receiving

portion provided with dampers and a second portion
adapted to be separated therefrom by an end section of

the radiator, said second portion having a floor of Insulat-

ing material and a top wall, a vertical partition of
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insulatlnu material dlvJdinj th.- space therein Into adown passage and an up-paaaage open to each other
through «ald partition near said floor, one of said pas
sages being In heat interchanging relation with the end
of the radiator and opening through said top wall, and
the other passage being Insulated from the radiator and
opening through the end wsil of the casing below aald
top wall to receive air from the room, and a thermosUt
located near the opening of the down passage and oper
atlvely connected with said casing dampers.

2. A radiator rasing comprising a radiator receiving
portion provided with dampers and a portion adapted to
be separated therefrom by an end section of the radiator,
means preventing conduction of heat from the walls of
one casing portion to the other, said second portion hav-
ing a floor of Insulating material and a top wall, a vertl
cal partition of Insulating material dividing the space
therein Into a down passage and an up-passage open to
each other through said partition ne«r said floor, one of
said passages being In heat-lnterchanglng relation with
the end of the radiator .in.l opening through said top
wall, and the other passage being Insulated from the ra-
diator and opening through the end wall of the ca-jlng
below said top wall to receive air from the room, and a
thermostat lorate<l near the opening of the down passage
and operatlvely connected with said casing dampers.

3. A radiator casing comprising a radiator receiving
portion provided with dampers an<l a second portion
adapted to be separated therefrom by the end section of
the radiator, a ho«>.l surmounting both portions, heat In-
sulating means preventing conduction of heat from the
walls of one rasing portion to the other, said second por
tlon having a floor and u top wall both of Insulating ma-
terial, a vertical partition of Insulating material dividing
the space therein into a down passage and an up-passage
open to each other through said partition near the said
floor, the up passage being in heat-lnterchanglng relation
with salil end section of the radiator and open to the hood
through said top wall, and the down passage being Insu
latwl from sal«l radiator section and opt-n below said
top wall to receive air from the room, and a thermostat
located in said down pas.^age sear said openlne and hav
ing connections with the casing dampers.

4, A radiator casing provided with dampers, a radiator
therein having an end wall adapte<l to divide the casing
Into a radiator-receiving section and an extension thereof
and provided with an Inlet connection underneath th.-
radiator, heat Insulating means preventing (onductlon of
heat from the walls of one casing Kertlon to the other,
said extension section having a beat Insulating floor
located above and beyond said connection and a top wall,
a vertical partition of heat insulating material dividing
the extension space lato a down-passage and an up pas
sage open to each other through said partition near the
said floor, one of said passages opening through said top
wall an.l In heat Interchanging relation with said radiator
wall and the other insuUted from the latter ami open
below said top wall to receive air from the room, and a
thermostat located In said down passage near said open
Ing and having connections with the casing dampers.

5. A ra«liator casing provided with a hood and divided
into a radiator-receiving chamber having openings Into
the hoo<l. dampers controlling said openings, and an air
rlrculatinjr conduit open to saUl hood and having one
portion in heat Interchanging relation with the first-
named chamber and another portion out of heat-Inter-
changing relation with said flrst-named chamber for re-
ceiving air from the room, and a thermosUtlc device in
the inlet end of the last-named portion of said conduit
for controlling said dampers by variation of temperature
of air entering from the room.

«. In a device of the character described, the comblna
tion of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
rontrolllne the circulation of air through said casing
nn alr^a.Hsage having upper and lower op^-nlngs and iii
heat Interchanging relation with said radiator, a con-
duit connectefl with the said lowpr opening, said con-
duit opening near its top exterior to said (aslng. means
Insulating kald conduit from the heating influence of I

•aid radUtor and said passage, and thermosensltlve
means located In said conduit and operatlvely connected
to said dampers.

7. In a device of the character describeil. the « ombl-
nation of a radUtor. a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an
air passage dosed against air circulation between Uld
casing and passage, said passage having uppf-r and lower
openings and being in heat interchanging relation with
said radiator, a conduit connected with the said lower
opening, said conduit opening near Its top exterior to
•aid casing, means Insulating said conduit from the heat-
ing influence of aald radiator and said passage, and
ttermosensitive means located In said conduit and opera-
tlrely connectetl to said dampers

8. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a radiator, a casing for sal.l radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an
air passage having upper and lower openings and In heat-
lnterchanglng relation with said radiator, a conduit con-
nected with the said lower opening said conduit opening
near Its top exterior to said casing, means insulating said
conduit from the heating influen.-e of said radiator and
said piiSKage and comprising a heat Insulating partition
intermediate sal,! passage and <-ondult. and thermosen-
sitlve means l.>«-ate<l In said conduit an<l operatlvely con
nected to said dampers.

9. In a device of the character describe<l, the combi-
nation of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of sir through said casing, aa
air passage having upper and lower openings and In heat-
Interdianging relation with said radiator, a conduit con-
necte.1 with the said lower opening, said c-onduit opening
near its top exterior to said casing, means Insulating said
conduit from the heating Influence of said radiator and
said passage and comprising means preventing the con-
duction of heat between the walls of said casing and said
conduit, and thermosensltlve means located In said con
dult and operatlvely connected to said dampers.

10. In a device of the character described, the combi-
nation of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through .said casing.
an air passaee having upper and lower openings and In
heat interchanging relation with said radiator, a conduit
connected with the said lower opening, said conduit open-
ing near Its top exterior to said casing, means Insulating
said i^)ndult from the heating influence of said radiator
and said paasage and comprising a heat insulating parti-
tion intermediate said passage and conduit and means
preventing the conduction of heat between the walls of
said casing and said conduit, and thermosensltlve means
located In said conduit and operatlvely connected to said
dampers.

11. In a device of the character described, the combi-
nation of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an
air passage having upper and lower openings and so posl
tioned that the heating effect of said radiator Induces an
air circulation therethrough, a conduit connected with
said lower opening, means Insulating said conduit from
the heating influence of said radiator and aald passage.
and thermosensltlve means located In said conduit and
operatlvely connected to said dampers.

12. In comhination with a source of heat and means for
controlling the same, thermosensltlve means operatlvely
connected with said controlling means, a conduit within
which a temperature-responsive element of said theremo
sensitive means Is disposed and within which It is con-
cealed, said conduit having an Inlet positioned to receive
air at a level Intermediate the upper and lower strata of
air within the room with which It communicates, and
means for inducing a circulation of air through said con-
duit and over said temperature-responsive element, said
conduit being Insulated from all oth-r heating Inriuence^
than the air circulating therethrough.

1.3. In combination with a source of heat and means for
controlling the same, thermosensltlve means operatlvely
connected with said controlling means, a conduit within
which a temperature responsive element of said tbermo

\

ensltive means is disposed and within which It Is con
eealed. said conduit having an Inlet positioned to receive
air at a level Intermediate the upper and lower strata of
air within the room with which it communicates, and
means for inducing a circulation of air through said con
dult and over said temp<'rature-responslve element, said
temperature responsive element being insulated from all
other heating Influences than the air circulating there-
over.

^*- •A radiator casing comprising a radiator-receiving
portion provided with dampers and a portion adapted to
l>e separated therefrom by an end section of the radiator,
means preventing conduction of heat from the walls of
one casing portion to the other, an air passage in said
second portion In heat-lnterchanglng relation with the
radiator, said passage having an outlet opening adjacent
its upper end. a conduit lommunlcatlng with the lower
end of said passage, and a thermostat In said conduit op
eratlvely connected with s.ild casing dampers.

15. A radiator rasing comprising a radiator-receiving
portion provided with dampers and a portion adapted to
be separated therefrom by an end section of the radiator,
an air passage in said second portion in beat-lnt^rchang
ing relation with the radiator, said passage having an
outlet opening adjacent Its upper end, a conduit In said
second portion separated from said passage by a parti
tlon of heat Insulating material, said conduit communi-
cating with the lower end of said passage, and a thermo
Stat In said conduit operatlvely connected with said casing
dampers,

16. A radiator rasing comprising a radiator-receiving
portion provided with dampers and a portion adapted to
be Beparate<i therefrom oy an end section of the radiator,
an air passage In said second portion in heat-lnterchang-
lng relation with the radiator, said passage having' an
outlet opening adjacent Its upper end. a conduit communi-
cating with the lower end of said passage, and a thermo-
stat in said conduit operatlvely connected with said cas-
ing dampers and insulated from the heating Influence of
said passage and radiator.

17. A radiator casing comprising a radiator-receiving
portion provided with dampers and a portion adapted to
be separated therefrom by an end section of the radiator,
means preventing conduction of heat from the walls of
one casing portion to the other, an air passage In said
second portion In heat interchanging relation with the
radiator, said passage having an outlet opening adjacent
Its upper end. a conduit in said second portion separated
from said passage by a partition of heat-lnsulating mate
rial, said conduit communicating' with the lower end of
said passage, and a thermostat In said conduit operatlvely
connected with said casing dampers.

18. In a device of the ciiaracter described, the combl
nation of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an
extension of said casing provided with a vertical partition
of Insulating material dividing said extension into a pas
Mge In heat-lnterchanglng relation with said radiator and
a conduit communicating with said passage adjacent Its
lower end, said passage having an outlet opening adja-
cent Its upper end and said conduit having an Inlet open
ing adjacent Its upper end, and thermosensltlve means lo
cated In aald conduit and operatlvely connected to said
dampers.

19. In a device of the character described, the combi-
nation of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an
extension of said casing provided with a vertical parti
tlon of insulating material dividing said extension Into a
passage In heat interchanging relation with said radiator
and a conduit communicating with said passage adjacent
Its lower end, said passage having an outlet opening ad
jacent Its upper end and said conduit having an inlet
opening adjacent Its upper end, means preventing the con-
duction of heat between the walls of said casing and said
extension, and thermosensltlve means locat«»d in said ron
dult and operatlvely connected to said dampers.

20. In a devlre of the rharnrter described, the combi-
nation of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an

extension of said casing provided with a vertical parti-
tion of insulating material dividing said extension Into a
passage In heat-lnterchanglng relation with said radiator
and a conduit communicating with said passage adjacent
Its lower end. said passage liaving an outlet opening ad-
jacent Its upper end and said conduit having an Inlet
opening adjacent its upper end, means preventing the con-
duction of heat between the walls of said casing and said
extension, a floor of insulating material In said extension,
and thermosensltlve means located In said conduit and
operatlvely connected to said dtmpers.

21. In a device of the character described, the combi-
nation of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dami>ers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an
extension of said casing provided with a vertical parti-
tion dividing said extension Into a passage in heat Inter-
changing relation with said radiator and a conduit com-
municating with said passage adjacent Its lower end. said
passage having an outlet opening adjacent its upper end
and said conduit having an Inlet opening adjacent its
upper end. means preventing the conduction of heat be-
tween the walls of said casing and said extension, and
thermosensltlve means located in said conduit and opera-
tlvely connected to said dampers,

22. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers con
trolling the circulation of air through said casing, an ex-
tension of said casing provided with a vertical partition
dividing said extension into a passage in heat-lnterchang-
lng relation with said radiator and a conduit communicat-
ing with said passage adjacent its lower end. said pas
sage having an outlet opening adjacent Its upper end and
said conduit having an Inlet opening adjacent Its upper
end. thermosensltlve means locate<l in said conduit and
operatlvely connecte<l to said dampers, and means insulat-
ing said thermosensltlve means from the heating influence
of said radiator and said passitge.

28. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the circulation of air through said casing, an
upwardly directed air passage having an outlet adjacent
Its upper end and In heat Interchanging relation with said
radiator, a downwardly directed c<induit with which said
passage Is In communication, said conduit having an In-
let adjacent Its upper end. means Insulating said conduit
from the heating Influence of said radiator and said pas-
sage, and thermosensltlve means located in said conduit
and operatlvely connected to said dampers.

24. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers con-
trolling the circulation of air through said casing, an up
wardly directed air passage having an outlet adjacent its
upper end and In heat-lnterchanglng relation with said
radiator, a downwardly directed conduit with which said
passage is in rommuniration. said ronduit having an in
let adjacent its upper end and being in non-heat-lnter-
changlng relation with said radiator and said passage, and
thermosensltlve means located In said conduit and opera-
tlvely connected to said dampers.

25. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a radiator, a casing for said radiator, dampers
controlling the rlrrulatlon of air through said casing, an
air passage having upper and lower openings and so posl
tioned that the heating effect of said radiator Induces an
air rlrrulatlon therethrough, a conduit connected with
said lower opening, said ronduit opening near Its top ex-
terior to said casing, means insulating said conduit from
the heating Influence of said radiator and said passage,
and thermos<'n8ltlve means located In said conduit and
operatlvely connected to said dampers.

\4JiMy riRrriT-OONTROLI.ER. WixTHROp K. Howe,
Rochester. N. Y.. assignor to General Railway Signal
Company, Gates. N, Y.. n Corporation of New York.
Filed .Tnne 0, 19in. Serial No. 102,781. Original No.
1.VS0,7L'0. date,! Apr. 2.^. 1916. Serial No. 802.864. filed
Nov. 2.-, Iftia. (CI, 175—281.)
1. In a drcnlt controller. In combination: an op-rat

ing member having two extreme positions and an in "r-
medlate position : circuit controlling means governed by
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said member and operated when said member Is In either

of said extreme positions : other circuit controlling means
govtrne^l by said member and operated when said mem-
ber is In Its Intermediate position ; and means for pre-

venting the operation of said other circuit controlling

m^ans when said member moves continuously from either

extreme position to the other extreme position.

2. In a circuit controller. In combination : an operating

memt>er having an Intermediate position and two extreme

positions ; a circuit controlling device ; means governed

by said member for preventing the closing of said circuit

controlling device in the intermediate position of said

member when said memt>er moves continuously from

either extreme position to the other extreme position.

3. In a circuit controller, in combination : an operating

member having an intermediate position and two extreme

poHitlons : circuit controlling means governed by said

member ; means for coCperatlng with said circuit con-

trolling means when said member is In Its intermediate

position : said circuit controlling means having a circuit

closing condition In which it can cooperate with said last

mentioned means and an Ineffective condition, said circuit

controlling means having a tendency to assume Its cir-

cuit closing condition and being automatically governed

by said member to assume Its ineffective condition when
said member is in either of its extreme positions ; and

mt'ans for preventing said circuit controlling means from

changing from Its ineffective condition to Its circuit

closing condition until after an elapse of time greater

Than the approximate time required for said member to

move from either extreme position to the other extreme

''osltion.

4. A circuit controller comprising main and auxiliary

conductive circuit controls, and an opposed pair of rela-

tively flxed circuit closing contacts for each control, the

main control being adapted to engage both of Its con-

tacts when the controller Is In normal mld-posltlon, said

main control also being capable of contraction to then be

narrower than the space between ita two contacts, com-

bined with means temporarily preventing full expansion

of the contracted main control to Its opposed contacts

while the auxiliary control is passing from either one to

the other of its opposed contacts.

5. A circuit controller comprising main and auxiliary

conductive circuit controls, and an opposed pair of rela-

tively flxed circuit closing contacts for each control, the

main control being adapted to engage l>oth of Its con-

tacts when the controller is In normal mid-position, said

main control also being capable of contraction by pres-

sure against either one of Its opposed contacts to then be

narrower than the space l>etween Its two contacts, com-

bined with means temporarily preventing full expansion

of the contractfHl main control to Its oppose*! contacts

while the auxiliary control Is passing from either one to

the other of Its opposed contacts.

6. A circuit controller comprising main and auxiliary

conductive circuit controls, and an opposed pair of rela-

tively flxed circuit closing contacts for each control, the

main control being adapted to engage both of its con-

tacts when the controller is in normal mid-position at

which time the auxiliary control is disenRaKed from

both of its contacts, said main control also being ca-

pable of contraction to then be narrower than the space

between its two contacts, combined with means tempo-

rarily preventing full expansion of the contracted main
eontrol to its opposed contacts while the auxiliary con-

trol Is passing from either one to the other of Its op
posed contacts.

7. A circuit controller comprising a movable support,

main and auxiliary conductive circuit controls held to

said support, and an opposed pair of relatively fixed cir-

cuit closing contacts for each control, the main control

being adapted to engage both of Its contacts when the

controller is In normal mid position, said main control

also being capable of contraction to then be narrower
than the space between its two contacts, comblne<l with
means temporarily preventing full expansion of the con-

tracted main control to Its opposed contacts while the

auxiliary control moved by the support is passing from
either one to the other of its opposed contacts.

8. A circuit controller comprising a movable support,

main and auxiliary conductive circuit controls held to

said support, and an opposed pair of relatively flxed cir-

cuit closing contacts for each control, the main control

being adapted to engage both of its contacts when the

controller is in normal mid-position, and means balanc-

ing the controller In mid position, said main control also

being capable of contraction to then l>e narrower than
the simce between its two contacts, combined with means
temporarily preventing full expansion of the contracted

main control of Its opposed contacts while the auxiliary

control moved by Its support Is passing from either one
to the other of Its opposed contacts.

9. A circuit controller comprising a movable support
Including two relatively Insulated parts, main and aux-
iliary conductive circuit controls held one to earb of said

parts, and an opposed pair of relatively flxed circuit cloa-

InK i-ontacts for each control, the main control being

adapted to engage both of Its contacts when the con-

troller Is In normal mid position, said main control also

being capable of contraction to then be narrower than the

space l)etween Its two contacts, combined with means
temporarily preventing full expansion of the rontrarted

main control to Its opposed contacts while the auxiliary

control moved by the support Is passing from either one
to the other of Its opposed contacts.

10. A circuit controller comprising main and auxiliary
conductive circuit controls, and an opposed pair of rela-

tively flxed circuit closing contacts for each control, the

contacts at each side or face of the two controls being

respectively held by two binding posts respectively faa-

ten«>d to relatively Insulate*! portions of one fixed sup-

port, the main control being adapted to engage both of

Its contacts when the controller Is In normal mid position,

said main control also being capable of contraction to

then be narrower than the space between Its two con-

tacts, combined with means temporarily preventing full

expansion of the contracted main control to Its opposed

contacts while the auxiliary control Is passing from either

one to the other of Its opposed contacta
11. In a circuit controller, the main control comprising

two resilient Angers, combined with two opposed rela-

tively flxed circuit closing contacts normally, engaged by

the Angers which are contractible toward each other by
pressure against either opposed contact, and means car-

ried by the contracted fingers and at times retarding or

temporarily preventing their expansion to l>oth contacts.

12. In a circuit controller, tbe main control comprising

two resilient fingers, combined with two opposed rela-

tively flxed circuit closing contacts normally engaged by
the fingers which are contractible toward each other by

pressure against either opposed contact, and a dash-pot

comprising a vented cylinder held to one finger ami a

piston held to the other finger and movable In the cyl-

inder thereby retarding expansion of the contracted
Angers to both contacts.

13. In a circuit controller : two flxed contacts ; electri-

cal conducting resilient contacts electrically connected

together positioned between the two fixed contacts and
brldKlng the same ; means for causing one of the resilient

contacts at times to break contact with one ot >.be flxed

contacts, and at timea to cause tbe other resilient con-

tact to break contact with the other fixed contact : and
means for preventing tbe resilient contacts from bridg-

ing the fixed contacts during a continuous movement of

\

t

the resilient contacts from the polaltlon In which one

resilient contact breaks contact with one flxed contact to

a position In which the other resilient contact makes
contact with the other flxed contact.

14. A circuit controller comprising main and auxiliary

conductive circuit controls, and an opposed pair of rela-

tively flxed circuit closing contacts for each control, the

main control being adapted to engage both of Its con-

tacts when the controller Is In normal mid position, said

main control also being capable of contraction to then be

narrower than the space between Its two contacts, com-

blne<l with means temporarily preventing full expansion

of tbe contracted main control to Its opposed contacts

while the auxiliary control Is passing from either one to

the other of its opposed contacts, three signal devices, a

source of electric energy, means completing two respec-

tive circuits from said energy source through the aux-

iliary control and Its two respective contacts to two of

said signal devices for Independently operating said de-

Tlces, a second source of electric energy, and means com-

pleting a third circuit from said second energy source

through the main control and Its engaged contacts to the

thiril signal device for Independently operating it. sub-

stantially as herein set forth.

14.311, TOOL FOR ALI.MN<; AND FLMSFITNO SHAFT
BBARIN08 AND THE LIKE. Ai>bibt A. Mabtill,

Woonsocket, R. I., assignor to The Taft-Pelrce Manu-
facturing Company. Woonsocket. R. I., a Corporation of

Rhode Island. Filed Mar. 13. 1917. Serial No.

154.634. Original -No. 1.138.460. dated Apr. 18. 1916,

Serial No. 788.536. Aled 8ept, 8, 1918. (CI. 77—68.)

1. A temporary bearing comprising an exteriorly conical

bushing, a sleeve rotatably mounted within the conical

bushing, and a second sleeve rotatably mounte<1 within the

Arst sleeve and having a bore eccentrically disposed with
relation to the exterior of said second sleeve.

2. A device of the character described comprising a
shaft adapted to carry a tool ; a plurality of temporary
bearings for said shaft, each comprising an exteriorly

conical bushing, a sleeve rotatably mounted within the

conical bushing, and a aeiond sleeve rotatably mounte*!
within the Arst sleeve and made with a shaft receiving
bore eccentrically dlsp<»Ke<l with relation to the exterior of

aid second sleeve.

3. A device of the character described comprising a
shaft adapted to carry a tool ; a plurality of temporary
bearings for said shaft, each comprising an exteriorly

conical bushing, a i>le«>ve rotatably mounted within the
conical bushing, and a second sleeve rotatably mounted
within the first sle» ve and made with a shaft receiving
bore eccentrl<ally dlsposeil with relation to the exterior of
said second sleeve, and a tool for said shaft for operating
upon the t>earlng to be finished.

4. A device of the character described comprising a
shaft adapteil to carry a tool ; a plurality of temporary
bearings tot said shaft, each comprising an exteriorly
conical hushing, h slet-ve rotatably mounted within the
conical bushlnu. and a second sleeve rotatably mounte<l
within the first sleeve and made with a shaft receiving
bore eccentrically disposed with relation to the exterior of
said second sleeve and nxans for fastening the two sleeves
together and to the buohlng In their adjusted relative po-
sitions.

5. A device of the character described comprising a
shaft adapted to <-arry a tool ; a plurality of temporary
bearings for said shaft, eftcb comprising an exteriorly

conical bushing, a sleeve rotatably mounted within the

conical bushing, and a second sleeve rotatably mounted
within the flrst sleeve and made with a shaft receiving

iKire eccentrically disposed with relation to the exterior of

said second sleeve, said exterior being eccentric to the ex-

terior of the flrst sleeve.

6. A temporary bearing comprising a member adapted
for connection to a permanent bearing ; a second meml)er

rotatably mounted in the flrst member; and a third mem-
ber rotatably mounted in the second member and having

a bore eccentrically disposed with relation to the exterior

of said third member.
7. A device for alining and finishing shaft t>earlngB and

the like comprising, in combination, temporary bearing
supports adapted to be lnserte<l within the permanent
bearings to be alined, a shaft, shaft bearings for said shaft

and carried by said supports, means for adjusting said

shaft bearings to adjust the axis of said shaft to a position

coincident with the axl^ to which the permanent bearings

are to l>e alined, and a forming tool carried by said shaft

for alining said permanent bearings concentric with said

axis.

8. In a device for alining and finishing shaft l>earlngM

and the like, the combination of a shaft bearing support
constructed to t>e carried by permanent bearings that are
to I'e alined, a forming tool shaft, a shaft bearing for said

forming tool shaft, adjustable means carried by said sup-

port and adjustable to adjust the axis of the shaft to any
point within a predetermlnct! area within said permanent
bearings, and a forming tool to shape the said permanent
bearings concentric with the axis of the said shaft.

9. A temporary bearing comprising a meml)er adapted
for connection to a permanent bearing, a second meml«er
adjustably mounted relatively to the flrst member, and a
third member adjustably mounted relatively to said sec-

ond member, a forming tool shaft carrle<l by said third
member, and a forming tool upon said forming tool shaft.

10. A temporary bearing comprising an exteriorly coni-
cal hushing, a sleeve rotatably mounted within said coni-
cal bushing and having an opening eccentric to the open-
ing In the conical hushing, and a second sleeve rotatably
mounted within the opening in the flrst sleeve and having
a bore eccentrically disposed with relation to the oxterlot
of the second sleeve.

11. A device of the character described, comprising a
shaft adapted to carry a tool, a plurality of temporary
ttearlngs for said shaft, each comprising an exteriorly coni-
cal hushing, a sleeve rotatably mounted within said coni-
cal hushing and being provided with an opening e<centri<
to the exterior of the sleeve, a second sleeve rotatably
mounted within said flrst sleeve and having a shaft re-

ceiving bore eccentrically disposed with relation to the ex-
terior of the second sleeve.

12. As an article of manufacture, a temporary bearing
comprising a member adapted to be Inserted in a perma-
nent bearing, a work shaft bearing, and means carried by
the member to permit the work shaft bearing to be ad-
Justed relatively to the axis of the said member.

18. As an article of manufacture, a temporary bearing
comprising a conical bushing adapted to he Inserted in a
permanent bearing, a work shaft bearing, and adjustable
devices operatlvely connecting the bushing and the shaft
l>eartng to permit of adjustment of the shaft bearing rela-
tively to the conical bushing.

14. The method of alining permanent bearings, which
method comprises extending the shaft of a forming tool
through the permanent bearings to be alined ; then tem-
porarily rigidly supporting the Raid shaft by and within
said permanent bearings; adjusting said shaft to render
the axis of said shaft coincident with a predetermined
mathematical line; and thrn operating the shaft to cause
the forming tool to shape the Interior of said bearingfi con-
centric with the said predetermined mathematical line.

15. The method of alining t>earings. which method
comprises extending the shaft of a forming toolthrough
the hearings to be alined ; then temporarilv rigidly sup-
p<jrtlng the said shaft by and within tbe said bearings;
and then operating the shaft to cause the forming tool to
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shape the Interior of said bearings concentric with the axlit
of the shaft.

16. Thp method of alinlntf and flnlshlnx ptTmanent
shaft bearings, which con)pri8«>s determining a line with
which the permanent l>earln)fs are to be alined ; supporting
a reamer carrying shaft within the permanent bearings;
alining the axis of the reamer carrying shaft with the said
line; and then operating the reamer to ream the perma
nent bearings to aline the axis of the reamed bearings
with the said line.

17. The method of alining and flnishing permanent
shaft bearings and the like, which comprises supporting
a reamer carrying shaft by mounting temporary bearings
within the permanent bearings ; aiinlng the axis of the
reamer shaft with the line to which the axis of the per-
manent b«>arings are to be allne<l ; operating the reamer
shaft to seat the reamer in one of the permanent bearings

;

removing the temporary bearing from the permanent bear-
ing being reamed aftpr the reamer is securely seated
therein and then continuin« th*- reaming operation to
completion

: and then replacing the temporary bearing hi
the reamed bearing and proceeding with each bearing la
like manner until all of the permanent bearings have been
reame<l.

18. The method of flnishing and alining permanent
shaft f»earlnKS, which comprises securing a plurality of ad
Justable temporary bearings within the permanent bear-
ings

; alining the axis of the temporary bearings with a
line with which the permanent bearings are to be alined :

mounting a reamer i-arrying shaft within the temporary
bearlnu's and operating the reamer carrying shaft to se-
curely s«at the reamer In a permanent bearing; then re-
moving the temporary ijearing from the permanent bearing
being reamed

; and then replacing the temparary bearing
in the ream«Nl bearing and proceeding with each bearing
in like manner until all of the permanent bearings hare
been reamed.

19. The method of alining and reaming a plurality of
permanent bearings, which consists in supporting a
reamer shaft within the said permanent bearings ; adjust
ing the reamer shaft so that the axis of the reamer shaft
is colnfldent with the axis to which the permanent bear
ings are to be alined

; and then operating the reamer shaft
to form the permanent bearings concentric with the pre
determined axis.

14.312. DEVICE FOR CONNECTING OUTSIDE WIRES
TO BUILDINGS. Philip C. Raootzkt, Philadelphia.
Pa. Filed Mar. 7. 1917. Serial No. 153.215. Original
No. 1,213,011, dated Jan. 16. 1917. Serial No. 107.741,
filed July 6. 1916. (CI. 173—28.)

1. A device for attachment to buildings to permit of the
direct connection thereto of exterior wires, comprising a
clrcumferentially grooved knob having one end face ex-
tending at an oblique angle to the plane of extension of
the circular groove and provided with an orifice extending
between the end faces at an oblique angle to the plane of
extension of the groove.

2. A device for attachment to buildings to permit of the
direct connection thereto of exterior wires, comprising a
clrcumferentially grooved knob having parallel end faces
extending at an oblique angle to the plane of extension of
the circular groove and provided with an orifice extend
Ing between, and substantially perpendicularly to, both
end faces.

3. A device for attachment to buildings to permit of the
direct connection thereto of exterior wires, comprli-'-ng n
clrcumferentially grooved knob having one end face ex
tending at an oblique angle to the longitudinal direction

of extension of the circular gro..ve<l face and provided
with an orifice extending between the end faies. and
perpendicular to the obliquely extending end face.

4. A device for attachment to buildings to permit of the
direct connection thereto of exterior wires, comprising an
Integral clrcumferentially grooved knob having Its end
faces extending in parallel planes at oblique angles to the
direction of longitudinal extension of the circular grooved
face and provldetl with an orifice extending between said
end faces at right angles thereto for the reception of a
securing screw.

14,318. FERRYBRIDGE. P«anci8 L. Dc BoBQrB, Great
Neck. N. Y.. assignor to The J. Edward Ogden Com-
pany. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Nov. 2. 1915. Serial No. 59,265. Original No.
1.118.113. date<l Nov. 24. 1914. Sertal No. 808.693. filed
Dec. 26, 1913. (Cl. 14

—

71.)

1. The combination with a hlnge<l ferry bridge, of
means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and for equalizing
the height of the bridge and boat, comprising a lifting ele
ment having one branch connected both to said bridge
and to said boat to exert a borliontal force on the boat
tending to hold the latter against the bridge and a lifting
force on the bridge, and a econ<l branch connected dl
rectly to the boat and adapted to exett a lifting force on
the latter.

2. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of
means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and for manipulating
the bridge, comprising a pulley secured to the free end
of the bridge, a stationary superstructure, a pulley mount-
ed thereon, a counter-balancing weight, and a flexible ele
ment running over the last mentioned pulley and having
one end connected to said counter weight and the other
end depending from said overhead structure and bifur-
cated, with one branch of said bifurcated end passing
ander the first mentioned pulley and s«»cured to the boat
and the other branch attached directly to the boat.

3. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of
means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and for manipulat-
ing the bridge, comprising a stationary superstrm ture, a
pulley mounted thereon, a flexible element running over
said pulley, a counterweight, means adjustably connect-
ing one end of said flexible elements to said counter-weight,
the other end of said flexible element being bifurcated, and
means for operatively connecting the one branch of said
bifurcated end both to said bridge and to a boat moored
thereto and the second branch of said bifurcated end to
said boat only, so that the first mentioned branch may
exert a horizontal force on the boat tending to hold the
latter against the bridge and exert a lifting force on the
bridge, and said second branch of said bifurcated end may
exert a lifting force on the latter when the boat is held
against the bridge.

4. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of
mean* for mooring a ferry boat thereto and for manipulat
Ing the bridge, comprising a stationary superstructure, a
pulley mounte<l thereon, a flexible element running over
said pulley, a counter weight, means adjustably connect-
ing one end of said flexible element to said counter weight.
the other end of said flexible element being bifurcated.
means for ooeratively connecting one branch of said bl-

furcated end both to said bridge and to a boat moored
thereto and the second branch of said blfurcate<l end to

said boat only, so that the first mentioned branch may
exert a horizontal force on the boat tending to hold the

latter against the bridge and exert a lifting force on the

bridge and said second branch may exert a lifting force on

the boat when the latter is held agalnat the bridge, a re

stlient support for said counter-weight, and means for ad-

Justlniu the connection between said counter-weight and

said flexible element whereby said counter-weight may be

moved off said support and have all of its weight supported

through said flexible element, or may be permitted to

remain on said support and have a portion only of its

weight supported by said flexible element.

5. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge device

of means for mooring a ferry boat thereto and for equaliz-

ing the height of the bridge and boat, comprising a power

applying mechanism including a bifurcated lifting ele-

ment, means for connecting one branch of said bifurcated

element both to said bridge and to said boat and the other

branch to the boat only, so that the first mentioned branch

may simultaneously exert a horizontal force on the boat

tending to hold the latter against the bridge and a lifting

force on the bridge, while the other branch may exert a

lifting force only on the boat, and means for connecting

the first mentioned branch of said bifurcated element to

•aid bridge to exert a lifting force on the latter when

neither branch of said bifurcated element Is connected to

said boat.

6. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge of

means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and for manipulat-

ing the bridge, comprising parts secured to said bridge

and bearing on a boat moored thereto and thereby prevent-

ing said bridge from moving to too low a level relative to

said boat, a sUtlonary auperstructure, a pulley mounted

thereon, a flexible element running over aald pulley, a

counter-weight, means adjustably connecting one end of

said flexible element to said counter-weight, the other end

of said flexible element being bifurcated, means for con-

necting one branch of said bifurcated end both to said

bridge and to a boat moored thereto and for connecting the

other branch to the boat only, so that the first mentioned

branch may simultaneously exert a horizontal force on

the t>oat tending to hold the latter against the bridge, and

a lifting force on the bridge while the other branch may
exert a lifting force on the boat and means for connecting

the first mentioned branch to the bridge to exert a lifting

force on the latter, and when neither branch of said

bifurcated element is connected to the boat.

7. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of

means for mooring a ferryboat thereto comprising a lift

Ing element connected to said bridge and to said boat to

exert a horizontal force on the boat tending to hold the

latter against the bridge and a lifting force on the bridge.

8. The combination with a hlnge<l ferry bridge, of

means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and for manipu-

lating the bridge, comprising a pulley on the bridge, a

stationary superstructure, a pulley mounted thereon, a

counterweight, and a flexible element running over said

superstructure pulley and having one end connected to

said counterweight and the other end depending from said

overhead structure under the bridge pulley and connecte<1

to said boat to exert a horizontal force on the boat tend-

ing to hold the latter against the bridge and a lifting

force on the bridge.

9. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of

means for connecting a ferryboat therewith and for manip-

ulating the bridge, comprising a stationary superstruc-

ture, a pulley mounted thereon, a counterweight, and a

flexible element running over said pulley and having one

end connected to said counterweight and the other end

depending from said overhead structure and connected

to the boat to exert a lifting force thereon.

10. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of

means for connecting a ferryboat therewith and for manip-

ulating the bridge, comprising a stationary superstruc-

ture, a pulley mounted thereon, a counter weight, and a

flexible element running over said pulley and having one

end connected to said counter weight and the other end

depending from said overhead structure and connected

to the boat to exert a lifting force thereon, said bridge

being provided with overhanging projections whereby it

Is lifted with the boat when the boat Is lifted by said

flexible element.

11. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of

means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and for manipu-

lating the bridge comprising a pulley secured to the

bridge near Its free end, and a lifting cable depending

from an overhead support, extending under the pulley

and adapted to be secured to a boat, whereby said cable

exerts a lifting force on the bridge and tends to hold the

boat against the bridge.

12. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge and a

counter weight for supporting a portion of the weight of

the bridge, of means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and

for manipulating the bridge comprising a pulley secured

to the bridge near Its free end, and a lifting cable depend-

ing from an overhead support, extending under the pulley

and adapted to be secured to a boat, whereby said cable

exerts a lifting force on the bridge and tends to hold the
"

boat against the bridge.

13. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge and

means for supporting a portion of the weight of the

bridge, of means for mooring a ferryboat thereto compris-

ing a lifting element connected to said bridge and to said

boat to exert a horizontal force on the boat tending to

hold the latter against the bridge and a lifting force on

the bridge.

14. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge of

means for mooring a ferryboat thereto and for manipu-

lating the bridge, comprising parta secured to said bridge

and bearing on a boat moored thereto and thereby pre-

venting said bridge from moving to too low a level rela-

tive to said boat, a stationary superstructure, a pulley

mounted thereon, a flexible element running over said

pulley, a counter-weight, means adjustably connecting

one" end of said flexible element to said counterweight,

means for connecting the flexible element both to said

bridge and to a boat moored thereto so that the connec-

tion may simultaneously exert a horizontal force on both

the bridge and boat tending to hold the latter against the

bridge, and a lifting force on the boat

15. The combination with a ferry bridge, of means for

mooring a ferry boat thereto comprising a pulley In a ver-

tical plane on said bridge, a cable passing around a por-

tion of said pulley, and a counterweight, one end of said

cable being connected with the counter-weight and means
for connecting the other end of said cable with a ferry

boat, whereby the ferry boat Is yieldingly drawn toward

said bridge.

16. The combination with a ferry bridge, of means for

mooring a ferry t>oat thereto comprising a pulley on aald

bridge, a cable passing around a portion of said pulley, and

a counterweight, one end of said cable being connected

with the counterweight, means for connecting the other

end of said cable with a ferry boat, whereby the ferry boat

Is yieldingly drawn toward said bridge, and means for

controlling said counterweight when it is desired to

disconnect said cable from the ferry boat.

17. The combination with a hinged ferry bridge, of

means for mooring a ferry boat thereto and for manipulat-

ing the bridge, comprising a stationary superstructure, a

pulley mounted thereon, a flexible element running over

said pulley, a counter-weight, means adjustably connecting

one end of said flexible element to said counter-weight the

other end of said flexible element being bifurcated, means

for operatively connecting one branch of said bifurcated

end both to said bridge and to a boat moored thereto and

the second branch of said bifurcated end to said l)oat only,

so that the first mentione<i branch may exert a horizontal

force on the boat tending to hold the latter against the

bridge and exert a lifting force on the bridge and said

second branch may exert a lifting force on the boat when
the latter Is held against the bridge, a support for said

counter-weight, and means for adjusting the connection

between said counterweight and said flexible element

whereby aald counterweight may be moved off said sup-

port and have all of its weight supported through said
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Hexlble element, or may be permitted to remain on said
support and have a portion only of its weight supported by
said flexible element.

14.314. LIQUID-GAGE. Habbison D. FLaoBL, Racine,
Wis., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The Akron-
8«l!e Co., Akron. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed
Aug. 28, 1914. Serial No. 859,128. Original No.
1.0«7.477. dated July 15. 1913, SerUl No. 762,932,
filed Mar. 8, 1913. (CI. 73—82.)

1. A gage for liquid containing tanks, comprising a re-
ciprooable member, means normally maintaining said mem-
ber at one limit of Its movement, a float, and means con-
nected to said float and arranged to limit the movement
of said receprocable member away from Its normal posi-
tion to an amount depending upon the amount of liquid
In Mid tank.

2. A gage for liquid containing tanks, comprising an
upright member, a device slldable along said member,
means normally maintaining said member at one point of
Its movement, a float, and means attached to said float
and projecting Into the path of movement of said device
and arranged to limit the movement of the same away
fr»m Its normal position to an amount depending upon
the amount of liquid In the tank.

3. A gage for liquid containing tanks, comprising a
float within the tank, means for guiding the float In its
movements, a manually op-rable feeler member project-
ing through the tank wall, means normally maintaining
•aid feeler member In a definite position, and means for
•rrestiag the movement of said feeler member away from
aid normal position at a point dependent upon the poal-
tlon of the float, whereby the liquid content of the tank
may be indicated.

4. In a gage for liquid containing tank;*. In combination,
a supporting member, a float carried thereby, a feeler
member movable along said supporting member and com
prising manually operable means projecting outside of
aid tank whereby said feeler member may be shifted
along said supporting member, means normally malnuln-
Ing said feeler member in a definite zero position, and
means for arresting the movement of said feeler member
•way from said zero position at a point dependent upon
the position of the float.

5. In a gage for liquid containing tanks, in combination,
a float adapted to follow th^- liquid level, a movable mem-
ber supported Independently of said float, manually op-
erated means connected to said member and projecting

ouuide of said tank and adapted to atalft said movable
Maker along a definite path, and means governed by
aid float for rendering the length of said path propor-
tional to the amount of liquid In the tank, said member
being normally maintained oat of contact with said float
governing means.

•. A gage for liquid containing tanka. comprising a
obstantially vertical guide member, a float, a manually
oP*f«t«*d feeler member supported for movem»*nt in(Jepend-
ently of said float and parallel to aald guide member, and
means connected to aaid float for restraining the move-
ment of aald feeler member In proportion to the amount of
liquid In the tank, said feeler meml>er being normally
maintained out of contact with said means.

7. la • gage for liquid conuinlng tanks, a manually
reolpro<-a ble member, a float and means connected to said
float for limiting the movement of said member according
to the amount of liquid In the tank, aald member l>eing
normally maintained out of contact with said means.

8. A Ilquld-gage attachable to a Unk to depend therein,
and which comprises a vertical shell, a scale-slide guided
in the shell through the upper end thereof, a plate In
pivotal connection with the lower portion of said shell
and having an upper circular ratchet toothed edge and •
similarly toothed lower eccentric edge with which said
slide is alternately engageable, a ro<l extending from the
plate between aaid edgea thereof, and a float attached to
the rod.

9. A Ilquld-gage atUchable to a tank to depend therein,
and which comprises a vertical shell longitudinally
slotted at Its lower end. a scale slide guldetl In the shell
through the upper end of the same ami also longitudinally
slotted at its lower end, a pivotally hung plate engaging
the shell and slide slota and which has an upper circular
ratchet toothed edge and a similarly t«xithed kwer eccen-
tric edge with which said slide Is alternately engageable,
a rod extending from the plate l>etween said edges thereof
and a float attached to the rod.

10. A liquid gage attachable to a tank and which com
prises a vertli-al shell provldf<l with an upper flange <on-
stltutlng a closure for an opening In a tank through
which the shell depends, a scale slide guided In said shell
through the upper end of the same, a plate In pivotal con
nectlon with the lower portion of the aforesaid shell and
having an upper circular ratchet tooth.-d edge and a simi-
larly toothed lower eccentric edge with which said slide is
alternately engageable, a rod extending from the plate
between said e<lgf>K thereof and a float attached to the rod.

11. A liquid gage attachable to a tank to depend there-
in and which comprises a vertical shell having an upper
stuflUng box end. a spring-controlled scale-slide guided In
the shell through said upper end thereof, a plate In plv
otal connection with the lower portion of said shell and
having an upper circular ratchet toothed edge and a simi-
larly toothed lower eccentric edge with which said slide
Is alternately engageable. a ro<l extending from the plate
between said e<lges thereof and a float attached to the rod.

12. A liquid gage attachable to a tank and which com-
prises a vertical shell having an upper stufllng box end
and a lower longitudinal slot, a scale rod guided In the
shell through said upper end thereof and having a lower
offset longitudinally slotted plate-extension, a pivotally
hung plate engaging the slots of the shell and plate ex-
tension of the scale-rod, an upper circular edge of the
pivotal plate and a lower eccentric edge of the same being
ratchet -toothed for alternate engagement of said slide, a
rod extending from said plate between the toothed edges
thereof, and a float attached to the rod.

1

DESIGNS.
60,86«i. LIGHTING-FIXTURE. Harbt C. Adam, 8t.

Louis, Mo. Filed Apr. 12, 1917. Serial No. 161.668.

Term of patent 14 years.

50,863. LAMP-r>OOR. William F, Anklam, Detroit.

Mich., assignor to C, M, Hall Lamp Company, Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

Serial No. 163.090. Term of patent 14 yeara.

The design for a lighting fixture, as shown.

60.861. LIGHTING FIXTURE. Harkt C. Adam, St.

Louis. Mo. Filed Apr. 12. 1917. Serial No. 161,669.

Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a lamp door, substantlallj

as shown.

The design for a lighting fixture, as Bhown.

00,862. LAMP-DOOR. William F. .\nklam, Detroit,

Mlrh.. assignor to C. M. Hall Lamp Company, Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed .\pr. 18, 1917.

Serial No. 163,089. Term of patent 14 years.

50,864. WATER-HEATER SHELL. Charlib A, Back-

8T«0M, Crafton, Pa., assignor to Pittsburg Water Heater

Company, a Corporation of New .Tersey. Filed Mar. 28,

1917. Serial No. 167,022. Term of patent 14 yeara.

The ornamental design for a lamp door, sabstantlally

as shown.

mm
The ornamental design for a water heater shell, itlb-

I stantiallv as shown and described.
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"po",„a.'Z^1?,:,'3L^ "•r.;«..f-.!"-' I
««•• _WAI,L.BH.CKET rOR L.OHT.NG.r.XXOBES.Portland. Orejj. Filed Apr. 30, 1917. Serial No. 165.625

Term of patent 7 yt-ars
RoBKBT Y. Barkows. Rutliprford. and Gmouam V. Siiu-
H.».\. .Newark. N. J. Filed >pr. 25, 1917. Serial No.
164.571. Term of patent 7 yeara.

The ornamental design for a lighting fixture, as shown.

50.866. COMBINED FIXTURE AND VALVE. Andbiw
J. Babr. Mansfield. Ohio, assignor of one half to Her-
man E. Homberger. Mansfield. Ohio. Filed July 31
1916. Serial No. 112.473. Term of patent 3J years

The ornamental design for a wall bracket for llchtlag
flxtares, as shown.

54X868. GLASS BOWL FOR A LIOHTIN(5 FIXTURE.
Pba.nk S. Cbowbll. Toledo, Ohio, assignor to The West-
ern <ia.s Fixture Co.. Toledo. Ohio, a Corporation of
Ohio. Filed Apr. 80. 1917. SerUl No. 166.623. Term
of patent 3 J years.

1-^

The ornamental design for a combined ftTtnre and valve
as shown.

The ornamental design for a gUsa bowl for a lighting
fixture, as shown.

\
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50.869. LIGHTING-FIXTURE ARM. Frank 8. Crowill,
Toledo. Ohio, assignor to The Western Gas Fixture Co..

Toledo. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Apr. 80,

1017. Serial No. 165,624. Term of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a lighting fixture arm, as

shown.

•0.870. HANDLE FOR A FORK OR SIMILAR ARTICLE.
(iaoRoa E. CcRTiss. New Britain. Conn., assignor to

Landers, Frary k Clark. New Uritnln, Conn., a Corpora

tlon of Connecticut. Filed Mar. 28. 1916. Serial No.

86..320. Term of patent 14 years.

r\

t-

Ttae omM mental design for a iiandle (or a («rk or simi-

lar article.

239 O. G.—19

50.871. TREAD FOR AUTOMOBILE-TIRES. Frank T.

Faircloth, San Francisco, Cal. Filed Apr. 1«. 1917.

Serial No. 162,571. Term of patent 14 years.

^^tir

The ornamental design for a tread for automobile tires

as shown.

« , 8 7 2 . BODY FOR AN OVAL BRACKET BACK.
Charles Er.vbst Jonbs. Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 23,

1917. Serial Xo. 164,062. Term of patent 3J years.

V(5;.^.>T.li-'"

«^

The ornamental design for a body for an oval l»ra<kH

hack, as shown.
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50.873. TIRE. Euginb A. Josum. I>oii Anjeles, Cal.
Pllpd Apr. 28. 1917. Sorlal No. 166.280. Term of pat-
ent 14 years.

mnnmm
The ornamentfll design for a tire, an shown.

50374. LAMP-STAND. FaBPiBicit K. Macbz, Cleveland.
Ohio, assignor to The Scott Ullman Company, CTere-
land. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.
Serial No. 167,571. Term of patent 3 J years.

The ornamental design for a lamp stand as shown.

50,875. ROCKING-CHAIR. Thoiiab J. McCotmcK,
New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 14. 1917. Serial No.
164.879. Term of patent 14 years.

t

The ornamental design for a rocking chair, as shown.

50.876. GLASS BOWL FOR A LIOHTINO-riXTTRE.
AuraiD W. Riisca. Toledo, Ohio, assignor to The W.'st-
ern Gas Fixture Co., Toledo. Ohio, a Corporation of
Ohio. Filed Apr. 30. 1917. Serial No. 168.620. Term
of patent 3i years.

<%¥/>
^Ny^

The ornamental design for a glass bowl for a lighting
flxture. as shown.

60.877. GLASS SHADE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
ALracD W. Reisks. Toledo. Ohio, assignor to The West-
ern Gas Fixture Co.. Toledo. Ohio, a Corporation of
Ohio. Filed Apr. .'JO, 1917. Serial No. 166,621. Term
of patent 3) years.

The ornamental design for a glai
lights, as shown.

tor atoetrte

June 5, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. •9*

60.878. GLASS SHADE FOR ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
ALTIBD W. Riiaaa. Toledo, Ohio, assignor to The West-

ern Gas Fixture Co.. Toledo. Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Apr. 30, 1917. Serial No. 166,622. Term
of patent 3} years.

The ornamental design for a glass shade for electric

lights, as shown.

50,879. PAIR OF FORCEPS. WAiyr«H M. Shmtlbr.
Litchfield. Nebr. Filed Apr. 11. 1916. Serial No.

90,611 Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for n pair of forceps, as shown.

60.880. CASKET. Cla«k L. Smith. Spokane. Wash.

Filed Feb. 19, 1917. SerUl No. 149,687. Term of pat-

ent 7 years.

I

The ornamental design for a casket, substantially as

shown.

60.881. TREAD FOR AUTOMOBILE-TIRES. BTJa»M
Von Vaboyas, Washington. D. C. Filed Jan. 9, 1917.

Serial No. 141,871. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for the tread for automobile

tires, as shown.

60.882. VELOCIPEDE FOR THE USE OF CHILURE.N.
HOMBK W. Cask. PittKburgh. Pa., assignor to Pitts-

burgh Toy Vehicle Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Jan.

16, 1917. Serial No. 142,769. Term of patent Si

years.

The ornamental design for a velocipede for the use of

children, as shown.
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50,863. UOLF-BALL. Jambs Pbixolb Cochkank. Sdln-
burgh. Scotland. Fllwl Jan. 28. 1917. Serial No.
144.065. T«?rin of patent 7 years.

The ornamental denign for a golf b«ll. as shown.

50.884. BUTTON. EMBLE.M. OR OTHER INSIGNIA.
Or.%cb E. Fairchild. .\«w York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 27.
1!)17. Serial No. 157,834. Term of patent 7 years.

i06r^&E^i*@^

The ornamental design for a batten, emblem or other
Insignia, as shown.

50.885. TRAY. Isidor Frbid, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed
Mar. 20. 1917. Serial No. 156,209. Term of patent 7
years.

The ornamental design for a tmy as abown.

50.886. PLATE OR SIMILAR ARTKI.E. ALraBD H.
GiBLACH, Chlrago. 111., assignor to The Meyercord Com-
pany. Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 9, 1917. Serial No
160,900. Term of patent 31 y«ir«.

The ornamental design for an artlt-le of manufacture
a.s shown.

50,887, TEXTILE FABRIC. Robert E. GonrKBY. New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 2, 1917. Serial No. 169,838.
Term of patent Si years.

V

V
I

The ornamental design for a textile fabric as shown.

50.888. TK.XTILK FABRIC. Robert E. GoorBBT, New
York, N. Y. FlU^ Apr. 2. 1917. Serial No. 159.889.
Term of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a textile fabric as sbowi
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50.889. TEXTILE FABRIC. Robert E. GoorRXT, New
York, N, Y. Filed Apr, 2. 1917. Serial No. 159,840.

, Term of patent 31 years.

The ornamental design for a textile fabric as shown.

60,890. TEXTILE FABRIC. Robert E. GoDrHEY, New
York. N. Y. Fllod Apr. 2, 1917, SerUl No. 159,341.

Term of patent 3i years.

i

50.891. TEXTILE FABRIC. Robert E. GoorREV. New
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 2, 1917. Serial No. 159.842.

Term of patent 3} years.

The ornani'-ntal design for a textile fabric as shown.

50,892. LABEL. George S. HrBsr, Glastonbury. Conn.,

assignor to The J. B. Williams Company, Glastoatmry,

Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Piled Feb. 21,

1917. Serial No. 150,279. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a label, as shown.

The ornamental design for a textile fabric as shown.

50,893. BADGE OR BUTTON. Frederick L. Lokc, C«-

dargrove, N. J., assignor to National School Camp As-

sociation, Inc.. Nfw York. N. Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Apr. 9, 1917. Serial No, 160,897. Term
of patent 14 years.

The omamontal design for a badge or bntton. as shown.
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00.894. ROSARY-MEDAL. FlusciB J. McLocoHLiM.
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 19, 1916. 8«rlal No. 92,802.
Term of patent 14 years.

50.8W. LACE. Ida P. Rimer. New York. N. Y.. a»-
slgnor to Felix Meyer. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 10,
1917. SerUl No. 161.083. Term of patent 7 jmn.

The ornamental design for a rosary medal, sabstan-
tlally as shown.

»0,895. LACE. Ida P. Ribgcb. New York. N. T.. as-
signor to Felix Meyer. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 28,
1917. Serial No. 164.0C9. Term of patent 3i yeara.

The design for lace as herein shown.

00.897. LACE. Ida P. Riacaa. New York. N. Y., as-
signor to Felix Meyer. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 24.
1917. Serial No. 164,292. Term of patont 3i years.

The dei>it(n for lace as herein shown. The design for lare as herein shown.
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JUNE 5. 1917

The following trade-marks are published In compliance with section 6 of the act of

February 20, 1905, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within

thirty days of this date.

Marks applied for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provision

In clause (b) of section 5 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said sict, a fee of ten dollars must accompany each

notice of opposition.

8«r. No. 78.900. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI- ' 8«r. No. 87,444. (CLASS 82. PUBKITl RE ANDUPHOL-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Fox and Fox. Philadelphia, Pa. 1 STERY.) Baknsy Schkb, New York, N. Y. Filed June

Piled Nov. 11, 1913. 19. 1018.

r \-/

A

Patticular detcription of gooda.—IMcklea, Catsup, Cakes,

Candles, and Ice-Cream.

Claim* uae since Sept. 11. 1908.

No claim being made to the name " Barney Sober."

Particular description of goods.—Kitchen and Parlor

Chairs, Bedsteads, Rockers, Buffets, Dlnlng-Room and

Parlor Tables. Mirrors, and Desks.

Claims use since Jan. 1, 1915.

ger. No. 85,455. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
: ^^ ^^ ^^^ (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES. NON-ALCO-

AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Th« Staf-
, ^ j ^^^ WAHUlENirs Rbssarch Laboratory.

FOBD Company, ReadvUle, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 26,

1915.

Qil^
Particular description of (joods.—Looms.

Claims use since Dec. 11, 1912.

Chicago, III. Flle«l Jan. 24, 191«.

BRANNEW
Particular description of <foods.—A Soft Drink.

Claimn use since Jan. 19, 1916.

8er. No. 85.456. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) The Staf-

ford Company. ReadvlUe, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 26,

1915.

Particular description of goods.—Looma.

Claim/t use since Dec. 11, 1912.

Ser. No. 92,489. (CLASS 10. FERTILIZERS.) Ameri-

can Cyanamid Company, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan.

29, 1916.

Particular description of goods.-

for Airrlcultural Purposes.

Claims use since Oct. 1, 1916.

-A Chemical Compound

[Vol. 289. No 1.J
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Ser. No. 92.817. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION
EHY.) Thi Rose Patch A Label Co., Grand Rapids
Mich. Filed Feb. 12, 1816.

ROSE

No claim b«-ln» mad** to the exclualrc asc of the word*
' Pateoted Process " and " Label."
Particular deitcription of goods.—Blank Labels.
Claim* H»€ since Oct. 20. 1915.

Ser. No. 92.831. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEDICAL. AND
SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) G.o. L. CL.irLij* Com-
pany, ProTldence, R. I. Filed Feb. 14, 1916.

<CSEACO
No claim !s made by appll,^nt to the word " Sundard "
Farticulor description of ffoods.—HofWAter Bottlea

Syrlnce*. Ice-Cap*. Invalid Rings. Surjflcal Rubber Glorea'
Breast-Pumps, and Atomlxers.

Claims use since July 1. 1914.

Ser. No. 93.862. (CLASS 4. ABRA8IVK. DETERGENTAND POLISHING M.4TERIAL8.) West Coast Soap
Company, Oakland. Cal. Filed Mar. 24. 1918.

WHITE NAVY
Particular descriptiom of goods.—Soap.
Claims use since about 1901.

Ser. No. 93.929. (CLASS 34. IIE-\TINO. LIGHTINGAND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Consolidated Ca«-
Heatino Co., Albany, N. Y. Filed Mar. 28. 1916.

tariicular description of i;ood«.—Cooking-8tOT«E
Claims use since Jan. 1, 1910.

».-;i,«
'^-^^ (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-ENTS OF FOODS.) DtPREY Faulmann Company De-

troit. Mich. Filed Apr. 3, 191«

W^
Particular detcriptiun of uoods.—Mustard. Catlap, Jel-

lies, Vinegar.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1916.

S«r. No. M,4»8. (CLASS 21 ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.. Thos. Crocbee
& SO.N8, Ltd., Birmingham, England. Filed Apr. 18
1916.

APOLLO
Particular description of poorf*.—Electric*l-I«nltlon

Sparking Plugx. El.ctric Horns and Alarms. ElectricalLamps and Lighting Sets. Elertrlral Fusible Cnt-Outs
Electric Switches, and Electric Accumolators and Bat-
teries. Electric Dynamos. Electric Fans, and Electric
Blowers.

Claims use since Dec. 21, 1912.

Ser. No. 94.631. (CIMS.s 4H FOODS \ND INGREDIENTS OF FOODS.> Em.l J. Schcexema. Phfu.fe
phla. Pa. Filed Apr. 21, 1916.

The lines shown on the drawing are merely for shading
purposes and do not represent color, no claim being mad«
to the word " Dresden."

Particular detcription of goods.—Caady, and More Par-
ticularly Chocolates.

Claims ust since Mar. 11. 1911.

Sor. No. 94.672. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION
TERIALS.) Imperial RooriNo Mro. Compa.nt, Chi-
cago. III. Plied Apr. 24, 1916.

[Vol 88t. Wo. 1.]

Particular dascription of p'wda.—Composition Roofing
Claim* use since Mar. 1, 1909.
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Ber. No. 96,864. (CL-\SS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) ALBANY PEurOKATEl* WKAPPINO PaPBR COM-
FAMT, Albany. N. Y. Filed July 26, 1916. Under ten-

year prorlao.

C(»y.-

^-iXX^^'

Particular dcscriptitm of ijoods.—Toilet-Paper and
Paper Towels.

Claims use since Nov. 13. 1890.

r. No. 97,285. (CLASh 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
NT8 OF FOODS.) STBiKWB.M>Eu-STorrRBOE.N CorrEE
Co,, St. Loote, Mo. File<l Aug. 11. 1916.

Coffee, Spices, andPctrticular d«scripti^m of goods.

Flavoring Extracts for Food.

Claims use since about July 10, 1906. or earlier.

Ser. No. 97.289. (CLASS .Irt. MUSICAL INSTRT'MENTS
AND SUPPLIES.) C. Baueb A Sons, Brookl.vn, N. Y.

Filed Aug. 11, 1916. Under ten year proviso.

%mn
Particular description of goods.—Pianos and Player-

Pianos.

Claims use since December. 1894.

Ser. No. 97.426. (CLASS 30. CROCKERY, EARTHEN
WARE. AND PORCELAIN.) Lenox, Incorporated,
Trenton, N. J. Filed Aug. 18, 1916.

Ser. No. 97,449. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) The
Fadltlesb Ri;bbeb Co., Ashland, Ohio. Filed Ang. 19,

1910.

WOfiA^
PaHicular description of goods.—Household Rubber

Gloves.

Claims use since January, 1906.

Ser. No. 97,466. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
AND SI'PPLIES.) Herbert A, Saoe, Detroit. Mich.

Filed Aug. 21, 1916.

Part<ct«Ior description of goods.—Phonographs.

Claims use since July 28, 1916.

Ser. No. 97.898. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) De Boee *

Bach, New York, N. Y. Filed Sept. 11, 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Cutlery—viz., Steel

Pocket, Pen, and Jack Knives, Scissors, and Razors.

Claims ust since Jan. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 98,280. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) Waters-Walch Mro, Co., St. Louis. Mo. Filed

Sept. 27. 1916.

<I>

BELLEEK

Particular denniption of goods.—Undecorated Table- Particular description of goods.—Writing-Paper and
ware of Porcelain and Earthenware. I Envelops.

Claims use since Feb. 1. 1906. 1 Claims use since May 18, 1912.

fVoL 289. KO. 1.)
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8«r. No. 98,775. (CLASS 23. CITLERY. MACHINERY^D TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) TH0M80X
Machi.ve Company, Belleville. N. J. Filed Oct 19,
1918.

HEART

BAKERY

Parttcular deaoription of j/oo«l«.—Dough-Mlxlng Ma-
chines, Dough Balling. Rounding-Up. or Handlng-Up Ma-
chines. Prooflng-Machlnes. Dough-Molding Machines and
Flour Blenders. Elevators, and Sifters for Bread Making

Claimt u«0 since 1913.

8«r No. 99.128. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS. ANDSPORTING GOODS.) GeForce W. Parker. Minneapo-
lis, Minn. Piled Nov. 8, 1918.

)/^P{H5)y;
Particular description of f^ood*.—Mechanical Toys
tlaima u»e since Oct. 11, 1916.

^%T^'?«?'^®®- <^^^^ ^2. CONSTRIM-TION MATE-RIALS.) THE u.HiTED States Asphalt Reflnlno CoNew \ork, N. Y. Filed Nov. 13. 1916.

B/rOSF
Particular deMcHptton of ffoodt.—Aapbnlt and Asphalt

Paving Material!*.

Claimt uae since March. 1907.

Sor. No. 99.305. (CLASS 8. CHEMICALS MEDI
CINE8. AND PHARMACEl'TICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Trie Blce Duiu Co., ColumbuH, Ohio. Flletl X«v 14
1918.

*
'

TRUE BLUE
Particular description of (7oo<*«.—Aromatic Castor OH

Arnl.a Salve, Antiseptic Cones or Vaginal Suppositories!
Asthma Treatment. Bronchial Loienges, Blood - Tonic
Baby-Laxative. Baby Cough Syrup, Croup Treatment.'
Camphor and Menthol Balm, Corn Remwiv. Charcoal Wa-
ters. Carbolic .Saiv,,. Cafarrh Halm ; Cascara, Aromatic;
Diarrhea-Cordial, Eczema Treatment. Eye-Water, Extract
Beef with Iron and Wine, Emulsion of Pure Cod-Liver
OH with Hypophosphltes of Lime and Soda. Headache-
Tablets, Healing Cerate for Treating Sores and Ilcers •

Household Unlment for External U-oe In Treating Sprains
Swollen Joints, Lame Back, Rheumatism, and Neuralgia

'

Kldney-Pllls. Kidney Treatment. IndlgeHtlon Tablets. Lax-
ative Pellets, Laxative Quinin Tablets. Laxative Com-

(Vol. W9.

pound. Laxative Herbs. larkspur Lotion. Llver-Granulea,
Llthla Tablets. Milk of Magnesia. Mints and Pepsin Tab-
lets. Mints and Charcoal Tablets. Nervine Compound
Nerve-Tonic. Nutritive Cordial. Plle-Olntment Pile
Cones or Suppositories. Potash Tablets. Rat Paste' Rhm-
matism-^Treatment Tablets; Rose Cream, a Lotion for
Chapped Hands; Santal-Compound Globules, Sore Throat
Treatment. Sulfur and Cream Tartar Ix)ienges Syrup of
Hypophosphltes. Tooth Paste, Vegetable Compoun.l as a
I terlne Tonic. Vital Tonic for Nervous Disorders. Whlte-
Ilne and Red-Spruce Compound Cough Balsam. Whlte-
Plne and Wild ('herry Compoun.l. White-Plne Compound
with Tar. White Oil for Constipation. Wltch-Ha.el Salve,
and Worm-Chocolates.

Claims use since Oct. 1, 1915.

Ser. No. 99.316. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-ENTS OF FOODS.) Whit.v.t Yeast Compast New
Flle<l Nov. 15. 1918.

'York. N. Y.

Particular description of u'J»ds.—Yeftst.
Claims use since Nov. 8, 1916.

Ser. No. 99.487. (CLASS 8. SMOKERS' ARTICLES
NOT INCLUDING TOBACCO PRoDK'TS.) Wau.es
& Co.. Prague-Wrw h(.witz. ..UHtrla Hungary. Filed Nov.

Being a r.prt-svutatlon or portrait of Elisabeth Coy
a living person, Imloseil in a triangular figure.

Particular description i,f i/oodn.—Cigarette-Paper
Claims use since Jan. 8. 1916.

ne,

Ser. No. 99.489 (CLASS 8. SMt»KERS' ARTICLESNOT INCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS.) Wau,b8
& Co., Prague Wrschowlti. AustrlaHungarj. Filed Nov.

Helng a representation or portrait of Elliabeth Coyne
a living person.

Particular descripti^m of u'>"ds.—Clgmrett*-Paper.
Claims use since Feb. 28, 1916.

No. 1.)
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Ser. No. 99.788. (CLASS 23. CUTT.ERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Aktibbola-

OBT SVBNBKA 'Kdllaoekfarrikbn. Gothenburg, Sweden.

Filed Dec 6, 1918.

Particular description of goods.—Machines and Machine

Parts—Namely. Toothed Wheels and Toothed Gearings.

ClaiMM use alDce Mar. 15, 1916.

Ser. No. 99.797. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Schloreb Delicatbbbbn

COMPANY, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Dec. 8, 1918.

The aaiM " The Schlorer Delicatessen Co." is dis-

claimed.

Partroular descriptit^n of goods.—Foods and Ingredi-

ents of Foods—Namely, Mayonnaise and OUvenalse.

Claims use since May 17, 1915.

8er. No. 99,832. (CLASS 19. VBHICLB8, NOT IN-

CLUDING ENGINES.) Amebican Wagon Company,
Chicago. 111. Filed Dec. 11. 1916.

8 IN 1
Particular drmcription of goods.—W^agon and Truck

Bodies.

Claimt use since about Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 99.871. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT
EES' MATERIALS.) Elijah F. Ballard, Dallas,

Tei. Filed Dec. 12, 1918.

The proprietor herein, E. F. Ballard, disclaims the

word " Polish."

particular deHcription of goods.—A Certain Polish

for Polishing Floor-Surfaces. Furniture, and Automobiles.

Claims use since on or about the Ist day of May. A. D.

1918.

[Vol. 289.

Ser. No. 99.888. (CLASS 28. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Detroit

Twist Drill Co^ Detroit. Mich. Filed Dec. 13. 1916.

Particular description of goods.-

terg, and Special Cutting-Tools.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1908.

-Drills, Reamers. Cut-

Ser. No. 99,896. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) Melooius Phonograph
Co., New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 13. 1918.

Melodius" or theNo claim being made to the word
expression " Sounds the Sweetest."

Particular desoription of goods.—Phonographs,

Claims use since Nov. 20, 1916.

Ser. No. 99.944. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Panther

Ri-BBER Manufacturing Company, Stoughton, Mass.

Filed Dec. 14, 1918.

oOo
No claim is made to the words ' Tri-Plog " or " Xon-

SUp," the representation of the three circles, or the heel-

outline.

Patticular description of gooda.—Rubber Heels.

Claims use since Sept. 1, 1915.

Ser. No. 100,201. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) THE Chable*

William Storeh, Inc., Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Dec.

27, 1918.

Particular description of goodx.—Sewlng-Machlnea.

Claims u«« since Aug. 24, 1918.

No. I.]
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Ser. No. 100^25. (CLASS 35. BELTING, HOSE MA-
CHINERY PACKING. AND NON-METALLIC TliBS.)
Stevens Piston Ring CcypASY, Fieeport. N. Y. Filed
Dec. 28, 1916.

Particular deacriptujn of ffoods.—PlBtoa-Riags.
Claims ute since Sept. 20, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,251. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) The Dr.z-
WELL Co. I.Nc. New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 30. 1916.

"Prtck. ^ l^ ""v"
^° ^^' «clu8lve ««, of the sloganFrocks for Every Yonn* and Younger Woman "

aoartfrom the mark as shown in the speclmen.s.
^

dl.te^-'MlI.,''^:^"^
"^ .-^^^--Ladles-. Interme-diates. Misses, and Juniors' One and Two Piece DressesWaists, and Onlmpe*.

cresses,

Claima uae since Ekecember. 1914,

^r '"^"^'i^
^^- ^^^^^ 10. FEBTILIZEES ) W.i.

Lnder ten-year proviso.
19i:

Particular description of fir«od«._FertllUer
Claims uae since Mar. 1, 1882.

Ser. No. 100..345. (CLA8S 10. FERTILIZERS.) WiL-

1W17. Under ten-year proviso.

PUHMAN'S
STANDARD

MIXTURE

Particular descHption of i;ood« —Fertlllier.
Claims use since Mar. 1. 1S87.

er. No. 100.303. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) I.-^tmna-
TiOKAL Clat Machimbbt Co., iHiTton. Ohio. Filed Jan
4. 1917.

No claim belngr nwde to the words •• International Clay
-Machinery Co," ami ' Imj too, Ohio, U. S. A."

Particular descriptfrn of ^•o^—a Geiieral Line of
ClayWorking Ma. hlnery. as FoMowu : Brick-Marhlnes
Hollow-Ware Machines. Hoft Mn.l HrUk Mac hlnes. Disin-
tegrators, Smooth-Roll Crusher. Foar-Roll Crushers,
Conlcal-Koll Crusher, Automatic Hi«le-Cuttlng Tables, End-
Cut Automatic Cutting Tables. Semi Automatic Cutting-
Tables. Hand BrickCutting Tables, Hollow Ware-Cutting
Tables. Automatic Tlle-Cuttlng Tables, Hollow-Ware Trim-
mer. Wet Pan Emptier*. Cup-Elevator Fixtures. Waste-
Clay Elevator Fixtures. Chain rUy-Elevator Fixtures
Belt Conveyers, Waste-CUy Conveyers. Hoists for Cars
Winding Drum Fixtures. Pug Mills. CUy-Granolators'
Power KrUk Re Pre^iM-s. Ilsn.l Bri. k Re-Presses. P.nta
gon-Rooflng-Tlle Press, Piano Wire Screen. Revolving
Screens. Brick Molds. I»umplng Tables. .VIold-Sanders
Turn-Tabl^ PorUWe Track. Cl«y-F.-ed«r«. Dry Brtck-
PreMea, Sp«^l ikm for Brick and Hollow-War« Ma-
chines. Drain Tile Dlea. Ornamental Brick Dies. Flre-
Brlck Dies, Roofing Tile Dies, Blung.r Mills, Chaser Mills.
Color-Mills, Fret-Cylinders. Glaze Mills. Pottery Printing
Press, Pottery Pug-MUla. Slip-Pump, Wad Mills, Whirlers,
Jollies, Potters' Lathes. L«wn-Scre.ns. Filler Presses, Frlc-
tlon-Clutch Pulleys. Set Ollars. Shafting-Couplings, Pll-
low-Blocks. Beater-Engines, Hoists. Combined Pug Mills
and Dlslntegraton*. Combined Brick-Machines and Pu«-
Mllls.

Claim* use since Nor. 15, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,386. (CLASS 18. HARDWARE AND
PLUMBIM; and steam - FITTING SUPPLIES.)
UNtTxo Bbass MAifCFAcnaiMo COMPAWT, Cleveland
Ohio. Filed Jan. 6, 1917.

UniIeU

[VoLStS.

Pmrticuiar description of goods.—Cocka, Metallic Vaivea
for General Purpow^. and Faucets. Supply and Drain
Pipes aad Fittings.

CJnims use since May 1. 1915.

Ho. 1.1
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Ser. No. 100.393. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Thb p. W. DRACKBTr & SoNa Compact, Cincinnati.

Ohio. Filed Jan. 6. 1917.

No claim being made to the letter " D " except In the

conn»'<-tl«»D shown In the drawing.

Particular drsrription of goods.—Washing-Soda, Caus-

tle lk»da, Chloratetl Lime, and Causticlzed Carbonate of

i[»o<U.

CI ims MM* HiD4-e November, 1915.

Ser. No. 100,401. (CI^\SS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OP FOODS.) New Yobk Gbo«bbt Compakt,

Newark. N. J. Filed Jan. 6. 1917.

^HHE Uiy

Particular description of good*.—Coffee.

Claims use since June. 1902.

Ser. No. 100.424. (CLASS 34. HFLA.TING. LIGHTING,
AND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Thb Dcpiex Lioht-

i\u Ststbm Ijxcobpou.atu), Chicago, III. Filed Jan. 8,

1917.

Particular drscriptinn of <jo9dt.—Metal Reflectors for

Lighting Fixtures.

Claims use since July 22. 1916.

[¥•1. 219

Ser. No. 100.463. (CLASS 22. G.\MES. TOYS. AND
SPORTING GOODS.) The Alexandbb-Kbambi Com-
pany. Dayton. Ohio. Filed Jan. 9. 1917.

No claim being made to the wordi " Toya," " Special-

ties." and " Trade-Mark."
Particular description of. goods.—Toy Electric Motors.

Claims use elnce Dec. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.486. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Crew Livick Comfa.nv, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan.

9, 1917.

L-'t vV Ll \,

Particular description of goods.—IIlumlDRtiog. Lubrl-

i-atlng, and Burning OIIh and <ireaae«.

Claims use since on or alxtut July. 1916.

Ser. No. 100,488. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Ckbw Levick CoMPAjrT. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Jan.

9, 1917.

•"•^•-"^MlllPltjIilJ

The panel-background |k shown In the drawing colored

red, having a dark border line.

Particular description of goods.—Illuminating, Lubri-

cating, and Burning Oils and Greases.

Clatms use since on or at>out July, 1915.

Ser. No. 100.598. (CLASS 29. BROOMS. BRUSHES,
AND DU8TBK8.) Goldman Costimb Compam, New
York, N. Y. FUed Jan. 13, 1917.

(3eapOa&4

Coraprislng the words " Betty Wales. Plo«hkln." with

the doll figure, all inclose*! In a rertnngle. no claim l>etDg

made to the exclnslve right to the u«e of the words " Trade
Mark."

Partirular de^eriptutn of good*.—Tooth. Nail, Hair,

Varnish. Wall. Whitewash. Paint. Shaving. Military,

Clothe.-*. Hat, Toilet. Shoe, Scrub. Celling. Flo,»r. and Eye-
brow Brushes : Brooms, powder I'uffs ; I^usters with
Feather. String. Hair, or Hristle Ends ; Mops. Bottle-

Cleaning Brushes. Artists' Brushes, and Whisks.
(UiimH use since Jan. 5, 1917.

Ho. 1.]
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Ber. No. 100.708. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Mart Abbib Hall. Tulsa. Okla. Filed Jan. 18. 1917.

" Mary Abbie " being a fasoimile of the applicant's flrst

two names In her signature, no claim being mMde for the
term "Trade Mark."

PartiruUir dearription of gnodt.—Hair-Tonic and Scalp
Treatment.

Claimit uite since Aug. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,884. (CLA.*«S 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Goldman Costcmb Compa.nt. New York. N. T. Piled
Jan. 24. 1917.

(SetCpOtdL

Comprising the words " Betty Wales," " Ploshkln." and
" Trade Mark," with the doll flgiire. all within a rectangu-
lar figure, no claim l>elng made to the exclusive use of the
words " Trade Mark."

ParticuUir description of goods.—Candles. Type-Writer
and Machine Oil. Lubricants, and Paraffin.

Claima use since .Ian. 5, 1917.

Ser. No. 100.886. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) GOLDMAK CoSTCMf COMPANY.
New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 24, 1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales," " IMoshkin." and
"Trade Mark," with the doll figure, all within a rectangu-
lar figure, no claim being made to the exclusive use of the
words ' Trade Mark."

ParticMlar deifcription of goods.—Ready-Mixed and Un-
mixed Paints, Stains and VarnUhes, Enamels, Paint-Oils,

.lapan Urters and Polishers. Waterproof Paints, Palnt-
Reniover. Polishes for Furniture. Pianos, and other Wood-
work, White Lead, Primers ami Fillers, Water Paint of
Cementlike Character, Calcimine, and Inorgantr Paint*.

Claims use since Jan. S. 1917.

[Vol. 999.

Ser. No. 100.904. (CLASS 23 CI TLERY. MACHINERY
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) The Si v-
BBAM Motor Car Compa.m Limited, WolTerhampton.
England. Filed Jan. 24, 1917.

SUNBEAMHXlATAliN

PorticuUtr dracriptioH of goods.—Internal-Combustion
Engines and Parts Thereof for .\eroplanes and Motor-
Vehicles other Than Motor-Bicycles.

Claims use since the 30th day of March. 1915.

Ser. No. 100.918. (CLASS 8. SMOKERS' ARTICLES.
N(yr INCLUDING TOBACCO PROnUCTS.) Goldmam
Costume Compakt. New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 26.
1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales, Ploshkin." with
the doll figure, all Inclosed in a rectjuigle. no ilaim being
made to the excluslre right of the use of the words " Trad*
Mark."

Particular description of goods.—(Tigare tte-Papers, To-
bacco-Pouches, Pipes and Pipe-Holders and Pipe Stems.
Tobacco and Snuff Boxes. Clgarette-Holders, rijarette-
Rollers, Cigar-Cases, Plpe-CIeaners, Humidors, Aah Pots.
Receivers, and Trays.

Claims use since Jan. 5. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.009. (CL.ASS 1, RAW OR PARTLY PRE-
PARED MATERIALS.) W. A. Kino, Brownsville,
Tox. Filed Jan. 29, 1917.

SNAKE KING
Particular description of gimdi*.—Live Animals. Blrdti,

and Reptiles Not Intended for Food.
Claims use since June, 1910

Ser. No. 101.021. (CLA.'JS 44 DENTAL, MEDICAL.
AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) ScHOM. Manupac-
turino Compant, Inc., Chicago. 111. Filed Jan. 29.
1917.

Particular drncriptitm of gottds.—Arch SupiK>rts.
Claims UM since .\prll. l»o«

Ser. No. 101.212. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Samiel
FLOERSHBtMER & Bro.. New York. N. Y. Filed Feb 7
1917.

Particular descnpti4,n of goods.—Female Wearing Ap-
parel—Namely, Outer Suits, Dresses, Coata. Skirts. Dresa-
Waists. Shirtwaists, and Costumes.

Claims use since Jan. 11. 1917.

No 1.1

Ser. No. 101.21B. (CLASS 19. VBHICLB8, NOT IN-

CLUDING ENGINES.) Premier Motor Corporation,
Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Feb. 7, 1917.

Partifular description of goods.—Automobiles.
Claiwis use sine*- on or about Jan. 1. 1903.

Ser. No. 101,27:^. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) New Star Polish
M'r'o Co. Inc., New York. N. Y. Filed Feb. C. 1917.

Particular drseription of goods.—Shoe-Polishes.

Claims use since Nov. IK. 1916.

Her. No. 101,274 (CLASS 19. VEHICLES. NOT IN
CLUIUNG ENGINES.) Theodore B. Nisbet. New
York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 9. 1917.

J.H
Particular description of goods.—Aatomobile Wind-

Shields.

CUums use since Feb. 11, 1915.

-\

Ser. No. 101.322. (CLASS 24. LAUNDRY APPLIANCES
AND MACHINES.) CHATrANOOOA Implement & Man-
CFACTTRiNo CO., Chattauooga. Tenn. Filed Feb. 12,

1917.

Partit-ular description of goods.—Sad-irons.

Claims use since Feb. 1. 1917.

Ber. No. 101.820. (CLASS .37. PAPER AND STATION
EBY.) Fo.\ River P.tptK Comp.^nv. Appleton, Wis
Filed Feb. 12, 1917.

m^ Tmmu
Particular description of goods.—Bond - Paper, Bank-

Note Paper. Document-Paper. Writing-Paper, Printing-

Paper, and Envelops.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 101,419. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Commonwealth Tot Corpoka-

TlON, Merrlmac, Mass. Filed Feb. 16, 1917.

^ONDERWOOp)

Particular description of goods.—Toys Consisting of

Wooden Blocks for the Construction of Toy Buildings and
other Articles.

Claims use since Dec. 20. 1910.

Ser. No. 101.429. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Alexander Lerman, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Feb. 16, 1917.

-mj ^J]>^

The Russian words l>eing disclaimed.

Particular descriptitm of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since about October. 1916.

Ser. No. 101,472. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Charles Chester Bogart, Mlddietown. N. Y. Filed
Feb. 19, 1917. ^

Parti ular dencription of poods.—Cigars.
Claims use since Jan. 1, 1910.

Ser. No. 101.678. (CLAS^> 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Rice Cereal & Millixu Co.. Fort Wayne. Ind. Filed
Feb. 21, 1917.

MADAMEX

Particular description of goods.

Powder, and Talcum Powder.
Claims use since Dec. 16, 1915.

-Rice Powder. Face-

(Vol. 889. No. 1.]
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Ser. No. 101,634. (CLASS 89. CLOTBIXG.) Josah
Weinu;, N>w York. N. Y. Fit*-.! Feb. 23. 1917.

I'drticuldr dracription of yundn.—Fur Collars and Muffs.
Claim* uitt sine* Jan. 15, 1017.

8*r. No. 101,801. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, r)ETER<;ENT,
AXr» fOMSHI.NC MATERIALS.) The Stiblim;
<JBl.VDlN<i WiiKEi. Co.. Tlffln. Ohio. Fllwl Feb. 28. 1917.

-No claim h«>lng made to the exclusive aae of the trade-
mark legend, the word " Sterllnjc," ami the words *' Sili-

con Carbid*' •• except In connection with the mark as inbown
In the specimens.

Particular description of aood«.—rSrlndlng-Wheels.
Claimn u»e since Jan. 5, 1917.

•Ser. No. 101,802. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE^ DETERCJENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) T^hb Stebli.ng
Gbindi.ng Whbbl Co.. Tlffln. Ohio. PIM Feb. 28. 1917.

No claim being made to the exclusive use of the trade-
mark It'Rend and the word " Sterling " except In connec-
tion with the mark as shown in the si>ecimens.

Particular dearription of goods.—Grlnding-Wheels.
Claims use since Jan. B, 1917.

fVol, 2S9.

Ser. No. 101.848. (CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INGBEDI-
S»JTS or FOt)D8.) AMMK AX Uomi.nt Compakt. In
dianapolls. Ind. Filed Mar. 8. 1917.

Particular description ;j uoodjt.—Stork Foods.
Claim» usr since Nov. 29. 1016.

Ser. No. 101.86.3. (CL.ASS 26. MEASURING AND 8CI-
E.NTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Tmb Kbwjt Handt Stm-
Di( .\TE. Chl.aKo. in. Pile,! Mar. t. 1917.

Particular drmcription of i7ootf«.—Motion-Picture Films,
Such FlIuLs Displaying the Subject Matter of Comic,
Women's, Scenic, and Magacine Sections or Supplements
of Newspapers.

Claims u»e since Dw. 11. 1916.

Ser. No. 101.907. (CLASS 38. I'RINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) The FIRE.STON1 Tire a.nd Ribbeb Compaxt,
.\kron, Ohio. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

MILESTONES
Particular dracriptiom of good*.—A Monthly Publica-

tion Distributed for Advertising I^nrposes.
Claims use since Feb. 28. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.908. (CI^VSS 28. JEWELRY AND PRE-
CIOUS-METAL WARE.) Goi.DaMiTH. Stehn a Co..
New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Pearl Necklacps and
Imitation Pearls.

Claims use since Feb. SB, 1917.

Ho. 1.)
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S«r. So. 101.958. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARM.\CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Hakby C. Haak, Scrantun, Pa. Filed .Mar. 7, 1917,

Particular description of goods.— Headache-Powders
and Reiiitdles for Constipation, Liver Complaint, Sour
Stomach, and Sallow Complexion.
Claims use sii^ce Jan. 11. 1917.

Sw. No. 101.996. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
John Wveth k Bbotheb. I.ncubpobated, Philadelphia,

Pa. Filed Mar. 8. 1917.

PURNATOL

Particular dmcriptinn of goods.—A Medicinal Altera-

tlve-Ellmlnaut I'harmaceutlcal Compound.
CI<U«N« use since Feb. 26. 1917.

ger. No. 102.043. (CLASS 3». CLOTHIN<;.) The
A. .Nash Company. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Mar. 10,

1917.

RedN LETTER

Particular dest^ption of goods.—Outer Garments Com-
prising Men's Suits and Overcoats.

Claimn use since Jan. 29. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.081. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Bertha Leibbbandt, San Fran
Cisco, Cal. Filed Mar. 12. 1917.

(;..'»

The portrait being that of applicant.

Particular description of goods.—Bread and a Germl
Dated Breakfast Food.

CImm.H UMC since Mar. 1, 1917.

239 O. G—20

Ser. No. 102.089. (CLASS 34. HEATING, LIGHTING,
A.ND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) Natio.nal Stamping ft

Electric Works. Chicago. 111. Flletl Mar. 12, 1917.

STORM

KING

Parti ular description of goods.—Gasolene-Burning Lan-
terns.

Claims use since July 24. 1914.

Ser. .No. 102.119. (CLASS 46. FOODS A.ND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Ka.nsa.s Floir Miixa Com-
PAVY, Wichita and Kansas Oty, Kans. Filed Mar. 13,
1917.

<i

THE FINAL ARGUMENT
^y

Particular descriptUm of goods.—Wheat-Flour.
Claims use since Jan. 2, 1912.

Ser. No. 102.145. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Jacobcb
Bros. & Co., -New York, N. Y. Filed .Mar. 14, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Women's and Chil-

dren's Outer Garments—viz.. Coats, Suits, and Dresses.

Claims use since Feb. 27. 1917.

Ser. No. 102,188. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
E.N'TS OF FOODS.) HbckerJo.nes Jewell Milling
COMPA.NY, .New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 16, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour and Rye-
Flour.

Claims use since Aug. 15, 1914.
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S«r. No. 102,230. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND F0RGING8.) 8t«»lixg Metal Co.,
Auburn, Ind. Filed Mar. 17. 1917.

Particular deacription uf gooda.—Metal Alloy, a White.
N'on-Ru8tlnK. Non-Tarnishing. Non-Corroslve. Non-Ero-
8lve Metal Used In the Manufacture of Various Articles.

Such as Knives, Forks. Kitchen Utensils, Surgical and
I>ental Instrument-s. Water. Oil, and Acid Meters, Cuspl
dora. Plumbing, Batb-Room Fixtures, Signn. Pomps. Joar-

nals, and Bearings, Sheet Metal, and Wire Tubes and
Rods.

Claimn UHe since Feb. 20, 1917.

8er. No. 102,259. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Floke.vce Maid Rubinso.n. London. Enj^land. FlleO
Mar. 19, 1917.

Particular description of ffood*.—Ointment for the
Treatment of Bruises. Sprains. Bunions, Corns, Car-
buncles, Ringworm. Inflammation of the Knee or Legs
and Skin Eruption Due to External or Internal Poison,
and Pills Acting Upon the Liver and Kidneys and for

Purifying the Blood.

Claima u»e since June, 1911.

S«r. No. 102.261. (CLASS 33. GLASSWARE.) John E.
Rtan-. Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 19. 1917.

Fracto
Particular deacHptii.n of yood*.—Xon-GUre Devices for

the Headlights of Automobiles.
Claims use since about Dec. 15, 1915.

Ber. No. 102,609. (CLAS.^ 32. FURNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) Bebnaro (Jlobklbr Compaxt. Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Filed Mar. 28s 1917. Under ten year pro-
TlSO.

GLOEKLER

Particular deacription of gooda.—Butcher-Shop Furni-
ture, Hotel-Kltohen Furniture. Counters. Dlsplay-Ca.ies.
Wall-Cases. Display-Racks, Meat Blocks and Tables.

Claima uae since the year 1881.

Ser. No. 102.527. ((^LASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Mexica.v I'BTBOi.EiM CoRPuBATio.N, Los .Augeles. Cai.
Filed Mar. 28. 1917. *

MEX
^W^

Particular ieacription of goodt.—Fuel-Oils.
Claimn M«r slme Mar. 1. 1916.

S«T. No. 102.530. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
S. B. Pemck k CoMPAXV. Ixc. New York, N. Y. Filed
Mar. 28, 1917.

EMULSARIN
Particular deacriptittm of gooda.—A Composition for Use

In the Preparation of Emulsions.
Claima uae since Auk 1- 191rt.

Ser. No. 102.543. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Edwabo Wesi.et Company. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Flle-I Mar. 28. 1917.

Orchturd

White
Particular deacription of good$.—A Toilet Lotion for

Use on the Skin.

r/«taM uae ulnce Oct. 24. 1916.

Ser. No. 1(»J.562. (CLASS 27. HOROLOOICAL IN-
STRUMENTS.) RoBT. H. In<;eb«oll 4 Bbo., New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 29, 1917.

Radiolite
Particular d^acriptinn of ffoodt.—Watches and Clock*.
Claima uae since on or about Jan. 1. 1913.

Ser. No. 102.569. (CLASS 85. BELTING. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKI.NO. AND NON-METALLIC TIRES.)
The Milleb RrBBSB Coiipa.nt. South Akron. Ohio.
Filed Mar. 29. 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Rubber Tlrca.
Claima uae since Jan. 1, 1917.
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8er. .No. 102,586. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Mabathox Labobatobt. Chicago, 111. Piled Mar. 80,

1917.

MARATHON
"^4Jirv^

»lar drtcription of gooda.—Remedies for Coughs.
CMd*. Sore Throat, Hoarseness, Bronchitis, Impurities of
the Blood. Syphilitic and Scrofulous Affections, Infections
of the Urinary Tract, Gonorrhea. Gleet, Inflammation of
the Bladder. Frequent or Burning Urination.

Claima uae since Mar. 12, 1917, and the word " Mara-
thon •' has been continuously used in our business as a
trade-mark since Sept. 7, 1916.

er. No. 102,609. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thb Abomint Compakt, Clncln
natl. Ohio. Filed Mar. 31, 1917.

OF"

Particular deacription of good*.—Candy Tablets.
Claima uae since Mar. 15. 1917.

Ser. Nc. 102,676. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Wm. Wbiolbt, Jb., COMPANT, Chl-
cmgo, 111. Filed Apr. 2, 1917.

s- T
JUICY FRUIT

Particular deacription of gooda.-

Claima uae since Sept. 10. 1914.

:hewlng-Gum.

Ser. No. 102.682. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
CoLOATE A Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 3. 1917.

LIQUODENT
Portictflar deacription of gooda.—Mouth-Washes and

Dental Washes.
Claima uae since Apr. 2, 1917.

r. No. 102.717. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Chab. Kauf-
MANK * Sons, Santa Ana, Cal. Filed Apr. 4, 1917.

<SILVER BEAM>
deacHption of gooda.—Automobile Spot-Particular

Lights.

Claima uae since Dec. 24, 1914.

Ser. No. 102.718. (CLASS 39. CLOTHI.VG.) Mbs. A. R.
Kix<;, IxcoBPOBATED. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr. 4,

1917.

FIRST STEP

Particular deacriptUm of gooda.—Leather, Rubber, and
Canvas Shoes.

Claima uae since about Jan. 1. 1910.

Ser. No. 102.722. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPAR.\TI0N8.)
The William S. Merrell Chemical Compaxt. Cln-
cinnaU, Ohio. FUed Apr. 4, 1917.

^v;?^

Particular description of gooda.—Ointments for the Re-
lief of Headache.

Claims uae since Mar. 30, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.736. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CI-NES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Etch-OLite Compant, I.nc, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Apr. 5, 1917.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Etching Solutions and
Compounds.

Claima uae since Sept. 6. 1915.

Ser. No. 102,787. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Ebnbst John Fazakbrley, Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. 6.

1917.

^
Particular deacription of gooda.—Preparation for Stom-

ach. Lirer. and Kidney Trouble. Rheumatism, and Ca-
tarrh, for Stiff Joints. Lame Back. Sore Throat. Prej»ara-
tlon for Skin and Scalp Disease^*. E<-zema. Dandruff. Fall-
ing Hair, and All Skin Affections, Digestive Tablets, and
Nerve-Tablets.

Clakna uae since Jan. 1. 1912.
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Ser. No. 102.T5S. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Geo. J. TH0MA88EN. Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Apr. 5,

1917.

LAXATAX

Particular deitcription of goods.—A Remedy for Constlpa-

tioD, Dyspepsia, LWer. Kidney, Stomach, and Bowel Dis-

orders.

OUHma tue since Jan. 1, 1917.

S«r. No. 102,756. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) L. Wohl
* Co., New Yorli, N. Y. Filed Apr. 5. 1917.

fOODlE:

Comprising the words " Toodle Kid."

Particular description of goods.—Children's Rompers,

Dresses, and Play-Suits.

Claims use since Mar. 19. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.799. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Gbobgx BoRGrtLDT & Co., New
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 7. 1917.

dCM
Particular description of goods.—Building-Blocks and

Construction Toys. Dolls, and Toy Animals, Toy Houses,

and Toy Furniture Sets.

Claims ust alBce Apr. 4, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,807. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) E. I. Horsman Co., New York,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

Particular deteription of goods.—Dolls and Tennis-

Rackets.

Claims use since prior to 1897.

Ser. No. 102.813. (CLASS 3t». CLOTHING.) R08E.N-

BERG & CoHE.v, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

S^r. No. 102.833. MI.\>-S4 AURASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHIN<; .\».\ TERIALS.) Mill Bemnasts
CoMPi.NT, New York, N. T. Piled Apr. 9. 1917.

-MiREco-

Particular description of goods.—Wiping and Polishing
Cloths.

ri<i<«i« use since Jan. 15, 1910.

Ser. No. 102.835. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL IN8TSU-
MENT8 AND SUPPLIED.) P. J. McCOY & COMFAiiT.
Newark, N. J. Filed Apr. 9. 1917.

ORPaeus
Particular descriptUm of pood*.—Phonographs and

Phonograph Parts.

Claims MM since Aug. 1. 1915.

Ser. No. 102,838. (CLASS 3J. FURNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) Obtubmoob a Co.. New York. N. T.
FUed Apr. 9, 1917. Under ten year proviso.

.^:e^^*

o^

Particular descriptwn of pooi**.—Mattretaes, PlUowa,
Bolsters. Cushions, and Bedsteods.

Claims use since December, 1874.

Ser. No. 102.861. (CLASS C. CHEMICALS MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS.)
KXluXs fiaoKKY, Pittsburgh, Pa. Fll.nl Apr. 10. 1917.

Caveddi
Particular description of goods.—A Remedy for Corns.

Bunions. Chilblains, Frost Bites. Callous, Ingrowing Nails.
CIaim« use since January, 1904.

8*r. No. 102.927. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGIN(JS.) Braebirx Steel Com-
PAJ*T, Braeburn, Pa. Filed Apr. 13, 1917.

WESCO
Particular description of goods.—Ladies' Muslin and

Silk Underwear. i Particular description of goods.—ToohSiftl.
Claims use since January, 1914. 1 Claimu ust since Sept 1, 1912.

prol. 2tf. W«. l.J

1

Ser. No. 102.928. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FOROINGS.) Brabbckm Stbel Com-
pany. Braeburn. Pa. Filed Apr. 13. 1917.

GYRO
Particular description of goods.—Tool-Steel.

Claims use since Mar. 1. 1914.

Ser. No. 102.929. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FOROINGS.) Brakbcrn Steel Com-
TANT, Braeburn. Pa. Filed Apr. IS, 1917.

Particular drscriptlon of goods.—Tool-Steel.

Claims use sine.- Apr. 2.5. 1905.

Ser. No. 102.986. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FUR-
NISHINGS. AND NOTIONS.) Ketstose Snap Fas-
tener Corporation, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Apr. 14,

1017.

PorflcMlar description of goods.—Snap-Fasteners.

Claims use since Feb. 1. 1917.

Ber. No. 102,998. (CLASS 23. CITLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Wm. P.

Walsh, Aberdeen, Wash. Filed Apr. 14, 1917.

ParficiiJor description of goods.—A Pulling Implement
for Use in Splicing Wire Cables and the Lik*.

Claims use slace Feb. 16, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,006. (CLASS 20. MEASURING AND SCI-

ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Bavsch & Lomb Optical
Co.. Rochester, N. Y. Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

TELESTIGMAT
Particular description of goods.—I^enses for Optical

and Scientific Use. Mangin Mirrors, Magnifiers, Prisms

for Optical and Scientific I'se, Search-Llgbt Mirrors, Con-

densers. (Optical.) I^ens Barrels, Lens Mounts, Micro-

scopes and Parts and Repairs Therefor. Microscope-Mi-

crometers, Microtomes. Range-Ptnders, Fleid-Olasses,

Opera -Glasses. TelencojM'S. Transits. Levels, Sextants,

Projection Apparatus and Pnrt.s and Repairs Therefor,

Transit - Micrometers. Photogrsphlc Ray Filters, Photp-

graphtr Shutters, Photomlcrographlc Cameras, Alidades,

and Theodolites.

Claims use since Feb. 7, 1916.

Ser. No. 103.014. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) CoHN-
Oolowater it Compant, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Apr.

16, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Overalls.

Claims use since Jan. 30, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,029. CCLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Modern Flour Mills, Macon, Ga.

Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

THOROBRED
Particular desoriptiou of goods.—Self-Rising Wheat-

Flour.

Claims use since about Apr. 18, 1914.

Ser. No. 103,040. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) Philip Phillips, Orlando, Fla.

Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

Particular descrlptitm of goods.—Citrus Fruits.

Claims use since October, 1916.

Ser. No. 103,048. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Tide Water Oil Co., New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 16.

1917.

Of
lljjiiifiijl*^

Particular description of goods.—Refined Petroleum.

Claim* use since Jan. 1, 1886.

Ser. No. 103.049. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
TIDE Water Oil Co.. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 16.

1917.

Particular description of goods.—Lubrlcatlng-Oll.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1887.
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8«r. No. 103.063. (CLASS 23, CUTLERY. MACHINERY
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) ElllL.
Jambs, New York, X. Y. Filed Apr. 17, 1917.

Comprising the word " PoUtype."
Particular de«cHption of goods.—Sewing Maihlnes for

Stitching Leather.
C{a{M« M«e alnre .January. 1885.

Ser. No. 103.069. (CLASS 35. BELTLNO. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKI.VO, AND NON METALLIC TIRES.)
RlBBER iNsrL.ATED Metals CotPORATiON. Richmond.
Va.. and Plalnfleld. N. J. Filed Apr. 17, 1917.

50F«RBAR

Particular dc»cripti;n of (;ood«.—Rubber Tires.
VlaitfiB use since Ffh. 20, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.078. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

)Clo-Vo Chemical Co.. 84.attle. Wash. Filed Apr. 18.

Particuhir description of goodn.—A Pile Remedy.
Claims use since Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.089. (iLAS.s 0. CHEMKAL.s. MEDI
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Earl I. Rc.nnbr. Wh»-^Ilng. W. Va. Filed Apr 18
iai7.

pAH
(;|N

Particular drncription of ,,nndM.—A Medicinal Com-
pound in Tahlet Form Used for XourlKhinjj the Blood.
Nerve>i, and Tissues

Claims wtr sincf Jun" 15. 1916

Ser. No. 103.110. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS ;

L0CI8 W. GRiau. St. LouU. Mo. Filed Apr. 19 191T

Particular drscriptiom of goods.—Medicine allxtnre for
Indigestion. (Jastrltls. Weak Stomach. Bowel Trouble P»l.
Pltatlon of Heart. Purifying Blood. Rheumatism. Anemia.

Claim* use since Mar. 25. 1917.

^tJl.°o
^^•*®^- <^'^^^^ « CHEMICALS. MEDI.

CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS )W. ToDMCKE.y. PhlUdelphU. Pa. Filed Apr 21
E.

1»17.

l^/WT
Particular description of goods.—Uquid Shampoo
C/c(iN« use since Mar. 1, 1916.

Ser N,.. 103.230. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) R„ hmokd
Hoa.ERr Mills, RoaayUle, Ga. Filed Apr. 23. 1917.

BKCMEF
Particular description of goods.—Hosiery.
CIoiNM use since 1912.

Ker. No. 103.231. (CLASS 45. BEVBRAGE8. NON-ALCOHOLIC.) THB StrCP PRODOCTS COIIPANT Baltl-
Flled Apr. 23. 1917.more. Md.

VER.VAC
Particular descriptUm of goods.—Son AXcohoWc Malt-

leas Beverages Sold as Soft Drtnks.
Claims use slnc« Oct. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 103.258. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

)Lystib Chemical Compa.ni. AugusU. Me., and New
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 24, 1917.

MAGNECOL
Particular description of yood/i.—Medicinal Drugn, a

Compound of Gualacol Sulfonate with Magnesium.
Claims use since Apr. 1. 1017.

S«r. No. 103,259. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
LrsTCB Chemical Company. AugusU, Me., and New
York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 24. 1917.

MAGNESOTE
Particular descriptum of goods.—A Compound of Creo-

sote Sulfonate with MajcneHlum for Medicinal Drugs.
Claims use since / pr. 1, 1917.
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Ser. No. 108.261. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Ltbtbb Chemical Company. .\ugu«<ta. Me., and New
York, N. T. Filed .\pr. 24, 1917.

LY5TA50TE
Particular description of goods.—Medicinal Drugs, a

Creosote Carbonate Preparation.

Claims use since Apr. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.262. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
LY8TBB Chemical Company. Augusta, Me., and New
York, N. Y. . Filed Apr. 24. 1917.

LYSTACOL
Particular description of goods.—M«^diclnal Drugs, a

Preparation of Gualacol Carbonate.

Claims use since Apr. 1, 1917.

8er. No. 108.268. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Randoiph Marketixo Co., Lo«

Angeles, Cal. Filed Apr. 24, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Oranges and Lemons.

Claim* use since Mar. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.292. (CL.XSS 0. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PKEPAR.\TIONS.)
Fellows Medical MA.\trAcTiBix«; Company, Inc..

New York, X. Y. Filed .Apr. 25. 1917. Under ten year

proviso.

lyfOPHospHim

Particular description of goods.—Preparation of Hypo-

pbosphltes.

Claims use since the year 1876.

Ser. No. 103,293. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Fellows Medical MANrrAcxrHiNo Company, Inc..

New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 25. 1917. Under ten-year

proviso.

Particular d< Kcriptton of goods.-

popboHphitett.

Claims use since the year 1876.
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Ser. No. 103,838. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Arb.ntox Company, Des Moines, Iowa. Filed Apr. 27.

1917.

ARENTOX
Particular description of goods.-

Claimt use since Mar. 12. 1917.

-A Fire-Retardant.

Ser. No. 103.849. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Fcllbr-Morrisson Company. Chicago, 111. Filed Apr.

27, 1917.

^©^"©^[^
Particular description of goods.—Talcum Powder.

Claims use since the month of December, 1916.

Ser. No. 103,350. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-

CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Fdller M0RHI88ON COMPAKY, Chlcago, 111. Filed Apr.

27, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Talcum Powder.

Claims use since the month of December, 1916.

Ser. No. 103.354. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-

ERS' MATERIALS.) Kbystonb Varnish Compant,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 27, 1917.

DEGRAH
Particular description of good*.—Enamel Palntn and

Varnish.

Claims use since at)OUt Jan. 16, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,357. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) Motor-

Steam Qbsbratob Co., PhiladelphU, Pa. Filed Apr.

27, 1917.

" Fogger
ft

Particular description of goods.—Steam-Supplying At-

tachment for Internal-Combustion Engines.

Claims use since Dec. 8^, 1916.
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8«r. No. 103,396. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Miym
.Mavbrs Inc., Now York, N. Y. FJied Apr. 28, 1917.

MJ/L
Particular description of ffftodt.—Petticoats.

Claims w«e since about Jan. 1, 191B.

8«r. No. 103.4f)9. (CLASS 27. HOROLOGICAL IN-
STRUMENTS.) Xblson H. Bbown. Boston. Masa.

rUed Apr. 30. 1917.

DISCUS
Particular detcriptUm of goods.—Clocks and IfoTe-

ments Therefor.

Claims use since May 23. 1914.

Ser. No. 103.412. (CLASS 27. HOROLOGICAL IN-
STRUMENTS.) Nelson H. Bbown. Boston. Mass.
Filed Apr. 30, 1917.

N H B
Particular description of goods.—Clocks, Watches, and

Movements Therefor.

Claims use since Dec. 13, 1916.

Ser. No. 103,422. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Daniel L. Lbyerle, Webb City. Mo. Filed Apr. 80.
1917.

BO-HO-YA
Particular description of goods.—A Preparation for the

Treatment of Blood, Stomach. Liver, and Kidney Ail-

ments.
Claims use since Jan. 1, 1910.

Ser. No. 103,462. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Beacom
Rubber Company, Lynn, Mass. Filed May 2, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Rubber Heels and Rob-
ber Soles.

Claims use since Jan. 27, 1915.

Ser. No. 103.47S. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHABMACBUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
JoH.x Vaboa. Linden. N. J. Filed May 2. 1917.

^Wm ^^T^*^^^"

Being my autographic signature and a portrait of my-
self.

Particular description of goodn.—A I»rep»ratlon for the
Treatment of Cancer and E<ieuia.

Claims use since about .Apr. l. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.494. (CLASS 14. METALS AND MBTAL
CASTINGS AND FORCINGS.) L. C. Blaxcke Co. Inc.,

New Tork, N. Y. Filed May 3, 1917.

PARAMOUNT
Comprising the word " Paramount."
Particular dcm-ription of goudH.—Steel.

CUMims use since Mar. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 103.544. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Se.4K8. Roebcck and Co., Chi-
cago. III. Filed May 4. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Varnish.
Claims use sincerJan. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.545. (CLASS l»i. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.) Seahs. Roebuck and Co.. Chi-
cago. III. Filed May 4. 1917.

.^^RRtH^/h
Particular description of goods.—Oil for Dustless Mops

and Dust CIoth«.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1917.
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANllD
JUNE 5, 1917.

116.872. ELECTRIC SI«iNS. Ambbican Advertising

Association. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed November 29. 1916. Serial No. 99,640. PUB-

LISHED FEBRUARY 18. 1917.

116.873. • PREP.\RATION FOR TREATMENT OF KID
NEY AND BLOOD DISEASES. GREEN Ash, East

(ladsden. Ala.

Piled February 10, 1917. Serial No. 101,288. PUB
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.874. SALT. BLCIN<i. AtSTiN, Nichols A C^x, Isc,

Brooklyn and New York. N. Y.

Filed September 19. 1916. Serial No. 98,071. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.875. MEDICINE IN TABLET FORM FOR THE
TREATMENT OF KIDNEY AND BLADDER DIS-

ORDERS. ADOLFO Enrique Besoba, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101.594. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.876. CERTAIN NAMED CLOTHING AND PER
SONAL WEAR. An.na L. Blakbblbc, Maiden. Mass.

Filed Auguct 10. 1916. Serial No. 97.238. PUBLISH-ED

MARCH 27. 1917.

116.877. CLEANING FLUIDS. Thbi Blbbckbr Com

PANY, Hempstead. N. Y.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.476. PUB
LISHED APRIL 8, 1917.

116.878. GLOVES AND MITTENS. The Bobs Manu

FACTUHiNc Company, Kewanee. 111.

File<i March 2. 1917. Serial No. 101.826. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

116379. SOAP. A. BocBJOiB A Co., Inc., New York.

N. Y.
Serial No. 92.222. PUB

John H. Brown, Marseilles,

Serial No. 100.786. PUB-

Cabbon, Pirib, Scott

No. 92.281. PUB

Flle<l January 13, 1916.

LISHED JANUARY 9, 1917.

116.880. RUBBER HEELS.
III.

Filed January 19. 1917.

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.881. FEET FOR HOSIERY
A Co.. Chicago. 111.

File<l January 19. 1916. Serial

LISHED M.XRCH 27. 1917.

116.882. LIQUID FOR CLEANING VARNISHED AND
ENAMELED SURFACES. (Jborgb S. A. Casbimub,

St. Louis. Mo.

Filed Octol>er 14. 1916. Serial No. 98,660. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3, 1917.

116.883. WEKJHING-SCALES. John Chatillon A

Sons, New York, N. Y.

Filed December 19. 1916. Serial No. 100.088. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 8, 1917.

116.884. DENTAL. MEDICAL. AND SURGICAL DIS

INFECTING FLUID. Clarkb-Gcthrib Co.. Phila-

delphia. Pa.

Filed October 23. 1916. Serial No. 98,828. PUBLISHED

JANUARY 2. 1917.

116.885. MEDICINE FOR RHEUMATIC PAINS. GOUT,

AND LUMBAGO. E. F. Davis, St. Louis. Mo.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101.599. PUB-

USHED APRIL 8. 1917.

ll(t.M86. CERTAIN NAMED CLOTHING FOR MEN AND
WOMEN. John P. Davis, Chicago, III.

Flleil Septerolwr 26. 19ir.. Serial No. 98.240. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.887. CERTAIN NAMED ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS. DuRKEE-ATwooD

Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

Filed October 16. 1916. Serial No. 98.688. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27. 1917.

116.888. METAL POLISH FOR USE ON AUTOMOBILE-
TRIMMINGS. HARNESS -TRIMMINGS. DOOR-
KNOBS, AND BRASS. ECONOMIC PRODUCTS, IXC,

• New York. N. Y.

Filed June 23, 1915. SerUl No. 87,522. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

116.889. ROMPERS AND CHILDREN'S SLEEPINO-
G.\RMENTS. Elder Manufacttbisg Co.. St. Louis,

Mo.
Filed January 25, 1917. Serial No. 100.918. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.890. SWEATERS AND SWEATER COATS. ELDER
MANurACTURiNo CO., St. Louis. Mo.

Filed January 25, 1917. Serial No. 100,915. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.891. NEGLIGfiE, WORK, AND UNDER SHIRTS.
Elder Manufactubino Co.. St. Louis, Mo.

Filed January 26, 1917. Serial No. 100.917. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.892. TONIC FOB HORSES AND LIVE STOCK.
R088 J. Elbon. New Haven. Ind. _

Filed February 20. 1917. Serial No. 101.533. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.89.'?. PREPARATION FOR CURING APHTH.E
AND APHTHOUS FEVER. Raul Cari.08 Etche-

vbrry, Buenos Aires. Argentina.

Filed NoTember 17, 1916. Serial No. 99,344. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.894. WASHING COMPOUNDS IN THE FORM OF
TABLETS. Farquhar-Moon Manufacturing Com-

pany, Chicago, 111.

Filed February 1, 1917. Serial No. 101.092. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.895. ANTISEPTIC FIXK)R DRESSING. Frederick

Disinfectant Co., Atlanta, Ga.

Filed February 17, 1917. Serial No. 101,443. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.896. PREPAR.^.TIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF
CERT.MN NAMED DISEASES. Elbert S. Glabb,

Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed November 24. 1916. Serial No. 99.S20. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.897. METALLIC PARTICLES IN GRAIN. POW-
DERED. OR PULVERIZED FORM FOR RUBBING.
POLISHING. AND GRINDING PURPOSES. THE
Globe Steel Company. Mansfield. Ohio.

Filed December 30, 1916. Serial No. 100.265. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.898. WOOLEN PIECE (K)ODS. Hager, Clark A
Co.. New Tork. N. T.

Filed January 23. 1917. Serial No. 100.862. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.899. TEXTILES—NAMELY. SHOE-CLOTH. H«L-

bihn Leather Company. Salem. Mass.. assignor to

Helbnrn Thompson Company, a Corporation of Mas-

sachusetts.

Flleil January 24. 1917. Serial No. 100.892. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.
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116.900. BREWED MALT BEVERAGES. HlNCE«L
Bbkwkbv Compant. Albany. N. Y.

Fllwl December 14. 1916. Serial No. 99.040. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.901. TALCUM POWDER. AcB«Lic« S. Hisoa. Port-
land. Me.

Filed January 31. 1917. Serial No. 101.066. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.902. HOSIERY. 8. H. Kbbss k Cojipajjt. New
York, N. Y.

Filed August 26, 1915. Serial No. 88.822. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

116.903. HOSIERY. 8. H. Kress ft Company. New
York. N. Y.

Filed December IS, 1915. Serial No. 91.429. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.904. CHEMISES MADE OF WOVEN MATERIAL.
Lbhua.n Bbos. Inc.. New York. N. Y.

Filed February 8. 1916. Serial No. 92.716. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.905. PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF
RHEUMATISM. John Lewis. Iron River. Mich.

Filed January 15. 1917. Serial Xo. 100.625. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.906. FABRIC GLOVES. Littaceb Bbothers. New
York. N. Y.

Filed August 1. 1916. Serial No. 97.017. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3, 1917.

116.907. CERTAIN PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARA-
TIONS FOR TOILET PURPOSES. Da.mel Lowbm-
8TEIN. New York. N. Y.

Filed October 4. 1916. Sertal No. 98.416. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

116.908. DYEWOOD EXTRACTS. MacAndbbws k
Forbes Compa.nt, Camden, N. J.

Filed February 17. 1917. Serial No. 101,451. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.909. CATHARTICS. William A. McLeod. South
Bend. Ind.

Filed DecemWr 23, 1916. Serial No. 100,146. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.910. SHEETS AND PILLOWCASES. R. H. Mact
k Co.. New York. N. Y.

Filed Oct. 16, 1916. Serial No. 98,698. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27. 1917.

116.911. SILKS IN THE PIECE. R. H. Mact k Co.,
New York. N. Y.

Filed October 16. 1916. Serial No. 98,700. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27, 1917.

116.912. PERFUMES. TOILET WATERS. ROUOE.
FACECREAMS. FACE AND SACHET POWDERS,
AND DENTAL CREAM. Maric.atti it Cll., In-
dlanapolig, Ind.

Piled September 12. 1916. Serial No. 97.954. PUB
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.913. COUPON BOOKS OF ADDRESS LABELS FOR
USE ON ALL MANNER OF PACKAGES. Chan
xixo D. Meeker. Bedford. Ohio.

Filed December 26. 1916. Serial No. 100,177. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.914. LIGHT WEIGHT RUBBERS. Mishawaka
Woolen Mantb-actcrinu Company. Ml«hawaka. Ind.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101.611. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.915. LIGHT-WEIGHT RUBBERS. Mishawaka
Woolen MANcrACTCRiNO Company. Mishawaka. Ind.

Flle<l February 23. 1917. SerUl No. 101,612. PUB-
LI.><HED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.916. LIGHT-WEIGHT RUBBERS. Mishawaka
WooiEN MANLFACTrRixo COMPANY, Mlshflwaka. Ind.

Filed February 23, 1917. Serial No. 101,614. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

Ricb-Sttx D»t Goods Compast.

116.917. COMPOSITION SOLES USED ON RUBBER
AND WOOLEN FOOTWEAR. Mishawaka Woolbn
MA-'ccrACTTRixo COMPANY. Mlahawaka. Ind.

Filed February 28, 1917. Serial No. 101.615. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.918. SOFT DRINK OR BEVERAGE. North West-
ERN Company, Chlcaro, 111.

Filed March 6. 1917. Serial No. 101.986. PUBLISHED
APRIL S. 1917.

116.919. DEODORANT. Pbein. Inc.. New York. N. Y.
Filed January 17. 1917. Serial No. 100.682. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.920. SILVER POLISH. Frederick Pinbr Loa An-
geles. CaL

Filed October 6. 1915. SerUl No. 89,689. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.921. HOSIERY.
St. Louis, Mo.

Filed December 11. 1915. Serial No. 91,402 PUB-
LISHED NOVEMBER 7. 1916.

116.922. LADIES- OUTER GARMENTS — VIZ
BLOUSES AND SPORT COATS. Sambk k Lobei

'

New York. N. Y.
Filed December 26, 1916. Serial No. 100,183. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.923. TENNIS BALLS The Seamless RrsBER Com-
pany. New Haven. Conn.

Filed December 26. 1916. .Serial No. 100.191 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.924. LINIMENT FOB RHEUMATISM. SCALDS.
BURNS. SPRAINS, AND BACKACHE. George J.
Seidenspinneb. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Filed December 26. 1916. SerUl No. 100.190. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 8. 1917.

116.925. REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE. HAY - FEVER,
ASTHMA, BRONCHITIS, COUGHS. AND STOM-
ACH TROUBLES. THE S. Sheareb Co., Sinking
Spring, Pa.

Filed February 21. 1917. Sertal No. 101,580. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.926. MEDICINES AND SPECIFICS FOR TREAT-
ING CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES. THE C. Nelson
Smith Company. Milwaukee, Wis.

Filed May 24, 1915. Serial No. 86.867. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

116.927. PERFUMES. Frederick Stearns k Co.. De-
troit. Mich.

Filed February 5. 1917. SerUl No. 101,181. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 8, 1917.

116.928. CERTAIN NAMED CHEMICALS AND PHAR-
MACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS. Sterling Pbod-
tCTs Company. Inc.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed January 12. 1917. Serial No. 100.660. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.929. GROMETS. METAL WASHERS. RIVETS.
NAILS. TACKS. AND ESCUTCHEON - PINS. Ed-
win B. Stimpson Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed July 6. 1916. Serial No. 96,370. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 30. 1917.

116.930. PREPARATION FOR USE IN THE TREAT-
MENT FOR CONSTIPATION. The Tract Com-
pany, Inc., New London, Conn.

Filed January 22, 1917. Serial No. 100.882. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.931. PREPARATION FOR USE IN THE TREAT-
MENT FOR INDIGESTION. The Tract Company,
Inc.. New London. Conn.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,833. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.932. LIGHT SHADES AND SCREENS MADE
PRINCIPALLY BUT NOT WHOLLY OF GLASS.
Thomas Gaskbll Allb!*. London, England.

Filed Noveml.er 9. 1915. SerUl No. 90.585. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

June 5, 1917- U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 3X$

FORMED OF TEX-
MANtrACTVBINO COM-

Serlal No. 98.487. PUBLISHED

116.933. MACHINERY-BELTING
TILE FABRIC. W. D. ALLEX
PAXY. Chicago. 111.

Filed October 7. 1916
APRIL 3, 1917.

116.934. t HEMICAL FIRE EXTINGUISHERS. AMERI-

CAN La France Fire Engine Co. Inc., Elinlra. N. Y.

riled February 16. 1917. Serial No. 101.376. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.935. CERTAIN NAMED ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES. CARL Ander

SON ELECTRIC CORPORATION. New York. N. Y.

Filed February 7. 1917. Serial No. 101.204. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.936. COMPRESSED - FIBER SHEET - PACKING.
|

ASBESTOS Fibre A Ribbeb Co., Trenton. N. J. •

Filed December 11, 1916. Serial No. 99.833. PUB- I

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.
|

116.987. SILK PIECE GOODS. Bbntlet k Twohet t

Silk Co.. New York, N. Y.
;

Filed September 11. 1916. Serial No. 97.893. PUB-
j

LISHED FEBRUARY 1.1. 1917.
,

116.938. HATS FOB MEN. F. Bebo A Co.. Orange, N. J.

Filed February 16, 1917. SerUl No. 101,418. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.
,

116.939. RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES. L. Candee * :

Company. New Haven. Conn. I

mod June 12. 1913. Serial No. 71.069. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27, 1917. '

116.940. SOFT DRINK. Canthell k Dawson. Guymon,

Okla.

Filed January 31. 1917. SerUl No. 101,060. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917. .

116.941. NECKTIES. Carter k Holmes, Chicago. 111.

Filed February 1. 1917. Serial No. 101.086. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.942. RUBBER TIRES FOR AUTOMOBILES AND
OTHER VEHICLES. The Colonial Tyre k Rubber

Co. Inc.. New York. N. Y. I

Filed February 12. 1917. Serial No. 101.324. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.943. ELECTRIC BATTERIES AND FLASH-LIGHTS.
COtVMBIA ELECTBIC NOVELTT CORPORATION, N«W
York. N. Y.

Filed February 15. 1917. SerUl No. 101.389. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.944. COAL. THE Consolidation Coal Co., Baltl- 1

more. Md.
Filed January 25, 1917. Serial No. 100,912. PUB-

LISHED .\PRIL 3, 1917.

116.945. SHOE STRINGS AND LACINGS, TAPES. AND
G.\LLOONS. Cordo-Hyde Company. Brockton. Mass.

Filed January 10, 1917. SerUl No. 100,612. PUB
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.946. LE.ATHER SHOES. Craddock-Terry Com-
pany. Lynchburg. Va., and St. Louis, Mo.

Filed February 3, 1917. SerUl No. 101.140. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.947. MAGAZINE ISSUED SEMIMONTHLY. Earl
Studios, Inc., New York. N. Y,

Filed January 3, 1917. SerUl No. 100.331. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.948. HOUSE ORGAN PUBLISHED INTERMIT-
TENTLY. The Farmers' Review, Chicago. 111.

Filed December 2. 1916. Serial No. 99.678. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.949. SETTINGS FOR PRECIOUS STONES. Joseph
Frackmax Company, Inc., New York. N. Y.

FU«1 November 23, 1916. Sertal No. 99,500. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.950. FINGER RINGS. Goldsmith, Stern k Co.,

New York, N. Y.

Filed February 1. 1917. SerUl No. 101.094. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

PUB-

THB
The

PUB-

116.951. MAGAZINES ISSUED WEEKLY. Frederick

C. GcxNiNG, New York. N. Y.. assignor to Wlds Film

k Film Folk. Inc., a Corporation.

Filed October 11, 1916. Serial No. 98.562.

LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.952. AUTOMOBILE-HEATERS UTILIZING
EXHAUST FROM EXPLOSIVE ENGINES.
Hill Pump Valve Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed January 26. 1917. Serial No. 100.960.

LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.953. RAIN-COATS. Frank W. Howard, New York,

N. Y.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.490. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.954. SIDEWALK GLASS LIGHTS. Jbannettb

Glass Co., Jeannette, Pa.

Filed December 28. 1918. SerUl No. 100.217. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.955. LADIES' HATS AND BONNETS, TOQUES.
CLOAKS, DRESSES. AND OUTER SUITS. Josbth,

New York, N. Y.

Filed February 1. 1917. SerUl No. 101,096. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.956. CATALOGUES. FOLDERS. PRINTED BOOKS,
VALENTINES, POST-CARDS, SHEET-.MUSIC. 8.

S. Kresoe Co., Detroit, Mich.

Filed January 20. 1915. Serial No. 83.971. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.957. . CIGARS. Ernst Linden, HamlltoD. Ohio.

Filed February 2, 1917. SerUl No. 101.130. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.958. PRINTING-PAPER AND WRITING-PAPER.
Henry Lindbnmbtr k Sons, New York. N. Y.

Filed February 26, 1917. SerUl No. 101.697.

LISHED APRIL 8, 1917.

116.959. CORNETS. TROMBONES. ALTOS,
PHONES, BARITONES. BASSES. AND
PHONES. Lyon k Healy, Chicago. 111.

Filed January 5, 1916. Serial No. 91.938.

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.960. MONTHLY PERIODICALS. McKessox k BOB-

BINS, Incorporated, New York. N. Y.

Piled January 27. 1917. SerUl No. 100.995. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.961. LADIES DRESSES. Marion Dress Co., New
York, N. Y.

' Filed February 21. 1917. Serial No. 101.572. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.962. CATALOGUES OF NEWSPAPERS AND PERI-

j
ODICALS. GiOBGE W. May, Morgantown, W. Va.

Filed November 8. 1916. SerUl No. 99,171. PUB-
LISHED APRIL S. 1917.

; 116,968. CARDED AND COMBED COTTON YARNS.
Mays Mills, Inc., Mayworth. N. C.

Filed January 8. 1917. Serial No. 100,488. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 8. 1917.

1 116.964. DUPLICATING - INKS. Meibbb k MSCBCB,

j

Chicago. 111.

I
Filed January 10, 1917. Serial No. 100.622. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116,966. HAIR-NETS. Andersen Mbyer k Company,

Ltd., New York. N. Y.

Filed February 12, 1917. SerUl No. 101,316. PUB
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.966. CERTAIN NAMED TIRES. BELTINtJ
AND TIRE-SHOES. The Midland Tirb k
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Flle<l February 3. 1917. Serial No.

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.967. CIGARETTES. David Dee H.

York. N. Y.

Filed January 15. 1917. Serial No.

LISHED MARCH 13. 1917.

PUB-

MELO-
SAXO-

PUB-

HOSE.
RCBBBft

101.153. PUB-

MiNASSiAN, New

100.626. PUB-
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lie.9«8. MONTHLY PERIODICAL. Th» Nattoval P»-

TKOUBUM Publishing Company, Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed October 16. 1916. Serial No. 98,702. PUBLISHED
APRIL 8. 1917.

116.969. VELVETS AND VELVETEENS. N«ir Tom
Mills CoRpoaATiON. New Tork Mills, N. T.

Piled April 1. 1916. Serial No. 94.040. PUBLISHED
NOVEMBER 14. 1916.

116.970. CERTAIN NAMED WOMEN'S CLOTHING.
NiAGAHA Silk Mills, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

Filed January 13. 1917. Serial No. 100.687. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.971. WOOD. COAL. GAS, OIL. AND VAPOR STOVES
AND RAN(;ES. Thb Ohio Stati Stovs Co., Co-

lumbus. Ohio.

Plleil .Septeml)er 5. 1916. Serial No. 97.807. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.972. WATCHCASES AND WATCH-MOVEMENTS.
I. OLLiXDORj-r Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed February 24. 1917. Serial No. 101.668. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.973. WATCHCASES AND WATCH-MOVEMENTS.
I. OLLBNDORrr Co., New York. N. Y.

Filed February 24. 1917. Serial No. 101,659. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.974. NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE SOLD AS A
SOFT DRINK. Omaha Bbvikags Compant, Omaha.
Nebr.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100.820. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 13, 1917.

116.975. BARRETTES. Pacific Notblti Compakt.
New York, N. Y.

Filed November 2, 1916. Serial No. 99,047. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 2, 1917.

116.976. PAINT-THINNING MATERIALS. Ths Pmn-
LB88 Thinneb COMPANY, Baltimore, Md.

Filed February 27, 1917. Serial No. 101,754. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.977. CIGARETTES. Pcpclidy BROTHsms, New
York, N. Y.

Filed June 22, 1915. Serial No. 87.507. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

116.978. LEATHER BELTING. Loota A. Ranitilu,

Grand Rapids. Mich.

Filed January 29, 1917. Serial No. 101.018. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.979. MONTHLY MAGAZINE OR PERIODICAL.
Realty Service PrBLisHiNc Co., Newark, N. J., by

change of name to Realty Publishing Co.. Newark,

N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed October 16. 1916. Serial No. 98,706. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27, 1917.

116.980. BUTTONS FOR ATTACHMENT TO WEARING
APPAREL. Rochester Bctton Company, Roches-

ter. N. Y.

Filetl Januarys. 1917. Serial No. 100,339. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

110.981. DRIERS FOR DRIVING OFF FREE MOIS-
TURE FROM VARIOUS MATERI.A^LS. RCOOLBS
Coles Enoixeebino Co.. New York, N. Y. ; Chlca«D,

111., and York, Pa.

Filed February 10, 1917. Serial No. 101.301. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.982. TOILET PINS. HOOKS, EYES, SAFETY-PINS,
SHOE-LACES, CORSET-LACES. SNAP-FASTEN-
ERS, DRESSING COMBS. Samstao & HiLDER BROS.,

New York. N. Y.

Filed January 21, 1916. Serial No. 92,304. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

116.983. CORSET LACES, LINGERIE-BRAID, TOILET-
PINS, SAFETY PINS, SOUTACHE BRAIDS, PIN-

CUSHIONS, r»OLL-CUSHION8. Samstao k HiLon
Bros.. New York. N. T.

Filed January 26, 1916. Serial No. 92,425. PUBLISHED
APRIL .-i, 1917.

116,984 RAWHTDE AND LACE LEATHER. Chas. A.

ScHiEREN <'OMPANV. New York, N. Y.

Filed December 8, 1915. Serial No. 91.380. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.985. SILK CLOTH IN THE PIECE. BOTH KNIT-
TED AND TEXTILE. ScHCYLKiLL Silk Mills,
Reading. Pa.

Filed December 27. 1916. Serial No. 100.*J12. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

116.986. INNER TUBES FOR AUTOMOBILE AND MO-
TOR-CYCLE PNEUMATIC TIRES. Sbmplk RtBBEK
Company. Trenton. N. J.

Piled January 13, 1917. Serial No. 100.593. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.987. CLOCKS. Shapleigh Hardware Company, St.

Louis. Mo.

Piled December 26. 1918. SerUl No. 100.184. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.988. CLOCKS. 8h.\pleigh Hardware Company, St.

Louis, Mo.

Filed December 26. 1916. Serial No. 100.185. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.989. WOMEN'S, MISSES', JUNIORS', and GIRLS*
SUITS AND COATS. Morris R. Silverman, New
York. N. Y.

Filed February 23, 1917. Serial No. 101,620. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.990. LADIES' SHIRTWAISTS. ST«BNrKLD AND

PoLiN. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed February 9. 1917. Serial No. 101.278. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.991. LOGS. Stewart K. Taylor, Mobile, Ala.

Piled January 22, 1917. Serial No. 100.831. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

116.992. LADDERS. The John S. Tilley Ladders Co.,

Watervllet. N. Y.

Flleil April 23. 1915. Serial No. 86,165. PUBLISHED
DECEMBER 14, 1915.

116.993. DESIGNS FOR PRINT - CLOTH, WALL-
PAPER. AND THE LIKE. TOEPFER & ScHBOFF,

Inc., New York, N. Y.

Filed February 7, 1917. SerUl No. 101,217 PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

116.994. TABLET TRITURATES. COMPRESSED TAB-
LETS, AND CHEMICAL ELEMENTS IN LOZENGE
FORM FOR CERTAIN NAMED USES. The Tract
Company. Inc.. New London. Conn.

Filed January 22, 1917. Serial No. 100,8.34. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.995. PREPARATION FOR USE IN THE TREAT-
MENT FOR DYSPEPSIA. THE Tracy Company,
Inc.. New London. Conn.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,836. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.996. FINGER RINGS. THE TRACE MAJrcFACTtTHlKO

Company. Detroit. Mich.

Filed February 26. 1917. Serial No. 101.716. PUB-
LISHED APRIL .{. 11»17.

116.997. VETERINARY OINTMENT. Troy Chemical
Co., Binghaniton, N. Y.

Filed February 6, 1917. Serial No. 101,184. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

116.998. CORSETS AND BRASSlfcRES. Treo Com-
pany. Inc.. New York. N. Y.

Filed February 28, 1917. Serial No. 101,807. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

116.999 PRINTING. WRITING. AND WRAPPING
PAPKR. The Union P.\per A Twine Comp.\ny,

Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed February 1ft. 1917. Serial No. 101,622. PUB-
USHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117,000. BEER. United Breweries Co.. Chicago. III.

Filed March 6. 1917. Serial No. 101,945. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.
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U.MTED STATBS

99.780. PUB-

Unitbd

. PUB-

117.001. LACQUER AND THINNERS.
Lacquer Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed December 7, 1916. Serial No

LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117.002. RUBBERIZED AIRCRAFT FABRICS.

STATES RiBBEB COMPANY. New York, N. Y.

Filed February 3, 1917. SerUl No. 101,160

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117 003 RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES AND FABRIC

'shoes HAVING RUBBER SOLES ATTACHED
THERETO BY VULCANIZATION. United Statm

RcBBER Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 15, 1917. Serial No. 101,418. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117 004 RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES AND FABRIC

' SHOES HAVING RUBBER SOLES ATTACHED
THERETO BY VULCANIZATION. United Statm

RiBBCR Company, New York. N. Y.

Filed February 15, 1917. Serial No. 101,414. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117 005 RUBBER BOOTS AND SHOES AND FABRIC
* SHOES HAVING RUBBER SOLES ATTACHED
THERETO BY VULCANIZATION. United Statm

RVBBER company, New York, N. Y.

Filed Ft-bruary 15. 1917. Serial No. 101.416. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 27. 1917

117.006. COUGH-DROPS.
»ton Salem, N. C.

Filed February 23, 1917

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117.007. BOOTS AND SHOES MADE OF LEATHER
AND CANVAS. Velvet Grip Shoe Co. Inc., New

York. N. Y.

Flle.1 November 18, 1916. Serial No. 99,391.

LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.008. METAL SAUCEPAN. The Waoneh

FAcn RING Company, Sidney, Ohio.

Flle<l February 28. 1917. Serial No. 101.812

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

The Vanola Company, Wln-

. Serial N«. 101,630. PUB-

PUB-

Mand-

PCB-

117.009. CERTAIN NAMED PAPER AND STATION-

ERY. Wanderer - Werke vobm. Winklhofer 4
Jabnickb Aktibngesellschaft, Schonau, near

Chemnltx, Germany.

Piled April 12. 1913. Serial No. 69,764. PUBLISHED

MARCH 27. 1917.

117.010. CORSETS, The Warner Bros. Co., Bridge-

port, Conn. ^„_
Piled February 17, 1917. Serial No. 101.464. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117.011. CIGARS. THE Weideman Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

FUed February 14. 1917. Serial No. 101,375. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117 012 PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OP
CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES. Max W. Weinberg,

Newark, N. J.

Piled September 27, 1916. Serial No. 98,278. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117.013. CARBONATED SOFT DRINKS AND SYRUP
THEREFOR. Wilbraham Spbings Co., Springfield,

Mass. „TTn
Filed February 17, 1917. Serial No. 101,467. PL B-

LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117.014. NON-INTOXICATING CEREAL BEVERAGE
SOLD AS A SOFT DRINK. Willow Springs Brew-

ing Co., Omaha, Nebr.

Filed February 23, 1917. Serial No. 101,632. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 8, 1917,

117.015. FINGER RINGS, LaVALLI^RES, BRACE-

LETS, AND BROOCHES. Albert Wiss. PeeksklU,

N. Y.'

Piled January 29, 1917. Serial No. 101,028. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 8. 1917.

117 016. FRUIT AND VEGETABLE COMPOUND FOR
FLAVORING SOFT DRINKS. Rimal Zieve, Min-

neapolis, Minn.

Piled February 19, 1917. Serial No, 101,527. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 8, 1917.

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED.

80,014. BLENDED COFFEE AND COCOA. Samuil

Zbchnowitz, New York, N. Y.^

Registered October 25. 1910. Canceled May 17. 1917.

114.714. SAFETY - FUSE. Coast MANirACTiRiNG k

Supply Co.. Llvermore, Cal.

Registered January 2. 1917. Canceled May 5, 1917.

114.715. SAFETY -FUSE. Coast Mamfactcrino k

Supply Co., LIvermore, Cal.

Registered January 2, 1917. Canceled May 6, 1917.
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LABELS
REGISTERED JUNE 5, 1917

i

20.ISQ.—Title: "ANAHEIM SUPREME." (For Oranges.)
Anahiim C1TRC8 Fecit Association, ADabeim, Cal.
Filed May 14. 1917.

20,137.—Title: " POWERENE." (For a Fuel Intensifler
and Decarbonizer.) W. Portbk Barms, Santa Roaa,
Cal. Filed April 30. 1917.

20,138.—Title: "TWIN-SIX." (For Electric Batterlea.)
C. F. BuBGEss Labosatoribs, Madison. WIb. Filed
May 4. 1917.

20,139.—Title: " BURGESS BATTERIES FULL OF
PEP." (For Electric Batteries.) Bcbobss Bat-
TBRT Company, Madison. Wis. Filed May 2, 1917.

20,140.—Title: " SERRA CALIFORNIA RIPE OLIVES."
(For Olives.) CALiroB.MA Asbociatbd Olivb Orow-
KRS. I.vc, San Francisco, Cftl. Filed May 23, 1917.

20,141.— Title: "DODGE." (For Canned Oysters.)
DooGB. SwBE.NEv & Co., Sao Francisco, Cal. Filed
May 14. 1917.

20,142.—Title: " ELKO." (For a Non Intoxicating Bev-
erage.) Elk BRawi.vo Co., Klttanning, Pa. Filed
May 14, 1917.

20,143.—Title: " DIPLOMACY CHOCOLATES." (For
Chocolate Candy.) Geo. Haas & So.ns. Filed May
16, 1917.

20.144.—r«/^.- " TOUGHURT BULGARIAN FERMBNT."
(For Bottled Fernmmed Milk.) KNrosB.N's Labora-
TOBT, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed May 22. 1917.

20.145—T«/e; "LADY LUS LAXATIVE." For Cough-
Syrup.) LuciNOA C. HcTCHiNS, Philadelphia. Pa.
Filed May 14, 1917.

20,146.—r«t«f. "NEO-TONO." (For a Medicinal Tonlo.)
Nbo-Tono Medicine Compant, Mayaquez. Porto Rico,
Filed March 19, 1917.

20,147.—r«Ie. "GERMICIDE OINTMENT." (For an
Ointment.) Owl Druo Co., D«Tenport, Okla. Filed
April 25. 1917.

20,148.—rifJ^. •' SANNA." (For Cheeae.) Sanna Co.,
I.vc. New York, N. Y. Filed May 7. 1917.

20,149.—Title: " PRIDE OF SCOTLAND COUNTY."
(For Cantaloups.) Habrt Wbixstbi.x. New York,
N. Y. Filed February 28. 1917.

20,150.—r«J«; " WINO MARYANSKIE." (For Bitter
Tonic.) HoNTTONB Ma.vcfactubimo Co., Boston.
Mass. Filed Blarch 9, 1917.

PRINTS
REGISTERED JUNE 5, 1917

4,702.—T«l€.- "KELLOGG'S WILL ALWAYS MAIN-
TAIN QUALITY. YOU CAN BE SURE OF KEL-
LOGG'S—THE ORIGINAL TOASTED CORN
FLAKES—THE FLAKES THAT ARE DELICATE
AND THIN. WHATEVER THE TIMES OR THE
TENDENCY. THE QUALITY OF KELLOGG'S HAS
OUR PLEDGE AND WARRANTY—THE FINEST
CORN FLAKES POSSIBLE TO PRODUCE." (For
Toasted Corn Flakes.) Kellooo Toastxd Corn Flakb
Co., Battle Creek. Mich. Filed May 23, 1917.

4,703.—r«If.- "JAP ROSE WITH THE TRUE ROSE
ODOR." (For Talcum Powder.) Jambs S. Kirk ft

COMPAKT, Chicago, 111. Filed May 17. 1917.

4,104—Title: "A SEAL OF SATISFACTION." (For
Furniture.) C. 8. Rbutbb, New York, N. Y. Filed
March 30. 1917.

4,70S.—Title: " WARDS TIP-TOP BREAD. " (For Bread.)
Ward Bakino Co., New York, N. Y. Filed May 23,
1917.

3«9

DECISIONS
OF THE

co^ycnyEissioisrEiR/ of i^-^teistts
AND OF

UNITED STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

OOMMISSIONEE'S DEOISIOlirS.

Saundkks v. Neckebman.

Decided May 15, 1916.

1. Intbrfbrbncb—Priority—Pipe-Drawing Apparatcs.

Where N. relied on his record date, December 14. 1910,

priority awarded 8.^ who reduced to practice by em-

bodying the Invention In issue in an operative machine

prior to March 30. 1910.

2. Samb—Same—Bbdcction to Pbacticb.

Where the Issue called for automatic engagement of

the tong-relns by the draw-chain dogs and It Is con-

tended that the device was not automatic prior to the

addition of a latch, subsequently added, to hold the

reins In position for engagement. Held that the device

In Issue was no less automatic if the tongs were held

In position to be engaged by the welder than Is held

by the latch. The reduction to practice of the issue waa-

complete without the latch.

pipe drawing appabatts.

Appeal from Examlners-in-Chlef.

Mr. Charles C. Ldnthicum for the appellant.

Mr. F. N. Barber and Me«sr$. Bakewell, Byrnet

d Parmelee for the appellee.

Whitehead, A8$i*tant Commitsioner:

This is an appeal by Saunders from a decision of

the Examiners-in-Chief reversing the decision of

the Examiner of Interferences and awarding

priority to Neckerman.

The Invention In controversy relates to pipe-

drawing apparatus, and the issue of the Interference

reads as follows

:

1. In a pipe-drawing apparatus, a draw-bench, an end-

less draw ihaln having travel thereon, a welding die,

•keip-enjtaglng tongs, and one or more forked dogs having

endless travel with the draw-chain and adapted to engage
the end of said tongs while the chain Is traveling and pull

the skelp through the welding die.

2. In a pipe drawing apparatus, a draw bench, an end-

less draw chain having travel thereon, a welding die,

skt'lp engaging tongs and means having endless travel

with the draw chain and adapted to engage the end of said

tongs while the chain is traveling and pull the skelp

throuKb the welding die. ^ t, ^ *v
3 Pipe-drawing apparatus having tongs by which the

pipe skelp is gripped and drawn through the welding bell

coraprlsliig a draw bench having an endless chain, means
for actuating said chain, and means on the chain adapted
to automatically engage with the tong reins and draw
kelp gripped by the tongs lengthwise over the draw-
t^Dcb

4 IMpe drawing apparatus having tongs by which the

pipe skelp Is gripped and drawn through the welding

bell comprising a draw-bench having an endless chain

thereon means for continuously driving the chain, and
means automatically engaging with the tong reins adapted

to grapple with the reins w^en the tongs are placed in

position on the draw-bench and draw skelp In the grip of

the tongs lengthwise over the draw-bench.

Neckerman has taken no testimony and is there-

fore restricted to his filing date, December 14, 1910,

for his date of conception and constructive reduc-

tion to practice.

(Vol. 889.

The Examiner of Interference held that the

proofs offered on behalf of Saunders were sufficient

to establish that he had reduced the Invention to

practice prior to Neckerman's filing date. The Ex-

aminers-ln-Chlef held that Saunders had established

neither conception nor reduction to practice prior to

that date.

In the prior processes of drawing pipe there was

positioned In front of the furnace a draw-bench of

considerable length, running longitudinally of which

was an endless chain. A welder, who was stationed

near this draw-bench, reached into the furnace with

a pair of tongs, seized upon a piece of skelp, the

edges of which had been heated to a welding tem-

perature, placed a welding-bell over the tongs, and

threw the tong-relns Into position over the endless

chain. Thereupon a boy known as the hook-runner

placed a hook over the end of the tong-reins and

into engagement with a link of the endless chain,

so that by the motion of the chain the skelp was

drawn through the welding-bell and the pipe formed.

The hook-runner ran alongside of the draw-bench

with his hand upon the hook until the pipe had been

drawn entirely through the welding-bell. He then

released the hook and returned to the other end of

the draw-l>ench and repeated the operation. Tlie

pipe which had been thus drawn was rolled into a

position where it passed through the sizing-rolls.

The object of the present invention was to dispense

with the hook-runner boy and provide automatic

means for connecting the tongs and the draw-chain.

Saunders testifies that he conceived the invention

in October, 1909, when they were having trouble

with the hooker boys, and Hensen testifies that at

that time Saunders told him that he thought he

could do away with the hooker boys and that he

wanted a sketch made of a forked hook which could

be put into the chain, so the welder could let go of

his end of the tongs and the hook would come around

and catch the tongs automatically.

The testimony shows that the draw-l)ench at the

No. 6 furnace at the national works of the National

Tube CJompany was changed to Incorporate Saun-

ders's Idea In the last week of March, 1910. A new

chain provided with hooks was placed on the bench.

These hooks carried rollers at theJr prongs, and

means for guiding the chain on Its return path un-

derneath the bench was also provided. Two motors

were Installed, one for driving the chain and one

for running the slzlng-roUs. Instead of the single

No. l.l

/
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motor which w,i8 formerly employed on that bench

It also appears that this draw-bench was first

tested on the day run of March 30. 1910. and that

about three thousand pieces of pipe were produced.

The Examlners-in-Chlef held that the records

Introduced in evidence Indicated that the purpose of

using separate motors to drive the chain and the

siring-rolls was In order that the chain might be

stopped and started for each piece of pi[.e
;
that the

testimony did not show that the chain was run

continuously or that hooker boys were not subse-

quently used even with the chain having the hoolcs

thereon ; that It was not established that the device

operated successfully until after an additional at-

tachment was placed thereon, and that It was not

'

Shown that this attachment was InstaMed before

Neckerman's filing date.

The additional attachment was a device for

holding the tong-relns In position at the time the

hook came Into position to seize them. It Is shown

in Saunders's application and consisted of a latch

pivoted at the side of the draw-bench, attached to

a rod running the length thereof and provldeil at its

other end with a handle whereby It could be man-

ually turned over the tongs when they were placed

In position.

It is contendetl by N'eckerman that the issue re-

quires that the chain should be run continuously

and the tong-relns automatically seized by the hook ;

that the testimony does not show that the chain was

run continuously, and that the device did not operate

automtically. since it was necessary either that

the tong-relns be held In position by the latch above

referred to or by the welder with another pair of

tongs.

The contention as to the non-continuous running

of the chains Is based upon certain letters and shop

orders which are In evidence, which state that the

separate motor was Installed for the chain In order

that the Cham might be stoppe<l and starteil for

each plate. The contention as to the non-automatic

feature is based on the testimony of Snyder, who

States (X-Q. 56) that it was seldom that more than

one tong-hook could pass without catching, since

the welder would take the tongs that he was about

to u^e and hold the tongs which were ready for

drawing In position so that the next tong-hook

would grasp the tong-handles.

The means for holding the tongs in position is

not made an element of the claims In issue, and

it IS not seen that the device Is any less automatic

If the tongs were held In position by the welder

than It would be If the tongs were held In position

by the device shown in Saunders's drawing, which

i^' turne<l Into position manually. Claims 3 and 4.

however, which refer to the automatic engagement

of the hook with the tong-rings. were added to the

issue of the interference on Neckerraan's 6wn mo-

tion. \
, ^.

None of the witnesses states positively that the

Cham was run continuously. Saunders, however,

testifies (Q. 16) that Snyder In writing the letter

of December 20. 1909. which is m evidence, hud

the idea that It was necessary to stop the chain for

each piec« of pipe ; but this was not the idea of the

invention, and the Intention was to have the chain

running continuously, and both he and Snyder

testify that the reason for providing the Individual

,lrives was so that if a defective pipe were pro-

,luce<l the chain might be stoppeil without stopping

the slzlng-rolls.

Furthermore, the testimony of both Snyder and

James W. Duncan Indicates that the chain xyas run

continuously, since they testify that sometimes the

hook would go by the tongs without catching, and

Snyder states that the welder Ijad In some In-

stances to hold the pipe in position with the next

pair of tongs so that the hook would grasp the

tong-handles. It is not seen that there would have

been any trouble on this line if the chain had been

run intermittently, since then the hooks would have

been stationary at the time the tongs v^^re laid on

the chain and there syould have been no neces.sliy

for holding the tong-relns in position.

It also appears that trouble was had with the

rollers on the ends of the hooks, due to the fact

that the pins upon which these rollers were mount-

ed broke The fact that this was avolde<l by dis-

pensing with the rollers and using a dfTerent form

of hook does not render the device any the less

a re<luctlon to practice. The rollers were merely

for guiding the chain and were dlspenseil with be-

cause the pins wore out quickly.

It 18 argued that the testimony does not show

that the hooker boys were not employe<l after the

hooks were placed on the chains and that the rec-

ords mtroiluced m evidence would Indicate that

after various tests of the device It was found un-

satlsfactorv and the hooker boys were retained.

There Is nothing, however. In the record to sug-

gest that this was done except the statement of

George Duncan on cross-examination that the old

form of hook-runner hooks could be U8«l on the

present draw-chains.

The testimony shows that a large number of

pieces of pipe were made on the first run with

the hooks on the chains, and while this numt>er

is smaller than the number of pieces made on prior

runs It appears that subsequently about the average

number of pieces of pipe were made. That the

Cham was being used with the hooks thereon Is

dearly shovvn by the excerpts taken from Saun-

ders's Exhibit No. 13. which is the dally furnace-

record There are various entries In this record

showing that the hooks were In use between March.

1910. and the latter part of November. 1910.

It must be held, therefore, that Saunders has

established an actual reiluctlon to practice (.f the

inventi.m prior to Neckermans filing date and that

he is entitled to an award of priority.

The decision of the Examlners-ln-Chlef is re-

versed, and priority Is awarded to Augustus M.

Saunders.

No. 1.1
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DECISIONS OF THE U. 8. C0UET8.

Ooort of Appeals of the District of Oolumbia,

In re Gold.

Decided Mav tt, 1916.

1. PaTCNTABILITT APPAHATUS rOB STKAM-nEATI.VO.

Clatmi for a c«r-beatlng apparatus Heid unpatent-
able in view of the prior art.

S. Saub—8amb.
The dalmt appealed are to substantially tbe Miine

Invention In terms of apparatus tnsteavl of process that

was before tbe court In tbe case in re Gold, (38 App.
D. C. 544 ; 180 O. O., 000.) and tbe decision tbere must
be beld controlUnf berc.

i/r. A. C. Fraser, Mr. E. E. Mycrt, Mr. L. S. Bacon,

and Mr. J. H. Milans for the api)ellant.

Mr. W. R. Ballard for the Commissioner of

Patents.

Van Orsdel, J.:

This appeal Is from the decision of the Commis-
sioner of Patents rejecting applicant's claims for

patent, of which the following are illustrative

:

1. In a car-heating apparatus, tbe combination with a
train pipe and a radiator in tbe car witb an interveninK
a<lnilst4lon valve, and an outlet valve at tbe dl»cbarge from
tbe radiator, of tberuiostatir m«>ans for controlling said
vmlrea. and manually operated means for rendering either
valve inoperative whereby the beating f>ysten Is converti-
ble at will into an admission pipe pressure system or an
Atmospheric pressure syHtem.

3. In a car-beatiDg app^iratus, the combination with a
train pipe and a radiator In the car with an Intervening
admission valve, and an outlet valve at the discharge
from tbe radiator, of thermostatic means for operating
said valves located below the car in the path of tbe radia-
tor discharge and subject to tbe temptrature of said dis-
charge and of the atmosphere outride of the car, and
maoiially operate<l means for determining the control of
one or the other of said valves by said thermoatatic means,
wberebv the beating system Is convertible at will Into an
admis8{on'plpe-preii.«tare system or an atmospheric-pressure
system.

8. In a car-heating apparatus, the combination with a
train pipe and a radiator In the car. with an Intervening
admU^ion valve, and an outlet valve at tbe dl.scharge
from the radiator, of a single thermostat with connections
for controlling either of said valves alone, aB<l nutnually
operateil meaus for determining which valve shall be con-
trolled by said thenno^ttat. comprising a handle moTable
between Indicating marks corresponding renpectlvely to the
position for maintaining admlsRlonpip** presnure'and to
the position for maintaining atmospheric pr««sure. where-
by the system Is convertible at will from either condition
to tbe other withoat requiring adja^tment.

Each of the tribunals of the Patent Office held

the clnlras unpntentable in view of n pntent to one

Weber, issued May 14, 1899. Other patents are

cited, but they are pertinent only as to minor de-

tails. The present case belongs to a long series of

litigation In the Pntent Office and this court. Dur-

ing the pendencj- of an interference between this ap-

plicant and one Fulton. Involving the present Inven-

tion, a demonstration of tlie Weber patent was ma»le

at Jersey City, N. .1., at which tlte Priniar>- Examiner

in charge of appllcatlon.s in this art In the Patent

Office was present. Tlie Examiner embraced his

conclusions in an affidavit which aiipears in this

record and has fipure<l extensively in the other liti-

gation to which reference has l>een made.

Since the Jersey City demonstration of the Weber

Structure in December. 1910, this Invention has been

held unpatentable on the strenirth of the Weber
patent six sucfes.sive times,—by tbe three tribunals

below In the Fulton-Gold case, and by the same

tribunals In the present er parte proceeding by Gold.

239 O. G—21 [Tol. 239.

The issue of the Fulton-Gold Interference was at

follows

:

In combination, an admission plj;>e carrying a supply of
cam at pressure greater than atmospheric, and a steam

heating system including an admission valve and aa ex-
steam at pressure greater than atmospheric, and a steam

g svstem IncTudl
haust valve, both under automatic control by a single
controller, and means for converting said system Into an
admission pipe pressure system or an atmospheric-pres-
sure system at will.

Substantially the same invention In terms of

process, instead of apparatus, was before this court

In interference in the case of Egbert H. Qold v.

Edtcard E. Gold, (34 App. D. C, 229; 150 O. O.,

r»70. ) in which we alhruied the Commissioner in

awarding priority to Edward E. Gold, the present

applicant. Egbert H. Gold then prosecuted his

claims for patent ex parte. The claims were re-

jected by all the tribunals of the Patent Office and,

on appeal, by this court. (/« re Gold, 38 App. D. C,
r»44; 180 O. G., 606.) In each case the rejection

turned on the Weber patent.

In matter of adjustment the Weber structure and
the one l)efore us are very similar. Each contains

an Inlet and an outlet valve, and each Is controlled

by a single thermostat at the exhaust end of the

system. Each operates the withdrawal of the valves

from the control of the thermostat action by means
of screws. Appellant regulates ttte operation of the

valves by a handle, the extent of the movement of

which Is indicated on a dial ; while the W^>er struc-

ture shows a thumbscrew*', the extent of the move-
ment of which is regulatetl by adjustable jam-nuts
shown in the drawing und referred to in the Ex-

aminer's affidavit of wliat was disclosed In the Jer-

sey City test. Indeed, appellant's claim to patent-

ability resolves Itself to the admission of his counsel

that—
tbe distinctive feature of appellant's InventioQ Is that the
apparatus Is convertible by a simple and practically In-
stantaneous operation from the one extreme condition
to the other.

With the jam-nuts mechanically adjusted, the

conversion may be operated with equal rapidity In

the Weber device.

Stress, however, is laid upon the tact that in the

appliatnt's device the thermostat is loi-atetl l)€yond

the outlet-valve In the path of the radiator discharge

and subject to the temperature of the atmosphere

outside of the car. This point la conclusively <lls-

IK>setl of by the Board of Examii>ers-ln-Chief, as
follows

:

The patent to McElroy (April 7, 1»08). dlscloaes a car
beating system In which the Inlet and outlet valves are
operated by a thernostat wbicb la located beyond tbe
ontlet valve In the path of the radiator discharge and
subject to the temperature of the atmosphere outside of
tbe car. it Is believed that claims 4 and ' set forth noth-
ing which is inv(>ntlve In view of Weber, taken in connec-
tion with McElroy. The applicant points out that tbe
McElroy patent alone does not satisfy these claims but
this does not Invalidate tbe same as a reference. Tbe
niH'stlon is whether the ndditloii to the Wet»er construc-
tion of the special features above mentii>ne<) which are
disclosed by McElroy would amonat to invention. W« '(k

tlnd no basis for tbe conclusion that it would.

Applicant has attempted to overcome the ruling

of this court in the Pigbert H. Gold case by some
additional affidavits as to Weber's patent and his

claims as distinguistted from tlie daims before us,

in that Weber did not have In mind an interconverti-

ble system. This Is not important.

Ha. l.J
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A patentee who In the first to make an invention is en-
titleif to hi!$ claiui for all tlie useH an<l advantages wtiicb
belong to it. (ntnto v. Chicago, 104 U. S., 547. 550.)

It was also said In Roberta v. Byer (91 U. S., 150,

157) that—
It is no new invention to use tbe old machine for a
new purpose. The Inventor of a machine is entitled to
the benent of all the uses to which it can be put. no matter
whether he hart conceived the idea of the use or not.

The tribunals below were unanimous in holding

the claims anticipate*! by the Weber patent. The
issue here Is not substantially different from the

case of in re Oold, 8upra, where we held the Egbert

H. Gold claim anticipated by the Weber structure as

dlsclo8e<l in the Jersey City test. The deci-sion in

that case must be held as controlling here.

The decision of the Commissioner of Patents Is

affirmed, and the clerk is directed to certify these

procee<llngs as by law required.

Affirmed.

Oonrt of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

Neckerman v. Saundeks.

Decided January 9, NTT.

1. I.NTKRrCRBNCE PRIORITY RbDDCTION TO PBACTICK.

Where N. relied on his record date, priority was

awarded to 8., who reduced the Invention stated In the

issue to practice in an operative machine prior to N.'a

record date.

2. Sami—Same—Auxiliary Dbticbs Not is I88c«.

Where S., having successfully operated the invention

stated in issue prior to March 30, 1910, subsequently

conceived an additional device, a holddown, to which

claims not Included in the interference have been

allowed. N.'s contention that there would be no reduc-

tion to practice without tbe addition of the holddown

is overruled. Since tbe holddown is not an element of

tbe issue, the successful operation of a machine equipped

as the S. machine was equippe<l prior to the addition

of the holddown device constituted reduction to prac-

tice of the claims of the issue.

Mr. C. P. Byrnes and Mr. O. H. Parinelee for the

appellant.

Mr. C. C. Linthirum for the appellee.

RoBB, ./.:

Appeal from a decision of the Patent Office in an

interference proceeding In which priority of inven-

tion was awarded Saunders.

The Invention relates to a pipe-drawing apparatus

and is expres.se<l in four counts, of which we repro-

duce the 1st and 4th

:

1. In a plpe-drawini? apparatus, a draw-bench, an end-

less draw rhaln having travel thereon, a welding die.

skelp-engaging tongs, and one or more forked dogs having
endless travel with the drawchain and adapted to engage
the end of said tongs while the chain Is traveling and
pull the skeip through the welding die.

4. Pipe drawing apparatus having tongs by which the

pipe skelp is gripped and drawn through tbe welding bell

comprising a draw bench having an endless chain thereon,

means for rontlnuously driving the chain, and means auto-
matically engaging with the tong reins ailapted to grapple
with the reins when the tongs are placed in position on
tbe draw-bench and draw skelp in the grip of the tongs
lengthwl.se over the draw-bcnfh.

The Examiner of Interferences thus describes the

prior art and the Invention of the issue:

In the process of pipe-drawing, a strip of metal heated

in the furnace and known as a skelp. Is drawn through

a die into the hollow cylindrical form of the finished pipe.

The drawing apparatus, old In the art, comprised a draw-
bench with one end adjacent the furnace containing the

heated skelp, an endless chain having travel upon the

draw bench, and the welding die adjacent the furnace end
of the bench and through which the skelp is drawn. Tongs
are attached to tbe skelp, tbe reins of which are. In turn.
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Attached to tbe draw chain, and thereby tbe skelp !•

drawn through the die until the complete pipe Is formed.
Heretofore, the end of the tong rein was manually at-
tached to tbe endless chain on tbe draw-bench by an
attendant. The object of the present invention is to pro-
vide an automobile attaching means so as to dispense with
the operator performing this duty. This automatic means,
as disclosed in the applications of both parties, comprises
forked dogs upon the draw-chain arranged In position to
engage the button upon the end of the tong rein and in
the continued travel of the chain to exert the pulling
action upon the tongs necessary to draw the skelp through
tbe die.

Since Neckerman has taken no te.stimony, he iB

restricted to his filing date of December 14. 1910.

Saunders is one of the superintendents of the Na-

tional Tube Company and highly skilled in the art.

He introduced evidence which satisfied the Exam-
iner of Interferences of a disclosure and reduction

to practice of the invention in the spring of 1910.

The Examlners-ln-Chlef, after ruling that the first

three claims are satisfied by the device which

Saunders built and operated and which the Ex-

aminer of Interferences ruleil amounted to a reiluc-

tlon to practice, concluded that the evidence was not

sufficient to warrant an acceptance of the Exam-
iner's conclusion. That the Board was somewhat
doubtful of the correctness of Its conclusion Is ap-

parent from the following:

In closing this decision, we may confess to the fact ttiat

in stu<lying the record we have been led to conjecture that
Saunders may actually have reduced the Invention to prac-
tice, as is claimed in his behalf, long prior to Neckerman'a
filing date.

The Assistant Commissioner, to whom Saunders

nppealetl, found no difficulty in sustaining the view

of the Examiner of Interferences.

The evidence very clearly shows that just prior

to March 30, 1910, a draw-bench was equipped by

Saunders with the device of the Issue. We shall

not review the evidence here, since that has been

done by the tribunals of the Patent Office. We
agree with the Examiner of Interferences and the

Assistant Commissioner that this draw-bench was
successfully operated and that the completion and

utility of this Invention was fully demonstrate<l.

The evidence shows that Saun<lers. some time sub-

sequent to the installation of his device on a draw-

bench, conceivetl the idea of so positioning a curved

rotl as to prevent the possible disengagement of the

tong reins and chain. This additional feature was

covere<l by claims allowed Saunders, but which were

not inclu<le<l in this interference. Therefore, so far

as this interference Is concerned, the successful op-

eration of a machine equlppe<l as the Saunders

machine was equipped prior to the addition of this

so-called holddown device, constituted re<luctlon to

practice of the claims of the Issue. And yet Necker-

man's principal contention here is that there could

he no reduction to practice without the addition of

this holddown device. Since this device Is not atv

element of the issue, we must assume, as indeed

the evidence shows, that a draw-bench equipped in

accordance with the claims as drawn would be oper-

ative. In other words. If the conditions were re-

versed and Saunders was the senior party relying.

as does Neckerman, upon his filing date, he would

be entitled to constructive reduction to practice upon

the structure of the i.ssue, irrespective of this auxil-

. lary device. What we have said amounts to no more

No. 1.)
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than an affirmation of the oft-repeated mle that
claims will be Interpreted as drawn. {Kirby v.

Clements, 44 App. D. C, 12; Oeltz v. Crozier, 32

App. D. C„ 324.

)

The decision Is affirmed.

Affirmed.

U. S. Oircuit Court of Appeals—Sixth Oircuit.

Cupper Belt Laceb Co. v. E-W Co. rr al.

Decided November H, 1918.

237 Fed. Rep., 602.

1. Patents—Constrdctio!*—Meaning or Terms Tsed—
" Integral."

The word " Integral " as used in a patent claim In

describing two parts of a device as Integral Is not
necessarily used in its narrowest sense as meaning that
they are structurally integral and constitute a single

piece ; but it may mean that they are permanently held
together and are operatlvely or functionally Integral.

2. Patc.nts—Validity 'and iNraiNocMENT

—

Belt-Sta-
pling Tool.

The Mitchell and Gunn patent. No. 806,556, for a
belt-stapling tool, claim 1 construed and In the light
of the proceedings In tbe Patent Offlce, which indicate
its scope, Held infringed.

8. Patents—Construction—Meaning of Words Used.
The meaning of a word as used In patent claims may

vary with the context and with the circumstances.

4. Patents—Equivalency—Range or.
In comparing tbe rule that a claim limitation must

be given effect and the rule that the use of an equivalent
does not escape Infringement tbe question is bow far tbe
patentee Intended to restrict the range of equivalents.

Appeal from the District Court of the United
States for the Eastern District of Michigan ; Arthur
J. Tuttle. Judge.

Surr in equity by the Clipper Belt Lacer Com-
pany agaln.st the E-W Company and others. Decree
for defendants, and complainant appeals. Reversed.

statement of the case.

The appellant brought suit below, alleging in-
fringement of Patent No. 806,556, dated December
5, 1905, Issued to Mitchell and Gunn, for a belt-
stapling tool. The first claim of the patent Is:

A tool or appliance for the purposes referred to, com-
prising a bracliet formed with a stepped portion integral
with the bracket, and having a series of silts formed In
It adapted to receive Jointing staples, and also having a
bole formed transversely through the intermediate por-
tions of the bracket between the slits, and a pin adapted to
be passed through said hole substantially as and for tbe
purposes described.

Illustrations prepared by complainant, showing
the patent in suit and the defendants' goods, are
here reproduced.

TM VvtmttL I>^«>«Mit^ D*Ti«^

In the patented device, the part a is .shown as a
base or anvil, evidently intended to rest upon any
suitable support. Part of this plate is thicker than
the remainder, leaving a square flange or shoulder.
as shown. The upper face of the anvil therefore
may be said to be stepped. In the raised portion are
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cut, side by side, a series of slots indicated by d.

The portions not cut away remain to form partition
walls between the slots. Tran.sAersely through these
walls are bored holes indicated by g and g'. When
the device is used, prepared staples of the form
shown by e have their closed ends inserted in these
slots with their bottoms resting on the steppe<l «lown
part of the anvil. In this way, a series or gang of
these staples is held upright and In position to have
a belt end inserted between the prongs. When the
series of staples has been so place<i. a pin Is inserted
laterally through the series of holes, g, holding the
staples against backward motion, and another pin
through the series of holes, g', holding them against
forward motion. Then, after the belt end is in posi-
tion, a suitable pressure or blow from above drives
both prongs of the staple into the belt from above
and from below and leaves the bend of the staple
projecting free from the belt end. Another belt end
having been similarly treated and each being thus
provided with a series of projecting loops, these
loops on the respective ends are overlaid and a pin
passed through all of them, whereby the two ends
become fastened together with a pivoted Joint.
Defendants use pivoted jaws, both upper and lower

Jaws having the face portion pivoted so as to permit
slight rocking and insure parallelism in the final
pressure in spite of some variation of the belt thick-
ness. Pivoted to the lower Jaw—or. rather, carried
by the same pivot which carries both Jaws—is a
forwardly projecting block practically rectangular
and marked d, the front portion of which is provided
with a series of vertical slots having partition walls
left between them and plerceil transversely by a hole
for the reception of the provided pin, g'. This block
may swing slightly up and down, and it results that
when a larger size of staple Is used, the bending
point of which should be a little higher from the
lower Jaw, this block and the pin which it carries
may rise somewhat, and there comes a feature of ad-
justability, not found in the patent.
The district court thought the patent was not in-

fringed and this appeal was taken.

Mr. Cyrus W. Rice and Mr. Luther V. Moulton for
the appellant. (Mr. Leiois E. Flanders of counsel.)
Mr. W. J. Belknap for the appellees.

Before Wabkinoton and Denison, Circuit Judges,
and Sateb, District Judge.

Denison, Cir. J., (after stating the facts as above:)'
The patented device is very simple. If only one

staple is considered the device is seen to be a mere
driving-guide of suitable shape, and its patentability

would be, at least, doubtful ; but the invention con-
sists in providing a series of these, side by side, so
that several staples can be driven at once and will
be held and driven In that precise position neces-

sary to bring all the extended loops in lateral allne-
ment so that when the two belt ends are united and
a pivot-pin inserted, every loop will bear on the pin.

This might have been done by Inserting In the slots
and from the front a gang of formers all moving
Into position simultaneously and over which the
staples could have been bent, but the insertion and
withdrawing of such formers would have been diffi-

cult. Perhaps other means could be devised, but
the idea of accomplishing this by a laterally-sliding

pin, easily inserted after the staples were in place,
and easily withdrawn after the staples were driven,
was entirely new with the patentees and seems to
have been a happy-thought solution. So far as this
record Indicates, no pins or other resisting me.nns
N«.l.|
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had ever been placed In the inner beml of the partly-

formed staple to serve during the remainder of the

forming and during all the driving process, first as a

forming-anvil, and then as a holding means, and

there had never been any device for holding, alining,

forming, and driving a series of staples of this class.

We know nothing about the earlier clamping-tools

to which the patent refers ; they may well have been

for a single staple. The use of a pin Inserted later-

ally through a series of apertures was known in a

device for weaving a continuous wire belt-lacing,

which, after manufacture, was removed from the

forming device and fastened to the belt end by some

Independent naeans. This hartlly even suggested the

use of a pin with a series of separate staples during

the driving process.

This case Is an appropriate one for giving some

force to public use in determining whether the new

step taken by the patentees was so simple and

obvious that It cannot be called patentable Invention.

Fastening belt ends together by staples of this kind

was known, but there was no tool of this class for

.doing the work. The patent was followed by a con-

siderable sale. In the exact patented form, and if

the invention was of the scope we have supposed, it

is embodied in the later forms, which had a very

large sale. We conclude that Mitchell and Guim

were entitled to a patent covering the use of this re-

taining-pin in this situation, whereby the series of

otherwise Independent slots were united into one

combination for the purpose and with the result of

getting perfect alinement; and the patent which

they secured is entitled, so far as the language of

its claim will permit, to a range of equivalents ac-

complishing this measure of monopoly.

The dissimilarity which we observe when such a

plnte or base as the patent shows Is compared with

a pair of pivoted Jaws Is only superficial. Not only

Is the lower or anvil member of a pair of Jaws the

plain equivalent of a separate plate having the

same resisting and forming functions ; but this very

pivoted-jaw construction was proposed by the pat-

entees as one form of using their invention. When

they filed their aw>licatlon, they said that the neces-

sary closing of the staples could be accomplished by

hammering from above, or by applying a suitable

pressure-plate, or by uniting tbeir forming-plate

with such a pressure-plate in the form of pivoted

jaws ; they say the separate base plate, used aloue,

Is the " simplest form " of tljelr Invention. Although

they struck out this part of the description in sup-

posed compliance with Pat«Jt Office objections, the

original application serves to Illustrate that the

equivalency of a pivoted upper jaw and other means

for pressing the staples home was apparent then

as now.

(1) It Is plain, also, that the defendants have

adopted the substance of the invention, as above

analyzed. We come, therefore, to the question

whether, when we luive invention of considerable

merit, and adoption by the defendant of everything

that was patentably new therein, the language of

the claim has been so limited that the defendants'

[Vol. 2M.

«levlce is not within the monopoly. The answer to

this question depends upon the force to be given to

the word " Integral," as found In the claim. If it

means that the portion of the device upon which the

lower leg of the staple rests horizontally, and which

resists the downward pressure, and the portion

which Is raised higher and Is slotted, so as to hold

and guide the staples vertically, are integral with

each other In the strictest sense of the word—i. c,

structurally integral—defendant does not Infringe.

If we speak of two parts of a cast metal structure

as structurally integral, we mean that they are cast

together In one piece, not that they are made sepa-

rately and assembled, no matter how permnnently.

In defendants' device, the lower or anvil portion Is

cast separately and pivoted to the lower jaw ; and

Its higher or slotted guide p<:>rtlon Is formetl sepa-

rately and then plvote<l to the same lower jaw, so

as to be adjacent to the other .cofiperatlng portion.

Each has a slight rocking motion on Its pivot, and

the two parts, therefore, have some motion relative

to each other, and they are not Integral with each

other In the narrowest meaning of the word ; but the

word does not, necessarily, have only this meaning.

When we say " Integral." we may be thinking of

structure or we may be referring to performance

and function. When two parts, though made sepa-

rately, are permanently fastened together, so that

they work In the same way as If they were a physi-

cal unit, they may well l)e said to be functionally in-

tegral. In this sense, they are to be distinguished

from two parts which operate independently of each

other, and In this sense, defendants' parts may be

called Integral. The lower part and the raised part

are held permanently In the same substantial rela-

tion to each other, and neither part can be removed

or made Inoperative. The guldlng-slots with open-

ings for the pin are always ready to receive, hold,

and position staples resting on the lower part, and

during both the forming and the driving of the

staples the two parts do not lack the smallest frac-

tion of cooperation which they would have if they

were structurally of one piece. True, they have an

additional capacity. They have the strength and

permanency of ass<»clation and capacity to cooperate

In resisting opposing strains, which would be found

if they were made of one piece, and. in addition to

this, they have some relative adjustment In one di-

rection only. That this difference In functions Is in

addition, and not In substitution, is apparent from

an exhibit in which these two parts and the jaw

which carries them In defendants' tool have all been

united rigidly by welding ; and this modified device,

for the appropriate size of staples. Is just as opera-

tive as plalntifTs or defendants' unmodified device.

It would be an equvalent variation from the pat-

ented form to give the raised portion a relative ver-

tical sliding motion, but by means which prevented

the two parts from being separate<l. Such a device,

like defendants', would be structurally non- Inte-

gral, but for every functional purpose Integral. Are

there suflHcIently compelling reasons for adopting.

In this case, the most limiting definition of the

wordT
Ho. 1.]
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(2) We find In the Patent Office proceedings no

e8topi)el which requires the same strictness of con-

struction as if Integrality Imd been the feature upon
which applicant and the Patent Office both relied to

AYOid the cited references and to import patentable

novelty- into a claim otherwise devoid of It The
claim, as first presenteil. contained no reference to

integrality, an«l no reference to the hole and pin

method of positioning and holding the staples, but

dalmed broadly a block with a stepped portion, and

with the upr>er ix)rtlon slotted to receive the staples.

This was rejected on reference to Southwick, who
had a device for uniting belt ends by driving verti-

cally parallel legged staples, one leg Into each end.

It had a solid lower plate or die to receive and
clench the lower staple emls, and the upper part,

containing the staple-guides, was split vertically

and centrally at right angles to the t^ane of the

staples. The two halves of this guide were perma-

nentl> pivotetl at one end to the lower plate. In

operation, the two belt ends were laid abutting each

other on the lower plate. Tlie upper guide-halves

were then brought together and clamped Into posi-

tion and down on the belt ends, and the staples

were then driven by staple-ptungers, which followed

them down through the guides. To meet this refer-

ence, applicants Imserted In the claim the statement

that the lower and tlie ralsetl portions of their

bracket were Integral. If the Patent Office had

thereupon granted the patent, there would have

been a perfect case for applying, as far as it might

go, the rule of estoppel ; but It did not It rejected

the amended claim, and upon the same reference.

Applicants' attorney then insisted upon this distinc-

tion, and said

:

It should b* partimlarly noted that, in the present ap-
plication, th»» stepped portion of the bracket la formed in-

tegrallv therewltn and It immovable on the base portion.
This, i contend, forms a ma(*fa simpler device than .'sonth-

wlck's and. I think, shows a patentable dUTerencc, such
•s is claiaie<l in claim 1.

The Patent Office again rejected the claim upon

the same citation. Tliereupon applicants Inserted

the reference to the transverse holes and pin. and

the patent Issued. The reasons for the repeated re-

jections of the claim, after it was amended by in-

serting the word " Integral." were not given by the

Patent Office; but It must be assume<l that the rejec-

tions were because of the familiar principle that

there Is. normally, no patentable difference between

making an article In one piece or In two pieces. In

this ruling the applicants acquiesced, and so we find

applicants and Patent Office agreeing that the pat-

entability- of the Invention over the references did

not He In the feature of integrality. It is evident

that If the applicants had finally erased this refer-

ence to Integrality, and left the claim In this partic-

ular the same as It was originally, the patent would

have ls.sued just the same. Neither Is It now sought

to give the claim such construction as would cover

Southwick and similar devices. They are of a dif-

ferent class from the one in which both plaintiff and

defendants are found. They do not contain at all

the chief characteristics of the present Invention;

I. c. tninsvorse holes and the pin for simultaneous
[Vol. 289.

positioning. The claim of estoppel by what occurred

In the Patent Office must therefore be discarded

;

and the limiting reference to integrality must be
treated both as unnecessary and as voluntary.

Although It cannot be arbitrarily disregarded be-

cause It was unnecessary and voluntary, and because

it had nothing to do, and was not finally thought

to have anything to do, with imtentability, yet the

defendants' stepped staple-holder, which Is other-

wise the full equivalent of the patented bracket,

will not be denied such equivalency merely because

tlje two portions are not. In every sense, integral, if

they do, nevertheless, in any fair way, respond to

that wM-d. Although the Patent Office proceedings

do not raise an estoppel, they do aid In determining
the meaning of this ILraitatioo. It was Intended by

the applicants to distinguish from Southwick. In

the applicants' device, the base or clenching face

portion and the slotted portion were always and
permanently held In a certain relation to each other,

whereby the slotted portion was always In a posi-

tion to receive and hold the series of staples ready

for driving. From the beginning to the end of the

using process, the slotte<l portion lay at the end of

and stepped above the denching-face. It coold not

be removetl from that position, unless one destroyed

the tool Instead of using It In Southwick, the

upper slotted portion of the tool were necessarily

rtnnove*! from position and swung out of the way to

allow the belt to enter, and when they were united

to make a complete staple-guide, they were clamped
in position over the lower plate and held rigidly In

reference to each other only by a binding-screw or

such other temporary adjustment as might be made.
Both by the use of the word and by the communi-
cations a<Ulressed to the l*atent Office, applicants

showed that they intended " Integral " to refer to

a device having the characteristics of the former
cla.ss as di.stiagulshe<l from the latter. They pointed

out that, if one of the Southwick m^erabers were

opened and turned away, It would be inoperative

with such a staple as theirs, while. In their device,

the slotted i>ortlon was Immovable on the base por-

tion, and th^ urged that they were justified in

claiming a device in which the vertical slots for

holding the staples are " stationary."

Applying this differentiation to defendants' tool.

we see that it is to be classifletl with Mitchell and

Gnnn rather than with Southwick. In defendants'

tool, the base portion and the .slotted portion are

permanently hehl together. The slotted portion lies

at the end ot and rises above the base portion, and

Is always ready to receive and hold staples. This

mutual working relationship of the two parts can-

not be changed, unless one destroys the tool Instead

of using it. The precise fixed lateral relationship of

the two parts cannot. In any wise, be varied ; such

variation as there may be is vertical only. Inter-

preting the term by the intent thus evidenced, and

by Its entire Immateriality In giving patentable In-

vention, and by the very strong presumption that

there could have been no Intent to make the patent

worthless through a provision that, by an Improve-

No. 1.1
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naent, the patent would be avoided, vre do not hesi-

tate to conclude that the two parts of defendants'

bracket are Integral In that functional sense which
Is sufficient to bring them within the field to which
the patentees conflne^J themselves.

(3) We do not overlook our recent decision
{Michigan Co. v. Monarch Co., 233 Fed., 107;
C. C. A., ,) in which we considered this same
word " integral." and held that it referred to, and
so limited the patent to, structural Integrality. The
two cases only illustrate that the meaning of the
same word may vary with the context and with the
circumstances. In that case, the device comprised
two members, and each member, several parts. The
claim specified that one part should be integral with
its member, and, in defendants' device, this part,
constructed separately, was first permanently fas-
tened to. and became a permanent part of. the other
member. Such Integrality as resulte<l between that
part and that meml)er. with reference to which the
patent used the term, came only after both members
had been asserabletl into permanent relationship.
There, also, we interprete<l the word with reference
to the way which it distinguished from the reference
which had been cited before the word was inserted
in the claim, and, by all the circumstances, we were
led to conclude that such ultimate functional inte-
grality as there was did not satisfy the limitation
as the applicant had Intended It to mean. Some-
what similarly, in Roicley Co. v. Columbus Co.
( 220 Fed.. 127. 134 ; 136 C. C. A.. 81 ) we considered
the limitation implied by the word " independently,"
and found that there was infringement, even though
defendants' device was not independent in every
sense, if it was independent to the extent necessary
to get the result which the patentee had in mind
when he selected the word. His selection—as here

—

was unfortunate, because his chosen word was ca-

pable of too broad a meaning. So the Circuit Court
of Appeals of the Second Circuit, In Thacher v.

Transit Co., (234 Fed., 640; C. C. A.. ,)

where the limiting force of the word " independent "

was under consideration, and. applying the familiar
rule that when two meanings are possible, the claim
should be Interpreted so as to give life to the patent,
made a distinction between " independent mechani-
cally " and " independent in action."

(4) The rule that a claim limitation must be
given effect, and the rule that the use of an equivt^-

lent does not escape infringement, sometimes seem
to have nn uncertain line of demarcation ; but. after
all. the question is how far the patentee, by his

action and by his choice of words, either did intend
or must be deemed to have Intende<l that the range
of equivalents should not extend far enough to in-

clude defendants' device. We have frequently cfe-

clined to give to a word or phrase in a claim its

prima facie limiting effect, and we have felt at lib-

erty so to decline when there was room for construc-
tion, but not when a specific meaning was clearly

Intended. For recent examples in this court of
applying a liberal construction of claim language,
so as to include devices which might seem beyond
the claim, see National Co. v. Mark, (216 Fed., f507,

513; 133 C. C. A.. 13.) Schiebel Co. v. Clark, (217

Fed., 760, 771 ; 133 C. C. A.. 490.) Frey v. .4u/o Co.,

(236 Fed.. 916 ; C. C. A.. .) October 3. 1916.
We conclude that defendants Infringed the first

claim of the patent, and thus it becomes unneces-

sary to consider whether their backwardly-reslsting

rear slot-wall Is or is not the full equivalent of the
patentees' backwardly-reslsting pin. as specified in

the second and narrower claim.

The Judgment must be reversed, and the case re-

manded for the usual Injunction and accounting.

ADJUDICATED PATENTS.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Barber patent. No. 781,802,
for an Internal-combustion engine. Held valid and
infringed. Barber v. Ofw Motor Sale* Co., 240 Fed.
Rep., 723.

(U. S. D. C.) The Culmer patents, Nos. 635.429
and 635.430. the former for a process of making an
asphaltic paving material and the latter for the
product, Held valid and infringed. Standard A»-
phalt d Rubber Co. v. Barber Asphalt Paving Co.,
240 Fed. Rep., 749.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Fessenden patent. No.
918.306, for an improved method of wireless signal-
ing, claims 1 and 3 Held not to include regularity in
the timing of sparks so as to produce a musical
note, and, so construed, Held void for want of in-
vention. Kintner v. Atlantic Communication Co.,
240 Fed. Rep., 716,

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Pitt patent. No. 778,070, for
a loose-leaf binder, Held valid and infringed. Irv-
ing-Pitt Mfg. Co. v. Truttell Mfg. Co., 240 Fed. Rep.,
730.

(U. S. D. C.) The Plyra patent. No. 852.450. for
a structure for holding heavy plate-glass in position
for store-windows, Held Infringed. Katcneer Mfg.
Co. V. Detroit Showcase Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 737.

(U. S. D. C.) The Plym patent. No. 860.150, for
store-front construction. Held infringed. Katcneer
Mfg. Co. V. Detroit Showcase Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 737.

(U. S. CCA) The Strain reissue patent. No.
12.297. (original No. 730.412.) for a fruit-grader.
Held not infringed by a moillfled machine made by
defendant. Riverside Heights Orange Growers'
Ass'n V. Stebler, 240 Fed. Rep., 703.

(U. S. C C A.) The Wise patent. No. 1.002.950,
for an Improved metallic frame for soda-fountain
counters and other analogous structures, Held void
for want of Invention. Wise Soda Apparatus Co. v.
Bishop-Babcock Becker Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 7,33.

( U. S. C C. A. ) The Warren patent. No. 727.50J5,
for a pavement, construed, and Held not Infringed.
Evans v. Warren Bros. Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 696.

Adverse Decisions in Interference.
Patbnt No. 1.162,844.

On Maj 4, 1917. a decision was rendered that Oscar
Anderson was not the first Inventor of the subject matter
covered by claims 5 and 6 of his Patpnt No 1 162 844
subject, •' Pnenmatlc milking machines." and no appeal
having been taken within the time allowed such decision
has become final.

Interference Notice.

Dbpartms.nt or the Intkbior.
Dnitbd States Fatint Omci,

Washington, D. C, May 19, 19n.
Louis Kuntacher, hit a«*iffnt or Ugal repreaentativea take

notice:
An Interference having been declared by this Office l>e-

tween the application of The Favorlta Co., of .New York
N. Y., for reiflstratlon of a trade mark and trade mark
registered Maj 31, 1910, No. 78.106, to Louis Kuntscher,
of Tarpon. Tex., and a notice of such declaration sent by
registered mall to said Louis Kuntsoher at the said ad-
dress having been returned by the post office und^Mverable
notice Is hereby given that unless said Louis Kuntscher'
his assigns or legal representatives, shall enter an appear-
ance therein within thirty days from the first publication
of this order the Interference will be proceeded with as
In case of default.

This notice will be published In the OrriciAL Gazi
for three consecutlte weeks.

R. F. WHITEHEAD.
First Assistant Commissioner.

[Tol No. 1.]
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D««lpu
Trada-Marks.
Labels
Prtnu
Ratssoes

8W-N0. I,2»,a06 to No. 1,230,092, Inclusive-
31-No. 50,808 to No. 30,»28, tocloslT©-
»-No. 117,017 to No. 117,074, Inclu.-sly*.

Nooa.
Nona.
1-No. 14,ai5.

Total vn

Amendment of Enles of Practice.

(Obobb No. 2.328.)

Department ok the Interior.
Dmited Stat«b Patent Orrici.

Washington, D. C, June $, 1917.

Aetlms vader tke provtaloma of aeetloa 488 of
the RertMd Statatea aad wltk tke approval of tke
Secretary of tke laterior. Rale »3 «r the Ralea of
Praetle* la the Vnited Statoa Patent Oflec ha*
heen amcaded to read « fellowai

93. Aa laterfercnce la a proceedins inatituted
for the parpaae of deteraiinlnir the ««eatloB ofprtortty of lavratlon brlvrrea two or ^ore vartlea•lalmlav rakst.atl.II7 th« ume pataatakle laV«a-
tloa. I!V ORDER TO ASCKRTAI!^ WHETTHER ANY«rB»TION OF PRIORITY ARIgB§ THB COMMIS-
HIO.fBR MAT CALL I PON ANY Jl .MOR APPLI-CANT TO STATE IN WRITING THE DATE WHENHE CONCEIVED THE INVENTIOBf IT<«DER CON-SIDERATION. ALL NTATEMENTH PILED iwCOMPLIANCE WITH THIS RILE WILL BE RE-Tl RNED TO THB PARTIE.S FILING THEM. INCASE THE APPLICANT MAKES NO REPLYWITHIN THE TIME SPECIFIED. NOT LESS THANTTEN DAYS. THE COMMISSIONER W ILL PROCEEDrPON THE ASSrMPT10\ THAT THE SAID DATE
IS THE DATE OP THE OATH ATTACHED TO THEAPPLICATION. Tke fact tkat oaa of tk« partlea
kaa already obtained a patent will not prevent aalaterference. for. altboairk tke CommUaloner haaBO povrer to raacel a patent, he m.y ar.nt .nothrrpatrat for the mnmtr Invratlon to a peraoa vrkoproves to he the prior Inventor.

THOMAS EWINO.
Caaualaslaaer.

PAYMEKT OF TAXES, ANNUITIES OE FEES ON
GEfiMAN PATENTS.

[Letters Patent—Gennany.]
By the Prc«ldent of the T^alted States of AaierieaA Proeiaaaatloa.

.
.^'^*»"*'-^ **• la'*^* »' tke Germaa Empire pro-

lilt
«k-«^^«t*r. Pateat ^raated or laaied tS HtU

pSrlod^r "' '" '* *" wlthlB stated

ITnU°j!i 'l^'f*"*.-
*'•* ***f••* ot the eitlacas of theUnited States In sack. Letters Patent are of areat

^hi^ti'h
«"•«"»- l-Portant that sach pa^^"^should be made la order to preserve tfcelr riKhtsT

«f^2'*V*^?'^'^'^' *' W«»«dr»w Wllsoa. PresfdeZtof tke Lalted States of America, ky virtue of tkeP«v%er. vested in me a. such, hereby declare a.dproclaim that clttaen. of the United State, ownIns Letter. Patent granted or Isaaed by the German Empire are hereby authori.ed aad plr^UteJto make payment of any tax, aaaalty or fi^ which«ay be required by the laws of the German Em-
E'erte'riV.^:™?.'"*'^-"- " *»-•' "«».'.«- -"h
fc-in '^'i"*"* '^hereof, I have kereuato set my
K ««"eJ.""' • ••' °' *** ^"^*** St!,te."J
Doae at tke elty of Waaklactoa, tkU a4tk <l>«of May. In tke year of our Lo^ nineteen huadt^

r-lted'^S^^Jtrt^"" "\*'^ I—Peade::e''?.?*r^
[S«i 1

• **' "* kaadred aad forty-flr.t.

BylheWesldent: ^ OODROW WILSON.
BOBBBT LanBINO,

Secretary of State.
[No. 1372.]

Diaclaimer.
1.006.977.Samuel Brand. Rockford. 111. Article-Posi-

TioxiNo Means. Patent dated Mav 6 1914 di,.
clalmer filed June 2, 1»17. by the a^slgiees, Howard
D. Colman. Luther L. Miller, and FTarry A Severgon
copartoers trading as Barber Colman Gompanv

Enter this disclaimer

—

»v T'J/l!.''" ^ "*' ^^"^ Letters Patent, which -claim la in
the following worda

:

*iJl^- It J^^^^^K^^ J^'' receiving bobbins provided with
i\^ ^°l^''''t\. l^J *'?*<' °' •0'°* o' the boUlna being in
?I, *",*^ ''•^Jw *^l "P* "' adjacent bobbins, ancl m *anSfor aeleotlng the tip of enrh bobbin Irrospeotlv" of thJposition of the bobbin and causing said tip to be pas^dforemost through tbf receptacle " ^ i* «« "* pasaea

AdTerae DeciaionB in Interfereno«i
Patsmt No. 1,181.007.

w
.V

^,P^ ^*"'" ^^' ^®^^' * <leci«ion was rendered that Em-erlch Siarvasy was not the first inventor of the suhler^-

iVgTea'r'lu^i'Jt '•?.'£.' 1- 2- f • "1 5 «' his I>aten^No.
{.1 / *V__?"''Jf*^*' Proceaa for saponification of the

"^l? 1

derivatives of aliphatic hydrocarbons," and noappeal having been taken within the time allowed suchdetision baa become final
«»"vwru euca

Patint No. 1,185.184.
On May 12. 1917. a decision waa rendered that MasonP. Rumney was not the flrst Inventor of the abJer^mat-

Ject Vehicle-springs.- and no appeal having been takenwithin the time allowed auoh decision has l>eoome final.
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otally connected to one of said members, a stud projecting

from said hasp plate and a sbe«>t metal spring removably
seated against one of said members, the said spring being

arranged to sUdably engage said hasp plate in prorimity

to Mid stud.

2. In a device of tht character described ligldiy con-

nected front and back members, a hasp plate plvotally

• onnected to one of said members and a sheet aietal spring

provided with a retaining flange which is seated against a

shoulder on one of said members, the said spring being

arranged to slidably enKnge said ha.xp plate.

3. A hasp for suit cases an<i like articles comprising

rigidly connected front and back memb^-rs, :i hasp plate

pivoted to said front member, a stud mounted on said hasp

plate, the said back member being provided wUb an open-

ing, and a tlat spring passed through said cpealng, the

!^aid spring having one of its extremities seated against

one of said members beyond said opening and its opposite

«>xtremlty slidably engaging said hasp plate In proximity

to said stud.

1.229.208. DISPLAY DEVICE FOR AUTOMOBILE-
LICENSE NUMBERS. Chaklcs D. Baker. New Rich-

land. Minn. Filed Feb. 2. 1915. Serial No. 5.679.

(01. 40—133.)

A de\-ice of the class descrltxHl comprising a casing In-

cluding a top. a bottom, a back and sides, flanges formed
on certain of the edges of said top. bottom, back and sides,

removable locking strips engaging adjact-nt flanges for

r«taLnlmg the parts of the casing In position, a number
plate removably engaged in the front of the casing and
having its side edges confined liy the fnds th«'r>'of and its

lower edge confined by the front edge of the bottom, and
an angle plate having one of its portions slidably con-

nected with the front portion of the top of the cusing. the
fftds of said portion of the angle plate engaging The lock-

ing strips i^-arrled by the ends of said top. said angle plate

having its other portion eDgage<l with the upper portion of

said nnmber plate.

1,229.209. OPTICAL ADJUSTER FOR RANHE - FIND-
ER."^. Archibald Bars and William STBOin). Annies
land, Glasgow, Scotland, assignors to Barr and Stroud,
Limited. Glasgow. Scotland. Origlaal application filed

June 8. 1915, Serial No. .32.989. Divided and this ap-

plication filed July 29. 1916. Serial No. 112.166. (CI.

88—2.7.)

1. The method of Increasing the accuracy of ofKlcal
adjusters for nsi» In conn»»rtl«n with self r^ntalned base

m::.:l«llnd»'rs by mixing and circulating the air ltaclo«ed In

the apparatus through which different parts of the op-
erative >>eam8 of light pass, substantially as set forth.

2. An optical adjuster for use in connection with a Mlf
contained base rangefinder having the whole or a part.At
the space traversed by the adjuster beams inclosed, lfi-

Koclated with means for circulating and mixing the ^
contained within the said space.

3. An optical adjuster for use In connection with a self-

contained base rangeflnder having objective mark glasses
with a space between them, a case inclosing the said spaoe,
and means for circulating the air within the space.

4. An optical adjuster for use in connection with a self

contalne«] base rangeflnder having objective mark glasaet'
with a space l>etw»HM) them, a case Inclosing the said space,
and means for circulating the air within the space, as-
sociated with prisms forming parts of the adjuster placed
inside the said case.

6. An optical adjuster for use In connection with a self

contained base rangeflnder having objective mark glasses
and prisms, a case inclosing the said glasses and prisms,
and an air circulating mechanism connected with the cas-
ing, for the purposes set forth.

IClalm 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,210. TRACTIO.N WHKEL. John B. Ba«THOI.O-
MBW, Peoria, III., assignor to .Vvery Company, a Cor-
p<iratlon of Illinois. Filed Sept. 22. 1909, Serial Xo.
5l9,0,a. Renewed Nov. 4. 1916. Serial No. 129,632.
(CI. 21—208.)

\rc

1. The combination with a traction wheel having a
ground engaging bearing surface, of a detachable auxil-

iary traction mechanism comprising a rim, the outer bear-
ing mrface of which is of smaller diameter than the benr-
Ing surface of the wheel, ground •nmiglng devices movably
mounted upon the auxiliary mechanism, and meant fur

normally holding the said derlcea In retracted positions
out at enicagement with the groand. the said devlres being
antomatlcally movable Into their extended ground grip-

ping positions upon engagement with the ground and tllp-

page with respect thereto, substantially as set forth.

2. An auxiliary traction device for traction wheel com-
prising s frame, vanes plvotally connected to said frame
and adapted to extend In a radial direction, and contlmi-

oaaly operative devices tending to maintain all of Mid
vanes In non radial positions, substantially as s^t forth.

.i. In an auxiliary traction derlce for traction wheels,
the combination of an annular frame, ground engaging

i wings movably connected to Mid frame, means for hold-
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Ing the wings In normal inoperative positions, and the

Mid holding means being capable of permitting the wings

to move Into their ground engaging positions upon the

slippage of the wheel, substantially as set forth.

4. In a traction device, the combination of an annular

frame, wings plvotally connected to aald frame and adapt-

ed to assume radial positions, means for limiting the

movement of the wings in one direction beyond the radial

position, and continuously operative means tending to

hold the wings normally In positions at angles to the

radii through the pivotal axes, substantially as set forth.

5. In a traction device, the combination of an annular

frame, ground engaging wings plvotally connected to said

frame and adapted to asbume radial poaltlMis, continu-

ously operative devices tending to maintain the wings in

non-radial positions, and means for locking the said wings

in their radial positions, substantially as set forth.

I
Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.211. COMBINATIUN LOCK AND SWITCH. BlN-

\t'« L. BBCK5H. Anderson, Ind.. assignor of one-third

to Howard Witt and one third to Frank H. Schlater,

Anderson, Ind. Filed Sept. 23, 1916. Serial No. 121,707.

(CI. 175—282.)
01'>

1. A combination lock and switch comprising electrical

terminal contacts, a p«'rmutation plate for covering the

terminal contacts having openings to register with aald

contacts, and provided with an abutment stud, a switch

bar slldable to make contact with the terminal contacts

and rotatable in the path of the abutment stud of the

permutation plate, means for rotating the switch bar to

engage the permutation plate stud to bring the openings

of the plate Into register with the terminal contacts,

means for sliding the switch bar to make contact with the

tc nilnal conta<-ts. und designating means for indicating

predetermined movements of the permutation plate and
switch Iter for adjustment of the parts to operative po-

sitions.

2. A combination lock and switch comprising electrical

terminal contacts, a permutation plate for covering the

terminal contacts, a switch bar for moving the permuta-

tion plate to uncover the terminal contacts and make con-

tact with the ttrmlnal contacts, and means for operating

the switch bar to effect movement of the permutation plate

and make connection with the terminal contacts.

3. A combination lock and switch comprising electrical

terminal contacts, a permutation plate for covering the

ternilnal contacts and provided with an abutment stud,

a switch bar provided with m<'mt)ers for engagement with
the stud of the permutation plate to uncover the terminal

contacts and to make connection with the terminal con-

tacts In a predetermined position, and means for operating

the switch bar.

4. A coml'lnatlon lock and switch comprising electrical

terminal contacts, a permutation plate for covering the

terminal contacts formed with openings for exposing said

contacts and provided with an abutment stud, a switch

bar for engagement with the stnd of the permntatlon
plate for moving the plate to uncover the terminal con-

tact" and for making connection with said terminals, a

rotatable dial operatlvely connected with the switch bar

to rotate the bar, means for moving the switch bar into

and out of connection with the terminal contacts, and
means for determining predetermined movements of the

permutation plate and switch bar for bringing the parts

Into position for unlocking the switch and closing a cir-

cuit through the terminal contacts.

5. A combination lock and switch comprising electrical

terminal contacts, a permutation plate for covering the

terminal contacts formed with openings for exposing said

contacts and provided with an abutment stud, a swltcli

bar for engagement with the stud of the permutation plate

for moving the plate to uncover the terminal contacts

and for making connection with said terminals, a rota-

table dial operatlvely connected with the switch bar to

rotate the bar, and a spindle formed with a threaded por-

tion upon which the switch bar is mounted for moving the

l)ar Into and out of connection with the terminal contacts.

1.229.212. STORAGE CABINET. Edwabd O. BENNrTT,
Oakland, Cal. Filed Apr. 19, 1916. Serial No. 92.294.

(CI. 194—1.)

1. A cabinet having a plurality of compartments, a door

for each compartment, coin controlled locks for normally

locking said doors In closed position, a coin receptacle In

the lower part of said cabinet adapted to be locked against

outside Intrusion, tubes extending from the top of Mid
cabinet adapted to engage said locks and lock the Mme in

place, said tubes leading to aald coin receptacle In the

lower part of said cabinet adapted to deliver a coin to

said receptacle, a block to which the upper ends of aald

tubes are fastened, means by which said tubes are raised

and lowered out of adjustment and into adjustment with

said locks, said tubes leading to Mid coin receptacle, and

means by which Mid tubes are fastened against outside

intrusion, substantially as shown and described.

2. A cabinet, a coin re<'eptacle in the lower part of said

cabinet, coin operative locks connected to said cabinet

adapted to receive a coin placed therein, tubes by which

said c-oin locks are secured to said cabinet, means by

which said tubes are operated, a check locking and un-

locking member, means by which Mid check locking and

unlocking member is protected from breakage. Mid tubea

extending from the top to the bottom of Mid <:ablnet and

having openings in the sides thereof adapted to aline with

the coin slots In said coin operative locks and deliver coins

therethrough, to said receptacle fastened to the lower part

of said cabinet, substantially as shown and- described.

3. A cabinet, a coin receptacle In the lower part of said

cabinet adapted to receive coins, coin locks fastened to

said cabinet, tubes by which Mid coin locks are secured

to Mid cabinet. Mid tubes also being adapted to convey

coins to said receptacle, and means by which said tubes

are held In place In said cabinet, substantially as shown

and described.

1.229.21.3. PAPER - FASTENING TOOL. William A.

Bernard. New Haven, Conn., assignor to The William

Schollhorn Company. New Haven, Conn., a Corporation

of Connecticut. Filed Apr. 9, 1918. Serial No. 760,010.

(CI. 93—1.)

1. In a tool such as described, the combination of a

channeled jaw having an open upper part, a die plate

resting on the upper edge of Mid Jaw and having a shanU
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with ui opening therein, a stripper plate having a shank
off-iet from the body portion thereof and renting on the
Mhnnk of said die plate whereby the bodies of said die

plate and stripper plate respectively are spaced apart,

and a screw passing through the lower wall of the Jaw
and through the aforesaid opening in said die plate into

threaded engagement with the shank of said stripper plate,

salil opening of the die plate shank being larger than the

diameter of said screw to permit lengthwise adjustment
«f said die plate ; substantially as described.

**-•

3« /

2. The combination with a Jaw of substantially U-
fbsped cros«-section, of a cutter comprising a plate hav-

ing a shank fitted between the side walls of the Jaw. and
a pin or projection on <«ald shank extending through and
clenched in an opening In the Intermediate wall of the
Jaw ; substantially as described.

3. The combination with a Jaw of substantially U-
shaped cross-section, the opposite edges of said jaw being
provided with notches, of a plate having a body portion
set In said notches, a shank on said plate fitted between
the side walls of the Jaw. and a pin connecting the shank
with the intermediate Jaw wall ; substantially as de-

•cribed.

2,229.214. CHAIR-IRON. HAaax W. Boles a. Port Wash
Ington, Wis. Plied Feb. 23, 1915. Serial No. 9.928.

<C1. 155—24.)

A chair iron comprising a spindle head provided with
an aperture, a pivot shaft carried by the head adjacent
and below said aperture, a spider, depending arms on the

spider Journaled on the shaft, a spring seating block car-

ried by the spider, an angle lever including a short arm
extended upwardly betwe«'n the spider and spindle head
and a long arm extending away from the spring seating
itiock and an extension at its angle projecting through the
aperture of the head and pivoted on th*- i>olt, a spring ex-

tending outwardly from rh»' seating block, a ro<l <'onnect-

ed with the outer end of the spring and plvotaily connect-

ed with the short arm of the lever and means for adjust-

ably holding the long arm of the lever with respect to the

spindle head.

1.229.215. SCALE CONSTRUCTION. John H. A. Boca-
riiLD, St. Johnsbury. Vt., assignor to E. and T. Pair-

banks and Company. St. Johnsbury, Vt.. a Coriwratlon
of Vermont. Piled Mar. 16, 1916. Serial No. 84,447.

(CI. 266—49.)

1. The combination with a scale lever, of a plurality of
knife-edge pivots therefor, said lever having a plarallty

of accurately-machine<l vertical walls spaced an exact dis-

tance apart and said pivots each having an accnrately-

machlned vertical wail adapted to engage the machine<l
wall of the lever, an<l mechanism for securing the pivots

in position so that their distance apart Is determined
entirely by the machined walls.

2. The combination with a scale lever, of a knife-edce
pivot therefor, said lever having an accurately-machined
vertical wall and said pivot having an accurately ma-
chined vertical surface adapted to engage the machined
wall of the lever, and means for clamping the machined
surface of the pivot into contact with the machined wall
of the lever.

8. The combination with a scale lever, of a knife-edge

pivot therefor, said lever having a recess adapted to re-

ceive the body portion of the pivot, one wall of the re-

cess being provided with an accurate surface and the ad-

jacent surface of the pivot also being formed accurately,

and a wedge memt>er adapted to force said accurately-
formed surfaces into contact with each other.

4. The combination with a scale lever, of a knife-edge

pivot therefor, comprising a l>aBe i>ortion and a side

formed accurately at right angles thereto, the opposite
side of said pivot being inclined toward the t>a.se, and a
wedge member adapted to act upon the inclined surface of

the pivot to force the accurately-formed surface of the
pivot Into contact with an accurately-formed surface on
the lever.

5. The combination with a- scale lever, of a knife-edge

pivot therefor, said lever having a true vertical surface

and said pivot member having a true vertical surface and
an inclined surface, a we<lge member bearing against the
Inclined surface, and means for adjusting the wedge
member to bear against the Inclined surface of the pivot

member and force the vertical surface thereof into con-

tact with the vertical surface on the lever.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (iazette. ]

1,229.216. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Wtatt
BoYO. Canton. Ohio. Piled Mar. 26, 1916 Serial No.
16.956. (CI. 187—116.)

In a device of the character described, the combination
of a cylinder having an opening at one end and a flat an-

nular abutment surrounding said opening, a tubular mem-
ber slldable snugly through said opening, an outstanding
chamber having a reduced op«>n end snugly receiving »ald

tubular memb<T and provided with an outturned flange

resting upon said abutment, said reduced end having nn
annular rabbf't surrounding said opening, securing elements
engaged through said flange and taking into the abut-
ment, and a packing ring disposed tightly t>etween said

abutment and rabbet and embracing said tubular memt>er.
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the end of said tubular member being cIos^mI. said tuhuia*-

member having an opening near its end movable past

said packing ring into th^ cylinder and into said cham-

ber beyond the reduced open end thereof.

1.2 29,217. INTERNAL C(>MHU8TION ENGINE.
Abthck Robkkt r.Kor<;HA»i, West Hampstead, London,

England. Filed Oct. 7, 1915. Serial No. 64.604. (Cl.

123—74.)

1. In a two stroke cycle internal combustion engine, a

piston, a working cylinder for said piston closed at both

ends and the wall of which is formed with grooves near

one end adapted to bridsre the said piston when at one

end of its stroke, a crank casing, a piston rod flxed to

said piston and extending into said crank casing, a valve

controlling the admission of explosive mixture to the

grooved en<! of said cylinder, an exhaust valve at the

other end of said cylinder, a crank within said crank

casing, a block mounted on said crank, a link formed In

one with said piston rod and within which said block

can slide and a lubricant pump cylinder at the K)wer

end of said crank casing, said pump cylinder forming a

guide for the lower end of said piston rod which works

therein and constitutes a lubricant pump piston.

2. In a two-stroke cycle internal combustion engine, a

piston, a working cylinder for said piston closed at both

ends and the wall of which is formed with grooves near

one end adapted to bridge the said piston when at one

end of its stroke, a crank casing, a piston rod flxed to

said piston and extending into said crank casing, a valve

controlling the admission of explosive mixture to the

grooved end of said cylinder, an exhauf«t valve at the

other end of said cylinder, a crank within said crank

casing, a block mounted on said crank, a link formed in

one with said piston ro<l and within which said block can

slide, a lubricant pump cylinder at the lower end of said

casing formed with longitudinal grooves that freely com-

municate with said crank casing, and a piston working In

said pump cylinder connected to said piston rod.

.3. In a two stroke cycle Internal combustion engine, a

piston, a workinz cylinder for said piston closed at both

ends and the wall of which is forme<l with grooves near

one end adapted to bridge the said piston when at one

end of Its stroke, a crank casing, a piston rod flxed to

said piston and extending into said crank casing, a valve

controlling the admission of explosive mixture to the

grooved end of said cylinder, an exhaust valve at the

other end of said cylinder, a crank within said crank cas-

ing, a block mounted on said crank, a link formed in one

with said piston ro<l and within which said block can

slide, a lubricant supply pipe adapted to deliver lubricant

to the said crank within said casing, and a lubricant

pump cylinder at the lower end of said crank casing, said

pump cylinder forming a guide for the lower end of said

piston ro<l which works therein and constitutes a lubri-

cant pump piston.

4. In a two-stroke cycle Internal combustion engine, a

piston, a working cylinder for said piston closed at both

ends and the wall of which is formed with grooves near

one end adapted to bridge the said piston when at one

en<l of Its stroke, a crank casing, a piston rod flxed to

said piston and extending Into said crank casing, a valve

controlling the admission of explosive mixture to the

grooved end of said cylinder, an exhaust valve at the

other end of said cylinder, a crank within said crank

casing, a block mounted on said crank, a link formed In

one with said piston rod and within which said block can

slide, a lubricant supply pipe adapted to deliver lubricant

to the said crank within said casing, a lubricant pump
cylinder at the lower end of said crank casing, said pump

cylinder forming a guide for the lower end of said piston

rod which works therein and constitutes a lubricant

pump piston, and a pipe connecting said pump cylinder

to said working cylinder.

5. In a two-stroke cycle Internal combustion engine, a

piston, a working cylinder for said piston closed at both

ends and the wall of which is formed with grooves near

one end adapted to bridge the said piston when at one end

of its stroke, a crank casing, a piston rod flxed to said

piston and extending into said crank casing, a valve con-

trolling the admission of explosive mixture to the grooved

end of said cylinder, an exhaust valve at the other end

of said cylinder, a crank within said crank casing, a block

mounted on said crank, a link forme<l in one with said

piston rod and within which said block can slide, a

lubricant supply pipe adapted to deliver lubricant to the

said crank within said casing, a lubricant pump cylinder

ajt the lower end of said crank casing, said pump cylinder

forming a guide for the lower end of said piston rod

whl«h works therein and constitutes a lubricant pump

piston, a pipe connecting said pump cylinder to said

working cylinder, and a non return valve in said pipe.

1,:2»,218. EXTENSION-FOOT FOR STEP-LADDERS.

Carrol A. IIrvant. Livermore. Me. Filed Nov. 15,

1»16. Serial No. 131.439. (Cl. 228—5.)

2. In an extension foot for stepladders, the comblda-

tlon with a guldeway. of a leg. angular in cross sectional

shape, slldable therein, provided with exterior teeth or the

'like in its angle or ridge, there being a hollow space be-

tween the leg and guldeway, a housing or the like, at-

tached to and forming a part of the guldeway and strad-

dling the angular slldable leg. a spring actuate<l releasable

ilog mounted in, and protected by, the bousing and en-

v'ageable with the teeth aforesaid, and a contractile coU

spring lying in the space between the leg and the guide-

way and connected to the leg, said spring being housed by

the leg and adapted for retracting the leg.

3. In an extension foot for stepladders, the combina-

tion with a guldeway, of a cross sectlonally arched ex-

tension leg slldably related thereto, releasable means for

locking the leg in different positions in relation to the
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tideway, and a contractile coil spring lying lntld« tbe
leg and located between It and the guidewaj, said spring
being connected to the leg.

5. In an extension foot for steplaildera, the combina-
tion with a gnlde-waj. of an extension leg, angular In

croes - sectioual shape having Its longitudinal etlge slid-

ably engage<l with the guldeway, there being a hollow
space between tht' leg and the guide-way. a coll spring

extending longitudinally of the leg and guide-way t>e-

tween thtni ami connected to said leg, and releasable

locking means for the leg.

[Claims 1 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

-I

1.229,219. METHOD OF MAKING JOURNAI^BOXES.
Albibt O. BncKics, Jr., Chicago, 111., assignor to The
National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio.

Filed Jan. 12. 1914. Serial No. 811.558. (CI. 29— 16fl.)

1. Thp method of making a Journal box which consists

in forming the top of the box out of cast steel with a

plurality of slots therein, applying the top of the box

thus formed to a preformed i>art having a plurality of

projections thereon, the metal of the projt'ctions being

heated before assembly, and upset while heated to form
with the slots an Interlock between the bottom and top

of the box.

2. The method of making a Journal box which con.nists

J fitting together preformed top and cellar portions hav-

ing «<lot and projection engagements, tht* slots being

flared outwardly, the projections being preheated, and
thereafter interlocking the heated projections in the slots

by pressing down their ends to substantially fill the slots.

8. The method of making a Journal box which con-

sists in separately preforming the top and bottom por-

tions of the box, the top having a plurality of outwardly
flaring slots and the bottom having projections of pro-

gres.^ively less cross section than the slots, applying the

top to the bottom with the projections in the slots, apd
then fllllng the slots with metal and thereby providing a

dovetailed connection between the parts.

1,229.220. JOURNAL BOX. Albert O. Rcckics, Jr.,

Chiiago, 111., assignor to The National Malleable Cast
ings Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Aug. .15. 1916. Serial No. 114.956. (CI. 64—10.)

giiard. said dust-guard housing being secured to the joar-

nal box by wedging means.
2. In Journal box mechanism, a removable dnst-guard

housing containing a dust-guard, lugs on the journal box
and on the housing having registering openings, and a
key for insertion through said openings to bold the parts
in operative position.

3. In journal box mechanism, a removable dnst-gnard
housing containing a dnst-guard, lugs on the Journal box
and on the housing having registering openings, and a
key codperatlng with wedging faces In said openings to
wedge the parts in operative position.

4. In a Journal box mechanism, a Journal box, a remoT-
able dust-gturd housing, the rear end of the Journal box
comprising the inner end of the dust guard chamber, and
the dust-guani housing comprising the top, sides and
rear of said chamber, and a dust-guard in said chamber
Insertlble in said housing from the forward open side

thereof, said housing being attached to the Journal box
by wedging means.

5. In journal box mectianism, a removable dust-guard
housing containing a dust-guard, the Journal box and the
housing having registering openings, and a spring key
having bearings in the opposite sides of such openings
to hold the housing tightly against the journal box.

1,229.221. BED AND CRIB COUPLING DEVICE. Htm-
80.V H. BuGKu:, St. LonU, Mo. Filed May 3. 1916.
Serial No. 95,212. (CI. 5—59.)

1. In Journal box mechanism, a removable dust-guard
housing comprised of a singU' piece and embracing a dost-

lw^<^

1. A coupling device for a crib and bed comprtalDf
pair of clamping pLttes. one being lnv«>rted L-shaped to
engage the inside of the side rail of the bed. the other
being flat to engage the extvrlor of the side rail of th«
bed. means for holding the damping plates together, an
upright adjustably connected to one of said clamping
plateK and having ineani* nt its upper end to I'ngage and
support the side rail of the crib.

2. A coupling device for a crib and bed comprising a
pair of clamping plates, one being inverted L-shap>>d to
engage the Inside of the side rail of the bed. the other
being flat to engage the exterior of the side rail of tb«
bed. means for holding the clamping plates ti>f;ether, an
upright plate arranged adjacent the flat < lampinx plate,

said upright plate havint; a series of apertuns. meant
passing through the flat clamping plate and nny one of
the apertures of the upright plate to hold the upright plat«
in adjusted vertical positions, said upright plate having
means at Us upper end to engage the side rail of a crib
for supporting the same.

8. .\ coupling device for a crib and b.-d comprising a
pair of clamping plates, one being inverted L shaped to
•gage the inside of the side rail of the be<J. the other
being flat to engage the exterior of the side rail of the
bed. means for holding the clamping plates together, an
upright adjustably connected to one of said rlamplag
plates and having means at its upper end to engage and
support the side rail of the crib, and means on one of the
edges of the flat clamping plau to hold the upright plate
in a horizontal position with one of its edges flush with
the side rail of the bed when not in use. and assisting to
hold the upright plate (•^ vertical position when in uae.

4. A coupling device for a crib and bed comprising a
pair of clamping plates, one being inverteti L-shaped to

engage the inside of the side rail of the bed. the other
being flat to engage the exterior of the side rail of the
be<l, means for holding the clamping plates together, an
upright plate arranged adjacent the flat clamping plate,

•aid upright plate having a series of apertures, means
pa••lag through the flat clamping plate and any one of

the apertures of the upright plate to hold the upright

plate in adjusted vertical iMsitlons, said upright plate

having mean^i at its upper end to engage the side rail of

a crib for Mupportlng the same, one edge of the flat

clamping plate having a Laterally extending angular lu|

to overlie one edge of the upright plate and assist In

holding the s.-ime in a vertical position when in use, said

lug acting to bold the upright plate In a horizontal posi-

tion with one of Its edges substantially flush with the side

rail of the l>ed when not in use.

1.229.222. CROSSOVER DUMP. Eowabd E. Bull, Whlt-
well, Tenn. Filed Oct. 19, 1914. SerUl No. 867,346.

(CI. 214—11.)

1. In a car dump in combination, a section of track
transversely pivoted along a line In advance of Its center,

wheel stops carrle<l by said track section normally stand-
ing out of the path of the wheels of a car, a bar 23
pivotally supported at its forward end to said track sec-

tion and operatlvely connected to said car stops, a latch

25 upon which the free end of said bar 23 normally rests

and by which said car stops are held In inoperative posi-

tion, said latch 25 being rigidly supported against down-
ward movement so as to hold said bar up and being
Sdapted to yield upward to permit said bar to pass up-
ward from below It. a lever 2? copnected to said latch and
adapted to be actuated by a forward movement of the
car to withdraw said latch 2.'>. pivoted latches 33 and
fixed Btops 34 for engagement therewith to hold the mov-
able section of the track in normal position, levers 38
weighted to hold them out of operation, a shaft 36 hav-
ing an arm In position to be struck by said bar 23 when
the latch 25 Is withdrawn and to turn the shaft 36 and
levers 38 in a direction to push the latches 88 out of

engagement with their stops so as to release the movable
section of the track and allow the same to tilt, the track

section being so balanced that the momentum of the car

striking the stops will tilt such section and car forward
to cause the dumping of the latter, whereupon the weight
of the parts will swing the track section and car back
to normal position, the latches 33 engaging the stops 34
to hold the rear end of the track section down and said

Intch 25 serving as a stop to engage the end of the bar 23
and cause the swinging of the car stops 16 out of the path
of the wheels so that the car may move forward.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.22S. WAGON BOX. William B. Bcaa, Cresco.

Iowa. Filed May 6. 1916. Serial No. 95,914. (CI.

21—7.)
A wagon box including a be<l and side walls secured

thereto, supplementary side walls each consisting of two

sections one of which is laterally inclined with respect tr

the other, said sections having abutting engagement ai
their contiguous longitudinal edges, strap irons securely

fixed to the inner and outer faces of aald supplementary
side wall sections and tying the same together, said strap

irons projecting angularly from the free longitudinal edge
of the laterally inclined wall section and in spaced relatioa

to each other ami adapted to receive the side walls of tb«

wagon body between them, whereby the supplementary

wall sections may be removably mountiKl In the upper

edces of said body walls, and an obliquely inclined brace

bar secured to the lower fre« end of each outer strap

iron, the upper end of the brace bar being secure to the

strap iron contiguous to the contacting edges of the sup-

plemental wall sections.

1.229.224. TELESCOPINO-CHUTE STRUCTURE.
HlNar A. Caepenteb and Ahthlk W. Wabneb, Sewick-

ley, Pa., assignors to Riter-Conley Manufacturing Com-
pany, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Sept. 16. 1914. SerUl No. 862.031. (CI. 193—40.)

1. In comblnatl«n, a telescopic sectional chute, a supply

member entereti therein, means for supporting the chute
with its opposite ends independently supported under
normal conditions and with a common support under
abnormal conditions, said means Including an end-section

support surrounding the supply member and movable inde-

pendently thereof and relativelj' thereto under abnormal
conditions.

2. In combination, a telescopic sectional chute, a supply
member entered therein, means for supporting the chute
with its opposite ends Independently supported under
normal conditions and with a common support under ab-

normal conditions, said means Including an end-section

support surrounding the supply member and movable inde-

pendently thereof and relatively thereto under abnormal
conditions, and means for adjusting the end-section sup-

port relatively to the supply member.
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8. In combination, a fixed supply memb«r, a telescoping
ectlonal rhute, and means for supporting the chute with
Ita opposite ends independently supportwl under normal
con<litlon«! and with a common support under abnormal
conditions: said mean.« including a flxe<l support, an end
•ectlon support surrounding the supply member, and means
Interposetl between said last mentioned supports, comprls-
lag rods carried by the end section support and projecting
throiu'h Hii.l siipporte.1 by the flxe<l support, said end-
•ectlon support being movable relatively to the supply
member under abnormal conditions.

4. In combination, a supply member, a sectional tele-

scopic chute external of said member and forming an
extension of the piiscageway through the member, a chute
apport exteranl of said member and adjustable length-
wise thereof, and Joint closing mf-ans carried by the tele-

scoping sections.

5. In combination, a supply member, a telescoping sec-

tional chute external of said member, means for support-
ing the chute with Its opposite ends Independently sup-
ported under normal conditions and with a common sup-
port under abnormal conditions, said means including an
end-section support movable relative to the supply mem-
ber nnder such abnormal conditions, and dust proofing
pacliing structures movable with such end-section support.

tClaims 6 to 12 not printed In the Qaxette.]

1,229.225. CONTROL MECHANISM FOR CHARGING
AND DISCHARGING MACHINES. HlNRX A. Cakpbn-
TBR and Arthir W. War.ser, Sewlckley. Pa., assignors
to Rlter-Conley Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa., a Corporation of N^w Jersey. Filed Dec. 19, 1914.
Serial No. 878,108. (CI. 202—5.)

1. In combination, a plurality of vertically alined re-

torts adapte<l to be charged individually, a charging ma-
chine having means for vertically positioning a charger
relative to either of the retorts, and complemental means
carried by the charging machine and the retort setting
and rendered active by the travel of the machine for In-
dicating the allnement position of the charger relative

to a predetermined retort, said means Including an ele-

ment adjustable vertically with the charger.
20. In combination, a retort structure, a traveling

charging machine having a charger, and complemental
means carried respectively by said structure and machine
for indicating the allnement of charger and retort, said
means including a movable member carrle<l by the ma-
chine, and a member projecting from the structure Into
the path of the machlne-carrle<l member, said structure-
carried member acting to move the machine-carried mem-
ber under the travel movements of the machine, said
structure-carried member having a configuration to vary
the movements of the machine-carried member.

28. In combination, a retort structure, a traveling
charging machine having a motor-operated charger and
also carrying indicating means, circuit* for said indicat-
ing means for controlling the operations of the motor,
and complemental means carried lespectlvply by said
structure and machine for controlling the malting and
breaking of said circuits, said moans Including a mov-
able member carried by the machine and having Inter-

ruptions In said circuits, and a member projecting from
the structure Into the path of the machlne-carrie<l mem-
ber, said structure-carried member acting to move the
machine-carried member to close said interruptions under
the travel movements of the machine, the movement of
said machlne-carrieil memt>er to a predetermined poMitlon
serving to close the Interruptions of both circuits to pro-
vide concurrent action of the Indicating and motor-control
drcolta.

30. In a retort charging machines, means for indicat-
ing the alining position of the charger and retort to be
charged during travel of the machine, said means In-

cluding a circuit, an Indicator in said circuit, and a
make - and - break device in said circuit shlftable under
the machine travel movements, said device normally re-

taining the circuit broken, the shifting movements of tbe
device completing the circuit to operate the Indicator.

[Claims 2 to 19. 21 to 27. 29. and 31 to 54 not printed
In the Oasette.]

1,229,226. DISH ATTACHMENT. Ha««t B. Cabt, Oak-
land. Cal. Filed Sept 22. 1915. Serial. No. 52,040.
(CI. 66—65.)

Ĵ ^.^rj^'X-fJ:^^ ^

.4n attachment for holding artichoke on dishes Includ-
ing a relatively fiat body formed from a single strip of
resiUeot metal engageable with the center of the dish and
having one end portion bent upwardly at an obtuse angle
thereto and curved transversely to conform to the Inside
of the dish, a flange for engaging the edge of the dish
formed by bending the upsUndIng end upon Itself and
curving It transversely Into uniformly sjjaced relation
with the under surface of the upstanding portion, the
flat portion of the body being provlrle<l with an opening,
a vertically arranged stem receiving collar formed with
the body about the opening, and a pocket formed on the
upper surface of the upstanding portion for receiving
dressing adapted to be used on the artichoke.

1.229.227. PROCESS OF MANUFACTIRINO SHOES.
Jambs Cavanaoh, Boston, Mass.. assignor to United
Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson. N. J., a Corjwra-
tlon of New Jersey. Original application filed Sept. 30.
1914, Serial No. 864.274. Divide<i and this application
filed Sept. 25. 1915. Serial No. 52.«45. (CI. 12—147.)

1. That Improvement in methoils of making shoes
which consists In attaching to a shoe an unfinished wood
heel having Its fibers running substantially parallel to
tbe tread face of the heel, smoothing the heel to pro-
duce a satin-like surface on the wood, coloring the periph-
ery of the heel with a substance containing a material
adapted to bind together the fibers of the wood In the
surface of the heel, subjecting the heel in the presence
of heat to rubbing pressure which works said material
into the surfai-e of the heel and floisbing tbe surfaie to
produce a luster.
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2. That Improvement in methods of making shoes which

consists in attaching to a shoe an unfinishe<l wood heel

having its fibers running substantially parallel to the

tread face of the heel, smoothing the heel, applying to

the smooth surface a coloring matter in which Is in-

corporated a wax. softening the wax by heat and forcing

It into the surface of the heel by rubbing pressure and

polishing the heel.

8. That improvement In methods of making shoes which

coDslsta In attaching to a shoe an unfinished wood heel

having Its fibers running substantially parallel to the

tread face of the heel, smoothing the periphery of the

heel, applying to the periphery of the heel a wax which

Is adapted to bind together the wood fibers in the surface

of the heel, softening the wax by heat and forcing it into

tbe surface of the heel by rubbing pressure.

4. That improvement in methods of making shoes which

consists in atuching to a shoe an unfinished wood heel

with the fibers running substantially parallel to the tread

lace, smoothing the heel, spreading over the entire peripb-

nj of the heel a coloring nuiterlal containing carnauba

wax. drying the coat of coloring matter, rubbing the col-

ored and wax-coated surface and applying thereon addi-

tional melted carnauba wax which is maintained in melted

condition while being applied to the heel by the rubbing

means and treating the colored and wax-coated surface

of the heel to produce a surface appearance on the wood
harmonizing with that of a shoe vamp.

5. That Improvement In metho<ls of making shoes which

consists In attaching to a shoe an unfinished wood heel

having its fibers substantially parallel to the tread face

of the heel, smoothing the heel, spreading over the pe-

riphery of the heel a liquid coloring matter, drying the

coating of liquid coloring matter, rubbing the colored

surface and applying carnauba wax with an instrument

heated to a temperature sufficient to maintain wax In the

melted c-ondition on the surface being rubbed, and then

rubbing the wax to produce a surface appearance of more

or less luster on the woo<l to harmonize with that of the

shoe vamp with which the heel is to be used.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In tbe Oasette.1

1,229.228. BOBBIN-TENDER. Damel L. Chandler,
Ayer. Mass., assignor to Fitchburg Bobbin Cleaning

Machine Co.. Fitchburg, Mass., a Corporation of Massa-

chuaetts. Piled July 25, 1916. SerUl No. 111.239.

(Cl. 214—14.)

A^^^

1. In a machine for feeding bobbins to a bobbin strip-

per, the combination of two belts running substantially

edge to edge In opposite directions, one of them being be-

low and adapted to receive the bobbins directly from, the

Other, and an oscillating shuffler for moving the bobbins

from one to the other.

2. In a machine for feeding bobbins to a bobbin strip-

per, the combination of a pair of belts running in tbe

aame direction and space<i apart, and a second pair of

belts located between them and located at an angle to

each other to form a trough for receiving bobbins and

running in the opposite direction.

3. In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a pair of belts running in the same direction

and Bpace<l apart, a second pair of belts located between

them and located at an angle to each other to form a

trough for receiving bobbins and running In the opposite

direction, the first named pair of belts being located above

the second pair at the end toward which the first pair

of belt" sre running and t>elow them at the other end,

whereby they can transfer bobbins to tbe central pair of

belts.

4. In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a belt, a second belt located adjacent thereto for

receiving bobbins and running In the opposite direction,

the first named belt being locate<i above the second one

at the end toward which the first belt is running and be-

low it at the other end. whereby It can transfer Iwbblns

to the second belt, and movable means at the high point

of the first belt for moving the bobbins on the surface

thereof toward the second belt.

5. In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a pair of wide belts forming a surface for the

reception of bobbins, said belts being spaced apart, a pair

of feeding belts located between them running in the op-

posite direction and arranged to form a trough for re-

ceiving bobbins, and means whereby bobbins placed on

the first named belts will be transferred into the trough

and fed thereby In the opposite direction.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Oatette.]

1,229,229. RAILWAY BRAKE. Willard R. Chandlir,

Sumter, 8. C. Filed Jan. 16, 1917. Serial No. 142.686.

(Cl. 188—82.)

rvrvn
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the casting ther<^f. and means for MHntrlns soepension
Ktiips to said Insert.

2. A hand strap comprising a body portion formed of
a wood composition of acid and formaldehyde cast In a
mold, and an Insert of metal anchored in said casting and
provided with m»-ans for receiytng raspension strips.

3. A hand strap comprising a body portion of a com-
position of bakelite and provided with a metal insert an-
chored in the body portion in the casting of said hand
strap, and provided with means for receWlng a suspension
Strip.

1,229.231. LAMP LOCKIXaBASE. William A. Chiw.
Atlantic City. N. J. Filed Oct. 23. 191«. Serial No.
127.240. (CI. 173—35«.)

''-^^ ^

1. An electric lamp having a base comprising an outer
socket engaging shell, and an Inner bulb carrying shell, a
swivel connection between aald shells including a fran-
gible washer adapted to he fractured by relative outward
movement of said parts, and seating and nnaeatlng means,
the members of which are carried respectively by said
shells, and the members of one means being cut out of
operative relation when the members of the other means
are in operative relation.

9. An electric lamp base comprising an outer socket
engaging shell, and an inner bolb carrying shell adapted
for relative rotary and outward movements, a swivel con-
nection between aald shells including a thimble deUcbably
engaging one of said .shells, seating means consisting of a
single tongue pawl carried by one of said shells. an<l a bev-
eled projection on the other shell normally arranged In
th^ path of said pawl, and unseating means consisting of
outward and inward projections respectively from the In-
ner and outer shells, and normally arranged in different
transverse planes and adapted to be disposed in a com-
mon transverse plane by relative outward movement of
the shells.

[Claims 2 to 8 not printed In the Oaaette.J

1.229.2.32. ELECTRIC TIME SWITCH. ALFRBD M.
C0ATB8. Middle Brighton. Melbourne. Victoria, Aus-
tralia. Piled Mar. 29. 1916. Serial No. 87 612 (CI
161—25.)
1. In an electric time switch, an air cylinder, an air-

tight flexible plun^r adapted to reciprocate within the
cylinder, circuit making and breaking means on the out
side of said cylinder operated by said plunger, said cylin-
der having one end freely open to the atmosphere and
provided at its opp )8ite end with a narrow longitudinal
slot having a hollow cover to form a by-pass for the air
around the plunger to suddenly break the circuit to pre-
vent burning of the circuit terminals, said cylinder being
also provided at the by-pass with an air escape screw for
regulating the speed of the plunger and circuit making
parts.

2. In an electric time switch, an air cylinder, a plunger
wltnln the cylinder and having a plunger rod connected
thereto, a contact bridging piece carried by said plunger
rod and insulated therefrom, a long contact strip and a
short contact strip mounted to be engaged by the ends of
the contact bridging piece, said air cylinder being pro-
Tlded with a by-pass and an air escape regiilatlng screw
at one end to suddenly break the contact of the bridging

piece with the short contact strip to prevent burning of
the terminals and regulate the speed of the plunger re-
•pectively. a solenoid, a core within the solenoid connect-
ed to the plunger rod. a lift rod carried by said core, a
spring plate, a stationary contact, a hixh resistance and

a push button In clrcvit with said solenoid. aai<l spring
plate adapted to l»e llfte<l from said conUct by saM Uft-
rt>d to cut in said high resistance to prevent burning of
th« push button terminals.

ia-29aB3. MEASUKlNii INSTBUMJCNT. Joa.v L. COK-
>», Washington. D. C. FUed July 28. 1916. Serial
No. 111.916. (CI. 83—71.)

1. In a measuring Instrument of the character de»<rlbed,
the combination of a support which includes a normally
perpendicular upwardly presented sector having a gradu-
ated scale reading right and left of a vertical lero line ; a
telescope havinic trunnions disposed l)elow said scale upon
which trunnions the telescope Is oscillatable ; and a pointer
fixed to one of said trunnions and normally perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the telescope and projecting
upwardly and arraoge<l to turn to the right or left of a
vertical line by and in response to the direction of oscilla-
tion of the telescope upon its trunnions.

(Claim 2 not printe<i in the Gazette.)

1.229.284. SASH CONTROL. John David Cooole, Cor-
sicana. Tex., assignor of one-half to James B. Cookaey.
Corslcana, Tex. Filed Sept. 6, 1916. Serial .No.

118.739. (CI. 16—53.)

1. A sash movable in upright guides ; combined with a
control therefor including a cord leading over pulleys and
attached to the sash vertically above its center of gravity.
a second cord attaciied to one of the stiles of said sash, a
pulley Journaled on the sash guide and at such location
that when the sash Is In closed position the cord end ex-
tends subsUntlally perpendicularly from the sash edge to
the respective pulley : and means Including a drum mount-
ed in the sash guide adjacent to said stlle to which the
cords are attached an<l wound In similar direction, a shift
gear for operating the drum, and a detent for locking the
drum at any position and a yleldlni: rod on which said de-
tent is secured and havini; a button at the face of the
guide.
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4. In a sash control, the combination with sashes and
their casing In which the saahes are sUdably mounted, of a

pair of parallel vertically spacofl winding drums within the

' asing. vertical, spaced bearing plates supporting the

spindles of the drums, a shift gtar engageable with the

drums alternately and having a crank projecting through

the casint:, sa-'h cords connecting the upper drum to the

upper sash, sash cor<ls (xtnnecting the lower drum to the

lower sash and push butt<>ns having shafts axially and
yieldingly movable In said plates, hx-klnt; wheels on said

drums, and luys on xald shafts r«-spec«lvely for automat!
cally locking said wheels and the drums.

[Claims 2 and S not printed in the <:azette.]

1.229.286. SYSTEM OF RAILWAY CO.NTROL. Aa-

THtB RAiNsroBD Cradoock, Christ church. New Zealand.

Filed July 16. 1916. Serial No. 40.112. (CI. 246—68.)

1. In a system of railway control, the combination of a

railway track and a train traveling thereupon, n con-

•ifantly magnetlied track magnet, a second track magnet

with means for magnetizing and demagnetising the second

track magnet, normally demagnetized core* carried by the

train and positioned to pass In inducttre relation to the

respective track magnets, governing mechanism carried by

the train, and means for positively actuating said govern-

ing mechanism to impart a maximum restriction upon the

running of the train when a magnetic condition is induced

In one of the cores, but to permit free running of the train

when a magnetic condition Is induced In both cores.

2. In a system of railway control, the combination of a

railway track and a train traveling thereupon, a con-

stantly magnetized track maenet, a second track magnet
with means controlled by n track signal for magnetlzlnK

and demagnetlflng the second track magnet, normally de

magnetized cores carried by the train and positioned to

pass in indnctlre relation to the respective track magnets,
governing mechanism carried by the train, and means for

positively actuating aald governing mechanism to impart

a maximum restriction upon the running of the train

when a magnetic condition is induced In one of the cores,

but to permit free rnnning of the train when a magnetic
condition is induced in t>otfa cores.

3. In a system of railway control, the combination of a

railway track and a train traveling thereupon, a con-

stantly magnetized track magnet, a track electromagnet in

circuit with the track rails whereby its circuit may tte

closed by the passage of the train, a track signal having

means for opening and closing the circuit of the electro-

magnet, normally demagnetlxod cores carried by the train

and positioned to pass In Inductive relation to the respec-

tive track magnets, governing mechanism carried by the

train, and means for posltiyeiy actuating aald gOTeming
mechanism to impart a maximum restriction upon the

running of the train when a magnetic condition Is In-

duced in one of the cores but to permit free running of

the train when a magnetic condition is induced In both

cores.

4. In a system of railway control, the combination of a
railway track and a train traveling thereupon, a con-

stantly magnetized track magnet, a second track magnet,

a track signal, means for magnetizing the second track

magnet when the track signal Indicates " proceed," and
for demagrnetlzing said track magnet when the track signal

indicates " stop ;
" normally demagnetized cores carried

by the train and positioned to pass in inductive relation

to the track magnets, a brake, and magnetically controller!

connections governing the brake and constructed to apply
the brakes when a magneti'j condition is induced in one of

the cores, but not to apply the brakes when a magnetic
condition is induced in both cores.

5. In a system of railway control, the combination of a

railway track and a train traveling thereupon, a con-

stantly magnetized track magnet, a second track magnet
with means for magnetizing and demagnetizing the second
track maKuet. normally demagnetized cores carried by the

train and positioned to pass in inductive relation to the

respective track magnets, a brake, means for applying the

brake when a magnetic condition is induced In one of the
cores, and a stop effective when a magnetic condition is

induced in both cores to positively prevent the brake from
being applied.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,236. INSECT-EXTERMINATOR. N»AL CE0««, Ard-

more, Okla., assignor of one-half to Prank S. Gates. Ard-
more, Okla. riled Jan. 24, 1917. Serial .No. 1444201.

(CI. 48—6.)

1 Means for treating material to exterminate insects

therein comprising a rotatable drum imperforate for the

greater portion of Its length hut having perforations at

one end and being open at this end. a hopper dl.'sposed be-

neath the perforated portion of the drum, a heater casint;

surronndltiff the drum, a heater disposed within the cas

Ing. a hopper disctmrglng Into the Inlet end of the drum,
means for rotating the drum, and means for controlling the

heat within the caalng.
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8. Means for treating material to exterminate Insect;^
therein comprising a shaft, a drum mounted thereon to
rotate therewith and open at Its outer end, the drum being
Imperforate for the greater portion of Its length perforated
at Its outlet end, a hopper disposed beneath the perforated
end of the drum, a casing surrounding the drum and ex-
tending below it, a burner disposed within the casing and
extending beneath th*- imperforate portion of the drum,
ribs dlf^posed upon the interior face of the drum ami ex-
teoding longitudinally, a feeding device comprising a hell
cal blade concentric to the shaft of the drum, and ro-
tatable therewith, a hopper discharging Into the inlet end
of the drum, and means driven by the shaft for feeding
material from the hopper into the drum.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gatette.]

1.229.237. STITCH-SEPARATING MACHINE. Jambs
H. CnsHiNO. South Weymouth, Mass., assignor to United
Shoe Machinery Company, Paterson. N. J., a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey Filed Oct. 2. 1916. Serial No
128.321. (CI. 12—#1.)

1. A stitch-separating machine, having, in combination,
an automatically adjustable Indenting tool, means for ac-
tuating the tool to Indeut the work, and means for Invari-
ably presenting the tool to the work In a single, predeter-
mined position prior to its Indenting stroke whatever Its

position relative to the work may be at other times in the
cycle of operations.

2. A stitch-separating machine, having, In combination,
a work support, a vertically and angularly movable In
denting tool, means for actuating the tool to Indent and
feed the work, and means for preventing angular move
ment of the tool on Its return after the feeding movement.

5. A stltch-separatlng machine, having. In combination,
a work support, a verthally and angularly movable Indent
ing tool, means for actuating the tool to Indent and fee<l

the work, means for positioning the tool substantially nor-
mal to the work at the completion of the feeding move
ment. and means for maintaining such position during Its

return to Indenting position.

4. A stltch-separatlng machine, having. In combination,
an automatically adjustable Indenting tool, actuating
means therefor to provide for finding and Indenting th*"

tltch Intervals, and means for setting the tool In a single.
pred<»termln»'<l position prior to each operation of said
actuating means.

6. A itltch-separatlng machine, having. In combination,
a work support, means for indenting the stitch Intervals
and for feeding the work across the work support including
an indenting tool movable both vertically and angularly,
means permitting angular movement of the tool la finding
the stitch Intervals, and means for temporarily locking the
tool in a position normal to the work between each stitch
Interval-tlndiug and indenting operation.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.229.288. RAIL -ANCHORING DEVICE. Sarah J.
Dawbo.n, Albany, Mo. Filed Jan. 29. 1916. Serial No
75.138. (Cl. 238—4.)

1. The combination with a cross tie having a rail se-
cured thereto, of rail an( boring means Including a support
anchored Indepenuently of said tie at one side of and in-
dependently of the rail, and a rigid connection between
said support and said rail.

2. The combination with a cross tie having a rail se-
cured thereto, of rah anchoring means Including a support
anchored independently of said tie at one side of and in-
dependently ..f the rail, and a Y shaped rigid connector
having Its shank adjustably engage*! with sal<l support
and Its arms adJusUbly engaged with said rail.

3. A rail anchoring means Including a support anchoreil
outside of the rail and adjacent thereto, an adjustable
rl«1d connection, a threaded shank upon the outer end of
•aid connection, passing through the said anchored sup
port and secured thereto, a pair of diverging arms upon
the inner ends of said connection, and threaded shanks
upon the inner end of aald arms extending through the
said rail and 8ecure<l thereto.

4. A rail anchoring means Including a support anchore*!
outside of the rail and adjacent thereto, an adjustable rigid
connection, a threaded shauk upon the outer end of siild
connection passing through the said anchore<l supp^irt
and secured thereto, a pair of diverging arms upon the
inner end of said connection, a bar extending beneath said
rail and the opposite rail, said bar having Its ends b«-nt
to f-ngage thf said rails at opposite points, and plates dis-
posed upon the outside of s&id rails provided with out-
wardly struck portions for the reception of said ends, a
pair of threadeil shanks upon the ends of said diverging
arms, and a plate disposed upon the Inside of th." adjaout
rail

;
the said threaded shanks extending through the ad-

jacent outside plate, through the rail and through the said
Inside plate and U-Ing provided with nuts upon the inner
ends thereof.

1.229.239. STRUCTURAL MEMBER. Eogab K Day.
Wheeling. W. Va., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
Whitaker Glessner Company. Wheeling, W. Va.. a Cor-
poration of West Virginia. Filed Oct. 27, 1915 8«rUl
No. 58.146. (Cl. 189—87.)

A structural meml>er composeil of sh»^t-m<>tal and com-
prising a head, a base, and a web connecting said he«d and
said base, said wfb being compos4>d of two engaging thick-
nesses of metal which have a series of registering slits
provided therein, and a longitudinally disposed sheet-
metal strip threaded from side to side through said sllta
for rigidly uniting said two thicknesses, the metal between
adjacent silts being alternately pressed laterally outward
In opposite directions to afford a substantially direct pas-
sageway for said uniting strip.
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1,229,240. BODY-ELEVATING DEVICE. Edgab K. Day.

W^heeling. W. Va.. assignor of one-half to Alexander

Bolton, Wheeling, W. Va. Filed June 26. 1916. 8«rUl

No. 106.811. (Cl. B—48.)

H h k ' uz7
T^^J4. M J

1. A body-elevating device of the character described,

comprising a meml>er adaptJHl to rest upon a bed. a body-

rest normally disposed In <io8e overlying relation to said

member and having downturned curved flanges for em-

bracing and shielding the edges of said member, said body-

rest having a suitably located opening therethrough, and

'manually operated means connected to said member and

to .said body-rest whereby the latter may be elevated and

lowered with resjHJCt to the former.

2. A body-elevating bed accessory, comprising a member
adapted to rest upon a t>ed and embodying a receptacle-

support, a body-rest normally disposed in close overlying

relation to said member, said body-rest having an opening

adjacent to one end thereof located over said support, •

plurality of transversely disposed crank-rods Interposed

betwe«-n said body rest and said member and having piv-

otal relation to both thereof, levers for imparting a par-

tial rotation to s&ld rods for elevating and lowering said

body rest, and means for adjusting the positions of said

levers, said means Including clutch elements and adjust-

able resilient means for holding said levers in engagement

with said elements.

3. A body-elevating device of the character described,

comprising a member adapted to rest upon a bed, a l)ody-

rest normally disposed in close overlying relation to aald

mem>>er and having downturned curved flanges for em-

bracing and shielding the edges of said member, said body-

rest having a suitably located oi)enlng therethrough, a

Plurality of transversely disposed crank-rods Interposed

betwt'en said body rest and said member and having piv-

otal relation to both thereof, levers loosely mounted upon

said rods whereby the latter may be partially rotated for

elevating and lowering said body-rest, and clutch-Uke

means for Interlocking said levers with said rods.

1.229.241. NUT-LOCK. John De Pail and Raymond Di

Paxco. Koppel. Pa. Filed July 3, 1916. Serial No.

107,396. (Cl. 151—.39.)

ed to go through an aperture provided upon said nut and

through the aperture provided upon said pawl whereby

said pawl may be held out of engagement with a fish

plate, said pin also adapted to pass over said knob so as

to keep said pawl In a locked position without InJurlBg

said spring.

1.229.242. FOLDING BED. Josiah A. DiwiY, San
Francisco. Cal., assignor to Dewey Davenport Company,

San Francisco. Cal., a Corporation of California. Filed

Jan. 26, 1915. Serial No. 4,190. (Cl. 5—61.)

In a device of the class described, the combination of a

nut, provided with a groove running parallel with Its In-

ner face, said nut provIde<l with a pocket extending at

right angles to its inner face, a pawl pIvoUUy mounted

within said groove, a spring carried within said pocket,

said spring adapted to press up*>n the free end of said

pawl, said pawl provided with a knob carried upon Its

upper face and adjacent Its free end. said spring adapted

to engage said kuDb so as to positively keep said spring in

engagement with the free end of said pawl, said pawl pro-

vided upon its free end with an aperture, and a pin adapt-

1. In furniture of the class described, two superposed

bed frames, the upper frame being pivotally supported

adjacent its forward side and being movable about said

pivot through a predetermined arc Indejjendent of the

lower frame, and means Including a link pivoted to said

upper frame at a point outside the pivotal axis of said

frame and operative by the further movement of the upper

frame for moving the lower frame.

2. In furniture of the class described, a lower bed frame,

an upper bed frame arranged In superposed relation there-

with, pivots supporting the upper frame at Its forward

side, a link pivotally connected at each end of the lower

frame at the center, and a link connecting each of said

center links with the upper frame, said last named links

being convertible into supporting levers for said lower

frame as the upper bed frame is moved about Its pivot.

3. In furniture of the class described, a lower bed frame

adapted to be raised, an upper bed frame arranged In su

perposed relation with said lower frame adapted to be

rotated about a horizontal axis, and links connected to said

lower l>ed frame and pivoted to said upper bed frame at a

point outside said ails whereby the Initial movement of

the upper frame about said axis Is independent of the

lower frame and the further movement of the upper frame

converts said links Into levers which operate to raise the

lower frame.

4. In furniture of the class described, a stationary

structure, guides arranged on said structure, a lower bed

frame movable In said guides, an upper bed frame ar-

ranged above said lower frame and pivoted to said struc-

ture, and means connecting said upper and lower bed

frames whereby the downward movement only of the up-

per frame causes an upward movement of the lower frame

and the upward movement only of the upper frame causes

a downward movement of the lower frame.

5. In furniture of the class described, a stationary

structure, guides arranged on said structure, a lower bed

frame movable In said guides, an upper bed frame ar-

ranged above said lower l>ed frame and pivoted to said

structure, links connected to said lower frame, and links

conne<tlng said first named links with the^ upper bed

frame, said second links being arranged to engage the

pivots of the upper frame after the upper frame has been

move<l past the vertical position In its unfolding more-

ment.
(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.243. PROPELLER. Steven Eberbardt. Martinei.

Cal. Fllwl Jan. 12. 1912. Serial No. 670.886. tCl.

170—169.) i

1. A propeller comprising a main shaft carrying main
propeller blajles extending at right angles thereto on oppo
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•ite tides thereof, auxiliary propeller blade* moanted on
the outer ends of uld main propeller blades and dla-
posed at right angle* to wid main propeller blades, and
means for rotating said auxiliary propeller blades oper-
able by the rotation of said main propeller blades, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. A rotary propeller mechanism comprising main pro-
peller blades, auxiliary propeller blades attached to the
outer ends of each of ^4ald main propeller blades and
adapted to revolve therewith, and means for rotating said
auxiliary propeller blades on their own axes during the
revolution of the propeller, substantially as set forth.

3. A propeller mechanism comprising a main propeller
and an auxiliary propeller rotatably mountwl on the outer
end of the main propeller blade with its axis at right
angles to the plane of said main prop4>ller blade. sutMtan
tially as set forth.

4. A propeller mechanism comprising main propeller
blades, auxiliary propeller blades rotatably mounted on the
outer extremities of said main propeller blades to rotate
In a plane therewith, ami means for rotating said auxil-
iary propeller blades by the revolution of said main pro-
peller blades, substantially as set forth.

5. In a propeller mechanism, the combination of a main
tfrlving shaft, a series of radially disposed propeller bladt^
secured to rotate therewith, an auxiliary propeller blade
Journaled on the outer extremity of each of said main
propeller blades to extend at right angles therewith, and
shafts Journaled on said main propeller blades and geare<l
to the main shaft and to the axes of the auxiliary pro-
peller blades, whereby the revolving of said main shaft
and prsi>eller will also operate said auxiliary propeller
blades, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,229,244. TIRE-PROTECTOR. (iioBot V. F. Eckkit.
Wllkes-Barre. Pa. Filed Apr. 1. 1916. Serial No
88.862. (Cl. 152—14.)

1. The cnmbioatlon with a tire; of a protector couipris

Ing links and flattened rings interconnected to form a (on
tiouoaa flexible network of open meshes, each mesh b«'lnK
formed of several links and rings, the links of each
mesh arranged at varying angles to the direction of rota-

tion of the tire, and each comprising an intetrral piece of
metiil having an elongHted wear face, arms extending from
the wear face and bent over underneath the wear facw to
lie substantially parallel therewith in opposed relation so
that the distance between the arms and the wear face Is

less than the width of th<> t1attene<l rin rs. and acconimo
dates the thickness of the rings, the free en<ls of the

arms being spaced apart from each other a sufflcieat dis-
taac« to permit the entrance of the rings edgewise there-
between and at right angles to the link, after which the
rings are tamed while still adjacent the space between the
free ends of the arms, to lie substantially parallel with
the link, the width of the rings being greater than the
distance between the free ends of the arms.

2. The combination with a tire ; of a protector compris-
ing Interconnected links and rings forming a net work of
open meshes, each mesh being formed of several links and
rings, the links of each mesh arranged at varying angles
to the direction of rotation of the tire, and having sub-
stantially hexagonal wear faces, the angular side" edges of
which grip the road at any angle at which the tire may
skid, the links and rings adapted for relative movement,
the rings each lying in contact with the tire, the broad
wear faces of the links lying In planes outside the rings-

3. A tire protector comprising a plurality of Intercon-
nected links and rings arranged to form a continuous net
work of open meshes arranged in parallel sertes clrcnm-
ferentlally of the tire, each mesh being formed of several
links and rings, the links of each mesh arranged at vary-
ing angles to the direction of rotation of the tire, the rings
lying in contact with the tire; the links terminating at
opposite ends In arms bent over substantially parallel with
the under surface of the wear face, the ends of the arms
spared apart Just sufficiently to permit swaged portions
of the rings to pass between the ends of the arms ; the
width of the rings from their Inner to their outer circum-
ferences b«>lng slightly u-reater than the space between
the arms and the under surfaces of the wear faces, to
pr^-vent the rlng.s from swinging at right angles to the
links, and the thickness of the rings being less than the
space between the arms and the under surfaces of the
wear links to enable the links t.. swivel or tilt relatively
to the rings when the whe^I is skidding.

1.229.245. FIRE-HOSE VALVE. William H. Eddt, Su-
perior. Wis. Filed Jan. 7, 1916. Serial No. 70.849
(a. 187—4.)

In a valve of the class described a valve '^asing having
Inlet and outlet members, a cylindrical bore with which
the Inlet and outlet memt)er8 communicate, a pressure
chamber of greater diameter than and communicating
with one end of the cylindrical bore, the casing being fur-
ther provided with a duct around the wall of said bore, a
passage leading from said duct, a transverse bore to which
said passage exteads, a passage leading from said trans-
verse hore to the outlet, a passage leading from said bore
to the upper end of the pressure chamber, a passage lead-
ing from said bore to the lower end of the presaure cham-
ber, a vaWe shaped to fit In the Hrst named bore of the
casing and movable t<> open and to close the outlet, a
pressure actuated member connected to the valve and ar-
ranged for operation in the pressure chamber, and a con-
trolling valve mounted for turning movement in the
transverse hore, said controlling valve having a segmental
port In constant communication with the pa^xage which
leads to the upper end of the pressorf chamber, a port to
connect said port with the passage lesdlng to the outlet a
port to connect said segmental port with the passage
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leading from the duct and also having a pair of connected
ports to eHtaitllsh connnnnicatiun l>etween naid duct and
the flr«>t nanietl passage wht-n said valve is turned to es-

tablish communication t»etween the upper end of the pres-

sure (hamlier and the outlet.

1,229.246. AITOMOBILE DIRECTION-SI* JX.SL. Henry
Carl K<ir.BK8, Portsmouth, N. H. Filed Aug. 26, 1916.

Serial .No. 117,074. (Cl. 116—.11.)

1. In a car, n body having openings on each side at Its

forward end. and openings on each side at Its rear end, a

pair of semaphore arms disposed behln<l the forward open-

lng.4. a pair of sempbore arms disposed l>ehind the rear

openings, and manually operable means on each side of

the bo«!y for projecting the semaphore arms on that side,

said means being operatlvely connected to the correspond-

ing semaphore arms.
3. In a <-ar. a Itody having openings on each side at Its

forward end. and op<'ning>i on each sWle at lti< rear, end.

a pair of semaphore arms dis|K>sed l)ehlnd the forward

openings, a pair of semaphore arms dispo.sed behind the

rear <ipenings, flexible shafts dlsjjosed on each side of the

t>ody, manually operable means for rocking each shaft In-

dependently of the other shaft, arms at each end of the

shaft extending to the semaphores, and a housing through

which each flexible shaft passes.

[Claim 2 not printed In the fJazette.l

1,229,247. VARNISH-REMOVINU COMPOSITION.
Caklbton FvLLis. Montclair. N. J., assignor to Chadeloid

Cheaalcal Company. New York. N. Y„ a Corporation of

West Virginia. Flleil Mar. 21, 1917. Serial No.

156.390. (Cl. 87—5.)
1. A paint and varnish remover comprising a composite

mixture of solvent hydro<arl>ons of coal tar consisting

mainly of solvent naphtha incorporated with a wax pre-

clpitatnt consisting mainly of an alcoholic iMxly and hav-

ing a waxy retarder of evaporation held in fllm-formlng

condition by the presence of carbon Idsulflil.

2. A paint and varnish remover (omprising a composite
mixture of solvent hydrocartsms of coal tar consisting

mainly of solvent naphtha, haviog a relatively low sol-

vent action on waxy material, a wax precipitant consist-

ing mainly of an alcoholic body mlm-lble with said col-

vent naphtha, a relatively small (luantlty of carbon bl-

•ulfld, and a waxy retarder of evaporation held In film-

forming condition by the presence of carbon-blsulfld.

8. A paint and varnish remover comprising a hydro-
carbon of coal tar. having substantially less solvent ac-

tion on wax than (enzol. inrorjwirated with denatured

alcohol, carbon blsnlfld and pnraltin wax. the proportion

of said carbon-blsulfld being adjusted with respect to the

amount of paraffln wax. whereby the latter is maintained
in a satisfactory Hlm-forming condition.

1.22fl.248. MOWIN<;->l.\l.HI.\K. JoH.w.x Obokg Fahr.
Gottmadingen. Germany, assignor to the Firm of

Maschlnenfabrik Fahr -\. tJ.. (iottmadingen, Germany,
Filed Oct. 27. 1914. SerUI No. 868.906. (Cl. 56—74.)
1. In a mowing machine, the combination with the

frame, the seat of the operator mountwl thereon, and the

cutting me<hanism. of means for lifting the cutting raech-

aalm. and means lo<-ated In position for operation by the

foot of tb*' o|)erator for actuating the lifting niechanisui,

28» <). G.—23

for lifting the cutting piechaulsm from Its lowermost or
normal position to its uppermost or upright position,

>ald foot operateil mei<ns comprising means for locking

the lifting mechanism'^ in an intermediate )>osltion, a
.single foot operated meml>er. means for coupling the foot

operated member to the lifting mechanism for operation
In lifting direction for moving the cutting mechanism
first from lowermost or normal position to intermediate

position, means operative when the lifting mechanism has
l»een locke<l In Intermediate position to return the foot

l)'ver Into initial position, and means for again coupling

the foot lever to the lifting mechanism for moving the

cutting mechanism from interme<llate to uppermost posi-

tion.

2. In a mowing maihlne. the comblnatlou with the

frame, the seat of the operator mounted thereon, and the

cutting mechanism, of iiie<-hanism for lifting the cutting

mechanism, and means locateil In position for operation

by tBe foot of the operator for actuating the lilting mech-

anism for lifting the cutting mechanism from its lower-

most or normal position to its uppermost or upright posi-

tion, said foot oi>eratcd means (-omprlsing uiesus for lock-

ing the lifting mecbanisiii in an IntermeUlate pcmitlou. a
single f<K>t operated niemt»er, means for coupling the foot

operated member to the lifting mechanism for operation in

lifting direction for moving the cutting mechanism first

from lowermost or normal position to Intermediate posi-

tion, means operative when the lifting mechanism has been

l(Kke<l in intermediate position to return the foot lever

into initial position, means for again coupling the foot

lever to the lifting mechanism for moving the cutting

mechanism from Intermediate to uppermost position, aad
means operative when the cutting mechanism Is being

returned from uppermost Into Initial position to discon-

nect the foot operatetl menilter from said coupling means
operative for moving the cutting mechanism from Inter-

mediate position to uppermost position.

3. In a mowing machine, the combination with the

fram«-. the seat of the operator mounted thereon, and
the cutting mechanism, of mechanism for liftiag the cut-

ting mechanism, and means located In position for op-

eration by the foot of the operator for actuating the lift-

ing mechanism for lifting the cutting mechanism from its

lowermost or normal position to Its uppermost or up-

right position, said foot operated means comprising means
for l(M<king the lifting mechaD^sm in an intermediate po-

sition, a single foot operated lever Jointed to the lifting

ine.'hanisni and having an extension l>eyoiia its pivot

atlapte^l to engage the lifting meihauism for moving the

cutting mechanism from initial or normal position into

interme<llate position, a spring actuated link jointed to

said extension and tending to return the foot operated
lever when depressed Into Initial position, a lc<<-klng pawl
conneotJMl with the lifting mechanism and located In posi-

tion for locking engagement with said extension when
the lifting mechanism Is In lnterme<llate position, a lug
on the link operative when the cutting mechanism is be-

ing returned from uppermost or upright position to in-

itial or normal position to throw said pawl out of locking

engagement with the extension.
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1.2-»«.249. SPRINCi-BALANCE SCALE. David L. Faib-
CHiLD. Elnihurst. 111.. a>Hlinior to Helen O. Falrchlld.

ElmhurKt. 111. Filed Aug. 10. 1914. Herlal No. 855.948.

(CI. 268—19.)

1. A scale c-omprisinK a framewurk emlxxlytng a tup

beam aD<l depeodlng artuN. an indicating cylinder jour-

naleil in said depending ariuH, a tbernioHtatic t>ar Hecure<1

midway uf its length to said franiewurlc. a load oupport

having operative connection with the cylinder, and coun-

terlialanciug Hprings for the load support and the load

carrlitl there'iy, all of itaid springs being connecteil with

the load Hupport and woiue of said springs being connect-

ed with the top beam and others of said springs bein?

connecte<l with the thernioxtatlr bar at Ita end« renpec

tlvely.

2. A scale comprising a framework embodying a top

i>eam and depending arms, an indi<-atlng cylinder Jour

naled in said depending arms, a thermoHtatic bar secureil

midway of itK length to naid top l>eani. a load support
having operative c-onnection with the cylinder, and coun-

terlmlancing springs extending on either side of the cylin-

cfer and connected with said thermostatic l>ar at Its ends
respectively.

3. .\ scale comprising a framework embodying a top

l>eam and depending arms, a thermostatic Iwr secured to

said top beam centrally in respect ti> said bar and said

cylinder, a load support having operative connection with

the cylinder, and counterbalancing springs for the loa<l

support and the^oad <'arrle<l thereby extending past each
end of the cylinder and connected with the respective

ends of the thermostatic bar.

4. A scale comprising an indicating mechanism, a load

support, counterbalancing springs on each side of said

Indicating mechanism for the load support and load car-

rle^l thereby, and a thermostatic bar rigidly supported at

Its middle portion and having Its ends connected with
some of said springs to compensate for changes In the

condition of said springs due to changes In temperature
to which the springs are subjected.

5. A scale comprising a framework embodying a top
b<'nni nnd depending arms, a thermostatic bar secured to

said top beam centrally in respect to said bar and sal<l

cj-llnder. a load support having operative connection with
the «yllnder. and sets of counterbalancing springs for the

load support and the load carrie<l thereby extending past

the ends of the cylinder, a spring of each set being con-

ue<-ted to the top l>eam an<I another spring of each set

Itelng connecte*! to the ends of the thermostatic bar.

[Claims 6 to 11 not prlnte<l in the Gazette. 1

1.229,250. FIREPR<K>F SAFK. Fk.\.\k W. Finkboi-rbx.
Wren. Ohio. Filed May 1. 1»1«. Serial No. 94.848.

(H. 109—2.)
In a safe, the combination with outside and inside me-

tallic casings, of a door casing mounted on the outside
casing, means for insulating the outside casing and the

door casing from inside casing, a d«>or Including a me-

tallic frame hinged to the door casing, a plate carried by
said frame, a se<-ond plate carried by but in spaced rela-
tion to the frame. Insulating material disposed »>etween
said plate and between the last mentioned plate and the

frame, a plate secure«l to the last mentioned plate and
adaptiii to close the inner casing and Insulating material
disposed between the last mentiuneil plate and the adja-
cent plate on the door frame.

1,229.251. COMBIXATIoN-fHAlK.
Douglas. <;.!. Ftleil Jan. 5. 1916.

(n. 155—6.)

EOWABD J.

Serial No.

Fi-otd.

70.524,

' «/

Ti ^^
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a continantion th«T«»of whfn the Inner frame part Is hori-

zontal and to fold agralRAt the outer side of the Inner frame
part when In vertlml poMltioo. meaon for interlocking the

inner ami onter frame parts In horirootal ponltion, means
for supporting said fram»' parts rertically at the outer

side of the running board, and side walls carried by one
of sai<l frame partM ei^tending toward and terminating

close to the automobile l>ody, said side walls being shapetl

to form complete eml closures for the space between said

frame parts and the aut«nw)blle ImhIj- when said frame

parts are in vertical positioa.

2. Id an aatomoblie. the coml)inatiun with the ruaniag

ttoard thereof, of an inner frame part. hint;es ('onne<'tlng

the laser frHme part with the runnioK iHiani and enabling

said fraiae part to be moved to vertital putdtion at the

outer edge of the runoiog Itoard, or to horizontal position

in aiinement with the running Ituard as desired, an outer

frame part pivoted to the laner frame part aod arranged

to fold against the outer s*ide of the inner frame part In

vertical position and to be extended into horizontal con-

tinuation of the Inner frame part, bed springs supported

by said frame parts and arrauKcd to fold in conformity

therewith when the fraoie parts are folded as aforesaid,

means for holding said frame parts in substantially hori-

zontal aliuement, means in coanection with the outex

frame part and with the running b<wrd fur supporting said

frame parts in folded position vertically at the outer edg«

of the running t>oard. and side wails larrled by one of aal4

frame parts and extending toward tike automot>tle body

when said frame parts are in vertical position, said side

walls terminating close to the automobile l>ody and being

shaped to form complete end closures of the space between

said frame parts and the automobile body.

3. The combination with the running board of an auto-

mobile, of an inner frame part, hinges connet'ting the inner

frame part and the running t>oard and enabling said frame

part to be moved from horizontal position to vertical posi-

tion, an outer framt- part hinged to the inner frame part

and arranged to fold against the outer sUle of the Inner

frame part when the latter is moved to vertical position,

arms in connection with the running board, and brackets

on the outer frame part arrange«l to engage .saUl arms to

support said frame part.s folded together in vertical posi-

tion.

4. The combination with the running t>oard of an auto-

mobile, of an inner frame part, binges connecting it with

the running board enabling it to l>e moved to horizontal

position or to vertical position at the outer side eiige of

the running board, an outer frame part pivoted to tiie

inner frame part an^l arraogeti to form a continuation

thereof when tiie inner frame part is burlzoutal and to

fold against the outer side of the inner frame part when
in vertical position, springs supported ))y the inner and
outer frame parts, a supporting device for the Intermedi-

ate portion of the !<prings when said frame parts are fold-

ed together in vertical position, side walls carried by the

outer frame part and extending towai^i the body of the

atJtomoblle when in vertical poaltlon. said side walls ter-

minating close to the automobile body and being shaped

to form complete en«l rlostire* of the spare between said

frame parts and the automoMle l)ody, devices for fasten-

ing the frame parts tofrether in Tertlral position, and de-

vices In connection with the running board for holding the

frame parts in vertical position.

1.229.266. SKWINO-MArHI.NE. Joh.v W. GtHLiY. York-
vilie. N. T.. assignor of one-half to W. O. Welskotten,

Utlta, N. T. Piled (Xt. 21. 1914. Serial .No. 867,879.

(CI. 112—24 >

id cams, whereby to sew a fabric of any given

1. In a sewing machine, the tomblnation with a master
shaft, a needle, means conne<-te<| with said master shaft

for vertically re<-iprocatlng and transversely vibrating said

needle, a presaer foot, a fee<l dog. arms for elevating and
longitudinally actuating said fee<l <log. whereby to ad-
vance a fabric to aaid needle, <amii for actuating said

arms, and belts connected with said master shaft to re-

volve I

length.

2. In a sewing machine, the combination of a frame
having a depending portion carrying the looper and feed

merhanlsBi, a nee<l!e. means for vertically rerlprocatlng

and transrerwly vibrating said nee«lle. a presser foot, a

feed dog, arms for elevating an<l long1tu<llnally actaatlDg

said feed dog, whereby to advance the fabric to the nee«IIe,

and ttelts for actuating said means for moving said loo|>er

and f«>ed dog. whereby a tnbe of Indefinite length may be

.<«ewe<l by said machine.

3. In a sewing machine, the combination of a frame
having a depending portion carrying the loo|>er and feed

mechanism, a neeille. means for vertically reclpro<atlng

and transversely vibrating said nee<lle, a presser foM, a
feed dog, arms connecte<l with said fee<l dog, means for

actuating said arms, whereby to elevate an<I longitudinally

reciprocate said feed dog. cams for actuating said arms, a
shaft for supporting said cams, and l>elts connecting said

shaft with the means for actuating <tald needle, wbereby
to revolve said shaft to actuate the fee<l ilog.

1,229,257. PIANOFORTE ATTACHMENT. IIr<JO PaoI.

Haanbl. Jr., St. Louis. .Mo. Flle«l July 19, 1916.

Serial No. 110,099. (Cl. 84—150.)

-P

1. In combination with a musical instrument provided

with a keyboard, brackets flxetl at each end of said key-

tH>ard, a pair of rollers mounte<l l>etweeu sai<l braikets.
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•Be of said rollers being positioned in cloae proximity to

the keyboard and having a sheet or roll normally wrapped
thereon, wld roll l>elng provided with suitable indicator

trips, means for causing the r(dl to unwind from one

roller and onto the other, whereby the said strips pass

over the keyl>oard.

2. In c<inii>lnatlon with a musical Instrument provided

with a keyl>oard. an indicator roll mounted adjacent the

keyboard, a roller mounted above the roll, means for

causing the roll to unwind from Itself and onto the roller.

Indicator strips on the roll, and adapted to bear momen-
tarily on the keyl>oard during the unwinding of the roll.

8. In combination with the keyboard of a pianoforte,

an indicator-roll positioneii in close proximity to said key-

t>oard, means for effecting an unwinding of the roll, and

indicator strips on the roil, salil fingers being adapted to

bear on the keyboard during the unwinding of the roll.

4. A roll (Consisting of a sheet of suitable material, pro-

vided with Indicator strips anchored at one end to said

sheet and free to drop t>elow the plane of said sheet on

unwinding of the roll.

6. A roll consisting of a sheet of saltable material, pro-

vider! with Indicator strips formed in the sheet and at-

tached at one end thereto.

(Claims to 12 not printed in the (iasette.)

ih. FIST«»N A.M> KIN<; PACKING. Jackbok O.

Haaa. PhiladelphU. Pa. Flle<l Apr. 1, 101&. Herial

No. 18,510. (Cl. 121—108.)

1. A piston forme<1 of n separable top and bottom, hav-

ing In its side a groove the walls of which are Inclined

with respect to the opposite ends of said piston, a packing

Hag adapte<l to occupy said groove, and a resilient device

adapted to connect said bottom and top. and permit the

rotation of the latter one on the other.

2. A piston formed of a cylindrical ImkIv having on Its

upper head an ontturned flange, a lower head having an
outturned flange, said body having t>etween said flangee

a groove, the opposite walls of which are substantlnnT

parallel with each other and oppositely Inclined with re

spect to the opposite ends of said bo<ly. a plurality of

spiral rings on said body adapted to occupy said groove

with their convolutions In contact with »'ach other, said

lower head of the piston l>elng freely mounted on the

upper head thereof, and means for rotatlngly sad r*-

slllently conne<'tlng said heads.

8. A piston formed of a « yllndrlcal body having at Its

upper portion an outturned tlange. a lower portion having

an outturneil flange, said body having l>etween said flanges

a groove, the opposite walls of which are substantially

parallel with each other and oppositely Inclined with re

spect to the opposite eLds of said t>ody, shoulders on the

inner edges of said flanges approximately opposite each

other, a plurality of spiral rings ou said body adapter] to

occupy said groove with their convolutions in c<»ntact

with each other, the upper terminal of one of said rings

being adapted to abut the adjacent shoulder on the upper
flange and to be secured to said flange at said shoulder
to prevent shifting of the rings around the l>ody yet per-

mitting expansion thereof, the lower terminal of the other
ring being adapted to abut the adjacent shoulder of the
lower flange and to be st>cured to said flange at the shoul-
der thereof and means permitting iimlterl rotation of the
lower flange around said l>ody and allowing expansion of

the ring.

1.229,259. SAMl'LE PASTINc; MACHINE. Walter C.
Hadlby, New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 6, 1915. Serial

No. 64,454. (Cl. 216—14.)

1. In apparatus for making sample cards:—a card

holder ; means for applying paste to a <-ard in the holder ;

resilient means for supporting and retaining one or more
stacks of patches ; means whereby the card holder may en-

gage said latter means, and l)rlng said pasted card into

contact with the top patch of each stack of patches ; a

pneumatic blast for separating that pgtch in the stack,

next to the patch pasted to, and picked np by the pasted

card in the card holder : and means to control the blast

while the top patch is NMag removed from Its stack.

2. In apparatus for making sample cards :—a pivoted

card holder ; means for applying paste to a card In the

holder ; a patch l>ox to contain and hold one or more
stacks of patches; Means whereby the card holder may
bring the pasted card Into contact with the top patch of

each stack ; means whereby said box Is resliientiy mount-

ed in the direction of the axes of the stacks ; resilient

patch supporting plates, serving as the bottom of the

patch box, to standardize the pressure exerted by the

card against the top patch of each stack of patches, a

pneumatic blast for separating that patch in the stack,

next to the patch pasted to and picked up by the card in

the card holder ; a valve to control said blast ; and means

connecting sairl valve and said patch box, whereby the

operation of the patch box will seasonably open and close

said valve.

3. In apparatus for sample cards:—a card holder;

Bseans for applying paste to a card in the holder ; a patch

box resliientiy mounted, to contain one or more stacks of

patches, the upper e<lge of said box having outlets from

air channels In said box. and adjacent to the top patches

of the stack or staclu : Okeans wherel)y the card bolder may
lirlag tite pasted card into oontact with the top patch of

each »ta<-k ; a source of air under pressure ; a valve com-

municating with said source; flexible channels connecting

said valve with said air channels In the patch box : and

means connecting saM box with said valve, wbereb)- the

operstion of said box will seasonably open ami close said

valves.
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1,229.260. TOY OR APPLIANCE FOR I'LAYINO A
<;AME. Robcht Wallace Haioh, Manchester. England.
Filed Au?. 12. 1910. Serial No. 114.547. (CI. 46—59.)

1. A device for playing an Indoor or outdoor game com-
prising In a pair of vertical pillars or posts fix<Hl at a dis-

tance apart from each other, a c-ord or cable, wire or ro<l

secured to and stretched between the pillars at a suitable
dixtance from the upper ends of the latter and a ring
looate<| on the cord adapted to be propelle<l from one pillar
to the other with the object of causing the ring to pass
over and down the opposite pillar substantially as de-
scribed.

2. In a game apparatus, a pair of stationary uprights,
a track secured between the upper parts of the uprights
an<l arrange<l at a predetermlne<I distance from their topa,
and a ring located on the track and adapted to pass over
the tops of the uprights when thrown skilfully against
them.

1.229.2rtl. DEVICE FOR PROTECTINt; CRUDE - OIL
TANKS. Like Haxno.v. Hennessey. Okla. Flle<l May
10, 191«. Serial No. 97,851. (CI. 220—124.)

1. The combination with a tank having a discharge
op«'nlns. of an Inner door closing said -opening, means
tending to open said door, an outer door closing said
opening and opening outward, means for holding the
outer door in close<l position, means tending to move the
second mentlonefl means to releasing position, and com-
bnstlble means for preventing the first and third men-
tioned means from operating.

2. The combination with a tank having an outlet
oi>enlnK In one wall adjacent its bottom, of an Inner
sliding door closing said opening, an outer door hinged to

the tank to close said opening and adapted to open out-
wardly, guiding means carrle<l by the tank adjacent its

upper e«lKe above said opening, a flexible element at-
tached to the Inner door and passing over said guiding
means, a weight connecte<l to sal«l flexible element to
raise the Inner door, a latch for holding the outer door In

closed position, means tending to release said 1

flexible element attached to the latch and extending over
the gul<llng means, and a combustible element attached
to the aforesaid flexible elements, extending across and
attached to the tank to normally prevent the doors from
being opened.

1.229.262. LOADING - MACHINE. Bex.MB P. HA.\»o.t
and Nbl« I. Nbl«o.v. Bancroft. Iowa. Filed Oct. 19.
1915, Serial No. 5«.69«. Renewed Nov. 11. 191«J.
Serial No. 130.922. (CI. 214— 10.)

1. A loading device, comprising a base member, a sup-
porting frame pivotally mounted upon said base member,
a housing rigidly mounted upon said frame and having a
plurality of pulleys therein, a cable riding over said
pulleys and carrying a lifting device, a rake having a
looped portion thereon, means riding in said loopetl por-
tion and connected to said lifting device, and means car-
ried by said lifting device adapted to lock In said housing
when said lifting device Is In elevated position.

2. A loading device, comprising a rake consisting of a
number of tooth bars, a plurality of cross beams assem-
bling said tooth bars, bandies attached to one of said
cross beams, bracing members connected at one end to
another of said cross beams, and at their opposite ends
to said handles to brace the same, loope<l means upon
said brake, connecting means riding In said looiteii means,
and a lifting device connected to said conne< ting means
to lift said rake.

3. A loading device, comprising a pivoted supjwrt leav-

ing a rlgl<lly mounteil housing thereon containing pulleya,
said housing havinK a|>ertures therethrougb. a cable rid-

ing over said pulleys snd carrying a lifting device, said
lifting device havtuK an i-xtended pin adapte<i to t)e seate<l

in said apertures to lock said lifting device in elevated
position, a rake having a loope<l portion, and a flexibly

mounted connecting means riding in said looped portion
removably connected to said lifting device to raise said
rake upon the operation of nald lifting device.

4. A loading device, comprising supporting means, lift-

ing means, locking means carried by said lifting means for
locking said lifting means to said support whtn in ele-

vated position, a rake having an elongate<i loopeil portion,
and flexible means riding In said loopetl portion remov-
ably hooked to said lifting means adapted to raise said
rake upon the operation of said lifting means,

."». A loading device, comprising a base memt»er pro-
vided with transporting mheels. a supporting frame upon
said base member, means for pivotally mounting said sup-
portiuK frame upon said base memtwr, means for reslll-

ently supporting said supporting frame up<in said bas*
memt>er. a housing upon said supporting frame provided
with apertures, pulleys within said housing, a cable for
traveling over one of said pulleys, a liftins device carried
by said cable, a rake having a loop, means for traveling in
said loop and connecte<i to said lifting device, and means
carried by said lifting device adapte<l to lock In the aper-
tures of said housing when said lifting device is in ele-

vated position.

door In I

atch. a I

1.229.263. STRAP FASTENER. FREi>ERirK C. Haeei-
u\y. Ardsley onHudson, Irvlngton. N. Y. Filed May
8. 1916. Serial No. g.-^.go.'i. (Cl. 24—169. t

1. In a strap fastener, a buckle consisting of a flat me-
tallic plate, one end of which has a wide elongated slot
In which dips an undulatWl ribbonlike tongxie extending
laterally to said plate, and the other end of which has a
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narrow elongate*! slot extending In the same direction as

the other slot.

2. In a strap fastener, a buckle consisting of a flat me-

taillc plate, from one end of which Is cut an undulate«l

tongue dipping into a wide elongatwl slot, said tongue

being locate<l nearer the inner than the outer e<lge of

said slot, and the other end of which plate has a narrow

elongated slot extending In the same direction as the

other slot.

1,229.204. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Vkhgil Henslet,

Vallejo. Cal. Filed Aug. 23. 1910. Serial No. 116.466.

(Cl. 1S2—22.)

A tire consisting of a fjubstantlally I-shape«l core, the

flanges of the I-shape<l core forming tread and rim por-

tions connecte<l by the web of the I. a reinforcing cover

extending over the tread flanges and then under the tread

flanges down along the sides of the web, said cover fur-

ther extending outward along the flanges of the rim por-

tion of the core. Kaltl cover further extending from the

tread flanges outwardly and then inwardly to the rim

flanges to provide circular apertures l>etween the two

portions of the cover, the last-mentioned portion butting

against the flrst-mentloned portion on top of the rim

flanges and following the rim flanges to the rim portion

of the core, the two portions of the cover being separateil

along their lines of meeting on the rim flanges, and a

tread flxe«l to the reinforcing portion of the tire.

1,229.265. SOLE-UA<iE FOR HOOTS AND SHOES.
John J. Hbts, Lynn, Mass.. assignor to United Shoe

Machinery t^ompany, Paterson. N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Fil«Ml July 3. 191.*i. Serial No. 37.917.

(Cl. 83—3.)
1. A sole gage conforming approximately to the contour

of that portion of a lasteii shoe bottom adjacent to the

ball line and havlnjr a series of linen diverging from the

center to opposite e^lges of the gage and arrange*! to per-

mit any two lines extending t«) opp«»slte edges of the gage

to be comblnetl to indicate an appropriate hall line for a

shoe bottom.
2. A tian!«iMirent sole gajre shape<l to conform ap-

proximately to the contour of a laste<l shoe t>ottom and

having a base line adapted to be positioned at approxi-

mately the Junction of the shank and forepart of the

shoe and a series of lines diverging from a me<tian point

in the base line to opposite eiiges of the gage to Indicate

the appropriate ball line for any style of shoe bottom.

3. A transparent sole page conforming approximately

to the contour of a lrtste<l shoe bottom and having a cen-

ter line extending lengthwise of the gage, a base line

intersecting the center line and extending across the

gage and a<lapted to be posltlone<l at approximately the

Junction of the shank and forepart of the shoe, and a

series of lines radiating from the intersection of the

center line and base line to the opposite edges of the gage.

4. A sole gage having n portion at one end correspond-

ing In shape and size to the insole of a lasted shoe and a

portion at the opposite end extended in width and corre-

sponding to the ball portion of the outsole, and a series

of lines extending from the center transversely of the

gage to opposite edges of the jrage and arranged to indi-

cate the proper ball line for diflferent styles of shoes.

1,229,266. IGNITION SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL ("OM-

BU8TION ENGINES. John Tex Evck HiLLHOfSB,
New York, N. Y. Flle<l June 3, 1911. Serial No.

631,117. (Cl. 128—117.)

2. In an Ignition system, a distributer having two sets

of contacts, one of said sets being fixed and the other

adjustable relative to said fixed set, said sets of contacts

being connected together In parallel, and automatic means

for rendering one or the otluf of sal<l sets operative.

4. In an Ignition system, a distributer having a vertical

rotary shaft, a contact arm pivotally connecte<l therewith

and arrangefl to have a vertical movement umler the

action of centrifugal force, a fixed contact and an ad-

justable contact above the fixed contact, said contact arm
l>eing arrangeil to pass over the flxe<l contact when the

the rotary shaft is moved slowly, and over the adjustable

conta<t when said shaft moves at a higher rate of rota-

tion.

12. In an ignition system, a distributer liavlng a ver-

tical rotary shaft, a contact arm pivotally connecte<l

therewith, a spindle axlally rotntable In said arm. a pair

of rollers, a pivot therefor transverse to said spindle and

offset from the axis thereof near the end of the spipdle ;

a two part cup-8liape<l housing having its Inner surfaces

corresponding with the radius of the <'ontact arm. the

lower part of said housing l>eing stationary and the upper

part rotarlly adjustable relative to said lower part, a
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tterleH of contacts set In the low«»r part of the housiaf.
• almllar series of contacts set In the upper part of the
housing, sliding contacts connpctlnp said two series of
contacts together In parallel. nn<l h sprinij arrangetl to
hold the two parts of the housing together at said sliding
contacts

: said rollers being arranged to pass over the
aerie;* of contacts In the lower part of the housing when
the .Mhaft is rotating slowly, and over the series of con-
tacts in the upper part of the housing wh^-n said shaft
moves at a higher rate of rotation, and a spring arrangetl
to press said rollers against the contacts.

(Claims 1. 3. 5 to 11, and 13 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1.229.267. CARLINE. LoriH A. Hokhr. St. Ia)u1s. Mo.
Filed Feb. 15. 1915. Serial No. 8,226. (CI. 108—5.6.)

1. A carline comprising a tie beam, and a truss beam,
aid tie beam being formeii of angle iron, the end of said
tie beam having its horizontal flange separated from its
vertical flange and spread to form a fastening member.

2. A carline (..mprislng a tie Iwnm. and a truss l>eani.

both of aaid beams tteing formed of angle Iron, the ends
of said beams having their horizontal flanges separated
from their vertical flanges antl spread to form fastening
members.

1.229.268. MFLK Bf>TTLE RECEPTACLE. JOHN HOCT,
New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 28. 1910. Serial No!
117.317. (CI. 232—12.)

p ° u
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<llKtani-« substantially equal to the comblDe<l thlcknei
of the tie wire and JIne wire, and a tie wire which pawea
alKiut the body above the line wire and in en^gement
with the ledge and Is croaged over Itself on one side of the
t)o«ly and lontlnuea about the same In both directions to
where Its opposite ends are twisted spirally about the line
wire and away from the Insulator In such condition as to
permit the line wire to remain undistorted oy the Insula-
tor or tie wire.

(Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed in the Oatette.]

1,229.273. GRAIN-SAMPLER. Thomas Listeb J.*me8.
Higher Tranmere, and Williau Hb.vrt Buson. Rock
Ferry. England. Fll*d Nov. «, 1915. Serial No. 60.092.
(O. 8»~15.)

1. Thp Improvetl apparatus for ascertaining the tem-
perature of and for taking samples from granular or the
like material stoweii in hulk, lonslstlng of a tubular drill
open at one fnd and cIosmI at the other and having near
the closed end a through port, said drill being provldetl
with H hf'Ilcal propeller; means for rotating the drill; a
bucket adapted to be lntroduce<l Into the tubular drill un-
til the opfu top of the bucket reaches a point beyond the
port

; and means which normally close the port and adapt-
e<l to >»e moved clear of the port by contact with the
bucket ; substantially as described.

2. In apparatus for ascertaining th»- temperatur«» of
and for taking samples from granular or the like material
stowed In bulk, lu combination ; a tubular drill arranged
In sections adapted to be non-rotatably couplwl together,
the lowermost section being provided with a helical pro-
pi'ller and a through port : means for rotating the drill :

a bucket adapte<l to be lntro<luced Into the tubular drill
until the open top of the bucket reaches a point beyond
the port ; and means which normally close the port and
adapteil to be move<l clear of the port by contact with the
bucket ; substantially as described.

3. In a device for a.scertainlng the temperature of and
for taking samples from granular or the like material
stowe<l In hulk. In combination ; a tubular drill fitted with
a propeller and a through port ; means for rotating the
drill; a sleeve normally adapte«l to close the port; and a
backet adapted to be introduced into the drill to pass Into
the <a\<] sleeve and to move It clear of the said port; sub-
stantially as described.

4. In a device for ascertaining the temperature of and
for taking samples from granular or the like material
stowed in bulk. In oomhlnatlon : a tubular drill fitted with
a propeller and a through port; means for rotating the
drill; a sleeve provldwl with a detent; a bucket adapted
to be Introduced into the drill and to enter the said
sleeve, said bucket being provided with elastically con-
trolleil means adapted to engage said detent, and with
means which engage the sleeve and move it clear of the

port, the engagement of the said elastically controlled
means with the detent being adapted as the bucket Is

withdrawn to return the sleeve to the normal position in
which It doses the said port ; substantially as descrilted.

5. In a devlj-e for ascertaining the temperature of and
for taking samples from granular or the like material
sfowe«l in bulk. In combination : a tubular drill fltted with
a propeller and a through port ; means for rotating the
drill ; a ale«Te provided with a detent ; elastl.-ally con
trolled means connected to the tubular drill adapte«l to
engage the said detent and to elastically hold the sleeve
in the position in which It closes the port ; a secood de-
tent on the sleeve ; a bucket adapted to be Introduced into
the drill and provided with means adapted to engage the
said sleeve and to move It In opposition to the sjild elas-
tically controlled means Into a posftion In which the port
Is open, said bucket b«tng provided with elastically con-
trolled means adapted to engage the said second detent
in opposition to the first mentioned elastically controlle«l
means and to move the sleeve into a position In which
the pwrt is open, and as the bucket Is withdrawn to re-

turn the sleeve Into the position in which it closes the
port ; substantially as described.

1.229.274. DUPLEX rENTRIFr«;AL PUMP. Robmt K.
Ja«k. Nutley. N. J. Filed Aug. 8. 1916. Serial No.
113.C8S. (CI. 253—101.)

'h'fri'^'^a
t «

1. In a ilevlce of the kind described, a casing provided
with a pair of annular chambers spirally enlargtnl from
their points of beginning toward their points of dis-
charge, annular passages formeii at the Juncture of said
annular chambers with the main bo«ly of said (asing, the
point of l>eginnlng and point of discharge of one of said
annular cham(>ers being respectively dlametrU-ally oppo-
site the point of b«*glnnlng and point of discharge of the
other annular chaml>ers. a rotary Impeller mounte^l with-
in said <-aslng adapted to discharge fluid through said
annular passages into sal<l reBpe<-tlve annular cbamt>ers
to forcibly eject said fluid from the latter at their dis-

charge points, and means for delivering fluid to said
impeller.

2. In a device of the kind descrlt>ed. a casing provided
with a pair of annular chambers spirally enlargeil from
their points of beginning toward their points of discharge,
annular passages formed at the Juncture of said annular
chanil)ers with the main bo<ly of said casing, the point of
beginning and point of discharge of one of said annular
chambers being respe<-tlvely diametrically opposite the
point of l)eglnntng and point of discharge of the other
annular chamber, said casing being provided In Its sides
with Intake ports. Intake or suction pipes connected with
said casing so as to communicate with said intake ports,
and a rotary impeller having radially disposed curved
Impeller vanes mounted within said casing In communi-
cation with said Intake ports, said Impeller being adapt-
ed to discharge the fluid received through said intake
ports peripherally through said annular passages Into said
respective annular (hamt>ers to forcibly eject said fluid
from the latter at their discharge points.

3. In a device of the kind described, a casing provided
with a pair of annular chambers spirally enlarged from
their points of beginning toward their points of discharge,
annular passages formed at the juncture of said annular
rbaml>ers with the main body of said casing, the point of
beginning and point of discharge of one of said annular
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chambers being respectively diametrically opposite the

point of beginning ami point of discharge of the other

annular chanif>er. said casing being provided in its sides

with Intake ports. Intake or suction pipes connected with

aid casing so as to communicate with said Intake ports,

a rotary Impeller having side walls, a central wall divid-

ing the Interior of said Impeller transversely of Its axis

to form two Interior chambers op<'n at the periphery of

said impeller respectively to communicate with said re-

spective annular passages leading to said annular cham-

bers of said casing, radially disposed curved Impeller vanes

extending through each Interior chamber of said Impeller,

and the side walls of snld Impeller having centrally dls-

p«>se<l entrance ports communi<atiug respectively with said

intake ports of said casing.

4. In a device of the kind described, a casing providing

a centrally disposed chamber, a fixed wall of said casing

Inclosing one side of said central chamber, a removable

cover portion dosing the other side of said central cham-

ber, said casing being provided with a pair of annular

chaml>ers spirally enlarg«Hl from their points of beginning

toward their points of discharge, discharge pipes connect-

ed with said casing and extending outwardly from the

respective points of discharge of said annular chambers.

said casing l«elng further provided with a pair of annular

passages affording communication between said central

chaniNr and said respective annular chambers, the point

of beginning and point of discharge of one annular cham-

»>er l>eing respectively diametrically opposite the point of

i>eginnlng and p<dnt of discharge of the other annular

chamber, a rotary Impeller mounted within said central

chamber <.f said casing adapte«l to .llscharge fluid through

said annular passages Into said respective annular cham-

bers to forcibly eject said fluid through said discharge

pipes, a driving shaft for operating said Impeller, means

(onneite<l with said casing an<l its cover-portion for jour-

uallng said shaft, and means for delivering fluid to said

Impeller.

5. In a device of the kind de»cri»>ed. a casing providing

a centrally illspose<l chamber, a flxe<l wall of said casluR

inclosing one side of said central chamber, a removable

cover-portion closing the other side of said central cham-

ber, said <-aslng tK>lng provided with a pair of annular

(haml>ers spirally enlarged from their points of t>eglnnlna!

toward their jwlnts of discharge, discharge pipes connect-

ed with said casing and extending outwardly from the re-

spective iK.lnts of discharge of said annular chamber?,

said casing l>elng further provided with a pair of annular

passages affording communication Iwtween said central

chaml>er and said respective annular chaml>ers. the point

of beginning and point of discharge of one annular cham-

ber being respectively diametrically opposite the point of

l>eginntng and point of discharge of the other annular

chamt>er. said casing being provided respectively In it^

side wall and cover-portion with centrally disposed Intake

ports. Intake or suction pipes connected respectively with

said casing and Its cover-portion so as to communicate

with said intake ports, a rotary Impeller mounted with-

in said central chamber of said casing, the same having

radially disposed curved impeller vanes, said impeller be-

ing adapted to discharge the fluid recelve<l through said

Intake ports peripherally through said annular passages

Into said respective annular chambers to forcibly eject a

stream of such fluid through the respective discharge pipe

of each annular chamber, a driving shaft for said Im-

peller, anil means connected with said casing and Its

cover-portion for Journallng said shaft.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (Jazette.l

nally thereof, but each having its forward face precisely

in the plane which would be occupied by the forward

face of a tooth were all the teeth those of a standard

sprocket drum.

-*'-

1.229,275. MOTION-PICTURE APPARATUS. Charlx8

Fbaxcis JtXKixa. Washington. D. C, assignor to Th"

i;raphos(ope Company. Washington. D. C.. a Corpora

tion of I>elaware. Filed Apr. 6, 1916. Serial No.

89.828. (CI. 88—17.)
1. A nim feeding sprocket drum having at regular In-

tervals special teeth in circumferential extent excee<ling

the extent of the perforations of standard film longltudl-

2. A aim feeding sprocket drum having teeth of un-

equal circumferential extent, the forward faces of all

being in position to engage the forward sides of the cor-

responding perforations of standard film.

8. A film feeding sprocket drum having sets of teeth

each In form and location like the corresponding teeth of

standard film, the sets alternating with teeth of greater

circumferential extent each having its forward face in

the plane which would be occupied by the forward face

of a standard tooth In a corresponding standard drum.

4. A film having sets of standard perforations, the sets

alternating with perforations each equal in linear extent

to the space occupied by a plurality of consecutive per-

forations of standard Aim.

1,229.276. THROTTLE-VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC
TOOLS. Frascib a. Jimbbson. Athens, Pa., assignor

to Ingersoll-Rand Company. Jersey City. N. J., a Cor-

poration of New Jersey. Filed Nov. 18. 1915. Serial

No. C2.100. (CI. 136—11.)

1. In a thrdttle for pneumatic tools, a cylindrical meny

ber having fluid passages therethrough, a valve seat

therein, a spring operated valve seating on said valve seat

and opening against the fluid flow, said valve having an

elongated operating stem, a central web l>etween said

fluid passages, a bore In said web forming a guide for

said valve stem and a slot extending through said web

from the Inner end of and at right angles to said bore to

the outside of said member, a pin in said slot engaging

said valve stem and means to move said pin and valve

stem to open aald valve.

2. In a throttle for pneumatic tools, a cylindrical mem-

l»er having fluid passages therethrough, a valve seat

therein, a spring operated valve seating on said valve seat

and opening against the fluid flow, said valve^ having

an elongated operating stem, a central web betw<ken said

fluid passages, a bore in said web forming a guide for

said valve stem, a slot extending through said web from

the inner end of and at right angles to said bore to the

outside of said member, a pin in said slot engaging said

valve stem and means to move said pin and valve stem

to open said valve comprising a cam rotatably mounted

on the outside of said member.

8. In a throttle for pneumatic tools, an Inned cylin-

drical member having fluid passages therethrough, a

spring operated valve therein having an elongated stem,

a web between said fluid passages, a bore In said web

forming a guide for said valve stem, a diametrical slot

extending through said meb from the Inner end of said

bore, a pin in said slot projecting from lM)th sides of said

inner cylindrical member, a double <am sleeve rotatably

mounteil on said Inner member and arranged to move said

pin to open said valve, an operating sleeve sliding over

said cam and pin and holding said pin In position and

means to hold said operating sleeve and cam together and

prevent relative movement.
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14KW.277. APPARATUS FOR MAKING LEGGINGS.
HauiE JoHAN.Minx, BrookljB, N. y. Filed Jan. 26,
1»17- Burial No. 144^».'i. (CI. 69—8.)

1. A device for making It-ngiagH comprlnlnu a form, a
plurality of shapinK ni^rnh'T?* for shaplnjc certain portions
•t the li'OTlaK oD sai<l form, meann for rlampinc »ld mem-
bers to aald form, a molding member, means for regl8terlB«
tk* latter on aaM form and inean^ for damping: It thereto
after the said shapinK members have been removed.

3. .\ devitc fur making leffirlnK« ooraprlMlnK a form,
mnanK for rotatahl.v sapportinK th^ same, a plurality of
ahaptag members. PH-an*; for <laiiiplng the rame on aaid
form to pre-i«hap>> the legging thereon, a tBoldlag merab«r
of the Khap<> of a tinish<Hl legglDK. m«*an>« for reglsU-rlBg
said moldiag mpnib«>r on said form and m«>anB f©r clamp-
ing naid m««iber thereto.

6. A device for molding leggings comprising a form,
eaaa for nhaping the legglng.s on tb<> Ram*-, a lining adapt
ed to be placed over the shaped legging after said nmuis
have been removed, a molding member shaped to fit aaid
lining when the latter is over the legging comprising a
plurality of H«>ctions hinged together. m«>an8 for clamping
8aid mol.ling m^'mtxr iu po«itioQ and meanH for refistering
aaid molding member with the salfl form.

[naiBifi 2 and 4 not prlnte.) In the (;arette.l

1,229,278. ATIILKTIC SHOE. Nicoi.Al B. Johnson.
Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 5. 1916. SerUl No. 76 252
(CI. 36—59.)

1. The coiubiaatiaa of a foot^.all tihoc and a tread
therefor: Miid tread romprlsiac a meUllic plate, me^an*
for fastening said pl.ite to Mi<i «hoe. non metallic cleats.
and ra<«ans for fastt-uing said cleats directly to aaid plate
iad>*peadenrly of th.- sole of raid shoe.

iJ. The t-oBitiinarlon of a fiwt ball shoe and a tre«d
tilerefor, said tread comprising 11 metallic plate, Means
for (aat>'ainx said platf to said shoe, non-metallic cleats
and ni«»aus for rlvetiriK said cleats directly to said plate,
the edges of said sole extending tieyond the edges of said
plate.

«- A akoe tread comprising a metallic plate aad cieata
fixed to said plate, said cleats t*lng forased of water-proof
Toicanlxed fiber.

4. A shoe tread, means for fastening said tread to the
•ole of a shoe: and elongated cleats flx«*d to said plates
extending to and parallel with the outer long edges there
•f. the outer sides of said cleats being snbatantlally per-
peatlicular to said plates.

5 The ciMiibination of a shoe and a tread for aaid akoe,
aaid tread comprising a metallic plate : said plate extend
Ing outside continuously over approximately the entire

•urface of the aole of the afaoe : and horizontally eloasated
cleats rlTete<i to said plate ; the outer long sides of said
cleats being substantially flush with the outer e<lge» of
said plate and extending sultatantially perpend i<-ular
therefrom, said cleats being compose<l of vulcanize<l fiber.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1U229J279. LUMBEK-GUIDE. Nicouas Johnsox. Eureka.
Cal. Filed Jan. 29. 1917. SerUl No. 145.197. (CL
214—6.)

In a device of the class described, a pair of side rails

;

a roller Joumaled in the upper ends of the side rails; a
rod cr.nne<tlBg the side rails De«r the roller and coniitl-
tnting aieaos for preventing the side rails from springing
apart and releasiag the roller; a bar connecting the side
rails and lo<ate<l l)elow the r.Kl. the bar being of polygonal
croaa aection : and an outstanding support disposed sub
atantlaiiy at right angles to the plane defined by the rails,
the sapport i^lng provided at its outer end with a depend-
ing prong, and being provided at Its inner end with a
polygonal head mounted against rotation on the polvgonal
bar. but sli.lahl^ longitudinally thereon, to permit the
prong to be adjusted with respect to the side rails.

1.229.2M0. CAKK PAN. Makv H Josta. Springfield
Ohio. Flle<l Jane 21. 1915. Serial No. 35.39S
63—6.)

(CL

1. A receptacle, a removable bottom therefor, arms pro-
jecting upward from said bottom, inverted U shaped bights
formed In the arms, said bights having contracted orifices
within which the edge of the receptacle Is engaged, and
laterally projecting extensions adjacent to the bights af-
fording leverage for the flexing of aaid bights to facilitate
the engagement and disengagement of the receptacle there-
with.

2. In a kitchen utensil, a receptacle having a beaded
edge, a removable bottom In said reoaptacle. upward ex-
tending arms carried by the bottom, aaM bottom belag nip-
ported independent of said arass. resilient bights in aaM
arms <lM>'plng the edge of the receptacle to normally lock
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the bottom against removal and handle extensions beyond

the Idghts by which the bights may be flexed to facilitate

their engagement with ami disengagement from the re-

ceptacle.

S. A receptacle, a renuivable l)«)ttoni therefor, arms pro-

jecting opward from said bottom having therein inverted

U-shape<l flexible bights the mouths of which are con-

tracted, within which contracted bights the edge of the

receptacle is gripped.

4. In a kitchen utensil, a receptacle, a removable bot-

tom for said receptacle having a slot therein, and an L-

8hape<l member projecting upward from the bottom in sub-

stantially parallel relation with the side of the receptacle

having Its lateral arm cngageti in the slot in the l>ottom.

5. In a kitchen utensil, a receptacle, a removable bot-

tom therefor having a slot therein adjacent to the edge of

aaid bottom, the material Intermediate the slot and edge

of the bottom being projected a^ove the plane of the Iwt-

tom, and a lifting nieml>er engage<i beneath the elevated

portion of the l>ottom and extending thence upward to the

top e<ige of the receptacle.

[Claim 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,281. SAFETY L<kK FOR BRAKE SHOES. E0-

wi.N Kabi. Superior. WU. Filed I>ec. 18. 1916. Serial

No. 137.«;32. (CI. 18><—28. >

1. In a Mltty lock for brake shoes, the combination

with a brake head, of a brake shoe having a key lug adapt-

ed to engage the brake head, a main locking key for aecar-

iog the key lug to the brake head, and a supplemental or

safety key carrle<l by the brake head and adapte<l to en-

gage the key Ing.

2. In a safety lo<-k for l)rake shoes, the combination

with a brake head, of a brake shoe having a key lug adapt-

eil to engage the brake head, a main locking key for secur-

ing the key lug to the brake head, a supplemental or

safely key carried by the brake head and adapted to en-

gage the key lug. and means for Interlocking the main

and safety keys.

3. In a safety lock for lirake shoes, the combination

with a brake head, of a brake shoe having a key lug adapt-

e«l to engage the brake head, a main locking key for secur-

ing the key lug to the brake head, a supplemental or safety

key rarrU-fl by the brake head and adapte<l to engage the

key lug, and a movalde lnferlo< king <levice operated by

the safety lock adapteil to hold the main key against

removal.

4. In a safety lo< k for l>rake shoes, the combination

with a brake head, of a l>rake shoe having a key lug adapt-

fA to engage the brake head, a main locking key for secur-

ing the key lug to the brake head, and a safety locking

key. movable Independently of the main key. which Is

adapted to engage or release the key lug and to hold tho

latter Independently of the main key.

5. In a safety lock for brake shoes, the comblnatioa

with a brake head having main bridges and a cross bridge,

there being a socket intermediate the main bridges, of a

main locking key. a supplemental or safety locking key,

and a brake shoe having a key lug adapted to k>e received

in the socket aforesaid ami to be engaged and locked by

the cross bridge, the main key. and the safety key.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the <;azette.]

1,229,282. BAKING-PAN. Edwabd KATiijrGBB and Si»-

HBT C. Katsikger. Chicago, 111., assignors to Edward

Katzlnger Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Mar. 25, 1916. Serial No. 86,584. (CU
83—6.)

««

1. In combination, a substantially rectangular frame

;

a plurality of pans disposed In the frame with portions

engaging the latter; locking members engaging the frame

and corners of the pans; and tying members removably

securing the locking members to the frame and holding

said locking members In clamping relations with the pans.

8. In comldnatlon, a substantially rectangular frame

;

a series of baking pans having wlr(Hl rims and disposed

in the frame with the rims resting on the frame ; projec-

tions at the ends of the frame engaging the remote sides

of the end pans of the series ; members engaging the frame

and adjacent corners of the pans : tie rods extending be-

tween the pans and holding said members in positions for

clamping the pans tightly In the frame ; and means Inter-

mediate the ends of the adjacent edges of the pans 8pa<lng

intermediate portions of said adjacent edge* apart.

(Claims 2 to 7 and 9 not printed in the Oazette.J

1.229,283. PUDDLE BILLET ROLLING AND FINISH-
ING MILL. David KAirrMAN, Sr., Pottstown, Pa.

Filed Apr. 15. 1916. Serial No. 91.474. (CI. 80—35.)

1. A rolling mill comprising a hollow t>ase having up-

standing side walls, each of the side walls being formed

with a longitudinally extending passage, the walls being

vertically slotted at a plurality of points, the slots Inter-

secting said passages, upper and lower tioxes dlsposetl In

each slot, upper and lower rolls having their shafts dis-

posed In the boxes, ro<ls disposed in said passage and Ion-
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gitudinally !<hlftal)le thtrealong, each of aaid rods being
formed with a plurality of spaced angularly disposed
tares engaging each upper twx whereby to raise or lower
the upper boxen by longitudinally shifting said rods, and
means for holding the upper boxes In engagement with
Hald angularly disposed faces of the rods.

2. A rolling mill comprising a hollow base having up-

standing side wallM. the walls being rerttcally slotted and
each wall being formed with a longitudinally extending
passage lnterse<-ting said slots, a plurality of lower tear-

ing boxes disposed in the bottoms of said slots below the
passage, a plurality of upper bearing boxes dUposed in

the upper portions of said slots, a plurality of rolls hav-

ing their shafts disposed In the lower t>oxes, and a plu-

rality of rolls having their shafts disposed in the upper
boxes, members mounte<l in the passages for longitudinal
movement and having a plurality of angularly disposed

fares, each engaging with one of said upper boxes, means
for longitudinally shifting and adjusting said members,
and a plurality of screws extending downward through
the walls of the base and into the upper ends of said s'ots

and engaging the upper bearing boxes.

[Claims 3 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

I,22».li84. Pr>ROlS RIBBER F.ABRIC ANT* METHOD
(•F PRODUCIN*; THE SAME. Arthir B. Kcupcl,
Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. <ioodrich Company,
New Yorlt. N. Y.. a Corporation of New Yorlt. Filed

July 20. 1»1«. Serial No. 110,335. (CI. 91—68.)

1. A textile fabric open or porou.s at the interstices
between the threads, and gum-coated on the rest of its

surface.

6. The process of making water-proof, porous, textile
fabric which consists in coating and partially impregnat-
ing the threads of the fabric with rubber cement to an
extent sufficient substantially to embed the projecting
fibers and overcome the capillarity of the threads, per-
forating the coating at the interstices by fluid preswure.
eraporating the solvent In the cement, and vulcanizing
the rubber.

(Claims 2 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.285. VANITY BOX. William C. Ke.vdall. New-
ark, N. J. Filed Mar. 22, 1916. Serial No. 85,968.
<C1. 132—34.)

jt» /»*> ^

j»»

1. A ranity box Including a box proper, a cover having
an encircling flange hinged to the box in such a manner
that the flange encircles the upper edge of the box when
the cover is closed, the flange of said cover being formed
with an Instruck annular bead intermediate Its height
forming a stop to limit the closing of the cover, a remova-
ble element located against the inner face of the cover,
and a split resilient locking ring engaging t>etween the
peripheral edge of the element and the liead to lock the

element In place.

3. A vanity box including a box body having a bottom
and a peripheral wall, the lower portion of the peripheral

wall being upwardly and inwardly Inclined and the re-

maining greater portion of the wall t>elng vertical where-

by rouge positlone<l in the iH>x and pressed against the
bottom will have a p4irtion of It forced t>eneath the up-
wardly and inwardly lncline<l portion of the peripheral
wall of the box to anchor the cake formed by the pres-
sure exerted in the box and to provide a puff receiving
spare altove the rake, and a rover for the 1h>x body,

irialni 2 not printer] In the <;azette.]

1,229.286. COMBINATION VANITY-CASE. WiLLUM
G. Kb.vdalu Newark. N. J. Fllecl Jan. 25. 1917. Serial
No. 144,510. (CI. 182—32.)

1. A vanity rase Including a receptacle, a rover for the
receptacle, and a hinged memlwr carried by the recep-
tacle to be disposed therein or to be swung out of the
re«-eptacle. said member being adapted to hold an article
of toilet upon each face.

6. A vanity case including a receptacle, a vertical par-
tition wall extending transversely of the receptacle and
providing at one side a main compartment, a false bottom
secured In that portion of the receptacle at the other side
of the partition wall, a longitudinal partition wall be-
tween the first partition wall and adjacent wall of the
receptacle and resting on the false bottom whereby with
the first partition wall and false bottom supplemental
compartments are provlde<l capable of receiving powder
puffs, a leaf hinged to the rereptarle and adapte<l in one
position to He within the main compartment, powder cake
supporting means upon opposite sides of the leaf, a cover
for the rereptarle, and tubular housings extending across
the receptacle In the space l>etween the true bottom and
fal.se bottom and reinforcing it. the housings each open-
ing at one end through the wall of the receptacle and
being adapted to receive rouge and pencil holders.

(Claims 2 to 5 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.287. WALL SOCKET. Joseph Ki.n.ncdt. New
York. N. T.. assignor to The Clements Company. New
York. N. \ ., a <'orp<>raflon of New York. Original ap-
plication filed Aug. 14. 1913, Serial No. 7H4.672. Divided
and this application flieil Mar. 9. 1915. Herial No.
13.166. (CI. 72—105.)

1. A wall sorket comprising a hollow cirrumferentlally
continuous sleeve of hard metal, an external flange at the
outer end thereof, a similar sleeve of soft metal surround-
ing the unflauged |>ortiou of the hard metal sleeve, said
BO<*ket being provided with longitudinally disposed grooves
passing through .said fiange and into the outer portion of
the soft metal sleeve.
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2. A wall socket comprising a hollow rlrcumferentlally

continuous sleeve of hard metal, the rross-sectlon of which

is a curved plane of non-uniform diameter, an external

flange at the outer end thereof, a similar sleeve of soft

metal surrovinding the unflauged portion of the hard metal

sleeve, said socket being provided with longitudinally dis-

posed gr(M)ves passing through said flange and into the

outer portion of the soft metal sleeve for a part of Its

length and means within said sleeve for receiving the

thread of a bolt.

;{. A wall socket comprising a hollow rlrcumferentlally

rtintlnuous tapered sleeve of hard metal, the cross-sections

of which are curved planes of non-uniform diameter, an

external flange at the outer end thereof, a lining of soft

metal adapted to receive the threads of a bolt, an outer

covering of soft metal surrounding the unflauged portion

of the sleeve, said socket l)elng provided with longitudi-

nally disposed grooves passing through the flange and into

the outer portion of said outer covering for a part of Its

length.

4. A wall socket comprising a hollow circumferentially

continuous sleeve of hard metal, the outer surface of

which Is tapered, an external fiange at the outer end of

said sleeve, an external sleeve of soft metal surrounding

the unflang«>d portion of the hard metal sleeve, said socket

being provided with longitudinally dlsposeil grooves pass-

ing through said flange and Into the outer portion of the

soft metal sleeve.

1.229.288. ELE<'TRIC WELDING. Otih Allen Kexvos,

New York. N. Y. File<l Mar. 3. 1917. Serial No.

152,315. (CI. 219—8.)

r

b» %A
-*

1. In electric welding, a welding arc circuit and electro-

responsive means for opening the arc rlrrult at a point

external to the arc at a predetermined arc voltage.

4. In electric welding, a welding arc circuit, and elec-

tro-responsive means for shunting the current around the

arc at a* predetermined arc voltage l)efore breaking the

arc. and then opening the arr circuit.

10. In electric welding, a welding arc circuit adapted

to be < Ictsed at the arc before current is passed there-

through, means for opening the arr circuit at a point ex-

ternal to the arc at a predetermined arr voltage, and
means under control of the welder to stop the arc at will.

[Claims 2, 3, and 5 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.289. GAOE. Jesse E. Keppel, St. Louis. Mo.
Piled Nov. 24. 1915. Serial No. 63.193. (CI. 73—54.)
1. In a device of the class desrrlbed. two opposed valve-

rasingH, said valve-m sings having nllned openings In their

meeting ends and valve-seats surrounding said openings,

valve-niembers In said valve-raslngs arranged and adapted
to cooperate with said valve-seats to shut off the flow from

said vslve-rnslngs. tubular members fitted slldably In said

alined openings of the valve-rasings and projertlng nor-

mally Inward beyond said valve-seats so as to hold said

valve-members nway from said valve-seats and having

openings arrnnged and adapted to permit flow from said

valve-raslngs when in such relation, means for effecting

aelf-releasahle seals between said tubular members and the

adjac-ent ends of said valve-casings, a gage tube having

sealed ronnertlons at Its ends with the outer ends of said

tabular members, and a device movable on one of said

tabular memlwrs lont:ltudlnally thereof and cooperating

with the end of the valve-casing for holding the co-

operating parts In normal assembled relation and making

the said seals effective.

2. In a devlre of the rlass desrrilied. two opposed valve-

casings, said valve-casings having alined openings In their

meeting end.'* and valve-seats surrounding said openings,

valve-meml>ers in said valve-raslngs arrangcnl and adapted

to roiiperate with said valve-seats to shut off the flow

from said valve-c-asings, a tubular member fitted slldably

In the opening of one of said valve-casings and projecting

normally Inward i>eyond the valve-seat thereof so as to

hold the valve-memi>er away from said valve-seat and
having openings arranged and adapted to permit flow from
the valve-rasing when In surh relation, said tubular mem-
l)er having an annular enlargement at its outer end. and

a releasable sealing ring surrounding said tubular mem-
l)er between said enlargement and the end of said valve-

rasing, a tubular member fitted slldably in the alined

opening of said other valve-ctislng and being arranged,

adapted and cooperating at Its Inner end with the valve-

memlMT lu said valve-caslug In a manner similar to said

first-mentioned tubular member, a gage tube having sealed

ronnertlons at Its ends with the outer ends of said tubular

members, and an annular member movable on said second-

mentioned tubular member longitudinally thereof and co-

operating with the end of the valve-racing with an Inter-

posed releasable sealing ring so as to hold the ro-

operating parts in normal assembled relation and making
the said seals effective.

3. In a device of the class described, two opposed valve-

castngs. said valve-raslngs having alineil openings in their

meeting ends and valve-seats surrounding said openings,

valve-members in said valve-raslngs arranged and adapted

to rociperate with said valve-seats to shut off the fiow

from, said valve-casings, a tubular member fitted slldably

in the opening of one of said valve-casings and projecting

normally Inward be.von'd t1n» valve-seat thereof so as to

hold the valve-member away from said valve-seat and
having openings arranged and adapted to permit flow

from said valve-casing when in such relation, said tubular

membei having an annular enlargement at Its outer end,

a releasable sealing ring between said enlargement and the

end of said valve-rasing, said tubular member having a

reress in ith outer end. and a packing bushing In said

recess, a tubular member fitted slldably In the alined open-

ing of said other valve-casing and being arranged, adapted
and roctperatlng at Its inner end with the valve-meinl»er In

said valve-raslng In a manner similar to said first-men-

tioned tubular member, said second mentioned tubular

member having a recess in Its outer end, and a sealing ring

in said reress, a gage tut>e having one end fitted In the

packing bushing In the outer end of said first-mentioned

tubular member and Its opposite end abutting the sealing

ring In the outer end of said second-mpntloned tubular
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member, untl a packlug glami on Kald gage tab^ rngafrinx
tb«» adjacent ^nd portion of said M^coDd-ment1one<l tabular
member, said tubular member beinff 9cr«m-threaded ex-

ternally in the region of the valve-casing, a Jam nut on
said screw-threaded portion of said tubular member In co-

operative relation to the end of said valTe-caslng, and a
relea-oable sealing ring Interposed between Raid Jam nut
and the end of said valve-casing.

4. In a ilevlce of the class described, two opposed valve-
rasings, said valve-casings having alined openings In their

meeting ends, valve-seats surrounding said openings, and
opposed valve-seats, valve-members movable in said valve-

casings between the flr«t-mentiuae<l and second -mentioned
valve-seats thereof, said valve-nembers being arranged
and adapted to coSperate with said flrst-mentlone^l valve-

seats to shut off the flow from said valve-casings, and
said valve-members and saUl secotxl- mentioned valve-seats

l>eing relatively arrangeil and adapteil so as to permit
flow when In coSperative relatioa, tubular members fltte<l

slidably in said alineil openings of the valve-casings and
projecting normally inward beyond the first mentioned
valve-seats therefjf so as to hoki said valve-members away
from said valve-seats and having openings arranged and
adapted to permit How from said valve-casings when in

such relation, means for effecting self-releasable seals

between said tubular members and the ends of said valve-
casings, a gage tube having sealed connections at its ends
with the outer en«ls of said tubular member*, and a device

movable on one of said tubular members longitudinally

thereof and cooperating with the end of the valve-caslBg
for holding the coiiperatlng parts in normal assembled
relation and making the suUl seals effective.

1,229,294>. MAIL-BAa LOCK. John A. Kidwkll, Colum-
bus, Ohio. Fileil June 2, 1916. Serial No. 101,316.

(CI. 24—132.)

The combination with a separable bousing adapted to

Inclose a n^il bag fastener and having an open end for
passage of a fastening cord, said bousing having a slotted
bottom plate and said plate adjacent the open end having
bent portions forming a brace portion and a flat eyelet
portion, the latter locateil centrally at the open end of
the bousing and provided with a brace<t portion Integral
with the bottom plate, of a hasp adapted to close over and
coact with the fastener to prevent disengagement of the
cord, said hasp comprising a plate pivoted at the closed
end of the housing and forme<I with a sIotte<l free end to
at over the eyelet.

1,229.291. THRUST BEARI.NG. Albebt Ki.xosblrt,
Pittsburgh, Pa. Flle<l Aug. Irt, 1910. SerUl No.
lir,.123. (CI. 04—25.)
1. A bearing comprising a tiltable bearing shoe, a plu-

rality of members each adapted to plvotally support said
shoe, ami means for selecting one of said pivot members.

2. \ thrust bearing comprising a tiltable bearing shoe,

a plurality of members each adapte<l to plvotally support
said shoe, and means automatically dependent upon the
direction of bearing operation for selecting one of said

pivot members.
.1. .\ thrust bearing comprising a plurality of tiltable

bearing shoes, a pair of pivotal members for each shoe,

each member being a<Iapted to plvotally support the shoe,

and means for selecting a corresponding pivot for each
shoe.

4. A thrust bearing comprlalBs a pinrallty of bearing
slioes. a pair of rolling l>e«rtagN for each shoe, each
rolling ht-arlng helnjt adapteil to constitute a pivot for
one of the shoes, and nieaus anroniatically dependent upon
the direction of bearing rotation for selecting a .-orre-

spoading rolling hearing for each shoe.

m' 1
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contacts, *aid brtdfre formed of magnetic metal and at-

tached to the said plunger and serving to extend the mag-
netic field to the vicinity of said contacts whereby when
the magnet Is deenergized the bridge closes the circuit

through said contacts, and when the magnet Is ener-

gized is withdrawn and breaks said circuit and acta a* a
magnetic blow out to destroy the arcs.

229.295. INGOT MOLD. A.ndbcw Laitsch. Pittsburgh.
Pa. Filed Nov, 25, 1916. Serial No. 133,283. (CI.

22—139.)

A mold tapering toward the top and thinner at the
upper end than at the lower end, having lugs near the
upper end, in combination with an auxiliary casting, con-
stituting a combustion chamber surrounding tha upper
end of said mold, in combination with an extension to
said mold formed of refractory material, the said space
between the said extens^lon and the walls of said aux-
iliary casting forming a chamber for the reception of
fuel, for the purpos«> of maintaining a high temperature
at the upper end of the mold, whereby piping is prevented.

1,229.296. VEHICLE. ABTHta M. Latcock. Wllkea-
Barre, Pa. Filed July 7. 1915. Serial No. 88,484.
(a. 21—90.)

1. In a vehicle, the combination of a frame, an axle
adapted to swing to steer the vehicle, supporting mem-
bers between said axle and frame and plvotally connected
with the former, cross links plvotally connected with
said members and said frame, and means for swinging
said axle.

2. In a vehicle, the combination of a frame, an axle
adapted to swing to steer the vehicle, supporting springs
plvotally connected with said axle and having a sliding
connection with said frame, cross links plvotally con-
nected with said springs and said frame, and means for
swinging said axle.

6. In a vehicle, the combination of a frame, an axle
adapted to swing to steer the vehicle, supporting springs
between said axle and frame, vertical pivots connecting
said springs with said axle and means for maintaining
said springs In parallel relation to each other.

13. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a frame, an
axle, supporting springs arranged longitudinally of the
vehicle between said axle and said frame, a motor carried
by said frame, a propeller shaft having universal Joint
connections with said axle and with the mofr mechanism,
vertical pivots between said springs and said axle, said
pivots being arranged in a transverse plane between the

center of the axle and the universal Joint l)etween the
axlf and th«> prupellt-r xhaft and ineanx fur maintaining
said springs In parallel relation to each other.

14. In a vehicle, the combination of a frame, an axle,

springs arranged longitudinally of the vehicle between
said frame and said axle, said springs harlni; a sliding
connection at their ends with said frame, vertical pivota
between said springs and said axle, vertical pivota on said
frame midway between said springs, a lever arranged
transversely of the vehicle and mounted on one of the
said last name<i pivots and having its ends connected
with one end of each of said springs. Independently mov-.
able links connecting the other ends of said springs with
the other of said last mentioned pivots, said lever and
said links maintaining said springs In parallel relation

and means for swinging said axle.

[Claims 3 to 5 and 7 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,297. DXDERCARRIAGE OR CHASSIS FOR FLY-
ING-MACHINES. GBonr.E LCHBKRGCB. Newark. N. J.

Filed July 21. 1916. SerUI No. 110.6S0. (CI. 244—2.)

1. In a launching and landing gear for flying machines,

the combination, with a frame structure, of wheeled carry-

ing frames, each Including a rod composed of Jointed sec-

tions, means yieldingly hacking the Jointed rods of the

wheel carrying frames, manually operable means for si-

multaneously rendering the Joints of the rod flexible or

inflexible, connecting means between the wheels to adapt
them to have lateral motion In unison, and means for Im-

parting steering motions to said connecting means.

2. In a launching and landing base for flying machines,

the combination with a frame structure, of wheel carrying

frames, each Including a rod composed of sections and a
link Joining said sections together, means yieldingly back-

ing the rods of the wheel carrying frames, manually op-

erable means engageable with rod sections and their con-

necting links for simultaneously rendering the rods flexible

or inflexible, connecting means between the wheels adapt-

ing them for lati>ral movements In unison, and steering

mechanism coupled to said connecting means.
3. In a launching and landing base for flying machines,

the combination with a frame structure, of wheel carrying
frames, each Including a rod composed of sections plvot-

ally united by a connecting link, sleeves slidable on the
rods for rendering the .lointed connections thereof flexible

or Inflexible, means yieldingly connecting the wheel car-

rier frames, and means for simultaneously moving the
wheels laterally for steering actions.

4. In a launching and landing )>ase for flying machines,
the combination, with a frame structure, of wheel carrying
frames, each including a Jointed rod. means slldably
mounting and yieldingly backing each supporting rod.
means for holding the Joints of the rods normally rigid,

said means being operative to release the Joints for a piv-

otal motion of the rods to move the wheels Into and out of
operative position, and means for swinging the wheels lat-

erally upon the rods for steering notions.
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5. In a launching and landing baae for flying machines,

the combination, with a frame structure, of wheel carrier

frames pivoted for vertical and lateral swinging motions

of the frame structure, and including rods provided with

plTot Joints, means slldably supporting said rods upon th.-

frame structure, means for yieldingly backing said rod,

and means for swinging the wheel frames laterally In unl

son. and means for rendering the Joints of the rods flexible

or Inflexible.

1,229.298. SMOKE-HOUSE. Conead T. Lbnzki, Minne

*ap<ill8. Minn. Filed Oct. 2. 1916. SerUl No. 123,287.

(CI. 34—19.)
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2. In a smokehouse, a pan for containing sawdust, or

the like, located above the floor of th*- house and provided

with a central air passage in combination with burners

|ocate<l !>elow the bottom of said pan.

8. In a smokehouse, a pan for containing sawdust, or

the like. l<M'ated above the floor of the house and provided

with a central air passage, in combination with burners

located below the bottom of said pan, and air conduits

leading from the atmosphere and terminating adjacent to

the <-entral opening of said pan for supplying air thereto.

(Claims 1 and 4 to 8 not printed In the Gaiette.]

hook-shaped finger projecting through said slot, a shank

carrle<l by said plunger, a colled spring encircling Mid

shank and bearing at one end against said plunger, a

plate In said casing against which the other end of said

colled spring bears, a hook-shaped lug extending from said

plate through said slot, a firing pin carried by said plunger

and positioned to engage a bUnk cartridge adapted to be

mounted on said support, and a sectional strip provided at

its ends with openings, one of which Is engaged with said

lug and the other with said plunger finger, said strip

being of a length sufficient to hold the plunger retracted

against the tension of its spring, the sections of said strip

being arranged in overlapping relation and secured to-

gether by a connection fusible at a predetermined tem-

perature,

3. An automatic fire alarm comprising a sheet meUI

blank rolled to form a casing with its side edges space«l

apart to form a longitudinal slot and one end reduced and

shouldered to form a cartridge chamber, attaching elements

at the ends of said casing, a strip extending across the rear

end of the casing and having one end removably engaged

therewith and Its other end extending through said slot, a

spring pressed plunger mounted in said casing, a firing

pin carried by the front end of said plunger, a finger pro-

jecting from said plunger through the slot in said casing,

a shank extending from Its rear face, a colled spring on

said shank bearing at one end against the plunger and at

Its other end against said strip, and a connecting and re-"

straining element engaged with said finger and strip and

having a fusible portion between Us ends.

1 229,800. ARCH SUPPORT. Lkon Lob«l, New York,
'

N. Y. Filed July 21. 1916. Serial No. 110,498, (CI.

ae—71.)

1,229.299. AUTOMATIC FIRE-ALARM Fbbdekick W.
Lindbmann, St. Paul. Minn. Filed Aug. 24. 1916. Se-

rial No. 116.686. (CI. 116—11.)

1. An automatic fire alarm comprising a longitudinally

lotted casing provI<Ie»l with atUching means, a spring

pressed plunger mounted in said casing and carrying a

firing pin at Its front end. means for supporting a blank

cartridge In the t>ath of sal.l pin. a finger projecting from

Mdd plunger through the slot in said casing, a fixed up

standing Iuk at the rear of said slot, a secUonal strip pro

Tided at Its ends with openings, one of which is engaged

with said lug and the other with said plunger finger,

whereby the plunger spring Is held normally in contracted

position, the sections of the strip being secured together

by a fusible connection.

2. An automatic fire alarm comprising a cylindrical cas-

ing having apertured ears at Its opposite ends, a cartridge

support arranged at the front end of said casing, said cas-

ing having a slot therein, a plunger mounted In said casing

to move In the same direction as said slot and having a

1. In an arch-support, the combination of a l«se plate

and a series of arch-supporting fingers, with an alining

plate arranged transversely to said fingers and attaoheii

thereto also curved above said plate and a coiled support-

ing spring interposed between said base-plate and said

alining plate and consisting of a series of superposed con-

volutions, the uppermost convolution being atUche«l to

said alining plate, in order that the swinging of said spring

may be prevented.

2. In an arch-support, the combination of a base-plate

and a series of arch-supporting fingers, with an allnlng-

plate arranged transversely to said fingers and attached

thereto, also curved above said base plate and a spiral

supporting spring Interposed between said base-plate and

said allnlng-plate and attached at Its upper end to the

latter in order that the swinging of said spring may be

prevented.

1,229,301. REGISTER-ACTUATING MECHANISM.
Syvbb Loe, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed Aug. 6. 1914. Se-

rial No. 855.393. (CI. 74—l.j

4j, i-

In a mechanism for converting reciprocating movement

Into step by step rotary movement, the combination with

an escapement wheel and a vibratory escapement lever

operative thereon to produce a step by step rotary move-
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eot thereof, of a rotated wheel laterally sipaced from uld
Mcapemeot wheel, and a serrated hob located betwe«n and
risldlr connectlog aaid rotated wheel and escapement
wheel and serving the fonctlon aet forth.

1.229.302. GUT-LINE TIGHTENER. Xcil McDonald,
Pender Harbour. British Columbia, Canada. Piled Oct.

•, 1916. Serial No. 124,648. (CI. 24—136.)

1. The poniblnatlon with a vertical post guy line and
direction changing means for the lower end of the said
line, of a pair of adjustable w»»dgpa mounted adjacent said
means and between whlrh the free end of the line Is passed
after the direction is changetl to be gripped by the said
wedges when adjusted, and meann controlled by the strain
on the line to control said wwlges and to force them Into
closer contact with the line as the strain increase*.

2. The combination with a vertical post guy line and
direction changing means for the lower end of said line,
of a pair of adjustable wedges mounted adjacent aaid
means and between which the free end of a guy line
wound around the sheave may be passed to be gripped by
said wedges when adjusted, and a cUmp adapted to be
•ecnred to said guy line so as to bear on the large ends
of the adjusted wedges.

3. The combination with a vertical post guy Hne and
direction changing means for the lower end of said line,
of a pair of suitably supported superposed guide members
adjacent said means converging inwardly at their Inner
ends, a pair of wedges fitted slldably between said guidea
and between which the free end of a guy line wound
around the sheave may be passed, and a clamp secured to
said Kuy line so as to bear on the large ends of the said
wedges whereby strain on the lln*- tends to draw the
wedges toward the converging ends of the said guidea.

4. A guy line tighten<>T comprlslnR, a pair of parallel
plates connected toK^tber at l»otb fnds, means for chaag
ing the direction of the line mounted between said plates,
a pair of wedges adjustably mounted betw(»«^ said plates
at one end thereof and between whi« h th*- free end of the
line Is passed after the direction is changed, the small
ends of said wedges being adjaceat the said direction
changing means and tiielr large ends normally projecting
beyond one end of the said plates, and a clamp oa the gny
line adapte<l to U-ar on the Urge entia of tfee wedges when
said wedges are adjusted to grip the guy line.

5. A guy line tightener comprising, a plate provided
on its Inner face at one end with an inwardly converging
guldeway. a second plate arranged parallel to and shorter
than the first plate and conaected tliereto at one end, the
other end of said second plate being provided with a nor-
mally closed hinged portion adapted to be detachably se-
cured to the side of the said guldeway. means for changing
the direction of the line mounted between said plates, and
a pair of wedges slldably mounted In said guldeway and
between which the free end of the guy line Is passed after
its direction is changed.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.303. WATER CLOgET. Patbick J. Maddbn. Chi-
cago. 111. Original application filed June 6, 1913, Se-
rial No. 772,132. Divided and this application filed

Mar. 22. 1915. Serial No. 16.074. (O. 4—28.)

1. In a water closet the combination with a bowl and
« seat, said bowl having a projection extending upward

above the level of the seat, of a hinge-connection between
said seat and projet^^lon, said hlnge-<<ono*ction having a
pair of araas projecting rearward from the seat, and a
horizontal pintle upon which the rear ends of said arms
are mounted, the projection being perforated borlxontally
to provide a bearing through which said pintle exteftds.
and a buiTer of elastic material surrounding the pintle
within said t>eartng.

2. In a water closet the combination with a bowl and
a seat, said bowl having at the hack thereof a hollow pro-
jection extending upward above the level of the seat, of •
hinge-connection between them, said htnge-connectlon hav-
ing a pair of arms projecting rearward from the seat and
straddling said upward projection, a horizontal pintle
upon which the rear ends of said arms are mounted, the
opposite side walls of said hollow projection having alined
perforations providing a bearing for said pintle, and elastic
sleeves surrounding the pintle within said perforations and
forming buffers for cushioning the strain of the pintle
upon said projection.

3. In a device of the class described the combination
with a bowl and a seat, said bowl having at the back
thereof a hollow projection extending upward above the
level of the seat, of a hlnge-connectlon between the bowl
and scat, said hlnge-connectlon having a pair of arms pro-
jecting rearward from the seat and straddling said hollow
projection, the rear ends of said arms having eyea, a
pintle upon which said eyes are mounted, the opposite side
walls of said upward projection having alined perforations
providing a bearing for said pintle and elastic sleeves sur-
rounding the pintle within said perforations and forming
buffers for cushioning the strain of the pintle upon aaid
projection, aaid perforations being flared at their otrter
ends and eolaryed to provide recesses and the outer ends
of the elastic buffer sleeves being of complementary shape.
nuts turned onto the projecting ends of said pintle and
adapted to engage the outer ends of the buffer sleeTe*
for compressing them and forcing them into the recesses
aforesaid and Into the perforations.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a bowl and a seat, of a hlnge-connectlon, said hlnge-
connectlon comprising a central rod or shaft, a tube sur-
rounding It with a slip fit. elastic sleeves surrounding the
said tube, the bowl having alined perforations through
which said tube pa<»«»>s and within wiilch said buffer
sleeves are located, the outer ends of said perforations be-
ing flared to prorlde recesses and the outer ends of aaid
buffer sleeves being of complementary shape, flanged nuta
turned onto the outer ends of the tube and engaging the
oirter ends of the buffer sleeves, arms projecting rearward
from the seat and having eyes mounted upon said rod. or
shaft, and nuts turned onto the extremities of said rod
or shaft for holding the eyes In place.

6. In a device of the class described the combination
with a bowl, a seat, and a valve device supported by tb«
bowl in rear of the seat and having a forwardly projecting
horizontal ralve-stem. of a hlnge-connectlon between the
bowl and sent, said hinge-connection having arms project-
ing rearward from the seat, a pintle i.t which the rear
ends of the arms are sapported. and a bell-crank \trrr
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fulcriuned to the rear side of the seat and having an arm

eatendlng downward from its fulcrum and engaging the

forward end of said valve-stem.

(Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.]

4. A process for the treatment of water, sewage and

so forth, consisting In passing cbiorln Into the water,

1229 304. DIRIGIBLE HE.^DLIGHT BRACKET.

'a. Maltz. Ithaca. N. T. Filed Apr. 22, 1916.

No. 92.984. (CI. 24<V—62.)

Habbt
Serial

1. The combination with a vehicle having a steering

mechanism, of a headlight bracket pivoted Intermediate

Us ends to said vehicle, the said bracket comprising a pair

of extensible arms, means for connecting one of said arms

to a movable part of aaid steering mechanism, and means

for supporting a lamp on the other of said arms.

2. The combination with a vehicle having the uaual axle

and steering rod. of a bracket pivoted upon said axle, said

bracket comprising extensible arms, means for securing

said arms in their various positions of adjustment, a lamp

yoke carried by one of said arms, and means for connecUng

the other of said arms to said steering rod.

8. The comblnaUon with a vehicle having the usual axle

and steering rod, of a bracket pivoted upon said axle, a pin

projecting upwardly from said steering rod, one end of

Mid bracket being forked and engagM with said pin, and

means upon said bracket for supporting a Ump.

4. The < omblnatlon with a vehicle having the usual axle

•nd steering rod. a bracket adapted to be secured to said

axle, au arm pivoted upon said bracket, means upon said

arm for supporting a lamp and a connection between the

other arm and said steering rod whereby movements of the

latter may be transmitted to said arm.

6 The combination with a vehicle having the usual axle

and steering rod, a bracket detachably secured to aaid

axle, a pin on said bracket, an arm plvoUlly mounted

upon said pin and extending at one end adjacent said

Steering rod, a bracket detachably secured to said steering

rod and having an upwardly projecting pin, the adjacent

end of said arm being forked and engaged with said pin,

and means upon said arm for supporting a lamp.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

i48tJM. TREATMENT OF WATER. SEWAGE. AND
THl LIKE Stcphbs H«nbi Menzis*. Loadon, Eng

laml. Filed Sept. 27. 1916. Serial No. 122,419. (CI.

21(1

—

1.)

1 A process for the treatment of water, sewage and

•e forth consisting in diffusing chlorin in the water and

sobwHjuentlv removing any free excess of chlorla by the

diffusion into the water of a gas in a low state of oxida-

te*. .

2 A process for the treatment of water, sewage and

•o forth consisting In duffuslng chlorin In the water and

subsequently removing any free excess of chlorin by the

diffusion Into the water ..f sulfur dioxld gas.

t. A process for the treatment of water, sewage and

so forth consisting in passing free chlorin into the water,

then dlffusiUK into the water thus treated an excess of

sulfur dloxM gas to remove any free chlorin. and then

passing the water through an oxygenating agent.

reinovlBg free chlorin therefrom by the diffusion Into the

water of sulfur dloxid gas and then reoxygenatlng the

water by passing it through manganoe i>ermutlt.

1,229.306. THRU3T BEARING. Charus W. Mbrcw,

Georgetown. 8. C. Filed Feb. 15. 1915. Serial Na.

8,286. (CI. 64—^25.)

1. In a machine of the character described, the combi-

nation of a rotary shaft, a revoluble member mounted on

the shaft, a thrust collar loosely mounted on said shaft

adjacent said revoluble member, and spring held means

co5peratlng with said thrust collar to normally hold said

thrust collar in one extreme position and permit axial

movement of the revoluble member.

2. In a machine of the character described, a rotary

shaft, bearing standards and bearings for said shaft, a

revoluble member mounted on said shaft, a thrust collar

loosely mounted on said shaft adjacent said revoluble

member. ro<i» on either side of aaid shaft engaging with

and extending from said thrust collar, supporting bear-

lags for said rods, springs on said rods abutting against

said supporting bearings, and adjusting means secured

to saUl rods for tensioning said springs, axial movement

of said revoluble member causing a similar axial move-

ment of said thrust collar and subsequent movement of

said springs, which latter permit axial movement of the

revoluble member and ten<l to normally hold said revo-

luble member In one extreme position.

3. in a machine of the character described, a rotary

shaft, bearing standards and main bearings for said shaft,

a thrust collar loosely mounted on said shaft, an annular

boss adjacent to said thrust collar and rotated by said

shaft, rods substantially parallel to and on either side

of said shaft engaging with and extending from said

tbrnst collar, supporting bearings for said rods, springs

mounted in conjunction with said rods, and adjusting

means for tensioning said springs, axial movement of

said annular boss causing a similar axial movement of

tid thrust collar and subsequent movement of ssld
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springs whereby axial movement of said ro<l8, thrust
collar and boss Is permitted.

4. In a machine of the character described, a rotary
shaft, bearing standards and main bearings for said shaft,
a thrust collar loosely mounted on said shaft, an annular
boss adjacent to said thrust collar and rotated by said
shaft, rods substantially parallel to and on either side
of said shaft engaging with and extending from said
thrust collar, to a point beyond one of the main bear-
ings, supporting bearings for said rods on the opposite
side of said main bearing from said thrust collar, springs
mounted in conjunction with said rods, and adjusting
means for tensioning said springs, axial movement of
said annular boss causing a similar axial movement of
Mid thrust collar and subsequent movement of said
springs whereby axial movement of said rods, thrust col-
lar and boss is permitted.

5. In a machine of the character described, a main
frame, main bearings mounted on either side of said main
frame, a rotary shaft supported on said bearings, a
revoluble member mounted on said shaft and between
said bearings, a thrust collar loosely mounted on said
shaft adjacent said revoluble member, an annular boss
between said revoluble member and said thrust collar
and rotated by said shaft, ro4l8 substantially parallel to
and on either side of said shaft engaging with and ex-
tending from said thrust collar to a point beyond one of
said main bearings, supporting bearings for said rods
mounted on and carried by said main frame and on the
opposite side of said main bearing from said thrust col-

lar and revoluble member, springs mounte<l In conjunc-
tion with said rods, and adjusting means for tensioning
said springs on the opposite side of said main bearing
from said revoluble member, axial movement of said
revoluble member causing a similar movement of said
boss, thrust collar and rods and the tensioning of said
springs.

1.229.307. STAVE-JOIXTINO MACHINE. Waltbb S.

Minor. Cunningham, Tenn. Filed Oct. 23. 1916. Serial
No. 127,232. (Cl. 147—28.)

1. In a stave Jointing machine, a stave carriage consist-
ing of two sections coupled together for traveling move-
ment as a unit, one of said carriage sections being angu-
larly adjustable with respect to the other and the other
carriage section having an operating movement in a single
plane, manually operable means to variably space the
adjustable carriage section from the opposed carriage
section, means for actuating the traveling carriage, and
means for securing a stave In position upon the carriage
sections.

10. In a stave Jointing machine, a sUve carriage, means
for moving said carriage, means to co-act with the car
riage and exert an Initial Impulse on the same in its oper-
ative movement, a latch member co-acting with a part
on the carriage to hold the carriage in its starting posi-
tion against the action of the last name<l means, and an
clement connecte<l to said latch member and adapted to
be engaged and actuated by the stave when the stave is

arranged in position upon the carriage to operate said
latch member, whereby the carriage is relea»e<l.

[Claims 2 to 9 and 11 to 27 not printe^l in the Gasette.]

1,229.308. ELECTRIC GENERATOR. John C. Morgan,
Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Apr. 25. 1916. Serial No'
93.530. (Cl. 171—76.)

1. The combination with a case, a motor arranged In-
teriorly of the case and having a drive shaft, an electric
generator within the case and having an armature, a piv-
otal brush working against the armature, a binding post
supporting said pivotal brush and adapted to be connected
with one wire of an electric circuit, a resilient brush
working against the armature, a normally op.-n switch
having one part carrle<l by the case and the other part
carried by the resilient brush, a binding post on the part
of the switch carried by the case and a.lapted to be con-
nected with the other wire of the electric circuit, a lever
pivoted within the case and projected exteriorly thereof
for operation upon the part of the switch carried by
the resilient brush to bring said part Into engagement
with the other part of the switch on the case for closing
the electric circuit, and connections between the motor
and generator.

2. The combination with a case, a motor arranged In-
teriorly of the case and having a drive shaft, an electric
generator within the case and having an armature, a piv-
otal brush working against the armature, a binding post
supporting said pivotal brush and adapted to be con-
nected with one wire of an electric circuit, a resilient
brush working against the armature, a normally open
switch having one part carried by the case and the other
part carried by the resilient brush, a binding post on tbt
part of the switch carrle«l by the case and adapted to
be connected with the other wire of the electric circuit,
a lever plvote<l within the case and projectetl exteriorly
thereof for operation upon the part of the switch car-
ried by the resilient armature to bring said part Into
engagement with the other part of the switch on the
case for closing the electric circuit. c<.nnectlons b«'tween
the motor and generator, a governor shaft Included In
the connection, a centrifugal governor en said governor
shaft and having a brake disk, a shoe plvote<l within the
ca.se and engageable with the disk, an operating screw
connected with the shoe and adjustably threade<l in tha
case from without the same.

1.229.309. GOLF PRACTISING MACHINE Fhanc L.
Moaaa. Ithaca. N. Y. Filed Aug. 29. 1913. SerUl No.
787,268. (Cl. 266—22.)
1. In a golf practising machine, the combination of a

plvotally mounted r.arrel. a movable member mounted on
said barrel and adapted to be atUcbod to the golf ball,
and means for Indicating the angle to which the barrel la
turned during the flight of the hall.

2. In a golf practising machine, the combination of a
barrel or support mounteit In universal bearings, a mov-
able member mounted on said support and adapt*-*! to be
attached to the golf hall, and means for Indicating the
angles of deflection and elevation of said barrel.

3. lu a golf practising machine, the combination of a
longitudinal tubular guide, a plunger mounted to slide
therein, and adapted to he attached tfi the golf liall. a re-
sistance spring for said plunger, an Indicator sUdably
mounted on said guide but deUched from the plunger, and
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a clamp at the outer end of said guide for locking the

plunger In Its projected position.

d^wiMmw
_."-] H "

4 In a golf practising machine, the comblnaUon of a

longitudinal guide, a pluuger mounted to slide on said

guide and adapted to be attached to the golf ball, a re-

sistance spring for said plunjter, and a dash pot for cush-

ioning the return of the plunger.

5 In a golf practising machine, the combination of a

longitudinal guide, a plunger !«lidably connected with Bald

guide, and adapted to be attached to the golf ball, a re-

sistance spring for said plunger, a clamp for locking the

plunger In its outer position, and a dash pot at the Inner

end of the barrel for cushioning the return of the plunger

when the clamp Is released.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.310. PLATFORM SCALE. Michael J. N«abt, Vic-

toria. British Columhla. Canada. Filed May 2, 1916.

Serial No. 94,912. (Cl. 265—61.)

limiting means for the said platform, the yoke being re-

duced at Its upper portion to engage the said recess.

3. In a platform scale, a base, a standard thereon flexed

at Its upper end. a housing carried by said standard, a

brace member connected with the housing and said stand-

ard, a segmental gear having a weighted portion extending

parallel to the segmental gear teeth, and a pinion mesh-

ing with said g#ar and a platform plvotally carried by the

segmental gear and pendant tiJerefrom to receive the ob-

ject to l>e weighed.

1.229.811. ENLARGED SPINDLE AND WHEEL-HUB,
HiLMER Xeu.sox. San Jose, Cal. Filetl Feb. 8, 1916.

Serial No. 76,993. (Cl. 21—4.)

1. In a platform scale, a Iwse, a standard thereon, a

housing on faid standard having a shaft therein, said

shaft having a pinion mounte*! thereon, a segmental gear

plvotally mounted in said housing and meshing with said

pinion, a weight carried by said segmental gear, a yoke

plvotally associated with said segmental gear, said yoke

having a platform associated therewith, a movement lim-

iting means asaoeiated with said yoke and said segmental

gear.

2. In a platform scale, a base, a standard thereon, a

housing on said standard, a shaft concentrically mounted

In the housing, a pinion mouute<l on said shaft, a shaft

eccentrically mounted In said housing and the segmental

gear mounted thereon for engagt'inent with said pinion, a

yoke plvotally associated with the segmental gear, a plat-

form plvotally connectwl with the said yoke, there being a

recess forme<l in the segmental gear providing a movement

1. In an enlarged spindle and wheel hub the combina-

tion of an outer casing made of metal in two parts, each

part having a flange, said flanges being adapted to fasten

spokea therebetween, an enlarged axle-box, means by which

the same is fastened to the Inside of said outer casing, an

axle spindle extension tube comprising the axle skein and

the outer axle skein, means by which said axle spindle Is

fastened to said axle skein which Is an Integral part of

said axle spindle extension tube connected thereto by a

plurality of webs cast longitudinally between said axle

skein and said outer axle skein, adapted to form a bear-

ing for said hub, as and for the purpose described.

2. In an enlarged spindle and wheel hub the combina-

tion of an outer casing made of metal In two parts, each

part having a flange, said flanges lielng adapted to fasten

spokes therebetween, an axle spindle extension tube, com-

prising the axle skein, and the outer axle skein, means by

which an axle spindle is fastened thereto, a plurality of

webs cast longitudinally between said axle skein and said

outer axle skein, adapted to form an enlarged outer axle

skein, wafchers at the ends of said axle skeins, means by

which said washers are drawn rigidly against the ends of

said axle skeins, means by which said outer axle skein Is

lubricated, as and for the purpose described.

1.229.312. DEVICE FOK TKEASING PAPERS. Al-

PHOX8E Newmoike. San Francisco. Cal. Filed Jan. 4,

1916. Serial No. 70,218. (Cl. 120—8.)

The described device consisting of a ring having a

ITeaser formed thereon, said ring being open and resilient
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for s^lf aiijuKtnifnt to a flogpr ao<l ooDslstiog of a pair of
oppo<4iui; clips having flaring llp«. said creaai'r extending
beyon<l Mid cllpu on both sides having creasing surfaces
formed arcuate.

1.2U9.313. PLACER r>HED«;E TUMBLER. Wislbt Gaorr
Nkhols. Chicago Ifelghts, 111., assignor to American
Manganese Steel Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation
of Maine. Filed Oct. 2. 1915. Serial No'. 53,767. (CI.

64—17.)

1. A dredge tumbler of relatively great slie and weight,
comprising, in combination, a spool and a drum, said drum
being constru<te«l In the form of a skeleton cylinder, the
peripheral surface of which is Interrupted by spaces, said
drum and spool having interengaging lugs and recesses,

and a key for positively locking said parts against rela-

tive movement, substantially as described.

2. In a dredge tumbler, the combination of a hollow
cylindrical shell having an axial sleeve providing a shaft
opening, the peripheral surface of the cylinder being In-

terrupted by a series of spaces, the shell being provided
with keyways on its surface, and a spool having an axial
opening and provided with lugs projecting into said open-
ing, said lugs being adapted to engage with said keyways,
and means for permanently securing said spool and drum
in engagement.

3. In combination, a spool and a drum, the drum slid-

•bly engaging with said spool, said drum being cylindrical
in shape and provided with a central aperture there-
through, said drum having otherwise imperforate ends
and being provided with slots in Its periphery, and a cored
Interior portion, the surface between said slots being pro-
Tide<l with keyways having enlarged ends, said spool be-
ing provided with a cylindrical central aperture, and with
lugs on the surface thereof engaging with said keyway in
said drum, substantially as described.

4. A dredge tumbler of relatively great size and the
principal component parts of which are composed of alloy
steel, comprlsins; In combination a one-piece spool and
a one-piece skeleton drum upon which said spool is adapted
to be permanently mounted, the walls composing the spool
l>«lng of substantially uniform thickness at all points, said
drum having an axial hub which is Interrupted at a point
Intermediate Its ends, and means for permanently uniting
said drum and spool, substantially as described.

6. A drum, a spool mounted thereon, said spool having
an aperture and l>eing provided with lugs, said drum be-
ing provided with keyways engaging with said lugs and
interlocking therewith, said drum having an axial shaft
openlns and provided with otherwise imperforate ends
and a .skeleton body and sUdably Insertlble In said spool
substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.314. VEHICLE-BRAKE MECHANISM. Stella M.
N'»BBEau. Pringle, S. D. Filed Oct. 19. 1915. Serial No.
56.707. {€]. 21—8.)

1. A vehicle braki>. Including a shaft, a brake beam hung
from said shaft and operable by the rotation of the latter,
rigid supporting means at the end of said shaft, yleldable
supporting means at the other end of said shaft, and means
for rotating the said shaft.

2. A vehicl*' brake comprising a brake l)eam having
•bo«*. a supix>rting shaft adapted to operate the beam, a
rigid sHpp«»rr for one end of the shaft, a combined adjust-

able and resilient support for the other end of the shaft,
and means for operating tlie shaft.

3. A vehicle brake, including a shaft, a brake beam
hung from said shaft and operable by the rotation of the
latter, a rigid support for said shaft adjacent one ex-
tremity, operating means for the shaft, a yleldable support
on the opposite extremity of said shaft, adjusting mesns
for said yleldable support, said yleldable support both
serving to return said brake beam <o InoperatWe position
and to support said shaft.

4. A vehicle brake, the combination of the frame, a
shaft, a brake beam supported and operable by the rota-
tion of said shaft, a spiral spring for rotating said shaft
after an application of the brake to release the brake, the
spring having Its Inner extremity i>onnected with said
shaft, an arm supported on the frame, a connection en-
gaging the spring, a turn bockle between the connection
and frame support, said turn buckle being adapted to sup-
port and form the adjusting element for the spring.

5. A vehicle brake, the combination of a shaft, a rigid
support for one end of the shaft, a helical spring having
one end connected to the other end of the shaft and form-
ing a yleldable support therefor, means for adjusting the
tension of the spring, a support dlsposeil («entrally of the
shaft, a brake beam capable of Hexure mounted on the
support, and brake sh(M-K on the ends of the b,-ani.

1.229.315. PROCESS OK PRODICING GLASSWARE
PRESENTING BRECCIATED MARBLE EFFECTS,
Harry North w<h)I>. Wheeling. W. Va. Filed Jan. 30,
1917. Serial No. 145,436. (CI. 41—26.)

1. The process of producing glassware pres«>ntiDg brec-
elated marble effects, which consists In treatioR a formeti
article of opaque glass to produce a dull Insterless sur-
face of approximately the texture of carve«l statuary
marble, then tracing upon said surface in a contrasting
color a network of Irregular fine lines which are so dis-
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poMd relatively as to Intersect one with another at divers

angles and to slmuUte discolored lines of fracture defining

numerous Irregularly shaped component fragments.

2 The process of producing glassware presenting brec-

clated marble effects, which consists in treating a formed

arUcle of opaque glass to produce a dull lusterless surface

of approximately the texture of carved statuary marble,

then tracing upon said surface In a contrasting color a

network of Irregular fine lines having a relatively scat-

tered arrangement In which they Intersect one with an-

other to define numerous variform fragmentary blocks

or patches in similitude to discolored or calcareous lines

of fracture of brecclated marble, and finally firing the

article to fix the applied lines thereon.

8 The process of producing glassware presenting brec-

clated marble effects, which consists In treating a forme<l

article of opaque glass to n corrosive liquid bath to pro-

duce a dull lusterless niarble-llke surface, then applying

to said surface a network of lightly traced lines in glass

color, said lines l>elng dlstrlbute<1 scattertngly and In such

relation that they Intersect at divers angles, simulating

the fragment-defining fractures presented by brecclate<l

marble, and finally firing the article to fix said lines

thereon.

4 The process of producing glassware presenting brec-

dated marble effects, which consists In treating a formed

article of opaque glass to the corrosive effects of a hydro-

fluoric add bath for producing a dull lusterless surface

finish, then applying to said surface a network of finely

traced Irregular lines In glass color, said lines being dis-

tributed scattertngly and In such relation that they Inter-

•ect at divers angles, said lines simulating the fragment

defining lines of fracture appearing In brecclated marble,

and finally firing the article to fix said lines thereon.

!

1 229 .•116. PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION OF SULFURIC

ACID IN LEAD CHAMBERS. Thomas C. Olivkk,

. Charlotte, N. C. Filed Feb. 7. 1917. Serial No.

147,203. (CI. 23—1.)

phere and with the annular air space, separate means for

controlling the passage of air through the respective open-

ings, and means for directing air under pressure Into the

annular air space.

6. Apparatus for use in the production of sulfuric add.

Including a lead chamber, and a means for creating a

natural draft of air along the outer surface of the walls

of the lead chamber.

8. Apparatus for use in the production of sulfuric acid.

Including a lead chamber, and separate means for set-

ting up a natural and forced circulation of air respec-

tively along the outer surface of the walls of the chamber.

[Claims 2 to 4. 7, 9, and 10 not printed In the <;atette.]

1. Appsratas for use In the production of sulfuric add.

Including a chamber having lead walls, a bousing extend-

ing around and over said chamber and providing separate

air passages along the outer surface of the wall of the

chamber, an outlet flue In communication with the upper

ends of the passages. «nd means for directing air Into the

lower ends of the passages.

8. Apparatus for use In the production of sulfuric add.

Including a lead chnml>er, a bousing surrounding said

chamber and forming separate air passages extending up-

wardly along the outer surface of the walls of the lead

chamber, a reservoir at the lower end of said chamber,

there being an annular air space about the reservoir, said

pantwges having openings adjacent the lower ends thereof

for establishing communication with the external atmos-

salts possessing water of

acting under pressure to

into a substantially solid

1,229,317. BLOCK FOR LIVE STOCK. Gaoaoa L.

OwiNS, Sioux City, Iowa. Filed Jan. 20, 1917. Serial

No. 143,487. (CI. 167—10.)

1. A stmk block containing

crystallization and capable of

set, when pressure Is removed,

and unit mass or block.

2. A medicated block comprising a highly compressed

Intimate mixture of common salt and soluble salts of

medicinal value conUlning water of crystallization, such

salts being of a nature adapted to act so as to produce a

l>ond under heavy pressure.

12. A stock block having the major portion of stock salt

and a remainder of condlmenul and medicinal substances

comprising vegetable and mineral Ingredients, certain of

said substances being capable of action to provide a bond.

the whole being Inltlmately mixed and formed Into a solid

and subetantlaly unitary mass or block substantially free

of all Inert material.

[Claims 3 to 11. 13, and 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,318. LOCK. Aubeut A. Page, East Haven, and

Herbert G. Colxi.ns. New Haven, Conn., assignors to

Sargent I. Company. New Haven. Conn., a Corporation

of Connecticut. FUed Sept. 27, 1911. Serial No. 051.597.

(CI. 70—91.)

1. In a lock, the combination of Inside and outside ei-

cutcheons or side plates, a face plate carried by the out-

side escutcheon, a pivoted latch bolt projecting through

said face plate, a standard projecting Inward from the

Inner face of the outside escutcheon and having a notch

therein at Its free end, a spindle pivoted to the latch bolt

and engaging the notch In said standard so as to be

guided thereby, a spring interposed between said standard

and the latch bolt head for projecting said bolt, a yoke

connecting with the bolt, hubs for operating said l>olt by

means of said yoke mounted adjacent the outside escutch

eon. a cover plate for holding said latch retracting parts

In their proper operative positions having a wall support-

ed against said standard and overlying the yoke and hubs.

means for detachably securing said cover plate to the out-

side escutcheon and against said standard, and knot>s on

the respective escutcheons for operating the respective

hubs ; 8ui)stantlally as described.

2. In a lock, the combination of Inside and outside es-

cutcheons or side plates, a face plate carried by the out-
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side wicutoiieon. a pivoted latch bolt projecting through
«nhl face plate, a standard projecting Inward from the
inner face of the outside escutcheon and having a notch
therein, a spindle pivoted to the latch bolt and engaging
the notch of said standard so as to be guided thereby, a
spring interposed between said standard and the bolt head,
a yoke connected with the latch bolt. Inner and outer hubs
for operating said latch bolt by means of said yoke, knobs
on the respective escutcheons for operating said hubs, an
Intermediate hub for operating said yoke, a lock in the
outside knob operatlvely connected with said lnterme<llate
hub. a cover plate for holding the latch retracting parts
in their proper operative positions, and means for at-
taching said cover plate to the outside escutcheon so that
it abuts the free end of said standard ; substantially as
described.

3. In a lock, the combination of Inside and outside es-
cutcheons, a face plate carried by one of said escutcheons,
a pivoted latch bolt projecting through said face plate,
a standard projecting from the inner face of one of said
escutcheons, a spindle connected with the latch bolt and
guided In said standard, a Ftprlng Interposed between said
standard and the bolt head, a yoke connected with the
latch bolt, inside and outside hubs for operating said latch
bolt by means of said yoke associated with one of said
escutcheons, knobs on the respective escutcheons for op-
erating thp fpsppctive hubs, a third hub associated with
the first two hubs and likewise adapted to operate said
yoke, a lock In the outside knob operatlvely connected with
said third hub, a cover plate for holding the latch retract-
ing parts In proper operative positions between it and the
escutcheon having the standard, and means for detach-
ably securing said cover plate to said escutcheon and hold-
ing it in contact with said standard ; substantially as de-
scribed.

4. In a lock, the combination of Inside and outside es-
cutcheons, a face plate carried by one of said escutcheona.
a pivoted latch bolt projecting throngh said face plate,
a standard projecting from the inner face of one of said
escutcheons, and having a notch in Its free end. a spindle
pivoted to the latch bolt, and guided In said notch, a
spring embracing the spindle and interposed between said
standard and the bolt head, a yoke connected with the
latch bolt, inside and outside hubs for operating said
latch bolt by means of said yoke, knobs on the respective
escutcheons connected with the respective hubs, a third
intermediate hub. a lock in the outside knob, means of
connection between said lock and said Intermediate hub,
and a closure for supporting the several latch retracting
parts on the escutcheon having said standard and Includ-
ing a plate detachably clamped against said standard;
substantially as described.

5. In a lock, the combination of inside and outside ea-
cutcheons. a face plate carried by the outside escutcheon,
a pivoted latch bolt projecting through said face plate, a
standard projecting Inward from the Inner face of the
outside escutcheon and having a notch at Its free end, a
spindle pivoted to the latch bolt and engaging said notch
so as to be guided thereby, a spring embracing aald spin-
dle and Interposed between said standard and the bolt
head, a yoke connected with the latch bolt. Inside and out-
side hubs for operating said bolt by means of said yoke,
associated with the outside escutcheon at the rear of said
standard, said yoke straddling said standard, and a cover
plate for holding the latch retracting parts in their proper
operative relation detachably secured to the outside es-
cutcheon and overlying the free end of said standard to
hold the latch bolt spindle in position therein ; anbstaa-
tlally as described.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.229.319. LOCK. Albckt A. Paoi. East Haven. Conn.,
assignor to Sargent St. Company, New Flaven. Conn., a
Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Aug. 17, 1915. Se-
rial No. 45,998. (CI. 70

—

91,)

4. In a lock, the combination of a latch bolt, a dead
bolt, a hub for protracting and retracting the dead bolt.

and a st-parate latch bolt retracting hub operable by said
dead bolt hub ; substantially as deBcrlb<>d.

*i ""v- «' **

5. In a lock, the combination of two twits, a hub for re-
tracting one of said bolts, a hub for retracting the other
bolt, said second hub being operable by said first hub when
the former occupies a definite position, and means for
shifting the second hub relatively to the first hub ; sub-
stantially as described.

6. In a lock, the combination of two bolts, a hub for
retracting one of said bolts, a hub for retracting the other
lK)lt and for operating the first named hub. one of said
bolts adapted to shift one of aald hubs Into and out of
cooperation with the other hub ; substantially as described.

(Claims 1 to 3 and 7 to 15 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,229.320. FURNACE. -EiHiAK TacKHAii. WeKtmlnster,
London. England. Filed Mar. 14, 1917. Serial No,
154,841. (CI. 110—97.)

1. In a furnace of the character set forth, in combina-
tion, a fire box. and a plurality of superpoae<l horliontally
arranged flues of refractory material through which paaa
the products of combustion, said flues being tapered In the
direction of the passage of the combustion products there-
through to provide conitrlcted ouUets for the purpose de-
scribed.

2. In a furnace of the character set forth. In combina-
tion, a fire box. a plurality of superposed horltontally ar-
ranged flues of refractory material through which pass the
products of combustion, said fines" being tapered In the di-
rection of the passage of the combustion products there-
through to provide constricted outlets, and horlaontally
arranged fluid conduits disposed in certain of said fluea.

1.229.821. TYPOORAPHICAL MACHINE. William M.
Rapp. Colllngswood. N. J. Filed July 13. 1916. Serial
No. 108.973. (CI. 199—7.

»

1. The combination In a typographical machine, of a
supporting structure, a member adjustably secured to said
supporting structure and having a portion forming a
guide for the space bands, and a matrix-controlling mem-
ber adjustably connected to aald first member, subsUn-
tially as described.
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2. The combination In a typographical machine, of a

supporting structure, a member adjustably secured to said

supporting structure, and having a portion forming a

guide for the space bands, a matrix controlling member

adjustably connected to said first member and adjustable

transversely to the direction of adjustment of said first

memt>er. substantially as described.

3. The combination In a typographical machine includ-

ing an assembling block, a space band chute, means for

assembling the space bands and matrices within the as-

•embllng block, of a rigid plate adJusUbly secured adja-

cent the space band chute and having a portion Interme-

diate said chute and the assembling means, and resilient

means adjustably secured to said plate and designed to

t>e engaged by the matrices during their progress toward

the assembling means, substantially aa described.

4. The combination In a typographical machine, of a

supporting structure, a memt>er having a portion in line

with the space band chute and adjustably secured with

respect thereto, an arm on said member extending at an

angle thereto, and a spring adjustably mounted on said

arm, said spring being adapted to be engaged by the

matrices during their progress toward the assembling

means, substantially as described.

5. The combination In a typographical machine, of a

tupportlng structure, a slotted plat** having a portion for

guiding the space bands to the assembling means, means

extending through said slot In the plate for adjustably

securing said plate to the supporting structure, an arm

on and extending at an angle to said plate, a bent flat

prlng adjustably secureil to said arm and extending to-

ward the space band guiding portion of said plate, aub-

stantlally as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 net printed In the Gaiette.]

1.229.322. RATCHET NDT AND PIPE WRENCH.
P.*vii> W. R«IP, Lothalr. Mont. Filed Jan. 12, 1917.

Serial No. 142,024. (Cl. 81—127.)

disposed at an obtuse angle to the Jaw ; an auxiliary mem-
ber comprising a shank having a rack on its outer edge,

and a fixed Jaw projecting from the shank of the auxiliary

member and disposed at an acute angle to said shank, the

shanks extending in opposite directions, and being slidably

Interengaged for relative right line movement, the Jaw
of the auxiliary member having an opening through

which the free end of the shank of the main member

passes ; a lever pivoted to the free end of the shank of

the main member ; a dog pivoted to the lever and ouacting

with the rack, the dog extending longitudinally of the

shanks to receive an endwise thrust when the wrench la

In use; and spring means cooperating with the dog to

hold the same In approximate parallelism to the shanks.

1.229.323. MEANS FOR SUPPORTIN«; THE ROOFS
OF MINE-ENTRIES. James J. Roby. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Dec. 9. 1912. Serial No. 735.867. < Cl. 61—1«.)

l^v.

agsSIiJn^
•iiBti

/J

1. Method of supporting a roof of a mine gallery con-

sisting of providing a fiexible member, maintaining the

arc of the crown of the member at Its normal curvature,

flexing the ends of said member to permit of entry into

steps formed In the side walls of the gallery and allowing

said ends to spring into said steps whereby the crown la

maintained In close contact with said roof.

2. The herein described method of supporting the roof

of a mine entry, consisting In cutting channels In the side

walls of the entry, arching a flexible plate to a fixed curva-

ture, flexing the ends of said plate Inward, seating the

arched plate against the roof of the entry, and springing

the ends of said plate outward into said channels and in

wedged position against said side walls to maintain the

plate In constant close contact with said roof.

1.229.324. PROCESS FOR TREATING SILICA. ISRABL

RosB.NBLiM. Swampscott, Mass. Filed Mar. 31, 1917.

Serial No. 158,953. (Cl. 204—64.)

^Z';:^..x<'»:-/'/>M^>.»>.y^.>A

A wrench Including a main member comprising a shank

and a fixed Jaw projecting from the shank, the shank being
\

1. A process of treating quartz in an electric furnace

In a graphite crucible in the presence of oxygen-free

nitrogen gas.

3. A process of treating quartz in a graphite crucible

In an electric furnace by forming a protective layer on

said crucible through the Interaction of a portion of the

material to be treated and the lining of the crucible and

then raising the temperature for the liquefaction of the

qnarti.

6. A process of producing a new composition of matter

by treating quartz in a graphite crucible In an electric

furnace from 1400 to 17(Kt degrees centigrade In the

presence of oxygen-free nitrogen gas.

[Claims 2, 4., and 5 not prtnte<l In the Gaiette.l
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1.22&.a25. SAFETY-VALVE FOR AIRBRAKES. Ml-
CHAIL H. Rta>, San Bernardino. Cal. FiW6 Feb. 14,
191«. Serial Xo. 78.238. (CI. 188—1.)

1. A valve structure adapted to be lnterpof»ed between
a train pipe and triple valve having a swinging valve to

prevent an unrestricted flow of air from the train pipe to

the triple valve and having an aperture to eatabllah com-
munication between the train pipe and triple valve, said

valve swinging open freely when air flowa from the triple

valve to the train pipe.

2. A valve structure adapteil to be Interposed between
a train pipe anil rrlple valve, having an Inclined valve
ae«t. ft 8U(<pended swinging valve adapted to gravitate
against said seat for preventing the unrestricted flow of

air from the train plp^ to the triple valve, aald valve hav-
ing a restricted aperture.

8. A valve structure adapted to be Interpohed between
a train pipe and triple valve, comprising a body having
two sections secured together, one section having a cham-
ber, and the other liavlng an extension projecting Into

aald chamber, the laj^t ni«>ntlonetl section having a passage
opening through said extension, the extension having a
valve seat surrounding said passage, and a valve carried
by said extension normally seatable against bald seat to

provide for a restricted flow of air from said chamber to
said passage.

4. A valve structtire adapted to be interposed between
a train pipe and triple valve, comprising a body having
two !*e<tlons secured together, one section having a cham-
ber, and the other having an extension projecting into
said chamber, the last mentioned section having a passage
opening through said extension, the extension having a
valve Sfat surrounding said passage, said seat being In-

clined, and a swinging suspended valve pivoted to said

extension to normally swing against said seat and having
a restrlcte<l aperture.

5. A valve structure of the character described having
a chamber to communicate with a train pipe and a cham-
ber to communicate with a triple valve, a valve providing
a restricted flow of air from the first mentioned to the
second mentioned chamber and an unrestrlcte*! flow of air
from the second mentioned to the first mentioned cham-
ber, an acoustic signal communicating with the second
mentioned chamber, a valve for normally cutting off com-
munication between said signal and second mentioned
chamber, and means operated by air pressure In the first

mentioned chamber to open the last mentioned valve.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.229..'i26. GOLF BAG, JOHN E, Scha.xk. Chicago. 111.

Filed July 6. 1915. Serial Xo. 38.372. (CI, 224—45.)

1. In a golf-bag bottom, the combination with the body
material, of a metallic liottom cap having a deep annular
channel into which the body material extends, said chan-
nel having Its upper edge contracted to clamp the body
material and bottom cap together by pressing the body
material dlrei-tl.v between the two walls of the channel,

and a cushion securetl oa the top of the metal Indde of

the bag.

2. In a golf-bag bottom, the combination with the tubu-
Ur body material, of a aheet-metal bottom cap compoaed
of a disk having a downwardly turned flange, and an up-
wardly turned flange connecteil thereto of lessor width
preaaed against the Inrlosed l>ody material to clamp it be-
tween the two flanges, for the pnrpoae deacrlbed.

-^-rj

3. In a golf-bag bottom, the combination with the body
material, of a sheet-metal bottom compoied of a disk hav-
ing annular corrugations therein and a downwardly
turned flange, and an upwardly turned flange connected
.thereto of lesser width pressed against the Incloaed body
material to clamp it between the two flangea. for the pur-
pose described.

4. In a golf bag bottom, the combination with the can-
vas body materUl o, of the outer reinforcing strip b sewed
thereto at It.s upper edge, the Inner reinforcing strip
Interposed between the canvas a and the leather b. a
sheet meul bottom cap d having the flanges g and > for
the purpose described, and the < ushloo k secured on the
top of the bottom cap.

5. As a new and uaeful article of manufacture, a rein-
forcing cap for golf-bag bottoms, consisting of a metallic
disk having a downwardly extending annuUr flange, and
an upwardly extending annular flange of le»s w.dth Joined
thereto and adapted to have Its upper edge turned Inward,
substantially as and for the purpose described,

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,229,.'?27. SPRAY HEAD FOR SHOWER BATH8 MIL
To.v SCH.VAIBB. New York. X. Y.. assignor to Milton
Schnaier Contracting Corp., a Corporation ol New York
Filed July 9. 1913. SerUl Xo. 778.011. (CL 137—83.)

A spray head comprising a hollow body having a taper-
ing upper portion and a flaring lower portion, a perforated
plate secured to said lower portion, a distributing noxale
arranged within said hollow body and having a shoulder
engaging the upper edge of said upper portion, said nozsle
having openings forme<l In Its wall, said noxze having a
closed inner end engaging the inner surface of said plate,
and means securing said plate to the inner end of said'
noszle, substantially as specified.

1.229,328, SEWI.NO-MACHIXE, AiousT R. SCHOB.vgr,
Som.-rvllle, Mass,, assignor to Reece Shoe Machinery
Company. Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Maine. Filed
Jan, 27, 1914, Serial No. 814.631, (CI. 112—20.)
1, In a sewing machine, the combination of stitching

mechanism, mechanism Including a driven shcft for oper-
ating the stitching mechanism, an adjustable work-engag-
ing member, adapted to be firmly clamped upon the work,
automatic connections timed with the stltchli-g cycle for
uDclamping said member during each stitch, and reclamp-
Ing it, and maintaining It clampetl as the stitch Is set, a
stop motion operative after the formation of a plarallty
of stitches for slowing the forward rotation of the drives
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alMift and then bringlag It from Us forward n-tatlon to a

final stop In a definite position, automatically operating

connections for unclamplng without lifting said member

during the final forward shaft movement in the stopping

operation by said stop motion, and means subsequently

operable at will for lifting said member.

lens on the object and op»ratlng means for said cinemato-

graph comprising a driving member supported Independ-

ently of the cinematograph and a flexible shaft connectlnf

said drl\ing member with the driving shaft of the cine-

matograph.

2. In a (tewing maditne, the combination of stitching

lechanlsm. mechanism for driving the stitching mecha-

nism, an adjustable work-engaging presser-foot. means for

clamping said presser-foot upon the work, mechanism for

stopping the machine, a presser foot nnclamplng device.

Beans for Intermittently operating the unclamplng device

daring stitching, a single means for operating both the

stopping mechanism and the unclamplng device and means

Bnb»ie<inently operable at the will of the operator for re-

moving Mid presser- foot from the work.

8. In a sewing machine, the combination of stitching

mechanism, mechanism for driving the stitching mecha-

nism, an adjustable work-engaging presser-foot. means for

clamping said presser-foot upon the work, mechanism for

stopping the mnchlne. a presser foot unclamplng device,

means for Intermittently operating the unclamplng device

during stitching, a single means for operating both the

stopping mechanism and the unclamplng device, the same

being operable at will and means subsequently operable at

the will of the operator for removing said presser-foot

from the work.

4. In a sewing machine, the combination of stitching

mechanism, mechanism for driving the stitching mecha-

nism, an adjustable work-engaging member, means for

clamping said member upon the work, an unclamplng de-

vice, means for Intermittently operating the unclamplng

device during stitching, a stopping means, and connections

actuated by said stopping m.ans for actuating said un-

clamplng device, whereby said member Is undamped as the

stitching ceases, and means subsequently operable at the

will of the operator for removing said member from the

work.
5. In a 8«»wrlng machine, the combination of stitching

mechanism, mechanism for driving the stitching mecha-

nism, an adjastable work-engaging member, means for

clamping said meml«er upon the w<irk. an unclamplng de-

vice, a stopping means for slowing and finally stopping

the stitching mechanism from Its forward drive in a

definite position, and a controller having separate connec-

tions for operating both said stopping means and unclamp-

lng device, whereby said member Is undamped as the for-

ward drive of the machine ceases,

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.229.829. CIXEMATfKiRAPH. ARTHt-a R. Sbldin,

Rochester, N. T. Filed July 18, 1916. Serial No.

109,890, (CI. 88— 1«.)

1. In combination with a cinematograph, means for

supporting the cinematograph so that the latter may

swing freely both vertically and horleontally to direct the

2, In combination with a cinematograph, means for

supporting the cinematograph so that the latter may
swing freely both vertically and horizontally to direct the

lens on the object, and a handle piece by which the cine-

matograph is sustained In the desired position.

3, In combination with a cinematograph, means for

supporting the cinematograph so that the latter may

swing freely both vertically and horizontally about a

point located below the bottom of the casing of the cine-

matograph to direct the lens on the object.

4. In combination with a cinematograph, a rigid sup-

port rigidly secured at lU upper end to the dnematograph

and having Its lower end adapted to serve as a pivot

about which the dnematograph may swing freely both

borlxonUUy and vertically to direct the lens on the ob-

ject and a guard at the lower end of the support to pre-

vent the penetraUon of the ground by the support.

5. In combination with a cinematograph, a rigid sup-

port rigidly secured at its upper end to the dnematograph

and having Its lower end adapted to serve as a pivot

about which the cinematograph may swing freely f>oth

horlaontally and vertically to direct the lens on the ob-

ject, and a handle on the casing of the cinematograph by

which the position of the cinematograph about the pivot

may be sustained.

I Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette,]

1,229,330. GRAMOPHONE - RECORD HOLDER. Wii,

LiAM Jemso.s Sharplks. Glsbome. Xew Zealand, Filed

Dec. 11, 1916. SerUl No. 136.213. (CL 211—16.)

1. A gramophone disk record holder constructed of a

rearwardly and downwardly sloping shelf, a top board ar-

ranged at a distance above such shelf, a bar flxe»l about

medially between the shelf and top board at the rear of

the holder and cords or wires extending In parallel lines

from the front edge of the shelf around the said bar. and

forward to the front edge of the top board, substantially

as spedfled, ^^
2, A gramophone disk, record holder constructed witfc

a bottom shelf, a top board arranged at ^distance above
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uch shelf, a bar flied medially between the shelf and top
board and at the rear of the holder, metal bars aecured
respectively along the front edges of the said shelf and
top board and each forme<1 with teeth projecting laterally

from Its outer edge and spacwl at regular Intervals apart
and a cord or wire extending from the front of the top
board rearward around the rear bar and then forward to

the front of the shelf and looped around the teeth of th«

respective bars upon the fronts of the said top board and
Ibelf. substantially as specified.

1,229,331. MAIL CATCHING AND DELIVERING AP-
PARATUS. Phillip A. Shaver. Puente. Cal. Filed
Dec. 8. 1916. Serial No. 1S5.836. (Cl. 258—17.)

1. A mall transferring device comprising, a mall bag
* supporting device mounted within a mall car and adapted

to project from either side thereof, a supporting plate
carried by the end of the mall bag supporting device, right
angular sleeves fastened to the supporting plate, and
spring cHp» having right angular end portions embraced
by the said right angular sleeves.

3. A mall transferring device comprising, a mall bag
supporting device mounted within a mall car. one end
of the mail bag supporting device carrying a length of
angle iron having one flange depending vertically from
the end of the mall bag supporting device, retaining plates
comprising right angularly bent members each having one
of their flanges fastened to the depending flange of the
aid angle iron, the proximate faces of the other flanges
being in engagement, spring clips, means for attaching
the spring clips to the said retaining plates, the said
means Including fastening elements projected through the
engaging portions of the retaining plates and connected
to the said mean.«.

fi. A mail transferring device comprising, a mall bag
•npportlng device, retaining plates carried by the mall
bag supporting device, said plates having projecting
flange<« which latter have their proximate faces In en-
gagement, right angular sleeves connected to the said
retaining plates, the said sleeves being arranged In pairs
on each side of said retaining plates, and a spring clip
carrle<l by each of said sleeves.

8. A mall transferring device comprising, a mall bag
supporting <levlce. retaining plates carrlwl by the mall bag
supporting device, said plates having projecting flanges
which latter have their proximate faces In engagement,
right angular sleeves connected to the said retaining
plates, the said sleeve being arranged In pairs on each
side of said retaining plates, a spring clip carried by
each of said sleeves, each clip being constructed from a
lenscth of wire having one end bent at right angles and
embraced by one of the said sleeves, a carrier adapted
to be embraced by the said clips, the said carrier being
provlde<l with mall bag attaching elements, the said
carrier having annular grooves, the said clips being re-

ceived In the said grooves when the carrier Is engaged by
the clips.

[Claims 2. 4. 6. and 7 not printed In the Oasettc.]

1.229,332. LOCK. John H. Shaw. New Haven,
assignor to Sargent ft Company. New Haven,
a Corporation of Connecticut. Fllwl Jan. 29.

SerUl No. 815.229. (Cl. 70—91.)

Conn.,

Conn..

1914.

1. The combination of an escutcheon, a pin tumbler
lock fixed to the same, and a bolt operating member ro-
Utable about said pin tumbler lock ; substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The combination of an escutcheon, a pin tumbler
lock fixed to the same, and a bolt operating member ro-

tatable about said pin tumbler lock, and passing through
the escutcheon ; substantially as described.

3. The combination with an escutcheon, of a pin
tumbler lock secured thereto and rigid therewith, and a
knob section Inclosing said pin tumbler look and rotatable
relatively to the same ; substantially as described.

4. The combination with an escutcheon, of a pin
tumbler lock secured to and rigid with said escutcheon
and located In front of said escutcheon, and a knob shall

having a rotatable bearing on said pin tumbler lock; sub-
stantially as described.

5. The combination with an escutcheon, of a pin
tumbler lock having a fixed part with radial pin tum-
blers, and a movable key plug, means for securing the
fixed part of said pin tumbler lock to said escutcheon at
the front of the latter, and a knob shell rotatable about
said pin tumbler lock : substantially as de»<-rlbed.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.229,333. LOCK. JOHX H. SB aw. New Haven. Conn.,
assignor to Sargent ft Company. New Haven. Conn., a
Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Feb. 12, 1914. Serial

No. 818,397. Renewed Jan. 11. 1917. SerUl No.
141,917. (CL 70—91.)

«5

a*

1. lu a lock, the combination of a pair of escutcheons,
a knob carried by each escutcheon, a face plate carried by
one of said escutcheons. Inwardly projecting walls formed
Integral with said escutcheon and constituting, in con-
Junction with said escutcheon and with said face plate, a
casing, said casing being of less depth from the edge of
the door than the other escutcheon, said other escutcheon
being extended horizontally back of said casing, and pro-
vided at that point with an opening for a screw to engage
the material of the door, a latch bolt projecting through
said face plate, retracting mechanism for said bolt housed
In said casing, and including hut>8 operatlvely connected
with the respective knobs, and a third hub. a lock in one
of the knobs operatlvely connected with said third hub, a
cover plate for said casing located between said ea-

cutcheons and overlying said hubs to hold theru In place
In said casing, and means for securing said cover plate In

position : substantially as described.

2. In a lock, the combination of a pair of escutcheons,
a knob carried by each escutcheon, a face plate carried bj
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one of said escutcheons. Inwardly projecting walls formed
Integral with said escutcheon and constituting, in con-

junction with said escutcheon and with said face plate, a

casing to partially bouse a latch-retractlng mechanism,
said walls formed with Integral screw sockets, screws en-

gaging said sockets, and the other escutcheon, and provid-

ing for the adjustable interconnection of the escutcheons,

a latch bolt projecting through said face plate, latch-

retractlng mechanism In said casing, including hubs opera-

tlvely connected with the respective knobs, and a third

hob, a lock In one of said hubs operatlvely connected with
said third hub. a cover plate for said casing overlying said

hubs to hold them In position In said casing, and means
for securing said cover plate In position ; substantially as

described.

3. In a lock, the combination of a pair of escutcheons,

a knob carried by each escutcheon, a face plate carried by

one of said escutcheons. Inwardly projecting walls formed
Integral with said escutcheon and constituting. In con-

Junction with said escutcheon and with said face plate, a

casing to partially house a latch-retractlng mechanism,
aid casing of less depth from the edge of the door than

the other escutcheon, said other escutcheon being ex

tended horizontally back of said casing, and provided with
an opening at that point for a screw to engage the mate-

rial of the door, the walls of said casing having screw

ockets associated therewith, screws engaging said sockets

and the other escutcheon, and providing for the adjustable

interconnection of the escutcheons, a latch bolt project-

ing through said face plate, latch-retractlng mechanism
In said casing. Including hubs operatlvely connected with

the respective knobs, and a third bub, a lock In one of

said knobs operatlvely connected with said third hub. and
a cover plate for said casing overlying said hubs, and con-

fining the latter In said casing ; substantially as described.

4. In a lock of the union type, the combination of a side

plate, a latch l>olt. a latch bolt stem, a cover plate, and a

bracket on said side plate, guiding said stem and support-

ing said cover plate.

5. In a lock of the union type, the combination of a side

plate, a face plate, a latch bolt projecting through the

face plate, a standard projecting Inward from the side

plate, a rod guided In the standard and connected with

aid latch bolt, a spring Interposed between the latch bolt

and the standard, and means for retracting the bolt.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.334. LOCK. John H. Shaw. New Haven, Conn.,

assignor to Sargent ft Company, New Haven, Conn., a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Feb. 12, 1914.

Serial No. 818,898. (CL 70—91.)

AS

1. In a lock, a normally protracted latch bolt, means
normally deadlocking the same In protracted position,

means for releasing the latch t>olt as the door Is being
closed and means for deadlocking said releasing Theans ;

substantially as described.

2. In a lock, a normally protracted latch bolt, means
normally deadlocking the same In protracted position,

means for releasing the latch bolt as the door Is being

closed, and means for deadlocking said releasing means
automatically by the closing of the door ; substantially as

described.

3. In a lock, a normally protracted latch bolt, means
normally deadlocking the same in protracted position,

means for releasing the latch bolt as the door is being

closed, means for deadlocking said releasing means auto-

matically by the closing of the door, and means for re-

tracting said latch bolt, operatlvely connected with both

of said deadlocking means ; substantially as described.

4. In a lock, a normally protracted latch bolt, means
normally deadlocking the same In protracted position,

means for releasing the latch bolt as the door is t>elng

closed, means for deadlocking said releatsing means, a

knob for retracting the latch bolt, and means of connec-

tion between said knob and both of said deadlocking
means to cause the retraction of the bolt by said knob
when the door is closed ; substantially as described.

5. In a lock, a normally protracted latch bolt, a dead-

locking lever normally deadlocking said latch bolt In its

protracted position, a releasing bolt acting on said dead-

locking lever to release the latch bolt as the door is being

closed, and means for deadlocking said releasing bolt

;

substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.335. LOCK. JoHK H. Shaw, New Haven. Conn.,

assignor to Sargent ft Company, New Haven, Conn., a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Feb. 12, 1914.

Serial No. 818,399. (Cl. 70—91.)

1. In a lock, a latch bolt, inner and outer manual re-

tracting devices therefor, manually movable stop work for

the outer retracting device, key mechanism for retracting

the latch bolt, and means for normally preventing a re-

leasing movement of said stop work, and for preventing

such releasing movement when the key mechanism is oper-

ated, said preventing means being movable into an inoper-

ative position when said Inner manual retracting device

is operated ; substantially as described.

2. In a lock, a latch bolt, inner and outer knobs for re-

tracting the same, manually movable stop work asso-

ciated with the outer knob, key mechanism for retracting

the latch bolt, and means releasable by the Inner knob only

for blocking the movement of the stop work from operative

Into Inoperative position ; substantially as described.

3. In a lock, a latch bolt, inner and outer manual re-

tracting devices therefor, manually operable stop work

accessible at the face of the lock for dogging the outer re-

tracting device, key mechanism for retracting the latch

bolt, means to lock said stop work against a releasing

movement, and means operated by the inner retracting

device, but unaffected by said key mechanism, to shift the

locking mechanism for the stop work to an Inoperative po-

sition : subsUntially as described.

4. In a lock, a latch bolt. Inner and outer manual re-

tracting devices therefor, manually operable stop work

asaoclated with the outer retracting device, and Including

a dogging member and a releasing member, key mecha-

nism for retracting the latch bolt, means to lock the re-

leasing member of said stop work against movement In one

direction, and means operated by the inner manual re-

tracting device, but unaffected by said key mechanism, for

releasing said locking means ; substantially as described.

5. In a lock, a latch bolt. Inner and outer retracting

hubs therefor, manually operable stop work to dog and

release the outer hub, key mechanism for retracting the

latch bolt, and means to prevent a releasing movement of

i said stop work except when said Inner hub Is operated ;

substantially as described.

' [Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1,229.3S6. VALVE FOR GA8-ENGINEJ*. William J.

SHCArrEB. Liverpool. I'a., assignor of one-third to

Emmt-tt E. Itarner. Liverpool, Pa. Filed Mar. 20, 1916.

Serial No. 85,445. (CL 123—84.)

*•
Mr

In an exploslTe engine, the combination with a cylinder

and a reciprocable piston carried therein, of a plurality of

tubular ralve chambers adjacent to said cylinder having a

channel communicating between the explosion chamber
in the cylinder and each of said sleeve chambers at right

angles to the pistons, a sleeve reciprocably carried in each
of said valve chambers having an opening in its outer end,

a blocic removably carried in its inner end having longitu-

dinal channels through same, a labricaot chamber located

between said cylinder and valve chambers having openings
Into said valve chambers, a plurality of annular grooves

surrounding said sleeves having orifices communicating
with the interior of the sleeve, whereby lubricant is com-

municated from the lubricant chamt)«r to the valve cham-
bers, distributed longitudinally by the annular grooves and
discharge<l through thf orifices in the walls of the sleeves

and the cbann«-ls in the end blocks, and means for alter-

nately reciprocating said sleeve valves in timed relation

to the action of the piston, substantially as described.

1.229.337. PAINT COMPOSITION. Otto Hcco Shi;ltz,

Windsor, Ontario. Canada, assignor of two-tenths to

Fred M. Bill and two-tenths to Roy M. Foster, E^lmon-
ton. Alberta, Canada, and two-tenths to Leonard R.

Benson. Windsor. Ontario, Canada. Filed Mar. 14,

1916. Serial No. 84.206. (CL 134—15.

»

1. A paint oomposition containing the reaction products
of lead monoxld or litharge, silicate of sodium, methyl-
ated spirits, common salt. alum, lead ac«tate. sine sal-

fate, potflsHium acetate, gum arable, common rosin, oxalic

acid, caustic soda and water.

2. A paint oonipoeitioD containing the reaction prodnets
of lead monoxld or litharge. 8 ounces : silicate of sodiam.
16 onnces ; methylated spirits. 40 ounces ; common salt.

8 ounces : alum, 8 ounces : lead acetate, 16 ounces ; zinc

sulfate. 32 ounces: potassium acetate. \\ ounces; gum
araMc. 8 ounces ; common rosin, 24 ounces ; oxalic add, 4
OBnc«s ; caustic soda. 32 ounces ; and water. 6.400 ounces.

1.229.338. METHOD OF PROr»UCING FUEL - GAS.
Max Sklovskt. Moline. 111.. asKiitmor to Deere 4 Com-
pany, Mollne, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
ftept. 8. 1914. Serial No. 860.709. (CI. 158— 117.5.)

1. The method of producing a gaseous fuel for heating
furnaces, which consists in preheating air to a tempera-

ture high enough to substantially wholly vaporize fuel oil.

passing the air so heoted through a vaporizing chamber
at high velocity, and introiluclng fuel oil Into the stream
of air flowing continuously through said vaporiilng

chamber, wher^hy the oil will b«» vaporised and tfaoroogbly

mixed with th4> heated air. ao4l combustion In the vapor-

izing ihanilier will be prevented.

« ,"

I?«^
" ^

2. The method of producing a gaseous fuel for heating

furnaces, which consists in preheating air to a tempera-

ture high enough to substantially wholly vaporize fuel

oil. passing the air so heated at high velocity through a
vaporizing chamber of substantially uniform cro«s-«ec-

tlonal area throughout its length, and introducing fuel

oil iDto the stream of air flowing continuoasly tbroofh
said vaporizing chamt)er. whereby the oil will be vapor-
ized and thoroughly mixed with the heated air. and com-
bustion In th*> vaporizing chamber will be prevented.

S. The method of producing a gaseous fuel, which con-

sists In heating air to a temperature of more than 500*

F., anil intro<lucing fuel oil Into and thoroughly mixing
It with the heated air. meanwhile causing the stream of

air to flow at a velocity greater than the speed of travel

of Ignition back along the advancing stream of the mix-

ture.

4. Th»» method of producing a gaseous fuel, which con-

sists In heating air to a temperature of more than 500*

F., passing the air so heated at high velocity through a

vaporizing chamber, and thoroughly mixing fuel oil with
the air as it passes through ^aid vaporizing chamt>er in

the correct proportions to insure substantially complete

combustion without the use of extraneous air.

5. The method of producing a gaseous fuel and supply-

ing th" same to a combustion chamber, which consists In

heating air to a temperature high enough to substan-

tially wholly vaporize fuel oil, forcing the air so heated

toward the combustion chamber In a i"ontlnuous stream
tlowing at high velocity, vap^trlzing fuel oil and mixing it

with the heated air by Introducing it into the stream of

air on its way to the combustion chamber, the velocity of

the stream being meanwhile kept high enough to pre-

vent Ignition of the mixture, and then introducing the

mixture Into the combustion chamber.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.389. RAILWAY -CROSSING GATE. Emkbt H.
Smith. Burton, Mich., assignor, by direct and mesne
assignments, of one-fourth to Frank T. Wright, Mld-

dlebury. Mich., and one fourth to John \. Homer,
Owosso. Mich. FUed Nov. 2, 1915. Serial No. 59,274.

(CI. 269—5.)

1. A railroad crossing gate cxtmprising a standard, a

i^te pivoted to the upper end of the standard, a disk ro-

tatably mounted near the lower end of the standard, a
segment pivoted near the track, a lever connected to the

segment and adapted to be moved downwardly by a train,

a cable secured to the gate and passing around the disk

and t>eing secured to the segment whereby upon down-
ward movement of the lever the gat»» will l>e lowered,

spring means for normally urging the gate upwardly, a
pawl carried by the disk and arranged to engage one «f
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the ties of the track alone which the derice is used to

hold the gate in ita lowered position and a lever pivoted

on the same tie and adapte«l to be actuated upon the pas-

sage of the train over the road to release the pawl and

yermlt the gate to rise to open position.

2. A railroad crossing gate Including a standard adapt-

ed to be placed beside a railroad track, a disk member

pivoted near the upper end of the sUndard, a disk ro-

Utably mounte<l near the lower end of the standard, a

counter balancing weight for the gate member, a spring

connected to the standard near its upper end and to the

gate member intenn'-dlate Us ends to normally exert up-

ward pull on said gate member to hold the same in open

position, a cable atUched to the gate member near the

polnU where the spring Is attached, said cable passing be-

neath the disk, a lever pivoted at the side of the track at

a point distant from the standard, a segment on said

lever, the end of the cable opposite that attached to the

gate member being atUched to the segment, the lever be-

ing adapted to t>e engaged by trip members carried by a

train to cause the segment to partially rotate and exert

pnll DO the cable to move the gate to closed position

against the tension of the spring, a pawl plTOted to the

db-k and adapted to engage one of the ties of the track

when the gate is In Its lowered position, a spring for

holding said pawl in such engagement, a rocking arm on

the tie, a finger on the arm extending beneath the pawl

and adapted when said arm Is rocked to release the pawl.

an actuating arm on the rocking arm adapted to be en-

gaged by one of the wheels of a train to cause said arm

to rock and release the pawl and a spring beneath the

actuating arm to hold the same in Inoperative position.

1.229,840, INTERNAL COMBUSTION KNOINB. John

W. Smith, PhUadelphla. Pa. Filed Sept 12, 1916.

Serial No. 119.616. (CI. 128—141.)

1.229.841. CAP OR COVER FOR JARS. BOTTLES,

GLASSES. OR THE LIKE. RoBMT Soboan, New York,

N. Y. Filed Mar. 11. 1916. Serial No. 83.447. (CL

216—11.)

In combination an Internal combustion engine with ra-

dially arranged cylinders ; an annular Induction case cen-

tmlly mounted near the plane of these cylinders; Indnc

Hon tubes connecting the periphery of the Induction case

with the cylinders : a . entrifugal fan rotating in said fan

caning; an Inlet opening for the Induction t-ase offset

from the plane In which said tubes enter it. delivering an

explosive mixture In the e-entral region of the fan casing,

and a t.a«e plate interposed within the induction caae to

deftect the Incoming mixture toward the center of the

same, with a by-pass at the lower edge of the aaid ba«e

plate, whereby fiold driven by the fan from the mUture

toward the p»>rlphery of the fan casing is allowed to es-

cape, and again come Into contact with the Incoming

BilTtnre,

289 O. O.—26

1 The combination with a receptacle of a closure there-

for, comprising a top. a downwardly depending unbroken

rim portion, having a plurality of Inwardly extending

closely adjacent projections, having a slight elasticity, the

annular inner pre-attachment diameter of which is less

than the outer diameter of the rim of the receptacle, and

the interior contacting surface of the rim adapted to be

slightly expanded over the receptacle, the Inner diameter

of said projertlons In said extended poaition being stib-

stantlally equal to the outer diameter of the rim of aaid

receptacle, said closure belnjf retained thereon In said ex-

panded and tensloned position by frictlonally binding con-

tacts with said rim of the receptacle.

2. Ilie combination with a receptacle of a cloaure there-

for comprising a top, a downwardly depending unbroken

rim portion, having a plurality of inwardly extending

closely adjacent projections, having a slight elasticity, the

annular Inner pre-atia< hment diameter of which is less

than the outer diameter of the rim of the re<epta.le. and

the lower edge of said rim portion being turned upon Itself

to form a strengthening and stiffening portion, the Interior

contacting irarface of the rim adapted to be slightly ex-

panded over the receptacle and be retalne«l thereon in said

expanded position by frlctional contact with said rim of

the receptacle.

3. The combination with a receptacle of a closure there-

for, comprisine a top, a downwardly depending unbroken

rim portion provided with a plurality of Indentations,

slightly spaced apart forming projections on the interior

of the said rim. the Inner pre-attachment diameter of which

is less than the outer diameter of the rim of the receptacle,

the said plurality of projections rendering the rim slightly

eUstic. the interior contacting surface of the rim adapted

to be slightly expanded over the recepUcle. the inner di-

ameter of said projections In said extended position being

substantially equal to the outer diameter of the rim of said

receptacle, sahl closure being reUined thereon in said ex-

panded and tensloned position by frictlonally binding con-

Uct with isaitl rim of the receptacle.

4. An improved receptacle closure, comprlslnj: a top, a

downwardly depending unbroken rim portion, having a

slight elasticity, the lower edge of the said rim portion

being turned upon Itself to form a strengthening and stif-

fening portion, the said rim being provided at one part

with a cut out portion dlspoaed adjacent the said strength-

ending rim porUon, the Interior contacting surface of the

rim adapted to be sllRhtly expanded over the receptacle to

be capped, the closure adapteil to be removed from the

recepucle by breaking of the said strengthening portion

(if the rim at the said cutout portion thereof.

5. The combination with a receptacle having a plain

substantially cylindrical rim portion, of a closure therefor,

, ..mprislng a top. a downwardly depending rim portion

having a plurality of inwardly extending: closely adjacent

projections having a slight elasticity, the annular inner

surfaces of said projections being Inclined Inwardly and up

wardly. and being of a pre-attachment diameter less than

the outer diameter of the rim of the receptacle, the in-

terior contacting surface of the rim adapted to be slightly

expanded over the receptacle, said projections adapted to

assume an uulndined contacting p<i8ltion with respect to

said rim of said receptacle to be rcUined thereon in aaid

expanded position by frlctional conUct with said rim of

the receptacle.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.l
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1,229,342. SEEDING ATTACHMENT. John Btbox
Stbblb and Hcoh Pollim, Otillia. Ontario. Canada.
Filed Feb. 21. 1914. Serial No. 820.801. (CI. 97—20.)

1. A 8e«dinK devit-e tnrluding an axle and iupportlng
wbeeln non-revolubly tnountefl thereon, disks secured to

said device, cleaning membert) provided with spokes carried

by said device before said disks and baring ttaelr spokeit

extendlnx between adjacent disks, said members opera

tlvely connected to nald axl<>. a dutch device carried by

said axle for actuating said members and means for rais-

ing or lowering said members, substantially as described.

2. A seeding device Includln;; an axle and supporting
wheels non-revolubly mounted thereon, disks secured to

said device, cleaning members provided with spokes car-

ried by aald device before said disks and having tbelr

spokes extending between a<IJacent disks, said members op-

eratlvely connected to said axle, a clutch device carried

by said axle for actuating said members, and lever mecba-
nlsra for raising or lowering said members as dealred.

1,229,343. WIRE STRETCl^KR. FiLO 8. Stbvbns, Aab-
Tille, N. Y. Filed Mar. 9, 1916. Serial No. 88,118.
(CI. 264—162.)

^ 4t3t*,

1. A wire fence stretcher comprising, a frame having a

rwred portion adapted to cngaKe the side of a fence post,

H windlass Journaled in the frame and having a flexible

flement wound thereabout, means on the flexible element
for enxaglng the ends of the fence to be stretched, and for

holding the fence against one side of the post, a second
windlass, Journaled In the trame and having a flexible ele-

ment wound thereabout, the end of which is passed partly
around the opposite side of the fence post, means on said

element for engagement with the fence to be stretched so

that the strain of the fence wire at one side of the post
will l)e neutralized by a component of said strain, which
passes around the opposite side of the post to prevent dl»-

placement of the frame relative to the post.

IClalma 2 and 3 not printed in the (Gazette.}

1,229.344. PNEUMATIC SPRAYER. Howahd L Stb-
V1X8, Everett, Wash. Filed Aug. 1, 1916. Serial No.
112,609. (a. 91—46.)

A pneumatic device of the class described, which em
bodleN a series of sections of pipe disposed with tbelr

axes lu the same line and spaced from each other ; a cou
plin;; disposed to extend between and connect the adjacent
end portions of adjacent ones of said sections ; a plurality
of tubes disposed to extend obliquely through the wall of

each of aald couplings to project into the passageway

therethrough ; a valre-controlled soction pipe ; an annular
coupling disposed to connect said suction pipe with on*
end of said series of sections of pipe, said annular cou-
pling b«lng provided with an external screw thread : a
collar dlapoacd on the other end portion of said series of
sections of pipe ; a larger pipe dlspoaed to surround said

of sections of pipe and said <>ouplings In a position
icentric therewith to form an annular !<pai-e between the

inner surface of said larger pipe and the outer surfaces of
said series of sections of pipe ; a T flttlun screwed on to
the exterior screw-thread of said annular coupling and dls-

poaed to extend to and connect with the adjai^ent eu.l of
bM larger pipe, the other end of said larger pipe engaging
with said collar tightly to close aald annular space ; %.

valve-controlled pipe connected with the side entran.e of
said T flttlng and disposed to extend to and rouuect with
a «t>urce of compressed air ; a hose having one of Its ends
connected to that end of said seile* of pipes adjacent to
said collar ; and a noxsle connected with the other end of
said hose.

1,229,346. DIRECTIONAL TROLLEY CONTACTOR.
SamcIL 8. Stolp, Chicago. 111., asalgDor to The Rail-
road Supply Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of
Illlnola Filed Mar. 11, 1915. Serial No. 18.796. (CI.
246—64.)

I. In a directional signal ayatem. an electric circait
including therein a signal, contactor mecbanism arranged
to be actuated to close the circuit by cars paKslng In

either direction, a single signal wire connecting the con-
tactor and signal and means to render the contactor mech-
anism effective to operate the signal when actuate*! by
cars passing In one direction only, whereby the signal
will indicate the direction of car travel.

5. In a directional signal ayatem, an electric circuit in-

cluding therein a signal, contactor mechanism arranged
to be actuated by cars passing In either direction and In-

cluding a pair of contacts through which the circuit la

alternatively completed according to the direction of car
travel, a single signal wire leading from the contactor
mechanism to the signal, resistance Includetl In the circuit

from one of the contacts to the signal wire, and a direct
connection between the other contact and the signal wire
whereby the current will be rendered of different efficiency

through the two clrcuita and the signal will be operated
by a car passing in one direction and not by a car passing
in the opposite direction.

II. In a dlrectioaal signal aystem, an electric circuit
including therein a signal, a single signal wire, contactor
mechanism arranged to be actuated by cars passing in

either direction and comprising a box of non-magnetic
material mounted above the trolley wire In electric

contact therewith and adaptetl to contain oil, a pair
of ,'ontacts, one member of each (ontact connecteil to
the fcox and the other Insulated therefrom, a magnet coil

within the box, a connection betw^een one of the insulated
contact members and the signal wire by way of the coll, a
direct connection between the other insulated contact
member and the signal wire, a barrel having a pair of
cams arranged to close the contacts alternatively as the
barrt-l Is rotate<l In one dlrex'tion or the other, an arm
depending from the barrel in the path of the trolley and
acting by gravity to yieldingly maintain the barrel nor-
mally with its cama in a neutral position, and a projection
carried by the barrel and arranged to be engaged by the
armature of the coll to snub the swinging barrel ami pre-
vent double contact, the contact making elements sub-
merge<l In the oil, whereby the signal will be operate<l by a
car passing in on" direction and not by a car passlni; In the
opposite direction.

(Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 10 not printed In the (3«iette.}
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1,229.846. PHONOaKAPH. Rkinholo Thomas, Brook-

lyn. N. T. Filed Not. 80. 1918. Serial No. 64,214.

(a. 274—16.)

-'1 ^^ S\ #7

«;

32:

I. In a device of the kind described, a sound-box or re-

producer, a sound-conveying tul>e connected therewith and

provided with an opening In its wall, and a second tubular

member sleeved about the first and held In spaced relation

thereto, both ends of said outside tube being open.

B. In a device of the kind described, a sound-box or

reproducer, a sound-conveying tube connected thereto, a

aecond t\>be sleeved about the first and held in spaced

relation thereto, both ends of Iwth tubes being open, a

Bound reflector carried by one of said tubes and adapted

to reflect the aounda coming from both of the tubes, and a

pivotally movable aupport to which aald refiector is con-

nected.

II. In a device of the kind described, a aound-box or

reproducer, a sound-conveying tube connected thereto and

having an opening In its wall, a second tube sleeved about

the first and held in spaced relation thereto, and a gong-

sbaped reflector overlying both of the tubes and connected

to one of them, the ends of both tubes having portions

Bpaced away from the reflector, and a pivotally movable

support to which said combination of elements is con-

nectetl. said gong-shai>ed reflector having its mouth di-

rected toward said tubes and being arranged concentrically

therewith, said reflector member having a cone-shaped por-

tion on its inner face centrally thereof.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6 to 10, and 12 to 15 not printed in the

Oasette.]

1.229,847. TELEPHONE CALL REGISTERING DEVICE.
ViCTOB Thompso.n, Vancouver, British Columbia, Can-

ada. Filed Apr. 14, 1916. Serial No. 91,180. (CI.

179—6.6.)

1. A telephone call registering device, comprising a coin

chute having a vertical open fronted coin seat at its

lower end adapted to receive and support a coin on edge,

a circuit closure held closed by the edge of the coin

occupying said seat, and means operated by a step-by-atep

mechanism for engaging the rear side of the coin and
dislodging It from the seat.

2. A telephone call registering device, comprising a coin

chute the lower end of which is formed as an open-fronted

coin seat adapte<l to receive and support a coin on edge,

a circuit clo»e<l by a coin occupying said seat, the edge of

the coin resting on the circuit closure, a manually oper-

ated switch located in the circuit, and means operated

•tep-by-step at each closing of the circuit for engaging

the rear side of the coin and dislodging it from the seat.

3. A telephone call registering device, comprising a coin

chute having a coin seat at its lower end, a circuit closed

by the coin occupying said seat, electro-magnetic meana
for dislodging the coin from said seat, and mechanically

operated means for registering each dlslodgment of the

coin.

4. A telephone call registering device, comprising a coin

chute having n coin seat at Its lower 'end, said seat having

an opening in the back and bottom thereof, a circuit cloaed

by the coin occupying said seat, a rotatably mounted
finger disposed so as to pass through the opening in aai<l

seat, and manually operated electro-magnetic meana for

actuated said finger by a step by step movement.
5. A telephone call registering device, comprising a cotB;

chute having a coin seat at its lower end, aald seat having-

an opening In the back and bottom thereof, a circuit

closed by the coin occupying said seat, a rotatably

mounted finger disposed so as to pass through the opening

in said seat, manually operated electro-magnetic meuaa

for actuating said finger by a step-by-atep movement, and

signaling, means adapted to operate coincident with each

atep-by-step movement of the finger.

[Claima 6 to 22 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1,229,348. TELEPHONE-CALLrRBGISTBRINO DEVICE.
ViCTOB Thompson, Vancouver, Britiah Columbia, Can-
ada. Filed May 16, 1916. Serial No, 97.808. (CI.

286—100.)

«fl»
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flngn-B secured to said shaft, there being as niaoy fingers
aa thfre are teeth in the ratchet wheel, any one of said
fingers being adapted to encage the coin occupying the seat

»o as to movf the seat and the disk when the ratchet
wheel Is actuated.

5. A telephone call registering device, comprising, a coin
ctaote, a rotaUbly mounted shaft, a ratchet wheel teourvd
to said shaft, a pawl and levt-r for actuating said wheel,

disk rotatably monnte^l on said shaft provided on Its

periphery with a plurality of teeth equal In number to

the teeth In the ratchet wheel, a plurality of flngen
MCtired to said shaft, there being as many flngen as there
are teeth in the ratchet wheel, and operator signaling

iBei.hanlHm operable by any of the respectlTe teeth of the

aid disk.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,229,349. STAND FOR LAMPS AND OTHEB ARTI-
CLB8. PAVh J. TiMBCRLAKB. Jackson, Mich. Piled

July 10. 1915. Serial No. 39,074. (CI. 248—41.)

1. A stand for a lamp or other object, comprising a

frame having an intermediate portion atlapte<l to support

and give shape to a fabric covering, a (-ap adapteil to

flt the upper end of the frame, a stem extending through

the frame and cap arranged to support a lamp or other

object, and a nut having screw-threaded engagement with

the said stem for securing the latter In place.

2. A stand for a lamp or other object, comprising a

frame, a fabric cover supported by the frame and secured

thereto, a cap adapted to flt over the upper end of the

frame, a standard or stem extending upward from the

frame through the said cap adapted to support the lamp
or other object, and a nut having screw threaded engage-

ment with the said standard for jwcurlng the cap in place

apoD the frame.

3. A stand for a lamp or othtr object, comprising a

frame, a fabric cover »opporte«l by the frame and secured

theretd, a cap adapte<l to flt over the upper end of the

frame, a stajidard or stem extending upward from the

frame through the said cap adapted to support the lamp
or other object, a nut having s<'rew-threaded engaKenieot

with the said standard for ^wM-nrtng the cap In place upon

the fram^, and a spring ten.Mnn memlter with which the

nut engages, holding the parts under teuslun when united

by the not.

4. A stand for a lamp or other objoct, compriaing a

frame having a lower piece, an tipper ple^-e. and upright

connecting pieces between these, spatted apart, a fabric

covering the said frame and se<'ured to the upp»r and
lower pieces thereof, and a cap for covering the upper

end of the said frame, the upper e<lge« of the fabric cover-

ing being below the e^lges of the said rap.

1,229,850. SPIRAL PROPELLER FOR SHIPS. Jobs J.

Tosix. Sayre, and F^rank J. QAUwiGRBa, Wllkes-Barre.
Pa. Original application lUed Oct 28. 191.'>, Serial

Na S6.418. Divided and this application filed June

22, 1918. Serial No. 10a.23S <n. ll.V— 14 )

In ship propalslon. the combination with a ship hnll,

of a tubular hoaslng fxttitdlng longitudinally In advance
of the bow of the ship and In line with the Keel thereof, a

spider mounted In the forward end of the housing, a
propeller shaft extending through the bow of the ship and
axlally of the first housing and Jourualed in the spider, a

propeller mounted upon the shaft, and tubular housings
communicating at their forward ends with the first hous-
ing and extending rearwardly along the sides of the bow
of the ship and exteriorly thereof.

1,229,351. IGNITION SYSTEM. Harht Ranoou-h Vaw
Db^entck. Sumter, S. C, assignor to Splltdorf Electrical
Company. Newark. N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Dec. 28. 1916. Serial No. 139,322. (CI. 123—149.)

1. Ad iCDittoo ystem Including a make-and breaJt
Igniter, a magneto, actuating iiu'< hanlsni for the ma^eto,
incanH for closing the igniter mntacts. locking mechanLsm
for holding the contacta closed, and electromagnetic means
controlle<l by th*- ignition current generated by the mag-
neto for releasing the locking mechanism to permit the
( ontacts to open.

2. An ignition syatem inclndlni; a make-and break
igniter, a magneto, actuating mechanism for the magneto,
means operated by aald actuating mechanism for closing
the Igniter contacts, locking mecbani.xni fur holding the
contacts closed, and electromagnetic means controlled by
the Ignition current generated by th*- magneto for releas-

ing the locking me< hanlsm to permit the contacts to open.
3. An Ignition system Including a stationary igniter

contact, a niovBlile Igniter conta<'t. a sprlnjj for normally
holding aald contacts separated, a magneto for furntsb-

inp an Ignition current to said igniter contacta. actuating
mechanism for said magneto, devices controlled by said
actnatlng mechanism for moving said rontacts Into en-

gagement, means for locking the contacts In engagement,
and an electromagnet controlle<l by the Ignition current
generated by the magneto for releasing the movable con
tact to permit the spring to open the contacts.

4. An ignition system Including a stationary igniter

contact, a movable igniter contact, a spring for nonnally
holding said contacts separated, a lever, a spring for oper-
ating said lever, said lever being constrarted and ar-

ranged •<.> as to move the contactF Into engagement, a
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magneto, a tripping deWce for said magneto, said tripping

device co<>peratlng with «ld lever for moving the same

against the action of the spring ao as to permit the con-

tacts to be separated, means for locking the contacts in

clo.sed position, and an electromagnet for releasing the

contacts to permit the spring controlling the same to

separate the contacts.

5. An ignition system Including a stationary Igniter

conUct. a movable electrode carrying a movable igniter

contact, an arm projecting from said movable electrode, a

apring connected to said arm for normally separating the

contacts, a lever mounted on said ele<'trode and having

means for engaging the arm for moving the same in a di-

rection to close the contact, a spring for moving said

lever, said spring being of greater tension than the spring

for separating the conUcts, whereby said lever will close

the contacU. a trip lever operated by the engine for

moving said lever to permit the contacts to be separated,

means for locking the contacts in engagement when

closed, an electromagnet controlled by the ignition cur-

rent for releasing the movable electrode to permit Its

actuating spring to separate the contacta.

1,229.352. MILLING MACHINE. Charlas E. Van Nou
MAN. Springfield. Mass.. assignor, by mesne assign

meats, to Van Norman Machine Tool Company. Spring

field. Mass.. a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed

Jan. 22. 1910. Serial No. 539,463. (CI. 9<V-17.)

ing said stem in bearing engagement therewith at one end

and seated at Its opposite end upon said transverse sup-

port, and an expansible and contractlble colled spring sur-

rounding said St » ni and secured axlally at one end to aald

transverse support and at Its opposite end to the^ee end

of said stem.

1. In a milling machine, the combination, with a l>ase

or column, of a head or frame horlxonUlly adjoatably

movable on the base, a work holding slide adjustably

mounted on a vertical face of said column, a tool spin-

dle holder mounted on the frame and revolubly adjustable

In a plane parallel with the line of movement of the

haad. a tool spindle mounted in said holder, an actuat-

ing shaft located transversely of the movement of said

bead and gear engagement with said spindle, a driving

shaft mounted on said base, change gear mechanism in-

terposed between the said driving and actuating shafts,

and means for adjustably Increasing or diminishing the

distance between the face of said column and the actuat-

ing shaft and spindle and for malnUlnlng the relative

gear connections between the driving and actuating

shafts.

[Claims 2 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.l

1.2 29. 353. BICYCLE SADDLE SPRING SUPPORT.
Jambs C. Walkbr. Toledo. Ohio, assignor to Wolverine

Leather Goods Company, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation

Of Michigan. Filed Sept. 14. 1916. Serial No. 119,998.

(CL 208—100.)

1. A bicycle saddle support comprising in combination

with the saddle base, a main support flexibly connected

thereto at one end and terminating at the opposite end

in a transverse support, a stem hlngedly secured at one

end to said saddle base and extending fre«dy through said

transverse support, a compressible colled spring surround-

2. A bicycle saddle support comprising In combination

with the saddle base, a main support yleldably connected

thereto at one end and having the opposite end thereof

deflected laterally In opposite directions and terminating

in transverse supports, a yoke hlngedly connected trans-

versely to aald saddle base and having two lateral stems

extending freely through the ends respectively of said

transverse supports, two compressible colled springs en»-

braclag said stems respectively In bearing engagement at

one end each with said yoke and seated at their opposite

ends upon the respective ends of said transverse supports,

two expansible and contractlble colled springs surrounding

said stems respectively and connected axlally thereto at

one end mch, and tubular Iwlts freely embracing said

stems and axlally connecting the opposite ends of said

springs with the respective ends of said transverse sup-

ports.

3. A bicycle saddle support comprising In combination

with the saddle base and main support, a transverse sup-

port secured to said main support and projecting there-

from at opposite ends, a transverse yoke hlngedly connect-

ed to the saddle base and having two lateral stems ex-

tending freely through the respective ends of said trans-

verse support, two compressible colled springs embracing

said stems respectively In engagement at one end each

with said yoke and seated at the opposite end upon the

respective end of said transverse support, two expansible

and contractlble colled springs surrounding said stems re-

spectively and connected thereto at one end each, and

means freely embracing said stems and axlall.v connecting

the opposite ends of said springs with the respective ends

of said transverse support.

4. In a bicycle saddle, the combination with a saddle

base and main support, of a transverse support mounted

on said main support and extending therefrom at opposite

ends, a transverse yoke hlngedly connected to said saddle

l>ase and having two depending stems extending freely

through the respective ends of said transverse support,

a tubular bolt mounted In each end of said transverse sup-

port and freely embracing the stem thereon, two compres-

sion colled springs surrounding said stems respectively In

bearing engagement at one end each with said yoke and

seated at the opposite end upon the respective .ud of said

transTerse support, and two expansive and contractive

colled springs surrounding said stems respectively each

conne<ted at one end to the respective end of said support

by said tubuUr bolt and secured at Its opposite end to the

corresponding stem of said^yoke.

1.229,354. PLOW. Lbwis E. Watbbman, Rockford, III.,

assignor to Emerson-Brantlngham CompaDv, Rockford,

III., a Corporation of Illinois. Original application filed

Dec. 16. 1916. Serial No. 67,202. Divided and this ap-

plication filed Apr. 29. 1916. Serial No. 94.419. (Cl.

97—36.)
1. In a plow, the combination of a plow-carrying frama,

a sleeve bracket pivotally mounted on the frame on a

horizontally disposed axis, a spindle Journaled in aald
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•!•« bracket so as to catter on an apiight axli. a fur-
row whe«l mounted on the lower end of the spindles, a
lever pivoted ou the frame and co^perable with the sleere
bracket so as to rock the same on Its pivot by movement
of the lever, and means connected with said spindle adapt-
ed to be brought Into locking enfCH^ement with the lever
to prevent rotative movt^ment of the spindle Id the sleeve

bracket when the frame has been moved to lowered po-
sition.

2. In a plow, the combination of a plow-carrjlng frame,
• fnrrow wheel, means connecting the furrow wheel to the
frame so that the furrow wheel may caster about an up-
right axis and may be moved to raised and lowered poal-
tions with re8i)ect to the frame, a lever mounted on the
frame and coCperatlng with said means to effect movement
of the wheel to said raised and lowered positions, and
means operating between the lever and wheel-connecting
means for automatically locking the wheel against caster-
lag when the wheel has been moved to raised position.

3. In a plow, the combination of a plow carrying frame,
a rear furrow wheel, an upright spindle upon the lower
end of which the furrow wheel la mounted, means con-
necting the spindle to the frame in such manner as to per-
mit the spindle to rock backwardly and forwardly on a
horizontally disposed axis located intermediate its ends
and to allow the wheel to caster aboat the longltndlnal
axis of the spindle, a lever pivoted on the frame and ar-
ranged to cooperate with said means for moving the spin-
dle about said borlsontal ails and means operable between
the spindle and said lever for locking the spindle to pre-
vent castering when the wheel has been raised with respect
to the frame.

4. In a plow, the combination of a plow-carrying frame,
an upright sleeve bracket plvotally mounted thereon to
swing forwardly and backwardly relatively thereto, a
spindle Journaled In the sleeve bracket, a furrow wheel
mounted on the lower end of the spindle, a lever pivoted
on the frame and engaging the sleeve bracket for rock-
ing the same on Its pivot, means fixed to the spindle for
engaging said l^ver when the furrow wheel has been moved
to raised position with respect to the frame and thereby
serving to lock the spindle to prevent castering and for
disconnecting from said lever when the wheel has been
moved to lowered position, a part pivoted on the sleeve
bracket, a part secured to the spindle and cooperating
with said pivoted part, and means yieldingly urging the
pivoted part Into engagement with the other part to yield-
ingly hold the spindle against rotation In the bracket.

5. In a plow, the combination of a plow-carrying frame.
An nprlght sleeve bracket plvotally mounted thereon to

swing forwardly and backwardly relatively thereto, a spin-
dle Journaled In the sleeve bracket, a furrow wheel mount-
ed KU the lower end of the spindle, a lever pivoted on the
frame and engaging the sleeve bracket for rocking the
same on Its pivot, means fixed to the spindle for engaging
with the lever when the furrow wheel Is moved to raised
position with respect to the frame whereby to prevent
rotatlvp movement of the spindle in Its bracket and to be
released from said lever when the wheel Is lowered, and
means cooperating between the bracket and spindle for
yieldingly resisting rotative movement of the spindle In

tha bracket.

[Claim e not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.356. LISTER - CULTIVATOR. L»wi« E. Watu.
HAS, Rockford, 111., assignor to Emerson-Brantlngham
Company. Rockford, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Aug. 7, 1916. Serial No. 113.611. {CI. 97—81.)

1. In a lister cultivator, the combination of a frame, a
pair of tool-carrying frames plvotally connected at their
forward ends on upright axes to the frame on each side of
the medial line thereof, the inner tool-carrying frame of
each pair being e<iulpped at its rear end with a disk and
the outer frame with a cultivator shovel, and means ad-
JusUbly connecting the framt's of each pair whereby the
frames may be relatively adjusted laterally and each pair
moved In unison laterally on its axis.

2. In a lister cultivator, the combination of a draft
tongue, a transverse member connected with the rear end
thereof, a pair of tool-carrying frames Independently and
plvoUlly connected at their forward ends on upright axes
to said member on each side of the tongue, the inner tool-
carrying frame of each pair being equipped at its rear end
with a disk and the outer frame with a cultivating shovel,
and operating means Including a lever, and connections
between said lever and said tool carrying frames whereby
said pairs of frames may be adjusted as a unit laterally
toward and from each other.

3. In a lister cultivator, the combination of a frame,
a transverse bar, a plurality of sleeve brackets rotatably
mounted on said bar, a tool-carrying frame plvotally con-
nected at Its forward end on an upright axis to each of
said brackets and equipped at its rear end with a culti-
vating tool whereby the tools may t>e swung vertically on
said transverse bar and horizontally on said nprlght axes.
means for maintaining the tool-carrying frames in pre-
determined relative relation with respect to lateral swing-
ing movement, and means operable between the transverse
bar and said tool-carrying frames to swing the latter
horizontally upon rocking said bar.

4. A lister cultivator comprising a draft tongue, a
transverse bar rigidly attached to the rear end of the
tongue and provided with rearwardly extending ends, a
transverse rocking bar mounted on said ends of the trans-
verse bar, a plurality of tool-carrying frames plvotally
mounted on the rocking bar, a connection between said
rocking bar and the tool-carrying frames for adjusting
the same upon rocking movement of the bar, and means
for rocking the bar.

8. In a lister cultivator, the combination of a frame,
a transvers** rucking bar mounted thereon, a cultivating
device comprising a pair of tool-carrying members Inde-
pendently plvotally mounted on the rocking bar and also
pivoted on upright axes whereby the tool-carrying mem-
bers may l)e swung laterally on said pivots and vertically
on the rocking bar. a connection between each tool-rarry-
ing member apd the rocking bar whereby the tool-carrying
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members will be moved laterally toward and away from

each other by rocking the bar. and means for rocking said

bar and holding It In fixed position.

I Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the (Jaaette.l

y

1,229.366. WEATHER BOARDING GAGE. OwiN C.

Watii.ns. Mlddletown, t»hlo, assignor of one-half to

Thomas E. Reed, Mlddletown, Ohio. Filed Dec. 18.

1916. Serial No. 1.H6.751. (CI. 33—82.)

1.229,368. DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENT. HnuMANS

W»D«a, Sr.. and Charlwi H. WoLrr, Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed Oct. 13, 1913. Serial No. 794,874. (CI. 128—48.)

A weatherboardlng gage comprising, a vertical bar hav-

ing a true straight front edge and a true straight side

tdge. a first Jaw disposed at the rear of the upper end of

the bar and projecting transversely of the side edge of the

bar. a front extension of said first Jaw having Its front

Burfa(e In the plane of th<- front edge of the bar. a second

Jaw disposed at the lower end of the bar and projecting

from the side edge of the bar a dlsUnce equal to the pro-

jection of the first Jaw from that «dge and having Its

front surface In the plane of the front edge of the bar, and

a third Jaw disposed at the rear of. the bar and project-

ing transversely of the bar In the direction opposite that

of the first Jaw and having Its lower surface In the plane

of the lower surface of the first Jaw and at right angles

to the side edge of the bar. combined substantially as set

forth.

1.229.387. APPARATUS FOR COILING MATERIAL.

William R W«bbt»r. Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to

Bridgeport Brass Company. Bridgeport. Conn., a Cor

poratlon of Connecticut. Original application filed Jan.

9 191.1. Serial No. 741,074. Divided and this appllca

tlon filed June 29, 1914. Serial No. 847,979. (CI.

242—78.)

1. In an automatic blocker, a block, means to mag-

netize the same, and a flexible carrier which wraps around

the block when the same Is magnetized and confine.< the

non magnetic material between the carrier and block; sub

Btantlslly as described.

5. In an automatic blocker, the combination of a rotary

block, a carrier, a preaser element supporting said car-

rier In conUct with the block at the lower part thereof so

that the advancing strip In l>elng fed toward the lower

portion of the block will move over said carrier, and elec-

tromagnetic means for clamping the strip to the block by

means of said carrier automatically controlled by contact

of the forward end of the strip with said carrier; sub-

stantially as described.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.

]

1. In a diagnostic Instrument including an el.ftrie-

lamp, an Incasing shell formed with a baUery cell cham

ber and at one end with a smaller chamber above and

communicating with the battery-cell chamber, the smaller

chamber having an upright wall formed with a lamp-bulb

receiving socket, a push button operable through an open

Ing In one wall of the smaller chamber and pmvlrted at

Its Inner end with an Insulating tip spaced from the ter-

minal of a lamp-bulb fitting in the socket provided there-

for in the same chamber, and a battery cell occupying the

larger chamber and having a contact-plate to project Into

the smaller chamber and lie between the Insulated Up of

the push-button and terminal of the lamp bulb, the In-

sulated tip and cell contact plate being unattached to each

other, substantially as described.

2. In a diagnostic Instrument Including an electrlc-

lamp, a shell formed with a battery-cell chamber, a lamp

bulb receiving socket formed In one wall of the shell, a

push-button operably mounted In an opening In the wall

of the shell, an insulating tip carried by the Inner end of

the push button, and a battery-cell occupying the cham-

ber of the shell and having a contact plate to project be-

tween the terminal of a lamp-bulb fitting In the socket

provided therefor and the Insulated tip of the posh button,

said conUct-plate and Insulated tip being unattached to

each other and adapted to engage one with the other and

permitting withdrawal of the cell and Its contact plate

away from the Insulated tip.

3. In a diagnostic Instrument Including an electric

lamp, a battery-cell incasing shell formed at one end with

a lamp bulb receiving chamber having an upright front

wall set bark from the front wall of the shell and pro-

vided with a lamp-bulb receiving socket, a battery cell In

the Incasing shell and circuit closure contacts, and a tUt-

able lens supported from the side of the shell to one side

and back of the front wall of the lamp-bulb receiving

chamber, substantially as described.

4. In a diagnostic instrument including an electric

lamp, a battery-cell Incasing shell elliptical in cross sec-

tion and formed at one end with a lamp-bulb receiving

chamber above the rear portion of the shell, said chamber

having an upright front wall set back from the front wall

of the shell, a clip applied to the front wall of the shell

to support a diagnostic implement, a lamp bulb extended

through the front wall of the lamp-bulb receiving cham-

ber, a battery cell In the Incasing shell provided with a

contact-plate in allnement with the terminal <if the lamp-

bulb, and a push button carrying an Insulating button in

line with the contact-plate, substantially as described.

1 229,369. HARNESS RACK. William H. WnODLn, Rain-

bow. Tex. Filed Oct. 9, 1914. Serial No. 866.877.

(CI. 21—128.)
A wagon attachment comprising a pair of hinged mem-

bers, one of said members attached to the body of a wagon.
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saM laM mentloaed member pro\'l<led with keeper mecas
for one of ttie Btandards 00 th)> niJe extension pleoex of a

wagon, and meana on the other of said members to re-

ceive and retain a harness thereon.

1,229,360. VACUUM FEED SYSTEM. PRantRicK Wbi!»-
BBUG. Detroit, Mich. Filed Nov. 18. 1»16. Serial No.
61,636. (CI. 168—36.)

1. In an apparatus of th»- kind described, a vacuum
chamber having an aperture in Its upper wall, a vacuum
producing passage, a pressure equallalng passage, a plug
closing said aperture, a pas.-agp extending vertlcallj from
aald chamber in said plug and communicating with the
vacuum producing paasagf, a passage ext.nding vertically
from said chamber in said plug and communicating with
the pressure equalizing pa.-sage, a float in said chamber,
a valve on said float adapted to close the lower end of
the first mentioned vertically extendlug passage, an out
wardly opening non-return valve adapted to close the last
mentioned vertically extending passage and a rod extend-
ing from said float into the last name<l vertically extend-
ing passage adapted to unseat said valve.

2. In an apparatus of the kind described, a vacuum
chamber having an aperture in its upper wall, a vacuum
producing pa.ssage. a pressure equalizing passage, a plug
closing said aperture, a passage extending vertically from
said chamber in said plug, and communicating with thp
vacuum producing passage, a passage •xtendlng vextlcally
in said plug and communicating with the pressure equalis
ing passage, a float In said chamber, a valve on said float
adapted to close the lower end of the first mentioned ver
tlcally extending passage, an outwardly opening non
return valve adapted to close the last mentioned vertically
extending passage and a rod extending from said float into
the last named vertically extending pas«ag<< adapted to
unseat said valvp. a passage In said plug opening to the
outer air at the side thereof and opening to ^ald equalis-
ing passage and provided with an automatic inwardly
opening check raly*.

3. In an apparatun of the kind described, a vacuum
chamber having an aperture in the upp»'r wall, a vacuum
producing passage, a pressure equalising passage, a ping
closing said aperture, a passage extending vertically from
said chamber in said plug, and communicating with the
vacuum passage, a passage extending vertically from said
chamber in said plug and communicating with the pres-
sure equalizing passaxe. a float In said chamber, a valve
on said float adapted to close the lower end of the flrst

mentioned vertically extending passage, an outwardly
opening non-return valve adapted to close the last men-
tioned vertically extending passage, and a rod extending
from said float Into the last named vertically extending
passage adapted to unseat said valve, and a fuel supply
passage In said plug opening Into said chamber.

4. In an apparatu.s of the kind described, the combina-
tion of a disk X, a bell-shaped shell secured with its open
end upon said disk and closed thereby, an Inverted bell-

shaped shell below said disk having its open end secured
against and closed by said disk, a space between said disk
and the flange of the lower bell shaped shell, and a pipe
« constituting an equalising passage communicating with
said space and with the upper portion of the chamber
formed by the flrst mentioned shell.

5. In an apparatus of the kind described, a reservoir e,

a plug extending through the lower end of said rewervoir
and a short distance upward into said reservoir, a dis-

charge orifice extending from the upper end of said plug
and adaptf'd to convey the liquid fuel to a carbureter, a
passage extending from the side of said plug at the lower
end of said reservoir and op<>ning to the outside of said
plug, and a cock located in said plug and adapted to close
elthtr one of said passages and open the other of aalA
passages.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Qazefte.]

1,229,361 MACHINE FOR TTINO VALVE - RACKS.
8«TH A. WiLLMAN, Mason aty. Iowa. Filed June 1»,

1916. Serial No. 104.502. (CI. 140—9S.)

* -v ir^.

1. A carrier having sack holders, means for Intermit-
tently moving the same, a twister having wire engaging
means, an oscillatory shuttle for engaging the wire and
traversing a path around a sack neck In the holder pre-

sented by the carrier, and mechanism for Intermittently
actuating the shuttle during the Interval of rest of the
carrier.

2. A carrier having sack holders, meana for intermit-

tently moving the same, a twister having wire-engaging
means, an oscillatory shuttle for engaging the wire and
traversing a path around a sack neck in the holder pre-

sented by the carrier, and mechanism for Intermittently
actuating the shuttle during the interval of rest of the
carrier, said shuttle having an orbital arm and a reversi-

ble body carried thereby and provided with wire-engaging
means.

8. A carrier having sack holders, means for intermit-

tently moving the same, a twister having wire-engaging
meana. an os4-lllatory shuttle for engaging the wire and
tTaverslng a path around a sack neck In the holder pre-
sented by the carrier, and raei^hanism for Intermittently
actuating the shuttle during the Interval of re«t of th«
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CftlTlcr. aald thnttle having an orbital arm, a body re-

verslbly mounte,l upon said arm. and wire cutting and

engaging nn-ans carried by said liody.

4 \ carrier having sack holders, mean* for Intermit-

tently moving the same, a twister having wire-engaging

means, an oscillatory shuttle for engaging the wire and

traversing a path around a sack neck In the holder pre

sented by tbe carrier, and mechanism for Intermittently

actuating the shuttle during the Internal of rest of the

carrier, said shuttle having an orbital arm. a clamp <-arry-

ing t>ody reverstbly mounted u<)on the arm, and means for

limiting the movement of the bo«ly relative to the arm.

fS. A carrier having sack holders, means for Intermit-

tently moving the same, a twister having wire-engaging

means, an ©dilatory shuttle for engaging the wire and

traversing a path aroun.l a sack neck In the holder pre-

sented by the carrier, and mechanism for Interniltfntly

actuating the shuttle during the interval of rest of the

carrier, said shuttle having an orbital arm, a block re

veralbly mounted upon said arm and carrying a wire-en

gaging clamp, and means for limiting the movement of

aald block relative to the arm. the same including a fol

lower pivotally connected with the block, and stops on

the latter f'>r engagement with said follower.

[ClalBS 6 to ft net printed In the nazette.]

1 229 3«1. PLAYRR PIANO. John A WB«r«. New York.

'n. Y. Filed Feb. 6. IftlTv Serial No. 6.2«M). (CT.

84—233.)

carried on the movable meml>ers of the abstracts for di-

rectly engaging the free ends of the respective rocker arms

through equal leverages. '

1.229.363. FUMEDISSEMLNWTOR.
Denver, Colo. Filed Nov. 15. 1916.

(CI. 167—3.)

Lbomdas D. Wist,
Serial No. 131,418.

1. In a player piano, the combination of a series of

abstracts, a plurality of pneumatics for actuating certain

of said abstracts, a second plurality of pneumatics for

actuating certain others of the abstracts and disposed be-

low said first named plurality of pneunmtice, rocker arms

pivotally connected to all of aald abstracts and having

their ends extended beyond the faces thereof, said rocker

arms being arrangetl In plurality at ditferent levels to

correspond to the i)lurnllty of pneumatics, and fingers

carried on the movable members of all of said pneumatics

and directly engaging the free ends of said rocker arms

respectively.

2. In a player piano, the combination of alwtracts,

hammers actuated tberet)y, a plurality of pneumatics for

actuating certain of said abstracts, another plurality of

pneumatics dispose*! belo^T said first named plurality for

actuating the remaining abstracts, rocker arms pivotally

connected to the flrst named of said abstracts and In injb-

sUntlally the same horlaontal plane with the flrst named

of aald pneumatics, other rocker nrmB pivotally connected

to the last name«i of aald abstracts and lying in substan

tlallv the sunie horizontal plane with the last named of the

pneumatim. n -upport for the flrst named of said rocker

arms, an In.'ependent support below the flrst name.1 sup-

port for the second named of said rocker arms, and fingers

1. A fume disseminator comprising a frusto-cone-shaped

casing disposed horiaontally and op«n at both ends to per-

mit a current of air to pass therethrough, an openwork

screen hlnge<l to and extending from the larger Inlet end

of mid casing, a pan extending into the casing from and

carrle«l by the lower edge of said streen. an absorbent

element resting In said pan and extending over part of the

area of the screen In the path of the air current, and a

hook at the upper edge of said Inlet end of the casing for

suspending tbe latter from a fan guard.

2. A fume disseminator comprising a casing having both

of its ends open to permit the passage of a current of air

therethrough, an openwork screen extending across the

Inlet of salil casing, an upwardly opening pocket in the

casing carried by the lower portion of said screen, and a

block of absorbent material resting at Its lower e<lge In

aald pocket and extending over part of the area of the

screen, said lower edge of the block being inclln.Ml tmns-

verselv to permit only the inner corner of said etlge to

rest on tbe bottom of the pocket, thus tilting the block

against and holding It In contact with the screen

3. A fume disseminator comprising a circular casing

open at both ends to permit the passage of a current of air

therethrough, a circular openwork screen for one end of

said casing, a circular rim for said screen hinged to the

casing, a plate extending across the lower portion of Mid

screen and secure.l to said rim. another plate <urved In

longitudinal section and straight in transverse section

ae<TJred at one of Its longitudinal edges to the inner face

of aald flrst named plate, a third plate secured to and

extending upwardly from the other longitudinal edge of

Hald second plate and forming with the aforesaid plates

a pan, and a circular block of absorbent material resting

on the second plate between the others and extending over

a part of the area of the screen.

1 229,864. METHOD OF PROVIDING SUBSTRUCTURES
FOR STRUCTURES. Lababits Whitb. New York.

N. Y. FUed Feb. 19. 1917. Serial No. 149,439. (CI.

72—77.)
1 The method of erecting buildings, which consists in

starting the building on a support, continuing the erec-

tion of the building, and progressively subjecting suitably

sunk footings to loail derived from said support.

2. The method of erecting buildings, which consists In

providing a sustaining means and support thereon ar-

ranged to provide a free space In-tween the support and

the ground, erec-ting the building progressively on said

support, nnd progressively subjecting suitably sunk foot-

ings to load derived from said support.

3. The method of constructing foundations for build-

ings, which consists In sinking a plurality of footings,

erecting the building on a suitable support, and. as BUch
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erection proceeds. proffreaslTel.r tranaferrlng the welsht of
the bnlldins to the respective footings.

4. The luethod of oonatructing foundations for balld-
Ingii, which consists in slnkins a plurality of footings,
constructing a suitable support (extending over such plu-

rality of footings, commencing the erection of the build-

ing on said support, continuing such erection, and at In-

tervals during such erection transferring load on the sup-
port to the respective footings.

5. The method of constructing foundations for super-
structures, which consists In sinking a plurality of foot-
ings, constructing a suitable support, commencing the erec-
tion of the superstructure on said support, proceeding with
the erection until the weight on the support is sufficient
to give the desired reaction. Inserting a Jack between the
support and a footing, applying load by means of said Jack
to the footing and a corresponding reaction to the sup-
port, wherebv the footing is loaded, maintaining said foot-
ing under load until settlement thereof ceaaea, inserting
columns l>etween the footing and the support, wedging the
columns to transmit the desired load to thecorrespondlng
footing without freeing the footing from load, continuing
the erection of the superstructure until ad<lltlonal weight
thereby brought on the support Is sufficient to give the
desired reaction for bringing Into bearing another footing.
Jacking down said footing and Inserting columns and
wedging as before and continuing In the same manner
until the weight of the coraplete<l superstructure ia dis-
tributed as deslreil to the footings.

1.229.366. STRUCTURAL FASTENER. C«is. W. Wi».
OAND, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed July 21, 1913. Serial
No. 780,097. (CI. 2&—181.)

1. A structural fastener comprising a tubular apaclng
member having a crimped end portion whereby holding
means la provided interiorly In said fastener.

2. A structural fastenpr comprising a tubular spacing
member having its end portions crimped and formed with
spiral indentations whereby securing screw threads are
formed upon the inner surface thereof, aald threads being
adapted to receive and hold screw threaded bolts.

3. A structural fastener and spacing member having Its

walls contracte<l and bent to form interior threads aod
formed with outwardly end flarlog portions constituting
anchoring means, said fastener forming spacing means for
the structure and cooperating bolts adapted to screw into
the ends of said member for fastening articles to said fat-

teoer.

4. The combination with forming boards, beams and ae-
(uring bolts, of a tubular structural fastening device
adapted to space said forma from each other, and having
reduced crimped end portions formed with securing
threads In the same for receiving the ends of said bolts,
and washers Inttrposed between the forms and the enda
of said fasteners.

5. A Structural forming apparatus comprising the com-
bination with forming boards and holding beaiua. of struc-
tural spacing members adapted to positively space and hold
the said boards and Ix-ams preparatory to the forming of
a concrete structure, and having reduced screw threaded
end portions forming abutment ends, beam holding plates,
and tap twits adapted to screw Into either di both enda
of said spacing menit>ers. whereby forming boards, beams
and plates may be held agalnat the enda of f>aid spacing
members according as each or all may be U8e<l.

1,229.366. APPLIANCE FOR PRESSING THE COL-
LARS OF ARTICLES OF WEARING-APPAREL. Wil-
liam WiLKii. iH-nnlstoun, Glasgow, Scotland. Filed
Mar. 19. 1917. Serial No. 165.906. (CI. 68—9.)

1. In appliancea for pressing and shrinking wearing ap-
parel, a conical stationary presser plate mounted on the
table of the machine, around which the article under
treatment is placed, a curved movable plate (or shaping
and pressing the collar of said article under treatment,
and a conical movable heated presser plate enveloping
the t>eforementioned presser plates for exerting pressure
in the pressing, operating substantially as and for the pur-

poses hereinbefore described and illustrated on the ac-

companying sheet of drawings.
2. In appliances for pressing and shrinking wearing

apparel, a framework of taper formation, a treadle In-

serted In said framework, a table surmounting said frame-
work, a stationary presser plate mounted on said table, an
overhead bracket bolted to said table, a long curved lever

mounted at Its upper end In said bracket, and Lonnecte<l at

Its lower end with the treadle bar. a depending bar piv-

oted to the upper part of said curved lev-r, a conical
movable boated plate movable above and engaging with
the stationary presser plate, means by which said movable
presser plate is raised and lowered consisting of a forked
lever pivoted to the bracket bolted to table aforesaid and
controlled by a depending weight, anri a spring fitted be-

neath the table of the machine and attached to the treadle

JUNB 13, 1917.
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bar which is designed to raise the ram or bar from engage-

ment with the stationary presser plate, substantially as

and for the purposes hereinbefore described and Illustrated

on the accompanying sheet of drawings.

1 229 367 CAR-COUPLING. John Willibon, Derby.

"England, assignor to The National Malleable Castings

Company. Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

Oct. 8, 1914. Serial So. 866.633. (CI. 213—17.)

disk to aald hub cap. In euch position that the disk

to guide a cable upon said hub cap and bub.

1 A car coupler adapted to Intercouple with couplers

of the Master Car Builders' type and of another type, said

coupler comprising n head, a movable knuckle conforming

to the Master Car Builders' contour, said coupler head

having alternative fulcrums. said knuckle being adapted

to pivot In one of said fulcrums when In operative position

and in the other of said fulcrums when In Inoperative po-

sition.
. ^ ,

2. A car coupler adapted to Intercouple with couplers

of the Master Car Builders' type and of another type, said

coupler comprising a head, and a movable knuckle con-

forming to the Master Car Builders' contour, the coupler

head having a front fulcrum and a rear fulcrum, the

knuckle being adapted to rotate about the front fulcrum

when In operative position and about the rear fulcrum

when In Inoperative position.

3 A car coupler adapted to Intercouple with couplers

of the Master Car Builders' type and of another type, said

coupler comprising a head, a movable knuckle, the coupler

head having a bifurcated Jaw In which the knuckle Is

adapted to seat, and a pWot pin to secure the knuckle In

operative position In said Jaw, the said knuckle being

adapted, upon removal of the pivot pin, to be swung out-

wardly through said bifurcation Into Inoperative position.

4. A car coupler adapted to Intercouple with couplers

of the Master Car Builders' type and of another type, said

coupler comprising s head, and a movable knuckle, the

coupler head having n bifurcated Jaw In which the knuckle

Is secured by a pIvot pin when in operative position, said

knuckle having also a rear extension upon which It Is

adapted to be moved out of operative position upon with-

drawal of the pivot pin.

5. A car coupler adapted to intercouple with couplers

of the Master Car Builders' type and ofa different type,

said coupler comprising a head, a knuckle pivoted to the

coupler head, and a gravity movable lock, said lock op-

erating In a longitudinally-extending Inclined recess and

being adapted, when the knuckle has been swung Into In-

operative position by removal of the pivot pin, to Inter-

couple with a coupler of a different type by lateral move-

ment and by overlapping of the locks.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

2 In the device of the character described, the combina-

tion with the hub cap having an angular portion, of a

disk of much greater diameter than the hub cap having an

angular recess to fit upon aald portion and means trav-

ersing said disk and the hub cap for holding the disk upon

the hub (»p.

1 229,369. KNIT FABRIC. Wallace Wilson. P»»lladel.

phla. Pa. Filed July 22, 1915. Serial No. 41.217.

(CI. 66—4.)

l.a».868. WINDING ATTACHMENT FOR VEHICLB-

WHEELS. ARTHtja O. Wilson and Cabl Oscab Olb-

aox. Valley City. N. D. Filed June 30, 1916. Serial

No. 106,890. (CI. 242—96.)

1. The combination with a vehicle wheel having a hub,

aald hub including a hub cap, of a disk of much greater

diameter than the hub cap and means for securing said

1. A vertically striped knit fabric, consisting of a suc-

cession of vertical selvaged webs, each with their selvage

loops mterknlt simultaneously with the ;-«"-';P«°^';«

selvage loops of adjacent webs. In combination with horl-

'ontal stripes In said selvage webs formed by variation

of the thread In successive courses thereof.

2 A vertically striped knit fabric, consisting of a suc-

cession of selvaged webs, each with their
';;^^ ^^JJ

mterknlt simultaneously with the corresponding selvage

loops of adjacent webs to form suture wale.. \ncom^\n^

tlon with horizontal stripes In said selvaged webs formed

by variation of the thread In successive courses thereof,

the yarn which forms the last course of a given stripe of

one selvaged web paoslng across to the ««^i"''»'°«
''^J'

"^
forming the first course of the ensuing stripe of that web.

and alone forming the loop of that course In the inter-

venlng suture wale.

1229 370. THERMOSTATIC ALARM. Emil WlNTBBEB.
'

Manchester. N. H. Filed June 21. 1916. Serial No.

104.993. (CI. 116—11.)
_ , K n

1 In a thermostatic alarm, the combination of a bell,

a striker plvotally mountetl adjacent said bell, a gear train

connected to the striker and adapted to i-ause vibration of

the same tin escapement control lever plvote«l at its center

and normally engaging said gear train to lock the same

au-alnst operation, a fixedly mounted plug socket above

the outer end of said lever, a fusible plug mounted In said

socket and engaging the said lever, a tension spring se-
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etired to the lever berw«>«»n lt« pivot point and tta outer
end, a reel moanted abore tb« lever, flexible means aecnred
to the reel so as to be wound thereon, said means being
also secured to the spring, and means for securing the
reel In rotary adJuHtnient.

2. In a thermostatic alarm, the comhtnation nf a cas-
iBv. a bell moanted within the casing, a striker adjacent
the hell, a train of gear lonnected to said striker and
adapted to vibrate the same, an escapement control lever
pivotAlly mounted intermediate its ends within the cas-
ing and having one end normally In engagement with said
gear train so as to lock the same against operation, a plug
socket fixedly mounted within the casing above the other
end of the lever, a fusible plug mounted In the socket and
confined between the same and the lever, a rotary adjust
able reel, and connections between the reel and the lever
for varying the upward presaure exerted by the lever on
the fusible plug in accordance with the adjuatment of the
reel.

3. In a thermostatic alarm, the combination of a casing,
a bell mounted within the casing, a striker plvotally
mounted adjai.-ent the bell, a gear train connected to the
striker and adapted to cause vibration of the same, an
escapement control lever pivoted intermediate its ends
having one end normally engaging said gear train so as to
lock the same against operation, a plug socket fixedly
mounted above the other end of the lever, a fusible plug
mounted in the socket and engaging the lever, a tension
spring secured to the lever Intermediate its pivotal axln
and the end thereof in engBgement with the plug, a reel
mounted above the lever, a flexible element secured to the
reel so as to be wound thereon and having its free end
•Beared to the upper end of the spring, a ratchet wheel
secured on the shaft of the reel, and a pawl mounted on
one end of the casing ami In engagement with the ratchet
wheel for securing the reel In rotary adjuatment.

1.229.371. GARMENT HANGER. G»ORr,« WoRDtvOHAif,
Milwaukee. Wis. Piled July 19, 1916. Serial No
110,107. (a. 211—18.)

1. In a pirment hanger, a shoulder member having ter-
minal portions extending In a downward direction, a sus-
pension means oonnecte-l with the said member, a trouaers
bar extending between the said terminal portions, the
said terminal portions being provided each with an open-
ing passing solely from face to face of aald portion and

the trouaera bar being provided at Ita ends with tenons
fitting the said openings, the said trouaers bar being flat
sided and disposed vertically, and securing elements driven
into the said terminal portions of the shoulder meniin-r
through the lower edges thereof and passing vertically
through the said tenons.

2. In a garment hanger, a shoulder member comprising
a flat strip formed to the required shape and having ap-
proximately vertically depending terminal portions ea. h
formed with an opening, suspension means for the shoul-
der member, a trousers t»ar extendluK between the said
terminal portions of the shoulder member, the said bar
being reduced at each end to form a tenon, and a vertl-
cally disposed shoulder at the inner end of the tenon,
the said tenons being fitted la the openings In the ter-
minal portions of the shoulder member and the aald
shoulders of the trousers bar conUctlog the inner facM
of the said terminal portions of the shoulder member, and
securing elements driven upwardly through the lower
ends of the terminal portions across the openings therein
and through the sal<l tenons, the trousers bar heing flat
slde<l and substantially vertically disposed.

1.229.372. POTATO- 1)1..GKR AND FILVFRIZEK.
PaMMiCK Weight. Summerslde. Prince Bdward Island.
Canada. Filed July 10. 1»15. Serial No. 40.313. Be^
newiHl Nov. 27. 1916. Serial No. 133.811 (CL
66—109.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a frame, of an axle plvotally mounted thereon,
wheels on the said axle, a digging mechanism plvoUlly
mounted on the frame and means for simultaneously
adjusting the axle and digging mechanism.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a frame, of a digging mechanism mounted thereon.
the said mechanism including a plow share having a V-
shaped op«>nlng therein and a plurality of vertically ex-
tending spaced plates projecting from the rear thereof,
arms extending upwardly from said share, a lever mounted
on aald frame and a rod connecting the lever and one of
the said arms.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a frame, of a digging mechanism plvotally mounted
thereon, an axle plvotally mounted on the frame, wheels
on the said axle, a frame rotatably mounted on the first
mentioned frame and having a pluralUy of fingers thereon,
means for simultaneously adjusting the digging mecha-
nism, the wheels and the said last mentioned frame.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a frame, of a digging mechanism mounted thereon,
the said mechanism Including a plow share and a plu-
rality of spaced plates extending rearwardly therefrom, a
circular frame rotatably mounte<l on the first mentioned
frame and having a plurality of fingers adapted to move
above the said plow share and means for simultaneously
adjusting the said digging mechanism and the circular
frame to vary the distance between the same.

1,229,373. FEED-CONTROLLING MEANS FOR INTER-
NAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES JoH.x O. Yaisca, Jr..
Omaha. Nebr. FUed June 8, 1916. Serial No 102417
(CI. 128—25.)
1. The combination with the intake manifold, tke ex-

haust manifold and the carbureter of an Internal combna-
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Hon engine, said carbnreter having a movable valve for

permitting hydrocartwn to pass to the Intake manifold,

of a water container, a conducting pipe In communication

with and extending above «ald water container, a valve

casing In communication with said conducting pipe, a

valve in the valve casing, a second conducting pipe com-

municating with the intake manifold »nd valve casing

and having a spirally formed part disposed In the ex-

haust manifold, a ttecond valve in the valve casing, de-

vice* connecting the second valve with the vaWe of the

carbureter for •au^'lng a movement of said second valve

colncldently with the movement of the valve of said car-

bureter.

2. In combination with the water Jacket, the intake

manifold, the exhaust manifold and the throttle rod of

the carbnreter. a conducting pipe in communication with

said water Jacket, a valve casing above the water Jacket

in c<»mmunlc«tlon with the conducting pipe, a valve In

the valve casing for the control of said conducting pipe, a

second conducting pipe traversing the exhaust manifold

and communicating with the Intake manifold and valve

casing, a second valve In the valve casing, and devices

connecting the second valve and said throttle rod for

causing actuation of said second valve when said throttle

rod Is actuated.

8. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a carbureter, an Intake manifold, an exhaust manifold,

said carbureter being provided with a rotatable valverod

for actuation of its valve, a water-container, a conduct-

ing pipe In communication with said water-container, a

valve-casing having a compartment In communication

with said conducting pipe, a valve In said valve-casing

for controlling said conducting pipe a second conducting

pipe In communication with a second compartment of

said valve-cnsing and with said Intake-manifold, said sec-

ond conducting pipe having a t>plrally formed i)art clr-

cumscrlt)ed by said exhaust manifold, a second valve In

said ralve-caslng for controlling said second conducting

pipe, a link adjustably connected at one end with aald

second valve, the opposite end of said link being connect-

ed to said carbureter valve-ro«l for actuation of aald sec-

ond valve when bald valve-rod Is rotated.

1.229.374. LIFT-DECK FOR FREIGHT-CAitf. Joseph

C. roLXOBU>OD, Atwood. Kans. Filed Feb. 12, 1917.

SerUl No. 148,289. (CI. 106—16.)

means for actuating the pistons within the cylinders to

raise the deck from the floor.

2. In a car comprising a floor, a deck adapted for sup-

port on said floor, cylinders mountetl vertically at oppo-

site sides of said deck, pistons In said cylinders, hanger

arms operatlvely connecting the pistons with said deck,

and means for actuating the pistons by a fluid pre»ror«

to raUe said deck.

6. In a car comprising a floor, a deck mounted on said

floor, cylinders mounted vertically along opposite sides

of Mild deck, pistons In said cylinders, hanger arms opera-

tlvely connecting said pistons with the said deck, a prea-

Bure medium supply tank, a force pump, a conduit con-

necting said pump with the supply tank and having a

check valve therein for preventing back flow from the

pump, a main conduit, branch conduits leading from the

main conduit to each of said cylinders, a conduit leading

from aald pump Into the main conduit and having a

check valve therein for preventing back flow to the pump,

and means for actuating the pump to force a pressure

medium from the supply tank through said conduits Into

said cylinders to actuate the pistons upwardly, for the

purpose set forth.

16. in a car of the character described, cylinders

mounted along opposite sides of said car In transverse

paired relation and having oppositely disposed vertical

slots in their upper portions, a deck mounted on said car

tloor comprising cross beams extending between aald

paired cylinders and longitudinal floor plates mounted on

said cross beams, pistons mounted In said cylinders, rods

extending upwardly from said pistons within aald cylin-

ders having apertures therethrough In allnement with the

cylinder slots for receiving locking pins, pins mounted at

the upper ends of aald rods and having ends extending

outwardly from aald cylinders and slldable In said cylin-

der slots, hanger arms suspended from said pins and con-

nected with said deck cross Ix-ams. a prassure medium
supply tank, a pump, h main dlstrlhutlUK conduit, con-

duits connecting the pump with the said supply tank and

with the distributing conduit having valves therein for

preventint' a baclt flow of the pressure medium therein,

branch conduits leading from the main conduit to each of

said cylinders, control valves In said branch conduits,

means for manually or mechanically actuating the pomp
to force a pressure medium from said tank through said

conduits to aald cylinders to actuate the pistons up-

wardly, and a drain conduit leading from said distribut-

ing conduit to said supply tank having a control valve

therein, for the purpose set forth.

rClalms 8, 4, and 6 to 16 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1. In a car comprising a floor, a deck adapted for sup-

port on wld floor, cylinders mounted vertically at oppo-

site sides of said deck, pistons In said cylinders, means
for operatlvelT connecting the pistons with said deck, and

1.2 29.37 6. CANDY-WHISTLE MACHINE. MoKKIS
ZwBBULiNG, New York, N. Y. Filed July 11. 1916. Se^^

rial No. 108.737. (CI. 107—4.)

1. In a candy whistle machine, the combination of a

suitable frame two pairs of molding rolls moanted in aald

frame, the first pair of said rolls l>elng placed one at>ove

the other and provided with two rows of companion cavi-

ties which extend peripherally around their surfaces ad-

jacent each other and longitudinal grooves In the up-

per roll connecting with the first row of mold cavitlei

on It, means for delivering sticks singly Into aald groove*,

means for driving each stick along the grooves into the

first half of the candy whistle molded in the cavities,

means for rotating said rolls with regular Intervals of

rest and motion, means to convey the molded candy with

the sticks attached to the first row, means for placing the

second row of candles on the top of the first, means for

driving a conveyer with the slightly Joined halves of the

candy whistle to and between the second pair of rolls,

said rolls being placed one above the other and haring

companion cavities which extend peripherally around their

surfaces and corresponding to the cavities of the con-

veyer and serving to press together the slightly Joined

halves of the candy whistle.

2. In a candy whistle machine the combination of •

suitable frame, two pair of rolls mounted In said frame,

the first pair «f said rolls being placed one abore the
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Other and provided with two rows of companion caTitlea
which ext(>Dd peripherally around their surfaces adjacent
each other and longitudinal grooves In the upper roll

connecting with the first row of mold cavities on it.

means for delivering sticks singly Into said grooves, means
for driving each stick along the grooves Into the first

half of the candy whistle while the rolls are at rest,

means to connect the rolls for simultaneous movement
with the same surface speed and with regular Intervals
of rest and motion, means for driving a conveyer at the
Mune surface speed as that of the first pair of rolls,

means for placing the second half of the candy whistle
upon the first and means for driving the second pair of
rolls at the same surface speed, as that of the conveyer,
•aid rolls being placed one above the other and having
companion cavities which extend peripherally aroand
their surfaces and corresponding to the cavities of tbe
conreyer.

llDrl

3. In a candy whistle machine the combination of a
•Qltable frame, a pair of rolls to mold two halve* of the
candy whistle, means for placing sticks into tbe first half

of the candy, means for placing tbe second half of tbe
candy upon the first, means for conveying the slightly

Joined candy, a pair of rolls for pressing together the
slightly Joined halves of the candy and means for carry-
ing the finished candles away thereby cooling them off.

4. In a candy whistle machine the combination of a
suitable frame, two pairs of rolls mounted in said frame
the first pair of said rolls being placed one above the
other and provided with two rows of companion cavities
which extend peripherally around their surfaces adjacent
each other and longitudinal grooves In the upper roll

connecting with the first row of mold cavities on it, said
cavities being of such a shape as to form two halves of

a candy whistle which will be formed upon folding the
halves one upon the other leaving the central hole
slightly close*!.

5. In a candy whistle machine the combination of a
suitable frame, means for forming two halves of a candy
whistle, said halves being slightly connected together, a
conveyer with cavities along one edge adapted to receive
one half of the candy with the stick Inserted into It. the
other half of the candy being engaged simultaneously by
a curved surface alongside of said conveyer In order that
it may rl.se from a horliontal position to a vertical,
where gravity will act upc.n it to drop It ui>on the first

half, means to press together the slightly Joined halve*
of the candy and means for cooling off the finished

prodQct.

1.229,376.. LOCOMOTIVE BOILER FIRK-BOX. JOHM L, '

Nicholson, Chicago, 111., assignor to American Arch
Company, New York, N Y., a Corporation of Dela-
ware. Filed Dec. 28, 1815. SerUl No. 69,017. (CL
110—87.)

1. A locomotive firebox. In combination with a refrac-

tory mass covering and protecting the throat sheet there-

of and terminating at the lower edge of the flue sheet,

and a refractory arch springing substantially from said

mass i>ut separated therefrom by a cinder opening, said

arch terminating short of tbe rear wall of the firebox

and there being a main gas passage rearward of the

arch, the function of said mass being to heat the gases
which pass through said cinder opening and protect th«
flues as described.

2. A locomotive firebox having a slanting throat sheet,
in combination with a refractory mass covering and rest-
ing upon and protecting said throat sheet and terminat-
ing at the lower edge of the flue sheet, and a refractory
arch springing substantially from said mass but sepa-
rated therefrom by a cinder opening, said arch termlnat
ing short ef the rear wall of the firebox sad there be
Ing a main gas passage rearward of the arch, the func-
tion of said mass being to ht-at the gases which pass
through said cinder opening and protect the flues as
described.

3. A locomotive firebox. Its grate, throat sheet and
water circulating tubes, In combination with a refractory
mass arranged sgalnst said throat sheet and extending
from the grate to the lower flues, and a refractory arch
supported by said tubes and springing substantially from
aid mass, but separated from said mass by a cinder
opening, said arch terminating short of the rear wall of
the firebox and there being a main gas passage rearward
of the arch, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

4. A locomotive flrehox, its throat sheet, and water
circulating tubes springing therefrom. In combination
with a refractory mass upon said throat sheet extending
both above and below said tubes, and terminating at the
lower edge of the flue sheet, and a refractory arch sup-
ported by said tubes and springing substantially from
said mass, but separated from said mass by a cinder open-
ing, said arch terminating short of the rear wall of the
firebox and there being a main gas pa.ssage rearward of
the arch, substantially as and for the purjKise described.

1,229,877. PROTECTION FOR ARCH-TTBKS. Ll
OB.&ND Pabish, Mountain view, N. J., assignor to Ameri-
can Arch Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of
Delaware. Filed Jan. 8, 1916. Serial No. 71,060. (01.
110—87.)

1. A locomotive firebox and contained group of water-
circulating arch tubes, in combination with refractory
arch bricks supported by and between said tubes, and
metal wearing clips spaced upon said tubes and providing
three-point bearings for the bricks.

2. A locomotive firebox and contained group of water-
circulating arch tubes. In combination with refractory
arch bricks supported by and between said tubes, metal
wearing clips clasped upon said tubes In spaced relations
and providing bearings for said bricks and thus relieving
the tubes from the wear of the bricks.

8. A locomotive firebox and contained group of water
circulating arch tubes, In combination with refractory
arch brkrks supported by and between said tubes, metal
wearing clips spaced upon said tubes snd providing bear-
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lags thereon for said bricks, and said clips being pro-

rlded with brick anchoring projections upon their tops,

which engage the bricks and prevent the lifting thereof

from the tubes.

1.229,378. LOCOMOTIVE-FIRE-BOX ARCH. La Oband
Pakihh. Mountalnvlew. N. J., assignor to American

Arch Company, New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of

l»elaware. Filed Jan. 8. 1916. Serial No. 71,061. (CI.

110—87.)

1. A locomotive firebox and contained group of water-

circulating arch tubes. In combination with refractory

arch bricks supported by and between said tubes, and

thin wearing strips of Initially pliable, non-meUlllc re-

fractory material Interposed between said tubes and

bricks.

2. A locomotive firebox and contained group of water-

circulating arch tubes, in combination with refractory

arch bricks supporte<l by and between said tubes, and

thin Initially pliable wearing strips composed of material

differing from both bricks and tubes, and adhesively at-

tached to the tubes to receive the wear of the bricks.

1.229.879. LOCOMOTIVE-BOILER FURNACE. Altbed

H. WiLLm, Weat New York, N. J., assignor to Ameri-

can Arch Company, New York. N. Y., a Corporation of

Delaware. Filed Jan. 8. 1916. Serial No. 71,063. (Cl.

122—68.)

The Improvement herein described, comprising a loco-

motive firebox. Its mud ring, throat sheet, and side sheets,

in combination with a cross wall In said firebox rearward

of said throat sheet, a combustion chamber being formed

between said wall and throat sheet, a fioor forming the

Iwttom of said combustion chamber, a plurality of water-

circulating arch tubes having their forward ends secured

in the side sheets at points forward of said wall and

rearward of said throat sheet, said tubes extending thence

upwardly and rearwardly beyond said wall, and an arch

extending rearwardly from said wall and composed of

refractory bricks resting upon said tubes.

1.229.880. LOCOMOTIVE FURNACE ARCH. John P.

Nbff, East Orange, N. J., assignor to American Arch

Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware.

Filed Jan. 8. 1916. Serial No. 71.064. {Cl. 110—87.)

^f^^--
The herein descrlbe<l Improvement, comprising a loco

motive firebox. Its side sheets and Inclined water-circulat-

ing arch tubes, in combination with an arch body of re-

fractory bricks supported by said arch tubes and sub-

stantially co-extensive therewith, rows of marglnal-brlcfc-

supportlng studs provided in said side sheets substantially

In the plane of said tubes, and marginal bricks, each pre-

senting an acute angled end having Its vertex against a

side sheet and having a plane surface resting upon one of

said studs, and each also presenting a diagonally opposite

acute angled end having a plane surface upon and against

the adjacent arch tube, substantially as and for the pur-

poses described.

1,229.881. LOCOMOTIVE-ARCH. ENOCH P. STIVBNS,

Chicago, 111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Ameri-

can Arch Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of

Delaware. Filed Mar. 81, 1918. Serial No. 757,822.

Renewed Jan. 10, 1916. Serial No. 71,878- (CL

110—87.)

1. In a locomotive arch construction, the combination

with a fire-box having a plurality of arch tubes extending

therethrough, of a plurality of rows of bricks supported

on said tubes, and a row of cantallver bricks extending

Into the space between each of the outer tubes and the side

sheets of the fire-box, said cantallver bricks being out of

contact with said side sheets, substantially as described.

2. In a locomotive arch construction, the combination
with a fire-box having a plurality of arch tubes extending

therethrough, uf a plurality of main rows of bricks sup-

ported on said tubes, and a row of cantallver bricks ex-

tending Into the space between each of the outer tut>es and
the side sheets of the fire-box, each of said cantallver

bricks being supported by the Joint action of the bricks

of the adjacent main row and an outer arch tube and
being out of contact with said side sheets, substantially as

described.

3. In a locomotive arch construction, the comblnatlOB

with a fire-box having a plurality of arch tubes extending

therethrough, of a plurality of main rows of bricks sup-

ported on said tubes, a row of cantallver bricks extending

Into the space between each of the outer tubes and the side

sheets of the fire-box. each of said cantallver bricks barint
a tongue extending therefrom, and means for forming

locking engagement between said tongue and the bricks of

the adjacent main row, substantially as described.

4. In a locomotive arch construction, the combination

with a flre-box having a plurality of arch tubes extending

therethrough, of a plurality of main rows of bricks sup-

ported on said tubes, and a row of cantallver bricks ex-

tending Into the space between each of tbe outer tubes

and the side sheets of the fire-box. each of ssld cantallver

bricks engaging tbe bricks of the adjacent main row and

being out of contact with said side sheet, substantially

as described.

5. In a locomotive arch construction, the combination

with a fire-box having a plurality of arch tabes extending

therethrough, of a plurality of rows of bricks supported

on said tubes, a row of cantallver bricks extending into

the space between each of the outer tubes and the side

sheets of the fire-box. said cantallver bricks being out of

contact with said side sheets, and means for preventing

lateral movement of said arcb, substantially as described

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

M
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1,229.382. WOOTBN - TYPE LOCOMOTIVE BOILER.
.lAMis T. ANTHO.MT, E*8t Orange. N. J., aulgnor to

American Arch Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corpora-

tion of Delaware. Filed Feb. 8. 1916. Serial No. 76.946.

(CI. 122—64.)

A locomotive boiler containing a firebox having a barrel

combustion chamber or extension forward of Its throat

shi'et, in c'umbinatlon with the cross water leg positioned in

the mouth of said extension, and In open communication
with the bottom and side water spaces or lega of the fire-

box, and there remaining a gas passage above the top of

said cross water leg. a plurality of water circulating arch
tubes extending upwardly and rearwardly from the ap-

proximate top of said cross water leg. and a refractory

brick arch composed of bricks supported by said tubes,

said arch extending rearwardly from said cross water leg

and from side to side of the firebox proper, substantially

and as to the purpose specified.

1,229,388. STEAM LOCOMOTIVE. Jambs T. Axthont,
East Orange, N. J., assignor to American Arch Com-
pany. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of Delaware.

Filed Feb. 8, 1916w Serial No. 76,947. (CI. 122—64.)

1. The Improvement herein described comprising a mad
ring composed of two sections arranged end to end and
one narrower than the other.

2. The Improvement herein described comprising a mud
ring composed of two sections arranged end to end and
one narrower than the other, there being an Interme^llate

cross bar which Is common to both sections.

3. The Improvement herein described comprising a

mud ring tompo9o<I of two sections arranged end to end
and one narrower than the other, there being an Interme-

diate cross bar which la common to both sections, and
said cross bar being of greater width than the other parts

of the mud ring.

4. The improvement herein described comprising a loco-

motive mud ring composed of a narrow front section of

substantially rectangular form and a substantially rectan-

gular wide rear section Integral with said front section.

5. The Improvement herein described comprising a loco-

motive mud ring composed of a narrow front section of

substantially rectangular form and a substantially rectan-

gular wide rear section integral with said front section,

and said sections together forming an obtuse angle.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^2».a«4. LOCOMOTIVE - ARCH CONSTHDCTION.
B.vocH P. Stitbhs, Chicago, 111., assignor to AsMrican
Arch Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Dela-

ware. Filed Fet). 10. 1»1«. SerUl No. 77,517. (CU
110—87.)
L. The improvf^Hent herein described comprlring the

side sheet and an arch tube of a loconotlve firebox. In

combination with a main marginal brick extending from
said tube toward said side sheet. aD<l a tubitantlally

wedge shaped key brick interpose<l between the end of said

main brick and said side sheet and forming the abutment
for the outer end of said main brick.

2. The Improvement herein described comprising the

side sheet and an arch tube of a locomotive firebox. In

combination with a marginal brick extending from said

tube toward said side sheet, and a substantially wedge
shaped key brick interposed between the end of said main

brick and said side sheet and forming the abutment for the

outer end of said main brick and the abutting portions of

said bricks being Interlocked, substantially as described.

3. The iinprovemeut here'n describeil comprising the

side sheet and arch tube of t locomotlTe firebox. In combi-

nation with a main marginal brick extending from said

tube toward said side sheet, and a substantially wedge
tihaped. stepped, adjustable key brick Interposed l>etween

the end of said main brick and said side sheet and form-

ing the abutment for the outer end of said main brick.

4. The improvement herein described comprising the

side sheet and arch tube of a locomotive firebox, in com-

bination with a main marginal brick extending from said

tube toward said side sheet, and a substantially wedge
shaped. steppe<1, adjustable key brick interposed between

the eiMl of said main brick and said side sheet and form-

ing the abutment for the outer end of said main brick and
the abutting portions of said bricks being Interlocked,

substantially as described.

5. .\ marginal arch brick supplement, comprising a >mb-

stantlally wedge shaped, steppe«l key brick, having an In-

terlocking groove In its brick abutment face, substan-

tially as de8crlt>ed.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.886. WO<rrEX TYPE FIRE BOX. ALraiD H. WiL-

LKTT. West .New York. N. J., assignor to American Arch

Company, .New York, N. Y., a Corporation of I>eiaware.

Filed Feb. 11. 1916. Serial No. 77.642. (CI. 110—87

1. A locomotive firebox having a conibtistlon chamber
extension forward of its grate and throat sheet, in com-

bination with an upright refractory wail erected on the

floor and against the slde^ of said extension, said wall be-

ing composed of a plurality of radlaflji' positioned sector

bricks and a central key brick.

2. \ locomotive firebox having a combustion chambei
extension forward of Its >rrate and throat sheet. In combi-

nation with an upright refractory wail erected on the floor

and against the sides of said extension, said wall being

composed of a plarallty »f radially positioned rectoi

bricks and a central key hrick, an'' aid key brick serving

to lnteri4>ck the sector bricks.

8. A locomotive firebox having a ct^mtoustlun chamber
extension forward of Its ^rate ami throat sheet, La combl-

aation with an upright refractory wail erected on the floor

and against the sides of said extension, said wall l>eing

composed of a plurality of radially positioned sector

bricks and a central key brick, the latter comprising com-

plementary halves.

4. A locomotive firebox having a combnstion chamber
extension forward of its grate and throat sheet. In combi-

nation with an upright refractory wall erected on the floor

I
and against the sides of said extension, said wall being

composed of a plurality of radially positioned and Inter-

locked sector bricks and a central key brick, the latter

comprising complementary interlocked halves.

5. A locomotive flrel)oi having a combustion chamber
extension forward of Its grate and throat sheet. In combi-

nation with an upright refractory wall erected on the floor

and against the sides of said extension, said wall being

composed of a plurality of radially positioned sector

bricks and a central key brick, the latter comprising com-

plementary halves abutting on a vertical plane.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,886. WOOTBN - FIRE • BOX ARCH. ALra«i> H.

WiLLrrr, West New York, N. J., assignor to American

Arch Company. .New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of r>ela-

ware. Filed Feb. 11, 1916. Sertal No. 77,648. (Cl.

122—71.)

1. A locomoMve boiler firebox having a barrel combus-

tion chamt>er or extension and bavlnir a throat sheet

which rises at the sides of said extension. In combination

with Inclined arch tubes which extend rearwardly from

the portions of said throat sheet at the sides of said ex-

tension, other arch tnbes extending upwardly and rear-

wardly from the floor of said extension, a refractory cross

wall in said extension and an arch body composed of

bricks supported by said tubes.

2. A locomotive l)oller firebox having a barrel combus-

tion chamt>er or extension and having a throat sheet at

the sides of said extension. In combination with incllne<I

arcb-brlck-supportlng water-circulating tubes which ex-

tend rearwardly from said throat sheet at the sides of

said extension, said tubes being curved upwardly adjacent

said throat sheet, saddle bricks fitted upon the curved

portions of said tubes, a croaa wall In said extension, and

a refractory arch IkkIv which extends from one said tube

and Its saddle brick to the other tube and saddle brick.

3. A locomotive t>oiler flret)oi having a barrel combus-

tion chaml>er or extension and having a throat sheet

which rise* at the sides of said extension. In combination

with inclined arch supporting water circulating tubes

which extend rearw.'xrdly from the portions of said throat

aheet at the sides of said extension, said tubes being curved

upwardly adjacent said throat sheet, saddle bricks con-

formed to and resting upon respective curved portions of

said tubes, other arch tul)es extending upwardly and rear-

wardly from the floor of said extension, a refractory croas

wall In said extension and an arch body composed of

bricks supported by all said tubes and said saddle bricks.

4. A locomotive boiler firebox having a barrel combus-

tion chamber or extension and having a throat sheet

which rises at the sides of said extension, In combination

with inclined arch tubes which extend rearwardly from

the portions of said throat sheet at the sides of said ex-

tension, a refractory cross wall In said extension and a re-

fractory arch l)ody having parts supported by said tubes.

289 O. G.—2«

1,229.887. AIR-ADMISSION WALL FOR LOCOMOTIVE
FIRE-BOXES. Alfred H. Wili*tt, West New York.

N. J., assignor to American .Arch Company. New York,

N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Feb. 11, 1916.

SerUl No. 77.644. {C\. 110—76.)

1. A firebox cross wall and its refractory coping brick,

together containing an air duct and a lateral discharge

opening, in combination with a metal deflector smaller

than, and arrangefl In. and spaced from the walls of said

opening and guarding said coping brick, substantially as

described.

2. A firebox cross wall and Its refractory coping brick,

together containing an air duct and a lateral discharge

opening, in combination with a metal deflector arranged In

said opening and guarding said coping brick, and said de-

flector being formed to interlock said coping brick and

wall, subsuntlally as described.

3. A firebox wall body containing an air duct. In com-

bination with a coping brick containing a cavity that

forms a lateral discharge opening for said duct, a metal

deflector positioned in said cavity and smaller than the

same but lnterlocke<l with said coping brick and said de-

flector having a tubular shank in said duct, and whereby

the coping brick is Interlocked with said wall body.

1,229,3K8. LOCOMOTIVE - ARCH. Li; Grand PARiaH,

Mountalnvlew. N. J., assignor to American Arch Com-

pany, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware.

Filed Feb. 11, 1916. Serial No. 77,645. (Cl. 110—87.)

1. A locomotive firebox archbody-hrlck. having diag-

onally opposed socketed ends. In combination with arch

tubes supporting said ends, a firebox side sheet adjacent

one of said tubes and a marginal brick having Us Inner

end shaped to fit the opposed socket of the body-brick and

held therein while Its outer end rests against said side

sheet, as and for the purposes described.

2. A locomotive arch-body-brlck having diagonally op-

posed arch tube sockets In its ends and also provided with

diagonally opposed Inclined end surfaces, as and for the

purposes described.

8. An arch-body-brlck having .liagonally oppose«l arch

tube sockets In its ends and also provided with diagonally

opposefl Inclined end surfaces, each said inclined surface

being transversely curved, as and for the purposes de-

scribed.

4. An arch-l>ody-brlck having diagonally opposed arch

tube sockets In Its ends and also provided with diagonally

opposed Inclined end surfaces, each said socket containing

a recess and each said Inclined surface being transversely

curved, as and for the purposes described.

5. .\n arch-body-brlck having diagonally opposed arch

tube sockets In Its ends and also provided with diagonally

111

I
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opposed inclined surfaces, and a carred surface, o*,

merglnff each inclined surface with the respective ex-

treme end of the brick, as and for the purposes descrll)ed.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oaxette]

1,229^389. MARGINAL BRICK. Enoch P. Stbtbns,

Chicago, III., assignor to American Arch Company, New
York. X. Y.. a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Feb. 11,

1916. Serial No. 77,M6. (Cl. 110—87.)

.<

&
1. A marginal brick for locomotive fire-box arches bar-

ing its bottom substantially conformed to a single arc of

a circle extending from end to end thereof, save that the

inner end of said brick is provided with a downtamed
bearing-rib for co-action with an arch tube and the end of

an «r<h body brick thereon.

2. A marginal arch brick of crescent-Ilke form in side

elevation and having its inner end formed for engagement
with the top of an arch tube and the end of an arch body
brick.

3. A marginal arch brick of crescent-like form In side

elevation and having a bearing rib at Its inner end adapted
for engagement with the top of an arch tube and the

end of an arch body brick thereon.
4. A marginal arch brick of crescent-like form having a

middle bearing rib on its bottom and at its inner end
provided with a bearing rib at right angles to said middle
rib whereby the Inner end of said brick is adapted for

support by an arch tube and for engagement with an arch
iKKly brick resting thereon.

5. A marginal arch brick of crescent like form baring a

middle bearing rib on its bottom and at its inner end pro-

vided with a bearing rib at right angles to said middle
rib adapting said end for engagement with the top of an
arch tube and an arch body brick thereon, and the inner
end of said brick being forme<l at an obtuse angle to the

top of the brick whereby the inner end of said brick is

adapted for support by an arch tube and engagement with
an arch body brick resting thereon.

1,229,390. LOCOMOTIVE-ARCH. Enoch P. 8t»v»n»,
Chicago, 111., assignor to American Arch Company, New
York, N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware. Original appli-

cation ttled Mar. 31. 1913, Serial No. 757,822. Renewed
Jan. 10. 1916. Serial No. 71,878. Divided and this ap-
plicaUon filed Feb. 11, 1916. Serial No. 77,647. (Cl.

110—87.)

es-

«5 '*'
«P«:»

1. In a locomotive arch construction, the combination
with a fire-box having a plurality of arch tubes extending
therethrough, of a plurality of main rows of bricks sup-

ported on said tubos, and a row of cantaliver bricks in

the space between each of the outer tubes and the side

sheets of the fire-tK>x. each of said cantaliver bricks belns

supported by the bricks of the adja<-ent main row, and

being out of contact with said side sheets, substantially as

described.

2. In a locomotive ai;ch construction, the combination
with a fire-t>ox having a plurality of arch tut>es extending
therethrough, of a plurality of main rows of bricks sup-

ported on said tultes. a row of cantaliver bricks ip the

space between each of the outer tubes and the side sheets

of the fire-box ; said row of cantaliver bricks being sup-

ported by the bricks of the adjacent main row and being

out of contact with said side sheets, and means for pre-

venting lateral movement of said arch, substantially as

described.

3. In a locomotive arch construction, a flret>ox side sheet

and a water-circulating arch tul>e adjacent thereto, in

combination with a main arch brick and a cantaliver

brick separably Interlocked with and upon the end of said

main brick.

4. In a locomotive arch construction, a firebox side sheet

and a water-cirtulatlng arch tut>e adjacent thereto, in

combination with a main arch brick an<i a cantaliver brick

booked upon the end of said main brick above said tube.

6. In a lof'omotlve arch construction, two main bricks

arranged side by side as upon an arch tube, in combination
with a cantaliver brick having its end in abutment with
both said main bricks and hooked upon both.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<l in the OMzette.]
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male so that wh«n tbc two button* t>nga(e the troa*«r«
are folded along the correct crease Hue.

2. In a pair of tronsern the cooihtoatlon of two bnttons
each adapted for use (•••parately for ««eriirlng the braces,

one provided with a male part baring an external periph-

eral groove and the other formed female and having an
Internal wire spring adaptetl to co-act with thf aforemen-
tioned groove so that when the two battons are thus en-

gaged the tronaers are folded along the correct creaae

line.

1,229,396. POWDER DISPENSING DEVICE. Nuhola.s
AiTDKBs and EnwAju> ArfDRSfi, Denver. Colo. Filed Jan.

1«. 1916. Serial No. 72.»87. (CT. 221—105.)

1. A powder-dlspenslng device comprising a container-

member having an opening in Its bottom, a straight rod-

member slidlngly fitted in said opening and normally clos-

ing the same, said rod-member having a series of powder-
carrying recesses spacefl longitudinally along the same
and normally dli4pose<l within the container-member, and
means for mounting said device so as to permit of a ver-

tical movement of one member relative to the other,

whereby one or more of said reoesttes pas« through said

opening and outside the container-member.
2. A powder-dispensing device comprising a container-

member having an opening In Its bottom, a Htraigbt rod
member slidingly fitted in naid opening and normally
closing the same, said ro<l-niemt>er having a series of
powder-carrying recesses space<I lungitudiaally along the
same and normally dl.'iposed within the oontaiaer-member,
means for mounting said device so as to permit of a ver-

tical movement of one member relative to the other, whare-

by one or more of said recesses pass through said opening
and outside the container-mem her, and adjustable means
for varying the extent of said movement according to

the number of recesses It Is desired to pass outside the

container-member.

1.229,8»7. PKOC'ESS AND APPARATUS FOR DRYING
EDIBLE PASTES. Albmt M. Atstin Plermont. N. Y.

Filed May 5. 191n, .<,>rlal No. 35fl.<Ws R«newed Nov.
11. 19I«. SerUl .No. l*«.S»2«t. (CI. »4—.39.

»

1. In a drying appiiratiifs the conbtaatloo with a recep-

tacle containing the j;o«^l»i to be drl»"<|. of a rotating fan

harlng its sactlon and dlsrharge commnnlcatlng with tb«
interior of tald receptacle, and means operated with the
fan for directing the discharge of said fan against differ-

ent portions of the goo<ls alternately and for different

periods of time, nald means Including a device for con-
trolling the period during which the current U directed
against each end of the goods.

2. In the art of drying open endetl tiibalar edible paste,
the proceM which consists In constantly circulating a body
of drying air about the tubes of paite. said air being al-

ternately forced into and drawn from each end of the
tubes, the forcing of the air into one end of the tubes tak-

ing place substantia My slmuitaneouMly with the drawing of

the air from the opposite en<l of the tub*>«. the air being
directed against one end of the tubes for a long*T period
of time than against the opposite enrl whereby the air is

progressively advanced through the tubes.

8. In a drying apparatoa. the combination with a recep-

tacle Btibatantially divided into two compartments by the

goods to be dried, of an air circulating device having an
intake and an exhaust, a pair of conduits leading from
said Intake, one conduit to each of said compartments and
a pair of conduits leading from said exhaost, one to each
of said compartments, a valve in each of said conduits an<l

a means coupled with said valves for simultaneously open-
ing one compartment to the exhaust whlU opening the
other compartment to the intake and closing the first men-
tioned compartment to the Intake while rioaing said other
compartment to th» exhaust.

4. In a drying apparatus, the combination with a recep-

tacle subatantiaily divided into two compartments by the

goods to be dried, of a fan, a pair of conduits leading from
the discharge of the fan, one conduit to each of said com-
partments and a second pair of conduita leading to the

suction of the fan. one conduit from each of said compart-
ments, a valve for each of said conduits, a cam. means
connecting said cam with each of said valv^a for simulta-
neously opening one compartment to the suction while

opening the other compartment to the discharge of the

fan and closing the first mentioned compartm«»nt to the
dlHcbarge of the fan, whil^ closing said other cx>mpart-
m^nt to the auction of the Can and a drlviog meaan coo-

pied with said cam and said fan.

1,229,898. CAR -TRUCK. Fra.nklin L. BARBxa and
CBARUia 8. Walton. Cbicago. IIL. aaaigaors to Stand-
ard Car Truck Company. Chicago, III., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Apr. 2S, 1917. Serial No. 1«5,077.

(CI. 106—244.)
1. In a car truck, the combination with ^Ide frames and

Journal boxes, of e<iualiilng levers Intermediately ful-

crumed on the Journal boxes, abutments between the otiter

ends of the equalizing levers and side frames, bell-crank

levers having one of their arms connected to the inner ends
of said equalizing levers, and compression springs Inter-

posed between the other arms of the b*'ll-crank levers.

2. In a ear truclc, the comt)lnatlon with side frames and
Journal l>oxes. of equalising levers latermedlately fnl-

crumed on tlie Jonroal boxes, springs affording abutments
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interposed between the outer ends of the equalizing levers

and side frames, b.ll-crank levers havin;: one of their

arms connected to the inner ends of said equalixlng le

vers, and compression springs Interposed between the other

arms of the bell-crank levers.

f

3. In a car truck, the combination with side frames and

Journal boxes, of equalizing levers Intermediately ful

crumed on the Journal tnixes, abutments between the outer

ends of the equalising levers snd side frames, bell-crauk

levers, links conne( ting one of the arms of the bell crank

levers with the inner ends of the equalizing levers, and

compression springs Interposed between the other arms of

said bell-crank levers.

(Claims 4 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.!

web and feeding them one at a time into position to be

sssodated with the assembled plurality of groups of

sheets cut from the previously printed web snd means for

submitting the same to a plurality of folding operations,

6 Folding .yllnders, means for cutting a sheet from a

previously printed combined cover and center page Insert

web an.l feeding it to one of the folding cyUnders, means

for cutting a group of sheets from another previously

printed web and feeding It to said folding cyUn**"-

means for associating said group with said combined

cover and center page insert sheet and means for folding

the so associated sheets together.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,229,400.
Midland,
131.029.

1229 399. COMBINED COVER AND CRNTER-PAGE-
*

INSERT SHEET FEEDING AND FOLDING MECHA-
NISM. HowAHD M. lUaBBR. Stoulngton, Conn., as

slgnor. by mesne asslgnmenU, to C. B. Cottrell k Son^

Company, New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of DeUware.

Filed Oct. 2, 19<>«. Serial No. 887,101, (01. 270—44.)

1. Means for cutting a sheet from a previously printed

combined cover and center page insert web, feeding means

for said sheet, means for cutting a group of sheets from

another previously printed web. feeding means for said

group, means for associsting the o.mblned cover sad

center page insert sheet with the ssld group of sheets and

means for submitting the same to a plarality of folding

operation*.

2. Means for cutting a sh«et from a preAloosly prlnte«l

combined cover and center page insert web. feeding m«ans

for said sheet, means for cutting a plurality of groups of

sheets from another previously printed web. feeding means

for said groups, means for nssoriating the combined cover

and center page insert sheet with the said groups of

sheets, snd means for submitting the same to a pluraUty

of folding i»perations.

3. Means for cutting a sheet from s previously printed

comt>lne<l cover and center page Insert wet., means for

feeiiing said sheet to a predetermined point, means for

cutting a group of sheets from another previously printed

web and feeding it to said predetermined point, means

for associating said group with the combined cover and

center page insert sheet, and means for submitting the

same to a plurality of folding operationa.

4. .Means for .uttlng and feeding a pltirallty of groups

of sheet* from a web fed from n press, to a predeter-

mined point, means for cutting sheets from a roll of pre-

viously printed combined cover and center page insert

WINDOW -SCREEN. Hisav Baikmcht.
Mich. Filed Nov. 13, 1916. Serial No.

(CI. 156—39.)

1 A folding screen, comprising in combiuation. oppos

lug end sections and intermediate sections which are

relatively slldabie, a roller carried by one of the end sec-

tions a length of screening mounted on the roller and

secured within the opposing section, serrated locking

wheels carried by the roller and extending beyond the

sides of the sections, and a spring bar carried by the sec^

tlon and having its ends resiliently engaged In said

wheels.

2. A folding screen, comprising in combination, oppos

ing end sections and intermediate sections which are

relaUvely slldabie. a roller carried by one of the end sec-

tions a length of screening mounted on the roller and

secured within the opposing secUon, serrated locking

wheels carried by the roller and extending beyond the

sides of the section, a spring bar c-arrted by the section

and having ita ends resiliently engaged in said wheels,

and locking devices for expanding the parts into window

engaging position.

1.229.401. I>RILL-GEAK1N<;. S.\Mt f L D. Black, Balti-

more and ALOxao G. Dbckeb, Orangeville, .Md. Filed

Mar 23. 1916. Serial No. 86,287. (CI. 74—26.)

1. A power drill comprising a casing, a motor within

said casing, a chuck spindle extending Into said casing,

and driving connection between ssld spindle and the driv-

ing element of said motor, loc«te«l within said casing and

comprising two frictlonally <onne<ted disks, the perlp' ery

of one of which engages a face of the other, means to ,*hlft
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II

one of said disks with respect to the other to vary the
q>eed ratio of the said chuck eplndle with respect to that
of said motor element, vanes on one of said disks arranged
to create a flow of air within said casing past said motor,
said casing being provided with intake and outlet passages
for said air.

2. A portable power drill comprising a casing, a motor
within said casing, a chuck spindle extending Into said
casing, and driving connection between said npindle and
the driving element of said motor, located within aaid
casing anil comprising two frictionally connected disks,

the periphery of one of which <>ngage8 a face of the other,
supporting handles secured to xahl casing, and means to
shift one of said disks with respect to the other to vary
the speed ratio of the said chuck spindle with respect to
that of said motor element, said shifting means including
hand controlled actuating means located adjacent one of
said handles.

3. A portable power drill comprising a casing built up
of separable sections or compartments, one of which con-
stitutes a central section open at each end, and the other
two of which constitute end sections removably attached
to the respective ends of the central section and opening
thereinto, an electric motor mounted in the central sec-
tion, a chuck spindle extending Into one of the end sec-
tions, a pair of frictionally connected dlsk.4 within said
casing, one of which Is driven by the driving element of
said motor, and the other of which is geared to said chuck
spindle, the periphery of one of said disks engaging a
face of the other of said disks, and means to move one of
said disks toward and away from the axis of roUtion of
the other disk for changing the ratio of the speed of aaid
spindle with respect to that of said motor element

4. A portable power drill comprising a casing, an elec-
tric motor mounted in said rasing and having a hollow
armature shaft, a chuck spindle extending into said cas-
ing, a pair of frictionally connected disks within said
casing, one of which Is driven by the driving element of
said motor, and the other of which is geared to said chuck
aplndle. the periphery of one of said disks engaging a
face of the other of said disks, a hand grip secured to aaid
casing, and means Including a rod having one end adja-
cent said hand grip and extending into the tore of said
armature shaft to move one of said disks toward and
away from the axis of roUtion of the other disk for chang-
ing the ratio of the speed of said spindle with respect to
that of said motor element.

5. A portable power drill comprising an electric motor
having a hollow armature shaft, a chuck spindle, a pair
of frictionally connected disks, one of which is driven by
the driving element of said motor, and the other of which
Is geared to said chuck spindle, the periphery of one of
aaid disks engaging a face of the other of said disks, and
means Including a rod extending Into the bore of said
armature shaft to move one of said disks toward and
away from the axis of rotation of the othtr disk for
changing the ratio of the speed of said spindle with re-
spect to that of said motor element.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.402. COMPARTMENT OR TICKET DRAWER.
Lbo.n.\rd J. Bladm. Chicago. 111., assignor to National
Ticket Case Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of
Illinois. Filed July 17, 1912. Serial No. 709,880
(Cl. 48—7.)
1. The combination of a drawer having a compartment,

and a holder slldable therein and comprising a forwardly-
«xtending overhanging strip adapted to hold the articles
down within the compartment and side flanges adapted to
hear against the side of the compartment.

2. The combination of a drawer having a compartment
provided with shoulders along Its sides, and a holder
aiidable therein and comprising a strip having along the
•>pposlte edges of its bottom upwardly-bent side flanges
a<lapted to engage under said shoulders whereby the
bolder Is normally locked against disengagement and
Adapted to slide within the compartment.

3. The combination of a drawer having a compartmeBt,
and a holder slldable therein and comprising a bottom
having opposite upturned flanges bearing against opposite
walls of aaid compartment, an end wall rising from said
bottom and a flange on the end wall extending over said
bottom.

4. The combination of a drawer having a compartment
provided with a horiiontal shoulder on the Inner face of
its side walls, and a holder slldable therein and comprising
a bottom having opposite upturned and normally out-
wardly flared flanges bearing against said wails and en-
gaging under said shoulders, an end wall rising from said
bottom and a flange thereon extending over said bottom.

1,2 2 9,408. STRIP SERVING DEVICE. Philip W.
BUAKi, Boston. Mass.. assignor to National Binding
Machine Company. Boston, Mass., a Corporation of
Maine. Filed Jan. 2, 1909. Serial No. 470.467. (Cl
91—U.S.)

1. A strip serving apparatus comprising a strip support
from which the strip may be served by draft by the op-
erator, strip severing means, a reservoir, a primary mois-
tener in operative relation to the reservoir and to the strip,
and a supplemenul molstener also in operative relation
to the reservoir, thereby to obUin liquid therefrom and
having means to present said molstener to the strip In
such manner as to effect an even distribution of the liquid,
to supply lacking liquid, and to remove excess liquid.

2. A strip >»ervlng apparatus comprising a strip support
from which the strip may be served by draft by the op-
erator, strip severing means, a reservoir, a primary mola-
tener in operative relation to the reservoir and to the
strip, a supplemental molstener also in operative relation
to the reservoir thereby to obUln liquid therefrom and
having means to present said molstener to the strip in
such manner as to effect an even distribution of the liquid
and to remove excess liquid, to supply lacking liquid, and
means to hold said supplemental molstener in fixed posi-
tion.

8. A strip serving apparatus comprising a strip support
from which the strip may be aerred by draft by the op-
erator, strip severing means, a reaervoir. a rotatable pri-
mary molstener, and a fixed secondary molstener for the
purpose set forth, both said moisteners being operatlvely
positioned with respect to said reservoir to obtain liquid
therefrom.
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4. A atrip serving apparatus comprising a atrip support

from which the strip may be served by draft by the op-

erator, strip aevering means, a reservoir, a rotatable mols-

tener, and a fixed supplemental molstener having adjust-

ing means, both said moisteners being operatlvely posi-

tioned with respect to said reservoir to obtain liquid there-

from.
8. A strip serving apparatus comprising a strip support

from which the strip may be served by draft by the op-

erator, atrip severing means, a reservoir, a primary mols-

tener, and a fixed supplemental molstener having adjust-

ment means therefor, both said moisteners being opera-

tlvely positioned with respect to said reservoir to obtain

liquid therefrom.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,229.404. TRACTION WHEEL. Leopold 8. Bold. La

Farge. Wis. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No. 132,012.

(Cl. 21—207.)

said cylinders and having ports communicating with each

of said cylinders and adapted for the admission of gases

to and the discharge thereof from said cylinders and hav-

ing other ports leading respectively to inlet and exhaust

passages, and a cyllndrt<al valve rotatably mounted In

said casing and having passages formed therein arranged

to register with said ports so as to successively open

communication between said cylinders and the respective

inlet and exhaust passages, said casing having a longi-

tudinally disposed oil passage extending substantially

throughout the length thereof and having slots elongated

In the direction of said oil passage and providing com-

munication between said passage and the periphery of said

valve substantially throughout that part of the valve

which is intermediate said valve passages, said casing also

having a plurality of oil supply ducts connecting with

said oil passage at points Intermediate said elongated

slote through each of which oil is adapted to be con-

tinuously supplied to said passage.

1. In a traction wheel the combination of Inwardly con-

verging spaced rims provldeil with cross cleats and

adapted to compact aoft ground toward the central plane

of the wheel, and a series of Inwardly concaved webs be-

tween said rims adapted to compact ground between the

rims transversely to the cleats.

2. In a traction wheel the combination of inwardly

converging spaced rims and a series of hypocycloldal

webs between the rims, the rims and webs adapted to

compact soft ground on which the wheel bears in direc-

tions transverse to each other.

3. In a traction wheel the combination of Inwardly

converging spaced rims, and hypocycloldal webs between

the rims, having on their outer sides faces diverging In-

wardly and laterally from the central plane of the wheel,

lateral openings being left between the webs and rims

for the escape of soft ground.

4. In a traction wheel the combination of a pair of

Inwardlv converging spaced circular rims, a series of

hypocycloldsl webs located between the rims and form-

ing at their Intersections transverse cleat- extending

across and outwardly beyond the rims.

5. In a traction wheel the combination of a pair of

Inwardly converging spaced rims, a aeries of hypocy-

cloldal webs located between the rims and forming at

their Intersections outwardly extending cleats across the

treads of the rims, and transverse cleats extending out-

wardly from the central portions of the weba across the

treads of the rims.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

1 229 405. ROTARY VALVE FOR INTERNAL COMBUS
TION ENGINES. Charles M. Bradlbt, Harvey, 111..

assignor of one-half to James B. Ellis. Harvey. 111.

Filed Dec. 19. 1914. Serial No. 878.062. (Cl. 123—59.1

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a plurality of cylinders, a valve mslng extending across

3. In an internal combustion enjiine. the combination

of a cylinder, a valve casing having separate inlet and ex-

haust ports and a common port for the admission of gases

to and the discharge thereof from the cylinder, a hollow

cylindrical valve rotatably mounted In said casing and

having a passage formed therein adapted to successively

open communication between said common port and said

inlet and exhaust ports, a water Jacket surrounding said

valve casing and communicating with the water Jacket

of said cylinder, said cylindrical valve communicating at

oiie end with the water jacket of said v«lve casing and

forming the outlet passage for the cooling fluid, and means

for packing the ends of said valve for preventing the

leakage of cooling fluid from said water Jacket into said

engine cylinders, said casing having grooves formed there-

in inwardly of said packing means and having a duct lead-

ing therefrom to the outside whereby any seepage of cool-

ing fluid through said packing is drained away.

4. In an internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder, a valve casing having separate Inlet and ex-

haust ports and a common port for the admission of gases

to and the discharge thereof from the cylinder, a hollow

cylindrical valve rotaUbly mounted In said casing and

having a passage formed therein adapted to successively

open communication between said common port and said

inlet and exhaust ports, a water Jacket surrounding said

valve casing and communicating with the water Jacket

of said cylinder, said cylindrical valve communicating

at one end with the water Jacket and forming the out-

let passage for the cooling fluid, packing glands threaded

externally so as to screw into said valve, nn annular

flange on said glands adapted to fit into the adjacent

part of said valve casing and engage packing between

said flange and the end of said valve, said water Jacket

having openings In the rear wall thereof in allnement

with said valve seat through which said glands are adapt-

ed to be lnserte<I or removed, plates for closing said

openings, and plugs threaded into said plates and adapt-

ed to be removed to permit said glands to be reached for

adjustment.
[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1229 406. ICE-CREEPER. Rat A. Brehm. Palmyra. Pa.
'

Filed Mar. 21, 1917. Serial No. 156.399. (Cl. 36—63.)

1. A creeper of the character described comprising a

sole section and a heel section, provided with sole and
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heel claaiping members respectively, the clamping nxfrn-

bera beioc slotted and the sections having pins passing
through K«id slots, thf arrangement being such that the

clamping members may be iongltudinally or pivotally

adjusted, calks mounted upon the heel and sole sectioDs.

and tttraps for engaging the creeper with the !«hoe.

4. In a creeper of the character Uescrlbeil, a sole sec-

tion and a heel section, each formed of a relatively thin

metallic plate and each formed with a tang, the tangs ex-

tending toward each other and being pivotally and slld-

Ingly connectetl, clamps mounted upon the sole section

at opposite sides thereof and adjustable toward or from

each other, a strap coDDcctlng said claaps. heel clamps

mounted upon the bed section and adjustable toward
or from each other, a strap engaging said clamps, rela-

tively thick calk supporting plates riveted to the bottom
of the heel section and of the sole section respectively and
having screw threaded openings, and calks having screw-

threaded shanks engageable in said openings and havint;

shoulders bearing against the ander faces of said plates.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed lu the Oaiette.]

1,229,407. INSULATINO-FLOOR. ALraiD G. Bsowv,
Los Angeles, Cal.. assignor to Union Fibre Company.
Winona. Minn., a Cori>oratiou of Minnesota. File<l

Apr. 17, 1914. Serial No. 832,506. (CI. 20—6.)

0. An insulating floor for refrigerator ears comprising
in combination, side sills, sills arranged at intervals be

tween said side sills, sheets of waterproofed heat Insulat-

ing matfrisl cut and fitted to the spaces l)etween all of

said sills. Including the side sills, sections of said Insalat

ing material also cut and fitted upon nld lills and pro-

riding bearing surfaces above the lev^l of the Insulating

material t>etween the sills, and a finish floor laid upon
said bearing surfaces.

7. .\n Insulating floor for refrigerator cars, comprising

in combination, side sills, sills arranged at intervalH be-

twf'en j«alil side sills, said side sills having recessed shoul-

ders forming bearing surfaces in allnement with thf

upper surfaces of said intervening sills, sheeted, water-
proofed, heat Insulating material rut and fltted to the

spaces between all of said sills tnclnding the side sills,

sections of said insulHtlng niHterlal also cut and fltted to

said bearing surfaces upon the side sills and the upper

surfaces of the other sills, and covering the same, a tliior

tng laid over said insulating material on said sills and

receaaed shoulders. Mid floorlag and the Insulating mate-
rial upon said recessed shoulders forming nn insulating
Joint with the side construction of the car.

[Claims 1 to 5 not printed In the (iatette.J

1,229.408. COMBINATION - CLAMP. Stetc Bcllcm,
Tulaa, Okla. Filed Nov, 27. 1916. Serial No. 138,676.
(CI. 24—136.)

A clamp of the type described, including a pair of hinged
Jaws, with m»*ans for the retention thereof in clamping
position, gripping members positioned within said Jaws
and having guide-ways projecting laterally therefrom,
bolts extending from said Jaws through said guide-ways,
said gripping members being provided with shoulders en-
gaging the ends of said Jaws.

1,229,40^. 8PARK PLUG. MoBTox O. Bunmll, Chi-
cago. 111., assignor to George C. Mastin. Chicago, 111.,

and Edward W. Stees, Rockford.* III. ; Mabel C. Put-
nam executrix of said George C. Mastin, deceased.
File«l Feb. 11, 1916. Serial No. 77,573. (CI. 128—ITO.)

1. A spark plug comprising a metal socket-member
adapted to be attached to the cylinder of an Interoal-com-

bustiun-eogine. an Insulator adapted to enter said socket-

member, a metal Jacket Inclosing the outer portion of said

insulator and adapted to enter the socket member, a ball

provideii with hub-portions, means to pivot said hub-por-

tions upon the opiK>slte sides of said Jacket, lateral pro-

jections on the .socket-member, means i-arried by said bub-

porttoas to engage said projections and thereby hold said

insulator and Jacket tightly within the socket-member

when said bail la moved in one direction, and meant on

said hnb-portlons to engage said projections and thereby
partially withdraw said Insulator and Jacket from the

socket-member when said bail la moved in the opposite

direction.

2. The spark plug (substantially as set forth In claim

1). said ball t>eing arranged to swing from one side of

the plug to the other to connect or dlsconne<-t said Jacket

and socket-member, and said engaging means on the hub-

portions of the ball consisting of the opposite edges of an
eccentrically curved slot.

3. The spark plug (substantially as act forth in claim

1), the axis of said ball being at right angles to the

length of said Insulator and disiMisfsi out of line with
sakl projections longlttidlnally of said Insulator.
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4, The spark plug (substantially as set forth In claim

1), said Jacket being removable from the outer end of

said Insulator, and retaining means on the outer end of

said insulator to engage the end of said Jacket, said

socket-member and Jacket entirely Inclosing said Insulator.

B. The spark plug (substantially as set forth In claim

1). said socketmember having a plurality of shoulders

forming seats therein, said insulator having a shoulder

for engaging one of said seats, the inner end of said

Jacket enk'aging another of said seats, and said insulator

having a shoulder for engaging the Inner end of said

jacket.

[Claims « to 11 not printed In the Oaiette.J

slightly in dUmeter and provided with circumferential ly

spaced longitudinally extending channels adjacent the

reduced end forming lingers between said ( hannels. a

sleeve mounted upon the reduced end of said member and

having clrcumferentlally spaced longitudinally extending

fingers at its free end re<-elved slldably in the channels in

said member, a cone-shaped braking member carried by

said sleeve, a cone-shapeii brake drum carried by a routing

1,229,410. AEROPLANE. JoH> R. Campbell. Austin.

Tex. Filed Jan. 4, 1916. SerUl No. 70,144. (CI.

244—18.)

1. An aeroplane having In combination front and rear

propellers, lateral planes, a casing surrounding the rear

propeller and a system of air conduits associated with

each plane, open to the atmosphere at various points

under the plane and connected to said casing for com-

munication therewith.

2 An aeroplane having In combination front and rear

propellers, lateral planes, a casing 8urroun<ling the rear

prop«dler. air trunk means extending from a point in the

rear of the front propeller to said casing and communl

eating therewith, and a system of air conduits associated

with each plane, open to the atmosphere at various points

under the plane and connecte«i to said air trunk means

for communication therewith.

3 An aeroplane having in combination front and rear

propellers, lateral planes, an open-ended casing surround

ing the front propeller, a second casing surrounding the

rear propeller, air trunk means extending from a point

adjacent the rear end of the first casing to the second

casing and communicating with the Utter, and a system

of air conduits associateii with each plane, open to the

atmosphere at various points under the plane and con-

nected to said air trunk means for communication there-

with.

4. An aeroplane having In combination front and rear

propellers, lateral planes, a casing surrounding the rear

propeller, a system of air conduits associated with each

plane, open to the atmosphere at various points under

the plane and connected to said casing for communication

therewith, and a deflector combined with each atmos

pherlc opening of said system of conduits.

5. An aeroplane having in combination a front pro-

pulsion propeller, open ende<l air trunk means extending

from a point immediately in the rear thereof to a point in

the rear of the aeroplane, a propeller casing forming a

continuation of said air trunk means at the rear thereof,

a second propulsion propeller arranged within said pro-

peller casing and means for reveralng the roUtlon of one

of said propellers.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oaiette.]

part of the device, a pair of levers plvote«l at one of their

ends to two diametrically opi>oslte first mentioned fingers,

ears at the pivoted ends of said levers, links connecting

said ears with the dUraetrically opposite sides of said

sleeve, a U-shaped member partially encircling said cy-

lindrical member and having its ends integrally connected

to said levers, and a link connecte<l to the free end of

one of the levers for operating the same.

1 229.412. RESILIENT WHEEL. Li ROT B. CaRBIS,

'c!lay county, Iowa. Filed Mar. 15. 1916. Serial No.

84.459. (O. 152—8.)

1,229,411. VEHICLE BRAKE. Charus Albbbt CaB-

PENTBB. Columbus Junction. Iowa. Filed Nov. 6. 1916.

SerUl No. 129,797. (O. 74—13.)

The combination with a device having a fixed cylla

drical member, one of the ends of which la re<luced

1. In a reaillent wheel embodying a felly, shoes en-

circling the felly and spaced therefrom, helical springs

interposal between the felly and shoes, chairs for re-

ceiving the inner ends of the springs, such chairs being

disposed in pairs and the chairs of each pair having

hooks at their outer ends and obliquely dlspose<l hooked

extensions at their Inner ends, the hooked portions of

such oblique extensions overlapping, and transverse sup-

porting members engaging the hooked ends of the chairs

for retaining them In place.

2. In B resilient wheel embodying a felly, side rings,

transversely dispose*! pins supported by means of the side

rings, shoes, radially disposed helical springs forming

cushioning means for the shoes, and chairs for the Inner

ends of the springs, such chairs being provided In pairs

and each pair of chairs having hooks at their outer ends

to eugage over certain transverse pins and provided at

their Inner ends with obliquely disposed hooked exten

slons having their hooked portions overlapped and en

gaging over the other transverse pins.
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3. In a r»'9lllfnt wheel, sectional side ring*, cushioning

means disposed between the side rings. 8boe« yleldably

supported by the cushioning means, and coupling* ar-

ranged between the side rings and connecting the ends of

adjacent sections of the side rings, such coupling means

al;*o acting as spacers and provided at their opposite

edges with lugs to engage the contiguous ends of adja-

cent ring sections.

4. In a resilient wheel embodying a felly, side rings

projecting beyond the felly, shoes, a pair of helical springs

disposed radially between each of the shoes and felly, a

pair of chairs for the springs of each of the shoes, such

chairs having their outer ends hookeil and their inner

ends formed with oblique hooked extensions having their

hooked portions overlapped, pins supported in the rings

and engaging the outer hooks of each pair of chairs, an

intermediate pin supported by the rings and engaging the

overlappetl ends of the hooked extensions of the chairs,

and transversely disposed connecting means between the

rings arranged between the springs and opposite the over-

lapped hooked ends of the said chairs.

1.229,413. SHIP CONSTRUCTION. Bichaed Chii>:ott,
*

Portland, Greg. Filed Dec. 26, 1916. Serial No.

188,878. (a. 114—82.)

S .=,- 9
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rMtrmiDiDf meana harinff an outlet paMage communicat-

ing with the rear ol the working apace, and meana for

transferring a portion of the excaTated material through

•aid pasaaga.

2. In an apparatus for mining, a protecting meana form-

lag a working space open at the front, means for trans-

ferring a portion of the excavated material from the

working space to and depositing the same at the rear of

Mtid protecting means, meana for restraining said de-

posited material, said last mentioned means having a

passage therethrough, and means extending through said

passage for Uansferring from said working space the

balance of said material.

3. In an apparatus for mining, a protecting means far-

nlshlng a working apace therein open at the front and

arrange«l to be advanced and Including a rear bulkhead,

means for excavating la front of aald bulkhead and trans-

ferring and depositing a portion of the excavate<l mate-

rial In a wet sUte to the rear of and against the bulk-

head to aid In progressively advancing the latter.

4. In ar. apparatus for mining, a protecting shield fnr-

nlabing a working space open at the front for excavation,

hydraulic means for cutting away the materUl at the front

of the shield, said shield having a protected outlet at Us

rear of less cross sectional area than the cross sectional

area of the working space within the shield, and hydraulic

means for transferring a part of the material excavated

and depositing the same directly b«hlnd the shield as the

same U advance«l. and for transferring a portion of aald

excavated materUl through said rear opening.

5. In an apparatus for mining, a movable shield open

at the front having a rear outlet arranged at one side of

the center thereof, means for excavating material In front

of said shield, a protected passageway extending from said

rear outlet, means for dep<isltlng excavated material at

the rear of said shield and around aald protected passage,

and means for turning said shield In Its direction of travel.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Oaiette.l

1 21i» 419. STRING MAKER'S PEG. HamBT L Diawt,,

'

Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. 8, 1915. 8CTlal No. «o.460.

(CL 30—9.)

1. A string maker's peg consisting of a main branch.

means near the rear pn<l thereof for rigidly supporting It,

said main branch being approximately elliptical In crosa-

sectlon. a movable branch hinged at the forward end to

the main branch, the main branch being cut away at the

edge to receive the movable branch, the movable branch

•applementlng the main branch at the cat away portion

thereof to thereby round out the conflgnratloa. and spring

mechanism for oonnally holding said branches expanded

2. A string maker's peg having two branches hinged

together, means for yieldingly holding said branches di

rergent ; and a cutting blade fastened to one of aald

branches and facing toward the forward end of the peg.

3. A bifurcated string maker's peg having two branches

hinged together, means for yieldingly holding aald branches

divergent, means for rigidly supporting one of said

branches, and cutting means fastened to the rigidly sup

ported branch and having a cutting edge both above and

below the branch on which it is supported.

1^29,420. REFLECTOR. Thomas Bru^lTT Dixox, Ne*-

York, N. Y. l»rtglnal application filed July 19. 1918.

Serial No, 40,684. I>lvlde<l and this application tiled

Aug. 1, 1916. Serial No. 112,486. (CI. &8—1.)

1. A low Inertia large-area reflector comprising a plu-

rality of reflecting .atrlps located side by side, mounting*

for such strips providing substantially parallel axes of

oscillation for the several strips, and means for causing

the several strips to oscillate In unison, each about its

Individual axis.

2. A low-inertia large-area reflector, comprising a plu-

rality of reflecting strips, and a fiber ausprnslon for each

such strip, several fiber suspenirtons arrange«1 to provide

axes of oscillation which are parallH, and means connect-

ing the several strips to cmusf them to oscillate together.

3. A low Inertia large area reflector comprising a plu-

rality of reflecting strips. Independent flber suspeui^lons

for the several strips providing snbstantially parallel

axes of oscillation, each soch strip provided with a trans-

verse bracket, and traces connecting the several brackets

to cause the several strips to oscillate together.

1.229.421. PROJECTILE. Datid Oaims Downs, E»-

thervllle, Iowa, assignor of one-half to George E.

Groves. EsthervUle, Iowa, Filed Dec. 24, 1915. Serial

No. «W.548. Renewed Mar. 21. 1917. Serial No. 15(1.462.

(a. 102—20.)

M

1. A projectile of the character deacribed including

•paced members, and a flexible element having a coUed

portion carried by one of aald meml>er», aald element be-

ing connected to the remaining members.

2. A projectile of the charat ter dea< ribed including a

•erlea of projectllea proper. «»hle sections yleldably con-

nected at their ends to said projectiles, and exploalTe

combe atUched to each of the cable sections.

a. A projectile of the character deacribeil including a

series of spaced projectiles proper, cables connecting the

projectiles to each other, iaflammable means carried by

each of the eableo, and a combustible agent j-arrled by
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each of aald projectiles to be supplied to the Inflammable

"*4°A projectile of the character described including a

pUiralltv of projectiles proper each being hollow, a con-

tainer in each projectile, said containers t>elng adapted to

c«.ntHln a comi.ustible fluid, cables connecting the projec-

tiles to each other, a foramlnated cylinder on each of

•aid cable., an Inflammable material secured upon «ch

cylinder, and conduits to supply the combustible fluid

from the proJectUe. to the interior of «ild cylinders

5 A projectile of the character des<rlbed Inclu.llng a

spaced series of projectiles proper, one of said projectiles

being provlde<l with a housing, and a cable having a

colled portion contained within said housing, the ex-

tremities of the cable being connected to the other pro-

jectiles.

I culm 6 not printed In the Gaiette.J

1 229 422 PROCES.S OF MAKING FIBER FOR PAPER,

/c vicoo lm.wa.N. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Mar. 12.

1915. Serial No. 13.863. Renewed Feb. 27, 1J17.
he-

rial No. 151.378. (CI. 92—11.)

1 The proce« of making paper flber from cornstalks

which consists in boiling the raw fibrous material for

five to -Ix hours under a pressure of about sixty to seT-

enty pounds per square inch In the absence of substantUl

prop<!rtlons of free caustic or strong acid In an aqueous

solution of sufficient sodium monoaulflte to represent

alK.ut 25% of the dry weight of the raw fibrous material

and remain alkaline to litmus throughout the disintegrat-

ing process, until the connective tissue is dissolved or

removed and a soft strong fibrous material pro«luced

which may be directly used for^ per making.

2 The process of making paper fiber from cornstalks

whl'ch consists In boiling the raw fibrous material for

fire to six hours under pressure In the abwnce of rob-

stantlal proportions ..f free <>anstic or strong arid In

an aqu.-ous dilution of sufllcient sodium monosulflte to

remain alkaline to litmus throughout the disintegrating

pro<-«.s. until the connective tissue is dissolved or re-

moved and a soft strong fibrous material produced.

3 The process of making paper flber from .-ornstalks,

basasM' or similar fibrous material which consists In boil-

ing the raw flbruns material for five to *t hours under

a pressure of 40 to 120 pounds per square inch in the ab-

sence of substantial proportions of free caustic in an

aqueous solution of sufficient swUum monosulfite to rep

resent abw.t 250^ of the dry weight of the raw fibrous

material and remain alkaline to litmus throughout the

disintegrating pro, ess. until the connective tissue U dls

solved, loosened or removed and produce soft strong

fibrous material Including pith material which may be

directly used for paper making.

4 The process of making paper flber from cornstalks,

bagasse or similar fibrous material which consists In boiling

the raw fibrous material for five to six hours under a pres-

sure of 40 to 120 pounds per square inch in the absence

of large proportions of free caustic In an aqueous solu-

tion of sufficient sodium monosulflte to remain alkaline

to litmus throughout the disintegrating process, until the

connective tissue Is rtlssoived or loosened or removed and

prmluce soft strong fll-rous material Including pith ma-

terial which may l»e directly used for paper making.

5 The proce*« of making paper fiber from cornstalks,

bagasse or similar fibrous material which consists in boil-

ing the raw fibrous materUl under pressure in the absence

of Urge proportions of f r. e caustic In an aqueous solu-

tion of sufficient sodium ra..noBUlflte to remain alkaline

to litmus throughout the dlslnt.-grating process, until the

conne. tlve tissue U dlss..lred. looiwned or removed and

produce soft strong fibrous materUl Including pith ma-

tertal.

Idalms 6 to 8 not printed In the Oasette.l

1229.428. DRAIN.\GE APPLIANCE. EbnEST G, Ec«-

avaoD. Baltimore, Md. Filed June 11, 1913. Serial

No 778.134. <C1 128—51.

>

1 In a drainage applUnre, a body p1«^ provided with

a pouch a supporting hand having Its ends plvotally con-

nected to said body piece, and means swlveled to said

pouch to carry off drainage therefrom.

2, In a dralmige appUance. a body P**"** P^^^^^^^^^J

a pouch, and means swlveled to said pouch to carry oC

n*."n^Taln;^applUnce. a body P'- P-vlded vrith

a pouch a rt^ceptade swlveled to «ild pouch, and a draln-

tg^'ube swlveled to the lower end of said receptacle

4 In a drainage applUnce. a body piece provided with

a centrany dlspo^ opening haring a flang.- ^epj-dinj

therTfrom to foVm an Inner neck, a pouch secured to said

bo^y piece In spaced relation to the inner neck, and rein^

racing means pranged within the pouch and "tending

sul^tantUlly the length of the Utter to hold the pouch in

'TI^'^Z appliance, a ^y piece P-vlded with

a centrally disposed opening having a ««-^J^P^°^^°;
therefrom to form an Inner neck, a pouch secured to said

bodv piece m spaced reUtlon to the Inner n«^>'- "*» ^re-

^ordnTmean^arranged to hold the pouch In distended

^tl and a fiexlble , onne^tlon between the upper end

of said reinforcing means and the pouch.

ICTalms 6 to 17 not printed in the Oasette.l

1229 424 TOOL RETAINER FOB t»»II^L»'^^'
* *^^'

^^'iN-is WALMAC B. EDWARDS. Cioldfield, Nev Filed

Sot. 7 19ir serial No. 1*0.053. (CI. 121-20.)

2 In a drilling engine, the comblnaUon with the for-

watl head of the drilling engine, of a yoke engaging

r^ut oZ Side of said h«d and having .Jo--«i'^ ^^
lectlng portion slotted to receive the shank of a tool

tCrethr^gh, a plvoUl suppori for the yoke carried t^n

Jid h^d -id yoke being adapted to be ^^' ^^^l
si d support to engage and disengage the '«"^"f^«J
thereof with the tool, and a locking member carried by

SeTead adapted to engage the yoke when swung into eo-

gagement with the tool to hold the yoke from disengage

ment therefrom.

[CUlms 1 and 8 to B not printed in the Gasette.J
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1.229.425. INKING PAD FOR HAND^STAMPS. Chablcb
S. Ellib. Chicago, III. FllwJ May 19. 1916. Serial No.
98.51(1. (CI. 91—54.5.)

open end of the hall ; and means for holding the gate In
position

; aalil gate romprlalng a plurality of floatable
members arranged to be floated out of position, and the
hull tapering from Its gate end to Its other end.

8. A floatable towing crib .omprlMng bottom. 8lde and
end members gpaceil apart au.I faHtPne«l together, and
provldefl at one end with a nerlen of flotable detachable
gate members that are arranged to be floated out of posi-
tion

; and means for holding the gate members severally
In gate-forming position ; and cross-beam* connecting aide
beams of the crib ; and iro8K-iron« uniting uald side beams
and being lo«-ated along the upper sides of the cross-beams
for protection thereof.

1. An Inking device for hand sUmps comprising a baae
having a flat non yielding upper stamp supporting face,
reels at the ends of the base, flush at their upper sides
with said flat ..nrface. mountings for said reels which
are vertically fl.xed relatively to each other and to said
face, and an Inked ribbon wound about said reels and
stretching between them over and supported on said
stamp supporting face.

2. An Inking device for hand stamps comprising a rela-
tively thick base provided at Its ends with cyllndric re-
cesses and provided with a flat non yielding upper stamp
supporting face

; reels mounted to rotate In said recesses
and of a diameter substantially equal to the thickness of
the ba.«!e. and an lnke<l ribbon wound upon said reels and
8tretche<l across the flat upper surface of the support.

3. .\n Inking device for hand stamps comprisinx a rela-
tively thick base member : a sheet metal member compris-
ing an Intermediate ribbon backing portion which rests
on the base member and is formed at the ends of the base
to provide reel cases : reels rotatlvely mounted in said
cases, and a ribbon wound upon said reels and supported
on the lnterme«llate portion of the sheet meUl member
between said reel cases.

4. In an Inking device for hand stamps, a sheet meUl
member composed of an Intermediate solid ribbon support
and end reel cases, reels rotatlvely mounted In said cases,
and a ribbon woun<l upon the reels and stretched acroas
the Intermediate support between the reels, and upwardly
expose,! throughout the extent of said ribbon support.

5. An Inking device for hand stamps comprising a base,
a sheet metal member compose<l of an Intermeillate non-
yleldlng ribbon support resting on said base and end reel
cases

: reels rotatlvely mounted In said cases, and a ribbon
wound upon the reels and stretched across the Inter-
mediate support between the reels, the end walls of said
reel cases being removable to permit the reels with the
ribbon thereon to be removed from the cases, with means
for fastening the end walls to the cases.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.427. IIRACKET sri'I'ORT (»K THE LIKE. Fritt
Erisma.nx. Luoerae, Swltierland. Flleil Apr 1 1916
8«rlal No. 88.371. (CI. 248—19.)

f \- TZZ7J

A device of the character described, comprising In com-
bination, a bar. a barbed stem at the end of said bar
adapted to be driven into a wall, a bracket comprising
two members of U shaped cross-section in the channel of
which said bar Is guided ami rectangularly dispose,! to
each other, a rib pressed out of the material of the bracket
for stiffening the same at the meeting edge of the rec-
tangulariy dlspo»e<l members, a bolt extending throujrh
holes of the bracket members into said bar, and a nut and
washer on said bolt, substantially as desclrbed and for
the purpose aet forth.

1.229.428. GOLF-BALL HANGER. Thoraij- FABRlTIca
Beacon, N. Y. PUed Mar. 3, 1917. Serial No. 152 I81'
(CI. 91—eo.) •'-'.ioi.

)

!

1,229,426. TOWING CRIB OR HILL. Frederick A.
Emericr. Oswego. N. Y. Filed Dec. 9, 1916. Serial '

No. 136.002. (CI. 9—15.)

1. A floatable towing crib comprising bottom, side and
end members space,l apart and fastened together, and
provided at one end with a series of floatable detachable
gate members that are arranged to be floated out of
position

:
and means for holding the gate members sev-

erally In gate forminj: position, such means Including up-
wardly and Inwardly ln<llne,l posts provldeil with gate-
member-engaging hooks an<l means for temporarily lock-
ing the hooks in place.

2. A floatable towlnji crib comprising a hull having a
water-admlsslon opening; an end gate for an otherwise

I 1. A device of the. class set forth, comprising a plate
having an aperture adapteil to receive the end of a sup-

,

port, a downwardly facing hook formed integrally with

j

said plate, a pair of outwardly and downwardly extending

I

resilient arms rigidly secure<l to said plate at their upper
ends, and a pair of alined Inwardly facing clampln*: Jaws
carried by the lower ends of said arms.

3. A golf ball hanjter comprising a body portion formed
by bending a lenjtth of resilient wire to form a central
loop and a pair of resilient arms extending outwardly and
downwardly from said loop, the lower ends of said arms
being turned Inwardly to form alined ball-engaging mem-
bers, and a metal plate formed with an integral down-
wardly facing hook, said plate beluK provided with lugs
bent around said loop at opposite sides of the. loop and

. with a lug bent around said arms at their point of Inter-

section, whereby said hook-carrying plate is rigidly held

to one side of the loop against relative movement and the

rtBlllent armh are rigidly locked together at their upper

ends.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Garette.l

1.229,429. CLOSURE FOR CURB-BOXES. John P.

Fablev, Kanaas City. Mo. Filed Nov. 18. 1916. Se-

rial No. 132.213. (CI. 137—18.)

^ ^ O e AO

provided also with a pair of parallel horiiontal channels

at opposite sides of and communicating with said central

opening, and a non-corrosive nut engaging the bolt and

fltting non-rotatably In the channels of said bar.

1,229.430. PAPER - HOLDER. ABTHTH
Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Oct, 18, 1916.

126,807. (CI. 211—81.)

Fabbbll,
Serial No.

1. The combination with a curb box of a cap fltting

thereon, a headed bolt extending vertically down through

the cap and into the box, a cross-head Journaled loosely

on the bolt below the cap and non-rotatable with respect

thereto, means secured to the bolt for holding the cross

head against the underside of the cap, a pa'r of down-

wardly diverging Jaws pivoted to opposite ends of the

cross head, a nut engaging the bolt below the cross-head,

and a bar fltting slldlngly on the bolt and provided with

opposite channels receiving the nut and preventing ro-

tatable movement thereof and provided also with down-

wardly diverging end openings loosely receiving the swing-

ing Jaws intermediate the ends thereof.

2. The combination with a curb-box, of a cap fltting

thereon and provided centrally with a recess at its upper

side and with a depending boss diametrically bifurcated,

a bolt Journale<l In and extending through the cap and

boss thereof and provided with an angular head occupy-

ing ^sald recess and liearlng upon the cap, a cross head

fltting In the bifurcation of the boss and Journaled on

said bolt, the opposite ends of said cross-head being bl-

furcate<i and provided at opposite sides of the bifurca-

tions with upwardly projecting arms engaging the under-

side of the cap, a pair of swinging Jaws pivoted in the

bifurcated ends of the cross-head means secured to the

bolt for preventing downward movement of the cross-

bead on the bolt, a cross bar fltting loosely on the bolt

below the cross-head and provided with downwardly di-

verging openings through which said Jaws extend, the

Inner walls of said openings being adapted to impart

outward swinging movement to the Jaws when said bar is

moved upward and the outer walls of said openings being

adapted to Impart Inward swinging movement to the Jaws

when said cross bar is moved downward, said cross bar

being provided with opposite parallel channels, and a not

fltting non-rotatably In said channels and engaging said

bolt and adapted when the latter is turned in one direc-

tion or the other to Impart vertical movement In one

direction or the other to said crossbar.

3. A closure cap for curb boxes or the like, comprising

a cap having a central opening and a central depending

boss, the latter being bifurcated at Its lower end. a ver-

tical bolt extending rotatably through the cap and boss

thereof and provided with an angular head at its upper

end engaging the upper side of the cap, a cross head flt-

tinii rotatably on the bolt and within the bifurcation of

the boss and provided at Us ends with bifurcations and

arms projecting upwardly from opposite sides of said

bifurcations and engaging the underside of the cap, a

pair of Jaws plvotally connected at their upper ends in

the bifurcations of the cross head, means secured to the

bolt for preventing downward movement thereon of said

cross head, a bar provided with a central opening loosely

receiving the bolt and with a pair of downwardly diverg-

ing openings through which said Jaws loosely extend and

6

A roll paper holder comprising a yoke-shaped element

including an intermediate portion and a pair of arms

each having Its free end bent inwardly st an angle, said

angular end having Its free terminus merging into a ver-

tically disposed circular loop surrounding said Inner ter-

minus, said loop providing bearings for a roll of paper,

said element further having inherent means to permit of

an arm being sprung away and toward the other of the

arms, said Inherent means being in the form of a coll

extending in a direction of the length of the arm and

forming a continuation of the lnterme<llate portion of

the arm.

1,229.431. PAPER - HOLDER. ARTHiB J. Farrbll.

Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Oct. 18, 1916. Serial No.

126,308. (CI. 211—81.)

A roll paper holder comprising a yoke-shaped element

including an Intermediate portion and a pair of support-

ing arms, each of said arms having its free end provided

with an Inwardly extending bearing for one end of a roll

of papor, said clement at that point of mergence between

an arm and the intermediate portion having a pair of

Inwardlv extending Integral retaining members arranged

in parallelism, a pin extending through said members and

connected therewith, a coil spring mounted on said pin

between said members and having both ends thereof ex-

tended, means for slldably connecting one of the extended

ends of said spring against the Inner face of said Inter-

mediate portion, and means for slldably connecting the

other extended end of said spring to the Inner face of

said arm whereby the latter will have a tendency to

spring toward the other of said arms.

1 229.432. COLLAPSIBLE STOVE. Orv W. Febdos,

Cressklll, N. J. Filed Oct. 19. 1916. Serial No.

126.673. (CI. 126—44.)

1. In a knock-down fluid fuel stove, in combination, a

top plate, Inwardly folding legs pivoted at their upper
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enda to «al«l top plate, a iKJttoni pan. a fe«^llng pip** and
burners attacb*'<1 to utd pan. nieanii whereby uid pan
may be removably «ecure<l to tb« lower enda of said !««
so an to hold the top plate, tht- pan with Itn attarhmenta
and the lefrs rigid for use. a t«t>lf provid^-d with upwardly
extendinjr legs, foldabln downwardly upon aaUl Uble, and
means whereby said Uble legs may be removably aenired
to the said Inwardly folding lega whereby the table la

maintained in rigid supporting relation to the other
parts.

2. In a knock-dowD stove, in combination. > top plate,

a grate secured to said plate, a pair of bracketa bolted to
the underside of said plate at each end thereof, a pair of
QAt legs hraoed together and pivote«l to each pair of
brackets so a.«i to fold close down upon the under side of
the pUte, aaid legs f>elng provided with perforations at
their lower ends, and a pan carrying a burner provided
with upturned aide flanges, there belog perforations
through said flanges adapted to register with the perfora-
tions In said legs, whereby said legs may be removably
and rlgldely secured together, said legs being provided
with broad outwardly extending feet.

3. In a knock <lown stove, in coniMnation, a top plate,

infolding legs hinged to the under side of said plate, a
pan carrying burners, said pan t>eing secureil to said legs
beneath said plate, a stove-supporting stand or table pro-

vided with down folding legs or supports, a removable
bracing shelf on said table, the plate, the pan and the
table adapted to coniitltute three Qat parallel units of
little thickness, whereby they may all be packed together
In a package of comparatively little thickness.

5. In a knock down stove, in combination, a top plate
provided with grates fixed thereon, infolding less, hinged
to the under side of said plate, a burner carrying pan
adapted to be secured to the lower ends of said legs when
the latter are down turned, a fuel supply for said burn
ers, said legs provided with feet, a table or bench pro-
vided with down folding legs, feet on the upper ends of
said legs to register with the feet of the plate legs, means
for securing said feet together, said plate, pan and table

constituting three elements of similar length and breftdth,

and adapted to be united into a package comparable with
tbe thickness of the fuel supply means.

6. In a knock-down fluid fuel stove, in combination, a
top plate, inwardly folding pairs of legs hinged to tbe
underside of sai<l top plate, there being bolt bolea
through said legs at their lower ends, a pan carrylns
burners and provided with upturneil flanges with holes
registering with the holew in the legs, whereby the parts
may be detachably bolte«l together, and crosa Irons se-

cured to said plate, said irons being bent at points to

form feet acting to help support tbe paa.
[Claims 4 and 7 to 9 not printed la the Gazette.)

1,229.433. PACKAOE-H0I8T. John W. Plahbbtt. Se-

attle. Wash. Filed May 23. 1916. Serial No. 99.279.

(CI. 214—1.)
1. A package elevator comprising upwardly extensible

posts, rope pulleys carried by tbe app^r ends of said
posts, guide bars extending upwardly and curving later

Ing romposed of extensible posts, a package receiving
apron having guiding engagement by its upper end with
said guides, and boist <ables pMsslng over the rope pul-
leys and downward to a connection with the lower onter
part of tbe apron.

^^i-f

2. A package elevator comprising upwardly extensible
posts, rope pulleys carried by the upper ends of said
posts, guide bars extending upwardly and curving later-
ally at their upper ends toward the posts, said guides be-
ing composed of extensible posts, a package chute adjust
able upon the posts and extending from Jtwt baJow tke
connection of the guides therewith.

3. A package elevator comprising upwardly extensible
posts, rope pulleys carried by the upper ends of said
posts, guide bars extending upwardly and curving later-
ally at their upper ends toward tbe posts, said guides be-
ing composed of extensible 4>osU. a package receiving
apron having guiding engagement by its upper . nd with
said guides, and hoist cables passing over tbe rope pul-
leys and downward to a connection with the lower outer
part of tbe apron, a cable hoisting means mounted to-
ward the t>a>«« of the posts, and means for automatically
controlling the operation ot the cable hoist

1.229.4M. SILKNCER. Jambs Fu>ckhabt. Denver,
Colo, filed Apr. 14, 1916. Serial No. 91,191. (CT.
210—16.)

1. A silencer comprising In combination with a supply
pipe, a casing through which the fluid Is adapted to paaa
In an upward course, an upper and lower dome-«haped
cbamt>er in said caning, means for retarding the passac*
of fluid therethrough, the supply pipe proje< ting up-

iBcllned ports for discharging the fluid downwardly

against the wall of the lower dome shaped chamber.

2. A silencer comprising in combination with a supply

pipe, a casing, and means located therein for retarding

the passage of fluid therethrough, said means Including

a plurality of porous diaphragms suitably spaced from one

another, *ach consisting of a pair of metal disks having

perforations of e<iual slie formed therein and an inter-

posed strainer comprising disks of woven and metal fabric

respectively, the first named disks being so arranged that

their perforations are staggered when the parts ar' as

sembled, whereby the fluid in passing through the cas-

ing in a given direction. Is caused to move at right an-

gles to Its path of travel intermediate of the diaphragms.

S. A silencer comprising In combination with a supply

pipe, a casing having a cylindrical portion, means located

therein for retarding the passage of fluid therethrough,

said means induding a pair of perforated disks fitted into

the cylindrical portion of the casing, the perforations of

one disk being so disposed in relation to tbe perforations

of the other as to preclude the possibility of their coming

into allncment or registration during rotation.

1229 438. HOO^OII.ER. Willahd M. Flykm, Waterloo.

Iowa. Filed July 29, 1916. Serial No. 112,064. (CI.

119—1B7.)

ally at their upper ends toward tbe p<Hits. aatd guide* be- waMly Into tbe casing and provided with downwardly

1. In combination, a reservoir, a tank supported In in

verted iKisltlon upon the reservoir to deliver Its contents

thereinto below a vacuum permitting the maintaining of

a constant level of fluid within the reservoir, said reser-

voir having a port in its l)ottom surrounded by raised

marginal walls extending partly to the top of the reser-

voir, a bar mounted swinglngly to be positioned to one

side, in a limited movement, of Its center of gravity, the

upper end of the bar extending through said port, an an-

gular link pivoted to the top of said bar. and a cup piv-

otally mounted above Its center of gravity on eald link,

and adapted when tbe bar Is moved upwardly, to drag

over tbe marginal wall of said port, tilting, to deliver Its

contents downwardly upon the bar, said cup automatl-

cslly beinif returned to its first position within the fluid

In the reservoir for refilling when the bar is released and

returns under tbe Influence of gravity to Its first posi-

tion.

2. In combination, a supporting standard, a reservoir

mounted on said standard, provided in its t>ottom with a

port having tuarginal walls raised part way to the top of

the reservoir, means for supplying fluid to said reservoir

adapted to maintain it at a constant level therein lower

than the height of the marginal walls of said port, a bar

pivoted to the base of >^aid standard, its upper end ex-

tended through said port, an angular linking connection

pivoted to the top of said bar. an invertlble cup having a

delivery orifice In one side and plvotally mounted on said

llnklng-connectlon, said bar having a bend below said

port to supply an Inclined offset therein, snd having fluld-

spr«a>llng ridges arranped on Its surface below said bend,

said bar having roughened marginal ribs at each side of

•aid spreading ridges, the t>ar when in its lowered position

289 O. G.—27

causing said llnklng-connectlon to swing said cup Into a

filling position in the fluid in tbe reservoir, and when

moved to Its upper position to cause the llnking-connec-

tlon to move the cup across the marginal wall of tbe port,

to thereby tilt tbe cup and cause it to deliver Its contents

through Its delivery-orifice upon the sloping offset part of

the bar, the bar returning by gravity to its first lowered

position when released.

1.229,436. BOTTLE - CLOSURE. Altan Foot! Fobs,

Montreal, (Juebec, Canada. Filed June 23, 1916. Se-

rial No. 106,369. (CI. 216—14.)

1. In a bottle dorore, a disk having a lug projecting

from the edge thereof and said lug having <uts extending

inwardly from the side edges of the lug and terminating

at the continuation line of the edge through the lug.

2. In a bottle cap, a piece of cardboard having a lug

projecting therefrom and fillets formed in the corners

produced by the intersection of the sides of the lug and

the outer edge of the cap, said fillets being separated

from the lug by oblique cuts which terminate at the

continuation Une of the edge of the cap through th< lug.

1,229.487. STRAINER. William H. Fostib, Bartles-

vllle. Okla. File<l Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No. 124,581.

(CI. 21(^—18.)

i-m

1. A strainer of the character described comprising an

elongated hollow member having its intermediate portion

provided with perforations, sleeves secured to the per-

forate member in prwletermlned spaced relation, rods

connecting said sleeves, and a pervious cylinder Inter-

posed between the sleeves and surrounding tbe rods and

perforate memt>er.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gatette.]

1.229.438. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Howard

8. Fr»ch, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Aug. 81. 1912. Serial

No. 718,085. (CI. 123—76.)

1. An Internal combustion engine Including a cylinder

having an auxiliary exhaust port and an air inlet port,

said ports being in diametrical opposition, a sleeve valve

rotatoble Inside of the cylinder, the sleeve valve having an

auxiliary exhaust opening and an air opening, said

openings being out of diametrical opposition, tht sletT*
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alve having a pair of grooves on the inside surface, a
piston movable Inside of the sleeve valve, and rollers on
the piston movable In the respective Krooves. whereby the
sleeve valve Is rotated to momentarily move the air open-
ing Into registration with the air port as the piston be-
gins the exhaust stroke.

2. An internal combustion engine including a cylinder
having a main exhaust port at its upper end. a sleeve
valve rotatable Inalrte of the cylinder the sleeve valve
having a single opening registrable with the main ex-
haust port, the sleeve valve having grooves on its inside
surface, a piston redprocable Inside of the sleeve valve,
and rollers on the piston movable in the grooves said
grooves Including diagonal and vertical sections whereby
the speed of rotation of the sleeve valve is accelerated
as the single opening approaches the exhaust i)ort and
the piston performs Its working stroke, and momentarily
stoppe<l as the single opening registers with the exhaust
port and th.> piston performs a part of its exhaust stroke.

3. An internal combustion engine including a cylinder
having Inlet and exhaust ports at its upper end, and an
auxiliary exhaust port and an air Inlet port at Its lower
end. a piston having a valve rotating roller, a sleeve valve
disposed between the piston and the cylinder said valve
having openings registrable with the respective cylinder
ports, said valve having a groove for receiving the roller,
the groove Including curved and diagonal stroke sections
varyiuK In degrees of extension, and vertical stroke sec-
tions having curved termini, the stroke-sections of the
groove obtaining the rotation, acceleration of rotation
and stopping of the valve in succession as the various ports
and openings are moved into registration and the piston
performs its strokes.

1.229,439.

Clatjd E.

Berlal Mo

METHOD OF TREATING POROUS BLOCKS.
FcLLM. Kansas City. Mo. Filed Oct. 20, 1916.
126.805. (CT. 99—12.)

1. The method consisting in impregnating a porous
block with a liquid which solidifies at ordinary tempera-

tures, and then subjecting the block to • Tacuum be-
fore the liquid solidifies.

2. The method consisting in impregnating a porous
block, while subjected to pressure greater than atmoa-
pheric. with a liquid which solidifies at ordinary tem-
peratures, and then subjecting the block to a vacuum
before the liquid solidifies.

3. The method consisting in Impregnating a porous
block with liquid bitumen, and then subjecting the block
to a vacuum before the liquid solidifies.

4. The method consisting in Impregnating a porous
block with liquid asphalt, and then subjecting the block
to a vacuum before the liquid solidifies.

5. The method consisting In Impregnating a poroua
block with a liquid which solidifies at ordinary tempera-
tures, then subjecting the block to a vacuum before the
liquid solidifies, and then subjecting the block to pressure
until solidification occurs.

I Claims 6 to 26 not printed In the (iasette.]

1,229,440. CUSHION-FORM. Fb.o G«bo, Saranac Lake,
N. Y. Filed Aug. 11, 1914. Serial No. 856.186 (CI
ISe—48.)

A form for the manufacture of seat cushions and the
like comprising a frame having Internally the shape of the
marginal edge of the finished cushion, said frame being
open at the top and the upposlte bars thereof being formed
with Internal longitudinal Intersecting and commanlcat-
Ing grooves located l)€tween the top and bottom edges
thereof and forming seats to contain edge clamping
strips for the cushion, said frame being divided between
opposite bars thereof Into a pair of sections the meetln«
faces of which are intersected by said grooves, and meant
for separably securing said sections together.

1,229,441. DRIVING-BELT. Aql.la H. Gairris and
GtOBoi (iRirri.N, Paterson, N. J., assignors of one-tenth
to John W. Steward. Paterson, N. J. Filed Jan 2 1917
Serial No. 140,044. (CI. 24—82.)

^SllJ
4. A driving belt formed for the major portion of its

circumference of relatively inelastic material having •
gap therein and including elastic means spanning said gap
and a helical member wrapped around said means and
also spanning said gap, and a common means to secure
the elastic means and said member to said material at
each side of said gap.

3. A driving belt formed for the major portion of Ita
circumference of relatively Inelastic material having
gap therein, a metallic spring in the gap, gap spanning
members of softer material than the spring, each end of
the spring being Interposed between said members, and
means, penetrating said members and each end of the
pring. to clamp them to said material at each side of th#
gap therein.

(Claims 1 to 8 not printed In the (Jasette.J

1.229.442. .STATIONERY. Chablis C. Gbchler. Belle-
vue. Ky. Filed Oct. 6, 1916. Serial No. 54,451 (CL229—92.7.)

An envelop formed oot of a letter sheet which has been
folded in opposite directions along two lines ao as to pro-
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doce three sobstantlally equal-slsed aoperposed parts and

of which sheet the middle and the lower part before fold-

ing constitute the writing face and after folding lie with

their face sides against each other, the part above them,

being the top part of the sheet before folding, bearing a

printed letterhead also on the writing face side of the

sheet and which part after folding of the sheet forms also

the face of the envelop, this top part having on each of

Its three free edges a iwistlng flap gummed on the rear

operate, of valves for controlling the fluid pressure In the

respective cylinders, one of said valves being normall.v

open and the other normally closed, and means for actu-

ating both or one of the valves to produce either a pre-

iletermlned movement of the pistons or to hold said pla-

tons in a predetermined position.

(Claims 6 to 81 not printed In the Gasette.]

side of the sheet and whereby this top part after the sheet

U folded la aecured against the rear side of the lower part

with the middle part of the sheet between them, thereby

dosing the envelop in a iranner that when the flaps are

cnt for opening the envelop the severed flaps are all on

the rear side of the sheet so as to avoid defacing of the

writing face which bears the message and leaving the

same entirely clear.

1,229,443. ACCELERATOR AND SYSTEM OF CON-

TROL. ARTHLR J. Hall and Ly.sn <i. Rilbv. Wllklns-

burg, Pa., assignors to Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylva-

nia Filed Oct. 6, 1912. Serial No. 724.065. (Cl.

188—2.)

1.229,444. CONTROL SYSTEM. Abthcb J. HALL, Wll-

klnsburg. Pa., assignor to Westlnghouae Electric and

Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylva-

nia. Filed Oct. 23. 1913. Serial No. 796.867. (Ci.

1T2—179.)

1. The combination with fluid operated means comprla-

ing a cylinder and a piston, of electro-responsive means

for successively unlialancing and balancing fluid pressures

on opposite sides of the piston in accordance with the

movements thereof, whereby a step - by - step movement

thereof Is effected.

2. The combination -with fluid-actuated means compris-

ing a |>alr of pistons and cylinders In which the pistons

operate, of means dependent upon the position of said pis-

tons for controlling the fluid pressure in each of the cyl-

inders for producing step-by-step movements of said pis-

tons in either direction or for arresting the movements

thereof.

8. The combination with fluid-actuated means compris-

ing a pair of pistons, cylinders in which the pistons oper-

ate, and Independent means for controlling the fluid pres-

ure In each of the cylinders to produce either a move-

ment of the pistons In the one or the other direction or to

hold the pistons In any predetermined position, of means

operatlvely -onnected to the pistons for Independently

governing Jbe controlling means.

4. The combination with tluld -actuated means compris-

ing a pair of pistons and cylinders in which said pistons

operate, of valves for controlling the fluid pressure In the

respective cylinders, and automatic means dep^-ndent upon

the position of said pistons for governing the action of

both of said valves.

6. The comi'lnatlon with fluid-actuated means compris-

ing a pair of pistons and cylinders In which the pistons

^j1?f%

«

1. In a system of control, the combination with an elec-

tric motor, a controller adapted to occupy a plurality of

positions for governing said motor, an electrically con-

trolled fluid operated power device for actuating said con-

troller by the continued application of fluid pressure, and

a master controller for governing the operation of said

power device, of electro-responsive means dependent upon

the motor current for automatically governing a control

circuit of said power device.

2. In a system of control, the combination with an elec-

tric motor, a controller adapted to occupy a plurality of

positions for governing said motor, an electrically con-

trolletl fluid operated power device for actuating said con-

troller by the continued application of fluid pressure, and

a master controller for governing the operation of aald

power device, of automatic means for governing a control

circuit of said power device In accordance with predeter-

mined conditions of the motor circuit.

3. In a system of control, the comblnatloa with an elec-

tric motor, a controller adapted to occupy a plurality of

positions for governing said motor, an electrically con-

trolled fluid operated power device for actuating said con-

troller by the continued application of fluid pressure, and

n master controller for governing the operation of said

power device, of a current-limit device having an energis-

ing coll In said motor circuit, and a switching device in

the energizing circuit of said actuating i)ower device for

effecting an automatic acceleration of said motor.

4. In a controf system, the combination with an electric

motor, a controller for governing said motor, electro-pneu-

matic means for actuating said controller by steps by tha

continued application of fluid pressure, a master controller

for manually controlling said actuating means, and an

auxiliary control drum associated with said controller for

governing an energizing circuit of said actuating means, of

an electro-responsive device connected In said motor cir-

cuit and dependent upon the current traversing said clr-

1 cult for acting in conjunction with said auxiliary control

/
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dnim for automatically governing thf* pnf'rgizing circuit of

said actnarlng meann.
5. In a control system, th*^ combination with an electric

motor, a controller for governlnK said motor, an*! an elec-

trically controlled fluid operate<l device for actuating said

controller and comprising a cylinder, a movable piston and
means for admitting fluid to one side of said piston and for

releasing It from the other side thereof for actuating said

controller, and for admitting fiulil to hoth sides of the pis-

ton to bold said controller stationary, of means responsive

to the current traversing Mid motor circuit for automati-

cally governing the operation of said electrically controlled

actuating device.

[Claims 6 to 42 not printed in the (laiette.]

1.229,445. CONTROL .\PPARATUS. ARTHt R J. Hall,
Wilklnsburg, Pa., assij^nor to Westlnghouse Electric

and ManufacturinK Company, a Corporation of Penn-

sylvania. Filed Feb. 7. 1916. Serial No. 76.599. (CI.

138—2.)

1. The combination with a movable member, of actu-
ating means therefor comprising an operating cylinder, a
pair of movable pistons disposed therein, means for nor-
mally producing materially different fluid pressure on
said pistons to bias them to a predetermined position,
means for reversing the unbalanced fluid-pressure condi-
tions to effect normal movements of said memt)er, and
means for permitting an initial movement of one piston
prior to the normal Joint movements of the two pistons.

2. The combination with a movable member, of actu-
ating means therefor comprising an operating cylinder, a
pair of movable pistons disposed therein, means for nor-
mally producing relatively high fluid-pressure conditions
on the outer face of one piston and atmospheric pressure
conditions on the outer fac* of the other piston, means for
reversing the unbalanced fluid pressure conditions to ef-

fect normal movements of said member and means for
permitting a relatively rapid initial movement of said
other piston during the reversal.

3. The combination with a fluid-containing cylinder and
a pair of movable pistons disposed therein, of means for
effecting a predetermined normal movement of said pis-

tons, and means cooperating with raid first means for ef-

fecting a relatively rapid initial movement of one of said
pistons.

4. The combination with a movable member, of flnld-

pressure-operated means normally biased by unbalanced-
pressure conditions to a predetermined position, means
for reversing the unbalanced action to effect normal move-
ment of said member, and means for permitting a rela-

tively rapid independent movement of said member before
the completion of the reversal.

5. The combination with a movable member of an op-

erating mechanism therefor comprlsinsr a cylinder, a plu-

rality of piston members traveling therein, means for nor-

mally producing nnU«lance«l-prossur»* conditions on the

outer faces of said piston members to bias said movable
embers to a predetermine<l position, means for reversing

the nn>ialanctHl action to effect normal movement of said

member, and means dlspos«>d Intermediate said piston

niemtters for permitting an initial relatively rapid move-
ment of said movable memb«>r before the completion of

the reversal.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.446. ACCELERATOR AND 8TSTEM OF CON-
TROL. AriTHtR J. Hall and Lyun G. Rilbt. Wilklns-

l>urg. Pa., assignors to Westlnghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Original application filed Oct. 5, 1912. Serial No.

724.065. Divided and this application filed Sept. 27,

1916. Serial No. 122.878. (CL 172—179.)

1. In a control system, the combination with a plurality
of electric motors, a plurality of independently actuated
motor-circuit switches for arranging said motors for
series and parallel operation, an accelerating resistor, and
a master switch, of a fluid actuator for the accelerating
drum comprising a cylinder, a piston operatively con-

nected to the drum, and means dependent upon the master
switch for guvtrning the fluid pressure In the cylinder.

2. In a control system, the combination with an elec-

tric motor, a plurality of control switches, an accelerating
resistor, a control drum for governing the resistor, and a
master switch, of a fluid actuator for the control drum
comprising a piston operatively associate*! therewith, a
cylinder in which the piston operates, snd magnet actu-
ated valves for controlling the supply of fluid to the
cylinder, the <'p*-ration of both of said valves being de-
pendent upon the master switch and upon the control
drum.

3. In a control system, the combination with an elec-
tric motor, a plurality of control switches, aa accelerating
retdstor, a control drum for governing the resistor, and a
master switch, of a fluid actuator for the control drum
comprising a piston operatively connected thereto, a cyl-
inder in «hlch the piston operates, and magent actuated
valves for controlling the supply of fluid to the cylinder,
said valves being operatively dep<»ndent upon the master
switch and upon the control drum and being adapted,
when their actuating magnets are de^nergleed. to admit
fluid at one end of the cylinder only, whereby the control
drum Is biased to one extreme position.

4. In a control system, the combination with an elec-

tric motor, a plurality of control switches and a master
controller, of an accelerating controller having a plu-
rality of main circuit stationary and movable contact
memi>ers. and a fluid-actuator for the movable members
comprising a piston operatively connected thereto, a cyl-

inder in which the piston operates, a pair of valves for

governing the supply of fluid to opposite ends of the cyl-

inder, one of said valves being normally closed and the
other normally open, and means (dependent upon the po-
sitions of the master controller and the accelerating con-

troller for governing the valves.

5. In a contrcd system, the combination with an electric

motor, a plurality of control switches and a master con-
troller, of an acceleratlne controller having a plurality of
main circuit stationary and movaMe contact members, and
a fluid actuator for the movable members comprising a
piston operatively connected thereto, a cylinder in which
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the piston operates, a pair of valves for governing the sup

ply of fluid to opposite ends of the cylinder, one of said

valves being normally close,! and the other normally open,

and means dependent upon the positions of the master

controller and the accelerating controller for governing

the valves to prwluce a step-by-step movement of the ac-

celerating controller.

[Claims 6 to 38 not printed In the Gasette.]

1229 447. TRAY MECHANISM. Marv M. Hammond,

'Kansas City. Mo. Filed Oct. 2, 1914. Serial No.

864.691. (CI. 211—28.)

the ssme horizontal plane to p4»Hltlons one al>ove the other,

each tray having a bottom disponed above the lower edges

of the tray, and a cushion secured to the under side of

said bottom.

1. In a tray mechanism, two trays, each having at one

end an outwardly extending pivot pin. a link having

means for detachably pivotally engaging said pins, and re-

leasable means for retainln^c said link engaged with said

pins.

2. In a tray mechanism, two trays, each having at one

end an outwardly extending pivot pin, a link having means

for detachably pivotally engaxing said pins, and a flexible

meml>er having means for engaging said pins for retaining

said link engaged with said pins, said flexible member be-

ing adapteil to be flexed from a position in which it opera-

tively engages said pins to a position In which it will be

released from th'- pins.

3. In a tray mechanism, two trays, each having at one

end an outwardly extending pivot pin provlde«i at its

outer end with a head, a link pivotally and deUchably

engaging said pivot pins a' the Inner sides of said heads,

and a locking meml)er releasably engaging said pins be-

tween said link and said heads for reUining the link in en-

gagement with said pins.

4. In a tray mechanism, two trays each having at one

end an outwardly extending pivot pin, a link pivoUUy and

detachably engaging said pivot pins and a flexible locking

member which In the operative position engages said pins

an<l reUlna the length In operative engagement wUh aald

pins, the ends of said member having notches for receiving

aid pins when the member is In the extended operating po-

sition, the pins having heads at the outer sides of said link

and said meml)er for retaining said member engaged with

said pins, the flexible member being adapted to l>e bent to

a position in which it wUl be released from said pins.

5. In a tray mechanism, two trays, each having at one

end an outwardly extending pivot pin provided at its

outer end with a head, a link having two longitudinal slots

adjacent to the respective ends of the link, the slots being

provided at their Inner ends with enlargements through

which said heads may l>e passed, the outer ends of said

slots being of less width than the respective diameters of

aid heads, and releasable means for engaging said pins

for retaining the pins in the narrow outer ends of said

slots.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaxette.]

3. A plurality of trays having hlnglnn means connecting

them by whichth.y may be swung to and from a position

In which they are disposed one above the other, each tray

having a bottom aud a cushion secured to the under side

of said bottom, the bottom and cushion being alwve tht;

lower edges of the fray.

4. A display tray provlde<l with side and end walls, a

bottom disposed above the lower edges of said walls, and a

cushion secured to the under side of the bottom.

1.229,449. SCALE. Clarknce H. Hapgood, Toledo. Ohio,

assignor to Toledo Scale Company, Jersey City, N. J., a

Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 6, 1918. SerUl

No. 793.661. CI. 265—62.)

1229 448 TRAY. Mabv M. Hammond, Kansas City.

Mo'. Filed June 28, 1915. Serial No. 36,611. (CI.

211—28.)
1. A plurality of trays having hinging means connecting

them bv which the trays may be swung from positions In

the same hortiontal plane to positions disposed one above

the other, each of the trays having a bottom disposed

above the lower edges of the tr»y.

2. A plurality of trays having hinging means connecting

them by which the trays may be swung from positions in

1. In a counting scale, a pivoted beam, a pan connected

thereto, a pendulum comprising a pair of supporting rods,

a connection between the lower end of said rods adapted

to support a sample of the articles to be counted and a

connection from one of said rods to the beam.

2. A counting scale comprising a beam, a scale pan

supported by the beam, a pair of pendulum rods or links

Independently pivoted, a cross member connecting the

rods or links and adapted to support a sample of the

articles to be counted, a segment rigidly connected to

one of the rods and a strap connecting the segment and

the lever.

3 In a weighing scale and In combination with the

beam thereof, a pendulum having a pair of side rods ad-

justable m length and a connecting member pivoted to

the side rods, and a connection from the beam to one of

said side rods.

4 In a weighing scale and In combination with ttte

beam thereof, a pendulum having a rod pivoted Inter-

mediate its ends, a rod spa-cl from the first mentlone<l

rod a member connecting said rods on one side of the

pivot the first-mentioned rod being provided with counter-

balancing means on the other side of its pivot, and a con-

nection from one of said rods to the beam.

5 In a counting scale, a fulcrumed beam, a pan sus-

pended from the beam and connected thereto on opposite

sides of the fulcrum, a pendulum comprising a pair of

plvotetl rods, a platform pivotally connected to said rods

and adapted to support a sample of the articles to be

counted, and a connection from the beam to one of the

rods.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.

J
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1.229.450. COMBINATION SAW SET AND SHARP-
ENER. HcoH C. Habris, Coeur dAlene. Idaho. Filed
May 8. 1916. Serial No. 96.069. (CI. 76—81.)

1. In a saw sharpener, a frame, a file holder reclpro-
cable In said frame, holding gajfe Jaws adjustably pivoted
to said frame and adapted to straddle the saw blade, and
supporting gages adjustable on said gage Jaws for en-
gagement with the ends of the saw teeth for supporting
the frame at the desired elevation, substantially as de-
scribed.

i. In a saw sharpener, a longitudinally slotted frame,
gag»- jaws for straddling the saw blade, devices connect-
ing said gage Jaws to the frame for Independent longi-
tudinal adjustment of the Jaws along said frame or
angular adjustment of the jaws with respect to said
frame, and a tile carrier reciprocable In said frame, sub-
stantially as described.

3. In a saw sharpener, a longitudinally slotted frame,
gage jaws for straddling the saw blade, devices connecting
said gage Jaws to said frame for Independent longitudinal
adjustment along said frame or angular adjustment with
respect to aald frame, a file carrier reciprocable In said
frame, and an extensible saw abutment adjustably mount-
ed on said gage jaws, substantially as described.

4. In a saw sharpener, a longitudinally slotted fralne,

gage jaws for straddling the saw blade, devices connect-
ing said gagf Jaws to the frame for Independent longi-

tudinal adjustment along the frame or angular adjust-
ment of said jaws with respect to the frame, an abutment
for the saw comprising end portions adjustably mounted
on said Jaws, each end portion having an abutment por-

tion hinged thereto, and means slldably connecting said
abutment portion for extensibility of the latter when
said gage Jaws are independently adjusted out of line

with each other along said frame, substantially as de-

scribed.

5. In a saw sharpener, a frame, flle holding meana
movable on said frame. Jaws for straddling a saw to hold
said frame In selected position with respect to said saw,
and an abutment extending between said Jaws for sup-

porting that portion of the saw to be filed, substantially

as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

chamber, a baffle plate arrangetl above said burner and
provided with upwardly converging walls and having an
open top. raid central burner section having an air Inlet
port below" said burner and having auxiliary air Inlet
ports oppcslte the baffle plate, a plurality of radiator sec-
tions arranged at the sides of the central burner sec-
tion and connected so that at their upper parts they are
In open communication with the upper part of said com-
bustion chamber and at their lower parts they are In
open communication with said waste gas offtake flue.

1,229,452. BUTTON. Josbph Hiineiian, New York.
N. Y. Filed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial No. 115,212. (CI.
24—104.)

1,229,461. GAS HEAT-HADIATOR. AD0D8T J. Hakt-
piELD, Los Angeles, Cal.. assignor to Helen A. Hart-
field, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed July 8. 1916. Serial No.
108,099. (CI. 126—91.)

K ventilating gas heat radiator comprising a central
burner section having a partition wall dividing the same
into a combustion chajnber and a waste gas offtake flue,

a gas burner disposetl In the lower part of the combustion

1. The combination of a button and a keeper therefor,
one of raid parts comprising a plate having a plurality of
arcuate slots therein with enlarge<l entrance openings,
and having Inclined surface* extending along said slots
above the plane of said plate, and the other of said parts
having a plurality of projections thereon adapted to fit

within said slots, the raid projections having shoulders
thereon adapted to engage raid Inclined surfaces for
drawing raid parts toward each other when one of them
Is turned.

2. The combination of a button and a keeper therefor,
one of said parts comprising a plate having a plurality
of arcuate slots therein with enlarge<l entrance openings,
and having Inclined surfaces extending along said slots
above the plane of raid plate, and the other of said parts
having a plurality of projections thereon adapted to fit

within raid slota, the said projections having shoulders
thereon adapted to engage said Inclined surfaces tor
drawing said parts toward each other when one of them
Is turned, and means engaging raid projections for re-
sisting the turning movement of raid parts.

3. The combination of a button and a keeper therefor,
one of raid parts comprising a plate having a plurality of
arcuate slots therein with enlarge<i entrance openings,
and having Inclined surfaces extending along mid slota
above the plane of said plate, and the other of raid parte
having a yielding base and a plurality of projection*
thereon adapted to fit within mid slots, the mid projec-
tions having shoulders thereon adapter] to engage said
inclined surfaces for drawing raid parts toward each
other when one of them Is turned.

4. The combination of a button and a keeper therefor,
one of raid parts comprising a plate having a plurality of
Blots therein, and having Inclined surfaces extending
along the length of said slots above the plane of raid
plate, and the other of said parts having a plurality of
headed projections thereon adapted to fit within mid
slota, the mid projections having shoulders thereon
adapted to engage the Inclined or cam surfaces on raid
plate.

8. The combination of a button and a keeper thereof,
one of raid parts comprising a plate having a plurality
of slots therein, the surface of the plate being inclined
along the length of and on opposite sides of said slots,
and the other of raid parts having a plurality of headed'
projections thereon adapted to fit within mid slots, the
<ald projections having shoulders thereon adapted to en-
gage the inclined or cam surfaces on said plate, and
means for locking the projections In mid slota.

[CTalms 6 to in not printed In the Gaiette.]
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1,229,453. AUTOMOBILE - HORN. JOSBPH J. HbwU
BAiBB, Richmond Hill, N. Y. Filed Apr. S, 1916. Se-

rUl No. 88.997. (CI. 116—1.)

I

1. lu an automobile born, the combination of a cup-
<haped containing member composed of a bottom and a
flangeless circular wall perpendicular thereto, agitating

means contained therein and surrounded by said perpen-
dicular wall, a cupped face member, securing devices pass-
ing through the bottoms of said containing member and
of ^ald face member, a diaphragm clamped between op-

posing surfaces on said members, the portions of the

members presenting raid opposing surfaces and the pe-

riphery of said diaphragm being In line with the body of
said perpendicular wall of said cup-shaped containing
member.

J. In an automobile horn, the combination of a cup-
shap<'d member, a face member, a diaphragm lying be-

tween said two meml>ers. means contained In raid cup-
shaped member for agitating said diaphragm, and means
for securing said cup-shaped memticr and said face mem-
ber together, said securing means passing within the in-

ner walls of said two meml>er8 and engaging the face of
one and the bottom of the other, said diaphragm having
centering projections located within and engaging the
walls of mid cup-shaped memt>er.

3. In au automobile bom, the combination of a cup-
shaped member, a face member, a diaphragm lying be-

tween said two members, means contained In said cup-
shaped member for agitating said diaphragm, and means
for securing said cup-shaped member and said face mem-
ber together, said securing means passing within the
Inner walls of said two members said diaphragm having
centering projections located within and engaging the
walls of the casing formed b;; said members and said se-

curing means passing through openings In mid diaphragm
within said casing.

,229.454. SYNCHRONIZING MECHANISM FOR
CHIME-CLOCKS. Waltbb J. Hchschcdb and Chablm
Cohan-, Cincinnati, Ohio, assignors to The Herschede
HallClock Company. Cincinnati, Ohio, a Corporation of
Ohio. Filed Nov. 11, 1916. Serial No. 130,698. (CI.

58—18.)

1. A clock comprising time Indicating and chime ring-

lug mechanisms, and a mechanism adapteil to synchro-

nize the movement of the time Indicating and chime ring-

ing mechanisms, and containing a synchronizing gear, a

gear mounted on the front plate of the clock and rotateo

)>y a shaft of the time indicating mechanism, a shaft ex-

tending through the front plate from the first to the sec-

ond mentioned gear, and gears mounted on the shaft,

meshing with the first and second mentioned gears.

2. \ clock comprising a time indicating mechanism, a
chime ringing mechanism, and a mechanism adapted to

synchronize the movements of the time indicating and
chime ringing mechanisms, said synchronizing mecha-
nism containing a synchronizing gear, a gear mounted ad-

jacent to the front plate of the clock and rotated by the

minute shaft of the tUne indicating mechanism, a shaft
having Its upper end located between the front and t>ack

plates of the clock and having its lower end extending

through and beyond the front plate of the clock, and gears
secured to the ahaft, meshing with the first and second
mentioned gears.

1,229,456. VALVE. Habby D. Hildbbband, Pittsburgh.

Pa. Filed May 4, 1916. Serial No. 95,332. (O.
108—66.)

1. A valve mechanism for pumps having In combination
two resilient valves adapted to move in opposite direc-

tions In their opening and closing movements, each valve
being controllable by the other as regards its opening
movement

2. .\ valve mechanism for pumps having In conildnatlon
two oppositely arranged pt)rt8, valves controlling said
ports, each valve being adapted to serve as a stop to
limit the opening movement of the other.

8. A valve mechanism for pumps having in combination
two oppositely arranged ports, resilient wings adaptcMl to
normally close said ports, and to operate as stops, the
one for the other, as regards their opening movements.

4. \ valve mechanism for pumps having in combination
two oppositely arranged ports, two valves yieldingly held
in closed position and adapted to be operated by oppo-
sitely applied fluid pressure, and to abut the one against
the other In their opening movements.

5. A valve mechanism for pumps having In combination
two oppositely arranged ports, two normally closed resili-

ent valves, adapted to be shifted to open position and
Into the range of movement of each other by oppositely
applied fluid oressure.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,456. VALVE. Harby D. Hildbbband, Pittsburgh.
I'a. Flletl May 4, 1916. Serial No. 95,333. (CI
103—66.)

1. \ valve mechanism for pumps, etc., haTing In com-
bination two oppositely disposed valve seats having ports
therethrough, valves consisting of thin metal strips sup-
ported in operative relation to said seats, raid valves t)e-

Ing adapted to limit the opening movements of one an-
other.

2. .\ valve mechanism for pumps, etc.. having in com-
bination two oppositely disposed valve seats having porti-
therethrough, valves consisting of thin metal strips, and
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memon for so supporting the t&It«s In operatire relation
to said seats at to permit of their being bent to open the
ports and to move longltadtnallj when bending.

3. A valve mechanism for pumps, etc.. having in com-
bination two oppositely disposed valve seats having ports
therethrough and valves consisting of thin metal strips
supported In operatlre relation to said seat.s. the seats
and valves being arranged in such relation that each
valve will serve as a stop to limit the opening movement
of the other valve.

4. A valve mechanism for pomps, etc.. having in com-
bination two valve seats having ports therethrough, two
independent valves consisting of thin pieces of metal,
said valven being simultaneously movable to and from
their deats and adapted to abut one against the other In
their opening inovemeota.

5. .\ valve mechanism for pumps, etc., having In com-
bination a valve seat having a port therethrough, a valve
con.sl.stlng of a thin resilient meUl strip, pins arranged
transverse of the strip adapted to maintain It In opera
tlvp relation to the port and permit the ends of the strip
to move longitudinally in the opening and closing move
ments of the valve.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Uasctte.]

1.229,457. VALVK. Hasbt D. Hiloebba.nd. Pittsburgh,
Pa. Filed May 4, 1916. Serial No. 95.334. (CI.
103—66.)

1. A valve mechanism for pumps having In combination
a plurality of porta, and a plurality of flexible realllent
winiis. controlling said ports, said wings being formed by
portions of a continuous strip of metal.

2. A valve meclianlam for pomps, having in combination
a block provided with a plurality of groove*, ports or
openings formed through the side walls of the groorea,
wings controlling said ports formed by a oontlouotis
atrip of tlexlble resilient metal.

3. A valve mechanism for pumps having in combination
• block provided with a plurality of grooves, ports or
openings formed throogh the aide walla, valve* conalatlng

of pairs of wings, the wings of each pair connected at
one end, and connections from the opposite ends of each
pair to a wing of a pair In an adjacent groove.

1,229.458. LIOHTINO MECHANISM TOR MACHINE-
TABLES CBAKLas A. HiNsDiLL. Trov. N Y Filed
Jan. 15, 1917. Serial No. 142.51S. (CI. 240 2.)

The combination with a floor ; of a pair of machine-
tables arranged side by side with an intervening space . a
plurality of supports erected from the floor each extending
transversely of and supporting both of said machine-
tables

; a table supporting lighting fixtures located between
said machine-tables Independently thereof; and Supports
for said lighting fixture table erected from the floor Inile

pendently of said machine tables and their support*.

1^29.459. SrCTIO.N-VALVE HOLDER. PfcANiLiJi O.
HoiABT and Charlxs B. Jah>kb. Beloit. Wis., assignors
to Fairbanks. Morse k Company, Chicago, 111., a Corpo-
ration of Illinola. Filed Oct. 9, 1915. Serial No. 55 1(m».

(CL 108—66.)

2. In a device of the class described, a case having a

port or passageway therein to be dos^U, a valve closing
said port, a valve stem extending from said valve, a com-
pression spring entfaglnz a collar on the valve stem and
bearing against a portion of the engine case, a supple-

mental spring mechanism mounted on a plate interposed
between the compression spring and the case having mem-
bers engaglns the sides of said collar on the valve stem
to retnrd the movement thereof, for the purposes set forth.

4. In a ilevlce of the ciasa described, a valve, a valve
seat, a spring urging the valve to Its seat, and a spring
device arranged to apply a frlctlonal resistance to the
movement of the valve.

5. In a device of the class described, a valve, a valve
seat, a sprlni: urging the valve to Its seat, and a sprine
device arrange«l to apply a frlctlonal resistance to th.-

movement of the valve, said valve seating spring reacting
against the device to hold the latter In place.

[Claims I. 8. and 6 to 9 not printed In the (iazette.]
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1,229,460. INDICATIN(i KLECTBIC CONNECTOR.
CHABLxa HoKN. Mlllbourne, Pa., assignor, by mesne as

signments, to Harvey Huhbell. Inc.. Bridgeport. Conn.,

a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed May 18, 1914.

8erlal No. 839,354. (CI. 178—384.)

1. The combination of an Insnlattng body, a contact

comprising a resilient tongue fixed to said body, an In-

sulating cap contalntnK a chamber and a passage, a con-

ductor having an Inclined bearing disposed in said cham-
ber in engagement with said tongue, a conductor by which
said body and cap are engage<l together, wires passing

through said passage and connected with said conductors,

a socket In said cap. and a lamp in said socket, said socket

engaging one of said conductors and said lamp engaging
the other of said conductors.

2. The combination of an insulating body, a threaded

conducting sleeve swivele<l thereon, a conducting ring on
Bai<i body In engagement with said sleeve, said ring having
a conducting member projecting therefrom, an insulating

cap containing a chamber, a lamp aocket In said chamber,

a conductor fixed to said cap In said chamber for con-

necting said socket with said projecting member, a screw
passing through said socket and through said insulating

body, a condoctor fixed to said cap in said chamber and
engaging said screw, wires passing from said conductors
through said cap. and a lamp in circuit with said socket

and screw.

1.229,461. ADDING MACHINE. Alun A. HoBTON, De-
troit. Mich., assignor to Burroughs Adding Machine
Company, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.

Filed July 22. 1914. Serial No. 862.367. (CI. 236—60.)

1. In a machine of the class described the combination
of registering wheels ; type-carrying actuators therefor ;

keys supplying stops to variously measure movements of
actuators ; settable means for repeatedly depressing keys ;

means for positioning the actuators under control of the
wheels for the printing of a total ; a prime mover ; and
means for setting the last mentioned means thereby In

automatic succession to operation of the wheel actuators
under control of the key stops, with provisions for re-

straining the aforesaid key-depressing means during the

totaling operation.

2. In a machine of the class described the combination
of registering wheels ; reciprocating type-carrying actua-
tors therefor ; means for engaging and disengaging the

wheels and actuators ; keys tiupplylng stops to measure

movements of the latter ; settable means for repeatedly

depressing keys : means for keeping the wheels and actua

tors engaged during movement of the latter In both di-

rections as controlled in extent by backward rotation of

wheels to lero for subtotallng purposes ; a prime mover ;

and means for setting the laat-mentloned means thereby

in automatic aocceaslon to operation of the wheel actua-

tors under control of the key stops, with provisions for

restraining the aforesaid key-depressing means during

the totaling operation.

3. In a machine of the class described the combination

of registering wheels; reciprocating t.vpe carrying actua-

tors therefor ; carrying mechanism Including trip pawls

serving also as zero stops ; means for engaging and dis-

engaging the wheels and actuators ; keys supplying stops

to measure movements of the latter ; settable means for

repeatedly depressing keys ; means for keeping the wheela

and a<tiiator8 engaged during movement of the latter In

tK)th directions as controlled In extent by backward rota-

tion of wheels to zero for subtotallng purposes ; a prime

mover ; and means for setting the last-mentioned means

In an operation of the prime mover immediately suc-

ceeding one wherein the actuators are under control of the

key stops and restraining the key-depressing means dur-

ing such operation and during the next operation of the

prime mover which effects the totaling.

4. In a machine of the class described the combination

of registering wheels ; type-carrying actuators therefor

;

keys supplying stops to variously measure movements of

actuators ; settable meana for repeatedly depressing keya

:

means for positioning the actuators under control of the

wheels for the printing of a total ; printing me( hanlsm :

a prime mover ; and means for setting the last-mentioned

means thereby In automatic succession to operation of the

wheel actuators under control of the key stops, with pro

visions for restraining the aforesaid key-depressing means
during the totaling operation and for automatically dis-

abling the printing mechanism in a preceding operation.

6. In a machine of the c^ss des<rlbed the combination

of registering wheels : reclproiating type-carrying act\ia-

tors therefor: carrying mechanism including trip pawls

serving also as zero stops ; means for engaging and dis-

engaging the wheels and actuators ; keys supplying stops

to measure movements of the latter ; settable means for

repeatedly depressing keys; means for keeping the wheels

and actuators engaged during movement of the latter

in both dire<tions as controlled in extent by backward

rotation of wheels to zero for subtotallng purposes; a

prime mover ; means for setting the last-mentioned means

In an operation of the prime mover Immediately succeed-

ing one wherein the actuators are under control of the key

stops and restraining the key-depressing means during

such operation and during the next operation of the prime

mover which effe<'ts the totaling : printing mechanism :

and means for automatically disabling it during the first

of said three operations of the prime mover and enabling

aald mechanism for the third of said operations.

IClaims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gacette.]

14229.462. TRACTION-ENGINE. Oblbt C. HodqhTON.
Chicago. 111., assignor to Bullock Tractor Company. Chl-

<iigo. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Jan. 8. 1915.

Kerlal No. 1,206. (CI. 21—114.)
1. In a traction engine, the combination, of a chassis,

a motor mounted on said chassis, said motor having an
operating shaft transversely of said chassis, a truck on
each side of said chassis, an endless-track band on aald

truck, and means for operating said endless-track bands,

said latter means including a friction driving member af

fixed to said transverse shaft, a second, friction driven,

member mounted loosely on said transverse shaft, means
constructed to operatlvely connect said friction-driving

member to said friction driven member, a gear pinion

fixedly connected to said friction driven member, a trl

angular frame pivotally connected at one of its angles to

said chassis, a spur-gear wheel mounted at the second

angle of said triangular frame, a sprocket-wheel fixedly

connected to said spur-gear wheel, a driving belt connect-
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ing said sprrx'ketwhjH'l to said endleso- track bands, meana
for connpoting and dls('onn»'ctlng ,«ild friction driving
and driven members, a gear pinion mounte<l at the third
angle of Hald frame, and means constructed to rock aald
frame to disengage said spur gear wheel from the flrat

mentioned gear pinion and to engage said second gear
pinion with <<ald first mentioned gear pinion.

2. Id a traction engine, the combination, of a chaasia,
a motor mounted on said cha.ssl8. a truck at each aide
of said chassis, an endless-track band on said truck, mech-
anism in said truck constructed to move said endless-
track, and mechanism constructed to operate said latter
mechanism, including a main driving shaft, friction clutch
mechanism on said driving shaft, a gear pinion opera-
tlvely connected to said friction clutch mechanism, a tri-

angular frame, said frame being plvotally connected to
said chassis at one of Its angles, a spur gear wheel rota-
tably mounted in said triangular frame at Its second angle,
a driving member fixedly connected to aald spur-gear
wheel, a second gear pinion mounted in said triangular
frame at its third angle, said latter pinion being con-
stantly In mesh with said spur-gear wheel, and means con-
structed to oscillate said triangular frame to disengage
said spur-gear wheel from the first mentioned gear pinion
and to cause engagement of the second gear-pinion with
said first-named gear pinion.

'i. In a traction engine, having endless-track bands on
which said traction engine is constructed to move, meana
for reversing the direction of movement of said trac-
tion engine Including a motor - driven main shaft, frlc-

tlon-drlven mechanism on said main shaft, a gear pinion
fixedly connected to said frlctlon-drlven mechanism, a sub-

stantially triangular frame plvotally mounted at one of Its

angles to said traction engine, a spur gear wheel, a shaft
at the second angle of said triangular frame on which
said spur-gear wheel Is rotatably mounted, a gear pinion
fixedly connected to said spur gear wheel, a second gear-
plnlon. a shaft mounted In said triangular frame at ita

third angle, said latter pinion being rotatably mounted on
said latter shaft and constantly In mesh with said spur-
gear wheel, and mechanism constructed to oscillate said
triangular frame to break connection between said spur-
gear wheel and the first mentioned gear pinion and to es-
tablish connection between said two gear pinions.

4. In a traction engine, the combination, with a chaaala.
of a motor mounte<l thereon, a truck at each side of said
chassis, an endless-track on each truck, mechanism con-
structed to connect and disconnect said motor to and
from said endless tracks, including rearwardly extending
hand levers, brake-mechanism constructed to retard and
arrest the movement of said endless tracks, and means for
automatically actuating the brake-mechanism by the op-
eration of said hand - lever, including a brake - pulley, a
biake shoe on said brake pulley, a brake shaft, an arm on
said shaft connecting with said brake shoe, an upwardly
extending a^m on said brake-shaft, a cranked shaft, there
being at the lower end of said crank shaft an arm, and a
rod connecting the latter arm to the said upwardly ex-'
tending arm, the terminal member of said cranked shaft
itelng constructed to contact with said hand-lever to move
the crank-shaft In one direction.

5. In a traction engine, the combination, of a chassis,
a motor mounted on said chassis, a truck on each side of

said chaaala, an endless aelf-laylng track band on each
truck. Independent mechanism for operating said endlesa
track bands from said motor. Including rearwardly ex-
tending handle bars, a platform at the rear end of said
chassis, vertical bearings on said platform, a cranked
shaft In each bearing, an arm at the lower end of each
said cranked shafts, a 6rake-rlm connected with each op-
erating me<bAnlsm. a brake baud on said brake-rim, a
brake-shaft, an arm at one end of said brake-shaft con-
nected to said brake band, an upstanding arm at the other
end of said brake-shaft, and a rod connecting the arm on
the cranked shaft to the upstanding arm on the brake-
shaft, the upper end of aald cranked shaft contacting with
said handle bar.

[Claims 6 to IS not printed In the Gasette.]

1,229.463. f:LE(TRIC SIGNALING SYSTEM. Ha«vit
HCBBBLL, Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Aug. 10, 1916. Se-
rial No. 114.198. (01. 177—348.)

1. A signaling system of the <haracter described com-
prising a plurality of electric Hrcults. a grouped set of
electrically actuated signals in said circuits, a grouped
series of selective circuit making and breaking devices, an
automatic circuit making and breaking device In and com-
mon to at least a part of said circuits, and means con-
trolled by each of certain selective circuit making and
breaking devices for inter connecting and simultaneously
energlxlng a plurality of circuits.

2. A signaling system of the character described com-
prising a plurality of electric circuits, a grouped set of
electrii-ally actuated signals In said circuits, a grouped
series of selective circuit making and breaking device*,
an automatic circuit making and breaking device Incind-
Ing its actuating motor In and common to at least a part
of said circuits, and means controlled by each of certain
selective circuit making and^ breaking devices for Inter-
connecting and simultaneously energising a plurality of
circuits.

3. A signaling system of the character descrlt>ed com-
prising a plurality of electric circuits, each Including at
least one signal in each of a plurality of separated and
corresponding groups thereof, a grouped series of selective
circuit making and breaking devices, an automatic circuit
making and breaking device In and common to at least a
part of said circuit, and means controlled by each of cer-
tain selective circuit making and breaking devices for In-

ter-connectlng and simultaneously energizing a plurality
of circuits.

4. A slguallng system of the character described com-
prising a plurality of electric circuits, each Including at
least one signal In each of a plurality of separated and
(*orre«poDding groups thereof, a grouped series of se-
lective circuit making and breaking devices, an automatic
lircult making and breaking device Including Its actuating
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motor in and common to at least a part of aald circuits,

and means controlled liy each of certain selective circuit
making and brenklng devh-es for Inter-connecting and sl-

nniltamously energizing a plurality of circuits.

5. A signaling system of the character described com-
prising a plurality of eh'f-tric circuits, each of said clrc uits

Including at least one signal In each of a plurality of sepa-
rate«l and corresponding groups thereof and each of at
least a part of the signals in each group being common
to a plurality of said circuits, a grouped series of selective

circuit making and breaking devices, an automatic cir-

cuit making and breaking devl. e In and (ommon to at
least a part of said circuits, and means controlled by each
of certain selective circuit making and breaking devices
for Inter-connecting and simultaneously energising a plu-
rality of circuits.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the tiasette.]

1.229.464. I'ULL SOCKET. Hahvev Hubbill, Bridge-
port, Conn. Filed Nov. 29, 1916. Serial No. 134,211.
(Cl. 178—354.)

1. In a structure of the character described. In combi-
nation, a rotatable contact plate, an oscUlatable operating
plate by whi. h the contact plate Is actuated, an oscU-
latable operating lever having a loose connection with the
operating plate by which the latter is actuated, and a ten-
sion spring, intermediate the operating lever and the op-
eratint; plate, the tension of which Is increased by actua-
tion of the operating lever.

2. In a structure of the character described. In combi-
nation, a block provided with inclines each terminating in

an abrupt shoulder, a rotatable contact plate having spring
arms adapted to engage said Inclines, an oscUlatable op-
erating plate by which the contact plate Is actuated, an
oscUlatable operating lever having a loose connection with
the operating plate by which the latter Is actuated, and a
tension spring, intermediate the operating lever and the
operating plate, the tension of which Is Increased by actu-
ation of the operating lever, said spring causing the spring
arms of the contac t plate to Jump forward when they pass
off the shoulders.

.i. In a structure of the character described, in combi-
nation, a rotatable contact plate, an oscUlatable operating
plate by which the conta< t plate is actuated, and which is

provided with spaced apart lugs, an oscUlatable operating
lever having a lug adapted to co^iperate with the lugs on
the operating plate, and a tension spring connected to
said lever and plate and normally under tension, the ten-
sion of said spring being increased by actuation of the
operating lever, substantially as described, for the purpose
specified.

4. In a structure of the character descrit>ed. In combi-
nation, a block provided with inclines each terminating
in an abrupt shoulder, a rotatable contact plate having
spring arms adapt«d to engage said inclines, an oscUlatable
operating plate by which the contact plate is actuated, an
o»<lllatal)le operating lever having a loose connection with
the operating plate by which the latter Is actuated, an op
eratlng spring acting on the operating lever, and a tension
spring connected to the operating lever and to the operat-
ing plate and normally under tension, the tension of which
is increased by actuation of the operating lever, substan-
tially as described, for the purpose specified.

5. In a structure of the character descrU)ed. the combi-
nation, with a contact plate and an operating plate by
which the contact plate is actuated, of an operating lever

hnvi'-L- n i(i>»e couuection with the operating plate, an
operatiMg spriug a- tint: on the operating lever, and a ten-
sion spriui; Intermediate the operating lever and the op-
erating plate, the tension of which Is lncrense<l by actua-
tion of the operating baer^l-

I Claim 6 not prliite<| m the (;ai:ette.]

1,229.465. CODPHNG. W.^ure- H. Hrosox, Troy. Ohio,
a.slgnor to The Troy Wai^on \Vork> Company, Troy,
Obit, a Corporation of t)hlo. Kile.l .Ian. 26. 1917,
Serial No. 144,673. (Cl. 21—114.)

In a coupling of the character described, a link, a yoke-
shaped member plvotally connected therewith, a shank
extending beyond the yoke shaped member having a cir-
cular head near Its outer extremity, a pair of separable
socket members having an enl&rge<I recess near the ex-
tremity thereof adapted to receive said head, means for
fastening said members together, a plate with alined
ears, and a coupling pin for connecting said socket mem-
bers to said plate for the purpose specified.

1,229,466. TONE-ARM. Frank W.
Haven. Conn. Filed Jan. 12, 1916.
(Cl. 274—24.)

HrxcHixus, New
Serial Xo. 71,670.

1. A tone arm of the Columbia type with offset neck,
having a sound box carrying head, at one end thereof,
the axis of said bead forming an acute angle with a ver-
tical plane passing through the main longitudinal axis
of the tone arm.

4. An attachment for tone arms of the Columbia type,
comprising a main tone arm member, and a sound box
mounted thereon In such a position that a vertical plane
through the stylus bar will be tangent to the record
groove at the point of contact of the stylus point and
groove.

(Claims 2 and 8 not printed In the Gazette.
I

1,229,467. CARTRIDGE LOADING MACHINE. Clab-
B.NCB EcoE.vB Jack, Louvlers, Colo., assignor to E. I. du
Pont de Nemours Powder Company. Wilmington, Del., a
Corporation of New Jersey. Flle«l Mav 22. 191.'>. Serial
No. 29.737. (Cl. 86—20.)

1. In a cartridge loading nia< hlne, tamping means, a
cross-head adapted to carry the same, and means for
avoiding friction between the cross-head and the tamping
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mean<: when the tamping means has been thrown oat of
operation, comprising compressed air operated connec-
tions between the cross-head and the tamping means.

2. In a cartridge loading machine, tamping means, •
cross-head adapted to carry the sajne, and means for
avoiding friction between the crosis-head and the tamping
means when the tamping means has been thrown oat of

operation comprlatng a cylinder and piston connection
between the cross-head and the tamping means.

3. In a cartridge loading macbloe, tamping means, a

cro.is-head adapted to carry the same, and meana for

avoiding friction between the cross-head and the tamping
means when the tamping means has been thrown out of
operation comprising a cylinder and piston connection
between the cross-head and the tamping means and com-
pressed air connections for forcing the piston forwardly
In the cylinder.

4. In a cartridge loading machine, tamping means, a
cross-head adapted to carry the same, having means to

maintain the tamping means at any elevation to which
It is moved by the explosive being tamped, and means for
avoiding friction between the cross-head and the tamping
means when the tamping means has been thrown out of
operation, comprising compressed air operated connections
between the cross-head and the tamping means

5. In a cartridge loading machine, tamping means, a
cross-head adapted to carry the same, having means to
maintain the tamping means at any elevation to which it

is moved by the explosive being tamped, and means for

avoiding friction between the cross-head and the tamping
means when the tamping means has been thrown out of
operation comprising a cylinder and piston connection
ttetween the cross-head and the tamping means.

[Claims 6 to 46 not printed in the Oarette.l

1,229,468. SADDLE FOR MOTOR-CYCLES OR BICY-
CLES. Harbv a. J.4eKso.\, Elyrla, Ohio, assignor to

The Superior Metal Products Company, Eiyrla, Ohio,
a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Aug. 23, 1B16. Serial

No. 46,843. (Cl. 208—16.)

1. In a saddle for bicycles, motor cycles and the like,

the combination of a saddle seat and a saddle truss con-
nected together at their front ends, a yoke connected to

the rear end of the seat consisting of a cross t>ar and a
pair of depending arms, a compression spring surround-
ing each arm operatively connected at one end with the
yoke and at the other with the truss and adapted to com-
pressingiy yield when excessive pressure Is applied to the
seat or trass and to expand to normal when sach preaaare
Is release^l. a second pair of compression iprlnga, each
having at one end operative connection with the yoke
aril! and a support for each of said second springs mount-
ed on the truss, said second pair of compression springs

also adapted to compresslngly yield when excessive pres-

sure Is applied to the seat or truss and to expand to nor-
mal when released.

2. In a aaddle for bicycles, motor cycles and the like,

the combination of a saddle seat and a saddle truss,
meana to connect the front end of the truss to the front
end of the seat, a pair of compression springs operatively
connected at one end to the seat and at the oiher end to
the trass and adapted to compresslngly yield when excea-
slve pressure is applied to the seat or truss and to expand
to normal when released, a pair of arms dep< nding from
said seat, a second pair of compression springs each op-
eratively connected at one end to one of said arms, sup-
ports for the other ends of said compre«8lon springs
mounted on the truss, said springs adapted to comprest-
ingly yield between the tru-ss and seat when excessive
pressure Is applied to either the truss or seat and to ex-
pand to normal when said pressure Is released.

3. In a saddle for bicycles, motor cycles and the like,

the combination of a saddle seat and a saddle trass, meana
to connect the front end of the truss to the front end of
the seat, a pair of compression springs operatively con-
nected at one end to the seat and bolted at the other end
to the truss, said springs adapted to compresslngly yield

when exces-ilve pressure is applieil to either the trass or
the seat and to expand to normal when such pressure it

released, a pair of depending arms connecte<l to the rear
part of the seat, a second pair of compression springs
each operatively connected at one end to one of said arms
and depending supports for the other ends of said com-
pression springs connected to said truss, said second pair
of compression springs being also compressed when ex-
cessive pressure is applied either to the truss or the seat
and adapted to expand when such pressure Is released.

4. In a saddle for bicycles, motorcycles and the like,

the combination of a saddle seat and a saddle truss, meana
to connect the front end of the truss to the front end of
the seat, a yoke connected to the rear end of the seat con-

sisting of a cross bar and a pair of vertical depending
arms, a pair of coll compression springs, each connected
at one end to the truss, each sarroundlng one of said arms
and operatively connected at the other end with the yoke,

said springs adapted to compresslngly yield when exces-

sive pressure is applied either to the seat or trass and to
expand to normal when such pressure is released, a sec-

ond pair of compression springs, each operatively con
nected at onf end to one of said depending arms and sup-
ports depending from said truss for the other ends of
said second pair of compression springs, said second pair
of compression springs adapted also to compresslngly yield

when excessive pressure is applied to either the seat or
trass and to expand when such pressure is released.

5. In a saddle for motorcycles, bicycles or the like, the
combination of a saddle seat and a saddle truss, means to

connect the front ends of said truss and said seat to-

gether, a pair of depending spring supports one connected
to each of the rear corn*»r8 of said truss, a pair of verti-

cally depending arms one conne«"ted to each "f the rear
corners of said seat, a pair of compression springs, each
snpported at one end from said support and operatively
connected at the other end to the lower end of said arm,
and a second pair of compression springs surrounding said
arms, each operatively connected at one end to said truss

and at the other end to the upper end of one of said de-
pending arms.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gasette.1
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1,229,469. CUTTER FOB SOUND • REPRODUCING
8TYLI. Elobid<;b R. Johnso.v, Merlon, Pa., assignor

to Victor Talking Machine Company, a Corporation of

New Jersey. Piled Nov. 18. 1912. Serial No. 781,956.

(Cl. 144—146.)

v<?

In a stylus cutter, the combination of a stationary blade

having a cutting edge and a guiding' surface flush with the

active edge of aald blade and extending on a side of the
cutting edge of said stationary blade, a blade carrier

mounted to move In a plane substantially parallel to the

said guiding surface of said stationary blade, a cutting

blade ^ecu^ed to said carrier and disposed in a plane
making a slight angle with the plane of said guiding sur-

face of said stationary blade, said blade on said carrier

being relatively long and having one of its short ends

secured to said carrier and its opposite short end provided

with a cutting edge, and means carried by said carrier and
disposed between said blade and said carrier to flex said
blade laterally to adjust and regulate the pressure between

•aid bladea.

1.229,470. ELEX:TRIC CONTROL SYSTEM. Nbl*
JOLEts, Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 10, 1914. Serial No.

8*0,911. (Cl. 103—94.)

1. In a refrigerating system motor protective apparatus
comprising In combination a pump, an induction motor for

driving said pump to normally pump fluid, a valve to con-
trol the flow of fluid to said pump, means directly respon-
sive to the speed of the motor and operative upon a pre-
determined drop below normal of the speed of said motor
to control the closure of said valve to relieve the pump
of load to thereby permit the motor when relieved of load
to regain its normal speed, and means for manually re
storing said valve to its operative position to permit the
flow of fluid to said pump.

2. In n refrigerating system motor protective apparatus
comprising in combination a pump, an induction motor
for driving said pump to normally pump fluid, a valve to

control the flow of fluid to said pump, a governor directly
responsive to the speed of the motor and operative upon
a predetermined drop t>elow normal of the si>eed of said

motor to control the closure of said valve to relieve the
pump of load to thereby p<'rmit the motor when relieved
of load to regain its normal speed, and means for mann-
ally restoring said valve to its operative position to permit
the flow of fluid to said pump.

3. In a refrigerating system motor protective apparatus
comprising In combination a pump, an indaction motor
tor driving said pump to normally pump fluid, a valve to

control the flow of fluid to said pump, a governor directly

responsive to the speed of the motor and operative upon
a predetermined drop l>elow normal of the speed of said

motor to control the closure of said valve to relieve the

pump of load to thereby permit the motor when relieved

of load to regain its normal speed, means for manually
restoring said valve to Its operative position to permit the

flow of fluid to said pump, and electromagnetic means
Interposed between said valve and said governor.

1,229,471. EXHAUST ATTACHMENT FOR GAS EN-
GINES. El Dmudo Joxm and R.*t P. Upton, MoUne,
111., assignors, by mesne assignments, to Cook Muffler

Co., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Aug. 3, 1914,

Serial No. 854,667. Renewed Sept. 27, 1916. Serial

No. 122,648. (Cl. 123—194.)

1. In an exhaust attachment for gas engines, the com-
bination of a casing, a spiral gladed propeller wheel ar-
ranged transversely in said cnnlng. an inlet head having
an inlet neck disposed in longitudinal allnement with the

propeller wheel, and a series of baffle plates dispoged back
of said propeller wheel, substantially as set forth.

2. In an exhaust attachment for gas engines, the com-
bination of a casing, a spiral bladed propeller wheel ar-

ranged transversely in said casing, an Inlet head having
a marginal Inlet neck disposed In allnement with an outer
portion of the propeller wheel, said inlet head having a
flaring cavity, and a transverse partition in said cavity

and disposed between said Inlet neck and the center of

the inlet head, substantially as set forth.

3. In an exhaust attachment for gas engines, the com-
bination of a casing, a spiral bladed propeller wheel ar-

ranged transversely In said casing, an Inlet head having
a marginal Inlet neck disposed in allnement with an outer
portion of the propeller wheel, said inlet head having a

flaring cavity, and a semi-annular partition arranged
transversely in said cavity between said inlet neck anil

the center of the inlet head, substantially as set forth.

4. In an exhaust attachment for gas t nglnes. the com-
bination of a casing, a spiral bladed propeller wheel ar-

ranged transversely In said casing, ar inlet head having
a marginal inlet neck disposed in allnement with an outer

portion of the propeller wheel, said inlet head having a
flaring cavity, and a transverse partition In said cavity
and disposed between said Inlet necli and the center of

the inlet head, said partition having spaced relation at its

forward end to the wall of the inlet head to provide an
auxiliary passage between the cavity of the inlet neck and
that of the inlet head, substantially as set forth.

5. In an exhaust attachment for gas engines, the com-

bination of a casing, a spiral bladed propeller wheel ar-

ranged transversely in said casing, an inlet bead having
a marginal inlet neck disposed in allnement with an
outer portion of the propeller wheel, said Inlet head hav-

ing a flaring cavity, and a semi annular partition ar-

ranged transversely In said cavity between said Inlet neck
and the center of the inlet head, said partition having
spaced relation at Its forward end to the wall of the inlet

head to provide an auxiliary passage between the cavity of

the Inlet neck and that of the Inlet head, substantially as
set forth.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.472. PROCESS OF CURING. PACKING. AND
PRESERVING FISH. Edwin P. JrLiBK, Seattle,

Wash. Filed Nov. 28, 1916. Serial No. 188,974. (01.

99—8.)
1. The process of preparing packages containing pre-

parer! edible portions of fish which consists In the re-
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moval of the head and entrails ; smoking the edible
portions : reniovinif from the bo<ly of the smoked etilble

portions the skin, bones and the dry ckln like surface por-
tion of the Inner side of said body : reducing: said bo<ly to
a form that is adapted to be disposed within containers
that are adapted to be hermetically sealed ; cooking said
skin, bones and the dry skin-like portion of the inner
side of the flsh together with water and seasoning con-
diments for a length of time sufficient to cause the water
to extract the nutritious oil and Juices contained therein :

straining the contents : and submerging the flsh no pre
pared within the strained fluid.

2. The process of preparing the edible portions of flsh

as an article of food which consists in the removal of the
head and entrails : smoking the edible portions : removing
from the body of the smoked edible portions the skin, bones
and dry skln-like surface portion of the Inner side of said
body : reducing said body to a form that is adapted to be
disposed within a suitable receptacle : cooking said skin,
bones and the dry skln-llke surface portion of the inner
side of the flsh together with water and seasoning condi-
ments for a length of time suffldest to cause the water
to extract the nutritious oil and Juices contained therein :

L.raining the contents: and submerging the flsh so pre-
pared within the strained fluid

3. The process of preparing edible portions of flsh as
an article of food which consists of smoking said edible
portlonx and re<luclng them to a pulpy mass, and submerg
ing said pulpy mass In a seasoned preservative fluid dia-
posed within a suitable container.

1.229.473. AUTOMATIC MAKE-AND-BREAK DEVICE.
Pathick S. K«nan. Denver. Colo. Filed Mar. 30, 1916.
SerUl No. 87.708. (CI. 200—80.)

1. A make and break device, comprising a support hay-
ing a central opening, a vertical conUct slldably mounted
therein and located In one branch of an electrical circuit,
a second contact arranged in the other branch of the cir-

cuit and composed of two hinged members normally spring
supported Intermediate their hinges out of engagement
with the first named contact but movable downwardly into
engagement therewith when subjected to pressure.

2. A make and l)reak device, comprising a contact com-
posed of spring space<l telescoping members mounted on
the support and locate<J in one branch of the electrical cir-

cuit, a second contact arranged In the other branch of
the circuit and composeil of two hinged members nor-
mally spring supported intermediate their hinges above
and oat of engagement with the flrst named contact but
vertically movable to engage the latter, substantially as
described.

8. A make and break device composed of a casing hav
Ing a central opening, a contact suspended In said opening,
and locate<l in one branch of the electrical circuit, a sec-

ond contact in the other brau !-. 1 the cir< utt composed
of two hinged mem'jers whUb » .r-id from ih«'lr hinges
toward each other, a spring conue 1 ng the <<>iitti<-t por-

tions of said mei.iliers and normally - pportlng the same
aiNive the flrst name<l contact but ni< -able <lownwar<lly
under sultr»'/ie pressure into engagemeu' therewith. Hiid

means U„ normally Insulating the two contacts from eah
other.

4. A make and break device, comprising a metallic ca»
ing having a central opening forme^l in its lower surface,

a contact slldably mountetl therein and insulated there-
from, the said contact and casing l>elng respectively lo-

•ated in the two branches of an electrical circuit, a sec-

ond contact composed of two members hlngedly connected
with the casing and extending toward each other, their

adjacent extremities t>elng normally spring supported
at>ove the flrst named contact but movable into engage-
ment therewith under the Influence of pressure In a
downward direction.

5. In a device of the class dr8crU>e<l. the combination
of a metallic casing, a (Xtntact centrally mounted in the
casing and insulated therefrom, said contact and casing
being respectively located in the two branches of an elec-

trical circuit, a second contact composed of two mem-
t)ers hinKe<lly connected with the said casing and extend-
ing from their hinges toward each other, their adjacent
extremities being normally spring supported above the
flrst named contact, and a top casing member having de-

pending parts engaging the said hinged members of the
second contact and movable vertically for circnlt closing
purposes.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (iazette.]

1,229.474. HEADLKJHT. IIarrii B. Kbnyo.n, Detroit.
Mich., assignor to James M. Richardson. Highland
Park. Mich. Filed Aug. 22. 1912. SerUl No. 716.S61.
(CI. 240—41.)

1. In a headlight, the combination of a reflector having
a focal center, an incandeacent electric lamp bulb mounted
in the reflector and provlderl with a pair of fllainents.

one of the fliaments >>elng of high candle power and posi-

tioned with Its heated portion at the focal center of the
reflector so that the rays therefrom are projected In sub-

stantially parallel beams, and the other fllament being of

lower candle power and positioned in symmetrical rela-

tion to the flrst fllament and away from the focal center so

that the rays therefrom are projected In diverging t»eams
and electric circuits for heating either fllament at will.

2. In a headlight, the combination of a reflector baring
a focal center, an Incandescent electric lamp bulb mounted
In the reflector and provided with two fliaments. one of
which Is positioned with Its heated portion at the focal
center of the reflector so that the rays therefrom are
projected in substantially parallel beams, and the other
fllament arrange*! symmetrically In relation to the first In
the plane that passes through the focal center perpendli u-

larly to the reflector axis so that the rays therefrom are
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projected In diffused diverging beams and electric circuits

for heating either fllament at will.

8. In a headlight, the combination of a parat>ollc re-

flector having a tubular axial socket and a standard with-
in the reflector having a bearing twss In allnement with
the socket, with an incandescent electric lamp bulb mount-
ed In the socket and standard and provided with a fllament
of high candle power at the focal center of the reflector

and a fllament of low candle power adjacent the other
fllament.

4. In a headlight, the combination of a parabolic re-

flector, a tubular socket on the reflector In axial allnement
therewith, and a standard on the reflector having a bear-

ing boss In allnement with the socket, with an Incandes-

cent electric lamp bulb having oppositely disposed sockets

detachably mounted In the t>earing boss and reflector

socket, a fllament of high candle power in the lamp at a
focal center of the reflector, and a fllament of low candle

power in the lamp adjacent the other fllament.

6. In a headlight, the combination of a parabolic re-

flector, a tubular axial socket extending rearwardly there-

from, and a standard on the Interior of the reflector hav-

ing a bearing boss alined with the socket, with an incan-

descent electric lamp bulb, oppositely disposed sockets on
the bulb detachably engaging the bearing boss and the re-

flector socket, a fllament In the lamp at the focal center

of the reflector, and a fllament of different candle power
than the focal fllament mounted in the lamp adjacent to

the latter.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.229.475. TOWEL-HOLDER. Charles J. Kbbn. Buf
falo. N. T.. assignor to Inventors Product Company,
Inc.. a Corporation of New York. Filed May 6, 1916.

Serial No. 95.809. (Cl. 211—81.)

In a towel dispensing device, a holder, a shaft fixedly
mounted in said holder, a stamped sheet metal plate ro-
tatably mounted on said shaft and adapted to support a
roll of toweling material, said plate having a central
aperture with a notch leading Into said ap<'rture. a pin on
the shaft, one aide of said plate being normally In contact
with one side of said pin. means for rotating said plate,
the said notch permitting the pin to clear the said plate
and permit the said plate to rotate until the opposite side
of the plate contacts with the other side of said pin,
thereby permitting a single revolution of said plate and
allowing a predetermined length of toweling to be un-
wound from said roll, a spring having one end attached to
said shaft and Its other end attached to the said plate,
whereby the plate is returned to its normal position upon
tbe severing of the unwound material from the roll.

1,229.478. ROLL PRI.\TL\<; DEVICE. Isaac W. King,
Kansas City. Mo., assignor to The Automatic Advertis-
ing & Sales Company. Kansas City. Mo., a Corporation
of Missouri. Filed Sept. 80, 1915, Serial No. 53,397.
(Cl. 101—126.)
1. The combination with a suitable stand, of a housing

plvotally mounted on said stand, a printing roller carried
by and projected from the housing, and a plurality of
spring members of relative different strength connecting
tbe housing with the frame, whereby one of the springs
may act as a relay to the other In effecting substantially
constant pressure of a printing roller on a l)ody carried
In the fr.ime when said bo<ly la varied In diameter sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. The combination with a roll paper frame, of a hous-
ing pivotallx mounted on said frame, a printing roller ro-

tatably mounted in the housing and projecting therefrom
to contact a roll carried In the frame, a spring attached
to the housing, and a spring attached to the frame and
connected with the housing spring, the said springs being

of relative different strength whereby a substantially even
tension of the printing roller against the roll held In the
frame may be maintained as the diameter of the frame
roll diminishes.

1.229.477. SHEET -METAL BUILDING. AxDBlw A.
Kramer. Kansas City. Kans. Filed Mar. 3. 1916. Se-
rial No. 81,886. (Cl. 189—2.)

1. A building comprising side wall and roof members,
each composed of initially independent strips of sheet

metal, corrugated transversely and box ribbed longitudi-

nally, the roof sections being bent to form a ridge
through the body portions and box ribs, and the box ribs

on the roof nesting with tbe box ribs on the side wall

sections.

2. A sheet metal structure comprising side wall and
roof sections, made of initially independent sheets of
metal, corrugated transversely and box ribt)ed longitudi-

nally, the roof strips being bent to form ridge and edge
portions, the side wall and roof strips having box ribs

along their longitudinal edges, with the edge ribs on one
section nesting with like ribs on an adjacent section and
with the ribs of the roof strip nested with ribs of the

side wall sections.

1.229.478. SHEET -METAL BUILDING. Andrew A.
Krameb. Kansas City, Kans. Filed July 21, 1916. Se-
rial No. 110.501. (Cl. 189—2.)

1. In a building having a side opening and a wtll
member having a lower edge terminating above the open-
ing, a trough having an inner wall member lying aloni:
the inner face of the building wall member, and attached
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thereto, whereby the trough is supported from the build-
ing wall member and the said building wall member pro-
jected Into the trough substantially as set forth.

2. In a building having a side opening and comprlalng
a wall member having a free edge terminating at the top
of said opening, and having a transverse corrugation ad-
jacent salil free edge, a drain trough having a rear wall
Ijlng along the inner face of said building wall and hay-
ing a c-orrugatlon seated within the corrugation of said
side wall, and means for attaching the rear wall of the
trough to the side wall of the building, whereby the
trough Is supported from the side wall, with the lower
edge of the side wall located within the trough for the
purpose set forth.

3. In a building having a side opening and comprising
a side wall member having a free edge at the top of the
opening, a door hanger carried by the side wall, a door
carried by said hanger, a trough having a rear wall lying
along the Inner face of said wall member and bridging
the space between said side wall member and the sus-
pended door, and means for attaching the rear waU of
said trough to the side member of the building.

4. In a building comprising a side op«'nlng and a roof
provided with a downturced portion, forming a part of
the side wall of the building and having a free edge ter-
minating at the top of said opening, a hanger carried by
the vai,i downturned roof portion, a door carried by aald
hanger, and a trough having a rear wall projected be-
tween the side wall member of the building and said door
and attached to the side wall member whereby the door
may move along the inner wall of the trough and the
side member drain into said trough subsuntially as »et
forth.

1.229.479. MATCH-BOX. Yajchi Kueokawa, Seattle,
Wash. Filed Oct. 21, 1916. SerUl No. 126.884. (O
206—23.)

1. A match box comprising a case having a vertical

guideway, a match carrier mounteil in said guldeway and
composed of a metal plate bent upon Itself to form front
and back sides and exteriorly concaved at the bend to
form a match receiving hollow, one side of said carrier
having a stop lug limiting its upper movement, means for

engaging .«;ald match carrier to pull It down, and a spring
between the sides of said carrier and engaging the caae
at the ends of the carrier and acting as a stop to limit

the downward movement of the carrier and to normally
hold the carrier In raised position.

2. .\ match box comprising a case having a main stor-

age compartment and an auxiliary compartment extend-
ing laterally from the lower part of the main compart-
ment, the top and bottom of said auxiliary compartment
tia.Ting openings of a size to pass a match laterally, a
match carrier mounted to reciprocate within said open-
ings and to t>e withdrawn to bring Its upper edge near the

bottom of the match box, means acting to normally hold
said match carrier In position to present a match at said
upper opening and means for drawing said match carrier
downward within the box.

3. .V match box comprising a case having a main stor-

age compartment and an auxiliary compartment extend-
ing laterally from the lower part of the main compart-
ment, the top and bottom of said auxiliary compartment
having openings of a size to pass a match laterally, the
t)ottom of said l)ox being Inclined to cause the matchea to
move by gravity to said lower opening.

4. A match box comprising a case having a main stor-

age compartment and an auxiliary compartment extend-
ing laterally from the lower part of the main compart-
ment, the top and twttom of said auxiliary compartment
having openings of a alze to pass a match laterally, the
bottom of said box being inclined to cause the matches
to move by gravity to said lower oi>ening. a match car-
rier having separated front and back plates connected at
the top and exteriorly hollowed on top to form a match
receiving hollow, said carrier being mounted to recipro-

cate through the bottom opening and to present matches
at the upper opening, a spring lying between the front
and t>ack sides of said carrier and engaging the sides of
the case, and means for engaging said carrier to pull it

down and means for llmitli% its upward movement.
5. A match box having a plate forming the back and

sldeii thereof, a second plate covering most of the top and
front and having an upwardly and outwardly Inclined
lower end section, a third plate covering the remainder of
the front and leaving a match discharging slot l>etween It

and the second plate, a fourth plate forming the bottom
and turned down at Its forward end to leave a slot be-

tween it and the third plate and a match carrier mount-
ed to vertically reciprocate in the latter slot and to pre-
sent a match to the first slot.

[Clalril 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.480. ROLLING SPRING METAL. Alfbed M.
Laxh, St. Louis. Mo., assignor to Monarch Metal
Weather Strip Company, St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation
of Missouri. Filed Dec. 20. 1915. Serial No. 67.738.
(CI. 80—60.)

,^8^ ^er

2. The proi-ess If bending springy sheet metal strips
which compriiH's passing said strips cold through succes-
sive pairs of gripping and t>ending rolls, each succeeding
pair of rolls being driven at a peripheral speed Kllghtly

greater than that of the prece<ling pair, whereby each
strip la stretched slightly between successive pairs of
rolls.

6. The process of bending over the e<lge8 of spring

metal strips which comprises bending up the middle por-
tion of the strip to convex form simultaneously with
bending up the margins at an angle thereto, bending in

said margins and reducing the convexity of said middle
portion and subsecjuently flattening the convex middle
portion and margins into parallel planes.

[Claims 1 and 3 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.481. APPARATl S FUR CONTROLLING THE
FLOW OF FUEL TO INTERNAL-COMBUSTION EN-
GINES. Thomas C. Lbakc. San FrancUco, Cal.. as-
signor to Leake Motor Fuel Economy Company, San
Francisco, Cal., a Corporation of California. Filed
Mar. 24, 1915. SerUl No. 16,775. (CI. 261—39.)

1. An attachment for an internal combustion engine
liavliig a manifold, consisting of means for introducing
liquid hydrocarbon directly Into said manifold, means
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for heating the hydroi-arbou before It enters the maoifold,

mean* operated by a rise in temperature of the hydro-

carbon for cutting off the direct supply thereon to the

manifold, and a normally closed valve arranged in the

said Introducing means and adapted to be oixined by the

suction produced by the turning over of the engine.

2. In a device of the character described, a c-aslng hav-

ing two separated chambers therein in thermal communi-

cation, one chamber being arranged for the passage of

fuel to the engine and the other chamber being arranged

for the passage of exhaust gases from the engine, a flexi-

ble walled closed casing in the fuel chamber adapted to

increase its volume with an increase in temperature and

means arrange<l in said flexible casing for varying its

minimum volume.

3. In a device of the character described, a casing

having two separated chambers therein in thermal com-

rannlcation, one chamber t>elng arranged for the passage

of fuel to the engine and the other being arranged for the

passage of exhaust gases from the engine, a hollow nipple

provldeil with a conical end arrange<l In said fuel cham-

ber, a flexible walled closed casing in the fuel chamber

adapte<I to expand with an Increase In temperature, and

a soft metal plug on said casing ailapted to be seated

on said conical end to close the passage In said nipple

when said casing expands.
4. In a device of the character d<>«crttM>d an annular

exhaust gas chamber having a tangential inlet and a

central outlet, a fuel chamlxT arranged above said an-

nular chamber and separated therefrom by a relatively

thin wall having a corrugated surface whereby the heat

of the exhaust gases is communicated to the fuel In the

fuel chamber, and a flexible walled closed casing In the

fuel chamber overlying said corrugated surface.

5. In a device as described an annular exhaust gas

chamber, a fnel chamber overlying said annular cham-

ber and separated therefrom by a relatively thin cor-

rugated wall, a cone surface having an outlet port therein

In said fuel chamber, a flexible walled closed casing In

the fuel chamber adapted to expand with an Increase in

temperature and a soft metal plug on said casing adapted

to be seated against said cone surface to close said port

when the said casing expands.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.

1

1.229,4«2. SPIRAL STAIRWAY. Adbikn Lbclair. Chi-

cago. III. Filed Aug. 18. 1913. Serial No. 785.277.

Eenew.'d Mar. 16, 1917. Serial No. 166,186. (CI.

189—14 )

1. \ spiral stairway comprislug In combination a iK>Rt,

or mast, a jilurallty of sl«-eves thereon, treads 8upporte<l

by said sleeve*, and means whereby a portion of said

treads are conflned betwe<>n the post and sleeve.
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4. A spiral stairway comprising in combination a post

axial thereto, a sleeve thereon provided with a bracket

Integral therewith and a tread supporte<l by the said

bracket and provided with means confining the end of the

tread between the sleeve and the post.

6. A spiral stairway comprising In combination a post

axial thereto, a plurality of sleeves on said post pro-

vided at the lower end with a slot, a tread projected

through said slot and supported on the end of the adja-

cent sleeve, means whereby the tread is held between the

sleeve and post and means for preventing an axial move-

ment of said tread.

9. A spiral stairway comprising In combination a post

axial thereto, sleeves thereon, each of which Is provided

with a bracket at one end and at opposite end with a

slot opposing the bracket of the adjacent sleeve mounted

thereon, a sheet metal tread supported by said bracket,

projecting through said slot and provided with an up-

ward bend or tongue wedged between the sleeve and post.

10. A spiral stairway comprising in combination a post

axial thereto, a plurality of sleeves in an engagement

with each other, a bracket Integral with and projecting

from each sleeve, a slot at the bottom of said sh-eve. a

bent sheet metal step supported upon said bracket and
provldefl with a tongue wedge<l between and tightened by

the sleeve, iwst. and step, a plate bolted to snd connecting

the several steps.

[Claims 2, 3, 5, 7. and 8 not printed in the GaEette.]

1,229.488. COMBINED SIGNAL AND LICENSE-PLATE.

Edward Libby, Montreal. Quebec. Canada. Filed May
22, 1916. Serial No. 99,226. (CI. 40—182.)

A combined signal and license plate, comprising a caa-

Ing. a license plate having openings therein In the form
of letters and numerals, a colored transparent screen

behind said plate, a source of light within the casing,
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whereby Hght escaping through the screen and openings
of the plate will constitute both a signal and an Indication
of the Itcenso number, a pair of independently operable
closures for the casing connected thereto by a hinge com-
mon to both closures, one confining the license plate and
screen, and the other giving access to the interior of the
casing without unconftnlng the license plate and screen,
and a keyless fastening for the other closure.

1.229.484. GARMENT. Henby M. Linointhal, Chicago.
111. Filed Feb. 12. 1917. Serial No. 148,048. (CI.
2—97.)

In a vest comprising a front and back and provided
with the usual lower side pockets and connecting tide
seams, a pair of straps secured at one end to said aide
•earns and adapte<l to be readily connected together at
their opposite ends either across the front or back of the
vest, one surface of said straps being of the same goods
as the back of the vest and the opposite surface being
of the same goods as the front of the vest, said straps
being adapted when connected together across the front
of the vest to tend to hold the lower front pockets lo
cloaed poaitlon.

1,229,485. PROCESS OF MAKING PLASTIC COMPO-
SITIONS. William Q. Li.ndsay, Caldwell. N. J., as-
signor to The Celluloid Company, New York, N. T., a
Corporation of New Jersey. Original application filed
May 23, 1912. SerUl No. 699,234. Divided and this ap-
plication filed July 10, 1913. Serial No. 39,190. (CI.
106—40.)

1. The process of making plastic compositions from
acetyl cellulose which comprLses mixing said acetyl cellu-
lose with chloroform and a monohydrlc alcohol having
not more than two carbon atoms to produce a gelatinous
mass.

2. The process of making plastic compositions from
acetyl cellulose which comprises mixing said acetyl cellu-
lose with chloroform and a monohyilrlc alcohol having not
more than two carbon atoms to produce a gelatinous mas*,
and mixing therewith a solid substance which is a solvent
for actyl cellulose In the presence of said chloroform and
alcohol.

6. The process of making plastic compositions from
acetyl cellulose which comprises mixing said acetyl cellu
lose with chloroform and a monohydrlc alcohol having not
more than two carbon atoms to produce a gelatinous mass,
mixing therewith an alkylated aromatic snlfonamld which
la a solvent for acetyl cellulose in the presence of said
chloroform and alcohol, allowing the excess of the volatile
solvent to evaporate and suitably manipulating the result-
ing mass.

9. The process of making plastic compositions from
acetyl cellulose which comprises mixing 100 parts of
acetyl cellulose with 100 parts of a chloroform ingredient
to produce a gelatinous mass, said chloroform ingredient
comprising chloroform and from 10 to 20 parts of a mono-
hydrlc alcohol having not more than two carbon atoms,
and mixing therewith from 30 to 40 parts of an aromatic
»ulfi>n«mld which Is a solvent for said acetyl cellulose in
the pr»»«ence of said chloroform and alcohol.

[Claims 3 to 5. 7, and 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.229.486. PROCESS OF MAKING ACETYL CELLU-
LO.'<E PLASTIC COMPOUNDS William G. Li.vugAY,
Caldwell, N. J., asaignor to The Celluloid Company.
New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Original
application filed May 24, 1912. Serial No. 6W9.5.S9.
Divide,! and this application filed July 10. 1915. Serial
No. 89,193. (CI. 106—40.)
1. The process of making plastic compounds from

*c«tyl cellulose of the variety which Is freely soluble In
acetone, which comprttes :—mixing said acetyl cellulose
with trichlorethylene aad methyl alcohol to produce a
gelatinous mass.

8. The process of making plastic lompounds from
acetyl cellulose of the variety which Is freely soluble In
acetone, which t-omprlses :—mixing said acetyl cellulose
with trichlorethylene and methyl alcohol In about equal
volumes thereof to prmluce a gelatinous mass, mixing
therewith a »olld substance whl.h U a solvent for said
acetyl cellulose In th*- presence of raid trichlorethylene
and mothyl alcohol, allowing the excess of volatile solvent
to evaporate and suitably manipulating the resulting
masa.

[Claims 2 to 7 and 9 not printed In the Qasette.]

l4tS9.487. SOLVENT FOR ACETYL CELLULOSE AND
PROCESS. William G. Lim>8at, Caldwell. N. J., as-
signor to The Celluloid Company. New York, N. Y.. a
Corporation of New Jersey. Original application filed
May 23. 1912, Serial No. 699.234. Divided and this
application filed June 6, 1916. Serial No 102.0001
(CI. 106—*0.)

1. The composition of matter which comprises acetyl
cellulose, an aryl acetamld. chloroform, and a monohydrlc
alcohol having not more than two carbon atoms.

5. The composition of matter which comprises acetyl
celluloae. tetrachlorethyl acetamllld, chloroform, and a
monohydrlc alcohol having not more than two carbon
atoms.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.488. COIL-SPRING SEAT F<^R DISKS. MiLTO:*
Emaniel Lindskoog, Klron, Iowa. F1I»h1 Aug. 8,

Serial No. 43,4«.V (CI. 155—2."^.)
191.-.

In a device of the class described, a frame, a seat sup-
porting member, a universal Joint for supporting the
lower «nd of .said seat supporting member on the frame,
said seat supporting member extending upwardly and rear-
wardly from said point, a spring secured to said seat sup-
porting member rearwardly of said Joint near the upper
portion of said member, and to said frame. In front of said
Joint, a seat on the upper end of said member, springs
operatlvely connected with said seat and extending later-
ally on the opposite sides thereof, and secured to said
frame for yieldingly holding said seat against lateral
tilting, said first spring being so arranged as to cushion
the rebound of said seat when the seat has been moved
laterally from its normal position.

1.229.489. SWITCH. Alexandbb J. Looci.v. West Allig,
Wis., assignor, by mesne assignments, to AlUs-Chalmera
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Sept. 6. 1910. Serial No. 680.822. (Cl
175—282.)
1. In a switch, a movable member carrying a contact,

A pivoted element carrying a contact engageable with the
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contact carried by Mild movable meml>er, and means com-

prising parts associated with said niovat>le member and

said pivoted element for causing movement of the con-

tact carried by said pivoted element prior to engagement
t>etween said contacts.

regular crou section, a filler adapted in shape to fit the

Irregular side of said root and with the root to closely

fill the slots in the rotor, said blade overlying liaid filler.

2. In a switch, a member movable about a pivot and

carrying a contact, a plvote<1 element carrying a contact

coftp««ratlve with said first mentioned contact, and a part

asHAcia ted with said movable meml>er and cooperative with

a part associated Avlth said plvotetl element to cause

movement of the contact carried by said pivoted element

prior to engagement between said contacts.

H. In a switch, a movable member carrying a contact,

a pivoted element carrying a contact cooperative with

said first contact, and a part associated with said movable

member and cooperative with a portion of said pivoted

element on the side of the pivotal point thereof opposite

to that on which the contact carried thereby Is disposed

and engageable with such portion of said pivoted element

prior to the engagement of said contacts for causing posi-

tive movement of the contact carried by said pivoted ele-

ment Into engagement with said first contact.

4. In a switch, a movable meml)er carrying main and
auxiliary contacts, a pivoted element carrying main and
auxillar.v contacts cooperative with said first contacts,

the auxiliary contact on said pivoted member being dis-

posed on the opposite side of the pivotal point thereof

from the main contact carried thereby, said auxiliary

contacts t>elng engageable prior to engagement of snid

main contacts and being effective to cause an Increase In

the pressure with which said main contacts engage.

5. In a switch, a movable member, main and auxiliary

contacts carried by said movable member, a pivoted ele-

ment, and contacts mounted on said pivoted element at

different distances from the pivotal point thereof and co-

operative with the contacts carried by said movable mem-
ber, the pressure between said auxiliary contacts when In

closed position affecting the pressure with which the main
contacts engage each other.

[Claims to 16 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,490. TURBINE. William J. A. Londox and Rob-

E«T C. Ali.b.n. Hartford, Conn., assignors to The Terry

Steam Turbine Company, Hartford. Conn., a Corpora-

tion of Connecticut. Filed Sept. 19, 1912. Serial No.

721.126. (Ci. 253—77.)
1. In a blade fastening device the combination with a

rotor having transverse slots in its periphery, "of a blade

having a root of Irregular cross section adapted to fit Into

aald slot, and a filler adapted in shape to fit in said slot

at one side of the root.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a rotor having transverse slots In its periphery,

of H blade provided with a root of reduced size and of Ir-

8. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a rotor having transverse slots in its periphery,

of a blade and means for fastening said blade to said ro-

tor comprising a blade root and a filler having correspond-

ingly shaped contacting faces and adapted to fit snugly

in the slots.

4. In a turbine a rotor having its periphery trans-

versely slotted, blades orerlylng said slots and seated

against the face of the rotor, each blade provided with a

root fitting said slot, and means for bending the end of

said root when the blade Is driven into position, to lock

the blade in place.

5. In a turbine a rotor having transverse peripheral

slots the walls of which are Inclined at the bottom,

blades overlying said slots and seated against the face of

the rotor, each blade being provided with a root adapte<l

til fit within the slots and be deflected by the said incline

when the blade i.s seated, and a relatively shorter filler

located in each slot back of the roots.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (iaiette.]

1,229.4»1. SUPPORT FOR BOBBINS OR COPS. JOHK
O. McKba.v. Westfield. Mas«., assignor to Foster Ma-
chine Company, Westfield, Mass., a Corporation of

Massachusetts. Filed May 1. 1916. SerUl No. 94,5S&.

(Cl. 242—180.)

1. In a supporter for spools or the like, the combina-
tion of a spool-sustaining support : a spring sustaining

said support and means engaging the spool to guide the

spool in movements in a direction to and from the sup-

port and retain it In proper relation to the support while

the spool Is unwound.
2. In a supporter for spools or the like, the combina-

tion of a support : a spool receiving spindle, mounted
upon one end of a pivoted beam ; that beam and a weight
adjustable upon either side of the beam pivot to Increase

or decrease the pressure of the spool upon the support.
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1.229.492. CHARGE-I'BEPARINd APPARATUS. Wil-
liam R. McKcK.x. Jr.. Omaha, Nebr., ansignor to Ur-
Ke«n Motor Car Company. Omaha. Nebr., a Corpora-
tion of New Jersey. Filed July 1, 1909. Serial Xo.
305,407. (CI. 261—14.)

1. In apparatuD of the nwtiirp described, la combina-
tion, means forming « rhanit)»«r. a plurality of soreenn dis-

posed in converging relation In wild chamber, meana
adapted to lead air Into said chamber, and means adapt-
ed to lead a hydrocarbon npon said screens adjacent their
converging endn.

2. In apparattia of the nature described. In combina-
tion, a casing provlde<l with a chamber ; a foraminous
diaphragm in said chanifwr, composed of converging
screens ; a condalt adapted to lead air info said chamber

;

and means adapted to delWer a hydrocarbon upon said
diaphragm.

3. In apparatus of the nature descrlb.-d, in combina-
tion, a conduit, means adapted to admit air thereto, a
source of hydrocarbon supply, and a connection adapted
to lead hydrocarlwn from said source of supply by grav-
ity into fHid conduit, said connection being formed and
positioned to act as a siphon with certain levels of hy-
drocarbon in said source of supply.

4. In apparatns of the nature described, in combina-
tion, means forming a chamb* r, a plurality of upwardly
converging s< reena In -<ald • haml>er, means adapte<l to
lead air Into said chamber, a source of hydrocarbon sup-
ply having a normal level above the upper ends of said
screens, and means adapted to lead hydrocarbon by grav-
ity from said source of supply npon the upper end por-
tions of said screens.

5. In apparatus of the nature described, in combina-
tion, carbureting means, a conduit adapteil to lead air
thereto, a ca-*lng upt>n Hai<I cundoit. a second casing
adapted to fit removably In said first casing and provided
with lateral ports for the admission of air. and a screen
member In said second caaing through which the air is led.

[Claims 6 to 11 aot printed In the Gaiette.]

1.229,493. IMPLEMENT HOLDER FOB TYPB-WRIT-
INO MACHINES. Isaac U. Mallix, Chicago, IlL
Filed Oet- 18, 1915. Serial Vo. *6,|12. (CL 197—181.)

1. typewriter Lnple(D>-nt k«<<ler naniprtdoir a noa-
magnetlc plate having iip|»< r and l»w»^ (Unce« tn c«mMna-

tlon with a magnet secured thereto, said non-magoetlc
plate interpoMil between the trpewriter frame and magnet
and removably attached to the side of the machine, sub-

stantially as described.
2. A typ«'wrlter implement holder <-oBststlDg of a mag-

net in combination with a flanged non magnetic plate
se<ured thereto Interposed between the magnet and type-
writer frame and removably attached to the side of the
machine, substantially as described.

3. A typewriter Implement holder comprising in combi-
nation a non magnetic plate provlilwl with upper and
lower flanges and a magnet securetl thereto, said non-
magnetic plate interposed l>etween the typewriter frame
and magnet and removably att«cbe<l to the side of the
machine for maintaining a dlslc eraser within convenient
reach of the operator, as and for the purpose set forth.

1.229.494. METAL MELTIXO FIRNACE. DwioHT 8.

MARriKLD, Cincinnati. Ohio, assignor to The Buckeye
Products Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, a Corporation of
Ohio. Filed Jan. 2, 1917. Serial No. 140.224. (CI.
263—33.)

1. A furnace having a melting chamber provided at one
end with a burner opening and In a wall at substantially
right angles thereto with a port for charging and pouring,
said port having an annulus at its Inner end projecting
into aaid chaml>er and adapted to baffle the combustible
gases as they sweep along the vaU of said chamber toward
•aid port.

2. A farnace haring a melting ciiaaaber and rotatably
mounte4l upon substantially horizontal bt'arings. ap inlet

port for fuel and air through uue of said bearings, a
charging and pouring port leading through the wall uf said
chamber at substantiaJiy right angles ru the axis of rota-
tion, aaid charging port h;ivlng an annulus at its inner
end projecting into saU ihamtwr and adapted to baffle

the combustible gasea as th^y sweep along the wall of
said <-faambfr toward said charglmg porL

(Claims 3 and 4 not printed In th*- (iazette.)

1.229.495. QARTEA. Waltkb Maitu. Manafleld. Ohio.
Filed Mar. 27, 1»1«. 8«riaJ No. 86,928u (CI. 241—^3.)

A n>eans fM* aecnring a relatlf«ly fixed ead ot the
elastic web portion ot tW garter to the p«4 thereof, cotn
prising a nonelastic loop secure<l t<» the pad aad a link
plate for»M>d with approilmately parallel slots, one slot
adapted to receive the loop r)»»rab»r snd both slots adapted
to receive «»e terminal of the »l«stl< web. the elastU web
having its normally free end downwardly thr.«deil through
the free slot. a<'ross beneath the luoy plate an<l upwanlly
rhrouch the atot recelrtag Che Uop meiaber. across
the tap af the plate and downwardly thrn«igh the re-
maining slat aiul oatwardly trttm Maid slot beneath the
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plate, and a tip set ured to the plate-connected end of the

web to rest upon the upper portion of the plate beneath

the web and between the slots, the slots in the plate being

of a size to be approximately filled by the portion of the

web and loop passed therethrough, the loop and web pre

sentlng an uninterrupted bearing surface for the bottom

of the plate, whereby the loop and web prevent conUct of

the meul of the link plate with the person of the wearer.

1,229,496. LATHE ORINDINO ATTACHMENT. Locis

MATtLA. Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Aug. 8. 1916. Serial

No. 118,741. (CI. 81—*.)

1. in a grinder of the class deacribed, the combination

with an annular rotary element and a fixed aapport, of a

block adJusUbly slidable on said fixed support, means for

clamping said block to said support, a segmental bracket

carried by said block having teeth upon its arcuate upper

edge, a lever plvote<l to aaid bracket, a pawl, and means

for operation thereof. comblne<l with Mild lever, a bracket

adjustable longitudinally on said lever, a friction disk

pivotally carried by aaid bracket, means for pressing said

disk against eaid rotary etement. a flexible shaft driven

by said friction disk, an abrading wheel operatively con-

nected with said flexible shaft and means for manually

controlling said abrading whj-el.

2. In a grinder, the combination with an annular rota

table element and a fixed support, of a block movable on

said support, means for clamping said block thereto, an

arcuate bracket carried by said block, a manually operate<l

lever pivoted on aaid block, a friction disk engageable with

aid rotary member, means for normally pressing said disk

tenslonally against said rotatable element, an abrading

wheel, a mounting therefor, said mounting being adapted

for manual operation, and connections between said abrad-

ing wheel through said operating means to Mid disk.

1,229.497. ART OF ROLLING. NoaaaaT Mite. Dttdel-

Ingen. Luxemburg. Filed Oct. ». 1916. Serial No.

123.«1«»2. (CI. W»—»4.)

'°>''

shafts of the horizontal rolls and projecting into circular

recesses in the faces of the vertical rolls.

2. In a rolling mill for rolling I-beams, the combination

In one single frame of two horlzonUl rolls rotatable In

vertical direction and two vertical rolls rotatable in hori-

zontal direction with rolling collars slidable on the

shafts of the horizontal rolls and projecting Into circular

recesses in the faces of the vertical rolls, the said col-

lars being provided with flanges adapted to partially over-

lap the borl/.ontal rolls.

1,229.498. PACKIN<j-RING. Mathew Mob.\tta. Prlnce-

ton. Ind. Filed Apr. 28. 1916. Perlal No. 94.145. (CI.

121—108.)

1. A packing ring comprising a main body portion and

engaging end portions, one of said end portions provided

with a base less in height than one-half the height of said

main body portion, a wall flush with the Internal periph-

ery of the ring and above the said base, the width of said

wall being less than one-half the width of said main body

portion, the outer face of said vail converging Inwardly

with respect to the inner peripheral face toward said base

and the other end portion provided with a tongue eugag

Ing the top of said base and the outer lateral face of Raid

wall, with surface contact.

2. A packing ring comprising a main l)Ody portion

and engaging end portions, one of said end portions pro-

vided with a base and a wall flush with the Internal periph-

ery of the ring and above the said base, the outer face of

said wall converging Inwardly with respect to the inner

peripheral face toward said liasf, and the other end por-

tion provided with a tongue engaging the top of said base,

said tongue provided with an Inner face diverging down-

wardly with respect to its outer peripheral face, said inner

side face engaging said outer face of said wall, with eur-

face contact. . s»

1. In a rolling mill for rolling I-beams, the comblna

tion In on. single frame of two horlzonUl rolls rotatable

In vertical direction and two vertical rolls rotatable In

horizontal dln^l«»ti with rolling collars slidable on the

1.229,499. ACETYLENE-GAS GENERATOR. DaM«l W.
MfNDKN. Indianapolis. Ind.. assignor to Ix>uis Wag-

schal, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed July 13. 19l4. Serial

No. 850.616. Renewed Nov. 28, 1916. SerUl No.

183.988. (Ci. 48—».;

1. An acetylene gas generator Including a closed re-

ceiver, a water-reservoir supporte<l in the receiver and

comprising a bottom and a side wall, the bottom t»elng

proTldeil with fl viilve casing hnvlng a nipple thereon ex-

tending b<>low the l>ottoni. H phirallty of perforated

pipes having comnumlcation with the nipple and ex* nd-

ing radially therefrom, the pipe* proridlng supin-rrlng
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feet for the reserroir, and a feed-valve arranged In the
valve casing.

2. An acetylene gas generator Including a cylindrical
receiver, a water-reservoir In the receiver, means for sup-
porting the water-reservoir above the bottom of the re
celver, a center gi^de having arms secured to the up-
per portion of the reservoir, the arms having guide pro-
jections projecting beyond the reservoir approximately
to the wall of the receiver, a valve casing connccte<i to the
bottom of the reservoir, and a valve in the casing having
a stem extending through the center guide.

3. An acetylene gas generator Including a cylindrical
receiver, a carbid-vessel comprising a bottom and a side
wall, the bottom of the carbtd-vessel being supported in
the receiver, a plurality of combined supporting and guid-
ing devices secured to the inner side of the upper portion
of the wall of the carbld-vessel and extending upward and
over the top of the wall approximately to the cylindrical
receiver wall on an Inclined angle, a water-reservoir re-
movably supported upon the devices, and a feed-valve con-
nected with the bottom of the water-reservoir.

4. An acetylene gas generator including a receiver body
comprising a bottom and a side wall, a carbid-holding ves-
sel in the receiver body removably supported on the t>ot-
tom thereof, a water-holding reservoir removably supported
by the carbid-holding vessel In the receiver body and pro-
vided In Its upper portion with a guldeway. a feed-valve
In the reservoir having a vertical stem guided in the.
guldeway, the stem having a squared socket in Its upper
«nd, a cover removably st-cured and sealed to the top of
the side wall of the receiver body and provided with a
parking box having a Joint-seat In Its inner end. and an
operating rod extending movably through the packing box
and having a collar thereon provldetl with a valve face
normally in contact with the Joint-.seat. the rod having
a pointed squared portion extending removably into the
socket of the valve stem.

1.22S.500. AUTOM.\TIC REOULATINO-VALVE FOE IN-
TERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES. Edward C. Niw-
To.v, Marysville, Cal. Piled Sept. 8, 1914. Serial No
860,684. (CI. 137—152.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a conduit, a valve In said conduit balanced against the
flow therethrough, a grid valve member pivotally mounted
In said con<lult, means operatlvely connecting said valve
and member whereby one is actuated by the other, and a
valve member cooperating with said grid valve member to
close the openings therein as the grid valve member moves
from Its seat.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
4)f a conduit, a valve In said conduit for controlling the
flow therethrough, a grid valve member operatlvely con-
nected with the said valve, a second grid valve member
mounted on the first grid valve member, and means where-

by the ports through said grid valve members are closed
as the first of said grid valve members moves from its
seat.

8. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a conduit, a pivotally mounted grid valve therein, a
grid coCperating with said valve, a normally stationary
pivot, and a rod connecting said pivot with said grid
whereby the grid Is moved on said grid valve as the lat-
ter is moved from Its seat.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a conduit, a grid valve In sale) conduit, a grid co-
operating with said Krld valve to control the openings
therethrough, an adjustable, normally sutlonary pivot,
and a rod connecting said pivot with said grid whereby the
latter Is moved on the grid valve as the grid valve Is
moved from Its seat.

a. In a device of the dags descrlb^nl, the combination
of a conduit, a irrld valve therein, a grid cooperating with
said grid valve to control the passage therethrough an
adjustable screw threaded rod having a pivot thereon, and
a rod connecting said pivot with said grid whereby the
grid win be moved on said valve as the latter is moved
from Its seat.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed Iq the Oasette.]

1,229.501. PNEUMATIC PLAYER ACTION. Fiu.va E.
NiCHOi>«, Mount Carmel. and Eahl W. Fbltis, Nor-
wood, Ohio. Filed Feb. 17. 1916. SerUl No 78 79<L
(CI. 84—233.)

•

1. In combination In a player action, a striking pneu-
matic, a vacuum chest, a valve unit mounted on the chest
and communicating with the chest and the pneumatic, a
tracker board, a tube connecting the tracker board and
the valve unit, means for adjustably mounting the pneu-
matic relatively to the chest and valve unit, an operative
connection between the pneumatic and the wippen of a
piano action, and adjustable means for alining the con-
ne<tlon with the wippen and the pneumatic after the pnea-
matlc has been adjusted.

2. A player-action comprising a striking pneumatic, a
vacuum chest, a valve unit communicating with the chest
and operatlvely connected with the pneumatic, a tracker
board, a tube connecting the tracker board and the valve
unit, a slotted plate, and means secured to the pneumatic
and occupying the slot of the plate to adjustably mount
the pneumatic thereon and at a right angle thereto.

3. In combination in a player action, a strtklng pneu-
matic, a slotted plate, means secured to the pneumatic
and occupying the slot of the plate to adjustably mount
the pneumatic thereon, a shallow vacuum chest having
allnwl openings In the top and bottom thereof, casings on
the top and bottom, concentric w^th the openings In the
<hest. a flexible diaphragm closing th» t>ottom opening, a
valve disk closing the top opening, a valve stem mounting
the disk and having its lower end extending through the
chest and engaging the diaphragm, a tube connecting the
top valve casing with the pneumatic, a tracker board,
and a tube connecting the tracker board with the bottom
casing.

4. In a player action, the combination of a series of
striking pneumatics, a vacuum ohest. a valve unit for each
pneumatic mounted on the chest and communicating with
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the chest and its pneumatic, a tracker board, and tubes

c«)nEe<ting the tracker board and the valve units, a ver-

tical slotted plate, means occupying the slot of the plate

and secured to the pneumatics, adapted to mount the

pneumatics adJusUbly at right angles thereto, a bar lo-

cated adjacent to the slotted plate, stickers operatlvely

connected with the pneumatics and the wippens of a piano

action to be operate«l, and clamps mounted on the bar and

operatlvely connecte<l with the stickers, adapted to aline

the 8tlck»Ts with the wippens after the pneumatics have

been adjasted.

1,229.602. CIOARETTE-CA8E. VicTOB Nivois, Brook-

lyn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 17, 1916. SerUl No. 91.607.

(Cl. 206—41.)

1. A cigarette case comprising a pair of cover sections

and a holder adapted to be inclosed thereby, said holder

comprising a box like body portion formed from a single

blank of material and having a scries of cigarette engag

Ing members extending Inward from <>ne wall ther 3f and

adapte<l to contact the cigarettes adjacent the cirgarette

Inner ends, said members having a length configuration to

provide contact with a cigarette at a point spaced from

the member free end.

4. A cigarette case comprising a pair of hfnged cover

sections, and a holder adapted to be Inclosed thereby, said

holder Including a body portion having one of the walls

thereof separated from and movable relative to the ad

Jacent end walls of the holder at Its upper portion, said

wall also having a series of inwardly extending cigarette

engaging nicmt>er8 formed Integral therewith and adapted

to conta<t the cigarettes adjacent the cigarette inner ends.

9. A cigarette case comprising a pair of co\-er sections,

and a holder adapted to be Inclosed within the cover sec-

tions, said holder having a wall thereof formed with a

row of Inwardly projecting cigarette engaging members,

each member being adapted to contact a cigarette adja-

cent the Inner cigarette end to clamp the cigarette against

the opposite wall of the holder, said members having a

length configuration to provide contact with a cigarette

at a point spaced from the member free end.

13. A cigarette case comprising a pair of hinged cover

sections, and a holder adapted to be inclosed thereby, said

holder including a bojjy portion having one of the walls

thereof separated from and movable relative to the adja-

<ent end walls of the holder at Its upper portion, said

movable wall being adapted to serve as a gul<le fiange

by means of which the cigarettes may be guided during

Insertion and removal from the holder.

[CTalms 2, 3, 5 to 8. 10 to 12, and 14 not printed in the

Oazette.l

2. In a safety device for aviators, comprising means for

holding the aviator about the waist and by each le^

means for connecting said holding means to ilie frame of

an aeroplane to securely hold said aviator in said aero-

plane and means for simultaneously releasing said con-

necting means to free said aviator from engagement with

aid aeroplane.

1.229.503. SAFETY DEVICE FOR AVIATORS. KxuT«
W. OLSON. St. Paul, Minn. Filed Aug. 28. 1916. Serial

No. 117,.'t87. (Cl. 244—1.)

1. In a safety device for aviators, comprising, a belt

adapted to be secured about the waist of the aviator,

straps extended from said belt, straps adapted to be se-

cured about each leg of said aviator, having depending

Htr.ips therefrom and means for detachably engaging the

free ends of said extending and depending straps to hold

said aviator in an aeroplane, said holding means being

adapted to simultaneously release said straps and thereby

release said aviator.

3. In a safety device of the class described, comprising,

a belt for encircling the waist of an aviator, hands adapt-

ed to encircle the legs of said aviator, straps connecting

said belt and bands to the frame of an aeroplane to se-

curely hold said aviator in said aeroplane and means for

simultaneously releasing all of said straps thereby releas-

ing said aviator from said aeroplane substantially as de-

scribed.

4. In a safety device of the class described, comprising

a belt for encircling the waist of an aviator, bands adapt-

ed to encircle the legs of said aviator, straps connecting

said belt to said bands to prevent them sliding off the

legs of said aviator, straps connecting said belt and hands

to the frame of an aeroplane to securely hold said aviator

In said aeroplane and means for simultaneously releasing

all of said straps thereby releasing said aviator from said

aeroplane substantially as described.

o. In a device of the class described, comprising, a belt

adapted to encircle the waist of an aviator, hands ndapt-

ed to encircle the legs of said aviator, straps connecting

said belt and bands to the frame of an aeroplane to se-

curely hold said aviator In said aeroplane, snaps on the

end of said straps, said snaps being adapted to engage on

the frame of said aeroplane to detachably holt; said avia-

tor to said aeroplane and means for simultaneously re-

leasing all of said snaps, thereby releasing said aviator

from said aeroplane substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oazette.1

1,229,504. THREAD CUTTER AND HOLDER.
A. OL80N, Ames, Iowa. Filed Mar. 29. 1917.

No. 158,445. (Cl. 80—14.)

n^^

Oscar
Serial

1. A thread cutter and end holder, comprising a single

strip folded over at Its lower end, and having spaced re

slllent arms extending upwardly from said lower end and

designed to be received within and frlctlonally engage a

spool, parallel arms extending upwardly from said first

arms and designed to be pressed together in vertical posi-

tion when the device is assembled in a spooi, said last

described arms having sharp edges, and having at their

upper ends outwardly spread portions forming guide

members.
2. A thread cutter and end holder comprWInjr a single

strip folded over at Its lower end. and having spaced resU-
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lent arum pxteudior upwardly from Mid lower end and de-
•Imed to be recelred within «ud frJctlonally engajt-« pool,
parallel arms extending upwardly from Mid flrnt anna and
deiilgne«l to b*" pressed tog^'ther In vertical position when
th^ device Is assembled In a spool, said last described
arms havln» sharp edgres. and haring at their upp«r ends
outwardly spread portions forming guide mombers, one
of said second arms having an opening therein, the other
of said second arms baring a tongue formed therefrom
and extended through said opeolnc. said tongue having a
shari>ened upper edge.

(Claim 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.505. FLUSHING APPARATUS. JoHX E. Obmu.
OwosHO. Mkb. Filed Doc. 28. 1915. Sertal No. 68.308
(CI. 4—5.)

-V

1. In a fluiihlng apparatus, the combination with «
closed water tank and discharge pip*, of a valve struc-
ture comprising a body having an outlet connecting said
tank and pii)e and also having an Inlet for -applying the
tank with water, and a valve member In raid body mov
able by water pressure, across said outlet and Inlet to
alternately open and close the same, whereby the Inlet Is
cloned when the outlet la opened, and vice versa.

2. In a flushing apparatus, th- (omblaatlon with a
closed water tank and discharge pipe, of a valve structure
comprl.^ing a body having an outlet port connecting aald
tank and plp^ and also having a combined air and watei
Inlet passage for supplying the Unk with air and water
and a presHure actuated valve member In aaid body mov-
able a.roj^s Ha Id port and pa.<*.sage to alternately open and
close the same.

3, A flushing valve comprising a body having two
alined fHin-M of different size* therein, the lower end of
the smaller bore having a discharge outlet, the upper end
of the large bore being closed, a differential piston hav-
ing two spaced heads slldabl* In the respective bores, the
bo«ly having discharge ports communicating with the
Hmaller bore, said port.-, being normally closed by the
lower piMton-head. the l>ody also having tank supply ports
normally open to the •pace between said piston heads
an.l controlled by the lower piston head, the body further
having a water supply passage communicating with said
-pace, the larger piston head having a port therethrough
to permit the water to pass to the bore above said head
the body further having a by passage extending from the
upper lK>re above the larger piston head and communicat-
ing at Its lower end with the sp«ce beneath the lower
puton-head. and a manually-operable valve controlling
Mid bv.pas,ai,'e and arranged t<. permit the escape of
water from the space above the plst^u. whereby the
pre^^ure of th.- water will raise the piston to open said
discharge ports and close said supply ports.

4. A dlfferentUl flush valve adapted to be .onneoted to
« flti^h tank and comprising a b.,dy having a bore there
in. a supply p,.rt opening from said bore into said tank,
and a dis. harge port from said tank to said bore, and a
water presyure-operated piston slldable In eald bore to
(»p«'n and close the tald porta.

6. In a flushing apparatus tke MmMutlon with a
closed tank, of a controlling valve associated with said
tank and comprising a body portion having a supply pas-
sage connected to a source of wafer under pressure a
dl-xcharge passage, a tank discharge port an.l a tank
supply port, said ports communicating with their respec-
tive passages, and a dlfferentUl valve member In said
body portion operable by the water In said supply pa*.
"age and movable across said ports to alternatelv open
and cloae one of said ports and simultaneously close and
op,.n the other of said ports whereby water is admitted to
said tank or discharged therefrom.

1.22«.«M)6. .SHELL. Joseph Pail. Jr.. Prague. AlberU
Canada. Hied Jan. 21. 1916. Serial No. 78.325 (CI
102—29.)

1. A triple action shell comprising a head chamber, a
base chamber, an explosive charge and shrapnel 1«1U in
each chamber and a bomb in the base chamber, said bomb
having an ludcin-ndent explosive charge In communlca
tlon with the explosive charge of the base chamber, saltl
charges and l>omb arranged for successive . xploslun

4. A triple action shell comprising a cylindrical body.
a diaphragm within said body dividing the Interior there
of Intl. head and base chaml>erK. an opening In said dla
phragm. explosive charges on Iwth sides of said dla
phragm. said charges communicating through said open
Ing. shrapnel Italls In satu ( haml>ers, a bomb In said base
chamber having an Independent explosive charge directly
communicating with said explosive charge In said base
chamber, said charges and t>omb arranged for succeaslve
explosion.

[Claims 2. 8. 3. and 6 not prlnte.1 In the Gazette.]

1.229.507. HAY-.STACKER. Ezra E pAaKEa. Gerlng
Nebr. Filed Oct. 4. 1916. Serial No. 123.781 (CI
212—44.)

1. A hay loader comprising In combination, a base a
platform rotaUble upon said base, spars having oppo
altely extending guldeways rising from said platform, a
carriage movable upon said guldeways. a grapple fork
carried by said carriage, a fixed beam carried by the up
per ends of said spars and overhanging the grapple fork,
a cable extended from said carriage to said fixed beam
and thence downwardly through said platform, and means
operating from the free end of said cable for raising said
carriage.

2. A hny loider. comprising In (omblnatlon. a base, a
rotary platform on said base, a derrick structure rising
from said platform so as to he rotatable therewith, a car-
riage vertiiallv movable on said derrick stmctTire. verti-
cally swinging arms mounted upon the .-arrlage. a grap
pie carried by the extremities of the arm^. mMns for raU
Ing said carriage upon the derrick structure and mean-
for adjustablv limiting the upward movement of the car
rlage.

8. A hay loader comprising In combination, a base a
trackway carrle,! by said base, a platform rotatable upon
said trackway, spars having oppositely extending guide

wa.vs rising from !*ald platform, means for bracing said

spars, a carriage movable upon said g\ildeways. a grap

pie fork carrlc'd by said carriage, a fixed beam carried by

the upper end of said spars and overhanging the grapple

fork, a cable extending from »»ald carriage to said fixed

beam, and thence centrally through said platform, and

means operating upon the free end of said cable for rais-

ing said carriage.

1^2».6«W*. FULL-STROKE M WOMANISH AM> OVER
THROW -PREVENTEK FOR ADPIN*: MACHINES.

Wai.teb J. I'ASiNSKi, l>etrolt, Mlch.. assignor to Bur-

roughs Adding Machine Company. Detroit. Mich., a

Corporstiou of Michigan. Filed July SO. 1915. Serial

No. 42,6»7. (CI. 74

—

14.)

the teeth of the rack at one end and adapted under mo-
mentiun to engage the teeth at its other end and thereby

arrest the motion of the handle, the rack having a deep

terminal notch for the first mentioned end of the pawl to

enter as the handle completes a stroke In one direction,

said pawl-end then serving, through coaction with the

rack-teeth, to compel a full stroke of the handle In the

opposite direction.

5. The combination with an oscillating handle, of a

Hejrmental rack carried thereby and having widely spacei!

teeth with forward facing abrupt edges, said rack having

a deep notch beyond the series of teeth : a pivoted pawl

with a cam-nose on one side of Its pivot and a relatively

abrupt nose on the other side of its pivot ; and a spring

holding the cam-nose normally In the path of the rack-

teeth, the abrupt nose adapted under momentum to en-

gage the abrupt edges of the rack teeth and thereby ar-

rest the handle, and the cam-n«»se adapted to enter the

deep notch of the rack as the handle completes its Initial

stroke and to then cooperate with the rack-teeth to com-

pel a complete return stroke of the handle.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1. The combination with a recipro<-atlng handle, of

means checking Its movement when driven beyond desired

speed, and codperatlng means for compelling full move-

ment in one direction t>efore reversing.

2. The combination with a movable handle, of a rack

and pawl one of which Is carried by the handle and the

other of which Is fixed, the pawl being pivoted Interme-

diate Its ends and spring-held In camming relation to the

teeth of the rack at one end and adaptt>d under momen

turn to engage the teeth at Its other end and thereby ar-

rest the motion of the handle, together with provisions

for compelling a full stroke of the handle.

8. The combination with a movable handle, of a rack

and pawl one of which Is carried by the handle and the

Other of which is fixed, the pawl l>elng pivotal Interroe

dlate Its ends and sprluK-beld In ramming relation to the

teeth of the rack at one end and adapt«tl under m<imen

turn to engage the teeth at Its other end and thereby ar

rest the motion of the handle together with means for

tumbling the pawl to constitute It a means for compel

ling a full stroke of the handle.

4. The combination with a movable handle, of a rack

and pawl one of which is carried by the handle and the

other of which Is fixed, the pawl being pivoted Interme

dlate Its ends and spring-held In camming relation to

1.229.509. PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE OF HYDRO
(MILORIC ACID. ARNOLD H. I'BTCB. New York, N. Y..

assignor to Royal Baking Powder Company, New York.

N. v.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Apr. 12.

1912. Serial No. 690.247. (CI. 28—1.)

1. A proc-ess for making hydrochloric acid comprisini;

thH conversion of chlorin Into hydrochloric- add by

means of water-vapor and (iirlM>n at a temperature lower

than rtMl heat.

2. A process for making hydrochloric acid comprising

the conversion of chlorin Into hydrochloric acid by means
of water-vapor and carbon at a temperature between the

UiUIng point of water and red heat.

8. A process for making hydrochloric add comprising

forming an approximately colorless mixture of chlorin

and water-vapor and conducting said mixture over carbon

at a temperature l>etween the Iwlllng point of water and
red heat.

4. A prcM-ess for making hydroi-falorlc acid, comprising

forming a mixture of chlorin and such an amount of

waier-va|K)r that the mixture shows substantially no gre n

color when olteerved against a white Iwckground. and
trentlnu such mixture with carlwn at a suitable tempera-

ture.

5. A process for making hydrochloric- acid comprising

forming a mixture of chlorin and water-vapor in approxi-

mately the proportion by weight of three to seven, and
conducting said mixture over carbon at a suitable tem-

perature.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,229,510. GUMMED BLANK AND UNWRAPPED BOX
RE<;iSTERING MECHANISM M»iaii-i-e E ParaBS
GaoaoB H. Fath, and Ai.hebt F. Miu.bk, I>enver, Colo

Filed Feb. S. 1916. Serial No. 76.992. (CI. 101—86.

>

1. (hummed blank and box registering mechanism, com
prising the combination of gummed blank conveying mech
anlsm. with a table arrnngecl to receive and hold the blank

in a preilefermlne<l position, means for guiding a box cen

trally against th? gummed side of the blank, comprising a

gummed blank conveying mechanism, a table arranged to

receive the blanks from said conveyer mechanism, and a

plurality of air suction air inlet apertures In said table

connected to operative air suction force producing raecha

nlsni for holding said blanks on said table In a predeter

mlne<1 position.
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2. Oummeil blank and twx registering niecbaniMni. com-
prUlnic the (omblnatlon of a jruinnietl blank conveylnu
mechanism, with a table arranged to n<e!ve and hold the
blank In a pre«leternilned position. uieanM for Kuldlng a box
tentrally against the jfummed side of the blank, a table ar-
ranged to receive the blanks from said conveyer mecba-
olHm. a plurality of air suction air inlet apertures In said
table connected to operative air suction force producing
mechanUm for holding said blanks on said table in a pre-
determined position, and adjustable »)ox ond and aide en-
gaging dips arrauKeil over said tabic to guide the tMzes
centrally onto the blanks on said table.

3. Gummed blank and box registering mechanism, com-
prising the combination of a gummed blank conveying
mechanism, with a table arranged to receive and hold the
blank in a predetermined position, means for guiding a
box centrally against the t.'umme<l side of the blank, a
table arranged to receive the blanks from said conveyer
mechanism, a plurality of air suction air Inlet apertures In
said tabic connected to operative air suction force prwluc-
Ing mechanism for holding said blanks on said table In'

a

predetermined position, and adjustable box end and side
engaging dips arranged ovi r said table to guide the boxea
centrally onto the blanks on said table.

4. In a gummed blank and unwrappe<l box registering
table, the combination with the conveyer, said conveyer be-
ing provided with blank gripping and holding means and
with a stopping station, said conveyer being provided
with a blank releasing mechanism at its stopping station,
of a plurality of air suction blank gripping tubes ar-
range<I to enuage said conveyer at Its stopping station and
grip and raise a blank therefrom, a table reciprocally
mounted adjacent to said blank trripping and lifting tubes,
means for reciprocally moving said tubes over said table,
means for lowering said tubes to deposit the blank on said
table In a predetermined position, means Including an air
voetion force connected with said table for gripping the
blanks as they are deposited on Its surface by said air suc-
tion tubes, and means including box icuidlng clips for
placing a box centrally on the blank on said table, where-
by said box is adhesively glu»*d to said blank.

5. The combination of the gummed blank conveyer with
a reciprocating table adapted to receive the gummed
blanks in a prwletermlned position, means including ad-
Justalile sruldes for manaally guiding a t)ox against a blank
on said table, and means including a plurality of air suc-

tion operating tubes for gripping the blanks on the con-
veyer and transmitting them to their pre«letermlned posi-
tion on said table.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the (^iazette.)

gripping and transmitting tubes, comprising a reciprocating
tube and a wiper member for each tube, a liquid recep-
tacle in the path of said wipers provided with a supply
of a suitable gum removing solution into which said
wipers move at each of their reciprocal movements and
means whereby said wipers are moved Into rubbing con-
tact with said tubes after each of their blank transmitting
movements.

3. In wet wiper m»-chanism for the gum coate«I ends of
blank transmitting air suction tube«. the combination of
a cam and lever actuated reciprocal movement wiper, «
reclproi-al wiper roller In the return movement path of
the gum coated end of each air suction tube, a receptacle
provided with a supply of water Into which each wiper
roller dips at each cycle of Its reciprocal movement, and co-
operatlngly timed means by which said wiper roller en-
gages and is engaged by the return movement of said
blank transmitting tubes.

4. In a wet wiper mechanism for gummed coated blank
gripping, transmitting and releasing tut»e8, the combina-
tion of a plurality of reclprtxatln;: tul>es arranged to pick
up and forwardly advancv a gumme<| blank on the for-
ward stroke of their reciprocal movement, with vertically
reciprocating swinging wiper for each tube, a receptacle
in the path of said wipers provided with a supply of
water Into which said wipers dip and are soaklngly wetted,
and means including a cam and lever actuated mechanism
for moving said wiper Into rubbing contact with the gum
coated ends of said tubes.

5. The combination with the air suction op< rating in-
termittently operating gummed blank gripping, trnnsmlt-
tlng and releasing tubes arranged to transmit gummed
blanks one at a time, with the reclprocatinjc wlp«>r arms,
the water absorbing and distributing roller at the end of
each arm arranged to engage the blank engaging end of a
tube, means for wetting said rollers during each recipro-
cal movement of said rollers and arms, and means for
moving said wetted rollers In rolling entragement and
contact with said tubes after they release each blank.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.229.511. WIPER MECHANISM FOR THE ENDS OF
GUM-COATED SUCTION-TUBES. Melville e. P»-
TBRa, GwjRGE H. Fath, and Albert F. Miller. Denver,
Colo. Filed Apr. 28. 1916. Serial So. 94.204. (CI.

101—36.)
1. A wiper mechanism for gummed blank transmitting

tubes comprising m^ans whereby said tubes grip and trans
mit a gummed blank intermittently, and means Including

a wet wiper mechanism arranged to be moved into bear-

ing contact with the blank engaging ends of said tubes
after the trnnsmlssion of each gummed blank.

2. .\ mechanism for wlpingly removlns the gum from
the gum coated ends of Intermittently operating blank

1.229.512. BOX-FEEDING MECHANISM FOR BOX-
WRAPPING MACHINES. M»lvii.lb E PmB«.<;iOBoi
H. Fath, and Albert F. Miu.er, Denver. Colo. Filed
Apr. 28. 1916. Serial No. 94.207. (CI. 93—36.

>

1. In an automatic box feefling mechanism, the combi-
nation with the box receiving plunger of a box wrapping
machine, of a box supporting guldeway. and means in-
cluding a cam and rock arm actuated reciprocating plate
for Intermittently moving a box along said guldeway to

said plunger, and means Including adjustable stop and
box centering guides for guiding each box Into the path of
said plunger, and means Including a reciprocating and re-

silient Ik)x supporting Up mechanism actuated to support
a l>ox inallnement with said plunger by ent;agement there-
with.

2. In a box feeder for box wrapping machines, the combi-
nation with the plunger, of the box receiving slldeway. the
box pushing piuuKer arranged to reciprocate therein, re-

silient controlle<l reciprocal means Including an extension
eilge supporting shelf for protecting the overhanging edges
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of extension edge boxes, and means including box stop-

ping guiding and centering guides for directing each box

into the path of said plunger.

3. In a box feeder for box wrapping ma<hlnes, the coju

tilnatlon with the plunger, of the box receiving slldeway.

the box pushing plunger arranged to reciprocate therein,

and resilient controlle<i reciprocal means including an ex

tension e<lge supporting shelf for protecting the over

hanging edges of extension edge l)oxe8, said means also

Indudlng a bearing plate on said plunger and an adjust-

able plunger engaging guide arm and roller arranged to

control the reciprocal movements of said extension i'<lge

supporting shelf.

4. In a box feeiler for box wrapping machines, the

combination with the plunger, of the box receiving slide

way, the Ikix pushing plunger arranged to reciprocate

therein, and resilient controlled reciprocal means including

an extension edge supporting shelf for protecting the over-

hanging edge>i of extension e<lge boxes, said means also in

eluding a bearing plate on said plunger and an adjustable

plunger engaging guide arm and roller arranged to con-

trol the reciprocal movements of said extension e<lge sup-

porting shelf, and cam aetuate<l means for operating said

iKtx pushing plate.

5. In an automatic box feeding mechanism for box

wrapping machines, the combination of the table frame

an<l the upper plunger, with a box fee<llng mechanism

comprising a guldeway adapteil to receive boxes, and a

l>ox pushing recipro<-al mechanism arranged to dellvei

boxes one at a time under said upper plunger, and means

Including resilient guides for supporting the box below

the plunuer and for releasing said box when aald plunger

enters It on the downward stroke of Its reclproial move-

ment.
(Claims 6 to 18 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

2. In a blank delivering table for blank i^mmlns ma-

chines, the combination of a table made of a fiheet or blade

of aluminum, provided with a blank receiving station,

means for Imparting a variable throw stroke from the

blank receiving point of the table forward a predetermined

distance varying with the size of the blank on the table,

whereby said blank is moved and delivered by said table

into a box receiving position, means on said table includ-

ing air suction Inlet apertures for gripping the blank at

Its blank receiving station by an air suction force, and for

holding and releasing It at Its box receiving station, said

table being provided with recesses in Its advance moving

edge adapted to permit said blanE to be grlpp<>d and held

in box re<elvlng relation whj-n released by said tabl^ and
KHld table has moved on its rfturn stroke from under said

blank.

1.229,513. BLANK RECEIVING AND DELIVERING
T-\BLE. Melville E. Petehs. Gbohge H. Fath, and

ALBERT F. Miller. Denver, Colo. Filed Apr. 28, 1916.

Serial No. 94.209. 'CI. 101—36.)

1. In a blank delivering table for blank gumming ma-

<-hlnes, the combination <>f a table made of a sheet or blade

of aluminum, provided with a blank receiving station,

means for Imparting a variable throw stroke from the

blank receiving point of the table forward a predetermined

distance varying with the site of the blank on the table,

whereby said blank Is moved and delivered by said table

Into a box receiving position, means on said table includ

Ing air suction inlet apertures for gripping the blank at

Its blank receiving station, by an air suction force, and

for holding and releasing It at Its box receiving station.

3. A gummed blank receiving and delivering table, com-

prialng a table made of aluminum having a smooth flat

top. means on said table for gripping a Mank at a prede-

termined blank receiving station, and means for delivering

the blank at any predetermined desired point of delivery

to receive a box in wrapping relation to it.

4. In n gummed blank receiving and delivering table,

the .combination with a blank gumming machine, pro-

vided with means for gumming blanks of different prede-

termined sizes and for conveying them to a table receiv-

ing station, with a blank receiving and delivering table of

aluminum or other suitable material, said talde being pro-

vided with an air suction blank gripping plurality of air

Inlet apertures in said table arranged to grip the blanks

one at a time at the table's blank gripping station and to

hold to it while being forwarded to Its delivery point,

means Including a cam actuated air pump operatively con-

nected to said air suction blank gripping apertures of said

table, arranged in timed sequence to the blank receiving

movements of said table for gripping, holding and releas-

ing said blank as desired, and means including gearing

and adjustable variable stroke cam actuated mechanism
for reciprocating said table from its blank receiving sta

tlon to any predetermined blank and box registering and
wrapping relation.

5. In a blank receiving and delivering table for blank

gumming machines, the combination of the blank deliver-

ing table, slideways on said gumming machine, rearwardly

extending rack bars mounted in said slideways, a shaft.

gears on said shaft meshing with said rack bars, a pin-

ion on said shaft, a vertical reciprocating rack bar mesh

Ing with said pinion, means for varying the throw <>f said

rack bar whereby a variable throw forward stroke may be

Imparted to said table, and means including a cum ac-

tuated lever mechanism operatively secured to the lower

part of said rack bar.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)
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1.229.614. METER. Thomas HaI!«m PliMOif. New
York. N. T. Filed Mar. 31. 1916. 8«rUl No. 88.143.
(CI. 235—^91.)

II IS '» ti 7 «*'

1. In ronibloatlon. a meter register mcchanigm, driving
means therefor, and means for changing the speed of the
register mechanism relatively to the driving meaiia at pre-

determined times In the operation of thf register mecha-
nism and under the cuDtrol of said register mechanism.

2. In combination, a meter register mechanism, driving
means therefor, and means for changing the gear ratio l>e-

tween said driving means and said register mechanism
at predetermined times In the operation of the register

mechanism and under the control of said register mecha-
nism.

3. In (-omblnatloo, a meter r«>gl»ter mechanism, and
means for varying the speed of operation of said register

mechanism at predetermined times in the operation of the
register mechanism, and under the control of said register
mechanism.

4. In combination, meter reglaterlng and recording

mechanism embodying register wheels and recorder wheels,

means for operating the recorder wheels synchronously
with the register wheels, driving means connected to said
register wheels, and means operable from one of said re

corder wheels for changing the speed of said rsci*t«r
wheels relatively to said driving means at a predetermined
time in the operation of the registering and recording
mechanism.

5. In combination, meter registering and recording
meohaaism, driving means for said mechanism, and means
operable from one of said recorder wheels for changing
the epe<»d of said register and recorder wheels relatively
to said driving means at a predetermined time in the op-

eration of the registering and recording mechanism.
[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1.229.515. COIN -CONTKOLLINO MECHANISM FOR
AUTOMATIC PHOTOGRAPHING-MACHINES. GsoMl
N. Piraa, Cleveland. Ohio, assignor, by mesne assign
ments, to F. E. Stewart, trustee, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed
Apr. 18, 1913. Serial No. 761,447. (CI. 194—80.)

1. A coin controlled mechanism for a ma< hlne having
a magazine adapted to contain articles said mechanism In

eluding a part which controls the delivery of article* from
said magazine said mechanism also Including parts adapt
ed to be operatlvely conuected by an lnterpo««>d coin there
by when actuated to cause the delivery of aa article from
the magazine, and a member adapted to engage one of th<-

parts of the mechanism to positively move the said mem
hers to original position after they have been operated.

2. A coin controlled niecbanism for a machine having a
magazine adapted to contain articles said mechanism In-

cluding a sliding part adapted to control the delivery of
article* from the magazine, and a M^cond sliding part
adapted to t>e connected with the tirst sliding part by an
Interposed coin, and means adapted to positively engage
and move one of the sliding parts at the completion of

predetermined fun< tlons.

3. A coin controlled mechanism for a machine hariag a
magazine, an operating motor and motor controlling

switch said meclianlflm lnciadiu»{ parts adapted to be op
eratlvely connected by an Interposed coin and when ac-
tuated serving to operate the «wltch and to cau^e thi de-
livery of an article from the maKaztne, and means en-
gaging one of the aforesaid parts thereby to return the
said part to its Initial position and cause the opening of
the switch.

4. A coin controlled mecbanlitm for a machine having a
magazine adapted to contain articles, a motor and motor
controlling switch, said mechanism comprising slides

adapted to be operatlvely connecteil by an Interposed coin

and having a portion which causes delivery of sn article

from the maxazlne. and another portion operatlvely con
nected to the said switch, and means for positively en-
gaging on< of the said slides to return it t<> Inlflai position

and thereby cause the switch to be opened.

6. A coin controlled mechanism for a machine having
a magazine, an operating motur and mot^r controlling
switch said mechanism Including parts adapted to be op-

eratlvely connected by an interposed coin and when ac-

tuated serving to operate the switch and to cause thf de-

livery of an article from the magazine, means for locklair

one of the said parts when the said parts have beeu op
erated, and means for porltlvely engaging one of ssld

parts to move the same to Initial position and also mov-
ing the switch to original position and causing the locking
means to release.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1,229.516. BOOK - MARK. Ross O. Pibhck. Michigan
City, Ind. Filed Feb. 21. 1917. Serial No. 15o,i48.

(O. 11—12.)

In a book marker of the character described the comM
nation with a bodv portion cuiuprislng a pair of longitudi-
nally extending blngedly connected sections, offset por-
tions formed on the upper edge of said body, and a plu-
rality of spring arms extending from the offset portions
in the same dlreition as the body, the spring arms and
hlngedly connected sections cooperating to holii the marker
In the desired position.
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1,229.517. Bl'R-NER. .lOHS W. Portbb, St. Louis, Mo.,

assignor to Bellance Oil and Gas Burner Company, a

Corporation of Missouri. «»riginal application filed

May 8, IWIC. 8«Tlal No. »«.1»6. LHUded and this ap-

plication filed July 24, V.tUl. Serial No. 110,871. (Cl.

158—11.)

1. A gas burner, comprlsin); a baiie casting, a supply
pasRSge disposed about said base casting, supports be-

tween the base casting and sal<l supply passage, a Jet

pasaage arranged abore said supply pasHage. and connec-

tions betwj-en said supply passa>;e and sal<l Jet passage
Including mixing devlres.

2. A burner loniprlslnR a base, a series of radial

brackets Integrally formed with sai<l Itase. a gas supply

passage encompassing said base and supported by said

Itrackets. a gas Inlet pipe to fMld supply passage, a jet

iwsiuige having' a series of perforations extending radially

therethrough, « plurality of hfdlow hemispherical castings

having openings In the bottom wall thereof disposed be-

tween nald two pflssages. «nd passages from the first-

named supply passage to said castings and from said

castings to said Jet passage, substantially as specified.

3. A gas burner comprising a base casting, an annular

continuous tubular conduit supported by said base cast-

ing, a gas supply pipe entering said conduit, hollow exten-

sions In the upper wall of said conduit disposed at

<^tially spaced intervals, angular nipples connected Into

the side walls of said extensions, hollow mixing devices

supported by said nipples, an annular tubular passage

above said mixing devices having discharge openlng^s

therein, and nipples connecting said last-named passage

and said mixing devices, substantially as specified.

4. A gas bnrner, comprising a base casting, a supply

conduit, connections between the supply conduit and the

base casting, s Jet conduit srranged above said supply
conduit, said conduit having Jet discharge openings there-

through, mixing devices between the supply conduit and
said Jet conduit having air openings in the bottom wall

thereof, and connections l>etween the .mixing devices and
said supply conduit and t>etween said mixing devices and
said jet conduit.

5. A bnrner, (X>mprlsing n supply conduit, a gas supply

passage entering therein, extensions disposed at equal

Intervals from the upper wall of said conduit constituting

hollow separate chsmbers. angular nipples connected

Into the side wslls of said extensions, mixing devices

supported by said nipples, a jet conduit and connections
between said Jet conduit and said mixing devices, sab-

stantially as spi-dfled.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229, ."518. ORAPHOPHONE. William C. Potts, Har
risburg. Pa. Filed Nov. 15. 1916. Serial No. 131.485.

(Cl. 274—10.)
1. In combination with a graphophone having a record-

receiving table, a main frame, a magazine mounted on

said frame to nne side of said table and constructed to

support a plurality of records with their opposite edges

projecting beyond Its sides, a reclprocatlag means mount-

ed to slide on said frame and adapted to engage the pro-

jecting edges of said records successively to bodily shift

them l>ack and forth between said magazine and table,

and an elevating means embodying pivoted cam arms,

connected together mounted on said frsme and carrying

s pivoted pawl In engagement with said magaelne and

adapted to be operate<i by said reciprocating means for

vertically adjusting the magazine.

5, In combination with a graphophone having a record-

receiving table and a tone-arm pivoted for horizontal and

vertical movement*, a main frame, a vertically-adjustable

record magazine mounted on »<ald frame, a reciprocating

means for shifting said records successively l>ack and

forth between wald magazine and table, a rod pivoted

to said frame provided with a curved portion forming a

cam on one end and having a flexible connection with

said tone-arm, and an operating means on said reciprocat-

ing means for vertically moving said pivoted rod to raise

and lower said tone-arm from and to said table.

14. In a machine of the class set forth, a gramophone

embodying a record-receiving uble, a record magazine ver-

tically movable with respect to said table and arranged at

one side thereof, record-carrying means provided with rec-

ord-grasping devices adapted to frictlonally engage the

record at diametrically opposite sides to enable them to

slip past the record, means for reciprocating said record-

carrying means together with its record-grasping devices

to shift said record-grasping devices from a point beyond

the magazine to a point beyond the center of the record-

receiving table, and means on the magazine and gramo-

phone for limiting the travel of the record in each direc-

tion and to allow the record-grasping devices to slip past

the record.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6 to 13. and 15 to 18 not printed in the

Gazette.]

1.229.519. MEANS FOR THEATRICAL LEVITATION.
EaiCH Rach, New York, N. Y. Filed Apr, 27, 1916.

Serial No. 93,816. (Cl. 46—70.)

1. In a system for tbestrical purposes, two sets of rig-

ging placed parallel to each other, one near the front

and the other near the ba<k part of the stage, means la

each of said sets of rigging to move s body suspended

thereon positively vertl<aliy and horizontally in a given

plane and means consisting in the coupling of said sepa-

rste sets of rigging for (hanging the plane of movemeat
of which said body is susc«ptible, at the will of the op-

erator or operators, within the limits determined by tb«

position of said separate sets.

2. In a system for theatrical purposes, a rigging for

suspending and moving a body, the same including a run-
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nliiK llD»- attarhed ti> the ImxIj. auil an up«>ratlug member
having a running engagement with a bight of said line,
and an operative station adjacent to which the operating
member may be anchored, the elements of the bight being
movable in opposite directions relative to the point of
aald running engagement.

3. In a system for theatrical purposes, a plurality of
riggings for suspending and moving a l>ody. each having
a running line attached to the body, and an operating
meml>er having a running engagement with a bight of the
line, and operating stations adjacent to which the op-
era tlnjr members may be anchored, the elements of the
bight being movable in opposite directions relative to the
point of said running engagement.

1 , 2 'J 9 . 5 2 . PERMUTATION-LOCK FOR LATCH-
LEVERS. Warren J. Reagax. Admire, Kans. Filed

Oct. 30. 1916. Serial No. 128.532. (Q. 70—90.)

1. A lo<k of the character described comprising a
housing, a plunger passing through the housing, a rib ex
tending from the plunger within the housing, a sleeve
positioned in the housing about the plunger and held
again.st rotation within the housing and provided with a
groove to receive the rib of said plunger, locking disks
rotatably carried by said sleeve and provided with cut
outs to permit passage of the rib when in alinement
with the groove of the sleeve, and a turning cup mount-
e<l upon said plunger and held against roUtion thereon
by said rib. the turninz cup being provided with means
for engaging the disks to move the disks to a set poal-
tlon when said plunger Is rotated.

2. A latch lever comprising a tubular body, a hollow
head for the tubular body provide,! with a notch In Its
lower end portion, a latch actuating plunger extending
through the head and into the tubular body, a slwve
positione<l upon the plunger within said head and pro-
vided with a tooth fitting into the notch of the head,
means for releasably connecting the head with the hol-
low body, the sleeve being provided with a longitudinally
extending groove leading from its passageway, a rib ex-
tending from the plunger for passing through the groove
of the sleeve when the plunger Is moved longitudinally,
locking disks rotatably mounte<l upon the sleeve and
provldeil with grooves permitting passage of the rib
through the disks, abutments i>arrled by said disks, a set-
ting cup mounted upon the plunger alwve the disks and
provided with a cutout to receive the rib, and an abut-
ment extending from the setting cup to engage the abut-
ments of the dl.sks and move the disks to a set position
when the plunger is rotate,! in the head.

6. A latch lever comprising a tubular body, a hand
grip connected with the bo,ly. an actuating plunger pass-
ing through the body and hand grip, a latching tooth, a
yoke slidahly mounte<i upon the plunger and having arma
engaging the latchlni; tooth, means engaging the latcll-

Ing tooth and yieldably holding the latching tooth in a
raised position, and locking means for the plunger.

rClalms 3 to 5 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.229,521. LINE-SPACER FOR TVPE WRITING MA
CHINES. RicHARii ('. Rhea, Whltevllle. Tenn., as-
signor to Underwoo<l Typewriter Company. New York.
N. Y., a Corporation of Delaware. File,! Jan. 31. 1916!
Serial No. 75,386. Renewed Oct. 18. 1916. Serial No
126,290. (a. 197—123.)

1. In a type-writer spacing me,hanl»m the combination
of the platen having a wheel, a friction clutch comprising
a pair of plvotally connected and separable members
adapted to engage said wheel, an arm carried by one
of said clutch members, a reclprtuable l)ar plvoUlly con-
nected to said arm for actuating the clutch to operate the
platen, an arm ,'arrled by the other clutch member, and
an adjustable stop <-o<>perabIe with the second clutch arm
to limit the turning movement of the platen, substantially
as described.

2. In a type-writer spacing mechanism the combination
of the platen havliiK a tlauged wheel, a friction clutch
comprising a pair of separable Hemi-tllsk members ar-

range,l concentric with and adaptett to engage the flange
of said wheel, arms i-arrled by said disk members respec-
tively, a reclprocable bar plvotally connected to one of
said arms for actuating the clutch to operate the platen,
and an adjustable stop cooperable with the second clutch
arm to limit the turning movement of the platen, sub-
stantially as described.

8. The combination of a platen, and means to line-space
the platen, comprising a manually-operated driver, a
clutch moved Idly by the driver during Its driving stroke,
and means to arrest the movement of said clutch, to per-
mit the driver to actuate the clutch and cause it to hold
the platen.

9. The conibinatipn with a rotary platen, of a manually-
operated driver, means connecting the driver with the
platen for routing. the latter, a stop clutch connected to
the driver to be rotated thereby with th»/ platen, a
clutch -opera ting device carried with the clutch and
movable relatively thereto to actuate the clutch, and
a stop in the path of said device to arrest it and cause
said relative movement, thereby causing the clutch to
grip the platen or a part rotating therewith, and thus
arrest the platen and driver.

[Claims 3 to 7 and 10 to 24 not printed in the Gazette.

]

1,229,522. COMPUTING DEVICE. Carl
Mount Vernon, Wash. Filed June 6. 1918.
102,102. (Cl. 286—78.)

R. Rings,

Serial No.

1. A computing device comprising a plurality of super-
posed sheets mounte,i on a central pivot, and each sheet
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bearing interest calculations and having openings therein

adapted to be brought Into registry, the openings suc-

cessively decreasing In size downwardly.
2. A computing device comprising a plurality of super-

posed sheets mounted on a central pivot, and each sheet

bearing interest calculations, the said sheets having open-
ings therein adapted to be brought Into registry whereby
notations on the several sheets may be observed through

a single opening in the upper sheet.

3. A computing device Including a plurality of super-

posed sheets, each bearing Interest calculations, the sheets
alwve the lower one having openings of successively en-

larged areab, the openings In the upper sheet being of a

couUguratlon to permit a simultaneous reading of series

of numbers In columnar Indented formation.
4. A computing device including a plurality of super-

post^ sheets, each bearing Interest calculations, the sheets

having: openings adapte,! to be brought into registry

whereby notations on the several sheets arranged in in-

dented columnar formation may be observed through a
single opening in the upper sheet.

1,229,523. ADJUSTABLE CLOSURE FOR WINDOW
OR OTHER OPENINGS OR PASSAGES. Frank N.

RoBHRicH, Jersey City, N. J., assignor to George B.

French, New York, N. Y. Flle,l May 29, 1915. Serial

No. 81,096. (Cl. 166—16.)

m«mm»^^ ^—^ -^r ^ g

frrrzrrrrq

1. The combination of the frame-work of an opening
with an adjustable closure therefor : flexible supporting

guides for the closure : bearings for the guides at both

ends of the closure, the bearings at one end being mounted
on an awning bar : a stationary lock-forming device at a

portion of the frame-work opposite each end of the awning
bar : foldable struts carried by each end portion of the

awning bar : supplementary locking devfces carried by each
end portion of the awning bar and severally conatrncted to
Interlock with the stationary locking devices, the locking

devices carried by the awning bar being severally oper-

atlvely connected with the struts ; and stationary means
for holding the free ends of the struts to hold the awning
bar in awning-forming position.

2 The combination with top and bottom corner bear-

ing", of a pair of t»earlng8 intermediate the top corner

bcarinffs : a flexible closure having ^tiff top and bottom
menil>ers : a pair of cords an end of each of which is at-

tached to and extends downwardly from an end portion of

the bottom member, thence over one of the bottom corner

bearings, thence upwardly through a series of holes in the

corresponding margin of the closure, thence over one of the

top corner bearings, thence to and over one of the Interme-

diate l>earlngs. and thence downwardlly to an intermediate

portion of the bottom bar ; the portions of each cord run-

ning from the intermediate bearings to an intermediate por-

tion of the bottom twr being opposed to the closure between

its edges ; and the portion of each cord which runs through

the marginal holes of the closure being reeved in and out

therethrough ; a lateral projection on the twttom bar be-

tween the ends- thereof : a cord attached thereto and ex-

tending upwardly over a top bearing therefor ; said top

bearing ; said latter cord extending therefrom to and over

a top corner bearing therefor ; said top corner bearing :

the said cord extending thence downwardly Into an acces-

sible position for raising and lowering the bottom of the

closure : and means for holding the free end of said <«rd

in a desired position.

1.229,524. ROTARY DRIER. Nils M. Rosbnpahl,
Wlnthrop Harbor, 111., assignor to Frederick C. Austin,

Chicago. 111. Filed Nov. 5, 1914. Serial No. 870.444.

(Cl. 84—6.)

« I 1 I 4 • 4 i l^ii*^*.
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1. A rotary drier comprising a horizontally disposed
drum, bearings for supporting said drum for rotation

about a longitudinal axis, said drum having an axial inlet

and peripheral outlet openings for the materials. Instru-

mentalities within said drum for causing the materials

to travel back and forth from one end of the drum to the

other during the rotation thereof, a trunnion rigid with
one enii of said drum to support the latter on one of said

bearings and forming an Intake, for the inlet opening, a
device externally engaging said trunnion to rotate vald

drum, and rotary means engaging the other bearing to

support and axially close the rear end of said drum, said

instrumentalities Including concentric cylinders attached
respectively to opposite ends of said drum, causing the
materials to travel away from said axis, a housing for

inclosing said drum, said housing having end walls dis-

posed between said bearings and the ends of said drum, the

other end of each cylinder being unsupported.
2. A rotary drier comprising a horizontally disposed

drum, bearings for supporting said drum for rotatlop

about a longitudinal axis, said drum having an axial inle

and peripheral outlet openings for the materials, instru

mentalities within said drum for causing the materials

to travel back and forth from one end of the drum to the

other during the rotation thereof, a trunnion rigid with
one end of said drum to support the latter on one of said

bearings and forming an intake, for the inlet opening, a

device externally engaging said trunnion to rotate said

drum, and rotary means engaging the other bearing to

support and axially close the rear end of said drum, said
instrumentalities Including concentric cylinders attached
respectively to opposite ends of said drum, causing the

materials to travel away from said axis, a drive shaft

below said trunnion, a connection between said device and
said shaft, one of said bearings being disposed between
said device and the end of said drum, the other end of each
cylinder being unsupported.

3. A rotary drier comprising oppositely arranged rotary

heads, a cyllndric imperforate drum arranged horizontally

and having Its ends secured to said heads, concentrically

arranged Imperforate cylinders in said drum, secured end-

wise to said heads, devices to rotate one of said heads, a
plurality of longitudinal rows of feed plates secured to the
inner surface of said drum, similar rows of fee<l plates

secured to the inner surface of each cylinder. saWl plates

being dispose,! at angles oblique to the length of each
row. with spaces between adjacent rows thereby to fee<1

the materials back and forth in the direction of said row&.
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means to deliver the materlAls through aald devices to

one end ot the laoer cyiloder. one bt-ad having outlets (or

the materials, aod a suctioD connectloQ associated with

said means to draw air through said drum and cylinders.

4. A rotary drier (.omprlaiog oppositely arraogt^l rotary

beads, a cyllndric Imperforate drum arranged horizontaliy

aad having Its ends secure<l to said heads, concentrically

arranged imperforate cylinders la said drum, secured end-

wise to said beads, devices to rotate one of said heads, a

plurality of longitudioal rows of feed plates secured to tb«

inner surface of said drum, similar rows of feet! plates

secured to the inner surface of each cylinder, said plates

being disposed at angles oblique to the length of each

row, with spaces between adjacent rows, thereby to fee<l

the materials back and forth In the direction of said

rows, means to deliver the materials to one end of the

inner cylinder, one head having outlets for the ma-
terials, and a suction connection a.<<8oclate<l with said

means to draw air through said devices from said

drum and cylinders, said heads being each secure*! to one

of said cylinders, so that each cylinder Is aapportHl only

at one end thereof, and whereby the crlinders can l>e un-

telescop«d by merely disconnecting said heads from the

drum.
5. A rotary drier comprlnlng oppositfly arranged rotary

beaiis, a cyllndric impt;rforate drum arranged horliontally

and having its endH e^.-ured to said heads, concentrically

arrange<l imperforate cylinders In said drum, secured end-

wise to said head.s, devices to rotate one of said beads, a

plurality of longitudinal rows of feed plates secured to the

inner surface of said drum, similar rows of fee<l platen

secured to the inner surface of each cylinder, said plates

being disposed at angles oblique to the length of each

row, with spaces between adjacent rows, thereby to fee«i

the materials bacic and forth in the direction of said

rows, means to deliver the materials to one end of the

Inner cylinder, one bead having outlets for the ma-
terials, and a suction connection assoriated with said

means to draw air through said drum and cylinders,

aid outlets and means being at opposite ends of the

drum, and each cylinder being shorter than said drum.
[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.526. DISPENSING-CABINET. Datid M. Ro«a.
Youngstown. Flo. Ffleil I>ec. 1, 1©18. Serial No.

134.876. (CI. 211—«.)

1. A dispensing cabinet embodying a stand having legs

and an upper frame, a casing fitted within said frame and
baring portions seating thereon, the hopper ttottom having

a lower series of dis« harg*- openings, the < aslng having a

plurality of t>lns communicating with said openliigs. a de-

pending spout attached to said hopper bottom and having

passages communicating with said openings, said spout

aaving windows for said pas.'Mges to expose the material

ihercln. valves for controlling the discharge of the mate-

rials from said passages, and means suspended from said

spout for directing the material from all of said passages

to I r«c«ptacle therebelow.

4. A dispensing cabinet embodying a horizontal plate

having a serif's of openings and a depending marginal

apron, a plurality of bins having ui>-ans for L*onductlDg

material to said openings, a funnel adapted to fit said

apron, rectangular frames slldable through one wall of

said apron and having webs at their Inner end portions

providing valves^ for said opt'niugs. stems carried by the

opposite wall of said apron slidably engaging the inner

ends of said frames, and colled wire expansion springs
upon said stems contlned between the last meutlon<-d wall

of the apron and the Inner ends of the frames, to move
the valves under said openings.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.526. GBINDINt; MACHINK. HaRKT B. Rosa,
Seattle, Wash., assignor to Phllbrlck Cutter Head
i'ompnny, Seattle. Wash., a Corporation of Washington.
nied Apr. 1, 1916. .«<«rlal No. 88,210. (CI. 51—7.)

1. In a grinding machine of the class described, a tilt-

able frame, a grinding wheel, a spindle therefor Journaled

in said frame, uwans to drive said spindle to rotate the

wheel, a bar adapt«-d to serve as a track element for the

last named means, means for reciprocating said frame,

Hnd means for adjusting the Inclination of the track-bar

to impart selective vertical movements to the grinding

wheel during the travel of the same with said frame.

2. A grinding machine having in combination, a power

driven grinding wheel arranged for axial movements, a

carriage, means to reciprocate said carriage rectangular

to th*' axis of said wheel, a turret rotatably mounted on

said carriage, means to adjustably secure said turret in

selected rotary positions, a work supporting arbor Jour-

naled in said turret, gaging means engageable with the

work for regulating the rotary positions of the arbor and
the work, and means to impart axial movements to the

grinding wheel to effect the grinding <>f the work.

3. A grinding ma( hine having In (onibinatlon. a grind-

ing wheel, a spindle therefor arranged for vertical and
axial movements, means to effect such movements of the

•plndle Indep^'udentiy or together, means to drlre the

spindle, a rei^iprocatory carrla^, a rotary support for th«

work, and means to secure said support in adjusted rotary
^

positloiia.

4. In a grinding machine, the combination with the

grinding wheel, a reciprocatory carriage, and means to

efect such moTenient of the carriage, of a work-support-

ing turret rotatably mounted <>n said carriage, said turret

comprising a disk element having peripheral teeth, a poet

extending upwardly from said disk element, and a hori-

zontally dlspowd arl)or journaled in said post for sup-

porting the work and adjostable means engaging the

teeth of aaid disk element whereby the turret may be ad-

juritably secured In seb-i'te^l rotary positions.

5. In a grindiog machine, the combination with the

grinding wheel, means to drive said grinding wheel, a re-

ciprocatory carriage, and means to effect such movement
of the carriage, of a work-supporting turret rotatably

mounted on said carriage, said turret comprising a disk

lemt-nt having peripheral te.th, a post extending up-

wartily from said disk element, a horizontally disposed

arbor Journaled in said pust fur supporting the work at
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one end thereof, mesns provided at the other end of the

arbor and engag>>able with the aforesaid means for rotat

lag the arbor, and adjustable means engaging the teeth

of said disk element whereby the turret may be adJusUbly
secured In selected rotary positions.

_,

[Clalma 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1

1,229,627. LANTEBN-SLIDE. Thomas N. Rindl*.
I'aton. Iowa. Filed Apr. 11. 1916. Serial No. 90,473.

(CT. 40—136.)

zt^ /*
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A alide comprising a rigid transparent glas«< plate,

harlng a plurality of spaced grooves in one surface, a

plurality of indt<<ating characters having flanges adapted

to t>e r»relve<l In said grooves, a transparent non heat

conducting sheet adjacent to said Indicating characters

and a three-aided frame comprising Inwardly opening

channel shaped memt>ers adapted to receive the edges of

•aid plate and sheet on three sides thereof.

1,229,628. WOODEN DOWEL. Max BCpiiw, Berlin,

Germany. Piled Mar. 2, 1916. Serial No. 11,522.

(CI. 86—1.)

1. A wooden dowel composed of sections, the fibers of

one section extending longitudinally to the dowel, the

fibers of another section transversely to the dowel.

2 A wo<xlen dowel (imposed of a plurality of sections,

the tibtra of adjacent sections running at right angles to

each other whereby the fibers of alternate sections extend

parallel to the axis of the dowel, and the fibers of the

Intermediate oectlon extend at right angles to the axli« of

the dowel.

3. A wooden dowel ooniposed of a plurality of sections,

the section In which the bore-hole of the dowel is formed

being essentially at right angles to the axis of the dowel,

and the fibers of the adjacent aectlons extending eaaentially

parallel to the axis of the d«wel.

1,22«,629. ROAD- DRESSING MACHINE. AaTHiR K.

ScHBNCK. Hamilton. Ohio. Filed Not. 11. 191«. Serial

No. 180,780. (a 87—6 )

relative angular motion of the roller frame and the dr

Ing frame, draft members flexibly and independently con-

nected to the tongue and to the front of the dressing-

frame, and mechanism for swinging the front end ©f the

tongue sldewise relative to the dressing frame, combined

bul>stai)tlally as set forth.

2. A road-dressini? machine comprising, a pair of dress-

ing members separated from each other at their heels and

diverging forwardly, standards rigidly connecting the front

and rear portions of the dresKlDa memt>ers, a roller-frame

and roller at the rear of the pair of dressing members, a

tongue projecting rigidly from the roller frame and for-

wardly through the rear one of said standards and adapted

for horizontal oscillation with said rear standard as a

pivot, a steering-shaft mounted In bearings carried by said

standards, a reel on said steering shaft, a flexible connector

wound upon said reel and having Its ends engaging tha

forward portion of the tongne and having Intermediate

portlonfi engaging sheaves rliddly connected with the dress-

ing momberp. and draft-memt»ers flexibly connected with

the tongue and with the forward ends of the dressing-

members, combined substantially as set forth.

1.229.630 MRANS Fi)B. OPERATING SWITCH MECHA-
NISMS. Ralth a. Schobnbmo, New York. N. Y. Filed

Aug. 18, 1916. *>Hol No. 45^0« (CI. 173—84«.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a
plvotally supported rocker made with a switch point and
with two shoulders, one at each side of said point : a

spring connected with said rocker ; an endwise movaltle

laterally flexible blade cooperating with the switch point

and shoulders of said rocker, a reciprocating carrier for

said blade ; a pair of contacts and a movable supported

bridge member connected with and operated by sabl ro<ker.

4. A device of the character described comprising a plv-

otally supported rocker made with a switch point and two
shoulders, one at each aide of sold point ; a buckling spring

connected with said rocker ; an endwloe laterally movable
flexible blade ciK>peratlng with the switch point and shoul-

ders of aaid rocker ; a pair of contacts ; a movably sup-

ported bridge member connected with said rocker with

provision for llmiteil relative movement, and a lamp holder

longitudinally movable to operate said blade, alternate In-

ward movements of said holder acting through said blade

to shift the rocker in one direction and the other inwant
movejuents of aald bolder acting through said blade to shift

aaid rocker in the oppoaite direction.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1,229,631. SASH -SPRING. HAHar 11. ScHBovaa. Chi-

cago, 111., assignor to The Acme Supply Company, n

CorporaUon of lUinoia. Piled Mar. 12, 1913. Serial

No. 763.767. (CI. 16—19.)
1. In A device of the clasa described looaely interflttlag

1. A road - dressing machine comprising, an A-ehaped cup members one Inverted within the other, one member

dressing frame with lu apex rearward and open, a roller- apertored and the other slotted in both of the aide walls

frame and roiler to the rear of the dressing-frame, a of each thereof, a pin engage<l in aaid apertures and slots

tongue proJecUng rigidly from the roller-frame and con to retain sold members together, sprln«a loosely eiigage<l in

nected with the dressing frame in a manner to permit of
\
each end of said Interflttlng members, and a bridge niem-

289 O G.—29
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ber sprung within one of nald cup m^nibers adapted to
•pace said springs in proppr relation.

2. In a device of the clasH described, cup members,
spiral spring!), a pin holding said members engaged to one
another, and means bridging said pin sprung within one
of said uiHmt^ers adapted to space said springs in proper
relation.

3. In a device of the class described the combination
with a window sash, of a cup member disposed iuugltudl-
nally thereof and reces.sed thereinto, another cu|> member
inverted thereinto and having a Hlldlng relation therewith.

Haid first mentioned cup member having apertures therein

an'i said second mentioned cup member having slots there-
in disposed to register with said apertures, a pin extending
transversely through said interflttlng cup members engaged
in the apertures of the one and also in the slots of the
other of said cup members, spiral springs disposed at each
end of said Interflttlng cup members bearing against each
thereof to normally impel the same apart, and a spacing
memlier mounted within said second mentioned cup mem-
ber to maintain said springs properly positioned with re-

spect to one another.

4. In a device of the class described interflttlng cup
meml>ers. the one having slots therein and the other hav-
ing apertures therein, n pin extending transversely
through said cup members engaging through said respec-

tive slots and apertures to pfrnilt a simultaneous pivotal

and slidinK movement of one of said cup members with
respect to the other, springs disposed within said cup
members acting normally to resist pivotal and sliding

movement therebetween, and means bridging said pin to

hold said springs in position.

1,229,632 A8H-CAN. William Seehase. Holland, Mich.
Filed May 8. 1916. Serial No. ft5.90«. (CI. 220—IIB.)

1. In a dustlesB ash can, n cylindrical body, a bottom
having a peripheral flange formed thereon to paM over
the end of the body, said bottom having a small round
opening In the radial center thereof, a cover having a
flange turned thereon to pass down over the top of the can
body, said flange having locliing notches formed in oppo
site sides of the cover, pins projecting from the body in

position to be passed Into said notches to lock the cover
firmly onto the t>ody. a pin projecting outward from the
radial center of the cover, and a ball arranged so that one
end will pass into the hole In the bottom, and the other
end may l>e looped over the pin on the cover.

2. In a dustless ash can. a cylindrical body, a bottom
having the edges turned at right angles to form a flange

around the end of the body, a hub projecting upward from
the radial center of the bottom, the hottom and said hnh

haviuK a central hole therein, a cover having the edges
turned at right angles to form a flange to extend downward
over the end of the ran bo.l.v and having notches therein,
pins projecting outward from the upper end of the body
to pass into the notches and engage the lips to hold the
cover firmly upon the body, and a ball having a pintle
formed on one end to enter the hole in the bottom of the
can. and a loop formed on the other end of the ball, and a
pin projecting from th^ radial center of the cover to enter
said loop to so secure the l>ail to the can that the can may
be rolled thereby over any appropriate surface.

3. In (-omMnatlou with an ash can. a cover having a
flange passed downwanl over the body of the can forming
a hoop thereon, means for locking the cover firmly upon
the can. a pin projecting from the center of the cover, a
lx)ttoni having a flange forme<l to extend upward over the
bo<ly of the can. the center of the bottom thickened au'l

having a hole extending therein, a bail, a pintle formed at
one end of the bail to enter the hole in the center of the
bottom, a loop formed at the other end of the bail to en-

gage the pin on the cover so the can may b« readily rolled
over suitable surface* thereby.

1.229,538. TOWELCABINET. Iba H. Shattuck, Lot
Angeles. Cal. Filed Apr. 3, 1916. Serial No. 88.789.
(CI. 43—32.)

1. A towei cabinet comprising a casing, a toweling
supply roll within said casing, a plurality of rollers to
feed and take up the toweling and leave exposed for use a
length of said toweling, geared means for operating said
rollers, a lever to operate said geared means arranged for
a predetermineii movement independent of said geared
means, a locking means for the toweling held In normally
locked position by the norma! position of said lever, and
means to actuate said locking means during the inde-
pendent movement of said lever.

2. A towel cabinet having a door provided with a slot,

a toweling supply roll within said cabinet, a plurality of
rollers to feed a length of toweling through said slot and
return the ns«<l toweling to the cabinet, geared means to
actuate said rollers, a lever, means operatlvely connected
with said lever to operate said geared means, said lever
bavlni; a predetermineil movement independent of said
means, a locking means to close the slot in said door, and
lock the toweling, means operatlvely connected with and
held by. said lever when In normal position to bold said
locking means normally In operative position, and means
to unlock said locking means during the Independent
movement of. and hold said locking means unlo< ked during
the operative movement of said lever.

3. A towel cabinet having a door provlde<f with a slot,
a toweling supply roll within said cabinet, a plurality of
rollers to feed a length of toweling through said slot and
return the used toweling to the cabinet, a train of gear»
to actuate said rollers, a handle, means operatlvely con-
nected with sahl handle to operate nald gears, a plurality
of shutters to close the slot in said door, and lock the
toweling, and mean^ connected to said shutters and con-
trollside by said handle to operate said shutters simulta-
neously.

4. A towel cabinet having a door provided with a slot,

a toweling <rupply roll within said cabinet, a plurality of

rollers to feed n length of toweling through said slot and
return the use<l toweling to the cabinet, a train of gears

to actaate said rollei-s, a handle, means operatlvely con

nected with said handle to operate said gears, a plurality

of abutters to close the slot In said door and lock the

toweling, a bar connected with said shutters, and having

one end operatlvely connected with said handle whereby
to close Raid shutters and lock the toweling, when said

handle is moved in one direction, and a spring on said

bar to cause sal<l shutters to be opened when said handle

Is moved in another direction.

1,229,534. Ol'TINO TRAILER. WtLLiAM P. Shattcck,
Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Jan. 15, 1916. Serial No.

72,266. (CT. 21—7.)

1. The combination with a trailer having a pair of
supporting wheels and a body, of a cot, a shelter tent, link
members connecting said cot with said body, whereby said
cot may be swung from a position within and across said
body to a position extending outwardly from said trailer,

supporting howM hinged on said body for supporting said
shelter tent, whereby said shelter tent may be raised to
a position covering said trailer and said cot, when said
cot Is In an outwardly extending position, or folded over
•aid cot when said cot is in an inboard position.

2. The combination with a trailer having a pair of
supporting wheels and a body, of a cot, a shelter tent, con-
necting means between said cot and said body, whereby
aald cot may be disposed either within said body or in an
extended position without said bmly, supporting bows for

•aid shelter tent hinged to said body, said bows being
adapt-d to fold over said cot when it Is disposed within
•aid tMXiy. or to Ih* <>xtended above said cot when said cot

la disposed outboard of aald body.

3. The combination with a trailer having a pair of sup-
porting wheels and a frame, of a bed. an arm hinged to
aid frame at one eml and to said bed Intermediate of the
ends of said arm, leaving an extension beyond said be<l

hinge, a support hinged to the outer portion of said bed,

and a link extended from tbe hinged point of said support
to a hinged connection on the extension of said arm
attaching said bed and said frame.

4. In an outing trailer, the combination of a body, a
shelter tent, two oppositely disposed i>ows hinged on said
bo«ly for supporting said shelter tent, said bows t>elng

adapted to fold one above the other within said trailer

body or to be extended upwardly and laterally beyond
aald bo<1y.

5. In HU outing trailer the combination of a trailer

body, a shelter tent, right and left hand bows supporting
•aid shelter tent on said body and hinged to said body
and adapted to fold one within the other to a traveling
position, or extend upwardly and laterally beyond said
body for a camping position.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

rear of said body, said hanger being offset, an angular
lever interme<liately pivoted on the lower end of said

hanger, a chock carried by the angular portion of said

lever for insertion between the vehicle wheel and the

ground, a bracket attached to the sides of the body at the
forward portion thereof, an operating lever Intermediately
pivoted to said bracket and having a slotted lower end,

guide-brackets attachable to the sides of the body along the

lower edge thereof, rods connectetl through the slots of

;nyx

the levers and having longitudinal slots near their inner
ends. sai<i ends overlapping to aline the slots, adjustable
clamping means engaged through tbe slots for holding
said rods in longitudinally adjusted positions to vary tbt«

length thereof and a catch to bold the operating lever

in an inoperative position when pulled rearwardly to dis-

engage' the chock from between the wheel and the ground.

1,229.536. FOLDINO-BED STRUCTURE. Oborge F. 8i»-
BOWER, East Orange, N. J., and Loois Edward Pittoni,
New York, N. Y., assignors to New York Couch B«d
Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
Filed Nov. 19, 1912. Serial No. 782,866. (CI. —46.)

1,229,585. VEHICLE-CHOCK. Howard A. Shaw, Yon
kers, N. Y. Filed Mar. 10, 1810. Serial No. 18,458.

(CI. 21—8.)
In a vehicle chock, a hanger adapte<1 to be secured to the

aide of the vehicle bo<ly and to depend therefrom near the

1. As an improvement in a folding bed structure, two
spaced apart movable sections each upholstered on one
side, and a third section Interposed between and morably
connected with the first mentioned sections, said third
section being upholstered on both sides and cooperating
alternately with the first mentioned sections to present
two separate usable upholstered surfaces.

2. An improved folding bed structure compriaing a
supporting frame, a horison tally movable aectlon, sumMrtfl
for the Inner side of said section, said aupports slldably
engaging said frame, a second section pivotally attached
to aid frame, and a third section pivotally connected to
said slidable supports and movably connected with the
second section.

4. The combination in a folding bed-structure of two
swinging sections and one horizontally movable secUoD,
one of the swinging sections being hinged to the framework
of the structure and the other one hinged at an later-

mediate point In its width to the horisontally morable
section.

6. The combination in a folding bed-structure of two
swinging sections hinged together at their adjacent edges
to form a bed when extended in their horlsontal positloB,

a support for one section when in said position formed by
a third horisontally moving section, and an auxiliary
support at an intermediate point in the width of tb»
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frame of the structure formed by • vertical bar reatinc 00
H bar of the !«ald framework and piroted to one of tbe two
MWlDging sectioDS.

9. Tta«' combiDatloQ la a folding t>ed structure of end
frame!*, each having; a borlzoBtal trackway, a borlzontally

moTable aectloa having legs and canters on one edge and
its other edge adapteil to travel on aald tnirkwayK. two
liwlnglng stM-tiont*. one bing«>d to thf main fmme. tbt*

other to the borltontally movable iteotiun, a link Jolaing

the adjacent edges of the swlnjclnir nectlons. a supporting

bar hinge'l to one of the swinging sections and reaching

therefrom to a cross bar on the end frame and a<lapteil to

bear tbereon and a cunaectlng device between said nup-

portlng bar and the horizontally movable section.

[Claims 3, 5, 7. and 8 not printed In tbe Gaxette.]

1,229.5.S7. POLDABI>E HAM.MOi K J«TAXP. rtlOBOi F.

S18BOWUI, East orange, .\. J., and Loris E. Pittoni.

New York, N. Y., ansignors to New York Couch Bed
Company, New York, X. Y.. a Corporation of New Y.»rk.

Fll^^d Nov. 19, 1913. SerUl No. 801.S87. (CI. 5—32.)

1. A roldlug hauimo<-k stand comprl<<lug two upright

posts each having \X» lower end provided with a foldable

base, a conuectlng nnl hinged to said posts near the bot-

toms thereof abovf- said bases, a detachable ridge pole for

uniting th.' upper ends of said pu^ta. and an operating bar

for eai'k base a( tuated by a movpment of the upright.

2. In a folding hammock stand, the combination with a

foldable upright p«ist. of a foldable base therefor, a slide

movable on said post and conntvtfHl with said base, and
BwaBS aetuated by folding raovpaieat of tlie po«t for op-

•ratlnj; the slide to adjust said base.

3. .\ folding hammock stand comprising two aprtg%t

p<rsts each having its lower end provided with a foidaWe

baae. a conaeetlng ro<l jointed to said poats near the bot-

toms thereof above said bases, a detachable ridg* pole for

uniting rliH upper ends of said posts, and oprratlng de

vlees for said bases ronaertt-d with said conn^'cting ro<l.

wkeretoy folding of the post nn tfce rod will aloo fold th<'

base.

4. A folding haanmock stand comprlaing tmo opriglit

powts earfc having It* lower end provided with a foldaMe

base, a <on«ertlng rod Jointed to said posts near the bot-

toms thereof above said t>ases. slides mounted on said posts

and operatlvely roatie^-ted with thf respective bases, links

"peratively eoniierting said slides with said i-onnerting

rod. and a detachable ridge rod for uniting the npp<T ends

of said posrts.

U2J»Ju%H. AUTOMOBILE LAMP. Habtct H. 8t atxb.

K«>bo»Im, Wla^ assdgnor tu Janes M. Richardaoc. De-

rr^C Mich. PIIM Att. 17. 1613. Serial No. <«1.<)81.

«CL 240—•!->

L. la H taradtlgbt. the c«>aiMnatlon of a reflector having

a f<>«al reater, an iO'aa«ies<'««t elertrlc lanp belt) hi the

reflector, means located wholly at the rear of the focal

center for supporting the bulb, said bulb being provld'-d

witb a pair of fllauieuts. one of which is posltioniHl with
its btat'tl portion at th»' fo<al center of the reflector so

that tlie rays ther«>fruni are projected In subatantlally par-

allel beams, and the other fllament positioned with its

heated portion adjacent to i>ut spaced apart from the focal

center, so that the rays are proje<-ted In diverging beams,
and elei'trlc clr<-uits whereby one of the fllaments may be
heated lndep<>odently of the other.

2. In a headlight, the combination of a ref e* tor having
a focal center and an optical axis, an Incandescent elec-

tric lamp bulb in the reflector, ni»«ns lo<-ated wholly at

tbe rear of the fo<-al '-enter for supp«trtlng the tnilb. said

balb being provided witb a pair of (llamenta, one of tbe
fllajoents being of relatlveiy high candle power and beinx
lo<-ate<i substantially In the focal center of the reflector,

the uthtT tllamt-nt l>elng of lower candle power and being
r> iuov»d from th*- first mentioned fllaraent along the opti-

cal axis of the reflector, and el>-ctrl< iir<nilt8 for ht^ting
the fllaments. said circuits tteing arrauged to beat one of

tbe Slameots independently of the other fllament at will.

t. In • beadlight, tbe coaibinatlon of a reflector having
a focal center and an optical axis, an incandescent electric

lamp bull) In the reflector, means located wholly at the rear

of the focal center for supi>orling the bulb, said bulb be-

ing provided with a pair of filaments, one of tbe fllameats

being of r»'lativ«>ly hlgk candle |K)wer and t>elng located

substantially In the focal center of the reflector, the other

fllament being of lower candle power and t>elng removed
from the first mentioned fllament rearwardiy along tbe

optical axis of the reflector, and electric circuits for heat

leg tbe filaments, said circuits being arranged to h«^t one
of tbe aiamenta iadepeMleatly of the other fllament at
will.

4. In a headllsbt. tbe coatilBatloa of a reflector havlag
a focal center and an optit-al axis, an Incandeoceot elec-

tri4- laap bulb In tbe reflector, means located wholly at
the r«ar of the focal ceater for sopportiag tbe balb. said

bulb being provided with a pair of t11aBi»ent><. one <•( tb»

flianieuts being of relatively high candle power and being
located Mii>stantially in the fiKWl ' enter of the retiector,

tbe other filament being i>f lower rnndle pom-er and being
renoved from the flrat mentioned fllament along tbe op
tUal axis of the retlei tor. said last aientioned fllament

exteading substaatlally nroond tbe axis la a curved line,

and eirctric circuits for heatlag the fllameats. said dr-
cuits being arraaged to heat one of tke fllaments lade

peadentlj of tbe other filaaeat at «ilL

1.229.5.39, BLOWER FOR CLKANINO FTRXACE-
FLDES. Wai.tcb P. Spahboom. Rochester, X. Y. Filed

June 27. 1916. Serial No. loe.lflS. (CI. 2.30—2.)

A bl<»weT for cleaning famace fue* ciNnprixing a valTe-
te«s head provided with yieldinc «eaH«g means for abut-
ting a refflster. means on said he«d for detachat»ly engag-
laz the r.^ster to bold the head In Tiowltlon. a <ir«-nlitr

fa nee « mM bead, and an air e(>npre>«or ha^iac a cylln-
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drtcal casing formeti at one end to fit the flange of the

head, and a movable piston menit»er provided with an air

1.229.541. GRIPPING DEVICE FOB TRACTOR
WHEELS. Ai-axANPCB Stewabt. Cllntonvllle. Wis., as-

signor to Poor Wheel Traitor Co.. CHntonville. Wis.

Filed Dec. 26. 1916. Serial No. 138.922. (CI. 21—214.»

valve which opens when said member moves away from the

register.

1.229.540. PISTON FOR EXPL08IVE-EXG1NES. Ed

WABD O. BrrLhUAH. North Touawanda. N. Y. Flle<l

Nov. 11. 191«. Serial No. l.W.82.'i. (tl. 74—85.)

1. A piston comprising a head section, a guide section

forming a - ross head, means ronnectlng said sections and

located at a distance from their walls, and a wrist pin

bearing sopporttHl on said cross bead and Isolat.'d from

aid connecting means by a non-conducting gap.

2. A piston comprising a head section, a guide-section

forming a cross head and having Its wall Isolated from

tbe wall of the head se< tlon by a non conducting gap. a

web arranged lengthwise within said sections and connect-

ing the *an)e. and a wrist pin bearing supported on said

cross head and lsolat<Hi from said web by a non-conducting

fap-
3. A piston comprising a bead-section, a guide-section

Isolated from the head section by a non conducting gap.

an internal web connecting said head-section with said

guide-section, and wrist pin bearings mounted on said

guide-section, said web being provlde<l In opposite sides

with openings for tbe passage of said wrist-pin bearings

which are larger In diameter than the l>earings. to leave

a non-conducting gap l>etween said last named parts.

4. A plstoB comprising a head section, a guide-section

isolated from the head section by a non-conducting gap.

8 tubular web arranged lengthwise within said sections

and connecting the same and provided within the guide

section with op<-nlBgs. and wrist pin b.mrings mounteii on

aai<l guide- section and extending inwardly through said

openings, the bearings being isolated from the edges of

said openings by non-<-onductlng gaps.

1. Tbe combination with a wheel rim, of a plorallty of

elongated calk bars, the tread jwrfaee of tbe rim being '

loofMly connected therewith to permit creeping movement

and an axial twisting of the same upon propulsion of the

wheel, said bars being provided with angular scraping

edge portlonii for positive engagement with the tread

surfa '"e of tbe rim.

4. The .-omMnaflon with a wheel rim, of a pair of secur-

ing memberii on the opposite edgea of the rim, an elongated

lalk bar, nald l)ar having angular scraping eilge portions,

and a loose connection between each ae<-urlng member and

the adjacent end of tbe bar to permit axial twisting of the

latter upon propulsion of the wheel to provl<le a positive

scraping of the rim.

6. The combination with a wheel rim, of a plurality of

securing members on the opposite edges of the rim. a plu-

rality of alternately oppositely Inclined elongated calk

l)ars. each of said bars having an annular scraping edge

portion, an eye on each end of each bar. and a bwp link

i-onnectlng each eye and the adjacent se. urlng n»eml>»T

to permit axial tM^isting of the bars upon propulsion of tbe

wheel to provide a positive scraping of the rim.

IClalms 2, 3. and 5 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.2*J».542. SEPARATOR. EiKiAB M. Stxwabt. Lang, and

llrr.H H. McKenna. Los .Vneeles. Cal.. assignors of one-

thlnl to Thomas Thorklldsen, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed

0«t. 10. 191«. Serial No. 124.911. (H. 8.H—6d.)

2. A separator comprising a cylindrical shell with n

conical top having an inlet op»'ning at the apex : a conical

primary screen fitting concentrically Inside said top : an

Imperforate conical return memi>er secured to the bot-

tom of said primary screen : ai. Imperforate dlverson

cone secured at Its outer edge to tbe Inner walls of said

shell and ( oncentrically locate«l close to >,\U\ return mem-

ber : a wcoadary screen s«>cured to said return meml>er In-

.«lde sakl shell: a tube secured ta the bottom of said re-
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turn in«mt>er and projecting downwardly to a point near
the bottom of said secondary screen ; means for creating
a partial vacuum Inside said screens ; and a valve means
for regulating the amount of air admitted to the space
•nrrounding said secondary screen Inside said shell.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1^29,543. 8Y8TEM AM> AI'PARATUS FOR CUNTROL-
LIN<; FLUIl>-MC»TORS. Norman W. Storer. Pitts
burgh, and Abthtr J. Hall. WUklnshurg. Pa., assign-
ors to Westlnghouse Elt-ctric and Manufacturing Com
pany, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 6,
1912. Serial No. 724,0«8. (Cl. 188—2.)

1. The combination with a fluid actuator comprising a
cylinder and a piston movable therein, of means for ad-
mitting fluid to one end of the cylinder and for releasing
it at the other end to effect forward movements of the
piston, and for admitting fluid to both ends of the cylinder
to stop the said forward movement and to maintain the
piston stationary, said means being adapted to normally
bias said piston to its Initial position.

2. The combination with a fluid actuator comprising a
cylinder and a piston movable therein, of means for ad-
mitting fluid to one end of the cylinder and for releasing
It at the other end to effect forward movements of the
piston, and for admitting fluid to both ends of the cylinder
to stop the said forward movement and to maintain the
piston stationary, said means being caused to release
fluid from one end of the cylinder and to admit fluid to
the other end thereof In order to bias the piston to one
of Its extreme positions.

.3. The combination with a fluid-actuator comprising
a cylinder and a piston movable therein, of valves govern-
ing the admission and release of fluid to and from the
respective ends of the cylinder, electromagnets for re-
spectively actuating the said valves, and means governing
the circuits of the electro-magnets whereby one thereof is

continuously energised to admit fluid to one end of the
cylinder, and whereby the other Is energ1se<i to release
fluid from the other end thereof to permit a forward
movement of the piston and is de«nerglzed to stop the said
forward movement, both electromagnets being de#nergl«ed
to return tht- piston to its initial position.

4. The combination with a fluid actuator comprising a
cylinder and a piston movable therein, of valves govern-
ing the admission and release' of fluid to and from the re-

*T>«'<'tlve ends of the cylinder, electromagnets for respec-
tively actuating the said ralves. and means governing
the circuits of the electromagnets whereby one thereof Is
continuously energised to admit fluid to one end of the
cylinder, and whereby the other is energized to release
fluid from the other end thereof to permit a forward move-
ment of the piston and is de^Jnergized to stop the said
forward movement.

5. The combination with a fluid actuator comprising a
oylintler ami a cooperating movable piston, of means
for admitting fluid to one end of said cylinder and for
releasing it from the otl»er end thereof to effect a move-
ment of said piston in one direction and for subsefinentiv

admitting fluid to the second end of said cylinder to ar-
rest the movement of said piston, said means being adapt-
ed to bias said piston to its Initial position.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1.229.644. SYSTEM AND APPARATUS FOR CONTROL-
LING ELECTRIC MOTORS. Norman W. Sxt.Bii. Pitta-
burgh, and A8THVB J. Hall, Wilkinsburg, Pa., assign-
ors to Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Com-
pany, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Original applica-
tion flled Oct. B, 1912, Serial No. 724,063. Divided and
this application flled Sept. 27. 1916. Serial No. 122 .383
(Cl. 172—179.)

1. In a control system, the combination with a plu-
lallty of electric motors, an accelerating resistor, a con-
troller for arranging the drcniU of aald motors and said
resistor for series and parallel operation, and electrically
governed fluid actuated means for effecting movements of
said controller and embodying a movable piston, of a mas-
ter controller for manually controlling the energizing cir-
cuits of said electrically governed fluid-actuated means,
and an auxiliary control device asMoclateil with said mo-
tor circuit controller and having Interlock contact mem-
t)ers corresponding to each position of said motor circuit
controller for Intermittently making and breakinit an
energising circuit of said electrically governed fluid ac-
tuated means to effect successive t)alancing and unbal-
ancing of fluid pressures on the opposite sides of said pis-
ton to cause a step-by-step movement of said motor cir-
cuit controller through all of its positions.

2. In a control system, the combination with an electric
motor, an accelerating resistor, a main controller for
adjusting the circuit connections of said motor and said
resistor, and an electrically controlle<l fluid-operated de-
vice for actuating said controller and comprising a mov-
able piston, a cylinder therefor, and means for admitting
fluid to one side of said piston and for releasing it from
the other side thereof for actuating said controller, and
for admitting fluid to both sides of said piston to arrest
movements thereof, of means mechanically associated with
•»aid piston for intermittently affecting said fluid-releasing
means and causing a step-by-step movement of said main
<-ontroller.

3. In a control system, the combination with a plurality
of electric motors, an accelerating resistor, a main <on-
troller for adjusting the circuit connections of said motors
and said resistor for series and parallel operation, and
an actuator for said main controller comprising a cylinder,
a movable piston, and electrically controlled valves at ea. h
end of said cylinder for admitting and releasing an oper-
ating fluid to an<l from said cylinder, of a manually op-
erated master controller for xoverning the circuits of sal<l
electrically controlled valves, and an auxiliary control
device mechanically associated with said main controller
for governing the operation of said electrically controile,l
valret.
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4. In a control system, the combination with a plurality

of electric motors, an accelerating resistor, a main con-

troller for adjusting the circuit connections of said motors

and said resistor for series and i>arBllel operation,

and an actuating devi<-e for said controller comprising a

cylinder, a movable piston, and electrically controlle«i

alves governing the admission and release of an oper-

ating fluid at the respective sides of said piston, of a

manually operate<l master controller and an auxiliary

Interlock controller associated with said motor circuit

controller for alternately .nergizing and deenergizing cer-

tain of said valves for effecting a step-by-step movement

for said main controller.

5. In a control system, the combination with a plurality

of electric motors, an accelerating resistor and a main

controller for arrangtng the cir. ults of said motors and

said resistor for series and parallel operation, and an

actuating mechanism f«>r sal<l .(.ntroller comprising a pis-

ton, a cylinder and valve magnets for governing the ad-

mission and release of fluid to and from the respective

ends of said cylinder, of an auxiliary controller operatlvely

connected to said main controller for successively de#ner-

gtzlng certain of said valve magnets In each position of

said main controller for effecting successive steps through

all of Its positions, and a master switch coiiperatlng with

said auxiliary controller for governing the operation of

said magnet valves.

(Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the (Jazette.l

1,229,547. CASTER-HOLDING MEANS FOR FURNI-

TDRE-LBGS. Ci-IMent R. Uhl, Toledo, Ohio. Filed

Nov. 3, 1916. Serial No. 129,294. (Cl. 16—4.)

1229 545. BEATINaENGINK I ctbr R. Thom. Apple-

ton, Wis., assignor to Valley Iron Works Company. Ap-

pleton Wis a Corporation of Wl.sconsln. Flled Mar.

16, 1916. Serial No. 84,561. (H. 92—24.)

-•' •< i

1. A beating engine, comprising a vat provided with a

stationary reducing member and a back fall, a rotary

member positioned above the reducing member and adja-

cent to the back fall, and a deflecting member interposed,

between the back fall and the rotary member for deflecting

material from said rotary member toward the back fall.

[Claims 2 to 5 not printed In the Gftzette.]

1.229,64«. FILM FOR MOTION-PICTURES. John Kd
'

WARD Thoh.ntdn, Rochester. N. Y.. assignor to John

Owden O'Brien. Manchester, England. Flled Nov. 26,

1912. Serial No. T.'^3,638. (Cl. 88—19.8.)

a-' • i

.MWMMMl'

1. A fllm for motion pictures, consisting of a plurality

of layers each containing that portion of a picture repre-

sented by a certain color, each layer being colored with a

complementary color, the layers being superptjsed and se-

cured together In proper relation to constitute a complete

picture in natural colors.

2. .\ film for motion pictures, consisting of a plurality

of layers, each layer having sections each containing that

portion of a picture represented by a certain color, each

layer l>elng colored with a complementary color, the layers

being superposed and secured together In proper relation

to constitute a series of complete pictures in natural

colors.

8. A fllm for moving pictures comprising three layers.

each layer containing that portion of a picture represented

by a certain color and being colored by a complementary

color, the layers being <uperp<ised and secured together In

proper relation to constitute a complete picture in natural

colors, the combined thickness of the fllm thus produced

being less than six one-thousandths of an Inch.

1. A leg having Its lower end channel-form in cross-

section, a member fixed In said leg and cooperating there-

with to form a caster stem receiving socket, and spring

means carried by said member and projected therefrom

Into the caster receiving socket to serve as a caster stem

retaining means.

2. A leg having Its lower end channel-form In cross-

section, a plate set Into the channel of the leg to co6perate

therewith to form a caster stem receiving f-ocket. said

plate having side flanges extending outward therefrom In

contact with the side walls of the leg channel and fixedly

secured thereto, and a tongue projecting from the Inner

end of said plate across the upper end of said bocket.

3. A leg having Its lower end channel-form in cross-

section, a plate fixed in the leg channel to co^jperate there-

with to form a caster stem receiving socket, and tongues

transversely projecting from the side walls of the leg

channel and engaging said plate to assist in holding It in

position within the leg channel.

4. A leg having Its lower end <hannel-form in cross-

section, a plate set Into said leg to cottperate therewith to

form a caster stem receiving socket, said plate having side

flanges projecting outward therefrom and fixed to respec-

tive side walls of the leg channel and having a tongue pro-

jecting transversely from Its upper end across the aocket

through the crown portion of the leg and angled without

said c rown portion to engage the outer side thereof.

{J,
A leg having its lower end U-shaped in cross-section,

a plate set into said leg to cotiperate therewith to form a

caster stem receiving socket, aald plate having side flanges

projecting outward therefrom and fixed to respective side

walls of the leg channel, and having a tongue projecting

transversely from Its upper end across the socket and fixed

to the crown portion of the leg channel, and tongues pro-

jecting Inward from the leg side walls at the lower ends

thereof and engaging the upper side of said plate.

[Claim 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,548. GEARING. Thomas G. Van 8ant. Poplar

Bluff, and Victor H. Van Sant, St. Louis, Mo. Filed

'Sept. 11. 1916. Serial No. 119,340. (Cl. 74—84.)

1. Differential gearing comprising a support having

series of recesses therein, series of pairs of pinions In

said support, the pinions of each pair meshing within said

recosMP and operating to compress oil or grease within

said recesses, and driving gears driven by said pinions.

2. In a differential gearing, the combination with axl-

ally alined shafts and a gear upon each of said shafts, of

A pinion support carrle<l by and rcvoluble relative to said

shafts, said support having compression chambers formed

therein, .sets cf intermeshlng pinions in said support with-

in said chambers operable to compress oil or lubricant
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within said chambers, mnd gears upon said axle shafts
trained with said pinion*.

8. Id a differential gearing, the combination of a hona-
ing arranged to contain oU or grease, axlally alined axle
shafts extending into said housing, gears upon said axle
shafts within the honsing. a dlfferpntlal pinion support
rapported by said axle shafts within tbp hoasfng, aald
support having compression chambers formed therein,
pomp impeller pinions In said pinion support within said
chambers, and pinion members in connection with said
Impeller pinions m»»8hlng with said gears, respectirely.

4. The combination with axlally alined axle ahafta, a
differential gear bousing, and a driving gear within said
housing, of a differential pinion support in connection
with said drlrlng gear, said support having chambers
formed therein, pump Impeller pinions carried by said
support and operating within said chambers, pinions In
connection with said impeller pinions, and gears in con-
nection with th> axl*' shafts m«>Khlng with said last-named
pinions.

5. Differential gearing for aatomoblles, comprising a
boa»ing arranged to contain oil or grease, a pinion sup-
port within said housing, said support having compres-
sion chambers formed therein, a driving gear in connection
with said pinion support, pairs of pump impeller pinions
in said chambers, driving pinion members in connection
with said impeller pinions, and gears meshing with said
driving pinions for driving the axle shafts of the auto-
mobile.

fClalD»9 6 to 22 not printed In the Oajsette.]

1.229.549. SIGNAI^BELL FOR RAILROAD SBRVICE.
Evamsm W. Vogsl. Oak Park. III., assignor to Chicago
Railway Signal and Supply Company. Carpentersvllle.
111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed May 18. 1914.
Serial No. 839.463. (CI. 116—40.)
1. In a signaling apparatus for railroad or like service,

the combination with a closed casing, the top of which
Is formed with a gland, of a bell supported on said .-aslng.
a rocking member pivotally mounted within the bell, a
clapper secured to said rocking member. m*»chanlsm with-
in said casing for operating the clapper comprising a
weighted vertically operating rod which is connected
to said rocking member and extends through the gland
In the top of the casing ; and the top of the casing being
formed with a downwardly inclined drain channel Id the
path of travel of said clapper.

2. In a signaling apparatus for railroad or like service,
the combination with a closed casing, the top of which
is formed with a gland, of a b^'ll supported on said casing,
a dapper pivotally mounted within the b^ll. mechanism
within said casing for operating the rlapper (omprislng
an operating rod which extends through the gland In the
top of the casing : the top of said casing being formed with
a flange which comes up close to the bell and with a drain
channel, dlspo.sed beneath the clapper and extending In

the path of travel thereof.

». la a. slgnallBg apparatus for railroad or like service,
the combination with a closed casing, the top of which 1*
formed with a gland, of a bell supported on utd casing, a
clapper pivotally mounte<l within said bell, an operating
rod which extends through said gland, a cam. and nech-
anlsn for rotating the same within ^id casing, a weight
OB the end of the operating rod outside of the casing, aad
a buffer on the top of the casing surrounding said rt>d,
against which the weight strikes on Its down stroke so aa
to arrest the movement of the operating rod before coia-
Ing into contact with said cam.

.xn
4. In a aign«ling apparatus for railroad or like service,

the combination with a closed casing, the top of which Is
formed with a gland, with upstanding flanges and with a
drain channel, of a supporting frame on the top of said
casing, a bell secured to said supporting frame so that it

cornea close to said tiange. a rocking element mounted on
said frame, a dapper affixed to Mid rocking element, an
operating rod extending through said gland, meanii for
connecting the same to said rocking element, a weight on
said operating rod, a cam in said casing adapted to inter-
mittently raise and release said operating rod, an electric
motor In said casing, a train of reducing gears adapted to
drive said cam from said motor, and a buffer on the top
of said casing surrounding said operating rod against
which the weight strikes, on the down stroke of the rod,
so as to prevent the end of said operating rod from com-
ing Into contact with said cam.

5. In a railway signal bell the combination of a casing
provided with a door ; an electric motor, a revoluble cam
having a curved cam surface less than a complete circle,
and a train of gears between the motor and the cam. all
completely housed in and protected from the weather by
said casing ; a bell removably attached to the outside of
the casing

; a clapper and mechanism for pivotally sup-
porting the same arrangeil within the bell and comprlalng
a shaft extending through the wall of the caslug provided
with a roller to travel on said cam ; and a weight opera-
tlvely connected with said shaft to throw the clapper
against the bell when said roller rides off said cam
surface.

1,229.650. LIFTING-JACK. (;BORGa F. Voioht, Saa
Francisco. Cal. Filed Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No 124 602
(CT. 254—10*.

)

1. In a Jack, a standard, a screw movable vertical]/
relative thereto, a nut threaded upon the screw and seat-
ing upon the standard, said nut having a gear, the stand-
ard having an outstanding pintle, a gear rotatable upon
the pintle and mef<hlng with the aforesaid gear, and a
lever fulcrunie«l and sMdaMe longitudinally npon said
pintle, the lever having portloas alternately engageable
with the second mentioned gear when the lever Is shifted
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longltvdlnally. in order that the second mentioned gear

caa be rotated In either direction when the lever is oscll

lated.

2. In a Jack, a standard, a screw movable vertically

relative thereto, a gear threaded upon the screw and seat-

ing upon the standard, the standard having an outstand-
ing pintle, a gear rotatable npon the pintle and meshing
with the aforesaid gear, the second mentioned gear having
an outstanding rlni provld.d with teeth, and a lever hav-
ing a longitudinal slot engaging the pintle, the lever hav-
ing teeth alternately engageable with the aforesaid teeth
when the lever is shifte<l longitudinally, whereby the sec-

ond mentioned gear can be rotated in either direction by
the oscillation of the lever.

3. In a Jack, a hollow standard having an outstanding
pintle adjacent its upper end, a screw within the stan<lard

projecting out of the upper end thereof, a nut threaded

npon the screw and seating upon the upper end of the

standard, said nut having a bevel gear, a bevel gear ro-

tatable upon the pintle and meshing with the aforesaid

gear, the last mentioned gear having an outstanding rlra

provld(Hl with teeth, an oscillatory lever having a slot

engaging said pintle whereby the lever can t>e shifted

longitudinally, the lever having teeth alternately engage-

able with the aforesaid teeth when the lever is shifted

longitudinally, the lever holding the first mentioned gear

upon the pintie. and retaining means upon the pintle

holding the lever thereon.

1,229.551. DIRIGIBLE HEADLIGHT. Clattom VOJC

CtLiN, New York, N. Y.. and Gaoftos Watson Beach,
l^ybrook. Conn. Filed Sept. 25, 1910. Serial No.

122.135. (CL 240—61.)

1. A dirigible headlight comprising an elongated rock-

ing support to extend transversely across the front of an
automobile, and a pair of horicootally swinging lamp
brackets mounted on said support ; In conbination with a
beveled gear secured to said support on the axis thereof,

a shaft extending longitudinally of the support and pass j

ing through said gear, operating connections l>etween said I

shaft and the lamp brackets for swinging the latter upon
{

turning of said shaft, a beveled gear on said shaft adja
i

cent the aforesaid gear, a pair of telescoping shafts to ex-
I

tend to a iToint adjacent the driver's seat, and beveled
gears on said telescoping shafts meshing with the afore-

said gears.

2. A dirigible headlight comprising a pair of brackets
to be secured to an automobile, a shaft extending l)etween

and rotatably supported by said brackets, a horizontally

elongated support above said shaft having depending bear-

ings mounte<l on the latter, a beveled gear secured to one
of said bearings and having its axis alined with the axis
of the shaft, a pair of horlxontally swinging lamp brack-

ets mounted on the ends of the uupport. operating connec-
tions between these brackets and the shaft for swinging
them when said shaft Is rotated, a second beveled gear
secured to said shaft adjacent the aforesaid gear, and a
pair of telescoping shafts having beveled gears meshing
with the aforesaid gears, the innermost of said shafts be-

ing rotatably supported by one of the first mentioned
brackets.

3. A dirigible headlight comprising a support, a pair

of horizontally swinging lamp brackets thereon, crank
arms extending in the sanae direction from said brackets,

a vertical rock shaft between said brackets and having
oppositely extending crank arms, a link connecting one
crank arm of the shaft with the arm of ouc lamp l>ra<'ket.

a second link connecting the other crank arm of said

shaft with the other lamp bracket, and means for turning
said rock shaft.

1.229,552. VERTICAL FILE. CHaaraR I. Waonb«,
Akron. Ohio. Filed Mar. 11, 1914. Serial No. 824.074.
(CI. 129—16.)

1. A filing device comprising a beam, a support there-

for, a folder, and hoaks thereon adapted to hook over the
beam.

2. A filing device comprising a supporting frame, a plu-

rality of beams attached to and supported thereby, fold-

ers, and means for detachably suspending one of them
from each of the beams.

3. A filing device comprising a supporting frame, a

plurality of beams, means which atta< hes the beams to

the frame but permits lateral movement of each beam
with reference to the other and to the frame, folders, and
means for suspending them from the t>eams.

4. A filing device comprising a supporting frame, flanged

metallic strips secured to opposite sides thereof, beams
having notches In each end mounted on the strips, the
flanges thereof passing through said notches, thereby per-

mitting the beams to slide on the strips but normally pre-

venting their detachment therefrom : folders, and meant
for suspending them from the beams.

5. A filing device comprising a (•rj)portlng frame, me
talllc members attached at opposite sides thereof, beams
mounted to slide on said memt>ers, whereby they are sup-
ported : folders, and means for suspending them from
the beams.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed In the Gasette.]
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1.229.553. DENTAL FIUH-HOLDER. Hamy F. Waitb,
Whltt'Hton.- Landing, X. Y. Filed Apr. 24. 1916. Sj-

rUl Xo. 9:iM(i. (CI. 250—34.)

In « device of the class described, a film bolder having

a part adapte<l to hold a Aim. a perforated shank extend-

ing therefrom with the axis of the i>erforation substan-

tially perpendicular to the plane of the plate held by the

film bolder, and a stick Inserted in said perforation

whereby the direction In which rays should be thrown on
the film In the film bolder is indicated.

1,229.664. LIFE-GUARD FOR ATTACHMENT TO MO-
Tt>B AND OTHER VEHICLES. Daniil Walt»b, Hove,

and Arthir Waltbr Lxb. Portslade. England. Filed

Jan. 29. 1916. Serial No. 75.190. (CI. 105—131.)

1. The combination with the axle and wheel of a ve-

hicle, of a guard member loosely supported by the axle
and arranged in front of the wheel and counterbalance
means connected with said giiard member and acting to

normally maintain the same in an operative position with
respect to the wheel, said counterbalance means permit-
ting of swinging movement of the guard member, for the

purpose set forth.

2. The combination with the axle and wheel of a ve-

hicle, of a member loosely mounted upon the axle, a
guard member carried by said first named member and ar-

ranged in advance of the wheel, a rod carried by salu

flrst member and a weight slldably mounted upon said

ro<l for the purpose set forth.

1.229.655. METHOD OF TREATING FISH. Isidob J.

Warner. I^ke View. N. Y. Filed Aug. 8. 1914. Serial

No. 854.717. (Cl. 99—11.)
1. A method of treating fish comprising the cleaning

of the flsh to be treated, the separate wrapping of each
Individual fish to be treated in an oil absorbing wrapper,
subjecting the package thus prepared to live !»team and
hot water until a sufflcient temperature has been attalne<I

to kill all animal life, and draining the oil from the flsh.

2. A method of treating flsh comprising the cleaning of
the flsh to be treated, the separate wrapping of each in-

dividual flsh to be treated In a suitable oil absorbing
wrapper, the packing of surh wrappe<l flsh in a plurality
of trays, suitably spaced apart to prevent deformation
of th« fiata. then treating said wrapped flsh to live steam
and hot water until the animal life has been destroyed
therein, and then draining the oil from the flsh.

3. A niethiMl of treating flsh comprising the (leaning
of the flsh to be treated, the separate wrapping of each
Individual flah in suitable oil absorbing wrappers, pack-
ing a plurality of such wrapped flsh on an open bottom
tray, the protecting of such packed and wrapped flsh by
separators, packing a plurality of such prepared trays In

crates, treating su<h parked crates in an inrlosed < on
tainer to live steam and hot water until the animal life

has l>«»en killed therein, then removing said treate<l flsh

from said container, and draining the oil from such flsh.

4. A method of treating flsh comprising the clamping
of the flsh to be treated, the separate wrapping of each
individual flsh In suitable oil absorbing wrappers, pack-
ing such wrapped flsh In a container so as to prevent
their deformation, then treating such wrapped flsh In

said container to live steam and hot water until all ani-

mal life has t>een killed therein, then removing such
treated flsh from said container, and then draining the
oil from aaid flsh.

5. A method of treating flsh comprising the cleaning
of the flsh to t>e treated, the separate wrapping of each
individual flsh in suitable oil absorbing wrappers, pack-
ing such flah In such a way as to prevent their deforma-
tion In a closed container, then treating such flsh in said

container to live steam and hot water until all animal
life has been killed therein, then removing such treated
flsh from said container, and then draining the oil from
said flsh.

1.229,556. LIQUID SOAP-DISPENSI.VO DEVJCE. Earl
O. WATBora, Chicago. 111. Filed May 21, 1916. Serial
Xo. 29.604. (a. 221—94.)

1. A liquid soap dispensing device comprising a base
portion having a stem, a combined button and spont moT
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ably mountetl In such base portion, a liquid soap recep-

Ucle removably aecured to and supported by the Btem.

a pump arranged In such receptacle and Including a

hollow piston rod extending through said base portion and

Mid spout. ,, ,
.

" In combination with a suitable inpport. a liquid

soap dispensing device comprising a base portion clamped

to the support, a combined button and spout movably

mounted In such base portion and arranged on one s de

of the support, a liquid soap receptacle connected with

and supported by said base portion and arranged on the

other side of the support, and pump mechanism arranged

within the receptacle and communicating with said spout.

3 In combination with a suitable support, a liquid

oap dWpensIng device comprising a t>ase portion having

a stem extending through the support and clamped there-

to a . omblned button and spout movably mounted on and

supp<.rted bv such base portion and arranged on one side

of the support, n liquid soap re. eptacle removably con^

Bected with said stem and arranged on the other side of

the support, and pump mechanism arrange<l within the

recepucle and communicating with said spout.

4 In combination with a suitable support, a liquid soap

dispensing devli-e .omprlslng a base portion having a

•tem extending through the support and clamped thereto

a combined button and spout movably mounted in such

base portion and arranged on one side of the support, a

cap removably connected with said stem, a wire frame

conne, te.1 with the <-«p. a liquid soap receptacle arranged

within the wire frame and having Ita top cloaed by the

cap. »ld recepucle being arranged on th« other side of

the support, and pump mechanism arranged within the

re<-eptacle and communicating with sald,spout.

5 \ liquid soap dispensing device comprising a base

portion having a stem, a combined button and spout mov-

ably mounted In such t>ase portion, a liquid soap, recep

tacle a cap therefor attached to the stem, a wire frame

passing around the body of the receptacle and having Its

free .nds < onnecte<l with the cap. and pump mechanism

arranged In such receptacle and communicating with said

•pout.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.J

1 229 668. MULTIPLE - COMPARTMENT COIN OPBK-
'

AXED VENDING - MACHINE. JOHN A. ^ RBaraB,

Rutherford. N. J., aartgnor to Autosales Onm and Choco-

Ute Company. New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New

York. Filed Sept. 3. 1912. Serial No. 718,248. (CL

194—66,)

1 229 657 TANK HE.^TER. Marion C. W»avrr. Bush

'neli. 111. Filed .Tan. 6. 1917. S.rlnl No. 141,006. (Cl.

12«—360.)

1 A tank heater comprising a body, hangers engaged

over the upper edge of the body, a fuel reservoir externally

encircling the body and supported by said hanRers. a

burner within the bodv. a fuel pipe leading from said

reservoir to the burner, and water tubes extending through

the bodv above the burner and below the fuel reservoir,

2 In a tank heater, the combination of a body, a res-

ervoir enrlr. ling and supported from the upper end of the

bodv a burner within the body, a connection b^ tween the

burner an.l the reservoir, a cover, and brackets aecured to

the rover and depending therefrom to engage between the

body and the reservoir and having offset portions resting

on th.- r.servolr whereby to support the cover over and

In apaced relation to the body.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gaiette.l

1 In a coin-controlled vending machine, a casing hav-

ing a plurality of compartments and a lid for each com-

partment, a locking device for each lid, a .eparate plT-

oted com carrying disk assocUted with each locking de-

vice for operating the same through the medium of the

deposited coin, a separate coin-slot leading to each coin-

carrying diak. and a single rotary member for aimulta-

neouslv rotating all of said disks.

2 In a coin-controlled vending machine, a casing hav-

ing a plurality of compartmenta and a lid for each com-

partment, a locking device for each lid. a pivoted coln-

rarrylng member associated with each locking device for

operating the same through the medium of the deposited

coin, a separate coin-slot leading to each colncnrrylng

member, a single hand-operated pHrt for simultaneously

rotating all of said members, and spring pressed slot-clos-

ing means controlled by each locking device for automatl-

,ally . ..siuK th asso.late.1 slot when said device Is In

operated jwsltion.

3 In a coin-controlled vending machine, n casing bar-

ing a plurality of compartments and a lid for each com-

partment, a locking device for each lid. a pivoted coin-

carrying member associated with each locking device for

operating the same through the medium of the deposited

coin each locking device remaining in operated position,

a separate coin-slot leading to .ach coin carryinn member.

a single hand operated part for slmulUneoualy rotating

all of aald members, and a common restoring element for

all of aald locking devices.

4 In a coin-controlled vending machine, a casing hav-

ing' a pluralitv of compartments and a Hd for each com-

partment, a locking device for each lid. a pivoted coin-

carrying member associated with each locking device for

operating the same through the medium of th. deposited

,oln a s.pBrHte coin-slot leading to each coin-carrying

member, a single hand-operated part for simultaneously

rotating all of said members, spring-pressed alot-cloalng

means controlled by each locking device for automatically

closing the assocUted slot when said device U In operated

position, and a common restoring element for all of said

locking devices.

5 In a vending machine, provided with a lid and a

coin-slot, a lo king memW^r for said lid. means for frlt-

tlonallv holding «ild member In normal or locking posi-

tion, mechanism f . r jperatlng said member into releasing

position through the medium of the depoalted coin, and a
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alot-cios^r carried by mM raeun for ivtoauitlcanr eJoofa^
th« aiot when »ald locking member la In opermted or la re
lecflliig po«itioD.

fCiaiiiiii 6 to 31 Dot printed in the Gazette.)

1,229.559. TYPE -WRITING MACHINE. Lmth A.
WiRNERY, Brookljn. N. Y.. assignor to Underwood Type-
wrlttT Company. New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of
Delaware. Piled Jnly 27, 191*. Serial No. 111.54T.
(CI. 197—128.)

1. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a
plat«>n, of merbanlsni coiJptratinK therewith to fped a work
plp<e thereover through a prp.l^-ttrmlned flxfd distance,
Inclndlof mt^ana for rotating the platan throogh a vari-
able angle •.\o6 thereby advancing the work ple<» a corr*^
!<pon<llng distance le«,s than mid fixed dlaUncv. and mcaaa
operable at a alngle op>>ratlon while tk»> platen is at nat
to advance the work pie«^ throogh the remainder of aald
fixed distance.

18. In a typewriting mat-hint*, tht- (omblnatlon with a
rotary platen, of fet'd miu rotVperatlng therewith to feed
a work plect» over the platen, a feeding couple separate
from the platen for feedint; a second work piece, a gear
train l>etween th*- platen and said feeding couple for ac-
tuating tbt> latter «« the plat*»n la rotated, a drive ahaft.
gearing ct>nnectlng the drive shaft to the feeding coaple
whereby xaid shaft la rotated from the platen, a driver to
actnate said drive shaft and thereby actuate aald feeding
couple. nif>ana controlled by nald driver to dlsconaeet the
feeding couple from the platen while raatntaialng the drlT-
ing connection from the driver to the feeding couple,
whereby the latter Is actuated by the driver to feed aald
set-ond work piece while the platen and the first meatloaed
work ple<^ remain at rent, and means to deteralne the dla-
tance through which the feeding couple la rotatable by a
slnple operation of driver, said dJatan.e being coraple-
mental to the distance through which the feeding couple
la rotated from the platen.

26. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a
platen, of feed rolls runnloK on the platen, line spacing
mechanlxm to rotate the platen, a feetling couple, a gear
train <-onneotlng said feedinp couple to be driven by the
platen, separate driving means for aald couple romprlglng
a drive shaft geared to sjild couple, a driver normally dia-
connected from said shaft and at rest during the rota-
tion of the shaft by the platen, stops to limit the throw of
the driver, the driver having a limited movement free
from the salt! shaft, and a gauc to determine the position
at which the driver during Its throw is connected to the
drive shall, said gage set by the platen so that the dls-
trnnee through which the feeding couple is actuated by
the driver is compleniental to the distance through which
said couple Is actijatpfl by the platen, one of said Btopa
being adjustable to vary distance through which the feed-
In? couple miiy he actuated during the taccessive opera-
tions of The platen find driver.

27. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a
platen, of a drive shaft to rotate the platen, a ratchet
wheel on said shaft, a drivlnr crank looee on the shaft, a

dog on aald crank to drive the ratchet wheel, a stop to
liMlt the throw of the crank, and a locidng latch carrii^
by saU craak, aald stop brtng In the path of aald latt h.
said dog being provided with a holding snrfare Into en-
vairement with which the latch is moved t.y said stop as
the driver completes its movement, whereby overthrow of
the drive shaft is prcveated.

[Claims 2 to 15, 17 to 25. and 28 to 45 not printed in
the Gaaette.j

1,229.560. SCREW. Oiobcb W. Whit«max. Philadel-
phia. Pa. Filed July 1. 1916. SerUl No. 107,085.
(CT. 85—46.)

1. A screw having a stem with the usual helical thraatf,
with a continuous concavely curvetl recess between the
turns of said thread ; the concaved surface adjacent one
side of the thread being bioader than the concaved sur-
face adjacent the other side of the thread throughout the
length of the latter.

2. A screw having a stem with the Ufual helical threud
having a sharp edge, with a continuous concaved recess
between the turns of said thread, said concaved recess in
eluding a plurality of arcuate surfaces having radii of
different length and lying adjacent the thread ; the arcuitte
surface adjacent one side of the thread being broaiier
than the arciuite surface adjacent the other side of the
thread throughout the length of the latter.

3. A screw having a stem with a helical thread of rcla
lively large pitch, with a roun.i.-d recess or depressiou
between the turns of aakt thread, the curvature of said
recess being greater adjacent the under side of the thread.

4. A screw having a continuous helical thread, and a
concaved groove continuous with said thread and lying
between the same throughout the extent of said scnw ;

said groove formed by curved surfaces having radii of
different length which Join a cylindrical portion of the
stem, the surface of said cylindrical portion lying tangent
to both of said curved portions.

6. A screw having a continuous helical thread of the
same diameter throughout Its length with a concaved
groove continuous with said thread and lying between the
same throughout the extent of said screw, said groove
having curved surfaces adjacent the thread whose radii
differ In length and which join a cylindrical portion of
the stem, the plane of which cylindrical portion la tangent
to both of said curved portions.

1.229.5H1. ADJrSTABLE BED SPRINO. Jqhx H.
WiLLBMs. Keuo«iha. Wis. Filed Aug. 5. 19H1. Serial
No. 113.22*). I CI. S—2t.)
1. A bed spring of the claaii dea.-ribed comprising in

combination, a frame, a aeries of transversely extending
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coil springs connected at their tipposite ends with the op-

posite rails oi the frame, said springs being adapted to

be axially twisted to vary the tension thereof, and a

series of longitudinally extending flexible, non resilient tie

Bemhers connected with the frame and the springs to pre-

vent excessive sagging of the latter, each of said mem-
bers being formed from a pair of twisted wires, the por-

tions engaging said coll springs being spaced apart to

form loops to loooely receive the same, the position of

said tie members being un< hanged by varying the tension

of >aid coll springs.

2. A bed spring of the class deerribed comprising to
combination, a frame having a series of openings formed
in its opposite rails adjacent the Inner edges thereof, a
merles of transversely extending coil springs having their
opposite end convolutions engageable through the open-
ings In the side rails from the under side thereof, their

extremities being directed inwardly beyond the adjacent
edges of the rails and disposed under the upper portions
of the said end convolutions for the purpose set forth,

the tension of said springs being varied by axially twist-

ing the same, and a aeries of longitudinally extending tie

members disposed throngh the openings in the end rails,

each being formed from a pair of twlRte<l wires, the por-
tions adjacent the convolutions, being spaced apart to

form loops for loosely receiving said springs, the position

of said tie members being unchanged by varying the ten-

sion of said ooU springs.

1,229.562. S.NAP FASTE.NKR. William R. Willitts,
Montreal. Quebec. Canada. F1lt>d .Tan. 25, 1915. Serial

No. 4.208. Renewed Apr. 3, 1917. Serial No. 159,564.
(CI. 24—217.)

1. A one piece female memtHT for snap fasteners, com-

prljiiDg outer and inner thickened peripheral riuis In-

cloainc a flat l>ody portion, a plurality of resilient male
member gripping fingers formed by cutting slots through
the Inner rim and the body clear to the outer rim and
integral ribs struck up radially on each flnger extending

between the inner and outer rims and tapering in depth

from adjacent the outer rim sharply toward the outer

rim and gradually toward the inner rim.

3. In a snap fastener, ntale and female meinbers en-

gageable by movement toward one another. Integral radi-

ally ilisposed ribs formed on adjacent faces of said mem-
t>ers and arranged to intermesh during engagement of

the fasteners, and formed to engage and separate the

fastener members upon relative revolution thereof.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

pressed, a plurality of means for comprei^slng said ma-
terial, means for moving said compressing means toward

and nearer to the abutment during each cycle of opera-

tion, and means for retaining said compressing means on

their compression stroke.

2. A r^rapresslng apparatus cf)mprlKing means for

supporting the material to l>e compressed, a plurality of

means for compressing saltl material, means for operating
mid compressing means, and Independent means for re-

taining said compressing means on their compression

stroke.

3. A comprr^^ng apparatus rtimprising means includ-

ing an abutment for supporting the material to be com-
pressed, a plurality of plungers for compressing said ma-
terial. mt»ans for moving said plungers toward and' nearer

to the abutment during each cycle of operation, and
means for retaining said plunger* on their compression

stroke.

4. A compressing apparatus comprising means for sup-

porting the material to be compressed, a plurality of

(
plungers for compressing said material, means for op-

erating said plungers, and means for retaining said plun-

gers on their compression stroke, said retaining means be-

ing independent of the operating means.

5. A compressing apparatus comprising means includ-

ing an abutment for supporting the material to be com-

pressed, a plurality of means for compressing said ma-

terial, and means for moving said compressing means
toward and nearer to the abutment during each cycle of

operation and consecutively over the preaalng area of the

material undergoing presaore

(Claims 6 to 62 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,229.564. LATCn. Uan.s h. AAUAAun, ITamlin. Iowa.

Filed Oct. 6, l»ia Serial No. 123,939. (CI. 70—44.)

/>-^:«

1.229,563. COilPRESSING APPARATUS. Jambs N.
Wood. Blackshear. r,a.. assignor to The Wt>od Concen

trator Company, a Corporation of South (TaroUna.

Filed Mar. 29. 1915, Serial No. 17338. Renewed Jan.

4. 1917. Serial No. 140.649. (CT. 100—19.)
1. A compressing apparatus comprising means inclod-

Ing an abutment for supporting the material to be com-

1 :

A latch member bent from a single rod having a Jour-

nal portion to extend at right anglea through an aper-

ture in a door, a hand hold extending at an angle from
one end uf said journal portion, a latch terminal ex-

tending from the free end of said haJid hold and offset

therefrom, and a hand hold terminal extending from the

other end of the Journal portion and curved on a rela-

tively large radius toward said latch terinlDal. a collar

secured upon the Journal portion to bear against one

side of the door, aald latch termLnal and collar being In

substantially the same plane, and a plate attachable to a

door for receiving said collar and holding It against the

door.
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1.229.565. COUNTERSINK. VicTO« Ahlgeix. Baat
Rockford. 111. Filed May 6. 1916. Serial No. 96.916.
(CI. 77—66.)

A counter-slnkins atUchment for drills comprising a
tubular body, the bore of which has a UDlform diameter
for the entire length of the body, one end of the body
being cylindrical and having its extremity formed to pro-
vide cutters, the body above said cylindrical portion being
reduced In diameter to provide an elongated annular re-
cess, the body above the recess being transversely en-
larged aud upwardly tapered, said upwardly tapered por-
tion being many sided in cross section, the reduced por-
tion and the many sided portion of the body together forin-
ing a shank and being divided by longitudinal slita, the
Ills Intersecting the bore and being disposed mid-way be-
tween the corners of the square portion of the shank.

1.229.566. SWITCH-POINT OPERATOR. Rafa.l Al.
COLIA. New Orleans, La. Filed Feb. 24, 1915 SerUl
No. 16,340. (a. 104—165.)

1. An automatic switch operating device. Including
guide ways, a fixed contact arranged in each of said guide
ways, movable contacts arranged In each of said guide
ways, and means for engaging the movable contact with
aid fixed contact.

2. An automatic switch operating device. Including
guide ways, a fixed contact arranged in said guide ways,
a movable contact arranged within said guide ways, elec-
tro magnetic means associated with the switch point and
connected with said contacts, and means for engaging the
movable contact with said fixed contact.

."?. An automatic switch operating device. Including a
body portion, a guide way formed in aald body portion,
a fixf-d contact arranged In said guide-way. a movable con-
tact disposed In the guide way. means for engaging the
movable contact with the fixed contact, and means ar-
ranged adjacent said fixed contact for causing the en-
gaging means to be automatically released from the mor-
ablp contact, at times.

4. An automatic switch operating device, including a
body portion, a guide-way formed in said body, a fixed
contact arranged In said guide-way. a movable contact In
the guide-way, means for engaging the movable contact
with fh«> flxe.1 ponta.t. and a curved abutment arranged
adjacent said fixed contact for causing the engaging means
to be automatically released from the movable contact,
at times.

5. An automatic switch operating device. Including. In
combination with electro magnetic means arranged In
proximity to the switch point, a body portion, a guide-
way formed In said body portion, a fixed contact arranged
In said guide-way, a movable contact In the guide-way, i

means for engaging the movable conUct with the fixed
contact to magnetite said electro - magnetic mass for
operating the switch point, and a curved abutment ar-
ranged adjacent said fixed contact for causing the en-
gaging means to be released from the movable conUct at
times.

1J».667. PEDAL FOR MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
JOH.N- Auuos. New York, N. Y.. assignor to Henry
Christman. New York, N. Y. Filed June 14, 1913. Se-
rial No. 773,614, (a. 74—81.)

In combination with a pedal lever, a resilient bearing
having an upright body portion provided at its upper end
with an entering portion, and a seating at the base of said
entering portion, said seating form.-d by a twist In said
body portion.

1,229.568 INTERNAL COMBUSTIu.N ENGINE. Jo-
BEPH A. A.NOL.\DA, New York, N. T., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Emll M. Ix)wy, New York, N. Y. Filed
Feb. 24. 1916. Serial No. 80.112. (CI. 12.'»—80.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine a ported cylinder,
a ported valve member coaxial with the cylinder, means
for rotating the valve member, a seat member therefor,
means for reciprocating the valve member relatively to
the seat member. Including a cam way formed on one
member and a projection on the other member, operating
In the cam way.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, a ported cylinder,
a ported valve member coaxUl with the cylinder and hav-
ing a continuous cam way, a seat member, a projection on
the seat member operating In said cam way to reciprocate
aald valve member, and means for rotating said valve
member.

3. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder having
a ported end of reduced diameter, a revoluble ported valve
member coaxial with the cylinder outside of aald end. a
seat member for the valve member, a continuous cam way
on one of said members, and means on the other member
operating In said cam way to reciprocate said valve mem-
ber during rotation thereof.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, a cylinder, a water
Jacketed ported valve outside of said cylinder, means for
<ontlnuously rotating the valve, and means for displacing
the valve.
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6. In an Internal combustion engine, a ported cylinder,

a p<irte«l valve, said valve being water Jacketed inside and
outside, means for rotating the valve, and means for re-

ciprocating the valve.

1.229,569. ROTARY ENGINE. Bknjami.n F. AuouariNB,
Buffalo, N. Y. Filed July 24, 1916. Serial No.

111.064. (01. 128—44.)

* M

h yM

1. In a gas engine, the combination of a pair of cylin-

ders arranged side by side and in open communication.
on»* of said cylinders having Intake ports controlled by Its

piston and the other of said cylinders having exhaust
porta controlled by Its piston, a fuel supply chaml>er con-
nected to said Intake ports, a pumping mechanism for
maintaining a charge of vaporized fuel and air In the
supply chamber, and means for heating the supply cham-
ber for gasifying the vaporized fuel In the supply cham-
ber that the Inrushlng mixture will scavenge the cylinder
when the piston of the Intake cylinder uncovers the In-

take ports and eetabllshes communication with the heated
supply chamber.

'2. In a rotary gas engine, the combination of a crank
shaft, a pair of cylinders In open communication with
each other and mounted to revolve al>out said crank shaft
with their axes In planes substantially perpendicular to

the axis thereof, pistons ^operating In said cylinders and
lonnected to the crank shaft, a supply chamber connected
to the Inlet ports of one of said cylinders, means inde-

pendent of the pistons for producing a flow of fuel and air

to said supply chamber, means for heating the fuel and
air In the supply chamber, and means for Ignition.

3. In a rotary gas engine, the combination of a crank
shaft, a pair of cylinders In open communication with
each other and mounted to revolve about said crank shaft
with their axes In planes substantially perpendicular to

the axis of the shaft, one of said cylinders having intake
ports and the other cylinder having exhaust ports, a pis-

ton In each cylinder controlling the ports thereof, a fuel

supply chamber connected to the said Intake ports, means
for maintaining the supply chan)l>er charged with a sup-
pl.v of vnporUe<l fuel and iilr. and means for beating the
supply chamber from the exhaust gases.

4. A gas engine Including In combination, a cylinder, a

piston thtreln, a fuel-supply chamber adjacent the cylin-

der, said cylinder having Intake ports uncovered by the
piston, said intake ports having a combined area substan-

tially equal to the cross sectional area of the cylinder,

means for supplying snld chamber continuously with a

mixture of vaporized fuel and air, and means for heating
said supply chamt>er to gasify the vaporized fuel and air

prior to the supplying of the same to the cylinder.

6. In a rotary gas engine, the combination of a plu-

rality of cylinders and pistons, a rotary fuel supply cham-
ber connected to the cyllndt-rs. means for maintaining the
supply «'bHmb«>r constantly (barged with fuel and air, and
means for heating the fuel and nlr In the rotary supply

(hanibcr,

[Claims 6 to 80 not printe<l In the (iaiette.J

1,229,570. AUTOMATIC POWER CUT OFF. Frank J.

Backschiider, Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Aug. 31, 1912.

Serial No. 718,100. (d. 74—46.)

1. In a devU-e of the character specified, a clutch com-
prising a driving and a driven member, means normally
to hold said members In fixed relative position with refer-

ence to each other to transmit power, the engaging faces
of bald clutch members being adapted to cause said mem-
bers to change such relative position under abnormal fric-

tion, an annular l)earing surface on one of said clutch
members, and means for controlling the power supplied to
said driving meml^er. said means being arranged to be op-
erated by said bearing surface upon the change In the
relative position of the members of said clutch.

2. In a device of the character specified, a clutch com-
prising a driving and a driven member, means normally to
hold said member In fixed relative position with reference
to each other under tension to transmit power, the engag-
ing faces of said clutch members being adapted to cause
said members to change such relative position under ab-
normal friction, means to adjust said tension, an annular
bearing surface on one of said clutch members, and means
for. controlling the power supplied to said driving mem-
ber, said means being arranged to be operated by said
bearing surface upon the change In the relative position of

the members of said clutch.

3. In a device of the character specified, a clutch com-
prising a driving and a driven member, said members be-

ing adapted to t>e placed in and out of engagement, a
spring, said spring being a<lapted normally to hold said

members in fixed relative position with reference to each
other under tension to transmit power, the engaging face*

of said clutch members being adapted to cause said mem-
bers to change such relative position against the tension

of said spring under abnormal friction, an annular bearing

surface un one of said clutch members, and means for

controlling the power supplied to said driving memt>er, said

means being arranged to be operated by said bearing sur-

face upon the change in the relative position of the mem-
bers of said clutch.

4. In a device of the character specified, a clutch com-
prising a driving and a driven member, said members be-

In;; adapted to l>e placed in and out of engagement, a

spring, said spring being adapte<l normally to hold said

memliers in fixed relative position with reference to each
other under tension to transmit power, the engaging faces

of said clutch members being adapted to cause said mem-
bers to change such relative position against the tension

of said spring under abnornuil friction, means to adjust the
tension of said spring, an annular l>earing surface on one
of said clutch members, and means for controlling the

power supplied to said driving member, said means being

arranged to be operated by said bc-arlng surface upon thf-

change In 'he relative position of thf members of said

clutch.

1.229,571. VALVE. John P. Barker. I»s Angeles, Cal.,

asHlgnor to Los Angeles Motor Car Company, Los An-
geles. Cal.. a Corporation of California. Filed Aug, 28,

1916, Serial No. 117,267. (CI. 137—82.)
1. In an Internal combustion motor intake valve, a

valve casing adapted to communicate with the Interior of
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a cylinder of ao interaal roiubustlon motor at one end of

such casini; and adapted for connectloB with an intake
pipe at another zone In the said casinc. a reiuovabie valve
cape fitted In sairt <.a«lng and provided with an annular
valve seat, a puppet valve comprising a disk and stem
portion mounted in said valve cage and adapted for co-

action with aald seat, a removable plug for maintaining
said valve cage in position in aald valve oaalng. and
means for limiting the travel of the valve In a direction
away from ItK seat ; said limiting ni.ana comprising a
support In said valve rmsini! antl extendiuc into the path of

travel of said valve, and a member adjuxtable with re-

spect to said support and adapted tu arrest said valve In

its travel whereby said valve and cage may be removed
and access had to ><a1d limftin«; means to adjust the same
upon removal of the plug.

2. In an 'nternal combustion motor Intake valvr, n
valve casing adapte<l to commnnicate with the interior of
a cylinder of an internal c<.mbustlon motor at one end of
such casing nnd adapted for connection with an Intake
pipe at another zone in the said casing, a removable valve
case fitted in said casing and provideil with an annular
valve seat, a puppet valve comprising a disk and stem
portion mounted in said valve cage and adapted for re-

action with said seat, a removable plu;: for maintaining
said valve c-age In position in said valve casing, and means
for limiting the travel of the valve in a direction away
from its seat

; said limiting means comprising a support
In said valve casing and exiending into the path of travel
of said valve, and a member adjustable with re«i)ect to
aid support and adapt.-d to arrest said valve in its travel
whereby said valve and cage may be removed and access
had to said limiting means to adjust the same upon re-
moval of the plug: said adjustable member being ac-
cessible for adjustment only after removal of said plug
and withdrawal of said valve cage with the valve carried
thereby.

3. In a valve for internal combustion motors, a casing
having an orifice for commanlcatlon with an Internal
combustion motor cylinder and an orifice at an angle
thereto adapted for c««nmunlcatlon with an Intake pipe,
a cylindrical valve ^.upportlng cage in said caslnj:. an an-
nolar seat for said valve supporting <-aep. a ping adapte«l
to be applied to said v.ilve casing and between which and
aid annular seat said valve supporting cage Is clamped,
a relatively thin puppet valve having a stem supp«>rte<l In
said valve cage, a "prtng co-actlnc with said stem to hold
said thin valve In contact with an annular seat provided
on said valve supporting cage, and means in said casing
for adjustably limiting the travel of said valve ; said
valve limiting meana» <x>mprl»in« a support spriniring from
the Internal walls of said valve casing, an4l a member
threaded into said support and extending Into the path of
valve travel and provided with lo<'kinic nx-ans to lock the
sanae In any position «f adJurttuK-nt ; saht plug S'-.tlIng

said valve casing atui said threaiit-^J menWr and said valve
being accessible only after removal of said plug.

4. In an internal combustion motor latake valve, a
valve casing adapted to commuDicate with the Interior of
the cylinder of an internal <-umbustlon motor at one end of
such casing and adapted for connection with an intake
pipe at another zone In sjiid casing, a removable valve
cage fitted in said caalng an<l provided with an annular
valve seat, a puppet valve comprising a disk and a stem
portion mounted In said valve cage anti adapted for co-
action with said seat, a remo\-able plug for maintaining
said valve cage In p<isltion In said valve casing, and means
for limiting the travel of the valve in a direction away
from its seat : said limiting means comprising a support
In said valve casing and extending Into the path of travel
of said valve, and a member adjustable with respect to
said support and adapted to arrest said valve in its travel
whereby said valve and '-age may !»« removed and access
had to iAM limltlDg means to adjdst the aame upon re-

moval of the plug: !-aid lliiiltlnx means being entirely In-

dependent of said valve.

1,229.572. DIE FOR BLANKING OUT BUTTONS.
Jacob «. Bia.NZwciG, .New York, N. Y. Filed June 26,
1916, Serial No. 105. «41. (CI. 113—42.)

1. A stamping devUe. .onMsilng of a support, a holder
removably aecured thereto, a movable female die carried
by the holder, the holder being provkle^l with a shoulder
to limit th<« upward movein. nt of the female die, yieldable
m«ans to u^tpoM- the movement of the female die, a remov-
able cap carried by (be female die holder having a central
opening surmundiog the female iil«', and h male die to co-
operate with the female die.

2. A «taraping device. (X.nsistine of a support, a post
carrle<l thereby, a male die lemovably Ke<'ured to aaid poat.
a vertically mo%-able <-utter furruuading the male die,
Beana to operate the male die. and means to operate aald
cutter at a pre<letermitH>«l point In the operation of the
male die. and a fenuile die ro< peratin>: with the male die.

3. A stajnpiag deviie runsLstiajt; of n support, a poat
carrieil therehy. a naale die removaitiy xerared to aald ptwt,
a navable cutter surrounding said aiak* die. a plate le-

<ure<t to aaid cutter, muvalle pins tu depress saiil plate
to <i|>erate said cutter, a spring to return said plate aad
cutter after the opera ti<Mi thereof, and a female die co-
operating with the male die.

4. .\ stamping device (insisting of a support, a post car-

rkyl thereby, a male die renK»vably aecured to said post, a
Movable cutter surrounding said Male die, a plate ae-

cvrrd to aaid cutter, movai le pins to depress said plate to
operate sai«l cutter, a spring to return said plate and cut-
ter after the operation thereof, a movable abutment, slld-

ably mounted on >ald post, a spring lnterpose<l t>etween
said abutment and the plate ca said cutter, and a female
die to cooperate with said male die.
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6. In a stamping device, a support, a male die carried
thereby, a movable cutter surrounding the male die, a
slidable abutment adjacent the male die and cutter, and a
spring tending to force said cutter and abutment in oppo-
site directions.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,573. FEEI>-BAG. PxTKR W. Hon, Wllklnsburg.
Pa. Filed Oct. 12, 1918. Serial No. 125,142. (CI.

119—65.)

A noae bag for animals comprising a vertical nose piece,

a horizontal rearwardly extending arm connected to the
bottom of the nose piece, stiffening means extending lon-

gitudinally of the tM)ttom of the rearwardly extending
arm. a neck <<»nne(te«l with the rear end of the rearwardly
extending arm. two vertically arrangeti reservoirs con-

necting with the upper end of the neck, the rMervoirs ex-

tending one on each side of the animal's neck, a strap

connecting the tops of these resen-oirs over the animals
ne<k and a strap holding the vertical nose piece in opera-
tive engagement with the animal's nose, the nose piece

having air inlets adjacent the animal's nostrlie.

1.229,074. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Ecgine
U. ItocsNONViLLB, Jeraey City, N. J. Filed Sept. 23,

1915. SerUl No. 52,155. (Cl. 123—59.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine, comprl.-i*ng a series

of cylinders, .i casing having a eyilndrlcal valve aeat bore
extending lengthwise of said series, a rlfld cylindrical
rotary valve floating on an oil film In said bore with free-
dom for unforced longltu<llnal play un<ler working eondl-
tions, and means for driving the valve while permitting
play thereto.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, comprising a series
of cylinders, a casing extending lengthwise of said series,

being forme<l with a cylindrical valve seat bore, a rotary
valve comprising separate rigid cylin«lrlcal sections, each
having means for controlling the Intake and exhaust of
one or more cylinders, each of said valve sections floating

In said iKire with freedom for independent unforced lon-

gitudinal play, and an independent coaxial drive shaft
having means for turning the valve sections and permit-
ting their play.

3. In an internal combustion engine, comprising a aeries

of cylinders, a valve casing extending lengthwise of the

239 O. G.—30

aeries and formed with a cylindrical valve seat bore, a
hollow rotary valve comprising separate rigid cylindrical
sections turning in sai«l bore, a central Independent drive
shaft, and a member on said ilrlve shaft Iwtwe^'n the ends
of two valve sections formed to drive sahl sections sttnul-

Jtaneously while permitting independent longitudinal and
transverse play thereof, the valve sections l)eing free to
move in either longitudinal direction.

4. In an internal combustion eiJgine, compri«ing a aeries

of cylinders, a valve casing extending longitudlDally of
said series and formed with a cylindrical valve seat lK)re,

a hollow rotary valve therein comprising separate rigid
cylindrical sections, and an lndepen<lent driving shaft
within the valve having means at the middle thereof for
simultaneously driving the sections on either hand with
freedom for relative play, the valve 8e<'tlons l»elng free to
move Id either longitudinal direction.

3. In a multicyllnder Internnl combustion engine, a
valve casing extending longitudinally of the series of cyl-
inders and formed with a cylindrical valve aeat bor««, rigid
cylindrical rotary valve sections In said bore, and driving
means dlsposeil between the sections for driving the same
Independently of eath other, the said valve sections l>eing
free to play longitudinally in the valve seat l>ore rela-

tively to the driving means during the operation of the
engine.

ICIaims 6 to 18 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.!

1.229,575. HANGER. Lio.nel F. Bowehs. Columbia, Pa.,
assignor to Columbia Manufacturing Company, Colum-
bia, I'a., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed July
19, 1915. Serial No. 40,676. (Cl. 57—9.)

1. In a hanger, the combination of an arm having a
downward extending extremity providing an inclined plane
surface, a gripping lever pivotally mounte<l below said
arm and having a rounded surface to make contact with
the first surface, and a flattened portion l)elow the lever
curving away from the second named surface towanl the
pivoted end of the lever, said portion facilitating the sep-
aration of said surfa<es when the article Is to he inserted
between them to l>e supporte<l by the hanger.

2. \ hanger comprising a normally horizontal arm. a
lever pivotally mounted adjacent one end of wild arm and
l>elow the same, the other end of said arm extending down-
ward and l)elng incllne<l toward the pivoted end of the
lever, the other end of the lever extending bey<md the In-

clined end of said arm. said inclined end comprising a
plane inclined surface, and a projection carried by the
lever presenting a" rounded surface to make contact with
the first uamed surface, the extremity of the projection
Isdng flattened and curve«l away from the inclined end of
the arm toward the plvoteil end of the lever.

3. A hanger comprising a body In the form of an In-

verted yoke, the arms of which Incline toward each other
at their extremities, a pair of perforated lugs lo<*ated cen-
trally of said yoke between said arms, a pair of levers
having their ends pivotally mounted l>etween said lugs
and extending In opposite directions bejond said arms and
above the lower en<ls thereof, said arms each presenting
at their lower ends an inclined plane surface to said levers,

and each of aald levers having a projection presenting
rounded surfaces to make contact with the flrat surfaces.
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fald proj<>ctioniii having their outer endx hroa<IeDe<i and
curved away from the adjacent endii of the nrmii toward
naid lugH, the plvote<I endx of Hatd ieverfi heing locateil

atK)ve the pointM of contact between said surfaiex. and the

inclination of said plane nurfaces being Mucb that perpen-

dicularH thereto at the points of contact with the munde<l
surfaces will pass aliove the pivoted ends of the levers.

1,22».57«. OITLET-BUX. John C. Botton and Oris
H. NiCKBBSO.N. Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Jan. 25, 1913.

Serial No. 744.129. (O. 247—5.)

z^

1. A Im)x of the character speclfie<l comprifing a casing

having inwardly projecting lug^ adjac-ent one end thereof

and openings adjacent the opposite end thereof, a member
cu4">peratlng with said casing and having a Micirt adapted
to be slipped over the last mentlone<l end of said casing

and having threade*! apertures arrange<l to aline with the

aforesaid opening, and screws threadeil through said

ai»erture and adapted to project freely into the openings

in said casing.

2. A box of the character specifle«l comprising a casing

having inwardly projecting lugs adjacent to and spaced
from one end thereof, screws threaded into said lugs, and
a bushing having a flange adapte<l to abut against said

casing end and provided within said flange with key-hole

slots for the reception of the heads of said screws.

l,229,r>77. ANTIROLLIXCJ DEVICE FOR MOTOR AND
OTHER VEHICLES. Michabl Mary Bropht, Mar
gate. England. Filed Apr. 24. 1910. Serial No. 93.278.

(CI. 267—8.)

1. The combination with a vehicle, of a lever carrie«l

by the axle of the same, means Including a shock absorb-

ing device connecting said lever to the vehicle chassis, and

stops co«iperatlng with said lever for preventing undue

rolling motion of the chassis, under the Influence of the
shock absorbing device.

2. In a motor or other vehicle the combination with the

framing of a pair of arms carrying stops and of a lever

connectetl with the axle of the vehicle and carrying abut-
ments operating In connection with such stops, means
being provide<l for adjusting the said stops with relation

to one another, substantially as descril>e4l.

3. In a motor or other vehicle the combination with
the framing of a pair of arms carrying stops and of a
lever conne<te«l with the axle of the vehicle and carrving

abutments op<>ratlng in connection with such stops, meant
being provlde<l for adjusting the said stops with relation

to one another, and also for adjusting the stops with rela-

tion to the abutments upon the lever, substantially as, and
for the purposes, described.

4. In a vehicle, a chassis, an axle, a lever rigidly

mounted upon said axle and provided with abutments,
means inchKllng a shock absorbing device conne<'tlng snld

lever with the chassis, and adjustable stops (•o<>peratinj

with said lever f»>r preventing undue rolling motion of the

ctiassis. under the influence of the shock absorbing device.
.". In a vehicle, a chassis, axles beneath the same, levers

rigidly mounteil upon said axles and provided with abut-

ments, means including springs connecting the <-hassls to

the levers, stops cooperating with said abutments for

limiting the movement of the levers, and means carried

by the chassis for adjusting said stops.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1.22»..".78. IXK)M SIllTTLE.
Mass. Filed Oct. lU. 191C.

13t»—27.)

Davii) Brown, Lawrence.
Serial No. 125.842. (CI.

1. A loom shuttle having a plvotally mounteil spindle

adapted to receive either a woo«len bobbin or a paper cop-

tube, a pair of fingers supportetl adjacent the pivoted end

of said spindle, one having its end-portion spring-actuated

to engage the bobbin base to lock a t>obbln on the spindle,

and the other having its end-portion sprlng-actuateti to

clamp a cop-tube against the spindle, an<l means to hold

said fingers out of their operative positions when the spin-

dle is swung out of the shuttle.

2. A loom shuttle hnving a plvotally mounteil spindle

adapted to reielve either a wooilen bobbin or a paper c«)p-

tul>e, a pair of spring fingers mounted adjacent the plv-

oteil end of >ai<l spindle, one of said fingers Iwing arranged

to clamp a cop-tube against the spindle and the other to

loi-k a lx)lil>in on the spindle and to yield Independently

of the cop-tube clamping finger, and means to force said

fingers from their operative positions when the spindle is

moved from Its normal position.

(Claims 3 to •• not printed In the Gazette.]

1.22»,.')79. SELF <'LOSIN(; FAl'CET. Michael B.

Brown, Clevelan.l. Ohio. Filed Sept. 28, 1916. SerUl

No. 122.590. (CI. 187—4.)

In a self closing faucet. In combination, a valve and Its

stem, a rotary cupped handle on the stem, having Inclined
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ball ways, and an annular groove In the wall of said cup.
balls resting against said ways, and a ball retainer in said

cup comprising a single sheet of spring metal having
notches in its e^lge to receive the balls and flexible rim
portions between the notches and engaging with a snap
action In the groove.

1.229.580. PIZZLE. Thbo!>oric Haowx. Streatham.
London, England, assignor to Sidney Charles Harper,
Ixindon, England. Filed Nov. 24. 1915. Serial No.
a{,807. (CL 40—41.)

1. A pnssle comprising a board, having printed upon
one of its sides, a picture delineating a number of separa-
ble pieces of different outline, c-ertaln of these pieces hav-
ing inter-engaging elements whereby they may be assem-
bled to form a mechanical toy.

2. A puzzle comprising a board having printed upon
one of its sides, a picture said board being composeil of a
number of suitably shaped and separable pieces, certain
of these pieces being provided with notches In their eilges.
and other pieces adapteil to engage the notches, whereby
to construct a mechanical toy having height, breadth and
width.

1,229.581. MEANS FOR ATTACHIN<; A RESILIENT
CUSHION TO A RIGID BASE. Robert Bitler, Bos-
ton. Mass. Piled Mar. 2. 1917. Serial No. 161,912.
(CI. 86—86.)

1. In combination with a resilient cushion, a plurality
of tubular studs enil»eilde<l in the cushion, the lower ends
of which are a considers l)le distance above the wearing
face of the cushion and the upper ends of which extend
nearly to the upper or attaching face of the cushion, the
cushion being adapted for attachment to a rigid base by
nails whereby when the cushion Is attacheil to the base
the cushion may be compressed to cause the upper ends
of the studs to engage with the undf r face of the base.

8. In combination with a cushion heel, a plurality of
tubular stud-* •m>>e<Me<i In the heel, the lower ends of
Whl<h are in the interior of the heel a considerable dis-
tance above the tread face and below the attaching face
of the heel, the upper ends of which extend upward to a
short distance below the upper or attaching face of the
heel, and the upper face of the heel being formed with
recesses leading to the upper ends of the studs.

(Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,682. METHOD OF MAKING BRICKS. Frank
W. BiTTBRWORTH, Danville. 111. Origins! application
flleil Aug. 19. 1915. .Serial No. 40.230. Divideil and
this application filed Mar. 11, 1916. SerUl No. 83.530
(CI. 26—1.)
1. The method of manufacturing bricks, or the like.

which consists In shaping «>eramlc material into a mov- '

Ing ribbon, forming minute indentations in the surface of
said ribbon, and picking relatively small amounts of mate-
rial from the surface of said ribbon at the outer ends of
said Indentations.

5. The methtxl of manufacturing bricks, or the llke^

which consists In shaping ceramic material Into a mov-
ing ribbon, removing thin layers of material from the up-

per surface and sides of said ribbon, forming minute in-

dentations In the surfaces of sabi ribbon from which said
la.vers have been removed, and picking relatively small
amounts of material from the surface of said ribbon at
the outer ends of said indentations.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,588. MEANS FOR I'ROPULSION. Horace M.
Cake, Washington. D. C. Flle<l June 29, 1910. Serial
No. .%69,509. (Cl. 115—37.)

1. A mechanism for propelling ships or the like which
consists In two propellers mounted upon a single pro-
peller shaft, means operatlvely connecting each propeller
with said propeller shaft In such manner that each of
said propellers will at all times automatically deliver
one-half the energy transmitted by the propeller shaft.

18. In a propulsion mechanism for ships or the like,
the combination of a propeller shaft, a transmission head
fixedly mounteil upon said propeller shaft, compensating
gears carrieil by said header, an annular ring mounted
upon said header in such manner as to protect said com-
pensating gears, propellers mounted for rotation about
said propeller shaft, annular gears formed upon said
propellers, and thrust block mechanism carried by said
propeller shaft, substantially as described.

18. .\ mechanical movement comprising two vanes. &
driving shaft extending continuously through both of
said vanes, a (earing for said driving shaft, and com-
pensating means acted upon by said driving shaft and
acting upon said vanes, whereby both vanes are driven
in the same direction.

[Claims 2 to 12 and 14 to 17 not printetl in the Ga-
zette. ]

1.229,584. STARTER FOR PRIME MOVERS. Walter
S. Cariexter, Jr.. Wilmington, I>el.. assignor to E. I.
du Pont de Nemours Powder Company. Wilmington,
Del., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed June 8, I912!
Serial No. 702,608. (Cl. 128—179.)
1. In a starter for prime movers, the combination of a

shaft, a casing having an annular cylinder formed there-
in, a disk loosely mounted on said shaft and entering
said cylinder through a slot, a piston In said cylinder
carried by said disk, an abutment In said cylinder, a fric-
tion wheel fast on said shaft, a dutch-strap and lever, the
strap surrounding said wheel, and the lever being con-
nected to said disk.

2. In a starter for prime movers, the combination of
a shaft, a casing having an annular cylinder formed
therein, a disk loosely mounted on said shaft and enter-
ing said cylinder through a slot, a piston In said cyll*.
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dt>r carrt^l by Hald diHk, an abatment in Mid ryltndfr.

a frt<'tton wtae^l faMt on said Hbaft, a olatrb-strap and
lever, the strap sarronnding said wheel, the li-ver »>elng

connecte<l to said dinlc, and an exhaust port in naid cyl-

inder on the oppoHite sdile of naid pl*tnn from nald abut-
ment, HMid pinton ioos«>|y Htting said ryllnder.

3. A starter for prime mover«, rttmprlxing a shaft, an
annular cylinder concentric with said Hhaft. a pi»itun ami
an abutment in said cylinder, means for holding and ex-

ploding a cartridge, means for conducting the gases of

combustion between said piston and abutnif-nt. and means
for admitting said gasen to eject a previously dlschargeii

cartridge.

4. A starter for prime movers, comprising a shaft, an
annular cylinder coacentric with said shaft, a piston an<l

an abutment In said cylinder, a clutch connection l»etween

said piston and said shaft, an annular magazine a<lapted

to contain cartriilges, means for holding one ('hamb«>r of

said magazine in line with a passage leading l>etween said

piston and abutment, means for firing a cartridge in said

chamber, and means for advancing sai<l magaxlne to

bring a fresh cartridge Into tiring position, said means
lor advancing t>eing connecte<l with said tiring means so

as to lie operate*i thereby.

5. A starter fur prime movers, comprising a shaft, an
annular cylinder concentric with saitl shaft, a piston and
an abutment in said cyiln<ler, a dutch connection Itetween

said plstun and said shaft, an annular magaxlne adapted
to contain ca<'tridges, means fur holding one cbaml»er of

said magazin<> in line with a passage leailing l>etween

said piston and abutment, means for tiring a cartridge

In said cbamlter. and means for conducting the gases of

combustion to the position of the previously discharge*!

cartritlge to eject the latter.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the (iasette.]

1,229.5H5. shop:. Jamkh CwAXAnH, Boston. Mass.. as-

signor to Unite<l !<boe Machinery Company. I'aterson,

N. .1., a Corporation of .New Jersey. Filed Sept. .W,

1914. Serial No. 804.274. (CI. 36—3-I.)

1. In a shoe, a h»'el «'onstructe<l of wood the peripheral

surface of which has l>een provided with a film coating

of <-arnauba wax so rtnlshed that its ap(>earance harmo-

nizes with that of the vamp of the shoe.

2. A shoe heel made of stained wimxI, the peripheral

sartece of said heel on Its sideM and rear end being satln-

Mk- and having the surface fll>ers bound down by a coating

of carnauba wax burnlsbe<l so that the wood has a surface
app«-arance barmoaistng with that of a leather shoe vamp.

3. In a shoe a wo<k1 heel having a peripheral surfarc
coated with a film of wax forc*^ into the surface of the
woiMl by rubbing pressure In the presence of h#*iit. where-
by the cross-grained portions of the peripheral surface ar«
rendered! Identical In appearance with the straight-grained

portions.

4. In a leather shoe, a wood heel provided with a

leather top lift, the peripheral surface of said heel and
top lift having a satin-IIke surface coateil with a flim

of carnauba wax whereby the periphery of the top lift

and the rrons-gratned and straight gratnetl portions of the
peripheral surface of the wooden he**! are rendereil iden-

tical in appearance with one another and with the vamp
of the shoe.

1.22».5H«. AIR MOTOR riOVER.MNO DEVICE. M«L-
viLi.K Ci>.%RK. Chicago. III., assignor to Melville Clark
riano Company, a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Not.
13. 1916. Serial No. l.tO.946. (CI. 23i»—.'i6.)

1. In an automata- playing mechanism, an air motor
governing device comprising in combination with an ex-

haust means, a collapsible ('baml>er having an exhaust |>«)rt

through which It communhmtes with the exhaust means ;

a valve operated by the collapse of the cbanil>er for seating

at the exhaust port : means yleUllngly resisting the col-

lapse of the chamber ; a sei-ond collapsible cbamtM>r hav-

ing an exhaust port through which It communicates with
the first collapsible chamt>er : a valve operateil by the

collapse of said second chamlter for S4>atlng at said last

mentione<| exhanst port, means yieldingly resisting the

collapse of said second collai>slble chanil>er, and an ex-

haust connet'tion from said last mentioneil collapslt>le

chanilMT to the air motor.

2. In an automatic playing uiechauisni, an air motor
governing device comprising in combination with an ex-

haust means, a collapsible chamlter having an exhaust
port through which it communicates with the exhaust
means; a valve operated by the collapse of the chamlter

for seating at the exhaust port ; means yieitiingiy resisting

the collapse of the chamber : a second collapsible chamber
having an exhaust port through which it i>ommunlcatea
with the first collapsible meml>er : a valve operattnl by the

collapse of said second chamber for seating at said last

mentioned exhaust port ; weight-operated means yieldingly

resisting the «-ollapse of said second collapsible chamber,
and an exhaust connection from said last mentioned col-

lapsible chaml>er to the air motor.

1 . 2 2 9 . 5 « 7 . INSTRIMENT F'OR RE<T>RDIN(J TER-
CENTAiJE VOLUMES OF CON.»*TITTENT i^ASES.
Walter Wiu.iam Cromwilmr. Crumpsall. Manchester,
Englamt. Filed Mar. 27. 1916. Serial No. 86,912.

«n. 2.1—3.>

1. In a gas analysing and ref-ordlng Instrument a gas
burette, a iH>wer vessel connected directly by a branch to

the gas bnrette and a siphon arranged with Its Inlet end
within the power vessel so as to constantly leave a charge
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of water In the gas burette and power vessel below such

inlet end substantially as descril>ed.

4. A gas analyxing and recording instrument <-ouslsting

of a gas burette, a water power vess«'l, means governed by

the water power vessel, for alternately Inspiring and ex-

pelling gas samples, into and out of such gas burette,

means to enable the gas burette to hold constantly a

quantity of water charged with soluble gas. an absorption

vessel communicating with the gas burette, a float cbam-

l)er In communication with the al>Horption vessel aiwl with

the power veswl, a float In the float chamber, a pivoted

lever one en«l of which is actuated by the float, a pen re-

cording device carrie<l on the other end of the pivoted

lever, and a clockwork drum to carry a chart on which

the results of the analyses are recorde<1 sul>stantlally as

descril»ed.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Caxette.]

1.229,586. 8PARK AHRESTKH. Chaki.bh W. Crowcm..
Blsc«a. N. C. Original application filed Apr. 5, 1911.

Serial No. 619,051. Divided and this application filed

Apr. 6. 1914, Serial No. 829,920. Renewe<l .June 3.

1915. SerUl No. :U.»71. (CI. 11()—119.)

4. The combination of a l>oiler having an outlet at its

front end, a stack comprising a successive series of cham-
bers and extending rearward on the outside or the boiler

with a discharge opening at Its rear end. and a con-

trollable air passage leading into the stack at a point In

rear of the front thereof.

6. The combination of a tntiler having an outlet at Its

front en<l. a stack comprising a successive series of cham-
iM-rs and extending rearward on the outside of the Ixdler

with a discharge opening at its rear end, and a controlla-

ble pressure-relieving passage between one of said cham-
l>ers and another.

7. A spark arrester having a front chaml>er. a chamber
In rear thereof and a stack chamber and provided with

means for delivering sparks or cinders to • re<*eptacle

and with an air inlet pipe.

10. The (Combination of a boiler having an outlet at its

front end. and a stack comprising a cbaml>er in communi-
cation with said nutlet at Its front end and extending

rearward therefrom and having an outlet at its rear end.

said chaml>er and the portion of the stack rearwardly

thereof l>eing carried downward over each side of the

boiler.

{(Maims 1 to 3, 6, 8, 9, and 11 not printed in the (;a-

zette.)

1,229.589. VEHICLE BODY FRANris <i. Davis, Water-

town, N. Y., assignor to H. H. Babcock Company. Water-
town, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 18,

1915. Serial No. 55.681. (CI. 21—7.)

1. In a vehicle Iwdy. the combination of a platform,

vertically dlsp<ise<l sble Ixtards abutting against the longl-

tu<iinal edges of the platform and provld»><l with flanged

meml>ers engaging the upper and lower faces of said e^lpes

and lH)lted then-to. said side boards Iwlng prov1de<l with

wings Inclining upwardly and outwardly from their upper

edges, and braces having |K»rtlons thereof lnteri)ose<l t>e-

tween the meeting eilges' of the wings and main IkhHcs of

the sides and other [)ortl<ms se«ure<l. respectively, to the

Inner faces of the main boilies and to the outer faces of

the wings.

2. In a vehicle bo<ly of the character descrllied. the

combination of n platf(»rm. opposite upright side Itoards

abutting against the longitudinal edges of the platform,

wings inclining upwardly and outwardly from the upper

e<lges of the side boards, and metal reinforcing strips Iwlt-

e<l to the inner faces of the side l>oards and terminating In

flanges bolte«l to the upper faces of the adjacent e«lges of

the platform, the interme<liate portions of said strips l»elng

extended across and between the meeting e<lges of the side

pieces and wings, and their ui>p«'r portions s«»cured to the

outer faces of the wings.

4. In a vehicle l>ody of the character descrll>ef1. the com-

bination of a platform, side Iwnrds abutting against the

opposite lonirltudinnl edges of the platform, wings inclin-

ing upwardly and outwardly from the upper edges of the

side boards, and braces extending across ami between the

meeting o<lges of the wings and side Intards and having

their upper portions bolted to the <»uter faces of the wings

and their lower portions boltetl to the inner fa<es of the

side iMMirds and proviile<l with inwardly projecting flanges

bolted to the upper fa<-es of the adjacent e«lges of the

platfoim. the upper portions of the braces being returned

downwardly at the outer sides of the side boards and
bolte<l thereto.

(Claims 3. 5. and 6 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,229,690. ROTARY (iAS - ENGINE. Gboroe SaMIEL
Dawk. Plymouth, England. Filed May 77*. 1916. Serial

No. 99.770. (CI. 123—8.)

1. An Internal coml»ustlon engine comprising a sectional

casing, a partition dividing the sections of the casing and
connecte<l therewith, a shaft Journaled within said casing,

a sleeve slidalily mounte<l upon said shaft, each of the said

sections having a «'haml>er formed therein, the opposite

ends of said sleeve terminating within said chambers, a
piston carrle<l by each end of said sleeve and arranged at

an angle of al>out 50' therewith, said pistons adapted to

revolve within said chambers, au inlet and exhaust port

leading to said chambers at each side of said pistons,

valves arrange<l within said inlet and exhaust ports, and
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a timing mecbani.sm connecting said abaft with said inlet

and exhauHt valv«>«« wtier«>by upon the rotation of said

shaft the valves will be operate*! Kubstantlally as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. An internal combustion engine comprising a cyllndrl-

€•1 casing, a partition arranged within aaid casing forming
« chamber on each side of said partition, a piston adapted

to revolve within each chaml>er. means for Jointly conne<'t-

Ing said pi8ton«4, a shaft Journaled within said casing, said

pistons adapted to revolve upon said shaft and Jointly slide

In a longitudinal direction thereupon substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

3. Id an internal combustion engine comprising a casing

having chanil>ers arranged therein, a shaft Journale^l with-

in said ca.siDg, a sleeve keyed to said shaft, pistons rigidly

connected to the opposite ends of said sleeve and adapte<l

to revolve within said chambers antl means whereby upon
the rotation of said shaft the pistons will be caused to

Jointly slide upon said shaft for the purpose sperifled.

4. A rotary Internal combustion engine comprising a
casing, a partition for dividing said casing Into two cham-
bers, the end walls of the casing and the side walls of the

partition being Incllnetl, a shaft Journaled within (taid

casing, a sleeve keye<l to said shaft and adapte<l to sibie

thereupon, a piston carrieil by each entl of said sleeve antl

adapted to revolve within said chambers, whereby upon
the rotation of said shaft the opposite faces of said piston

will lie parallel with said incllDetl walls when adjacent

thereto substantially as and for the purpose speclfleil.

6. A rotary Internal combustion engine comprising a
cylindrical casing, a partition for <lividing the sections of

the casing into chambers, a shaft Journale<l within said

casing, pistons sibiably ui()unte<l upon said shaft and
adapted to revolve within said chambers. Inlet and exhaust
ports leading to said chambers on each side of said pistons.

Talves arranged within said inlet and exhaust ports, a

timing shaft Journaled upon said casing and operatlvely

connected to the first mentionwl shaft, and cams carried

by said timing shaft adapteil to actuate said valves sab-

stantlally as and for the purpose set forth.

1,229,591. BROILER. Bbrtr.a.nd I)e Ganner, St. Louis,

Mo. Filed Apr. 1, 1916. Serial No. 88,344. (CI.

12ft—41.)

1. An apparatus tor the purpose set forth <>ompristng a

support, vertically dispose*! guides secure*! In the support

and having rearwardly extending arms at their upper ends,

a broiler plate dlspose<l between said guides anil provided

at its ends with trunnions arranged to slldably engage the

guides and said arms, and a vertically movable yoke en-

gaging the trunnions adjacent the guides and freely re-

movable from the trunnions to permit the same to slide on
the arms.

2. The combination of vertically dlspo»e<l guides, a
broiler plate arrange<l between and slldably engaging the
guides, a yoke dispose*! below the plate and having trans-

versely dlspose<l concave seats on the under side of Its

lower Intermediate portion and iiavtng upturne<l ends sup-

porting the broiler plate adjacent the guides, a lever ar-

range<l in advance of the yoke, and pusher arms extending
from the lever and having their extremities engaging the
said transverse concave seats.

1.229.592. I'ROCEHS OF PRK.SERVINO ECOS. Fban-
CI8CO E8P.\ii.t..^T DE LA MoTA. San Pedro de Marcorls,
Dominican Republic. Filed June 27. 1916. Herla! No.
106,283. (CI. 99—8.)

1. The process of preparing eggs for preservation, which
consists In providing the egg with a fatty coating, and
then covering said fatty coating with an air and moisture
proof protective coating.

2. The process of preparing eggs for preservation, which
consists In providing the egg with a fatty coating contain-
ing a perfuming substance, and then covering said coating
with an air and moisture pr<K>f protective covering.

3. The methotl of preparing eggs for preservation, which
consists in coating the egg with a fatty mixture of lard
and an e<!lb!e oil combined with a i;>erfumlng substance,
and enveloping the same with an ai^ and moisture proof
protective coating.

4. The pro<-ess of preparing eggs for preservation which
consists in coating the surface of the egg with a fatty
substance, and then enveloping the same In an air and
moisture pro<>f impervious covering.

5. The process of preparing eggs for preservation which
consists in first coating an egg with a perfume*! fatty ve-

hicle. an<l then coating the same with a colloidal sub-
stance.

l,229.59.'t. METHOD OF SEPARATING A SILFONIC
ACID OF A I!YDRf>CARB<>N nV THE AROMATIC
SERIES FROM SILFIRIC ACID AND OF CONVERT-
ING THE SULFONIC ACID INTO A SALT. Locis M.
Dbxnih. Ithaca. N. Y. Original application flle*l Dec.
18, 191.'. Serial No. 67..'S3.'.. Divlde*i and this applica-
tion filed Nov. 6. 1916. Serial No. 12»,rt.-.«. (CL
23—24.)
1. A metho*! of separating a sulfonic add of a hydro-

carbon of the aromatic series from sulfuric acid consist-

ing In treating a mixture of the acids with a solvent
which is relatively Insoluble in water and in which sul-

furic acid is relatively Insoluble, separating the solution
of sulfonic add In the solvent from sulfuric acid and
substantially freeing the solvent from the sulfonic add
by treating the same with water to dissolve and retain the
sulfonic acid.

2. A method of separating a sulfonic add of a hydro-
rarl>on of the aromatic series from sulfuric acid consist-

ing in treating a mixture of the acids with an organic
solvent which Is relatively Insoluble In water and in

which sulfuric a<-l<l Is relatively Insoluble, separating the
solution of sulfonic add In the organic solvent from sul-

furic add ami substantially freeing the solvent from the
sulfonic ad*l by treating the same with water to dissolve
and retain the sulfonic add.

3. A methoil of separating a sulfonic add of a hydro-
carljon of the aromatic series from sulfuric acid con-
sisting In treating a mixture of the acids with bens»'ne,

separating the benzene solution of sulfonic add from the

sulfuric acid and substantially freeing the beniene from
the sulfonic add by treating the .same with water to dis-

solve and retain tbe sulfonic acid.
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4. A method of separating benzene sulfonic acid froTJ

sulfur!*- add (H>nslstlng in treating a mixture of the

adds with benzene, separating the benzene solution of

Iwnzene sulfonl*- add from the sulfuric add and substan-

tially freeing the i>enzene from the benzene sulfonic add
by treating the same with water to dissolve and retain

the sulfonic add.

5. A method of making a salt of a sulfonic acid of a

hydr*><-arbon of <he aromatic series consisting in treating

a mixture of the sulfonb- add and sulfuric acid with a

solvent which is relatively Insoluble In water and In

which the sulfuric add Is n-latlvely insolultle. separat-

ing the solution of sulfonic acid in the solvent from

sulfuric ad*!, treating the s«)lutlon with water to dis-

solve and retain the sulfonli' add and treating said

aqueous solution with a suitable compound «a|)able of

reacting on the sulfonic acid in aqueous solution to form

a salt.

I Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the (Jaiette.l

1.229.594. SECTIONAL WIND SHIELD FOR Al'TOMO-
'

BILES. Fkkukkkk a. Dii.i.in<!Ham. Troy. Ohio, as-

signor to The Troy Carriage Sun Shailr Company,

Troy, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Flle*l Jan. 8, 1912.

Serial No. «MJ9.99«. (CI. 21—148.)

1. In a win*! shield, the combination of flxe*l supports,

a plurality of shield si'ctlons mounte*! In said supports,

each independently adjustable Into various angular posi-

tions, with i-oaxlal pivotal connection for each section

with the rtx«'d supports, and means for securing said sec-

tions In their different positions of atijustment.

2. In a wind shield, the combination of fixe*! supports,

a pair of shield sections, provlde«i with supporting

brackets, means for hinging said bra*-kets coaxially to the

fixed supports to give Imlependent angular adjustment

for said sections, and means for securing said sections in

their different positions of adjustment.

3. In a wind shield, the combination of fixed supports,

a pair of shield se<'tions. provide*! with supporting

brackets, means for hinging said brackets coaxially to the

flz«Hl supports to give iiitlependent aoKular adjustment

for said sections, and means for 8«H.-urlng salil sections In

their different positions of adjustment, with the brackets

for one of said sections plvotally connected therewith to

permit said angular adjustment out of the plane of the

other section.

I,229..'i9.'». DENTAL API'LIANCE. Erxest A. Dr Brcl,

New York. N. Y. File*! Nov. 9, 1916. Serial No.

130.371. (CI. 32—16.)

1. In a devli-e of the character describe*!, the <'omblna-

tlon with means for holding a cotton roll, of a resilient

prop connected at one »'nd to said means, and a chan-

nel«»«i plate connecte*! to the other end of the prop am!

adapte*i to fit against the teeth of the Jaw opposite to

that engage<l by the cotton roil.

2. A dentai appiiance comprising a piece of wire bent

upon itself to form a pair of space*! props far holding

the mouth open, a cross piece c*<nnecting sal*! props, an*l

a clasp for a <lam roll at the fr»M» end of each pr«>p, in

combination with a piate ("onnecte*! to said connecting

piece for the purpose specified.

3. A dental a|»pllance comprising a piece of wire bent

upon its*df to form a pair of space*! pnips for holding

the mouth open, a cross piece connecting said props, and

a clasp for a dam roll at the free end of each pr«»p, in

combination with a plate hinge*! to said connecting piece

for the purpose specified.

,4. A dental a!)pliance comprising a prop for holding

the mouth open, said prop consisting of two sections con-

necte*! by a spring hinge, nu'ans at the free en<l of one

member of sai«! prop for holding a dam roll In place,

and a piate hinged to the free end of the other mem-
»»er of the prop to engage the opposite Jaw and auto-

matically a<«-omm<Mlate itself to the angle thereof.

5. A <!ental appliance comprising a prop for holding the

mouth open, and a clasp at one end of the prop for hold-

ing a dam roll, said <lasp consisting of two arms adapted

to einbrac*' the roll between them, and a hook on one arm

to detachably engage the other arm for locking the clasp

around the roll.

(Claim 6 not printe*! in the Gazette.]

1,229,.'.96. NON-GROINDED REPEATER SYSTEM.
Edward D. Fales, Chi<ago. ill., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Automatic Electric Comiiany, a Corpora-

tion of Illinois. File*! June 4. 1907. Serial No. 377,183.

(CI. 179—18.)

1. A telephone system comprising an automatic trunk-

selecting switch having step-by-step motion, a trunk line

leading thereto, a repeater for controlling sabl automatic

switch, circuits controlled by said repeater, each circuit

Including the two sl<les of the trunk line In series, a sub-

scribers line, and line circuits for controlling said re-

I)eat»'r, each line circuit including the two sides of the

subscribers line In series, said repeater comprising a re-

lay In bridge of the talking circuit, which talking circuit

Includes the said trunk line.

2. A telephone system <'omprlslng an automatic switch,

a trunk line leading thereto, relays for contr*>lllng said

automatic switch, circuits controlUvl by said relays, each

circuit including the two sbles of the trunk line In series,

and mean.s by whl*-h a calling subscriber controls the said

relays to operate the said automatic switch, one of said

relays oi>eratlng at one time an<l the other at another

time for the purpose set forth.

3. A telephone -y tem comprising a trtmk line, relays

at one end of said trunk line, relays at the other en«! of
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said trunk line, circuits controlled bj Mid laat-mfntloneil
relays to operate the flrst nientlone^l relays, each circuit

including the two sides of the trunk line In series, and
means for controlling the enerfrizlnK of the said last-men-
tioned relays, one of said last mentioned relays operatlnK
at one time and the other at another time for the pur-
pose set forth.

4. A telephone system cumprlslDK a trunk line, a relay

in bridge at each end of said trunk line, a circuit con-
trolleil by one relay to energlae the other relay, said cir-

cuit incIudlDK the two sides of the trunk line in series,

suitable means for controlling the said one relay, and a
switch-operating magnet controlled by the said other
relay.

r». In a telephone system, a repeater, a pair of line

relays for salti repeater, a battery connected in series be-

tween said relays, parallel circuits for controlling said

relays, a resistance, a norlnally closed switch in one cir-

cuit, said resistance being sufficiently high to permit but
one of said relays to energlce, and a normally open
switch In the other circuit adapted to b* closed to ener-

glie said other relay, and said normally closed switch
adapted to be opened to de^nergise the flrst one of said

relays.

(Claims 6 to 31 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.597. CHAIN l)R FLEXIBLE SAW. WiLLIAU
CHAKLB8 F.4KBER. Sheffleld, England. Filed Nor. 17,

1915. SerUl No. 61,984. (CI. 148—185.)

^
o.i 00

WWTW

1. A flexit>le chain saw c-omprising a plurality of links
of U-form in cross section, a toothetl member having its

body Inserted in and rigidly secure<l to each link, and an
additional toothed member having its body embraced by
and plvotally connected with two of the links.

2. A flexible chain saw comprising a plurality of toothed
members, a link formal by a longitmlinally bent blank ex-

tending across the e^ige of each of said memlters opposite
that which is toothed and projecting over the faces of said
meml>er, means rigidly connecting each of «ald members
to the embracing link, the link projecting beyond t>oth

ends of said member, an additional toothed member ex-
tending between two links and embraced by both thereof,
and a pivotal connection between the last said member and
each of the links into which it extends.

3. A flexible chain saw comprising k plurality of links
each forme«l by a metal blank bent to provide two sides
and a connecting back that extends throughout the length
of saltl sides, a toothed member of less length than the link
inserte<i ttetween and rigidly secured to the sides of each
link, and an additional toothetl member embraced by two
adjacent links and plvotally connecte<l with both thereof.

1,2294(98. COTTON-PICKING MACHINE. Habvey L.
FrsHEU. Chicago, III., assignor to Donaldson & Fisher
Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Arizona. Filed
Aug. 22. 1912. Serial No. 716,384. (CI. 66—118.)
1. In a machine for picking cotton plants, a truck or

carriage, a frame, picker mechanism mounteil thereon and
means flexibly connecting said frame to the carriage to
permit lateral movement of the former with relation to the
latter.

2. In a machine for picking cotton from the plant, a
truck or carriage, a frame, picker mechanism mountetl
on the frame and flexible links connectfng the frame to the
<-arriage and permitting lateral and vertical motions rela-

tive thereto.

ii. In a cotton-plcklng machine, a truck or carriage, a
pair of casings spaced apart laterally of the machine and

each <.-arrylng a picker me<-haniMro and flexible connec-
tions from the casings to the carriage permitting lateral
and vertical motion of the former with relation to the
latter.

4. In a machine for picking cotton, a truck or carrier,
a casing mounted thereon, a substantially vertical series of
picker Angers longitudinally movable in the casing trans-
versely of the path of movement of the machine, means for
longitudinally re<-lpro4'atlng the Angers with respect to the
casing and maintaining the same stationary In retracte«l
position, ami movable means arrangetl adjacent to the
retracte<l position of the Angers adapted to remove and
carry away the cotton therefrom.

5. In a cotton picking machine, a casing having a wall
extending longitudinally of the machine. provide<l with a
substantially vertl<'al series of openings, picker Angers
mounteil adjacent said openings, means for projecting and
retracting the Antrers therethrough and maintaining them
stationary in retracte<I position, the Angers t>elng normally
sulistantlally perpendicular to said wall, movable means
arrangeil adjacent the retracted position of the Angers and
adapted to remove and carry away cotton therefrom.

[Claims 6 to no not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.229.599. C<>TT<»N riCKIN<; MA« HINE. IIabvzt L.

FiHHER. Chicago. 111., kssignor to mmaldaon A Fisher
Company, Chicago. III., a Corporation of Arizona. Filed

Aug. 22. 1912. SerUl No. 716,385. (CI. 56—118.)

1. In a machne for picking cotton, a truck, cotton-plck-
lng met hanlsm mounted thereon comprising, a plurality of
superpose<l sets of picking Angers, means for successively
projecting the flncers of each set into contact with the
cotton plants to l>e pickeil and moving them rearwardly of
the machine without changing the axial direction of the
Angers.

2. In a cotton picking machine, a truck or carriage, cot-
ton picking mechanism mounte<l thereon comprising a plu-
rality of superpose^l Independently mounte<l sets of Angers,
means for successively projecting the Angers of each set
into contact with the cotton plants to J>e picked, and mov-
ing them rearwanlly of the machine at a spee<l suhntan-
tlally e<iUHl to the sp«»e<l of the forward movement of the
machine.

8. In a cotton-plcklng machine, a truck or carriage,
a cotton-ptcklnr mechanism mounted thereon comprising
a plurality of superposed sets of Angers, means for suc-
cessively projecting the Angers of ea<h set into contact
with the cotton plants ami moving them along with the
same without changing the a.xlal direction of the Angers,
the speetl of rearward movement of the fingers (eing
equal to the spee«l of forward movement of the device aa
a whole.
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4. In a cotton picker machine, a truck or i-arrlage. cot-

ton-plcklng nie<hanlsni mounte<l thereon copaprlsing a

plurality of superposefl sets of picker Angers, means for

maintaining the picker Angers substantially parallel to

each other and projecting them successively into and

withdrawing them from contact with the plant and for

carrying them laterally with respe<t to their axial direc-

tion and rearwardly of the machine.

5. In a cotton-plcklng machine, a carriage or truck, cot-

tou-plckiug mechanism mounted theret>n comprising a

plurality of superposeil pairs of carrying devices movable

in parallel paths, picker Angers each mounte«l upon Iwth

carrier devices of each pair and movable laterally there-

by rearwardly of the machine.

I Claims 6 to 41 not printed in the (iazette.l

6. In an excavating machine, t^e <-omblnatlon with n

lK>om. of a support mountetl on said t>oom and having a

cenfrally disposed opening in Its base, a carrier mounte«l

on the support having an opening in alinement with the

opening in the support, a bucket comprising a pair of

bucket members plvote<l together, connecting ro<ls se-

cured to said bucket meml>erB and pivoted to the afore-

said carrier, a pulley mouute<l «in the un<ler side of the

carrier, and a bucket calde passing from the bo<»m through

said openings in the support and carrier extending down-

wardly towanl the bucket in a vertical and co<lper-

ating with the aforesaid pulley on the c-arrier.

1.229,600. EXCAVATIM; MACHINE. John G. Fooabty,

Carthage, N. Y., assignor to John Fogarty Co., Inc.

Rochester, N. T., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Nov. 14. 1912. Serial No. 731.258. (CI. 87—14.)

/

1,229.601. DRILL. William R. Fox, (Jrand Rapida
'

Mich. Original application Ale<l Jan. 2.'?. 1914, SerUI

No. 813,866. l)lvide<l and this application filed Oct. 80.

1916. Serial No. 68.892. (CL 77—55.)

1. In a hoisting machine, the combination with a lK)om

having a su|)port provldetl with a circular l>a»e, of a car-

rier emlxxiylng a flange In eniragement with the upper face

of the base, the l>ase having a series of openings extending

transversely of Its periphery, the carrier having an open-

ing adapteil to Iw alined with one of Kal<l openings in the

l»aw. a pln-co«'peratlng with the openings in the carrier

and base respectively, and a bucket suspendetl from the

carrier.

2. A hoisting machine comprising a l»oom, a support

connecteil therewith having a circular liase. a carrier hav-

ing a Aange in rotative engagement with the l)ase. a bucket

suspende<l from the carrier, arms extending l>eneath the

carrier, pulleys mounte<l upon the arms, a holder con-

necte<l with the bucket, pulleys on the holder and a cable

connecte<l with the holder and extending over each of the

pulleys and through the carrier and supp<»rt to the boom.

8. A hoisting machine comprising a boom, a support

connecte»l therewith having a circular base, a carrier hav-

ing a Aange In rotative engagement with the Iwise, a

holder l>eneath the carrier, bm kets plvotally connected

with the holder upon opposite sides thereof, links <-onnect-

Ing the buckets with the carrier, pulleys mounte<l upon

the carrier an<l holder and a cable having one end secured

upon the holder and extending over the pulleys through

the center of the carrier to the boom.

4. In an excavating machine, the c-ombination with a

boom, of a support plvoteil on saiil boom and having a

centrally disposed opening In Its base, a carrier rotatlvely

mounte«l on the support and provltle<l with an opening in

alinement with said opening In the support, a bucket

mounted on the carrier and a bucket cable passing from

the boom through said openings in the support and car-

rier ami extending downwardly toward the bucket in a

vertical line.

1. In a drill, the combination of a spindle, driving con-

nections therefor, a socket in the lower end of said spin-

dle, a drill carrying member slldable longitudinally In said

socket, mU\ memlMT Iwlng provided with groove<l longi-

tudinal keyways, keys secured to the Inner wall of said

socket and dlspose<l in the grooved keyways of said mem-

ber, said keys being provided with notches In the lower

ends thereof, an adjusting nut carried by said notches, the

lower portion of said drill carrying nieml>er being pro-

videil with screw threads adapte<l to be engaged by said

adjusting nut for adjusting said collet longitudinally ol

the spindle, all coactlng substantially as described for

the purpose specified.

[Claims 2 to «^ not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1,229.602. INTERNAL COMnrSTION ENfilNE. DaW-

lEL Hkjhberi'.ek FuAxris, <;rand Junction. Colo. Filed

Dec. 27, 1915. Serial No. 6H.771. (CI. 123—59.)

1. In an explosion engine, a cylinder having a conical

housing, and a conical valve seated in said housing and

having a passage for controlling the intake and exhaust,

there In-ing an auxiliary explosion chamlnr within said

housing at the larger end of said valve. an<l said valve

and bousing having cooperating means In.lependent of

said passage for the intake and exhaust of gas to and from

1 said chaml>er simultaneously with the cylinder.
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2. In an explosion engine, a cylinder having a conical
houxing. a conical valve seateil In «ai<l houHing ami hav-
ing a paswge for controlling the intalce ami exhaust. 5al«l

bousing having an auxiliary exploRlon chamber therein at

the larger eml of said valve, said cylinder having a pas-
sage estaMishing coDiniunlcatlon between It and said

chamber, and said valve and housing having coiiperating

means Indepentlent of said pagnage for the Intake an<l

exhaust of gas to and from said chamber simultaneously
with the cylinder.

3. In an explosion engine, a cylinder having a conical

housing, said housing having intake and exhaust ports,

there l>eing means of communication between said housing
and cylinder, a conical valve seated In said housing an<l

having means for establishing communication between
said ports and first mentione<l means, there being an aux-
iliary explosion chamber in said housing at the larger eml
of said valve, and said valve having means Intlependent
of the aforesaid means of said valve for estatdlshing com-
munication between said ports and chamber simultaneously
when said ports are brought Into communication with the
cylinder.

*. In an explosion engine, a cylinder having a conical
housing, said housing having Intake and exhaust ports,
there being means of communication between said housing
anil cylinder, a conical valve seated In said housing and
having means for establishing communication l>etween
•alrl ports and first mentioned means, there being an aux-
iliary explosion chamber In sal<l housing at the larger end
of said valve, and said valve having lndepen<lent means
for establishing communication between said ports and
chamber simultaneously when said ports are brought into
communication with the cylinder, the cylinder having a
passage establishing communication between it ^and said
chamber.

5. In an explosion engine, a cylinder having a conical
housing, .said housing having Intake an<I exhaust ports,
said cylinder having intake and exhaust ports establish-
ing communication between it and .«iai<l housing, a rota-
table conical valve seated In said housing and having a
passage to establish communication between the intake
and exhaust ports alternately, there iK-lng an auxiliary
explosion chamber w^ithln the housing at the larger end
of said valve, said hou.slng having auxiliary intake and
exhaust ports in communication with Its first mentioned
intake and exhaust ports, and the larger end of the valve
having passages communicating with said chambers and
adapte<I to register with the auxiliary ports to establish
communication between said chamber and first menttoneil
ports when said first mentioned ports are brought into
communication with the cylinder.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printeii in the (iasette.

]

1.229.«<)3. Ol'KRATIN); MKCHAXISM FOR R(rrARY
TOOLS. Clabemb W. FtLLBR. Yonkers. X. Y. Flle<l

July 29. 1916. Serial No. 111.973. (CI. 74—54.)

^j *-^

1. In a device of the class descri>>ed. a frame, a spindle
Journale<l therein, a clutch member secured to the spindle,
a cooperating drum clutch member loosely mounted on
the spindle, a clutch actuating device plrotally mounteil
on the frame, and having a plurality of arms, one of
which arms l<* adapted to engage the drum clutch member
and move the same into engagement with the spindle
clutch member, a flexible element adapte«l to be wound on
the drum and to engage an arm of the clntch actuating de-
vice whereby upon movement of the flexible element to un-
wind It from the drum, the clutch actuating device will be
operated to engage the clutch members and rotate the
spindle in one direction, and means to rotate the dnim

clutch member in the opposite dire<'tlon to rewind the flexi-

ble element on the drum.
'^. In a device of the class descrll>ed. a frame, a spindle

Journaleil therein, a clutch memt>er secure<l to the spindle,
a cooperating drum clutch meml>er loosely mounte<l on the
spindle, a clutch actuating device comprising a slldable
plate having means to engage a drum clutch meml>er and
move the same Into operative engagement with the spin-
dle clutch member, a flexible element adapte<l to l>e wound
on the drum and to engage a portion of the slldable plate
whereby upon movement of the flexible element in one
direction, said clutch actuating device will l>e operate<l
to move the clutch memln-rs into engagement to rotate the
spindle In one direction, and means to rotate the drum
clutch member in the opposite direction to rewind the
flexible element thereon.

3. In a device of the class descrll>e<I. a frame, a spindle
Journaleil therein, a plurality of clutch members securer]
to the spindle, each of said clutch members having asso-
ciated therewith a loosely mounted drum clutch niembe-
adapted to rotate the spindle in opposite directions, and a
clutch actuating device adapted to engage each of the
drum clutch members to move them into engagement with
the spindle clutch memlters, and a flexible element adapt-
ed to l>e wound on each of the drum clutch members to
have engagement with Its respective clutch actuating de-
vice, whereby upon the movement of a flexible element In
one direction it will serve to rotate its drum ami actuate
its respective clutch actuating device to rotate the spindle
In the direction of movement of the drum, and means con-
necteil with the drum clutch meml>ers to rotate them In a
direction opposite to that In which they are moveil by the
flexible element.

4. In a device of the class descrlt>e<l. a frame, a spindle
journaleii thereon, a clutch meml>er secure«l to the spln<lle,

a coiSperatlng drum clutch meml>er loosely mounteil on the
spindle, a spring colieil around the spindle and conne<ted
with the <lrum an<l frame to maintain the drum clutch
memlHT separate<l from the flxe<l clutch meml>er and to ro-
tate the drum clutch member in one direction, a flexible
element adapte^I to l»e woun<l upon the drum and to have
engagement with a clutch actuated device, whereby upon
drawing upon the flexible element, the drum clutch mem-
Iter engages the fixed clutch member and rotates the drum
against the action of the spring and thereby rotates the
spln<lle in one direction and upon the release of the flexi-

ble element the clutch members will be automatically dis-

engaged '•> prevent rotation of the spindle in an opposite
direction.

5. In a device of the class descrll)e<l. a frame having a
spindle Journaled therein, a clutch meml>er secured to the
splmlle. a coTtperating drum clutch member loosely mount-
eil on the spindle and ailapteil to l>e re<lprocate<l thereon
toward a rtxe<l clutch nieml»er. a clutch actuating device
niounte<l on the frame and comprising a slldable plate hav-
ing an arm to engage the movable drum clutch member
for moving the same into operative engagement with the
spindle clutch member, and a flexible element extending
through the frame and l>etween a portion of the slldable
plate and the frame and thereafter wound on the drum,
whereby upon drawing upon said flexible element In one
direction, said clutch actuntlnx device will operate to
move the clut<h memtwrs Into engagement to rotate the
spindle in one direction, and means carried by the spindle
to rotate the drum clutch meml>er In the opposite direction
to rewind the flexible element thereon.

1.229.604. CORNl'LAXTKR. .Stkph«n M. <Jar«t. Mo-
line. III., assignor to P. M. Sechler Implement A Car-
riage Co.. Moline. 111. Filed Aug. 8. 1916. .Serial No.
113.K54. (CI. 111—80.)
1. A s««e<l planter runner provided with a forward fur-

row-opening portion. Intermediate side portions cut out
from their lower eilges to a substantial depth to provide
tieep openings In the runner for the s<»il to fall Into the
furrow from the walls thereof, said intermediate side por-
tions extending rearwanily in outwardly lying sides which
Join said intermetliate side portions by substantial curra-
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tures whereby the soil Is drawn into the furrow aa the

runner advances. ,

5. In a see<l planter, the ,i>mblntttlon with a runner

having a rearward extension the sides of which are re

cessed, of a standard mounteil on said runner, a swinging

fe.Ml spout mounteil in said stan.lard. and means for ad-

justing said spout for deep or shallow planting.

6. In a seed planter, the combination with a runJ\er

having a rearward extension reiesseil as descrllwl. of
^^^

standard mount.il thereon having a pocket in the sldeXj

thereof for the Insertion of a feeil spout, a swinging feeil

spi.ut on the Interior of said standard, ami means for

adjusting said swinging feeil spout for deep or shallow

planting.

g In a seeil planter, a runner having a furrow-opening

portion, and the sides of which adjacent to the furrow-

opening portion. are cut-out to provide openings In the

sides of the runner through which the soil may fall into

the furrow, and the rear portion of said runner terminat-

ing in dirt scrapers which travel on the outside of the

furrow, a plurality of shlftable feeil spouts, and means

for supporting said feed spouts In different positions rela-

tive to the side portions of the runner having said

openings.
., ., ..^ ^

[CTalms 2 to 4. 7. and 8 not prlnteil In the Caaette.]

lines are houseil constructed in the general form of a

tnincateil, triangular pyramid, angle Iron rests supporting

said magaxlnes. having slots to engage the projetclng ends

of said strengthening Imrs of the magazines, adapteil to

hold said magazines In place. »M»th horizontally and ver-

tically.
. ,

4. In a typographical machine the combination of a

plurality of removable magazines, a rotatable rack to

house said magazines being made In substantially the form

of a trumateil polyhedron, a centrally and longitudinally

.lisposeil shaft upon and about which said ratk la adapted

to turn, and rack tmra attache.l to the said rack to hold

the magazines In place.

.".. In a typographical machine the combination of a

plurality of removable magazines, a rack to h<^se said

niaKazlnes being made In substantlanlly the fcffm of a

truncated triangular pyramid, and rack bars attached to

said rack to hold the magazines In place having slots

therein to be engageil by said magazines.

(Claims 6 to 9 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

\

1229 6<>6. LINOTYPE OR SLIO-CASTING MACHINE.
'

Jons W. OaAHAM, Hinton. W. Va. Filed July 12. 1915.

Serial No. 39.381. (CL 199—7.)

1.229.605. TYPOORAPHICAL OR LINF^ASTINO MA-

CHINE JOH.N W. Graham, Hinton. W. Va. Filed May

12. 1915. Serial No. 27.607. (CI. 199—7.)

1. In a typographical machine the combination of a

plurality of removable roagaiines, housed on a spider or

ra< k. said rack made in the general form of a truncated,

triangular pyramid, and means whereby said rack may be

jotated to bring the magazine into operative position.

2. In a ty»x>graphlcal machine the combination of a

plurality of removable magazines, a spider or rack in

which said magazines are houseil. said rack made in the

general form of a truncateil. triangular pyramid, a shaft

permitting rotation of said rack, bearings aflixeil to the

frame of the machine, one at the front ami one at the l>ack.

supporting said shaft, whereby the spbler or rack <-an be

revolveil to bring any <leslre<l magazine Into operative

•position.

H. In a typographical machine the combination of a

plurality of removable magazines having projecting

strengthening bars, a spider or rack in which said maga-

1. In a typographical machine the combination of a

plurality of shlftable magazines, a lock retaining the same

against shifting, means to shift the said magazines, means

to successively release the lock and operate the power

shifting mechanism, and means for applying the power

including a movable shaft, a cam on the said shaft and

means actuateil thereby for releasing the lock.

.2. In a typographical machine, the combination of a

plurality of shlftabl*' magazines, a frame to house said

magazines Including a transverse bar. locking meana

adapted to lock the frame against shifting, lock releasing

roils mounteil on said transverse bar leading toward each

other from the locks, and a we«lge-shapeil cam member

adapteii to be Inserteil between the adjacent ends of said

rods.

3. In a typographlial machine the combination of a

pluralitv of shlftable magazines, a locking device to lock

the salii magazines against shifting, normally idle power

driven shifting mechanism for the said magazines, means

for applying the jjower inclmllng a movable shaft, a cam

on the said shaft, and connections for releasing the lock,

between the cam and the lock.

4. In a typographical machine rhe combination of a

plurality of shlftable magazines, a locking device to lock

the said magazines against shifting, normally Idle power

raising and lowering nieihanlsm for the said magazines

Inc-ludlng, a clutch mechanism, a movable cKitch applying

shaft, a cam movable with the said shaft, and connections

to release the lock, between the cam and the Imk.

.'. In a typographlial machine the combination of a

plurality of shlftable magazines, a locking device to lock

the said magazines against shifting, ami having a shift-

able releasing roil, an additional shifting rod having a cam
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to actuate the flrKt n«m«>4l rod, normally Idle power driven
raising ami Inwerln^ uiechanUm, iDcliHllnK a movable
power applyluK member, ami means carried by the said
meml»er to shift the aforeHald ail«lltlonal rod.

(ClalmR to 18 not printed in the (razette.]

1,229,607. SOFT-COLLAR BITTON. Art Hadlbt,
Providence. R. I. FUeil Jan. 2«. 1917. SerUl No.
144.750. (CI. 24—102.)

1. In a noft collar button, a pair of tubular caslngB
contracte<l at their Inner ends and having outer end
I>erforated wall^. a link having a head on each end re-
ceived In the caainKs and engage<l with nald contractetl
ends thereof to allow of uuivert«l movement of each cas-
ing, a stem In each casing slldable through the perforations
In the end wall thereof and having disks on their inner
ends, coll springs encircling the stems and engaged with
the disks and said end walla, said stems having their outer
ends curved, and heads' having universal conneotlons with
the curvetl ends of the stems.

(Claims 2 to 6 not printed In the Gaxette.J

1.229,608. GASOLENE-STRAINER. OioacK Samvki.
Haul. Tekoa, Wash. Flle«l Dec. 13. 1910. Sertal No
136.619. (CI. 21«>—16.)

A device of the claaa set forth, comprising a cup member,
a chnml)ere<l cap member removably secured thereto, and
a felt straining disk, one of said members being provided
with an Internal annular shoulder against which one face
of the outer margin of said straining disk engages and the
other member being provided with an annular edge which
la adapted to be screwetl into the first mentioned member
to engage the opposite marginal face of said disk to clamp
the same in position against said shoulder, an outlet pipe
connecte<l with the Interior of said cap member, and an
Inlet pipe having its dl.scharge mouth flush with the under-
side of said disk and adapted to supply fluid to said cup
member.

1.229.609. SrPl«ORT FOR SHOE MA(HINE.x, CHablm
A. iUifCL and Fblix F.. Vauhs. Haverhill, Mass.. as-
signors to Hamel Shoe Machinery Company. Lynn,
Mass.. a Corporatloo of MasHachusettH. I-nied Aug. 10,
1915. Sertal No. 44. "(M. (CI. 12—127.)

1. In a machine of the character descrloed, a rigid
shank guide which is a<lapted to engage the shank of the
shoe, a rigid shoe support which Is osclUaUble in a horl-
lonUl plane on a fixed vertical axis to turn the shoe In a
lateral direction whereby the shoe may 1h' moved under
the shank guide and out from under the sbauk guide as
de8ire<l and which is movable vertically to bring the shoe
against the under side of tbe shank guide, and means for
holding the sho«' support rigidly and thereby holding the
shoe rigidly against the shank guide to prevent vertical
movement of the shoe either up or down while t»elng op-
erated upon.

2. In a machine of the character deacrlbed, a rigid
shank guide which is rigidly supported and which la
adapted to engage the shank of a shoe in fixed relation
thereto during the operation of the machine, a rigid shoe
support which Is movable In n vertical <lirection to bring
the shoe lower than the shank guiilc and which Is oscll-
latable In a horizontal rlirectlon on a flxnl vertical axis to
bring the shoe t>eneath the shank guble or out from under
tbe ahank guide as desired, means whereby when the shoe
Is on Its support under the shank guUU- It Is moveil up
against the said guide, and means whereby the shfw sup-
port is rigidly held In Its upward position, holding the
shoe rigidly against the shank guide while the shoe Is
being operated upon.

8. In a machine of the character described, a shank
guide adapted to engage the shank of a shoe to be oper-
ated upon, a last stipport. a spring to move the last sup-
port toward the shank guide, said last support being o»-
clllatable In a plane at right angles to Its line of move-
ment toward the shank guide and being notched part way
around lt.«< periphery and l>elng smooth for a part way
around Its periphery, and a prop which engages the
notches in the last support when the last support is in
position for the shank guide to extend over the shank of
the shoe and which engages the smtMith part of the last
support when the last support Is turned to bring the shoe
out from under the said guide.

4. In a machine of the character descrlljed. a shank
guide adapted to engage the shank of a shoe to be 0|>erated
upon, a last support, a spring to move the last support
toward the shank guide, said last support being notched
on two sides thereof, said notches being arrau^e^l in stag-
gered relation to each other, and props which engage re-
spectively the two series of notches in the last support.

5. In a machine of the character described, a shank
guhle adapte<l to engage the shank of a shoe to be oper-
ate<l upon, a last support having a tubular stem, a spring
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Inclosed within sal<l tulmlar stem to move the last sup-

port toward the shank guide, said tubular stem having a

vertical series of notches In Its outer face, and a prop

which engages the sajd notches to hold the last support

rigidly In its elevate<l position.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printeil In the Oazette.

]

1.229.610. PRINTING PRESS. John R. Hats, Hrook-

lyn. N. Y. Flle<l May 11, 1916. Sertal No. 96,740.

(a. 101—117.)

JJ " #

1. A rotary printing press including in combination a

printing couple comprising a form cylinder of mutlplate

length divided Intermtnllately by a Journal l>earlng and

ao impression cylinder of like <-onst ruction, ami a frame

supp«>rtlng the cylinder shafts at each end and at such

Intermediate bearing, a full width paper supply roll, a

slitter slitting the web longitudinally and means for di-

recting one part of the slit web to one side of the printing

couple and the other part of the web to the other side of

the printing couple. '

2. A rotary printing press Including In combination a

printing couple comprising a form cylinder of multlplate

length dlvlde«l Intermediately by a Journal bearing and an

Impression cylinder of like construction, a frame support-

ing the cylinder shafts at each end and at such Interme-

dtate beartng. a full width paper roll arrange<l substan-

tially lengthwise of the press and means for directing one

part of the silt web to one side of the printing couple and

the other part of the web to the other side of tbe printing

couple.

.3. A rotary printing press including in combination a

printing couple comprising a form cylinder of mnltlplate

length divlde«l lntemie<llately by a Journal »>earlng and an

Impression cylinder of like constructbm. a frame support-

ing the cylinder shafts at each end and at such interme-

diate bearing, a full width paper supply roll, a slitter slit-

ting the web longitudinally and a turning bar directing

one part of the slit web Into one half of the printing cou-

ple and a turning bar dire<'tlng the other part of the silt

web Into the other part of the printing couple.

4. A rotarv printing press Including In combination a

printing couple comprising a form cylinder of multlplate

length divided lnterme«llately l)y a Journal l»earlng and an

Impression cylinder of like construction, a frame support-

ing the cylinder shafts at each end and at such Interme-

diate bearing, a full width paper n>ll arranged substan-

tially lengthwise of the press and a turning bar directing

one part of the slit Web Into one half of the printing

couple and a turning bar directing the other part of the

silt web into the other part of the printing couple.

5. A rotary printing press Including in combination

three nprlght parallel frame members extending length-

wise of the press, a printing couple comprising a form

cylinder of multiple circumference and length divided In-

termediately by a Journal l>earlng and an Impression cyl-

inder of like construction, said cylinders having the end

bearings of their shafts supported in the outside upright

frame meiid>ers and their lntenne«llatc bearings supported

In the central upright frame meml>er and driving gears

for said cylinders locate<l externally to the length of the

cylinders.

I Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.611. METHOD OF PROCESSING ALUMINUM
SKIMMINGS. SCREENIN<;S. SLAGS, OR ANALO-
GOUS MATERIALS. Paul R. Heksman. .Milwaukee,

Wis., assignor, by mesne assignments, to William F.

Jobblns, Incorporated, Aun.ra, 111., a Con>oratlon of

Illinois. Filed Nov. 14, 1912. Sertal No. 731.847.

(CL 28—13.)

1. A method of utilizing aluminum skimmings, screen-

ings, slags and the like which consists In mixing the same

with a rwluclng agent, heating the mixture In »i closed re-

tort without access of nitrogen to a temperature at which

aluminanm nltrld is formed and then exposlug it to an

atmosphere (-ontainlng nitrogen.

2. A method of utilizing aluminum skimmings, screen-

ings, slags and the like which consists In mixing the same

with a reducing agent, heating the mixture in a closed

retort without access of air to a tem|>erature at which

aluminum nltrld Is formed and then exposing ll to the air.

8. A metho<l of utilizing aluminum skimmings, screen-

ings, slags and the like which consists in mixing the same

with a reducing agent, heating the mixture without accesa

of nitrogen to a temperture of approximately 1200° cen-

tigrade, and then exposing it to an atmosphere contain-

ing nitrogen.

4. A method of utilizing aluminum skimmings, screen-

ings, slags and the like which consists In mixing the same

with a liquid hydrocarbon, heating the mixture in a closed

retort without access of nitrogen to a temperature at

which nltrld of aluminum is formed and then exposing It

to an atmosphere containing nitrogen.

5. A methwl of utilizing aluminum skimmings, screen-

ings, slags and the like which consists in mixing the same

with a reducing agent, heating the mixture In a closed

retort without access of air to a temperature such that

when the same is exposed to the air an automatic heating

action takes place and then exposing the mixture to the

air.

(X'lalms 6 and 7 not printe«1 In the Gazette.!

1.229.612. DYEI.NG-MACniNE. Henbt Ilions, Amster-

dam, N. Y.. assignor to Klauder-Weldon Dyeing Machine

Company, .\msterdam. N. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. FHed Mar. 9, 1914. Serial No. 828,.'i54. (CI.

8—19.)

1. In dyeing apparatus or the like, in combination, a

rotary member comprising a plurality of compartments

ailapte<l to contain material, said compartments compris-

ing longitudinally extending concavo-convex; walls, trans-

verse end walls and peripheral walls, and a vat In which

said member is disposed for rotation adapted to contain

liquor to a point where the sabl longitudinally extending

walls are subse<]uently continuously submerged during a

complete rotation of said member.

2. In dyeing apparatus or the like. In combination, a

rotary member comprising a plurality of compartments

adapted to contain material, said compartments comprls-
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ing longitudinally extending concavo-convex perforate
walls, transverse end walls and peripheral walls, and a
vat In whl< h said member Ik disposed for rotation adapted
to contain liquor to a point where the said longitudinally
extending walls are subntantially continuously submerged
during a complete rotation of said member.

3. In dying apparatus or the like. In combiiMtlon, a
rotary meml>er comprising a plurality of compartments
adapted to contain material, said compartments compris-
ing longitudinally extending concavo-convex walls, the
concavity of one wall facing the convexity of an adjacent
wall, transverse end walls and peripheral walls, and a vat
in which said member is disposed for rotation adapted to
contain liquor to a point where the said longitudinally
extending walls are substantially continuously submerged
during a complete rotation of said member.

1.229.613. TIRE-CHAIN. CHAr.NriY W. Hoihjes. <;rand
Rapids, Mich. Filed June 26, 1916. SerUl No. 105.909.
<C1. 152—14.)

1. In a tire chain, the combination of a pair of side

memlwrs and cross members connected thereto comprising
links having loops at one end and laterally projecting neck
portions at the other engaging the loops of the adjacent
links and terminating In spherical heads of such size as
to prevent their passing through the lo4>pH. said heads be-

ing case hardened and constituting tread members, the
links l>elng engaged and disengaged by passing their loop
ends through the loops of coactlng links.

2. In a tire chain, the combination of a pair of side
members and cross members connecte^i thereto comprising
links having loops at one end an<l laterally projecting
neck portion."* at the other engaging the loops of the ad-
jacent llnk>4 and terminating In beads of such size as to

prevent their passing through the loops, the links l>eing

engaged and disengaged by passing their loop ends
through the loopH of coactlng links.

3. In a tire chain, the combination of a pair of side
meml»er8 and cross members connected thereto compris-
ing links having loop* at one end and laterally project-

ing neck portions at the other engaging the loops of the
adjacent links and terminating in heads uf such size as to

prevent their passing through the loops, said heads con-
stituting tread inemt>ers.

4. A chain comprising links having loops at one end
and laterally projecting neck portions at the other en-
gaging the loops of the adjacent links and terminating
in heads of such size as to prevent their pasaing through
the loops, said heads being case hardened, the links being
engage<l and disengaged by passing their loop ends
through the loops of coactlng links.

5. A chain comprising links having loops at one end
and laterally projecting ne<k portions at the other engag-
ing the loops of the adjacent links and terminating In

heads of such size as to prevent their passing through the
loop«, said heads being case hardened.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2 2 9,614. Ft>LI»ABLE CUFF OR WRI8TBAND.
Thomas J. H(k:an, Portland, Me. Filed Sept. 80, 1916.

Serial No. 122.965. (CI. 2—79.)
A folding cuff or wristband provided with a plurality

of cuff buttonholes al>ove the folding lines and a cuff but-

tonhole l>elow the folding lines adapted by changing the

folding line to register with either buttonhole on the

other side of the folding line, the holes lielng spaced
apart relative to ^each other so that when the cuff ts

TipfPTTprr

folded its free edge will overlap the edge of the aleeve in

all cases.

1.229,615. ATOMIZKK. Jaues J. HoLLAXD, FhiUdel-

phia. Pa., amlgnor of one-half to George H. KilUan.
Philadelphia. Pa. Piled Aug. 15. 1916. . SerUl No.

115.038. (CI. 128—2.)

1. An atomizer, comprising a shell, a liquid tat>e pro-
jecting through <ine side wall of the shell, and having Its

outlet end outside of the shell, an air tul>e projecting
through one wall of the shell, and a nozzle secured to the
other wall of the shell and to the air tube and directing
the air across the outlet end of the liquid tul>e.

2. An atomizer i omprising a shell, a liquid tut>e pro-
jecting through the shell and secured thereto, an air tul»e

proJe<-tlng through one wall of the shell, a nozzle pro-
jecting through the other wall of the shell and secured
in the air tulw. Kaid nozzle having a restrlctetl orifice

adjacent the outlet end of the liquid tube.

3. An atomizer comprising a shell, a liquid tube pro-
jecting through one wall of the shell, an air tul>e pro-
jecting transversely of the nhell, a nozzle having a taper-
ing end proje«-ting through the shell and Into the end of
the air tub«> and solder securing said tul>es and nozzle to
the shell.

4. Ao atomizer comprising a shell, said shell adapted
to be posltloneil In the open end of a receptacle, a liquid
tulte projei-ting through the bottom and one si^e of said
•bell, an air tube located transversely of the shell and
having Its discharge en<l locate<l In proximity to the out-
let end of the liquid tul>e, a cap securwl on the open end
of the Hhell and vent openings In said cap and In the
bottom of the shell.

6. An atomizer comprising a hollow shell having a re-

dnce<l lower end. a hollow stopple, secured around the
rwluced end of th*- shell, liquid and air tubes secured in
the shell, and projecting through the side wall thereof
above the stopple, and a cap secured over the open end of
the shell.
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1.229.616. SWITCH-CONTROLLING MECHANISM FOR
SEIJ-' RAKE RFIAPERS. Li n Hollaxd LBTX. Chicago.

111., assignor to International Harvester Company of

New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan.

2. 1912. Serial No. 669.026. (CI. 56—94.)

1 1.229,617. JOURNAL BOX-SECURING MECHANISM.
Plixy J. Howard, Cleveland. Ohio, aoalgnor to The

National Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed Sept. 17, 1914. Serial No. 862.154. (CI.

105—248.)

1. A switch controlling mechanism for self rake reap-

ers including. In combination, a series of revolving rakes,

rake actuating means, means for controlling the path of

movement of said rakes including a pivoted switch,

means for locking said swlt<h against movement in one

dir»H-tlon. means op«'ratlvely conne<te<l with said rake ac-

tuating means for automatically releasing said switch

locking means at predetermined perio<ls and at certain un-

varying points In the path of movement of said rakes, the

point of movement of said automatic switch releasing

means l»elng controlled by said rake actuating means and

supplemental latch controlling means actuated by said

lock rel«>aslng means.

2. A switch controlling mechanism for aelf-rake reap-

ers inclmllng. In,' comldnatlon. revolving rakes, a rake

driving shaft, a rake switch, means for normally holding

Haiti switch In an open position, a switch latch operative

to retain said switch In a closwl position, means opera

tlvely connecteil with said rakes for perlodl<-ally and au-

tomatically releasing said latch, said means including a

pi%ot toothe<I lever and an actuating pawl therefor oper-

able in a step by st<'p manner In unison with said revolv-

ing rakes whereby said latch Is automatically release^l at

regular recurring predetermined Intervals, and means for

temporarily disengaging said actuating pawl and supple-

mental latch controlling means actuated by aaid latch re-

leasing means.

8. A switch controlling mechanism for self-rake reap-

er* Including, in combination, revolving rakes, a rake driv-

ing shaft, a rake switch, a spring op«'ratlve to normally

move said switch to an open position, a switch latch op-

erative to retain said switch In a closeil position, means

connected with said rakes and operative in a manner to

periodically release said latch, said means including a

rocking toothed latch tripping lever adapted to engage

with said latch, a pawl mechanism adapt^l to engage

with said latch tripping lever In a manner to rock said

levj-r in a step by step manner in a direction to release

said latch, and supplemental latch controlling means ac-

tuateil by said latch tripping lever.

4. A switch controlling me<hanlsm for self-rake reap-

ers Including. In coml)lnation. revolving rakes, rake ac-

tuating means, means for controlling the path of move-

ment of said rakes Including a switch, a switch control

ling latch, a latch releasing mechanism controlled by the

movement of said rakes, and supplemental latch control-

ling means actuated by said latch releasing mechanism.

5. A switch controlling mechanism for s«>lf-rake reap-

ers including. In combination, revolving rakes, rake ac

ttiatlng means, means for controlling the path of move-

ment of said rakes including a switch, a switch control

ling latch, a latch releasing meml>er controlled by the

movement of said rakes, and a supplemental latch con-

trolling l»ell crank actuated directly by aald latch releas-

ing member.
(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a journal box securing mechanism, a truck bide

frame having two bearing faces at an angle to each other,

a Journal box seate«l on said faces, a strap arrangetl to hold

the box against said fac-es, and wetlging means cooperating

with each end of the strap, each such wedging means being

adapted to draw an end of the strap and with it the

jouVnal box in a dire<-tion substantially at right angles

to one of aaid bearing faces.

[Claims 2 to 4 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,229,618. SPRING-WHEEL.
Mont. Filed July 11, 1916.

152—50.)

Grr HrxTEK, Billings,

Serial No. 108,672. (CI.

1. A wheel Including a hub. tangentlally arranged spring

spokes and a rim. said hub comprising a member having a

flange at one of Its ends, a cap secure<l to its other end.

the spokes having their opposite ends bent to provide loops

and sal<l loops being connected with the spokes proper,

a tubular D\ember In each of the loops, the Inner ends of

the spokes ailapt«Hl to be recelviMl l>etween the flange of

the hub and the cap of said hub, means passing through

the said cap and said hub and through the tubular mem-

bers upon the said Inner ends of the spokes for securing

the spokes to the sub. flexible cushion blocks disposed

between the flange and the cap of the hub and contacting

with the spokes, the rim comprising a plurality of con-

nected sections, and means, passing through the outer
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Motions ami through the tubular nj«<ii]l><>r8 In the outer
*nd« of the spokffl for securing the spokeii to the rim.

2. A wh^el including a hub. a rim anil Kprintt Hpokex be-

tween the hub and rim, snid rim compriidng side members
and a tiller member between the sides, spaced alining
ears upon the Inner »'dKe of the rim. the spokes tH>lng dls-

posefl tangentlally between the rim and the hub and hav-
ing their ends rounde<l, roller members within the roundetl
ends of the spokes, bolts pa.sslng through the roller mem-
l)ers for connecting the spokes to the bub and to the rim.
and compressible members dispose*! between the ears of the
side members of the rim antl receiving the ends of the
spokes.

1.229.619. DEVICE FOR TRANSMITTING OR TRANS-
FORMING MICROMOVEMENTS. Joxas Albert
JOHXsix. Chrlstlania. Norway. Filed Dec. 31, 191.V
Serial No. 09.541. (CI. 179—108.)

1. In a deTice of the character specifle*!, the combina-
tion with a primary osclllatlnj: mrnibfr. of ni»>ans for
transmitting or transforming th«* oscillations of said mem-
ber, a lever Interposed betwet'n sal«I member and said
means comprising a It-vt-r ami havlni; one of Its ends at-
tacbeil to said means and an enlarireinent at th** oth«*r
end of said arm. said enlargement being a t>o«ly of great
mass relatively to the mass of the lever, means to plvotally
support said enlargement substantially nt the center of
gravity of the lever system and a connection between said
lever and said primary oscillating nieml>er.

2. In a device of the character speclt]e<l. the combina-
tion with a primary oscillating niembtr. of means for
transmitting or transforming the oscillations of said mem-
ber, a lever interposeil between salil member and said
means comprising a lever arm having one of its ends at
tacbed to said means and an enlargement at the other
end of said arm. said enlargement l>elng a bwly of great
mass relatively to the mass of the lever, means to plvotally
support stiUl lularcement substantially at the center of
gravity of said enlargement and a connection in-tween said
lever and sai<l primary oscillating member.

3. In a device of the character speclrteil. the combina-
tion with a primary oscillating member, of means for
transmitting or transforming the oscillations of said mem-
ber, a lever Interposed b«>twi"eH said member and said
means comprising a lever arm having one of its ends at-
tached to said means and un enlargement at the other
end of said arm. .said enlargement being a bo<ly of great
mass relatively to the mass of the lever, yieldingly sup-
portetl bearings by which said enlargement Is plvotally
carrletl. and a connection between said lever and said
primary oscillating member.

4. In a device of the character specifleil. the combina-
tion with a primary oscillating member, of electrodes for
transmitting or transforming the oscillations of said
member, a lever lnterpose<l between saitl member and salil

electrodes, said lever comprising a lever arm having one of
Its ends contacting with one of saiil electnsles and an en
largenient at its opposite end said enlargement being a
bo<ly of great mass relatively to the mass of the lever,

yieldingly supporti'il bearings In which .said enlargement
Is plvotally (arried. and a connection between said lever
an<l .said primary oscillating member.

5. In a device of the character speclfiwl. the comblna
tlon with an oscillatory diaphragm, of means for trans-
mitting or transforming the oscillntlons of said dla
pbragm. a lever InterpKised between said diaphragm and
raid means, said lever cvmprlsing a lever arm having one
of its ends contacting with said, means and an en

largement at its opposite end. said enlargement being
a body of great mass relatively to the mass of the

lever, yieldingly supported bearings in which said en-
largement is plvotally carried, and a spring actuated
contact connection between said lever ami said diaphragm.

[Claims to 11 not prlnteil In the liazctte.]

1,229.620. CABINET FOR .SEWING MACHINES. TYPE-
WRITERS. *c. (JiHTAV Ki.iM(>, ClevelamI, Ohio, as-
signor to The Themlor Kundtz Company. <'leveland.
Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Flle<l Aug. 14, 191«!
Serial No. 114,716. (CI. 45—27.)

In a cabinet for a sewing machine, type-writer, etc., two
laterally spacetl standards, a horliontally arranged top
resting on said standards and provhled between the upper
extremities of said standards with an opening extending
vertically therethrough, and a vertically movable platform
whhh In Its extreme p«.sltlon engages said opening, the
aforesaid standards l>elng providwl at their inner sUles
with vertically arrangeil bars having recesses which ex-
tend vertically downwardly from the upp«'r extremities
of said bars and which have lower end walls, the aforesaid
top exten.ling over the upper ends of said recesses, and
the platform being provlde<I at Its under side with bars
extending transversely of the lM)ttom of the platform and
having portions thereof engaging said recesses in either
extreme position of the platform, said portions of the
last mentlonetl bars resting on the aforesaid end walls of
said recesses in the extreme lower position of the platform,
and said last mentlonetl bars having their end portions
abutting against the under side of the aforesaid top In
the extreme upper position of the platform.

1.229,rt21. CT'RTAIN STRETCHER. Andrew W. Knii-
TBL, New Castle, Pa. Flle<l Feb. 7. 1910. Serial No
76.529. (CT. 43—24.)

1. In a curtain stretcher the combination of a frame
memt>er provldetl with sockets and supporte<l by four
legs, plates attacbetl to the upper portions of the legs se-
curely fastened at one end l>y two screws and at the
other en«l by one screw, thereby forming a pivot for the
leg when the frame is foldeil or when the stretcher Is be-
ing set up. a loiklng device fastened to the legs near the
Iwse of the legs, brace rods hinged on the Inner side of
the legs and form*-*] to fit Into the sockets along the slile

of the upper portion of the frame, clamps for holding
lower itaembers of the frame in position, the lower frame
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said leveled edge, said lower frame members slldably arranged „,>„„ the outer portion of legs, the legs being
Jlldably arranged In connection with upper frame memoer. a strip carrying pins fastened at the center of thenpper frame member an.l also at the center of the lowerframe member, said strip provided with an elongated slot

wifi?„ T,"" ?^ '? attaching member formed to slidewithin said slot when the lower member of frame laeither lowered or raised.
I'. In a curtain stretcher the combination of a beam

memlK.r provided with sockets and supported by four
legs said legs constructed la pairs, companion plates posi-
tioned ne«Y the upper end of said legs, said plates being
fa«tene<l «t one end by two screws and at the other byone screw, forming a pivot for legs when the frame Is
folded or when the stretcher is aet up for operation
brace rods fastenetl to the inner sl.le of one of the pair of
legs In such a manner as to form a pivot, the other ends
of said rods being L-shaped and adapted to nt into the
sockets along the side, of above mentioned beam b^ set
forth for the purpose specified.

taper lower surfaces, and having heads u,>on such collarsof no greater diameter than such collars, and a split'washer beneath each such collar having a bore initially
smaller than the diameter of such collar.

1.229.622. SLATE - SPLITTING T(K>L. Vincent FLake. Pleasantvllle. N. J. Filed Aug. 2. 1909. Serial
N... 510.841. Renewed Sept. 19, 1916. Serial No.
121.08>*. (Cl. 125—19.)

^. The combination with two Joint meml»ers. of meansfor connecting said members comprising « screw and a"Pllt washer, the screw provided with an enlargement en-gaging one surface of the washer, the washer having .bore which la eccentric to the washer as a whole, suchbore ^ing of a less diameter than the maximum diametero said enlargement of the screw, the engaging surface,of the said washer and enlargement of the screw soformed relatively that separation of the two Joint mem-
bers relatively causes the washer to spread and to rideon, and. If the separation continue far enough, ride over
the said enlargement of the screw.

»K^' .t ^'^l''
member for Joints comprising a split washer,rne sides of which increase progressively In strength from

the gap of the washer backward.
4. A yield member for Joints comprising a split washer,

the sides of which Increase progressively in width from
the gap of the washer backward.

5. A yield member for Joints comprising a split washer
the sides of which are of less strength near the gap ofthe washer than elsewhere.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaeette.J

1.1.^.624. HRAKE-HAND. Cltde W. Landers, Tacoma,
Wash. Filed May 17. 1916. Serial No. 98,lol. (a.**' oT.

)

h.!; lu^
«P»"ing tool Including a plurality of bUdeshaving their splltlng edges arranged substantlallv In fhe»ame plane, said blades U-lng resilient transve'rsely tosaid plane.

2. A slate splitting tool Including In combination aPlurality of resilient blade, with their splitting edges lu

blitz
'"'""'^ "^ *"*' '^'^ "' ""*'^«" °' *'•'

.J' "^J'V ?""*°« '•«' »»*^«nP a plurality of bladesarranged in the same plane, said blades being of dif-
ferent sixes, and also being resilient transversely to said
plane. ^ ^

4 A slate splitting tool having a plurality of splitting
blades arrangetl skle by side, one or more of said blades
bfdng longer an.l wider than the others, said blades being
transversely flexible relatively to each other.

5 A slate splitting tool having a plurality of splitting
blades arranged side by side, the Inner blades being wider
than the outer and having their splitting edges arranged
in advance of the splitting edges of the outer edges
said blades being transversely flexible relatively to each
other.

tClalms 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaeette.]

l,«»,«2:i. YIELDrN<i FASTENING FOK JOINTS
raAXK I^MBBRT, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed July 3 1916.
Sertal .No. 107.224. (Ol. 85—50.)
1. The combination with two Joint memben. of means

for conne.flnt: sal.l members ...mprlslng screws provided
with collars having suh«tj..ntlally cylindrical sides and

289 O.I J.—31

*» _^

mi'r. M ? "' **'" ^»»»"'^t" described, a band hav-

nferval t°o" .
*'" '^'"**' '"'^^ outwardly at spaced

trfn ^rr
*""" Outwardly bulging pockets, a fibrousstrip arranged upon the Inner surface of the band andhaving portions of Its material bent outwardly at spaced

intervals to fit within the outwardly bulging podkets
metallic segments engaging the Inner side of the out-wardly bent portions of the fibrous strip, and means toattach the segments to the band.

2. In a device of the character described, a band pro-
vldetl with outwardly bulging pockets arranged at spaced
intervals, an absorbent strip disposed upon the inner sur-
face of the band and having portions thereof projecting
into the pockets, metallic segments engaging the strip
adjacent the pockets and having their inner surfaces sub
stanttally flush with the inner surface of the strip andmeans to attach the segments to the band.

1,229.025. SPRINGWHEEL. Georges Lai-orte. Hawkes-
bury. Ontario. Canada. Filed Aug. 28, 1916. Serial
No. 117.128. (Cl. 152—29.)
1. A spring wheel comprising a hub, n plurality ofspoke, carried thereby, a leaf spring carried by each of
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said Hpokei^, an L xhaped bar plvotally connected to the

oppoHlte »>nds of each siprlng, a felly spaced from aald

spoken, and means projecting from aald felly adapted to

rext upon said bars for the purpose set forth.

2. A spring wheel comprising a hub, a plurality of U
shaped spokes extending therefrom, leaf springs connect-

ed to said spokes, an L shaped bar plvotally connected

to the opposite en<l<« of each leaf spring, a felly, said

felly comprising a plurality of spaced blocks, a rod ex-

tending Inwardly from each of said blocks and adapted to

extend through said spokes, an adjustable Jack carried by

each ro<i for contacting with said L shaped bars, and a

plurality of overlapping plates connected to each side of

the felly substantially as and for the purpose specified.

3. A spring wheel comprising a huh. a plurality of

spokes extending radially therefrom, angular portions

formed with the outer ends of said spokes, a felly spaced

from said spokes, projections carrie<l by said felly and

adapted to extend through said angular portions of the

ti|)oke8, springs carried by one face of said spokes, a bar

plvotally connected to each of said spokes, a connection

between one end of said bars and said springs, and said

projections carried by the felly adapted to normally rest

upon said bars substantially as and for the purpos*
speclfletl.

I,229,62t5. CLOTHES-WRINGER. Nis Pctsr Laubit-
z«x, Sandusky, Ohio, assignor to The American Wringer
Company, Woonsocket, R. I., a Corporation of Rhode
Island. Filed Feb. 21. 1916, Serial No. 79.519. Re
newed Nov. 18. 1916. Serial No. 132.233. (Q. 68—32.)

1. A clothes wringer embodying a fixed roll, a coop-

erating roll movable toward and away from the fixed roll,

means for maintaining a tension upon the movable roll

and means operated by said movable roll for releasing

the said tension means when said movable roll Is moved
to an abnormal position.

8. A clothes wringer embodying a fixed roll, a coop-

erating roll movable toward and away from the fixed roll,

means for maintaining a tension upon the said movable
roll, anil means with which one of the rolls has connec-
tion and operating automatically at a predetermined
point In the separating movement of the rolls for releas-

ing the said tension.

6. A clothes wringer embodying a tension controlled
roll, springs confined against the ends thereof, a pressure
member, a shlftable element mounte«l upon the wringer

frame and operating to lock the pressure member to

maintain the springs under tension, and means for auto-
matically shifting said element to unlock said member to

release the tension of the springs up«>n the roll, the said

element and roll l>eing provided one with an inclineil face

and the other with a projection, one movable over the
other for shifting said element.

12. A clothes wringer having pressure rolls and pres-

sure means for said rolls including a morably mounted
member carrying means for adjusting said pressure means,
movable latches for holding said movable member In pre-

determined position within said frame, and means actu-

ated by the separation of said rolls for moving said mov-
able latches out of the path of travel of :;ald movably
mounted menil>er for releasing said pressure means.

14. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pres-

sure rolls and pressure means for said rolls mounted
therein, a top bar movably mounted in said frame having
pressure screws for adjusting said pressure means, said

top bar having projections at its ends, pivoted hooks
mounted on the side tiars of said frame cooperating with
said projections for holding said top bar in pretleter-

mined position within said frame, said hooks having
goose necks at their upper ends adapted to receive said

projections when rt'lcased by said hooks for limiting the

upward movement of said top bar, said books having tall

portions arranged in the path of travel of one of the

pressure roll shafts on the separation of said rolls for

moving said hooks out of engagement wiUi said projec-

tions for releasing said top bar.

[Claims 2. 4, 5. 7 to 11. IS, and 15 to 18 not printed
In the Oazette.l

1,229,627. STARTING MECHANISM, Allck LoOMts,
Di'trolt, Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car Com-
pany, I»etroit. Mich., a Torporation of Michigan. Filed

Aug. 19. 1912. Serial No. 715.951. (O. 74—58.)

\

t ^.
'E^C^rt

1. In a mechanism of the class described, the combina-
tion with a clutih casing, a clutch therein, and an oper-

ating ro< k shaft for said clutch, of sliding gears, gear

shifter mechanism for sliding said gears, a casing for

said mechanism mounted on said clutch casing, and
means conne<'tlng said rock shaft and said mechanism.

2. In a mechanism of the class described, the com>>tna-

tlon with a clutch casing, a clutch therein, and an oper-

ating rock shaft for said clutch, of sliding gears, gear
shifter mechanism Including an operating shaft for slid-

ing said gears, a casing for said mechanism mounted on
said dutch casing, and a fiexible connection from said

rock shaft to said operating shaft.

8. In a mechanism of the class described, the combina-
tion with a clutch casing, a clutch therein, and an o|>er-

atlng rock shaft for said clutch, of sliding gears, gear
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shifter me<banlsm Including an operating shaft for slid-

ing said gears, said shaft t>eing approximately In allne-

ment with said rock shaft, a casing for said mechanism
inounte<l on said clutch casing, and a flexible i-oupling
connecting said rock shaft and said operating shaft.

4. The combination with a motor and clutch casing, of
a shifter mechanism and housing therefor mounted on
the motor and clutch casing, and removable therefrom,
and operating connections between the clutch and the
shifter mechanism.

5. The combination with a motor and clutch casing, of
a shifter mechanism and housing therefor mounted on
the motor and clutch casing and removable therefrom,
and flexible operating connections between the clutch and
the shifter mechanism.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Uasette.]

1,229,628. BALING PRESS. John Ix»whii, Cleveland.
Ohio

: Amelia Lowrie executrix of said John Lowrle,
deceaswl. Filed Apr. 29, 1916. .Serial No. 94.376. (CI
100—9.)

1. In a baling press, the combination of a baling cham-
ber with converging walls, a plunger having forwardly
projecting hinged wings bearing against said walls and
adapted to l>e swung Inwardly when the plunger Is ad-
vanced, by the inclination of said walls, and means to
operate the plunger.

2. In a l«llng press, the combination of a baling cham-
ber with converging side walls, a plunger working In
said chanilH-r and comprising a head and forwardly pro-
jecting leaves hinged to the opposite edges of said head
and bearing at their free ends against said walls and
adaptefl to be swung Inwardly thereby, and means to op-
erate the plunger.

8. In a Italing press, the combination of a baling cham-
ber, a plunger therein, and means carried by the plunger
and actuated by the advance thereof to apply lateral pres-
sure to material in the chnnil>er.

4. In n lialing press, the combination with a frame
and a l>aling cham>>er connect»»d thereto, of a plunger, and
operating mechanism connected thereto and including
shafts having bearings in the sides of the frame, and
hearing brackets for the outer ends of said shafts, spacwl
from the sides of the frame.

1,229.629, CONDENSER FOR SMELTER FUMES.
OrsTAV P, Li'BDKB, Chatham, 111 Original, appllca
tlon filed Apr. 22. 1912. S.rlal No. 692.525. Divided
and this application filed Mar. 1«, 1914. Serial No
824,991. (CI, 257—241.)
1. In a device of the class described, a foundation hav-

ing a compartment : upper and lower chamt>ers dlsposinl
atMve the compartment : a dumping bottom forming a par-
tition between the lower chamber and the compartment :

a damper controlling the forward end of the lower cham-
ber ; and dampers controlling both ends of the upper
chamber.

2. In a device of the class described, a foundation hav-
ing compartments : pairs of upper and lower chambers dis-
posed above tl»e compartments ; a dumping Iwttom form-
ing a partition between the lower chamber of each pair
and one compartment ; dampers controlling the forward

j9 is;

ends of the lower compartments : dampers controlling the
forward and rear ends of the upper compartments ; and
heat ahstraiting elements disposed above the upper com-
partments, the heat abstracting elements being of differ-
ent sizes.

1.229.6.'?o. CORNER - TROWEL. John A. McCaskbt
Hagerhlll. Ky. Filed Sept. 29, 1916. SerUl No 122 889*
(CI. 72—186.)

1. A (orner trowel comprising a hollow prismatic shell
having nn open top, marginal longitudinal and transverse
bars around the opening and a handle carried by the said
trowel.

2. A corner trowel formed from a single piece of sheet
metal and comprising a hollow prismatic shell provided
with an open top. marginal longitudinal and transverse
bars around the opening and a handle carried by the said
trowel.

1.229,631. GLAZING-BAR. Thomas R. McDowall and
Sami-bl G. Perki.ns, London. England. Filed Fel* 17
1915. Serial No. 8,777. (CI. 72—99.)

1. In a concrete or like plasti< glaring o. analogous oar
having a groove therein the sides of which are substan-
tially parallel to one another, the combination of a sheet
material flashing partly disposed within said groove and
partly external thereto said external part being adapte<l
to secure the glazing light upon the bar. and a substan-
tially parallel sided fixing strip adapted to maintain tha
said fashing on the bar, said strip being finally intro-
duced into said groove and initially removed therefrom.

2. In a concrete or like plastic glazing or analogous bar
having a groove therein the sides of which are substan-
tially parallel to one another, the < omhlnatlon of flashing
of sheet material partly dispose*! within said groove said
fashing comprising a strip of fiexll)le metal having flanged
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external portions adapted to contact with the glazing

light and maintain same hi position, and a substantially

parallel sided fixing strip adapted to maintain the said

flashing on the l>ar, said strip being Anally Introduced into

said groove and initially removed therefrom.

3. In a concrete or like plastic glazing or analogous
bar having a groove therein the sides of which are sub-

stantially parallel to one another, the combination of a

metal trough disposed within said groove for the purpose
of facilitating the insertion and removal of the flashing,

a flexible metal flashing partly disposed within said trough

and having flanged portions external to said trough to con-

tact with the glazing light and maintain same in position,

and a substantially parallel sided fixing strip adapted to

maintain the said flashing on the bar, said strip being

finally introduced into said trough and iaitlally removed
therefrom.

1,229,632. CLOTHES-PIN. Abthdb C. McKinnby. Klon-

dike, Tex. Filed Jan. 22, 1916. Serial No. 73,754. {CI.

24—139.)

A clothes pin formed of a single length of spring wire

bent to form an elongated line receiving loop, an arm ex-

tending from the loop and merging into an eye, a loop In-

tegral with and depending from the eye, one side of the

loop being extended through the eye and merging into a

laterally extending spring coll, and a spring finger extend-

ing from the coil and formed of one end of the wire, said

spring finger including a stop coll adjacent the spring

coll and extending toward the depending loop, and a ter-

minal eye extending outwardly away from the depending

loop, said flnger being substantially S-shaped and the sides

of the depending loop being bowed laterally toward the

flnger and having a flnger receiving space therein, the stop

coll on the flnger constituting means for engaging a

gripped line to support the clothes pin and hold the spring

coil away from the line and the fabrics thereon, the ter-

minal of the flnger and the bowed portions of the depend-

ing loop constituting fabric engaging metntMra.

1.229,633. SURGICAL DEVICE. William John Ma.n

MING, Washington, D. C. Filed June 28, 1916. Serial

No. 106,601. (CI. 128—62.)

1. A flnger guard consisting of a plurality of strlpa of

pliable metal, wire or other suitable material twisted

about each other upon their approximate medial centers

in such a manner, that a plurality of extensions result,

which upon being bent or contoured to the flnger extend

in a substantially parallel relation, said guard or derice

being adapted to be held In place on the member by ad-

hesive strips, cord, or other suitable means.

2. A finger gnard consisting of a plurality of strips of

pliable metal, wire or other suitable material, twisted

about each other upon their approximate rae^Iial center*
in such a manner that a plurality of extensions result,

which npon being b<nt or contoured to the finger extend
in a substantially parallel n>lation in combination with
a finger cot or stall for the protection of the flnger. or

member, in a manner described.

3. A finger guard <<>nKl<«ting of a plurality of strips of

pliable metal, wire or other »>uitable material, twisted
about each other upon their approximate me«iial centers
In such a manner that a plurality of extensions result,

which upon being bent or contoure«l to the flnger extend
in a substantially parallel relation in combination with
a flnger covering, cot or stall, that In Itself may be rein-

forced, stiffened and rendered non-pliable on its various

aspects for added protection to a member.
4. A flnger guard consisting of a plurality of strips of

pliable metal, wire, or other suitable material, twlstei),

strengthened by solder, or by melding at their approxi-

mate medial centers in such a manner that a plurality of

extensions result, which upon l>eing bent or (ontoured to

the flnger extend in a substantially parallel relation apon
a member, or In combination with a flnger covering, cot

or stall, as described.

1.229.634. TELEPHONE TRAXS.MITTER. Rat H.
Manson. Elyria. Ohio, assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Stromberg - Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.,

Rochester, N. Y.. a Corporation of New Yorli. Filed

Aag- 17, 1914. Serial No. S.'iT.O.'.T. (CI. 179—124.)

1. In a telephone transmitter, the combination of a
iMtae, a diaphragm, a pair of electrodes, one of which Is

connected to the diaphragm, a support for the other

electrode, relatively flexible means to connect the sup-

port to the base, a stiffening flange along the edge of said

support, and means to a»su<-late said electroiies together

in transmitter relation.

5. In a telephone transmitter, the combination of a
base, a dtapfaragm. an electroile and means to connect It

to the diaphragm, a »econ<i electrode, means associating

said electrodes together In transmitter relation to each

other, a support for the wK-ond electrode and means nor-

mally Inoperative to exert pressure upon said diaphragm
for automatically adjusting said second electro<le.

8. In a telephone transmitter, the combination of •
ttase, a diaphragm, a pair of electrodes, and means to as-

sociate said electro<les in transmitter relation to each

other, means to connect one of the electrodes to the

diaphragm, a shank connected to the rear electrode, sup-

porting means for the rear electrode including a perfo-

rated member, the shank extending into the perforation

in said last nameil member and means to exert a yield-

ing pressure upon the side of said shank.

[Claims 2 to 4. 6. 7, and 9 to 12 not printed in the

Gaxette.]

1.229,635. SNAP SWITCH. Fkckrich W. MarscHKB
and William A. Uaeschke. Indianapolis. Ind. Origi-

nal application filed Dec. 24, 1915. Serial No. r.8,498,

now Patent No. 1.221.34."i. Divided and this applica-

tion filed Sept. 11, 191G. SerUl No. 119.391. (CL

175—287.)
1. An electric switch, comprising the combination of a

movable switch member, two tension springs acting in op-

posite directions 00 said movable switch member, a mov-

able operating nieml>er l)etween which and said movable
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switch member one of said springs Is conaected, cooperat-

ing projections on said movable switch member and said

movable operating member for preventing the opening or

closing movement of said movable switch member as the

movable i»peratlng meml)er travels through an Intermedi-

ate portion of its movement In either direction, and a

wcood switch member cooperating with the first.

8. An electric switch, comprising the combination of a

pivoted switch member, a second srwltch member cooperat-

ing with said pivoted switch member, two tension springs

acting on said 8wit<h member and tending to throw it

in opposite directions, a pivoted operating member biased

in one direction and between which and said pivoted

switch memlwr one of snld tension springs is connected,

and two roiiperatlng projections rsrrled by said pivoted

switch memt>er and said pivote.i operating member and

interlocking to prevent movement of said pivoted switch

member during the n)ovements of said pivoted operating

member In either direction until su<h raovement of the

plTOte<l operating member is nearly completed.

6. An electric switch, comprising the combination of a

ptroted switch member, a sec-ond switch member cooperat

lag witTi said pivoted switch member, two springs acting

00 said switch memt>er and tending to throw it in op-

posite directions, a pivote<1 operating member between

which and said pivoted switch member one of said springs

is conue<'te«l. and two cooperating projertioos carried by

said pivoted switch member and said pivoted operating

member and Interlocking to prevent movement of said

pivoted switch meml>er during the movement of said plv-

ot»*l operating member In either direction until such

movement of the pivoteii operating member is nearly com-

pleted.

7. An ele«'tr1c switch, comprising the combination of a

shaft, a switch Made carrie«l thereby, a switch contract

cooperating with said switch blade, a member ftxed on

said shaft and having two projecting arms, a pivoted

operating member, a tension spring interconnecting said

pivoted operating member and one of said arms, a tension

spring acting in the opp<islte lilreitlon on said shaft from

sftid first tension spring, and two .oojHTatlng projections

carried by said pivoteil operating member and by said

second arm and interlocking to prevent movement of said

shaft In either direction during an intermediate part of

the movei^ent of said operating member in either direc-

tion. ^
8. An electric switch, comprising the combination of a

shaft, a switch blade carried thereby, a switch contact

cw'iperating with said switch blade, a member fixed on said

shaft and having two projecting arms, a pivoted operating

member, a spring Interconnecting said pivoted operating

nMwher mikI one of said arms, a spring acting In the op-

posite dlre.-tlon on said shaft from said first spring, and

two co<tper«tlng projei-ttons carrleil by said pivotetl op

eratlng memN^r and by said second arm and intcrUckliig

to prevent movement of said shaft in either direction dur-

ing an intermediate part of the movement of said op-

erating member in either direction.

[Claims 2, 4, and 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,696. CONDENSING APPARATUS. HOLBBBBT
MiNsroBTH, Manchester, EUigland. assignor to The Brit-

ish Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company,

(Ltd..) London, England. Filed June 26, 1916. Serial

No. 36,538. (CI. 267—28.)

1. Steam condensing apparatus comprising two separate

cylindrical condensers having their diametric plane faces

in Juxtaposition, a steam inlet for each condenser,

branched from a common steam main, and a separate

condensate discharge pipe for each condenser.

2. A condenser having a semi-cylindrical shell, tubes

running longitudinally thereof, and a stay for the flat

lateral wall of the condenser shell extending across the

Interior of the condenser and at right angles to the tut>e6.

3. A condenser having a seml-cyllndrlcal shell, a stay

for the fiat wall of the shell, locatecl within the condenser

between the flat wall and the cylindrical wall thereof

and extending transversely across the condenser at an
angle to the axis of the condenser.

4. A condenser having a semi-cylindrlcai shell, a stay

for the flat wall of the shell, located within the condenser

l)etween the flat wall and the cylindrical wall of the con-

denser.

1,229.637. PROCESS OF DISTILLING AND EXSIC-
CATING WATERY COMBUSTIBLES. Georo MbbkcLs
Munich. Germany. Filed Apr. 13, 1917. Serial No.

161.898. (CL 44—3.)

1. The henein dpscribed nietho*! of pnf>duclnB solid ftari

Crom watery combimtibles, wlilrh conitista la Orrtt expos-
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ing th^ combustibles to the actioD of a current of molat
air at a high temperature hut lower than the boiling point
of water, and then distilling the material while excluding
atmospheric air therefrom.

2. The herein described method of producing solid fuel
from watery combustibles, which consists in feeding such
combustibles In one direction and passing therethrough
in an opposite direction a moist current of air and gases
at a high temperature but lower than the boiling point of
water, and then distilling the material.

8. The herein described method of producing solid fuel

from watery combustibles, which consists In first expos-
ing the material to the action of air until the moisture
content of such material has been reduced to between fifty

and fifty-five per cent., thereafter subjecting said material
to the action of a current of moist air at a high tempera-
ture bat lower than the boiling point of water, and finally
distilling such material.

1,229.638. SEMAPHORE - INSTRUCTOR. Joseph E.
Mbybrs, Camp Stotsenburg, Pamponga, Philippine
Islands. Filed Sept. 2, 1916. Serial No. 118.215. (01.

3&—12.)

1. A semaphore instructor having a screen in which are
flag openings located in the dlffert-nt flag positions, a ro-

tating disk t>ehiud said screen, said disli having the letters
of the alphabet marked thereon, and color sectors marked
upon said disk in position to be exhibite<i t>ebind the
proper flag opening or openings when the disk is brought
to a position corresponding to the letter Intended to be
representeil.

2. A $>emaphore Instructor having a screen provided
with flag openings located in the different flag positions,
and having a sight aperture and a rotating disk t>ehlnd

said screen, said disk having the letters of the alphabet
marked thereon In a circle, whereby the rotating of the
disk will bring different letters to view through the sight
aperture, and color sectors marked upon said (Msk In posi-

tion to be exhibited behind the proper flag opening or
openings when a given letter appears through the sight
aperture.

3. A semaphore instructor having a screen provided
with seven flag openings located in the standard flag posi-
tions around a common center, said screen being also pro-
vided with a sight aperture : a disk mounted upon said
screen and rotatable upon an axis coincident with said
center, said disk having spur teeth and having letters ar-
ranged In a circle concentric with the axis of rotation,
whereby the rotation of the disk will brln« the letters
opposite to the sight aperture in the screen. «id disk hav-
ing color sectors marked thereon In position to be ex-

hibited through said flag openings, and a shoulder formed
on the screen for arresting the user's finger when the lat-

ter Is in engagement with a tooth on the disk.

4. A semaphore Instructor having the figure of a sender
portrayed on the front of a screen and having seven flag

openings arranged in a circle centered near the shoulders
of the sender, a disk mounted on the back of the screen,
said disk having color sectors marked thereon, and said

disk being rotatable about an axis concentrli with the
center of the circle upon which the flag openings are ar
rangetl. said disk having spur teeth by which the disk may
be rotated, said teeth having the letters of the alphabet
marker] thereon, and said screen covering the disk and
Its teeth except at the upper right portion of the screen
when the screen is held In normal position looking at the
sender, said screen being cut away at said upper right
portion for permitting the teeth to project.

5. A semaphore Instructor having a screen In which are
aeven flag openings locatetl In the standard flafc positions,
and a rotating disk mounted behind said screen, said disk
having the letters of the alphabet marked thereon, and
also having color sectors marked thereon for showing
through said fiag openings, said sectors being six In num-
ber.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.229.639. DEMOUNTABLE AND SEPARABLE VE-
HICLE-WHEEL HIM. HoBACB MoT». Cleveland. Ohio,
Filed M^r. 30. 1912. Serial No. 687.361. (CI. 152—21.)

1. In a device of the clasa described, the combination
with a wheel and Iti felly, of a demountable tire and rim
therefor

; the latter comprising two endless retaining rings
and a split annular base-portion having an Interior chan-
nel adapted to be contracted to fit over aald felly and two
laterally-positioned channels adapted to accommodate the
retaining rings, substantially as set forth.

2. In a device of the class deacrU>ed. the combination
with a wheel and its felly, of a demounUble tire and ri«i
therefor

; the latter comprising two endless retaining
rings and a transversely split rolled annular base-portion
having an interior channel adapted to be contracted to
at over said felly and two exterior, laterally positioned
channels adapted to accommodate the retaining rlnga,
substantially as set forth.

3. In a device of the clasa described, the combination
with a wheel and Its felly, of a demountable tire and rim
therefor

;
the latter comprising two endless retaining rlng«

and a transversely split rolled annular base oortlon having
an Interior channel adapted to be contracted to fit over
said felly and two exterior, laterally positioned channels
adapted to accommodate the retaining rings, and sulUble
means for expanding and contracting said annular base-
portion, substantllally as set forth.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a wheel and its felly, of a demountable tire and rim
therefor ; the latter comprising two endless retaining rings
and a split annular base portion having an interior chan-
nel adapted to be contracted to fit over said felly and two
laterally-poaltloned peripheral channels adapted to accom-
modate the retaining rings ; the sides of the inner channel
respectively forming Inner side walls for the peripheral
channels, and screw-mechanism rotatably connected near
the ends of said base-portion, substantially as set forth.

6. In a demountable and separable rim for vehicle
wheels, a laterally split base-portion shaped to provide an
interior channel adapted to accommodate the felly, and
two over-turned lateral annular flanges, of two endless
retaining rings adapted to fit respectively within the over-
turned flanges, and a screw-device for expanding and con-
tracting said base portion, substantially as set forth.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,229.640. HAY-LOADER. Edward Mowry. Sterling,

111., assignor to iBfemational Harvester Company of

New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Aug.

28, 1918. Serial No. 786,840. (CI. 66—64.)

1. In a hay loader, a frame, a plurality of longitudinally

movable rising and falling rake gangs carried thereon,

operating means for imparting a raking and upward and

downward movement to said gangs, and curvetl cam means

on the gangs cooperating with said operating means for

maintaining their rakes substantially parallel to the

ground during their raking movement.

2. In a hay loader, a frame, a plurality of longitudinally

movable rising and falling rake gangs carried thereon,

operating means for Imparting a raking and upward and

downward movement to said gang's, and means including

upwardly extending curved cam members carried on said

rake members and coJ^peratlng with said operating means

for maintaining said rakes In parallel relation to the

ground during their raking movement.

S. In a hay loader, a frame, a plurality of longitudinally

movable rising and falling rake gangs carried thereon,

operating mean*, for Imparting a raking and upward and

downward movement to said gangs including a reversel.v

curved lever, and operative connections t)etween said op-

erating means and said rakr gangs cooperating therewith

In maintaining said gangs substantially parallel to the

ground durln»i their raking movement.

4. In a hay loader, a frame, a plurality of longitudinally

movable rising and falling rake gangs carried thereon,

operating mechanism therefor including meshing segments,

a cam track carried on each of said rakes having a peaked

portion at Its upper end, and connecting meml>ers movable

with said segments and engaging said cam tracks to main-

tain said gangs substantially parallel to the ground dur-

ing their raking movement.

.1. A hay loader Including. In combination, an elevator

frame, separate gangs of longitudinally movable rising

ami falling rakes, a transverse shaft Journaled upon said

frame and provided with cranks at opposite ends thereof,

vertically >»rranged levers plvotally connected with said

frame at opposite sides thereof, pitmen connecting one end

of said levers with said cranks and opposite ends thereof

with the separate gangs of rakes, transverse rock shafts

mounted upon said frame and connected with said rakes,

and means for rocking said shafts In opposite directions,

said means Including intermeshlng gear segments secured

to opposite ends of said shafts and levers connected with

said cranks, said levers having reversed curved portions at

their front ends that cooperate with the associated parts

of the merhanlsm In controlling the path of movement

of the rakes.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,641. SCALE FOR DETERMINING SPECIFIC
GRAVITIES. Max Mcnzner. Arlington, N. J., assignor

to The Torsion balance Company, New York. N. T.. a

Corporation of New York. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial

No. 67,794. (CI. 265—42.)

1. A specific gravity scale comprising a balance beam,

a scale pan hung thereon adapted to receive a prescribed

volume of the material to be weighed, and counter-

balancing means applied to said beam to balance the

weight of the material of minimum specific gravity to be

weighed, said beam having a beam member having suc-

cessive notches and graduated at said notches to succes-

sive specific gravity readings commencing with said mini-

mum, and a fractional beam member having a range of

graduations corresponding on a larger scale to the range

l>etween successive readings of said first-named .member, a

counterbalance weight adapted to hang from the successive

notches of said notched beam member, and a counterbal-

ance weight adjustable along said fractional beam mem-

ber.

2. A specific gravity scale comprising a balance beam, a

scale pan supported thereby, a permanent weight applied

to said balance beam to counterbalance a material of the

minimum specific gravity to be weighed, a beam meml)er

graduated In specific gravity readings commencing with

said minimum, and counterbalancing means adaptcvl to

counterpoise said permanent weight and thereby to tmlance

the scale in the absence of any material being weighed.

3. A specific gravity scale comprising a balance beam, a

scale pan supported thereby, a permanent weight applied to

said balance beam to counterbalance a material of the

minimum specific gravity to be weighed, a beam member
graduated In specific gravity readings commencing with

said minimum, and a slug adapted, when applied, to bal-

ance the scale In the absence of any material being

weighed, the weight of said slug corresponding to that of

the prescribed volume of said material of minimum spe-

cific gravity.

4. A scale comprising a balance beam, a scale pan sup-

ported thereby, a container adapted to hold a prescribed

volume of material to be weighed, a permanent weight

adapted to counterbalance said material If of minimum
specific gravity, a counterweight or slug adapted, when

applied, to counterbalance said permanent weight when
such material Is absent, and a tare weight movable to

counterbalance said container when empty.

5. In a scale, a graduated beam member and a sus-

I)ended counterweight hung therefrom with two opposite

points of contact to form a frlctlonal engagement adapted

to suppress swinging movements of the counterweight.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.642. STOP MECHANISM FOB TALKING-MA-
CHINES. HiNEY H. McRRAY, Rlverton, N. J., as-

signor to Victor Talking Machine Company, a Corpora-

tion of New Jersey. Filed May 13, 1914. Serial No.

838.241. (CI. 74—46.)

1. The combination with a rotary member, of a motor

for actuating said member, an element arranged to move

with respect to said member, means controlled by the

movement of said element to cause the stoppage of said

rotary member, and secondary means automatically actu-

ated Independently of said element, to stop said member.
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2. The combination with a rotary member, of a motor
for actuating said member, an element arranged to move
with re«p«ct to said member, ineans controlled by the
movement of said element to cause the stoppage of sal<l

rotary ni^^mber. and secondary means automatkally actu-
ated independently of said element, to stop said member
after said motor has been in contlnuoao op«»ratlon for a
pr«Hleternilned perloil.

^—^

3. The combination with a rotary memlwr. of a motor
for actuatin-^ said memf>er, an element arranjjefl to more
with respect to said member, means controlled by the
movement of said el*>n»ent to cause the stoppage of said
rotary uit>ml>er, secondary means automatically actuated
independently of said element to stop said member, means
to reset said first-mentioneil means, and means actuated
by said means to also reset said secondary mrans.

4. The <-ombination with a rotary member, of an electric
motor for rotating the same, an element arranged to move
with respect to said member, means controlled by the
movement of said element to break the drcnlt current by
which said motor is energize<l. and means automatically
actuated Independently of said element to break said cir-
cuit after said motor has be*n in continuous operation for
a predetermined perl«xi.

5. The combination with a rotary meml»«r. of an electric
motor for rotating the same, an element arrauK^l to move
With respect to said member and Independently of said
motor, means <ontrr>lled by the movement of said ele-
ment to break the circuit by which said motor is energised,
«nd means, automatically actuated Independently of said
element to break said circuit after said motor has been Id
continuous operation for a preiletermtned period.

(Claims 6 to in not prlnte«l in the <;aaette.]

1,229.643. ROTARY ENGINE. HcBrar A. Mycbs. To-
ledo, Ohio, assignor of one-half to Arthur S. Hickok.
Toledo, Ohio. Filed Apr. 4. 1914. Serial No. 829,492.
(CI. 123—44.)
1. In a rotary engine, a rotor having a cylinder pro-

Tided with a fluid inlet port, a rotary valve concentric to
said rotor, said valve having means for taking fuel In at
Its center and discharging It without its center into the
cylinder port periodically during a running of the engine,
and means actuated by a running of the motor for driving
said valve at a speed which Is differential to the speed of
rotation of the rotor.

2. In a rotary engine, a rotor having a cylinder provided
with an inlet port, a rotary member operable to control
the periodical admission of fluid to the cylinder through
Mid port and having means enabling It to act by its rota-
tion as a pump for forcing fluid Into the cylinder, and
means operable during a running of the motor to rotate
said memt)er at a speetl which t>ears a predetermined ratio
to the speeil of rotation of the rotor.

3. The combination with a rotary motor having a riTolo-
ble cylinder provi<le«l with an Inlet port, of a rotary ele-

Bient. aervinz as a valve for periodically opening said port

to the source of fluid supply and having means for forc-
ing fluid into the cylinder through its port.

4. In an internal combustion engine, the comldnatlon
with a rotor having a cylinder provided with an inlet port,
of rotatable means operable during a running of the engine
to periodically open the inlet port of the cylinder and hav-
ing means to pump a charge therein.

5. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination
with a rotor having a cylinder provlde<l with a charge
inlet port, of a valve rotatable concentrically and differen-
tially relative to the rotor during a running thereof and
operable to perit>dlcally open said charge port and having
means to pump a charge therein.

(Clalnu 6 to 49 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.229.ft44. TRAY WASHER Rai4>h A. Nmmith. Lw
AnyelM. Cal.. assignor of one half to William Hugh
SIhbabi. Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Nov. 13, 1916. 8eru>
No. 1S0.937. (CI. 141—©.)

1. A washer of the character described, comprising an
open ended upright casing, spray pipes situated upon the
opposite side walls of the casing, means for supplying either
hot water or steam to said spray pipes, a longitudinally
movable spring retracted frame in the casing adapted to
be moved outwanlly to withdraw a tray or the like from
the casing, and flexible closure flaps across fhe upper part
of the open end of the casing.

2. A washer of the character described, comprising an
open ended upright casing, spray pipes situated on the
opposite side walls of the casing, and a longitudinally
movable spring retracted frame within the casing embody-
ing a rod extending along one side of the casing from the
open end to its rear end. extending across the rear end of
the casing and then extending forwardly along the other
side wall, so as to engage the back edge of a tray or the
like standing on edge In the casing.

1.229.645. FOLDING TABLE. Ralph A. NcsMtTH and
WiixiAM HrOH SiBBAU). Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Not.
13. 1916. Serial No. 1.50.973. (Ci. 45— 116 )

1. .\ folding table. enitMxiylng a tlexlble top havtag stiff

side strips at opposite sides, legs hinged one at each corner
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of the top to said side strips, said legs having recesses at

their upper ends, and e<lge strips for supporting the flexible

top along Its opposite edges, said e«lge strips engaging at

their end^ in said leg ref-esses. l>races itjnnected between

the legs and the side strips, and I>rai-e8 connev-ted between

the edge strips and the legs.

I

2. A folding table. em»>odylng « flexible top composed of

.parallel slats flexibly Sfcured, together, legs hinged one to

each end of the two outermost slats so aa to fold up under

said slats. I)races plvote<i to said logs and slidinBly con-

necte<l with said sists. means to set said braces, the upper

end of each ieg having a reoess directly under the slats.

two edge strips adapte.1 to fit Into said recesses and to sup-

port the ends of the slats, and braces pivoted to the edge

strips and releanahly conue.te.1 with the legs.

1.2-29,646. FARE RECORDING MECHANISM. WiLmrn
I. Ottmcr and David IV WnisTLtR. Dayton. Ohio, as-

signors to The Recording and «"omputlng Machines Com-

pany. Dayton. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Aug.

81. 1912.' Sertal No. 71S.001. (d. 23.%—44.)

and means which manually set said fare recorder and

said Indicator to caui»e them, respectively, to re<-or(l and

indicate fares of various denominations, and means com-

mon to said fare Iwx. recorder and indicator for actuating

the same after the recorder amj^ndlcator have l>een wet.

[Claims 1 to 5, 7 to 9. and 11 not printed In th#

Gazette.]

1.229.647. FARE RECORDING MECHANISM. Wii-FRIO

I. Ohmer and David B. Whi.sti.er. Ihjyton. Ohio, as-

signors to The Recording and Computing Machines

Company. Dayton. Ohio, a dnior.Ttlon of Ohio.

Oct. 9, 1912. Serial No. 724.719.. (CI. 234—4.)

6. In ft fare recording ine< hauiMii, an Indicator adapted

to count the fares of all kinds re<elve<i, a fare l>ox, auto-

matic register actuating devices In said fare box, a counter

to which said devices are operatlvely connected, a fare re-

corder provided with counters to register the fares of va-

rious kinds and under the control of the operator, whereby

the counter of said fare box acts as a check upon the

counters of said recorder, and nn actuating device common

to said Indicator, fare box and recorder to cause the actu-

ation of the same.

10. In a fare recording mechanism, a fare box having

automatic registering mechnnlsm beyond the control of

the coodoctor. a rei-order provided with registering mech-

aotsB. whereby the mechanism of the fare box and re-

corder serve to check each other to insure accuracy, a

(are indicator to indicate the different classes of fares.

Filed

I. In a fare recording mechanism, a cash counter,

means controlled liy the conductor for adding to said

cash counter the value of the cash fares received, a fare

box In which the fares are deposited by the passengers, a

second cash counter and devices beyond the <ontrol of

the conductor to add to said second cash counter the

value of each cash fare deposited In said fare bo.\, where-

l>y said recording mechanism preserves two records of

the cash received, said records being derived from dif-

ferent sources, and means to make a record from each

of said total cash counters.

II. In a fare recording mechanism, a counter mounted

on an axis, setting means tinder the <'ontrol of the con-

ductor for setting said counter to register a specified fare,

a second counter mounted on said axis and adapted to

check the flrst-mentloned counter, means l>eyond the con-

trol of the conductor for operating said last -mentioned

counter, and means for actuating said first-mentioned

counter and the means t>eyon(l the control of the con-

ductor to cause said counters to register the fares.

[Claims 2 to 10, 12. and 13 not prlnte<l in the Oaiette.]

1,229,648. COMBINATION SCRUBBING AND MOP-

PING MACHINE. Fr«i> Olanpir. Chicago. 111. Filed

Pept. 10. 1914. Serial No. 861.009. (01. 15—14.)

1. In a scmliblng and mopping maihine. in comi)lnatlon.

a supporting frame ."ind water carrying recepUde. a sup^

port therefor, means for vertically adjusting the frani<!
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on the support, a «oap container movably mounted on the
front of said frame, and having downwardly extending
side portions, a rotatable scrubbing brush mounted In
said side portions, valve controlled means for fee<llng
water from the receptacle, a mop supporting frame mov-
ably mounted on the base of said supporting frame and
plvotally connected to the soap container, wringer roUa
mounted In said supporting frame, a mopping belt opera-
tlvely engaging said mop supporting frame and said
wringer rolls, means for moving said mop frame forward
and raising the brush and soap container, and means for
operating said wringer rolls and scrubbing brush.

2, The combination in a scrubbing and mopping ma-
chine of a tank having downwardly extending sides, a
support therefor, means for vertically adjusting said tank
on the support, a sliding mop carrying frame having
front and rear rollers slldably mounted on the bate of
the sides of the tank, a soap container movably mountwl
on the tank, a rotatable scrubbing brush mounte<l on and
below the soap container, means connecting said mop
frame to the soap container, mop driving wringer rolls,
a mop on the mop frame and engaging said wringer rolls,

means for operating the wringer rolls and the scrubbing
brush, and means for controlling the forward and rear-
ward movement of the mop frame.

3. In a machine of the claas set forth a tank having
downwardly extending side portions, a horizontally mov-
able mop carrying frame mounted thereon, a soap con-
tainer movably mounteil on said tank, a rotauble scrub-
bing brash mounted on said conUlner and in front of
said mop frame, means connecting the soap container
and mop frame adapte<l to raise the conUiner when the
mop frame is moved forward beneath the brush, means
for operating said mop frame forward and backward,
mop driving wringer rolls, a mop operatively engaging
said rolls and supported on said frame, a push bar for
said tank, and driving mechanism mounted thereon and
operatively connected to said wringer rolls and the scrub-
bing brash.

1.229.649. SAFETY APPLIANCE FOR AERDPLANES.
LArAYETTi Paci. Lafollette. Tenn. Filed Feb. 20. 1917.
SerUl No. 149.973. (CI. 244—21.)

V **<»>.

Et^:
I. The combination of an aeroplane having a top sua-

talnlng plane; of a detachable secUon interposed In said
plane, latch devices for securing the detachable section
to the top plane, releasing means for the latches, suspen-
sion lines carried by said section, a ring carried by the
lines, a seat suspended from the ring, a transverse shaft
carried by the ring and projecting from opposite sides
thereof, and pivoted guide planes carried by the projecting
ends of the shaft.

.'.. The combination with the frame of an aeroplane
having a top sustaining plane; of a deUchable section
interposed in said plane, suspension lines carried by said
section, latches carried by the suspension lines, rocking
bars carried by the aforesaid frame, keeper pins for the
Latches on said bars, a pair of controlling members extend-
ing from the bars ; means for locking said members to-
gether, and a seat carried by the suspension lines.

II. The combination with the frame of an aeroplane
having a top sustaining plane ; of a detachable section In-
terposed In said plane, suspension lines carried by said
section, latches carried by the suspension lines, rocking
bars i-arrled by the aforesaid frame, keeper pins for the
latches on said bars, means for swinging the bars to re-

lease the latches, a seat carried by the saspenslon lines,
cross bars carrleil by the frame and extending between the
rocking bars. ke«'per pins on the cross bars, certain ones of
the aforesaid lines having latches engageable with raid
keeper pins, said latches extending acroiw the top of the
cross bars, and the latter having a longitudinal groove, the
latches being shaped to seat In the grooves, and retaining
lines carried by the first mentioned lines and extending
along the grooves of the cross bars and across the last-
mentioned latches.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 7 to 10 not printed in the 0*»ette.]

1.229.650. CASKET HANDLE. Albwit A. Vaq%, F^st
Haven, Conn., assignor to Sargent k Company, New
Haven, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed
June 29, 1916. Serial No. 106.641. (Cl. 16—108.)

1. In a casket handle or the like, the combination of a
socket plate having slots, an arm having a forkitl end
passing through said slots, a pivot pin extending through
the forked end of the arm and securing It against with-
drawal from the plate, a member at the rear of the plate
tlirected transversely with respect to said pivot pin for
preventing rearward movement thereof, and means of
connection between said member and said plate located
at a point beneath the arm when the latter Is In the
pendant position : substantially as described.

2. In a casket handle or the like, the combination of a
socket plate having slots, a ball having a forked end
passing through said slots, a pivot pin extending through
the forked end of the ball and securing it against with-
drawal from the plate, a member at the rear of the plate
dlrecte<l transversely with respect to said pivot pin for
preventing rearward movement thereof, and means locate<l
at a point t>eneath the ball for locking said member to
the plate, said locking means comprising a tongue or ex-
tension on said member passing through and riveted in an
opening In the socket plate ; substantially as descrlbe<l.

3. In a casket handle or the like, a socket plate having
parallel slots, a forke<l arm having plates passing through
said slots, a pivot pin extending through said plates, at
the rear of the socket plate, and a bridge member riveted
to the socket plate and engaging said pivot pin to pre-
vent rearward movement thereof ; subsUnilally as de-
scribed.

6. In a casket handle or the like, the combination of a
socket plate, a bail having an end passing through said
socket plate, a pivot pin passing through the ball at the
rear of the socket plate to secure It against withdrawal
from said plate In a forward direction, said socket plate
having a depression at the rear thereof in which said pivot
pin is located, a bridge member at the rear of the socket
plate for confining said pin In aald depression, said bridge
member consisting of a metal piece presente<l edgewise
toward the rear surface of the socket plate and t>earing
thereon, and means of connection between said bridge
member and the front wall of the socket plate located
beneath said depression and at a point which is situated
hack of the ball when the latter is in the pendant posi-
tion ; substantially as described.

7. In a casket handle or the like, a socket plate having
parallel slots, a forked plate presenting parallel portions
passing through said slots, a pivot pin extending through
said parallel portions at the rear of the socket plate, the
latter being provided at the rear with a depression for
seating raid pin. a bridge piece at the rear of the plate
bearing at one e«lge against the rear surface of the plate
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on opposite sides of said depression, and rigid means of

connection between said bridge piece and the socket plate

located at a point remote from said depression ;
substan

tlally as described.

f Claims 4 and 5 not printed in the Oarette.]

1 229 651. MEANS FOR ATTACHING ELECTRICAL AP-

'PLIAXCES TO CONDllT OUTLET BOXES. JOHN E.

pARKsa. Syracuse. N. Y., assignor to Crouse-Hlnds Com-

pany, Syracuse. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York.

Filed June 19. 1911. SerUl No. 6,33,984. (Cl. 247—5.)

1,229.652. ADJUSTABLE REAR SIGHT FOR FIRE-

ARMS. Hans Paulson, Ortlng. Wash. Filed Oct. 27,

1916. Serial No. 128,078. (Cl. 33—58.)^'

1. The combination with a conduit outlet box having an

opening, of means for attaching an electrical appliance

having fastening screws to the box. said means compris-

ing members having parts for interlocking with the mar-

gin of the wall around said opening, the members being

formed with holes for said screws, one of said members

being fixed and the other movable relatively to the fixed

member into and out of interlocking engagement with said

margin and thereby permitting said means to be moved to

carry the other of said members into and out of Interlock-

ing engagement with said margin, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

2. The combination with a conduit outlet box having an

opening, of means for attaching an electrical appliance

having fastening screws to the box. sand means comprising

members having parts for Interlocking with the margin

of the wall around the opening, the members being formed

with holes for said screws, and one member being pivoted

and movable on Its pivot Into and out of Interlocking en-

gagement with said margin to permit said means to be

shifted bodily to engage and disengage the other of said

parts and the margin, substantially as and for the purpose

specified.

3. The combination with a conduit outlet box having an

opening, of means for attachlnv an electrical appliance

having fastening screws, said means comprising members

provided with lugs offset from the body for engaging the

Inner face of the margin of the wall around the opening,

the members being also provided with a plurality of holes

for said screws, one Of the meml>ers being fixed, and the

other being pivoted to the body, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

4. The combination with a conduit outlet box having an

opening, of means for attaching an electrical appliance

having fastening screws to the box, said means comprising

members extending Into the opening and formed with holes

for the screws, and a body carrying said members and

arranged to overlie the margin of the wall around the

opening, said means being formed with lugs offset from

the body and arranged to extend under and engage the

Inner side of said margin, one of the lugs being provided

on one of said members and said member being pivoted

and movable on its pivot for carrying its lug Into and out

of interlocking engagement with said margin, substan-

tially as and for the purpose described.

5. The combination with a conduit outlet box having

an opening, of means for attaching an electric appliance

having fastening screws to the box. said means comprising

a body for resting on the margin of the wall around the

opening and members arranged to extend into the opening

below the plane of the outer surface of said margin around

said opening, and formed with holes for the screws and

also with raised surfaces extending toward said plane for

engaging the bottom of the electric appliance thereby

bracing said members and holding the same from tilting

during the turning of the screws into the holes of said

members, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

I Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the (Jaiette.]

-H I ;• 'M *!

/^ '

A firearm sight embodying a channel shaped base, a

tongue disposed therein and pivoted thereto, a sight mem-

ber carried by the tongue, staggered upstanding screws

carried by the base within the same and adjacent to Its

side flanges, the side edges of the tongue having notches

for accommodating said screws, and a transverse slide

fitted upon the tongue and having bent back lugs engaging

under the edge portions of the tongue and outstanding

finger pieces projecting over the flanges of the Imse. the

slide being seatable upon said screws l>etween said lugs.

1,229,653. DOOR - HANGER, Raffobd PiTT, New Eo-

chelle. N. Y. Filed May 4. 1915. Serial No. 25,682.

(Cl. 18—91.)

1. A door hanger enil>odylng a stationary member adapt-

ed to be secured to the wall of a building, and a member

movable relatively thereto adapted to be attached to a

door, the stationary member comprising a strip of sheet

metal bent to form Intermediate the edges of said strip a

track portion having ball raceways and an Integral se-

curing and dust-shleldlng flange at one longitudinal edgs

thereof, the other longitudinal edge being so disposed with

relation to the securing flange as to provide an operating

slot for the movable member, the said movable memt>er

also being provided with raceways registering with the

raceways in the stationary member to form ball channels

and balls sulUbly retained In said ball channels subsUn-

tlally as and for the purpose specified.

2. A door hanger embodying a stationary member adapt-

ed to be secured to the wall of a building, and a member

movable relatively thereto adapted to be attached to a

door, the stationary member comprising a strip of sheet

metal bent to form intermediate the edges of s^^ld strip a

track portion having ball raceways and an Integral secur-

ing and dust-shleldlng fiange at one longitudinal edge

thereof, the other longitudinal edge being free and so

disposed with relation to the securing flange as to provide

an operating slot for the movable member, the said moT-

able member also being formed from a single strip of

sheet metal bent Intermediate its longitudinal edges to

provide longitudinal raceways adapted to register with

the raceways in the stationary track portion to form bah

channels, an integral securing flange at one longltadlnal
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«J»p projecting through sal«i operating slot and connect-
ed to th** door, and the opposite loDgitudinal edge of Mid
movable member being free ; said morable and stationary
members baring th«»ir secured and free edges extending
in opposite directions, and balls suitably retained within
said ball channels. •

3. A door hanger embodying a stationary member adapt-
ed to be secured to the wall of the building, and a mem-
ber movable relatively thereto adapte<l to be attached to
the door, the stationary member comprising a single strip
of sheet metal bent to provide a vertically-extending se-
curing and dust-shleldlng flange, a horlaontally extend-
ing upper raceway, a vertically-disposed web portion and
a horizontally-disposed lower raceway ; the movable mem-
ber also comprising a single strip of sheet metal bent to
provide a horizontally disposed raceway, registering with
the upper raceway In the stationary member, a vertically-
disposeil web portion, a horizontally disiKMed raceway reg-
istering with the lower raceway of the sUtlonary mem-
ber and a securing flange extending downwardly below
aald stationary meral>er. and balls suitably retained be-
tween the said raceways.

1,229.654. TIRE-ADVERTISING DEVICE. Stotak K.
RADKorr. Detroit. Mich. Fll^d Dec. 1. 1916. Serial No
134.403. (CI. 40—126.)

1. In a device of tlie character described. In combina-
tion with a tire casing, a frame, a motor supported by the
frame, a traction roll Joumaled In the frame against
Which the tire casing bears, and means driven by .aidmotor for actuating the traction wheel, whereby the tire
casing may be routed aronnd the motor.

6. In combination with a tire casing, a device of the
character described, comprising a frame, a motor sup-
ported by the frame, means actuated by the motor for
rotating the tire casing around the motor, a p.ilr of swing-
ing arms pivoted In the frame, and means actuated by
said motor for operating the swinging arma

[Claims 2 to 5 and 7 not pHnted in the Oaxette.]

1.229.665. GEAR-SHIFT. Bayabd E. RicHAanso!*. Orand
Rapids. Mich., assignor to Mechano Gear Shift Co..
Grand Rapids. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan Filed
Feb. 23. 1915. Serial .No. 9.937. (CI. 74 68.)
1. In combination, sliding gears, shifting rods movaMy

mounted, shifting devl.es engaging with the gears and
loosely mounted on the rods, means to move the rods, and
elective methanlsm for causing the operative connections
of a shifting device with a ro«J to thereby shift a gtms ot
the transmission.

1'. In . ..mblnatlon. sliding gears, shifting derlces con-
nected therewith, spaced apart shifting ro«ls l.iosely car-
rying the shifting devices, means for simultaneonsly mov-
ing the rods la opposite directions, and selective meaaa

for causing the operative connection of any shifting de-
vice with any shifting rod.

3. In combination, sliding gears, shifting devices con-
nected therewith, ea.h including a tubular member having
a aleeve at each end thereof, spaced apart shlfllng rods
loosely recelve.i In the sleeve., each rod having notches
therein, catches in the tubular members normally a.lapteil
to engage In a notch In a shifting rod. m.«ns to normally
hold the catches away from the notche,.. means to release
any desired catch, and means to movably operate the
ahlftlng rods.

4. In combination, sliding gears, ahlftlng devlo-. con-
nected therewith, shifting rod. sUdably mounted adjacent
the gears on which the shifting devices are loosely
mounted, a pe,l«|, means connecting the pe<Ul and one of
the shifting roda for slidable operation of the rod on
movement of the pedal, means connecting the shifting
rods whereby as one is slldably moved, the other U simi-
larly moved in the opposite direction, and selective means
for connecting any shifting device with any ro«l.

6. In combination, gears movalily mounte«l. shifting de-
vices connecte,! thereto. sWftlng rwis slldably mounted
and loosely carrying the shifting elements, means to slld-
ably operate one of the shifting rods, means to cause the
simultaneous slidable movement in the opposite dlrecUon
of the other shifting ro<l. catches carried by the .hifting
device, one for each rod adapted to engage with the shift-
ing rods but normally held out of engagement, and means
to •lectively cause the engagement of a catcli with it*
aaaodated ahlftlng rwi.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.229.656. COMPOSITION OF BEVERAGES. Nathaw
RoaawATKB, Oevetand. Ohio. Filed Aug. 2. 1915
SerUl No. 43.287. (CI. »»_ii.)
1. A« a new compualtlon of matter, a nonalcoholic beer

beverage containing the eiwentlal carbohydrate constit-
uents of beer wort, and a small proportion of a xanthin
substance.

2. An a new composition of matter, a nonalcohoUc beer
beverage conulnlng the esw^ntial carbohy.lrate constit-
oents of tteer wort, and a small proportion of caffeln.

3. As a new <i>mp.>aitlon of matter, a nonalcoholic b«^r
beverage conulnlng the essential carbohydrate constit-
uents of beer wort, a small proportion of xanthin sub-
stance, and the aceute of a base which is normally pres-
ent in the human t>o<ly.

4. As a new composition of matter, a nonalcoholic beer
beverage containing the ensentlai carbohydrate constit-
uents of b^r wort, a small proportion of caffeln. and the
aceUU of a base which is normally preM>nt in the human
body.

5. As a new composition of matter, a nonalcoholic beor
t>everage containing the essential carbohydrate constlt-
oeoU of beer wort, a small proportion of a xanthin sub-
sUnce. the a<^ute of n liase which Is normally present in
the banian body, and minute proportions of the extractive
of a paagent coodtment.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printeii in the liazette.]
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1.229.657. BEDROOM - CHAIR. K.\TE Rosa. Lincoln,

111. Filed Feb. 11. 1916. Serial No. 77.662. (01.

155—11.)

A chair of the class descrit>ed having a Iwx. a seat form-

ing the cover for the box and provided with an opening

and a closure for sa.ld opening and a supplemental seat

hinged to the front ^de of the box and adapted to be ar-

ranged on the first named seat or turned downwardly on

the front side of the box at will.

1.229.658. DUMBBELL. EcoEX Sammw, London, Eng-

land. Filed Sept. 4. 191."^. Serial No. 788.080. (CI.

46—68.)

yieldingly supporting the l>olt with the head thereof In an

upraised position when the vise head is detached there-

from, to thereby enable the ready engagement of the vise

head with the head of the supporting bolt and with the

supporting base aforesaid.

1. \ dumb-bell, having a grip portion provided with a

anrface having projections and depressions to conform

with the shape of the user's hands when In the gripping

position, for the purpose of evenly distributing the grip-

ping pressure over the inner surface of the user's liand.

sabstantUlly as set forth.

'2. A spring grip dumb-t)ell comprising In combination

two longitudinal halves, each of which has a bar with

half t>ells at Its ends, headed studs passing through holes

in one half and secured to the other half, springs between

Maid halves, to urge them apart, projections and de-

pressions forming a counterpart of the user's fingers

when in the gripping position applied to the bar portion

of one of the longitudinal lialves of the dnmb-bell. and

projections and depressions forming a counter-part of the

user's palm and the tiall of his thumb when the dumb-

bell is grasped. applle<l to the bar portion of the other lon-

gitudinal half. substantUlly as described and for the pur-

pose set forth.

1,229.659. WOODWORKING-VISE. EdhdOT) A. Scbadb
and Joseph M. Hancb. .New Britain. Conn., assignors to

The Sunley Rule & Level Company. New BrlUIn, Conn.,

a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Jan. 11. 1917.

Serial No. 141.798. (CI. 81—41.)

1. In a vise, a subsUntlally circular supporting base, a

vise head having a substantially circular base portion for

engagement with the circular supporting base, said sup-

porting base and the base portion on the head having sub-

stantially circular engaging portions rotatably confining

the vise head on the supporting base, said circular base

portion on the head having an open ended undercut alot

extending centrally thereinto, a holding bolt centrally

located on the supporting liase and having a head engage-

able in aald undercut slot, securing means engaging said

bolt to cause said bolt to seat the t>ase portion of the vise

bead flnaly on the supporting base and spring means for

4. A vise, comprising a supporting base, having an

upsUndlng annular flange, a vise head having subsUn-

tlally circular base portions on dlfTerent sides thereof

roUtably flttlng within the upstanding annular flange on

the supporting base, said vise head further having under-

cut grooves extending radially inward through the circu-

lar base portions aforesaid, substantially to the centers

thereof and said undercut grooves being open at the outer

ends thereof, a pivot bolt located centrally of the sup-

porting base and having an enlarged head engageable in

the undercut grooves, securing means engaging the pivot

bolt to cause the head of aald bolt to draw the circular

t>a8e portion of the vise head down to a firm seat within

the upsUndlng flange of the supporting t>ase and cooperat-

ing relatively movable clamping Jaws on the vise head.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.660. CIGAR PACKAGE. Anthony Schnbtpbk.

Whlppany, N. J., assignor to American Cigar Company,

New York, N. T., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

May 29, 1916. Sertal No. 100,544. (CI. 131—11.)

1. A cigar package comprising a container having a re-

movable top and also having a series of cigar receiving

cells or pockets therein for maintaining the cigars it) up-

right position, said cells being positioned to form a sub-

sUntlally continuous wall twundlng a central unobstructed

space of flxed dimensions for the reception of other cigars

which are adapted to be supported in upright position by

conUct with the cells and with each other.

2. A cigar package comprising a container having a

row of cigar receiving cells or pockets located adja<-ent the

inner wall of tlie conulner, a second row of cigar re-

ceiving cells or pockets Independent of and located within

the lonfines of th«' first mentioned row of cells or pockets,

said second row of cells or pockets l»elng positioned to

form a space at the center of the container for the recep-

tion of other cigars.
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3. A cigar pat Wage loniprising a traD8par»>iit container
having a plurality of continuous rows of cigar rec«iTing
pocketH arranged concentrically therein, the innermost
of said rows forming a space at the center of the con-
tainer for the reception of cigars and a web or band con-
stituting a label arracged in contact with the Inner face
of the adjacent wall of the container and of such height
as to conceal the pockets or cells from view while exposing
the upper portions of the cigars to view.

1,229.661. APPARATUS FOR STABILIZING THE PO-
SITION OF SUBMERGED FLOATING MINES. Eu-
ofc.vi ScHNEiDiR. Lp rri'uzot. France. Filed Feb. 11.

1918. Serial No. 77.710. (CI, 102—3.)

1. Iq a submarine mine, in combination with the mine
proper and Its .stabilizer, connections therebetween com-
prising an elastic nieilium.

5. In a submarine mine, in combination with the mine
proper, a stabilizer connected thereto comprising a frame

and means movably connected therewith and adapted to

move to a position adjacent said frame during descent of

the stabilizer and adapteil to move to a position project-

ing from said frame during ascent of the stabilizer.

10. In a submarine mine, in combination with the mine
proper, a stabilizer connected thereto comprising a polygo-

nal frame and claclcs hinged to inner faces thereof to

fold Inwardly.

15. In a submarine mine, in combination with the
mine proper, a stabilizer of box-like structure connecte<l

to «ild mine and adapted to receive the lower end thereof,

said stabilizer comprising means adapted to fold upward
during descent thereof and to unfold downward during
ascent thereof, and means for retaining said last-named
means in folded relation to the stabilizer, said retaining

means being rendered inoperative by separation of said

mine and stabilizer.

20. In a submarine mine, in combination with the mine
proper, a stabilizer, and connections comprising an elastic

medium between said mine and stabilizer, said stabilizer

comprising a frame and means connected therewith adapt-

ed to fold Inwardly during descent of the stabilizer and
adapted to unfold outwardly during ascent of the stab-

ilizer.

(Claims 2 to 4. 6 to 9. 11 to 14, 16 to 19, and 21 not

printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.662. GAS -CHECK PAD FOR GUN BREECH-
BLOCKS AND PROCESS OF MAKING SAME. Ec-
ofiNB ScHNBHJCR, Le Creuzot. France. Filed Dec. 9.

1916. Serial No. 136.119. (CT. 106—9.)

1. A gas check pad for guns comprising asbestos, water-

insoluble soap incorporate*! therewith and a fatty sub-

stance to impart plasticity thereto.

4. A gas check pad for guns comprising 80 parts of

asbesto.4, 20 parts of colza-oil lime-soap containing about

i

H per cent, of lime and a fatty substance to impart plas-
ticity thereto.

I 9. The process of making gas check pads consisting in
incorporating asbestos with colza-oil lime-soap prepared by
heating colza oil with about 13'"4^ of Its weight of slaked
lime, combining the excess of lime with additional colza-
oil to reduce the lime in the soap to about %'~', and then
mixing' the product with vaseline to render the pad
plastic.

[Claims 2. 3, and 5 to 8 not printetl in the Gazette.]

1,229,663. ARTICLE-LOCK. William F. Schw.4BTZ.
Ro<he8ter, N. Y. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. Serial No.
119.378. (O. 45—13.)

1. An article lock comprising a pair of clamping mem-
bers, one of which Is hinged to the other, and a key-
controlled grip device adJubUble on both members toward
and from the hinge to hold them against separation.

3. An article lock comprising two clamping members,
one of which is rigid and the other of which Is flexible
and is secured to the rigid member at one end. the other
end being free, and a device adjustable on the rigid mem-
ber toward and from the secured end of the flexible mem-
ber and carrying means for gripping the flexible member.

5. An article lock comprising two clamping members,
one of which Is rigid and the other of which is flexible

and is secured at one end to the rigid member. Its other
end being free, a slide movable on the rigid member to-

ward and from the secured end of the flexible member,
and a grip device for engaging the flexible member, said
grip device being pivotally connected to the slide.

7. An article lock comprising a flexible metallic tape
member secured at one end, and a device for gripping
said tape member away from its secured end. said grip
device being pivotably mounted to permit the grip device
to shift to accommodate Itself to the position of the tape
member.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.664. CLUTCH. Wilbir L. Suep.\rd. Elmwood.
Conn. Filed May 17. 1916. Serial No. 98.225. (CL
192—18.)

A clutch Inclndlng a body, cylinders oppositely ar-

ranged on said body and having fluid passages extending
between them, pistons located In said cylinders, a shaft

extending into the body, a member secured to the shaft
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within said bo<iy, piston rods connecting said member and

aaid pistons, a cap aecured to the body and having por-

tions of vah-e chambers therein, the other portions of

aid valve chambers being formed In said body, and valves

located In said chambers to control the flow of fluid

through said passages that open into said valve chambers..

1.229,665. FITTING FOR ELECTRICAL CONDUITS.
Klaah Sixma, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed May 5, 1914.

BerUl No. 836.451. (CI. 247—1.)

1. In a conduit flttlng of the kind de8cribe<l the com-

bination with a sectional body provided with a tubular

tapered nipple, a conduit fltted in the nipple, a threaded

bashing to engage the conduit, and a lock nut mounted

on the threads of the hushing and coactlng with the ta-

pered portion of the nipple.

2. Ic a conduit flttlng of the kind described the com-

bination with a sectional body provided with a tubular

tapered nipple, a threade<l conduit fltted In the nipple,

a threaded bushing to engajte the threads of the conduit,

n lock nut to engage the threads of the bushing and

coact with the Upered portion of the nipple.

3. In a conduit flttlng of the kind descrlbeil the combi-

nation with a sectional body provided with a tubular ta-

pered nipple, a threaded conduit fltte<l in the nipple, a

bushing having exterior and interior threads the latter for

engagement with the threads of the conduit, a lock nut

to engage the exterior threads of the bushing and coact

with the tapcreil portion of the nipple.

1.229,666. SHRAPNEL - LOADING MACHINE. Petsr

STlPANorr. Petrograd. Russia. Fileil Apr. 29. 1916.

Serial No. 94.306. (CI. 86—20.)

chamber, a stem on said valve extending through said

hopper, a return spring to normally hold said stem in

raised position, a head on said stem and a spring retainer

cooperating with said head to hold the connected cut-off

valve In raised open position or In close position substan-

tially closing the constricted throat of said fed tube during

transfer of said feeding connection from one shell to an-

other.

5. In shrapnel shell loading machines, a powder feed

connection to be removably secured to a shell and com-

prising a feed hopper, a connected supply hose to supply

powder thereto, a connector cap secured to said feed hop-

per to be screwed Into the fuse socket of the shell and

provided with a feed tube adapted to extend within the

Ignition tube of the shell and with a constricted throat

through which the powder is discharged Into the shell,

a cut-off valve mounted to cooperate with said throat

and spring retainer means to hold said cut-off valve in

open position or In closed position substantially closing

said constricted throat during transfer of the feeding

(•onnectlon from one shell to another.

(Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 not printed In the .Gazette.]

1, In shrapnel loading ma<-hlnes, • Mries of inter-

chani;eab1e Jolting supports each adapted to receive a

shrapnel shell, a series of powder feed connections to l)e

removably secured to shrapnel shells and each comprising

a feed hopper, a connected supply hose to supply powder

thereto, a connector cap secured to said feed hopper and

formed with a neck having a partial thread to be screwed

into the fuse socket of the shell, a feed tube removably

»e<-ured to said neck and adapted to extend within the

Ignition tube of the shell adjacent the powder chamber

at the base of the shell, a constrlcte<l throat formed at

the end of said f»'e<l tube, a conical cut-off detector valve

mounted within said feeil tube to co<3perate with said

throat In determining the fllle<l condition of the powder

1.229,667. HANI>-OPERATED SHOVEL. Karl Stimecz,

Cincinnati, Ohio. Filed Aug. 9. 1916. Serial No.

114,004. (CI. 7—1.)

1. A handle for tools comprising a relatively straight

portion ha^ing a tool secured to each end thereof, one of

said tools constituting at all times a continuation of said

straight portion, and the other of said tools being piv-

otally connecte<l to the opposite end of said portion, said

pivotally connected tool having a gripping depression

formed In one side adapted to constitute a hand hold,

and having a relatively flat portion constituting a rest

for the hand of the user.

2. A handle for tools comprising a relatively straight

portion, means for securing the tool In position thereon,

and a tool member pivotally mounted on the opposite

end from said flrst mentioned tool and adapted to consti-

tute a continuation of said handle or extend at fiubstan-

tlally right angles thereto, said member being gradually

enlarged toward one end to form a hand hold, and having

a flat portion constituting a rest for the hand of the user

3. A handle for tools comprising a relatively straight

portion adapted to receive the tool on one end, means for

detachably securing the tool In position thereon, a tool

member pivotally mounted on the opposite end of said

portion and adapte<l to constitute a continuation thereof

or to extend at substantially right angles thereto, and

means for locking said member in either position, said

member being gradually enlarged toward one end to form

a hand hold, and having a flat portion constituting a

rest for the hand of the user.

1,229.668. SHARPENING DEVICE. Hexrt C. Strack,

Owego. N. T. Filed May 11, 1916. Serial No. 96.757.

(CI. 51—16.)
1. A device of the character described, having a sup-

port for a razor blade, an oscillatory frame, a bed piece
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c«ni«?d by the frame, there being a stropping snrface
on one side of the be«l plec»' f»n<l a honing surface on the
opposite ««hle of the bed piece, means for automatically
alining the surface of the be<l piece with the edge of the
blade, and means for oMcillatlng the frame.

(^.
2. A device of the iharacter described, having a support

for a rnzor blade, an oscillatory frame, a bed piece carried

by the frame, there being a stropping surface on one tide

of the bed piece and a honing surface on the opposite aide

of the bed piece, a convex table on the frame for automati-
cally alinini; the surface of the be<l piece with the edge of

the blade, and means for oscillating the frame.

3. A device of the charact<»r deacribed. having a body,

a »)upport for a razor blade pivoted in the bo<ly, a abaft,

a frame carried on the shaft, said frame carrying a sharp-

ening Hurface, an operating spindle, and connections be-

tween the spindle and shaft whereby the rotation of the

spindle will oscillate the shaft and with it the sharpen-
ing surface to oscillate the blade support.

4. A device of the character describe*!, having a body,

a support for a razor lilade pivoted In the boily, a shaft,

a frame carried on the shaft, said frame carrying a sharp-
ening surface, an operating spindle, connections between
the spindle and shaft whereby rotation of the spindle will

oscillate the shaft and with It the sharpening surface to

oscillate the blade support, and tndept^ndent means oper-

able by the rotation of the spindle for rocking the blade
8upi>ort.

5. A device of the character described, having a body,

a support for a razor blade plvote<l to the body, a spring
for securing a blade in position in the support, a frame
carried on the shaft, said frame carrying a sharpening
surface, an operating spindle, connections between the
spindle and >haft whereby rotation of the spindle will

oscillate the frame and engage the sharpening surface
with a blade carried In the support, the engagement of
the shariH-nlng surface with the blade acting to oscillate

the blade support, and a spring for holding the blade In

engagement with the surface.

[Claims G to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

I,229,6fi9. SENSITIVE PERCUSSION-FUSE. Edwin R.
Sttart, U. S. Army. Hied May 6. 1916. Serial No.
95,815. (fl. 102—S9.)

1. In a fuse for projectiles, a sprlng-pre*«s»e<l firing pin
movable In the direction of the axis of the projectile,

locking means normally locking the firing pin against

outward movement and mounted to slide transrversely by
centrifugal force, and a fulminate carrier inounteil to

slide transversely by centrifugal force, the fulminate car-

rier being provided with an aperture at one side of the

fulminate into which tits the inner end of the firing pin

to normally lock the fulminate carrier against transverse

movement.

2. In a fnae for projectiles, a fJrlng pin slldable In the
direction of the axis of the projectile, the firing pin hav-
ing a collar at Its Inner end, a spring pressing the firing
pin, a pair of blocks mounted to slide transversely and
having necks at their Inner ends engaging the said collar
to hold the firing pin locked in refracted position against
the tension of Its spring, and a fulminate «arrler mount-
ed to slide transversely and provldeil with an aperture
engaged by the Inner end of the said firing pin to lock the
carrier against movement until the firing pin Is released
by the said locking blocks.

3. In a fu»e for projectiles, a firing pin slldable In the
<llrectlon of the axis of the projectile, the firing pin having
a collar at iu inner end. a spring prewlng the firing pin,
a pair of blocks mounted to slide transversely and having
necks at their Inner ends engaging the said collar to hold
the firing pin locked in retracted podtlon against the ten-
tlon of Its spring, a fulminate canter mounted to slide
trunsversely and provldeii with an aperture engage<l by
the inner end of the said firing pin to lock the carrier
against movement until the firing pin is release«l by the
aid locking blocks, and m«>an8 to limit the sliding move-
ment of the fulminate carrier to locate the fulminate in
the path of the firing pin.

4. In a fu»e for projectiles, a fuse bo<ly, a firing pin
mounted on said fuse body and having a striking plate
at Its forward end. and automatic locking means normally
locking the said firing pin in a retracted position in the
said body, the said locking means being alldable in a
direction transverse to the axis of the projectile and being
adapted by centrifugal force, on the rotation of the pro-
jectile, to release the said firing pin. a spring for moving
the firing pin forward when released to cauae the striking
plate to project beyond the general outline of the fua*
body, and a laterally movable fulminate .arrler for mov-
ing the fulminate Into the path of the firing pin when
the latter is released, whereby upon the Impact of the
projectile, the firing pin will be driven Inward against the
fulminate thereby detonating the fuse and proJe<tile.

5. In a fuse for projectiles, a fui^e IkmIv having a recess
in Its forward end, a firing pin mounted to slide in the
fuse body and provided at its forward end with a bead
adaptecl to be seated in the said recess, automatic locking
means normally locking the said firing pin in retracted
position In the said body and adapted to be actuated dur-
ing the flight of the projectile, to release the firing pin,
means for moving the firing pin when released, to project
its head beyond the fuae body, and a fulminate carrier
having a fulminate adapted to be engaged by the firing

pin when the latter Is driven Inward by contact of the
projectile with the target

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.070. STARTING .SWITCH. Ai.cxandbr K. SrxH-
ERLAND. New Britain. Conn., assignor to The Trumbull
Electric Manufacturing Company. Plalnvllle. Conn., a
Corporation of Connecticut. Flifnl May 11. 1916. Se-
rial No. 96.80.'i. (CI. 200—3.)
1. In a switch of the character descrlbetl the combina-

tion of three movable main switch blades, a series of
switch contacts adaptecl to be engagecl by said blades in
the Initial movement thereof, a second series of contacts
having contact surfaces adapted to be engaged by said
blades in a later movement thereof and a series of short
clr<-uitin); blades movable in the samo planes with the
main blatles respectively and disposed to engage said same
contact surfaces of the second series of contacts and to

connect said series of contacts prior to engagement by
aaid main blades.

2. In a switch of the character described, the combina-
tion with relatively stationary aD<l movable members, of
a spring t-arried by one of said members and an inclined

abutment on the other of said members for engagement by
saitl spring In the relative movement of the two memt>ers
toward each other, a stop shoulder for the spring located
in advance of the spring supporting surface of the abut-
ment, a shoulder at one eilge of said stop shoulder to

limit the lateral movement of the spring on said stop
shoulder, said limiting .shoulder being laterally offset from
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the supporting surface of the abutment to enable the
spring when engaging the stop shoulder to move laterally
far enough to clear the supporting surface of the abut-
ment and said limiting shoulder further being of a
height such that up4»u a limited reverse movement of the
members the spring will be free of the limiting stop and
will exert Its t»-nsion to clear said stops and thereby en-
able a continuance of the movement first initiated.

?5^1l]Z3'
4. In a switch of the character described, a hinged

blade, a stationary contact, an insulating member carried
by said blade, a shorter blade carried by said Insulating
member beneath and In the same plane as said first blade.
Mid contact having a lateral extension at Its upper end
adaptetl to be engaged successively by said blades, and an
Insulating guard secunnl along the face of said contact
beneath said extension.

5. In a starting switch, the combination of two sets
of stationary contacts and two sets of movable contacts,
one set of movable contacts being insulateil from the other
set of movable contacts, one set of stationary contacts
being disposed to be engage<l successively by both sets of
movable contacts, a casing inclosing said stationary and
movable contacts, operating means extending through the
wall of the casing and mechanically connectetl with the
movable contacta and an automatic stop comprising a
member carried by the switch operating means and a
member supported on the wall of the casing arranged to
be engaged by the memb»'r on the operating means to stop
the movement of said operating means but arranged to
release said operating means upon a slight backward
movement of said operating means.

11. In a starting switch, the combination of two sets
of stationary contacts and two sets of movable contacts,
one set of movable contacts being insulatecl from the
other set of movable contacts, one set of stationary con-
tacta being arranged to be engage<l by one set of mov-
able contacts and the other set of stationary contacts
being arranged to b^ engaged successively by both sets of
contacts, an operating handle mechanically connected to
•aid movable contacts for operating the same, and an au-
tomatic stop comprising stationary and movable parts
arranged to stop the movement of the operating handle
and the movable contacts In one position but arranged to
become disengaged upon a slight backward movement of
Bald operating handle, and arranged when thus disen-
gaged to permit the completion of the movement K)f the
operating handle and the movable contacts, means for
automatically returning the operating handle and movable
contacts from any position to open circuit position when
the operating handle is released.

[Claims 3, 6 to 10. and 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.671. COATING-MACHINE. William J. Swartz
and Edward H. Waioh, Seattle. Wash., assignors to
Automatic Candy Machine Company. Seattle, Wash.,
a Corporation of Washington. Filed Mav 19. 1913. Se-
rial No. 768,537. (CI. 107—27.)
1. In an apparatus of the character described, a carrier

plate, means for giving said plate an intermittent feed

239 O. G.—32

movement, a depositing nozzle, and nozzle controiling
means comprising a plurality of pivoted levers connected
to move the nozzle in dllTering directions, and a single
cam means actuating said levers from points angularly
separated upon the cam.

rr

ty» yr#

2. A pattern forming device of the character described,
comprising a movable nozzle, a lever securetl to and con-
trolling the movement of the nozzle, two pivoted levers
having actuative connection with the nozzle controlling
lever at points respectively separated lengthwise the lever,
and a single cam acting upon said pivoted levers at
points angularly separated upon the cam.

3. A pattern forming device of the character described,
comprising a movable discharge nozzle, means for de-
livering the pattern forming material thereto, a cut-off
device controlling the flow of said material, a cam-diak
contr«dllng said cutoff a former cam rotative with said
disk, a plurality -of pivoted levers actuated by the former
cam from separated points upon its periphery, and actu-
ating connections from said pivoted levers to the nozzle.

4. In an apparatus of the character descrlbe<l, a pat-
tern forming member, a lever connected with and adapted
to move the pattern forming member, a plurality of levers
connected with the first named lever, and a removable
pattern cam for actuating all said last named levers each
from a point thereon angularly separate<l from the others.

1.229.672. PORTlfeRE HOLDER. Helenb L. SwBjfBT,
Boston. Mass. Continuation of application Serial No.
130.257. filed Nov. 8. 1916. This application filed May
14. 1917. Serial No. 168.348. (CI. 156—21.)

1. A portiere holder formed from a single piece of wire
bent to present a thin flat skeleton frame portion having
an extended straight upper edge, each end of said wire
bent back toward the center of said frame and in the
plane thereof, the said ends being twisted together and
one end projecting above the straight upper edge in the
form of an upstanding hook adapted to penetrate, ^nd
project above, the folded edge of the portifere, with^he
frame portion lying within the folded edge of, and sup-
porting, the portldre.

2. A portiftre holder presenting a thin flat frame por-
tion with an extended straight upper e<lge to lie within
the folded edge of. and support, the portlftre. and a hook
upstanding from the central portion of said edge adapted
to pehetrate and project above the folded edge.

3. A portiere holder presenting a thin flat skeleton
frame portion with curved ends and an extended straight
upper edge to lie within the folded edge of. and support,
the portlfere. and a hook upstanding from the central
portion of said edge adapted to penetrate and project
above the folded edge.

1,229,673. CINEMATOGRAPH. Victor W. Thoma«,
Chicago. 111., assignor to C. L. Peyton, Chbago, in.
Filed June 26, 1916. Serial No. 105.790. ^O. 88—18.)
1. In a cinematograph having a film pathway, means

for moving film through said pathway, an arbor disposed
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tran8v«T8fly of aod adjacent said pathway, a spool eccen-
trically mounted upon said arbor, a pulley rotatably
mounted upon said spool, and means for rotatably ad-
justing said spool relative to its axis.

2. In a cinematograph having a film pathway, means
for moving film through said pathway, an arbor disposed
transversely of and adjacent said pathway, a spool eccen-
trically mounted upon said arbor, a pulley rotatably
mounted upon said spool, and means for rotatably ad-
Justing said spool relative to its axis comprising a gear
fixed to said arbor, a rack bar coacting with said gear, a
rotatable sleeve having a spiral slot therein, and a pin
upon said racli bar adapted to coact with said spiral slot.

3. In a cinematograph a film pathway, meana for
moving film therethrough, an eccentrically Journaled roller
adapted to be engaged by the film between said pathway
and said film moving m>-ans. and devices for rotating the
Journal of said roller including a pinion on said Journal,
a reclprocahle rack bar enjraging said pinion, and means
for reciprocating said rack.

4. In a cinematograph a film pathway, means for
moving film therethrough, an eccentrically Journaled roller
adapted to be engaged by the Aim between said pathway
and said film moving means, and devices for rotating the
Journal of said roller including a pinion on said Journal,
a redprocable rack bar engaging said pinion, and a rota-
table sleeve telescoplcally engaging said rack bar. and
means operatlvely connecting said rack bar and sleeve
whereby the rotation of the latter Is adapted to recipro-
cate said rack bar.

1,229.674. RAIL-JOINT SUPPORT AND FASTENING.
McLbod Thomson. Atlantic City, N. J., assignor to
The Rail Joint Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation
of New York. Filed Feb. 19. 1916. Serial No. 79,288.
(01. 239—6.)

1. An antlcreeper construction for rails Including, In
combination with the rails, the track ties and the Joint
bars fastened to the rails, a rail supporting and fastening
base of greater length than the Joint bars and projecting
beyond the ends of the latter and engaging the ties next
beyond the Joint ties, said base being provided at one side
edge only with upstanding holding abutments engaging
the ends of one Joint bar.

2. An antlcreeper construction for rails Including, In
combination with the track ties, the rails and the joint
bars fastened to the rails of separate base members of a

greater length than the Joint bars and projecting beyond
the latter to engage the ties next beyond the Joint ties,

each of said base members being provldetl at one side edge
portion only with upstanding flange elements engaging
over the rail flange and having an abutting engagement
with the ends of one Joint bar.

1.229,675. GUN SILENCER AND RECOIL-REDLCER.
EcGS.vB W. Thompson, New London. Conn. Filed
Mar. 2, 1916. Serial No. 81,767. (CI. 89—31.)

1. In combination with a gun barrel having au elon-
gated chamber substantially Immediately beyond the bore
of the breech of the barrel and provided with a cylin-
drical bore beyond said chauil>er and being of a diameter
Intermediate the diameters of the chamber and the bore
of the breech of the barrel, a series of bushings or sleeves
arranged axlally in the cylindrical bore, and means
threaded Into the muzzle end of the barrel for retaining
the sleeves or bushings in place.

2. In <omblnatlon with a gun barrel having an elon-
gated chamber substantially immediately beyond the bore
of the breech of the barrel and provided with a cylindrical
l)ore beyond said chamber and being of a diameter Inter-
mediate the diameters of the chamber and the bore of
the breech of the barrel, a series of bushings or sleeves
arranged axlally In the cylindrical bore, and means
threaded Into the muizle end of the barrel for retaining
the sleeves or bushings in place, said chamber adjacent
the bore of the breech of the barrel having radial
tongues, having their Inner ends spaced apart correspond-
ing to the diameter of the bore of the breech.

3. In combination with a gun barrel having an elon-
gated chamber substantially immediately beyond the bore
of the breech of the barrel and provided with a cylindrical
bore beyond said chamber and being of a diameter Inter-
mediate the diameters of the chamber and the bore of
the breech of the barrel, a series of bushings or sleeves
arranged axlally in the cylindrical bore, and means
threaded Into the muzile end of the barrel for retaining
the sleeves or bushings In place, said bushings or sleeves
having chambers of diameters larger than the diameter
of the bore of the breech of the barrel. an<l provided with
passages of diameters corresponding to the diameter of the
bore of the breech of the barrel, said passages of the
sleeves or bushing being arranged alternately with tba
chambers of the sleeves or bashings.

4. In combination with a gun barrel having an elon-
gated chamber substantially Immediately beyond the bore
of the breech of the barrel and provided with a cylindrical
bore beyond said chamber and lielng of a diameter Inter-
mediate the diameters of the chamber and the l)ore of tlie

breech of the barrel, a series of bushings or sleeve*
arranged axlally in the cylindrical bore and means
threaded Into the muzzle end of the barrel for retaining
the sleeves or bushings in place, said bushings or sleeves
having chaml)ers of dlameterH larger than the diameter
of the bore of the breech of the barrel, and provided with
passages of diameters corresponding to the diameter of
the l>ore of the breech of the barrel, said passages of the
sleeves or bushings being arranged alternately with the
chambers of the sleeves or bushings, said sleeves or bush-
ings In their walls having perforations, to permit the
gases to escape in advance of the projectile.

5. In combination with a gun barrel an elongated cham-
ber substantially immediately beyond the bore of th«
breech of the barrel and provided with a cylindrical bore
beyond said chamber and being of a diameter interme-
diate the diameters of the chamber and the bore of the
breech of the barrel, a series of bushings or sleeves
arranged axlally In the cylindrical bore, and means
threaded Into the muscle end of the barrel for retaining

the sleeves or bushingx in place said chamber adjacent

the bore of the breech of the barrel having radial

tongues, having their Inner ends spaced apart correspond-

ing to the diameter of the bore of the breech, said bushings

or sleeves having chambers of diameters larger than the

diameter of the bore of the breech of the barrel, and pro-

vlde<l with passages of diameters corresponding to the

diameter of the bore of the breech of the barrel, said

passages of the sleeves or bushings being arranged alter-

nately with the chambers of the sleeves or bushings, said

sleeves or bushings In their walls having perforations, to

permit the gases to escape in advance of the projectile.

!

1.229,676. PUMP. Francis D. Tic*, Nlantlc, Conn.

Filed July 28. 1915. SerUl No. 42.246. (CI. 103—44.)

1. In a mechanism of the class described, a casing

comprising an Interior annular cylinder-chamber having

an end wall forming its closed side and an outer and

Inner annular wall and divided by a fixed partition or

kflttd extending across the width of the chamber, a

piston comprising a plate or head closing the open side

of said cylinder-chamber and having projecting from Its

inner fa<e an annular flange provided with a recess

receiving said partition or head, inlet and outlet ports

entering said cylinder-chamber respectively at opposite

ides of said partition or head, a rotary shaft extending

transversely of said casing and axlally with relation to

the annulus of the cylinder-chamber and having a bearing

in the end wall thereof, a cheek-plate closing the side of

the casing opposite said end wall and forming a bearing

for the plate or head of the piston, said shaft having

also a bearing In said cheek-plate, and a block or enlarge-

ment carried by and extending across the portion of said

•haft which crosses the width plane of the cylinder-

chamber between the end wall and said cheek-plate and

having a cylindrical periphery eccentric to the axis otjfhe

abaft, whereby said block has a bearing between sild

end wall and cheek plate, said piston having a central

circular bearing projecting Inwardly from Its head plate

and receiving and co-extensive with the width of said

block or enlargement between said end wall and cheek

plate, whereby the piston has an eccentric mounting with

relation to the cylinder-chamber and co-extensive with

the entire width plane thereof intermediate of the shaft

bearing to operate Jts annular flange in a gyratory move-

Bient.

2. In B mechanism of the class described, a casing com-

prising an interior annular cyllnder-ciiamber having an

end wall forming its closed side and an outer and inner

annular wall and divided by a fixed partition or head

extending across the width of the chamber, a piston com-

prising a plate or head closing the open side of said

cylinder-chamber and having projecting from its Inner

face an annular flange provided with a recess receiving

said partition or head, inlet and outlet ports entering

•aid cylinder-chamber respectively at opposite sides of

aid partition or head, a rotary shaft extending trans-

versely of said casing and axlally with relation to the

annulus of the cylinder-chamber and leaving a bearing In

the end wall thereof, a cheek plate closing the side of the

casing opposite said end wall and forming a bearing for

the plate or head of the piston, said shaft also having a

bearing In said cheek-plate and having an angular enlarge-

ment projective laterally with relation to the axis of the

shaft, and a disk-piece or block having a cylindrical

periphery and a recess receiving said angular enlargement

and having its cylindrical periphery extending across the

width plane of the cylinder between the end wall thereof

and said cheek-plate, whereby said block is mounted with

Its cylindrical periphery eccentric to the axis of the shaft

and has a bearing between said end wall and cheek plate,

said pistop having a central circular bearing concentric

with the piston flange and receiving said disk-piece or

block and co-extenslve with the periphery thereof l)etween

said end wall and cheek-plate, whereby the piston has an

eccentric mounting with relation to the cylinder-chamber

and coextensive with the entire width plane thereof

intermediate of the shaft bearings to opefate Its annular

flange In a gyratory movement.

8. In a mechanism of the class described, a casing

comprising an interior annular cylinder-chamber having

an end wall forming Its closed side and an outer and

inner annular wall and divided by a fixed partition or

head extending across the width of the chamber, a piston

comprising a plate or head closing the open side of said

cylinder-chamber and havlnj: projecting from its inner

face an annular flange provided with a recess receiving

said partition or head. Inlet and outlet ports entering

said cylinder-chamber respectively at opposite sides of

said partition or head, a rotary shaft extending trans-

versely of said casing and axlally with relation to the

annulus of the cylinder-chamber and having a bearing In

the end wall thereof, a cheek-plate closing the side of the

casing opposite said end wall and forming a bearing for

the plate or head of the piston, said shaft also having a

bearing in said cheek-plate and havinn an angular enlarge-

ment projective laterally with relation to the axis of the

shaft and extending entiiely across the portion of the

shaft which crosses the width plane of the cylinder-

chamber between the end wall thereof and the cheek-plate,

and a disk-piece or block co-extensive with the length of

said angular enlargement and having a cylindrical pe-

riphery and a recess receiving said angular enlargement.

whereby said block Is mounted with Its cylindrical pe-

riphery eccentric to the axis of the shaft and said block

and angular enlargement have a bearing between said end

wall of the cylinder chamber and the cheek-plate, said pis-

ton having a central circular bearing projecting Inwardly

from its head plate and receiving and co-extenslve with

the width of said disk-piece or block, whereby the piston

has an eccentric mounting with relation to the cyllnder-

chaml>er and co-extensive with the entire width plane

thereof intermediate of the shaft bearings to operate its

annular flange In a gyratory movement.
4. In a mechanism of the class described, a casing

comprising an Interior annular-chamber having an end

wall forming Its closed side and an outer and inner

annular wall and divided by a fixed partition or head

extending across the width of the chamber, a piston

comprising a plate or head closing the open side of said

cylinder-chamber and having projecting from Its inner

face an annular flange provided with a recess receiving

said partition or head, inlet and outlet ports entering

said cylinder-chamber respectively and directly at oppo-

site sides of said partition or head and co-extensive with

the width of the cylinder-chamber, a rotary shaft extend-

ing transversely of said casing and axlally with relation

to the annulus of the cylinder-chamber and having a

bearing in the end wall thereof, said shaft having an

angular enlargement projective laterally with relation

to the axis of the shaft and extending across the portion

of the shaft which crosses the width plane of the cylinder-

chamber, a disk-piece or block co-extenslve with the

length of said angular enlargement and bearing against

the end wall of the cylinder cham»)er and tiavlng a cylin-

drical periphery and a recess slidably receiving said

angular enlargement, whereby said block Is removably

mounted with Its cylindrical periphery eccentric to the

axis of the shaft, said piston having a central circular

bearing projecting Inwardly and extended from a cylin-

drical perforation in the head-plate of the piston and

receiving and co-extenslve with the width of said dl>k-

plece or block, whereby the piston has an eccentric
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mounting with relation to the cyllnder-ohamber to opermte
Its annular flange In a gyratory movement therein, and
a removable Hide wall oppositely located with relation to
aid end wall of the casing and constituting a cheek plate
at the outer side of the head plate of the piston and form-
ing a bearing therefor and for the end of Mid disk piece or
block and for the shaft.

5. In a mechanism of the class descrll)ed, a casing
comprising an end wall forming the closed side of an
annular cylinder-chamber and a side wall forming the
outer annular wall of said chaml>er and an interior wall
forming the inner annular wall of said chamber and a
flJted partition or head dividing said annular cylinder-
chamber, a piston comprising a plate or head closing the
open side of said cylin<ler-chamber and having projecting
from Its inner face an annular flange provided with a
recess receiving xaid partition or head, an Inlet port
provided In the end wall of said casing at one side of said
partition or head and immediately adjacent thereto, mn
outlet port provided In the end wall of said casing at the
opposite Hide of said partition or head and immediately
adjaient thereto, said ports extending substantially across
the complete width area of the cylinder chamber between
Its outer and inner annular walls and at right angles to
said piston flange, a rotary shaft extending transversely
of said casing and axially with relation to the annalua of
the cylinder-chamber and having a bearing In the end
wall thereof, nald shaft having an angular enlargement
projective laterally with relation to the axis of the shaft,
a disk piece or block having a cylindrical periphery and a
recess slidably receiving said angular enlargement,
whereby Mid block is mounted with its cylindrical periph-
ery eccentric to the axis of the shaft, said piston having
a central circular bearing projecting Inwardly from Its
head plate and receiving said disk piece or block, whereby
the piston has an ecceutrlc mounting with relation to
the cylinder-chamber to operate Its annular flange In a
gyratory movement therein, and a side wall oppositely
located with relation to said end wall of the casing and
constituting a cheek-plate at the outer side of the head
plate of the piston, said cheek-plate forming a bearing
for the head-plate of the piston and the disk-piece or
block and also for the shaft.

1.22«,677. COLLAPSIBLE CRATE AND LOCK. Bakbb
M. ToMBERLix, Santa Rosa, Cal. Filed Mar. 81, 1916.
Serial .No. Is^feS. (CI. 22(>—17.)

4 y- T -V. L

1. In a folding crate, the combination with a collapsi-
ble ftmcture having hinged members collapsible on each
other, and a sliding bolt having a hinged hook carried
by one end and adapte<I to engage and lock some of the
parts In their unfolde<l position and some of the parts In
their folded position, the said bolt having an extension
disposed to engage other of the parts of the crate when
folded and to clamp them against hook engaged parts.

2. In a folding crate, the combination with a collapsi-
ble structure, of a lock adapted to enuage parts of the
trncture for locking them in an open position and to
engage other parts of the structure for looking them In
a folded position, means for locking them in a folded
position, and means for locking the locking means In Its
locking positions.

3. In a folding crate, the combination with a collapsi-
ble structure, of a sliding bolt carried thereby and hav
Ing means adapted to engage and lock parts of the struc-

tnre in Us open position and also to engaffe and loc*
parts of the structure In Its clMcd position, a lever for
shifting the bolt, and means on the bolt cooperating with
the lever to lock the bolt.

4. In a folding crate, the combination with a collapsi-
ble structure, of a sliding l>oIt carried thereby and having
means adapted to engage and lock part8 «.f the struc-
ture In Its open position and also to engage and lock parts
of the structure In Its closed position, and a lever for
shifting the bolt, and means for locking the lever against
movement.

5. In a folding crate, the combination with a collapsi-
ble strncture, of a sliding bolt, a hook plvotally carried
thereby and adapted to engage and lock certain of the
parts of the structure in their unfolded position and to
engage and lock other of the parts of the structure In
their folded position, and a lever engaging the bolt for
actuating the same, the lever having a portion adapted
to engage the hook for reUlnlng the hook against pIvoUl
movement.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.229.6 7 8. MOLD-SUPPORT. H»nry Tschernino,
Freeport, 111., assignor to Arcade Manufacturing Com-
pany, Freeport, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Dec. 20. 1916. Serial No. 137.980. (CI. 22—90.)

1. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
with a flask sustaining device Including a lK>dy portion
and tilting bars mounted thereon to receive directly a
flask to be supported, of a vertically adjustable support
for said device, and a spring Interposetl between the two
and normally carrying the weight of said device and lU
load.

3. In devices of the class described, the comblnaUon
with a vertically adjustable suitably recessed approxi-
mately horliontal frame, of a tilting member slldlngly
supported at Its ends in the rece«8e<l frame, and adapted
to tilt when downward preMure Is applied at one end only
of the member

4. In devices of the class described, the combination
with a frame provlde.l with parallel recesses ea< h having
at Its ends downwardly converging smooth surfaces, of
Independent bars located in said recesses, respectively,
and each having rounded ends gupporte<l by and In slid-
ing contact with the corresponding surfaces, whereby the
bars may tilt independently to fit against the face of •
superposed flask.

7. The combination with Independent parallel bars
adapted to support by their end portions, only, an in-
verte<l flask and each having suitable end bearlng-sur-
faceti, of a member having downwardly converging faces
In position to support said hearing surfaces, respectively,
means supporting said member and permitting It to rock
in a plane transverse to said bars, and devices for raising
and lowering said means.

8. The combination with a fluid cylinder and plunger
rod for lowering an Inverted mold to separate It from
the pattern, of a rigid frame sustained by the plunger
ro<l and provided with suitable ways having Inclined end
surfaces, bar like mold sustaining devices having their
ends resting against said surfaces, respectively, and frea
to move thereon, an«! secondary analogous mold support-
ing devices similarly svpported npon the devices first men-
tioned.

[Claims 2. 5, and 6 not prlnte«l in the C.axette.]
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1.229.679. ENTSLOPi^OPE.VER. BuDOCPH Dbchhiak.
West Allls, Wis. Filed Oct. 14. 1914. 8erlal No.

M«,S77. (CI. 229—86.)

1---

The combination with an envelop, of an opener there-

for consisting of a length of thread having a handle

portion, and anchored portion and a medial cutting por-

tion, the cutting portion extending within and along the

crease of one of the folds of the envelop, the anchored

portion of said thread extending at right angles from the

cutting portion into the crease of an adjacent fold, and

the handle portion projecting outwardly from the en-

velop, the cutting and anchored portions of the thread

being glued to the respective portions of the envelop which

they engage approximately throughout their length, the

cutting portion of the thread being so lightly glued to

the portion of the envelop which It engages as to freely

separate therefrom when pulleil at an angle and the an-

chored portion l>eing more se«'urely glued to the portion

of the envelop which It engages to maintain its anchor-

age while the envelop Is l>elng opened by the angular pull

of the thread.

1.229,680. CO.NDIME.NT - HOLDER. JiAjf J. YANDm
VEER. Brattleboro. Vt. Filed Mar. 30, 1916. Serial No.

87.761. (CI. 68—57.)

The combination with a salt shaker including the usual

perforate*! cap threaded on the shaker body ; of a gasket

clamped between said shaker body and the cap to pre-

vent the entrance of moisture, a funnel-shaped moisture

excluding member formed Integrally with said gasket and
depending therefrom Into the upper end of the shaker

body, the lower end of said member being formed with a

circular opening, and a heavyweight ball confined In the

space between said member and the cap to normally

close the opening In the former to prevent the entrance

of moisture and to strike the cap when the shaker is in

use to Jar any collected salt from said cap.

1,229.681. EMULSIFIABLE LIQUID OR SOLID 80LC-
TIG.V AND METHOD OF MAKING IT. RaTiiOND
ViOAL. Paris, France. Filed July 3. 1912. Serial No.
707,548. (CT. 87—5.)

1. A clear solution, emulslflable with water, containing

an aqueous solution of an alkaline compound of castor

oil, a hydroxylated aromatic compound and at least an
equal amount of an organic liquid insoluble In water.

2. The herein described process of making clear solu-

tions emulslflable with water, which consists in treating

aa organic compound Insoluble in water with a solution

of an alkaline compound of castor oil In the presence of a

hydroxylated aromatic compound, the quantity of said

organic compound being at least equal to that of the

alliallne compound of castor oil.

3. The herein de8crll>ed process of making clear solu-

tions emulslflable with water, which consists in mixing

and heating together, a solution of an alkaline compound
of castor oil, the organic compound Insoluble In water
which is to be dissolved, and a hydroxylated aromatic

compound.

1.229.682. MOTOR-VEHICLE. Jesse G. Vincent, De-

troit, Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car Company,
Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Sept.

6. 1913. Serial No. 788,498. (CI. 21—90.)

1. In a motor vehicle the combination with the steering

column, a control rod mounted thereon, and a device at

the upper end of the steering column for actuating said

rod, of a carbureter having a plurality of valves, rods for

controlling said valves, levers to which said rods are con-

nected, and means on said control rod for yieldingly en-

gaging one of said levers and for positively engaging the

other of said levers.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the steering
column, a control rod mounted thereon, and a device at
the upper end of the steering column for actuating said

rod, of a carbureter having a plurality of valves, rods
for controlling said valves, levers to which said rods are
connected, a spring device on said control rod for engaging
one of said levers and a rigid device on said rod for engag-
ing the other of said levers.

8. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the steer-

ing column, a control rod mounted thereon, and a device
at the upper end of the steering column for actuating said

rod, of a carbureter having a plurality of valves, rods for

controlling said valves, levers to which said rods are con-

nected, and means on said control rod for engaging said
levers geriatim. i

4. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the steering

column, and the carbureter having a plurality of air

valves, and Independent connections from said valves to

the steering column, of means on the steering column for

controlling said valves seriatim.

5. In a motor vehicle, the combination with the steering
column, and the carbureter having a plurality of valves,

of independent connecting rods from said valves to the
steering column, levers on the steering column to which
said rods are connected, and a common means for actuat-
ing said levers teriatim.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,229,683. CARBURETER. John Vodicka and Ar>OLPH
F. TocNG, Charlevoix. Mich., assignors to Eureka Car-
buretter Co., Charlevoix. Mich., a Corporation of Michi-

gan. Filed Jan. 6. 1916. Serial No. 70,642. (Q.
261—48.)

1. In combination. In a carbureter, a throttle valve, a
fuel valve, an air intake directing the air past the fuel

valve, means for holding the fuel valve open initially and
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means In connection, Intlependently of the main air inlet,
with the manifold beyond the throttle valve for moving
the fuel valvf toward closed position under the action
of the suction exlstintf in the connection between the
throttle valve and the engine, substantially «» described.

2. In combination, in a carbureter, a tbrutile valve, a
main air Intake, a fuel valve, an auxiliary air intake be-
tween the throttle and the engine and menns subjected
to the suction in the connection between the throttle and
the engine for controlling the fuel Inlet valve and the
auxiliary air Intake, In accordance with the regulation of
the throttle, subHtantlally as described.

--5

1.229.685. FURNACE FOR PULVEROU8 FUEL. Ka«L
Hjalmar Vilhblm vo.n Porat, Stocksund. Sweden.
Filed July 16. lOl.l. Serial No. 779,161. (CI. 110—28.)

3. In combination. In a carbureter, a throttle valve, a
main air intake, a fuel valve, an auxiliary air intake, aald
fuel valve and auxiliary air Intake being initially open,
and means for controlling the fuel valve and the auxiliary
air Intake. aaUl means, for closing said auxiliary air in-

take and fuel valve being subjected to the suction preMure
existing between the throttle valve and the engine, sub-
stantially as described.

4. In combination a throttle valve, a main air Intake,
a fuel valve past which the main air Is directed, an aux-
iliary air intake connected with the manifold Itetween the
throttle and the engine, and means subjected to the suc-
tion of the air pas.^lng through the said auxiliary air
intake to the manifold beyond the throttle valve, said
means having a closing action on the auxiliary air intaJie
and the fuel valve under the suction existing In the mani-
fold beyond the throttle valve, substantially as described.

5. In combination, a throttle valve, a fuel valve, an air
intake directing the air past the fuel valve, means for
operating the fuel valve automatically. Including a mem-
ber subjected to the suction of the engine and closing
under said suction, said means Including an adjustment
for setting the fuel valve in open position for low speed,
substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printe<i In the Gazette.]

1.229,684. PROCESS FOR THE PREPARATION OF A
PHOSPHATE FERTILIZER. Vittorio Volpato, Ml
Ian. Italy. Filed Oct. 27. 1916. Serial No. 127.996.
(CI. 71—7.)
1. A process of rendering avallalde the phoophoric add

of phosphate rock which comprises mixing the ground
phosphate rock with a smaller quantity of a mixture of
alkaJl earth metal carbonate, alkali metal carfwnate and
alkali meul sulfate, heating the mixture to about 750° C,
and then treating the product with water.

2. A process of rendering available the phosphoric acid
of phosphate rock which comprises mixing the ground
phosphate rock with a smaller quantity of a mixture of
dolomite, sodium carbonate and sodium sulfate, heating
the mixture to about 750° C, and then treating the
product with water.

t{. A process of preparing an assimilable phoaphatic
fertilizer consisting In roasting a mixture comprising 1(X)
parts of phosphorite containing about 60'^r tricalclum
phosphate and about 6 parts of a mixture of 40*;^ dolo-
mite, 25'^c sodium carbonate and 35'^^ sodium sulfate, at
a temperature of about 750° C, and thereafter treating
the calcined mass with water.

1. In a furnace for burning pulverous fuel, a channel,
built of refractory material, a vault above said channel,
means for Introducing the fuel Into said channel, free
spaces on both sides of the channel l>etween the walls of
the channel and the furnace wall, the vault extending
over the front part of the channel and the said free spaces
so as to form backwardly leading channels on both sides
of the first channel, means for causing the gases to pass
said backwardly leading channels for the purpose of being
cooled before passing forwardly over the vault.

2. In a furnace for burning pulverous fuel, a cbanoel,
built of refractory material, a vault above said channel,
means for lntro<luctag the fuel Into said channel, free
spaces on both sides of the channel between the walls of
the channel and the furnace wall, the vault extending
over the front part of the channel and the said free spaces
so as to form backwardly leading channels on both sides
of the first channel, means for causing the gases to pass
said backwardly leading channels for the purpose of being
coole<l l)efore passing forwardly over the vault, and an
Independent firing device for the purpose of Igniting the
fuel at the beginning of the supply or at Intervals.

'.i. In a furnace for burning pulverous fuel, a channel,
built of refractory material, a vault above said <hannel.
means for introducing the fuel Into said channel, free
spaces on both sides of the channel between the walls of
the channel and the furnace wall, the vault extending over
the front part of the channel and the said free spa< es so
as to form backwardly leading channels on both sides of
the first channel, means for causing the gases to pass said
backwardly leading channels for the purpose of being
cooled before passing forwardly over the vault, an inde-
pendent fire box, and means for causing both the gases
resulting from the burning of the pulverous fuel as well as
the gases coming from the fire box to pass both the upper
and lower sides of the vault.

4. In a furnace for burning pulverous fuel, a <lown-
wardly extending vault having a channel therein, means
for Introducing the fuel Into the upper end of said chan-
nel, a second vault overlapping but spaced from the first

mentioned vault, means for Igniting the fuel, free spaces
on both sides of the first mentioned vault l>etween this
latter and the furnace wall, the last mentioned vault ex-
tending oTer the front part of the channel and the free
spaces so as to form backwardly leading channels on both
sides of the first channel, means for causing the gases to
pass said backwardly leading channels for the purpose of
being cooled before passing forwardly over the vault.

1.229,686. WASHING MACHINE. WiLLiAM H. Vo«»,
Davenport. Iowa. Filed Jan. 24. 1914. Serial No.
814.072. (CT. 70—3.)

1. A clamp for washing machines or the like comprising
a bracket mounted on one part thereof, a hooked device
pivoted on said bracket and adjustable with relation
thereto, a plate pivoted upon another part substantially
at right angles to the hook and having a portion adapted
to engage with said book whereby said parts may be firmly
clamped together.

2. In a washing machine, a tub. a removable lid thereon,
a bracket secured to the side of the tub and including a
guide, a forked hooked member pivoted to the bracket and
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embracing said guide, means for adjusting said hook mem-
ber with relation to said guide, a second guide on the lid
a plate plvotally mounted at right angles to the hook

above said second guide and having a cam portion adapted
to engage with the hook upon the hooked member, all
for the purpose described.

1.229.687. GEARIN<; FOR WASHING MACHINES.
WiLM.*.\i H. Voss. I>nvenport. Iowa. Filed Mar. 15.
1915. .«*erlal No. 14.347. (CI. 74—50.)

1. In a gearing for washing machines, a platform, a
driving Hhatt niounte<l therein, a supfwrt, an oscillating
and reclpro.ating shaft In said support, a second shaft
oscillating on an axis lying along Its length for operating
said first oscillating shaft, and a driving connection be
tw.^n the driving shaft and the second oscillating shaft.

4. In a genrlnt: for washing machines, a support, a
shaft adapted to reciprocate and oscillate in the support,
a rocking shaft adapted to operate said first shaft, a main
shaft underneath the support and connections from the
main shaft to the rocking shaft to drive the same, includ-
ing a clutch.

9. In apparatus of the class described, a driving shaft,
^a vertical shaft, a rocking shaft to operate said vertical
I shaft, s crank on said driving shaft, a clutch device inter-
posed between said crank and said driving shaft, a con-
nection between said crank and said rocking shaft and a
lever for throwing said dutch.

[Claims 2, 8, and 5 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229..ISS. KG«}-CRATK. Sid.ve^ C. Wallace. Chicago,
ill. Filed Apr. 14. 1916. Serial No. 91.083 (CI
15ii—II. 5.

J

1. A shlpidng crate comprising an outer casing con-
stru.f.d from a heavy cotton cord textile stiffened fabric,
an inner (aslng ctmstructed frttm a corresptmdlng textile
fabric, and means connected to and extending from the
corners of the outer casing toward and connected to the
corners of the Inner casing, for yleldably suspending the
inner casing spaced up«jn all sides from the inner surface
of the outer casing.

2. A shipping crate comprising an outer casing con-
structed from a textile stiffened fabric, provided with an
open end. a textile fabric closure for said open end an
inner casing constructed from a stiffened textile fabric
provided with an open end, .lamping memU^rs carried

by the open end of the inner casing to hold the contents
of the inner casing in place, yieldable means connected
to and extending from the corners of the outer casing
toward and connected to the corners of the inner casing
for suspending the inner casing spaced upon all sides
from the inner surface of the outer casing.

1.229.689. CURRENT TRANSFORMING AND REC-
TIFYING APPARATUS. JCLIC8 B. Wantz. Chicago,
III., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Victor Electric
Corporation, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of New York
Filed Nov. 5. 1914. Serial No. 870,391. (Cl. K.-l—304

)"

1. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-
nation of a source of alternating-current supply, and
rectifying means comprising current-conducting shoes
spaced apart, and each formed of relatively adjustable
sections, certain of said shoes being connected with said
supply, a rotary member carrying current-conducting
members adapted to c-o«perate with said shoes, and means
for driving said rotary member In synchronism with said
alternating current.

3. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-
nation of a source of alternating-current supply, and
rectifying means comprising current conducting" shoes
spaced apart and extendlnj: In substantially the same
plane, each of said shoes being formed of relatively ad-
justable sections and certain of said shoes being con-
nected with said supply, a rotary member carrying current-
conducting members extending in substantially the same
plane and adapted to cooperate with said shoes, and means
for driving said roUry member in synchronism with said
alternating current.

7. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combl-
nation of current-conducting shoes spaced apart and

'H
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each formed of relatively adJuHtal>le settlons. and a ro-
tary member carryln« current-conducting m.ml^rs adapt-
ed to cooperate with said shoes.

11. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-
nation of a ring rotaiably mounted and carrying current-
conducting members, a second ring rotatably .sui)port.-d
on said first named mem»>er and carrying current (•ondu<t
ing members, said first-named and last named current
conducting members being arranged in sets to form aec-
tlonal shoes spactsj apart, and a rotary member carrying
current-conducting members adapted to cooperate with
aaid shoes, .said first and second named rings being ad-
justable together about the axis of said rotary member.

13. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combi-
nation of a source of alternating-current supply, a trans-
former connected with said source, rectifying means con-
nected with the secondary of said transformer, sparking
terminals connected with the opposite sides of the line
leading from the secondary of the transformer to said
rectifying means and spaced apart to cause the trans-
formed current to traverse the gap between said terminals
when the voltage across the secondary of said tran.sformer
exceeds a predetermined Intensity.

[Claims 2. 4 to 6, 8 to 10. 12. and 14 not prlntetl in
the Gazette.]

1.229.690. PACKA<;E-TTING DEVICE. Jacob J.
W.\.sKOM. Louisville. Ky. Fll.d Mar. IS. 1916. Kerial
No. f<3.s42. (CI. 24—134.1

1. In a package tying device, a base plate, means for
securing a cord to one end thereof, said plate being pro-
vi.led at the opposite end with a cord receiving recess a
laterally disposed slot extending from the edge of the
plate into said recess and a spring pressed dog provided
with a Jaw cooperating with the wall of said recess to
clamp said cord, the wall of said recess and the face of
•aid Jaw being forwardly and upwardly inclined, and the
wall of said recesa being smooth and the cooperating face
of the Jaw being transversely and longitudinally serrated
substantially as described.

2. In a package tying device, a cord holder comprising
a base plate provided at one end with a cord receiving
recess, a plate secured to said base plate and provldnl with
Integral upturned ears, a dog having a jaw co<iperating
with said recess and provided with ears plvotally con-
nected to the aforementioned ears, an aperture In the last
mentioned plate forming with the base plate a recess, a
spring having one end seated in said recess and the other
end engaging said dog, substantially as described.

3. A package tie comprising a base plate provided at
one end with a cord receiving recess, said base plate l>eing
substantially thicker at the cord receiving end to provide
a greater bearing surface for said cord, a plate secured
to said base plate, and provided with upturned ears, a
dog provided with ears plvotally connected to the afore-
mentioned ears, said dog having one end substantially
thickened to cofiperate with said cord receiving recess, an
aperture in said plate forming with said base plate a
recess, a spring having one end In said recess and the
other end engaging said dog, substantially as described.

mouth, a ram adapted to move upwardly through the
length of the re<eptac|p. and a conveyer inounte«l to run
within the frame and to receive the <-oke on It*, defleition

1.229,691. APPARATUS FOR DISCHARGING COKE.
Stxphc.v Newcombc Wellington. London, England
Filed Oct. 30. 1916. Serial No. 128.471. (Cl. 214 1.)
1. An apparatus for discharging coke from the recep-

tacle in which It has been quenched, comprising a frame
having a month adapte<l to lie over the upper end of the
receptacle, a curved plate or wall mounted over the said

1
tl^

by the curved plate or wall aforesaid and to quickly <-arry
the coke away on its discharge on to the conveyer, sub-
stantially as described.

[Claims 2 to 4 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1.229.692. PNEUMATIC NOT&SHEET TRACKING DE-
VICE. Fr^xk C. White. Merlden. Conn., assignor to
The Wilcox &. White Company. Merlden. Conn., a Cor-
pora tlon of Connecticut. Filed Dec. 29. 1915. Serial
No. 69.182. (Cl. 84—101.)

reo .^/

In a pneamatic player mechanism, a tracker hoard,
music roil mechanism adjacent thereto and arranged to
hold a perforated music rheet thereon, one of said parts
being shlftahle laterally lelttively to the other to prop-
erly position .said she«'t on the tracker, a spring for mov-
ing the shiftable part in on^ direction and a shifter pneu-
matic for moving said part in an opposite direction on
the collapse of said pneumatic, a brake for said shifter
pneumatic, a pneumatic control for said brake, a passage
from said exhauster to each of said pneumatics, the pat<

sage to the brake controlling pneumatic being freer ttaao

the passage to the shifter pneumatic, and a vent leading
to said shifter pneumatic from the tracker board at a
point adjacent to the edge of the music sheet, and ar-
ranged to be opened and closed thereby.

1,229,693. ADJUSTING DEVICE FOR BEARINGS AND
PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING THE SAME.
Charles E. Wil80X, Wilklnsburg. Pa., assignor to
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Flle<l May 11. 1914. Se-
rial No. 837.799. (Cl. 29—156.)
1. In an adjusting device, the combination with a disk

provided with a tbre«de<I portion, of a perforated plate
member attached thereto.

2. In an adjusting device, the combination with a disk
having a screw threaded portion, of a recessed plate
member welded to said disk.
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8. Id an adjusting device, the combination with a disk
hartng a Kcrew-thresded flange integral therewith, of a
itceaaed plate memt>er welded to said disk.

4. In an adjusting device, the combination with a disk
having a peripheral screw-threaded portion, of a recessed
plate niemlHT spot welded to said disk.

5. The process of manufacturing an adjusting device
which consists in forming a tbreade<I member by punch-
ing, forming a recessed member by punching, and then
welding said members together. •.

(Claim 6 not printed In the (Gazette.]

1.229.694. SURGICAL-MOTOR CASING. William A.
WiNTBR, Elast Orange. N. J., assignor to The Kny-
«che«rer Corporation, a Corporation of New York. Filed
Apr. 28, 1916. Serial No. 94.125. (Cl. 74—56.)

1. A portable motor having a structural juslng In com-
bination with a removable sterillzable Inclosing shell, said
shell comprising two Jolnahle parts ; a bayonet Joint for
Joining said parts

; and means for anchoring said parts
against turning relatively to said structural casing.

3. The combination with a surgical motor having vari-
ous structural parts, of a sterillzable Inclosing shell com-
prising two parts: means for securing one of said shell-
parts to a structural part of said motor; means requiring
a rotation of said second shell-part for securing said
second shell-part In position ; and means comprising an
electric connector ^or preventing a reverse rotation of
said second shell -part.

5. A two-part sterillzable shell forming a complete
inclosure for a surgical motor: having a tubular extension
forming a duct through said shell to permit th« entrance
of and to fit about a removable electrical plug.

6. In surgical motors a sterillzable shell having an In-
turnefl flange 5 : a tool-chuck having a flange 32 which by
cooperation with flange 3 holds the chuck In operative
position when said shell is in place: and a movable catch
for holding said chuck against removal from said shell
when said shell Is removed from said motor.

(Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.695. WINDOW SCREEN. Pettr J. Wolfe, Colum
bus, Ohio. Filed July 11. 1910. Serial No. 106 685
(Cl. 156—.38.)

lo a window screen, a rectangular body framework, a
U-shaped channel member slldably embracing one side of
said framework, said member having a slot In one of its
legw. a pin carried by the side rail of said framework

and projecting through said slot, a locking element car-
ried by said member arranged to slide at right angles to

said slot, said element being provided with a bayonet slot
whereby said pin may be engaged to hold said member
and said frame immovable.

1,229,696. COMBINATION KNIFE AND FORK. Ed
WABD D. Woods, aeveland, Ohio, assignor to Koren
Manufacturing Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Aug.
28, 1916. Serial No. 116,481. (Cl. 80—9.)

1. A combination knife and fork equipment compris-
ing, a pair of hollow tubular handles each open at both
«nds to permit circulation of cleansing fluid therethrough,
a knife blade having its shank end secured to one Inner
Bide of Its respective handle leaving an unobstructed lon-
gitudinal opening therethrough at the other side, a fork
having Its shank secured to one Inner side of its respec-
tive handle leaving a longitudinal opening throughout
said handle, the knife and fork respectively insertlble In
the openings In the opposite handles and overlapping each
other when the parts are assembled.

2. A compact equipment compose<l of eating utensils
comprising, a pair of tubular bandies having unobstructed
longitudinal openings extended entirely therethrough to
permit circulation of a cleansing medium, a knife secured
to one inner side of one handle, and a fork secured to
one Inner side of the other handle, said knife and fork
each spaced from one side of its respective handle to per-
mit the Insertion of the other of said resp. ctive mem-
bers, in said unobstructed opening and integral lateral
extensions at the meeting edges of said tubular handles.

1,229,697. REEL. Hakrv Pobtih Allen, Austin, Tex.,
assignor to New Jersey Patent Company. West Orange!
N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Sept 19
1913. Serial No. 790.651. (Cl. 242—74.)

1. A film reel comprising a huh or drum, said drum
being provided with a longitudinal slot for the reception
of the end portion of a fllm. and a pair of outwardly ex-
tending members disposed in said slot and adapted to en-
gage said end portion of the fllm. said members being so
posltlone«l as to automatically disengage themselves from
the fllm when the latter Is completely unwound from said
drum, substantially as described.

2. A huh or drum for fllm reels, said drum being pro-
vided with a longitudinal slot for the reception of the
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end portion of a film, and outwardly extending meant dis-
posed In said slot adapted to engage aald end portion of
tbe film, said means being so positioned as to antomatl-
cally disengage the film whpn the latter is completely
unwound from said drum, substantially as described.

3. A film reel comprising a hub or drum having a longi-
tudinal slot for the reception of the end of a film, said
slot being substantially greater In width than the thick-
ness of the film, and a pair of outwardly extending spaced
pins secured to the hub or drum and located substantially
centrally of said slot, substantially as described.

4. A film reel comprising a bub or drum having a longi-
tudinal slot for the reception of the end of a film, said
slot being substantialjy greater In width than the thick-
ness of the film, and a pair of spaced pins extending sub-
stantially radially of the hub or drum and located sub-
stantially centrally of said slot, the outer ends of the pins
being substantially coincident with the outer surface of
the hub or drum, substantially as described.

5. .\ film reel comprising a hub or drum having a longi-
tudinal slot for the reception of the end of a film, and a
pair of outwardly and substantially radially extending
spaced pins fixedly mounted in said slot adjacent the ends
thereof for engaging the usual perforations In the edge
portions of the flim, the distance between said pins and
one side of the slot being sufBcient to permit the film to
disengage said pins without appreciably bending tbe film,

substantially as described.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.698. COMBINATION STEP LADDER AND IRON-
ING-BOARD. Jacob Asbbss and Samcbl Bbiskbk.
-Montreal. Quebec. Canada. Filed Jan. 2. 1917. Serial
No. 140,119. (CI. 228—82.)

1. A combination step ladder and ironing board com-
prising a step ladder consisting of a step portion and a
prop portion, a rod extending transversely of said prop
portion for plvotally connecting the ladder to the step
portion, an Ironing board plvotally connected to said rod
supporting legs carried by one end of said ironing board
and said ironing board and supporting legs adapted to rest
within said prop portion when in their folded position for
the purpose specified.

2. \ convertible article of furniture of the character
described comprising a step ladder consisting of a step
portion, a rod carried by said step portion and extending
transversely thereof, a prop portion plvoUlly connected
to said rod, an ironing board, a pair of books carried by
••Id ironing board and adapted to be detachably and plv-
otally connected to said rod, supporting legs hlngedly
connecte<l to the outer end of said ironing board, said sup-
porting legs and Ironing board adapted to rest within said
prop portion when In their folded position and latib mem-
bers carried by said prop portion for locking said Ironing
board within said prop portion for the purpose specified.

1,229,699. HIGH POTENTIAL-MEASURING DEVICE.
Jambs C. Armor, Ingram. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of
IVnnsylvanla. Filed Feb. 3. 1911. SerUl No. 606.425.
Renewed Apr. 30, 1915. Serial No. 25.078. (CI. 171—^5.)
1. The combination with a source of electrical energy

and a plurality of condensers connected in series across

said source, of a spark gap device connected in parallel
reUtlon to one of said condensers to indicate when tbe
voltage of said source has a predetermined maximum
value.

2. The combination with a source of high potential elec-
trics energy and two relatively vtrUble conden.er. ofwidely different capacities connected in series .cross said
source, of a discharge gap device connected in parallel
with the condenser of larger capacity for Indicating when
the source of potential has a predetermined maximum
value.

3. The combination with a source of high potential elec
trlcal energy, of means for determining when the potential
thereof has reached a predetermined maximum value com-
prising . condenser of varUble capacity, a second con-denser of reUtlvely large capacity connected in series
therewith, and a spark gap device at which discharges may
occur, connected In multiple circuit with said larger con-
denser.

4. A high potential measuring device comprising a sta-
tionary terminal member, a cooperating adjustable ter-
minal member In electro-static relation therewith an
auxiliary terminal member adJusUbly related to 'said
adjustable member, and a discharge gap devlo- electrically
connectetl to said adjustable terminal members.

3. A high potential measuring device comprising co-
operating and relatively adJusUble terminal members in
electro-static relation, an auxiliary terminal member ad-
justably assocUted with one of said terminal members
and a spark gap device connected to said auxiliary termi-
nal meml.er and to the terminal member with which it
Is associated.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.229.700. ELECTRIC WELDING PROCES.s. Carl B
ACBL, Wllklnsborg, Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Elec-
tric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of
Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 10. 1914. Serial No. 876.483
(CI. 219—10.)

1. A process of preparing a thin sheet or ribbon of
oxldlzable metal for welding that comprises breaking the
coating of oxld on the said sheet at a large number of
closely adjacent points over substantially tbe area to be
welded without substantially distorting or wenkening the
said sheet or ribbon.

2. A process of preparing a thin sheet or ribbon of oxl-
•lliable metal for welding that comprises forming a large
numf>er ..f relatively small projections over substantially
the area to be w.-l.|ed In such a manner as to break the
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surface coating of oxld without substantially distorting or

weakening the said sheet or ribbon.

8. A process of preparing a thin sheet or ribbon of

readily oxidlaable metal for welding that comprises form-

ing a large number of relatively small indentations in one

side of the said sheet and over substantially the area to

be welded, and thereby producing a like number of rela-

tively sharp projections upon its other side, to break tbe

surface coating of oxld.

4. A process of welding a thin sheet or ribbon of metal

having surface scale adhering thereto that comprises

breaking the said scale at a large number of relatively

small points over substantially the area to be welded,

whereby clean metal surfaces are exposed at the said

points, placing the said treated surface against another

metal surface and applying electric current and pressure.

1.229.701. LOCK FOR AXLE-NUTS. Joh.n H. Banka.

Battle «reek. Mich. Flle<l Mar. 30, 1916. Serial No.

87.734. (CI. 151—27.)

1. The combination of an axle arm. of an axle skein

therefor, an axle nut threaded on said skein, an axle skein

r.talnlng bolt threaded Into said arm. an eccentric collar

and a stop disk arranged on said bolt, said stop disk being

provided with a segmental notch, the ends of the notch con-

stituting stops, and a locking disk eccentrically mounted on

said collar for rotative adjustment thereon so that when

adjusted to one position It overlaps said axle nut and

when adjusted to another position it lies within the circle

of Its bore, said locking disk being provided with a double

cam terminating In a stop lug projecting Into the notch

of said stop disk to ooact with said stops thereof, the

cam l>elng a<iapte<l to engage said disk when said stop

lug is engaged with either stop of said stop disk.

3. The combination of a nut, a support member pro-

jecting beyond the nut. an eccentric collar and a stop

disk arranged on said support meml>er. said stop disk l>e-

ing provided with a pair of stops, and a locking dlsic

e<'centrlcally mounted on said collar for rotative adjust-

ment tb.reon so that when adjusted to one position It

overlaps said nut and when adjusted to another position

it lies within the circle of Its bore, said locking disk being

provided with a stop lug coactlng with the stops of said

stop disk and with a cam adapted to engage said stop

disk when said stop lug is engageil with either stop of

said stop disk.

(Claim 2 not printed in the (iarette.

]

gaging tbe stationary contact member when the switch la

closed, a relatively stationary cam member mounted on

the movable contact member, a rotatable cam meml)er

adapted to coSperate with the stationary cam member to

actuate tbe locking means when it is turned, and a book

member adapted to actuate the rotatable cam member
when it is inserted in the eye member.

1.229.702. [WITHDRAWN.]

1.229.703. LATCHING DEVICE. Habold G. Baxter.

Wilkinsburg. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylva-

nia. Filed June 9, 1914. Serial No. 843,942. (CI.

175—282.)
1. The combination with a stationary and a movable

memt>er, of means for locking said members in engage-

ment, a relatively stationary cam memt)er mounted on

the movable member, and a rotatable cam member opera-

tlvely connected to the locking means and adapted to co-

operate with the stationary cam meml>er to release the

said locking means when the rotatable cam member Is

turne<l.

2. In a knife-blade switch, the combination with co-

operating contact members, of an eye member attached

to the movable contact member, a locking means for en-

I
r\

@_|J5
3. In a knife-blade switch, the combination with sta-

tionary contact members, and a cooperating knife-blade

member, of an eye member and a stationary cam member

mounted on the knife-blade member, a bolt for normally

engaging said stationary contact member when the switch

is closefl. a rotatable cam member adapted to cooperate

with the stationary cam member to release the bolt, and

an operating hook member adapted to actuate the rota-

table cam member when it is Inserted In the eye member.

4. \ latching device for a knife-blade switch compris-

ing a bolt carried by the movable meml>er of the switch

and adapted to engage the stationary member, a relatively

stationary cam member mounted on the movable member
of the switch, and a rotatable cam member operatively

connected to the bolt and adapted to cofiperate with the

stationary cam member to disengage the bolt from the

stationary meml)er of tbe switch when the rotatable cam
member is rotated.

5. In a knife-blade switch, the combination with sta-

tionary and movable contact members, of a twit for lock-

ing tbe contact members in engagement, a relatively sta-

tionary cam member mounted on the movable contact

member, and a rotatable cam member operatively con-

nected to tbe bolt and adapted to coiiperate with the sta-

tionary cam to release tbe said bolt when th» rotatable

cam member Is rotated.

1.229.704. THERMOMETER - CAUTERY. William D.

Berry. Muskogee. Okla.. assignor to Tbe Kny-Scheerer

Corporation, a Corporation of New York. Filed Aug.

IS, 1916. Serial No. 115,613. (CI. 73—52.)

1. The combination with the elongate<l beating element

of a cautery, of an operating tip of heat conducting metal

having a base formation for ready attachment to said

heating element, and a part projecting laterally i>eyond

a side portion of wild beating element, said projecting

part being provided with a rearwardly op«'nlng <avlty ;

a thermometer projecting Into said cavity and extending

outwardly therefrom along said heating element ; and a
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clip for staying such portion of aald thermometer to nld
beating element.

3. A detachable operating tip for caaterles. comprising
a formation at Us rear for atUchment to and detachment
from the heating element of the cautery ; and a body por
tlon having a laterally jwsltJoned cavity opening to the
rear for the purpose of seating a thermometer.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.705. TROLLEY-WIRE HANGER FOR CATENARY
SYSTEMS. Glbsn Hk.nrt Bolcs, Mansfield. Ohio,
assignor to The Ohio Brass Company. Mansfleld, Ohio,
a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed July 3 1916.
Serla'l No. 107.348. (CI. 191—41.)

1 In a trolley hanger the combination of a yoke mem-
ber for attaching to a sufpension cable, a trolley wire
clamp and a connecting rod uniting the yoke and clamp
and engagtni? the suspension cable ; the yoke member con-
sisting of a U shaped body, both ends of which are pro-
vided with openings therethrough whose axes coincide, and
one of the openings being screw threaded.

10. In a trolley wire hanger the combination with a
suspension caMe of a yoke memf>er having a U shaped
body for removably engaging over a cable, the yoke member
having a threade.1 aperture at one end, a conn»>ctlng rod
threaded through the nperture and passing through an
aperture in the other end of the yoke member and being
adapted to be adjusted into engagement with the cable
beyond the last named end to cooperate with the inner
face of the yoke body to clamp the cable and also adapted
to be adjusted away from the cable so that Its extremity
win stand in substanially the same horizontal plane as the
last mentioned end of the yoke body to permit the cable
to have free movement within tho U shaped body and at
the same time preventing displacement from the cable,
and a trolley damp attaches! to the free end of the con-
necting rod.

14. A trolley wire hanger comprising a yoke member
for engaging the suspension cable, a trolley wire clamp
and a connecting member, the two ends of the yoke mem
ber being screw threade«l and connected to one end of the
connecting member.

17. In a messenger wire cUmp the combination of a
yoke memlier and a clamping member to engage the mes
senger wire : the yoke member consisting of a U shaped
body, the extreme ends of which are provided with open-
ings adapted to encircle one end of the clamping member
to form a closed loop for a messenger wire.

[Claims 2 to 9. 11 to 13. 16. 16, and 18 to 22 not
printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.706. FURNACE. David R. Bo.m. Ogleaby. Tex.
Filed Aug. 22. 1916. SerUl No. 116.218. (Q
110—23.)

1. A heat producing apparatus comprising a fomace
provided with grate bars, means for feeding fuel to Mid

furnace, a combined ash and heated air chute depending
from said furnace, a tire box at the termination of said
chute, and grate bars for maintaining a fire in uld Are-
box.

4. A heat prwluclng and heat conserving apparatus
comprising a furnace in communication with a kiln, grate
bars for supporting fuel In said furnace, stokers for feed-
ing fuel to said furna.-e. means for excluding cold air from
said furnace, and means for preheating air and feeding
the same to aald furnace consisting of a chute depending
from said grate bars for receiving ashes from said gratebam and a flre-box at the termination of and communlcat.
Ing with said chute, and means for maintaining a Are la
aald flre-box for heating air and forcing the same up said
chnte into said furnace.

(Claims 2. 3, 5. and 6 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.229.707. GARMENT HANGER. Ransom Y Bovbi
Bloomington, 111., assignor of one half to John B Far-
quhar, Chicago. 111. FUed July 30, 1915. SerUl No.
42.709. (CI. 211—13.)

A garment hanger embodying a tK>dy portion, one end
of which is shape<l to form one Jaw of a clamp, a coop-
erating Jaw plTotally connected with the body, arm lec-
tions pivotally connected to the bo<ly adjacent the clamp,
the pivots of the arms projecting laterally beyond the
face of the arms and the Ixnly. a second arm section plT-
otally connected with the extremities of the first recited
arm section, the outer arm sections having recesses adja-
cent their extremities and adapteil to receive the pivots
of the first reclte<l arm section when the sections are
folded with respect to each other, stops for limiting the
unfolding movement of the arm sections, the pivots l)e-

tween the arm sections projecting laterally beyond the
faces of the arms, there being recesses in the body for
receiving the projecting portions of the last recited pivots
when the arm sections are all folded with respect to the
body, for yieldingly securing the parts In foldwl relation,
and means whereby the body may be saspended.

1,229,708. SPRINGLES8 OR FLOATING SUSPENSION
FOR VEHICLES. Git scppi Ba.\vi. Allentown. Pa., as-
signor of one half to Sante T. Alleva. Norristown. Pa.
FUed Not. 29. 1915. .Serial No. 63.911. (Cl. 105 240.)
1. A sprlnglcss or floaflnit suspension comprising a

truck having side pieces. Journal boxea, bell crank levers
pivoted to the side pieces and coacting with adjacent Jour-
nal boxes, means coacting with each pair of bell crank
leyera pivoted to the same side piece, whereby aald bell
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crank leTers will be a< tuate<l in unison and in opposite
directions, and a ttoister sut^pended from said means.

2. A springless or floating suspension comprising a

truck having side pieces, journal boxes, bell crank levera

piToted to the side pieces and coacting with adjacent jour-

nal boxes, means coacting with each pair of t>ell crank
levers pivoted to the same side piece, whereby said bell

crank levers will be actuated In unison and In opposite

directions, a t>olster, and means for swlngingly suspending

said bolster from said first named means.
8. A springless or floating suspension for vehicles com-

prising a truck having side pieces, spaced journal box

slides situated at each end of said side pieces, means for

closing the space l>etween said slides, wheel sets In-

clu<ling Journal boxea slhlably mounted between said

slides. siMiced l>ell crank levers pivoted to the side pieces

and coacting with adjacent journal boxes and an equaliz-

ing bar having bearing faces at angles to the longiutdinal

center coacting with each pair of spaced bell crank levers

pivoted to the same side piece.

4. A springless or floating suspension for vehicles com-

prising a truck having side pieces, cpaced journal t>ox

slides sltuattHl at each end of said side pieces, means for

closing the space between said slides, wheel sets in-

cluding journal boxes slldably mounted between said

slides, spaced bell crank lexers pivoted to the side pieces,

the horizontal arms of said bell crank levers coacting with
adjacent Journal l>oxe». an antifriction roller mounted
between the vertical arms of each pair of spaced bell crank

levers, an equalizing bar having bearing faces at angles to

Its longitudinal center coacting with the rollers carried by

the spaced bell crank levers pivoted to the same side

piece, a hook at each end of the bearing faces to prevent

the accidental displacement of the equalizing bar, a bolster

the ends of which project through the side pieces, U
shape<l Itangers for suspending said bolster frpm the

equalizing bar. and an anti friction roller carried by each

hanger coacting with the equalizing bar.

1,229,709. LOCK MECHANISM FOR SLIDING DOORS.
Frank M. BEiNCKruHorr, Englewood, N. J., assignor

to James L. Howard k Company. Hartford, Conn., a

Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Feb. 1, 1912. Se-

rial No. 674.672. (Cl. 70—102.)

1. The combination. In latch mechanism for sliding

doors proTlded with adjacently disposed latches for dif-

ferent positions of the door, of a keeper for one of said

positions, mounted on the door casing In the plane of the

door and extending within the door through its rearward
edge for engagement with one of said latches.

2. The combination, in latch mechanism for slldinff

doors, of a latch casing, a plurality of latches, mounted
In the casing, for different positions of the door, and a
keeper for one of said positions mounted in and concealed
by the door casing and extending within the door through
its rearward edge for engagement with one of said latches.

8. The combination. In latch mechanism for sliding

doors of hollow shell construction, of a latch and keeper
for an open position of the door, the latch t>eing mounted
within the door shell adjacent to the front edge of the
door and the keeper being mounted within the door casing
and extending within the shell of the door through its

rearward edge into engaging relation with the latch.

4. The combination, with a sliding door, of a latch for

an open position of the door, and a keeper pivotally sup-
ported by the door casing and extending into the door
through its rearward edge.

5. The combintalon, with a sliding door, of a latch for

an open position of tlie door, a keeper pivotally supported
by the door casing and extending into the door through its

rearward edge, and a guide carried by the door for sup-

porting and guiding the latcb-engaging end of the keeper.

1,229,710. MUNNION FOR FIREPROOF WINDOW-
SASHES. Harrt E. Campbell, New York. N. Y. Filed
Jan. 15, 1917. Serial No. 142.377. (Cl. 189—78.)

^C

1. A sash munnion. comprising two parallel metal
plates, one of said plates having a struck up longitudinal
rib or projection, and means for securing the other of

said plates to the outer face of said rib. the said rib hav-
ing a plurality of transverse openings.

2. A sash munnion, comprising two parallel metal
plates, one of said plates having a struck up longitudinal

rib or projection, and means for securing the other of said

plates to the outer face of said rib. the said rib having a
plurality of recesses on its outer face forming air passages
between said face and said last-named plate.

8. A sash munnion, comprising two parallel metal
plates, one of said plates having a struck up longitudinal
rib or projection secured to the other plate and having
transverse openings, and panes between said plates and on
opposite sides of said rib, there being clearances between
the Inner edges of said panes and said rib communlcmtlnf
with said transverse openings.

,229.711. SCRAPER FOR GLASS FLATTENING
STONES. Orlanik) B. Carnahax, Monongahela, Pa.,

assignor to Window Olass Machine Company. Pitts-

burgh, Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed July
12, 1916. Serial No. 108.952. (Cl. 15—82.)

1. A scraping tool for glass flattening stones, comprising

a bolder, and a sectional scraping blade connected to the
holder at the end portions and having the sections flexibly

connected to permit of its vertical flexing, substantially as
described.
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2. A scraping tool for flattening stones baring a bolder
and a Jointed scraping hlade Hupported thereby, each sec-

tion of said blade comprising a plurality of scraping mem-
bers arranged side by side, substantially as described.

3. A scraping too] for flattening stones having a holder
and a Jointed scraping blade each section of which com-
prises a plurality of e«Jgewlse disposed scraped blades,

substantially as describe*!.

4. A scraping tool for flattening stones, comprising a
bolder and a Jolnte<l scraper blade, each section of said
blade comprising a plurality of edgewise disposed scraper
members, the members of each section being plrotally con-

nected to the members of adjacent sections, and the end
sections being plvotally connected to the bolder, substan-
tially as described.

5. A scraping tool for flattening stones, comprising a
holder and a Jointed scraping blade, the sections of said
blade consisting each of a plurality of edgewise disposed
substantially parallel scraping members, the members of
adjacent sections being staggered with respect to each
other, substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.712. TRACTION WHEEL. Gcx.nar Elias Cassel,
Stockholm. Sweden, assignor to Artur LelBer. DJursbolm.
Sweden. Flle<l Xov. 9. 1915. Serial Xo. 60.527. (CI.

21—216.)

A traction wheel, forming a framework open on all
Ides and comprising two side rings of angle metal, one
flange of each ring forming a plane running surface at
the periphery of the wheel, members of angle metal rigidly
connecting said rings at Intervals within the periphery of
the wheel, the operative surface of each of said members
forming oblique angles with the radius of the wheel, and
pokes of angle metal connected with the side rings be-
tween said connecting members, substantially as and for
the purpose set forth.

1.229.713. MECHANICAL AIR BOBXE SHIP. GaORCB
Albbrt Ch.U)Dock. Broad <;reen. Liverpool. England,
nied Apr. 24, 1918. Serial No. 93.295. (01. 244—19.)

1. A mechanical air and water-borne ship of substan-
tially cylindrical section, tapered ends to said ship, Inclosed
compartments at the ends of the ship platformed and
bulkbeaded oS from the remainder of the vessel, a central
portion in the vesael open above and below, and longi-
tudinal pontoons extending throughout the sblps's sides.

4. A mechanical air and water-borne ship of substan-
tially cylindrical section, tapered ends to said ship, in-

closed compartments at the ends of the ship platformed
and bulkheadeiJ off from the remainder of the vessel, a
•eries of trunkways at the lower open part of such central I

I

portion, the thwartsblp inclosing .sides of such trunkways
being arranged as a series of planes, a series of propellers
disposed in the central portion, means for varying the
angular inclination of the propellers, longitudinal pon-
toons extending throughout the ship's sides, elevating
and depressing planes horizontally disposed at the bow
and stern of the ship, a vertically disposed rudder at the
stern, and means for operating the planes and the rudder.

6. In an air ship, a bo^ly having its upper and lower
portions open throughout its length, means positioned
centrally of the body and throughout Its length for pro-
pelling the air ship, and means for adjusting the pro-
pelling means for controlling th*- movements of the ship.

(Claims 2. 3, 5, 7, and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,714. FREKJHT-CAR. CHARUts Clark and JoasPH
Ma.vnino. .San Francisco. Cal. Filed Oct. 11, 1916.
Serial No. 124.985. (CI. 108—15.)

I

f--±
1. In a freight car having a floor, lineally disposed

parallel channel members carried thereby and adapted
to receive the wheels of a vehicle, and means associated
with said channel members for securing said vehicle
wheels therewithin.

4. In a freight car, a floor having lineally di.sposed
parallel channels formed therein and adapted to receive
the wheels of a vehicle, and hinged cover members for
covering said channels to provide an unbroken floor when
said channels are not used for the reception of vehicle
wheels.

7. In a freight car a floor having lineally disposed
parallel channels formed therein and adapted to receive
the wheels of a vehicle, adjustable chocks adapted to
block said wheels to prevent rotation thereof within said
channels, and means for adjustably securing said chocks
within said channels.

20. In a freight car having side walls, a roof, and a
floor, a second floor positioned above the first floor and
divided lineally into two sections, a pivotal connection
between each of said sections and the car wall adjacent
thereto, whereby said second floor sections may be moved
from a horizontal position to a vertical position parallel
with and adjacent to the walls of said car. means asso-
ciated with the roof of the car for elevating the object
therein to enable the sections of said second floor to be
raised to a horizontal position, and means for supporting
said floor sections in said horizontal position.

21. In a freight car, a floor having lineally disposed
channels formed therein and adapted to receive the wheels
of a vehicle, and devices positioned within said channels
and adapted to secure said vehicle to prevent movement
thereof.

[Claims 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 to 19, and 22 not printed In the
Ckizette.]

1.229,715. DRINKING - FOUNTAIN ATTACHMENT.
Fea.nklin D. CLAWt, National Home, Wis. Filed Aug.
30. 1916. Serial No. 117.581. (CI. 137—110.)
As an article of manufacture a drinking fountain at-

tachment comprising a hollow hemispherical head portion,
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a substantially straight tube extending centrally from
aid bead portion and adapted for insertion in the mouth

of the user and a plurality of spacing projections on tb^
Inner surface of the head.

1,229,716. CHANGEABLE SKJN. Warre.v L. Cumk,
New York. X. Y. Filed Apr. 3. 1916. Serial No. 88.719.

(01. 40—142.)

1. In a changeable sign, a series of superimposed rails,

and supporting blocks arranged behind each rail near the
ends thereof, the lower portions of the blocks for each
rail bearing upon the supporting blocks for the next ad-
jacent lower rail to space said rails apart.

2. In a sign, a series of rails formed of sheet metal
having their upper and lower edges bent in the sanne
direction so as to occupy substantially parallel Inclined
planes, and supporting blocks positioned behind each rail

near the ends thereof, the lower portions of the blocks for
each rail bearing upon the supporting blocks for the next
adjacent lower rail to space said rails apart.

3. In a changeable sign, a series of superimposed rails,

supporting blocks arrange<l behind each rail near the
ends thereof, the lower portions of the blocks for each
rail bearing upon the supporting blocks for the next ad-
jacent lower rail to space said rails apart, and a series

of character bearing plates provided with hooks on their
upper ends, which hooks are adapted to engage the upper
edges of said rails.

4. In a sign, a series of rails formed of sheet metal
having their upper and lower edges bent in the same
direction so as to occupy substantially parallel inclined
planes, supporting blocks positioned behind each rail

near the ends thereof, the lower portions of the blocks
for each rail bearing upon the supporting blocks for the
next adjacent rail to space said rails apart, and a series of
character bearing plates provided with hooks on their
upper ends, which hooks are adapted to engage the upper
edges of said rails.

6. In a changeable sign, a series of superimposed rails,

combined spacing and supporting blocks located behind
each rail near the ends thereof, and each block being pro-
vided with a depending portion which is adapted to en-
gage the next adjacent lower block.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.229.717. RESTBAWIXG- DEVICE. ErnCbt J COL-
Boi R.\, Shelhina. Mo. Filed Mar. 28. 1916. Serial No
87.286. (CI. 119—126.)

1. In a hopple, a harness adapted to be applied and
mounted on the rear limbs of an animal, a plurality of
diverging members connected to the lower ends thereof,

and a chain Joining and closely connecting the diverging
members whereby the animal is prevented from moving
either of Its rear limbs.

2. In a hopple, a harness comprising front and rear

body straps, said harness adapted to be applied and
mounted on the rear limbs of an animal, a plurality of
diverging mem)>er8 connected to the lower ends thereof,

and a chain Joining and closely connecting the diverging
members to encircle the rear limbs of an animal to prevent
one limb being moved independently of the other.

3. In a hopple, a harness comprising forward and rear
body straps, said harness adapted to be applied and
mounted on the rear limbs of an animal, a short strap
adjustably connected with each end of each of the body
straps, a shackle mechanism carried by the last named
straps to encircle the rear limbs of an animal whereby one
limb Is prevented from moving Independently of the other.

1.229.718. APPARATUS FOR MEASURING THE FLOW
OF A LIQUID STREAM. Edward S. Cole. New York.
N. Y. Filed Jan. 14, 1914. Serial No. 811,985. (01.

73—167.)

1. The combination with a pipe or conduit, of a pair

of devices situated a distance apart along the length of
said pipe or conduit, and provided with members project-

ing into the interior of the pipe or conduit, said members
having side apertures and a duct or passage communicat-
ing with said apertures, and means connected with the
ducts or passages of said devices for indicating the loss

of head or pressure at said devices.

2. The combination of a supporting rod having a duct
or passage, a device carried by said rod and provided with
apertures and also with a duct or passage communicating
with said apertures, and also communicating with the
duct or passage In said supporting rod. said device being
mounted for adjustment relatively to said supporting rod
while at the same time maintaining the duct or passage *

therein In communication with the duct or passage in said
rod.

3. A pressure receiving device comprising a member
adapted for insertion into a flowing stream and provided
with side apertures, and also with a duct or passage com-
municating with said apertures, said member being mount-
ed for swinging movement or adjustment to vertically

adjust said apertures, and means for swinging the same.
4. A pressure receiving device comprising a member

adapted for insertion Into a flowing stream and provided
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with sidf ap«>rturcs, and a duct or pasmge commaBicatlnf
with aaid apertures and extending to one end of said
member, said member being plrotally mounted at the end
to which said duct or passage Is extended to permit Its

being swung up and down In the flowing stream, and
means for swinging said member.

5. A pressure receiving device comprising a member
adapted for Insertion Into a flowing stream, said member
being provided with side apertures, and a passage or duct
extending upwardly to Its upper end and connected with
said side apertures, and a tube to which the upper end
of said member Is connected, said duct or passage being
in communication with the bore of said tube.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,719. CUTOUT. Fra.nk Co.nhad, Swlssvale, Pa.,
assignor to Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Apr.
2, 1913. .'<erl*I Xo. 758.311. (Cl. 175—281.)

1. In combination, a casing member, a cutout having
pole pieces bent at right angles and extending Inwardly,
means for attaching said pole pieces to said casing, said
means forming an extension for said pole pieces, an
armature for said cutout, and a deUchable cover for said
armature and said extensions.

2. A cut out comprising a casing, a core member, pole
pieces bent at right angles and a coil within said casing,
members extending through said casing at right angles to
said core member and connected to said pole pieces, and a
movable armature member coactlng with said extending
members.

3. A cat out comprising a casing having a chamber, a
core member and pole pieces inclosed and supported by
said casing, extensions for said pole pieces projecting
through said casing, a movable armature member coact-
lng with said extensions, and a removable cover for said
armature member.

4. A cut out comprising a supporting member, a core
member, means for connecting said core member to said
supporting member, said means comprising members bent
at right angles and members extending through said
casing, a coll surrounding said core member, a contact

• member upon and insulated from said supporting membei;
an armature member coactlng with said connecting means,
and a conUct member carried by the armature member
for coactlng with the other contact member.

1.229.720. TANK SIPHON. Pakkb* Coo«, Washington.
D. C. and William E. Wi.n». Toledo. Ohio. Filed
July 7. 1916. Serial No. 107.951. (Cl. 187—21 )

- 1. A pipe adapted to pass through the bottom of a tank
and also extending upward above the fluid level of said

tank, said pipe being normally closed at Its lower end,
an enlarged' casing fitting over the upper end of said
pipe and capable of vertical movement to thereby form
a vacuum In said pipe and means Independent of the
casing for oi>enlng the lower portion of said pipe to ,

thereby siphon the contents of said tank.

2. In combination with a tank car provided with a dome,
a pipe adapted to pass through the bottom of said tank
car and also extend upward into the said dome, an en-
larged casing fitting over the upper end of said pipe and
capable of vertical movement to thereby form a vacuum
In said pipe and means independent of the casing for
opening the lower portion of said pipe to thereby siphon
the contents of said tank car.

3. In combination with a tank car provided with a dome
and dome cover, a pipe adapted to pass through the bot-
tom of said tank car and also extend upward above the
fluid level of said tank into said dome, an enlarged casing
In said dome and fitting over the upper end of said pipe
and capable of vertical movement to thereby form a
vacuum In said pipe, means for opening the lower portion
of said pipe to siphon the contents of said tank and
means connected to the said casing to prevent a vacuum
In said pipe when said dome cover is In its normal position.

4. In combination with a tank car provided with a dome
and dome cover, a tabular portion extending through the
bottom of said tank car and extending upwardly Info said
dome, said tubular portion normally cloaed at Its lower
end. said pipe open at Its upper end, a casing open at Its
lower end and fitting over the upper end of said passage-
way, said casing capable of vertical movement to form a
vacuum In said tubular portion, said casing provided with
a valve in its upper end. said valve provided with means
obstructing the closing of said dome unless the valve Is
In Its open position, and means at the lower end of said
tubular portion for opening the same to thereby siphon
the contents of said tank.

5. A tank siphon comprising a base member, a cap
member, a pipe extending upwardly from said base mem-
ber, said cap member inclosing said upwardly extemllng
pipe and provided with a downwardly extending casing
also surrounding said pipe and said casing open at Its
lower end. a valve In said base member tDdependent of
said cap for normally closing the upwardly extending
pipe, said cap and casing capable of vertical movement
to thereby form a vacuum in said pipe member.

[Claims 6 to 16 not prlnte«l In the Qacette.]

1.229,721. FIREARM. CHARL«g JoHjc Cooke, Hm*-
koBg, China. Filed Feb. 17. 1917. Serial No. 149 2S4
(Cl. 42—78.)

1. A firearm provldwl with a magazine < hamber. la
cx»mblnatlon with a support for said arm also provided
with a magazine chamb«*r rH>mmuolcatlng directly with
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the first mentioned ^hamber whereby magazloei may be

guided in their passage from one to the other of said

chambers.

2. A firearm provided with a magazine chamber, in

combination with a support for said arm also provided
with a magazine chamber communicating directly with
the first mentioned chamber and of corresponding cross

sectional Interior dimensions, whereby magazines may be

guided In their passage from one to the other of said

chambers.

12. A firearm having a depending handle and a suit-

able support for said arm. In combination with a clamping
member fixed with relation to said support, and a second
clamping member pivotally connected with the first men-
tioned clamping member and adapted to embrace the

handle of the firearm.

[Claims 8 to 11 and 13 not prlpted In the Gazette.]

1.229,722. BED. Pitkr C. Cbbso, Spanaw^y, Wash,
nied Jnly 5, 1916. Serial No. 107.703. (Cl. 6—54.)

In a device of the class described, the combination of a

pair of pivot pins suitably supported above the floor ; an
upending bed frame having legs at Its foot end and its

other end resting on said pivot pins ; a pair of guide bars

connected to the bed frame and forming slots therewith,

wherein the said pivot pins may slide ; a pair of springs

each attached at one end to one of the said pivot pins

and to one side member of the bed frame whereby said

springs tend to pull the foot of the bed toward the pivot

pins ; and a pair of links each pivoted at their lower ends
near tbe floor and at their upper ends to the frame at a

X>olnt removed from said pivot supported end, whereby
when said bed Is open said bed Is pnshed ontward from
the pivot and the spring Is stretched and whereby when
the bed Is being closed said spring counterbalances the

weight thereof.

1.229,728. ALARM APPARATUS. LoitlKU B. Datis,
Reno, Nev. Filed June 13, 1016. Serial No. 103.469.

(Cl. 161—6.)

Aj> alarm apparatus, comprising a spring-pressed rota-

table post with clockwork escapement mechanism rcgu-

280 O. G.

latlng the same, a pointer fixed to said post and movable
over the dial, a bell, a bar secured to tbe post and having
a lateral projection, a curved leaf spring mounted within

the casing and having a portion thereof in tbe path of

said projection whereby the leaf spring Is moved toward
the center of the casing as the pointer returns to Its nor-

>»

V

mal position, a hammer upon the free end of said leaf

spring adapted to vibrate against the bell after the pro-
jection upon said bar pas.>-es beyond the free end of tbe
leaf spring, and means for limiting the movement of aaid

pointer and bar in either direction.

1.229.724. VULCANIZED RUBBER AND PROCESS OF
PRODUCING THE SAME. Etiinn« d« Meeus, Beacon
Falls, Conn., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Company. Boston, Mass., a
Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed July 10, 1914.
Serial No. 860,163. (G. 18—03.)
1. Tbe process of vulcanizing, comprising adding a

base of the aromatic aeries to a mixture of rubber and
sulfur, and heating. >

2. The process of vulcanizing. Comprising adding a base
of the aromatic series of para construction to a mixture
of rubber and sulfur, and heating.

3. The process of vulcanizing, comprising adding to a
mixture of rubber and sulfur a substance of the aromatic
series containing one or more benzene groups In which
two of the hydrogens have been substituted by amins or

an equivalent group or chain, and heating.

4. The process of vulcanizing, comprising adding to a
mixture of rubber and sulfur, a base of the aromatic
series in which tbe anilln function or radical is in posi-

tion para, with another radical or with the atom of car-

bon or trlphenylmethane, and heating.

6. Tbe process of vulcanizing, comprising adding to a
mixture of rubber and sulfur, one of the described aro-

matic accelerating substances or equivalents, and heating.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the (^lazette.]

1,229.720 REMOVER FOR WHEELS OR THE LIKE.
Bbrnabdo DoMi.Nnuu^ Chicago, 111. Filed Apr. g, 1916.

Serial No. 89.864. (O. 29-—85.)
1. A device for the removal of a wheel or the like from

a shaft, comprising a Ixnly adapted for engagement with

the bub of the memt>er to be removed ; a we^lge mounted

for movement transversely of said body for engagement

with the end of the shaft ; and an abutment member ad-

justably mounted in said body for cooperation with said

wedge, substantially as described.

5. A device for the removal of a wheel or the like from

a shaft, comprising a body adapted for engagement with

the hub of the member to be removed ; a wedge mounted
for movement transversely of said body for engagement
with the end of the shaft; an abutment for (o{)peratlon

with said wedge; and a pin and groove connection be-
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tween said wedge and uid abatmeDt being provided for
locking said wedge against morenient relative to said

AJ

abutment except In a direction longitudinally of said

wedge. subRtantlallj as described.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.726. SAFETY AIR RELIEF VALVE. Fbidmick
William Ebklinh, nohokt-n, N. .1.. assignor to King
k. Wotherspoon. Incorporated. New York, N. Y. Filed

Oct. 13. 1915. Serial Xo. 55.630. (CI. 137—58.)

1. In a positive acting safety relief valve, a casing com-
prising an upper and a lower compartment, the upper
compartment adapted to receive a hollow spring actuated
piston and a piston rod. ports arranged In the hollow pis-

ton and communicating with said upper compartment, a
hollow stem connecte<l to the said piston and adapted to
operate a valve In the lower compartment, and a spring
actuated valve in the hollow piston coactlng with a valve
.«eat In said piston to close communication between the
hollow stem and the ports In the piston.

2. lu a positive acting safety valve, a casing compris-
ing an upper and a lower compartment, the upper com-
partment adapted to receive a hollow spring actuated pis-
ton and a piston rod, ports arranged in the hollow piston
and communicating with said upper compartment, a hol-

low stem connected to the said piston and adapted to
operate a valve in the lower compartment, a spring actu-
ated valve In the hollow piston coactlng with a valve
seat In said piston to close communication between the
hollow stem and the ports in the piston, and a venting
device In the upper casing for venting the chamber below
the said piston.

1,22».727. WELDING SYSTEM. Eabl E. Ebt, Wilklns-
tiurg. and Sidnit W. Farnsworth, Pittsburgh. Pa.
assignors to Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct.
16, 1914. Serial No. 866.789. (a. 219—8.)

1. An arc welding system comprising welding elec-

trodes, a main welding circuit including the said elec-

trodes, auxiliary means for supplying current to establish
a preliminary arc between the said electrodes, and meana
operated by the tension across the said preliminary arc
for energising the said main welding circuit.

2. An arc welding system comprising welding elec-
trodes, a main welding circuit including the said elec-

trodes and a vapor rectifier, an auxiliary rectifier-start-

ing circuit and means for establishing a preliminary arc
iM'tween the said electrodes by means of the current In
the said rectifier starting circuit and for thereafter start-

ing the rectifier and thereby energizing the main weldlnf
circuit.

8. An arc welding system comprising a source of alter-
nating-current supply, a vapor rectifier having main elec-

trodes and an auxiliary sUrtlng electrode, a main weld-
ing circuit adapted to receive direct current from the
said rectifier, and an auxiliary circuit for establishing
a preliminary welding arc and for thereafter starting the
said rectifier.

4. An arc welding system comprising a source of alter-
nating-current supply, a vapor rectifier having main elec-
trodes and an auxiliary starting electrode, a main weld-
ing circuit adapted to receive direct current from the said
rectifier, an auxiliary circuit for drawing a preliminary
welding arc and for thereafter starting the said rectifier,
and a r»*actance device Interposed between the said source
of alternating-current supply and the said rectifier.

5. .\n arc welding system comprising a source of alter-
nating-current supply, a vapor rectifier having main elec-
trode» and an auxiliary starting electrode, an auxiliary
circuit Including the said auxiliary electrode and means
for moving the said auxiliary electrode under predeter-
mined conditions to start the said rectifier, welding elec-
trodes, means for supplying direct current from the said
rectifier to the said electrode*, means for supplying cur-
rent from the said auxiliary circuit to the said welding
electrodes for establishing a preliminary arc therebetween,
and means operated by the tension across the said pre-
liminary arc for energizing the said electrode-opjrating
means, whereby the rectifier Is started and the main
welding current supplied to the said electrodes.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Cazette.]

1.229,728. WELDING SYSTEM. Earl E. Eby, Wilkina-
burg. Pa., assignor to Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Oct. 16, 1914. Serial No. 866,809. (CT. 219—8.)
1. A welding system comprising welding electrodes, ao

alternating-current circuit, means for converting the al-
ternating current In the said circuit into direct current
and supplying such direct current to the said electrodes,
and a reactance device in the said alternating-current cir-

cuit for stabilizing the direct current of the said elec-
trodes.

2. A welding system comprising welding electrodes, ao
alternating-current circuit, means for converting the al-
ternating current in the said circuit into direct current
and for supplying such direct current to the said elec-
trodes, and a transformer of high reactance in the said
alternating-current circuit.

3. A welding system comprising an alternating-current
circuit, means for converting the alternating current in
the said circuit into direct current, and a transformer In
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the aald alternating-current circuit having suflScient re-

actance to stabilise (he said direct current.

4. A welding system comprising welding electrodes, an

alternating-current circuit, a rectifier for converting the

alternating current in the said circuit into direct current,

and means for supplying the resulting direct current to

the said electrodes.

5. A welding system adapted to be operated by means

of alternating current and comprising a vapor rectifier.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,729, VESSpL-PROPELLING DEVICE. Calvin H.

Edingeb, Falrvlew, W. Va. Filed July 6. 1916. Serial

No. 107,861. (CI. 116—12.)

mounted In one end of the body and having one arm plT-

otally connected to the support, a housing on the top of

the body having guides, a slide mounted In said guides

and having a slot connection with the other arm of said

lever, and provided with an inclined cam, and a thumb

screw engaging said cam and designed to be Intermit-

tently unscrewed, to permit the action of the spring means

to elevate the clamping support as the pad diminishes la

thickness.

In a vessel propelling apparatus, the combination of a

conduit arranged adjacent the bottom of the vessel from

the stem to the stern and a steam supply pipe, of a cou-

pling connection between the steam supply pipe and the

conduit, a nozzle mounted in said <oupllng connection

and provided at Its lower end with a right angle extend-

ing portion having a Jet opening, means for partially

rocking said nozzle to turn the Jet opening toward the

stem or the stern of the vessel, said coupling connection

comprising a cap plate secured to the conduit, a sleeve

surrounding the lower portion of the nozzle and con-

nected to the cap plate, a second sleeve surrounding the

nozzle at its upper end portion, and between which second

sleeve and the first sleeve said rocking means Is inter-

posed, a coupling sleeve connected to the second sleeve

and in turn connected to the steam pipe, and means con-

necting the coupling sleeve and the cap plate.

1,229.780. PAD-HOLDER. Thomas P. Edwards, Hasel

(ireen. Wis. Filed Mar. 23, 1916. Serial No, 86,242.

(CI. 46—69.)
1, In a pad holder, the combination of a hollow body

having an opening in its upper wall and a compartment

below the opening, of a pad support in said compartment

to support the pad through and in registration with the

opening, spring tensioning means to cause the support to

rise as the pad diminishes In thickness, said spring ten-

sioning means including a U-shaped guide on the under

face of the support, in which the free ends of the spring

tensioning means are guided, a bell crank lever pivotally

2. In a pad holder, the combination of a hollow body-

having an opening in its upper wall and a compartment

below the opening, of a pad support in said compartment

to support the pad through and in registration with the

opening, means to cause the support to rise as the pad

diminishes In thickness, a bell crank lever plvotalljr

mounted in one end of the body and having one arm piv-

otally connected to the support, a housing on the top of

the body having guides, a slide mounted In said guides

and having a slot connection with the other arm of said

lever, and provided with an inclined cam, and a thumt>

screw engaging said cam and designed to be intermit-

tently unscrewed, to permit the action of the raising

means to elevate the support as the pad diminishes In

thickness.

1,229,731. LOCK. Lso Ehrlich, St. Louis, Mo., assignor

to Lyman T. Hay, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Dec. 15, 1916.

SerUl No. 137,111. (CI. 70—18.)

1. In a lock, a spring-pressed bolt, means Including

tumblers associated with said bolt for holding the same In

different locking positions, and cooperating means for

moving the bolt against the tension of its spring away

from the engaging tumblers so as to remove the same fron»

the stress of the spring while the bolt is In locking posi-

tion.

4. A lock comprising a movable bolt in combination

with tumblers arranged in pairs for controlling the move-

ment of the bolt, manually operable means for actuating

the tumblers, and a shutter or guard cottperatlng with

the bolt for giving access to said manually operable

means.

8. A lock comprising a movable bolt which Is normally

under stress of yielding pressure In combination with

tumblers for controlling the movement of said bolt, and
means for relieving the tumblers of stress transmitted

from the bolt whereby the latter can not t>e released by

the difference In the " feel " of the tumblers.

9. In a lock, the combination of a bolt, tumblers there-

for, manually operable means for controlling the tumblers,

means for locking the bolt against movement when the

tumblers are positioned t<i^.j*lea8e the bolt, and means
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connected to aaid Ust mentioned means for restoring the
nraouallr operable de\ l<f>« to normal pocitlon when the
bolt Is released.

13. In a lock of the class described, a spring-pressed
bolt, tomblers for oontrolllnc the movement of the bolt,
and Independent means for holding the bolt, aaid means
being adapted to Isolate the tumblers from the bolt while
the ramblers are being operated.

[Claims 2, 3, 5 to 7. 10 to 12, 14, and 15 not printed In
the Oazette.l

1,229.732. HOOF-TRIMMBB. Thomas Ebickson, Rear
don, Wash. Piled July 24, 1©16. SerUI No. 111.096.
(CI. 16«—48.)

In a trimming tool of the class described, the combina-
tion with a sleeve having open tool and handle ends anl
said sleeve having a uniform internal diameter, of a trim-

ming tool having a shank longitudinally slidable into the
tool end of said sleeve, means loosely connecting said
shank with said sleeve and positively limiting projection
of the shank outwardly and Inwardly of said sleeve be-

yond predetermined polntx, a spring Interposed l»etween
the tool end of said sleeve and said tool and normally
acting to project said tool from said sleeve to the outward
limit permitted by said means thereby affording play for
slight movement of said sleeve toward said tool In opposi-
tion to the said spring to impinge the tool tightly against
the part to t>e trimmed, and a hammer rod slidable Into
the handle end of said sleeve for direct impact upon the
end of the shank wholly Independently of said spring,

said hammer rod having a handle for manual reciproca-

tion of said hammer ro<l and said rod being of sufficient
length to dispose said handle beyond engagement with
the handle end of said sleeve when said rod Impacts
against said shank whereby the full force of a blow by
said rod will be imparted to said shank independently of
said sleeve, sabstantially as described.

1.229.733. CUP DISPENSER. Chari.bs EEarrr, New
York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 15, 1916. Serial No. 137,208.
(a. 211—8.)

JLC

1. A dispenser for flexible cnps or the like comprising
me.-ns for supporting a stack of ctips, and means for com-

pressing the end cap of the stack to cause separation
therefrom.

4. A dispenser for flexible cups or the like comprising
means for supporting a stack of cups, a pair of compress-
ing members adapted to be Inserted between the lips of
the two end cnps of the stack and means for actuating
said members.

7. A dispenser for flexible cups or the like comprising
a supporting member having a pair of tongues struck out
therefrom, a tubular supporting member for cups adapted
to be embraced by the tongues, a supporting shelf on the
supporting mfmber, mechanism on the supporting shelf
ini'luding a pair of compressing members adapted to en-
gage and compress the end members of the stack of cups
In the tubular supporting member, and means on the
lower part of the supporting member adapted to hold the
cup discharged.

[Claims 2. S, 5, and 6 not printed in the Oaxette.]

1.229.734. MEANS TO DEFLATE INNER TUBES.
Hbnrt Nobth Eviasou. High R. Cawtho.n, and
He.nkt Isaac Owix. Fulton. Mo. ; said Cawthon and
said Owen assignors to said Henry North Eversole and
Frank R. Eversole. St. Louis. Mo. Filed Feb. 1. 191»l.

Serial No. 75,539. (CI. 152— 12.)

The combination with a valve for pneumatic tires, of
a cap for closing and protecting the valre. said cap hav-
ing at Its outer end a tip for unseating of the valve, said
tip having an aperture therein and a substantially U-
shaped clip, having the portion connecting its members
secured in the aperture of the tip with said members
projecting at opposite sides of the tip and in the direction
of the end thereof.

1,229.735. PIANO-KEYBOARD CHART AND GUARD.
David E. Force. Jersey City. N. J. FUed June 15, 1916.
Serial No. 103.806. (CI. 84—160.)

A two-piece reversible piano key board chart and piano
gnard comprising two longitudinal strips, wld strips being
of different materials and closely ««^<nired together Ijack to
back to present the appearance of a single Integral strip,
on*" side of salfl combined and s«K-«red strips having musi-
cal Indicia thereon, said Indicia comprising two stares
rewpiHtlvely bearing the bass and treble clefs and notes
on the staves, said notes spaced longitudinally so that they

II
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Bjay be brought Into registry with the corresponding keys

Of a plaoo. the opposite side of said combined atrip l>elng

of material serving as a shield to protect the piano and

adapted to be used as a finger guard and embellishment

when said strip is reversed, said combined strip being

freely removable and having a thickness to snugly fit

between the inner ends of the black keys and the adjacent

longitudinal board of the piano.

1.229.736. REINFORCED DIE BLOCK. William R.

FOMTTH, Swampsoott. Mass. Filed Aug. 8. 1916. Se-

rial No. 113.011. (CI. 164—68.)

^^tju^auatt^^^SMg^^^y
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with the separator and the outer chamber adjacent to
the exhaast-fan, an Inner chamber, and a conduit con-
nected with the Inner chamber and the separator.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Otiette.]

1,22».788. SUCTION BLOWER FOR STREET CLEAN-
EBB. BoBiBT W. PuH.VAS, Indlanapolls, Ind. ; Frank
A. Hamilton and Leila F. Hamilton executors of said
Robert W. Furnas, deceased. Piled Oct. 25, 1915. Se-
rUl No. 57,731. (CI. 230—11.)

P_f:
^25

1. A auction-blower including a fan-house having an
'Open bottom, and a fan structure rotatably mounted In
the fan-house relatively near to the open bottom thereof
and comprising a plurality of radial arms, fan blades se-

cured to the arms respectively, and two side plates secured
to opposite sides respectively of the fan blades.

2. A suction-blower Including a fan-house having an
open bottom, and a fan structure rotatably mounted in
the fan-house relatively near to the open bottom thereof,
comprising a plurality of radial arms, fan blades secured
to the arms respectively, two side plates secured to oppo-
site sides respectively of the fan blades and having each
an outer portion that extends outward and convergently
each toward th«> other beyond the ends of the fan bladea
and a conduit extending from the outer portions of the
aide plates and through the open bottom of the fan-houae.

3. A suction blower including a fan-house comprising
•ides and ends and also a roof, « fan structure rotatably
mounted between the sides of the fan house and compris-
ing fan blades and also two side plates secured to opposite
•idea respectively and extending outward beyond the outer
ends of the fan blades, and a conduit connected with the
lower portion of the fan-house and having two side por
tlons that extend upward into the fan-house in contact
with the sides thereof and approximately to opposite por-
tions respectively of the two side plates of the fan struc-
ture.

4. In a suction-blower, the combination of a fan-houae
comprising two sides and two ends and also a roof, a
fan structure rotatably supported to operate In the fan-
bouse and comprising radial blades and two annular side
plates secured to opposite sides respectively of the blades,
«ach side plate extending outward beyond the outer ends
•of the blades, a conduit connected with the lower por-
tions of the two sides of the fan-house, a partition In the
fan-house between one end thereof and the fan structure
and connected to one side of the conduit, the partition
being curved and positioned eccentrically to the side
plates, the upper portion of the partition extending over
approximately to the side plates, and a second partition
In the fan-house connected to the opposite side of the
conduit and extending upward approximately to the side
plates.

1.229.789. HOT-WATER OR STEAM HEATING EOO-
CUP. OiBTRtJDE Smith Furbt, Valdosta, Ga. Filed
Not. 16, 1916. Serial No. 131,530. (CI. 53—1.)
In a beating egg cup, a base formed to receive eggs.

a hollow neck rising upwardly and centrally therefrom
-and formed Integrally therewith and swelling outwardly

Into a substantially egg shaped hollow body open at ita
top. an egg receptacle corresponding In shape with and

removably Otting Into said body, and having means at
Its upper portion to support the same on the body in

spaced relation thereto, and a cover for the receptacle.

1,229.740. MEASURING INSTRUMENT FOR RONT-
QBN RATS. Robert FCbbtenac, Berlin. Germany.
Filed Jan. 28. 1914. Serial No. 814.980. (01.250—84.)

A RSntgen ray measurina instrument comprising In
combination a Wheatstone bridge having a selenium cell
for exposure to the rays in one of its two parallel resist-
ance branches, and a galvanometer connected acroas from
an intermediate point of one resistance branch to an Inter-
mediate point of the other resistance branch ; the rela-
tive resistance of the branch containing the selenium cell
being of a magnitude to cause the current to flow through
the galvanometer In one direction when said cell is ex-
posed to Rdntgen rays and in the reverse direction when
not exposed, whereby the indicator of said galvanometer
Is returned to its normal position Immediately after dis-
continuing the exposure of the selenium cell to the rays.

1.229.741. TOKEN CONTROLLED VENDING MACHINE.
GoxzALO Anciba Garcia, Guadalajara, Mexico. Filed
Aug. 24. 1916. Serial No. 116.593. (CI. 194—80.)
1. The combination with an actuator mechanism com-

prising a raanually-aicesslble handle, a resetting arm. a
head having a plurality of laterally projecting token-en-
gaging lugs, and a spring against the reslsUnce of which
the handle is manually moved : of a plurality of endwise-
movable token enjtaging push-bars an end of each of which
Is opposed to a token engaging lug, such end having an
open lengthwise-extending lug-recelvlng recess ; mMns for
supporting the push bars severally, such means comprising
a lengthwise slot in the push-bar and a pin therethrough
and carried by said head, such pin and slot connection
serving to move the push bar rearwardly during comple-
tion of a rearward movement of the head : a token-way
structure open at Its upper end for admission of tokens
and having opposed vertical spaces for reciprocation
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through such spaces of the token engaging lugs and of

the push-lkars. all the foregoing being constructed and

operating to secure an endwise movement of one or more

push-bars on the Interpoeltlon of a token or tokens be-

tween said lugs and push-bars in said token-way and to

permit a token-carrying movement of said lugs and push-

bars for carrying the engaged tokens out of said token-

way, the spring exerting Its pull first to move the lug and

pin carrying head away from the oppo8e<l ends of the push-

bars in order to release the engaged token br tokens when
they have been carried out of the token-way and on re-

lease of the handle, and thereafter by coiiperatlon of said

pins and slots to reset the push bars in their initial work-
.

Ing positions ; a solld-merchandise-feeder carried by a

token-engaging pu8b-t>ar ; a solid merchandise-container

having from its lower i>orttou a chute connection with an

opening In the casing of the machine and comprising a

bottom above which in the walls of the container are op-

posed spaces one for entrance of the feeder and the other

for ejection of solid merchandise from said container ; a

liquid-measuring mechanism having an acceaaible delivery

device ; a work-lever In the path of certain of said push-

bars and located to be acteil on during a manual movement

of said handle, such work-lever being also in the path of

the resetting arm and located to be acteil on by the pull

of the spring on the release of the handle ; and, carried by

one of said push-bars, a feeder-actuating arm.

„._.,„ .,„„;,„,,. ,.p^..

\J
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therethrough an. I carried by said head, such pin and slot
connection serving to moye the push-bar rearwardly dur-
ing completion of a rearward movement of the head ; a
token-way structure open at Its upper end for admission
of token? and baring opposed vertical spaces for reciproca-
tion through such spaces of the token engaging lugs and
of the push-bars, all the foregoing being conitructed and
operating to secure an endwise movement of one or more
push-bars on the interposition of a token or tokens between
said lugs and push-bars in said token way and to permit
a token-carrying movement of said lugs and posh bars for
carrying the engaged tokens out of said token-way, the
spring exerting Its pull first to move the lug and pin
carrying head away from the opposed ends of the push-
bars In order to release the engaged token or tokens when
they have been carried out of the token -way and on re-
lease of the handle, and thereafter by co>iperatlon of said
pins and slots to reset the push bars In their Initial work-
ing positions

; a solid-merchandise-fe«iler carried by a
token engaging push-bar : a solid merchandise container
having from Its lower portion a chute connection with an
opening in the casing of the machine and comprising a
bottom above which In the walls of the container are op-
posed spaces one for entrance of the feeder and the other
for ejection of solid merchandise from said container ; a
liquid-measuring mechanism having an accessible delivery
device; a work-lever In the path of certain of aald push-
bars and located to be acted on during a manual movement
of said handle, such work-lever being also In the path of
the resetting arm and located to be acted on by the pull
of the spring on the release of the handle : and. carried by
one of said push bars, a feeder-actuating arm : and a
three-way token-receiving chute, two branches of which
discharge Into the token way structure, and the other
branch of which connects a bottom slot In one branch of
the chute with an accessible opening in a wall of the
casing.

5. The combination of a work-lever with a plurality of
endwise-movable token engaging push-bars arranged one
above the other and constructed and located to be brought
Into engagement with the work lever ; an intermediate end-
wise-movable token-engaging push bar so constructed and
located as not to be brought into engagement with the
work lever, each push bar having a lengthwise extending
pin-receiving closed slot and an open lengthwise-extending
lug-recelvlng slot ; a projecting feeder carried by such in-
termediate push-bar ; the bottom push-bar having an up-
standing finger to engage the feeder ; a merchandise con-
tainer for aald feeder ; a merchandise-delivering apparatus
connected with the work lever ; and an actuator mechanism
comprising a manually operable handle, a resetting arm in
the path of the work-lever, a pin and token engaging lug
carrying head, and a spring ; said pin working In said
closed slot and said lug being enterable in said open slot

;

and a token way structure open at Its top for reception of
tokens, and also open at its edges for reciprocation there-
through of token-engaging ends of the puah-bara and of
the Ings.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,229.742. SELF STOVE-LIGHTER OR PILOT-LIGHT.
Charles L. Gislbr, Slstersrllle, W. Va. Piled Dec 10
1»16. Serial No. 68.101. (CI. 67—16.)

1. In combination with a gas burner, a pilot tube hav-
ing one end extending upwardly terminating In a spreading
hollow substantially seml-spherlcal pilot light casing bar-
ing its under wall concaved and provided with perfora-

tions and arching over the gas outlet of said burner to
ignite the gas from the burner.

2. In combination with a gas burner, a pilot tube having
an extensible section having one end extending upwardly,
said upwardly extending portion terminating In a spreaa-
Ing hollow sabstantially seml-spherlcal pilot light casing
having Its under wall concaved upwardly, said concaved
wall provided with perforations and arching over the gas
outlet of the burner to Ignite the gas from the burner, and
means for holding said extensible section, whereby said up-
wardly extending portion may be maintained In such par-
allelism with the burner, as to hold the pilot light casing
over the gas outlet of the burner.

1,229.743. MAIL-BOX. Ai^bcrt Qu>m. Chicago, 111.

Filed July 24, 1916. Serial No. 110.961. (CI. 282—M.)

1. In a mail box. a hinged door adapted to open out-
wardly and downwardly, a lever pivoUlly carried by aald
door and adapted to aerre as a atop for the contents of the
box when the door Is in open position, and a weight carried
by aald lever whereby the same is retained In operative
or vertical position.

2. In a mall l>ox. a hinged door adapted to open ont-
wardly and downwardly and formed with a longitudinal
slot and with a transverse recess registering with said slot,
a lever plvotally supported In the recessed portion of aald
door and adapted when the door is In open position to aerva
as a stop for the contents of the box, and a weight carried
by said lever and adapted to swing through the receaaed
portion of said door when the same is open, to retain said
lever in upright or operative position.

1,229,744. ADJUSTABLE DOOR SCREEN. PntatfTta
P. Gcta and Jbromb S. Ix>vo, Manhelm, Pa. ; said Gule
assignor to said Long. Filed Oct. 28, 1915. Serial No.
68,316. (CI. 156—38.)
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An adjustable screen frame, comprising four corner aec-
tlons formed with screen receiving grooves, and transverse
slots In their ends, a screen adapted to fit within said
grooves and be slldably adJusUble therein, means for
clamping said comer sections upon said 8<?reen, compris-
ing clamp plates secured upon each side of the abutting
ends of said corner sections and held together by screws
passing through the transverse slots.
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1339.740. PARTITION STRUtTURE FOR TOILET

ROOMS CHAa^as H. Hahs. Pittsburgh. Pa. FUed

June 24. 1914. Serial No. 847.151. (CI. 4—12.)

Partitions for toilet rooms, comprising a plurality of

alabs a wall bracket for each of the slabs secured to a

wall and engaging the bottom of the slab and supporting

the slab above the floor leaving the floor space beneath

the slab free and unobstructed, a wall bracket between

the tops of adjacent slabs, each bracket having a horl-

aonUl ba«f member secured to a wall and arms at the

ends thereof extending forwardly at right angles to the

wall and aecured to the adjacent slabs leaving the space

between such sUbs free and unobstructed, the length of

•aid top brackets being equal to the distance which It

Is desired to have between slabs, whereby the slabs are

readllT «pace<l a predetermined distance apart when they

are erected, and said forwardly extending arms extending

along the slabs a sutBclent distance to stiffen and support

them against lateral strains ; substantially as described.

1229 746. AUTOMOBILE. Henrt S. Hali. Philadel-

phia. Pa. Filed Mar. 11. 1916. Serial No. 83.486.

(a. 21—126.)

forwardly projecting portion of the roof, means for coB-

troHlng the extent of exposure of the said window on the

under side comprising two curtains respectively supported

at forward and rear ends of the window, and means for

adjusting the said curtains In opposite directions.

4. An automobile body having a rear Inclosed compart-

ment with a glass front and an overhanging forwardly

projecting roof, combined with a window arranged In the

forwardly projecting portion of the roof, and means for

controlling the extent of exposure of the said window

on the under side, said means having devices extending

into the rear compartment whereby said exposure may

be controlled therefrom.

1229 747. APPARATUS FOR MAKING CORRUGATED
' AND CREASED WOODEN SHAVINGS. AuoOBT

LOBCNZ Hbllebmann, Dusseldorf, Germany. Filed Apr.

2, 1917. Serial No. 159.307. (Cl. 145—8.)

1. An automobile bo<ly having a rear Inclosed compart-

ment provided with a vertical glass window at the front

wall thereof and said body having an overhanging roof

extending forward of the vertical glass window, and said

forwardly projecting roof having a substantially horizon-

tal window positioned In advance of the vertical window,

whereby an occupant In the inclosed compartment may

have a line of vision through the vertical window and the

horizontal window upon scenery well in advance of the

automobile and also at a greatly higher elevatton.

2. An automobile body having a rear Inclosed compart-

ment provided with a vertical glass window at the front

wall thi-reof and said body having an overhanging root

extending forward of the vertical glass window, and said

forwardly projecting roof having a substantially horizon-

tal window positioned In advance of the vertical window,

whereby an occupant in the Inclosed compartment may

have a line of vision through the* vertical window and

the horizontal window upon scenery well In advance of

the automobile and also at a greatly higher elevation.

In combination with hortzontally adjustable means ar-

rangeil on the roof at the under side of the horizontal

window for controlling the extent of exposure thereof.

3. An automobile body having a rear Inclosed compart-

mont with a glass front and an overhanging forwardly

projecting roof, combined with a window arr.inged In the

t'i .0

1. In an apparatus for making corrugated and creased

wooden shavings, a passage or throat through which said

shavings pass, a cutter for separating said shavings from

the wood, and a resilient resistance arranged in the path

of said shavings and movable lengthwise of said passage.

2. In an apparatus for making corrugated and creased

wooden shavings, a passage or throat through which said

shavings pass, a cutter for separating said shavings from

the wood, and a resilient part movable lengthwise of said

passage engaging that side of said cutter^ on which the

shavings are moving.

14. An apparatus for making corrugated sliavlngs,

comprising a cutter for paring said shavings from the

material, a passage or throat, and a yielding resistance

arranged In the path of said shavings and movable ob-

liquely with reference to the longitudinal axis of said

passage.

15. An apiwratus for making corrugated shavings, pro-

vided with a cutter for paring shavings from the mate-

rial, a passage or throat through which the shavings

are expelled, and a yielding flap pivoted at one side of

said passage and adapted to engage the free end of the

shaving in said passage, the radius connecting the center

of the pivot axis with the point of the flap Initially en-

gaged by the free end of the shaving, being approximately

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of said passage

[Claims 3 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.

1,229,748. SPARK PLUG. GrsTAVB L. Hebz, New York.
'

N. T. Filed Jan. 31. 1917. Serial No. 145.688. (CL

128—169.)

1. A spark plug comprising a shell and an Insulator

cast therein, the shell bore having two tapered portions

whereby the insulator has a gas-tight connection there-

with because of its wedging action in the tapered por-

tions, under pressure.

2. A spark plug comprising a shell and an Insulator

cast therein, the shell bore having two tapered portions

connected by a flaring portion whereby the Insnlntor Is
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Interlocked to the shell and has a ^s-tlght connection
therewith because of Its wedging action In the tapered
portions, under pregsure.

3. A gpark plug comprising a shell and an InsnUtor
cast therein, the shell bore having two tapered portions
at different distances from the longitudinal axis of the
plug, whereby the Insulator has a gas-tight connection
therewith because of Its wedging action in the tapered
portions, under pressure.

[Claims 4 and 5 not printed In the Oazette.]

1,229,749. PHONOGRAPH. Newman H. Holland. Weat
Orange, N. J., assignor to New Jersey Patent Company.
West Orange, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Sept. 17, 1914. Serial No. 862.138. (CT.

179—100.1.)

1. The combination of vibratory means, a recording
stylus and a reproducing stylus in operative relation to
said means, means for impressing vibrations correspond-
ing to sound waves upon said vibratory means, means
for conveying vibrations from said vibratory means, and
unitary means for rendering said vibration Impressing
means operative or inoperative and for causing said
recording stylus to be moved respectively Into or out of
operative position, substantially as described.

2. The combination of vibratory means, a recording
stylus and a reproducing stylus in operative relation to
said means, means for Impressing vibrations correspond-
ing to sound waves upon said vibratory means, means for
conveying vibrations from said vibratory means, and uni-
tary means for rendering said vibration conveying means
operative or inoperative and for causing said reproducing
stylus to be moved respectively Into or oat of operative
position, substantially as described.

3. The combination of vibratory means, a recording
stylus and a reproducing stylus in operative relation to
Mid means, means for Impressing vibrations correspond-
ing to sound waves upon said vibratory means, means for
conveying vibrations from said vibratory means, and uni-
tary means for rendering said vibration Impressing means
operative and said vibration conveying means inoperative
and for causing said recording stylus to be moved Into
operative and said reproducing stylus into inoperative
position, or for rendering said vibration impressing means
inoperative and said vibration conveying means operative
and fo» causing said recording stylus to be moved Into
inoperative position and said repro<lucing stylus Into op-
erative position, substantially as described.

4. The combination of vibratory means, a recording
stylus and a reproducing stylus In operative relation to
said means, electrically operable means for Impressing
vibrations corresponding to sound waves upon said
vibratory means, means for conveying vibrations from said
vibratory means, and unitary means for rendering said
ribratlon impressing means operative and said vibration
conveying means inoperative and for moving said record-
ing stylus into and said reproductlng stylus out of oper-
ative position, substantially as described.

5. The combination of vibratory means, a recording
stylus and a repro<luclng stylus In operative relation to
•aid meant, means for Impressing vibrations <<orrespond-

Ing to sound waves upon said vibratory means, electrically
operable means for conveying vibrations from said vibra-
tory means, and unitary means for rendering wld vibra-
tion Impressing means Inoperative and said vibration
conveying means operative and for moving said recording
stylus out of and said reproducing stylus into operative
position, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,2 29,750. KNIFE BLADE SWITCH. FatDcaicK
Brbbbton Holt, Antrobus, England, assignor to Weat-
Inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corpo-
ration of Pennsylvania. Filed Aug. 28. 1915, Sertal
No. 47,883. Renewed Aug. 25, 1916. Serial No.
116,887. (Q. 176—282.)
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1. In a knife blade switch, the combination with a base
member and jaw members, of a U shaped conducting strip

Inserted through the base member, and a conducting blo< k
Inserted between the base member and the U-shaped strip,

said U-shaped strip and the conducting block being
slotted to receive the Jaw members.

2. In a knife-blade switch, the combination with a
base meml>er and Jaw meml)ers. of a U-shaped conducting
strip Inserted through the base member, and a conduct-
ing block Inserted between the base member and the U-
shaped strip, said U shaped strip and the conducting
block being slotted to receive the Jaw members, said Jaw
members. U-shaped strip and conducting block being
sweated together to Insure good electrical contact.

3. The combination with a base meml>er. of a U-shaped
member inserted therein, a conducting block dlspo8e«l b»*-

tween the U-shaped meml)er and the base memt>er. and a
plurality of conducting members disposed In slots cut In

the said block and In the U-shaped member.
4. The combination with a base member, of a U shaped

member Inserted therein, a conducting block disposed be-

tween the U-shaped member and the t>ase member, meant
for securing the block to the base member, means for

securing the U shaped member to the block member, a
plurality of conducting strips disposed In slots cut In
the said block and In the U-shape^l member, and means
for securing the said strips In position.

5. The combination with a base member, of a U-shape<l
member having portions of Its legs lnserte<l through the
base member, a conducting member disposed between tb(
U-shaped member and the base member, and conducting
strips disposed In corresponding slots In the conducting
member and In the U-shaped member.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.751. PAPER RECEPTACLE. HiN«T A. Horsi.
Bridgeport. Conn. Filed May 8. 1915. Serial No.
26,692. (CI. 229—3.)
1. A paper receptacle having Iti bottom, sldewall. and

lip Integral, and Its tidewall and lip plaited to form tec-
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tlons of a plurality of thicknesses of paper pressed into

permanent plaits tapering from the top toward the bot-

tom of the sldewall with the edge of the Up formed by

the widest part of the plaited sections, and the Up com

pressed upon Itself for permanently holding the plaits of

the sldewall at the lip portion thereof, the lip being In

unbroken continuity with the sldewall, and circumferen-

tially plaited transversely to the longitudinal plaits of

the sldewall.

chamber with a smooth-faced groove In the bottom thereof,

said post also having a transverse perforation there-

through below said chamber, a bar slidable In said per-

foration and having at one end an arm having a Jaw-

forming upper end positioned opposite the fixed Jaw, a

shaft carried by said arm having a threaded portion re-

ceived by said smooth-faced groove, actuating means for

said shaft controlled from said Jaw-forming arm, a block

of Maltese-cross-like formation having a lower thread-

faced groove for engaging the threaded portion of said

4. A recepUcle of the character described, formed

from a plurality of superposed layers of unparafflned

paper, and an lnterme<llate layer of paraffined paper, the

tide walls of said cup consittlng of compressed plaits.

the said cup having an upset and compressed rim. the

plaits of the said unparafflned layers of paper being

caused to adhere by the Inherent sizing of the said paper.

[Claims 2, 3, and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1229 752. DIRIGIBLE LAMP MECHANISM. Lewis

INGHRAM. Falrview. W. Va. Filed Dec. 15, 1916.

Serial No. 137.178. (CT. 24(V—62.)

shaft, said block-member being positioned within taid

chamber, with Its resultant reduced forward and rear end

terminals received and guided In vertical slots In the

corresponding portions or walls of said ch.imber, said

thaft-engaglng block having a releasing rod-member ex-

tending upwardly through said post and equ'pped with a

resilient memWr delivering Its pressure upon said shaft-

engaging block for the forcible retention of the latter in

engagement with said shaft.

1,229.754. ELECTRIC MACHINE. CHAaLES F. Ketter-

ing and William A. Chrtst, Dayton. Ohio, assignors

to The Dayton Engineering Laboratories Co.. a Corpora-

Uon of Ohio. Filed Mar. 7, 1913. Serial No. 762,788.

(Cl. 123—179.)

1. In a dirigible lamp mechanism, the combination of

a front axle and knuckle hubs plvotally mounted In its

opposite ends, of a connection between said knuckle hubs,

a pair of platet mounted upon the axle, spacing means

for said plates, one of said plates having a guide slot, a

member mounted between said plates and having means

guided In said slot, a rod connecting said member and

one of the knuckle hubs, and a connection between said

member and said lamps, whereby as the knuckle hubs

turn In one direction, the lamps correspondingly move.

2. In a dirigible lamp mechanism the combination of a

front axle and knuckle hubs plvotally mounted in its

opposite ends, of a connection between said knuckle hubs,

a pair of plates mounted upon the axle, spacing means

for said plates, one of said plates having a guide slot, a

member mounted between said plates and having means

guided In said slot, a rod connecting said member and

one of the knuckle hubs, and a connection between said

member and said lamps, whereby as the knuckle hubs

turn in one direction, the lamps correspondingly move,

aid connections between the lamps and said member

having means to permit of the vertical vibration and the

forward and transverse thrusts of the body of the

Tehlcle.

1 229,768. QUICK-ACTION VISE. John K.*R0LL« and

GiOBOi CBVERC8KO, Flint, Mich. Filed Sept. 28, 1916.

i<erial No. 122.636. (Cl. 81—86.)

A vise of the type described including a fixed post hav-

ing a fixed Jaw-forming upper end. said pott having a

"pfa / 20^ «/— -

Tc ^
1. in a starting system for Internal combustion engines.

* the combination with an electric machine, adapted to be

I

operated as a generator at a determined ratio, relative to

I

the engine speed; an Ignition system operable at a con-

i

stant speed ratio, relative to the engine speed : and a

• clutch having driving and driven members for automatl-

i

cally connecting the electric machine to the engine to oper-

ate the same as a generator, when the engine attains a pre-

1 determined speed, said driving member of the <lutch hav-

I

Ing provisions for operating said Ignition system at a de-

termined ratio, relative to the engine speed throughout

the operation of the engine, regardless of the operation

of the electric machine.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with an engine ; of an electric machine ;
means for

connecting the engine and machine together and operable

at a predetermined speed of the engine, to actuate the

electric machine as a generator, said electric machine com-

prising an end housing provided with a plurality of con-

nected chambers, one of which contains said Independent

connection ; an Ignition system comprising timing and

distributing mechanism positioned In another of taid cham-
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l*«ri; and driving connectlong b«twe«n said Independent
connection and the timing and (iiatrtbntlng mechanism
for operating the timing and distrlbatlng mecii«nl«m con-
cnrrently with the operation of the eofliie.

3. In a de\lce of the character described, the combina-
tion with an engine : of an electric machine ; a frlctlonal
clutch for connecting said electHc machine and the en-
gine, to operate the electric machine as a generator, when
the engine attains a predetermined speed, said frlctlonal
clutch comprising an outer casing, and an Inner cam

;

frlctlonal members Interposed between said cam and the
Interior face of said outer casing; the exterior face of
eald outer member having a spiral gear secured thereto :

an ignition system, comprising timing and distributing
mechanism and cooperating with the spiral aear formed
on said outer casing, whereby said timing and distributing
mechanism will be operated concurrently with the engine.

4. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with an engine, of an electric machine capable of
operation as a motor and as a generator, said machine
Including an armature shaft; means for connecting one
end of said armature shaft to the engine, when the elec-
tric machine operates as a motor at one ratio of speed,
and connecting devices operable to couple up the opposite
and of said armature shaft to the engine, to operate the
alectrlc machine as a generator at a different speed ratio :

aa Ignition system Including movable parts ; and driving
mechanism associated with the said connecting devices
for operating the movable parts of the Ignition system at
a determined speed ratio relative to the speed of the en-
gine, regardless of whether the electric machine is oper-
ating as a motor or as a generator.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with an engine, of an electric machine ; a clutch unit
comprising driving and driven members for connecting the
electric machine and engine together, whereby to operate
the electric machine as a generator when the engine has
reached a determined speed : an Ignition system compris-
ing movable parts; and driving connections between the
driven member of said clutch unit and the movable parts
of the ignition system will be operated concurrenUy with
the engine regardless of the operation of the electric
machine.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Oatette.J

1.229.756. FILTER. Hirbebt N. Kilbt. aeveland, Ohio.
Filed Jan. 13. 1915. Serial No. 2.069. (CI. 220 124.)

1. In a filter, a separable two part caalng, one of aald
parts being plvotally supported to close upon the other
part, a locking means Indepnedent of said plvoUl rap-
port disposed adjacent opposite lines of Jointure of the
parts of said casing, and means for successively releasing
the locking means adjacent the various lines of Jointure.

2. In a filter a separable two part casing, one of said
parts being plvotally supported to close upon the other
part, a locking means Independent of aald pivotal sup-
port disposed adjacent opposite lines of Jointure of the

parts of aald caalng, means for succeealrely releasing the
locking means adjacent the varlons lines of jointure, and
a single operating unit for actuating said locking menns.

S. In a filter, a separable two part casing, one of said
parts being plvotally supporte<l to close upon the other
part, a locking means Independent of said pivotal support
disposed adjacent opposite lines of Jointure of the parts
of said casing, and means for successively releasing the
locking meant, adjacent the various lines of Jointure and
moving one of the parts of aald casing away from the
other.

4. In a filter, a separable two part casing, one of said
parts being plvotally supported to close upon the other
part, a looking means independent of said pIvoUl support
disposed adjacent opposite lines of Jointure of the parts
of said casing, means for succeaalvely releasing the lock-
ing means adjacent the various lines of Jointure and mov-
ing one of the parts of said caalnf away from the other,
and a single operating unit for actuating said locking and
moving means.

5. In a filter, a separable two part casing, the parta
being arranged to close one upon the other, a locking
means disposed adjacent opposite lines of Jointure of the
parts of aald casing, operating means for said locking
means, and lost motion connecting means between said
locking and operating m^ns whereby said locking means
are successively operated.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Oarette.]

1,229.756. VERTICAL CUTTER ATTACHMENT FOR
MOWING-MACHINES. Otto Klcgb, Oolconda 111
Filed Mar. 18. 1916. Serial No. 83.969. (CI. 56—30.)

1. The combination with a finger bar and a sickle bar
mounted for reciprocation relative thereto, of a housing
fixedly connected to the finger bar, a shaft mounted for
rotation in the housing and supported above the sickle
bar. said shaft having a spiral groove, a stud upon the
sickle bar and adapted to work within the groove, a disk
at the end of the shaft and beyond the finger bar. and a
pitman operated by the disk.

2. The combination with a finger bar and a sickle bar
mounted for reciprocation relative thereto, of an Inverted
U shaped housing secured to the finger bar and closed at
the bottom by the sickle bar, a shaft mounted for rotation
within the housing and above the sickle bar and having a
spiral groove, a stud upon the sickle bar and projecting
into the groove, a disk revoluble with the shaft, and a
pitman actuated by the disk.

1,229,757. REEIVHOLDER. GaoBca O. Knapp, Newark.
N. J. Filed Sept. 19. 1916. Serial No. 120,919 (CL46—«e.)

1. A reed holder comprising a cup-shaped portion with
a partition bent Inwardly from its closed end and forming
an opening which extends from a chordal line to the side
wall.

2. A reed holder comprising a cylindrical portion hav-
ing one end closed and the other open and having a parti-
tion bent Inwardly from Its olose«l end and forming an
opening bounded by said partition and the side wall of
the cylindrical portion.
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3. A reed holder comprising a cup shaped portion with

a partition bent Inwardly from its closed end to lie ion

gltudlnally of the holder and forming an opening which

extends from a rbordal line to the side walL

4 The combination with a reed holder comprising a

cap^llke portion having a partition bent Inwardly from its

, lose<l .-nd and forming an opening bounded by said parti-

tion and the side wall, of a ree<l having a trough like body

and flat tongue fitted in said opening between said parti-

tion and wall of the holder.

.'> The combination with a reed holder comprising a

cup^like portion having a partition bent Inwardly from Its

closed end and forming an opening bounded by said parti-

tion and the side wall, of a reed having a trough like body

and fiat tongue fltte<l In said opening between said parti-

tion and wall of the holder with the rounded side of the

bo<ly against the side wall of the holder and the tongue

against said partition.

IClalms 6 to 9 not printed In the Gatette.]

1 229 758. RKNDERING-KETTLE. Ldth«b L. Ksox.
'

Av'alon, Pa. Filed July 6, 1914. Serial Xo. 849.044.

(CI. 220—142.)

and outer waUs, which are unbroken by projecting flanges,

substantially aa described.

3. A steam Jacketed rendering kettle having Inner and

outer members, the outer member being formed of a sheet

meUl cylinder and a dished sheet meUl head, the edge of

aald head being welded to the inner surface of the cylinder

atwve the lower end thereof to form a smooth Joint at the

JuncUon of the cylinder and head, the cylindrical portion

of the outer member extending below the head to form

a support for the kettle, there being an annular flange

connected to the bottom of the cylinder portion of the

outer member to form a foot therefor, the Inner member

being formed of a sheet meUl cylinder and a sheet meUl

bead of dlahed form, said head having an annular flange

merging Into the dished portion of the head, there being

a butt-welded Joint between the end of the annular flange

on the head and the end of the inner cylinder to form a

smooth Inner surface on the Inner member at the Junction

of the head and cylinder, the upper edge of the cylinder

of the inner member having an annular flange supported

on and secured to the upper edge of the cylinder of the

outer member, substantially as described.

1.229.759. SUPPORT FOR ARMATURE CROSS CON-

NECTORS. Gbobgb H. KBAiBKOPr. rittsburgh. Pa..

afcsignor to Westinghouse Electric and Manufai turing

Company, a Corjwratlon of Pennsylvania. Filed Jan.

15. 1913. SerUl No. 742.144. (CI. 171—206.)

zi-C

1. A steam Jacketed rendering kettle having Inner and

outer members, the outer member being formed of a sheet

meUl cylinder and a sheet meUl head, the edge of said

h«ad being welded to the inner face of the cylinder to

form a smooth Joint at the Junction of the cylinder and

the head, the inner member being formed of a sheet metal

cylinder and a sheet metal head of dished form, said head

having an annular flange merging into the dished portion

of the head, there being a butt-welded Joint between the

end of the annular flange on th*- head and the end of the

Inner cylinder to form a smooth inner surface on the in-

ner member at the Junction of the head of the cylinder,

the upper edge of the cylinder of the Inner member hav-

ing an annular flange supported on and secured to the

upper edge of the cylinder of the outer member, sabstan-

tlally aa deacrlbed.

2. A steam Jacketed rendering kettle having Inner and

outer members, the outer member being formed of a sheet

metal cylinder and a sheet metal bead, the edge of said

head being welded to the Inner faca of the cylinder to

form a smooth Joint at the Junction of the cylinder and

the head, the Inner member being formed of a sheet metal

cylinder and a sheet meUl head of dished form, said head

having an annular flange merging into the dlahed portion

of the head, there being a butt-welded Joint between the

end of the annular flange on the head and the end of the

Inner cylinder to form a smooth inner surface on the in-

ner member at the Junction of the head and cylinder, the

upp«'r edge of the cylinder of the Inner member having

an annular flange, the annular flange being flush with

the outer face of the cylinder of the outer member and

welde<1 to the upper edge of said cylinder to form Inner

1. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination with

a rotatable member embodying an end-plate provided

with an integral, longitudinally projecting, annular flange,

and a winding comprising a plurality of conductors, of a

supporting ring partially .ngagtng the inner surface of

paid flange, a plurality of Mrap croas-connectorB disposed

on edge and associated with said conductors, the conver-

gent halves of each connector being disposed Inwardly in

a longitudinal direction. m«'ans for permanently attach-

ing the same to the unengaged portion of aald supporting

ring, and means for atuchiug said aapportiiig rlnf to

said end-plate.

2. In a dynamo-electric ma(hine. the combination with

a rotatable member embodying an end-plate provided with

an integral, longitudinally projecting. annuUr flanga. and

a winding compriBing a plurality of conductors, of a sup-

porting ring, of substantially Z-sbape in crowKsection, a

portion of which engages the Inner surface of said flange

and forms a longitudinally-disposed annular recess, a

plurality of strap cross -connectors disposed on edge and

connected to said conductors, the halvt-s of each connector

being centrally convergent and disposed within said an-

nular recess, means for binding said cross-connectors to

said supporting ring, and means for attaching said sup-

porting ring to said end-plate.

3. in a dynamo-electric mat hine. the combination with

a rotatable member embodying an end-plate provided with

an Integral, longitudinally projecting, annular flange, and

a winding comprising a plurality of conductors, of a sup-

porting ring of subetantlally Z-shape in croas-sectlon and
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having oDe leg which is fitted tightly within said flange, a
plurality of strap corss-connectors disposed on edge and
connected to said conductors and severally having the con-

vergent halves disposed Inwardly in a longitudinal direc-

tion and symmetrically located upon the other leg of

said supporting ring, means for securely binding said

cross-connectors thereto, and means for attaching said

supporting ring to said end-plate.

4. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination with
a rotatable member provided with a winding comprising
a pluralltj of conductors, of an end-plate attached to said

member, provided with an integral, longitudinally-pro-

jecting annular flange, a ring member having a portion
which engages the inner surface of said flange and an-
other portion which U adapted to form an annular recess

with said flange for receiving cross-connectors for said

conductors, and means for attaching said ring member
to said end-plate.

0. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination with
• rotatable member provided with a winding comprising a
plurality of conductors, of an end plate attached to said

member and prorided with an integral, longitudinally-pro-

jecting annular flange, a ring of substantially Z-!ihape in

ection and having one l<»g fitted tightly within said flange

and the other leg forming an annular recesj with said

flange for receiving cross-connectors for said conductors,
and means for removably attaching said ring to said end-
plate.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,760. BARREL - HEADING -SAW MECHANISM.
JcLus J. Kboh.v, Areata, and Fbedirick J. Davis,
Oakland, Cal. Filed Sept. 26. 1914, Serial No. 863,696.
(CI. 143—12.)

2. A machine of the class dpscribed comprising a ma-
terial carrying carriage composed of spac^Kl shafts, a
guide extending across said carriage and mounted on said
•hafts, the said guide having downwardly extending arms,
a material engaging bracket mounted on the shafts, and
having a sliding engagement with the downwardly ex-
tending arms of the guide, substantially as described.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,229,761. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Edwik
Gmabo Lancastbb, Chicago. 111. Filed May 15, 1913.
Serial No. 767.801. (CI. 123—59.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine, two combustion
cylinders, a crank.shaft. two separate closed crankcases
each connected to one of said cylinders, two pistons each
connecte<i to said crankshaft, and also operatlvely con-

nected to one of said two cylinders, means of communi-
cation connecting both of said crankcases with one of
said cylinders, said two pistons and said means con-
structed to deliver charges of gaseous fluid at predeter-

mined periods, from both of said crankcases into one of

said cylinders, and m^ans for supplying fuel and air to

the other of said cylinders.

2. In an internal combustion engine, two combustion
cylinders, one constructed for a two stroke and the other

for a four stroke thermo-dynamic cycle, a common crank-
shaft, two closed crankcases each one in connection with
one of said cylinders, means of communication conn»»ctla({

said two crankcases with each other and with the two
stroke cycle cylinder, a piston in each of said cylinders,
connected to said crankshaft, constructed to deliver, at
predetermined periods, charges of gaseous fluid from both
of said crankcases to said one of said cylinders, and means
for supplying air and fuel to the other of aaid cylinders.

3. In an Inttrnal louibustlon eugiD*-. the e-omblnatlon
of one two stroke cycle cylinder with two four stroke
cycle cylinders, a closed crankcase connected to each of
said four stroke cycle cylinders, a third crankcase c-on-

nected to said two stroke cycle cylinder, means of com-
munication connecting said crank cases of said four stroke
cycle cylinders with said crankcase of said two stroke
cycle cylinder and the latter to said two stroke cycle cylin-

der, three pistons, one in each of said cylinders, and con-
structed to deliver. In conjunction with said means, peri-

odical charges of gaseous fluid from said four stroke
cycle crankcases Into said two stroke cycle crankcase
and from the latter into said two stroke cycle cylinder.

4. In an internal coiuhustlon engine, two combustion
cylinders, one a four stroke cycle and the other a two
stroke cycle cylinder, a crankshaft, a separate crank-
case for each of said cylinders, a conduit adapted for in-

termittent communication with each of said crankcases
and with said two stroke cycle combustion cylinder, and
pistons operatlvely connected to said cylinders and said

crankshaft and constructed alternately to establish and
interrupt said communications.

5. In an internal combustion engine, two combustion
cylinders, a -first one constructed to operate at a four
stroke and a second one to operate at a two stroke cycle,

a crankshaft, a first and a second separate closeil crank-
case connected to said first and to said second cylinder
respectively, means of communication between said crank-

cases and between said two stroke cycle cranki.ase and Its

appertaining cylinder, two pistons operatlvely connecte<l

to said cylinders and crankshaft and constructed to d<>-

llver air at predetermined intervals from said first Into
said second crankcase and explosive gaseou'^ fluid from
the latter Into Its appertaining cylinder.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.

1

1,229,762. EMERGENCY DRAFT WINDLASS. John H.

Lanob. Muscatine. Iowa, assignor of one-half to William
H. Schwab, Muscatine, Iowa. Filed July 28, 1916.
Serial No. 111.856. (CI. 242—95.)

1. An attachment for driving wheels of motor vehicle*,

comprising a drum, an enlarged bead portion haviuK a
plurality of radially disposed ways formed in one face
thereof arranged adjacent said drum, a plurality of later-

ally extending fingers arranged on the head portion, arms
•lidably arranged in said radially disposed ways, means

for securing said arms »a adjusted positions In the ra

dlally dUposed ways, an<l^poke engaging hooks carried on

the outer ends of said arms.

2. An attachment for driving wheels of motor vehicles

comprising a cable winding drum having a plurality of

radially extending fingers arranged adjacent one end

thereof, slldable arms carried by the fingers, and later-

ally adjustable hooks arranged adjacent the outer ex-

tremities of said slldable arms for securing said drum to

the wheel.

3. An atUchment for driving wheels of motor vehicles,

comprising a cable winding drum, a plurality of radially

extending fingers arranged adjacent one extremity of said

drum, slldable arms carried by said fingers, means for

securing said arms in an adjusted position, laterally

adjustable hooks carried by the outer extremities of aald

arms, and means for securing said hooks In an adjusted

position. ^, ,

4. An attachment for driving wheels of motor vehicles,

comprising a cable winding drum, a plurality of radially

extending fingers arranged adjacent one extremity of

aid drum and having longitudinally disposed undercut

grooves formed In one face thereof, slldable arms receiv-

able by said undercut grooves, set screws for securing

aid arms In an adjusted position, laterally adjustable

books carried by the outer extremities of said arms for

engagement with the spokes of the wheel, and set screws

engageable with portions of said hooks whereby the same

may be secured In an adjusted position.

5. An atUchment for driving wheels of motor vehicles,

comprising a cable winding drum, a plurality of radially

extending fingers arranged adjacent one extremity of said

drum, longitudinally disposed undercut grooves formed

on one face of said fingers, slldable arms receivable by

aid undercut grooves, set screws for securing said arms

In an adjusted position, laterally adjustable hooks carried

In the outer extremities of said slldable arms, means for

ecurlng said hooks In an adjusted position, and a plu-

rality of distended spoke abutting fingers arranged adja-

cent said laterally distended fingers (or preventing rela-

tive movement of the drum.

thereby, a work support plvotally carried by said frame,

means for controlling the path of movement of the work

with respect to said support, a cam carried by said frame,

an element actionable by movement of said cam. and a

second element having a screw threaded shank In engage-

ment with said last mentioned element and a head upon

which said osclllatable work support freely rests, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a hand hold rabbeting machine, the combination

of a suitable base, cutting mechanism carried thereby In-

cluding a circular saw, a work support movable with re-

spect to said cutting mechanism, a guide element extend-

ing parallel to the plane of aald saw at one side thereof,

adjustable upon said work support, a roller, means for

yleldably mounting said roller upon said guide element

to lie over said work support adjacent the said saw, and

adjustable means for limiting the approach of said roller

to the plane of said work support, substantially as and

for the purpose set forth.

5. In combination with a frame having a rotary cutting

means thereon, of a work supporting frame pivoted to said

first named frame and adapted to move toward and away

from the latter, the said work supporting frame being

adapted to have work fed thereover, means for moving

aald supporting frame, a spring arm on said supporting

frame, a roller carried by said spring and adapted to yield-

ably engage the work during the cutting operation to press

the same Into engagement with the cutting means, and a

screw for adjusting the roller toward and away from

the work, subsUntlally as described.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gazette.] •

1,229.763. HANDHOLD-RABBETING MACHINE. JAS

PCB Lathim, CastelU. Cal. Filed June 23, 1914. SerUl

No. 846,889. (CI. 144—136.)

1,229.764. VEHICLE-INDICATOR. Edward E. Law-

LBB, Plnckney township, Lewis county, N. T. Filed

Dec. 18, 1916. Serial No. 137,536. (CI. 116—31.7.)

1. In direction indicators for vehicles, the combina-

tion with the mud guard and the dash, of an Indicator

plate plvotally mounted on the top of the mud-guard

ahead of the body of the vehicle, a shaft secured to said

plate, a crank adjustably secured to said shaft, a rod

pivoted to said crank and piercing the dash and also a

guard plate carried by the dash, said guard plate having

a key-hole and said rod having a notch for engaging the

said key hole for locking the indicator in the operated

position.

3. In indicators for vehicles, the combination with the

mud-guards and the dash of the vehicle, of a pair

of plane Indicators disposed transversely upon said mud-

guards adapted to He horizontally and parallel to the top

sides of the mud-guards when Idle and to stand up-right

when operated for Indicating turning movements of the

vehicle, brackets for plvotally supporting said Indicators.

a rod for operating each Indicator, and means carried by

the dash and pierced by said rods for locking the indi-

cators In the upright position.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. A hand hold rabbeting machine comprising In com-

bination, a suitable frame, cutting mechanism carried

1 229,766. SHEET METAL MOLDING. Edwabd G. Leh-

MAN, Canton, Ohio. Filed May 18, 1916. Serial Nb.

98,315. (CI. 189—85.)

1. A metal molding having an Inturned flange on one

edge and an Inturned fiange retracted at an acute angle

on the other edge, and securing cleats for the molding
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having one end shaped to positively engage the flange on
the one edKc of the molding, and the other end diagonally
deflected to alidably engage the retracted flange on the
other edge of the molding for wedging and pressing the
acute angle of the retracted flange of the molding against
an adjacent wall.

any angle, and a bearing for the rotatable member,
bearing being mounted in the gear wheel projection.

lid

2. A metal molding having an Inturned flat flange on
one edge and an inturnfd flange retracted at an acute
angle on the other edge, and securing cleats for the mold-

ing having one end offset for receiving and positively

holding the flat flange of the molding and the other end
diagonally deflected for slldably engaKlng the retracted

flange of the molding to wedge and press the acute angle

of the retracted flange against an adjar«»nt wall.

3. A metal molding comer cap having Inturned flanges

on Its Inner edges and Inturned flanges retracted at acnte
angles on its onter edges, and a corner cleat having its

Inner ends shaped to positively engage the inturned
flanges of the corner cap and Its outer ends diagonally
deflected to slldably engage the retracted flanges of th4
corner cap for wedging and pressing the acute angle of

the retracted flange against an adjacent wall.

1.229.766. DEVICE FOR CATCHING HOLLING BALLS.
TO BE USED IN THE OAME OP INDOOR GOLF-
PUTTING. EcoBM McLban Lo.no. New York, N. Y.

Filed Jan. 26, 1917. Serial No. 144.660. (CI. 46—I.)

1. In a device of the class described, a set of filaments

arranged to form an inclosure and means for supporting
them so that a tvall may roll over any of them and be

brought to rest at a place within the inclosure.

2. In a device of the class described, an Inclined set

of fllameutti arranged to form an Inclosure, and means
for supporting them so that a ball may roll over any of

them and be brought to rest at a place within the in-

closure.

3. In a device of the clasc described, a set of filaments
arranged to form an inclosure, and means for supporting
the same so that their free ends bound the Inclosure and
limit the movement of a ball when placed therein.

[Claims 4 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,767. ELECTRICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENT.
Paul yiAcGAHAN. Plttabargh, Pa., assignor to Westing-
bouse Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed July 29. 1918. Serial
No. 781,748. (CI. 171—95.)
1. In an electrical measuring instrument, the combi-

nation with a rotatable shaft, of a spring having one end
attached to the rotatable shaft, a pinion, a gear wheel in

engagement with the said pinion, and means connected
tu the said gear wheel for restraining the same and for
operatively connecting the other end of the spring thereto.

2. In an eie<tric measuring instrument, the comblna
tlon with a rotatable meml>er, of a pinion, a gear whe»-l

having a proJe< tlon and adapted to be rotated through

3. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the combi-
nation with a rotatable member, of a pinion, a gear wheel
having a projection and adapted to engage the pinion, a
Jewel t>earing for the rotatable memt>er that is mounted
In the gear wheel projection, and means for restraining
the gear wheel in any position.

4. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the comblna
tlon with a rotatable shaft, of a pointer attached to the
said shaft, a projecting arm on the said shaft, a spring
having one end attached to the said projecting arm, a
pinion, a gear wheel In engagement with the said pinion,
and means connected to the said gear wheel for restrain-
ing the same and for operatively connecting the other
end of the said spring to the said gear wheel.

5. In an electrical measuring Instrument, the combi-
nation with a rotatable member, of a supporting member,
a pinion journaled in said supporting member, a gear
wheel having a cylindrical projection thereon and adapted
to be rotated through any angle, said projection being
Journaled In the said supporting member, and a bearing
for the said rotatable member carried by the projection
on the said gear wheel.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,229,768. CIRCUIT INTERRUPTER. Joskph N Ma-
HO.NEv, Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to Westingbouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of
Pennsylvania. Filed Aug. 11, 1913. Serial No. 784,083.
(CI. 175—282.)

1. A drcult Interrupter comprising stationary termi-
nal members, reactors surrounding the said terminal mem-
Ihts. and means for conneftlng the said reactors in the
ilrcult before, and disconnecting the same after, the clr-

••ult is closed and opened, respectively.
2. In a circuit Interrupter, the combination with sta-

tionary t*>rminal members, of reactors surrounding the
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said terminal members, and an operating mechanism for

connet-tlng the said reactors in the circuit before, and
disconnecting the same after, the circuit it closed and
opened, respectively.

3. In a circuit interrupter, the combination with ter-

minal members, of impedance devices surrounding the said

terminal members, and means for connecting the said im-

pedance devices in circuit before, and disconnecting the

same after, the circuit Is closed and opened, respectively.

4. A circuit Interrupter comprising terminal members,

reactors surrounding the said terminal members, main

and auxiliary stationary contact memt^ers mounted on the

Mid terminal member and electrically connected to the

Mid reactors, movable main and auxiliary contact mem-
bers, and means for operating the said movable contact

members to effect engagement of the auxiliary contact

meml»ers before, and disengagement after, the main con-

tact members.

]

5. A circuit Interrupter comprising terminal members,

reactors surrounding the said terminal members, station-

•ry main and auxiliary contact members supported by the

•aid terminal members and electrically connected to the

said reactors, movable main and auxiliary contact mem-
bers for engaging the said stationary contact members,

and an operating means for the said movable contact

members.
[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,769. WINI»OW-RE<;ULATOR. John E. Marsdin,

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed June 18. 1914. .Serial No.

845.806. (CI. 16—53.)

1. The combination with a window, of means for mov-
ing the same comprising a window driving wheel, a rota-

table and longitudinally movable shaft, a stationary

member having locking noti bes, a member carried by and
secured against rotation with respect to said shaft, said

shaft carrying said wheel and extending therethrough, a

locking pin carried by said second named member and ex-

tending through said wheel and adapted to engage In said

notches, and a spring engaging the end of said shaft and
opposing withdrawal of said pin from said notches.

2. The combination with a window, of means for mov-
ing the same comprising a window driving wheel, a rota-

table and longitudinally movable shaft, a stationary

member having locking notches, a member carried by and
•ecureil against rotation with respect to said shaft, said

shaft carrying said wheel and extending therethrough, a

locking pin carried by said second named member and
extending through said wheel and adapted to engage in

tnid notches, said pin forming a driving connection be-

tween said member and said wheel.

3. The combl-iation with a window, of means for mov-

ing the same comprising a window driving wheel, a rota-

table and longitudinally movable shaft, mid driving

wheel disposed in fixed angular relation with respect to

said shaft, a stationary member having locking notches,

a member carried by and secured against rotation with re-

spect to said shaft, and a locking pin carried by said

second named member and ndapted to engage in said

notches.

4. The ( onibinatlon with a wlmlow. of means for mov-

ing the same comprising a window driving wheel, a rota-

I

table and longitudinally movable shaft, a stationary
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member having locking notches, and locking means rota-

table and movable longitudinally in fixed relation with

said shaft and connecting said shaft with said wheel and

adapteil to engage in said notches.

1,229.770. METAL UTENSIL. Albert L. Mabsh, De-

troit. Mich., assignor to Hoskins Manufacturing Com-

pany, Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Flle<

Jan. 19. 1917. Serial No. 143.369. (CT. 78—1.)

r
i

1. As an article of manufacture a metal utensil of tlie

character which is exposed in use to the destructive

action of molten brasses, bronzefi and the like formed of

an alloy comprising Iron and chromium.
S. As an article of manufacture a metal utensil of tbe

character which is exposed In use to the destructive ac-

tion of molten brasses, bronzes and the like formed of an
alloy comprising iron and approximately 25 per cent,

chromium.
5. As an article of manufacture a metal utensil of the

character which is exposed In use to the destructive ac-

tion of molten brasses, bronzes and the like formed of an
alloy comprising iron, upward of 15 per cent, chromium
and a relatively small percentage of manganese.

6. As an article of manufacture a metal utensil of the
character which Is exposed in use to the destructive ac-

tion of molten brasses, bronzes and the like formed of an
alloy comprising iron, approximatriy 25 per cent, chro-

mium and approximately 2 per cent, manganese.
[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,771. LIQUID-SPRAYER. Abthcr Mattmn, Wll-

llamsport, Pa. Filed Jan. 27, 1917. Serial No. 144.914.

(CI. 137—67.)

In a liquid sprayer, a liquid container having an orifice

in its top, a tube having one of Its ends in engagement

with an apertured portion of said top and extending into

the interior of said container, closing means arranged in

the upper end of said tube for varying the size of the

opening therein, a tubular member fulcrumed upon said

container top and having one of its ends projected over
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said closing means, and a spring connecting said con-
tainer top and tubular member whereby one end of the
latter Is yieldingly retained In engagement with said
closing means.

1,229,772. VALVE. Hinht L. Miller and Nibls P.
NiBLsiN, I'ort Aransas, Tex. Filed Apr. 3. 1915.
Serial No. 19.034. (CI. 37—9.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a straight suction tube, a water supply pipe positioned
upon said suction tube, said water supply pipe extending
throughout Its entire length substantially parallel to said
suction tube, clamping bands passing about said suction
tube and said supply pipe for holding said supply pipe
upon said suction tube, one end of said water supply pipe
communicating with the Interior of said suction tube,
the remaining end of said supply pipe being open, a valve
seat carried upon the open end of said water supply pipe,
a valve movably mounted upon said seat, a flu pivotally
mounted within said suction tube, means conn»>ctlng said
fln to said valve, said fin being adapted to normally be re-
tained in an elevated position when the device is in oper-
ation due to the force of the impact of the water passing
through said suction tube with great velocity, whereby
said means will hold said valve upon said seat, the elon-
gated construction of th*- device facilitating Its submerg-
ing within a comparatively shallow stream, whereby when
the velocity of water within the suction tube decreases
said fln will fall so as to cause said means to remove said
valve from said seat, thereby permitting water from the
stream to pass into the open end of said pipe and then be
directed into said suction tube so as to dislodge soft
materials which may be clogged within the suction tube.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a suction tube, a water supply pipe positioned upon said
suction tube, said water supply pipe extending through-
out its entire length evenly with said tube, one end of said
water suply pipe communicating with the interior of said
suction tube, the remaining end of said water supply pipe
being open, a valve seat carried upon .the open end of said
water supply pipe, a valve movably mounted opoa said
•eat, a fln pivotally mounted upon said suctloB tnba. link
means adjustably connecting said fln to said valre, said
fln being adapted to be held in an elevated position for
holding said valve upon said seat when the velocity of
water passing through said suction tube is greatest owing
to the force of the impact of the water upon said fln, said
fln being adapted to fall when said velocity dcrrcaaca.
whereby said adjustable link means will remove said valve
from said seat for permitting water to pass into the open
end of said pipe and be directed therethrough into said suc-
tion tube so as to dislodge soft material which may b€
clogged within said suction tube, and a housing carried
upon said suction tube, and fitting over said adjustable
Unit means, whereby foreign objects within the stream will
not become entangled with the link means or will not en-
gage the same, whereby the device will operate efflciently
at all times.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a suction tube, a water supply pipe carried upon said suc-
tion tube, said water supply pipe extending evenly through-
out its entire length with said tube, one end of said supply
pipe communicating with the interior of said suction tube,
the remaining end of said supply pipe being open and hav-
ing a valve seat carried thereon, a valve movably mounted
upon said seat, a fln pivotally mounted upon said suction
tube, an arm connecte<l to said fln. an adjustable link
means connected to said arm. said adjustable link means
alao being cennected to said valve, the entire device being

adapted to be submerged in a sitream of water, said fln
being aflapted to b*- held In au .-levRt.-d position due to the
great velocity of the water passing therethrough, whereby
said valve at this time will be retained upon said seat,
said fln being adapted to fall when the velocity of water
decreases, whereby said arm will cause said link means to
remove said valve from said seat so as to permit the pas-
sage of water into the open end and through said pipe into
said suction tube for dislodging soft material therein, and
an Inclosed housing carried upon sal.l suction tube and fit-
ting over the arm of said fln and said adjustable link
means, whereby foreign objects within the stream will
not be efitangled or engaged by the arm or link means,
whereby the device will be in a condition to operate effl-

ciently at ail times when in use.

1.229.773. COLLAR -BUTTON. Fred Milos. ChlcafO,
111. PIM Oct. 2. 1916. Serial Xo. 123,241. (CL
24—91.)

1. In a device of the character d«>Hcribed. the combina-
tion of a base provided with a slot, a stud fixedly secured
to said base adjacent one end of said slot, and a movable
stud supported In said slot and adapted to be adjustably
secured at any deslrwl position between the ends of said
slot, said movable stud comprising a member <lispo»ed
behind said slot having a threaded projection extending
through said slot and a button hole-engaging portion
threaded ly engaging said projection whereby said mov-
able stud Is securely clamped in selected position.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a base comprising two strips secured together at
their edges, the upper strip being provided with a slot, a
stud fixedly secured to said base adjacent one end of
said slot, and a stud comprising a member disposed be-
tween said strips and having a projection extending
through said slot, and a button-hole engaging portion
mounted on said extension to selectively clamp said
upper strip In predetermined adjusted position, said studs
being each adapted for engagement with complementary
button-holes of a shirt band.

3. In a device of the character described, the combi-
nation of a base comprising two metal strips secureil to-
gether at their edges, the upper strip being provided
with a slot, a stud fixedly secured to said base adjacent
on<» end of said slot, and a stud comprising a member
dlsposetl between said strips and having a projection ex-
tending through said slot, a body portion mounteil on
said extension and a head removably secured to said ex-
tension, said studs being each adapted for engagement
with complementary button holes of a shirt band.

1.229.774. ART OP WELDING TUBES. JoH!« C. Moon,
St. Louts. Mo. Filed Nov. 27. 1916. Serial No
133.711. (CI. 78—92.)

«
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consists In simultaneously beveling and removing the

feathers or burs from the edges of the blank before It

la curled to bring said edges together.

2. The herelndescrlbed methoil of preparing tubes to

be welded consisting In beveling the edges of a section of

sheet metal, and then b«-ndlng said section of metal to

bring the beveled edges together to form a substantially

V-shaped open' seam along which the welding operation Is

effected.

1,229.775. PHONOGRAPH. Frank S. Moobe. Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed Mar. 29. 1»1(>. Serial No. 87,397. (CI.

274—2.)

1. In a phoDoKraph. a body portion having top and
bottom walls, a sound amplifying chamber wholly within
Mid body portion and comprising said top and bottom
walls of the body portion and collapsible side walls, a
tone arm and an extension from said tone-arm project-

ing into said sound amplifying chamt>er within said side

walls.

2. In a phonograph, a body portion having top and
bottom malls, a sound amplifying cbamt>er wholly within
said t>ody portion and comprising said top and bottom
walls of the body portion and removable, collapsible

side walU. a tone-arm and a removable extension from
said tone-arm projecting into said sound amplifying
cbamt»er within said side walls.

3. In a phonograph, a sound amplifying chaml>er
wholly within the l>ody portion of the phonograph, col-

lapsible side walls therefor, a tone-arm and an exten-

sion from said tone-arm projecting into said sound ampli-

fying chamber adjacent said side walls.

4. In a phonograph, a sound amplifying chamt>er

wholly within the body portion of the phonograph, re-

movable, collapsible side walls therefor, a tone-arm and
an extension from said tone-arm projecting into said

sound amplifying chamber adjacent said side walls.

5. In a phonograph, a casing, a sound amplifying
chaml>er within the casing, a tone-arm extension having
an opening In its side wall, loosely mounted In the cas-

ing and projecting into the sound amplifying cbaml>er,

a sleeve for said tone-arm extension having an opening
In its side wall and rotatable relative to said tone-arm
extension and a tone-arm mounted on said tone-arm
•staaalon.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. The hereinde^icribed art of preparing flat metal
blanks which are to be formed into welded tubes which

1.229.776. STARTING MECHANISM FOR GAS-EN-
GINES. John P. Nikonow, Wilkinsburg. Pa., as-

signor to Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec.

29, 1914. 'Bertal No. 879.488. (CI. 74—7.)

1. In a starting mechanism, the combination with a

motor, a driving shaft operatlvely connected thereto, a

hollow shaft surrounding the driving shaft and having a

screw threaded portion, a pinion for coactlng with said

crew thr««ded portion, and means for connecting said

shafts, of a housing for said pinion having a bearing for

said hollow shaft l)etween said connecting means and
the screw-threaded portion, and a gear wheel coactlng

with said pinion.

2. In a starting mechanism, the combination with a

motor, a driving shaft operatlvely connected thereto, a

hollow shaft rotatably mounted on the driving shaft and
having a screw-threaded portion, a spring for connecting

said shafts, and a pinion for coactlng with s^ld screw-

threaded iKtrtton. of a bousing for said pinion having a

bearing for said hollow shaft between said s^Ing and

said screw-threade<I portion, and a gear wbeel for co-

acting with said pinion.

3. In a starting mechanism, the combination with an
engine, a gear wheel operatlvely connected thereto, and
a pinion, of means for actuating said pinion into and
out of mesh with the gear wheel, said means comprising

a hollow screw-threaded shaft, a shaft within the hollow

shaft, a spring for connecting said shafts, a bearing for

said hollow shaft at an Intermediate portion, and means
for actuating the other shaft.

4. In a starting mechanism, the combination with a

pair of coactlng gear wheels, of means for shifting one

of said wheels, said means comprising a motor, a driving

shaft, a hollow shaft rotatably mounted thereon, and

having a screw-threaded portion at its inner end. means
for connecting said shafts at their outer ends, and a

housing having a bearing for said hollow shaft at an In-

termediate portion.

5. In a starting mechanism, the combination with a

pair of coactlng gear wheels, of means for shifting one of

said wheels, said means comprising a motor having a

driving shaft, a hollow shaft rotatably mounted thereon

and having a screw-threaded portion at its inner end,

means for connecting said shafts at their outer ends,

and a housing for inclosing the shlftable gear wheel and

having a gearing at its outer end for supporting said

shafts.

1.229,777. . GARBAGE RECEPTACLE. John M. Oaaa-

HOLTZEB. Wooster. Ohio. Filed June 19, 1916. Serial

No. 104,627. (CI. 220—116.)

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a body, a lid hinged thereto, a circumferential

treadle bar surrounding said body, a pair of fulcrum* for
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said treadle bar on opposite sides of said body, a pair of

rods mounted opposite each other, each in operative en-

Ka^T^nient with said lid and aald har. rottillent means for

actuating said bar in one direction, means, including op-

poiilte segments uf said bar for ac-tuating the latter in

the opposite direction either in front or at the rear of

said body, and a ball or handle mounted on said body
al>ove the rear segment of said treadle bar and acces-

sible therefrom, substantially as set forth and for the pur-

pose specified.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.229,778. SANITARY BEATING MACHINE. Ralph
OLLio, Keyport. N. J. Filed June 7, 1916. Serial No.
102,321. (CI. 15—8.)

1. In a beating machine, the combination of a support,
spaced brackets mounted on said support, a rod adjust-
ably mounted In each bracket, a pair of grooved wheels ro-

tatably and slidably mounted on each rod. a table, spaced
legs depending from each end of the Uble, spaced rods
connecting corresponding legs and engaged In the groove*
of related wheels at>ove and below the latter, and a beat-
ing mechanism mounted on the support and cooperating
with the table.

2. In a beating macfaioe, the combination of a support.
a bracket swlngingly mounted on said support, a beating
element pivoted on said bracket, a cam rotatably mounted
on the support and codperatlng with the beating element
to oscillate same, and means for adjusting the bracket
toward and away from the cam.

3. In a beating maciilne, the combination of a support,
an oscillating beating element adjustably mounted 00 the
support, a cam rotatably mounted on the support and co-
operating with the beating element to oscillate same, an<l
means for adjusting the beating element toward and away
from the cam.

4. In a beating machine, the combination of a pivoted
U-shaped yoke, a cam rotatable between the arms of the
yoke and operating to osUlIate the latter, and a beating
element oscillated by the movement of the yoke.

5. In a beating machine, the combination of a support,
a bracket swlngingly mounted on saM support, a U-
shaped yoke pivoted on said bracket, a cam rotatably
mounted on the support between the arms of the yoke
and operating to oscillate the yoke, a beating element
oscillated by the movement of the yoke, and means for
adjusting the bracket toward and away from the cam.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,229.779. PROCESS OF DYEING RUGS. Waltib E.
Olson, Chicago, 111. Original application filed May 20.

1914. Serial No. 839,830. r)lvlded and this applica-

tion filed Dec. 18, 1915. Serial No. 67,610. (CI.

101—129.)
The method of forming a border and pattern on a

rue by employment of a liquid dye sprayed upon tke rug
and guards, which consists In first placing a guard upon

tern la to be formed ; then spraying a dye over the entire
upper side of the rug; then placing a gxiard on the up-
per side of the rug spaced from the edge ther»«f along
which the border Is to b« formed ; then spraying addi-

tional dye upon the portion of the rug between said mem-
ber and the adjacent edge of the rug ; and then repeating
the latter operation along each edge of the rug until the
border is completed, substantially as described.

1,229,780. SOUND-BOX FOR TALKING - MACHINES.
Waltvb Op«l. Lelptlg. <;erraany. Filed Mar. 5. 1915.
Serial No. 12.237. (a. 274—27.)

1. A sound box for talking machines in which the regu-
lation of the tone la effected by sui;>erpotied perforated
disks, comprising the sound box casing with p«>rforated
rear wall, a tK)x shaped enlargement provlde<l on the rear
wall of the sound box casing and adapted to house a per-
forated disk, a central shaft for said disk within the box
and enlargement, and a spring on said shaft adapted to
preKs the perforated disk against the perforated rt-ar wali
of the sound box.

2. A sound box for talking machines, comprising the
sound box casing with perforate<l rear wall, a box shaped
enlargement provided on the rear wall of the sound box
casloK. a central shaft within said casing and enlarge-
ment, and means on said central shaft for regulating the
tone.

1,229,781. LIQUID - ELEV.\TING APPARATUS. Eu-
GEM O'ScLLiVAN, South Bethlehem. Pa. Filed Oct.
8. 1916. SerUl No. 54.732. (CI. 103—52.)

1. .4 liquid elevating apparatus including In combina-
tion multistage liquid {evels. independent conduits com-
municating with each gu<'cet>slve liquid level for conveying
the liquid, means located In each of said conduits for

and communicating with the said Independent conduits,

and means Including a vacuum pr(Kluclng device con

nectpd to the Kald last mentioned conduit, for raising the

liquid to tb«' successive levels.

8. A liquid elevatinc apparatus Including In combina-

tion superlmi)o«ed liquid levels, independent conduits com-

municating with each succ»>sslve liquid level for convey-

ing the liquid, a cbamlM-r communicating with each Inde-

pendent conduit near the upper end thereof, means pro-

vided in th«« discharge end of said chamber Including a

pump for forcing the liquid therefrom, another conduit

communicating with th*- stid Independent conduits, and

means including a vacuum producing device connecte«l to

the said last mentioned conduit for elevating the liquid to

the next successive liquid l«vel.

6. A liquid elevating apparatus Including in comldna

tlon superimposed liquid levels, conduits communicating

With the said levels for conveying the liquid successively

from one level to the next upper level, a chamber com

munlcatlng with each of the said conduits near the upper

end thereof, the said chanil)er comprising a substantially

elliptical and angularly disposed compartment for receiv

ing the liquid from the conduit and discharging It into

the liquid level, means provided in the lower end of the

chambers for forcing the liquid therefrom, another con

dult communicating with the aforesaid conduits, and means

including a va.uum producing device connected to the

said last mentioned conduit for elevating the liquid in the

aforesaid rondults.

r Claims 2, 4, 5. and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,22 9.7 82. TRANSMISSION GEARING. IrvinH.

Plsikharp, Columbus. Ohio. Filed Mar. 2, 1916. Be

rial No. 81.632. (CI. 74—59.)

and having clutch jaws adapted to selectively engage

with the Jaws of the high-speed shaft or the low-speed

sleeve.

(Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,783. RET.\INI.NG MEANS FOR BOLTS AND
SIMILAR DEVICES. Georok D. PoorB, St. Lonls, Mo.

Filed Feb. 17, 1917. Serial No. 149,849. (CI.

161—82.)

be rug to shield tlie latter at the place where the pat- i forcing the liquid therefrom, another conduit connected to

1. In combination, n primary driving member having a

central bore within Its Inner end, a high-speed drive-shaft

In allnement therewith and having its outer end entering

and l)earlnR within th.- bore of the Inner end of said

prinuiry driving member. <lutch jaws formed on said

high speeil drive shaft adjaient its outer end, a relatively

long low speeii slee\e sunou«dlng the high-speed shaft

and having <lutch jaws formetl in its outer end space<l

from the jaws of the shaft, said sleeve being free of all

connections with the said shaft, a pair of external bear

ings mounte<l on opposite ends of the sleeve for directly

supportlnc the same, a bevel pinion carried by the inner

end of the sleeve, a bevel pinion on the inner end of the

shaft, concentric bevel gears mounted on a shaft at right

angles to the drive-shaft and meshing each with one of

the said pinions, and an overhanging clutch member slld-

able upon the inner end of the primary driTlng member

1. The combination of a stationary part provlde<l with

a group of holes, an adjustable part provided with a

group of holes, and a plurality of devices that are adapt<-d

to be Inserted in alloed holes in said parts to hold said

adjustable part in adjusted position, the numl)er of holes

In each of said groups being divisible by a third number
represented by the number of devices that are arranged in

the alined holes in said parts.

4. The combination of a twit adjustably mounted in a

stationary part and provided with a non-circular-shaped

heed, a member that Is adapted to be arranged in engage-

ment with the head of said bolt and provided with a
group of equally spaced holes arrant'ed concentrically

about the axis of the i)olt, a group of tapped holes in said

stationary part arrange«l In different spaced relation to

the holes In said meml)er but concentric with the axis of

the l)olt, retaining devices that are adapted to be inserted

through the holes in said memt>er and screwed Into said

part, and means for preventing said retaining devices

from working loose.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.784. SHADE FOR ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT
LAMPS. Fredbrick R. Pops, Wlllesden, London. Eng-

land, assignor. t»y mesne assignments, to Duhrssen it

Pfalti, Inc., a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 4,

1915. Serial No. 11.963. (CI. 240-108.)

1. In an electric incandescent lamp, a lamp bulb, a base

comprising a screw plug and a tiireaded part of larger

diameter than the screw plug and separated therefrom,

said part being interposed I'etween said plug and the bulb.

2. In an electric Incandescent lamp, a lamp hull), a I>a8e

comprising a screw plug and a threaded part of larger

diameter than the screw plug interpos^-d between said

plug and bulb, and a layer of insulation separating said

plug from said part.
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8. In combination, an incandescent lamp c-ompriaing a

base and a bulb, said base cunsisting of a screw plug and
a threaded part Interposetl between the plug and the bulb

of larger diameter than the plug, a shade and a metallic

collar engaging said sba<Ie threaded on said part.

4. In combination, an incandescent lamp comprising a
base and a bull>. Raid base consisting of a screw plug and a

threaded part Interposed between the screw plug and the

balb of larger diameter than the plug, a shade and a me-

tallic collar substantial!^- U-shaped in cross section thread-

ed on said part and engaglnt? the edge of the shade

surrounding the opening therein.

5. In combination with an Incandescent lamp having a

threaded sleeve thereon, of a detachable shade supported

on the bulb of said lamp and bavintr a relatively large

hearing surface thereon adjacent Its lower end. said

shade having a neck portidb and an annular flange con-

nected therewith, said flange Increasing slightly In diame-

ter as it approaches said neck and a collar threaded on

•'aid sleeve having a spaced annular flange enga>:ln){ said

flange on said neck to force the contacting surfaces of

said shade and bulb into firm engagement with each other

and to force said flange on said collar Into Arm engage-

ment with said flange on said shade.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.785. W.\TER STAGE INDICWToR. DlLBlRT W.
P«oiB8TiL, Treadwell, Alaska. Filed Mar. 31. 1914.

Serial No. 828.558. (CT. 200—34.)

1. A commutator for an indicator device, having a pair

of rings provided with a pair of opposite segments pro-

jecting toward the opposite rlnits. each segment extending

through almost one-half of a circle, a pair of brushes

contacting continuously with said rings and connected to

positive and negative poles of a source of electrical en-

ergy, and three equally space<i brushes cooperating with

and contacting the segments between said rings, whereby

one segment Is engaged by one of the last mentioned

brushes while the other is engaged by the other two of the

last mentioned brushes.

2. In a device of the character described, a frame hav-

ing a base and an arch, a shaft mounted for rotation

within the arch, a commutator carried by the shaft and
having a pair of rings provided with a pair of opposite

segments projecting toward the opposite rings, each seg-

ment extending through almost one-half of a circle, three

brushes carried by the arch, two of them contacting con-

tinuously with the two rings and the third being engage-

able with the segments between the rings, and a pair of

leaf spring brushes carried by the base and contacting

with said segments between the rings, the third brush and
last mentioned brushes being spaced equally apart so that

one of them always engages one segment while the other

two engage the other segments.

1,228.786. ELECTRIC STOVE. John Williams Ptm-

XBI.L. Morrlstown. Tenn.. assignor of one-half to E. B.

Fisher. Morrlstown, Tenn. Filed Jan, 12. 1917. Serial

No. 141.993. (CI. 219—19.)
1. In an electric stove for cooking or heating, a main

supporting structure having electrical connectors embed-

ded in its surface and terminating at one end in resilient

connections for transmitting current to the beating ele-

ments, a supplementary supporting structure for the beat-

ing elements, said supplementary structure haTloff • series

of ribs so disposed as to form a zlg tag recess wherein
the heating elements lie. a series of beating elements In-

terposed between said ribs, channel-shaped connectors en-

gaging said ribs and electrically connecting the heating

elements, angle plate connectors for electrically Joining

the heating elements with the connectors on the main
supporting structure, and bell-crank l«*vera plvotally sup-

ported on the main structure and operative so as to lift

out the supplementary supporting structure and thereby

disengage the connections between the heating elements

and the source of electrical supply.

2. In an electric stove for cooking and heating; the

combination with a main supporting structure and a sup-

plementary supporting structure : the former having elec-

trical connectors attached thereto, the latter having a

-series of transverse ribs ; of a series of Individual heat-

ing elements interposed between the ribs : channel shaped

connectors engaging the ends of the ribs and electrically

connecting the heating elements In sequ^-nce : and angle

plate connectors electrically connecting the heating ele-

ments with connectors on the main supporting structure.

3. In an electric stove for cooking and heating : a main
supporting structure having electrical connectors on the

Inner face of one side, one connector at each end thereof,

a terminal contact forming a part of each of said 'on-

nectors : a supplemental supporting structure, provided

with a series of transverse ribs, each alternate rib having

its end unattached from the opposite sides of the supple-

mental structure : a series of individual heating t-lements

interposed between said ribs ; channel shaped connectors

engaging the alternate unattached ends of the ribs and

electrically connecting said heating elements in sequence;

and angle plate connectors, one connected to one end of

each end heating element, thereby electrically connecting

the end heating elements and said terminal contacts of

the connectors on the main supporting structure.

4. In an electric stove for cooking and heating, a main
supporting structure having electrical connectors seated

In the Inner face of one side and terminating at one end

in resilient connections for transmitting current to the

heating elements, a supplementary supporting structar«

for the heating elements, said supplementary structure

having a series of ribs so disposed as to form a zlg zag

recess for the reception of the heating elements, a series

of heating elements Interposed between said ribs, channel-

shaped connectors engaging said ribs and electrically con-

necting the heating elements, and angle plate connectors

for electrically Joining the heating elements with the con-

nectors on the main supporting structure.

1,229.787. FEED WATER HEATER OR SUPERHEATER
FOR FIRE TUBE BOILERS. John W. Pchvih. De-

troit, and LoRxa W. Stkbves. Jackson. Mich. Filed

Dec. 15. 1915. Serial Xo. 67.023. (CI. 122—«23.)

1. A feed water heater comprising a series of flttingi

pivotally connected together with certain of the flttings

provided with water legs adapted to enter the fire tubes of

the steam boiler in spaced relation to the walls thereof,

the course of the water through the flttlngs and through

the water legs being in one continuous series.
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2. A f««ed water heater comprising a series of fittings

pivotally connected together with certain of the flttlngs

provided with water legs adapted to enter the flre tubes of

the steam boiler in spaced relation to the walls thereof,

and said flttlngs having connecting means about which

the fittings may be turned into different angular relations

one to the other, the course of the water through the fit-

tings and through the water legs l»eing in one continuous

•erles.

t:"-^

3. A feed water heater consisting of a series of fittings

plvoully connected end to end in a continuous series with

terminal flttlngs adapted to receive inlet and outlet con-

nections for feed water and each of the intermediate flt-

tlngs being provided with an extension constituting a

water leg of a size to be Inserted In a flre tube of a

boiler, the course of the water through the flttlngs and

water legs being in one continuous series.

4. A feed water heater comprising a series of connected

flttlngs each with a passage therethrough and at the meet-

ing ends having matching engaging faces with pivot con-

nections abuut which the flttlngs may be set one relative

to the other into different angular relations, certain of

the flttlngs being each provided with a water leg adapted

to enter a flre tube of the boiler, the course of the water

through the flttlngs and water legs being In one continu-

ous series.

5. A feed water heater comprising a series of connected

flttlngs each with a passage therethrough and at the meet-

ing ends having matching engaging faces with pivot con-

nections about which the flttlngs may be set one relative

to the other into different angular relations and certain

of the flttlngs l>eing each provided with a water leg adapt-

ed to enter a flre tube of the boiler, said water leg com-

prising a tubular member connected at one end to the fit-

ting and at the other end provided with a closing and

centering means, and means within the tube for directing

water entering the tube into outflowing and return streams

and constituting a division means between the inlet and

outlet ends of the fitting, the course of the water through

the flttlngs and water legs being in one continuous series.

[Claims « to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

upon the shank and adjoining the side of the rib a lug

adapted to enter one of the notches of the blade, said lug

1.229,788. GARDEN IMPLEMENT. Aabo.n Fbbncb

Rambbt, Aurora, 111. Filed Oct. 8. 1915. Serial No.

54.799. (CI. 30—9.)
An implement comprising a shank having a rib extend-

ing longitudinally thereof, a stud mounted on the shank

t)eyond one side of the rib. a nut screwthreaded upon the

Btud. a blade pivoted on the stud and provided with

notches located at Its edge adjacent the rib. there being

provided upon the shank and blade and around the stud

Inter-eugaglng corrugations, there being further provlde<l

being located beyond the outer ends of the said corruga-

tions.

1.229.789. CIRCUIT - INTERRUPTER. Karl C. Rak-

dall, Edgewood Park. Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse

Electric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation

of Pennsylvania. Fllefl June 9, 1914. Serial No.

S44.092. (CI. 175—294.)

1. The combination with a plurality of parallel-con-

nected circuit Interrupters, of a close-mapnetic-clrcult

magnetizable member surrounding the conductors of the

interrupters for equalizing the currents traversing the

same.
2. The combination with a plurality of parallel-con-

nected circuit interrupters, of a magnetizable member

having substantially the shape of the figure eight for

magnetically connecting adjacent Interrupters to equalize

the currents traversing the same.

3. The combination with two circuit interrupters op-

eratlvely connected in parallel, of a closed-magnetic cir-

cuit magnetizable member surroundlng.slmllar conductors

of the interrupter for equalizing the currents traversing

the same.

4. The combination with a plurality of circuit Inter-

rupters operatlvely connected in parallel, of a closed-mag-

netic-clrcult magnetizable member surrounding one of the

conductors of each circuit interrupter for equalizing the

currents traversing the same.

5. In a double-pole parallel-connected circuit inter-

rupter, the combination with co<iperatlng contact mem-

bers and terminal bushings for the circuit interrupter

conductors, of a magnetizable member having subt-tan-

tlally the shape of the figure eight surrounding the ter-

minal bushings for equalizing the currents traversing the

conductors and the contact members.

1.229.790. METHOD OF MANUFACTURING DRILL-

BITS. Samcbl V. Rawlixos. Calumet. Mich. Filed

June 6. 1910. Serial No. 665,196. (CI. 76—108.)

1. The method of shaping cross drill-bits which con-

sists In forming centrally protuberant cutting edges opon

the flaring wings of the bit by heating the same to soften

the metal thereof, and simultaneously upsetting and com-
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pactlng the softened metal of the wing*, while udcod-
floed, along lines extending substantially at right angles
to the protuberant cutting edges and converging to the
axis of the drill bit. substantlalir as described.

2. The method of shaping cross drill bits which coo-
slsts in forming centrally protuberant, curved, V-shaped,
cutting edges upon thf flaring wings of the bit by heating
the same to soften the metal thereof and simultaneously
opsetting and compacting the softened metal of the wings,
while unconflned. along lines radial with respect to the
curved cutting edges and converging to the axis of the
drill bit, subHtantially as described.

1.229.791. PASSENOER-CAR. Harold Rowvtrkk. Kenll-
worth. 111., assignor to National Pneumatic Company,
New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of West Virginia.

Original application flle<l Oct. 29. 1912. Serial No.
728.3T6. Divided and this application flle«l Apr. 24.
1915. Serial No. 23.618. (CI. 105—19.)

*» ft

iidJjjJjSuULIULI
[PiirfmWnnfin
r* w » re

1. A car having a longitudinal central aisle and side

doorways and doors opposite each other on opposite sides
of the aisle, and a control device for the doors of each
jdoorway. the control device for the doors on one side of
the al-xl*" being locate<l opposite the central portion of the
doorways on the other side of the aisle.

2. A car having a longitudinal central aisle and side
doorways and doors at the ends of the car. a control de-
vice for the doors of each doorway, the control device
for the doors of one doorway being located adjacent the
opposite doorways on the opposite side of the aisle.

3. A car having a longitudinal central aisle and side
doorways and tloors located opposite each other at the
ends and also intermediate the ends of the car, a control
device for the doors of each doorway, the control device
for the doors of one doorway being located adjacent the
opposite doorways on the opposite side of the aisle.

1,229.792. AUTOMATIC CONTROL MEANS FOR AIR
PRESSURE PUMPS. Hahvby J. Rcssbll. North Bend.
Oreg. Continuation of application Serial No. 79.3.759.
fllHl Oct. 6. 1913. This application tiled Nov. 27, 1915.
Serial No. 6.1.874. (CI. 230—24.)
1. The combination with a pressure-producing pump

provided with a relief valve, of a cylinder associated with
the pump, a piston in the cylinder having a piston ro«l

projecting therefrom, a roclc lever connected to the piston
rod for actuation thereby, another lever having one end
In position to engage the relief valve and open it. spring
connections b«»tween each end of the flrst named lever and
the corresponding: ends of the second-named lever, and
latches In the path of the first-named lever on opposite
sides of its pivot and arranged in the path of the tirst-

narneil lever, for actuation thereby.
2. The combination with a pressnre-prodncing pump

having a relief valve, of a cylinder associated with the
pump, a piston mounted in the cylinder, a spring in the
cylinder tending to holii the piston at one limit of Its
stroke, connection.^ i>etween the pressure side of the I

pump and the cylinder on the side of the piston remote
from the spring, a piston rod carrie<l by the piston and
extending to the exterior of Ihe cylinder, a rock lever con-
nected on one side of its pivot to the piston rod. another
rock lever having one end in position to engage and open
the relief valve, elastic connections between opposite ends
of the first-named lever and the corresponding opposite
ends of the sei>ond named lever, and latches iu the path
of the sei-ond-named lever on opposite sides of its pivot
and also in the path of the first named lever on opposite
sides of Its pivot and operating to alternately latch and
release the second-named lever at the limits of its rocking
movements, said latches being in the path of the first-

named lever for alternate actuation thereby to the un-
latched position.

T-

J

3. The combination with a pressure-producing pump
having a relief valve, of a cylinder associated with the
pump, connections between the pressure side of the pump
and the cylinder, a diaphragm in the cylinder in pot^ition
to be acted upon by tluid under pressure entering the
cylinder through the connections with the pump, a piston
In the cylinder on the side of the diaphragm remote from
the pressure connections, a spring in the cylinder tending
to move the piston toward the diaphragm, a piston rod for
the piston extending to the exterior of the cylinder, a
rock lever connected to the piston rod for actuation there-
by, latches in the path of the opposite ends of the rock
lever for alternate actuation thereby, another rock lever
having its opposite ends posltione^l to move in alterna-
tion Into engagement with the latches, and springs t>e-

twet-n the opposite ends of the flrst-naned lever and the
«-orrespondlng opposite ends of the second name<l lever,
said second-named lever having one end in position and
having a range of mov<>nient to op«'n the relief valve.

4. An automatic control for pressure prmluclng pumps
provided with relief valves, comprising a pressure respon-
sive memlier movable in one direction under pressure pro-
duced by the pump and having means imparting to it a
normal constraint in the other direction, a rock member
controlled by the pressure responsive means, another rock
member adapteil to open the relief valve, latches for the
second rock member In position to latch it at opposite
extremes of Its movement, and spring connections be-

tween the first named rook member and the second-named
rock member on opposite sides of the axis of rocking of
the rock members, the first-named rock meml>er l>eing in
operative relation to the latches to actuate them and
tlme<l In movement with respect to the latches to put the
second-named rock member under tensions I strain to move
in one direction or the other previous to unlatching It to
such movement.

5. A device for the purpose described, comprising a
cylinder, a piston therein, a piston rod connected to the
piston and of a length to extend l)eyond the cylinder, a
diaphragm in the cylinder in position to engage the pis-
ton, means for directing fluid under pressure against the
diaphragm to mov^ the piston, a spring in the cylinder
imparting to the piston a constraint in opposition to pres-
sure established within the cylinder, a rock lever mount-
e<l exterior to the cylinder and connected to the piston
rod. another rock lever adjacent to the first-named rock
lever, springs connecting the corresponding ends of the
two levers together, a spring controlled latch lever in the
path of one end of the first -named lever and having a
latch nose In the path of the corresponding end of the
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second named lever, and another spring controlled latch

lever having one end in the path of the other end of the

flrst-named lever, and a nose in the path of the corre-

sponding end of the second-named lever, whereby rocking

movements of the first named lever to cause a correspond-

ing rocking of the second n.imed lever through the spring

connections and said rocking movements of the first

named lever to cause the unlatching of the second named

lever after the elastic tendency has been imparteil thereto.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

3. In a device of the character descril>ed, a balloon, a

transparent chamber extending into said balloon and pro-

vided with means to provide inflation and escape of the

air therefrom, an electric light in said chamber spaced

1 229 793. SCREW I»RIVER. Charles A. Rvas, Marion.

*N. Y. Filed Apr. 26. 1916. Serial No. «:i.713. (Cl.

145—62.)

The herein de8crlbe<l attachment for screw orlvers com-

prising a sleeve member forme«l with a longitudinal groove

extending through both of its ends and one of its sides,

the Inner wall provided by the groove being rounded

throughout, and the rear wall of the sleeve, at one of the

ends thereof being rounde<l toward the open side of said

aleevt, a dog having one of its ends plvotally secured In

the said open side of the sleeve and its opposite end

rounded toward the referred to rounded end of the sleeve,

said dog having its inner face formed with a round groove

throughout the length thereof, a substantially U-shaped

spring straddling the sleeve and dog and having one of Its

arms secur.-a to the sleeve and its other arm secured to

the dog. whereby to normally force the dog within the

groove of the sleeve, the connecting member for the sleeve

having a central opening to receive the shank of the screw

driver, and a tail member providing a handle arranged an-

gularly upon the arm of the spring connected with the dog.

1.229.794. ILLUMINATED TOY BALLOON AND LIGHT
•' ING EFFECT. ARTHiR Salzer. New York. N. T. Filed

July 20. 1916. Serial No. 110.261. (Cl. 240—8.4.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a bal

loon meml)er composed of a flexible body having a tubular

neck, a tubular member having a translucent portion pro-

jected through and beyond said neck into said body and

provided with a valved orifice, and an illuminating mem-

ber disp«jsed within said tubular member, projecting Into

aid ball«M)n meml>er. terminating below the Inner end of

aid tut)ular member and provided at its inner end within

said tubular member with a lamp bulb ; sr.ld tubular

member tn-ing adapted to ser\e the triple purpose of lamp

holder, balloon support and Inflating tube.

2. In a device of the character described, a balloon, a

transparent chamber extending into said balloon, and

provided with means to provide inflation of the Iwlloon

and escape of air therefrom, and an electric light disposed

within said transparent chaml»er adaptetl to lllumiunte

the balloon.

from the walls thereof, and adapted to Illuminate sala

balloon, said chaml)er adapted to prevent the l.eatlng and

expansion of the air within said balloon by said electric

light.

1 229 796. SNAP-FASTENER. H«nrv R. Saxdholzi:r.
'

Richmond Hill, N. T. Filed Aug. 31, 1916. Serial No.

117,820. (Cl. 24—226.)

1. A member for a two part fastener, the two parts of

which are duplicates, such member consisting of a sheet

metal blank having a part bent or folded back substan-

tially parallel with the other part, a transverse aperture

In the fastener at the bend therein, and a tongue consti-

tuting a prolongation of the free end of one part of a

width less than the length of said slot.

2. A fastener of the kind described comprising a part

to l)e attached to the article to be fastened, an elongated

slot cut through said part, a free end portion l)ent back

over said part, said free end portion termlnntlng In a

tongue of a width less than the length of said slot, with

shoulders at the base of said tongue on each side to en-

gage the metal in the bend at each end of said slot.

3. A fastener of the kind described consisting of a sheet

metal blank having a part bent or folded back substan-

tially parallel with the other part, a transverse aperture

In the fastener at the bend therein, a tongue constituting

a prolongation of the free end of one part of a width less

than the length of said slot, and a projection on the face

of said l>ent over part betweeji said aperture and the

tongue.

4. A fastener of the kind described comprising a part

to be attached to the article to be fastened, an elongated

slot cut through said part, a free end portion bent back

over said part adjacent to the slot cut therein, said free

end portion terminating in a tongue of a width less than

the length of said slot, with shoulders at the base of said

tongue on each side to engage the metal In the bend at

each end of said slot, and a rib on the inner face of said

bent over end l>etwoen said slot and said shoulders with

the crown of the rib slightly nearer the shoulders than

the slot.

6. A fastener of the kind described, comprising a main

i>ortion. an auxiliary leaf portion bent back over the main

portion, and an elongated slot cut through the material
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of the fastener rd<1 arranged laterally of the fastener so
that the center line of the slot substantially coincide* with
th*- llDf on which th*- leaf Is bent.

IClaims a to 10 Dot printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.796. TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
JogBF S1HIE8SLEH. Baden, near Vienna, Austria.
Original applUatlon filed Feb. 7. 1912. Serial No.
i75.990. invlded and this application filed May 22.
1914. .»<erlal No. 840.236. (CI. 178—63.)

1
i

1. In a telegraph and telephone system, a pair of con-
densers, a line included t>etween said condensers, a
gruanded generator for each condenser, means to change
the polar connection of each generator to said condenser*
whereby the positive pole of one generator and the nega-
tive pole of the other generator may be connected to said
condensers and vice versa according to the direction of

tranHralssion over said line, a local circuit at each end of
the line arranged to superimpose conductive current on
that portion of the line between the generator and con-
•U-n-tT. said local circuits Including means to adjust them
to resonance with one another.

2. In a telegraph and telephone system, a pair of con-
densers, line included In-tween them, a grounded generator
connected to each condenser, an oscillating circuit includ-

ing an adjustable capacity included between each genera-
tor and its pertaining condenser, a local circuit including
means to impress upon said oscillating circuit current un-
dulations in accordance with signals, a local receiving
circuit at each end of said line including a capacity and
receiving means, and a switch controlling the operative
relation of the sending or the receiving circuits to the os-
cillating circuit, and means to reverse the terminal con-
nections of the generators to line.

3. In a telephone and telegraph system, a line having
a certain capacity, an adjustable self Induction at each
end of the same to form an oscillating circuit, means to
close said circuit, a condenser Inserted at each end of the
line, generators producing a high voltage current for
charging the line connecte<l with terminals of different
polarity at the ends of the line, said generators being in-

nertefl permanently into the oscillation circuit, a signaling
device for superimposing oscillating signaling currents
upon the permanent high voltage current charge of the
Iln*» and a r«-c.lvpr operated by the said oscillating sig-

naling currents.

4. In a telegraph and telephone system, a line having a
certain capacity, adjustable self inductions at each end
of the line to form an oscillation circuit. m->ans to close
said circuit. rf»nden8ers at each end of the line, genera-
tors connected with the oscillation circuit with terminal*
of different polarities at opposite ends of the f^ame to im-
press a high voltage charging upon it. additional self in-

ductions connected In series with the line each having an
adjustable condenser connected in parallel therewith to
form an oscillation circuit tuned to a definite frequency,
further self Inductions forming part of an oscillation cir-

cuit at each station and tuned to a definite frequency in
ductively connected with said additional self inductions
of the charged line, a vibration generator and a signaling
device In connection with each of the latter oscillation
circuits, and switches adapted to connect said oscillation

circnits with a receiving arrangement.

1.229,797, SUBMARINE MINE. Evotsu Schn»idi«,
Le Creuzot. France. Filed Feb. 11. 1916. Serial No.
77.709. (CI. 102—8.)

1. In a submarine mine, in combination with the mine
proper, a float, means normally maintaining said mine and
float in unitary relationship but adapted to become di»-
engage<l upon relative movement of the mine and float and
means adapted to Ore the mine upon separation of said
mine and float.

10. In a submarine mine, in combination with the mine
proper, a float, members providing horizontal bearing sur-
faces on one of said element*, vertical rollers on the other
of said element*, said members and rollers when engaged
adapte<l to maintain said elements In unitary relationship
but adapted to be disengaged by relative rotation of said
elements, centering means for said elements comprising
member* providing vertical bearing surface* on one of said
elements and horizontal rollers engaged therewith on th«
other of said elements, and means adapted to fire the mine
upon separation of said element*.

19. In a submarine mine, in combination with the mine
proper, a float, means normally maintaining said mine and
float In unitary relationship, and means for flrlng the
mine upon separation of said mine and float, said mean*
comprising a tensile member connected to said mine and
float, a funnel within which said tensile member Is nor-
mally (>oiled. and percussion means operated by said ten*ll«
member upon becoming taut.

[Claims 2 to 9 and 11 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.

J

1,229.798. MEASURING DEVICE.
• iower. .Mo. Filed Apr. 8. 1916.
(a. S8—9.)

Anna SCBusm,
Serial No. 89,887,

A device of the class described comprising a base, said
base provided with an elongate*] slot, a bracket positioned
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upon each aide of said *lot and carried by aald bate, a

standard plvoUlly aecured between said bracket*, said

tandard provided with a depending end adapted to work

In said slot and abutting against one end of said slot for

limiting the swing of said standard in one direction, said

standard capable of being swung downwardly In the oppo-

site direction, and a bellows adjustably mounted upon said

standard.

1,229.799. FLAT PACKAGE. ROT W. SaXTON, Wythe-

vllle. Va. Filed Jan. 11. 1917. Serial No. 141.749.

(CI. 206—49.)

lower frame, means for moving the work through the feed-

way, and a cutter in the path of the work in it* travel

through the feedway.

1. ^ dl*pen*lng package for embroidery form* compris-

ing, a flat opaque label having a friction aurface ; a single

embroidery form of a sire smaller than said label lying

face up In frlctloqal contact upon said friction surface and

otherwise free to move across said label ; and an envelop

of transparent alr-excludlng material completely inclosing

both said label and said embroidery form and maintaining

said frlctlonal contact for all positions of the three part

unit comprising the label, the embroidery form and the

envelop but aiding a haphazard positioning, of said em-

liroldery form upon said label.

2. A dispensing package for embroidery fdnns compris-

ing a flat label having a friction surface ; a single em-

broidery form of a size smaller than said label lying face

up In frlctlonal contact upon said friction surface, and

otkarwlae free to move across said label ; an envelop of

transfMrent alr-excludlng material completely inclosing

said embroidery form and the friction surface of said

label and tending to maintain said frlctlonal contact for

all positions of the three part unit comprising the label,

the embroidery form and the envelop but aiding an initial

haphazard positioning of said embroidery form upon said

label ; a plurality of said three-part units superposed one

on another and forming a !«tack of substantially uniform

thickness because of the haphazard distribution of the em-

broidery forms, and a pocket for holding said stack In

assembled relation and exerting pressure upon said stack

to Increase said frlctlonal contact between the embroidery

form and label of each said three-part unit.

1.229.800. ENDMATCHER. Wilms S. Shbrmas, Mil-

waukee. Wis. Filed Aug. 15, 1912. Serial No. 715,150.

(C 144—91.)

1. A woodworking machine, comprising a frame having

a horizontal feedway, a reciprocating feeding mechanism

having successively effective work engaging means for

moving work through the horizontal feedway step by

«tep, each step of movement of the work being greater

than the width of the work, and a fixed saw in the path of

the work In Its travel through the feedway and so positioned

as to have the work left l>€tween its cutting edges at the

end of one step of the feed thereof, whereby the work is

not left at rest in position to be engaged by the saw teeth.

2. A woodworking machine for operating on the end of

strips of material, comprising a frame having a horizontal

ttearlng surface on the top thereof, a top frame secured to

said frame and having a horizontal bearing surface on the

twttoni thereof, the bearing surfaces of the two frames

forming a feedway between them for the travel of strips

of lumber and the like, spring pressed pressure bars jwsl-

tloned at one edge of the l)earlng surface of the upper

frame and At the other edge of the bearing surface of the

3. A woodworking machine, comprising a frame pro-

vided with a horizontal feedway having top and bottom

bearing surface* for supporting strips of lumt)er and the

like by means of the end thereof, means for feeding the

lumber through the feedway, a yielding swinging guide at

the portion of the feedway through which the strip* are

Introduced to form a stop for positioning the work in the

feedway, and a cutter in the path of the work through the

feedway.

4. A woodworking machine, comprising a frame pro-

vided with a feedway having bearing surfaces for sup-

porting a strip of lumber or the like, a pair of feeding

means for engaging the strip of lumber at distant points

within the feedway, said feedway having a contracted

portion for clamping the end of the strip in its travel and

for cooperating with the feeding means for squaring the

work In the line of travel, and a cutter in the path of

travel of the work.

6. A woodworking machine, comprising a frame pro-

vided with a feedway with bearing surfaces for supporting

a strip of lumber or the like, a slide fitting within the

frame, a suitably operated plvotally mounted lever, a link

connection between the lever and the slide by which the

oscillations of the lever produce reciprocations of the

slide, dogs on the slide, a connection between the link and

the dog* for moving them Into and out of the feedway

for engagement with the work to feed the work through

the feedway, and a cutter in the path of the work In it*

travel through the feedway.

[Claim* 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,801. DEMOUNTABLE RIM FOR VEHICLB-
WHEELS. AM08 H. Smith, New York, N. Y. Filed

June 16, 1916. Serial No. 84,348. (CI. 152—21.)

1. A demountable rim for vehicle wheels embodying
therein two separable, circular sections each having tire

engaging means and a base flange, the base flange of one

of said sections being adapted to extend across and bear
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upon the base flange of the other, the Inner of said bftse

flanirefl having a plurality of slots therein opening oat-
wardly of said flange, and the outer of said base flanges
having a valve stem opening tberethrouKb, a plurality
of inwardly extending studs carried by the outer of said
base flanges and adapted respectively to cooperate with a
slot in the inner of said batte flanges, seml-spberlcal beads
on sai<l studs whereby the lower face of the Inner base
flange is spaced away from the wheel felly, and oper-
ative connections between each of said rim sections and
the wheel felly, whereby circumferential movement of
one of said sections relatively to the other is prevented.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.229.80*-'. TOOL HOLDER FOR LATHES AND LIKB
MACHINES. Hebbert <>. Spade. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Filed Nov. 5. 1914. Serial No. 870.323. (CI. 82—36.)

1. In • structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a recessed p«»»t member having inwardly pro-

jecting flanges at the front of the reces.«i and proTlded
with a base adapted for attachment to a lathe carriage,

• pair of cylludrlcally curve^l rests on said post base, a
rest block having a curved seat In nioking engagement
with one of said rests, the curve of the seat exceeding that
of a half circle whereby the seat may be engaged with the
rest when presented lonifitudinally thereto, a retaining
button for said rest bloi^k, a tool bolder provided with a
curve«i transverse seat at its bead adapted to coact with
the other rest of said post member and with a rest at Ita

tail adapted to coact with said rest block, said tall rest be-

ing threaded for adjustment, the curve of said tool bolder
rest seat exceeding that of a half circle whereby It auiy
be engageii with the rest when presented longitudinally

thereto, said tool bold*>r being beveleil on its outer side

at Its upper e^ige. a claniplng member arranged In said

poRt recess and provideil with a downwardly facing bev
eled Jaw coacting with said beveled edge of said tool

holder anil with a transverse pin engaging t>ehind the

said flanges of said post, the inner end of said clamping
member beint; adapted to rest against the upper end of the
recess, a non-rotatable internally threaded clamping block
mounted on said post for longitudinal adjustment to act

on said damping member, and a clamping screw rotatably

mounted on said post to coact with said clamping block.

2. In a structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a rei^'essed post member having Inwardly project

ing flanges at the front of the recess and provided with

a Base adapted for attachment to a lathe carriage, a cylln-

drically curved rest on said post base, a tool bolder pro-

vided with a curved transverse seat at its bead adapted
to coact with the rest of said post member, the curve

of said tool holder rest seat exceeding that of a half

circle whereby It may be engaged with the rest when
presenteil lonifitudlnally thereto, said tool bolder being

beveled on Its outer side at Its upper edge, a clamping
member arranged in said post recess and provided with a

downwardly facln:; l>eveleii Jaw coacting with said beveled

eilge of said t<>4>l bolfler and witb a transverse pin engag-

ing behind the said flanges of saitl post, the inner end
j

of said clamping me.ml>er belnc adapted to rest against
the upper end of the recess, a non-rotatable Internally
threaded clamping block mounted on said post for longi-
tudinal adjustment to act on said clamping member, and
a clamping screw rotatably mounted on said post to coact
with said clamping block.

3. In a structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a recessed post mem»)er having inwardly project-
ing flanges at the front of the recess and provlde«l with
a base adapted for attachment to a lathe carriage, a pair
of cyllndrically curved rests on said post base, a rest
block having a curved seat In rocking engagement with
one of said rests, t^he curve of the seat excee<llng that of
a half circle whereby the seat may be engageii with the
rest when presented longitudinally thereto, a retaining
button for said rest block, a tool holder provided with
a curved transverse seat at Its head adapted to coact
with the other rest of said post member and witb a rest
at Its tail adapted to coact with said rest block, said
tall rest being threaded for adjustment, the curve of said
tool holder rest seat exceeding that of a half circle
whereby it may be engaged with the rest when presented
longitudinally thereto, said tool bolder l>eing l>eveled on Its

outer side at its upper edge, a clamping member arranged
in said post recess and provided with a downwardly fac-
ing beveled Jaw coacting with said t)evele<l edge of said
tool holder and with a transverse pin engaging behin<l
the said flanges of said post, the inner end of said clamp-
ing member being adapted to rent against tht upper end
of the recess, and a clamping screw for said clamping
member.

4. In a stmctnre of the class described, the combina-
tion of a recessed post member having inwardly project-
ing flanges at the front of the recess and provided with
a base adapted for attachment to a lathe <-arriage, a cylln-
drically curve<l rest on said post base, a tool bolder pro-
vided with a curve<l transverse s^^at at Its head adapted
to coact with the rest of said post member, the curve of
said tool holder rest seat exceeding that of a half circle
whereby it may be engaged with the rest when presented
longitudinally thereto, said tool holder being beveled on
its outer side at its upper edge, a clamping member ar-
ranged in said post recess and provided with a down-
wardly facing beveled Jaw coacting witb said beveled edge
of said tool holder and with a transverse pin engaging
behind the said flanges of said post, the Inner end of said
clamping member being adapted to rest against the up-
per end of the recess, and a clamping screw for Mid
clamping member.

6. In a structure of the class described, the combina-
tion of a recessed post member having inwardly project-
ing flanges at the front of the recess, a pair of cyllndrically
ctirved rests on said post member, a rest block having a carved
seat In rocking engagement with one of said rests, a tool
holder beveled on the outer sl<le at its upper edge and
provided witb a curved transverse seat at its bead adapted
to coact with the other rest of said post member, and
with a rest at Us tail adapted to coact with said rest
block, said tall rest being threaded for adjustment, a
clamping meml>er arrangeil in said post recess and pro-
vided with a downwardly facing t>eveled Jaw coacting
with said beveled edge of said tool holder and with a
transverse pin engaging behind the sal)! flanges of said
post, the inner end of said clamping member being adapt-
ed to rest against the upper end of the recess, and a
clamping screw for said clamping mem)>er.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,229,803. SOIL-TESTER. Habry M. Spahb. Baltimore.
Md. Flle«l Mar. 2. 1917. Serial No. 151,961. (CI.

23—3.)

1. A soil tester comprising a water container, a ^age
having one end projecting into said water container, a soil

container having communication with the water container,
an acid container, and a flexible tube connecting the soil

'•ontainer and the acid container whereby the latter may
be tlltwl Independently of the soil tester.
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2. A soli tester comprising a water container, a gage

having one end projecting into said water container, a soil

container bavins communication witb the water con-

tainer, an add container outside the soil container hav-

ing communication with and adapted to l>e tilted inde-

pendently of the soil container.

3. A soli teeter comprising a water container, a stop-

per for said water container, a gage having one end pro-

jecting through said stopper and into said water container,

an anttle Joint having one end projecting through said

stopper and Into the water container, a soil container, a

stopper for said soli container, two angle Joints each of

which has one end projecting through the stopper of

the soli container, a tube connecting one of said angle

Joints of the soil container witb the angle Joint in the

water container stopper, an add container, a stopper for

said acid container, and a flexible tube connecting one of

the angle Joints of the soil conUlner with the acid con-

Ulner. wheret)y latter may be tilted Independently of the

soil container.

1.229,804. REFRIGERATOR-LATCH. Jasper H. Stan

ri«u>. Grand Rapids. Mich., assignor of one-half to

Frank C. Pangl>orn. (Jrand Rapids, Mich. Filed Jan. 22,

1917. Serial No. 143,839. (CI. 70—14.)

1,229,805. FLUID-FLOW METER. Wilbur W. 8tev«i«-

8ON, WUklnsburg. I'a.' assignor to Westlnghonse Elec-

tric and Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of

Pennsylvania. Filed July 11, 1914. Serial No.

860,297. (CI. 284—19.)

1. In a refrigerator latch, a casing, a latch located lon-

gitudinally of the casing and plvotally connected there-

with, said latch having a notch in the t>ack end, a slide

mounted longitudinally of the casing and made to engage

the end of the latch In the notch, a spring arranged to

force the slide firmly against the end of the latch, a

catch mounted In connection with said latch, an eccentric

plvotally mounted on the catch, and means connected with

the eccentric whereby it will be made to clamp the latch

by the action of the latch upon the catch.

3. In combination with a refrigerator latch, a catch,

an eccentric plvotally mounted on the catch and arrange<l

to be engaged by the latch and clamp the latch firmly In

place l>etween the eccentric and the wall of the catch.

5. In combination, a refrigerator latch, a catch, an

eccentric plvotally mounte<l on the catch and arranged to

be actuated by the latch to clamp the latch In place,

and means for returning the eccentric Into normal posi-

tion wbeD released from the latch.

(CHalms 2 and 4 not prlnte<l in the Gaxette.]

1. A fluid-flow meter comprising a U-tube having a

parabolic portion, a fluid within said U tube for Indicat-

ing, by a difference in level ot the fluid in the parabolic

portion, the differential pressure cause<l by the flow of a

fluid In a conduit, and a sensitlied rotatable disk

adapted to record the variations in the level of the fluid

In the parabolic portion of the U-tube.

2. A fluid-flow meter comprising a U tube operatlvely

connected to a conduit and having a parabolic portion, a

fluid within said U tube for indicating, by a difference in

level in the parabolic portion, the flow In said conduit,

and a sensiUzed surface adaptetl to record the variations

In level of the fluid In said U tube.

3. In a measuring Instrument, the combination with a

U-tube operatlvely connected to a conduit and having a

substantially curved portion, and a fluid in the U tube, of

a sensitized rotatable member, and means for exposing

the said sensitized member through the curved portion of

the said U-tube to produce a record of the difference in

level of the fluid in the curve<l portion of the U tube.

4. In a measuring Instrument, the combination with a

U tube operatlvely connected to a pipe and having a sub-

stantially transparent curve<l portion, of a sensitized

rotatable screen, and means for exposing said sensitised

screen through the curved portion of the said U tul>e to

produce a record of the height of the fluid In said U tube.

5. In a measuring Instrument, the combination with a

U-tube operatlvely connected to a conduit and having a

substantially curved portion, and a fluid In the U tube,

of a sensitized rotatable member having uniform scale

divisions, and means for exposing the said sensitized

member through the curved portion of the said U tube to

produce a record of the difference In level of the fluid in

the U-tube.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 229 806 TRAY. Fkanklin I. StVibeb. Brooklyn. N. T.

Filed Aug. 7, 1916. Serial No. 113,548. (CI. 65—58.)

1. A tray composed of a laminated bottom having

sides formed of molding strips, each molding strip being

provided witb a curved end iwrtlon abutting against the

curved end portion of the adjacent strip, the abnttlng
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ends of the moldlni? strips being transversely notched,
and horizontally disposed dowels arranged within the
Bald notches having outer end portions of a greater width
than the Inner end portions, the end of said dowels be-
ing flush with the inner and outer faces of said molding
strips.

2. As a nnw article of manufacture, a tray composed
of a bottom having side and end molding strips secured
upon the marginal edges thereof, each molding strip being
provided with a curved end portion abutting against the
adjacent molding strip, the curved ends of said molding
strip beluK transversely notched, and horizontally dis-
posed dowels serurfMl within said notches provided with
parallel horizontally disposed upper and lower faces, the
outer end of each dowel having Its e<lge8 disposed in
parallel horizontal planes and the inner end of said
dowel having Its upper and lower edges formed on con-
vexed or curved lines, the outer end of said dowel being
convexed and the inner end concaved to conform to the
curvature of the Inner and outer faces of the molding at
the Joint thereof.

1,229.807. AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC RAILWAY SYS-
TEM. Ke.\.\eth E. Stcart. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed
Feb. 21, 1916. Serial No. 79,513. (CI. 104—210.)

2. In an electric railway system, a car. a motor there-
on, a source of current, an armature contact conductor
and a field contact conductor extending along the path
of travel of said car. said contact conductors divided Into
Insulated sections, and electromagnetic switching mech-
anism associated with one of said sections of field con-
tact conductor and controlled by current dellveretl there-
from through a motor on a car arriving in said section
for connecting the armature contact conductor of aaid
section with said source of current.

4. In an electric railway system, the combination with
a section of main track and a section of branch track
having a Junction therewith, of cars, motors thereon,
main and branch section of contact conductors for sup-
plying energy to the car motors, and automatic means
for completing a braking circuit through the motor of a
moving car upon either one of said track sections when
the other of said track sections is occupied by a car.

6. In an electric railway system, the combination with
branch track.s. of a main track having a Junction with
said branch tracks. Insulated sections of contact conduc-
tors a880clate<l with said branch tracks, cars, motors
thereon receiving energy through said contact conduc-
tors, and a tumbler switch controlled by that car first
entering either branch section for bringing the other
branch section into condition for braking a car.

12. In an electric railway system, the combination with
a plurality of track sections, insulated sections of contact
conductors associated with said track sections, cars, mo
tors thereon receiving energy through said contact con-
ductors, and switching mechanism common to said track
sections and controlle<l in response to the presence of a
car on either to bring another Into condition for braking
a car.

14. In an electric railway system, the comblnaUon
with a section of main track and a section of branch
track having a Junction therewith, of cars, motors there-
on, main and branch sections of contact conductors for
supplying energy to the car motors, and means including
an automatically operated switching mechanism con-
trolled through each of said contact conductor sections

for bringing a car to rest on one of said track sections
when the other of said track sections is occupied by a
car.

[Claims 1. 8, 5, 7 to 11. 18. and 18 to 20 not printed In
the Oazette.]

1.229,808. LOCK-NUT. Be.njaman F. Stciip. Dunbar.
Nebr.. assignor of one-half to H. 8. Westbrook. Dun-
bar Nebr. Filed May 15, 1916. Serial No. 97.675.
(CI. 151—18.)

In a device of the kind described, means for locking a
nut having ratchet teeth to a washer having a slot In Its
upper face provlde<l with a recess at Its Inner end. said
means comprising a strip of spring meUl doubled Inter-
mediate Its ends and bent away from the doubled por-
tion to form two alined ends, the terminal portion of wm
end being bent away from the side from which the
doubled portion projects, whereby the strip forms a
spring pawl, said strip being of such dimensions as to
house within the slot with the bent terminal fitting the
recess.

1.229.809. SCREEMN<; OR SEPARATING MACHI.NE.
Thom.\8 L. STCRTTevAXT, Qulucy. and Thomas Josbph
Stirtbvant, Wellesley. Mass., assignors to Sturtevant
Mill Company, a Corporation of Maine. Filed June 10.
1916. Serial No. 102.830. fCL 83—66.)

1. In a separator, a scre<'n box or casing consisting of a
plurality of sections deUchably secured together, each
section being provided with screens which are mounted
for being percnsslvely Jarred, and each section being also
provided with Jarring mechanism for said screens, com-
bined with a feed box which Is a permanent part of the
upper section or unit, a rotary conveyer mounted In said
feed bo.x, and a shaft by which said conveyer is carried
and from which shaft the operating shafts, forming parts
of the Jarring mechanisms of both of said sections or
units, are driven.

2. In a separator, the combination with an lncllne<l
screen box or casing, of separated screens In the upper
and lower portions of said casing, and retarding means
between said screen for checking the descent of the ma-
terial from the upper screen before the same is delivered
to the lower screen, said retarding means comprlslnit a
shelf receiving material discharged from the upper screen
and a depending retarding plate for checking the down
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ward travel of the material and diverting It to said shelf

•o which it Is momentarily detained.

3. In a separator, the combination with an Inclined

screen box or casing and screens within the same, of a

feed box arranged at the upper end of said casing and of a

greater length than the width of said casing, said feed

box extending laterally beyond the casinif. and a rotary

conve.ver In said feed box which Is also of greater length

than the width of said screens and which also extends

laterally l>eyond the casing at the end thereof at which

the material enters.

4. In a separator, the combination with an lncllne<1

•creen l>ox or casing and screens within the same, of a

feed box arranged at the upper end of said casing and

provided with a hopper opening near one end, the said

feed box extending laterally beyond said casing at its end

having the hopper opening, and a rotary conveyer within

Raid feed box and of greater length than the width of said

casing, the end of said conveyer, at the entering end of

the material, extending laterally beyond the casing and

being t)eneath said hopper opening.

5. In n separator, the combination with an Inclined

screen box or casing, of separated screens In the upper

and lower portions of said casing, and retarding means

between said screens for checking the descent of the ma-

terial from the upper screen before the same Is dellvere<l to

the lower screen, said retarding niwans comprising a shelf

receiving material dl8charge<l from the upper screen and

a <lependtng retarding plate for checking the downward
travel of the material and diverting it to said shelf, said

box or casing having In Its side an observation hole adja-

cent said shelf so that the working of said retarding

means may be observed from the outside of said box or

casing.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.810. SCREENING OR SEPARATLNT, MACHINE.
Thom.\s Joseph Stvbtevant, Wellesley. Mass.. assignor

to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Nov. 25. 1916. SerUl No. 133.399. (CI. 83—56.)

1. In a vibrating separator, the combination with a plu-

rality of Inclined screen sections or units arranged side by

aide and detachably secured together, said sections or

units being individually complete, having Its own casing

and Jarring mechanism and being provided with Inclined

screens, of a feed box and a conveyer or distributer

mounted at the upper ends of said Inclined screen sec-

tions or unlts-and common to them all, so as to supply and
distribute material to be screened to all of said sections or

units.

2. In a vn)ratlng separator, the combination with a plu-

rality of Inclined screen sections or units arranged side by

side and detachably secured together, said sections or

units being tach Individually complete, having its own
casing and Jarring mechanism and being provided with

lncllne<l screens, of a feed box and a conveyer or dis-

tributer mounted at the upper ends of said inclined screen

•ections or units and common to them all, so as to supply

and distribute material to be screeneil to all of said sec-

tions or units, each screen section or unit being provided

with a hinged cover. Jarring operating mechanism mount-

ed on said cover, and a common source of power from

which the Jarring mechanisms for the several screen sec-

tions or units are operated.

3. In a vibrating screening or separating machine, the

contblnatlon with a plurality of complete screen sections

or units arranged side by side and detachably secured to-

gether, each casing of a screen section affording a com-

plete compartment. Inclined screens In said compartments,

and a screen Jarring mechanism for each of said sections

or units, of a feed box and distributer common to the

several screen sections or units and adapted to supply

and distribute material to them all, said feed bos being

formed In sections corresponding to the sections or units

of the separator.

4. In a vibrating screening or separating machine, the

combination with a plurality of screen sections or units

arranged side by side and detachably secured together,

each casing of a screen section affording a complete com-

partment, lncllne<l screens In said compartments, and a

screen Jarring mechanism for each section or unit, of a

feed box and distributer common to the several screen

sections or units and adapted to supply and distribute

material to them all. said feed box and distributer being

formed In sections corresponding to the sections or units

of the separator.

5. In an Inclined separator, the combination with a

plurality of screen sections or units arrangrd side by side

and detachably secured together, each of said sections or

units having a complete casing and being provided with

screens and with a hinged cover, of means, extending

within the casings of said sections or units, for Jarring

said screens. Jarring operating mechanism mounted on the

said cover and comprising rotary shafts, and a driving

mechanism for said shafts so arranged that either of the

covers of the sectional separator may be raised without

lifting the others or without removing the power con-

nections for their Jarring operating mechanisms.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,811. SCREENING OR SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thomas Joseph Stubtevant, Wellesley. Mass.. assignor

to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Dec. 12, 1916. SerUl No. 136.420. (Cl. 83—56.)

1. In a vibrating separator, the combination with a

screen casing, of supports attached to said casing, clamp-

ing means sustained by said supports, and wire mesh

screen clothing removably held near Its edges by said

clamping means, said screen clothing being provided with

protecting plates of lesser length than Its width.

2. In a vibrating separator, the combination with a

screen casing, of supports attached thereto, clamping

means, sustained by said supports, for removably holding

fine wire mesh screen clothing, and a coarse or scalper

screen having at Its edges frame parts removably sustainea

by said supports.

3. In a vibrating separator, the combination with a

screen casing, of supports attached thereto, clamping

means, susUlned by said supports, for removably holding

fine wire mesh screen clothing, means for stretching said

screen clothing, and a coarse or scalper screen having at
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Its edges frame parts removably sustained by said sup-
ports.

4. In a vibrating sf'parator. the combination with a
screen casing, of nupports attached to the sides thereof

and having dependent resilient parts, lower clamping
members sustained by said supports, wire mesh screen

clothlniir having Its edges extende<l between said clamping
members, and means, sustained by said supports, for bod-

ily adjusting said lower clamping members vertically for

gripping and releasing the edges of said wire mesh screen

clothing.

5. In a vibrating separator, the combination with a
screen casing, of supports attached to the sides thereof
and having dependent resilient parts, upper clamping
members attached to said depending parts, lower clamping
members sustained by said supports, wire mesh screen
clothing having its edges extended t)etween said clamping
memt>er8, and means, sustained by said supports, for bod-

ily adjusting said lower clamping members vertically for

gripping and releasing the edges of said wire mesh screen
clothing, one of each pair of said clamping members being
provided with a groove, and the other of each pair of said
clamping members being provided with a rib extending
into said groove.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in tb« Gazette.]

1.229,812. SCREENING OR SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thomas .Ioskph Stibtevaxt, Wellesley, Mass., assignor
to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of Maine.
Filed Dec. 12, 1916. Serial No. 136.552. (CI. 83—66.)

1. In a separator, the combination with a plurality of
Inclined separator sections or units comprising complete
casings arranged side by side and detachably secured to-

gether and «'ach provided with It.s own inclined screen or
screens and Its own Jarring mechanism, of a feed box and
distributer common to saM s»'ftlons or units, said feed box
being removably mounted at the upper ends of said sec-
tions or units, and being thus adapted to supply material
to all of the same.

2. In a separator, the combination with a plurality of
Inclined separator sections or units comprising complete
casings arrange<l side by side and detachably secured to-

gether and each provided with Its own screen or screens
and Its own Jarring mechanism, of a feed box formed In

sections corresponding In length to the width of said
creen sections or units, and a distributer common to said
sections or units, said feed box being removably mounted
at the upper ends of said sections or units, and being thus
adapte<l to supply material to all of the same.

3. In a separator, the combination with a plurality of
Inclined separator sections or units comprising complete
naings arranged side by side and detachably secured to-

fether and each provided with Its own Inclined screen or
screens and its own Jarring mechanism, of a feed box and
distributer common to said sections or units and both
forme<i In detachable sections corresponding In length to

the width of said separator sections or units, said feed
box iH-Ing removably mounted at the upper ends of said
sections or units, and being thus adapted to supply ma-
terial to all of the same.

4. An Inclined separator provided at Its upper end with
a feed box having a door at Its front, a rotary distributer
mounte<l In said feed t»ox. and removable slides at the
ends of said feed box In front of said distributer, so that
the latter may be inserted or removed from the front of
said feed box when said door Is opened.

5. An inclined separator provided at Its upper end with
a feed box having a door at Its front, a rotary distributer
mounted in said feed box and removable slides at the ends
of said feed box in front of said distributer, so that the
latter may be Inserted or removed from the front of said
feed box when said,door is opened, said slides being held
in place In front of the Journals of said distributer by
aaid door when the latter Is closed.

IClalms 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,813. SCREENING OR .SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thomas Josbph STrBT«>-A.sT, Wellesley, Mass., as-

signor to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No. 139.555. (O.
83—56.)

T^—n^

1. Iq a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

I

vlded with a cover at Its top, of a screen member, means
for reslliently supporting said screen member from said
cover so that It may spring upwardly and downwardly,
and means for percusaively Jarring said screen member.

2. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-
vided with a cover at Its top, of a plurality of screen
members, means for reslliently supporting said screen mem-
bers from said coTer. so that they may spring upwardly
and downwardly, and means for percusslvely Jarring one
or more of said screen members.

3. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

vlded with a cover at Its top. of a screen memt>er. means
for reslliently supporting said screen member from said

cover, so that they may spring upwardly and downwardly,
and means for percusslvely Jarring said screen memt>er. the
operating mechanism for the Jarring means being mounted
on said cover.

4. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-
vided with a cover at Its top, of a plurality of screen mem-
bers, means for reslliently supporting said screen memt>ers
from said cover, so that It may spring upwardly and down-
wanlly, and means for percusslvely Jarring one or more of

said screen members, the operating mechanism for the
Jarring means t>elng mounted on said cover.

5. lu a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

vided with a cover at Its top, of a screen member, means
for reslliently supporting said screen member from said
cover. Independently of said casing, means for percusslvely
Jarring said screen member, and screen clothing stretching
and tensioning means also supported by said cover.

(Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,814. SCREIENING OR SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thomas Jossfh Sttktbta.vt, Wellesley. Mass., as-

signor to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of
Maine. Filed Dec, 80, 1916. Serial No. 139.938. (CI.

83—56.)

1. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing
and a screen or screens monnte<l therein, of mechanism,
arranged above and entirely outside of said casing, for

percusslvely Jarring said screen or screens.

2. In a separator, the combination with an Inclosing
casing provided with a cover, of a screen or screens sup-
porteil from said cover within said casing, and mechanism,
entirely outside of said casing and above said cover for
percusslvely Jarring said screen or screens.

3. In a separator, the combination with an Inclosing

casing provide*! with a hinged cover, of a screen or screens

supported from said cover within said casing, and mecha-

nism, entirely outside of said casing and above said cover,

for percusaively Jarring said screen or screens.

4. In a separator, the combination with an inclosing

casing provided with a cover, of a screen or screens sup-

ported by said cover within said casing, a cover-frame

adapted to rest on said casing and having flexible dust-

tight connections with said cover, and mechanism for per-

cusslvely Jarring said cover.

5. In a separator, the combination with an Inclosing

casing providwl with a hinged cover, of a screen or

screens support^-d by said cover within said casing, a cover-

frame adapte<l to rest on said casing and having flexible

dust-ttght connections with said cover, and mechanism
for percusslvely Jarring said cover.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the tJazette.]

1,229.815. SCREEN IN(; OK SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thomas Joseph .Stvbtbvant, Wellesley, Mass., as-

signor to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Jan. 3, 1917. Serial No. 140,417. (CI.

83—56.)

3. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

vided with a hinged cover, of rods conne<ted with said

cover, side plates suspended from said rods, screen men-
bers supported by said side plates, and percusslvely acting

Jarring devices for said screen members.
4. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

vided with a cover, of elastic rods ronnecte<l with said

cover, side plates suspended from said rods, screen mem-
bers supported by said side plates, tensioning means, for

stretching screen clothing, suspended from said cover and

percusslvely acting Jarring devices for said screen mem-
t)ers.

5. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

vided with a hinged cover, of rods connected with said

cover, side plates suspended from said rods, screen mem-
bers supported by said side plates, tensioning means, for

stretching screen clothing, suspended from said cover, and
percusslvely acting Jarring devices for said screen mem-
bers.

[dlaims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro

vlded with a cover, of rods cfinnectJHl with said cover, side

plates suspended from said rods, scrt^-n memt>ers sup-

ported by said side plates, and percusslvely acting Jarring

devices for said screen members.

2. In n separator, the combination with a casing pro-

vided with a cover, of elastic ro<ls connected with said

cover, side plates suspended from said rods, screen mem-
bers supported by said sirle pistes, nnd percusslvely acting

Jarring devices for said screen members.

239 o.<:.—SO

1.229,816. SCREENING OR SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thomas Joseph stcrtevant, Wellesley, Mass., as-

signor to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Jan. 3, 1917. Serial No. 140.418. (O.
83—56.)

.f|4>^»^Wr[i

1. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing

provided with a cover, of spring members mounted above

and supported by said cover, and one or more screen

members suspended In said casing from said spring mem-
bers.

2. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing

provide<l with a hinged cover, of spring meml>ers mounted
above and supported by said cover, and one or more screen

members suspended In said casing from said spring

members.
3. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing

provided with a cover, of springs mounted above and sup-

ported by said cover, rods sustained by said springs and
passing through said cover, side plates supported by said

rods, and one or more screen members supported by said

side plates.

4. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing

provided with a hinged cover, of springs mounted above

and supported by said cover, rods sustained by said

springs and passing through said cover, side plates sup-

ported t>y said rods and one or more screen members sup-

ported by said side plates.

5. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing

provided with a cover, of spring members mounted above

and supported by said cover, one or more screen members
suspended in said casing from said spring members, and
means for percusslvely jarring said screen member or

members.
[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,817. SCREENING OR SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thomas Joseph SxrRTEVANT. Wellesley. Mass.. as-

signor to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Jan. 8. 1917. Serial No. 141,182. (CI.

88—56.)

1. In a separator, the combination with a screen box

or casing provide*! with a cover, of a relatively coarse
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or Hoalper screen suspended In said casing from said cover,
relatively fine wire mesh screen supported In said casing,

and means for percusslvely Jarring said fine screen.

2. In a separator, the combination with a screen box or

casing provided with a cover, of a relatively coarse or
scalper screen suspended In said rasing from said cover, a
relatively fine wire mesh screen elastically supported in

said casing, and means for percusslvely Jarring said
fine screen.

3. In a separator, the combination with a screen box or
casing provided with a cover, of a relatively coarse or
scalper screen suspended In said casing from said cover, a
relatively fine wire mesh screen supported In said casing,
and means, arranged below said casing, for percusslvely

Jarrini; said fine screen.

4. In a separator, the combination with a screen box
or casing provided with a cover, of a relatively coarse
or scalper screen suspended in said casing from said
cover, a relatively fine wire mesh screen elastically sup-
ported In said casing, and means, arranged below said
casing, for percusslvely Jarring said fine screen.

5. In a separator, the combination with a screen box
or casing provlde^l with a cover, of a relatively coarse
or scalper screen suspended In said casing from said cover,
a relatively fine wire mesh screen supported in said cas-
ing, and means for percusslvely Jarring said fine screen,
said means comprising rebounding hammers or strikers
and revolving tappets for o{>eratlng said hammers or
strikers.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.818. SCREENINT, OR SEPARATING MACHINE.
Thoma.s Joseph Stcrtivant. Wellesley. Mass., as-

signor to Sturtevant Mill Company, a Corporation of
Maine. Piled Jan. 8, 1917. Serial No. 141,183. (CI.
83—56.)

1. In a sejMirator, the combination with a screen casing
provided with a cover, of a screen supported In said
casing from said cover, a second screen In said casing
and .supported Independently of said first-named screen,

and Imperforate vibrating means, acting from below, for

Jarring said last-named screen.

2. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-
vided with a cover, of a relatively coarse ot scalper screen
supported In said casing from said cover, vibrating means
acting from below said casing, and a relatively fine screen

supported by said vibrating means.
3. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

vided with a cover, of a relatively coarse or scalper screen
supported in said casing from said cover, vibrating means
acting from below said casing, elastic or resilient dia-

phragms connected with the bottom of said casing, and
a relatively fine scr»'en supported by said vibrating means.

4. In a separator, the combination with a casing pro-

Ttfled with a cover, of a relatively coarse or scalper screen

supported In said casing from said cover, elastic or resll-
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lent diaphragms connecte<l with the bottom of said cas-
ing, pins t>elow said diaphragms and connected therewith.

pins above said diaphragms and serving to support said
tine screen, and hammers or strikers acting from below
on said first-named pins.

1.229,819. JARRING MECHANISM FOR SCREENING
OR SEPARATING MACHINES. Thomas JosaPH
SxtBTtvAXT. Wellesley, Mass., assignor to Sturtevant
Mill Company, a Corporation of Maine. Flle<i Jan. 10,
1917. Serial No. 141.587. (CL 83—66.)

1. In a separator, the combination with a screen to be
percusslvely Jarred, of gravity-impelled hammers acting
from below, and Impact bars Interposed between said

hammers and said screen and through which the force
of the blows of said hammers are delivered to said screen.

2. In a separator, the combination with a screen to be
percusslvely Jarred, of gravity-impelled hammers acting
from below and each formed In two parts Jointed together,
and Impact bars interposed Ijetween said hammers and
said screen and through which the force of the blows of
said hammers are delivered to said screen.

3. In a separator, the combination with a screen to
be percusslvely Jarre<l. of gravity-Impelled hammers act-

ing from below. Impact bars Interposed l>etween said
hammers and said screen and through which the force
of the blows of said hammers arc delivered to said s<Teen,
and revolving tappets for depressing the striking part*
of said hammers.

4. In a separator, the i-ombination with a screen to be
percusslvely Jarred, of gravity-Impelled hamm<>r8 acting
from below and each fornie<l In two parts Jointed to-

gether. Impact bars Interposed between said hammers and
said screen and through whl«h the force of the blows of
said hamm<>rs arc dellvere«l to said screen, and revolving
tapp^'ts for depressing the striking parts of said hammers.

B. In a separator, the combination with a screen to be
percusslvely Jarred, of gravity-impelled hammers acting
from belowr and each formed in two parts Jointed together,

and one of which parts Is weighted. Impact bars inter-

posed between said hammers and said screen and through
which the force of the blows to said hammers are de-

livered to said screen, and stops for limiting the downward
movements of said weighted parts of said hammers.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1,229,820. JARRING MECHANISM FOR SCREENING
OR SEPARATING MACHINES. Thomas Joseph
Btibtevaxt, Wellesley. Mass., assignor to Sturtevant
Mill Company, a Corporation of Maine. Filed Jan. 10,

1917. Serial No. 141,588. (CI. 88—66.)

1. In a separator, the combination with a screen, of

Impact bars by which said screen is supported and ro-

tating hammers acting Intermittently from below on said
Impact l>arK.

2. In a separator, the combination with a screen, of

yieldingly-mounted Impact bars by which said screen is

elastically supported and rotating hammers acting Inter-

mlttlngly from below on sabl Impact bars.

8. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing
part provided with supports, of Impact bars passing
through said supports and provided with heads, springs
lnterpose«l between said heads and the l>ottoms of said
supports, a scret'n elastically supported by the said
spring mounted impact bars, and hammers acting at in-

tervals on said Impact bars.

4. In a separator, the combination with a screen casing
part provided with supports, of impact bars passing
through said supports and provided with heads, springs
interposed l>etween said heads and the bottoms of said
supports, a screen elastically supported by the said spring-
mounted impact bars, hammers acting at Intervals on
said Impart bars, and revolving disks to which said ham-
mers are hlnge<l or pivoted.

1,229.821. JARRING MECHANISM FOR SCREENING
OR SEPARATING MACHINES. Thomas Joseph
Stirtevaxt. Wellesley. Ma.ss.. assignor to Sturtevant
Mill Company, a Corporation of Maine. Filed Jan. 10,
1917. Serial No. 141.589. (CI. 83—56.)

1. In a separator, the combination with a casing part
provided with elastic diaphragms, of pins connected with
said diaphragms, revolving hammers for acting on said
pins, springs connecteil with said casing part and pro-
vided with Impact plates Interposed between said pins
and hammers, impact bars sustained by said diaphragms,
and a screen elastically supported from said diaphragms
through said Impact bars.

2. In a separator, the combination with a casing part
provlde<l with elastic diaphragms, of pins connected with
said diaphragms, revolving hammers for acting on said
pins, rotating disks by whlrh said hammers are carried

tnd to which they are hinged or pivoted, sprlngB con-

nected with said casing part and provided with impact
plates interposed between said pins and hammers. Im-

pact bars sustained by said diaphragms, and a screen

elastically supported from said diaphragms through said
impact bars.

3. In a separator, the combination with an elastically

supported screen, of hammers, acting from below, for
Jarring said screen, devices loosely mounted relative to
saia screen: and through which the impact of said ham-
mers is to be transmitted to said screen, and Impact
members interposed between said devices and said ham-
mers.

1.229,822. LUBRICATOR. OLor Swa.vsox, Denver. Colo.
Filed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial No. 115,172. (Cl. 184—S.)

1. A lubricator comprising a lubricant container, i

discbarge nozr.le therefrom, a filler of fibrous material
carried by the nozzle and adapted to contact with the
surface to be lubricated, and a member free to vibrate
In the nozzle lying In the path of the fiow of the lubri-

cant, said member also adapted to engage the surface to
be lubricated.

2. A lubricator comprising a lubricant container, a

nozzle, a fibrous filler on the surface of the nozzle adapt-
e<l to contact with the surface to be lubricated, and
means free to vibrate In the nozzle adapted to supply
lubricant to the face of the nozzle.

3. A lubricator comprising a lubricant container, a
discharge nozzle therefor having a bore through which
lubricant is to be discharged, a pin in the bore mounteil
to slide and turn In the bore and adapted to project
through either end of the bore, a washer free to move on
said pin for engaging the inner end of the bore of the
nozzle and adapted to prevent flow through the bore
when the pin Is not disturbed.
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4. lubricator comprialng a lubricant cootaiaer, a
Doxxle, a fibrous filler on the surface of the nosale adapted
to contact with the surface to be lubricated, means free

to vibrate in the nozzle, and means for preventing the

flow through the nozzle carried by said means adapted to

vibrate.

5. A lubricator comprising a lubricant container, a
discharge nozzle therefor having a bore through which

the lubricant is discharged, a flbrou$i filler on the sur-

face of the nozzle adapted to contact with the surface
to t>e lubricated and locate<l below the bore of the

nozzle, a pin loosely mounted in said bore and adapted to

project through either end of the nouie, and a washer
free to move on said pin and adapted to engage the

inner end of the nozzle's bore, the outwardly projecting

end of the pin beinK adapted to come in coatact with the

surface to be lubricate<l whereby the same is set into

vibration substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

[Claims A and 7 not printed Id the Gazette.]

1,229,823. IGNITION APPAR.\TUS OF GAS-ENGINES.
Claude Spencer Sydenham. Kilmarnoclc, Scotland.

Filed Feb. 17. 1914. SerUl No. 819,197. (CT.

123—153.)

1. In ignition apparatus the combination of a plug
having a cavity : an oscillatory electrode in said cavity ;

with mean» IncludlDg a bearing rutatably supporting the

electrode and spaced away from the walls of the cavity,

said bearing having in it a ventilating passage opening
into said cavity.

2. In ignition apparatus the combination of a support-

ing structure having a cavity : an electrode extending
therethrough : means for supporting said electrode in-

cluding an insulating washer holding the electrode

spaced away from the walls of the cavity in which it is

mounted ; and a structurally independent metal collar

having a rust proof coating mounte<i on the insulating
washer surrounding but s[>ace<i away from the electrode.

3. In ignition apparatus the combination of a plug

having an opening therethrough ; an electrode passing

through said opening ; iasulating washers adjacent each
end of the electrode ; with removable cup shaped journal
members receiving the washers and engaging the plug In

positions to hold the electrode spaced away from the

walls of the opening.

4. In Ignition apparatus the combination of a plug
having an opening therethrough ; au electro«le passing

through said opening : insulating washers adjacent each

end of the electrode : with cup shaped Journals receiving

the washers and engaging tb« plug in positions to hold

the electrode spaced away from the walls of the opening ;

there l>eing ventilating passages through the walls of the

outer Journal opening into the space surrounding the

electrode.

5. In ignition apparatus the combination of a plug

having two openings therethrough ; an uninsulated elec-

trode passing through and closely fitting one of said

openings <ind having a projecting foot : journals adjacent

the ends of the other opening ; insulating washers mount-

ed respectively la said Journals ; an electrode passing
through tlte opening and held by the washers away
from the walls thereof in position to t>e engaged by tbe
foot of tbe first elei'trode, said second electroile having a
head at that end adjacent the foot of the other electrode

;

and means at tbe opposite end of the second electrode
engaging one of tbe Insulating washers to clamp tbe
journals, washers and electrode in place, there belDg

ventilating passages through the outer one of tbe jour-

nals opening into the cavity in which the second elec-

trode is mounted.

1,229,824. CUTTEB FOR REMOVING HAIR FROM
CAVITIES. BaavARD Tcweu>w and Solomo.n Tcwa-
ix>w, Baltimore. Md. File<l Mar. 11, 1913. Serial No.
13.786. (CI. 30—12.)

*••-?* .«r

In a safety cutter for removing hair from the cavity
of the human nostrils and ears the combination with a
handle having a threaded socket in one end. of a back
plate holder having a concave inner side an<i a convex
outer side and provide*) at one end with a shank which
latter has a ^concave inner side and a threaded convex

outer side ; a guard also having a concave inner side and
a convex oater side and provideil with a shank which
projects from one en<l thereof which latter shank has a

convex inner side and a threadeil convex outer side and
a normally fiat spring blade i>etween the back plate

holder and tbe guard, and said blade also having a flexible

shank at one en<l which prujects between the Inner con-

cave side of tbe plate holder and the inner convex side

of tbe guard ^nd said three shanks projecting into tbe

socket of the handle and the threads on the plate holder

shank and tbe guard shank engaging the threads in the

handle-socket and clamping the shank of the blade be-

tween them.

1,229.825. C.\KE-P.\N. William E. Tomlisson, Can-

ton, Ohio. Filed Dec. 31, 1915.

(CT. 53—«.)

Serial No. 69,61^.

2
The combination with a cake pan. of a false bottom

located witbin the pan and having the side edges there-

of spaced from tbe side walls of the pan, a strip pro-

vided with a pair of parallel slots to form an intermediate

offset portion and a pair of parallel outer members to

receive the false bottom between the offset portion and the

parallel outer members, the ends of said strip being l>ent

upwardly and downwardly in an Inclined plane to slidably

engage the upper edges of the side walls of the pan. and
laterally projecting extensiims formed on the downwardly
Inclined ends of the strip to form handles for sliding tbe

strip on the bottom.

1.229.826. R.\ZOR STROPPER. Bernh.%HO Troskt,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Nor. 7, 1916. Serial No. 129,983,

(CI. 51—16.)
1. A stropper comprising a casing composed of htngedly

fonnected sections, blade holding bars on the sections, a
plate on one bar and formed with a dip extending over

one edge of such liar, a blade thrust spring disposed under
the dip, and a shoulder on the bar associated with the
clip and against which a blade Is held by the spring.

2. A stropper comprising a casing, stropping means in

the casing, blade holding bars, one bar having a longi-

tudinal shoulder, a (lip on the same bar, and a spring

U--^
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posltlouetl under the clip and having a free resilient end

arrange<l to Inar on a blade engaged under the clip for

clamping the blade against the shoulder.

5. A stropper comprising a rasing composed of hingedly

connected sections, a frame in each section and fastened

only at one end therein, lugs on the other ends of the

frames for engaging the adjacent end walls of the casing

sections, a stropping element in each frame, blade-engag

iBg means on the frames, and means for operatlvely con-

necting tbe stropping means with each other.

4. A stropper comprising a casing composed of upper

and lower sections formed from sheet metal blanks, with

Btruck-up end and side walls, hinges connecting the side

walls of the upper and lower sections together, frames in

tbe sections, the side walls adjacent the hinged ends of

tbe sections being provided with non circular apertures,

Ings on the frames engaging in the said apertures for re

tainlng the frames in the sections, additional lugs on

both ends of the frames for engaging the end walls of the

casing sections, stropping means on the frames, and blade-

bolding means on the frames.

6. K. stropper comprising hingedly connected sections,

frames in the sections and each having a blade-engagrlng

bar. said bars having stud-recelvlng apertures, a plate

fastened to one of the l>ar« and having threaded openings,

and studs provided with threaded portions removably en-

gaging the threaded openings.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

5. A gold testing needle device comprising a disk of

sheet metal with arms radiating therefrom and each ter-

minating in a tongue, and a aeries of gold needle points,

one for each tongue, and each provided with a groove

recelring the tongue of the respective arm or needle, the

device having indicia Indicating the degree of fineness in

gold of the respective points.

4. A gold testing needle device comprising a disk of

sheet metal with a peripheral series of radial arms pro-

jecting therefrom and each arm terminating in a dovetail

tongue, and a series of gold points each individual to a

respective arm and provided with a dovetail groove for

receiving the tongue of the arm, with the points soldered

to tbe arms, the arms having indicia thereon denoting

the degree of fineness in gold of the respective gold points.

6. A gold testing needle device comprising a disk of

sheet metal with a peripheral series of radial arms pro-

jecting therefrom and each arm terminating in a dovetail

tongue, and a series of gold points each individual to a

respective arm and provided with a dovetail groove for

receiving the tongue of the arm, with the points soldered

to the arms, the arms having indicia thereon denoting the

degree of fineness In gold of the respective gold points,

and the device having a central opening therethrough of a

size to seat the ball of the thumb of the user.

1,229.827. GOLD-TESTIN«J DEVICE. Eatmond D.

VlBCLBB. Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Nov. 7. 1916. Serial

No. 180,044. (CI. 88—14.)

1. A gold testing needle structure, comprising a one

piece body member of disk form having a circumferential

aeries of arms or needles projecting radially therefrom,

and gold p<dnt6 of varying degrees of fineness carried by

respective arms or needles, and each arm having thereon

Indicia reprenenting the degree of fineness In gold of the

point carried thereby.

2. A gold testing needle device comprising a disk of

relatively base metal of suitable gage In the form of a

spider having relatively short arms projecting radially

therefrom and constituting the bodies of the needles, and

a needle point of gold on each arm. tbe poiats varying 1b

fineness In gold and tbe arms hnviag indicia tbereon Indl-

catlBg the degree of fineness of tbe respective points.

1.229.828. GUIDE - BRACKET FOR DETECTOR-BARS.
EroBifn W. Voobl, Oak Park, 111., assignor to Chicago

Railway Signal & Supply Company, Carpentersvllle, 111.,

a Corporation of UlinolR. Filed Oct. 5. 1916. Serial

No. 123,806. (CI. 246—67.)

1. Tbe combination with a rail, detector bar and cam

plate secured to the bar, of a roller to support the bar

and cooperate with the cam plate to raise the bar when

moved longitudinally, which roller Is provided with Jour-

nals at opposite ends, and a guide bracket provided with

means for attaching It to the rail and formed with bear-

ings for the roller journals.

4. The combination with a rail detector bar and cam

plate aecured to tbe bar, of a guide bracket for the bar

comprising a base portion, a jaw adapted to fit over one

edge of the rail base, a web which lies alongside of the

vertical web of the rail and adapted to be secured thereto

and formed with an outward projection formed with a

l>Mrlng recess open at the top, and an upstanding web

terminating in a guide lip extending close to the cam plate

of the detector bar and formed with a bearing recess, and

a roller to cooperate with said cam plate formed with in-

tegral journals adapted to extend into the aforesaid bear-

ing recesses.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,229.829. SAVINGS BANK OR COIN - REPOSITORY.
Benno vom EHiiK, Newark, N. J., assignor to August

Goertz k Co., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed

Sept. 12. 1916. Serial No. 119.733. (CT. 282—4.)

1. In a coln-repoelterj-. a main casing comprising slde-

aembers. formed with registering end portions, lugs ex-

teading fro« said registering end-portions, the lugs npon

•ue rtde-meinber reirting directly upon tbe Ings of the
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otlier side-member, a connector-plate provided with per-
forations through which said lugs are inserted and bent
over thereon, for permanently aecurlng said side-members
In their connected relation, and means connected with
said connector plate at Its respective end portions for se-
curing In position within the ends of the casing the clos-
ing end-sections of the coin-repository.

^ *P^^^ y y -^ ^fi ^ ^ ^ ^ ^Sp V̂3

2. In a coin-repository, a main casing comprising side-
members formed with registering end portions, means con-
nected with said registering end portions, for perma-
nently securing said side-members in their connecting
relation, a sprtng like retaining means within said casing
and secured in position by said means for connecting the
said registering end portions, and end-portions provided
with means adaptwl to t>e brought into holding engage-
ment with said spring-like retaining means.

3. In a coin-repository, a main casing comprising side-
members formed with registering end-portions, means
connected with said registering end-portions, for perma-
nently securing said side members in their connected rela
tlon. spring-like retaining plates within said casing and
secured in position by said means for connecting the said
registering end-portions, said retaining plates being pro-
vided with lug-receiving openings, and end sections pro-
vided with flanges and retaining lugs extending from said
flanges, said retaining lugs being adapter! to be sprung
Into retaining engagement with the lug receiving openings
of said retaining plates.

4. In a coin-repository, a main casing comprising aide-
members having abutting edge portions, binding lugs con
nected with and extending from said abutting edge-por-
tions, and connector plates disposed over said abutting
edg.-portlons. said connector-plates being formed with
openings for entrance of said lugs therethrough, said lugs
being in binding holding engagement with Kaid connector-
plates, combined with a coin-slot-provided top end-section
connectetl with one end-portion of said connector-plate,
and an open and gate-provided bottom end-section con-
nected with the other end-portion of said connector plate.

5. In a coin repository, a main casing comprising side-
members having abutting e<lge portions, binding lugs con-
nected with and extending from said abutting edge por-
tions, and connector plates disposed over said abutting
edge-portions, said connector-plates being formed with
openings for entrance of said lugs therethrough, said lugs
being In binding holding engagement with said connector-
plates, a spring-like retaining means connected with each
connector-plate, and end sections provided with means
adapted to be brought Into holding engagement with said
spring-like retaining mean»

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,229.830. FURNITURE TREAD. Valixtini von dir
Lin, New York, and Simon* J. von dbs Lin, Brooklyn.
N. T. Filed Sept. 18. 1916. SerUl No. 120.595. (CI
46—13.)

1. The furniture tread herein described, comprising a
base plate, means for attaching the same to a furniture
leg or support, a hollow p^rtpherally-screw-threaded sup-
porting post on said base formed with an inturned shoul
der, an Internally-threaded tread member U-shaped In

longitudinal cross section engaging with said threaded
supporting post, the closed end of said tread memt)er
forming a central axial contact surface for the purpose
set forth, and an ailally positioned coupling meml)er at-
tached to the closed bottom of the tread member and ex-
tending upward Into the hollow supporting post and pro-
vided with a retaining shoulder opposed to the Interned
retaining staoulder vn said supporting post.

2. The furniture tread herein described, comprising a
base plate, means for atuching the same to a furniture
leg or support, a hollow peripherally-screw-threaded sup
porting post on said base formed with an Inturned (*houl
<ier. an Internally threaded tread member U shaped in
longitudinal cross section engaging with said threaded
supporting post, the closed end of said tr.ad member
forming a central axial conUct surface for the purpose
set forth, and an axlally poHltloned coupling member con
sisting of a screw stud engaging the closed bottom of the
tread member and extending upward Into the hollow sup
porting post and forroe<I with a head over-lapping the In
turned retaining shoulder on the said supporting post.

3. The furniture tread herein described, comprising a
base plate, means for atUching the aame to a furniture
leg or support, a hollow perlpherally-screwthreaded sup-
porting post on said t>ase formed with an Inturned shoul-
der, an Internally threaded tread member engaging with
said threaded supporting post, and an axlally positioned
coupling pin attached to the tread member and extending
upward into the hollow supporting post and provided with
H retaining shoulder opposed to the inturned reUlnlng
shoulder on said post.

1.229.831. FURNITURE TREAD. Valentine von dm
Lin and Simon J. von der Lin, New York, N. Y. Filed
Nov. 7. l«ie. Serial No. 129.920. (CI. 16—73.)

1. Means for attaching and adjusting furniture treads
as herein set forth, comprlxing an Internally screw
threaded tread member, a hollow peripherally threaded
post on which said tread member is adjustable, said hol-
low post being formwl with an lnturne<l shoulder, an axl-
ally p<i8itloned coupling pin screwing Into the tread mem-
ber and extending upward Into said hollow supporting
post and provided with a retaining head opposed to said
Inturned retaining shoulder on the hollow post, and an at-
tachment-stud screwing into said hollow post and formed
with an axial recess to accommodate the retaining head
and upper portion of said coupling pin.

2. Means for attaching and adjusting furniture treads
as herein set forth, comprising an Internally screw
threaded tread member, a hollow peripherally threaded
post on which said tread member is adjustable, said hol-
low post being formed with an Intumeil shoulder, an axl-
ally positioned coupling pin screwing Into the tread mem-
ber and extending upward into said hollow supporting
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post and provided with a letalnlng head opposed to said

lotumed retaining shoulder on the hollow post, an at

tachment-stud screwing into said hollow post and formed

with an axial recess to acfommo<iate the retaining head

and upper portion of said coupling pin. and an annular

dust guard flange over-lapping the upper edge of the tread

meml>er. for the purpose described.

?.. Means for attaching and adjusting furniture treads

as herein set forth comprising an internally screw-

threaded tread member, a caster plvotally mounted on a

trunnion secured to said tread member, said trunnion, a

hollow peripherally threaded post on which said tread

meml>er Is adjustable, said hollow post being formed with

an Inturned shoulder, an axlally positioned coupling pin

screwing Into said caster trunnion and extending upward

into said hollow supporting post and provided with a re-

taining head opposed to said Inturned retaining shoulder

on said hollow post, and an attachment stud screwing Into

aid hollow post add formed with an axial recess to ac-

commodate the retaining head and upper portion of said

coupling pin, for the purpose described.

1,229,833.

June 6,

JACK. Pact Wagner, Saco, Mont. Filed

1916. Serial No. 101.973. (CI. 264—106.)

I 2 2 9,882. RAILWAY TIE. WiLSON Wadbwobth,

Hewlns. Kans. Filed Jan. 8, 1917. Serial No. 141,189.

(CI. 28ft—8.)
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1. A railway tie comprising a body portion having an

elongateil longitudinally extending recess and a trans-

verse opening communicating therewith, a rail block

mounted In said recess, and a locking member extending

through said transverse opening and engaging the adja-

cent end of said rail block whereby to prevent displace-

ment thereof.

2. A railway tie comprising a i ody portion having an

elongated longitudinally extending recess and a transverse

opening communicating therewith, a rail block mounted

in said recess, and a locking member extending througU

Mid transverse opening and engaging the adjacent end

of said rail block whereby to prevent displacement thereof,

and a locking pin extending through said body portion

and said locking member.

3. .\ railway tie comprising a body portion having a

longitudinal recess and a transverse tapered opening com-

municating therewith, a rail block mounted in said recess

and having a portion thereof underlying said opening, and

a tapered locking member mounte«l In said transverse

opening and extending above said underlying portion of

•aid rail block.

4. A railway tie comprising a body portion having a

longitudinally extending recess, one end of which is bev-

eled, said iKMly portion being provided with an enlarged

end having a transverse tapere<l opening communicating

with said recess, a rail block mounted In said recess and

having a beveled end for engagement with the beveled end

of said recess and Us opposite end provided with a recess

registering with said transverse opening in said beveled

portion, and a tapered locking member mounted In said

transverse opening and projecting through said recess.

5. A railway tie comprising a body portion having a

longitudinally extending recess, one end of which Is bev

eled. said body portion being provided with an enlarged

end having a transverse tapered opening communicating

with said recess, a rail block mounted In said recess and

having a l>eveled end for engagement with the beveled end

of said recess and Its opposite end provided with a recess

registering with said transverse opening in said beveled

portion, a tapered locking member mounted In said trans

verse opening and projecting through said recess and a

locking pin extending through said enlarged portion and

tald locking member for retaining the latter in locking

position.

In a device of the class described, a base having an

opening therein, a bracket on said base, a standard on the

base having connection with said bracket and braced

thereby, a plate on said sUndard having an arm con-

nected with the base and provided with an opening reg-

istering with the opening In the base, a second arm on

said plate overlying the first mentioned arm and having

an opening therein registering with the opening In the

first mentlone<l arm and base, a lifting bar passing

through the openings In said arms and to extend within

the opening In the base, and means for operating said

lifting bar.

1,229,884. KNOCKDOWN BOX. Harrison B. Walter,

Danville, 111., assignor to National Fibre Box Company,

Danville, 111. Filed Mar. 20. 1914. Serial No. 826,021.

(a. 217—12.)

A knock-down box comprising a scored blank, which

provides a bottom, two sides and top, battens of slightly

less length than the width of the sides and having square

ends secured to the ends of said sides, and box ends hav-

ing battens secured at opposite edges prior to being In-

serted within said box, the ends of said battens mortised

or notched to receive the ends of the battens on the sides

when the ends are Inserted in the box. said mortised and

square ended battens fitted together and naUed, whereby

to complete the box.

1,229,885. MOTOR VEHICLE HEATER. Robbrt E.

Wabdlow, Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Mar. 14, 1914.

Serial No. 824.724. (CI. 267—136.)

A radiator comprising opposed chambered Inlet and

outlet headers in spaced relation to each other, a plurality

of sets of tubes each set comprising an outer tube and

an inner tube concentric in relation to each other, the

inner tube of each set being in communication at one end

only with the Inlet header and closed at the opposite end,

the respective outer tube entirely inclosing the Inner tube

and being fastened at Its ends to both headers and In com-

munication at one end only with the outlet header, the

inner tube of each set having a lateral vent near Its re-

ceiving end which communicates with the respective outer
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tube ptrmittlng the Imperforate end portion of the Inner
tube to trap a portion of the fluid which acts as a turbulent

cushion for the remainder of the fluid passing through the
radiator.

1.229.830. EMBROIDERY-FRAME CLAMP. Astho.vt
W.\RTA, Annville, Pa. Filed Dec. 29, 1916. Serial No.
139.611. (CI. 112—7.)

1. An embroidery machine frame clamp comprising a
rotatahle shaft, clamping plates adapte<i to be secured to
the frame of the machine, bearings carried by said plates,
clamping dogs carried by said shaft and cooperating with
said plates, springs engageable with said dogs, means for
adjusting the tension of said springs and means securing
said clamps in an operative or inoperative position.

2. An embroidery machine frame clamp comprising sta-

tionary clamping members, a rotatable shaft having bear-
ings in said stationary clamping members, movable clamp-
ing members carried by said shaft and adjustably ten-
sloned thereon and means for securing said clamps in an
operative or inoperative position.

3. An embroidery machine frame comprising combined
stationary clamping and t>earing members, a shaft rota-
tably mounted in said members, clamping dogs mounted
upon said shaft and springs carrle<l by said shaft and
engaging said dogs to urge them in the direction toward
the stationary clamping members.

4. An embroidery machine frame comprising combined
Stationary clamping and bearing members, a shaft rota-
tably mounteil in said memb^-rs. clamping dogs mounted
upon said shaft In a manner to permit of a limited radial
movement thereon and springs carried by said shaft and
engaging said dogs to urge them in a direction toward
the stationary clamping members.

5. An embroidery machine frame comprising combined
stationary clamping and bearing members, a shaft rota-
tably mounted in said members, clamping dogs monuted
upon said shaft, springs moonte<l upon said shaft and
engaging said dogs and adjustable collars also mounted
upon said shaft and engaging said springs, whereby the
tension of the springs may be adjusted.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oacette.]

1.229,837. BUSHING. Edward H. Wacgh, SeattU.
Wash., assignor to John W. Wlnningham. Seattle.
Wash. Filed July 22, 1912. Serial No. 710.942. (01.
74—8.)
1. The combination with a shaft member, of • mcB-

ber to be secure<l thereto against relative rotation, a
leeve interposed between the members and having a
portion that tapers from one end inwardly, and a smaller

exteriorly threadetl portion screwed into the serond mem-
t>er, said sleeve having silts from one end through the
threaded portion and terminating short of the other end,
the smaller threaded portion projecting beyond the mem-
ber In which it Is placed and having means whereby it

can be turned.

2. The combination with a shaft member, of a mem-
ber to be secured thereto against relative rotation, a
sleeve interposed In-tween the members and having an
enlarged Upereil portion and a smaller exteriorly thread-
ed portion screwed into the second member, said sleeve
having silts from one end through the threaded portion
and terminating short of the other end, said other emi
being closed and projecting beyond the member in which
it is placeil. and a screw threaded through said closed
end and bearing against the end of the shaft mem)>er.

3. The combination with a shaft meml>er. of a member
to be secured thereto and comprising spaced elements,
one of which has a tapereil bore, another of said spaced
elements having internal screw threads, means connect-
ing the elements to hold them against relative rotation,
a sleeve Interposed between the members, said sleeve hav-
ing a tapered portion engaged in the tapered l>ore of one
element and having an externally threaded portion
screwed Into the bore of the said other element, said
sleeve furthermore being longitudinally split, said sleeve
also constituting suplemental means for drawing the
elements toward each other.

4. The eombinatlon with a shaft member, of a split

sleeve thereon having ratchet threads and a tapered por-
tion, and a member surrounding the sleeve and mounted
directly thereon, said member comprising spaced ele-

ments, means connecting the elements for drawing them
toward each' other, one of said elements being lo<^ted on
the tapered portion of the sleeve, another of said ele-

ments having a threaded engagement with said sleeve,
and said sleeve constituting supplemental means for ae-

curing the spaced elements together.

."». The combination with a shaft member and a mem-
ber to be securwl thereon, of a sleeve having a non-
tapere<l clampintr section Interposed between said mem-
l>ers and slit lengthwise, said clamping section of the
sleeve and one of the members having threaded enirage-

ment, said member and a part of the sleeve having other
surfaces engaging to resist axial movement.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,838. WEIGHT-TESTING MACHINE. Edward H.
WAt-RH. Seattle. Wash., assignor to Smith Cannery
Machines Company. Seattle. Wash., a Corporation of
Washington. Filed Nov. 20,^1912. Serial No. 732.540.
(CI. 83—92.)

*

1. In apparatus of the character set forth, the com-
bination with a welght-teatlng mechanism baring a pre-
determined cycle of operation, of artlcl^movlnp means
associate*] therewith and having a timed relation there-
to, an operating device for said moving means, and a
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connection l.etween the operating device and moving

meauK that normally maintains the timed relation of

the latter to the weight testing mechanism, but permits

ItH stoppage under abnormal resistance to its movement.

spect to the other, a pair of discharge pipes, one com-

municating with each of the pans below the false bottom

2. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with a weight testing mechanism having a prede-

termined « vcle of operation, of article-moving means as

soclHtwl therewith and having a timed relation thereto,

an ot>eratln»f device for said moving means, and a con

nectlon In-tween the operating device and moving means

that normally maintains the timed relation of the later

to the weight testing mechanism, but permits Its stoppage

nnd.r abnormal resistance to its movement and auto-

matically returns It to such tlme<1 relation when said

abnormal resistance is removed.

3. In apparatus of the character set forth, the com-

bination with companion weight-testing mechanisms hav-

ing alternating predetermln«Hl cycles of operation, of

artlcle-movlnjt means alternately cooperating with said

mechanisms and having a tlme.1 relation therewith, an

operating device for said moving means, and a connec-

tion between the operating device and moving means

that normallv maintains the timed relation of the latter

to the welgbt-testlng mechanisms, but permits its stop

page under abnormal resistance to Its movement.

4. In apparatus of the character set forth, the combina-

tion with companion weight testing mechanisms having

alternating predetermined cycles of operation, of article

moving means alternately coi>peratlng with said mecha

nisms and having a tlme«l relation therewith, an operat-

ing device for said moving means, and a connection be

tween the operating device and moving means that nor

mallv maintains the timed relation of the latter to the

weight-testing mechanisms, but permits Its stoppage

under abnormal resistance to its movement, and auto

matl.ally returns It to said timed relation when said ab

Bormal resistance Is removed.

r,. In apparatus of the character set forth, the com-

bination with weight-testing mechanism having a pr?de

termlned cycle of operation, of means for feeding articles

to the weight-testing mechanism and having a timed re-

lation thereto, an operating device for the feeding means,

and a connection between the operating device and feeding

means that normally maintains the timed relation of the

latter to the weight testing mechanism, but permits Its

stoppage under abnormal resistance to its movement.

[Claims 6 to 43 not prlnte<l in the Gaiette.]

1229 8.'*9 LEACHING APPARATIS. Ttlet Wedoe,
'

Ardmore. Pa. Filed Mar. 1. 191,'^. Serial No. 11.364.

(CI. 210—16.)

1 The combination, in a leaching apparatus, of a

aeries of superposed i>nns. each having a perforated false

bottom means for conveying the material to be leached

to said pans, a pair of discharge pipes, one communi-

cating with each of the pans below the false bottom and

the other communicating with each of the pans above

natd false bottom, and valved connections through which

such communications are effected.

2 The combination. In a leaching apparatus, of a

series of superposed pans, each having a perforated false

bottcMn means for fwKllng to said pans material to be

leached means for rotating one of said elements In re-

thereof and the other communicating with each of the

^ans Ib"e lai^ !alse bottom, and valved connection,

through which such communications are effected.

1 229 840. BEAN-SNIPPER. Fred Wegncu F»»';P«»J-

NY assignor to George W. Cobb. Montclalr N. J-

FUed Feb 9, 1916. Serial No. 77.143. (CI. 146-7.)

^^'^^^

1 The combination with a movable *^onyey.r^^ri^S

opin ended poc.ets. guards at OPP-^- « - of^the^cc^^^^

^^^llTwuVa re::s:anVa; o'^ni;' therethrough lead-

ZtT^ re:::ro? cutters locate In ^M ---

posUloL to be carried into
-^^--^..^'^"^rablf c^

other guard, relative y to
^^^^^^^^J^ ^^,,,, ..^

aaid conveyer, of ^"""^^
'"J";;? --us of the pockets,

cooperating
-"^^'^^./^X , e -uJ Irticles pLed in

lo position them so that the heads will carry said articles

into engagement with the cutters.
into enifas

^^, ^f the character described, the

combination wUh a support, disks rotatable ^^ZlZ
d^r^ctlons and a cutter located relatively to each disk, o

means for carrying articles Into suc,.sslve engagement

^Ith and across said disks and between the cutters.

.V In an apparatus of the character described, the con.

blnatlon with a supporting surface, disks Inset In said
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surface and means for rotating the disks in opposite
(llrfctlons, of a cutter arranged relatively to each disk
and means for carrying articles longitudinally of the sup-
porting surface between said cutters and successively Into

engagement with said disks. ^
[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229.841. DTNAMO-ELECTBIC MACHINE. WilhkLM
WciLER, Pankow, and Hebmann Neulsb.v. NMederschOn-
bausen, rjermany. assignors to General Electric Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed July 16, 1915.
Serial No. 40.341. (CI. 171—123.)

%^ t^l 1

r**^iN
-7

1. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination with
an armature of main field poles and commutating poles,
said armature being provided with a commutator, a plu-
rality of pairs of collector rings and a winding to which
said commutator and collector rings are electrically con-
nected, the separate rings of each pair being connected
to points on said winding having a displacement different
from 180 electrical degrees and the corresponding rings
of diflTereot pairs being connected to equidistant points
on said winding.

2. In combination, a dynamo-electrical machine com-
prising an armature, means to produce a main field

ami means to produce a commutating field, and a poly-
phase source of current, said armature being provideit
with a commutator, a plurality of pairs of collecting
rings adapted to be connected to said polyphase source,
and a winding to which said commutator and collector
rings are electrically connected, the separate rings of
each pair being connected to points on said winding hav-
ing a displacement different from 180 electrical degrees
and the corresponding rings of different pairs being con-
nected to equldlsUnt points on said winding.

>3. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination with
an armature of means to produce a main field and means
to produce a commutating field, said armature being pro-
vided with a winding, a commutator, and a plurality of
pairs of collector rings which are connected to said wind-
ing so that the winding is divided into as many phases
as there are pairs of rings and so that one phase is con-
nected between each pair of rings, the extremities of the
portions of the winding connected between each pair of
ringg havlnjf an angular displacement different from
180 electrical degrees.

4. In a dynamo-electric machine, the combination with
an armature of means to produce a main field and means
to produce a commutating field, said armature being pro-
vided with a winding, a commutator, and a plurality of
pairs of collector rings which are connected to said
winding so that the winding is divided Into as many
phases as there are pairs of rings, and so that one phase
Is connected between each pair of rings, the extremities
of the portions of the winding connected between each
pair of rings having an angular displacement different
from 180 electrical degrees and the corresponding ex-
tremities of said portions being equidistant from each
other.

1.229.842. SELF DRAINING ATTACHME.VT FOR GAS-
METERS. Hi.vRT P. Westcott, Erie, Pa. Filed June
5, 1916. Serial No. 101,839. (CT. 183—4.)

1. The combination with a gas meter, of a self-drain-
ing attachment therefor comprising contiguously ar-
ranged transmitting absorbent elements respectively dls-

pose<I In spaced relation Interiorly and exteriorly of and
in part bearing against the walls of the meter.

2. The combination with a gas meter, of a self-draining
attachment comprising contiguously arranged transmit-
ting absorbing elements secured adjacent to each other on
opposite sides of the wall of the meter.

so
^^'-^ JW

^r
^T

w
jut
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3. The combination with a gas meter having a drain
opening In a wall thereof, of a self-draining attachment
for a condensed product comprising transmitting absorb-
ing elements applied in operative relation to oppoalte
sides of the wall adjacent to and around the said drain
opening.

4. The combination with a gas meter having a drain
opening in a wall thereof, of a self draining attachment
for a condensed product comprising transmitting absorbing
elements applied In operative relation to opposite sides of
the wall adjacent to and around the said opening, and
securing means extending through the absorbing ele-

ments and said opening.

5. The combination with a gas meter having a drain
opening In a wall thereof, of a aelf-dralning attach-
ment for a condensed product comprising transmitting
absorbing elements applied In operative relation to oppo-
site sides of the wall adjacent to and around the said
opening, a securing device extending through the absorbing
elements and opening, and means interposed between
one of the elements and the outer side of the wall around
the securing means to prevent the escape of gas.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gatette.]

1.229.848. COMBINATION TOOL. Calvin B. Whit-
AKBB, Kansas City. Mo. Filed Oct. 5, 1918. Serial No.
123,917. (CL 53—«8.)

" n
In a device of the class described. In combination, a

ferrule having a tapered and polygonal shaped recess in
one end thereof and a threaded l)ore communicating there-
with, a shank disposed in said bore and having threads
thereon engaging the threads in the bore, an angular en-
largement on said shank, a nut carried by said shank
and having a groove therein and a chamt>er receiving saM
enlargement, a tapered and polygonal portion on said
nut disposed in said recess, a cap threadedly connected
with said ferrule and having an opening therein receiving
said nut. and a fiange on said cap extending within the
groove in said nut.

1,229.844. PRI.VTING MECHANISM FOR ADDI.VG-MA-
CHINE8. NlLSON Whit*. Springfield, Oreg., assignor
to International Money Machine Company. Terre Haute.
Ind.. a Corporation of Indiana. Original application
filed Mar. 20, 1913. Serial No. 755.817. Divided and
this application filed Oct. 17. 1914. Serial No. 867,178.
(Q. 235—58.)
1. In printing mechanism for adding machines, the

combination of type carriers, means controlling differ-

ential positioning of said type carriers, a hammer section
comprising hammers cooperative with the type carriers,
drivers for said hammers, means tending to actuate the
drivers to cause firing of the hammers, restraining means
for the hammer drivers, a frame carrying said restrain-
ing means, a platen, a feeding device for said platen.
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operating means including a lever to actuate said feeding

device, a connection between the frame and lever, and

means to actuate the lever and thereby operate the frame

to effect release of the hammer drivers from the restrain-

ing means and platen feed movement.

1,229.845. BAG-FRAME FASTENER. Lcdwig Widlak,

Newark, N. J., assignor to Bosenband Manufacturing

Co., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Sept. 15, 1916.

Serial No. 120,209. (CI. 70—116.)

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of type carriers, means for adjusting wild type carriers

to printing positions, a rocking frame, hammers and ham-

mer drivers mounted on said frame, catches normally re-

straining said drivers and also carried by the frame, and
means for rocking said frame to Impart bodily movement
to the catches to release the hammer drivers therefrom.

3. In printing mechanism for adding machines the com-

bination of type carriers, means controlling differential

poHltlonIng of said carriers, a hammer section comprising

a pivoted frame, hammers mounte<l upon the axis of said

frame for co«peration with the type carriers, hammer
drivers co-axlally mounted with respect to said hammers

and interlocked with the latter, means to operate the

hammer drivers for Impression purposes, restraining de-

vices for said hammer drivers also mounted on said frame,

snd means whereby the hammer drivers may t)e released

from said restraining devices to effect printing action.

4. In printing mechanism for adding machines the

combination of type carriers, means controlling differ-

ential positioning of said carriers, a hammer section com-

prising a pivoted frame, hammers mounted upon the axis

of said frame for cooperation with the type carriers, ham-

mer drivers co-axially mounted with respect to said ham-

mers and interlocked with the latter, means to operate

the hammer drivers for Impression purposes, restraining

devices for said hammer drivers also mounte<l on said

frame, means whereby the hammer drivers may t)e re-

leased from said restraining devices to effect printing

action, a platen, feeding means for said platen including

a lever, connecting means between said frame and the pre-

viously mentioned operating means for causing the move-

ment of the frame and restraining devices thereon, and

means intermediate the said frame and said lever feeding

device whereby the movement of the former is Imparted

to the latter.

5. In a machine of the class described, printing mecha-

nism comprising a set of vertically sliding type carriers,

means for operating said carriers to differentially posi-

tion the same for printing action, a second set of type

carriers each of which corresponds with one of the car-

riers of the first mentioned set. gearing operatlvely con-

necting the various corresponding carriers of the two

acts aforesaid, said gearing comprising a series of super-

posed transmission shafts and overlapping gears on said

shafts, the carriers being provided with rack portions to

engage the gears, and means supporting the type carriers

for sliding movement and for holding their rack portions

In cooperation with the gears aforesaid Including horl-

tontally disposed guide rods, the carriers being forme<l

with alined slots receiving said guide rods and In which

the guide rods operate incident to the movement of the

carriers.

(Claim « not printed in the Gaiette.l

1. In a device of the kind described, the combination

with pivoted frame-sections of an upwardly bowed loop-

meml)er secured to one of said frame-sections, a raised

catch-lug connected with the same frame-section and

spaced longitudinally from said loop-meml>er, a catch-

plate secured to another frame-section, a laterally pro-

jecting convex latch-tongue connected with one end of

said catch-plate, a laterally projecting catch-meml>er hav-

ing a concave depression on Its under side connected with

the other end of said catch-plate, said latch-tongue being

adapted to spring beneath and then engage said loop mem-

ber and said catch-member being adapted to spring over

and engage said catch-lug when said respective frame-

sections are closed together.

2. In a device of the kind d»8crlt>ed. the combination

with a pair of pivoted frame-sections of an upwardly

bowed loop-member secured to each frame-section, an in-

wardly directed end of each loop-member being turned

upwardly, a ball-catch connected with the extremity of

each upwardly turned end of said loop-members adapted

to spring past and mutually engage each other when said

frame-sections are closed, a raised catch-lug connected

with each frame-section and spaced longitudinally from

said loop-member thereof, a reversible frame-section piv-

otally connected with said pair of pivoted frame-sections,

a catch-plate secured to said reversible frame-section, op-

positely and laterally projecting convex latch-tongues con-

nected respectively with opposite ends of said catch-plate,

and oppositely and laterally projecting catch-members

having receiving depressions on their under sides con-

nected respectively with opposite ends of said catch-plate,

and extending in a direction laterally opposite to that

of the latch-tongue, for the purposes described.

4. In combination with a pair of pivoted frame-sections,

a ioop-memt>er mounted upon one of said frame-sections,

and a catch-plate mounted upon the other frame-section,

said catch-plate being provided with a latch-tongue adapt-

ed to be brought into holding engagement with said loop-

member, and a catch-member upon said catch-plate, said

catch-meml>er extending in a direction opposite from that

of the latch-tongue and serving as a flngerptete.

[Claim 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229.846. AUTOMATIC TRAIN-STOP. Habby Wilboj*.

St. Helens. Oreg. Filed Apr. 17, 1916. Serial No.

91.676. (CI. 246—69.)

TZZSsT

/»

1. In an automatic train stop a pair of rods one having

one of its ends plvotally connected to a stationary sup-

port and its remaining end formed Into a hook, the other

having one of its ends pivoted to a stationary support and

Its other end recessed for the reception of said book, a

roller supporting the hook within the recess, and means

acting on one of said rods for moving the rods about their

pivot.

2. In an automatic train stop a pair of rods one having

one of its ends plvotally connected to a stationary sup-

port and its remaining end formed into a hook, the other

having one of its ends pivoted to a stationary support and
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ItB other end recessicd for the reception of said book, •
roller sapporting the book within the recesa, a plToted
plate formed with « recess for receiving one of the roda
and means for giving movement to said plate.

1,229.847. R.^ILW.\y RAIL. IIarby W. Winnir. Lock
Haven. Pa. Filed Mar. 24. 1917. Serial No. 157422.
<C1. 239—16.)

1. A compound rail including base sectiona and tread
sections, salil base sections having their upper fnirfacea

grooved iongitudinallj'. »aid tread sections comprising a
plurality of t>earing surfaces, one of which being recehred
In the groove of the tread section, others resting upon the
upper surface of the base section and secured thereto, and
the remaining portion of the said tread section providing
a bearing for the wheels of the rolling stock.

2. In a compound rail, a base section and a tr««d sec-
tion, said base section having its web groove*! longitudi-
nally upon the outer sides thereof and its upper surface
channeled longitudinally throughout the length of the
said section, said tread comprising a plurality of bearing
surfaces, one of which being received in the channel of
the base, two of the said tiead sections resting upon the
top of the base at the opposite sides of the channel, secur-
ing elements passing through the last mentioned surfaces
and through the top of the base and entering the channels
In the sides of the base, and nut members within the said
channels receiving the said securing elements and con-
tacting with the Inner walls of the channels.

1^29,848. WATER GAGE FOR BOILERS. Fuidbic 8.
Tocifo, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed May 31, 1916. Serial
No. 100,903. (CI. 73—54.)

A water gage comprising an upper horizontally dispoaed
communicating pipe, a lower commnnicatinK pipe parallel
therewith, upper and lower cut off valves adapted to ob-
struct each of said pipes respectively, a vertically dis-

posed gage member connectively united to each of said cut-
off valves, means for detachably mounting said gage mem-
ber in relation to said valves, said means comprising a
pair of oppositely extending apertured fastening lugs on
each end of said gage member, corresponding pairs of lugs
on said valves, and bolts securing said pairs of lugs to-

gether.

1,229,849. GRAB-TYPE RECTIFIER. JOHN J. Zeiti,
Warren, Ohio, assignor to The American Folding Ma-
chine Company. Warren. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.
Filed Dec. 6, 1916. Serial No. 65.300. {CI. 271—60.)

1. A rectifier for sheet ree<llng mechanism comprising a
fixed forward guide, and a gripping device adapted to en-
gage a sheet fed toward said guide, said gripping device
having a swiveled stud adapted to contact with the sheet.

2. A rectifier for sheet feeding mechanism comprising
a guide having a recess, and a gripping device adapted to
engage the forward edge of a sheet being fed toward said
guide, said device being adapted to enter said recesa to
bring the sheet into contact with said guide and having a
lever and a rotatable stud carried by said lever, and means
for tripping said lever.

1,229.850. COMBINED UNDERGARMENT AND JOCK-
STRAP. HiNHT Zktosch, New York. N. Y. Filed Dec
28, 1916. Serial No. 188,572. {CI. 128—38.)

1. A garment, comprising an undergarment and jock
strap, the undergarment having at the abdomen a cut-oat
portion extendine from the waist line to the crotch, a sus-
pensory member closing the said cut-out portion, a waist-
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band atuched to the «ild undergarment and to which the

upper edge of the said «ispensory member I-; •e.^red. and

Zlk straps connecting the cro.ch end of the su.spensory

.«nber with the said waistband at the back thereof.

2 A garment, comprising an undergarment and a Jock

strap, the undergarment having at the abdomen a cut-oat

portion extending from the waist line to the crotch, a

JLensory member of open mesh fabric and ha'^»°« »^s

SST attached to the side walls of the said <="t^";jo'^

Soo, a waist-band attache,l to the undergarment ajd to

which the upper edge of the said suspensory m-^^« »"

Tttached, and converging back ''t'-«P«/;°°**""°«
Jj!

crotch end of the suspensory member with the back of the

'*^3. r^'r'^n't. comprising an undergarment and a Jock

strap. tSe undergarment having at the abdomen a cut-out

portion extending from the waist line to
^Je

crotch .

suspensory member of op.n mesh fabric and having its

slde^ attached to the side walls of the said cut-out por^

«on a waistband attache<l to the undergarment and to

which the upper e<1ge of the said suspensory member is at_

Tache^l and converging back straps connecting t^e crotch

eid of the suspensory member with the back of the said

waistband, the said waistband being adapted to be open^

'"i'"^^' garment, comprising an undergarment and a Jock

trap' the undergarment having at the abdomen a cut-out

;lrti;n extending from the waist line to the crotch .

Suspensory member of open mesh fabric and having its

dd^ attached to the side walls of the said -"tout portion

a Vaistband atUched to the undergarment and to whi^h

the upper edge of the said suspensory member Is attached

and converging back straps connecting the crotch end of

the suspensory member with the back of the "Id walst-

tind. tie said back straps being secured to the undergar_

ment and the portion of the latter intermediate the back

"raps being detached at one side at the corresponding

blck strap, the said waistband being adapted to be opened

^ the junction of the waistband with the la«t-named

Jick strap to provide a sanlUry back flap adapted to be

opened and closed. .„h - i«rk
5 A garment, comprising an undergarment and a Jock

strap, the undergarment having at the abdomen a cut-out

portion extending from the waist line to the crotch, a

Hspensorv member closing the said cutout portion, a

walVtbanJ attached to the said undergarment and
^

which the upper edge of the said suspensory member la se^

Tured and back straps connecting the crotch end of the

s^^nsorv member with the «.ld waistband at the back

t^reof. the said waistband having elastic detachable por^

tlons si the sides and the said back straps having elasUc

detachable portions.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaaette.l

the outer end of said shaft, the cam being adapted to b«BT
^

on said plate, and a lateral toe on the Inner end of said

shaft.

1229 852 AUTOMATIC LIQUID DISPENSING MA-
'

CHINE BOTD ABBRNATHT, Murphy, N. C. assignor of

one-half to A. A. Fain. Murphy. N. C. Filed Apr. 8.

1916. Serial No. 88.617. (CI. 22&—21.)

1229 851 SILO DOOR LOCK. Lewis R. AB.BcaoMBiil.

p!;Uand. Oreg. Filed Feb. 4. 1916. Serial No. 76.212.

(CI. 70—8.)

In a door fastening for silos, the combination of a hole

In the sUo adjacent the door opening, a bushing extend-

^g partially through the hole, a shaft '-^tudlnally .u.d

rotatably mounted In the bushing, a packing gland at he

outer end of said bushing, a plate bearing «Ka«°«t the

outer end of the packing gland, and a cam lever pivoted on

1 In automatic liquid dispensing apparatus, a syrup

container, a carbonated water container, measuring devices

connected to said containers respectively, a discharge

spout connected to said measuring devices, valves con-

trolUng communication between said conUlners and meas^

nrlng devices and between said measuring devices and

spout and normally In poslUons to cut off communication

beiween said containers and measuring devices and estab^

Ush communication between said measuring ^l*'^*;^^
"J

spout and means for operating sal.l valve, to ea^abll.h

communication between said containers and measuring de--

^^T'lB automatic liquid dispensing apparatus, a syrup

conulner, a carbonated water container.
™«»«;;^»°J

^*^

vices connected to said conUlners respectively, a discharge

spout connected to said measuring devices, valves con-

roUing communication between said containers and meas^

ur^ng devices and between said measuring devices and

spout and normally In positions to cut off communication

^ween said container, and measuring devices and estab^

Ush communication between said
^''^^^''^\^Z\'^ ;^^^

pout, means for operating said valves to esUbll.h coin-

.^nlcatlon between said containers and measuring de-

"1^8 and means for restoring said valves to normal posi-

tions whereby communication between said measuring de-

Tes and containers will be cot off and the liquid In said

measuring device, delivered to sal.l discharge spout.

3 In automatic liquid dispensing apparatus, syrup con-

tainers a carbonate,! water container, measuring devices

^nn"ted to said containers respectively, a discharge

^^Tommon to said measuring devices, valves controll ng

communication between said container, and measuring

devices and between said measuring devices «nd /pout^

«Bd normally in positions to cut off communication be-

J^een «ild containers and measuring devices and estab-

lish communication between said measuring device, and

snout moans whereby said carbonated water valve may

bToperated In the operation of any one of said syrup

^lv«. and means for selectively operating said syrup

valves.

4 In automaUc liquid dispensing apparatus, syrup con-

tainers, a carbonated water container, measuring devices

connected to said containers respectively, a discharge

pipe common to said measuring devices, valves control-

ilng communication between said containers and measuring
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devices and between said measuring devices and spout,
and normally in position to cut off communication be-
tween said containers and measuring devices and eatab-
Ush communication between said meaaurlng devices and
•pout, means whereby said carbonated water valve may
be operateil in the operation of any one of said syrup
valves, and coin controlled mechanism for selectively oper-
ating said syrup valves.

5. In automatic liquid dispensing apparatus, a delivery
pip*' having an Inlnt end and a discharge end. a horlzonUI
turn table below the discharge end of said delivery pipe
and rotatable about a vertical axis, and cup holders on
said turn table movable Into allnement with the discharge
end of said pipe successively.

[Claims 6 to 45 not printed In the Uasette.]

1.229.853. STUMP - PULLER. Hi.vbt 8. Adams and
JoH.s T. MiNCHia. Viburnum. Mo. Filed Mar. 1, 1»16.
Serial No. 81,511. (CI. 264—14«.)

In a stump puller, a supporting structure Including a
pair of runners, a plurality of upstac.llng braces carried
by said runners, a cable carrying drum rotatably carried
by said braces, a shaft rotatably carried by certain of
said braces, a ratchet mounted upon said shaft, a pair of
outwardly extending fulcrum blocks carried by certain of
'said braces below the center of said ratchet, said ful-

crum blocks being disposed upon opposite sides of the
center of the ratchet, and a lever adapted to be placed
upon either of said fulcrum blocks and in engagement
with one tooth of said ratchet for rotating the ratchet
upon pivotal movement of the lever.

1.229,854. TIRE-PUMP. Joh.n W. Akbr. Lancaster. Ky.
Filed June 26. 1916. Serial No. 106.925. (CI. 123—198.)

1. A device for Inflating automobile tires consisting of
a cylinder of a multl cyllndered automobile engine, a fuel
intake for the cylinder, a valve casing having an air port
in the fuel Intake of the said cylinder, a three-way valve
In the casing, a spark plug Including a tubular sleeve
whl( h i« connected with the said cylinder, a valve pipe
for the tubular sleeve, and a flexible tube connected with
the said pipe and having a nipple and to engage with the
valve of the tire to be Inflated.

2. A device for inflating automobile tires including one
cylinder of a multl-cyllndered engine for an automobile.

a valve casing having an air inlet connected with the
valve InUke of the manifold of the engine leading to the
said cylinder, a valve In the casing whereby to close the
fuel passage and open the air Inlet, a spark plug having
a tubular sleeve surrounding the same connected with
the said cylinder of the automobile engine, a valvod out-
let pipe for the said sleeve, a chamber connected with the
outlet pipe, pipe members having oppositely rounded enda
at the inlet and outlet pasaagt* of the chamber, and a
flexible tube connected with the outlet of the chamber.

1.229.855. SLACK ADJUSTER. Clixto.n B. Alix-
A.VDBB. Washington. D. C. Filed Feb. 23. 1918. S^rUI
No. 79.971. (CI. 24—115.)

1. A reversible line adjuster comprising end members
each provided with a longitudinal opening and a s cond
opening adjacent thereto, spring side members attached
to the end members and provided with complemental
gripping members, one end of the line being adapted to
be fastened In the second opening and the other adapteil
to pass through the longitudinal opening and the grip-
ping members.

2. A reversible line adjuster comprising end memt>era
each provided with a longitudinal opening and a second
opening adjacent thereto, spring side members attached
to the end members and provided with a plurality of op-
posed complemental gripping members, one end of the
line being adapted to be fastened In the second opening
and the other adapted to pass through the longitudinal
opening and the grlppins members.

8. A reversible line adjuster comprising end members
each provided with a longitudinal opening and a second
opening adjacent thereto, spring side members attached
to the end members and provided with complemental
gripping members, said gripping members l)eing adapted
to Interlock and are formed with angular shaped open-
ings whereby they are adapted to grip lines of different
diameter, one end of the line being adapted to be fas-
tened In the second opening and the other adapted lo
pass through the longitudinal opening and the gripping
member.

4. A line adjuster comprising end meml>ers having a
longitudinal opening therein, spring side members at-
tached to said end members and a plurality of opposed
Interlocking gripping members carrletl by said side mem-
bers Intermediate their ends.

1.229.S56. HIGH FREQUENCY ALTERN.\T()R. Er.nbt
F. W. AL«XA.\DgH80x, Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to
General Electric Company, a Corporation of New Y'ork.
Filed June 22. 1915. Serial No. 35,711. (CI. 171—252.)
1. A high frequency inductor alternator comprising a

stator core of lamlnateii magnetic material having slots
and teeth, a winding carried In said stator slots, and a
rotatably mounted inductor having a plurality of mag-
netic poles adjacent said winding and separated there-
from by a small air gap, the widths of the stator teeth
and rotor poles being such that as the Inductor rotates
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the number of rotor poles opposite any stator tooth alter-

nates between

where n la any odd numeral greater than 1.

small air gap. the widths of the stator teeth and rotor

poles being such that as the inductor rotates the number

of rotor poles opposite any stator tooth alternates between

11+1 n-1
-j— and -j-»

where »» is any odd numeral greater than 1. non-magnetic

blocks of high electrical conductivity secured to said In-

ductor between said magnetic poles, and means electrically

connecting the ends of said blocks to form a low reslst-

ani-e short circuited winding for minimizing the effect of

armature reaction.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.l

1.229.857. EMBROIDEBY-HOOP. Gbac« G. Alt»a. Chl-

cago. III,, assignor of one-half to Emery T, Alyea. Min-

neapolis, Minn. Filed June 18. 1914. SerUl No.

845.208. (Cl. 45—24.)

2. A high frequency alternator comprtsing a circular

sUtor core of laminated magnetic material having radl

ally positioned slots and teeth, a winding carried In said

stator slots, a rotaUbly mounted Inductor having a plu

rallty of magnetic poles adjacent said winding and sepa

rated therefrom by a small air gap. the widths of the

stator teeth and rotor poles being such that as the In-

ductor rotates the number of rotor poles opposite any

stator tooth alternates between

2 'n'l-l-

where n Is any odd numeral greater than 1, and an ex-

citing winding adapted to magnetise said rotor poles.

-. 8. A high frequency alternator comprising a stator

carrying a pair of clrcumferentlally laminated rings hav-

ing opposite faces lying In adjacent radial planes, each

of said rings having radially positioned slots and teeth

on said opposite faces, a winding carrlwl In the slots of

each of said rings, a solid magnetic Inductor adapted to

be driven at high speed having Its periphery extending

between said opposite faces and having a plurality of

magnetic poles adjacent said windings and separated

therefrom by small air gaps, the widths of the stator

teeth and rotor poles being such that as the Inductor ro

Utes the number of rotor poles opposite any stator tooth

alternates between

n-ll . a-1-^-and-3 .

where n Is any odd numeral greater than 1. and an ex-

citing winding adapted to magnetite said rotor poles.

4. A high frequency Inductor alternator comprising a

stator core of laminated magnetic material having slots

and teeth, a winding carried In said stator slots, a rota-

tably mounte<l Inductor having a plurality of magnetic

poles adjacent said wlnrtlnu and separated therefrom by a

small air gap, the widths of the stator teeth and rotor

poles being such that as the Inductor rotates the number

of rotor poles opposite any stator tooth alternates between

a-H . n-1^,-and-j-.

where fi Is any odd numeral greater than one, and a short-

circuited winding carried by said inductor for mlnlmlt-

Ing the effect of armature reaction.

6. A high frequency alternator comprising a circular

stator core of laminated magnetic material having radi-

ally poBltlone<l slots and teeth, a winding carried In said

sUtor slots, a rotatably mounted inductor adapted to be

driven at high speed and having a plurality of magnetic

poles adjacent said winding and separated therefrom by a

A device of the cUss described Including an Inner hoop

having an exterior peripheral groove and provided with a

cushioning ring fitted In the groove and projecting there-

from, an outer split hoop provided with spaced grooves In

Its Inner face located opposite the cushioning ring to co-

act therewith to clamp the material, a pair of oblong me-

tallic straps secured to the ends of the outer ring at the

outer face thereof, said straps having their central por-

tions struck outwardly forming Integral longitudinal

tongues connected at their inner ends with the straps and

having their outer ends free and pressing tightly against

the main portion of the straps, said tongues being bowed

outwardly adjacent their Inner connected ends forming

combined attaching and guard loops which present inclined

faces at their outer sides, and a helical spring located be-

tween and having Its ends attached to said loops, said

spring extending across the split ends of the outer hoop

and holding the grooves and the cushioning ring in close

contact with the material to force the latter Into the

grooves,

1 229,858. WINDLASS. Cipriano Andbade. Jr.. New
York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 8. 1917. Serial No. 168,297.

(Cl. 254—176.)

1. In windlasses, a sheave, a cable carried on the

sheave, a member adapted to move In a path substantially

concentric with the axis of the sheave, said member look-

ing directly with the sheave to prevent any radial motion

of the member away from the sheave, and a pawl mounted

on said member, said pawl being adapted to hold the cable

t)etween the pawl and the sheave, or to release said cable

at win.

8. In windlasses, a sheave, a cable carried on the

sheave, a member adapted to move In a path substantially

concentric with the axis of the sheave, said member lock-

ing directly with the sheave to prevent any radial mo-

tion of the member away from the sheave, a pawl monnt-
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ed on said menil>*r. said pawl Mng adapted to hold the
cable between the pawl and the sheave, or to release aald
cable at will ; a second member whose concentric motion
with reference to the axis of the sheave Is limited by
the second pawl hereinafter mentioned, said second mem-
ber locking directly with the sheave to prevent any radial
motion of the said second member awaj from the sheave,
a second pawl moauted on said !«econd member, said sec-

ond pawl l>eing adapted to hold the cable between the

^o>'

second pawl and the sheave, or to release said cable at
will, and means for holding the free end of said second
pawl against circumferential motion in either direction
with reference to the sheave ; the first mentioned member
being adapted to transmit a tripping pressure to the sec-
ond pawl, whereby said second pawl may release said
cable.

(Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the QaMtt«.l

1.229,859. POWER OPERATED BREECH MECHANISM.
DOKBBT F. AsBCBY, Washington, D. C, assignor to
United States Ordnance Company. Washington. D. C,
a Corporation of Virginia. Filed Oct. 4. 1915. Serial
No. 53,962. (CI. 89—20.)

.9 <

1. In a gun, the combination of a movable carrier, a
rotatablc breech plug, a motor for moving the carrier and
rotatlnjf the plug, .said motor including a reciprocating ele-

ment, and a bralce device including a reciprocating ele-

ment rigidly connected to and movable with the recipro-
cating element of the motor during the entire strolte of the
latter In either direction to control all movements of the
plug and carrier due to said motor or gravitation.

2. In a gun. the combination of a movable carrier, a
rotatable breech plug, a motor for moving the carrier and
rotating the plug, said motor including a cylinder and a
piston, and a l)rake device Including a piston rigidly con-
nected to and movable with the mutur pittton during the
entire Htroke of the latter in either <Ure. tion to control
all movementrt of the plug and carrier due to said motor
or gravitation.

3. In a gun, the combination of a movable carrier, a
rotatable breech plug, a motor for moving the carrier and
routing the plug, said motor including a cylinder and
piston, and a brake device disposed within the cylinder
and including a piston rigidly connet ted to and movable
with the motor piston during the entire stroke of the lat-
ter in either direction to control all movements of the
plug and carrier due to said motor or gravitation.

4. In a gun, the combination of a movable breech
mechanism, a motor for moving the breech mechanism to
open and closed positions, said motor including a cylinder
and piston one of which Is connecte<l to the gun and the
other to the breech mechanism, and a brake device In-

cluding a piston rigidly connected to and moving with
the motor piston during fhe entire stroke of the latter
in either direction.

5. In a gun, the combination of a movable carrier, a
rotatable hreech plug, a motor for moving the carrier and
rotating the plug, said motor including a cylinder and pis-
ton, and a hydraulic brake device disposed within the
cylinder and Including a piston rigidly connected to and
movable with the motor piston during the entire stroke
of the latter In either direction to control all movements
of the plug and carrier dae to said motor or gravitation.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.229.860. AIR VALVE. Htavtv Bowsa Abhbluan
and JoH.N Hasdtoru J«>hx«on. Fargo, X. D. Filed Not.
10, 1915. .**erial .No. 64>.690, (CI. 137—28.)

An air valve comprising a casloK, a diaphragm therein
adapted to be dished by air pressure, a sleeve carried by
said diaphragm, a reinforcing member for the diaphragm,
means carried by the sleeve retaining the reinforcing
means on the diaphragm, guliling means for the sleeve,
a spring for resisting the dishing of the diaphragm, a
valve mechanism within the sleeve, and a screw carried
by the guiding means for engaging the valve mechanism
after a predetermined displacement of the sleeve whereby
the air which dishes the diaphragm is permitted to escape.

1.229.861. PUNCTURE - PROOF PNEUMATIC TIRE.
GcBTAV AtBaaLiM. Vallpjo, Cal. Filed Nov. 15, 1916.
Serial No. 131.558. (CI. 152—18.)
1. In a tire casing, an inner, flexible, metai armor, com-

prising a pair of rings, one on each side of the tire, an
Inner set of interspaced. U-shaped, metal bands pivotally
secured to said rings, and an outer set of lnt> rspaced U-
shape«l metal bands overlying the Inner set of hands and
having their ends reduce«l and pivotally secured to th«
rlnga.

2. In a tire casing, an inner, flexible, metal armor, com-
prising a pair of rings, an Inner set of Interspaced. U-
sbaped, metal twnds secured to said rings, a fabric cover-
ing for each band, an Inner and outer fabric covering strip
Inclosing the entire set of inner hands, means securing
said Inner and outer covering strips to each other between
the bands and to the latter to secure the bands in their
spaced positions, an cater set of U-shaped, Interspaced.
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metal baada OTtrlapplng the inner aet of ban-Is, said outer

set being alao secured to the rings, a fabric covering for

each individual band In the outer set. and an outer and

inner fabric strip Inclosing the entire Inner and outer set.

8. In a tire, the combination with a suitable boily of re-

inforcing members therein, consisting of arched steel

bands arranged in two circumferential concentric series,

and a single ring on each side of the tire to which the ad-

jacent ends of both series of archea are pivotally con-

nected In common.

4 In a tire casing, an armor comprising a pair of side

rings, and a plurality of resilient and arcuate meUl bands

having their ends connected to the side rings, certain of

said bands being longer and of greater diameter than the

others to be disposed outwardly of the latter.

tor embodying a spring, a spring winding arbor, a flexible

connection wound upon said arbor and attached to said

latch, a dial, and a pointer fast on said arbor and also

serving as a means for turning said arl>or to wind the

spring, simultaneously slack said flexible connection and

permit the latch to reset Itself.

1 •>29 862. TIME - CONTROLLED TRIP MECHANISM
FOR FIRELE88 COOKERS, CurroBD Baboamin,

Newport News. Va. Filed Apr. 19, 1916. Serial No.

92,176. (CI. 161—1«.)

2. The combination with a controlling member having

a shoulder, of time controlled trip mechanism embodying

a self-setting latch having a shoulder movable into and

out of engagement with the shoulder of said controlling

member for holding and releasing the latter, a .spring mo-

tor embodying a spring winding arbor and an escapement

lever, a flexible connection wound upon said arbor and

Httached to said latch, a dial, a pointer fast on said arbor

and also serving as a means for turning said arbor to

wind the spring motor, simultaneously slacking said flexi-

ble connection and permitUng the latch to reset Itself, and

a stop arm fast on said arbor and movable Into and out

of engagement with said escapement lever, for the purpose

of stopping the motor when the pointer returns to rero.

1,229,864. AUTO-EXTRACTOR. Gbokob O. Batchbl-
'

dbb Macomb, 111., assignor of one-half to Lawrence

Burke. Jr., Macomb, 111. P^led Mar. 20, 1917. Serial

No. 156,144. (CI. 254—166.)

I

In time controlled trip mechanism, a casing, a slld-

able, spring thrust, setting and actuating member, a slld-

able latch within said casing but movable through an

opening In one wall thereof to hold and release said ac-

tuating member, said latch having a lateral projection at

one end, clock mechanism within said casing Including a

dial, a disk within said casing fast on a rotary arbor of

the clock mechanism and disposed in a plane parallel to

the path of movement of said latch, and a post on said

disk adapted to strike against the head of the latch to

slide the latter out of holding engagement with said set-

ting and actuating member.

1. In an automobile extractor, the combination with

a rope, a winding drum therefor, a rod on whkh the drum

is rotatablv mounted, detachable connections between

said rod and the frame bars of the motor vehicle, and an

nrch whose ends embrace said rod and whose center has

a bearing ; of a beveled gear on said drum, a driving shaft

mounted near Its front end In said bearing and having a

pinion engaging said gear, Its body being in three sec-

tions, a universal Joint between two of said sections, a

telescopic connection t>etwe€n two other said sections,

means for normally distending these sections, and means

for detachably connecting the rearmost section with the

main shaft of the engine of the motor vehicle.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.229,863. TIME-CONTROLLED MECHANISM. CLir-

roan Babqamin. Newport News, Va. Filed Sept. 14,

1916. Serial No. 120,181. (CI, 161—16.)

1, The combination with a controlling member having

a shoulder, of time controlled trip mechanism embodying

a self-aettlng lat<h having a shoulder movable Into and

out of engagement with the shoulder of said controlling

member for holding and releasing the latter, a spring mo-

289 O. G.—36

1,229,865. CONTROL MECHANISM FOR TRACTORS
AND THE LIKE. Harbt H. Batbs, JoUet, 111., as-

signor to Bates Machine Company. Jollet, 111., a Cor-

poraUon of Illinois. Continuation In part of applica

Oon Serial No. 812,606, filed Jan. 10. 1914. This ap-

plication filed Dec. 18, 1915. Serial No. 66.520. (O.

21—114.)
1. In an apparatus of the class de8crlt>ed, the combina-

tion with a soluble frame, of a ring pivoted to said frame

and adapted to swing about a vertical axis, a supporting
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member barlns Its Inner end plroted to Mid ring and

adapted to swing about a horizontal axis Intersecting said

rertical axis, a spring for sustaining the outer end of the

supporting member, a tube rotatably mounted within said

supporting member, a hand wheel connected to the outer

end of said rotatably mounted tube, means for locking

said hand wheel in any desired position, a drum con

nected to the inner end of said roUtably mounted tube, a

pintle beneath the aforementioned ring, a bar having one

end pivoted to said pintle and Us outer end sUdably con-

necteil to the supporting member, a pulley on said bar

adapted to transmit a rope or the like from the pintle to

the drum, a tube rotetably mounted within the first men-

tioned rotatably mounted tube, a hand wheel connected to

the outer end of said second mentioned rotatably mounted

tube, a universal Joint connected to the Inner end of said

tube, a rod extending through the second mentioned ro-

tatably mounted tube, a hand wheel on the outer end of

said rod, and a universal Joint connected to the Inner end

of said rod. both of said universal Joints working on the

point of intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes

of the first mentioned ring, substantially as described.

the point of Intersection of the horizontal and rertical

axes, Hubstantlally as described.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a suitable frame, of a supporting member,

means for connecting the Inner end of said member to the

frame to permit said mt-mber to swing about a horizontal

and a vertical axis, both of said axes intersecUng each

other, a plurality of roUUble members concentrically

mounted within said supportlnt? member, soltablp hand

wheels or the like connected to the outer ends of »«ld

members, and universal Joints connected to the inner ends

of said members, said universal Joints working subsUn-

tially on the point of intersection of the aforementioned

horizontal and vertical axes, substantially as describe*!.

5. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a suitable frame, of an elongated supporting

member, means for connecting the Inn.r end of said sup

porting member to the frame to permit the supporting

member to swing about a horizontal and about a vertical

axis, a plurality of members rotatably and concentrically

mounted within said supporting member, sulUble hand

wheels or the like connected to the outer ends of said

members, and universal Joints connected to the Inner ends

of said members, said universal Joints working subsUn-

tlally on the point of intersection of the aforementioned

horizontal and vertical axea. subatantlally as described.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the tiazettc.]

1 229.866. HEN'S NEST. Mtbtie Mat Bebb, Carpen-

ter. Wyo. Filed Dec. 20. 1916. SerUl No. 138.128.

(CI. 22«)—136.)

2. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a suitable frame, of a supporting member, means

for connecting the inner end of said member to said

frame to permit the member to swing about a horizontal

axis and about a vertical axis, both of said axes Intersect-

ing each other, a pair of rotatable tubes concentrically

mounted within said supporting member and extending

throughout the length of the same, a hand wheel mounted

on the outer end of one of said tubes, means for locking

said hand wheel in desired position, a drum on the inner

end of said tube, a pintle mounted beneath the point of

Intersection of the horizontal and vertical axes about

which the supporting tube may swing, means for trans-

mitting a rope or the like from said drum to said pintle, a

hand wheel connected to the outer end of the other ro-

tatable tube, a universal Joint connected to the Inner end

of said tube, a rod concentrically mounted with respect to

all of said tubes, a hand wheel on the outer end of said

rod, and a universal Joint connected to the inner end of

said rod, both of said universal Joints working substan-

tially on the point of Intersection of the first mentioned

horizontal and vertical axes, substantially as described.

3. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion with a suitable frame, of a supporting member,

means for connecting the Inner end of the same to the

frame to permit said member to swing about either a

horizontal or a vertical axis, the horizontal and vertical

axes Int^sectlni? each other, a pair of tubes concentri-

cally ajta rotatably mounted within the supporting mem-
ber and extending throughout the length of the same.

hand wheels secured to the outer ends of said rotatable

tubes, a drum connected to the Inner end of one of said

tabes, means for transmitting a rope from !«ald drum to

a desired point on the frame, a universal joint connected

to the inner end of the other of said tubes, a rod concen-

trically and rotatably mounted within said tubes and ex-

tending throughout the lenjith of the same, a hand wheel

connected to the outer end of said rod, and a universal

Joint connected to the Inner end of said rod. both of the

aforementioned universal Joints working substantially on

A nest comprising a pair of spaced parallel frames, hav-

ing top. bottom, front and rear bars, the rear bars ex-

tending upwardly beyond the top bars, loops formed at

the upper ends of the reai bars, transversely extending

bars holding the rear bars in spaced parallel relation, a

wire connected across l>etween the rear bars of the frames

to form a rear panel, a wire connected across the side,

bottom and front bars of the frames upon the side, bot-

tom and front panels of the device, and a lid comprising

a frame having a filler formed of a single piece of wire

extending between the upper and lower bars of the lid.

1,229.867. TOOL-SETTING DEVICE FOR STEREO-
TTPB-PLATE-BORINO MACHINES. Loria H. Bbch-

MAK, Battle Creek, Mich., assignor to Duplex Printing

Press Company. Battle Creek, Mich., a Corporation of

Michigan. Polled June 5. 1916. Serial No. 101.707.

(CI. 77—66.)
1. In combination, a holder, an adjustable cutter therein,

a spring adapted to project the cutter when the latter is

released : and means for fastening the cutter.

2 In combination, a holder, an adjustable cutter there-

on, a spring adapted to project the cutter when the latter

Is released : and means for fastening the cutter : with a re-

movable gage adapted to limit the projection of the cutter

when released.
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8. In combination, a holder, a plurality of cotters

mounted thereon ; springs adapted to project the cutters

when they are released ; and means for fastening the

cutters.

4. In combination, a cutter head, a plurality of cutters

mounted thereon, sprlngx adapted to project the cutters

when the (Utters are released ; and means for fastening

the cutters ; with a removable gage adapted to limit the

projection of the cutters when released.

0. In a machine for boring tubular plates the combina-

tion of a cutter head having radial slots, cutters mounted
In said slots and movable independently radially of the
cutter head, springs for projecting the cutters when the

latter are released, and means for fastening the cutters In

position.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,2 29,8 68. EARTHWORKINO IMPLEMENT
Randall Black, Toulon. 111. Filed Sept •'>.:. I-:.

rial No. 120,791. (CI. 66—24.)

1. An earth working roller having a plurality of longi-

tudinally spaced peripheral rows of teeth, the teeth of each
row being peripherally alined and each tooth being in the
form of a substantially rectangular flat metal strip pro-
jecting radially from the roller, and arranged lengthwise
around the circumference thereof, the teeth of each row
having their ends 8pace<l slightly apart and their flat faces

arranged at right angles to the longitudinal axis of the

roller, the teeth of one row being in staggered relation to

those of adjacent rows.

1.'. An earth working roller having a plurality of pe-

ripherally arranged, longitudinally spaced, rows of teeth,

the teeth of each row being in peripheral alinement and
each tooth being In the form of a flat arcuate metal strip

having squared outer corners and roller engaging prongs
extending laterally from the concave inner edge of the
strip and in the same plane therewith, shoulders formed
at the bases of said prongs to limit their Insertion in the
roller, said shoulders being spaced from the concave edge
of the strip to form a space between said edge and the

periphery of the roller, said teeth being arranged length-

wise around the periphery of the roller, with the gpaces
between their prongs disposed parallel with the longitudi-

nal axis of the roller, the teeth in one row being in stag-

gered relation to those of adjacent rows.

8. The combination with a supporting frame, a roller

reTolubly mounted therein and having a plurality of lon-

gitudinally spaced annular row* of flat teeth with annular

earth receiving chambers between them, the flat faces of

the teeth being arranged in a plane at right angles to the

longitudinal axis of the roller, one member of said frame
being in the form of a flat bar disposed in a plane above

the plane of the longitudinal axis of said roller and ex-

tending longitudinally relatively thereto, of a plurality of

cleaners carried by said bar and extending into said cham-
l>er8, each cleaner consisting of a transversely slotted at-

taching plate for adjustable connection with the lower

face of said bar and having laterally spaced cleaning fin-

gers extending from one edge thereof at an obtuse angle,

the space between said Angers being sufficient for the pas-

sage between the fingers of the teeth of one of said rows,

one finger extending into the chamber at one side of the row
straddled by the cleaner, and the other Into the chamber
at the other side of said row.

1,229,869. ARMORED AUTOMOBILE. EtASMCB MaM-
roRD Bi-ACKSHBB, Brewtou, Ala. Filed Sept. 26, 1916.

SerUl No. 122,240. (CI. 89—40.)

I, :ti .!•!!.• '..;:j Ion with an automobile, an armor casing

..i'.;;i.' "vtr -I'l-; outside of the automobile, said casing

having a central opening in its top and a turret having a

tapered protecting cover mounted to rotate in the op< uing.

the cover extending over the casing at the edge of the

opening, means for rotating the turret with respect to the

casing, means on the casing for supporting the turret for

rotation, a yielding connection between the frame of the

automobile and the casing at the sides and ends of the

frame, wheels for supporting the casing, said wheels be-

ing arranged In pairs at the sides and at the ends, a

Journal pin mounted to slide vertically on the casing at

each wheel and having a fork between whose arms the

wheel is Journaled. a spring normally pressing each Jour-

nal pin downward, the arms of the forks of the wheels

at the ends being curved.

4. In combination with an automobile, an armor cas-

ing fitting over and outside of the automobile, and a

yielding connection between the frame of the automobile

and the casing at the sides and ends of the frame, and
wheels tat supporting the frame and yieldingly connected

therewith.

[Claims 2 and n not printed in the (iarette.]

1,229.870. MACHINE FOR SAVING SEEDS. Ward J.

Blakeslbe, Filer, Idaho. Filed Nov. 19, 1916. Serial

No. 62.366. (CI. 66—2.)

J» m '

1. In a device of the class described, a seed pick-up
consisting of a vertically movable tubular meml>er having
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a froand engaging hood, a beater supported for rotation
within the hood, means for rotating the beater and means
for setting up suction In the tubular member.

2. In a device of the class described, a fan casing hav-
ing an inlet and an outlet spout, a driven fan within the
casinjET. a tubular extension telescoping on the inlet spout
and having a ground engaging hood, and a driven revolv-
ing beater within the hood.

3. A fan casing having an outlet and an inlet tube, a
driven fan In said ca.oing, a tubular extension telescoping
on the inlet tube and having a ground entniglng hood, and
a driven revolving beater supported within the hood on
brackets depending from and conne<teil with the Inlet tube.

1,229.871. CONVERTIBLE SEAT AND BED STRUC-
TURE FOR VEHICLES. Wilhblm P. Boock, Pipe-
stone, Minn. Filed June 23, 1914. Serial Xo. 84«.S51.
(a. 21—43.)

1. In combination with a back rest, a plurality of mov-
able devices to .secure said back rest against movement, a
taut elongated element engaging and bridging said devlcea
and preventing movement thereof, said element dually
functioning as a fastening lor said devk-es and as a rack,
and means to permit sUtckening of said element to permit
movement of said devices.

2. In combination with a back reat, a plurality of tam-
able latches to secure said back rest against movement, an
elongated flexible belt, said latches having open handle*,
said belt extending through the openings of said handles,
said belt dually functionin»r aw a fastening to secure said
devices against turning and as a rack, and a separable
fastening to connect the ends of said belt.

1,228,872. NUT-LuCK. Ei>ward L. Bobbwell, Marys-
vllle, Cal. PUed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial No. 116,254.
(a. 151—15.)

In combination with a threaded bolt baviog at its end
a shaft extension which Is threaded, a primary nut having
a threaded aperture adapted to engage the thread ui>on
the bolt, said primary not being provided at its outer face
with a recess having a carved bottom wall, and a lock nut
having a threaded aperture adapted to engage the thread
upon the shaft extension, said lock nut being provided with
a curved face adapted to engage the curve<l bottom wall of
tbe recess when the lock nut Is applied to the said shaft
exten.^lon whereby the primary nut l.s Jammed in position
on the bolt

1,2«,873. MULTIPLE MOLD. GaoRoi W. Bowers,
Sfannlngton, W. Va. Filed Sept. 15, 1916. Serial No.
120,348. (01. 25—119.)

1. A multiple mold, composed of a rectangular t>ase
section having vertically disposed lugs at Its ejids and a
verticaUy disposed flange along one of Its edges, an

intermediate section having a recess In its under face
formtHl of marginal flanges, said intermediate section be-
ing provided with recesses to re<;eive said lugs, and ver-
tically disposed lugs, and a top section having a r^-ces*
in its under face and provldeil with depending lugs tit-

ting in the recesses of the intermediate section, said top
section being provided with a pouring hole and an air
vent, the Intermediate section being provided with a
runner and an air vent In allnement with the air vent
and pouring hole of the top section.

2. A mold of the kind described formed of a plurality
of superposed plaster Paris slabs comprising a base sec-
tion, an intermediate section and a top section, having
tongues and grooves and lugs and recesses for position-
ing said sections, said top section and intermediate sec-
tion having recesses in their under faces, the bottom sec-
tion and intermediate section being provided with em-
boM.sed portions on their upper faces, said top section hav-
ing a pouring hole and an air vt-nt, said intermediate
section having an air vent In allnement with the air vent
uf the top section, and a runner formed in the Inter-
me<llate section in vertical allnement of the pouring hole
in tbe top section.

1,229.874. CURTAIN HANGER. Jamm H. Bote, Chi-
cago, III. Filed Mar. 30, 19I6. S.rial No. 87,83»J.
(a. 156—19.)

JVCt,

1. In a curtain banger, the combination with a sub-
stantially flat rod. of a spring wire loop secured to and
projecting from an end of said rod. and a supporting
bracket having a flat receiving head or socket for said
wire loop, the upper and lower edges of said wire loop
and socket being formed with rounded laterally offset
portions that cmiperate to effect a yieldable locking en-
gagement of said parts with capacity for a limited ver-
tical play of the rod relatively to Its supporting bracket.

2. In a curtain hanger, the combination with a sub-
stantially flat rod. of a spring wire ii>op of a generally
•eml oval form secured to and projecting from an end of
•aid rod, and a supporting bracket having a flat receiving
bead or 80<-ket for said wire loop, the upper and lower
edges of said socket being indented to form locking lugs
and tbe opposite sides of said wire loop also being In-
dented to form locking notches cooperating with said lugs
to yleldably retain said loop engageil with said socket.

1.229,876. TRAIN COALING DEVICE. John M. Beicgs,
.Martins Ferry. Ohio. Filed Nov. 14, 1916. Serial No
131.304. (CI. 214—T.)

1. In a device of tbe class dewrlbed. a trestle, a carrier
movable thereon, said carrier having a tiopper, a tubular
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casing communicating with the hopper and extending

beyond one -Ide of the carrier, said casing having a dis-

cbarge spout, and a driven feed screw in said casing.

2. In a device for supplying coal to moving trains, a

railroad track, a trestle erected alongside and In parallel

relation to the track, a carrier traveling on the trestle, a

source of supply on the carrier, a tubular casing com-

municating with the source of supply and extending be

yond tbe side of the carrier, said casing having a dis-

charge spout positioni'<l directly above the railroad track,

and motor driven means for conveying material through

the tubular casing In the direction of tbe spout.

1,229,876. MAGAZINE ARC LAMP. James Bkockie,

Forest Hill. London, England. Filed Feb. 16, 1914.

SerUl No. 819,015. (CI. 170—63.)

1.229.877. METHOD OF LABELING AN ABTICLE.

Fkei>br«ck Henry Bronner, Portland, Oreg., assignor

.to The Irwin-Hodson Company, Portland, Greg., a Cor-

poration of Oregon. Filed Mar. 23. 1917. Serial No.

156.987. (Cl. 40—2.)

1. The method of labeling an article whlcb consists In

providing Its body with parallel silts, cementing the label

to a strip of transparent celluloid, and then forming the

long edges of the label, under heat, with angular lips,

and cementing said lips In said slits.

(Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gasette.J
,

1,229,878. HEADWAY - RECORDER. Ctbus B. Bu-

» HAN AN and CHARUts C. Johnson. Richmond, Va. Piled

Nov. 23, 1914. Serial No. 873,618. (Cl. 234—12.5.)

4. In a magazine arc lamp, the combination of means

for fee<llng carbons toward one another In pairs, said

means being operative to fee<l a new pair of carbons to

supplant a pair of burning carbons when the latter have

been fed to a predetermined point, an electromagnetic

device connected In series wltb tbe carbons and opera-

tive to cause the points of the new carbons to move Into

and out of engagement when said electro-magnetic device

is de*nergl«ed and energized, respectively, a second elec-

tro-magnetic device embo<lylng a short-circuiting switch

connected In shunt with the carbons to extinguish tbe

arc between the burning carbons and to control the op-

eration of said series electro magnetic device, and means

operative by tbe carbon feeding means for controlling the

circuit of said second electro magnetic device to cause

operation of the latter, when a n. w pair of carbons has

been fed to a predetermined position, to extinguish the

arc between the burning carbons and to deenerglie the

first mentioned series electro-magnetic device to cause

contact of the points of the new carbons.

[Claims 1 to 3, 5, and 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1. In a re<ordlug device, tbe combination with a frame;

of a drum rotaUbly mounted In said frame and supported

for bodily swinging and axial movements with respect

to the frame, said drum being adapted to carry a record

sheet, marking mechanism located adjacent the drum, and

means for actuating the marking mechanism at certain

times to mark upon tbe record sheet on the drum.

2. In a recording device, the combination with a rota-

table shaft, a pinion carried thereby and mechanism for

rotating tbe shaft, of a rotatable drum adapted to carry

a record sheet and movable longitudinally with respect

to said shaft, a circular gear rack for the drum adapted

to mesh with the pinion, whereby said drum will be ro-

tated when the pinion shaft Is rotated, and means for

bodily swinging said drum to move the rack thereof lat*

and out of engagement with the pinion.

:i. In a re<ordln)£ device, the combination with a suit-

able frame, of a rotaUble shaft carrying a pinion, mecha-

nism for rotating the pinion carrying shaft, a drum shaft

Including a threaded section, a record sheet carrying

drum axlally movable upon the drum shaft and having a

threaded hub section engageable wltb tbe threaded sec-

tion of the drum shaft, a circular rack carried by said

drum and adapted to mesh with the pinion, a rock shaft

and connections between the rock shaft and the drum

shaft whereby said drum shaft may be swung to more

the circular rack of the drum Into and out of engiie-

meut with the pinion.
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4. In a recording derlce, the combination of a rotm-
table, axlally movable drum adapted to carry a record
sheet, a motor, power transmission mechanism Interposed
between the motor and the drum for driving the latter,
m^'ans for bodily swinging said drum Into and out of
driven relation relative to the power transmission mecha-
nism, and marking mechanism located adjacent the drum
and adapted at certain times to marlc upon the record
sheet carried by the drum.

5. In a recording device, the combination with a frame,
of a rock shaft carried thereby, a drum shaft and a spool
shaft connected with the rock shaft to rock with the lat-
ter, an axlally rotatable drum mounted on the drum shaft
and adapted to carry a record sheet, means for driving
the drum, a ribbon spool carried by the spool shaft, a
second ribbon spool around which and the first m(>ntioned
spool a printing ribbon is adapted to travel, and a printing
device arranged In Juxtaposition to the printing ribbon
and adapted to be moved at certain times Into contact
with the ribbon to print upon the record sheet carried
by the drum.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.229.8-9. FRICTION-GEAKINO. William E. BcrrAT,
KnoxvlUe, Tenn. Filed Mar. 14. 1916. Serial No
84.107. (CI. 74—26.)

1. In a friction gearing, the combination with a driv-
ing member and a driven member whose axes lie in a com
mon plane, of friction connections therebetween Including
a pair of spherical members having parallel axes disposed
in the said common plane of the driving and driven mem-
bers, casters disposed in a series around each of said con-
necting members radially thereof and in contact therewith
beyond the vertical plane of the axis thereof, whereby to
normally hold the connecting members In contact with
one another, a frame to which said casters are connected,
a second frame in which said first frame Is loosely suih
ported, and guides In which said last named frame is
slldably disposed whereby to permit of adjusting move-
ments of the connecting members between the driving
and driven members.

•J. In a friction gearing, the combination with driving
and driven members whose axes He In a common plane.
of friction connections therebetween Including a pair of
spherical connecting members having parallel axes dis-
posed in the said common plane of the axes of said driv-
ing and driven members and In contact with one another,
a series of radially disposed casters around each of the
said connecting members and In contact therewith, where-
by to support the same, and a frame in which said casters
are supported, movaole within the space between the driv-
ing and driven members, for the purpose described.

3. In a friction gearing, the combination with driving
and driven members whose axes He in a common plane,
of friction connections therebetween Including spherical
connecting members In contact with one another, and
with the driving and driven memb«rs. said connecting
members having parallel axes disposed in the said com-
mon plane of said driving and driven members, and an

adjustable support In which the said connecting members
are mounted and rotatable In all directions.

4. In a fraction gearing, the combination with driving
and driven members whose axes He In a commpn plane,
of friction connections therebetween Including spheri-
cal connecting members In contact with one another, and
with the driving and driven members, said connecting
members having parallel axes disposed In the said common
plane of said driving and driven members, and a support
In which the said connecting members are mounted and
movable In all directions, said support being movable In
the space between the driving and driven memt>er8.

1.229,880. PAPER - FEEDING DEVICE FOR TYPE-
WRITING MACHINES. Jav P. BcBcs and Charlbs
M. YODNO. Helena. Ark. Filed Oct. 2, 1915. Serial
No. 63.889. (CI. 197—133.)

1. A paper feed attachment for typewriting machines
comprising a foldable frame adapted to be attached to the
carriage of the machine, a rectangular shaft removably
supported at Its ends In said frame, niul adapted to sup-
port a strip of paper formed Into a hollow roll, disks hav-
ing central rectangular openings and capable of longitudi-
nal movement only, with respect to the shaft, resilient
means carried by said disks and engaging the shaft to
hold the disks yieldingly thereon and against the ends of
the paper roll, and stationary cylindrical trunnions pro-
jecting Inwardly from said disks Into the bore of the hol-
low paper roll to center and rotatably support the same.

fClalm 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,881. MEDICATED EGG. John G. Brixs, Pulaski.
Tenn. Filed Apr. 12, 1917. Serial No. 161,490. (CI.
119—46.)

1. The herein described process of making medlcateil
eggs consists In mixing a suitable plaster composition
and forming a chamber therein by the insertion of a
plunger coated with a soapy solution.

4. A medicated nest egg made of plaster of Paris. Ve-
ment and flowers of sulfur.

6. A medicated nest egg formed of a plastic material,
molded In the shape of an egg body and having a liquid
containing chamber, said body being formed of cement,
and plaster of Paris and a small quantity of soapy ma-
terial to render the walls of the chamber porous.

r Claims 2, 8, and 5 not printed In the Gasette.]
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1.229.882

K. Hblh
Serial N

FILM-CAMERA. 0«CAB Callaway and Gbobob

LEY, Wellsburg, W. Va. Filed June 16, 1915.

o. 84.419. (CI. 96—82.)

set to move to operative position, and a supporting axle

passing through the driving and driven elements and on

which the said carriers are mounted.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1 A mm camera comprising a casing having a roll

fllm-contalnlng compartment extending forwardly at each

end therefrom said casing being designed for receiving

I light excluding member in front of the film space thereof

In" betw^n the forwardly extending film-containing com-

p^rtmentr a body portion having a hinged connection

ajre end with the forward and Inner side portion of one

mm-c:nta'nlng compartment and having 't" "tber en^

free whereby the free end of the casing with its other

omprrtmenf may be swung from the body Po ';«on t« serve

as a dark screen therefor, said casing when closed against

"el^dy portion receiving the latter In a nesting manner

between the forwardly extending compartments.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gaaette.l

1 229 884. BAND-ANCHOR FOR TANK CARS. Edwakd
*

O. CACOHET, Sewickley, Pa. Filed Mar. 20, 1917. Se-

rial No. 156,199. (CI. 105—264.)

1,229,888. DIFFERENTIAL MECHANISM ^T'^'Z
CABL.8L., Montlcello. N. Y. Filed Jan. 30, 1917. Se-

rial No. 145,417. (Cl. 74—7.)

1 A tank band anchor comprising a body portion having

a slot therein adapted to receive a band terminal between

downwardlv extending bearing portions on each side of

said slot, and means cooperating with said terminal and

said bearing portions to reUln and prevent outward move-

ment of said terminal.

2 A tank band anchor comprising a body portion having

a slotted portion extending downwardly at an angle for

the reception of the band terminal and Its nut.

9 In combination with a car underframe member, a

tank band anchor having a base secured to said member

at each side of a central clearance slot and provided with

a pair of downwardly and outwardly dispose<l bracing

cheeks having Inclined bearing portions and retaining lugs

at each side of said slot, and adnpte<l to receive and retain

a washer when used in connection with the terminal of a

tank band and its holding nut.

[Claims 3 to 8 not printed in the Gaeette.l

1229 885. COMBINED DISCHARGE AND VACUUM
'v\LVE Richard V. Chadwick, Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Mar. 14, 1917. Serial No. 154.808. (Cl. 187-58.

>

1 A differential mechanism .omprlnlng a driving ele

ment, a pair of driven elements having ratchet teeth. «

Tet oppositely acting pawls associated with each driven

e'ement a carrying means for the pawls, lost motion con-

necTon between the carrying means and the driving ele^

ment, means for throwing the pawls Into ^°K»^^f
*°t ''"^

their associated ratchet teeth, and means on the driving

element engageable with one pawl of each set during the

Inmir movement of the driving element in either dlrec^

tlon for holding such engage<l pawls released from the

"^"V A d^erentlal mechanism comprising a driving ele-

ment, carriers disposed at opposite sides thereof, a net of

pawls movably mounted on each carrier, means or con-

necting' the carrier, together, driven elements having sur-

faces engatreable by the pawls, means tending to throw

the pawis outwardly Into engagement with the said sur-

faces means on the driving element for releasing one

pawl of each set and permitting the other pawl of each

The combination. In a coinMned discharge and vacuum

valve, of a c-aslng open at Its ends, a barrel slldably

mounted within and guided by the walls of said casing

a discharge valve formed at the inner end of said barrel

and adapted to a seat within said casing, a vacuum valve

adapted to a seat on the Inner face of said discharge

valve, springs for normally maintaining said valves

against their seats, said 8i>rlngs being located withlu

said barrel and so disposed that they will at no time in-

terfere with a free flow of fluid through the casing from

end to end, means whereby the tension of sal.l springs

may be adjusted, said means and said springs beln^

readily accessible from the outside when the valve Is

in position, said barrel being provided with openings

In Its sides and said casing hai^Jng grooves in Its Inner
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face, these openings and grooves co<}p«ratlng to permit
|

free (low around uld discbarge ralve and through said '

t>arrel when iwid discharge Talre la lifted from Its seat.

1.229.886. SYNTHETIC PRODUCTION OF HYDRO
CARBON COMPOUND8. Louis BoKD Cbirrt, Kan-
sas City. Mo. Filed Feb. 21, 1916. Serial Ho. 79.763.

(CI. 204—31.)

f v^

1. The method of causing re-arrangement of the molec-
ular structures of liquid hydrocarbua compounds to pro-

duce a proiluct of the same series but of different gravity

and boiling point by subjectlog such compounds while in

a vaporized state to the silent discharge of a high fre-

qu»*my oscillating bipolar electric current or its equiva-
lent. lutistaQtially as described.

2. The mftboil of causing a re-arraugt-ment of the
molecular structure of a hydrocarbon compound to vary
Its percentage of hydrogen without loss of carbon which
consists in subjecting such compound to the silent dls

charge of a high frequency oscillating bipolar electric

current in th«" presence of a different compouud of the
same series and while said compounds are malntaioed
under a vaporialng temperature. sabstaQtially as de-
scribed.

3. In the electrochemical method of treating liquid hy-
drocarbon compounds, that step which consists In sub-

jecting su(h compounds to the silent discharge of a high
frequency osclUatlag bipolar electric current, in the simul-
taneous presence of a vaporizing temperature and an
agent for supplying hydrogen to unite with said com
pouDtl to produce a final product of different gravity and
boiling point from the compound originally treated, sub-

stantially as daiicrlbed.

4. The method of producing a relatively high gravity
hydro<-arbon product by the addition of hydrogen to a
comparatively low gravity hydrocarbon liquid without
losn of carbon, which comprises subjecting said liquid

while being maintained In a hot vaporized state to the
silent discharge of a high frequency bipolar oscillating
electric current In the presence of a hot hydrogen sup-
plying gaseous agent.

5. The method of treating liquid hydro<-arbon com-
pounds which consistsi in vaporizing the same and then
passing the same while heated through the silent dis-

charge of a high frequency bipolar oscillatory electric
current and then condensing the same.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.229.887. FURNACE FIRE BRIIXJE. Jamm Hol-
LiNoawoBTH Clioo, Wallasey. England. Filed Sept.
27, 1916. Serial No 122,538. (CI. 110—75.)

1. In combination, a Are bridge plate, a plurality of
Imrs supported on the Are bridge plate, and a pivoted
welirhte^l latch engaging the lower ends of the bars, the
weight -serving to hold the end of the latch In engage-
ment with the ban fo prevent dltq>laceraent of the latter

on the fire bridge plate.

2. In combination, a flre bridge plate formed with an
opening, a plurality of bars supported on the bridge plate

OT«r the opening therein, each har havinf a heel which
extends Into the opening and which engages one wall of
said opening, a pivoted latch located under the bridge
plate ami having Its end engaging the front edges of the
he«la to hold the bars against displacement, and a weight
attached to the latch to retain the latter In operative
position.

o. In '*t)mblDatl<>n. a brtdgf plate furuieti with an open-
ing and provided with a vertical support in rear of the
opening, said support having a groove, a plurality of bars
xupported on the bridge plate, each Itar baviug a trans-

verse log and a depending portion, the lugs engaging In

the groove and the depending portions extending Into the
opening, and a weighted pivoted lever l>eluw the bridge
plate, the end of the lever eiigaglug the lower edges of
the lug? and the weight on the lever acting to hold said
lever In operatlte position.

1.229.888. ANIMAL-HOLDIN"; I>EVICE. CHAaLsa J
. CoLi, Springfield, 111. Flletl June 5. 1914. Serial No.

843,250 (CI. 119—153.)

r

The herein described animal holding device comprising
a rigid staff having at Its upper end an arm rest, at its

lower end an Integrsl ey whose axis Is transverse to the
length of the staff, and at Its mldlength a guide; a cord
attached at one end to the lower side of the eye and
formed Into a bight standing In a plane at right angles
to the plane of .such eye, the cord passing from such bight

through the upj>er side of the eye and leading thence up
alongside the staff nnd through sai<l guide: and a handle
at the upper end of the cord below said arm rest.
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1 229 889 AUTOMOBILE SLED RUNNEB. Lrcirs J.

*

Collins, MiuueapolU, Minn. Filed Dec. 29. 1916. Se-

rial No. 18».6«4. (CI. 21—T.)

J >» ^

1 In combination with a vehicle having power driven

wheels and steering spindlet.. runners mounted upon the

spindles the said runners Including Inner runner mem-

bers adapted to travel In lines within the paths of

movement of the power driven wheel, the said runners

also Including outer runner members which move In the

paths of movement of tha power driven wheel of the

vehicle.
, , „

2 In combination with a vehicle having iH)wer driven

wheels and a steering Rptndle. runners mounted upon the

spindle, the said runners including inner relatively nar-

row runner members adapted to travel in lines within the

paths of movement of the power driven wheel, the said

runner also Including relatively broad outer runner mero-

O-rs adapted to travel In the paths of movement of the

power driven wheels of the vehicle.

3. In combination with a vehicle having power driven

wheels and a steering spindle, runners mounted upon th.-

xplndle* and Including relatively narrow inner runner

member, adapted to travel in lines within the paths of

mi.vement of the power driven wheels of the vehicle, said

runner also including relatively broad transversely con

vexed runner members which move In the paths of move

ment of the power driven wheels of th.' vehicle.

4. A runner adapted to be applied to the spindle of a

power driven vehicle comprising a sleeve, a frame at-

tache<l to the sleeve, a relatively broad runner member at-

Uche<l to the outer portion of the frame, a relatively nar

row runner member attached to the Inner portion of the

frame, said runner members being parallel with each

other and spaced from each other.

1229 890 (JARMENTPKOTE<TOR. CLAroa A. CON-
'

ovEK. Newburgh. N. Y. Filed June 8. 1916. Serial No.

101.476. (CI. 45—118.)

curing the lower frame to said bag. said bag presenting a

box-like lower portion below said lower frame when the

upper l.flg portion has l>een dropp«il to permit arrange-

ment of the lower portions of garments suspended from

the up|>er frame previous to drawing up the upper por-

tion of said bag from Its lowered position.

2 K garment protector, comprising a bag open at its

top. a drawstring therefor, a frame lu the upper portion

of said bag, means for su.spendlng said frame, a frame

adjacent the lower end of said bag In permanent conne<r.

tlon with said bag, and flexible strips Joining opposite

ends of said frames, the lower portion of said tiag below

said lower fr.-»me presenting a box formation, when the

upper bag portion has been dropped, for arranging the

lower portions of garments suspended from said upper

frame previous to drawing up said lowered portion of said

Itag to Inclose the garments.

1"»9 891 I.OHSE LEAF BINDER. (HAaLES M. COTT,

Volumhus. Ohl... Filed Aug. 5. 1916. Serial No.

113.286. (CI. 129—24.)

yr-

1 A garment protector, comprising a bag open at Its

top' a drawstring therefor, a frame In the upper portion

of said bag. means for suspending said frames, a frame

intermediate the height of said bag, adjacent Its bottom,

means Joining said frames, and means for permanently se-

1 A loose leaf binder comprising a plurality of l«sf

retaining posts, a metal carried by the cover and an Indi-

vidual retaining element for each of the posts movably

supporfHi upon said metal, one of said retaining elements

being arranged to engage its respective post upon Inward

movement of said element and another of said elements

being arranged to engage Its post upon outward move-

ment thereof.

2 K loose leaf binder comprtslng a plurality of leaf re-

taining posts, a meUl carried by the cover and an indi-

vidual retaining element for each of the post-s movabl>

supported upon said metal, some of said retaining ele-

ments having finger grasps dlsix^sed at the outer ends of

the n.etal and others of said reUlnlng elements having

finger grasps disposed toward the central portion of the

6 A loose leaf binder comprising a pair ol covers, a

plurality of leaf retaining posts uniting said covers, a me

talllc housing .arrled by each of the covers and » PlQ'""!-

Itv of post retaining elements slldably disposed In said

housing, each of said post retaining elements comprising a

post traversing arm and a locking member, and the hous

ing being forme<l to be engaged by said locking member,

said means being operable when the retaining •le«n«ts

have been moved to an inaccessible position within the

housing, to lock said elements against movement and In

n post engaging position.

10 In a loose leaf binder the combination with a me-

tallic plate bent to form a housing along Its edge and hav-

ing a cut awav portion, of a leaf retaining post adapted to

enter said cut away portion and a post retaining element

slldable in said housing and forme.l of a resilient rod or

wire bent to form two substantially parallel arms, one of

which Is shaped to engage the p<.st an.l unite It to the

housing and the other of which is shaped to form a lock-

ing member, and the housing being formed to be engaged

by said locking member at such a point that when the

locking member engages the housing the p<«.t retaining

element lies In an Inaccessible poslUon within the

*'l2°in a loose leaf binder the combination with a metal

bent 'to form a housing along Its edge, said housing having

a cut away portion, a leaf retaining post adapted to en

ter said cut awav portion and a resilient post engaging

element slldable In said housing and having a portion

adapted to traverse said post and a laterally ext-ndlng

nien.i>er said housing having a slot formed in its wall

within which said laterally extending member travels and

an additional slot with which said laterally extending

member engages when the reulnlng element ha* t e^u

moved to an inaccessible position within the honsln^. the
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bousing b^'lng provided with an opening through which

the release of said laterally extending meml)er from the

first named slot may be effected.

[Claims 3, 4, 6 to 9, and 11 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.229,892. SPRING-WHEEL. THOM.4S J. Ckowk, Dallas,

Tex. Filed Oct. 23, 1915. Serial No. 57.^01. (Cl.

152—8.)

In a sprinK wheel, a rigid inner felly, springs mounted

upon the felly at intervals thereof. U-shaped clip* sup-

ported upon the springs and having trolt extensions passed

through the springs, nuts on the bolt extensions for se-

curing the same In the springs, an outer flexible rlnt

formed from a pluralitj- of sectors, each made in two

parts, pivot ears at the ends of the two parts of each sec-

tor and engaged in the U-shaped clips, pivots pas8e<l

through the U shaped dips and ears, and wings formed on

the clips and overlapping opposite sides of the springs to

hold t&e springs In circumferential allnement with each

other.

1.229.893. AUTOMATIC ADVANCINO-GEAR. JOHN E.

Crowell. Union county. .\. C. Flleil July 15, 1916.

SerUl No. 109.486. (Cl. 123—97.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, the combination

with the crank shaft and the cam shaft for operating

the valves, of gearing connecting the two shafts and in-

cluding a rim gear, a plate fast with the cam shaft to

rotate therewith, and having the rim gear mounted there-

on, and centrlfugally operated members pivoted at one

of their ends to the said plate, and having their oppo-

site ends loosely connected with the rim gear, said mem-
bers acting to advance the cam shaft in the direction of

lt« rotation upon acceleration of the speed of the engine.

5. In combination, a rotary valve operating member, a
disk rotatable with the valve operating member, a rotary

driven member mounted on the disk, and centrlfugally

operated connecting means between the disk and the

driven meml)er to advance the v«lve operating member
in the direction of rotation of the rotary driven member.

9. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a rotatable cam shaft, a cover disk secured to the end

of the cam shaft having an annular shoulder, a rim gear

partly supported on said shoulder, said rim gear having

Inwardly projected and diametrically opposite teeth, seg-

ments fulcrumed on the cover plate and having shoulders

adapted to engage the rim gear, each of the segments

having a notch for engagement with a tooth, said en-

gagement acting as a pivotal point, and buffer sprlnga
mounted on the .segments and engaging the rim gear for

retarding the outward movement of the segments on their

pivotal points under centrifugal action.

[Clatma 2 to 4 and 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,894. HOLDER FOR LOOSE LEAF BINDERS.
Fkank Howard CntUMP, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Sept.

1. 1916. Serial No. 118.040. (Cl. 129—1.)

1. A holder of the character described, having its upper

supporting surface formed with forward and rear por-

tions sloping inwardly and downwardly from its oppo-

site ends and having centrally located portions abruptly

Inclined upwardly and toward one another from the

lower Inner ends of the sloping end portions, each of said

sloping end portions having a coTer hingedly connected

thereto and upwardly movable.

5. A holder of the character described, having Its upper

supporting surface formed with forward and rear por-

tions sloping inwardly and downwardly from its opposite

ends and having centrally located portions abruptly in-

clined upwardly and toward one another from the lower

inner ends of the sloping end portions, one of said

abruptly inclined portions having side guide pieces pro-

jecting therefrom along the adjacent sloping surface, and

a guide strip parallel and adjacent to one of said guide

pieces.

6. A holder of the character descrlbeil having an upper

supporting surface Including inclined portions, substan-

tially at right angles to one another, a hinged cover on

one of said Inclined portions having a pivoted depend-

ing spring controlled rack member, a fixed stop into and

out of engagement with which the said rack is shiftable

on its pivot, and a handle connected to the rack.

9. The combination with sheets having a plurality of

holes adjacent their binding e<lge8 uniformly spaced

with each other and a single notch at their binding edge*.

of binder members including covers and binding posts

and means for locking said binding posts into said binder

members, said posts being removably associated with said

binder members, and of a binder holder adapted to sup-

port said binder members Including covers and said sheeta

when said binding posts have been removal, said binder

holder l>elng provided with an offset block which en-

gages the notch In the sheets when in a laterally offset

relation and which engages one side of the sheets whe"

In an alined body, said sheets having a plurality of holes

registering whether In an allne<l body or In a laterally

offset relation, said binder holder being provided with

means for supporting one end of one of the binder cov-

ers together with the sheeta at an acute angle to offset

the upper edges of the sheets, said binder holder being

provided with adjnatable side sheet guides to the left and

to the right side of the offset block, preventing lateral

movement of sheets thrown to said side guides.

14. In a binder holder, the combination with sheets

having a plurality of holes adja«ent their binding edges

uniformly spaced with each other and a single notch open

at their binding edges, of binder members having holes

therein and Including covers, and binding posts and

means for locking said binding posts Into the holes of

said binder members, means for holding the binder mem-
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bers and sheets In a position In which the holes In the

binder members register with a plurality of holes In the

sheets whether the sheets are in an alined body or In a

laterally offset relation, said binder holder being pro-

vide<l with an offset block which engages the notch in the

sheets when in a laterally offset relation, and which en-

gages one side of the sheets when in an alined body, and

•aid binder holder having openings to receive the sa^d

binding posts when the latter are released from the said

binder members.
, „^ ,^ *fc^

[Claims 2 to 4. 7. 8, and lo to 18 not printed in the

0*iette.]

1 "29 895 NON REFILLABLE BOTTLE. Fbancibco

'Qci.NTASO CLESTA. Habaua, Cuba. Flle<l May 13. 1916.

S«rl»l No. 97,268. (Cl. 215—65.)

controlled Illuminating device below the frame for sup-

plying white light, an electrically controlled Illuminating

device near the top of the cabinet for supplying red light,

a platen mounted to swing toward and from the printing

plate, means for moving the platen, a switch for control-

ling the supply of current to the illuminating devices, and

means operated by the movement of the platen for operat-

ing the switch to alternately connect the Illuminating de-

vices In circuit.

1 In a bottle of the character described, a nw''. *

valve arranged In said neck, an auxiliary neck connec ed

to the first mentioned neck, said auxiliary neck being

formed with a guard arrange<l above said valve, said

guard being provided with an annular dividing web which

merges into the auxiliary neck and into a tubular "ectlon

which extends above and below the web. "<>/
^^'''-f

»P^

hollow member merging into the upper part of said tubu-

lar member, said disk shaped hollow member having aper

tures facing said web.

2 In a bottle of the character described, a neck por-

tion a cylindrical valve member arranged in said neck

portion forme<l with a closed top and an open bottom, the

sides of said valve member being formed with a plural-

ity of apertures below the top, a spring rigidly secured at

one end to aald neck portion and formed with a coil rest-

ing substantially centrally of said top for resillently

holding the valve member In a lowered or closed position,

and means arranged above the valve and the spring act-

ing as a guard therefor.

3 In a bottle of the character described, a neck por^

tlon provided with a projection, a valve member arranged

In the neck portion and normally resting on said projec-

tion said valve member having a closed upper end and

,

depending parts acting as guides, a spring connected to

I said neck portion and extending to near the center of

Mid valve member for normally holding said valve mem

bet so that the closed upper end will close said neck por-

tion an auxiliary neck connected with said neck portion,

ajpd a guard arranged In said auxiliary neck.

12'>9 896 PRINTING-MACHINE. Edward Dak«. Med-
'

f'ord. Wis. Filed July 3, 1916. Serial No. 107,369.

(Cl. 95—73.) ^ ,

1 A printing machine comprising a cabinet having a

printing opening In Its top and a sheet of gUsa held In

the opening, a frame Inclosing the sheet and having

guides at Its end, gage strips engaging the guides at their

ends and movable transversely of the glass printing

plate a frame arranged below the printing plate and hav-

ing a sheet of ground glass, means on the top of the

cabinet for raising and lowering the frame, an electrically

2 A printing machine comprising a cabinet having an

opening in its top and a plate of glass closing the open-

ing a platen mounted to move toward and from the

plate, an open frame below the opening, a sheet of trans-

lucent material closing the frame, means for raising and

lowering the frame, and means at the top of the cabinet

for raising and controlling the said raising and lowering

3 A printing device comprising a cabinet having an

opening in its top. a plate of glass closing the opening,

a platen mounted to move toward the plate, means for

moving the platen, said moving means comprising a curved

arm pivoted at one end to the rear of the cabinet and

conne<ted at the other end to the platen, and having an

angular lug at the first named end, a toggle lever arrange^d

between the lug and the cabinet, a spring normally hold-

ing the toggle m broken condition, and means connected

with the joint of the toggle for straightening the same.

4 A printing device comprising a cabinet having an

opening in Its top, a plate of glass closing the open-.ng,

a platen mounted to move toward the plate, means for

moving the platen toward the plate, a spring for return

ing the platen, a frame supporting a sheet of translucent

material beloW the opening, means for raising and low-

ering the frame, and lighting means su8pende<l below

5 A printing machine comprising a cabinet having a

printing opening in its top and a sheet of glass held in

the opening an electrically controlled illuminating de-

vice below the frame for supplying white light, an elec-

trically controlled illuminating device near the top of

the cabinet for applying red light, a platen mounted to

swing toward and from the printing plate, means for

moving the platen, a switch for controlling the supply of

current to the illuminating devices, and means operated

by the movement of the platen for operating the switch

to alternately connect the Illuminating devices In circuit.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,229,897. EXTENSIBLE SIGN-HOLDER. William J.

Damabin New Orleans. La., assignor of one-half to Ed-

mond H.Rlvas, New Orleans, Ia. Filed Oct. 9. 1916.

Serial No. 124,701. (CI. 248—1.)

1. In a sign holder, the combination of a supporting

part, an extensible part on the supporting part, a sign
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apport on the outer end of the extensible part adapted
to l;e swung down Into a vertical lowered position upon
»al(l end of the extensible part when the latter Is re-

tractfd to recelre a slim, and adapted to be raised Into
a horiiontal position by the extending of said part to
display the sign.

-." ct'U ^f
m I*
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2. In a sign bolder, a vertical fixed part, a vertically
adjustable member slidably mounted on said fixed part,
and a horizontally extensible part mounted on said mem-
ber and adapted to hold a sign, said extensible part being
Independently adjustable of the vertically movable mem-
ber to bold the sign In various extended positions, and
the vertically movable member being adjustable independ-
ently of the extensible part to hold the sign at the desired
height when extended.

3. In a sign holder, a vertical fixed part, a vertically

niuvable part mounted on the fixed part, an extensible
part mounted on the vertically movable part and adapted
to support a sign upon Its outer end, and a handle con-
nected to the vertically movable and extensible parts and
adapted to be operated to move both of said parts and
adjust the sign vertically and horliontally.

4. In a sign holder, a vertical fixed part, a slldable
part mounter! for adjustment on the vertical part, an ex-

tensible part carrle<l by the slldable part, a sign support
on the outer end of the extensible part, securing means
for holding the slldable part on the fixed part, and a
handle connected to the extensible part and to the slldable
part for adjusting the same, and having connection with
said securing mean< for releasing the same prior to the
adjustment of the parts.

5. In a sign bolder, a vertical guldeway adapted for

securement to a vertical support, a slide mounted for
vertical adjustment In said guldeway. a lary tongs having
one arm at one end secured to a fixed pivot at the top of
the guldeway, a lever pivoted to allde on the gtildeway
and having pivotal connection with the opposite arm at
said end of the laiy tongs, sign engaging means carried
upon the other end of the lazy tongs, and securing means
for the slide to hold it in adjusted position upon the
guldeway. said securing means having connection with
said lever and adapted to be released thereby prior to the
adjustment of the slide and the lasy tongs.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.229,898. SYSTEM OF IRRIGATION. Ricbabo J.
DAQtiN. French Settlement, La. Filed Aug. 11. 1916.
Serial -No. 44.994. (CI. 187—66.)

1. In an Irrigation system, two conduits arranged in

Intersecting relation, said conduits being of ane<)nal
depth whereby at the point of intersection the bottom of

the shallow conduit la spaced above the bottom of th»'

<leeper conduit, said shallow conduit having a port In th»'

bottom thereof for establishing communication between

the two conduiU. and a partition in the shallow conduit
so disposed with reference to said port as to direct Into
the deeper conduit a portion of the water flowing through
the shallow conduit.

2. In an Irrigation system, two conduits arranged In
intersecting relation, said conduits being of unequal depth
whereby at the point of Intersection the bottom of the
shallow conduit is spaced above the bottom of the deeper
conduit, said shallow conduit having a port in the bottom
thereof for establishing communication between the two
condnlta. a partition in the shallow conduit so disposed
with reference to said port as to direct into the deeper
conduit a portion of the water flowing through the shallow
conduit, and covers for said conduits arranged in spaced
relation.

8. In an irrigation ayatem, two conduits arranged In

Intersecting relation and having sides and bottoms, mean;*
for BiM.clng said bottoms from the lower edges of said
sides, said conduits being of unequal depth whereby at the
points of intersection the bottom of the shallow conduit is

spaced above the bottom of the deeper conduit, said shal-
low conduit having a port In Its bottom for esUbllsblng
communication between the two conduits, and a parti-
tion In the shallow conduit so disposed with refernce to
said port as to direct Into the deeper conduit a i>ortion
of the water flowing through the shallow conduit.

4. la an irrigation system, two conduits arranged
In Intersecting relation an<l having aides and bottoms,
means for spacing said bottoms from the lower edges
of said sides, said conduits being of unequal depth where-
by at the points of intersection the twttom of the shallow
conduit is spaced above the bottom of the deeper conduit,
said shallow conduit having a port In Its bottom for estab-
lishing communication between the two conduits, a parti-
tion In the shallow conduit so disposed with reference to
said port as to direct Into the deeper conduit a portion
of the water flowing through the shallow conduit, and
covers for said conduits arranged in spaced relation.

1.229,899. MOLD. Jamm Dahllno, Kenova, W. Va.
FUed Dec. 6, 1916. Serial No. 136.848. (CI. 26—101.)

1. A mold, comprising a bed, a top mold member. sld<>

mold members set on and movable on the bed, the saiil

side mold members having inwardly projecting portions
beveled In an upward and Inward direction, and the
said top mold memliers having tMveled edges fitting the
said beveled portions of the said side mold memt>er8, the
said bed, top and side mold members forming a cIomhI

chamber adapted to confine the material therein, and

means for simultaneously imparting movement to the said

mold members to press the material until It reaches a

pre«letermlneil dentilty.

2 A mold, comprising a be«l, a top mold member and

side mold members set on and movable on the bed, the

said side mold members having Inwardly projecting por-

tions beveled In an upward and Inward direction and the

said top mold members having bevcle<i edges fitting the

Raid iK'veled portions of the said side mold members, the

said side mold members being arranged in pairs and the

mold memlK«rs of a pair being disposed opposite each other,

the side mold raeml»er« of one pair having side flanges,

the inner faces of which are beveled and the two oppositely

disposed side members of another pair having beveled side

edges engaging the beveled faces of the said flanges, the

said bed top and side mold members forming a closed

chamber adapted to confine the material therein, and

means for simultaneously Imparting movement to the

Mild mold members to press the material until it reaches

a predetermined density.

3. A mold, comprising a bed. a top mold member and

sl.le mold members set on and movable on the bed, the said

aide mold members having Inwardly projecting portions

beveled in an upward and Inward direction and the said

top mold members havlnc beveled edges fitting the said

beveled portions of the said side mold members, the said

side mold members being arranged In pairs and the mold

members of a pair being disposed opposite to each other,

the mold members of one pair having side flanges, the In-

ner fares of which are b^veletl in an outward direction and

the mold members of an adjacent pair having beveled side

edges engaging the beveled faces of the said fianges and the

inward portions of this pair of mold members having

spring pressed sliding plates engaging the beveled face

portions of the adjacent mold members, the said bed, top

and side mold members forming a closed chamber adapted

to confine the materUl therein, and means for slmulta

neouslv Imparting movement to the said mold members to

press the material until it reaches a predetermined density.

4. A mold having movable side mold memlwrs arranged

in pairs and provided at the sides with contacting beveled

faces, the conucting faces of one pair being adapted to

slide on the conUrtlng faces of the other pair, the said

mold members having closing heads beveled at their inner

faces, the sides of the heads of one pair of mold members

being beveled and slldable on the beveled faces of the

heads of the other pair of mold members,

5. A mold having movable side mold members provided

at the sides with conUctlng beveled faces, the mold mem-

bers being arranged In pairs and the mold members of a

pair being disposed opposite each other, the contacting

faces of one pair being adapted to slide on the contacting

faces of the other pair the said mold members having clos-

ing heads beveled at their Inner faces, the sides of the

heads of one pair of mold members being beveled and

slldable on the beveled faces of the heads of the other

pair of mold members and a closing mold member havlnj:

beveled edges slidably engaging the beveled faces of the

heads of the said side mold members.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

provided In the thickened end portion with upper and

lower longitudinally extending sockets, upper and lower

pins formed Integral with an extending from the end of

the second rail section and fitting into the sockets of the

first rail section, and fasteners passing transversely

through the first rail sections and through said pins to

releasably hold said pins In said sockets.

1229 901. AUTO-PULLER. Charles Davis. Cortland,

Ohio. Filed Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 92.971. (CI.

21—114.)

1,229.900. RAIL JOINT. J««HN R. Davempobt, Eldon.

Mo. FUed Jan. 11, 1917. Serial No. 141,852. (CI.

239—8.)

Iigij4jiii.iriuj^iiini.ij4ki ii-L HJ-<iU

1. A track of the character described comprising side

chains, cross chains connected with one si«le chain and

provided with eyes through which the second side chain

passes, a ring at one end of each of Mtid side chains, and

a hook at the opposite end of each of said side chains,

said hooks engaging said rings to provide closed ends for

the track connecting the track with a wheel and with a

ground engaging element when the track is in use, the

hook of one side chain engaging the eye of the second

side chain to connect the side chains when the second

side chain is drawn through the eyes of the cross chains.

2 A track of the character described comprising side

chains, means for releasably connecting the end portions

of the side chains, and cross chAlns connected with one

of the side chains and provided with eyes through which

the second side chain passes.

1229 902. CAN CONTAINER AND SERVER. THOMAS
'

J. Davis, San Francisco. Cal. Filed July 5, 1916.

Serial No. 107,573. (CI. 221—28.)

A rail Joint comprislnc adjoining rail sections having

the webs thickened at the rail ends, one rail end being

3 In a can container, a frame, pouring means having

can' perforating means associated therewith to puncture

the can to enable removal of Its contents, hlngi-d means

having means associated therewith to perforate the can

to admit air thereto, and pivoted means borne by i-ald

hinged means to conjointly seal said last named per-

forating means and to simultaneously seal the outlet of

said pouring means.

4. In a can conUlner, a frame having a base and an

upright on one side of the base, a spout hinged at Its

lower end to the base opposite the upright and having

can perforating means, a top member hinged at one end
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to the top of the upright an.I having means for perforat-
ing the can top. said top member being of channel form
and havlnar Its top portion removed adjacent the free en.l
thereof, an arm pivoted to the top member between the
sides thereof and having means to seat on top of the
mouth of the pouring spout, and a spring connected to
the top of the top member and engaged with said arm.
•aid arm being movable upwardly through the space pro-
vided by the removal of said top portion of the channel
top member.

6. In a can container, a frame, pouring means on the
frame having can perforating means associated there-
with to puncture the can to enable removal of its con-
tents, hinged means connected to the frame and mov-
able independent of the pouring means to perforate the
can to admit air thereto, means borne by tt. hinged
means and movable therewith and disposed to automati-
cally sell the pouring mouth upon the hinged means
being moved to operative position, and means to allow
movement of the sealing means Independent of the hinced
means.

(Claims 1, 2, and 5 not printed in the Gazette.

J

1.229.903. BELT FASTENER. William P. Davis
Salt Lake City. Utah. Filed Mar. 4, 1916. SerUl No'
82,136. (01. 24—31.)

nJnn ,

""*'° "' " P'*'*^ '>*^»°« * weakening lineand openings at opposite sides of said line, a belt on thimeeting ends of whl. h the plate is placed, and fast^ing

rhrou;h''t'H
* """*' *'* '°'' P^^"°°« «' the belt aJdthrough the plate openings and extending across theweakening line of the plate and thereby reinforcing he

^'^«?'aT-
„ke^>^*'^Rced concrete or plasticSLAB. Robert L. Day. Huntington. W Va PiledMay 23. 1916. Serial No. 99.881 (01. 72-^8.)

A reinforced pUstic slab adapted to be produced at afactory having general stock, and various sizes and fur-
nished to the market for use; or adapted to be con-
•tructed m close proximity to the construction upon
which it is to be used, comprising a member having one
of its faces formed with outwardly projecting spaced
parallel ribs, a reinforcing element in its flat surface
consisting of finely meshed wire screening, a reinforcing
element in each of the ribs consisting of a single length
of iron rod having Its ends bent upwardly and each of
said ribs having a central longitudinally extending de-
pression, and a similar raised portion in the spaces be-
tween said ribs, a superimposed filler mass adaptetl to be
placed on said slabs and to settle on and between the
said ribs, said mass also being provided with reinforcing
elements that substantially correspond to thoae of the
ribbed slabs.

1.229.905. UXDEROARMEXr. Ell..v W. D.ck.r and
Mahci-8 a. Mvbhh. Xew York, N. Y.. ns.,lg„ors to Julius
Juiyser & Co.. NVw York. X. Y.. . Corporation of Xew
York. hlU-il De<-. 30, 1910. Serial No. l.'J9.864 (CI

1. An unoergarmeut cut to shape from flat warp knit-
ted piece goods comprising a one piece front, a two piece
back, front and rear openings, overlapping Paps added to
the front at the front opening and which act as a closure
therefor, and each piece of the back having a projecting
part integral therewith which parts overlap and form
a closure for the rear opening.

4. An undergarment cut to shape from flat warp knitted
piece goods comprising a one piece front, a two piece back
front and rear openings, each of the back pieces having a
projecting part integral therewith extending to substan-
tially the waist line of the garment which parts overtop-
ping each other form the closure for the rear openluK
and flaps added to the front at the front opening and
forming part of the leg portion and which overlapping
act as a closure for the front opening.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.906. COMBIXED COXTAIXER AXD EDUCA-TIONAL tot. William Mohb I»tcKaa. Buffalo. X Y
Filed Dec. 80. 1915. Serial No. 69.358. (CI. 46 40)

-I
I

A combined powder receptacle and educational toy. com-
prising a pedestal adapted to receive printed matter, and
a figure surmounting the pedestal, the pedesUl and the
figure being hollow and communicating with each other to
form a goods container which extends throughout the
height of the pedestal and the figure, the pedestal being
provided In its bottom with a filling opening and the figure
having a dispensing cap in Its top.

1.229.907. DIRIGIBLE HEADLIGHT MECHANISM
Baow.'f F. Da Qbaw. Springfield. Ohio. Filed 0< t 13
1915. Serial No. 65.667. (CI. 240—67.)
1. In mechanism of the character described, a lamp

supporting post provided with a head having laterally
directed shoulders and formed with a seat, a lamp mount-
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Ing plvotally connected to the head and received within

said seat, arms depending from the said mounting at oppo

site sides of the head and confronting said shoulders, and

means carried by the arms and arranged to coact with

said shoulders In the plane of plvoUl movement of the

mounting for adjusting the said mounting with respect

to the post.

2. In mechanism of the character described, a lamp

supporting post having a head cut away to provide a seat,

a lamp mounting provided with a bearing portion received

within Wild seat and plvotally connected to the head, arms

projecting from opposite sides of the bturlng portion of

the said mounting and confronting opposite sides of the

head, and set screws carried by the said arms in the plane

of pivotal movement of the mounting and arranged to

engage opposite side faces of the head for adjusting the

said mounting with respect to the post.

1,229,908. PROJECTING APPARATUS. WiLBCB E. D»

Witt. Salt I^ke City, Utah. Filed May 13, 1916. Se-

rial Xo. 97,411. (CL 88—24.)

adjustably fitted to the lens casing, and a reflector mount-

ed within the reflector casing in position opposite the said

lens.

.S. In apparatus of the class described, the combination

with a casing housing an electric arc light and provided

In one wall with an opening, of a plate adjustably mount-

ed upon the said wall of the casing and having an open-

ing located opposite the opening In the said wall of the

casing, a lens casing supported by the said plate, and a

reflector mounted within the second mentioned casing op-

posite the lens, the said reflector being adjusuble an-

gularly about the axis of the lens.

4. In apparatus of the class described, the combination

with a casing housing an electric arc light and provided

In one wall with an opening, of a plate adjustably mount-

ed upon the said wall of the casing and having an open-

ing located opposite the opening In the said wall of the

casing, a lens casing supported by the said plate, and a

reflector mounted within the second mentioned casing op-

posite the lens, the reflector being angularly adjustable

about the axis of the lens.

5. In apparatus of the class described, the combination

with a casing housing an electric arc light and provided

in one wall with an opening, of a plate adjustably mount-

ed upon the said wall of the casing and having an open-

ing located opposite the opening In the said wall of the

casing, a lens casing supported by the said plate, a re-

flector mounted within the second mentioned casing op-

posite the lens, the reflector being angularly adjustable

with relation to the lens and being provided with a guide,

and an arm mounted for swinging movement and having

a finger engaging the said guide.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oaaette.]

1.229.909. STAY - BOLT FOR BOILERS. Ethan I.

DODDS, Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Flannery Bolt Com-

pany, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Oct. 19. 1914. Serial No.

867.414. (CI. 86—1.6.)

1. In apparatus of the claaa described, an apertured

plate, a lens casing extending from the plate, a lens

mounted within the said casing and located opposite the

aperture In the said plate, a reflector casing adjustably

assembled with the lens casing, a reflector mounted within

the reflector casing, and means for angularly adjusting

the said reflector about the axis of the lens.

2. In apparatus of the class described, the combination

with a casing housing an arc light and provided In one

wall with an ai>«rture. of an apertured plate supported

upon the said wall In spaced relation thereto, the aper-

ture of the plate being located opposite the aperture in

the Mid wall of the casing, a lens casing extending from

the Mid plate, a lens within the casing, a reflector casing

1. A stay bolt having a flattened and tapered shank, the

cross sectional area of the latter Iwlng approximately uni-

form throughout Its length.

2. A stay bolt having a flattene<l taperf^ and twisted

shank, the cross sectional area of the latter being ap-

proximately uniform throughout Its length.

8. A stay Iwlt threaded at one end and provided with

an enlarged head at the other end. the portion of the

shank l)etween the threaded end and the head being flat-

tene<l and tapered and of approximately ^ the same crosa

sectional area throughout its length.

4. A stay bolt cylindrical and threaded at one end and

provided with an enlarged head at Its opposite end, the

shank or portion of the bolt between the threaded end and

head being flattened and tapered and of approximately the

same cross sectional area throughout Its length and grad-

ually merging Into the cylindrical threaded end. the latter

being of less diameter than the head.

5. A stay bolt having an enlarged head at one end. th«

other end being cylindrical and threaded, the shank of the

l)olt being flattened, tapered and twisted, and of approxi-

mately the same cross sectional area throughout Its

length, and gradually merging into the cylindrical thread-

ed end.

1.229.910. STAY-BOLT FOB BOILERS. Ethan L
D0DD8. Plttstmrgh. Pa., assignor to Flannery Bolt Com-

pany. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Nov. 30. 1914. Serial No.

874.820. (CI. 86—1.6.)

1. As a new article of manufacture, a stay bolt shank

compose<l of a plurality of members, the said members

being welded together at points Intermediate the enda.
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thus leavtns slots between the end. of the bolU and the

iiitermediate welds.

«> A« a new article of manufacture, a stay bolt shank

composed of a plurality of members welded together at

isolatetl points lnterme<llate Us ends, thus leaving slots

betwet-n the ends of the bolts and the Intermediate welds,

the said shank being turned Into spiral shape.

3 As a new article of manufacture, a stay bolt com-

posed of two heads and an Intermediate shank the latter

being slotted clear through and then welded at Isolated

points adjacent the outer margins of the slots, the said

shank being twisted Into spiral form.

4 A stay bolt slotted intermediate Us ends the side

walls of the slot being welded at Isolated points Interme-

diate the ends of the slot.

1229 911 NUT. ETHA.N I. Dodds. I'ittsburgh, Pa., as-

'

algi»or
'

to Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Mar. 27. 1915. Serial No. 17.523. {CI. 85-32.)

1 As a new article of manufacture a nut having an in-

tegr'al spring flange Intermediate Its ends and projecting

beyond the rear end so as to engage a fish plate or other

''*2
As a new article of manufacture, a nut having a con-

tinuous, integral peripheral spring flange Intermediate its

ends, the said flange projecting rearwardly beyond the

inner end of the nut to engage a fish plate or other part.

8 As a new article of manufacture a nut having an

integral spring flange on its peripheral surface adjacent

Its Inner end. the said flange being bent toward the outer

end of the nut and then rearwardly and terminating In a

plane beyond the Inner end of the nut.

1,229,912. DINNER PAIL. William H.

Brownington, Vt. Filed Jan. 31, 1917.

145,686. (CI. 220—138.)

DONCASTBB,

Serial No.

locking means upon the outer shell for engaging the an

nular cover to retain the latter In position.

2 A dinner pall including an outer shell open at the top

thereof and having a double walled construction with an

upwardly facing interior shoulder toward the top thereof,

a double walled food compartment fitted removably within

the outer shell and spaced therefrom to provide a liquid

receiving space between the two members, said food com-

partment being provided with an upwardly facing shoulder,

means for holding the food compartment and outer shell

in a properly spaced relation, an annular closure having

a flanged outer edge which engages the outer shell while

the Inner edge thereof overlaps the before mentioned

shoulder of the food compartment and cooperates there-

with to hold the food compartment In position, and lock-

ing members mounted upon the outer shell for engage-

ment with the annular clwrare to hold the latter In oper-

ative position.

3 A dinner pall including a double walled outer shrtl

open at the top thereof, a double walled food compartment

fitted removably within the outer shell and spaced there-

from to provide a liquid receiving chamber between the

two members, means for maintaining the food compart-

ment in a properly spaced relation to the outer shell, said

food compartment being formed with an upwardly facing

shoulder, an annular closure for the liquid receiving cham-

ber said annular closure being formed with a flanged

outer edge which engage, the outer shell while the inner

edge thereof projects over the shoulder of the food com-

partment and coflperates therewith to hold the food com-

partment In position, swinging wings mounted upon the

outer shell and arranged to be «wung over the annular clo-

sure to hold It in position, and resilient flanges upon the

swinging wings for frlctlonally engaging the annular

closure. .. ^ . . ,,

4L A dinner pall Inoiading a double walled outer shell

open at the top thereof, said outer shell having position-

ing depressions in Its bottom, a double walled food com-

partment fitted removably within the outer shell and

spaced therefrom to provide a liquid receiving chamber

between the two members, said food compartment being

formed with an upwardly facing shoulder, spacing armt

projecting from the food compartment and arranged to

engage the before mentioned positioning depressions in

the bottom of the outer shell, an annular closure for the

liquid receiving chamber, said annular closure being con-

structed for coftperatlon with the shoulder of the food

compartment to hold the latter in position, and means for

locking the annular closure In operative posltlon-

1229 913 SHOE COLLAR. Fridchick Rf8S«LL DoNiB-
'

THORPE and .KVTUMD COLTMAN. rounty of l'^»7''t"'

England. Filed July 6. 1916. Serial No. 10..684.

(O. 86—1.)

1 \ dinner pall including an outer shell open at the top

thereof, an inner food compartment fitted removably

within the outer shell and space<l therefrom to provide a

liquid receiving chamber between the two members, an

annular closure fur the liquid receiving chamber, said an-

nular closure engaging the outer shell and overlapping the

food -ompartment to retain the latter In poslUon, and

\ turnover shoe collar of a length sufficient to extend

substantially around the counter portion of a shoe. »a d

collar comprising a fabric face and a leather lining, said

fabric face and leather lining having Inturned edges, and

an insertion secured between and extending slightly out-

side said Inturned edges, said collar being adapted to l>e

attached to the rear portion of a shoe by suiuble fasten-

ing means and to extend a substantial distance above the

upper edge of the shoe.

\
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1.229.914. ELECTRICAL CONDENSER. Philip Dc-

HiLiBR. New Vork, N. Y.. assignor. i»y mesne assign-

ments, to Dubiller Condenser Co.. Inc.. a Corporation

of .New York. Filed May 2, 1916. Serial No. 94,943.

(Cl. 260—41.)

\>>

2. The combination of a condenser and a pair of ter-

minals therefor, one of said ta^iinals constituting part

of an Inclosing casing, and the other terminal including

a coropreesion element, the terminals heing arranged to

compress the condenser l>etween them, and being of rela-

tively small mass and relatively large surface.

3. The combination of condenser elements and a casing

therefor, the ca.slng comprising a metallic body, and an

Insulating closure compressing said elements relatively

highly wlihin said casing, said casing constituting a ter-

minal of the condenser.

11. In a condenser, a casing having an Insulating wall,

a jiroup of condenser elements therein, and a terminal

therefor having a portion projecting through said wall,

said portion l>f>lng constructed to radiate heat.

lt>. In a condenser, a casing constituting one of the

condenser terminals, an Insulating cover therefor, a group

of condenser elements therein, and a second condenser

terminal having a bearing surface presse*! by said cover

Into eugagiinent with said elements, and having a por-

tion projecting through said cover, said projecting por-

tion being designed to radiate heat and having a ven-

tilating passage therein.

[Claims 1, 4 to 10, and 12 to 15 not printed in the

Uasette.]

1.229,913. ELECTRIC.4L CONDENSER. William
DuBlLicn, -New York, .\. Y.. assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Dubiller Condenser Co.. Inc., a Corporation
of New York. Flleil Jan. 18. 1916. Serial No. 72,837.

iCl. 250—41.)
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2. A condenser uijlt consisting of a plurality of aec-

tlons alternately connected together at one end. means
for insulating said sections from each other and project-

ing beyond the same alternately at the opposite ends

and means comprising heat radiating surfaces for holding

the unit together.

8. A condenser unit comprising sections, and insulating

plates betwi-en the sections, said plates t>eing arranged

to project alternately In opposite directions, whereby the

terminals of the sections can be Joined together alter-

nately in pairs.

[Claims 4 to 17 not printed in the <;azette.l

1. .\ high tension condenser unit consisting of sections

for dividing the potential among them l>eyond brush dis-

charge voltage, and comprising incasin;; means for pro-

viding heat radiating and conducting surfaces assorlate«l

with sai<l sei-tions.

239 O. (J.—37

1,229.916. LEVEL ATTACHMENT. Norman DincaH,

Bryn Mawr. Pa. Filed June 1. 191C. Serial No.

101,070. (Cl. 33—207.)

A device of the class described comprising a casing, a

spirit tube located In the casing, plaster fillings engaged

in the ends of the casing to retain the tube therein and

offset plates carried by the ends of the casing, said plate*

having slots formed therein for engagement by securing

devices, and resilient clips secured to the ends of said

casing.

1,229.917. APPARATUS FOR STEAM-HEATING. HER-

BERT A. Ddrh, Chicago. 111. Filed July 5, 1916. Serial

No. 107.574. (Cl. 257—48.)

1. The eomblnatlon with a radiator and a single pipe

for the delivery of steam and removal of water of con-

densation to and from the radiator, of a valve mecha-

nism Interposed betwen said pipe and said radiator, said

valve mechanism lomprlslng upper and lower connec-

tions In communication with the interior of the radiator,

a tubular member Joining the Interior portions of said

.onnectlons, a horizontal partition In the lower connec-

tion, there being an arcuate slotted opening in said parti-

tion, snother opening in said partition adjacent to one

end of said arcuate slotted opening, a disk rotatably

mounted on the upper surface of said partition, tsald

disk having a plurality of perforations extending through

Its body, said perforations being located in arcuate posi-

tion <orrespondlng to the afore-mentloned arcuate slotted
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opening, a steam tube upstanding from the end one of
said openings, and a series of condensation tubes up-
standing from selected ones of the other openings, said
conden-iatlon tubes being of selectively decreasing eleva-
tion commencing with the condensation tube next In
order to the steam tube, and means for rotating the disk
with respect to the partition, substantially as described.

2. The combination with a radiator and a single pipe
for the delivery of steam and removal of water of con-
densation to and from the radiator, of a valve mecha-
nism interposed between the pipe and the radiator, said
valve mechanism comprising an elongated valve member
having its upper and lower ends in communication re-

spectively witL the upper and lower portions of the
radiator, a horizontal partition In the lower portion of the
valve mechanism, there being an arcuate slotted open-
ing In said partition, a disk rotatably mounted on the
upper surface of the partition, there being a plurality of
openings extending through said disk, said openings lying
in arcuate fashion corresponding to the arcuate slotted
opening, a steam pipe upstanding from the end one of

said disk openings, condensation pipes upstanding from
- selected ones of the other disk openings, the condensa-
tion pipes t>eing of selectively decreasing elevation com-
m<"nclng with the condensation pipe next adjacent to the
Steam pipe, and means for turning the disk into selected

positions, substantially as described.

3. The combination with a radiator and a single pipe
for the delivery of steam and the removal of water of
condensation to and from the radiator, of a valve device
lnterpose<l between the pipe and the radiator, said valve
device comprising an elongated member having its upper
and lower ends in communication with the upper and
lower portions of the radiator, a horizontal partition In

the lower portion of the valve device, there being an
elongated opening extending through said partition, a
disk movably mounteiJ on the upper surface of the par-
tition, there being a plurality of openings extending
through said disk, a plurality of pipes upstanding from
the openings of the disk, the end one of said pipes l>eing
a steam pipe, and the other pipes, l>eing of progressively
decreasing elevation, and being water pipes, and means
for moving the disk over the surface of the partition to
bring said pipes successively into communication with
the elongated opening, substantially as de8crit>ed.

4. The combination with a radiator and a single pipe
for the delivery of steam and the removal of water of
condensation to and from the radiator, of a valve device
between the pipe and the radiator, said valve device In-

cluding an elongated vertical tubular member having Ita

upper and lower ends in communication with the upper
and lower portions of the radiator, a partition in the
lower portion of said valve device, there being an arcuate
•loted opening In said partition, a disk rotatably mounted
on the upper surface of the partition, there being a plu-
rality of openings extending through said disk and lo-

cated in arcuate fashion corresponding to the arcuate
Blotted opening of the partition, a plurality of pipes con-
nected to the disk and upstanding from the aforesaid
openings, the end pipe being a steam pipe of maximum
height, and the other pipes being water pipes of pro-
gressively decreasing height, and means for rotating the
disk over the face of the partition, substantially as
described.

1,229,918. BREAD CUTTING MACHINE. Carl D. Dt«,
Edmonton. Alberta, Canada. Piled Sept. 27, 1916.
Serial No. 122,500. (Cl. 146—12.)
1. In a machine of the class described, a frame, shafts

journaled In said frame, a plurality of loaf carrying
cylinders mounted for rotation about one of said shafts.

• stationary disk disposed in advance of the open end
of said cylinders, a spring pressed plunger arranged within
each cylinder for feetling the loaves against said disk,
means for holding any of said plungers fixed within its

cylinder in any location, a knife carried by the other of
said shafts for rotation between the cylinders and disk,

and means for rotating said shafta.

2. In a machine of the class described, a frame, shafts
Journaled In said frame, a plurality of loaf carrying cyl-
inders mounted for rotation about one of said shafts, •
stationary disk dispose*] In advance of the open end of
said cylinders, a spring pressed plunger arranged within
each cylinder for feeding the loaves against said disk,
said cylinders having parallel slots, a headed bolt passed
through the slots and plunger of each cylinder, a nut on
the free end of the bolt whereby said plunger can be
held fixed within the cylinder, a knife carried by the
other of said shafts for rotation between the cylinders
and disk, and means for rotating said shafta.
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3. In a machine of the ciMi iMcrlbed. a frame, shafts
Journaled in said frame, a plwraHfy of cylinders mounted
on one of said shafts for rotation therewith, a stationary
disk disposed In advance of said cylinders and having an
inwardly directed flange extending over the open end of
said cylinders, a spring pressed plunger arranged within
each cylinder, a knife mounted on the other of said
shafts for rotation between said cylinders and disk, and
means for rotating the shafts.

4. In a machine of the class described, a frame, shafts
Journaled In Mid frame, a series of loaf carrying cyl
Inders mounted for rotation with one of said shafts, a
stationary crescent-shaped disk disposed in advance of
said cylinders, means for feeding each loaf against s«id
disk, a non-cutting disk mounted on the other of said
shafts and normally disposed In a plane with the crescent
shaped disk, a knife mounted on said shaft for rotation
therewith and disposed in spaced relation to the non
cuting disk, said knife rotating between the cylinders and
said crescent-shaped disk, and means for rotating said
shafts.

5. In a bread slicing machine, a frame, shafts Jour
naled in said frame, a plurality of loaf carrying cylinders
mounted on one of said shafts for rotation therewith, a
stationary crescent-shaped disk disposed in advance of
said cylinders, means for feeding the loaves against said
disk, a non-cutting disk on the other of said shafts and
extending within the cut-out portion of the crescent-
shaped Jlsk. a knife disk mounted on the shaft, means
for adjusting the knife disk toward and away from said

non-cutting disk, to regulate the thickness of the slice to
be severed, said knife disk being fixed to the shaft for
rotation between the cylinders and said stationary disk,
and means for rotating said shaft.

r Claims 6 to 40 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.229.919. SEPAR.\TION OF CASEIN AND ALBUMIN
FROM CREAMERY SEWAGE. GiOBOE EaaiLL. Black
rock, and Thomas Kiibsbt. Dublin. Ireland, assignors
to EbrlU's Process Limited. Dublin. Ireland. Filed
Dec. 4, 1916, Serial No. 135.045. (Cl. 99—11.)

1. A process for the extraction from creamery waste
of casein and albumin contained therein In solution con
slstlng in. adding a substance to precipitate out of solu
tion the material to be extracted and blowing a gas. 1b
an extremely finely-divided state through the liquid t»
float the precipitate before the latter has time to settle.
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2. A process for the extraction from creamery waste of

casein and albumin contained therein In solution con

slstlng in. first rendering the creamery waste acid and

then ad.llnK an alkali to the acidulated waste to pre

clpiUte the albumin out of solution, and blowing a gas,

in an extremely finely-divided state through the liquid to

float the preclpiUte before the latter has time to settle.

8. A process for the extraction from creamery waste of

casein and albumin contained therein In solution con

slstlng In. first adding an acid to precipitate the casein

out of solution, blowing a gas. In an extremely finely

divided state through the liquid to fioat the precipitate

before the latter has time to settle, removing the froth

thus created which contains the casein and then adding

an alkali to precipitate the albumin out of solution, again

blowing a gas. In an extremely finely -divided state (such

as is obUlnable by forcing It through carbon) through the

liquid to float the precipitate before the latter has time

to settle, and finally removing the froth thus create<l with

the albumin in it.

4. A process for the extraction from creamery waste of

casein and albumin contained therein In solution consist-

ing in, adding a substance to precipitate out of solution

the material to be extracted and while the said creamery

waste and added substance are In a container having a

sloping baffle so situatinl that a free space Is provided

between the dlscharg»> side of the container and the upper

edge of the baffle, blowing a gas. in an extremely finely

divided state through the liquid to float the precipitate

before the latter has time to settle so that it Is discharged

In the form of froth through the free space provided be-

tween the discharge side of the conUlner and the said

baffle.

8. A process for the extraction from creamery waste of

casein and albumin contalne<l therein In solution consist-

ing In, adding a substance to precipitate out of solution

the material to be extracteil. and while the said creamery

waste and a<lded substance are in a container having a

sloping baffle so situated that a free space Is provided be-

tween the discharge side of the container and the upper

edge of the baffle which upper edge is higher than the

discharge side of the container, blowing a gas. In an ex

tremely finely-divided state through the liquid to float the

precipitate before the latter has time to settle so that It

is dis<hnrg.d In the form, of froth through the free space

provlde<l between the discharge side of the container and

the said baffle.

(Claims ti and 7 not printed In the Oasette.]

said upper portion of the covering plate extending over

said bent back edge and being adapte«l to be hlnge<i to a

supporting member, tongues overlapping said lower por-

tion of the covering plate and projecting beyond said

1.229,920. WEATHER STRIP. Ix)Cii Ender. Water

town, 8. Dak. Filed Jan. 27, 1916. Serial No. 74.641.

(Cl. 20—65.)
A weather strip embodying an elongated transversely-

lncllne<l relatively-thick plate, a covering plate <louble<l

on a longitudinal line to provide upper and lower por-

tions overlying and underlying the first mentioned plate

with the bend of the covering plate adjacent to the

lower e<lge of the first mentioned plate, the e<lge of the

lower portion of the covering plate being bent back up

wardly over the upper e<lge of the first mentioned plate.

b^-nt back edge, and rivets engaging through said tongues,

lower portion of the covering plate and first mentioned

plate and covered by said upper portion of the covering

plate.

1,229,921. OIL-BUBNER. Robbbt A. Evanb, Mogollon.

N. Mex. Filed Nov. 29. 1916. Serial No. 184.196.

(Cl. 168—47.)

1. In an oil burner, a tank provided with an oil Inlet,

an oil outlet pipe leading from the lower portion of the

tank, means for providing compressetl air in the upi>er

portion of said tank, an air outlet pipe leading from the

upper portion of the tank, a mixing chamber having in

one end inlets for the air and oil pipes communicating

with an annular groove forming a pocket, a cylinder In

the chamber provided with grooves leading from the

pocket to a second pocket In the opposite end portion of

the mixing chamber and Intercrossing at points intermedi-

ate the length of the cylinder, and an outlet pipe for the

mixed air and oil leading from the second pocket.

2. In an oil burner, a source of air and oil supply,

pipes leading therefrom, a mixing chamber having a hol-

low body, heads at the ends of the body, the head at one

end l>elng provided with a pocket communicating with the

Inlets for the air and oil pipes, and the head at the oppo

site end of the body being provided with a po''ket com-

municating with an outlet, and means to break the air

and oil into streams and lead to the pocket of the second

head with the streams of air and oil intersecting.

3. In an oU burner an air and oil supply tank having

oil in the lower portion thereof and compressed air In

the upper portion thereof, an oil outlet pipe leadlnj:

from the tank, an air outlet pipe leading from the tank,

a mixing chamlnr having a hollow body, heads at the en<ls

of the body, the head at one end being provided with

an annular groove In Its Inner face communicating with

Inlets for the air and oil pipe and the head at the oppo-

site end of the body being provided with a pocket com-

municating with an outlet, ami means to break the air

and oil into streams and lead the same to the pocket of

the second head with the streams of air and oil Intersect-

ing.

>
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4. In an oil barnrr. a supply tank having oil In tb«

lower portion thereof and compressed air tn the upper

portion thereof, an oil outlet pipe leading from the tank,
an air outlet pipe leading from the tank, a mixing cham-
ber having a housing provided at one end with air and oil

inlets commuDicatlng with a pocket, a cylinder within the

housing provided with longitudinally extending grooves
leading from the pocket and intersecting and communi-
cating with the pocket in the opposite end of the mixing
chamber, and an outlet pipe leading from the second

pocket of the housing.

5. An oil burner including a source of air and oil sup-
ply, pipes leading therefrom, and a mixing chamber hav-

ing a body, a cylinder in the body provided with mixing
grooves extending longitudinally thereof in intersecting

relation, a h^ad for said body providwi with air and oil

inlets communicating with a pocket iiaving communica-
tion with the grooves of said cylinder, and a head for the

opposite end of the body provided with a pocket to receive

the mixed air and olla. the pocket of the second head com-
municating with an outlet.

1,229.922. VEHICLE-SIGNAL. Abram Van Akin Fbl-
Tix, Danbury, Conn. Filed Mar. 29, 1916. Serial No.
87.485. (CI. 116—31.)

1. In a device of the class described, a housing having
an open edge, an arm pivotaily mounted in said housing
to swing out from the open edge, a disk mounted to de-
volve in the housing, a link connected to the disk, a pin
carried by said link, said housing having a diagonal slot
through which said pin projects to engage the arm. means
for actuating the disk whereby the arm is moved out of
the housing, and resilient means a88ociat<>d with the disk
for restoring the same to normal position wliereby the arm
!• restored into the bousing.

2. In a device of the class described, a* housing, an arm
pivotaily mounted In said housing to swing out therefrom,
a disk mounte<l to revolve in the bousing, a link con-
nected to the disk with one of its ends, a pin carried by
the other end of the link, said housing having a diagonal
slot through which said pin projects, said arm having a
slot also engaged by said pin, means for revolving the
disk whereby the arm is moved, and resilient means asso-
ciat»Hl with the disk tending to maintain the same in a
predetermined position, whereby the arm Is adapted to be
maintained in the housing.

3. In a device of the class described, a housing, an arm
In the housing mounted to swing out therefrom, a memt)er
mounted to rotate In the housing, a link connected to
said member, a pin associated with the link engaging said
arm. said housing having guiding means for said pin,

means for actuating said member mounted to rotate, and
resilient means for restoring said arm to its normal
position.

4. In a device of the ciasa described, a housing having
an open edge, an arm pivotaily mounted in said housing
to swing out from the opening, a revoluble disk in the
housing, a link pivotaily connected to the disk and en-
gaging the arm, said housing having means for guiding
the movement of the link, means for rotating the disk, and
.1 resilient member for restoring the disk to its normal
po«ltion.

1.22».»2a. DIRIGIBLE HEADLIGHT FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. Raliy C. FtRGfso.N, Glendlve, Mont. Filed

Dec. 18, 1916. Serial No. 137.688. (CI. 240—62.)

Y^

1. The combination with the chassis and front guards
of an aatomobile of bearing Mocks mounted on the chas-
sis, brackets carried by the guards, standards carried by
the blocks, means carried by each bracket engaging witk
a standard, a vertical Inmp stem disposed in each of th«
bracket carried means and supported in the said bear-
ing block, rigid connections t>etween the said bracket car-
ried means, and a moving means connecting the lamp
stems.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.229,924 MANUFACTURE OF PAPER AND THE LIKE.
Chaslks William Fish, RawcUffe, near (toole. Eng-
land, assignor to The AmlN»r Size & Chemical Company,
Limited, London. England. Piled Dec. 28, 191Q. Se-
rial No. 139,403. (CI, 92—21.)
1. In the procesa of sizing pulp for the mnnufacture of

paper or rhe like using niter cake and alumina salts for
fixing the size, the addition of the niter cake separate
from the alumina salts and only after the size and the

alumina salts have been incorporated in the pulp, sub-

stantially as described.

(Claim 2 not printed In the t^iazette.]

1,229.925. MEANS FOR CONNECTING THE ENDS OF
RAILWAY RAILS. William Fla.vaga.v, Rlcbey,
Miss., assignor of one-half to Henrietta A. Moore,
Morton. Miss. Filed Sept. 24, 1915. Serial No. 52,481.

(CI. 2S9—6.)

In a device for the purpose set forth, a chair member
Including a base having spaceil siiles, one of the Mild
sides being vertically straight and the other being shaped
to conform to the shape of the side of a rail, and the
base, from the last mentioned side t>eing channeleil longi-

tudinally to receive the base of the rail and the elevated
portion of the chair base being beveled flush with th*
upper surface of the base flange of the rail, a splice block
disposed between the said straight side of the chair and
the side of the rail adjacent thereto, said splice block
having its upper and lower faces bevele<l from Its outer
face Inwardly to its Inner face, the beveled surfaces being
of a substantially similar pitch, whereby either of said
surfaces may i>e brought to engage with the underfact
of the head of the rail or the base flange of the rail and
the beveled surface upon the base of the chair member,
the outer and wider face of the splice block having spaced
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deprMRkns. and bolt mMnbers passing through threaded

openings In the straight side of the rail chair and having

their ends recfived within the said depressions.

2. In a device of the class descrlbeii, a valve inclmtlng a

body and a tip : and a cap housing the valve, the cap belnu

provlde<l adjacent one end with longitudinal ribs engaging

the tip. and being provided at its other end with Internal

1,229.920. RAILWAY -RAIL FASTENER.

Forbes. Woodbury. Conn., and Joseph T
Port Chester. N. Y. File<l Feb. 27. 1917.

151.302. (CI. 238—4.)

William
Hubbard,
Serial No.

ra

1. In combination with a tie having openings therein,

U 8hape<1 uiembfrs in the openings and projecting above

the top of the tie, wedge members also within the open-

ings and contacting with the U-shaped members for re-

talDluK the same upon the tie, and rails disposed upon the

tie betwwn the upper portions of the said U-ahape«l mem
l»^rs. of means comprising wedclng elements disposed be

tween the upper portion of the U shaped members and the

tails, and means cooperating between the said wedge

embers and the said rails for s.curlng the wedge mem
bers upon the rails.

2. Id comblantton with a tie having hook-shaped mem

bers upon the top thereof and rails disposed between and

out of contact with th*> said hook-shaped members, of

we<li.'e plate?, designed to be force<l between the hooks and

the base flanges of the rails, each of aald we<lgp plates

including an outer atraight surface having Its Inner edge

beveled from one of its ends to Its opposite end. a flange

form.'d upon the said straight surface and having Its edge

beveled from one of Its ends to Its opposite ends, and Its

underface likewise bevele<l from one of its ends to its op-

posite end, an adjustable element associated with the

flanKP, and said element designed to frlctlonally contact

with the flangws of the rails to bind the element upon the

rails and to secure the rails upon the tie.

1,2 21».?^27. DEVICE FOR KEYING PULLEYS TO
'shafts. Edward E. Fobshey, Parkersburg. W. Va.

Filed Mar. 25. 1916. Serial No. 86.674. (CI. 64—18.)

tongues flexeil lnterm«-diate their ends to bear on the body

of the valve, the inner ends of the tongues bearing slldably

on the interior of the cap.

1.229,929. TRAIN - STOPPING APPARATUS. MaX
Friedman. Yonkers, N. Y. Filed Sept. 1. 1916. SerUl

No. 118,098. (CI. 246—59.)

A pulley comprising companion sections adapted to en-

gage around a shaft and having their meeting faces pro-

Tlde<l with pairs of alined slots Upered toward one end

of the pulley, one of the sections having lugs formed on

one end thereof and located adjacent the smaller ends of

the slots, tapered keys lemovably Inserted within the slots

for moving the sections toward each other and for hold-

ing the same In assembled position, and means adJusUble

through the lugs and engaging the smaller ends of the

keys and adapte<l to prevent ac.ldeutal outward move-

ment of the keys.

i ts

1. In an automatic train stopping apparatus the com-

bination of a brake pipe, a valve communicating there-

with, a casing inclosing said valve and having allnlug

slots formed therein, and a handle in operable relation

with said valve and located within the casing and adapteil

to swing In a horizontal plane and to extend across said

slot when said valve Is closed.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,930. GAGE. Samiel Friedman. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Filed Oct. 26, 1915. Serial No. 58,032. (CI. 33—178.)

1229 928. VALVE -GUARD. Walter L. Frazer, San

Diego. Cal. Filed Oct. 26. 1918. Serial No. 127.887.

(CI. 152—12.)
1. In a device of the class described, a valve Including a

bodv an.l a tip . and a cap honslnif the valve, the cap be

ing provldeil adjacent one end with longitudinal ribs en-

gaglnc the tip. and being provided at its other end with

internal resilient tongues engaging the body.

fff

1. A gage for gaging rotating work, comprising a sup-

porting member adapted to t)e held by the operator, and

a cylindrical gage member, one of the members having a

reduced end and the other member being In the form of

a ring and mounted to turn on the said reduced end. the

members being approximately of the same diameter.

(Claims 2 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1.229.931. SATETY-SIONAL. Charle. R. jrvr,K .ndL.WI. H. Smith. Emporia. Kan«. FUed July 14. 1916
Serial No. 109.326. (CI. 177—311.)

1. A direction Indicator Including a supporting bar. ahollow shaft w-cured to said supporting t«r. a ale«Te ro-
tatably mounted upon said hollow shaft, a pointer non-roUUbly gecured to said sleeve, a pulley secured to mild
pointer, a spring contact carried by and Insulated from
said supporting bar. a plurality of contact pins adapted
to intermittently and successively engage ..id conUct
iprlng during swinging movement of said pointer, an elec-
tric connection between said contact pins and said sleevea lamp socket 9ecure<l to the end of said hollow shaft
opposite said supporting bar. an electric lamp secured In

-At'^fr'
'°^"' normally retaining said pins In contactwith said spring contacts, and an electrical conductor

extending longitudinally of said hollow shaft and engag-ing the center electrode of said electric lamp
2. A direction Indicator Including a supporting bar a

rotatably mounted upon said shaft, a pointer carried by

^1 !.Tr" * ^'*"* '''°^'^ "^"^^ ^y •"<» Insulatedfromjald supporting bar. a plurality of conUct pins sup-ported by said sleeve adapted to Intermittently and suc-

Zn/ /r^*^! "*'** '""'*"* *P^'°« ''"^«"« «»'•' 'ree move-ment of the pointer, an electrical connection between the

end of said hollow shaft opposite the supporting bar. anelectric lamp supported In said socket, a spring confinedbetween the socket and said pointer normallv retaining
the contact pin, in engagement with the conUct spring

Th *K° ^fl""*"^'
conductor extending longitudinally

thrc.ugh s. Id hollow shaft and engaging the center electrode of said lamp.

1.229932. METALLIC RAIL-TIE. Robmt T PrxcH
LUlle. La. Filed Jan. 18. 1917. Serial No 143^"
«C1. 238—5.) 14d.00«.

!n!i^ T°.'k'"^
*** ''•*' '^°^'' ^'•' »°''- ^onectln, theend. of the cross bars with the ends of the handle bar

end of the handle bar. and hook, for supporting a shopping bag on the truck.

2. A shopping truck comprlrta, • handle bar havinga longitudinal slot formed centrally thereof, a handle at

l°Luf ,**"
"T'-

""" ""•' P'"''**^ *»'*»•'" centrally.

Thrtlh t^ !
'"''' °' ""^ •*"• -'*» ^'» "tendingthrough the slot, a thumb nut on the end of the bolt forholding the truck In Its open or c1o«h1 poaltlon. links con-necting the ends of the crow bar. with the handle barwheels on the end. of the croa. bar. oppo.lte the handleand hook, near oppo.lt* end. of the croM bar. for .upporting a .hopping bag on the drric*.

PhlladelphU. Pa. Fli,^ i»^. 13. 1913. Serial No
806.509. (CI. 25J>— 109 )

The combination with a rail tie. of hollow extension,
formed on the opposite ends of the tie and having theirupper ends disposed below the upper side of th^ tie rail
seats disposed above the extensions, flanges depending
from the rail seat, and extending Into the extensions
and a plurality of vertically disposed springs located with-
in the extensions and extending between the flanges and
having the upper ends thereof engaging the under side,
of the rail seats, for the purpose specified.

1.229,933. TRUCK. Alma A. Gahik. Teaneck N J
Filed June 10. 1916. Serial No. 102.906. (CI. 21—60 )
1. A shopping truck roroprlslng a central handle bar

a handle at one end of said bar. diagonal cros. bar. plv-

In a bread mixer, the comblnaUon with a supporting
frame having a base portion and a plurality of .p«ced
arms radiating from Mid ba.e and curved upwardly there-
from, said base portions having a rounded depression in
Its upper surface, said spaced arms having horlionuily
disposed terminals, of a spherical mixing chamber fitted
snugly within the deprewlon In said base and upwardly
curved arms, said mixing chamber comprising a bottom
seml^spherical section, a pair of oppositely disposed lags
on the upper edge of the section adapted to engage cer-
tain of the hortwntally disposed terminals of the op-posed supporting arms, and an Intermediate section hav-ing a pair of oppositely disposed lugs thereon In spaced
relation to the lower edge thereof and adapte<l to engage

L,!m '»I!°''
*''* '**'""'° '^"**°- ""'^'"f "•''"^^ mountSwithin the spherical chamber and rotatably Joumaled la

certain other of the opposed supporting arms, and w-cnr-ng means ln«.rted through the lugs on the bottom andIntermediate sections and the horlwntally dlspo,^! ter-minals of the supporting arms, whereby said sections aresecurely fastened together and to said supporting frame

JUNB la, 1917'
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1.229 9S6 CAR-FENDBR. John P. Geraohtt. Jersey

at'y. N. J. Filed Oct. 28. 1916. Serial No. 128,189.

(CI. 106—180.)

and upwardly, a fender proper arranged a distance In

the rear of the Mid gate and normally In a raised posi-

tion relative to the track, the wtd fender having a fender

frame and a flexible apron mounted on the said fender

frame the latter being made In a front section and a

rear section, the frame sections being mounted to swing

on a common center and the front section being plvotally

connected with the wild fender to Impart a downward

swinging motion to the said forward frame section when

the gate strikes an obstruction during the forward move-

ment of the car. and means to lock the said frame section,

together at the time the front frame section is swung

Into lowermost i>o«ltlon.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the flaiette.]

1. A car fender, comprising a gate at the front end

of the car. a fender proper arranged a distance in the

rear of the said gate and normally In » raised position

relative to the track, the said fender being connected

with the said gate and adapted to move simultaneously

with the latter and the said fender being mounted to

move Into r.-.plvlng position with the front end of the

fender in close proximity to the track when the gate

Strikes an obstruction during the forward motion of the

car. and locking mean, for the Mild fender and con-

trolled by the latter, the said locking means locking the

fender in lowermost position until the weight of the

obstruction on the fender releases the said locking means

and causes the fender to return to ralwd portion.

2. A car fender, comprising a gate at the front end

of the car. a fender proper arranged a dlsUnce In the

rear of the said gate and normally In a raised position

relative to the track, the said fender having a fender

frame and a flexible apron mounted on the frame, the

said fender frame being mounted to swing up and down

and to slide bodily In a longitudinal direction, the said

fender frame being pIvoUlly conne< ted with the said gate

and adapted to move simultaneously with the latter when

the gate strikes an obstruction during the forward move-

ment of the car. and a locking device controlled from

the said fender apron and adapted to engage the said

fender frame to lock the fender frame when In lowermost

position until the weight of the obstruction on the fender

apron releases the said locking device and causes the

fender to return to normal raised position.

3. .V car fender, comprising a gate suspended from the

front end of the car and niounte<l to swing rearwardly. a

fender proper arranged a distance In the rear of the said

gate and mounted to swing up and down and to allde

bodily In a longitudinal direction, and a link connection

plvotally connected with the said gate and having a

limited sliding connecUon with the said apron to Impart

a downward swinging motion to the apron when the gate

strikes an obstruction during the forward movement of

the car and to then move the fender iKxllly rearward, the

Mid gate then being free to swing into final uppermost

podtlon Independent of the fender.

4, A car fender, comprising a gate suspended from the

front end of the car and mounted to swing rearwardly. a

fender proper arrange<l a dlsUnce In the rear of the

Mid gate and mounted to swing up and down and to

slide bo<Uly In a longitudinal direction, a link connection

plvotally connected with the said gate and having a lim-

ited sliding connection with the said apron to Impart a

downward swinging motion to the apron when the gate

strike-, an obstruction during the forward movement of

the car and to then move the fender bodily rearward, the

Mid gate then being free to swing Into final uppermost

portion independent of the fender, a locking device

adapted to lock the Mid fender when in rearmost receiv-

ing position, and a releasing device mounted on the Mid

fender and adapted to unlock the Mid locking device to

allow the fender to return to normal uppermost position.

5 A car fender, comprising a gate suspended from the

front end of the car and mounte<l to swing rearwardly

229 986 EGG-TESTER. RoB«BT W. QlLPlN. Codell,

'

Kan.. Filed Dec. 19. 1916. Serial No. 187.824. (CL

99—6.)

1. In an egg tester, the combination of an lllumlnatlnf

chamber, an egg containing chamber adapted to cover the

illuminating chamber, guides on the Illuminating cham-

ber, members on the egg conUlnlng chamber arranged to

play m said guides, and means acting upon said mem-

bers to move the Mme along the guides and thereby carry

the egg containing chamber to or from the illuminating

chamber.

2. lu an egg tester, the combination of an Illuminating

chamber, an egg chamber adapted to cover the Illuminat-

ing chaml>er. guides rising from the illuminating cham-

ber members extending from the egg holding chamber

nn(i engaging said guides, lazy tongs mounted on the

illuminating chamber and connected with Mid members,

and means on the illuminating chamber for actuating

Mid lazy tongs.

8. In an egg tester, the combination of an illuminating

chamber, an egg containing chamber comprising a tray

having egg-recelvlng openings, a body to which said tray

Is hinged and adapted to Inclose the eggs, a lid hlnge<l to

said body, and means for moving said egg - containing

chamber to and from the Illuminating chamber.

4 In an egg tester, an egg containing chamber com-

prising an inclosing body, a cover hinged to Mid body

and adapted to extend over one side of the Mme. and a

tray hlngtd to the body and adapted to extend over the

opposite side of the Mme. Mid tray being constructed

with egg-recelvlng openings, and means for holding the

cover and the tray normally against the respectively ad-

jacent sides of the body.

5. In an egg tester, the combination of an Illuminating

chaml>er. an egg Inclo.ing body having open offsets on

some of Its sides, a support on the Illuminating chamber

for one of Mid offsets, an egg tray hinged to the ^ald
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Inclosing IhkI.v and adapted to cover one aide of the same,

and a lid htnu^fil to the inclosing body and adapted to

cover the opposite side of the same.

1.229,937. EYEGLASS-CASE RlXALtw A. GocLKBI^

New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 6. 1916. Serial No. 135,344.

(Cl. 206—5.)

Jt

1. The combination of a case having plvotally connected

coactlng .sections ; a plurality of movabl*- rubbing mem
bers mounted therein ; ami means extending exterior to

said sections lor moving said rubbing menilxrs.

2. The combination of a case embodying plvotally con

nected coactlng sections: • plurality of rotary wiping

members, said members being disposed In pairs perma

nently held In said sections : means for rotating said

wiping members, said means embodying a handle extend-

ing outside said sections : and means for reciprocating

with said wiping members in unison with the rotary move-

ment Imparted thereto.

3. The combination of plvotally connected coactlng case

sections ; a plurality of padded rotary members, said

members being disposed In pairs and one pair being held

In each of said sections : a plurality of bearings for salt!

rotary members : a plurality of resilient supports for said

bearings : and a manually operabl*- lrr»'guUir driving

member for rotating said members and for slmnltaneoasly

spreading said members relatively.

4 The combination of a plurality of plvotally connected

coactlng case sections : a plurality of rotary padde<l

wheels, said wheels t)elng disposed In pairs, and one pair

ttetng permanently mounte<1 In one of said sections : a

plurality of benrlngs for said wheels; spring supports

for said bearings for permitting said bearings and wheels

to rove: and an irregularly shaped driving wheel for ro

tatlng said pad.led wheels, .said driving wheel being

adapts to spread relatively said pndde<l wheels while re

Tolvlng the same.

1^29.938. TWYER. Geohge D. Golden, CUrkdale. Ariz.

Filed Julv 19. 1916. Serial No. 110.141. (Cl. 266—41.)

1. In a twyer structure, a hollow body having an open

outer end, a removable closure for sold fpen end. a main

klast conducting tube connected with said body, and an

buxlllary blast conducting tube having Its outer end aper-

tured and extended Into proximity to the closure to facili-

tate removal of the auxiliary blast conducting tube

through the open end of the body.

2. In a twyer structure, a hollow bo«ly, a main blast

conducting tube connected therewith, and an auxiliary

blast conducting tube removably supporter! lu the ftrst-

mentioned tube and disposed in spaced relation from end

to end of the latter to provide an air chamber.

3. In a twyer structure, a hollow body, a main blast

conducting tube < onnect«><l th«-re\*ith. nnd an auxiliary

blast conducting tut>e arranged within the main blast

conducting tube and terminating, at Its inner end, in

proximity to the adjacent end of the main blast tub*.

4. In a twyer structure, a hollow bo<l_v. a main h'ast

conducting tube connected therewith, a removable plate

associated with said bollow body, and an auxiliary blast

conducting tube removably positioned In the flrst-men-

tlone<l tube and secured In i>osltlon by said plate.

5. In a twyer structure, a hollow body, a tubular blast

conducting member connected with said bo<ly, a remov-

able plate associated with said hollow body, and an aux-

iliary blast txjnductlng tube associated with said tubular

member arranged In concentrically spaced relation within

the latter and being secured in position by said removable

plate.

[ Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,939. ELE<TRICAL THERMOSTAT AND CIR-

CUIT. Albert (Joldsteix. New York. N. Y., assignor

to Simon B. Hess. New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 18. 1914.

Serial No. 872.680. (Cl. 177—355.)

-O"
..dC

..p^=

1. An electrical alarm system comprising a source of

current, a metallic circuit in series with such current

source, circuit closing devices in normally open bridges

across such metallic circuit, a resistance across the two
sides of the circuit beyond the farthest circuit closing de-

vice In such circuit, signaling means responsive to in-

creased current flow from a cross upon such circuit, signal

producing m<»ans responsive to t^essatlon of the current

from a break upon such circuit, such means being func-

tioned so that the first named means will be responsive

only from the effect of a cross and the last iiamed means
will be responsive to a cassation of current from a break

upon such circuit, and means to condition the circuit so

that the first name<1 means will be responsive to the effect

of a cross, notwithstanding the presence of said cessa-

tion of current In the second mentioned means, due to a

break upon such circuit.

2. .\n electrical alarm system comprising a source of

current groundeil at its negative p«»le. a metallic circuit In

series with such current source, circuit closing devices in

normally open bridges across such metallic circuit, a r^
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slstance across the two aides of the circuit beyond the

farthest circuit closing device In such circuit, signaling

mean.-, responsive to Increased current flow from a cross

upon such circuit, means responsive to an Interruption

of the current from the presence of a ground, said signal-

ing means, and the last named means being functioned

so that the first named means will be responsive only

from the effect of a cross and the last named means will

be responsive only from the presence of a ground, and

means to condition the circuit so that the first named

means will be responsive to the effect of a cross, notwith

standing the presence of said cause of Interruption.

8. An electrical alarm system comprising a source of

current grounded at its negative pole, a metallic circuit in

series with such current source, circuit closing devices

In normally open bridges across such metallic circuit, a

resistance across the two sides of the circuit beyond the

farthest circuit closing device In such circuit, a signaling

means responsive to Increased current flow from a cross

DPOD such circuit, a signal producing means responsive to

cessation of the current from a break or ground upon

such circuit, such means being functioned so that the

first name«l means will be responsive only from the effect

of a cross and the last named means will be responsive

only from the effect of an Interruption of the current,

from the presence of a ground or break, and means to

condition the circuit so that the first named means will

be responsive to the effect of n cross, notwithstanding the

presence of either of said causes of interruption.

4. An .flectrical aUrm system comprising a source of

current grounded at its negative pole, a metallic circuit

In series with such current source, circuit closing de-

vices in nomaUr open bridges across such metallic clr-

cnlt. a resisUnce across the two sides of the dr. ult be

yond the farthest circuit closing device In such circuit, a

signaling means responsive to Increased current flow from

a cross upon such circuit, a signal protluclng means ro-

•ponsive to cessation of the .nirrent from a break upon

such circuit and means responsive to an interruption of

the current from the pies.nce of a ground, such means

being functioned so that the first name.1 means will be

responsive only from the effect of a cross and the last

named means will be responsive only from the effect of an

interruption of the current, from the presence of a ground

or break, and con.lltlon the .Ircult so that the first

named means will be responsive to the effect of a cross,

notwlthitundlng the presence of either of said causes of

interruption.

1.229.940. COMBINED TONGUE AND LACE PROTEC-

TOR FOR SHOES JOAQCIN ALFBEi) G0MB8. South

Weymouth. Mass Filed Mar. 28. 1917. Serial No.

156.887. (Cl. 36—1.)

2. In combination with a shoe having a laced opening,

a fastening member connecting the inner end of the tongue

to the shoe adjacent the end of said opening, a bow mem-

ber attached to the outer end of the tongue, and a sec-

ond fastening member attached to the free end of the

tongue, said free end of the tongue being adapted to be

folded upon Itself so as to form part of the bow, and to

be again folded upon Itself to cover the laced opening,

said fastening member being then In position to be en-

gaged with the first fastening member to secure the

tongue In position, substantially as described.

(Claims 3 to 5 not prlntetl In the Gazette.]

1.229,941. CHECK - ROW PLANTER. Skbastia.n L.

(iooDiN, Farber, Mo., assignor of one-half to August F.

Tuepker. Farber. Mo. Filed Feb. 11. 1916. Serial No.

77.762. (Cl. 111—28.)

1. In combination with a shoe having a laced opening,

a tongue and protector having its Inner end connected to

the shoe adjacent the end of said opening, a bow member

attached to the outer end of the tongue, the outer part

of the tongue being adapted to be folded upon Itself so

as to first form the central part of the bow. and to be

again folded upon itself to cover the laced opening, and

means for fastening the folded tongue to secure it and

the bow In position, substantially as described.

1. The combination with a planter having a main frame,

a runner frame having boots and hinged to the main frame,

mid an adjusting lever connecting the two frames, of a

marker shaft In vertical allnement with the delivery end

of said boots and adjustably fixed on the runner frame for

adjustment relatively thereto and adapted for simul-

taneous adjustment therewith with respect to the main

frame, markers on the ends of said shaft, and a tappet^

carried by the shaft for actuating the check shaft of the

mnner frame.
i * a^

4 The combination with a planter, of a pair of rte-

pendlng supports carried by said planter and having serra-

tions in their rear faces, bearing blocks having base flanges

provided with transverse serrations In their Inner faces

for engagement against said supports and Intermcshing

with the serrations thereon, clamping bolts adapted to

bind said blocks in adjusted positions upon the supports

and a marker shaft Journaled in sal.l blocks and provided

with marker wheels and adapted to be raised and lowered

with respect to the ground upon the adjustment of said

blocks. . ,_ .„^„
7 The combination with a planter having a main frame

with supporting wheels, a runner frame adJusUbly mount-

ed relatively to said main frame, boots mounted upon sa d

runner frame, a marker shaft fixedly adjustable on said

runner frame to various positions In vertWal allnement

with the discharge openings of said boots.
^^''^'^^.'^J'^^^

fixed to said marker shaft, and means for rotating «»ld

marker shaft to adjust the wheels and adapted to engage

said marker shaft to rotate the same Irrespective of the

position to which the shaft has l)een adjusted.

[Claims 2. 8. 6. «nd 6 not prlntei' In the Gazette,]

1 2"9 942 CLASP. Chaki.es A. Goozey, Providence,

R. I., assignor to B. A. Ballon h. Co.. Inc.. Provldenca,

K I., a Corporation of Rhwle Island. Filed Sept. 11,

1916. Serial No. 119.867. (Cl. 24—81.)

1. A clasp comprising two members plvotally coo

Be<ted to form a pair of co.iperatlng Jaws at one 9mA
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thereof, a second pair of ooflperatlnK Jaws also formed on
said members, one of said second pair being raised from

the face of one and the other Jaw from the face of the
other member.

[Clalmn 2 to 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,229.943. PIPE. Clabi.nce J. Graham and Jo8«ph A.
Par»I8. Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 14, 1916. Serial No
«6,773. (CI. 131—12.)

The combination with the bowl and the stem of a
smoking pipe, of an auxiliary bowl fitted within the main
bowl and having a pasMige In the lower end thereof, a
liquid holding receptacle detachably positioned within the
main bowl and underlying the auxiliary bowl, an Inlet
pipe having one end extending Into the passage In the
auxiliary bowl and having its opposite end extending Into
the recepuclc and having the terminal of the Ust-men-
tloned end located adjacent the lower wall of the liquid
holding receptacle, an outlet pipe located within the main
bowl of the pipe and having one end communicating with
the interior of the receptacle and Its opposite end posi-
tioned in line with the bore of the pipe stem, and means
carried by the lower wall of the main bowl of the pipe and
engaging the liquid holding receptacle for holding the lat-
ter against movement.

1^29,944. ADVERTISING-DISPLAY DEVICE. WiVLiAU
F. Graham and Samibl C. Hawtbor.nb, Lincoln, Nebr.
Filed Apr. 13, 1916. Serial No. 90,918. {CI. 40—9«.)

1. In a display device, the combination with a casing
having visual spaces therein, a pair of rollers in said cas-
ing, and means to rotate one of said rollers, of a plurality
of sign sections, said sections having loops at each end
provided with Inwardly extending recesaes. rods disposed
through said loops, cross bars pivotally connectetl together
at one end and adapted to embrace the meeting ends of
said sign sections, means dlspose<l between said cross bars
and carried by one of said cross bars and adapted to en-

gage through said section recesses between the Inner ends
of said recesses and the ro<l8 extending therethrough, and
means to lock the free ends of the cross bars together over
the loop ends of said sign sections.

2. In a display device, the combination with a rasln*
having visual spaces therein, a pair of rollers in said ras-
ing and means to rotate one of said rollers, of a plurality
of Klgn sections, said sections having loops at their oppo-
site ends provided with spaced inwardly extending re-
cesses, rods disposed through said loops, a cross bar pro-
vided with a cut away portion Intermediate Us ends,
tongues rigid with said cross bar and disposed In said cut
away portion, said tongues being also arrangeil In opposed
relation and adapted to project through said wectlon re-
cesses between the Inner ends of said recesses and the rods
extending therethrough, another cross bar pivotally con-
nected at one end to one end of the first mentioned cross
bar, and means to lock the free ends of said cross bara
together over the loops en<ls of said sections.

3. In a display device of the class described, the < ombl-
natlon with a casing, and a driven roller in one end
thereof, of a bracket slldably mounted In the other end
of said casing, a roller rotaUbly mounted In said bracket,
an endless sectional belt surrounding said rollers, spring
tension means serving to keep said belt taut, and a (*m
adapted to engage said bracket to move It inwardly and
longitudinally of the casing to slacken said belt.

4. In a display device of the class described, the combi-
nation with a casing, and a driven roller In one end
thereof, of bearing plates mounted on the inner opposed
sarfaces of said casing, a bracket siidably mounted between
said bearing plates, a roller rotatably mouDte<l In said
bracket, an endless sectional t)elt surrounding said rollers,

spring tension means serving to normally keep said belt

taut, and a hand operable cam adapted to engage said
bracket to move It Inwardly and longitudinally of the
casing to slacken said belt.

5. In a display derlcc of the class described, the combi-
nation with a casing, and a driven roller In one end
thereof, of a substantially U-shaped bracket slldably
mounted In the other end of said casing, a roller rotatably
mounted In said bracket, an endless sectional belt sur-

rounding said rollers, spring tension me«ns arranged
within said casing and adapted to t>ear against said

U-shaped bracket and serving to keep said belt taut, and
a hand operable cam adapted to engage said bracket to
move It Inwardly and longitudinally of the casing against
said tension means to slark»n said t>elt

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.229.945. PHOTOGRAPHIC DEVELOPING APPARA-
TUS. JoH.N S. Grbcnb. Rochester. N. T.. assignor to
Commercial Camera Company, Providence. R. I., a Cor-
poration of Rhode Island. Filed Dec. 4. 1915 Serial
No. 65,120. tCI. 95—18.)

1. In a photographic developing apparatus, the combi-
nation with a dark chamber, a developing container and
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a fixing container therein arranged In juxtaposition to

the developing container but exteriorly of the dark cham-

t>er, of a wringing device arranged t>etween the contaln-

•rs but accessltilf from the exterior of the dark rhamlwr

adapted to permit a print to be drawn therethrough as It

Is passed from one to the other of said containers.

3. In a photographic developing apparatus, the combi-

nation with a liquid container, a carrier having a nor-

mal position within the container and adapted to be

!<hlfted to an elevated position and a print wringer on

said carrier.

7. In a photographic developing apparatus, the combi-

nation with a liquid container, of a carrier consisting

of a tray adapted to normally He In a submerged print

receiving [>osltlon within the container and movable to

an elevated print delivering position, of a wringing roll

carried by the tray, means for holding It spaced from the

t>ottom of the latter when the tray Is In Its first men-

tioned position but permitting It to move Into operative

wringing position with reference thereto when the tray Is

ral8e<l to ilellverlng position, and means for feeding a

print Into the tray beneath the roll while the latter Is In

inoperative position.

(Claims 2, 4 to 6, and 8 to 11 not printed In the

Oasette.]

1.229.946 TORTILLA-MAKING MACHINE. RBrcoio

OcTitRRBZ, Ssn Antonio. Tex. Filed Aug. 30, 1916.

Serial No. 117,74». (CI. 107—60.)

' j» "
".jt '

Sf54JK
'•"^

1. In a tortilla making machine, a cooker comprising a

rotary cooking; surface composed of a series of cooking

plates, means for heating said plates, and means for tilt-

ing the plates to turn and dump the cakes.

2. In a machine for making tortillas, a cooker com-

prising a rotary body formed of an annular series of

plates, means for heating said plates, means for tilting

the plates to turn and dump ^he cakes, and means for

intermittently turning the cooker.

3. In an apparatus for making tortillas, a cooker com-

prising a rotary stove having a cooking surface consist-

ing of a series of spaced plates, means for heating said

plates, means for tilting the same at prescribed Intervals

for cake turning and dumping operations, and pawl and
rack mechanism for intermittently operating said stove.

4. In a machine for making tortillas, a rotary stove

comprising an annular series of tilting plates, means for

heating the plates, means for successively tilting each

plate to turn the cake thereon on to another plate, means
for subsequently tilting each plate to a dumping position,

means for tilting the plate in advance of the dumping
plate to a non-Interfering position, and means for rotat-

ing the stove.

5. In a machine for making tortillas, a cooker having a

cooking surface for successively receiving the cakes, and

means for operating portions of said surface in the mo-

tion of the cooker for turning and discharging the cakes.

1.229.947. ATHLETES GUARD. Frank Haggcbtt, Chi-

cago. III., assignor of one-fourth to Charles Izenstark,

Chicago. 111. Flletl Jan. 22, 1917. Serial No. 143,803.

(a. 2— 190.>

1. A device of the class descrlt)ed comprising a guard

arranged to fit against the back of the wearer : guards

hingedly connected with thp opposite sides of said back

guard ; hip guanls hlng«^ly conne< ted with said sld**

guards and depending therefrom ; and means for secur-

ing the device about the body of the wearer, substantially

as described.

5. A device of the class described comprising a padded

back guard arranged to fit against the back of the

wearer ; padded side guards arranged at opposite sides of

said back guard ; straps on the outer face of said back

guard ; elastic straps connecting said side guards and
passing under said back straps : supplemental looped elas-

tic connections between the adjoining edges of said t>ack

and side guards ; padded hip guards hingedly connected

with said side guards and depending therefrom ; stiffening

boards embedded in each of said guards ; and means for

securing the device about the t>ody of the wearer, sub-

stantially as described.

6. A device of the class described comprising a back

guard ; side guards ; a flexible ix)nnectlon between said

side guards slldably connected with said t>ack guard; and
supplemental looped flexible connections between said side

and back guards, substantially as described.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,229,948. LABEL-HOLDER. Lincoln Hall, Los An-

geles. Cal. Filed June 12, 1916, Serial No. 108,26«.

(CL 211—87.)

1. A laber holder, comprising a base plate, label posi-

tioning uprights, a pair of yleldable binding members
adapted to force the labels against said uprights, and a
pair of horizontally-swinging vertically adjustable label

retaining arms adapted to secure the labels against verti-

cal movement while the foremost label is being withdrawn
from the holder.

2. A label holder, comprising a base plate, a pair of up-

turned label retaining tangs disposed along the front end

of said base plate, a pair of horizontally swinging label

binding members pivotally mounted at the rear end of

said base plate, menns whereby said binding members will

be held reslllently and adjustably against the rear of a
pack of labels, and means for Insuring the pack of labels

against vertical movement while a label Is t>elng with-

drawn therefrom.

3. A label holder, comprising a base plate, a pair of

oppositely disposed vertically extending tangs at the for-

ward end of said base plate, a vertically disposed back

plate along the rear edge of the base plate, a pair of re-

slllently held binding members pivotally mounted at the

rear of the t)ase plate and adapted to Intermesh with
each other while their outer ends bear against a label

pack, horizontally swinging vertically adjustable label

retaining arms adapted to He over the pack, whereby a
single lat>el may be removed from the pack without dis-

turbing the remaining labels therein.
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1.229,949. ROTARY ENGINE. Edward Harbioah,
Tacoma. Wash. Filed Nov. 23. 1915. S«rl«l No
63.135. (CI. 123—13.)

1. A gas engine having rotative piston and abutment
membern. a casing having chambers for said members, a
primary expansion chamber, an Ignition chamber and an
exhaust chamber, channels connecting said expansion and
exhaust chambers with the piston chamber, and a valve
in each of said channels.

2. A gas engine having rotative piston and abutment
members, a ca.slng having chambers for said members, a
primary expansion chamber and an exhaust chamber in
annular form, an Ignition cham!)er within the expansion
and exhaust chambers, valves connecting the Ignition
chamber with each of the snrroundlng chambers, and
ports connecting each of the expansion and exhaust cham-
bers with the piston chamber.

3. A gas engine having rotative piston and abutment
members, a casing having chambers for said members, a
primary expansion chamber, an Ignition chamber and an
exhaust chamber, channels connecting said expansion and
exhaust chambers with the piston chamber, a valve In
each of said channels, and rotative shafts having cams
thereon for actuating said valves.

4. A gas engine having rotative piston and abutment
members, a casing having chambers for said membera. a
primary expansion chamber and an exhaust chamber in
annular form, an Ignition chamber within the expansion
and exhauirt chambers, valves connecting the Ignition
chamber with each of the surrounding chambers, porta
connecting the expansion and exhaust chambers with the
piston chamber, and two ports connecting each of said
annular chambers with the piston chamber adjacent the
common axial plane defined by the piston and rotor ahafta,
and at opposite sides of the chamber cylinder, the pair of
said ports leading from the same side of the chamber cyl-
inder communicating with the piston chamber at opposite
sides of the axial plane.

5. An Hxploslve engine of the character described com-
prising a piston chamber, a piston rotatable therein, an
explosion chamber separate from the piston chamber, and
surrounding the rotative- axis of the piston, two anoaUr
chambers surrounding opposite ends of the explosion cham-
ber, one serving successively as an admission and as a pri-
mary expansion chamber, and the other as a compression
and as an exhaust chamt>er. ports communicating between
the t^xploslon chamhPr and the expansion and exhaust
chambers, valves adapted to control said ports, sba/ts
passing through said .annular chaml>er8. and cama on aald
sbaftn controlling said valves.

[Claims 8 ami 7 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.229,950. ARCLAMF. Charlbs E. Harthan, Lynn.
Mass.. assignor to (Jeneral Electric Company, a Corpo-
ration of New York. Filed Aug. 12. 1915. Serial No
45.144. (CI. 176—55.)
1. In an arc lamp, a feeding mechanism for the lamp

comprising an actuating number and series and shant
magn.'ts, and a lost motion connection between the arma-
ture of the shunt magnet and the actuating member for
moving sail] member in Hther direction.

2. In an arc lamp, a feeding mechanism comprising an
actuating member and series and shunt magnets, and a

lost motion connection between the armature of the shunt
magnet and said actuating member for moving «aid mem-
ber In either direction, the connection between the arma-
ture an<l said member being normally Inoperative and the
armature normally floating In the field of the magnet.

3. In an arc lamp, a feeding mechanism for the lamp
comprising an actuating member and series and shunt
magnets, and a lost motion connection between the arma-
ture of said shunt magnet and said meml)er comprising a
pin carrle<l by the one and a strap carried by the other
and Inclosing the pin whereby the actuating' member la
moved In either direction by a movement of the armature
of the shunt magnet.

1.229.951. JACK. Tracy 15. Hatch. South Pasadena, Cal.
Filed July 5. 1916. Serial No. 107.487. (CI. 264 l.»

enrZ

1. A Jack embodying a relatively •itatlonary cylinder
and a removable plunger therein, means to hold an ex-
plosive charge In the plunger, and means to detonate th«
charge.

2. A Jack embodying a relatively stationary cylinder
and a movable and removable plunger therein, means to
adJQStably support the cylinder, meant to hold an explo-
sive charge in the end of the plunger, and means to d»«to-

'

nate the charge.

3. A Jack embo<lyIng a relatively stationary cylinder and
a movable or removable plnnger therein, means to catch
and hold the plunger against downward movement, means
to boW an explosive charge in the end of the plunger, and
means to detonate the charge.
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4. A Jack embodying an upright relatively stationary
cylinder and a plunger therein, adapted to move npwardly
in the cylinder, meanH to hold the plunger against down-
ward movement while allowing Its upward movement,
means fur adjustably supporting the cylinder, and means
to cause expansion of a fluid in the cylinder below the

plunger.

5. A Jack embodying an upright relatively stationary
cylinder and a plunger therein projecting from the upper
end of the cylinder, ratchet means to catch and hold the
plunger against downward movement, means for adjust-

ably supporting the cylinder, the lower end of the plunger
having a bore for reception of an explosive shell, and
firing means carried by the cylinder In operative relation

to a shell In said plunger bore.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed tu the Gasette.]

1,229,952. CASE FOR CIGARETTES AND THE LIKE,
Thomas F. Hathaway, Elgin, III., assignor to Illi-

nols Watch Case Co.. Elgin, 111., a Corporation of Illi-

nois. Flle<l Jan. 26, 1917. Serial No. 144,751. (CI.

206—41.)

1. In a case of the kind described, the combination of

two covers each formed with complementary Joints, a pin-

tle extended through the Joints to form a pivotal connec-
tion between the covers, a colled spring arranged upon the

pintle with the ends thereof exerting pressure in the di-

rection of the covers to open the same, pins extended
radially Into the case, a holder mounted on the pins, and
members depending from the holder on opposite sides of

the pintle and adapted to engage with the covers, the
emls of the spring being engaged with the members to

maintain the holder in central position t>etween the
covers, substantially as described.

3. In a case of the kind described, the combination of

two corers each formed with complementary Joints, a pin-

tle extended through the Joints to establish a pivotal con-

nection l)etween the covers, 11 torsional spring arranged
upon the pintle having its ends exerting an opening tend-

ency on the covers, a holder loosely arranged between the

covers, guiding means for maintaining the holder in a
fixed position longitudinally of the pintle, and lugs formed
on the holder one on each side of the pintle adapted to

rest against the covers, there being an opening in each lug

within which an end of the torsional spring may lie to

maintain the bolder adjacent the pivotal end of the case

and centrally between the covers, substantially as de-

»crit>ed.

(Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.229,958. FIGURE TOY. Fred W. Hcatlib, KentUnd,
Ind. Filed July 25. 1916. SerUl No. 111.240. (CI.

46—40. >

A figure toy comprising blocks a«lapted when certain

of the edges thereof are brough to aline and removably

connected to represent the complete outline of the figure

of an animal and when certain other edges of the blocks

are brought together to represent the outlines of other and
different animals. Including the polygonal or six-edged

blocks 3 and 6. the trapezoidal blocks 4, 5, 18, 15 and 20,

the trapezlal blocks 7, 8, 9. 10, 11, 12. 14, 16, 17, and 18.

and the substantially triangular blocks 19 and 21.

1.229.954. WALKING ATTACHMENT FOR MOTOR-
CARS. Harry K. Hbdgbs, Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Nov.
6, 1916. Serial No. 129,769. (CI. 21—90.)

1. In a propulsion mechanism for motor vehicles, the

combination with a power plant, of a crank shaft disposed

transversely of the vehicle frame and adapted to be driven

by said power plant, pitman rods pivotally secured to each

of the cranks of said shaft, leg members adapted to be

pivotally suspended from the free end of said pitman rods,

and means whereby rotation of said crank shaft will act

to propel the vehicle.

2. In a propulsion mechanism for vehicles, the combina-
tion with a power plant mounted thereupon, of a crank

shaft disposed transversely of said vehicle frame and
adapteil to be driven by said power plant, a pitman rod
pivotally secured to each of the cranks of said shaft, a
downwardly depending leg member pivotally secured to

the free end of said pitman rod. a foot pivotally secured

at the lower end of said leg and adapted to tH'ar upon the

ground during the act of propulsion, and means whereby
the rotation of said crank shaft will act upon the pitman
rod and the leg to propel the vehicle.

8. In a propulsion mechanism for vehicles, the com-
bination with a power plant, of a crank t^haft mounted
transversely of the vehicle frame and adapted to be ro-

tated by the power plant, a pitman rod pivotally secured
to each of the cranks of said shaft, a leg pivotally secured
to the free end of each of said pitman ro<ls and adapted
to depend downwardly, a foot pivotally secured to the

lower end of each of said legs, and a thrust rod secured

at one end to the frame of the vehicle and at its other end
to the pivotal mounting of the leg In relation to the pit-

man rod, whereby rotation of the crank shaft will act
to exert a force of propulsion upon the vehicle.

1.229.955. HAND MANURE SCRAPER. LOCIS HlLLlE
and Eix) Nebsi. Round Top. Tex. Filed July 3, 1916.
Serial No. 107,433. (CI. 55—41.)

1. In a device of the class described the combination of

a scraper, a handle fixedly secured to said scraper and ex-
tending forwardly over said scraper at an angle of 45 de-
grees therefrom, a shank struck from a single sheet of

metal securing said handle to said scraper, rivets fixedly
securing said shank to said scraper, said rivets being sub-
stantially elliptical In cross section, whereby said >hank
will not be weakened because of the greater marginal
space allowed.
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2. As a new article of manufacture, a shank for holding
a scraper to a handle, said shank being struck from a sheet
of metal so as to form a sleeve, said sleeve in Its blank
form being rectangular In shape, a neck provided upon
aid sleere. a yoke connected to said neck, said yoke ter-

minating In dlverglngly extending fingers, said fingers

provided with a plurality of elliptical sttaped openlngK
whereby the fingers may be fixedly secured to the bottom
portion of a shovel and the yoke bent around Its flange

after which the sleeve may be rolled so as to form a socket
to receive a handle.

1.229.966. ATTACHMENT FOR MOTOR VEHICLES.
Jambs D. Hi.vdbbsox. Monmouth. 111. Filed Nov. 4,

1916. Serial No. 129.465. (CI. 12»—185.)

1. An attachment of the character specified, comprising
a bracket for attachment to the body of a vehicle adja-
cent to the crank shaft, said bracket having a depending
oblique portion, a spring holder having an angular portion
extending transversely of the depending oblique portion
and adjustably connected therewith, said bolder curving
upwardly, outwardly and forwardly to disengage the crank
from the engine shaft and to brake the same and having
a hook at Its upper end for engagement by the cranking
shaft to hold the same from movement in the reverse
direction and to hold the same in Inoperative position.

2. An attachment of the character specified comprising
an arm having means for connecting the same to a motor
Tehlcle adjacent to the crank, said arm having a cam
urface for moving the crank shaft longitudinally away
from the engine shaft and having a hook at the end of the
cam surface, the cam surface being shaped to move the
crank Into the hook and merging smoothly Into the book.

1,229,957. CAB-SIGNAL SYSTEM. Robirt J. Hiwbtt.
Westfleld, N. J. Filed Jan. 5. 1916. Serial No. 70,362.
(CL 246—27.)

ij^^ojjj^j'-;

1. In a railway signal system, a trackway divided Into

blocks, means for indicating the home and distant posi-

tions along the trackway with respect to each block, a cah

signaling mechanism on the cab adapted to give a single

indication, and means along the trackway for actnatlng
aid signaling mechanism on the cab when the car or
train approaches a home or distant position and the block

is clear.

2. In a railway signal svHffm. a trackway divided Into

blocks, means defining home and distant poAttlonM along
the trackway with respect to each block, a cab signaling
mechanism carried by the cab and adapted to give a sin

gle Indication indicating " proceed," and means alonx the
trackway for actuating said signaling mechanUiu when
the car or train approaches a home or distant position
and the corresponding block Is clear, whereby the fallare
to receive a " proceed " Indication Indicates to the en-
gine-man to proceed at caution or to stop the train de-

pending upon whether the train is approaching a distant
or home position.

3. In a railway signal system, a trackway divided into
blocks, means for indicating the home and distant posi-
tions along the trackway with respect to each block, a
cab signaling mechanism on the cab. and means along the
trackway for controlling said ,cab signaling mechanism,
the signal received In the cab being the same when a
train approaches a home or distant position whereby such
signal Indication In the cab must be Interpreted In ac-
cordance with whether the train Is approaching a home
or a distant position.

4. In a railway signal system, a trackway dividtd into
blocks, stationary home and distant markerx for each
block spaced along the trackway, a cab signaling uiecba-

nUun on the cab adapted to give a single indication, and
means along the trackway for actuating said cah glgnal-
Ing mechanism when the car or train approaches a home
or distant marker, said signal indications being the same
when approaching a home or distant marker and ar>' In-

terpreted in accordance with whether the train U ap-
proaching a home or a distant marker.

5. In a railway signal system, a trackway dlvld**)! into
blocks, a home and distant marker for each block, a cab
signaling mechanism on the cab adapted to give a single

positive indication indicating " proceed," and means along
the trackway for actuating said cab signaling mechanism
only when the car or train approaches a home or dUtant
marker and the block corresponding to the said marker
is clear.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1,229.95S. SKIRT-MARKER. Ella M. Hitchcock and
Edd C. Hollbr. Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Jun>- 5. 1913.
Serial No. 771,791. (CI. 33—10.)

-ti »*

1. A garment marker comprising a support for u per*
son, a continuous Integral garment supporting l>an<l. seg-

mental clamps outside the band adapted to press up >n and
grip a garment against said continuous Integral hand,

substantially parallel adjustable arms carrying said
clamps, adjusting means connected with the Intermediate
parts and the lower parts of said arms for advancing or

retracting them In parallel relation.

2. A garment marking device comprising a band for

holding the garment in spiead form, clamps adapted to
grip the garment asralnst i^id band and direct a marking
sabetam-e around the same and means within the control
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of the person wearing the garment for setting said
clamps simultaneously when standing erect.

8. A garment marking apparatus comprising an ad-
justable support, a ring capable of holding the garment
In spread form and clamps under the control of the oper-
ator when standing erect upon said support for gripping
the garment against said ring, the clamps directing the
location of the mark upon said garment.

4. A garment marking apparatus comprising a frame
having gra<luated standards and a garment engaging mem-
ber mounted thereon, a person supporting platform ad-
justably mounted upon said standards, clamps adapted to
force a garment against the said garment engaging mem-
ber, standards carrying said clamps, parallel operating
means for drawing said clamps simultaneously toward the
garment engaging member to grip the garment and means
for bridgluii the spaces between the ends of said clamps.

5. A garment marking apparatus comprising a frame
having rack standards therein, a platform having adjust-
able means for engaging the said racks of said standards
for supporting the platform at different heights, a gar-

ment engaging band carried hy said standards, segmental
clatnps for holding a garment against said band bars
carrying said clamps and means for moving said bars in
and out radially of the apparatus, for holding or releas-

ing the garment.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.2 29,959. COMBINED TROUSERS HANGER,
STRETCHER, AND CREASER. He.vry C. Hcbbrt.
St. Louis, Mo. Filed Mar. 29, 1916. Serial No.
87.608. (CI. 223—19.)

1. A combined trousers stretcher and creaser compris-

ing a pair of relatively spaced creasing and stretching

bars, arms secured to one of the bars, relatively spaced
plates secured to the arms and extending at right angles
thereto, an adjusting bar carried by said arms, adjusting

arms plvotally secured to the other bar and extending be-

tween said plates, means formed on the adjusting bar for

slldably receiving the adjusting arms, said adjusting arms
provided with a plurality of openings therein, leaf springs

secured to the adjusting bar, pins carried by said leaf

springi« for an engagement with the openings in the ad-

justing nrms. tension means connected to the adjusting

bar and to the plates for normally holding the bars apart,

and means for supporting the bars vertically to crease and
stretch a trousers leg.

2. A combined trousers stretcher and creaser compris-

ing a pair of relatively spaced creasing and stretching

bars, said creasing bars provided with their outer edges
beveled to form creasing edges, said bars consisting of

two sections, means for hinging said sections together to
allow one section to be folded upon the other section,

arms secured to the inner edges of one of the bars, adjust-
ing arms plvotally secured to the other bar, means formed
on the arms for slldably receiving the adjusting arms, an
adjusting bar carried by said arms, means for adjustably
securing the adjusting arms to the adjusting bar. ten-

sion means connected with the adjusting bar and with
the means for securing the adjusting arms to the arms to
normally hold said creasing and stretching bars apart,
said adjusting bar consisting of two sections, means of
hinging said sections together, and means for holding the
sections of the creaslnK; and stretching bars in a rigid

position.

3. A combined trousers stretcher and creaser compris-
ing a pair of relatively spaced creasing and stretching
bars, means formed on the outer edge of the bars to pro-

vide creasing edges, said bars consisting of two sections,

the sections of one of the Imrs secured together by a
flexible means, means for securing the sections of the
other bar together, means for adjustably securing the

bars together, tension means for normally holding the
bars apart, means for holding the bars in a rigid posi-

tion, and means for supporting the bars vertically to
crease and stretch a trousers leg.

4. A combined trousers stretcher and creaser comprlc-

ing a pair of relatively spaced creasing and stretching
bars, arms pivoted to one of said bars, an adjusting bar
secured to said arms, arms secured to the other creasing
and pressing bar and slldably received by the adjusting

bar, and tension means connected to the last mentioned
arms and adjusting bar to force the creasing and pressing
bars apart.

5. A combined trousers stretcher and creaser compris-

ing a pair of relatively spaced creasing bars, arms piv-

oted to one of said bars, an adjusting bar adjustably se-

cured to said arms, arms secured to the other bar and
slldably received by said adjusting bar. and tension means
connected to the second mentioned arms and to the ad-
justing bar for forcing the bars apart.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229.960. METAL ARTICLE AND PROCESS OF MAK-
ING SAME. Chad H. Humphribs, Kearney, N. J., as-

signor to The Commercial Research Company. Long
Island City, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed

Sept. 28, 1914. Serial No. 863.897. (CI. 76—1.)
1. As a new material, a hard, dense relatively conduc-

tive, mechanically homogeneous fine-grained metallic mass
mainly composed of particles of a metal of the tungsten

class but also containing another and bonding metal of

lower melting point, said mass being substantially noo-
dut'tlle hut malleable to an extent which will permit
swaging hot or cold.

2. As a new material, a bard, dense relatively condtic-

tlve. mechanically homogeneous fine-grained metallic mass
mainly composed of particles of tugsten but also contain-
ing another and bonding metal of lower melting point,

said mass being substantially non-ductile but malleable to

an extent whloli will permit swaging hot or cold.

3. As a new material, a hard, dense relatively conduc-
tive, mechanically homogeneous fine-grained metallic mass
mainly composed of particles of a metal of the tungsten
class but also containing a little nickel as a bonding ma-
terial, said mass being substantially non-ductile but mal-
leable to an extent which will permit swaging hot or cold.

4. As a new material, a hard, dense relatively conduc-
tive, mechanically homogeneous flne-gralned metallic mass
mainly composed of particles of tungsten but also con-

taining a little nickel as a bonding material, said mass
being substantially non-ductile but malleable to an extent
which will permit swaging hot or cold.

6. As a new material, a metallic mass composed of
flne-gralned tungsten with its particles bonded and united
by a relatively small amount of lower melting metal in a
dense hard malleable but substantially non-ductile body.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed in the Gaiette.l
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1,229.901. FLEXIBLE STAY BOLT CONNECTION FOR
BOILKR.S. Chabl£s Hvland, IMttsburKb. Pa., as-
signor to FlaoDt^ry Bolt Com[wiiy, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed J«n. 7. 191«;. .^«?rlal No. 70,S41. (01. S3—1.5.>

1. In stay bolt connection for boilera. the combination
of a boiler plate having an opening through the same, and
a stay bolt sleeve having an Integral shoulder to rest on
the outer face of the plate and an intesral flange con-
forming in glze and shape to the opening in the plate and
resting within the latter, the shoulder being securetl to
the plate by welding.

2. In stay bolt connection for boilers, the combination
of a boiler plate having a bolt opening, a sUy Iwlt sleeve
having a shoulder and a flange, the latter conformiog In
•Ize and shape to the opening in the plate and resting
within said opening and the flange resting on the outer
face of the plate, the said shoulder having a beveled
upper face, and .secure<l to the plate by welding.

l,229,9t>2. TRUNK - FASTENER. Joskph 8. Isidor,
Newark, N. J., assignor to The R. Neumann Hardware
Co.. a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan. 12, 1917.
Serial No. 141,926. (01. 70—116.)

1. A fastening catch comprising an upper section and a
lower section, a catch-memt>er on said upper aectlon, a
l«ver-member pivoted to said lower section, a hasp member
pivoted to said lever-member and controlled by the latter
to position the same for engagement or disengagement
relative to said catch-member, a key-controlled lock-mecba-
Dism associated with said lower section, coipprislng a
pivoted locklng-tumtiler. a key post alwve mid locking-
tumbler, means on the upper end of said locking-tumbler
engageable by the bit of a key to throw said locking-
tumbler into either operative or released position, and
means connected with said lever-member adapted to b«
engaged by the lower end of said locking-tumbler to pre-
vent manipulation of said lever-member, combined with a
»prln«-pre«8ed yieldable stop-pawl having a pair of stop-

nosings thereon, and a stop-nosing on said locklng-
t\Mnl>ler adapted to be engaged by one or the other of
4aia stop-nosings of said stop-pawl to bold said locking-
tumbler In either locked or released position.

2. A fastening catch comprising an upper section and a
lower section, a catch-member on said upper section, a
l«'ver-member plvotwl to said lower section, a hasp-mem-
ber pivoted to sai<l lever-member and controlled by the
latter to position the same for engagement or disengage-
ment relative to said catch-member, a key-controlletl lock-
nieohanlsm associated with said lower section, comprising

a pivoteil locking tumbler, a key post above said locking-
tumbler, a pair of key-engages ble projections on the up-
per end of said locking-tumbler for oscillating the latter,
a latch-plece on the lower end of said locking-tumbler, a
latch-stod having a receiving slot i-onnerted with said
lower member, the receiving slot of said latch stud being
adapted to receive said latch-plece of said locking tumbler
to prevent manipulation of said lever-member, a sprlng-
presaed yieldable stop-pawl having a pair of stop-nosinga
thereon, and a stop nosing on said locking-tumbler adapted
to be engage<l by one of the other of said stop-nosings of
said stop pawl to hold Kal<l lo<kingtumbler In either
lo<-ked or released position.

lSa»,»9M. SEWINO APPLIANCE. Samcel D. Jackbo.v,
Lumpkin. Oa. Filed Feb. 29. 1916. Serial No. 81,183.
tCI. 112—22.)

1. A sewing appliance Including a handle member, a
shuttle, means piToUlIy securing said shuttle in said
handle member, and a plate carried by said handle hay-
ing a curved en<l engaging one end of said shuttle.

2. A sewing appliance including a handle member, a
shuttle, means plvoUlly securing said shuttle to said
handle member, a plate secured to said handle member
having a curved end engaging one end of said shuttle, and
spring means for engaging and loosening said shuttle in
said securing means.

3. A sewing appliance including a shuttle, holding
means pivotally receiving said shuttle, a handle meml)er
carried by said holding means, a plate carrie<l by said
handle member having a curved end engaging one end
of said shuttle, and spring means for engaging the pointed
end of said shuttle to loosen the latter In said bolder.

4. A sewing appliance comprising a handle having a
loop forme<I on one end. a shuttle plvote<l on saiil loop,
said loop being bent to form an anchoring member, a
plate secured to said anchoring member, and means for
attaching the plate to the handle.

5. A sewing appliance comprising a handle having a
loop formed on one end, a shuttle pivoted on nald loop,
said loop being bent to form an anchoring member, a plate
pivoted to said anchoring member, and a cylidrical ex-
tension formed on the plate and surrounding a portion of
the handle.

1.229.964. LIQUID COATING COMPOSITION. .Sieo-
MCND Jacobs. Cicero. III., assignor of one-third to
Charles Petrasek, Cicero, 111. Filed Sept. 21, 1916.
Serial No. 121,506. (01. 134—54.)
1. A paint oil comprising Pari rubber 2 ounces; gaso-

lene 32 ounces : petroleum 32 ounces ; and oil of turpen-
tine 224 ounces.

2. A liquid coating composition comprising Parft rubber,
gasolene, petroleum, oil of turpentine, linseed oil, ClitM
wood oil. white lead, red lead, sulfate of zinc, and lead
acetate.

1.229.965. ATTACHMENT FOR INTERNAL^COMBDS-
TION E.Nt;iNE8. Robert L. JE.-yci.Ns, Richmond, Va,
Filed Mar. 12. 1917. Serial No 154,159. (CI. 137 26.)
1. An attachment for Internal combustion engines,

comprising a Innly portion, having a recess constituting
a cup, and an auxiliary recess communicating with the
bottom of the cup, an Inlet valve dlsposetl within said
recess, the opposite end of the Inlet valve extending
through the haae of the cap, said bo<ly portion having a
vertically disposed valve chamber, a valve In said chaml>er,
a conduit 'ommunlcatlng with the recess at one end and
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with the valve chamber at the other, and a pipe estab-

lishing communication t>etween said valve chamber anl
the cylinders of the engine.

2. An attachment for internal combustion engines

comprising a body portion having a vertically disposed

valve chamber, a recess constituting a cup and an aux
lllary recess communicating with said first named recess

at the lower end thereof, a conduit Joining the valve

chamber with said auxiliary recess, a needle valve dis-

IMM^l within the auxiliary recet>s and having a coni-

cal seat at the end of sAid conduit, the stem of the

said needle valve extending through the base of the body
portion and terminating In a hand wheel, a Iwll valve for

closing one end <>f said conduit, means for cushioning

the ball valve disposed within the valve chamber, and a

pipe for establishing communication between the valve

chamber and the cylln<lers of the engine.

1.229.966. PEANUT SMELLER oR HULLER. HlNBT
R. Jaa.viOA.H, Ariton, Ala. Filed July 10, 1916. Serial

No. 108.453. (01. 130—30.)

1. In a peanut shelling or bulling machine, the com-

bination of an inner bulling drum having a slatted sur-

face, an outer hulling drum having a slatted surface, said

dr\ims l>eing provJ«le<l with end heads, a shaft extending

through said heads, a cylinder mounted upon said shaft to

rotate within the Inner drum, and means Journaled upon

the shaft and operatively mounted upon one of the drum
beads for adjustment for shifting said drums to adjust

tHelr slats with relation to one another whereby to vary

the sizes of the openings between the slats of the outer

drum.
2. A hulling machine comprising an inner slatte<1 drum,

an outer slatted drum, said drums l>elng provided with

end heads, one of the en«I beads of the Inner drum having

bolts extending therefrom, and the adjacent end head

of the outer drum having segmental slots for the passage

of said bolts, a shaft extending through the drums an*!

their heads, a cylinder mounted upon said shaft within

the drums, a lever pivotally. mounted i^on the shaft In

proximity to the slotted head and having slots receiving

said t'Olts. whereby the drums may be relatively adjusted

axlally. and Dut« upon the bolts for c'.ampiug the same
In adjusted position.

3. In a peanut shelling or hulling machine, the con-

bination of an Inner bulling drum having a slatted sur-

face, an outer bulling drum having a slatted surface, a
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shaft extending through said drums, a beater mounte«l

upon said shaft to rotate within the inner drum, and
means Journaled upon the shaft and operatively asso-

ciated with one of the drums for shifting said drums to

vary the sizes of the openings between the slats of the

other drum.

1,229,967. CASE FOR CIGARETTES AND THE LIKE.
John E. Johnson. Elgin, 111., assignor to Illinois

Watch Case Co., Elgin, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Jan. 26, 1917. Serial No. 144,724. (01.206—41.)

-1 1

-I'lSft:
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1. In a case of the kind described, the combination of

two covers, a holder, a frame slidlngly arranged within

the holder, a common pivotal connection between the

covers and frame, and tension means connected to the

holder and frame tending to draw the holder toward the

pivotal connection, the covers being arranged to engage

the holder on opposite sides thereof at all times whereby

the holder is centralized in position between the covers,

substantially as described.

2. In a case of the kind described, the combination of

two pivotally connected covers, a holder, a frame slidlngly

arrange<l within the holder and pivotally connected to

the case, and tension means connected to the frame and
holder and tending to draw the holder toward the pivot-

ally connected end of the frame, the holder being arranged

to engage on opposite sides of the frame with the covers

at all times whereby the position of the holder Is cen-

tralized, substantially as described.

6. A case of the kind described comprising. In combina-

tion, two pivotally connected covers, a holder between the

covers, and a spring connected with the holder exerting

tension toward the pivotal ^.connection between the covers

for yieldingly maintaining the holder against the pivoted

ends of the covers to normally open the covers, substan-

tially as described.

8. A case of the kind described comprising. In com-

bination, two pivotally connected covers, a holder between

the covers movable toward and from their pivotal con-

nection, and a spring for opening the covers connected

with the holder for yieldingly holding the same In place,

substantially as described.

[Claims 3 to 5 and 7 not printed In the Gatette.l

1.229.968. THROTTLE - VALVE MECHANISM FOR
LOCOMOTIVES. JoBHrA J. Jones. Schenectady, N. Y.

Filed Feb, 19, 1917. Serial No. 149.6.32. (01. 74—IT.)

1. The combination, with a locomotive boiler, of an
outside operated throttle valre : a throttle lever ; and
operating connections coupled positively to said throttle

valve, to said throttle lever, and to each other, said coo-
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nections Including automatically operable m«anfl for com-
p«>nHating variation of boiler length under expansion and
contraction.

5. Tbf combtDatioo. with a locomotive boiler, of an
outxide operated throttle valve ; a throttle lever ; a ful-

crum bracket fixed to the boiler, Intermediate the throttle
valvf and throttle lever ; a double armed compensating
lever Journaled in said fulcrum bracket ; a throttle rod
section coupling one of the arms of said lever to the
throttle valve ; and a throttle rod section coupling the
oppoi^ite arm of said lever to the throttle lever.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.969 BULLET - LUBRICATOR. JOHX KASCHllf-
BACH. Wilkes-Barre. Pa. Filed July 21, 1916. Serial
No. 110.601. (CL 86—19.)

1. A bullet lubricator including a receptacle having a
lubricant chamber and provided at one end thereof with a
wall and open at the other end, and a plunger fitting

in the receptacle and arranged to compress the lubricant
l)etween it and the said wall and provldwl with a bullet

receiving opening adapted to permit the bullet of a car-

tridge to be exposed to the grease or lubricant, said

plunger l>eing movable Inwardly by the pressure of a
cartridge against it, whereby the lubricant is forced Into
contact with the bullet.

2. A bullet lubricator of the class described Includiog a
receptacle adapted to contain a lubricant and a plunger
arranged within the receptacle at the mouth or opening
thereof and provided with a bullet receiving opening and
having a tapere<l extension forming a continuation of the
walls of the bullet receiving opening and provided with
apertures.

3. A bullet lubricator including a receptacle of tubular
form provided at one end with an end wall and having a
removable cap at the other end and a plunger ai^raiyjed

within the receptacle at the open end thereof and conform-
ing to the conflguration of the same, said plunger being
provided with a bullet receiving opening fitting the bullet
and adapted to expose the same to the contents of the
receptacle, said plunger being movable inwardly by a
cartridge as the lubricant is consumed and the pressure
of the cartridge serving to force the lubricant against the
bullet of the cartridge.

4. A bullet lubricator of the class described including a
receptacle adapted to contain a lubricant, a plunger ar-

rangeil within the receptacle at the mouth or opening
thereof and consisting of a disk having a bullet receiving
opening and provlde<l with a cup-shaped forwardly pro-
jecting tapered extension, and an absorbent backing for

the disk surrounding the said extension, the latter being

provided with apertures.

1.229,970. CULTIVATOR ATTACHMENT. JoiL R. KlL-
LKT. Owasso, Okla. Filed Oct. 20, 1915. Serial No.
86.874. (01. 97—87.)

"=^.

1. The combination with a cultivator beam, of atand-
ards depending from the beam, brackets clamped to said
standards, and having flat faces provided with bolt sockets,
said facpfi being formed to hold cultivator shovels in

operative position, and brackets also formed to b« bolted
upon the faces of said clamps, and consisting of angularly
disposed plates one of which Is bolted to the facen of the
clamps, and cultivator disks mounte<l upon the second
arms of said brackets, said cultivator disks being pro-
vided with tuUular hubs upon their rear faces and bolto
passed through the disks and the hubs and secured to said
brackets, the ends of said hubs extending through the sec-
ond arms.

2. The combination with a cultivator having a down-
wardly extending Implement supporting standard, a clamp
mounted on faid standard in rotary vertical adjUKtahle
relation, said clamp having a bearing fai-e provldetl with
l>olt 8o<kt't!». a bracket consisting of a pair of platHX dis-
posed at an acute angle, one of said plates l>eing shaped
to lie lK)lte«l upon said l>earing face, and a cultivator disk
mounted upon the opposite plate and including a tubular
hub secured to the rear faco of the disk and a bolt passed
through the disk and hub and having a fixed bearing in the
last mentioned plate.

1.229,971. FOUR WHKEL DRIVE F<»R AUTOMOBILES.
Charle.s Willum Kixxedy. Clarence. Mo., assignor of
one-half to Wilber Jackson. Macon. Mo. Filed Dec. 19,
1916. .Serial No. 1S7.S43. (CI. 21—90.)

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination with a vehicle
frame, and an engine mounted thereon, of transmission
gearing located directly behind the engine, a drive nhaft
extending from said transmission gearing rearwardly to
the rear differential gearing of the rear driving axle, front
differential gearing located in close proximity to and In
rear of the transmission gearing, a housing for thf front
differential gearing fastened directly to the housing of the
transmission gearing, and front wheel driving shafts ex-
tending from the front differential gearing diveruently
toward the front wheels to which said shafts are gi>ared,
the front differential gearing being located at one side of
the main drive shaft.

8. In a motor vehicle, the combination with a vehicle
frame, and an engine mounted thpr<»on. of transniNslon
irearinK located directly l>ebind the engine, a drive shaft
extending from said transmission gearing rearwardly to
the rear differential gearing of the rear driving axle, front
differential gearing located In close proximity to and in
rear of thp transmission gearing, a housing for the front
diffrential gearing fastennl directly to the housing of the
transmission Kearlns. front wh<><>l driving shafts extend-
ing from the front diffprentlal K<>arlnK divergently toward
th** front wheels to which said shafts are geared, the front
differential gearing being located at one side of the main
drive shaft, said front differential g«>artng embodying a
master gear, a driving pinion meshing therewith, and a
manually controlled clutch for connecting said pinion to
and di-sconnectlng the same from said main driving shaft

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.972. SWITCH CONSTRUCTION. ErsTACHirs J.
Ki.vu. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Nov. 3. 1916. Serial Jio.
129.371. (CI. 104—12.)

1. A switch consisting of intersecting main and branch
tracks having fixed points and formed with flange receiv-
ing grooves, of which those In front of the switch and In
the branch track are deeper than those of the main track.

2. A switch consisting of intersecting main and branch
tracks having fixed points and formed with flange recelT-
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lag grooves, of which those of the main track In front of

the switch and of the branch track are of a depth greater

than the bi'ight of a wheel flange, while those beyond the

switch are of a depth 1«>sh tbau the height of such flange.

S. The combination In a switch of a main track and a

branch track connected to saM main track, said tracks

being grooved ; the grooves in each of the main tracks

IncludiUK a relatively deep portion and also a shallow

portion gradually merging into said deep portion, and the

grooves of the branch track forming a continuation of and

being of substantially the same depth as the deep grooves

of the main track.

1.229.973. HORSESHOE. Fredrick A. Kingban. Eagle

Grove, Iowa. Filed Mar. 10. 1916. Serial No. 88.879.

(CI. 168—29.)

The combination with an animal shoe having heel calks

forme<l with a projecting shoulder, of a wearing plate

havlnt' a substantially rectangular outline to cover the

rear face of the calk to which the plate is welded, said

plate having its upper edg«» engaging beneath said shoul-

der of the calk flush with the outer surface of the shoul-

der, the cpposlte end of said plate projecting an appre-

ciable distance beneath said calk and beveled to provide

a sharp edge, and a substantially V-shaped tang cut from

the plate approximately central thereof, and l>ent at a

right angle to be embedded in said calk.

1.229.974. SPRING MOTOR FOR MECHANICAL TOYS.

Habbt T. KiNGSBiaY, Keene. N. H. FUed July 22.

1916. Serial No. 110.755. (CI. 185—87.)

1. A motor of the character described, comprising a

plate, means for supporting an axle, a shaft rotatably

supported in said plate, a pawl carried by the shaft,

ratchet teeth carried by the plate, a spring secured to

the shaft, and having driving means for rotating said

axle.

2. A motor of the character described, comprising a

plate, an axle rotatably supported by said plate, a shaft

rotatably supported on said plate at right angles to the

axle, a pawl carried by the shaft and made of flat spring

metal parallel with the plate, said plate having ratchet

teeth formed therein, nnd a spring having one end se-

cured to the shaft and the opposite end having driving

means for rotating the axle.

3. A motor of the character described, comprising a

plate, a wheel supporting axle rotatably mounted in said

plate, a shaft rotatably supported In said plate, a spring

metal pawl carried by the shaft, ratchet teeth carried by

the plate, a spring having one end secured to said shaft,

and means carried by the opposite end of the spring for

rotating the axle.

4. A motor of the character de8cril)ed, comprising a

plate, a drive axle rotatably supported by the plate and

parallel therewith, a shaft rotatatdy supported In the

plate at right angles thereto, a spring metal pawl carried

by the shaft, ratchet teeth carried by the plate, a spring

having one end secured to said shaft and means carried

by the opposite end of the spring for rotating said axle

6. A motor of the character descrll>e<l. comprising a

plate, an axle rotatably mounted thereon, a rotatable

shaft supported by the plate, a spring metal pawl carried

by the shaft, ratchet teeth struck up from the metal of

the plate and engaging the pawl, and a spring secured

to the shaft and having means for driving said axle.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,229,975. TOT LADDER-TRUCK. HAeey T. Kinos-

BUHY, Keene, N. H. Filed July 22. 1916 Serial No.

110.758. (CI. 46—48.)

^>a

1. A toy ladder truck, comprising a ladder pivoted

thereto and formed of plvotally connected sections, a

catch for holding the ladder sections In their folded hori-

zontal position, and a spring connected to the inner end
of the outer section below its pivot and normally holding

the sections in their extended vertical position.

2. A toy ladder truck, comprising a ladder pivoted

thereto and formed of plvotally «-onnected sections, ' a
catch for holding the ladder sections in their folded hori-

zontal position, and a spring connected to the latch nnd
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the inner end of the outer ladder section below its pivot
with the other section and normally holding the aectlons
In their extended vertical position.

S. A tojr ladder track, comprlnlng a ladder pivoted
thereto and formed of pivotally connected sections, an
Intermediately pivoted catch engaging th»' rung of the
outer section of the ladder and holding the sectloos In

their folded horizontal position, and a spring normally
holding the sections In their extendeii vertical position.

4. A toy ladder truclt, comprising a ladder pivoted
thereto and formed of pivotally connected .sections, an
Intermediately pivoted catch engaging the rung of the
outer section of the ladder and holding the sections in

their folded horizontal position, a spring normally hold-
ing the section.-! In their extended vertical position, and
means for rv>leaslng the catch and extending beyond the
forward end of the truck.

5. A toy ladder truck comprising a laiider pivoted
thereto and formetl of pivotally connected sections, a
catch for holding the ladder sections In their folded hori-

zontal position, and a spring connecting the inner end
of the outer section below the pivot and the catch and
normally holding the sections In their extended vertical
position.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229,976. PAPER HANGERS PROP. Michabl Klais,
Central City, Colo. Filed May 81. 1916. SerUI No.
100.924. (H. 216—4.)

=W==

1. A prop comprising a sleeve, a foot piece adJusUbly
mounted therein, a sUff slidably mounted in the sleeve
and provided at its side with a groove, a spring connect
e<l at one end with the staff and at its other end with
the sleeve and lying In the groove and a shoulder piece
carried by the staff

2. A prop comprising a sleeve, a foot piece adjustably
mounted therein, a staff slidably mounted therein and
provided with a groove located at its side, a spring se-
cured at one end to the sleeve and at its other end to the
staff and housed in the groove and a shoulder piece pivot-
ally mount«Ml upon rhp staff.

i.229,977. SUPPORTINO DEVICE. John C. Klbnk and
JOH.N J. Cao.vi.v. Chicago. III. Filed May 8, 1916.
Serial No. 96.044. (CI. 24—249.)

8. A gambrel stick coropriKing a yoke ; supporting
members provided at the respective ends of said yoke
and connected therewith for .swinging aboat horlsontal
axes po8ltlone<l intermediate the ends thereof, said mem
hers having openings therein adapted, when said mem
bers are in operative position, to rec«»ive and trip inserted
portk>D8 of the object suspended, substantially as de-
scribed.

4. A gambrel stick comprising a yoke ; balls depending
from the respective ends of said yoke; and supporting
members mounted In said balls for free swinging about

horizontal axes lnterme<llate the ends thereof, said mem-
bers having openings therein adapted, when said members
are in operative position, to receive and grip inserted
portions of the object to be suspended, substantially As de-
scribed.

(Claims 1 and 2 not printed In the Oasette.]

IJ2M,976. DRIER. William Jacob KcvTt. York, Pt.
Piled Jan. 19. 1917. S«rial Xo. 143.249. (CI. 34—4.)

^1^

1. In a drier, a feed head having an internal cylio-

drical shell, a drying drum having an inner shell, an
extension secured to said inner shell of the drum
and projecting Into the feeil head at one side and
into the said cylindrical shell thereof, and a gas i-onvey-
Ing flue leading into the oppoalte side of the feed head
and into said shell extension.

2. In a drier, a feed head having an Internal cylin-

drical shell, a drying drum having an Inner shell, an
extension secured to said Inner shell of the »lrum and
projecting into the feed head at one side and into the
said cylindrical shell thereof, and a gas conveying flue

leading into the opposite side of the feed bead and into
said shell extension, the feed head having an enlarged
opening aronnd the said flut- to admit air b<'tw<'en the
same and the said extension and into the inner shell of
the drum.

(Claims 8 to S not printed in the Gazette.]

1.229.979. FEED MECHANISM FOR MECHANICAL
BALL-PITCHERS. James M. Ktli. Sip<ikane, Wash..
a.sstgnor to Smith-Upton «'o.. Spokane, Wash., a Corpo-
ration of Washington. Filed Dec. 30. 1915. Serial
No. 69, 429. (D. 19.3

—

44.)

In feeding mechanism of the class described, th»' com-
bination of oppositely Inclined connected chutes, depres-
aible bottom ni<'ml>ers for the chutes, a rocking lever con-
nected at its opposite ends to said bottom memt»ers. a
•separating meml>er carried by the ro< king lever interme-
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dlate lU ends and shiftable to cause alt'-rnate feeding of

objects to said chutes as an incident to tiepresslon of the

^SllJ ^
bottom members by the weight of said obJecU, and guid

Ing means for the bottom members.

1229.980. CONVERTIBLE CHAIR. LiLLlB M. S. L»AV-
'

ITT, Mountainvlew, N H. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. Serial

No. 115,886. (CI. 155—6.>

1. A convertible chair comprising sides, bottom plates

carried one by each side and arranged to slide one over

the other and each of a length ••qual to the distance be

tween the sides when in closed position, a back piece

carried by each of the sides and consisting one half of

the back when in closed pcsltlon and longitudinal tstrlps

carried by one of the back pieces arranged to slide In

guides carried by tbe other back piece.

U. A convertible chair comprising sides. Iwttom plates

carried one by each side and arranged to slide one over

the other and each of a length equal to the distance be

tween the sides when in closed position, a back piece

carrle<l liy each of the sides and consisting one half of

the l>a.k whfu in closed position, longitudinal strips car-

ried by one of the back pletes arranged to slide in guides

carried by the other back plei^«. and a front piece hinged

to each of the bottom plat«s anil longitudinal strips car-

ried by one of the front pieces arranged to slide In guides

carried by tbe other front rl<'<'»"-

1229.981. APPARATUS FOR STRAIGHTENING ME-

'taLLIC wires, rods, and tubes OF CIRCULAR
CROSS-SECTION. Carl .Wet st .\lbebt Lbhmasn,

Blenae. Switzerland. Filed Mar. 16. 1916. Serial No.

84.480. (CI. 153—87.)

-r r . 4 r *. f> .9

1.
/•J

t •!» •!• 'I*

A /^ ^i

in contact at one place with the surface of the work

piece, in such a manner that, when the die carrier la

being routed, the said rings are caused to freely roll

upon the surface of the work piece, producing simultane-

ously the straightening and automatic feeding movement

of the work piece, substantially as descrit)ed.

2. Apparatus for straightening metallic wire*, rods and

tubes of circular cross section, comprising In combina-

tion a rotary carrier, means for rotating the same, sup-

ports engaged in said carrier, straightening rings mounted

In said supports, and means for holding said supports

in such a position that their straightening rings are

placed out of the axis of rotation of said carrier alter-

nately to the one and the opposite side, said rings being

ball-raced in their support to freely rotate aiound their

axes with their Inner faces in contact at one place with

the surface of the work piece and being further obliquely

placed to the axis of rotation of the said carrier, for the

purpose of straightening and simultaneous automatic

feeding of the work piece through the action of the

freely rolling rings, substantially as described.

3. Apparatus for straightening metallic wires, rods and

tubes of circular cross section, comprising in combination

a rotary carrier, means for rotating the same, supports

engaged in said carrier, straightening rings mounted In

said supports, and means for holding said supports In

such a position that their straightening rings are placed

out of the axis of rotation of said carrier alternately to

the one and the opposite side, said rings being ball-raced

In their support to freely rotate around their axes with

their inner faces in contact at one place with the sur-

face of the work piece, and being further obliquely placed

on the axis of rotation of said carrier alternately to the

left-hand and right-hand side, for the purpose of straight-

ening and simultaneous automatic feeding ol the work

piece through the action of the freely rolling rings, snb-

stantlally as described.

1. Apparatus for straightening meUlllc wires, rods

and tubes of circular cross section, comprising in combi-

nation a rotary die carrier, means for rotating the same,

and a series of annular straightening dies mounted in

said carrier, positioned out of the axis of rotation thereof

alternately to one and the opposite side, obliquely placed

relatively to the said axis of rotation and having rings

freely rotatable around their axes with their inner faces

1,229,982. MATCH BOX. Dana Leonard, Waterloo,

Iowa. Filed June 24. 1916. Serial No. 105,634. (CI.

206—28.)

The herein described match box < oniprtslng an upright

n-cUngular recepUcle having a transverse slot in its

front wall of a width and length to permit the passage of

but a single match, the upper and lower edges of the slot

having registering recesses, a sheet metal delivering mem-

ber hinged to the rear wall of the receptacle and Inclined

downward and forward through such slot, and an up-

turned flange at the front end of said member spaced

from the front wall a dlsUnce sufficient to permit the re-

tention of but a single match, the front end of the mem-

l>er and Its flange being provided with a recess register-

ing with those in the wall, for the purpose set forth.

1.229.983. WINDOW OR DOOR SCREEN. WnxiAM
R. LaoNARD, Covington, Ky., assignor of one-half to

John Hachmelster, Covington. Ky. Filed May 3, 1916.

Serial No. 95,176. (CI. 166—87.)

1. In a screen, a frame Including lateral members, »

top cross bar, the outer faces of said lateral members
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being rabbeted, a screen disposed within said rabbeted
portions, beads holding th.- screen In place and disposed
within the plane of the outer face of the frame, the In-
ner comers of the cross bar and of the lateral memt>er8
being rabbete<l. a trap screen having Its lateral and upper
margins disposed in said rabbets, the lower margin of the
trap screen being outwardly Inclined, beads or moldings
disposed within said ral.heted portions of the screen
hulding the trap screen in place, and a supporting mem-
l>er disposed midway between the side bars, extending
vertically upward and having a flat outer face bearing
against the outer screen and being gradually thlckene<l
toward Its lower end to thereby support the lower edge
of the inner screen in angular relation to the main screen,
and means for holding the screens to said supporting
members.

2. In a screen, a frame defining an opening, a screen-
ing member extending across the opening on one side of
the frame but terminating short of the upper end of the
opening, th.- upper edge of said screening member being
turned outward and downward, a U-shaped metallic strip
applied to said downwardly turned edge and extending
entirely across the upper end of the screen and attached
at Its ends to the sides of the frame, and a trap screen
disposed on the opp^)slte side of the frame at the upper
end thereof extending downward from the upper edge of
the frame opening to a point considerably below the upper
edge of the outer screen, the lower edge of the trap screen
bound by a U-shai>ed metallic binding memL>er and ex-
tending entirely acrosa the screen opening and engaging
the side bars of the frame, and a supporting member dla
posed between the first named screen and trap screen
an<l supporting the same in spaced relation, the binding
strip on the trap screen being attached to the lower end
of the supporting member.

1,229,984. ELECTRICALLY - CONTROLLED HOIST.
Sam H. Libby, East Orange. N. J., assignor to General
Electric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed
May 1, 1914. Serial No. 835.690. (01. 254—185.)

1. A grab bucket hoist or the like, comprising a lacing
drum, ao electric motor having driving conne«tlon8 there-
with, a holding drum and means whereby the motor op-
erates the holding drum so as to support the bucket dur-
ing loading and lift it during hoisting.

2. A grab bucket hoist or the like comprising a lacing
drum and a holding drum, an electric motor having a

positive driving conneitlon with one of said drums, elec-
tromagnetlcally controlled friction clutch mechanism be-
tween the motor and the other drum, and means whereby
the friction connection transmits more or less power de-
pending upon whether or not the electromagnetic mechan-
ism Is energized.

3. A grab bucket hoist or the like, comprising a lacing
drum, an electric motor having a positive driving connec-
tion therewith, a holding drum, and an electromagnet-
ically controlled driving connection for transmitting more
or less power from the motor to the holding drum at the
will of the operator.

4. A grab bucket hoist or the like comprising a lacing
drum, an electric motor having a driving conne«.tlon there-
with, a holding drum, and electromagnetlcally controlled
means whereby a greater or less amount of power may
be transmitted from the motor to the holding drum at
the will of the operator.

5. A grab bucket hoist or the like comprising a lacing
tirum. an electric motor having a driving connection there-
with, a holding drum, and magnetic clutch mechanism
provided with means for effecting the transmission of a
greater or less amount of power between the motor and
the holding drum at the will of the operator.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oaiette.l

1.229.985. GRAIN IK)OR. William T. Linn, ArkaoMt
City. Kans. Filed July 31. 1914. Serial No. 654.360.
iCl. 20—32.)

The combination with a car having a door opening, of
vertical guides pivoted at their upper ends to the car at
oppoalte sides of the door opening at the upper portion
thereof, said guides being arranged to swing upwardly in
opposite directions longitudinally of the car and away
from the door opening to arrange them at the top of the
car out of the way. means loc-ated at the lower ends of
the guides for securing them in their vertical position
and also in their position at the top of the car, spaced
transversely disposed supporting members secure<l to the
top of the car and forming a horliontal track, a grain
door operating in the vertical guides, and short setnnenul
guides fixed to the car st the top thereof above the ver-
tical guides and extending above the plane of the track
formed by the transverse supporting members for guiding
the grain door onto the latter.

1,229.986. GARMENT. Laiba K. LiwhfibU). New
York. N. Y. Filed July 19. 1916. Serial No. 110.072.
(CI. 2—145.)
1. A garment comprising a skirt embfxlying a lower por-

tion formed of two thi.knesses of fabric, a short bloomer
section integral with the under layer of said lower por-
tion, said bloomer section having leg openings, and means
for forming a short crotch In said bloomer section between
said leg openings.

2. A garment as characterized comprising a skirt por-
tion

; a bltKimer portion, said bloomer portion conforming
in shape to and forming a lining for the lower section of
said skirt portion, said bloomer p<irtlon having leg open-
ings formed therein in spaced reUtlon. said openings
being formed in the area within the attachment of the
bloomer portion and skirt portion.

3. A garment as characterized having a skirt portion
;

a bloomer portion, said bloomer portion being In part
shaped to conform with and to form a lining for the lower
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section ol said skirt portion, said bloomer portion having

leg openings formed therein ; and means for permanently

attaching the bloomer portion and skirt portion at a point

•ufflclently high on said skirt portion to prevent the un-

supported part of said bloomer portion extending below

the lower edge of said skirt portion.

1 229 987. FEEDING MECHANISM. G»OBOE LlTTL»-

roBD. Fort Thomas. Ky. Filed Sept. 18. 1916. Serial

No. 120.879. (CI. 143—55.)

I'l'

• uiployed In pairs in advance of and In rear of said tool,

said forward feed members being mounted upon said feed

shafts In position to engaging a first section of the stock

to feed the stock forward, and said return feed membera

being located in position normally to engage a second sec-

tion of the stock to feed it In the opposite direction to

said first section, and plvotally supported members mov-

able relative to said feed shafts, and to which said re-

turn feed members are Journaled to be engaged by said

first stock section to displace said return feed membera

out of engagement with said second stock section until

after the stock sections have been severed.

9. In combination with a stock severing tool, a aap-

port on which to feed the stock, having an adjustable

stock gage, a positively driven forward feed member to

engage and feed a first stock section between said tool and

said stock gage, a positively driven return feed member

located at the opposite side of said tool In position to

normally engage a second stock section to feed It in the

opposite direction to that of said first stock section, and

a member rotatably mounted concentrically with the axis

of rotation of said forward feed member, and projecting

Into the path of travel of said first stock section, and

upon which said return feed member Is rotaUbly mounted.

[Claims 2, 4, 6. and 8 not printed In the Gazette.l

1. in combination with a tool to operate npon the

stock, a support on which to feed the stock, and a stock

feeding mechanism comprising a positively driven member

to feed the stock forward to the tool, a member plvotally

supported reUtlve to the shaft of said positively driven

member to be dlspUced from Its normal position by the

Btmk In Its passage to the tool, a return feed member

carried by and displaced with said plvotally supported

member by the passage of the stock, said return feed mem-

ber returning to Its normal position after the passage

of the stock In the forward direction and thereby engag

Ing a portion of the stock to feed It In the opposite direc-

tion.

3. In combination with a plurality of tools to succes-

sively act upon the stock to be treated, means to auto-

matically feed a first section of the stock past the suc-

cessive tools, and a return feed mechanism adjacent to

the first of said tools to automatically engage and feed

a second section of the stock In the reverse direction to

the feed of said first stock section, and comprising a sup-

porting member i>arrled rotatably relative to said for-

ward feed member and in position to be engaged by the

first stock section, and a return feed member rotatably

mounted thereon and movable therewith through engage-

ment with the first stock section.

5. In combination with a stock severing tool, a sup

port on which to feed the stock, positively driven means

to feed the first section of the stock to and away from said

severing tool, a positively driven return feed member nor-

mally In position to engage a second section of the stock

to feed it in the opposite direction, a roller carried by said

stock support to support said second stock section and

rotatable in only one direction, and means engaged bv said

first stock section to displace said return feed member

oat of engagement with the stock until after the stock

has been severed.

7. In combination with a stock severing tool, a sup-

port on which to feed the stock, a plurality of feed shafts,

rotary driven stock forward and return feeding members

1,229,988, CORN-PLANTER. G»OBG» H. Lobbch, Flor-

ence. Nebr. Filed Nov. 25, 1916. Serial No. 133,415,

(CI. 111—6.)

2. In corn planters, the combination of a seed hopper,

a seed discharge tube communicating therewith, a valv«

slldably mounted In said tube, a rockably mounted trip-

ping shaft, a rod plvotally connected to the valve at one

end. a tension spring connected to the valve rod at one

end and to a fixed member at the other end, a depending

arm secured on the tripping shaft, a shaft rotatably

mounted in front of and parallel with the tripping shaft,

a tripping arm secured on said rotatable shaft and adapt-

ed to engage the depending arm of the tripping shaft

when said rotatable shaft Is rotated, a sprocket wheel

keyed on the rotatable shaft, a pair of spaced vertically

movable bara. expansion springs mounted about said bars

and acting to normally hold the same In depresM-d posi-

tion a drive wheel rotaUbly mounted between said rods,

a sprocket wheel carried by said drive wheel and In allne-

ment with the sprocket wheel keyed on the said rotatable

shaft, driving connections between said sprocket wheels,

and a marker carried by said drive wheel.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed In the Qasette.]

1,229.989. TWO STROKE INTERNAL - CX)MBUSTION
ENGINE .\bchibaU) Montoombbt Low. London. Eng-

land. Filed Sept, 7, 1915, Serial No. 49,341. <C1.

123—78.)
1. In a crank case compression engine the combination

with two crank disks of a connecting rod of a width equal

to that of the space between said disks, and side plates of

resilient packing material secured to the sides of said

connecting rod and contacting with the disks.
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2. In a rrank ca»^ c-ompreftstoo engine the combination
with two crank diaka of a connecting rod of a width eqoal
to tke apace between said disks and side plates of leather

on said ro«l contacting with the disks and adapted to
reduce leakaxe of gas between said rod and disks.

1.2:i99WJ. COOKSTOVE. ( ov li. M.Cormack Way-
noka. Okla. Flletl Mar. 1. 1916. SerUl .No. 81.479
(Cl. 126—1.)

Id a stove, the combination with the flre box and a
grate therein, of an elongated hollow body positioned
Within the flre bo.\ ami resting on the grate and forming
the rear wall of the flre box, longitudinally extending
flanges located at the lower edges of the side walls of the
body, protector plates mounted on the flanges and ar-
ranged In spaced relation with the side walls of the body,
one of the protector plates having Its upper edge curved
downwardly and engaging over the upper edges of the
body and the other protector plate.

1,229.991. OIL RETAINER FOR B.\RRELS OF FIRE-
ARMS. Fredrick J. McGavjsk. Grand Haven Mich
Filed Oct. 30. 1916. Serial .No. 128.567. (O. 42—91.)

1. An oil retainer for ttrearm barrels comprising a shell
removably engaged In the breech of the barrel, a plug
yieldably connected with the shell for engaging the bore
of the barrel, and means removably engaged with the
barrel for closing the muzzle thereof.

2. An oil retainer for firearm barrels comprising a shell
removably engaged in the breech of the barrel, aald shell
having Its priming opt-nlng unobstructed, disks mounted
In the shell, a coll spring disposed between the disks, one
of said disks l>elnp dispose*! adjacent the priming opening,
a rod threadt»d In the other disk, the outer eml of said
rod having a plug carried thereby for jieldablj engaglog

the bore of the »>arrel. the disk adjacent the priming open-
ing serving to receive the impact of the flrlug pin of the
hammer, and means for closing the muzzle end of th«
barrel.

S. An oil retainer for gun ItarreU comprising a plate
for closing thi- muzzle of the Iwrrel. plates hingedly i-on-
neitetl to said plate, means for detachably connecting the
plates to the barrel, and means removably en«ai{ed with
the bre«ch end of the barrel, said means operating In con-
Junction with the plate to trap oil within the barrel.

1.229.992. EXCAVATOR AND LOADER John MdUma.
De Kalb, III., assignor, by direct and mesne assignmenta,
of four-tenths to Jacob (ilnsborg and one tenth to
(ieorge P. Hambrecht. Grand Rapids. WU. Fllwl CKt 9
1918. 8erUI No. 794.280. (Cl. J14—10.)

1. In a machine of the character descrll>ed, a main
fram«, a skid mounte*! upon said main frame, a shovel,
means for moving said shovel to and from said skid,
means for engaging the contents of th^" shovel to unload
the same, and actuating means for movfn« sal.l unloading
means out of the path of movement of said shovel.

2. In a machine of the character described, a main
frame, a shovel, means for moving said shovel to and
from said main frame for the purpose of unloading the
same, a device pivoted at on.' end to said main frame, the
opposite end of said device being provided with down-
wardly Extending flngers adapted to engage the load upon
the shovel at the rear thereof, and means for moving said
load engaging device around its pivot as an axis.

3. In a machine of the character described, a conveyer,
a skid at the lower end of said conveyer, a shovel, means
for moving said shovel to and from said skid, means for
engaging the contents of the shovel to unload the same,
and means for moving said contents engaging means out
of the path of said shovel.

4. In a machine of the character described, a conveyer
arranged to elevate material, a shovel, means for moving
said shovel to and from the conveyer, an unloading de-
vice ptvotally mounted at one end above said conveyer
and provided at Its opposite end with depending fingers
arranged to engage the contents of th*- shovel whereby
said contents will be automatically raked from the shorel
on the return movement of the latter.

5. A machine of the class described including a conveyer
arranged to elevate the material, a shovel, means for car-
rying the shovel to and from the conveyer, a gravity act-
ing unloading device mounted at the said conveyer for
upward and downward movement and provide«l with
means for engaging the contents of the shovel, and hoist-
ing mechanism located above and connectwl with the un-
loading device.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,229.993. ENGINE DRIFTING VALVE. Vincin P. Mo-
VoY. Mobile, Ala., assignor of one-half to Joseph M.
Walsh. Mobile. Ala. Filed Feb. 3. 1»16. Serial No
75,962. (Cl. 137—53.)
1. In a drifting valve for locomotives, a double piston,

a check valve carried thereby, and a piston controlled
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dMck valve carried by said donble piston with means for

permitting the exhaust from the space between said

pistons.

2. In a drifting valve for locomotives, a double piston,

a check valve movable therewith and having a depend-

ing portion with ports, a valve seated on said piston

and having a stem with es<-ape passages, and a piston for

actuating said valves.

8. In a drifting valve for locomotive*, a check valve,

aeparated pistons movable therewith, a valve movable in

the apace between said pistons. an<l means for permitting

the exhaust from the space between said pistons.

4. In a drifting valve for locomotives, a check valve,

sep-irated pistons movable therewith, a valve movable in

the space between said pistons, means for permitting

the exhaust from the space between said pistons, and a

check valve movable with sal<l pistons.

5. In a drifting valve for locomotives, a check valve,

separated pistons movable therewith, a valve movable

In the space betwe«>n said pistons, means for permitting

the exhaust from the space between said pistons, a check

valve movable with said pistons, and a check valve for

moving the stem of the first named valve In one direction.

[Claims 6 to 25 not printed In the Gazette.]

1229 994. POISON DISTRIBUTER. ALLEN McWhor-

TER, Rlverton, N. J. Flle«l Aug. 24. 1916. Serial No.

116!639. (Cl. 43—14.)

3. In- a poison distributer, a supply member, a wiper

therein, means for rotating the latter, the l>ottom of said

member having therein an exit-port over which said wiper

is adaptHi to rldf. a valve on the device for said port,

means for operating said valve in opposite directions to

adjust the extent of discbarge of the poison from said

member and means for reslllently connecting the frame

of said valve with an adjacent portion of said supply

member.
5. In a poison distributer, a supply member, the same

having In Us bottom an exit port, a dUcharge nozzle on

the frame of the device In communication with said port,

and means for adjusting the direction of sal<l nozzle, said

means consisting of a shackle on said nozzle, a knucjrfe.

a TO*i connectlble with said shackle and a member of said

knuckle, the other member of the latter being connectlble

with the frame of the device and tightening members for

said riHl and knuckle.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1229,996. CABLE POTHEAD. George F. Mai N«R, San

Francisco, Cal. Plied Mar. 20, 1916. Serial No.

85.344. (Cl. 247—12.)

1. In a poison distributer, a supply member, the base

thereof having therein an exit port, a wiper In said mem-

ber a hea.l adapted to carry said wiper, means for rotat-

ing said head, said wiper being formed of a plate of suit

able resilient material and adapted to drag from aald head

over the wall of the port with its outer end portion fol-

lowing the body of the wiper, said end portion having an

elbow thereon at the terminal of the plate.

1. In combination with a metal covered cable, a rela-

tively thick collar having a bore to receive the cable so

Ihat the collar will be held against lateral movement by

the length o: the walls formed by the bore, said collar

being formed with a countersunk groove which extends

Into the body of the collar, a sleeve threaded over the

collar, a paper lining In the sleeve, solder In the groove

engaging the cable, and Insulating compound In the sleeve

and engaged with the lining so as to be held by the latter

out of contact with the sleeve.

2. In a cable pot head, a collar having a bore to receive

the cable and having a solder-recelvlng groove In Its Inner

end extending into the bore, solder In the groove engaging

the cable, a sleeve threaded over the collar, a filler in the

sleeve, and a lining between the sleeve and filler to allow

removal of the sleeve and filler upon melting of the

solder. I

1229.996. GRAIN CAR DOOR. JoE Ual\. Dwight,

Nebr. Filed Apr. 20, 1915. Serial No. 24,017. (Cl.

20—28.)

In (>omblnatlon with a door casing and a door, a pair of

cleats arranged upon the vertical edges of the casing, said

cleats each comprlsinc a single length of material, the

vertical edges of said cleats being secureil to the confront-

ing and Inner sides of the vertical portions of the casing,

the Intermediate portion of each of the cleats being bent

longitudinally to provide the laterally extending abutting

portions, the cleats being then bent longitudinally at right

angles and cooperating with the casing to form a cham-

ber, said chamber being provided with openings at spaced

lnter\-alR. shafts rotatably mounteil within each of the

chambers and having wings formed thereon, said wings ex-

HIMaMI
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t<>n<ling through said openingx, and clamping bar» mount-
eel upon each of the wings and engageable with said door

^

J^

—h-

'W

11

-LJ."•r-

to force the door In engagement with the abutting portions
of said cleatM.

1.229,997. LOCK FOR HOPPER DOORS.
Ma.nni.xo, Govans. Md. Filed J*an. 29.
No. 145,182. (Cl. 105—18.'i.)

William T.

1917. Serial

'

/^
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b*r. and a reli^ser nieiiil>«>r movattly uiouDteii In conne<--

tlon with said cooDectur ineinb«r, said releaser member
being movable Id either a forward or rearward direction
upon Ktrtkinx an obstruction to free said connector mem-
ber from botb of iwld levers to allow It to drop to the
roadbed.

4. In a brake mechanism, a bottom truck rod between
the lower ends of the live and dead levers comprising a
connector membtr. dog;* optratln;; In conjunction with
saiil member for operatlvel.r connecting It to the lower
end of both of aald levers, and a releaser member mounted
In conjunction with said connector member to move In
either a forward or rearward direction upon striking an
obstruction to withdraw said dogs to free said connector
member from both of said levers to allow It to drop to
the roadbed.

6. In a brake mecbani^^m. a bottom truck rod between
the lower ends of the live and dead levers comprising a
connector member slotted at their lower ends, doga mov-
able through said member and Into said apertures to
couple said levers to said member, a four sided releaser
member extending around said connector member, and a
cam structure on said releaser meml>er operable, when
the releaser member is moved In either a forward or rear-
ward direction, to withdraw said dogs from their opera-
tive engagement with said levers.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.003. SAFETY ATTACHMENT FOR SYNCHRO-
SCOPES. Pliny E. Mba.ns, Tyrone, N. Mex. Filed
Aug. 6. 1915. Serial No. 44,045. (CL 171—118.)

1. In a synchroscope, a dial, a hand movable over the
face of the dial, a bridging contact carried by said hand,
an arm pivoted to the side of the synchroscope, a ring
centrally of the arm. a pair of contacts arranged at di-

ametrically opposite points on said ring and In such a
position that when the hand indicates s.vnchronlsm the
bridging contact will bridge tht- diametrically arranged
contacts and a solenoid for moving the diametrically ar-
ranged contacts into engagement with the bridging con-
tact when the device is set In operation.

2. The combination with a synchroscope having a mov-
able bridginK contact and fixed contacts coiiperating there-
with normally out of the path of the bridging contact, of
magnetic means for moving the latter contacts Into aald
path, a source of current and a controlling switch for
energizing sujid magnetic means, a main switch and con-
neotions estaOlisbiug a clr<uit comprising the source, the
fixed contacts, the main switch and the controlling switch.

S. A synchroscope comprising a casing, a dial on said
casing, ao arm pivoted to the side of the casing and ex-
tending across the face of the dial, a ring centrally of
the arm. a pair of diametrically opposed contacts on said

ring, a link pivoted to the free end of the arm, a solenoid

operating on said link to swing the arm on its pivot, said
solenoid tendiog to move the arm away from the dial, a
hand movable over the face of the dial and bridging
contacts on the hand adapte^l to engage the first men-
tioned contacts when the hand Indicates synchronism
and when the solenoid it> energized.

1.280.004. INCANDESCENT CATHODE DEVICE.
USOBOK S. Mbiklc. Schenectady. N. Y., asslKnor to « Gen-

eral Electric Company, a Corporation of New York.
Filed Sept. 18, 1915. Serial No. 51.470. (CI. 250—27.)

1. The combination of a source of alternating current, a
rectifier comprising a sealed envelop, a gas filling therein,
a main cathode adapted to operate at Incandescence,
a main anode, connections between said main electrodes
and said source, an auxiliary incandescent electrode spaced
away from said main el«ctrode8. and means for starting
and operating an arc between the auxiliary electrode and
the main cathode.

2. A rectifier comprising a sealetl container, main elec-
trodes therein of materially different heat-dissipating
capacities, the electrode of smaller heat-diaslpatinK ca-
pacity being substantially rod shaped and consisting of
refractory material, a filamentary electrode adapted to be
independently heated spaced away from said main elec-
trodes, a filling of Inert gas for said container having a
pressure great enough to suppress electrical disintegration
of a catho<le when operating at Incandescence, means for
beating the filamentary electrode to Incandescence and
connections for operating an arc between said filamentary
electrode and the main cathode.

3. The combination of a sealed container, a filling of
Inert gas therein, a main anode of large heat-dissipating
capacity, a main cathode having a tip of materially smaller
heat dissipating capacity than said ano<le, an auxiliary
electrode spaced away from said main electrodes. Inde-
pendent electrical connections for operating an arc be-
tween said auxiliary electrode and the main cathode, and
means for simultaneously supplying said main electrodes
with current alternating In potential.

4. The combination of an envelop, a filling of ionlzable
gas therein, a main cathode of highly refractory material,
a main anode, a source of alternating current, connections
between said main electrodes and said source, an aux-
iliary electro<le, means for beating the same, and means
for connecting said auxiliary electrode to the terminal of
said alternating current source which Is connected to the
anode whereby an electric discharge will occur between
the aaxillary electrode and the main cathode.

5. The combination of an envelop, a main cathode, an
anode, a source of altematlUK current, connections be-
tween said main electrodes and said source, an auxiliary
electrode, means for producing a discharge between the
auxiliary electro<le and the main cathode whereby said
cathode may be heated and an arc automatically started
between said main electrodes.

1.230.005. SIDE DUMPING HAND-CAR. Jambs Gd8-
TAvps MsKaniTH. Lynchburg, Va. Filed Dec. 23. 1916.
Serial No. 138.535. (CI. 105— 19»».)

1. A dumping hand car comprising a wheeled frame
including longitudinal bolsters, pairs of spaced parallel
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cros^i beams extending abore and secureil to the l>ol8tere,

rollers Journaled In the spaces between the said t>eams, a

platform having lower transverse rlb« resting on the

rollers and laterally tihlftable thereon, hooka projecting

outwardly from the iKilstere and upturned, parallel cross

beams carried by the lower surface of the platform, and

provided with Intermediate cross bars engageable with

tlie said hooks to form fulcrums at opposite sides of the

wheeled frame, upon whieh the platform Is tUtnble.

2. A dumping hand car comprising a wheeled frame

including longitudinal bolsters, pairs of spaced parallel

cross beams extending above and secured to the bolsters,

rollers journaled In the spaces between the said beams, a

platform having lower transverse ribs resting on the

rollers and laterally sbiftable thereon, hooks projecting

outwardly from the bolsters and upturned, parallel cross

beams carried by the lower surface of the platform and
provided with Intermediate cross bars engageable with ^he

said hooks to form fulcrums at oppoalte sides of the

wheeled frame, upon which the platform is tlltable, said

cross beams of the platform depending upon opposite

Mes of the said hooks.

8. A dumping hand car comprising a wheeled frame

Including longitudinal bolsters, pairs of spaced parallel

cross beams extending above and secured to the bolsters,

rollers Journaled in the spa* es between the said beams,

a platform having lower transverse ribs resting on the

rollers and laterally shlftable thereon, hooks projecting

outwardly from the bolsters and upturned, parallel cross

t>eams carried by the lower surface of the platform, and
provided with intermediate cross bars engageable with the

said hooks to form fulcrums at opposite sides of the

wheeled frame, upon which the platform is tlltable, said

hf>oks proj^'ctlng sui>stant1ally in the vertical plane of

the wheels of the said frame, and extending between the

parallel beams of the platform.

4. A dumping hand car comprising a wheeled frame,

laterally shlftable platform carried by the frame and
tlltable at opposite sides of the frame, and means for

locking said platform in Its normal and laterally shifted

positions.

5. A dumping hand car comprising a wheeled frame,

a laterally shlftable platform carried by the frame and
tlltable at opposite sides of the frame, means for locking

said platform In Its normal and laterally shifted posi-

tions, and means for securing said locking means In In-

operative position.

1,230.006. LATCH. Hugh Mbtibs, Qrundy Center,

Iowa. Filed Nov. 10, 1916. Serial No. 180,671.

(CI. 70—42.)

and supported thereby, means for normally holding said

latch bolt in active position, latch bolt retracting means,

and a channeled foot on said latch bolt engaged by said

retracting means.
2. In a latch, a casing, spaced guide rollers therein,

a latch bolt having a curved portion mounted to slide

between said rollers and contacting therewith, a foot on

said latch bolt having a channel therein, means for

normally holding said latch bolt in active position, and
a latch bolt actuating rod having a bearing ball thereoa

received in said channel,

3. In a bitch, a casing, spaced guide rollers therein,

a latch bolt having a curved portion mounted to slide

between said rollers and contacting therewith, a foot on

said latch bolt having a longitudinally extending chan-

nel therein, a latch bolt extending rod having a bearing

ball at one end thereof received in said channel, and
means for holding said foot in engagement with said

ball.

4. In a latch, a casing, spaced rollers therein, a latch

bolt having a curved portion mounted to slide between

said rollers and contacting therewith, a foot on one end

of said latch bolt having a longitudinally extending chan-

nel therein, means for normally holding said latch bolt in

active position, a latch l>olt actuating rod mounted to

slide in said casing and engaging said foot, and a sleeve

adjustably mounted on Mid rod.

1,230.007. COMBINED Y-VALVE AND HOSB CONNEC-
TION. FosTiB MiLLiKBN, Lflwreuce, N. Y. tiled

Feb. 19, 1916. Serial No. 79.846. (CI. 137—75.)

1. In a latch, a casing, spaced guide rollers therein, a

curved latch bolt mounted to slide l)etween said rollers

1. In a device of the charactet described, a Y connec-

tion provided with a metallic casing divided longltodl-

nally into parts, an integrally constructed rubber lining

for said casing covering the interior thereof, said lining

being provided with a flange at its base and a flange at

the outer end of each of the arms, said flanges overlapping

flanges on said casing, means for clamping a rubber lined

hose against the flange on said base, and Independent

means for clamping a rubber lined hose against each of

the flanges of said arms whereby material flowing Into

the Y-connection may be distributed without coming la

contact with metal.

2. In a device of the character described, a caalnc

provided with an Intake section and a plurality of radi-

ating arms therefrom, and a lining of rubber covering

the interior of said casing, said lining having its top

and bottom thickened at the point where said intake

section and said arms merge.

3. In a device of the character described, a casing

provided with an intake section, and a plurality of radi-

ating arms, and a lining of rubber covering the Interior

of said casing, said lining having its top and bottom

thickened at the point where the arms and Intake section

merge and also thickened where the arms merge opposite

and In line with said intake section.

4. In a device of the (haracter described, a casing

provided with an Intake 8e<tlon and a plurality of radi-

ating arms, said Intake section t>elng bulged outwardly on

opposite sides at the point where the Intake section and

the arms merge, and a lining of rtibber for said casing,

said lining having an intake openlnc and radiating

openings, all of said openings having the same diameter

whereby the part of the lining adjacent the bulged por-

tion of the casing is thicker than the remaining part.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion with a collapsing hose, of a valve therefor, said valre
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comprising a seat foruiPd at each end ao an to substan-
tially flt the curvature of the hose an<1 at the center to
be broadened out. niean^ for collapsing the hose against
the broadened-out portion of the seat, and (ulcnim
members for connecting said mean«> with said seat so
that the valve may be used in any poi«ltloD.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.008. MACHINE FOR ARMORING CABLES.
0»oaoE E. MiRTiBLD and Frank H. NcLLjiirER.
Youngstown. Ohio, assignors, tiy mesne assignments, to
The Youngstown Sheet and Tube Company. Youngs-
town, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Flleil Julv 1. 1915.
Serial No. 37.536. (CI. 28—6.)

\a^T

^
1. In a cable armoring machine, the combination of two

frames arranged to revolve about a common axis, a shaft
on which each frame is mounted, means connected with
each shaft for revolving the frames In unison, a cable
supply reel mounted in one frame and a cable receiving
reel mounted In the other, each reel being arranged to
revolve In its frame about an axis at right angle* to the
frame axes, whereby the cable is revolved as it passes
from one reel to the other, means for revolving the
receiving reel about Its axis at variable speeds, and means
between the two reels connected with the frame revolving
means for applying armor to the cable at a fixed speed
relative to the revolving speed of the cable, the engage-
ment of the armor with the cable serving to control the
feeding movement of the cable to a fixed speed relative to
Its revolving speetl. substantially as described.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,009. MEANS FOR REELING CABLES. Georok
E. MiRFiKLD and FaANK H. Ncllmeter, Youngstown.
Ohio, assignors, by mesne assignments, to The Youngs-
town Sheet and Tube Company, Youngstown. Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. Filed July 1. 1915. Serial No
87,337. (CI. 242—54.)

^^:
1. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a reel, means for rotatably supporting the reel, means
permitting said reel supporting means to turn freely in
either direction about an axis at right angles to the axis
of rotation of the reel, whereby the cable Is free to un-
twist during the movement off from said reel, a shipping
reel, means for winding the t-able from said first mentioned
reel onto the shipping reel, and a guide roller lnteri>osed

between the two reels in position to occasion a bending
or flexing of the cable around the surface of the guide
roller during its passage from one reel to the other.

2. A device for removing twist from a cable, comprla-
Ing a mounting for rotatably supporting a reel, means
permitting said mounting to turn freely In either direction
about an axis at right angles to the axis of revolution of
said reel, and a guide roller for the cable passing off from
said reel, substantially as deHcrlbed.

3. A device for removing twist from a cable, compris-
ing a frame adapted to rotatably support a reel, a base
member, a connection between said base member and
frame, allowing said frame to turn In either direction
about an axis at rtght angles to the axis of rotation of
said reel, a second frame, and a guide roller for sal<l cable
passing from said reel and carried by said second frame,
substantially as described.

4. In a device of the class des<rll>e<l, the combination of
a reel, means for routably supporting the reel, means
permitting said reel and supporting means to turn freely
In either direction about an axis at right angles to the axis
of roUtlon of the reel, whereby the cable Is free to un-
twist during the movement of sahl reel, a shipping reel,
means for winding the cable from said first mentioned
reel onto the shipping reel, and a guide member Interpose*!
between the two reels and adapteil to afford a point of
frictlooal contact with the traveling <able to restrLt the
untwisting action to the strand of cable Intermediae said
guide mentber and the flrst mentlone«l reel, substantiallys described.

1.2 80.010. ORNAMENT. Kanzabubo Mitasaki, Los
Angeles. Cal. Filed Sept. 30. 1916. Serial No. 123.109.
(CI. 41—10.)

1. An article of the character described comprising a
base cut to provide a bo«ly portion and laterally extending
lobes, upper lobes secure<l to the base at points adjacent
to the body portion thereof, and a plurality of petals
formed from folded flexible fabric secured to the upper
faces of the lobes and providing a covering therefor, and
puffs made from fabric material and mounted upon the
body portion and certain of said lobes.

2. An article of the character described comprising a
base cut to provide a bwly portion and laterally extending
lobes, upper lobes secured to the base at points adjacent
to the body portion thereof, a plurality of petals formed
from folded flexible fabric securest to the upper faces of
the lobes «nd providing a covering therefor, puffs made
from fabric material and mounter] upon the body portion
and certain of said lobes, certain of the said petals and
puffs being colored distinctive from each other.

3. An article of the character described comprising a
base cut to provide a body portion and laterally extending
lobes, upper lobes secured to the base at points adjacent
to the body portion thereof, a plurality of petaln formed
from folded flexible fabric secureil to the upper faces of
the lobes and providing a covering therefor, puffs made
from fabric material and mounted upon the bo<ly portion
and certain of said lobes, ceruln of the said petals and
puffs being colored distinctive from each other, and
feathers carried by the front end of the body portion
constituting the bead.

1.230.011. FRICrriON GEARING. Chabuw M. P. Mont-
BARBOV, deceased. Nenilly. by Henri WaSI, administra-
tor. Levallols-Perret. France, and OrsTAVE Emilb
CH«DBr. Levallols-Perret. France. Filed Jan. 18. 1916.
Serial No. 2.945. (CI. 74—2«.)

2. Friction gearing comprising driving and driven mem-
bers, a plvote^l lever having connection with one of said
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members for moving said members Into frlctlonal engage

ment, an.l means exerting constant force on said lever and

shlftable along the length of said lever, whereby the force

of contact between Mid members may be varied.

Ing thf (^m grooves whereby the stops will be shifted

longitudinally In respect to the rotative member as an

Incident to rotation of the latter.

3 In a firearm, breech mechanism including a breech

cylinder and a breech bolt adapted for movement In said

cylinder and stop mechanism cooperative with said breech

bolt to variably limit the movement of the latter and

Including a pair of stops mounted on the cylinder at right

angles to the breech bolt and movable Into and out of en-

gagement with respect to the latter, actuating means for

said stops including a rotative member intermediate the

stops and interlocking xflth the latter In such a manner

as to shift the stops In opposite directions as an incident

to movement of said rotative member, and a finger piece

connecte<l with said rotative member at its outer end and

locateil exterior to the breech cylinder, and yleldable

detent means Intermediate said finger piece an.l the breecb

cylinder.

6. Friction gearing comprising a disk and a wheel,

the latter being shlftable radially relative to the disk, a

plvote.1 lever having connection with said disk for mov

Ing the same into frlctlonal engagement with the wheel,

means exerting a o.ustant force on said lever and shift-

able along the length of the lever, snd a connection be-

tween said wheel and force exerting means, whereby the

for.e of contact between the cllsk and wheel is varied as

the latter is shifted relative to the disk.

13 In a device of the character described, the combi-

nation of a frame having one end formed with oppositely

projecting arms, a shaft supported in the outer ends of

said arms and extending substantially transversely of the

frame a second shaft longitudinally Journalwl In the frame,

a friction disk mounted on one end of said second shaft,

a friction wheel slldably mounted on said first-mentioned

shaft for frictlonal engagement with the disk, said second

shaft being slldable endwise In said frame, whereby said

friction members may be moved out of engagement, means

for normally exerting pressure on said shaft to effect the

engagement of said disk and wheel and means for varying

the force of contact between said disk and wheel accord-

ing to the position of said wheel upon Its shaft.

[Claims 1. 8, 4. and 6 to 12 not printed In the

Gazette.]

1230 012. FIREARM. Robert A. Moobb, New York.

N Y assignor to The Moore Rlfic and Arms Company,

Inc.. "New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 16. 1915. Serial No.

45.780. (CI. 42—18.)

1.230,013. HYDRAULIC PRESS.

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed July 8,

108.177. (CI. 138—10,)

Joseph MoBwi-ez,

1916, Serial Ifo.

1 In a firearm, breech mechanism Including a breech

cylinder and n breech lK)It adapted for movement In said

cylinder and stop mechanism cooperative with said breech

bolt to variably limit the movement of the latter and

including a pair of stops mounted on the cylinder at right

angle, to the breech bolt and movable into and out of

engagement with re,.pect to the latter, and actuating

means for sal.l stops including a rotative member Inter-

mediate the stops and Interlocking with the latter in such

a manner as to shift the stops In opposite directions as an

Incident to movement of said rotative member.

2 In a firearm, breech mechanism including a breech

cylinder and a breech bolt adapted for movement In said

cylinder and stop mechanism cooperative with said breech

bolt to varlablv limit the movement of the latter and in-

cluding a pair of stops mounted on the cylinder at right

angles to the breech bolt and movable into and out of en-

gagement with respect to the latter, and actuating means

for the stops consisting of a rotative member parallel with

and located between the stops, said member being formed

with cam grooves, and the stops having projections enter-

1. A device of the character suted. comprising a fluid

container, an upper piston having its under surface con-

tacting with the fluid, a lower piston having its upper

surface contacting with the fluid, said pistons being con-

nected and having their fluid contacting surfaces of dif-

ferent pressure areas, and means to exert pressure against

one of said pistons.

2. A device of the character stated, comprising a fluid

container, an upper and a lower Interconnected piston

having different pressure areas contacting with the fluid,

and means to exert a pressure against the piston having

the greater pressure area.

3. A device of the character stated, comprising a fluid

container, an upper and a lower piston In said fluid con-

tainer, a rod connecting said pistons, said pistons having

different pressure areas contacting with the liquid, means

to increase the effective weight of said pistons, and means

to which the pressure of the liquid is imparted.

1 280 014. TRACTOR. Joseph Mosca, Rouse, Colo.

Filed Sept. 22. 1916. BerUl No. 121.615. (CL 21—114.)

1. A tractor comprising a pair of elliptical supports, a

rigid connection between said supports, an endless l>and

on each support and having holding cleats on Its outer

face, each support having guide flanges for the band, said
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supports having th^ir lonjc ax«»8 horlsootal. sbafta arraDg.»<l
at thp n.U of the said long axe«. said shafts having
sprocket wheels and the supports having ret-^saes for re-
ceiving the wheels, and the bands having openings for
engagement by the spurs of the wheels to propel the
bands, means for driving the shafts, a wheeled front
truck for guiding the supports, means at each support for
freeing the openings of the adjacent bands, and means for
lubricating each band.

3. Id a rra< tor. h propelling means comprising an end-
less band having outstanding cleats, a flxe<l support upon
which the band is mounted, and means for moving the
band clrcumferentlally of the support, said support being
substantially elliptical and arranged with Its long axis
horizontal, driving means comprising sprocket wheels at
the ends of the long axis, the band having openings for
engagement by the spurs of the wheels, and means for
lubricating the band.

5. In a tractor, a pair of rigidly connected fixed sup-
ports, an endless band mouDte<l to move clrcumferentlally
of each support, means for driving the band, means for
lubricating the band, and a front truck having wheels at
Its ends mounted to swing together to guide the said
truck, said truck being rigidly connected to the supports.

6. In a tractor, a pair of rigidly connected fixed sup-
ports, an endless band mounted to move clrcumferentlally
of each support, means for driving the band, means for
lubricating the band, and means for guiding the tractor.

8. In a tractor, a support having a rounded periphery,
and an endless band mounted to move i>n the periphery,
means for moving the band, said band having holding
cleats, means on the support for guiding the band, said
band having openings, and the moving means comprising
sprocket wheels engaging the openings, and means ad-
jacent to the band for cleaning the openings.

[Claims 2, 4, and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.015. CENTERING - TOOL FOR CIRCULAR OB-
JECTS. .lAMis E. MtRRAY. Kansas City, Mo. Plle<l
June 9. 1916. Serial No. 102,721. (CI. 33—191.)

Ing against the rear side of said drum fai'* an<l having
openings, struck up projections on said ilrum face enter-
ing said flange openings*, and means for clamping together
said drum face and aald flange.

2. A brake drum, having in its face a central opening,
a hub seate<l in salil opening, a flange on said hub bear-
ing against the rear side of said drum face and having
openings, struck up projections on said drum fa.-e enterlnf
said flange openings, and bolts passing through said drum
face and said flange.

1,230.017. APP.\RATrS FOR THE MANUFACTIRE
OF EARTHENWARE VESSELS. Hbnkt Oakib. Tam
worth. England, assignor to (ieorge Skey an<] Tompany
Limited. Tamworth. England. Flle<l Nov. 29, 1916.
SeHal No. 1S4.126. (CI. 23—24.)

^»^"^~

The combination with a pair of calipers comprtalng a
pair of caliper arms plvote<l together at one end. the oppo-
site ends of said caliper arms being polnte<i. means to
adjust the pointed ends of the caliper arms to various
distances between the same, a blade carrying arm slid-
ably attached to the pivot of the caUper arms and extend-
ing in a plane arranged centrally t>etwe«.n the polnte<!
ends of the caliper arms, links pivoted to the caliper
arms and to the blade carrying arm intermediate their
ends for holding the blade carrying arm centere.1 and a
blade at the end of the blade carrying arm having its
edge disposed axUlly of the blade carrying arm.

1,230.016. VEHICLE- WHEEL. Thomas E. Mi rrat,
New York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 14. 1918. Serial Xo.
136.862. (CI. 21—69. >

1. A brake drum, having in its face a central opening.
• hub seate<l in said opening, a flange on said hub t»ear-

1. Id a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation of a mold holder with a mold therein .ind external
and Internal knives adapte<l to form the outside and the
Inner face of a work piece in said mold respectively, aod
means for htngedly suspending the externally working
knife, substantially as described.

2. In a machine of the character described, the combt-
nation of a mold hold»-r with a mold there.n and co-
operating knives working on the enter and inner faces of
a work pL'ce within sai<l mold, and a bracket, lugs on
said bracket between which the externally operating knife
is adjustably and hlngedly secure<l. and a iug on said
bracket at right angles to said first name<l lugs and an
adjustable stop in said lug for limiting the operation of
the hlngedly suspended knife, substantially as described.

1.230.018. BABY JCM PER. Ci-abince R. Pattb^*. Ta-
coma. Ohio, assignor to C. R. Patten A Co.. Waverly.
Va. Filed Nov. 21. 1916. Serial No. 132.658. tCl.
155—44.)
2. lo a device of the class described, a continuous In-

tegral frame member. suspM>nsioD flements, connecting
means carrted thereby ami pernumently connected wlt^
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the Bald frame menit>er. a pocket having an open hem

to receive the said frame member, and means for closing

the hem. the said hem having portions housing and cover-

ing the said connection.

1.280,020. BORING-HBAD. Howard A. Pbdbick, Bala,

Pa., assignor to Pedrlck Tool and Machine Company,

Philadelphia. Pa., a Finn consUtlng of Albert D. Pedrlck

and Howard A. Pedrlck. Filed Jan. 24. 1917. Serial

io. 144,205. (01. 77—2.)

4. In a device of the claaa described, a continuous

frame member, a pocket having its marginal portion

folded over the sides of the frame member to form a hem

receiving the said frame member, and means for sup-

porting the frame member Including suspension members

extending at their lower ends into the hem and perma-

nently connecte<l to the said frame.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed In the Gatette.]

1,280.019. HOSE-BAND. Obvie W. Patton, Los An-

geles. Cal. Filed Oct. 27. 1916. Serial No. 68,131.

(O. 187—28.)

^^ ^
C

3'

y
1. A hoae band, consisting of a plate, said plate having

relatively long tongues at one end and bearings for rota-

table pins at the other end. spurs on said plate arrangeil

for engaging the hose, and independent rotatable pins

disposed in said bearings one for each tongue, each pin

provided with an eye at its end and having means for

engaging the tongue.

2. A hose band, comprising a band adapted to encircle

t hose, said band having a tongue at one end, the other

end thereof bent under upon Itself to form a bight, a

slot In said band at the bight, aald slot arranged to re

celve said tongue, spurs on the bent over portion of said

band arranged for engaging the hose, and a rotatable

pin disposed in said bight, aald pin provided with means

for engaging said tougut- and having an eye at its end

so that upon rolling said tongue upon ajiid bight the inner

edge of said slot will be BM>ved Into frtctlonal engagement

with said tongue.

8. A hoae l>and. comprising a I'late. sai<1 plate having

a plurality of tongues at one end. the other end thereof

bent upon itself to form a bight, a plurality of apertures

in !«ld plate at the blgtt arrange<l to re< elve said tongues,

spurs on said plate arranged for engaging the hose, and

Independent rotatable pins disposed In said Idght. each

pin provided with means for engaging one of said tongues.

4. A hose band, comprising a plate, aald plate having

a plurality of tongues at one end. the other end thereof

bent upon itself to form a bight, a plurality of apertures

In said plate at said bight arranged to receive said

tongue?, Bpurs on the bent portion of said plate arranged

for engaging the hose, and Independent rotatable pins

disposed in said bight, each pin provided with means for

cngaffiBf one of aald toagiiea.

239 O. G.—89

1. The combination In a boring h^ad of a frame having

a recess at one end ; a boring bar roUUbly mounted In

said frame and paaaing through the receaa ; a feed screw

carried by the bar; a feed nut within the recess engaging

said screw ; means for turning the boring bar : and means

for rotating the feed screw.

4. The combination in a boring head of a frame having

a recesa ; a boring bar rotatably mounted In said frame

and passing through the recess ; a collar in the recess :

a feed nut engaged by the collar ; means for preventing

longimdlnal movement of the collar and nut while per-

mitting them to turn with the bar ; a feed screw carried

by the bar and engaged by the nut; means for rotating

the bar ; and means for turning the screw independently

of the bar to feed the latter at will.

[Claim* 2, 3, and 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,021. FASTENING DEVICE. Charlbb J. P»ll-

BBOKi, Rochester, N. Y. FUed Jan. 18, 1915. Serial

No. 2,821. (CI. 70—49.)

^'Z' 'y'' ' "^".'. 1

1. In a fastening device, the combination with a sta-

tionary frame and a movable closure, of a socket member

mounted on the closure having a tapered circular socket, a

tapered circular centering member curried by the frame

and arranged to enter said socket, a locking lever moui.tvd

•n the closure, the centering member havin^t a rei-ess

therein forming a nhoulder and the socket member tK>lng

provided with an opening adapted to be alined with said

receas, and a cam on the cloture connected to Mid lever

and operable through said opening to engage th'- khoulder

on the centering member and effect a wedging acrlon there-

againat.

2. In a fastening device, the combination with a sia-

tionary frame and a movable closure, of a taper*. l drcnlar

socket member on one of aald parts, a tapered circular cen-

tering member on the other of said parts and Hrntuged to

enter the socket meml>er. a shoulder formeti on one of

said members, a locking lever mounted on the cloture, and

a cam operated by said lever and having engagement with

the shoulder to hold the closure against movement.

8. In a fastening device, the combination with a ata-

tlonary frame and a movable closure, of a socket member
mountt^d on the .-losure having a Upi-red socket of substan-

tially circular ( rosa section throughout, a tapered pin of

Bubirtantlally •Irmlar rrosa section througbont carried by

the frame and arranged to enter Kaid socket, the tapered

pin hax-lB;; a reeess at one side forming a sbonkler and tb«!

•01 ket member having an opealag adapted to colftdda with
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Bald receu. and lockioft nifans arranged on the closure and
including a f<pindl«> having a handle at onf 'ud and a ram
at Its opposite end which is operahle through said opening
to engage the shoulder on the pin and effect a wedflnv
action to force the tapered pin Into the tapered circular
socket.

1,230.022. SWEEP STOCK ATTACHMENT.
A8CK, Caldwell. Tex. Filed Mar. 15. 1916.
84,488. (CI. 97—26.)

John I»of.-

Serial No.

1. In a device of the class de»crlf>ed. the combination
of a land bar, a plow beam flxe<lly secured to said land
l>ar, a lever plvotally and adjustably mounted upon Aald
land bar. plow polut supporting standards plvoia'ly
mounted upon said land bar. a link connecting said lever

to said plow point supporting standards, and a plow point
adjustably mounteil upon said standards, whereby u|>on

the movement of said lever said standards may be niovfd
BO as to adjust said plow point when dexired.

2 In a device of the class descrltjed, the combination of

a land bar. a plow t>eam fixedly secured to said land bar
intermediate its ends, a lever pivotally mounted upon said
land bar adjacent its rear end, means for retaining >»aid

lever In an adjusted set position, plow point supportinj;
standards plvotally mounted upon said land bar jdjacfnt
Its forward end, a link connecting said lever to said plow
point supporting standards, a plow point carrio.l 'ji>on

said standards, said lever t>eing adapted to be m<ived by
the operator walking behind the device when the aame Is

in operation, whereby the link will swinij said standards
so as to move said plow point for adjusting the depth to
which the same may dig Into the ground when In use.

3. In a device of the class dcscrll)ed. the combination
of a land l)ar, a lever having a bifurcated lower end fitting

upon said land bar, means for holding said bifurcated end
in an adjusted position thereon, means for holding said
lever against pivotal movement after the same has been
move<l to a set position, a link comprising parallel side
memt»ers .lamping upon each side of said plow beam anil

embracing the sides of said lever, means for holding said
link In engagement with sai<i lever, plow point supporting
standards plvotally mounted upon said land bar adjacent
its forward end, the forward ends of said member* l>elDg

welded together to form a forwardly extending tongue fit-

ting between the upper ends of said standards. m»>ans for
plvctally connectlnif said standards to said tongue, and a
plow point carrietl upon said standards whereby upon the
swinging of said lever said link will swing said plow point
supporting standards so as to move said plow point for
predetermining the depth to which the plow point will dig
wh^'n In use.

4. In a device of the clas* described, the combinatloo of

a land twr having a plow beam and handles mounted
thereon, a lever plvotally mounted upon said land bar.
means for releasably retaining said lever in adjusted set
position, a link plvotally secured to said lever, a patr of
parallel plow point supporting standards plvotally con-
nected to the forward end of said land bar. said link fitting
betwe«»n th*" upper ends of said standards and i>elng piv
©tally secured thereto, and a plow point adjustably mount
ed upon said standards, whereby upon the swinging of
mM l"ver said link will swlnif said standards so as to
BlOTe said plow point, whereby said plow point will he
cause<l to dig into the sround at a great depth or may be
wung so as to prevent the same from digging into the
ground when not so desired.

5. In a device of the cUh described, the comblnatloi
of a land l)ar having a plow bt^am and handles mounted
thereon, a lever plvotally mounted upon said land bar.
means for releasably retaining said lever In au adju-ted
j«et position, a link pivotally secured to salil lever, a p^lr
of parallel plow point supporting standards plvoUlly con-
nected to the forward end of said land bar, said link fit-

ting between the upper ends of said standards and being
plvotally securer! tht-reto, a plow point fitting upon the
forward portions of said standards, a bolt tarried by said
plow point passing through said standards, a nut carried
by said bolt, whereby said plow point will be held In an
adjusted set position upon said standards, a lug formed
upon the rear portions of said plow point and extending
between said standards, whereby said plow point will be
held against side movement when In use, and said lever
being adapted to be swung so as to cause said link to move
said standards whereby the plow point will be movH<l
so as to extend in a different angle for causing the same
to dig Into the ground to a great or leas depth at desired.

1,280,023. E.NVELOP. John PostoLowski. New York,
N, Y. Filed Jan. 29, 1917. 8erUI No. 145.115. (CU
229—80.)

1. A blank for envelops i-onslstlng of rectangular por-
tion, end and top and bottom flaps defined from th.- l>ody
portion by fold lines, tabs on opposite flaps defin<.>d from
the flaps by V-shaped silts and each having a me<lial fold
line extending in the direction of the length of the flap,

said tabs having their under surface provided with a
gummed field, other tabs on opposite flaps arranged in
staggered relation and provide<l with serrated outar por-
tions, the under side of the last-mentioned tabs bclag pro-
vldeil with a gummed field.

(Claim 2 not printed in the Oaaette.]

1.230,024. CISTERN STRAI.NER AND FILTER, Jamm
W. PaiTCHAfti>, La Grange. Ky. Filed Oct. 13, l»ld.
Serial No. 125,417. (Cl. 210—4.)

A cistern strainer and Alter, comprising a rasing baring
a top Inlet and a bottom outlet, and provided at the up
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with an internal drcomferentlal bead, a filtering material

holder In the casing, said holder seating removably on the

aforesaid bead and having bottom outlet |M»rf'jratl>>m, and

a perforated tray mounted in the tor of the ho'dei. Mild

kolder having an Internal circumfer»'ntliil Inrad on which

tb« tray removably seats.

1,230,026. PERSONAL EQUIPMENT FOR CARRYING
PURPOSES. Jambs AuraiD Puoh, Cardiff, Wales.

Filed Sept. 21, 1916. Serial No. 121,492. (Cl. 2—190.)

Personal equipment <-omprising a pneumatic waist-belt,

a pneumatic back-pad parallel with the waist-belt, two

pneumatli shoulder pads, all t-orrugated on that one of

their faces which is pres»-nted toward the wearer In use,

and alrplpes connecting the l)ack pad with the waist-belt

and with the shoulder pads respectively.

1,230.026. SAFETY GAS-COUPLING DEVICE. Bab

iiLLAi PtJULBN, Camden, .N. J.. assignor to Alexander

Leckey, Camden, N. J. Filed June 23, 1916. Serial

No. 106,488. (Cl. 137—80.)

1. A device of the character described, comprising a

sleeve, a coupling element removably connected to the

sleeve, a casing having connection with the gas supply

and connecte<l with the sleeve, a valve chamber in the

casing, a plug provided with channels and disposed in

the casing to effe<-t communication between the valve

chamber and coupling element, a spring actuated valve in

the valve chamber for .losing the channels in the plug,

a stem extended from the valve, a foot on the stem and

normally engaged by the coupling element to retain the

valve in open position and an apertured gasket on the

plug and fitting into a depression In the face thereof, the

apertures in the gasket registering with said channels,

said gasket forming a seat for said valve.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a

8]p«>ve. a coupling element removably connected to the

sleeve, a tubular c-aslng connected with the sleeve and to

a gas 8ui)ply, a valve chamber in the casing, a plug pro-

vided with longitudinal channels and threaded Into the

valve chamber of the casing, said channels permitting teas

to flow from the valve chamber Into the coupling element,

a slldably mounted valve having a portion thereof ex-

tending into the valve chamber and another portion en-

gaged by the coupling element to normally hold said valve

open relative to said channels and a spring having one

end abutting against a wall of the valve chamber and the

other end abutting against the valve for moving the valve

Into closed position when the coupling clement is disen-

gaged from the valre. I

1,230,027. EYE-TESTING APPARATUS. Fbank Wmu
LINQTON Putman, Newport, R. I. Piled Mar. 28, 1916,

Serial No. 86,148. (Cl. 88—20.)

#-

1. In an apparatus for the purpose described, a cabi-

net having an opening, a sliding panel normally < losing

the opening, means for operating the panel, said i;»anel

having openings, different colored transparent plates for

each of the openings, a shutter for each of the oi>enlngs,

charts in the cabinet, and means for illuminating the

cabinet.

2. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, a cabinet.

Illuminating means in the cabinet, charts in the cabinet,

a slldable panel for the cabinet having spaced openings

arranged in a line with each other, a transparent plate

of a different color for each of the openings, and means

for closing said openings.

3. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, a cabinet

having lamps therein whose rays are reflected to the rear

of the cabinet, charts in the cabinet at the rear thereof,

a slidable panel at the front of the cabinet having a
plurality of apertures, a plate of different colored trans-

parent material for each of the apertures, a slldable shut-

ter for each of the plates, and each of the said shutter*

having an aperture adapted to be arranged In a line with

each of said openings.

4. In an apparatus of the class descrll>ed. a cabinet,

lamps within the cabinet, reflectors for the lamps direct-

ing the rays of light to the rear of the cabinet, a chart

upon the rear of the cabinet, the front of the cabinet hav-

ing an opening, a slldable panel closing the opening, said

panel having openings arranged opposite the chart, a

transparent plate of different color for each of the open-

ings, a shutter 'or each of the plates provided with an

aperture registering with the opening when the said

shutter is in one position, and friction means for sus-

taining the shutters in any desired position.

5. In an apparatus of the class set forth, a cabinet,

vertically movable charts in the cabinet, lamps having

reflectors directing the rays of light toward the charta,

a slldable panel for the front of the cabinet having spaced

openings, a transparent plate of a different color for each

of the openings, the said openings being disposed opposite
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tke clMTt, and mraos f*r Indlrldually or limalUuieoiuly

clesiDg amy ur all of the aaid op^'aings.

[Claims 6 to 13 not prliit»>a In tbo Gazettp.)

1^30.028. PNEUMATIC I'lMP. Kdwabd E. Rardon.
tvb. 1;;. 1SH5. Serial So.Hamilton. Kans. Filvd

7.9M. (CI. lo.t—8.)

/*

ff

/< /rf-/./

A pump, an outer tank or rp<»-ptatle, a watt-r supply

plp«» neiured to and coinmuii lea ting with said receptacle

adja(«'nt the upper end thereof, a removable cover se-

cured to the upper end of said receptacle, an inner tank

poititioned within the outer tank and resting upon the

Inner side of the bottom wall thereof, and means for

rigidly securing the Inner tank to the walls of the outer

tank concentrically related thereto, pipes extending

through the cover into the Inner receptacle and commu-
nicating therewith, means for controlling passage through

the8« pipes, said inner tank provided adjacent its lower

end with an inlet opening, a pipe arranged In said Inlet

opening and communicating therewith, a valve arranged

in said pipe, an arm connected with said valve, a rod

connected with said arm and extending upwardly through

the removable cover of the oater tank and its outer end

constituting a handle whereby the valve may be operated

for controlling the supply from the onter tank into the

Inner tank, said onter and inner tank provided adjacent

their opper ends with alined openings the condalt extend-

ing tbrongfa said ope'iiings having one end positioned at

the Inner tank with Its opposite end located on the ex-

terior of the outer tank said condalt being substantially

L-shaped and having Its longer arm positioned within the

Inner tank and terminating adjacent the bottom thereof

in the inner end provided with an opening permitting of

the inlet of the water to the conduit thas conTeyIng it

from the inner tank as and for the purpose specified.

1,230.029. VESSEL LIFTKR. Richaud .1. Raacr, Par-

kersiiorg, W. Va. nie«l Sept. H. 1915. Serial No.

49.55.-,. (CI. 57—111.)

A veaael lifter camprialng a pair of atraiuls of wire,

each of said strands having a coll formed IntermeiUate it*

emls. -ittltl colLs being superposed, a pivot pin extending

through .said colls a»d plvotally connecting <<aUl strandi*

of wire, a flat circular plate forsM^*! on each end of said

pivot pin and spaced from mid c«Ua to provide relatlre

lateral movement of said colls, oppositely carved Jaws

formed on each of said strands of wire, and handles

formeil on the opposite ends thereof for the purpon^ de-

scribed.

1.230.030. TRAl.N SIGNALING AND STOPPING DE-
VICE. Kb.vt RK<iEB, nuckhannon. W. Va. Filed May
6. 1915. Serial No. 2«,281. (CT. 177—S81.)

1. In a train signaling and stopping device, a selector

switch comprising a plnrality of movable conducting disks

having a common axis, each of said disks being provided

with a recess on its periphery, the recesses of the dlska

being disposed In snceeaalTe steps with respert to their

angular dlspotiltlon around thrtr common aits, a single

conducting arm arranged to engage the periphery of any

of said disks, an Insulating' disk having a series of radially

extending notches at the periphery of the disks, an actuat-

ing mechanism for rotating all of said disks including an

escapement wheel, means normally in engagement with

said escap«'ment wheel for stopping the rotation of said

insulating disks, ahd electromagnetic means for with-

drawing the said stopping means clear of the escapement

wheel and thereby permitttnK the rotation of the disks.

2. In a train signaling and stopping device, a selector

swlt«h comprising a plurality of movable conducting disks

having a common axis, each of said disks l>elng provided

with a recess on its periphery, the reresses of the disks

being disposed in successive stepa with respect to their

angular disposition around their common axis, a single

conducting arm arranged to engage the periphery of any

of said disks, an insulating 'Uak having a series of radially

extending notches at the periphery of the disks, an actu-

ating mechanism for rotating all of said disks. Including

an escapement wheel, a lever kavtng one end arranged to

engage said escapement wheel for stopping the actuating

mechanism, an electro-magnrt acting «>n the opposite end

of the lever for ralslBg the mme. and an arm carried by

said lever and arranged to fxtentl over and rest upon the

periphery of said iaaslatlag 'ff-'k--.

3. In a train signaling and >.tupping device, • selector

Hwltck roBtprlsiag a piurallty uf conductiAg dUks, said

diaka l>«iBg aaounted to rotate on a comtiM>B axis, each of

said dlaka being provided with a single re<-esa In Its

periphery, tlte receaaes of the disks bviug dlsp«se<1 in suc-

I i-rislri- Atepa with respect tt> their angular cUKpotiltlon

aroaad tWir (obib»ob axl.*^. and a »tngle conductlAg arm
arranged to engage the peripiMry of any of said dlaka.

4. In a train signaling and stopping device, a selector

switch comprUing a plurality of conducting disks, said

disks beiag mounted to rotate on a common axis, each of

said diaks t>cing provided with a itingle receaa in Its

periphery, the receasea of tike dinks being disposed la suc-

cessive steps with D^pect to their angular disiposltlon

around their common axis, a single conditctiatc arm ar-

ranged to ezkgaze the periphery of any of said dlsk-s. means
for rotating the llsk*. tike rolatloa nf the diaks serving
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to brtnf the conducting arm eventually into registration

with the receaa In the periphery of the <llsk.

5. In a train signalling snd stopping device, a selector

switch comprising n plurality of conducting disks, said

disks being mounted to rotate on a common axis, each

of sail disks being provided with a re.ess in Its periphery

the rec-esaea of the disks being disposed in successive steps

with respect t.. their angular disposition around their

common axis, a sln/le conducting arm arranu-ed to en

cage the periphery of any of the disks, means for rotating

the disks and eiectro ntagnetic means for stopping the

rotation of the disks, said electromagnetic means being

energized bv current through the disks and the conducting

arm whereby when the reces.. In the disk Is in registration

with the conducting arm the current will be cut off and

the rotation of the <lisks will be stopped.

[Claims 6 to 15 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1230 031. RAIL-JOINT. G.orc.c C. Richards, Berke

'ley. Cal. Filed Sept. 20. 1916. Serial No. 121,163.

(CI. 289—6.)

movement and having a Jaw on one side and also pro-

vided at its outer end with a shank whereby the tool may

Ik- attached to a <hu<k. means to adjust the last named

block a plate extending across the body and the last

named block and adjustable transversely of «ald bo<ly and

block, said plate having an L-slot in the Uri^er portion

of whl.h the Jaw of said last named l>ody Is arranged,

and a gage wire extending a. ross the inner end of the

L-arm of said slot and spaced from said last named

Mock.
. , , .

2. A watch makers Jeweling tool comprising a body

having a slot near its outer end and a second slot extend-

ing at Ita inner end. a Jaw at the outer end and on on«

side of the body, a chuck at said end of the lK)dy having

a double edged bit. a black mounted for movement In the

first name<l slot of the body and having a Jaw to move

therewith toward and from the first named Jaw, a screw

shaft to operate said blo.k and having an operating

wheel a second block m«uBte«l for transverse movement

in the second slot of the body, provided at Its inner end

with a shank adapted to be engaged by a Uthe (hn<k.

said second block also having a Jaw on one side near Us

outer end. a screw for adjusting said second block In rhe

second slot and thereby relatively moving the body trans-

versely with respect to said second blo<k. and a plate

extending acrww the body and said second block, adjust-

able transveraelv thereof, provided with an L slot, in the

larieer portion of which said Jaw of the second block is

arranged, said plate being further provided with a gave

wire extending across the inner end of the L-trm of Its

slot and spaced from the «ald second block.

1 A rail Joitit Including a tl.' plate having an upwardly

extending flange on each side thereof, fish plates formed

Of resilient metal so as to be sprung to engage at their

upper edr>s with the lower sides of the rail beads »nd at

their lower side edges with sHld flanges, said fishplate,

being formed of bowed plates having L-shaped cross sec-

tional configurations connecte.l by gradually curved parts

and having their vertical legs lncllne<l outwardly and

downwardly with reapect to the rail webs so as to leave

space "between the curved parts nf the fish-plates and he

Juncture of the rail webs and bases, and l>olts passing

through the fish plates and rail webs to effrt^ reliable

clamping of the fish plat.-*.

o A rail Joint Including a tie plate having Hgld side

abutments, fish plate,, fornw^ of r«.illent metal
«7«"

Ji-

be sprung to engage at their tipper side edges with the

upper side, of the rail heads and at their lower side edges

with the abutments, said fish plates being bowed so as

to have vertical legv «p«..-d from the rail web*; and to

have boriiontal parts which seat only on the outer side

parts of the rail b«*es whereby to leave free r^rr be-

Tween the Juncture of the rail webs and bases, and bolts

passing through the fish plates and rail webs to effect

regulable clamping of the fish plates.

1.284».0:i:t. INTEK.N.VL COMBUSTION ENGINE. AN-

i««w L. RiKEB, Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to Tfce

•LocomobUe- Company of America. New York, N. T.,

a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed July 27. 1911.

Serial No. 640.770. (CL 123—80.)

1230 082 WATCHMAKERS .lEWELING TOOL. ZaI-A

riddle Pimsmulr. «nl. Filed Apr. 26. 1915. Serial

No. 24.044. Renewed Jan. 23. 1917. Serial No. 144.050.

(CL 2^—10.)

1. A watch maker s Jeweling tool having a chuck at Its

outer end for a double edged hit and also having a fixed

gage Jaw at Its outer end. a movable block mounted In

the bodv and having a Jaw. means to adjust said blo.k

and its Jaw a block moonte,! In the body for transverse

1 \n internal combustion engiJ»e having a cylinder,

a piston, a prolonged port opening In said cylinder ex-

tending for substantially the distance of piston travel and

adapted to be rendered progressively svailable or unavall

able hv piston movement, and m«*«s apart from aaid pis-

ton for opening an.l closing said port openlnj:.

2 An internal combustion engine having n < yllnder. a

piston a succession of admission ports extending substsn

tlally tlie entire length «' P'^<*»n ^i*^** "'^ adapted ta

be rendere.l progressively available by movement of the

piston and means apart from the pistoo for uncovering

said ports on each alternate forward stroke of the piston.

but for closing them on ttie succeedlag forw.ard and the

Intermediate reverse piston stroke*.

3. An internal conibostlon engine having a cylinder, a

piston a sucf-ession of admls^d<»B p^.rts in said . yllnier

extending for substantially the entire distance of pistoa

travel and a-lapt.-d to be rendered progressively nTailnWe

by the piston on forward movement thereof, and i»<^ni!
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for opening and closing said ports Independently of tb«
piston.

4. An internal combustion engine baying a cylinder, a
piston, a surcesslon of admission ports in said cylinder
extending for substantially the entire distance of piston
travel and adapted to be rendered progressirely available
by the piston on forward movement thereof, and means
comprising a ported rotary sleeve for opening and closing
aald ports Independently of the piston.

5. An internal combustion engine having a cylinder, a
piston, a succession of ports in said cylinder extending
for substantially the distace of piston travel and adapted
to be rendered progressively available by the piston, a
ported slide valve between the piston and cylinder adapt-
ed to nncover said cylinder ports and a piston ring for
said piston split along a plane transverse to the plane
Of the ring and substantially tangential thereto.

[Claim 6 not printed In the (Jazette.]

1.230.034. BORING-MACHI.NE. Ebnbst J. Rolling*,
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Oct. 31, 1916. Serial No.
128,740. (CI. 77—3.)

.u-1
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3. In a rharn. a frame, guides moanttHl od oppoilte
sides of the frame, a receptacle flttlni? in the frame and
baring trunnion* slidably and rotatably engaging aald
guides, and antifriction ni«aiii! rotatably carried by the
trunnlouii and engaging the guides for holding the re-
ceptacle fronj laterlal movement in the frame.

10. In a churn, a frame, provided with borlionUlly ar-
ranged elongated guides, an elongated receptacle provided
with trunnions arranged centrally thereon, pivotally and
slidably mounted In said guides and arranged lengthwise
of the frame, means for reciprocating said receptacle back
and forth on said guides, a cover for one end of said
recptade. antifriction devices loosely mounted on said
trunnions and interposed between the same and said
guides, and detachable means for maintaining said re-
ceptacle against rotation around its trunnions as an axis
and to keep the same in a horizontal position during the
reciprocation thereof, but to allow when detached the
pivotal movement thereof around Its axis for fllling and
emptying the recepUcle. as desired.

[Claim* 2 and 4 to 9 not printed in the Gaxette.l

1,230.041. MUSIC-LEAT TURNER. Chablii 8«al«.
Eustls. Fla. Filed Not. 19, 1915. Serial No 62 348
(CI. 84—17.)

A moaic leaf turner comprising a base, a back board
setured thereto and extending upwardly therefrom, a
horizonul guide secured to the back board In spaced par-
allel relation to the base, guides secured to the bas* and
in space<l parallel reUtlon to the back Ixiar.l. l>locks slld-
able within the guides, a retractile coll spring connecting
the blocks and normally urging the sam>> toward each
other, stops to limit the Inward movement of the blocks,
a pin extending upwardly from the t>ase board and cen-
trally thereof, frames, flanges at the lower ends of the
frames, ears exten<llng lougltmlinally from the flanges
and pivotally mounted on the pin, downwardly and In-
wardly Inclined walls at the outt-r etlges of the flanges,
outwardly extending flanges at the lower ends of the
walls.. and arms on the base blocks ixtendlng toward the
walls and carrying latches to engage said walls.

1.230,042. RAILWAY-CAB SIGNALING SrSTEM Hi-AU G. Sedgwick, Mill Valley, Gal., assignor to The
National Safety Appliance Company, a Corporation of
California. Filed July 29, 1911, Serial No. 641,287.
Renewed May 10, 1917. Serial No. 167,801. (Q.
246—69.)

eur\.4_n_rui

1. In an apparatus of the class set forth, the combina-
tion of a railway vehicle carrying a pair of shoes, one at
each side of the vehicle, each shoe brtng adapted to be

shifted varying distaaoea by ro«d-b«<l obeUcles. a set of
visual signals at the front of the vehicle cab and another
»et «t signals at the rear of the cab. means for operating
^ch set of signals In.lependently by the movement of
either one of said .shoes, and means for automatically
sJilfting one or the other set of signals Into action by the
chance of direction of movement of the vehicle, whereby
when the vehicle Is moving forwardly the front set of
signals will \h' subject to actuation by one of the shoes
and when the vehicle is moving rearwardly the other or
rear set of signals will be made subject to the other shoe.

2. in an apparatus of the class set forth, the combina-
tion of a railway vehicle provided with a cab, a set of
signals at the front of the cab and an Independent set of
signals at the rear of the cab, means for actuating .a, h
set of signals independently according to the direction
of movement of the vehicle, said means embodying a se-
ries of pneumatic tube* extending to each set of signals,
a fluid pressure source ronnecteii to said tubes, a shift-
able valve adapted to connect either set of tubes with
said source of pressmre. and means for shifting this valve
operated by the change ta direction of rotation of one of
the vehicle axle«.

4. In an apparatus of the class set forth, the comblna
tlon of a road l)ed shoe or obsUde and means for setting
it at different points, a railway Tehicle carrying a shoe
adapted to be shifted varying distances by thp aforesaid
shae or ohaUcle. a serlw of signal devices and means on
the vehicle whereby the movement of the shoe thereon
win be trsnslatiHl Into dlffprent slgnsls. said means em-
iKKlylng a graduated stop means for limiting the move-
ment of the shoe ou the vehicle to prevent It moving to a
greater distance than the road l>«l shoe or obstacle is
set for.

(Claim 8 not printed in the (jaxette.)

1.230.043 PI8TOL-H0L.MTER. Waltm H. Shilto.x. B1
Paso. Tex., assignor to The Shelton-Payne Arms Com-
pany. El Paso, Tex., a Corporation Filed Nov. 1».
1916. Serial No. 131.091. (CI. 224—2.)

2. A pistol holster Incladlng a body, a flap forming
with said body a pistol sh»'ath. a strip in said sheath hav-
ing a slot for receiving the magazine rel«««lng pin of the
pistol and a beveled edge for conforming to the pistol
barrel, said strip adapted to engage the magazine and
hold the pistol handle outwardly so as to b«> free of the
wearers hody. substantially as described.

3. A pistol holster of the character described Including
a bUnk forming a lK>dy and having a tmse made in one
piece with the upper erlge thereof and folded over rear-
wardly on said body, means for atUchlng the body and
base together, said blank also having formed In one piece
therewith and at one side thereof a flap, said flap b^jng
bent over on the tront face of said l>ody and forming
therewith a case In which the pistol Is re<elved a strip
extending lengthwise in said case at one side thereof and
having a l>eveled eilge next the pistol barrel for conform-
ing .substantUlly to the curvature thereof, said strip be-
ing adapted to engage thp magasine and hold the pistol
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with the handle extending outwardly at •"/"^^ *\*J*
^oiy of the w«irer. ...eans for securing said flap and strtp

rTittd i^v. said strip having a slot therein for recHv-

^g th.. m.g.«lne-rele«slng pl-. s.1.1 «.P '''^"« "
;. ^ Kj,„rt

therein for admitting the flng.r of the --"-;"
^^''/'^J^^-^Jg"

trl«er and a relatively narrow strap for -•»«•«*"«,^J '"^

tie p".tol »i«mer to hold the same in place in the holster

gobstantlally as described.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1280 044. CHECKBOOK John F. «*«""^«"l ]J?
Moines, Iowa. Filed Oct. 18. 1915. Serial No. 56.485.

(O. 11—8.)

frau>e m.lnlv Ir advance of s.id supporting snrf.ce.

^rocket gears upon .he shaft of said motor, sprocket

^ars upon the said longitudinally extending shafts, drij-

fnj cbalns connecting the sprocket gears on the motor

with the sprocket gear, on the longitudinally extend-

g shafts, propeller shafts universally Joined to said longi-

tudinally extending shafts at points '^
'^''^l'''''*''^*

head frame, hobs fixed to «ild propeller shafts and carry

^ng Propdl-s. collars nxe<l .0 said propeller shafts In

sDac«! relation to said huba, collars loosely mounted on

SeTrope'er shaft, betw^-cn the hub. and collars, ant -

rlctfon bearings between the loo.e collars and the co.ct_

ng hubs and fixed collars, a horl«»ntal and transvexae link

«r pivotally connecting the loose collars, whereby the

propeller shafts may be simultaneously adjusted Uterally

or vertlcallv in either direction from a normal P««>rt«°' »

Torlz^nta. rearwardly extending universally Joined Wer

nlvoUlly ct.nnecte,l with said link bar whereby the Mine

Sly^* ««Te<l in an endwise or vertical direction^ said

TMt having a handle e.vtendlnp Inwardly t>^o"JJ^
mo r^n:;^ .earing, means for locking

-'^--J" "^^^
position, and an aviators s..at monnt.nl upon the main

frame adjacent to and In rear of «ald lever.

m close proxlmltj to the ";°" . ^^ ^^^ ^over.

mltting a check to be passe<i .k- ween "and the

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette. 1

1 280.046. L1GHTIN<;-FIXTURE. Esmond M. Silini.

Chicago. 111. Filed Feb. 11. 1916. Serial No. ...686-

(CT. 240—92.)

(Q. 244—14.)

1 In a flving machine, the combination of a main

Irersure when the machine 1. balanced, an aviators seat

=.r1^ -::eru;^^'.r.w.::e^

•.:^l^ and th^ rear propeliln. m^^^-^n. ..U.,jr-

!nSX cooperative action with the weight of the avla-

I^^Vhlun^i the weight of the forward propelling mecha-

.^.r.D°%v.cl. pTp^u^UnilT no, (or ,r.».mmln, .d)o.t.

^ter of the machine, a motor mounted upon said bead

1 IB a device of the class dewrlbed the combination

with a cap. of a socket secured within the same, .ring

mounredTn the lower portion of the cap^ said -'««
J*

-•

provided with a d..wnwanlly depending flange a I ghtIng

element connected Into the «»cket. a globe surrounding the

lilZing element and having it. upper portion connected

to the flange, the lower portion of «Ud globe being formed

uilstantlaily on the snrfa<-e of a sphere the -nter w^ereo

lies within the lighting element, and the "PP'-- P^^^f
"^^ ^^

he globe being formed on a reversed curve having its ine

Injunction with the aforementioned sphere lying substan-

tia ly In a plane which pas«>s through the "ghtlng elemen .

a shade surrounding the upper portion of the globe, a su t-

^ble connection between the shade and flange, a supple-

mental reflector at>ove the lighting element and within the

glob!" and means for securing said supplemeptal reflector

In such position, substantially as described.

7 In a fixture of the cla« described, a "'"fl-P^^

Klobe the lower portion whereof Is substantia ly semi-

spherical and provided with a surface adapted to reflect

Te ravs of light upwardly, while the upper portion is dls-

'p'osi within 'the 'erti.al planes of the sides of the lower

portion and is substantially bell-shape and made ottrf^u*.

parent n^terlal to permit passage of direct rays of light.

Lid upper portion »>elflg formed with a double ogee curva-

ture wherehv a reflector receiving portion and an attach-

ing rim are provided at the upper end thereof.

[CUims 2 to 6 and 8 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 2 80 04 7. CONNECTING DEVICE FOR SWITCH-

POINTS RoBEaT W. 8NAPP. Petersburg. Va.. assignor

of one-hnlf to Clifford 8. Edmunds. Petersburg. Va^

F^Jo^. 23. 1915. serial NO. 67.648. (CJ-
104-»6s)

r The combination with a pair of switch point, and the

connecting bars for the switch points, of plates adjustably
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mounted on the switch points, means for holding the
plates In their adjusted position and means for tonne, tini
the plates to the connecting bars.

2. The combination with a pair of switch points and
the connecting bars for the switch points, of plate* carrle<l
by th«> points and each of the plates having a pair of lat-
erally extending arms thereon, the arms forming .-ach
I>alr being arranged one above the other, and means for
connecting the arms to the connecting bars.

3. A connecting device of the character described com-
prising an elongated plate, arms extending outr^ardlr
from the plate and Including an inclined portion and a
horizontally disposed portion, and anjrular shaped ribs car
rled by the arms and connected to the plate.

4. A connecting device of the class described compris-
ing an elongated plate having an elongated slot adjacent
one end thereof and a pair of spaced slots adjacent the
opposite end. an arm formed Integral with the first men-
tioned end of the plate, and a second arm formed Integral
with the plate and located between the spaced slots at the
aecond mentioned end of the plate and spaced from the
•aid end.

5. A connecting device of the class described compris-
ing a plate, laterally extending arms carried by the platea U-shaped frame carried by one of the arms, and a flange'
formed on the last mentioned arm and coextensive there-
with and having the opposite ends thereof Integrtllj co«-
nected. respectively, to the plate and one side of the
frame.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Oaiette.]

projecting outwardly from the outer end of sal<l sleeve
and also projecting inwardly into the sleeve and pro-*
vlded with a shoulder to reat on the seat In said sleeve,
and also provided with means for the attachment of the
stay bolt.

3. In stay bolt < onstruction. a two part sleeve, one part
of which Is externally threaded and provided at Its outer
end with a seat, and the other part made to yield and
secured by threads to the outer end of first mentioned
part, the said yielding part having a shoulder to rest on
the seat In the externally threaded part and also provided
with Internal thread for the attachment of a stay bolt

1.280.049. STEAM ENGINE VALVE REVEBSINO-
(JEAR. Hal R. SxArroHD. Plalnfleld. N. J., assignor to
Economy Devlcea Corporation. New York. N. Y.. a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Feb. 19, 1917. SerUl No
149.8S8. (a. 121—98.)

1.280.048. STAY BOLT FOR BOILERS. B«.vjamij. B
D. STAfTOBD and Ethan I. Dodds, Plttaburgh P» ui
rignora to Flannery Bolt Company. Pittsburgh.

'

P».
Filed Feb. 27. 1915. SerUl No. 11.080. (Cl 80—!.» )

1. In stay bolt construction, a sleeve externally threaded
and provided with an internal seat, and a yielding mem
ber projecting outwardly from the outer end of said
sleeve, and provided with a shoulder to engage the seat
within the sleeve, the said yielding member adapted to
support the outer end of the stay bolt.

2. In stay bolt construction, a sleeve externally threaded
an<I provl(]e<l with an Internal seat, and a yielding member

1. In a valve reversing mechanism, the combination of
,

a fluid pressure motor ; a re<lprocatory actuating valve
controlling the supply and exhaust of motive fluid to and
from said motor; a floating lever; manuallv operable

I means for moving said lever; automatically operable
means for moving said lever by the motor. In an oppo-

I site direction
; an oscillatory member lnterpose<l between

and coupled to the floating lever and the actuating valve;
,

and means. Interposed between said oscillatory member
and the actuating valve, for preventing displacement or
disturbance of movement of said valve.

2. In a valve reversing mechanism, the combination
of a fluid pressure motor : a valve chest ; an actuating
valve fltted to reciprocate In said chest and control the
-upply and exhaust of fluid to and from said motor said
valve having vertical lateral recesses; a floating lever;
manually operable means for moving said lever; auto-
matically operable means for moving said lever by the
motor in an opposite direction

; a rock shaft Jour'nale*!
In the valve cheat, transversely to the actuating valve: an
arm coupling said rock shaft to the floating lever; an
arm dep<.ndlng from said rock shaft and having a forke.1
lower end embracing the actuating valve ; pins flxed in
and projecting inwardly from the forks of said arm. and
blocks Journaled on said pins and engaging the lateral
recesses of the actuating valve.

8. In a valve reversing mechanism, the combination ot
a reversing cylinder : a piston fltted therein : a piston ro<l
••cured to said piston ; a valve chest having admlaslon
ports communicating with opposite ends of the cylinder,
nnd an exhaust port ; a laterally recessed actuatng valve
fltted to traverse longitudinally in the valve chest and
control said ports; a bearing flxed In the valve chest
transversely to the actuating valve; a rock shaft jour'
naled In said bearing

; a floating lever ; manually operable
means for moving said lever ; means, actuated by the pis-
ton rod of the reversing cylinder, for moving said lever in
opposite direction

: an arm fixed to the rock shaft, exte-
rior to the valve chest, and coupled to the floating lever

;

an arm rtxed on «.ald shaft, within the valve chest and
flttlng over the actuating valve; and blocks Journaled on
saM arm and engaging the lateral recesses of the actn-

* atlng valve.

June 12, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 609

1.230.060. BARREL SMOKING OVEN.
8TANKOWSKI. Baltimore, Md. Piled Dec.

rial No. 18«,318. (Cl. 84—19.)

Prancibzbk
11, 1916. Se-

1. A l>arrel smoking oven comprising a chamber hav-

ing a hearth, hermetically closing doors at the front of

the chaml)er. an air Inlet flue opening Into the upper

part of the chamber, and a smoke flue extending upward

from the top of said chamber and having a cross sectional

area not greater than one-ninth the floor area of the cbam

ber. the air Inlet flue having a rross sectional area not

greater than one-sixth the cross sectional area of the

•moke flue.

I Claim 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.280.051. IH8PLAY RACK. Hernhard St«rx, New
York. N. Y. Flle«l Aug. 16. 1910. Serial No. 115.208.

(Cl. 211—23.)

1. In a display rack, a plurality of overhead tracks

each mounted to revolve on a vertical axis, merchandise

carriers suspended from the tracks to revolve on a ver

tlcal axis and movable In said tracks, means for main-

taining said tracks in allnement and preventing their

rotation. wherel)V the merchandise (arri.rw may be moved

from one track Into the other, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. In display rack, a plurality of overhead tracks

each revoluble on a vertical axis, frames suspended from

said tracks to rerolve on a vertical axis, and locking

means for preventing the rotation of the tracks and for

maintaining the adjacent tracks in allnement whereby

the frames may be moved from one track into the adja-

cent one.

3. In a display rack, overhead tracks each mounted to

revolve on a vertical axis, a plurality of frames suspende<l

from the track each revoluble on a substantially vertical

axis, flexible means connecting the frames and forming

a chain thereof, a panel associated with each frame, a

yielding member adjacent the upper end of the frame

on each face thereof, and locking means for the adjacent

tracks to maintain them in allnement and prevent their

turning, whertby the frames may be moved from one track

into the other, substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

4. In a display rack, a pair of standards, a beam con-

necting the standarris at the upper ends thereof, a plu-

rality of brackets suspended from the beam, each bracket

to revolve on a substantially vertical axis, T-shaped
meml>ers, rollers Associated with said T-shaped members
and engaging the brackets, frames suspended from the T-

sbaped members to revolve thereon, a removable panel

assoclateil with each frame, and a yielding bar associated

with each face of the panel adjacent the upper end of the

frame, flexible means connecting said frames and forming

a chain thereof, means for locking the ends of the tracks

adjacent the standards, and means for locking the adja-

cent ends of tracks.

1.230,052. VISCOUS-FLUID APPLIER. Leutkl Le8T«b

Stev»N80n, Emporia, Kans. Filed May 25. 1916. 8«-

rial No. 99.857. (Cl. 221—74.)

1. A viscous fluid appUer. comprising a cawing pro

vlded at one side with a flexible diaphragm, a collapsible

receptacle within the casing and adapted to contain a

viscous fluid to be applied, an outlet spout leading from

the said receptacle and extending through the said cas-

ing to the outside thereof, and an air admission valve

arrange<l on the said casing and adapted to admit air to

the casing on the collapsing of the said receptacle.

2. A viscous fluid applier. comprising a casing open at

one side and provided at this open side with a grooved

annual flange, a diaphragm covering the sat'd opening

and having Its edge secured In the groove of the said

flanpe. a collapsible receptacle within the said casing and

adapted to contain the viscous fluid, a spout leading from

the said receptacle and extending slidably through the

peripheral rim of the casing to the outside thereof, a

filling device on the said receptacle an(J extending through

the casing to the outside thereof, and an air admission

valve held on the said casing for admitting air to the

casing.

3. A viscous fluid applier of the type describe<l. compris-

ing a casing open at one side and provided at this side with

a grooved annual flange, a diaphragm extending over the

opening and formed of a plurality of layers of pliable

materials having their edges engaging the said gro(»ved

flange, stiffening disks on the said diaphragm, a spring

attached to the flange and pressing against the Inner fac«

of the diaphragm, fastening means for securing the edges

of the diaphragm layers to the groove<l flange, a collapsible

receptacle within the casing and an outlet spout leading

therefrom and extending through the casing to the outside

thereof.

4. In a viscous fluid applier. the combination of a cas-

ing having a diaphragm at one side, a collapsible recep-

tacle within the said casing and having an outlet spout

extending through the casing to the outside thereof, and
an air admission valve attached to the casing and having

means to retard the admission of air and thus assist in

controlling the flow of the fluid from the receptacle.

5. A vls<ous fluid applier. comprising a casing having
a diaphragm at one side, n collapsible receptacle within

the said casing and having an outlet spout extending

through the said casing to the outside thereof, and an

nlr admission valve held on the said casing and having a

flexible valve member provided with in<islons normally

closeil and a<lapted to open on a suction action from

within the casing.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.2M.058 FLUSHING-TANK. Hiumt Stotfw., IMIm.
Okla. Filed M.r. 12. 1917. ScrUl No. 1*4,199. (CI.

I..230 055. BUILDIN*; FORM. Jo, A. BTrBKJAM. Blll-
liijpi, Mont.. aMicnor lo Tulrol.r Wall romvHinT, Bllllnir'.
Mont., a Corporation of Montuaa. F11«l Apr 12 1913
S«rUl No. 20.80«. Renewed Apr. 20. 1917. 8«rlal No
163.389. (CI. 25—131.)

1. .\ devlc*- of th* character described embodying a
tank having a lower outlet, a tUUble recepUcle within
the tank, an<l a float carried by the receptacle In position
to be moved below the pivot of the receptacle and past
the vertical plane thereof when the receptacle is tilted,
for holdiJig it tilted until the water flows t*«efroiii.

[Cialaa 2 not priatetl in the i;ax>-tte.]

1.230.054. <;OPHERTRAP.
Kans. Filed Mar. 7. 191'

45—21.)

JOHS W. S-nLATTos. Linn,
SerUl No. 158.067. (CI.

1. A wall form comprialBe outer forms. Inner forms ar-
ranged in spaced relation to the outer forms, the said
lnn.'r forms compose,! of a plurHllty of aectlons, mean* for
expanding the sections and aieana for llmltlBg the upread-
Ing movement constmrte*! an.l arranged to maintain the
members of the wall th«>r»-aft.r in spaced relation.

8. A wall form comprising an otiter form constructed
and arranged to control the formation of the outer facet
of a poured wall, and means to control the formation of
the Inner fares of thp nald wall comprl.'^lng rertl.-allT
arranged forms consisting of spaced plates with angularly
extending flanges on the edges ther«H)f. the edges of which
flanges contact, pairs of weilg*. members arranged betw»^n
the said plates to spread the same, vertically arranged
strips located adjacent the Junctures of the forms, said
•trips having cut out portions In the edges thereof, and
notches In the said cut out portions, and transversely ar-
ranged strips haviofc noti-hes therein engaging the notches
In the vertical strips and constructed and arranged to
prevent the transverse dl.<iplacement of the first mentloBed
strips and thereafter brace the members of the wall.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,0m. WATERIN<;-TANK. John Wamj, Baker,
Ore». Filed May 8. Iftlrt. Serial No. 96.044 (CI
126—»47.)

1- A trap for burrowing animals. Including a fimaae, a
trigger .supporting arm projecting from the frame and
adapted to be Inserted In the mouth of a bnrrow. a spring
actuated dart mountwi upon the frame and arrangetl to
be projected Into the burrow, a sliding detent for holding
the dart against the action of the spring, a trigger mount-
e,l upon the trigger supportiug arm. a wedge at one end
of the sliding detent, and an operative connf>ctlon between
the wediee and the Trl>.'K<»r.

4 A trap for burrowing animals, including a frame, an
lncllne<l trigger supporting arm projecting downwardly
from the frame and adapted to be Inserted into the mouth
of a burrow said arm l^^lng provided at Its upper end
with an extPDHlon which adjustably engages the frame to
admit of the inclination of the arm being adjusted, a
spring actuated dart mounted up<.n the frame and ar-
ranged to be projected Into the mouth of the burrow, a
Kulde for the dart upon the frame, a aecond adjustable
guide engaging th*- dart and movable to vary the Incllna
tlon thereof, a detent for holding the dart against the
a<tlon of the -spring, a swinging trigger plvoUllv mounted
upon the low..r end of the trigger aupportlng arm, a
plunger connected to the swinging trigger, and a wedge
carried by the^ plunger and operatlvely engaging the
detent.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gaiette.]

A watering tank for live stock compriiitng an elongattd
sutwtaatlally semi-cylindrical trough, having a closure
member provided with an opening through whl<-h access
to the Interior may be bad, a leg for supporting aald
trough at one t-nd. a housini; for supporting aald trough
at ita other end, a Jack'>t spaced from and surrounding
the outer surface of said trough throughout its several
dimensions, said Jacket having a communicating opening
with aald housing and leing provided with vents at »
point remote from said housing, and a heater positioned
within aald housing, the heat therefrom passing throuKh
the opening In said Jacket, thence entirely throughout the
length thereof about the surface of aald trough and out
through the vents to atmosphere.

1.2S0.007 PRE88ELV8TEKL JOURNAL BOX. William
BaAsrcs Wilj.iam8. Chicago, 111. Filed July IS 1915
SerUl No. .39.549. (CI. 04—10.)
1. .V Journal b..i mad.- of top and cellar portion?*

adapted to be Joined together Ir vertical lines, the edges
of one overlapping the edges of the other and Interlocked
as to end thrust, said top having suitable holes and the
cellar having corresponding projections aecnred In aald
holes.

2. A Journal box composed of top and cellar sections,
the top section overlapping the top edges of the cellar
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and the cellar sheet extending up the entire vertical aidw
of the box on the Inside of the top section and foroked

with shoulders that act as the back stops and Hai<l top

aectlons )»-ing provided with projections which engage

Mid back stops.

g9

3. A Journal box formed "f top and cellar sections, the

top seitlon provided with guide ribs on the outside and

front stops and thrust projections on the Inside, the

cellar section telescoping the inside of the top section

In a vertical line and provided with shoulders for forming

the back stop, said shoulders adapted to b« supported

against thrust by the supporting projections of the top

section.

4. A Journal twx "mafte of top and cellar sections

adapted to be overlapped aad iaterlockcd in a vertical

line, tke ceiinr sectloB passing up on t^ Inside of the

side walls of the top section. saiU ceiiai flush with the

sides of the top i«e< tion and offset to |>a!« inside the top

section wh»T«' the parts nu-.-t.

6. A journal box composed of a top section and a cellar

section, the top section made of a rolled bar with gul(Je

flanges thereon and bent transversely of the flanges to

form vertical sides extending part way down the box.

a cellar made of a sheet of metal and drawn up to form

and telescoped on the Inside of the top section.

[Claims 6 to 13 not pfinte«1 is the Oasette.]

1.280,068. RAILROAD GRADB-CR08SINQ. M08U A.

WooLDBiDoa. WyaconiU. Mo. Filed Oct. 2. 1916. Serial

No. 123.309. (CI. 104—14.)

T 8
w* yo s

a r

-t^
^1

Tf

1. A railroad grade crosKlng, comprising ties and rails,

bars located l>etween and along the outer surfaces of the

rails and extending parnllel therewith, of a plate sup

ported on the bars t>etween the rails, and Inclined plates

connected to the t>ars located along the outer surfaces of

the rails, and means passing through the plates, and bar

and into the ties for fasfniog them in place

2. A railroad (Tossing, cunaprlslng ties and rails. iMtrs

Iscated between and along the outer surfaces of the rails

and extending parallel to the rails, a plate supported on

the bars betwe« a the rails, the edge*: of the plate being

bent so that they are located beoeath the tread of the

rail, inclined plates eagagtag the ends af aald ban mmt
resting on tb«' tlc^ for forming a protnrtleD for the eada

of the plaii', inrlised i>iat*'S supported on the bam located

on the ties along the outer i^nrface of the rails, aad
laeaas passing tkroagh said pistes and bars aad into the

ties for fastcaing the bars and plates in position.

1.2d0.05«. FOCK£T-BILLJAKD TABL£. MaaiOiT A.
AMnaawB. Vubm, .Vriz. Filed Mar. 4, 1015, Serial No.

12,15:>. Renewed .Ian. 27. 1917. Beiial No. 144^96.
(01. 46—12.)
1. The coaiMaation wltb a pocket h4Uiard table havlag

Itall pockets, of a rack dlapooed at one iimI of and extend-

ing beyond the table suScleat to exp^we si) of the balls

therein to view, horizontal ball display raawaya in the

exposed portion of said rack, runways leading from said

pockets, a selector meibanisui tonnecting said runways
and said rack, di8<'barge lueans tor aalU rack, and s
carrier drawer alidingly mounted below aad upon said

rack.

2. The combination with « porket billiard table having

ball pockets, of a rack disposed at one end of nod extend-

ing beyond the table sufficient to expose all of the balls

therein to view, horizontal Imll display runways in the

exposed portion of said rack, runways leading from aald

pockets, a !»elector mecbiinism connecting said runways

and said rack, discharge means mounted on said rack,

a ball receptacle detachsMy mounted on said rack to^

receive said balls, and means for controlling the passage

of balls into said receptacle.

3. The combination with a pocket billiard table having

ball pockets, of ranways leading from said pockets to a
common runway, a ball rurk prrrrlded with Independent

runways mounted on said table, a swinging runway for

progressively connecting the conunon runway with the

indei>endent runways, a cam mechanism for moving said

swinging runway, and an Intermittent grip device for

moving aald cam mechanlan.

4. The combination with a pocket billiard table having

ball po<-keti-. of runways leading from said pockets to a
r-ommon runway, a ball rack provided with ln<l<>i>eadent

runways mounted on said table, a swinging runway for

progressively connecting the common runway with the

Independent runways, a cam follower operatlvely secured

to said swinging runway, a cam for moving s«id cam
follower, and an intermittent grip device for moving
said cam.

5. The combination with a po<ket billiard tal'le having

ttall pockets, of runways leading from said i>ockets to a

common runway, a ball rack provided with lndep»'ndent

mawaya mooated on aald tat>le. a swinging runway for

progresalTely coancctlnf the consmon rvnway with the

independent ranways. a lever operatlvely secured to said

swinging runway, a cam follower monnted upon said

lever, a cam for moving said cam follower, and an Inter-

aslttcat grip devica for moving said cam.
(Claims e aad 7 act printed in the Oasette.]

1,230.0«0. BAG-HOLDER. Cabl G. G. Bbu;strois. St.

Paul, Minn., assignor of one-half to (ieorge D. E.

Bergstrona. Minneapolis. Minn. Filed .Vpr. 24. 191«.

Serial No. 9a,071. (CI. 83—26.)
1. A device of the kind described conprlstag a staad,

an element rigidly mounted on said stand and adapted to

eiiif.n^'e a portion of tho mouth of n tiag. a stand, an ele-

ment rigidly aMMUted on said xtand and adapte<| to cagage

a portion of the Booth of a bag. another elemeat sllAably

mounted upon said first eleinent sad adapted to engage
the mouth portion of said bag. s bell crank lever haring

Its angle pivoted upon said stand and oa»' ana mevaMy
connected to said stldably mounted element and a spring
connected to ttie end of the other arm of said bell craak
and to aald staad and adapted to releasably urge the

movable bag month engaging element into OBternsoft

position and bold the Boutb of the bag dixtended.

2. A device of the kind des<Trl)ted. cemprislng. a base, a
standard mounted on saM base, a bac holdiag elenient

I

rigidly carrte<l by said standard, a second bag holding

i eleasent, carriagge mechamiaai coiaprtstng a pair of spared
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members sildably supported by said rigid element and
carrying at their correfipooding endu siid i><*cond element,

a inemb»>r reolprooahly dl»po»«^l upon said standard, means
connecting the fre** ends of said spaced members with

•aid reciprocable member whereby movement of said

vecond element is communicated to said reciprocable

member, and means cooperating with said aforesaid means
for uriflng said second element away from said rigid

element.

S. A device of the kind described, comprising, a base,

a standard mounted on said base, a t>ag holding element
rigidly carried by said i^tandard. a second bag holding

element, carriage mechanism comprising a pair of apaced
members slidably supporteij by said rigid element and
carrying at their < orrespondlng ends said second element,
a member reclprocably illspus**)! upon said standard,
means connecting the free ends of said spaced members
with said reciprocable member whereby movement of said

second element is communicated to said reciprocable
member, and spring mean* cooperating with said afore-

said means for urging said second element away from said

rigid element.

4. A device of the kind described, comprising, a base,

a standard mounted on said base, a t»ag holding element
rigidly carrie^i by said standard, a second bag holding
element, carriage iiiechanlsai comprising a pair of spaced
members slidably supported by said rigid element and
carrying at their ( orrespondlng ends said second element,

a member reclprocably disposed upon said standard,
means conne<'ttng the free ends of said spaced members
with said re<lprocable membtHr whereby movement of said

second element is <-ommunlcated to said reciprocable

member, and means pivotally attached at one end to t<ald

standard and at the other end to said connecting means
for eliminating binding tendency of said parts during
their respective movements.

1.230,061 OIL -CAN Joseph A. BLANCHrrra, 8te.

Anne des Chimes. Manitoba. Canada. Piletl Feb. 25,

1016. Serial No. 80.."\06. (CI. 221—78.)
In an oiler of the class described, a compressed <!r res-

ervoir, means to supply the same with compressed -.r. an
oil reservoir, a piston in the oil reservoir, a dlsi lia: /e

nozzle leading from the lower end of the oil reservoir, n

spring to rai.se the piston, a pipe connected to the upper
end of the oil reservoir and having a valved air inlet u~

ranged !n the compressed air reservoir to admit com-

pressecj air to the upper portion of the oil reservoir from

the air reservidr. and a valved air outlet for the said pipe

to dl»charge comprfi«s»Hl air from the oil reservoir Into

the outer air, the valves for said air inlet and air ontlet

having operating means arranged at one side of the air

reservoir, and a handle for the said reservoir on thr-

same aide thereof, the said oil reNervoIr Ufing arranged In

the said compressed air reservoir.

1,280,062. COIN-CONTROLLED LOCK. Gsoaoi O. F.

BoswiLL, Indianapolis, Ind., assignor to Universal Coin
Lock Company. Indianapolis, Ind.. a Corporation. Filed

Mar. 13, 1916. SerUl No. 88,8'.'0. (01. 1»4—78.)

1. A coin controlltil loi-k having a spring actuated tK>lt.

means for gnidinK the coin to a position to engage and
withdraw said Uilt, a bar for stopping said coin in posi-
tion to engage <%ald Iwit and for laterally moving said
coin to withdniw the bolt, and knob operated means for
moving said bar to cause the withdrawal of the bolt.

2. A coin controlled lock having a spring actuated bolt
and with a log on It. means for guiding the coin to a posi-

tion adjacent said Ing and between it and the outer end
of the bolt, a bar for engaging the lower part of the coin
and also the edge of the coin next to the outer end of
the bolt, and knob operated means for moving said bar in-

wardly and thus through the coin casing causing the
withdrawal of the bolt.

a A coin I ontroUed lock having a spring actuated l>olt

and with a lag on it. means for guiding the coin to a posi-

tion adjacent said lug and between it and the outer end
of the t>olt, a tMr for engaging the lower part of the coin
and also the edge of the coin next to the outer end of the
t>olt, knob operated means for moving said bar Inwardly
and thus through the coin causing the withdrawal of the
t>olt, and a spring for retaming said bar after the knoh
operated means is released.
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anJwIth ,

'*^ '"'" ''*^'°« "^ ''"^»°« •''^"^ted boltand with a lug on it. means for guiding the coin to a posi-

Ir V iT°' '"'' '"* ""'^ ^^'^^^^ '« •""! the outer^d

^Id r,^ h" l" '*"; '"^"'"^ '''' '*'-" P"* o' the coin

wTT H .K °T''"^ "'""" '«^ '"«^*°« »»d bar ID-

Tf thJ ?"l! r"***
'*'" ""'° ''*°«"'» *»"- Withdrawalof the bolt, a spring for returning said bar after the

thP hTr' ."^'"'" '" '"''"**^- "'>" "-«°« '««• forcingthe bolt Inward as the door Is closed for moving the lug

the^'in *"'''
"°" "'^ '" '" P""" *^* '""^^ "'

and .Uh'"°/°°'''*."^
"''"'' ••'^°« " "P'"'°« actuated boltand with a lug on It. means for guiding the coin to a posl-tlon adjacent said lug and between It and the outer end

;L r. Ik" !:,"'
'"' ''^^''*^°'^ '''' '«''" P»^t «' the coinand also the edge of the coin next to the outer end ofthe bolt, knob operate<l m.ans for moving said bar in-wardly and thus through the coin causing the withdrawal

of the bolt, a spring for returning said bar after theknob operated means 1, releawnl. means for forcing the

t^l hn.r "/"^ •"**" *" "'"•"^^ '"" "«^"'« »»»* •'« onthe bolt away from said l>ar to permit the escape of thecoin, and means for adjusting the position of said bar for•topping coins of the desired dimensions.
[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.280.063. TIME-LIMIT RELAV. g«,hc;. A. Bra.vHai.Saugu. M.Hs.. awi^or to Searn B. ('ondit. Jr.. Brook-

-nf K. ? *'°"' ''° «^^'-'oa'l« of higher current values,and which operate, the switch at the end of a definiteperiod of time regardless of the current value of theoverload, substantially as described.
4. In a time-limit oontroiling apparatus for electric cir-

o^il.^'
combination of means variably ren>onslve tooverloads of different current values up to a predeter-mined current value for controlling the operation of aswitch at the end of correspondingly variable periods oftime, and other means associated with the aforesaidmeans and responsive only to overloads of higher currentvalue for controlling the operation of the switch at the

v^h, f fK"*"*'' F^"'"^
"' "'°^' r*«»'-dless of the currentvalue of the overload. subsUntUlly as described

6. In a tlmellmlt controlling apparatus for electric cir-
cuits the combination of means variably responsive tooverloads of different current values up to a predeter-

rill H T!t°'
""'"•" '"^ ^^^f^'l'^K the operation of aawitch at the end of correspondingly variable periods oftime, and other means operated by the aforesaid meansonly upon overloads of higher current values, for control-ling the operation of the switch at the end of a definite

period of time regardless of the current value of theoverload, substantUlly as described.
[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gasette.]

'•en^p^''^w'''''^''
^""^ rNTERNAL-COMBUSTlON

ENGINES. \^ iLLiAM H. CAao and Jo«eph J. CrsHiiAW

1. A selective time-limit device for controlling electric
rtrcults comprising means to operate a switch which U in-
versely responsive to overloads of different current valuesup to a predetermined .urrent value and other means «s-

r^. H^ 1'? Z^"
•«f«'-^«>d "'eans to operate the switchWhich Is definitely responsive to overloads of higher cur

rent values only, sabstantlally as described.
2. A selective time-limit device for controlling electric

circuits comprising electro magnetically operated means
to operate the »wltch. including a solenoid and a timing
element. Inversely responsi*-e to overloads of different cur-
rent values up to a pre^letermined current value andmeans as,,., la ted with the aforesaid means and arranged
to be set in condition for actuation by «ild solenoid onlvon overloads of higher current values, to operate theswitch at the end of a definite period of time regardless

TcrlbJ^'"""*"
*" **" o'^erload. substantially as de-

8. A selective time-limit device for controlling electric
circuits comprising electro-magnetlcliy operated means
to operate a switch Inclu.llng . solenoid and a timing-element inversely responsive to overloads of different cur-rent values up to a predetermined current value, and a-pring arranged to be set In condition for actuation by i

1. In an engine starter, the combination with an engine
crank shaft, of a starter sleeve secured thereon, a fixed
clutch member secured thereover, a loose clutch member
adapted to rotate upon and move along said fixed mem-
ber, means whereby the loose clutch member mav be ro-
tated upon the sleeve, a shoulder formed at the outer
end of aaid sleeve, an.l means acting between said shoulder
and the loose dutch member and actuated by said dutch
rotating means to force the loose clutch member Into en-
gagement with the fixed member.

2. In an engine starter, the combination with an engine
crank sh.nft. of a fixed dutch member having a cone-
shape^l recess in one side thereof and concentric with the
crank shaft upon which It is secured, a loose dutch cone
slidably mounted in relation to the cone-shaped recess asleeve up,.n which said cone is adapte<i to rotate an an-nular conical shoulder adjacent the outer end of said
cone, a split conl.al cup adapted to bear between the
conical shoulder and the cone, means whereby the conemay be rotated. «nd means acting slmulUneouslv withthe rotation of the cone whereby the split conical cup
will be contracted around the conical shoulder and willact to force the cone into engagement with the fixeddutch member to rotate the engine shaft

3. In an engine starter, the combination of an enginecrank shaft, a flx.Hl dutch me„,her ther.-on. « .iondclutch member slidably mounted on said shaf^ 7Z.loo«.ly mounted on s.,d shaft for moving said ^^nddutch meml^r longitudinally along said sh.aft InTrf
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tiuoal «'QgaK*-ni*'Dt with nald dxetl clatih Di«m(>«rr. meant*
plvut»^ !•• isalU l<Mi!«*' elutch iueu)bt*r fur aiuiultan^unitly

actuating aald first numrd mt-aiia autl liuparting a partial

rotation to said second clutch in«uib«r, and rvstllent

iDcan4 tending to iuov« iwid pivott^l mcanii into Dormal
inoperative position.

4. In an engine starter, the combination with an engine

crank shaft, a fixed clutch member thereon, a second
clutch member slldably mounted on aaid itbaft, meann for

moving !<ald secomi rlutcb member, longituillnally along
said shaft iu frictional eut^agt-ment with .nald 9xe«l clutch

member, means tnr simultaneously actuating said first

nameil means and imparting a ptirtlal rotation to said

seconJ clutch member, aiid meaux tending to move aaid

last nameil inera« into normal Inoperative poaitivn.

5. In an engine starter, the comblnatioD with an engine
crank shaft, a fixed clutch member ther'-on. a Me<'oDd

clotcb member slldably mounted along !«aid xhaft. means
for moving said second clutch menil>er longitudinally

along said shaft in frictional engagement with said fijied

clutch member, and means imparting a (lartial rotation
to aald second clutch meml>er.

[Claim 6 not printe<l In tho Gaiette.]

1.230.065. STUFFING-BOX. OiNTBT Cash. Whiting,
Ind.. assignor to Standard Oil Company, Whiting. Ind.,

a Corporation of Indiana. Piled D«r. 14, 1916. Serial

No. 137.043. (CI. 137—116.)

1. In combination, a container, a stufflng-box extend-

ing to the outside of said container, and mAans for sup-
plying a liquid medium to the container said liquid serv-
ing as a cooling medium for the stuffing-box.

2. In combination, a container, a «tufflng-box extending
to the out.Klde of said container, a housing Inclosing the
outer end of said stuffing box, and means for supplying a
liquid medium to the container said Ihiuld serving as a
cooling medium for the stufflng-box.

3. In coinbiaation a c(>ntalner. a shaft entering the
same, a stuflJng-box forming a Joint between the said con-
tainer and shaft, a bousing Inclosing the outer end of the
said stuffing-box. a second stufflng-box forming a Joint
between said bousing and said shaft, and means for In

troduclng fluid Into the said container through the cham
ber formed bjr the said honslnr.

»,2»,0««. FIAY RAKE < >R STACKKK. Wtr.BrR L
Cl«tbl.*xd. I>amar. CoJo. Filed Jan. 17, 1»17. Sertal

No. H2.900. (CI. 58

—

m.J

2. A bay rake comprising a plnraMty of Mpaced tooth
bars, a rod longitu^linallr shlftable in each »<f ntild bam.

each bar being provided with a cbaml>er in Its forward
end an an opening In tbe top of the bar communicating
with said chamber, spaced rollers mounted in tke cham-
ber, a curved retaining rod movable betwe«<n said rollers
and connecteti to the end of tbe shiftable r<»d. and meana
for actuating the ro<iM Id >iaid bars to project the retalD-
lag ro<ls above the upper surfaces of the bar«.

>• A hay rake comprising a plurality of spaced rak*
bars, a rod longitudinally sblftable In each of uid bars,
each bar having a chamber in its forward end and aa
opening in the top of tbe bar at the forward end of tk«
chamber, a second opening In the bottom of said bar at
tl»e rear end of said chamber, a curved reUining rod con-
aected at one end to tbe shiftable rod. guide means for
the retaining rod in said chamber, and means for actuat-
lag tbe shiftable rods to simultaneously project tbe re-

taining rods above the upper surfaces of the tooth bars.

! Claim 1 not printed in tbe (iacette. ]

1,230,0«7. ClGAB-WKAPPINt; MArill.NK. JoH-* H.
Umas. Grand Rapids. Mlcta. Piled Der. 14. 1914. Se-
rial No, 877.606. (CI. 131—42.)

1. In a cigar wrapping machine, a frame having a table,

an inclinetl guldeway secured to the frame at each edge
of the table, carriages mooated on said guideways. to
slide longitudinally thereon, a roller revolubly mounted
In said carriages and extending across the machine, an
adjustable supporting rod extending across tbe end of
tbe machine back of the roller, actuating arms plvotally
mounted on the frame, connecting rods plvotally connect-
ed with said arms and with the carriages, an adjusting
rod revolubly secured In the frame, an apron secured at
one end to the supporting rod and at the other end to
the adjusting rod, and means for operating the apron
to wrap binders around tbe cigars.

2. In a cigar wrapping machine, a frame having a table
thereon, a guideway at each side of the frame adjacent
to the edges of the table and Inclined from the horizontal,
carriages mounted on tbe guideways to slid^ longitudi-
nally thereof, a roller rod extending across th»^ frame and
secured to the carriages, a roller revolubly mounted on
said rod between the carriages, a shaft revolubiy mounted
near the front end of the frame, actnatlng arras mounted
on said shaft, connecting rods plvotally connected at one
end to the arms and at the other ends to the carriage
(onnecting rod. hd adjustable supporting rod at the l)ack

end of (he machine, an adjusting rod at th'^ front end
of tlie machine below tlie edge of the tabic, an apron
secured at one end to tbe supporting rod and at the other
end to the adjusting rod and made to lie on the table
with a downwardly extending loop between tbe end of
tbe Uble and tbe roller, a lever for actuating the arms
and tbe v*rriages. and m< ans coBn«>(-te<1 with tbe lever

whereby the xnpporiing rod may l>e made to re<-iprocate
forward anri >>ack«ard to adjust the tension of tbe apron
when wrapping Mnders around <igars.

S. In a rtgar wrapping machine, a frame baving a table
tbereea. a gukieway at each side of tbe frame adjacent to
the cflges of the I,; hie. carrluKen i.iount)-d on the guide-
ways to slide longitudinally thereon, a roller supporting
ro«l mounted on the carrlage^t. a roller mounted on said
rod Ivetween the carriages, a shaft mounted In tbe front
end of the marbinf near tbe bottom, an arm mounted on
each eml of tlie shaft outsi<le of the frame, a lever integral
with one of said arms, a connecting rod connecting each
arm with one end of the roller r«>d. a ram on one of sal<1

araiM. arms plvotally ri noeittnl with tbe back end of the
fraB»e and extending upward, a supportisg rod mounted
in tbe opp^r >nd8 of said arms and extending aiross tbe
frame, a shaft revolubly mounted in tbe frame near the
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center of the sides, an arm projecting backward from the

center of said shaft, a connecting ro<l plvotally connected

at one end with said srm and at the other end with

the supporting rod arms, and a spring connected with

said shaft and the frame to hold the shaft and arm in

normal position, a post extending downward from the

table back of the said arm. an arm extending forward

from one end of said shaft, a roller on tbe end of said

arm In position to be made to engage and be operated by

the cam on the actuating arm to give tbe shaft an oscil-

lating movement and the supporting ro<l a reciprocating

movement forward and backward with a pause between

each fi>rward and backward movement of the lever.

4. In a clgsr wrapping machine, a frame having a table

thereon Inclining from the horliontal and having one end

curved downward, a gnideway at each edge of the table,

carriages mounted to slide longitudinally on said guide-

ways, a rod secure<l In said carriages with its ends pro-

jecting beyond the outer surfaces thereof, a roller mount-

ed on said rod between the carriages and extending across

the machine, a shaft revolubly mounted In the front

lower corner of tbe frame, an arm mounted on each end

of said shaft, one of said arms extendwl to form a lever

for actuating said machine, connecting rods plvotally con-

nected at one end to said arms and at tbe other ends to

tbe roller rod. a cam mounted on the lever extended arm.

a rod supporting arm plvotally connected at one end to

the back end of the frame, a supporting rod secured in

the free ends of nald arms and extending across the

machine, a post extending downward from the table, a

shaft revolubly mounte<l In the frame forward of the post,

an arm projecting backward from said shaft directly un-

der tbe post, a connecting rod plvotally connected at one

end with said arm and at the other end with the support-

ing rod arms, an arm <>n one end of said shaft outside

of the frame, a roller mounted on one end of said arm In

position to engage the cam and actuate the shaft to cause

tbe supporting rod to reciprocate horlxontally from the

movements of the lever srm. an adjusting rod across the

front end of the frame below the edge of the table, means

for loosening said rod for free revoluble movement and

for securing It firmly against Its revoluble movement, .an

apron secure<l at one end to the supporting rod and at

the other end to the adjusting rod to lie upon the table

and the roller forming a loop In the apron to receive

dgart.

1.2.30,068. APPAR.\TUS FOR WATERPROOKIXQ SlZEI)

SHEETS. SixaLi.vo Elliott, Newton. Mass. Flle<l

Dec. 28, 1914. Serial No. 879.282. (CI. 91—60.)

1. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising a hous-

ing adapte<l to receive and hold susp«nd€Mi a plurality

of slEe<l sheets, and to be tightly clotted to produce a con-

fined cbamtwr, uieaus for lll>erating a quantity of form-

aldehyde gas in said cbamt)er, and means for causing

a mild circulation of air to said chamber consisting ot a
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blower having a connection throngfa restricted openings,

spaced apart about the top of said chamber, and a series

of pipes extended across said chamber adjacent the bot-

tom, opening at their ends to tbe atmosphere, and having

correspondingly restricted openings spaced apart through-

out their length, means for closing said pipe, and means

for closing said blower connection at will, substantially as

described.

2. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising a hous-

ing adapted to receive and hold suspended a plurality of

sized sheets, and to be tightly closed to produce a con-

fined chamber, means for liberating a quantity of formal-

dehyde gas in said chamber, and means for causing a

mild circulation of air through said chamber, consisting

of a blower having a connection through restricted open

Ings spacetl apart, about one side of aald chamber, and a

series of pipes extending across said i hamber adjacent an

opposite side thereof with correspondingly restrlcte*! open-

ings facing toward the adjacent side, means for closing

said pipes, and means for closing said blower connection

at will, substantially as described.

3. Apparatus of the kind described. (orapri»ing a cham-

ber adapted to receive a plurality of sheets to be treated

and to be tightly closed, a relatively small conrtainer hav-

ing provision to be heated and placed within the chamber

so as to give off gaseous vapor into said chsmUer when

the contents thereof is heated, and means arranged out-

side of the chamber and extended thereinto for delivering

a predetermined quantity of a volatile liquid to said con-

tainer, substantially as described.

4. Apparatus of the kind described, comprising a cham-

ber adapted to receive a plurality of sheets to be treated

and to be tightly closed, a relatively small container hav-

ing provision to be heated and placed within the chamber

so as to give off gaseous vapor into said chamber when

the contents thereof Is heated, and means arranged out-

side of the chamber and extended thereinto for delivering

a predetermined quantity of a volatile liquid to said con-

tainer, said means Including a closing valve.

1.230.f>68. FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTER. William K.

(JiLROT. rtlca. N. Y., assignor to Eureka Mower Com
panv, a Corporation of New York. Filed ^ept. 11, 1915.

Serial No. 50,231. (CI. 221—120.)

it» v

1. A fertilizer distributer comprising a framework em-

bodying supporting wheels, a hopper mounted on said

framework, a screw conveyer within the hopper, a re-

ciprocating agitator within the hopper above the screw

conveyer, a rotary shaft, means driven from a wheel for

rotating said shaft, a gear on the shaft, a gear upon the

screw conveyer meshing with the gear upon the shaft for

transferring rotary movement from the shaft to the screw

conveyer and means mounted on and rotating with said

shaft for reciprocating said agitator.

2. A fertilizer distributer compising a framework em-

bodying supporting wheels, a hopper mounted on said

framework, a screw conveyer within the hopper, a reclp

rocating agitator within the hopper above the screw con-

veyer, a rotary shaft, means driven from a wheel for

rotating said shaft, a gear on the shaft, a gear upon tbe

screw conveyer meshing with the gear upon the shaft for

transferring rotary movement from the shaft to the

screw conveyer, a member mounted on said shaft and bav-
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Ing an prcentrlc surface for t^ngagement with aald agitator

to rpciprurate the same upon rotation of said shaft.

3. A ftrtlUzer distributer comprising a framework em-
bodying supporting wheels, a hopper mounted on said

framework, a screw conveyer within the hopper, a reclpro-

catluK HKitator within the hopper above the .screw con-

veyer, a rotary shaft, means driven from a wheel for

rotating said shaft, a gear on the shaft, a gear upon the
•crew (onveyer meshing with the gear upon the shaft for

trnnsferring rotary movement from the shaft to the acrew
<onveyer, n member mounted on said shaft having an ec-

centric surface, said agitator provided with a pair of

paced projections separated from but adapted for alter-

nate contact with said eccentric surface whereby the

agitator Is reciprocated upon rotation of said shaft.

4. A fertilizer distributer comprising a wheel-sup-

ported framework, a pair of spaced hoppers supported
upon opposite sides of said framework, a rotary screw
conveyer in each of said hoppers, said conveyers having
their axes substantially perpendicular to the axis of rota-

tion of said wheels, a pair of Independent rotary shafts

mounted adjacent the hopper and having their axe« sab-

Btantlaily parallel with the axis of rotation of the wheels,

a gear mounted on ea<'h shaft, a gear on each screw con-

veyer meshing with the gear on the respective adjacent

shaft, means actuated by respective wheels, and Includ-

ing a clutch mechanism for positively driving said shafts

Independently of each other either separately or in unison.

5. A fertilizer distributer comprising a wheel-supported

framework, a pair of spaced hoppers supported upon op-

posite wldes of said framework, a screw conveyer In each

of said hoppers, separate connections between the adja-

cent wheel and its respective screw conveyer for trans-

Biltttng movement from the wheel to the conveyer, and
a clutch In each of said connections.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.230,070. MOTOR FOB FLUII>-PRESSUBE DOOR-OP
ERATING DEVICES. Ai.beht «;ott8< h.^lk. New
York, N. Y., assignor to National Pneumatic Company,
Chicago, III., a Corporation of West Virginia. Piled

Aug. 2, 1912. SerUl No. 712,860. (CI. 121—46.)

1. The combination with a motor and fluid pressure

supply connections thereto, of a manually operative valve

located at a distance from said motor for controlling said

connections, aaid valve having two open positions, and
means operated by the fluid pressure in said connections

for automatically closing said valve from either of its

open positions.

2. The combination with a motor and fluid pressure

suppl.v connwtlons thereto, of a valve means for control-

ling the supply of fluid from said connections to said

motor, a fluid pressure mechanism for shifting said valve

to open the supply, and a manually operative ralre

located at a distance from the motor for controlling the

t^uw of fluid to said valve shifting means, and means op-

erat»>d by the fluid pressure in said connections for auto-

matically shifting the latter valve from open to closed

position.
.'{. The combination with a motor and fluid pressure

supply connections thereto, a valve for controlling the

supply of fluid from said connections to said motor, and a

piston device for shifting said valve to open position, of

means operating upon movement of the actuating motor
of the end of Us stroke, to shift said valve to closed

position, and a manually operative valve for controlling

the pressure on said piston derlcc.

4. The combination with a motor and fluid pressure

supply conDectioQs thereto, a valve for controlling the

supply of fluid from said connections to said motor, and a

piston device fur shifting said valve to open position, of

mechanism actuated by the pressure of the fluid admitted
to the motor to shift said valve to closed position, and
a manually operative valve for controlUug the pressure

on said piston device.

5. The combination with a motor and fluid pressure
supply connections thereto, and a valve for controlling

the supply of fluid from said connections to said motor,

of a pinion for operating the valve, a piston device with
a rack engaging one side of the pinion to open the valve,

and another piston device with a rack engaging another
part of the pinion and operated by the fluid pressure ex-

hausted from said motor to close the valve.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

Iji30.071. PNEUMATIC TIRE ALARM DEVICE. Liwta
E. Hawk. Chicago, 111., assignor of one-third to E^arl

R. Kllpatrlck. Chicago. 111. Filed May 17. 1915. Serial

N... 28.814. (Cl. 137—69.)

1. In an alarm device of the kind described, a casing

adapted for attachment to the Inlet valve of a pneumatic
tire, means providing a piston valve chamber in said cas-

ing, a spring controlled piston valve plug movable in said

chaml>er, the wall of said chamber being provided with
a passageway adapted to span the piston valve when the

same is depressed beyond a certain point, and a gasket

of elastic compressible material forming the top wall of

said valve chamber, said piston valve plug being provided
with a knife-edge annular rib of a diameter equal to the

pressure area of said valve plug.

2. In a device of the kind described, a casiug adapted

for attachment to the Inlet valve on a pneumatic tire,

said casing being provided with a chamber, means pro-

viding a piston valve chamber within said casing cham-
ber, and a spring controlled piston valve plug movable
In said piston valve chamber, said valve chaml)er com-
prising a ported tubular sleeve, having annular ribs at Its

top and bottom ends, elastic compressible gaskets In

said casing chamber, one at each end of said tubular
sleeve, a thimble having an annular groove in its bottom
surface engaging the topmost gasket, said annular groove
being lo<-afed in vertical allnement with the rlhg on said

tubular sleeve, and means engaging said thlmbl** for caus-

ing compression of said gaskets against the ribbed ends
of said tubular sleeve and the grooved t>ottom surface of
said thimble.

3. In a device of the kind deacrll>ed. a casing adapted
for attachment to the Inlet valve of a pneumatic tire,

means providing a piston valve chamber in said casing,

gaskets of elastic compreitslble material forming the top
and bottom walls of said chamber, a spring controlled
piston valve plug movable in said chamber, said valve
plug comprising a plurality of disks mounted upon a valve
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stem, the topmost disk being providwl with a knife-edge

annular rib of a diam ter .h|U«1 the diameter of said pres-

sure chamber, the othtr disks being of a smaller diameter

and the bottommost disk l»elng provided with an annular

knife-edge rib. and flexible washers interposed between

said disks, said washers projecting l>eyond the periphery

of the bottommost disks and down between said disks

and the wall of said pressure chamber, the annular knife-

edge rib on said piston disks being adapted to seat In

•aid elastic compressible gaskets, when said piston valve

Is at either limit of movement in said pressure chamber.

1.230,074. PLUM-BOB APPARATUS. JONATHAN P«R-

KIN8, San Diego, Cal. Filed May 29, 1919. SerUl No.

100,568. (Cl. .S3—21T.)

1.230,072. AUTOMOBILE WASHER. James Pierbos

JoHNBOX, Toronto. Ontario. Canada. Filed Jan. 81.

1»1«. Serial No. 75.410 (Cl. 15—51.)

1. In a device of the class descrl»)ed. a mop head com-

prising a tubular nieml>er having a series of annular ribs

having rroaa notches fi>rme<l on the exterior periphery

thereof, a mop body extending around the tubular mem-

t)er. and t)lndlng means se«-uring the mop body to the

tubular member Intermediate of the annular ribs to pre-

vent either sliding or rotation of the mop body.

2. In a device of the class de»crll>ed. a mop head com-

prising a lower tubular member and an upper tubular

meml>er spaced apart to form an annular Intermediate

opening and a hooded member carried by the upper tubu-

lar member, a bottom wall for the hooded member hav-

ing a central opening into which the lower tubular mem-

l)er extends and Is secured and having perforations

formed around such central opening adapted to direct

water from the exterior of the hood on to the interior of

the mop l>ody.

[Claim 3 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.230.073. HASP-FASTENER. John C. Moboan, Los

Angeles. Cal. Filed Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No. 124.645.

(Cl. 70—«3.)

A hasp fastener < oniprUlng the combination of a keeper

provided with an opening, a hasp provided with an open

Ing to receive said keeper, and mounted to be swung over

the latter Into locking position, and a catch plvotally

mounted in the opening of said keeper, the said catch bal-

anced to normally dispose itself with its longitudinal axis

vertl.-fll. and having an Inclined surface for engagement

by said hH>.p when movlnc Into locking position to swing

said latch Into a horizontal position so that It may pass

through the opening in said hasp.

1. In an apparatus of the class described, thv comWna^

tion of a plumb bob. consisting of a cylinder, a pointed

weight secured In the lower end thereof, a plug In the

upper end thereof, a pendulum of slightly smaller diameter

than the inner surface of said cylinder suspended centrally

in said plug and adapted to swing against the Inner sidea

of said cylinder, a cable secured to said plug for suspend-

ing said plumb bob and means for mounting said cable.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, the combi-

nation of a plumb bob. consisting of a cylinder, a pointed

weight secured in the lower end thereof, a plug In the

upper end thereof, a pendulum of slightly smaller diam-

eter than the inner surface of said cylinder suspended

centrally In said plug and adapted to swing against the

Inner sides of said cylinder, a cable secured to sal.l plug

for suspending said plumb bob and means for mounting

said cable, consisting of a frame, a drum revolubly

mounted therein upon which said cable is mounted and

means for supporting aaid frame.

3. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a plumb bob consisting of a cylinder, a polnte<i

weight secured In the lower end thereof, a plug secured

In the upper end thereof, a pendulum suspended c. ntrally

on the lower side of said plug, the large portion i>elng

slightly smaller In diameter than the Inner surface of

said cylinder and adapted to strike against the inner

side of said cylinder and means for suspending said

pendulum consisting of a cable secured centrally on the

outer surface of said plug, a drum upon which the other

end of said cable Is wound, a frame in which sal.l drum

Is revolubly mounted and means for supporting said

frame In a normally horizontal position against the struc-

ture to be plumbe<l.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a plumb bob consisting of a cylinder, a pointed

weight secured in the lower end thereof, a plug secured

In the upper end thereof, a pendulum suspended cen-

trally on the lower side of said plug, the large portion

being slightly smallor In diameter than the inner surface

of said cylinder and adapted to strike against the Inner

side of said cylinder and means for suspending said pendu-

lum, consisting of a cable secured centrally on the outer

surface of said plug, a drum upon which the other end

of said cable is wound, a frame in which said drum is

revolubly mounted, means for supporting said frame In

a normally horizontal position against the structure to

l»e plumbed and means on said frame for readily deter-

mining the distance said plumb bob is suspended from the

structure to be plumbed.

5. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-

tion of a plumb bob consisting of a cylinder, a pointed

weight secured In the lower end thereof, a plug secured

In the upper end thereof, a pendulum suspended cen-

trally on the lower side of said plug, the larger portion

l>elng slightly smaller in diameter than the inner surface

of said cylinder and adapted to strike against the inner

side of said cylinder and means for suspending said pendu

lum consisting of a cable secured centrally on the outer

surface of said plug, a drum upon which the other end of

said cable Is wound. ^a frame in which said ilrum is rero-

lubly mounted, means for supporting said frame in a aor-
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mally horizontal position against the structurf to b««

plumixHl. nieaQH oa said frame for readily determlnlns
the distan.e said plumb tK>h Is mispt-nde.! from the »tru<-
ture to be plumbed and mean.s on said frame for tntcaglng
said cable whereby aald plumb bob may be suspended at any
elevation desired from the supporting frame.

1,280.075. WHEEL. Long
N, Y. Filed June 24, 1916.
152—21.)

H. PcaLMA.v, New York.
Serial Xo. 105^692. (Cl.

1. In a demountable rim, the combination, of separable
rim sections, and lock receiving means retaining the
sections against axial separation but leaving them free for
radial separation.

2. In a demountable rim. the combination, of separable
sections, and lock receiving means flx»-.l to one of the
sections and extending through the other in position for
preventing axial separation of the sections while leaving
the last named section free for radial separation.

3. In a demountable rim. tht* comblnatlnn. of an uncut
section and a <toss cut section having lapping web por
tlons. and a lock receiving shank fl.xed to the uncut sec-

tion and extending through the cut section for leaving
the cut section free for radial movf-ment relative to the
uncut section.

4. In a demountable rim. thi- combination, of an uncut
section and a cross cut section having lapping web por-
tions, and a lock receiving shank fixed to the uncut sec
tlon and extending through the cut section for leaving
the cut section free for radial movement relative to the
uncut section, the shank being formed with a lock receiv-
ing recess.

5. In a demountable rim. the combination, of an uncut
section and a cross cut section having lapping web por-
tions, and a lock receiving shank flxed to the uncut sec-
tion and extending through the cut section for leaving
the cut section free for radial movement relative to the
uncut section, the shank being formed with a head over-
lying the outer face of and connected to the web of the
uncut section.

1,280.076. COAI^CHUTE AND WINDOW OUARD.
John R. Roacoi, Fort Dodge, Iowa. FUed Not. 17.
1916. Sertal No. 131.972. (Cl. 193—33.)
2. A device of the i haractcr described comprising a

frame having an opening therethrough, a chute having
swinging connection with the frame and positioned for
sliding movement of Its upper end through said opening
at times, a ratchet bar c»tnne<te<l to the underside of the
chute, and a transverse plate cnrrle.l by the frame at the
lower side of the opening having an inwardly extending
flange to engage said bar.

3. A deTlce of the character described i^mprlslng a
frame having an opening therethrough, a horizontal shaft
revolubly mounted across the opening, having a i rank
portion Including a horizontal e<-«entric chute carrying
portion, a chute mounted pivotally upon the horlionul
eccentrl< portion for lateral oscillation, and means on th«
chute and frame to hold the chute against longitudinal
movement In the frame at various positions.

4. A portable chute and window guard comprising a
frame having an opening therethrough, a chute, a swing-
ing tonnectlon pivoted on the chute and the frame the
said connection having movement In an arc permitting
fre«- reciprocation of the rhute In the opening, and the
chute having one end close » nough to the point of attach-
ment thereto of the swlngln: connection for movement
to pr<>Hent its upper end through said opening at times,
for movement as ilescribed to He In close parallel relation
with and against the frame at other times, and means
to secure the chute in position In the opening.

I Claim 1 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.230.077. I<;XITION SYSTEM FOR I.NTERNAL-COM-
BUSTIOX EN<;INES. Grt H. Silva. San Diego. Cal.
Filed Mar. 16, 1916. Serial No. 84.713. (O. 123—148.)

•r^

^"
'ti^o^vw^iowy^^i^

1. In an Ignition system, a current source comprising
a magneto generator provided with permanent magnetic
fields, an armature with oppositely disposed poles, a com-
mutator with oppositely dispos*"*! sev'inents seventy de-
grees long, two brushes so positioned relatively to said
commutator to collect current generated by the armature
at the highest peak of wave, condensers, the terminals
of each c<innected to each brush of the magneto generator,
a transformer with one terminal of the primary winding
connected to one terminal of the condenser, the other ter-
minal of the condenser connected to a timer of the con-
tact, a switch comprising a revoluhle arm with a contact
point on each oppositely dlspose<l end adapted to engage
with said contact twice In each revolution, said switch
connected to a terminal of the condenser, whereby two
•parks are produced with each revolution of said con
denser.

2. In an Ignition system, a current source comprising a
magneto generator with permanent magnetic fields, a two-
pole armature, a commutator with two segments oppositely
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disposed two brushes so positioned In connection with

said commutator to collect current generatetl by the arniH

tare at the highest peak of wave, a pair of condensers

c«nne< ted In serl*^. ea<>h condenser connected to a brush

of the magneto generator, a i-onductor connecting said

condensers, the primary winding of a transformer con

nectlng with said conductor, the other side of said pri-

mary winding electrically connected to a double, contact

revolul>le switch and a pair of contacts with which said

switch engages, the terminal of one connecting with one

of the brushes of said magneto generator and with one

of said condensers and the terminal of the other contact

connecting with tbe other switch of said magneto generator

and with the said other condenser.

3 In an Ignition system, a current source comprising a

magneto generator with permanent magnetic fields, • two-

pole armature, a commutator with two segments oppo-

sitely dt!<pose<l, two bruxhes so positioned in connection

with said comaiutator to collect current generateii by the

armature at the highest pi-ak of wave, a pair of condensers

connected in series, each condenser connected to a brush of

the magneto gtenerator. a conductor connecting said con-

densers, the primary winding of a transformer connecting

with said conductor, the other side of said primary wind-

ing electrically conn)><'ted to a double contact revoluble

swlt<-h and a i>alr of contacts with which said switch en-

gages, the terminal of one connecting with one of the

brushes of said magneto generator and with one of said

condensers and the terminal of the other contact con-

necting with the other switch of said magneto generator

snd m-lth the said otiier condenser and the secondary wind

ins of said transformer grounded from one terminal and

the other terminal connected with a distributer.

1.280.078. PROCESS FOR EXTRACTING COPPER
FROM ITS ORES. Hikbt Byeon Slatbb, Los Angeles,

Cal. Filed July 28. 1>15. Serial No. 42.343. (Cl.

76—18.)

1. The process of extracting copper from ores contain

Ing copper together with an alkaline earth metal com
pound capable of precipitating Iron from Its solutions,

which consists In leaching the ore with a solution con

tainJfhg ferric chlorid. and a metallic chlorld serving to

retain cuprous chlorid in solution whereby the copper is

dissolved and a portion of the iron is precipitated, re-

moving the solution from the ore, precipitating the cop-

per from the solution by the action of metallic Iron, In

such manner as to restore to the solution a quantity of

Iron substantially ••qulvalent to that lost In leaching, and

then regenerating the solution by the action of free

ctalorln.

2. The process of extracting copper from ore containing

native copper together with an alkaline earth metal com
pound capable of precipitating Iron from Its solutions,

which consists In leaching the ore with a solution contain-

ing ferric chlorid together with a metallic chlorid serving

to retain cuprous chlorid In solution whereby the copper

Is dissolved and a portion of the iron is predpltateii by

the action of the base metal compound, removing the solu-

tion from the ore. precipitating the copper from the solu-

tion by the action of metallic iron, in such manner as to

restore to the solution a quantity of iron substantially

equivalent to that lost In the leaching operation, and then

regenerating the solution by the action of free cblorln.

8. The process of extracting copper from ores containing

native copi>er together with caldte. which consists In

leaching the ore with a solution of ferric chlorid and cal-

cium chlorid, whereby the copper is dissolved, n portion

of the Iron Is precipitated and calcium chlorld Is taken

Into solution, removing the solution from the ore, precipi-

tating the copper from the solution by the action of

metallic iron In such manner as to restore to the aolutlon

a quantity of iron subatantially equivalent to that lost

in the leaching operation, regenerating the solution by

the action of free chlorln. and using the regenerating solu-

tion of leaching fresh ore, the calcium chlotid in the

regenerated solution being utilized for retaining tbe

cuprous copper in solution.

4. The process of extracting copper from ores containing

copper together with a calcium compound, which consisth

In leaching the ore with a solution of ferric chlorld an<l

sodium chlorld. so as to dissolve the copper of the ore.

anil to cause precipitation of a portion of the Iron of the

ferric chlorld and solution of a portion of tbe calcium of

the ore as calcium chlorid, removing the solution from

tbe ore, precipitating the copper by tbe action of metallic

Iron, in such manner as to restore to the solution a qnan-

tlty of Iron substantially equivalent to that lost In the

leaching operation, and regenerating to produce a solution

for repetition of the process, such solution containing

calcium chlorld, serving as a carrier for cuprous chloiHd

in place ot sodium chlorid lost in the leaching operation.

1.280,079. CLOTH-BOLL CLUTCH. ALrBBD BcBSB.

Easthampton, Mass., assignor to West Boylston Manu-
facturing Company, Easthampton, Mass.. a I'orporatlou

of Massachusetts. Filed Dec. 24. 1914. Serial No.

878,867. (CT. 192—14.)

1. A clutch comprising a <lrlven member, a driving ele-

ment, means mounte<l upon said driving element in frlc-

tlonal engagement therewith and revolubly actuated

thereby, and coupling means movably mounte<l upon said

frlctional means, said means l>elng movable to connect said

frictlonal means and said driven member whereby tbe

latter may be differentially actuated.

3. A clutch, comprising a driven member, a driving ele-

ment, a drum carried by said element, a clamping member
on said drum adaptable to rotate therewith, means carried

by said clamping member for adjusting tbe tension of

said uieml>er wheredy. when resistance to rotation of said

driven menil)er passes a pre«letermined point, said clamp-

ing member automatically slips on aald drum and the

driven member is differentially driven by said driving

element, a toothed wheel secured to and revoluble with

said driven element, means >arrled by said clampint: mem-
ber adapted t<i engage and actuate said toothed wheel or

to be disengaged therefrom, whereby said driven member
may be freely revoluble without adjustment of said clamp-

ing' meml>er tension.

6. A clutch, comprising a driving element, a driven

member, a toothe«i whe«>l thereon, an adjustable friction

band carried by tbe driving element, lugs on said band, a

latch pivotally mounted on said lugs and adapted to en-

gage said t<x>tbed wheel wlien In operative position, and
adapted to be raised into Inoperative position to permit

tbe driven member to be freely rotated.

[Claims 2, 4, and 5 not printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.230,080. LIGHT FOR VEHICLES. GliOEcB F. Dbaoy
and GBOBGB H. Holland, Dayton. Ohio, assignors to

The Auto Safety Light Company. Dayton. Ohl<i. Filed

Oct- 28. 1916. SerUl No. 128.194. (Cl. 240—61.)
1. Tbe combination, with an automobile having a ^ >d.

fenders and brace rods therefor, of upwardly ani'. for-

wanlly directed brackets mounted on said brace rwda at
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each side of tbe hood and proJectiDK in front thereof, an
Ulaminatlngr device Journalod on said bracketa, and means

extending through the radiator b^-neath the hood to the

dash for actuating said Illuminating device to tilt it.

[Claims 2 to 6 not prtnte<l In the Oaiette.]

1,280.081. ORB CONCENTRATOR OR ."SEPARATOR.
William H. McNaoc. Ashland, Ala., ansignpr of one-

fourth to O. A. Mattison and one-fourth to A. B. Conk-

lin, Ashland. Ala. Filed Oct. 20. 1916. Serial No.

126,767. (CT. 83—80.)

1. In an apparatus for con^-entratlnK minerals or ore«.

the combination with a longitudinally wide and deep flota-

tion tank having an unobstructed interior for containing

liquid, the width and depth t>etn( proportioned to permit

bodily circulation of the liquid therein under Impulse of

the fe«d, of a curved spilling apron arrange^l to deliver

a stratum of liquid under Impetus across the upper sur-

face of the liquid in the flotation tank, and means for

feeding the ore to be separated Into the path of travel

of the aforesaid stratum of liquid.

8. In an apparatus for concentrating mineral or orea,

tbe combination with a longitudinally wide and deep flota-

tion tank having an unobstructed Interior for containing

liquid, the width and depth thereof bt-lng proportioned

to permit bodily circulation of the liquid therein under

Impulse of the feed, of a downwardly curved apilllng apron
arranged to deliver a stratum of liquid under Impetus

across and in line with the upper surface of the liquid in

tbe flotation tank, and means for delivering the ore in a
thin layer Into the path of travel of the aforesaid stratum

of liquid, said means being located In close proximity to

the upper open end of the flotation tank.

6. In an apparatus for concentrating minerals or ores,

the combination with a flotation tank having an open
upper en.l and an unob8tructe<l Interior, the upper por

tlon of which is oppositely curved to permit bodily circu-

lation of the liquid therein under lmpuls*> of the feed and
the lower portion of which is constructed to collect the

heavier deposits of ore, of a curved spilling apron ar-

range<l to deliver a stratum of liquid iindcr Impetus sitosk

the upper surface of the liquid in the flotation tank, and

means for feeding the ore to be separated Into the path

of travel of the aforesaid stratum of liquid.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 not printed in tbe Oasette.]

1.230,082. RIVET-SETTING DEVICE. Joseph N. New-
son, St. Louis. Mo., assignor, by direct and mesne as-

signments, of one-half to C. E. Andrews. St. Louis. Mo..

and one-balf to Mollis Christopher. Decatur. 111. Filed

Got. 1. 1915. .Serial No. 53.495. (CI. 218—1.)

In a device of the class descrlbe<l, the combination with,

a work support and anvil comprising a base plate, a
bracket projecting upwardly and outwardly from one side

of fald plate, and a curved plate Integral with the upper
end of said bracket, there being an aperture formed
through said curved plate near one edge thereof, of a

punch comprising a handle, a tubular meml>er projecting

from one end ther»K>f, a stem removably seated In the end
of said tubular member and a pointed head carried by said

stem, tbe largest diameter of which head is equal to tbe

diameter of the tubular mcmt>er.

1,230.083. ELECTROPNEUMATIC VALVE FOR AIR-
BRAKES. Thomas W. Scott, Baltimore. Md.. assignor

to The American Train Control Company. Baltldiure,

Md., a Corporation of Maryland. Filed Jan. .31. 1914.
Serial No. 815,626. (CI. 246—58.)

1. In an air-brake valve device for vehicles, the com-
bination with a vehicle having an air brake system, of a
connection subject to train line pr»»t«sure of the said sys-

tem ; a connection subject to main reservoir pressure of

said system : valve means having one side subject to res-

ervoir pressure and another side subject to train-line pres-

sure.—said valve means holding th»* train-line connection

closed, and means Interposed betwen said valve means and
the train-line to limit the reduction in train-line pressure

and prevent an emergency application of th*- brakpx when
said valve means has been opene<l to vent the train line.

2. In an air-brake valve device for vehicles whi' h latter

travel on tracks, the combination with a vehlcl»- having
an air brake system, of a traln-lln*> connection with the

air-brake system ; a connection from the main reservoir

of tbe said alr-brak» system . means for normally holding
the train-line connection closed by pressure from the reser-

voir ; valve means for controlling the reservoir pressure

to the said closing means of the train line : an electro-

magnet to control said v.ilve means : a circuit on tbe

vehicle wbich Includes the said electro-magnet ; means for

automatically controlling said circuit and electro-magnet,

and automatic means In the traln-Hne connection to limit

tbe reduction of train-line pressure and automatically pre-
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vent an emergency application of tbe brakes when the

train-line holding means Is opened.
... ^ , «.

3 In an air brake valve device for vehicles which latter

travel on tracks, the combination with a vehicle having

an air brake system, of a cylinder on the vehicle having

a movable piston head ; a connection between one side of

tbe bead in said cylinder and the train line pressure of the

air brake svstem ;
autom.itlc means for normally retaining

said bead "to prevent escape of air from the train line,

said means Including an electro-magnet ; a -Ir. ult Including

wild electro-magnet to keep the latter energlz.il and auto-

matic means in tbe said connection to limit the re<luction

In train-line pressure and automatically prevent an emer

gency application of the brakes when the said bead is

moved to open the train line.
.^..i

4 In an air brake valve device for vehicles which travel

on tracks, the combination with a vehicle having an air-

brake svstem of a cylinder on the vehicle having a mov

able piston head therein , an air-brake train line connec-

tion with the cylinder and at one side of the piston head

an airbrake reservoir connection with the cylinder and

at the other side of the piston bead normally hold the

said pl'ton head to prevent the escape of air from the train

line means for automatically controlling the re«.rvoir

connection to tbe cylinder and automatic means to Ihnit

the re^luction In train line pressure and automatically

prevent an emergency application of tbe brakes when tbe

piston bead is moved to vent tbe train line.

1 230 085. HE.\T INSITLATINCJ M.\TERIAL AND PBtHT.
'

ESS OF PRODUCINt; THE SAME. Mauold S. ASHES-

HruBT, Chicago. HI., assignor of four-ttfths to James J.

Reynolds, Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 30/ 1916. Serial -So.

128,433. (CI. 106—18.)

1 A new composition of matter in the form of i folld,

having a distinctly cellular structure and contixinlug 1 >n\-

,ate In the form of asbestos as th" major constituent,

aluminum hydrate and calcium sulfate, substantially aa

described. ^ , ,.^

2 A new composition of matter in the form of a -ellu-

lar solid bodv having a specific gravity of substantially

4 and containing a silicate In the form of asbestos as the

major constituent, aluminum hydrate and calcium sulfate.

subsUntlally as described.

3 K new composition of matter having a distinctly cel-

lular structure and a specific gravity less than 1 and com-

posed principally of finely divided asbestos and calcium

sulfate. . ,,„

4 A composition of matter having a pronounced cellu-

lar structure and a specific gravity less than 1 an.l cona-

posed of asbestos In a comminuted condition and a sub-

stance which hydraullcally sets following the reaction by

which the cellular structure is formed. <-

6 A composition of matter having a pronounced cellu-

lar structure and a specific gravity less than 1 and com-

posed of asbestos in a comminuted condition, aluminum

hydrate and a subsUnce which hydraullcally sets follow-

ing the reaction by which the celluUr structure Is formed.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasetto. 1

1 2 80 e84. PLOW-OriDE. Herman Sthack, Long

•pralri'e. Minn., assignor to Hansmann Manufacturing

Company. I^ng Prairie. Minn. File,! Jan. 10. 1918.

Serial No. 741.222. (CI. 97—81.)

1280.086. LAWN-MOWER. Lindis P. ^ABHAin,

Brooklyn, N. Y. FUed Jan. 12. 1916. Serial No. 71.69X.

(Cl. 66—19.)

1 In a steering mechanism for plows, the i-omblnation

with thf steering axle of a forwardly projecting frame,

a plate flxe,l In horlsontal position on said frame, a ro

tary p'ate .arrled by said fixed plate, a caster <arried by

Mid rotary plate and adapted to be set at predetermined

angles thereto, a dog pivoted on said fixed plate an.l hav-

ing a locking engagement with said roUry plate, a rotary

element carried ly kaWI fixe<l plate, a conne<tlng rod con

nectlng said dog with said rotary element and arranged

to pull tbe latter out of locking engagement with said

rotary plate as said rotary element Is actuate«l, means for

rotating said roUry element in step by step order to alter

ately swing said dog into locking and unlocking position,

and means to hold said rotary element In each of Its step

by step positions.

2 In a steering mechanism for plows, the combination

with tbe steering axle of a traction engine, of a for-

wardly extending tongue supporter! by said axle, a hort-

lontal fixed plate carrle<l by tbe extremity of said tongue,

a rotary plate c-arried by said fixed plate an.l supporting

a pilot wheel, said pilot wheel being adapted to be ad-

justed at a predetermined angle to said tongue, a dog

pivoted on said flxe^l plate for locking said rotary plate

at the above mentione<i pre.letermined angle and pawl and

ratchet mechanism for said dog actuate«l to carry said

dog to bold tbe latter alternately in released or locke«l

position.

1 A hand propelled lawn luower having means inde-

pendent of the traction mechanism for operating the cut-

ting mechanism, said means comprising a reclprocatlnn

engine and a frame rigidly connected to the piston of

said engine and to tbe movable part of said cutting

means.

2 A band propelle.1 lawn mower having a re.lprocat-

Ing cutting means and a reciprocating means independent

of the traction wheels for operating the cutting means,

comprising an Internal combustion engine a rigid con-

nectlon between the piston of said engine an.l r-ald . utting

means to obtain a unitary unidirectional movement of

said piston and cutting means and a resilient means for

obtaining a reverse movement of said piston and said

cutting means.
5 A hand propelled mowing machine comprising a

reclpro.-ating cutting devl.e and a reclpro.ating engine

the piston of which Is rigidly connected to said .utting

device and adapted to operate said cutting device In tbe

direction and to tbe extent of the movement of the piston

of the engine as herein specified.

t A lawn mower having a cutting member, one part

of whl h Is adapted to be reciprocated, an engine arranged

parallel t ) said cutting member, and having Its piston

ro.l rigidly attached to the movable part of said cutting

member and adapted to move said movable part In one

direction and a resilient member In line with said engine
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und parallel to siild cutting member and adapte<l to move
the movable part of said cutting member In anoth<»r dl-
reotion all arranged for the purpoBp «et forth.

1.2 3 0.08 7. MANUFACTURE OF TOLUOL, Owe>c
Bbooki Evans, PhiUdelphia. Pa.. aMignor to Th«
United Ga.s Improvement fompany. Thllailf Iphla, Pa., a
Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Feb. 24. 1918
S«rlal No. 10,280. (CI. 23—24.)

ir

1. The procens of manufacturing toluol which consists
in preheating a checker-brick chamber by Internal com-
bu»rlon to a temperature sufflrlently high to materially
Increase the percentage of toluol, subjecting naphtha of
gas drip origin subsuntlally as herein described to the
heat of said chamber thereby forming a gas carrying
toluol vapor, leading the gas and toluol vapor from the
chamber, and recovering the toluol, substantially as de-
scribed.

2. The process of manufacturing toluol which consists
In preheating a checker-brick chamber by internal com-
bustion to atemperature sufBciently high to materially in-
crease the percentage of toluol, and subjecting naphtha
of gas drip origin substantially as hersfai described in the
presence of water gas to the heat of satd chamber thereby
forming a hydrocarbon gas carrying toluol vapor, and lead-
ing the gas and toluol vapor from the chamber, and recov-
ering the toluol, substantially as described.

3. The process of manufacturing toluol which consists
In beating a chamber to a temperature sufficiently high to
materially Increase the percentage of toluol, subjecting
naphtha of gas drip origin substantUlly as herein de
scribed to the heat of said chamber thereby forming a gas
carrying toluol vapor, and recovering tke toluol, substan-
tially as described.

4. The process of manufacturing toluol which consists
in heatlngf a chamber to a temperature sufficiently high
to materially Increase the percentage of toluol, subjecting
naphtha of gas drip origin sutwtantlally as herein de-
scribed In th.' presence of water gas to the beat of said
chamber thereby forming a hydro-carbon gas carrying tol-
uol vapor, leading the gas and toluol vapor from the cham
ber vapor, and recovering the toluol, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. The process of manufacturing toluol which consists
in heating naphtha of gas drip origin subsUntUlly as
herein described to a temperature sufficiently high to
materially Increase the percenuge of toluol therein, aad
recovering the toluoL

1.230.088. GREASE CUP. Edward N. Gair.son. Bridge-
port. Conn. Filed Sept. 16, 1915. Serial No. 50.933.
Renewed May 5, 1917. Serial No. 166 767 (CI1S4—38 )

1. .\ zrvase cup comprising a body polygonal in cross
section and having a contracted nipple formed with a cen
tral discharge opening, a peripheral flange provided on
the upper end of the body, a plate secured to the flange
and formed with a central threaded opening an.l a sur-
roundlnj; series of grease openings, a leather washer en-
gaging the under side of the flanje and extending beyond
the latter, a clamping ring securing the leather ring in

place, a cap snugly receiving the leather ring, a screw fixed
to and depending within the cap for engaging the threaded

opening of the plate whtTfiiy on turning of the cap the
same will more lonjrltudlnally of the body, and means
on the cap for turning the latter.

rcialms 2 and 3 not printed in the <;azette.]

1,230,089. SWITCH. Waltih L. Hamilton. Holyoke.
Mass., assignor to Henry C. Avery. Holvoke. Maaa.
Filed Mar. 13, 1916. Kerlal Xo. 14.109. (CI. 200—31.)

8]'0,

1. A circuit closer, comprising, In combination, a suit-
able bMe. a movable contact arm plvotally muanted there-
on and forming one terminal of an electrical circuit to
be closed, a fixed conUct on said base and Insulated
therefrom, said contact arranged In the path of said arm
and forming the other terminal of the circuit to be close,!,
a wire arranged In V-form having its two ends secured
to said base and its central portion in engagement with a
portion of said movable arm, and a heat resisting element
on a portion of said wire, all constructe<l and arranged so
that a sudtlen change in temperature will expand certain
portions of said wire more rapidly than other portions,
whereby a movemf-nt of the wire results to turn said arm
to engage said fixed contact.

2. A circuit closer, comprising. In combination, a suit-
able base, a movable conUct arm. arranged to form one
terminal of an electrical circuit to be closed, a knife
edge support for said arm. a fixed contact on said base
and lnsulate<l therefrom, said contact arranged In the
path of said arm and forming the other terminal of the
circuit to be closed, a wire having Its central portion In
engagement with a portion of said arm and its two ends
secured to said base In spaced relation, and a heat In-
sulating tube surrounding a portion of said wire, all con-
structed and arranged so that unequal expansion is caus-d
In certain portions of said wire, whereby a movement of
the wire is caused to turn said arm into engagement with
said fixed contact.

3. A circuit closer. compHslng. in combination, a suit-
able base, a yleldable upright secured thereto, a movable
arm adapted to form one terminal of a circuit to be closed
a member secured to said arm having knife edges to en-
gage said upright, a wire bent Into V-form having Its
central portion In engagement with said member and its
two ends fixed In spaceij relation to said ba*e. a tube of
heat resisting material on one limb of said V-shaped wire,
and a fixed contHct arranged on said base in the path of
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said arm. said fixed contact being insulated from said

base and adapted to form the other termini of the circuit

to l»e closed, all constructed and arranged so that one limb

of said V-shaped wire Is expanded by a sutlden rise In

temperature more rapidly than the other limb, whereby

a movement of the wire Is caused to turn said arm to

engage said fixed contact and close the circuit.

4. A circuit <ontroller, comprising, in combination, a

suitable Itase. a movable contact arm plvotally mounted

thereon and forming one terminal of an electrical circuit

to be controlled, a fixed contact on said base arranged In

the path of said arm and forming the other terminal of

said circuit, a wire arranged In V-form having Its two

ends se<-ured to said base and Its central portion In en-

gagement with a portion of said movable arm, and a heat

resisting element on a portion of said wire, all constructed

and arranged so that a sudden change In temperature

will expand certain portions of said wire more rapidly

than other portions, whereby a movement of the wire

results to turn said arm relatively to said contact to

control said electrical circuit.

3. The method of producing the food composition Irtreln

described, which consists In, admixing skim niUk, pulver-

ized cocoa seeds and a thickening material, and elimi-

nating water from the admixed material und-?r a lessened

atmospheric pressure.

5. As a new food composition, partly dehydrated skim

milk, pulverised cocoa seed and a cereal.

6. The method of producing the food composition herein

described, which consists In, mixing skim milk and p*>w-

dered cocoa seeds and dehydrating the admixture under

decreased atmospheric pressure whereby a thorough emul-

sion Is secured.

7. As n new^ food composition skim milk, powdered

cocoa seeds and a cereal.

[Claims 2. 4, and 8 to 10 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.230.090. PAPER RECEPTACLE. HsxHY A. Hocsa,

Bridgeport, Conn. Filed Apr. 24, 1913. Serial No.

763.241. (01. 229—4.)

L̂ ^
1. A paper receptacle presseil from a single sheet of

«mle88 paper, having its side walls bent upward from

the bottom substantially perpendicular to the bottom, and

plaited to form sections of a plurality of thicknesses of

paper, these sections of a plurality of thicknesses of

paper gradually tapering from the top toward the t)ottom

with the plurality of thicknesses of paper pressed to

gether. and a rim for the lip of the cup formed substan-

tially by the widest part of the plaited sectloas of a plu-

rality of thicknesses, compressed under heat and moisture

Into a compact form, for reinforcing and strengthening

the top of the receptacle.

2. A paper receptacle pressed from a single sheet of

seamless paper, having Its side walls bent upward from

the iMttom spbstantlally perpendicular to the bottom, and

plaited to form sections of a plurality of thicknesses of

paper, these sections of a plurality of thicknesses of paper

gradually tai>erlng from the top toward the bottom and

a rim for the lip of the cup formed substantially by the

widest part of the plaited sections of a plurality of thick-

nesses, compressed under heat and molsure into a com-

pact form, for reinforcing and strengthening the top of

the receptacle.

3. A paper receptacle pressed from a single sheet of

seamless paper, having its side walls bent upward from

the bottom substantially perpendicular to the bottom, and

plaited to form sections of a plurality of thicknesses of

paper, these sections of a plurality of thicknesses of

paiHT gradually tapering from the top toward the bottom,

a rim for the lip of the cup formed substantially by the

widest part of the plaited sections of a plurality of thick-

nesses, compressed under heat and moisture into a com-

pact form, for reinforcing and strengthening the top of

the receptacle and a cover having a rim compressed un-

der heat and moisture into a compact form snugly fitting

the compressed rim of the receptacle.

1,230,091. FOOD COMPOSITION. JoacPH Moses Ward
KITCHSX, East Orange, N. J. Filed Nov. 20, 1916.

PerUl No. 182.288. (<'l. »•—11)
1. The method of producing the food composition herein

descrlbeil, which consists In, (1) skimming milk, (2) add-

ing to the skim milk pulverized cocoa seed and a pul-

verized cereal, and (8) partly eliminating water from the

adndxed materials under a decreased atmospheric pres-

ore.

1,280,092. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. Jacob

HiPiHT Scott, North Weymouth, Mass.. assignor of

two-tenths to EdwHrd 11. Kavunagh and fvo-tenths to

James W. Colgan. Weymouth, Mass. Filed Aug, 8. 1913.

Serial No. 788.775. (CI. 128—85.)

In an Internal combustion engine comprising a plurality

of cylinders and pistons therefor, fuel supplying means, a

heating chamber intermediate said fuel supplying means

and said cylinders located at one side of and adjacent to

said cylinders and having a common wall with said cyl-

inders, inlet ports leading from said heating chaml)er to

said cylinders, valves for said ports, a port leading from

said fuel supplying means to said heating chamber, a suc-

tion operated valve for said last mentioned port, all of

said valves being located upon the same side of the cylin-

ders whereby the explosive mixture will be trapped in said

Intermediate chamber and heated preparatory to Its In-

troduction Into the cylladers.

RE ISSU ES.
14.815. BEARING. St«fa!( OaaJLit. New York. N. T.

Filed Apr. 4, 1916. Serial No. 88,960. t)rlglnal No.

1,105.097. dated July 28, 1914, Serial No. 817.004. filed

Feb. 6. 1914. (CI. 64—62.)

^'d'

1. The combination with a Journal box and% stationary

frame, of opposite sets of metal strips or shims Interposed

t>etween the said box and frame and a split ring carrying

said meUl strips or shims.

2. The combination with a Journal box and a stationary

frame, of opposite sets of metal strips or shims and a split

ring surrounding the latter, said shims and split ring

l>eing interposed between the Journal box and the sta-

tionary frame.

3. In a bearing, the combination with a frame and

Journal box. of shims and a ring covering such shims,

said shims and ring being used for the compensation of

worn off parts of the bearing.
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DESIGNS.
50.898. LACE TRIMMING Max N. Aaron. Philadel-

phia, Pa., assignor to Frledberger-Aaron Mannfacturing
Company, Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. Flle<l May 4. 1917. Serial No. 166.483.
Term of patent 3J years.

The ornamental design for a lace trimming, as shown
«nd described.

50.899. NUTCRACKER. Robmt C. Abt. Chlcafo, 111.

Filed Apr. 9. 1917. Serial No. 160.901. Term of patent
14 years.

The ornamental design for a nutcrarker. as shown.

50,900. CHAIR-PEDESTAL. Jamm Barkih. Philadel-
phia, Pa., assignor to Mary Emma Barker, Rydal. Pa.
Filed Apr. 18, 1916. Serial No. 92.049. Term of
patent 14 years.

50.901. COMBINATION DE8K ARTICLE. Edward H.
Bi.Nxg. Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Feb. 8. 1917. Serial No.
147.503. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamenUl design for a combination desk article,
as shown.

50.902. RING OR SIMILAR ARTICLE. Mabiij* L.
BowDKN and Masti.n L. Bowdbn. Jr., Brooklyn, N. T.
Filed Mar. 16. 1917. Serial No. 155.340. Term of
patent 7 years.

«SS&>^

The ornamental design for a chair pedesUl. subsUn- I The ornamental deaign fcr a ring or Umllar article ••
tially as shown and described. I shown.

I
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6O.903. CONCRETE SMOKE JACK. Howaud E. Bcrns,

Chicago. 111., assignor to The C. F. Masaey Company,
Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. 80.

1917. Serial .No. 158.76:^. Term of patent 14 years.

50.906. LAMP CASINO. JnHX L. Dawbs. Plttaborgb,

Pa. Filed Apr. 27, 1917. Serial No. 165.034. Term of

patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for concrete smoke Jack as

shown.

50,904. INSECT-TRAP. JusKPH CsKBMA, Goshen, Conn.

Filed .\pr. 26, 1»17. Serial No. 164.810. Term of

patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for a lamp casing, as shown and

described.

50.907. SALT-SHAKER David Frishman. New York,

N. T., assignor to E. & J. Bass Inc.. New York. N. Y..

a Corporation. File<l Jan. 22. 1917. Serial No. 148,883.

Term of patent 3i years.

The ornamental design for an Insect trap a* shown.

50,905. LAMPCASI.NG. John L. DAWna, Pittsburgh.

Pa. Filed Apr. 6, 1917. Serial No. 100,007. Term of

patent 7 years.

The ornamental deaign for a lamp casing as shown. The ornatnental design for a salt shaker as shown.
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60,908. CASINO FOR MEASUHING^MACHINES OR
THE LIKE. JoHKf C. Obbhaht. St. LoaU, Mo., as-
Blgmor to Frank Low. St. Louis. Mo. Filed li»r. 14,
1917. Serial No. 154.S83. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a casing for meaaurlng
machlnea or the like, as shown.

80.JK)9. HERRING-BONE GRASS FLOOR COVERING.
BrwATEE HfDso.N. St. Paul. Minn. Filed Mat. 31.
1916. Serial No. 88.177, Term of patent 14 years.

- .,),:;?„-.
'> :'i

>u ^: u

The ornamental rteslgn for herringbone grasa floor cor-
ering. as shown.

50.910. WATCHCASE. Fbbdirick Ebbx Hyatt. »t.
Davids. Pa., assignor to The Keystone Watch Case
Company, Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Penn-
sylvania. Filed Nov. 25. 1916. Serial No. 133,496.
Term of patent 7 years.

The oroamental design for a watch case, as shown.

50,911. WATCHCASE. FaaDBEicK Eben Hiatt. St.
Davids, Pa., assignor to The Keystone Watch Case
Company. Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Penn-
sylranla. Filed Nov. 25. 1918. Serial No. 133.498.
Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a watch case, as tbown.

50.912. AEROPLANE. Howard .1. Kellit and Charles
H. Gahbbtt. Jr.. KansaH City. Mo. ; said Garrett as-
signor to said Kelley. Filed Jane 21. 1915. 8erUl No.
36,459. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for an aeroplane, aa shown.

50.913. BADGE. FRA.vcia Xavibb Kibsch. Warwick,
N. D. Filed Feb. 19. 1917. Serial No. 149,676. Term
of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a Uadge as shown.
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00.914. ADVERTISING MENU-FRAME. Sam Philip-

•ON, St. Ix>uls. Mo. Filed Apr. 16. 1917. Serial No.

162.567. Term of patJ-nt 7 y^'ars.

1.

50.916. RUG. ROBKBT F. Ripdeil. M«nha»«i«et. N. Y.. as-

signor to Blgelow Hartford Carpet Company, a Cor-

poration of Massachusetts. Filed Apr. 21. 1917. Serla!

No. 163,721. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental denlan for an advertising menu frame,

as shown.

60.915. PNEUMATIC TIRE, Harby Kino Ratmond.
Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F. Goodrich Company.

New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed

Apr. 12. 1917. Serial No. 161.666. Term of patent

14 years.

nilnllnri

uniail
nnnlnm

ToilaJnr

The ornamental design for a rug. substantially as

shown.

60,917. BD<^. Robert F. Riddell. Manhasset. N. Y., as-

signor to Blgelow Hartford Carpet Company, a Cor-

poration of Massachusetts. Filed Apr. 21, 1917. Serial

No. 163.723. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental d«^lgn for a pneuuiatlc tire aa ahown.

The ornamental design for a mg, aabetantially aa

shown.
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50.918. RUG. Robert F. Riddell, Manhasset. N. Y.. as-
signor to BIgelow Hartford Carp«t Company, a Cor-
poration of Mai«iMichu8«ttt«. Filed Apr. 21. 1917. Serial
No. 163.724. Term of patent 7 years.

50.920. CASKET-HANDLE ARM. Edwabd R. SaBOI.mt.
New Haven. Conn., assifnor to Sarufnt k Company,
New Karen. Conn., a Corx>oratton of t'onnectlcut. Filed
Sept. 14, 1916. SerUl No. 120.198. Term of patent
14 years.

a Q

The ornamental design for a rug. substantially aa
shown.

50,919. RUG. RoHtRT F, Riddell. Manhasset. N. T., as-
signor to Bigelow Hartford Carpet Company, a Cor-
poration of Massachusetts. Filed Apr. 21. 1917. Serial
No. 163.725. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a i-asket handle arm, aiih-
stantlally as shown.

50.921. REAR END SIGNAL DEVICE FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. GoTTTRiED E. StHWEiZER. Bridgeport. Conn.
Filed Jan. 80. 1917. Serial No. 145.536. Term of
patent 3} years.

The ornamental design for a rug. substantially as
shown.

The ornamental deslsra tor a rear end signal deric*
(or automobiles as shown.
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50,922. LAMP-LENS. Elmbb J. Smith and Habbt W.

ATKINSON. Tarentum. Pa. Filed Apr. 23. 1917. Se-

rial No. 164.067. Term of patent 7 years.

60,924. CHAIR. John Wade. St. Paul. Minn. Filed

Apr. 28, 1917. Serial No. 164.064. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a lamp lens, as shown.

The ornamental design for a chair, as shown.

50,923. CABINET. Fred W. Tobey. Grand Rapids.

Mich., assignor to Alfred J. Brown Seed Co.. a Cor-

poration of Michigan. Filed Apr. 28, 1917. Serial

No. 166.283. Term of patent 7 yeara.

60,925. LOAF OF BISCUIT. Ashley F. WabO, Boaton.

Mass., assignor to The A. F. Ward Machinery Co.. Bos-

ton, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed Feb.

19, 1915. Serial No. 9,459. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a cabinet as shown.

K̂^
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50.»26. LOAF op BISCUIT. Ashley F. Ward. Boston,
Mass.. asstjrnor to The A. F. Ward Machinery lo., Bos-

ton, Mass., a Corporation of Massaohust'tts. Filed

Dec. 10, 1915. Serial No.- 66,2«»8. Term of patent 7
years.

The ornamental design for a loaf of biscuit, substan-

tially as shown.

60,927. LACE. Chari.b.h .1. Watt«R8. Phllaiielphla. Pa.,

assignor to North .\m»Tlc«n iMf* Company, Philadel-

phi.n. Pa., a Corpf>ratlon of Pennsylvania. Filed Apr.

17, 1917. Serial No. 162,771. Term of patent 3J yean.

50,92«. PRINTED FABRIC. Harrt Wcarnc, New York.
N. Y. Filed Feb. «. 1917. Serial No. 147.720. Term of

pat«>nt 7 years.

The ornamental design for a lace, sabstantlally at
shown.

The ornamentnl deslco for an article of aaanafacture.

substantially as shown and described.
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JUNE 12, 1917.

Tbe following trade-marks are published In compliance with section 6 of the act of
February 20, 1905, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within
thirty days of this date.

Marks applied for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provision
in Clause (b) of section 6 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said act, a fee of ten dollars must accompany each
notice of opposition.

Ber. No. 79.623. (CLASS 4«. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) AMtHicAN Commercial Co., Paris,

France. Fllwl July 8. 1»14.

EXPOSITION

Partlrular description of goodt.

VeireUbles and Dried Fruits.

rTa<M« M«c since Jan. 1. 1913.

Janned Fruits and

Ser. So. 84.060. (CLASS 34. HEATING, LIGHTING,
AND VENTIL.\TING APPARATl S. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) General Elbctric

CoMPA.NY, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed Jan. i.'l. 1915.

Ser. No. 84,474. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) The B»a-
CON Falls Rcbber Shob Company, Beacon Falls, Conn.,
assignor to The H>>acon Falls Rubl>er Shoe Company,
Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed
Feb. 12, 1915.

\f^^K\m
Particulnr detcription of goods.—Boots and Shoes Made

Partly or Wholly of Rubber—Namely, Rubber-Soled Shoes
with Canvas Uppers Vulcanlceil or Cemented Thereon.

Claims use since Sept. 18, 1908.

Ser. No. 88,520. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) General Elbo
TBIC COMPAXV, Schenectady, N. Y. Filed Aug. 10, 1915.

Particular description uf goods.—Llghtinf-Flxtures Com-
prising Metal Shades and Reflectors.

CU^s use Mine* Aug. 1. 1914. jf„ ^^^^ ,, ^.^^e to the representation of an incan-
descent electric lamp apart from the mark nhown in the
drawing. The word •Neia" and the circumferential band

Ser. No. 84,478. (CLASS S9. CLOTHING.) The Bea- i

*"* 1*°^ to indicate shading.

cos Falls RrBsra Shoe Company, Beacon Falls. Conn., PartUular descriptUm of goods.—Electric Incandescent
asxignor to The lU'smn Falls Ruhl»T Shoe Company, Lamps.

Boston, Mass., a Corporation of Masnachusetts.

Feb. 12, 1916.

FllMl

Piuticular description of goods.—Itoots and Shoes Slade
Partly or Wholly of Rubber—Namely, Rubber-Soled Shoes
with Canvas Uppers Vul(-anize<l or ('einenteil Thereon.

Claims use since Jan. 27. 1913.

289 O. a.—41 [Vol. 288.

Claims use since June 5, 1915.

Ser. No. 89.306. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APP\RA
TUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) The Usona
MANirACTCRiNG COMPAXT, Toledo, Ohio.* Filed Sept
18, 1915.

'mu
Particular tttert^tlun of i^o*«.—Electric Hatterles.
cinimit use since Mar. 25, 1915.

No. 2.]
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Ser. No. 93.341. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) The Robkht Mitch-
ell FrBMTCBC Co., Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Mar. 6.

1916.

MARVOUNE
Particular description of goods.—A Liquid Cleaning

Compound for White Woodwork and Enamels.
Claima uae since September, 1915.

8er. No. 93,871. ' (CLASS 8. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Abuah.\m Gokoo.n (iuLDBERU. Bostou. Masi*. Filed Mar.

25. 1916.

No claim Ls made to the. words "Diamond Wash."
Particular description of goods.—A Liquid Wash Used

for Cleaning Diamonds and other Precious Stones.
Claim* use since Mar. 1, 1916.

8«r. No. 93,995. (CLAS.^ .j. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Mrs. Jso. J. Mbdlin. Monroe. Oa. Filed Mar. .^0. 1916.

I^CALlHi;

Particular descriptifm of goods.—A Female Speclflc
Recommended for Inflammation. Congestion, and Falliug
of the Womb, Ulceration, Polypus, Tumors. Leucorrhea.

Profuse and Difficult Menstruation, Congestion and Tu-
mors of the Ovaries.

Claims use since September, 1895.

Ber. No. 94,141. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
CABcrREE Cigar Company, New York, N. Y. Filed
Apr. 4, 1916.

Carefree
Particular description of goods.—Cigars.

Claims use since Mar. 15. 1916.

8er. No. 94,332. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The William Lea A Soxg Com-
pany, Wilmington. Del. Filed Apr. 11. 1916.

^ n "^

Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.

Claimt u»e since about 1876.

Ser. No. 94,343. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF F(K)D8.) Barbara Rith Van Loevex, Lo«
Angeles. Cal. Filed Apr. 11, 1916

:4ngcl "Citn

Particular description of good*.—Prepared Checw
with Rennet.

Claims use since Apr. 22. 1913.

Ser. No. 95,537. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) A. Hexbiette Spil-

KER. Oak Park. 111. Filed May 29. 1916.

Consisting of the word "Udorma."
Particular descriptUjn of Goodn.—Shaving-Creams.

Claims u$e since Oct 16, 1914.

Ser. No. 95.562. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) The Pioxkb
CORi'ORATiox, Chicago, 111. Filed May 31, 1916.

ERADIUM
Particular descr^tlon of goods.—Pendants for Electric

Pull-Switches, Electric-Push-Button Devices, and Electric

Push-Buttons, Treated so an to be Luminous.
Claims use 8ince l>ct. 6. 1915.

Ser. No. 95.847. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) LJUSXB-
WoxxA Aktiebolag, LJusne. Sweden. Filed June 18,

1916.

ELLWE

Particular description of goods.—Steam-Hammers,

Spring-Hammers. SteamEngines. Gasolene-Motors. Crude-

oil Motors. Rock-Oil Motors. Explosion-Motors. Internal-

Combustion Engines. Winches. Capstans. Rolling-MUls.

Crushlng-Mllls. Adjustable Lubricators, and Timber Ele-

vators.

Claims use since Dec. 13, 1910.
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8«r. No. 95,930. (CLAHS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
CiNNAKOL CHEMICAL SALES CO.. Bayonne. N. J. Filed
June 17. 1916.

The disk and radiating lines being printed in orange
color and the word "Cinnakol" being printed in blue.

Particular descriptittn of goods.—Disinfectants. Germi-
cides. Insecticides, Deodorants. Fungicides, Antiseptics,

Surgical Dressings. E>entlfrlce8. Veterinary Remedy for
Treating Glanders and Carbuncle, and Poultry Remedies
for Treating Roup, Colds, and Chicken-Pox, and Per-

fumery.

Claims use since June, 1915.

8«r. No. 98,000. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) P. D. Ballard.
Citronelle. Ala. Filed Sept. 13. 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Leather-Dressing.
Claims usr since July. 1915.

Ser. No. 98.223. (CLASS 4«i. FOODS AND INGREDI
E.NTS OF FOODS.) The Shoemaker Compaxy, Oak-
woo<l. N. Y. Filed Sept. 25. 1916.

[Vol 8S9. N«. 8.]

The words "Alfalfa " and " Horae Feed " are dls-

clalme<l.

Particular dexcriptUtn of good*.—Feed for Farm Stock.
Claims use since Sept. 1, 1916.

[Vol. 2S9.

Ser. No. 98.225. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Shoemaker Compaxy, Oak-
wcMl. .V. Y. Filed Sept. 25, 1916.

The words "Alfalfa." " SpecUl." and " Honse Feed " are
disclaimed.

Particular dencription of goods.—Feed for Farm Stock.
Claims use t«lnce Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 98.896. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Big Foir Milling Compamt,
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Oct. 26. 1916.

Particular description of goods.—Horne. Mule. Cattle.
Poultry. Hog, and Sheep Food.

Claimti use since about Apr. 1, 1918.

Ser. No. 99.015. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES.
AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) Oli-
voiXT Chemical ClhiPAXY, San Francisco. CaL Filed
Oct. 31. 1916.

DLIVOINT

Particular description of goodx.—Vor Skin Irritations In
All Part.s of the Body, for Sunburn. Wlndburn. and Poi-
son-Oak. for Cuts. Wounds, and General Household and
Surgical Use.

Claim K use since Oct. 16. 1JK>4.

Ser. No. 99.046 (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES )Lyman D. Pettit. St. Joseph. Mich. Filed Nov. 2. 1916.

The trademark consists of the portrait of the appli-
cant. Lyman D. Pettit.

Particular description of goods.—Lubricants.
Claims use sint-e Mar. 1, 1916.

No. 2.1
,
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S^r. No. 99.468. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FUR-
NISHINGS. AND NOTIONS.) EDiAtD L0KB8CH k
Sous, Prague-IIoleschowltz, Austria-Hungary. Filed

Nov. 22, 1916.

t»^«

The said trade-mark consists of a representation of a

golden rod. which la used In the form shown In the ac-

companying drawing. The etMwntlal feature of the said

trade-mark Is the representation of a golden rod.

ParticuUir 4e»cription of goodf>.—Snap- Fasteners of All

Kinds. Snap-Fastener Tapes, Ilalr-Plns, Non-OrnamenUl

Hat-Pins .Madp of Steel ; Buttons of Ail Kinds Made of

Non-Precious Mt-tals and Used as Fastening Devices

—

Namely, Fancy Buttons Used for Ornamenting Ladles'

Apparel. Trouser-Buttons and Glove-Buttons, Collar-But-

tons, Cuff Buttons—anil .Necktie Clasps Made of Non-Pre-

cious Metals, Trimming Buttons Made of Non-Precloua

Metal Used as Ornamental Devices for Clothing, Not

I'sed for Fastening; Collar Supporters. Dress - Shlelda,

Tapes, Steel -Needles Used for Hand-Sewing. Brass Plna

Used as Fastening Devices. Placket - Fasteners, Safety-

Plns, Hooks and Eyes, Buckles Made of Non-Precious

Metals Used as Fastening Devices for Clothing.

Claims ute since May 4, 1915.

Ser. No. 99,492. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FUR-

NISHINGS, AND NOTIONS.) WaU>K8 k Co., Pragne-

Wrschowlti, Austria- Hungary. Filed Nov. 22, 1916.

llelng a porlralt of Elizabeth Coyne, • living person.

No claim Is made to the exclusive use of the representa-

tion of a snap-fastener as shown In the drawing.

Particular description of goodt.—Hair Pins. Non-Orna-

mental Hat-Pins Made of Steel. Buttons of .\11 KInd.i

Made of Non-Pre<lous Metals and Used as Fastening De-

vio«.s Namely. Fancy Buttons Use<l for Ornamenting

Ladles' Apparel, Trouser-Buttons and Glove-Buttons, Col-

lar-Buttons. CufT-Buttons—and Necktie-Clasps Made of

Nrtn-Pre«-lous Metals. Trlmnilnj: Buttons Made of Non-

Pre«lous Metal Used as Ornamental iwrlre^ for Clothing,

Not Use<l for Fastening ; Collar - Supporters, Dress-

[Vol. 289.

Shields, Tapes. Steel Nee<lles Used for Han-l • Sewing.

Brass Plna Used as Fastening Devices, Placket Fastener*,

Safety Pins, Hooks and Eyes, Buckles Biade of Non-Pre-

clous Metals Usefl as Fastening Devices for Clothing.

Claims use since Oct. 9. 1912.

Ser. No. 99.5S2. (CLASS 85. BELTING. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKING. AND N<»N METALLIC TlUB.)
J. E. Rhoaos k Sons. Philadelphia, Pa., and Wllaiiag-

ton. Del. Filed Nov. 27, 1916.

STRONGHOLD

Particular description of goods.—Leather Belting;

Round I.,e«ther Belting : Cut I>«^ther Lacing :
Combined

I>eather and Fabric Belting ; Leather Valves, and Leather

Washers.
Claims use on leather belting since July 27. 1916;

^

on round leather belting since Aug. 8, 1916; on cut

leather lacing since July 31, 1916 ; on combined leather

»nd fabric belting since Aug. 14. 1916 ; on leather valves

since Sept. 14, 1918, and on leather washers since Aug.

4. 1916.

Ser. No. 99.588. (CLASS 35. BELTING. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKING. ANT> NON METALLIC TIRES.)

J. E. Rhoads k Sons. Philadelphia. Pa., ami Wllmlof-

ton. DeL FUed .Nov. 21, 1916.

Particular description of good*.—Comblneil Leather and

Fabric BeltlnR ; Round I^'ather Belting; Cut Leather Lac-

ing; LcAther Valves, and Leather Washers.

Claims use on combined leather and fabric belting since

Feb. 26, 1907 ; on round leath»'r t>eltlng since July 81,

1916; on cut leather lacing since July '-'T, 1916; on

leather valvea since Sept. 14, 1916, and on leather wash-

ers since An^ 4, 1916.

Ser. No. 99,614. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) C. W. ZcCK k Soss. Erie. Pa.

Filed Nov. 28, 1916.

K^acklif

Comprising the word " Krackly," no claim in-lng made

to the exclusive use of the word " Krisp " except aa

shown In the specimen.

Particular iesrriptif>n of tfoods.—Lettuce.

Claims use since .Nov. 1, 1915.

Ifo. 8.1

Ser. No. 99,905. (CLAS.S 6. CHEMICALS. MEDICINES,
AND PHAR.MACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.) F«L1X
Vaal. Rotterdam. Netherlands. Filed I>ec. 13, 1916.

MlP-^mi
Particular defcription of goods.—Peppermint.
Claims use alnce Apr. 80. 1915.

Ber. No. 100,072. (CLASS 50. MERCHANDISE NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED.) Sibdlb Studios. New
York, N y. Filed Dec. 20. 1916.

Particular descriptittn of goods.

try, and Theatrical Properties.

Claims use since 1908.

-Stage-Settings. Scen-

8er. No. 1(K).081. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) HtNBY Plsnok. Charleston, 8. C.
Filed Dec. 21. 1916.

yiGORONE
Particular descriptitm of goods.—Soda-Water.
Claims use since Mar. 81. 1897.

Ser. No. 100.098. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Gmbeb & Co.. Thoune, Swltter-

Und. Filed Dec. 22, 1916.

Particular detcripti^tn of goods.—fTjeese.

Claims use since Sept. 1, 1916.

BT. No. 100.140. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Cdbtibb Abb
OPLANK AXD MoTOB COHPORATION, Buffalo, N. Y. Filed

Dec 28. 1916.

Ser. No. 100,326. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN<;REDI-
ENTS OF F(K)DS.) Elixabbth B. Hincklet, New
York, .\. V. Filed Jan. 2. 1917.

CON-LAX
Particular description of goods.—A Mixture of Un-

cooked Grain Used as a Cereal Food.
Claims use since about Aug. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.367. (CLASS 6. CHE.MH'ALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Moto-Pep MAxrrAcxrBiNo Co.. Youngstown. Ohio.
Filed Jan. 4. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—A Gasolene Intensl-
fler and Decarbonizer.

Claims use since July 1. 1918.

Ser. No. 100,364. (CLASS 6. CHEMICAI>. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Bachmbicb & Co. Inc.. New York. N. Y. FUed Jan.
6, 1917.

BACO
Particular description of goods.—Dyes.
Claims use since Apr. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100,385. (CLASS 14. MKTALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGINGS.) The Titanium Allot
MANcrACTTBi.Nc Company, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan.
5. 1917.

Particulew description of goods. — Compositions Con-
taining Titanium or Its Compounds Employed as Purifier*

In Metallurgical Operations.

Claims use since Feb. 1. 1913.

Particular description of good*.—Internal-Combustion
Engine.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1909.

[Vol. 2S9. If*. 3.}

Ser. No. IOO.4O8. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
E.NTS OF FOODS.) Ralston Purina Company. St,

Louis, Mo. FUed Jan. 0. 1»1T.

BRANZOS
Particular description of goods.—Cereal Food.
Claims use since on or about Nov. 9. 1916.
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Ser. No. 100,412. (CLASS 46. FOODS AXD INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The W.\tkrloo and Cedab Falls
Union Mill Com pan v, Waterloo, Iowa. Filed Jan.

6, 1917.

(/W
em^

Particular dencription of goods.—Wheat-Floar.
Claima u»e since about .Tan. 1, 1911.

Ber. No. 100,487. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERT.) Oeobgk BoRursLDT & Co., New York, N. T.

Filed .Tan. 9, 1917.

¥\m
Particular dtucriptum <tf ffoo^a. — Paper, Stationery,

Stationery Sundries, I>e8k-Set Supplies, and Stationery
Supplies—Namely, Cards for Correspondence, Wrltlng-
Paper. Envelops. Writing - Pads. Blank Books. .M«>moran-

cluni-Books. Blottlng-Paper. Hand-Blotters. Pap«r-Cotter«.
Paper - Knives. Envelop - Openers, Book - Marks. Paper-
weights, Ink-Weils, Pen Points. Penholders, Fountaln-
Pens, Lead-Pencils, Fancy and Novelty Pencils, Pencil-

Boxes. School Rulers. Thumb-Tacks. Envelop and Stamp
Molsteners, Pai>er-Fa8teuer8, Rubt)er Eras^-rs, Composition
Erasers, School-Slates, and Fancy Wrapping and Tissue

Papers.
Cla4m» m«€ sinc« Oct. 6, 1916.

Ber. No, 100,573. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Eshell
Bhonston. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 13, 1917.

No claim being made to the exclusive right to the a»*
of the words " Exclusive Styles," " Panama." and " New
York. •

ParticMlar detcription of ffoodt.—Panama Hat».

Clai'fNJt u»f since July 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.642. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS. AND
SPORTING GOODS.) James Prinole Cochrane,
Edinburgh, Scotland. Filed Jan. 15. 1917.

ARVO
The "trade-mark consists of the word " Marvo."
Particular detrriptiftn of good*.—(iolf-Club Shafts and

Golf-Clubs,

Claimt une since Sept. 19. 1916.

4

Ser. No. 100.683. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Shbars-
TON Lowell Mro. Co. Inc., Lockport, N. Y. Filed Jan.

17, 1917.

jncc^

So ^lalm being made to the xcluslve use of the word
Apr6n " apart from the mark shown In the specimens.

Particular 4c»cription of goodn.—Aprons.
Claim* uae since Dec. 6. 1916.

Ser. No. 100.691. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Locis J. Vredevkld, Zeeland. Mich. Filed Jan. 17,

1917.

Particular d<«cripHoH of good*. — Salve for Cuti,

Bruises. Boils, Burns, Chapped Hands, .Sores, Chilblains.

Claim* M«« since Nov, 15. 1916.

9*T. No. 100.69*. (CLASS .'57. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) (^LDMAS CoaxCME COMPANY. New York. N. Y.

Filed Jan. 18. 1917.

Comprising the words " B»'tty Wales " and " Ploshkln."
together with the doll figure and the rectangular border.

Particular description of good:—Writing Paper, I^ead-

Pencils. Penholders, Paper Toweling and Napkins, Non-
Coated Typewriting Paper. Leaf-Paper in Scrap Books
and Manifold Sales-Books, Book Paper, Book-Covers,
Toilet. Wall, and Document Paper, Fountaln-Pens, and
Wrapping- Paper.

(""laimt use since Jan. 5, 1917.
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Ser. No. 100.705. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) Goldman CoarrMC Com-
pany, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 18. 1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales, Ploshkin," with
the doll figure, together with rectangular border.

Particular degcription of goods.—Pianos and Plano-
Players. Records for Pianos. Music-Boxes, and Phono-
graphs. Note-Sheets. Talking- Machines. Violin, Guitar,

Banjo. Piccolo, Horn. Cornet, Trombone, Flute, Lute.
Strings for Musical Instruments, Drums, and Organs.

Claims use since Jan. 5, 1917.

Ser. No. 100,7.34. (CLASS ;{«. CLOTHING.) Samtel
C. Applbtblu, Baltimore, Md. Filed Jan. 19, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Men's and Boys'
Suits, Overcoats, and Trousers.

Claimt use since Feb. 6, 1906.

Ser. No. 100,796. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI
ENT8 OF FOODS.) Chicago Concexteatid Food Co.,

Chicago, 111. Piled Jan. 22. 1917.

No claim being made to the words " Brand " and " Com-
mon Sense Food."

Particular description of goods.—Brans. Meals, Toasts.
Busks. Biscuits. Crackers, and Cookies.

Claims use since Jan. 17, 1917.

Ser. No. 100.878. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA
TUS, MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) GoLDMA.v Cos
TCMl CoMPANT, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 24. 1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales " and " Ploshkln,"
with the doll figure, all within a rectangular border, no
claim being made to the exclusive right to the use of the
words " Trade Mark."

Particular description of goods.—Fixtures for Electric

Lights. Electric Fans. Electric Cooking Apparatus, and
Electric Chafing - Dishes. Electric Hot - Plates, Electric
I^undry-Iruns. Spark Plugs, Electric Heating Pads, Stor-
age and. Dry Batteries. Electric Varuum-rieaners.

CUtiin4 use since Jan. 5, 1917.

Ser. No. 100.882. (CLASS 30. CRCKKERY. E.XRTllEN-
WARE. AND PORCELAIN.) (;oij>man Costime Com-
PAXT, New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 24, 1917.

ComprlsinK the words " Betty Wales. Ploshkln," and
the doll figure, all within a rectangular figure, no claim
being made to the exclusive right to the use of the words
• Trade Mark."
Particular descr^tion of goods.^-Crockery, Earthen-

ware, Porcelain and China Dishes, and Kltchen-Ret-ep-
tacles.

Claims M«e since Jan. 6, 1917.

Ser. No. 100,921. (CLASS 11. INKS AND INKING
MATERIALS.) Goldman Costume Companx, New
York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 26, 1917. '^

Comprising the words " Betty Wales, Ploshkln," with
the doll figure, inclosed in a rectangular bortler.

ParticiUar description of goods.—Carbon Paper, Type-
Writer Ribbons, Ink Compounds, Type-Ink, Stamp-Pads,
Writing, Printing, and Drawing Ink, Marking-Ink. l>upll-
catlng-Ink. Gloss-Finishes. Reducers and Driert* U»<d in

Connection with Printing Inks. Indelible Ink, Ink Powder,
Marking-Paste, Combination Ink-Paste, and Engraving-
Ink.

C/o(ms use since Jan. 6. 1917.

Ser. No. 101.397. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) The Hat
MANfPACTrEBRS Sll'I'LY COMl'A.W LIMITED. Stockport,
Chester county, England. Filed Feb. 16, 1917.

i^^iSi

Particular description of goods.—Hats and Caps.
Claims use 8ln«e about the year 190S.

Ser. No. 101,402. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Polygon Pbodccts Co., Boston, Mass. Filed Feb. 15,
1917.

TAsGoH
Particular description of goods.—Rnst-Penetrant.
riaims use since Dec. 6, 1916.
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8er. No. 101.422. (CLASS 22. OAME«. TOTS. AND
SPORTING GOODS.) Thb Grbgorv Rubber Co.. Ak-

ron. Ohio. Filed Feb. 16. 1917.

Particular description of gnods.—Play-Ball*.

Claimt uae since Jan. 15, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,458. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHLVES. AND SUPPLIES.) PlaY - O - LiTB
Co. Ixc, Buffalo. N. Y. Filed Feb. 17, 1917.

PLAY LITE

I'artii-ulur dvitcriptinn of ijuodfi.—Electric Lamps for

Illunilnatlng the Front of Pianos.

Claima uae Bince Jan. 2. 1917.

8er. No. 101,524. (CLAS.*< 39.

WnL, Inc., New York, N. Y.

CLOTHING.) Weil A
Filed Feb. 19, 1917.

^^
Particular description of ffooda.—Ladies' Waists for

Outer Wear.
Claima uae since January, 1907.

Ser. No. 101,530. (CL.\?.>^ 0. CHEMIC.\LS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Herman 8. Bblber, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 20,

1917.

MAID

The portrait shown Is fanciful.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Halr-Remoyer.

Claima uae since about Jan. 4, 1916.

8er. No. 101.541. (CLASS 39 CLOTHING.) Hollaxd
Shoe Co., Holland. Mich Filed Feb. 20. 1917.

Particular drscripti>in I'f •I'md*.—L«»ather Boots and
Shoes and Boot and Shoe SoU.'* of Leather.

Claima uae since alxtut Apr. 17, 1916.

fVol. 9S9

Ser. No. 101,555. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
PiBBCE Oil Cobpobation. New Tork. N. Y.. and St.

Louis. Mo. Filed Feb. 20. 1917.

Applicant herewith disclaim** the printed matter ap-

pearing in connection with the specimen of its trade-

mark—to wit. '* Pierce Oil Corporation. Aceite Brll-

llante."

Particular deacription of gitoda.—Petroleum Products
Consisting of Gasolene, Kerosene. Lubrii^tlng-Oils. Lubrl-

catinx-Grease, and Paraffln-Wax.

Claima uae since Feb. 1, 1RS6.

Ser. No. 101.556. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Rice Cbkeal k Milling Co.. Fort
Wayne. Ind. Filed Feb. 20, 1917.

Particular dr9cription of gooda.—Rice and a Prepared
Rice Used as a Breakfast Cereal.

Claima uae since about Dec 16. 1915.

Ser. No. 101.561. <CLAB>i 15. OIL8 AND GREASES.)
JoHx R. Anderson k Compaxt. New York. N. Y. Filed

Feb. 21. 1917.

JRACO
Particular deacription of (moda.—^Mineral Waxes, and

Particularly Electrotypcrs' Wax.
Claima uae since Jan. 2, 1917.

Ser. No, 101.674. (CLASS 46. FOODS^\ND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FCMIDS.) The Cheyexnb*Creamehy Com-
pany, Cheyenne, Wyo. Filed Feb. 26, 1917.

fUEADOW QUEEN

Particular drarription of gooda.—Butter.

Claima uae since Dec. 15. 1916.

Ho. 2.)
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Ser. No. 101.695. (CLASS 43. THREAD AND YARN.)

Kixo Cotton Mills Cobpobation, Richmond, ^a.

Filed Feb. 26, 1917.

Ser No 101.9H.-,. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-

TUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) French Bat-

tery & Carbon Co., Madison. Wis. Filed Mar. 8. 1917.

-LI4e

PartU-ular deacription of poo-*.-Dry-Cell Potteries for

Use in Portable Electric Hand-Lamps and for Portable

Electric Hand-Lamps.

Claima uae since Feb. IB, 1917.

PartiruVir drarription of gooda.—nosIery-Yam§.

Claima wr sln<e .Kxin. '^^. 1916.

Ser. No. 1U1.S52. (CLASS 9. EXPLOSIVES, FIRE-

ARMS, EgUIPMENTS. AND PROJECTILES.) Coabt

MANtrA<TtKix«; AND ScPPLY COMPANY, Livermorc, Cal.

Filed Mar. 8, 1917.

ser. NO. 102.017. (CL..SS 12. ^^S^^^IXTIOS ^lA^

TERI ALS.) James T. Taylor, Fort \N orth. Tex. Filed

Mar. 9. 1917.

[)0VElflC[^

Consists of the word " Dovclo«k."

pZiculn^leacnption of gooda.-HoUo^- TU.^ or Build-

in g- Blocks.

Claims uar hlnce Jan. 1, 1917.

W No 102.062. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEDICAL,

AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) E. B. Meyrow.te.

INC., New York. N. t. Filed Mar. 10, 1917.

OTOPHONE
Particular deacription of gooda.—A Mechanical Device

Used as an Aid to Hearing.

Claima uae since Jan. 1, 1907.

The -ore. ••«.«. T^r " >«• "«" "^ " >"•' ^- No- 1«"1«^ <^C^^,^
f,' ^^^tS^. ',3. m-."'

Cool & Dry • are not claimed herein. Carpenter & Co., Chicago, m. ri eu

Particular deacription of gvoda.—A Safety-Fuae. I

Claim* uae since July 1. 191«.
(j$ld ColOtllJ

Particular deacription of poods.-Manlla Rope and

Cordage.
Claim* uae since 1898.

Bcr No 101.913. (CLAPS 41. CANES. PARASOLS.

AND UMBRELLAS.) Goldman CosTrME Company,

New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 6. 1917.

{8eXtfKklJ&J

Rpr No 102 117. (CL.\{»8 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.

AND T(K)LS: AND PARTS THEREOF.) Ueob.e W.

KEMP, Munde, Ind. Filed Mar. 13, 1017.

ComprlKlng the words " Betty Wales, Ploshkln." with

the doll figure, all within n rectangatar figure.

Porticular dracripti-.n '.f yoorfs.—Canes. Parasols, and

Umbrellas.

Claim* uae since Jan. 5, 1917,

[VoL 239. No. a.]

Particular deacription of gooda.—Gasolene-Engines.

CJoim^ uae since Dec. 1. 1916.
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S*r. Xo. 102.138. (CLASS «. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND Pn.\RMACErTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Dae Health L.iiu)R.AT«»RiE8, Detroit, Mich. Filed Mar.
14, 1917.

ALKIA
Particular de«criptUm of goodt.—A Medicinal Prepara-

tion for Internal Uses for the Treatment of the Stomach.
Blood, Liver, Kidney. Bladder, and Intestinal Disorders,
and for Cases of Rheumatism. Catarrhal Afre.tions, Dys-
pepsia, Gout.

Claitn« use since Jan. ^l, 1917.

S«r. Xo. 102.139. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AXD PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIOX8.)
Dae Health Laboratories, Detroit, Mich. Filed Mar.
14, 1917.

RODELL

Particular description of good:—A Preparation for Ex-
ternal Use in the Treatment of Foot Troubles, Rheuma-
tism. Gout. Skin Affections, Lumbago, Sciatica, Obesity.

Claimt u«e since Jan. 31, 1917.

Ser. Xo. 102.142. (CL.\SS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRIC.**.) M. HEjii.vwAr A So.x.
Silk Co., Watertown, Conn., and New York, N. Y
Filed Mar. 14, 1917.

YUTO
Comprising the word * Ynto."
Particular description of goods.—Silk Fabrics.
Claims use since Feb. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 102,187. (CLASS 46. Fu<»I.S AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Hecker.Lines Jewell Milli.no
COMPA.NT, New York, X. Y. Filed Mar. 16, 1917.

Xo claim Is made to the words - Hecker Jones Jewell
Milllnff Co.'

Particitlar description of goods —Wheat-Flour and Rye-
Flour.

Claims use since July 15, 1914.

Ser. No. 102.211. (CLASS 87. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) The Hei.x.\ Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Mar.
17, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Temporary Blnd«<ra
or Loose - Sheet Holders, Photograph, Post - Card, Scrap-
Book. and Film .\lbum8. Filing-Books, Sheet-Holders, and
Sheets or Leaves for Loose-Leaf Binders or Books and
Albums.

Claims use since about February, 1912.

Ser. Xo. 102.313. (CLASS 8. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIOX8.)
B. HiLLE« ft Co., Chicago, III. Filed Mar. 21, 1917.

Xo claim l)elng made to the words *' $1000.00 Guaran-
teed " appearftig on label.

Particular demrription of goods.—A Bedbug-Destroyer.
Claims use since June 18, 1914.

Ser. No. 102.382. (CLASS 42. KNITTEl». NETTED,
AND TEXTILE F.\BRICS.) J. W. Eshelman ft Co..

Xew York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 22, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Pillow-Cases, Drei
Scarfs. Doilies, Sheets.

Claims use since Mar. 19, 1917.

er-

Ser. No. 102..192. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. M.VCHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND l'.\RTS THEREOF.) Estate or
JOHJJ X. Willis, Columbia, S. C. Filed Mai. 23, 1917.
Under ten-year proviso.

TOZER
Partitular description of goods.—Steam Engl:
riaimit use since 1870.
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Ser. No. 102,441. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED.
A.ND TEXTILE FABRIiS.) Stewart Harthhok.v

Co., East Nnwark, N. J. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.

Consists of the facsimile signature of Stewart Hars-

born.

Particular description of goods.—Shade-Cloth.

Claims use since Mar. 7, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.444. (CL.\SS 42. KNITTED, NETTED.
AXD TEXTILE FABR1»S.) Stewart Hartshorn
CO., Bast Newark, N. J. Filed Mar. 26. 1917.

C^^^^^\..-'^

The name " Stewart Hartshorn " Is a facsimile of the

signature of Stewart Hartshorn.

Particular description of goods.—Shade-Cloth.

Claims use since Mar. 7, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.446. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) William F.

Hm HCOCK, Rochester, N. Y. Filed Mar. 26, 1917.

Phonomotor
Particular description of goods.—Electric Motors and

Elertrlc-Motor Driving Mechanisms for Sound-Reproduc-

ing Ma<-hlnes.

Claims use since Dec. 14, 1914.

Ser. No. 102,449. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Kettle River Compaxy, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

Mar. 26, 1917.

NAV 1 L
PorficuJar description of goods.—Preservative for Im-

pregnating Wood.

Claims use since Jan. 12, 1917.

.Ser. No. I«t2.4».'.. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Mart A. Peters, Cincin-

nati, Ohio. Filed Mar. 27. 1917.

OCCIDENTAL

JJjB^

Particular description of goods.—Textile Rugs, Carpets,

and Mats.
fktims use since Feb. 15, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.506. (CLASS 50. MERCHANDISE NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED.) Chavast Mro. Co.,

Jersey City, N. J. Filed Mar. 28, 1917. Under ten-

year proviso.

#«-" <•

PLASTEUNE
Particular description of goods.—Plastic Modeling-Clay.

Claims use since 1892.

Ser. No. 102,450. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Kettle River Compant, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

Mar. 26. 1917.

PENlilTROL
Particular descHption of goods.—Preservative for Im-

pregnating Wood.
Claims use since Jan. 29, 1917.

[Vol. 239.

Ser. No. 102,518. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) The India Bibber, Gctta

Percha, and Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., London,

England. Filed Mar. 28. 1917.

SILVER KING BLACK LINE

Particular description of goods.—Oolf-Ballt.

Claims use since April. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.519. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS, AND
SPORTING GOODS.) The India Rcbbeb, Gitta

Percha, and Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., London.

England. Filed Mar. 28, 1917.

SILVER KING RCO LINE

Particular description of goods.—Golf-Balls.

Claims use since April, 1916.

Ser No. 102.620. (CLASS 22. GAMES, TOYS, AND
SPORTING <K)OD8.) The India Rcbbeb, Octta

PMiCHA. AND Teleok.u'H WORKS Co.. LT-p. Loudon,

England. Filed Mar. 28, 1917.

SILVER KING CREEN LINE

Particular description of goods.—Oolf-Balls.

Claims use since April, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.521. (CLASS 22. GAMES. TOYS. AND
SPORTING (300Dft.) The India Rcbber, Gutta

Percha, and Telegraph Works Co., Ltd., London.

England. Filed Mar. 28, 1917.

I

mVER KING YELLOW LINE

Particular description of goods.—(}olf-Balls.

Claims use since April, 1916.

No. 2.]
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S^r No. 102.352. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Robbkt C. Cant-
well. Jr.. Wlhnluicton. .N. C. Filed Mar. 29. 1917.

Sani-Sweep

Particular description of gondn.—Swpepiog Componnd.
Claims utte since Aug. 15. 1916.

8«r. No. 102.663. (CLAR8 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
TERIALS.) Richard Kellt. »w York. N. Y. FUed
Mar. 29, 1917.

Particular detcripti^n of goods.—Felt Roofing. Asphalt
Roofing. Composition Roofing. A<»bH(»to» Roofing. Asbestos
Plate-Roofing.

Claims use since Jane. 1916.

8«r. No. 102.613. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Bcrnham-
Mr.NGER-RooT Drt Good.s Co.. Kansas City. Mo. Filed
Mar. 31. 1917.

MOVIE

No claim b^lng made to the word "Suits."
Particular description of goods.—Overalls.
Claims use since abont Mar. 23. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.616. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) r><>MCSTir Sr<;.*R Prodccbb.s. Ijic New
York, N. y. Filed Mar. 31. 1917.

E4CTS ABOUTSUGAR

Particular description of goods.
Publlshetl Weekly.

CUtima use since July, 1914.

-A Trade Periodical

Ser. No. 102,625. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Helen
G. Miller and Mabel Orat. Wa.^hlngton. D C Filed
Mar. 31, 1917.

MARY ELLEN
Particular description of goods.—Frocks.
Claimt tt«« since Aug. 15, 1916.

[Vol. 2S9.

Sfr. No. 102.883. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Shapcio,
Ltwig * Co.. New York. N. T. Filed Mar. 81. 1917.

No claim is made to the excluwire right to the use of

the word "Dresa."
Particular description of goods.—Ladies' an<1 MlsaM*

Dresws.

Claim* w«^ since Jan. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.659. (CLASS .34. HEATING. LIGHTING.
AND VENTILATING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS.) The Moxitor Stove 4
Range Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Apr. 2. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—IIot-Air Furnace*.
Claims m»e since Nov. 27, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.687. (CLASS a.'j. BELTI.NO. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKING, AND NON METALLIC TIRES.)
The Mechanical Rlbber Compant. New York. N. Y.

;

Chicago. 111., and Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Apr. 3. 1917.

«*0^'®
Particular descrii»tion of goods.—Floor-Oa!»kets. Siphon-

Valve Wa.shfrs. Fuller Balls. Valve-Disks, and Glas*-

Gage Washers Made of Rubber or Rubber ami Fabric.

Claims use since Aug. 1. 1911.

Ser. No. 102,702. (CI..VS.< ,38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Stab CdMPASV, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr.

8, 1917.

Bugville Closeups!

Particular description of uoods.—Newspaper-Sectiona.
Claims use since Feb. f>. 1917.

Ser. No. 102,703. (CLASS 38. PRINTS ANI* PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Star Company, New York. N. Y. Flle<l Apr.
3. 1917.

The Joys and Giooois of Life

Particular description of goods.—Newnpaper-Sert<onE.
Claims ute since Oct. 21, 1916.

No 8.1
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Ser. No. 102.742. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) JoHxaos k Dickson, Inc., New York, N. Y.

File«l Apr. 5, 1917.

ARTVERTiSING

Particular description of goods.—Advertising Literature

and other Printed Matter Set Up and Printed by Appli-

cant.

Claims use since Nov. 5, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.778. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) EfiVPT Silk Mills Cor-

poration, Egypt. Pa., and New York, N. Y. Filed

Apr. 6, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.744. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) KoPE

BROS.. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 5. 1917.

MARVELACE
Particular description of good*.—Br«a»t*res. Ladies'

Underwalsts. and Corseta.

CUiims use since Mar. 13. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.746. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-

CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)

B. P. Ma2a k Co., Chicago, 111. FUwl Apr. 5, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Stomach Keme<ly, (for

Constipation. Dyspepsia. Indigestion. Loss of Appetite,)

Ointment, (for Cuts. .<oreH, Brulnes. Burns. Chapped and

-Cracked Hands. Bolls, Ulcers.) and Cough-Syrup, (for

Coughs. Colds, Whrniplng-Cough, Sore Throat, Hoarseness,

Bronchitis.)

Claims use since Mar. 23. 1917.

Ser. No. 102,766. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Chaluers PfBLiEHiNo COMPANY, New York,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 6, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—A Monthly Periodical.

CliUms use since Jan. 1, 1907.

PYRAMID

Particular description of goods.—Piece Goods in Silk,

Known as Broad SlIkK.

Claims use since Apr. 1. 1915.

Ser. No. 102.793. (CT.ASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF F<K)DS.) Acme Milling Compact, Talbott,

Tenn. Fllwl Apr. 7. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.770. ((LASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERGENT,
AND POLISinX(; MATERIALS.) Domestic Soap

Mro. Co., New York and Long Island City, N. Y. Filed

Apr. 6, 1917.

nOMEER
Particular description of goods.—Scouring Soap.

Claims use since the year 1897.

Particular description of goods.—Cornmeal, Milled

Corn-Grits, and Rye-Meal.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,800. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Edward Lvmax Bill, Inc., New York. N. I.

Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—A Periodical Published

Monthly.
Claims use since Jan. 15. 1905.

Ser. No. 102.817. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) ACTOMOBILE Clcb OF ROCHESTER, Rochester,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

D

[t^OT{o)[R^iSir

Particular description of goods.—Monthly Magazine.

Claims use since Feb. 28, 1917.

[Vol. 239. No. 2.]
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Ser. No. 102,824. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Baceh Hancock
Co., Ander»>oD. Ind. Fllwl Apr. 9. IftlT.

Particular dr^ctiption of yoodt.—A Cleaning Compound.
Especially Prepared for Treating Oriental and Dommtlc
Carpets and Rugs. Tapestries, and UphoUtering. Silks.
Laces, am! other Fine Fabrics, Hardwood Floors. Painted
Wall.*, and Enamel«^i Woodwork.
CUuma use since Dec. 28, 1916.

8«r. No. 102,981. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Hidmt Hlimenthal A
Co. Ixc, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 18. 1917.

Particular detcription of ffoodt.—Pilt Fabric* In the
Piece.

Cloimt U9f since Feb. 15, 1917.

Ser. No. 102,946. (CLASS 39. CLOTHINc;.) Max
LOBL, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 13, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.8.^0. (CLASS 6. CHEMirALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEITICAL PREPARATIONS.)
B. Helleb * Co.. Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 9, 1917.

LUCIE
Particular 4«*cription of good*.—(Wores.
Claimt u»e alnce Jan. 1. 1913.

8«r. No. l«t,»«8. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Max
LoBL, New York, N. T. Filed Apr. 18. 1917.

JEANNETTE
Particular description of good*.
Claim* u»e since Jan. 1. 1917.

<^Jlove«.

Ser. No. 102.949. (CLASS 89. TLoTHINO.) Max
Lo»L, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 13. 1917.

No claim being made to the words " $1000.00 Oaarmn-
teed " except in association with the mark as shown.

Particular dettcriptinn of goods.—An Ant Destroyer.
CltUma ute since July 26. 1911.

M8lG

Ser. No. 102.883. (CLASS 23. CITLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF. > Oexeva Cct-
LEHT Company, Geneva, N. Y. Flle»l Apr. 11, 1917.

Qtn^n

Partiemlttr 4e$cript\on of good«.—4;ioTe«.
Claim* M«e since Jan. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.950. (CLASS 89. CLOTHINfJ.) Max
LoBi.. New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 18. 1917.

Particular description of good:—Razors : Butcher,
Pocket. Table, and Kitchen Knives ; Scissors. Shears, and
Parts Thereof.

Claim* uae since January, 1916.

Particular dctcription of ffood*.—Uloves.
Claim* u*e aiiice Jan. 1. 1918.

Ser. No. 102,951. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Mat
LoBL. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 13. 1917.

MADELEINE
Ser. No. 102.902. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
TERIALS.) Concrete Engineering Compant, Omaha,
Nebr. Filed Apr. 12. 1917.

CECO
Particular description of good*.—Structural Iron and

Steel Butliling Materials.
Claims MSf slme Apr. 1, 1914.

Particular detcription of good*.—Gloves.
Claim* u»e since Jan. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.952. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.)
LoBL. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 13, 1917.

Max

RECORD
Particular detcription of pood*.—Gloves.
fithims u»e since Jan. 1. 1917.

[Tol. 289. No. 2.]
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Ser. No. 102,968. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Max
IX)BL. New York. N. T. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

ANNETTE

Particular dc*cription of good*.—Gloves.

Claim* use since Jan. 1. 1918.

8«r. No. 102.954. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING.) Max
LOBL, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

LISETTE

Particular description of good*.—(iloves.

Claim* u*e since Jan. 1. 1918.

8er. No. 10S.016. (CLASS 35. BEI>TING. HOSE. MA
CHINERT PACKING. AND NON METALLIC TIRES.)
The Combination Rubber Mpc. Co., Bloomfield, N. J.

Filed Apr. 16, 1917.

INDESTRUCTENE

Particular de*cription of good*.—Rubber Belting. Rul>

ber Water - Hose, Garden - Hose, Cotton Rubber - Lined
MllIe<I Hose, Cotton Rubber Lined Fire Hose, Rubber Fire
Hone. Steam-Hose. Brewers' Hose. Oil Hose. Air-Hose.
Acid-Hose. Sand-Blast Hose. Suction Hose, Dredging
Sleeves. Sheet-Rubher Packing, and Rubber Gaskets.

Claim* use slnre Oct. 1. 1886.

Ser. No. 103.058. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Sidney BLrMBNTHAL k
Co. Inc.. New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 17. 1917.

vsi^ fl

Particular description of goods.—Pile Fabrics In the

Piece.

Claims use since Jan. 10, 1917.

Ser. No. 108,060. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTEP,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Follmer, Clooo * Co.,

New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 17. 1917.

MANOR
Particular dtttcriptinn of f/nndM.—Broad Silk.

Claims use since Apr. 12, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.080. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Everett, Heaney k Co..

New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Cotton Goods in the
Piece.

Claim* use since Mar, S, 1917.

Ser. No. 108.081. (CLASS 50. MERCHANDISE NOT
0THERWI.se CLASSIFIED.) Unitep States Wire
Mat Company, Decatur, 111. Filed Apr. IS, 1917.

usco
Particular description of goods.—Fly-Killers or Hand

l>evlo«'8 for Killing Files and other Iutiect».

Claim* use since Apr. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 108,088. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Loris Roessel k Co.,

New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 18, 1917.

Particular de*cription of goods.—Velvets. Velveteens,

Corded Velvets, (^orduroys. and other Pile Fabrics.

Claims use since Dec. 16, 1916.

Ser. No. 103.102. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
BoBRiCKE & Tapel. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr. 19,

1917. .

Particular de*crip1ion of good*.—A Remedy for Impure
Condition of the Blood.

Claims use since May 1, 1916.

[Vol. 239. No. 2.
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S«.r. Xo. 103.107. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.) 8«r. No. 103.248. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI
44 Cigar Compaxt. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr. 19.
1917.

The photo iUuiitratlon being that of Itenjamln Llp-

Bchutz. the preiident of the corporation.
Particular description of yoada.—Cigars, Cigarroa,

Cheroots, and Cigar-CHpplngs.
Claifn9 ute since Feb. 16, 1897.

8«r. Xo. 103.148. (CLASS IT. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Gb.mral Ci<i.*R Co., I.NC, New York, X. Y. Filed Apr.

20, 1917.

.^^M OWL

No claim being ouide to the representatluo of a cigar.

Particular description of goodn.—Cigars.

Claimt use since Feb. 13, 1817.

Ser. No. 103.162. (CLASS -'1. tlLECTKICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Blrucss Bat-
TEBY Company, Madison, Wis. Filed Apr. 21, 1917.

TWIN-SIX
Particular ietertption of goods.—Electric Batteriea.

Claims use aince Mar. 3, 1917.

8er. No. 103.168. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) BlBUEas Bat-
T«RT Company, Madlnon, Wis. Filed Apr. 21, 1»17.

SUPER-SIX
Partieutar dnscription of gixtds.— Elertrlo Batteries.

CtataM use sin<H Mnr 3, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.210. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND POLISHIN4; .MATERIALS.) Jambs S. Kirk *
COMPAXT. Chicago, III. Flle«l Apr. 23. 1917. Under
ten-year provlno.

Particular description of oouds.—8(M^
Claims use since Mar. 1, 1SS8.

[Vol. 239.

CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Bbll-Loids Chbmical Co., West .New York, N. J.
Filed Apr. 24. 1917.

^e.w"^
o^'
A*

Particular description of goods.—A Tonic LaxaUre.
Claims use since Oct. 26, 1916.

Ser. No. 103.267. (CLABS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Mart Hoza, Uniontown, Pa. Filed Apr 24
1917. '

QZAR
Particular description of goods.—A Medicine Booklet.
Claims use aince Mar. 17, 1917.

8«r. No. 103,282. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
TERIALS.) Thr Braver Compaq v, Buffalo. N T
Filed Apr. 25, 1917.

SEAL TITE

Parlirular description of gooda.—Wall Board.
Claims use since Oct. 31. 1916.

Ser. No. 108.291 (CLASS 6 CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.S.)
FBLLowa Medical MAsrrACTtRixo Compa.xy, Inc.,
New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 25. 1917.

The fac.Hlmile signature appearing upon the drawing la
the facsimile signature of James I. Fellows, the founder
of the applicants business.

Particular description \>f !/oods.—A Preparation of
il.rp«ph<»pbites.

Claims use since July 1, 1868.

No. 2.]

JCKS X2, 191 7. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. Ur

Btt. No. 103.294. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIO.VS.)
Fellows .Medical Mampactirino Compaxt, Ixc.New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 25, 1917.

o
The facsimile signature appearing upon the drawing Is

the facslmUe signature of James I. Fellows, the founder
of the applicants business.

Particular description of goods —LtLxtitlve Tablets
Claims use since May 28, 1915,

8er. No. 103.298. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENTAND POLISHING M.4TERIALS.) Interstate Cot-
Tox Oil Reflmsq Co., Sherman, Tex. Filed Apr. 25.

Blue Bonnet
Particular description of goods.—IjuninXTj Soap.
Claims use since Apr. 5. 1017.

8«r. No. 103.»O7. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) John T. Stanley
Co. Inc.. New York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 25, 1917.

DE PADADIS
Comprising the words " de Paradis."
Particular description of gooda.—Toilet Soap.
Claims use since June, 1908.

Ber. No. 103.330. (CLASS CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACpStJTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
W. B. Jacobs, EHilenton. Pa. Filed Apr. 26, 1917.

<^^
Particmlar 4e»cription of good».—Laxative Mineral Oils.
Claims iiae atoee Apr. 2. 1917.

Ser No. 103.376. (CLAS.<! 34. HEATING. LIGHTING
AND VE.VTIL.VTING APPARATUS. NOT INCLUDING
ELECTRICAL APPARATUS. ) Welsbach Co.. Glouces
ter City, N. J. Fllwl Apr. 28, 1917.

"C-C"
Particular description of j/oo«f».—Pilot-Light Tips and

Incandescent <;as I.*inps. Infludlnj: Burners and other
Metal Lamp Parts, and Incandescent Mantles.

Claim* use since Apr. 18, 1917.

239 0.G.-42 [Vol 839.

Ser. No. 103.387. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Sidney Bli mbxthal *
Co. Inc., New York.lX. T. Filed Apr. 28, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Pile-Fabric Seal Ploah
In the Piec*.

Claims use since Aug. 2, 1916.

Ser. No. 103.389. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED,
AND TEIXTILE FABRICS.) Forstmanx & HirPMANN
Co., Passaic, N. J. Filed Apr. 28. 1917.

Chamoisine
Comprising the word " Chamoisine."
Particular description of goods.—Woolen and Worsted

Piece Goods.
Claims use since Sept. 19, 1916.

Ser. No. 103.394. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE, DETERfJENT,
AND POLISHING MATERIALS.) Interstate Chem-
ical Company, Jersey City, N. J. Filed Apr. 28, 1917.

KKYSAN
Particular description of goods.—Soaps.
Claims use since Feb. 6, 1917.

S«r. No, 108,400. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Earl I. Rcxxer. Wheeling. W. Va. Fll«'fl Apr. 30. 1917.

HYPO-COD
Particular description of goods.—a Medicinal Tonic

and Nutrient Employed In the Treatment of Phthisis,
Bronchitis, Coughs, Hoarseness, Nervous Debility, and
other Diseases Requiring Reconstructive Treatment ; also
Used In General Convalescence.

Claims use since Mar. 17, 1»17.

Ser. No. 103.415. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARM-4CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
French and Lcslie. Aberdeen, S. D. Flltd Apr. 30
1917.

!

SURE-SHOT
Particular description of goods.—A Preparation for

Deatrbylug Bots and Worms.
Claims uae since Apr. 23, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,420. <CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) RcDOLPH Keitbt., Chlrago. in. Filed Apr. 30
1917.

*^

Particular description of goods.
Market-Paper Issued Triweekly.

Claims use since Apr. 8, 1914,

W: 2.)

-A Trade Journal and
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Her. No. 103,432. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) CH.*Ri.Es ScRiBNER'8 SoNS. New York, N. T.

Filed Apr. 30, 1917.

SCRIBNER'S
Fifth Avenu9 Section

Particular description of goods.—A Title to a Section
of the Advertising-Pages of Scribners Magazine.

Claimt vse since Oct. 23, 1914,

8«r. No. 103,437. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
TERIALS.) The aobicclttr.al ard Commercial Limi
CoMPANT, Canton, Ohio. Filed May 1, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Maaon*8 Hydrated
Lime.

ClaimM use since May 29. 1915.

Ser. No. 103.473. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Massachisetts Cottox
MILL.S, Lowell and Boston, Mass. Filed May 2, 1917.

LOWj^VASS
Particular description of goods.—filngbams and Sbirt-

iDKs In the Piece, Made of Colored Cotton Tarna.

Claims utie since Feb. 5. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.479. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.* Whittenton Ma-NUFAC-

TfBiso CoMPAN'T, Taunton, Mass. Filed May 2, 1917.

Under ten-year proviso.

Particular description of goods.—Ginghams,
Dress Goo«ls, and Cotton Blankets.

Claims use since 1887.

Cotton

Ser. No. 103.512. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Stab Compani, New York. N. Y. FUed May
3. 1917.

TheDoctorSdtfs

The name " Brice Belden M. D." being written in the

facsimile signature of Arthur E. Jameson of 2 Duane
atreet. New York, N. Y.

Partionlar description of good*.—Newspaper-Sections.
Claims use since Apr. 29. 1917.

Ser. No. 103,539. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.* .N'CENAH Paper Company. Neenah. Wis. Filed

May 4, 1917.

Prestige
Particular description of goods.—Ledger-Paper.
Claims use since Dec. 8. 1916.

Ser. No. 103,566. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Dbloaoo Mills. Wil-
mington, N. C. Filed May 5. 1917.

WINOCA
Particular description of goods.—Ginghams.
Claims use since about Apr. 14. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.589. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) Joseph D. Bates. Springfield. Mass. Filed
l**y 7, 1917.

Practical
Retail Advertising

Particular description of (food*.—A Monthly Pabllc*-

tlon.

Clahns use since June. 1916.

Ser. No. 103.656. (CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
TERIALS.) U.MTED Statbs Spot Obocnd Cobpobatiok,
Omaha, Nebr. Filed May 8, 1917.

Particular descripti'm of goods.—Grounds.
Claims use since Feb. 2, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.736. (CLASS 37. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) The Evans I>>llar Pes Compa.vy, Waterloo,
Iowa. Filed May 12. 1917.

DO ~:ar
Particular dtitrription of goods.—Fountaln-Pens.
Claims usr stme Apr. 24. 1917.

No. 8.)

June 12, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 649

8«r. No. 108,797. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) The QiAKER kola Compant, Wil-

mington, Del. Filed May 14. 1917.

Q^AKe
Particular description of goods.—A Non -Alcoholic Ber-

erage Sold as a Soft Drink and Syrup for the Manufac-
ture of Such Beverage.

CUHmt use since Mar. 26. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.867. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Lambert Phabmacal Company, St. Louis. Mo. Filed

May 16. 1917.
. >

I

ju's^Eim'iiL

Particular description of goodn—Tooth-Pacte.

CMms use since October, 1912.

(Vol. 239. No. 2.]
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
JUNE 12, 1917

ALEJANDRO Axr.iL k Co., New York,

Serial No. 99.978. PUB-

Amebic.\x Chicl* Co., New

Serial No. 100,696. PUB

York,

PUB

pub-

Pail

pub-

Co 11-

PUB-

T.

PUB

117.017. COFFEE
N. T.

Filed December 16. 1916.

LI8HED MARCH 27, 1917.

117.018. CHEWING-GUM
York. N. Y.

Flle<l January 18. 1917

LI8HED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.019. BUTTER. Beai - SiTi Company, New
N. Y.

Filed NovpinlKT 22. 1010 Serial No. 99,460.

LISHED FEBRUARY 18, 1917.

117.020. WHEAT-FLOUR. Beelaxd XiCHOLsox Whoui
SALE Co., Inc., Greenville. Ala.

Flle<l r»«-<enil»er 14. 1916. Serial No. 99,918.

LI8HED MARCH 20. 191T.

117.021. CHOCOLATES AND CONFECTIONS.
F. BaiCH Co., BloomingtoD. 111.

Flle<l February 19, 1917. Serial No. 101.474.

LI8HED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.022. CANNED SALMON. BOOTH Fi8HB»i«8

PANT, Chicago, 111.

Flle<l Jnniiary 9. 1917. Serial No. 100,468.

LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117.023. COATS. Jacob Bickmax, New York, N
Filed .Taniiary -Jo. 1917. Serial No. 100,769

LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.024. PASTE FOR CAKES. COOKIES. PIK. CANDY,
AND ICECREAM. Cai-ipobxia Bakers Spbcialty

Co. Ixc Lo« Angeles. Cal.

Fll.-d February 8. 1917. Serial No. 101.229. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117.025. OINTMENT FOR THE RELIEF OF CERTAIN
NAMED .\FFECTION^. Shebman D. Cl»oo. Wheel-

ing. W. ^a.

Filed February 2o, 1917. Serial No. 101,582. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.026. PERFUMES, TOILET POWDERS, TOILET
WATERS. AND SACHETS. Colgate & Co., Jersey

City, N. J., and New York. N. T.

Filed January 31. 1917. Serial No. 101.087. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.027. BREAD. Davidson Baking Co., Seattle, Wash.

Filed Septeml>er 30. 1916. Serial No. 98,826. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

117.028. PHONOCiRAPHS AND PHONO<JRAPH-REC-
ORDS. Fbed a. Dexxett, Port Washington. Wl*.,

assignor to Unlte<l Phonographb Corporation, Port

Washington, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed October 27, 1916. Serial No. 98.922. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 9, 1917.

117.029. SrOAR-OF MILK TABLETS. Disc CnaiiicAL

COMPAXY, Newark. N. J.

Filed July 13. 1916. Serial No. 96.639. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.080. CANNED VEGETABLES. CANNED FRUITS.
AND CANNED FISH. Emery Food Company, Chi

case. 111.

Filed February 19, 1917. Serial No. 101.482. PUB
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917

117.031. BANANAS. Erteh axd Sox, Van Wert, Ohio.

Fll.-d January SI. 191H. Serial No. 92.6fi6. PUB
LISHEP JUNE 27. 1916.

117.032. TEA. J. A. FoixiBB & Compaxy, San Francisco,

Cal.

Filed February 10, 1917. Serial No. 101,290. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.033. CALCINED MA(JNESIA. Fbazab i. CoMPAST,

New York. N. Y.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,799. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.034. CERTAIN NAMED FOODS. Gbnant & Flachs-

LAND, Syracuse, N. Y.

Filed February 20. 1912. Serial No. 61,621. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

117.086. CATARRH TREATMENT AND REMEDY FOR
TREATING CERTAIN NAMED DISEASES. JACOB

L. Gbbbxbaum, Toledo, Ohio.

Filed February 20, 1917. Serial No. 101,637. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.036. WOOLEN PIECE GOODS. Haoeb. Clark k Co.,

New York. N. Y.

Filed February 28. 1917. Serial No. 101.782. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.037. INDIGESTION. FLATULENCY. VERTIGO.
HEARTBURN. ACID STOMACH. AND ACUTE IN-

DIGESTION. Fredebick S. Haxp. New York, N. Y.

Filed February 15. 1917. Serial No. 101.398. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.038. HAIR-NETS. Moses Hbbzog. New York. N. T.

Filed March 16. 1917. Serial No. 102.186. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.039. REMEDY FOR RHEUMATISM. ELT.lX HiCKEY.

Los Angeles, Cal.

Filed January 23. 1917. Serial No. 100.853. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.040. CONDENSED MILK. Holland Food Cobpoba-

TioN. New York, N. Y.

Filed November 27. 1916. Serial No. 99.57.1. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 23, 1917.

117.041. YEAST FT.OUR. Ho-Mayde PBODrcTS Co.. De-

troit, Ml(h.

Piled February 26, 1916. Serial No. 93,127. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6. 1917.

117.042. EXTRACT OF LEMON FOR FLAVORING
POODS. The Homi Pbodicts Company. Newburgh,

N. Y.

Piled January 9, 1917. Serial No. 100.494. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117.043. TALCUM POWDER. PERFUME, COLD-
CREAM, SACHET-POWDER. TOILET WATER, AND
FACE POWDER. James S. Kibk & Company, Chi-

cago, 111.

Filed May 24. 1916. Serial No. 95.897. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.044. PREPARATION FOR THE TREATMENT OF
DIARRHEA AND DYSENTERY. GrST KaoiSta,

Parsons, Pa.

Fllwl March 4. 1915. Serial No. 84.935. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.045. CERTAIN KNITTED. NETTED, AND TEXTILE
FABRICS. Lesheb. Whitman & Co.. Isc. New
York. N. Y.

Fllp<l March 16. 1917. Serial No. 102,190. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.
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117.046. PREPARED FOOD PRODUCT MADE FROM
FLOUR AND EGGS SIMILAR TO NOODLES IX ITS
USES. Maa.s Baking Co.. Xew York. X. Y.

Filed .January 25, 1917. Serial No. 100.931. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.047. POWKERS FOR TREATING CERTAIN NAMED
AFFECTIONS. Albcbt F. Mabks. Park Falls, WU.

Filed October 13. 1916. Serial No. 98,636. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 6, 1917.

117.048. FRESH OYSTERS. J. H. Michabi.s Co.. New
York. X. Y.

Flletl DecemNer 8. 1916. Serial No. 99,795. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117.049. ICECREAM. BUTTER, MILK. AND SWEET
CREAM. Mo.No SiHvici Cumxu Co.. KnoxvUle, Tenn.

FUe<l Septenib«»r 5, 1916. Serial No. 97,805. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

117.050. CANNED TO.MATOES. CORN. PEAS. PORK
AND BEANS. WAX BEANS. AND REFUGEE BEANS.
MriLLER Wild Co.. Milwaukee. Wis.

Filed December 18. 1916. Serial No. 100.013. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117.051. COFFEE IN PACKAGES. Naa8 SANDERSo.y Co..
Eransvillf, Ind.

Filed October 18. 1915. Serial No. 89.924. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 23, 1917.

117.052. ORANGES, (iRAPE FRUIT. LEMONS. AND
. ALL CITRUS FRUITS. Nocatee CiTRis GROWcas'

Association. Nocatee. Fla.

Filed September 28. 1916. Serial No. 98.297. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 9, 1917.

117.053. CLOCKS AND WATCHES AND THE WORKS
FOR THE SAME. North Ammicas Watch Co.
Inc.. Mansfield. Ohio.

Filed October 19, 1916. Serial No. 98.772. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3, 1917.

117.064. BATHING-SUITS AND SWEATERS. D. Nr«-
BAi M & Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.602. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.055. BISCUITS. Pacific Coast BiscriT Compaxt,
Seattle. Wash.

Filed June .8. 1916. Serial No. 96,719. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27. 1917.

117.056. RICE. Panama Rice Miluxg Co., New Or-
leans, La.

Filed D«'(fmbpr 7, 1916. Serial No. 99.772. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

117.057. CONDIMENTS. Josfi Qi bveih), New York,
N. y.. assignor to Johnsen & Klldal. Inc., New York.
5f. Y.. a Corporation of New York.

Filed February 19, 1917. Serial No. 101,507. PUB
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117,068. MEDICINE AS A REMEDY FOR DISEASES
OF THE LUNGS, COUGHS, CATARRH. AND
ASTH.MA. K. S. R.\MA.sHAisKi. Chicasr<i. 111.

Filed .September 14. 1916. .Serial No. 97.991. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117,059. COUGH DROP.S. Oscab A. Rather. Milwau-
kee. Wis.

Flleil St-ptembpr 25. 1916. Serial No. 98,221. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.060. UNDERWEAR. AS FOLLOWS: SHIRTS.
DRAWERS, AND UNION-SUITS. Robert Rbis A
Co., New York. N. T.

Filed February 27. 1917. Serial No. 101.755. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.061. LACE. RiCHMOXD Ljlcm Wobkb. Alton. B. I.
Flle<l January 2. 1917. SerUl No. 100,812. PUB-

LISHED FEBRUARY 13. 1917.

117.062. POULTRY FOOD. RrssiA CmBXT Compant,
Qlouceater. Mass.

Flle<l January 10, 1917. Serial No. 100.524. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117.063. LUMINOUS COMPOUNDS. SCBLaaiNon Ra.
oil II Co., Denver, Colo.

Filed January 10. 1917. Serial No. 100.528. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.064. STOCK FOODS. Sbars, RoiBccic aj«d Co.,
Chicago. 111.

Filed December 15. 1916. Serial No. 99.970. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.065. WHEAT FLOUR. Seattle Graih Co.. Seattle,
Wash.

Filed January 8. 1917. Serial No. 100.342. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

117.066. SILK PIECE GOODS AND RIBBONS. Smith
4 KAcrMANN. New York. N. Y.

Filed February 24. 1917. Serial No. 101.662. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.067. RICE, RICE-BRAN. AND RICE POLISH USED
FOR A STOCK FOOD. Stcttoart Rtc» MILL CoM-
PA.VT, Stuttgart, Ark.

Filed December 11. 1916. Serial No. 99.866. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20, 1917.

117.1KJ8. OVERALLS FOR MEN, WOMEN. BOYS. AND
GIRLS. Mabshall W. Tatlob. Philadelphia. Pa.

File«l February 28, 1917. Serial No. 101,808. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.069. CHOCOLATE COATING FOR CONFECTION-
ERS AND BAKERS. The Tocbaim Compaxt. Boa-
ton. Mass.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.519. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117.070. MACARONI. Vixelaxd Prcsbbti.^o Compant.
Jersey City. N. J.

Filed January 30. 1917. Serial No. 101,052. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117.071. CERTAIN NAMED FOODS. The W. H. Wmb
Packi.vg Co., Bloomingdale. Ind.

Filed February 19, 1917. .Serial No. 101,525. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.072. CERTAIN NAMED CLOTHING FOR WOMEN.
Cabolvx T. Wixdmclleb, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 6. 1917. Serial No. 101.203. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.073. CANVAS BOOTS AND SHOES. WooDBlBT
Shoe Compaxt, Beverly, Mass.

Filed February 28. 1917. SerUl No. 101,810. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.074. CREAMERY BUTTER. Yorkshib* Cheamebt
Co., Ottumwa, Iowa.
Filed January 22, 1917. Serial No. 100,888. PUB-

LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.
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DECISIONS
OF THE

cois^ns/nisszonsTEK. oi^ ipj^teistts
AND OF

UNITED ST.ATES COURTS I.N P.\TE.\T CASES.

DECISIONS OF THE U. S. OOUETa

Oourt of Appeals of the District of Ooltunbia.

Saubeb r. Gboebli,
Decided May tt, I9ie.

1. IXTERrKBINCB REASONABLE DiLIGENCB.
Where it is shown that G. conceived and disclosed the

invention and made tentative drawings about February.
1910, made other drawings or sketches in October of the
same year, constituting a disclosure of the invention,
made further drawings in April, 1811, which clearly
disclose every element of the Invention, at which time
he considered the invention complete and turned the
papers over to his solicitor for preparation of the ap-
plication. Held that since the Invention is of an Intri-
cate nature, and detail of its very essence, O. acted In
good faltb In perfecting bis Invention and exercised rea-
sonable diligence.

2. Same—Pbiobitt.
Where S. relies for conception, disclosure, and con-

structive reduction to practice upon an application filed
by blm In (iermany on November 17, 1910, and G. con-
ceived and disclosed the InventioD about February, 1910,
and was reasonably diligent in perfecting the same and
filing an application therefor. Held that priority of In-
vention was properly awarded to G.

Mr. Henry Orih, Jr., for the appellant.
Mr. Paul Finckel for the appellee.

Robe, J.:

This appeal Is from a decision of the Patent Of-
fice In an interference proceeding awarding prlorit.v
of Invention to Groebll, the senior part.v.

The Invention is for improve«l mechanism for
punching jacquard-oards. used In automatic em-
broidering-machines, and Is defined in eleven counts,
which are sufficiently Illustrated by count 1, read-
ing as follows

:

1. In a punching machine, measuring mechanism, adapt-ed to measure (lit*tanceK on a pattern, perforating mecha-nism for perforatinc a card, a plurality of selecting de-vices adapted to control th» perforating elements to deter-
mln*" thH location of the perfc.ratlons. said selecting devices
i>elng adapted to operate alternatelv upon the name oer-fornting pl»'m#>nts. and Intermediate mechanism adapted
to transfer the motion of the measuring mechanism alter-nately to the different selecting devices upon different
operations of the machine.

umereni

Snurer. n resident of Switzerland, relies for con-
ception, disclosure, and constructive reduction to
practice, upon an application filed by him in Ger-
many on November 17, 1910. his application herein
having been filed November 14, 1911. The Ex-
aminer of Interferences and the First Assistant
Commissioner ruled that this foreign application.

containing a single diagrammatic view with a brief
paragraph of description, does not sufficiently dis-
close the Invention in Issue, and therefore awarded
priority to Groebli. These tribunals pointeil out
that in the present application of Saurer he has
largely amplified his specification and drawings,
and that it required Invention thus to work out a
result which he may have had in mind when he filed

his German application but which, as they thought,
he did not definitely disclose. The Board of Ex-
aminers-in-Chlef entertained the view that this
German application sufficiently disclosed the inven-
tion of the issue but further found that, although
Groebli was first to conceive and disclose It, he was
lacking in diligence because five months elapsed be-
tween his disclosure and the making of the draw-
Ings for the use of his attome.v in filing hl.s appli-
cation.

While we were Impressed with the soundness of
the view of the Examiner of Interferences and the
A.ssistant Commissioner on the first of the above-
.'juggested questions, we think the decision safely
may be rested upon the second. Mr. Groebli prob-
ably has contributed more to the development of
this art than any other Inventor and is very skilled
therein, having taken out many patents appertain-
ing thereto. The record demonstrates not only his
great ability but his thoroughness in the matter of
detail. It is clearly proven that he conceived and
disclosed the Invention about February, 1910. when
he made what may be termed tentative drawings.
In October of the same year, or just prior to the
filing of Saurer's application, he made other draw-
ings or sketches, all of which are in evidence. He
was a very busy man and had no one. according to
his uncontradicted testimony on this point. " who
could by any possibility " assist him in the prepara-
tion and development of this Invention. While
there Is no doubt that the sketches made In October
constituted a disclosure of the invention, Mr. Groebli
testified that he did not then consider " that the
invention was completed " ; that he was of the
opinion

—

that certain points would have to b'- worred oat In greater
detail and other points might require modlfloation*
He further testlfietl that he nacl the Invention on

his mind during the Interval between October. ISIO,
and April, 1911.
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Finally, at tbat time,

said the Witness

—

my Ideas had become definite enough and I was able to
complete the invention to the point where I consldere<l It

sufflclent as a basis for a patent application, and without
further delay, I turned the papers over to my jMtent so-
licitor, who attended to the work ot preparing the appli-
cation with proper diligence, so that the applTcattoB was
ready for my signature a few daya before July 4th, 1911,
on which date I sailed for Europe.

Counsel for Saurer object that the mental atti-

tude of Groebli ought not to be considered on the

question of diligence. They contend that there is no

way to meet such evidence. While generally speak-

ing, their position is sound, we think the circum-

stances here constitute an exception to the rule.

That much progress was made by Mr. Groebli be-

tween October and April in working out and perfect-

ing the details of his invention Is evidenced by the

April drawings, which fully and clearly disclose Its

every element. Those drawings, therefore, furnish

tangible pro<if that this consumption of time was
fruitful of results. We many times have ruled that

an inventor is to be commended, rather than criti-

elze<l. for fully perfecting the details of his inven-

tion before filing an application ; and where, as here,

it clearly appears that the one who first conceived

and disclosed the invention has acted in good faith

in perfecting It. and consumed no more time for that

purpose than reasonably was necessary, the award
of priority should go to him. Especially is this true

in a case like this, where the invention is of an in-

tricate nature, and minute detail of its very essence.

A review of all the evidence convinces us that Mr.
Groebli was reas<innbly diligent, and we therefore

affirm the decision.

Affirmetl.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals—Eighth Circuit

.

FcTZEK r. Dempstek Mill Mfg. Co.

Decided Ifovember M. 1»M.

238 Fed. Rep.. 368.

PaTE.VTS—IXVCNTIOX—TaCCK MBCHANiaX.
The Fetzer reissue patent. No. 12,653, (original No.

723,662.) for truck mechanism. Held void for lack of
patentaMe invention.

Appeal from the District Court of the United
States for the District of Nebraska ; Page Morrla,

Judge.

Mr. Samuel W. Banning and Mr. Thomas A. Ban-
nino for the appellant.

Mr. Robert H. Parkiniton for the appellee.

Before Hook and Cabland, Circuit Judges, and
Amidon. District Judge.

Amidon. Di». J.:

This is a suit in equity, brought by Fetzer, as

plaintiff, charging infringement of Reissue Patent

No. 12,653. dated March 21. 1907. The trial court

dismissed the bill upon the ground that the patent

was void for want of patentable Invention. The de-

cision Is clearly right. The patent is for an improve-

ment In truck mechanism, aud the drawings show
tbat it was intended for an improvement in tougue-

truck.s. The evidence shows that such trucks were

old In the art, and had been u.sed for many years for

(Vol. 239

precisely the same function as that for whicli they

are used in the Fetzer structure. All he dlil was to

transfer a tongue-truck from harvesters, where they

had been formerly used, and perhaps would have
their highest use on account of the side draft of

harvesters. Mr. Fetzer, by reason of the Increase in

the size of pres.s-<lrllls, discovereil that there was
need of a tongue-truck on those farm implements,
and transferrer! the truck from harvesters to press-

drills, with only such sllglit mechanical adaptations
as would occur to any mechanic.

The Judgment Is afflrmed.

Supreme Court of the United States.

The Habt Steei. Company and Giilfobd S. Wood r.

^ The Raiijjoad Sltply Comfant.
Decided May t1, 19n.

1. BE8 Adjcdicata.
' The doctrine of res judicata is not a mere matter of

practice or procedure Inheriteil from a more technical
time than ours. It is a rale of fvndamental and sub-

stantial Justice, ' of public policy and of private peace,'

which should be cordially regarded and enforced by the
courts to the end tbat rights once established by the
final judgment of a court of competent Jurisdiction shall
be recognlr<»<l by those who are bound by it In every waj,
wherever the Judgnieot Is entitled to respect."

2. Samb—SniTS IS DtrrEBCNT Cikccits—fraJSCT-MAT-
TEK THE Same and Parties in Privitt.

When the Identity of the subject-matter and Issues

of two suita brought in different circuits Is admitted and
the privity of the defendants is clear and the niling
effect of the decree In one circuit is properly pffsented
to the court of co<irdlnate Jurisdiction. Held to be error
in the court not to sustain the motion to athrm the

decree.

O:^ WEFT of certiorari to the United States Circuit

Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit.

Mr. Frank F. Reed. Mr. Francis M. Phelps. Mr.

Edxccrd .<?. Rogers, and Mr. Frederick P. Fish for the

petitioners.

Mr. Taylor E. Bro\cn. Mr. C. C. Linthinim, and
Mr. Clarence E. Melhope for the respondent.

Mr. Justice Clabke delivered the opinion of the
Court.

This suit is here on certiorari to review the de-

cision of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Seventh Circuit.

On December 9, 1908, the respondent herein. The
Railroad Supply Company, as owner of three United
States patents, viz.. Nos. .\3.«<.S<>9. 691,332 «nd
721.644. filed a bill m the District Court for the

Northern District of Illinois against The Hart Steel

Company and Guilford S. Woo<l. praying that the
defendants be restrained from Infringing c-ertaln

designated claims of its patents, which are described

In their specifications as covering new and useful

improvements In ralhvay-tle plates. This case will

be hereinafter referred to as the First Case.

Three months later, on March 26. 1909, the sanae

plnlntlflf commenced a second suit against The
Elyria Iron & Steel Company in the District Court
for the Northern District of Ohio, praying for the

some relief with respect to the same claims of the

^nine patents as in the First Case.

No. 2.]
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The two bills differed only as to the parties de-

fendant. The Elyria Iron & Steel Company, the

defendant In tlie Sec«»nd Case, was a manufacturing

corporation and was tiie owner of nil of the capital

stock of tl»e Hart Steel Company, the defendant In

the First Case, which was the selling agent of the

Elyria <'ompany, and Wo<k1 was Its maimger.

The same defenses being -relied upon in the two
cases, the evidence was taken In the tirst one. and by

stipulation a carbon copy of It was filed in the sec-

ond, and tlie same exhibits were used In the two.

The clalmetl Infringement consisted In the manu-
facture of a single order of tie-plates by the Elyria

Company and the sale of them by the Hart Company,
with Woo<l as its manager, to the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railroad Company,
Such proceedings were had in the First Case that

on December 18, 1911, the Circuit Court for the

Northern District of Illinois decided that the con-

struction or device sold by the defendants did not

infringe the claims of the plaintiff's patents relied

upon, and dismissed the bill for want of equity.

In the Second Case such proi-eedings were had that

on March 4. 1912, the District Court for the Northern
District of Ohio entered precisely the same decree

as was entered in the First Case.

Each case was api>eale<l to the appropriate circuit

court of appeals and on April 7. 1914, that court for

the sixth circuit, in a carefully-considered opinion,

found the claims of the patents relied upon void for

want of novelty and Invention and jiftlrmed the de-

cision of the district court. A ijetitlon for rehearing

was denied on the 30th day of the following June.

On the 6th day of October, 1914, the first day of

the next ensuing term of the Circuit Court of Ap-

peals for the Seventh Circuit, the defendants in the

first suit, which was still pecnling undetermined,

filed a motion praying that court to affirm the decree

of the circuit court, upon the ground that all of the

issues in the case had been fully and finally deter-

mine<I and adjudicated by the Circuit Court of Ap-

I)enls of the Sixth Circuit In the Second Case l)etween

the plaintiff and The Elyria Iron &. Steel Company,
with which the moving defendants The Hart Steel

Company and Guilford S. Wood were in privity.

In supjwrt of this motion a copy of the record and
Journal entries in the Second Case was filed which

showed that the two records were " identical."

The record shows that this motion to aflSrm the

decree of the circuit court was argued orally on Oc-

tober 6, 1914, and was on the same day denied, but

no reason api»ears In the record for such denial.

Sub!«equently the case was argued on Its merits

an<l on Jnnunry ^. 1915, the Circuit Court of Appeals

for the Seventh f'Mrcult found the plalntlfTs patents

valid aiHl infringed and. reversing the decision of

the circuit court (then the district court) remanded
the case with an order for an accounting.

The Hart Steel Titrnpany and Wo<m1 as peti-

tioners In this Court, nssign as error the overruling

by the Circuit Court of Appeals of the Seventh Cir-

cuit of their motion to nttlrm the «IecIt*lon of the cir-

cuit court In their favor.

[Vol. 289.

It is apparent from the foregoing statement that

the question presented to the Circuit Court of Ap-
peals of the Seventh Circuit by the petitioners mo-
tion to affirm was whether or not the decree of the

Circuit Court of Apjjeals of the Sixth Circuit was a

final determination of the Issues presented in the

case pending and not yet argued in the Circuit

Court of Appeals of the Seventh Circuit so as to be
res judicata and binding on that court because of

the identity of the subject-matter and tlie claims

and because of the privity of the parties.

The doctrine of res judicata is fully applicable

to cases of patent Infringement. ( Rob. on Pats., sec.

983; Walk, on Pats., sec. 468,) and while the record

does not show the grounds upon which the l&otion

to affirm was overruled, it does show that the mo-
tion was argued, was considered by the court and
denied. If authority be needed to the point that

the claim thus made for the effect of the judgment
of the Circuit Court of -\ppeals of the Sixth Circuit

was presented properly and In time it may be found
in Stout v. Lye, (103 U. S.. 66;) Sheldon v. Patter-

son, (55 111., 507;) Uoward. v, Mitchell, (14 Ma.ss.,

241.)

There can be no doubt from the record before us

that the Elyria Company owned all of the capital

stock of the Hart Company, that the latter company
was a mere sales agent of the former, that Wood
was the salaried manager of the latter, that both

the Hart Company and Wood were agents subject

to the control of the Elyria Company and that in

selling the tie-plates and as defendants In the litiga-

tion they acted wholly under the authority and in

the interest of their principal. Identity of Interest

could not be clearer or closer than it was between
the defendants in the two cases—they represented

precisely the same, single Interest, and the Hart
Company and Wood as agents of the Elyria Com-
pany were obviously and necessarily privies to the

judgment rendered against it. (Bank of Kentucky
V. Stone, 88 Fed., 383, affirme<l Kentucky Bank
Cases, 174 U. S., 408; Emery v. Fouler, 39 Me,.

329; Castle v. \oves, 14 N. Y., 326; Etntn<i, dc, Co.

V. Emma d Co. of Sew York, 7 Fed., 401.

)

With the identity of the subject-matter and Issues

of the two cases admitte<l, the privity of parties to

them clear, and the question of the ruling effect of

the decree of the Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Sixth Circuit presented in an appropriate manner
to the Circuit Court of Apiieais of the Seventh Cir-

cuit, a court of coordinate jurisdiction, we cannot

doubt that the latter court fell into error in not sus-

taining the motion of the petitioners to affirm the de-

cision of the circuit court. The defendants should

not have been put to further expense, delay and
trouble after the motion was presented. The ques-

tion Is ruled by KessUr v. Eldred, (206 U. S., 285;)
Brill v. Washington R. d E. Co., (215 U. S., 527..) and
Russell V. Place, (94 U. S., 606.)

This doctrine of res judicata is not a mere matter

of practice or procedure inherited from a more tech-

nical time than our8.% It is a rule of fundamental

nnd substantial justice *• of public policy and of prl-

Ho. 2
) #
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ate peace," which should be cordially rejrarded
and enforced by the courts to the end that rights
once established by the final judgment of a court of
competent jurisdiction shall be recognized by those
who are bound by It In every way. wherever the

judgment Is entitled to respect. ( Ke»»ler v. Eldred,
supra. )

The conclusion which we have reached In the Sec-

ond Case. (The Railroad Supply Company, peti-

tioner, V. Elyria Iron d Steel Company, respondent,

)

this day decided, with respect to the merits of the

patents Involved In this litigation is such that it

leaves our decision in this case uncomplicated by
the one in that. The decree of the Circuit Court of
Appeals Is reversed.

Mr. Justice Dat did not take any part in the de-

cision of this case.

Supreme Oonrt of the Uoitad Staten.

The Railboad Supply Company, Petitioner, v. The
ELYBIA IBON AND StEEL Co.

Decided May tl, 19n.

1. PaT«NTS IWCNTION RAILBOAIV-Tlf PLATIS.
The Wolhaupter patents, Nos. 538.809. 691,332. aod

721.644, revli»wed In connection with the prior art and
Held to be wanting In patentable Invention thereover.

2. PaT«.\T*BILITT—INTINTIO.N

—

Changb i.v FoaM.
The patents In suit give a somewhat different form

to features which are perfectly familiar in the prior
art and similarly grouped In prior patents, but without
giving them any new function or accomplishing any
new result. Held this Is a mere carrying forward of
the original thought and does not constitute patentable
Invention.

On writ of certiorari to the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit.

Sir. Taylor E. Brotcn, Mr. C. C. Unthicum, and
Mr. Clarence E. Melhope for the petitioner.

Mr. Frank F. Reed, Mr. Edward S. Rogers, and
Mr. Frederick P. Fish for the respondent

Mr. Justice Clabke delivered the opinion of the
court.

On March 26, 1909, The Railroad Supply Com-
pany, petitioner, commenced this suit against The
Elyria Iron & Steel Company in the Circuit (now
EMstrlct) Court for the Northern District of Ohio,
claiming infringement, of claim No. 8 of United
States Letters Patent No. 538.809. granted May 7,

1895, of claims No. 1, 2 and 3 of Patent No. 601,332,
granted January 14. 1902. and of claims No. 7 and 9
of Patent No. 721.&44, granted February 24, 1903.

All of these patents granted to B. Wolhaupter were
acqulre<l by the petitioner, and each of the three
purported to describe a new and useful Improve-
ment In rallroad-tle plates.

Such proceedings were had in the case that on
March 4. 1912, the district court decided that the

petitioner's patents were not Infringed by the de-

vice manufactured and sold by the defendant.

On appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals for the

Sixth Circuit, that court on April 7, 1912. affirmed

the decree of the district court dismissing the bill,

and held in its opinion that the claims of the patents

relied upon were void for want of patentable nov-

[YoL 889.

elty. This decree Is now here for review on
certiorari.

A railroad-tie plate, sometimes called a " wear-
plate." Is a rectangular piece of metal, originally
with both surfaces flat, designed to be placed upon
the tie immediately under the rail, for the puri)08e
of protecting the tie from the wear, which In soft
wood is very great. Incident to the vibration of the
rail caused by passing engines and trains and for
the purpose of holding the rail more firmly in place
than It could otherwise be held by the spikes with-
out the plate, thereby preserving the gage of the
track.

In the early days of railroading when engines
and cars were small and light, when spee<l was com-
paratively slow and when hardwood, which held
the spikes firmly In place, was abundant and cheap,
such plates were little used; but the increase in
weight of rails and rolling-stock, the higher speed
of trains and the necessary use of the cheaper soft
woods for ties have brought them Into extensive
use. The general use of these plates with heavy
rolling-stock and traffic presented the problem of
making them as strong and Inexpensive as possible
and In a form such that they would adhere firmly
to the ties while doing the least possible damage to
the fiber of the wood.
The statement of this problem shows convincingly

that even at the beginning it offered a very limited
field for invention, if. Indeed. It presented any field

at all for the exercise of that inventive genius
which it is the policy of the law to protect and re-
ward with a monopoly for seventeen years.
The claims of the patents declared on are as

follows : Claim 8 of Patent No. 538.809 reads

:

A raJlway-tle plate formed on the under aide with de-
vices more or less sharpened adapted to penetrate and
engage the tie. and on its upper side with a series of
flanges on which the rail rests. subsUntlally as described.

It would be difficult to write In more general terms
a description of any plate, whether channeled, cor-
rugateil, grooved or rlbbe<l on both sides.

Claims Nos. 1 and 2 of Patent No. 691,332. differ
so slightly that No. 1 will suffice
A rallway-tle plate provided on Its upper side with one—

•
more flanges on which the rail may rest or by which It

Is directly sustained and on the under side with one or•-' IT \,
—"V. V.U -u^; uuuci Blur wiiu one ormore tie-engaging flanges extending parallel with the

upper flanges and directly beneath the latter, substan-
tially as described.

Claims 7 and 9 of Patent No. 721.644 are so simi-
lar that only No. 7 need be quoted :

A tie-plate provided In Its rail-supporting surface with
transverse grooves or channels, and at one margin of aaid
supporting surface with a transverse rail abutting shoul-
der.

Wolhaupter. the grantee of the three patents wag
a civil engineer employed by a railroad company
and he testifies that he first turned his attention to
tie-plates for the purpose of improving them " in
the year 1893 or early in 1894 " and the earliest of
his three patents In suit Is dated May 7, 1895,

The earliest patent for a " wear " or tic- plate by
that specific name, which is shown by this record,
was issued in 1881 and between that date and the
date of the issuing of the first patent In suit to Wol-
haupter In 1895 twenty-six patents wi>re issued,
and in the seven years between 18a5 an<l iy(»2. wljen
No: 3.]
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Wolhaupter's second patent In suit was issuetl. nine-

teen more patents were Issuetl for various forms of
this simple device.

Thu.s it is seen that Wolhaupter came late into

this narrow, and even then much exhaustetl. field

of Investigation and In his first patent, (not here
in suit) (luted December 11. 1894, he claims inven-
tion for placing one, or permissibly two. " elongated
divided ridges " on the under side of such a plate to
engage the tie and on the upper side a series of
ridges parallel with those on the lower side, but
adapte<l after being rolled to being cut away to form
a seat for the rail. There Is no claim as to the rela-

tive positions of the ridges on the two faces of the
plate.

In his second patent (the first In suit), his claim
of Invention Is for " one or more " flanges " more or

less sharpened" (not divided now) on the under
side of the plate to engage the tie. and on the upper
side a series of flanges (ridges) on which the rail

may rest. The flanges (ridges) on the upper sur-

face must not be placed vertically above the flanges
or ridges on the lower and there is no provision for

cutting them away for a rail-seat as In tho first pat-

ent. The dominating thought of this patent is the
cutting of the plate " on a diagonal line with rela-

tion to the rail-flange," but a.s this form of plate Is

not claimed by the patentee In his later patents, and
as no merit Is clalme<l for It In the testimony In the
record. It will be neglected.

In his third patent Wolhaupter's Inventive genius
placed the flanges on the under side parallel with
and directly beneath those on the upper side of the
plate. In.«stead of between them as In the second pat-
ent, or regardless of either position as in the first.

In his fourth patent the flanges on the lower side
are given a position " transverse " to the ridges on
the upper side.

In the flrst three of petitioner's patents ihe flanges
on both surfaces of the plate are for use parallel to
the grain of the tie and transverse to the length of
the rail. In the fourth patent the flanges on the
under side are described In the specifications and
drawings as transverse to, but In claim four as par-
allel to the grain of the tie.

The minute and obviously wholly tentative varia-
tions, thus described, in the plates In the Wol-
haupter patent.s. are fairly Illustrative of the slight
dilTerences in form given to this simple device on
which this record shows forty-five separate patents
were granted during the twenty-two years between
1881 and 1903.

This discussion of the record and reference to the
respondent's patents brings us to the question. Do
the claims of these patents describe an •' Invention
or discovery " or " a new and useful • • •

manufacture * * • or Improvement thereof,"
such as our patent laws were designed to protect?
We have seen that long before Wolhaupter's pat-

ents, tie-plates were used for the purposes for which
his plates were designed. It was certainly obvious
that If we<lge-8haped flanges, or ribs or claws, or
other downward projections, were placed on the un-

<V<1 889.

der side of such plates they would penetrate the
ties when weight was put upon them and thus assist
in holding the rail in place.

Very certainly it was also general knowledge be-
fore 1895 that if one wished to reduce the weight of
a plate without loss of strength this could bo done
by using channel-iron, angle-iron or corrugated iron,
or. which comes to the same thing, by having the
plate made with flanges or ribs. (SertHce Railroad
Co. v. Hamilton, dc, Co., 8 Canadian Exch. Repts.,
381.) and the placing of flanges on the upper side
of such plates to engage the outer flange of the bot-
tom of the rail, and thus to receive the lateral thrust
caused by the flanges of the wheels tending to
spread the rails, was also obvious and well known
before Wolhaupter's patents.

To the obviou.sness of the elements necessary 10
the solution of this problem must be adde<1 the state
of the art. If such It may be calletl, when Wol-
haupter, late In 1893 or early In 1894. began, as he
says, the Investigation of tie-plates and " familiar-
ized himself with the literature of the subject." He
testifies that he had seen the tie-plates of Servls
(patented 1881, No. 249.407; 1884. No. 294.816)
and of Goldle (patented 1887. No. 356.760; 1890 No
426 530; 1891. No. 457,584; 1891, No. 457.585. 'and
1892, No. 485.030) and he Is presumed by the law to
have had all prior patents before him when he ap-
plied for his patent. [Duer v. Corbin Cabinet Lock
Co., 149 U. S., 216. 223 ; Mast, Foos d Co. v. Stover
Mfg. Co., 177 U. S.. 485. 493.

)

In the plates of Servls. Wolhaupter saw a plate
with " a flange or flanges formed on the lower side "

to engage the tie lengthwise of the grain of the
wood and. of course, transverse to the rail, and In
the Goldle patents he saw In No. 457,584 "a tri-

angular tooth like projection " extending downward
from the bottom of the plate and a raised shoulder
on the upper side to receive the lateral thrust of
the edge of the rail-flange, and In Patent No. 485.030
he saw a plate with two downward-projecting ribs
to engage the tie. with a shoulder on the upper side
to receive the thrust of the rail, and with a " trans-
verse depression " In the upper surface, and bear-
ings or flanges on each side of this depression to
receive and support the base of the rail.

We thus have Wolhaupter confessing that before
he applied for a patent he had knowledge of tle-
plates with " ridges." " flanges " and " teeth " pro-
jecting downward from the under side of them to
engage the tie, differing at most only In form, and
In this but slightly, from the similar downward-
projecting flanges " more or less sharpened " which
appear in all three of his patents In suit ; that he
had knowletlge of plates with a shoulder on the up-
per surface to receive the thrust of the side of the
bottom of the rail, not differing from the " rail abut-
ting shoulder" shown In all three of his patents,
and that he also had knowledge of the latest (Joldle
patent^ plate, with the upper surface " channeled "

by having a depression extending across the plate
under the central portion of the bottom of the rail
and with a bearing on each side of It to support the
rail. *

No. 8.J
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It is thus uiade very clenr that the only appear-
ance even of novelty or of invention in the Wol-
haupter plates is in their having flanges on the up-
per surface, on which it Is Intended the rail shall
rest, for downward-extending flanges on the under
side and the rail-abutting shoulder on the upper
side are found in earlier patents in almost pre-
cisely the form which he gave to them. But such
flanges on the upper surface of the Wolhaupter
plate cannot constitute of themselves patentable In-

vention or novelty, for It is very clear, as we have
already said, that a resort to channels, grooves and
corrugations was a familiar method of reducing the
weight and thereby the cost of Iron plates without
decreasing their strength, long before the Wol-
haupter patents, and this form was, therefore, one
to which any skilful mechanic would turn to accom-
pll.sh the purpose that Wolhaupter claimed for it,

and that others did so resort to this form is suf-
ficiently shown by reference to the Wells patent.
No. 203,570 (1878). the Wilson patent. No. 522.867
(18941 and the Dunham patent, No. 4fl9,.S86 (1892).
With these facts before him the most that can

be said for the patents In suit is that they gave a
somewhat different form to three features which
were perfectly familiar and were similarly grouped
in prior form.s of tie-plates but without giving to
any of them any new function and without accom-
plishing by them any new result. This brings the
patents within the principle so often declared that

—

the mere carryinj; forward of the original thoaght, a
changf* only Iq form, proportion* or degree, doing the
same thing In the same way. by gnbrtaDtlally the same
means, with better results. Is not sach an Invention aa
will sustain a patent. (Roberta v. Ryer 91 U. 8., 160:
Belden Mfg. Co. r. Challenge Com Planter Co., 15'i
D. 8., 100 : Market Street RaH*cay Co. t. Rowley, 166
U. 8., 621. 621>.)

The device Involved in these patents Is so simple
and familiar In all of its forms tliat a description
of It seems sufficient to visualize It to the reader,
but cuts of It in various forms may t)e found lu the
reported decisions of this case (Railroad Supply Co.
T. Elyria Iron rf Steel Co., 213 Fed., 789) and in the
report of the case. Involving the same claims of the
same patents, in the seventh circuit, to be found In
Railroad Supply Co. v. Hart Steel Co., (193 Fed.,
418, and 222 Fed.. 261 ; C. D., 1915, p. 226.

)

Clearly persuaded as we are that the slight vtri-
ations claimed for the patents In suit from the
plates which had gone before do not constitute pat-
entable Invention we cannot consent to further ex-

tend this discussion by a minute comparison of
them with earlier patents appearing In the record,
but we content ourselves with adopting as comment
not to t>e improved upon in such a case as we have
here the following from a former decision of this

Court:
The design of the patent laws Is to reward those who

make some substantial discovery or invention, which adds
to onr knowledge and makes a step In advance in the nae-
ful arts. Such Inventions are worthy of all favor. It
was never the object of those laws to grant a monopoly
for every trifling device, every shadow of a shade of ao
Idea, which would naturally and spontaneously occur to
any skilled mechanic or operator In the ordinary progress
of manufactures. Such an Indiscriminate creation of ex-
clusive privileges tends rather to obstruct than to stimu
late Invention. It creates a class of speculative schemers
who make it their tiuslness to watch the advancing wavt •

of improvement, and gather its foam In the form of pat
ented monopolies, which enable them to lay a heavy tax
upon the industry of the country, without contributing
anything to the real advancement of the arts. It em
barrasses the honest pursuit of busin^^ss with fears and
apprehensions of concealed Mens and unknown IlablI1tle.-< '

to lawsuits and vexatious accountings for profits made in I

good faith (Atlantic Works v. Brady, 107 C. S., 192. I

200.)

We add that each of the patents of the petitioner
being In terms for an " improvement in tie-plates,*'

the state of the " prior art " as described in this

opinion requires that they be limited strictly to the

form describe^l in the claims, and we therefore also
fully agree with the circuit court of appeals that
the patents in suit, even If they had proved valid,
would not have been Infringed by the plates manu-
factured by the defendant.
The decree of the circuit court of appeals Is

affirmed,

Mr. Justice Day did not take any pert in the de-
cision of this case.

ADJUDICATED PATENTS,

(U. S. D. C.) The Ashley reissue patent. No
13.659. (original No. 37,504.) for a design for Ink-
stand, in which claim coveretl design consisting of
low, broad, flat base .«urmounte<l by low dome. Is
infringed by inkstand having those features, though
they are s<j ornamented as to enable casual observer
to distinguish between two Inkstands. Ashley v.
Samvel C. Tatum Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 979.

(U. S. C. C. A. ) The Emerson patent. No. 777.615.
for a convertible 8ound-l>ox. Held void for lack of
Invention. American Graphophone Co. v. Girnbel
Bros., 240 Fed. Rep.. 971.

( U. S. C. C. A. ) The Krnemer patent. No. 899.874.
for a talking-machine, Hehi void for lack of inven-
tion. American Graphophone Co. v. Qimbel Bro*..
240 Fed. Rep.. 971.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Mncfionald patent. No.
714,651, claim 0, for a sound-re«ord for talking-ma-
chines. Held not Infrlngeil. American Graphophone
Co. v. Gimbel Bros., 240 Fed. Rep., 974.

{V. S. C. C. A.) The Macdtmald patent. No.
957.694. for a disk sound-reprwincing mac hlne. Held
not Infringe*! If valid. .American Graphophone Co.
V. Otmbcl Bros., 240 Fed. Rep., 971.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Rowell and Little patent.
No. 844.190. for a machine for making pillboxes.
jyeW valid and Infringed. E. .V. Rrncell Co. v. Wil-
liam Koehl Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 953.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Snell patent. No. 842.262.
for a concretemixer. Held valid and Infringed.
Waterloo Cement Machinery Corp. v Engel 240
Fed. Uep., 97G.

'

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Weber patent. No. 743,207.
for an incandescent - electric - lamp s^x-ket. claims 3
and 6 Held void and claims 2. 7. and 9 valid, but not
infringed. Weber Electric Co. v. National Gas d
Electric Fixture Co., 240 Fed. Rep., 965.

Interference Notices.

DBP.4RTMIVT or TJIl IXTIBIOB.
U.viTED Statib Patbnt Otticu.

Washington, D. C, May 19, tin.
Louis Kuntteher, hit assigns or legal reprenentatiret, take

notice:
An interference having l>een declared by this Ofllce be

tween the application of The Favorlta Co., of New Tork
N. Y.. for registration of a trade mark and trade-mark
registered May 31. 1910. No. 78.106. to Louis Kuntscher
of Tarpon, Tex., and a notice of such declaration sent by
registered mall to said Ixiuls Kuntscher at the said ad-
dress having t>een returned by the post-office undellverable.
notice is hereby given that unless said Louis Kuntscher!
his assigns or legal representatives, shall enter an appear-
ance therein within thirty days from the first publication
of this order the Interference will be proceeded with as
In case of default.

This notice will be published In the OrriciAL Gazbttb
for three consecutive wi-eks.

R. F WHITEHEAD.
Flmi Assittant CftmmUsioner.
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Amendnwots to Rules of Practice.

(Order No. 2,331.)

.\cting •Oder tbc provisions of section 483 of the Ke-

rlsed Statutes and with the approval of the Secretary of

the Interior. Role 77 of the Rules of Practice In the Pat-
ent Offlo<' is aniesded l>y adding thereto tbe foilowLug

parasrapk :

' Whenever, during a thne when tbe Untted fltatra Is «t
war, publication of an Invention by the eraiitlnK of a pat-
ent might. Id the opinion *»f the ComniTsMorMT, be detrl-
BentaJ to the j>ubUc safety or defeiuu* ur might assist the
enemy or •endanger ttx- surrfswful prwierutltiti e'T tfce war,
^e may au^pend action on tbe appUcaiion tbereXor."

•o that tbe role as amended will read as follows :

" 77. If an «|>i>llieant neglect to prwaerute ki« appHca-
Hon fcr ««e year after the date wbeii the Jest afBnial
notice of atiy tt<'ti«B by tlto ofllce wa* inaiind to kin. tbe
applliMtlon will be held to *<e abantloned. as set forth in
Xule STl

" BuspeoaioBa wtn only be granted for good and suffi-
<ient eaoae. and far a reajwnarae tkni*' ktm 'dfUx) (Mtif one
suspension may be granted l»y tbe i*r»iiuiT.v £>xaBitiUjr : any
further <«ii'«pensi(in niu.«t be approval Uy tbe <^«tiinDleslf>Ber.

" Wtieite^er a<'tl«B upon an applh-atlou is suKpetided
vpon Tet|»ea t «f aa applicant, and wh>-iM>ver an amUcant
%as been called iipoai to pot his ajvplluitWiii In owndltion for
Interference, the perio<l of ore year running acalnst the
application tiiiall be considered as beginning at the date of
the last official at tion preceding such actions.

" Whenever, during a time when the United States is at
•war. publication of an invention by the granting of a pat-
ent might. In the opinion of the ComniTssloner. be detri-
mental to the puhTlc aafety or defense or might assist the
enemy or endanger the successful prosecution of the war,
iie majr biv>^ix] actios on tbe application therefor."

THOMAS EWING,
Oofnntissioner.

Ameaidmeot of Enles of Praedoe.

«tei>Ht No. 2.886.)

DSPASTIIKNT or THE IffTEKIOR.
United States Patent Ojxici,

Wa»hiington, D. C, June S, 1917.

AetinK under the provtaiaaa «f Mutiaa 483 «f
t«ie Jtev4ae4 Ke«««te« «Md 'wMk «lie apyrwy l wf -tkc
Heeretary «< the latedor, BaOe 88 vf tkc Rjalea at
rnict««e ! the UBttod fltatea IPa^eut Oflloe kas
twe« aaseik4e4 t* «>e«d «• foMo^vai

Its. A» InterfereAee la pnooeedlaK tnstitnted
for the purpose of det^nnlBlnc t^^e vMratloo of
jiriority ef iaventJoii betweea two or jBBAre ysrtlea
elalmiBK aofcatajitijiUy «1ie le patentable Invea-
tloa. IK OnOKM. TO ASCERTAIN WHETHBil AMYatBHTlON OW PBIOB.ITT AA18KS rHK COMMIS-
MO?fl5W MAY CALL rPON AMY JUKIOR APPLI-CANT TO STATIC IX MIUTING TUS DATG VWKNWE GOKCEIVKD THB 1^'VKWTIOK UKDER COM-
SIDRHATION. ALL STATBMGNTS FILED IN
COMPLIANCE WITH TH1« aCLE WILL B£ RK-TLRXED TO THE PAKTIEiSI FILING THE.M. I.NCASE THE AJ>PLICANT MAK.E«) KO REPLYWITHIN THE TIME ilP£>CIEXED. NOT LEf)*l THANT£N OAYK. THE COMMlBMOBrER WILL PROCBBD
rPO\ THE ASSl MPTION THAT THE SAID DATE
IS THE DATE OK THE OATH ATTAC<UB» Ttt THEATTLICATiON. Tfce Caet t^at «fl>e «C the partlea
Juui jitrcMdy ohtaiaed m pateiU vrlll «•< pre«-eat an
iAterlereaee. fwr. aJthaiM* <i»e <:^imi4—1oner haa
ma pM^er to raaoel a paAewl. fee anar sraat another
patent for the aaiae tov«at&«ai ««» a perann wbo
pawvea tm he the prior UiveatAkr.

A8 BWINCr.
i

AdTerae Becuiooe in loterferenoe.

Pati.vt No 1.139, (i9G.

On May 8, 1917. a declaion was rendered that Charles
i. Marth wat not the first Inventor of the subject matter
covered bv- claims 2 and 6 of hie Pat4*nt No. 1.139.695
«ab4ert. *'<Jearlng." and no appeal having t>een taken
wKbla tbe time allowed socb deciaion has become final.

Patbnt No. 1.151 .1«0.

On May 19. 1917. a declaion was rendered that John
Louie Urown was not the first iirventor of the sub^ect-
ooatier coreT<ed by clalma 1. 2, 8. 4. :,. 6. 7. and 8 of hla
Patent No 1.151.160. subject. "AUoya and processes of
yrodnrlng tbe aaaie." and »o appeal having bees taken
within the time allowed such deemon Jtkas become finaL

Patent A'o. 1X>«4,086

On April 22, 1917, a decluion was rendered by the Coart
off Appeals of the Dlstrlrt of r"olum»>la aJfiriulng the de-
cision of the Commissioner of Patents tbat Alt xander T
Porter and Herbert E. Rider were not the first inventoni
of the Bubioct-mattw covened by claims 1. 2. aud 8 of their
Patent No. 1,064.086. suljject. " Method of producing a
fuel vapor.*'

Brieh in Appealed Cafie&

AU briefs filed In this Offioe should bsTe canaplcuonsly
prints thereon a statement designating tbe jiarrtcular tn-
bunal of tbe IMtent Offlce to which tt»e brlefls addreased.
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4. As an article of maoufacture. papor in sheet or web
form rpated with a (ompound composed essentially of

uncomblned silica in a state of Impalpable powder mlxetl

with a coloring matter and i^uffictent size to act aa a
binder between the materials and with the Uker and forn
a very smooth surface.

5. Aa an article of manufacture, paper having its fiber

associated with Impalpable powder of uncombtn«d iilk»,
and calendered to a smooth surface.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.096. DETELUPINO APPARATUS. G«OBC« C.
BiiDLBB, Oklahoma. Okla. FOed Nov. 8. 1907. Serial

No. 401^77. (a. 85—90.5.)

1. In a developing apparatus, a ciaiT«-yer to which film

will adhere when wet, means for causing a separation of

the conveyer md film. ptrifrHrteK the ti]m to tirrnTitate, a

second conveyer <-««n«tKtlDg of Two s*^-tl<>Dfi l>etweeo wbkrh
the fthn is fe«l, means f«r <-jnn!«lng the fw>ctiMi« crt the r«n
veyer to dlverite. and iiipnofi f-or caiiwl»g tke ^wk^Wdb of

tlie conveyer to tr«\H-l hi a Miarp <iirw t« i ause a «iepara

tlon of tho flhi) fln<l ronwytT.
2. In a deveioptng apparatus, xneans lor carrykng flkn

through tanks, means for driving the carrying nectaalan.
means for >oc*:hitf aod reUwwlnp the Art«tag mechanism,
meain for arri^iTlns: the caTryVor aiecfcanla* at pnedrter

mltire<l tnrtprvn)*;. nnfl antax^ for trtppinit the arrefrtlag

means when the (lri%"1nj; iiK^-hH*(««n hi rrtaased.
3. In a Ae>veh»^n^ upparntB*). a roa-vf^-er. mecJianlam

for itrlvtag tb*" 'UvrcytT. a p«rw.T transmttttng device,

meanfi for autoinati<-aIly arrefiting the BteoJiandsm, and
means for tripping tbe arrewtiiig mei<iaiiism n^on rolaa^Bg
t1>e p#»weT transBiltling Aertee.

4. la a deve'kiplug apparatti-t. a (fWf^^rar, neaaa for

moving the conveyer, means f»w ap^yinc ^ower t» the

cWDveyer moriag >e<'haaiMni. nteacs Imr «rr»wtlnc th»

conreTer moving meaBK. aeans fsr tripping «be arre«tlBg
niechani«m apsv r*He»«4D^ the power applylsg «ievloe_

5. In a deveieptn^ apparatus, a (wovejwr, Tuerfaaalnu

for tmuvimm tke oonveyer, a orank haadle far ^Morlac 41ie

mechanism, a s<haft on which the crank handle has a
Hmttetd rotary KM^ieineat iaA^-peDdcBt •t the shaft, aieans

for moving the rmnk hrnidle lf»Tnrttw1lnally of the shaft

•s tt te natatie^. nwaa* far ( aiMlmg the abaft to take notion
fpom ttie crank handle, means for amesHag tbe eaweyer
mef^aniKm at pvMle temrli>«^ inaervaH. and a tripping
n>e<taani^^m aDder the coatrwl of the era ok han<Ue fior

releasing the arresting means.

(ClateM « to 8 sot prtmim* tn the <<Kaetta.]

l^M>.4Mr7 r>!rvacR fx>r sj'IN.mx; .\.nd TwisTisOf
TEXTILB FTFEK^: Vk-to« BKljuciXK. Marafefteid,

Mass.. assignor to New Era Sprlaniaic Cm.. Bvstoa. Haam.,

a Corporation *4 Maasachasettv FUpA .\fr. 7, 1:911.

Serial Kc. Q19.4TC R.e*ewpd Nor. 6. 1«16. Serial Ko.
129.S94. (O. lis—4ft.>

1. la a <3Kf aplcnins 4e<rire tbe caaMMnatiM) with a ro-

tary !>pindle, of a rotary ivxiyritratMrf yarampa^ag cap

mounted thereon and driven thereby, an external bearing
member supporting the cap axially and having lateral
bearing engagement with the cap and located to allow the
revolving yarn to paaa between Itself and the cap 8nt>-

stantially as described.

2. In a cap spinning ilevk-e the combloatiuu with a ro-
tary i«)iu]le, of a rotary reclproeatory yarn-engaging cap
aaanteii thereon and driven U>er«bjr. an external rotary
bfaring iuem(>er provided with two bearlac facea extend-
ing substantially prcpeaMoolaj- to each other and afford-
ing reap«ctively axial aad lateral auy^rt for tbe cap
whlie allowing the revolving yarn to pass between the
cap and the liearlng menit>«r at each revokitlon.

3. In a cap spinning device ti»e comttlnatlon with a ro-
tary ^adle, of a rotary reclpriK-atary yarn-4-ngaglng cap
noanted there«n and OrivKn thereby comtaAsed with means
for affording both lateral and axial support to aatd cap
whiie aik/wlug the yarn U> revolve aruuad tike oatiMc of
said cap atibatantlally aa deacribwL

4. A combination with a rtttary apitMUe <rf a rotary r^
dprocatory yarn-en^uglng rmt m«unU«l th«re«n aad
driven thereby an ««rtemal r»tary t>eariag laember ar-
ranged t« afford iKtth axial aad lateral s«p(H>rt to said
cap while all«wing the yiirn to revolve aruuud the ex-
terior of said i«p said Iwaring iu«'iul>er being yieldingly
nanated anbatantially as described.

i. Ib a cap spinning device the cambinatlun with a ro-
tary spindle, of a rotary reciprocatory yarn engaging cap
moanted thereoa, aad driven thereto, an external bearing
memltex formed with two ttearlog aorteces aaptiarly dla-

paaed with relation to each athtir aad aJEordlog hoth lat-
eraJ Had axial sopfMrt Cor aaid cap. the lateral liearlng

fa<v ^leiog formed of yleUlag asatieiriai. cubatantlally aa
deacribed.

[GAaiaiK 6 to 26 not printed im the Gtezetie.]

U2Mv096. AUTOMATIC BRAKE- ACTUATLK€i DEFICB
F<m RAILWAY TRAINS. Ratuojw ficiarr. Cleve-

land, Ohio. Filed Aug. 23, 1916. Serial No. llMJUa.
iCL LS8—2.)

" J
h|iw 1^—— •^»^_^» t : ^M^

• ft p' ••

1. In n train the ceasMnation with an air brake syvtem,
of a valv«* (MiDCrollIng the appJi>atUA W the t>rai*et*. means
Wjlinil, this vaJre in a poalth>u to appb' the Imahes. elec-

trwiaa jrpetk- asaaaa nanaaity haldiaK tke vmlFe In a oleaed
poatti^n. a vertlcaUy ovable rtrralt hrea^er manated
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upon tbe train aad disponed ta a porttlon over the rails

upon which tbe train ofwrates, said circuit breaker tn Its

Borauil poarttion closlag th* circuit through said electro

nagnet and the soarrc of eaergy but when raided by da-

presaion of tbe car relative to the rails breaking said

circuit.

2. Id a railway rar the comt»lnatlon with an air brake

ystem. of a valve controlling the application of the

brakes, means nrging the valve into position to apply the

brakes, electromagnets means for holding the valve 1b a

closed portion, the electromagnetic means being disposed

In 1 nomniDy dosed difult with a source of energy, a

drcnit breaker rsrrled npon the car and depending there-

from comprising a plunger having a head disposed above

I
the rail upon which tbe car travels, said pFnnger in Its

downward posltlou closing tbe circuit through the mag-

netic devices, and a spring normally holding the pinnger

in a depressed position but yielding to p<Tmlt the plunger

to be raised to its clrrntt breaking position.

8. Tbe combination with a car having an air brake

system, of a valve cbamf>er mounted upon tbe car and

connected with said air brake system, a valve In said

chamber controlling the application of the brakes, a spring

nrging the valve to a position to apply the brakes, and an

electromagnet normally holding the valve in a position

to prevent the application of the brakes, said electromag-

net being connected In a normally closed circuit with a

oarce of electricity, and means for normally closing said

circuit but adapted to break It comprising a yoke sup-

ported upon the car and depending therefrom, a plunger

altlable through the yoke, a plate having an aperture

through v»hi<h the plunger passes, contact members sup-

p«»rte<l upon the plate and in circuit with the electromag

net and the source of jKJwer. said plunger having at its

upper end a sleeve normally closing tbe circuit between

said conUct membem. aad an Inaalatlng alecve adapted

when tbe plunger 1» raised ta break said circalar. a collar

limiting the downward movetneat of the plunger and en

gaging with the yoke, aad a spring urging said plunger

downward, said plunger at Its lower ead being provided

with a traosTersely extending head.

4. The eombinatioB with a car iachiding ao air brake

systen. of a valve cbamt>er conaected at Ita oppoaite ejMis

In said syate* and having aa Interiaediate apertnred aep-

tom. a vaHe operatlag through hald septum and coatrol-

Uag comaiunlcation between two ends of the casing, saUl

valve having a stem extending through tbe casiag. a

spring urging the valve to an open position, an armature

carried on the other end of the valve, an electromagnet

reacting with the armature and normally holding the

valve clssed. said electrowaignet helag In a normally closed

circuit with a sotircf of energy, said cbrcult iaclading

spaced contact aieBabers, a mesiber sapportlag the contoct

members and attached to the bottom of the car. an aper-

tnred yoke, a plunger movable through said yoke and

normally having Its upper ead disposed between the con-

tact memt>er8 and closing the circuit therethrough, said

pinnger having an Insrilating sleeve disposed l>elow the

upper end of the plunger so that when the plunger is

raised the circuit betwwn the contact n)eml»ers will be

tn-oken. a collar limiting the downward movement of the

plunger, and a spring urging the plunger downward, the

plunger at ita lower end having a transversely extending

bead, the plunger being disposed over a rail upon which

the car moves.

5. In a train, the cossbiaation with an air brake sys-

tem, of a valve controlling the application of the brakes

normally held In a position to prevent the application of

the brakes hut niovabk- to a position to permit tbe ap

plication of the hraken. means urging the valve lato oae

of tbeae positions. Hectroaiague tic means which when en-

ergized nrgea the valvf to the other of these po<4tlMis. a

circuit closing ile^l' e latmnted upon the train uad d*»-

po«ed In a position aver the raila on which th»' train •«|»<r

atew. said devin la ot»e posttlaa > fonlag the cimilt throagh

tb^ magneti< roeaa* and In aaoth*^ jwaltloa brealdng said

circuit, aad said <-lrmit clorrtog .levl. c h.lag adaptf><l to

be shifted by a depresrtoa of a car relaOve to tbe rails.

l^ZaO.OOK LIQUID FILTERING AND 1>ELIVEBING AP-

PARATt'S. FoaaEST E. Bi?n;Haii, New Bedford, Masa.

nied Nov. 8, 1916. Serial No. 180,166. (O. 210—28.)

4^-

1. A liquid filtering and delivering apparatus compris-

ing. In combination, a centrifugal filter basket, a fixed

curb inclosing the basket and having a central filtered

liquid outlet in its bottom, a fixed centrifugal pump cas-

ing having a liquid Inlet communicating with the curb

outlet, and a marginal delivering outlet. « rotor Inclosed

by said casing and adapted to force liquid from the inlet

to the outlet thereof, and a driving spindle engage«l with

said basket and rotor to simnluneously rotate the same.

2. A liquid filtering and (h'llvering apparatus compris-

ing a fixed casing having n rotor chamber and a liquid

conducting passage Hurn»on<llng said chamber, and provided

with a marginal outlet, a fixed curb located above said

casing and having an outlet commanlcating with the cen-

tral portion of said chamber and permitting filtered liquid

to flow by gravity trnm the cnrb to the rotor cbaniber. a

Tvrtltal spiadle extending through said rhanii*er into the

curb, a eeatrlfagal filter basket l.>cate»l in said curb, and

H rotor located In said fhaml>er. said hasket nn^l rotor be-

ing cfraaectetl with the sfilndle to rotate therewith, and

rise rwtor aiM) caalag ( onatltuting a centrifugal pump
whereby llquW throwu ccatTlfugally outwanl hy the

basket la the curb, an^l flowing tberefroBi to the rotor

chamber, is forced centrlfugally outward to said passage

and through the filter to said marginal outlet.

9. A liqnW fllterlag and drtlverlnr apparatus compris-

ing a toed casing having a rotor chamber and a liquid

comluctlng passage surrounding said chamber and pro-

vided with a marginal outlet, a fixed curb located above

said casing and having an outlet communicating with the

central portion of said chamber and permitting filtered

liquid to flow liy gravity from tbe curb to the rotor cham-

ber, a vertical spindle extending through said chamt>er

Into the cash, a sleeve attached to the upper en<l of the

spindle and having a tubular flanged extension project-

ing downwardly to a point near tbe bottom of the curb,

an annular c«-atrifngal filter l.nsket supported by the said

extension and rotated thereby, and a rotor located in said

chamber and atUche<l to the spindle to rotate therewith,

said rotor having buckets formed to throw flltere<l liquid

centrlfugally outward from the chamber

4. A liquid filtering and delivering apparatus comprla-

ing a fixed casing having a rotor chamber, a liquid coo-

du<tlng passajrr surrounding the chanil)er and provided

with a marginal delivering outlet, said casing l>elng (im-

posed of a lower section having a lower imarlng and an

upper section having an enlarged central opening, an up-

per iM-arlng formed to conduct liquid Into said opening,

and a seat surrounding said opening, a < urt> having an

apertured bottom attached to said seat, the opening con-

stituting an ootlet through which filtered li«|«ld may flow

Ity jrnivlty from the curb to the rotor chamber, a vertical

^i>dle Jonraaled in said bearing*, and extending through

Mid rhaniber and opening into the curb, a centrifugal

filter basket located In said curb and a rotor located In

said chamber, said basket and rotor being connected w th

the spimlle to rotate therewith.
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B. A liquid filtering and deliverioK apparatus compris-
ing a fixed casing having a rotor chamber and a liquid
conducting passage <iurroundlng nald chamluT and pro-
vided with a marginal outlet, a 6xf4 rurli located above
said casing and having an outlet conununicatlng with the
central portion of said chamber and permitting filtered

llqtiid to flow by gravity from the curb to the rotor cham-
ber, a vertical spindle extending through said chamber
Into the curb, a centrifugal filter basket located in said
curb and a rotor located In said chamber and composed
of a liat annular bottom portion having a tapering hub
attached to the spindle, a dished annular top portion and
tangential buckets subdividing the space between the bot-
tom and top portions into tangential passages adapted to
deliver liquid at the periphery of the rotor.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.100. BILL-FOLD. Feed M. Blancharo. Boston.
Mass. Piled July 31, 1916. Serial No. 112,857. (CL
150—3a)

Id an article of the class described, a relatively stiff

back, a relatively stiff front, an elastic strap extending
transversely of the outer face of the back and having its
end portions passed about the lateral edges of the said
back and Inserted between the lateral e«lge8 of the back
and front, and lines of stitching uniting the said lateral
edges of the back and front, the said lines of stitching
passing also through the Inserted ends of the strap.

1.230,101. PROCESS OF CARBURETLNG AIR. Toawm
D. Bottoms, Indianapolis, Ind. Filed Nov. 24, 1910.
SerUl No. 68,148. iCl. 48—219.;

^J»

1. The process of carbureting air. which consists In

maintaining a vacuum within a chamber, admitting air

to t>« carbureted Into such chamber through a bole of
vxriable size, admitting a mixed stream of air and fuel

from a supplemental passageway through a restricted

pnssagp Into ssld chamber, admitting both fuel and air

Into said supplemental passage through holes of variable

slse, and varying the sizes of the first-named air inlet
hole and the fuel inlet hole proportionately.

2. The process of carbureting air, which consists in
maintaining a vacuum within a chamber, admitting air
to be carburete^l into such chamber through a hole of
variable size, admitting a mixed stream of air and fuel
from a supplemental passageway through a restricted
passage Into said chamber, and admitting both fuel and
air Into said supplemental passage through holts of vari-
able size.

3. The process of carbureting air, which consists in
maintaining a vacuum within a chamber, admitting air
to be carbureted into such chamber through a hole of
variable size, admitting a mixed stream of air and fuel
from a supplemenul passageway through a restricted pas-
sage Into said chamber, admitting l>oth fuel and air Into
said supplemental passage through holes of variable size,

and varying the sizes of the first-named air Inlet hole
and the fu«'l Inlet hole proportionately and the size of
the second named air inlet hole inversely.

4. The process of carbureting air. which consists in
maintaining a partial vacuum in a chamber, admitting
air directly to such chamber, varying the amount of such
air to vary the vacuum in such chamber inversely as the
amount of air through a wide range, admitting fuel and
a relatively small quantity of air Into a supplemental
chitmber having a contracted connection with the first

chamber so that the vacuum in the second chamber varies
through a relatively very small range as compared with
that In the first chamber, and varying the size of the
fuel admission opening to said second chamber substan-
tially In proportion to that of the air inlet opening to the
•Irst chamber.

5. The process of carbureting air, which consists In
maintaining a partial vacuum in a chamber, admitting air
directly to such chamber, varying the amount of such air
to vary the vacuum In such chamber Inversely as the
amount of air through a wide range, admitting fuel and
;i relatively small quantity of air into a supplemental
chamber having a contracted connection with the firrt

chamber so that the vacuum in the second chamber varies
through a relatively very small ranjte as compared with
that In the first chamber, and varying the site of the
admission opening for the small quantity of air for the
second chamber in inverse sense to the size of the air
admission opening to the first chamber, so that the vacuum
In the second chamber is maintained still more nearly
constant.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the (iazette.]

1.230.102. READIN(}-BOX FOR ITNCHED
ALrasD W. Bomii, Englewood, N. J. Filed
1916. SerUl No. 188.619. (CI. 88—14.)

CARDS.
Dec. 22,

1. Apparatus for the reading of tabulating cards which
have had certain of the original values punched there-
from comprising an unpuncheil indicator card bearing in-

dications In duplicate of all the original values of the
punched cards, means for supporting said Indicator card
In position to be illuminated by a source of light and
means for automatically registering the punched cards
with the punched out value locations thereon in line with
the indications on the indicator card representing the
orilnals of such punched out values.
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8. Apparatus for the reading of Ubulatlng cards which

have had .ertaln of the original values punche.1 there-

from comprising an uapunche*! in.llcator card bearing in-

dications In duplicate of all the original values of the

punched cards, a light source, means for supporting the

indicator card in posiUon to be illuminated by said light

source and means for automatically registering the

punched cards with the punched out value locations there-

on in line with the indications on the Indicator card

.representing the originals of such punched out values.

-
5. Apparatus for the reading of tabulating cards which

have had certain of the original values punched there-

from comprising a box having an Inclined front side pro-

vided with an opening therein, a lamp in said box, an

unpunched indicator card framed In the opening in the

front of said box and bearing indications in duplicate

of all the original values of the punched cards an<l means

for automatically registering the punched cards with the

punched out value locations thereon in line with the Indi-

cations on the indicator card representing the originals

of such punched out values.

7. Apparatus for the reading of tabulating cards which

have had certain of the original values punched there-

from comprising a box having an inclined front wall pro

vlded with an opening therein, an unpunched Indicator

card framed In said opening and bearing indications In

duplicate of all the original values of the punched cards,

a lamp in said box. end and side gages at the front of the

box at the end and side of the Indicator card for regis

terlng the punche<l sheets on the indicator card and a

light shield overstandlng the upper portion of the Indl

cator card and provided with a light reflective surface on

lU under side for reflecting the light from the lamp down

upon the head portion of the punched card resting against

the end and side gages.

9. Apparatus for reading tabulating cards which have

had ceruin of the original values punched therefrom,

comprising a box having an opening In one side thereof,

an unpuni he«i Indicator card framed In said opening and

bearing indications in duplicate of all the original values

of the punch»-d (ards. and gages for registering a punched

card over the Indicator card.

[Claims 2, 4. 6, 8. and 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.103. PORTABLK HUKSK HANGER AND COU

PLINt; FOR CAROUSELS, (hablsh H. Bowditch,

Erdenhelm, Pa., assignor to Henry B. Auchy, Krden

helm. Pa. Filed Mar. 31. 1916. Serial No. 87.949.

(CI. 46—27.)

together, and a coupling sleeve adapted to be driven down

upon the inclosing sections.

6. In a carousel or other structure, the combination

with a crank-shaft and a hanger-rod depending below the

crank shaft, of a bearing for the crank-shaft and the sup-

ports of the hangor-rod having a downwardly projecting

web to form a stop against the upward movement of the

hanger-rod.

[Claims 3 to 6 not printed In the Gazette]

1,230,104. CORNICE LOCK FOR CAROUSELS. Chablm

H. Bowditch, Erdenhelm, Pa., assignor to Henry B.

Auchy, Erdenhelm. Pa. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial

No. 87.950. (Cl. 40—1'7.)

^

1. In a lock for Joining sectional rims and carousel

arms and similar structures, the combination or comple

mentary plates, a recess in one plate and a hasp-tongue in

the other plate fitting the recess, a slot in the hasp

tongue, projections on one of the plates, a staple-tongue

passing through the slot in the hasp-tongue, and a wedge

shaped key passing through the slot In the staple tongue

and engaging the projections.

2. In a lock for sectional rims and carousel arms and

similar structures, the combination of a plate having a

slot, a plate having a tongue to pass Into the slot In the

other plate and having a slot in its end. projections on one

of the plates whose faces are In different planes, a staple-

tongue passing through the slot In the plate tongue, and

a wedge-shaped key passing through the slot In the

tongue and engaging the faces of the projections.

3. In a lock for Joining three parts, the combination of

a recessed plate carried by one part, a plate on the second

part having a tongue fitting the recess in the first part

and slotted, a plate carried by the third part an<i having

a tongue passing through the slot In the second part,

bearings on the first part and a key passing through the

slot in the tongue of the third plate and engaging the

bearings on the first plate.

1,230.105. WALL BED. MoRBil Brand, San Francisco.

Cal assignor of one half to Oroson P. Brown. San

Francisco. Cal. Filed Sept. 80, 1916. Serial No.

53.376. (CI. 6—64.)

1 In a caroasel or other structure, the combination

with sections of a hanger rod. of a section of a yielding

sleeve carried by each section of the hanger-rod and pro-

jection from the end thereof, and a coupling sleeve adapt-

ed to be driven over the sleeves when they are brought

together. ^, ^, .

2 In a carousel or other structure, the combination of

opposing sections of a hanger-rod. sectional yielding

sieves attached to each section of the hanger-rod and pro-

jecting beyond the end of the corresponding section and

serving to subsuntlally inclose the sections when brought

1. In a device of the class described, a support
:
at

arm pivoted to the support: a bed frame movable for

raising and lowerinr." the arm being pivoted to the inter-
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medtete portioa 9t th» bed frame : a <utB i»Jvot»».l t« th«
support

: a projection on the frame ; an4 B»«aiM fur *up-
portlnjj the .am In the path of the projection wbea tfce
frame la lowered, the cam belag adapted to swing up-
wardly In tingagemant with tko projactlon, wht-n the frame
la lowered, thereby to a -t aa a Biean« far upholding the
frame during the moTement of the frame, and when tte
frame Is In a lowered position.

2. In a device of the ciasn demrlbed. a mppart; a
guide attached to the support and having an opening on
Its lower side, the guide Including a front flange and a
rear wall mergliig Into a top ; a bed fraaia ; an am plr-
oted at one end to the saypurt and pivoted at lt» otler
end to the frame Intermediate the enda ot the fraaie ; a
cam disposeil above the opening, one end of tlu» cam reat-
Ing on the front flange ; means for plvotally supporting
the other end of the cam ; a projection on the frame and
adapted to be inserted into the guide through the open-
ing, the cam being llfuble to permit the Insertion of the
projection through the opening, the projection being
adapted to move vertically between the flange and the
rear wall, the flange-aupported end of the cam lying In the
path of the projection as the projection naovea upwardly
when the bed is lowered, whereby the cam will sustain
the rear end of the frame.

l,23».ie«. BADIDS-ROD SUPPORT. Adol»h B. Baoex.
•iirrH, St. L«uls, XkK Filed J«». 16, 1»15. Seriikl
No. 2,sm. (CL 21—iaa,)

1. The eoml»l«atl«« with an wxW, a *09p«>rr. two ra-
dUa* roHa connected to said support and diversing t«waril
their forwanl ends, and brackets cooBeeted to the u»per
side of the axle and to the ends of said radius mlA, of a
V-shaped bar having the ends of the arma thereof at-
tached to the under side of the axle below the enda of said
radius rods and having the apex thereof between said
roda, daagea on aald bar adjacent ta the apex thereat
bearing vtpnn said radius rods, and a ilaaipta« .l.«»lee
b«4dlng.said bar between said radlua rod* end the flanges
of said bar upon said radius rods.

2. The combination with an axle body, a suppfjrt, two
radius ro<ls having tlelr ends conaected to said support
and diverging toward said axle body, brackets connected
to the ends of .-aid radius rod.s and mounted upon said
axle body, and depending portions on said brackets pro-
jecting through said axle body and extending below the
lower side thereof, at a V shaped bar, elements holding
the extremities of said V-shaped bar in engagement with
the depending portions of said bracket.^ against the under
side of said axle body below the ends of said radius rods,
the apex of said V-shaped bar extending between said
radius rods adjacent to said support, flanges on said bar
bearing upon the upper sides of said radius ro^ls. a me
talllc connection connecting the arms of sal<l V-shaped
bar. a bra. ket bearing against the sides of said radius
rods, and a member connecting ><aid connection and said
hru.ket effectively to hold the flanges of said bar upon
said radius ro<l8 and hold said bracket against the under
sides of said radius rods.

3. The combination with an asle body, a support, and
two radius rods having adjacent ends connected to said
support and diverging toward snld axJe body, of a V-
shaped b«r having Its eads agaiaat the nnder sMe at saM
axle body below the enda of said radtna rods, elemeata 1

rwiaeirtUn( setd radiaa rt»\» tand >«.ld bw* aari holdJag
the emls ot sai<l radius rods above said axle body and
the- ends of said bar against the uader side of said axle
I'ody. flan«en adjacent to th» ap-x of lald !>ar (>«arl«c opon
sal«l radluA rod*. OangeM on mid bar bearlnc agalnat the
inner aMea of mid radla rods, aad a releMahia claxa« de-
vice NiadiD« aaid bar In connectloa wltk said radius rod*,
as aforesaid.

4. The combination with an arle iH>&y . a support, and
two radiua rods having adjacent enda ronoectad to aald
suppoat and diverging Coward said axle body, o< a V
shaped T bar, elements bindlnv' the enda of said bar
against the under side of saLl axle b«»dy and holding the
ends of said ratllua rods above mid aale bady, a baffer
device 8U|>ported by tiald radius rode adjaeent to Mtld aop-
part, a mlwd portion on aald T bar extending between
and bearing against aaid ra.Uus nxla adjacent to aald buf-
fer device, and meana ronnectlng aald buffer derlce and
saM baa.

5. Tfca canblnatlao with aa axle body, a aapport. two
radius rods having adjacent end* coiinect»-d ta aad dlverg
lag frona said support toward said aale body, aad a buffer
element -^rruced between aald ra*Uaa roda. ot a V-ahaped
T bar bavlac its eada below aafd axle body, elements £a»-
tening the enda of said radios rods ab«ve said axle body,
aad the enda »{ <mM T bar below said axle body aad below
the ends of salil railtus rada. a ralaetl portiaa on aald V-
shaped T bar between aaid radlna rods, and means can-
»«<**« ••14 raiaad portioa to said bo«er devlee.

[Clalnu 6 aiKl 7 not prlnteil la the Guetta.]

l,aa«llOT. MACHINE FOB AFFrai:»«. .*.HT> PRIVPING
TJifcW*. €L*a&TO« W. BaowN. iriHt.a. f <»aci Filed June
14. 1915. Serial No. 34,047. {Q. 9«—«8i)

'wy^
1. A machine for amxla« Identifying Ugs, the combi-

nation with a ra«ary carriar provided with a pocket ; of
means operating on one sWe of the tag for Inserting a tag
In said pocket

; means for advancing said carrier to a posi-
tion where the article to which the tag la to be affixed
is adjacent to snld pocket ; means operating on the other
side of the tag for ejecting said tag from sal.i pocket
into engagement with the said article, and a reciprocating
plunger movable In a dtaeetlon transverse to the axla of
the carrier, and constituting the sole actuating device for
the means which operate o» the opposite sides of the tag
respectively.

2. la a ma( bin.' for aflxlng Identifying tags, the combi-
nation with a carrier provided with a pocket : or means
opera ring on one side of the tag for In-serting the tag In
said pock/-r

; inesna for advancing said pocket to a poai-
tlon where the article to which th« tag la to be aftxed ta
adjacent to said pocket at the outside of the carrier

:

raaaaa operating f»n the other side .< «iMld tag for ejecting
^al«l t»z fn»ai s»ii4 inw-kef : and ,j single operating device
for the aieaoM for liwerriag aad 'JevTlnfr r^ tag respec-
tfve*> ; aad aa aiAxmg anvil adjaceac to the porket at the
oBtalde of the caTTler.
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Sw la a machine tor aM^Xof Idestltylag taga. the raaa-

trfaatlan with a ratary carrier provided with a pimaUtr
of pockets •acb of wMch extends through the pertphery

of the carrier : of a plunger operatlBK fram the oatf^de of

said carrier aad a<lap«e<l te iiMM>rt a tag tnte a pocket

frofB the ont^de ; iMans for movlag said carrier Inter-

mittently to advaaee the tags: a i>iam:er operating from

the Inside of the carrier to enter the po<ket from the

rear aad eject the tag and act upon the same ; and a

single reciprocating member to operate both of said pioa-

ger?.

4. In a machine for athilng Identifying tags, tba combl-

natioB with a rotary carrier provided with a pluz&llty of

packets each af wteich eataada thraagh t^* peripkery of

the carrier ; of a piamger operating frsai the ontstd* ot

aald carrier and adapted to insert a tag lata a packet

from the outside , means for marine smM carrier Inter-

mittently to advance the ta«s ; a planger operatlac froa

tha laslde ef the <arHer to enter the pocket frmii the rear

and tject the tag and act upon the aane ; a reclpmcntlag

meBit>er cobubob to both of said ptangen : and a prtaclng

plangar cooperating thcrvwith.

B. In a machine for aAxlng kleattfying ta^iv the caaa-

blaatlon with an annalar eMrT\tv provided with a plaral-

Ity of pockets of mean-* for feeding t«)5S to said 1 arrler ;

a reciprocating frame adapted to be reclprBc»te<l dl»-

metrlcally with relation ta the <arr»«r betwaea feed OMPaa-

manta thereof : a shaping pluB«er at aae end o< saAil r»-

.tprocatlng fraaie adap<e*l to eater a pocket In the carrier

from the outalde ; a plUBcer alaa lairrled by said reripra-

• atlng frame adapted ta enter th<' packet fraan the latdde ;

and a clenchlag aavtl coiiperating wtth aaM sen

ptanger.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Qazette:.!

1.3M.ie6. COMBINED FrEL,-VAI>VB AND SWITCB-
I^OCK. OtjavaTB BtnuuiAnnT. CtaieagD. lU. Filed Mar.

ISw 1M6- tVrla) !(«. »^^,2M. iQ. 1:23—198.)

1. In a device of the character deaerlbad. the combina-

tion of a closed ftKl container, an aotlct thcrtfrma, ro-

tatable means held against longitudinal movement in said

outlet to control the flow of fuel from said container,

rigid means connected to said mtataWe means and ex-

tending through said container. wheret)Y said rotatable

means may be actuated to open and close soM ualfet, and
key-controlled means op«'ratlvely connected to said rigid

means to prevent rotation of said rotatable means when

said outlet is closed.

2. In a device of the character described, the combi-

nation of a closed fuel container, an outlet therefrom,

rotatable means held against longitudinal movement In

aald outlet to control the flow of fuel from said con-

tainer, rigid meana connected to said rotatable means, and
extending through said container whereby said rotatable

means may b*- actuate*! to open and close said outlet, a

rotatable cylinder secured to said container opposite said

outlet and operatlvely connected to aald rigid means, and
key-controlle<l means to normally prevent rotation of said

cylinder.

3. In a device of the character described, the comblaa-

tlon of a cloaed fuel container, an aatJet tbcreflrooi, t»-

tatable means held agHlnst lonjrltndlnal movement Tn said

oatlet to control the flow of fael froaj said container, a

rod connected to said rotatable means aad exre&IIng dla-

metrlcally thrmrgh said container, arhereky saW rotatable

means may be acttiated to open aB<I cloae »aW outlet, and

a cylinder lock sernriM* to saM et>ataloer opposite said

oatlet and operattrely connected to said rod.

4. la a dcTftee of the caara<-ter deaertbed. the caaiM-

natlon of a cloaed tmi cantatnar, aa oatlet therefrom,

rotatable means held against longitudinal movement In

said outlet to control the flow of fuel from said con-

tainer, a rod connected to said rotatable means and ex-

tending through said container, whereby said rotatable

means may be actuated to open and close said outlet, a
member secured to said container opposite said outlet, a

cylinder Io<-k operatlvely connected to said rod, and moans
for secnrinx said lock to said member.

5. In a device of the character describad, the combina-

tion of a close<i fuel coatalner, an outlet therefrom, a ro-

tatable ralre plag la aaM outlet to control the flow of

fuel from said eaataiaar. a rod connected to aald ralve

plug and erteadlng through said container, whereby aald

valve plug may be rotated to open and close said outlet,

a member serrrred to said container opposite said outlet,

a rotatable lock cylinder aperatlrely caaceeted to said rod.

key-eoatraOed ateaaa to aanaally parrent ratatlan af aald

< yltnder. aad steam for securing saM cylioder ta said

inenaber and far preveanag nnaoval of aaid crUaAer ex-

cept wlben the latter la !• a predet«rmla«d aagular

position.

[Oalnn • ta IS nat prtated ta the Oaxetta.l

\.23(Kim. VSHICLC. CauauK L. BiBOV, Wlanetha,

IB- rOed Jaa. 11, 1»15. Barlal No. l,5a». (Ci.

21—62.)

1. In a vehicle, the combination of a top. means tor

raising said top, means for locklnit said top. and unitary

means for controlling said raising and locking meana.

3. In a vehicle, the combination of a top, means for

raising and lowering said top, means for locking said top,

and unitary means for cotrolling aald raising, lowering

and locking means.

5. In a vehicle, the combination of a body, a top mount-

ed thereon and movable to and from an operative i>o8ltion,

fluid pressure meana for actuating said top, a valve for

controlling the action of the fluid pressure, means for

locking sal<l top. and means for controlling said valve and
locking Biaana.

7. In a vehicle, the caashlnatloa of a top harinir * txnv

with a toothed member, a piaton with a toothed portion

In mesh with said toothed member, a cyHader tn which

said piaton reciprocates t() raise and lower said top. a

source of fluid preaaure sapply. a valve foe controlling

the supply of fluid presanre from .said sotiTc- to sal^ cyl-

inder, a lock for said tap, and sans for coatrolUnc aald

valve and lock.

(Claims 2. 4. and 6 not printed tn the Gazette.]

1.230.110. VEHICLE. CHABiBn L. Btbos. Wlnactka,

111. riled Mar. 28. \9i:^ Serial No. 17.112. (CI.

21—82.)

1. In a vehicle, the ceaihtaatlon of a ta^ adapted to be

artTMted. a motor therefar. a coBaectiaa between aaM top

aad ntator. means for eoatro^llag said motor aad aald

coaaectlon, and other meana for caatiuUliig aaM caBne<

-

rt«Hi onder certain 1 uadt tloaa.
2. In cAmhtnation. a vehicle body, a tap naiiDtad there-

, op and movable to and from an operattre poattlori an
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engine for propelling the vehicle, and power means for

actuating said engine and for moving said top.

8. In a vehicle, the combination of a top adapted to be

actnated, a power engine, a starter for naid engine, and
for actuating said top. means for controlling the starting

of said power engine by said starter, means for control-

ling the actuation of said top by said starter, and an in-

terlock between said two controlling means.

4. In combination, a vehicle body, a top mounted there-

on and movable to and from an operative position, an en-

gine for propelling the vehicle, power means for actuat-

ing said engine and for moving said top, and means for

controlling the transmission of power from said power
means to said engine and top.

5. In a vehicle, the combination of a top adapted to be

actuated, a power engine, means for starting said engine

and actuating said top, and Interconnected control means
for the engine and top.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,111. GRINDING-MACHINE. William I. Calla-
WAT, AtlanU. Ga. Filed Oct. 3, 1916. Serial No.
123,537. (CI. 51—7.)

1. In a grinding machine, the combination with a ro-

tary grinder, a cutter carrier relatively movable with re-

spect to the grinder, and capable of rotatably supporting
a circular cutter; of a gaging mechanism cooperating
with said cutter and guvfrnlng its rotary movement, em-
bodying an annular m«-mber concomitantly revoluble and
concentrically situated in a plane coincident with that
of said cutter, said member having a circular series of

regularly spaced openings, bald spacing being proportlonaJ

to that of the cutter teeth, and a reclprocatory plunger
adapted to enter said openings, whereby to properly posi-

tion the cutter teeth relative to the grinder, laubstantlally

as and for the purpose set forth.

2. In a grinding machine, the combination with a ro-

tary grinder, a cutter carrier relatively movaMe with re-

spect to the grinder, and capable of rotatably supporting
a circular cutter; of a gaging mechanism compearing with
said cutter and governing its rotary movement, eml)ody-

lig an annular member concomitantly revoluble and con-

centrically situated in a plane coincident with that of
said cutter, said member having a circular series of regu-

larly spaced openings, said spacing being proportional to

that of the cutter teeth, and a spring prenaed reclproca-
tory plunger adapted to enter said opening, whereby to
operatively position the cutter teeth relative to the
grinder, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. In a grinding machine, the combination with a ro-

tary grinder, a cutter carrier movable transversely and
longitudinal of the rotary axis of said grinder, and means
in connection with Knld carrier to horizontally and rota-
tably support a circular cutter ; of a gaging mechanism co-
operating with the cutter and governing Its rotary move-
ment, embodying an annular member concomitantly revo-
luble and concentrically situated In a plane coincident
with that of said cutter, said member having a circular
series of regularly spaced openings, said spacing being
proportional to that of the cutter teeth, and a vertically
movable spring pre.ssed plunger adapted to enter aald
openings to properly position the cutter teeth relative to
the grinder, substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a grinding machine, the combination with a ro-

tary grinder, a < utter carrier movable transversely and
longitudinally with resi>ect to the roUry axis of said
grinder, and means in connection with said carrier to
rotatably and horizontally support a circular cutter ; of
a gaging mechanism cortperating with the cutt» r to enable
a step by step rotary movement thereof, embodying a
sleeve keyed to and concentrically mounte<l upon the
cutter, an annular flange mirrounding the upper end of
said sleeve, and having therein a circular series of regu-
larly spaced openings, the spacing of said openings being
proportional to that of the cutter teeth, and a vertically
movable spring pressed plunger adapted to enter said
»(>ening8, whereby to properly position the cutter teeth
relative to the grinder, substantially as and for the pur-
pose set forth.

5. In a grinding machine, the combination with a ro-

tary grinder, a cutter carrier movable trans\eraely and
longitudinally with respect to the roUry axis of said
grinder, and a cutter carrying shaft situated upon aald
carrier in a plane at right angles thereto, and capable of
roHtahly supporting a circular cutter ; of a gaging mech-
anism to enable a step by step rotation of the cutter,

embodying a sleeve, circumscribing said shaft and havlog
Its lower end keyed to the cutter, an annular flange sur-
rounding the upper end of said sleeve, and provided with
a circular series of regular space<l openings, the spacing
of said openings being proportional to that of the cutter
teeth, and a vertically movable spring pressed plunger
.idapti'd to enter said openings, whereby to properly posi-
tion the cutter teeth relative to the grinder, substantially
as and for the purpose set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oazette.)

1,230,112. VAGINAL .SIPPORT. DAMir. G. Ca«iy.
DiBira, N. Y. PUed Jan. 14, 1916. SerUI No. 72,126.
(CI. 128—21.)

1. A vaginal .support (omprislng a seale<i pneumatic
ring, a core fitted In the center of the ring and curred
coincident thereto, the transverse axis of the core belns
disposed below the transverse axis of the ring with the
upper and lower edges thereof terminating within the up
{)er and lower edges of the ring, and a balancing stem
projecting axlally from the center of the core.

2. A Tfflnal support comprising a sealed hollow flexible

ring inflated with air, a core fitted centrally in said ring
and curved coincident thereto, the transverae axla of the
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core being disposed below the transverse axis of the rl»f

with the upper and lower edges thereof terminating

within the upper and lower e<lges of the ring, and a hol-

low balancing stem projecting axlally from the center

of the core.

3. A vaginal support comprising a flexible ring, a rigid

core fitted centrally in the ring and curved coincident

thereto, the transverse axis of the core being disposed

below the transverse axis of tlve ring with the upper and

lower edges thereof terminating within the upper and

lower edges of the ring, and a rigid stem secured to and

projecting axlally from the center of the core

4. A vaginal support comprising a flexible ring, a rigid

core fitted centrally in the ring and curved coincident

thereto, the transverse axis of the core being disposed be-

low the transverse axis of the ring with the upper and

lower edges thereof terminating within the upper and

lower edges of the ring, and a rigid stem having screw

connection with the core and projecting axlally there-

from.

1.2.i«t,113. Xl'T -TAPri.N*; M.vrillNE. Abtiur W.

CAaLSON. Chicago. III.. as«i>:ii(.r to «}rlp Nut Company,

Chicago. 111., a J'orporation of Illinois. Flle<l .luly 23,

1914. Serial No. 852.569. (CI. 10—130.)

1. In a machine of the character described the com-

bination with nut supporting means, tapping means for

forming . differential threads upon a nut adjacent said

supporting means, and mechanism for moving one of said

means relative to the other to differentially thread the

nut, substantially as described.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination with nut supporting instrumentalities, of a plu-

rality of taps, for forming differential threads upon a

positioned nut, means for moving one of said taps a

limited distance for threading only a p<irtion of the posi-

tioned nut and for withdrawing said tap after Its opera-

tion, and nieanij for moving the other tap to thread the

portion of the nut untouched by sai<l first mentioned tap

and for withdrawing said tap at a predetermined time,

substantially a** described.

'A. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination with nut 8upi?ortlng instrumentalities, of alter-

nately acting nut taps for forming differential threads

upon a positioned nut adjac»'nt said supporting instru-

mentalities, mechanism for moving one of said taps a

predetermined limited distance for threading a portion

of the positioned nut on one side and for withdrawing

said tap after Us operation, and mechanism for ipovlng

the other tap a predetermined distance to thread the oppo-

site portion of the nut untouched by the first mentioned

tap nnd for withdrawing said last nientlone<l tap after Its

operation, substantially as described.

4. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination with nut supporting instrumentalities, of alter-

nately acting nut taps for forming differential threads

upon a positioned nut adjacent said supporting instru-

mentalities, mechanism for moving one of said tapa a

predetermined limited distance for threading a portion

of the positioned nut on one side and for withdrawing

said tap after Its operation, and mechanism for moving

the other tap a predetermined distance to thread the op-

posite portion of the nut untouched by the first men-

tioned tap and for withdrawing said last mentioned tap

:\fter lt.s operation, and means for varying the extent of

movement of each of said taps.

5. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination with nut supporting instrumentalities, of op-

posed alternately acting taps, for forming differential

threads upon a nut, mechanism for rotating and moving
one of said taps a limited distance for threading only a

portion of the positioned nut and for wlthdrnwing said

tap after its operation, nnd mechanism for rotating and
moving the opposed tap to thread the portion of the nut

untouched by said first mentioned tap and for wlthdraw-

Ini; the same after its operation, substantially as de-

scribed.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,230,114. ART OP ELECTRIC WELDING. Spbncsr
C. Caky. Brooklyn. N. Y. Original application filed

Feb. 19, 1917, Serial No. 149.401. lHvlded and this

application filed Mar. .31. 1917. Serial No. 158,814.

(CI. 219—10.)

1. In the art of electrically welding thin metal, the

improvement which consists in initially positioning the

marginal portions of thin metal contiguous to each other,

removing from said marginal portions narrow strips of

metal so as to bring the resulting edges into parallelism,

lapping the trimmed edges of the marginal portions by

a lap uniform throughout the width of the metal and

affording reslsUnce uniformly to the flow of an electric

heating current, and applying electri< heat and pressure

to the lapped margins of said metal to produce a con-

tinuous seam.

3. In the art of electrically welding thin metal, the

Improvement which consists In trimming the marginal

portions of the thin metal to bring into parallelism the

contiguous edges of said marginal portions, effecting a

relative movement between said marginal portions and

positioning the same into lapping contact, said lapping

contact being uniform In width across the metal and

thereby affording resistance to the flow of electrical cur-

rent uniformly across the resulting seam, and feeding

electrical current and simultaneously therewith applying

pressure to the lapping marginal portions of the metal

to effect the union thereof by a continuous seam.

5. In the art of electrically welding thin metal, the

improvement which consists In bending thin metal to a

desired form, retaining the marginal portions of the metal

In flxeti relation to each other In suitable work holders,

thereafter trimming aald marginal portions and secur-

ing parallelism between the same, moving said marginal

portions relatively to each other and Into lapiilng contact

to attain uniformity on the overlap and to afford resist-

ance uniformly to the flow of a heating current, and

applying electric heat and pressure to the lapped marginal

portions of the metal.

(Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,116. GRAVB-VAULT. HuBMT D. Clahk, Colum-

buB. Ohio. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No. 88,182.

(CI. 27—7.)
A grave vault comprising a top member, a base member

whose marginal portions are bent down substantially at

right angles, said marginal portions being provided with

a series of cut outs, and latch bolts carried by said base

j
member and arranged to engage the top memt>er. said

i
latch bolts being designed to pass through said cut outa,
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a (^{M^adiDg lug on said bolti •rrsBgvd to eafage tke
edge of uid cut onta to form a stay lln»*tlng tke ontwmrd
movenwDt of the bolts, said bolu havln« m horlaentaliy

dlapoaed rut out portion through a fT*«t«nttaI portion
of their lenctlM, a sprlnj located in emeh of wld cot out
portions and arranged to bear on one end of its respcrttrv
bolt, and a Z-«k«p«d ellp exteadtB* isto eack af Mid cut
out portions and rlgMiy i-arried by ow> of said members
against which the opposite ends »f said sfrtags hear.

1.230^20. MULTIPLE CTLIXDER GAS-ENGLNE. An-
GZLo RoBKHT CLa8. Sheboygan Falls. WU. Ptled Oct.
27, 1916. Serial No. 58.121. (Cl. 12»—56.)

^_->'

1. A malttpie cyUnder gas enslne harlng a plurality of
rows at eyttBAers arrasced at an angle to each other, tbe
oater eada of tlic eyUaders <jf rwo rows oa each rid* at thr
eagtne tcriAlimtiBg in a cofiimoik plane, aad a rincle itr%4
for ea.-h akW (rt the «'i»gln« arruflrd tlwrvto along saeh
plaoe and prorWed wit^ rerlprwutlac wiwts tor all of
tke cyHTMtera af said rows.

2. A maltlple cyllader gn» enskac, ccayrtaiiig a ptw-
rallty of rows of cyUnders synnetrkmlly arranged la
pairs of rows at an angle to each otker on eaek side of
the engine, the outer ends of thp cylinders mt each pair
of rows terminating In a coninon plane, a slagle water
Jacket sarroanding all of the cyliadera and havlBg Its
ed«e9 terminating in said planes, and a single head for
each pilr of row^s of eyiladers rloatBg tke end* thereof aad
enga^lDg the edges of the water Jacket and haviag a
water Jacket wltk It.s >>dces teroii Dating in a meeting
plane to eoawnunlcate with the ^ngle water ^cket of
the cylinders.

.3. A iiMiltlple cylinder gan •ngine baTlnt; a plurality of
ruws •< ryllBders arraagrd in pairs and radiating from a
«a»k ^kaft, the onter onda of the rylindera of each pair
of rows terssknating la a conmon ptane. a single water
Jacket tnrioning all of rh.' cylinders and haTinc its edges
termiikatiug in the plant-s of the end.s of tke cylinders, a
kead for each pair of rows of cyliaders comprttilng an
Intake passageway and an exhanst passageway and haring
a plane bottom face to tit aeiiinat the end* t>f all the
cylinders of said rows and against tke edge* of the water
Jacket. Aud suitably actuated Intake and exiiaust valves
In tke head controlling openings coaaeeting the inuke
pa.<M«agpway and tb«? exhaust p«!»aageway with the in-
terior of the cylinders, there helag a partition through
each head forming on one side thereof a water Jacket
communicating with the water Jacket aroand the cylin-
ders.

1,230,117. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEM. HasEY
P. Clalsb.v. Mount Vernon, N. Y., assignor, by mesne
asalgnmcnts, to Western EHectrfc CDmpany, Incorpo-
rated, a Corporation of New York. Fnerf Not. 8, 1915.
SerUl No. 59.9T2. (Cl. 1T»—70.)

I. A teIei>bone exchange system comprljrtng telephone
lines. link circuits for Interconnecting the lines, an oper-

ator's telephone set, a swttckinK dertre tm tmeh Itak dr-
olt operatlDK im»ow coBertloB ther.of wltk tke telephone

liae to cona^rt fhete-with the operator* tel«>pkone set. and
• ea«n>on switching neckaaUm operatimt upon tke aciua
tlon of one switching device to disable all other switching
derlces.

2. A telephone exchange system comprising telephone
lines, link circuits for Interconnecting the lines, an oper-
ator's telephone set, an eieetromagnetic switching device
for each link circuit operating opoo conaection thereof
with a telephone line to eonnert therewith the operators
telephone set. and a omutwm elertronmgnetlc switching
raechanlsni actaated open tb.- uperatton of one switching
device to disable all other switching devices.

3. A telephone exchange system comprising telephone
lines, link circuits tor lnter( (.nnectlng tke lines, an oper-
ator's telephone set. a listening reiaj far eaek Itak clrcnlt
operating upon coanection thereof with a telephone Ila-
to connect therewith tke operator's t«i**k«ne set. an.l a
common relay actuated npoo the overarion of one listen-
ing relay to di-nabje all other listening refays.

4. A telephone exchange system comprising telephone
lines, link circuits for interconne.tlng the lines, an oper-
ator's telephone set, a switching device for each link cir-
cuit opentlng upon conaeetlen tkereof with a line to con-
nect the operator's telepkone set therewith, a conmoa
•witching me<hanlam operating upon the aetoattoa of one
switching device to disable all other switching devices, and
switching means op«'rating npoa connection of tke link
circuit in use with another line to restore the swlt. hing
device thereof aad the eaauaon switching meckaBlsm to
nomai position.

5. In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of sub
scribers' lines, a plurality of Ilok circuits for Intercon
nectlng said subscribers' lines, supervisory signals for said
link circuits, an operator's telephone set. switching means
for automatically inclu»ting said operator's telephone set
with said link circuits, common switching raeanM for auto-
matically preventing the incluHlaa of said operator's tele-
phone set with more than ob<> of said link . Irciilts at the
same time, and switching mi^ans for automatically render-
ing a characteristic operation of the supervisory signal
of a second link circuit connected for answering another
subscriber's line during the time the operator s telephone
set Is included with another one of said link circuits.

[Clalma 6 to 13 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,118. REMOVABLE SPUR FOE SHOES. Cabl G.
Clifford, Manila, Philippine Islands. Filed Oct. 27.
1916. Serial No. 128,129. (Cl. 36—«e.)
1. In a device of the class described, the comt.lnatlou

with a circular frame, having a disk element and a raised
marginal ring, said marginal ring containing screw
threads, and meaas for securing said frame to a shoe, of a
ring engageable vrlthln tke threads of said ring, means for
holding said latter ring in pooltion, means for engaging or
disengaging said latter ring from said frame, and a plu-
rality of spurs integrally formed with the last named
ring.

JUMS iQ. 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. *r«

2. Id a device of tbi' claas described, tke <omMDatloD
with a cylindrical frame having a cloaed bottom, means
for securing s^M frame in po«itiac a Kcrew threaded stad

aasaflad at the center of said fraaae, a plate remo^-abiy

fgagTil in said frame and also with said stud, means for

easaging or disengaging oald plate, an armed ring having
outwardly extending apurs at the eods of the arms, of

Mana for engaging or ditiengaging sal4 armed ring within

said frame, and a spring detect (*ml)ta»ed therewith, salil

detent l>elng engageable within an opening formed -within

said frame.

8. In a device of the class described, the combination

with n circular frame, and a base formed therewith, said

base having means for attachment to a support, of a disk

screw threaded into said frame, means for raising or low-

ering said disk, means preventing the removal of said disk

a ring engageable in said frame, means for locking said

ring when in an engaged position, and a plurality of spurs

extending outwardly from said ring.

1,280.119. HANGER FOR WALL RADIATORS. SamciL
CocKBBHAM. Cleveland. Ohio. FUe4 Aug. 10. 1915. Se-

rial -No. 44,700. (Cl. 248—30.)

1. A hanger for a wall radiator comprit>Lug a bracket
member having a central vertical portion and horizontal
end portions pro>'ided with ateaus £or securing them to a
wall, said central portion )>eing provided with a ionglta-

dlaally extended slot bear \U Um>^ end und a k<-.v hvle

slot at its Bpi»er end. a lower hook ska^nd ciifipurtlag mraa-
ber having an arm provided with a T-k«iad anan^ed to
extend throagh the ioogltudltul slot aad have fri<'tk)nal

eQ>ag(em*'nt with t\w rrtu MirCa<« <tt the verticaJ portion
and an upptT luipportiii^ lueffolter ouniprisiog s V4>rtical

skank portion fneely alidal>le in the upp<-r hofizuotai por-
tion of tke Itraoket member. aai4 t^baak portiren having a
hook skaped purtioa at its upper etnl and an arm ^ixnided
with a T head at Its lower ead. aaid arm l>ei^ adaf>t«d to
extend through tke key koie tilot near tJM ajipcr ead of the
vertical portiun of tke hea(iM< member.

2 A hanger (or a wail radtater compriala«; a bracket
naember having a i-ectxal vertital portion aad korlaontal
end portions t>ro«'id«d with uterine ior se<'urlag tkeiu to a
wall, said oeatral yartioa beteg provided with a loagi-

todloaliy exfeadiag alot near Its lower end and a key bole
slot at its Mfi^r eAd. the inner fa<y of aaid c^tral portion
being sertatad at each lOde of the loagltadinally exkeadiag
slot, a lower book akaped Siipparting meiaber kariag an
arm provided wltk a T-kead arraagHd to extend throagh
the iangiru<liBAl siot and *^ga^ »-ith the serra tifttM- tai the
inner face of tke bracket m<>aat«er and an ap»i r oagBiortiag

akenber oomprlaicg a vertical shank portian fr«eif alidable

la the upper horiaoctaJ portios of the bracket nteinber,

said shank portion having a kook tiha^d portMB at Ms
upper end and an am prorideil with a T ivead at its lower

end. aaid arm being adnptpd to extend through tke hey

kole itot mear the upper end of the vertical portion oi tke
braoket niemt»er.

2. A kasger for a wall radiator eoniprlKing a bracket

having a Terticailj arranged central member aad hortaMi-

taUy arrangod ead asetiibers pruvl<l4Hl with vertically ez-

testdlag portions adaptetl to be secured to a wall or tke
like, said central member tieing provided wiih a series of

longitudinailjr extending slots near its lower end and a key

hole slot at its upper end, the Inner face of the central

member being serrated at the sides of said longitudinally

extending slots, a hook shaped supporting member having

an ann provided with a T-head arrange<l to extend through

the longitudinal slots, the arms of the T-head being bev-

elled to form edges to engage with the serrations on the

inner face of the central member and an upper supporting

member comprising a vertical shank portion freely slid-

able in the upper horizontal portion of the bracket mem-
ber, said shank portion liaving a book shaped portion at

Its upper end and an arm provided with a T-bead at Its

lower end, said arm Ix^ng adapted to extend through the

key hole slot near the upper end of the vertical portion of

the bracket member.

1.240.120. MACHINE FOE CLEAKING MOTION-PIC-
rU&B FILMS. Haaoss M. Coi.BvaoK and Abrabam 6.

DwoMKX. MinneaptJlls. Minn. Filed Mar. 20, 1916.

Serial No. 85,266. (Cl. 16—8.)

Id a film cleaning maekise. the oomMnatlon with a
platen roller and a pair of coiiperatlng buffing wheels, of

means for adjusting said platen roller, l>oth vertically and
horizontally toward and from tke oooperatlag buffing

wheels.

1,230.121. PRIMER RETAINER FOE DYNAMITB-
CABTRIDQES. Harkt Comstock, MinevUie, N. T.
FMled Feb. 6. 1917. Serial No. 146.»«6. (d. 102—6.)

1. A prtasnd exptoslre rartrid«e or theM e
shell, an eapiaiivc eaatalned tkerein. a

siac tke
a
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fuse therefor, and a ord located and anchored between
the explosive and th*" Interior !«urface of the shell, said
cord having an end portion tle<l to the fuse.

6. A« a new article of manufacture, a paper shell or

cartridge adapted to f>e directly loaded with an explosive,
having a pair of cordB or the like extending the fall

length of the shell and permanently attached thereto,

said cords being provided with free tying portions at
their oppoi<ite ends, one pair of tying portions being
adapted to be («<»cured together across the end of the shell,
the other pair of tying portions being adapted for seizure

ment to the fuse.

[Claims 2 to 5 not prlnte<i in the Oaiette.]

1.230.122. BILLIARD-CUE TIP.
I>etrolt. Mich. Filed Jan. 26. 1917
(CI. 46—9.

>

jAUmm J. CON.NBLL.

Serial No. 144.747.

^>#

1. In a device of the character described, a thimble
formed of substantially hard rubber adapted to receive
the end of a cue. having .in outwardly projecting rtem.
and an annular rubber tip formed of relatively soft rubber
mounted upon said stem.

2. In a device of the character described, a thimble
formed of substantially hard rubber provided with an
outwardly projecting Uperlng stem, and a rubber tip of
relatively soft rubber having a tapering hole to receive
said stem.

[Claims 8 and 4 not printed In the Oaaette.]

1,280.123. DEVICE FOR REMOVING STONES OR
SEEDS FROM FRUITS OR VEGETABLES. Alma Q.
CoNNBLi.Y, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Mar. 10, 1916
Serial No. 88.278. (CI. 146—6.1

A device for removing pits from fruits comprising a
handle portion and an integrally formed plt-removlng
portion, the plt-removlng portion comprising' an oval
dish .«haped member havlni: a centrally arranged slot in
the bottom thereof and In line with the axis of the handle
and dividing the dish shaped portion Into two prongs, the
adjacent sides of the prongs being provided with ( uttlng
edges and the rim of the dish having a cutting edge, for
the purpose set forth.

1.230.124. STUFFING-BOX STRUCTURE FOR PUMPS
AND THE LIKE. Macbicb N. Conngb. Buffalo. X. Y..
assignor to Frank W. Carter. Buffalo, N. Y. Filed
Feb. 20. 1914. Serial No. 819.901. (CI. 64—10.)
1. In a combined bearing and stuffing box stnicture,

a shaft, a casing havini; a packing recess surrounding
nald sha^t. a gland nut arranged In said recess, and a
ball bearing structure arranged between <alil nut nud the
haft.

2. In a combined bearing and stuffing box structure.
4 shaft, a bearing support .surrounding said shaft and
having a cylindrical extension forming a packing recess,
a gland nut engaging In said extension, packing arranged
between said nut and said supporting meml>er, a ball rac»>
fitted loosely within the nut. a ball race secure<l to the
shaft, balls arranged between said races, and meao« for
holding said gland nut in any adjusted position.

3. In a combined bearing and stuffing box structure,
a shaft, a bearing Hupporting member surrounding said
•haft. cylindrical extension forming a part of said
member and containing a packing recess, a gland nut

threaded into said extenitlon. packing arranged L>eiwt!«n

said nut and said bearing supporting memb«>r. h uall race
having a sliding fit within said nut. a ball race secured
to the shaft, balls arranged between said races, and means
for holding said nut in any adjuste<l position.

1.230.126. 8PEBD-CHANOIN(; DEVICE FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. EroBNB L. Conobd. Elizal>eth. N. J. Piled
Dec. 7. 1916. Serial No. 135.532. (CI. 74—58.)

1. In a vehicle, a drive shaft, a bousing for the drive

shaft, a short shaft, a houaing from which the short shaft

projects, stU(!s projecting from the latter housing, a
casing secured to said studs and necured to the housing
of the drive shaft, the drive shaft and the short shaft
abutting, one of said shafts being reduceil on one end and
fltting In a re<en in the other, a jack shaft In the casing,

sliding gears on the short shaft, a clutch member to which
said sliding gears are secured, a gear on the driving shaft,

a clntch member secured to the last-mentioned gear and
with whli-h the clutch member on the short shaft can be
engaged and through which it can slide, and gears on
the jack-shaft adapted to be engaged each by one of the
gears on the sliding clntch member according to which
direction the sliding clutch menii>er is movvd from the
fixed clutch member.

2. In a transmlitsion, a caning, shafts projecting into
said casing, said shafts being alined and one recesnetl to

receive a reduced end of the other, a clutch member fixed

to the recessed end an<l embracing It to form a strength-
ening portion, and a sliding clutch member on the other
shaft and adapted to move Into and out of eagageaeBt
with the fixed clntch member.

3. In a transmission, a casing, shafts projecting Into
said casing, said shafts being alined and one recessed to
receive a reduced end of the other, a clutch member fixed

to the race—ed end and embracing it to form a strength-
ening porttOB, the said clutch member having a set of
spaced lugs thereon, a sliding clutch member with luga
to fit in the spaces t>etween the lugs of the fixed clutch
member and capable of sliding to both sides thereof, a
jack-shaft In the casing, a gear on the jack-shaft, a gear
on the recessed shaft, said gears being In constant mesh,
gear* on the sliding clutch member, and gears on the jack-
shaft rotating with the constantly meshing gear on the
jack-shaft, said gears on the jack-shaft being dlsposeil so
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that the clutch member gears are between them when the

clntch members are In engagement, one of aald jack-shaft

gears t>elng adapted to be engaged by one of said clutch

member gears according to the direction the clutch mem-
ber la alid.

(Claims 4 to not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.126. PERMUTATION TRUNK - LOCK. Bmmt P.

CtANDALL, Waahlngton. I». C. Filed Apr. 30. 1915.

Serial No. 24.970. (CI. 70—55.)

trlcally mounted upon said spindle for cooperation with

said operating member, said tumblers and operating mem-
ber having therein means to engage said detent substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

5. In a permutation lock of the character described the

combination with a spring actuated bolt an<l nicann for

operating the same ; of a revolubly mounted spindle oper-

atively connected at one extremity with said means, said

spindle having therein a longitudinally extending slot, a

spring actuated detent operatlvely disposed within said

slot, an operating member secured to the free end of said

aplndle and Independently movable with respect thereto,

tumblers concentrically mounted upon said spindle, for

cooperation with said operating member, said tumblers

and operating member having therein means to engage

said detent, and means In connection with said spindle

to cause said detent to move uniformly therethrough sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

[Claims 6 to 27 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.127. HAY -MOWING APPARATUS. Alpha B.

CiLr, Wakarusa. Ind. Filed Feb. 9, 1917. Serial No.

147,621. (CL 104—180.)

1. In a permutation lock of the character described

the <-omblnation with a bolt : a spindle, and means afford-

ing a positive cobnectlon between said bolt and spindle,

of an operating member mounted upon said spindle and

movable Independently with respect thereto, co-acting

tumblers disposed upon said spindle, a spring actuated

detent seated in the latter for cooperation with Bal<l

tumblers and operating member and means in connection

with said spindle to cause the detent to move uniformly

therethrough substantially as and for the purpose set

forth.

2. In a permutation lock of the character de8cril)ed tho

combination with a bolt ; of a rotatably mounted spindle

having one extremity connecte<i with said bolt, said spin-

dle having therein a recess and slot communicating there-

with, an operating member disposed on the free end of

said spindle and lndep«'ndently movable with respect

thereto, concentrically mounted co-acting tumblers car-

ried by said spindle for cooperation with said operating

memt>er, and a spring actuated detent seated in aald recess

and adapted to project through said slot and operatlvely

engage said tumblers and operating member substantially

at and for the purpose set forth.

•H. In a permutation lock of the <haracter described the

combination with a pair of diametrically disposed spring

actuated bolts, and means for actuating the latter ; of a

rotatably mounted aplndle having one extremity con-

nected with said means, said spindle having therein a

longitudinally extending slot, a spring actuated detent

slidably mounted in said slot and adapted to project there-

through, a laterally extending shoulder formed on said

detent, guiding means In connection with one end of said

pindle to receive said shoulder, whereby the latter is

guide<l uniformly through said spindle, and a tumbler

mechanism for co<'>peratlon with said detent substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a p'THiutatlon lock of the character described

the combination with a spring actuated bolt and means for

operating the same : of a revolubly mounte<l spindle hav-

ing one extremity operatlvely connected with said means.

said spindle having therein a longitudinally extending

lot. a laterally extending shoulder formed on one edge

of said detent and projecting through the transversely

extendlnc slot formed In the free end of said spindle,

whereby to cause said detent to be actuated uniformly

through said spindle, an operating member mounted upon

the free end of said spindle and independently movable

with respect thereto, co acting tumbler plates concen-

1. In a mowing apparatus, the combination with tracks,

of a switch member located in proximity to and adapted

to register with said tracks, shifting pulley-blocks ar-

ranged to slide transversely of the tracks at the opposite

ends thereof, said pulley-blocks being connected to the

Hwltch-menilier and diagonally opposite to each other

when in their operative position, and means for releasing

and simultaneously shifting the pulley-blocks In opposite

directions to the other side of the track.

4. In a mowing apparatus, the combination with tracks,

of a switch member locate<l in proximity to and adapted

to reglsted with said tracks, guide bars arrnnged trnns-

versely of the tracks at each end thereof, t<hlftlng pulley

blocks slidably mounted upon said guide bars, stop blocks

at each end of the guide bars, latches carried by the shift-

ing pulley-blocks and adapted to engage said stop-blocks,

means connecting the latches of the respective blocks

whereby the same are released and simultaneously shifted

In the opposite direction to the other side of the tracks,

said shifting pulleys being connected to the switch-member

in such a manner as to turn the switch Into registry with

the tracks when the shifting pulleys are actuated.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,230,128. COUNTER - SHAFT. Hd«»«t Dalton, New
York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 7, 1916. Serial No. 124.284.

(Cn. 192—1.)
1. In apparatus of the kind described, the combination

with the counter-shaft and clutch on the counter-shaft,

of a pair of hangers for the counter-shaft, a pair of

spaced brackets, a clntch actuator, a movable support for

the clutch actuator supported by the brackets, and means
carried partially by the hangers and partially by the

brackets for selectively mounting the brackets on the

hangers to dispose the clutch actuator In either of two
working positions relative to the clutch.
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5. Ib apiPAratus of tlM> kix\4 «k'srrii^<I. rb4> omirMsMtion
wltli t^ counter-abaft aitd tb*> ieuw i^alie.v And tte ctetch
tkere«o. of a pair ot ^tm*-e4 haBcers. a pair ctf Ivuratal
boxes one for each teaser. <-^-m»rtimf ««»« <« ti^ haxkaerx
and joormal boxe» wkt-rrhr «>acito jvuraai t*vx may l>^ ar-

rancftd on its tiaagir ia «'ltii*r one of r«w p«»ttkni» by a

TWO patet Ruxpenaioti. a tmtr of bra<!ket»< unf Un each
bajQ^er. oo-actinc ait^xM »n th« bca<-k»<B and « tke
haB#er« whereby «)a<ii bra«%Ht tiiay tM- arrajQ«re<| oa its

banger in •^itbtr w<h> of tww p«>«itiuoK. a ih><1 (*a|if><irt«d by
t^ Iira<rlu>t8. aod raea^s <-arried by the rod an<I adapted
to be morwd thej-eby to actaatf the (*iDtcii in either of aald
two i>u«tk>D8 of the bracketa.

8. In apparatus of the kind 4eacrlbed. the cantbisation
with the counter-shaft and "the loose pulley thereon and
the clutch, of a pair of spaced hangers, a pair <>f Journal
boxe« one for ea<h hantrer. co actlni: means on the bangers
and JournaJ boxes whereby tuiCh Journid box may be ar-

ranged 00 its banger in either one of two positlona by a
two-point suspension, a pair of brackets one tmt each
fcanijer. co-acting means oti the brackets and en the hang-
ers whereby each bractoet may be arranged on its hanger
in either one of two posltk>B«i. said mean* intruding two
apertured lugs on each bracket and three apertured lugs
on each hanger, a rod supported by the brackets, and
means carried by the rod and adapted to be moved thereby
to actuate the clutch in either of sakl two positions of
the brackets.

16. The combination with a counter-shaft and a pulley
and clutch member carried thereby, of a pair of bangers
adapted to be mounted in a vertical or a horizontal posi-

tion, a pair of journal l)oies each carried by one of the
bangers, means for securing each Journal i)ox upon Itn

hanger in either of two positions one of which Is dls-

piaeeU angtilarly from the otiier. a pair of brackets e«,ch

adapted to be secured to one of the bangers in either of
two positions one of wbW-h is displace*! anjruJarly from
the Kther, a slide-rod carried by the brackets, and means
on the slide-rod for actuating the dutch member.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6. 7. and 9 to 14 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1,2W).12». PEDAL FOR CTCLEB AKT) liIKE VEHT
CLES. (ivsTATE CL£iiBNT d'Artots and GcoRoas
D£:sir£ lyiizos, Osoir la F«^riftre. France. Filed Mar.
27. 1913. Serial Ko. 757,185. (Q. 208—70.)

t

1. Balancing device for Tbe p«'rt«ls of cycles or the like

oacnpriaiag an—tirly Wat pfrteBBJt«d ptate adapted to
b» aeoured to t^ baok part of a pettal. a ^x eecuxad to
sail! plate and exchangeable means within said baa for

rt^KuJatin*; tite baiancii^ pf»wer af the device to auit the
wei^bt to be babiix<«il.

2. Baiandag devkie for tke pedals of cycles ar the Uke
oonpriai&g an auiimlaxiy bent perforatad uetaJ >hUe
adapted tu be aeeurMl to rbe bacii i>ax of a i>eUai. a box
•e' vr«Hl tu Miid plate sad eaiibcatt^d ai*<ai plates or 4iiak!4

witkki Maid b«x <M>(>arat^ i>y Wit la>^r» utd cn-btiinjr

able /or pqgulatiag tite bala»oing ^w«x «f tbe 4evlae to
correspond to tbe wcAgbt to t«e bairancetL

l.JW.UO f<I'OOLII>.<; M.U'MINE PO* MTSIC-BOLLB.
i^aoBGE i*owL«TT iMvia. Weat Oraave. Ji. J. KUwl
Mar. £». 191JL Serial J<«. 17,7*7. <C1. »42—MS.)

fV ' iXa ji":j^fe?
3JE

1. In a machine for apMMac music sheets, the combina-
tion of a mandrel, meaaa far rotating said mandrel, means
upon said mandrel for gri^yte^ the end of a music sheet
thereto to wind the same tbereon, and means for applying
a continuous strip of liquid adbesive to a convolution of

said music sheet after a fe«' tui^s of the same have l)een

wound upon said inandr"!.

2. In a machine for spooling music sheets, the combina-
tion of a mandrel, means upon said mandrel for gripping
the end of a music sb«'et tbereto. means for rotating said
mandrel to wind the Btt*<et ttjereon. and manually oper-

ated means for applying a strip of adhesive material to a
convolution of said music aheet as the same is wound upon
said mandrel.

3. In a music sheet spoolintr machine, the combination
of a plurality of upright standards, a mandrel mounted in

said standards, means for rotating said mandrel, a cir-

cumferentlal groove In said mandrel and a gripping de-

vice located in said groove for gripping the end of a music
sheet to said mandrel, means associated with said man-
drel for releasing said gripping device to permit the re-

moval of a colled music sheet therefrom, and means for

applying a strip of adhesive material to a convolution of

said music sheet as the same Is wound upon said mandrel.

4. In a music sheet spooling machine, tbe combination
of a plurality of upright standards, a horizontal mandrel
mounted In said standards, manually operated means for

rotating said mandrel, a gripping device mounted upon
aaid mandrel for clamping the end of a mu^c sheet there-

to, a tank containing a liquid adhesive material located

beneath said mandrel, and manuaily operated means for

appl>tng a band or strip of said liquid adhesive to the

outer convolution of a music sheet as tlie same Is beiag

wound upon said mandrel.
5. In a machin*' for spooling music sheets, tbe combina-

tion of an expanding mandrel, means for rotating said

nuLodrel, means upon said mandrel for gripping the end
of the music sheet, and means for applying a tmnd of

liquid adhesive material to the surface of the music »*eet

as the same Is wounti upon said mandrel.

I Claims 6 to 14 not printed In tlie Gaiette.]

1.230.1S1. I.OG HATTLING TRTCK. Jf>w«PH f«. r>icm,
Yanceyvnie. N. C. Filed Sept 6, 1«16. Serial Ko.

118.742. (CL 21—38.)

In a log truck, tite combloation of a carriage conslallng

of an arched element, vlieeJs aaf]\parting aaid element, •
channeled beam se i ur«d to aaid arch at its uppermost
point and extending forward ly tbcrefnom and a loagne
pivoted t» the forward ead of tbe beam and adapted to
iol«l tiAtJiieen tbe aides of tbe channeled lieaax. and a lock-

ia^ Uerioe <:arried by the loo^e aiid iMiapteil to engage over
tke x«-ar ead uf aaid beaju.
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1,2S0,182. REVERSIBLE IXTEE.NAL - COMBUSTION
ENUINE. <tKB<.(>u\ C. Davison, New London. Conn.,

assignor to Electric Boat Company, New York, N. Y.. a
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed May 5, 1916. Serial

No. 25.&03. iCi. 123

—

41.)

"^
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pendent lens members bartniB; peripheral portions con-

jointly engaging said rim frame, said lens members being

compounded so as to have one face plane and the width
of an ordinary single lens

i,230.187. LONG-TIME BURNER. Fbede«ick W. Dbis-
8»L, New York. N. T., JuLi8 Dawans, Lyndhurst, N. J.,

and GusTAV Eklund, New York, N. Y.. assignors to The
Dressel Railway Lamp Works. New York. N. Y.. a Cor-
poration of New York. Filed Aug. 10, 1912. Serial No.
T14.339. (CI. 67—58.)

1. A lamp burner comprising a base having a plurality
of recesses therein, a wick tube mounted In said base, a
supporting member, a flame spreader carried thereby, and
mpans arranged upon said supporting member to engage
with certain of the recesses in said base to hold said flame
spreader In one position relatively to said wick tube, and
to engage with other of said recesses to hold said flame
8pread»*r In a different position relatively to aaid wick
tube, substantially as specified.

2. A lamp burner comprising a base, a wick tube ar-
ranged thereon, a cup secured to the top of said wick
tube, a cone secured to said base having a series of air
inlet oi>enlng8 therein, a contracted neck extending from
said cup to the top of said cone, and a pair of inclined
plates arranged partly within, and partly without said
cone, substantially as specified.

3. A lamp burner comprising a bas«>. having a plurality
of recesses therein, a wick tube centrally mounted in said
base, a cone, a flame spreader secured in said cone, and
members arranged in said cone adapteii to engage with
certain of the recesses In said base to hold said cone at-

tached thereto and support said flame spreader horizon-
tally In one position relatively to said wick tube, and to
engage with other of said recesses to support said flame
spreader horizontally In a different position relatively to
aid wick tube, substantially as specified.

4. A lamp burner comprising a base, a wick tube cen-
trally mounted In said base, a cup secured to the top of
said wick tube and having air vents in Its bottom, a cone
having a series of air Inlets adjacent to its base, a con-
tracted neck extending from said cup to the top of said
cone, a pair of Inclined plates arranged partly within,
and partly without said cone, and means for securing said

cone to said base horizontally In a plurality of positions
whereby to vary the angle of longitudinal axis of said in-

clined plates relatively to said wick tub*, substantially as
specified.

6. A lamp burner comprising a base, a wick tut>e cen-
trally mounted In said ba.se, a cup secured to the top of
said wick tube and having air vents In Its bottom, a cone
having a circular serl«>s of air Inlets adjacent to Its baae.

a pair of longitudinal atpreader plat<>s arranged at an an-
gle to each other In the top of said cone above said wick
tube, a cap secured to said base having several sets of

slots therein, and studs on said cone adaptetl to engage
with one set of said slots to support said spreader plates

In one position relatively to said wick tul>^, and to en-

gage with other of said sets of slots to support «aid
spreader plates In other positions relatively to said wick
tabe, substantially as specified.

1,230.138. LABELING MACHINF.. Otfo Eick. St.

Louis. Mo. Filed Oct. 30. 1912. Serial No. 728,677.

(a. 216—13.)

" .
f^r-^T r "

1. In a labeling machine for bottles and the like, the
combination of a suitable supporting frame ; a table
mounted to rotate upon a sub-ttantlally vertical axis there-
in

: mt>aD8 for rotating said ta)>l(> continuously : a bottle
clamp mounted on said rotating table and adapted to
f lamp a bottle thereon In an upright position : a f»»ed

mechanism supported by said frame and adapted to Ins^-rt

bottles Into said clamp as the table rotates; a mechanism
carried by said frame and adapted to apply labels to bot-

tles carried on said table ; and a discharge device adapted
to receive bottles from said clamp and to discharge them
from the machine.

2. In a labeling ma<'hlne for bottles and the like, the
combination of a suitable supporting frame : a table

mounted to rotate upon a substantially vertical axis there-

in ; means for rotating said table continuously ; a bottle
clamp carried by said table and adapted to clamp a bottle
In an upright position thereon ; a feed mechanism sup-
ported by said frame and adapted to Insert bottles Into
said clamp ; mechanism for applying adhesive to a label

and positioning It In the path of a bottle carried by the
table ; a holding devUe turning with the table and adapted
to hold said label against the bottle; suitable wipers; and
a illscharg*' device adaptetl to receive bottles from said
clamp and discharge them from the machine.

3. In a labeling machine for bottles and the like, the
combination of a suitable <<upportlng frame ; a table
mounted to rotate upon a substantially vertical axis there-

in ; m«>ans for rotating said table continuously ; a bottle

clamp carried by said table and adapted to clamp a bottle

In an upright [wsltlon thereon ; a feed mechanism carried
by said frame and adapteil to Insert bottles Into said
clamp; a pi<ker frame adapted In one position to hold
a lat>el in the path of a bottle carried by the table : mech-
anism for supplying adhesive and labels to the picker
frame when in another position : means for moving the
picker frame alternately ()^tween the two positions afore-
said ; a holding device turning with the table and adapted
to clamp to the bottle a label held by the picker frame
and to assist In stripping If from the latter: suitable
wipers ; and a discharge meihanlsm adapted to receive
bottles from said bottle clamp.
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4 In a labeling machine for bottles and the like, the

eombinatlon of a suitable supporting frame ; a table

mounted to rotate upon a substantially vertical axis there-

in ; means for rotating said table continuously ; a bottle

clamp carried by said table and adapted to clamp a bottle

In an upright position thereon ; a feed mechanism carried

by Mild frame and adapte«] to insert bottles Into said

clamp : a picker frame adapte«l In one position to hold

neck and body labels In the path of bottles carried by

the table ; mechanism for supplying adhesive and labels

to the picker frame when In another position ; means for

moving the picker frame alternately between the two
positions aforesaid ; a holding mechanism rotating with

the table and adapted to bold to the l>ottles labels posi-

tioned by the picker frame and to assist In stripping them
from the picket frame ; xuitable wipers for the body la-

bels ; a pair of swinging, serially actuated neck label

wipers ; and a discharge mechanism adapted to receive

bottles from the twttle clamp.

5. In rt labeling machine for bottles and the like, the

combination of a suitable supporting frame; a table

mounted to rotate upon a suthtantially vertical axis there-

in : means for rotating said table continuously ; a bottle

clamp carried by said table and adapted to clamp a bottle

In an upright position thereon ; a feed mechanism carried

by said frame and adapted to insert bottles into said

clamp ; a picker frame adapted to position labels in the

path of Iwttles carried by the table : means for supplying

adhesive and labels to the picker frame ; a label holder

arm adapteil to rotate with the table but capable of a

llmiteil rotary motion relatively thereto to move into and
oat of label holding relation with a bottle ; a cam mecha-
nlurn a<tuated by the rotation of the table and adapted to

produre such relatively movement of the label holder arm ;

saitable wipers ; and a discharge mechanism adapted to

recelre bottle« from the bottle holders.

rciaims « to 41 not prlnt.nl In the Gazette.]

1.280,139. EXPLOSIVE TIKHINE ENGINE. Gbomb
D. EiGHMiB, New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 11, 1916.

Serial No. 71.422. (CI 128—9.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, a pair of disks,

one revolving and one stationary, between which there is

a central mixing chamber and a circumferential explosion
chaml>er, the revolving disk carrying a series of fan blades

in the mixing chaml>er and at its periphery a aeries of

vanes, an inlet valve for allowing the explosive mixture
to pass from the fan into the explosion chamber, said valve
consisting of overlapping triangularly-shaped flanges, one
on the staMonary disk and one on the revolving disk
whose edges engage and disengage so as to open a pas-
sage St times and close it at other times, and a valve be-

tween the explosion chamber and the peripheral vanes,
by means of which the force of the explosion acts against
the vanes and Imparts a rotary motion to the revolving
disk.

2. In an internal combustion engine, a pair of disks,

one revolving and one stationary. t>etween which there is

a central mixing chamber and a circumferential explosion
chamber, the revolving disk carrying a series of fan blades

in the mixing chaml>er ami at Its outer periphery a series

of vanes, an inlet valve for allowing the explosive mixture
to pass from the fan into the explosion chamber, said

valve consisting of concentric flanges, one on the stationary
dicik and one on the revolving disk, whose contiguous
edges are inclined to the plane of the disk so that during
the revolution of the disk said edges will separate at

times to provide a passage and will come together at

other times to close the passage, and a valve between the
explosion chamber and the peripheral vanes, by means of

which the force of the explosion acts against the vanes
and Imparts a rotary motion to the revolving disk.

3. In an Internal combustion engine, a pair of disks,

one revolving and one stationary, between which disks
there is a mixing chamber near the center and an explo-

slou chaml>er near the circumference, the revolving disk

having peripheral vanes outside of the explosion cham-
ber, an inlet valve for allowing the explosive mixture to

pass from the mixing chamber Into the explosion charo>>er

and consisting of angular flanges, one on the stationary

disk and one on the revolving disk, whose edges engage
and^dlsengage so as to open a passage at times and close

it at other times, and an exhaust valve between the ex-

plosion chamber and the peripheral vanes, and consisting

of angular flanges, one on the stationary disk and one on
the revolving disk, whose edges engage and disengage so

as to allow a passage to be opened at times and closed

at other times, whereby the force of the explosions may
be exerted against the peripheral vanes to impart rotary

motion to the revolving disk.

4. In an internal combustion engine, a pair of disks
arrange<I parallel to each other, one revolving and one
stationary, the revolving disk carrying a series of fan

blades, and at its outer periphery a series of vanes, an
Inlet valve for allowing the explosive mixture to pass
from the fan into the explosion chamt>er. said valve means
consisting of a flange on the stationary disk and a con-

tiguous flange on the revolving ,disk, the edges of which
flanges separate at times so as to provide a passage be-

tween them, an exhaust valve means between which and
the inlet valve means is the explosion chamber, aaid ex-

haust valve means consisting of a flange on the stationary

disk contiguous to the outer vanes of the revolving disk,

and also a flange on the revolving disk, the edges of

which flanges separate at times to provide a passage be-

tween them through which the force of the explosion may
act against the turbine vanes and then exhaust to atmos-
phere.

5. In a rotary explosive engine, the combination of a
revolving disk, having a peripheral flange formed with
vanes, and having also a series of fan blades, a stationary

disk parallel to the revolving disk and between which and
the revolving disk is a central mixing chamber and a cir-

cumferential explosion chamber, an inlet valve between
the mixing chamber and the explosion chamber consisting

of cylindrical overlapping flanges, one on the revolving

disk and one on the stationary disk, each flange consist-

ing of one or more triangular sections whose edges en-

gnge and dLsengage so as to open a passage at times and
close It at other times, and an exhaust valve between the

explosion chaml>er and the peripheral vanes and consist-

ing of overlapping cylindrical flanges, one on the station-

ary disk and one on the revolving disk, and each flange

having one or more triangular sections whose eilges en-

gage and disengage so as to open passages at times and
close them at other times.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.280.140. PUPPET-VALVE. Robcrt L. Ellbbt, To-
ledo, Ohio, assignor, by mesne assignments, to Pfan-
stlehl Company. Inc., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Mar 10. 1917. Serial No. 153.792. (CI 137—32.)

1. A puppet valve for Internal combustion engines hav-
ing a high speed steel head and a chrome vanadium steel

stem, the union between said head and said stem t>elng ot
solid homogeneous metal throughout.
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2. A puppet valve for Internal combustion englnea hav-

ing a tungsten steel bead and a stem of cbrotnlam and

vanadium alloy steel, the Juncture of tbe bead and ctem

metals being solid and bomogeneous tbrougboat. ^

1,230.141. RESILIENT WHEELrTIKE. Samcbl E. K«-

UAU> and Ci^arbncb D. Eruaro, Trinidad, Colo. Filed

Feb. 24, 1917. Serial Xo. 150.791. (CI. 152—8.)

The combination witb a wheel having a felly, of two
series of cusbtoning springs, means for detachably clamp-

ing tbe two series of springs upon the periphery of the

wheel felly, a casing, means for detachably t>ecuring the

casing to the edges of the wheel felly, an annular, resilient

band extending around said springs and having inwardly

projecting flanges on lt» edfes holding tbe series of

springs against relative transverse movement, the side

walls of the casing being held In spaced relation to the
springs by said flanges, said resilient band being also

provided with outwardly projecting, annalar ribs on ita

opposite edges, and fiber blocks disposed between tbe caa-

lag and the ribs on said band.

1.230.142. TWEEZERS. Jambs W. EastNGis. Chicago.
111. Filed Sept. 14, 191«. Serial No. 120,174. (CI.

81—14.)

1. Tweezers comprising a pair of integral ptck-up fin-

gers bent transversely of their longitudinal dimension to

form a rounded spring member, and an Inteyal tamping
arm. struck out from one of the pick up fingers and ex-

tending tangentially of and past the spring member In a

direction opposite from that of the pick up fingers.

2. Tweezers comprising a pair of pick up fingers con-

sisting of a single member bent transversely between Its

ends, to form a spring, said pick-up fingers having lateral

enlargements adjacent to said spring, and a tamping arm
struck out from one of said enlargements and said spring,

said arm extending tangentially of and beyond the spring

in a direction opposite from that of said finger.

3. The method of forming combined tweezers and a

tamping bar from a single metal blank, which consists in

stamping tbe blank to form a tweeier finger at each of

tbe portions thereof, and an enlarged central portion,

cutting out from said central portion a tamping bar

integrall.v Joined to the blank, and thtreafter centrally

bending one of the fingers of the blank, adjacent the

point of Juncture of said bar. to cause the finger* to He

in substantial parallelism, and the tampint; bar to lie

in substantially the plane of tbe other finger, substan-

tially as described.

1.230,143. METHOD OF TREATING ORK8 OK METAL-
BEARING PRODUCTS. F'BCDERic A. EfSTia. Milton,

Mass. Filed May 8, 1916. Serial No. 96,050. (Cl.

76—17.)

1. The method of treating an oxidised iron ore or
metal-l>«arlDg product containing one or more of the

metals, nickel, cobalt, aluminum or manganese, for tl»e

purpose of rendering a relatively large amount of Much
metals soluble while rendering a relatively small amount
of tbe iroD soluble, which cunslsts in heating tbe mate-

rial in tbe preseoi-e of an atmosphere containing an ex-

ce«8 of sulfur dio.\ld gas and bringing the material under
treatment and the gas into Intimate contact.

2. Tbe method of treating an oxidised iron ore or
metal-bearing product containing one or more of t^
metals, nickel, cobalt, alnminum or manganese, for the

purpose of rendering a relatively large amount of ^uck
metals soluble while rendering a relatively small amount
of tbe Iron soluble, which coo.slsts in beatint; the mate-
rial in the preaenc-e of an atraoHphere containing an exccMs

of previously dried sulfur dioxld gas, and bringing the

material under treatment and tbe gas into intimate con-

tact.

3. The method of treating an oxidized iron ore or

metal bearing product containing one or nore of tbe

metals, nickel, cobalt, aluminum or manganese, for tbe

purpose of rendering a relatively large amount of wmcb

metals soluble while rendering a relatively small amount
of the iron soluble, which consists in heating tbe material

In the presence of an atmosphere containing an excess

of sulfur dioxid gas mixed with a relatively small amount
of air and bringing tbe material under treatment and tbe

gas into Intimate contact.

4. Tbe method of treating an oxidized iron ore or

metal-bearing product containing one or more of tbe

metals, nickel, cobalt, aluminum or manganese, for tbe

purpose of rendering a relatively large amount of such
metals soluble while rendering a relatively small amount
of the iron soluble, which consist!^ in first drying the ma
terlal to be treated, and then beating the material in tbe

presence of an atmosphere <x>ntalnlng an excess of sulfur

dioxid gas and bringing thit material nnder treatment

and the gas into intimate contact.

5. The method of treating an oxidiied iron ore or

metal-bearing product containing one or more of the met-

als, nickel, cobalt, aluminum or manganese, for the pur
pose of rendering a relatively large amount of such

metals soluble while rendering a relatively small amount
of the iron soluble, wbicta consists In beatlug tbe mate-

rial in the presence of an atmosphere containing an excess

of sulfur dioxid gas and bringing the material under
treatment and tbe gas Into Intimate contact, and there-

after leaching the material with a suitable M.lvent oaed

boiling hot, an<l continuing the boiling to precipitate iron.

[Claim 6 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1.230,144. MIRROKS
OTHER VEHICLES
Filed Aug. 24. 1916.

1. Tbe combination
eluding a lamp casing

detachably securing si

eral surface of the lam
adjustment of said mi

(OPE FOR AUTOMOBILES OR
J L LI AN H. Faw. New York. N. T.

Serial .No 116.579. (Cl. 240—41.)

with an autiSmobUe spotlight in-

of a rear view mirror, means tor

id mirror upon tbe outer perlph-

p casing, said means pemlttiag the

rror auuularly of the lamp casing
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to various angular locations with relation to the axis

of tbe light.

8. In combination with an automobile spotlight having

a convexly-curved shell, of a convexly-curved mirror

mounted upon and coincident with said shell and means

for detachably and adJusUbly securing the mirror to tbe

shell, whereby the mirror may be adjusted annularly of

the shell.

7. The combination with an automobile spotlight, of a

rear-view mirror fitted adjustably upon one side thereof,

said mirror being provided with front and rear extensions

which adjustably engage front and rear portions, respec-

tively, of the lamp body, to admit of the mirror being

annularly shifted upon tbe lamp aboot tbe axis thereof.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 6 not printed In the Cazette.]

1.230,145. ROLLER BEARING. Edward S. Folk. C^an-

ton, Ohio. Filed Apr. 6. 1917. Serial No. 160,108.

(Cl. 64—62.)

An integral metal cage for roller bearings having a

wrlea of spaced, longitudinally disposed slots formed

therein, outwardly disposed flanges provided along the

edges of said slots, and au outwardly turned annular

t>ead formed upon each edge of said cage adapted to sur-

round the pintles of the rollers.

1.230.146. COUPLING. Altrbo S. Fbibzb. Foasil. Oreg.

nied Nov. 2», 1916. Serial ^'o. 134.022. (Cl. 24

—

68.)

2. In a coupling, the <otnblnation with a main bar. of

a connecting meml>er »ecure<.l to one end of the bar. a

h««d having slidable engagement with the other end of the

bar and completely detachable therefrom, a connecting

member se. ured to the bead, a lever plvotally secured

to the bar and adapted to have detachable locking en-

gagement with the latter and a link plvotally secured

to the bead and adapted to detachably engage the lever

whereby the bead can be drawn Into fixed engagement

with the bar.

3. In a coupling, the combination with a bar member

having a connecting portion at one end thereof, of a head

member having a connecting portion and having sliding

engagement with tbe bar, said members being locked

against pivotal movement relative to each other when

in engagement and an unlocking lever pivoted to one

memt>er and detachably engaging tbe other.

[Claims 1 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.147. MEANS FOR SUPPLYING FUEL MIX-
TURE TO GAS-ENGINES. Henry J. Gaisman, Wood-

mere, N. Y. FUed Mar. 18, 1916. Serial No. 83.753.

(Cl. 261—39.)

"^^ ^ J

1. The combination of a manifold having a passage for

mixture, means to heat said passage, a carbureter com-

municating with said passage, a valve to control the flow

of fuel in the carbureter for the mixture, and a thermal

element operatively connected with said valve and con-

trolled by the temperature of the mixture due to its ther-

mal relation to said heating means.

2. Tbe combination of a manifold having a passage for

exhaust gases, a passage for mixture In thermal relation

thereto, a carbureter communicating with the second
named passage, a valve to control the flow of fuel to the

carbureting chamber and a thermal element connected to

said valve and controlled by the resultant temperature

doe to tbe thermal relation of the mixture to the exhaust
gases.

8. The combination of a manifold having a passage for

mixture, means to heat said passage, a carbureter com-
municating with said passage, a valve to control tbe flow

of fuel in the carbureter for the mixture, a thermal ele-

ment operatively connected with said valve and controlled

by the temperature of the mixture due to its thermal

relation to said heating means, and means for adjusting

the valve with respect to the thermal element.

4. The combination of a manifold having a passage for

mixture, means to heat said passage, a carbureter com-
municating with said passage, a valve to control the flow

of fuel in the carbureter for the mixture, a thermal ele-

ment operatively connected with said valve and controlled

by the resultant temperature of the mixture due to Its

thermal relation to said beating means, means for ad-

justing the valve with respect to the thermal element, and

a spring interposed l>etween the thermal element and tbe

valve for retaining the valve in set position.

6. The combination of a manifold having a passage for

exhaust gases and a passage for mixture in thermal rela-

tion thereto, a carl>ureter communicating with the second

named passage and having a fuel orifice, a valve to con-

trol the flow from shld orifice, and a thermostat opera-

tively connected with said valve and controlled by the

resultant temperature due to the thermal relation of the

mlxtare to the exhaust gases for causing movement of

the valve to reduce tbe flow from tbe orifice when the

thermostat is heated.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gaxette.]

BCRTON Hebbbbt Gbdoe. An-
22. 1916. Serial No. 85.767.

1,2.^0,148. STORM DOOR.
derson. Ind. Filed Mar.

(Cl. 20—2.)
1. A storm door, comprising a door frame, a door

mounted therein, said door frame being provided with

downwardly projecting pins for projecting into boles in

the porch floor and with rearwardly projecting flngers for

projecting rearwardly lato eyes in tbe porch celltng,
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spacing bars from points pn the door frame. Mid spacing
bars t>*'lng provided with downwardly projecting Angers
for projecting downwardly Into eyes on the house wall,
and canvas walls and ceiling mounted on said door frame
and spacing uars.

St » » "Jt

2. A storm door, comprising a door frame, a door
mounted therein, said door frame being provided with
downwardly projecting pins for projecting Into holes In
the porch floor and with fingers for projecting Into eyes
in the porch ceiling, xpacing bars from points on the door
frame, said spacing bars tieing provided with fingers for
projecting into eyes on the house wall, and canvas walls
and celling mounted on said door frame and spacing bars.

1,230,149. WRITING IMPLEMENT OR DEVICE. Wil-
liam C. Gbkb, Akron. Ohio. Continuation in part of

application Serial No. 75.099, filed Jan. 29, 1916. This
application filed Apr. 9, 1917. Serial No. 160,869. (O.
106

—

5.)

1. A writing implement, comprising a body susceptible
of being worn away by friction, said body being cellular
and the cells being filled with ink.

12. A writing Implemj-nt. consisting of a body composed
of a mixture of carnauba wax and finely-ground pumice-
stone, the body having a series of small cells distributed
throughout the same, said cells being filled with writing
fluid.

[Claims 2 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.

J

1,230.160. AUXILIARY DEVICE FOR AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC CONTROL SYSTEMS. Jauks V. GHI-
AGHTY. New York. N. Y. : Julia M. Geraghty adminis-
tratrix of said James V. Geraghty. deceased. Filed Jan
5, 1916. St^rial No. 70.346. (CI. 187—».)

1. An auxiliary device for motor control systems, which
comprises, in combination with the valve magnets for con-
trolling the operation of said system, manually controlled
means mounted on said magnets, and operable by said

motor control system, for actuating said valves at will.

5. An auxiliary device for motor control systems, whlck
comprises, in combination with the valve magnets for con-
trolling the operation of said system, valve stems project-
ing beyond the cores of said magnets, and means, con-
trolled by the operator, and operable by said motor con-
trol system, to move said projei-ting ends inwardly at will.

6. An auxiliary device for motor control systems, which
comprises in combination with the valve magnets for con-
trolling the operation of said system, an electromagnetic
devices connected with the main circuit to actuate Mid
valves at will.

9. An auxiliary device for motor control systems, which
comprises In combination with the valve magnets for con-
trolling the operation of said system, a solenoid mounted
on each of said valve magnets and connected with the
main circuit to actuate said valves at will.

[Claims 2 to 4. 7. 8, and 10 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1,230,131. PROCESS FOR COVERING WITH A PRO-
TECTIVE PLASTIC COATING FLATTENED STRIPS
AND PRODUCT THEREOF. Edoab Giichabd,
Etampes. France. Filed Sept. 9, 1914. Serial No.
860,8M. (CI. 91—68.)

1. A process for ooverinir flatten«'<l strips consisting in
coating the strips with material by a single operation so
that the thickness of the covering at the edges Is greater
than in the middle.

2. A process for covering flattened strips consisting in
coating the strips with plastic material by a single opera-
tion so that the thickness of the covering decreases uni-
formly from the longitudinal edges toward the middle of
the strip.

3. A process for covering flattened strips which consists
in covering the strips with plastic material, scraping off

the excess of material from the strip in such a way that a
larger quantity of the covering substance will remain on
the e4lges of the strip than on the face thereof and the
covering formeil will greatly Increase from the middle to
the edges of the strip.

4. A process for coating flattened strips which consists
in covering the strips with plastic material, then scraping
off the excess of plastic material to form a coating on the
strip, the thickness of which increases gradually from the
middle to the edges of the strip, then drying the strip, the
coating at the edges l>eing of such a thickness that under
contraction its thickness will not become less than the
thickness of the coating in the middle of the strip.

5. A flattened strip having a seamless. Incasing coating,
the cross section of which coating gradually Increases
from the middle to the edges thereof.

1.230.152. COMBINED HAY RAKE AND LOADER.
Jamis a. Hadlit. Swanlake, Idaho. Filed Not. 1,
1916. SerUl No. 128.960. (CI. 56—61.)
A rake and elevator comprising a wheeled supporting

frame, a transrersely extending carrier mounted at the
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forward end of the frame and extending upward at one

end, gathering fingers supported in front of the carrier, a

cranked shaft operatively supported upon the frame of the

machine and having a plurality of cranked portions extend-

ing transversely across the gathering fingers at the rear

end thereof and adjacent the carrier, a sleeve rotatably

mounted on each cranked portion of the shaft and each

sleeve having an upward extension, rake teeth adjustably

mountcil In said sleeves, links operatively connected to

efcch upward extension and plvotally supported at their

rear ends, means for raising or lowering the forward end

of the frame, and means for operating the carrier and the

crank shaft.

1.230,153. DRIVING GEARING FOR VEHICLES.
ALONZO W. Hall, Plymouth, Ohio. File<l May 4, 1911,

Serial No. 625.081. (CI. 74—26.)

1. In a self ."propelled vehicle, in combination, a main

shaft, a pair of opposed friction plates carried by said

shaft, a transverse shaft between said plates, a friction

disk on said transverse shaft and mounted betwt-en said

plates within the peripheries thereof, a driven wheel op-

eratively connected to said transverse shaft, and means

for shifting Raid main shaft In the direction of its length

to bring either of said plates Into driving contact with said

friction disk for operating said driven wheels in either

direction.

2. In a self propelled vehicle, in combination, a main

shaft, a pair of opposed friction plates carried by said

shsft, a transverse shaft between said plates, a friction

disk slldably but not rotatably sleeved on said transverse

shaft and mounted between said plates within the periph-

eries thereof, a driven wheel operatively connected to

said transverse shaft, means for shifting said main shaft

In the direction of Its length to bring either of said plates

into driving contact with said friction disk for operating

said driven wheels in either direction, and means for

shifting said disk along said transverse shaft for varying

the speed of such operation.

8. In a self propelled vehicle, in combination, a main

shaft, a pair of opposed friction plates carried by said

shaft! a transverse shaft on each side of said main shaft

between said plates, a friction disk on each of said trans-

verse Fhafts and mounted between said plates within the

peripheries thereof, a pair of ^rlven wheels, m^ans for

transmitting the motion of each of said transverse shafts

to one of said driven wheels, said means being so designed

as to cause said wheels to rotate in the same direction,

and means for shifting said main shaft in thie direction

of its length to bring either of said plates into driving

contact with both of said friction disks for rotating said

driven wheels in either direction.

4. In a self propelled vehicle. In combination, a main

shaft, a pair of opposed friction plates carried by said

shaft, a transverse shaft on each side of said main shaft

between said plates, a friction disk slldably but non-

rotatably sleeved on each of said transverse shafts and

mounted between said plates within the peripheries there-

of, a pair of driven wheels, means for transmitting the

motion of each of said transverse shafts to one of said

driven wheels, said means being so designed as to cause

said wheels to rotate in the same direction, means for

shifting said main shaft In the direction of Its length to

bring either of said plates Into driving contact with both

of said friction disks for rotating said whels in either

<llrectlon, and means for simultaneously shifting said

disks toward and from each other along said transverse

shafts for varying the speed of such rotation.

5. In a self propelled vehicle, in combination, a main

shaft, a friction plate carried by said shaft, a transverse

shaft on each side of said main shaft, a friction disk on

each of said transverse shafts and adapted to have Its

edge brought Into contact with the face of said plate, said

friction disks being disposed within the periphery of said

plate, a driven wheel operatively connected to each of

said transverse shafts, and means adapted to automati-

cally equalize the pressure of said disks against said plate.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,164. ENVELOP. Waltbb F. Hammill, Chicago,

111., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Neostyle Enve-

lope Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Dec. 13, 1913. Serial No. 806,435. (CI. 229—76.)

^ZT

1. An envelop having front and back portions, and an

end portion interposed between said front and back por-

tions, the back portion being provided with a locking flap

folded Inwardly toward the front portion and against the

back, whereby the end portion Is embraced between said

back and flap, the locking flap and end portions being

provided" respectively with a cooperating aperture and pro-

jection whereby they may be brought Into engagement.

2. An envelop having front and I'sck portions and an

end portion, the back portion being provided with a lock-

ing flap folded Inwardly toward the front portion and

against the back whereby the end portion Is embraced

l>etween said back and flap, the locking flap and .nd por-

tions having cooperating aperture and projection engage-

ment, and the front being provided with a sealing flap

having an adhesive for engaging the back of the envelop.

and covering said aperture and projection engagement.

3. An envelop having front and back portions and an

end portion, the back portions being provided with a

locking flap folded inwardly toward the front portion and

ngalnst the back whereby the end portion is embraced

between said back and flap, the locking flap and end por-

tions having cooperating aperture and projection engage-

ment, and the front being provided with a sealing flap hav-

ing an adhesive for engaging the ba< k portion onl.v. the end

portion being left free from adhesive engagement with any

part of the envelop, whereby It may readily be withdrawn.

4. An envelop having front and back portions and

a pair of oppositely disposed end portions, the bark »>elng

provided with a locking flap folded Inwardly toward the

front pol-tlon and against the back, whereby ohe of the

end i)ortlonB Is embraced between said back and flap, said
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locklnK flap and one of said end portions having co<Jper-
atlnx aperture and projection t^ngagement. said back being
also provided with an adhesive engagement with one of
aid end portions, the other end portion being left free
to be pulled out.

5. An envelop having front and back portions and a
pair of oppositely dlxposeii end portlonn. the hai k l>elng
provided with a locking flap folded inwardly toward the
front portion and against the back, whereby one of the end
portions Is embraced between said back and flap, said lock-
ing flap and one of said end portions having co<>peratlng
aperture and projection engai^ement. the front being pro-
Tlde<l with a sealing flap having an adhesive for engage-
ment with said back portion only, one of the end por-
tions being left free from adhesive engagement so that It

may be pulled out.

[Claims « to 17 not printed lo the Gazette.]

1.230.153. TRIPLE-PI8TOX DEEP-WELL PIMP. Lo-
Rg.vzo T. Hammond, Cotult. Mass. Filed Feb. 16. 1916.
Sertal Xo. 78,759. (CI. 108—82.) •

1. In a device of the class described, the combination of
a tube : three alined plunger* therein, each plunger belag
provided with a valve normally closed ; a threaded nut
secure*! to the under side of the lower plunger : a check
valve at the bottom of said tube provided with a thread-
ed projection adapted to be screwed into said nut and
extend therethrough : a movable member carried by the
lower plunger adapted to he engaged by said projection
and open the valve in said plunger : operating members
secured to said plungers : and projections on the operat-
ing members of the lower and intermediate plungers
for opening the valves in thf lnterm»*dlate and upper
plungers respectively when th»» latter plungers are moTed
into contact with the first mentioned pinngers.

2. In a device of the class described, the comhlnatlon
of a tube ; three allneil plungers therein, each plunger be-

ing provided with a valve normally closed : a threaded nut
secured to the under side of the lower plunger : a check
valve at the bottom of said tube providetl with a threaded
projection adapted to he screwed into said nut and extend
therethrough ; a movable member carried by th»> lower
plunger adapt<Ml to be engaged by said projection and open
the valve in said plunger : operating members, secured to

said plungers ; and annular cam projections on the operat-

ing members of the lower and Intermediate plungers for

opening the valves in the intermediate anil upper plungers
respectively when the latter plungeni are moved Into con-

tact with the first mentlone«l pUiugers.

3. In A device of the class described, the combination
of a tube : three alined plungers therein, each plunger
being provide*! with a valve normally closed : dperatlng
members fecnred to said plungers : and annular cam pro-

jections on the operating members of the lower and inter-
mediate plungers for opening the valves of the Interme-
diate plungers respectively when the latter plungers are
move.1 Into I'ontact with the ffrst mentioned plunger*.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a tnbe

; three alined plungers therein, each plunger be-
ing provided with a valve normally close<l ; operating mem-
bers st'cured fo said plungers : annular cam proj.-.tlons
on the operating meml>ers of the lower and lnternie<llate
plungers for opening the valves of the intermediate plun-
gers respectively when the latter plungers are moved Into
contact with the flrst mentlone*! plunger* : and meaoH
for opening the valves of the lower plunger when It la
about to reach its extreme lowest position.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a tube

: three alined plungers therein, each plunger
being provided with a valve normally closed ; operating
members secured to said plungers : annular cam projec-
tions on the operating members of the lower and Interme-
diate plungers for opening the valves of the Intermediate
plungers respectively when the latter plungers are moved
Into contact with the flrst mentioned plungers ; and a
movable member carried by the lower plunger for opening
the valves thereof when said plunger U about to reach
its extreme lowest position.

[Clalm.s 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2S0.156. DENTAL SURVEYING APPARATUS. Bo-
DOLPH L. Hanac, New York. N. Y.. assignor to Frederick
Lester Stanton, New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 19. 1915.
Serial No. 22.429. (CI. S3—24.)

1. The combination with a supporting means for a sheel
of paper, of means for holding an article to be surveyed,
an Indicator and means to support the same, means for
vertically adjusting the indicator, whereby It may be
brought Into contact with a point on the article, and an
axlally movable member on said Indicator for marking
the point on the paper.

2. The combination with a supporting means for a
sheet of paper, of means for holding an article to be sur-
veyed, an indicator and means to support the same,
means for vertically adjusting the Indicator, whereby It

may be brought Into contact with a point on the article,
means for Indicating the altitude of said point, and an
axlaJIy movable member on said indicator for marking the
location of said point on the paper.

3. The combination with means for holding an article
to be Rurvey<>d. of a swinging member, a support therefor,
an indicator <arrle<l by the swinging member and adapt-
ed to be brought into conUct with a point on the article,
means for moving said swinging mtmber to bring the Indi-
cator into contact with said point and means for lndl<-at-
ing the relative altitude of the indicator in different ver-
tical positions.

4. The combination with means for holding an article
to be surveyed, of a standard, a pair of arms pivotally con-
nected to said standard, an lndi<^tor, means for pivotally
carrying the Indicator at the outer ends of said arms
whereby said indicator may be brought Into contact with a
point on the article, a screw carried by the standard and
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baring threade*! connection with one of the arms for mov-

ing the Indicator Into contact with said point, said screw

having a scale thereon, and a pointer on the arm for cottp-

eratlng with said ecaie for Indicating the altitude of said

point.

5. The combination with means for holding an article to

be surveyed, of a standard, a pair of arnjs pivotally con-

nected to the standard, a sleeve plvoUlly carried by the

outer ends of said arms, an indicator on one end of said

sleeve and adapted to be brought into contact with a

point on the article, means for Indlcatnlg the relative

altitude of the Indicator In different vertical positions, a

plate for holding a sheet of paper above the article sup-

porting means, and an axlally movable rod fitted in said

sleeve for marking said point on the paper.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.)

1,230,157. RADIUS ROD. Fbedbbick E. Hakpst, Lufkln,

Tex. Fil«d Oct. 31. 1916. Serial No. 128.717. (O.

21—182.)

1. A device of the character described Including two

upper and two lower members secured at their forward

ends to the front axle of the vehicle, said members con-

verging and their rear ends being secured together form-

ing a truss the lower meml»ers being fixed relative to the

front axle and the upper members being adjustable rela-

tive thereto, a hanger secured to the vehicle frame and

a yleldable connection between the rear ends of said

members and said hanger.

2. A device of the character described Including a truss

structure composed of two upper and two lower members

connected at their forward ends to the front axle of a

vehicle and their rear ends converging and being secured

to a cross head, means for adjusting the forward ends of

the upper members relative to the axle, a banger having

a bearing, a bearing member secured to the cross head

and operating through said t>earlng and a yleldable mem-

l)er interposed between said cross head and bearing.

3. A radius rod ct^mposed of side memt>ers attached at

their forward ends to the front axle of a vehicle and their

rear ends converging and l>elng secured together, a

bearing secured to and depending from the vehicle frame,

a bearing meml»«r seiured to the rear ends of the said

side members and operating through said bearing and a

plurality of yleldable members of unequal resistance

Interposed between said radius rod and said bearing.

4. A device of the character described Including a

tniaa composed of two upper and two lower members
connected at their forward ends to the front axle of the

vehicle and their rear ends converging and being pivoted

to a croMi bead, a hanger hnvlng a Itearlng, a bearing mem-
ber pivoted to the cross head and operating through said

bearing, and a yleldable member Interposed between said

cro«s head and l>earlng.

6. A device of the character described including a truss

whose arms are connected at their free ends to the front

axle of the vehicle, a central hanger depending from the

rehlcle and having a bearing, a bearing member secured

to said truss and operating through said t>earlng and a

yleldable member Interposed between said truss and bear-

ing.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.168. ATTACHMENT FOR GASOLENE ENGINB8.
Gnoaoa D. Ha«tl«tt, Glenbrook. Conn., assignor of

one half to Edward C. Belling. New York, N. Y.. and

one-half to Hart-Bell Carbon Remover Company. Inc.,

New York. N. Y.. a Corporation 0/ New York. Filed

Feb. 4, 1916. Serial No. 6.019. (CI. 123—26.)

An attachment for gasolene engines comprising a pipe

leading from the radiator to the intake manifold with a

discharge nipple projecting into said Intake manifold and

formed with a small "drip" outlet, and a valve for con-

trolling communication lietwoen said radiator and said

manifold formed with a casing having a cup-shaped top,

said valve being formed to be turned to establish com-

munication either oetween radiator and the Intake mani-

fold, or betwen said cup-shaped receptacle and the intake

manifold, Bubstantially as set forth.

1.230,159. BLINDSTITCH SEWING-MACHINE. Thomas
J. Hates. Boston. Mass.. assignor to Arbetter Felling

Machine Company. Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of

Maine. Filed Aug. 14. 1913. Serial No. 784,687.

(CI. 112—24.)

1. In a machine for blind stitching having a work sup-

port, a curvetl omillattng needle, and complemental stitch

forming mechanism located above said work support, and

means for feeding the work across said support, means

for supporting the needle comprising a sliding carriage

having a downwardly prcjecting bracket, an Inclined

pivot on said bracket, a nee<lle l>«r pivotally mounted

thereon so that the plane of oscillation of the nee<lle Is

obliquely and uniformly Incline*! to the work support,

means for reciprocating said carriage and means for oscil-

lating the needle to produce two rows of stitches.

2. In a machine for blind stitching for felling the edge

of a superimposed layer or layers to a main layer of mate-

rial comprising a curved oscillating needle and comple-

mental stitch forming mechanism, a movable needle-guide

and means for causing the same to enter beneath the

edge of the superlmpo»e«1 fabric suffl'lentU-' to permit

the needle to penetrate and emerge from the same at

points beneath the displayed edge thereof, whereby the

ends of the stitch, or the ends of tbe portk>n of the

thread emt)edded In the superlmpos^Ki layer or layers, are

beneath the upper surface thereof.
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3. In a machine for Mind stitr-bing. comprixlnt; a work
support, a curved osclUaflng needle and ooniplemeDtal
Rtltcb forming mechanism located above said work sap-

port, means for fee<llng the work across said support, a
sliding carriage upon which said oscillating needle Is

mounted, means for reciprocating said carriage, a needle-

guide secured to said carriage and partaking the lateral

movements of the needle.

4. In a machine for l)lind stitching for fellinp the e<lge

of a superimposed layer or layers to a main layer of

material, comprising a curved needle oscillating in a plane
obliquely inclined to the work support, and complemental
stitch forming mechanism located above said work sup-

port, means for moving the needle laterally relative to

said work support, and a needle guide partaking the
lateral movement of the needle adapted to pass beneath
the edge of the superimposed layer or layers, whereby
the points of entrance and emergence of the needle and
consequently the ends of the stitch are beneath the upper
surface thereof.

5. In a machine for blind stitching for felling com-
prising a work support, a curved oscillating needle and
complemental stitch mechanism located and operating
above said work support, means for feeding material

across said work support, a preaser foot having a bifur-

cated end forming toes, a projection extending upwardly
and laterally from the Inner side of the outer toe, a rela--

tlvely movable needle-guide adapted to cooi)erate with
said projection to support the edge of the superimposed
layer so that the needle is caused to enter and emerge
from the under surface of the 8ai>erimpo«ed layer.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,230,160. STARTING INTERNAL COMBUSTION KN-
OINE8. Otto Heixs. Edgewater, N. J., assignor to
Bosch Magneto Company, New York, N. Y., a Corpora-
tion of New York. Filed Oct. 28. 1912. S«rl«l No.
728,164. (CI. 172—239.)

1. The method of reducing the maximum power output
required from a motor in starting an internal combustion
engine from rest to initiate the normal cycle of opera-

tions of the engine, which consists in utilizing the motor
to first rotate a separate rotatable element disconnected

from the engine until a suitable amount of energy of
rotation is stored in the rotating parts, and then Increas-

ing the power output of the motor and using the Increased

power output together with the ntored energy to start the

engine : substantially a.« described.

2. In apparatus for starting internal combustion en-

gines from rest to initiate the normal cycle of operations

thereof, a starting motor, a rotatable element in which
the power output of the motor may be accumulated in

the form of energy of rot.itlon. a driving connection be-

tween the motor and the rotatable element, and means
for simultaneously Increasing the effective power output
of the motor and connecting the motor and the rotating

element to the engine to start it; substantially as de-'

scribed.

3. In apparatus for starting Internal combustion en-

gines from rest, a rotatable element effective at normal
speed to store sufficient kinetic energy to form a substan-

tial part of the power required to start the engine from
rest, a clutch for connecting the rotatable element to the

engine, a starting motor having a driving engagement

with the rotatable element and adapted to rotate the
latter at said normal speed, and power Increasing means
operative during the starting period to Increase the
effective output of the motor; substantially as descrlb<-d.

5. In apparatus for starting internal combustion en-
gines from rest, a rotatable element effective at normal
speed to store sufficient kinetic energy to form a sub-
stantial part of the power re<julrfd to start the engine
from rest, a starting motor, a driving connection between
the motor and the rotatable element whereby the motor
Is adapted to rotate the latter at said normal sp«-ed. a
clutch for operatlvely connecting the rotauhle element
to the engine while the rotatable element is being driven
by the motor, and means operative upon clutching the
rotatable element to the engine to increase the effective
power output of the motor ; substantially as described.

5. In apparatus for starting internal combustion en-
gines from rest, an intermediate driving shaft 4. a start-
ing motor, a disengageable driving connection between the
motor and the shaft 4. a clutch for connecting the shaft
4 to the engine and for disconnecting It then-from. and
means automatically disconnecting the motor from the
shaft 4 at all times that the speed of the latter is greater
than a pre<|ptprmlneil value; substantially as descrit>ed.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.230,161. VALVE. Fostir J. Hereon. Sherodsvllle,
Ohio. Filed Aug. 11, 1916. Serial No. 114.447. (CI.
123—190.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, a rotary valve In
the form of a cylinder having transversely extending pas-
sages, and a packing device associated with the valve ad-
jacent each passage comprising pairs of rings adjacent
the ends of the passages, each ring being offset at one
portion of its circumference, the diametrically opposed
point of each ring being severwl, and the pairs of ringa
being disposed with the offset portion of one disposed in

the severed portion of the other, and bars connecting the
rings of opposed ^Irs. said bars being diBpose<i adjacent
the longitudinal edges of the passages to form a packing
therefor.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette ]

1.230.162. PROCESS FOR SEPARATING SODIUM
CHLORIP FROM LIQUORS CONTAINING IT AND
SODIUM NITRATE IN SOLUTION. Isidori Brrk-
wooD H0B8BAWM, London, and James L. Grioioni,
Richmond. England. Filed May 20, 1915. Serial No.
29.443. (CI. 23—18.)

1. An evaporation process for separating sodium chlorld
from liquors containing It and sodium nitrate in solution,
consisting In concentrating and raising the temperature
of the liquor to the point at which sodium chlorld Is In-

soluble in the nitrate solution and maintaining the liquor
at such temperature while the sodium chlorld is settling,

which latter is then removed and washed.
2. .\n evaporation process for separating sodium chlorld

from liquors containing it and sodium nitrate In solution,

consisting In concentrating and raising the temperature
of the liquor to the point at which sodium chlorld is in-

soluble in the nitrate solution and maintaining the liquor

at such temperature while the sodium chlorld is settling

and thereafter filtering off the hot nitrate containing
liquor without re<lucing its temperature.

8. A continuous process for desalting liquor containing
sodium chlorld and sodium nitrate in solution, consist-
ing In providing a constant flow of the liquor to be de-
salted to an evaporator at a rate faster than that at which
the evaporation therein is being effected—while maintain-
ing the temperature of the liquor at a point at which
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sodium chlorld is Insoluble in the solution—so that a

constant deposition of the sodium chlorld takes place

and an average level of the liquor Is maintained notwith-

standing intermittent removal from the evaporator of

the deposltetl sodium chlorld and of desalted liquor.

1,230.163. PRCK'ESS OF RECOVERING SODIUM Nl'

TRATE FROM LIQUORS CONTAINING IT AND 8(>

DIUM CHLORID IN SOLUTION. Isidore Berkwood

H0B8BAWM. London, and Jambs L. Gbiuiosi, Richmond,

England. Fllwl May 20. 191S. Serial No. 29.444.

(CI. 28—18.)

1. A two-stage evaporation process for recovering

sodium nitrate from liquors containing it and sodium

chlorld In solution during the first of which the liquor In

a suitable evaporator is concentrated and Its boiling

point raised to a temperature at which substantially the

whole of the sodium chlorld will l>e rendered Insoluble.

and while maintaining said liquor at such temperature

transferring the hot supernatant and desalted liquor to

another evaporator and therein imme<liately sunjecting It

to further evaporation by boiling to thereby bring about

the crystallization of the sodium nitrate.

2. \ process for recovering sodium nitrate from liquors

containing It and sodium chlorld in solution, consisting

in InsoUiblllzing the sodium chlorld by concentrating and

raising the boiling point of the liquor to the point at

which sodium chlorlil is insoluble In the nitrate solution

and. after allowing the st.dium chlorld to settle, subject-

ing the desalteil liquor to further evaporation by boiling.

3. A process for recovering sodium nitrate from liquors

containing it and sodium chlorld In solution, consisting

Id desalting the liquor by concentrating It and raising Ita

boiling point at one pressure to substantially the point at

which sodium chlorld Is Insoluble in the nitrate solution,

and thereafter subjecting the desalted liquor to further

evaporation by boiling at a desired less pressure.

4. A process for recovering sodium nitrate from llquora

containing it and sodium chlorld In solution, consisting

In insolubilizing the sodium chlorld by concentrating and

raising the boiling jKjlnt of the liquor in an evaporator

working at one pressure to substantially the point at

which sodium chlorld is insoluble in the nitrate solution

and thereafter transferring the desalted liquor to another

evaporator working at a desired less pressure and therein

subjecting the liquor to further evaporation by boiling.

5. A process for recovering sodium nitrate from liquors

containing It and sodium chlorld In solution, consisting

In a two-stage evaporation of the liquor, during the first

of which the liquor is concentrated In an evaporator work-

ing at one pressure and Its boiling point raised to the

point at which sodium chlorld Is Insoluble In the nitrate

solution, and during the second of which, the desalted

liquor, after having been transferred to another evaporator

working at a less pressure, is subjected to further evapo-

ration by boiling, the necessary heat lieing provided by

the hot vapor given off In the first evaporator.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.164. BLOCK -AND TACKLE. William Hood,

Hempstead, N. Y. Filed Sept. 16, 1916. Serial No.

120,489. (CI. 254—188.)

1. The combination with a tackle and hoisting cable

working therein, of a controlling device comprising a

block, pulleys arranged within the block over which the

cable is trained, a rotary element supported upon the

block and having a connection with one end of the cable

and means connecting one of the pulleys in the blo<k with

the rotary element for imparting movement to the latter

when the cable Is active.

2. The combination with a tackle and hoisting cable

working therein, of a controlling device comprising •

block, pulleys arrange<l within the block over which the

cable Is traine<l. a rotary element supported upon the

block and having a connection with one end of th<' cable

and means connecting one of the pulleys In the block

with the rotary element for imparting movement to the

latter when the cable Is active, and means for throwing

the connecting means between the pulley and rotatable

element into and out of action.

3. In a tackle having a hoisting cal>le. Yotatahle means

, carried upon the tackle and having <onnectlon with one
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end of the cable for rotating uid end of the cable when
tctlye. means on the tackle for controlling the flr»t named
means to render the aame inoperatlre upon the caMe and
guides in the tackle for the cable.

4. In a tacklf having a hoisting cable working therein,
of a controlling devlc.» comprising roUtable means baring
connection with the cable for routing the free end there-
of, gulden for the said cable and conne<-tioD8 between one
of the guide's and tht* rota table means to operate the same
when the cable id active to rotate said means.

1. A shutter for sound proof boxe«, consisting of a
plurality of spaced plates, connectetl together at their cen-
tral portions and disconnected at their lateral edges, tlie
adjacent plates having different vibration frequencies.

2. A shutter for sound proof box<>f>. consisting of a
plurality of plates, and spacing members Interposed be-
tween adjacent platen and secured thereto, said spacing
members together with the Included portion of a plate
affording a bearing support.

3. A shutter for sound proof t>oxes. consisting of a
plurality of plates and spacing members interposed be-
tween the plates remote from the lateral edges thereof,
the plates being disconnected at their lateral edges and the
portions of adjacent platea at the same side of the spacing
members extending laterally different distances from Mid
memb^^rs.

4. A shutter for sound proof boxes, consisting of a
plurality of plates composed of a series of laminations
and spacing members extending longitudinally of the
plates remote from the lateral edges, and secured thereto,
aald spacing members together with the included portion
of a plate affording a bearing support.

1,2*0,166. SAW-r.AGE. Richaed C. Hcngeb. Manning
Oreg. Filed May 13. 1916. Serial No. 97.393 id'
76—46.)

1. A saw gage comprising a body having a flange cut
away at one point an<l adapted to rest upon the teeth
of a saw. saw supporting rll>s niounte<l on the face of the
body, a raker tooth engaging member shlfUbly mounted
on the body above the cut-away portion of the flange and
realllently urged through said opening of the flange, a
pointer opera tlvely mounted upou the body and operatlvely
connected to the tooth engaging member, and a scale over
which the pointer moves.

2. A saw gage comprising a body having a flange cut
away at one point, the flange being adapted to rest upon
the teeth of a saw to permit the projection of a raker
tooth through the cut-away portion of the flange, a raker
tooth-engaging member slldably mounted on the body
above the flange and reslUently urged downward through

1.230,166. SHUTTER FuR ORGAN SWELL - BOXB8.
RogEBT HoPE-Jo.Ms, North Tonawanda, N. Y. ; Cedl
Hope-.JoneH. temporary administrator of the personal
estate of said Rorjert Hope-Jones, deceased. Filed Feb.
12. 1914. Serial No. 818,195. (CI. 84—23.)

the opening in the flange, a pointer plvotally mounted upon
the body and plvoUlly connected to the sliding member,
the plvoui connection of the pointer to the body and to
the sliding member l)eing adjacent each other, a scale
mounte<l on the body over which the free end of the
pointer moves, and an indicating member fehlftable along
said scale

*• ^ •** »»«e comprising a body having a flant?e cut
away at one point, the flange being adapted to rest upon
the teeth of the saw to permit th.- projection of a raker
tooth through the opening In the flange, the body having
a vertical slot disposed above the opening in the flange,
a slide mounted in said slot, a pointer plvotally mounted
upon the body extending across the face thereof and plv-
otally connecte<l to the slide, the butt end of the pointer
extending beyond its pivotal connection with the body, a
spring mounte<l upon the body, extending across the face
of the slide and having its free end formed with a lug
engaging beneath the butt end of the pointer whereby to
urge the slide downward, and a scale over which the
pointer moves.

*• ^ "^ «*«« comprising a body having a flange cut
away at one point, the flange being adapted to rest upon
the teeth of a saw. a flat slotted plate disposed against
the tooth contacting face of the flange and extending
across said cut-away portion, the body having a rec
tangular file guiding opening disposed opposite said
plate.

5. A body consisting of upper and lower webe and hav-
ing an outwardly projecting flange at the Intersection of
said webs, the flange being cut away at its middle the
flange being adapted to rest against the edges of the saw
teeth, a slotted plate disposed across the opening In the
flange and bearing against the tooth contacting face
thereof, the upper web having a file opening .llsposed m
line with the slot of said plate and the lower web being
formed with saw supporting rlt>8.

1,280.167. CONTINUOUS - FLOW WATER HEATER.
Jauzh Dowson jAcaso.v, Sydney. New South Wales
Australia. Filed Sept. 23, 1915. Serial No. B2.23o'
(CL 122—155.)

1. In a continuous flow water heater, concentric water
passages, a bifuri-at.tl flue passage formed between said
water passages, the limUi of said flue passage being of
equal length and crosa-sectlonal area, a common supply
connected at the bottom of said water passages, a Are
l>ox arranged In a space forming the continuation of said
flue pa.ssage, and an exit communicating at the top of
said flue passage.

2. In a continuous flow water heater, concentric water
passages whereby an annular chamber is formed, periph-
eral partitions to form a series of bifurcated flue passages
the limbs of said flue passages being of equal length and
cross sectional area, the Are box communicating at the
bottom with said flue pas-sages and an exit connected at
the top to said flue pas,sages.

3. In a continuous flow water heater, concentric water
pasnages. a bifurcated flue passage within the annulus
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to form opposite water passages, a horizontal fire box at

the Junction of said flue passage, and a flue exit disposed

at the top end of said flue passage and In the same ver

tlcal plane as said Are box. said flue exit having the same

cross-sectional area as the bifurcated flue passage.

4. An lmprove«l continuous flow water heater, com-

prising a pair of concentric water passages, a water

Jacket communicating with the outer of said water pas-

sages, a Are box within said water Jacket, a bifurcated

flue pasnage originating at said fire box and surrounding

the Inner of said water passages, an exit connected to

said flue passage, a horizontal flue Interposed In the con-

nection »H>tween the exit and said flue passage, said horl-

tontal flue being of equal cross section and sectional areas

of the bifurcated flue passages and being in communica-

tion with the atmosphere, water supply pipes connected to

said water Jacket and to the Inner of said water passages,

and a common delivery conductor connected to said water

passages.

5. In a continuous flow water heater, concentric water

passages whereby an annular charatier is formed, parti-

tions to form a vertical series of bifurcated flue passages,

said partitions having staggered projections on opposing

faces so ns to provide circuitous paths for the heat pass-

ing therethrough, a fire box communlcatlnf at the bottom

with said flue passages, and an exit connected at the top

to said flue passages.

adjacent each «lde of each series of teeth, and a gtiard

within the free end portion of the tongue and of a diame-

ter equal to the diameter of the body.

5. In a cotton picking machine, a needle Including •

cylindrical body having a tongue, there being a longitudi-

nal slot within the tongue, oppositely extending series of

curved teeth carried by the tongue and having their points

in line with the periphery of the body, and a guard at the

free end of the tongue and of a diameter equal to the

body.

L Claim 6 not printed In the Uaxette.]

1.230.168. COTTON-PICKINO NEEDLE. Billib Johw-

•ON, Temple. Tex. Filed Oct. 13. 1916. Serial No.

125.444. (C 66—118.)

{lutS

.V

.^j^v.'J.'^^'l.'J.^.M.'©
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1,230.169. FIRE-ESCAPE. Chablbs W. Johnbojc. Or-

ange. Mass. Filed Mar. 15. 1915. Serial No. 14.440.

(CL 227—28.)

1. A needle for cotton picking machines. Including a

tongue having oppoBe<l convex faces describing portions

of a cylindrical surface com-entrlc with the longitudinal

axis of the tongue, there being a longitudinal slot extend

Ing throtigh the tongue and In-tween said faces, and n

blade secured within the slot and having opposed series of

teeth curved towarrl the free end of the tongue and having

their terminals In the cylindrical surface of the convex

faces of the tongue, there being a guard disk at that end

of the bUde within the free end portion of the tongue, the

diameter of the disk In-ing equal to the greatest diameter

of the tongue.

2. In a cotton picking machine, a pi« king needle includ-

ing a cylindrical body, a tongue extending therefrom,

there being a longitudinal slot within the tongue, a bUde

secured within the slot and having opposed series of

teeth curved In the direction of the free end of the tongue,

the points of the teeth being flash with the surface of

the body portion of the needle, and a guard within the

free end portion of the tongue and of a diameter equal to

the diameter of the body.

3. In a cotton picking marhlnp. n plrklng needle includ-

ing a cylindrical bo<ly. a tongue extending therefrom,

thare being a longitudinal slot within the tongue, a blade

secured within the slot and having opposed series of teeth

curved in the direction of the free end of the tongue, the

points of the teeth being flash with the circumference of

the body portion of the needle, and a guard within the

free end portion of the tongue and of a diameter equal

to the diameter of the body, those portions of the tongue

at opposite sides of the series of teeth being shaped trans-

versely to deflne age«> curves.

4. A needle for cotton picking machines Including a

cylindrical body, a tongue projecting from one end of the

body and having its opposed faces flush with the clrcum-

fer««n<>e of the lK)dy. said tongue having a longitudinal slot

therein, a blade se<ure<l in the slot and having oppositely

extending series of te^th. the teeth of each series being

curved In the direction of the free end of the tongue and

having their points in line with the periphery of the

body, there t»elng longitudinal recesses within the tongue

1. A friction block having a support securing means

midway on Its lenrh. and having a series if transverse

apertures disposed en tchrhm, said apertures being com-

municant by grooves arrange»l alternately at opposite

sides of the block said block having end apertures dis-

posed at right angles to the transverse apertures.

2 A friction block having a support securing means

midway of Its length, and having a series of transverse

apertures spaced from each other both longitudinally and

laterally of the block, and end apertures entering upon

the side face of the block extending out of a common edge

face at right angles to the face at which they enter the

block whereby a rope reeved through all of the apertures

will have Its end portions emerge therefrom In substan-

tially parallel lines.

l!280,170. TELEPHONY. MOBTOS L. JoHNBON. CfcW
'

cago, lU., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Frank B.

Cook Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Filed Apr. 5, 1918. Serial No. 759.026. (CL 179—27.)

--•' r

..-t •"•• T
1. A telephone exchange arctcOfi Including telephone

lines extending from stations to an exchange ; operators'

responsive devices : automatically operating switches for

connecting calling telephone lines with Idle operators' re-
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sponslve devices
: and additional aatomatlcally operating

witches selectable by the aforesaid automatically oper-
ating switches when all of the responsive devices" are In
service and operating to connect operators' responsive
devices with calling lines when such operators' responsive
devices are freed.

2. A telephone exchange system Including telephone
lines extending from stations to an exchange : groups of
link connectors for uniting lines in conversation ; oper-
ator»' responsive devices each common to thr link con-
nectors of a group ; automatically operating switches for
connecting calling telephone lines with idle operators' re-
sponsive devices: and additional automatlcaly operating
switches selectable by the aforesaid automatically operat-
ing switches when all of the responsive devices are In
service and operating to connect operators' responsive
devices with calling lines when such operators' responsive
devices are freed.

3. A telephone exchange system Including telephone
lines extending from stations to an exchange ; extensions
for said telephone lines; antomatlcallv operating switches
for connecting calling telephone lines with said exten-
sions; and additional automatically operating switches
selectable by the aforesaid automatically operating
switches when all of the line extensions have been appro
priated and operating to connect telephone line extensions
with calling lines when such extensions are freed there
being means operated by the additional automatically op-
erating switches for connecting the extensions with call-
ing lines independently of the addlUonal automatically
operating switches.

4. A telephone exchange system Including telephone
lines extending from staclons to an exchange; operators'
responsive devices

; automatically operating switches for
connecting railing telephone lines with idle operators-
responsive devices

; and additional automatically operat-
ing switches selecUble by the aforesaid automatically op-
erating switches when all of the responsive devices are
Ui service and operating to connect operators responsive
dev ces with .filing lines when such operators' responsive
devices are freed, there being means operated by the addi-
tional automatically operating switches for connecting
the operators' responsive devices wUh calling lines inde-

•wul'iiM^
"' *^* additional automatically operating

5. A telephone exchange system Including telephone
nes extending from stations to an exchange

; groups of
link connectors for uniting lines In conversation

; oper-
ators respon-.lve devices each common to the link con-nectors of a group; automatically operating switches forconnecting calling telephone lines with idle operators' re-sponsive devices

; and additional automatically operating
switches selectable by the aforesaid automatically operatIng switches when all of the responsive devices are inservice and operating to connect operators' responsive de-vices with calling lines when such operators' Vesponslve
devices are free<l. there being means operated by the addi-
tional automatically operating switches for connecting

T. ZTff'^l
"'''''^' ""^'^ '*"*°« "°*'' •"'I'-P-ndently ofthe additional automatically operating switches

(Claims 6 to 26 not printed In the Gazette ]

1.230.171. TRAIN CASH - REGISTER. Amedk B
JOHNSTo.v. San Francisco. Cai. Filed Apr. 20 1916'
Serial No. 92.422. (CI. 235—30.)
1. A cash register for trains comprising a register a

plurality of sets of counter wheels therein, mesns to oper-
ate one or the other sets of counter wheels, an operating
mechanism for .said register extending through the car Inwhich the register is installed, and a plurality of com-
bined Indicator and operating slides adjacent the several
seats In the car.

2. A cash register for trains comprising a register hav-
ing Indicator wheels therein for tickets and for cash a
rod extending longitudinally of the car in which the
register Is Installed for operating the regl«.ter. and an
Indicator slide adjacent each seat In the car for operating

said rod and for showing that the passenger has paid his
fare.

3. A cash register for trains comprising a register hav-
ing a series of counter wheels therein for tickets and for
cash, means for making the score of the cash counter
wheels larger or smaller dependent upon the throw of the
operating mechanism, a rod extending longitudinally of
the car for operating the register mechanism, and a com-
blneti Indicator and operating mechanism adjacent the
several seats of the car. said operating mechanism con-
sisting of a plurality of slides, a pivotally mounted bell
crank lever and operating arms with which said slides
are adapted to contact to move the operating rod in one
direction or the other as may be required for the Indica-
tion of tickets or cash.

4. A cash register for trains comprising a register hav-
ing registering mechanism therein for cash and for tickets
a rod extending through the car. a combined operating
mechanism and Indicator adjacent the seats, said operat-
ing mechanism having a bell crank lever, the ends of
which are connected by means of links to arms on said
longitudinally extending shaft, slides carrying indicators
pins carried by said slides, and pivoted arms with which
said arms contact for the operation of the cash register.

5. A train register comprising a register having counter
wheels therein, and operating mechanism therefor extend-
ing through the car. said operating mechanism having
indicators adjacent the several seats of the car for desig-
nating the persons who have paid.

1.230.172. AUTOMATK CIRCUIT OKNTROLLING DE-
MCE. Jamis H. KiErcK. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to
The Dayton Engineering laboratories Co.. a Corpora-
tion of Ohio. Flle<l Aug. 24. 1911. SerUl No. 645 887
(Cl. 175—275.)

1. In a circuit controlling device, the combination with
a source of electrical energy, and a main circuit connected
therewith

: of an automatic circuit breaker located In aaid
main circuit and including a resistance which increase*
its resistance with increa.ses of its temperature, said re-
sistance operating upon said automatic circuit breaker tobreak the circuit through said resistance, upon an ab-
normal flow of current therethrough

; said circuit breaker
having provisions whereby the circuit through the re-
sistance will be held open until the current In the main
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circuit Is broken, when Kald provisions operate to re-

esUbllsh the circuit through the resistance.

2. In a circuit controlling device, the combination with

a source of electrical energy, and a main circuit con-

nected therewith ; of an automatic circuit breaker located

In said main circuit and including an Iron wire resistance

connected In the main circuit, said circuit breaker also

including a thermal device operated by the heating of

the iron wire resistance to break the circuit through

said resistance, upon an abnormal flow of current there-

through ; said circuit breaker having provisions whereby

the circuit through the resistance will be held open until

the current in the main circuit is broken, when said pro-

Tlatons operate to reestablish the circuit through the

rMlatance.

3. In a circuit controlling device, the combination with

a source of electrical energy ; a main circuit connected

therewith ; a make and break device adapted to open and

close the main circuit ; of a member having a positive

coefficient of resistance connected with said circuit
;
a

thermosUtlc circuit breaker controlled by said member

to break the circuit through said meml>er. upon an ab-

normal flow of current therethrough ; and means oper-

able by current from the main circuit to maintain open

the circuit through the member having a positive coeffi-

cient of resistance until the main circuit is broken.

4. In a circuit controlling device, a make and break

device located in said circuit and adapted to close and

open said circuit ; an automatic circuit breaker also

located in said circuit and Including provisions operable

to break said circuit when an abnormal flow of current

occurs therethrough, due to the retention of the make

and break device In circuit closing position ; and means

operable by the circuit current to maintain said circuit

breaker in open position, but to close said circuit breaker

when said make and break device moves into Its position

to break the circuit.

5. In a circuit controlling device, a thermo-electrlcal

means normally in series with an electrical circuit and

adapted to break said circuit, upon an abnormal flow of

current therethrough : and electrically controlled means

operable upon the opening of this circuit by said thermal

means, for malnUing said circuit in open condition

throughout the abnormal flow of current.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oatette.]

1,230.173. SCREW - DRIVER. Adolph Kremeb. New

York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 13. 1915. Serial No. 1,981.

(Cl. 145—50.)

faces of said blade, the ends of said slotted shank being

provided with bearings for said trunnions, said bearing*

being open on the lower edge through an angular distance

less than 180' and said trunnions being cut away on

their lower face whereby the blade maf be released from

the shank when angularly turned beyond a predetermined

extent, and locking means permitting while in locking

position angular movement of the blade within such ex-

tent, but preventing movement beyond such angular ex-

tent until positively released.

9. In a screw driver, a shank having a slotted end. a

blade pivotally mounted in said slot, the upper edge of

said blade being shaped to present a central depression

with cam faces rising on each side of said depression, a

spring-pressed pin engaging the edge of said blade to hold

the same yieldingly In allnement with the axis of the

shank, and stops formed on said blade at the outer edgea

of said cam faces for positively preventing rotation of

the blade beyond a predetermined extent.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Gaiette.l

1. In a screw driver, a shank, a blade pivotally attached

to the end of said shank and detachable Jrom said shank

upon pivotal movement beyond a predetermined extent,

a yielding member carried by said shank and engaging

aaid blade to yieldingly hold It In allnement with said

hank but permitting a pivotal movement of the blade

to an extent somewhat less than necessary to detach said

blade from said shank, said blade and said member having

co<'iperatlng parts shaped to engage and resist movement

of the blade beyond said permitted movement.

8. In a screw driver, a shank having a slotted end, a

blade In said slot, trunnions projecting from the opposite

1,230,174. SPARK RETARDER FOR FORD ENGINES.

William G. Krocbc, Wyoming. Iowa. Filed Nov. 23,

1916. Serial No. 133.039. (Cl. 123—186.)
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1^30,175. ELECTRIC MECHANISM FOR STARTING
AUTOMOBILES AND THE LIKE. Ctecs B. Kctw,
Orlnnell. Iowa. Pll*d Feb. 10, 1913, Serial No. 747^52
RenewtKl Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No. 184,508. (Q
172—239.)

morement throufh said tlotB. and moaDs at the opposite
end of said bar tot aeatlog one end of said spring, lotld

1. The combination with a combustion engine and a re-
action member

: of a field connected to said combustion
engine, an armature arranged to cut the lines of magnetic
force of said field, and a mechanical driving connection
between said field and reaction member, said connection
being controlM by the operation of said armature.

2. The combination with a combustion engine and a
reaction member; of rotaUble dynamo electric members
one being connected to said combustion engine, and dif-
ferential mechanism connected to each of said dynamo
electric members and to said reaction member, and elec-
trical connections adapted to operate said dvnamo mem-
bers.

3. In mechanism of the character described the com-
bination of a rotatable field member, and a rotatable mem-
ber arranged to continuously cut the lines of magnetic
force of said field member, a non-rotatable gear member
and gearing c„nne<'tlng said field and armature members,'
«ld armature meml>er carrying a gear engaging said non-
rota ta hie gear member to produce rotation of said field
member.

4. In mechanism of the character described, the com
blnatloB of a mtafahle flpld member : a rotatable armatrire
member arranged to contlnnouslv cut the Hne<. of mag
netlc force of said field member : a gear member adapted
to turn In one direction only : and pinions carried by aald
armature member and engaging said field member and
gear, respectively, said pinions being adapted to produce a
relative rotation between said field and armature mem-
bers.

5. In me.hanlsm of the character described, the com-
bination of a rotatable field member; a rotatable arma-
ture member arranged to continuously cut the lines of
matmetlc force of said field member

: gear tw-th on said
flel.I member; a coaxial gear; a clutch coCperating with
said gear to permit its rotation in one direction only ; and
pinions carried by said armature member and meshing
with the teeth on said field memt.er and gear respectively
the ratios between said pinions and the respective g«ari
wherewith they mesh being different.

{Claims e, to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.176. LICENSE -TAG HOLDER. Jambs F«ank
L4MBRBT. Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Dec. 26, 1916 Serial
No. 138.825. (CI. 24—221.

»

2. A clamp for securing together two members having
registering slots, said damp Including a bar or shank
adapted to extend through said slots, a transverse head
at one end of said bar ind held aa»inst return movement
through said slots after insertion and rotation of aald
bar. a coll spring encircling said bar and prevented from

members being cUmped between said anchor head and the
oppoaite end of said spring.

[Claims 1 and 3 to 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1^230,177. MANUFACTURE OF PAPER BOTTLES.
JOHAN GisTAj- V. LA.Vti. New York. N. Y.. aaalgnor to
Greenfield Paper Bottle Company, New York, .N. Y.. a
Corporation of New Jersey. FUed Sept. 28. 1915. Se-
rial No. 53.039. (CI. 93—60.)

1. A machine for nuking paper bottles comprising In
combination a mold having the shape or configuration of a
bottle, loop-forming members arrange<| about the mold,
and means for forcing said forming meml-ers toward the
mold, said forming members having at the free ends thereof
thin sheet meUl plates which extend laterally on each side
of the forming members and which sheet meul plates can
yield relatively to the forming members.

2. A machine for making paper bottles comprising in
combination a mold having the shape or configuration of a
bottle and arranged with the ne<k portion of the bottle
uppermost, a series of loop-forming arms arranged about
said mold and provlde<l oppoalte the neck portion of said
mold with sheet metal plates which can spring or yield
relatively to said forming arms, said sheet metal plates
being arranged so as to extead into the spaces between
said loop-forming means to leave Just sufilclent room be-
tween each two adjacent plates for the paper which con-
nects the loop portion to the rest of the paper that con-
stitutes the neck of the bottle.

3. A machine for making paper bottles comprising in
combination a mold havlnir the shape or configuration of a
bottle and arranged with the throat portion of the mold
uppermost, a series of lo„p f„rmlng meml>er8 arranged
about the mold, and means for forclnjt the loop forming
members towarj the mold, said loop-forming members hav
Ing upon the portion opposite the throat portion of the
mold thin sheet metal plates which extend into the spaces
between said loop-forming members, said thin sheet meUi
plates being mounted on said forming members so that the
outer ends of the thin metal plates can approach each
other, and spring means tending to force said metal plates
Into extended position.

4. A press for making paper bottles comprising in wm-
binatlon an Inner mold having the «hap.' or couflifurafion
of a bottle, a series of loop-forming arms surrounding said
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mold, sheet metal plates secured to said arms and extend-

ing Into the spaces between them, and yleldable members
secured to said arms the lower ends of which yleldable

members are adapted to move relatively toward said arms

as the arms are forced toward the mold.

5. .\ machine for making paper bottles comprising In

combination a frame, a mold having the shape of config-

uration of a bottle and mounted upon said frame with the

neck or throat portion of the mold extending upwardly, a

series of forming members having their lower ends pivot-

ally mounted on said frame, each of said forming members
having at its upper free end a sheet metal plate which

»xtends Into the spaces on the opposite sides of the form-

ing member carrying said sheet metal plate, each of said

forming members also having a yleldable member the upper

portion of which Is secured to Its forming member and the

lower portion of which can be force<l toward the forming

member as the latter approaches the mold.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.280,178. CLOSURE FOR CONTAINERS. Tkuman T.

Latno. Banff, AlberU, Canada. Filed Apr. 28, 1916.

Serial No. 94,228. <a. 215—94.)

A closnre of the class described comprising a reversible

air-tight cap formed of two pliable disks of the same di-

ameter arranged In sup«rpos«d relation whereby their pe-

ripheral (dees arc disposed flush with each other when
assembled, said dl^ks i>elng constructed of non-corrodlble.

non-checkable material, and one having an annular exten

slon on its onter face to fit the mouth of the container, a

skirt of flexible rubber, with one e<lge secured between

said disks and spacing the disks slightly apart at their

centers to provide for yielding of the container-engaging

disk relatively to the other, said skirt converging toward
Ita free end and provided with a head at the edge of said

end. said skirt when In operative position projecting below

the lower disk and adapted to be rolled upwardly with

the roll engaging the periphery of the upper disk which
operates as a support for said roll to prevent tearing

strains and undue stretching of the skirt when not in use,

thereby prolonging the life of the closure.

1,280,179. REFRIGERATOR. Harrv C. Lionabd, Grand
Rapids. Mich., assignor to Grand Rapids Refrigerator

Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., a Corporation of Mich-

igan. Filed Ang. 18, 1915. Serial No. 46,417. (CT.

182—13.)
1. In a construction of the character described, a cylln-

diieal memt>er provided with an outtumed flange at Its

upper end and a screw-threaded section below the flange

adapted to be Inserted through an opening In the lining

of a refrigerator, said flange being adapted to bear against

the upper side of said lining, a second member havlnp an
outturne<l flange at its upper end and a screw-threaded

section below the flange adapted for location below the

lining and screwed on to the first member whereby Its

flange may bear against the lining, a drain pipe, a hollow

housing adapted to be entered Into the upper end of said

cylindrical member and secured to the end of the drain

pipe and having (ii>enlpgs above the lower end of the drain

pipe, and an outwardly projecting bead on the housing

bearing against the upper side of the flange on the cylin-

drical member.
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2. In a construction of the character described, a cylin-

drical member provided with an outturned flange at its

upper end and with a screw-threaded section below the

flange, said section being adapted for insertion through an

opening in a refrigerator lining, a second member having

an outturned flange at its upper end and a screw-threaded

section below the flange adapted for location below the

lining and screwed on to the first member, a drain pipe,

and a bousing secured to the drain pipe adapted for inter

tion into the first member, said housing having au out-

standing bead for bearing against the flange of the cylin-

drical memt>er when the housing is insertetl Into said

member.

8. In a construction of the character described, a cylin-

drical member provided with an outturned flange at Its

upper end adapted to t>e Inserted through an opening iu a

refrigerator lining, means adapted to engage against the

underside of the lining and connecting with paid mcmb« r

for firmly securing It In rigid relation to the lining, a dral.T

pipe, a housing secured at the end of the drain pipe, said

housing inserting into the cylindrical member, and an
outwardly projecting bead formed on the housln:: vesting

on the flange of said member.
4. In a construction of the character described, a cylin-

drical member proTided with an outturned flange at Its

upper end Inserted through the opening, said flange rest-

ing on the upper side of the lining, meanx for securing the

cylindrical member in position, a drain pipe, a housing

provided with openings therein above the jnd of the drain

pipe secured to said drain pipe, said housing being In-

serted In the cylindrical member, and a stop formed on

the housing to limit the Insertion of the housing into the

cylindrical member.
5. In a construction of the character described, a cylin-

drical member adapted to be Inserted through an opening

in a refrigerator lining, means for binding the said mem-
ber In position against the lining, a drain pipe, a sub-

stantially seraispherlcal boasing member secured to the

drain pipe above the lower end thereof and having a bead

formed around it, and a second semlspherlcal bousing mem-
ber inserted partially within the first housing member and
connected flrmly thereto, said second member having
openings therein al>ove the lower end of the drain pipe,

said housing at the end of the drain pipe being Inserted

in the cylindrical member with the bead thereof resting

against the upper edge of said cylindrical member.

1,280,180. PORTABLE HOUSE. Howard M. L»onabi>,

.Tackson, Mich., assignor to Ruby Manufacturing Com-
pany. Jackson, Mich. Flle<l Feb. 26, 1912. Serial .No.

680,104. (CI. 189—2.)
1. In a portable house, the combination of suitable cor-

ner posts ; stringers of angle iron detachably secured

.hereto with a vertical portion of the Iron outwardly dis-

posed ; Interchangeable wall sections of sheet metal with
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rlb« 00 the backs thereof formed of folds of said metal

embrarlng reinforce bars, with slots conformed to the ver-

tical projecting portions of the said strlnicers adapted to

be disposed thereon, said wall sections being provided with

InterlookinK tongues and grooves formed by the folds of

sheet metal at their meetlni: edges ; and means for B«cnr-

Ing said wall sections on said stringers.

2. In a portable house, the combination of suitable cor-

ner posts ; stringers of angle iron, detactiablj secured

thereto with a vertical portion of the Iron outwardly dis-

posed ; wall sections of sheet metal with ribs on the backs

thereof embracing reinforce bars, with slots conformed to

the vertical projecting portions of the said stringers

adapted to be disposed thereon, said wall sections being

provided with Interlocking tongues and grooves at their

meeting edges ; and rafters of angle bar. detachable se-

cured to the upper ends of said posts, substantially as de-

scribed.

8. In a portable bouse, the combination of suitable cor-

ner posts : stringers of angle Iron, detachably secured

thereto with a vertical portion of the Iron outwardly dis-

posed : wall sections of sheet metal with ribs on the backs

thereof embracing reinforce bars, with slots conformed to

the vertical projecting portions of the said stringers

adapted to be disposed thereon, said wall sections being

provided with interlocking tongues and grooves at their

meeting edges : rafters of angle bar. detachably secured to

the upper ends of said posts : and sheet metal cornice se-

cured to said rafters and conformed to engage the grooves

on the upper ends of said wall sections, substantially as

peclfled.

1.230.181. WALL STRUCTURE. HowAao M. Lbonasd.
Jackson, Mich., assignor to Ruby Manufacturing Com-
pany. Jackson. Mich. Piled Feb. 26, 1912. SerUl No.

680,107. (CI. 189—2.)

1. The combination of interchangeable sheet metal sec-

tions ; shevt metal tongu>"s 8ecure<l to the sides of said

sections projecting beyond the edge thereof to form

tongue and groove Joints between the adjacent sections

;

corner posts ; a corner finishing section of sheet metal

folded upon Its-elf to form side grooves to receive the

edges of the interchangeable side sections, and with its

edges folded to form tongues engaging the grooves of

the Interchangeable side sections ; clip members disposed

diagonally across the corners engaging said corner finish-

ing section at said grooves and clamping the same against

the said side sections : and diagonal screw bolts through

the said clip members and corner post dlsposetl with nuts

inside for clamping the same In position, all coactlng as

described and for the purpose spedfled.

2. The combination of Interchangeable sheet metal sec-

tions ; corner posts; • corner finishing se<-tion of sheet
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metal folded upon itself to form side grooves to receive

the edgesrof the Interchangeable side sections; clip mem-
bers dlspo.sed diagonally across the corners to engage said

corner ifinlshlng section at said grooves and clamp the

same 4gainst the said side sections ; and a diagonal screw
bolt through the said clip members anil corner post dis-

posed with nuts Inside for clamping the same in position,

all exacting as described and for the purpose specified.

1,230.182. DEMOUNTABLE RlM LOCK. El sab Lind-

BUG. Rice Lake. Wis. Filed July 14, 1916. SerUl No.

1<>9.348. (CI. 152—21.)

M' -i*

1. The combination with the wheel, of a band encircling

the wheel felly fastened thereto and formed at one side

with an annular rabbet, and transversely extending grooves

Intersecting said rabbet, a tire carrying rim formed with

an annular groove to fit t«ald rabbet and also formed with

transversely extending tongues to fit the aforesaid grooves,

the felly being formed with holes extending radially there-

through and Intersecting said grooves, and th^" tire <-ar-

rylng rim tM>lng form«Hi with sockets In said tongues in

line with the holes In the f««lly. locking pins a<lapted to be

Inserted through said holes and Into said sockets, base

plates secured to the felly and having said pins threaded

through the same, a head on each of said locking pins,

and pivoted arms carried by said bead and movable

through an arc of substantially ninety degrees

2. The comblnatk>n with a wheel, and a demountable
rim. of rim lo<-klng means carried by said wheel, each rim

locking device comprising a plate fastened to the Inner

face of the wheel felly, a locking pin threaded through

said plate and movable In the direction of Its length to

engage the demountable rim for the purpose of locking

and rleaslng the same, a notched locking )>os8 on said

plate, a head fast on said lo<-klng pin. arms plvotally at-

tached to said head, ami means for yieldingly holding

said arms substantially at right angles to the length of

th«> locking pin and also for holding the free ends of said

arms in engagement with the notched boss.

8. The combination with a wheel, and a demountable

rim. of rim locking means carrlt^l by said wheel, each

rim locking device comprising a plate fastened to the

Inner fa<>" of the wh.'*-! f»*lly. a lo<klng pin threaded

tbrouvii said plate and movable In the direction of lu
length to engage the demountable rim for the purpose of

locking and relea.xing the same, a notched locking bos*

on said plate, a head fast on said locking pin. arms plv-

otally attached to said head, and means for yieldingly

holding said arms substantially at right angles to the

length of the locking pin and also for holding the free

ends of said arms In engagement with the notcbe<l b«>s«.

said head being provide*! with an annular guard flange

which encircles said boss.

1.230.188. CAR CONSTRUCTION. CHAEi>sa A. Lind-

stkOm. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Pressed Steel Car
Company. Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Apr. 9. 1914. SerUl No. 830.716. (CI. 105—192.)

1. In a railway car. the combination with the floor and

side wall, of a side sill, a sobstantlally Z section sub sill
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resting on said side sill and interposed between said floor

and wall.

2. In a railway car, th<> combination with the side sill,

and floor and side wall, of a substantially Z section sub-

stil Interposed between said floor and wall, said sub-sill en-

gaging the flange of the side sill.

8. In a railway car, the combination with the side sill,

and floor and side wall, of a substantially Z section sub-

sill interposed between said floor and wail, saia sub-sill

engaging the flange of the side sill to prevent lateral

movement of the sab-sUl on the side sill.

4. In a railway car, the combination with the side sill,

and floor and side wall, of a substantially Z section sub-

sill supported by said side sill, said sub-sill engaging with

a groove In said side wall, and with a rabbet In said

floor.

5. Id a railway car, the combination with the side and
side sill, of a sub-sill having a downwardly projecting

portion engaging with said sill, and having an upwardly
projecting portion engaging with said side, and flooring

boards, the ends of which are rabbeted and secured to

said sub-sill.

ICIalms 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,184. COFFEE SUBSTITUTE. William A. Lorbnz,
Hartford, Conn. Filed Aug. 2, 1916. Serial No. 112.715.

(CI. 99—11.)
1. A composition for making a beverage consisting of

granulated roasted cotton seeds and granulated roasted
vegetable coloring and flavoring matter.

2. A composition for making a l>everage consisting of

granulated roasted cotton seeds, granulated roasted cereal,

and granulated roasted fruit.

8. A composition for making a beverage consisting of

granulated roasted cotton seeds, granulated roasted rye,

and granulated roasted figs.

1.230,185. 1 - lODO - 2.S - DIHYDROXYPROPANB AND
PROCESS OF MAKING SAME. Ricbaro LCdbub.
Bteglltx. Germany, assignor to Farbwerke vorm. Melster
Lucius k BrUnlng. Httchst-on-the-Maln. Germany, a
Corporation of Germany. Filed June 16. 1915. Serial

Ho. 34.193. (CI. 2.3—24. (

1. The process of preparing l-lodo-2.3-dihydroxypro-

pane. which consists In treating a-chlorhydrin with lodlds
of alkali metals.

2. The process of preparing l-lodo-2.3-dlbydroxypro-

pane, which consists in treating a -chlorhydrln with lodlds

of alkali metals at a temperature not exceeding 90° C.

3. The process of preparing l-lodo-2.8-dihydroxypro-
pane. which consists In treating a-chlorhydrla with lodlds

of alkali metals at a temperature not exceeding' 90° C.

while excluding light.

4. The process of preparing l-lodo-2.3-dlhydrox]rpro-

pane which consists In treating a-chlorhydrln with sodium
lodld.

6. The process of preparing l-lodo-2.3-dlbydroxypro-

pane which consists in treating a-chlorhydrin with so<llum
iodld at a temperature not exceeding 90° C. while ex-

cluding light.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,230.186. CLOTHES - LINE - SUPPORTING DEVICB.
John Lutz, Jersey City, N. J., assignor of one third to

John H. Best, Galvfl, 111. Filed Jan. 8, 1817. Serial

No. 140,866. (CI. 68—a.)

1. A clothesline supporting device for windows,

prising supporting plates adapted to be secured to the

frame of the window, one of said plates being provided

with a plurality of apertures, a bar adapted to be mounted
In one of said apertures and to be adjustably connected

with the other of said plates, a block adjustably mounted
on said bar. means for locking said block In any desired

position of adjustment, an arm movably mounted in said

block, and means in said block for locking said arm In

different positions.

3. In a clothesline support for windows, a bar mounted
in connection with said window and adjustable at right

angles thereto, a member adjustably mounted 00 said bar,

an arm movably mounted in said member, and means in

said member for locking said arm In different positions.

4. In a clothesline supporting device for windows, a bar

mounted in connection with said window and adjnstable
at right angles thereto, a block adjustably mounted on
said bar. an arm movably mounted In said block, said

arm being adapted to support a pulley around which an
endless line passes, one part of aald line passing throagh
said block and the other part thereof being detacbablj
connected with said block.

[Claims 2 and 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280,187. CHAIR LEO ATTACHMENT.
Clblland, Kings Mills, Ohio. Filed

Serial No. 864,491. (O. 1B8—26.)

Jambs T. Mc-
Oct. 1, 1914.

1. In a chair leg attachment, a floor engaging member,
relatively movable damping members hlngedly connected
to said floor engaging member at substantially diametri-
cally opposite points, each of the said clamping memt>ers
being substantially semi circular In cross section and
closed at one end to engage with the top face of the floor
engaging member when moved Into a vertical position, the
said clam|»lng members when thus moved forming a sub-
stantially cylindrical tapering socket Into which the
chair leg Is fitted, and a means mounted foj: contact with
the exterior surface of the clamping members to maintain
said members In firm frlctlonal contact with the chair
leg, substantially as described.

2. In a (hair leg attachment, a floor engaging member,
having a flat upper surface, relatively movable clampiag
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nienib«r* bingedlj connected to «ald floor engaiilnj member
at diametrically opposite points, each of said clamping
members t>elnK sub^itantially seml-circtilar in cross section

and closed at the lower end to engaging meml»er when
said clamping members are moved to vertical position

thereby forming a rigid connection between the said mem-
bers, the said clamping members when thus move<i form
ing a substantially cylindrical tapering socket in which
the chair leg Is fitte<l, and meant! for maintaining said

members in firm frictlonal <onta<t with the chair leg.

1,230.188. METHOD OF AND APPARATUS FOR DIS
PLAYING PICTURES. La.vgdon McCohmick, New
York, X. Y. Fllefi S*-pt. 20, 1915. Serial Xo. 51,709.
(CI. 88—24.)

U<-'

d<:^.

1. The method of projecting pictures, which consists

In proje<tlng a plurality of pictures on different portions

of a iK^reen surface, and providing a picture element be-

tween said portions of the screen surface to serve as a

division for said portions and to merge into the plurality

of projected pictures for forming therewith a composite

picture.

2. A screen for the projection of pictures, comprising

a screen surface and a permanent picture element thereon

for dividing the same into a plurality of exhibition fields.

3. A screen for the projection of pictures, comprising

a screen surface and a picture element thereon for divid-

ing the same Into sections each adapted to receive a pro-

jected picture.

1,230,189. FUNNEL. RoBiax I* McCoy, Sergeants BlulT.

Iowa. Filed Oct. 18, 191.3. Serial No. 796.072. (CI.

226—33.)

1. In an automatic funnel, a valve arranged in the body
of 'said funnel, a roncontrtc float housinjt In the spout of

the funnel, a float movable In the bonslnK. means for con-

necTlng the float with the valve for closlnk; the same at

predetermined periods, and an air tube arranited concen-
trically of the funnel and the housing and commanicatina
with and secured to said housing, said connecting means
extending through the air tube and above the sume to
facilitate the gripping of the same for holding the valve
In a closed position.

2. In combination with a funnel having a spout, a plate
fixedly arranged in said funnel adjacent the apex en>l

thereof, said plate provlde«l with a central opening therein
and an opening adjacent said central opening, a housing
concentrically mounted in said spout and extending up-
wardly therethrough Into engagement with the Inner
face of said plate, an air tube passing through the central
opening of said plate and having engagement with the
upper end of said housing, a float operatively mounte<l in
said concentric housing, the upper end thereof extending
through said air tube, and a valve engaging over said
second mentioned opening and having connection with
said float as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The combination with a funnel having a spont, said
>pout being of a uniform diameter throughout Us length,

a plate fixedly carried In said funnel in proximity of the
••pex end thereof, said plate provided with a concentric
and an e**cenfrlc opening, an e!ongate<l cylindrical housing
<oncentrlcally mounted In said spout, one end thereof h*-

Ing partly c1os4n1 and the opposite end open, said partly
closed end extending upwardly through said spout and
Into engagement with the Inner face of said plate, an air

tube centrally mounted in the funnel, the one end thereof
extending through the concentric op«>nlng and having
engagement with the partly close<l end of the housing, a
float movably mounted In said housing, a rod, the one
end of which Is In engagement with said float and the
opposite end extending through snld air tube to a point
alK)ve the same to facilitate gripping thereof, a rock shaft

fulcrumed at a point eccentric on said plate, the one end
being in engagement with said float rod, and a valve clo-

sure pivotally carrle<l hy the opposite end of said shaft for

closing said eccentric opening when the float Is operated,
as and for the purpose set forth.

1.230.190 IMPRKSSION ROLL. Jame.s W McIndoe
and AuTiUtt E. Whit.my, Winchester, Mass. Filed
May 3, 1916. .Serial No. 96,952^ (O. 101—178.)

1. An impression roll having a plnrallty of peripheral
projections of different heights and lengths and of varying
thickness.

2. .\n impression roll consisting of a cylinder having
p<'rlphernl projections, a tubular support therefor having
a tapered bore, a coneshaped arbor on which said tubular
support IS mounted, flange threade<l to ami movable
l««ngthwlse of said arbor for positioning said support
thereon, an annular plate on the Inner face of said flange,

and members thereaded to said flange and bearing against
said annular plate.

3. An Impression roll consisting of a cylinder haring
peripheral projections, a tubular support therefor having
a tapered bore, a coneshaped arbor on which said tnbnlar
support Is mounted, a flange on saM arbor, a plate mov-
able on said flange, and members threaded to said flange

and hearing against said annular plate.

4. An lmpr»*s«ion roll having a plurality of peripheral
projections of dtflerent heights, lengths and thicknesses
scparateil by portions In the same cyllnilrlcal plane and
alined lengthwise of said roll.
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1.2S0.191. WATERMOTOB OR PROPELLER. Hooh
P. Maconk, Anaconda, Mont. File<l June 7. 1916. Se-

rial No. 102.280. (CI. 170—84.)
.

1. A motor of the character described Including sup-

porting members, oppositely disposed shafts mbunted

thereon, wheels mounted upon said shafts, sprocket chains

passing over the wheels, a pair of tracks mounted upon

said supports comprising inner and outer track members,

said tracks extending parallel to each other and parallel

to the path of the sprocket chains, carriages comprising

forward and rear axles. « heels mounted upon the axles

and operatively engaging said track members, links piv-

otally connecting th. uxU-k. blades attache<l to the forward

axles and normally extending perpendicularly to the

sprocket chains, braces extending from the blades to the

rearmost axles, said sprocket chains being operatively

connected to the forward axles, said connection permitting

the blades to rotate with respect to said sprocket chains.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette. 1

1.280.192. DRIM TKAl'-MOLDER. Georck A. Manning,

Elkhart, Ind.. assignor to C. G. Conn. Elkhart. Ind.

Filed Dec. 8. 1915. SerUl No. 65.794. (CI. 84—10.)

through the bracket and c-onstrueted at its Inner end with

an eye threaded upon the shank between the eyes of the

bracket, and having Its outer end protruded In position

to receive means for drawing It relatively to the bracket.

1. A trap holder drum ro«l comprising a main portion

and an adjustable portion, prorldeil. respectively, with

hooks to engage the edges of the drum rings : said main

portion embodying in Its structure a rigidly associate*!

head upon which- Its ring hook is formed, and a rigidly

united shank ; said head being extende«l in the circum-

ferential direction of the cylindrli>al surfa<e of the ring

upon which it is to bear, and being provided with out-

wardly projecting means for holding an Instrument ; said

Instrument holding means comprising a pair of posts ro-

tatably socketed In said head, and constructed with offsets

which vary the positions of the receiving ends of the posts

when the posts are rotated in their sockets.

1*. in a drum trap holder, the combination of main and

adjustable members having hooks for engaging the rings

of a drum ; said main member being constructed with a

head extended In the circumferential direction of and

provlillng a broad bearing face for a cylindrical surface of

the drum, and a shank rigidly united with said head: and

an instrument holder niouute<l upon said shank and com

prising a bracket constructed at Its outer end with a seat

for the Instrument to he mounted thereon, and at Its

Inner end with a pair of space«l eyes through which the

shank Is threaded, and a clamping eye ro«l projecting

1,230,193. RAILWAY - SIGNAL. ALONZO C. Mather,

Chicago. 111. Filed Apr. 7. 1914. Serial No. 830.157.

(CI. 246—26.)

1. In a device of the class described, a suitable track

forming an electric conductor, a vehicle to travel on said

track, a voltammeter on the vehicle, an electrical con-

ductor parallel to the track divided Into successive sec-

tions Insulated from one another to form blocks along the

track, a connection between each block section and the

track rail, a trolley wheel on the vehicle to make electrical

contact with said h-ectlonal <'onductor and suitable con-

ductors to form an electric circuit on the vehicle starting

at the track, through the voltammeter. through the gen-

erator through the trolley wheel and the»ce to the sec-

tional conductor.

2. In a device of the class de8crlbe<i. a suitable track

forming an electric conductor, a vehicle to travel on said

track, an electrU-al conductor paralleling the track and

divided Into seitarate successive sections Insulated from

each other to form signal blocks along the line of the

track, a connection between each block section and the

track rail, an electric current generator on the vehicle, a

voltammeter on the vehicle, and suitable electrical con-

ductors to form a circuit on the vehicle between the track

and the sectional conductor Including the generator and

the v<dtainmeter whereby the presence of a second vehicle

In the same Mock Is Indicated on both of said vehicles.

3. In a device of the class described, a semaphore com-

prising a pivoted arm, a magnet to move said arm, a bat-

tery, a switch, the windings of said magnet being in a

circuit with the battery and the switch, a small magnet

to control the position of the switch, a sultabl* track

comprising two rails, a third rail paralleling the lalLs of

the track comprising sections of suitable length and elec-

trli-ally Insulated from one another to form signal blocks

all along the track, the windings of said small magnet

Welng In an electric circuit with one of said track rails

and the third rail, a vehicle to travel on said track, a

generator on the vehicle, a voltammeter on the vehicle,

and suitable conductors electrically connected to one rail

of the track and to the third rail to bring the generator

and the voltammeter In the same circuit with the wind-

ings of said small magnet.

1.230.194. HARROW. Theodore G. Mattson, Bremen,

N. D. 'Filed July 7. 1915. Serial Xo. 38.544. (Cl.

65—11.)

1. In a machine of the character described, a mala

frame, a cylinder mounte<i to rotate from a fixed axis,

relatively adjustable rotary cylinders, a rack l>ar for each

adjustable cylinder. axn\ a single element mounted to en-

gage the resp»'ctlve rack bars for simultaneously moving

the adjustable cylinders.
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4. In a machioe of th« character described, a main
frame, supporting wheels therefor, a cylinder mounted
to rotate from a fixed axis, cutting teeth projecting from
the outer surface of sal<l cylinder, relatively adjustable
rotary cylinders, curved teeth projecting from the outer
surface of said last mentioned cylinders, a rack bar for
each adjustable cylinder, a guide means for each rack
bar, a single rotary element mounted to engage each rack
bar to simultaneously move the adjustable cylinders either
toward or from said first mentioned cylinder, a means to
raise and lower the supporting means relatively to the
frame for moving the several cylinders bodily into and
out of engagement with the ground, a wheeled truck piv-

oted to and forwardly of the frame, and means mounted
on Ihe main frame and engaging the truck for raising and
lowering the wheels thereof during adjustment of the sup-
porting wheeU to permit engagement of the several cylin-

ders with the ground, substantially as described.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,1W SPRING-TENSIOX MECHANISM. JOHK L.
Mauch. Humboldt, Arir. Filed June 5, 1916. Serial
No. 101,819. (a. 18C—3».) _

^4*

1. The combination with a spring, of a shaft connected
to said spring, a rotatable transmission member loosely

I mounted on said shaft, and means controlled by the tum-

^^
Ing of said shaft In opposite directions, respectively, for
clamping said member to said shaft for rotation there-
with and for unclamplng the same.

2. The combination with a spring, of a shaft connected
to said spring and having a flange and a threaded portion,
a rotatable member loosely mounted on said shaft be-
tween said flange and threaded portion, means for hold-
ing said member against turning in one direction, and a
nut on said threaded portion for clamping said member
to said flange and for unclamplng the same when said
shaft is turned In the direction against which said mem-
ber Is held from turning.

3. The combination with a spring, of a shaft connected
to said spring and having a flange and a threaded portion,
a tranamlsslon member loosely mounted on said shaft be-

tween said flange and threaded portion, a nut on said
threaded portion for clamping said member to said flange,
and a spring connecting said not and shaft and tending
to turn said nut In a direction to clamp said member.

4. The combination with a spring and an operated mem-
ber, of connections between said spring and member for
winding said spring and for transmitting the tension of
said sprlag to said member to move the same In one direc-

tion, and means for positively preventing movement of
said member In the opposite direction but permitting
movement thereof in said flrst-named direction, said con-
nections being constructed ami arranged to permit said
spring to be wound without moving said member.

5. The combination with a roller adapted to receive a
trip, of a spring, a shaft connecte<l to said spring and
having a flange and a threa(le<l portion, a transmission
.member loosely mounted on said shaft between said flange

and threaded portion and operatlvely connected with said

roller, means to prevent movement of said transmission
member In a direction to unwind said strip, a nut on said

threaded portion for clamping said transmission member

to s'aid flange, and a spring connecting said nut and shaft
and tending to turn <aid nut lira direction to clamp said
transmission memlter.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.196. COU.NTING MACHINE. David F. MaaaiMAN
and Charlss W. Harbis. Waterloo, Iowa. Filed June
12. 1916. Serial No. 103.293. (O. 285—91.)

1. In .1 counting machine having a registering device, a
trigger supported movably to be swung Id one direction by
the impact thereon of an object to b« counted, and to re-
turn to its Initial position by gravity, said registering de-
vice having a resilient actuating arm. a continuously ro-
tatable crank loi-ated out of the path of movement of said
register-arm, a deflecting plate and movable elements con-
nected to said trigger and set thereby when moved by said
impinging object to move said register-arm against and
about said deflecting plate and Into the path of movement
of said crank to cause the latter to actuate the register by
shifting said arm. releasably.

2. In a counting machine having a registering device,
a trigger mounted to be movetl by Impact thereon of an
object to be counted, said registering device having an op
eratlng arm formed of a plate spring, a rotatable crank
adjacent to and rotatable In a plane parallel to said
spring-arm. and means connecteil to said trigger adapted
to move the spring arm into the path of rotation of said
crank, relea-sanly when the trigger is move<l In one dlrec
tlon by an Impact and then returned by gravity.

3. A counting machine, (omprislng a registering devlc*-.
a spring-arm adapted to swing to actuate said device and
yleldable laterally, a crank rotatable In a plane parallel
to said .-prlngarm to one side thereof, and means for
pushing the spring arm laterally Into the path of move-
ment of said crank to permit the latter to push it down
to actuate the registering device, consisting of a trigger
suspended to swing In a vertical plane, a rock-shaft on
which said trigger is mounted having two laterally spaced
arms on one end adjacent to the outer end of said spring-
arm, the outermost arm having a shifting-block on Its

lower end with convex rear face, said block adapteil to
swing downwardly before said spring-arm and push the
latter back Into the path of rotation of said crank when
said shaft is rocked in one direction by the swinging of
said trigger, the second arm on said shaft located l>ehind
said spring-arm and acting as an abutment therefor when
the trigger is not operated and swinging to release the
spring arm when the shiftlng-block swings to push back
the spring arm. and a flxefl rearwardly curved hanger be-

low said spring-arm with its upper end in advance of the
spring-arm and its lower »»nd in the rear thereof, adapted
to serve na an abutment when the spring-arm is rocke<|

downwardly by contact with said crank to hold It in en-
gagement with the crank until released therefrom when
the spring arm has passed below the lower end of the abut-
ment to move back to Its Initial position.

4. In a device of the character described, a depending
swinging finger, a register havlrg a movable actuating
arm. a fixed concavo convex plate, a rotating crank having
a crank-pin, and means operatlvely connected to said fin-

ger for moving the said actuating arm into the path of

/
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said crank-pln along the concave face of said plate, to re-

turn along the convex face of the plate to Its first position

out of the path of the crank pin.

I

1.280.197. WINDOW - PROTECTING ATTACHMENT.
STUtasTT E. McNvlty, Washington. D. <'• Filed Oct. 1,

1916. Serial N**. 58,604. (Ol. 156—38.)

upward through the perforated pUte for the purpose of

lifting the material, said auxiliary air supply being con-

trolled by a steam operated air injector having a branch

connection from the steam supply main, and said auxiliary

1. A device for closing the passage of a window against

Insects, consisting of a holding frame, means for securing

the holding frame to the parting strips of a window casing,

and a flexible strip carrleil by the holding frame and hav

Ing free longitudinal yielding edge portions projecting

laterally of the holding frame for engagement with the

window sashes.

a. A window protecting device consisting of a holding

frame, a flexible strip carrleil by the holding frame and

having yleldable longitudinal edge portions projecting lat-

erally of the holding frame, said frame including relatively

adjustable supporting members for attaching the frame

to the parting strips of a window casing.

,1. A window protecting ilevlte consisting of a holding

frame, a flexible strip carried by the holding frame and

having freely yleldable longitudinal edge portions pro-

jecting laterally of the holding frame and adapted to slid-

ably contact with the panes of window sashes, and means

for securing the ends of said holding frame to the win-

dow casing to support said strip for slldable contact with

the window sashes.

4 A window protecting attachment consisting of com-

panion holding frames slidably conn«-cted to each other.

and a flexible strip secured to each holding frame, the

edges of said flexible strips being held close to each other.

Mid strips being adapted to slide on each other when the

frames are shifted on each other.

5. A window protecting device consisting of a flexible

strip, a pair of holding bars narrower than the flexible

strip, means for clamping the strip to the bars, and means

on said bars for supporting the bars and the strip in hori-

zontal position in a window casing, said means having an

extenslonable connection with said bars.

IClalm" 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,280,198 MACHINE OR APPARATITS FOR rTETNO,

WASHING. AND THE LIKE. JOHN H»MBT MlLNM,

Huddersfleld. England. Filed Dec. 7, 1916. Serial No.

l.-^S.eOfl. (CI. 8—19.)

1. In dyeing apparatus and the like of the type having

the ordinary upper and lower compartments. Intermediate

perforated plate, central circulating tube, and steam sup-

ply main, the employment in combination therewith of

an auxiliary pipe designed to Introduce an auxiliary sup

ply of air into the lower compartment and to pass same

upward through the perforated plate for the purpose of

lifting the material, said auxiliary air supply being con-

trolled by a steam operated air Injector having a branch

connection from the steam supply main, and said auxiliary

air supply and ordinary steam supply being utillzable

either separately or concurrently, substantially as herein

set forth.

2. In dyeing apparatus and the like of the type having

the ordinary upper and lower compartments. Intermediate

perforated plate, central circulating tube, and steam sup-

ply main, the employment In combination therewith of

an auxiliary pipe designed to Introduce an auxiliary sup-

ply of air into the lower compartment and to pass same

air supply and ordinary st.am supply being utillzable

either separately or concurrently, and a dye liquor Inlet

funnel and branch pipe applied to the auxiliary air sup-

ply plp«-

1,280,199. DRAW -BAR CENTERING DEVICE AND
CARRIER. John R. Mitchbll, Evanston. 111., as-

signor to William H. Miner, Chazy, N. Y. Filed May

10, 1916. SerUl No. 27,010. (CI. 218—42.)

VOV^

1. In car construction, the combination with a draw

bar, of a carry Iron beneath the draw bar and arranged

to directly support the latter, a meml>er having antl-frlc-

tion rollers, slidably mounted with respect to said carry

Iron and supported thereby, said member having upstand-

ing projections on each side of the draw bar shank adapt-

ed to engage the latter, and spring means for normally

maintaining said member In central position.

2. In car construction, the combination with a carry

Iron adapted to support the weight of a draw bar. of a

member slldable with respect to said carry Iron and

having upstanding shoulders located at the sides of the

draw bar shank, a carrier for air and steam automatic

connector secured to said member, and means for ad-

justably securing said carrier to said member in any

predetermined position.

1,230.200. CLOTH-BOLT PRESS. Frbd E. Mobbt,

Baraboo, Wis. Filed June 19. 1916. Serial No.

104.458. (CI. 100—5.)

1. In a press of the character described, a base, spaced

pairs of guides fixed at their lower ends to said base,

rack bars mounted to travel In said guides, a shaft oper-

atlvely mounted upon the upper ends of said guides,

pinions fixed upon said shaft meshing with the respective

rack bars, an angularly disposed presser arm on the lower
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eod of each rack bar, and manually operable mean* for
routing said shaft to more the rack bars downwardly In
the guides.

2. A press of the character described having a sup-
porting base, spaced pairs of upwardly Inclined guides
fixed at their lower j-nds to said base, rack bars mounted
In said guides, angularly disposed presser arms on the
lower ends of said rack bars, a bar connecting said guides
adjacent to their upper ends, a shaft rotatably mounted
upon said bar. pinions fixed upon said shaft and meshing
with the respective racks, uprights centrally fixed at their
upper ends to said bar and at their lower ends to the base,
and manually operable means for rotating said shaft In
oil*' direction to move the rack bars downwardly In the
guides.

3. In a press of the character described, a supporting
frame, spaced rack bars vertically movable in said frame
and each having a presser arm. a shaft mounted upon the
frame, pinions fixed on said shaft meshing with the re-
s|)ectlve rack bars, a ratchet secured to one end of said
shaft, a lever osclllatably mounted on said shaft, a
dog fulcrumed In said lever and normally engaged
at one end with the teeth of the ratchet to rotate
the shaft in the movement of the lever In one direction,
and a second dog fulcrumed upon the frame and having
a weighted end provided with a tooth to engage the
ratchet and prevent the reverse rotation of the shaft
w^hen the lever is moved in an opposite direction.

4. In a press of the character described, a supporting
frame, spaced racks vertically movable In said frame each
provided with a presser arm on its lower end. a shaft
mounted upon said frame, pinions fixed upon said shaft
and meshing with the respective racks, a ratchet secured
to one end of said shaft, a lever osclllatebly mounted
upon the shaft, a dog fulcrumed in said lever engaging
the ratchet at one of Its ends to rotate the shaft when
the lever is moved In one direction, and a second dog ful-

crumed upon the frame and operatlvely engaging the
ratchet to hold the shaft against reverse rotation In the
movement of the lever in an opposite direction, the dog
on the lever operatlvely engaging the second named dog
upon the release of the lever, whereby the latter dog is

operatlvely engaged with the ratchet to bold the shaft
against reverse rotation.

5. In a press of the character described, a supporting
frame, spaced rarks vertically movable In said frame each
provided with a presaer arm on its lower end. a shaft
mounted upon said frame, pinions fixed upon said shaft
to one end of said shaft, a lever osclllatably mounted
upon the shaft when the lever is moved In one di-

rection, and a dog fulcr«me<l upon said frame having
a welghte«l end provided with a tooth to enrage the
ratchet and hold the shaft against reverse rotation when
the lever is moved In an opposite direction, the dog on
said lever operatlvely engaging the weighted end of the

second named dog to move the other end of said dog into
locking engagement with the ratchet and also hold the
dog on the lever lu operative engagement with the ratchet
when said lever is released.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1,230,201. SAFETY DEVICE Ft)R MOVING-PICTURE
MACHINES. HoraxoM 8. Morto.n. Detroit. Mich.
Filed Aug. 'J. 1916. SerUl No. 112.818. (Cl. 88—17.)

1. In a safety device for moving picture machines, the
combination with a lamp, of a film, a shutter movable
t>«tween the lamp and film, a roller supported by the film,

means actuated by the falling of the said roller for oper-
ating the shutter, a guide roller arranged below the said
film-supported roller, the said film passlnit under the said
film-supported roller and around the said guide roller, and
a di8pla«5eable bearing for the guide roller whereby exces-
sive strain upon the film draws the guide roller from be-
neath the film-supported roller allowing the same to fall.

2. In a safety device for moving picture machines, the
combination with a lamp, of a film, a shutter movable
between the lamp and film, a roller supported by the film,

an electric switch operate<l by the falling of the roller,

electro magnetic means controlled by the said switch for
operating the said shutter, a guide roller arranged below
the said film-supported roller, the said film passing under
the said film-supported roller and around the said guide
roller, and a dlsplaceable bearing for the guide roller
whereby excessive strain upon the film draws the guide
roller from beneath the said film supported roller and
allows the same to fall.

3. In a safety device for moving picture machines, the
combination with a lamp, of a film, a shatter movable
between the lamp and film, a roller supported by the
film, means a'tuated by the falling of the said roller
for operatlnij the shutter, a guide roller arranged below
the said film-supported roller, the said film passing under
the said film-supporte<1 roller and around the said gul<le
roller, a support, a slot In the said support, a bearing
for the culde roller removably seated In the said slot,
and a spring acting upon the said bearing for holding the
same yieldingly In the said slot whereby an excessive
strain upon the film draws the bearing from the slot and
the guide roller from beneath the film-supported roller
allowing the same to fall.

1,230.202. FIOURE WHEELED TOY. ALOTSirs Mon>-
ziERZ, New Haven. Conn. Filed Sept. 22. 1916. Serial
No. 121.600. (CT. 46—15.)
1. A wheeled toy comprising a platform formed with

two longitudinal slots, a l;ar arranged beneath each of
said slots and guided for longitudinal movement, two
transverse slides one connected to each of said bars, meant
for moving said slides, and a figure having two membars
one connected to each of said bars.

2. A wheeled toy comprlsiiig a platform formed with
longitudinal slota. a aerlea of bars arranged beneath said
slots, two transverse slides, alternate bars connectefl to
one slide, and the remaining bars connected to the other
slide, means for moving the slides and bars back and forth,
and n figure connected to each pair of bars.
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8. A wheeled toy comprising a platform formed with

longitudinal slots, bars l»eneath said slots, two trans-

versely arranged slides l>eneath said platform, alternate

bars connected with one of said slides, the remaining

l>ars connected with the opposite slide, a double crank

connected with the respective slides, a figure connected

to each pair of slides, and a horiiontal bar supporting

said figures.

and inclosing the salil head and when in position extending

from a point adjacent the rear of said head to the noae

4 A wheeled toy comprising a platform formed with a

series of longitudinal slots arranged in pairs, a bar be

neath each of said slots, said bars guided for longitudinal

movement, two transversely arranged slides also guided

for movement in the direction of the bars, alternate bars

connected to one of said slides, the Intermediate bars con

nected to the other slide, said bars formed at their rear

en.H with pins, a bracket to support ^ald pins, a gear

wheel, a crank connected with each side of said gear

wheel said cranks extending In opposite directions, con

nectlons l>etween one crank and one slide, and between the

other crank and the other slide, and means for turnlnu

said gear wheel.

1 230.203. UNCOUPLING DEVICE. GBOROi C. Mcbbav,

Chicago. 111., aaalgnor to Keyoke Railway Fkjulpment

Company, a Corporation of Delaware. Filed Feb. 2,

1914. SerUl No. 815,988. (Cl. 218—69.)

of the burner tip. and means for engaging Bald sheath for

securing the same In position on the head.

1.2.10.205. FLUCTUATION DAMPING MEANS FOR
ROTATABLE MEMBERS. Harold William NiCHOLa.

East Orange, N. J., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Western Electric Company. Incorporated, a Corporation

of New York. Filed Mar. 22, 1915. Serial No. 16.000.

(Cl. 74—6.) _^

An uncoupling mechanism comprising an operating rod

rotaUblv mounted on a car. said operating rod being pro

Tided with an offset portion and a reversely bent portion

spaced therefrom, and an uncoupling rod adapted to en-

gage the coupler-pin to said car. said uncoupling rod be

Ing fulcrumed on said offset portion of said operating rod.

said reversely bent portion of said operating rod being

arranged to contact with and operate said uncoupling rod

upon proper movement of said operating rod.

1 "30 204 WELDIN<J TORCH. Evan Rcpbht Nash.
'

Hanford. Cal. Filed July 20, 1916. Serial No. 110,376.

(O. 158—27.4.)

A deUchable fire-proof protector for welding torches,

c-omprlslng a molded tubular sheath of refractory heat

Insulating material for positioning on the torch head over

the burner tip end thereof and for closely surrounding

1. A fJy-wheel having a unitary chamber containing a

liquid and sectional walls substantially parallel to the

path of movement of said chamber.

5. A flv-wheel having concentric with Its axis a cham-

ber containing a liquid, a plurality of fiat rings, and

means for maintaining said rings separated from one an

other to form radial sectional walls in said chamber.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the <1azette.J

1.230.206. SUCTION PRODUCER. Henrv C. Ni»-

MEYiR. Racine. Wis., assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Richmond Radiator Company. New York. N. Y.. a

Corporation of Delaware. FllPd Apr. 27. 1911. Serial

No. 623.590. (Cl. 2.S0—11.)

1. In a suction producing apparatus, the . orablnstlon

with a casing, of a wall seiiaratlng said casing Into two

chambers, suction producing mechanism in one of said

chambers, a motor casing In communication with the

other of said chambers, means In said other chamber for

causing air to pass through said motor casing, and a

motor In said motor casing operatlvely connected to

drive said mechanism and said means.

2. In a suction producing apparatus, the combination

with a casing having an inlet orifice and an outlet orifice

and an additional orifice, of a motor placed In the ctir-

rent of air passing through said additional orifice, a wall

In the casing In position to form a chamber In free < om

niunlcatlon with said Inlet and outlet orlfic-es and a cham

ber In communication with said additional orifice but

not In direct communication with said outlet orifice, and

a fan In each chamber driven by said motor.

8. In a suction producing apparatus, the (.omblnatlon

with a casing having an Inlet orifice and an outlet orifice
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and an additional orlflce. of a motor placed In the currant
of air passing through said additional orlflce. a wall In
the casing In position to form a chamber In free com-
munication with Mid Inlet and outlet orlflcea and a
chamber In communlra^lon with said additional orlflce
but not In direct communication with said outlet orlflce,
and a fan in the first mentioned chamber driven by aald
motor.

4. In a suction producing apparatus, the combination
with a casing having an Inlet orlflce and an outlet orlflce
and an additional orlflce. of a motor placed In the current
of air passing through said additional orlflce, a wall In
the casing in position to form a chamber in free com-
munication with said Inlet and outlet orlflces and a
chamber In communication with said additional orlflce
and with the first mentioned chaml)er only at a region
remote from Mid outlet orlflce, and a fan in each chamber
driven by said motor.

5. In a suction producing apparatus, the combination
with a casing having a main Inlet orifice and an outlet
orifice and an additional inlet orlflce, of a motor placed
in the current of air passing through said additional orl-
flce. a wall in the casing in position to *orm two partially
separated chambers one of which is in free communica-
tion with said main inlet and outlet orlflces and the other
of which Is In communication with said additional inlet
orlflce and with the first mentioned chamber, and a fan
in each chamber driven by the motor.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.207. POURING DEVICE. Charl.b U. Nobman.
Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to Tide Water Oil Company.
Bayonne, N. J., a Corporation of New Jeraey. FUed
May 1, 1916. Serial No. M.6S6. (CI. 221—20 )

1. A pouring device for oil cans comprising a thin case
composed of upper and lower disk mpmbers, and a spout-
carrylng turntable and a packing disk held frictlonally
bf-twpen the case members, the lower case mt-mber com-
prising a flat circular elevated floor supporting the pack-
ing disk and a wide marginal flange sloping downward
and outward at a low angle from said floor, and the up-
per cast- member having a flat circular top next the turn-
table, a low circular side wall wherein the turntable is
rotatably guld^-d. and a wide marginal flange similar to
the flange of the lower case member but slipiDg at a
somewhat stepper angle so as to be in converging rplation
th'-reto, the flanges being united by crimping at the ooter

edfea. whereby the turnUble and packing disk are caused
to be clasped resillently and tightly between the top and
floor of the case.

2. .\ pouring device for oil cans, comprising a thin caae
compo8«<i of upper and lower diak member* with a spout-
carrying turntable and a packing disk held between the
case members, the turntable, packing disk and lower caae
member being apertured for the pasaage of air and liquid,
and the upper case memb4>r having a cut-out In which the
spout may turn and a curved grooved venting channel
pressed up from the material of the member and termi-
nating in said cut out.

1.280.208. COMBINED MOP HEAD AND WRINGER.
Ek.vbst V. Olandu. Grand Rapids. Mich. Filed Oct.
21, 1916. ^^erlal No. 126.9 IS. (CI. 15—43.)

1. In a mop, the combination of a handle, a head on the
handle adapted to support one end of a mop iloth. a lon-
gitudinally slldable support on the handle, a shaft rotata-
bly mounted In the support and adapted for engagement
with the opposite end of said mop cloth, and a gear elt^
ment on the «haft for connection with the handle to turn
the shaft and twist the cloth upon the movement of the
support.

2. In a mop. the comldnatlon of a handle having a bead
thereon for engagement with one end of the mop cloth,
a bracket pivotally supported from said handle, and a ro^
Utable shaft mounted in said bracket and adapted for
engagement with the opposite end of the mop cloth to
twist the same, said bracket being adapted to swing into
various angles relaUvely to the handle to follow the loop-
ing of the cloth during the twisting of the same.

3. In a mop, the combination of a handle having a head
thereon for engagement with one end of a mop cloth, a
longitudinally movable support mounted on the handle
and having a pivoted part, a shaft rotatably mounted In
the pivoted part and adapted for engagement with the
opposite end of said mop cloth, said support being adapted
to be shifted to stretch said mop cloth, and said pivoted
part being adapted to swing and follow the looped mop
cloth during the movement of the support, and a connec-
tion between the handle and the shaft for rotating the
latter and twlaUng the cloth during the stretching of the
same.

4. In a mop. the combination of a handle having a head
thereon for engagement with one end of a mop cloth, a
support slldahly mounted on the handle, a bracket pivot-
ally connected with said support, a shaft rotatably mount-
ed in said bracket and adapted for engagement with the
opposite end of the mop cloth, and means on the handit -

adapted to turn said shaft to twist the mop doth upon the
sliding movement of said support.

6. In a mop. the combination with a handle having a
head thereon for engagement with one end of a mop doth.
a sleeve mounted to slide longitudinally on the handle, a
bracket pivoted to the sleeve, a mop-engaging loop mount-
ed for rotation In the bracket, said loop being adapted for
engagement with the opposite end of said mop cloth, and
means between the mop-engaging loop and the handle for
turning the loop upon the sliding movement of the sleeve,
said bracket being adapted to follow the loop of the doth
'luring the twisting of the same.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gasette.l
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1280.209. GEAR. OuaTAF 0L80S. Chicago, 111. awlgnor
'

of one-half to Louis Greenberg and one-sixth to WUlard

i. M^E^en. Chicago, 111. Piled Oct. 2. 1916. Serial

No. 88.694. (CI. 74—84.)

edge with a plurality of gear teeth, the outer edge* of

which an<l the surfaces at the bottom of the spaces be-

tween said gear teeth being curve<l longitudinally.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gatette.l

1 280 210. SIDE BEARIN«; FUR RAILWAY CARP. CaL-

'viN B. PATCH. Glenellyn. 111., assignor to William H.

Miner. Chary. N. Y. Filed July 15, 1916. Serial No.

109,444. (CI. 64—86.)

1 The combination with a pivotally mounted member

having a roUtlve member mounted thereon, of a track

member of wave-like form, a roller on said pivotally

mounted member and adapted to travel on said wave-like

track member, said track member being provided on iti

outer margin with a plurality of gear teeth, the outer

edges of which and the N.ttom surfa<-es of the spaces be

tween said gear teeth being curved longitudinally on arcs

of circles substantially concentric with the arc of the

circle defining the path of tilting movement of said plv-

oUlly mounted member as said roller travels over said

track member, and a gear wheel rotatably mounted on said

plvotallv mounted member and having operative connec-

tion with said rotative member, said gear wheel being in

Besb with the gear teeth on said track mem»>er.

«> The combination with a pivotally mounted member

having a rotative member mounted thereon, of an annular

track member of wave like form, a roller on said pivoUlly

mounted member and adapted to travel on said wave like

track memi>er. said track member being provlde<l on its

outer margin with a plurality of gear teeth, the outer

edges of which and the In.ttom surfaces of the spaces be-

tween said gear teeth being curved longitudinally on arcs

of circle* concentric with the arc of the drcle defining the

path of tilting movement of the pivotally mounted mem-

ber as the roller travels over said wave like member, and

a gear wheel rotatably mounted on said pivotally mounted

member and having operative connection with said rota-

tive member, said gear wheel being In mesh with the gear

teeth on said track member.

8 The combination with a pivotally mounted member

having a rotative member mounted thereon, of an annular

track member of wave like form, a roller on said pivotally

mounted member and adapted to travel on said wave-lilie

track memt.er. a rotative driving member mounted on aald

DivoUlly mounte<l member and having operative connec-

tion with said rotative member, said driving member hav-

ing driving engagement with the outer annular edge of

said track member, said driving member being moved

b<w111v up and down over the outer annular edge of said

track member as the roller travels over the wave like

track member, and the outer annular edge of said track

member being curved longitudinally concentric with the

ar. of the drcle defining the path of tilting movement of

said driving member.

4 \ gear member of the character described, compris-

ing an annular fiange of wave-like form, said flange being

provided with gear teeth aroun.l Its outer edte ;
the outer

edges and the surfaces at the bottom of the spaces between

said gear teeth being curved longitudinally.

5 \ gear member of the character described, comprising

a sleeve having an outwardlv extending annular flange of

wave like form, said flanjte being provided around its outer

1 m a roller side bearing, the combination with a bas*

casting, of a pair of spaced roller members within sal4

base casting and movable in unison, springs on *-«^b s»d^
"J

said roller members, a central axle member extend ng be-

tween the roller memb.rs, said springs extending to said

axle member and into the space between the roller mem-

2
' In a roller side bearing, the i-omblnatlon with a base

casting, of a pair of spaced roller meml>ers. a Journal ex-

tending between said roller members to thereby move the

same In unison, and springs extending between the base

casting and said Journal, the Inner ends of said springs

being located between the said roller members.

8 In a roller side bearing, the combination with a haw

casting, of a pair of spaced roller members, a Journal ex-

tending between said roller members to thereby move the

same in unison, and springs extending between the base

casting and said Journal, the inner ends of said springs

being located between the said roller members, the Journal

being detachably connected with the roller members.

4 In a roller side bearing, the combination with a hol-

low' base casting, of two roller members mounted within

said imse casting, a Journal extending l^etween and con-

necting said roller members, and springs on opposite side,

of said Journal, said springs being «"-^»»«>/\"';'^;""

ends to the Journal and at their outer ends to the base

''""In a roller side bearing, the .-ombinatlon with a hol-

low base casting, of two roller members mounted within

said base casting, a Journal extending ^-'-^^^^^^^^
necting said roller members, and springs on «PP«""-

"'J^"
said Journal, said springs being "Cached at their in^er

ends to the Journal and at their outer ends to the base

casting, and means for adjusting the tension of mid

springs.

(Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.280.211. PULLING DEVICE. WiUj.am J. Paul.

Grand-View. Manitoba. Canada. Filed Jan. 8. 1917.

Serial No. 141.810. (CI. 264—164.)

1 In a device of the dass described a two part foldahle

frame, pivots for said parts, a pulling drum carried by
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Mid franif, ratrhet wheels on said drum, a yoke bar car-
ried by the frame pivots, pawls on said bar co-acting with
Bald ratchets, and means for st-curlng the frame parts and
the yoke together.

2. In combinarion. a two part pivoted foldable frame
having cables attached to the opposite ends thereof, a
winding drum rotatably mounted in the frame and harlng
one of the cables conne< ttnl th»-reto. ratchet wheels at the
ends of the drum, a yoke bar spanning the drum and plv-
otally attached to the frame, sprlag pressed doga carried
by the yoke bar and engaging the teeth of the ratchet
wheels, an operating handle secured to the yoke bar. a dog
carried by the frame am] engaging one of the ratchet
wheels to prevent retrograde turning of the drum and
wedge means on one frame part for securing the frame
parts and yoke together when In folded positions.

shoulder and having a Upered end fitting a oorreapondlng
s«at on the first mentioned hollow connection.

1,230.212. OIL-BURNER. Chablis Phhan and CHAEi-Ea
O. Jc.vEAt, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Apr. 6, 1916. 8e-
rUl No. 8»,284. (CI. 137—26.)

A mixer of the class described comprising a relatively
Urge mixing chamber havlnjj Its opposite end walls conl-
cnl shaped, the side wall portions being cylindrical and of
a diameter approximately twice the distance between the
apices of th" cn.l wall, a boss extending from the center
of one of said end walls and having a bore extending
therethrough Into the chamber at the apex of one of the
end walls to form an outlet port having a dUmeter of lei^s
than one fifth of the sl.ie wall portion, a pair of outwardly
divergent arms fixed to the opposite wall of the chamber
each having a bore extending longitudinally therethrough
and communlcal^lng with the chamber on each side of the
apex of the end wall opposite the outlet port to form Inlet
ports the axes of the bores of the arms Intersecting In the
center of the chamber substantially midway between the
aplc-es thereof, whereby fluid from the Inlet ports will Im-
pinge on the opposite wall of the chamber on each side of
the outlet port, said arms each having an Inlet extending
Into the bore thereof, the Inner ends of said bore, of thearms Inwardly of the last mentioned inlets being re-
atrlcted to form valve seats, an.l a valve In each of said
arms for coactlon with the valve scats.

1.230.213. INSULATED PIPE JOINT. Oscab H.
PiiPBB and Alphonsi f. Pibpbr, Rochester N Y
Filed Oct. 4. 1015. .Serial No. 53.952. (Q. 178—365.)
1. In an Insulated pipe joint the combination with a

hollow connection having a surrounding insulating mem-
ber attached thereto, a conducting member secured to the
Insulating member, a second conducting portion In en-
engagemont with the first named conducting portion an.l
having an Interiorly formed shoulder, an insulating sleeve
secured within the last named conducting portion against
the shoulder and provided with a second ahoulder. and a
tecond hollow connection abutting the laat mentioned

2. An Insulated pipe Joint comprising a pair of hollow
connections having engagement with each other and
formed of conducting materia). Insulating sleeves attache.!
to the hollow connections, .on.lu.tlng members secured
to the Insulating sle«'ves and having engagement with each
other, whereby the hollow (onne<tlons can be brought
Into tight engagement with each other, and a portion on
one of the Insulating sleeves extending around the con-
ducting members whereby the latter are arranged between
the respective Insulating sleeves aforesaid.

1,230,214. SUPPORT FOR VALVE-HOUSINGS. OsCAa
H. PiBPu and Alpho.vsb F. Pibpbb. Rochester. N. Y.
Filed Oct. 30. 1916. Serial No. 58.941. (CI. 137— 111.)

1. The combination with a cylindrical valve housing
of supporting means therefor comprising a base portion
and an offset portion projecting beyond the base portion
and connected therewith by a curved surface for engaging
the housing, and securing devices adapted to pass through
the base and offset portions for engaging the housing at
Independent points.

2. The combination with a cylindrical valve housing
of supporting means therefor comprising a base portion
and an offset porUon projecting beyond the base portion
and connected therewith by a curved surface for engaging
the housing, and screws passing through the base and
offset portions and arranged substantially at right angle,
to each other for engaging the housing at Independent
points.

3. The combination with a cylindrical valve housing of
supporting means therefor comprising a pedesUl having a
hollow portion surmounted by a base and offset portion
projecting beyond the base, and connected therewith by a
curved surface for engaging the housing, the base havlna
an opening communicating with said hollow portion
through which a screw may he inserted Into the opening
to engage the housing, and the offset portion al.so having
an opening to receive a screw for engaging the housing In
spaced and angular relation to the first mentioned screw

1.230.216. GUY-CLAMP. Hbnbt W. PLBisTBa, West-
field, N. J., assignor to Henry B. Newhall. Pll'ed May
13, 1916. Serial No. 97.297. (CI. 24 125.)
«. A guy clamp formed of two members, each member

having rigid portions In the form of truncated conea
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whose basea lie In the bearing surface of said membera,

and Intermediate said rigid portions comparatively flexible

or yielding areas, bolts passing through the rigid por-

tions, the bases of said trnucated cones being extended to

span the weakened areas and to extend beyond the vertl

cal axes of the wire strand to be clamped, thereby trang

mlttlng the pressure of the bolt abont thf clrcum'«'rence of

the strand with greatest force at a point nearest the

center of said bolts, and with least force at a point equi-

distant between the bolts.

6

•' • '' -*•— ' 'iL. _A ' * " ^

U
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T. A malleable Iron guy clamp formed of two membera,

each having alternately rigid and comparatively flexible

or yielding areas, and means passing through the rigid

areas to clamp them together.

8. A malleable Iron guy clamp formed of two members,

each having alternately rigid portions In the form of

truncnte<l cones with their bases In the respective bearing

surface of the members, and comparatively fiexible or

yielding areas between the rtgld portions whereby great

bending limit Is obtained, and means pam<lng through the

rigid portions to clamp the members together.

[Claims 1 to 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.280.216. SHOE. Adam H. Pbbnzbi-, Halifax. Pa..

asMgnor to United Shoe Machinery Company. rater«)n.

N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Original applica-

tion filed Oct. 12. 1912. Serial No. 725,478. Patent No.

1 117.088. dated Nov. 10, 1014. Divided and this ap

plication filed Sept. 28, 1914. Serial No. 868.129. (CI.

.16—16.)

upper Is located, staples securing the upper In said loca-

tion, and a welt covering the heads of the staples and said

upper flange and united to the upper and outaole by

stitches.

6. A shoe comprising an upper having an outturned

flange at the shank and about the forepart, an Insole over

which the counter and heel end of the upper are lasted, an

outaole having upon its upper face a raised portion ex-

tending substantially to the front end of the turned-in

part of the upper and abutting the outturne<l part of the

upper, and a welt laid upon the outturned upper and abut-

ting aald raised portion of the sole, said welt, upper and

sole being permanently secured together.

(Claims 6 to 8 not print^pd In the (;azette.]

1. A stltch-down shoe comprising an upper having an

outturnetl flange, a sole located Inside aald upper and

supporting the upper upon the Inside above the plane of

the flange, and a second sole having a margin extending

beyond the edge of the first sole and to which the flange Is

secured, the angle of the upper being located between the

lower face of the first sole and the upper face of the sec-

ond sole, and said second sole being also secured to said

first sole.

2. A stltch-down shoe comprising an upper having an

outturned flange, an insole having an inclined marginal

face, an outsole having a margin projecting beyond the

edge of the insole and between which and the Inclined

marginal face of the Insole the angle of the upper is lo-

cated, staples securing the upper In aald location, and a

welt covering the heads of the staples and said upper

flange and united to the upper and outaole by stitches.

3. A shoe comprising an upper having an outturned

fiange at the shank and about the forepart, an Insole over

the heel end of which the counter and heel end of the up-

per are lasted, a second sole having a margin projecting

beyond the edge of the Insole, the angle of the outturned

part of the upper being located t>etween the lower face of

the Insole and the upper face of said second sole, means

Inserted through the vertex of said angle for securing said

upper to the second sole In said location, and means for

Bamrlng the second sole to the insole.

4. A stitch-down shoe comprising an upper having an

outturned flange, an insole, a lining which Is turned In

and secured upon the bottom of the Insole, an outsole hav-

ing a margin projecting beyond the edge of the insole in

the angle between which and the Insole the angle of the

1 230 217. PROJECTILE. Rtben Qi ist, Lohrvllle, Iowa.
'

Filed Nov. 6, 1915. Serial No. 59,981. (CI. 102—86.)

1. In a projectile comprising a powder reservoir, a

frame carried thereby, a spring presse.l hammer carried

by said frame to explode the powder, means carried by said

frame normally engaging said hammer to retain the same

In Inoperative position, a spring shaft Journaled In said

frame, a toothed wheel fast upon said shaft, a plunger

shaft Journaled in aald frame, means associated with said

plunger shaft and frame whereby the former is yieldingly

retained In adjusted relation, said means also engaging

said toothed wheel to retain the same In set position, a

se.ond toothed wheel slldahly keyed upon said plunger

shaft and in mesh with the first named toothed wheel, a

finger carried by said second toothed wheel for engage-

ment with the said hammer-^npaglng means, and a handle

adapted for releasable engagement with aald plunger

shaft to rotate the same to set the mechanism.

2. In a projectile comprising a powder reservoir, a

frame carried thereby, a spring pressed hammer carried

hy said frame to explode the powder, means carried by said

frame normally engaging said hammer to retain the same

In Inoperative position, a sprlne shaft Journale<1 In said

frame, a toothed wheel fast upon said shaft, a plunger

shaft Journaled In said frame, means associated with said

plunger shaft and frame whereby the former is yieldingly

retained In adjusted relation, said means comprising a

weight and yoke, fast and loose respectively, on said shaft,

said yoke normally engaging said weight, connection be-

tween said last named means and said toothed wheel for

normally retaining the latter in set position, a second

toothed wheel slidably keyed on said plunger shaft in

mesh with said first named toothed wh»'el, a finger car-

ried by said first named toothed wheel for engagement with

said hammer-engaging means. an<l a handle adapte<1 for

engagement with said plunger shaft to rotate and set the

same.
a. In a projectile comprising a powder reaerrolr. a

frame carried thereby, a spring-pressed hammer carried

by said frame to explode the powder, means carried by

said frame normally engaging said hammer to retain the

same in inoperative position, n spring shaft Journaled In

said frame, a toothed wheel fast upon said shaft, a

plunger shaft Journaled in said frame, a weight and yoke.

fast and loose respectively, upon aald shaft and nor-

mally in embraced relation, a recessed lever encaging said
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plunger abaft to yleldioffly retain the same In normal or
ralsetl pocltlon. a dog carried by gald recessed lever to
normally engage said toothed wheel to lock the same
against rotation, a second toothed wheel slldably keyed
upon said plunger shaft In mesh with said first named
toothed wheel, a flnK«r carried by said wheel for engage-
ment with the said bamiuer-engaging means, and a handle
adapted to engage said plunger shaft to rotate and aet
the same.

1,230,218. OUTLET-BOX. Josiph O. Raqc»tt», Qere-
Und. Ohio. Filed Dec. 10, 1915. Serial No. 66,180.
(CI. 247—C.)

(G.-1

1. An outlet box, comprising a body consisting of a
back and two end members, .said end members at one side

havinx notched ears extending laterally therefrom beyond
the side of the box In planes parallel therewith and
spaced Inwardly therefrom, and at their opposite sides

t>eing provided with notched ears bent Inwardly at right

angles to their planes, a side plate for the first named side

of the box whose front edge enters the notches Ln said

parallel ears and whose other edge has a recessted ear

lying outside of the l>ack of the box, a screw passing
through the recess of said last named ear Into a threaded
openlni; In the back of the box. a side plate for the second
named side of the box whose front edge Is provided with
notched ears entering the right angled ears of the body
and whose opposite edge has an ear lying within the back
of the box. and a screw passing through an opening In the
back of the box and threaded Into said last named ear.

2. An outlet box. comprising a body consisting of a
back and two end members, said end members at one side

having notched ears extending laterally therefrom beyond
the side of the box in planes parallel therewith and spaced
Inwardly therefrom, and at their opposite sides being
provided with notched ears bent inwardly at right angles
*o their planes, the back of sal<l box at the second named
side having a recessed ganging ear extending beyond the
side of the box in a plane parallel with Its back and spaced
outwardly therefrom, a side plate for the first named side

of the box whose front edge enters the notches In said

parallel ears and whose other edge has a recessed ear
lying outside of the back of the box. a screw passing
through the recess of said last named ear into a threaded
opening In the back of the box. a side plate for the sec-

ond named side of the box whose front edge is provided
with notched ears entering the right angled ears of the
body and whose opposite edge has an ear lying within
the back of the box, and a screw passing through an open-
ing In the back of the box and threaded into said last

named ear.

3. In an outlet box. a body consisting of a back and two
end members, said end members at one side having notched
ears extending laterally therefrom beyond the side of

the box In planes parallel therewith and spaced Inwardly
therefrom, and at their opposite aides being provided with
notched ears bent inwardly at right angles to their planes,

the back of said box at the first named side being pro-

vided with a threaded opening and at the second named
side with a plain opening and a recessed ganging ear ex-

tending beyond the side of the box In a plane parallel

with Its back and spaced outwardly therefrom.

1.230.219. AIR COMPRESSOR AND MOTOR. Arthcb
RCALL. i'hiladelphla. Pa., aaalgnor to Reall Portable
Compressor Company. Philadelphia. Pa. a Corpora-
tion of Delaware. Flle<l Oct. 24, 1914. Serial No.
868,868. Renewed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial No. 131.180.
(CT. 280—32.)

1. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a plurality of cylinders, pistons In said cyl-

inders, means for driving the said pistons In one direc-

tion to compress air in one or more of said cylinders, means
for conducting a portion of the air so compressed to a
point outside of said cylinders, and means whereby a por-
tion of the compressed air Is permitted to act upon one
or more of said pistons to drive the same in the opposite
direction.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, the
combination of a plurality of cylinders, pistons In said
cylinders, means for driving the said pistons in one direc-

tion, means whereby air la Introduced into and compressed
In one of said cylinders, means for conducting the air

under compres.slon from said cylinder to a point outside
of said cylinders, and means for permitting a portion of the
said air under compression Into another of said cylin-

ders to drive the said pistons In the opposite direction.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the
combination of a plurality of cylinders, pistons In said
cylinders, a power device for driving the said pistons In
one direction, means for permitting air under atmos-
pherlc pressure Into one or more of said cylinders, which
air Is placed under compression by one or more of the said
pistons, means for conducting a portion of the air under
compression to a point outside of the said cylinders, and
means for controlling the admission of a portion of the

said compressed air Into another one of the said cylinders

for acting upon the piston In said other cylinder for driv-

ing the aald pistons In the opposite direction and for plac-

ing the said power device In Its initial condition.

4. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of an explosive engine having a piston and a
piston rod connected to the latter, a plurality of cylinders
Into which the said piston rod extends, pistons secure<l

to said piston rod. which pistons are situated In the saM
cylinders, means for admitting air into one or more of said

cylinders and compressing the same therein, mean.o for

conducting a portion of the said air to a point outside the

aald cylinders, and means for permitting a portion thereof

to enter another one or mor^ of said cylinders to act upon
the piston or pistons therein to return the same t<» ini-

tial position.

5. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a plurality of cylinders, a piston rod extending
Into the said cylinders, pistons situated In said cylinders
and secured to said piston rod. means for permitting air to

enter one of the said cylinders, means for driving the said
pistons in one direction to compress the air In said cyl-

inder, one or more of the aald cylinders having an an-
nular chamber surrounding the same, means for permlttinir
air under compression to enter th<' said annular chamber,
means for conducting the air from said annular chamber
to a point outside of the said cylinder, and means for per-

mitting the air to flow from the said annular chamber to

one of the said cylinders for driving the said pistons and
piston rod in the opposite direction.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Oaxette.]
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1 230 220 VEHICLE WHEEL. Thoiias Rhodcb, Chi-

cago 111., assignor to Charlotte C. Rhodus. Filed

Nov 1 1915. SerUl No. 58.955. (CI. 152—29.)

for supporting said core In position, a rolling contact ^^^

ment adapte<l to make contact with the flat side of said

resisUnce element, and a circumferentlally adjustable

J -

1 In a wheel, the combination of a wheel center, an

annuUr tread member comprising a series of blocks and a

pair of rtgld Uterally alined holding rings associated with

said blocks, and connecting means between said tread

member and the wheel center, said connecting means be-

ing adapte<l to hold said tread member against sldewlse

movement while permitting sJdewlse adjustment of said

holding rings, substantially as set forth.

2 In a wheel, the combination of a wheel center, an

annular tread member comprising a series of blocks hav-

ing drcumferentUl recesses In their opposite sides and

a pair of rigid laterally allne.l holding rings associated

with aald blocks, and connecting means between said tread

member and the wheel center aforesaid, all portions of

said blocks except the portions In said recesses being held

away from contact with said holding rings, substantially

as set forth.

3. In a wheel tread, the combination of an annular

tread member comprising a series of blocks, a pair of

rigid laterallv alined holding rings associated with said

series of blocks, said blocks extending laterally Inside of

said rings and beyond the parts of said rings which are

nearest the centers of said rings, substantially as set forth.

4. In a wheel tread, the combination of an annular mem-

ber comprising a series of blocks forme«l with clrcumfer

entlal recesses in their opposite sides, a pair of rigid later-

ally alined holding rings associated with said blocks, each

of said rings being forme<l with a depressed part held away

from said blocks by and between two projecting contact

faces. iKith of said faces having contact with said blocks

wholly In said recesses, substantially as set forth.

B. In a wheel, the combination of a wheel center, an

annular tread member comprising a series of blocks, a

pair of rigid laterally alined holding rings having contact

with said blocks, and a series of connecting means be-

tween said wheel center and said tread member and ex-

tending Into recesses In said blocks, said connecting means

having engagement with said holding rings, substantially

as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gaiette.J

non-expansible contact arm pivoted centrally of said core

and adapted In its adjustment to move said rolling contact

element circumferentlally. substantially as set forth.

1.230,222. FEATHER PICKING MACHINE. OTTO O.

RitSKi, Toronto. OnUrlo. Canada. Filed Nov. 29. 1915.

SerUl No. 64.102. (CL 17—30.)

1230 221 RHEOSTAT. Thomas Rhodcb, Chicago, 111.

Filed Oct 2. 1916. Serial No. 123,214. (CI. 219—55.)

1. In a rheostat, the combination of a flat curved core,

a reslsUnce element wound around the core, means for

yieldingly holding the core In position, and a circumfer-

entlally adjustable non-«*xpan8lble contact arm pivoted

centrally of said core and adapted In Its adjustment to

displace said core laterally, substantially as set forth.

2. In a rheostat, the combination of a flexible flat curved

core, a resistance element wound around the core, means

for aupportlng said core in position, and a clrcumferen

tially adjustable non-expansible contact arm pivoted cen-

trally of said core and adapted In Its adjustment to dis-

place said core laterally, substantially as set forth.

3. In a rheostat, the combination of a flat curved core,

a resistance element wound closely upon the core, means

1 A picking machine comprising a case provided with a

mouth opening, means for produclne a partial vacuum

m said case, and a picking means inclu.llng a movable ele-

ment having an Internal cavity and peripheral air pas-

sages leading thereto, which peripheral passages are mov-

able from the exterior to the interior of said case whereby

the feathers, or the like, will be drawn against the exterior

portion of the said movable member and will be drawn off

from that portion thereof that Is within said case.

2. A portable picking machine comprising a case pro-

vided with a mouth opening and having a part adapting

It to be held and carried- In the hand, power driven pick

Ing means within said case adjacent to the mouth opening

thereof, a sUtlonary power device and suction fan. a flexi-

ble conveyer tube connecting the Intake of said fan to said

portable case, and a flexible driving shaft connecting said

power device to the power driven picking means of said

case.

3. In a feather picking machine, the combination with

a casing having an open mouth, of a hood movably mounted

on said casing for varying the size of the said mouth and

cooperating main and auxiliary picking rollers working in

the mouth of said casing, the former being Journaled to

the said casing and the latter to the adjustable hood

thereof.

4. In a feather picking machine, the combination with

a casing having an open mouth, of a hood movably mounted

on said casing for varying the size of the said mouth and

cooperating main and auxiliary picking rollers working In

the mouth of said casing, the former being journaled to

the said casing and the latter to the adjustable hood

thereof, and a comb applied to said casing an.l projecting

beyond that part of the mouth thereof that Is opposite

the said hood.
.•>. In a feather picking machine, the combination with

a casing having an open mouth, of a hood movably mounted
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on said casing for varying the size of the said mouth,
eo^peratlng main and auxiliary pkklng rollers working in
the mouth of said casing, the former being Journalp<l to
the said casing and the latter to the adjustable hood there-
of, and a pneumatic conveyer having a suction tube con-
nected to said casing.

rClalms 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.223. CURTAIN SUPPORT. AtGirrA E. Robert.
Oakland, Cal. Filed Sept. 7, 1918. SerUl No. 118.824.
(CI. 166—27.)

1. In a window curUin support the combination of a
pair of slotted tubular members ; a rack bar rigid with
each member ; means securing said memt>er8 midway of
their length to the window frame wh»*reby said members
are made to project above said frame ; a shaft extending
between said memb«rs through the slots thereof, and pro
vlded with a pinion on each end engaging said rack bars ;

a pair of jrulde members located inside said tubular mem
hers through which said shaft pa.sses. and having tubular
extensions movable up and down in said slots ; a main
curtal. rod mounttd on said extension : a sprocket wht^l
mounted on said shaft : a sprocket chain passing over said
sprocket wheel adapted to raise and lower said guides, and
main curtain rod ; and means supporting said sprocket
chain at the upper end of said tubular guide, substantially
as described.

2. In a window curtain support the combination of a
pair of tubular members provided with slots ; a rack bar
rigid with each member : means to secure said members
to the frame of the window ; a shaft extending between
said members through the slots thereof and provided with
a pinion on each enJ engaging said rack bars : a pair of
guide members carried by said shaft In which the latter
Is Journal»Hl and having tubular extensions movable up and
down In said .slots : a main curtain r<*<l niunntfil on xaid
extensions : a sprocket wheel mounted on said shaft In on*"

of said tubular members : a sprocket chain passing over
said spro< k»'t wheel adapteil to raise and lower said gulden
and main <nirtaln rod ; means supporting said sprocket
chain at the upper end of said tubular guide ; and mean*
to secure said chain In any deslre«l position, substantially
as described.

1.230.224. CURTAIN SUPPORT. ArorsTA E RoseaT.
Oakland. Cal. Piled Nov. 16. 1916. Sertal No. 181.780.
(CI. 156—27.)
1. In a window curtain holder the combination of a

pair of slotted tubular members adapted to extend above
the window : means for sei uring said members to the
frame of said window : n shaft connecting said members
above said window : a sprocket whe«il located inside one of
said members and secured to one end of said shaft ; a
pulley located inside the other of said members and
secured to the other end of said shaft ; a pair of slotted
slide members movable up and down in the slots of said
tubular members, each of which Is provMf-d with an
extension ; a .sprocket chain passing over Rai<l sprocket
wheel and securetl to one of said extensions ; a co'<l passing
over said pulley and secured to the other of said exten
slon.s ; a curtain rod joining said slide members ; and means

to secure said sprocket chain In any desired position to
which it may be adjusted, substantially as described.

2. In a window curuln holder the combination of a pair
of slotted tubular members ; means for securing said mem-
bers to the frame of a window ; a shaft connecting said
members at their upper ends: a sprocket wheel located
Inside one of said members ami securwi to one end of said
shaft

;
a pulley located inside the other of said members

and secured to the other end of said shaft ; a pair of
slotted slide members movable up and down in the slots
of said tubular members, and each provided with an ex-
tension

; a sprocket chain passing over said sprocket wheel
and secured to one of said extensloaa : a cord passing ov*r
said pulley and securetl to the other of aaid extensions; a
curtain rod joining said slide members; a pair of drapery
holding rods plvotally supporte.1 from said slide members ;

ami means to S4'<ure said .sprocket chain in any desired
position to which it may be adjusted, substantially as de-
scrll)ed.

1.280.225. MEANS POR <>PER.\TINf; SHIPS' LOOS.
Oboro* K. RoBCTTsojf. Huntington. N. T. Filed May
29. 1913. Serial No. 770.566. (CI. 73—122.)

1. In a device of the clam described, the combloatlon of
an Imperforate casing the forward part of which Is pr..-
vld»d with .1 we<Hl excluding gratlnj:. n tubular Incasing
member extending rearwardly from said Imperforate cas-
ing, said tubular Incasing member being provided with an
elbow, means for flxediy attaching the elbow to a boat.
means for connecting said tubular Incasing member to
said casing, a rotator supported within said Imperforate
casing, and n flexible shaft extending loosely through th.«

tnbular lu'-aslng member and the elbow thereof, said flexi-
ble shaft belnir operated by the rotator.

2. In a. derice of the class descrlt>ed. an Imperforate
casing substantially U shaped In cross section and pro-
vided at the forward portion with a weed-excluding
crating, said casing and the crating being provided with
a niarglnal attachinc flanjre. In combination with support
Inir hmrlntrs flxedly seotire<l within the Imperforate cas-
ing, a rotator the shaft of which Is joumaled In said
Iwarlngs, a tubular Incasing member provided at Its rear
with a threaded elbow, menus for fixedly attnchtne said
elbow to a boat, means for coupling the tnbular Incasing
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member to one of said bearings, and a flexible shaft ex-

tending through the Incasing member and the elbow

thereof, said flexible shaft being <lrlven by the rotator

•haft.

1 230.226. PROCESS OF M.XNUFACTURIXO COMBU8-

TIBLE FH1D8. Jamks R. R08K, Edgeworth, Pa.

Filed Nov. 29, 1915. Serial Xo. 64,099. (CI. 48—218.)

off the ends of the article contacting with opposite wall*

of the buckets.

1. The pro<eM of pro«luclng combustible fluid which

compriseH injecting Into a i;eiierator. I'V a stream of

hydrogen un<ler preMure. liqHl.r or gaseofta hydrocar-

bon, supplying to such mixture In the generator a liquid

hydrocarbon of different series from that Injected by

the hydrogen, and subjecting the mixture of the three

fluids in such generator to the action of highly heated

refractory material.

2. The process of pro<luclng. copibustlble fluid which

comprises Injecting Into a generator, by a stream of

hydrogen under pressure. llq»dd or gaseous hydrocarbon,

supplying to such mixture In the generator a liquid hydro

(arbon of different series from that Injected by the hy-

drogen, and subjecting the mixture of the three fluids in

such (tenerator to the action of heat sufflcient to dlsasso

<late the hydrocarbon fluids and to prtnluce with the

gaseous constituents thereof and the hydrogen a gaseous

compound.
3. The process of producing a combustible fluid which

comprises injecting Into a generator, by a stream of

hydrogen gas under pressure, liquid or gaseous hydro-

carbon, ad.llng to the mixture thus produced within the

generator a hydrocarbon liquid, subjecting the mingled

fluids to the action of highly heated refractory material

In the generator, removing from the gaseous fuel thus

produced any free carbon that may be therein, scrubbing

the gas after such removal of carbon, and conducting the

gas thus produced through liquid hydrocarbon thereby to

enrich the same.

4. The process of producing a combustible fluid which

comprises supplying to a generator hydrogen gas and

liquid or gaseous hydrocarbon, adding to the mixture thus

produced within the generator a hydrocarbon llqul.U sub

Jertlng the mingled fluids to the action of heat sufflcient

to disassociate the hydrocarbon fluids and to produce from

the gaseous constituents thereof ami the hydrogen a

gaseous compound, and conducting the said compound

thus profluced through liquid hydrocarbon thereby to

enrich the same.

5. The process of producing combustible fluid which

includes the lntro<lu( tlon Into a penerator of hyilrogen

and Hqul.l or gaseous hydrocarbon, supplying to such mix

ture In the generator a liquid hydro.arbon of different

series from that supplied with the hydrogen, and subject-

ing the mixture of the three fluids In such generator to

the action of highly heate<l refractory material.

2. In a machine of the class described, an endless con-

veyer, buckets movably mounted on the conveyer, and a

device entering the buckets to conUct with the articles

therein In order to cause them to contact with a wall of

the bucket for the severing of such end.

3 In a machine of the class described, an endless con-

veyer bottomless buckets carried by the conveyer and

movable transversely of the path of travel of the con-

veyer and a table over which said buckets are carried to

<lose the bottoms thereof, means for shifting the buckets

In opposite directions on the conveyer, and means for

cutting off the ends of beams coSperatlng with opposite

ends walls of the buckets.

4. In a machine of the class described, buckets movably

mounted on the conveyer, and two pushers, one acting

successively on the buckets to shift them In one direction

and the other acting successively on the buckets to shift

them m the other direction, and means for cutting off

the ends of the articles contacting with opposite walls of

the buckets.

5 In a machine of the class described, an endless con-

veyer buckets on the conveyer, mechanism for feeding

said conveyer step-by-step, means for causing the articles

to be brought alternately against opposite end walls of the

buckets, and cutting devices entering said buckets while

the latter are stationary to cut the ends of the articles

within the bucket against the end walls.

[Claims 6 to 26 not printed In the iiasette.]

1 230 228 CLOTUE8-WRINOKR. Padl H. Sche.ndlbb.
'

Erl'e. Pa. Flle«l Feb. 5, 1917. Serial No. 146.657. iCl.

08—H2.)

1280 227. TRIMMING OR SMPFINO MACHINE. Et>-

WARi. A. Sai.tku. North Rose. N. Y. Filed Jan. «. 1017.

Serial No 141.229. (CI. 146—7.)

1. In a niachlne of the class described, an endless

.•onveyer having transverse guides thereon, buckets mov-

able on said gtildes. and means for shifting said buckets

In opposite directions on the g\ildes. and means for cutting

239 0.<;.—46

'M :#*

1. In an apparatus of the class described, a clothes

wringer, .i plate adapte<l to reciprocate ailjacent to the

Intake side thereof, and means operated by the shaft of

one of the wringer rolls to cause said plate to reciprocate,

substantially as descrlb«'d.

H. In an ni)p«™tus of the class described, a clothes

wringer, press-rolls therein, a reciprocating member sup-

ported upon the frame of said wringer adjacent to the

Intake side of said rolls, and crank and pitman mecha-

nism secured upon the axis of one of said rolls adapted

»- .-Ji- H-.
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to cause said member to reclproc-ate toward and away
from said rolls, substantially as described.

4. Ill nn apparatus of the class <l>'«<cribed, a pair of
pre<48-rolU, a reclprocatinK membor adjacent to tbe Intake

side of said rolls, a roller mounteil in tbe outer e<lKe of

Mid member, and means to cause said meml>er to recipro-

cnt»- toward and away from said rolls, substantially as

descrit>ed.

H. In an apparatus of tbe class described, a clothes

wrlnjfer. press-rolls mounted thereon, pivot-pins secured

upon the end posts of said frame, straps plvote<l upon
said pins, a plate secured between the free ends of said

straps, ercentric mechanism mounted upon the axis of

one of said rolls, and enjfaidng said plate, whereby ^ald

plate will be caused to reciprocate inwardly toward the
meeting point of said press-rolls and therefrom, during
the operation of said rolls, substantially as and for the
purpose set forth.

[Claims 2 and 5 not printed In tbe (Gazette.]

1.280.229. HAND - TACKING DEVICE. AiorBT R.

ScHOiNKT, SomerTllle, Mass., assignor to Reece Shoe
Machinery Company, Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of

Ma'r . Filed Mar. 16, 1917. Serial No. 155.187. (CI.

1—46.)

1. In a hand tacker. the comldnatlon with a casing or
frame having a driver passage, of a reciprocating driver
operating In said passage, a plunger for operating the
driver, a tack-recelvlng chute leading to said passage, an
oscillatory pick-off for delivering tacks singly to said
passage from said chute, a cam carried by the plunger and
operating during the driving movement thereof to move
the pick-off Imckwardly. a spring acting on the pick-off and
giving the latter its forward tack-dellverlng movement as
the piunucr rises, and tack-retalning means located in the
driver passage and situated to retain a tack delivered to
the passage In such a position that when tbe driver Is

brought Into engagement with the tack the cam will be In

a position to engage the pick-off.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,230. REFRI«ERAT1N(; APPLIANCE. RoY J.

Scott, Canton. Ohio. Filed Oct. 28. 1914. Serial No.
869.015. (CI. 62—8.)

A refrigerating appliance comprising of a cylindrical body
having three compartments the lower compartment being

closed by a bell set In a cylindrical pocket filled with mer-
cury forming a seal from center compartment, a web col-

lar attache<1 to said bell, a pipe attached to said web col-

lar extending upwardly from said collar and a smaller

bell attached to top of said pipe, said smaller bell projects

downwardly Into a cylindrical pocket filled with mercury
forming a seal between upper and center compartments,
an Inlet pipe for Ilqubl refrigerant and containing an ex

panslon valve, connected with said upper compartment,
a liquid refrigerant outlet pipe connected with said lower
compartment leading to a refriueratiug coil, a refrigerant

--•^1 }*_

vapor pipe discbargiog Into said upper chamt>er. a vapor
outlet from said upper chamber and a rod connected at one
end to said well collar and at the other end to salJ ex-

pansion valve.

1.230,231. WASHING MACHINE. FRANCIS COLLIN(il
Shc^rixg, San .lose. Cal. Flle<l Oct. 11. 1916. Serial
No. 124.997. (CI. 68—20.)

1. The romMnattun with a tub, of a washing machine
Including a conveyer for the articles to l>e washed, means
for moving said conveyer vertically, a nibl>er. means for
moving said ruhl>er vertically, and means for moving said
rubt)er longitudinally of said conveyer.

2. The combination with a tub. of a washing machine
including a t-onvejer for the articles to t>e washed, a rub-
ber, means for moving said conveyer and rut>ber toward
and from each other, and means for moving said rubber
longitudinally of said conveyer.

S. The comltlnatlon with a tul>. of a washing machine
including a conveyer provided with pivotal overlapping
leaTea presenting an upper corrugated rubbing surfaie, a
rubtter. and means for operatlvely moving said conveyer
and rubber with respect to each other.

4. The combination with a tub. of a washing machine
IncludinE a conveyer formed <{ endless chains having cor

rugafed leaves pivoted f heret« tween and adapted to over-
lap each other to present a rulttilnt; surface permitting the
upwtinl passage of water tberetbmugh only, a rubl>er.

means for moving said conveyer and rubber toward r.nd

fn>m each other, and means for moving said rublier longi-

tudinally of said conveyer.
5. The coml>ination with a tub. of a washing machine

including a drive shaft provided with i ranks, a frame ver-
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tlcally movable by said cranks, a conveyer «"PP;«ft^Jf
Mid frame, a rubl>er. means for moving said rubber verti-

cally in directions opposite to sai.l conveyer, and means

for moving said rubl^-r longltu.ilnally of said conveyer.

ICUlms 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 280 232. WEIGHING-BALANCE,
tucket. R. 1 Filed Ovt. 18. 1916.

(CI. 265—49.)

W.KLTCK 81 M8, raw
Serin 1 No. 126,418.

«hank detachably locked to the slotted body of the ring

and a washer having Its Inner face vertically ribbed, M d

washer arranged on the shank of the '"'*<'«' *<|^^**^°1,;^

the outer rlbbe<l face of the ring and lnterlo«klng with

said ribbed fa<e combined with means for adjustably at-

taching the upwardly extending front portion of the ring

to the standard of the plow.

1^30.284. DISPLAY-RACK. Fbank A. ST.* HlB Eocb-

e.ter. N. T.. assignor to Stecher Ltthographlc Co^

Rochester. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed

Feb. 6. 1916. Serial No. 6,862. (CI. 40—68.)

1 In a weighing balance, the combination of a base an

incllm" gu" lew.y%n the base, a post on the base, a bal^

ance arm^.n the post, a banker on one end of the arm^ a

t"Ut slldably mounted In the guldeway. and a tj.ember

plvotally connecting tbe other end of the arm with tbe

^"^^in a weighing balance, the combination of a base, an

lncllne<l guldeway on the base having scale •n-«duatlonH, a

post on the l«se. a balance arm on the post, a hanger on

Z end of the arm. a weight slldably mounted In he

tideway having scale graduations, and « ««*'";^ -"'>"

connectlnv' the other end of the arm with the weight.

3 7n a weighing tmlance. the .omblnatlon of a base, an

inclined guldeway on the base having scale graduations, a

^st on the base, a balance arm on the post, a hanger on

kn end of the arm. h weight slldably mounted In the guide

wav having vernier scale graduations, a flexible member

Tonnectlng the other end of the arm with the weight.

4 In « weighing halan.-e. the combination of a base, an

mcllne^l gubl.way on the base, a post on the base a bal^

;„oe arm on the post, a weighing hanger on one end of the

arm a counter t,alance hanger on the other end of the

Irm". a weight sllda.dy mounted In the <["'«l^''*y- '"^ »

SeTlble mem.-r connecting the weight with a portion of

tbe arm adjacent the sec<ind hanger.

1.230.233. WIN«;-SWEEP ATTACHMENT FOR PLOWS.

M T SKINNER. Cleburne. Tex. Filed Aug. 28. 1916.

Serial No. 117.174. (CI. 97—9.)

i In a display rack, the combination with a sertea of

vertical walls arranged one above the other, of horUontal

partitions disposed between the vertical walls and pro-

vided with a series of slots, the vertical walls having tabs

or extensions In engagement with tbe slots, said horizon-

tal partitions extending laterally beyond the vertical

walls and forming shelves, and retaining wires extending

vertically through the said shelves and In front of the

vertical walls. . , -

2 In a display rack, the combination with a series of

vertical walls arranged one above the other, of horizontal

partitions disposed between the vertical walls and pro-

vided with a series of slots, the vertical walls having tabs

or extensions In engagement with the slots, said horizon^

tal partitions extending laterally beyond the vertical walls

and forming shelves, retaining wires extending ^"tlcall,

through the said shelves and In front of the vertical

walls, and spacing members formed on the vertl.a walls

intermediate the horizontal partitions and consisting of

Integral struck-out portions.

1230.235. LET-<.FF MECHANISM. Wll^LlAk Stbitt-

Filed Sept. 11. 1910. >*"»«> ^»- US-***- ^^'

139—68.)

1 In a wing sweep attachment for plows a contlnu

ouh' ring having the front portion of Its periphery in

cUn^Ml and extended upward and its rear or body portion

Blotted to re<-elve the sweeps, c-omblned with means for

adjustably attaching the upwardly extending front por-

tion of the ring to the standard of the plow.

2 In a wing sweep attachment for plows a contlnu

ous ring having Its front portion inclined and extende<l

upward and its rear or IxKly portion slotted to receive

the sweeps the exterior face of the body portion being

vertically ribbed In combination with a sweep having a

:-4

1, A let-off mechanism for looms Including n frame, a

beam Journaled therein on a horizontal axis. a. gravity-

actuated lever structure fulcrumed In the frame also on a

mm»
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horlzootal axis, tb« warp b*>tng adapt«-d to Migagv mM
lever structure and move th»* !<am»» iviUDter to Krarlty-
actioD. and a brake nieml**^ t-onxlHtinic nf a l»>v«»r extend-
ing over the beam and fulrranied at one end In the frame
and operatlvely connertefl at lt« other end with said lever
structure and t>earlng af^initt xald beam b««tween Its endn.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.)

1,230.2.'?6. APPARATI'S FOR HAISINO AND CONVEY-
IXG COAL, Ar. Frantis Lbb STfABT. Baltimore. Md.
Filed May 20, 1916. K«Tlal No. 9S.8«9. (CI. 214— 1.)

1. Tbe combination with a movable bridfce, of a belt
conveyer thereon, a tripper a.ssoclated with xaid conveyer
delivering material ther»«rroni and movable endwise on the
bridge, a reclaiming elevator, a truck on which !«ald re-

claiming elevator Is supported, a track on the bridge by
the side of the conveyer and parallel therewith on which
8aid truck travels, a chute carried liy and movable with
the truck which receiver material from the reclaiming ele-

vator and discharges onto said conveyer, means at one
end of the bridge for delivering to the conveyer on the
bridge, and means at the opposite end of the bridge which
receives material delivered by said conveyer.

2. The combination with a movable l)rldKe. of a l»elt

conveyer thereon, a tripper associated with said conveyer
delivering material therefrom and movable endwise on the
bridge% a reclaiming elevator, a truck on which it is sup-
ported, a track by the side of the belt conveyer and par-
allel with the belt conveyer on which said truck travels,

a chute carried by and movable with the truck which re-

ceives material from the reclaiming elevator and dis-

charges onto the belt conveyer, a main conveyer belt de-

livering to one end of the belt conveyer on the bridge,
and a belt conveyer at the opposite end of the bridge to
which tbe tripper on the bridge delivers.

3. The combination with a movable bridge, of a l>elt

conveyer thereon, a tripper associated with said conveyer
for delivering material at any desired point below the
bridge, a main conveyer belt, a tripper associated there-
with and connected with one end of the bridge to move
at all times therewith and to deliver to the bridge con-

veyer, a hopper at the opposite end of the bridge con-
nected to move at all times therewith and to which the
tripper on the bridge is a<lapted to deliver, a track sup-
porting the hopper and moving with tbe bridge, and a con-
veyer belt below the hopp»'r which receives material
therefrom.

4. The combination with a movable bridge, of a twit

conveyer thereon and extending from end to end thereof,

a trlpj>er mounte<l to move endwise on the bridge and
associated with the belt thereon, a main conveyer belt, a
tripper associated therewith and which delivers to one
end of the belt conveyer of the bridge, a reclaiming ele-

vator delivering to said last-mentioned conveyer, a hopper
connected with the bridge to move at all times therewith,
and a belt conveyer over which said hopper Is mounted
to move.

5. The cr)mbinatlon with a movable bridge, of a re-

claiming elevator comprl.slng a continuously moving series

of buckets, a frame therefor, a truck supported on the
bridge and to which the bucket frame is conne<-ted, means
for adjusting the Inclination of the bucket frame, a truck
at the lower end of the bucket frame, and a plow on said

last mentioned truck comprising a front piece adapted to

enter a- pile of material, and an endless conveyer belt

which delivers to tbe backets.

l,2Se,2S7. FARROWINO-BOX. Lbhtr Sttbm, Roaroc,
111. Piled July 19. 1916. Serial No. IIO.IM. (01.
11J»—20.)

1. A farrowing box having a central compartment, side
wing compartments and passage openings at opposite ends
of the central compartment, the tops of the side wing
compartments being hing«>d to the sl<le walls of the cen-

tral compartment and free to move bodily vertically
therewith, and means allowing the said side walls to be
vertically adjustable whereby to vary the height of iMld
compartments.

2. A farrowing box comprising a retangular base, a
pair of spaced upright sUndards secured to each end
thereof and their lower portions constituting end walls
of side wing compartments, movable closures for the open-
ings l»etwfen the stantiards of each pair. 8pa< ed tiprlght
walls Inter^Mised lietween the standards of each pair <-on-

Htitutlng side walls of a central compartment and having
end pieces engaging and detachably secured to tbe outer
sides of the standards, means for rigidly securing sal<l

end pieces to the standards, and lliN hlngedly attached
to the side walls and forming the top of the side wing
compartments.

1.230.288. I>ISPKN8IN(;-BIN. WilAiAM O. Tbmplbtoh.
Colorado Springs, Colo, nied Sept. 2. 1914. Serial
No. 8W,871. (CI. 211—6.)

1. The combination with a supp<^rtlng structure having
a vertical back wall, of a pivotal bulk-holder having an
arcuate bottom from the extremities of which tangential
front and rear walls converge along straight lines toward
a meeting point or apex, the holder being mounted eccen-
trically, the rear wall of the holder having an access open
ing extending from Its upper extremity and of solBrlent
lie to receive a bulk removing element, the side walU of
the holder having straight free edges In the same plane
with the outer face of the rear wall of the holder, said
edges and face being movable to position flat against the
vertical wall of the supporting structure to s«al the ac-
r«»aa opening.

f Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.?

4

1 230,239. RFA'OLVINO CHAIB. CHABLib J. T«av»b»,
'

Milwaukee. WU. Filed July 24. 1916. KerUl No,

110,848. (CI. 158 41.)

1. In a chalr-lron. the <«.mbin«tion with a revoluble

sleeve. sUndards extending upwardly therefrom, and a

hand wheel secured to the standanls above the upper enii

of the sleeve and having an opening alining with that of

the sleeve, of a groove<l adjusting standard threa<led in

tbe sleeve and extending through the opening in the hand

wheel, a movable locking-plate Is tween th* hand-wheel

!

and sleeve having an opening receiving the adjusting-

Btandard. said locking plate having one e<lge of Its open

. Ing provided with a locking lug for engaging the groove of

i the adjustlng-sundard and its opposite rear corners pro-

vided with depending ears engaging the standards of the

aleeve. a lug formed on the upper end of the sleeve and

positioned between said ears of the locking plate, and a

flat spring bearing at Its middle against the lug of the

sleeve and at Its opposite terminals against the rear edges

of the fars of the locking-plate.

2. In a chair Iron, the combination with a revoluble

tieeve. standards extending upwanlly therefrom and pro-

vided with opposite guides, and a lug forme<l on the up

per end of the aleeve between said guides, of a hand wheel

having an opening alining with the opening in the sleeve

and secured to tbe standards, a longitudinally grooved,

adjustlng-sundard threaded in the sleeve and extending

through the opening in the hand wheel, a reciprocating

locklngpiate located between the hand wheel and the

upper end of the sleeve and provided at Its rear corners

wl»h depending ears engaging tbe opposite guides of the

standards and having an o|>enlng receiving the adjustlng-

tandard and forme<l with a lug for engaging the longl

tudlnal groove thereof, and a flat spring bearing near Its

middle against the los of tbe sleeve and having Its op

poslte terminals engaging the depending ears of the lock-

iog-plAte.

S. In a chair iron, the combination with a revoluble

•leeve terminating at Its upper end In an enUrge.! annu

lar head provided with a cavity adapted to receive a iubrl-

i-ant and having the wall of the cavity provided with an

orifice leading to the underside or bearlng-ponlon of said

head, whereby a stored lubricant will be fed to said bear-

ing-portion, of an adjusting standard threade*! In the

leeve an.l having a longitudinal groove, a hand-wheel

surmounting the sleeve and adapte<l to niov therewith,

and means for removably locking the sleeve and adjusting-

standard.

4. In a chair-iron, the combination with a revoluble

leeve terminating at Its upper end in an enlarge<l head

from the opposite sides of which rise short standards and

between the latter a lug, and a hand-wheel fastene<l to

the standards and pn>vlded with a depending peripheral

flange provided with a narrow slot, of an adjusting-stand-

ard longitudinally grooved and threaded in the sleeve, a

wedgeshape.! locking pUte mounted to reciprocate be-

tween tbe sUndards and between the hand wheel and the

upper end of the sleeve, the outer efid of said locking-plate

approximating tbe narrow slot of the hand wheel and

projecting through and beyon<l the same and in rear

of said slot having an ..penlng approximating the dUm-

eter of the adjusting-standard and elongatetl In one direc-

tion and provided with a loiklng-lug engaging the gr(K)ve

of tbe sUndard and at Its rear opposite sides having <le-

pendlng ears, and a flat spring In-arlng lnterme«1Ute its

ends against the lug of the sleeve and at Its terminals

against the rlepending ears of the locking-plate, whereby

the latter Is normally forced against the rear edges of the

standards and the locking-lug of the plate is in engage-

ment with the groove of the adjusting-standard.

5. In a chalr-lron, the combination with a revoluble

sleeve terminating at Its upper end In a head, and a hand-

wheel secured rigidly to and spaced from said sleeve, of

an adjusting sUndard longitudinally grooved and thread-

e«l in the sleeve, opposite stops and an Intermediate lug

extending upwardly from the head, a locking plate located

in the space between the hand wheel and the upper end

of the sleeve and provided at opposite sides with depend-

ing ears adapted to engage with the opposite stops of the

head, said plate having an opening slightly elongated and

receiving the adjusting standard and at its wige having

a locking-lug adapted to engage the groove of the adjust-

,

ing-standard. and a flat spring bearing at an Intermeillate

point against the lug of the head and at its terminals

against the ears of the locking plate.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the (Jazette.l

1.23O.240. AUTOMATIC APPLYINO AND HEALING
DKVK'E. (llEORGE W. Tvi.ER. Boston. Mass. Filed

Aug 5»0. 1913. Sertal No. 787.487. (CI. 216—21.)

1. A device of the class described, having a Iwse por-

tion provlde<l with tai>e guiding means, a liquid ( ontfcln

Ing re<-eptacle In said base as a part of tape mc.lstenlng

means, tape applying means, and tape cutting means, and

a removable handle portion provided with ta^ carrying

means.

2. A device of the class described, having a base por-

tion provided with a receptacle to contain liquid, tape

guiding means on one side of said receptacle, tape mola-

tenlng means carried by the liquid containlne receptacle,

and tape applying means carried by the base at the other

side of said receptacle, and a U shaped handle supported

on the base and adapted to carry a roll of tape, said han-

dle being hollow to constitute a supply reservoir for the

liquid receptacle In the base.

3. A device of the class described, having a base portion

provided with tape guiding, tape moistening, tape apply-

ing and tape cutting means, and a handle portion pro-

vided with tape carrying means and a liquid supply reaer-

volr. and means to adjust said handle relatively with the

base portion, whereby the supply of liquid to the moisten-

ing means Is regulated.

4. A device of the class describe*!, having a base jx.rtlon

provided with tape guiding means, tape moistening means,

tape applvlnn means, and tai.e cutting means, having a

handle, said handle being hollow and provid.nl with a

llqubl supply reservoir to supply said moistening means,

and being <letachably secured to the haae portion.

1.230,241. PBIXTlN<i MECHANISM FOR CASH REO-

ISTERH. Edward J. Vox Pein. Dayton. Ohio, as-

signor to The National Caah Register Company, Dayton,

Ohio a Corporation of Ohio, (Incorporated In 1906.)

Filed July 18. 1914. Serial No. 851.762. (CI. 235— :.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combln tion

with a plurality of printing devices, of a dlfferenaally
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movable element, meann carrlwl by xald .HfferentUUy
movable element for controlllnif the prlntinK devices In de-
sired comblnatlonx. and means for differentially operating
the movable element. •

2. In a machine of the elaHS dexcrlbed, the combination
with a plurality of printing devices, of a differentially
rotatable element, meann carried by said differentially
rotatable element for i-ontrolling the printing devices in
de8ire<l comblnationH. an. I means for differentially rotat-
ing said rotatable element.

3. In a machine of the .lass described, the combination
with a plurality of printing devices, of a differentially
rotatable shaft, a plurality of elements carried by said
shaft arranged to control the operations of the printing
<levlee8 In various combinationa, and means for dliferen-
tlally rotating the shaft.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination
-with a plurality of printing devices, of a differentially
movable element, means carried by said differentially
movable element for controlling the printing devices in
desired combinations,* and means for controlling the move-
ment of the differentially movable element.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a plurality of printing devices, of a differentially
movable element, mean.x carrieil by said differentially
movable element for controlling the printing devices In
denlred combinations, and manipulative means for con-
trolling thf movement of the differentially movable ele-
mcBt.

[Claims 6 to 42 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,242. SHEET-HOLDER. He.net William vo.n
Cnbch. Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Aug. 28. 1916. Serial
No. 117.205. (CI. 211—2.)

A sheet holder comprising a wire havlna a loop at one
nd and a knob at the opposite end, with a shank be-

tween said loop and knob, said loop having its end out of
allnement with the shank, whereby perforated sheets may
be sllppe<l over the end. around said loop and onto said
shank In engagement with said knob, the lower end of the
shank adjacent to the knob being bent outwardly and
downwardly to hold the sheets In stepped relation to one
another.

1.230.243. CULTIVATOR ATTACHMENT. Ralph E.
Wakkma.v. Rents Hill. .Me. Flle<l Jan. 28, 191«. SerUl
No. 74,886. (CI. 97—83.)

6. The combination with a cultivator frame Including
parallel bars, of supporting plates having longitudinal
slots therein. U-shape^l <'lamplng members engage<I about
the bars of the cultivator frame, detachable bolts extend-
ing through the slots In the platen and engaged with the
U shai>ed clamping members whereby the plates may be
adjusted horizontally with respect to the cultivator
frame, and a plurality of foliage raising rods carried by
the supporting plates arrauKeil one above the oth«-r and
connected at their forward ends.

[Claims 1 to 5. 7. and H not printed In the i;azette.]

1.230.244. AWNING. William Waloib, Chicago, III.

Filed June 19. 1913. Serial No. 774..'S19. (CL 166—44.)

1. An awning, comprising a curtain, a roller on which
aald curtain la mounted to roll, means for turning the
roller to wind the .iirtaln thereon, upwardly and down-
wardly alldable supports on opposite sides of the cur-
tain, awnlng-extendlng arras, each pivotally securwl at
one end on one of said slldable supports and connected
at the other end with th^ lower portion of the . urtaln :

the same being movable with the lower end of the ctir-
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tain Into lowered upright position, and fastening mem-
bers adapted to have tletachable Interhx-klnK connection

with saiti arms, when the latter are In lowered upright

position, for holding the arms and the lower end of the

curtain from both upward and outward movement.

2. An awning, comprising a curtain, a roller on which
aald curtain Is mounted to roll, means for turning the

roller for winding the curtain thereon, awning-extending

arms pivotally mounte<l on opposite sides of the curtain

and conne<-te<l with the lower end thereof, said arras being

movable with the lower end of the curtain Into lowere<l

upright position, each of said arms being provldeil with

a aeries of notches, and fastening members having de-

tachable Interhx'klng connection with the notches In said

arms, for holding the latter and the curtain in their

lower«Hl upright position and from both upward and out-

ward movement.

1.280.245. STEERIN(J-POST BRACE. LB8LIE I>.

Walker, riarlnda. Iowa. Filed Nov. 8, 1916. Sertal

No. 130,210. (CI. 21—90.)

1. A steering post brace for motor vehicles including

an attaching member connecte<l with the steering post, and
coacting brace rods connected to the said member at oppo-

site sides of the said post and extending upwardly and
forwardly therefrom with the outer extremities of the said

brace rods attached to the cowl of the vehicle upon oppo-

site sides of the plane of the said post for supporting the

post against movement in all directions.

2. A steering post brace for motor vehicles Including

ctiacting attaching clips embracing the steering post, brace

rods extending through said clips, and means upon the

said rods for clamping the clips al>out the steering post

with the said rods attached to the cowl of the vehicle at

pidnts spaced upon opposite sides of the plane of the said

post.

8. A steering post brace for motor vehicles Including a

brace rod engaged at one extremity with the steering post

and forme<l at its opposite extremity with a hook engaged
with the cowl of the vehicle for supporting the free ex-

tremity of the steering post.

4. A steering post brace for motor vehicles including

a brace ro<i engaged at one extremity with the steering

post and forme«l at Its opposite extremity with a hook en-

gaging the cowl of the vehicle for supporting the free ex-

tremity of the steering post with respe<t to the cywl. and

means adjustable upon the hook for connecting the rod

with the cowl.

5. .\ steering post brace for motor vehicles including a

brace rod engaged at one extremity with the steering post

and formed at Its opposite extremity with a bowed portion

engaged with the cowl of the vehicle for supporting the

free extremity of the steering post.

1,280.246. ROPE-HANDLE SECURING STAPLE. H«b-

MA.-* Wegwart, Burlington. Wis., assignor to Badger

Basket & Veneer Co., Burlington. Wis. Filed .Nov. 28,

1013. Serial No. 803.695. Renewed Aug. 5, 1916.

Serial No. 113.382. (CI. 86—49.)

A bendable rope handle securing staple having rope

engaging prongs projecting from its ben<l betwj'eii its

eilges and converging toward one another within the

staple.

1.230.247. BURGLAR-ALARM. Loria Wbitzman. To-

ronto. Ontario. Canada. Filed July 1, 1916. Serial

.\o. 107.115. (CI. 177—814.)

1. In a burglar alarm, the combination with an outer
and inner door, a camera having its lenses extending
through the inner door from its Inner face, electro-mag-

netic means for operating the camera shutter, a motor, a
circuit therefor, means for closing the motor circuit by
the opening of the outer door, a normally open circuit

through which the electro-magnetic means Is energized,

and means operated by the rotation of the motor for clos-

ing such electro-magnetic circuit at a predetermined
period.

2. In a burglar alarm, the combination with an outer

and inner door, a camera having Its lenses extending
through the inner door from its inner face, electro-mag-

netic means for operating the camera shutter, a motor,

a circuit therefor, means for closing the motor clr<'ult by
the opening of the outer door, a normally open circuit

through which the electro-magnetic means Is energized,

means operated by the rotation of the motor for closing

such electromagnetic circuit at a predetermined period,

an Incandescent light located in proximity to the camera
lenses, and means for automatically lighting such light

prior to the operation of the camera shutter.

3. In a burglar alarm, the combination with an outer

and inner door, a camera having its lenses extending
through the inner door from Its Inner face, an Incandes-

cent light located In proximity to the camera lenses, a
motor, a normally open motor circuit, means op»>rate<l by

the opening of the outer door for closing the motor cir-

cuit, and means operated by the rotation of the motor for

first lighting the incandescent light and subsequently
operating' the camera
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4. In a burglar alarm, the <-ombinatloo with ao outer
and iuDcr door, a <-ain«>ra havlDg Its lenMs rxtpodluK
through th« Inntr door from ttii inaer fac«>. an incaodes-
r«nt light locatt^ in proximltjr to the camera lenaes. a
motor, a normally op«'n motor circuit. mean8 operated by
the opening of the outer door for closing the motor cir-

cuit, a normally open circuit extending through the In-

candescent light, a rotating dUk of conducting material
to which one end of the open circuit 1» electrically con
nected. a contact linger forming the terminal of the other

open end of the circuit, a block of inaulatlng material
freely Intervening between the flnger and the face of the
disk, electromagnetic meaDK for operating the camera
shutter, a normally open circuit therefor, a rotating disk

driven from the motor, an electric connection between
the terminal of the electro-magnetic circuit and the illsk.

a band of Insulating material surrounding tiie periphery
|

of Kuch disk baring an open portion, a projection extend-

ing from the disk through such open portion, and a flnger

forming the other terminal of the electro-magnetic cir-

cuit bearing upon the pehlphery of the disk.

fi. In a compartment havinn; an inner door having an
orifice therein and an outer door, a camera carried by the

inner face of the Inner door having its lenses opposite

uch orifice and having the usual xhutter lever, and
meann operated by the opening of the outer door for oper-

ating the shutter lever.

[Claims A to 8 not printed In the Uaxette.]

1.230.248. LOrOMOTIVE-ENOINE. JoHX F. Wint-
woBTH. Rochester, N. H. Filed Jan. 11. 1915. Serial

No. 1.671. (CL 105—17.)

ry—

1. The combination in a locomotive, of a frame, float-

ing axle tM>xea, upringK. drivers, driving rods, trucks, and
internal combustion engine cylinders of the reversing

type having starting and exhaust valves for the starting

cycle with means for operating said valves and a steam
supply for starting said engine by steam pressure.

2. The combination In a locomotive, of a conventional
arrangement of frame, drivers, axle boxes, trucks, etc.. In-

ternal combustion cylinders secured to said frame, pistons
with connecting rods directly connected with the driving
wheels or axles, cams and mechanism whereby all the
valves of said cylinders may be operated to run the engine
either forward or backward, starting valves provided for

said cyllntiers, a steam supply for starting or reversing

aatd locomotive and a steam pipe or pipes connecting said
st>>am supply with starting valves.

3. The combination In a locomotive, of a frame, floating

axle boxes, springs for boxes, cylinders secur»d to frame,
pistons connected to the driving wheels or axles by con-
necting rods, starting, admission, exhaust and fuel valves
for said cylinders, means for operating said valves, a
steam boiler for supplying steam during the starting
cycle for starting the engine, for heating the train, etc.

4. The combination In a locomotive, with a conventional
t.vpe and arrangement of frame, floating axle »M)xes.

springs, driving wheels and axles, with an Internal com-
bustion plant comprising cylinders secured to the frame,
pistons, connecting rwls secured to the driving wheels or
driving wheel axles, valves for the regular operation of
saiil engine and especial starting valves whereby the loco-

motive may be started by the admission of steam to the
Internal combustion cylinders, mechanism whereby the
prop^-r functioning of the valves may be obtained and
whereby the engine may be reverse<l or run in either
direction and a special type boiler of relative large water

capacity and small beating surface whereby the energy
may be furnished for starting of the train from the beat
units Htore<l in the boiler.

5. In a locomotive the combination of a coaventlonal
type of locomotive frame, internal combustion engine cyl-

inders, of the self starting and reversing type, secured to
the end of said frame In a horlxontal position, pistons for
said cylinders to l>« directly connected to the «xle» or
drivers, means for storing energy for starting or reversing
aid locomotU-e.

[Claims to d not printed In the (iazette.

)

1.230.249. SLIDE-MICROMETER. I^iia Wb.nml. Ellia
beth. N. J. Fllwl Jan. 28. 1917. 8erUl No. 148,H8».
{C\. S3—16S.)

-•-I •'

-

_

r

4

1. A slide micrometer comprising a graduates! toothed
lM>ani. H slide movable along the same, a non-rotatable
meml>er flanking the beam, a pointer on said men)l>er. a

transversely movable nut carrie<l by the slide and encom-
passing said beam and non-rotatable inem>>er. said nut
l>eing graduateil opposite the pointer, ami means for throw-
ing said nut into operative engagement with said beam.

I^^A slide micrometer i-omprlalng a graduated toothed
beam, a slide movable along the same, a pair of cores flank-

ing the beam, a post carriwl by one of said cores, a trans-

versely movable nut <-arrle<l by the slide and encompassing
said Iteam and cores, said out b^ing graduated opposite
the post, and means for throwing said nut Into operative
engagement with said beam.

1.280.250. TRUCK. Enoch Whallet. Wililmansett.
Mas*. Filed May 12. 1916. SerUl No. 97.049. (CI.

254—10.)

X-
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at interval)! to p«*rmlt K«iil drum to run Idly and unwind
the slack wir«.

8. In a halinx pre^n havinK a prenK box. and means to
form a bale therein, tho combination of a wire carrying
means adapted to operate transverwly of the press box
and to feed wire across said preaa box. twisting mecha-
nism and means to take up slack wire, said means includ-
ing a drum an<l means to route said drum at intervals.
Mid operating means including gears conne<-ted to drive
said drum ami a seamen tal gear positioned so as to oper-
ate said gears and drum at intervals, said drum being
thereby permitted to run idle at intervals to unwind the
slack wire.

4. In a baling press having a preM box and a plunger
or follower adapted to reciprocate therein, the combina-
tion of wire carrying means adapted to t)e projected trans-
veraely of said press box to feed wire across said press
box. means to hold and twist said wire, said means includ-
ing A memtHT for holding one portion of the wire member
for holding one portion of the wire and a meml>er for
grasping another portion of the wire and twisting it with
the first mentioned portion of the wlr." to form a tie. means
to sever said last mentlon»><l portion of the wire and means
to take up slack from the free portion of said wire, said
means being idle at times to permit the release of said
slack wire.

5. In a baling press having a press Iwx, and means to
form a bale therein, the combination of a wire carrying
means adapted to operate transversely of the press box
and to feed wire across said press box, twisting mecha-
nism an«l means to take up slack wire, said means being
Idle at times to permit the release of said slack wire, and
Including a drum having a flange provided thereon, means
forme<l on said flange to engage the wire and means for
guiding the wire while beln« wrapped about said drum.

[Claims e to 15 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.230.254. DENTAL CASTINO - MACHINE. Elmbr E
W!<;htm.\.n. Chicago. III. Filed Mar. 10. 1916. Serial
No. 83,:i5«. (Cl. 22—78.)

1. In an apparatus of the class described, a suction
producing means, mechanism in communication there-
with adapter] to receive a mold flask seailngly attached
thereto, a valve locat»Hl therebetween, means for moving
said valve to open position, and a latch adapted to retain
said valve In closed position against the power of said
moving means.

2. In an apparatus of the class described, a suction pro-
ducing means, mechanism In commanication therewith
adapted to receive a mold flask seailngly attached thereto,
a valve located there»)etween, a spring for moving said

valve to open position, and a latch adapted to retain said
valve in cIose«i position against the tension of said
spring.

3. In an apparatus of the class descrlbetl. a sartion
pump. Its piston, a treadle for operating said piston in
one direction, springs for operating said piston In the
return direction, a mold flask seailngly conner te<l directly
with said pump, and a qui( k operating valve self op..nlng
when released to establish ImmedUte communhatlon be-
tween said pump cylinder and said flask.

4. In an apparatus of the class descrlbetl. a suction pro-
ducing means, and a head connected thereto having Its
exterior surfa<e fapere«l conically and converging up-
wardly and having its Interior cored out In a downward
converging taper, either of said tapered portions adapted
to re<-elve a mold flask.

1.230,255. TIREfJUARD Esic Edwin abthtb Wild.
Minneapolis. Minn. Filed July 20, 1916. Serial No
110,828. (Cl. 20»—151.)

^jr.

1. A tire guard compHsing in combination, a support
Including downwardly extending arms dlspose<l In spaced
relation and provided with alined perforations, a hanger
carrle<l by said support Including two downwardly ex-
tending arms and a connerfion theretM-tween. said con-
nection extending through the said perforations of said
arms of -aid support to r»e plvotally carried thereby, and
a chain with end portions plvotally connected with the
lower portions of the said arms of said hanger.

2. A tire guard comprising in comt)lnatlon. a support,
a hanger plvotally carried by said support, said hanger
formed of a single pie,-e of metal shap^^d to provide down
wardly extending arms and a connection therebetween
engaging said support, and a chain with end portions plv-
otally connected with the said arms of said hanger at the
lower portions thereof.

3. A tire guard comprising In combination, n support,
a hanger plvotally carried by said support, said hanger
formed of a single piece of wire flattened at ends and
shaped to provide downwardly extending arms and a con
nectlon therebetween engaging said support. Hnrl a chain
with end portions plvotally connecte<l with the said arms
of said hanger at the lower portions thereof.

4. In combination with a vehicle body and wheel in
eluding a tire, of a support carried by said body, an in
verted U shaped hanger plvotally carried by said support
and dlsposeil above the axis of rotation of said wheel, and
a chain carried by said arms of said hanger and engaging
the tire of said wheel, said hanger permitting sal. I < hain
to engage said tire during relative movement of said
body with respect to said wheel, and to entrage said tire
with the arms of said hanger tangent to said tire regard-
less of the dlre<tlon of rotation of said wheel.

5. A tire guard comprising In coml>lnatlon. a support
Including downwardly extending arms disposed in spaced
relation, two arms pendantly .-arrled by the said arms of
said support, and a chain with end portions plvotally
.onnectp.1 with the lower portions of said second men
tione«l arms.
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1,230.256. BAIL SEPARATOR. Thomab «. W11.L8ON,

Swlssvale, and Aubert H. Maraxda, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Filed Sept. 30, IHlfi Serial No. 123.026. (Cl.

23»—18 )

1. A member adapt»Ml for use as part of a rail separator,

comprising a screw, and a bltnk <ast around the head of

the screw.

2. A memlH r adapted for use as part of a rail separatiw.

comprising a screw having a feathered hea<l. and a block

cast around the head of said screw, whereby the screw

and the lilo<k constitute an Integral nieml>er the parts of

which are pn vente«l from relative turning by the feather-

ing of the screw head.

1,230.257. AITOMOHILE EN<;INE. Harhv Villiam

WiHTNEB. Ogden. Utah. Filed Nov. 18, 1916. Serial

No. 182.117. (Cl. 128—171.)

Ing closures for substantially one-half of said recess, a

pin supported by said side plates, a disk rotatably mount-

wl upon said pin and having Its upper half hollow and

its lower half solid, and graduations formed upon each

Klde of sal<l disk about the periphery there<»f. and an

indicating finger carried by said body and adapted for

coaction with said graduations, and means carrleii by said

bo<ly for • ngngement with one side of said disk for arrest-

ing movement of the disk.

1. An air cooling device for engines emlKxlying air

jackets to Inclose the cylinders of en engine and united

at one end to provide a discharge manifold for the air. the

other ends of th" jackets extending angularly and nierg

ing into a funnel, the adjacent walls of the jackets being

united by a portion curvj^l toward said funnel for divid-

ing the air.

2. The combination with the cylinders of an engine, of

air jackets inclosing them and united at one end to pro-

vide a discharge manifold for the air. the other ends of

the jackets extending angularly and merging Into a funnel,

and a fan rofatable within the mouth of the funnel for

forcing sir Into the same, the adjacent walls of the jack-

ets >>eing unlte<l by a portion curve«l toward the funnel

for dividing the air.

8. The combination with the cylinders of an engine, of

air jackets inclosing them and unlte«l at one end to pro-

vide a discharge manifold for the air. the Jackets J»elng

arrange*! In sets, the jackets of each set having angularly

extending portions at their other ends merging Into a fun

nel, the funnels of the two sets of jackets extending In

opposite directions, and fans rotatable within the mouths

of the funnels for forcing air into the same, from oppo

site directions.

1.230.25R. LEVEL. William P. Wood. Roseberry. Brit-

ish Columbia. Canada. Filed May 5, 1916. Serial No.

95,609. (Cl. 88—215.)

I. In a level structure, the combination, of a body pro-

vided with a centrally dlRpose<l recess, side plates form-

^—

f

2. In a level structure, the combination, of a l>ody pro-

vld«Kl with a central opening, side plates forming closures

for portions of said openings, a pin carrle<l by said side

plates and extending through the openings, a disk rotata-

bly mounted upon said pin, said disk having Its upper

half section hollow and Its lower half section solid for

weighting the disk, graduations forme<l ujKin the sides of

said illsk about the periphery of the same, graduations

formed upon the periphery of said disk, an indicating

finger carried by said bo<ly for coaction with said gradua-

tions, an<l transparent panes forming closures for the up

per section of said opening, said body iH-lng provl<le<l

with an opening positioned directly above the upp«'rmost

portion of said disk.

3. In a level structure, the combination, of a body pro-

vided with a central opening, side plates forming closures

for portions of said openings, a pin carrietl by said side

plates and extending through the openings, a disk rota-

tal)ly mounted upon said pin, said disk having Its upp«'r

half section hollow and its lower half section solid for

weighting the disk, graduations formed upon the sides of

said disk about the periphery of the same, graduations

fornie<l upon the periphery of said disk, an indh-atlng fln-

g«'r carried by said bo<ly for coaction with said gradua

tlons. and transparent panes forming closures for the up

per section of said opening, said IxKly being provided

with .in opening positioned directly above the uppermost

portion of said disk, a flat spring carried by said body

and engaging one side of said disk, and a pin slldably

carried by said body and engaging said spring for moving

said spring Into frlctlonal engagement with said disk for

retarding movement of the disk.

1.280,269. AUTOMOBILE-POWER TRANSM1TT1N<}
APPARATUS. Charleh O. WRKiHT. Toledo, Ohio.

Flle<l July 3, 1910. Serial No. 107,aH0. (Cl. 21-90.)

1. In a power transmitting apparatus, the combination

with a supporting frame having means for supporting

the rear axle of a motor-driven vehicle with Its wheels

from the ground, of a shaft transversely journaled on

th» frame In pat-allellsm with the axle of the vehicle, one

or more pulleys mounted on aaid shaft to contact with

one or more of the wheels of the vehicle, another shaft

journaled on the frame In parallelism with the first nam*^!

shaft and geared thereto an<l a clutch mechanism mount

ed on the first named shaft for supplying or shutting off

power to the last named shaft.

2. In a power transmitting apparatus, the combination

with a supporting frame having Inclined rails or tracks

for raising and supporting the rear axle of a motor driven

vehicle with its wheels from the ground, of a shaft trans-

versely journaled on the frame In parnllelism with the

axle of the vehicle, one or more pulleys on said axle to

contact with at least one of the wheels of the vehicle,

means to hold the axle of the vehicle In a given position

^
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on the frame, another Hhaft Journaled on the frame In par-
allelism with the first named Hhaft and geared thereto,
and a clutch and brake meihaniitm mounted on the flrat
named shaft for supplying or shutting off power to the
last named shaft.

low the suNitance Intervening ltetwe«n the notches to be
alternately dlspoKed at.ove and below the wire of the top
whJrL

8. In a power transmitting apparatus, the combination
with a supporting frame, of a shaft horliontally Journaled
thereon, of mean.o to support the rear aile of a motor
driven vehicle on said frame with Its wheels from the
ground, means on said shaft to frlctlonally engage at least
one of the vehicle wheels, a drum Journaled In parallel
Ism with said shaft, and means to operate the drum from
the first shaft through Independent clutches.

4. In an automohlle transmitting apparatus, the combi-
nation with a supporting frame, of a driven shaft Jour-
nale<l thereon, a second shaft Journaled in parallelism
with the first named shaft and geared thereto, an auto-
matic clut< h. and an Independent manually operate<l hand
clutch and a dnm for engagement therewith on the last
named shaft.

5. In a power transmitting apparatus, the combination
with a main frame having at each side thereof a for-
wardly Inclined rail, of a driving shaft horizontally and
transversely Journaled on the frame, a pulley on said
shaft, means on the frame to hold the axle of a motor
driven vehicle In a given position on said rails subsUn-
tlally parallel with respect to said shaft and its pulley, a
driven-shaft Journaled on said frame in parallelism with
the driving-shaft and geared thereto, a drum mounted on
the driven shaft, and means operated by the rotation of
said drum to stop the same.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.280.260. .SPRING CONSTRUCTION. L«ona«d A.
Yor.NG. Highland Park. Mkh. Filed Aug. 21. 1916 Se-
rial No. 115.959. (CI. —29.)

1. In a spring construction, the combination of a plu-
rality of colled springs, the top colls of which are pro-
Tided with card-board plates having the capacity to be
fitted within the coils and $0 shaped on the margins as
to hold themselves to the colls.

2. In a spring construction, the combination of a plu-
rality of colled springs, plates fitting Into the top whirls
of the springs, and each plate peripherally notched to al-

1.230,261. TILLING -MACHINK. Wili.iam C. Zelle.
St. Louis. Mo., assignor t<. Plantation Equipment Com-
pany. St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed

Serial No. 704,4>36. (CI. 97—3M.)June 17. 1912.

1. In a machine of the «haracter descrlb^l, a tractor
having a bo«ly frame, n hinged parallelogram frame plv-
otally connected to said lK>dy frame and projecting from
the rear thereof, an implement holder frame adjustably
supporte,! from said parallelogram frame, an arm pivot-
ally mountwl on the body frame of said tractor to swing
vertically, an adjusUble link connecting said parallel-
ogram frame and said arm, and means for swinging said
arm, said means having a determinate range of move
ment.

2. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation with a traveMnf carriage, of an Implement holder,
means for supporting sai<l Implement holder on said car-
riage In a particular working position relative to the
ground, said means including an «.tjustlng device for
varying the location of the implement holder above the
ground without disturbing its particular working relation,
and a device cooperating with said adjusting device to
support said holder and being yleldable In one direction
to permit Independent vertical movement of the carriage
downward and the Implement hold.r upward.

14. In a machine of the character described, the combi-
nation of a tractor, a hinged parallelogram frame pivot-
ally connected to said tractor, an Implement carrier frame
pivotally connected to said parallelogram frame, an ad-
justable brace connection between said carrier frame and
said parallelogram frame, and means for raising and
lowering said parallelogram frame.

17. In a machine of the character described, the combl-
nation with a tractor, of an Implement carrier frame sup
ported thereby, mechanism mounted on said tractor for
raising and lowering said implement carrier frame, and
adjustable and yleldable means conne«tlng said carrier
frame with said mechanism, said me<hanlsm during the
movement of lowering said carrier frame automati.ally
topping at a predetermined point to place said carrier
frame at a predetermined position relative to the ground.

21. In a machine of the character described, a tractor
having a body frame, a hinge<i parallelogram frame pivot-
ally connected to said body frame, earth working imple-
ments supported by said parallelogram frame, and re-
silient means operable by power derived from the motor
which drives said tractor for raising and lowering said
parallelogram frame, said means during the movement of
lowering said parallelogram frame automatically stopping
at a predetermined point.

[Clalma 8 to 13. 15, 16, and 18 to 20 not printed in the
Oazette. ]

1.280,262. MACHINE FOR WRAPPING RIBBER
TUBES. iRviN ZwisLER. F^st Palestine. Ohio, as-
signor to The McGraw Tire & Rubber Company. l-Iast
Palestine, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Apr
26. 1915. Serial No. 24.097. (CL 242—50.)
2. In a tul)e wrapping machine, the combination of a

removable tube mandrel, a vertically disposed air cylln
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der, a transverse cylinder communicating with the air

cylinder, a separable cone-bearing connected with the pls-

M a J.

r -yr::..'li.

ton In the transverse cylinder, a clotch at the < ppostte

end of the mandrel, and means for simultaneously operat-

ing the clutch and the governing parts of the air supply.

(Claim 1 not printed in the ^iazette.

]

1,230,263. CUT-OUT ALPHABET TOY. William H. 8.

Alexandbb. Haddonfleld, N. J. Filed Aug. 28. 1916.

Serial No. 116.491. (CL 46—40.)

L2-; _r_f

1. Ah tk new article of manufacture, a toy in the form

of a picture block having the name of the picture dli-

played thereon in large letters with an independent Initial

letter of 8Uch nam< displayed In much larger size ; such

blo<'k having a <ontour c-orrespondlng to the object por-

trayed and being divisible into a plurality of sections

;

said sections having common identifying matter thereon

whereby they may l>e distinguished from those of another

block.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a set of toys In the

form of picture cards or blocks, each having the name of

the picture displayed there«in in large letters with an in

dependent Initial letter of such name displayed on the

respective bloc ks in much larger size : each of said cards

or blo<-ks having a different contour corresponding to the

object portrayeil and being divisible into a plurality of

sections : the sections of each of said blocks or cards hav-

ing ctimmon identifying matter thereon whereby they may
l>e distinguished from the sections of other blocks or cards.

3. As a new article of manufacture, a toy in the form

of a picture block having the name of the picture dis-

played thereon in large letters with an independent Initial

letter of such name displayed in much larger size; such

block having a <"onfour corresponding to the object por

trayed and t>elng divisible into a plurality of sections ;

each of said sections carrying one letter of the name of

the picture.

4. As a new article of manufacture, a toy In the form

of a picture block sbapeil to represent an animal, bird,

flower, or the like and divisible into a number of sec-

tions ; each section carrying one letter of the name of the

pictured object and said block having its hack provided

with common Identifying means for the several sections

whereby they may tw distinguished from other picture

blocks of the same character.

5. As a new article of manufacture, an educational toy

In the form of a picture card or block hsving a contour

corresponding to the oiiject portrayed and the name of the

object or picture displayed thereon in large letters, such

block t>eing divisible into a plurality of sections equating

the numt>er of letters in the name and each of said sec

tions carrying one letter of the name of the picture or

object portrayed.

1.230,264 TRANSOM CONTROL. 0»OROE W. ItAliiu,

Washington. D. C. Filed Jan. 10, 1917. Serial No.

141.648. (CI. 16—28.)

1. A transom opening and closing mechanism consist

Ing of a plate adapted to be secured to the door fram*.-

above the transom and adjacent to one side of the tran-

som and door opening, means for securing said plate to

the door frame, a screw stud secured in said plate, of a
pulley mounted on said stud to lie flatwise against said

plate parallel to the plane of the door frame, a flexible

sustaining pull member taking over said pulley, forwardly

projecting ears on said plate, a guide pulley mounted bt-

tween said ears to lie in a plane at right angles to that

(outalning said first mentioned pulley, said flexiblf pull

member adapted to pass l»etween said lugs in engagement

with said guide pulley, a bracket having a nieml»er se

cured to the transom and extending outwardly therefrom

toward said guide pulley, the end of said bracket adapt-

ed to He In close proximity to said guide pulley when the

transom la closed, said flexible pull member being secured

at one end to said bracket, the other end of said flexible

guide member extending down to a place in convenient

reach, and means on the door frame for enga):ing said

flexible pull member to hold the same and maintain the

transom open or closed according to the pcisltlon at which

it is desired to adjust the same.

(Claim 2 not printed In. the Oaaette.]

1,230.265. CLOTHES-DRYING RACK. Edwabb H. Bar
TON, Spokane, Wash., assignor of one-half to Amnion D.

Barr. Spokane, Wash. Filed Dec. 2. 1915. Serial No.

64.772. (CI. 68—34.)

1. In a clothes drying rack, the combination with a

bracket of substantially semicircular form having a de-

pending peripheral flange, said bracket being provided with

a series of radial slots which extend outwardly in a hori-

zontal direction and then downwardly into said flange

forming a vertical extension, said bracket being also pro-

vided with entrance openings which communicate by necks

of smaller diameter than the openings with said slots at

an Intermediate point thereof and clothes drying arms
provided at their Inner ends with depending rigid headed

pins, the diameter of the beads of the pins being less than

the diameter of the entrance openings, but greater than

the diameter of the necks and the slots, whereby said arms

may he detached from the bracket by sliding the pins from

the slots through the nwks and into the openings, said

arms being maintained In either a horizontal position when
In engagement with the horizontal portion of the slots, or

in a vertical position when extended out into the vertical

portion of the slots, said arms also having a pivotal move-

ment In the slots.
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2. Id mmhination with a poot provided with lungitudi-

nal ral>b«>ts. an elevating bar movable aluDg the t&vf of

the puMt and of l*>flH width than the same, a guide lu<ip for

the pasftage of the bar provide*! on the post near the

lowpr end. a bracket mounted on said bar and provided

with an opening for the reception of the latter, means pro-

vided at aald opening for detachably connecting the

bracket to the bar, rearwardly and Inwardly extending

lugn provided on the rear fare of the bracket to engage In

the rabbetn of the po«it. said lugs serving to connect the

braclcet and bar to the post at the upper end of the latter,

clothes supporting arms, and means for detachably con-

De<ting the clothes supporting arms to the bracket, where-

by the arms may be detached from the bracket, the bracket

detached from the elevating bar. and the latter detache<l

from the post, leaving only the peat In ponitlon upon a

wall or other support.

1.230.2««. PR(M'ESS ¥r>K TANNING OF FISH-SKINS
OR THE LIKE. Kristian Bk.vdixb.n, Copenhagen, Den
mark, assignor to Firm Sklndfahriken Unlcum. Kr. Ben-

dixen, P. Bendlxen A Co.. Copenhagen, Denmark. Flle<l

Feb. 19. 1912. Serial No. 678,473. (CI. 149—4.)

1 A process for tanning and permanently rendering

oft and pliable tlsh skins and the like coB«lstlng In soften-

Ing the skins, treating them for about ttarve days In a
depilatory solution, then treating them for a farther perlo<i

of about three days in a solution of water and slaked lime,

turning the hides during su<h treatments, agitating the

bides for a brief period In a solution of water and hydro-

chloric acid and then bating them in a mill containing

water, poultry dung and any preferred chemical bating

compound substantially as described.

2. A process for tanning and permanently rendering

soft and pliable tlsh skins and the like consisting in soften-

ing the skins, treating them for about three days in a

solution of water ami sodium sultid. then treating them
for a further period of ab^jut three days In a solution of

water and slaked lime, turning the hides twice daily during

8uch treatments, agitating the hides for about Ave minutes

In u solution of water anil hydrochloric acid and then bat-

ing them in a mill containing water, poultry dung and a

chemical bating compound substantially as <lescril>e<1.

3. A process for tanning and permanently rendering

soft and pliable tlsh skins und the like consisting In soften

lug the skins, treating them for about three days In a

depilatory solution, then treating them for a further peritxl

of about three <tays In a solution of water and slake<l lime,

turning the hides dally during such treatments, agitating

the hides for a brief perlo<i In a solution of water and hydro-

chloric acid, bating them in a mill containing water, poul-

try dung and a chemical Itating compound, then removing

them Into pure lukewHrm water, then Into a solution of

hydrochloric a<'id ami water and then placing them In a

tanning vat to which tanning material is added every third

day until the skins are completely tanned substantially as

descrlt>ed.

4. A process for tanning and permanently reudei-lng

soft and pliable fish skins and the like consisting In soften-

ing the skins, treating them for about three days In a
solution of water and su<lluni sultld, then treating them
for a further period of about three days In a solution of

water and slaked lime, turning the hides at least twice
dally during such treatments, agitating the hides for

at>out five minutes In a solution of water and hydro-
chloric acid, then hating them In a mill containing water,

poultry dung and a chemical bating compouml. then re-

moving them Into pure lukewarm water, then Into a solu-

tion of hydro-chloric add an<l water and then plating

them In a tanning vat to which tanning material Is added
every third day until the skins are (completely tanneil

hubstantially as descrlt>ed.

5. A process for tanning anil permanently rendering

soft and pliable flsh skins and the like consisting In soften-

ing the skins, treating them for about three days in a
depilatory solution, then treating them for a further period

of about three days In a solution of WMter and slakeil lime,

turning the bides at least during such treatments, agitat-

ing the hides for a brief peritxl In a solution of water and
hydrochloric acl«l, then liating them In a mill containing
water, poultry dung ami a cheiidral Itating compound,
then washing them In pure lukewarm water and afterward
with a solution of by(ln>chlori<- adil and water and then

milling them In a mill containing a suitaMe solution of

salt to which a suitable chrome tanning material Is addoil,

the milling l>elBg tbea coDtinue<I uatll the skins are fully

tanned substantially as described.

IClallus 6 to 1:^ not printed In the (lazette 1

1.230.267. BUR<;i.AR-AI..\RM. John Ottd Ubnikb.
New Orleans, La., asalgnor of one-half to Daniel M.

IMtard. New Orleans. La. File*! May 1. 191.'.. Serial

No. 2a.l71. (CI. 11«—44.)

1. In an alarm device for door knn)ts and the like, metins

to se<-ure the device for rotative movement simultaneously

wltb Its supporting element, a signal, rotatable means to

sound the signal, a lever serving as a trip to control the

signal, a plurality of oppositely p«>sltlone«l levers to a<'tu-

ate the trip, and a freely movable element Interposeil be-

tween the trip actuating levers to alternately engage said

levers for releasing the trip when the supporting element

has been niovetl from a preiletermlne<| position.

2. In an alarm device fur door knobs and the like, means
to support the alarm device from a rotatable element, such

as a door knob, a signal, rotatable means to sound the

signal, a trip adaptetl to control said rotatable means, a

plurality of levers arranged In spaceil relation to actuate

said trip, and a movable weighted disk interposed between
said trip levers to alternately engage t.ne or the other

of said levers when the alarm supporting device Is moved
from a pre<letermlned position to release said trip and
the signal actuating means.

3. In a device of the class descrllMHl, a base having an
arcuMte flange, a trip mounted on the base and operating
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to control a signal, a plurality of levers arranged to actu-

ate said trip, and a freely movable element on said arcuate
flange posltlone<l between said trip levers to engage one

or the other of said levers to release the trip when the

base Is moved from a predetermined position,

4. In a device of the class described, a base having a

signal devl<-e mounted thereon ami a trip to control said

slgiuil device, a plurality of space<l levers arrange<l to ac-

tuate said trip, and a weighted element positioned between

said levers for oscillatory movement and adapted to eutfage

one or the other of said levers to release the trip and
actuate the alarm when the base Is move<l from a pre<le-

termlneil position.

n. In a device of the clasa described, a base having a

revoluble eleJiient to a<'tuate a signal, a trip to engage

means on said revoluble element, whereby the signal may
be operate<l intermittently, a plurality of trip levers ar-

ranged In substantially parallel relation and a movable
element Interposetl between said trip levers to engage one

or the other of said levers to release the trip from engage-

ment with the revoluble element.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Oazette.]

l,2:to.2rt8. TRI'CK BOLSTER. Sami bi. A. HBXNrR, IMtts

burgh. Pa. Flle«l Sept. 19, 1913, Serial No. 790,656.

Renewe,! Nov. 11. 1916. Serial No. 130 921. (CI.

1(».V-107.)

^ -^

1. A truck bolster formed of a roller! section having n

pressure member formed of a continuous upwardly opening

channel portion and a tension member lormetl of a con-

tinuous downwardly opening <'hannel iiieniber, said tension

member being sheareil from and bent downwardly inter-

me<liate the ends of said section.

2. A truck bolster forme<l of a rolled section having a

pressure member <-onslstlng of a continuous upwardly
opening channel portion and a tension member formed of

parallel i ontlnuous downwardly opening channel memt>ers
extending along either side of said pressure meml>er. said

tension member being sheare*! from the rolled section inter

mediate the ends thereof and bent downwardly to form
truss members.

3. A truck bolster formed from a single ro1le<1 sectloti

comprising a continuous upwardly opening channel mem-
ber extending centrally of said section and a tension mem-
ber formetl of continuous downwardly opening <-hannel

members extending longitudinally along either side of

said pressure memlK'r, said tension mein'ier Iwlng sheared
from the ixxly of the' section Intermediate the ends thereof

and upon either side of said preasure member and bent

downwardly to form truss memt>ers.

4. A truck lK)lster forniecl from a rolled se<-tlon compris-

ing a continuous upwardly opening channel member ex-

tending centrall.v along snld section, and <'ontlnuouN down-
wardly opening channel portions extending longitudinally

upon either side of said upwardly dlsp«ise<i channel portion,

said downwardly opening channel portions being sheared
from the body of the sectUm lnternie<llate the ends thereof

and bent downwartlly to form tension members.
ft. A truck iMilster forme<l of a rolled channel having

a pressure memlH>r formed of a single continuous upwar<lly

opening channel portion extending centrally from end to

end of said section, and a tension member forme<l of two
continuous downwardly opening channel memt>ers on

either side of said pressure member, said tension members
being sheared from and l>ent downwardly Intermeillate the

ends of said section, and a strengthening member Inter-

posed Itetween said pressure and tension members adja-

cent the center of the t>o]ster tnxly.

rClalm 6 not prlntetl In the ttasette.]

1,230.269. WINDOW-SHADE,
cago. 111. Filed Oct. 2. 1915.

156—26.)

LOL-IBX H. BOCH, Chl-

Serlnl No. 53,670. (CI.

1. In a device of the class described, a frame providing

a window opening, ii bar hlnge<l in the top of said open-

ing, a curtain or shade mounteil on said bar. a U shaped
frame dependent from said bar, means for guiding n shade
on said U-shaped frame and means associated with said

window frame for holding '>ald U-shapetl frame In ad-

Justed position, substantially as descrllteii.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
of a frame providing a window opening, a bar pivoted at

the top of said opening and extending substantially en-

tirely across said opening, a window shade secured to

salil bar, a pair of rods secured to and depending vertically

from said bar, said rods being joined at their lower
extremities by a horizontal bar. a pivot bearing for one of

said rods, said rods providing means for guiding said

shade In Its vertical sliding movement and means for

holiUng in adjusted position the shade and the frame In

which It Is mounted, substantially as described.

3. lu a device of the class descrlbeil. the combination

of a window frame, a wooden bar hinged In the upper

portion of said frame, a U-shape<l metal frame depending
from said wooden bar one of the vertl<'al members of said

metal frame being pi.oted at Its lower end. a shade
iiH)unteil on said wooden member and adapted to be

guided by said U-shaped frame, and means for securing

said U-shape<l frame In normal and other selecte^l posi-

tions, substantially as descrlt>ed.

4. In a device of the <lass described, the combination

of a window frame, a shade frame mounted wholly within
said window frame and pivoted at one edge to said win-

dow frame, a shade mounted on and guided by said shade
frame, and means at the lower portion of the window
frame for adjustably securing said shade frame In a plu-

rality of positions, substantially as described.

5. In a device of the class desrrll)e<l. the combination
of a window frame, a shade frame mounted wholly within

said wlmlow frame, said shade frame comprising two
horizontal and two vertical memt»ers and being mounted
for pivotal movement from one edge of said shade frame,

a shade mounted on and guided by said shade frame and
means for holding said shade frame in a plurality of

adjusted position > substantially as described.

[Claim 6 not p;lnte<l In the (Gazette.]

1.230,270, FISHING REEL. JoHS 8. Bbanva.n and Al-
BKKT M. RuNo, Harrlsburg, Pa. Flle<l May 17, 1916.
Serial No. 98.027. (CI. 242—84.5.)
1. A device of the class described, including a main

frame, a reel revoluble therein, a driving gear carried by
said main frame, n pinion as.^ociated with said reel and
engaged by said driving gear, a warning device engaging
said pinion, a ratchet carried by said gear, and locking
means engaging said ratchet.
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2. A <1pv1cp of the < lass dp«crlb«I. Including « main
frame, a reel revoluble therein, a pinion carried by said
reel, a gear enraging said pinion, a second gear engaging
aid first gear, retarding and looking means for said gear,
driving means therefor, and >;iildlng and distributing
means associated with said frame.

rf^^j

aj

i^r-i-

3. A devli-e of the <baracter defiorlbe<l, including a
main trame, a reel revolnble in said main frame, a pinion
carried by iiald reel, a eear carrie<1 by said frame engaging
with said pinion, a crank engageable with said gear, a
ratchet assoclatetl with said gear, locking means engage-
able with said ratchet, warning means associated with
said pinion and engageable therewith, friction brake
means engaKlng said gear, a second gear carried by said
frame, said second trear engaging said first gear, an
ONclIlatable rod associated with second said gear, and
distributing means carried by the free end of said rod.

4. A device of the class describe*!. Including the com-
bination of a frame, a reel revolnble therein, a pinion
carried by said reel, a gear carrie«l by said frame engage-
able with the said pinion, the gear member being provide<l
with a ratchet toothed portion, a locking brake therefor
comprising, an arm for engagement with the said ratchet
toothed portion, said arm having a portion thereof ex-
tending laterally at a right angle to the said arm. the end
of said extension being bent into engagement with a spring
which normally maintains the arm in engagement with
the ratchet wheel, the arm and extension memt>er being
plvotally mounted on a trunnion forme<l Integral with the
frame, a block forme<l on said frame, a crosshead xlldrfbly

mounted on the block, for wlidable engagement with the
said arm, an extension provldetl on the frame, a pin mem
l>er formed on the free end of said extension and Integral
therewith, an extension formed on the block, a spring
member interposefl between the extension and said block,
a cam plvotally mounted on the frame member adjacent
said cross head providing means for disengaging the said
arm member from the ratchet wheel.

1,230.271. SECTIO.NAL PORTlftRE. I^ns W. BartG-
OEMAN. Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Apr. 3, IMr, Serial

No. 18.94R. (n. l.-fi_io.)

3| ^
-
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a table supporting frame, a spring which automatlcallj
prevents the closing of sal.i gate when the said table la
In an angular position with respect to the horlzonul.

1.230.279. [WITHDRAWN.]

1.230.277. PNEUMATIC BRAKE. Feaxcois Jdlm
CHAP8AL, Paris, and Altrid Locis Emili Saillot, L«
Garenne-Colombes. France. Filed Feb. 27 1914 SerUl
No. 821.875. (Cl. 188—1.)

1. In an air-brake system for railway trains, the com-
bination with the train pipe and an air reserrolr, of an
accelerator comprising a valve and means to open the same
upon a reduction of pressure In the train pipe, and means
to control the discharge of air ttom said valve to the
atmosphere comprising a second valve, and a piston con-
trolling the movement of said second valve, said piston be-
ing subject on one side during application of the brake* to
the pressure of air In said reservoir and at the other aide
to the pressure of the air In the train pipe.

2. In an air-brake system for railway trains, the com-
bination with the train pipe and an air reservoir, of an
accelerator comprising a valve and means to open the
same upon a reduction of pressure in the train pipe, means
to control the discharge of air from aald ralve to the at-
mosphere comprising a second valve, and a piston control-
ling the movement of said second valve, said piston being
subject on one side during application of the brakes to
the pressure of air In said reservoir and at the other side
to the pressure of the air In the train pipe, mcana to anp-
ply air from the train pipe to said reservoir, and a valve
to cut off communication between the train pipe and said
reservoir when the pressure In the train pipe lt> reduced to
a predetermined limit.

3. In an air-brake system for railway tralna, the combi-
nation with the train pipe and an air reservoir, of an ac-
celerator comprising a valve and means to open the same
upon a reduction of pressure In the train pipe, a second
valve also operated by said means, means to control the
discharge of air from said first-named valve to the atmos-
phere comprising a third valve, and a piston controlling
the movement of the same, said second valve serving to
place one side of said piston in communication with said
reservoir upon a reduction of pressure In the train pipe
and said piston being subject at its other side to the pres-
sure of air in the train pipe.

1.230.278. TRUCK. .John Loccibs Chesxctt. Kansas
City. Mo. Filed July 6, 1915. Serial No. 38.113. (Cl
254—5.)

1. A truck provided with a top frame and a bottom
frame, an oscillatory member pivoted to one of said
frame.s. means actuated by said oscillatory member for lift-
ing the top frame when said member Is swun? In one di-
rection, releasable means for holding said member from re-
traction after it has been swung In said direction to a pre-
determined position, a draft handle pivoted to one of said
frames, releasable means actuated by the draft handle for
engaging and swinging said oscillatory member, and
me>>.ns. operable only when said swinging means is en-

gaged with aald member, for relMslng said holding
means from said member.

2. A truck provided with a top frame and a bottom
frame, an oscillatory member pivoted to one of aald
frames, and provided with an abutment and a notch, a
draft handle pivoted to one of said frames Independently
of said member, means actuated by said meuiOer for lift-
ing the top frame when said member Is moved In one di-
rection, a pawl carried by said draft handle and adapted
to consecutively enter said notch and engage said abut-
ment for consecutively swinging said member to two posl-
tions when said handle is oscillated, means for releasably
holding said member from retraction from either of said
two positions, and means operable only wh««n said pawl
Is engaged with said abutment or Is In said nctch for re-
leasing the holding means from said member.

3. A truck provided with a top frame and a bottom
frame, an oscillatory member pivoted to one of said
frames, a draft handle, means actuated by the draft han-
dle for swinging said member, draft means connecting said
member and said other one of said frames for moving the
top frame longitudinally when said member ii. swung In
either direction, said draft means having bearings at dif-
ferent points on said member when the member is In cer-
tain different positions, and means supported by the bot-
tom frame and supporting the top frame by which the top
frame Is moved upwardly when it is moved longitudinally
of the bottom frame.

4. A truck having a top frame and a bottom frame an
oscillatory member pivoted to one of said frames, means
actuated by said member for lifting the top frame wh^n
said member Is swung In one direction, a draft handle
pivoted to one of said frames, a pawl for holding the
oscilUtory member from retraction, controlling means
carried by the handle for forcing said pawl out of engage-
ment with said member, means for forcing said control-
ling means Into operative engagement with said pawl a
second pawl carrle.1 by said handle and adapted to engage
with said member, and manually operated means carried
by said handle for slmuluneously withdrawing the sec-
ond pawl from engagement with said memi^'r and for
withdrawing said controlling means from engagement
with the first named pawl.

5. A truck having a top frame and a bottom frame an
oscillatory member having a notch, two links respec-
tively pivoted to the oscillatory member and lo said top
frame and pivoted to each other, one of said links being
a.lapted to enter said notch and operatlvely engage said
member so as to be moved longitudinally of the bottom
frame thereby when the links are out of allnement with
each other, and means for oscillating said osclIlatorT
member.

I Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gasette]

1.230,279. TOOTH-BRUSH. Chables J. CorriT Chi-
cago. 111. Piled Sept. 8. 1914, Serial No. 8«0,58l' Re-
newed Feb. 17. 1917. Serial No. 149.377. (Cl. 15—39.)
1. The combination with a casing, of a brush-head sup-

porting plate, a clamping screw for securing the brush-
head on said plate, a pivotal connection between the screw
and the casing to allow the screw and the plate to be
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swung into and oat of the casing, and a cloaare for the
casing.

/J- rs

2. The combination with a casing, of a brush-head sup-

porting plate having a marginal flange at its iorward end,
the opposite side portions of said flange converging, a
screw carried by the rear end of the plate, said screw be-
ing adjustable toward the forward end of the plate, a
pivotal connection between the screw and the casing to

allow the screw and the plate to be swung into and out of
the casing, and a closure for the casing.

1.280,280. SOUND-TRANSMITTING APPARATUS. Al-
BBHT E. Cot, Chicago. 111., assignor to The Magnlphone
Company, a Corporation of Arizona. Filed Sept. 14,

1914. Serial No. 861.558, (Cl. 179—180.)

/J

1. In a sound transmitter of the type described, the
combination of a diaphragm, damping means adapted for
contact with said diaphragm and adjustable In the area
of said contact with the area Increasing from a point of
slight vibration of the diaphragm toward a point of
greater vibration thereof, substantially as set forth.

2. In a sound transmitter of the type described, the
combination of a diaphragm, damping means adapted
for contact with said diaphragm and adjustable from the
outer edge of said diaphragm toward the center as pres-
sure on the diaphragm is Increased, substantially as set

forth.

3. In a sound transmitter of the type herein described,
the combination of a diaphragm, adjustable damping
means adapted for contact with said diaphragm, a trans-
mitter casing formed with an annular outstanding neck,

a thumb piece located within said annular neck for manu-
ally operating said adjustable damping means, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. In a sound transmitter of the type described, the
combination of a diaphragm, a resilient damper finger at-

tached adjacent to the margin of said diaphragm with its

free end adapted for contact with the diaphragm, and
meanx for changing the location and pressure of said free
end of the damper finger upon the diaphragm, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. In a sound transmitter of the type described, the
combination of a diaphragm, a resilient damper finger at-

tached adjacent to the margin of said diaphragm with
Its free end adapted for contact with the diaphragm, and
means for regulating the location of and pressure on the
point of contact of said free end of the damper finger

upon th«> diaphragm, the same comprising a temper screw
having bearing In the casing of the transmitter and abut-
ting against the damper finger, subntantlally as set fortt.

1,230,281. SOUND -TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.
ALBBBT E. Coy, Chicago. 111., assignor to The Magni-
phone Company, a Corporation of Arizona. Original
application filed Sept. 14, 1914, Serial No. 861,553.
Divided and this application filed July 8, 1916. Serial

No. 108,164. (Cl. 179—180.)

1. In a sound transmitter of the tjT>e described, the
combination of a diaphragm, damping means adapted for
contact with said diaphragm, a casing, an aperture in
said casing, a liandle connected through said aperture
with said damping means, said handle being adapted for
moving said damping means back and forth upon the
diaphragm, substantially as set forth.

2. In a sound transmitter of the type herein described
the combination of a diaphragm, a plurality of damping
means plvotally arranged adjacent to the margin of the
diaphragm with their free ends adapted for contact with
said diaphragm and one common means for moving aald
plurality of damping means back and forth upon the
diaphragm, substantially as set forth.

3. In a sound transmitter of the type herein described,
the combination of a diaphragm, a plurality of damping
means plvotally arranged adjacent to the margin of the
diaphragm with their free ends adapted for contact with
said diaphragm and adjustable to and from the central
portion of said diaphragm, and means for imposing aimol-
taneous movement on said plurality of damping means,
the same comprising gear formations associated with th^
pivot portions of said damping means, substantially as
set forth.

1,230.282. DRYING APPARATUS. Chaeleb H. CtJB-
BiEB, Newark, N. J. Filed Sept. 15. 1916. SerUl No.
120.226. (Cl. 34—19.)

^t«ti:^

1. In apparatus of the class described, a kiln, inlet
and outlet air ducts therefor located on opposite sides
thereof, both sets of ducts opening downwardly toward
the floor of the kiln, and means for supplying conditioned
air under pressure to the Inlet ducts.

2. In apparatus of the class described, a kiln and inlet
and outlet air ducts therefor located on opposite aides
thereof and arranged transversely of the kiln, aald docts
opening downwardly toward the floor of the kiln.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,230.283. ELECTROMEDICAL DEVICE. ALB«rr H.

Datidsos and William CurroED McKiLLAm, Hunt-

ington. W. Va. Filed M*r. 30. 1917. 8erl*l No.

108,683. (CT. 1T4—89.)

5V et>

1. In an electro-medical device, the combination of a

series of four or more parallel rollers, means for support-

ing the rollers, and a high tension circuit haviog its op-

posite sides connected alternately to the rollers.

3. In an electro-medUal device, the combination of a

base, a series of rollers mounted In the top of the base

to provide an upper rolling supporting surface for the

base, said rollers being provided with longitudinal cor-

rugations extending transversely of the base, a cover for

the base including an end portloa adapted to be opened

to expose the upper surfaces and the end of the series of

rollers, and a high tension circuit having its opposite

sides connected alternately to the rollers.

[Claim 2 not printsd la the G&xette.]

1,230,284. DENTAL - RUBBER DAM HOLDER AND
CUTTER. Otto B. Elki.ns and Marshal S. Smith,

Abbeville. Oa., assignors of one-fourth to Nathaniel

Statham, Abbeville. Ga. Filed July 6, 1916. SerUl No.

107.828. (a. 211—32.)

y^

1. Itf a device of the class described, a caslBf. a roll

supporting axle rotatablv mounted In said casing, a spring

connected to rotate i*ald axle In one direction, and means

reclprocable longrltudlnally relatively to said axle for lock-

ing said axle against rotation when said redprocable

means are moved In one direction and for releasing the

axle when said means are moved In the opposite direction,

whereby a step by step rotary movement may be imparted

to said axle.

2. In a device of the class described, a casing, a roll

supporting axle rotatably mounted In said casing, a spring

connected to turn said axle In one direction, cooperating

means carried by said axle and casing for normally hold-

ing said axle against turning by said spring, one of said

means being redprocable longitudinally relatively to said

axle for Imparting a step by step movement to said axle.

3. In a device of the class described a supporting struc-

ture, a spring actuated roll-carrying axle mounted to ro-

tate therein, means for locking said axle from tnraing

against the tension of its spring, and means reclprocatory

In a plane parallel with the axis of iwild axle for Inter-

mittently releasing said locking meaiu whereby a atep-by-

8t«p rotation is Imparted to said axle.

4. In a device of the class described, a supporting

structure, a spring actuated roll-carrying axle mounted

to rotate therein, means for looking said axle from turn-

ing against the tension of Its sprlag. including a ratchet

wheel flxed to said axle, and p. stwl carried by said taai^-

portlDg structure and movable t* engage alternate teeth

of said wheel whereby an Intermittent rotary moTemeot

is Imparted to said axle.

B. In a device of the class described, a supporting

iitrocture, a roll carrying axle mounted to rotate therein,

a spring connected to turn said axle In one direction, a

ratchet wheel flxed to said axle and having alternating

teeth arranged out of peripheral allnement with each

other, a pin normally engaging said rttchet wheel for

holding said axle against turning by said spring, said pin

l>eing redprocable longitudinally relatively to said axle

for Intermittently releasing said ratchet wheel for im-

parting a step by step movement to said axle.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.286. OATE-HINGE. Alexander D. Elliott, Vi-

ola. 111., aMlgnor to Gustave Wenzelmann. (ialesbury.

III. Filed Sept. 18, 1913. Serial No. 790.501. (d.

1. In combination, a hinge-member provided with a

horizontally arranged way which Is substantially In the

shape of three sides of a square, and a hlnge-meml>er hav-

ing pins adapted to travel In said way.

2. In combination, a hinge-member comprising a hori-

zontally arranged plate and a rod surrounding three sides

thereof and spaced therefrom whereby to provide a non-

arcuate way, and a hioge-member having pins adapted. to

travel In said way.

1,230,286. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. Padl
Carlton Elliott, Lawrence. Kans. Filed Oct. 19,

1916. Serial No. 126.504. (O. 128—80.)

1. la an internal combustion engine, the c<>mt>lnatlon

with a cylinder having a head provided with Intake and

exhaust porta, an Inlet chamt>er formed In mUI bead and

commuaicntlag with said inlet port, the head having op-

positely disponed Intet openings connecting the lalot

ohaBber with the explosive chamber of the < ylinder, aa

exhaust chamber also formed in said head and having

similar opealngs communicating with the explosive cham-

ber, and valve* for controlling the motive fluid ia t^m

cylinder.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the oniMnatlon

wttb a cylinder having a head provided with Intake and
•>xko«8t porta, aa Inlet chamber formed in saUt bead mmA
conuDunlcatlDi; with said inlet port, an exhaust chaaber

also forined In said head, nnd rotary valvo«< including

I disks moanted In said cylinder head and arran:<e«l at tttb-

JUKg 19, I917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 7»T

tantlally right angles to each other for controlling tke

motive fluid in said cylinder.

3. In an Internal combustion engine, the comblnatloB
of a cylinder having a bead provided with Inlet and outlet

ports and having the inner walls thereof arranged at an
angle, and rotary valves mounted In said head and in,-

cluding disks, the planes of which are at an angle, and
the peripheries of which are adjacent.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination
of a cylinder having a head provided with inlet and out-

let ports and having the Inner walls thereof arranged at

an angle, and rotary valves mounted in said head and in-

cluding diskK. the planes of which are at an angle.

5. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder having a substantially conical head provided
with Intake and exhaust ports, an Inlet and an exhaust
chamber formed In said head and communicating respec-

tively with the Intake and exhaust ports, the Inner walls

of said cylinder head l>elng arranged at an angle and hav-

ing openings connecting the inlet and exhaust chambers
with the explosive chamber of the cylinder, and rotary

valves. Including disks, mounted to turn on the Inner

walls of the cylinder head and having openings adapted
to register with the openings In the cylinder head.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaeette.l

1,280,287. SPARK PLUG. George L. Freeman, Ticon
deroga. N. Y.. assignor of one half to Richard F. Hayes.
Ticonderoga. N. Y, Filed Feb. 4. 1916. Serial No.
T«,210. (CI. 123—169.)

wklch «ald scrapers are stldnbly moanted, Babatantially

a« described.

1. A spark plug of the character described Including

la combination a stationary terminal, an adjustable rod

extending through said stationary terminal, a movable
terminal carried by said rod, said movable terminal («>m-

prlalng a disk having a cone-shaped upper surface formed
to slope downwardly toward the edge of said disk from
the center, and upwardly extending sparking points ar-

ranged near the eilge of the said cone-shaped upper sur-

face and spaced from the stationary terminal.

2. A spark plug of the character described Including ia

combination a stationar.v terminal, a rod extending
through said stationary tcimlual, a bead fornoed on the

lower end of said rod. an a<ljustabl<> washir threaded on
said rod and spaced from the aforesaid b«ad. and a mov-
able terminal loosely mounted between the said washer
and bead, said movable terminal having a sloping upper

surface and sparking points spaced from the stationary

terminal.

1.280,288. CAKE-CDTTINO MACHINE. Earl S, Gab-

aiBL and De Otir Lomeard. Indianapolis. Inii. : said

Lombard assignor to said Gabriel. Filed Mar. 19,

1914. Serial No. 825, Sl7. (CI. 107—21.)

1. Ia a rake cutting machine, in combination with a

ponveylng spron. a vertically redprocable mttlnp blade

extending transversely of the apron, flat scraper plates,

oee saoiinted on each side of said blade and having the

plane thereof Inclined upwardly at an angle to the plane

of said blade, yielding pressure means for forrlflg said

scraper meml)ers against said blade and supports on

<».N. -R r

2. In a cake cutting machine. In combination with a

conveying apron, a vertically redprocable cutter blade

extending transversely of the apron, flat scraper plates

one on each side of said cutter blade and having the

planes thereof lying at acute angles to the plane of the

blade, a support on which each plate Is movably mounted

and a spring Interposed between said plate and said sup-

port, substantially as described.

S. In a cake cutting machine, in combination with a

vertically redprocable transverse cutting blade, a convey-

ing apron, driving mechanism, a cam for forcing said cut-

ting blade downwardly toward the apron, a support Id

which said cam is mounted and means for adjusting said

support relatively to the blade for the purpose of obtain-

ing a greater or less degree of throw of said cam, stib-

stantlally as described.

4. In a cake cutting machine, in combination with a

conveying apron, a vertically redprocable cutting blade

extending transversely of said apron, a sliding member
in which said blade Is mounted, a bracket for said mem-
ber, a spring Interposed between said member and a flxed

part of the machine, a roller carried by said member, a

cam mounted In said bracket above said roller and adapt-

ed to operate the latter, an adjustable block In which

said cam is mounted and a spring interpo8e<l between

safd adjustable block and the bracket, substantially as

described.

1,230,289. RELIEF-VALVE. Edmu.nd F. Gbbhardt,

Baston. Pa. Filed Sept. 7, 1915. Serial No. 49,332.

(CI. 187—63.)

1. A relief yalve organization comprising a casing bar-

ing separate Inlet and outlet connections, a pipe within
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aid caaiog forming a coDtinuatlon of the Inlet connection
and having at lt» upper end a valve seat which func-
tions as an outlet into said casing, a spherical valve nor-
mally closing said outlet and engaging upon Mid seat, a
block having In its under face a recess conforming to and
fitting over said valve and having a depending annular
apron, the latter centering said block and permitting a
limited measure of play thereof at>out said valve as a
fulcrum, the block having a concave recess in Its upper
face, and a spherical weight resting upon the block and
engaging the concave recess thereof, the width of the cas-
ing t)eing so selected that the weight has normally no
contact with the casing and the displacement of said
weight in any lateral direction as far as the center of
aid valve is prevented by the wall of the casing which
surrounds said weight.

2. A relief valve organization comprising a rasing hav-
iog separate inlet and outlet connections, a pipe within
said casing forming a continuation of the Inlet connec-
tion and having at its upper end a valve »eat which func-

tions as an outlet into said casing, a ball valve engaging
said seat, a block having a rolling fit on said ball valve,
and a spherical weight centered on said block.

1.230.290. LIFE-PRESERVER. Bbktha A. GiiGia. Chi-
cago. 111., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, of

one-half to William F. Geiger, Chicago. 111., and one-half

to Edmund W. Lawrence. Mount Vernon. N. Y. Filed

Feb. 28. 1916, Serial No. 79.932. Renewed Mar. 28.

1917. Serial No. 158.115. {CI. 9—19.)

1. The combination with an Intlatable life preserver, of
an inflating-gas container having an outlet, a closure for
the oulet, a cap mounte<l over the closure, said cap hav-
ing a gas passage, means carrietl by the cap for attaching
the same to the life preserver, said means having a gas
passage opening into the life preserver and communicating
with the first-mentioned gas passage, and a puncturing
device for the closure slldably mounted in said passages.

2. The combination wltb an Inflatable life preserver, of

an infiating-gas container having an outlet, a closure for

tta« outlet, a cap mounted over the closure, said cap hav-
ing a gas passage, ifieans carried by the cap for attach-

ing the same to the life preserver, said means having a
gas passage opening into the life preserver, and communi-
cating with the first-mentioned gas passage, and a punc-
turing device for the closure slldably mounted in said pas-

sages and having an actuating extension passing Into the
life preserver.

1,280,291. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION-ENGINE VALVE.
John Good. Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Jan. 27, 1916. Se-

rial No. 74,563. (CT. 128—177.)
1. An Internal combustion engine valve comprising a

rotary valve-member composed of functionally independ-
ent but structurally Integral parts or portions, one a
ported part and the other a Journal part, in combination
with a valve casing for said member composed of a ported
part having its wall surface parallel with, and in imper-
fectly contacting relation to the corresponding ported

surface of said rotary member whereby said opposing sur-

faces may function as the sealing means of the valve
without lubrication, and a part constituting a lubricated
seat supporting said valve-member Journal maintaining
the said imperfectly contacting surfaces In concentric aline-

ment with each other notwithstanding wear, and a water-

jacket surrounding said casing Journal seat capable of

rapidly abatractlng heat from the Journal therein and
operating to maintain a moderate temperature tbroughoat
the whole of said rotary valve member.

2. An internal combustion engine valve comprising a
rotary valve-member composed of functionally Independ-
ent but structurally Integral parts, one a ported part and
the other a tapered Journal part. In combination with a
valve casing for said memt)«r composed of a ported part
having its wall surface concentric with, and in imper-
fectly contacting relation to. the corresponding ported
surface of said valve member whereby said opposing sur-
faces may function as the sealing means of the ralre
without lubrication, and a part constituting a lubricated
tapered Beat for said tapered valve-member Journal, and
having an extended area in heat-transferring contact
therewith whereby a moderate temperature Is maintained
In said valve member by transfer of heat therefrom
through said seat.

3. A roUry valve for internal combustion engines com-
prising a rotary valve-member having a tapered Journal
part and a casing therefor providing the seat for such
Journal part, the coacting ported surfaces of said member
and casing being disposed In dry-running and substantially
pressureless contact, and the seating surfaces thereof b«-
Ing in oil film contact, and a beat-dissipating means Im-
mediately around said lubricated seat.

4. A rotary valve for Internal combustion engines com-
prlsin); a rotary valve-member and a casing therefor, the
ported wall surfaces of said memt>er and causing being
dry-running parts operating as the means for sealing
the valve and disposed at one end of the valve structure,
and the seating portions of said valve-member and casing
being disposed at the other end of the valve structure and
constituted by lubricated axially tapered seating surfaces
on said memt>er and casing respectively, subject only to
Inappreciable lateral displacement from wear and afford-
ing an ample path for escape of heat from the dry-run-
ning ported part of said valve member, through the seat
surface of the casing, and a heat-dlsslpatlng medium sur-
rounding the seat of the casing.

5. In an internal combustion engine, a rotary valvt
comprising a casing and a rotary valve member provided
with opposing dry-running port sealing surfaces and
axially tapered lubricated seating surfaces providing a
heat escape-path capable of keeping the ported part of
the valve member at a low temperature, and the said
valve member having Increasing cross-sectional solid
metallic area from the end of Its ported parts to Its seated
part, and means outside the casing for absorbing the
transmitted heat

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gasette.j
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1.230.292. MACHINE FOR SHAPING THE BACKS OF
30OK-COVER8. jAiiBB C. GotRLBY. Hartford, Conn.,
assignor to The Smyth Manufacturing Company. Hart-
ford, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Feb.

19, 1916. Serial No. 79,820. iCl. 11—2.)

1. A machine for shaping the backs of book covers or

cases having means for engaging the sides of the opened
cases and feeding the cases edgewise through the machine,
means engaging the insides of the backs of the cases as

they are fed for imparting the desired form to the backs,

and means engaging the outsldes of the backs adjacent
to the Junction of the tMicks and sides for holding the
backs down closely to the forming means as the cases are
carried along.

2. A machine for shaping the backs of book covers or

cases having means for engaging the sides of the opened
cases and feeding the cases edgewise through the ma-
chine, a fixed forming bar for engaging the insides of the

backs of the cases as they are fed, and creasers for stretch-

ing the backs of the cases over the forming bar as the
cases are carried along.

8. A machine for shaping the backs of book covers or

cases having a magazine for receiving a stack of opened
cases, means for feeding the cases successively edgewise
out of the magazine, a fixed forming bar over wblch the

cases are fed for shaping the backs of the cases, and
creasers for stretching the backs of the cases over the

forming bar as the cases are carried along.

4. A machine for shaping the backs of book covers or

cases having means for engaging the sides of the opened

cases and feeding the cases edgewise through the ma-
chine, a former over which the cases are fed for shaping
the backs of the cases, means for beating the former, and
creasers for stretching the backs of the cases over the

former as the cases are carried along.

5. A machine for shaping the backs of book covers or

cases having means for engaging the sides of the opened
cases and feeding the cases edgewise through the machine,

a former over which the backs of the cases are fed. and
creasers In contact with which the backs pass and under
which the sides pass as the cases are fed.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.280.'.»93. COUPLING AND STEERING MEANS FOR
TRACTORS. RrsH E. Hamilton. GeyservlUe, Cal., as-

signor to Hamilton Tractor Company. San Francisco,

Cal., a Corporation of California. Filed Feb. 6, 1916.

Serial No. 76,840. (CI. 21—114.)

4/ y- y

1. In combination with a two wheeled tractor, of a

wheeled member to be drawn thereby, a connection be-

tween the tractor and wheeled member comprising a yoke

carried by the tractor and pivoted to swing on a vertical

axis, a clevix carried by the yoke and pivoted to swing on

a borisontal axis, and a rigid connection between tbc

wheeled member to be drawn and the clevis.

2. A connection for uniting a tractor and a wheeled

member or implement to bt drawn thereby, the same com-
prising a yoke carried by one of the meml)ers and pivoted

thereto, to swing on a vertical axis, a clevis carried by

the yoke and pivoted to swing on a horizontal axis, v>d
a rigid connection between the other member and the

clevis.

3. In combination with a two wheeled tractor, of a

wheeled member to be drawn thereby, a segmental rack

carried at the rear of the tractor, a yoke carried by the

tractor and extending over said segmental rack and piv-

oted to swing on a vertical axis, a connection between

said wheeled member and yoke, a rotatable gear carried

by said yoke and engaging said segmental rack, and a

steering member associated with said gear and extending

adjacent to an operator's station on said wheeled member.

7. In combination with a two wheeled tractor, a

wheeled member to be drawn thereby and capable of car-

rying an operator, a pivoted connection between said

tractor and wheeled member, said connection permitting

said tractor and wheeled member to swing relative to each

other on a vertical axis and to oscillate relatively to each

other on a horizontal axis snd maintaining said tractor

and wheeled member horizontally disposed relatively to

each other, steering means carried by the conpling mem-

ber and tractor for moving the same relatively to each

other on the vertical connection between the same, and
steering connection for operating said steering means and

extending in proximity to the operator's station on the

wheeled member.
9. in combination with a tractor, a wheeled member to

be drawn thereby and capable of carrying an operator, a

pivoted connection between the wheeled member and

tractor, said connection permitting said tractor and

wheeled member to swing relatively to each other on a

vertical axis, a steering mechanism between the pivoted

connection and the tractor, tractor controlling means, said

tractor controlling means and said steering mechanism

adapted tc swing with said wheeled tractor on the move-

ment of said pivoted connection.

[Claims 4 to 6 and 8 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.230.294. DRAFT - EVENER FOR HARROWS. Hanb
Christian Hansbn. Jens Andrjeas Norrb. and Jorgsn
ALrBBD Rbimbr, Elk Horn, Iowa. Filed Aug. 1, 1916.

Serial No. 112,626. (CI. 65—84.)

1. A harrow draw-bar consisting cf a plurality of sec-

tions pivotally connected together by detachable Joints,

combined with means for rendering said Joints rlgrid when
desired, said draw-bar being provided with a series of
clovls hooks some of which are at a right angle to the
draw-bar, and others of which are Inclined relative to
said draw-bar, combined with a series of draft rods hay-
ing Jointed connections opposite each of said Joints, two
draft rings connected by said rods with said clevis hooks
on said draw-oar, find a third draft ring disposed between
the said two draft rings and also connected with certain
of said clevis hooks ; said draft rods being all dlsconnectl-
ble from said draft rings and clevis hooks ; whereby a
four-section Jraw-bar may be reduced to a three, two. or
one-section drawbar quickly and readily and without the
use of tools, .-ind without disturbing the evenness or bal-
ance of the draft.

2. A harrow draw-bar consisting of a plurality of sec-
tions attached together by disconnectlhle Joints each of
which comprises two plates fixed to the adjacent end* of
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tT*o draw h«r w>cttons, said plates overlapping each other
and being plvotally connected, and a locking pin passing
through all of said plates and serving to r<>Dder the Joint
rigid when desired, one of said plates being provided with
a pin having a winged head, and the other of said plate*
being provided with a slot through which said winged
head may pass so that when said locking pin Is removed
one barrow section may be disjointed from another by a
lateral movement of one harow section relative to the
other.

1.230.295. PLATEN FOR TYPE-WRITERS. Ltxx J.
Hahri.vgtox. Philadelphia. Pa., as-signor to L. C.
Smith & Bros. Typewriter Company, Syracuse. N. Y., a
Corporation of New York. Filed Oct 6, 1910. Serial
No. 585.720. (CT. 197—186.)

1. A cylindrical typewriter platen having clips for
holding a removable segmental cylindrical surface sec-
tion thereon, and means for positioning a card or stencil
over said removable section.

2. A typewriter platen having a segmental section of
Its cylindrical covering material removable, clips connect-
ed with the platen and overlapping said removable sec-
tion for securing the same in operative poaition, and
means for positioning a card over said removable section
both laterally and longitudinally.

3. A rotatable typ*'wrlter platen provided with a re-
movable segmental cylindrical cover section and with
stops for limiting the rotary movement of the platen to
prevent the removable section from being turned away
from the printing point.

4. A typewriter platen provided with a removable seg-
meD<al cylindrical cover section and a card holding de-
vice adjacent thereto for sustaining the card over the
removable section.

5. A rotatable typewriter platen having a removable
segmental cyliadrical cover section, a card holding device
for holding a card over said removable cover section, and
stops for preventing the card from being turned away
from the printing point.

1,230.296. AUTOMATIC BOILER. Joh.v Hildebrand.
Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Jan. 22, 1917. Serial No

• 143,633. (a. 5S—1.)

3. A float operated -shut off for ga* stoves ooinprlslnjf
in *'oinl>4Hatlo« with n stove having a burner with a gas
sapply pipe and valve connections, an of).Tatliig fa.indle
f«r tke said valve, a bracket removably «-lamp«Ni to tli«

said pipe, a spring opera te<l trip pivoted to the said
bracket provided with a depending finger adapted to move
anld handle to dose the valve, a detent member for said
trip provided with an angular beveled foot, such trip be-
ing provided with an ear adapted for seating back of the
said foot when the trip l.s set. a return spring for the said
detent member, a boiler positioned over said burner, and
automatic means for releasing said detent member carried
by said boiler and operable upon a pre-determined amount
of Itoiling of the contents of said boiler.

[Claims 1 an<l 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.297. HEAT INSULATING MATERIAL AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME. Charlbs E. IIiti,
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Aug. 18, 1916. Serial No.
115,tV49. (CI. 106—20.)

1. The method which consists in forming a fluid or
semi-fluid mass by suspending the particles of a powdered
mineral material in a previously prepared viscous liquid
agent until the material becomes self-Rnstaining, and then
evaporating the moisture, thereby producing a t>ody pro-
vided with air cells.

8. A heat insulating bo<ly composeil of mineral particles
formed into a porous self-sustaining mass by first sus-
pending the particles in a liquid paste until the mass has
set in a suitable mold, an-i then evaporating the moisture
therefrom.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2S0.298. PROCESS OF GINNING. CLEANING AND
BLKACHTNG COTTON. W«8L«t A. J. Hooo, Cleburne.
Tex., assignor of one-half to B. D. Cramer. Fort Worth.
Tex. Filed Mar. 27. 1917. Serial No. 157.646. (Cl!
13—9.)

2. A process of glnaln? and cleaning cottun which con-
liats of stripping the lint cotton from the ginning «!«•
ments by means of suction, treating the cotton so stripped
to a whirling body of air In a chamber < lo«ed except to
the action of the suction and thereafter removing the cot-
ton from said chamber by said suction.

4. A process of cleaning ginned cotton which consitta
of removing the cotton from the ginning elements by
means of suction, treating the cotton so removed to a
whirling body of air in a chamber closed except to the
action of the suction and thereafter removing the cotton
from said chamber by said suction.

•1. In a ginning operation, a process of treating the cot-
ton which consists of separating the cotton from the saw
teeth by means of suction, subjecting the cotton so sep-
arated to a whirling body of air in a chamber closed ex-
cept to the action of the suction, and thereafter removing
the cotton from said chamber by said suction.

[Claims 1 and 3 not prlnte,! in the Gazette.]

1.230.299. LIBRICATOR. Thomas J. HoLii.a. Chicago
III. Filed Jan. 15, 1917. Serial No. 142 411 (Cl
64—24.)
1. In a lubricating device for a bearing, the combina-

tion of a friction piece having a friction surface thereon
substantially conforming to the bearing surface of the
bearing to be lubricated, means adapted yieldingly to
fwrce said frirtfcon piece normally toward said bearing
wtier.>*.v the friction surface tkereoc Is malntalne,! against
the hearing snrfa<-e of the fcearlau wbn the d. rice U
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normally in use. said friction piece having a recess for

holding a lubricant whereby such lubricant may conUct

the bearing within the area of the friction surface of

•aid friction piece, said recess opening into a chamber in

said friction piece adapted to contain a piston, and a

spring pressed piston in said chamber adapted to force

the lubricant against the l>earlng surface to be lubricated

when the device le normally in use.

5. In combination with a Journal bearing or the like,

a friction piece having a friction surface thereon sub-

stantially conforming to the bearing surface of said beAT-

ing. means for yieldingly malnUining said friction piece

with its friction snrface against the bearing surface of

aid bearing, said friction piece having a recess adapted

to contain a lubricant, aaid recess having an opening

substantially 8urroanded by portions of said friction sur-

face, spring mean>< for forcing a lubricant in said recess

through said recess opening, and means for holding said

spring means in retarded position, as for charging the

device with lubricant.

9. In cf)mbinatlon. a ear Journal box, a Journal and a

journal block cooperatively arranged in said box. a

lubricator block in said box having a friction surface

substantially conforming to the curvature of said Journal,

means for yieldingly pressing said lubricator block with

the friction surface thereof against aaid Journal, said

lubricator block having a recess for a lubricant, said re-

cess opening into the friction surface of said lubricator

block, iiprlng means associated with said recess for press-

ing ti»e lubricant therein against said Journal, and moans

for rele^aably holding said spring means in retracted

position, said last mentioned means being such that the

Jarring of the car wljen the same is running will operate

said holding means to release said spring means.

(Claims 2. 4, 6 to 8. and 10 to 12 not printed in the

Oaaette.]

1.230,300. SPINNING AND TWISTING MACHINE.
Lion H. Horner. Whitinsvllle, Mass.. assignor to The

Whltln Machine Works, Whitinsvllle, Mass., a Corpora-

tion of Massachusetts. Filed July 15, 1913. Serial No.

779.074. (Cl. 118—48.)

comprising a tape pulley on each aide of the cylinder,

l>oth pulleys cooperating with the same tape.

2. In a spinning frame, a driving cylinder, a horieontal

girder structure over the cylinder, band-guiding and ten-

sioning devices supported from said girder structure at

opposite sides of the cylinder, and a spindle band in <on-

tact with the cylinder and with spindles at both sides of

the frame and also trained on the band-guldlng and ten-

sioning devices at both sides of the cylinder.

3. In a spindle drive for spinning machines, the com-

bination with the spindles, a driving cylinder, and a

spindle band trained on said cylinder and on spindles at

opposite sides of the frames, of a girder structure over

the cylinder, and tensioning devices mounted on the

girder comprising band guides at opposite sides of the

cyUnder, one of such guides being urge«l toward the Upe,

which is trained on both of the guides.

4. In a spindle drive for spinning machines, the com-

bination with the spindles, a driving cylinder, and a

spindle band engaging the cylinder and spindles on op-

posite sides of the frame, of a longitudinal support over

the cylinder, oppositely proJe<tiug arms on said support,

a fixed band-guide mounted on one of said arms, and a

yieldingly pressed band-guide and tensioning device on

the other arm.

5. In a spinning frame having spindles, a driving cyl-

inder and spindle bands, a longitudinal support over the

driving cylinder, arms projecting laterally from said sup-

port in both directions, band guides carried by said arms

at opposite sides of the cylinder, and band guide-urging

means for imparting tension to the bands.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.!

1. iptnalng frame having rows of spindles at op-

posite sides, a driving cylinder disposed l>etween them, a

tap<" trained about the cylinder and about one or more

spltidies of each row. and a support extending longitudi-

nally ovtr Raid ryUnd«r in ronil>lnatlon with tape-ten-

alooed and guiding OK-ans mounted on such support and

1,280.301. BED CHAIR. ANNA S. JOUN8OK. Pierce aty.

Mo. Filed Aug. 26. 1914. Serial No. 858.682. (CL

16R—11.)

'^^ ^^

1. A bed chair including a seat, a back removably con-

nected to said seat, removable arms each having a bayonet

slot in the rear end to engage and lock with a slotted por

tlon of said back, fixed depending posts at the forward

ends of said arms seMteil at their lower ends in grooves

in the sides of the seat, and fastening means on both sides

of said seat extending across the grooves therein to en-

gage reduced portions of said posts and hold them In

place.

3. A bed chair including a seat, a back removably con-

nected to said seat having upright side liars with reduced

lower ends to engage the seat, and transverse grooves on

opposite sides above said lower ends, removable arms

each having a bayonet slot in its rear end to engage the

grooved portions of the side bars and lock said arms in

place, fixed depending posts at the forward ends of the

arms fitting at their lower ends in vertical grooves in the

sides of the seat, and a resilient fastening means secured

on each side of the seat across the vertical groove and

engaging a circular groove In the post to hold the latter

seated In the vertical groove.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280,802. SCARIFYING DEVICE FOR ROAD-KN-
GINES. H»nry D. Jones. Springfield. Ohio, assignor

to The Kelly-Springfield Road Roller Company. Spring-

field. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Nov. 11. 1916.

Serial No. 130.867. (Cl. 37—50.)

2. In a scarlfj-ing attachment for road engines, a series

of pivoted scarifying devices, means for raising and low-
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erlng and applying pressure thereto, a gage wheel bracket
ecured to each of the outside devices so that each of said

brackets may be reversed end for end. an<l a gage wheel
joarnaled on each of said brackets at a point at one side of

a line drawn between the centers of the securing means
for the same so that said gage wheels may be adjusted

relative to the scarifying device to regulate the depth
of penetration.

5. In a scarifying attachment for road engines, a series

of pivoted scarifying devices, said devices being provided
with two series of alined openings, a shaft arranged to be

extended through either one of said series of openings,

one series of openings being closer to the pivotal point

of said devices than the other series of openings, a bracket

secured to each of the outside devices by removable at-

taching means, and a stud on each bracket, a gage wheel

Journaled on said stud, said stud being so positioned with

respect to the attaching means that by reversing the

bracket end for end the gage wheel ma^ be adjusted to

correspond to either series of alined openings.

[Claims 1. 3. and 4 not prlnte<l in the (iazette.]

1,280,303. DRILL FORMIX<; DIE. Oscar C. Jclisk.

Montreal, Wis. Filed Apr. 26. 1916. Serial No. 93.755.

(CI. 76—B.)

26 «-

1. In a mechanism for upsetting the ends of rods, an
angular rod clamping die including members longitudi-
nally movable and coincidently angularly shiftable in

relation to the longitudinal axis of the die.

3. In a mechanism for upsetting the ends of rods, a
rod clamping die, and means associated with the clamp-
ing die for supporting and at all times engaging the side

faces of the ro<i against bending while the rod is being

apset, said means being movable radially outward and
longitudinally by and with the expansion of the head of

the rod as it is being upset.

8. In a mechanism for upsetting the ends of rods, a
clamping die having a chamber formed therein, the side

walls of the chamber extending inward divergently for

a distance equal to the upsetting head to be formed on

the rod. the walls then converging to a diameter equal to

that of the opening of the chamber and then extending

inward with a uniform diameter, a sleeve supported within

the clamping die for longitudinal movement, and a plu-

rality uf rod supporting members pivotally mounted on
the sleeve for radial swinging movement.

14. In a mechanism for upsetting the ends of rods. •
hollow rod clamping die formed of opposed sections, the

sections having coacting rod seats, means for forcing said

sections toward each other to clamp a rod within said

seats, a dolly mounted for reciprocation within the hol-

low clamping die, means for striking blows upon the dolly,

and means disposed within the dolly engaging the side

face of the rod at all times while it is being upset and
supporting the rod against bending, said means being

movable into varying angular relation to the axis of

the clamping die. as the rod is upset and radially ex-

panded.
17. In a mechanism for upsetting and radially expand-

ing the ends of rods, a rod clamping member, and means
carried by the clamping member engaging the end of the

rod to be expanded and supporting said end at all times,

said means being movable radially by and with the radial

expansion of the rod as its end is upset.

[Claims 2, 4 to 7, 9 to IS, 15. and 16 not printed in the

Gazette.]

1.230.304. HEADLIGHT-DIMMER.
NAN. Sallda. Cal. Filed July 7.

107,977. (CI. 240—46.)

Thomas F. Kiu-
1916. Serial No.

1. The combination of a lamp including a body portion

having a lens included In Its wall, a rertector shell within

the body portion and spaced from the Utter, and a dim-

mer member pivoted to the body portion and constantly

confined within same, said dimmer member being mov-

able between the body portion and the reflector shell.

2. The combination of a lamp including a body portion

having a lens, a reflector shell within the body portion and

spaced from the latter, a dimmer member pivoted to the

body portion and constantly confined within same, and

means for moving the dimmer member to a position be-

tween the reflector shell and the lens.

1.230.305. DAIRY-BARN. Abraham B. Ki.at, Modesto,

Cal. Filed May 25. 1916. Serial No. 99.918. (CT.

20—1.)

1. In a dairy barn, the combination of a base wall.

posts extending upwardly from the base wall at intervals

at opposite sides of the barn, main rafters extending up-

wardly and Inwardly st sn incline and supported by the

posts, false rafters also extending upwardly and inwardly
at an Incline from the posts and in planes below the main
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rafters, the outer ends of the false rafters being secured

to the sides of the main rafters adjacent to the posts,

braces extending from the inner sides of the posts below

the main and false rafters to points about midway of and

secured to the lower edges of the false rafters, the false

rafters Iwing longer than the main rafters and crossed

and secured to each other at the center of the barn

structure, the extremities of the false rafters at the cen-

ter of the barn structure t>elng connected to the Inner

extremities of the main rafters, a central ventilator struc-

ture disposed over the crossed portions of the false rafters

and having the latter and the main rafters secured thereto,

and a closely Jointed celling secured against the braces

and the false rafters and entirely inclosing the lower

I>ortion8 of the roof structure elements up to the base of

the ventilator to prevent dust and dirt from falling from

the roof structure into the interior of the bam and at the

same time leaving a ventilating opening at the center of

the celling, the roof rafters being provided with a top

roof closare.

2. In a dairy barn, the combination of a base wall,

posts rising from the base wall at opposite sides, main

rafters supported by the upper extremities of the posts

and extending at an inward and upward angle of inclina-

tion, false rafters also supported by the posts and secured

to the main rafters and extending Inwardly and upwardly

at an angle of Inclination below the main rafters and

Intersecting and crossing at the center of the roof struc-

ture, ventilator posts footed on the false rafters at oppo-

site sides of the points of crossing of said rafters, the

extremities of the false rafters extending through the

posts in reverse directions and terminally secured to the

main rafters adjacent to said ventilator posts, cross

plates extending through th" ventilator posts and also

terminally secured to the main rafters, the ventilator

posts having slats tn-tween the same at the opposite sides

and also provided with a roof covering, a celling applied

and secured below the false rafters and terminating on

opposite sides of the center of the roof structure to pro-

vide an opening between the ventilator posts, the latter

opening being closed by a screen, the ceiling Inclosing the

roof structure elements and preventing the falling of ac-

cumulateil dust and dirt into the interior of the barn, and

a roof closure mounted on the main rafters and extending

up to the ventilator posts. op<>nlngs oeing forme*! between

the upper portions of the posts rising from the base wall

above the ceiling inclosing the roof structure elements.

3. In a dairy barn, the combination of a base wall,

posts rising from and supported by the base wall at oppo-

site sides of the barn, main roof rafters extending up-

wardly from and supported by the upper ends of said

posts, a ventilator in the center or apex of the roof

agralnst which the main rafters are secured, false rafters

also supported by the upper ends of the posts and secured

to the main rafters and extending inwardly below the

latter rafters and intersecting and crossing at the lower

portion of the ventilator and also engaging opposite parts

of the said ventilator, the lower portion of the venti-

lator structure being also footed on the false raft-

ers, braces extending from the wall posts upwardly

to the intermediate portion of and secured against

the lower edges of the false rafters, a closely Jointed

celling secured against the braces and portions of the

false rafters and continuing inwardly to the lower central

portion of the roof below the ventilator where a ventilat-

ing opening la formed, a screen covering over the said

ventilating opening, the celling wholly inclosing the lower

portion of the roof to prevent dust and dirt from falling

therefrom into the interior of the bam, and a top cover-

ing for the roof, the roof providing between the ceiling

and the top covering an air ventilating space whereby air

is conducted to the ventilator and the central ventilating

opening.

and means forming part of the organization of the track

for engagement with a supporting means for relieving the

load weight from the springs when the truck is at rest.

1,280,306. WARE TRUCK. Abraham B. Klat, Modesto,

Cal. Filed May 26, 1916. Serial No. 100.141. (CI.

21—122.)
1. A ware truck having carrying wheels and spring

cushioning means between the wheels and body thereof.

2. A ware truck having carrying wheels and springs

introduced between the latter and the body of the truck,

and engaging means at opposite extremities of the trock

for relieving the springs of the load weight of the truck.

3. A ware truck having carrying wheels for propelling

the same and springs Introduced between the wheels and

the body of the truck, supporting means at one end of the

truck, and movable means at the opposite end of th*

truck, the movable means at one end of one truck l>elnx

operative to engage the supporting means at the opposite

end of a similar adjacent truck.

4. A ware truck having a body, carrying wheels and

springs between the wheels and body, and cooperating

terminal means for engagement with a supporting means

for relieving the springs of the load weight of the truck.

5. A ware truck having a body, carrying wheels. and

springs between the wheels and body, rollers at one end

of the body, and supporting means at the opposite end of

the l)ody for engagement by the end rollers of an adja-

cent similar truck.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.307. CREASE RETAINING DEVICE FOR HATS.

EcoENE KOBN, San Francisco. Cal. Filed Feb. 24, 1917.

Serial No. 150.638. (CI. 2—108.)

A crease-retaining device for hats formed of a single

flat piece of metal having relatively long lateral wings

Joined by a relatively short center portion, said center

portion being bent uiwn itself to cause said wings to lie

substantially parallel with each other and to cause the

device to assume a U-shaped cross-section adapted to

embrace the crease of a hat ; a continuous outwardly

turned reinforcing flange formed around the entire edge

of said device ; and Inwardly facing substantially conical

projections carried by said wings for engaging the ma-

terial clamped therebetween.

1,230.308. PLOW-WHEEL. Frank G. Lorf, Casco town

ship. St. Clair county. Mich. Filed May 29. 1916.

Serial No. 100,671. Renewed Apr. 30, 1917. Serial

No. 165.606. (CI. 64—10.)
1. In a device of the class described, a sUndard having

an outwardly projecting axle ; a wheel Including an outer

hub closed at Its outer end and provided with a perlpbera.1

oil hole, a tread rim overhanging the oil hole, and an

inner hub having « circumscribing rib. the axle being

received In both hubs; a closure for the oil hole; an
upper retainer and a lower retainer applied to the inner

face of the standard and having abutting ends provided

with cooperating notches receiving the inner hob. the

retainers having coacting recesses receiving the rib of the

inner hub for rotation, the upper end of the upper retainer
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projeciing tliroufh the ttaiuUrd ; aad
,

premn' n.^ml^r and out of conurt therewith .nd •err-
lag to reffBlate the action of the yielding means bo that
•iKrh yielding means is capable of swinging the preasareember outwardly for a greater dlntaaoe.

clamping devices on the studs and engaging the standard
to bind the retainer* cloaely agminttt the standard.

[Ctalm 2 not printed In the Oaxette.]

1.230.309. PUZZLE Hr.;R McNallt. Richland Cwtw
Wis. Filed Nor. 29. 191«. Serial No. 134.148. (Cl'
4«—II.) ^

1. A puzzle Including a tubuUr body divided Into com-
municating department.**, movable bodies of different ape-
dflc gravities within the body, means for obstrurUng the
movement of the movable bodies from one compartment to
the other, and means for directing air under preasare
through the compartments to convey the lighter movable
bodies from one compartment and past tJ»e obatnictlng
means to the othej- conipartmeDt.

2. A puzzle including a tobuUr body, a partition there-
in dividing the body Into separate compartments, a tube
projecting In opposite directions from the partition and
into the body, movable bodies of different spedflc gravitlea
within the body, and means for directing air under pres-
sure through the compartments and the tube to convey the
lighter movable bodies from one compartment and throagh
the tube to the other compartment.

3. A puzzle Including a tubular body, a partition there-
in dividing the body Into separate compartments, a tube
projecting in opposite directions from the partition and
Into the body, movable bodies of dlTerent specific gravities
within the body, means for directing air under presaore
through the compartments and the tube to convey the
lighter movable bodies from one compartment and throagk
the tube to the other oompartment. and deflecting meanx
concentric with the body and spaced from bnt extending
across the ends of the tube.

4. A puzzle including a tubular body, end closnres
therein having air passages, a partition within the body
and dividing it Into separate compartments, a tube ex-
tending through and projecting from opposed faces of the
partition, and deflecting means ujwn the Inner face of
each of the end closnres.

5. A puzzle Including a tubnUr body, end clowires
therein having air passages, a partition within the body
and dividing It Into separate compartments, and a tnbe
extending through and projecting from opposed faces of
the partition.

2. A chlaner cIcsBer of the character described, com-
P»i«la« a body portion, a cleaning element, means for aa-
giularly adjustably connecting the cleaning element with
tbe forward end of the body portion, a pressure member
pivvtally connected with the body portion and adapted to
»wtag towartl and away from the samn. yielding means
carried by said body portion and serving to more the
preasare member outwardly, and adjusting means ar-
ranged Inwardly of the pretmure meml>er and out of con-
Uct therewith ao<i serving to regulate the action of tha
yielding means so that such yielding means is capable
of awiogiag tbe prewure merat>er outwardly for a greater
distance.

3 A chimney cleaner of -the character dewrtbed co«-
prtslng a body portion, a cleaning element wcnred to tha
forward end thereof, a prewure member connected witfc
the txviy portion and movable laterally toward and away
from the same, a carriage sIMably mounted upon tbe
«K)dy portion to be adjusted longitudinally thereof, and a
yielding element secured to the carrUge and contactlag
with the pressure member.

4. A chimney .leaner of the character described, con-
prtalng a body portion, a cleaning element secured to the
forward end thereof, a pressure member connected with
tbe bo,ly portion and movable laterally toward and away
from the same, and yielding means longltudlnallv ad-
justably mounted upon the body portion to be shifted
longitudinally thereof and adapted to act upon the pres-
sure B*emt>er at different distances from Its pivot.

1.2a0..^11. LAMP-SUPPORT A.M> TKRMI.NAL TOECLOTHCUTTING MACHINES Wii.LUM J. Mam-
aH.*LL. Newark. N. J., assignor to H Malmln Co Inc
a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 16 1917 Se-
rial No. 142.«S8. (a. 240—2 )

1.230,310. CHIMNEY-CLEANER. Fsank T. MacDoh-
ALD, Sooth Penobscot. Me. Filed July 26. 1916 Serial
No. 111.389. (a. 16—41.)
1. A chimney cleaner of the character described, com-

prtsini: a ^o<ly portion, a cleaning element secnred te the
jforward .>nd tbere„f. a pr^-ssure member pivotally cwa-

nect.Hl with the body portion and adapted to swing to-
ward and away from the same. >ieJdlng means carried by
the odv portion and serving to more the pressure member '

/

4/

4. In a cloth cntting machine equippe<l with a de-
tachable lamp support, a first blo<k of Insulating materUI
secured on tbe machine, a pair of projecting metallic posts
set In the block so as to be InsoUted from each other
and from the machine, awl a second block of Insulating
material secured on the lamp support, this second block
having a pair of transverse apertures so arranged that
the posts may be passed through the apertures In the
second block to mount the second block on the first block
to arrange the lamp on the Ump support in a selected
disposition relative to the field of operation of the ma
chine, these transverse apertures being provided with
etalllc contacts wired to the lamp oa th.- support and
so arranged that when the second block Is mounted on the
«rst block tbe lamp Is wired to the two posti., the postv
^^^ug long enongh to pn,s through and protrude beyond
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aid apertures and being so space<l and conformed that

the soclret element of a standard phig-and-sockct may be

positioned on the protruding portions of the posts and

thus connect tbe two posts to a siource of electric current

to (lose a lighting circuit for tbe lamp.

6. A detachaMe lamp mounting for a cloth cutting ma-

chine, including a multi-plug member, a cooperant socket

member, and an auxiliary socket member adapted to be se-

cured to the lamp support and provided with a plurality

of transverse apertures through which may be passed the

plugs of the plug member, these plugs being long enough to

pass through aald apertures In the auxiliary socket mem-
ber and engage with the other socket member.

7. A lamp mounting for cloth cutting machines, com-

prising the combination of a plug member having a plu-

rality of metallic posts and two socket members adapted

to be positioned on the posts ; one of said members l>elng

secured to the machine and another being adapted to be

wired to a source of electric current ; and a lamp sup-

port to which the third member Is secured.

(Claims 1 to 3. 6. and 8 not printed In the Gazette.l

1.230.312. RELEASING- PENHOLDER, Olaf Matui-

•ON. Crookston. Minn. Filed Nov. 16, 1915. Serial No.

61,798, (Cl. 120—101.)

1. In a rel^slng |)enholder. a handle, a rotatable sleere

immovable longitodioally with respect to said handle, a

Dlb-bolding non-rotatable sleeve movable longltadlnally

with r.'spe<t to said sleeve, and a means affixed to aaM
handle preventing longitudinal movement of said first

mentioned sleeve and preventing rotation of the secood

mentioned sleeve, substantially as described.

2. In a releasing penholder, a handle, an Interiorly

threaded rotatable sleeve Immovable longitudinally with

respect to said handle, a nib-holding exteriorly threaded

non-rotatable sleeve movable longitudinally with respect

to said handle through rotation of said first mentioned

sleeve, and a member affixed to said handle for engage-

ment with both of said sleeves to prevent longitudinal

movement of the first mentioned sleeve and rotation of the

•econd mentioned sleeve, substantially as described.

3. In a releasing pen holder, a handle, an Interiorly

threaded rotatable sleeve Immovable longltadlnally with

respect to said handle, said sleeve having a recess formed

therein, an exteriorly threaded nlb-holdlng sleeve mounted

within said rotatable sleeve for fitting engagement there-

with, said nlb-holdlng sleeve being non-rotatable and mov-

able lonjrltudlnally with respect to said handle, and a

member affixed to said handle Interiorly of said rotatable

aleeve to engage therewith and prevent longitudinal move-

ment thereof, and to engage with said nlb-holdlng sleeTc

to preclude rotation thereof, substantially as deacrlbed.

1.230.313. ADVERTISEMENT ItlSPLAYINO MACHINB.
LoDia F. W. Massa, Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Jaa. t,

1916. Serial No. 69,777. (Cl. 40—78.)

1. In a machine of the kind described, the combination

with a plurality of cards, of laterally spaced endless belts

and driving and guiding means therefor. Including front

and rear upper belt guiding wheels. Inclined tracks for

supporting said cards, extending from said rear guide

wheels to points below said front gul<le wheels and ter-

minating In position to discharge said card* onto the

downwardly moving sides of said belts, catch lugs on said

belts to receive upper portions of said cards, and pick op

hooks on aald belts for engagement with lower portions of

the cards, said hooks serving to Invert the cards and

deliver the cnme ttack onto the upper ends of said rails.

2. In a machine of the kind des<rlbed, the combina-

tion with a plurality of cards, of laterally spaced endless

belts and driving and guiding means therefor, InclodlBg

front nnd rear upper belt gubllng wheels, inclined tracks

for supporting said cards, extenllng from said rear guide

wheels to points below said front guide wheels anA

terminating In position to discbarge said cards unto the

downwardly moving sides of said l>elt8, catch lugs on said

belts to receive upper portions of said cards, and pick-

up hooks on said belts for engagement with lower por-

tions of said cards, said books serving to Invert tbe cards

and deliver the same back onto the upper ends of said

rails, and an escapement device for controlling the dis-

charge of the cards from the lower ends of said rails, Faid

belts having cam luga for operating said escapement with

tbe properly timed action.

3. In a machine for displaying cards, the combination

with Inclined rails and a plurality of cards adapted to

t>e supported thereon, of laterally spaced endless belts,

upper and lower guiding wheels for said belts arranged

to move the same completely around the said rails and to

cause the downwardly moved portions of said belts to in-

cline to points backward of the lower ends of aald ralla,

catch Ings on aald twits for receiving upper portions of the

cards from the lower ends of said rails, and pick-up

hooks on said belts for taking up the cards at their lower

ends and delivering the same onto tbe upper ends of aald

rails.

4. In a machine for displaying cards, tbe combination

with Inclined rails and a plurality of cards adapted to

be supported thereon, of laterally spaced endless belts,

upper and lower guide wheels for said belts arranged to

move tbe same completely around tbe said rails and to

cause the downwardly moved portions of said belts to In-

cline to points backward of the lower ends of said rails,

catch lugs on said belts for receiving upper portions of

tbe cards from the lower ends of said rails, nnd pick-up

hooka on said belts for taking up the cards at their lower

ends and delivering the same onto the upper ends of aald

rails, escapement levers controlling the discharge of the

cards from tbe lower ends of said rails, and cam lugs on

said belts for operating said escapement levers with
properly timed actions.

1.230.S14. rLUSHIN(;-Cl'8riI>OR. Stasiblaw Mottm,
Rrie, Pa. Filed July 28. 1916. Serial No. 111.82«.

(Cl. 4 40)

A flushing cuspidor of general Jar-like contour, having

bodily formed In itself an upper-e<]ge circalar tnbular

rim. said tubular rim having formr<d in Its bottom a plu-

rality of Jet-openings, said openings having their walls de-

flected, i e. inclii>ed laterally as contradlstlBgutsbed from

radial lines, to deliver the water passing therethrough In

a swirling action, said cuspidor having formed upoB the
teaer wall of Its neck portion a plurality of sinllarly de-

fleeted or inclined ribs with their lower ends termloatiBg

about at tbe center of the contracte*! portion of said neck
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and conTcrglnar toward each other at said lower ends to
aid the awlrllog action of the water passing, from aald

delivery openings of the tubular rim. therebetween at that
I>olnt.

1,280.315. AUTOMOBILE JACK. Thomas J. Nash,
Lincoln, Nebr.. assignor to National Manufacturing Co.,
Incorporated. Lincoln. Nebr. Filed Oct. 28, 1916. Se-
rial No. 128,208. (CI. 254—91.)

1. In an apparatus of the character described, a base
frame, cross rods In the base frame at each end, a pair of
front uprights secured to the cross rod in the front end of
the frame, one at each side of the frame, a second pair of
aprlghts mounted on the cross rod at the rear of the
frame, one at each side of the frame, longitudinal con-
necting rods connecting the front and back uprights,
transverse connecting rods for the respective front and
back pairs of uprights, a lever on the front cross rod that
is mounted in the base frame for turning the same to
move the uprights from one position to the othtr. said up-
rights having angled foot portions, the floor engaging faces
of the front upright making approximately equal angles
with the front uprights whereby the front upright may be
extended to the front or the rear of a vertical position,
the floor engaging faces of the foot portions of the rear
urrights making respectively, right and acute angles with
said r»*ar uprights whereby the rear upright may assume
a vertical position or a position to the rear of the vertlcaL

[Claims 2 and ?, not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.816. LOCK FOR RECEPTACLE-CLOSURES.
GaosoK R. Napier, Macon. Oa. Plied Aug. 23. 1915.
Serial No. 46.899. (CI. 220—124.)

1. The combination of a receptacle having an open end.
a closure for said end having a bearing extending
throughout its width, a shaft mounted rotatably in said
bearing and having eccentrics at its ends extending be-

yond said bearing, one of said eccentrics being elongated,
an operating handle pivoted to this eccentric and adapted
to swing downwardly, a pair of links having bearings at
one end receiving !«aid eccentrics, the other ends of said
links being pivotally connected to the container adja-
cent the closed end thereof, and a U-shaped spring clip

carried by one of said links to receive the aforesaid han-
dle when swung downwardly.

2. The combination of a receptacle having an open end,
a cloaure for said end having a bearing extending through-
out Its width, a shaft mounted rotatably In said bearing
and having eccentrics at its ends extending ^>eyond said
bearing, one of said eccentrics being elongated, an operat-
ing handle pivoted to thl* eccentric and adapttrd to swing

downwardly, a pair of links having bearings at one end
receiving said eccentrics, a shaft extending across the
closed end of the recepUcle on the exterior thereof and
Joined rigidly at Its ends with the other ends of said links,
one or more bearings for said last named shaft, and a Li-

shaped spring clip carried by one of the llnko to receive
the aforesaid handle when swung downwardly.

3. The combination of a receptacle having an open end,
a closure for said end adapted to move laterally there-
from, a pair of links pivotally connected therewith at
one end, eccentric locking means connecting the other
ends of said links with the closure, a longitudinally slot-
ted link pivotally connected to one edge of the closure and
spaced laterally from the receptacle, a rigid arm extending
laterally from said receptacle, and a pin projecting from
said arm through the slot of the last named link for slld-
ably connecting the latter with the arm.

1.230,317. PLAYING-CARDS. THioDoa Nobpoth, St.
Louis. Mo., assignor of one-fourth to T. O. Ehrbardt,
California. Mo. Filed Oct. 2, 1916. Serial No. 123 394
(CI. 46—26.)

1. In a pack of cards comprising a s«ries of suits, a
suitable number of cards in each suit, said cards being
horiiontally divided into halves, the halves being similarly
marked in opposing relation, one of said markings being
adjacent the outer edge of each half of the card, another
being disposed along the left hand margin of each half
of said card when the half Is In its normal position, the
former marking designating the value of the card, the
latter designating the denomination of the suit, said
first mentioned marking being supplemented by an abbre-
viation disposed along the margin above the marking giv-
ing the denomination, some of said cards being further
marked by the word "Out" or Its equivalent, substantUUy
as set forth.

3. In a pack of cards comprising a series of suits, a
suitable number of cards In each suit, said cards having
markings adjacent the upper narrow edge of the card, fur-
ther markings being disposed along the left band margin
of each card when the card is held upright, the former
marking designating the value of the card, the latter desig-
nating the denomination of the suit, said first mentioned
marking being supplemental by an abbrevUtlon disposed
along the margin above the marking giving the denomina-
tion.

[Claims 2, 4. and 5 not printed In the Oaiette.]
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1.230,818. COMBI.NATION WATER - BOTTLB AND
SYRINGE. RoBCBT I. Parks. Washington. D. C.

Filed July 10, 1916. Serial No. 108.402. (CL 128—47.)

1. An article of the class described, comprising a sub-

stantially rectangular hollow body having a pair of up-

per and lower diagonally opposed flat corners, cap at-

taching flangef) secured to the outer faces of said flat

corners, the upper flat face having a relatively large

opening therethrough within the adjacent cap attaching

flange, a nipple secured to the lower flat face within the

adjacent cap attaching flange and projecting beyond the

same, and caps detachahly mounted on said flanges for

sealing the upper flange and for sealing the open end of

said nipple.

2. An article of the character de8crll)ed. comprising a

hollow body provided with upper and lower flattened

faces having openings therethrough, cap attaching

flanges secured upon the outer sides of said flat faces, a

reticulated receptacle fitting through the opening of

said upper flat face and projecting Into the hollow body,

a nipple secured to the lower flat face within said flange,

and caps detachably mounted on said flanges for sealing

the upper flange and holding said receptacle In place and
for engagement with the open end of said nipple to seal

the same.

1.230.319. MITERI.N<. I'lE Pbter Paclson and Jo-
Lius M. RiCHTBE. Detroit. Mich. Filed Nov. 10, 1916.

SerUl No. 180,586. (Cl. 164—51.)

1. A device for mlterlng short lengths of tubes com-

prising a stationary die, a movable die thereon, said dies

having angularly disposed grooves confronting faces for

holding a tube, rods carried by said movable die and ex-

tending through said stationary die adapted for hold-

ing said movable die normally on said stationary die, a

cutter head above said movable die reclprocable to and
from said movable die. a cutter blade carried thereby

movable against front vertical faces of said dies, and
means connecting said cutter head and said movable die

at the sides thereof so that said movable die may be
moved relative to said statlonarj- die.

2. In a device for mlterlng short lengths of tubes, a
table, a stationary die thereon, a movable die on said

stationary die. said dies having confronting angularly
disposed and grooved faces adapted for holding a tube,

an angularly disposed adjustable stop carried by said
table adapted for holding one end of the tube with the
other end of the tube t>etween the dies and with an end
edge of the tube flush with the front vertical faces of

said dies, rods carried by said movable die extending
through said stationary die below said table, means on
said rods holding said movable die normally on said sta-

tionary die, a cutter head, a cutter blade carried there-

by and movable at the front vertical faces of said dlea

for entering an end edge of the tube therebetween, and
links connecting the sides of said cutter head and said
movable die so that said movable die may be raised after

a predetermined movement thereof away from said sta-

tionary die.

1.230,320. SOD-REMOVER. Gborgx H. Payne, Ytima.
Aril. Filed Sept. 26, 1916. Serial No. 122,187. (CL
97—88.)

1. In a sod remover, a main frame ; a collecting drum
Jonrnaled on the main frame ; a sod knife vertically ad-

justable on the main frame In front of the drum ; means
for raising and lowering the sod knife ; a scraper monnt-
ed to move on the main frame and coactlng with the

periphery of the drum ; means for edjusting the position

of the scraper with respect to the periphery of the
drum ; a table carried by the frame : a collector recelT-

Ing the sod from the drum and discharging onto the ta-

ble ; a deflector mounted to swing on the table ; nxeftns

for holding the deflector In adjusted positions to cause
the deflector to discharge toward opposite sides of the

main frame; chutes carried by opposite sides of the main
frame and receiving the material from the deflector

;

closures for the chutes ; and means for manipulating the

closures.

2. In a device of the class described, a main frame ; a
knife carried by the main frame ; a drum Journaled on

the main frame to the rear of the knife ; a scraper

mounted to swing on the main frame and coactlng with
the periphery of the drum ; means for adjusting the po-

sition of the scraper with respect to the drum ; and
means for receiving the material from the drum.

8. In a device of the class described, a main frame ; a

sod knife carried by the frame ; a sod collecting drum
Journaled on the frame to the rear of the knife ; a plu-

rality of scrapers connected movably with the frame and
coactlng with the periphery of the dmm ; a connection

uniting all of the scrapers : and means for operating the
connection to cause an adjustment In the position of all

of the scrapers with respect to the periphery of the

drum.
4. In a device of the class described, a main frame ; a

sod knife carried by the main frame ; a sod collecting

drum Journaled on the main frame to the rear of the

knife ; a table carried by the frame ; a collector receiving

the material from the dmm and discharging on the ta-

ble : a deflector pivotally mounted on the table and moT-
able to discharge the sod toward one side of the frame
or toward the other side of the frame ; and means for

operating the deflector.
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5. In a derice of the class described, a frame : a sod
knife vertically movable on the frame ; mt-ans for rala-

Ing and lowering the sod knife ; a tod collecting drum
journaled on the frame to the rear of the knife ; a
scraptT uiuvahly mounted on the frame and coartlng with
the periphery of the dram ; means for adjusting the posi-

tion of the scraper with respect to the drum ; a deflector

mounted 00 the frame and tillable to discharge toward
opposdte sides of the frame ; meanN for receiving the sod
from the dram and iltsibarglng the sod against the de-

flector : and means for operating the deflector to cause
tlte same to discharge toward opposite sides of the frame.

[Claim 6 not printed In the «Mizi-tte.l

1^30.321. STOVtlPIPE-FASTEXER. Vaul A. Paon-
SSN. Wilson. Ark. Filed Mar. ti, 1917. Serial No.
152.071. (CI. 126—318.)

In combination an apertnred wall, a pipe removably
mounted therein and provided with diametrically oppo-
site apertures, a collar sarroundlng tlte pipe prorlded with
apertures alining with the apertures in the i>lpe, eye
forming members secured In the wail at opposite sides of

the pipe and in allnement with the apertures, and a re-

taining member passed through said alining eyes and ap-

ertures.

i;230.a22. NEEDLE - CARRIER FOR KNITTINO-MA-
CUINK8. Albcrt M. Pigbom. Norrlstown, Pa., as-

signor to Wlldman Mfg. Co., Norrlstown, Pa,, a Cor-
poration of Pennsylvania. Filed June S, 1916. Serial

No. 101,984. (CI. 6ft—26.)

1. A needle carrier having grooves for needles and
grooves for web holders, with means forming a part of

the needle carrier structure adjacent the verge for pre-

Tenting the new yarn becoming caught In the web holder

grooves, substantially as described.

2. A needle carrier havlDg aeedie grooves with sup-

ports at the verge of the same for tlie nee<lle backs and
the old fabric loops, with spaces between said supports
extending rearwardly of the plane of the verge and web
holder grooves opening into said spaces, snbetantlally as
described.

3. A needle carrier having grooves for the needles and
grooves for instruments and recesses at the verge of the
carrier Into which the last mentioned grooves open, said

recesses being In the carrier in rear of the plane of the
needle back^. substantially as described.

4. Id combination a needle carrier havioK guide grooves
for needles and guide grooves for web holders, the lower

fabric supporting surfaces of the web holders being no
higher than the top of the carrier, and means forming a
part of the needle carrier stractore to prevent the yarn
catching in the grooves of the web holders, substantially

as described.

5. In combination a ne<»<lle carrier having guide grooves
for needles and guld.- grooves for web holders, the lower
fabric supporting surfaces of the web holders being no
higher than the top of the carrier, and means to prevent
the yarn catching In the grooves of the web holders, said
means consisting of the recesses at the yerge of the car-
rier into which the web bolder grooves open, substan-
tially as described.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In tbe C^asette.]

1,230,323. SPRINO-BEARD NEEDLE. Albbrt M. Pl-
GBON, Norrlstown, Pa., assignor to Wlldman Mfg. Co.,

Norrlstown, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed
June 6, 1916. SerUl No. 101.985. (CI. 66— 5.)

1. A spring beard needle having a flexible back, ths rear
face of which Is substantially flat, and its front face
rounded, a nose of circular cross section and a beard
rounded on Its oater or front face and a substantially Oat
Inner face, substantially as described.

2. A spring beard needle tuivlng the upper portion of
its stem back of the beard inclined rearwardly in relation
to the main part of the stem. Its rear face cut away, a
stiffened nose and a flexible beard, sabstantlally as de-
scribed.

3. A spring beard needle having a flexible beard, a flexi-

ble stem portion back of the beard wider than deep in

cross section, and a nose of circular cross section and
non-flexible, substantially as described.

4. A spring beard needle having Its back or stem lying
opposite the beard of reduced thickness in respect to the
main part of the stem. *»aid reduced portion having Its

rear face curved longitudinally and of minimum thicknesr
at a point Intermediate the length of said reduce<l por-
tion or below the point of juncture of said portion with
the nose of the needle, substantially as described.

5. A spring beard needle having Its ha< k or stem In
rear of the beard of reduced thickness, said portion hav-
ing Its rear face curved loDgitudinally and of minimum
thickness at a point Intermediate the length of said re-

duced portion or below tbe point of juncture of said por-
tion with the nose of the needle, said nose being circular
in cross section and of one diameter throughout the semi-
circular bend forming said nose.

1,230.324. COMBINATION PIANO AND SOUND RB-
PRODCCINO INSTRUMENT. Elzbak Plants, Fall
River. Mass.. assignor to Ekimond Cot«. Fall River,
Mass. Filed Jane 13. 1916. Serial No. 103.SS6. (CI.

84—193.)
1. The combination with an upright piano having a

casing provided with an opening in itn front wall and
with means for covering and uncovering said opening, a
support or base for a record-carrying table pivoted with-
in the said casing to be turned Into a suttstantlally verti-
cal position substantially parallel with said opentnK and
Into a substantially horizontal position at an angle to

said opening, said record-carrying table being Movable
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with said support, a motor located in said casing for ro-

tating said record carrying table, and a tone-arm pivoted

within said casing and movable over said table when the

latter is In its horlsontal position.

2. The combination with an upright piano having a

cmilOf provided with an opening in one of its walls, a sup

port or base for a record carrying table pivoted within

said casing to l)e turned from a substantially vertical posi-

tion into a substantially horizontal position and arranged

with relation to said opening to enable a portion of the

record carrying table carried l>y said support to move

through said opening when said support Is turned, a

motor for rotating said record carrying table, and a tone

arm pivoted within the casing out of the path of move

ment of the record carrying table and having its free end

movable Into and out of the path of movement of said

record-carrying table and o\er the latter when the record-

carrying table is in its horizontal position.

1.280,325. FOUNTAIN-BRUSH. John H. Pridk. Clncln-

natl, Ohio, assignor to Onrar A. Herman. Cincinnati.

Ohio. Filed July 19, 1916. Serial No. 110.118. (CI.

15—«1.)

4. A fountain brush comprising a casing having a per-

forated bottom wall and a surrounding side wall, a baffle

provided with perforations staggered relative to those of

the casing, means securing the baflle directly and in

spaced relation to the-^ottom wall of the casing, tufts car-

ried by the baflle and extending through the perforations

of tbe casing, and a removable cover for the casing de-

tachably secured to the baffle In spaced relation thereto

and Inclosing the baffle securing means.

r>. A fountain brush comprising a casing having a per-

forate<l bottom wall, a cover for the casing having a

water inlet, a baflle in the casing, tufts carried by the

baffle and protruding through the casing perforations,

means securing the baffle to the bottom wall of the casing

In Kpace<l relation thereto, and means securing the cover

to tbe baffle for renovaL
,

1.230.326. TRUCK FOR HANDLINlJ AUTOMOBILES.
David C. Pn)BBBAiTGH, El Dorado. Pa. Filed June 16,

1916. Serial No. 103.966. (CI. 21—65.)

1. A fountain brush comprising a body, bristles secured

in the body, a wire arranged on the upper face of the

body and securing the bristles In the body, individual

metal caps Inclosing the spcure<l ends of the bristles to

render them waterproof, means for supplying water to

the body, and passages provided in the body between the

bristles for delivering the water to the latter.

2. A fountain brush comprising a l>ody having a plu-

rality of perforations, tufts secured to the body between

the perforations, and a casing for the body having indi-

vidual openings through which the bristles extend, said

casing openings being of larger diameter than the tufts

wh.reby water flowing therethrough will have free ex-

terior passage about each tuft.

3. A fountain brush comprising a casing having an In-

let and a plurality of tuft-recelvlng perforations, a baffle

Interposed between the Inlet and said perforations, and

tufts passing through the c-aslng perforations, and said

baffle and secured to the upper face of the latter, the

anchored ends of the tufts being capped against the pas-

sage of water therethrough.

239 O. G.—48

1. A truck comprising an upper member having lateral

and longitudinal extensions at each side thereof and an

upwardly and outwardly projecting rear portion, a bot-

tom member provldetl with lateral and longitudinal ex-

tensions fastened to the extensions of said upper mem-

ber, and a caster at each end and each side fixedly se-

cured to the extensions of said bottom member.

2. A truck comprising an upper member having lateral

and longitudinal extensions at each side thereof, a bot-

tom member having a coBcave<l central portion and pro-

vided with lateral and longitudinal extensions riveted to

the extensions of the upper member, and a series of

casters riveted to the extensions of the said bottom

memi>er.

3. A truck comprising an upper member having lateral

and longitudinal extensions at each side thereof, a bot-

tom member having a concaved central portion and lateral

and longitudinal extensions fixedly secured to the exten-

sions of the upper member and provided with an opening

therethrough near its front end portion, in combination

with an Inclined plane provided with a projection at its

central portion near the rear end thereof adapted to be

fltte<i in said opening, and a series of casters fixedly se-

cured to the extensions of the said bottom member.

4. A truck comprising an upper member having lateral

and longitudinal extensions at each side thereof, a bottom

member having a concaved central portion and lateral

and longitudinal extensions riveted to the extensions of

the upper memlier and provided with an opening there-

through near Its front end portion. In combination with

an inclined plane having a concaved upper surface and

provided with an Integral projection near the rear end

thereof adapted to be fitted within said opening, and a

series of casters riveted to the extensions of the said

bottom member.

5. A truck comprising an upper member having lateral

and longitudinal extensions at each side thereof and an

upwardly and outwardly rear portion, a bottom memt>er

provided with lateral and longitudinal extensions fixedly

secured to the extensions of the upper member and hav-

ing a concaved central p«irtlon and an opening there-

through near the rear end thereof, in combination with

an inclined plane having a concaved upper surface and

an Integral projection near the rear end thereof adapted
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to l>«> fitted within said oppnlnR with the rear portion of
Bald inclined plane reRtlng upon the upper front portion
of gaid bottom member, and a caster at each end and
each side portion fixedly secured to the extensions of the
bottom member.

1,230.327. FRICTION DRAFT GEAR. Oeoroi: W. Ram
8BY, Peoria, 111. Filed Mar. 22, 1911. Serial No.
616.191. (CI. 213—64.)

1. A device of the class described including a draw
bar. a car under frame, resilient mean.>*. lever arms with
a shifting fulcrum for increasing the effective resistance
of said resilient means as the thrust or pull upon said
draw bar Is increased, and friction shoes at all times sus-
taining the full draw-bar load.

2. A device of the class described including a draw
bar. a car under frame, resilient means, lever arms with
shifting fulcrums. means connecting said lever arms with
said r.»slllent means, whereby the effective resistance of
said resilient means Is increased as the thrust or pull
upon said draw bar Is Increased, and friction shoes at all

times sustaining the full draw-bar load.

3. A device of the class described, having in combina-
tion a front follower, a rear follower, a friction shoe
sUdable at right angles to the movement of said followers,
said friction shoe being provided with a friction surface
directly sustaining the draw bar load and at right angles
to the said direct draw bar load, means to slide said
friction shoe when either of said followers are moved,
and spring mechanism resisting the movement of said
followers.

4. A device of the class described Including a draw-
bar, resilient members, rocking members, means opera-
tlvely connecting said resilient members with said rock-
ing members, friction shoes Interposed between said rock-
ing members and said resilient members, said friction
shoes at all times sustaining the full draw bar load, and
means to 8lid«> said friction shoes when said resilient
members are compressed.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination
oi follower stops, follower plates adapted to cooperate
with said follower stops, resilient members, lever arms
with shifting fulcrums for increasing the effective opera-
tion of said resilient members and to limit the movement
of said follower plates, and the friction shoes between
said lever-arms and one of said follower plates, said fric-

tion shoes having a movement opposite to the movement of
said shifting fulcrums.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,328. AUTOMATIC SUGAR WASHER AND WATER-
MEASURER FOR THE SAME. Josbph Sailbr. Ox-
nard. Cal. Flle<l May 5, 1915. SerUl No. 26.171. (CI.

210—28.)
1. An automatic sugar washer comprising a film nozzle,

means for feeding a washing fluid through said nozzle
against the charge of sugar, means for holding said noz-

zle In Its extrem." upper position so that It Is entirely out
of the basket, and means for reclproi-atlng said nozzle
back and forth from Its lower position inside said basket
to an Intermediate position near the top of the basket.

2. An automatic sugar washer comprising a film nozzle,
means for feeding a washing fluid through said nozzle
against the charge of sugar, means for holding said nozzle
In its extreme upper position so that it is entirely out of
the basket, means for reciprocating said nozzle back and
forth from its low««r position inside said basket to an
Intermediate position near the top of the basket, and
means for automatically shutting off the flow of washing
flnid to said nozzle when a certain predetermined amount
of such fluid has passe*] through said nozzle.

3. An automatic sugar washer for use in a centrifugal
separator comprising a main cylinder, a main piston slid-
ing in said cylinder, a nozzle carried by said main piston,
means for supplying water to said nozzle, valve means for
applying pressure to said main piston to raise or lower
same, and means by which the movement of said main
piston automatically actuates said valve means.

4. An automatic sugar washer for use In a centrifugal
separator comprising a main cylinder, a main piston slid-
ing In said cylinder, a nozzle carried by said main piston,
means for supplying water to said nozzle, valve means for
applying premure to said main piston to raise or lower
same, an auxiliary piston, metias by which said auxiliary
piston actuates said valve means, and means by which
said main piston automatically controls the pressure oa
said auxiliary piston.

5. An automatic sugar washer for use with a centrif-

ugal separator comprising a vertical pipe so placed as to
project inside a charge of sugar carrieil In said separator,
a nozzle secure^l to said pipe in such a position that It

may throw a washing fluid against said charge of sugar,
means for supplying a washing fluid to said pipe, auto-
matic means for raising and lowering said pipe vertically,
and means by which said pipe actuates said automatic
means.

1.2.10.329. BEET CUTTER. Josiph 8aile«. Oxnard. Cal.
Filed Sept. 5, 1916. Serial No. 118,578. (CI. 146—11.)
1. In a beet cutter: a stationary structure forming a

beet receiving chamber : a series of rotating knives so
placed as to cut the heets in said chamber : a knife ro-

tating shaft : means for securing said knives to said knife
rotating shaft ; and Involute casting located in said cham-
ber having a brush cavity formed therein adjacent to said
knives: a brush in said cavity: and means by which an
operator i^n force said brush against said knives for th«
pnri>ose of cleansing said knives.

2. In a beet cutter : a stationary structure forming
a beet receiving chamber ; a series of rotating knives so
placed as to cut the beets In said chamber ; a knife ro-
tating shaft : means for securing said knives to said knife
rotating shaft : an invoiate casting located in said chamber
having a hrush cavity formed therein adjai«"nt to said
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knlvea
;
a cylindrical brush so mounted that an operator

can force It against said knives : and means for rotating
said brush to cleanse said knlvea.

3. In a t>eet cutter
; a stationary structure forming a

beet receiving chamber ; a series of rotating knives so
placed as to cut the beets In said chamber ; a knife rotating
shaft

: means for securing said knives to said knife ro-
tating shaft

; an Involute casting locatetl In said chamber
having a brush cavity formed therein adjacent to said
knives

;
a cylindrical brush so mounted that an operator

can force It against said knives : and means for rotating
said brush to cleanse said knives.

4. In a beet cutter ; a aeries of routing knives arranged
•round the periphery of a cylinder In which the beets to
be cut are placed ; a cylindrical brush located inside said
knives In such a position as to contact with them ; means
for routing said brush at a faster peripheral speed and in
the same direction as said knives ; means for protecting
said brush from salil beets : and means by whl. h an oper-
ator can force said routing brush against said knives.

5. In a beet cutter; a stationary structure forming a
beet receiving chamber : a series of rotating knives so
placed as to cut the beets in said chamber

; a knife ro-
uting shaft

: means for securing said knives to said knife
routing shaft

: an involute casting located in said chamber
having a brush cavity formed therein adjacent to said
knives

:
a cylindrical brush so mounted that an operator

can force It against said knives ; and power transmitting
means for rotating said brtish to cleanse said knives, said
power transmitting means being inoperative when said
brush Is out of conUct with said knives.

1.230.380. AIR-8UPPLT SYSTEM FOR COMBUSTION-
ENGINES. Robert Schlaepfer. Wlnterthur, Swltzer-
Und, assignor to Busch Sulzer Bros. Diesel Engine Com
pany. St. Louis, Mo., a Corporation of Missouri. Filed
Sept. 21. 1914. Serial No. 862.829. (CI. 12»— 103.)
1. An air supply system for internal combustion en-

gines comprising the combination with the engine. Its
fuel valve, air compressor, storage reservoir and air Injec-
tion line leading to the fuel valve, of an automatic pres-
sure regulator in said air injection line for regulating the
pressure of the air passing to the fuel valve, and means
on the high pressure side of said regulator for controlling
the operation of the air compressor.

2. An air supply system for Internal combustion engines,
comprising the combination with the engine, its compres^
sor, storage reservoir and air Injection line, of a gov-
ernor-controlled pressure regulator for said air injection
line and means for controlling the output of the com-
pressor In accordance with the pressure in the storage
reservoir.

3. In a combustion engine, the combination of the en
fine governor, a fuel pump controlled thereby, an air com-
pressor driven by the engine, a storage reservoir for the
air compressor and serving the fuel valve of the engine, in
combination with a pressure regulator controlled by the
engine governor and means subject to the pressure on the

high-pressure side of the regulator for controlling the
pressure in the storage reservoir.

4. In apparatus of the kind described, the combination
with the fuel injection valve, the air line leading thereto,
of a driven engine governor, a valve In said air line, a
spring acting on said valve and mechanU-al connections
whereby the governor varies the tension of the spring.

5. In apparatus of the kind described, the comhltiatlon
of the fuel air injection line, a spring-loaded pressure regu-
lator thereon, an engine governor controlling the tension
of the spring thereof, an air compressor and means where-
by the air pressure In one part of the pressure regulator
controls the Intake passage to the compressor.

1,280,331. REGISTER. Math N. SrHNEtDEB. North Mil-
waukee. Wis. Filed Oct. 12. 1916. SerUl No 125 227
(CI. 197—6.)

//*«»'

1. In registers, the combination of a casing, a pluralltj
of radially disposed upwardly inclined print bars plvotally
mounted within the casing, the bars being so relatively
disposed that, when In normal position, their upper ends
are closely adjacent and disposed In circular arrangement,
a locking screw threaded through the top of the casing and
adapted to engage between the inner ends of the print
bars, a roll roUUbly mounted within the casing beneath
the inner ends of the print bars, a strip passed about the
roll, means for depressing any one of the print bars
optionally, and means for simultaneously causing move-
ment of the said strip when a print bar is depressed.

[Claims 2 to 6 not priuteil in the Gazette.]

1,230,882. PUTTEE SHAPING APPARATUS. Kalman
F. SENTtvA.NV, Hartford. Conn. Filed Feb. », 1917
Serial No. 147,594. (01. 69—8.)
1. A leather shaping apparatus having a forming block,

a mold having a back and side sections with its interior
shaped to conform to the exterior of the forming block,
means hinging the side sections of the mold to the back
section, a frame, a hand rotated screw cooperating with
the frame for pressing the back section of the mold
against the forming block, and means for drawing the
side sections of the mold together and causing them to
press against the forming block.

2. A leather shaping apparatus having a hollow forming
block, means for heating the forming block, a sectional
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mold with Its Interior shaped to conform to the exterior
of the forming block, means hinging the sectlonn of th«>

mold together, two sections of the mold having opposed
free longitudinal edges, means for positively forcing a
section of the mol<l against the forming block, and means
arranged to link together said free edges of the mold and
positively draw the sections against the forming block.

3. A leather shaping apparatus having a forming block,
a mold having a back and aide sectiont. with its interior
shaped to conform to the exterior of the forming block,
means hinging the side sections of the mold to the back
section, means for pressing the back section of the mold
against the forming block, and a screw attached to one
side section and carrying a nut adapted to engage the
other side section for drawing the side sections of the
mold together and causing them to press against the form-
ing block.

9. A leather shaping apimratus having a forming block,
a sectional mold with its Interior shape<l to conform
to the exterior of the forming block, means hinging the
sections of the mold together, two sections of the moid
having free longitudinal edges, means for pressing a sec-
tion of the mold against the forming block, and means for
drawing the sections of the mold together and causing
them to press against the forming block, the mold sec-
tions being so constructed and shaped that when drawn
together about the forming block the end edge* and free
longitudinal edg»'s of the mold provide the pattern by
which the shaped leather may be trimmed to flnished
outline.

[Claims 4 to 8 and 10 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.230.333. CORNER - FASTENING FOR BEDS AND
OTHER ARTICLES OF FURNITURE. WooorOHD
Shahnobt, Louisville, Ky. Piled Nov. 14, 1912 Serial
No. 731,809. (CI. 5—86.)

1. In a corner fastening, a supporting el^'ment, a tabular
female element adapted to receive said supporting ele-
ment in either one of two positions, and eccentric ro-
tatable means associated with one of said elements, for
locking said supporting element In said female element.

2. In a corner fastening, a tubular female element
adapted to receive a male element In either of two posi-
tions, a primary male supporting element adapted to enter

aid female element bodily and directly to position of
lodgment by motion In one direction along the common
axes of said elements, and m^'ans within said female ele-
ment for locking it therein.

3. In a corner fastening, a female element, an eccen-
tric therein, and a male element provided with bearings
a<lapted to engage said eccentric and recessed to permit
Its passage beyond the shaft of said eccentric.

4. In a corner fastening, a female element, a male ele-
ment having a resilient inward extension, and an eccen
trie in said female element adapted, after resilient dU
placement of said extension, to engage it and detachably
lock aald male element to said female element.

5. In a comer fastening, a female element, an eccen
trie therein, and a male efement provided with bearings
adapted to engage said eci-entrlc and provided with stops
adapted to operate against the walla of aald female ele-

ment.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette]

1,230.334. BARREI^FILLINfl APPARATUS. Frbdebick
'Lynn SHBLoa, Salem, Va. Filed Feb. 2. 1916. Serial
No. 75.798. <a. 220—10.)

I

1. A filling apparatus embodying an upright T-sbaped
head, a depending noiaie threaded to the lower end there-
of, a coupling threaded within the upper end of said
bead and having a tapered aperture, and a %efond notsle
extending through and supported by the first mentioned
noszle and having a Upered portion at its upper end
fitted within said tapered aperture.

2. A filling apparatus embodying an upright head hav-
ing an opening between its ends, a depending outer noule
having Ita upper end engaged within the lower end of
the head, a second nozzle projecting through the aforesaid
noExle and having Its upper end connected to the upper
end of the head, and an annular valve slldable upon the
innt-r nozzle and seatable upon the upper end of the outer
nozzle.

X

1,230.335. FLOAT. John U. Shiphihd, KlyrU. Ohio.
Filed Jan. 31, 1916. Serial No. 75.383. (CI. 43—4.)

A float embodying a shell having an indrawn crimped
end providing a frusto-conical aperture, and a frusto-
conlcal plug seatable snugly in said aperture and having
a rounded head at Its smaller end of slightly greater di-
ameter than said smaller end to snap through the aper-
ture when the ping is forced Into the same.

UJ30,336 FOLDING BOG-CRATE. F«ank ItTAMDiroaD,

Livermore. Cal. FU«I Sept 18, 1916. Serial No.

120.862. (CI. 217—15.)

1. A folding egg box < omprising a bottom having oppo-

Itely disposed relatively rigid side sections, one of said

•Me sections being taller than the other, relatively rigid

end sections extending upward from the bottom, side sec-

tions blngedly connected to the first named side sections,

end sections hlngedly connected to the first named end

sections, a partition hlngedly connected to the l>ottom

and adapted to l>e tume<l up to space the side sections

from each other and divide the box. a cover having hasps

on Its extremities, meml>ers carried by the hinged end sec-

tions adapted to engage said cover when the hinged end

sections are turniMl to a vertical position to thereby con-

nect the cover to the bottom of the box, and means on the

hinged end sections engaging said hasps.

3. In a folding crate, bottom, sides and endi. the sides

and ends l>elng hlngedly connected to the bottom so as to

be folded inward upon the iKtttom. a cover, means for

detachably engaging the cover with the end sections when

the latter are turned to a vertical position, and means

disposed Inward of the ends detachably engaging the cover

with the bottom of the box when the end sections are

turned to said vertical position to thereby relieve the

strain on the end members, said means being foldable In-

ward onto the bottom of the box when the end sections

are folded Inward parall*-! to the Iwttom.

[Claim 2 tiot printed In the Gazette.]

1.280,337. GOVERNOR. Emil F. STOrrcL, Poatlac, Mich.

rUed Aug. 17. 1916. SerUl No. 115.399. (CI.

187—152.)

A governor adapted for mounting between the intake

manifold of an Internal combustion engine and the car-

bureter thereof, comprising a connection, an offset pivoted

throttle valve within said connection, an arm at the

pivot of said throttle valve and extending downwardly

In the connection to engage a wall of the connection to

limit the opening movement of .said valve, a screw carried

by said connection, a spring connecting said screw to said

arm and adapted to hold said throttle valve normally open,

a thimble carried by said connection Inclosing said screw,

an adjustable stop carried by sai<i connection and adapted

to limit the closing movement of said throttle valve, and

a thimble carried by said connection and Inclosing said

adjustable atop.

1,230.3.H8. LAMINATED. COHESIVE. INTBRWOIND,
BONDED FABRIC. Lawremi A. Sibbbs, East Cleve

Und. Ohio. Filed July 21. 1914. Serial No. 8.'i2,173.

(CI. 154—52.)

1. In a laminated fabric, a series of spaced, parallel,

cohering, interwound. lamlnate«l fabric bands, each band

r-ompo8<>d In turn of < rossed series of spaced, parallel, co-

hering, Interwound fibrous elements, between the several

series of which a layer of solid adhesive material Is inter-

poseil, and which is exposed upon the exterior sides thereof

In spaced positions, the solid adhesive upon the exterior

sides of adjoining bands cohering In said labrlc and serv-

ing as a bond to unite said hands into a unitary structure.

2. In a lamlnflte<l fabric, a series of spaced, parallel co-

hering and Interwound. laminated, fabric bands, each band
composed of series of parallel, cohering. Interwound flexi-

ble, fibrous elements, one spaced series of eiemnets crossing

another spaced serlt-s of elements at a predetermined angle,

providing spaced diamond shape*! openings interspersed

throughout the bands, some of said diamond sbape<l open

lugs being positioned in the outer surface of each band,

and a solid adhesive filling all said openings, the adhesive

filling the said surface openings in one band cohering to

the adhesive filling the surface openings in adjacent tiands

and serving as a bond to unite the bands into a unitary

structure.

3. In a laminated fabric, a series of spaced, parallel,

cohering interwound, laminate<l fabric bands, each band

composed in turn of cross series of spaced, parallel, co-

hering Interwound fabric elements, the elemente In each

individual band l>elng arranged In layers, and crossing each

other at an angle, and a layer of solid adhesive material

Interposed between adjacent layers of fibrous elements, said

adhesive layer separating and cushioning said fibrous ele-

ments at crossing points and being exposed along the ex-

terior side of each band in spaced positions, the solld^ad-

hesive upon the exterior sides of adjoining bands cohering

in said fabric and serving as a bond to unite said bands

into a unitary structure.

4. As an article of manufacture, a laminated fabric

comprising a series of laminated, spaced, interwound. fab-

ric bands, each of said bands comprising spscetl. para}lel,

flexible elements Interwound In layers, the elements In one

layer crossing those of another, and In which bands fluid

adhesive Is incorporated to cause the fibrous element* In

said bands to cohere, said bands having interspersed and

surface openings therein said openings filled with a solid

adhesive and said solid adhesive also forming a cushion of

material thickness between said elements at their crossing

points, the adhesive in the several contacting l>and« co-

hering to form a bond for the fabric.

5. As an article of manufacture a laminated fabric com-

prising a series of spaced, parallel, cohering. Interwound.

laminated fabric bands, each band composed of croased

series of spaced, parallel, cohering, interwound fibrous ele-

ments, between the several aeries of which a layer of aolld

adhesive material is interposed, and which Is exposed npon

the exterior sides thereof In spac.il positions, said exposed

portions of the adhesive material being of a thickness sub-

stantially equal to the thickness of the surface portions

of fabric on each side thereof.

[Claim 6 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1,280.339. POWER-PLOW. Howabd M. Swbst, Detroit.

Mich., assignor, by mesne assignments, to A. T. Harrow

Tractor Company, a Corporation of Michigan. Filed

Nov. 5. 1914. Serial No. 870.361. (Cl. 97—70.)

1. In a power operated plow, a self-propelled power

apparatus provided with a main frame, a secondary frame-

work carrieil above the main frame, a platform on said

secondary frame, a series of releasabie supports plvotsUy
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wcured to both th» front and rear of the seoon.lary frame
• aeries of plows provhled with plow beams having forward
and rear enda adapted to l>e ^n^aged by the supports In
dividual thereto, a lever through operation of which the
said front supports may be simultaneously disengage,! to
drop the forward ends of the plow beams, a draw bar
for each plow beam, adjustable means limiting the depth
to which the plow may enter the ground, means for apply-
ing the power of the device to raise the plows out of the
ground and the plow beams to engagoment hv the supports,
and automatic means for releasing the plows and beams
from actuation hy the lifting mnans.

2. lu a power operated plow, a self-propelled power ap-
paratus provided with a main frame, a secondary frame-
work carried above the main frame and provided with a
platform, a series of plows provided with beams having
notcheil forward and rear ends, a series of forward
and rear spring controlled latch members e«ch adapted
to engaKe a notched end uf th** i)low beam, a lever
through operation of which the forward latch members
may be simultaneously disengaged to drop the for-
ward end of the plow beams whereby the plows may enter
the ground point first, a draw beam pivotally attached to
each plow beam by means of which it may be drawn
through the ground, adjustable means for limiting the
exent to which the plows may enter the groun<l. means for
applying the power of the device to simultaneously raise
the plows out of the ground and the plow beams to en-
jtayement by the supporting latch members, automatic
means for releasing the plows from actuation by the lifting
means, and manual means for raising the plows singly.

3. In a power operated plow, a self propelled power ap
paratus provided with a main frame, a secondary frame
work carried above the main frame provided with a plat
fornva series of plows provide with beams having notche<l
forward and rear ends, a series of forward and rear spring
M.ntrolled latch members each adapted to automatically
-ngage a notched end of the plow beam a lever through
operation of which the said forward latch members may be
simultaneously disengaged to drop the front ends of the
plow beams whereby the plows may enter the ground point
first, a draw beam pivoUlly attache,! to ea<h plow beam
by means of which it may be drawn through the ground by
forward movement of the device, adjustable means for
limiting the extent to which the plows may enter the
ground, means for applying the power of the apparatus to
the raising means, and means individual to each plow beam
for guiding the beam while the plow is being lowered Into
or raised out of the ground, said means being adapted to
hold the plows from sldewise movement, automatic means
for disengaging the power device from the raising means.
>ald automatic means inclu<!ing an a<IJustable device
whereby the power is not disengage,! until the plow beams
have been engaged by the supporting latch members.

4. In a power operate,! plow, a self propelled power
apparatus provided with a main frame, a secondary frame-
work carrie,! above the main frame at the rear thereof and
provided with a platform, a series of plows carried In the
secondary framework provide*! with beams having notched
forward and rear ends, means for raising the plows, a
series of forward and rear spring controlled latch members
•ach adapted to automatically engage the notche,! ends of
the plow Ifeams. a lever through operation of which the
forward lat<-h members may be simultaneously disengaged
from the plow beams, and a series of levers each individual

to a forward latch member through operation uf which a
single latch member may be disengaged from the forward
end of the corresponding plow beam, the operation of
releasing the plow beams at the forward end allowing the
plows to enter the ground point first.

5. In a power operated plow, a main frame, a single
forward steering wheel and a pair of rear wheels support
Ing said frame, a power plant adapte,! to drive the sal,!

I

wheels, a secondary frame supportetl on the main frame
above the rear wheels, a platform carried by said secondary
frame, a series of plows provided with beams, a series
of forward and rear releasable supports for said plow
beams carried at the front and rear respectively of said
secondary frame for holding the plows in inoperative pod-
tion. means for releasing the plows from sai<! supports to
operative position, adjustable means for limiting the
extent to which the plows may enter the ground, and
means for raising the plows from the ground to engage-
ment by the supports, said means comprising a pair of
lifting beams positioned below the said plow beams near
the front and rear ends thereof respectively, a cable at-
tached to each end of each lifting beam, differential, sec-
mental pulleys loose on the shaft of the rear wheels at each
side of the device and so secure,! together as to operate In
unison, the cables attache,! to the ends of the forwan!
lifting beam being attached to and adapted to ride in the
groove of the pulleys of lesser radiua, and the cables at-
tached to the ends of the rear lifting beam being at-
tached to and adapted to ride in the groove of the pulleya
of greater radius, the cables attache,! to the pulleya of
greater radius being loose when out of operation and the
cables attached to the pulleys of iesaer radius in-lng taut,
and means for clutching the sal,! pulleys to the driving
wheels to raise the said beams attache,! to the .ables and
the plows and plow beams carrie,! thereby, the taut cablet
attached to the puUeys of lesser radius enabling the front
ends of the plow beams to be raised prior to the re«r
ends thereof, the pulleya of greater radius operating sub-
sequent to the pulleys of shorter radius and adapted to
raise the rear ends of the plow beams more rapidly than
the front ends so that the said beams Me In a h,irizontal
plane when raise,! to engagement by the supp,)rtg. and
automatic means for releasing the segmental pulleys from
the driving wheels when the plow beams have been engaged
by the supports.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230 340. TRACTOR. Howabo M. Swket. IVtrolt,
Mich., assignor, by mesne assignments, to A. T. Har-
row Tractor Company, a Corporation of MlchlgaD.
Filed Nov. 5, 1914. Sertal No. 870.362. (CI, 21—114.)

^^ (u-r.

1. A tractor comprising a frame work, front and rear
driving units therefor, a power plant, a shaft extending
longitudinally of the frame work forme,! of two part'* Id
axial allnement. a differential gear group lnterp<>se<l be-
tween adjacent ends of the shaft, a Jack shaft at the rear
of the machine, a differential gear group In the Jack
shaft driven by one part of the driving shaft, the re»r
driving unit being operated by the Jack shaft and the front
driving unit being operatively conne<-te,l with the other
part of the driving shaft.

2. A tractor comprising a frame work, a single forward
and a pair of rearwardly positioned supporting wheels, a
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power plant carried by the frame work, a driving shaft of

two parts in axial allnement extending longitudinally of

the frame work, the front part being operatively connected

with the forward driving unit and the rear part connected

with mechanism adapted to differentially drive the two

rear driving wheels, a differential gearing Interposed be-

tween the two parts of the driving shaft, means connecting

the power plant with the last named differential gearing,

an<l means for turning the single forward wheel about Its

vertical axis.

8. A tractor comprising a frame work, a single forward

and a pair of rearwardly positioned supporting wheels

therefor, a shaft extending longitudinally of the frame

work formed of two parts In axial allnement the front

part being operatively connected with the forward driving

wheel, means Including a Jack shaft for differentially

driving the two rear wheels, said means being in geared

relation with the rear part of the driving shaft, a differen-

tial gear group lnterpose.l l)etween the two parts of the

drive abaft, a power plant connected with said differential

group, said forward wheel being arranged to be turned

about a vertical axis, and means for turning said front

wheel.

4. A tractor comprising a frame work, a single forward

and a pair of rearwardly positioned supporting wheels

therefor, vertically po8ltlone<l frame members extending

upwardly at the front and rear of said frame work, a

drive shaft extending longitudinally of the frame work

8upporte»l by the vertically positioned frame meml»er8.

said driving shaft being formed of two parU In axUl

allnement. a Jack shaft supported by said rear vertical

frame member, a differential gear group Interposed in said

Jack shaft, said gear group being operatively connected

with the rear part of the driving shaft, a differential gear

group Interpose,! between a,ljacent ends of the drive shaft,

a power plant operatively connected with said last named

differential gear group, the forwanl part of the drive shaft

being t.peratlvely connected with the forward supporting

wheel, said forward supporting wheel being arranged to be

turned about a vertical axis, and mesns operable at will

for turning said wheel.

1230S41. TRUCK. Obbd R. Thomas, Rossle. Iowa.
' rn^ Mar. 8. 1917. Serial No. 158.S61. (CI. 21—66.)

4. A device for the descril)ed purpose comprising a re-

ceptacle adapted to contain volatile material ; a perforated

tube within said receptacle ; a wick carried by said tnl>e,

/«

1. .V truck comprising two axles each having a down-

wardly cranked middle portion, wheels Journa'ed on the

end portions of thf axle*, a reach extending lietween the

middle parts of the axles, and a flexible draft connection

attached to the front axle.

2. A truck comprising two axles each having a rectan-

gular d,>wnwardly cranke,! mlddl,' portion adapted to re-

ceive the runners of a sleigh, wheels J<iurnale,l on the end

portions of the axles, a reach extending between the mid-

dle parts of the axles, and a flexible draft connection at-

tached to the front axle and provide,! with a fastening

device for coupling it to the front end portion of the

sleigh.

1.230.342. ELECTRIC DI8INFECTOR AND DEODOR-
IZER. RoYDEK Thornbebo, San Francisco. Cal. Filed

Feb. 1». 1917. Serial No. 149.393. (CI. 219—38.)

1. A device for the descrlt)ed purpose comprising an

electric lamp ; a socket theref,»r : a receptacle surround-

ing said lamp and removably associated with said socket.

•al<l receptacle being adapted to contain volatile material ;

a perforate,! tul>e surrounding said lamp within said re-

ceptacle ; and a wick carried by said tul>e and adapted to

coiKlact aald volatile material into proximity with said

lamp.

/»"

the lower end of aald wick extending into said volatile

material ; and an electric heating element positioned

within said tube.

[Claims 2, 8, and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.343. APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
CRUDE CALCIUM CYANAMID. NOBiLi Carlo Tom-

UASi. Basel, Switzerland, assignor to the Firm of Elek-

trlzlttttswerk Bonza, Gampel and Basel, Switzerland.

Filed Jan. 5, l6l7. Serial No. 140,796. (CI. 23—13.)

ci3,^n^ V

1. In an apparatus for the manufacture of crude cal-

cium cyanamld, a rotary furnace of reaction, having a cal-

cium carbld feed device and a calcium cyanamld discharge

device, and a nitrogen circulating system between the

ends of the furnace, including heating and cooling devices

outside the furnace as well as nitrogen displacing means

to keep the nitrogen In constant, controlled circulation

through said heating and cooling devices outside the fur-

nace for temperature regulating purposes, substantially

as descrlt>ed.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the GaMtte.]

1.230.344. SANITARY CAN PERFORATOR. Daniel E.

TwEBDDALi, Manteca, Cal.. aaalgnor of one-half to

Leslie W. Sanford. Manteca. Cal. Filed July 24. 1916.

Serial No. 110,869. (O. 220—67.)

1. A can perforator comprising a bow-shaped spring

member having upturned ends, such spring memtter hav-

ing a cutter tumably mounted In the center theroof, and

adjustable cone-shaped cutters on either side of such cen-

tral cutler.
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2. A c«n perforator comprising a support, a CTitter turn-
aWy inounte<l centrally on the support, means for fixing
the cutter in the beat! of the can. and a perforatlnr mem-
t)er carried by thf- support on either side of the cutter.

3. A can perforator comprising a support, a cutter turn-
ably mounted centrally on the support, the upper ends of
the cutter being beveled whereby the cutter may be turned
Into frictlonal engagement with the underside of the head
of the can after the cutter has been projected there-
through, and a perforating member carried by the support
on either .side of the cutter.

4. A can perforator < oinprising a support, a cutter turn-
ably mounted centrally on the support and arrange«l for
frictlonal engagement with the underside of the top of the
can when the cutter has been projected therethrough, a
packing disic interposed between the cutter and the sup-
port, and a perforating member carried by the support on
either side of the cutter.

5. A can perforator comprising a support, a cutter
mounted centrally on the .support, th.' support being pro
vided with elongated slots on either side of the cutter, a
packing disk mounted between the cutter and the support,
a perforating member adjustably mounted in each slot, and
a packing disk interposed between each perforating mem-
l)er and the support.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.l

1.230,345. FOLDING PARTITION. Gbobob W. Ubmso.x,
Jersey City, N. J., assignor to Gra<-e M. Alberts. Jersey
City. N. J. Filed Nov. 24. 191.-.. Serial No. 63.194.
(CI. 20^20.)

to IK H

77"

T^ir-^

1. The combtaatlon with a folding partition comprising
sections hinged together in separate pairs, of means for
guiding the free ends of said .sections along the line Into
which the partition Is designed to be extended, a catch
projecting from the edge of one .section of each pair and
arrangHl within the planes of the sides of said section
there being cavities in the edges of the adjacent sections
for housing said catches when the sections are extended,
and flxefl pins so positioned as to be engaged by said
catches when the sections are folded for preventing them
from beluK move<l along the line of extension until they
are unfolded.

2. The combination with a folding partition comprising
sections hinge.1 together In separate |«lrs. of means for
guiding the fr.-e ends of said sections along the line Into
which the partition Is designed to be extended, a catch
projecting from the edge of one section of each pair and
arranged within the planes of the sides of said aectlon. a
stop plate on the face of the other section of each pair
to be engaged by the catch on the next pair of sections
after the first pair of sections has been folde,l and the
second pair Is moved up to it. and Uxed pins so positioner!
as to be engaged by said catches when the sections are
foldeci for preventing said sections from being moved
along the line of extension until they are unfolded.

1.230.34rt. ICE CREAM FREEZER. Thiodoee L. Va-
LERits and Olaf Labskn, Fort Atkinson, Wis., as-
signor.*, to Creamery Package Manufacturing Company,
a Corporation of Illinois. FUed Jan. 13, 1913 Serial
No. 741.026, (CI. 259

—

9.)

1. An Ice cream freeur comprising a base, a freezing
cylinder mounted thereon, agitating means In said cyl-
inder comprising two sections arrangeti for independent
rotation, a clutch collar passing axlally through one of
the heads of the cylinder, said collar having dutch faces

on both ends thereof, one of said aglutor sections being
irrange<i to engage the inner clutch face of the collar, a
shaft rotatably mounte<1 in the collar and permanently
attache.1 at Its Inn^r end to the other agitator section, a
ifear Jack comprising a support removably mounte^l on
said base and having a plurality of bearings cxiaxlal
with said cylinder, two gears Independently supported in
>al.i bearings, and means for driving said gears, one of
the gears having a clutch connection with the outer end
of said collar, the other gear l>einK non rotatably asao-
clate<l with said shaft, the latter passing through both
gear wheels, and the year Jack as a unit belnu withdraw-
able from said base and from the shaft.

3. An Ice-cream freeter comprising a freezing cvllnder
a gear Jack comprising three allne.1 bearings, two wheela
each having two sleeves rotatably mounted la two of
said bearings, and means for rotating said wheels In op-
posite directions, a shaft extending through said sleeves
and connected to a sleeve of one of said wheels, attltatinf
means In the cylinder connected to sal.l shaft, and agitat-
ing means In the cylinder arranged to he driven by a
aleeve of the other wheel.

7. An Ice cream freezer having. In combination, a cyl-
inder, a rear head secured to the cylinder, a stufflng-box
bearing in said rear head, a front head detachably se-
cured to the cylinder, a tubular driving element rotatably
supported in said stuffing box bearing, an agitator within
the cylinder and rotatably supported at Its front end by
the front head, said agitator comprising a section having
a detachable clutch engagement with the inner end of
aald driving element, and another section having a shaft
rotatably and withdrawably supported in said driving
element, ami means for rotating said driving element,
said shaft being detachably connected at a point outaWe
the cylinder to said rotating means.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.230.347. APPARATUS FOR AUTOMATICALLY CON-
TROLLl.Nc; STEREoPTICO.NS. Isaac A. Vanci, and
Walter F. Filkibson. San Diego. Cal. Filed Feb 27
1917. Serial No. 151,193. (CI. 88—27.)

1. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-
tion of a plurality of slide holders revolubly mounted rela-
tively to each other, means for simultaneously moving
one of said holders to a vertical position and another to
an approximate horizontal position, and means for
illuminating the slide in the holder which Is in vertical
position.

0. In an apparatus of the class described, the com-
bination of a plurality of slide holders revolublv mount-
ed relatively to each other on a hoHzontal axis, a bell
crank lever plvotally mounted on the same axis to one
side of said slide holders, a finger plvotally mounted in
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Mch extended end of said lever adapted to be moved to

engagement with said slide holders, means for moving

aald flnjcers Into and out of engaging position, revoluble

means for engaging said means, a slot In said lever for

Blmultaneously revolving said lever and turning aald

Angers into engaging positions, means for disengaging

said fingers, means for revolving said lever In the reverse

direction simultaneously, means for stopping said lever in

ita reverse revolution in Its proper position whereby said

slide holders are intermittently held In a vertical position

a predetermined length of time, and means for Illuminat-

ing the slide In said vertical positioned slide holder.

[Claims 2 to 5. 7. and 8 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1^0,348. ADVERTISING APPARATUS. SYDKBr Wad^

MAN, Boston. Mabs., assignor to The Animated AdverUs-

ing Company, a Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed

Feb la 1914. Serial No. 818,553. (CL 40—132.)

6 An advertising apparatus comprising a translucent

display screen of fabric bearing a pictorial represenUtlon.

a rear screen of fabrtc bearing a pictorial represenUtlon,

means fo illuminating from behind the pictorial repre-

senUtlon on the display screen, means for Illuminating

from behind at predetermined intervals selected iwrtlons

of the pictorial represenUtlon on the rear screen, and be-

tween the two screens a screen for hiding from view the

pictorial representation on the rear screen except when

the same Is Illuminated.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.280,849. METAL CAR. Aabon N. Wae»i»U), London.

Ontario. Canada. Filed May 1. 1915. Serial No. 25.331.

(CI. 105—201.)
I

1. An advertising apparatus, comprising a display

screen bearing a pictorial representaUon, a screen be-

hind said display screen and bearing one or more pictorial

representations, means for illuminating the pictorial rep

resentation on the display screen from behind, means for

Illuminating from behind one or more picture bearing

portions of the rear screen at desired Intervals, and means

for hiding the same from view until illumlnatcHl. one or

more of the pictorial representations on the rear screen

being so positioned that upon illumination each appears

Bs an addition to the pictorial represenUtlon on the dis-

play screen.

2. An advertising apparatus comprising a display screen

bearing a pictorial represenUtlon, behind the display

screen a rear screen bearing a pictorial representation,

means for illuminating from behind the pictorial repre-

sentation on the display screen, means for hiding from

view the pictorial representation on the rear screen ex-

cept when the same is illuminated from behind, and

means for illuminating at desired Intervals selected por-

tions of the pictorial representation on the rev screen.

3. An advertising apparatus comprising a display screen

bearing a pictorial representation, a rear screen bearing a

pictorial representation, a portion of which is a subsUn-

tlal duplicate of the pictorial represenUtlon on the dis-

play screen and so positioned that the two register In

outline, lights behind said portion of the rear screen for

illuminating the pictorial representation on the display

screen and its duplicate on the rear screen, a compart-

ment l)ehlnd another portion of the pictorial representa-

tion on the rear screen, means for Illuminating the com-

partment at desired Intervals, and between the said two

screens, a screen for hiding from view the pictorial repre-

sentation on the rear screen except when the same la

illuminated from behind as aforesaid.

4. An advertising apparatus comprising a pictorial rep-

resentation visible without illumination, means for illumi-

nating the same from behind, a pictorial representation

behind said first pictorial representation, means for Illu-

minating the same at desired intervals, and means for

hiding it from view except when Illuminated, said second

pictorial representation being so positioned with reference

to the first pictorial representation as to appear upon

illumination as an addition thereto.

1. In a meUl car, the combination with web plate

side girders each having uninterrupted walls provided

with a top compression member and a bottom tension

member ; floor beams secured to the sides of said girders ;

and Bide posts having the lower ends thereof Join the top

compression members of the web side girders at points

intermediate the floor and roof of the car.

2. In a metal car, the combination with central longl

tudinal box girders forming the backbone of a floor con

structlon ; web plate side girders having" uninterrupte<1

walls throughout the area thereof and each provided with

a top compression member and a bottom tension member

;

floor beams connecting the sides of the box girder with

the sides of the side girders adjacent the bottom tension

member ;
plate girders extending transversely of the side

plate girders toward the box girders ;
and side posts

having the lower ends thereof Joined the top compression

members of the web side girders at points intermediate

the floor and roof of a car.

1 230 350. PEANUT - PLANTER. Fkbnie A. Wat«B8,

'Gracevllle, Fla. Filed June 24, 1916. Serial No.

106,715. (01. 221—128.)

1. A planter eml)odylng a frame, a ground wheel there-

for, a hopper having a iwttom plate mounted upon the

frame, a pair of pulley wheels, an endless belt trained

around said pulley wheels and having apertures, an oper-

ative connection between one pulley wheel and the ground
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wh^l. the bottom plate having an upper lonrltudlnal
groove In which the upp«>r run of the belt la movable, aald
bottom plate havint; an opening over which the aperture*
of the belt move In successiun, a spout secured to and de-
pending from the bottom plate and extending from said
opening thereof, and means within the lower portion of
the hopper above the belt for reatrlctlng the flow of seed
onto the belt.

2. A planter embo<lylng a hopper, a bottom plate there-
for having an upper longifudioal groove, a t>elt movable
in said groove and having aperture*, said tK>ttom plate
having an opening adjacent one end of the hopper from
which the seed drop from said apertures, a bruah car-
ried by the hopper and having downwardly projecting
bristles contacting with the belt adjacent said opening,
and a plate supported above the bottom plate and belt

to restrict the flow of seed from the hopper onto the belt

at that end of the hopper remote from the brush.
3. A planter embodying a hopper, a bottom plate there-

for having an upper longitudinal groove and an opening
extending from said groove adjacent one end of the hop-
per, an endless belt movable in said groove and having
apertures adapted to register in succession with said
opening, said groove and belt being locate<l adjacent one
side of the hopper, a plate within the lower portion of the
hopper adjacent to and spaced from the bottom plate, the
second mentioned plate extending to said side and the
ends of the hopper and being spaced from the opposite
side of the hopper, the bottom plate being inclined, nald
opening of the bottom plate being located near the upper
end thereof, a brush carried by the hopper and having
downwardly projecting bristles contacting with the belt

adjacent said opening, and cleats upon the bottom plate
adjacent to and at the opposite sldea of said groove, the
second mentioned plate being supported by said cleats,
the cleats extending from said end of the hopper and ter-

minating short of the other end to provide an opening be-
tween the plates adjacent the last mentlone<l end of the
hopper, the bottom plate having a trough extending past
the last mentioned opening m the belt to facilitate the
flow of seed onto the belt.

4. A planter embodying a hopper having a lK)ttom
plate, a belt movable over said plate and having apertures,
a brush carried by the hopper at oaa wall thereof having
ilownwardly projecting bristles contacting with the belt
where it passes out of the hopper, and means within the
lower portion of the hopper above the belt for restricting
the flow of seed onto the belt at a point remote from the
brusb.

1.230.351. SAFETY DEVICE FOR MOTION-PICTURE
MACHINES. Harst E. Watson. Richmond. Ind.. as-
signor of one-half to Frank B. Thompson. Richmond,
Ind. Filed Nov. 6, 1916. Serial No. 129,66«, (CI.
Hb—n.t

1. In an electrically operated motion picture machine,
th>* combination with a main power circuit, of a circuit

I reaker normally closing said main circuit, a normally
open secondary circuit connected with said circuit breaker

an<l said main circuit, ami automatic means for closing
said secomlary circuit whereby to actuate said circuit

breaker for the opening of said main circuit, said au-

tomatic means comprising a metal film roller forming
one terminal of aald secondary circuit, and a movable con-
tact member forming the other terminal of said secondary
circuit and normally held out of contact with said metal
film roller by the film In Its passage over the roller.

3. In combination with an electrically operated motion
picture machine having a fllm operated thereby and
means for projecting a light upon the fllm. a mechanism of
the nature set forth incorporated in the electric .ircuit
extending from the source of power to said machine and
comprising an electro magnet, a latch adapted to be oper-
ated by the magnet, a plunger held In the electric circuit
by said latch, a se<-ondary circuit for magnetizing the
magnet, terminal contacts for the secondary clr-uit
Uxated at both sides of the light path of the machine, the
same being In contact with the fllm and pressing the
fllm against the metal rollers over which the fllm operates,
and means whereby when the fllm is broken or damaged
one of aald terminals will contact with one of aald metal
rollers to complete the secondary circuit and energlie the
magnet thereby causing the latch to release the plunger
and allowing the plunger to drop out of the main circuit
and thereby cut off the power which operates the ma-
chine, all substantially as shown and described.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,230.852. SHOCK ABSORBER. John W. Watson,
Wayne, Pa. Filed June 11. 1914. Serial Xo. 844 588
(CI. 21—loe.)

1. The combination of a shock absorber of two rela-
tlveJj routable members for atUchment to the parts
whoae motion is to be retarded ; a device for opposing
the rotation of said members ; and an independent ele-
ment operative to delay the action of said device until
one of the members has moved to within a predetermined
distance of the other.

2. The combination in a shock absorber of two rela-
tively movable members for attachment to the parts
whose motion Is to l»e retar<ie<i ; a' device for interposing
a frictlonal resistance to the movement of said members
either toward or from each other ; and an Independent
element operative to delay the action of said device when
the members move together until one of the parts is with-
in a predetermines! distance of the other.

3. The combination In a shock absort>er of two rela-
tively rotatable members for attachment to the parts
whose motion Is to be retarded ; a device for opposing
the relative rotation of one of said members In one direc-
tion : ami an Independent element operative to delay the
action of said device when said rotation occurs in the
oppi>slte direi'tlon until one of said members has moved
to within a pretletermined distance of the other.

4. The combination In a shock absorber of two rela-
tively movable members for attachment to the parts
whose motion is to t>e retarded ; means for opposing
movement of said memiters in either direction : two in-
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dep«*n«leut devices for cauHing operation of said means

when the members move toward or from each other re-

spectively ; and an independent element operative to de-

lay the action of one of said devices until one of the

meml>ers has moved freely to within a predetermineti dis-

tance of the other.

6. The combination In a shock absorber of two rela-

tively movable members for attachment to the parts

whose motion Is to t>e retarded ; means for opposing a

frictlonal resistance to the movement of aald members

in either direction ; two Independent devices for respec-

tively causing operation of said means; and independent

elements for delaying the action of said devices until one

of the parts has moved to within a predetermineti distance

of the other.

(Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Gaiette.]

thereon and said lever In a substantially horisontal posi-

tion when separated from aald main bracket, and manu-

ally operated mechanism for returning said parts to op-

erative position Including wire engaging means for guiding

the wire Into proper position In said lever and guide

rolls.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the <;a»ette.l

l;2M4W3. CHBCK K<iW DEVICE FOR CORN PLANT-

EBg. William M. Webb. Springfield, Ohio. Filed

Oct. 11. 1915. SerUI No. 55.249. (CI. 111—47.)

1.230,364. RENEWABLE THROAT-PI>ATE FOR SEW-
ING-MACHINES. ALBBBT H. WBI8. Nyack. N. Y.. as-

signor to Lucius N. Llttauer, Gloversvllle, N. T. Filed

July 21. 1916. Serial No. 41.024. (CT. 112—29.)

1. In a corn planter, wire guiding and discharging de-

vices including a pivoted operating lever, means for sup-

porting the same In a substantially horiiontal position

when said devices are In discharging position, manually

operated mechanism for returning said devices to opera-

tive position together with means for engaging and re-

turning the wire to proper position In said devices.

2. In a corn planter, a laterally movable operating

lever, laterally movable guide rolls, a support for said

lever associated with said rolls, wire engaging means to

place the check row wire on said rolls, and manually

operated devices for swinging said rolls and lever to op-

erative position and for holding the wire within the forks

of the lever.

3. In a corn planter, separable guides for a wire and a

pivoted operating lever associated therewith, means for

supporting said lever in a substantially horizontal posi-

tion in the separated position of said guides, and manu-
ally operated mechanism for returning said guides and
lever to operative position, said mechanism including wire

engaging means arranged to place the wire In proper posi-

tion in said guides and lever upon the return of the same

to operative position.

4. In a corn planter, a pivoted laterally swinging op-

erating lever, a pair of guides on each side of said lever,

one guide of each pair being pivotally supported so as to

tie capable of separating from its corresponding guide for

the purpose of discharging the wire, a support connected

with said H«parable guides for supporting said lever In

the s:parated position of said guides, means for holding

said guides and lever in a substantially horixontal position

In the separated condition of the same, and mechanism

under the control of the operator for returning the parts

to operative position, said mechanism Including means

for engaging the wire and placing the same In proper

position in said guides and lever.

5. In a corn idanter. a stationary bracket, a laterally

movable bracket pivoted to said stationary bracket, two

pairs of guide rollers on the respective brackets, a pivoted

operating lever between said pairs of guide rolls, a sup-

port for said lever conne<ted with said movable bracket,

a stop for said movable bracket to hold the guide rolls

1. A throat plate comprising a Iwttom plate and a re-

newable one-piece top plate of less sire than said bottom

plate and resting throughout Its area on the top of said

bottom plate, said bottom and top plates having one or

more registering needle openings and each of said plates

having integral bars forming, when juxtaposed, registering

feed slots.

10. A throat plate having a needle opening provided

with a groove extending therefrom and only partially

through the plate and forming adjacent to Its underside

a looper thread strand retainer.

24. A throat plate having a needle opening and a

groove extending partway only through the plate and

communicating with said needle opening and forming a

looper thread strand retainer.

[Claims 2 to 9, 11 to 23,^ and 25 not printed in th«

(iasette.l

1,230.366. LOOPER MECHANISM FOR SEWING MA-
CHINES. John P. Wbis and Albert II. Wbis. Nyack,

N. Y.. assignors to Lucius N. Llttauer. Oloversvllle.

N. Y. Filed Aug. 28. 1915. Sertal No. 47.743. (CI.

112—6.)

1. The combination of feeding mechanism, a needle, a

throat plate having a groove and thread retaining means

carried by a wall of said groove for retaining the looper

thread so as to permit the needle to pass between the

looper thread and the body of the looper. a looper con

structed and positioned to cooperate with said retaining

1 means, means for moving said looper into the needle loop
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in a line snbstantlally parallel with the line of feed and
for withdrawing the looper from the needle loop, and
ui«*an« for giving the said looper a lateral morement.

12. In a BewlDg machine th«> romblnatlon of a throat
plate having a needle slot, a needle, a looper. means for
oiH-rating said needle and looper. and looper thread retain-
ing means forming a continuation of the needle slot for
engaging the looper thread and positioning the same for
the entrance of the needle between said thread and bot-
tom of the looper, said looper constructed and positioned
to coiiperate with said looper thread retaining means.

25. In a gewing niachlm- having a throat plate provided
with a needle opening, the combination of a needle, a
looper thread retaining means locatetl in the throat plate
to one side of the newlle slot and comprising a slot open-
ing Into the needle slot, a looper constructed and posi-
tioned to cooperate with said thread retaining means,
and means for operating the needle and looper.

(Claims 2 to 11, 1.3 to 24. and 26 to 29 not printed in
the Gazette.]

1.230.866. LIQUID-DELIVERING DEVICE. ABKam W.
WH1ATON-. Newark, N. J. Filed Jan. 19. 11>17. SerUl
No. 143,290. (CI. 137—4.)

1. The combination with a movable delivery pipe of
a faucet-valve connected with the free end of said pipe,
and means connected with the outlet end of said faucet
alve for engaging the marginal edges of a filling opening
with which said faucet valve may be registered, to sup
port sai.l faucet valve in operative relation to said filling
opening, comprising horizontally radiating supporting
arms extending outwardly from the outlet end of said
faucet-vaJve, the under side of said supporting arms being
Inclined upwardly and outwardly from the point of Junc-
ture with said faucet-valve, and adapted to centralize
the latter in said filling opening and accommodate the
same to filling openings of various sizes.

2. The combination with a movable delivery pipe of
a faucet-valve connected with the free end of said pipe,
an exteriorly threadeil extension connected with the out-
let end of said faucet valve, a supporting frame capable
of conducting electricity comprising an Interiorly threaded
annular main body adapted to screw on said threaded ex-
tension, and horizontally radiating supporting arms ex-
tending outwardly from said main body, the under side of
said supporting arms being inclined upwardly and out-
wardly from the point of Juncture thereof with the main
body.

1.230.357. DEVICE FOR CONTROLLING ENERGY DE-
LIVERED TO WELDING-ELECTRODES. Harbt R.
WooDBow. New York, N. Y., assignor to Thomas E.
Murray. New York, N. Y. Filed Nor. 17. 1916. SerUI
No. 61.864. (CI. 219

—

4.)

1. In combination with welding electrodes and a source
of energy communicating therewith, means automatically
operating to disconnect said source when a predetermined
amount of energy has passed to said electrodes.

2. In comhlnatton with weldlnic flectro<le» and a source
of energy communicating therewith, means automatically
operating to disconnei^t said source when a predetermined

amount of energy has passed to said electrodes, and to
measure said amount.

8. In combination with welding electrodes a oorce of
welding current, and a watt meter relay in circuit with
said source and controlling said circuit.

4. In combination with welding electrodes, a source of
welding current, a watt-meter relay In circuit with said
source, and means controlled by said relay for opening
mM circuit when a predetermined amount of energy has
passed to said electrodes.

5. In combination with welding electrodes, a soorre of
welding current, a watt-meter relay in circuit with said
source, a switch In said circuit, and a switch controlled
by said relay and operating to open said first-named switch
when a predetermined amount of energy has passed to
said electrodes.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.358. PROCES.S OF TREATING LE.^THER FOR
GLOVES. .\LBKUT Aaro.n and Gbuboi M. Josxs, (;1ov-
ersvllle, N. T.. assignors to Edwin L. Meyers. Wallai-e
E. Meyers, and David F. Meyers, a Copartners constitut-
ing Louis Meyers & Son, New York. N. Y. Flle<l Aug. 30,
1916. SerUl No. 117.632. (CI. 149—7.)
1. The improvement in the art of treating tnnne<l

leather for gloves which comprises, first, tannine the
leather, then removing the grain from the outer Kide of the
leather and the faci> from the inner side of the sklu in
the absence of moisture and In then applying a suitable
coloring solution to the leather.

2. The Improvement in the art of treating tanned
leather for gloves which comprises, first, tanning the
leather, then applying a rotating dry abrasive wheel to the
two faces of the leather whereby the grain Is removed
and the flesh side Is smoothed and in then immersing the
leather In a suitable coloring solution.

1,230.359. AUTOMOBILEDOOR. Chabl«8 C. Adel-
spiROCR, Union City. Ind.. assignor to Union City Body
Company. Union City. Ind.. a Corporation of Indiana
Filed Feb. 6. 1914. SerUl No. 819.896. (CI. 21—125.)

1. A door comprising a main wooden frame, plates at-
tache«l to one face of said main frame ami provldwl with
edges projecting beyond the main frame, and a face plate
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overlying said plates and their fastening means and at-

tache<l to the said projecting edges by a returned overlap

of the edge of the face plate embracing the pn.Jectlons of

the first mentioned plates.

2. .\ door comprising a main wooden frame, plates at-

tached to one face of said main frame and provided with

e<lge« projecting beyond the main frame, and a face plate

overlying said plates and their fastening mvans and at-

tached to the said projecting edges.

C. In a vehicle door, a frame, a metallic strip secured

to the sld^ of said frame by fastening device* and pro-

jecting in substantially straight lines beyond the edge of

the same,' a metal panel also arranged at the side of said

frame to completely cover the same with a portion thereof

overlapping said strip and covering said fastening de-

vices, and means for securing said strip and panel to-

gether.

7. In a vehicle door, a door frame, metallic strips se-

cured to one side of said frame by fastening devices and

projecting In substantially straight lines beyond a plu-

rality of the edges thereof, a metal panel arranged at the

side of said frame so as to cover the same and also having

a plurality of its edges overlapping said strips and cover

ing said fastening devices, and means for securing said

panel and strips together.

8. Means for securing sheathing to a frame eml>odylng,

io combination, a flat metal strip, means for securing

said strip upon one face of the frame with one edge

of the strip protruding beyond the e<lge of the frame, and

a sheet of metal sheathing laid upon the same face of

said frame to which the strip Is attached, said sheathing

being of greater area than the area of the frame, so that

a portion of the sheathing extends beyond the edge of

the frame and the free e<ige of the strip, the extended por-

tion of said sheathing being bent over to embrace the pro-

jecting portion of the strip for the purpose of securing the

•heathlng to the frame, whereby both the sheathing and

the devices for securing it into position are wholly at one

and the same side of the frame, with the securing devices

entirely concealed.

(Claims 3 to 5 not printed In thif Oasette.]

T

1.2.'JO,3eO. CASTING-MACHINE. Hbnby Amndeb, Mil-

waukee. Wis., assignor to Allls-Chalmers Manufactur-

ing Company. Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Dela-

ware. FUed Feb. 28, 1916. Serial No. 81.642. (Cl.

22—94.)

1. In combination, a mold having a casting discharge

opening, means for feeding molten material into said

mold, and means for delivering a blow against said mold,

aid blow-delivering means being located remote from said

discharge opening.

3. In combination, a mold having a discharge opening,

means for feeding molten material into said mold, and

means for delivering a blow against said mold on the side

thereof opposite said discharge opening.

4. In combination, a mold, means for feeding molten

material into said mold, mechanism for tilting said mold,

and means for delivering a blow against said mold sub-

stantially above the mid portion thereof when in tilted

position, whereby an upper portion of said material to

freed to swing by gravity away from said mold when the

same Is further tilted.

6. In combination, a mold, means for feeding molten

material Into said mold, a sprocket for changing the an-

gular position of said mold, bearings for said sprocket, and

means for delivering a blow against said mold In a direc-

tion away from said sprocket bearings.

[Claims 2, 5, and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.280,361. AUTOMOBILE. John H. Allbn, New York,

N. Y.. assignor to Armored Motor Car Corporation,

New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Sept. 23, 1914. Serial No. 86.3,155. (O. 89—40.)

The combination with a wheeled vehicle, of a gun tur-

ret mounted thereon and an engine, means for driving

said vehicle from -said engine, a gear fixed with respect to

said turret below the same adjacent the flo<ir of the vehi-

cle, a worm In mesh with said gear and means for re-

leasably connecting said worm with the engine for drlT-

Ing the same.

1.230.362. MACHINE FOR PRODUCING ORNAMENTED
BRICK. Nbal Allak. Pittsburg. Kans. Filed Jan.

23. 1917. Serial No. 148,993. (Cl. 26—1.)

1. In a machine for producing eccentric Irregular fig-

ures upon the smooth face of a column of plastic clay as

it moves forward from the dies of a brick making ma-

chine, a round rod of proper dimensions, mounted in

bearings supported by a suitable frame attached to col-

umn table, means for rotating said rod reversely to the

direction of the continuously moving column of plastic

clay, said rod arranged to contact with and across a face

of said clay column, means for regulating the pressure of

said rod against said face, means for smoothing said dis-

turbed face to orlgnal outline, as specified and described.

2. In a machine for ornamenting a face of a contin-

uously moving column of plastic clay as described, by

matting and breaking up said fac-e. a rotating rod, ar-

ranged to contact with and across the smooth fsi-e of the

aald continuously forward moving column, said rod beinc

rotated reversely to the direction of the said moving col-

umn, means for regulating the pressure of said rod against

said moving column, means for smoothing the lacerated

and roughened surface, means for Imparting a textile or

cordage like effect to the raised portions of the relief-like

sections of the ornnwnted face, as speclfl«'d and set forth.
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1.230,363. 8NOWOUABD. William J. Bairb. Pater-
son. N. J. Filed Feb. 15. 1916. SerUl No. 78.481.
(CI. 10*—27.)

]

A snow guard comprising the combination of a base, a
bracket flxe^l to and extending upwardly from the base
and having a hole in Its lower portion and an arcuate
Blot concentric to said hole and a series of holea outside
of said slot arranged in arcuate disposition concentric to
aid lower hole, a standard having a lower hole arranged
to register with said lower hole of said bracket and to
receive a rod disposed therein and having other rod-re-
ceiving holes one of which registers with said arcuate
lot. there being in said standard a bolt hole arranged to
register with any of sal<] anuately^lsposed holes of aald
bracket, and a bolt disposed In said bolt-bole and in one
of said last-mentioned holes.

1^30.364. PRtH-ESS OF PREPARING OR TREATING
COCOANUT AND PRODUCT OBTAINED THEREBY.
Fra.nklin Bakir. Jr.. Philadelphia. Pa. Piled May 11
1916. Serial No. 96.920. (CI. 9»— S.t
1. The pro<'es8 of preserving cocoanut In a natural

moist condition, which consists in separating The milk
from the kernel, cutting, grating, or ihreddlng the kernel,
parking the sam^ In recepUcles. hermetically sealing the
receptaclps with a portion of the milk. an<l th^n subject
Inif the hermetically sealed recepUcles to a high tempera
ture sufficient to kill the bacteria present In the cocoanut

2. The proces.s of pre»«'rvln«f cocoanut In a natural
mol.st condition with the original milk, which constats in
separating the milk from the kernel, cutting, grating, or
shredding the kernel, packing the same In receptacles,
heating the milk. Introducing a portion of the heated
milk into thp recpptades with the prepared kernel, her-
metically sealing the recepUcles. and then subjecting the
hermetically seai^-d receptacles to a high temperature suffi-
cient to kill the bacteria present In the cocoannt.

3. The process of preserving cocoanut In a natural
moist condition with the original milk, which consists In
separating the mllk from the kern»»l. cutting, grating or
shreddlna: tb^ k«»rnel. packing th«» same in receptacles,
heating th" milk. Introducing a portion of the heated
milk Into th*- receptaclf.« with the prepared kernel, her-
metically sealing the receptacles In which the cocoannt
kernel and milk Is placefl. and then subjecting thp her-
m^'tlcally »«>al.Kl receptacles to a temperature approxi-
mating 220° F.. for approximately one-half hour.

4. The pro<>e8« of preserving cocoanut in a natural
moist condition with the original milk, which consists In
separating the milk from the kernel, cutting, grating or
hreddlng the kernel, packing the shredded cocoanut in
receptacles, heating the milk of the cocoanut to a tem-
perature of approximately 212*' F.. Introducing a portion
of the heated mllk Into the shredded mass of the kernel,
hermetically sealing the receptacles In which the shredded
cocoanut and mllk are placed, and then subjecting the
hermetically seale<l receptacles to a high temperature suffi-
cient to kill the bacteria present In the cocoanut and the
mllk thereof.

5. The process of preserving cocoanut In a natural
moist condition with the original mllk. which consists In

separating the mllk from the kernel, cutting, grating or
Hhreil.llng the kernel, parking the shredded cocoanut In
cans, heating the mllk of the cocoanut to a temperature
approximating 212* F.. intro<liiclng a portion of the heated
coi-oanut mllk Into the shre,l,|»^| niai.« of the kernel, her-
metically sealing the cans In which the nhretlded cocoanut
and mllk are placed, then subjecting the hermetically
sealed cans to a high tempereture approximating 22o' F.
for a period of time approximating one half hour, and
finally cooling the contents of the niled c-ans.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.230.365 PROCE8.«< < »F PREPARING OR TREATING
COCOANUT. Franklin Bakm. Jr.. PhlladelphU.
P». Filed June 17. 1916. Serial No I04 210 la
99—8.)
1. The process of preserving cocoanut In a nstural moist

condition, which consists In cutting, grating, or shredding
the kernel, packing the same In suitable receptaclen. «ub-
J«Htlng the open receptacles to steam under pressure and
at a temperature approximating 220' F.. to destroy bac-
teria present In the cocoanut. hermetically s«>aling saM re-
ceptacles, and then subjecting said sealed receptacles for a
short period of time to a sterlllilng temperature not ei-
ceedlng 250° F.

2. The process of preserving cocoanut In a natural moist
condition, which consists In cutting, grating or sbreddllf
the kernel, packing the same In suitable receptacles, stib-
Jectlng the open re<'eptacle8 to steam under pressure at a
temperature not exceeding 250' F. to destroy hacterU
present In the cocoanut. hermetically sealing uld recep
tacles and nialntaininc them under sterilizing conditions,
and then subjecting sal<t sealetl receptacles for a short
period of time to a temperature not exceeillng 25<i F.

1.2S0.S66 PROCESS OF PREPARING OR TREATING
COCOANUT AND PRODUCT OBTAINED THEREBY
Fra.vklix Bakbe, Jr.. PhlladelphU. Pa. Filed June 17
1916 .«ierlal No. 104.211. (CI. 99—8.)
1. The process of preserving cocoanut In a natural moist

condition, which consists In separatinfc the mllk from the
cocoanut kernel, cutting, grating, or shretldlng the kernel,
packing the same In receptacles, providing a solution of
sugar and water, heating the same. lntro<iuclng a portion
of the heated sugar solution Into the receptacles with the
prepared cocoanut kernel, hermetically sealing said recep
tacles. and then subjecting the hermetically sealed recepta-
cles to a high temperature sufficient to kill the bacteria
present In the cocoanut.

2. The process of preserving cocoanut in a natural
moist condition, which consists In separating the mllk
from the kernel, cutting, grating, or shredding the kernel,
packing the same In receptacles, provldlnx a solution of
^ugar and water, heating the same. Introducing a portion
of the heated sugar solution Into the receptacles with the
prepared kernel. hermefl<-ally sealing said receptacles, and
then subjecting the hermetically s«ale<l receptacles to a
temperature approximating 220° F.. for approximately
one-half hour.

3. The process of preserving cocoanut in a natural
moist condition, which consists In separating the mllk
from the kernel, shredding the kernel, packing the
shre<lded cocoanut In re<-eptacles. providing a solution of
sugar and water, heating such solution to a temperature
approximating 212* P.. lntro<)uclnK a portion of the sugar
solution Into the shredded mass of the kernel, hermetically
scAlinr the receptacles In which the shredded cocoanut
and sugar solution are placed, and then subjecting the
hermetically sealed receptacles to a high temperature suf-
ficient to kill the bacteria present In the cocoanut and the
sugar solution.

4. The process of preserving locoanut in a natural
moist condition, which con.slsts In separating the milk
from the kernel, shredding the kernel packing the
shredded cocoanut In cans, providing a solution of sugar
and water, heating such solution to a temperature ap
proximating 212° F.. Introducing a portion of the sugar
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solution Into the shredded mass of the kernel, hermetically

sealing the cans In which the shredded cocoanut and sugar

solution are placed, then subjecting the hermetically

sealed cans to a high temperature approximating 220° F.,

for a period of time approximating one-half hour, and

finally cooling the contents of the filled cans.

5. The process of preserving cocoanut In a natural

moist condition, which consists In separating the mllk from

the kernel, shredding the kernel, packing the shredded

cocoanut in cans or other receptacles, providing a solution

of sugar and water, heating such solution to a tempera-

ture approximating 212° F., Introducing a portion of the

heated sugar solution Into the shredded mass of the kernel,

hermetically sealing the receptacles In which the shredded

t-ocoauut and sugar solution are placed, then subjecting

the hermetically sealed cans to a high temperature ap

proximating 220° F. for a period of time approximating

one-half hour. Increasing the temperature to approxi-

mately 250° F. for a short period of time, and finally cool-

ing the contents of the filled cans.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,367. TOOL FOR USE IN TUBULATING HOLLOW
GLASS ARTICLES. Ralph Barber, Jr.. Mlllvllle.

N. J., assignor to Victor Durand, Jr.. Vlneland, N. J.,

trailing as Vlneland Flint (Jlass Works. Filed Jan. 13.

1917. Serial No. 142.197. (CI. 49—72.)

A tool for use In making tubulatures on hollow glass

articles comprising in combination bow spring tongs, a

mold having an opening through It at right angles to the

plane of the tonics and consisting of two mold sections

respectively attached to the shanks of the tongs and pro-

vided with ears, and guide pins cooperating with the ears,

aubstantlally ss described.

1.230,868. PROCESS OF TUBULATING GLASS BOT
TLBS. RETORTS. AND THE LIKE. Ralph Babbh,
Jr.. Mlllvllle. N. J., assignor to Victor Durand. Jr..

Vlneland. N. J., trading as Vlneland Flint <;iass Works.

Filed Jan. 18. 1917. Serial No. 142.198. (CI. 49—84.)

1. In the process of tubulating hollow glass articles by

dropping molten glass on the wall of the article while hot

from its Initial heat to locate the tubulature and soften

the underlying glass and by blowing both the applied and

softened glass Into a hollow projection by the application

of air pressure from within the article, the Improvement

which conslsta In applying a mold to the hollow projection

while It retains its Initial heat, and converting the pro-

jection Into a tubulature by sliaplng It in the mold by a

continuation of the application of air pressure from within

the article.
^ 2. In the process of tuliulatlng hollow glass articles by

dropping molten glass on the wall of the article while hot

from Its Initial heat to locate the tubulature and soften

the underlying glass and by blowing both the applle«l and

softened glass Into a hollow projection by the application

of air pressure from within the article, the Improvement

which consists In preparing the projection by elongating

It. applying a mold to the prepared hollow projection while

It retains Its Initial heat, and converting the projection

Into a tubulature by shaping it In the mold by a continua-

tion of the application of air pressure from within tke

article.

1,280.369, DISPLAY APPARATUS AND VEHICLE
THEREFOR. Harbt I, Bayers. Boston. Mass.. as-

signor to Animated Advertising Co., Boston, Mass.. a

Corporation of Massachusetts Filed June 12. 1914.

Serial No. 844.674. (CI. 88—24.)

Display apparatus having mechanism to project three

lews of the same object from a single source of light,

and means to dlspla.v said views on a plurality of trans-

parent screens simultaneously, one view being alined with

the original projection and the other views t>elng projected

on screens at angles to the line of original projection, the

projection on one of said screens being thrown by a plu-

rality of reflecting surfaces to rectify the image displa.ved.

1,280.370, TIE BAR FOR RAILS. John A. Be.ndbe,

Lykens. Pa. Filed Dec. 7, 1916. Serial No, 135.607.

(CI. 238—5.)

1. As a new article of manufacture, a tie bar for rails

comprising a pair of overlapping sections, one of said

sections having recesses formed In its side e<lges, verti-

cally disposed lugs carried by the side edges of the other

section for detachably engaging the recesses, and means

for positively holding the sections against accidental dis-

engagement.
2. In combination with a pair of rail chairs, a tie bar

consisting of a pair of upper and lower sections, one of

said sections having recesses formed In Its sides, and lugs

carried by the other section for detachably engaging the

recesses, means passable through the sections for securing

the bar to the tie, said sections having their outer ends

detachably engaged with the chairs.

3. In combination with a pair of rail chairs, a tie bar

consisting of a pair of sections, said sections being ar-

ranged in overlapping relation, means carried by the side

edg«» of the sections for Interlocking engagement, said

sections having their outer ends detachably engaged with

the chairs, and means passable through the sections for

securing the same to a tie.

4. The combination with a pair of rail chairs, of a tie

bar connecting the chairs, said chairs consisting of sec-

tions including beads, one of said heads having grooves

i
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fonned thpreln, a U-bolt engagwl In the grooves an<l hav-
ing Its leuK pH!«f««Hl through the web of the rail aod the
head of the other section, and claniping nuts engaged on
the legs.

1,230,371. AUTOMATIC LUBRICATOR. Simon P«t«r
BILYE0, Sacramento, Cal. Filed Sept. 18. 1914. Serial
No. 862.397. (CI. 184—68.)

1. A lubricator comprising a mercury cylinder, a closed
extension on said cylinder, a pUton within the cylinder,
an oil cylinder having an open exteniilon. a valve for
Closing said extension, a bar connecting the piston and
Talve. and a spring secured to the bar and oil cylinder.

2. A lubricator comprlsln»r a mercury cylinder having a
closed extension, a plxton within the cylinder, a rod con-
nected to the piston and extenrling beyond the top thereof,
an oil cylinder having an open extension, a valve for
closing sal<l extension, a ro<l secured to said valve and
extending beyond the top ot the cylinder, a bar adjustably
securetl to the valve rod and piston rod, and a spring
fecured to the bar and oil cylinder.

1,230,372. ELECTRIC SWITCH. ArocsTTS Jmsb
Bowie, Jr., San Francisco, Cal. Filed Deo. 9. 1909.
Serial No. 632.236. (CI. 175—282.)

1. The conibination with a switch comprising contacta,
of diverging horns adjacent to said conUcU, respectively,
and of a movable member mounted on a pivot Insulated
from ground, said member comprl.slng main and auxiliary
contactors adapted to engage the said contacts, the
auxiliary conUctor sliding upwardly on the horn with
which the arc is formetl In opening the switch.

2. The combination with a switch comprising Insulatlaff
bases, of contacts mounted on said bases, of diverging
horns fixed in position and adjacent to said contacta, and
of a movable member comprising main and auxiliary con-
tactors, salii member being pivoted on one wf said Insulat-
ing bases an.l being a<lnpted to engage the said contacta,
the auxiliary contactor sliding upwardly on the horn with
which the arc Is formed In opening the switch.

8. The combination with a switch comprising main and
auxiliary contacts, of diverging horns adjac»>nt to said
main contacts, .ind of a movable memb»*r comprising malo
auxiliary contactors, said member being adapted to en-
gage the said contacts, one end of said member moving In
an upward and lateral direction between said horns on

opening the switch, the auxiliary contactor sliding up-
wardly on the horn with which the arc is formed in open-
ing the switch.

4. The combination with a switch comprising main con-
tacts of a movable membtr adapte*! to engage therewith,
and or a pair of diverging horns adapted to distend and
break the arc, and of a rock shaft for op<-ratlng said mov-
able member, and of a link for transmitting motion from
said rock shaft to said movable member, and of insulating
means mounted on said rock shaft and locateil between
aaid rock shaft and said link.

5. The combination with a switch comprising contacts,
of a movable member adapted to engage said conUcts. and
of a pair of diverging horns ailapted to distend and break
the arc. and of a rock shaft for op<>ratlng said movable
member throutfh a link, and of Insulating means mounted
on said rock shaft an<l adapted to operate said link, and
of an auxiliary shaft adapted to operate said rock shaft
through a crank mounted on said auxiliary shaft and a
link connected therewith.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<l in the Oaiette.)

1,230.373. METHOD OF AND MEA.NS FOR PREVENT-
ING THE DISINTEGRATION OF CONCRETE STRUC-
TURES. Habou> V. Brown, Montdalr, N. J. Filed
June 8, 1912. Serial No. 702,629, (CI. 72—77.)

1. The method of preventing the dlsiuteKratlon of rein-
forced c<jncrete structures by electrolysis, consisting in
Jetting premlxed waterproof concrete, together with tb«
Impelling fluid under high preasure. to wit : from thirty
to sixty pounds pressure to the square Inch, on the rein-
forcing element or elements of the concrete structure to
form a dense waterproof coating thereon and subse-
quently embedding the said elements In mass concrete.

2. Means for preventing the disintegration of concrete
structures and masses. Including a metallic element, con-
sisting of a layer of Jetted concrete of such density as to
render It waterproof, surrounding the metallic element
and Itself embedded In the concrete structure or masa.

1.2S0.S74. MACHINE FOR USE IN GATHERING COT-
TON. Thomas E. Bboww, New York. N. Y., and Caat
T. We«tli>, Arlington, N. J., asalgnors to Cotton
Machinery Company, New York, N. T.. a Corporation
of New York. Filed Mar. 12. 1914. SerUl No. 824.330.
(a. 214—1.)

1. In a machine for use In gathering cotton, a s«p-
portJng frame, a recepucle liavlng a tubular chute 4»-

•

I

pending from its forward end. a support mounted on
wheels and in which said chute Is vertically Journaled for

awivel movement about a vertical axis, the receptacle

being Inclined rearwardly and downwardly from said

support, means for supporting the other end of the recep-

tacle on the ground, and a carrier operating in aaid

receptacle.

2. In a machine for use In gathering cotton, a support
mounted on wheels, a bearing ring plvotally mounted
therein upon a horizontal axis, a receptacle having a

tubular chute vertically Journaled In said bearing ring

for horizontal swlrellng movement about a vertical axis,

aaid receptacle being Inclined rearwardly and downwardly
from said support and resting at Ita lower end upon the

ground, a carrier operating in said receptacle and means
for operating said carrier.

3. In a machine for use in gathering cotton, a sup-

porting frame mounted upon wheels, a receptacle having
A tubular delivery chut*- depending from the forward
end thereof a horizontally pivoted bearing In which
aaid chute Is swivelly Journaled vertically to allow verti-

cal and horizontal movemtat, said receptacle extending
downwardly and rearwardly from said frame, means to

support the lower rear end of said receptacle ou the '

ground, and a carrier operating in said receptacle.

1,230,.^78. PIPE JOINT. Hdwahi. E. Borns, Chicago,
111., assignor to C. F. Massey <'ompany, Chicago, 111., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed Dec. 11, 1916. Serial

No. 186,231. (CI. 137—29.)

1. In a spigot and faucet pipe Joint the provision of

an annular wedge shape*! recess formed l>etween the pipe

sections and having Its apex directed outwardly away
from the Interior o( the pipe and Its opposite side com-
munii-ating with the interior of the pipe, a grout fllllng In

said recess, and a mastic filler between the pipe sections

and disposed around the apex of the recess whereby ex-

panalon of the grout filling produces compression of the

mastic filler to provide a tight Joint between the pipe

•ectlons.

2. In a pipe Joint the provision of an annular wedge
shaped grout filling having its apex directed away from
the interior of the pipe and its opposite side subjected to

pressure within the pipe and a mastic filler between the

pipe sections and disposed around the npex of the wedge
shaped filling whereby expansion of the grout filling pro

duces compression of the mastic filler to provide a tight

Joint between the pipe sections.

:{. In a spigot and faucet Joint the provlidon of an
annular wedge shaped recess formed between the pipe

sections and having Its apex directed outwardly away
from the interior of the pipe and its opposite side com-

288 O. G.—49

municating with the Interior of the pipe, a bituminous
coating on the walls of the recess, a grout filling In the
recess, and a mastic filler between the pipe sections and
disposed around the apex of the recess whereby It la

caused to expand and provide a tight Joint between the
pipe sections when compressed by the wedge shaped grout
filling.

4. In a spigot and faucet Joint the provision of an
annular wedge shaped recess formed between the pipe
sections and having Its apex directed outwardly away
from the Interior of the pipe and its opposite side com-
municating with the Interior of the pipe, a bituminous
coating on the walls of the recess, a grout filling in the

recess, a mastic filler between the pipe «ectlons and dis-

posed around the apex of the recess whereby it is caused
to expand and provide a tight Joint between the pipe
sections when compressed by the wedge shaped grout
filling, and a locking key between the pipe sections to

prevent relative longitudinal movement of the pipes.

5. A spigot and faucet pipe Joint containing a mastic
filler between the ends of the pipe sections and an ex-

pansible wedge shaped grout ring arranged when sub-

jected to pressure within the pipe to force the mastic
filler tightly into engagt>ment with the ends of the pipe
sections and the flange of the female pipe section.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.376. METAL JOINT. John Bchns, Kenosha, Wia.,

assignor to the Simmons Manufacturing Company.
Kenosha, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin. Fiied
June 14, 1913. Serial No. 773,613. (Cl. 5—55.

»

4=.'=^

1. The combination with a hollow post having an
aperture in Its side, of a mold cup In the post fitting over

said aperture, a spring having its ends projecting through
the openings in the rear of the mold cup and having its

intermediate portion abutting against the opposite wafl

of the post, and a filling cast through said aperture Into

the cavity formed by the cup.

2. The combination of a hollow post with a perforation

in Its side, a mold plate fitting within said post and
baring an inwardly depressed portion forming a cavity

registering with said perforation, said depressed portion

having a pair of apertures spaced apart In a direction

parallel with the axis of the post, a resilient wire mem-
ber having Its ends entering said apertures and with Its

Intermediate portion engaging the wall of said post

opposite said perforation for resillontly maintaining said

plate in position, and a metal filling cast through said per-

foration in the cavity formed by said plate.

3. The combination of a hollow post with a perforation

in Its side, a mold plate fitting within said post and hav-
ing an inwardly depressed portion forming a cavity regis-

tering with said perforation, said depressed portion hav-

ing a pair of apertures spaced apart in a direction parallel

with the axis of the post, a C-shaped resilient wire menil»er

having Its ends reversely bent to enter said aperture and
with Its Intermediate portion engaging the wall of said

post opposite said |>erforatlon for reslllently maintaining
said plate In positioD. and a metal filling cast through said
perforation In the cavity formed by said plate.
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1,230.377. RAILWAT-CROBSING. JoHS W Braxs and
William Bbach. Los Angeles, Cal. : said Burns as-
•igrnor of one-half of his right to Grorer C. Brothers,
Los Angelea, Cal. Filed
133.824. (Cl. 104—116.)

Nov. 25. 1910. Serial No.

1. In a railway crossing, the combination wf inaln rails,

plates connecting adjacent ends of the main rails, bars
plvotally mounted on said plates, crossing rail.s st'parated
from the main rails by gaps, and upright blocks morably
fitted In paid gaps and having their lower ends bearing
on the bars substantially as and to effect the purpose set
forth.

2. The combination with a railway crossing having
main rails and crossing rails and gaps between the mala
rails and the crossing rails, of plates connecting adjacent
ends of the main rails, bars plvotally mounted on said
plates and di8i>08ed obliquely to the ends of adjacent main
rails, and upright blocks movably fltte<l in said gaps and
having th»'lr lower ends pointed and bearing on the bars
substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

1.230.378. NEEDLE-THREADER. William D. Br«N8,
Bangor. Me. Filed Sept. 19. 191Q Serial No. 121.047.
(CI. 112—18.)

i. * _.

1. A needle threader comprising a ne<«dle threader sap-
port carrying a needle, a clamp embracing the said sup-
port and including straight side arms engaged with a flat

Hurfacp formed on the said support, the said arms having
openings formed therein, a fastening element received in

the openings for moving the said arms to tighten and
loosen the said clamp, lugs extending In spaced relation

from the said arms, suspending means carried by the arms
and disposed In parallel relation to the needle, and means
carrlf^l by the suspending means for receiving a thread
to guide the latter through the eye of the said needle.

[Claims 2 and 3 uot printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.379. GLUE -JOINTER ADJUSTMENT. Anoblo
Robert Clas, Sheboygan Falls, Wis., assignor to Falls
Machine Company, Sheboygan Falls. Wis., a Corjwra-
tlon of Wisconsin. Filed June 26. 1916. Serial No.
106.819. (Cl. 144—90.)

1. In a glue Jointer, a central feeding means, side bars

on opposite sides thereof, and a screw adjusting means
having threaded «>ngagement with both ends of both side
bars for moving them simultaneously toward or away from
the feeding means, said side bars forming with the feed-

ing means work clamping gnides of equal widths in the

various adjustments.

2. In a glue Jointer, a rentral endless feed chain, a
bar on either side thereof containing spring pressed rollers
for bolding work against the feed chain, and an adjust-
ing means having threade,! engagement with both ends
of both side bars for moving them simultaneously toward
or away from the feed chain to form equally variable
work feeding clamping guides l>etween them.

S. In a glue Jointer, a central feeding means, side bars
on opposite sides thereof having bearing means for en-

gaging work and holding it against the feeding means,
cross shafts having threade<l engagement with the ends
of the two side bars, a longitudinal shaft having helical

gear connections with the cross shafts, and means for

turning one of the shafts for producing simultaneous ad-
justment of the side bars toward or away from the feed-

ing means to form equally varying work clamping feed

guides between them.
7. In a glue Jointer, a central feeding means, side bars

on opp<islte sides of the feeding means forming work
damping and feeding guides therewith, a screw adjusting
means for threaded engagement with both ends of both
side bars for moving them simultaneously toward or
away from the feeding means for equally varying the
widths of the two work fee<llng guides, said screw ad-
justing means being also capable of Independent adjust-
ment for either end of either side bar.

9 In a glue Jointer, a central feeding means, side bars

on opposite sides of the feeding means forming work
damping and feeding guides between them, a pair of
cross shafts geared together, screw sleeves on the cross

shafts threaded In the ends of the side bars, means for

turning one of the shafts for producing simultaneous ad-

justment of the side tiars toward or away from the feeil-

Ing means to vary the widths of the work feeding and
clamping guides, and mean* for disconnecting the screw
sleeves from the cross shafts for Independent adjustment
of either end of either side bar.

[Claims 4 to 6 and 8 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,230.380. INCINERATOR. Fbbdebick H. Collinb.
San Francisco, and Mabtin L. Pbllctt, Berkeley, Cal.

Filed Mar. 15. 1916. SerUl No. 84.305. (Cl. 110—12.>

1. An incinerating apparatus, comprising a main chani-
t)er. a fireplace located In one side of said i-hamber. a car
at the other side of said chamber, a drying chamber lo-

cated above said main chamber at a point above the posi-

tion of the car when In said main chamt>er. gates at the
1 bottom of said drying chamber for controlling comniunUa-
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tlon between said drying chamber and said main chamber,
gates at the top of said drying chamt>er, the space between
said top and bottom gates being adapted to measure the

charge introduced into said main chaml>er upon the car

therein, and a supply hopper above the drying chamber.
2. In a garbage crematory of the character disclosed, a

chamber having a fuel coml)ustlon space interiorly located

at one aide, a track extending Into the chamber at one
side of said fuel combustion space and at a level l>elow

said combustion space, a car In said chaihber movable on
said track, a drying chamber located above the car, means
for controlling the charge in said drying chamber, and a

plurality of draft flues connecting with the side of the

chamlter opposite the combustion space.

3. In a garbage crematory of the character described, a

chamber (ontalnlng a fuel grate and a car parallel with
each other and upon opposite sides of the chamber, an ap-

proximately vertl'-al drying chute extending above the

car having doors at each end, means for charging the

chute, and means to open and close the doors to deliver

garl>age upon the car.

4. In a garbage furnace, a main chamber, a fuel com-
bustion space communlcatInK with said main chamber, a

drying chute leading to said main chamber and adapted
to receive heat from said combustion space, doors for con-

trolling communication between said drying chute and
said main chamber, doors for closing the outer end of

said drying chute, a car located in the furnace below
said drying chute to receive the charge of material from
said drying chute, said car being also located In such
position with relation to said combustion space that the

heated gases therefrom pass over the car and through the
material thereon to complete the drying of the material.

1,230,381. SOUND ABSORBING MATERIAL AND
METHOD OF MAKING SAME. JOHN Combbma. New
York, N. T., assignor, by mesne assignments, to John
Carra, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov. 10. 1915. Serial

No. 60,723. (Cl. 106—24.)

1. A aooBd-absorbent material for walls, floors and ceil-

ings consisting of particles of body material and a bind-
ing substance bonding said particles to each other only
at their points of contact so as to form a cellular mate-
rial.

8. In the methotl of producing a sound absorbing mate-
rial of the kind described the steps which consists in

taking particles of cork, moistening said particles and
then mixing said molsten(><l particles with a dry binder.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.382. LAMP ATTACHMENT FOR AUTOMOBILES.
Hb.vhv W. Cowan, Hudson Falls, N. Y. Filed Nov. 24,
1915. Serial No. 68,274. (Cl. 240—62.)

A lamp attachment for automobiles, comprising In com-
bination a pair of standards adapted to be mounted on
the frame of the automobile, lamps plvotally mountetl on
said standards on vertical pivots and having rearwanlly
extended lugs, a rod extending between said lamps, |lnk<

vertically plvote«l to the rod and horizontally pivoted ti

said lugs, and a hinged seitlonal rod secured to the first

mentioned rod, and secured to the stee'rlng mechanism of

the automobile, the last mentloneil rod being arranged to

actuate the first mentloBed rod as the automobile la

steered.

1,230.383. CULVERT. William J. Cox. Monmouth, 111.

Filed May 8, 1916. Serial No. 96,151. (Cl. 72—52.)

1. An arched culvert section formed of plastic material
and having at the ends of Its crown a dovetail and a dove-
tail socket, and a reinforcing ro<l embedded In said sec-

tion, said rod being Wnt between Its ends to form a loop

positioned in the dovetail, the ends of said rod being
twisted together and extending al<»ng the crown of the
arch ot the socket, said ends diverging at this pwlnt, ex-

tending along th« edge of said 8ock''t and projecting down-
wardly within the sides of the arch.

2. In combination, a pair of arched tile sections dis-

posed end to end and having an interlocking connection ',0

prevent one from shifting endwls«» from the other, and
Interengaging ribs and grooves extending radially across
the abutting ends of said sections to prevent relative turn-

ing thereof.

3. In combination, a pair of arche<i tile sections dis-

posed end to enil. an interlocking dove-tall connection be-

tween the abutting ends of said sections at the crown
thereof to prevent one section from moving endwise from
the other, and interengaging ribs and grooves extending
radially across the abutting ends of the two sections to
prevent relative turning thereof.

4. A reinforcement for an arched tile section having
a dove-tall at one end and a dove-tall notch at the other
end of Its crown, said reinforcement being formeil of a
single ro<l bent upon Itself at Its <vnter to form a loop
to extend into the dove-tail, the two halves of said rod
being twisted together throughout the inner portions of
their lengths to extend along the ridge of the arch from
one end thereof to the other, said halves being then bowed
outwardly to reinforce the edges of the dove-tall notch
and then bent downwardly for reception in the sides of
the arch.

1,280,884. ELECTRIC TOASTER. John F. Delahaxt,
New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 19. 1916. Serial No.
126.514. (a. 219—19.)
1. An electric toaster, comprising a base, vertical side

walls and an end wall, beating elements supported l)«-

tween said side walls and separated by a space for the
reception of the object to l)e toasted, and a door hinged
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at Its lower portion to said base and formed of two mem-
bers disposed at right angles and covering the gap between
said aide walls.

2. An electric toaster, comprising a base,
walla and an end wall, heating elements
tween said side walls and separated by a
reception of the object to be toasted, a door
lower portion to said base and forme<I of
disposed at right angles and covering the
said side walls, and a holder for the object
secured upon the inner side of said door.

vertical sMe
supported be-

apace for the

bUiff-a at Its

two members
gap between
to be toasted

1.230.385. CEILING PLATE. John R. Doi«h»llt, Ana-
tin, Tex. nied Jan. 11, 1»16. Serial No. 71.402. (CI.
126—817.)

1. The combination with a pipe which Is subject to lon-
gitudinal expansion or contraction or both, and a fixed
surface, of a plate surrounding the pipe, said plate hav-
ing an opening for the pasaage of the pipe and a receaa
on the edge of the opening, a clip secured to the pipe and
capable of longitudinal movement thereon, said clip hav-
ing an ear adapted to pass through the recess, and a
spring carried by the plate and adapteti to engage with
the ear.

'

2. The combination with a pipe which Is subject to lon-
gitudinal expansion or contraction or both, and a fixed
surface, of a plate surrounding the pipe, a clip frlctlon-
ally engaging with the pipe, a plurality of ears on the
clip, the said plate having a central opening surrounding
the pipe, and a plurality of recesses commuuicatini^ with
said opening, said recesses being in Une with the ears,
and a plurality of springs carried by the plate aod frle-
tionally engaging with the ears.

3. The combination with a pipe which is subject to lon-
gitudinal expansion or contraction, and a flxed surface :

of a plate surrounding the pipe, a uiip engaging the pipe,
ears on the clip, and a plurality of springs secured to
the plate, a loop in each spring. Bald loops frlctionaily
engaging the ears on the clip.

1.230.386. DRILLING-MACHINE. Htsux Dr««is, Ctn-
cinnatl. Ohio. Filed Nov. 8, 1915. Serial No. 60.296.
(CI. 77—28.)
1. In a metal drilling machine, the combination with

a column and a drill arm, of means comprising a rock-
shaft for adju.stlng said drill-arm to height on said col-

umn, and ni»'aDs for clamping said drill arm In adjusted
positions to said column, said first named means having
lock-<ronnectIon with said second-nameil means compris-
ing a collar on said roc It shaft, means for shifting said
collar with .-aid drill-arm lengthwise on said rook shaft,

and locking means coacting with said collar, said lock-

connection releasable by manipulation of said second-

named means.

2. In a metal drtllinK maohimv the comldnatlon with
a column and a drill-arm. of adJuHting mean<« adjusting
-said drill-arm to height on said column, damping means
clamping said drill arm In adjusted positions to said col-

umn, and locking means for locking said adjusting means
in inactive relation operatively disposed between said ad-
Justing means and said clamping means comprising a
locking collar having opf-ratlve <x)nnection with said ad-
Justing means and adjustalde to height with said drill-

arm, and a coacting locking and unlocking part therefor
controlled by said clamping means, and constructed and
arranged for placing sal<l lo< king means in locked rela-

tion by clamping movement of said rlampiog means tod
in unlocked relation by unclamping movenjent of mM
clamping means.

M ** *^

8. In a metal drilling machine, the cnmMnation with
a column an<1 a drill arm, of adjusting means adjusting
said drill arm to height on said <-olumu compriHlng a
train of gearing Including a movable memt>er movable
for active or inactive relation lo said train of gearing,

a rock sliaft for moving said movable member, clamping,

means for clamping said drill arm to said column in ad-

Justed positions, said clamping means comprising an arm,

a collar rotatable with said rock-ahaft. and slot antl pin

connection between said <'lamplDg arm and said collar

arranged for cua<-tlve relation during clampe<l relation

of said clanping means and for release during un< lamp-

ing relation of said clamping means.
4. In a metal drilling machine, the comtdnatlon of a

column, a drill arm comprising a split tn-ariiig about said

column, means for raising and lowering said l>earlng ax-

ially on said column, and clamping means for clamping
said bearing to said column in adjusted poxltions com-
prising a clanip-Ncrew and a nut therefor, ronstltuting

a pair of clamping members, bearings at the respevtlve

idea of the split In said t>earing for said clamp screw,

and a pluri part washer between one of said < lamping
memt>era and one of said damp-screw bearings i-omprls-

Ing a t)all-t>earlng oetwcen the parts of said washer, said

washer and said one of said clamp-screw bearings having
rounded contact faces between them providing coacting

abutting faces of extended area Irrespei-tlve of the paral-

lelism of the axial lines of said clamp screw b«^r1ngti.

5. In a metal drilling ma( hine, the combination of a
column, a base, a drill arm on said column swingahle so

as to project In different directions laterally over said

t>as«'. adjusting means comprising a rock-shaft [>arallel

with said column for adjusting said drill-arm to height

on said column, clamping means clamping said drill arm
in adjusted positions to said column, and locking means
locking said adjusting means and said clamping means
together during maintenance of clamped relation of said

clamping means, said locking means comprising a collar

having operative connection with said rock shsft to ro-

tate therewith and move longitudinally thereof, and a
coacting locking and unlocking part having operative
connection with said clamping means, sa1<l locking means
swinging and movable up and down with said drill arm.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.280,387. CYLINDER L<X:K. Eli Eptrraiw, Leomln-
j

ster. Mass. Filed Jan. 29, 1917. Serial No. 146.044.

(CI. 70—47.)

J <

1. lu a cylinder lock, the combination with a casing,

of a plug rotatably mounted therein, said plug and casing

having tumbler pln-recelvlng pockets, and tumbler pins in

said pockets, each pin comprising a plurality of sections

and some at least of the pins having their sections con-

nected.

2. In a cylinder lock, the comldnatlon with a casing,

of a plug rotatably mounte<1 therein, said plug and casing

having tumlder pln-recelvlng pockets, and tumbler pins in

said pockets, each pin comprising two sections and some

at least of the pins having their sections connected.

3 In a cylinder lock, the combination with a casing,

of a plug rotatably mounted therein, said plug and casing

having tumbler-pin-receivlng pockets, and tumbler pins in

Mid p.H kcts. each pin comprising a plurality of aectlons.

and thn end pins having their sections connected.

(Claims 4 to 7 not printe.1 in the Gazette. 1

1230,388 MARKER FOR CIGARS AND THE LIKE.

BaMtaL FiLD. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 11. 1917.

Bn-Ial No. 141,759. (CI. 181—11.)

2j2B2g
•{'"'1

3

aeaaa wH.uimiiiiii lilted
7.

A device of the class described comprising a cigar box,

a flat sinuous ribbon or Upe extending from end to end

in said iKJi in a series of folds with narrow portions of

said rlbt)on l)etween the folds aecured to each en<l of the

box. weakened portions on said strip adjacent the points

where said strip is secur.-d to the ends of the box and

adjacent the folds, substantially long portions of aaid

strip Intermediate the weakened portions extending b«-

tween the layers of the cigars in the box. the lower end

of the strip l)eneath the layers of cigars being secured to

the bottom of thf Im>x

forated bottom, a similarly perforated plate wlthlD aaid

tank and normally covering the perforations of said

tank, means for moving said plate until the perforations

of said plate and tank register, whereby the steam gen-

erated in the head is released when the holes are In

register.

1,230,390. PORTABLE BATTERY. Lons H. Flandbbb,

Jenkintown, Pa. Filed Mar. 22. 1917. Serial No.

166,580, (CI. 204—58.)

1.M0.889. STEAM TRESSINQ - MACHINE. ChaUXS
'

FlWKBL and iRA Cohen. Seattle. Wash. Filed Jan. 81.

1916. Serial No. 75.263. iCl. 68—9.)

ra"^ r

In a steam pressing machine IndudlnR a frame and

hock, the combination of a steam generating bead hlng«Hl

to said frame ; said head Including a tani with a per-

A storage battery cell sub divided Into plate and gas

spaces and chambers provided with ventilation tubes or

passages communicating with the air and opening and ex-

tending into the middle portions of the chambers, and

having in its cover oppositely disposed vent tubes or pas-

sages one of which opens to the gas space of the cell at

or adjacent to one corner and extends and opens into one

chamber near the end thereof and whereof the other opens

to the gas space of the cell at or adjacent to the diago-

nally opposite corner and extends and opens into the other

chamber near the end thereof, substantially as described.

1,230,391. SELF - INKING HAND STAMP. HaUT 8.
'

FOLOBB and Toecy Ross, Chicago. III. Filed Jan. 8,

1915. Serial No. 1,071. (CI. 101—161.)

A frame providing guides, a sUmp having slides adapted

to reciprocate in the guides and a handle by which It la

moved, a pad plvotally supported upon the frame, wnnec-

tions between the stamp and the pad to cause them to

move simultaneously, a igprlng serving to elevate the stamp

m its frame, a sliaft serving as a support for the spring

and a pivot for the pad. means by wtiicb the shaft may

be turned to adjust the tension of the spring, and a lock-

ing device sacurtd t«» the frame aad serving to hold the

shaft at a desired adjustment.
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1,280.392. PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING MACHINE
William P. Folmer, Rocheater. N. Y.. awlgnor to E«8t-
nM»n Kodak Company. Ko( h^ter. N. Y.. a Corp<.ratJon
of N,.w York. Filed iH-c. 18. 1914. Serial No. 877.832.
(CI. 9«>—78.)

1. In a photographic printer, the combination with aprinting table and a swinging platen board adapted to co-
operate therewith, of a pivoted operating member ar-ranged to turn on a different center from the platen board
for forcing the latter agaln.«t the table, said member hav-ing a connection with the platen boar.l comprl.^lng a mem-
ber having an L shaped cam slot permitting sliding move-ment of the member during the latters movement on Its
P vot and a relatively transverse movement toward theplaten boar.l while the latter Is in cociperatlon with the
table and a resilient member flexed between the operatingmember and the plat.n board during said last mentioned
movement. "ur^

S. In a photographic printer, the combination with aprinting table and a swinging platen adapted to co
operate therewith and comprising a heel boar.l and a toeboard hinged together, of a pivoted operating member for
fore ng the platen against the table, said member having
a sliding connection with the toe board, permitting sliding movement of the member during the relative movement of the two boards on their hinge and said member
also having a relatively transverse movement toward the
toe board while the latter is In coiiporatlon with the
table a resilient member interposed between the operatingmember and the toe board during said last mentionedmovement, and abutments on the toe board and the op-
erating member adapted to cooperate when the operatingmember Is retracted to carry both the heel board and the
toe board of the platen away from the table

». In a photographic printer, the combination with aprinting table and a light box beneath the same of •platen a.lapted to cooperate with the table, an operatingmember therefor arranged above the table, a trea.lle ar

Zn /r°'"'K
'^^ "^''' ^^ "'^ »° actuating member

connected to the treadle and to the operating member and
extending through the light box and table.

12. In a photographic printer, the combination with a
printing table, an electric lamp arrange,! beneath it andhaving circuit connections, a switch in sal.J circuit a
platen above the table adapted to cooperate therewith and
a treadle, of an actuating member for the platen connected
to the treadle, an operating member for the switch con-
nected to the treadle to be moved therebv during a part of
the travel of the treadle and a secoud operating member
for the switch adapted to b. actuated independently of
the treadle.

[Claims 2. 4 to 8, 10. and 11 not printed in the Oa
zette.] i

1.230.893. SECONDARY OB STORAGE BATTERYBBCca Ford. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Feb. 11 1915'
Serial No. 7.468. (CI. 204—29.)

1. In a storage battery the combination of a jar an
Inverted dished cover having a marginal flange of which
the rim conucts with the inside wall of the Jar t)elow the
top thereof, an outer box having Inner side walls ar
range<l to contact with the outside walla of the Jar to
support the latter and keep them up to the rim of the
cover flange, and a plate structure secured to the cover
to positively position It In respect to the top of the jar
subsUntlally as descrlbe<l.

4. In a storage battery the combination of a Jar having
flat and straight inside and outside walls, a dished cover
having a marginal flange of which the rim contacts with
the flat Inside wall of the jar below the top thereof, an
outer box having flat faced Inner side walls arrange*! to
contact with the flat outside walls of the jar to support
the latter and keep them up to the rim of the cover flange,
a plate structure, means engaging the plate structure and
cover to hold the latter down, means engaging the plate
structure and cover to hold the Utter up. and a sealing
compound Interpose,! between the jar walls and flang«
and cover, substantially as described.

«. In a storage battery the combination of a jar, a
dished cover having a marginal flange of which the rim
contacts with the Inside wall of the Jar below the top
thereof, an outer box having Inner side walls arranged to
contact with the outside walls of the Jar to support the
latter and keep them up to the rim of the cover flange, a
plate structure, a flange on the structure and a gasket
and a nut for connecting and sealing the plate structure
and cover, and a sealing compound interposed between the
Jar walls and flange and cover, substantially as described.

[Claims 2, 3. and 8 not printed In the Uasette.]

1.280.394. STORAGE BATTERY. Baica Fow). Phila-
delphia. Pa. Filed. Apr. 24. 1916. Serial No. 93 088.
(a. 204—29.)

@i@ ©
1. A storage battery consisting of a plurality of cellg

having terminal posts, the posts of like polarity of end
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and intermediate cells being alike. Intermediate connectors

integrally burned at each end to posts of different cells,

and line connectors detachably clamped to one terminal

post of each end cell.

2. A storage battery equipment consisting of a unitary

structure comprising a plurality of cells having intercell

connections burned at each end to the posts of cells and

having end cell terminals consisting of posts. In combi-

nation with connectors forming part of lines and adapted-

to l>e detachably clamped to the posts of end cells In dif-

ferent radial positions, substantially as de8crlt>ed.

1.280.896. COMPOSITE ROOFING. Frank L. Foster,

Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Philip Carey Mfg. Co..

a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Apr. 6. 1916. Serial No.

19,6^)9. (Cl. 108—6.)

1.230.395. APPARATUS FOR TREAT1N<; MILK AND
OTHER LIQUI1»S. .\i.frkd Ft'R.VANDCK. New York.

N. Y.. assignor to Edgar T. Wallace. New York. N. Y.

File<l July 2. 1912. Serial No. 707.189. iCl. 99—2.)

1. An apparatus for treating milk and other liquids,

comprising a pair of concentric cone surfaces one of which

Is roughene<l and one of which Is rotatable. and means to

introduce the liquid at>out the axis of rotation and through

the action of centrifugal force forcibly feed the same be

tween said surfaces.

2. An apparatus for treating milk and other liquids,

comprising a pair of <-oncentrlc lone surfaces one of which

Is roughened and rotatable. and means to Introduce the

liquid about the axis of rotation and through the action

of centrifugal force forcibly feel the same between said

surfaces.

3. An apparatus for treating milk and other liquids,

comprising a pair of concentric and spaced apart rough

ened cone surfaces one of which Is rotatable. said liquid

being introduced to the axis of said cone-surfaces and

through the action of centrifugal force fed between said

surfaces.

4. An apparatus for treating milk and other liquids,

comprising a receptacle for the liquid to be treated ; and

a pair of concentric and spaced apart roughened cone

surfaces one of which surfaces Is rotatable ; the liquid

being delivered from the receptacle to the axis of rota-

tion of the Inner surface and forcibly fed therefrom be-

tween thf surfaces through the action of centrifugal force

as the Inner surface Is rotated.

5. An apparatus for treating milk and other liquids,

comprising a receptacle for the liquid to be treated : and

a pair of concentric and spaced apart roughened cone sur-

faces the Inner surface of which is rotatable ; said cone

surface being arranged so that as It la rotated It -will

draw the liquid from the receptacle about Its axis of rota-

tion and forcibly feed It therefrom between the surfaces

by forces set up through the rotation of said surface.

[Claims 6 to 24 not prlntwl In the Gaiette.l

In a roof, a masonry foundation comprising a sloping

water-shed portion and a portion extending upwardly

thenefrom and forming a gutter therewith and a cover-

ing for said foundation comprising a plurality of super-

imposed strips or piles of waterproofed fll)rou8 material

laid longitudinally of said gutter and extending across

said gutter from the upper edge thereof, each successive

strip or ply from the lower ply or strip upwardly being of

greater width than the preceding strip or ply. a plurality

of additional superimposed strips or plies of waterproofed

flbrous material laid longitudinally of said gutter and

overlapping said flrst-named strips or piles, each successive

ply or strip from the lower ply or strip upwardly having

less overlap, said last-named strips or piles extending

onto said water-shed portion and a plurality of strips or

plies of waterproofed flbrous material, extending over said

water-shed portion in the direction of slope thereof, all

of said strips or piles being laid In adhesive material and

arranged to form a continuous coverlnj; for said roof hav-

ing a gutter with an unobstructed and substantially un-

interrupted surface extending In the direction of flow of

water therein.

1.280.897. SHOCK OR BUNDLE TIER. Charles O.

Fbavel, Gahanna. Ohio. Filed Aug. 18. 1913. Serial

No. 785.286. (Cl. 24—131.)

A shock or bundle tier made of a single piece of wire

bent to form a U shaped shank member to which one end

of the tying cord Is secured and a circular cord receiving

coll member, the portions of which are lapped on each

other, said coil member standing In a plane at right an-

gles to the plane of the shank member, one leg of the U-

shaped shnnk member extending integrally from the rim

of the coll member at one side of the axis thereof and

the other leg of said U-shaped shank member bent around

the lapped portions of the coll member at the opposite

side of the axis thereof and binding said lapped portions

of the coll tightly together.

1,230.398. DRAWING-BOARD. WiLBt R L. FbLTO!*,

Omaha. Nebr. Filed Jan. 22. 1916. Serial No. 73.636.

(Cl. 45—131.)
1. In a drawing board, the combination of a plurality

of separable sections capable of being assembled edge to

edge to present a suitable drawing supporting surface;
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cross bars pxtendlng transver««!y to said sections : Inter-
engaglng members carried by said crwH bars and «>arh of
aald sections for reieasably connecting said sectlt/ns to said
cross bars : and means for forcing said sections edgewise
Into contact and holding the same In engagement with
said cross bars.

2. In a drawing board the combination of a plurality
of separable sections capable of being assembled edge to
edge to present a suitable drawing-supporting surface

;

transverse battens on each of sal.l sections : cross bars
adapted to slide lonifltudlnally into locking relation with
the battens of a plurality of assembled sections : and
clamping means for forcing said sections into close edg«-
contact and for boldlog the same in engagement with said
cross bars.

3. In a drswlne hoard, the combination of a plurality
of sections capable of being assembled edge to edge to
present a suitable drawing supporting surface: trans-
verse battens having overhanging flanges motinted on the
backs of each of said sections ; cross bars having project-
ing portions adapted to slide longitudinally into engaging
relation with the overhangin'g flanges of the battens on a
plurality of assembled sections: and clamps carried by
said cross bars for forcing said sections into close edge
contact.

4. In a drawing board, the combination of a plurality
of sections capable of being assembled edge to edge to
present a suitable drawing supporting surface : croaa bars
extending transversely to said sections ; a straight edge
carried by one of said cross bars, and extending along the
ends of the sections when assembled

: and releasable in-
terlocking means between said sections and cross bars
for holding said sections In assembled relation.

5. In a drawing board, the combination of a plurality
Of sections capable of being a.s9emble<l edge to edge to
present a suitable drawing-supporting surface : transverse
battens having overhanging flanges mounted on the backs
of each of said sections ; cross bars having' projecting
portions adapted to slide longitudinally into engaging
relation with the overhanging flanges of the battens on a
plurality of assembled sections : a stral;;ht e<lge carrle<l by
one of said cross bars and extending along the ends of
said sections

: and clamps carried by said cross bars for
forcing said sections into close edge contact.

1.230.399. PHOTOGRAPHIC APPARATUS. Hbnrt J.
Oaisma.n. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Eastman Kodak
Company. Rochester, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York
Filed Mar. 29. 1912. Serial No. 687.018. (CI. 9&—1.1.)
1. A casing for holding sensitized material for photo-

graphic exposure, provided with means adapted to cooper-
ate with a stylus to cause marketings on a portion of the
sensitized material In autograplil.- character* while said
materiiil Is prxtj-cted from the action of aotinlc light and
al.so provWl*^ with means for exjKwIng the marked portion
9t the senaltlxed material to the action of actinic light.

admitted otherwise than through the aperture by which
the photographic exposure Ik made.

2. A holder for sensitized film provided with means for
permitting ac<ess to the liack of the iM>ntalned film. «
member for ( auslng the reproduction upon the face of the
film of markings applied against the back of the film, and
meaoa for admitting light through said member to the
adjacent face of the aim.

24. A camera having an opening adjacent a portion of
Its contained film, a member within the camera opposite
said opening and provided with a translucld face In front
of a portion of said film, said camera having an opening
to admit light to said member, a cover for the first name<l
opening, and means to admit light at will through the
second named opening.

59. In a holder for photographic fllm the <^mblnation
with a casing having an opening through which a limited
area of the film is made accessible from the exterior for
the application of Indicia, and a closure for said opening,
of a clamping device for engaging the fllm and holding it

stationary when the closure Is open.
[Claims 3 to 23. 25 to 58. and 60 to 66 not printed in

the Oasette.]

1.230.400. PLASTER HOARD. Eluck T. Galley, Hunt-
ington Park. Cal. Piled Jan. 31. 1914. Serial No.
816.130. (CI. 72—124.)

1. A plaster board comprising a cement body having a
surfa<»' provld*"*! with dovetail mortises, and a face plate
upon said surface provided with silts opening through said
face plate to the dovetail mortises.

2. A plaster board comprising a back plate, a face

plate having silts Mpaced in pairs, the portion of the plate
betw^een the adjacent slita of each pair being Indented,
and a body between and adhering tn said plateu.

3. A plaster board comprising a body having a surface
providetl with mortises, a face plate on said surface hav-
ing slits spa<'e«l in pairs, the portion of the plate be-

tween the adjacent slits of each pair being indenteii. and
wires extending through said l>o<ly and through the allts

from mortise to mortise, said wires holding the Indented
portions against the bottoms of the mortises.

4. A plaster board comprising a ho<ly having a surface
provided with dovetailed mortises, saltl mortises being ex-
pnmlt^l at their bottoms and contracted at their inlets,
and a face plate provided with silts adjacent the sides of
said mortises, the intermediate portion of said face plate
being Indented into said mortises so that plaster can enter
sidewlse through the silts and come into conUct with
the exposed side portions of the body so as to strongly
adhere thereto.

6. A plaster board comprising a body having a surface
provided with mortiaes. a face plate on said surface hav
Ing silts spaced in pairs, the portion of the pUte be
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tween the adjacent silts of each pair being Indented, a

back plate on said body provided with openings, and

wires extending through aald body and through the allU

from mortise to mortise, said wires holding the indented

portions against the bottoms of the mortises and one end

of each wire projecting from an edge of the plate and

the other end of each wire being bent at right angles to

the body part of the wire and projecting through the

openings of the back plate.

ICUlms 6 to 17 not prlnteil In the Gaxette.]

1280 401. DISPLAY BOX L«o F. GOLD, New York.

*N 't. assignor to International Folding Paper Box

Co New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York.

Fll^ Dec 12 1916. Serial No. 186.520. (Cl. 229—88.)

2 In a tractor, a traction carriage comprising a frame,

tread supporting sprocket wheels in said frame, a flexible

tread geared with and adapted to travel with the periph-

eries of said sprocket whe«>l8, an engln^ on the frame

geared with one of said wheels, a steering and balancing

frame oscUlatable vertically on said first mentioned frame,

and a pair of guide wheels on said steering frame ar-

ranged forward of and on opposite sides of said tread.

8. In a tractor, a traction carriage comprising a frame,

a single traction and supporting device for said carriage,

a combination steering .ind balancing frame tillable ver-

tically upon aald carriage frame, wheels on said combi-

nation frame, a steering arm on the carriage frame

adapted to l»e manipulated therefrom and a rwl pivoted

in said steering arm and operatlvely connected with said

wheels for guiding the aame. said pivotal connection be-

tween said arm and rod being arranged to rest In the

rotative axis of said combination frame, when said wheels

are directed to guide the carriage In a straight course.

2 A device of the tvpe described for containing mer

chandlse, including a body portion having extending lat

erallv therefrom an elongated flap which body portion

forms the front or face and which elongated lateral f^ap

Is foldable along a given line, the resultant folds forming

the merchandise holding flap and the bottom, respec

tivelv said t>odv portion being additionally folde<l, the

resultant flaps forming the aides, said body portion also

being formed with projecting tabs at each corner, one

of said side forming flaps being provided with a locking

flap having a tongue resting upon said merchandise hold-

ing flap and said corner projecting tabs l)elng foldable

to engage said merchandise holding flap edgewise.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1230 403. CHANfJEABLE ELECTRIC SIGN. THOMAS

Chri8T1.%.n Haxbbn, Chicago. 111. Filed Dec. 6, 1»1«.

Serial No. 185.320. (CL 40—180.)

1280 402 TRACTION VEHICLE. L»8Li« S. HackWBT,
'

St. Paul. Minn. Filed July 27. 1914. Serial No.

858.800. (C\. 21—ll*->

1. In a tractor, a traction carriage comprising a frame,

tread supporting wheels on said frame, a flexible cater-

pllUr tread on said wheels, an engine on said frame in

operative <^>nnection with said tread for driving the

same, a driver s seat on the frame, a steering and bal-

ancing frame oscUlatable vertically on said carriage frame,

teerlng wheels knuckled on aald steering frame in posi-

tions forward of and at either side of aald tread and

actuating means accessible from said drivers seat and

tn operative connection with said steering wheels.

1. An electric sign, Including, front and rear sides,

there being In one or both of said sides a series of hori-

zontals disposed rows of openings in parallel spaced rela-

tionship, the openings t>elng In vertical allnement. a non-

conducting element connected with ea<h hole, said element

being removably se«-ure<l to said side, a lani|. socket for

each hole, said Ump socket being secured in said non-

conducting element, an ele.trical conductor, connected to

each lamp socket In one row, there l>elng as many electrt-

cal conductors as there are rows of sockets, a second elec-

trical conductor, said second electHcal conductor being

constructed to serve opposing lamps In said sign, and sap-

ports m said sign, to sustain the latter electrical con-

ductor In prearranged position in said sign.

4 In an electric changeable sign, the combination, of

front and rear walls, said walls being In parallel spaced

relationship, there being In said walls a series of hori-

.ontally disposed rows of openings, the openings In sa d

rows being In vertical allnement. lamp sockets In said

openings, electrical conductors in said sign an.i connected

to said sockets. Incandescent lamps in a multiplicity of

said sockets but not In til of them, said lamps being so

arranged as to spell letters and characters, a second

series of horizontally disposed electrical conductors, con-

nected to supply all of the openings, and a reflector for

each of said lamps, said reflectors being removably held

m position by said lamps, said reflectors being fitted with

media of an elastic nature to separate said reflectors from

aald lamps.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1230 404 MEANS FOR REGULATING FUEL MIX-

TURES FOR INTERNAL -COMBUSTION ENGINES.

PHILIP D. HiBSEB. Seattle. Wash. Filed July 18. 1916.

Serial No. 109,989. (Cl. 123—138.)

1 In apjmratus of the class described, the comt'lnatlon

with a closed reservoir for liquid, a valve having a pas-

sageway therein, a casing for the valve, said casing l>eing

provided with a port communicating with aald reservoir,

an air Inlet port, and an exhaust port, communicative

connection between said reservoir and the Interior of the

casing between the first named port and said exhanst
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port, and means to actuate the valve to cause the way
thereof to be successively brought Into communication
with the respective ports and likewise with the aforesaid
connection.

r^;'ii

2. In apparatus of the class de8crit>e<l. a two-part valve
having a passageway extending dlametrhallv through the
valve and between the aforesaid valve parts, means for
adjustably moving one of Mid valve parts with resp^-ct to
the other part for regulating the capacity of said passage
way. a casing for the valve, said casing being provided with
two clrcumferentlally spaced fluid Inlet ports and a dis-
charge port, and means to actuate said valve whereby the
way thereof Is alternately brought Into register with one
of said Inlet ports and to make communicative connec-
tion between the other Inlet port and said discharge port

3. In apparatus of the class described, an oscillatory
T«lTe having a passageway extending dlametrlcallr there-
through, a casing for the valve, said casing being pro-

-vlded with two clrcumferentlally spaced fluid Inlet port*
and a discharge port, means to oscillate said valve where-
by the way thereof Is alternately brought Into register
with one of said Inlet ports and to make communica-
tive connection between the other Inlet port and said die-
charge port, and adjustable devices provided on the
ralre-operatlng means whereby the latter becomes Inop-
erable to Influence the valve for predetermined lengths of
time when the valve passage-way Is brought Into register
with each of said Inlet porta.

4. In apparatus of the class described, a casing having '

Inlet and outlet openings, means for delivering air and
liquid to the respective inlets, and a power-actuating
means provided In said casing and having a pas,saKeway
extending diametrically therethrough to accommcMlate thr
liquid and transfer the same Into position to be expelledthrough said outlet opening by means of a current of airadmitted through the Inlet opening therefor, said means
being adjustable to vary the capacity of said passagewav
with respect to the liquid.

1.230 405. IXOOT-MOLD. Sami.l E. Hitt. Elyria.
Ohio, and Joseph I. P.vton. Johnstown. Pa Filed
Nov. 29. 1916. Serial No. 134.092. (H 22—147 )

1. An Ingot mold, a removable head therefor conatl-tung a vacuum chamber, and having means of compen-
sating the difference of expansion and contraction between
the Inner and outer walls of the said vacuum rhamber.

2 An ingot mold, a removable bead therefor consti-
tuting a vacuum chamber with corrugated outer wall an
aperture in said chamber and means of cloiure of the said
aperture.

3. An Inttot mold, a removable head therefor consti-
tuting a vacuum chamber with corrugated outer wall an
aperture In said chamber, a valve closure for said aper-
ture and means for protecting the said valve.

4. An Ingot mold, a removable head therefor constl
tutlng a vacuum chamber with corrugated outer wall, ao

aperture In said chamber, a valve closure for aald aper-
ture. means for protecting the said valve and a cover for
protecting the top of the said vacuum chamber.

5 An Ingot mold, a removable head therefor consti-
tuting a vacuum chamber with corrugated outer wall an
aperture in said chamber, a valve closure for said aper-
ture, a hooded iHise 21 aecured to the chamber l»ottom 6,a covet 17 for the vacuum chamber, the said base 21 ar-
ranged for vertical movement relatively to the said
cover 17.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.)

1.230.406. BED-8PRING-DIVIDIN(; MEMBER Wii,
LiAM H. HoLMBa. Columbus. Ohio. Flleil June 13 1916
Serial No. 103.392. (CI. 5 «1.>

1. M.ana for dividing a bed spring longltudinallv sub-
stantially as described consisting of a <letachable strand
applied beneath the mattresa and adapted to have sup
porting c>ontact therewith, means for attaching one end
of said strand to one end of the spring frame and means
for' atUchlng the other end of the strand to the opposite
end of said frame Including a hook an<l a cooperating
lever for engaging the strand with said hook and disen-
gaging the strand therefrom.

2. Means for dividing a bed spring longltudinallv sub-
sUntlally as described consisting of a detachable strand
applied beneath the mattress and adapted to have support-
ing contact therewith, means for attaching one end of
said strand to one end of the spring frame and means for
attaching the other end of the strand to the opposite end
of said frame Including a hook and a lever fulcrumed In
said hook for engaging the strand with said hook and dla-
engaglng the strand therefrom.

3. Means for dividing a bed spring longltudinallv sub-
stantially as described consisting of a detachable strand
applied beneath the mattress and adapted to have sup-
porting contact therewith, means for atUchlng one end
of said strand to one end of the spring frame and means
for attaching the other end of the strand to the opposite
end of said frame Including a hook and a cooperating
lever for engaging the strand with said hook and disen-
gaging the strand therefrom and means on said lever for
reUlnlng the strand engaged with the lever when disen-
gaged from the hook.
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1.230.407. ELECTRICAL SWITCH. Brtsox P. Horton,
Detroit. Mich. Filed Mar. 24, 191S. Serial No. 16.611.

iCl. 178—888.)

1. In an electrical switch, the combination of a metallic

housing, a removable contact carrying base, adjustable
means for positioning and holding the base therein, said

means comprising a wall piece having an Incllneil surface,

a laterally extending flange provided with a slot formed
upon sal<I wall pie<-e. an L-shaped member, and a fasten-

ing element carried by aald member and adapted to co-

operate «-lth the slot of said flange, whereby the L-shaped
member may be adjusted relative to the wall ple<-e, so as
to rigidly hold the base In position.

2. In an electrical switch, the combination of a metallic
housing, a removable contact carrying base, adjustable
means for positioning and holding the base therein, said

means Including a pair of opposing wall pieces, each pro
vlded with alining members for limiting the movement of

said base, one of said wall pieces having an inclined sur-

face provided with a laterally extending flange havini: a

slot formed therein, and an L-shaped member provided
with a fastening element adapted to cooperate with the
slot In said flange, whereby the base member may be rig-

Idly held In position.

8. In an electrical switch, adjustable means for retain-

ing a contact-carrying base In operative position, said
means comprising a wedge shaped adjustable device adapt
ed to cooperate with the side of the tiase to hold It in rigid

position.

1.280.408. GAS-RANGE. Harst W. Hinter and Martin
W. LONcrcLLOw, Baltimore. Md.. assignors to The Balti-

more Gas Appliance and Manufacturing Co., Baltimore.
Md.. a Corporation of Maryland. Filed Sept. 7, 1915.
Serial No. 49.284. (CI. 126—39.)

1. An improved gas range comprising a body provided

with superposed baking snd broiling ovens, a cooking top

located above the uppermost oven .and spaced therefrom,

said cooking top being provided with inwardly t>eveled

peripheral portions and a heating portion, burners locates!

In the space between said cooking top end the ovens.

4. An improved gas range comprising a body provld^-d

with superposed >)aklng and broiling ovens, a partition

wall forming end walls for said oven, a (Xtoklng top lo-

cated above the uppermost oven and space<l therefrom,
said cooking top l>elng provlde^l with Inwardly l»eve)ed

peripheral portions and a heating portion, a side exten-

sion projecting from said partition wnll and provided with
burners, a warming oven coinrldlug with said side ex-

tension and located t>elow said burners, burners for said

baking and broiling ovens, and burners located In the space

between said cooking top and the ovens.

[Claims 2 and 8 not printed in the «;ncette.]

1.230,409. DEVICE FOR APPLYING ADHESIVE MAT-
TER. HioBTARO ICHiHARA, Port BUkely. Wash. Filed

June 6. 1916. Serial No. 102.105. (CI. 98—68.)

1. A device of the class descrlbeil comprising a base,

vertical guide-standards carried thereby, an adhesive ap-

plying receptacle slidably associated with said standards,

the bottom of said receptacle having an opening therein,

and a swinging gate dosnre and swinging adhesive roller

Interchangeably associated with said opening, and ex-

teriorly positioned relative to the receptacle.

2. An adhesive applying device having an exit opening

therein, movable means for sealing said opening, and ad-

hesive applying means movable to a position adjacent the

opening upon removal of the sealing means, the sealing

and adhesive applying means being swinglngly mounted
on opposite sides of said opening and moving In opposed

directions.

3. Means for applying adhesive Including base- supported

standards, an adhesive receptacle, side lugs carried by

the receptacle for sliding engagement with said standards,

there being an opening In said receptacle, a tensloned flap-

valve adapted to close said opening, and a tensloned roller

movable to a position adjacent said opening when the flap-

valve is opened, the valve and roller being positioned ex-

teriorly of the receptacle^

1,280,410. OPERATORS KEY. William Kaislino. Chi-

cago. 111., assignor to Kellogg Switchboard and Supply
Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Orig-

inal application filed Mar. 7. 1907. Serial No. 361.180.

Divided and this application filed Apr. l.'i. 1912. Serial

No. 690.968. (Cl. 179—177.)

4* IL. L II.; 11/

1. In a selective ringing key, the combination with a
plurality of longitudinally recipro<atlug plungers having
ringing and Indicating positions and associated sets of
contact springs adapted to be individually actuated there-
by, of transversely extending detents respectively provided
upon said plungers, a universal slide-bar equipped with
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angularly dlnpos*^ reoesa** and iiDder-cut points aaao-
clat»^ with said detpnts to hold nald plungers when moved
to an lndl(atlnj{ position, a jwt of spring contacts for said
8llde-bar, and cooperating meana between said plungers
and allde-bar whereby naid set of rontarts Is operateil upon
moTenit-nt of any plun»;er to its ringing po^^ltlon.

2. A telephone key comprising longitudinally recipro-
cating actuating k.ys having fully depressed and Inter-
mediate positions, sets of spring contacts for salil keys,
catch projections for mM keys, a sliding .-atch bar adapte«l
to engage the catch projection of an actuated key and bold
it In its Intermediate ix>MltloB, a set of conUcta controlleil
by said catch-bar. and means wherel)y said catch-bar is
transversely moved to operate its s.t ..f contacts when
any key is moved to its fully deprensed position.

3. A telephone key comprising longitudinally rtclpro-
oating actuating keys seta of spring contacts for nld
keys, a catch bar adapted to cooperate with said keys for
holding them In an actuate<l position, means for slidingly
supporting said catch bar in operative relation to said
keys whereby said bar Is transversely moved when any
of said keys are depressed, a common set of contacts under
the exclusive control of said catch bar. and means where-
by said catch bar Is transversely moved to operate said
common set of conUcts each time one of said plungers Is
depressed. •

4. A telephone key comprising longitudinally recipro-
cating actuating keys having laterally projecting catch
pins, seta of spring contacts for said keys, a catch bar
slidingly supporteil and adapted to engage the catch pin
of an actuated key to hold it in an operated poaitloo.
means to prevent the transverse movement of the catch
pins, a set of contacts common to said keys, means for
Independently operating said set, said catch bar when
moved to engage the .-atch pin o( an actuated key being
adapted to restore said common set of contacts, and an
auxiliary set of contacts under the exclasive control of
Mid catch bar.

5. A key comprising actuating plungers, sets of spring
contacts for said plungers, a common slldably mounted
plate for locking said plungers when moved to an actuated
position, means normally holding said plate in a locking
position whereby when a plunger Is depressed said plate
Is moved out of Its normal position and Is restoreil by
sal.l means to hol.l the actuated plunger, and a common
set of contacts under sole control of said plate and actu-
ated thereby when a plunger Is depressed.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.411. SAD-IRON HEATER. QmotLOt W. KlPUWOia,
Nortonville, Ky. Filed Oct. 28. 1915. Serial No.
58,361. (CI. 126—336.)

The combination in a heater for sad Irons of a casing
baring a bottom and side walls converging toward their
outer ends, a closure pivoted to the upper side of said cas-
ing and closing the same, a closure pivoted to the outer
end of the casing and engaging the first mentioned closure
for completely closing the outer end of the (aslng, the I

inner en<l of said <aslDg being opene.1. hracketn secured t«
the opposite sidex of the casing aiul Including vertical
members having outwardly directed arms secure.! to the

:
sides of the ca.slng and a hook at the upper end for engag-
ing a grate or the like, legs secured to the opposite ends
of the casing for resting upon the fioor to support the
outer end thereof, and a shelf dlapoaed within said <-a»lng.

1.230.412. MARKI.MJ TICKET. Eabl L. Ki.srii. Water-
bury. Conn., assignor to Waterbury Buckle Company.
Waterbury, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed
Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No S7.942. tCl. 40 23.)

y

A marking ticket comprising a strip of material a.lapted
to encircle an article to be marked, one end being narrowed
to form a tongue, the other end being slotted to receive the
tongue, the length of the slot being equal to the width of
the tongue where the two Intersect, a button on the strip
adjacent to the slot, the strip being perforated at a point
directly over the button when the tongue Is in the slot,
said perforation being adapted to engage the button.

1.2S0.413 NIGHT80IL PAN AND DBHTROTABLI
LJNIN<; THEREFOR. r.toRi.m Kdwabd Kixch. Qnl-
rindl. New South Wales. Australia. Filed Oit. 14 1916
SerUl No. 55,849. (CI. 4—88.)

2. The combination with a nightsoll pan of a liner tltted
loosely therein .ho as to leave a space between Its lower end
and the pan bottom, and means normally lying inopera-
tlvely within said space but movable to engage the lower
end of the liner to eject said liner when the pan Is In-
verted.

4. The combination with a nigbtsoil pan of a liner
fitted loosely therein so as to leave a space between its
lower end and the pan bottom, means normally lying in-
operatively within said space but movable to engage the
lower end of the liner to eject said liner when the pan is
Inverted, and a by-pass for admitting nlr to the space be-
tween the lower end of the liner and the pan bottom.

(Claims 1 and 3 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.230,414. TAKE-UP DEVICE FOR LAMP - CORDS.
Jacob A. K.napp. Tremont, 111. Filed Jan. 8. 1917.
Serial No. 141,300. (CI. 248—10.)
1. The combination with a salUhle supporting frame

for attachment to a support, of a drum rotatably mounted
on the frame, a cable arranged to wind upon the drum, and
Including a weight, an arm having a permanent substan-
tially horizontal position supported opp<)slte said drum,
and adapte<l to swing, a lamp cord arranged to wind on the
drum and including a lamp, and means for conducting an
electric current to said cord.

3. In coraldnatlon with a suitable frame, a drum ro-
taUbly mounted on th- same, a cable adapted to wind
upon the same. Including a weight, an arm disposed per-
manently in a substantially horizontal position suspended
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on the frame with one terminal opposite the drum and

adapted to swing and including a tubular vertical exten-

sion c<tnstltotlng a support for the arm, a lamp cord ex-

tending through said vertical extension and extending

along the arm and arr«iige<i to wind upon the drum, and

connections on said dmril for conducting current to the

cord at its end of the drum.

1.2S0,41«. MKANS FOR TREATING MATCH SPLINTS
WITH POWDERED MATERIAL. Fkbdebu a W. Lan»,

Chlco, Cal.. asstgnor to The Diamond .Match Company.

Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct. 19.

1916. Serial No. 126,503. id. 91—69.)

4. The combination with a suitable frame, of a drum
rotatably mounted thereon, a cable arranged to wind

thereon including a weight, a lamp cord also arranged to

wind niMiu the drum, and mechanism in control of the

cord and op«-rated by the drum In its rotation adapted to

guide the said cord upon the drum whereby to dispose

the same In an even winding on said drum.

(Claims 2 and 5 to 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.415. TIRE- MACHINE. Fbanklik W. Kbbmbb,
Carlstadt, N. J. Filed Dec. 12. 1914. Serial No.

876.948. (CI. 154—10.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a ro-

tating mandrel, a pair of rollers for engaging a rubberized

fabric and f«'edlng the same on to said mandrel, means

for adjusting one of said rollers relatively to the other,

gearing niemt>ers conne<ting said rollers together so as to

render positive their movements relatively to each other,

and mechanism connecte*! with said mandrel and driven

thereby, said mechanism also being connected to said gear

members for driving wiUl rollers, the proportions of the

parts being such that said fal>rli . after leaving said rollers

and l>efore contacting with said mandrel. Is stretched.

2. A tire machine comprising a rotating mandrel, a

sprocket wheel connecte<l to rotate therewith, a supple-

mental shaft having a spro<ket wheel thereon, a sprocket

chain connecting said sprocket wheel, a removable gear

wheel on Kald supplemental shafts, and a pair of fabric

clamping rollers geared up with said gear wheel and with

each other.

3. A tire building machine embodying a power driven

ring core, a stock roll for carrying sheeted tire material,

feed rolls geared together for delivering the material from
the stock roll in a circuitous path to the ring core, a drive

shaft geared to the feed rolls for rotating the feed rolls,

means for driving the ring core, and means for positively

driving said drive shaft from said cure driving means.

1. In a match machine having a splint carrier, a cham-

ber having an inlet and outlet for the carrier, means for

guiding the carrier with Its splints upwardly within the

chaml>er. and means for effecting a fall of anti-glowing

powder upon the upwardly traveling splints within the

chamber.

2. Id a match machine having a splint carrier, a cham-

ber having an Inlet and outlet for the carrier, means for

guiding the carrier, with its splints, upwardly and down-

wardly within the chamber, and means for supplying

powder to and among the splints during their upward and

downward travel within the chamtxT.

3. In a match machine having a splint carrier, a 1 ham-

ber having an inlet and outlet for the carrier, means for

guiding the carrier, with its splints. In a loop-like path

within the chaml>er. and means embraced by the loop of

the carrier for effecting a fall of anti glowing materUl

upon and among the splints on the oppositely-moving

lower portions of said loop.

4. In a match machine having a splint carrier, a cham-

ber having an Inlet and outlet for the carrier, means for

guiding the carrier, with its splints, in a loop-like path

within the chaml>er. an elevator-leg. means for feeding

antl-glowlng powder from the i>ottom of said chamt>er to

the lower portion of the elevator-leg. and means for feed-

ing the powder from the top of the elevator-leg to the In-

terior of the chamber and discharging It upon and among
the splints on the lower portions of the loop of the car-

rier.

5. In a match machine having a splint carrier, a cham-

ber having an Inlet and outlet for the carrier, means for

guiding the carrier, with Its splints in a loop-like path

within the chamber, an elevator-leg having tipper and
lower troughs extending transversely of the chamt>er. the

upper trough being embraced by the loop of the carrier,

means for feeding anti glowing powder from the lower

trough to the bottom of the elevator-leg. and means for

feeding the powder from the top of the elevator-leg to and
along the upper trongb.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Oacette.]

1,280,417. PROCESS OF EMPLOYING HEAT FOR THE
PRODUCTION OF POWER. Samcbl Mobbis LiLLii,

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr. 15. 1914. Sertal No.

831,892. Renewed July 17. 1916. Serial No. 109.811.

(a. 60—4.)
1. The process of obtaining power from beat consisting

la bringing hot gaseous products of combustion of a
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fuel Into tnmat*> <«>nta<t with a liquid and thereby heat-
ing it to a hlghfr tfrup^rnturp ; In separating th«« uncon
denst'd i?a!*«*ous pr.xlucts of combustion from the heated
liquid

; In leading this heated liquid Into a space in which
the pressure la low»-r than the boiling prewure of the
liquid at the said hUher temperature, and In using vapor
forme*! from the liquid on entering the spaee of said
lower presnure in a motor for the pro<luctlon of power.

2 The prooejis of obtaining power from heat consisting
la bringing hot gaseous products of combustion of a fuel
into Intimate contact with a liqald and thereby heating
It to a higher temperature: In separating the uncondensed
gaseous pro.lucts of combustion from the heated liquid :

in leading this heated liquid Into a space In which the
pressure U lower than the boiling pressure of the liquid
at the said higher t.-mperature. and in using the liquid
entering th^ space of said lower pressure In a motor for
thf pro«lu<tlon of power.

8. The process of obtaining power from heat consisting
In bringing the hot gaseou.'* products of combustion of a
fuel Into Intimate conta.-t with a liquid in a vessel, and
thereby heating the liquid to a higher temperature: la
separating the uncondensed gaseous prwlucts of combus-
tion from the heated liquid ; in leading thU heated liquid
into a space in which the pressure is lower than the boil-
ing pressure of the liquid at the said higher temperature

:

and in using for the production of power the liquid en-
tering the space of the said lower pressure, and the steam
flashed from the liquid due to the lower pressure.

4. The process of obtaining power from heat consisting
In bringing hot gaseous products of combustion of a fuel
into Intimate contact with a liquid and thereby heating It
to a higher temperature

: In separating the uncondensed
ga.se.)us pro^Juct.s of combu.stlon from the heated liquid-
in leading this heated liquid into a apace in which the
pressure Is lower than the boiling pressure of the liquid
at the said higher temperature ; in using the liquid on en
tering the space of said lower pressure in a motor for the
production of power

; In reheating the unvaporlied liquid
by intimate contact with gaseous products of combustion
and again leading it to suiUble motors for the production
of power.

5. The process of obtaining power from heat consisting
in bHnglng the hot gaseous products of combustion of a
fuel into intimate contact with a liquid in a closed vcMel
and thereby heating the liquid to a higher temperature

'

In separating the uncondensed gaseous products of com-
bustion from the heated liquid, and in leading the uncon
densed gaseous products of combustion from the said
closed vessel Into a motor operating under lower pressure
than that existing In the said closed vessel and thereby
obtaining power from the said gaseous pn.,iacts of com-
bustion.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gaxette.l

1.230.418. DEVICE FOR LAYING OFF SHOES ANDWEDGES. JosBPH D. LooAN. Darragh. Pa Filed Mar
20. 1915. Serial No. 15.946. (CT. 33—191.,
1. A flat templet devlc-e for laying off shoes and wedges

of locomotive Journal boxes having a shaft arranged

transversely to the plane of said device, means for cen-
trallxlng the device in position in a locomotive frame
with relation to the normal center of the Journal to be
mounte,! In said (kjx. and arms mounted on said shaft
provided with openings defining lines un the shoes and
we«lKes parallel to the plane of the flat templet

2. A flat templet device for laying off shoes and wedges
of locomotive Journal boxes comprising a central shaft
arranged transversely to the plane of the devl,-e menns
for centralising the shaft In position in a locomotive
frame with relation to the normal center of the Journal
to be mounted in said box. and arms mounter! on said
shaft having longitudinally adjustable portions provided
with openings defining lines on the shoes and wedges par-
allel to the plane of the flat templet.

8. The combination with a locomotive Journal box
housing frame adapted to provide a mounting for shoes
and wedges. «f « fl.t templet device having adjustable
''racing portion* acUpted to be set with relation to the
locomotive fram.- and providwl with a central shaft ar-
ranged transversely to the plane of the derive, and mark-
Ing frames mounted on raid >haft.

4. In combination, a centrallxlng shaft, a hub therefor
provided with extensible locating arms, and arms fixedly
positioned with relation to said shaft and provided with
adjustable templets having marking holes.

5. In combination, a shaft, a hub having devices where-
l>y to locate and fix said shaft in the normal center of a
locomotive Journal box. and an adjustable templet mount
ed on the .haft in a plane at right angles to said center

(Claims 6 to 11 not prlnte<l in the Gaiette.]

i.230.419. COVER FOR COOKING POTS. Ella HLowi. Tarrytown. X. Y. Filed May 5. 1915. SerUI
No. 25.956. (CI. 53—8.)

A cover for cooking pots and the like. compHsIng n me-
tallic supporting plate having » r^ntrally dispcsed open-
ing and A flat upper surface, means for retaining said
plate on a pot against lateral movement, a transparent
cover plvotally secured to said plate adjacent the edge of
the circular opening therein and adapted to be swung tocover and uncover said opening, means on said cover forswinging the same to open and closed position and a U-
shape^l handle extending from one edge of the plate and
Integral therewith, said handle having a flat upper sur-
face lying io the same horliontal plane as the fl.t upper
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surface of the supporting plate and forming in effect a
continuation thereof, the Junction between the said plate
and handle being located ajacent the pivotal point of the
cover and plate thereby adapting said handle to serve as
a support for said cover when the latter is In open posi-

tion substantially as and (or the purpose described.

1.230.420. CORKING-MACHINE. Jaiob William LtN k,

Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to Osi-ar lieyman &. Company,
New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed
Feb. 11. 1914. Serial No. 818.063. (CI. T>r—«.»

1. In a bottle corking machine, the combination of a

standard, a slide in the foot thereof, a bottle support ad-

justably mounted in the slide, a locking bolt in the foot

adapted to engage the slide, operating mechanism, a cam
face thereon, a rod one end of which bears against the

cam face and a wedge on the rod adjacent to the locking

bolt whereby said bolt will engage the slide on the move-
ment of the operating mechanism.

2. Cork compressor mechanism comprising a main
frame, a second frame slidably mounted therein, a U-
shaped block mounted in the second frame, means for lon-

gitudinally adjusting the position of said U-block. a bear-

ing pin within the main frame provided with eccentric

pivots, means for adjusting the position of said pin and a
pair of Jaws swinglngly mounted on said pin.

3. A cork compressor mechanism comprising a main
frame, a compressor frame slidably mounted therein, a U
shaped blo<'k mounted in the compressor frame, a bearing
pin having its ends mounted in the main frame and oc-

cupying a fix * position with respect to the slldable com-
pressor frame, and a pair of compressor Jaws both of

which are plvotally mounted on said pin.

4. A cork compressor mechanism comprising a main
frame, n compressor frame slidably mounted therein, a U-
shaped block carried by the compressor frame, means for
adjusting said block longitadtnally of the frame, a t>ear-

Ing pin having Its ends mounted in the main frame and
occupying a flxed position with respect to the slldable

frame, said pin also being in the psth of movement of the
U-block carried by the frame, a pair of concentric spring-
opened compressor Jaws mounted on said bearing pin and
having an actuating engagement with the U-shaped block

in the slldable frame.
5. A cork compressor mechanism comprising a main

frame, a compressor frame slidably mounted therein, an
adjustable block carried by the compressor frame and
having a notch of variable width, a pin having its ends
mounted In the main frame in a flxed position v«lth respect
to the slldable frame, and having an eccentric bearing por-
tion, a knob carried by said pin for rotatably adjusting
the same In Its bearings in the main frame, and a pair of
spring tensloned compressor Jaws concentrically mounted
on the eccentric bearing portion of said pin. and having

an actuating engagement with the sides of the notch in

•aid block carried by the main frame.
[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.421. AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE EXCHANOB
SYSTEM. Alben E. Lundell. New York. N. Y..
assignor, by mesne assignments, to Western Electric
Company. Int-orporated. a Corporation of New York.
Filed June 28, 1915. Serial No. 36.738. (CI. 179—18.)

1 ^

1. In a telephone exchange system, incoming lines and
outgoing lines, a selector switch for extending an incom-
ing line toward an outgoing line, an Impulse receiving
mechanism associated with said selector switch, a nor-
mally disconnected electrouiagnetlt lueanM controllable by
said impulse receiving mechanism for operating said se-

lector switch.' two magnets, and means for connecting
into circuit said electromagnetic means upon the first op-

eration of one of said magnets while the other one of said
magnets Is in normal condition.

2. In a telephone exchange system, incoming lines and
outgoing lines, a selector switch for extending an Incom-
ing line toward an outgoing line, a line relay associated
with said selector switch, a normally disconnected elec-

tromagnetic means controllable by said line relay for op-
erating said selector switch, a quick and a slow acting
electromagnet and means for connecting into circuit said
electromagnetic means upon the first actuation of said
quick acting magnet, while said slow-acting magnet re-
mains in normal conditioD.

3. In a telephone exchange system, incoming lines and
outgoing lines, a selector switch for extending an Inconi
ing line toward an outgoing line, a line relay associated
with said selector switch, a normally disconnected elec-

tromagnetic means controllable by said line relay for op-
erating said selector switch, a quick and a slow acting
electromagnet, means operative upon the first actuation
of said line relay for operating said quick acting magnet,
and means for connecting into circuit said electromagnetic
means upon the first actuation of said quick acting magnet
while said slow acting magnet is in normal condition.

1.230.422. UNIVERSAL DIRECTION CONTROL FOR
VEHICLE- HEADLIGHTS. Rowland Lyttle. Los
Angeles. Cal.. assignor of one-half to Edward Jesurtin.

Palo Alto, Cal. Filed Apr. 24. 1916. Serial No. 98.141.
(CI. 240—61.)

1. A universal directing means for a vehicle headlight
comprising a universal bearing support for the headlight,

a rotatably mounted rigid tubular member, a lever hinged
on said tubular member to turn therewith In transverse
movement of the lever, and to turn thereon In movement
of the lever in a plane parallel to the axis of said tubular
member, and a ineiiil>er extending longitudinally within
said tubular member and guided therein, and connected
to the bearing support for the headlight and to said lever,

to turn the headlight vertically in movement of the lever

in a plane parallel to the axis of said tubular member,
and said tubular member being adapted to turn the head-
light horizontally In transverse movement of the lever.
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2. The eomblnatlon ot two vehicle headlights, universal
bearing supports therefor, a menih«-r extendinK crosHwiae
of the vehicle and pivotally connected to said bearing sup-
ports to operate the headlights In unison In both hori-
zontal and vertical niovenjents. a tubular member mount-
ed to rock on Its longitudinal axis, a lever hinged on said
tubular member to rock therewith but to turn thereon In

a plane parallel to said longitudinal axis of said tubular
member, a sliding member extending longitudinally with-
in said tubular member and sliding therein, and connect-
ed to !«»1(| lever to be operated by the movement of said
lever in a plane parallel to the axis of the tubular mem-
ber, and means connecting said tubular member and s&ld
sliding member to the aforesaid member extending cross-
wise of the vehicle and connected to the universal sup-
ports for the headlights to operate the headlights hori-
zontally In rocking movement of said tubular member and
to operate the headlights vertically in the longitudinal
sliding movement of ^ald sliding member.

3. Universal bearing supports for the headlights, a bar
plTotally connected thereto to operate th? same In aiU-
son, a rocklngly mounted tubular member connected to
said bar to turn the headlights horizontally, a lever plr-
otally mounted on said rocking member to move at right
angles to the plane of rotation of said rocking member,
a flexible member connected to Hald lever and extending
within said rocking member and connected to the head-
light to turn the same vertically on movement of said
leyer on said rocking member, said lever being connected
to the rocking member to rock the same on movement of
the lever in the plane of rotation of the rocking member.

4. Universal bearing supports for the headlights, a bar
pivotally ct>nnected thereto to operate the same In unison,
a rocking member formed as a rigid tube, means connect-
ing said rocking member to the said bar to swing the
headlights horizontally on rocking movement of said rock-
ing member, a flexible member sliding longitudinally with-
in said rocking member and connected to the headlight
to operate the same vertically on longitudinal movement
of said flexible member, and a lever mounted on aaid
rocking member to rock said rocking member In one di-

rection of movement of said lever, said lever being con-
nected to the flexible member to operate the same longi-
tudinally in another direction of movement of said lever.

6. A univerMl directing means for vehicle headli(bts,
comprising a universal bearing support for the headlight,
a rocking tubular member having a tubular arm. a flexible
member connected to operate said headlight and extend
Ing through the tubular arm and through the tabular
rocking member, and a lever pivotally mounted on said
rocking member and adapted to rotate the rooking member
by movement of the said lever in one direction and con-
nected to operate said flexible member by pivotal move-
ment of said lever on said rocking member.

1.230.423, FIRE EXTINGUISHER. HAB«r M. McCas-
LiN, Elmira. N. Y.. assignor to American La France Fire
Engine Company. Inc.. Elmira. N. Y.. a Corporation of
New York. Filed Apr. 12. 1916. 8erUl Mo. W».688.
(CI. 169—17.)
1. In an extinguisher, the combination of a fluid con-

tainer, a pump casing, a reversible rotary pump operating
in said casing, means communicating between said pomp
ca.«lng and the container, a discharge nozzle and valved

passage ways leading from opposite tides of aald casing
to said discharge nozzle.

4. In an extinguUher, the combination of a liquid con
talner, a discharge nozzle, a reversible rotary pump ar-
ranged between the container and discharge nozzle, inlet
and outlet passage ways leading into and out of opposite
sides of the pump, means for operating said pump, a valve
controlling the Inlet passage ways between the pump and
container and having two o|)en positions, pump operating
means, and means actuated by said operating means
adapted to move said valve Into Its 1 losed or its two open
positions.

9. In an extinguisher, the comhlnatlon of n liquid con-
tainer, a pump casing communicating with said container,
a discharge nozzle leading respectively from said pump
casing, a rotary pump operating In said casing, a crank
for operating said pump, n rotary valve, between the
pump casing and container, (.peratlng upon an axis ap-
proximately parallel to the axis of rotation of said crank,
an arm projecting from said valve approximately parallel
with .said crank, and a pin carried by said crank adapted
to engage said valve arm.

12. In an extinguisher, the combination of a liquid con-
tainer, a pump casing communicating with said container,
a discharge nozzle leading from said pump casing, a ro-
tary pump operating In said casing, a crank for operating
said pump, a valve arranged between the pump casing and
container, a pair of spaced spring arms secured upon said
valve and formed with oppositely curved outer ends, said
.spring arms being located appmxlmately pirallel to said
crank, and a pin carried by said crank adapted to engage
said spring arms for operating said valve.

(Claims 2, 3, 5 to 8. H>. 11. and l.H not printed In the
Gazette.]

1.230.424, GLASS-FEEDING TABLE. WiLLUM H. Mc-
Swain, Moundsvllle, W. Va.. and Habry W. McSwaim.
Detroit, Mich. Filed Oct. 6. 1916. Serial No, 124,064.
tCl. 49—3.)

1. The combination with a set of rolls for forming sheet
glass, of apparatus for fiH^ling glass to said rolls, said
apparatus comprising a horizontal table disposed adja-
cent to said rolls, means for rotating said table at a uni-
form speed, a pair of guides suspended over said table,
said guides baring their inner end portions disposed to
form an intervening passageway upon the surface of and
tangential with respect to said table, and means for sup-
plying molten glass to said table in a continuous' stream.

2. The combination with a set of rolls for forming sheet
glass, of apparatus for feeding glass to said rolls, said
apparatus comprising a hrrizontal table disposed adja-
cent to said rolls, means for rotating said table at a uni-
form speed, a pair of guides suspended over said table,
said guides being arranged to form an intervening pas-
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sageway upon the surface of the table, the Inner end of

said paaaageway being tangential with respect to the

table and at a right angle to said rolls, and means for

depositing molten glass in a continuous stream within

the outer end of said passageway.

clrcumferentially near its l>ottom with said platform, and

naeans for tightening or loosening said engaging means.

-2,

3. The combination with a set of rolls for forming hheet

glass, of apparatus for feeding glass to said rolls, said

apparatus comprising a hcrizonUl Uble disposed adja-

cent to said rolls, means for rotating said table at a uni-

form speed, a pair of guides suspended over said table,

said guides being arranged to form an intervening pas

sageway upon the surface of the table, said passageway

being curved and eccentric at Its outer end. and belnn

straight and tangential to said table at Its inner end for

guiding material directly to said rolls, and means for de

positing molten ulass in a continuous stream within the

outer end of said passageway.

4. The combination with a set of rolls for forming sheet

glass, of apparatus for feeding glass ^o said rolls, said

apparatus comprising a hcrlzonUl table disposed adja-

cent to said rolls, means for rotating said tal)le at a uni-

form speed, a pair of guides suspended In stationary posi-

tions over said table and close to the surface of the lat-

ter, said guides having their outer end portions arcustely

curved and dl8p*.sed to form a curved passageway adja

cent to the edge of said tat lo. and having their Inner end

portions straight and in pnrallelism to form a straight

continuation of said passageway which leads off said

table substantially at a tangent to the latter and In di-

rect feeding allnement with said rolls, and means for

depositing molten glass on said table adjacent to the

onter end of said passigew.iy.

5. The comhlnatlon with a set of rolls for forming sheet

glass, of apparatus for feeding glass to said rolls, said

apparatus .oinprlsinu an upright shaft located In front

of and laterally with respect to said rolls, a table rota-

table on said shaft, means for depositing molten glass on

said Uble adjacent to the edge of the later, a pair of

guides supported over said table and forming therebe-

tween a passageway for said glass over said table, the

Inner end of siild passageway being straight and sub

Btantlally tangential with respect to said table and lead-

ing dlredly from the latter to said rolls, and the outer

end of said passageway l)elng curved and adapted to re

celve therein the deposited slass as said table rotates.

1,230.425. TUB SECURING SUPPORT. Thomas S.

MOBTOX, Tuxedo Park, N. vY. Filed Oct. 26, 1916.

Serial No. 127.854. (CI. 248—41.)

1, In a support for securing tubs, the combination with

a platform, an upright standard rigidly engaged there-

with and means for securing sal<l standard to a vertical

support, of a hook slldable In said standard, said hook

being adapted to engage with the upper edge of a tub.

means for securing said hook In an adjusted position,

means at the bottom of said standard engageable with

the lower edge of the tub. means lor engaging the tab

289 O. 0.—60

2. In a support for securing tubs, the combination with

a platform and a standard rising therefrom, of means for

engaging the top of a tub to said standard, a pair of vtraps

attached at one end to said standard, said straps encir-

cling the tub at the bottom, pins secured upon one of said

straps, a gear operatlvely engaging with said pins, a lever

having pawls engageable with the teeth of said gear, and

means combined with aald lever whereby said gear may be

turned in either direction thereby tightening or loosening

said straps with relation to the tub,

3. In a support for securing tubs, the combination with

a platform, a standard rigidly affixed near one edge of

said platform, means combined with the upper end of said

standard adapted to adjustably engage the upper edge of

said tub, means at the bottom of said standard engageable

with the lower edge of said tub. a flexible band attached at

one end to said standard and partially encircling the tub.

a second flexible band attached upon the opposite side of

said standard, a bracket combined therewith, said bracket

slldably receiving the free end of the first mentioned band,

teeth set In the first mentioned band, a gear pivotally sup-

ported in said bracket engaging with said teeth, a lever

fulcrumed on said bracket, a double ended pawl carried

by said lever, said pawl being engageable with the teeth of

said gear and adapted to convey rotary motion upon os-

cillating said lever, and means carried by said lever for

causing either end of said pawl to engage with said gear,

whereby said bands may be retracted or expanded relative

to the body of the tub.

1.230,426 CONTROLLING APPARATUS FOR MOTOR-
CARRIAGES, Thomas E. Mcbray. Jr.. llrooklyn,

N. Y, Filed Oct. 18, 1916. Serlftl No. 126.250. (01.

74—81.)
1. A controlling apparatus for motor carriages, compris-

ing a brake, a fuel supply regulator, a single operating

member, and means connected to said operating member

and to said fuel supply regulator and said brake for actu-

ating said regulator and said brake each independently of

the other.

4. A power and brake controlling apparatus for motor

carriages, comprising a pivoted brake-controlling lever, a

pivoted power-controlling lever having a transverse open-

ing, a pedal plvotetl on said brake-controlling lever, and a

link pivoted to said pedal and extending through said open-

ing and having a shoulder engaging with said power con-

trolling lever ; whereby said pedal may be tilted on its pivot

to cause said shoulder to engage with said power-control-
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ling lever to operate the same, and whereby when said
pedal la mored to actuate said brake-controlling lever, said
link la caused to slide freely through said opening in said

power-controlling lever without operating said power-con-
trolling lever.

(Claims 2, 8, and 5 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,230.427. SHKKT-METAL HCB. Thomas
New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 10. 1917
141.546. iCl. 21—81.)

E. MrsBAT,
Serial No.

1. A tubular hub of sheet metal formed of two longi-
tudinally divided half sections homc>geu«>4>u8ly united at
their registering edges and comprising a tube, a contracted
tui**- In front thereof, and an externally threaded sleeve
secured at the outer end of said contracteil tut)e.

2. A tubular hub of sheet metal formed of two longi
tudlnally dlvldwl half sections homogeneously united at
their registering edges and comprising a rear tube, a con
tracted tube in front thereof, and a threaded sleeve sepa
rately foi mwl and receiving said contracted tube.

8. A tubular hub of sheet meUI forme<l of two longi-
tudinally divided half sections homogeneously united at
their registering edges and comprising a tube, a contracted
tube In front thereof, and a threaded sleeve also formed in
two longitudinally divided half sections electrically welded
together and receiving said contracted tube.

4. A tubular hub of sheet metal formed of two longi-
tudinally divided half sections homogeneously united at
their rejflsterlDK edges and comprising a tube, a contracted
outwardly tapere<l tube In front thereof, a hollow longi-
tudinal rib on said last-nameil tube, a threaded sleeve, a
wall at the outer end of said sleeve, and. in said wall, an
opening receiving the end of saitl outwardly tapered con-
tracted tube.

5. A tuhular hub of sheet metal formed of two longi-
tudinally divideil half sections homogeneously united at
their registering edges and comprising a tube, a contracted
outwardly tapered tube in front thereof, a hollow longi-
tudinal rill on said last named tube, a threaded cylindrical
sleeve having an Integral tapere.l extension fitting on said
contrncte«l tube, and a front wall at its outer end having
an opening receiving and closed by the extremity of said
contracted tube.

1,280,428. RAIL-JOINT. JoH.v Novak. Buffalo. N. Y.
Filed Jan. 10. 1916. Serial No. 71,250. (CI. 239—8.)

-W^

A^ J6
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In a rail Joint, a rail end having the head thereof ter-
minating short of the end of the web of the rail and having
Its projecting web portion subsUntially one - half the
height of the web l>eneath the head and provided with a
relatively short upstanding stud in its outer end. ami a
second rail end having the lower portion of its web cut-
away and h&vlng a web portion substantially one half the
height of the rail web depending from the head to rein-
force the same and provided with a relatively shallow
socket In Its lower edge and at Its Inner end. said second
rail end also having a pair of integral parts extending in
parallelism along the opposite sides of the rail end and
projecting a short distance beyond the same, the t>ase

flange of the 8e<>ond rail end terminating at the inner end
of said web portion and the lower outer corners of said
plates being rounded to bear axainst and ride over the
base flange of the first rail end to permit Insertion of the
plates beneath the head of the first rail en^.

1.230.429. ELECTROMAONETir DEVICE JoiL C. R.
Pai.xib. New Rochelle. and Y^wn J. Holmm. New
York. N. Y.. assignors, by me^ne assignments, to West-
ern Electric Company. Incorporated, a Corporation of
New York. F1le,| June 8. 1915. SerUl No. 32,845
(CI. 175—327.)

2. An electromagnetic device comprising a magnet hav-
ing two north and two south polar extensions forming
two sets of north and south poles, an armature having
one end «xtending l)etween said north polar extensions
and the other end extending t>etween said south polar
extensions and adapted to move toward one set of north
and south poles or toward the other set of north and
south poles, and a path of low magnetic reluctance be-
tween said polar extensions of like polarity.

4. An electromagnetic device comprising a magnet hav-
ing two north and two south poles forming two sets of
north and south poles, a pivoted armature Intermediate
said poles and adapted to move toward one set of north
and south poles or toward the other set of north and
south pi)les. and windings on said poles for simultane-
ously strengthening one of said sets of north and south
poles .ind weakening the other set of north and south
poles.

5. An electromagnetic device comprising a magnet, a
U-shaped pol.ir extension on each pole of said magnet, a
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winding on each limb of each of said i>olar extensions, and

an armature extending between said limbs of like polar-

ity and plvotally mounted to move between said limbs in

a direction transverse to the field of said magnet.

(Claims 1, 8, and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.430. FURNACE LINING AND METHOD OF MAK-
ING SAME. Gbobge W. Patnoe. Maple Grove, Ohio,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to The Dolomite Prod-

ucts Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Nov. 16. 1915. Serial No. 61,821. (Cl. 106—9.1

I. A refractory material for furnace-linings and the

like consisting of the granular product resulting from the

calcination of a mixture of finely divided magnesian lime-

stone and a small percentage of argillaceous -matter, sub-

stantially as described.

II. The method of making a refractory material for

furnace-linings and the like, which consists In adding to

nuigneslan limestone from two to five per cent, of argil-

laceous matter In the form of silica, alumina and Iron

oxld, grinding the mixture until it substantially all passes

a l(X>-mesh sieve, and thereupon calcining such mixture

at a temperature of 2600 degrees to 3000 degrees F. until

it is reduced to a dense sintered mass resistant to air

and moisture, substantially as described.

(Claims 2 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. 230,431. ART OF FUSING ORES. Raoul Pibrrb

Picrrr. Paris. France. Filed Oct. 29, 1918. Serial No.

798.056. Renewed May 12, 1917. Serial No. 168,816.

(Cl. 75—75.)

1. The process of smelting ores to obtain the uncarbon-

ited metal or metal having a given degree of carboniza-

tion, which consists In stacking a furnace with layers of

ore of a previously ascertained composition, alternating

with layers of carbon, the amount of carbon In said lay-

ers being calculated to be consumed to the desired extent

and to completely reduce the ore before reaching the fus-

ing zone, and Introducing at the said fusing tone of the

furnace a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen and carbonic oxld

calculated to produce the temperature required to bring

the gangue of the ore to complete fusion.

2. The process of smelting ores to obtain the uncarbon-

Ized metal or metal having a given degree of carboniza-

tion, which consists in stacking a furnace with layers of

ore of a previously ascertained composition, alternating

with layers of carbon, the amount of carbon In said lay-

ers Iteing calculated to be consumed to the desired extent

and to completely reduce the ore before reaching the fus-

ing zone, introducing at the said fusing zone of the fur-

nace a mixture of oxygen, nitrogen and carbonic oxld cal-

culated to produce the temperature required to bring the

gangue of the ore to complete fusion, and Introducing air

into the furnace above said zone.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,432. CIGAR-HOLDER. Em HiLAiRB Plamondon.
Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Filed July 5, 1916. Serial

No. 107,496. (Cl. 24—170.)

6 iL
nRiirWlC33

In a device of the character described comprising a
buckle consisting. of a single sheet of metal forming a

body portion having a central rectangular opening there-

in, vertically extending flanges formed with said body

portion at the opposite sides of said opening, a rectangu-

lar sheet metal tongue, trunnions formed with one end

of said tongue and plvotally connected to said vertically

extending flanges, said tongue adapted to rest upon said

flanges, the opposite or free end of said tongue being

notched, a connecting loop secured to one end of aald

body portion and a reinforcing strip formed with the op-

posite or free end of said body portion substantially as

and for the purpose specified.

1,230.433. JIG. RoBBBT Halujwbll Richards. Boston.

Mass. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No. 88.088. (Cl.

88—58.)

1. The combination of a Jig including the usual screen ;

a chamber for receiving the heavier materials flowing

from said screen ; a depending discharge tube leading

from said chamber ; a pan into which said tube dipe, aald

pan having a barrier for retaining a l>ed of dlacharging

material around the depending end of said tube ;
and

means for reciprocating said pan toward and from the

end of said tube while the Jig is In operation.

3. The combination of a Jig Including the usual screen ;

a chamber for receiving the heavier materials tluwlng from

said screen ; a depending discharge tube leading from said

chamber ; a pan Into which said tube dips ; a swinging

link supporting one end of said pan ; means for adjusting

sail link to move aald pan toward and from the end of

said tube ; a rotatable member having a crank pin Jour-

naled In the other end of said pan ; and means for rotat-

ing said member.

4. The combination of a Jig including the usual screen ;

a chamber for receiving the heavier materials flowing

from said screen ; a depending discharge tube leading

from said chamber ; a pan Into which said tube dips, aald

pan having a barrier for retaining a bed of dlscliarging

material around the end of said tube; and means for os-

cillating said pan with a compound movement In an end

less loop path toward and from the end of said tube ant

transversely with reference thereto while the Jig la In

operation.
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6. Tbe conciliation of a itratlfying separator ; a cham-
ber for receiving tlie heavier material* flowing from Mild

separator: a depending dtarharge tube leading from said

chamber ; a pan toto which said tube dtpa. sa»d pan leav-

ing a barrier for retaining a t>ed of discharging material

around the depending end of said tube; and means for

reclproratlng said pan toward and frvm'tbe end »f Mild

tub« while tbe Jig is In operation.

10. The comblnatliin of a i<tratifying separator; a cham-
ber for receiving the heavier materials (lowing from said

separator: a dep<ndlng discharge tube leading from said

chamber ; a pan into which said tube dtps : a swinging
support for one end of said pan ; a crank directly con-

nected to the other end of wid pan to support the same

;

and means for rotating said cranlc.

[Claims 2, 5. and 7 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.434. AUTOMATIC TIMER FOR STARTING ET.E-
VATORf. Gkoh«e ri. RowK. Berwyn. 111., assignor to

L. E. King, Berwyn. III. Filed Aug. 14, 1613. Serial

So. 784.688. (CT. 177—336.)

*T4
- J__

1. A signaling device for a plurality of elevators, com-
prising a distinctiTe signal for ascending and a distinctive
signal for descending, one signal serving for all elevators
in each case, means for operating each of said signals at
the same regular Intervals, means for varying the length
of said intervals, and means for varying the relative tim-

ing of the ascending and descending signals Independently
of the said adjustment of their timing Interval.

2. \ signaling device for elevators comprising two sig-

nals only, means for operating each of said signals at
predetermined intervals In accordance with the number of
cars operating, and independent means for .adjusting the
period between the operation of one of said signals and
the operation of the other of said signals to vary the rela-

tive periods of rest of said cars when reversing their di-

rection of travel.

3. A signaling system for a plurality of elevators, com-
prising a single electrically actuated ascend signal, a
single electrically actuated descend signal, circuits there-
for, means for periodically closing said circuits at inter-
vals which may be varied to accord with the number of
cars In use and means for adjusting the period between
the operation of successive signals, to provide for varia-
tion in the volume of trafflc.

4. The combination with a bank of elevatort. of a signal
at the bottom of the bank for starting all the elevators
upward at equal Intervals, and a signal at the top of the
bank for starting all the elevators downawrd at the same
equal Intervals, a source of current having two parallel
circuits therefrom in each of which one of said stgnals
Is Included, a rotatable timing device and <o<ip«ratlng
contacts for closing said respective circuits, a shant-
woond motor for rotating said timing device, said motor
operating with a weak field and having a resistance In the
fl«ld circuit, a graduated scale calibrated to indicate time
Intervals, a pointer associated with said scale and con-
trolling said resistance, and a switch for opening the mo-
tor circuit concurrently with the adjustment of said re-

tlstance whereby when any new adjnstment of th« field

strength is >.nade. the motor magnetization builds up
from a minimum to the deslrfd value, res'tlting in the
saui" »pe«»d of armature rotation for succe*i»lvo adjnst-

BKnts to the ><ame point on the scale, and Insuring nnl-

form timing of said elevators.

5^ In a timing device for elevators, a pair of relatively

filed eoatacts. a pair of movable contacts, drralts there-
for c»«iprl8lng signals. e«eh of saM movabVe contacts
Itelng adapted to engage ••e of uM fixed contacts to close

a circuit, one of said circuits operating to give the signal

to ascend and the other of said circuits operating to give
the signals to descend, a shunt motor for driving said mov-
able contacts, a variable redstnnce in tbe field circuit of
said motor to control the timing of said signal.« and means
permitting adjustment of tbe relative arrangements of

tbe variouM contacts to vary the relative periods of said
asrettdtng and det^cendlng signals.

(Claim 6 not printed in tb** Gazette.]

1.280.430. FIRE-EXTINGUISHER. Edwako S. Savagi.
Rochester, N. T. Filed Feb. 26. 1914. Serial No.
821, 196. (CI. 169—17.)

5. \ flre-extlngutsher having, in combination, a IlquUI-

reservolr provided with a discharge-orlflce and an outlet-

passage leading thereto, the reservoir being dlvide<l into

two chambers and provided with filling-openings through
which said chamt>er8 may be separately filled with differ-

ent liquids ; and a manually-operable pump connected with
said chambers of the reservoir, and adapted to force liquid

therefrom alternatively.

9. In a syringe, the combination with a reservoir hav-

ing an outlet, of a piston chamber in the reservoir having
Intake ports adjacent opposite ends and discharge ports

adjacent opposite ends connected to the discharge outlet
of the reservoir ; a piston to reciprocate in said chamber

;

and an intake tube extending longitudinally of the reser-

voir with Its ends adjacent the side and opposite ends of

the reservoir connected to the Intakes of the piston
chamber.

11. In a syringe, the combination with a reservoir hav-
ing an outlet, of a piston chamber arranged in said reser-

voir with Its longitudinal axis parallel to and at one side

of the longitudinal axis of tbe reservoir, said piston
chamber having opposite ends connected to the outlet of

the reservoir ; a piston to reciprocate in said chamber : and
an intake tube extending longitudinally of the reservoir
with its ends adjacent to the opposite ends of tbe reaer-

voir, said Intake tube being connected to tbe opposite ends
of the piston chamber and being arranged on that side of

tbe longitudinal axis of tbe reservoir opposite the piston
chamber.

[CUima 1 to 4. 6 to 8, and 10 not printed In tbe Oa-
rette.l

l,230.4.'te. INTERCHANGE.\BLE VEHICLE. William
M. ScHLraa. Orange, N. J., assignor of one-third to

Mary C. Schluer, Montclalr, N. J. Filed May 31. 1916.
Serial No 100.753. (CI. 21—43.)

1. In a vehicle of the character set forth, tbe chassis of
the vehicle, a main l>ody comprlfting a Ooortng. perma-
nently fixed side members, a movably diBpos«d seat-mem-
ber, and a means of separable retaining connection b«-
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twe«a tbe sal4 flz«d side-measben and the aald aeat me«s-

ber, combined witli auxiliary aide-members, aa end-mem-
ber, said auxiliary side-members and the end-member be

lug removably disposed with relation to the said main

body and the flooring.

2. In a vehicle of the character set forth, the chassis of

the vehicle, a main body comprising a flooring, perma-

nently fixed side nieml>er8, a movably disposed seat-mem-

ber, a means of separable retaining connection between

the said fixed side-members and the said seat-member, and

means connected with said seat-member and with the said

flooring for securing the seat-member in its fixed adjusted

relation upon the said flooring, consisting of oppositel>

disposed tubular elements, a bolt extending into and
through each tubular element, said tntlts having screw-

threaded end-portlonii •xt«odlng through elonKate<l open-

ings with which the aaid flooring Is provided, and tighten-

ing Dut-Ilk« members Into whlcb tbe said end-portions of

the bolts arc screwed.

3. In a vehicle of the character set forth, tbtt chassis of

tbe vehicle, a main body comprising a fiooring, perma-

nently fixed side-members, a movably disposed seat-mem-

k«r, a means of separable retaining connection between

the said fixed side uicnibers and tbe said seat-member,

combined with auxiliary side members, an end-member,

aid auxiliary 8id«-memt>«rs and tbe end-mcinb«r being

removably disposed with relation to tbe said main body

and tbe fiooring. and a hood mounted upon said auxiliary

aide-members and said »'nd-raember_;_^

4. In a vehicle of the character aet forth, tbe chassis

of tbe vehicle, a main body comprising a flooring, perma-

mently fixed side-membera, a movably disposed seat-mem-

ber, a means of separable retaining connection between

the said fixed side-members and the said seat member, and
means connected with said seat-member anfl witb said

flooring for securing the seat-member in its fixed adjusted

relation upon the said flooring, combined with auxiliary

side-members, an end-member, said auxiliary side members
and the end-member being removably disposed with rela-

tion to tbe said main body and tbe flooring, and a hood
mounted upon said auxiliary side members and said end-

meml>er.

5. In a vehicle of tbe character set forth, the chassis of

the vehicle, a main body comprising a flooring. i>erma-

nently fixed side-members, a movably disposed seat-mem-

ber, a means of separable retaining connection between

the said flxed side-members and the said seat-member, and

means connected with said seat-member and with tbe said

fiooring for securing the seat-member in Its fixed adjusted

relation upon the said flooring, consisting of oppositely

disposed tubular elements, a bolt extending into and

through each tubular element, said bolts having screw-

threaded end-portions extending through elongated open

ings with which the said fiooring is provided, and tight-

ening nut-like members into which the said end-portions

of the bolts are screwed, combined with auxiliary side-

members, an end-member, said auxiliary side-members and
the end-meml)er heing removably dispose*! with relation

to the said main l>ody and the flooring, and a hood mount-

ed upon said auxiliary side-members and said end-member.

[Claims 6 to 1.3 not prlnteil In the Gazette.

]

1..23<).i»7. <^RAIN-CLEAM>.<; MEANS FOR THEB6H
INU-MACHIXEK.
Ohio. Filed Apr.
130—15.)

HxNRV H. SCHrETTE, Nnpoleou.

17^ 191«. Serial No. 91.7M. (CI.

1. In a machine of the class described, a grain trougb
and a tailing-trough, a shaker-frame having a grain-bottom
and a tailing bottom leading respectively to said grain and
tailing-troughs and having means above said bottoms for
delivering grain dropping therein to said graln-hottom and
cooperating with both said bottoms to form a blast pas-
sage, and means for directing a t)last through said passage
and also over said grain directing means.

2. In a machine of tbe class described, a shaker-frame
having a grain-bottom at its rear end and a tailing-bottom
extending from a point below said grain-bottom and for-

ward thereof in inclined relation and also having a plu-

rality of riddles above said bottoms, a means altove said

bottoms for directing to the grain bottom grain falling

thereon from said riddles and cooperating with l>oth said
bottoms to form a blast pas.sage. and means for regulating

the amount of blast directed through said passage.

3. In a machine of tbe class described, blast creating
means having main and auxiliary blast discharge pas-

sages in superimposed relation, grain and tailing-troughs

disposed below the plane of discharge of the blast from
said means, a shaker-frame disposed In the path of dis-

cbarge of air from said means and having main and aux-
iliary blast passages in register, respectively, with the

main and auxiliary passages of said means, said shaker

frame having separate grain and tailing-bottom parts

which respectively direct grain and tailings to said grain

and tailing-troughs and which form portions of the bottom
wall of tbe auxiliary passage in said shaker frame.

4. In a machine of the class descrlbe'l, grain and tail-

ing-troughs, a shaker-frame having separate grain and
tailing-bottoms for delivering grain and tailings, renpec-

tively. to said troughs, a partition disposed over both said

bottoms for dire<tlng grain falling thereon to said grain-

bottom, a riddle carried by the frame over said partition,

means for directing an air blast through said shaker-

frame both above and below said partition, and means for

regulating the passage of the blast through said frame

below said partition.

5. In a machine of tbe clans described, separate grain

and tailing troughs, a shaker frame having separate grain

and tailing bottoms In Its lower portion for delivering

grain and tailings, respectively, to said troughs and also

having a plurality of riddles disposed above said bottoms,

a partition disposed between said iKittoms and riddles

for catching tbe grain falling through viid riddles, said

partition having its opposite end portions oppositely In-

clined and provided witb grain delivery openings adjaecat

to the inner ends of said inclines, said openings i>elng dis-

posed over the grain bottom, and means for directing an

air blast in regulated proportions above and below said

partition through said shaker frame.

1,280,488. HANGER. Akdbiw L. Sloan, Passaic. N. J.

Filed Mar. 6, 1916. Serial No. 82,863. (CI. 24—78.

1

A two prongetl support book comprising a single piece

of spring wire, the central upper portion of which is

formed into an open loop adapted to t>e suspended by

engagement with a rail, an open ring extending from ^iiid

loop, said open ring being adapted to reslliently u : ge
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and support an article passed ttaerethroosb and re#n-

traotly turned, outwardly curved, open hooks formed at

tbe adjacent ends of said ring, each of said hooks being

iff /p

vngageable with articles to be supported, all of said ele-

ments being disposed In the same plane.

1,230.439. SHUTTLE-FEELER FOR LOOMS. Isaac
Snow, Lawrence, Mass., assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Draper Corporation, Hopedale, Mass., a Corporation

of Maine. Piled Apr. 25, 1916. Serial No. 93.533.

<C1. 139—86.)

1. A shuttle feeler for automatic Oiling replenishing
looms comprising an arm movable toward the lay to feel-
ing position upon call for filling replenishment, a relatively
movable member carried thereby and extending beyond and
across the end of said arm having means adapted to be
positioned In the path of the lay upon engagt-ment of an
Improperly positioned shuttle whereby the feeler will be
actuated by the further movement of the lay throuKh said
means to prevent operation of the transferring mechanism.

3. A shuttle feeler for automatic filling replenishing
looms comprising an arm movable toward the lay to feeling
position upon call for filling replenishment and a shuttle
engaging plate pivotally mounted upon and extending be-
yond the end of said arm. having an Integra! downward
ejctenslon adapted to be positioned In the path of the lay
upon engagement of said plate with an Improperly posi-
tioned shuttle, whereby the feeler will be actuated by the
movement of the lay to prevent operation of the trans-
ferring mechanism.

4. A shuttle fpeler for automatic filling replenishing
looms comprising an arm movable toward the lay to feeling
position upon call for filling replenishment, and a shuttle
•ngagln? plate yleldably mounted upon said arm having
a flange overlying the end of said arm, said plate being pro-
Tided with a downward extension adapted to be posi-

tioned in the path of the lay upon engagement of said
plate with an Improperly positioned shuttle whereby the
<eeler will be actuated through the engagement of the
latch with the lay and the flange with the end of the
feeler.

6. .\ shuttle feeler for automatic filling replenishing

looms comprising an arm movable toward the lay to feel-

ing position upon call for filling replenishment, a shuttle

engaging plate pivotally mounted at the end of said arm
having a ilownward extension or flange adapted to be po-

sitioned In the path of the lay. means Including a counter-

weight for rocking said plate upon Its pivot to cause Its

€nd to extend beyond the end of the feeler arm and the

latch normally to be removed from the path of tbe lay

whereby engagement of said plate with an tmpropi'rly

positioned shuttle will position tbe latch In the path of

the lay.

[Claims 2. 5, and 7 not printed In tbe (iasette.l

1,230,440. HANtiER. Robert J. St»»li, Newport News.
Va., assignor of one-half to Walter C. Tucker. Raleigh.

X. C. Flle<l Sept. 20. I91t5. Serial No. 121,282. H'l.

248—24.)

1. As a new article of manufacture, a hanger <-<inslstlng

of a substantially U-shaped frame, a shaft lUsposed

through the free extremities of said frame, cones mounted
upon said shaft between the outer ends of the frame, re-

versely disposed cups surrounding the shaft and affonllng

raceways, antifriction members mounted In said mips and
contacting with the cones, a clamping strap disposed

around the periphery of the cups and terminating In ears.

a hook member having a shank extending between th»' ears

of the (-lamping strap, and securing mean* passing through

said straps and shank of the hook member.
2. As a new article of manufacture, a hanger consisting

of a substantially U-8hap»>d frame, a shaft disposed

through the free extremities of said frame, cones mounted
upon said shaft between the outer ends of the frame, re-

versely disposed cups surrounding the shaft and affording

raceways, antifriction memtHTs mounted in said cups

and contacting with the cones, a clamping strap disposed

around the periphery of the cups and terminating In ears,

a hook memt>er having a shank extending between the ears

of the clamping strap, and securing means passing through

said straps and shank of the hook member, the outer end

of the shank of the hook member being straight and con-

tacting with the periphery afforded by the cups.

8. .\a a new article of manufacture, a hanger comprising

a substantially U shaped frame, a shaft supported by the

free end portions of said frame, the base of the frame

being provided with a slot disposed longitudinally of the

shaft, a hook member mounted for rocking movement upon

the shaft, and a shank disposed through the slot of the

frame, the outer end portion of said shank being provided

with securing means and the Inner end of said shank being

provided with a cross head extending transversely of tht»

slot of the frame and of a length In excess of the width

of said slot, said shank being of a length In excess of the

distance between the bend of the frame and tbe connected

portion of the hook meml>er.

1.230.441. HANGER. Eno<.h P. Stivens. Chicago. 111.

Filed June 14, 1915. SerUl No. .^S.O.'IS. (CI. 248—31.)

1. In a banger, the combination with a pair of carrier

members, of a pair of adjustable members, each of said

adjustable members being provided with a plurality of ad-

justment surfaces, and locking means carried by said car-

rier members, whereby said adjustable members may Im»

supported In a plurality of positions with relation to said

carrier memt>er8.

2. In a hanger, the combination of a pair of carrier

members, a shaft extending between said carrier member*.
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a pair of pawls mounted on said shaft adjacent to said car-
rier members, and a pair of adjustable members having
ratchets adapted to be engaged by said pawls, whereby
said adjustable meml>ers may be supported in predeter-
mined positions.

3. In a hanger, the combination of a pair of carrier
members, a shaft extending between said carrier members,
a pair of pawls mounted on said shaf4 adjacent to said car-
rier members, a pair of adjustable members having ratchets
adapted to be engaged by said pawls, whereby said ad
Justable members may be supported In predetermined posi-
tions, and means for clamping each of said adJusUble-
members to a corresponding carrier member.

4. In a supporting device, the combination with a beam
having a flange on Its lower edge, of a hanger compris-
ing a pair of angularly disposed carrier members supported
by said flange, and a pair of adjustable members carried
by aald carrier members and adjustable with respect there-
to, both angularly and In a vertical plane, said adjustable
members having means thereon for engaging en object to
be supported.

1.230.442. HOLDER FOR TILES. Christian W. Svi.nd-
BN. Matawan, N. J. Filed I>ec. 15. 1915. Serial No
66,961. (CI. 91—60.)

r sv

/^ :iy
**>

1. A holder for tiles to be coated comprising a bottom
for protecting the back exterior surface of the tile and
means constructed to coact with said bottom and yield-
ingly embrace the tile to protect the sides and ends of the
tile while being coated.

8. A holder for tiles to be coated, comprising means for
removably holding the tile with only Its surface to be
coated, exposed, said means comprising a fixed member
having side, front and rear walls, said walls being pro-
vided with yielding Inner surfaces, a reciprocating member
having a side wall, said wall being provided with a yield-
ing Inner surface, means for moving the reciprocating
member In one direction and a spring actuated means In-

terposed between said members for moving the recipro-
cating member In another direction.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,443. AIRCRAFT. John P. Tabbox, Buffalo. N. Y..
assignor to Tarbox Safety Aircraft Company, a Corpora
tlon of Delaware. Filed July 2. 1918. Serial No.
776,979. (CI. 244—16.)
1. An air craft comprising a main frame and two lift-

ing curfaces connected thereto at points longitudinally

spaced apart and for relative horizontal angular movement
with respect to each other, means connected with said
frame and having operative connections with said surfaces
for adjusting said surface* wltb respect to each other in
various positions from positions in which they face in op-
posite directions to positions In which they face in the
same direction, and for holding said surfaces In an ad-
Justed position for flight, and driving means propelling
said surfaces In the directions in which they face.

r/L g:^ IL-':c5L/L--^"S^fJ^
'\

..-.#.

2. An air craft comprising a main frame and two lift-

ing surfaces connected thereto at points longitudinally
spaced apart and for relative horizontal angular movement
with respect to each other, each of said surfaces having
a propeller rotatable about a relatively fixed horizontal
axis transversely thereof, means for driving said propel-
lers, and means connected with the said frame for shifting
said surfaces with respect to each other from positions In
which they face and are driven In opposite directions to
positions In which they face and are driven in the same
direction.

.'^. An air craft comprising a main frame and two lift-

ing surfaces connected thereto at points longitudinally
spaced apart and for relative horizontal angular move-
ment with respect to each other, said surfaces having sub-
stantially equal lifting power when driven at the same
speed and being connected with said frame substantially
at their centers of pressure, a seat for an operator, means
connected with said frame and operable from said seat for
adjusting said surfaces with respect to each other from
positions In which they face In opposite directions to posi-
tions in which they face in the same direction, and means
for driving said surfaces in the directions in which they
face.

4. In combination, a rotary frame, a support for a pas-
senger swlvelly connected thereto, a surface Inclined to the
line of vertical advance connected with said passenger
support and acted upon by the air through which said sur-
face passes to counteract the tendency of said passenger
support to rotate with said supporting frame, and sup-
porting surfaces mounted on said frame and controlled
from said passenger support to operate as a convertible
helicopter and aeroplane.

5. An air craft comprising a main frame and two lift-
ing surfaces connected thereto at points longitudinally
spaced apart and for relative horizontal angular movement
with respect to each other, a swivel seat for the operator,
means connected with said frame and operable from said
seat for adjusting said surfaces in opposite angular direc-
tions with respect to each other to bring them Into various
positions from positions In which they face In opposite di-
rections to positions in which they face in the same direc-
tion, and for holding said surfaces in an adjusted position
for flight.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the CJazette.]

1.230,444. SURGICAL ADHESIVE STRIP. Charlbs W.
Tebp, Sidney Center, N. Y., assignor of one-half to
James A. Holley, Walton, N. Y. Filed Oct. 17. 1916
Serial No. 126,139. (CI. 128—28.)

1. An adhesive plaster strip, composed of longitudinally
alined fabric sections spaced apart from each other and de-
signed to be transversely divisible, the transverse weft
threads and a portion of the longitudinal warp threads of
the fabric being omitted at Intervals and the balance of the
longitudinal warp threads continued across the spaces he-
fween the sections to provide transverse ventilating air
spaces.
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2. An adheslre plaster strip, composed of longitudlnally
allued fabric sections spaced apart from each other by In-

tervals of varying widths, the transverse weft threads and
a portion of the longitudinal warp threads of the fabric
being ouiltted at Intervals and the balance of the longi-
tudinal warp threads continued across the spaces between
the sections to provide transverse ventilating air apmcem.

li. An adhesive plaster strip, composed of longitudinally

alined adhesive fabric sections of varying dimensions
spaced apart from each other by intervals of varying
widths, the transverse weft threads and a portion of the

longitudinal warp threads of the fabric being omitted at
intervaU and the balance of the longitudinal warp threads
{•outlnuf'd across the spaces between th»> sections, to con-

ne<t the .sections and provide transverse ventilating air

spaceH.

1.280,448. SURGICAL ADHESIVE STRIP. Charles W.
Tied. Sidney Center, and Jambs A. Hollet, Walton,
N. Y. Filed Dec. 2, 1916. Serial No. 134,679, (01.

128—28.)

" •»

1. An adhesive plaster strip, composeti of longitudi-

nally alined adhesive sections spaced apart from each

other, and openwork thread connections between the sec-

tions to provide transverse ventilating air spacea, said

thr«>ad connections being embedded in the adhesive coat-

ing of said sections.

2. An adhesive plaster, compoaed of adhesive teetioas

spaced apart from each other, and openwork threads be-

tween and connecting the section.^ providing ventilating

air s(>ac>'s. said threads being embedded in the adhesive
con ting of said sectloiM.

1^30,440. ADJUSTABLE MATTRESS. Virnos S.

Thibi.wall, Ancou, Canal 2^ne, assignor of one-half to
Egerton Shaw Humber, Panama, Canal Zone. Plied
Sept. 30. 1915. SerUl No. 53,297. (CI. 5—13.)

1. A mattres.s comprising a frame including side bars
and end bars united to form relatively adjustable sec-

tions, capable of lengthwise and sidewlse expansion and
contraction, a flexible covering for the frame having op-

posed side and end flaps adapted to project Inwardly l>e-

neath the corresponding frame bars, and independent ad-
justable means for aecaring the corresponding flaps

together.

2. A mattress compri.dng a frame including side bars
and end bars united to form relatively adjustable sec-

tions, means for permitting extension of said sections but
adapted to prevent retrograde movement thereof, a
flexible covering for the frame having opposed side and
end flaps adapted to project inwardly beneath the corre-

sponding frame bars, and Independent adjustable means
for securing the i^rrespondlng flaps together.

3. A mattress comprlslnR a frame Including side bars
and end bars nnlte<l to form relatively adjustable sections,

means for permitting extension of said sections but
adapted normally to prevent retrograde movement thereof,

a flexible covering for the frame having oppos»>d side and
end flaps adapt<>d to project inwardly beneath the cor-

responding frame bar!<. independent adjustable means for

securing the corresponding flaps together, and means by
which the first-named means may be rendered inopera-
tive to permit contraction of the frame.

4. A mattress comprising a frame Including side bars
and end bars united to form relatively adjustable sections,

a tubular sle»-ve secured fixedly to the end of one frame
bar at each joint for the slldable reception of the adja-
cent bar end, rack teeth provided upon the said bar end,
a sprlngpre8.««»Ml pawl provided upon the sleeve for en-

gagement with the said teeth to permit expansion of the
same alone normally, a supporting device carried by the
pawl and a<lapt)-d to l>e Interpos^-d between the latter

and th*- sleeve to secure the pawl in Inoperative position
out of engagement with the rack teeth and to permit con
traction of the frame, said supporting device being ac-

cessible from the interior of the frame, and an adjustable
covering of flexible material for the frame which extends
around the outer sides of the frame bar*.

5. A mattresM comprising a frame Including side bars
and end bars, each side bar being unite<l flxe<lly with an
adjacent end bar to form an angular frame section In-

cluding one corner of the frame, tubular angle sleeves

forming the other diagonally opposite corners of the
frame and adapted to slldably receive the adjacent bar
ends in their corresponding arms, releasable means for

nonnally permitting extension adjustment of each bar ena
In the rorresponding sleeve arm. a flexible covering for the
frame having side and en<l flaps extending Inwardly b4>-

neath the side and end bars of the frame, and Independent
means (or securing co acting flaps adjustably together.

1.230.447. SNOW SHOE HARNESS. Orlet C. Tcttlb,
Old Forge. N. Y. Filed Mar. «, 1»17. Sertnl No.
152.537 (a. 4ft—<7.)
1. A snowshoe-harness including <>now>boe-strlng1nc ; a

flexible toe-piece fastened thereto and ahaped to fit aroonil
tbe forepart of tbe foot and protect the stringing onder
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the ball of the foot ; a clasp for deUchabiy fastening said

toe-piece over the foot ; and a heel strap fastened to said

toe-piece and arranged to pass around the heel part of

tbe foot.

y 4'

2. A snowshoe-harness InHuding snowshoe-strlnglng ; a

flexible toe-piece fastened thereto and shaped to fit around

the forepart of the foot and protect the stringing under

the ball of the foot : a two part clasp one part of which

is fastened to one side of said toe-piece and formed with

holes and the other part of which Is fastened to the op-

posite side of said toe-piece and is formed with a stud

adapted to engage In said holes In succession and having a

recess with the walls of which the first named part en-

gagea in locking position : and a heel-strap fastened to

said toe piece and stringing and arranged to pass around

the heel part of the foot.

a pair of connecting portions spaced one from the other

to provide substantial openings upon opposite sides, a

member slldably mounted in said connecting portions and

held thereby against rotation, and a member threaded

through said sliding member having a portion adapted to

engage an axle In said hub and a portion by which it

can be turned.

5. A wheel puller comprising, in combination, a unitary

mem»)er having a split internally threaded collar portion,

an outer portion and a pair of connecting portions spa.ed

one from another upon opposite sides and formed to pro-

vide guides on their innjr surfaces, a nut slldably mount-

ed in and Interlocking with said guide portions, a bolt

threadeil through said nut in position to engage an axle

In said hub and extending outwardly beyond said first

member, and means adapted to clamp said collar portion

of said first member about said hub.

1,230,448. WHEEL-PULLINO DEVICE. Walter I.

Tcttle, Providence, R. I. Filed Mar. 6, 1916. Serial

No. 82.875. (Cl. 29—85.)

1.230,449. ELECTRICAL LOCKING DEVICE. Stiphen
'

G. Va.n Dekbeck. Hackensack. N. J., and Uasrt B.

MranocK, New York, N. Y., assignors to Duplex I^ck

Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New

York. Filed June 24. 191G. Serial Xo. 105.016. (CL

70—90.)
I

1. A wheel puller comprising In combination, a unitary

device having a collar portion adapted to make threaded

engagement with the hub of a wheel and a portion ex-

tending away from said collar portion, a member slldably

mounte<l In said »»con<l portion of said device, and a

member threaded through said slldable member and hav-

ing a portion adapted to engage an axle and a portion by

which It can l>e turned.

2. A wheel puller comprising In combination, three

members, two of which are slldably related one to the

other and the third of which is threaded to one of the

first two, one of said members being adapted to engage

the end of an axle and another of said members compris-

ing a portion adapte<l to make threaded engagement with

a hub upon said axle, an outer supporting portion, and

a pair of connecting portions spaced one from the other

to provide substantial openings upon opposite sides.

8. A wheel puller comprising, In combination, a unitary

device having a c>ollar portion adapted to make threade<l

engagement with a hub, an outer supporting portion and

a portion formed to connect said first portions and shaped

to provide an angular guide on Its inner surface extending

substantially parallel to the axis of said hub, a nut

mounted to slide in said guide and held from rotation

thereby, and a bolt threaded through said nut and posi-

tioned to engage an axle within said hub.

4. A wheel puller comprising. In combination, a unitary

device having a collar portion adapted to make threaded

engagement with the hub of a wheel, an outer portion and

1. In a locking device of the character described tbe

combination of a casing, a solenoid in said casing, a plan

ger In said solenoid and operated thereby, a latch arm

connected to the plunger, a sleeve formed with the said

casing, a sliding bar In said sleeve having notches, one of

said notches engaged by the latch arm. forked plates on

the ends of said bar, the brake rod of a vehicle engaged

by said plates and stop blocks on the said brake rod co-

acting with said plates.

2. In a lo<klng device of the character described the

combination of a sliding bar having keeper notches formed

therein, a latch arm pivoted adjaient to said bar, a spring

to lock the latch bar with said notches, a solenoid when

energized unlocking the latch arm from said notches, a

sleeve with a rod slldably guided adjacent to said bar. an

electric conductor carried by said sleeve, a plate carried

on the bar In the path of said rod moving the latter at

predetermined positions of said bar, an electric circnit

for the solenoid, and electric conductor bars In circuit

with said electric circuit and In the path of the conduc-

tor carried by the said sleeve.

8. In a locking device of the character described the

combination of a sliding bar having notches, a latch arm

pivoted adjacent to said bar with the swinging end there-

of <outactlng with said bar, a solenoid In the ierlce, a

plunger slldably located in said solenoid, a non magnetic

link with one end pinned to said plunger and Its othei

end pinned to the latch arm. a spring to force the latch

plunger out of the solenoid when the latter is not ener

gixed and thereby lock the latch arm with said sliding

t»ar, an electric circuit for the solenoid, means to move

the sliding bar. and means to close said electric ci:-cuit

with tbe movement of said bar.
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4. In a locking device of the character described the
combination of a slldln? bar having notches, a latch arm
pivoted adjacent to said bar with the swinging end there-
of contacting with saW bar, a aolenold In the device, a
plunger slldably loc-ated In said solenoid, a non magnetic
member connecting the said latch arm and plunger, a
spring to normally force the latch plunger out of the ao-
lenold when the latter is not energized, a spring actu-
ated -ileeve adjacent to the said latch arm. a rod extend-
ing from said sleeve, an element on the sliding bar In the
path of said rod, the latter being moved with the move-
ment in one direction of said bar, an electric conductor
carried by said sleeve, a pair of electric conductor bars
Insulated from each other In the path of said electric
conductor, and an electric circuit for the solenoid, the
said bars In series with the circuit, the said circuit closed
with the contacting of said electric conductor and con-
ductor bars.

5. In a locking device of the character descrloed the
combination of a sliding bar having notches, a latch arm
pivoted adjacent to said bar and adapted to lock said
arm in position, a solenoid coactlng with said latch arm.
a spring to normally lock said latch arm with said bari
an electric circuit for the solenoid, and an electric con
ductor moved with the movements of said sliding bar to
close said electric circuit and thereby maintain said latch
arm unlocked from said sliding bar.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.450. MOTOR-VEHICLE. jEssa G. ViNcaxT. De-
troit. Mich., assignor to Packard Motor Car Company,
Detroit, Mich., a CorporaUon of Michigan. Filed June
«. 1913. Serial No. 772.126. (01. 21—90.)

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination of a stationary
axle casing having a central enlarged portion and an
opening in said portion, a cover for said opening, a dif-
ferential gearing in said enlarged portion having bearings
in said cover, tubes extending Inwardly from the ends of
the axle rasing and having their inner ends separated
therefrom, supports in the casing for the inner ends of
said tubes, and axle sections In the casing directly sup-
ported on bearings mounted on the outer ends thereof
and extending into said differential gearing.

2. In a motor vehicle, the combination with an axle
casing having a central enlarged portion, tubes extending
inwardly from the end portions of said casing and hav-
ing their Inner ends separated from the casing, and sup-
ports in the casing for the inner ends of said tubes, of a
differential gearing In the enlarged portion of the casing,
axle sections connected with said differential gearing
and extending outwardly through the ends of the casing,
and bearings for the differential gearing and axle sections
mounted independently of said tubes and supports.

8. In a motor vehicle, the combination of an axle cas-
ing having a central enlarged portion and front and rear
openings in said portion, tubes extending from the end
portions of said casing toward said central portion, a
cover for one of said openings having Inwardly extendlnjf

bearing lugs, a drlTing axle In the easing partly Inclosed
by said tabes and mounted in bearings In said lugs, a
cover for the other of said oj»enlng8 secured to the casing,
and means for rigidly securing said latter cover directly
to said lugs.

4. An axle casing comprising an outer casing having a
central enlarged portion, tubes secured within the outer
casing and extending toward the center thereof with their
inner ends separated from the outer casing, and supports
formed separately from said outer casing and tube sup-
porting the inner end of the tube from the outer casing
wall and having a washer supporting part extending In-
wardly from the Inner end of said tube.

5. An axle casing comprising an outer casing having a
central enUrged portion, cylindrical end portions, and ta-
pered intermediate portions, tubes secured within saio
outer casing for reinforcing the end portions and forming
oil pockets in the tapered portion, and disk shaped sup-
ports for the inner ends of said tubes and having lnn.-r
and outer flanges for connection to said tubes and outer
casing respectively.

I Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.451. RUPTURE - SUSPENSORY. Isaac Walskt.
Baltimore. Md. Filed Nov. 21. 1916. SerUI No 182 512
(CI, 128—26.)

In combination a suspensory bag, a pair of upi>er and
lower securing straps secured in spaced relation upon said
suspen^ory bag and having their ends intersecured. said
bag having an Intermediate opening and a curved bag
secure.1 within Itself and having a portion extending
alongside of said opening and Its free end curving around
beneath said opening, a buckle secured to the outer side
of said bag at a point adjacent the upper end of said pad.
and a cross-strap having one end fixedly secured to the
upper of said straps and adapted to engage said bag to
support the lower curved end of said pad. the free end
of said last-named strap being adjustably secured In said
buckle.

1.280.452. COMPOSITION OF MATTER FOE PREPAR-
I.\G FOODS AND PROCESS OF MAKING SAME.
Habviv W. Wilet. Washington. D. C. Filed Mar. 7.
1917. Serial No. 163,100. (CT. 99—10.)
1. The process of making an acid material of plea^^ant

flavor and nutritive value which comprises artificially
souring skimmed milk to a high degree of acidity, homoge-
nizing the fermented material and quickly drying to give
a dry highly acid powdered product.

2. The process of making an acid material of pleasant
flavor and nutritive value which comprises artlfltlally sour-
ing skimmed milk with B. Bulgaricua, homogenizing the
fermented material and quickly drying to give a dry pow-
dered product

3. The process of making an acid material of pleasant
flavor and nutritive value which comprises artificially sour-
ing skimmed milk by acid fermentation, homogenizing ths
fermented material, quickly drying to give a dry pow-
dered product and a.s.sembllng the same with a blcar-
lionate.

JUN8 19, X9t7- U. S. PATENT OFFICE. 781

15. An article for ase in food comprising powdered, ar-

tificially fermenteil and soured skimmed milk of a high

degree of acidity and a carbonate.

i;2. An article for use in food comprising powdered, ar-

tificially fermented and soured sklmme<i milk, sodium bl-

carlK)nate and a filler of dried milk, these Ingredients be-

ing unlformlv and Intimately admixed.

(Claims 4 to 14 and 16 to 21 not printed in the Ga-

tette.]

1.280,453. TOILET RECEPTACLE.
Chicago. Ill Filed Apr. 28. 1917.

(01. 132—32.)

Anna D. Adams,
SerUl No. 165.117.

:-'S

1. A device of the character described comprising a

receptacle, a stopper therefor adapted to conuln a powder

pnff. a pin cushion on said stopper and means for Incasing

aid stopper.

3. A device of the character deacrlbe<l comprising a re-

ceptacle, a stopper therefor, a powder puff carried by the

stopper, a pin cushion on the stopper and means for in-

casing said stopper, said means comprising a flexible

member fastened .it one end to the stopper and having Its

free end provided with closing means.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.280,464 GEARING FOR MOTOR VEHICLES. Milton
'

H. Bard, Johnstown Pa. Filnl May 25, 1916. Serial

No. 99,862. (OL 74—7.)

fitting with the aforesaid section to provide a housing, one

section being divided, the lower portion of the other sec-

tion being In the form of a bowl to hold lubricant, a ver-

tical spindle plvotally connecting said sections for swing-

ing movements, a wheel hnb mounted for rotation upon

said sleeve, a spindle rotaUble within said sleeve and con-

nected to said hub to rotate It. a shaft within the axle

housing, bevel gears carried by the adjacent ends of said

shaft and second mentionetl spindle and arrangwl to dip

in the lubricant in said bowl, and a bevel gear mounted for

rotation upon the first mentioned spindle and meshing

with the aforesaid gears.

I,230,4;j5. COATING APPARATUS. Alonzo Linton

Bausman, Springfield. Mass. Filed Oct. 16. 1914.

SerUl No. 86ei927. (01. 91—8.)

In a device of the character described, an axle housing

having an approximately hemispherical housing section

at Its end. a sleeve having a similar housing section inter-
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1.230,436. PAPER-FEEDING tfECHANISM. Abeabam
BuKTK, San Francisco. Cal. <*lled Dec. 20, 1916. 8«rUi
No. 67,760. (CI. 271—27.)

1. The combination with a paper holder and a stack of
paptT supported thereby, of an arm plvotally mounted be-
low the support adjacent to one end thereof, the free end
of said arm being positioned to permit It to travel In a
circular vertical arc continuously away from the front
stop of the paper stack while traveling in an upward dl
rection and continuously toward the :ront stop when
traveling downwardly toward the stack, a auction cup
mounted on the free end of the arm. means for producing
a suction In the cup during the upward movement of the
arm an4| cup to grip and elevate the topmost sheet on the
stack, means for relieving the suction to release the sheet
when it has been elevated to a predetermined height, and
means for removing the sheet when released.

2. The combination with a paper holder and a stack of
paper supported thereby, of an arm plvotally mounted be-
low the support adjacent to one end thereof, the free end
of said arm being positioned to permit It to travel In a
circular vertical arc to and from the stack, a suction cup
mounted on the free end of the arm, means for producing
a suction In the cup during the upward movement of the
arm and cup to grip and elevate the topmost sheet on the
stack, means for relieving the suction to release the sheet
when It has been elevated to a predetermined height,
means for removing the sheet when released, and a yield-
ing conneatlon for the arm and cup to a predetermined
height with relation to the stack.

3. The combination with a paper holder and a stack of
paper supported thereby, of an arm plvoUUy mounted be-
low the support adjacent to one end thereof, the free end
of said arm being positioned to permit It to travel in a
circular vertical arc continuously away from the front
stop of the paper stack while traveling In an upward di-
rection and continuously toward the front utop when
traveling downwardly toward the stack, a suction cup
mounted on the free end of the arm means for produdng
a suction in the cup during the upward movement of the
arm and cup to grip and elevate the topmost sheet on the
stack, means for relieving the suction to release the sheet
when it ha.s been elevated to a predetermined height,
means for removing the sheet when released, and means
for permitting the arm and cup, when descending, to stop
when in eujragement with the topmost sheet regardlcM of
the height of the stack.

4. The combination with a paper bolder and a stack of
paper supported thereby, of an arm plvotally mounted be-

low the support adjacent to one end thereof, the free end
of said arm being positioned to permit It to travel In a
circular vertical arc continuou.tly away from the front
stop of the paper stack while traveling in an upward di-

rection and continuously toward the front stop when
traveling downwardly toward the stack, a suction cup
mounted on the free end of the arm, means for producing
.1 suction in the cup during the upward movement of the
arm and cup to grip and elevate the topmost sheet on the
stark, means for relieving the suction to release the sheet
when it has been elevated to a predetermined height,
means for removing the sheet when released, means for
positively lifting the arm and cup to a predetermined height

with relation to the stack, and means for permitting the
arm and cup, when descending, to stop when in engage-
ment with the topmost sheet regardless of the height of
the stack.

5. The combination with a paper holder and a stack of
paper 8upporte<l thereby, of an arm plvotally mounteti be-
low the support adjacent to one end thereof, the free end
of said arm being positioned to permit It to travel In a
circular vertical arc continuously away from the front
stop of the paper sUck while traveling in an upward di-
rection and continuously toward the front stop when
traveling downwardly toward the stack, a suction cup
mounted on the free end of the arm. means for producing
a suction in the cup during the upward movement of the
arm and cup to ffrlp and elevate the topmost sheet on the
stack, means for relieving the suction to release the sheet
when It has been elevat<-d to a predetermined height,
a power-operated t>ell-crank plvotally mounted adjacent
to the pIvoUl end of the suction cup arm and n projec-
tion on the bell crank engageable with the cup arm to ralac
and lower the same.

(Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Glasette.]

1.230.457. PROTECTIVE DEVICE FOR WATER CHAN-
NELS. Pinac Bor«BT, Weaverrtlle, Cal. Filed Not
22, 1918. Serial No. 62,909. (CI. 61—47.)

1. A protective device for water channels comprising In

combination a head gate In the channel, counter balanc-
ing means op«-rated by a constant flow of water to main-
tain the jrate open, and means arranged along said chan-
nel for supplying the flow of water to the counter-
balancing means, said supply means being arrang<>d below
the head gate and operating to discontinue the supply of
water thereto when a break occurs therein, whereby to
permit the gate to cloae abore the break.

2. A protective device for water channels, coniprlslng
In combination a series of gates arranged at intervals
along the channel to cloi»e the same, and controlling
means for each gate arranged along the channel and op-
erable to maintain the gate ahead normally open, said
controlling means being overlapped, whereby, when a
break occurs In any part of the channel, the adjacent
controlling means falls, whereupon the particular gate
controlled thereby closes.

3. A protective device for water channels comprising
In combination a head-gate In the channel, counterbal-
ancing means operated by a constant flow of water to
maintain the gate open, means arranged along said chan-
nel for supplying the flow of water to the counter-
balancing means, aald supply means b<>ing arrange<i l>elow
the bead-gate and operating to discontinue Its flow when a
break occurs therein, a spillway arranged adjacent said
gate and normally closed, and means operated by the
closing of said gate for opening the spill way.

4. A protective device for water channelfi comprising
In combination a head-gate, a constant discharge water
box for counterhalanclng said rate to normally maintain
the same open, and a pressure supply pipe running along
said channel below the gate for supplying water to said
box whereby when a break occurs In the pipe the supply
of water to the box Is cut off to allow the gate to close.

5. A protective device for water channels, comprising
In combination a head-gate for controlling a section of
said channel, a constant discharge water box carried on
said gate to counterbalance the same, a pressure supply
pipe extending along said channel below the gate for sup
plying water to said box. a source of supply for said pipe
having Its level above said gate whereby when a Itreakinc
occurs in the supply pipe below the gate the supply of
water to the box will be cut off to allow the gate to close.

and a spillway located adjacent to said gate In front

thereof to carry off the excess water when the gate Is

closed.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.45«. CONTROLLER FOR NOZZLES. Pibrbb

B(»tEBT, Weavervllle, Cal. Filed Nov. 22. 1915. Se-

rial No. 62.910. (a. 1S7—17.)

1. In combination, a nozzle mounted for universal

movement, means for causing the nozzle to be deflected

angularly in any direction, and hydraulic means for con-

trollln); the operation of said deflecting means.

2. In combination, a nozzle mounted for universal

movement, means for causing the nozzle to be deflected

angularly In any direction, and hydraulic means for con-

trolling said deflecting means from a distant point to

vary the direction and length of movement of the nozzle.

3. In combination, a nozzle, fluid pressure supply

means for causing said nozzle to be moved angularly in

intersecting planes, and means for coairollinK said pres-

sure supply means to vary the direction of movement of

the nozzle.

4. In combination, a hydraulic nozzle, means deflectable

by the stream of water from the nozsie for causing the

latter to be moved angularly, means operate<l by the

water pressure from the supply main to control said de-

flectable means, and valves for controllUkg the supply of

water to said pressure operated means.

5. A nozzle and a controller therefore, comprising ac-

tuators, fluid pressure supply means for operating said

actuators to move the noxsle angularly In intersecting

planes, and means for controlling the fluid pressure means
to vary the direction of movement of the nozzle.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printeil in the Gazette.]

1.280.459. CONTAINER. WiLna J. BOTi^, Sr., Loe
Angeles. Cal. Filed July 15, 1910. Serial No. 109,504.

(O. 220—92.)

,4

1.230,460. LUBRICATING SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL-
COMBUSTION ENGINES. ALANsos P. Brish, De-

troit, Mich. Piled June 1. 1915. Serial No. 81,491.

(a. 184—6.)

A canteen or like container. Including an annular sheet

metal body, side plates formwl with peripheral outwardly

opening channels of which the outer side walls telescope

within the edges of the annular sheet metal body, the

edges of the side plates and sheet metal body being con-

necte<l by contlnuovis seams, and keepers extending trans-

versely across the annular sheet metal bo<ly and having the

ends thereof returne<l and secured within fhe peripheral

channels of the side plates.

1. The combination of a crank shaft having a plurality

of crank pins between Its bearings, a crunk case, bearings

in the crank case for said crank shaft, one of said bear-

ings having In its Inner surface an oil groove, said crank

shaft being formed with an oil conduit which Includes

lonjrttudlnal holes in the crank pins an oil tul)e connecting

said oil jrroove in said bearing with the oil hole In the

adjacent crank pin and other oil tuhes which ronnect in

series the oil holes in said crank pins, there Iwlng oil

delivery ducta leading from the holes In the crank pins

to the surfaces of said crank pins and toward the axis

of the crank shaft, an oil pump which discharges into the

oil groove in said shaft bearing, a conduit connecting the

inUke side of said pump with said crank case, a valve

In said conduit to regulate the pump-induced flow of oil

from said crank case, means to prevent the complete clo

sure of said valve.

2. The combination of a crank shaft having a plurality

of crank pins between Its bearings, n crank case, bearings

in the crank case for said crank shaft, one of said t»earlngs

having In its inner surface an oil groove, said crarrk shaft

being formed with an oil conduit which Includes longitu-

dinal holes In the crank pins an oil tube connecting said

oil groove In said bearing with the oil hole in the adjacent

crank pin and other oil tubes which connect In series the

oil holes In said crank pins, there being oil delivery ducts

leading from the holes in the crank pins to the surfaces

of said crank pins and toward the axis of the crank shaft,

an oil pump which discharges Into the oil groove In said

shaft bearing, a conduit connecting the intake side of said

pump with said crank case, a valve In said conduit to

regulate the pump-Induced flow of oil from said crank

case, means to prevent the complete closure of said valve,

a valve casing, a conduit leading from the discharge end

of said pump to said valve casing, an oil conduit leading

from said valve casing to the oil groove In the shaft bear-

ing, an oil pipe leading from said valve casing t-ack to

the crank case, and a safety valve In said valve casing In-

termediate of the last named oil pipe and oil conduit

which conveys oil to said valve casing.

3. The combination with a crank shaft having two

bearings and having a plurality of crank pins between its

bearings, one of said bearings Including two parts which

are separably connected together, a soft metal bushing

in one part of the l>earing. which bushing has outwardly

extended flanges which proJe<t between the two psrts of

fhe bearing and are clampe<l Ix-twecn them when the two

parts are connected together, a soft metal bushing In th*

other half of said bearing,—whose edges engage the bush-

ing in the other part of said bearing.—the two bushing

members being formed with registering Internal annular

grooves, means for delivering oil under pressure Into said

annular grooves, said crank shaft l>elng formed with •

longitudinal oil conduit which extends through the crank

pins of said crank shaft, and which communicates with

|i >

M I
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th** grooref! in said bushlogH, which oil conduit has oil

ilellvery durts that discharge onto the bearing surfaces
of i>ald crank pins.

1.230.461. LT'BRICATING SYSTEM FOR INTERNAL
COMBUSTION ENGINES. Alanson P. Brush, De
trolt. Mich. Filed May 25, 1916. Serial No. 99,775.
(Cl. 184—6.)

1. The (Combination of a crank shaft having a plurality
of crank pins between the crank shaft bearing^ and hav-
ing a continuous crooked oil conduit extending longitudi-
nally through said crank shaft and through the several
crank pins thereon,—there being oil delivery ducts lead-
ing from said conduit outward to the surfaces of the
crank pins of said crank shaft, means for forcing oil Into
one end of said oil conduit, and means located adjacent
the other end of said oil conduit for controlling the rate
of discharge of said oil from said oil conduit.

2. The combination of a crank shaft having a plurality
of crank pins between th,> crank shaft bearings and hav-
ing a continuous crooke«l oil conduit extending longitudi-
nally through said crank shaft and through the several
crank pins thereof,—there being oil delivery ducta lead-
ing from said conduit outward to the surfaces of the
several crank pins, means for forcing oil into one end
of said conduit and causing It to flow through said con-
duit and out of the other end thereof, and manually op-
erable means located adjacent the discharge end of said
conduit to vary and regulate the pressure on the oil In
said conduit.

3. The combination of a crank shaft having a plurality
of crank pins between the crank shaft bearings and hav-
ing a continuous crooked oil conduit extending longitudi-
nally through said crank shaft and through the several
crank pins thereof.—there being oil delivery ducts lead-
ing from said conduit outward to the surface of the
several crank pins, means for forcing oil into one end of
said conduit, and a valve at the other end of said con-
duit to permit and regulate the rate at which oil will be
discharged therefrom.

4. The combination of a crank shaft having a plurality
of crank pins between the crank shaft bearings and hav-
ing a continuous crooked oil conduit extending longitudi-
nally through said crank shaft and through the several
crank pins thereof,—there being oil delivery ducts lead-
ing from said conduit outward to the surface of the
several crank pins, an oil pump which Is driven from
aid crank shaft and is adapted to discharge its entire
output into one end of raid conduit, and a valve at the
other end of said conduit to permit and regulate the rate
at which oil will be discharged therefrom.

5. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of
a crank ca.se provided with shaft bearings, a crank shaft
mounted in sai<l bearings and having a continuous
crooked oil conduit extending longitudinally through It

and through the several crank pins thereon there being
oil delivery ducts leading from said conduit outward to

the surfaces of the several crank pins of said crank shaft,

means for forcing oil into one end of said conduit, a valve
to permit and control the rate of discharge of oil from
the other end of said conduit, the throttle lever of the

engine, and means connecting said throttle lever with
said valve and adapted to cause said valve to close as
the throttle is open and vice versa.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.462. ORINDINO-MACHINE. Hans Bcerk and
Albebt W. Happbu Buffalo, N. Y.. assignors to The
Columbus Die. Tool & Machine Company. Columbus.
Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Original application filed

June 15. 1916. Serial No. 103.755. Divided and this
application filed Nov. 22. 1916. Serial No. 132.893.
(Cl. 51—7.)

1. A grinding machine comprising a frame, a grinding
wheel rotatably mounted on said frame, a work rest mov-
able toward and from the front part of said wheel and a
positive stop which arrests the movement of the work
rest in its operative position.

2. A grinding machine comprising a frame, a grinding
wheel rotatably mounted on said frame, a work rest mov-
able toward and from the front part of said wheel and
a swinging bracket pivoted on said frame and carrying said

work rest, the axis of the pivotal connection between said

bracket and frame Inclining rearwardly.
3. A grinding machine comprising a frame, a grinding

wheel rotatably mounted on said frame, a work rest mov-
able toward and from the front part of said wheel, a
horizontally swinging bracket pivoted on said frame and
carrying said work rest and means for holding said
bracket In place while said work rest Is In Its operative
position comprising a tubular stop t>oss secured to the
frame and provided with an Internal screw thread, and a
clamping spindle Journaled in a bearing on .oald bracket
and provided at one end with a handle and at its op-
posite end with an external screw thread adapte<l to en-
gage with the internal thread of said stop boss.

4. A grinding machine comprising a franx'. a grinding
wheel rotatably mounted on said frame to turn about a
horizontal axis, a horizontally swinging bracket pivoted
on the frame below said wheel, and a work rest mounted
on said bracket and comprising a lower section movable
on said bracket toward and from its axis and an upper
section movable vertically on said lower section.

5. A grinding machine comprising a frame, a grinding
wheel rotatably mounted on said frame to turn about a
horizontal axis, a horizontally swinging bracket pivoted
on the frame below said wheel, and a work rest mounted
on said bracket and comprising a lower section movable
on said bracket toward and from its axis, an upper section
movable vertically on said lower section and means for
holding said bracket sections in their adjusted position
comprising a clamping bolt arranged on the lower work
rest section and projecting through a slot In the bracket
and provided with a screw nut engaging said bracket, and
a clamping bolt arranged ou said lower.work rest sec-

tion and projecting through a slot in said upper work

rest section and provided with a screw nut engaging with

said upper work rest section.

1.230.468. FENDER. Alexander MpCord BraroN. Pitts-

burgh. Pa. Filed Apr. 16, 1914. Serial No. 832,371.

(Cl. 105—88.)

71

x*

1. A fender having arms, the inner ends of which are

plvotally mounted, projections on said ends and springs

bearing thereagaln»-t whereby the fender is held suspende^l.

2. A fender having arms, the inner ends of which are

plvotally mounte<l. projections on said ends and springs

bearing thereagalnst whereby the fender Is held suspended,

said fender adapteil to be trlppe<l against the action of

•aid springs.

3. A fender having arms, the inner ends of which are

plvotally mounted, projections on said ends and springs

bearing thereagalnst whereby the fender Is held sus-

pende*!. said fender adapted to be tripped against the ac-

tion of said springs, and nu-ans whereby the feniler will

be held In tripped position.

4. A fender having arms, the Inner ends of which are

plvotally mounted, projections on said ends and springs

bearing thereagalnst whereby the fender Is held sus-

pended, said fender adapted to be tripped against the

action of said springs, and means whereby the fender will

be held In tripped position, against the action of said

springs.

5. A fender having arms, the inner ends of which are

plvotally mounted, projections on said ends and springs

bearing thereagalnst whereby the fender Is held sus-

pended, said fender adapted to be tripped against the

action of said springs, means whereby the fender will be

held in tripped position against the action of said springs.

and supports upon which said arms are pivoted.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280.464. DISK-HARROW SHIELD. Joseph P. Cam
BON. Atlantic. Iowa. Filed Sept. 1, 1916. Serial No.

118.072. (Cl. 55—30.)

glf-flllff

1. In combination, a disk harrow having a plurality of

disks, a plurality of shields adapted to overlie the disks

and extending parallel therewith, and means for securing

the shields to the harrow.

2. In combination, a disk harrow having a plurality of

disks thereon, a plurality of substantially U shaped

shields overlying the upper peripheries of the disks, a

substantially rectangular frame surrounding the dlslu

and secured to the shields, and means for securing th«

frame to the disk harrow.

8. In combination, a disk cultivator having a plurality

of disks thereon, a plurality of substantially U-sbaped

shields overlying the upper peripheries of the disks, a

rectangular frame surrounding the disks and secured to

the ends of the shields, and bracing strips secured to the

frame and to the cultivator.

4. In combination, a cultivator including a plurality of

disks thereon, a plurality of shields overlying the upper

peripheries of the disks, a rectangular frame surrounding

the disks and secured to the shields, the inner shield hav-

ing its forward portion cut away, the shield adjacent to

the Inner and outer shields having formed thereon a

socket member, rods secured to the socket member and

to the cultivator, and braces secured to the frame and to

the disk harrow.

1.230.466. POTATO-PLANTER. Joseph P. Davenport,

Wheaton. 111. Filed Mar. 18. 1915. Serial No. 15.191.

(Cl. 111—27.)

1. A potato planter comprising In comldnation a plural-

ity of fixed hoppers, a cutter for each hopper adapted for

severing in quarters potatoes supplied thereto, a separate

chute for the severed quarters of Imth cutters, and a rotat-

ing valve adapte<I for simultaneously supporting severed

quarters from both cutters.

2. S potato planter comprising In combination a plural-

ity of hoppers, a cutter for each hopper adapted for sever-

ing in quarters potatoes supplied thereto, a separate chute

for the .severe<l quarters of both cutters, and a single dis-

charge spout for and common to all of said chutes.

3. A potato planter comprising in combination a plural-

ity of tixed hoppers, a cutter for each hopper adapted for

severing In quarters potatoes supplied thereto, reciprocat-

ing plungers for alternately pushing potatoes past said

cutters, a separate chute for the severed quarters of l>oth

cutters, and a discharge spout for and common to all of

said chutes.

4. A potato planter comprising In combination a plural-

ity of fixed hoppers, means for severing in quarters pota-

toes respectively supplied to said hoppers, an Individual

chute for each severed potato quarter, a discharge spout

for and common to all of said chutes, a movable support

between said chutes and spout provided with a single open-

ing through which the potato quarters in said chutes are

successively dlscharge<l Into said spout.

6. A potato planter comprising In combination a plural-

ity of flxe<l hoppers, a cutter for each hopper, means for

pushing potatoes alternately past said cutte^. a separate

chute for every severed piece of potato, a discharge spont

for and common to all of said chutes, and a rotating disk

valve locate<l between said chutes and spout for and adapt-

ed to successively discharge a piece of potato from each

chute into the spout.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the (iazette.j
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1.280.466. SPRING SUSPENSION FOR AUTOMOBILES.
Olivbr p. E^dwabos. Leipsir, Ohio, assizor to Tbe
Temco-Electrlc Motor Company. Lelpslc. Ohio, a Corpo-

ration of Ohio. Fll«>d June 5, 1916. S«rlal No. 101,778.

(CI. 267—19.)

1. Id a shock absorber, a stanchion, a banger movable
relatively thereto without binding, a resilient me<lluro In-

terposed between the stanchion and banger, means at-

tached to the hanger which tends to displace the mdm
relatively to said stanchion, and guiding devices arranged
to counteract aald displacing tendency and to maintain the
hanger and stanchion in equidistant relation to prevent
binding of the parts daring the relative movement thereof.

2. In a shock absorber, a stanchion, a hanger movable
relatively thereto, a resilient medium Interposed between
the stanchion and hanger, a spring attached to said

hanger, and guiding devices to take up the thrust <>f said

spring and to maintain the stanchion an<l hanger In equi-

distant relation to prevent binding of the parts during the

relative movement thereof.

3. In a shock absorber, a stanchion, a hanger movable
relatively thereto, a resilient medium Interposed between
the stanchion and hanger, a spring attache^l to said

banger at one side of a portion thereof, and guiding devices

at the opposite side of the same portion to take up the

thrust of said spring and maintain the stanchion and
hanger in equidistant relation to prevent binding of the

parts during the relative movement thereof.

4. In a shock absorber, a stanchion provided with an
abutment, a hanger movable relatively to said stanchion

provided with an abutment above the flrst-mentloned one
and having Its lower end projecting l)eIow the same, a re-

silient medium disposed between said abutments, and co-

op«'ratlng guiding devices on the portion of said hanger
below the flrst-mentloned abutment to maintain the stan-

chion and hanger in equidistant relation.

5. In a shock absorber, a stanchion provided with an
abutment, a hang»>r movable relatively to said stanchion

provided with an abutment above the first mentioned one

and having its lower end projecting below the same, a re-

silient medium disposed b»>tween said abutments, a spring

attache<l to the projecting end of said hanger and co-

operating guiding devices upon said projecting end below

said first-mentioned abutment for performing the dual
function of tnking up the lateral thrust of said spring and
maintaining the hanger in equidistant relation to the

stanchion so that the binding of the parts Is prevented.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the liazette.]

1.280.467. FISHING. DEVICE. Chabi.i!.s J. Ehblir,
Plttsfleld. Mass. Filed Oct. 19, 1916. Serial No.

126.564. (Cl. 43—7.)

1. In a fishing device, a standard having means for Its

anchorage, a spindle threaded In the upper end of the

•tani!nrd. a r*el rotatahly mounted thereon, a nut on the

said spindle, a tensioning device Interposed between the

nut and the reel, a resilient plate clamped to the stan<lard.

said plate having a notch In Its end, a member on the reel

entering the said m>tch when the plate la bent, and a flag

carried by the said plate.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.230.468. R.\IL-ANCHOR. IIenbv <i. ELrsoKG. Chicago.
111., assignor to AJax Rail Anchor Company, Chicago.
III., a Corporation of Delaware. Piled Oct. 6. 1916.

Serial No. 124.124. (CI. 288—«.)

:^7•

#« zo

- -sm

1. A rail anchor comprising a plurality of members har-
ing cftacting wedging surfaces engaging each other with
varying pressure upon relative movement of said memt>ers.
and having other coactlng surfaces engaging each other
with substantially constant pressure upon relative move-
ment of said members.

7. A rail anchor for railway rails, comprising a main
member adapted to underlie and engage one edge of a rail

baae. the other end of said member having an Inclined

wedging surface, and a second member adapted to engage
the other edge of said rail base and said last-mentioned end
of said main memt>er, said second memt>er having an in-

clined wedging surface adapted to roact with said Inclined

surface on said main member, said main member and said

second member having other surfaces adapted to engage
each other with substantially constant pressure upon rela-

tive movement of aald members, one of said members bay-
ing a part adapted to bear against a tie.

10. .\ rail anchor for railway rails, comprising a mem-
l>er adapteil to underlie the base of a rail and to bear
against a tie. one end of said member being adapted to

hang upon and engage the rail base by means of an up-
wardly extending part directly engaging one edge of the
rail base, and the other end of said member having an up-

wardly extending shoulder converging In a horizontal

plane with the opposite edge of said rail base, said mem-
ber being provide<l with a horizontally extending surface
on the underside thereof beneath said shoulder, and a sec-

ond member adapted to overlie the other edge of said rail

base and to embrace the last mentioned end of said main
member by means of a groove extending along one side

thereof, said groove having one part adapted to coact with
said upwardly extending shoulder of said main member
to effect a transverse gripping of tald rail base, said second
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member being also provided with a horizontally extending

surface adapted to engage said horizontally extending sur-

face on said main member, said horizontally extending

surfaces l>elng normally out of allnement.

15. A rail anchor for railway rails, lomprising a main

member adapted to underlie a rail base and having an up-

wardly extending part arranged to engage and hang upon

one edge of said rail base, said main member being provided

with a part having a substantially horizontal under-sur-

face adjacent the other edge of said rail base, and a second

member adapted to hang upon the other edge of said rail

base and to engage said main meml)€r, said members having

coactlng wedging surfaces whereby a relative movement of

said members will effect a transverse gripping of said rail

bate, aald second member having a surface adapted to

extend beneath and coact with said under-surface of said

main memb«r. said last mentioned surfaces being out of

allnement and interfering when said members are brought

together Initially with said main member coactlng with the

under surface of said rail base and said second membet

coactlng with the upper surface of the rail base, one of

said members having a part adapted to bear against a tie.

[Cnaima 2 to 6. 8, 9. and 11 to 14 not printed In the

<;a«*tte.l

1,280,469. SPRINKLER FOR ACTOMATIC FIRE EX
TINOl'ISHINO SYSTEMS. William Ebtt, I^conla,

N. H. ; Charles W. Tyler, executor of said William

ty. deceased, assignor to Bsty Sprinkler Company,

Laconla, N. H.. a Corporation of New Hampshire. Filed

Aug. 12. 191G. Serial No. 114.582. Renewed May 7.

1917. SeHal No. 167,065. (CT. 169—5.)

resting upon the first named disk, the outer disk being of

greater diameter than the Inner disk so that an annular

space or groove Is constituted between the two flanges : a

valve on the valve seat of the fitting: a frame screwing

on to the aforesaid screw threaded section of the fitting

and seating against the inner disk, thereby making an air

tight joint between the disks and the shoulder of the

fitting ; a separable fusible strut between the valve and

the resilient frame ; a cover fitting over the frame, the

valve seat, and the strut, the open edge of said cover

fitting Into the groove between the flanges of the two

disks : and a fusible cement In said groove forming an air

tight joint between the glass cover and the disks.

[Claims 4 and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,470. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE. Frank
'

H. ' Farmkb, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The White

Motor Company, Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed Nov. 9, 1916. Sertal No. 180.317. (Cl. 184—6.)

1. A sprinkler for automatic fire extinguishing systems

having. In combination, a fitting with a valve seat at Its

end and an outwardly projecting annular shoulder, and a

screw threaded section between said shoulder and the

valve seat : a non-corrodlble disk with a peripheral flange

resting upon the said shoulder ; a second non-corrodlble

disk with a peripheral flange resting upon the first named

disk, the outer disk being of greater diameter than the

inner disk so that an annular spare or groove Is consti-

tuted between the two flanges ; a valve on the valve seat

of the fittings ; a resilient frame screwing on to the afore-

said screw threaded section of the fitting and seating

against the inner disk, thereby making an air tight Joint

between the disks and the shoulder of the fitting ; a sepa-

rable fusible strut between the valve and the resilient

frame ; a glass cover fitting over the resilient frame, the

valve sear, and the strut, the open edge of said cover

fitting Into the groove between the flanges of the two

disks ; and a fusible cement In said groove forming an air

tight joint between the glass cover and the disks.

2. A sprinkler for automatic fire extinguishing systems

having a resilient frame with two side arms, each side

arm having a plurality of reentrant bends.

8. A sprinkler for automatic fire extinguishing systems

having. In combination, a fitting with a valve seat at Its

end and an outwardly projecting annular shoulder, and

a screw threaded section between said shoulder and the

valve seat ; a disk with a peripheral flange resting upon

the said shoulder ; a second disk with a peripheral flange

289 O. G.—61

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a crank cai-e into which the oil will drop from the bearing*

of the crank ^haft and connecting rods, which crank case

has an oil discharge opening, an oil receptacle into which

said oil opening discharges oil and from which oil may be

withdrawn by a pump and delivered to the bearings of

the crank shaft and connecting rods, and an upright

strainer tube which has a closed lower end and an open

upper end and which Is located In such position that the

oil in following the .above described path Is at some time

delivered Into the open end of said strainer and may flow

from said strainer either through the meshes thereof or

over the top thereof Into the adjacent part of the oil

circulating path.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a crank case Into which oil will drip from the bearings of

the crank shaft and connecting rods,—which crank case

has an oil discharge opening, an oil receptacle, and an

upright strainer tube which has a closed lower end and

an open upper end, and which Is located within the oil re

ceptacle In position to receive Into Its open upper end the

oil discharged from the crank case through oil discharge

openings thereof

8. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a crank case Into which oil will drip from the bearings of

the crank shaft and connecting rods,—which crank caae

has an oil discharge opening, an oil receptacle In the bot-

tom of said crank case having an opening through Its bot-

tom directly below the oil discharge opening of the crank

case, a cap removably secured over the opening in the

bottom of the oil receptacle which cap has a recess in ita

upper surface, and a strainer tube whose lower end is

fitted Into said recess and whose upper end is below the

oil discharge opening from the crank case.

4. In an internal combustion engine, a crank case hav-

ing Inwardly directed flanges along Its end and side wallt,

a partition which rests upon and Is secured to said flanges

which separates the crank case proper from an oil reser-

voir below the same,—said partition having a hole tur-

rounded by an annular flange and being dished downward

toward that hole, and a strainer tube fixed to the bottom

of the crank case and projecting up around said annular

flange but out of contact with It and with said partition.
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1,230,471. POWER SYSTEM,
delphia. Pa. Filed May 29,

(CI. 171—315.)

John D. Firkin, Phlla-

1912. Serial No. 700,430.

M>

1. In a power system, the combination of a gaa engine,

a friction clutch, a primary gear shaft, a driven gear

shaft, a gear counter-Rhaft, a sleeve revoluble thereon,

transmission gears on said sleeve, transmission gears on

said primary and driven shafts, a starting motor connected

to said countershaft, and a sblftable starting connection

Intermediate said counter shaft and said primary shaft.

2. The combination with an organization comprising an

Internal combustion engine, apparatus to be driven

thereby, means, Inclu<llng an Intermediate driving shaft. In

which the power output of the motor may be accumulated

In the form of energy of rotation, and mechanism adapted

to connt'ct the intermediate shaft to the engine and to the

apparatus to be driven, or to disconnect it from the

engine and from the apparatus to be driven ; of a starting

motor for the engine, a disengageable connection l)€tween

the motor and the intermediate driving shaft Including

8pe*Ml reducing gearing, and a supplemental driving con-

nection between the engine and the motor, whereby the

motor may be driven as a generator : substantially as

described.

3. In apparatus for starting internal combustion engines

from rest to initiate the normal cycle of operations thereof,

a starting motor, an intermediate driving shaft in which
the powrr output of the motor may be accumulated in the

form of energy of rotation, a driving connection between
the motor and the shaft, and means for connecting the

rotating shaft to the engine to start it ; substantially as

described.

4. In apparatus for starting Internal combustion engines
from rest to initiate the normal cycle of operation thereof,

a starting motor, an Intermediate driving shaft in which
the power output of the motor may be accumulated in the

form of energy of rotation, a driving connection between
the motor and the shaft, and means for simultaneously

connecting the motor and the rotating shaft to the engine

to start It ; substantially as described.

5. In apparatus for starting Internal combustion engines
from rest, a starting motor, an intermediate driving shaft

In which the power output of the motor may be accumu-
lated tn the form of energy of rotation, a driving connec-

tion between the motor and the shaft, and means for

operatlvely connecting the shaft to the engine while the

shaft Is being driven by the motor ; substantially as

descrlbeil.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Qazette.]

1,230,472. HANDLE. Cobnelids B. Forbks, Guilford.

Conn. Filed Mar. 31, 1917. Serial No. 158,924. (CI.

16—173.)

The combination with an article having metallic ears,

of a handle comprising a tubular metallic member open

at its ends and passing through said ears and In contact

therewith, a sleeve surrounding the tubular member dis-

posed between said ears, the sleeve being of non-heat con-

ducting material, and knobs surrounding the extremities

of the tubular member and forme<l of uon beat conductiog

material, the ends of the tubular member being orerttirned

tu bold the knobs In place against the ears.

1,230.473. SOIL-PIPE r.ERM TRAP. ARTHUR C. FRR»-

u.KS. Jr., Norfolk. Va. Filed Sept. 29, 1916. Serial No.

122.8M. (CI. 4—21.)

1. A germicide means for sewer vents comprising a

germicide rec««lvlng casing removably attache*! thereto

and having outlet openings above the level of the said vent.

a protecting petticoat removably attached surrounding the

said casing and a removable closure means for the upper
end of the latter.

2. .\ germicide means for sewer vents comprising a
germicide receiving casing removably attached thereto

and having outlet openings above the level of the said

vent, a bead exteriorly threaded upon the upper end of th«

casing, a removable cloture plug threaded within the said

head seated upon the free end of the casing, and a depend-
ing petticoat carried by the head surrounding the casing.

3. A germicide means for sewer vents comprising a

germicide receiving casing removably attached ther>>to

and having outlet openlnics above the level of the said vent,

a head exteriorly threaded upon the upper end of the cas-

ing, a removable closure plug threaded within the said

head seated upon the free end of the casing, an annular
Internally-threaded depending flange carried by the outer
edge of the said head above the sa'ld op*>nlngs. and a tubu-

lar petticoat having threaded engagement with the said

flange extending below the level of the said openings.

4. A device of the class described comprising In com-
bination with a soil pipe, a tubular casing surrounding the

said pipe and having outlet openings above the level of the

upper open end of the pipe, a cap threaded upon the lower
end of the casing removably attached to the said pipe, a
germicidal fluid arrnnge<l within the casing below the level

of the free end of the pipe, a head threaded upon the cas-

ing, a lock nut for the said casing having threaded engage-
ment with the head, and a depending storm protecting
petticoat carried by said hsad.

6. A derlce of the class deacrlbed comprising a threaded

outlet pipe, a cap having a depending boss In threaded en

gagement with the said pipe, a germicide receiving casing

carried by said cap, and a depending storm protecting

petticoat atUched to the said casing and having its lower

end substantUlly flush with the said cap.

1 230.474. CALCULATOR. Robert F. Gamble, Shelby,

Miss. Filed Nov. 16, 1916. Serial No. 131,481. (CI.

116—49.)

^5

1. A calculator of the character described including a

flxe«l disk having the months of the year Indicated there

on. a rotatable rack mounted above and In spaced rela-

tion to the fixed disk, and a plurality of alarm devices

corresponding In number to the months of the year suc-

cessively actuated In the rotation of said rack.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.230,475. CEMENT STRUCTURE. Henry A. Gardner.

Washington, D. C. Filed Jan. 26, 1915. Serial No. 4,638.

(CI. 72—77.)

cloth provided at Its ends with pockets adapted to receive

the ends of said arms, means for detachably securing the

1. As a new article of niauufac ture, a cement structure

having a metal member embedded therein, and an Insulat-

ing layer between the metal and the cement, said layer

containing polymerlied tung oil.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a cement structure

having a metal member embedded therein, and an insulat-

luK layer l>etween the metal and the cement, said layer

lomprislng a Aim of polymerized tung oil, and a granular

substance the particles of which are partially embedded

In said film.

mop cloth to said body portion Intermediate the enda

tbe/eof, and a handle connected to said body portion.

1.230.477. PORTABLE SAND - SIFTING MACHINE.
Charles H. Green, Chicago, 111., assignor to E. J.

Woodlson Company, Detroit, Mich

Michigan. Filed Apr. 12, 1916.

(CI. 88—66.)

1.230,476. DUST MOP. Charles B. Gilmorb. Chicago,

111., assignor to William H. Plunkett, Chicago. 111. Filed

Auj?. 24. 1916. Serial No. 116.681. (Ci. 16—13.)

1. A dust mop. comprising a body portion provided at

one end with diverging oppositely extending arms, a cloth,

and means for detachably connecting said cloth to said

body portion comprising pockets in the ends of the cloth

adapted to receive the ends of said arms, and a device for

detachably securing the cloth to said body portion at the

end remote from said arms.

2. A dust mop. comprising a body portion provided

with divergent oppositely projecting rigid arms, a mop

a Corporation of

SerUl No. 20,821.

In a portable sand sifting machine, the combination of

a beam, downwardly extending resilient arms connected

to said beam, castings mounted in the lower ends of uld
arms, a rod extending between and secured to said cast-

ings, arcuate members carried by said castings and having

Angers extending therefrom In converging relation, a sieve

supported on said Angers, other arcuate members engag-

ing said sieve to clamp the same into position, and means
carried by the Arst named arcuate members for adjust-

ing the second named arcuate members Into clamping posi-

tion.

1.280.478. SHOE CONSTRUCTION. Mhkjrem W GRBaa,

New York, N. Y.. 'assignor, by mesne asKlgnnicnts. to

Ever-Last Cotton Shoe Corporation, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Aug. 21. 1916. Serial No. 46.693.

(CI. Se—17.)

1. In a shoe, the combination of an outer sole compris-

ing superposed layers with a curtain covering the p<>rlph-

eral edge of such outer sole, the lower edge of said curtain

)>elng substantially Aush with the wearing surface of said

sole.
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2. In a sho^, th« comblnatioD of an outer sole comprls-

ins BTiperposwl layers, with a curtain covering and bearing
against the peripheral e^lge of said outer sole, the lower
edge of said curtain l>«-ing Kubstantlally flush with the
wearing surface of said sole.

3. In a shoe, the combination of an inner sole, upper
and outer sole, and a welt bearing against said upper and
the upper surface of said outer sole and having a down
wardly extending curtain covering the peripheral edge
of said outer sole.

4. In a shoe, the combination of an outer sole compris-
ing superposed layers of fabric secure*! together, with a

curtain secured to and coverlnit and bearing against the

peripheral edge of said outer sole, the lower edge of said
curtain being substantially flush with the wearing sur-

face of said sole.

5. In a shoe, the combination of an outer sole with a

curtain covering the peripheral edge of said outer sole

and secured thereto by stitching, said stitching extending
diagonally downward through the curtain and the sole.

fClalms 6 to 10 not printed In the Gatette.]

Bertha H.

Serial No.

1.230.479. SELF PRESKRVINC ACID MILK PRODUCT
AND PROCESS OF MAKING THE SAME. William
P. M. Grclck. Evanston, III., assignor to

Grelck, Lincoln. Nebr. Filed May 10. 1915.

27.022. (CI. 99—11.)
1. The process of producing a foinl pro<luct from soure<l

milk which consists in precipitating the casein by the

agency of heat and simultaneously agitating the precipitate

whereby the casein is mlxp<l in the form of finely divided
non adherent particles.

2. The process of producing a food product from soured

milk which consists in precipitating the casein by the

agency of heat, simultaneously agitating the precipitate

to keep the particles thereof out of continuous contact,

and then increasing the heat to fix the said particles In

finely divided non-adhen-nt form.

3. The process of producing a food prmluct from soured
milk which consists in preiipitating the casein by the
agency of heat, agitating the precipitate while forming to

keep the particles thereof out of continuous contact, and
then Increasing the heat to fix the said particles In finely

divided non-adherent form and sterilize the mass.
4. The process of producing a food product from soured

milk whlrh consists In precipitating the cas?ln. agitating
the precipitate to keep the particles thereof out of continu-
ous contact and fix the said particles In finely divided non
adherent form and then evaporating the surplus fluid.

5. The process of pr<Klu<ini; a food product from soured
milk which consists In precipitating the casein by the
agency of heat, agitating the precipitate, heating the pre-
cipitated particles during agitation until they become non-
adherent and then evaporating the surplus fluid.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gaaette.]

1.230.480. PUSH-BOTTON CONNECTION FOR SNAP-
SWITCHES, MoNBOB GrBTT. Hartford, Conn., as-

signor to The Hart A Hegeman Manufacturing Company,
Hartford, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticnt. Filed
Oct. 28. 1916. Serial No. 128,164. (CI. 173—293.)

the shank terminating In a projection fitted in said opening
and the projection terminating In a pendant extension con-
stituting a stop to abut against one side of said lever,

the shank, the projection and extension being flat and
of sheet metal and all In the same plane, the shank being
disposed edgewise to the other side of the lever, said pro-
jection and extension being Insertible through said bear-
ing opening while the shank U at an angle to the oper-
ating lever and the parts being brought into assembled
relation merely by a relative lateral movement of the lever
and the shank.

The combination of a switch operating lever havlnu'

an approximately circular bearing opening at one side of

it 4 center of motion, and a push button and its shank.

1,230.481. AUTOMATIC AIB-CONTROLLINQ DEVICE
FOR GAS-ENGINES W^nr H. Gpthrie, Charleston.
W. Va. Filed Oct. 3. 1916. Serial No. 123.571. (CL
137—140.)

'C'

1. The combination with a shaft driven by an explosive
engine, a collar fixetl to sal<l shaft, oentrifugally acting
weights mounted on said collar, a sliding member having
an enlarged lower end with a laterally projecting fiange
formed thereon and semicircular In shape with flared

ends, said flange t)elng adapted to engage the edge of the
collar and to be actuated by the weights, the radius of
the flange being greater than the radius of the collar,

and a valve operated by said sliding meml>er for control-

ling the inlet into the intake manifold of the engine.
2. The combination of a shaft driven by an explosive

engine, a collar fixed to said shaft, centrlfugally acting
weights mounted on said collar, a sliding member carrying
a curved element to rest on and be actuated by said
weights, a valve to control an Inlet into the InUke mani-
fold of an engine, a lever for operating said valve, an
adjustable weight on said lever, loose connections between
said lever and said sliding member, and springs for actu-
ating said centrifugal weights Inwardly toward the axis of
said shaft.

3. The combination with a shaft driven by an explosive
engine, a bracket having one end secured to the engine
and its other end straddling the shaft, a collar fixed to
said shaft, centrlfugally acting weights on said collar, a
strip .vlldably mounted on said bracket, the lower end of
said strip being enlarged and adapted to straddle the
driven shaft, a semicircular flange projecting from said
enlarged end of the strip and adapted to rest on and be
actuated by said weights, a valve to control the Inlet into
the Intake manifold of the engine, and a lever for operat-
ing said valve extending through an opening In the upper
end of the movable strip and operable upon movement of
said strip.

1.230.482 REFRIGERATING METHOD. William T.
HooFVACMJ, Glen Ridge, N. J., assignor to Electro Chemi
cal Products Company. New York. N. T., a Corporation
of New York. Filed July 8. 1915. Serial No. 38,788.
(€\. 62—178.)
1. The method of making Ice which comprises admitting

water to a suitable vessel, causing a current of air to
onter the chamber in close contact with the water, and
withdrawing air and vapor from said vessel by suitable
exhaust mechanism.

June 19, 1917-
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2 The method of making Ice which comprises inter-

mittently admitting water to a suitable vessel, causing the

water to flow back and forth therein, causing a current of

air to enter the ( hamber in close conUct with the water,

and withdrawing air and vapor from said vessel by suit-

able exhaust mechanism.

8 The method of making Ice which comprises admitting

water to a suitable vessel, causing a current of air to

enter the chamber in close contact with the water, with-

drawing air and water vapor from the vessel by suitable

exhaust mechanism, separating the vapor from the air,

and returning the air t<> said ve«M«el.

4. The method of making ice which comprises inter-

mittently admitting water to a suitable vessel, causing the

water to flow back and forth therein, causing a current of

air to enter the chamber In close contact with the water,

withdrawing air and water vapor from the vessel by suit-

able exhaust mechanism, separating the vapor from the

air and returning the air to said vessel.

5 The method of making Ice which comprises admitting

water to a suitable vessel, causing a current of^alr to

enter the chamber In close contact with the water, wlth-

drawlag air and water vapor from the vessel by suitable

exhaust ine<hanl8m. condensing the vapor, and returning

the air tu said vessel.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gatotte.]

2. In a vacuum refrigerating apparatus, a closed vessel

adapted to contain an aqueous liquid, means for exhaust-

ing air and vapor from said vessel, means for admitting

air to said vessel, and means for causing the air to flow

parallel and in close contact with the surface of the

liquid.
. ^ ,

3. In a vacuum refrigerating apparatus, a closed vessel

adapted to contain an aqueous liquid, means for exhaust-

ing air and vapor from said vessel, means for returning

the air to said vessel, and means for causing the air to

flow parallel and In close contact with the surface of the

liquid. , - .

4. In a vacuum refrigerating apparatus, a close*! cham-

ber adapted to contain an aqueous liquid, means for ex-

hausting air and vapors from the chamber, an air dis-

tributer having a lower face adapted to extend parallel

with the surface of the liquid and close to it. and means

for causing a current of air to flow between said face and

the liquid. _ , ^ .

5. in a vacuum refrigerating apparatus, a closed cham

ber adapted to contain an aqueous liquid, means for ex-

hausting air and vapors from the chamber, an air dis-

tributer having a lower face adapted to extend parallel

with the surface of the liquid and close to It. means for

rotating said distributer, and means for causing a current

of air to flow between said face and the liquid.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Gazette.]

1230 4S4. CONVERTIBLE FREIGHT-CAR. AlvaHA
'

.liiv.xi. Hov. i . Nnnipa. Idaho. Filed Apr. 4, 1917.

ScrlMl No. l.-.9.«ll. (CI. ICn—15.)

1280 483 KKFEIQERATINO APPARATUS. William
'

T. HOOTNAOLB, Olen Ridge. N. J., assignor to Electro-

chemical ProducU Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corpo

raUon of New York. Filed Aug. 6, 1915. Serial No.

43.971. (CI. Gi:— 1.".:.'.)

1. A freight car comprising side walls, reqjovable deck

members carried by said walls, means carried by said deck

members adapted to cooperate with said walls to support

said deck members.

5. A convertible freight car comprising a plurality of

walls a plurality of deck forming members mounted on

said walls, a plurality of supports carried by certain of

said deck forming sections, said supports being plvoUlly

and slidablv mounte<l thereon, means carried by said walls

adapted to "cooperate with said supports, means carried by

others of said deck forming members adapted to cooperate

with said supports and the support carrying deck forming

members and additional means carried by said wall*

adapted to support <-ertain of said deck forming sections.

6. In a convertible car the combination of a plurality

of walls, of deck forming members thereon, a plurality of

supports carried hv said deck forming members adapted to

cooperate with said walls to support said deck, and hinged

sections carried by certain of said deck forming members

adapter! to form a continuation of the deck adjacent the

door openings of the car.

[Claims 2 to 4 not prlntwl In the Oatette.]

1. In a vacuum refrigerating apparatus, a closed vessel

adapted to contain an aqueous liquid, means for exhaust-

ing air and vapor from said vessel, means for conducting air

Into said vessel, and means for distributing the entering

air laterally In said vesstl and In close contact with the

liquid therein.

I^t0,485. ANNOTATOR FOR COMMERCIAL PHONO-

GRAPHS. Mabtha L. Hcntbb and Ai bbbt B. Chcbcm,

San Francisco. Cal. Original application filed Sept. 16.

1915 Serial No. 50.780. Divided and tbli application

file<l Jan. 25. 1917. SerUl No. 144.564. (CI. 274—17.)

1. In combination with a commercial phonograph and

a holder rlgldlv connecteil thereto, a statlonar.v sh.-et hav-

ing longitudinally arranged Instructions thereon carried

l.y said holder, and an Indicator connected to the travehnf

head of the phonograph and extending over and «. -o«s
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aid sheet, said Indicator having Indicia thereon extending
transversely thereof and In allnement with the respective

longitudinally arrange<l instructions of said sheet.
[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.280.486. APPARATUS FOR EXERTING PRESSURES
AND IMPACTS, AND METHOD OF OPERATING THE
SAME. Mabics p. Jacomi.m, Chicago, 111., assignor to
General Brlquetting Company. Chicago, 111., a Corpora-
tion of Illinois. Filed Feb. 9. 1916. Serial No. 77.172
(CI. 13»—17.)

sure transmitting fluid after pressure has been exerted
against the work so that the power member of the press
nf-qulres 'n^^rgy which with its further movement into the
pressure transmitting fluid is imparted to th<» pr.>«8lng
member of the press.

5. In apparatus of the character described, the combi-
nation of an impact member, a power member and a pres-
sure transmitting connection between the same provided
with means for substantially re<lucing the resistance of
said connection during a portion of the power strolie of
the apparatus.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Garette.]

1,230,487. SPRAY NOZZLE. Joh.v A. Johkston,
Springfield. Mass. Filed Jan. 17, 1916. Serial No.
72,483. (CI. 187—«0.)

1. The method of Intensifying the power stroke of an
apparatus for exerting pressures or producing striking im-
pulses which consists In providing a pressure transmitting
connection between the power member and the Impact
member of such apparatus and momentarily diminishing
the resistance of said connection so that the power mem-
ber acquires energy which Is Imparted to the Impact
member,

2. The method of Intensifying the power stroke of appa
ratus for exerting pressures or producing striking Im
pulses which consists in providing a confine<l body of pres-
sure transmitting fluid between the power member and the
Impact member of such apparatus and momentarily re-
ducing the pressure of said fluid against the Impact mem
ber during the stroke of the power member so that the
latter acquires energy which Is subsequently Imparted to

the former.

3. The method of intensifying the power stroke of appa-
ratus for exerting pressures or producing striking im-
pulses which consists in providing a confined body of pres-
sure transmitting fluid between the power member and the
impact member of said apparatus and suddenly increasing
the fftpaclty of the conflning means for the pressure trans
mitting fluid so that the power member will acquire en-
ergy which Is subsequently transmlttetl to the Impact
member.

4. The method of Intensifying the latter portion of the
power ?troke of a hydraulic press which consists In in-

creasing the capaHty of the conflning means for the pres-

/7

1. In a noixle for use In spraying heavy molten mate-
rials, the combination with a casing having three passages
through its walls, two fiow passages iind a discharire pas-
sage between them, of a valve fitting in said casing and
having n Jet spray opening for spraying through said dis-
<'harge passage, and a passage communicating with said
opening and extending through the valve, said passage in
the valve being arranged to form a bypass for conducting
the liquid through the notsle from one side to the other
at all times when said opening is closed.

2. In a nozzle for use in sprayiUK heavy molten mate-
rials, the combination with a casing having two passages
through Its walls constituting the inlet and outlet, and a
third passage between them, of a valve fitting in said cas-
ing and having a passage therethrough, an openiug for
spraying extending from said passage In the valve and
adapted to register with the third passage in the valve
casing, said passage in the valve being arranged to regis-
ter with the inlet opening In the valve casing when said
openings register with the third passage thereof and to
register with either the Inlet or outlet passage In the
valve casing when said opening for spraying is turned to
inoperative position or Into register with the other of said
passages.

3. In a nozzle of the class descr1be<l. the combination of
a casing havinx an inlet passage at one side and an outlet
passage at the opposite side, a bypais extending from the
inlet passage to the outlet passage in the wall of the cas-
ing around one half the same, and a third passage on the
opposite side of the casing t>etween the inlet and outlet pas-
sages, with a valve in said casing provided with a rear
passage adapted to connect the inlet and outlet passages
of the casing when the valve is turneil to a certain position
and provide*! with a pair of converging passages terminat-
ing in a port on the outer side of said valve for registering
with the third passage In the casing when said valve is

turne<l to one position, said valve having means for clos-
ing the third passage when it is turned to a position In
which said ports register with the Inlet passage, whereby
the liquid will be permitted to flow through the valve when
the said third passage is closed.

^. As an article of manufacture, a spraying no«le hav-
ing a passage for producing a spray, a valve in said noirie
and constituting a part thereof, said nozzle having means
for permitting the circulation of liquid therethrough when
the valve Is moved to such position as to prevent spraying
through said spray passage, and means for preventing the
clogging up of said spray passage by directing liquid
therethrough when not delivering a spray.

JUNB 19, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE.
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8. As an article of manufactare, a spray noztle for
spraying heavy liquids comprising a casing having an
opening for spraying, an oscUlatable valve for opening and
closing said opening having a spray passage and means for
preventing the clogging up of said spray passage when
said opening Is closed.

1.280.488. OPHTHALMIC MOUNTING. PacL H. John-
•TON, Davenport, Iowa. Filed May 11, 1916. Serial
No. 96,809. (CI. 88—47.)

'» '^ ro ;** "

1. In combination with a lens, a lens mount, and a shim
adapted to Interlock respectively with said lens and said
mount.

2. In combination with a lens having a depression In a
surface thereof, a lens mount including a strap adapted to
contact the edge of the lens, and ears adapted to extend
oppositely upon either side of said lens, and a shim
adapted to extend between and Interlock respectively with
said lens and said mount.

8. In combination with a lens, a lens mount Including
ears adapted to extend oppositely upon either side of said
lens, and a shim adapted to extend between and Interlock
respectively with said lens and said mount.

4. In combination with a lens having a conical depres-
sion In a surface thereof, with the base of said depression
adjacent the periphery of said lens, a lena mount Including
a strap adapted to contact the edge of the lens and ears
adapted to extend oppositely upon either side of said lens,
and a shim adapted to extend between and Interlock
respectively with said lens and said mount.

B. Id combination with a lens having a depression In
the surface thereof, a lens mount including ears adapted
to extend oppositely upon either side of said lens, and a
shim adapted to connect said lens and mount and
provided with a projection adapted to engage the depres-
sion In said lens.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,280.489. CARPET-SWEEPER. Wasakc Katako, Ix>s
Angeles, Cal. Filed June 12, 1916. Serial No. 103 055
(a. 15—«0.)

1. A sweeper comprising a receptacle, a brush In the
receptacle having a shaft, toothed wheels on the ends of
the shaft, and traction wheels rotatlvely montned at the
ends of the receptacle and provided In their peripheries
with sockets to engage the teeth of the toothed wheels.

2. A sweeper comprising a receptacle, a shaft rotatlvely
mounted In the receptacle, a brush on the shaft, traction
wheels, driving connections between the traction wheels
and the shcft. a comb arranged with Its teeth projecting

Into said brush, and means to slmoltaneoaaly adjust the
shaft and comb.

3. A sweeper comprising a receptacle, supports at the
ends of the receptacle fastened thereto, standards mid-
way of the ends of the supports, brackets shiftable up and
down on the standards, a brush In the receptacle having a
shaft rotatlvely connected to the brackets, traction wheels
for the receptacle operatlvely connected to said shaft, a
comb having its teeth engaging the brush, and means to
adjust the brackets and comb simultaneously.

4. A sweeper comprising a receptacle, a brush rota
tlvely mounted in said receptacle, traction wheels opera-
tlvely connected to said brush, and a slldably mounted
comb arranged with Its teeth projecting into said brush.

5. A sweeper comprising a receptacle, a brush roU-
tlvely mounted In said receptacle, traction wheels opera-
tlvely connected to said brush, a comb arranged with Its
teeth projecting Into said brush, and means accessfble
externally of the receptacle to adjust said comb relative
to said brush.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,490. BED-RAIL. Jamcs R. Keiip«r, Elklns. W. Va.
Filed Oct. 31. 1916. Serial No. 128,772. (CT. 6—64.)

A bed rail Including a vertical flange, a horizontal flange
at the lower edge of the vertical flange, and a head con-
necting the flanges and having a curved Inner face ; and
an angle member comprising a vertical flange secured to
the vertical flange of the rail, and a horizontal flange
located at the upper edge of the vertical flange of the
angle member, one end of the horizontal flange of the
angle member being shaped to conform to the curved face
of the head, and the vertical flange of the angle member
being cut back from said end of the horlzontnl flange of
the angle member to clear said curved face of the head.

1,230,491. STOP MECHANISM FOR ROLLER-SKATES,
AI.BXANDBR O. KONiiTZKY. Weehawken, N. J. Filed
Oct. 28. 1916. Serial No. 128,250. (CI. 46—51.)

1. In a roller skate, the combination of a frame, p<5llers
supporting the frame, and locking means carried ty the
frame for engagement with the rollers to preveit the
turning of the same In either direction. r

2. In a roller skate, the combination of a frame, rollers
supporting the frame, and intermeshlng elements carried
by the frame and the rollers adapted to be adjustetl to
hold the rollers from turning in either direction.

8. In a roller skate, the combination of a frame, rollers
supporting the frame, toothed members mounted on the
rollers to turn therewith, non-rotatable toothed members
adjustably mounted on the frame, and means for adjusting
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said non rotatable toothed members Into and out of en-
gagement with the toothed members on the rollers.

[Claimii 4 to 7 not printed In the Oazette.]

1.230.492. PRESS OR IMPACT APPARATUS. Ladislat
F. KBiaTcniK, Chicago, 111., assignor to General Brl-
quettlng Company, Chicago, 111., a Corporation of Illi-
nois. FUed Feb. 9, 1916. SerUl No. 77,174. (01
188—17.)

a:-. -

1. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion of a power element, an Impact element, means pro
Tiding a pressure transmitting fluid between the same,
the resistance of which Is momentarily diminished during
the power stroke of the apparatu.s, and regulating means
for varying the extent to which said resistance Is dimin-
ished.

2. In apparatus of the character dencribed, the combina-
tion of a power element, an Impact element, confining
means for a pressure transmitting fluid interposed between
salrl elements, the capacity of which is Increased during
the power stroke of the apparatus so as to suddenly di-
minish the resistance of said fluid, and regulating means
for varying the extent to which said resistance la dimin-
ished.

3. In apparatus of the character described, the comblna
tlon of a power element, an impact element, confining
means for a pressure transmitting floid Interposed be-
tween said elements comprising a chamber which la put
Into communication with the main space within the con-
flnlng means during the power stroke of the apparatus,
and means for varying the efTective size of said chamber
at the time It Is put into communication with the main
space.

4. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion of a power element, an Impact element, confining
means for a pressure transmitting fluid Interposed between
said elements comprising a chamber which is put Into
communication with the main space within the confining
means during the down stroke of the apparatus, a duct
leading from said main space into said chamber, and ad-
justable means for regulating the flow of fluid through said
duct.

5. In apparatus of the character described, the combina-
tion of a power element, an Impact element, confining
means for a pressure tran.smittlng fluid Interposed be-
rween said elements comprising a chamber which is put
Into communication with the main space within the con-
fining means during the down stroke of the apparatus, a
.luct leading from said main .space into said chamber, and
a needle valve which Is adjustable to regulate the flow
of fiuld through said duct.

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed In the Oasette.] -

1,230.493. MEANS FOB CARRYING OUT A PROCB88
FOR BURNING BRICKS. Fra.nk B. Lambmt, Chi-
cago. 111., assignor to Lambert Process Company, Chi-
cago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Original applica-
tion filed Mar. 5, 1912. SerUl No. 681.720. Divided and
this application filed Mar. 20. 1915. Serial No. 15 90©
(CI. 25—150.)

1. In comMnatlon. a kiln of bricks having arches in
the bottom and large pipes extending in said arches, said
pipes having discharge openings In the arches and being
open at their outer ends, a stream-supply pipe and
branches therefrom terminating as noriles within said
flrst-mentiooed pipes, each of said pipes comprising
lengths of pipes successively dei-reaslng In diameter and
having a discharge opening for each length.

2. In combination a kiln of brick having arches Mt
upon a flat floor to form internal furnaces, straight pipes
extending Into said arches and lying on raid flat floor,
said pipes having discharge openings In their walls fac-
ing upwardl}- In said arches, the outer ends of said pipes
being open, a steam supply pipe and branches therefrom
terminating as nozzles at the open ends of said plpef^.

3. In combination, a kiln of bricks having arches In the
bottom and pipes extending in said arches, oil burner no«-
xles at the ends of the arches, steam and oil-supply pipea
for said nozalcs. and means to bring the nozzles In a line
with said pipes In order to blow steam therefrom Into the
pipes.

4. In combination, a kiln of bricks having arches in the
Iwttom thereof, oil and steam-supply pipes extending along
said kiln, oil Imrners having steam-Jet means for atomis-
ing the oU. connected to said oil pipes and steam pipes,
and valve connections for each burner to control the oil
and steam supplle<l thereto, and Induction tubes cooperat-
ing with said burner nozzles for blowing steam and air
into said arches.

6. In combination, a kiln of bricks having arches there-
in, oil .ind steam supply pipes adjacent the sides of said
kiln, an oil-burner noszle adjacent each arch, said burner
having a steam Jet arrangement for atomizing the oil.

Talve connections between each burner and the steam and
oil supply pipes, respectively, and an Induction tube co-
operating with said nozzle for injecting steam and air Into
said arches.

[Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,230.494. TOOL. Erich LiNDtNncBC. Chicago. III.

Filed Dec. 4. 1916. Serial No. 134.882. (CI. 145—60.)
1. In a tool the combination with a shank of a pair of

out-bent springs secured In an end of said shank in sub-
stantial allnement with the axis thereof, and a flnger
piece slldably embracing said end of the shank and the
prongs and being provldetl with an aperture of substan-
tUlly the same width as the combined thickness of said
springs, and a pin protruding laterally from said shank
and engaging a longitudinal slot provided In the flnger
piece.

2. In a tool the combination with a shank of a pair of
flat springs protruding from an end of said shank In sub-

stantial allnement with the axis thereof and having their
free ends standing normally apart, and a flnger piece
alldably embracing said end of the shank and provldiMl at

Its outer end with an aperture of substantially the same
width as the combined thickness of said springs, said
piece being flzed against rotation upon the shank.

1,280.495. MARKING CONTRIVANCE FOR ROLLER
STAMPING - MACHINES. Carl LindstbOm, Berlin.
Germany. Filed May 13. 1918. Serial No. 767.372.
(CI. 216—1.)

1. In a stamping machine, the combination of a mois-

tening roller, a stamping roller, means cooperating with
said stamping roller to apply the stamps, means on said
rollers for marking said stamps and means for actuating
said rollers.

2. In a stamping machine, the combination of a molb-

tenlng roller, a plurality of ridges on the periphery of

aald roller for marking stamps, a stamping roller in sur-
face engagement with said moistening roller, means co-

operating with said stamping roller to apply said stamps
and means for actuating said rollers.

3. In a stamping machine, the combination of a mois-
tening roller, a plurality of ridges on the periphery of
said roller for marking stamps, means on said roller for
moistening stamps, a stamping roller In surface engage-
ment with said moistening roller, means cooperating with
said stamping roller to apply said stamps and means for
actuating said rollers.

4. In a stamping machine, the combination of a mois-
tening roller, a plurality of ridges on the periphery of

said roller, a stamping roller, a plurality of ridges on the
periphery thereof arranged in engagement with the ridges
of said moistening roller for marking stamps, means co-

operating with said stamping roller to apply said stamps
.nnd means for actuating said rollers.

5. In a stamping machine, the combination of a mois-
tening roller, a plurality of ridges on the periphery of
saifl roller, a plurality of moistening strips on said roller,

a stamping roller, a plurality of ridges on the periphery
thereof arranged In engagement with the ridges of 8ai<l

moistening roller for marking stamps, means cooperating
with said stamping roller to apply said stamps and means
for actuating said roller.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.496. SHOCK - ABSORBER. Joseph M. McCool,
Des Moines, Iowa, assignor to Hugh Brennan. Des
Moines. Iowa. Filed Jan. 24. 1916. Serial No. 74,017.
Renewed Nov. 18, 1918. Serial No. 132,284. (Q.
267—19.)
1. A device of the class described, comprising a support,

brackets rising from opposite ends thereof, levers plv-

oti-d at their outer ends to said brackets, pivotal connec-
tions between Intermediate portions of said levers and a
tar body, said pivotal connection being wholly below the
fiilcrnras of the levers, and retractile springs connecting
the upper ends of said brackets to the Inner ends of said
levers.

»"-

2. A device of the class de8crlt>ed, comprising a sup-

port, brackets rising from opposite ends thereof, levers

pivoted at their outer ends to said brackets, said levers

being curved upwardly at their inner ends, pivotal con-

nections between lnternie<llate portions of said levers and
a car body, and retractile springs yieldingly connecting
the inner ends of said levers to the upper ends of the ad-
jacent brackets above the levers, said springs being wholly
Independent of the car body.

8. A device of the class described, comprising a sup-

port, brackets fixed to and rising from opposite ends there-
of, said brackets being curved inwardly at their upper
ends, levers pivoted at their outer ends to Intermediate
portions of said brackets, pivotal connections between In-

termediate portions of said levers and a car body, said
car body being wholly independent of said brackets, and
retractile coil springs yieldingly connecting the Inner ends
of said levers to the upper ends of the adjacent brackets.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a sup-
port, brackets fixed to and rising from said support and
spaced apart, the upper end portions of said brackets In-

clining Inwardly, levers pivoted to and below the upper
ends of said brackets, the Inner end portions of said le-

vers inclining to the horizontal plane of the upper ends of
said brackets, retractile coil springs connecting the upper
ends of said levers to the Inner upper ends of said

brackets, together with means for suspending a device

plvotally from Intermediate portions of said levers, wholly
Independent of said brackets.

5. A device of the class described, comprising a sup-
port, spaced brackets fixed to and rising from said ^up-

port, rigid levers pivoted at one end each to and below
the upper ends of said brackets, yielding pressure devices
.yieldingly connecting the Inner ends of said levers to the
upper ends of said brackets, links pivoted to and depend-
ing from intermediate portions of said levers, and a de-
vice connected to the lower ends of and supported by
said links, which devlc? Is wholly independent of said
brackets.

[Claims to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2.30.497. IMPULSE MOTOR. Lbslie R. McDonald.
Montreal, Canada, assignor to Motion Display Corpora-
tion, a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 29. 1915.
Serial No. 4.984. (CI. 172-126.)
1. A frictlonal Impulse motor having a reaction member

with a friction surface, a flexible Impeller flnger bent in

the direction In which force Is to be applied to the reaction
member and positioned for frictlonal engagement with the
friction surface thereof during the impelling movement,
and vibratory means continuously imparting vibrations of

small amplitude to the Impeller flnger ; substantially aa
described.

2. A frictlonal Impulse motor having a reaction member
with a friction surface, a pair of flexible Impeller flngors

bent In the direction in which force is to be applied to the
reaction member and positioned for frictlonal engagement
with the friction surface thereof daring the impelling
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movemeDt. and vibratory means continuously Imparting
Impelling vibrations of small amplitude to said fingers al-
ternately

; substantially as described.

i. A frlctlonal Impulse motor having a fat reaction
member with friction surfaces disposed on opposite faces,
« pair of flexible Impeller fingers bent In the direction in
which force is to be applied to the reaction meml>er and
positioned for frlctlonal engagement with both friction
surfaces during the Impelling movements, and vibratory
means continuously Imparting vibrations of small ampli-
tude to aaltl fingers, substantially as described.

4. A frlctlonal impulse motor having a reaction member
with friction surfaces, a plurality of flexible Impeller fin-
gers arrange<l in pairs and bent in the direction in which
force Is to be applied to the reaction member, a common
support for each pair of fingers so positioned that the fin-
gers are adapted for frlctlonal engagement with the fric-
tion surfaces of the reaction member during the impelling
movements, and vibratory means contlnuouslv Imparting
vibrations of small amplitude to said fingers; substan-
tially as described.

5. An Impulse motor having a reaction member, a pair
of motor members, a spring tending to bring the motor
members Into one position, means for moving the motor
members against the action of the spring, and flexible Im-
peller fingers carried by said motor members and posi-
tioned to make frlctlonal contact with the reaction member
alternately, as the motor members move under the action
of said means and said spring; substantially as de«:rlb«d.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Qaxette.]

1.230.498. DISPENSING RECEPTACLE. HnMANK
PORO Mabtin. Lexington. Tenn. Filed Mav 1.3 1918
Serial No. 97.344. (Cl. 221—11.)

.-jT j^

1. A dispensing recepUcle. Including a body portion
having sides provided with edges which are spaced to form
an opening therebetween extending substantially for the
entire length of the body portion, said longitudinal edges
being bent transversely inwardly at subsUntlally a right
angle to the sides for forming Interior flanges, which
serve to stiffen and reinforce the sides; a tapered spout
arranged within the opening and of substantially the same
length as the body portion and having oppositely arranged
sides, the Inner and outer longitudinal edges of each side
being bent outwardly at substantially a right angle for
providing Inner and outer exterior flanges which serve to
stiffen and reinforce the spout and to engage with the In-
terior flanges

; hinge means connecting the reduced end of
th ' taper»d spout with the closed bottom portion of the
bo«ly portion

: and a cover adapted to be arranged upon the

top of the body portion and to engage with the apout to
retain the same closed.

2. A dispensing receptacle, including a body portion
having its free longitudinal edges spaced to provide a lon-
gitudinal spout receiving opening and bent Inwardly trans-
versely for forming Interior longitudinal flanges substan-
tUlly coextensive In length with the body portion : a spout
having substantially the same length as the body portion
with Its free longitudinal edges bent transversely out-
wardly for providing outer longitudinal flanges subsUn-
tUUy coextensive In length with the spout for engagement
with the Interior flanges: a spring actuated hinge con-
necting the lower end of the spout with the closed bottom
of the body portion and adapted to automatically move the
pout to the open position when It la released : a trana-
verse member arranged above the upper end of the spout
and connecting the upper ends of the sides of the body |>or-
tion adjacent the longitudinal flanges thereof; and meana
to normally retain the spout In the closed position.

3. A dispensing receptacle. Including a body portion pro
vlded with a longitudinal opening: a spout arranged with-
in the longitudinal opening and hinged to the body portion
and provided with exterior longitudinal flanges to contact
with the sides of the body portion ; a Ud hinged to the
top of the body portion and adapted to engage with the
spout to hold It In the closed position : and means ren-
dered active when the spout is In the open position and
the Ud Is In the closed position to prevent the escape of
the contents of the receptacle other than through the
apout.

4. A dispensing receptacle. Including a bodv portion pro-
vided with a longitudinal opening

: a spout arranged with-
in the longitudinal opening and pivoted to the body por-
tion and provided with exterior longitudinal flanges to
contact with the sides of the body portion : a lid adapted
to be arranged upon the top of the body portion and to
engage with the spout to hold It In the closed position •

and an upwardly projecting member carried by the spout
and adapted to fit snugly within the ltd when the spout '

Is open and the lid is closed.
5. A dispensing receptacle, comprising a bodv portion

provided with a longitudinal opening: a spout arranged
within the longitudinal opening: a spring actuated hinge
connecting the apout and body portion and adapted to
automatically move the spout to the outer position when
released

; a Ud for the body portion and adapted to engage
with the spout to hold It In the closed position ; and a
spring actuated hinge pivotally connecting the Ud with the
body portion and adapted to automatically move the Ud to
the open position when released.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Oasette,]

1.230,499. VALVE. Adah Mtr>owALL Math.«)k. New
York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 13. 1917. SerUl No. 154,519
(Cl, 137—4.)

In a valve of the character described, a valve caalng
having alined talve chambers with an Intervening double
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faced valve seat, one of said chambers constituting an In-

let passage, a floating valve located In said Inlet passage
and having means for holding the same against rotary
movement, a screw plug in tbe end of said inlet chaml)er
for limiting the movement of said floating valve, said plug
having a fluid passage, a valve In the other chamber mount-
ed to have rotary and longitudinal movement therein, one
of said valves having an axial threaded extension engag-
ing the corresponding recess in the other valve, and means
for rotating aald second valve and limiting the longitudi-
nal movement thereof, substantially as described.

1.280,500. AUTOMATIC CAMERA SHUTTER OPERAT-
ING AND TIMING INSTRUMENT. Holland Ma-
TBiwa. Marshall, Minn. Filed Jan. 19. 1»16. Serial
No. 3.189. (Cl. 161—26.)

vr

^' >•

1. A camera attachment comprising a member having
Beans for mounting It on a camera encircling the lens,
means for revolving said member, a device for locking It

a^calnst premature movement, and a shutter trip mounted
for adjustment on said member and positioned to operate
the camera shutter at a predetermined point in the move-
ment of said member.

2. A camera attachment comprising a disk having means
for mounting it on a camera encircling the lena and pro-
vided with peripheral notchea. means for revolving said
disk, means for locking It against premature movement,
and means adjustable In said notches and positioned to
trip the camera shutter at a predetermined point In the
movement of said disk.

3. A camera attachment comprising a member having
means for mounting it on a camera, said member encircling
the lens, means for revolving said member, and a shutter
trip moanted for adjustment on said member and posi-
tioned to operate the camera shutter at a predetermined
point in the movement of said member.

4. A camera attachment comprising a disk encircling
the lens and having notches in its periphery, spaced apart
and marked to indicate seconds of time, means for revolv-
ing said disk, means for locking said disk against prema-
ture movement, a trip device having a fork to straddle the
edce of aald disk and fit the notches therein, said trip
device engaging the camera shutter at a predetermined
point in the revolution of said disk.

6. A camera attachment comprising a rim adapted to
encircle the lens support, a disk having an antifriction
bearing on said rim. a spring actuated mechanism for re-
volving said disk, means for locking said disk against pre-
mature movement, the face of said disk being graduated
to represent seconds, and a shutter trip device adjustable
on said disk and positioned to operate the shutter as said
disk revolves.

(Claims 6 to 14 not printed In the Oazette.]

1,230.501. AUTOMATIC CAMERA - SHUTTER OPER
ATINO AND TIMING INSTRUMENT. Holland
MATBaws, Marshall. Minn. Filed Dec. 2, 1915. Se-
rial No. 64.701. (Cl. 161—26.)
1. A camera attachment comprising a revolving disk.

means for operating the same, said disk having a series of

peripheral notches, a trip device mounted to Slide on the

periphery of said disk and fit the said notchea and yield-

ingly held therein, said device being positioned to trip the
camera shutter at a predetermined point in the revolution
of aald disk.

2. A camera attachment comprising a disk, means for
revolving the same, said disk having an annular way on
one aide thereof, a weighted member slidable in said way.
a trip device mounted to slide on the periphery of said
disk and having a yielding connection with said weighted
memt>er, said trip device being mounted to engage and
trip the camera shutter at a predetermined point in the
movement of aald disk.

3. A camera attachment comprising a revolving member
having peripheral notches therein and graduated to rep-
resent intervals of time, mechanism for revolving aald
member, trip devlcea adjustably mounted on the periphery
of said member In position to trip the camera shutter, one
of the notches in said member allowing the trip device to
be Inserted in an Inactive position therein, for the pur-
pose specified.

4. A camera attachment comprising a revolving member
having means for mounting It on a camera, the periphery
of said member being scored to represent intervals of
time, trip devices mounted on said member for operating
the camera shutter, said member having means whereby
one of said trip devices may t>e rendered temporarily inac-
tlve, for the purpose specified.

1,280,502. CASTER. Reginald W. Millard, Meriden,
Conn., assignor to Foster, Merrlam & Company, Meri-
den, Conn., a Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Oct. 18,
1916. Serial No. 126,408. (Cl. 16—76.)

1. A socket for casters comprising a sheet-metal body
of substantially uniform cylindrical configuration through-
out Its entire length and having downwardly directed
tongues substantially forming parts of the cylindrical side
wall thereof, ana means on said tongues adapted to coop-
erate with complemental means on the caster-stem to be
Inserted In said socket to retain said stem in said socket.

2. A socket for casters comprising an Integral, tubular,
sheet-metal body of substantially uniform diameter
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throaghout the length thereof and having downwardly dl-
re<ted. oppositely locatetl tonk'ues iubstantiall.v forming
partg of the cylindrical wall of the tube, and exterior In-

dentions In said tongues forming Interior lug* adapted to
project into an annular channel in the caster-stem to be
Inserted in said socket.

3. As a socket for casters, a hollow body comprising an
integral sheet-metal blank shaped to provide a batted tube
of substantially uniform diameter having a roundetl upper
end and an open lower end, and tongues depending from
the base of the rounded portion of said upper end and
projecting into corresponding recesses In the tabular wall
of said body, the bases of said tongues being flush with
the surface of said wall and the free ends of said tongues
projecting slightly outwardly therefrom.

1.230.503. GAME. Arot ST W. Millm. Kansas City.
Mo. Filed Nov. 6, 1916. Serial No. 129,637. (CI.
4ft—69.)

1. \ device of the character described, consisting of a
metal base plate, short legs upon which said metal base
plate is supported, a wooden base plate surmounted upon
said metal plate, an Internally threaded socket member
secured in the central portions of said base plates, an up
wardly extending pin threade<l into said socket, and a
downwardly-extending spike removably secured In said
socket.

2. In a device of the character described, a base plate,
an interiorly threaded socket secured in the central por-
tion of said ba-i^e plate, an upwardly extending pin re-
movably secured in one end of said socket, and a down-
wardly-extending spike removably secured in the other
end of said socket and adapted to secure the base plate to
the ground.

1.230.504. TRACTION-BELT. Di Witt Nblsos. Min-
neapolis, Minn., assignor to Tom Thumb Tractor Com-
pany, Minneapolis, Minn., a Corporation. Filed Sept.
11, 1915. Serial No. 50,123. (CT. 21—150.)
1. .\ traction belt for caterpillar type traction engines

comprising a plurality of slats, pairs of blocks positioned
on said slats, there being grooves in said blocks, a cable
passing through said grooves In the blocks, and means
within the grooves engaging said cable to distort the
same for preventing the slats from slipping on the cable,
an.i means for securing the blocks together upon the slats.

2. .\ traction belt for caterpillar type traction engines
comprising a plurality of slats, pairs of blocks positioned
on said slats, there being grooves In said blocks one hav
Ing a projection and the other a corresponding depression,
a cable passing through said grooves In the blocks and
adapted to be distorted by the projection into the de-
pression, and means for clamping the blocks together upon
thf slats to hold the parts iu place upon the cable.

8. A traction belt for caterpillar type traction en-
gines comprising a number of ground engaging members,
means for interconnecting said members to permit the belt
to bend in one direction and to remain in alinement
agaln.st pressure In the opposite direction, said means In-
rlodlag overlapping pieces having reduced portions for

permitting the individual slats to have relative trans-
verse movement when the belt is In its alined position
without disturbing the general alinement of the other
members.

'jĵ npi^ a e^r^^
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4. A traction belt for caterpillar type traction en-
gines comprising a plurality of ground engaging members,
flexible means for connecting said members together for
relative oscillation, and similarly formed hooks on said
members for holding them In rigid alinement from move-
ment in one direction.

5. A traction belt for caterpillar type traction engines
comprising a plurality of cables, a plurality of plates ex-
tending adjacent one another across said cables, and
means for securing said plates to the cables, said securing
means comprising hooks which overlap and coact along
the line of Joinder between the plates and hold the plates
rigidly interconnected in a common plane against pres-
sure in one direction.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,230,505. STOP FOR SOUND-REPRODUCING MA-
CHINES. Fra.vcis a. Noiu.v. St. Paul, Minn. Filed
Jan. 22, 1916. Serial No. 3.763. (O. 74—46.)

M

1. The combination In a sound repro<iucing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech
anism to prevf-nt the table revolving, of a supporting
arm detachably secured to said traveling element, and
means carried by said supporting arm adapted for a
multiplicity of adjustments relative thereto and about a
vertical axis adjacent Its free end to Impinge against and
set said brake mechanism at a predetermined point during
the travel of the table.

2. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table revolving, of a supporting
member detachably secured at one end to said traveling
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element, and means Joiirnnle«l upon said member adapted
for a multiplicity of adjustments relative thereto and
about an axis adjacent and at a right tfngle to its free

end to directly impinge against and set said brake mecha-
nism at a predetermined time.

3. The combination In a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mecha-
nism to prevent the table revolving, of a supporting mem-
ber detachably secured at one end to said traveling ele-

ment, and eccentric means Journaled upon said member
for a multiplicity of relative adjustments with respect

thereto about an axis adjacent its free end and adapted
to directly impinge against and set said brake mechanism
•t a predetermined time.

4. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mecha-
nism to prevent the table revolving, of a supporting mem-
ber detachably secured to said traveling element, an arm
detachably carrie<l by said supporting member, and means
Journaled upon said arm adapted for relative adjustment
with respect thereto so as to directly impinge against

and set said brake mechanism at a predetermined time.

5. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mecha-
nism to prevent the table revolving, of a supporting mem-
ber detachably secured to said traveling element, an arm
carried by said supporting meml)er. and eccentric means
Journaled upon said arm adapted for relative adjustment
with respect thereto so as to directly impinge against and
set said brake mechanism at a predetermined time.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280.506. STOP. Francis A. Nolan, St. Paul, Minn.
Filed June 25, 191.'i. Serial Xo. 36,221. (Cl. 74—46.)

1. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mecha-
nism to prevent the table revolving, of a base secured to

said traveling element, an eccentric revolubly mounted
upon said base and adapted for cooperation with said
brake mechanism to eflfect the setting thereof, the posi-

tion assumed by said eccentric about its axis predetermin-
ing when said bra|[e and ecentric co-act together, means
for retarding the revolving movement of said eccentric
on said base, a scale dispose*! about the axis of said
eccentric and a pointer cooperating with said scale to
indicate the relative position assumed by said eccentric
about its axis.

2. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table revolving, of a base remov-
ably secured to said traveling element, a spool having
an ecentric lower end revolubly Journaled on said base,

the upper end of said spool forming a hand operable
turning member, a retarder associated with said eccentric

for holding the spool after it is turned into adjusted
position, and a dial and pointer at the upper end of said

spool for predetermining the adjustment of said eccentric.

3. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mecha-
nism to prevent the table revolving, of a base support
for attachment to said traveling element, a spool revolu-

ble about Its axis on said support, the lower end of aald

spool being an eccentric and its upper end a hand op
erable turning member, means associated with said spool

for holding the eccentric after It has been turned into ad-

justed position, and • dial and pointer associated with

said spool for predetermining the adjustment of said

eccentric.

4. The combination in a sound reproducing machine

having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mecha-
nism to prevent the table revolving, of a support secured

to said traveling element, an eccentric revoluble about

Its axis on said support having a band operable member
thereon for turning said eccentric into adjusted position,

a retarder for holding said ecentric after it has l>een

turned into adjusted position, and a dial and pointer for

predetermining the adjustment of said eccentric.

1,280,607. LEATHER MEASURING MACHINE. Danivl
P. O'Bbibn, Woburn, Mass., assignor to Peabody Wo-
burn Machine Company, Peabody, .Mass., a Corporation

of Massachusetts. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No.

137,961. (Cl. 33—124.)

1. .\ leather-measuring machine comprising, in combi-

nation with suitable integrating devices, and a series of

measuring or contact wheels disposed side by side In

line with one Another, a supplemental series of wheels
adapted to make frlctlonal contact by their peripheries

with the peripheries of the measuring or contact wheels,

toothed pinions operatlvely combined with the wheels of

said supplemental series, and toothed wheels engaged
and actuated by the said pinions and operatlvely com-
bined with said integrating devices.

2. A leather-measuring machine comprising, in combi-
nation with suitable integrating devices, and a series of

measuring or contact-wheels disposed side by side In line

with one another, a supplemental series of wheels adapt-

ed for frlctlonal contact by their peripheries with the

peripheries of the measuring or contact wheels, toothed
pinions operatlvely combined with the wheels of the said

supplemental series, toothed wheels engaged and operated
by the said pinions and operatlvely connected to the said

integrating devices for operating the latter, detent wheels
alongside said toothed wheels and connected with the
latter, and detent-devices cooperating with the said de-

tent wheels.

6. A leather measuring machine comprising. In combi-
nation with a series of measuring-wheels and suitable

scale-rigging, a series of pulleys having connections to

said scale-rigging, a series of wheels driven from said

measuring-wheels and having hubs on which said pulleys

are mounted, frlction-clutch-connections between the re-

spective pulleys and the respective driven wheels, and
controlling means for said frlction-clutch-connections

whereby frlctlonal engagement between pulleys and wheels
may be caused or released.

10. A leather-measuring machine comprising, in com-
bination with a series of measuring-wheels and suitable
scale-rigging, a series of pulleys In operative connection
with said scale-rigging, a series of wheels alongside of

said pulleys and in operative connection with said
measuring-wheels, pivotal mountings for the respeitlve
pulley-and-wheel pairs, a pressure-collar for each pair In

screw-threaded engagement with the corresponding pivotal
mounting, means for rotating the series of pressure-col-

lars to canse or relieve engagement between the respec-
tive pulleys and wheels, and a controlling-handle for said

me&n*.
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11. A leather-meaHurlng machine comprising, in combi-
nation with 8ultabl«« Integrating deTlces. a series of
njpasurlnx or contact-wheels, toothed plnlona opermtively
combined with the said wheels and actuated therefrom,
toothed wheels »'ngaged ami actuated by the said pinions
and operatlvely connected with the said integrating de-
vices for operating the latter, separately-formed detent-
wheels alongside said toothed wheels and connected with
the latter, and detent-devices coSperating with the said
detent-wheels.

[Claims 3 to 5 and 7 to 9 not printed in the Oawtte.]

1.230,508. PNEUMATIC TIRE. JosiPH Edwin Ptoin.
New York, N. Y.. assignor of one-half to Theodore F.
Smith, St. Paul, Minn. Filed Aug. 19. 1915. BerUl
No. 46.342. (CI. 152—14.)

1. A non-skid device for vehicle tires, comprising a
built-up plug ailapted to be inserted In the tread of the
tire and consisting of a rubber stud having a longitudi-
nal opening, a button adapted to constitute a portion of
the tread of the tire, and a fastening device flexibly con
nected to the button and extending through said opening
of the stud and clenched against said stud.

2. A non-skid device for vehicle tires comprising a
built up plug adapted to be Inserted In the tread of the
tire and consisting of a rubber stud having a longitudinal
opening, a fastening device extending through said open
ing and clench»»d against said stem, a button flexibly

connected to said fastening, and a washer Inserted be-

tween said button and one end of said stem.
3. A non-skid device for vehicle tires comprising a

built up plug adapted to be Inserted In the tread of the tire
and consisting of a rubber stud and having a longitudinal
opening, a fastening device extending through said open-
ing and clenched against said stem, a button flexibly con-
nected to said fastening, and a flap formed on said stud
and arranged to cover the clenched ends of said fastening
device.

1,230,509. GRAMOPHONE AND THE UKB. No«L
PaiiBiBTON - Billing, county of Hertford, England.
Filed Jan. 4, 1917. Serial No. 140,639. (CI. 274—15.)

1 In a repeating mechanism for a gramophone the com-
bination of a 8oand-tut>e, a supporting member set dia-
metrically to the record wherein said tube Is free to slide

longitudinally, two reproducers mounted one at each end
of said tube and angularly displaced from one another
about the longitudinal axis of the tube, said reproducers
being spaced apart such a distance that when one Is op-
posite the Inner margin of the record the other 1% oppo-
site the outer margin thereof, a pin projecting upwardlj
from each reproducer, two wedge-shaped members •e<-ured
on said supporting meml>er in such position as to engage
respeetiveiy one of said pins at the end of the travel of
the tube and rock the tube and reproducer* about the
longitudinal axis of the tube to render one reproducer op-

! eratlve and the other Inoperative.
2. In a repeating mt-c hanism for a gramophone the

combination of a telescopic sound-tube, a supporting mem-
ber set diametrically to the record wherein said tube Is
free to slide longitudinally, two reproducer8 mounted one
at each end of said tube and angularly displace*! from
one another about the longitudinal axis of the tube, said
reproducers being spaced apart such a distance that
when one is opposite the inner margin of th.- record the
other Is opposite the outer margin thereof, a pin project-
ing upwardly from each reproducer, two wedge-shaped
members aecured on said supporting member in such posi-
tion as to engage respectively one of said pins at the
end of the travel of the tube and rock the tube and re
producers about the longitudinal axis of the tube to ren-
der one reproducer operative and the other Inoperative.

1.230.510. PROCESS OF -VIA.M FACTURING RUBBER
HEELS OR SOLES. Frjj)ehick D. Philp, Royal Oak,
Mich., assignor of one half to Allen A. Templeton. De-
troit. Mich. Filed Aug. 17, 1916. Serial No. 115,898
(CI. 12—147.)

j»yj»

1. A process of manufacturing heels from rubber tire*,
consisting of dividing a tire Into segment shaped pieces,
holding the tire pieces In flat condition and while to held
dividing the Ure pieces Into sUbs. and punching the slabs
t« provide heel blanks.

2. A process of manufacturing heels from rubber tlret.
consisting of dividing a tire Into segment shaped pieces,
holding the tire pieces in flat condition and wh\W so held
removing Irregular portions from the tire pieces, dividing
the tire pieces into slabs, and punching the slabs to pro-
vide heel blanks.

8. A process of manufacturing heels from rubber tlreb,
consisting of cutting a tire into segment shaped pieces!
holding the tire pieces in a flat condition, dividing the
tire pieces Into slabs, punching the slabs to provide heel
blanks, and successively branding and aperturlng the heel
lilanks.

4. A process of manufacturing heels from rubber tires,
consisting of dividing a tire into segment shaped pieces!
holding the tire pieces In a flat condition, removing Ir!
regular portions of the tire pieces, divi.ling the tire pieces
Into slabs, punching the slabs to provide heel blanks, and
successively branding and aperturlng the heel blanks.

6. A process of manufacturing heels from rubber tires,
consisting of cutting a tire Into segmfnt shaped pieces,
holding the tire pieces In a flat condition and while so
held dividing the tire pieces Into slabs, punching the
slabs to provide heel blanks, and branding the heel blanks
while retaining them In the slabs.

(Claims 6 to IS not printed In the Oasette.]
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l,23n.511. APPARATUS FOR HOLDING SILK AND
SIMILAR MATERIAL. Celmti.no Piva, New York.
N. Y. Filed July 21. 1916. SerUl No. 110,487. (Cl.

8--17.)

1. An apparatus for holding silk and the like for dye-

ing or other operations comprising a spindle, a plurality

of radially disposed arms sultdbly placed and connected

to the said spindle, and means associated with the arms
for engaging the edges of the material to secure the same
In a supported position In the apparatus.

2. An apparatus for holding silk and the like for dye-

ing or other operations comprising a spindle, a plurality

of radially disposed arms, means for connecting the same
to the said spindle, and means associated with the said

arms for engaging the edges of the material to be sup-

ported In the apparatus.

3. An apparatus for holding silk and the like for dye-

ing or other operations comprising a spindle, hub mem-
bers thereon, a plurality of radially placed arms secured

in each hub member, and means associated with the t^aid

arms for engaging the edges of the material to be sup
ported in the apparatus.

4. An apparatus fur holding silk and the like for dye

ing or other operations comprising a spindle, a bub fixed

thereon, a plurality of radially placed arms In the said

hub, a hub adjustable to position on the said spindle, a

corr^^spondlng number of radially dispose<l arms In said

adjustable hub, and means associated with each of said

arms for engaging the edges of the material to be sup

ported in the apparatus.
5. .\n apparatus for holding silk and the like for dye-

ing or other operations comprising a spindle, a hub fixed

thereon, a plurality of radially placed arms in the said

bub, a hub adjustable to position on the said spindle, a

corresponding number of radially disposed arms In said

adjustable hub, and a plurality of hook pins attached to

the inner side of each of the said radially disposed arms
for engaging the edges of the material to secure the same
to a supported position in the apparatus.

1,230,613. LUBRICATING MECHANISM FOR PISTON-
MACHINES. GKoaoE D. Po<;rE, St. Louis. Mo. Filed

Feb. 2.1, 1917. Sertal No. 150.481. (Cl. 184—27.)

1,280,612, LEOHOLDER. Adolph A. Poehnbr, San
Francisco, Cal., assignor to A. S. Poehner, San Fran-
cisco. Cal. Filed July 22, 1914. Serial No, 852,391.

(a. 128—20.)

.^i:::^

IIb a leg bolder, a tubular member having a stirrup at

one end thereof, a rod slldable within snid tubular mem-
ber and having a stirrup at one end. a set screw to se-

cure the rod and tubular member in a given position, a
pair of hooks carried by each stirrup, and resilient means
carried by the stirrups to secure a i>erson'8 legs thereto.

4. In a machine of the character de8crll>ed, a reciprocat-

ing piston, an oil pump carried by a stationary part of the

machine and provided with a plunger that has a passage-
way In same through which the oil in the cylinder of the

pump is forced during the displacement stroke of the pump
plunger, means carried by the piston of the machine for

actuating said pump plunger, and an oil conduit or duct
carried by the piston and arranged so that the oil displaced

by the plunger of the pump will fiow through same.

6. In a machine of the character described, a reciprocat-

ing piston, an oil pump carried by a stationary part of the
machine and provided with a plunger that has a passage-

way lu same Into which oil is forced from the cylinder of

the pump on the displacement stroke of the plunger, a

tubular-shaped actuating device on the piston that is

adapted to engage and move said pump plunger, an air

chamber that communicates with the interior of said tu-

bular-shaped device, and an oil conduit leading from said

air chamber.
9. In a machine of the character described, a reciprocat-

ing piston, an oil pump carried by a stationary part of the
machine comprising a substantially tubular-shaped plunger
which is provide<l at one end with a head piece, an oil pas-

sageway on the i)iston comprising a substantially tubular-

shaped member whose end strikes against the head piece

on said pump plunger and moves said plunger during part
of the stroke of the piston in one direction, and an ad-
justable element that serves as a stop against which the

head piece on said pump plunger strikes on the return
stroke of said plunger.

13. In a machine of the character described, a recipro-

cating piston, an oil conduit that travels with said piston,

means for forcing oil through said conduit when the ma
chine is in operation, and a capillary device for preventing
back flow through said conduit.

[Claims 1 to 3. 5. 7, 8. 10 to 12, and 14 to 20 not printed
in the Gazette.]

1.280.614 WINDOW-SASH. Hihman P. Pobtir. Lake-
land, Fia., assignor to Nu-8tyle Window Sash Company,
Jersey City. N. J. Filed Oct. 3. 1916. Serial No.
128,606. (Cl. 20—66.1.)

1. A sash frame. In combination with a sash removably
and adjustably fitted In said frame and adapted to swing
Inward on said frame, a~Jolnted link connection with said
frame and removable sash for limiting the inward move-
ment of the lemovable sash In the sash frame and having
a detachable engagement with the removable sash operable
automatically to disengage the link when its sections are
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folded reversely to their collapsed relation, and means
carried by said Jointed link to retain the remoTable sash
In its adjusted Inward positioo.

2. In window construction, the combination with an
outer and an Inner aash frame, the Inner frame being re-

movably and adjastably secured to said outer frame, said

Inner frame baring three of Its sides formed with a rabbet
on Its outer face and Its bottom portion having a down-
wardly projected rabbet on its inner face, a Jointed link

connected with both the inner and outer frames for limit-

ing the tilting movement of the Inner frame in the outer
one and having detachable engagement with the inner
frame operable automatically to disengage the link when
Its sections are folded reversely to their collapsed folded
relation, and means carried by said Jointed link for lock-

ing the inner sash frame In Its suitably open adjusted
position.

3. In window construction, the combination with an
upper and lower outer sash frame, of an Inner sash remov-
ably and adjustably secured thereto, a plurality of locking

latches secured to the upper rail of each inner sash,
means attached to the locking latches of the upper frame
operable from a standing position on the floor to unlatch
and tilt said upper inner sash frame to a suitable Inward
position, and a Jointed link connection with each outer
and Inner sash for limiting the Inward movement of the
inner .<tash In the outer one and having detachable en-
gagement with each Inner sash operable automatically to

disengage the link when Its sections are foldeil reversely
to their collapsed folded relation.

4. An outer sash frame, in combination with an inner
sash frame, said inner sash frame being removably and
adjustably secured to the outer frame, a plurality of lock-

ing latches secured to the inner sasli frame provided with
means operable from a standing position on the floor for

unlocking said latches and tilting said inner sash Inward,
a Jointed link connected with the outer and Inner sash

frame for limiting the inward movement of the Inner sash
In the outer one and having detachable engagement with
the inner sash operable automatically to disengage the link

when Its sections are folde<1 reversely to their collapse
relation, and means forming a part of said Jointe<i link for

locking the inner sash frame In its suitably Inward posi-

tion.

5. The combination with a window-frame, of an outer
sanh and an Inner sash having lapping rabbeted engage-
ment therewith closing the Joints against the weather yet
permitting relative tilting of the Inner sash in one direc-

tion, and a Jointed link connection limiting the tilting

play of the Inner sash In the outer one and having a de-

tachable engagement with one of the sashes operable auto-
matically to disengage the link when Its sections are folded
reversely to their collapsed folded relation, the inner
sa*h being otherwise freely removable from the outer sash.

1.230,515. SLINO-TRTPPINO DEVICE. Pbrrt Pomr
and Dambl Febuihon JErrHSV. Jeanerette. La. Piled
May 18, 1916. Serial No. 97.867. (CI. 57—11.)

1. A sling support and trip Including opposed beams,
spacing blocks secured therebetween, a stationary hook
extending downwardly and laterally from each block, a
guide wing extending laterally from each hook, a bar slid

ably mounted within the guide wing, a pivoted hook
mounted below each wing, each hook having an arm nor-
mally bearing against the bar to hold the hook in allng
engaging position, and means for shifting the bar to aimol-
taneously release the arms and pivoted hooka.

4. A sling support and trip Including opposed beams.
spaced blocks secure«l therebetween, a stationary hook
extending downwardly and laterally from each block, a
guide wing extending laterally from each hook, a bar slld-

ably mounted within the guide wing, a pivoted hook
mounted below each wing, each hook having an arm nor-
mally bearing against the bar to hold the hook in sling
engaging position, means for shifting the bar to simultane-
ously release the arms and pivoted hooks, and a colled
spring surrounding the bar and engaging a guide wing to
restore the bar to normal position.

5. A sling support and trip Including opposed beams,
and a member associated therewith comprising a spacing
block portion serurt'^l between the beams, a hook dei>end-
Ing therefrom, a laterally extending guide wing, and spaced
ears depending from the guide wing, a bar slldably mount-
ed In the guide wing, a hook pivoted In the depending ears,
an arm formed on the hook and normally bearlnjt sfrnlnst
the bar. a sling connecting the books, and means for shift-

ing the bar to release the arm and pivoted hook and opes
the sllog.

[Claims 2 and 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,280,816. BOX FOLDING MACHINE. Chablu F. Rat-
KACD. San Francisco. Cal.. assignor to PacUlc Folding
Box Factory, a Corporation of California Filed .Tune

26, 1916. Serial No. 106,876. (CI. 93—86.)

1. A box folding machine comprising a stop plate, thre^

pivoted plates carried thereby and adapted to collapse the
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Idea of the box a^lnst Its bottom, means to push the box
out of contact with the several plates l)efore they have
been completely released therefrom, and a pair of rollers

adjacent the stop plate through which the box passes to

completely flatten it.

2. In a box folding machine, the combination with a
chute of a stop plate, plvotf-d folding plates secured to

Mid Stop plate to collapse the sides of a box, and a pair of
rollers to flatten the collapsed box after leaving the fold-

ing plates.

11. A box folding machine comprl.<lng a chute, a plu-

rality of endless carriers In the bottom of said chute, a
stop plate against which the carriers carry the box. a piv-

oted gate to cause the box to assume a given position when
traveling through the chute, three pivoted plates carried

by the stop plate and adapted to he moved to collapse three

sides of the box against Its bottom when It touches the
stop plate, a slide having links conne<'ted therewith and
operating said folding plates, a second slide having prongs
adapted to push the box downwardly l>efore the folding

plates have been completely released therefrom, a bell

crank lever for operating aald slide in conjunction with
the slide for operating the folding plates, and a pair of

rollers below the stop plate between which the box is

adapted to pass to be completely flattened.

15. A box folding machine, a sto]) plate against which
the box Is carried, plates to collapse the sides of the l>ox.

means to further flatten the box and a pusher to carry the

box into the flattening mechanism.
18. A machine for folding boxes comprising a series of

endless belts, a stop plate against which the belts carry
a l>ox, a series of plates adapt>Hl to collapse the box sides,

rollers below the stop plates, and a pusher movable in the

plane of the stop plate to force the box down Into the
rollers to completely flatten It.

[Claims 3 to 10, 12 to 14, 16, and 17 not printed In the

Oasette.]

1,280.617. TYPE-WRITING MACHINE. Ltman R. Rob
BTS. Rutherford, N. J., asaignor to Underwood Type-
writer Company, New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of
Delaware. Filed Sept. 80, 1918. Serial No. 792.589.

(CI. 197—73.)

1. la a typewriting machine, the coinbtBrttlon, with a

carriage, of a fUtable platen frame pivoted on said car-

riage and comprising end plates and rods connecting the

same, one of said r(Ml« disposed In rear of the other rod

and (-on'^tltutlnK the sxN rtt>oHf which naid fmme tilts:

a shifting meml>er pivoted lnterin»-<llHte Its ends on said

carriage and extending forwardly beneath and into direct

engagement with xsld other rcwi : and means for depressing

the r^ar portion of ^ald shifting member Hnd thereby ele-

vating Itn forward portion. «o as to tilt said platen frame
upwardly Into upper »ase position.

3. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a car-

riage, n plst<-n shlftahle thereon, a platen-shifting frame
tlltably monnted on the carriage and comprising a hori-

toDtal rail, a vertically shlftsble rod. a roller carried

thereby and running on said rail, a bracket oa the ma-

239 O. <;.—52

chine frame in which said rod Is guided, and a stop on
said ro<l In i>osltlon to engage said bracket and thereby
limit the movement of the rod.

8. In a typewriting machine, the combination with a
carriage and n platen shlftahle thereon, of a platen shift-

ing frame tlltably mounted on the carriage, and an actu-

ating device for said frame mounted on the machine
frame and having a niODlng connectioo with the tilting

frame for actuating the latter while the carriage Is at
any point In Its travel, said actuating device and machine
frame having cooperating stops to limit the movement of

the actuating device and thereby determine the shifted

position of the platen, one of said stops t>eing adjustable
to vary the stop position of said actuating device to

thereby adjustably vary said shifted position of the platen.

11. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a

carriage ; a platen ahiftable thereon ; a platen-shlftlng

frame tlltably mounted on the carriage and comprising a

horizontal rail ; a vertically ahiftable rod ; a roller carried

thereby and running on said rail; a rock shaft Journaled
In the machine frame : a pair of rock arms secured to said

shaft, one of said arms extending forwardly and the other
rearwardly : the rearwardly-extendlng arm bavlng the

lower end of said rod connected thereto, and the for-

wardly-extending arm being provided with a cam surface

;

and a shift key pivoted intermediate its end« in said ma-
chine frame and having its rear end provided with a roller

to engage said cam surface, so as to rock said shaft when
said key is depressed.

13. In a typewriting machine, the combination of a
carriage : a platen shiftable thereon : a platen shifting

frame tlltably mounted on the carriage : a rock shaft Jour-

naled in the machine frame ; a pair of forwardly-extend-

ing rock arms fixed to said shaft adjacent Its opposite

ends, each arm having Us front end provided with .1 cam
surface ; a pair of Independently-operable shift keys piv-

oted intermediate their ends in said machine irame, each
key having a roller at its rear end over which the cam
surface on the adjacent rock arm projects. !«o as to rock

Kald shaft when either key Is depressed ; a rearwardly-

extendlng rock arm fixed to said shaft t>etween said for-

wardly-extendlng arms : and a vertical ronnectlon betw«-cn

said rearwardly-extendlng arm and the rear portion of

aald frame for tilting said frame when said skaft is

rocked.

[Claims 2, 4 to 7. 9. 10, 12, and 14 to 21 not printed In

the Gazette.]

1.230,618. MANUFACTURE OF BRUSHES. Edward E.

Robinson. Belleville. N. J., assignor to Hanlon & Good-
man Co., New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York.

Filed Feb. 24. 1917. Serial No. 150.661. (01. 15—36.)

liiiiifjiitjif

1. In brushes, the conibinatlon of a perforated plate

having marginal flanges extending upwardly and down-
wardly therefrom, a bunch of bristles extending within
the flanges on the under side of the plate and terminating
on the same side, and a mass of vulcanized rubber bind-

ing together the upper ends of the bristles, covering the

upper and lower surfaces of the plate and extending
through the perforations thereof to Integrally se/'ure to-

gether the rubber on the upper and lower sides of the
plate, substantially as set forth.

2. In bnisbw, the combination of a p«rfnrated plat*
* having marginal flanges extending downwardlv therefrom.
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a bunch of bristles extending within the said flanges and
t»frnilnatlng on the upder side of the plate, and a m«Bi
of hardened plastic material comprlslnK a Fayer on the
under side of the plate In which the upper ends of the
bristles are secured, a layer on the upper side of the plate,

and material extending through the perforations of the
plate integral with and binding together the lajera on the
upper and under sides, substantially as set forth.

!

1,230.519. COMBINED BACK COLLAR-BUTTON AND
NECKTIE-HOLDER. Jacob David Romeb. Mount Ver-
non. N. Y. Filed Aug. 19, 1916. Serial No. 116,813.
(CI. 24—66.)

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a body, hookc carried by the body at each end
thereof, and a tongue carried by the body in spaced rela-

tion thereto, said tongue being provided with a socket
adapted to receive the head of a collar button and with
integral prongs adapted to engage a shirt band flap to
prevent movement of the body.

8. A combined back collar button and neck-tie holder
comprising the combination of a body clamped upon itaelf

to form spaced hooks directed toward one another to re-
ceive th«» neck-tie, said body having a portion extended
in an inclined direction and a tongue formed upon the
lower end of said inclined portion by bending the body
upon Itself, a hook upon the lower edge of said tongue,
and a button receiving member at the upper end of said
tongue.

[Claims 1 and 4 not printed in the Oazette.1

1,230,520. LOCK FOR POCKETS. Edward Rosbnbmo,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Feb. 11. 1916. Serial No.
77.697. (CI. 24—221.)

A lock comprising a circular plate having a centrally
disposed circular recess provided therein, and having a
triangular aperture centrally of the recess, the marginal
flange of said plate being provided with a series of per
forationa whereby said plate may be attached tt an object,
a second plale provided with a series of perforations In
its outer edge whereby It may be attached to a second
object opposed to said first mentioned object, a pin pro-
jecting from the second plate and located adjacent one
corner of tht- first mentioned plate, said pin being adapt-
ed to pass through the aperture In the first mentioned
plate and disposed eccentrically thereto, and a triangular
arm eccentrically and rotatably mounted on Ihe pin and
adapted to pass through the aperture in the first men
tioned plate and then to be swung on the pin to confine
the first plate between the arm and the second plate, sub-
stantially as described.

1,230.521. BRACKET. Georok Ross, Paris, 111. Filed
Oct. 4, 1916. Serial No. 123.703. (CI. 173—316.)
A bracket of the class described, comprising an eye hav-

ing a central opening, and provided upon Its outer edge
with a diagonal slot communicating with the opening, the
eye being provided adjacent Its ends with apertures there-
through, the axes of the apertures being disposed sub-

stantially parallel to the axis of the opening, the eye
being equipped at its ends and at its sides with notches

which coSperate with the apertures In reoetrlng a sup-
porting means for the bracket.

1.230.522. PACKAQETIE. Frxd
kosh. Wis. Filed Apr. 5. 191«.
(Cl. 24—16.)

W. 8awt«ll«, Osh-
Serlal No. 89.142.

1. A package tie. including a receiving element harlng
an aperture therein, a connecting element, bendable fingers
formed on the sides of said connecting element adapted
for reception in the aperture In said receiving element,
and a longitudinally extending finger formed upon the
connecting element .adjacent the bendable fingers engage-
able with the under face of the receiving element. a« and
for the purpose set forth.

2. An article of manufacture of the character described,
consistinc of a receiving element stampe<l from a slngie
ple<'e of material, means arranged upon sal<l receiving
element for receiving one end of a flexible tying member,
said receiving element having an oi>ening arranged ad-
jacent the remaining end thereof, a connecting element
stamped from a single piece of material, means arranged
upon said connecting element for receiving the remaining
end of said flexible tying member, bendable fingers ex-
tending from and arranged adjacent one extremity of said
connecting element, a longitudinally extending finger
forme<l upon the connecting element adjacent said bend-
able fingers, the bendable fingers being received by the last
mentioned opening In said receiving element and adapted
to be bent thereover for providing a connection between
said receiving and (Connecting elements.

3. An article of manufacture of the character described,
consisting of a receiving element stamped from a single
piece of material having an aperture arranged in the
outer extremity thereof for receiving one end of a flexible
tying meml>er. an aperture arranged In the inner ex-
tremity of said receiving element, a connecting element
stamped from a single piece of material and having an
aperture arrange<l In the outer extremity thereof for
receiving the remaining end of «ald flexible tying member,
b.n.lable fingers forme<l upon the Inner extremity of said
connecting element, a longitudinally extending finger

formed upon the connecting element adjacent said bend-
able fingers, the bendable fingers being adapted to be en-
gage<l with the last mentioned aperture In said receiving
element whereby a connection between the receiving and
connecting elements will be afforded.

1,2»0,628. 8PRINO-LEAF TAPERING MACHINE.
Fra.hk B. Schdtler, Berkeley, Cal. Filed Dec. 22,
1915. SerUi No. 68,167. (Cl. 80—26.)

1. In a spring leaf tapering machine, a frame, a rota-
table anvil thereon having an uninterrupted concentric
lace, a csm face fuller routable on the frame freely of
the anvil and entirely out of the path of the latter, and
means tending to hold the anvil from movement whereby
the fuller will exert a drawing action upon the inter-
posed work.

2. In a spring leaf tap^-rlng machine, a frame, a spring
held anvil block plvotally mounted In the frame, a fuller
Journaleti adjacent to the anvil and having a cam face
adapte<i to rotate independent of the anvil In a path out
of contact therewith, means for rotating the fuller, and
means for raising or lowering the anvil with relation to
the fuller.

3. In a spring leaf tapering machine, a frame, an anvil
block having a concentric uninterrupted arcuate lace
formed thereon plvotally mounted In the frame for free
movement, a stop, member with which the anvil normally
engages, a spring connected at one end to the anvil and
at the other end to the frame for exerting a constant and
unrestralnwi pull on the anvil, a roller fuller Jourualed
adjacent to the anvil and having a fixed cam face extend-
ing completely about the fuller, said cam face being of
spiral contour and rotatable in a path entirely out of the
path of movement of the anvil, and means for positively
operating the fuller.

1,230.524. METHOD FOR SEPARATION OF FINELY-
DIVIDED SI'BSTANCBS FROM COARSE AND FOR-
EIGN MATTERS. BoTHO Schwerin, Frankfort on the-
Malti. «;erninn.v. ssslgnor to Elektro Osmose Aktien-
gesellschaft (Graf Schwerln (Jesellschaft). Frankfort-
on-the-Main, Qermany, a Corporation. Filed May 13,
1915. Serial No. 27,888. (O. 204—1.)

1. The herein describes! method of separating sub-
stances in suspension in a liquid comprising adding a

suitable electrolyte to the liquid and subjecting the liquid
and the sul>stance in sol-state therein to the action of
centrifugal force.

2. The herein descrit>ed method of separating substances
in suspension In a liquid comprising adding a suitable
electrolyte to the liquid and subjecting the liquid and the
substance in sol-state therein to the simultaneous action
of centrifugal force and an electric current.

1,280,625. TENSION DEVICE FOR SHUTTLES. JOHK
C. Shambow, Woonsocket. R. I. Filed July 17, 1916.
SerUI No. 109.706. (Cl. 139—46.)

1. The combination of a shuttle body having spaced
channels for the passage of filling and also having a recesa
Intermediate said channels, a tension device positioned
In said recess and comprising a casing open at Its ends and
having openings In its side walls for the passage of filling
and also having a retaining finger above one of said open-
ings, a plate arranged in said casing and having an up-
right portion and arms reaching from the upper and lower
ends of said portion and terminating in lips that bear
against walla of the recess, and a 8prlng-ba( ked shoe mov-
able In the casing and on the lower arm of the plate and
opposed to the upright portion of the plate, a screw
mounted In the shuttle body and opposed to the spring,
and a screw also mounted in the shuttle body and bearing
against the lower lip of the plate.

2. .\ tension device for loom shuttles, comprising a cas-
ing open at its ends and having means In its side walls for
the passage of filling, a plate arranged in said casing nnd
having an lnterme<llate upright portion and arms that
reach in opposite directions from the upper and lower ends
of said portion and terminate In lips, and a sprlng-back«Hl
shoe movable in the casing and on the lower arm of the
plate and opposed to the upright portion of the plate.

1,230,526. FLYING-MACHINE. John Thomas Simp-
son, Newark. N. J. Original application filed July 12,
1910. Serial No. 671,667. Dlvlde<l and this application
filed Aug. 23, 1916. Serial No. 116.519. (Cl. 244—29.)

^^m
1. A flying machine having a supporting plane, a stab

llizlng plane, a seat for the operator, a power plant con-
trolled on movement of the seat by the body of the oper-
ator, and means whereby the power plant will operate to
move the stabilizing plane.
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8. A flying machine having supporting planes, a pro-

peller, an engine for driving the propeller, stablliilng

planes, an air engine for op*>rating the stabilizing planes,

means operated by the Instinctive movements of tb« oper-

ator for controlling the air engine, a reservoir, an air

compressor comniunii-ating with the reservoir, and con-

nections between the first mentioned engine and the

compressor for operating the latter.

[Claims 2 to 7 not printed In the Oazette.]

1,230.527. PRESSURE - <;a«;E FOR EX«;IXE CYLIN
DERS. AM08 H. Smith, Xew York. N. Y. Filed Dec.

11. 1916. Serial No. 6«.247. (CI. 75—111.)

1. A pressure gage for engine cylinders • omprlsing a

plug adapted to be secured in the spark plug or other open-

ing of an Internal combustion engine cylinder, said ping

having an opening extending axlally therethrough, a

chamtter at the top thereof, a pressurn gage comprising a

flxe<l member adapted to enter !«ald chamber and a mov-
able member responsive to the presjiure gases passing

through the opening in said plug, said fixed member hav-

ing thereon a laterally projecting flange. co<>perating

means carried by said flxtni gage member and said plug
whereby a suitable packing Is forme<I to limit the applica-

tion of pressures through said opening to the movable
member of said gage, and a bushing adapted to opera-

tively engage the flange upon said fixed gage member to

for<-e and hold said gage meml>er In the operative relation

to sal<l packing means, said plug and said bushing being

provided with cooperating means whereby said gM* mem-
ber is detachably connei-ted by means of said buahing
with said ping.

3. A pressure gage for engine cylinders comprising a
plug adapted to be secured In the spark plug or other

opening of an internal combustion engine cylinder, said

plug having an opening extending axlally therethrough, a

pressure gage, cooperating means carried by said pressure

gage and said plug whereby a suitable packing is formed
to limit the application of pressures through said opening
to said gage, and a nipple communicating with the open-
ing In said plug below the point of communication with
said gage whereby ga.s may be force<l Into the cylinder

through said nipple and the pressure developed within the
cylinder Indicated by said gage.

6. A pressure gage for engine cylinders comprising a

plug adapted to be se< ured In the spark plug or other open-

ing of an Internal combustion engine cylinder, said plug
having an opening extending axlally therethrough, a pres-
sure gage comprising a fixed m»>mber and a movable mem-
ber responslv*- to the pressure of grases passing through the
openings In said plug. co."iperating means carried by salil

axed gage memb^-r and said plug whereby a suitable pack-
ing Is formed to limit the application of pressures through
said opening to the movable member of said gage, means
whereby said fixed gage member Is detachably secured with
relation to said plug, and a nipple communicating with
the opening In .said plug below the point of communication
with said (rng**. whereby gas may be forced into the cylln

der through «ald nipple and the preMsnre develop«>d within
the cylinder Indicated by said gage.

[Claims 1'. 4. and 5 not printed In the Gazette.}

1.230.52 8. HINGED STEERIN<; PILLAR. PftAXK
Mahrt Soix)mon, Pretoria. Transvaal, South Africa.

Filed Apr. 17, 1918. Serial No. 91.793. (CI. 74—89 »

< r»

1. The corablnatton of a blaged steering pillar, a casing
adapte<l to surround and lock tbe binge, a aprlng te retain
the casing normally in locking position, a flexible member
•onnecteil at one end to tbe «-aslng. and an adju.stable
menitter adjacent tbe head of the pillar and connected to
the other end of the said flexlld** member, for the purpose
described.

2. The combination of a hinged steering pillar, a casing
adapted to snrround and lock the hinge, a longitudinal
groove in the steering pillar, a block adapted to slide la
said groove and connected to the casing, a spring tea-
sioned in said groove and adapted to bold the casing
normally In lorklng position, a steering wheel, a radial
griwve therein, a block slldable In said groove, a pulley
intermediate the center of the wheel and the second mf-n-

tloaed block, a flexible member connected to the serand
mentioned black and passing over the pulley and connected
to the first m>*utloned blo<'k. for the purpose described.

3. Th«> combination of a hlsKed steering pillar, a casing
adapte<t to surround and lo<-k the hinge, a spring to retain
the casing normally In locking position, a flexible memt>er
connected at one end to the casing, an adju.stable member
adjacent the head of the pillar and connected to the other
end of tbe flexible member, a latch pivoted in the pillar
above the hinge, a spring adapted to rock the latch out-
wardly and cause It to engage the lower edge of the • asiag
when tbe latter Is slid upward, a slldable pin in one mem-
ber of the hinge and adapted when the hinge is closed
to engage the other member of the hinge and be moved
fudwise and trip the latch thereby restoring the latter to

normal position, for the purpose described.

1.230.529. .M(>TO
Mick., axsignor.

Withlngton Com
y\. 1913. .Sorial No

Corporation uf (»faio.

766.792. (Cl. 177—7.)

ison.

Flled May

X horn cttniprising front and rear case sections for a

• llapbragni. .1 diaphragm having Its periphery secured be-

tween vild ca«e ««»ctlons and its Intermediate portion free
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to vibrate, a wear piece on the central portion of the dia-

phragm, a narrow thin sheet metal strip i>ent in U-shape

form and having Its ends set ure»l to the rear case section

to form a U shape motor case, pole-pieces rigidly secure<l

to tbe opposite sides of the motor (^»e and projecting to

ward each other within the case, brushes carried by and

within the case, an armature having its shaft Journaled in

the rear wall of the U-shape «-ase and In the rear case

e«tlOB. a commutator on the shaft within the U-»hape

case, an actuator mounted on the shaft and adapted for

contact with said wear ple<-e. and a casing inclosing the

U-shape case and other motor parts.

1.2M.M0. LENS GRINDING AND POLISHING MA
CHINE. BBNasT Stead. iUnghamton. N. Y. File<l

Jane 1. 1916. Sertal No. 31.533. (Cl. 61—8.)

driving means for said member, a rotary shaft passing

through said member and adjustable toward and from its

axis, means for holding the portion of the shaft passing

through the m<'ml)er in its adjusted position, a lens holder

carried by the shaft to cooperate with the tool holder,

means for rotating the shaft, and additional means for

reclprotatlng said revoluble member radially.

(Claims « to l> not printed in the Gaiette.]

1. In a lens grinding and polishing machine, a rotary

work holder adjustable to different angles relatively to

the axis of the tool holder, means for lucking the work

holder In Its adjusted position, a rotary tool bolder, and

mechanism for rotating the work holder and tool holder

in the same direction and at the same rate of speed.

2. In a lens grinding ami polishing machine, a rotary

tool holder and a rotary lens holder cooperating there-

with, means for driving tbe tool holder and lens holder In

tbe same direction and at the same rate of speed, addl

tlonal means for moving the lens holder in an orbit about

the axis of. but In an opposite direction to and at a dlf

ferent rate of speed than the tool holder, and cooperative

means for reciprocating the lens holder relatively to It-^

orbit and during lt>. planetary motion.

3. In a machine for grinding and polishing lenses, co-

axial rotary shaft sections, <lrlvlng means for one of said

sections, a tool holder carried by one of the sections to

rotate therewith, means for driving the other section,

means driven by the last named section for driving the

tool-carrying section at a different rate of speed, a lens

holding section cooperating with tbe tool holder, means

for moving the lens holder In an orbit about the axis of

the tool holder, but In an opposite direction and at a dlf

ferent rate of spee<l. and additional means for rotatln,:

the lens holder In the same direction and at the same rate

of speed as the tool holder.

4. In a lens grinding and polishing machine, a rotary

tool holder and actuating means therefor, in combination

with a mandrel coaxial with the tool holder, a flexible

shaft connected to the mandrel, a lens holder on the flexi

ble shaft, means for rotating the mandrel In the same di

rection and at the same rate of speed as the tool holder,

and additional means for deflecting a portion of tbe flexl

ble shaft to one side of said ails and rotating it in an

orbit about the same, but at a less speed than that of the

mandrel and tool bolder.

6. In a lens grinding and polishing machine. In com

binatlon with a rotary tool holder and actuating means

therefor, a revoluble uiemb* r co axial with the tool holder.

1.230.681. STORING OF GASES UNDP:R PRESSURE.
AaTUiB Stbphbnsox. I.«mbeth. England, assignor to

Acetylene Illuminating <\.mpany. Limited. Lambeth,

England. Filed Nov. 7. 1910. Serial No. 180,088.

23—29.)

(CL

^33n^^
1. The method of storing under pressure gases which

are ab.orbe«l with appreciable production of heat, which

compr^es intrwlucing the ga^e8 Into a receptacle contain

Ing a solvent or absorbent substance, abstracting the beat

of nbcorptlon and maintaining the receptacle and Its con-

tents at a temperature considerably below normal during

the absorption.

C. A method of storing ga>es under pre-ssure. consisting

In liquefying the gas prior to Its entry Into a receptacle

containing a solvent or absorbent substance or material

and In utlllring the low temperature resulting from tbe

conversion of the gns from its liquid to its gaseous form

within the receptacle, to cool the said receptacle and its

contents to a temperature considerably below norm^.

7. A method of storing gases under pressure, consisting

in connecting a receptacle in which the gas is to be stored

to an accumulator chamber containing a solvent or ab

sorbent substance or material, supplying said chamber

with the gas and subjecting it to a temperature consider

ably t>elow normal.

8. A method of storing gases under pressure, consisting

in cooling the gas to a temperature considerably below

normal and In extracting or removing from the gas im-

purities or components of higher boiling point prior to

the entry of the gas into its storage receptacle.

[Claims 2 to 5 not printed in the Garette.]

1,230.582. PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTING DEVICE.
WARD C. Stielino. Beaver Falls. Pa. Filed Feb.

1918. Serial No. 80,669. (O. 95—78.)

Bd-
26.

1. A device of the character described comprising a re-

ceptacle, a lamp located In said receptacle, means at the

upper extremity of said receptacle adapted to receive a

negative and a sheet of sensitized paper, a hinged cover

upon said receptacle adapted to < lamp the negative and

paper in position, said cover comi>ri8ing a member hlng-

1 edly conne<ted to said receptacle and a second m u>!>?r
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hlnifedly connected to the free edge of said first member,
and an operating handle hingedly connected to sal"! recep
tade and hlngt-dly connected to the free edge of said sec-

ond hinged member.
2. A device of the character described comprising a re-

ceptacle, a lamp located In said receptacle, means at the
upper extremity of said receptacle adapted to receiye a
negative and a sheet of sensitized paper, a hinged cover
upon said receptacle adapted to clamp the negative and
paper in position, said cover comprising a member hing-

edly connected to said receptacle and a second member
hingedly connected to the free edge of said first member,
an op»'ratlng handle hingedly connected to said receptacle
and hingedly connected to the free edge of said second
hinged member, and means for normally holding said
cover in the raised i>osltlon.

3. A device of the character describe*! comprising a re-

ceptacle, a lamp located in said receptacle, means at the
upper extremity of said receptacle adapted to receive a
negative and a sheet of sensitized paper, a hinged cover
upon said receptacle adapted to clamp the negative and
paper in position, said cover comprising a member hing-

edly connected to said receptacle and a second member
hingedly connected to the free edge of said first member,
an operating handle hingedly connected to said receptacle,

the free edge of said second member being hingedly con-

nected to said handle, a spring arranged to hold said han
die normally in raised position and a bumper arrangeil to
contact with said handle in the raised position.

4. A device of the character described, comprising a re-

ceptacle, a lamp located In said receptacle, means at the
upper extremity of said receptacle adapted to receive a
negative and sheet of paper, a hinged cover upon said
receptacle adapted to clamp the negative and paper in

position, said cover comprising a member hingedly con-
necte<l to said receptacle and a second member hingedly
connected to the free extremity of said first member, an
operating handle hingedly connected to said receptacle and
to the free edge of said second member, a spring arrangH
to normally hold said handle In raised position, a second
spring at the Joint between said cover members arranged
to cause the second member to contact with the paper be-

fore the first member and a bumper arranged to contact
with said handle in the raised position.

5. A device of the character described, comprising a re-

ceptacle, a lamp located In said receptacle, means at the
upper extremity of said receptacle adapted to receive a
negative and sheet of paper, a hinged cover upon said re-

ceptacle adapted to clamp the negative and paper In posi-

tion, said cover comprising a member hingedly connected
to said receptacle and a second member hingedly connect-
ed to the free edge of said first member, an operating han-
dle hingedly connected to said receptacle and to the free

edge of said second member, spring pressure arms upon
>aid handle arranged to contact with said cover members,
a spring connected to said handle to normally hold said
handle in the raised position, and a bumper arranged to
contact with said handle in the raised poaltloD.

1,230.B8S. BAIL - BRACE. Thomas Gbobob Stilbs,
Arlington, N. J. Filed Apr. 21, 1916. Serial No.
22,7Ba. (CI. 239—16.)

1. The combination with a rail, a rail-snpport and a
rall-brmce eztotding traasTeraely to said rail, of means

for fastening said rall-brace, said means including hold-
ing devices having two sets of engaging horizontally dis-

posed holding faces, one set running lengthwise and the
other crosswise of said rail.

6. The combination with a rail, a rail support and a
rail brace extending transversely to said rail, of means for
fastening said rail-brace, said means including two pairs
of holding devices lying substantially in a common plane,
each pair having two engaging serrate<l members, the ser-
rations of one pair being disposed lengthwise and those
of the other pair crosswise of said rail.

8. The combination with a rail, a rail-supporr and a
rail-brace embodying a wedge for adjusting the length
of said rall-brace, of means for fastening said rail brace,
said means including a clamping device having serrated
horizontal surfaces disposed transversely to each other
and a pair of co^iperative serrated horlsontal surfaces
one carrie<l by the rail brace proper and the other by said
wedge.

10. The combination with a rail, a rail-support and a
rall-brace embodying a wedge for adjusting the length of
said rail-brace, the rail-brace proper being serrated horl-
zonully lengthwise and the wedge crosswise of the rail,

of clamping means for the rall-brace, said means embody-
ing bolts and nuts for fastening the rail-brace to said
rail-support and clamping washers under said nuts and
serrated both lengthwise and crosswise of the rail to en-
gage the serrations of the rall-brace proper and the
wedge.

16. The combination with a track-rail and with an ad-
jacent guard-rail, of a rail-support adapted for atUch-
ment to a tie and having fixed stops near its ends, means
for spacing and holding said track rail and guard-rail at
a predetermined distance apart, and a pair of adjustable
rail-braces, the inner ends of which engage the outer sides
of said rails respectively and the outer ends of which en-
gage said stops respectively, each of said rail-braces em-
bodying an adjusting wedge and also embodying fastening
means having two sets of engaging serrations one set dis-
posed lengthwise and the other set disposed crosswise of
said rail.

[Claims 2 to 4. 6. 7. 9, 11 to 16, and 17 not printed ia
the Gaiette.]

1,280,534. RAIL BRACE. THOMAS Oboboi Stilm,
Arlington. N. J., aaalgnor to The T. Geo. Stiles Com-
pany, .\rIington, N. J., a Corporation of .New Jersey.
Flle<l Feb. 18, 1916. Serial So. 79,008. (CI. 289—18.)

1. In a device of the character described, a rail brace
having a lateral face engaging the rail web and an oppo-
site lateral face provlde<l with oppositely inclined wedging
surfaces, a block forming an abutment having a lateral
face provided with oppositely Inclined wedging surfaces
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facing the inclined surfaces on the brace, a pair of oppo-

sitely facing wedges between the coacting inclined faces

of the brace and block, and means for moving said wedges

relatively to each other.

2. In a device of the character described, a rail brace

having a lateral face engaging a rail web and an opposite

lateral face provided with oppositely inclined wedging sur-

faces, a block forming an abutment having a lateral face

provided with oppositely ln< lined wedging surfaces facing

the inclined surfaces on the brace, a pair of oppositely

facing wedges between the coacting inclined faces of the

brace an<l block, and a tie bolt connecting said wedges for

moving the same relatively to each other.

8. The combination with a rail support and with a pair

of rails disposed at an angle to each other, of an adjust-

able multl part block dlspos^'d between said rails trans-

versely thereto and engaging the same and embodying a

universal Joint.

4. The combination with a rail support and with a pair

of rails disposed at an angle to each other, of an adjust

able multipart block disposed between said rails tran»-

versely thereto and engaging the same and embodying a

universal Joint having a long curved bearing surface dls-

lM>sed substantially crosswise of the block.

5. The combination with a rail support and with a pair

i.f rails disposed at an angle to ea( h other, of an adjust-

able- three part block divided substantially transversely

along straight and curved Unes respectively to form with

the Intermediate section and one end section a universal

Joint and having means between said IntermedUte section

and the other end section for spreading the l>Iock trans

versely to the rails.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the t.aiette.l

rler; and means actuating the carrier to cloae it to tb«

cylinder and open it to the injector to receive the fuel

mixture and to close the carrier to the fuel mixture in-

jector and deliver the fuel to the cylinder.

1 280 586. AMMAI^TRAP. Chabi-ES W. Stockbubo»R.

Allen. Tex. Filed Mar. 31, 1917. Serial No. 158,949.

(CI. 48—24.)

1 In an animal trap, a trap body, a rotatable trap plate

mounted In the top wall of said body, nn animal released

trigger member supporting said plate against rotation,

and means on the trap plate adapted to strike the animal

and proJe( t the ?ame into the trap when said plate Is re-

2. A trap cf the character described including a body,

a rotatable trap plate mounted In the top wall of said

body, a spring to rotate In fald plate, a pivoted trigger bar

having a lug to engage beneath one end of the pUte and

prevent rotation thereof under the action of the spring.

Itait securing means on the trigger bar, and transversely

disposed rmls fixed upon the ends of the plate on rela

lively opposite sides thereof and adapted to strike the anl

mal and project the same Into the trap when the trap plate

is released.

1 230.536. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE.

Chabuks L. Stobltzi.bn. Erie. Pa. Filed May 29, 1916.

Serial No. ,'11.098. (CI. 123— 1,H8.)

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder : a fuel Injector spraying the fuel in air and

forming a fuel mixture with the air : a fuel mixture car-

rier and means actuating the carrier to close it to the

cylinder and open It to the Injector to receive the fuel

mixture and to deliver the fuel mixture to the cylinder.

2 In an Internal combustion engine, the combination of

a cvllnder: a fuel Injector spraying the fuel In air and

forming a fuel mixture with the air ; a fuel mixture car-

8. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder ; a fuel injector spraying the fuel In air and

forming a fuel mixture with the air ; a roury fuel mix-

ture carrier having a pocket therein ; and means for ro-

tating the carrier to bring the pocket Into and out of

communication with the cylinder and the fuel mixture

injector to receive a charge of fuel from the Injector

while closed to the cylinder and to deliver the charge to

the cylinder.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder ; a fuel injector spraying the fuel in air and

forming a fuel mixture with the air : a rotary fuel mix-

ture carrier having a pocket therein ; and means for ro

tatlng the carrier to bring the pocket into and out of

communication with the cylinder and the fuel mixture

Injector to receive a charge of fuel from the Injector while

.losed to the cylinder and to deliver the charge to the

cylinder while closed to the Injector.
'

5. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

of a cylinder ; a piston operating in the cylinder and com

pressing the air therein ; a fuel injector spraying the fuel

In air and forming a fuel mixture with the air ; a fuel

mixture carrier ; and means for actuating the carrier to

close it to the cylinder and open It to the injector to re-

ceive the fuel mixture and to deliver the fuel mixture to

the cylinder, the carrier being timed to receive the fuel

with air from the cylinder under pressure.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1 280 587. LIQUID-FEED SYSTEM. Charlm L. Stokes,
'

Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Oct. 9, 1916. Serial No.

124,478. (CI. 168—86.)

jy ,M

/r >4

1. In a liquid feed system for an Internal combustion

engine, the combination of a liquid tank, a liquid reservoir

above said tank, communication between the tank and the
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reservoir, means for •dmitting atmosphere to said t-om-
munioation above the normal liquid level therein and
below the normal liquid level In the reservoir, means for
applying suction to the upper part of the reservoir said
means carrying the admitted atmosphere to mix with the

I
cabureted charge of the engine, and float actuated valve

ll
means for cutting off suction to the reservoir.

2. In combination, a carbureter having a liquid fuel
chamber open to atmosphere, a liqui.l fuel reservoir in
communication with said chamber, means to prevent pasage of the liquid fuel from the chamber to the reservoir,
and float controlled suction means for Intro^ludng liquid
fuel to the reservoir, said means including, in combination
with a liquid fuel tanit at a level below the reservoir a
communication pipe leading from the fuel Unli to the
upper part of the reservoir, means to restrictedly intro-
du<v atmosphere to the communication pip^- at a point to
enter the column of liquid moving upwardly therein, means
to apply suction to the upper part of the reservoir, a float
and a valve operated by the float to cut off suction from
the reservoir when the liquid level in the reservoir reaches
a predetermined point.

3. In combination with a carbureter having a fuel cham
ber open to atmosphere, a low level liquid fuel tank and a
high level service reservoir feeding the carbureter chamber
by KHivity. communic-atlon between the unit and reser
voir, means to intermittently apply suction to the reser
voir, and means to restrictedly admit atmosphere to said
communication at a point above the normal level of liquid
therein and at a point to enter the column of liquid mov-
ing upwardly therethrough.

4. In combinaUon with a carbureter having a foel
chamb.-r op.n to atmosphere, a low level liquid fuel tank
and a high level service reservoir feeding the carbureter
chamber by gravity, communication between the tank and
reservoir, means to controlUbly apply «u< tlon to the res-
ervoir, and means to restrictedly admit atmosphere to
Mid communication at a point above the normal level of
liquid therein and at a point to enter the column of liquid
moving upwardly therethrough

5. In combination with a carbureter, a low level liquid
fuel tank, a liqul<l fuel i.servoir above the carbureter and
In communication with It to supply It with fuel, communi
cation between th*- tank and the reservoir, means for re-
strictedly admitting atmosph^-re to said .ommunlcatlon
above the normal liquid level therein and at a point where
the admltte<l atmosphere enters the npwardiv movinu
column of liquid moving from the tank to the reservoir I

and communication means to Intermittently apply to the
upp.r part of the reservoir the same suction " that is
applied to the carbureter to maintain a partial vacuum
In the reservoir and to draw therefrom the air which
enters it with the fuel.

(<'lalms 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

»ald tongue adaptt-d tn b^ »e. ured to a shoe and having
its free end rounded and reduced, a keeper adapted to be
secured to the shoe and having a struck ..ut portion inter
mediate the ends thereof and adapted to receive the pro-
tuberance on the tongue, said struck-out portion being
spaced from the edge of the keeper that Is opposed to the
tongue and opening out upon the other longitudinal e<i»:e
of the keeper.

1.230 538. SHOE-FASTBNINO. Zbnbh.bo SczrKt Lo,
Angeles. Cal. Filed July 17, 1916. SerUl No. 109 6.58
(Cl. 24—203.)

1 A fastening comprising a flat tongue provided Inter
meillate Its ends with a protuberauce and adapted to be
«e< ured at on.- end to the uppers of a shoe, a keeper for co
operation with the tongue ami havlns Its ends offset and
adapter! to be secured to .1 shoe, said tongue adapted to
extend umler the keep.r. said keeper having a struck out
portion formed Intermediate its ,nd and communlcatlnir
with the longitudinal edge thereof farthest removed from
the tongue, said struck out portion being space,! from
the side of the keeper opposed to the tongue, sal.i protu
berante adapted to engage In said struck-out portion

2. A fastening comprising a flat tongue having a pro
tuberance formed Interm^liate th.' ends thereof au.l pro-
vided at one end with openings to receive fastening means

1,280,589. STEERING MECHANISM FOR TILL\OE
IMPLEMENTS. SAMtiL H. Tinsman, Morris. Hi.", as-
signor, by mesne assignments, to International Har-
vester Corporation, a CorporaHon of New Jersey Pll«|
Mar. 18, 1918. Serial No. 753,952. (Cl 21—191

)

1. In a tillage Implement, a wheele«l axle, a frame
there<jn. a tongue pivoted on said frame, a seat support
plvote<l to said tongue, and a pivotal connection between
the seat support and the axle, comprising a bracket with
projections to sll.lal.Iy receive the seat support and a
swivele,! connection between the bracket and axJe.

2. In a tillage implement, a wheel carrying axle, a
frame thereon, a »ongue pivoted to the front end of th.-
frame, a rearwardly extending roller <arrl.Ml upon the
rear end of said tongue to rouubly engage with a tran»
verse portion of the frame, and a seat support pivoted to
said tongue In front of the roller and having a plvoUl con
nection with the axle, said pivotal connection comprising
a bracket with projections to slldably receive the seat sup
port and a swivele,! connecUon between the bracket and
axle.

3. In a tillage implement, a wheeled axle a fran..-
thereof. a tongue pivoted to the front end of the frame
and projecting rearwardly. a seat support pivoted to the
rear end of the tongue in front of the axle, and a pivotal
connection between the seat support and the axle, com
prising a U shaped bracket to slldably receive the seat
support and a swlv..|«l (onnection between the bracket
and axle.

1,230.540. IGNITION SYSTEM AND APPARATUS
Richard Vabley. Englewood. N. J. Filed Aug 29 1914
Serial No. 859.100. (CI. 123—148.)

4 K'h-J^>

^,VAV\-

1. In igBitlon systems and apparatus an electric drcult,
controller means for said circuit and eleotro-ma^aetlc
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IBS for normally closing said circuit, biased to open

the circuit at a predetermined time.

2. In Ignition systems and apparatus for engines a

battery, an ignition circuit, electrically actuable switch

means for connecting the circuit with the battery, and

electrically actuable means for automatically disconnect-

ing the circuit and battery at low spt'eds or inactivity of

the engine.

3. In ignition systems and apparatus for engines, a

battery, an ignition circuit, and electrlially actuable switch

means for normally connecting the circuit with the bat-

tery, biased to open the circuit at a predetermined time.

4. In Ignition systems and apparatus for engines, a

battery, a transformer, an ignition circuit, controller

means for the circuit, and electrically actuable means op

eratively associated with the battery, for connecting the

drcult with the imttery and biased to open the Ignition

Hnult at H pre<lftermlneil time.

.'>. In Ignition systems and apparatus for engines sparl-

producing means including circuit, a source of energy

therefor, electrically actuable controlling switch means for

automatically bringing said spark producing means out

of energlrlng relationship with the source of energy at low

speeds or Inactivity of the engine, and means for rendering

said controlling means Ineffective.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed in the Oaiette.]

hinged member, a rack bar for operating the gear, includ-

ing means for maintaining the engagement of the rack

bar with the gear when the hinged meml>er Is raised on

Its binges.

ljMO.641. IGNITION SYSTEM. Richard Vablit. En
glewood, N. J. Filed June 16. 1916. B^'rlal No. 103,965.

(Cl. 123—148.)

•4^-^J^M?-2^

1. In an iRnltion sy>teni. a magneto electric machine

having generative winding, a primary winding, a second

ary winding Inductively related to the primary winding,

a source of continuous current, means for connecting the

primary winding in cirrult with either the generative

winding or the mnirce of continuous current, and means,

including a single interrupter, for <f ntrolUng inductive

relationship between the primary and secondary windings.

2. In an ignition system, a magneto electric machine

having generative winding, a primary winding, a second

ary winding inductively related to the primary winding, a

source of continuous current, vibrator mechanism connect-

ed In circuit therewith, means for connecting the primary

winding In circuit with either the gmerntlve winding or

the source of continuous current and vibrator mechanism.

and means. Including a single interrupter, for controlling

Inductive relationship l)etween the primary and second

ary windings.

S. In an Ignition system, a magneto el»'ctrlc machln?

kaTlng generative windln«. a transformer furmiug part of

park producing means Including a primary winding ani

single Interrupter, a source of continu< us current, an 1

means for connecting either the generative winding or th •

aovrce of continuous current In circuit with the primary

winding.

[Claims 4 to 6 not printed In the Gasetts.l

1.230.542. WASHING-MACHINE <;EARIXG. W1U.IAM

H. Vo»8. Davenport. Iowa. Filed Nov. 10. 1915. Se

rial No. 60.630. (CT. 74—50. >

1. In apparatus of the class described, a support, a

hinged member on the supp<>rt. an oscillatory gear on th"

7. In apparatus of the class described, a support, a
drive shaft under the support, a vertical shaft operatlvely

connected with and oscillated from said drive shaft, a

crank on said vertical shaft, a hinged member, an oscil-

latory shaft in said hinged member, a rack connected
with said crank and op>ratively connected with said os-

cillatory shaft. <^

12. In apparatus of the dass descrilied. a support, a
rotary shaft thereon, a vertical shaft mounted for rota-

tion In vertical bearings, connections between said rotary

and said vertical shafts for oscillating the latter from the

former, a hinged member on the support, an oscillatory

gear on said hinged member, a link connection between
said vertical shaft and said gear, and an oscillatory shaft

in said hinged member driven from said oscillatory gear.

[Claims 2 to 6 and 8 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.543. MEANS FOR EXPANDING AND CONTRACT-
ING DEMOUNTABLE RIMS. Jamis H. WaobnhouvT.
Akron. Ohio. Filed Aug. 23. 1913. Serial No. 786.315.

(Cl. 152—21.)

The combination with a fixed rtin having an opening

therein, of a divided rim having inwardly extending lugs

one of which is adapted to contact with the fixed rim at

one end of the opening therein, the other lug being spaced

from the opposite end of said opening, and a screw work
Ing through said lug one end of said screw hearing against

the adjacent end of said opening in the fixed rim. the

opposite end of said screw bearing against the othe*- 'us:.

said srrew having a portion between the lugs for en.'.ge-

1 ment with an operating tool.
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1.230.544. ELECTRICAL BOND FOR RAILWAYS. F«m>-
«RiCK W. Walkbr. Mllwauke<>. Wis. Filed Nov. 2,
1914. 8*rlal No. 869.727. (CI. 173—278.)

In an electrical bond for railways the combination of
rails laid end to end and connected by a splice bar bolte<l
thereto, of a metal connector formed with an expansion
loop and on opposite sides thereof with ends parallel with
the rails and having faces forming with thf rail heads
upwardly flaring rt-cesses, and metal blndrrs inserted In
aid recesses and fused to and uniting the opposing faces
of the rail heads and connector, the expansion loop ex-
tending obliquely to the rails downward and outward over
the iplice bar and out of allnement with the bolt holes
in the rails, and the splice bar belni? removable and re
placeable without disturbing the connector or Its attach-
ments.

1.230,545. rtEINFORCED WOODEN STRUCTURE. AL-
BiBT Wan.nbr, Jr.. New York, N. Y. Filed June 14,
1916. Serial No. 103.600. (O. 20—92.)

,«
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2. The combination of a wind cheat, ralve caslnga
mounted on the outside of said wind cheat, tnbea provided
upon the inside of said wind cheat, and connecting aald
ralve c>a«injrs. the ends of said tubes terminating within
said wind chest and being detachably secured to the
interior of said wind chest, and the latter having a de-

tachably secured portion which may be removed to open
said chest ami permit access to and removal of said tubes.

3. In combination, a wind cheat composed of a plate
and a hollow member constructed to be secured to the
plate, tubes removably secun-d at their ends to the plate,

said hollow member forming a cover for said tubes, and
being removable whereby access may l>e had to the tubes
to permit same to be removed from said plate.

4. The combination of a vertically arranged wind trunk,
primary valve casings mounted upon said wind trunli
alona; the upper portion of the same, secondary valve
casings mounted upon said wind trunk along the lower
portion of the same, power pneumatics secured to said
secondary valve casings, and tut>es extending between
Mid primary and secondary valve casings, said tubes or
pipes being located Inside of said wind trunk and having
an enlarged tnd portion whereby said tube may be Joined
to the wind chest, said enlarged portion having an aper-
ture which communicates with the wind chest.

5. The combination of a wind trunk, raive casings
secured to said wind trunk, a pneumatic carried by one
of the valve casings, a wind trunk supported by said
pneumatlo and connections leading from said last men-
tioned wind trunk to the other valve casing.

(Cli)imd 6 to 13 not prlnce<l In the Gazette.]

1.230.350. LABELING-MACFUNE. Pbane O. Woodland.
Worcester. Mass. ; FaANCis S. Woodla.vd. Wor«'gter,
Mass.. and Abthub F. Kellxt^ Qrafton. Maaa.. adminis-
trators of said Frank O. Woodland, deceased, assignors
to Economic Machinery Company. Worcester. Mass., a
Corporation of Massachusetts. Filed July 29, 1914.
Serial No. 853,821. (CI. 216—54.)

1. In n labeling machine, is combination, means for
gluing and presenting labels for afBxment, a moving
bottle-carrier having means for supporting and ailvanclng
bottles or the like In a predetermined path, and a wtper
nifchani.-ini inclu<ling an actuated set of opposite pressing
wiper members between which the advancing bottle is

carrieil, said wiper mechanism being Independently mov
able in the .same direction with the bottle, but at dllTerent
speed while wiping on the labels.

2. In a labeling machine, a continuously moving tfottle
carrier, m«ans fnr automatically supplying bottles to said
carrier, means for delivering labels to the bottles thereon,
a forwardly and backwardly moving wiping mechanism
that travels with the bottles while wiping-on the labels,
and Is retracted to meet the succeeding bottle, means for
operating said bottle carrier, and means for Imparting
forward and backward movement to .said wiping mecha
nlsm In alinement with the movement of the bottle, at
different velocity.

8. In a label afflxlng mechanism haring means for
glnlnn and presenting labels, the combination of a rotating
bottle carrier provided with a plaraUty of bottle-pushing

devices thereon, means for rotating said carrit-r aa
oscillating wiper-carrier carrying wiping members and
movable approximately .-olnddpnt with the circular path
of the bottles upon said bottle carrier, but at different
velocity for effecting a differential wiping action upon
the labels during their forward movement, and means for
oscillating said wiper carrier synchronously with the
advance of the respective bottles.

6. In A labeling machin.-. in c-omblnation with means
for gumming and delivering labels: means for affixing
the UbelB by differential action, comprising a moving
bottle carrier, and moving lab.>|-afflilng wipers that wipe
the opposite ends of the label upon a bottle passing
between them, said bottle-<-arrier and the affixing wiper*
being actuated to travel in the same general direction
but at different spee.ls while said wipers nr^ in conuct
with the label.

21. The combination of a rotary carrier provided at
intervals with means for supporting bottles or the like in
upright position, and advancing the same In a circular
path of movement of the carrier, a projecting central
shaft for said carrier, a gear thereon, an operating shaft
having a pinion for actuaUng said gear and carrier ; a
laterally osclllatable arm mounted upon said shaft a
wiper mechanism carrier upon said arm to travel back
and forth approximately coincident with the path of the
bottles, and means for ow^lUting said wlpor carrvlng arm
synchronously with the advan«-eof successive littles

[Claims 3, 4, 7 to 20. and 22 to 24 not printed in the '

Gasette. ]

1.230. 551. Cl'TTER. A«thc. A. Ar.vold, .^outhbrtdge.
Mass., assignor to American Optical Company .<<outh
bridge, Mass., a VolnnUry Association of Massi^chusetts
Flle<l Jan. 9. 1917. Serial No. 141.431. (Cl. 83—28 )"

1. A lens cutter, includintc a rotatable table an<l a
spindle rotatable therewith, a battery of formers on the
spindle, a cutter bearin»{ arm. and means on the arm for
selectively engaging the formers to control the shape
ootllned by the cutter.

2. In a lens cutter, the combination with the cutter
Uble and a Kuldlng former, of « pivot-d cutt -r .irni.
means on the arm for engaging the guide former, a shift-
able bar carried by the arm. and a cutting point carried
by the arm and angularly adjustable relative thereto

5. In a lens cutter, the combination with a rotaUble
table and synchronously operating spindle, of a battery
of formers carried by the spindle, a cutter arm. means
on the cutter arm for selectively engaging the formers, a
transversely shlftable cutter carried by the arm, means
for shifting the cutter, and m.'an8 for indicating the ad-
jnatment of the cutter relative to the edge of the selected
former.

8. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion with a lens supporting Uble, of a battery of formers
arranged concentric therewith, a cutter arm. a contact
head carried by the cutter arm having a serieti of eccen-
trically arranged ribs adapte.l for selective engagement
with the sevoral formers of the battery, means for Indi-
cating the adjustment of th^ contact head, and a cutter
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carrie<1 b.v the arm and shlftable therewith and with

respect thereto for operatlvely engaging a lens on the

taMe.
10. In a lens cutter, the combination with the cutter

arm. of an angularly adjustable cutter CRrrie<l thereby,

means for transversely shifting the cutter with respect to

the surface to be operated upon, means for Indicating the

amount of transverse shift, and an automatic compen-

sating device operable by the angular adjustment of the

cutter for adjusting the scale according to the angular

position occupied by the cutter, substantially as and for

the purpose described.

[Claims 3. 4. and 7 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

I

1.280.562. FOLDING BOX. Pbnjamim F. Bain, Pitta-

burgh. I'a. Filed Oct. 14. 1916. Serial No. 126.630.

(Cl. 229—16.)

4. A folding box, comprising a single sheet of material

provided with lines of fold dividing it into four sections,

end walls connected to the end ones of said sections, and

side walls connected to the side portions thereof, one of

said end sections with its side and end walls being

adapted to fold over the other end section to form a

complete box.

7. A folding box, comprising a single sheet folded to

form a bottom, end and side walls, corner joints for said

end and side walls, said bottom and aide walls being pro-

vided with lines of fold wherehy one end portion tif said

tray may be folded over ami at right angles to the other

end portion of said tray and produce a complete box.

two portions of said side walls abutting at their free

edges when the tray is folded Into box form to form the

ends of said box.

[Claims 1 to 3. ^. and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.280.553. TELEPHONE BOOTH AND THE METHOD
OF MANUFACTl'RINO THE SAME. Ar.SKBT Bkban,

Hlrachwang, Austria. Filed June 30. 1915. Serial No.

87.172. (Cl. 20—3.5.)

1. The herein described method of manufacturing tele-

phone t>ooths or like structures, which consists In super-

posing successive layer* of corrugated paper about a

mandrel to form a clotted body, thereafter cutting a

panel out of one of the wider sides of said body by twice

severing It throughout Its height to form a door, movably

supporting the door in the space left i>y cutting said

panel, severing the wall of the IkkIv opposite that from

which the panel was <nt. separably connecting the severerl

sections, and applying top and lK>ttom meminrs to said

body.

2. .\s an article of manufacture, a telephone booth com-

prising a body formed of < orrugateil paper haring Its rear

wall centrally severed and the •««'cflon« thereof separably

cnnnectetl. and a door opening throughout the height of its

front wall, a df>or forn>ed of soperpo«ied layers of corru-

gated paper hlnge«l to •wlnv In said door opening, a top

member of cttmiinited pap«T having nn angular recess at

one side resting on said body whereby a portion of said

top member projects Into said booth, and a base member
of corrugated paper having an angular recess .^t one side

In which recess the bottom of said body rests whereiiy a

portion of said base member projects upwardly Into said

lK>dy.

1.230.654. DEEP-WBLL PUMP. Labs W. Bodiksoji.

Aurora. 111., assignor to The American Well Works,

Aurora, 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed May 1,

1915. Serial No. 26,178. (H. 103—82.)

1. In a pump, the combination of two alined cylinders,

means for reciprocating said cylinders In unison, plungers

operated In said cylinders, and a pipe extending through

the upper plunger Into the lower cylinder through which

the water is adapted to be forced by the reciprocation of

said cylinders from the lower cylinder into position above

the uppermost plunger.

2. In a pump, the combination of two alined cylinders,

means for reciprocating said two cylinders in unison,

plungers in said cylinders, and a tubular pump rod con-

necte<l with said plungers for reclprocatlnu them In unison

in said cylinders, the reciprocation of said cylinders and

said plungers in opposite directions serving to force the

water In the lower cylinder upward through the tubular

pump rod Into position above the uppermost plunger.

3. In a pump, the combination of two alined cylinders,

means for reciprocating said two cylinders in unison, two

plungers In said cylinders respectively having upwardly-

opening valves therethrough, a tubular pump ro<l con-

nected with said two plungers for reciprocating them in

unison, each of said cylinders being adapteil upon Its

downward stroke to take In water at Its lower end. and

means for preventing the escape of the water at the lower

ends of said cylinders upon their upward stroke, the recip-

rocation of said cylinders and said plungers in opposite

direction serving to force the water in the lower cylinder

upward through the tubular pump rod Into position above

the uppermost plunger.

4. In a pump, the combination of a well tube, an up-

wardly opening valve therein, a cylinder mounted in said

well tube and held out of contact with the walls thereof,

an upwardly opening valve in the lower end of said cylin-

der, means for reciprocating said cylinder, a plunger in

said lyllnder, a tubular pump rod connected with said

plnuKer for reciprocating the plunger, and an upwardly-

opening valve In said pump rod through which the water

in the cylinder below the plunger is adapted to pass

upward.
5. In a pump, the combination of a movable cylinder.

a tubular pump rod extending ilown through said cylin-

der, an upwardly-opening valve atxiut said pump rod at

the lower end of said cylinder through which valve water

Is adapted to enter said cylinder, means for reciprocating
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salfl cylin.ler. a plunger In said cylinder connected with
"aid tubular pump rod, and an upwardly-opening valve
through jiaid plunger.

[ClainiH 6 to 42 not printed In the Gazette]

The romhlnatlon with a pair of lenses of an angularly
movable, two part connection therefor which consists of
a pair of wire colls, one revolubly mounted upon the other,
each of said colls terminating In a pair of arms, one arm
of said pair extending to one lens Hnd the other arm ex
tending to the other lens, and means for securing said arms
to the leoaes.

1.230.556. CAN HEADING MACHINE. Jvui-s BBIN
ziNuM, Mount Vernon. N. Y. Filed Sept. 29. 1913 Se-
rial No. 792.295. (Cl. 113—14.)

1. In a machine of the chara<ter described, the combina-
tion, with a stationary support for the work, of an ec
centric rotatable about the axis of said support, a tool-
carrying member rotatable on said eccentric, and a driving
shaft, said eccentric and said member being each directly
Intergeared with said shaft whereby they are rotated at
different and constant velocities.

2. In a machine of the character described, the comblna
tlon. with means for suitably supporting the work and a
Stationary shaft carrying said supporting meana, of a
leeve rotatable on said shaft, an eccentric head carried
by said sleeve, a tool carrying member rotatable on aalrt
head, and a driving shaft, said sleeve and said niemb. r
being directly tntergeare.l with said driving shaft wherebv
they are rotate«l nt dlfTerent and constant velocities.

3. In a can hemllnK ma< hlne, the combination, with ;i

chuck and a stationary shaft supporting said chuck, of an
eccentric rotaUble on said shaft, a member rotatable
on said eccentric, a seaming roller carried by said member,
and a driving shaft. sal<l eccentric and said member being
dlre<tly lnterg.are<l with said shaft whereby they are ro
tated at different and constant velocities.

4. In a can heading machine, the combination, with a
chuck and a stationary shaft supporting said chuck, of a

1.230.565. G0;GLE-HINGE. Human J. Bunnbcki
Chicago, 111. Filed July 27. 1914. Serial No. 853,308!
(Cl. 88—41.)

sleeve rotaUble on said shaft, said sleeve carrying an ec-
centric head, a member Journaled for rotation on said
hea.l. said memLT carrying a seaming roller, and a driv-
ing shaft, said member and said sleeve being directly in-
tergeared with .nald shaft whereby they are rotated at con-
stant but slightly different velocities.

5. In a can heading machine, the combination, with
a chuck and a stationary shaft supporting said chuck of
a sleeve routable on said shaft, said sleeve being provided
with an eccentric head, a member Journale,! for rotation
on .sal.l head, said member carrying a seaming roller
adapted to cooperate with said chuck, a driving shaft andmeans for rotating the same at a constant velocity and
gears on said driving shaft In mesh with a gear on said
sleeve and a gear on said member, respectively, said gears
being so proportioned as to rotate sal.l sleeve and sal Imember at slightly different velocities.
ICUlms 6 to 21 not printed in the fiazette.}

1.280.557. CONDENSINt; APPARATUS. John JBrown, Newark, N. J. Filed July 31, 1914. Sertal No
854.240. (Cl. 257—24.)

1. The combination with a condenser and a rombine<l
hydraulic air and condensate pump, of means through
which the condensate Is withdrawn from the condenser
means through which the non-condensable vapors arc
withdrawn from the ondenser and entirely separately
from the c-ondensate. and devices whereby and wherein the
non-condensable vapors are all compressed and mixeil with
the entire volume of the condensate, so that th- entire
condensate and the compreaaed non condensable vapors
are caused to mingle before they reach the pump

4. The combination with a surface conden.ser and a
comblne.1 hydraulic air and condensate pump, of a pipe
connection, making communication between the Interior
of the condenser and the suction of the pump, and being
of restricted cron section adja<-ent its .-entral portl.-n a
vapor discharge plp«. extending from a point an appre< lable
distance within the condenser to a point adjacent the re-
stricted portion of the said pipe connection, that portion
of the said vapor discharge pipe lying within the plp«
connection being concentric therewith and thereby pro-
viding an annular discharge passage for the condensate
from the condenser terminating at the outer restricted end
of the said vapor discharge pipe, and a steam Jet nox.le
locate,! within the said vapor discharge pip., within the
outer restricted end of which the non i-ondensable vaport
are comprcsaed by the steam from the aatd notile. tb«
outer portion of said pipe connecUon comprises a com-
bining chamber where the compressed non-condensable
vapors, and the steam from the said nozzle commingle
with the condensate and the steam is condensed before the
same reach the said pump.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the (Jasette.]

1.230.558. GAS-PRODDCKR. L»opoU) F. BrEom, Be
lolt. Wis., assignor to International Harvester Corpora-
tion, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed June 30 1913
Serial No. 776.537. (Cl. 48—82.)
1. In a gas pro«lucer. the <H)mblnation of a generating

chamber, a fuel charger arranged at the top of the gener-
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atlng chamber, a twyer surrounding said fuel rharper. and

a vaporizing chamber connected to said twyer.

4. A gravity railway having an abrupt termination at

its lower end. combined with a car capable of traversing

said railway, means adjacent the termination of the rail-

way for bringing the car while in full motion to a sudden

Stop to project its passengers into the air. means for re-

turning the car to the upper end of the railway, and a

stretched net immediately beyond the end of the railway

for yieldingly receiving the projected passengers.

5. A gravity railway having an abrupt termination at

Its lower end, combined with a car capable of traversing

said railway, means adjacent the termination of the rail-

way for bringing the car while in full motion to a sudden

stop to project its passengers Into the air. means for spray-

ing the car and Its occupants with water l>efore reaching

the terminus of the railway, and means for returning the

car to the upper end of the railway.

[Claims 8 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.660. CENTRIFUGAL CLARIFIER. Lm GOBOOM

Camp. Santa Clara. Cuba. Flle«l Feb. 8. 1913. Serial

No. 747,152. (Cl. 233—23.)

2. In a gas producer, a generating chamber, a fuel

charger on said generating chamber, a twyer on said

chamber for admitting combustion supporter, said charger

and twyer both occupying central position thereon, and a

vaporizing ihamber connected to said twyer.

3. In a gas pro<lucer. a generating chamber, a fuel

charger centrally arranged on said chamber, a twyer sur-

rounding said fuel charger, and a vaporizing chamber con-

nected to said twyer.

4. In a gas producer, the combination of a generating

chamber, a twyer centrally arranged on the top thereof,

a fuel charger arranged within said twyer and spaced apart

from the sides thereot. and an air and steam pipe arranged

on the side of said twyer and communicating with the

Interior thereof.

1.280.669. COASTER D1VIN«; AilWRATUS. JOHN F.

BuaKi, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Nov. 4, 1916. SerUl

No. 129,424. (Cl. 104—111.)

1. A gravity railway having an abrupt termination at

Its lower end. combined with a car capable of traversing

nld railway, means adjacent the termination of the rail-

way for bringing the car while In full motion to a sudden

stop to project Its passengers Into the air, means for re-

turning the car to the upp«'r end of the railway, and

means Immediately l»eyond the end of the railway for

yieldingly receiving the projected passengers.

2. A gravity railway having an abrupt termination at

Its lower end. combined with a car capable of traversing

said railway, means adjacent the termination of the rail-

way for bringing the car while In full motion to a sudden

stop to proje.t Its passengers Into the air. means for re-

turning the car to the upper end of the railway, and means

Immediately beyond the end of the railway for yieldingly

receiving the projected passengers comprising a body of

water and a net arranged in the water.

8. A gravity railway having an abrupt termination at

its lower end, combined with a car capable of traversing

said railway, means adjacent the termination of the rail-

way for bringing the car while in full motion to a sudden

stop to project its passengers into the air. means for re-

turning the car to the upper end of the railway, and a

iMMly of water Immediately beyond the end of the railway

for yieldingly receiving the projected passengers.

1. A centrifugal clarlfier. comprising a vertically-dls-

po8e<l drum provlde<I with a central shaft. m«^ns for driv-

ing the said shaft at a high rate of speed, a propeller

arranged In the said drum and having a bottom disk and

a helix, the edge of which extends Into close proximity to

the inner surface of the said drum, the said disk having

a central sleeve through which extends the .said shaft, a

friction dlxk on the said shaft, and a centrifugal governor

mounte,! on the said sleeve and having friction blocks

engaging the said friction disk.

2. A centrifugal clarlfier comprising a vertically dis-

posed drum provided with a central shaft, means for

driving the shaft at a high rate of speed, a propeller ar-

ranged in the drum and having a bottom disk and a helix,

said disk having a central sleeve through which extends

the said shaft, a friction disk on said shaft, a brake band

disposed concentrically of said friction disk, and a cen-

trifugal governor carried by said sleeve and having frlc-

tlonal blocks arranged to normally engage said friction

disk and being pivjvided with additional friction blocks for

engaging said brake band at a predetermined increase of

Bpee<l.

3. A centrifugal clarlfier comprising a vertl< all disposed

drum provided with a central shaft, means for driving the

shaft nt a high rate of 8pee<l, a propeller arranged in the

drum and having a bottom disk and a helix, said disk

having a central sleeve through which extends the said

shaft, a friction disk on said shaft, a brake band disposed

concentrically of said friction disk, a centrifugal governor

carried by said sleeve and having frictlonal blocks ar-

rang»Hl to normally engage said prlctlon disk and beina

provl.led with additional friction blocks for engaging sal I

brake l>and at a predetermined Increase of spe«Ki, and a

centrifugal governor comprising a pair of plvote<l arms on
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opposite sides of said shaft, each of raid arms being pro
vlded with friction blocks arranged to engage said disk,
springs having their ends secured to the opposed arms for
holding salil friction blocks on said disk, and a shoe car-
ried by each of aaid arms and arranged to engage the brake
band at a predetermined Increase of spt-ed.

4. A centrifugal clarifler, comprising a revoluble yertl-
cally disposed drum to be driven at a high rate of speed
and open at its lower and upper ends, a rotatory propeller
In said drum adapte<l to throw the liquid to be clarified
outwardly by centrifugal force into contact with the inner
vertical wall of said drum, whereby the solids contained
iB the liquid move downward along the inner surface of
the said drum and the clarified liquid move upward on
the Inner surface of said drum to be thrown off at the top
of the drum by centrifugal force of the drum, and an au-
tomatic compensating power-transmitting device for ro-
tating said propeller from said drum at a speed governed
by the amount of solids accumulating at the inner surface
of the drum.

6. A centrifugal clarifler comprising a vertical rero-
Inble drum to be driven at a uniform high rate of speed
and open at top and bottom, the upper edge of the drum
having an inwardly extending annular Up. a rotatory pro-
peller in the said drum adapted to throw the liquid to be
clarlfle<l outward by centrifugal force and into contact
with the Inner snrfac»» of said drum, and an automatic
compenaatiog power-transralttlng device for rotating the
said propeller from said drum at a speed governed by the
amount of solids contained In the liquid and accumulating
at the inner surface of the drum, whereby the accumulat-
ing solids will move downwardly along the Inner wall of
the drum and the clarified liquid pass upwardly along the
Inner surface of the drum and around the said Up to be
thrown off by the centrifugal force of the drum.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

portions of said spaces lnt.rengaglng with said jaws In
said spaces whereby roUflon of the shank In the socket Is
prevented, said Jaws having exterior tapered thrps.l^-d por
tlons and a nut engaging said threaded portion to clamp
the J«w« together about the shank.

1,230.562. COMPRK.^SKl. AIK STARTER FOR INTEBNAL COMBUSTION E.NGINES. Mils Anton Cheis-
T«.N8».N. .Vlilwauk.f. Wis. Filed Aug. 4. 1915 SerUl
No. 43.5«5. {CI. 123—179.)

1.230.561. KENTAL BROACH. Isidob Chige. Xew York.
N. Y. Filed Oct. 28. 1915. Serial Xo. 58.319. (Cl!
32—10 )

1. In combination, a dental broach comprising an op-
erative portion and a shank p«»rtion having longitudinal
projections subtending a substantial portion of the length
Of the shank, a socket having spring Jaws with spacw
therebetween, said spaces being of greater width than the
projections, said projections extending Into corresponding
portions of said spaces interengaglng with said jaws in
said spaces along a substantial portion of the length of the
shank, said Jaws having an exterior tapered thread and
a nut engaging the thread to <ompre8s the jaws so as to
clamp the shank between the projections and Interlocking
therewith, whereby rotation of the shank In the socket
Is securely prevented.

2. In combination, a dental broach comprising an opera-
tive portion and a shank portion having a plurality of
diametrically opposite spacf^l lateral projections extend-
ing longitudinally along the major portion of the length
of the shank, a socket having spring jaws with spaces
thf-n^etween. said spares being of greater width than the
projections, said projections extending Into corresponding

1. In a compressed air starter for Internal combustion
engines, the combination with an engine shaft, of a starter
shaft connected therewith, a compressed air reservoir a
cylinder connected with said reservoir, a piston fitting In
said cylinder and having a <ine way clutch connection with
the starter shaft, a compressor having an air connection
with the reservoir, a clutch for connecting the compre««>r
with the rtarter shaft, a compressed air shifter connected
with the compressor clutch, and a valve controlling th..
air connections between the reservoir. sUrter cylinder
clutch shifter and compressor.

2. In a compressed air starter for Internal combustion
englnea, the combination with an engine shaft, of a
starter shaft having a power transmlsaion connection with
the engine shaft, a compressed air re«.rvolr, a cylinder
connected with said reservoir and provided with a pis-
ton having a one way clutch connection with the starter
shaft, a compressor having an air connection with the
reservoir, a clutch for connecting the compressor with the
starter shaft, a compressed air shifter connected with said
?lutch, means for manually shifting said dutch, and a
valve controlling the air connections between the reser-
voir. sUrter cylinder, compressor and clutch shifter

3. In a compressed air starter for internal combustion
'

engines, the combination with an engine shaft, of a
starter shaft having a rotating conne<tlon therewith a
cylinder having a <oi.ipr. HR,>d air supply .onnectlon and
• pi-ston provided with a tubular rack rod. a spiral re-
tracting spring passing through the piston into the taba-
l*r rod and connecting the distant end of the rod with
the <yllnd«T on th». opposite side of the piston, a com-
pre.sslon spring Interposed t>etween the piston and the
cylinder h.ad on the opposite side of the piston from the
piston rod. and a pinion loosely mounted on and having
a one way clutch .-onnectlon with the starter shaft and
normally meshing with the rack rod.

4. In a compressed air starter for internal combustion
engines, the combination with the .nglne shaft, of a
starter shaft connected therewith, a compressor, a dutch
for connecting the compressor with the starter shaft, a
clutch shifter comprising a cylinder, a piston fitted in the
cylinder and provide*! with a nvl passing through an open-
ing In one end of the cylinder and connected with the
dutch, a valve on the piston rod adapte«l to dose the
opening In the end of the cylinder around the piston rod
when the piston Is moved into position to oper^tlvely con-
ne« t the compressor with the stn'rter shaft, a reservoir
connected with the discharge port of the compressor and
with the shifter cylinder on the opposite side of the pls-
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ton from said valve, and a driver's valve adapted to open
and dose the i-onnectlon of the reservoir with the com-
pressor and shifter cylinder and to open and close com-

munication between said cylinder and the atmosphere.

5. In combination with an internal combustion engine

and E starter therefor, a water circulating pipe provided
with means for attachment to the engine casing and
with supports for the starter.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. 280.56.*^. RIVRT- STICKER. Albxivobb Claibohne.
Palms, Cal. Filed Sept. 26, 1916. Serial No. 123,289.

(a. 78—46.)

# ,ff

1. A rivet stli-ker for pladng rivets In boles In sheet
metal members comprising a mandrel having an opening
formed therein through which a rivet may be delivered

to one of the said holes ; means for depositing a rivet In

said opening : and means for forcing a fluid through said

openiag la such a manner as to propel said rivet through
said opening.

8. A rivet sticker for placing rivets In holes in sheet

metal pipe comprising a mandrel over which said pipe

may be fitted, said mandrel having an aperture so placed
that the operator can readily aline the rivet hole In which
It Is desired to place a rivet with said aperture ; walls
forming a rivet feeding channel terminating at one end
at sakl aperture, and having a rivet receding opening at

the other end thereof; means for feeding a single rivet

through said rivet receiving opening Into said rivet feed-

ing ( bannel ; means for dosing said rivet receiving open-

ing ; and means for admitting compressed air Into said

riiret feeding channel In such a manner as to blow said

single rivet through said rivet feeding channel and said

aperture.

6. Ie a rlret Etidcer a support; a horizontal mandrel
rigidly secured to said support and having an aperture in

Its upper side near Its outer end and a rivet feeding chan-
nel terminating In said aperture ; a valve body having a

central opening connected to said rivet feedinc channel,

said rivet feeding channel having a rivet receiving open-

lug In its top near Its junction with said valve body :

means for snppljring compressed air to a compre ssed air

port In said valve body ; a valve in said valve body so

shaped that It closes said rivet receiving opening when
It Is moved forward and Immediately thereafter connects
tlM end of said rivet feeding channel with said port : a
rivet feeding magazine adapted to hold a supply of rivets

:

and mean« for releasing one of these rivets into said rivet

receiving opening at each coasplete actuation of said valve.

7. That step In the art of riveting sheet metal pipe

which <«Bslsts In blowing the rivets through an aperture

In a mandrel into the boles to be riveted.

[Claims 2, 4. and 6 not printed In tke Oaaette.1

1.280.564. TKLEPIIONB EXCHANOB SYSTEM. Henht
P. CLauEMB. Mount Vernon. N. Y., assignor, by mesne
aaalgniBents. to Western Electric Company. Incorpo-

rated, a Corporation of New York. Piled Dec. 12. 1914.

Scfial No. 876.796 (CI. 179—58.)

I. A telephone system Including telephone lines ter-

mlnattng in jarki^at a central olB«e. a link drcolt at the

central office for uniting lines In conversatiOB. a busy

slgiMl, meaae HMde operattve when said link clrcait la CEn-

239 O. G.—53

tacted with a busy line to connect said signal to a call-

ing line, means under the control of the calling sab-

scriber for disconnecting said signal from his line, and
niMns for reestablishing telephonic connection with an
operator without the necessity of dlsconneitlng said link

circuit from the jack of the calling line.

4. A telephone system comprising telephone lines ter-

minating at a central ofllce, a link circuit connected with
one of the lines as a calling line, supervisory apparatus
therefor, a quick and a slow-acting electromagnetic de-

vice, energizing circuits therefor completed upon engage-

ment of the link circuit with the terminal of a busy line,

a busy signal connected with the calling line upon the

energization of the devices, and means controlled over the

calling line for disconnecting the busy signal therefrom
and for maintaining the supervisory apparatus under con-

trol of the calling subscriber.

5. In a telephone system, a calling and a called line

terminating at a central office, a link circuit for connect-

ing the lines together, a tone-producing device at the

central office, and switching mechanism controlled by and
operated while the busy test is being made on the called

line for connecting the tone-producing device In circuit

relation with the calling line at the expiration of a pre-

determined period.

8. In a telephone system, the combination of calltag

and called telephone lines, a main station at which said

lines terminate, a telephone line connector at the main
station provided with switching mechanism to connect
said connector to a called line, busy signal mechanism
associated with said connector, means normally under the

Joint control of said switching mechanism and the calling

subscriber to connect said signal mechanism In drcnit

with the calling line when said switching mechanism Is

contacted with the terminal of a line to which another

connector is connected, apparatus automatically removing

said means from the control of said switching mechanism
when said bnsy signal mechanism is connected to said

calling line, and devices controlled by the calling sub-

scriber for disconnecting said signal mechanism from the

calling line and restoring the control of said means to the

joint control of said switching mechanism and said calling

subscriber.

14. In a telephone systeai, the combination of a main
statioti. a calling telephone line leading to the main sta-

tion, substation apparatus on said line including an auto-

matic receiver hook swit<h. « called line leading to the

main station, a cord <lrcuU at the main station, an an-

swering switch which when closed connects the cord to

the calling line, a second and calling switch for connecting

the cord to the called line, said switch Including switch-

ing terminals of the cord and switching terminals of the

line, bnsy signal mechaaism associated with the cord, ap-

paratus for causing said mechanism to extend a pro-

longed bnsy signal to the calling subscriber, means under

the Joint control of the calling subscriber snd the operator

during the establishment of a connection and actnated

when the calling switch temlnals of a cord and a called

line to which another cord is connected are contacted to

caoae said nedMntsm t* extend the busy signal to the
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calliDg subscriber, devices controlled by aald meant to
place said apparatus under the sole control of the aub-
tcrlber. and mechanism operating automatically when the
calling subscriber's hook switch is opened to restore said
apparatus to the Joint control of the calling sabscrlber
»nd operator.

(Claims 2, 3. 6. 7. and 9 to 13 not printed In the
Gazette.]

1,230,565. TELEPHONE-EXCHANOB SYSTEM. Hinht
P. Clausk.v, Mount Vernon. N. Y., assignor, by mesne
as.slgniuents, to Western Electric Company, Incorpo-
rated, a Corporation of New York. Piled Apr. 1. 1915.
Serial No. 18.459. (O. 179—73.)

1.230.566. TELiEPHONB-EXCHANQE SYSTEM. Hbnbt
PcTEH Clacsen. Mount Vernon. N. Y.. assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Western Electric Company, In-
corporated, a Corporation of New York. Filed Oct. 29.
1916. Serial No. 58.639. (CI. 179—78.)

2. In a telephone system, the combination with two
rabscrlbers' lines, a link circuit for connecting said lines,

a source of calling current, a manually controlled key for

applying current from said source to the link circuit,

and an automatic switching device Joiatly controlled
from the two subscribers' stations for directing the flow
of the current so applied to one or the other of aald
stations.

3. In a telephone system, the combination with iwo
telephone stations, of a link circuit for uniting the sta-

tions, a supervisory relay In the link circuit for each of

the stations, a source of calling current, an electromag-

netic switch for directing the calling current to either

end of the link circuit to call the associate*! station, and
an energizing circuit for the electromagnetic switch In-

cluding contacts of both supervisory relays.

5. In a telephone system, the combination with two
telephone stations, of a link circuit for uniting the same,
a supervisory relay In said link circuit for each of said
stations, a source of calling current, an electromagnetic
shifting switch adapted to direct the application of said

_9o»r(f of calling currt-nt to either end of said link circuit
to call the a-ssoclated station, and an energizing circuit

for the said electromagnetic shifting switch including a
normally closed contact of one supervisory relay and a
normally open contact of the other supervisory relay.

7. In a telephone system, the combination with two
telephone stations each having a call receiving device and
a swUchhook. of a pair of connecting cords for uniting
said stations, a source of calling current, a key for con-
trolling .ailing current from said source, a shifting relay
adaptp<l In Its alternative positions to direct calling cur-
rent controlled by said key to one end or the other of
said pair of connecting cords, a supervisory relay aaao-
olatfil with !<al(l pair of connecting cord.* for each of the
united telephouf stations, said supervisory relays t>elng

under the control of the switchhooks of the correspond
Ing stations, and an energizing circuit for said shifting
relay controlle<l jointly by said supervisory relays.

9. A telephone exchan»?e system comprising two sub-
scribers' lines, a supervisory relay normally in operative
relation with one end of the link circuit and controlled
over the telephone line connected with that end. and a
r»'lay Jointly ctjntrolled from the two stations for switch
ing thf supervisory relay Into operative relation with the
other end of the link circuit whereby it Is controIle<i over
the telephone line connected with that end

[Claims 1, 4, 6. and 8 not printed in the Oasette.]

1. A telephone exchange system comprising subscribers'
lines terminating at a central offlce. a call bell for each
line, a link circuit thereat, a source of ringing current at
the central offlce. apparatus associated with each end of
the link circuit for controlling the connection of the
source of ringing current to the subscribers' lines to
which the link circuit Is connected, and means at the
central offlce controlled Jointly by the two subscribers
tor causing the operation of said apparatus to simultane-
ously conaect the source of ringing current to the con-
nected lines and cause the operation of both call bells.

3. A telephone exchange system comprising two tele-
phone lines terminating at a central offlce. a link circuit
thereat connecte*] with the two lines, a source of ringing
current at the central office, a relay in each end of the
link circuit controlled over the respective connected tele-
phone lines, and a third relay at the central offlce ener-
glred upon the de«nerglzatlon of the first mentioned re-
lays to connect the source of ringing current to the tele-
phone lines.

5. A telephone exchange system comprising two tele-
phone lines terminating at a central offlce. a link circuit
thereat connected with the lines and comprising a talking
coniluctor open at two points, a source of ringing current,
a relay for each end of the link circuit controlled over
the respective connected telephone lines, a third relay
operating upon the de^nerflzation of the first mention.-d
relays to connect a source of ringing current to the two
telephone lines, and a relay assocUted with each end of
the link circuit operating upon the removal from th-
switchhooks of the receivers of the respective telephone
lines to disconnect the* source of ringing current from the
respective lines and to close the breaks to the Ulking
conductor of the link circuit.

6. A telephone exchange syst«'m comprising two tele-
phone lines terminating at a central office, a link circuit
thereat connected with the telephone lln»'s and comprising
a talking conductor open at one point, a source of ringing
current at the central offlce. a relay associated with each
end of the link circuit and controlled over the respective
connectetl lines, a third relay operating when the first

mentioned relays are de^nergized to connect the source
of ringing current to on<» of the telephone lines, and ap-
paratus operating upon the removal of the receiver of the
sliniale<l telephone line from the switchhook to disconnect
the source of ringing current therefrom and to close th»
break In the talking conductor of the link circuit.

9. A telephone exchan:;e system comprising two tele-
phone line* terminating at a central office, s link circuit
connected with the two lines, a source of ringing current
at the central offlce. a relay when energised simultane-
ously connecting the source of ringing current to both
lines, and an energizing circuit for the relay completed
upon the opening of the two lines.

[Claims 2. 4. 7. and 8 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1,280.567. CAB-DOOR. Joseph F. Combe. Chicago, Dl.,

assignor to Camel Company, Chicago. 111., a Corpora-
tion. Piled Nov. 28, 1913. SerUl No. 803,669. (CI,

189—46.)

!

1. A car door having a body formed of plate metal and
having ribbed and flanged brace bars extending diagonally

between Its upper and lower corners, said brace bars

meeting at the center of the door, and a center plate ex-

tending over the outer faces of the meeting portions of

the brace bars, said center plate being provided with

raised portions to set over the ribs of the brace bars and
with base flanges to set over the flanges of the brace bars,

and attaching means connecting said base flanges of the

center plate with the flanges of said brace bars, sub-

stantially as described.

2. A car door, comprising a body formed of plate metal,

and a U-shaped channel member extending from top to

bottom of the door and having one of Its side faces

riveted thereto at the front e<lge of said door, said chan-

nel member being disposed so that Its open side lies to-

ward the rear end of said door.

S. A car door, comprising a body formed of plate metal,

the front edge of said body being flanged outwardly, and
a U shaped channel member extending from top to bot-

tom of the door and having one of Its side faces riveted

thereto at the front edge of said door and being disposed

•0 that Its open side lies toward the rear end of said door,

said channel memb«>r abutting the flange on the front
edge of th<» car door and l>elng riveted thereto,

4. A car door, oomprising a body formed of plate metal
nd having on its outer face at its rear edge a vertically

disposed reinforcing member formed with a central chan-
nel and laterally projecting flanges, and a U-shaped chan-
nel bar strad<Illng the rear e<lge of the door and riveted

to said reinforcing member, said channel having a for-

wardly projecting flange disposed on the Inner side of

and at a distance from the Inner face of the door and
adapted to coOperate with a similar flange on the car
body.

1.230,068. IRIS DIAPHRAGM. Hbnbt L. De Ze.io,

Maple Shade. N. J. Filed Jan. 30. 1915. Serial No.
5,226. (CI. 95—64.)

V fV^< "<

1. An Iris diaphragm, comprising a casing formed from
sheet metal ami having Its upper end deflected down
wardly and then laterally to form an Internal flange, a
rotatable ring provided with openings, leaves each having
ineauN st <>ne end to engage said ring openings, said flange
cooperating with the other ends of said leaves to position

them, and a closure above said ring and seated on said

casing.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Oasette.]

1.280.569. BORING - CUTTER. Cuthbibt Latinotoj*

Dixon, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. Piled Feb. 7. 1917.

SerUl No. 147.140. (CI. 77—68.)

i )

2. In a boring cutter, a body and cutter pieces coud-
tersunk and welded to said body at opposite aides and
extending outwardly to the end and a cutter piece coun-
tersunk and welded to said t>ody in one face and extend-
ed across from a side cutter to a point beyond the center
of aald body.

3. In a device of the class described, a body harlng^
beveled sides and end and countersunk cutters beveled
with said sides and end and welded to the body, the end
cutter having a scoop shaped recess central of said l>ody

at the outer end and corresponding to a similar receu in
the opi>OBite face of said body, said end cutter contlnninc
its cutting ehge through and beyond said recess.

[Claim 1 not printed in the (gazette.]

1.230,670. RAILWAY SIGNAL - TORPEDO. Feank
DcTCHBR, Versailles, Pa., assignor to Central Railway
Signal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Sept. 21, 1916. SerUl No. 121.469.
(CI. 246—20.)

A railway signal torpedo comprising an inverted ciqK
shaped member having its walls st right angles to eacb-
other, the lower edge of the vertical wall extending out-
wardly to form a lateral flange, a second cup-shaped mem-
ber fitting within the first mentioned cup-shaped member,,
an explosive compound in tablet form within the seconA'
cup-shaped member, the vertical wall of the second mem-
ber being of a length to engage the top wall of the first
mentioned member to bring the horlsontal wall thereof
in the same plane with the lateral flange of the first-
mentioned cup-shaped member, a third cup-shaped mem-
ber of a size to receive the first mentioned cnp-shape(»
member and Its lateral flan«e. the vertical wall of th»
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third cap-shapt-d momtHT turned inward down upon and
cemented to the top of the lateral flange, and h rail en-
gaging strap carried by th*- third cup-nhaped member.

1,230,571. GAS ENOIXE-CONTROLLING MECHANISM.
OuAr Elton, Port Washington. Wig , assignor to Gllaon
Manufacturing Company. Port Washington. Wis. Filed
May 21, 1916. Serial Xo. 29,562. (CI. 123—117.)

1. In an internal combustion engine, the combination
with a reolprocatlve valve rod, an independently reclp-
rocatlve Igniter rod and a common operating: means for

the rods associated with adjacent ends thereof, of a
means for sbortenlog and lengthening the Igniter rod.

3. In an internal combustion engine, the cumbinution
of a housing, a valve ro<l slldably mounted in and pro-

jecting from the housing, an igniter rod slldably mount-
ed in and projecting from the housing, means within the

housing for procuring outward movement of the rods,

means resilient ly urging the rods Inwardly and means for

shortening and lengthening the igniter rod associated

with the Intermediate portion thereof.

4. In an internal combustion engine, an igniter ro<l

comprising a pair of sections, spaced segmental cheek-

pieces carried by one of said sections and provided with
•lined slots and having notches in its upper peripheral

edges, a lever including arms straddling the cheek pieces

and plvotally connected therewith at their outer ends, a
pin carried by said arms and extending through the

cheek piece slots, the other section of th- rod being piv

otally mounted upon the lever carried pin, and means
adapted to engage the notches of the cheek pieces for

adjusting and locking the lever to hold the other section

in extended or retracted position.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.230,572. SHOE-POLISHING APPARATUS. Andrsw
C. Erickso.s, Los Angeles. C«l. Piled Dec. 14, 1916.

Serial No. 136,949. (CI. 15—58.)

1. A shoe polishing apparatus, comprising a base, a
horizontally disposed foot plate revolubly mounted there-
upon, a pair of polishing cloth gnidr mcmb«*rs dlspo«<-d at
opposite sides of said foot plate, and n»»«n« for simul-
taneously adjtisting said guide members horizontally In
relation to each other an«l the plate.

2. A shoe polishing ippiratus. comprislnc a t>a<ie. an
opright central portion formed thereon, a foot plate plv-

otally secured upon said upright {>ortlon. and uprights
fixed at the opposite ends of said base, guide rollers dis-

posed between said end uprights and upon opposite sides
of said foot plate. locking means for adjustably securing
aid guide rollers In rel.itlon to . arh other, and means
for almaltaneoasly adjusting said rollers horizontally In

re-'arlon to each other and the plate.

4. A shoe polishing apparatus, rompriaing a baa*, a
longitudinally extending upright portion mounted cen
trally of said base and formed with concaved sides, and
uprigljts secured at the opposite ends of said base, a pair
of polishing iloth guide rollers dispose<l between said end
uprights and mounted one upon each side of the central
upright portion, said uprights having horizontally alined
slots adapted to receive the trunnions of the guide roll-

ers, means whereby said guide rollers may be adjustably
held in relation to each other and moved toward and
away from each other, and a foot plate revolubly mount-
ed upon said central upright.

6. \ shoe polishing apparatus, comprising a base, a
longitudinally extending upright portion disposed cen-
trally of said base and formed with concave aides and
uprights secured at the opposite ends of said baae, a
pair of polishing cloth guide rollers disposed between said
end uprights and mounted one upon each side of the
central upright portion, said guide rollers being formed
with enlarged tapt-ring end flanges adapted to retain the
polishing cloth upon the rollers, said end uprights having
horizontally alined slots adapted to receive the trunnions
of the guide rollars. link members plvotally connected to
the roller trunnions, operating disks to which the adja-
cent ends of said link members are plvotally secured, a
rod extending the length of the central upright portion
and upon which the disks are fixed, means for rotating
said disks to simultaneously move the rollers toward and
away from each other, a lock nut by which the rollers
may be held in a desired position, and a foot plate rev-
olubly mounted upon the central upright and adapted to
support the foot.

[Claims 3 and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.573. REVERSING CLUTCH AND GEAR. John
FaoiLicu, >t. Paul, Minn., assignor to Leslie S. Hack-
ney. St. Paul. Minn. Filed June 27, 1914. Serial No.
847.740. (CI. 74—84.)

1, A device of the cia.ss described, comprising a i)ower
shaft, a spider, a clutch, a driven bevel gear wheel hav-
ing a sleeve hub loosely mounted on said shaft, means for
closing said clutch, said means eomprlslng a ram-collar
slldaMy mounte<| on said slwve hub and levers actuated
from said collar, a hand wheel carried by the spider, a
brake-band for said band-wheel, a movable bar. and means
whereby either the cam-collar or the brake-band may be
actuated by shifting said movable bar.

4. \ device of the class described, comprising a power
shaft

: a spider : a band-wheel mounted on the spider : a
planetary pinion carried by the spider : a bevel gear con-
eenfrlf with and driven by said shaft and also meshing
with said pinion : a bevel gear loosely mounteil on said
shaft and meshing with said pinion : a brake-band em-
bracing «ald hand-wheel ; a clutch mounted partly on the
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ler and ad.ipted to cause the spider to l>e driven from

th* shaft in the i<ame direction and at the same speed ;

mechanism for closing said clutch, said mechanism (n>m-

prislng a plurality of levers, a slldable cam-collar for ac-

tuating said levers. an<l a shipper for said cam-collar; a

sUdable Lar having means for setting said brake-band

when moved In one direction ; and separate means for ac-

tuating said shipper when moved in another direction.

I
(Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

Joornnled on the axle pintles adjacent to the hub plates

upon an axis near above the i>enter of gravity of the toy

1,230,574. TOY'. ALvis J. GiBBS. Canton. Ohio, as

aignor to The GIbbs Manufacturing Company. Canton.

Ohio, a «"orporation of Ohio. Filed Mar. 22. 1916.

Serial No. 85.857. (CI. 46—46.)

1. The combination of a wheel having 8pa«-ed hub

plates, spoke*. Hn«l an axle, and a toy animal or the like

freely pivoted near above its center of gravity upon the

axle and adapted to swing or rotate thereon without con

tacting any other part of the wheel.

2. The combination of a wheel rim having spaced hub

plates and V-spokes. an axle ix'tween the hub plates and

a toy animal or the like freely pivoted near alwve its cen-

ter of gravity upon the axle and adapted to swing or ro-

tate thereon without contacting any other part of the

wheel.

8. The combination of a wheel rim having spaced hub

plates and V-spokes. an axle between the hub plates, and

a toy animal or the like freely pivoted near above its cen-

ter of gravity upon the axle, and a bracket having a sad

die secured to the back of the animal and bearing plates

journaled on the axle adjacent to the hub plates.

(Claims 4 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280,675. TOY. Alvis J. Gibbb. Canton, Ohio, as-

signor to The Gibbs Manufacturing Company. Canton.
Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Flle<l Mar. 22, 1916. Se-

rial No. 85.858. (CI. 40—45.)

1. The combination of a wheel having spaced hub plates,

spokes and spaced axle pintles, a toy animal or the like

having a saddle bracket secured to its hack, with bear-

ing plates Journaled directly on the axle pintles adjacent

to the hub plati^ upon an axis near above the center of

gravity of the toy animal.

2. The comhlnatlon of a wheel having spaced bub plates,

spokes and axle pintles, a toy animal or the like having

a saddle bracket secured to its hack, with l>earing plates

animal, and means for yieldingly pressing the hub plates

against the bearing plates.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.576. MOTION PICTURE CAMERA. Joseph A.

GOLDEN. New York. N. Y. Piled Nov. 4. 1916. Serial

No. 129.523. (CI. 88—18.)

2. In combination, a film spool carrier, stationary

means for the direction of light upon said spool carrier,

means for moving said spool carrier step by step, and ten-

sioning means relea.sed by said last named means for tak-

ing up a predetermined amount of film mounted on said

BiKtol carrier.

6. A motion picture camera comprising a spool carrier

plate, a guide for said plate, a cam plate, and means to

move the cam plate Integrally with the spool plate in one

direction and independently of the spool plnte in another

direction.

18. A motion picture cnmera comprising a spool carrier

plate, a guide for said plate, a cam plate having a sub-

stantially rectangular rack, a rack pinion, an Intermittent

drive for said rack pinion, means for holding the pinion to

the rack, and further means to enable the cam plate to

move Integrally with the spool plate In one direction, but

Independently of said spool plate, on the tran-^vrs*- direc-

tion of travel of the cam plate.

[Claims 1. 3. 4. and 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]
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Jl,280.577. AUTOMATIC STEREOTYPE PLATE FIN-
ISHING MACHINE. Samuel O. Goss, Olencw. 111..

ASSiKDcT to The Go98 Printing Presa Company, Chicago.
111., a Co.ooration of Illinois. Filed Sept. 24. 1909.
JBcrtal No. 6:9,387. (CI. 29—21.)

1. Id combination, a rotatable aupport adapted to re-
«^lve a stereotype plate therein, mechanism adapted to
rotate said support, plate finishing mechanism adapted
ty the rotation of said support to finish said plate. roUera
adapted by their roUtlon to forward a plate Into position
therein, means for normally driving said rollers, and
neana for locking said plate firmly against said support
after being forwarded Into position therein.

2. In (ombinatlon, a rotatable support adapted to re-
ceive a stereotype plate therein, mechanism adapted to
fotate said support, plate finishing mechanism adapted
*y the rotation of said support to finish fald plate, rollers
adapted by their rotation to forward a plate Into position
therein, means for normally driving said rollers, and
automatically-operated means for locking said plate firmly
against said support after being forwarded Into position
therein.

3. In combination, a rotatable support adapted to re-
ceive a stereotype plate therein, nierhanlsm adapted to
route said support, plate finishing mechanism adapted
toy the rotation of said support to finish caid plate, rollers
-adapted by their rotation to forward a plate into position
therein, means for normally driving said rollers, and
means adapted to bear upon the e<lge8 of the plate to lift

it out of contact with the rollers and to hold It firmly In
position in said support.

4. In combination, a rotatable support adapte<l to re-
-celve a stereotype plate therein, mechanism adapted to
rotate said support, plate finishing mechanism adapted
toy the rotation of said support to finish said plate, rollers
adapted by their rotation to forward a plate into position
therein, means for normally driving .said rollers, support
Ing bars adaptt-d to be moved after the plate is forwarded
Into position to hold the plate firmly in position In the
•upport. and means for automatically giving such move-
ment to said supporting bars.

5 In combination, a rotatable support adapted to re
celve a stereotype plate therein, mechanism adapted to
rotate said support, plate finishing mechanism adapted
by the rotation of said support to finish said plate, rollers
adapted by their rotation to forward a plate into position
therein, means for normally driving said rollers, support-
ing bars adapted to be moved after the plate Is forwarded
Into position to hold the plate firmly In position in the
•upport, levers bearing against said supporting bars and
adapted to move the .lame, and means for automatically
operating said levers.

IClalms 6 to 72 not printed In the Gazette.]
j

I

a.230,678. TELEPHONE SIGNALING SYSTEM. Ed-
warp E. Hi.NRK HSBN, New York. N. Y.. assignor, by
mesne a.ssignments. to Western Electric Company, In-
corporated, a Corporation of New York. Piled Julv 19.

1915. Serial No. 40,687. (CI. 179—73.)
1. Ill a telephone system, a subscriber's line, a link

.«!rcult. a source of ringing current, a relay for connecting

aid source to the line, a slciialiDg device, an operating
circuit for and Including both the relay and the signaling
device completed upon connection of the link circuit with
the line, means in the link circuit and controll.Hl from the
station on the line for opening the operating circuit,
a second operating circuit for the signaling device, and
means controlled from the sUtlon on the line for com-
pleting the second operating circuit

2. In a telephone system, a subscriber's line, a link
circuit, a source of ringing current, a relay for connecting
said source to the line, a signaling device, an operating
circuit for and Including both the relay and the signaling
device completed upon connection of the link circuit with
the line, means In the link circuit and controlled from the
station on the line for opening the operating circuit,
a second operating circuit of subsuntially lower reslsUnce
than the first operating circuit for the signaling device,
and means controlled from the station on the line for
completing the second operating circuit.

3 In a telephone system, a subscriber's line, a link circuit,
a source of ringing current, a ringing relay for connecting
said source to th^ line, a signaling device, an op«>ratlng cir-

cuit for and Including both the ringing relay and the signal-
ing device completed upon connection of the link circuit
with the line, a relay in the link circuit operating upon re-

moval of the receiver from the swltchhook at the station on
the line for opening the operating circuit and excluding the
ringing relay therefrom, a supervisory relay, and an op-
erating circuit for the signaling device alone completed
upon the de«nergliatlon of the supervisory relay.

4. In a telephone system, a subscriber's line, a link circuit,
a source of rtofrlng current, a rlnKlnx relay for connecting
said source to the line, a signaling device, an operating cir
cult for and Including both the ringing relay and the signal-
ing device completed upon connection of the link circuit
with the line, a relay in the link circuit operating upon re-
moval of the receiver from the swltchhook at the station on
the line for opening the operating circuit, a supprvlsory re-
lay, and a s«»<-ond operating circuit for the signaling device
of substantially lower resistance than the first operating
circuit completed upon the de^nergiiatlon of the super-
visory relay.

5. In a telephone system, a subscriber's line, a link
circuit, a source of ringing current, a ringing relay for
connecting said source to the line, a signaling device in
the link circuit an op«>rating circuit for and including
both the ringing relay and the signaling device completed
upon the connection of the link circuit with the line, a
relay In the link circuit operating upon the removal of
the receiver from the swltchhook at the station on the line
for opening the operating circuit, a supervisory relay, and
a second operating circuit for the signaling device of sub-
stantially lower resistance than the first operating circuit
partially established upon the operation of the second
mentlonwl r»»lay and -ompletely established upon the sub-
sequent de^nprglratlon of the supervisory relay.
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1.280.579. Ll'BRICATING-OlL. Harrt B. Hoooa, Loa

Angeles. Cal. Filed Nov. 28, 1916. SerUl No. 133,967.

(a. 87—9.)
1. A lubricating oil consisting of oil and powdered slip-

pery elm bark In the proportion of i 01. of said hark to a

gallon of oil.

2, A lubricating oil consisting of oil and powdered slip-

pery elm bark.

1.230.580. VEHICLE-TOP. William J. Hoskyss, De-

troit, Mich., assignor to Frank E. Smith, Indianapolis,

Ind. Filed Aug. 26, 1916. Serial No. 116.951, (CI.

21—62.)

1. In combination, a vehicle botly provided with a

roof supported from the body by upright portions to leave

window spaces, and rigid windows for said window spaces,

aid windows being detacbably mountable in said window

paces, and said roof being provldtnl with downwardly

movable pockets for carrying said windows when they

are removed from the window spaces.

2. In combination, a vehicle body provided with a

roof supported from the body by upright portions to leave

window spaces, rigid windows for said window spaces,

aid windows l)eing detacbably mountable In said window

paces, and a window carrying pocket hingedly mounted

in said roof for carrying said windows when they are re-

moved from said window spaces.

3. In combination, a vehicle body provided with *a

roof supported from the body by upright portions to leave

window spaces, rigid windows for said window spaces,

aid windows being detacbably mountable In said window

paces, and a pair of downwardly swinging window-carry-

ing pockets hingedly mounted on the under face of the

roof on a single hinge axis for carrying said windows

when they are removed from said window spaces, the axis

of said hinge mounting extending longitudinally of the

roof on substantially the medial line thereof

4. In combination, a vehicle body provided with a

roof supported from the body by upright portions to leave

window spaces, rigid windows for said window spaces,

said windows being detacbably mountable In said window

paces, and a pair of downwardly swinging window-carry

Ing pockets hingedly mounted on the under face of the

roof on a single hinge axis for carrying said windows

when they are removed from said window spaces.

8. In combination, a vehicle body provided with a

roof supported from the body by upright portions to leave

window spaces, rigid windows for said window spaces, said

windows being detacbably mountable In said window

•paces, and a window carrying pocket hingedly mounted

in said roof for carrying said windows when they are re

moved from said window spaces, and means in said pockets

for holding sal<l windows firmly In place therein.

[Claims 5 to 7 and 9 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,581. OIL-SEPARATOR. EDWAan JonNaoN, St.

Paul, Minn., assignor to I^sUe 8. Hackney. St. Paul.

Minn. Filed Dec. 21, 1914. Serial No. 878,263. (CI.

267—29.)

z*

2. In a device of the class described, a cylinder having

a discharge gutter therein, a spiral partition, in said cyl-

inder, forming a helical passageway for steam, and a con-

duit spirally arranged In said passageway and resting

against the walls of said cylinder, said conduit being

adapted to carry water In the bore thereof through the

cylinder, while the outer surface of said conduit Is adapted

to aid in collecting oil from the steam and leading the

same to said gutter.

(Claims 1, 3, and 4 not printed In the Gazette.] ,

1,280,682. TKLEPHONE-EXCHANOE SYSTEM, Liwis

H. loHKSON. Bloomfleld. N. J., assignor, by mesne aa-

slgnments. to Western Electric Company, Incorporated,

a Corporation of New York. Filed Mar. 11, 1915. Se-

rial No. l.'i,602. (CI. 179—73.)

1. \ telephone exchange system comprising <alling and

called subscribers' lines, a link circuit connecting said

lines, a signaling device associated with the I'nk circuit.

Interrupter mechanism, and means associated with the

link circuit and controlled by the restoration of both re-

ceivers to the switchhooks and a subsequent removal of

one receiver for Including the Interrupter mechanism in

circuit with the signaling device.

3. A telephone exchange system comprising calling and

called subscribers' lines, a link circuit conne<tlng said

lines, a signaling device associated with each tnd of said

link circuit. Interrupter mechanism, and means asso-

ciated with the link circuit and controlled by the restora-

tion of both receivers to the switchhooks and subsequent

removal of the receiver at the calling subscriber's station

for Induding the interrupter mechanism in circuit with

the signallDg device associated with the answering end

and by a subsequent removal of the receiver at the called

subscriber's station for Including the Interrupter mecha-

nism In circuit with the signaling device associated with

the calling end.

8. A telephone exchange system comprising calling and

called subscribers' lines, a link circuit connecting said

lines, a supervisory relay associated with the link circuit

and controlled from a connected substation, a signaling

device, an Interrupter, a lo<al circuit for the signaling de-

vice and the interrupter open at two points, a primary

relay energized when the supervisory relay Is energized.
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a 8e(?ondary relay brought Into circuit with the piimary
relay upon the energization thereof, and a short circuit
about the aeconrtary relay while the auperrlsory reUy la
energlzod. the de^nerglzatlon of the supervisory relay re-
moving the short circuit and permitting the inerglzatlon
of the second relay to close one break in the local cir-
cuit and the subsequent energization of the supervisory
relay closing the other break in and completing the local
circuit.

10. A telephone exchange system comprising calling and
called subscribers' lines, a link circuit connecting said
lines, a supervisory iclay associated with each end of the
link circuit and controlled from the respective connected
stations, a signaling device, an interrupter, a local circuit
for the signaling device and the Interrupter open at two
points, a primary relay energized when either one of the
supervisory relays Is energized, a secondary relay brought
Into circuit with the primary r^lay upon the energization
thereof, a short circuit about the secondary relay while
the supervisory relays are energized, the deenerglxatlon
of the supervisory relays removing the short-circuit aad
permitting the energisation of the secondary relay to cloae
one break in the local circuit and the subsequent energisa-
tion of either supervisory relay closing the otber break In
and completing the local circuit.

11. In a telephone exchange system, calling and called
subscribers' lines, a link circuit connecting said lines, a
relay associated with the link circuit and adapted to be
controlled from one of the connected station'^, a signaling
device assfnlated with the link circuit and controlled by
the relay, interrupter mechanism, and a second relay
Jointly controlled from both connected stations for con-
necting the Interrupter mechanli^ni In circuit with the
signaling device.

[Claims 2, 4 to 7, 9, and 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,583. PRESSURE CORRECTING METER. ALFmd
G. KOLLSTCDB. New York. N. Y., assignor to Rotary
Meter Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed
Dec. 80. 1912. Serial No. 739,187. (Cl. 73—1.)

1. In a pressure-correcting meter foi' measuring the
flow of gas. a shaft ; means for routing said shaft com-
men,-«urately with the volume-flow of a gas; an index;
clutch-mechanism for operatlvely connecting said index
with said shaft throughout a fraction of each unit of ro-
tation of said shaft

; a pressure-gage for said gas compris-
ing a finder movable throughout a limited range to mark
by Its relative position a predetermined pressure ; and
means controlled by said finder for determining the amount
of said fraction of each unit of rotation of said shaft
throughout which fraction said index la driven by said
haft.

4. In a pressure-correcting meter for measuring the
flow of gas, a rotatable pressure-flnder ; a rack-gear ; a

planet-gear linked to rotate and revolve In mesh with «ld
rack gear; and a clog revolved co-axlally about said ra<k-
gear by said finder ; and means connected with said planet-
gear for controlling the operation of an index.

6. Means for controlling the movement of a first part
In accordance with the position of a movable second part
which is responsive In position to very slight force com-
prising a guide-way

: a rotatable member In rolUng contact
with said guide-way

; means for holding said rotaUble
memt>er In rolling contact with said guide-way . means for
.connecting said first part with said rotatable member to
Interrelate the movement of said first part with the rela-
tive rolling between said rotatable member and said guide-
way

; and a clog for said rotatable member freely movable
along said guide-way by said second part.

[Claims 2. 3. 5, and 7 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1,230,584 CLEANING AND STRAIGHTENING ROLLS.
John Lallt, Boaton. Mass. Filed Feb. 20. 1917. Se-
rial No. 149.880. (Cl. 29—81.)

2. A cleaning roll comprising a plurality of cleaning
disks of various diameters, spacing disk.'* between them of
lesser diameters than the adjacent cleaning disks, so that
a line Ungent to the peripheries of the cleaning disks will
be approximately a portion of the cross section of the ob-
ject to be operated upon, end plates and means for tying
the end plates, cleaning disks and spacing disks together.

[Claims 1. 8. and 4 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.230.585. FISH-TRAP. Wai^tbb J Lahso!*. Wrangell.
Alaska. FUed Aug. 26. 1916. Serial No. 116,966. (CL
48—20.)

1. In a n.«h trap. In combination, a float, cables sus-
pended from the float and outlining the various compart-
ments common to a flsh trap, means for positively spacing
the cables from the float. web« depending from the float
and arranged to form the various compartments of the
trap, the lower edge of said web being Independent of and
spaced above said cables, and means for deUchably se-
curing said lower edge of the web to the cable.

4. In a flsh trap, in combination, a float composed of
rigid UK'mbers. s«id memUrs having sockets cut in their
under side, and having a hole cut therethrough from the
Kotket to the upp«T side thereof, web* depending from
said members, means for spacing the upper and lower
edges of said welw comprising a pipe registering with
said hole and having a flange fitting upon the upper end
of the pipe and adaptetl to seat upon the downwardl.> di-
rected face of said socket, and a line passing through said
pipe and secured at its upper end upon the float, and de-
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tachably secured at its other end to the lower edge of the

weto.

16. In a flsh trap, in combination, a pot and a heart

having one wall In common, guide cal>les extending up-

ward and defining a relatively narrow entrance opening In

•aid common wall, and a gate of flexible material mounted

open said guide tables and adapted to be raised to cloae

said entrance opening

[Claims 2. 8. 5 to 15. and 17 to 19 not printed in the

Gaxette.]

1.230.586 HOUSING. Ch.\bi.es Ubnrt Libthb. North

8t. Paul. Minn. Filed Mar. 27. 1915. Serial No. 17,376.

(CT. 189—34.)

1. In a housing, a plurality of ribs, unions Joining the

ribs end to-end, said ribs forming frames, panels secured

at their edges In said frames nn<l ke^'pers overlapping the

joints between said ribs, and means for uniting said keep-

ers with said ribs and panels to form a unitary structure.

2. In a housing, a plurality of ribs, each rib compris-

ing a strip of metal, a portion thereof between Its longi-

tudinal margins being shaped to form a tubular bead,

unions with branches arranged in suitable angular rela-

tion, said branches being inserted in the open ends oT

the beads of said ribs to Join the same, said ribs being

arranged so that the adjacent margins thereof overlap at

the Joints, panels mounttnl at their edges in the channels

formed between the beads and margins, keepers to cover

the joints between said ribs and means for uniting said

keepers with the overlapped portions of said margins and

with said panels to form a unitary structure.

8. In a device of the class de«crll>ed. a plurality of ribs,

each rib comprising a strip of sheet metal shaped to form

a l>ead between the lonRltudlnal margins thereof, unions

having branches adapted to join said ribs end to end by

insertion in the open ends of said beads, panels secured

at their edges In the channels between the beads and the

margins of said ribs, keepers covering the joints between

said ribs and means for uniting said keepers and ribs to

form a rigid self-sustaining inclosure.

one end of the frame, means to open the molds at a sub-

stantial distance fr<ini the filling point 10 discharge the

contents thereof, a tank adapt«*d to contain water, or

other cooling fluid, said track l>elng depressed In said tank

to i-onduct the carriages therethrough and cool the then

open niold<. and means for thereafter dosing said molds

at a sul»stantial distance from said tank.

2. In a ca..sting-ma chine, a frame, an endless track on

said frame, a series of carriage* mounted on said track, a

separable mold on each carriage comprising a pair of mold

memlMTs. a s<rew in i-ach carriage connected with one

mold meml>er and supplied with a gear-wheel, racks on

said frame arranged to engage and turn the gear-wheels

to open and close the molds, and resilient means to yield-

ingly hold the members together when the molds are

closed.

3. In a casting machine, a frame, a mold carriage mov-

able on said frame, a mold on said carriage comprising a

plurality of separable memtxTs. me( hanism on the car-

riage to open and close the mold In Its travel, and resili-

ent means adapted to yieldingly hold said members to-

gether when the mold Is closed.

4. In a casting machine, a frame, an endless track on

said frame, a series of carriages mounted on said track,

a separable mold on each c-arrlage comprising a statlc«-

ar.\ and a movable mold meml)er. a screw In each car-

riage connected at Its inner end to said movable molrf

member and supplied at Its outer end with a gear wheel,

and racks on said frame arranged to engage and turn

said gear wheels, whereby the movable mold members are

shifted to open and close »ald molds.

5. In a i-astlng machine, a frame, an endless track on

<aid frame, a series of carriages mounted on said track, a

sep.»rabi<- mold on each carriage comprising a stationary

and movable mold member, a screw In each carriage yield-

ingly connected at its Inner end to said movable mold

member and supplied at its outer end with a gear wheel,

and racks on said frame arranged to engage and turn

said gear wheels, whereby the movable mold members are

shifted to open and close said molds.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230,687. CASTING M.VCIIINE. Charles HaNaT Lis-

Tia. North St. Paul. Minn. Filed June 21. 1916. Se-

rial No. 88.266. (H. 22—76.)

1.280.588. RESILIENT TIRE. William
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Mar. 30. 1917.

158.545. (Cl. 162—38.)

MacNbbcI,
Serial No.

1. In a resilient tire of the character described, an In-

ner rim.—an outer rim.—« plurality of compression

springs l>etween said rims.—cupped projections on the

1 In a casting machine, a frame, an endless track on outside periphery of said Inner rlm formed of outwardly

jld frame a series of c-arrlages adapted to travel on said extending annular flanges and located equldlstantly Ion-

track means for moving the carrUges. a separable mold gitudlnally and centrally transversely of said inner rlm,—

on each carrUge, said molds l)elng adapted to be filled at 1 .upped projections on the Inside periphery of said outer
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rim formed of inwardly extending annular flangew remoT-
ably secured to said outer rim.—and means for position-
ing said cuppe<l projections equidistant longitudinally and
transversely central of said outer rim,—Inwardly extend-
ing side annular flanges removably secured to said out»r
rljn,—outwardly extending flanges on said inner rim
adapte<l to extend between and in adjacency to the flangM
on said outt-r rim and form side thrust resisting means be-
tween said outer and Inner rlma.

2. In a resilient tire of the character described, an Inner
rim,—an outer rim.—outwardly extending side flanges on
said Inner rim.—Inwardly extending detachable side
flanges on said outer rim.—a plurality of cupped projec-
tions formed on the outside periphery of said inner rtm
eguldlstantly of each other longitudinally and transversely
central N tween said flanges on said Inner rim.—means
for removably securing and locating on the inside periph-
ery of the outer rim a plurality of (upped projections
equidistant longitudinally and transversely central be-
tween the removably secured flanges on said outer rim,
and a plurality of compression springs between said rims
positioned by and detachably secured to said cupped pro-
jections.

7. In a resilient tire of the character described, an
inner rim.—an outer rim.—a plurality of springs between
•aid rims, annular flanged projections seating and posl-
tlonlnp said springs between said inner and outer rims.
annular flanges on said inner and outer rims so telescopl-
cally arranged with relation to each other as to form an
adjusuble and thrust resisting means between said outer
and Inner rims together with means for compressing said
prlngs In relation to said inner rim preparatory to the
Insertion of said inner rim and springs in said outer rim.

[Claims 3 to 6. 8. and 9 not printed in the (Jaiette.]

1,230.589. PENCIL AND PEN HOLDER. Jos.ph J
Macnobius. Kenosha, Wis. Filed May 5, 191C. Serial
No. 95,636. (CI. 120—23.)

3t *rj»J^*/»

A device of the class described comprising a tubular
bo<ly. rubber plugs mounted in said body adjacent both
ends thereof, one of said plugs having openings through
which articles are adapted to be forced, said openings be-
ing sufficiently restricted in diameter to frlctionallv hold
the article against movement relatively to the plug and
the other plug having silts therein adapted to receive pen
points and reacting on the points to clamp the same, and
a removable cap on either end of the body.

1.230.590. WATER-CONTROLLING APPARATUS. Saul
Mason. Philadelphia. Pa. Piled Apr. 4. 1916 Serial
No. 88.778. (CT. 137—26.)

-ff7

7 or

1. A water-controlling apparatu.s, comprising a sup-
porting structore, members forming water supply Inlets,

valves therefor, members having portions operative to
open said valves, outlets for said supply inlets, separate
means for positively locklnir each of said second mentioned
members in their operative positions, a common member
manually operative to engage and move said locking
means to free said se<-ond mentioned members, means auto-
matically operative to close the valvea after said second
mentioned members are thus freed, and means automati-
cally operative to return said lock moving means to its
normal position, substantially as describeil.

2. A water-<ontrolllng apparatus, .omprislng a support-
ing strarture, members forming water supply Inlets, valvea
therefor, meml)er« having portions operative to open said
valves, outlets for sahl supply Inlets, separate means for
positively locking each- of said second mentioned members
In their operative positions, common means manuallv oper-
ative to engage and move said locking means to frw said
second mentlone*! memtters, automatically operative means
for moving said second mentioned members to their nor-
mal position, automatically operative means for closing
Raid valves while said second mentioned members are
being retnrne*! to their normal positions, and means au-
tomatically operative to return said lock moving means to
Its normal position, substantially as described.

8. A water-controlling apparatus, comprising a support-
ing structure, members forming water supply inlets, valves
movable to close said water supply inlets, members mount-
e<l in said supporting structure and having portions de-
signed to open said valves, a faucet in communication with
said supply Inlet when the respective valves are open,
separate means automatically operated to positively lock
each of said second mentioned members In said moved
position, and common means manually operative to engage
and move said locklns means whereby said se<on.| men-
tioned members are free, automatic means for moving
said second mentioned members to their original posi-
tions, and automatically operative means for closing said
valves as said second mentioned members are returned to
their normal positions, substantially as descrlbe<l.

4. A water controlling apparatus, comprising a support-
ing structure, a water supply pipe having n valve sen
therein, a valve fitting said seat and havlni: a stem. <

means for normally holding said valve against Its seat, a
bar having a portion for engagrment with the stem to
move the latter to open the valve when said Iwir is move<l,
a locking mem^er operative to lock said bar in said moved
position, a serond bar movable to engage said locking mem-
l»er and thereby free said first bar. means for automati-
cally moving said first bar to its normal position, and
thereby releasing said valve stem, means for moving said
valve stem to dose said valve after said first bar has been
returned to Its normal position, and means for automatl-
raliy removing said second bar to Its normal position, sub-
stantially as described.

5. A wafer-controlling apparatus comprising a support-
ing structure, a water Inlet pipe having a valve seat, a
valve fitting said valve seat, a stem on ."wld valve, a bar
having a portion cooperating with said valve stem to open
the valve when said bar Is moved, a shoulder on said bar.
a locking lever, means for automatically moving said
locking lever behind said shoulder when said bar Is moved
to open the valve, a second bar movable to actuate said
holding means and thereby free said first bar, a spring for
moving said first bar to Its normal position, a spring
for moving said valve stem to thereby close the valve dur-
ing the movement of said first bar to its normal position,
and means for returning said second bar to Its normal
position, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.}

1.230.691. QUICK DEMOUNTABLE BEARING FOR
LINTER-GIN SAW SHAFTS. ABThcr W. MaBKiL.
Birmingham. Ala., assignor to Continental Gin Com-
pany, a Corporation. Filed Feb. 24. 1917. Serial No
150.809. (CI. 64—10.)

1. In a quick demountable bearing, a tearing seat, a
bearing housing detachably mounted on said seat, hold-
down members which engage the ends of the bousing, a
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lever having an Intermediate fulcrum and end connections

to said hold-down memlers. and means to move both hold-

down members through the Instrumentality of the lever

in unison to clamp or release the housing.

8. In a quick demountable bearing, a bearing seat,

a bearing housing detachably mounted on said seat, a

Ingle hold down element for each end of the housing, a

lever having a hold-down element connected to each end.

an Intermediate fulcrum for the lever, and means to move

both hold-down members through the instrumentality of

the lever in unison to clamp or release the housing.

7. A bearing housing having wedge shaped ends with a

vertical slot extending through each end thereof, a seat

open under said slots, a hold down member for the housing

adapted to pass through each slot therein and to extend

below the seat, a fulcrumed lever connected to the lower

ends of said hold down members on opposite sides of Its

fulcrum point, and a nut on one of the hold down mem

bers adapted to screw against the wedge shaped housing

end and make both hold-down members fast, substantially

as descrlbe<l.

10. A quick demountable bearing bousing comprising.

In combination, a seat, a -housing having in opposite ends

thereof wedge members, hold downs engaging said wedge

members, a lever to which said hold-downs are connecte<l.

a fulcrum for the lever between the hold down connec-

tions, the front hold^own having a nut threaded thereon

and adapted to apply or release both hold-downs simul-

Uneously. and an adJusUble stop to hold the bearing in

position on its seat, the fulcrum being disposed to give

the front hold-down greater leverage than the rear hold-

down, as and for the purposes desiribeil.

[Claims 2. 4 to 6. 8. 9. and 11 not printed In the

Gasette.]

1,280.592. FOLDING CHIROPRACTIC TABLE. LoilS

P. MoNTANBY. Omak. Wash. Flle<l June 18. 1916. 8e-

rtal No. 103.424. <CI. 128— :6.

1

superframe. swinging legs pivoted upon the connections of

one of the other pads with the superframe. and meant* for

locking the slldably connected pads In adjusted positions.

2. A table structure of the character described compris-

ing a rectangular shaped base frame having vertical stand-

ards near one end thereof, a rectangular shaped superframe

of considerably greater slxe than the base frame hinged

upon the standards and disposed In normal horizontal po-

Itlon, a plurality of pads on the superframe. means

for raising and lowering one of said pads, slidable con-

nections between certain of the other pads and the super-

frame, swinging legs pivoted upon the connections of one

of said other pads with the superframe. means for lock-

ing the slldably connected pads in adjusted position, and

a yoke shaped rest on one of the outermost pad-..

1. A table structure of the character described compris-

ing a rectangular shaped base frame having vertical stand-

ards near one end there<.f. a reetangular shaped super

frame of considerably greater size than the base frame

hinged upon the stan.ards and dlspose<l In normal hori-

zontal position. 11 plurality of pads ..n the superframe.

aeans for raising an«l lowering one of said pads, slidable

connections l>etween .ertaln of the other pads and the

1,280,593. RIVET-F0R«;E. Thbodohe W. Mickle. Den-
'

ver, Colo., assignor to Willis W. Case, Jr.. Denver. Colo.

Filed Mar. 29. 1917. Serial No. 158.376. (CI. 263—9.)

4. In a forge Including a substantially closed combus-

tion chamber having a tong opening in an end wall there-

of, the combination of a receptacle mounted In said

chan:l.er. below said tong oj>enlng and In spac-.d relation

to Its top. bottom and peripheral wall: a feed inlet dis-

charging Into said receptacle ; and a burner inlet disposed

below said receptacle for directing a blast fiame across Its

bottom, out of contact with Its contents, substantially Sb

described.

.V In a forge including a substantially closed combui-

tlon chamber having an enlarged end wall aperture. In

combination with an article receiving support extending

longitudinally across said combustion chamber, adjacent

said end wall aperture. In spaced relation to the top, bot-

tom and peripheral wall of said chamber: a replaceable

plug for filling said end wall aperture and having a tong

opening therethrough adapted to open above said support ;

a feed inlet discharging to said support ; and means for

directing a blast flame across the bottom of said support,

out of contact with the articles thereon, substantially as

described.

[Claims 1 to 3 and 6 to 9 not printed In the < Jaiette. J

1 230.594. SEALING-DISK FOR BOTTLE STOPPERS.

John Numann, Chicago. 111., assignor of one-half to

H. N. Claussen. Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 2. 191«.

' Serial No. 81.611. (CI. 164—46.5.)

1. A seal for bottle stoppers comprising a compressible

disk having peripheral recesses, and a viscous sealing

substance filling said retesses.

2. A sealing disk for bottle stoppers cf.mprislng upper

and lower cover members, a compressible corrugated ele-

ment between said members forming peripheral rece—

In the disk, and a waxlike filling in said recesses.
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3. A 3«aliaK dl«k for bottle stoppers comprising upper
and lower ,t>v.>r members, a compressible mutilated ele-
ment between saM members forming peripheral recewes
In the disk, and a waxlike filling in said recesses.

4. A compressible sealing disk of a plnrallty of sep-
arated paper portiona. a bent paper portion connecting said
•eparated portions, ami a waxlike edge filling for said disk.

1.230.595. (.JRI.NDIXt; MACniXE. William C. Ost«r-
HOLii. Chicago. III., assignor to International Har-
vester Company of .New Jersey, a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Nov. 20. 1915. SerUl No. 62.459 (CI
81—12.)

1. A grinding machine including an abrasive element
a bUnk carrying head, means for advancing said head to-
ward or from said abrasive element, and means for sup-
plying cooling water automatically and intermittenUr to
said head.

2. A grinding machine Including an abrasive element
a blank carrying member, means for advancing mid mem-
ber toward said abrasive eU-ment. and means for auto-
maUcally supplying cooling water to said member in a con
trolled intermittent manner.

». A grinding machine Including an abrasive element,
a blank carrying member, means for advancing said mem-
ber toward said abrasive element, and means dependent
upon the movement of said member for supplying cooling
water thereto.

4. A grinding machine including an abrasive element, a
blank carrying member, and cam means for advancing said
member step by step toward said abrasive element.

§. A grinding machine including an abrasive element,
a blank carrying member, and means whereby a blank
may be immersed in water as it is fed toward said abrasive
element.

[Claims 6 to 22 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.280.596. LIQDID-FEED SWSTEM. Chablm L. Stokbh
Los Angeles, Cal. Piled Sept. 14, 1916. Serial No
120.068. (CI. 158—86.)
1. In a liquid feed system, the comblnaUon of a liquid

tank and a liquid reservoir above said tank, communica-
tion between the tank and the upper part of the reservoir
means for restrl-tedly admitting atmosphere to said com-
munication, means for applying suction to the upper part
of the reaerroir. and automatic means for admitting atmoa

phere to the upper part of the reservoir to divert the ap
pUcatlon of suction from the said communication betwe^-n
the reservoir and tank.

2. In a liquid feed system, the .tjmblnatlon of a liquid
tank and a llqul.l re*.rvolr above said tank, communica-
tion l.etween the tank and the upper part of the reservoir
means for restrlctedly admitting atmosphere to said com-
munication, means for applying auction to the upper part
of the reservoir, an.l float operate,! valve means for ad-
mitting atmosphere to the upper part of the reservoir, so
that when the Uquhl level lu the re.servolr is low the ad-
mission of atmosphere Is cut off and when the liquid level
is high, the atmosphere Is admitted.

3. In a liquid feed system, the combination of a liquid
tank, a liquid reservoir above said Unk, communication
means between the upper part of the reservoir and the
liquid tank, mean.^ to apply suction to the upper part of
the reservoir, means to restrlctedly admit a gas Into the
communication between the Unk and the reservoir,
and means controlled by the liquid level in the reservoir to
open communication of atmosphere with the reservoir

6. In a liquid feed system, the comMnatlon of a liquid
tank and a liquid reservoir above said tank, communica-
tion between the tank and the upper part of the reservoir,
means for admitting atmosphere to said communication
below the normal liquid level in the reservoir, means for
applying suction to the upper part of the reservoir, and
means for cutting off suction from the reservoir, and ad-
mitting atmosphere thereto.

9. In combination with a carbureter, a low level liquid
fuel tank, a liquid fuel reservoir above the tank and In
communication with the carbureter to supply it with fuel,
communication between the tank and reservoir, menns for
restrlctedly admitting atmosphere to said communication
at a point where the admitted atmosphere enters the
upwardly moving column of liquid fuel morlng from the
tank to the reservoir, communication means to apply to
said reservoir the suction which is applied to the carbu-
reter to maintain a partial vacuum In the reservoir and to
draw therefrom the air which enters It with the fuel, and
means depending upon the level of liquid in the reservoir to
discontinue the application of suction to the reservoir.

[Claims 4. 5, 7. 8. and 10 not printed in the (;Brette.l

1,230..'S97. NON-8KID COMPO«mON OF CAOCT
CHOUC OR RTBBER AND TFTE LIKE. Carlo Pac-
CHiTTi. Milan. Italy. Filed Nov. 14, 1916. Serial No.
131.276. (CI. 106—23.)
1. A composition of matter for the purpose specified.

comprising a vulcanized mixture of rubber, short lengths
of relatively stiff animal hair not exceeding 0.12 to 0,16
of an Inch In length, and sulfur, the composition being
such that the sharp ends In great numt>er of the animal
hair tfnd to protrude through the surface of the vul-
canize^l mixture.

2. A composition of matter for the purpose specified
'omprlsing a vulcanized mlxtare of rubber, short lengths
of reUtlvely stiff animal balr freeil from fat and not ex-
ceeding 0.12 to 0.18 of an Inch In length, and sulfur, the
composition being such that the ends of the animal hnlr
tend to protru.le through the surface of the vulcanUed
mixture.
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1.230.598. THERMOMETKR IXIT. HoBACa N. PACK-

ARD. Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to the Cutler-Hammer

Mfg. Co.. Milwaukee, Wis., a Corporation of Wisconsin.

Filed Nov. 30. 1914. SerUl No. 874,788. (Cl.

219—63.)

3. A readily emulsifying substance consisting of a

mixture of a substance capable of but not readily emulsi-

fying, with a mineral oil sulfonic body. Bald substance

having the property of rapidly emulsifying when mixed

with water in any desired proportion, to form a sUble,

homogeneous emulsion.

1 230,600. PROCESS FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF
CRYSTALLINE POLYMERIZATION PRODUCTS OF
FORMALDBHYDB, Fritz Poixak, Vienna, Austria.

Filed Nov. 24. 1913. Serial No. 802.749. (Cl. 23^24.)

1. The process for the production of crystalline poly-

merization products of formaldehyde, which consists in

treating amorphous para formaldehyde, at an elevated

temperature and In the presence of water, with an add

compound containing the radical SO,, allowing the mix-

ture to cool slowly and separating the polymeria from

the liquid.

2. The process for the production of crystalline poly-

merization products of formaldehyde, which consists In

j
dissolving amorphous para formaldehyde in a hot watery

solution of sulfuric acid, allowing the mixture to cool

slowly and separating the polyiiierld from the liquid.

1. An electric resistance thermometer comprising a

frame adapted to be mounted In a meter housing, a

fiexlble tubing, a resistance wire within said tubing and

Insulated therefrom, and means on said frame for sup-

porting said tubing with the entire length thereof within

the inner area bounded by said frame.

2. An electric resistance thermometer comprising a

frame adapted to b*- mounted in a meter housing, a

flexible tubing, a resistance wire within said tubing and

insulated therefrom, and a plurality of supporting clips

of small mass carried by said frame and projecting in-

wardly therefrom, said tubing being wound on said dips

so that the entire length of tubing is supported within

the inner area inclosed by the frame.

3. A resistance thermometer comprising a frame hav-

ing an inwardly projecting flange, a plurality of Y-shaped

clips secured to said flange, a continuous metal tubing

strung back and forth across said frame and supported

by said clips in smooth semicircular bends and a re-

sistance wire within said tubing and Insulated therefrom.

4. A resistance thermometer comprising a supporting

frame, a heat conducting tube on said frame, and a plu-

rality of atrands of resistance wire arranged within said

tabe.

5. A resistance thermometer comprising a supporting

frame, a heat conducting tube on said frame and a plu-

rality of strands of resistance wire arranged within said

tube and connected In series.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Oazette.]

1,230,601. LIQUID CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATINQ-
MACHINB. FtANKLiN .V. RiBci. Hopkinton. Mass.

Filed Feb. 8, 1916. Serial No. 0.917. (Cl. 233—19.1

i.230,699. PROCESS FOR OBTAINING FROM PAR
AFFIN. WAX. FATS AND RESINS. NAPHTHA AND
MINERAL OILS. PRODUCTS DISSOLUBLE IN
WATER OR FORMINO WITH IT COLI>OI1>AL SOLU-
TIONS. Orioori PBTSOfT. PctTograd, Russia. Filed

July 31, 1915. Serial No. 48.018. (Cl. 87—5.)

1. The process of making from substances capable of

but not readily emulsifying, a material liavlng the

property of mixing with water In any di'slre^i propertlon

to form B stable, homojiencoiis emulsion, which consists

In mixing said substance with a sulfonic body which has

been separates! from a sulfonated mineral oil.

2. The process of making from snbsUnces capable of

but not readily emulsifying, a material having the

property of mixing with water in any desired proportion

to form a stable, homogeneons emulsion, which consists

In mixing said substance with a sulfonic btnly which has

been separated from a sulfonated mineral oil in the

presence of a relatively small per cent, of a volatile sol-

vent of aaid sulfoBlc body.

^=^

1. A centrifugal liquid separator including in combina-

tion a rotary separating vessel, outlet passages for the

respective separated portions of the liquid, and means con

trolled by the character of the liquid In one of said outlet

passages adapted to regulate the relative slses of the

respective outlets.

2. A centrifugal liquid separator Including In corolilna

tlon a rotary separating ve.s8<'l, outlet passages for the

respective separated portions of the liquid, and means

.•ontn)lled by the specific gravity of the liquid In one of

said outlet passages for regulating the relative specific

gravities of the respective outflowing liquids.

3. A centrifugal liquid separator Including in combina-

tion a rotary separating ve.'^sel. outlet passages for the

respective separated portiona of the liquid, and a float

device controlled by the specific gravity of the liquid

In one of said outlet passages for regulating the relative

speciflc gravities of the respective ontflowlng liquids.

4. A centrifugal liquid separator including in combina-

tion a rotary separating vessel, outlet passages for the

respective separated portions of the liquid, and a float

operated valve device wherel>y the speciflc gravity of tl»e

liquid In one of said outlet passages controls the relative

proportion of the respective outlets.

6. A centrifugal liquid separator Including In combina-

tion a rotary separstinK vessel. Interiorly formed with

centrifugally dir«'<ted narrow compartments each so ar-

ranged that the liquid as It separates therein may flow In

thin layers axially toward the vessel outlets, outlet pas-

sagvs for jtbe respective separated portions of the liquid.
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and means controlled by the character of the liquid In one
of said outlet pasRages adapted to reflate the relative
specific gravities of the respective outflowing liquida.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Qaxette.]

1.230.602. ACOUSTIC SIGNAL DEVICE. William P.
RciBOLOT. Irvlngton. and Prkdbhick Wm. Beybn. New-
ark. N. J., assignor to R. H. B. Manufacturing Com
pany, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed July 23,
1»14. Serial No. 862.566. (CI. 116—1.)

X. The combination with a diaphragm and a rotary
member for causing said diaphragm to vibrate, of a mem-
ber having a limited range of movement adapted when
moved in one direction to rotate said rotary member and
to be retracted in the other direction independent of the
said member, sal'l m«'ml)er when pressed towjird the end
of its range of movement frlctlonally engaging the said
rotary member to stop its rotation, and means for trans-
mitting motion between said last-mentioned member and
the rotary member.

2. The combination with a diaphragm, a rotary shaft
and a member on said shaft for causing said diaphragm
to vibrate, of a segmental gear slotted to recelvo said shaft
and adapted to engage the same as a brake, and means for
transmitting to said shaft motion of said segmental gear
in one direction and allowing it to turn Independent there-
of when moved in the other direction.

3. The combination with a diaphragm, a rotary shaft
and a member on said shaft for causing said diaphragm
to vibrate, of a segmental gear having a closed slot re-

ceiving said shaft and adapted to engage the same at Its

ends, means for transmitting to said shaft motion of said
segmental gear in one direction and allowing It to turn
Independent thereof when moved in the other direction,

and a .spring for moving said segmental gear in said other
direction.

4. The combination with a diaphragm, a rotary shaft
and a member on said shaft for causing said diaphragm
to vibrate, of a movable member adapted to clear -viid

shaft for a portion of its movement and to engage the
same upon further movement, and means associated with
said movable member for transmitting to said shaft mo-
tion when said meml)er is moving In one direction and
allowing It to turn Independent of said member when
moving in the other direction.

8. The combination with a diaphragm, a rotary shaft
and a member on said shaft for causing said diaphragm
to vibrate, of a movable member having a back and forth
movement, and means associated with said movable mem-
ber for transmitting to said shaft motion when said mem-
ber is moving in one direction and allowing s«ld shaft to
ttim independent of said member when moving In the
other direction, said member adapted to engage the shaft
at the end of its movement in said other direction.

1,280.608. SCREW-ANCHOR. Julia.v Richmond. Yon-
kers. N. Y. Filed July 21. 1914. Serial No. 852,170.
(CI. 72—106.)
1. The combination with a pre-plastlc hardened holding

structure, of a non-cutting helical anchor and screw, the
screw having a cylindrical core and provided with equally
spaced convolutions of uniform diameter, the helical an-
chor having substantially the same pitch as the convolu-
tions of the screw, and formed of material of substantially
less thickness than the space between the convolutions
of the .screw, the outermost convolution of ''aid helical
anchor being directed out of the path of the remain-
ing convolutions, the convolutions of the screw extend-

ing for a greater length than the depth of said helical
anchor, the said anchor and screw adapted to be brought
into pre-attachment cooperation, the said outermost con
volution of the hellc-al anchor adapted upon aaid pre-
attachment <o<)peratlon to cause tightening of said
remaining convolutions in tension against the convolu-
tions of the screw upon continued turning of the screw
upon said outermost .onvolutlon, the screw and anchor
In said pre-attachment cooperation adapted to be in-
serted into said plastl. structure, said plastic structure
adapted to harden thereabout and between the convolu-
tions of said anchor to set sal.l anchor In said tensioned
cooperative position with-\he screw, said anchor adapted
to retain said tenslone<l cooperative position upon removal
of said screw therefrom.

2. The combination with a pre-plastlc hardened hold
Ing structure, of a non-cutting helical anchor and screw,
the screw having a cylindrical core and provided with
equally spaced convolutions of uniform diameter, the
helical anchor having subsUntially the same pitch as the
convolutions of the screw, and formed of material of rob
stantially less thickness than the space between the con-
volutions of the screw, the outermost convolution of said
helical anchor being directed out of the path of the re-
maining convlutlons and reduced In pitch, the convolu-
tions of the screw extending for a greater length than the
depth of said helical anchor, the said anchor and tcrew
adapted to be brought into pre-attachment cooperation,
the said outermost convolution of the helical anchor
adapted upon said pre attachment cooperation to cause
tightening of said remaining convolutions in tension
against the convolutions of the screw upon continued
turning of the screw upon said outermost convolution, the
screw and anchor In said pre-attachment cooperation
adapted to be Inserted into said plastic structure, said
plastic structure adapted to harden thereabout and be
tween the convolutions of said anchor to set said anchor
In said tensioned cooperative position with the s. rew,
said anchor adapted to retain said tensioned coOperativt
position upon removal of said screw therefrom.

1,2.^0.604. VEHICLE DASH-LAMP. Edwi.v M. Rosi.s-
BLrTH. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Dec. 9. 1916. Serial
No. 136,099. (CI. 240—7.)

1. In a device constructed and arranged to hold a time
piece and a lamp In cooperative relation upon a vehicle
dash

; the combination with a tubular lamp socket ; of an
incandescent electric lamp detachably fitted In one end of
said socket

; a conductor terminal plug detachably fitted
In the other end of said socket ; a lamp holder Including
a bifurcated band encircling said socket, having a con-
stricting bolt connecting its bifurcations, upon one side
of said socket, and a bight In said band upon the opposite
side of said socket

: a frame screw extending through said
bight

: a frame plate engaging said screw, having one end
recessed to fit said socket and its opposite end extending
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transversely to the plane of said frame to overhang and
engage the casing of said time piece, and shaped and
slotted to receive the winding stem of said time piece :

lugM extending laterally from said frame plate and also

adapted to engage said casing ; supporting lugs on said

frame plate, extending transversely therefrom oppositely

to the lags engaging said casing and adapted to detach-

ably engage a supporting bar of said dash ; a hood plate

engaged t>etween the head of said frame screw and said

band, extending between said lamp and casing and having
a alot arranged to direct a restricted l)eam of light upon
the face of said time piece from said lamp ; a fiange on
said hood plate fitted to reslllently bear upon said casing

and clarap the latter In rigid relation with said frame
plate : a stationary nut on said frame screw holding said

band and plates in clamped relation : means on said frame
plate engaging said stationary uut and prevpntlng rota-

tion thereof ; a clamping plate, having an opening through
which said frame screw extends, and movable axlally on
said screw, having lugs at one end overlapping the edges
of said frame plate, whereby said plates are held in co-

operative relation ; and a wing nut, rotatable on said

frame screw, adapted to secure said clamping plate In po-
sition to clamp said frame plate upon said supporting bar.

means for slidably connecting said lever to the rod. a
presser-plate adjustably associated with the To*i. and

12. In a device for holding a time piece and lamp in co-

operative relation ; the combination with a frame plate
arranged to detachably engage said time piece : of a lamp
holder, carried by said frame plate ; a hood for said lamp
holder, arranged to engage said time piece; and a single
screw connecting said frame plate and hood in coopera-
tive relation.

16. In a device for holding a time piece and lamp in co-

operative relation : the combination with a time piece
having a winding stem and ring projecting from its cas
Ing: of a frame plate having an elongated slot permitting
the passage of said winding stem and ring when presented
in one position, but preventing passage ther-^of when pre-
sente<l transversely thereto ; a lamp holder ; another plate
arranged to engage said time piece and prevent removal
thereof from said frame plate ; and a single screw con
nectlng said plates, to hold said time piece, in cooperative
relation with said lamp holder.

17. In a device for holding a time piece and lamp in co-

operative relation ; the combination with a time piece
having a casing of separable members ; of a frame and op-
posed adjustable means compresslvely holding said casing
meml>er8 together ; and a lamp holder connected with said
frame.

[Claims 2 to 11 and IS to 15 not printed in the Oa-
lette.]

1,230,605. UPHOLSTKRINO-PRE8S. William R. Rrs-
SBLL, Portland, Mich. Filed June 21, 1916. Serial No.
104,984. (CI. 100—*.)

A device of the class described comprising a tul>e. means
for suspending the tube from a support, a rod telescopl-
cally associated with the tube, a hand lever, a bracket car
Tied by the tube and plvotally connected to the lever.

adapted to engage the springs of a cushion to bold same
compressed, as and-for the purpose set forth.

1,230.606. QUICK DETACHABLE HOSE - COUPLING.
William McQiigo Sadndbrb, Evansville, Ind. Filed
Apr. 22, 1916. Serial No. 92,878. (CI. 137—28.)

1. In a quick detachable hose coupling, the combination
with coupling heads adapted to fit one within the other,
of an expansible and contractible coupling collar compris-
ing Jointed sections loosely contalne<l within and bodily
movable inside of one of said heads and operable from the
exterior thereof, which is adapted to engage the other
head to lock said heads together.

2. In a quick detachable hose coupling, the combination
of coupling heads adapted to be received one within the
other, the entrant head being provided with an external
groove or channel, and an expansible and contractible
coupling collar comprising a jointed sections loosely con-
tained within and bodily movable Inside of the other cou-
pling head and operable from the exterior thereof, which
is adapted to fit into said groove or channel to lock tb«
coupling heads together.

3. In a quick detachable hose coupling, the combination
with coupling heads adapted to fit one within the other,
of an expansible and contractible coupling collar compris-
ing Jointed sections loosely contained within and bodily
movable Inside of one of said heads and operable from the
exterior thereof, which is adapted to engage the other
head to lock said heads together, and a removable cap for
the outer coupling head which serves as an abutment for
the said coupling collar.

4. In a quick detachable hose coupling, the combination
of coupling heads adapted for reception one within the
other, the entrant head being provided with an external
groove or channel having a shoulder and also an inclined
or cam surface, of a Jointed expansible and contractible
coupling collar loosely contained within the other coupling
head and provided with projecting portions receivable in
the groove or channel and having shoulders or faces
adapted to cooperate with the shoulder and cam surface
aforesaid and operating means for opening and cloaing
said Jointed coupling collar.

5. In a quick detachable hose coupling, the combination
of coupling beads adapted for reception one within the
other, the entrant head being provided with an external
groove or channel having a shoulder and also nn inclined
or cam surface, of a Jointed expansible and contractible
coupling collar loosely contained within the other coupling
head and provided with projecting portions receivable In
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the groove or channel and having shoulders or faces
adapted to cooperate with the shoulder and cam surface
aforesaid, said outer coupling head having an opening
exposing the operating means for the expansible and con-
tractlble collar aforesaid.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.230,607. PROTECTIVE APPARATUS. Thk>dom
ScHiDORSKY. New York. N. Y. Filed Jan. 26. 1917
8«ii«l No. 144.606. (CI. 177—314.)

<?oU * i
).

SJ 'i\

1. In an apparatus of the class described, a device hav-
ing a socket to contain the leg of an article of furniture
adapted to be placed adjacent to a door, a rotatable part
supported by the said device and constructeil and arranged
to travel along the floor and to be rotated when the article
of furniture is moved by the door, an element carried
by the rotatable part, means actuated by the element to
control the action of a vibratory bell and an Illuminating
attachment, in combination with said vibratory bell, lUn
mlnatlng attachment and a denotatlng device also actuated
by the controlling element.

[Claims 2 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.608. CURRENT DEFLECTOR AND 8Y8TEM OFBANK PROTECTION. Daniel F. Shbldos, Ventura
Cal. Flle«l Dec. 2, 1915. Serial No. 84 781 (Cl'
61—30.) *^'-

1. A diversion unit for bank protection .omprlslng a
hollow concrete prl.sm having longitudinal reinforcement
rods in the corners thereof, eyes formed on said ro«l» pro-
jecting from the body of the concrete at either end of th«
prism, and reinforcement tying said longitudinal rods to-
gether.

2. A system of bank protection comprising a series of
hollow concrete prisms, and a willow uiat on which said
prisms are cast, the concrete partially surrounding said
mat so that the prisms are flexibly connected together.

3. A diversion unit for bank protection comprising a
concrete prism having longitudinal 10.I.S iu the corn..rs
thereof, said pri.^m havlni; a prl.smatic hole extending
longitudinally through the (enter thereof, eyes formed on
said rods projecting from the bo<ly of the concrete at either
end of the prism, and reinforcement tying said longltudi
nal rods together.

4. .\ system of hank protection comprising a series of
diversion units arrangeil In rows with wide spaces
between the rows and spaces between the units in any
low: and a series of flexibl," poles connecting the units in
one row with the units in another row.

5. A system of bank protection comprising a series of
diversion units arrange«l In rows with wide spaces
between the rows and spaces between the units in any

row, the spaces between units in one row being oppoi^lte
the center of a unit in another row ; and a series of flexible
poles connecting the units In one row with the units In
another row.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Qasette.]

1.230.609. COLLAPSIBLE SWING. Hamy c Smith
Milwaukee, Wis. Filed Aug. 11. 1916. serial No.*
44.943. (fl. 16ft—85.)

As an article of manufacture, a colUpslble swing com-
prising a pair of U shaped supporting members, a plural-
ity of seat suspension links, a shaft plvotaily passed
through adjacent ends of the links and having Its end
portions reduced and plvotaily pa.ssed through the end
portions of the arms of said memtiers, heads on the re-
duced ends of said shaft, means for holding the members
at a relatlrely an«uUr Inclination, mean.s for holding the
said links against lateral movement on the shaft and .1

-eat carried by the lower portions of said links

1.230,610. HIGH - POTENTIAL INSULATOR Sou 9.
8o.M.N«Bom.N, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Dec. 9. 1916 Merlal
No. 185.922. (C\. 173—311.)

2. A high potential insulating bushing of the condenser
type comprising a plurality of cylindrical partitions of In-
sulating material ; one or more of said partitions baring
at one end an outwardly flaring pettl< oat ; and one or
more coaxial cylindrical metal sheiiths alternartng with
>«ald partitions, each said metal sheath being flared at
each end into an outwanlly extending >klrt. the skirt at
one end forming a one-face covering for one of said oet-
tlcoats.

"^
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4. A hlgh-i»otentlal transformer bushing of the con-

denser type comprising alternating coaxial layers of insu-

lation and one or more metal sheaths, one of said metal

•heaths t>eing outwardly flared at the end of the Insulator

adapted to be Inserted Into the transformer.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,280,611. .«5HAI)E-ROLLER. Addison Jocob SoroERS.

Cornwall, Ontario. Canada. as>ilgnor of one-half to John

E. Ross. Cornwall, Ontario. Canada. Filed May 13.

1915. Serial No. 27,803. (Cl. 156—36.)

In a shade roller of the character described, a body

pruvldetl with a bore In one end. a casing arranged In

said bore, a shaft loosely fitting Into said casing, said

shaft tuivlng a plurality of notches near the outer end, a

spring connected at one end with said shaft and at the

other end with said casing, said casing at the outer end

having a notch and said body having a notch In allne-

ment with the notch of the casing, an Independent ball

casing extending through all of said notcheti, said ball

rasing surrounding the shaft at the point provided with

the notches, and a ball for each of the notches arranged

in said ball casing, said balls l>eing of sufficient size to

act as wedges and become pinched between the sides of

the casing and said shaft when the shaft rotates In a cer-

tain direction, said notches being formed in such a man-
ner that if the shaft Is rotating rapidly the balls will not

enter said notches.

1,230.612. DEEP-WKLL I'U.Mr. John B. Spiiuit. Au-

rora, 111., assignor to The American Well Works, Au-

rora, III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Apr. 21,

1915. Serial No. 22.932. (Cl. 103—82.)

—
• \

«-l
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Mfcured to the cyllndprs means for driving said disk and
Inlet and outlet plp^-s threaded Into said plate and bear-
ing upon said disk and adapted to register with the ports
in the disk during the rotation of the latter.

2. In combination with a pair of cylinders having In-

take and exhaust porta, and a beveled annular wall en-
circling all of the ports, valve mechanism comprising a
disk having ports adapted to register with the first men-
tlonetl ports and having Us periphery beveled and resting
upon said beveled wall, a plate covering said disk and
secured to the cylinders, means for driving said disk, and
Inlet and outlet pipes threaded into said plate at right
angles to one face of said disk and each having one end
bearing on said disk so as to register with the ports of
the disk during the rotation of the latter.

1,230,614. PORTABLE TALKING - MACHINE. Aethur
Stechbakt, Chicago. 111. Filed Sept. 18. 1916. Serial
No, 120.596. (CI. 45—52.)

1. A casing comprising, a rectangular box shaped body
member having a sunkm partition providing an open top
chamber for the record carrier of a talking machine, a
cover member hinged at its rear end to said body mem-
ber and divided by an L shape partition Into a forward
storage chamber and a rearward open bottom chamber
adapted to receive the reproducer and tone arm of Ulk-
Ing machine after the same has been swung back Into an
Inoperative position.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,280.615. PROTECTIVE DEVICE. Charles P. 9ms-
METZ, Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to G^eneral Electric
Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed June 19,
1913. Serial No. 774.513. (CI. 175—30.)

section being of different ohmlc value than the surge re-
sistance of the other section, of a resistance having an
ohmlc value approximately equal to the ohmio value of
the surge resLxtance of on** section, ami means for direct-
ing the flow of high frequency disturbances arising Id
either section to aald resistance.

2. The combination with an electrical Installation com-
prising two adjacent sections, each section having com-
bined resistance indui tance and capacity, of means opera-
tlvely relate*! to said Installation and Including ohmlc
resistance for permitting the free exit of high frequency
disturbances arising within one section of said Installa-
tion and for reflecting ha( k toward the source high fre-
quency disturbances arising In the other section.

3. The combination with an electrical installation com-
prising two adjacent sections, each section having com-
blneil resistance. Inductance and capacity, the Inductance
and capacity of one section differing from the inductance
and capacity of the other section, means include<i in said
installation for practically open circuiting the installation
to the flow of high frequency current without offering
substantial impedance to the flow of current of normal
frequency, and a resistance in shunt relation to said
means and having an ohmlc value of such amount as
to permit the free exit of high frequency disturbances
arising within one section of said Installation and to re-
flect back toward the source high frequency disturbances
arising In the other section.

4. The combination with an electrical Installation com-
prLslng transmission conductors and an apparatus to be
protected, of a resistance approximately equal In ohmlc
value to the ohmlc value of the surge resistance of said
apparatus, and means for directing the flow of high fre-
quency disturbances to said resistance.

5. The combination with an electrical Installation com-
{>rlslng transmission conductors and an apparatus to be
protected, said apparatus having a surge resistance whose
ohmlc value is greater than the ohmlc value of the surge
resistance of said transmission conductors, of an induc-
tance connected In series with a transmission conductor,
and a renlstance coDn>>cte«l In shunt relation to said In-
ductance and having an ohmlc value approximately equal
to the ohmlc value of the surge resistance of said ap-
paratus.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.230,616. RIM AND WHEEL FOR SOLID RUBBER
TIRES. Am>rkw Crcbky SxavcNsoN. Scotstoun, Glas-
gow, Scotland. Filed Jan. 7, 1913. Serial No. 740,620.
(CI. 21—«9.)

1. A wheel of the character described having spokes,
the solid outer ends of which are recessed on the side ad-

exceeding the overall diameter of the wheel spokes so that

it does not bear thereon, and having inwardly-projecting

Integral bracket-like lugs adapted to pass between adja-

cent spokes and be rotated In the plane of the wheel to

seated position on the supporting spoke ledges on the

side of the wheel adjacent the chassis wlthont dismount-

ing the wheel from Its axle.

2. A wheel of the character described having spokes

the solid outer ends of which are recessed to form sup-

porting lodges In combination with a tire carrying rim

having an internal diameter exceeding the overall di-

ameter of the wheel spokes so that It does not bear

thereon and having inwardly-projecting integral bracket-

like lugs adapted to pass between adjacent spokes and be

rotated in the plane of the wheel to seated position on

the supporting spoke ledges without dismounting the

wheel from Its axle.

3. A wheel of the character described having spokes,

the solid outer ends of which are recessed on opposite

sides to form supporting ledges. In combination with in-

dependent tire-carrying rims seate<l on said ledges at

least one of said rims having an Internal diameter ex-

ceeding the overall diameter of the wheel spokes so that

It does not bear thereon, and having Inwardly projecting

bracket-like lugs adapted to pass between adjacent spokes

and be rotateil In the plane of the wheel to seated posi-

tion on the supporting spoke ledges on the side of the

wheel adjacent the chassis without dismounting the

wheel from Its axle and means common to said rims for

securing the same to sal<l spokes, substantially as de-

scribed.

4. A wheel of the character descrll)ed having spokes,

'the solid outer ends of which are offset to form support-

ing ledges, in combination with Independent tire carrying

rims having internal diameters exceeding the overall dl-

aneter of the wheel spokes and having Inwardly project-

ing lugs adapted to be seate<i on the spoke ledges, said

rlms projecting respectively on opposite sides of the mid-

plane of the wheel, and means at each spoke and common
to both rlms for securing the latter to the spoke.

5. A wheel of the character described having spokes.

the solid outer ends of which are offset to form support-

ing ledges on opposite faces of the spokes. In combina-

tion with Independent tire carrying rlms having lugs

seated on said spoke ledges, one of said rims having an

internal diameter exceeding the overall diameter of the

wheel spokes and the lugs on which are adapted to pass

t>etween adjacent spokes and be rotated in the plane of

the wheel Into seated position on the spoke ledges on the

side of the wheel adjacent the chassis, together with bolts

common to the lugs of both rlms and i^asslng through

the spoke ends to hold said rlms in seated position on

the spoke ledges, substantially as described.

[Claims <> tu 10 not prlnte«l In the Gazette.]

1,230,617. INTERNAL -COMBUSTION ENGINE. Wil-

liam Joseph Still. London, England. Filed Dec. 6.

1913. Serial No. 804,927. (CI. 123—6.)

~
I
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1. The combination with an electrical Installation com-

|

Jacent the chassis to form supporting ledges In comblna-
prlslng two adjacent sections, the surge resistance of one I tlon with a tlre-carrylng rim having an Internal diameter

1. In an internal combustion engine adapted to operate

partially under steam, a combustion cylinder, a cylinder

Jacket forming part of a steam generator, a steam super-

heater, connections for leading steam from the generator

to the superheater, a feeil water heater, connections lead-

ing the combustion exhaust from the cylinder to the steam
superheater and thence to the feed water preheater.

2. In an Internal combustion engine adapted to operate

partially under steam, a combustion cylinder, a steam
generation system, a steam superheater, a feed water pre-

heater, connections leading water from the preheater to

the steam grenerator system, connections leading the com-
bustion exhaust from the cylinder to the steam super-

heater, theuce to the steam generator and thence to the

feed water preheater.

3. In an internal combustion engine adapted to operate
partially under steam, a combustion cylinder, a steam
generation system Including an ash pit, a steam super-

heater, a feed water preheater, connections leading water
from the preheater to the steam generator system, con-

nections leading the combustion exhaust from the cylinder

to the steam superheater, thence to the steam generator,

thence to the feed water preheater, and thence to nozzles

located in the ash pit of the steam generator.

4. In an internal combustion engine adapted to operate

partially under steam, a combustion cylinder, a cylinder

Jacket associated with a steam generator, a steam genera-

tor, a steam superheater, connections leading steam from
the cylinder Jacket and steam generator to the steam
superheater, a feed water heater, connections leading the

feed water to the steam generator and cylinder Jacket,

connections leading the exhaust gases from the engine

cylinder to the superheater thence to the generator and
thence to the feo«l water preheater.

5. In an Internal combustion engine adapted to oi)erate

partially under steam, an Internal combustion cylinder, a

Jacket for said cylinder, a preheater. connections for lead-

ing water Into said preheater and for leading water from
said preheater to said cylinder, a steam superheater, steam

connections from said Jacket to said superheater, and ex-

haust connections from said cylinder to said superheater

and from thence to said preheater.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,618. DISH-WASHING MACHI.VE. Clabbncb Ed-

ward Storck, Baltimore. Md. Filed Nov. 2, 1916. Se-

rial No. 129.196. (CI. 141—9.)

-**
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1. A dish-washing machine comprising a tub. a cage
centrally pivoted and rota table within the tub and having
a cover member slidably fltting Inside the top of the tub
and forming a lateral support for the cage, means securing
the cover upon the cage, and means to lift and rotate the
cage.

2. A dishwashing machine comprising a tub. a cage lo-

cated within the tub and having a central pivot engaging
a central l>earlng In the tub, a cover meml>er secured to

the cage and located within the top of the tub and being
of a diameter slightly less than the diameter of the top of

the tub so as to have gulde^l rotative relation therewith
to support the cage upright, and means carried by the
cover for rotating and lifting the cage.
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8. In a dish washing machlDe, a tub having an open top,

a cage of lesser diameter than the tub and pivoted to ro-

tate within the tub upon their major axes, a cover hlng-

edly secured to the cage and located within and rotatlvely

fitting the upper open end of the tub to support the cage

upright, and spaced bandies carried by the cover whereby
the cage and cover may be handled or rotated In the tub.

4. A dish-washing machine comprising a tub having an
open upper end, a cage centrally pivoted within the tub,

an annular flange carried by the cage extending below such
cage bottom but held out of engagement with the tub by
the central pivot, said flange being provided with a
notched annular t>ottom edge for the purpose of positively

temporarily supporting the cage against slipping when
resting upon the rim of the tub.

5. A dish washing apparatus comprising a tub having
in the center of Its t>ottom a bearing seat, a cage having
a bottom portion provided centrally with a pivot to rest

in said seat of the tub, a cover movably connected to the

cage and having diametrically opposite handles whereby
the attached cage may be carried, or oscillated on its cen-

tral bearing when disposed in the tub. the top of the cage
being below the rim of the tul>, when inserted, and the

cover being of such diameter as to rotatively fit within the
tub at its rim and thus laterally support and guide the
cage.

1,280.619. CARBURETER HEATING DEV'ICE. OLivn
P. Stricklbb and BinnETT* C. Lewis, .Mason City.

Iowa, assignors to Wonder Carburetor Heater Company,
a Corporation of Iowa. Filed Oct. 25, 1916. Serial No.
127,63.1. (CI. 219—88.)

1. A heater for carbureters comprising a casing, an in-

sulator bushing therein, u plug within the bushing, a tub-
ing carried by the casing and closed at one end, a resist-
ance wire within the tube and connected to the closed end
thereof and to said plug, and agate beads carried by the
wire to hold the same spaced from the tubing.

2. A heater for carbureters comprising a casing, an in-

sulator bushing therein, a plug within the bushing, a tub-
ing carried by the casing and closed at one end, the inner
end of said plug having a terminal opening and a trans-
verse opening communicating therewith, a resistance wire
having one end received in said terminal opening, a pin In
the transver^ opening for retaining the same in position,
the other end of the wire being connected to the closed
end of the tubing, and protecting means for the wire for
spacing the same from the tubing

3. A heater for carbureters comprising a casing, an in-

sulator bushing therein, a plug within the boshing, a tub-
ing carried by the casing and closeil at one end, a resist-

ance wire connected at one end to said plug, means for at-

taching the other end of the wire to the closed end of the
tubing, and means carried by the wire to hold the same
space«l from the tubing.

4. A heater for carbureters comprising a casing, an In-

sulator bushing therein, a plug «ithln the busking, a tub-

ing carried by the caaUi« and cloacd at one end. the said
casing and bushing having registering slots therein, means
positioned in the regl.stered slots to prevent accidental
withdrawal of the bushing, and a resistance element car-

ried by the plug.

5. A beater for carbureters comprising a casing, an la-

sulator bushing therein, a plug within the l>tt8hlng, a tub-
ing carried by the casing and closest at one end. and a re-

sistance wire within the tube and connected to the closed
end thereof and to said plug.

[Claliaa 6 to 8 not printed ip the (;axette.]

1^30,620. AEROPLANE. Frank E. i^i mmbhs, Mem-
phis, Mo. FUed July 11, 1916. Serial No. 108,702.

(CI. 244—13.

i

1. In aa aeroplane, a gilder structure having a fraaie, a
support for an aviator rigidly dependlBff from the frame,
manually actuated and mechanical propulsion mfaas
mounted In said frame, and resilient iii««dh •'onn*><-ted with
the support for partially supporting the frame Uy the aTl-

ator when starting and ending a flight.

8. In an aeroplane, a glider structure having a frame,
manually actuate<l and nie^hanical propulsion meaaa
mounted In said frame, a lifting rudder rwiaglagly sup-
ported on the frame, a steering rudder supported by saM
frame, manually controlled means for operating the steer-

ing rudder, restlient means for partially supportlnR the
frame by an aviator, and connections between the lifting

mdder and said resilient means for moving said ilftlaf

rudder by the bedy of the aviator.

5. An aeroplane having a frame, a plane carried tbere^
by, borlsnntal and vertical rudders, a depending support
for the aviator, a lewllient harness connected to the sup-

port for engaging the lio<ly of the aviator, means connected
to the harness and to the horlsontal ru<lder whereby the
forward and rearward swinging of the body will actuate
the horizontal rudder, and foot operated means connected
to the vertical rudder.

23. In an aeroplane, means for embracing the b^y and
shoulders of an aviator to sustain the aeroplane supported
when malrtng a landing and In the starting of a flight,

lifting and steering rudders i-ontroiled by said aviator,

means for supporting the aviator when enilTaced by the
first named means, and shock absorbing means Included in

said first named means.
[Claims 2. 4, and 6 to 22 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.230,621. CARBURETER. William H. Swain, Naah-
ville. Tenn. FUed May 9. 1916. Serial No. 96.393. (CL
261—63.)

1. In a carbureter, a casing having intake and mixing
chambers, a fuel delivery nozzle proJe<ting into said cas-

ing, a hood Inclosing said nozzle an<l communicating at its

forward end with said intake chamt>er, the rear end of said

hood being restricted, a valve plate hinged to the other end
of said hood and extending into and transversely of the
intake chamt>er. and means for moving said plate, sutntan-
tlally as described.

2. In a caii)ureter, a casing, a nozzle projecting iato

said casing, a hood In said casing inclosing <*»\<] nozale.

one eml of said hood being restr1cte<l. a plate bingedly
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aecteil to the other end of wM hood and harlnc Its sWe and through said reinforcing frame, said pta Berrlng to

etiges fitting closely to the sides of said casing, and means

for moving said plate, subatantially as des<Ti)>ed.

3. In a carbureter, a casing, a nozzle projecting into

aid casing and disposed slightly above the bottom thereof,

a hoo<1 inclosing said nozzle and having Its upper wall dis-

posed below the upper wall of said casing, the ends of said

hood being open, a plate hinged to the upper wall of said

casing at one end thereof and t>elng adapted to permit air

to flow either through or over said hood, and means for

moving said plate, pubsuntlally as described.

1,280.022. S.NOW PLOW. ARTHtR U. Talltn. Benson.

III. Filed Apr. 24. 1916. SerUl No. 93.232. (CI. 37—7.)

hold the tongue frame rigid with said reinforcing frame,

and means carried by the tongue and connected to the

plow for raising and lowering the plow.

1. A snow plow comprising a plow, a pair of standards

carried by said plow, a shaft secured to and supported by

said standards, a main frame plvotally mounted at Its for-

ward end upon said shaft, means for supporting the opi>o-

site end of said main frame, an operating lever plvotally

mounte<l upon said shaft, a wheeled axle disposed below

said main frame, links connecting said axle with the trans-

verse shaft and with said operating lever, and means for

actuating said lever to raise and lower the plow.

2. A snow plow comprising a plow, standards fixed at

the lower ends to said plow, a transverse shaft having

its opposite enils secured to and supported by said stand-

ards, a main frame plvotally mounted at its forward end

upon sai<l shaft, means for supporting the rear end of the

main frame, a wheeled axle disposed below the main frame,

links plvotally connected at their opposite ends to the

axle and trans\erse shaft, a vertically disposed yoke

shape*! lever plvotally mounted upon the transverse shaft,'

links connected to the said lever and the axle, and means

carried by the main frame and operatlvely connected to

said lever adapted to be actuated to raise and lower

the plow.

3. A snow plow comprising an open ended main frame,

a wh<'eled axle attached to and adapted to support the

front end of the frame, n plow attached to said frame,

a reinforcing frame mounted within the open end of said

main frame and fixed thereto, a tongue, a frame carried

by the tongue and detachably mounted within said rein-

forcing fram»*. means for holding the reinforcing frame

in fixed relatlou to the main frame, and means carried

by the tongue and connecte<l to the plow for raising and

lowering the plow.

4 A snow plow comprising an open ended main frame,

a whe»'lecl axle attached to and adapted to support the

front end of the frame, a plow attached to said frame,

a reinfoning frame inounte<l within the open end of said

main frame and rigid therewith, a tongue, a frame carried

by the tongue detachably mounted within said reinforcing

frame, a coupling pin carried by the forward end portion

of the tongue and extending through the tongue frame

1.230,623. SANITARY GARBAGE-CAN. LOtJls TlviN.

Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to Elsie S. Phillips, Brooklyn,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 13, 1916. Seflal No. 136.745. (Cl.

220—22.)

1. The combination with a receptacle and cover there-

for, of means for mounting the cover for swinging move-

ment, yieldable means operating to automatically return

the cover from an opened to a closed position, means for

holding the cover In an opened position a>:alnst the action

of said yieldable means, and said holding means automati-

cally assuming an inactive position when released.

4. The combination with a receptacle and cover there-

for, of a vertically disposed shaft, spaced bearings for

said shaft, said bearings being secured within the recep-

tacle, said shaft projecting through the cover and fixed

relative thereto whereby rotation of the shaft will swing

the i-over to an open position, a spring colled about the

shaft at a point between the bearings, said spring having

one end detachably associated with the shaft and its oppo-

site end removably secured to the receptacle, said spring

operating to automatically return the cover from an open

to a closed position, and means for holding the cover

in an opened position against the Influence of said spring.

[Claims 2 and 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,624. HOG-FEEDER. JESsa J. Tavis. Ford, Ky.

Piled Dec. 27. 1916. Serial No. 139,083. (Cl. 119—16.)

1. A device of the kind described comprlstnir an ele-

vated, portable housing, having reticulated sides, and

hinged covers, a feed hopper arranged longitudinally the

full length of said bousing, and closed by a portion of said

covers, a trough receiving material from said hopper, the

hopper and trough dividing said housing Into two sepa-

rate compartments, end entrances to said compartments.
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vertically swinging doors normally closing said entrances,
and hinged end platforms, adapted when lifted to cover
said doors.

2. Id a combined hog trough and house, skids, a flooring
supported on said skids, a roof formed of a plurality of
hinged vertically lifting sectlonc. end members for said
housing, wire side members, a troujjh arranged centrally
and longitudinally In the housing and extending from end
to end. a hopper arranged above said trough and of the
same length, a portion of the hinged roof sections form-
ing covers for the hopper, said hopper dividing the hous-
ing Into two compartments, and the remaining hinged
roof sections opening respectively into said compartments,
the end members having openings leading respectively
Into the hopper and Into said compartments, swinging
doors for said openings, and hinged end platforms lead-
ing when in lowered position to the compartment doors
and when elevated covering said doors and preventing exit
of the animals conflne<l In said bousing.

1.230,626. ELECTROMECHANICAL TOY. Walter E
Thaybr, Brooklyn. N. Y. Flle<l Apr." 28. 1916. Serial
No. 94,173. (CI. 46—69.)

1. A current distributer for an electricallv propelled
vehicle comprising a stationary memt>er. arms movably
upported by the memt)er and having electrical connection
with the motor of the vehicle, means for lengthening and
shortening the connections between the arms and said mo-
tor of the vehicle, and means for conducting electric cur-
rent to the arms.

2. The combination with an electric motor vehicle of a
current distributer comprising a member, an electric cur-
rent conducting cable connected to the member, movable
arms carried by said member and In electrical connection
with the cable, a windlass mounted in the vehicle, electrl
cal connections between the motor and windlass and also
between the movable arms and said windlass, and means
for operating the windlass for the winding on and the
unwinding from of the connections l>etween the same and
the arms.

3. The combination with an electric motor vehicle, of a
current distributer comprising a stationary support and
movable members, means for distributing electric current
through the movable members to the motor of the vehicle,
and means for actlnx upon the last name<l means for vary-
ing the length thereof to regulate the position of the ve-
hicle with respect to the distributer.

4. The combination with an electric motor vehicle, of a
current distributer therefor. Including an annulus two
arms Insulated one from the other and mountetl for rota-
tion In unison upi>n the annulus. supply current conduc-
tors connected electrically to said arms, and < urrent con
dactora connected respectively to the t.-rmlnals of said
arms and to the motor of the vehicle.

5. The combination with an electric motor vehicle, of a
current distributer therein, including an annulus. two
arms Insulatetl one from the other and mounte<l for rota-
tion In unison upon the annulus. supply current conductors
connectetl electrically to said arms, current conductors con-
nected respectively to the terminals of said arms and to
the motor of the vehicle, and means for regulating the
length of said last conductors to determine the dlsUnce
of the vehicle from the distributer.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the (iazette.]

1.230.626. LUMINOUS PENDANT. G.obg. B. ThoMaS.
Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to The Bryant Electric
Company, Bridgeport. Conn., a Corporation of Con-
necticut. Piled Mar. 28. 1917. SerUl No. 157.999.
(a. 240—1.)

1. A luminous pendant of the type describe,!, compria-

f,Jl
^b-m^'^ed translucent casing. luminous materialwithin the chamber of said casing, a washer overlying

«a d chamber, a cap secured to «ild washer and a coupllng sleeve connected to the .-ap and affording means fordetachably connecting the pendant to a chain.
[Claima 2 and 3 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1.230.627. SQCARE-tiAGE. BotD S. Tho
Rapids. Mich Filed June
103.963. (CI. 33—170.)

MP80K. Grand
16. 1916. Serial No.

I

^I
^.r

1. As an article of manufacture, for use on the gradu-
ated blade of a square, a oirrler slotted for said blade, a
threaded rod sUdably held at one edge of said carrier, a
nut threaded on said rod and held in said carrier against
movement axUlly of said rod. a slotted bar aecnred to one
end of said rod and adapted to straddle said blade, a set-
acrew for locking said Ur to ^ald blade, to permit carrier
adjustment on said blade by the rotation of said nut. a set-
screw for locking said carrier to said bUde after such ad-
justment, and a scriber on said carrier.

2. As an article of manufacture, for use on the gradu-
ated blade of a square, a carrier slotted to receive said
blade and open at the side to reveal the graduations, an
arm extended from said carrier surfaced on Its upper
side, a aerlber adJusUbly held on said arm. said opening
being formed to present a surface contiguous to said
graduations and in line with the surfaced upper side of
said arm. and a surface contiguous to said graduatlona
and In line with the upper surface of said scriber and
means for adjustably locking said carrier to a bUde
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1.2 30.62 8. SBLF-AIUUSTING SHAFT BEARING.

Waltxb B. TiTVB and Jcrr I'a8HIS8KY. Cedar Rapids.

Iowa. Filed Jan. 5. 1917. Serial No. 140.868. (CI.

64—56.)

plurality of slots adjacent the divided ends, and clips ex-

tending across the divided ends and engaging the plural-

1 A bearing comprising a shaft box. « cap movably as-

aodated with said box. means for connecting the cap to

•Aid boT means for holding the connecting means against

displacement, and means operating between the latter men-

tioned means and cooperating with the confronting ex-

tremities thereof for yieldingly moving the cap section In

a direction toward the shaft box.

4 A hearing embodyln>f a shaft box provided with

guldewavs. supporting arms Inserted in said guldeways

and each having a slot, a movable section slldably mounted

on the supporting arms, means extending through the

Blots of said arms for operatlvely holding the sections to-

gether, and means carried by the shaft box engaging with

the confronting extremities of the latter mentioned means

for yieldingly moving the cap section in a direction toward

the shaft box.

7. A bearing embodying a shaft box. supporting arms

detachably connected with said box and provided with

slots, a cap slldably mounted on said supporting arma.

keys passing through the slots of the supporting arms, a

post carrle<l by said cap. a Mock mounted on said post and

engaging with the confronting ends of the keys, and means

for exerting a tension on the block to yieldingly move the

cap In a direction toward the shaft box.

9. A bearing comprising a shaft box. supporting arms

having slots carried by aald box. a cap slldably mounted

on said supporting arms, a post carried by said cap. keys

having recesseil heads movably mounttHi In the slots of

said supporting arms, and means carried by the post and

reposing upon the rece«se<l heads of the keys for auto-

matically moving the keys in a direction to permit of the

cap being automatically moved In a direction toward the

shaft box.

(Claims 2, 3. 5. 6. and 8 not printed In th« Gasette.J

Ity of slots, said clips having bent portions to secure the

same in position to hold the divided ends together.

1.230.630. RAIL -TIE FASTENER. EWA H. TBArT.

Franklin. Pa., assignor of forty-five one-hundredtfis to

Lewis Overturf. Franklin. Pa. Filed June 27. 1916.

SerUl No. 106.211. (CI. 28S—5.)

1.230.629. I>EVICE FOR CLEANING SHAFTING. Ab-

THTB Hen»t Townlet. Manchester. England. Filed

Nov. 7. 1916. Serial No. 130.084. (CI. 64—29.)

1. A device for cleaning shafting comprising a dlscoldal

ple<^ of sUtted material having a hole forme<l In Its cen

ter and a plurality of (ross shaped clips for uniting the

dlvlde«l ends of the material substantially as described.

2. A device for cleaning shafting comprising a dlscoldal

piece of slltted leather lK)ard having a central opening

and coated with a grease proof preparation, the leather

board having slots each side the silt, and means extending

across the silt to hold the ends together.

3. A device for cleaning shafting comprising a dlscoldal

plei-e of material formed with a central opening and ra-

dially silt, and means extending at right angle* to the slit

including projections which pass through openings formed

in the material each side of the silt to secure the divided

ends of the material together.

4. A device for cleaning shafting comprising a dVscoidal

piece of slltted material having a central opening and a

1. A rail fastening device comprising a metallic base,

having an opening, a two part fastenw in the opening

comprising a cam. having a reduced part forming a swivel

and a disk having rib engaging a groove or slot in the

lower part of the cam and means for fastening the two

together.

6. In combination with a rail and a metallic rest for

the rail provided with a circular opening, a gib bearing

upon the flange of the rail, a fastening device rotatably

mounted in the opening and having a lateral cam action

with the gib and overlapping the same.

8. In combination with a rail and a metallic rest for

the rail provided with a circular opening, a gib bearing

upon the flange of the rail, a fastening device rotatably

mounted in the opening and having a lateral cam action

with the gib and overlapping the same, means operated

from a point beneath the rest for detachably mounting the

device in the opening, each end of said gib being shaped

to engage two of the sides of the rests and allow move-

ment of the gib upon the rest in a direction away from

the rail.

[Claims 2 to 5, 7, 9, and 10 not printed in the Gasette.l

.230.681. GEAR OR WORM WHEEL. Wii.LIBALD

Tri.vks. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor, by mesne assign

menta, to National Brush Washing Machine Company.

Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Delaware. Filed

Aug. 1, 1916. Serial No. 112.488. (CI. 74—36.)

5Ssnnsm^^s?^

'-CS*

1. A gear or worm wheel provided with a flat bearing

surface at right angles to its axis and substantially In
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the line of thp t-enter of the teeth for axial forces, and
a cylindrical bearing surface for angular forces, substan
tlally as described.

2. In a gear or worm whe<»l mounting, the combination
of a flzM bearing provldeii wUh a flat bearing surface
and an annular interior bearing surface whose axis is at
right angles to said Hat bearing surface, and a toothed
wheel provided with a flat bearing surface substantially
in lin«' with the center of the teeth, engaging said first
named flat bearing surface, for axial forces, and a hub
having an exterior cylindrical bearing surface Journaled
In said annular Interior bearing .surface, for angular
forces, substantially as described.

1.2 80.63 2. POST DRIVER. Horace C. Upch I RCH,
Steelvllle. an.l Thojias H. Houston. Salem, Mo
Filed S»pt. 27. 1916. Serial No. 122.493. (CI. 61—13.)

1. In an apparatus of the clasu described, the combi-
nation of a platform, an element carried thereby and hav-
ing longitudinal and axial adjut'tnient relative thereto,
standards plvotally conntnted to said element and ad-
justable therewith, means adjustable longitudinally of
said platform and connected to said standards for also
adjusting the same whereby to secure a vertical position
thereof, and means for operating the weight between said
standards for driving a post.

4. In an apparatus of the class dpscrlb*^!, the combina-
tion of a platform, bearing blocks supported at one end
thereof, a yoke member having a shank mounted between
said bearing blocks and provided with rack teeth, a gear
also mounted between said blocks and engaging said rack
teeth for adjusting said joke member longitudinally of
said platform, standards plvotally connected to said yoke
member and adjustable therewith, means adjustable rela-
tive to the platform and tonnpcted to said standards for
also adjusting the same whereby to secure a vertical po-
sition thereof, .ind means for operating a weight between
said standards for driving a post.

6. In an apparatus of the class described, the combina-
tion of a platform, a yoke member mounted on the plat-
form and having longitudinal and axial adjustment rela-
tively thereto, standards plvotally mounted on the yoke
and adjustable thor»-wlth, means connected with the stand-
ards and adjustable relatively to the platform for ad-
Ju.stlng the standards reUtlvely to the yoke, and means
for operating a weight between the standards for driving
a post.

(Claims 2, 3. and 5 not printed in the Gacette.]

.230.633. CINEMATOGRAPH AND GRAMOPHONE
MACHINE. Fwu>iNA.\D vo.v Maoalch New York N Y
assignor to The Rotary Photographic Co. Ltd.! West
Drayton. England, a Corporation of Great Brluin and
Ireland. Filed June 22. 1915. Serial No. 35.637. {CI.
Oo— 1 o.2

.

)

/,«?v'

„A ^° ' cinematograph, the comblnati.>u with a t>ox aHd for said hox, driving mechanism for said cinematograph
contained within said box and Including a worm wheela gramophone carrle,! by said bo.x an.l lid, and me, hanlsa
for operating same Including a worm wheel, the wormwheel of the cinematograph and that of the gramophone
being arranged at right angles to each other so that theymay connect and disconnect as the Ud u close,! or opened

-i. in a cinematograph the combination of a box a lidfor said box. a driving mechanism for said cinematograph
contained within said box and including . worm whe;i
a gramophone carried by said Ih,x an.l lid mechanism for
operating same including a worm wheel, the worm wh^l
of the cinematograph an.l that of the gramophone l,elngarranged at right angles to each other so that they mayconnect and disconnect as the lid 1. closed and opener! an,lmeans for disconnecting one of the worm wheels from
ita driving mecbaniam when the lid is closed.

1.230634^ PLUSHINO-VALVE. Frank L. Wh,t». To-
peka. Kans. Filed Apr. 27, 1916. Serial No. 93.932.
\K.l. 4—o.)

In a flushing device, the combination with a dls* harge
pipe and a flushing Talre, of a non-nietalllc bo<ly located at
one end of said discharge pipe and having a valve seat
formed thereon to be enjrajted by the valve, an annular
shoulder formed on the body and overlying the adjacent
end of the pipe, a gasket interposal between the shoulder
and the pipe, a nut threade.1 on the mentioned end of
the discharge pipe, and an annular flanjre formed on the
not engaging orer the shoulder on the body.
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1,230.680. SHEET-FEEDING PROCESS FOR METAL-
KXPANDINO MACHINES. Herbert E. White,

Yoangatown. Ohio, assignor to The General Flreproof-

Ing Company, Youngstown. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio.

Filed S*pt. 4, 1913. Serial No. 788,155. CI. 164—6.6.)

(

1. In the art of expanding slitted sheet metal, the

proces* which consists In starting the opening of the

strands in the following blank, before the blank In advance

thereof has paaaed from the expanding mechanism, by

feeding the blanks with their ends In overlapped en-

gagement.
2. In the art of expanding slitted sheet metal, the

hereindescribed process which conalats in starting the

opening of the strands at a corner of the blank, before

the blank in advance thereof has passed from the ex-

panding me<-hanl9m, by feeding the blanks with their ends

In overlappe.1 engagement.

3. In the art of expanding slitted sheet metal, the

hereindescribed process which consists In causing a rear

corner of the blank within the expanding mechanism to

communicate a deflecting pressure upon an advancing

corner of the following sheet to start the opening of the

atrands in the latter.

4. In the art of expanding slitted sheet metal, the

hereindescribed process which consieta in causing the

sheet within the expanding mechanism to exert a deflect-

ing pressure upon a ••orner portion of the following sheet

to thereby initiate the op^-nlng of the strands in the latter

aad to cause a regi.sterlng interlocking of the two sheets.

prime motor mounted on the frame, a drive axle having

traction wheels and ratchet wheels on opposite extremities

thereof, a frame adjustably mounted on the front extrem-

ity of the main frame and extending above and below the

latter and embodying upper and lower palra of shafts

with sprocket wheels thereon and having pairs of chain

belts trained thereover, a part of the shafts and sprocket

wheels being held by the lower portion of this adjustable

frame below the main frame, the chain belts of each pair

being spaced and connected at different points, means

between the prime motor and the said chain belts for

operating the latter, and power increasing levers ful-

crumed on the axle and having a loose engagement with

the connections of the chain belts and alternately re-

ciprocated by the latter In reverse directions, the levers

carrying at their rear ends beyond the axles interme-

diately fulcrumed shoes with upper and lower pawls to

engage the ratchet wheels on the axle.

1.230,0.36. MACHINE FUR TURNING DOWN THE
EDGES OF CLOTH OF WEARING-APPAREL IN THE
PROCESS OF MANUFACTURE. William Wilkie,

Dennlstoun, «;iasgow, Scotland. Filed Apr. 14, 1917.

Serial No. 162.206. (CI. 223—55.)

1. In a machine of the class described In combination,

• table, a slldable element movable on the surface of said

table, outer infolders having knife-edges and actuated

by said movable element, a bar or rod fixed relatively to

said table, blocks adjustable along said bar or rod. and

links or arms connecting said bar to said Infolders.

2. In a machine of the class described In combination,

outer lateral Infolders. a pair of oppositely inclined arms
plvote<l at one end, central .lies or templets attached to

the non -pivoted ends of aald arms, and means whereby

said t-entral dies or templets may be moved apart toward

said infolders or together as desired, said means compris-

ing a central lever and a rod extending at right angles to

said lever, said rod being slldably mounted on said lever

and said dies being slldably mounted on said rod.

1.280.637. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR TRACTORS.
Clarence B. Williams, Keystown. Saskatchewan.

Canada. Filed Oct. 24. 1916. SerUl No. 127.442. (Cl.

74—54.)
1. In a mechanism of th< class specified for operating

a traction engine, the .-onibiuatlon of a main frame, a

2. In a mechanism of the class specified for operating

a traction engine, the comblBation of a main frame hav-

ing an axle with traction wheels and ratchet wheels on

opposite extremities thereof, a prime motor mounted on

the frame, reciprocating levers fulcrumed on the axle and

carrjing trunnion shoes provided with upper and lower

pivoted pawls to engage the ratchet wheels and rotate

the latter In opposite directions, the pawls being movable
Independently of the shoes, mechanism connecte.1 to the

prime motor for alternately reciprocating the said levers,

and means for adjusting the shoes carrying the pawls.

3. In a mechanism of the class specified for operating

traction engines, the combination of a main frame pro-

vided with an axle having traction and ratchet wheels

thereon, a prime motor on the main frame, mechanism

adjustably held on the front extremity of the main frame

and comprising opposite pairs of chain belts, each pair of

chain belts having connecting means and the two pairs

of belts being in different positions, connecting devices

between the chain belts and the prlmt motor for operating

the said belts, tensioning means for the chain belts, por-

tions of the chain belts extending below the main frame

and shlftable with the said mechanism In forward and

rearward directions relatively to the main frame, means

for changing the speed of the chain belts, and levers ful-

crume<l on the axle and having their forward extremities

engaging the connections of the chain belts and recipro-

cated in opposite directions by said belts, the rear extremi-

ties of the levers having swinging shoes mounted therein

and provided with upper and lower plvote*! pawls to en-

gage the ratchet wheels.

4. In a mechanism of the class specified for operating

traction engines, the combination of a main frame pro-

vided with an axle havlne traction an.l ratchet wheels

thereon, a prime motor mounted on the frame, an ad-

justable frame mounted on the front extremity of the

main frame and projecting above and l)elow the latter

and provide*! with shafts at the upper and lower portions

of opposite sides thereof, a part of the shafts l>elng l>elow

the main frame and phlftable with the adjustable frame

in forward and rearward directions, the said shafts having

sprocket wheels on the inner and outer emls thereof and

In alinement. chain belts trained over said sprocket

wheels, cross shafts mounted In a portion of said sap-

ports in nllnement with the first named shafts and having
I

terminal sprocket wheels spared from the inner sprocket

' wheels of the latter shafts, chain belts engaging the latter
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sprocket wheels, mechanism between the prtme motor and
a portion of said shafts and sprocket wheels and op-
erating all the sprocket wheels and belts at a uni-
form speed, levers connected at one end of each to
different parts of the Inner chain belts of the pairs of
shafts, mechanism for varying the speed of the said
sprocket wheels and pairs of chain belta. and adjustable
means carried by the rear ends of the levers to engage the
ratchet wheels and operative to impart a reverse move-
ment to the latter and to the axle.

5. In a mechanism of the class specified for operatJag
traction engines, the combination of a main frame pro-
vided with an axle having traction and ratchet wheels
thereon, a prime motor mounted on the main frame, a
frame fulcrumed on the front extermlty of the main frame
and projecting partially above and below the latter, the
said fulcrumed frame having shafts bearing therein and
provided with sprocket wheels engage<l by chain belts In
part arranged In pairs adjacent to each other with clear
spaces between them, a part of the shafts carried by the
fulcrumed frame being below the main frame and movable
with the said fulcrumed frame In forward and rearward
directions below the main frame, means between the said
prime motor and shafts for regularly and continuously
driving the shafts, sprocket wheels and chain belts, mech-
anism for modifying the speed of the shafts, sprocket
wheels and chain belt.s. levers connecte<l to transversely
opposite portions of the adjacent pairs of chain belts at
different points relatively to the pairs of belts, said levers
being fulcrumed on the axle, swinging shoes carried by
the rear extremities of the levers and having upper and
lower plvote<l pawls to engage the ratchet wheels, and
resilient means connected to the shoes to hold the pawls
In engagement with the ratchet wheels.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.638. MIXER. Oborob
rtah. Filed May 23, 1916.
259—43.)

Albert Wil.liai(s, Lark.
Serial No. 9«.387. (CI.

1. In an agitator or mixer, the combination of an ex-
ternal receptacle adapte<l to contain a body of liquid to a
determined level, an Inner receptacle in communication
at Its upper portion with the upper portion of the outer
receptacle, said Inner receptacle being spaced from said
outer receptacle, agitating means within the inner recep-
tacle, aerating moans within the outer receptacle, and a
discharge outlet at the bottom of said Inner receptacle.

2. An agitator or mixer of the character described
comprising an outer receptacle adapted to contain a body
of liquid In Its lower portion to a predetermined level,
an Inner receptacle disposed within said outer receptacle
and In spaced relation thereto. sal<l Inner receptacle t>elng
in coramunlcatlon at Its top with the top of the outei
receptacle, the space between said receptacles above th€
body of liquid forming a passage for the upflow of the
iiLaterlal under treatment by flotation action, agitating
means within the inner receptacles, and means within
the outer receptacle above the level of the body of liquid
for discharging streams of air Into said passage.

3. A mixer or afflutor of the character described com-
prising an outer recepUcle having a lower receiving
space for a supporting body of liquid, an Inner receptacle
In spaced relation thereto to provide an intervening
passage communicating with the upper portion of said
inner receptacle, said passage being adapted to contain a
body of oil and water of less specific gravity than said
supporting body of liquid agitating means within the
Inner receptacle, an outlet from the l>ottom of said inner
receptacle, and aerating means within said receptacles.

4. A mixer or agitator of the character described com-
prising an outer receptacle having a lower containing
space for a supporting body of liquid, an Inner receptacle
arranged within the outer receptacle In spaced relation
thereto to provide an Intervening fiow passage adapted to
conUin a floUtlon body of oil and water and communicat-
ing at Its top with the top of the Inner receptacle, a series
of superposed deflectors disposed within the inner recep-
tacle, an outlet from the bottom of said Inner receptacle.
and a series of rotary agitators arranged within the Inner
receptacle beneath the respective deflectors.

5. A mixer or agitator of the character described com-
prising an outer receptacle having a receiving space at
Its bottom for a supporting body of liquid, an Inner recep-
tacle arranged within the outer receptacle In spaced rela-
tion thereto and forming an Intervening passage for the
reception of a floution body of oil and water, said pas-
sage communicating at Its upper end with the top of
said inner receptacle, aglUtors arrange<l st different levels
within said inner receptacle, a discharge outlet at the
bottom of the inner receptacle, and conical deflectors
within the Inner recepUcle above the respective agltatori.

[<^'Ialms 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.639. SEMI-AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM.
BBR.yAai. D. Willis. Chicago. 111., assignor to Auto-
matic Electric Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of
Illinois. Filed Oct. 7, 1913. Serial No. 79S.947 (a.
179—27.)

1- 1b a telephone system, a called line, an A operator's
board, a U-operator s board, automatic switches for ex-
tending connection from said B-operators board to the
(alleil line, a signal on said AH>perator s board, and auto-
matic means <ontrolle<I by said B-operator to operate said
signal when said automatic switches attempt to make
connection with a busy line.

2. In a telephone system, a called line, an A-operator'a
board, a B-operator s board, automatic switches for ex-
tending connection from said B operator s board to the
calletl line, a visual signal on said A operators board, and
automatic means controlled by said B-operator for Inter-
mittently operating said signal when said automatic
switches attempt to make connection with a busy line.

3. In a telephone system, a called line, an A-operator'a
board, a B operators bt)ard. automatic switches, means
for extending connection from said B operator s board to
said switches, means for controlling said switches for
extending connection to said called line, a signal at said
A operators board, a relay bridged across the conductors
of the talking circuit at said B-operator's hoard, means
controlled by said B operator for Intermlttentlv varying
the reslsUnce of said bridge when said automatic switches
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attempt to make connection with busy line, and means
controlled by the variation of said current for Intermit-

tently operating said signal.

4. In a telephone system, a called line, an A-operator's
board, a B-operator's l>oard. automatic switches, means
for extending connection from said A-operator's board to

said B-operator's board and from said B-operators board to

said automatic switches, means controlled by said auto-
matic switches for extending connection to the called

line, a signal on said A-operator's board, a bridge across
the conductors of the talking circuit, means controlled
by said B-operator for Increasing the flow of current
through said bridge when said automatic switches attempt
to make connection with a busy line, and mesins controlled

by said Increased flow of current for operating said signal.

n. In a telephone system, a i-alleil line, an A-operator's
board, a B-operator's board, automatic switches, means
for extending cx>nnectlon from said A-operator's board to

aid B-operator's board and from said B-operator's board
to said automatic switches, means controlled by said
automatic switches for extending connection to the called

line, a signal on said A-operator's board, a bridge across

the conductors of the talking circuit, means controlled

by said B-operator for Intermittently increasing the flow

of current through said bridge when said automatic
sm-itches attempt to make connection with a busy line, and
means controlled by said Increased flow of current for In-

termittently operating said signal.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1.280,640. VEGETABLE-CUTTER. Locis E. Apams,
Raven. Alberta. Canada. Filed Oct. 11. 1916. Serial

No. 125.057. (Cl. 146

—

11.)

-,.t

A cutter comprising a table provlde<l with an opening,
a shaft fixed to the table, a disk having an upntandlng
centrally located sleeve which Is Journaled on the shaft,

said disk also tiaving openings, knife blades mounted at
the openings In the disk, rollers Journaled upon the table

and supporting the edge portions of the <llsk. a panel
mouDteil on the table over the disk an<i supporting a re-

ceptacle alKive the openings In the table, said panel having
an opening through which said sleeve passes and means
mounted on the panel for rotating the disk and being de-
tachably connected with the sleeve.

1.280.641. AEROPLANE. Vincent Ajello. IMttsburgh.

Pa. Filed Apr. 21. 1913. Serial No. 762.591. (Cl.

244— 14.1

1. In an aeroplane, the combination with a central fore
and aft main or truss frame having a carrying body sus-

pended therefrom, sustaining planes extending to either

side of said main frame, a driving propeller at the forward
end of the axis of said plane and an auxiliary propeller
above the rear end of said frame, a motor within said

carrying Ixnly and an operative connecting member adapt-
ed to connect said motor with one or the other of said
propellers respectively.

2. In aeroplanes, the combination with a rigid central
fore and aft main or truss frame having a passenger car-
rying body suspende<l from the fore and aft median line
thereof, rigid sustaining planes rigidly connected with
said truss frame and extending to either side thereof, a
driving propeller at the forward end of the axis of said
frame, and an auxiliary propeller carried by and extending
above the rear end of said frame, a motor within said car-
rying body and an operating member arranged to connect
said motor either with said forward propeller or said rear
propeller at will and longitudinal floats located at either
side of and spaced away from said main passenger carrying
member, and in substantially the same horizontal plane
therewith, whereby the machine may also be sustained
in stable equilibrium upon a body of water.

3. In an aeroplane, the combination with a main frame
having a carrying body suspended therefrom, said body
having lateral floats secured thereto, and •xtendlng par-
allel therewith upon either side, a pair of sustaining planes
extending laterally from said main frame, said planes each
being concavo-convex in form and inclined upwardly and
outwardly from said frame at their forward ends, a driv-
ing propeller mounted upon the forward end of the axis of
said planes, an auxiliary propeller mounted at the rear end
of said frame and above and to the rear of said plane,
horizontal and vertical deflecting planes mounted at the
rear end of said carrying body, a driving motor and steer-
ing apparatus connected with said propellers and said
deflecting planes, respectively, located within said carry-
ing body.

1.280.642. ROCKING-CHAIR. Vicente Albano. Rosarlo,
Argentina. Filed Mar. 12. 1917. SerUl No. 154.388.
(a. 155—18.)

1. A rocking chair, comprising a pair of counterpiirt
elliptical sides, tie-bars connecting the same, and a scat
fixed between said sides and disposed entirely within the
confines of an Imaginary plane connecting the peripheral
edges thereof, said sides adapted to be rocked In either
direction through an arc sufficiently great to cause the
chair to turn a complete somersault.

2. A rocking chair, comprising a pair of counterpart
elliptical sides, tie-bars connecting the same, a seat fixed
between said sides and disposed entirely within the con-
fines of an imaginary plane connecting the peripheral
edges thereof, and fastening means for se< urlng the body
of the occupant to said seat, said sides adapted to be
rocked In either direction through an arc sufficiently great
to cause the chair to turn a complete somersault.
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1,230.643. COVER-PLATE FOR FLUSH EBCEPTACLES.
Cabl Ebic ANDEH80N, Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to

The Bryant Pilectric Company, Bridgeport. Conn., a
Corporation of Connecticut. Filed May 2, 11)16. Serial
No. 96,009. (CI. 247—5.)

1. A face plate comprising a tbln sheet of relatively

aoft metal forming a facing plate and a lining plate of

relatively strong sheet metal therefor, both facing and
lining plates being beveled at their margins and united

by the entry of the edge of the lining plate into the metal
of the facing plate under the displacing heavy pressure

of a die.

3. A face plate (omprising a thin sheet of relatively

soft sheet metal forming a facing plate and a lining plate

therefor of relatively hard sheet metal, both facing and
lining plates t>eing bevel*>d at their margins and the facing

plate having an edge which extends beyond the bevel of

the lining plate, an*l having a shouldered engagement with
the latter Incident to the penetration of the inner face of

the relatively soft facing plate by the edge of the rela-

tively hard lining plate, whereby said facing and lining

plates are united.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,644. SIGN CHARACTER. Harbt F. AXDnso.f,
Marion. Ind. Filed Apr. 9. 1914. Serial No. 830,741.

(CI. 40—141.)

np>-2VS;ffSS?«

A sign character comprising a hollow body having a
marginal flange, the outer faces of said body and flange

being transparent, the Inner face of aald t>ody portion
t>eing translucent and the inner face of said flange being

shipped and having a decorative coating applied to its

inner face.

1,230,645. ILLUMINATLNG APl'LIANCE. FBBDIBICK
AtrocBTi's Andkcws and Thomas Gaskell allbn,
Westminster. London. England. Filed Nov. 9, 1916.
Serial No. 60,612. (CI. 240—108.)

-rf

1. An Illuminating appliance comprlMlng materials in-

terposed between light tranamitting protective parts, and

means for securing said parts, said means comprising a
binder integral with the protruding interposed material
so arranged that same can be made to embrace said
parta

2. An Illuminating appliance comprl.sing materials In-

terposed between light transmitting protective parts,
means for securing said parts together, said means com-
prising a rim formed on one of said parts and adapted to
engage the other part, and means for locking said parts
against unintentional relative movement.

8. An illuminating appliance consisting of an inner
glass light transmitting part, an onter gla.ts light trana
mlttlng part, said parts l»eing of curbed form, an inter-
posed layer of flexible material, means for producing a
leaded light effect thereon, and means for fastening these
parts together.

4. An Illuminating appliance comprising materials in-

terposed between light transmitting protective parts,
means for producing a leaded light effect thereon, said
materials being inserted as a patchwork, and opaque
strips applied to said protective parts and caused to fol-
low the contour of the Individual patches.

5. An Illuminating appliance comprising materials In-
terposed between light transmitting protective parts,
means for securing said parts together, said means com-
prising a rim formed on one of said parts, and locking
means adapted to engage said rim and the other part to
lock said parts against unintentional relative movement.

1.230,646. SHAFT COUPLIX*;. Me.vry P. Arndt. Am-
aton. Conn., assignor of two-thirds to Charles M. Ams.
New York. N. Y. Piled Sept. 20. 1916. Serial No
121.305. (CI. 64—13.)

H-J

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion, with two alined shafts, of a disk element fixed upon
each shaft at the meeting ends of said shafts, one of said
disk elements being provided with a series of equidls-
tantly dispone^l peripheral retaining notohea. and the other
disk element having pivoted at the periphery thereof a
locking arm adapted to be received and engaged by one
of said retaining notches, selectively, and means for re-
movably »e<'iiring said arm in Its engaging position.

2. lu a device of the • baracter dewcribed. the combina-
tion, with two alinetl shafts, of a disk element fixed upon
each shaft at the meeting ends of said shafts, one of said
disk elements l)elnK provideii with a series of egui<Ua-
tantly disposed peripheral retaining notches, and the
other disk element having pivoted at tke periphery there-
of a locking arm adaptinl to be received and engaged by
one of said retaining notches sele<-tively, a loose ring
a.Hsociated with said first mentioned disk element and pro-
vided with a peripheral recess adapted to receive the end
of said arm when the latter Is In Its engaging position,
and means for removably securing said arm end within
said recess.

3. In a device of the character de8crlt>ed, the combina-
tion, with two alined shafts, of a disk element flxe<l upon
each shaft at the meeting ends of said shafts, one of said
disk elements being provided with a series of equldis-
tantly disposed peripheral retaining notches, and the
other disk element having pivoted at the periphery there-
of a plurality of lo< king arms adapted to be received and
engage«J by the retaining notches opposite said arms, se-
lectively, and means for removably securing said arms in
their engaging positions.
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4. In a device of the character described, the combina-

tion, with two alined shafts, of a disk element fixed upon

each shaft at the meeting ends of said shafts, one of said

disk elements >»elng provlde<l with a series of equidls-

tantly disposed peripheral retaining notches, and the

other disk element having pivoted at the p<«rlphery there-

of a plurality of locking arms adapted to be received and
engaged by corresponding retaining notches, selectively,

a loose ring assoclate<l with said first-mentioned disk ele-

ment and provlde<l with p<>rlpheral recesses adapted to re-

ceive the ends of said .nrms when the latter are In their

engaging positions, and means for removably securing

said arm ends within said recesses.

5. In a device of the character described, the combi-

nation, with two alined shafts, of a disk element fixed

upon each shaft at the meeting ends of said shafts, one of

said disk elements being provlde<l with a series of equl-

distantly disposed peripheral retaining notches, and the

other disk element having pivoted at the periphery there-

of a locking arm adapted to l>e received and engaged by

one of said retaining notches, selectively, and means for

removal>ly securing said arm In Its engaging position,

said arm comprising a series of plates slightly spaced

apart at the pivoted end only of said arm whereby the

remaining major portions of said plates are normally

held in a slightly separate<l condition.

[Claim 6 not printed in the (iazette.]

1.230.647, TOOL HOLDER. Victor H. Acbich and
ALOIS CiHAK. Jersey City. N. J. Filed July 15, 1916.

Serial No. 109,460. (CI. 82—11.)

l.\ln a tool-holder, the combination of a pivot bracket

ndap/tefl to l»e rigidly mounted on a lathe bed at the side

of the rails thereof : a rotary table having a positioning
slotr coinciding with the center of said table ; a movable
pl\rct mounted in said slot : means for locking said pivot

In/t-aid slot ; a freely movable cross slide ; a tool and tool-

38t therefor mounted on said slide; rocking means plv-

otWlly connecting said pivot on said rotary table and said

slide : a link pivotally conneitlng said rocking means
and said pivot bracket ; and means manually operative

for Rotating said rotary table. •

a tool holder, the combination of a pivot bracket
adapte<l to~Se^lgldly mounted on a lathe l>ed at the side

of the rails thepeof : a rotary talde having a positioning

slot coinciding wfth the center of said table ; a movable
pivot monnted in said, slot ; means for locking said pivot

In said slot ; a freely mtovable cross slide : a tool and tool

post therefor mounted on said slide ; rocking means piv-

otally connecting said pivot on said rotary table and
(tald slide : a link pivotally connecting said rocking means
and .said pivot bracket / and means manually operative

for rotating said rotary table, said means embodying a

screw thrcade<l member engaging said table, a rotary han-

dle, and a flexible shaft operatlvely connecting said screw-

threaded member and said handle.

1,2.30.64R. INSECTICIKK John Brian BAaRBTT, An-

napolis Royal, Nova Scotia, Canada. Filed Aug. 4.

19ia .Serial No. 113.190. (CI. 167—6.)
An Insecticide comprising a filler of an inactive agent,

an active agent for coating said filler comprising naph-

thalln 90%, naphthallc acid 8% and phenol 2%. capable

when mixed and exposed to the atmosphere of throwing

off a vapor and a mineral oil for coating said active agent

whereby the evolution of the vaiKjr from the active agent

win be retarded for the purpose set forth.

1,230.649. NUT-LOCK. Andhbw F. Barron, ,Watervllet,

N. Y. Filed Dec. 13, 1916. Serial No. 136,664. (CL
151—12.)

1. A nut lock Including a bolt provided with longitudi-

nal shoulders, a nut fitted on said bolt having an open-

ing communicating with the bore, and a recess formed In

one face thereof and communicating with the opening, a

locking pawl pivotally secured In said opening and adapt-

ed to engage said shoulders to lock the nut against ro-

tational movement in one direction upon the bolt, a

lateral extension formed Integral with the pawl and

adapted to be received within the recess, said recess hav-

ing angularly disposed cavities formed in the walls there-

of and at points adjacent the free end of the lateral ex-

tension to facilitate insertion of a tool under the exten-

sion to release the locking pawl, a laterally projecting

lug formed on said pawl in opposed relation to the ex-

tension, and spring means engaging said lug and normally

retaining the pawl in engagement with the l>olt.

2. A nut lock including a bolt having longitudinal

shoulders thereon, a nut fitted on said bolt having an
opening therein, and recesses formed In the walls of the

opening, a pivot pin engaged In said recesses and ex-

tending transversely through the opening, fingers struck

out from said nut and adapted to be bent over the pin

to secure the latter In position In the recesses, and a
spring actuate<l locking pawl plvotelly supported by said

pin and normally engaging said l>oIt to lock the latter

against rotary movement In one direction with relation

to the nut.

1,2 30,650. ABDOMINAL BELT. Frederic Geobgbs

Bacoatz, Paris, France. Filed Nov. 16. 1915. Serial

No. 61,817. (Cl. 2—188.)

An abdominal belt acting as a corset, comprising a non-

elastic abdominal section having Its central portion of

greater width ttian its end portions : a comparatively-

narrow, non-elastic back section : and elastic side sec-

tions t>etween the alslomlnal and back sections ; said side

sections and abdominal and back sections having detach-

able button- and button-hole fastenings connecting their

adjacent ends : and said abdominal section l)elng pro-

vided with a slit extending downward for a distance from

the central portion of its upper e«lge, and with button-

and button-hole fastening means for closing said silt, to

enable the abdominal section to b4> alternatively tightened

or loosened at>out the abdomen of the wearer.

1,230,661. LUBRICATOR. Robebt (Jai.braith Bbchtbl,
Goodland, Kans. Filed Aug. 14. 1916. Sertal No.

114,754. (Cl. 184--f24.)

1. In combination with the reciprocating element and

the casing for the same, of an oil receptacle extending

transversely of the bore of the casing, a roller cage en-

circling the reciprocating member within the receptacle.
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said cage carrying rollers engaging the reciprocating mem-
ber and extending beyond the periphery of the cage, the
axes of the rollers being parallel and inclined with re-
spect to the direction of movement of the reciprocating
member, a lubricating ring resting upon the rollers, and
dipping Into the lubricant, and means for preventing re-
Terse rotation of the ring.

2. In combination with the reciprocating element and
the casing for the .same, of an oil receptacle extending
transversely of the bore of the casing, a lubricating ring
encircling the reciprocating element within the receptacle
and dipping into the lubricant, means arranged between
the ring and the reciprocating element for rotating the
ring as the element reciprocates, and means for con-
straining the rlnn to move In one direction.

3. In combination with the reciprocating element and
the casing for the same, of an oil receptacle extending
transversely of the bore of the casing, a lubricating ring
encircling the reciprocating element within the receptacle
and dipping into the lubricant, means in connection with
the ring and the reciprocating element for rotating the
ring as the element reciprocates and means for constrain-
ing the ring to rotate In one direction.

4. In combination with the reciprocating element and
the casing for the same, of an oil receptacle extending
transversely of the bore of the casing, a lubricating ring
encircling the reclproi-atlng element within the recepUcle
and dipping Into the lubricant, and means In connection
with the ring and the reciprocating element for rotating
the ring as the element reciprocates.

5. In combination with the reciprocating element and
the casing for the same, of an oil receptacle extending
transversely of the bore of the casing, the plane of the
receptacle being Inclined with respect to the axis of the
reciprocating element, a ring encircling the shaft and dip-
ping Into the oil In the recepUcle and roUte<l by the
movement of the reciprocating element, and means for
constraining the ring to rotate In one direction.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.652. GAITER. ViNciNZO BiNiDiTTi. Palisade,
N. J. Piled Mar. 15, 1917. SerUl No. 155.003. (CI
3ft—2.)

A gaiter having flexible sides molded to conform to the
hoe and foot therein, said gaiter embodying arched ends

shaped to conform with the shoe adjacent the shank
thereof; a shank member permanently secured to the
terminal edges of said endn in correspondence with the
shape of the .shoe to which said gaiter Is fitted : means
for drawing the entrance edges of said gaiter together;
and an elastic connection extending between the en-
trance edges of the gaiter adjacent the lower edge of
said gaiter.

1.230.653. SHELFMARKER. Hakris M.
Cincinnati. Ohio. Filed Feb. 8, 1917.
147.458. (CI. 40—11.)

BrNgpicr,
Serial No.

1. A shelf marker Including a member mounted for
swinging movement and adapted to rest upon an article
placed thereunder, and a spacing wing extending from
one side of said member.

[Claims 2 to 8 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.230.654. METHOD AND MEANS FOR REMOVING
CARBON IN INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.
Robert C. Berrt. Indianapolis. Ind. Filed Apr. 15,
1916. Serial No. 91,427. (CI. 123—198.)

1. The combination with an Internal combustion engine
and spark plug, of a carbon remover device consisting of
an Injector tube located alongside said spark plug with
its discharge nozile directed to discharge against the
terminals thereof, a valve for controlling the passage
through said tube, and a force feed Injector containing
carbon remover subsUnce adapted to be connected with
said tube, whereby said carbon remover substance may be
forced against said terminals, substantially as set forth.

2. A carbon remover device for Internal combustion en-
gines comprising an injector tube located alongside the
spark plug with its point disposed to discharge against
the terminals of said spark plug, and means for forcibly
injecting carbon remover substance through said tube
under pressure In the form of a spray, substantially as
set forth.

3. The method of removing carbon from the terminals
of a spark plug or other parts which consists In dlrect-
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Ing a spray of salt against said parts under pressure,

substantially as set forth.

4. A carbon remover device for Internal combustion
engines comprising an injector tube located alongside the

spark plug with its discharge opening adjacent to the

terminals in said spark plug, and a device for forcing

carbon remover substance through said Injector tube con-

nected therewith and consisting of a cylinder provided

with a carbon remover substance container and a plunger

for driving said substance through the discharge opening

of said tube under ;iressure. substantially as set forth.

l,230,66r>. TRACTOR. William I. HcsT and Stephen
H. Sheparj), McLeansboro, 111. Filed Sept. 12. 1916.

SerUl No. 119,636. (CI. 21—U4.)

M r ill
8-

1. A tractor comprising four wheels, forward and rear

axle parts supported by said wheels, a tubular one-piece

frame or reach connecting said axle parts, combined with

driving mechanism for the rear wheels of the tractor,

steering mechanism for said tractor, and connections,

through said tubular one-piece frame or reach, between

the rear and forward parts of said steering mechanism.

2. A tractor having a frame part provided with means

for engaging the bull-wheel shaft of a harvester, com-

bined with a slnKle main driving shaft mounted on the

tractor frame, a single engine for operating said shaft, a

harvester-mechanism driving-shaft also mounted on the

tractor frame and operatlvely connected with said main

driving shaft, means for operating said main driving

shaft, rear driving wheels on the tractor, and dlscon-

nectlble connections between said main driving shaft and

the said driving wheels of the tractor : whereby the

harvester driving shaft may continue to run when the

tractor driving mechanism Is thrown out.

5. A tractor comprising four wheels, forward and rear

axle parts, a tubular one piece frame or reach connecting

said forward and rear axle parts, a sleeve rigid with the

front axle part and loosely receiving the forward end of

said tubular one piece frame or reach, and a loosely

niounte<l yoke carried by said one-piece frame or reach

and having means for engaging the bull-wheel shaft of a

harvester.

6. A tractor comprising forward and rear wheels and

a suitable frame comprising a central reach between the

forward and rear frame parts, comblnwl with a main

driving shaft mounted on said frame, means for operat-

ing said shaft, a harvester mechanism driving shaft also

mounted on said frame, and driving connections between

said shaft on opposite sides of said central reach.

7. A tractor comprising forward and rear wheels and
a suitable frame comprising a central reach between the

forward and rear frame parts, combined with a main
driving shaft mounted on said frame, means for operat-

ing said shaft, a harvester mechanism driving shaft also

mounted on said frame, driving connections between said

shaft on opposite sides of said central reach, and dls-

<onnectlble connections, also on opposite sides of said

central reach, between said main driving shaft and the

rear driving wheels of the tractor.

[Claims 3 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.656. WRENCH. Felix P. Birand, Jr.. Mortlach.

Saskatchewan, Canada. Filed Jan. 12, 1917. Serial

No. 142,097. (CI. 81—180.)
1. The combination with a wrench including a station-

ary Jaw having a shank and a movable Jaw having a

carriage provided with a bore receiving the shank, said

carriage opposite the Jaw having a transverse slot defining

a straight Inner wall and a rounded outer wall, and the

said slot communicating with the bore of the carriage, a
ring member arranged in the slot and having its Inner

periphery contacting with the rounded wall provided by
the slot, said ring having Its outer periphery gradually

extended outwardly whereby to Increase the cross sec-

tional diameter thereof and to provide a cam surface that

Is adapted to contact with one of the edges of the shank,

and by virtue of such contact to force the shank into

contact with one of the walls of the bore of the carriage.

2. In combination with a wrench Including a station-

ary Jaw having a shank provlde<l with teeth upon one of

the edges thereof, and a movable Jaw Including a car-

riage having a bore to receive the shank and one of the

walls of the said bore being provided with teeth to co-

act with the teeth of the shank, said carriage having a
transverse slot defining an inner straight wall and an
outer rounded wall and said slot communicating with the

bore of the carriage, a mllle<l ring loosely arranged In

the slot and adapted to have Its Inner periphery contact-

ing with the outer rounded wall provided by the said slot,

said ring being gradually Increased In thickness from one

of the ends to the opposite end thereof upon Its outer

periphery, whereby to provide the said outer surface of

the ring with a cam member, and the said cam member
designed to contact with the smooth edge of the shank

and by virtue of such contact force the shank laterally of

the carriage to bring the teeth of the said shank Into

engagement with the teeth in the bore of the carriage.

1.230.657. BLAST -PIPE CONNECTION. Albert J.

Bore.ver. Chicago, 111. Filed Dec. 30, 1916. Serial

No. 139.898. (CI. 158—73.)

4. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the com-
bination of a blast pipe having a feed opening In one
wall, a damper hinged to the pipe adjacent satd opening,

a keepor on the wall of the pipe adjacent said opening,

an angle lever fulcrumed ui)on the inner side of said

damper, and a latch pivoted to said lever and adapted to

engage said keeper.

[Claims 1 to 3, 5, and 6 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1.230.658. AUTOMATIC OILER. Arthir F. Bracb.
Waterford. Pa. FJled Dec. 29. 1916. Serial No. 139.596.
(CI. 184—13.)

1. The combination of a crank case having an internal
oil pocket above the normal oil level therein, an oil well
located exteriorly of the crank case, a free oil conduit
connecting said well and crank case below the oil level
In said pocket and the crank rase whereby a common oil
level is maintained in .said pocket and crank case when
the engine is at rest, and a return connection leading
from said oil pocket back to the well and having a larger
bore than said oil feed connection.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.659. TRANSMISSION-GEARING. GborgI P.
Breed. Ruby. Wis.. as.signor of one-half to William I>.

Persons. Walnut. Cal. FUed June 22. 1916. Serial
No. 105.285. (01. 74—69.)

J ^

1. In a transmission gearing, the combination of a
drive shaft, a second shaft to be driven, a comparatively
high speed gearlug unit consisting of a gear on the second
shaft, a second gear meshed therewith and loose on the
drive shaft, and a clutch for locking said second gear to
said drive shaft, a comparatively low speed gearing unit
consisting of a gear loose on the drive shaft, a clutch for
locking it to said shaft, a gear ring meshed with said
gear, a hub .secured to the second shaft within said gear
ring and having spiral c-ams on its periphery, rollers In-
terposed between said cams and said ring, a floating ring
having pockets in which said rollers are located, and
spring means for impelling said floating ring In a direc-
tion to engage the rollers with the cams, and means for
successively throwing the clutches of the low and high
speed units Into operation and for holding them in this
condition, the cams anl rollers running freely when the
high speed unit is In use* but serving to lock the gear
ring to the driven shaft when the low .npeed unit is in
use.

2. In a transmission gearing, the combination of a
drive shaft, a 3e<«ond shaft, comparatively low and high
«pee<l gearing units for driving the second sliaft from the
drive shaft, each of said units consisting of constantly
meshed gears, and a clutch for throwing them Into opera-
tion, individual control numbers for Mid clutches, and a

idide having individual runways for said members, both
runways having cams /or operating their respective con-
trol members successively, and the runway of the control
member of the low speed unit having a straight portion
in rear of Its cam to hold this memt>er in operative po-
sition while shifting the slide to throw the high speed
unit Into operation, said low speed unit including means
for permitting Idle mov»*ment th<'reof while said high
speed unit Is In operation.

3. A control slide for transmission gearing having con-
trol rrank.s. said slide baring a plurality of longitudinally
disposed runways to receive therein the crank arms of
said gearing, said runways having cams for successively
Forking said arms and certain thereof being equipped
with straight portions in rear of said cams to retain
their respective arms In operative position when once
shifted.

4. In a transmission gearing, the combination of for-
ward and reverse gears each including a clutch for throw-
ing It Into use, a doable acting control member for throw-
ing either of said clutches Into operation, a rock shaft
having connection with said control member for shift-
ing It In either direction, a .rank arm on said shaft, a
slide, and a guldeway extending obliquely of said slide,
said crank arm having a lateral extension received in
said guldeway between thf ends of the latter, whereby
movement of the slide In reverse directions will corre-
spondingly shift the control member.

1.230.660. SHAVlNi; liRl SH. j.^me.s L. Bricb. Al>er-
deen. Wash. Filed Aug. 1, 1910. Serial No. 112 587
(H. 15—38.)

A shaving brush comprising a caslnp having slots lo-

cated at Its sides and provided with enlarged openings at
the ends of the slots, a block slldably mounted In the
casing and provided with bristles, pins slldably mounted
In the block, a spring located In the block and bearing at
Its opposite ends against the inner >nd8 of the pins, said
pins having shoulders adapted to bear against the Inner
surface of the casing around the openings whereby the
outward movement of the pins Is limited, said pins also
having neck portions located beyond the shoulders and
adapt»*d to enter the said enlarge<l openings and being of
greater diameter than the transverse breadth of the slots,
said pins being farther provided with reduced portions
adapted to move along the slots when the pins are de-
pressed.

1.230,661. GEARING. MrxRo S. Brown. Goldfleld. Nev.
Filed Nov. 24. 1914. Serial No. 873.709. (CI. 74—58.)

mp" \j.

1. An attachment for motor vehicles comprising a cas-
ing having an offset neik. means for securing the oeck to
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the rear axle casing inclosing the differential, a drive

shaft housing extending forward from said casing In line

with said neck, a bearing In said housing adjacent the

casing, a drive shaft journaled In said bearing and ex-

tending into said casing, a bearing carried liy the casing

neck, A follower shaft leading from the casing and Jour-

naled In said bearing In the casing neck, the follower shaft

being adapted for connection to the differential, and co-

operating means disposed within snld casing engaging
said drive and follower shafts for the transmission of

motion at various speeds therebetween, and allowing for

the free rotation of said drive shaft.

2. An attachment for motor vehicles, comprising a cas-

ing having an offset neck for detachable connection with

the rear axle casing Inclosing the differential, a drive

shaft housing extending forward from said casing in line

with said neck, a drive shaft Journale<l in said housing

and extending Into the casing, the drive shaft being pro-

rided with a re<luced extremity, a follower shaft Journaled

in the neck of the casing and adapted for connection with

the differential, the follower shaft being provided with a

t>ored extremity receiving the drive shaft reduced ex-

tremity therein and effecting a thrust bearing therewith,

a gear carried by said follower shaft, a clutch carried by

said gear, a gear slldable and non-rotatably mounted
upon said drive shaft, a clutch carried then-by, a Jack

sliaft. connected gears rotatably and slldably mounted
upon said Jack sliaft adapted to mesh with the gear on
the drive shaft and the gear on the follower t^haft for

the transmission of motion between said drive and fol-

lower shaft gears, .ind means for moving said Jack shaft

connected gears and said drive shaft gear for the direct

transmission of motion l>etween said drive and follower

shafts for the independent rotation of said drive shaft

and for the transmission of motion l>etween the said drive

and follower shafts through said gears to vary the speed,

and means for locking the drive shaft and Its gear to-

gether to hold the shifting parts In their severnl positions.

3. .\n attachment for motor vehicles, comprising a cas-

ing having a neck projecting therefrom, means for detach-

ably conne<-tlng the casing neck with the differential gear
casing of a vehicle, a drive shaft housing extending from
said casing in line with said neck, a l»earlng in said hous-

ing, a drive shaft Journaled In said bearing and extending
into the casing, the drive shaft t>elng provided with a re-

duced extremity, a bearing in the neck of said casing, a

follower shaft Journaled In said bearing and adapted for

cdnnectlon with the differential, the follower shaft being
provided with a bored extremity receiving the drive shaft

reduced extremity therein and effecting a thrust bearing
therewith, a gear carried by said follower shaft, a clutch
carried by said gear, a gear slldably and non-rotatably
mounted upon said drive *haft. a clutch carried thereby,

a fixed Jack shaft, connectetl gears rotatably and slldably

mounted upon said Jack shaft adapted to mesh with the
gear carried by the follower shaft and the gear carried

by the drive shaft for the transmission of motion between
said drive and follower shaft gears, means lor simulta-

neously moving said Jack shaft connected gears and said

drive shaft gear for the direct transmission of motion
l)etween said drive and follower shafts for the Independ
ent rotation of said drive shaft and for the transmission
of motion between the said drive and follower shafts

through said gears at a reduced speed, and means for
locking the drive shaft and Its gear together to hold the
shifting parts In their several positions.

said shell has a sliding flt. said rim being formed with
slots to receive said catches, and rotatable means on said

1,230.662. ELECTRIC - LIGHT SOCKET. Albkut H.
Buck RLEw. New York. N. T.. assignor of one-fourth to

V. C. Gilpin and one fourth to J. E. McAuUffe. Brook-
lyn. N. Y. Filed Mar. 2. 1917. Serial No. 152,076.
(CI. 173—362.)

2. In an electric lamp fixture, a lamp socket shell em-
bodying a plurality of spring catches struck therefrom, a
«npportlng cap embodying a rim In which a portion of

239 O. G.—55

< ap for pressing said catches out of engagement with the
slots in said rim.

(Claims 1 and 3 to 6 not printed ln,the Gazette.]

1.2,80.063. ATTOMATH" HEADLAMP rONTROL. CaRBT
E. Bi-NEKR. Oregon. Mo. Filed June 6. 1916. Serial
No. 102,013. (Cl. 240—62.)

1. The combination with a head lamp, a supporting
post for said lamp mounted to turn on a substantially
vertical axis, a worm fast on the steering shaft of the ve-
hicle, a worm gear meshing with and actuated by said
worm, a tubular shaft on which said worm gear is

mounted and by which the steering arm Is moved, a sec-

ond worm gear also meshing with said worm, a shaft for

said second worm gear extending through the tubular
shaft for the first named worm gear, an arm on the shaft
ot said second gear, and lamp turning means including an
arm on the lamp post, and a connection between the last

named arm and the arm on the shaft of the second worm
gear. -

2. The combination with a pair of head lamps, aid
substantially vertical posts supporting said lamps and
adapted to turn on their longitudinal axes, a worm fast

on the steering shaft of the vehicle, a worm gear meshing
with and actuated by said worm, a tubular shaft on which
said worm gear Is mounted and by which the steering
arm Is moved, a second worm gear also meshing with said

worm, a shaft for said second worm gear extending
through the tubular shaft of the first named worm gear,

an arm on the shaft of said second gear, and lamp turning
means Including a lamp turning link connected with the
last named arm and operatlvely connected with the lamp
posts.

3. The combination with a head lamp, and a lamp sup-
porting post mounted to turn on a substantially vertical

axis and provided with a lamp turning arm, of a worm
fast on the steering shaft, a pair of countershafts Jour-

naled beneath said steering shaft, said countershafts ex-

tending out from beneath said steering shaft, and being
suitably Journaled, gears supported by said countershafts
beneath the steering shaft on the same side 01 the worm
and actuated therefrom, actuating arms depending from
said countershafts, a connection between one of said arms
and the arm of the lamp post, and a connection between

j
the other of said arms and the steering connection of the
front wheels, both of said connections being located below
the aforesaid countershafts.
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1.230.664. RAKE-CLEANER.
Iwc. Me. Filed Au«. 4. 1916.
55—146.)

Obobgc E. Bceobtt. Lq-

Serlal No. 118.178. (CL

t^^^ :̂

In a device of the kind described, In combination, a rake
head, a handle secured to aald head and provided with a

slot, a pin spanning said slot, a bell crank lever having one
arm fulcnimed between Its ends upon said pivot, a strip-

per plate having a series of relatively large openings
through which the teeth of said rake project, a connecting

member securing Raid plate upon the opposite arm of said

lever, a slidable gripping sleeve telescoping on said han-

dle, a coiled spring secured at one end upon aald handle.

Inclining forwardly and attached at its free end to the

outer end of the fulcrumed arm of said lever in a manner
to hold the same diagonally of the length of aald handle
whereby said stripper plate will be disiMsed normally at
the inner edge of said rake, and a right angularly dlapoaed
arm secured on the fulcrumed arm of said lever and serv-

ing as a stop and adapted to engage said handle so aa to

position said plate toward the outer end of said rake.

1,230,665. HER.MA SUPPORT. Willi.xm Bitterlt,
Liverpool. England. Filed Sept. 4, 1915. Serial No.
48,995. (CL 128—26.)

A hernia support comprising a resilient U-shaped
frame adapted to snugly receive the scrotum, the ends of

the sides of the frame being spaced from each other for a

distance which is less than the distance between the Inter-

mediate parts of the sides of the frame, the said frame
having at the ends of its sides outstanding extremities and
pads mounted on the extremities and adapted to bear

against the Inguinal canal when the support is applied to

the scrotum.

1,230.666. CLEANING DEVICE FOR WELLS. Damd
A. Cardbn, Houston. Tex. Filed May 31, 1910. Serial

No. 100.748. Renewe«l May 14. 1917. Serial No.

168.598. (CI. 166—18.)
1. A device of the character described including a per-

forate<i plpp section, a surrounding sleeve formed of lexl-

ble material attached at its respective ends to the cor-

responding ends of said section, and a perforated hood
attached to one end of said section.

2. A device of the character described Includtu.; a per-

forated pipe section, a surrounding sleeve formed of flexi-

ble material attached at its respective ends to the corre-

sponding ends of said section, a perforated hood attache<l

to one end of said section, and a rotatable agltat'^r carrl»»d

by said hood.

3. A device of the character described including a per-

forated pipe section, a surrounding sleeve formed of flexi-

ble material attached at Its respective enda to the corre-

sponding ends of said section, a perforated hood carried

by one end of said section, an agitator, a turbine withlA

the hood and operatlvely connected with said agitator

and rotating the same.
[Claima 4 and 5 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1.230.667. PROCESS OF MANUFACTURING OF
LEATHER. Qua Cabb, New York, N. Y. Filed Nov.
6. 1915. Serial No. 59,927. (CL 149—4.)

1. The process of tanning leather herein described, con-

sisting In maintaining a partial vacuum in a tanning

chamber containing the prepared hide and a tanning
liquor, maintaining circulation of the liquor over the hides

without appre^'iable hydrostatic head thereon and heating

the liquor sufficiently to cause Intercellular agitation and
consequent absorption of the tannin by the hide.

2. The process of tanning leather herein described, con-

sisting In maintaining a partial vacuum in a tanning cham-
ber containing the prepare*! hide and a tanning liquor,

maintaining circulation of the liquor over the hides with-

out appreciable hydrostatic head thereon, and heating the

liquor sufficiently to cau8«> intercellular agitation and con-

sequent absorption of the tannin l>y the hide.

3. The process of tanning leather herein described, con-

slating In maintaining a partial vacuum in a tanning cham-
ber containing the prepared hide and a tanning liquor,

maintaining circulation of the liquor over the hide without
appreciable hydrostatic head thereon, heating the liquor

sufficiently to cause Intercellular agitation and consequent
absorption of the tannin by the hide, circulating over the

leather so produced and while the same is still hot and
wet a waterproofing solution until Its absorption by the

leather, and then flnishing the leather.

4. The process of tanning leather herein described, con-

sisting In maintaining a partial vacuum in a tanning cham-
ber containing the prepared hide and an alkaline tanning

liquor, maintaining circulation of the liquor over the hide

without appreciable hydrostatic head thereon, and heating

the liquor sufficiently to cause intercellular agitation and
consequent absorption of the tannin by the hide.
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B. The process of tanning leather herein described, con-
aistlng In maintaining a partial vacuum In a tanning cham-
ber containing the prepared hide and an alkaline tanning
liquor, maintaining circulation of the liquor over the hide
without appreciable hydrostatic head thereon, heating the
liquor sufficiently to cause intercellular aglution and
consequent absorption of the tannin by the hide, acidify-
ing the leather fabric so produced while the same is still

wet and hot.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1^80,668. PROCESS FOR REMOVING PAINT AND
VARNISH. Fa«D B. Ca8iiib», Chanute, Kans. Filed
Mar. 28. 1917. Serial No. 157,919. (CJ. 87—5.)
The herein described process for removing paint, var-

nish or the like from furniture, which consists in immers-
ing the article to be treated in a hot comparatively weak
alkali solution, consisting of soda lye. sal soda and water
In substantially the proportions of 1 gallon of water,
.96 oa. soda lye, 1.7U oz. of sal soda, removing the article
after a period of from two to five minutes, removing any
traces of remaining varnish or paint, washing the article,
and subsequently drying It.

1.230.669 DIMMING HEADLIGHT-LKNS. Ulyssbs G.
Cassadt and Lawr«\ce W. Gbort.b, Indianapolis, Ind..
assignors to PrlmoUte Co.. Indianapolis, Ind., a Corpora-
tion of Indiana. Filed Apr. 27. 1916. Serial No.
08.828. (CI. 240—48.4.)

1. A glass lamp face comprisinx a plurality of trans-
verse clear prismatic portions each having a slanting face,
and adjacent Interspersed translucent portions, both the
prismatic and translucent portions having material lateral
extent.

2. A glass lamp face comprising a plurality of trans-
verse clear prismatic portions each having a slanting
face, and a plurality of adjacent interspersed oppositely
arrange*! prismatic portions, each having a translucent
face.

3. A glass lamp face comprising a plurality of trans
verse dear prismatic portions each having a slanting face,
and a plurality of adjacent Interspersed oppositely ar-
range*! prismatic portions, each having a translucent face,
the ends of some of said portions being outwardly
beveled.

4. A lamp glass comprising a plurality of transverse
clear prismatic portions each having a slanting face, and
a plurality of interspersed oppositely placed prismatic
portions, one face of each of such last mentioned portions
being ground and translucent.

5. A Ump glass comprising a plurality of transverse
clear prismatic portions each having a slanting face, and
a plurality of Intersperse*! prismatic portions, one face of
each of such last mentioned portions being ground and
translut'ent.

[Claims « to 18 not printed in the Gavette.]

1.28 0,670. DIMMING -LENS FOR HEADLIGHTS.
ULT88B8 G. CA88ADT. Indlauapolis, Ind., assignor to
Prlmollte Co.. Indianapolis. Ind., a Corporation of Indi-
ana. Filed Sept. 1, 1916. Serial No. 117,983. (CI.
240—48.4.)

1. A lamp glass having a clamp edge lying In a sub-
stantially vertical plane, and <-omprising a plurality of
horlxonUIly extending prismatic portions having super-
posed thereon a plurality of vertically extending cylindri-
cal portions, in combination with a source of light behind
such lamp glass, and a reflector associated with said
source of light and said lamp glass for throwing a sub-
stantially parallel ray beam upon said lamp glass.

2. A lamp glass, comprising a plurality of horizontally
extending clear prismatic portions having relatively oblique
front and rear faces and having their thin edjfes upward
and a plurality of light-diffusing portions interspersed
with said clear portions, said light-diffusing portions being
prismatic with relatively front and rear faces and their
thin edges downward, and said clear prismatic portions
having superposed thereon a plurality of vertically extend-
ing cylindrical portions.

3. A lamp glass, comprising a plurality of horizontally
extending clear prismatic portions having relatively oblique
front and rear faces and having their thin edges upward
and a plurality of light-diffusing portions interspersed with
said clear portions, and said clear prismatic portions hav-
ing superposed thereon a plurality of verticaUy extending
cylindrical portions.

4. A lamp glass, comprising a plurality of horizontally
extending clear prismatic portions having their front and
rear faces at an oblique vertical angle to each other, aald
clear portions being thinner at the top. and a plurality of
portions having light-diffusing surfaces, said clear portions
being crossed by vertically extending concave flutes.

5. A lamp glass, comprising a plurality of horizonUlly
extending clear prismatic portions having their front and
rear faces at an oblique vertical angle to each other, said
dear portions being thinner at the top, and a plurality of
portions having light-diffusing surfaces, said clear portions
being crosse*! by vertically extending flutes.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.

J

1.230.671. DEVICE FOR REPEATING ON THE EN-
GINE THE SIGNALS GIVEN ON THE LINE. Chael..
Chbvallieb, London, England. Filed Aug 26 1914
SerUl No. 858,779. (CL 246—14.)

1. In a device for repeat I uk on the engine the signals
given on the line, the combination comprising trip devices
on the line, a lantern having a plurality of windows and
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located on the engine, an obturator for said windows, and

in»*ans actuated by contact with said trip devices for op-

erating: said obturator.

8. In a device for repeating on th" engine the signals

given on the line, the combination comprising trip devices

on the line, a lantern locate<l on the engine and provided

with a white window and a red window, an obturator

Blidably mounted to close one or the other of said windows,

plungers arranged to operate said obturator, cylinders in

which said plungers are disposed, flexible air conUlners

in communication with said cylinders, and means operated

by the said trip devices to compres.s said containers.

8. In a device for repeating on thf engine the signals

given on the line, the combination comprising a trip

member pivoted at one end to the tracli. a shaft disposed

transversely of the track, an arm projecting from said

shaft and Iteyed thereto, a link connecting said arm with

the free end of said trip member, a second trip member

arranged to be similarly opt^rated by said shaft so as to

be in Inoperative position when the first trip member is in

operative position and vice versa, means to rotate said

shaft, and signal indicating means carrieil by the engine

and arranged to be actuated by the said trip members.

[Claims 2, 4 to 7, and 9 not print*^ In the Gazette.]

1.230,672. MIXER AND PULVERIZER. Robbht Wall
Christian. Manchester, N. C. Filed Apr. 21. 1917.

Serial No. 163,570. (CT. 259—*5.)

70 i9

1. A machine of the character described comprising a

casing having a semi-circular base provided with a slotted

discharge opening adjacent one end, an arch connecting

the sides of the casing adjacent the discharge end therof

and forming with the base a circular opening, a pulver-

izing member dlsposetl within said opening, a mixing

member in the casing at one side of thp arch opposite the

feed opening, a shaft on which the mixer Is secured ex-

tending through the said pulverizer, and Joumaled through

the ends of the casing, and means for rotating said

shaft.

2. A machine of the character described comprising a

casing having a lower discharge opening adjacent one end

and an otherwise imperforate wall, an Internal meml>er

transversely thereof adjacent the discharge opening form-

ing a mixing chamber between the same and the opposite

end of the casing, a mixing member In said mixing cham-

ber, a pulverizer adjacent the said Internal member be-

tween the mixer and the feed opening and through which

material is forced by said mixer, and means to yieldingly

support the said pulverizer in spaced relation to the walls

of the casing.

3. In a machine of the character described, a casing

having a semicircular base and an interme<liate upper

transverse arch forming with the Inner surface of the bas«

a circular opening, a stationary pulverizer within the

said opening Including a central plate, a series of segmen-

tal pulverizer plates secured to the said central plate and

having outstanding pulverizing arms, means to support

said pulverizer with the outer ends of Its pulverizing

arms in spaced relation to the adjacent portions of the

casing, and the said arch, and means at one side of the

pulverizer to feed material thereto.

4. In a machine of the character describetl a casing

having a semi-circular base and an intermediate upper

transverse arch forming with the Inner surface of the

base a circular opening, a stationary pulverizer within

the said opening including a central plate, a series of seg-

mental pulverizer plates secured to the said central plate

and having outstanding pulverizing arms, and means to

yieldingly hold said pulverizer In space<l relation to the

adjacent portions of the casing and the said arch.

5. In a machine of the character described, a casing

having a semi-circular base and an Intermediate upper

transverse arch forming with the inner surface of the

Irtise a circular opening, a stationary pulverizer within

the said opening including a central plate, a series of seg-

mental pulverizer plates secured to the said central plate

and having outstanding pulverizing arms, means to yield-

ingly hold said pulverizer in spaced relation to the adja-

cent portions of the casing and the said arch, said means
in<-ludlng vertical and transverse rods Intermittently con-

nected to the central plate of the pulverizer and having

connection at their outer ends with portions of the casing.

1.230.673. VEHICLE-SPRIXd. Hahviv E. Coble. Ben
ton Harbor. Mich. FiU-d Sept. 18. 1916. Serial No.

120.867. (a. 267—19.)

1. A spring sospension for vehicles comprising the

combination with a transverse leaf spring, of a hanger

mounted on an axle, an arm p*>8itlone<1 with one end piv-

otally connected with said hanger, links connecting an

end of the leaf spring with the arm lnterme<llate its

ends, a coil spring connected at one end with the other

end of the arm, and means connecting the other end of

the coll spring with the opposite side of the vehicle

frame.

2. A spring suspension for vehicles comprising the

combination with a transverse leaf spring, of a hanger

mounted on an axle, an arm positioned with one end piv-

otally connected with said hanger. links connecting an

end of the leaf spring with the arm Intermediate Its ends,

a coll spring connected at one end with the outer end of

the arm. and longitudinally adjustable means connecting

the other end of the coll spring with the opposite side of

the vehicle frame.

3. A spring suspension for vehicles comprising the

combination with a transverse leaf spring, of a hanger

projecting upwardly from the axle, an arm plvotally con-

nected at Its outer end to the hanger, links connecting

an end of the leaf spring to the arm adjacent its outer

end. the Inner end of the arm being blfur<-ated to strad-

dle the leaf spring, and a coll spring connected to each

of the blfurt-ated ends of the arm and to the opposite

side of the vehicle body.

4. A spring suspension for vehicles comprising the

combination with a transverse leaf spring, of a hanger

mounted on an axle, an arm posltlone<i with Its outer end

plvotally connecte<l with said hanger, links connecting an

end of the leaf spring with the arm Intermediate its

ends, a coll spring connected at one end with the Inner

end of the arm. and means for securing the other end of

the spring to the opposite side of the vehicle frame com-

prising a rod and plate, said plate having a series of per-

forations and an upturne<l perforated end portion

through which the ro<l passes, the end of the ro<l being

ho<:>k shaped for engagement with any one of said perfo-

' rations.
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6. A spring suspension for vehicles comprising the

combination with a pair of relatively movable members,
of a leaf spring carried by one member, a hanger carried
by the other member, an arm slldably connected at one
end with the hanger, a coil spring interposed l>etween the

hanger and said arm, links plvotally connecting an end
of the leaf spring with the arm intermediate its ends, and
a coll spring connected at one end to the free end of the
arm and at its other end to the leaf spring carrying
member.

(Claims U to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.280.674 ORE SEPARATOR. Ephie CoHiN, Joplin,

Mo. Filed Sept. 27, 1913. Serial No. 792.167. (CI.

88—89.)

1. In an ore separator, a conli-al shaped table, means
for feeding ore to said table near the center thereof, a
vertically extending rim around said table, said rim be-

ing movable with respect to naid table, a series of vertl

cally extending ro<ls secured to said rim. means for mov-
ing each of said rods vertically simultaneously and to

the same extent, thereby cautilng the movement of the
rim with respect to the table, said last named means
comprising a series of uprights disposed around the table

and outside the edges thereof, a series of levers plvotally
connected with the upper ends of said uprights and with
said vertically extending rods, and a common movable
iiieml>er plvotally secured to the Inner ends of said levers,

and hy<lraullc means for operating said last named mov-
abJe menit>er.

2. In an ore separator, a conical shaped table, means
for fee<iing ore to said table near the center thereof, a
vertically extending rim around said table, said rim being
movable with respect to said Uble. a series of vertically
extending ro<l8 secured to said rim, means for moving
each of said rods vertically simultaneously and to the
same extent, thereby causing the movement of the rim
with respect to the table, said last name<l means com-
prising a series of uprights dispose<l around the table and
outside the e<lges thereof, a series of levers plvotally con-
ne<-ted with the upper ends of said uprigbta and with
said v.'rtically extending rods, a common movable mem-
ber plvotally secure«I to the Inner ends of said levers, hy-
draulic means for operating said last nameil movable
mamber, sal*! hydraulic means comprising a cylinder, a
piston therein, means for Introducing liquid into the cyl-

inder on either side of said piston, and a piston stem
connec(e<l with said movable niemlter.

3. In an ore separator, a l>ase. a central column sup-
ported by said t>ase. a cylinder mounted on said column,
a piston in said cylinder, a conical table, a drum ar-

ranged to revolve at>out said central column, brushes car-

ried by said drum and adapte<l to sweep over said table,

a vertically movable rim In contact with the edge of the
table, and means connected with the piston for raising
and lowering said rim and for maintaining the various
IKMltlons of the rim in parallelism.

4. In an ore separator, a base, a central column sup-
porte<l by said base, a cylinder mounted on said column,
a piston in said cylinder, a conical table, a drum arranged

to revolve about said central column, brushes carried by
said drum and adapted to sweep over said table, a verti-

cally movable rim in contact with the edge of the table,

a plurality of radially extending levers plvotally connect-

ed with the piston roil, and downwardly extending links

connected to said levers at one end and to said rim at the
other end.

1,230.676. FOLDING BOX. Habrt E. Cole. Akron,
Ohio. Flletl Aug. 11, 1915. Serial No. 46.002. Re-
newed May 2, 1917. Serial No. 166,051. (CI. 229—81.)
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A folding box comprising a bottom, sides and ends
hingedly connected to the l>ottom, covers similarly con-

nected to the ends, flaps hinged to the sides of the covers,

gussets connecting thi- ends of the sides and adjacent
ends of the flaps, said gussets t>elng scored diagonally to

provide four equal triangular shaped sections, said sec-

tions being adapted to fold one within the other when
the covers and flaps are in overlapping relation, and the
box Is In its set-up |>osition.

1.230.676. SOUND - REPRODUCER. John J. Comer,
Chl<ago. 111., assignor to Automatic Enunclator Com-
pany. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
July 24, 1914. Serial No. 852,962. (CI. 179—108.)

1. In nn electrical reproducer a permanent magnet
having two limbs bolted in parallel, one of which limbs
sets hlghfT than the other, and also one of said limbs
having at one end a soft Iron pole piece extending flush

with one end of the higher limb and an electromagnet
located thereon, the other end of said limb being perfo-
rated for mounting the instrument, a diaphragm mount-
etl upon supports resting upon both said magnet mem-
bers, and an armature for said magnet one end resting
on the higher limb and the other end supported by the
diaphragm directly, said Instrument Imlosed in a case.

the lower limb being located within, and coinciding with
the longitudinal axis of the casing but with the perfo-
rated end projecting through the end of the casing, the
klfcher limb of snid magnet being wholly contained with-
in said casing.
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2. In an electrical repro«lur«>r a permanent magnet hav-
ing two memtHTB bolte<l In parallel, one of which mem-
bers «etB hlghfr than the other, and aUo one of said
llmba having at one end a doft Iron pole piece extending
flush with one end of the higher magnet member, and an
electromagnet located thereon, the other end of said mem-
ber being perforated for mounting the Instrument, an ar-
mature for said magnet one end resting on the higher end
of the higher member and a diaphragm mounted upon
supports testing upon both said magnet members. saM
magnet inilose<l In a case the lower magnet being located
with Its longitudinal axis coinciding with the longitudi-
nal axU of the casing but with the perforated end pro-
jecting over the end of the casing, the higher limb of
said magnet being wholly contained within said casing,
and a magnetic shunt for deflecting the magnetic field
from the armature.

3. In an electrical reproducer a magnet, an armatnre.
a magnetic field acting upon said armature a tension pro-
ducing mean.s acting upon said armature In opposition to
said fleld, a diaphragm controlled by said armature
through the medium of a link and a Joint, said Joint ce-
mented together by non metallic flexible material to avoid
rattling.

4. In an electric reproduce^ a magnet, an armature, a
magnetic fleld acting upon said armature a tension pro-
ducing means acting upon said armature in opposition to
said fleld. a diaphragm controlled by said armature
through the medium of a link and a Joint, said Joint ce-
mented by noo-metalllc flexible material to avoid rattling,
and a magnetic shunt for varying the magnetic pull of
the armature on the diaphragm.

1,230.677. WIRE REEL. Jacob L. Coblit. Alma. Mo
Filed May 19. 1914. Serial No. 839.561. (CT. 242—90.)

''W>^

/^ 7 r

In a wire reel, a supporting frame, a pair of supporting
brackets secured to and extendinx upwanily from said
frame, a shaft extending horizontally across said frame
and removably Journaled in said brackets, a hand power
wheel removably mounted on said shaft adjacent each end
thereof, each wheel provided with four spokes radiating
from the central axis of the wheels and arrange<l at right
angles to each other, each of said spokes having a lug
on Its Inner face forming an abutting surface facing the
central axis of the wheel and equally apace«l therefrom,
said abutting face of the lugs adapted to engage the end
of a cross piece formed on the opposite ends of an ordi-
nary spool when said spool is mounted on the shaft and
located between the wheels and so clamped between the
wheels as to cause the spool to be rotated with the rota-
tion of the wheels, and means carried by the frame and
adapte<l to be moved Into engagement with the periphery
of one of the wheels to retard the rotation of the wheels
and spool.

1.230.678. RACK. Forrest L. Cowan. Beaver. Pa.
Fued July 25. 1916. Serial No. 111.211. (CI. 248—24.)
1. A garment rack comprising a rod. a bearing for sup-

porting said rod constructed to have a supporting surface
for said rod and a sloping surface for guldini: said rod to
an Inactive position when moved to one side of the sup-
porting surface. an<l a spring acting upon said rod for
moving the same along the sloping surface.

2. A garment rack comprising a rod. a bearing for
supporting said rod constructed to have a supporting sur-
face for said rod, a aloplng surface for guiding aald rod
to an Inactive position when moved to one side of the
supporting surface, a spring acting upon said rod for mov-
ing the same along the sloping surface or to hold said rod
In tight conUct with said supporting surface.

3. A garment rack comprising a rod. a bearing, a pin
mounted In said bearing and supporting the rod for swing-
ing movement, a spring encircling said pin and acting
upon said rod. said bearing being provided with inclined
surfaces cooperating with the action of said spring for
automatically moving the rod to an Inactive position.

1.230.679. NUT-CRACKING MACHINE. HlNBT D.
CBAwroBD. St. Louis. Mo., assignor to R. E. Funsten
Dried Fruit k. Nut Company, a Corporation of Mls-
sourL Filed May 4. 1916. SerUl No. 95,349. (Q.
146—3.)

r^

1. In a nut cracking machine, cracking members adapt-
ed to engage the nuts, and a selective compensating de-
vice Including a plurality of compensating elements adapt-
ed to hold one of said cracking members to the nut to be
cracked, said compensating elemehts being of different
widths and movable Independently of each other so that
any one of them may be selected and automatically lo-
cated In an operative position.

2. In a nut cracking machine, a cracking member, and
a compensating device Including independently movable
wedges for holding said cracking member to the nut to b«
cracked.

3. In a nut cracking machine, cracking members adapt-
ed to engage the nuts, and a selective compensating de-
vice Including a plurality of compensating wedges of
different widths adapted to hold one of said cracking
members to the nut to be cracked, said compensating
wedges being movable Independently of each other so that
any one of the different we<lges may be selected auto-
matically and located In an operative position.

4. In a nut cracking machine, cracking members adapt-
ed to engage the nuts, and a selective compensating de-
vice including a plurality of compensating wedges of
different widths adapted to hold one of said cracking
members to the nut to be cracked, said compensating
wedges being of different widths, and means for support-
ing said compensating wedges In their normal or starting
positions, the different compensating wedges t»elng mov-
able independently of each other In response to move-
ments of said means so that any one of the different
wedges may be selected and stopped automatically when
It reaches an operative position.

5. In a nut cracking machine, a cracking plunger, and
a compen-sating device Including Independently movable
wedges adapted to retain said cracking plunger In differ-
ent operative positions, said wedges being different from
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each other, a support for holding said wedges in their nor-

mal or starting positions, means for actuating said sup-

port to permit the wedges to drop by gravity, and re-

straining means associated with said wedges and cracking

member to retain the widest wedpe in an ineffective

position after the wedges have been released from said

opport.
[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230,680. PROTECTION OF TRANSMISSION SYS-

TEMS. Elmbr E. F. Cheiohton. Schenectady, N. T., as-

signor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Apr. 29. 1909. Serial No. 492,846.

(CT. 176—294. (CL 176—294.)

1. The metho<l of protecting an electric system from

lilgh voltage stresses due to an intermittent connection

between said system and ground consisting in causing a

current to flow upon such connection and actuate a de-

vice making a solid connection l>etween the system and
ground for a predetermined time and then breaking the

•olid connection.

2. The method of protecting an electric transmission

system from high voltage stresses due to an Intermittent

connection between a conductor of the system and ground,

consisting In causing a current to flow upon such a con-

nection and actuate a device making; a solid connection tK>-

twe«'n the conductor and ground for a pre<letermined time

and then breaking the solid connection.

3. The method of protecting an electric system from

high voltage stresses due to an intermittent connection

between a conductor of the system and ground consist-

ing in making a solid connection between the conductor

and ground for a predetermined time, opening the con-

nection, and remaking it If the conductor is still con-

nected to ground.

4. The metho<l of protecting an electric system from

high voltage stresses due to an Intermittent connection

between a conductor of the system and ground consisting

In making a permanent connection between the conductor

and ground for a predetermlne<l period, automatically

opening such connection at the end of the period and auto

matlcally remaking it if a connection between the con-

ductor and ground still exists.

5. In combination, an electric transmission system,

means for grounding said system and opening said ground
automatically thereafter, and means responsive to un
balancing of said system controlling said grounding
means.

[Claims 6 to 46 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.180,681. PROTECTION OF TRANSMISSION SYS
TBM8. Elmer E. F. Creiohton. Schenectady, N. Y..

assignor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Dec. 15, 1910. Serial No. 597.405.

(Cl. 176—294.)

1. In combination, an electric transmission system.

means operative upon an arcing ground upon said system.

a motor set Into operation by said means, a switch actu

a ted by said motor for grounding said system, a re-

sistance In series with said switch, control circuits for

said motor, and means in operative relation with said cir-

cuits causing said motor to close said switch momentarily

through a comparatively high resistance, then short cir-

cuiting a greater portion of said resistance for a prede-

termined time, opening said switch, and finally closing

said switch through the smaller portion of said resistance

if the arcing ground still exists.

2. In combination, an electric motor, a driving shaft

in operative relation therewith, a switch actuated by said

shaft, control circuits for said motor, and means In op-

erative relation with said circuits causing said motor to

close said switch, open it, and permanently reclose It

after a predetermined period.

• 3. In combination, an electric motor, a driving shaft in

operative relation therewith, a switch actuated by said

shaft, control circuits for said motor, means in operative

relation with said circuits causing said motor to close

said switch, open it and reclose It, and means to prevent

the motor from reopening the switch.

4. In combination, an electric motor, a driving shaft in

operative relation therewith, a switch actuated by said

shaft, control circuits for said motor, electromagnets hav-

ing contacts in said circuits, means for operating said

magnets, stationary contacts, movable contacts in opera-

tive relation therewith actuated by said shaft causing

said motor to close said switch open it and permanently
reclose it.

5. In combination, an electric motor, a driving shaft,

an electromagnetic clutch in operative relation with said

shaft and said motor, a switch actuated by said shaft,

control circuits for said motor and said clutch, electro-

magnets having contacts in said circuits, means for op-

erating said magnets, stationary contacts, movable con-

tacts In operative relation therewith actuated by said

shaft causing said motor to close said switch open it and
reclose it, and means preventing said motor from reopen-

ing said switch.

[Claims to 10 not printed in the Gacette.]

1,230,682, DRIVING MECHANISM. Ctrus A. CCBTis,

Benton Harbor, Mich. Filed Oct 11, 1916. Serial No.

125,019. (Cl. 74—14.)

2. The combination with a driving shaft and a driven

shaft, of a drive gear actuated by the drive shaft, a
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crank arm looH^ly mounted upon thf <JrW4>o shaft, a pit-
man conne.tlnjr said drive gear and fuild crank arm. a
dutch 8l«»««vt» Mlldaltle upon th.- Mrlvj'n ghaft. key pins
actuated by said clutch 8li»eve to lock the driven shaft to
the crank arm. and means for actuating? the sleeve.

(Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette]

1.230,683. DEVICE FOR CLEANINO, TEETH. John A.
Dalt, New Rf>rhelle. x\. Y. Filed Not. 6. 1916. Serial
No. 129.748. iCl. 15—39.)

1. In a device for cleaning the teeth, the combination
with a flnger cot provided with a plurality of teeth clean-
ing projections extending therefrom, of a second cot
adapted to Incase said first name<l cot and to be held
thereon by said projections.

2. In a device for cleaning the teeth, the combination
with a finger <-ot having a plurality of teeth cleaning
projections thereon, of a second cot adapted to Incase
said first named cot, the projecUons of said first named
cot passing through Interstices In the second named cot
to hold the same In position.

3. In a device for cleaning teeth, the .omblnatlon of
an elastic finger cot adapted to incase the end of a
finger and provided on one side with a plurality of cor-
rugations to reduce the pressure upon the finger and hav-
ing on its outer surface a plurality of teeth cleaning pro-
jections extending therefrom and a second cot of textile
material adapteil to incase said first named cot and be
held in place by said projections.

1.230,684. DRIER FOR SAND. GRAVEL. Ac. William
H. Daxce, Cambridge. Mass.. asalgnor to The Dyar
Supply Company. Cambridge. Mass.. a Corporation of
Masaachuaetta. Filed Dec. 21. 1916. Serial No
138.171. (CI. 263—32.)

1. A drier of the character state.1. comprising an open-
endwl drum mounted to rotate on an Inclineil axis and
having Internal means for alternately raising and re-
leasing loose material therein, means for feeding loose ma-
terUI into the higher end of the drum, a flxe,l burner
arrang*Hl to project a flame into the lower end of the
drum and toward the higher end. and a flxe«l heat con
ducting bed projecting Into the lower end portion of the
drum, interposal between the burner flame and the top of
the drum and arranged to b^- heated by the flame, said
bed h«.lng Inclined laterally to guide dropping materUl
across the flame without contact therewith and discharge
said material upon the bottom of the drum.

-'. A drier of the character stateil. comprising an
open-ended drum mounted to rotate on an inclined axis
and having Internal longitudinally extending wings adapt-
ed to alternately raise and release loose material In the
drum, means for feeding loose material Into the higher
end of the drum, a fixed burner ,irriii>c»<i to project a?me Into the lower end of the .iruai tv towani the

higher end. and a fixed heatcondactliif bed projectlog
into the lower end portion of the dmm, interpoaed be-
tween the burner flame and the top of the drum and ar-
ranged to be heated by the flame, said bed being lnrllne.1
laterally to guide dropping material across the flame
without contact therewith and discharge said material
upon the bottom of the drum, portions of said wings be-
ing adapted to raise relatively shallow masses of material
to a minimum height, while other portions of said wings,
in the end portion of the drum, which surrounds the bed,
are provided with extensions forming buckets adapted to
raise deeper masaea of material to a maximum height and
distribute said maaaw open the bed.

10. A drier of the character stated, comprising an in
cllne«l drum having Interval projections on its walls. .1

stack arranged to receive the higher end of the drum and
provided above the drum with an outlet for water of
condensation, means for beaUng the interior of the drum,
and means for admitting loose material to the drum
below the stack, said outlet preventing water descending
from the stack from moi.<9tenlng said material.

(Claims 3 to 9 not printeil in the Gaiette.]

1.230.685. GARMENT SUPPORTER. ELLa.x Dt Loan,
Chicago. 111. Filed June 23. 1913. S«rUl No. 775 29o'
(CI. 24—240.)

1. A garment support comprising a substantially flat
member having a semicircular end and a Uterally project-
ing wall at the margin of said semi circular portion ar
ranged to form a pocket at the end of said member, and
a semicircular part adapted to enter said pocket and ci.
operate with the walls thereof to engage a garment and
means for reUlnlng said member and part in cooperating
poaltlon.

2. A garment support comprising a subsuntially flat
member having a aemi-clrcular eml and a laterally project-
ing wall at the margin of said semicircular portion ar
rangeil to form a pocket of subsuntlally uniform width
the entire width of said member, and a semicircular part
adapted to enter said pocket and cooperate with the walls
thereof to engage a garment and m<>ans for reuinlrig
said member and part In co«lpenitlng position.

3. A garment support comprising a substantially flat
member having a semicircular end and a laterally project
Ing wall at the margin of said semi circular portion ar
ranged to form a pocket at the end of said member, and
a semi circular part adapted to enter said pocket and co-
operate with the walls thereof, to engage a garment and
a resilient catch for retaining said member and part In co-
operating position.

4. A garment support comprising a substantially flat
member having a semi circular end and a laterally pro-
jecting wall along the entire margin of said semi circular
portion arranged to form a pocket of substantially uniform
width at one end of said member, and a resilient tonguf
near the opposite end. and a aeml < Ircular part adapted to
enter said pocket and cooperate with the walls thereof to
engage a garment, means cooperating with said tongue
for retaining said member and part in cor.perating posi-
tion, and a flexible supporting band extending through said
member and engaging said apart adapte«l to normally
hoM said memb4>r an<l part in cooperating position.

.>. A garment support comprising a sulistantlally flat
meml»er having a semlcln ular end and a laterally project-
ing wall at the margin of said semi circular portion ar-
la^ed to form a semi circular pocket the full width of
said member, and a semicircular part ailapted to enter ««ld
pocket and cooperate with the walls thereof to engage a
srarment. and a flexible supporting band extending through
the central portion of said member anil engaging said part
intorineiliate Its ends adaptd to nornially hold s« Id mem-
ber and part in cooperating position.
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1.2S0.686. SWEEP SHOE AND BLADE. JBSSIB Eaktii*

Dixox. AndalusU. Ala. Filed May 12. 1915. Serial

No. 27,575. (CI. 97—9.)

1. In a sweep structure, the combination of a body, a

pair of longitudinally extending lateral projections formed

apaa the sides of said body and having their upper sur-

fticea positioned kt an obtus*- angle to the sides of the

body, projections formed along the upper edges of said

body and overlying the first named projections, the under

•nrfacos of said last nam<Ml projections disposed at angles

to and Intersecting the upper surface of said first named

proje<tlon for forming angular pockets between the pro

Jectlons. sweep blades, the Inner ends of aald sweep blades

belug shape<l to snugly flt within said pockets, and means

carrleil by said sweep blades for detachably connecting

them to said first nameii projections.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette]

1,230,687. AUTO LIMBER. Loria L. Drioos, New York.

N. Y. Piled July 26. 1916. Serial No. 111.515. (CI.

89—40.)

it
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S. A macbtne of the class describe comprising a bed,
a frame mounted thereon and having spaced bearings, a
carriage having spaced tubular portions disposed in the
respective bearings and also having a portion lying be-
tween and connecting the tubular portions, a tool-carrying
spindle extending axUlly of and In the tubular portions
of the carriage, bearings rotatably mounting the spindle
In the said tubular portions, a thrust bearing in one of
the tubular portions, a pulley on the portion of the spindle
between the said tubular portions of the carriage, and
means connected with the carrUge for longitudinally
moving the same.

4. The combination of a bed, a fixed frame thereon hav-
ing bearings, a carriage slldable longitudinally of and In
the bearings, a spindle rotatably mounted In and movable
longitudinally with the carriage, said spindle being hollow,
a work-engaging element extending longitudinally of the
spindle, means connected with the carriage for actuating
the same, parallel members extending from one end of the
carriage and parallel with the axis thereof and lying at
opposite sides of the work-engaging element, a crosa-plec*
connected with the members and through which the ele-
ment extends, a spring Interposed between the cross-pieces,
and means for clamping the second mentioned cross piece
with the work-engaging element.

1.280.689. VALVE-STEM HOOD FOR INTERNAL-COM
BUSTION ENGINES. Frank Ubo«gb Dahlgb»n, Mo-
bile. Ala., assignor of one-half to Charles H. Renter.
Mobile. Ala. Filed Jan. 2, 1917. Serial No. 140,275
(CI. 128—188.)

.In an Internal combustion engine the combination with
a valve stem and Its bushing, of a hood comprising a sub-
stantlally cylindrical portion having a re<luce<I upper ex-
tremity, the said cylindrical portion l.elng designed to
loosely surround the bushing while the said upper ex-
tremity is adapted to snugly fit the valve stem and prevent
the entrance of raw gas therebeyond.

1,230.690. PNEUMATIC CUSHION. A.VTON C. E««EHS.
Brooklyn, N. Y.. assignor to The Goodyears India Rub-
ber Glove Manufacturing Company, a Corporation of
Connecticut. Filed Aug. 10. 1915. Serial No. 44.816.
(CT. 5—15.)
1. A pneumatic cushion comprising an inflatable load

supporting seat part having a comparatively large opening
through the Interior thereof, and a restricted part of
substantially inflexible material spanning the front to
overcome spreading and to give continuity to the seat,
•aid restricted part being directed forwardly toward its
center to provide leverage therefor to permit said part to
bf turneil downwardly when the seat is supporting the
load.

2. A pneumatic cushion comprising a horse-shoe 8hape<1
•eat portion of limp flexible material and an arched rela-

tlrely stiff connecting element of reduced cross-section
connecting the ends thereof and adapted to retain said
seat portion In Its normal form under Internal fluid
preuure.

8. A pneumatic cushion comprising a horse-shoe shaped
seat portion of limp flexible material and an arched rela-
tively stiff element of relatively smaller cross sectional
area connecting the ends of said seat portion, said connect-
ing element being adapted to be displaced upwardly or
downwardly out of the central plane of said seat portion.

4. .\ pneumatic cushion consisting of an oval shaped air
BB«mber. that part of said member forming the front of
the cushion 'being unlnflaUble and of relatively smaller
area in cross-section than the parts constituting the sides
and rear and forming a forwardly extending reduced por-
tion of the central opening through the cushion.

1.230.691. CRIMPING OR CORRUG.\TING MACHINE.
ANALDO M. E.NULiSH, Brookllne. and Howabo W. Gibbs,
Boston. Mass.. assignors to J. Spaulding A Sons Co..
Rochester. N. H.. a Copartnership comprising Marlon L.
Spaulding, Boston. Mass., Roland H. Spaulding and
Huntley N. Spaulding. Rochester. .\. H.. and Leon C.
Spaulding. Buffalo. N. Y. Filed .Nov. 15. 1915. Serial
-No. 61.604. (CI. 12—80.)

1. In a machine of the character described. In comblna
tlon. crimping tools constructed and arranged for trans
versely crimping the Up <.f an Insole, one of said tools
oscillating toward and from the other in an arc of sub-
stantially small radius to permit the center of oscillation
to be located In proximity to the cooperating crimping tool.

2. In a machine of the character described. In comblna
tlon, crimping tools constructed and arranged for trans-
versely crimping the lip of an Insole, one of said tools
oscillating toward and from the other, and a presser de
vice arranged with relation to the crimping tools to en
gage a crimped portion of the lip after It has been crimped
by said tools.

6. In a machine of the character descrlbe<l. in combina-
tion, a stationary gripping Jaw to engage the feather of

an Insole, a gage attached to said gripping Jaw and pro-

vided with a flnger to limit the upward movement of the

lip of the insole, and a movable gripping Jaw cooperating

with said stationary Jaw to flrmly grip the feather of the

Insole between them.

7. In a machine of the character de8crit>ed. In combina-

tion, crimping tools constructed and arranged to trans-

eraely crimp the lip of an Insole, gripping Jaws to engage

the insole, and means for limiting the height of the lip

to enable the Insole to bo provided with a crimped lip of

substantially uniform height throughout its length.

[Claims 3 to 5 and 8 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280.692. ICE CREAM FREEZER. Malcolm F. Ewbn
and ABTHVB L. S. McCtrdt, Chicago, 111., assignors to

Larsen Ice Machine Company (Inc.). Wilmington. Del.,

a Corporation of Delaware. Filed May 18, 1914. Serial

No. 839.206. (CI. 62—95.)

S^ £9*^

An Ice cream freezer for use with refrigerating appa-

ratus, comprising an Insulated container, means providing

an expansion Jacket chamber within said container, a can

removably supported In said container within said expan-

sion chamber, said container and said can by their side

and bottom walls defining a spa<'e about the sides and

bottom of saltl can a<lapted to receive a sufficient quantity

of liquid to form a thin film or seal between said expan-

sion chamber and said <an. a plate having an opening for

the Insertion of the can. flxe<l to the top of said container

and forming the top wall for said Jacket chamber, said

can being adappted to close the opening In said plate,

inlet an<l outlet conduits connected to said expansion

chamber, and means for controlling the flow therethrough.

1.280,693. LUG STRAP SUFi'ORT FOR LOOMS.
Chablis Faber, Brldgewater. Mass. Filed Dec. 1. 1916.

Serial No. 134.364. (CI. 139—48.)

1. A strap holder for picker sticks comprising a cou-

pling member having a spring hook at one end thereof, a

picker stick connection for said member formed from a

flat plate adapted to be secur«Hl to one side of the picker

stick, oppositely l>ent angular upper and lower portions

on -iald plate, the upper portion engagInK opposite sides

of the picker stick, n horizontally extending pivot bar

positioned through the lower portion of said plate and

adapted to receive the spring hook on the end of the

coupling member, means for plvotally and detachably

c<inne<-tlnK the opposite end of said member to a lug strap,

and said member being longitudinally adjustable.

3. A strap holder for picker sticks comprising a rod

having one end plvotally an<l detachably connected to the

picker stick, external screw threads on the opposite end

of the rod. a flat strap havlntc one end plvotally and de-

tachably <-onne«ted with a lui: strap, a lateral extension

on the other eud of said strap, said extension having an

opening through which the threaded end of the rod It

adapteil to be slidably positioned, and locking nuts on the

rod on opposite sides of the extension, whereby the strap

may be locked at various longitudinally adjusted positions

on said rod.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.694. TWO WIRE TO THREE WIRE TELEPHONB
SYSTEM. Edward D. Fales, La Orange. 111., assignor

to Automatic Electric Company. Chicago. 111., a Corpo-

ration of Illinois. Filed Apr. 16. 1910. Serial No.

555,890. (CI. 179—18.)

1. In a telephone system, a calling line, a pair of talk-

ing conductors individual thereto, a first selector adapted

to operate In accordance with the first digit of any called

number, a line leading to said first selector, a repeater

for controlling said selector by grounding first one side

of said line and then the other, a non-numerical trunklng

switch for automatically finding said repeater, and a cir-

cuit Including said talking conductors in series for con-

trolling said repeater.

2. In a telephone system, a calling line, a pair of talk-

ing conductors Individual thereto, a series of selectors

adapted to operate successively in accordance with suc-

cessive digits of any called number, a connector adapted

to operate In accordance with the last two digits of any

called number, lines leading to said selectors and con-

nector, a repeater for controlling said selectors and con-

nector by grounding first one side of said lines and then

the other, a non-numerical trunklng switch for anto-

matlcally finding the said repeater, and a circuit including

said talking conductors In series for controlling said

repeater.

3. In a telephone s.vstem. a calling line, a pair of talk-

ing conductors individual thereto, a plurality of flrat
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8«lectora each adapted to operate In arcordaBcc with tlM
first digit of any called number, lines leading to said flnt
•electors, a non-numerieal trunking mechanism for finding
Idle first selectors, repeaters iDterpose<l l)etween the said
mechanism and the first selectors for controlling the
selector by grounding first one side of said lines and then
the other, and circuits locludinK said talking condncton
in series for controlling said mechanism and repeaters.

4. In a telephone syst»»m. a ralllnK line, a pair of talk-
ing conductors Individual thereto, a first selector adapted
to operate in accordance with the first digit of any called
number, a line leading to said selector, a repeater for
controlling said selector by grounding one side of said
line and then the other, a circuit including said talking
conductors In series for controlling said repeater, a non-
numerical tninking switch for automatically flmllng said
repeater, and a central source of operating and talking
current.

5. In a telephone .system, a calling line, a pair of talk-

ing conductors Individual thereto, a plurality of first

selectors each adapted to operate In accordance with the
first digit of any calletl number, lines leading to said
selectors, a non-numerical trunklng mechanism for finding
Idle first selectors, repeaters Interposed between the said
mechanism and the first selectors for controlling said
selectors by grounding first one side of said lines and then
the other, circuits including saiil talking conductors in

erles for controlling said mechanism and repeaters, and
a central source of operating and talking current.

[Claim 6 not printeil In the Cazette.
|

1.230,695. OlITAR BRIDGE. Albert Fickebt. Brook-
lyn, X. Y. Pllwl Oct. 23. 1916. Serial No. 127,147.
(CI. 84—132.)

A guitar bridge comprising a solid wall, and an apron
integrally formed therewith and extended rearwardly
therefrom, the forward end of said apron being Joined
with said solid wall above the lower bearing edge thereof
and the rear end of said apron being depressed to a level
with said bearing e«lge. said aprun having formed therein
a series of holes for the knotted ends of strings, said
apron t>eing further providetl with lateral extensions, the
outer ends of said extensions being depressed to a level
with the lower edge of said bridge for forming a hollow
chamber.

1,230,69*J. STONECITTING MACHINE. Lionaboo
FiLOTito. Manduria. Italy. Filed Jan. 15. 1916. SerUl
No. 72.349. (CI. 125—18.)

1. In a stone cutting machine, the combination of a
base, standards extending upwardly from the base, a
vertically adjustable carriage mounted on the standards,
a horizontal shaft mounted in the carriage, a cutting disk
fixed to the shaft and projecting through a slot formed
in the base, means for rotating the shaft, a stem extending
centrally from the carriage, a cross head mounted on and
In allnement with the stem and engaging the standards,
an adjusting screw in allnement with the stem, a spring
Interposed between the screw and the cross head, and
means for feeding the base over the work.

2. In a stone cutting machine, the combination of •
bas-. standards on the base, a carriage mounted on the
standards, a cuttine disk carrie<I by the carriage, means
for rotating the cutting disk, a tension device mounted on

the atandards acting to force the ratting disk toward the
work, a manually operable screw co6peratlng with the
tensioning device to raalntnln tension on the disk aa It

cuts Into the work.

3. In a stone cutting nia<'hlne, the combination of a
base, standards mounted on the base, a carriage mounted
on the standards, a horizontal shaft mounte^l In the car-
riage, a cutting disk mounted on the horizontal shaft, a
gear on the horizontal shaft, a vertical rotative shaft, a
gear spllned to the vertical shaft and meahlng with the
first mentionetl gear, whereby to rotate the cutting disk,
a stem extending centrally from the carriage, a cross
head on the stem and engaging the standards, an adjuat-
ing screw in allnement with the stem at the top of the
standards, and a spring interposed between the adjusting
screw an<l the cross head to create tension on the cutting
disk.

4. In a stone cutting machine, the combination of a
movable truck, tracks arrangetl transversely of the truck,
a b«ae, a shaft on the base, wheels on the shaft and
operating on the track, a gear wheel on the shaft, a
vertical shaft on the base, a gear wheel on the latter
ahaft which meshes with the gear wheel on the first men-
tioned shaft, standards on the base, a carriaKe mounte<l
on the standards, a horizontal shaft mounted in the car
riage and rarrvlng a dlak, a beveled gear wheel on the
horizontal shaft, a b<>veled gear wheel on the vertical
ahaft which me«hes with the beveled gear wheel on the
horizontal shaft, a stem extending centrally from the
carriage, and manually operate^l means engaging the stem
to place the cutting disk under yielding tension while
operating on the work.

1,230,697. ORE CLASSIFYING AND SIZING MECHA-
NISM. J08XPH Fbanz and Fbank Fbanz, Wallace,
Idaho. Filed July 28, 1916. Serial No. 111,847. (CI.

83—C6.)
1. In an ore classifier and separator, a trough-like hous-

ing, a borlzonully rotatable shaft Journaled in bearings
in said houaing. a separator mounted on said shaft and
comprising a screening cylinder, one end of which Is closed
and the other end Is open, means for feeding the material
to be separateil onto the screen surface at substantially
the top of the cylinder, a receiving pan located within the
cylinder to receive the material that drops through the
cylinder screen, said receiving pan having a discharge
spout and projecting through the open end of said cylin-
der, and means for spraying water outwardly through
said screen cylinder adjacent to the place of deposit of the
material to be separattMl and a baffle device over said
screen cylinder to deflect the water back onto the exte-
rior of the screen.

2. In an ore classifier, a revolving screen comprising a
screen head, a spider for sustaining said head, a fierles of
cantallvers projected from said head In circumferential
allnement and substantially parallel to the axis of rota-
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tlon of the »<-reen. a ring se<iire<l to the axis of the canta-

llvers opposite to the head of the screen whereby said end

of the screen Is open, a screen covering over the said

cantallvers and extending between said head and ring,

and segmental ring like filler strips »»etween adjacent

cantallvers for sustaining the screen body, said head and

Mid ring being of greater diameter than the screen body

whereby to form side flanges. ,

3. In an ore classifier, a revolving screen comprising a

screen head, a spider for sustaining said head, a aeriea of

cantallvers projected from said head in circumferential

allnement and substantially parallel to the axis of rota-

tion of the acreen, a ring secured to the axis of the canta-

llvers opposite to the head of the screen whereby said end

of the screen la open, a screen covering over the said can-

tallvers and extending between said head and ring, and

internal ring bands secured to said cantallvers.

4. In an ore claaslfler, a revolving screen comprising a

screen hea<l. a spider for sustaining said head, a series of

cantallvers projecte<l from said head in circumferential

allnement and substantially parallel to the axis of rota-

tion of the acreen, a ring secured to the axis of the canta-

llvers opposite to the head of the screen whereby said

end of the screen Is open, a screen covering over the said

cantallvers and extending iN-tween said head and ring,

tegmental rlng-Uke filler strips between adjacent canta-

llvers for sustaining the screen body, said head and said

ring l>elng of greater diameter than the screen body

whereby to form side flanges, and Internal ring banda

•ecured to aald cantallvera.

5. In an ore classifier, a revolving screen comprising a

screen head, a spider for sustaining said head, a scries of

cantallvers projected from said head In circumferential

allnement and subsUntially parallel to the axis of rotation

of the screen, a ring secured to the ends of the canta-

llvers opposite to the head of the screen whereby aald end

of the screen Is open, a screen covering over the said

cantallvers and extending between said head and ring,

and segmental ring like filler strips between adjacent can-

tallvers for sustaining the screen body, said head and

said ring being of greater diameter than the screen body

whereby to form said flanges, means for depositing the

material to be separated vn the top of said revolving

screen, means for collecting the material that falls from

the outside of the scn-^-n. and a receiving pan projected

Into the revolving screen for receiving the material that

passes through the screen, the longitudinal edges of said

pan engaging said revolving screen along Its Internal

diameter.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230,098. BUTTONHOLE FEEDING MECHANISM.
Bdwabd C. Geestinbwigbr. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed

Dec. 7, 1916. Serial No. 136,674. (O. 112—4.)

1. In a feed mechanism for buttonhole sewing machines,

a feed wheel having a feed groove In its lower face, a freely

apported gripping block extending loosely Into the groove

of the feed wheel, and a pendulum depending from the

said block and adapted to rock the latter to engage the

gripping block with the walls of the fe«-d wheel groove.

2. In a feed mechanism for buttonhole sewing ma-

chines, a bed plate, a stitch-forming mechanism and a

feed mechanism having an Intermittently rotating feed

wheel provided with a feed groove, and a block resting on

the said bed plate and extending loosely In the said

groove, the block having a depending rod provided with

a weight at Its lower end.

8. In a feed mechanism for buttonhole sewing ma-

chines, a bed plate, a stltch-formlng mechanism and a

feed mechanism having an intermittently rotating feed

wheel provided with a feed groove, a block resting on the

said bed plate and extending loo8<'ly In the said groove,

the block having a depending rod. and the said bed plate

having an aperture at the rear through which extends

loosely the said rod, and a weight held adjustable on the

lower end of the said rod.

4. In a feed mechanism for buttonhole sewing machines,

a bed plate, a stitch forming mechanism and a feed mech-

anism having an intermittently rotating feed wheel pro-

vided with a feed groove, a block resting on the said bed

plate and extending loosely In the said groove, the block

having a depending rod and the said bed plate having an

aperture at the rear through which extends loosely the

said rod, a weight held adjustable on the lower end of

the said rod, and means to lock the weight In the ad-

justed position on the rod.

5. In a feed mechanism for buttonhole sewing ma-

chines, a feed wheel having a feed groove In Its lower

face, a freely supported gripping block extending loosely

Into the groove of the feed wheel, a rod depending from

the said block and a weight adjustably secured on the

lower end of the said rod to, form a pendulum for the

block.

1,280,699. RESILIENT WHEEL. John Gibson. Courte-

nay, N. D. Filed Feb. 12. 191C. Serial No. 77,926.

(Cl. 162—44.)

1. In a resilient wheel, a hub embodying a pair of sub-

stantially disk-shaped plates In spaced relation to each

other. Journal pins connecting said plates, rollers sur-

rounding said pins and adapted to turn thereon, an an-

nulus encircling the hub and normally concentric there-

with, and a circular series of springs each of convolute

formation and gradually decreasing In radius from the

annulus to the hub, said springs being fastened at their

outer ends to the annulus and having their inner por-

tions slidable between the hub plates and also slldable

l>etween the body of the hub and the respective rollers.

2. In a resilient wheel, a hub emlK>dylng a pair of sub-

stantially disk-shaped plates in spaced relation to each
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other. Journal plnn connecting said plate*, rollers ror-
roundlng said pins an.l adapted to turn thereon, an an
nulus encircling the hub and normally concentric there-
with, and a circular aeries of springs each of conrolute
formation and gradually decreasing in radius from the
annulus to the hub, said springs being fastened at their
outer ends to the annulus and having their Inner portions
sUdable between the hub plates and also sUdable between
the body of the hub and the respective rollers, the Inner
portions of the springs being so cooperatively related as
to mutually support each other and collectively sustain
and cushion the load Imposed on the hub. «

1,230,700. UNLOADING APPARATUS. Edwaed C. Gl«i>-
HiLL, Gallon, Ohio. Filed Feb. 25. 1916. Serial No.
80,422. (CI. 193—3.)

In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the combi-
nation of a portable bin having foldable sides, an elevator
swlnglngly supported from said bin and consisting of sec-
tions hinged together at their meeting ends whereby It

may be swung close to and fold over the bin. a drum on
the bin, and a cable wound upon the drum and secured
to the elevator near the lower end thereof.

1,230,701. HORSE-COLLAR. GiOBGE B. Go»TZ, Ranson,
W. V*. Continuation In part of applications Serial
Nos. 61.982 and 61,983, filed Nov. 17. 1915. This ap-
plication Oled Aug. 29. 1916. Serial No. 117.493. (CI
54—19.)

1. A horse collar Initially conformable under pressure
to a horse's neck, consisting of a pliable fabrk- outer wall
and a fllling. the collar including fore and rear wales and
a connecting neclc and resilient means extending from
the usual point of location of a tug at one side of the
collar, continuously downwardly of that side of the collar,
around the throat of the collar and upwardly of the op-
posite side of the collar to the usual point of location of
a tug at that side, for Imparting to the corres|>ondlng por-
tions of the wall of the fore wale, a degree of stiffness

sufficient to prevent rolling of the most remote opposite
points of the outer periphery of the fore wale Inwardly a
sufficient amount to permit of release of the hames. under
the influence of corresponding hame pressure.

10. A horse collar, having a stiffening spring arranged
within the casing against one wall thereof, and capable of
moving In relation to said casing, the ends of said spring
being slldably connected to the adjacent wall of said
spring.

[Claims 2 to 9 and 11 to 15 not prlntetl in the (Jazette.]

1.230,702. SUBMARINE VESSEL. Abraham Grun-
Buuo, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Oct. 7. 1910. Serial No
124,290. (CI. 61—7.)

1. In a submarine vessel, an outer chamber communicat-
ing with the exterior thereof provided with a reclprocabU
plunger wall, fitting closely to the sides of the chamber,
and an adjacent chamber provided with a closing door
communicating with said first chamber and having a door
opening into the Interior of the main vessel.

2. In a submarine vessel, an outer chamber communi-
cating with the exterior thereof provided witn a reclpro-
cahle plunger wall, fitting closely to the side of said cham-
ber In all positions, and an adjacent chamber provided
with a closing door communicating with said first cham-
ber and having a door opening Into the Interior of the
main vessel, and means for exhausting water therefrom.

3. The combination with the main vessel, of an outer
chamber communicating with the exterior thereof and pro-
vided with a reclprocable sealing plunger wall, said wall
being adapted to prevent Inflow of water above It at all
positions and adapted to expel the water from said cham-
ber on its outward movement, and an inner chamber hav-
ing a door-controlled communication with said first cham-
ber and provided with a supplemental opening and a clos-
ing door at Its upper end portion communicating with the
Interior of the main vessel.

4. In a submarine vessel, an outer cylindrical chamber
having Its outer end open and communicating with the
exterior thereof, a reclprocable plunger In close contact
with the sides of said chamber and forming a sealing clo-
sure for said opening, said plunger being adapted to be
moved Inwardly to permit Inflow of water to said cham-
ber and to be lowered to expel the water therefrom, and
an Inner chamber having an opening communicating with
said first named chamber, and a sliding door for closing
aid opening, said last named chamber also being provided
with a supplemental opening and a closing door at It«

|

Inner end portion, communicating with the interior of
the main vessel.

1.230.703. RAILWAY TIE AND FASTENER. William
C. Grcgg and Lor is D. GacG«. Hackensack. N. J., as-
signors to The Gregg Company, Limited. Hackensack.
N. J., a Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 23,
1916. Serial No. 121,725. (CI. 238—4.)

1. A railway tie and fastener comprising a tie. a clamp-
ing bolt having a claw at one end to grip the flange of a
rail, and a clip for the other end of the bolt formed with
a claw to grip the rail flange and an opening for the bolt
and having oppositely disposed shelves extended In the
direction of the claw to He below the rail flange and bear
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against the under face of the tie and spaced apart to lie

at opposite sides of the bolt to permit the bolt to He close

to the under face of the tie.

i:;iiiL

2. A railway tie and fastener comprising a tie, a clamp
ing bolt having a claw at one end to grip the flange of a
rail, and a clip for the other end of the bolt formed with
a claw to grip the rail flange and an opening for the bolt,

and having Inwardly projecting shelves at opposite sides
of the bolt opening, to bear against the under face of the
tie at opposite sides of the bolt, the Inner faces of the
shelves conforming to the outline of the bolt to have an
extended bearing afforded by the bolt for the clip.

1,280.704. NECKTIE RETAINER. Joseph A. Gcisi,
Magazine. .\rk. Filed Aug. 16. 1916. Serial No.
115,236. (CI. 24—49.)

//

3-^
1. A necktie retainer adapted for Insertion between the

folds of a collar, Including a flat member for slldably re-
ceiving a necktie, means for detachably securing the mem-
ber to the Inner fold of a collar, and a hinged keeper se-
cured to said member to prevent the accidental displace-
ment of the necktie.

2. A necktie retainer adapted for Insertion between the
folds of a collar, including a flat member for slldably re-
ceiving a necktie, means for detachably securing the
member to the inner fold of a collar, the free longitudinal
edges of said member being turned laterally to form guide
flanges for the necktie, a keeper bingedly secured to the
upper flange to prevent the accidental displacement of
the necktie, and means carried by the free lower edge of
aid keeper for engagement with the lower edge of
Mid member, whereby the keeper Is held in position.

1,280,705. STEREOSCOPE. Hknet W. Halbs, Eldge-
wood, N. J. Filed Oct. 81, 1916. Serial No. 128.680.
(Cl. 88—29.)
1. A stereoscope, comprising a box having a slldable

cover provided at its rear end with a transversely extend-
ing clamping member adapted to close the rear end of the
box and to clamp the lower portion of a stereoscopic pic-
ture against the rear end of the cover.

2. A stereoscope, comprising a box having a slldable

cover provided at the under side adjacent the rear end
with bearings, a clamping member provided with guide
pins slldable In the said bearings, the said clamping
member l>elng adapted to coact with the rear end of the

cover to clamp a stereoscopic picture between them, and
springs attached to the under side of the cover and con-

nected with the said guide pins.

8. A stereoscope, comprising a box having a slldable

cover provided at its outer end with means for supporting
a stereoscopic picture, a lens carrier pivoted In the for-

ward end of the box, the lens carrier In one position ex-

tending vertically and with the lenses a distance above
the box. and li; another position extending within the box
below the cover, the under side of the box cover being pro-
vided near Its forward end with a shoulder, and a spring
secured to the bottom of the box and having Its free end
bearing against the under side of the cover on moving the
cover Inward or outward for focusing purposes to hold
the cover in the adjusted position, the terminal of the
spring being adapted to abut against the said shoulder to
limit the outward movement of the cover.

4. A stereoscope, comprising a box having a slldable

cover provided at Its rear end with a transversely extend-
ing clamping member adapted to close the rear end of the
box and to clamp the lower portion of a stereoscopic
picture against the rear end of the cover, the top of the
cover being provided at its middle with a centering notch
adjacent the said clamping member to permit of centering
the stereoscopic picture, and a lens carrier supporting
lenses and located on the other end of the box.

1,280.706. LAST. Fbkdbbick
Mass. Piled Dec. 29, 1915.

12—139.)

A. Hatch, Plymouth,
Serial No. 69,267. (Cl.

1. A last having a local tack receiving portion thereof
formed with a plug receiving hole of substantial depth,
and a plug of relatively soft metal fitted In said hole, and
having associated with the bottom thereof a plate of rela-

tively hard metal bent to fit into said hole ahead of said
plug, and formed to be pressed out laterally by the seating
of the plug In said hole to bold said plug against dis-

placement and to serve as a bottom reinforce for the plug
receiving hole.

2. A last having a local tack receiving portion thereof
formed with a plug receiving hole of substantial depth, a
plug of relatively soft meUl to be fitted In said hole hav-
ing at its bottom a projection, and a washer of relatively
hard metal fitted over said projection, said projection be-

ing of a length to extend therethrough to some little ex-
tent, said washer formed with corner portions bent down-
wardly and Inwardly so that the washer fits Into said hole
ahead of said plug, said corner portions being adapted to
l>e flattened out and pressed laterally into the adjacent

/
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fiber of the wood of the last and !«aid plug proJ*<-tlon b^tng
adapted to l>e beaded over said washer as the plug is

seated in the bottom of staid hole.

3. A last having a local tacit receiving portion formed
with a hole of !<uhstaDtlal depth, and a plug of relatively

soft metal having axstxlated with the bottom thereof a
member of relatively hard metal distorted so as to fit Into
said hole nhead of saUl plug, said memt>er and s»ald plug
having cooperative provision whereby as the plug is seated

in the bottom of said hole, said member has Its form
changeil so as to he emb«H|il»>d fn the adjacent fil>er of the
woo<I of the last and said plug Is held 8e«ure«l thereto and
flxed In the last thereby.

4. A last equipped with a metallic heel plate having a
track receiving hole therethrough, said hole extending to
a substantial depth In the wood of the last, and a plug of

relatively soft metal fitted in said hole with a plate of
relatively hard metal interengaged with the bottom
thereof, said plate being distorted to permit Insertion
thereof into taid hole and adapted to be flattened out and
be embedded in the adjacent wood of the last as said plux
is seated, the length of the plug t>eing such that its top
will then be substantially flush with the surface of said
heel plate, and said plate serving as a reinforce for the
bottom of said hole to support said plug from recession
therein. I

1,230,707. GUN MA(;AZINE. Ji lus Fhbd IIickmaxw,
Lupus, Mo. Filed Jan. 31, 1917. Serial No. 145,629.
<C1. 42—49.)

A gun having a magazine with openings spaced apart
at the normal cartridge or shell positions in the magazine,
and a slide handle for moving against the magazine and
having an opening for registering with one of the openings
in the magazine when the slide handle is in normal
position.

1,230,708. VAPOR ELECTRIC APPARATUS. PwTWi
Cooper Hewitt, Ringwood Manor, N. J., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Cooper Hewitt Electric Company,
Hoboken, N. J., a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Oct. 1, 1912. Serial No. 723,303. (CI. 175—354.)

*if

1. A vapor electric apparatus comprising an exhausted
conUlner, poaitlTe and negative electrode* therein, the ex
tremlty of the positive electrode being located at a critical

distance from the negative electrode, the said critical dis-

tance being the distance between the negative electrode
and a point in the vapor column at which a sudden
marked decrease in the fall of potential across the termi-
nals of the deylce occurs, as compared with the drop when
the electrodes are more remote from each other.

:;. \ vapor elei trie apparatus comprising an exhausted
container, positive and negative electrodes therein, the ex-

tremity of the positive electrode being located at a critical
distance from the negative electroile, the said critical dis-
tance t>elng the distance i>etween the negative electrode
and a point in the vapor column at which a sudden marked
<le<rease in the fall of potential across the terminals of
the deUce occura, and a cooling device located Intfrme
diate the two electrodes and serving to modify the said
critical distance.

3. A vapor electric apparatus comprising ao exhausted
ctintainer, positive and negative electrodes therein, the
positive electrode being located in proximllty to the nega-
tive electrode and having a suitable stem for connection
with the external circuit, a tubular device Inside the posi-
tive electrode, separated therefrom by an Intervening
»P«ce, and conforming generally to the shape of the posi-
tive electrode and its stem for permitting the circulation
of a cooling fluid, and a tul)e carrying a cooling fluid out-
side the positive electrode and passing In front thereof.

4. A vapor electric apparatus comprising an exhausted
container, positive and negative electrodes therein, the
positive electrode being cup-shaped and located in prox-
imity to the negative electrode and having a suitable stem
for connection with the external circuit, a tubular device
Inside the positive electrode, separated therefrom by an
Intervening space, and conforming generally to the shape
of the positive electrode and its stem for permitting the
circulation of a cooling fluid, and a tube carrying a cooling
fluid In front of the positive electrode and in proximity
thereto along the entire face of the said electrode.

5. In a vapor electric apparatus comprising an exhausted
container, positive and negative electrodes therein, an
Insulating shielil within the negative electrode for limit-
ing the active area thereof. In combination with startlnf
devices for the said apparatus, comprising a conductor
sealed through the wall of the apparatus and bent into
contact with the negative electrode.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,709. COTTON-COMPRE.^s. William Hill. Alex-
andria, La. Filed Jan. 12, 1916. Serial No. 71,699.
<a. 100—19.)

1. A compress, comprising a bale chamber having open
sides and provided with extensions at Its sides, com-
pressing means working in said chamber, hinged wings
for closing the open sides of the said chamber, pair of
toggle levers for the wings, one member of each i)alr of
toggle levers being pivoted to a wing and the other member
to an extension of the bale chamber, a power cylinder car-
ried by said chamber, a piston In the cylinder, a cross
head secured to the piston rod and having guided move-
ment, and arms pivoted to the ends of the cross head and
to the pivots connecting the members of the toggle levers.

2. A compress, comprising a supporting frame having
an extension frame, platens working In the frame, co-
operating means for operating the platens, hinged wings
for closing the sides of the frame, a pair of toggle levers
for each wing, one member of which is pivoted to the
wing and the other member to the extension frames, a
power cylinder secured to the extension frame and having
guideways projecting therefrom in allnement therewith.

a piston in the cylinder, a cross head secured to the pis-

ton rod aad working In the said guideways. and arm*

ptroted to the ends of the cross head and to the pivots

coBBecting the members of the toggle levers.

1^80,710. LAWN-MOWBR. William Hill. Alexan.lria,

La. FU«1 July 21, 1916. Serial No. 110.469. (CI.

86—19.)

1. In combination with a lawn mower having reciprocal

log cutting members and carrying wheels in the rear

thereof; a plurality of flexible whips rotatlvely mounted

above said reciprocating cutting members, the path of the

free ends of said whips being Juxtaposed to said cutters

for operating as a hrwh for carrying material being oper-

ated upon to the rear of said cutters.

2. In combination with a reciprocating cutter; a rotary

shaft disposed in superi>osed relation thereto ; and a plu

rallty of flexible whips mounted on said shaft, the path

of the free ends of said whips being Juxtaposed to said

reciprocating cutter.

8. In combination with a reciprocating cutter ; a rotary

shaft disposed In superposeil relation thereto : a plurality

of flexible whips mounted on said shaft, the path of the

free ends of said whips being Juxtaposed to said recipro-

cating cutter; and driving mechanism for said shaft, said

mechaolaro embwlying carrying wheels supporting said

cutter.

1 230.711. ANCHORING DEVICE. Ma«TIK M. Hj«hm

BTAO, Kenyor, Minn. Filed June 5, 1916. Serial No.

101.754. (a. 189—91.)

horixoBtal link pivoted to the thrust rod at the angle

therein and connecting the same to the bar, said bar being

Inserted through the link with freedom to move endwise

and rotate, and a pulling connection attached to said

extension.

8. An anchoring device comprising a bar adapted to be

secured In the ground and having a hand piece equipped

head, a collar swiveled on the bar and engaging said

head as an abutment, a downwardly and forwardly

Inclined throat rod having Its upper end pivoted to the

collar for vertical swinging movement and provided at its

outer end with a horizontal ground -engaging extension,

a horizontal link pivoted to the thrust rod at the angle

therein and connecting the same to the bar, said bar

being Inserted through the link with freedom to move

endwise and rotate, and a pulling connection attached

to said extension.

1. An anchoring device comprising a bar adapted to be

secured In the ground, a downwardly and forwardly in-

clined thrust rod through the upp«r end of which said

hftr is Inserted with freedom to rotate, a borizoatal

link connecting the outer end of the thrust ro<i to said

bar and In which link the bar Is free to move endwise

and rotate, and a pulling connection attached to tke

oater end of the 11 nil.

2. An anchoring device comprising a bar adapted to be

eevred In the ground, a downwardly anil forwardly

lacllned thrust rod having at its suter end n h"rt«ontal

grownd-eogaglnr extecsloa. said bar being Inserted through

the upper end of the thrust rod with freedom to rotate, a

289 O. G.

1,230,712. RIFLE-BARREL.
Mont. Filed Jan. 8, 1917.

42—78.)

Bin Holt«b. Whiteflsh,

Serial No. 140,871. (CI.

1. A rifle barrel having the wall of Its bore composed

of alternating relatively narrow and wide lands forming

an irregxilar polygon each of said lands having a rapid

twist.

2. A rifle barrel having the wall of Its bore composed

of alternating relatively narrow and wide lands forming

an Irregular polygon.

1,28 0,713. AUXILIARY RADIUS ROD. WiLHtE.
HotWAS and Leonard J. Midoobden, Lamonl. Iowa.

Filed Apr. 13, 1914. Serial No. 831.682. (CI. 21—182.)

. 1. The combination with an automobile embodying an

engine casing and a front axle, and a V shaped radius

rod secured at Its apex to said casing and extending for-

wardly therefrom to said axle, of an auxiliary V shaped

radius rod secured at Its apex to said casing and extend-

ing forwardly therefrom to said axle, the forward ends of

said first radius rod being located above the axle and the

corresponding ends of said auxiliary radius rod being

located below said axle, the ends of one radius ro«l being

alined with the ends of the other rod, and a bolt engaging

each pair of alined ends and the axle to secure all of

said ends to the axle.

2. In combination with an automobile embodying an

engine casing having a downwardly depending lug with

screw-threaded openings, and a front axle, and a V-8hape<l

radius rod 8ecnre<l at Its apex to said lug and extending

forwardly therefrom to said axle, of an auxiliary V-shaped

radius rod, a pair of spaced plates secured to the apex of

the auxiliary V shaped radius rod and having openings

therein, bolts extending through the openings and threaded

into the openings of the lug for sectiTlng the apex of the

awxillary radios rod to the lug, the forward ends of said

first radius lod being located above ttic axle and the

corresponding ends of said aaxiHary radios rod being

located below said axle, the ends of the ravins rod betnc
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alloed with the ends of the other rod, and a bolt engaging
each pair of alined ends and the axle to secure all of said
ends to the axle.

1,230.714. PROCESS OF AND APPARATUS FOR WAX-
ING THREADS. Joseph Fiuderic Houston, Phlla-
delpbla, Pa. Filed Jan. 10. 1916. Serial No. 71.281.
(CI. 28—7.)

2. In an apparatus for wnxlne thrp«<l. a tubular wax-
carrier Internally conical and slotted throutrh Its wall, a
waxlnj? substance lining the carrier and formed with a
slot alined with the slot of the carrier, and means for
retaining the waxing substance within the carrier.

3. In an apparatus for waxlni? thread, a hollow conical
tubular carrier formed with a vertical slot through Ita
wall and having a directing flanjre or lip extending out-
wardly from It. an internal lining of wax within said
carrier having a slot alined with the slot of the carrier,
and means for retaining the lining within the carrier.

4. An apparatus for waxing thread which comprises in
combination.—a primary bobbin upon which thread to be
waxe<l is wound,—an axially hollow, internally conical,
open-ende«l, wax-carrier, the side of which is slotted
throughout Its entire length in order to permit of the
introduction of the thread from the primary bobbin Into
one of its ends from the side and throughout Its entire
hollow interior, through which the thread when intro-
duced extends.—a receiving spool or ultimate carrier to
which the thread is led from the other end of the wax-
carrier.—and means for revolving said receiving spool.

7. The pruoess of waxing a thread, which consists in
rapidly drawing it from a primary bobbin, through a hol-
low body of wax, to an ultimate thread c-arrier. and, in
•o drawing it. •' ballooning " it between the primary bob-
bin and the l)ody of wax and within said body, so as to
cause It to make centrifugal contact with the bo<ly of wax.

f Claims 1. 5. 0. 8, and 9 not prlnte<l In the Gaxette.]

1,230,715. MOTOR-VEHICLE BODY. Robbbt M. T.
Johnson, Hlnghamton. N. Y. Filed June 22. 1916
Serial No. 105.245. (CI. 21—90.

»

1. The combination with a motor-driven chassis, of
concealed controlling means therefor, false controlling
means exposed on said chassis, and means for concealing
a driver, whereby an illusion is created that the vebicle
is driverless and guldeless.

2. The comblnatioo with a motor driven vehicle, of a
body mounted tliereon having means therein through
which the driver of the car may see, controlling means
within the iKKly, false steering and false controlling means
mounted on said vehicle, whereby a driver may control the
vehicle from within said body an<1 create an Illusion that
the vehicle Is driverless and guldeless.

3. An advertising or lllce device comprising in com-
bination a motor driven chassis with driving and con-
troliing means thereon, means for concealing the driver of
said chassis, dummy driving and controlling mechanisms,
so placed as to create an illusion that the chassis is
driverless and guldeless.

4. The combination with a chassis, of a body thereon,
controlling means within the body, apparent controlling
means without the body so arranged that the driver oper-
ates the controlling means within the body, and the
absence of an operator for the apparent controlling means
creates an Illusion that the car is driverless and guldeless.

1,280.71 0. DISK HARROW CLEANER Walter J.
Johnson, Owensvllle, Ind. Piled Nov. 18. 1916. Serial
No. 132.137. (CT. 97—80.)

1. In combination with a harrow having a plurality of
disks mounted upon a shaft, a reciprocatory bar carried
by the harrow, scraper elements suspended from the said
bar and having their ends bifurcated and straddling ths
said shaft.

3. In combination with a harrow having a pluarlity of
disks mounte<l upon a shaft, a reciprocatory bar carried
by the harrow, scraper elements suspende<l from the said
bar and having their ends bifurcated and straddling the
said shaft, the said scraper elements being shaped to
conform to the configuration of the said disks, and means
associated with the said reciprocatory bar for moving
the said scraper elements Into and out of engagement
with the said disks, the said bifurcated portion ..f the
scraper elements sliding on the naltl shaft when the said
means is operate*!.

6. In combination with a harrow having a plurality of
disks carried by a shaft, the said harrow also having
hangers provide<l with bearings for receiving the said
shaft at certain points in the spaces between certain of
the said disks, scraper elements disposed In the space*
b«twe«B the disks, mesns for moving the scraper elements
in the spaces between the disks, the scrapers in the
spaces unoccupied by the nald bearings being bifurcated
and projecting below the said shaft.

[ClalAs 2, 4, 6, and 7 not printed In the Gaxette.]

1.230.717 R.XZOR SHARPENING DEVICE. Fbkdikick
J. Kaltevbr, PhUadelphIa, Pa. Filed Mar. 16, 191©.
SerUl No. 84,569. (CI. 81—16.)
1. In a rasor sharpening machine, the combination of

parallel rotatable sharpening rolls, a bracket arm, and a
blade holder having a resilient shank plvoUUy monnted
on the arm to have both a rocking adjustment and sn
adjustment to and from the rolls In a longitudinal plane
passing between the rolls, whereby both the position of
the blade with reference to a roll and Its resistance to
flexure may be varied.

2. In a rasor sharpening machine, the combination of

parallel rotatable sharpening rolls, a bracket arm adjust

able to and from the rolls in a plane passing longltudl

nally between them, and a blade bolder having a resilient

shank pivotally mounted on the arm to have both a rock-

ing adjustment and an adjustment to and from the rolls

In said longitudinal plane, whereby both the position of

the Idade with reference to a roll and Its resistance to

flexure may be varied.

be mounted on either side of the shade holder, the pro-

jections on one side being on a different radios than the

projections on the other side.

3. In. a razor sharpening machine, the combination of

parallel rotaUble sharpening roljs. a pivoted t)racket arm

sdjustable to and from the rolls in a plane passing longi

tudinally l)etween them and also trsnsversely to said

plane, and a blade holder having a resilient shank pivot-

ally monnted on the arm to hare both a rocking adjust

ment and an adjustment to and from the rolls In said

longitudinal plane, wnereby both the position of the blade

with reference to a roll and Its resistance to flexure may

be varied.

1,230.718. VARIABLE SLIDING - CONE FEED FOR
WOODWORKING MACHINERY. Alb«bt Kami'. Ni-

agara Falls, N. Y. Filed Mar. 27, 1916. Serial No.

17,462. (CI. 64—8.)

/> ^rfj V/ > ^ Jw'\

In a device of the class described, a pair of shafts ;
pul-

leys mounted on the shafts and provided with hollow

heads having radial openings ; segmental shoes disposed

ai)out the heads and including reduced stems mounted

for right line movement In the openings : separate, clr

cumferentlally retractile springs connected at theJr ends

with the outer faces of adjacent shoes beyond the ends

of the pulleys ; cones sUdable on the shafts within the

heads and engaging the Inner ends of the stems ;
levers

fulcrumed adjacent the shafts ; means for connecting the

levers with the cones; a connection between the levers;

and means under the control of an operator for actuating

tlie last specWed connection.

3. In a lamp, a burner head provided with a plurality

of standards, a shade hold^r adjustably mounted on said

standards, said shade holder having means on each side

thereof to hold a lamp shade, the means on one side be-

ing adapted to hold a larger shade than the means on the

other side, and means to hold either side of said shade

holder on the shade-engaging side.

4. In a lamp, a burner bead provided with a plurality

of standards, and a shade holder adjustably mounted on

said standards, said shade holder having proJectioijS CO

the opposite sides thereof, the projections on one side

being on a different radius from the projections on the

oth I Hid. . i<^r the purpose set forth.

1,230,720. CAR-ROOF. Daniel P. Kelixkw, Los An-

geles, Cal., assignor of one-half to Patrick Sheedy, Los

Angeles, Cal. Filed July 14, 1916. Serial No. 109,211.

(CJ. 108—«.)

1,280.719. BURNER HEAD AND SHADE HOLDER FOB
LAMPS. ADOLPH G. Kaufman, New York, N. Y. Filed

Aug. 30. 1916. Serial No. 117,656. (CI. 240—111.)

1. In a lamp, a burner head and shade holder, said

burner head having a standard on each side thereof, and

said shade holder being mounted on said standards, said

shade bolder having a plurality of projections on each

Side thereof, and means to bold said shade holder at dlf

ferent elevations on said standards.

2. In a lamp, a burner nead and shade holder, said

bead having standards on the opposite sides thereof, and

said 8ha<ie holder having sockets adapted to slide along

said standards, said shade holder also having projections

on the opposite sides thereof whereby a lamp shade can

1. A t-ar roof having a roof substructure forming part

of the frame of the car. a continuous waterproof cover-

ing for said sulistructure extending from side to side and

from end to end of the car, rigid supporting meaup for

said covering secured to Its under side, said supporting

means spinning openings in said substructure and suf-

flclent of said supporting means being fastened together

independently of said substructure and loosely secured

thereto to stiffen said roof covering and to permit Um-

ited free<lom of movement of said roof covering with re-

spect to said car.

5. A car roof comprising a plurality of spaced supports

extending lengthwise of the car. a continuous roof se*

<ured upon said supports, running board supports bolted

to said supports, means for movably securing said sup'

ports to the car and means for loosely securing the edca*

of said roof at the sides and ends of the car.

(Claims 2 to 4 and 6 to 12 not printed in the Gasette.]
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1,280.721. ILLUMINATED PENCIL. BotJAlDO V. Bn.LT,

Vedado, HatMiia, Cuba. FU*<1 July 26, 1»1«. Burial No.

111.442. (a. 240—8.4.)

An Illuminated pencil comprislDg a cylindrical staell, «
kattery located in aald shell, a lanp socket formed tn one

end of the shell, an electric lamp carried by said socket

and electrically connected to the battery, and an ex-

ternally Bcrewthreaded collar formed on the socket and
surrounding the electric lamp to protect it, a barrel

threaded to said collar, a cone-shaped glass cap threaded
to the barrel and having a central opening, a supporting
bar carried by the Interior wall of said barrel, a crayon
supporting tube having one end secured to the bar and
its other end extending through the opening of the cap,

and means for completing an electric circuit to the electric

lamp.

1.230,722. FASTENER Fc»R SLIDING IX)ORS. Luthbb
T. KiNitT, Hawarrten, Iowa. Piled Apr. 11, 1916.

Serial No. 90,325. (Cl. 70—102.)

:3

^
The combination wirh a sliding door, of a guide rail

rigidly mounted above the door, a flange extending from
the guide rail and overlapping a portion of the front

fare of the door and provlde<l on Its lower edge with a

plurality of notrhes. a pair of latch bars plvotally mount-
ad on the front face of the iloor and arranged in spaced

relation to each other and having the outer terminals

beveU'd to provide points for engajjement with the notches

in the flange, the Inner ends of the latch bars being oCfset.

a rod slldably mounted on the front face of the bar and
pivoted to the offset Inner ends of the latch bars so as to

normally hold the latch bars in engagi>ment with the

notchex. and a handle on the lower end of tke rod for

removing; rhe latch bars from engagement with tlie Dotches

la the flange.

1.2.10,72a. SOAD-DHAG. JACOB J. Klkk, Kwrney. Nebr.

FUed Apr. 12. 1916, SerUI No. 90.897. Renewed Apr. 3.

1917. Serial No. 1W.662. (CL .37—7.)

1. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the com-
bination of a truck, a frame mounted below the truck, a
blade carried by the said frame, a draw bar connected to

the truck, a platform supported over the truck, connec-

tions between the platform and the frame, and movable
connections between the draw bar and the platform and be-

tween the draw bar and the frame whereby to vary the

horizontal Inclination of the Made while maintaining the

platform and the frame In a fixed relation.

2. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the com-

bination of a truck, a transverse scraper tklade disposed

below and at the front side of said truck, and a leveler car-

ried by the truck in rear of said blade and consisting of a
transversely disposed resilient plate.

4. In an apparatus for the purpose set forth, the com-

bination of parallel beams, longitudinal bars connev.ting

said beams, a platform disposed above and In spaced rela-

tion to the said bars and beams, a truck lnterpo8e<l be-

tween the platform and said beams and having a pivotal

connection with the platform, a scraper blade carried by

the forward parallel bar. a leveler carried by the rear

parallel bar, a draw bar connected to the front end of

the truck, and connections between the draw bar and the

forward parallel bar and t>etween the draw bar and the

platform.

[Claim 3 not printed In the Oasette.]

1,230,724. TOOL-HOLDER. Pma Nicolaas KLcrr.

Amsterdam. Netherlands. Filed June 20. 1916. Serial

No. 104.800J. (a. 146—64.)

« « <

1. Combined bolder and tumdle for pocket tools. Instru-

ments and the like, comprising a plurality of container

part.<i adapted to fit together in the closed condition to

form a container and each adapted to receive different

tools or instruments in combination with clotting devices

provided on a plurality of said parts and adapted In the

dosed position to unite the whole together and spring

tongues with which each part Is provided, said tongues

being adapted to prens on the tools or Instruments con-

tained in the holder, and being provided with device*

to engage with correapondink; parts of the tools or instru-

ments.

2. Combined holder and handle for pocket tools, instru-

ments and the like, comprising a plurality of container

parts adapted to fit together in the cloee<l condition to

form a container and each adapted to receive different

tools or Instruments In combination with cloalnf devices

provided on a plurality of said parts and adapted In the

closed position to unite the whole together, a seating receaa

in an end of a container part and provided with engaging

means for corresponding parts of the tools or inatrumenta
ia the poeitloa of use. the cloalng device at tkls end bav-
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Ing an opening coinciding with the seating receaa and

adapted to give parage to the tool or instrument in tho

position of use.

8. Combined holder and handle for pocket tools. Instru-

menta and the Uke, comprising two flat, elongated, box

shaped container parts adapted to fit together and coin

dde In the closed condition and each adapted to receive

different tools or instruments. In combination with end

members forming closing caps at the ends of said parts

and adapted In the closed position to embrace the said

parts respectively and unite the whole together, a aeatlag

re<e8s in the end of one container part and provided

with engaging means for corresponding parts of the tools

or Instruments in the position of use. the closing cap at

this end having an opening coinciding with the seating

recess and adapted to trtve passage to the tool or instru-

ment in the position of use, substantially as described.

4. Combined holder and handle for pocket tools, Instru

ments and the Uke, comprtslng two flat, elongated, box-

shaped container parts adapted to fit together and co-

incide in the closed condition and each adapted to receive

different tools or Instruments, in combination with end

memt)er8 forming closing caps at the ends of said parts

and adapted In the closed position to embrace the aald

parts respectively and unite the whole together and spring

tongues between the parts and adapted to press on the

tools or instruments contained In the holder.

6. Combined holder and handle for pocket tools, instru-

ments and the like, comprising two flat, elongated, box-

shaped container parts adapted to fit together and coin-

cide In the closed condition and each adapted to receive

different tools or Instruments, In combination with end

meml>ers forming closing caps at the ends of said parts

and adapted In the closed position to embrace the said

parts respectively and unite the whole together and spring

tongues between the parts and adapted to press on the

tools or instruments .-ontained in the holder, and being

provided with devices to engare with corresponding parts

of the tools or lastrnments, substantially as described.

1.230.726. OIL-BDRNKR. Jacob F. Rraus, Pittsburgh,

Pa Filed Jan. 2, 1917. Serial No. 140,187. (O.

168—76.)

_1^

tracting member being resilient and conslatiac of • *
ner straight portion and an outer laterally curylng grip-

ping portion formed with teeth, a hand engaging knob to

which the Inner straight portions of said extracting mem
bers are secured In converging relation, a spring colled

around the effective length of the Inner straight portions

of the said extracting members, and a plate like cross

piece having a plurality of openings through which said

/o

2. An oil burner comprising an elongated casing hav-

ing communication with a fluid under pressure, a frusto

conical spray noizle forming a conical mixing chamber

communicating with the interior of the casing by Un-

gentially arranged openings In the nozzle, said cbamber

having Its large end in direct communication with the

atmosphere and its small end In communication with the

Interior of the casing and an oil pipe supported by the

casing and having its outlet In communication with the

small end of said chamber, and a ring having n slldable

connection with the large end of the nozzle and having

screw threaded engagement with the casing for holding

the axis of the nozzle In allnement with the axis of the

oil pipe.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Oasette.]

1 280,726. CORK PDLLKR. Elizabbth H. Khaobb. Port-
*

land, Oreg. Filed Oct. £1. 1916. Swial No. 128,806.

(Cl. 68—«7.)

fn a device of the class described. In combination, a

series of similarly shaped extracting members, each ex-

extracting members loosely project, said spring being of

a length so as to contact said cross piece and hold the

same against the curved portions of said members, against

the tension of said members so as to cause their ex-

tremities to be brought together, the openings in said cross

piece being so arranjjed as to cause the inwardly eonverg

ing portions of said members to be disposed at right an-

gles to said knob when said spring is in normal position,

but when said spring Is under tension allowing said mem-

bers to spread out.

1.230,727. DININaTABLE PLATE-HEATING APPLI-

ANCE. Wbslby WILI-.NEB KtiHLMAN.N, Woodcllffe-ou-

Hudson, N. J. FUed Mar. 9 ,1917. Serial No. 163.686.

(Cl. 219—37.)

i3 A-

1. An electric plate-warming device comprising a disk-

like body formed of a top metal plate, a body of Insula-

tion under the plate, a heating conductor in heating rela-

tion to the plate, and a sheet of cork forming an insulat-

ing cushion for the bottom of the body.

2. A plate-heating device comprising a shell, a body of

insulating material disposed therein, a sheet of material

disposed under the body and fastened to the shell and

forming an Insulator and cushion .a sheet of mica dis-

posed between the body and top of the shell, a winding

of wire on the sheet of mica, sheets of mica above and

below the winding, and means for connecting the wlndlag

with a supply circuit.

1.280.728. VOLTAGE - REGULATOR. HaRbv A. Lat-

cocK. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric

Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 12,

1916. Serial No. 71,781. (Cl. 175—349.)

1. In a vibratory circuit interrupter, the lomblnation

of an electromagnet, an armature associated therewith,

circuit controlling means operated by said armature, and

a looped spring supporting said armature, said tiprlag

being attached to a rigid support at each end.

2. In H voltage, regulator, the roml>luatlon of an elec-

tromagnet, an armature associated therewith, a contact

carried by said armature, a fixed contact In operative re-

lation to said moving contact, and a spring suppori ng

said ar.nature and moving contact, said sprint; •'. ing
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rigidly supported ar Its ends, and formed of a flat, thin

ftrlp of resilient material looped between the armature
and the «upporta.

3. In a vibratory circuit int«*rriipter. the combination
of an electromagnet, an armature associated therewith,
circuit controlling means operated by said armature, and
a aapportlng spring for said armature rigidly attached at

Its ends to a suitable support, and formed of a flat atrip

looped between the center and fach end, so that the cen-

ter may move in the longitudinal axis of said winding and
t)e restrained from movement transversely thereof.

1.230,720. INTERNAL COMBt'STION ENGINE. Harkt
Fkroinand Lbis.s.nkb, LJusne, 8we<len Filed Apr. 19,

1916. Serial No. 92,273. (CI. 128—187.5.)

1. In an Internal combuMtlon engine, a i-ombustlon

chamber, a fuel receptacle adapteci to l>e connected with
the combustion cbamb«>r and having a closed air space, a
U-shaped channel positioned in said receptacle and con-

necting said closed air space with the combustion chamt>er,

and a connection between said fuel receptacle and the

lowermost part of said U shapeil channel.

2. In nn Internal combustion engine, a combustion
'chamber, a fuel receptacle adapte<l to be connected with
the combustion chamber and having a closed air space, a

U-shaped channel positioned in said receptacle and con-

necting said closed air space with the combustion cham-
iber, and a connection between said fuel receptacle and
vtke lowermost part of the U-shaped channel, the area of

passage of this connection being much smaller than that

of the U-shaped channel.

3. In an internal combustion engine, a combustion

chamber, a fuel receptacle adapted to be connecte^i with

the combustion chamber and havini; a closed air upace, a

U-shaped channel partly submerge<l Into the fuel In said

receptacle, one branch of said U-shaped channel opening

Into said closed air space and the other branch being con-

nectetl with said combustion chamber, and a connection

ttetween said fuel receptacle and the lowermost part of

»aid U-shaped channel.

4. In an internal combustion engine, a combustion
chamber, ami closed fiiel receptacle connected with the

combastion chamber, an air space In said receptacle, a

liquid seal in the receptacle containing a carbureting

liquid and opening Into said air space above the liquid

level, «aid liquid seal connecting said air space with the

wnibuKtion chamber, a connection between said receptacle

and the lowermost part of the liquid seal, and a fllllng

opening in the wall of the receptacle.

5. In an internal combustion engine, a combnstlon
chamt>er and cluseil fuel receptacle connecte<l with the

combustion chamber, an air space in said receptacle, a

liquid seal in the receptacle containing a carbureting
liquid and opening into said air space above the liquid

level, said liquid seal connecting said air space with said

combustion chaml>er, an enlargement of the lowemiost
part of said liquid seal, a connection t>etween said recep-

tacle and said enlargement, and a fllllng opening in the
wall of the receptacle.

1,2 30,7 30. CAN LAHELI.NCi M.VCHINE. AuocsTOB
KoMBO Lb.nd.nkr, Los Angeles. Cal., aaaignor of one-
fourth lo Gilbert E;. Gardner, one-fourth to H. Stanley
Benedict, and one-fourth to David O. Thompson, Loa
Angeles, Cal. Filed July 18. 1916. Serial No. 109.980.
(CI. 216—1.)

1. In a can labeling machine; the combination of a

carrier, means for progreulvely depositing an opening

key, a pasted label, and a can on the carrier, means for

securing the key to the can, means for folding the Lat>el

around the can, and means for discharging the can from

the machine.

2. In a can labeling machine ; the combination of a
movable carrier, means for depositing an opening key, a

pasted lat>el, and a can on the carrier in succession, means
for securing the key to the can, means for folding the

label around the can, and means for discharging the can

from the machine.
4. In a can labeling machine : the combination of an

Intermittently advancing carrier, means actuated in sac-

cession by the carrier to deposit an opening key and a

pasted label on the carrier, means for superimposing a

can on the pasted lat>el, means for securing the key to

the can, means for folding the label around the can, and
means for discharging the can from the machine.

6. In a can labeling machine : the combination of a

can carrier adapted to advance and rest alternately, a
can table on the carrier Ixaving a key receiving recess, a

key magazine having a lip, a pin on the can table adapted

to engage the Up and release a key as the carrier comes to

rest, a label pasting and ejecting mechanism adjacent to

the key magazine adapted to deposit a laliel on the can

carrier as It advances and comes to rest subsequently to

receiving a key, and means for alDxiug the label.

43. In a can labeling machine, an endlesa convener

consisting of a series of connected can supports and
means for moving the conveyer, each support having a
central opening and a spring supported depresaibie table

in the opening for receiving a can, means for placing a

pasted label on each support as it is moved p&»X the said

means, means for placing a can on the table above the

label, and means controlled by the movement of the con-

veyer for fixing the label to the can.

[Claims 3, 5, 7 to 42, and 44 to 47 not printed in the

Oasette.]

1,280.781 CONCRETE-MIX I.NG APPARATrS. Chwih
TOPHiK W. LiVAi.HT, Milwaukee. Wis. Filed Oct. 19.

1912. SerUl No. 72e,69«S. (CI. 193—29.)
1. The combination with a receptacle and a tlltsMe

chute therefor, of a rock-shaft connected with the chute
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for operating it. power-driven mechanism connected with

the said shaft for oscillating it, including a manually op-

erated clutch adapted to occupy a neutral position dis

connecting the power mechanism from the oscillating

shaft, but when shifted, in one way or the other, enabling

the power to drive the shaft positively in either direction,

and means connected directly with the rock shaft for op-

erating the clutch to move it to neutral position whereby

the shaft is disconnected from the power mechanism when

the chute arrives at its limit of inclination in either di-

rection.

«LX a

^%^te

ment having driving means for driving the stopping at-

tachment and the latter having stopping means adapted

to engage another member of the said watch movement

to stop the latter after the lapse of a predetermined time.

2. In combination, a watch movement and a stopping

attachment therefor, the watch movement having a second

hand sleeve and having driving members for driving the

said stopping attachment and the latter having stopping

means engaging the said second hand sleeve of the move-

ment to stop the latter after the lapse of a predetermined

time.

t. The combination with receptacle and a tiltable dis

charge chute therefor, of a rock shaft connected with the

chute for tilting it, a gear wheel carried by the shaft,

loosely mounted gear pinions engaging with the said gear

wheel, a power-driven shaft, clutch mechanism under the

control of an attendant for connecting one or the other

of the said gear pinions with the power driven shaft, and

adapted to occupy a neutral position whereby the power

shaft is disconnected from both the said gear pinions, and

means carried by the rock shaft that operates the chute

for shifting the clutch mechanism into its neutral posi-

tion whenever the chute is inclined to the desired degree

In either direction.

3. The combination with receptacle and a discharge

chute therefor, of a rock shaft connected with the chute

for tilting it, a bevel wheel upon the shaft, a horisontally

mounted power-driven shaft, a pair of bevel pinions loosely

mounted upon the power-driven shaft engaging with the

bevel wheel at diametrically opposite points, a shifting

clutch member spllned to the power driven shaft arranged

between the pinions and adapted to engage with either

one or the other of them or to occupy a neutral position

between them, shifting devices under the control of the

attendant for operating the said clutch member, and a

cam carried by the rock bhaft that operates the chute for

automatically disengaging the clutch member from the

pinion with which It was engaged, and moving it Into Its

neutral position, whenever the chute reaches the desired

limit of adjustment.

4. The combination with a receptacle and a tiltable dis-

charge chute therefor, of a rock shaft connected with the

chute for tilting It, power driven means for positively

driving the shaft. Including a clutch arranged, accordingly

as it Is adjusted, to permit disengagement between the

shaft and the source of power or connection therewith so

as to drive the shaft positively In either direction, ec-

centric, automatic, clutch-operating means supported di-

rectly by the said rock-shaft arranged to bring the clutch

to neutral position disconnecting the rock shaft from the

rnmrce of power whenever the chute reaches the desired

limit of movement In either direction, and manually con-

trolled devices for moving the clutch Iwyond the positions

to which it la moved by the said automatic shifting means.

3. In combination, a watch movement and a stoppinj

attachment therefor and comprising a driven member,

and a stopping member controlled by the driven member,

the driven member being driven Intermittently by one part

of the said watch movement and the stopping member

being adapted to engage another part of the said watch

movement.
4 In combination, a watch movement and a stopping

attachment therefor and comprising a driven member

driven Intermittently from the hour wheel of the said watch

movement, and a stopping member controlled by the said

driven member and adapted to engage the sleeve of the

second hand of the said watch movement.

5 In combination, a watch movement and a stopping

attachment therefor and comprlalng a gear wheel driven

Intermittently from the hour wheel of the said watch

movement and having a pin. and a brake lever adapted

to be engaged by the said pin and pressed Into contact

with the sleeve of the second hand of the said watcfc

movement.
(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1 230 783 STOPPING ATTACHMENT FOR WATCHB&.
'

Edward Thomas Lbwis, Ocean Park, Cal. Filed Nov.

12 1916. Serial No. 61,067. (CI. 68—57.)

1.280,732. STOPPING ATTACHMKNT FOR WATCHES.

KDWAao Thomab Liwis, Oceanpark, Cal. Filed July

21, 1915. Serial No. 41,088. Renewed June 29, 1916,

Serial No. 106.730. (CI. 58—67.)

1. In combination, a watch movement and a stopping

attachment therefor, the hour wheel of the watch move-

^e* >

1. A watch provided with a stopping attachment, com

prising a mutilated toothed Index wheel having a pin. a

stopping lever controlled by the said pin and adapted to

engage a movable part of the watch movement, an<l a pin

on one of the wheels of the watch movement and adapt-

ed to Impart an intermittent motion to the said index

wheel until It reaches the mutilated portion of the index

wheel.
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2. A watch proTldcd wltb a stopping attachment, com
prlaiBc a mutilated toothed index wbe<;l provided with
cunaecutiTP numerals, a pin on the said toothed wheel, a
sprtnt^-prefised lever ailapte<l to be eDcaged at one end by
the said pin, the said lever havlnx at its other end an
arm adapted to engage one of the wbeeU of the train of

wheels of the watch movement, and a pin on one of the
driven wheels of the watch movement and adapted to im-
part an Intertnittent movement to the ^<ald index wheel.

8. A watch provided with a stopping attaclunent, com-
prlslng a mutilated index wheel having a pin. a spring-
pressed lever adapted to be engaged bj- the said pin. the
lever having an arm adapted to engage the fourth wheel
of the train of wheels of the watch movement, and a pin
on the hour wheel of the watih movement and adapted
to engage the said index wheel to impart an intermediate
movement to the same until the pin reaches the mutilated
portion.

4. A watch provided with a stopping attachment, com
prising a mutilated index wheel having a pin and con
secutlve numerals adapted to appear in a cut out portion

of the dial, the said cut out portion being hidden by the
bezel, a spring-pressed lever adapted to be engaged by the

said pin, the lever having an arm adapted to engage the

fourth wheel of the train of wheels of the watch move-
ment, and a pin on the hrur wheel of the watch move
ment and adapted to engage the said index wheel to Im
part an Intermittent movement to the same until tlie pin

reaches the mutilated portion.

1,280,734. COMBINED SACK HOLDER AND WEIOFIER.
A.xoBBw LiLJA, 8treator, 111. Filed Sept. 26, ldl*>.

Serial No. 122,117. (CI. 86—26.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a aupport,
an extensible link member suspended from said support,
a pair of bag holding arms pivoted to the lower end of
said member, means for expanding the lower ends of aald
arms relatively to each other after the insertion of the
mouth of a bag thereon, and a locking bar for locking said

arms after the lower ends of the same have been adjusted
to their relatively expanded positions, said bar being po-

sitioned so as to release said arms when said link mem
ber Is extended.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a support,

a two-part extensible link member suspended from said
support, a colled spring operatlvely enffagetl with the two
parts of said memt)er to return them to thplr contracted
positions when extended, means for looking the two parts
of sal<l member In their contracted positions, a pilr of bag
holding arms pivoted Intermediate of their ends to the
lower end of the lower part of said member, means en-

gaging the upper ends of said arms for expanding the
lower ends thereof relatively to each other, a colled spring
operatlvely connected with the lower ends of said arms
to move the same toward each other, and a locking bar
for locking said arms after the lower ends of the same
have been adjusted to their relatively expanded poaltions,

said bar being pivoted at one of its ends to one of said
arms and engaging the other arm. and being held Im
movable at its other end no as to become disengaged from
the last mentioned arm when said link member It allowed
to be extended.

1,230.735. HEATING DEVICE FOR V.\PORIZINa AND
BURNING KEROSENE. JoH.v I. Logan. Chicago, lU.

Filed July 10. 1916. Serial No. 108,363. (CI. 168—66.)

1. A device for burning vaporized hydrocarbon com-
prising a hollow burner having an opening leading into
the Interior thereof for the admission of air and hydro-
carbon vapor, the top of aald burner being curved from
side to side and provided with transverse raised ribs
curved to conform with the curvature of the top of the
burner and formed with burner slits.

2. A device for burning vaporlied hydrocarbon comprla-
ing a hollow burner having a central opening In the bot-
tom thereof for the admission of air and hydrocarbon
vapor, the top of the burner being formed with raised
ribs provided with burner slits ; said ribs being spaced
apart so as to provide air circulating channels between
the burner ailts.

3. A device for burning vaporized hydrocarbon compris-
ing a hollow burner having its top and bottom rounded
transversely from side to aide, the bottom being provided
centrally with an opening for the admission of air and
hydrocarbon vapor, and the top with a plurality of trana-
verse rlbH formed with burner silts.

4. A device for burning vaporized hydrocarbon compris-
ing a hollow burner having Its top and bottom rounded
transversely from side to aide, the bottom being pro-
vided centrally with an opening for the admlsalon of air
and hydrocarbon vapor, and the top with a plurality of
transverse ribs which extend farther over on one side of

the burner than on the other and are formed from end to
end with slits : said ribs being spaced apart so as to pro-
vide air circulating channels extending from side to aide
of said burner.

5. A device for burning vaporised hydrocarbon compris-
ing a hollow burner having an opening leading into the
interior thereof for the admission of air and hydrocarbon
vapor, the t<>p of said burner being curved from aide to
side and provided with transverse raised- ribs which ex-

tend farther over on one side of the burner than oD the
other ami are formed with silts extending from end to end.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette. 1

!

I

1 210 786 FOLDING CRIB. Moaaia Lowr and Aooost
•

J K-rziLA-P, New York, N. Y.. aaai.nors to Eng^

fander Spring Bed Co.. Brooklyn W^ ^^^^^^^^
of New York. Filed June 9. 1914. Serial No. 843,997.

(Cl. 6—68.)

wardly. said side frame sections being adapted to pert

upon said supports.

1280 787 LIGHTING FIXTURE. Wilthid J.vutMt,

• CoAneaut. Ohio, assignor to
0°---i=>^,^*Vai«''T^

a Corporation of New York. Filed May 6, 1918. Serial

No. 765.444. (Cl. 173—338.)

1 In a folding crib, the combination with a pair of

foldable crib sections pivotally connected adjacent lo their

nnj^^ nd to fold transversely of such crib by lifting such

;^ ends and thereby allowing the outer ends to drop

wTclose toward each other, of a pair of legs pivoted to

"
hl^" oV means pivotally connecting the legs of each

Hctlon with the opposite foldable aection of tbe crib, an

Tnd f^m fulcmmed to each section and linked to the

I^ ofthe «ime section, and side frames connecting, when

tSTcrlb U in Its extende<l poaltlon, said end frame, each

rtde frame being made of two section, hinged to said end

Tram- and adapted t. be swung, at will. Inwardly onto

"-'o^ ra"o"unrirthe"«,mblnation with a pal. of

f«r^Me crib sections of a short middle aection pivotally

r^e'c't'e^'Jo tTe\nne'r ends of said
-f

^ns. j«id foUUh^

crib sections folding transversely of the crib *y Ufting

suchTnner ends and thereby allowlog the onter eijd. to

Tr^S Ind Close toward -ach other, a pair of le«. ptvoted

to each se,tlon. means pivotally connecting the legs of

eich ic^lon with the opposite foldable section o the

^Ib an end frame fulcrumed to each aection and linked

^ the"egs of the «tme section, supports «P'>n "'^ «« ;^dle

ZJtiou. Jnd side frames .onnectlng. when the crib 1. In

jTextended poaltlon, «.ld en.l frames, each side frame

•JJlng m^rof'two sections hinged to sa.l end frarn^ and

^aot.-d to be swung, at will. Inwardly onto said end

f^ml; or outwardly, said .id., frame ...tions being adapt-

ed to rest upon said supports.

8 In a folding crib, the combination with a pair o

foldaMe ^Ib sec^ons, of a short Intermediate member at

^ct s^de thereof to which the crib sections are pivotally

^nnecte^ at their Inner ends, said foldable crib sections

SngTransversely of the crib by lifting such Inner end.

and tJereby allowing the outer ends to drop a°<lj^^^

ward each other, a pair of lep, pivoted to «.cb •ec""^

m«ns pivotally connecting the legs of each section with

ThT opC.e foldable section of the crib, an end frame

fSfcran^ to each section and linked to the legs of the

,

;:;7se^lon. supports upon said Intermediate members

'

Tde frames connecting, wh n the crib Is In Its extended

position, said end fram... each side frame being made o

Jio sections hinged to said end frames and adapted to be

Ilnng .^t i.U. onto said end frames or outwardly «.ld

Sde frame sections being adapted to rest »P«"/f»'»
""^

porV -top memi>ers carried by said Interm.Hilate mem-

SJJb for maintaining the crib sections ^- -''^^^''^'''^^^

r"rop formed brace bar connecting said Intermediate

"TTn"a folding crib, the combination with a pair of

foldsJle crib sections, of a short middle section pivotally

wnnected to the Inner end. of wld sections, an end frame

rtSschlTto the outer ends of each of «.ld first named

Lvttont^ supports upon said middle section, and side

^tle^ conne^lng. when the crib Is In Its extended posl^

t[^r^ld end frames, each aide frame being made of two

^"lo" h n^ to said end frames and a<lapted to be

Hr^ng St ^. inwardly onto said end frames or out

1 m an electric connection the combination of a socket

and a removable arm adapted to enter said socket «ald

wjcket having therein a stationary conUct and said arm

having a resilient contact extending therefrom and engag

ing said stationary contact at an Intermediate P«i°t 1°

aald resilient contact and having It. free end engaging the

wall of said socket whereby the resilient contact is tiexed

by said wall and thereby pressed firmly against said sta-

tionary contact under any tilting movement of said arm

2 In an electric connection the combination of a socket

and a removable arm having a portion adapted to enter

said socket, aald socket having a stationary <^°°t«;ct therein

and said arm having extending therefrom a resilient con^

Uct adapted to be engaged at an Intermediate Pol^^t ^y

said stationary contact and thereby fl«^;°
«°;/';^,V°;

and adapted to be engaged at its free end by the wall of

the socket and thereby flexed In the opposite dl'-ectlon.

3 The combination with a lighting fixture body or

junction part having a socket with electrical contact means

exposed therein, of a removable arm In said socket having

a pair of spring contacts projecting from Its end at oppo-

site sides of said body contact means into
"-^^^^^f

'

therewith and reslllently bent apart thereby, the Po^tlon-

of said spring contacts beyond said body contact mea^

extending Into engagement with the walls of the socket

and being thereby reslllently flexed toward one another.

4. The combination with a llghUng fixture body or Junc-

tion part, having a socket with electrtcal contact '»;'*"«

;

posed therein, of a removable arm In said socket having a

'

spring c-ontact projecting from Its end and engaging said

contact means and thereby bent In one d^^'-tlon^tbe por^

tlon of said spring contact extending beyond said contact

means extending Into engagement with the ''•"
^J

«^
socket and being thereby reslllently flexed in

^J'^^^J^^^
opposite to that caused by engagement with the contact

means.

1280 738 SAFETY DEVICE FOR POCKET-BOOKS.
•

dSnms THOMAS LTNCH, New York. N. Y. Filed June

17. 1916. Serial No. 104.207. (Cl. 2—152.)

tzAh^

1 In a safety device of the character described, a pair

of telescoping members, a clasp arranged at o»*^ «^°d of

said telescoping members for gripping one side of a

^ket when the device Is In use. and a friction menjber

at the opposite end of said telescoping members for fric

tlonally engaging the opposite aide of said PO'j'j't.

2 In a safety device for wallets, a tubular body, a

spring arranged In said body, a tubular
-f'

«» tel«»copl^

cally fitting said body, said spring continually urging

said section In a given direction, a locking member for

, locking «id tubular aection In an Inner and an outer posi-
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tlon at will, and meaDs arranged on the free ends of said
body and said section for engaging a pocket when the de-
vice is In oae.

3. In a safety device for wallets, a tubular botly formed
with an extension merging Into a Jaw presenting part
of a clasp, a movable member plvotally mounted on said
extension and provided with a Jaw, a spring for acting on
said movable member for causing the Fame to press re-
sUleutly against the flrst mentioned Jaw. a telescoping
member arranged In said tubular member, and a spring
for urging said telescoping member In a direction away
from said clasp.

4. A safety device for wallets, comprising a tubular body
having a pair of apertures therein, a clasp arranged in one
end of said bo<ly, the opposite end of said body being
open, a spring arranged in said body, a shoulder arranged
In said body adjacent said clasp for limiting the movement
of said spring In one direction, a tubular section having
a closed end flttlnj? Into said body, said closed end pressing
against said spring, a spring pressed ball projecting from
said tubular member and adapted to snap Into either of
said apertures and lock the tubular member against move
ment. and a friction member arranged at the outer or free
end of the tubular member.

1.230,740. CUPBOARD LATCH.
La Croaae, Kans. Filed Mar
153.095. (a. 70—60.)

J. QuiN McCrackbn,
7, 1917. Serial No.

-^
>!W!)fi^Vr

1,280.739. ELEVATING -TRICK. William Jame!*
McCallcm, Toronto. Ontario, Canada, assignor to The
Chapman Double Ball Bearing Company of Canada
Limited. Filed Feb. 1. 1917. Serial No. 145,918 (CI
254—10.)

8. In an elevating truck, the combination of the main
frame

; a frame mounted on said main frame so as to move
vertically when moved horizontally ; a turntable mounted
on said main frame to rotate horlzonuUy

: a rocking mem-
ber mounted on said turntable to swing In a vprtlcal plane :

a flexible connection between said rocking member and
the movable frame

: guide means adapted to maintain the
poll of said flexible connection on the movable frame in
•nbstantlally the same direction for any position of the
turntable

: a handle fulcrumed in operative relationship
to the rocking member

; one or more ratchet teeth forme«l
on said rocking member; a dog adapted to engage said
tooth or teeth to normally prevent backward movement of
the rocking member

: a toggle adapted to automatically
lock the movable frame In Its raised position ; a tripping
lever for the toggle carried by the turntable and adapted
to maintain an operative relationship to the said toggle as
the turntable Is swung: means for operatlvely connecting
the handle and the rocking member at will, said means
being adapted also to be positioned to engage and raise
the dog clear of the teeth of the rocking member when the
handle Is moved rearwardly. the dog being adapted when
so raised to engage and operate the tripping lever.

8. In an elevating truck, the combination of the main
frame; a frame mounted on said main frame so as to
move vertically when move<l horizontally : a rocking mem
her mounted on the main frame to swing In a vertical
plane

: a flexible connection between said rocking member
and the movable frame : a handle for operating said rock
Ing member

: a toggle adapted to lock the movable frame
In Its raised position : tripping mechanism for tripping the
toggle supported from the main frame ; and means carried
by the handle adapted to be engaged with the tripping
mechanism, when the handle Is moved rearwardly, to cause
the toggle tripping mechanism to trip the toggle.

[Claims 1. 2, and 4 to 7 not printed In the Gazette.)

1. A door latch Including a magnet permanently applle<l
to the door frame, an armature plate adjustably mounted
upon the door so as to be movable toward and away from
the swinging edge thereof, the magnet and armature plate
be'lng constructed with Interlocking portions adapted to
be brought Into and out of engagement with each other
by shifting the position of the armature plate on the door,
and means for locking the armature plate In an adjusted
position on the door with the interlocking portions of the
magnet and armature plate either in or out of engagement
with each other.

2. A door latch including a magnet permanently applied
to the door frame and formed with a notched portion, an
armature plate adJusUbly mounte<l upon the swinging
edge of the door in position to be attracted by the magnet

I when the door Is closed, said armature plate being formed

j

with a projection adapted to engage the notche<l recess of

I

the magnet to lock the door In a closed position when the
I
armature plate Is moved upon the door, and means for
holding the armature plate in an adjusted position.

8. A door latch Including a magnet permanently applied
to the door frame and formed with an Inwardly offset end
which projects Into the door opening, a notch being pro-
vided at the inner end of the offset end of the magnet, and
an armature plate adjustably mounted upon the swinging
edge of the door in position to contact with the offset end
of the magnet and adhere thereto when the door Is closed,
said armature plate being formed with a rib which is mov-
able into and oat of engagement with the notch of the
magnet.

4. A door latch including a U shaped magnetized bar
permanently applied to the door frame and arranged with
the free ends thereof projecting laterally Into the door
opening, said free ends being formed with horizontally
dl-sposed V shape-d grooves, and an armature plate applied
to the swinging edge of the door In position to contact
with the ends of the magnet and adhere thereto when the
door is closed, said armture plate being formed with hori-
zontally disposed V shaped noses corresponding to the V-
shaped grooves In the ends of the magnet and coiiperatlng
therewith to properly position the armature plate upon
the ends of the magnet.

5. A door latch Including a permanently magnetized
U-shaped bar applied to the door frani«« and arranged with
the ends thereof proJe<tlng Into the door opening, said
ends being offset rearwardly and having .lepresslons in the
outer faces thereof, while notches are formed In the rear-
wardly extending portions of the bar at the inner ends
of th^ offset ends thereof, and an armature plate adjust-
ably mounted upon the swinging edge of the door in
position to contact with the ends of the magnetlzeil bar
and adhere thereto when the door is closed, said armature
plate being formed with noses adapted to engage the de-
pressions In the ends of the magnetized bar. and being also
formed with a rib adapted to be moved into engagement
with the before mentioned notches to lock the door posi-
tively In a closed position.

1.2a0.741. DIRKJIBLE HEADLKJHT. HlKRi D. Mc-
LiAN and Charlis Waring, Carstalrs. Alberta. Canada.
Filed June 13. 1916. Serial No. 103.649. (CL 240 62.)
The combination with the frame of a motor vehicle,

of lamp supporting meml>ers secured thereto, lamp carry-
ing members Journaled on said bearing members, a rod
plvotally connecting said lamp carrying members, a yoke
Journaled on said connecting rod to turn on a horizontal
axis, sjiaced collars on said connecting rod between which
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sal.l yoke is positioned, a fork on said yoke straddling the

knuckle arm connecting rod of the steering mechanism of

the motor vehicle and having a sliding and rocking rela^

tlon to the last named rod. collar, fast on the last named

7\ ' " ' "^yxi"

1280.748. HINGE. ULT8«M G. McQOMN. New York.

N. Y. Filed Dec. 4, 1915. Serial No. 64.969. (CL

16—106.)

J

rod arranged In spac^l relation to the fork of said yoke^

a^d^shionlng springs surrounding the last named rod

and interposed between said collars and fork.

1 280 742. CLAMP. Adnah McMt BTaii, New York. N. Y..

•I^f^or to Thomas A Betts Company. New .ork. NJ
aTcfrporatlon of New York. Filed Nov. 27. 1911 Serial

NO J^2 715. Renewed Nov. 21. 1916. Serial No.

182.716. (CI. 247—1.)

^

£{

\ hinge structure for casement lifts comprising, an at-

taching plate adapted to b,- secured to the frame, hinge

leaves slldably supported from said plate, one of the leaves

having a keeper opening therein, a bolt adapted to be

mortised In the frame and freely working through said

attaching plate and normally held retracted when the

hinge leaves are lowered and through direct sliding con

tact of one of the leaves with said latch, the said bolt

being adapted to enter the keeper opening when the hinge

leaves are raised upon said attaching plate, and means

projecting from one face of the other leaf and adapted to

enter the keeper opening and to retract the bolt from said

opening when the leaves are closed together and thereby

permit said leaves to freely slide from said plate.

1 230 744. METHOD OF COLORING MOVING PICTURE

'films. CLARa.NCB W. MABLB. Blnghamton, N. Y.

Filed Apr. 28. 1916. Serial No. 94.228. (CI. 101—211.)

1 The combination with an ele. trie conduit member, of

a grounding clamp for a gas pipe, said grounding device

comprising a plurality of symmetrical segmental cUmplng

members having respectively substantially seml-cyllndrlca

seat portions for engagement with said pipe In opposed

relation said seat members having proJ.ctlng ribs pre-

sented co-axlally Inward for physical and electrical con^

Uct with said pipe, and diametrically opposite lugs on said

segments, at the ends thereof, said lugs having slots to re

cefve operating screw bolts, and said slots being extended

to permit approach of said segments from opposite sides

into operative relation with said pipe, and said lugs over-

lapping when In said operative relation and having their

proximate surfaces lncllne<l across the plane of Juncture,

serving as cooperating cam surfaces to cramp said members

together toward the axis of said pipe, said cooperative

sliding engagement serving also to promote electrical

union of said members with each other, and the abrasive

a.tlon of said projections serving to promote electr cal

nnlon of said members with the periphery of said pipe,

and the action of said operating bolt members serving by

abrasion of their heads and sal.l lugs, to complete the

electrical grounding of said conduit member through said

bolts and segments to said pipe.

2 A grounding device of the class described ;
compris-

lng"a segmental member having a medial concave seat por

tlon and terminal slotted ^ugs on each side thereof with

cam faces In. lined a.ross the axis of sal.l concavity ;
sub-

stantially as described.

8 A grounding device of the class described ; said de-

vice comprising a plurality of symmetrical, segmental

members having respectively medial concave seat portions

and slotted terminal lugs on each side of said respective

seat portions, with cam faces Inclined across the axis of

said seat said members being assembled with said lugs

overlapping and said cam faces in engagement ;
substan

tlally as dewrlbed.

1 K method for coloring a photograph!, film consisting

m providing a transfer ribbon .orrespondlng In ««^^^"h

said film ; then rendering said ribbon Impervious to an

^ueous solution, omitting printing areas to be treated by

said solution, said areas registering with associate areas

on said film : then Immersing said ribbon in an aqueoua

"Ltlon to affect said areas; then passing ««»'» /'"bon

through a printing solution ; then pressing said Am ami

ribbon together In registered relation for transferring the

printing solution held by said printing areas of said ribbon

to the associate areas of said film.

o A method of coloring a photographic film consisting

m "providing a transfer ribbon corresponding In size with

said film ; then locating printing areas on sajd ribbon. Mid

areas registering with assorlat.- areas on said film
;
then

rendering the surface Intermediate said areas impervious

to the action of aqueous solutions ; th.n Immersing the

ribbon in water for acting on said printing areas: then

immersing said ribbon In color solution ; and then pressing

^id ribbon and said film together for transferring the

color solution from said printing areas to said associate

"^Z*\ method of coloring a photographic film consisting

in providing a transfer ribbon .orrespondlng In size with

said film- then locating printing areas on said ribbon,

sal.l areas registering with associate areas on said film ;

then rendering the surfacf Intermetllate said ar. as Im-

Dcrvlous to the action of aqueous solutions; then immers-

Idk the ribbon m water for acting on said printing areas ;

then immersing said ribbon in color solution ;
and then
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preMlng «aid ribbon and said film tofether for tmntfer-
rlng the color solution from said printing areas to said
aasoclate areas, said ribbon and film being held in registry
while pressure is being applied thereto.

1.230.745. NUT-LOCK. Chablis C. Madison. ScandU,
Kans. Piled July 28. 1915. Serial No. 42,84a (Cl.
151—27.)

A nut lock including a bolt having external screw
threads and a longitudinal bore or receaa. a nut fitted
upon said screw threads, a hollow lubricant retaining
element fitted on said bolt of greater internal diameter
than the latter providing a lubricant containing chamber,
said element having Its inner edge beveled to provide an
angular cutting edge adapted to bite Into the outer sur-
face of said nut to form a sealed closure for said lubricant
containing chamber, and a stem carried by said contain-
ing element engaged within the bore or receM to lock th«
nut against removaL

1.230.746. RECEPTACLE FOR 8ACRHD EMBLEMS.
Edward L. Manah a.\, Kansas City, Mo. FUed Mar 1
1916. Serial No. 81.390. (Cl. 206—10.)

3. A pocket emblem and identification receptacle com-
prl.ving foldably connected sides, a pocket upon the inner
face of one of said sides for retaining an IdenUflcatlon
card or the like, the receptacle at Its other side having
a recess, an attaching element upon the last mentioned
side of the receptacle adjacent said recess, an emblem
disposed and housed within the recess and surrounded
by the walls thereof, and a second emblem connected by
said attaching element with the said side of the receptacle.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

vertical planes side by side with their middle portions
crossing each other and diverglnx and their end portions
converging, said members being connected at the ml.l-lle
and ends to form a truss.

2. A carline comprLslng two similarly shaped struc-
tural metal members, said members being disposed In
vertical planes side by side with their middle portions
crossing each other and diverging and their end por-
tions converging, said members being connected at the
mldle and ends to form a truss, and a connecting plate
secured between the crossing middle portions.

3. A carline of truss form comprising two comple-
menUry members having vertically disposed flanges and
secured together at the middle, the ends of said members
being bent in opposite directions and adjacent ends
converging toward the ends of the carline. where the
vertical flanges are secured together.

4. A carline of truss form comprising two comple-
mentary members having vertically disposed flanges and
secured together at the middle, the ends of said members
being bent In opposite directions and adjacent ends con-
verging toward the ends of the carline. and gusset plates
riveted to the ends of said members to secure them to-
gether and support the carline upon the side plates of
a car.

1,230.748. ACTOMOHILE-BODY SUPPORT. William
G. Matir, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Oct. 8. 1916 SerUI
No. 128,507. (Cl. 21—90.J

1,230,747. CARLINE. Fred Mathews. Chicago, HI.,
assignor to Clinton C. Murphy, Chicago, III. Plied Oct
14. 1916. Serial No. 125.712. (Cl. 108—5.6.)

1. A carline comprising two similarly shaped struc-
tural metal members. 8J»ld members being disposed in

1. An automobile body support comprUlng a stem haT-
ing a portion adapted to li^ in engagement with a bar
of the chassis and having another porUon adapted to rest
upon such bar, a clamping bar opposed to the first-named
portion of said stem, and a pair of cUmpIng d-vl,^, for
drawing said bar toward said stem, whereby such chassis
bar is clamped betwe«n said stem and said clamping bar.
Bald clamping devices being separated so as to IncloM
said chassis bar between them.

2. The combination with an automobile tru.k lom-
prislng a chassU having side bars and an end bar and
a body having a plurality of bolsters extending across
the lower part thereof, of means for connecting said
body to said chasaU. said connecting means including a
plurality of supports, each of said supports comprising a
stem having a portion adapted to engage against one
side of one of the chassis bars, and having a second por-
tion adapted to rest upon such bar, a clamping plate co-
operating with the first named portion of said stem, to
secure said support to said cha.ssls bar. a socket for re-
ceiving an end of one of said bolsters, and means for •-
cnrlng said bolsters in said socket.

3. The coablnation with an automobil.- tru.k com-
prising a ckM^ having frame rails or bars, a body bar-
ing a plurality of bolsters extending across the lower
P»rt thereof, of means for connecting said body to said
chassis, said connecting means including a plurality of
sopports. each of said supports comprising a stem having
a portion adapted to engage against one side of one of
the chassis bars, and having a second portion extending
over such bar. a clamping plate cooperating with the first
named portion of said st.-m, securing ra^-mb.^rs passing
through said plate and said stem above and below Hald
bar. a socket for receiving an end of one of said blosters.
and means for securing said bolster to said socket.

1 2M 7-it. BRAKB-HBAD. ROBWT B. L. Mbbham, Cln-
'

ctn'natl. Ohio. Filed Jan. 19, 1917. Serial No. 143,411.

(Cl. 188—28.)

->j <»-<;*

ried by the base and extending therefrom so as to

brace oae side of the block, a yoke pivoted to the free

ends of the standards and adapted to loosely embrace the

oppo.slte side of the Wock. means to thrsw the yoke out-

wardly so as to clear the block when the base is moved as

aforesaid, and an endless gripping member operated orer

said standards and yoke and Including a loop or bight

carried by the yoke outwardly to clear the block durlag

movement of the base.

1. A brake block having a plurality of spaced projec-

tions to engage a shoe, said projections extending for-

wardly from the forward face of the block and having

openings, a key dlspo^d longitudinally of the forward

face of the block and extending through the openings In

the projections, and cooperating stops on the key and

block relatively arranged to permit the key to be moved

longitudinally of the block to secure or release the shoe

and to prevent detachment of the key from the block.

2. A brake block having a plurality of projections pro-

vided with openings, said projections being arranged be-

low the upper end of the block and spaced to receive «

portion of a shoe between them, and a key extending

from the upper end of the block and through the open-

ings In thp projections and movable longitudinally of the

block, said block and k^y having co acting stops rela-

tively BO disposed that the key may be moved longitudi-

nally of the block to secure or release the shoe but can

not be completely withdrawn from the block.

8. A brake block having a plurality of spaced projec-

tions provided with openlngi«. one of said projections be-

ing disposed adjacent to the upper end of the block and

others of the projections being arranged near the center

of the block and spnred to receive a portion of a shoe be-

tween them, and a key extending throngh the openings

In the several projections, said key and block having co-

acting stops relatively so disposed that the key may be

moved longitudinally of the block to secure or release the

shoe but cannot be withdrawn completely from the block.

4. A l)rske block having an opening which Is open at

the top and bottom and bounded by walls on all of its

ides, and a key having a projection, the opening being

initially of such dimensions that the portion of the key

containing the projection may be inserted therethrough,

and one wall of said opening being bendable to form a

stop disposed In the path of the projection on the key to

thereby prevent complete withdrawal of the key, said

stop and projection being relatively so dl.sposed that the

key Is movable longitudinally relatively to the block suf-

ficiently to secure or release a shoe.

6. In a brake head, the combination of the block mem-

ber, shoe member and key member thereof, the key hav-

ing a stop, the block and shoe having projections one of

which overlies the other and said projections having sub-

sUntlally alined opealngs through which the portion of

the key having the *t*p may move In either direction and

the block having an additional opening whose dimension

is such with relation to the portion of the key having

the stop that the latter cannot be withdrawn there-

through, the last named opening being ho positioned with

relation to the stop on the key when the parts are as-

sembled that the key may be moved longitudinally suffi-

ciently to secure or release the shoe..

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.J

laZO 760. STRIP MBTAL BLOCKBIL ioasPH O. Maw-

I SMI. New Be^for.) Mass PUed Aug. l». 1«1«. Sertai

Mo. 1I6.797. iCL 242-78.)

1. Tbe cwmhtmfltlon wHh a rotary blot*, of a btm mtn-

able with respect to the block, a pair of standards car-

2 The combination with a power driven rotary block,

of gripping and colling means .oftperatlng therewith com-

prising a base movable with respect to the block, a pair

of standards secured rigidly to the base and extending

therefrom and curved so as to loosely embrace one aids

of the block, an antifriction roller supported In fixed po-

sition upon said standards, a substantially .
arc-shaped

voke pivoted to the free ends of the standards In a ver-

tical plane subntantially coinciding with the axis of the

block In normal position, said yoke extending around the

opposite side of tke block, a plurality of antifriction

rollers Joornaled upon the yoke arouad paraUel axes, one

roUer being in substantially the same plane as the roUer

first mentioned, while the other yoke roller Is lotated

close to the base, an eiwiless gripping member operating

over all of said rollers and between the standards, said

gripping member comprising two romote blght>^. one of

Which embraces the yoke rollers, tension means located to

the other bight, and means to manipulate the yoke so as

to throw it outward out of normal position to permit the

movement of the base.

8 The combination with a power driven rotary block,

of a base adjacent to the block, a pair of standards se-

cured rigidly to the base and extending therefrom and

substantially halfway around the block, said standards

being provided with guiding means adjacent to the base

to deflect the strip of metal toward the blo( k to initiate

the gripping action, a rigid arc-shaped frame member

pivoted to the free ends of the standards dlrertly and

extending thence around the opposite side of the Wock

toward the base, a lever connected to the frauie member

for tkrowlag the aase around Its pivot so a» to -l-ar the

Wock. means to hoM the frame member aad lever In tkis

poBltloB temporarily, antifriction rollers carried by tkc

standards and the pivoted fran»e member, and aa endlew

gripping f«nd operating over said anti friction rollers

and cooperating with the guide meeas sforesold and t^

block to automatically engage the end of the strip of

metol and roll or block the saase upon tke block

4. Thtt combination with a power driven n.Ury block,

of a base adjacent to the same, said base haviag a »alr

•r parallel slots formed therein, a j>alr of rlg:l(l sta»dards

secured to tihe h«se and extending suhstanti.iUy halfway

arMUKi the block, an ai«-«baped rigid frame tnemtoer piv-

oted to the free «m&s of the irtaodarda. a patr of anti-

friction rollers Journaled «pon tlse fraane xneiato«r for ro-

i tation around parallel axes and both on the sld^ of the
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block remote from the standards, meant to throw the
pivoted frame memlier with Us rollers outwardly away
from the block, an antifriction roller Journaled upon the
tandardfl In allnement with said slots, an endless grip-
ping l>and operating over aaid rollers and through said
slots, and tension means for the band, said tenHlon means
acting to tighten the band upon the block and also to
cause the pivoted frame meml>er to be drawn toward the
block.

1.230,751. PROCESS OF STERILIZING LIQUIDS.
JUAtt M£bib, Paris. France. Filed Apr. 17, 1814. Se-
rial No. 882.660. (CI. 99—15.)

1. A proct'88 for aterllizing alimentary liquids in a
sterilizing apparatus, eonnl-stlng In sending water Into
the whole of th>> apparatu.<4, at the lieglnnlng of the op-

eration. In bringing this water to the sterilizing tempera-
tare, in causing said water to be displaced by the ilqula

to be treated and, at the end of the operation. In dl.splac-

Ing by wat»-r the liquid which has been treated.

2. In a process for sterilizing alimentary liquids In a
sterilizing apparatus, displacing by water the liquid
which has been treated leaving the apparatus fnll of wa-
ter when the operation ceases, and separating the steri-

lized water which has pa.>^8»'d through the sterilizer from
the unsterillzed water in the apparatus.

3. A process for sterilizing alimentary liquids In a
sterilizing apparatus, consisting In sending water into the
whole of the apparatus at the beginning of the operation,
in bringing the water to the sterilizing temperature, in

displacing said water by the liquid to be treated, then, a
little before stopping the operation, in displacing by wa-
ter the liquid which ha.s been treated, and finally in sep-
arating the st*rlllzed water in the apparatus from the
ansterllized water, to prevent, while the apparatus is at
rest, the contamination of the sterilized water.

1,230,752. TRACTOR. Robeut J. Millio.n. Montlcello,
Ind. Filed Apr. 28, 1916. Serial No. 94.191. (CI.
21—114.)
1. An axle, spring supporting blocks fixed thereon,

springs mounted on the blocks, a tractor frame having
ride members, shackles connecting said side members with
the springs, radial spindle carrying arms connected with
the axle for rotation about the axis of said axle, and
means for adjusting said spindle carrying arms and for
securing them at various r.djustments.

2. An axle, spring supporting blocks fixed at the ends
thereof, a spacing sleeve on the axle intermediate said
blocks, angle blocks mounted for rotation on the axle In-

termediate the spring supporting blocks and the spacing
sleeve, said angle blocks having each an axle engaging
sleeve and a second sleeve substantially at right angles
thereto, and spindle carrying arms fixed in the last men-
tion'Ml sleeves of the angle blocks.

8. An axle body, a tplndle carrying arm, an angle block
having sleeves subsUntially at right angles to each other
engaging and assembling the axle body and the spindle
carrying arm. one of said sleeves being In revoluble en-
gagement with the axle body, and the Kplndle carrying
arm being fixed In the other sleeve, a reinforcing member
mounted In the spindle and connected with the arm car-
rying said spindle, and a brace connecting said reinforc-
ing member with the angle block.

1. .\n axle body, a spindle carrying arm, an angle block
having sleeves substantially at right angles to each other
engaging and assembling the axle body and the spindle
<arrylng arm. one of t-ald sleeves belnt; in revoluble en-
gagement with the axle body, and the spindle carrying
arm being fixed In the other sleeve, a reinforcing member
mounted In the spindle and connected with the arm car-
rying said spindle, and a brace connecting said reinforc-
ing member with the angle block. In combination with a
tractor frame, each side member of which Is Included l)e-

tween a spindle carrying arm and the last mentioned
brace.

5. An axle body, radially disposed arms supported for
rotation about the axis of the axle body, each of said
arms having a spindle at Its outer end. reinforcing mem-
bers having bores engaging the spindles, each reinforcing
member being provided with an upwardly extending neck
and with downwardly extending lugs, and clips connect-
ing the reinforcing memt>er8 with the radial arms.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230,753. TRIMMING MECHANISM FOR SEWING-
MACHINES. Jamis R. MorrATT, Chicago, 111., as-
signor to Union Special Machine Company. Chicago.
III., a Corporation of New York. Filed June 7, 1912.
Serial No. 702.242. (CI. 112—6.)

1. A trimming mechanism Including in combination, a
bed plate, a work support, a standard carried by the bed
plate, an overhanging arm mounted on the standard, a
shaft, bearings carried by the standard and the over-
hanging arm. a trimmer blade, an arm attached to said
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shaft for supporting said blade, a member loose on said

shaft, means for vibrating said member, and means for

connecting and disconnecting said member to the arm sup-

porting the trimmer blade and at a point adjacent said

blade.

2. A trimming mechanism Including in combination, a

bed plate, a work support, a standard carried by the bed

plate, an overhanging arm mounted on the standard, a

shaft, bearings carried by the standard and the overhang-

ing arm. a trimmer-supporting arm carried by said shaft,

a trimmer blade supported by said arm. a rocking member
having an arm adapted to be detachahly connected with

the trimmer-supporting arm, an arm extending beneath

the work support, means connected with said arm beneath

said work support for vibrating said rocking member, and
means for yieldingly moving said shaft longitudinally, an

arm mounted on the end of the shaft, and a locking lug

for engaging said arm to hold said trimmer blade in raised

position when disconnected from the rocking member.

8. A trimming mechanism Including In combination, a

bed plate, a work support, a standard carried by the bed

plate, an overhanging arm mounted on the standard, a

shaft, bearings carried by the sUndard and the overhang-

ing arm for supporting said shaft, a trimmer-supporting

arm carried by said shaft, a trimmer blade mounted on

said arm, a stationary trimmer blade coiiperatlng there-

with, a rocking meml)er loosely mounted on said shaft and

having an arm adapted to be detachably connected with

the supporting arm for the trimming member adjacent

said trimming member, said rocking member having a sec-

ond arm extending beneath the work support, a main shaft

beneath the work support, an eccentric carried thereby,

and a strap co<iperatlng with said eccentric and connected

to said arm extending beneath the work support.

4. A trimming mechanism Including in combination, a

bed plate, a work support, a standard carried by the bed

plate, an overhanging arm mounted on the standard, a

shaft, bearings carried by the standard and the over-

hanging arm for supporting said shaft, a trimmer-sup-

porting arm carried by said shaft, a trimmer blade mount-

ed on said arm, a stationary trimmer blade cooperating

therewith, a rocking momt)er loosely mounted on said

shaft and having an arm adapted to be detachably con-

nected with the supi>ortlng arm for the trimming mem-
ber, said rocking member having a second arm extending

beneath the work support, a main shaft beneath the work

support, an eccentric carried thereby, a strap coiiperatlng

with said eccentric and connected to said arm extending

beneath the work support, and a spring for moving said

shaft endwise for yieldingly holding the trimmer blades

in contact.

6. A trimming mechanism includinji in coml)inatlon, a

bed plate, a work support, a standard carried by the bed

plate, an overhanging arm mounted on the standard, a

shaft, bearings carried by the standard and the over-

hanging arm for supporting said shaft, a trimmer-sup-

porting arm carried by said shaft, a trimmer blade mount-

ed on said arm. a stationary trimmer blade coftperatlng

therewith, a rocking member loosely mounted on said shaft

and having an arm adapted to be detachably connecte<1

with the supporting arm for the trimming member, said

rocking member having a second arm extending i)eneath

the work support, a main shaft beneath the work support.

an eccentric carried thereby, a strap cooperating with

said eccentric and connected to said arm extending beneath

the work support, a spring for moving said shaft endwise

for yieldingly holding the trimmer blades In contact, an

arm carried by the end of said shaft, and a locking lug

cooperating with said arm for holding the trimmer In

raised position when disconnected from Its actuating

mechanism.
(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

rality of lenses one of which is formed of liquid the re-

fraction of which is to be measured, means for adjusting

the relation between the lenses so that the variation in

the position of the focus Is In direct proportion with the

variation of the index of refraction of the liquid lens and

means for maintaining the liquid lens at a predetermined

temperature.

2. An optical instrument for measuring the indices of

refraction of liquids, comprising in combination transpar-

ent means for forming a planoconcave lens of a liquid the

refraction of which Is to be measured, a microscope co-

operating with the liquid lens, an object scale, and means

for directing light through the object scale and liquid

lens to the microscope.

3. An optical instrument for measufTng^ the Indices

of refraction of liquids, comprising in combination a mi-

croscope, transparent means adapted to present a liquid

in the form of a planoconcave lens coaxial with the micro-

scope, said transparent means presenting surfaces parallel

with the surfaces of the liquid lens formed, an object scale,

and means for directing light through the object scale

and transparent means to the microscope.

4. An optical Instrument for measuring the Indices of

refraction, comprising In combination a system of lenses

adapted to Include one element of predetermined form

the refraction of which Is to be determined, and means

for adjusting the system so that the variation In the posi-

tion of the focus of the system is in direct proportion to

the variation of the index of refraction of the element to

be determined.

5. An optical instrument for measuring the indices of

refraction of liquids, comprising In combination a sys-

tem of lenses one element of which Is formed of liquid the

refraction of which Is to be measured, and means for ad-

Justing the system so that the variation In the position

of the focus Is In direct proportion to the variation of the

index of refraction of the liquid element employed In the

system.
[Claims G to 22 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,754. REFRACTOMETER. G»OBO« WiLBBB MoF
riTT. St. Louis county. Mo. Filed July 7. 1910. Serial

No. 107,941. (CI. 88—14.)

1. An optical Instrument for messurlng the Indices of

refraction of liquids, comprising in combination a plu-

1,230,756. EMEttGENCY VEHICLE BODY SUPPORT.
Ebbn Fkrdinand Mogrbn, Minneapolis, Minn. Filed

June 7, 1916. Serial No. 102,360. (CI. 267—35.)

An emergency body support for vehicles, comprising a

base, a tubular post extending upwardly therefrom, said

base and post being formed with a bore extending there-

through and Internally threaded, a Jack screw threaded

Into said post and having a supporting head at its upper

end. arms extending downwardly from one side of the

said base, hinged extensions of said arms formed with lon-

gitudinally elongated slots at their free ends, pendent bolts

extending downwardly from the opposite side of taM
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b«8« aod ins^rtlble through the slots of th* hinged exteo-
•lon of Bald arms. ontR thrwd^d upon said bolts, and

binding screws threaded tbroagb holes in said hinged ex-
tensions.

1.230.766. COMBINATION APRON AND DRAIN PAIL.
Jamss p. Mohlbb, South Haven, Mich. Filed Nov. 3.

1915. Serial No. 59.437. Renewed Not. 21. 1916. Se-
rUl No. 132,716. (Q. 128—28.)

2. A pneumatic chute for straw stacking machines, har-
ing its intfrmediat*- portion enlarged and of dimensions
lesMeoed vertically and Increased transversely, there l)e-

iag openlaga in the lower side of the sf.ld Intermediate
portion to permit of the escapement of the grain, and
riser ribs arranged to lift the straw above the said open
lags.

3. A pneumatic chate for straw stacking machines, hav-
ing its intermediate portion of rererae curve form longi-
tudinally and of transverse rectangular form, there being
openings in the lower aide of the said intermediate por-
tion to permit escapement of the grain.

4. A pneumatic chute of the kind described, having Its

intermetllate portion of reverse (urve form longitudinally
and of transverse rectangular form, there being open-
ings In the lower side of the said intermediate portion to
permit escap<>ment of the grain and riser ribs to raise the
straw above said o{>eninga.

5. A d^Ticp of the kind described, comprising a chute
of reverse curve form the Intemediate portion thereof
being of transverse rectangular form, a chaml>er under-
neath that part of tke cnrved portion of the chute far-
thest from the source of air current and having an spen-
Ing thereinto from the chute, a conveyer conduit from the
said chamber and leading into the said chute, a discharge
outlet from the said conduit, an air condnlt leading into
the (Htnveyer < .in.iult and above the dischargp outlet.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Qasette.)

1.230,768. GLASfi-BECURING DEVICE. Jambs P. Mcn-
NAN». 8t. Louis. Mo., assignor to Zonri l»r«wn Metals
Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed
Sept 29. 1913. Serial No. 792.422. (CI. 189—78.)

1. A device of the class described including a bowl hav-
ing a mouth and a neck connecting the mouth and bowl,
the neck being constmcted to close automatically upon
lowering movement of the mouth and to open automati-
cally upon elevation of the mouth with relation to the
body of the bowl, and an apron connected to the mouth.

2. A device of the class described including a bowl
having a mouth and a neck connecting the mouth and
bowl, the neck being constructed to close automatically
upon lowering movement of the mouth and to open auto-
matically upon elevation of the mouth with relation to
the body of the bowl, and aprons connected to opposite
sides of the mouth.

1,230,757. DEVICE FOR RECLAIMING GRAIN.
Chakuis I». MoKtiso.N. Inilianapolls, Ind.. assignor to
The Indiana Manufacturing Company. Indianapolis.
Ind.. a Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Oct 28
1915. Serial No. 57.400. (CI. 1»«»—17. >

1. A pnenmatlc chnte for straw stacking machines, hav-
ing Its latrmiedlate portion enUrged and of diirenslon*
••••ned TMtlr-nllv an<l IncrfH*.*^ transversHy. there be-
In* op«'nlDs?s in the lower nWle of the aaid interoifdtate
portion t» permit of the escapement of t1»e grain.

Uf

1. In apparatus of the class described, the combina-
tion with a supporting sill or rail at the edge of the glass,
of a securing device for the glass Including an inside
clamping memN^r secured to the 8upi>ort and having a
portion against which the Inner side of the glass Is

adapted to bear, an outside clamping member resting
against the portion of the support opposite the edge of
the glass and having a portion adapted to bear against
the ontside of the class, and an ecc«'ntrlc cam mounted
on one of said members snd engaging the other member
and arrangMl when operated to draw said outer member
toward said inner member and clamp the glas-s l>etween
them and to hold said outer member against the said
support.

2. The combination with a sheet of glass, of a securing
device tkere<or Including an inside clamping raemt>er. an
•atstde clamping member, and a rotatable member having
a helical ofliB portion of varying radlUK mounted on one
of said nieiiibtrs and operable from the inside side of said
glass, said .-am portion engaKlng a portion of the other
clamping member for moving said outside member toward
said inside member.

3. In apparatus of the class described, the combina-
tion with a support, of a securing device for plate glass
carried thereby and including an Inside clamping member
having an Inclined portion, an outside clamping memlter,
a rstataMe member mounted In an lncllae<| posltloa on
said int lined portion of the clamping m«nnher asd having
a helical cam portion of varying radius, sakj rotatable
ember beiair ot>er«bl^ frMr the inside af the glass, and
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said helical cam portion arranged to engage a portion on
the outer clamping member for moving the same to rlamp-
luK position toward the inner clamping memt>er.

4. In apparatus of the class described, the combina
tlon with a support having a portion at the edge of the

glass substantially at right angles to the plane of the
glass, of a glass damping member associated therewith,

• second glass clamping member movably associated with
said support, and an eccentric cam mounted on one of

ssid members for engagement with the other to simulta-
neously move said second named member toward said

first named member and hold it against said support, said

cam being Jammed Into frlrtional engagement with the

member on which it is mounted to lock it In final position.

6. In apparatus of the class described, the combination
with a sheet of glass, of a support having a portion at

the edge of the glass substantially at right angles to the

plane thereof, nn inside glass riamptng memb4>r associated

with said support, an outside glass clamping member
movably associated with said support, and a cam mounted
on one member for engagement with the other member
and operable from within the glass, said cam serving to

simultaneously move said outside member toward said

Inside member along said portion of the support at the

edge of the glass, and for holding said member against
said portion of said support.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,230,769. STONE GRINDING AND POLISHING MA-
CHINE. GWMMB R. McuRAY, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed

Mar. 1, 1916. Serial No. 11.142. (CI. 61—11.) -

1. In a stone grinding machine, a substantially ring
shapsd rotatable carrier for a slab to be ground, a grind
Ing wheel and a reriprocable support therefor adapted to
traverse said fable, means to rotate and means to raise
and lower said whe<l upon said support, and means to
deliver water eentrally through and beneath said wheel
during rotative and reclprocabie movements thereof.

2. In a stone grinding machine, a table for the stones,
a supporting frame and a rotatable grinding member hav-
ing a shaft vertically slidaMe therein, a counterweighted
lever engaged with said shaft, collars on said shaft, and
a vertically-movable engaging part for said collars hav-
ing a screw to adjustably fix It at different elevations to
limit the vertical movement of the grinding member in
both directions relatively to the stones on the said table.

3. In a stone grinding machine, a frame having cross
rods and a slidable mounting thereon, rotatable grinding
wheels horiiontally disposed beneath said mounting at
opposite sides thereof and provided with vertical shafts
rotatably and slldably carried by said mounting, means to
adjustably fix the slidable limits of said shafts, means to
adjustably counterbalance the grinding wheels, ana sep-
arate power-applying members carried by said mounting
snd slldably splined to said shafts.

4. In a stone grinding machine, a rotatable table to
carry the stones, a reriprocable frame slldably mounted
over said table and a borltontally rotatable grinding mem-
ber moanted thereon, in combination with actuating
B»eans for said table, frame and Btemt>er respectively, and
a counterweight connected with the said frame to pro
mot* nnlfam and steady reversal movements of the said
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frame and grinding member during grinding operations.
5. In a stone grinding machine, a grinding meml>er

mounted to rotate horizontally, and means to simulta-
neously reciprocate and rotate said member, a rigid frame
carrying said member and horizontally disposed rods on
which said frame is slldably mounted, in combination with
a ring-shaped carrier adapted to rotate the stones trans-
versely beneath and in contact with the said grinding
member.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gasette.l

1.280,7«W. SWINOINO-OBAR FOR DAVITS. EviUTT
W. Mtbrs and Aaron E. Sharplbt, Key West, Fla.
Filed July 19, 1916. Serial No. 110,089. (CI. 9—22.)

The combination with a pair of vertically Journaled
davit arms, a large bevel gear secured to each davit arm
near the deck line In a plane perpendicular to the axis of
the arm, an inclined crank shaft Journaled adjacent the
gear, the Inclination of the chaft being outward and down-
ward, a bevel pinion secured to the outer end of the shaft
and meshing with the upper face of said gear, a hand de-
vice secured to the upper end of the shaft to rotate it,

and means cooperating with the hand device to prevent
accidental movement of the gearing.

1.230,761. ATTACHMENT FOR PENCILS AND PEN-
HOLDERS. ALrBBO C. Newman, Fargo, N. D. Biled
Nov. 24. 1916. Serial No. 133.248. (CI. 40—108.)

I

2. An attachment of the class described including an
Inner split sleeve to slldably receive a pencil or penholder
and frlctlonally engage the same for retaining the attach-
ment in position, an outer shell turnable on the said sleeve
and spaced therefrom, and a strip between the said sleeve
and shell adapted to be wound or unwound, the said sleeve
having an opening to expose the strip, the shell further-
more having means between the ends of said opening frle-

tionally holding the outer end of the said strip.

4, A calendar attachment of the class described. In-

rludtsg an Inner sleeve to slldably rsedvs a psncil or pan-
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bolder and frictionalljr engage the same, an outer ttaell

turnable relatively to the saltl sleeve and spaced there-
from, to accommodate a wound strip, a strip In said apace
and adapted to be unwound or wound, means on the shell
to frictionally hold the outer convolution of the strip,
the said strip bearing thereon series of numerals repre-
senting the days of the calendar months In rows, and
•aid shell bearing Indicia of the days of the week In
separate rows In reversed order.

[Claims 1, 8, and not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230,762. VEHICLE. Richakd T. Nbwto.v, New York.
N. Y. Filed July 10, 1913. Serial No. 778,248. (CL
267—19.)

1. In a vehicle, the combination of two leaf springs, a
shock absorber provided with a casing, elastic elements in
the casing, and members movable m the casing, the con-
tiguous end of each of the leaf springs terminating di-
rectly in said movable members.

2. In a vehicle, the combination of two leaf springs, a
casing containing coiled springs, two members movable in
the casing, the contiguous ends of each of the leaf springs
terminating directly in the movable members.

3. In a vehicle, the combination of two leaf springs, a
casing, colled springs in the casing, two balls to actuate
the colled springs, the contiguous ends of each of the
leaf springs terminating directly In the balls.

4. In a vehicle, the combination of two leaf springs, a
casing containing three coiled springs, two balls located
in the casing adapted to actuate the coiled springs, the
contiguous ends of the leaf springs being directly attached
to the balla.

1,230,763. PHONOGRAPH-STOP. Francii A. Nolan,
St. Paul. Minn. FUed Aug. 6. 1916. Serial No 44 028
(CI. 74—46.)

jw *•

1. The combination In a sound reprodut^ing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table from revolving, of a sapport

•ecured adjacent one of Its ends to aald traveling ele-
ment for movement thereby, said support comprising
memt.ers having their adjacent ends plvotally secured
together and adapted to be retained In a multiplicity of
angles with respect to one another, and means Journaled
upon the outermost member of said support for relative
adjustment with respect thereto adapted to impinge
against and set said brake mechanism at a predetermined
time.

2. The combination in a sound reproductlug machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the Uble from revolving, of a support
secured adjacent one of its ends to said traveling element
for movement thereby, a member journaled upon the
other end of said support for relative adjustment with
respect thereto, and a device carried by said member for
a multiplicity of axial adjustments with respect thereto
adapted to impinge against and set said brake mechanism
at a predetermined time.

3. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the Uble from revolving, of a support
•ecured adjacent one of Its ends to said traveling element
for movement thereby, a member Journaletl uijon the
other end of said support for relative adjustment with
respect thereto, a spool revoluble about its axis upon
said member, and means reciprocably mounted upon said
member for operation by the lower end of said spool to
impinge against and set said brake mechanism at a pre-
determined time.

4. The combination In a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table from revolving, of a support
removably secured at one of Its ends to said traveling
element for movement thereby, a member Journaled upon
the other end of said support for relative adjustment
with respect thereto, a spool revoluble about its axis upon
said member, said spool having a toothed pinion, and a
striker arm having rack teeth on one of its longituillnal
edges meshing with said toothed pinion whereby !*ald
striker arm may be adjustably reciprocated to impinge
against and set said brake mechanism at a predetermined
time.

5. The combination In a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech
anlsm to prevent the table from revolving, of a support
removably secured at one of its ends to said traveling
element for movement thereby, a member journaled upon
the other end of said support for relative adjustment with
respect thereto, a spool revoluble alwut its axis upon said
member, said spool having a toothed pinion, a striker
arm having rack teeth on one of Its longitudinal edges
meshing with said toothed pinion whereby said striker
arm may be adjustably reciprocated to Impinge against
and set said brake mechanism at a predetermined time,
and means associated with said striker arm for reUinlng
it in selected position.

1,230,764. PHONOGHAPH-STOP. FaANcia A. Nolam,
St. Paul, Minn. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. Serial No.
60,126. (CI. 74—16 )

1. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table revolving, of a support secured
to said traveling element, said support having a graduated
dial thereon, a housing carried by aald support, a stop
member slldably disposed within and through one end of
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•aid housing and adapted to impinge against and set said

brake meclianism. means having screw threaded engage-

ment with said stop mem)>er whereby said stop may bo

positioned to actuate said brake mechanism at a prede-

termined time, and mean^ mounted upon said support
actuated by the movements of said stop engaging means
to indicate upon the dial the adjustment of said stop.

8. The combination In a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table revolving, of a support secured

to said traveling element, said support having a gradu-

ated dial thereon, a housing carried by said support pro-
vided with a longitudinal slot, a passaged stop member
•lldahly disposed within said housing and adapted to im-
pinge against and set aald brake mechanism, said stop

being Internally screw threaded and having an elongated
klot registering with the slot In said housing, an exter-

nally threaded shaft engaging the threads of said stop
for adjustably positioning the stop to actuate said brake
mechanism at a predetermined time, a toothed pinion
plvotally mounted upon said support and extending
through said registering slots for operative engagement
with said threadetl shaft and an index pointer carried by
said pinion to Indicate upon the dial the adjustment of
•aid Ktop.

5. The roml)inatlon In a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table revolving, of a support having
a dial provided with numbered graduations adapted to be
secured to said traveling element, saiil dial assuming ap-
proximately vertical position when said support Is se-

cured to said traveling element, stop means movable rela-

tively with respect to said support adapted to contact
with and set said brake mechanism, a member rotatably
mounted upon said support and having telescoping
threaded engagement with said stop means for moving
the same, and means actuated by one of said movable
parts to Indicate upon said dial the adjustment of the
atop means.

(Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,765. PHONOi^RAPH STOP. Fbancib A. Nolan,
St. Paul. Minn. Filed Sept. 11, 1916. Serial No.
50. 124. (CI. 74—46.)

Jf^r

1. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anism to prevent the table revolving, of a support secured
to and movable with said traveling element, a stop mem-
ber movable upon said support to impinge or press against
and set said brake mechanism, said stop member having
opposite racks and means for evenly applying a forceful
movement simultaneously to both aald racks.

2. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
baring a traveling element, a turn table and brake mech-
anUm for stopping said table, of a support carried by
and for movement with said traveling element, a stop
member slldable upon said support to impinge or press
against an<l set said brake having opposite racks and a
plurality of intermexbing gears having teeth intermesh-
iQg with the teeth of both of said racks and means for

driving said gears to effect the movement of aald atop
member.

3. The combination In a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and a brake for

stopping said table, of a support carried by and for move-
ment with said traveling element, a slide movable upon
said support to Impinge or press against and set said

brake having opposite Internal racks, a plurality of gears
mounted upon said support in said slide and having teeth
meshing with the teeth of both of said racks, means for

turning said gears to adjust said slide on said support
and a scale associated with said parts for determining
the adjustment of said slide.

4. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and a brake for
stopping said table, of a support carried by and for move-
ment with said traveling element, a slide movable ui>on
said support to impinge and press against and set said
brake having spaced Internal parallel racks, a plurality of
gears mounted upon said support in said slide and hav-
ing teeth meshing with the teeth of both of said racks,
one of said gears carrying a hand operable turning ele^

ment having a scale upon its surface and a cover plate
(•arrled by said support in stationary position over said
wheel and having a sight oi>enlng through wblch the
scale is exposed and an indicator coSperating with said
scale whereby the position of adjustment of said slide

can be determined.

8. The combination in a sound reproducing machine
having a traveling element, a turn table and a brake
mechanism to prevent the table revolving, of a support
secured to and movable with said traveling element, a
loop shaped stop member geared to said support for slid-
ing movement thereon adapted to impinge against and
set said brake mechanism, means operatlvely associated
with said gear connection for actuating the same to more
said stops into adjusted positions, and a dial cooperating
with said stop to indicate its position.

r Claim 6 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.230.766. CLAM -FORK. FLoaaNCi J. Otins, York
Beach. Me. Filed Sept. 17, 1915. SerUl No. 61,239.
(Cl. 30—5.)

1. .\ clam fork comprising two members having inter-
mediate portions fitted flat against each other and piv-
oted together, said meml>ers having handles and provided
with blades having coactlng <uttlng edges at the Inner
portions of their side edges, and each provided beyond
the cutting edges with a plurality of terminal prongs,
and the prongs of both members lying in parallel planes
and coactlng to form a single unitary terminal fork struc-
ture when the meml>ers are closed.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.767. AIR-BRAKE STOP. Eskil V. pALMQriST.
Hallandale, and Hbnby G. Ldndquibt, Seminole county,
Fla. Filed May 8. 1916. Serial No. 26,871. (CL
246—69.)

In a device of the class described, the combination of
a bracket, said bracket comprising a body, spaced Jaws
extending from said body, said Jaws being adapted to em-
brace a truck bolster so as to permit means to paaa
therethrough for supporting said bracket, a valve mem-
ber, collars formed upon said body In spaced relation with
respect to each other, said collars embracing aald ralr*
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iB«tn(>«r. Mid roUara havlnc ontwardly extending adjoin-

ing ends, said ends engaging each other, and means for

holding the same together, whereby said collars will pod-
tlTely hold said valve member.

1,230.768. TEMPLET. Alan Jay Parrish. Parish. 111.

Filed June 3. 1916. Serial Xo. 101.681. (Cl. 94—6.)

1. A device of the character ><peclfled. comprising a pair

of end frames, an I-bar and a channel bar arranged par-

allel and in spaced relation and connected at their ends
to the frames to hold the frames parallel, said bars be-

ing arranged below the frames and being adjustable with

respect thereto, each end frame having a pair of out-

wardly extending parallel rollers for engaging and roll-

ing upon a supporting element, a trimming and deflect-

ing plate hinged to each end of each bar outside the ad-

jacent frame and having its lower edge flush with the

lower edge of the t>ar, a spring in connection with each
plate and normally pressing the free end of the plate

outward, and a guard connected with each end frame at

the front end thereof and extending laterally outward in

front of the adjacent pair of rollers.

2. A device of the character spt-cifled. comprising a

pair of end frames, a pair of bars arranged parallel and
In spaced relation and connected at their ends to the

frames to hold the frames parallel, said bars being ar-

ranged below the frames and being adjustable with re-

spect thereto, each end frame having a pair of outwardly

extending parallel rollers for engaging and rolling upon

a supporting element, a trimming and deflecting plate

hinged to each enl of each bar outside the adjacent frame
and having it.s lower edge flush with the lower edge of

the bar. and a spring in connection with each plate and
normally pressing the free end of the plate outward.

3. A device of the character specified, comprising a

pair of end frames, an I bar and a channel bar arranged

parallel and In spacf-d relation and oonnectod at their

ends to the frames to hold the frames parallel, said l«rs

being arranged below the frames and being adjustable

wltfc respect thereto, fach end frame having a pnlr of

ojitwardly extending parallel rollers for engaging and
rollini: upon a snpportlne element.

1.280,769. TRUCK AND WHCBLBARROW. Bdwaro B.

PaiRCB. Lowell, Mass. Piled S^pt. 23. 1916. Sertal No.
131.871. (Cl. 21—65.)

1. The combination of a truck or barrow having two side

wheels parallel with the median line thereof, of a aupple-
mentary wheel arraoffed between Kaid side wheels and at
an angle with said median line and provided with a dr-
curaferentlal groove to receive a rail.

2. The combination in a truck or the like of an axle, side

wheels parallel with the median line thereof, a sapple-
mentary axle, hangers supported on said first named axle
HDd supporting said supplementary axle at an angle with
said median line and a grooved wheel supportetl on said
supplementary axle.

1.23lt.77U. AMALGAMATING MILL. David L. Pbmroo,
AlU, Utah. Filed Jan. 27. 1917. Serial No. 144.878.
(Cl. 88—67.)

1. An amalgamator mill including a conduit for the ma-

terial operated on, a plurality of rotary spray pipes ex-

tending Into the condnlt and located at Intervals, a mer-

cury receptacle connected with the spray pipes and means
for rotating the spray pipes.

3. An amalgamator mill including a conduit for the

material operated on in the mill, oppositely inclined rotary

spray pipes extending into the conduit and provided with

gear wheels, mercury troughs locateil above the spray pipes

and provided with relatively fixed pipes communicatln(
with the spray pipes, an endless carrier for conveying

mercury to the mercury troughs, and gearing for operating

the endless carrier and for rotating the spray pipes.

5. An amalgamator mill including a mixing and con-

centrating rasing comprising inner and outer shells hav-

ing oppositely inclined upper portions and curved lower

portions, said shells being ,-ipaced apart to provide Inter-

vening passages and a curved series of spray pipes extend-

ing into the space between the bottom portions of the Inner

and onter shells.

6. An amalgamator mill inclndlng upper and lower

baffle casings sitaced apart anil having baffle plates for

causing the material operated on in the mill to travel back

and forth to the casings and a mixing and concentrator

casing connecting the baffle casings and communicating
with the wme. said mixing anil concfntrator casing com-

prising inner and outer shells, spaced apart to provide op-

posite side passages and a connecting bottom passage.

7. An amalgamator mill including a plurality of baffle

casings provided with baffle plates, concentrating and
mixing c««<tngs arranged between and connected with the
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bafle caalnffa, roCsry spray pipes arranged in the path of

tht material, mercary troughs located at opposite sides

of the mill and located above the spray pipes and connected

therewith, means for rotating the spray pipes, bottom

troughs connected with each other and with the lowermost

casing, and endless conveyers extending from the bottom

troughs to the mercury troughs and having flights passing

over the same and discharging Into the said mercury

troughs.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280,771. FEEDING AND TRANSFERRING MECHA
NISM. Chaklcs F. PrLANZB, St. Louis, Mo. Filed

Biay 6. 1914, Serial No. 836,630. Renewed Nov. 20.

1916. SerUl No. 132,500. (Cl. 101—29.)

1. In a transferring device, a carrier, gripping elements

carried by said carrier, a shifter for moving the gripping

elements transversely of the path of movement of said

carrier so as to locate said gripping elements on opposite

Mas of a marginal portion of the article to be transferred,

a daslDg clevi<e assoclateil with said gripping elements

to doae them on said marginal portion of the article, and
as opening device for opening said gripping elements at a

Redetermined point to release the article from aald

carrier

2. In a device of the character describfHi. two supports,

and means for transferring articles from one of said sup

ports to the other, said means including a carrier mov-

able in unison with said supports, holders movably fitted

to said carrier, gripping elements attached to said holders,

and operating means for moving said holders toward each

other to locate the gripping elements on opposite sides of

the article to be transferred when the gripping elements

are located adjacent to one of the supports, said operating

means being adapted to close the gripping elements to

grasp the article held by the last named support, and a

releasing device including an opener for opening said

gripping elements to release the article therefrom, thus

depositing said article on the other support, said holders

being movable away from each other in response to the

action of said releasing device so as to carry the open

gripping elements away from said article.

8. In a device of the character descrlb«>d. a rotatable

folder, a conveyer, and means for tra'ssferring articles

from salil rotatable folder to said conveyer, said means

Including a rotatable carrier movable in unison with said

conveyer and rotatable folder, a gripping device carried

by said rotatable carrier, and operating means for mo\ing

said gripping device at a point adjacent to said rotatable

folder to locate the gripping elements on opposite sides

of the article to be transferred, said operating means being

adapted to close said gripping elements when the gripping

elements are located on opposite sides of said article, and

a releasing device Including an opener for opening aald

gripping device at a point adjacent said conveyer, thus

delivering said article to said conveyer, said gripping de-

Tire being movable away from said article. In response to

the action of said releasing device, while the gripping ele-

ments occupy their open position.

4. In a transferring device, a carrier, two gripping ele-

ments movable with said carrier, and operating mecha-
nism Including a shifter for shifting the gripping elements

to points where they will lie ob opposite sides of a margi-

nal portion of the article to be transferreil. said shifter

being adapted to move the gripping elements transversely

with respect to the path of movement of the carrier, a
closing device adapted to positively close said gripping ele-

ments after they have been shifted to points on opposite

sides of said marginal portion of the article, and a releas-

ing device including an opener for opening said gripping

elements to release the article from the carrier at a pre-

determined point, the open gripping elements being mov-

able transversely of the path of said carrier so as to pre-

vent said open gripping elements from striking the dio-

charged article.

8. In a device of the character de8crll>ed. a movable

support, and a transferring device for picking articles

from said movable support, said transferring device com-

prising a carrier movable in unison with said support, a

pair of holders movably fitted to said carrier, each of said

holders being provided with a pair of gripping elements,

and operating mechanism including a shifting device for

shifting said holders on said carrier to locate the gripping

elements at points where they will straddle opposite mar-

ginal portions of the article to be transferred, a closing de-

vice associated with said shifting device and adapteil to

positively close said gripping elements on said marginal

portions of the article, and a releasing device Including

means for opeqing said gripping elements to release said

article from the carrier at a predetermined point, said

holders being movable away from each other in response

to the action of said releasing device so as to prevent the

open gripping elements from striking the discharged

article.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,230,772. OIL-BURNER Nkwton E. Phillips, Shelby,

Mich., assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, of

one-half to Charles L. Churchill and one-sixth to Ret O.

Hamlll. Shelby. Mich. Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No.

126.961. (Cl. 158—64.)

1. An oil burner comprising a base, air chambers formed

in each end of said base, a substantially U stiaped tube

carried by said base and extending through the air cham-

bers, said tube having openings within the air chambers,

a vaporizing drum connected to the tube, a fuel supply

connected to the drum, and cylindrical sleeves carried by

the tube and locate<i within the air chambers for supplying

air to the flame.

2. An oil burner comprising a base, air chambers formed

in each end of said base, a tube carrie<l by said base and
extending through the air chambers and having openings

within the air clxambers to allow fuel to escape from tl»e

tube and become ignited, a vaporizing drum carried by said

tube, n liquid fuel supply connected with said drum, cylin-

drical sleeves having elongated slots in their lower ends

to receive the tube to locate said sleeves within the air

chambers, and means for securing the sleeves to the tube.

3. An oil burner comprising an auxiliary heating base,

air chambers formed in each end of said base, a tube

carried by said base and extending through the air cham-

bers and having openings therein for allowing fuel to

escape from the tul>e and become Ignited, a vaporl/lng

drum carried by the tube, a fuel supply connected to said

drum, bleeves having their lower ends provided with elon-

gated slots to receive the tube to position said sleeves

within the air chambers, said sleeves having perforations
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therein for admitting air to the flame, and bolta extending
through tho lower ends of said sleeveg for controlling the
Indow of air upwardly through the sleeves.

4. An oil burner of the type set forth Including a burner
tnbe provldf.1 with a fuel outlet opening, and a sleeve
consisting of upper and lower sections hinged together and
urroundlng said opening and extending above and below
Mid tube.

5. An oil burner of the type set forth including a burner
tube providtHl with a fuel outlet opening, a sleeve having
•lots therein and surrounding said opening, and a bolt ex-
tending through the sleeve.

1,280.773. WIRE-TYING MACHINE. Hanovib B. Pitts,
Springfield. Greg. Filed May 4, 1916. Serial No.
96.441. (CI. 100—31.)

1. A tylnjc machine including a support having an an-
gular seat to dispose the article to be tied in a tilted posi-
tion and presentinsr an angle thereof uppermost, a presser
foot disposed at an angle to accord with the positioned
article, means to operate the presser foot, a twister head
mounted adjacent to the presser foot, means to hold a
tying medium on the twister head, and means to actuate
the twister bead.

2. A tying machine Including a revoluble twister head
turning approximately in a horizontal plane, and a support
for the article to be tied, said support having a V-shaped
seat positioned beneath the twister head and presenting
front and rear sides at substantially a right angle to each
other. 80 dlspo8e<l as to present the article angularly to
the plane of revolution of the twister head, the front side
of the seat being spaced from the said twister head to
leave clearance for the entrance and removal of the aald
article.

3. A tying machine of the class described Including a
revoluble twister head, a support for the article to be tied,
said support having a seat presenting sides at an angle to
present the article angularly to the plane of the revolution
of I he twister head, means to hold the ends of a tying me-
dium on the said head after being passed about the article,
a presser foot dlsposeil at an angle to engage against a
side of the angularly positioned article, and means to op-
erate said presser foot.

4. A tying machine of the class detwrlbe<l including a
revoluble twister head, a support for the article to be
tied, said support having a seat presenting sides at an
angle to present the article angularly to the plane of the
revolution of the twister head, means to hold the ends of
a tying medium on the said head after being passed about
the article, a presser foot disposed at an angle to engage
airalnst a -side of the angularly positioned article, and
means to operate said presser foot, said presser foot hav-
ing a flange to engage the positioned article at the angle
presented to the twisted head.

5. A tying machine of the clasa described Including a
revoluble twister head, a presser foot, and reciprocating
means on which the presser foot Is pivoted to rock toward
and from the axis of rotation of the twister head to ac-
commodate Itself to the article being tied.

[Claims 6 to 29 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,280,774. LATCH. Johk Louis Pollock, Sterling.
111., assignor of one-third to Nicholas Rainone and one-
third to Albert Miller, Sterling. 111. File,! Oct. 16,
1915. SerUl No. 56,167. (Cl. 70—*2.)

1. A device of the class described, comprising a casing
adapted to be attached to a door : a latch slidable

therein and held normally in extended position ; means
for operating said latch ; a barrel mounted in said casing
and provided with a longitudinal slot and transverse re-

cess ; a spring-controlled lever adapted to engage said
latch at one of Its ends and having its other end movable
in said recess: a pin held in said slot in engagement with
Mid lever and provided with a button on the outside of
Mid casing, said pin being held normally at a central
point in said barrel by said spring controlled lever ; and a
guard-rlm for said button on the outer facf of the casing.

2. In a device of the class name<l, a casing adapted to

be attached to a door ; a latch slidable therein and held
normally In extended position : cam operating devices ca-
pable of moving said latch Inwardly : means for locking
Mid latch In Inward position ; a slide button on the out-
side of Mid casing operatlvely connecter! with Mid locking
devices to release the same : and stop members carried by
said latch and adapted to engage the cam-operating de-
vices when in a normal position, and prevent the locking
of said latch in withdrawn position.

1.230,776. DETACHABLE HEEL FOR BOOTS AND
SHOES MiCHABL PopoviCH, Flint, Mich. Piled Mar.
26. 1917. Serial No. 157.395. (Cl. 36—42.

)

1. A device of the class described comprising a shoe
sole, an arched lift secured to the heel portion thereof
having a forwardly opening side, a keeper plate secured
within said lift having a socket therethrough extending
longitudinally of the sole, a tread member, and a bracket
secured to the upper face of Mid tread member provided
with a rearwardly projecting locking tongue having a
down turne<l terminal flange, the Mid tongue being posi-
tioned through the said socket with Its flange overlying
the rear>nd of the plate when the tread member Is opera-
tlvely arranged upon the said lift.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasette.]

/

1.230,776. SMOKE-CONSUMER AND FUEL - ECONO
MIZER. Stdnbt H. PCDSiY, Toronto, Ontario. Can-

ada. Filed Oct. 9, 1912, Serial No. 724,793. Renewed
Apr. 2«. 1917. Sertal No. 166.246. (Cl. 110—176.)

In a di^vlce as described. In combination a combustion

chamber, a reduced hollow extension having a door open-

ing into said combustion chamber, a removable hollow

door support fitted horizontally upon said extension and
projecting theret>eyond, a dependent bracket formed and

carried by said door support and disposed snugly

against the upper end of said extension and at right

angles thereto, a hinged plate mounted upon the

lower end of said bracket and spaced Inwardly of the

outer end of said door support, a lid fitted to close said

door support and arranged parallel with Mid bracket, a

crank carried by said plate outside of said support and

means Independent of Mid lid, controlling said crank and

adapted to cause Mid plate to occupy angular positions

with respect to Mid bracket.

1^80,777, BALANCED PISTON COCK. WilliAM H.

QcAKDT and Jcshe M. G<k)dbn. Urbana. 111. Piled

May 6, 1916. Sertal No 26.111. (Cl. 187—4.)

A balanced piston cock comprising a body having an

Inlet and a tubular neck forming a cylindrical chamber

and oppositely located openings one of which communi

cates with Mid neck, the cylindrical chamber being larger

than the opening through the body adjacent thereto to

form an internal annular shoulder, a piston stem longi-

tudinally movable through said openings and projecting

beyond the iKKly, Mid stem having a central bore extend-

ing from one extremity thereof for a portion only of its

length and also having ports Intersecting said l>ore. a

cylindrical enlargement on Mid stem within tha body

forming oppositely disposed shoulders, a combined piston

stem guide and port closure through which the bored and

ported portion of Mid stem Is slidable, said guide being

of such extent as to cover a portion or all of said ports,

and having an annular shoulder which abuts the internal

shoulder of said cylindrical chamber, a gland having a

sliding fit in the end of said cbamt>er, a gland adjusting

nut detachably threaded upon the neck of the body, the

guide being removable from the neck when the gland and

Its adjusting nut are removeil to admit of the removal of

the stem.

1,230.778. ADJUSTABLE CURTAIN-SHADE BRACKET.
William D. Ralston and Willis C. Ralston, New
Marion. Ind. Filed Aug. 4, 1916. SerUl No. 113,155.

(Cl. 156—24.)

^7
5fW

1. A device of the character set forth comprising a pair

of Jaws, means for securing a shade roller to one of the

Jaws, a pair of relatively spaced ears secured to the

other Jaw. a bar pivoted to said ears, and means for ad-

justably securing the bar to the other Jaw for moving
said Jaws In the direction of each other to clamp a

window frame. _
2. A device of the character set forth comprising a

pair of Jaws, a pair of relatively spaced ears secured to

one of the Jaws, a bar pivoted to said ears, a pair of

relatively spaced ears secured to the other Jaw and slid-

ably receiving Mid bar, means for securing a shade roller

to the second mentioned pair of ears, and means carried

by the second mentioned ears for an engagement with

the bar to move the Jaws In the direction of each other

to clamp a window frame.

ii. A device of the character set forth comprising a
pair of Jaws, a bar pivoted to one of the Jaws and hav-

ing an elongated slot therein, a plurality of teeth formed

on the wall of the elongated slot, a pair of relatively

spaced ears secured to the other Jaw. and sUdably re-

ceiving the bar, means for securing a shade roller to the

ears, an extension formed on one of Mid ears, a lever

pivoted to Mid extension, a plate carried by the pivot of

the lever and disposed upon the opposite side of the bar

from the lever, and a dog eccentrically secured to the

plate for an engagement with the teeth to move the Jawa
In th< direction of each other upon movement of the lever

to clamp the Jaws 'upon a window frame.

4. A device of the character set forth comprising a

pair of Jaws, a pair of relatively spaced ears secured to

one of Mid Jaws, a bar having one end thereof pivoted

to said ears, a pair of relatively spaced ears securecl to

the other Jaw and slldably receiving the free end of the

iMir, means for securing a shade roller to the second men-

tioned pair of ears, Mid bar having an elongated slot,

means formed on one wall of the slot, an extension formed

on one of the last mentioned pair of ears, a pivot carried

by said extension and extending through the slot, a

handle secured to the pivot, a plate secured to the pivot

and disposed upon an opposite side of the rod from the

lever, and a dog eccentrically connected to the plate and

adapted to engage the teeth upon operation of the lever

to move the Jaws In the direction of each other.

1.230,779. FILING-MACHINE. Wilbbr D. Rearwin,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Filed Oct. 1, 1915. Serial No.

.-.3.650. (Cl. 29—76.)

1. In combination with a filing machine having a ver-

tically reciprocating file carriage, a slide having means
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connected therewith to cause the file carriage to advance
on lt« downward stroke, and to recede on Its upward
troke, substantially as, and for the purpose set forth-

I

3. In combination with a filing machine, a vertically
reciprocating file carriage, a supporting arm having pins
projecting forward from its front surface, a carrlAge
support mounted on said pins and having guldeways for
the carriage, a slide mounte<l between the carriage sup-
port and the supporting arm, Incline* on the carriage
support and on the slide, bolt.i and springs for holding
the carriage support firmly against the slide, a crank
shaft on the machine, an eccentric on said shaft, an idler
on the slide in position to be acted upon by the eccentric
to cause the slide to reciprocate vertically causing the
inclines to engage each other to force the carriage sup-
port forward, and to draw from each other to allow the
carriage support to be drawn backward.

5. In combination with a filing machine, a vertically
reciprocating carrlagp. means for forcing said carriage
forward on the downward stroke, means for forcing the
cartage backward on the upward stroke, mean:) for pre-
venting said forward and ba<'kward movements of the
carriage, a table attached to the machine at right angles
with the carriage and having an opening through it for
the passage of a file, and means for adjusting said table
to an incline from the horizontal In any desireil direction.

[Claims 2, 4, and not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.780. BIRD-HOUSE. Edwin H. Reibkr. West
Webster, N. Y. Filed Mar. 22. 1917. Serial No.
156,547. (CI. 11»—23.)

1. A bird house comprising a comparatively solid
bell having an opening at one point, a comparatively

soft fllUng for said shell, and a roof spaced from said
aJllBg.

2. A bird house comprlalng a comparatively hard
W.XK1 casing having an opening near the top thereof, a
top member and a bottom member arranged In said cas-
ing, a ailing of finely divided wood arranged in said cas-
ing between said ends wbereby the bird may pick out any
part of said filling desired for forming a nest cavity, and
means for admltlng air to said filling so that the filling
may absorb moisture.

3. A bird house comprising a comparatively aoUd shell,
a comparatively soft filling having an opening at on«
point, and means for providing ventilation for said
filling.

0. A bird house comprising a comparatively hard
wood casing having an opening near the top thereof, a
top member and a bottom member arranged in said cas-
ing, a filling of finely divided wood arranged in said cas-
ing between said ends wbereby the bird may pick out any
part of «ald filling desired for forming a nest cavity, an
inclined roof arranged above said top end member where-
by a chamber is produced, said casing being formed with
an opening merging into said < hamber, and a passageway
leading from said chamt>er formed with openings com-
municating with the filling in said casing whereby air
from said chamber may transmit moisture to said filling.

6. A bird house rtimprlslng a casing of wood having an
opening, a top member and a bottom member arranged in
said casing, a filling between said top and bottom mem-
bers comprising cork and moss, an inclined roof for said
caslof whereby an open chamber is provided above said
top meaibcr, said casing having an opening entering into
said chamber, and a plurality of semi tubular members
extending from said chamber Interiorly of said casing
from near the top to near the bottom thereof, said semi-
tubular members having apertures therein for permitting
the filling to absorb moisture from the air.

[Claim 4 not printed in the Oasette. ]

1.230.781. AIR-FEED FOR MOTORS. Samcil K. Raio.
Tahoka. Tex. Filed June 10, 1916. Serial No. 102 939
(CI. 261—113.)

A device of the character described embodying a casing
having a hopper shaped bottom provided with a central
air Inlet and moisture outlet, a conical deflector within the
casing al)ove the bottom thereof and having apertures
near the walls of the casing, a <onlcaI partition within
the casing above said deflector providing an air chamber
between said partition and top of the casing, the casing
having an air outlet above said partition rommunlcatlng
with said air chamber, and a liquid supply tube extending
downwardly through the apex of the partition, said par-
tition having apertures adjacent to Its apex.

1,230,782. METHOD OF DISTILLING COAI^TAR OR
COAI^TAR PITCH AND PRODDCT8 DERIVED
THEREFROM. Peter C. Reillt, Indianapolis. Ind
Filed Mar. 28. 1914. Serial No. 827.966. (CI. 196—26.)
4. The metho<l of pro<luclng a dry coke from coal tar

pitch and likewise producing an orange-colored mass
waxy at 70* F. and a hard, garnet-colored mass brittle at
70' F.. which consists in subjecting the coal tar or coal tar
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pitch to a temperature of subBtantlally 1000* F. in a stUl

wBt'J^Pttll to a subsUntlally even temperature over its

eatlrt surface.

:;x it

4

_^_S-

jTrTfrrmgig

5 i2

6. As a new article of manufacture, a hard garnet

colored product brittle at 70* F. and having a specifl.-

frarity of not less than 1.22. produced as a final product

of distillation passing from coal tar or coal tar pitch

when subjected to a temperature of approximately 10()0* F.

0. That process of completely distilling coal-tar, which

tOBslsts in placing a charge of the material in a still

;

bathing the entire still in a heated atmosphere: and rals

log the temperature of the same to such a degree as to

fractionate and drive off all volatile products and leav-

ing as a residue within the still, upon completion of the

operation, a dry coke.

[Claims 1 to 8, 6, 7, and 8 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.230.783. STENCIL-STAMP. David Ewjar Rice. Brook

lyn. N. Y. Filed Sept. 8, 1916. Serial No. 49.431. (CI.

101—132.)

ru^j

edge portions extending Into said recesses, said recesses be-

ing widest at their l>ottoms so as to retain the edge por-

tions of the Ink pad against detachment, and a stendl

memt»er overlying the ink pad between said recesses.

6. A device of the class described, comprising a body

member, an ink pad carried thereby, a stencil memt)er

overlying the Ink pad, said stencil member comprising a

frame having a sheet of stenciled material stretched there-

over, and means carried by the body member engHglng said

frame to retain the stencil member in position.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1. A device of the class described, comprising a body

member having recesses formcnl In opposite sides thereof,

an Ink pad overlying one face of the body member and

having e<lge portions received in said recesses, reinforcing

members attached to said edge portions also received lu

said recesses, plates carried by the body member having

resilient portions overlying the recesses in engagement

with said reinforcing members, and a stencil member over-

lying the ink pad.

2. A device of the class described, comprising a body

member having recesses formed In opposite sides thereof,

an ink pad overlying one face of the body member and

having edge portions received In said recesses, reinforcing

members attached to said edge portions also received in

said recesses, plates carried by the body member having

resilient portions overlying the recesses in engagement

with said reinforcing members, a stencil member, and said

plates also engaging said stencil member to retain the

same In position overlying the ink pad.

8. A device of the class described, comprising a body

member, an Ink pad carried thereby, reinforcing members

carried by edge portions of the Ink pad, the reinforcing

members being provided with raised portions, resilient

retaining means carried by the body member engaging

said raised portions to resillently retain the ink j)ad in

position, and a stencil member overlying the ink pad.

4. A device of the class described, comprising a body

member having recesses at opposite sides thereof, an ink

pad overlying one surface of the body member and having

1,230,784. SEPARATOR. Richard H. Rica, Lynn, Mass.,

assignor to (Jeneral Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Nov. 26, 1915. Serial No. 68,440.

(CI. 183—108.)

1. In a separator, a casing having an admission opening

at Its bottom and an open top. a standplpe In the casing

which communicates with the admission opening, a cover

for the casing having a discharge passage in it, a nipple

having an opening therethrough which connects said pas-

sage with the interior of the casing, a rectangular de-

flector supported from the cover by said nipple, said de-

flector having a web located directly In line with the

standplpe, said web and deflector acting to turn the mix-

ture through an angle of approximately 180° and directed

In two definite paths toward the wall of the casing, there

being a space between the deflector and the casing wall

at right angles to the said paths through which the 8«'pa-

rated vapor or gas may pass to the outlet.

2. In a separator, a casing having an admission open-

ing and a drain opening at its lower end, and an open top,

a vertically extending standplpe in the casing which com-

municates with the admission opening, a cover for the

casing having a discharge passage In It, a nipple threa<led

Into the cover and having an openlntr which connects the

passage to the Interior of the casing, a deflector above the

standplpe having a web located directly In line there-

with, said web and deflector acting on the mixture to di-

vide it and turn It through an angle of approximately

180', there being a space between the deflector and the

casing wall at right angles to the direction In which the

deflector extends and through which the separated vapor

or gas may pass to the outlet, arms flxed on the deflector,

and a threaded collar carried by said art.s which engages

the nipple to fasten the deflector to the cover.

1,230.786. CREAM-PROTECTOR. Hikrt K. RlCHXaa,

Summerfleld, Kans. Filed Jan. 24. 1916. SerUl No.

74.020. (CI. 217—81.)

1. In a device of the class described, a frame compris-

ing four strips of equal lengths, two of said strips hav-

ing their ends beveled and said beveled ends adapted to
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abut, a hinge mpmber connecting these ends, the two re-
maining strips having their ends bingedly secured inte
rlorly one to each of the first mentioned pair of strips
and one of the said last mentioned strips adapted to over-
lie the end of the other of said last mentioned strips.

means for removably connecting the latter mentioned
IMilr of strips, elements projecting from one of the edges
of all of the strips, and a fabric sheet having its edge*
provided with eyes adapted to engage with the said ele-

ment.s whereby to removably retain the said fabric strip
upon the frame.

2. In a device of the class described, a fabric sheet and
a frame adapted to be removably connected with said
sheet, said frame comprising strips of equal lengths, all
of which being hingedly connected one with the other In
a manner to permit of said strips being folded one against
the other when the frame is collapsed, mean-x for retain-
ing the frame In Its set up position, and means for de-
Uchably securing the fabric to the frame.

1.230,786. PLATE REMOVER FOR STORAGE BAT
TERIE8. RoBiuT F. Robirtso.n. PhUadelphU. Pa.
FUed May 1. 1915. Serial No. 26,271. (CI. 254—^108.)

1. In combination with a device for removing platM
from batteries, supports therefor having surfaces thereon
for enieragement with the upper edges of a battery casing
and having surfaces thereon for engagement with the
outer surfaces of the casing, and means for adjusting the
supports laterally respecting each other whereby the de-

vice may be adjuste*! to fit different sites of battery cas-
ings.

2. In combination with a device for removing plates
from batteries, supports therefor having surfaces thereon
for engagement with the upper edges of a battery casing
and having surfaces thereon for engagement with the
outer surfaces of the casing, and means for adjusting the
•upports laterally respecting each other and located
without the plane of a battery plate in position to be
liftwl.

1,230,787. AUTOMOBILK-ALAR.M. Chablbs E. Robi-
o.N and MoRBis Abkin. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Aug,
26, 1915. SerUl No. 47,481. (CI. 200—28.)

1. An alarm, a cup, a liquid contained in said cup. a
casing supporting said rap, a flexible element secured
within said casing. an<l a cylindrical weight having its

ends oppositely tapered, said flexible element having ita

free end secured to one end of said weight and the oppo-
site end of said weight depending into and normally
spaced from the cup and from said liquid.

2. In an alarm, a casing, a cup supported within said
casing, a liquid contained within said cup, a bracket arm
secured Ln said casing, a socket secured In the top portion
of said bracket arm. a ball plvotally received on aald
socket, a flexible element depending from and secured to

said ball, and a cylindrical weight having oppositely ta-

pered ends connected with said flexible element and de-
pending into said cup and normally spaced from said cup
and the surface of said liquid.

3. In an alarm, a casing, a cup supported within said
casing, a liquid contained within said cup, a bracket arm
secured In said casing, a socket securtnl on the upper sur-

face of said bracket arm. a ball plvotally received In said
socket, a flexible element depending from and secured to

said ball, a cylindrical weight having oppositely tapered
ends connected with said flexible element depending into
the cup and normally spaced from said cop and the sur-
face of said liquid, a sleeve secured to the lower portion
of the ball, a casing secured to said sleeve adapted to In-

close said flexible element and to partially Inclose said
weight for the purpose specified.

1.2 30.788. ELECTRIC HEATER FOR STEERINO-
WHBBL8. Etin J. Rohm. Minneapolis. Minn. Filed
Dec. 4, 1916. Serial No. 64.944. (CI. 219—19.)

3
J 4

1. The combination with the band piece of a vehicle
steering device, of a flexible ribbon-Uke electric heater
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spirally wound around the same and having overlapping

portions holding the colls of said heater against lateral

separation and assisting in anchoring the heater as an

entirety to the said hand piece.

2. The combination with the hand piece of a vehicle

steering device, of a flexible ribbon-like electric heater

spirally wound around the same and having overlapping

portions holding the coils of said heater against lateral

separation and assisting in anchoring the beater as an

entirety to the said hand piece, the said heater having an

unwound intermediate portion and provided with current

supplying wires connected to said unwound portion.

8. The combination with a steering wheel having an

annular rim, of a flexible ribbon like electrical heating

element extended across from one side to the other of

aid rim and spirally wound around the said rim and

an.horeil thereto, the spirally wound portions of said

rtbbon-Uke body having projecting clamping flaps over-

lapped by adja<ent colls thereof.

4. The combination with a steering wheel having an

annular rim. of a flexible ribbon like electrical heating

element extende<l across from one side to the other of said

rim and spirally wound around the said rim and an-

chored thereto, the said ribbon-like body, at points where

it <ontactB with said rim. having laterally projecting

clamping stfaps overlapi>ed by colls thereof.

yteldable connection between the Jaws to hold the latter

normally in confronting relation, contacting boring means

formed on the lower end of each Jaw and adapted to hold

the Jaws In spaced relation, and means for swinging said

movable Jaw away from the fixed Jaw to an opened posi-

tion.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Oasette.)

1,230,789. VTLCANIZEK Jacob B. Robb. Cleveland,

Ohio, assignor to The Marvel Accessories Manufacturing

Company. Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation. Filed Mar.

7. 1917. Serial No. 168,076. (CT. 18—18.)

J. A Tnlcaniter comprising a flat supporting member

and an open receptacle having a vulcachslng bottom, the

aid support having integral braces struck therefrom and

rtgldlv engage,! with the sides of said receptacle, and

means to clamp said parts in vulcanizing position upon

the work.

(Claims 1. 3, and 4 not printed In the Gasette.]

1 280 790. POST-HOLE DIGGER. Ci.akbncb P. R08BS-
'

DALL, Peterson. Iowa. Filed Dec. 1. 1916. Serial No.

184.611. (CL 266—66.)

i^

w

1 230,791. PACKAGE-TIE. David A. Rcnnion. Fort

Hancock, N. J. Filed Feb. 9, 1916. Serial No. 77,268.

(CL 24—18.)

A package tie including a substantially L-shaped body

defining a pair of right angularly disposed arms, a hook

connected with one of said arms having an enlarged bight

portion, a cord connected with the other arm, and a spring

tongue extending in spaced parallel relation to the flrst-

mentloned arm and the beak of the hook having its free

end normally engaged with the bight portion ol said hook

and adapted to be flexed outwardly to permit the cord to

l>e inserted between the tongue and hook and engaged

t>etween the tongue and the first-mentioned nrm, the ex-

treme end of the cord being adapted to be passed over the

tongue and between the latter and the beak of the book

to provide a loop receiving the tongue and securing the

cord against slipping, and the free end of the cord being

held between the bight portion of the hook and the object

engaged by the cord.

1,230,792. TEMPLE DEVICE FOR LOOMS Litfallam

G. Sabbao. Boston, Mass., assignor of one-half to Mau-

rice A. Metcalf, Boston, Mass. Filed Mar. 21. 1916.

Serial No. 86.736. (CI. 139—.^6.)

j»^

^!e

1. In a post hole digger, a handle, a fixed Jaw secnred

to the lower end thereof, a relatively movable Jaw, a

1. A loom having a breast beam for determining the

position of the cloth. In combination with independent

mountings at each side of the cloth, each having fixed

thereto means adapted to determine a series of temporary

folds or ridges at and near the respective selvages of the

cloth only, sold folds or rtdges lying longitudinally of bat

at an angle to the direction of progress of the cloth,

whereby relative movement between the cloth and said

means causes the cloth to t>e strained laterally.

2. A loom having a lay and a breast beam for deter-

mining the position of the cloth, in combination with In-

dependently yielding mountings at the sides ol the cloth

adapted to be moved upon the forward beat of the lay

and each having fixed thereto means adapted to determine

a series of temporary folds or ridges at and near the re-

spective selvages of the cloth only, said fold* or ridges

lying longitudinally of but at an angle to the direction

of progress of the cloth, whereby relative movement be-

tween the cloth and said means causes the cloth to be

' strained laterally.
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8. A loom having therein a breast beam for determin-
ing the position of the cloth, and tempJes each comprising
a moantlng. bodlet having a series of surface grooves or
rldgps therein, and means for supporting on «id mount-
ings fixedly with respect to each other a plurality of
said bodies respectively in contact with the opposite sides
and at and near the selvages only of the cloth positioned
by said breast beam, said mountings being adapted to po-
sition said grooves or ridges at an angle to the direction
of progress of the cloth through the loom, whereby to de-
termine an outward strain upon the edge of the cloth
with respect to the free longitudinal central portion
thereof.

4. A temple device for looms comprising three or more
rounded free-ended bodies adapted to contact with and
direct the woven cloth having surfaces comprising grooTes
for contact with the cloth all inclined In the same direc-
tion, and means fixedly holding said bodies out of contact
with each other and with the grooved surfaces of one or
more thereof intersecting a plane defined by the surfaces
of the others.

6. A temple device for looms comprising a serlea of
free-ended bodies having Inclined grooves arranged in
staggered relation, whereby cloth may be passed sinuously
between said bodies, and means adapted to yield in the
direction of motion of the cloth for holding said bodies
relatively fixed in relation to each other, whereby stress
upon the cloth Is resisted by said bodies In one direction
more than in another.

(Claims 6 to 13 not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.280,793. SOIL-PULVERIZING WHEEL. Chablm E.
Sackstt, Danbury. Conn. Filed Mar. 29, 1917 Serial
No. 168,152. (CI. 63—24.)

1. In a soil pulverising wheel, the combination of a hub,
said hub being adapted to receive an axle contacting with
roller bearings

; a series of spokes Joined to said hub mid
way of Its length

; said spokes radiating perpendicularly
to the aiUl center of said hub, the extremities of said
•pokes being substantially Joined to cross-bars midway of
the length of said cross-bars

; the ends of said cross-bars
being flanged, and substantially Joined to Inner and outer
vertical steel bar rlms curved vertically to form the clr-
cnniferentlal tlrt-s of said wheel, said rlms and cross-bars
forming the tread of said wheel ; said cross-bars being con-
structed with teeth or prongs projecting internally Into
the body of said wht-el In a direction radial to its axial
center

;
said cross-bars and teeth being spaced at suitable

distances between said rlms to discharge the pulverised
soil freely, said teeth or prongs being attached to alter-
nate cross-bars in Irregular progression ; said pulverlxlng-
wheel having unobstructed open spaces at each side of the

spokes of said wheel, said spaces being Inclosed drcoinfer-
entlally by the rlms and cross bars forming the tread of
said wheel, said open spaces being penetrated internally
a suitable distance by the teeth or prongs attached to the
tread of said whf-«l ; substantially as described and shown.

tClaJm 2 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1,2 80.7 9 4. BARBED-WIRE UNROLLER.
Schick, Thomson, 111. Filed Jane 20, 1916
No. 104,796. (CI. 24»—90.)

LODia
Serial

An Implement of the class described consisting of a pa^;-
of tongs comprising two plvotally connected members each
having a shank portion, a handle at one end thereof, an
offset forming a shoulder at the other end thereof, and a
longitudinal bar extending from said offset and having a
terminal pintle, brackets connected with and extending
downwardly with respect to the longitudinal bars, spindles
on said brackets, and wheels JournaLni on said spindles
whereby the members of the tongs are movable alwut the
axis of their conne<ting pivot and also about the axes of
the wheel carrying spindles to pick up and otherwise
manipulate a wire reel.

1,230.795. SPARKPLUG. Ai^bbt Schmidt. Flint,
Mich., assignor to Champion Ignition Company. Flint.
Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed July 29. 1916.
Serial No. 112,037. (CI. 128—169.)

V"^
2. In a spark plug, the combination with an outer cas-

ing, of an Insulator therein formed in two parts, the outer
part being fixed in position relative to said casing and
the inner part being annular, an electrode passing through
the space within said annular part and having an enlarge-
ment extending between said inner and outer parts, means
for forming a gas tight seal at opposite ends of said annu-
lar part, and an electrical connection through said elec-
trode passing through said outer part.

4. In a spark plug, the combination of an insulator
formed in separate outer and Inner parts, the Inner part
being annular, a casing embracing and having a locking
.•ngagemcnt with said outer part and surrounding said
Inner part, the inner end of said .aslng overlapping the
inner end of aald inner annular part, an electrode passing
through the space within said annular part and having an
enlargement lying between said part and the outer part
means for forming a gas tight seal at opposite ends of said
annular part, and an insulator bridging the gap between
said inner and outer parts and lying between the same and
said outer casing.

6. In a spark plug, the combination with a casing, an
Insulator individually clamped therein and an electrode
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passing tbrongh aald insulator, of an inner Insnlator mem-

ber In the form of a hollow cylinder surrounded by said

outer casing and surrounding said electrode, and means

for formlnft a gas-tight seal at opposite ends of said

cylindrical insulator.

[Claims 1, 3. 5, 7, and 8 not printed in the Gaaette.]

1.280.796. SPARK-PLUG. Albmit Schmidt, Flint,

Mich., assignor to Champion Ignition Company, Flint.

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. (Filed Jan. 11. 1917.

Serial No. 141.826. (CI. 12»—169.)

1. In a spark-plug, the combination with the outer cas-

ing, of an insulator mechanically secured and sealed with-

in said outer casing, an electrode mechanically supported

and sealed in said Insulator, a second Insulator independ-

ent of said first-mentioned insulator, extending Inward

therefrom and surrounding the exposed end of the elec-

trode, and a metallic member Intermediate said insulators,

being protected from heat by the inner insulator and form-

ing a means for dissipating the heat from the electrode.

2. In a spark-plug, the combination with a metallic cas-

ing, of an Insulator mechanically secured and sealed there-

in, a tubular insulator extending Inward from said first

mentioned Insulator and Independently secured within said

casing, an insulator sleeve surrounding both of said in-

sulators and overlapping the Joint theretn-tween, a metal-

lic member Intermediate said outer and inner insulators,

an electrode seated upon said nietalllc member, extending

outward through the outer Insulator and mechanically

secured thereto, the inner end of said electrode extending

through said Inner insulator, said electrode normally dis-

sipating its heat through said metallic member and being

removable therefrom through said Inner Insulator.
'

[Claims 8 and 4 not printed in the Gatctte.]

1.230.797. SPARK-PLUG. A1.BBRT Schmidt. Flint,

Mich., assignor to Champion Ignition Company. Flint,

Mich., a Corporation of Michigan. Filed Jan. 11,

1917. Serial No. 141.827. (C\. 123—169.)

1. In a spark-plug, the combination with a metallic

oaaing. of an insulator mechanically secured and sealed

tSierein and terminating short of the Inner end of said
casing, an electrode mechanically supported and sealed In

said insulator, and an inner insulator Independently seated
In said metallic casing, forming a shield for said outer in-

sulator trat having no mechanical t>ear1ng thereon.

2. In a spark-plug, the combination with a casing, of

an insulator mechanically secured and sealed within said

(-aslng and termluating short of the inner end thereof,

an electrode mechanically secured and sealed In sjiid insu-

lator, an Inner tubular insulator tiavlng a conical outer

face engaging a conical seat on said outer casing, and

means on said casing for holding aald Insulator against

said seat to support the same independently of said outer

insulator and electrode.

[Claims 3 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.798. TRANSMISSION-GEARIX*;. Hans Schnbi-

DBH, New York, N. Y. Filed July 5. 1916. Serial No,

107,610. (a. 74—34.)

1. In transmission gearing, the combination of a driv-

ing shaft, a driven shaft, a clutch member fast on the

driving shaft, a cottperating clutch member normally loose

on the driving shaft, arms on the driven shaft, bearing
sleeves Journaled on said arms, a pair of sprocket wheels
fast on each bearing sleeve, a sprocket wheel fast on the
driving shaft, another sprocket wheel loose on the driving
shaft and having a fixed relation to the adjacent clutch

member, a sprocket chain passing around two of the
sprocket wheels on the arms of the driven shaft and also

around the sprocket wheel which is fast on the driving
shaft, and another chain passing around the other sprocket

wheels on the arms of the driven shaft and also around
the remaining sprocket wheel which has a fixed relation

to the adjacent clutch member.
2. In transmission gearing, the combination of a driT-

Ing shaft, a drlyen shaft, a clutch member fast on the

driving shaft, a coRperatIng clutch member normally loose

on the driving shaft and movable into and oxx\ of engage-
ment with the first named clutch meml>er, arms extending

In opposite directions from the driven shaft and having

a fixed relation thereto, and driving elements carried by
the driving shaft and the driven shaft and also having
connection with the normally loose clutch member, where-

by the last named clutch member is revolved In the same
direction as the first named clutch member as long as the
driving shaft is in operation.

3. In transmission gearing, the combination of a driT-

Ing shaft, a driven shaft, a clutch member fast on the

driving shaft, a cofiperating chitch member normally loose

on the driving shaft, arms on the driven shaft, bearing
sleeves Journaled on said arms, a pair of sprocket wheels

fast on each bearing sleeve, a sprocket wheel fast on the

driving shaft, another sprocket wheel loose on the driv-

ing shaft and having a fixed relation to the adjacent
clutch member, a sprocket chain passing around two of the
sprocket wheels on the arms of the driven shaft and also

around the sprocket wheel which is fast on the driving

shaft, and another chain passing around the other sprocket
wheels on the arms of the d.'iven shaft and also around
the remaining sprocket wheel which has a fixed relation

to the adjacent clutch member, the sprocket wheel which
has a fixed relation to the normally loose clutch member
and the sprocket wheel which Is fast on the drtrlng shaft
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beiog of different diameters, cautlnc the oormally loose
clatch member to revolve at a differeot «p«'ed from the
clntcb member coflperatlngr therewith.

1,230,799. AUTOMOBILE - LOCK. Fba.vk Schollt,
Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Sept. 14. 1916. Serial No.
120,092. (CI. 70—90.)

1. A device for preventing th«r theft of automobiles.
Including a pair of complemental clamping members adapt-
ed to be applied to the felly and tire of a wheel from
opposite sides thereof, a laterally curved arm projecting
from th*" outer end of one of the clamping members and
plvotal^y connected to the opposite clamping member, a
wing projecting radially from the said opposite clamping
member, and offset laterally from the tire of the wheel,
and a swinging clamping bolt carried by the inner end of
one of the clamping members and constructed for engage-
ment with the inner end uf the opposite clamping member
to lock the device In i)08ition upon the wheel felly.

2. A device for preventing the theft of automobiles,
including a pair of complemental clamping members adapt-
ed to be applied to the felly and tire of a wheel from oppo-
site sides of the wheel, a laterally curved arm projecting
from the outer end of one of the clamping members and
adapted to extend around the tread of the tire, said curved
arm being pivotally connected to the other clamping mem-
ber, an Integral wing projecting radially from the other
clamping member and offset laterally on one side of the
tire, a swinging clamping bolt carried by the inner end
of one of the clamping memb«>r8. the inner end of the
other clamping member being slotted to receive the clamp-
ing bolt, and means for locking the clamping bolt In op-
erative position.

1.230.800. GARMENT SUPPORTER. William Schmi-
BiB. Syracuse, N. Y. Filed June 28, 1916. Serial No.
106,472. (Cl. 24—84.)

1. A garment supporter including a sheet metal body
plate having an attaching hook formed on one end and
ears angularly projecting from the longitudinal edges of

the plate adjacent to said book, a headed stud fixed In the
plate adjacent its other end. and a clamping member

formed from a length of resilient wire centrally bent to
provide normally diverging arms, one of said arms having
terminal means loosely and pivotally connected to one of
the ears on the body plate, said arms being adapted to
clamp a garment against opposite sides of the headed stud
and the other arm having terminal means for detachable
engagement with the other of said »'ar8 when the arm la
forced toward the first named arm. whereby the arms are
held in clamping engagement with the garment.

2. A garment supporter including a body plate having
an attaching hook formed on one end, a beaded stud pro-
jecting from one face of the plate adjacent to Its other
end, said plate being provided upon its longitudinal edge*
with oppoaed apertured ears, and a clamping member
formed from a single length of resilient wire having a
spring coll therein Intermediate of its ends and clamp-
ing arms normally extending In divergent relation to each
other from said coil, one of said clamping arms being per-
manently and pivotally connected to one of the ears, said
arms being adapted to clamp the garment against the
opposite sides of said stud and the other clamping arm
having its terminal angularly disposed for detachable en-
gagement through the other of the apertured ears.

1,230,801. CYCLE STEERING ATTACHMUNT.
LiAM ScaaiTaa. Spielerrllle. Ark. Piled Peb. 2.

Serial No. 146,1S3. (Cl. 208— 136.)

WlL-
1917.

1. A clip of the class described comprising a loop, par-
allel arms projecting therefrom and overlapp<'d and pierced
with registering holes, right-angular feet at the outer
ends of said arms also overlapping each other and pierced
with rei^istering holes, and Independent fastening device*
for the arms and the feet, each Including a threaded mem-
ber passing through a pair of said holew and a nut there-
on, the inner arm serving as a lock for the nut of the
fastening device through the feet and said device servliic
as a nut lock for the other device.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gasettc]

1,230.802. PNEUMATIC HAMMER. Fra.vk J. ScHBOCDia,
Altoona. Pa., asalgnor to .Norman E. Gee. Altoona, Pa.
Filed Apr. 8, 1916. Serial No. 20.080. (Cl. 78—44.8.)

1. A pneumatic hammer including a barrel provided
with radially arranged key receiving openings of rectan-
gula rcross section and having their long diameter ar-
ranged at right angles to the axis of the barrel, said
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openings also being of a flaring form producing opposite

seating faces, a tool-head bavlnti a stem formed with

spaced apart shoulders. Interchangeable and reversible

keys of rectangular croas section and having similar flat

wear faces upon both sides, and also having opposite

shoulder portions engaging said seating faces and locking

tenons extending through the key receiving openings into

the space between the shoulders on the tool-head stem,

and retaining means for holding ssld keys in position.

2. A pneumatic hammer Including a barrel having an-

gular key receiving openltgx of flaring form producing

opposite seating faces, a tool-head having a shank formed

with spaced apart shoulders. Interchangeable and reversi-

ble looking keys each comprising a segmental head por-

tion and a depending keeper shank of rectangular cross

section for extending through the key receiving openings

into the space between the shoulders on the tool head

stem, and means for holding the said keys In position.

1,280,808. GAS - GENERATOR. L»o Paul 8*bill«,

Provldeni-e, R. I. Filed Aug. 28, 1916. Serial No.

117,132. (Cl. 204—6.)

ill
ij,.,

1,280.804. BUTTON. Richabo Sbliomakn, Seattle,

Waah. Filed Jan. 26, 1917. Serial No. 144,778. (CL

24—97.)

M» 'w ''m M* If *•

1. In a gas generating apparatus, means for generating

oxygen and hydrogen, containers for receiving the gases

as generated, and means Including a diaphragm actuated

by the difference in pressures In said containers for con-

trolling the flow of gas from said generator to said con-

tainers.

2. In a ga.v generating apparatus, means for generat-

ing oxygen and hydrogen gases, containers for receiving

the separate gases as generated, a diaphragm containing

chambers through which the »;ases pass on their was to

their respective receptacles, and means whereby a prede-

termined difference of pressure In one side of the system

causes said diaphragm to close the gas entrance to the

opposite container until a balancing pressure has again

been raised on that side.

3. In a gas generating app.iratus, means for generating

oxygen and hydrogen, means for cooling the gases passing

from the generator, and means for conducting the mois-

ture of condensation from said cooled gases back into the

•ystem

4. In a gas generating system, means for generating

oxygen and hydrogen gases, means for keeping the dif-

ferent gases separated in the system, means for automati

cally equalizing the pressures of the gases on both sides

of the system, and means for automatically compresaing

the gases to a pressure higher than that originally gen-

erated.

5. In a gas generating system, means for generating

oxygen and hydrogen gases, means for preventing a mix-

ing of the gases In the system, and means Including a

body of water for compressing said gases to a pressure

higher than that originally generated.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed in the Gatette.l

ao

3. A button comprising a post, a plate connected to

swing on said post, a button head connected to swing on

said plate, whereby both may be extended In line with

the post, a ball on said post, said head being provided

with an opening adapted to spring over aaid ball to lock

the head and post together.

[Claims 1, 2, and 4 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,280,805 COLLAPSIBLE SAW CLAMP. AL«ksant«bi
8»LiN, Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 22, 1916. Serial

No. 92,928. (Cl. 76—78.)

^
^ ^,/f £-^

=^^X
::^.

1. A device of the class described comprising main sup-

porting legs, transverse members <-onnectlng and adapted

to be folded against aaid main supporting legs, bracing

means for said transverse members, and saw clamping
members removably engaged in the ends of said mala
supporting legs.

2. A device of the class described comprising main sup-

porting legs, transverse members connected and adapted

to be folded against said main supporting legs and asainst
one another, said main supporting legs having slots

formed therein, saw clamping members removably engaged

in said slots to clamp a saw In position upon said main
supporting legs, and means for spacing said main sup-

porting legs from a wall.

3. A device of the class described comprising sectional

supporting legs, transverse members connecting and adapt-

ed to be folded against one section of said sectional main
supporting legs, means for preventing Independent move-

ment of said transverse members, the remaining sections

of said main supporting legs being adapted to be folded

against the flrst-mentloned sections, and saw clamping
members carried by said supporting legs.

4. A device of the class described comprising main sup-

porting legs, transverse members connecting said main
supporting legs and adapted to t>e folded against the aame,
means for locking said transverse members against move
ment, the sections of said main supporting legs being

adapted to be folded against one another, saw clamplnc
members removably engaged with said main supporting

legs, and spacing members carried by said main support-

ing legs.
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S. A device of the class described comprising main sup-
IK>rting lejrs, sectional transverse connecting members for
the upper portions of said main supporting legs, the sec-
tions of said transverse members being adapted to be
folded against one another and against said main ^up-
portlng legs, bracing means for said transverse members,
spacing arms carried by said main supporting legs, said
main supporting legs being slottetl at their upper ends,
and beveled saw clamping members removably engaged in
the slots of said main supporting legs.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.806. PLANT-SETTING MACHINE. Lvthir
SHArriB, Boone, Iowa. Filed June 16, 1916. Serial
No. 103.984. (CI. Ill

—

3.)

1. -V machine for setting out young plants. Including a
supporting frame, a planting wheel mounted thereon,
spring planting arms projecting radially therefrom and ar-
hanged in cooperating pairs for gripping the plants,
means for supplying young plants to the planting arms, a
furrow opener, means for automatically separating the
planting arms to deposit the young plant in the furrow,
and means for momentarily interrupting the rotation of
the planting wheel as each plant is released.

2. A machine for setting out young plants, including a
supporting frame, a planting wheel mounted thereon,
spring planting arms projecting radially therefrom and
arranged in cooperating pairs to grip the plants, means for
supplying young plants to the planting arms, a furrow
opener, means for automatically separating the planting
arms to deposit the young plants In the furrow, clutch
controlled driving means for the planting wheel, and
means for automatically opening the clutch as each young
plant is released.

3. A machine for setting oat young plants, including a
supporting frame, a planting wheel mounted thereon and
provided with a clutch face, a shaft carrying the planting
wheel and rigid therewith, a clutch disk rigid with the
shaft, a sliding clutch member mountwl upon the shaft
and adapted to be moved Into engagement with the clutch
face of the planting wheel or the clutch disli. yielding
means holding the clutch member In engagement with the
planting wheel, driving means connecte<i to the sliding
clutch, a shifting lever engairlne the sliding clutch, plant-
ing arms projecting from the planting wheel for receiving
young plants and depositing them in the furrow, a furrow
opener, and cam means upon the planting wht-el for en-
gaging the shifting lever to momentarily shift the position
of the sliding clutch each time a young plant Is deposited.

4. A machine for setting out young plants, including a
supporting frame, a planting wheel mounted thereon, and
provldt-d with a clutch face, a shaft carrying the planting
wheel and rigid therewith, a clutch disk rigid with the
shaft, a sliding clatch member mounted upon the shaft
for engagement with either the planting wheel or the
clutch disk, a spring normally holding the sliding clutch
member In engag»'ment with the clutch face of the plant-
ing wheel, a shifting lever operatlvely connected to the
sliding clutch member, driving means for rotating the
sliding clutch member, planting arms projecting from the
planting wheel and arranged In cooperating pairs for
gripping the plants, a furrow opener, means for auto-
aiatUally separating the planting arms to depoctt tfce

'

young plants In the furrow, and cam members upon tbe
planting wheel for engagement with the uhlftlng lever to
automatically and momentarily shift the position of the
sliding clutch each time a young plant is deposited, there-
by causing a pause In the rotation of the planting wheel.

6. A machine for setting out young plants. Including a
supporting frame, a sliaft, a planting whepl mounted
upon the shaft, clutch controlled driving means for ro-
tating the planting wheel, a shifting lever for the clutch
controlled drive means, planting arms projecting radially
from the planting wheel and arrangeil in cooperating pairs
for gripping the plants, means for supplying young plants
to the planting arms, a furrow opener, an annular cam
track, releasing levers mounted upon the planting wheel
and actuated by engagement with the cam track to aoto-
maticaily separate the planting arms and deposit the
young plants In the furrow, and cam members upon the
planting wheel for engaging the shifting lever to momen-
tarily break the driving connection each time a young
plant is deposited.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.230,807. TELEGRAPH SENDING AND RECORDING
DEVICE. L«o C. SHSARsa. Latrobe. Pa. Filed Aug. 8,
1916. Serial No. 112.969. (CT. 178—80.)

1. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a telegraph sending key. a tape, a movable member,
means attached to said member for actuating said key, a
punch also attached to said member for perforating said
tape simultaneously with the actuation of said key, and
means for moving said tape longitudinally.

2. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a telegraph sending key, a message recording
sheet, a tapping member for actuating said key. an anvil.
a punch attached to said member and cooperating with
said anvil for perforating said sheet slmnltaneoosly with
the actoation of said key, and means for moving said
sheet.

8. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a telegraph sending key, a message recording sheet,
electrically operated means for moving said sheet, a mov-
able tapping member for actuating said key, means con-
nected with said member for perforating sal.l sheet simul-
taneously with the actuation of said key. a movable con
Uct. and a stationary contact posUioned for engagement
with said movable contact, said contacts being arranged
in the circuit thronch the first named means and control-
ling the same.

4. In a device of the character descri»)ed. the combina-
tion of a easing, a telegraph sending key and a message
recording sheet mounted therein, normally ralse<l Inde-
pendent dot and dash tapping members slldably mounted
in said casing and adapted to engage said key when oper-
ated, the dot tapping member being slldable within the
other memt>er, and dot anl dash punches fixed to the re-
spective members for perforating said sheet simultaneously
with the actuation of said key.

5. In a device of the character described, the combina-
tion of a casing, a telegraph sending key and a message
recording sheet mounted therein, normally raised Inde-
pendent dot and dash tapping members slldably mounted
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in said casing and adapted to engage said key when oper>

•ted, the dot tapping memlMT extending centrally through

and slldably mounted within the other meuil>er, an open

rectangular dash punch fixed to the lower end of the dash

tapping meml>er. a circular dot punch fixed to the lower

end of the dot tapping member and extending centrally

through said daxh punch, an anvil co<>perating with said

punches for perforating said sheet simultaneously with

the actuation of said key, and means for moving said

•heet.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.280.808. CONNECTION FOR GAS MAINS. Samvil
B. Sheumn and Kin.vby C. Hoxie, Ituluth, Minn.

Filed Apr. 1. 1915. Serial No. 18,001. (CI. 48—172.)

1. In a gas plant, the combination of adjacent gas

tains, upwardly-extending i>ell connections on said mains.

Mid mains provided with valve seats within said bell

connerflons. valves acting within said l»ell connections

n<l adapted to coiip«>rate mlth said seats, an Inverted

ubKtantlally U-shape<I pipe Joining snld bell connections

nd adapted to form spigot Joints therewith, said pipe

provided with an opening permitting inspection and
cleaning.

2. In a gas plant, the combination of adjacent gas

mains, a valve casing mounted on each of said mains,

•ach of said casings heing provide*! with a hell mouthed
extension, said extensions projecting toward each other,

and a U-shaped pipe connecting said extensions and hav-

ing spigot ends, said U-shaped pipe l>etng prnvtdetl with a

cleaning opening, snimtantially as described.

1.230,809. SLEIUII. CUAaLxa L. Sherioan, Grygla.

Minn. Filed Sept. 8. 1916. Serial No. 119,047. (CI.

21—47.)

1. In a motor sleigh structure, a supporting frame, a
power shaft rotatably carried by said supporting frame, a
lever plvotally carried by said iK)wer shaft and extending
longitudinally of said supporting frame, an axle rotatably

carried by the rear end of said lever, spurred propelling

wheels mounted upon said axle, means operatlvely con-

necting said axle and said power shaft for rotating said

axle upon rotation of the power shaft, a shaft rotatably

carried by said supporting frame forwardly of said power

haft, means for manually rotating said last name<l ishaft.

a spring conn^'cttng sahl last name<l shaft to the forward
end of said lever for yleldably supporting .said b-ver for

holding said propelling wheels in a land engaging position.

2. In a motor sleigh structure, a supporting frame, a
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power shaft rotatably tarried by said supporting frame,

a lever plvotally carried by said power shaft, and extend-

ing longitudinally of tbe frame, an axle rotatably carried

by the rear end of said lever, propelling wheels mounted
upon said axle, means operatlvely connecting said axle

and said power shaft, a shaft rotatably supported by said

supporting structure forwardly of said power shaft, a
disk mounted upon said last name<l shaft for rotation

therewith, a spring construction eccentrically connected

to said disk and connected to the forwanl end of said lever,

means for manually rotating said last nametl shaft for

rotating said disk for tensioning said spring, said spring

yleldably supporting said lever for yleldably holding said

propelling wheels in a laud engaging position.

3. In a motor sleigh structure, a supporting frame, a
lever plvotally carried by said frame, a propelling wheel
carried by the rear end of said lever, a shaft rotatably

carried by said supporting frame, means for manually ro-

tating said shaft, a spring connecting said shaft to the

forward end of said lever for yleldably supporting said

lever for holding said propelling wheel in a land engaging

position.

4. In a motor sleigh structure, a supporting frame, a

lever plvotally carried by said frame, a propelling wheel

carried by the rear end of waid lever, a shaft rotatably

carried by said supporting frame, means for manually ro-

tating said shaft, a disk mounted upon said shaft for

rotation therewith, a spring construction eccentrically

connected to said disk and connected to the forward end
of said lever, a ratchet mounted upon said shaft, a hand
lever loosely carrle<l by said shaft, a pawl carried by said

hand lever for engagement with said ratchet for manually
rotating said shaft and disks for tensioning said spring,

said spring yleldably supporting said lever for yleldably

holding said propelling wheel in a land engaging position.

1,230.810. SIGNAL. Joseph Shiflet, McKeesport, Pa.

Filed Nov. 11, 1916. Serial No. 130.819. (CI.

177—330.)

1. In a signaling apparatus of the class described, a

plvote«l arm of magnetic material having one end formed

into an armature, an electric lamp supported by the arm.

a stdenoid associated with said armature and a switch

arranged to be close<l upon a predetermined travel of the

armature for closing the circuit of said lamp, said switch

consisting of a contact supported within the solenoid

in the path of movement of said armature.

2. In a signaling apparatus of the class described, a
plvote<l arm of magneth- material having one end formed

into an armature, an electric lamp supported by the arm,

a solenoid associated with said armature and a switch

arranged to be closed upon a predetermined trnveL of the
armature for closing the circuit of said lamp, said switch

consisting of a contact supported by the twlenoid and a

coil spring continuously bearing upon the contact and
arranged In the path of movement of said armature.

1.230,811. APPARATUS FOR TREATING PACKAGED
GOODS. He.nbt C. Shippbe, Los Angeles. Cal., aa-

stgnor. by. mesne assignments, to Anderson-Barngrover
Mi'g Co., San Jose, Cal., a t'orporation of California.

Filed June 8, 1914. Serial No. 843.833. (CI. 126—272.)
1. Mechanism for the purpose specified coRU>rlsing a

i chamt>er having a single Inlet port and two outlet porta,
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and a morable member Id said chamber bavlog two pockets
each adapted to communicate alternately with the Inlet

port and with but one of the outlet ports, means for re-

ciprocating such member, and springs for pressing such
member yieldingly on Its seat.

2. Mechanism for the purpose Mpeclfle<i comprising a
valve chamber having a single Inlet port and two outlet
ports, and a reclprocatory valve In said chamber having
two pockets each adapted to communicate alternately with
the Inlet port and with but one of the outlet ports, a
presser plate between the valve and the top of the cham-
ber, and adjustable springs for causing such presser plate
to hold the valve yieldingly on Its seat

3. In combination with a valve casing having nn Inlet
port, two outlet ports below and at opposite sides of the
Inlet port, a reclprocatory slide valve In said casing inter-

metllate said ports and having two pockets adapter! to
respectively communicate with the Inlet port and the
adjacent outlet port, and one pocket communicating with
the outlet port when the other Is In communication with
the Inlet port ; a presser plate Interposed between the
valve and the top of the valve chamber ; and springs for
causing said presser plate to yieldingly hold the valve on
its seat.

4. In combination with a treating chamber, a packige-
way therein, and an endless series of pushers for moving
packages along said packageway : and a feed mechanism
having a single Inlet and two outlet ports, and means for
transferring packages from the Inlet alternately to the
outlet ports : one outlet port delivering packages In front
of the even number pushers and the other outlet port de^
llverlng cans In front of the o<ld number pushers.

5. In combination with a treating chamber and an
endless series of pusher bars for moving packages there-
through

: of means for feeding packages Into said chamber
at two separateil points so that at one point pai kages are
in front of the even numbere<l pusher bars and at the other
point packages are in front of the o<ld numbered puoher
bars.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.]

1,230,812. RADIATOR COUPLING. Frank J. Sivoer,
Detroit. Mich., assignor to American F'ressweld Radiator
Corporation. Detroit, Mich., a Corporation of Delaware.
Filed Jan. 26, 1916. Serial Xo. 74.294. (CI. 257—161.)
1. A conUlner comprising a plurality of sections each

formed of thin sheet metal and each having one of Its walls
formed with an outwardly extending tubular Hange. each
section having an internally threaded coupling member
of greater thickness than the flange secured to the latter
by welding, said coupling members each Including a flange
or rib concentric with, adjacent to and of substantially the
same thickness as the first mentlone<l flange whereby a
proper fusion of the metal of the two flanges may be ob-
talne<l, a nipple threaded Into the coupling members, the
latter being drawn toward each other by the nipple until
pressure from one Is transmitted to the other ov#r the
outer faces thereof.

2. A radiator compri.sing « sheet metal section having
one of Its walls formed with an outwardly extending an-
nular flange, an Internally threade<l coupling member se-

cured to said flange, said coupling member extending out *

iDto the section beyond tb* Inner ftice thereof and being
Upered. whereby dripping of water of condensation is

avoided.

3. A radiator comprising a sheet metal section having
one of its walls formed with an outwardly extending an-
nular flange, an Internally threaded member secured to
said flange, an externally threaded member screwed into
said internally threaded member, said Internally threaded
member extending out into the section beyond the Inner
face thereof and being tiipere<l. whereby dripping of water
of condensation Is avoided.

4. A radiator comprising a section having an opening
In one of Its walls, an Internally threaded member rigidly
secured in said opening, an externally tbreade<l member
screwed Into said Internally threade<l member, said In

ternally threaded member extending out Into the section
beyond the inner face thereof and being tapereil. whereby
dripping of water of condensation Is avoided.

.>. A radiator comprising a sheet metal section having
one of Its walls formed with an outwardly extending
annular flange, an Internally threade<l coupling member
welded to said flange, said coupling member extending out
into the section beyond the Inner face thereof and being
tapered, whereby dripping of water of condensation Is

avoided.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.813. COMBINED CURTAIN AND WINDOW-
SHADE FIXTURE. L.^wRENCB Sly. Kansas. Ala.
Filed July 24, 1916. S4>rlal No. 110.979. (CI. 15tV—24.)

1. In a combined window curtain and whade fixture,

the combination of a pair of <lamping plates engageable
w^lth n window frame, one of said platen having a clamp-
ing extremity at one end and at its other end a rod sup-
porting arm. said arm l>elng cut away intermediate its

length to provide an abutment shoulder, the other of said
plates having a supporting flange engageable with the
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shoulder of the supporting arm aforesaid to provide an

Interlocking connection, and clamping means connecting

said plates together.

2. A supporting fixture of the class descrll>ed compris-

ing front and r^ar (lamping plates and connecting means
therefor, one of said clamping plates constltnting a rod

supporting arm the material of which is cut away to pro-

vide an abutment shoulder, the other of said plates hav-

ing Its material <ut away to provide a corresponding

shoulder on which the supporting arm aforesaid Is seated,

said last mentioned plate having a flange engageable with

the shoulder of the supporting arm to provide an inter-

lo<-klng connection.

3. A supporting fixture of the class descrlbe<l compris-

ing a pair of clamping plates, one of said plates having

a re<'ess formed therein and provided with an aperture,

said plate l>elng also formed with a rod supporting arm,

the other of t>ald plates having an aperture therein, and
a supporting flange engageable with the first mentioned

plate to provide an interlocking connection, and clamp-

ing means comprising a bolt, the head of which Is ar-

ranged In the recess of said clamping plate to prevent ro-

tation of the Utter In said recess.

1,230.814. ROD-HOLDING TOOL. Emil Smith. Flint.

Mich. Filed Feb. 23, 1917. SerUl No. 150,505. (O.

81—S.)

1. A TOil holding tool of the character described, com-

prising a shank having hhI seats, a clamping lever plv-

ote<l to the Hhank and having means engageable with the

ro4l for clamping it down on one of the seats. an<l an

abutment on the shank at the butt end thereof engage-

able by the Inner end of the rod, said abutment being lon-

gitudinally adjustable.

2. A ro<i holding tool of the character descril)ed. com-

prising a shank having rod seats, a clamping lever piv-

oted to the shank and having means engageable with the

rod for clamping it down on one of the seats, an abut-

ment on the shank at the butt end thereof engageable by

the Inner end of the rod. said abutment being slidable

longitudinally on the shank, and an axial screw carried

by the butt end of the shank and engageable with the

abutment.

1.28 0.8 15. SPLASH SYSTEM OF LUBRICATION.
Pra.sk a. Smith. East Orange, N. J. Filed Sept. 20,

1916. Serial No. 121,175. (CI. 184—11.)

1. In combination with the splash system of oiling in

the Ford car, a transparent member adapted to be se-

cnreil to the dashboard, a conduit adapted to connect the
highest point of said transparent member to the opening

for the magneto contact, said conduit presenting a scoop

for diverting the circular movement of the oil causeil by
the splaxh-producing means into the conduit, said scoop

forming the magneto contact point, and a conduit from
the lower part of said transparent member.

2. In combination with the splash systyn of oiling of

a Ford car which has the magneto contact opening above

and In proximity of the flywheel, a glass tube adapted

to be secured to the dashboard of the car. a conduit con-

nected to the highest point of the glass tube and the con-

tact point opening, a scoop at the opening for the mag-

neto contact for diverting the circular flow caused by

the splash-pro<lucing means into the conduit, said scoop

forming the magneto contact point, and a return conduit

from the lower point of the glass tube.

3. In comliinatlon with the splash system of oiling of

an internal-combustion engine Including a magneto, a

scoop for diverting the circular movement of the oil

cauned by the splash-producing means, said scoop form-

ing the electric contact point of the magneto, and oil dis-

tributing means associate<l with said scoop.

1.280,816. METHOD OF MAKINCi PHONOGRAPH-
RECORDS, Jonas W. Avi.sworth. East Orange, N. J.,

assignor, by mesne assignments, to New Jersey Patent

Company, West Orange, N. J., a Corporation of New
Jersey. Filed Mar. 8, 1911. Serial No. 618.114. (CI.

18—48.4.)

1. The process of making sound records which consists

in coating tw^o sheets of woven fabric with veneers of

hard infusible material adapted to become slightly soft-

ened I'Ut not sufficiently plastic to flow when hot. form-

ing a blank of material which Is sufficiently plastic to

flow when hot and hard wljen cold. Inserting said blank

l>etween said sheets of fabric and simultaneously uniting

said parts, molding the same into the desired shape, and
forming record Impressions In the outer surfaces of said

veneers by heat and pressure. substantiaUy as set forth.

2. The process of making sound records which consists

In coating a sheet of woven fabric with a veneer of a hard

Infusible condensation product of phenol and a substance

containing the methylene radical, forming a blank of

material which Is suflSclently plastic to flow when hot

and hard when cold, and simultaneously uniting said

parts, molding the same Into the desired shape and form-

ing a record impression in the veneer by heat and pres-

sure, substantially as set forth.

3. The process of making sound records which consists

In coating two sheets of woven fabric with veneers of a

hard Infusible condensation product of phenol and a sub-

stance containing the methylene radical, forming a blank

of material which Is sufficiently plastic to flow when hot

and hard when cold, inserting said blank l)etween said

sheets of fabric, and simultaneously uniting said parts,

forming the same into the desired shape, and forming

record impressions in the outer surfaces of the veneer by

heat and pressure. sut>stantially as set forth.

4. The process of making sound records which consists

In coating a sheet of woven fabric with a veneer of a

hard Infusible material adapted to become slightly sof-

tened but not sufficiently plastic to flow when hot. form-

ing a blank of material which is sufficiently plastjc to

flow when hot and hard when cold, placing said blank in

contact with said fabric, and uniting said parts and form-

ing the same Into the deslre<l shape by heat and pressure,

substantially as set forth.

5. The process of making sound records or the like

which consists in pressing a heated layer of thermo
plastic record composition against a sheet of fabric, and
subsequently securing said layer and sheet to a suitable

l)acklng with said sheet interme«llate said layer and back-

ing, substantially as set forth.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.817. FOOD. Stewart R. Uab.vett. Albany. Wis.,

assignor to Crary Brokerage Company. Waukesha, Wis.,

a Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed June 26. 1916. Se-

rial No. 106.015. (CI. 99—11.)

1. A food product comprising an homogenized com-
pound of concentrated cow's milk : alkaline malt soup
extract : olive oil ; and peptonized Iron.

2. A food product comprising an homogenized com-
pound of concentrate<l cow's milk ; malt soup extract

;

olive oil : and |>eptonize<l iron.
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S. fsod jKoduct ««Biprtelar >b hoMogtmizHI c*m-
pound of coDcentrated cow's milk; alkaline aialt sfrup ex-

tract ; and olive oil.

4. A fooil product comprlslBg an homcicvalied com-
pound of concentrated cow!* uillk : non-acid malt soup ex-

tract ; olive oil : and peptonized iron.

5. A food product comprlsiag an boraoteaiaed c«aa-

pound of concentrated cow's milk; nea-acid mtilt awup ex-

tract ; and olive oil.

(Claims 6 to 32 not printed iB the Uaxettc)

1.230,818. LIFTIXti-JACK. Edmcxd C. Bates. Alliance.

Okio, astflgnor to Ttie Buckeye Jack ManufacturiBf
CMnpaaj, Alilaace. Okio, a Corp«ratt»B of Ofaio. Filed

Sept. 16, 1914. Serial No. 8«2.005. (CI. 254—111.)

.\ liftinir Jack tncludiar an upri^cht standard witk a
liftini; bar operatlvely mounted ther»-lB having ratchet
te«»th on one side, an op«»ratlng lev»T folcnimed on the

standard, a pawl plvotP<l to the Ktamtard and a pawl piv-

oted to the inner end of the operating lever operatlTely
•ngaginir th<> ratchet teeth. rberM h»lBR po!<t8 on tb<* side*

of the pawU. a reverwlag lever pivoted to the <itandard
having a lowering bl»ok on Its \»acr end with cam farea
which may be rotatwl Into the path of the pawl ponto. and
a spring mouDt»K] og the <«tanilar<l having nn eKon^ated
laterally yielding spring abutment In sliding enga^pin^nt
with one end of the reverHing levpr for pressing the same
iB opposite directions for holding the lowering block
either in or oat of the path of the pawl pomt*.

1.230,810. SUPPORT. Adolph F Gall, We»t Oran«»,
N. J.. a>4«lgnor, by m»>«Qe asslgDm«>nts. t© New Jersey
Patent Company. West Oraage, N. J., a Corporation of

New Jersey. Filed Jane 27, 1M8. Serial No. 776.021.
(CI. 46—110.)
1. In a support, a base, a bed plate, means pirotalTy con-

necting the be<l plate and the tiase Intermediate the ends
of the bed plate whereby the relative ungnlar po«iitions of

the base and bed plate may be adjusted, and mesas for

Molding sai<l bed plate and base in any adjusted relatlre
angnlar positions, said means comprlslns: an elt'ment se-

cured to said b<'d plate adjacent one end thereof, an ele-

ment mounted on said base for angiilar movement rela-

tive thereto and telescoplcally engaging said first named
element, means for locking said elements together, and
means for locking the element mounted on >iald base ia

adjusted angular position relative thereto, substantially

as described.

2. In a support, a base, a be<l plate, means pivotally

connecting the bed plate and the base intermediate the

ends of the bed plate whereby the relatlre angular posi-

tions of the base and bed plate may b* adjusted, and
means for holding said bed plate and base Ln any adjusted

relative angular posttiona. said in<^ans comprlslBg a rod

ptvatall/ tecvred to said bed plate adjacent one end of the
latter, a hollow rod pivotally secured to said base and
telescoplcally engaging said first ro<l. means for locking
aaid rods together, and means for locking said hollow rod
la adjusted angular position relative to said base, sub-

stantially as des<Tibed.

3. A support for projecting machines, comprising a bed
plate on which a projecting machine Is adapteil to be
mounted, a base, and means connecting said bed plate
and base, comprising a screw threaded ro«l pivoted to
said bed plate intermediate its ends, a bracket secured to
sal.l base, said bracket being provided with a vertical
opening in which the screw threaded rwl is loosely
mounted, a hand wheel bearing on said bracket and
threaded on said rod. and means for holding said bed
plate in any adjusted position with re«pe<-t to said base,
comprising a pair of teles<opically connecte<l members at
•ne end of the bed plate, .said members being respectively
pivotally connected to the bed plate and base, means for
locking said memb<>rs together, and means for locking
one of said mem(>ers In a<IJuste<l angular position relative
to said base, substantially as described.

4. A support for projecting machines, comprising a
bed plate on which a projecting machine Is adapted to be
mounted, a base, and menus connecting said bed plate
and base, comprising a screw threaded rod pivoted to said
bed plate intermediate its end.s, a bracket secured to said
base, said bracket l>eing provided with a vertical open-
ing in which the acrew tbreade<l rod is loosely mounted,
a hand wheel bearing on said bracket and threade<l on
said rod. and means connecting the base and bed plate at
oppoalte ends for locking said bed plate in any adjusted
pocltion with respect to said l>ase, said last nametl means
comprising rods plvoUlly secuj^ to said bed plate, hol-
low members pivotally secured to said base and telescopl-
cally engaging said riKls, means for locking said rods and
said hollow meml>ers together, and means for locking said
hollow members in adjusted angular position relative to
said base, substantially as described.

1,230.820. APPARATUS FOB DELIVERING CONCRETE
AND OTHER MATKRIAI^. CHaiSTOPHEa W. Lcval-
Lar and Sam t el SHArcs, Jr.. Mllmaukee. Wis., assign-
ors to Chain Belt Company. Milwaukee. Wis., a Corpora-
tion of Wisconsin. Filed Nov. 3, 1914. Serial No.
870.110. (a. 214—14.)
1. In apparatus for delivering material, a pair of

tracks one vertically directly above the other, a travers-
ing carrier suspended from the lower track along which
It ia free to move, a chute to which such carrier delivers,

and suspending means for the chute supported from the
upper track and along which they are free to move, the
said suspending means, un opposite sides of the track,

being separated sufflciently far to permit the traversing
t-arrier to freely move l)etween them.

2. In apparatus for delivering material, a track stmc-
ture formed of a pair of channel bars the flanges .'^t the
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opposite edges of which constitute two sets of track oae

being higher than the other, a carrier for the materUi

suspended from the lower track along which it is free to

move, and a chute to which the carrier delivers suspended

from the upper track and freely movable along the same,

the suspending means for the chute being adapted to

straddle the carrier when the Utter U in position to de-

liver to the chute.

tube extending therefrom through the lid and having a

controlled lateral outlet for oil within the box. a groove<l

rod alidable and rotatable within the tube In axial allne-

ment with the <ar axle, said rod having its inner end

formed with a longitudinally grooved cone adapteil to

enter the center of tlie axle, and near said cone a longi-

tudinal slot, a collar lo©»»ely fitted on the rod and having

8. In apparatus for delivering material, the combina-

tion of a structure having two tracks one higher than the

other, a trolley movable along the higher track, a chute

having a hopper at its npper end and side plates extend-

ing upward from two sides of the hopper suspended from

the said trolley, and a carrier suspended from and mov-

able along the lower track arranged to pass between the

side plates of the chute and also between the means by

which the chute is su8i>ended from the upper track.

4. In apparatus for delivering material, a vertically

disposed chute, a lateral delivering spout into which the

chute discharges, means pivotally uniting the upper end

of the spout with the lower end of the chute arranged to

permit the spout to be freely turned about the chute,

guys for sustaining the spout In working positions extend-

ing laterally away from the chute, and means carried by

the chute with which the upper parts of the guys are con-

nected and by which they are supported, the guy connec-

tions being freely adjustable upon said means which sup-

port them to correspond with the adjustments of the

spout about the chute.

8. In apparatus for delivering material, a delivery

chute through which material passes by gravity, a spout

to which the chute delivers, means uniting the upper end

of the spout and the lower end of the chute, constructed

to permit the spout to be freely turned relative to the

chute as about a vertical axis, a ring supported by the

chute, and guys connected with the spout and having at

their upper ends means for hooking over the said ring

whereby the spout may he sustained In whatever posi-

tion relative to the chute it may be adjusted.

1.2S0.821. CAR AXLE LUBRICATOR. Otto Miller,

Dalton, Minn. Filed Dec. 30, 1916. Serial No. 189,955.

(CI. 64—24.)
1. The combination with the lid of a car axle box of

a tube secured in said lid in axial alinement with the

axle, a rod rotatable in the tube and having its inner end

prlngpresse<l Into the center of the axle and its body

provided with grooves, and an oil cup nnuinted upon the

outer end of the tube to feed oil through the same, said

tnlw having beyond the inner side of the lid in Its lower

side an oil passage and means for regulating the sire of

said passage.

6. The combination with the lid of a car axle l>ox. of

an oil cup mounted upon the outer side of the lid, a

ffm.

a pin extending diametrically through the slot, a com-

pression coil spring upon the rod between the cone and

the collar, pressing the latter at all times against the

inner end of the tube and thus holding the cone yield-

ingly in contact with the axle, said tube having Its outer

end normally open, and a removable cap closing said

open end of the tube.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,822. PEA-HARVESTING MACHINE. James T.

Shift, Chattanooga, Tenn., assignor of one-half to Mil-

ton T. Freeman, Chattanooga, Tenn. Application filed

Jan, 25. 1916, Serial No. 74,148. Renewed May 18,

1917. Serial No. 1«9,676. (CI. 66—1.)

31 -3J

j|'^ i^ l;iH
/*

1. In a harvester, threshing means to remove a product

from a plant, such means Including drums, and flails

laterally extending from said drums and flexible only in a

horizontal plane.

2. In a harvester, threshing means, including verti-

cally dl8po8e<1 drums rotatable In opposite directions and

laterally extending flails flexible only in a horizontal

plane, said flails Intermeshlng as said drums are rotated.

3. In a harvester, threshing means to remove a pro<inct

from a plant, snch means Inrhidlng vertically disposed

drums rotatable in opposite directions and means to guide

the plant between said drums, flails extending from said

drums and retained In a horlTOntal plane and flexible

only In a horizontal plane.
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1.230,823. 8ELF-OILI.N« BUSHING. John D. J0!««8.
Walla Walla. Wash. Filed Jan. 8. 1917. Serial No.
141.240. (CI. 64—26.)

iz

1. A bearing bushing for pulleys . jd the like, com-
prlMlng end sleeves spare<l apart, an lnterine<1late sleeve
extending thereinto and a plurality of lugM connecting
th»* ends of said Intermwllate sleeve with the end sleeve*,
said sleeves having axlally alined shaft openlngK.

5. The combination with a carrying sleeve, of a bash-
ing including a sleeve of lesser diameter than the carry-
ing sleeve, a plurality of external radial lugs formed ad-
jacent the ends thereof, two sleeves of greater diameter
than the second sleeve and connected thereto by such
lugs, one of said last mentioned sleeves being of such a
diameter as to slip through the carrying sleeve while the
other of the two larger sleeves is provided with an an-
nular shoulder to abut one end of the carrying sleeve to
limit the position Af the bushing relative to the carrying
sleeve, there being provide<l between the smaller sleeve of
the bushing and the carrying sleeve a surrounding lubri-
cant receiving compartment.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.824. [WITHDRAWN.]

1.230.825. MUSEUM OR SHOW CASE. Jacob F. AB
.SOLD, Mount Vernon. N. Y. Filed Nov. 2, 1916. Serial
No. 129,045. (CI. 211—25.)

1. In a show case, the combination of a fixed Inside
corner member, a vertically movable outside corner mem-
ber, an end plate and a side plate having their adjacent
ends arranged t>etween said memt>er8, and coactlng means
carried by said corner members, whereby vertical move-
ment of said outside member causes the latter to press
against the outer surface of both said plates, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. In a show case, the combination of a base member,
vertical cornt-r members secure*! thereto, side and end
plates having their vertical ends alongside said members,
a top member adapted to rest on the upper edges of said
side and end plates, and a vertically movable member at
each corner, formed to coact with said top member and
with the adjacent fixed corner member, so that downwan)
movement of said vertically movable member draws down-
wardly upon said top memt>er and also presses the adja-
cent end portions of a side and an end plate laterally
against the adjacent fixed corner member, substantially as
set forth.

6. In a show case, the combination of a base member,
vertical corner members secured thereto, vertical plates on
said base member at angles to each other, with contiguous
ends adjacent to said corner members, a top memtter above
said plates, and a unitary means at each corner for de-
tachably securing both plates against the adjacent corner
member, and the top meml>er upon the plates, under pres-
sure, substantially as set forth.

8. In a show case, the combination of a base member,
a vertical corner member secured thereto, a vertical plate
on said base member with an end adjacent to said corner
member, a horizontal member above said plate, and a uni-
tary means for detachably securing said plate against the
corner member under pressure, and for pressing said hori-
zontal member down on the top edge of said plate, sub-
stantially as set forth.

12. In a show case, the combination of a base merot>er,
side and end plates thereon, a top member having hori-
zontal flanges cut away adjacent the corners, vertical cor-
ner members adapted to be inserted through said flange
cut-outs, means for detachably securing said corner mem-
t>ers to said top member when thus Inserted, and mesns
for detachably securing the corner members, thus mounted,
against said plates, substantially as set forth.

(Claims 2, 4, 5, 7, and 9 to 11 not prlnteil in the Ga-
zette.]

1,230.826. CIRCUITCOMPLETING PLUC; FOR LAMP-
S(K:KETS. Jamm L«ONAaD Campbell, Barryton,
Mich. Filed Apr. 5. 1916. Serial No. 89.041. (CI.

173—828.)

4 i

The combination of a lighting circuit including a pla-

rallty of lamp sockets having a plurality of contacts there-

in and having bayonet slots in the walls of the socket, with
a circuit-closing plug comprising a body of insulation, a
bridging contact anchored therein for engaging the con-

tacts on the lamp socket for electrically connecting them,
and pins anchored In the body of insulation and separated
from the said contact therein, said pins being engageable
in the bayonet slots to hold the contact of the plug In en-

gagement with the contacts of the socket.

1.230,827. VACUUM CLEANING APPARATUS. JOHlt
J. Drrria, San Francisco, Cal., assignor to V^acuum
Specialty Manufacturing Company. San Francisco. Cal.,

a Corporation of Arizona. Filed Mar. 30, 1915. Serial
No. 17,970. (Cl. 15—60.)

1. A pneumatic cleaner, comprising a casing having a
suction-notile and containing a fan and attached motor, a
handle plvotally connected to the casing, a tubular recep-
tacle connected rigidly with the handle, an outlet conduit
movably connected to said casing at one end and secured
to the receptacle at the other or discharge end, and a
filtering medium carried within the receptacle.

2. A pneumatic cleaner comprising a casing having a
suction-nozle and provided with suction-creating appa-
ratus, a tubular dust receptacle, a handle rigidly secured
thereto and plvotally connected to the casing so that the
pivotal movement of the receptacle and handle are co-
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axial, and an outlet-conduit movably connected to said cas-

ing, and connecting with said receptacle.

^^^,

3. A pneumatic cleaner, comprising a casing ndapted to

move over a surface to be cleaned and having a suction-

nozzle, and provlde<l with suction-creating apparatus, a

tubular dust-receptacle, supporting means for said recep-

tacle having pivotal connection with said casing, an out-

let conduit movably connected to said casing and connect-

ing with snid receptacle, and filtering means within said

receptacle.

1,230.828. PLANETARY NAPPIXCi MACHINE.
(iBHM.VER, Worcester, Mass. Filed June 30, 1914.

No. 848.188. (CT. 26—19.) .

David
Serial

1. A napping roll drum, comprising a plurality of shaft

sections arranged end to end, and having end heads and

an intermeillate head, napping rolls journaled In said

beads, and tension truss menil>ers connecting said Inter-

mediate head with the ends of said shaft sections.

2. A napping roll drum, comprising a plurality of end

shaft sections, and an lnterme<llate shaft section arranged

en«l to end. heads on the ends of saltl end shaft sections.

napping rolls journaled In said heads, and truss rods

connecting the outer ends of said end shaft sections and

the heads on the inner ends of said end shaft sections.

3. A napping roll drum, comprising a plurality of end

shaft sections, and an Intermediate shaft section arranged

end to end, heads on the ends of said end shaft sections,

napping rolls journale<l In said heads, truss rotls connect-

ing the outer ends of said end shaft sections and the heads

on the inner ends nf said end shnft sections, and take-up

devices connecting the Inner ends of said truss rods.

4. A napping roll drum, comprising a plurality of end

shaft sections, and an Intermetllate section arranged end

to end, beads on the Inner and outer ends of said end

akaft sections, the ends of the Intermetliate sections being

socketed In the ends of the end shaft sections, flanges on

the ends of the Intermediate shaft sections, said flanges

Itelng connected to the adjacent heads on the end shaft

se<-tlons. and napping rolls journaled in said heads.

5. A napping roll drum, comprising a shaft, beads there-

on having outwardly opening bearings, napping rolls jour-

naled in said bearings, bearing rings surrounding the

journals of said roll*, and a belt support for said rings.

[Claims 6 to 24 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,2,^0,829. ARTIFICIAL RESIN AND PROCESS OF
M.\KIN<J THE S.\ME. Bvrox B. Goldsmith. New
York. N. Y., assignor to Redmanol Chemical Products

Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of West Virginia.

Filed July 27, 1910. Serial No. 574,026. (Cl. 100—22.)

1. A composition of matter of the character set forth.

comprising the product of anhydrous reaction directly l)e-

tween hexaniethylenetetramln and a hydroxy aromatic

compound of the character set forth, subjected to the

action of heat, the substances compounded In such propor-

tions as to furnish at least substantially one phenolic

group of the hydroxy aromatic compound to each meth-
ylene group of the hexamethylenetetraniln.

19. A non-crystalline condensation product of the char-

acter set forth, comprising the product of anhydrous re-

action, with evolution of ammonia, in a mixture com-

prising a phenolic body of the character set forth, and
hexamethyieuetetramln taken in such proportions and sub-

jected to such heat treatment in the absence of a catalytic

agent as to produce said non-crystalline condensation

product.

(Claims 2 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.2.S0.830. COLLAPSIBLE CRATE. Pitbb C. Ickes,

Chanute, Kaus., assignor to Elmer E. Ciarard, Chanute,

Kans. Filed June 1, 1916. Serial ;fo. 31,507. (Cl.

220—17.)

A collapsible crate comprising a Iwttom member having

two end fa nges provlde<l each with two holes therethrough

closely adjacent to each other, side nieml>ers hinged to said

bottom member so as to be swung from an upright to a

collapsed position, two opposite side members being hinged

respectively to said flanges and provided each with two

holes therethrough, releasable means for locking the side

members In the upright position, and a cover provided

with two end flanges adapted to embrace the flanges of

the bottom menil>er and the two adjacent sWe mem-

bers, each end flange of the cover having two holes

therethrough adapted to register respectively with the

holes In the adjacent side member when the latter is

In the upright position, and adapted to register re-

spectively with the holes in the adjacent end flange of

the bottom member when the latter Is embraced by the

cover, whereby a short flexible securing device may be In-

serted- through each set of boles which are in register

with each other for securing the cover to the side members

or to the bottom member.

1.2.30.881. COLLAPSIBLE CRATE. Peter C. Ickes,

Chanute, Kans.. assignor to Elmer E. Oarard, Chanute.

Kans. Filed Aug. 27, 1915. Serial No. 47,613. (CL
22«i—132.)

A collapsible crate comprising a bottom member, two

side members hinged thereto so as to swing from an up-

right position to a position one over the other on the bot-

tom member, two cover members respectively hinged to

the upper edges of wild side members and adapted to

swing at right angles thereto and parallel therewith, two

pairs of longltudltially movable bolts mounted one pair

on each cover member respectively adjacent to opposite

ends thereof, two side members hinged to the bottom

member so as to swing from an upright position to a col-

lapsed position over the bottom member and provided with

means for being releasably engaged by the adjacent ones

of said bolts when the last named side members are up-

right, and the cover members are In the closed position,

and means carried by the last named side members for
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releaMbly locking said memb^n. to the bottom member
In the collapsed position and arranire<l to releaaably look

thp iBMt named side members to the first named side mem-
bers when the side members are In the oprigbt position.

1.230.832. VACUUM LIQUID - FEEDING APPARATUS
A>D METHOD THEREFOR. Charles Lawbince
Stokes. Mlllon)?. via Young. N>w South Wales, Aus-
tralia. Filed Apr. 15. 1916. Serial No. 91.303. (CI
158—36.)

^^^

1. The combination of a low Ifvel oil tank, a higb level
oil feed reservoir, a vacuum connection from said reser-
voir adapted to be fitted to the Induction system of an
internal combustion engine, an ascension pipe and a down
tiow pipe connecting said reservoir and tank and forming
an oil circulation loop, and means for admitting air Into
said ascension pipe.

9. In combination with a carbureter, a low level liquid
fuel tank, a liquid fuel reservoir above said tank and in
communication with the carbureter to supply it with fuel
communication between the tank and reservoir, means for
restrlctedly admitting atmosphere to said communication
at a point where the admitted atmosphere enters the up-
wardly moring column of liquid moving from the tank to
the reservoir, and communication means to applv to said
liquid fuel reservoir the suction which Is applied to the
carbureter to create a partial vacuam In the reaerrolr
and to draw from the tank the air which enters It with
the fuel.

12. In combination with a carbureter, a low level
liquid fuel tank, a liquid fuel reservoir above the tank
and In communication with the carbureter to supply It
with fuel, a communication between the tank and res<.r-
volr. means for restrlctedly admitting atmosphere to said
communication at a point where the admitted atmosphere
passes with the upwardly moving colnmn of liquid fnel
moving from the tank to the reservoir, and means to con-
trollably apply to said reservoir the suction which Is ap-
plied to the carbureter to maintain a partial vacuum in
the reservoir and to draw therefrom the air which enters
It with the fuel.

18. In a liquid fee«l system for an Internal combustion
engine, the coml.lnatlon of a liquid tank, a liquid renervolr
above said tank. <-ommunicati..n lu'tween the tank and
the reaervolr. means for admitting atmosphere to said
communication at a point to enter the column of liquid
moving upwardly through said cmmunlcatlon. means for
applying suction to the upper part of the reservoir said
means .-arrjlng the admitted atmosphere to mix with the
carbureted charge of the engine, and means for cutting
off suction to the reservoir.

16. The herein described method of lifting and sup
pl.vlng fael to an Internal combustion engine, consisting
In raising a liquid fuel by application of the engine sue-
tlon thereto, lightening the rising fuel by restrlctedly ad-
mitting air to the fuel being lifted, and thereby carbu-
reting said air, said carbureted air being drawn by the
engine suction Into the engine, and forming a carbureted
mixture of air and the lifted fuel and drawing said car-
bureted mixture Into the engine along with the first men-
tioned air.

{CUlm. 2 to 8. 10. 11. 14. and 15 not printed In the
Uasette.]

1.230.833. SAFETY RAZOR. Famnvu F. Dobs.t Roch-
ester. N. Y. Filed June 19. 1915. SerUI No. 35 101
(CI. 30—12.)

1. A aafetyrazor having. In coml>inatioq. a stock com-
prising two teleMcopically arrange.1 memlK-rs : a guard
mounted at the end of one of said memln-rs : a blade holder
mounted at the end of the other of said members and
arrange<l to swing, ahout a transverse axis, from shaving
position, transverse to the length of the itock, into a
stropping position parallel with the length of the stock

;

a catch mounted on the first of said members In position
to retain the blade bolder In stropping position : an.l a
spring cooperating with the telescopic members and tend
Ing to move them relatively in a dlrwtion to bring the
blade-holder and the catch together.

2. A safety-raxor having, in combination, a stock <-om-
prlslng two telesooplcally arranged members: a guard
mounted at the end of one of said members ; a blade : a
bUde-hoIder mounted at the end of the other of said mem-
bers and arranged to swing aN.nt a transverse axis; and
a catch pivotally mounted and connected with the guard
the catch having an extremity which may t>e swung up-
wardly Into position to cooperate with one end of the
blade-holder when the latter Is swung to stropping posi-
tion.

8. A aafetyrazor having. In combination, a stock com-
prising two teles<-oplcally arranged memi>er8 ; a guard
mounted at the end of one of said members: a blade- a
blade holder mounted at the end of the other of said mem-
bers and arrangeil to swing about a transverse axis and a
catch movably connected with the guard an.l adapteil to co-
operate with the blade-holder when the latter Is swung
to stropping position, the catch having a part accessible
for manual operation, at the side of the raior.

4. A aafety-raxor having. In combination, a stock rom-
piialng two telesooplcally arrange«l members: a blade- «
blade-holder |nonnte.l at the end of one of said membi>ra
and arranged to awing about a transverse axis- a guard
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mounted at the end of the oth-r of said members ;
a catch

also mounted on the second of said members and adapted

to engage the end of the blade holder and lock It In strop-

ping position panUI.-! with the telescopic members; and

a spring incloseil within nnd .onnectlng said members

and tending to move them relatively in a direction to draw

the blade-holder Into engagement with said catch and also

to draw the blade Into .-ngagement with the guard when

the blade Is In shaving position.

a A aafety-raior having, in (-omblnation. a stock com-

prising two telescoplcally arranged members; a guard

mounte<l at the end of one of said members: a blade; a

blade holder mounted at the end of the other of aald

members and arranged to hwlng. about a transverse axis,

from shaving position to a stropping position parallel with

the telescopic members : a damp-bar arrange.l to engage

the upper surface of the blade when the blade Is In shav-

ing poaltlon. the clamp-bar l)elng pivotally (onne< ted with

the fln^t of aald mem»>ers and movable, from shaving posi-

tion to a position in the rear, and subatantlally In the

plane, of the guard : and means for retaining the clamp

bar In both of aald positions.

[Claim 6 not prlntwi In the Gazette.]

14 317. GENERATOR SUSPENSION. Robert M. Dixon,

East Orange, N. J., assignor to Safety Car Heating *

Lighting Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. FUed

Feb 26 1917. Serial No. 151,123. Original No.

1 167.389. dated Jan. 11. 1916. Serial No. 609.065.

filed Feb. 16. 1911. (CI. 106—238.)

REISSUES.

14 316. BELT-BUCKLE. Walteb B. Baixoc. North

Attleboro. liaaa.. aaalgmor to R. Blacklnton & Co.. North

AttlelK>ro. Mass. Filed Dec 7. 1916. Serial No. 136.699.

Original No. 1.183.425. date<l May 16. 1916. Serial No.

No. 67.339. filed Dw. 17. 1915. (Cl. 24—194.)

M^^haAM

z?

/
1. IB a belt buckle, a body having side flanges provided

with inclined alots an.l with openings, a ball having

crankwl ends paaMd through the openings and subse

quently headed, and a hollow roller having tapered headed

pins driven thereinto through the slots.

2. In a belt buckle, a body having flanges with In-

clined aloU. a roller between the flanges, and pins driven

Into the ends of the roller so as to permit removal of the

same, the pins extending through the slot*.

3. A belt buckle eml)raclng a body portion consisting

of a front plate whose sides are Intiirned to form opposeil

integral flanges, said flanges being provided with opposed

oblique slots, a clamping roller Journaled to travel In said

slots to clamp the free end of the strap against the inside

face of the front plate, said flanires l>eing also provided

with oppoaed bearing openings, and a ball pivotally mount-

ed in said bearing openings and serving aa an automati-

cally adjustable anchorage for the fixed end of the strap,

substantially as descrlbe<l.

4. A belt buckle embracing a body portion comprising

a front plate whose sides are Intnrned to form parallel

Integrni flanges, said flanges t)elng pri>vlded with opposed

slots extending oJ>ilquely to the front plate, a clamping

member adapted to travel in said diagonal slots to grad-

ually approach the front plate and clamp the fre« end of

the strap against the inside face thereof, a < ranked

bail member pivotally supported In said flanges near tbelr

cada, wl»ereby the swinging movement of the ball

t»ndi to maintain the adjacent end of the buckle In cloae

contact wlih the strap, substantially as descrll>ed.

1. In an apparatus of the character described. In com-

bination, a car-truck, a dynamo provided with lugs, a

frame projecting from said truck, side bars adjustably

mounted on said frame, links pivotally attached to each

of said side bars, and croas nxls removably attached to

said links and passing through said lugs.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, in com-

bination, a car-truck, a <lynamo provided with lugs on op-

posite sides, a frame projecting from sabl truck, side-bara

adjustably mounted on said frame, a pair of links pivot-

ally attached to each of said side-bars, and a pair of cross

rods removably attached to said links and passing through

the lugs on said dynamo
3. In an apparatus of the character described, in com-

bination, a car-truck, a dynamo, a frame projecting from

snld truck, members adjustably mountwl on said frame,

links pivotally attached to said members, cross rods at-

tached to said links, and means for supporting said

dynamo on said cross rods in such a manner that It can-

not be removed therefrom without removing said rods

from said links.

4. In an apparatus of the character described. In com-

bination, a car truck, a dynamo, a frame comprising mem-

bers projecting from said tm< k and connected at their

ends by a cross bar, side l>ars adjustably mounted on aald

projecting members, links pivotally attached to said side

iMirs. rods (letachahly connected to said links, means for

supporting said dynamo upon aald rods, and a single ten-

sion spring attached to said cross bar and to one of aald

roda. ,^ . .

8. In an apparatus of the character described. In com

blnatlon. a car truck, arms projecting therefrom, a sliding

carriage mounted on said arms and adapte<l to support a

dynamo, said carriage comprising side bars, each of aald

Bide bars being adapted to slide on one of said arms,

banger links plvoUlly attached to each of said side bars

at a point above aald arms, an.l cross ro<ls attached to

said hanger links and adapted to be removed therefrom.

«. In an apparatus of the character described, In com-

bination, a car truck, a fixed frame attached thereto com-

prising arms projecting from the sides of said car-truck

and a cross l>ar conne<tlng said arms, a movable carriage

adapted to support a dynamo, said carriage being mount-

od on said arms and comprising side bars adapted to slide

upon said arms, hanger links plvoUlly attached to each

of aald aide bars at a point above said arms and cross

roda attached to said hanger links and adapted to be re-

inove.1 therefrom, an.l a tension spring associated with

said cross bar and said cross rod adapted to restrain the

motion of aald movable carriage.

7. In an apparatus of the charat^er described. In com-

bination, a car-trurk. arms projecting therefrom, a slid-

ing carriage mounted on said arms and adapted to sup-

port a dynamo, sal. I carriage comprising side bars each

of aald aide bars being adapted to b«ar throughout Ita
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length and to niov«> on one of said arms, and a pair of

parallel dependin;: nienilterK, earh of raid members cotu-

prising a pair uf bangor links and a vto»» rod attached to

said iink8 each of said links being pivotally attache*! to

one of said side bars at a point above said projecting arms.
8. In apparatus of the character described, in combi-

nation, a truck, a generator, a pair of 8upp<irtin»; arms
respectively extending from each side of said truck, a

pair of supporting devices each of which comprises a

lower portion secured to the generator, a pair of upwardly
extending parts at its ends and a pair of pivotal parts
extending over said supporting arms. an<1 means adapt-
ed to maintain said supporting devices in substantially

parallel relation.

0. In apparatus of the character described. In combi-
nation, a truck, a generator, a pair of supporting arms
respectively extending from the side sills of the truck and
in substantial alinenient therewith, a pair of supporting
ilevlces each of which comprises a lower portion secure<l

to the generator, a pair of upwardly extending parts at

its ends ami a pair of pivotal portions extending over and
Journale<] In members resting upon said arms, and means
adapted to maintain said .supporting devices in substan-
tially parallel relation.

111. In apparatus of the character described. In combi-
nation, a generator, a pair of supporting arms, a pair of

supporting devices each of which comprises a lower por-

tion secured to the generatt r. a pair of upwardly extend-

ing parts at its ends and a pair of outwardly extending
pivotal parts, members mounted upon said arms in which
said pivotal parts are Journaled. and securinj; means at

the outer ends of said pivotal parts.

11. In apparatus of the character described. In combi-
nation, a pair of supporting arms, a generator, a swing-
ing supporting device having a portion secured to said

generator, upwardly extending parts at Its ends and a
pair of pivotal parts extending over said supporting arms,
means In which the said pivotal parts have t>earings

mounted upon each of said arms and provlde<l with por-

tions extending downwardly from the said bearings and
straddling said arms, snid means belnK each slldablp lon-

gitudinally of the corresponding arm. and means adapted
Independently to slide said bearing means and lock It In

the position into which It is moved.
12. In apparatus of the character described, in combi-

nation, a generator, a pair of supporting arms, a device
mtHinted upon each of said arms having a bearing above
the arm. downwardly extending portions straddling the
arm. and connecting devices for said portions, said arms
each extending over and coacting with the corresponding
devices to prevent upward movement thereof, means adapt-

ed to slide each of said devices Independently along the
corresponding arm. and a supporting device secured to

said generator and extending upwardly to form pivotal
connections with said bearings.

13. In apparatus of the character described, in combi-
nation, a truck, a pair of supporting arms respectively

extending from each side of said truck, a slidable device
mouote«I upon each of said arms and each provided with
a pair of liearings abov** said arm and a pair of down-
wardly extending parts straddling said arm. means adapt-
ed to slhle said devices along the respective arms, a gen-
erator, a pair of supporting devices for sahl generator
j4e<"ured thereto and extending upwardly at each end to

form pivotal connections In said bearings, and means
adaptiHl to maintain said supporting devices in parallel

relation.

14. In apparatus of the character descrll>e<l. In com-
bination, a truck, a pair of supporting arms respectively

extending from each side of said truck, a slidable device

niounteil upon each of said arms and each provided with
a pair of bearings al>ove said arm and a pair of down-
wardly extending parts straddling said arm. means adapt-
ed to slide sairl devices along the respective arms, a gen-

erator, a pair of supporting devices for said generator se-

cured thereto and extending upwardly at each end to form
pivotal conne^'tlons In said l>earlngs, means adapted to

maintain said supporting devices in parallel relation, and
meaDH connecting the downwardly extending portions of

each of said sliding devices to co-act with said arms and
prevent upward movement thereof.

15. In apparatus of the character described. In com-
bination, a pair of supporting arms, a generator, a pair
of supporting devices for said generator, a unitary device
mounted on and embracing each of said arms, comprising
a pair of bearing portions for said supports spaced in a
longitudinal direction and means rigidly connecting said
portions one with another, and means adapte<l independ-
ently to adjust each of said devices longitudinally of the
arm on which it is mounted and lock It In adjusted po-
sition.

16. In apparatus of the character described. In com-
bination, a pair of supporting arms, a generator, a pair
of swinging supports for said generator, means adapted
to maintain said supports In parallel relation, a unitary
device mounted upon each of said supporting arms, each
provided with a pair of l>onrings over the arm and rig-
Idly formed portions dtpemling from said t>earings strad-
dling the arm, an<l cross Itolts connecting said depending
portions of each device to co-act with said arm and pre-
vent upward movement of the corresponding device.

17. In apparatus of the character described, in com-
bination, a truck, a pair of supporting arms extending
from the side sills of said truck and In substantial allne-
ment therewith, a generator, a pair of supporting devices
for said generator, a unitary device mounteil on and em-
bracing each of said arms comprising a pair of bearing
portions for said supports spaced In a longitudinal direc-
tion and means rigidly connecting said portions one with
another, and means adapteil Independently to adjust each
of, said devices longitudinally of the arm on which it i«

mounted and lock It In adjusted position.
18. In apparatus of the character described. In combi-

nation, a pair of supporting arms, a bearing device
mountetl upt»n each of said arms provided with a l>earlng
portion above the arm and a pair of parallel portions
straddling the arm. a generator, a pair of swinging sup-
porting devices each of which compris<'s a transvers»- por-
tion secure.! to said generator and end portions upwardly
dlrecte<l toward said bearings and pivotally connected
therewith.

19. In apparatus of the character descrlt>e<l. in com-
bination, a pair of supporting arms, a bearing device
mounted upon each of said arms provided with a bearing
portion above the arm and a pair of parallel portions
straddling the arm. a generator, a pair of swinging sup-
porting devices each of which comprises a transverse por-
tion secure<l to said generator and end portions upwardly
<llrecte<l toward said bearings and pivotally connected
therewith, and bolts connecting the depending portions of
said l>earing members to co-act with said arms and pre-
vent upward movement of said bearings.

20. In apparatus of the character described, in combi-
nation, a pair of supporting arms, a bearing device mount-
ed upon each of said arms provided with a bearing por-
tion above the arm and a pair of parallel portions strad-
dling the arm. a generator, a pair of swinging supporting
devices each of which comprises a transverse portion se-

cure<l to said generator and end portions upwardly di-

rected toward said bearings and pivotally connecte<l
therewith, a car truck, means adapted to drive said gen-
erator from an axle of said truck, and resilient means
tending to swing said generator away from said truck,
said pivotal connection comprising eyes forme<l in the
ends of said supporting devices and bolts passing through
said eyes and said bearings.

21. In apparatus of the character described. In combi-
nation, a car truck, a pair of supp^^rting arms, a pair of
devices respectively mounte<l upon said supporting arms
and secured thereto and providing bearings above said
arms, a generator driven from an axle of said truck, and
supporting means for said generator, said means being
secured to said generator and extending transversely
therefrom and thence upwardly at each end In the form
of a pair of arms each of said latter pairs of arms em-
bracing one of said supporting arms and l>eing pivotally
connected with the corresponding t>e«ring thereon.

22. In apparatus of the character described. In combl-
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nation, a car truck, a pair of supporting arms, a pair of

derices respectively mounte<l upon said supporting arras

aad aecureil thereto, and providing l>earlngs above said

arms, with depending portions straddling said arms and

gecure.1 thereto, a generator driven from an axle of said

truck and supporting means for said generator, said

means being se<ured to said generator and extending

transversely therefrom and thence upwar.lly at each end

in the form of a pair of arms each of said latter pairs of

arms embracing one of said supporting arms and be-

ing pivotally .t.nnected with the correspon<llng bearing

thereon.

14 318 WRAPPI.NG DEVICE. H arbv H.oahhi. Elm-

hurst Cal. Filed Apr. 11. 1917. Serial No. 101,357.

Original No. 1,183.454. dated May 16. 1916. Serial No.

78.515, flle.1 Feb. 15. 1916. (CI. 93—2.)

1. A device for the wrapping of pottetl plants, the

Ban^ comprising a pedestal for re<elvlng and supporting

a potted plant to be wrapped, and a nested series of

wrapping envelops fitted over said pedestal and adapted

to l>e successively removed and upwardly drawn to Inclose

a plant to be wrapped.

2. A device for the wrapping of potte<l plants, the

same •omprlslng a pedestal for receiving and supporting

a potted plant for wrapping provided with an enlarged

base member, and a series of nested frusto-conlcal shapwl

open (Ude.! wrapping envelops fitted over said pedestal

and supportwl by the base member thereof, said envelops

adapteti to be successively removed and drawn upwardly

to inclose a plant to l>e wrapi>eil.

8. A device for the wrapping of potted plants, the

same comprising a pedestal for supporting a plant to be

wrapped, a pot-support removably secured to the upper

end of said pe<lestal. and a series of nested wrapping en-

velops fltte<l over the petlestal and adapted to be succes-

sively removed and upwardly drawn to inclose a plant to

be wrapped.
4. A devic-e for uae In the wrapping of potted plants,

the same comprising a supporting structure for receiving

p<itted plants to be wrapped, and a series of nested frusto-

conlcal wrapping envelops fitted thereover and adapted to

be successively removed and upwardly drawn to Inclose

the plant to be wrapped.

6. A device for wrapping potte,! plants, comprising

means for supporting a pottecl plant In position to be

wrapped, and an open ended wrapping envelop disposed

vertically beneath the plant and In position to be drawn

upwanlly around the plant to Inclose the same.

6. A device for wrapping potted plants, comprising a

IM^destal for supporting a plant to l>e wrapped, and an

open endeil envelop embracing the pe<iestal beneath the

plant in position to l>e drawn upwardly around the plant

to Inclose the same.

7 A device for wrapping potted plants, comprising a

pedestal for supporting a plant to be wrapp.-<l. and an

open ended frusto-conlcal envelop embracing the pedestal

beneath the plant In position to t>e drawn upwardly

around the plant to Inclose the same.

8. A wrapping device comprising a pe<lestal having at

Its upper end a seat to support the article to be wrapped,

and an open-ended wrapping envelop surrounding the

p.destal and removable endwise therefrom, the dimen-

sions of said seat being such as to permit of the envelop

being moved upwardly thereacross and clear thereof.

9. A wrapping device comprising a pedestal having at

Its top a seat to support the article to be wrapped, an

open-ende<l wrapping envelop embra.Ing the pe<lestal and

removable endwise therefrom, and means on the pedestal

engaged by the bottom of the envelop to support the same

on the pedestal, the dimensions of the seat being such as

to permit of the envelop being move«l upwardly there-

across and clear thereof.

10. A wrapping device comprising a pedestal having

leg standards which flare outwardly and constitute a base

for the pedestal, an article-supporting seat at the top of

the pe<lestal. and an open-ended wrapping envelop em-

bracing the pedestal and removable endwise therefrom,

the lower edge of the envelop engaging and supported by

the base portion of the pedestal, the dimensions of the

article-supporting seat being such as to permit of the en-

velop being moved upwardly thereacross and free thereof.

11. A wrapping device comprising a pedestal having at

its top a seat to support the article to l.e wrapped, an

open-ended wrapping envelop embracing the pedestal and

removable endwise therefrom, the pe<lestal being provided

with an envelop support of which the envelop rests at Its

bottom edge, the dimensions of the article-supporting seat

i.elng such as to permit of the envelop being moved up-

wardly thereacross and free thereof.

12. A wrapping device for holding and supporting an

open-ended wrapping envelop In an open and distended

condition, comprising a pedestal provided at Its top with

nn article-supporting seat and at a lower portion with a

support on which the lower e<lgp of an envelop Is adapt-

ed to rest and be suppt>rted. said pe<lestal and article-

supporting sent constituting a core to go Inside of an en-

velop and maintain the same In an open and distended

condition, substantially as and for the purpose described.

13. A wrapping device for holding and supporting an

open-ended wrapping envelop In an open and distended

condition, comprising a pedestal provided at Its top with

an article-supporting seat and at a lower portion with a

support for the lower e<lge of a wrapping envelop, said

pedestal and seat adapted to go Inside of an envelop with

the envelop engaging at Its lower edge on the supptirt.

the seat being of a shape and site to fit snugly within

the top of an envelop and also spaced from the support a

distance substantially the same as the length of the en-

velop, substantially as and for the purpose described.

14.319. ELECTRIC RIVETING APPARATUS. Frank
P. KoBicnT. Amltyvllle. N. Y., assignor to International

Electric Riveter Company, a Corporation of Massachu-

setts. Filed .lune 23. 1916. Serial No. 106.336. Orig-

inal application filed Jan. 5. 1914. Serial No. 810.278.

Renewed Oct- 7. 1914. Serial No. 866.590. Original No.

1,139.300. dated May 11, 1916. (CI. 219—4.)

1. In a machine of the class described, a frame pro-

vided with a table, a die mounted on said table and com-

posed of separate parts, one of which Is movable toward

and from the other, and a horliontally rotatable member

mounted In said frame and carrying a vertically movable

plunger and a vertically movable electro<le. each of which

Is adapted to be thrown Into vertical line with a work

piece held by the die.

2. A machine of the class described comprising a imit-

able frame provided with a suitably supported die con-

sisting of two parts, one of which is movable toward and

from the other, said parts being adapted to support a

work piece and a horizontally rotatable nnember mounted

In the frame and provided with a vertically movable
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pluDKer and a vertically movable electrode, each of
whl«h Is adapte<l to be thrown into vertical line with the
work piece supported by the die.

3. A machine of the Haas described comprising a suit-
able frame provided with a suitably supported die con-
sisting of two parts, one of which is movable toward and
from the other, said parts belnjc adapte<l to support a
work piece and a horizontally rotatable member mount-
ed In the frame and provided with a vertically movable
plunger and a vertlc-ally movable electrode, each of
which Is adapted to be thrown Into vertical line with the
work piece supfwrted by the die. the separate parts of
the die being also provided with water circnlatlng pas-
sages.

4. In a machine of the class described, a frame pro-
vided with a die adapted to support a work piece, and a
central rotary member mounted In the frame and pro-
vided with a vertically movable plungpr and a vertically
movable electrode, and means for rotating saiti member
so as to throw the electrode and the plunger saccessively
Into vertical line with a work piece held by the die.

6. A machine of the class described, comprising a frame
provide*! with a sultabl.- die support, a die mounted on
said support and adapted to hold a work piece, a rota-
table member mounted In the frame above the support of
the die and provided with a vertically movable plunger
and a vertically movable electrtxle, means for turning said
rotatable meml»er so as to bring the electrode and th«
plunger sncieslvely into vertical line with the work piece
held by the die, and for depressing the electrode, means
for depreslng the piunjrer, and means for pasing an elec-
tric current through the electrode and through the die.

6. In a machine of the class described, a frame pro-
vided with a suitably supportwi die adapted to hold a
work piece, a rotatable member mounted In said frame
above the support of the die and provided with a ver
ticaiy movable electrode and a vertically movable plun
ger, a shaft mooated in the top of the frame, means to
permit the rotation of said shaft, means whereby the
roUtion of said shaft will depress said plunger, and
mean.s for depressing the elactrode. and for turning the
roUtable member so as to bring the electrode and the
plunger succeslvely Into vertic-al line with the work piece
held by the die.

7. In a machine of the class described, a frame pro-
vided with a suitably supported die adapted to hold a
work piece, a rotatable member mounted in said frame
above the support of the die and provided with a ver
tically movable electrode and a vertically movable plun-
ger, a shaft mounted in the top of the frame, means to
permit the rotation of said shaft, means whereby the
rotation of said shaft will depres-s said plunger, and
means for depreMiing the electro«le, and for turainf the

rotatable member ao as to bring the electrode and the
plunger successively into vertical line with the work
piece held by the die. said electrode and said die being in
an open electric circuit which is closed by the depression
of the electrode.

8. A machine of the class described, provided with a
work piece holder and a horliontally movable member
provided with a vertically movable electrode and a ver-
tically movable plunger, and means for operating said
horlzonully movable member to bring the plunger and
the electrode successively into vertical line with the
work piece.

9. An electric riveting machine having a work piece
holder, an electroile and plunger holder movable In a
plane parallel with the work piece holder or die bed, and
means for moving said electrode and plunger holder so
as to bring the electrode and the plunger successively in
position to operate on the work piece.

10. In a machine of the class described, the combina-
tion with a frame having a stationary work holder, of a
heating electrode electrically connected with said work
holder, and a metal working plunger, said electrode and
plunger being movable reUtlvely to the frame and over
the work holder so as to bring them in line with the work.

11. In a machine of the class described, the combina-
tion of a frame, a work bolder supported thereby, an
electrode, a metal working device to operate on the work
when It has been heate<l by contact with said electro<le.
said electrode and said m»-tal working device being mov
able relatively to said work holder so as to bring them
in line with the work, and power operated means for
operating said metal working device when it is brought In
line with the work.

12. In a machine of the class described, the combina-
tion of a frame, a stationary work holder thereon, an
electrode, a plunger, said electrode and plunger being
movable over the work holder so as to bring them alter-
nately into line with the work, and power-operated means
for operating the plunger when if is brought into line
with the work.

13. In a machine of the class described, the combina-
tion of a work holder, an electrode, a metal working
plunger, a movable carrier for said electrode and plun-
ger adapteil to move over the work holrler so as to bring
said electrode and said plunger successively into line
with the work, and power-opera te<l means for causing the
descent of said plunger when it is brought into line with
the work.

14. In a machine of the class described, the combina-
tion of a work holder, a swinging carrier, an electrode on
the carrier, and movable in line with the work, and a
working plunger on the carrier movable in line with the
work.

15. In a machine of the class described, the comblna-
tioB of a work holder, a movable carrier mounted over the
work holder, an electrode connecte,! with said carrier, a
plunger device connected with said carrier, means for
cauKing the descent of the eiectrmle on the work, and
means for causing the descent of said plunger device on
the work.

1». In a metal working machine of the class described,
the combination of a stationary work holder, a member
movable parallel therewith, a vertically movable ele<-tro«le

carried by said member, ami a vertically movable plun
ger carrie<l by said member, said member being mounte<l
to move said electrode and said plunger successively into
line with the work.

17. In a metal working machine of the class descrlbeti.
the combination of a die member composed of separate
parts having co<if>eratlng recesses forming a socket to re-
ceive a work pie<-e. a source of electric current, a (X>n-

dnctor connecting said source with each of said die mem-
bers, a movable electrode connecte»l with said sourt* of
current and adapted to contact with a p<jrtion of the
work piece held between said die members so as to close
the circuit aa«i thereby h»>at a portion of the work piece
to high temperature. hu<1 means for forming the heated
portion of the work piece.

18. In a metal working machine of the class described.
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tbe combination of separate die members adapted to

clamp a work piece l>etween them with one portion there-

of protruding, a source of electric current, separate

means for connecting said current source with each of

aid die meml>ers, and a movable electrode connected with

•aid current source and adaptetl to make contact with

the protruding end of the work piece so as to close the

circuit and thereby heat said protruding end of the work

piece.

19. In a metal working machine of the class descrll>ed,

the combination of separate die members adapted to

clamp a work piece between them with one end thereof

protruding, a source of electric current, separate means

for connecting said current source with each of said die

memt>erK, a movable electro<le connecte<l with said cur-

rent source and adapte<l to make contact with the pro-

truding end of the work piece so as to close the circuit

and thereby heat said protruding end, and means for

cooling the die members.

20. In a metal working mnihlne of tlie class described,

the combination of separate die members adapted to clamp

a rod-like work piece between them with one end thereof

protruding, a source of electric current, means for con-

necting said current source with each of said die meir'>er»,

a movable electrode connected with said current source

and adapted to make conUct with the protruding end of

the work piece so as to close the circuit and thereby heat

said protruding end, and means for cooling the die mem-

bers.

21. In a meUl working machine of the class descril>ed.

the combination of separate die meml)er8 adapted to clamp

ami hold a work piece between them, conductors connected

with said die meml>ers, a source of current connected with

aid conductors, and a movable electTWJe in circuit with

aid current source and adapte<l to make contact with

the work piece.

22. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion of a pair of die members, one of said members being

movable relatively to the other so as to clamp a work

ple«-e t>ctween them, a source of current directly con-

nected with l>oth of said members, and an electrode con-

nected with said current source and adapted to close the

clr< ult by contact with the work piece.

23. In a machine of the clasR descril>ed, the combina-

tion of a pair of die mem»»eni, an electrode, and a meUl

working plunger, xald parts being relatively movable to

bring the electro<le and the plunger successively Into line

with a work piece.

24. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion of a work piece bolder adjustable In two directions,

and an electrode and plunger device adapted to coOperate

raccesslvely with said work holder and to operate on the

work piece held thereby.

25. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion of a work piece holder, an electrode, and a plunger

device, said parts being relatively movable sc- that the

electrode and plunger device may act successively on the

work piece held by aaid holder.

26. In a machine of the class described, a pair of die

members ada|ite<l to damp a work pl^K-e therei>etween

wtth one end of the work piece protruding, a source of

current, means for connecting said current source with

said die members, and an electrode connected with said

current source and adaptetl to complete the circuit by

contact with the protruding end of the work piece so as

to heat said protruding end. said electrode and die mem-

bers being relatively movable in substantially parallel

planes.

27. In a machine of the class descrll»ed, a frame pro-

vlde<l with a table, a die t>ed mounted on said table and

adjustal>le forwardly and backwardly. a die supporting

plate mountetl on the die bed. and a two-part die mounted

on said plate and one part of which is movable toward

and from the other, the said parts of the die being pro-

vided in their adjacent faces with means for supporting

a work piece, and conductors In electrical connection with

the separate parts of the die.

28. In a machine of the class described, a frame pro-

vided with a table, a die bed mounted 00 said table and

adjustable forwardly and l»ackwardly, a die supportiog

plate mounted on the die bed. and a two-part die mounted

on said plate and one part of which Is movable toward

and from the other, the said parts of the die being pro-

vided in their adjacent faces with means for supporting a

work piece, conductors in electrical connection with the

separate parts of the die, and means for cooling said

parts of the die.

29. In a metal working machine, the combination of a
work holder, a swinging carrier, an electrode on the car-

rier movable into line with the work, and a working

plunger on the carrier movable into line with the work,

8ut)8tanttally as described.

30. In a machine of the class described, the combina-

tion of a slldeway, an adjustable support mounted In said

slldeway, die members carried by said support and adapt-

ed to clamp a workplece between them, means for supply-

ing a lieattng current to said die members, means for

cooling said die members, and a movable electrode to

make contact with a workplece held between said die

members.

DESIGNS.
50,929. LAMP-STAND. LriGi Anoiclli, New York,

N. Y., assignor of one-half to James Crocco, New York.

N. Y. Filed Apr. 24, 1917. Serial No. 164,293. Term
of patent 3i years.^

/^

The ornamental design for a lamp-stand, as shown.

50.930. AUTOMOBILE SIGNAL LIGHT. Johasn«8
Pacl Bbckbb, Berkeley, Oal. Filed Apr. 25, 1917. Se-

rial No. 164,552. Term of patent 3| years.

The ornamental design for an automobile signal light,

as shown.
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00,981. TIRE TREAD. Fh«d B. Cahlisl*. North Kings-
ton. R. I., assignor to Joseph M. Gilbert. New York.
N. Y. FUe«l Nov. 13. 1916. SerUl No. 131.153. Term
of patent 14 yearH.

50.983. SHEET METAL TALCUM-BOX. Ha«bt R. Cubit.
Brookljn. N. T.. assignor to Amerlran J^topper Com-
pany, Brooklyn, N. Y., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Dec. 30, 1912. Serial No. 789,417. Term of
patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a sheet metal talcum box.
shown and destrlbed.

The ornamental design for a tire tread as shown and
described.

60.932. EMBLEM. <;toR.;i; Chbi8Te.v.sex. Los Angeles.
Cal. Fll.»d Apr. 17, 1917. Serial No. 162.769. Term
of patent 3 J years.

50.934. NOVELTY DOLL. Joheph 1). Cru.m.i.n, Portland.
Oreg. Filed Apr. 16, 1916. Serial No. 91.493. Term of
patent 7 yeara.

The ornamental design for a novelty doll, as shown.

60.935. INSIGNIA, EMBLEM. BA1h;e, OR ULTTON.
Chables H. Dokb. Habry K Herby, Da.mbl H. DEL2BIX,
and Chablbs A. Dblzei.l. l>-ii\.T. Colo. Filed June 12,
1916. SerUl No. 103.335. Term of patent 31 years.

The ornamental design for an emblem as shown.
The ornamental design for an Inaifnla, emblem, badge,

or button, as shown.
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50.986. EMBLEM, BADGE, OB BUTTON. Chablbs H.

DOKE. Habbt E. Bebby. Daniel H. Delxell. and

CHABLE8 A. Delzell. txeuver, Colo. Flle<l June 12.

1916. Serial No. 108,336. Term of patent 3i years.

50.989. REFRKJERATOR. J Edward (Jloekler. Pitts-

burgh, Pa., assignor to Bernard (Jloekler Company,

Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Mar. 28. 1917. Serial No. 158,180. Term of patent

7 years.

The ornamental design for an emblem, badge, or button,

aa thown.

BO 937 MILITARY EMBLEM. BAD«iE. OR BUTTON.

CHABLB8 H. DOBE, Habby E. Bebby. Daniel H. Delzell.

and CHABLE8 A. DEUELL. Denver, Colo. Filed June 12.

1916 Serial No. 103.837. Term of patent 8J years.

The ornamental design for a refrigerator, as shown.

50 940 REFRHiERATOR. J Edward Gi.oekler. Pitts-

burgh Pa., assignor to Bernard (Jloekler Company,

Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed

Mar. 28. 1917. Serial No. 158,181. Term of patent 7

years.

The ornamental design for a military emblem, badge,

or button, as shown.

60.938. GLASS FOR HEADLKJHTS. Phillip Ebel-

ING. Moundsvllle, W. Va.. assignor of one-half to J. W.

Lamparter. Moundsvllle. W. Va. Filed Jan. 2. 1917.

BerUl No. 140,329. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a refrigerator, as shown.

50.941. STOVE. Clabesce R. Graham. Oakland, Cal

Fllwl Dec. 16, 1916.

patent 7 years.

Serial No. 187.467. Term of

The ornamental design for a glass for headlights, as

shown.

The ornamental design for a stove, as shown.

60,942. [WITHDRAWN.

1
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SO.943. 8KATE BLADE. Ea.vBST III NoLD. Prorldencc,
B. I. Filed Mar. 8. 1917. Serial No. 153.518. Term of
patent 14 jeArs.

ii
'^

J

The ornameDtal design for a skate blade, as shown.

50.944. WATCHC.ASE. Fredcrkk Ebcn Hyatt. St.

Davids. Pa., assignor to Thf Keystone Watch Case Com-
pany, Philadelphia. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Nov. 25. 1916. Serial No. 133.495. Term of pat-
ent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a watchcase, as shown.

60.945. WATCHCASE. Fbidebick Ebi.v Hyatt. St.

Davids, Pa., assignor to The Keystone Watch Case Com-
pany. Philadelphia, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.
Filed Nov. 25, 1916. S«rial No. 133.497. Term of
patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a watch rase, as shown.

50.94«. SUCTION-CLEANER CASINO. jAUUm B. KiUT,
Cleveland. Ohio. Filed (< t. 2. 1916. Serial No. 123.220.
Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a suction cleaner casing mm
•howo.

50,947. SHADE. Nichol.\s Koit, IMttsburKh. Pa.
FUed Apr. 5, 1917. Serial No. 1«M»,0«>9. Term of pat-
ent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a shade, as shown.

50,948. SHADE. Nicholas Kopp, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filed Apr. 5, 1917. Serial No. 160,010. Term of pat-
ent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a shade, as «>hown.
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50.94». COMBINATION BUTTON-HOOK AND BOTTLE
OPENER. HiLMA KoRPi, Kinney, Minn. Filed Apr.

14. 1917. Serial Na. 192,198. Term of patent 7 years.

-
I
50,962. AUTOMOBILE BODY. William J. P. MooM,
New York. N. T. Filed Mar. 7, 1W7. RerUl No.

153.201. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a romMnatloa button hook
and bottle opener as shown.

60.950. PIN. riKXRT E. LooMis, Prorldence, R. I,

Filed Nov. 4, 1916. Serial No. 129.614. Term of pat-

ent 3) years.

The ornamental design for' a pin, as shown and de-

scribed.

60,961. SPOON. FORK. OB SIMILAR ARTICLE.
George C. Lcxt, (ireenfleld. Mas*. Filed May 2, 1917.

Serial No. 166.037. Term of patent 14 years.

'li'i in

The ornamental design for a spoon, fork or similar arti-

cle as shown.

289 O. G.—69

The ornamental design for an automobile body, as
shown.

50,968. AUTOMOBILE BODY. William ,T. P. MooBl,
New York, N. Y. Filed Mar. 7, 1917. Serial No.
153,202. Term af patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for an aatomoblle body, as

shown.

50,954. QUILT. Mat'tiCE L. Nadloi, New York, N. Y.

Filed Mar. 19, 1917. Serial No. 155,956. Term of

patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a quilt, as shown.
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50,955. LIGHT - BOWL. Chari.bs B. Ott, Woodlawn,
W. V'a., assignor to Eagle Glass Ac Manufacturing Com-
pany, Wellsburg. W. Va.. a Corporation of Wwt Vir-
ginia. Fllwl Apr. 14, 1917. Serial No. 16^.195. Term
of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a light bowl. &* shown.

50,956. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Robert M. Pibrso.n,

Akron. Ohio, assignor to The B. F. <;oo<lrlch Company,
New York. N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed

Mar. 21, 1917. Serial No. 156,470. Term of patent
14 years.

50.958. RU4J. Robert F. Riddeix, Manhasset. N. Y.,
assignor to Bigelow Hartford Carpet Company, a Cor-
poration of Massachusetts. Filed Apr. 21. 1»17. 8«^
rial No. 168.722. Term of patent 7 years.

The ornamental design for a pneuinatlr tire as shown.

50.957. BADGE OR MEDAL. Elmer F. Ramsbbbou,
Philadelphia. Pa. Flle.1 May 11, 1917. Serial No.
168.063. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a badge or medal, as shown.

The oraamental dexlgn for a rug. KubKtantially as shown.

50,959. GLA88 VESSEL OR SIMILAR ARTICLE.
Thomas A. Sham.bv, Meriden. Conn., assignor to Inter-
national Sllvfr Co.. Meriden. Conn., a Corporation of
New Jersey. File,! Apr. 5. 1917. SerUl No. 160.01L
Term of patent 7 years.

The ornam<>ntal design for a
tirle. an shown.

i or similar ar-
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60.960. GLASS BOWL. Macbici A. Smith, Jeannette.

Pa., assignor to McKee Glass Company, Jeannette. P«.,

a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 16. 1917.

Serial No. 155.362. Term of patent Si years.

The ornamental design for a glass t>owl, as shown.

60,961. TIRE TREAD. Locig T. Vanci, Racine. Wis.,

assignor to Racine Rubber Company, Racine, Wis., a
Corporation of Wisconsin. Filed Apr. 30, 1917. Se-

rial No. 165,628. Term of patent 14 years.

The ornamental design for a tire tread, as shown.

50.962. HEADLIGHT - LENS. Charles M. WibLE.
Mount Pleasant. Pa. File<l Mar. 17. 1917. Serial No.

155,623. Term of patent 3i years.

fsf^^^rtr- ;^;^»

The ornamental design for a headlight lens as shown.

50.963. VANITY-CASE. KOH Ono, New York, N. Y.

Filed Mar. 21, 1916. Serial No. 85.745. Term of pat-

ent 7 years.

n-

u

^3
The ornamental design for a vanity case, as shown and

descril>efi.

A
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TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JUNE 19, 1917

The following trade-marks are published In compliance with section 6 of the act of

February 20, 1906, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within

thirty days of this date.

Marks applied for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provision

In clause (b) of section 6 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said act, a fee of ten dollars must accompany each

notice of opposition.

Ser. No. 66.022. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
LIQI'ORS.) Lbs riLs nr P. Hardinkt, Cauderan, near

Bordeaux. France. Fllod Not. 15. 1912.

I

Thf |i< ture of tho r>>m«lt> head Is fanclfoL

Partmilar de^criptum of good».—Rum.

Claiim «»^ since Dee. IS. 1884.

Ser. No. 83,64.'). (CLASS 46. F<M>I>S AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Eco.NOMY Food Pkoddcts Co..

Cambridge, Mass. F11»h1 Jan. 2. 1915.

PRISCILLA
Particular description of good*.—Self ShorteB«'d Pre-

pared Doughnut, Cake, Tea-Bl8cnlt. amd Ginger-Bread
Products.

Claims uae since Sept. 4, 1913.

Ber. No. 90,038. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) SiKrR n« MoxTs Sprimo Company,
Bar Uarbor, Me. File<l Oct 22, 191.%.

ACADIA
Particular dt Mcnpti'in of goodn.-

Btate and Carbonated Water.
Claims U9C 8tnce Sept. 16, 1915.

-Water In Its Natural

Ser. N.I. 93,968. (CLASS .32. FlUNITURE AND UP-
HOLSTERY.) LArAYKTTK Lit.iE.N8TERN, New York.

N. Y. Filed .Mar. 29, 1916.

SiJverwe
Particular deaortption of goods.—Picture- Fraiaes.

Vlaims use since Mar. 1, 1911.

Ser. No. 95.202. (CLASS 28. CUTLERY. MACHINERY'.
AND TOOLS, AND PARTS THEREOF.) THE P«iror-

soN 8y.v8TO.ve Companv. Denver, Colo. Filed May 17,

1916.

SYNSTONE
Particular description of goods.—C3oncret*-Blook-Mak-

Ing Machinery.

Claims use since April, 1916.

Ser. No. 96,942. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
AMEaiCAM ExcHAN«E CiOAR COMPANY, New York, N. Y.

Filed July 29, 1916,

^KRT/Oq

Particnlar description of goods.—Cigars.

Cla4ms use since at least 1896.

Ser. No. 97.476. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
United Cigar MANurACTrRERS Company, now by

change of name Orneral Cigar Co.. Inc.. New York,

N. Y. Filed Aug. 21, 1916.

4^rtfti:^te

The pictur*> forming a frature of the mark sought to be

registered is that of Thomas Moore, who died prior to the

making of this application. No claim l.s made to the

words, figures, and letters, "5f Straight, the Quality

Smoke."
Particular dcscriptUm of go<tds.—Clsara.

Claims u»c since tbe jrfar 1899,
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S*r. No. 97.485. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
Tnited CiGAH Mamfaitireks Company, now by
change of name Oe.vekal Cioar Co., Inc.. New York.
N. Y. Filed Aug. 21. 1916.

The portrait tthown In the drawing being that of Robert
Emmet.

Particular demcriptUin of good*.—Clgar«.
Claimt u»e since the year 1906.

Ser. No. 97.487. (CLA88 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
United Cigar MA.vrrACTiHBRs Compaxt. now by
change of name General Cioab Co., Inc.. New York,
N. Y. Filed Aug. 21, 1916.

ftESTWlElD

The portrait shown In the drawlnji Is that of Cheater-

fleld, deoeaned.

Particular degcripti^m of good«.—Cigars.

Claim* u»e since the year 1887.

Ser. No. 97.626. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) T. J. Mitchell k Co.

Inc., New York. X. Y. Filed Aug. 2\ l\iU\.

[LMMTq

Particular deacription of goods.—Silkw in the Piece.

Claimg u«e since on or about January, 1913.

Ser. No. 98.224. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The Shoemaker Company. Oak-
wood. N. Y. Flle«l Sept. 25. 1916.

The words "Alfalfa" and "Home Feed" are dlMclaimed.
The right to the excluaive uae of a tag colored pink la

disrlaimed.

Particular deacription of good*.—Feed for Farm Stock.

Claima uac since Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 98.726. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
United Cigar MANcrAcrvRERa Compa.nt. now bj
change of name General Cioar Co., Inc., New York,
N. Y. Filed Oct. 17. 1916.

^M/\00|i^

The trade mark consists of the words "Tom Moore"
and a portrait of ThomaH Moore, deceaHetl, beneath which
Is a facsimile signature of Thomas Moore. To the left of

the portrait is a picture of Blarney Castle. To the right

of the portrait is a picture of three men at a table, of

whom two are standing and one la seated. No claim la

made to the words "As we journey through life let us

live by the way."
Particular deacriptitm of gooda.—Cigars.

Vlaima uae since the year 1858.

Ser. No. 98.743. (CLASS .^o. MERCHANDISE NOT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED.) B. k. B. Sign Co., New
York. N. Y. Flle<l Oct. 18, 1916.

1 1 .'T ri:r.'fli

V^y

The exclusive use of the words "The Key to Success-

ful Advertising ' not being claimed apart from the mark
as shown in the specimens.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Advertising-Signs.

Claima uae since about Aug. 15, 1916.

[Vol. 239. No. S.J
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Ser. No. 98.961. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS, FUR-
NISHINOS. AND NOTIONS.) Walde8 & Co., Prague-
Wrschowltz, Austria Hungary. Filed Oct. 28, 1916.

W!tii

•••—*.

iWi
'••••••••

Particular deacription of j/ood^t.—.<nHp-Fas»eners of All

Kinds, Snap Fastener Tapen. Halr-Pins. Non-Ornamental
Hat-Plnx Made of Steel : Buttons of All Kinds Made of

Non-Precious Metals and Ui»ed as Fastenlnp Devices

—

Namely, Fancy Buttons Used for Ornamenting Ladles'

Apparel. Trouser-Buttons. and Glove-Buttons. Collar-

Buttons, Cuff-Buttons—and Necktie-Clasps Made of Non-
Predous Metalw : Trlnimlnit Buttons Made of Non-Precious

Metal Used as Ornamental I>evlces for Clothing. Not
U«e<l for Fastening ; Collar-Supporters. I>res8-8hieldB.

Tapes. Steel Needles Use<I for Hand-Sewing. Brass Pins

Used as Fastening devices. Placket-Fasteners. Safety-

Plns. Hooks and Eyes. Buckles Made of Non-Precious

Metals Used as Fastening Devices for Clothing.

Claima uae since Sept. 9. 1913.

fl^. No. 99.729. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) M. Halff & Bho., San
Antonio, Tex. Filed Dec. 5, 1916.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Staple and Fancy

Ginghams. "

t'laima uae since Feb. t, 1911.

Ser. No. 9y.-.%0. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND IMIARMACEI'TICAL PREPARATIONS.)
JCRKO Saga.v. Wilmington, Del. Filed Dec. 6, 1916.

The portrait shown l»eing the applicant's, the words
"Jurko Sagan's Salve" and "Wilinington, Del." not being

clalme<l.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Salves Used on Sup-

purating Sores, Bolls, Contusions, and Wounds.
Claima uae since Nov. 1, 1916.

(Vol 289.

Ser. No. 99.758. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) E. C. Gatlix Importixo Com-
pany. Kansas City, Mu. Filed Dec. 7, 1916.

The outline of the word is llne<l for red, the red color

outline being an essential feature.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Canned Fruits,

Canne<l Vegetables, Olives, Salad-Dressing. Chilli Sauce,
Vinegar. Tomato Catsup, Canned Salmon, IVanut-Butter,
Evaporated or Drlefl Fruits, Cann^Hl Berries. Coffee,

Mince-Meat, Canned Oysters, Canned Chipped Beef, and
Fruit Preserves.

CUtima uae since about the month of March, 1892.

Ser. No. 99,777. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) II. Sieg-
fried & Sons, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Dec. 7, 1916.

No claim being made to the word "Trousers" apart

from the mark showu In the drawing.

Particular deacription of gooda.—Men's and Boys'

Trousers. ^

Claima uae since Feb. 1, 1914.

Ser. No. 99.985. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND
PLUMBING AND STEAM FITTING SUPPLIES.)
A. Kkeamer. Int.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Dec. 16. 1916.

UndtT ten-year provltw.

vmmNNXL
Particular description of gooda.—The Following Articles,

.Made of Tin, Copper, and Sheet-Iron : Milk-Boilers. Aspara-
gus-Boilers. Rice-Boilers, Hain-Bollers. Teapots, Tea-
Kettle, Coffee-Pots, Coffee-Blgglns, Coffee-Boilers, Hot-

Water Dishes, Milk-Kettles. Chafing Dishes. Chaflng Dish

Water-Pans, Chafing-Dlsh Stands, Coffee-Urns, Soup-
Tureens, Gravy-Wells. Egg-Coddlers, Bar-Room Urns,
Tea-Steepers, Steam-Cookers. Pot Steamers. Potato-

Steamers. Rice-Steamers. Gravy-Strainers. Pot-Strainers,

Fish - Kettles, Toddy - Kettles, Coffee - Boilers, Farina-

Boilers. Stew-Pans. Farina-Saucepans. Roastlng-Pans,
Bottle-Sterilisers, SterllUer-Cups. Bread Pans. Drip-Pans,

I>alry-Pan8, Cake-Pans. Candy Pans, Dust-Pans. Pie-

Pans. Fruit-Jar Holders, Knife Washers. Foot-Tubs,
Plunge-Baths, Gas and Oil Stove Kettles, Jelly-Strainers,

Salad-Drainers, Chinese Strainers, Pudding-Molds, Bread-
Molds, Cake - Molds, Cutlet - Molds. Croquette - Molds,
Molds for Ice-Cream. Muffin-Pans. Nutmeg-Graters, Vege-
table-Graters, Muffln-Rlngs, Apple-Corers, Fish-Turners,

Funnels, (Confectioners' Scoops, Spice-Scoops, Flour-

Scoops. P'lates for HotAVater IMshes, Vegetable-Graters,
Dl8h-I>rainers. Colanders. Washbasins, Molds, Water-
Pitchers. Saucepans. Drinklng-Cups. Dish-Pans. Butlers'

Trays, Milk Kettles, Dlppfrs.

Claima uae since Jan. 1, 1886.
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Ser. No. 10©,020. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI- B<t. .No. 1M.405. (CI«A8fl4. ABKASIVE. DBTEBGENT.
ENTS OF FOODS.) Shi>zo Ohki. Detroit. Mich. AND POLISHING IfATIBIALS.) The Snim Boss
Filed Dec. 18. 1916. C3o.. New Y'ork. M. y. FUed Jan. «. 1917.

CoD8li«tlng of the word "•Show-You" and a cloud effect

about the word haviug a red sun with a royal blue
background.

Particular deacription of gooA«.—A Sauce for Meats,
Fish. Chop-Suey.

Vlaimn use since June 1. 1915.

Ser. No. 100.078. (CLASS 46. F«M)DS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) The «i,obb Tea Co. Ittc, New
York. N. T. Filed Dec. 21. 1916.

Partirular description of good*.—Teas.
Claim M uxe sinc-e Dec. 18. 191«).

8er.,No. 100.2»6. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) E;«terpri8E
BLK.mic NoTELTY <'o. Ivr. New Y«rk. N. T. Flle<i

Jan. 2. 1917.

Pariicmlur denrriptUtn uf ffuodx.—Eleotrio Flash-
Lights, EUectrlc Batteries. Battery-Te«t^rs. and Electric

Decorative <hitfits Run od Either Pocket or Storage Bat-
teries.

Claims use since Nov. 1, 1910.

Consistlog of a rectangular figure composed of oval-

shaped designs, having centrally located thereon, in ver-

tical arrangeniout. four re<-t«i)gulai decoratlvt- panels,

showing the picture of a woman and a child and the fac-

simile signature " R. U. Redpath. M. D.," the arrange-
ment thereof substantially as described and shown in the
accompanying drawing iH'ing claimed as feature* of the

mark.

PariiCMlar description of goods.—Medicated Soap.
Claims use since Sept. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 100.554. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS* MATERIALS.) W. D. Kibi.er Co.. ludianapolis,

Ind. FUed Jan. 12. 1917.

No claim l>eing made to the words " Klbler's .AJl 'R*und
OIL"

Particular deMcription of goods.—Furniture-Polish.

Claims use since Aug. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 100.717. (CLA88 19. VEHICLES, NOT IN-
CLUDING ENGINES.) E»\v.vBi. A. I^>wrie. St. Louia.
Mo. Filed Jan. 18. 1917.

Particular 4e9erlf^tiom of goods.
Cast Brackets.

I Claim)) unc since on or aiiout July 1. 1915.

[VoL 239. Mo. 8.j
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Ser, No. 100.782. (CLASS 28. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Th« Wyo-
Mi.NU Shovel Works. Wyoming. Pa. Filed Jan. 18,

1917.

Fmrticular description of goods.—Shovels, Spades, and
oap*.

CUiims use since Dec. 15. 1912.

8er. No. 100,883. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND SCI-

ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Goldman Costimb Com-

FANV. New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 24, 1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales " and " Plosh-

kln," with the doll figure, all inclosed in a rectangular

figure. No claim being mnd*' to the exclusive use of the

word "Trade Mark."
Particular drscription of gauds.—Stereopticon - Slides.

Photoplates. Fllws. I>enHes for Optical or Scientific Pur-

poses. Sensitized Photographic Paper, (Calculating-Ma-

chines, Tape-Measures and Rulers. Telescopes, Cameras.

Speed, Consumption, Cash Registers. Recorders, Scales,

and Patterns for Wearing-Apparel.

Claims use since Jan. 5. 1917.

Ser. No. 101,329. (CLASS 14. METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FORGINGB.) Illinois Zinc Com-
pany, Peru, 111. Filed Feb. 12. 1917.

Particular dfscriptUtn of gttodm.—Spelter, Sheet-Zinc,

Zinc Oxid. and Copper Ingots.

Claimn HT since Dec. 23, 1916.

Ser. .No. 101.356. ((LASS 6. CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES. A.ND PHARMAl^EUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
D» LtXE Mr... Co.. Chicago, HI. Flle«l Feb. 14. 1917.

Exclusive right to the use of the word " De Luxe

"

being disclaimed.

Particuiar description of gaods.—Dyes in Soluble Tab
let Form.

Claims use since Oct. S. 1916.

Ser. No. 101,372. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Tha.nole Con-
DLiT Co. Inc., Brooklyn, N. V. FUed Feb. l4. 1917.

TRIAIttLC

Particular description of pooda.—Electrical Conduits.

Claims use since on or about Feb. 5, 1917.

Ser. No. 101,888. (CLASS 28. JEWELRY AND PRE-

CIOUS-METAL WARE.) ARTHiB B. Commons. San-

ford, Fla. Filed Feb. 15. 1917.

^^EQ^

Particular description of grooda.—Mlaiature Paintings

on Porcelain Adapted to be Placed Upon Jewelry for

Personal .\dornment.

Claims use since Dec. 4, 1916.

Ser. No. 101.434. (CT.ASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-

ENTS OF FOODS.) John J. Wilson. Chicago. 111.

Filed Feb. 16. 1917.

The word " Brand " shown in the specimens is not in-

cluded in the trade-mark.

Particular description of goods.—Picklea.

Claims use since Feb. 1, 1888.

Ser. No. 101,441. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) Electric Ig-

nition Company (1918) Limitbo, Birmingham. Eng-

land. Filed Feb. 17, 1917.

E.I.C.
Particular description of goods.—Electrical Appliances

for Us- in Connection with Interual-Coniliustlon Engines

and Motor-Vehicle(*—Namily. Ignition-Magnetos: Light-

ing and Knglne-Startlng Dynamos : I ndu<t ion-Colls ; Bat-

teries and Accninulators : Ignition-Plugs: Switches and

Switchboards ; Distributers. Electric Horns, and Electric

Lamps.
Claims use since April, 1907.

Ser. No 101,646. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
The Imperial Chemical Co. Ltd., Altoona. Pa. FUed
Feb. 20, 1917.

WHITE ROSE
Particular dmcriptUtn of (foods.—Liniments for the

Treatment of Rheumatism, I'ains of the Limbs, Neural-

gia, Sore Throat. Sprains, Headache. Lame Back, Frost-

Bltes, Swelllnps, Bruises. .\11 Pnlns and Inflammation of

the Body, aud Medicinal Preparations for Coughs, CWds.
Dyspepsia, and Piles.

rinimn use since Jan. 1, 1917.
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Ser. No. 101.649. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN<;REDI
ENT8 pF FOODS.* Fobt Mtbbs Citri s «;howeb8
A88OCIATI0.V. Fort Myem. Pla. Filed Feb. 24, 1917.

SBdPSS

BIG CYPRESS

Particular ae«criptiom of gtntdn.—Cltrns Fruits.
Claimn M«e slnt-e Jan. 1. 1915.

8er. No. 101.657. (CLASS 45. BEVERA(;ES. NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Feed Miller Brewinu Co.. Milwau-
ke**. Wis. Filed Feb. 24. 1917.

y^
Partinilar dntrription of good*.—A Non-IntoxicatiDg

Cereal Beverage Sold ah a Soft Drink.
Claims use ulnoe Nov. 6. 1905.

8*r. No. 101. 692. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.* .I.KCK8OXVILLE CR.4CKER W0BK8.
Jacksonville, Fla. Filed Feb. 26, 1917.

BUTTEHETTES

Particular dcMcription of goodg.—Cakes and Cnnkers.
Clalmii use since Feb, 12, 1917.

Ser. No. 101.694. tlLA.s.s 13. HARDWARE AND
PLCMl'.ING AND STEAM-FITTIN<; SUI'PLIE.«<.) Ed-
W.4BD KATzisiitu CoMP.\.\y. Chicago, 111. Filed Feb
26. 1917.

lk£(LJnii;um
Particular dcMcription of gooda.-
Claimn u9r .-ince Sept. 16. 1916.

-Baking-PanA.

Ser. No. 102.025. (CLASS 15. OILS AND GREASES.)
Crew Levick Compa.nt. Philadelplila. Pa. Filed Mar.
10. 1917.

ffortesfc

Particular description of good*.—Gear Compounds and
GreanvH for Lubricating Purpows.

Claim* use since January. 1917.

[Vol. 239.

8«r. No. 102.199. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Abbaham
M. MAi.ocr, Salt Lake City, Utah. Piled Mar. 16.
1917.

T.EN.S.
No claim having been made to the (xclunlve right to

the une of the words " Trade-Mark."
Particular 4f«cHption of good:—Hats. Caps. Shoeji

Made of L««ther and Rubber, Macklnaws, Overcoats,
Suit!* for Men and Boys. DresseH, Cloaks. Coatu, Jackets,
Outer Suits for W(.mea and Children. Petticoats. Muslin
I'nderwear for Women ami Children. Dress-Waists for '

Women. Shirt WaUts. Outer Skirts for Women and Chil-
dren. Outer Shirts for Women and Children. Sweaters
for Men, Women, and Children. Dress. Work. Negligee,
and Night Shirts. Collars, Cuflfs. .Neckties. Neckscarfs,
and Jabots. (Jloves Made of Leather. 8ilk. Cotton, or
Wool for Women, Men, and Children. Knitted or Textile
Undershirts, Union-Suits. Drawer** for Women. Men, and
Children. Corset-Covers, Combination-Drawers, Chemises,
Slips, Dressing- Sacks. Kimonos, Stockings, St>cks, and
Hosiery. Conwta. Wrappers, Trousers, Jerseys. Bath-
Robes. Bathing-Suits, and Overalla.

Claims we sine Jan. 3. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.282. (CLAS.s « CHEMICALS, MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
CLoiTiEB k Jarvis, Claremont. N. H. Flle<l Mar. 20,
1917.

Particular dcKcriptinn of good*.—A Hair-Wash.
Claims use since Feb. 3. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.3.H4. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOOr>S. I Nbpti-m Packijio Co., Boothbay
Harlwr, Me. Filed Mar. 28, 1917.

PmSCILLA

Particular description of goods.— Sardines.
Claims use since June, 1912.

Ser. No. 102.5.19. K'LASS 21 ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) The Six«iEB
MA.Nrr.MTTBix.; Cojipa.ny. New York. N. Y. Filed
Mar. 28. 1917.

Particular descHption of gooda.—Electric Motors for
Sewing-Machlnes and Controllers Ther.for.

Claims use since the month of September. 1915.

No. 3.J
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Ser. No. 102.541. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA
TUS. MACHINES, AND SUPPLIES.) The Singer
MA.virACTiBiNo Compact, New York. N. Y. Filed

Mar. 2S. 1917.

Particitlar description of goods.—Electric Motors for

Hem-lng-Machlnes and Controllers Therefor.
Claimi wc since the month of September, 1915.

yer. .No. 102.581. (CLASS 39. CLi»THING.) ARMY
Field Sebvicb Shoe Co. I.sr., New York. .\. Y. Filed
Mar. 30. 1917.

The picture being fanciful.

Particular description uf goods.—Boots and Shoes.

CI<UiN« use since D«c. 7. 1916.

Ser. .No. 102,626. (CLASS 1.1. HARDWARE AND
PLUMBING AND STEAM FITTIN<J SUPPLIESj The
F. A. Nbidbr Coiipanv, Augusta, Ky. Filed Mar. 31.

1917.

FANS
Particular description of goods.—Metal Clench-Buttons,

Curtain-Patches, Curtain-Knob Eyelets. Curtain-Knobs.

Curtain Loops. Wire ('Hrpet-Ho<iks. Prop-Nuts. Nails. Cur-

taln-l5uttons. and Curtain-Fasteners.

Claims use since Mar. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.706. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Albert J. Avbr
ell, Medford, Oreg. Filed Apr. 4. 1917.

Pmrticular description of goods.—Electric Spltters.

Clmims use since Jan. 28, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.752. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Philadelphia Yeast MAjcrrAcrcB-
i.No Company, Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr. 5, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Compressed Yeast.
Claims use since Mar. 12, 1917.

Ser. No. 102.774. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT,
AND Pt)LISHING MATERIALS.) T. A. Flynn A. Son
Company, Inc., Clean, N. Y. Filed Apr. 6, 1917.

ffCKOlli
Particular descriptiam of poods.—A Leather Filler la

Liquid Form Containing .No Oil.

Claims use ainct- Jan. 22. 1917.

Ser. No. 102,795. (CLASS 45. BEVERAGES, NON-
ALCOHOLIC, t The ScHrsTER Company, Cleveland,

Ohio. Filed Apr. 7, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Non-Alcoholic and
Carbonated Beverages Sold as Soft Itrinks and Extracts
and Syrups for Making the Same.

Claims use since Dec. 8, 1914.

Ser. No. 102.808. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CI.VES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)
Estate Henry C. Miner. Incorporated. New York,

N. Y. Filed Apr. 7. 1917.

Particular description of goods.-

Claims use since Feb. 29. 1917.

-Face-Powdera.

Ser. No. 102.811. (CLASS 35. BELTING. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKING, AND NON-MKTALLIC TIRES.)
Chas. a. SCHiKiBN Company, New York. N. Y. Filed

Apr. 7, 1917.

CaH3o
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Particular description of goods.—Leather Belting and
Leather Machinery Packing.

Claims use since about Mar. 3, 1917.
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Her. So. 102.814. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) SiMOSi
A M«irDBMioHX, New York. N. V. FUed Apr. 7. 1«17.

ComprisioK thf wurdH - Lady York."
Particular deMcriptUm of j^>«d«.—L«dl«i' Muslin Under-

wear.

Claims utt since July, 1912.

Ser. No. 102.841. (CLASS 39. CLOTHINi;.) World's
Star K.mtting Company. .\u^8ta. Me., and Bay aty
Mich. Filed Apr. », 1917.

Partienlar <le«cription of f/ooda.— Hosiery, Dr»wer«.
Wilrts. Union Salts. Coats. Vests. Pants, Sweaters, Leg-
gln:!;s. Bathing Suits. .Nightgowns. (;iove«. and Mittens.

Claimn mte since Der. l, 1916.

Ser. No. 102.887. (CLASS 40. FA.VCY GOODS FUR
NISHINCS. AXD NOTlON.s.) L,ox M.^scFACTUHlNO
Co.. Omaha. .Vebr. Filed Apt. 11. 1917.

UON
Particular description of goods.

Garters, and Armbands.
Claims use since Apr. 30. 1915.

— Suspenders. Belts.

Ser. No. 102.90.3. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI
CINES, AND PHAR.MACErTICAL PREPARATIO.VS.)
DuKix Chkjik AL Corporation. New York, N. Y., and
Sweetwater, Tenn. Filed Apr. 12, 1917.

TrREUlH
Particular dexeription of goods.—FlUer or Pigment for

Use in the Manufacture of Rul>l>er Tlrea.
Claims use sinee Apr. 2. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.904. (CLASS 10. PAINTS AND PAI.NT-
ERS- M.ATERIALS.) DuBE.\ CHIMICAL COBPOBATIOX,
New York, N. Y., and Sweetwater. Tenn. Piled .\Dr 12
1917.

»' •
.

Particular deHcription of ,(7oo*».—An Ingredient for In-
corporation in or Ml.xing with Dry or Kea.iy Mixed Paints.
Palnt-Plgoients. or Enamels for Increasing the Durability
of Coatings.

Claims use since Apr. 2, 1917.

fVoL 989.

Ser. No. 102.9O5. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' MATERIALS.

> Drasx Chsmical Cubpobation.
New York. N. Y., and Sweetwater, Tenn. Filed Apr. 12,

Velvolith
Pafiicular detcriptiou of goods. — Paint Pigmenta,

Enamels, and Ready Mixed Paints for Wall Finishing.
Claimn unr since .\pr. 2. 1917.

Ser. No. 10.3.U53. (CLASS 19. VEHICLES. NOT IN-
CLUDING E.NGINES.) Weaveb EiUNo AcTOMoiiLi
Co., .New York. N. Y. Filwl Apr. 16. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Bicycles.
Claims use since Jan. 1. 1915.

Ser. No. 103.055. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) AMIBI.A.N ACTOMOBII.E A8.S<)< I.VTION POB-
LisHiMj Company. .New York. N. Y.. and Washlneton.
D. C. Filed Apr. 17. 1917

Particular description of foods.—\ Monthly Magacine
Claims use since Apr. 1. K><»5».

Ser. No. 103.072. (CLAS«7j4 METALS AND METAL
CASTINGS AND FOK.;HS..s.) s.lv.,. M.tax. mI«o
rACTCBiNu CoMPA.NY I.St.. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr.
^7. 191T.

ALWITE
Particular d^ncriptiun of goods.—An Alloy ConUining

Copper. Zinc, and I.ead.

Claims u»e sin<e Mar. 31. 1917.

Ser. .No. 103.1OO. (CLASS ;19. CLOTHING.) Amebicam
Lady Cobskt Comfaxt. Detroit. Ml. h. Filed Apr 19
1917.

^

The pirture l>eing fanciful.

Partirulmr description of goods.—Coraeta.
Claimit use alnce June 5. 1816.

Wo. 3.]
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Ser. No. 103,113. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS, AND I'ARTS THEREOF.) HrxAOON
Sbwino MAi'HiKa Company, .New York, .V. Y. Filed

Apr. 19, 1917.

HEXAGONO

Particular description of goods.—Sewing - Macbioefl,

Parts Thereof, and the Following Attachments: Ruffling

and Shirring Attachments. Guides, Qullting-<;uldes, Edge-
Guides. Tuck-.Markers. Ilemmers, Presxer-Feet. Braiders
aad ('or«l«>r». Needle-Cases, Bobbins, and Bobbin Winders.
CImwm ust alnce Apr. 11. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.114. (CLASS 23. CUTLERY, MACHINERY.
AND TOOL». AND PARTS THEREOF.) Hbxagon
SKwijr«3 M.\cuiKa Company, New York, N. Y. PUed
Apr. 1», 1917.

HEXAGON

Particular description of poods.— Sewing Machines.
Parts Thereof, and the Following Attachmenta : BuAing
and Shirring .attachments. Guides, QuUtlng-Guldes. Ed<e-
Guides. Tuck Markers. Ilemmers, Presser-Feet. UraUers
and Corders, .Needle-Cases, Bobbins, and Boitbin-Winders,

CUUms use since Apr. 17, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.115. (CLASS 45. UKVF.RAfJira. NON-
ALCOHOLIC* HorsTON I<i & Hrewini; Association,
Houston. Tax. FUed Apr. 19, 1917.

Particular dcgcriptisu of goods.—A Non-jVlcohoUc Cereal
Beverage Sold as Soft Drinks.

Clmimt use bIbcc Max. 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 1(»3.134. i» I..\SS ., CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACEUTICAL PHEPARA-nO.NS.)
Tkb ALI.WORTH roMPAjrr, Chicago. 111. File*! Apr. 20,

1917.

MO-TO-RINE
Particular de»rriptinn of goods.—Oirt>on-ReinoT»r.

Claims use since Jan. 15. 1917.

HbwbtSer. No. 103.149. (CLASS 8». CLOTHING.)
Matbr. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed Apr. 20, 1917.

Ve^nus
Particular description of goods.—Bathing • Salts and

Swimming Tights of All Descriptions. Knitted and Fabric.
Claims use since Jan. 2. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.161. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBUCA-
TIONS.) Briogs-Wbavbr Machinkry Co., Dallas, Tex.
Filed Apr. 21, 1917.

SOUTHWESTERN

Particular description »f goods.—Uoathly Uagaxiacai
Claims use since February, 1917.

Ser. Na. 108473. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Bl-Lis S.

Hblwitz, Brooklyn, N. Y. File<l Apr. 21, 1917.

V ^--v.

OM-THE-UVQ.

Particular description of goods.—Shoe-Heels Made of

Rubber.
Clmims ust since Jan. 15, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.179. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES, AND PHARMACTXTTCAL PREPARATIONS.)
Chaalbb £. Malby, Little York, 111. Filed Apr. 21,

1917. ^—

The trade-mnrk Is the portrait of this nppllcHBt.

Particular description of goods.—Liniments tn«t Reme-
dies for the Treatment of Bruises, Sores, Internal and
External, Wounds. Abrasions.

Claims ust stnee Dec. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 103.188. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) U. 8.

WooLBN Mills Companx, Baltimore, Md. Filed Apr.

21, 1917.

(mi!!^^

Particulor description of floods.—Me»*a aa4 YAtttka*
Coats, Vests, Trousers, and Orercoats.

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1917.

[V«l. 2SS. IV*. ».}
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8er. No. 108.192. (CLASS 88. PRINTS AND PUBLICA
TIONS.) Bb.vjami.\ WoLnr. Chicago, III. Filed Apr.
21. 1917.

l^e Taxigram
Particular dracription of ffood*.—Publications luued

Blw«>ekly.

Claimg ute since Feb. 8. 1917.

Ser. No. 108.276. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PALVT-
ERS MATERIALS.) Wood 4 Va.n DcawcaKts Vae-
.HI8H Co. Inc.. Brookljn. N. Y. Filed Apr. 24. 1917.

8«r. No. 103.20S. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Hageb, Cuabk A Co.. New
York, N. Y. Filed Apr. 23. 1917.

'Ipf^'

Partirular dexrription of ifoodt.—Woolen Piece Goods
and Worsteds.

Ctaima ute since Apr. 11, 1917.

8«r. No. 103.233. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) W. Shax-
Horsc k So!»s, Rockford, 111. Filed Apr. 28, 1917.

^loomeialU
Which coDsistH of the word " Bloomeralls."
Particular description of goods.—Women's and Girls"

Bifurcated Outer Garments.
Cla4ma use since Apr. 20. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.263. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) David D. Lo.\g. Oswego. N. Y.
Filed Apr. 24. 1917.

(j;C'BE*Hx

Particular description of goods.—Cocoa. Chewlng-Gum,
and Peanut-Butter.

Claims use since about Oct. 1, 1913.

Ser. No. 103.2«4. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PJIARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.)

Filed Apr. 24. 1917.O. B. Martin. Frankfort. Ind.

Consisting of a facsimile of the applicant's signature.
Particular description of goods.—Tooth-Powder, Tooth-

Cream, Toothache-I»rop8, Nerve Treatment, Local Anes-
thetic, and Hypodermic Needles.

Cairns use since Oct. 1, 1913.

[7ol. 239.

J^
Particular description of aood«.—Varnishes.
Claimn use since S*pt. 23. 1884.

Ser. No. 103..317. (CLASS 3.'.. BELTING. HOSE. MA-
CHINERY PACKING, AND NON METALLIC TIRES.)
Wabbk.n B. BicKLEY, Xew York, N. Y. Filed Apr 26
1917.

0V.O HICKO/^y
Particular description of goods.—nubher Tires for Au

tomoblles.

Claims use since Feb. 21, 1917.

Ser. No. 103.353. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Jamerson
Clothes Shops. Inc., Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Apr 27
1917.

Beat-the-Hefit
«•

Particular description of i7ood«.-Men's Suits, Coat,
vests. Trousers, and Orerooats.
Claims use since Mar. 2. 1917.

^*^Jt°; ^?^'^'®- ^^^^»» ^6 FOODS AND IN(;REDI-ENTS OF FOODS.) The Aromint Co».pant. Cincin-
nati. Ohio. Filed Apr. 28. 1917.

A R O Ml N T
Particular description of <;oo«f*.—Chewlng^.um
Claims use since Apr. 18. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.896. (CLASS 6. CHEMICALS. MEDI-
CINES. AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS

)John J. Wittweh. Sr., .Seattle. Wash. Filed Apr. 28.

UOLDENVLINT

Particular descriptitjn of goods.—Shampoo Preparation.
Claims use since Mar. 28. 1917.

Ser. No. 103,431. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) SCARPEU.! Bros.. Inc.. Spokane.
Wash. Filed Apr. 80. 1917.

^ GQ^DEN >vr^^

Particular description of goods. — Macaroni Products.
More Particularly Macaroni. Spaghetti. Vermicelli. Short-
cut Macaroni. Noodles. Sea Shells. Alphabets, and other
Kinds of Fancy-Shaped Macaroni Paste.

Claims use since Mar. 28. 1917.

No. 8.]
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^I.,? A
'"'•'*"• ^^""^^ »» f'L<>THINO.) ELitA-

i" 1 im'
''''*"*'^ ''''' ^•""•'Po'"'- Minn. FU^

Claims use since Mar. 20. 1917.

929

''e.NTS O^^'FcJoD^^-'r
*' '^^^'^ ^^^ ^'^'««E^I-

N. Y. ^lledry'Y 1917""' ^^«—
•

^>w York.

wiffmlir

^'iVoNsT'w.. '"^^r '' ^^^-^-^^ ^^^ PUBLICA-

Particular description of goods.-Cocoa.Cla*ms use since Nov. 1. 1908.

TfioWin^En^'noor

rrr/.rv^.inv..""''''' "•••'

KKK
Claims use since September. 1914.

"1xdVSi;J«J-1-^^^^^ -ch-fry,
CO.. IMC. New York. N. Y. Fll^ 2Iy^ 1917"'"

PARAMOUNT
Comprising the word " Paramount "

P'Tl'^lor description of (.oods.-Hacksaw-Blades
r/o(i»i» use since Mar. 1, I9i«.

"laaes.

Ser. No. 103.634. (CLASS 89. CLOTHING > r."ATKi. MIU.S CO., High Point, ^.Tr!{^-^J^:'!:ii:

**Co-/fif*co'*

Claims use since January. 1912.

8«r. No. 103.518. (CLASS 40. FANCY ('rtnr.« =.,.„

Claims use since January, 1914.

Xr?. Co" PM '""I-^^^ "' CLOTHING.) c BSHA.M Co.. Chicago. 111. Filed May 5. 1917.

, JACKSTEEL

Claims use since Mar. 23, 1917.

"^EN^IFIc'rPPJfX' r-.
^^^«^«^--« AND 8CI-

P^ffrular description of pood^.-iuin-Coat.
Claims use since Mar. 6, 1915.

fVol. 289.

cZHr'"'' "'r'^P'^'' «^ ^"'x^"—Movlng.pioture Film.Claims use since Apr. 14 1917
ncrure Films.

No. 8.]
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8«r. No. 103.716. (CLASS 45. BEVBRAGBS, NON-
ALCOHOLIC.) Fkitts a Wiehl Compact, Chatta
aooga. Tfnn. Fllvd May 11, 1917. Under ten-year pro
viso.

IRON-ALE
Particular de«rript{t%. of (food*.—A Non-AlcohoUc Malt-

less Tonic Beverage Sold at So<l« Fountains as a Soft

Drink.

Vlaimt u»e since Aug. 1. 1889.

S«r. No. 103.739. (CLASS 13. HARDWARE AND
PLUMBING AND STEAM FITTING SUPPLIES.)
KOHLEB Co., Kohl»>r. Wis nw-.i Maj 12. 1917.

BEVO
Particular description of ffo*d^—Lavatories.

Claimg uae since Apr. 28. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.762. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOOD**.) AMARKtM CtTars FariT Associa-
Tio.N, Anaheim, Cal. Filed May 14. 1917.

THtMotherG>iONY
ParticuUir dettcription of good*.—Oranffs
Clatmt ute siBce Jan. 15, 1910.

Ser. No. 103.709. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI
ENTS OF FOODS.) Calii-orma Vkobtabljb L'.sion,

Les Angeles. Cal. Filed May 14. 1917.

EL RIO
Particular description of good*.—Freab Asparagus and

Cantaloups.
CUumg use since Feb. 1, 1912.

Ser. No. 103,781. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INOREDI
ENTS OF FOODS.) Tub Halx Coup.oti (iMc), Saa
Francisco, Cal. Filed May 14. 1917.

BEAR
Particular de-tcription of goods.—Shelled and L'n-

shelled Peanuts.
Claims use since Oct. 15. 1912.

Ser. No. 103,782. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Thb HaI-b Compastt (Inc.). San
Francisco, Cal. Filed May 14, 1917.

IXL
Particular description of good*.—Shelled and Ci

shelled Pennuts.
Claimx use since Oct. 15, 1912.

Ser. No. 103.786. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Italian Paonrrrs DisTaiBtTiNo
Co., Chicago. 111. Piled May 14. 1917.

Fanfulla
Particular dc^tcription of poods.—Ollve-Oll.
Cimimu ust sIbcc Sept. 11. 1914.

Ser. No. 103.787. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Italian Prooicts Distsibcti.ho
CO., Chicago. lU. Flle^ NUy 14. 1917.

florio
Particular description yf go*>ds.—OliTe-OiL
Claims us* slace A^. 15. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.791. (CXAS8 4C FOODS AND INOKKDI-
ENTS OP POODS.) Samtbl M. Nbwmark, Los An-
geles. Cal. Filed May 14. 1917. Under ten-year proviso.

J pure:

Partieulmr deseriiption of goods.—Coffee. CinDamoa, Tea.
and Lemon Extract for Fo*4-F1avoriBg I'urpo«es-

Claims use since Jan. 1. 1894.

Ser. No. 108,793. (CLASS 4*k K«m.i>s AND INGREDI
ENTS OP POODS.) Sami-bx. M. .New mark, L«« Aaseies,
Cal. Plied May 14, 1917.

^«WN%^
Particular description of goods.—Coffee.

Claims use since Dec. 1, 1905.

Ser, No. 103.839. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) Edwd.
NawoABS, New York. N. Y. Filed May l.-^. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Female Wearing-Ap-
parel—Namoly. Outer Sult.s. Outer Coats, Undercoats

;

Skirts, Including Divided Skirts. Bloomers ; Dreaa-Walsts,
Shirt-Waists, and Costusses.

Claims use since Apr. 1. 1917.

(Yoi.sae. N«. 3.]
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6^m)^//imsi4J
Partioular description of goods.—Whisky.
Claims use since prior to Feb. 20. 1895.

Ser. No. 103.897. (CLASS 36. .MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) Mills Novbltt Compant
Chicago, 111. Filed May 17, 1917.

Metrophone
Particular description of goods.—Sound Reproducers and

Phonographs.
Claims use since Apr. 21, 1917.

LORECA
Particular description of pood*.—Electrical Cables or

Conductors.

Cla4sns use since May 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 104.080. (CLASS 36. MUSICAL INSTRU-MENTS AND SUPPLIES.) NOTM Bros. & CcTLEa.
Inc., St. Paul, Minn. Filed May 26, 1917.

Ber. No. 104,013. (CLASS 26. MEASURING AND 8CI-
HNTIFIC APPLIANCES.) Jllivs Ster.n, New York
N. T. Piled May 22. 1917.

Jenwlind

Particular description of goods.—Phonographs.
Claims use since Mar. 17, 1917.

Ser. No. 104.129. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS FUB-
NI8HING8, AND NOTIONS.) WaU)1!8 & Company OFN«w JaasET, New York, N. Y. Filed May 29 1917

Inco

Claims use since May 28. 1917.
CMmm m$e since May 10, 1917.

289 O. G.—80 [Vol 8S9. No. 8.]
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
JUNE 19, 1917.

117.075. CL(»THS SCIENTIFICALLY PREPARED TO
CLEAN AND POLISH METALS. WOODS. AND
LEATHERS. A. C. A. Company, Blnffhamton. N. Y.

Filed October 12. 1916. Serial No. 98.584. PUBLISHED
]

JANUARY 30. 1917,

117.076. WALL PAPER CLEANER. ACMB Clianir
MANirACTtRiNo Coiii'ANY. Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed December 9, 1916. Serial No. 99.801. PUB
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.077. CANNED FISH. ADDI8 k Eppstbiw, Inc., New
York. N. Y.

Filed November 7. 1916. Serial No. 99.142. PUB
LISHED FEBRUARY 13, 1917.

117.078. COFFEE. William H. M. Albbbtso.v, New
York. N. Y.

Filed November 29. 1910. Serial No. 99.616. PUB
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

117.079. 0RAN(;ES, LEMONS. AND GRAPE-FRUIT.
Amckica.v FariT Distbibdtors or CALiroBNiA, Los
AnKeleM. Cal.

Filed February 27. 1917. Serial No. 101.721. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.080. LEMONS AND ORANGES. American Fhiit
DiSTBiBi ruR8 or CALiroBNiA, Los Angeles. Cal.

Filed February 27. 1917. Serial No. 101,723. PUB
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.081. ORANGES, (;RAPE-PRUIT. AND CANTA
LOUP8. AMIBICAN FRIIT DISTBIBITORS or Cali
roRNiA, Ix>« Angeles, Cal.

Filed February 27, 1917. Serial No. 101.724. 1»UB
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.082. TYPEMETALS. SOLDERS, COMrOSITION
METALS, METAL ALLOYS. LEAD BARS, PIG
LEAD. BABBITT METALS. Amibican Lead Com
PANV. New York. N. Y.

Filed DecemlHT 4. 1916. Serial No. 99,697 PUB
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.083. W(M)L. AMERICAN Wool Impbovembnt Asso
ciATioN. Salt I.«ke City. Utah.

Filed i ktober 7. 1916. SerUl No. 98.488. PUBLISHED
JANUARY 9. 1917.

117.084. CLOTHES-WRIN(;ERS AND PARTS THEREOF.
The Amerk .\n Whinger Company, New York, N. Y

Filed April 4. 1916. SerUl No. 94,129. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.085. CEREAL BEVERAGE SOLD AS SOFT DRINK.
ANZA«- Company, Boston. Mass.

Filed March 8. 1917. Serial No. 101,977. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 191,7.

117.086. CEREAL BEVERAGE SOLD AS SOFT DRINK.
Anzac Company. Boston. Mass.

FlhMl March 8, 1917. Serial No. 101.978. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.087. CEREAL BEVERAGE SOLD AS SOFT DRINK.
A.vzAc Company. Boston, Mass.

Filed March 8. 1917. Serial No. 101,979. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.088. ASPHALT ROOFING. Apco Asphalt RooriNO
Co., New York. N. Y.

Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,789. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.089. ROLLED WHITE OATS. Armoub Oraiw Com
PANY, Jersey City. N. J., and Chicago. 111.

Filed February 19, 1917. Serial No. 101.468. PUB- I

LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

r

117.090. SAFES. Abt Metal Constriction Co, Inc..
Jamestown, N. Y.

Filed January 13, 1917. Serial No. 100,567. PUB:-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.091. PARTITIONS, DOORS, METALLIC GRATINGS
FOR BANKS. COURT HOUSES. LIBRARIES AND
OFFICES, RAILINGS. AND STAIRS. Art Metal
CoNSTBCCTiON Co. INC., Jamestown. N. Y.

Filed January 13. 1917. Serial No. 100,568 PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.092. SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES. Art Metal Con-
STBUCTioN Co. Inc., Jamestown, N. Y.

Filed January 13. 1917. Serial No. 100,569. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917,

117.093. BLACKBOARDS AND SIMILAR BOARDS FOR
WRITING PURPOSES. The Beaver Company Buf-
falo. N. Y.

Filed February 26. 1917. Serial No, 101,672 PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.094. S|roVE-POLISH. Joseph C. Bender, Denver
Colo.

Fllwi February 26, 1917. Serial No. 101.673. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917,

117.095. SHIRTWAISTS FOR WOMEN. Bloom *
Millhan^ .New York. N. Y.

Filed February 12. 1917. Serial No, 101,317. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.096. CANNED SALMON. BOOTH Fisheries Com-
pany, Chicago. 111.

Filed January 9, 1917. Serial No. 100.469. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

117.097. GLASSWARE. AS FOLLOWS: JARS, BOWLS
PLATES, VASES, GLOBES, DISHES. JARDI-
NIERES, AND FERN DISHES. George QoBorKLor
& Co., New York. N. Y.

Flle<l December 11. 1916. Serial No. 99,835 PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.098. HEADWEAR FOR MEN. WOMEN AND CHIL-
DREN—NAMELY. HATS. CAPS, AND BONNETS
(Jeorgk BoRfiPELDT ft Cc, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 14. 1917. Serial No. 101,850 PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.099. CLEANING AND POLISHING PREPARA-
TIONS FOR PAINTED. VARNISHED. ANDWOODEN SURFACES. Fbakk H. Bobsom, Boston
Mass. '

Filed November 10, 1916. Serial No. 99 206 PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.100. CLOCKS. Nelson H. Brown, Boston, Mass
Filed March 6, 1917. Serial No. 101,900. PUBLISHED

APRIL 10, 1917.

117.101. SOFT DRINK OR BEVERAGE, G. Abthdb
BcHL, Chicago. 111.

Filed March 21. 1917. Serial No. 102.804. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.102. CANNED FRUITS. CANNED VEGETABLES
CANNED SALMON. AND TOMATO CATSUP. Bob'
ton ft Davis Co., New York, N. Y.

Filed January 13. 1917. Serial No. 100,674. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.103. CERTAIN NAMED CHEMICALS AND PHAB
M.^CEUTICAL PREPARATIONS. Jban Wallace
BcTLEB, Chicago, 111.

Filed December 26. 1916. Serial No. 100,166. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1915.
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117.104. BUTTER MERQIXQ COMPOINDS. The Bct«
Plus Co., Washlnjrton, D. C.

Filed February 14. 1917. Serial No. 101.351. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.105. PIAN08. C. E. Btsve Piano Co., Inc., New
York. N. T.

Piled February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101,589. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117,100. RAISED BREADS AND PASTRIES. Bystrom
& Hull, Toledo. Ohio.

Filed September 25. 1916. Serial No. 98,202. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.107 CITRUS FRUITS. Califobma Friit Gbow-
Bs £zCH.iN'r.K, Los Angeles. Cal.

FUed March 24. 1916. Serial No. 93.832. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.108. STILL WATER. SPARKLIXO OR CARBON-
ATED WATER. GINGER ALE. AND CARBON.\TED
WATER OF DIFFERENT FLAVORS. Capbosi
BaoTHSBa COMPA.NT, Prorldence. R. I.

Filed August 16. 1916. Serial No. 97.345. PUBLISHED
PRIL 10, 1917.

117.109. SCOURING - POWDER. CELLrLoin Starch
Compact, N»»w York. N. V.. and New Haven. Conn.

Filed October 3, 1916. Serial No. 98^82. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY IS, 1917.

117.110. CERTAIN NAMED CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF. The Cin-

ClNXATl BiTCHEH* Si PFLT COMPAVT. Clnrinnati.

Ohio.

Filed .Tanuary 25. 1917. Serial No. 100,910. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.111. 8TBBL. Colonial Stbel Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Filed Februarr 1». 1»17. S«1al No. 101.478. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.112. CANNEID SALMON. Cohubia Riveb P.\ck-

EBS ASSOCIATION, Astorla. Oreg.

Filed February 21. 1917. Serial No. 101.563. PUB-
LISHED .APRIL 10. 1917.

117,118. CHOCOLATE CANDY. Clabbnci A. ClANE,
Cleveland. Ohio.

Filed February 26. 1917. Serial No. 101.678. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.114. ILLUMIN.ATING. LUBRICATING. AND BURN-
ING OILS AND GREASES. Cb«w Lbtick Coiipant,

Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed March 10. 1917. Serial No. 102,026. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.115. ILLUMINATING, LUBRICATING. AND BURN-
ING OILS AND GREASES. Cbbw Lbtick Compajct.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed March 10, 1917. Serial No. 102.029. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.116. HAT BOXES. VALISES, CERTAIN NAMED
TRUNKS. CASES, AND BAGS. CROrCH ft FiTZ
(jERAi.D, New York. N. Y.

FUed November 17. 1910. Serial No. 99.339. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.117. GAS AND COAL STOVES. THE CrssiNg k
Fbabn Co., ColTunbns. Ohio.

Filed February 15, 1917. Serial No. 101.381. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.118. CERTAIN NAMED DENTAL. MEDICAL. AND
SURGICAL APPLIANCES. Davol RrBBre Company,
Providence. R. I.

Filed May 24, 1916. Serial No. 95.393. PUBLISHED
APRIL 8. 1917.

117.119. MINERAL WATER. CONCE.\TR.\TED. Daw
SON SpRiNos CoMPANT, INC., Portland. Me., and Daw-
son Springs. Ky.

Filed December 11. 1916. Serial No. 99.842. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 18, 1917.

I

Co..117.120. WHEAT - FLOUR. Dcndab Bbothi
Philadelphia. Pa.

Flle<l February 5. 1917. Serial No. 101.166. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.121. TIRE-POWDER .\ND TIRE-MICA. Durkbb-
.\TwooD Co., MlDneapollx. Minn.

Filed February 26. 1917. Serial No. 101,681. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917. '

117.122. ROLLED CIGARETTES. Minga Pops Dcb-
VEA, New York. N. Y.

Filed December 22. 1916. Serial No. 100.089. PUB-
USHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.123. CERTAIN NAMED PHARMACEUTICAL
PREPARATIONS. Ecvenol Compa.vv. MiDDeapolU,
Minn.

Filed November 11. 1916. Serial No. 99.239. PUB-
LISHEI> APRIL 17. 1917.

117.124. CERTAIN NAMED CUTLERY. MACHINERY,
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF. Fbdebal Ex-
port ('oBi'ORATiox. New York. N. Y.

Filed February 19, 1917. Serial No. 101.486. PUB-
LISHED APRIL in. 1917.

117.125. CERTAIN NAMED ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS ANl> SIPPLIES. Federal Export Corpoba-
TioN. Nem York. N. Y.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.487. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117. 12«. FISH CR(K)UETTES. Fioved Impoktino Co.,

Portland. Me., and (hli-agn. III.

Fileil February 26, 1917. Serial No. 101.684. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.127. .«JOFT DRINK CONTAINING NO ALCOHOL
OR NARCOTICS. PURELY A TEMPERAMCI B»V-
ERAGE. WrLLiAM B. Fink. New York, N. Y.

Fllwl September 22. 1916. Serial No. 98,163. PUB-
LISHED NOVEMBER 14. 1916.

117.128. ri(;ARS, CIGARR08. CHEROOTS. AND
CUiAR CLIPPINGS. 44 Clc.*B Compa.nt, Philadel-

phia. Pa.

FUed February 2«». 1917. Serial No. 101.534. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.129. CIGARS. CI0ARRO8, CHEROOTS, AND
CIGAR CLIPPINGS. 44 Cioab Compaht. Philadel-

phia. Pa.

Filed February 20, 1917. Serial No. 101.636. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.13n. CIGARS, CIGARR08, CHEROOTS. AND
CI<;AR CLIPPIN(;S. 44 Ckjab Compam. Philadel-

phia. Pa.
* Filed February 27. 1917. SerUi No. 101,733. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.131. CIGARS. CIGARR08. CHEROOTS, AND
CIGAR CLIPPINGS. 44 CiGAB CoMPANT, PhiUdel-

phla. Pa.

Flle<l F.bruary 27. 1917. Sertal No. 101,734. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.132. CIGARS. Fbitch. Himer k Compant, Oska-

loowa. Iowa.
Filed Fel.ruary 21. 1917. Serial No. 101.566. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.133. SHOE POLISH PASTES. FtJLTOx Shoe Pou
18H Company. Inc.. New York. N. T.

Filetl f><tol»er 18. 1916. Serial No. 98.747. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 6. 1917.

117.134. STORAGE BATTERY PLATES. OewbbaL
Lead Batteries Compant. Newark. N. J.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.489. PUB
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.1.'i5. ADFIESIVE PLASTERS. GOLOMAN COBTUMI
Co.. NVw York. N. Y.

Flle<l October 31. 1916. Serial No. 98.997. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1817.
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117.136. CERTAIN NAMED LADIES' AND MISSES'
CLOTHING. Lucy Dcrr Gordon. New York, N. Y.

Filed March 19, 1917. SerUl No. 102.249. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.137. VENTILATORS. Thomas B. Hallock. Brook-
lyn. N. Y.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101.603. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.138. OPHTHALMIC LENSES. F. A. Hardt ft Co.,

Chlcajto. 111.*

Filed I>ecember 30. 1914. SerUl No. 83.583. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.189. CANNED SALMON. P. E. Habbis ft Co., Se-

attle. Waiih.

Filed February 27. 1917. Serial No. 101.741. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.140. EGOS. BUTTER. BUTTERIN. OLEOMARGA-
RIN. AND CHEESE. The W. J. Habtzei Company,
Plttaburgh. Pa.

Filed July 7, 1916. Serial No. 96.405. PUBLISHED
MARCH 27. 1917.

117.141. SEWINO- MACHINES. PARTS THEREOF.
Hexagon Sewino Machine Company. New York.
N. Y.

Filed February 10. 1917. Serial No. 101.292. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.142. SEWING - MACHINES, PARTS THEREOF.
Hexaoon Sewixc, Machine Company. »w York,
N. Y.

Filed February 10, 1917. Serial No. 101.293. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117,143 SEWING MACHINES. PARTS THEREOF.
Hexagon Sewi.ng Machine Company. New York.
N. Y.

Filed February 10. 1917. Serial No. 101.294. PUB
LISHED MARCH 27, 1917.

117.144. SEWING MACHINES. PARTS THEREOF.
Hexagon Sewing Machine Company. New York.
N. Y.

FUod February 10. 1917. Serial No. 101.295. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

117.145. ASBESTOS FIBER SHEET PACKI.NG. Home
HrBjtER Co.. Trenton. N. .1.

Filed January 3, 1917. Serial No. 10<».S33. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.146. PUBLICATIONS ISSUED BIANN-UALLY. The
HoBN Shaper Company. Baltimore. Md.

Filed February 9. 1917. Serial No. 101.269. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.147. CANVAS BELTING. RUBBER BELTIN<;.
LEATHKK BELTING. AND COMBINATION CAN-
VAS AND RUBBER BELTING. HUDSON MECHANI-
CAL RiBBER Co.. New York. N. T.

Filed January 16. 1917. Serial No. 100.652. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.148. EXERCISING APPARATUS IN THE FORM
OF DUMB-BELLS. Intebstate Cartimin Co.. New
York. N. Y.

Filed February 2. 1917. Serial No. 101,125. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.149. LARD SUBSTITUTE COMPOSED OF COT-
TON-SEED OIL AND OLEO-STEARIN. Intebstate
Cotton Oil Repining Co.. Sherman. Te\.

Filed March 3, 1917. Serial No. 101,858. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.160. SHORTENING. Interstate Cotton Oil Re-
riMNO Co.. Sherman. Tex.

Filed March 3, 1917. 8«'rlal No. 101.861. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.151. LARD SUBSTITUTE COMPOSED OF COT
TON SEED OIL AND OLEO-STEARIN. Interstate
Cotton Oil Repining Co.. Sherman. Tex.

Filed .March 3. 1917. Serial No. 101.862. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.152. BOOKLETS AND CIRCULARS FOR ADVER-
TISING A COLLECTION-SERVICE. Benjamin A.
Javitz, New York. N. Y.

Filed January 19. 1917. Serial No. 100,744. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117,158. OLEOMARGARIN. John F. Jelke Compa.nt,
Chicago, 111.

Filed February 5. 1917. Sertal No. 101.173. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.154. METALLIC VALVES AND PARTS THERE-
OF. Jbnkins Bros., Elizabeth, N. J., and New York,
N. Y.

Filed February 27. 1917. Serial No. 101,744. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.155. ASBESTOS SHEET-PACKING. H. W. Johnb-
Manville Company, New York. N. Y.

Piled November 28, 1916. Serial No. 99.602. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.156. SUSPENSORY BANDAGES OR JOCK STRAPS.
Johnson ft Johnson. New Brunswick, N. J.

Filed March 14, 1917. Serial No. 102,148. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17, 1917.

117.157. CANNED SALMON. Kblley-Cljlrke Co., Se-
attle. Wash.

Filed November 17, 1916. Serial No. 99.353. PUB-
LISHED JANUARY 9, 1917.

117.158. SHAVING-CREAM. SHAVING-POWDER, AND
SHAVING STICK. William J. Kelley, Chicago. HI.,

assignor to The N. K. FalrtMink Company, Chicago,
111., a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed March 4, 1016. SerUl No. 93,305. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17, 1917.

117.159. CERTAIN NAMED HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE.
Elinob Lccy Kinloch. Chelsea. London. England.

Filed December 4. 1910. Serial No. 99.712. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117.160. CERTAIN NAMED FURNITURE. J. ft J.

Kohn Inc., New York. N. Y.. and Chicago. 111.

Filed -November 25. 1916. Serial No. 99,563. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.161. CANDLE - HOLDERS. CANDLESTICK - HOLD-
ERS. RANGE BOILERS. AND CARRIAGE FOOT-
WAKMERS. A. Kreamek Inc., Brooklyn. N. Y.

Filed February 17. 1917. Serial No.101.448. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.162. STOMACH WARMERS AND DOUCHE PANS,
A. Krbamer Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.

F'lled February 17. 1917. Serial No. 101,449. PI'B-
LISIIED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.163. CERTAIN NAMED ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
AND SUPPLIES. Lanoehs, Fhahy ft Ci^hk, New
Britain. Conn.

Flle<l February 2. 1917. Serial No. 101,128. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.104. ICE CREAM, CONDENSED MILK, MILK POW-
DER. BUTTER. CHEESE. MILK, ICE-CREAM
CONES, AND EOOS. Freoehk k W. Lanoe, Enaley,
Ala.

File<l January 2. 1917. Serial No, 100,294. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.105. RYE-FLOUR. Alexander Lebman, Philadel-
phia. Pa.

Filed November 28, 191 G. ' Serial No. 99,603. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20, 1917.

Il7.16<i. CI<;arETTES. Lio<iETT & Mvkks Tobacco
Company, New York. N. Y. 1

FUed February 28, 1917. Serial No. 101,787. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117,D5-. BOYS' OUTER SUITS. JACKETS. OVER
COATS. HATS AND CAPS, NECKTIES, AND MUF-
FLERS. Edwin Elkax Liox, New York. N. Y.

File,! February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101,606. PUP-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.
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117.168. CHOCOLATE CANDY. Loose Wilm Company,
Kansas City, Mo.

Filed March 7. 1917. Serial No. 101.963. Pl'BLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.169. Bl'ILDINO CEMENT. Locisvillk Cbmbnt
COMPANT, Louisville, Ky.

Filed February 21? 1917. Serial No. 101.746. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.170. SHEEPSKIN LINED COATS. MrKiBBix. Daia-
COLL k D0R8BT, Ixc, St. Paul, Minn.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101,609. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.171. GLOVES. R. H. Mact & Co.. New York. N. Y.
Piled March 3. 1917. .Serial No. 101,872. PUBLISHED

APRIL 17, 1917.

117.172. GLOVES. R. H. Macy & Co., New York. N. Y.
Flle<i March 3. 1917. Serial No. 101.873. PUBLISHED

APRIL 17, 1917.

117.173. OLOVBS. R. H. Mact k Co.. New York. N. Y.
Filed March 3, 1917. SerUl No. 101,874. PUBLISHED

APRIL 17. 1917.

117.174. GLOVES. R. H. Mact k Co., New York. N. Y.
Filed March 3, 1917. Serial No. 101,875. PUBLISHED

APRIL 17, 1917.

117.175. OLOVBS. R. H. Mact k Co.. New York. N. Y.
Filed March 3. 1917. Serial No. 101.876. PUBLISHED

APRIL 17. 1917.

117.176. GREASE-CUPS FOR AUTOMOBILES, MO-
TORS. AND OTHER VEHICLES AND MACHINERY.
Marvel ENciNEERixfi Company, Chicago, 111.

Filed January 23. 1917. Serial No. 100.857 PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.177. ROOFING-SLATE. H»NBT H. Mathiws. Boa-
ton. Mass.

Filed February 8. 1917. Serial No. 101.284. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117.178. STOCK FEED. Cuo. B. Matthbws k SONB,
New Orleans, La.

Piled April 24. 1916. Serial No. 94.682. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.179. WHEATFLOUR. MArsBB Mill Compant.
Laurys Station. Pa.

Filed February 26. 1917. .*<erlal No. 101.704. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.180. WHEATFLOUR. Macsbr Mili. Compant.
Laurys Station, Pa.

Filed February 26, 1917. Serial NoT 101.706. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.181. WHEATFLOUR. Macsbr Mill Compant,
Laurys Station, Pa.

Filed February 26. 1917. Serial No. 101.706 PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.182. CERTAIN NAMED MACHINERY PACKING.
Mbtric Packinc. Company, Buffalo, N. T.

Piled October 2, 1916. .'Serial No. 98.369. PUBLISHED
APillL 17, J917.

117.183. GAMES. MiLTOx Bradlbi' Co., Spr'ngfl*>ld.
Mass.

Filed January 15. 1917. Serial No. 100.627. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.184. HARDWOOD AND PINE LU.MBER. Missis-
sippi LiMBBR Compant, Chicago, III.

Piled .January 29. 1917. Serial No. 101,011. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117,186. HOT AIR FURNACES. The Monitor Stove
k Ranob Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Piled March 22, 1915. Serial No. 85.315. PUBLISHED
APRIL 3. 1917.

117.186. CREAMERY BUTTER. MiTCAL Cbbambbt
Compant, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Piled February 20. 1917. .Serial .No. 101.549. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.187. CREAMERY - BUTTER. .MrTtAL Creamery
Compant, Salt I^ike City, Utah.

PUed February 20. 1917. Serial No. 101,550. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

»

117.188. ARC-LAMP ELECTRODES. National Carbon
CoMPA.NY. Cleveland. Ohio. aKMljjnor to National Car-
bon <'omp«ny. Inc.. a Corporation of New York.

Fll»«d January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100.815. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.189. APPLE JUICE. National Fri it Jiicb Com
p.ANT, La Fayette, Ind.

Filed l>ecember 2«. 1916. Serial No. 100.179. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.190. CHOCOLATES. Thb NblsoV Rhoads Cahdt
Co., I>enver, Colo.

Piled February 20. 1917. ScrUl .No. 101.552. PUB
LISHEI» APRIL 10, 1917.

117.191. WHEATFLOUR AND WHEAT CEHEAL.
NOTELTT Mill Company, Seattle. Wash.

Flle<l February 17. 1917. Serial No. 101.454. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.192. PRESS-BUTTONS ( >R SEPARABLE FASTE.V
ERS. JoHAN OLSBs Nycaard. Chrlstlsnla. Norwa}-.

Filed December 28. 1916. Serial No. 100.222. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.193. FIREBRICK. LINING FOR FURNACES,
SMELTERS. BOILERS. CUPOLAS, AND STOVES.
Oliver Brothers, Inc., New York. .N. Y.

Piled February 3, 1917. Serial No. 101,154. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 8. 1917.

117.194. STEEL. Onondaoa Stbbl Company. Incob-
poratbd, Syracuse, N. Y.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101,503. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.195. CERTAIN NAMED CANNED GOODS. OVBB-
8BA8 Prodccts CORPORATION, New York. N. Y.

Plied February 20. 1917. Serial No. 101.558. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.196. SOAP. Pbet Bros. Mpg. Co., Kansas City. Kans.
Filed March 29, 1915. Serial No. 85,620. PUBLISHED

JUNE 6, 1916.

117.197. PEANUT-BUTTER. Perkins Brothbbs. Bay
City. Mich.

Filed Nov.mber 27, 1916. Serial No. 99,581. PUB-
LISHED FEBRUARY 20. 1917.

117.198. DRESSED POULTRY. Harold O. Pbtbbsoh,
Chicago, 111.

Flletl March 1. 1917. SerUl No. 101,822. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.199. WHEAT FLOUR. Portland Flouring Mills
Company, Portland. OreK.

Flle«l February 17, 1917. Serial No. 101,459. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.200. WHEATFLOUR, SELF RISING. Portland
Flocrino Mills Compant, Portland, Oreg.

Filed February 17, 1917. Serial No. 101,460. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.201. WHEATFLOUR. Portland FLorRiNo Mills
Company, Portland, Oreg.

Piled February 17, 1917. Serial No. 101.461. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.202. CERTAIN NAMED RECEPTACLES MADE OF
METAL. Thb Rbpcblic Mbtalwarb Co., Buffalo,
N. Y.

Filed December 27. 1916. Serial No. 100.207. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.203. PLUG AND TWIST TOBACCO. R. J. Rbt-
nolds Toba(co Company, Winston Salem. N. C.

Filed January 18. 1917. Serial No. 100,724. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.204. CANNED SHRIMP. RioB Bbo-b. Canning Co.,
Apalachicola. Fla.

Filed March 3. 1917. Serial No. 101.882. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.205. LEMONS. ORANGES. AND GRAPE-FRUIT. San
Ferxamk) Ihtic,HTs Lemox Co., Lo« Angeles. Cal.

Filed February 27, 1917. Serial No. 101,758. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.206. CORN PLASTERS. ScHOLL MANcrACTt rino
COMP.AXY. Inc. Chicago. 111.

Fiieil January 29. 1917. Serial No. 101.020. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.
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117.207. INSTEP-ARCH SUPPORTS. SCHOLL MANr-
rACTCRixo CoMPAKT, INC. Chicago, 111.

Plle<l January 29. 1917. Serial No. 101,022. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.208. ANTISEPTIC SOLUTION. ScoTT k BowNB,
Bloomfleld, N. J.

Plied September 9. 1916. Serial No. 97,882. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.209. WRINGERS AND PARTS THEREOF. Sbars,
RoERCi K axd Company. Chicago. III.

Filed December 4. 1916. Serial No. 99,719. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.210. KNOCKDOWN HOUSES. Sears. Robbdck and
Co.. ('hicago. 111.

Piled January 22, 1917. Serial No. 100.822. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.211. FOLDING SHOPPING-BAG. Sbars. Robbcck
AND CO.. Chicago. 111.

Piled January 30, 1917. Serial No. 101,047. PUB
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.212. LIVER-TONIC. Edoar P. Shbrman. Woodward.
^\la.

Filed July 24. 1916. Serial No. 96,805. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.213. ILLUMINATING. LUBRICATING. AND BURN
I.NG OILS AND GREASES. Spbbdway MOTOR Oil
CO., New York. N. Y.

Piled January 6. 1917. Serial No. 100..382. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 20. 1917.

117.214. ADHESIVE VULCANIZING PATCHES AND
ADHESIVE VULCANIZLNG FABRICS. William E.
Spexcer. New York. N. Y.

Plle<i Novem»>er 18. 1916. Serial No. 99.387. PUB-
I

LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.215. BRAKELININGS. Statbestos MAXrrACTUR-
ixo CoMPAXY. Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed February 12. 1917. Serial No. 101,.'»42. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.216. SPARKPLUGS. Stewart-Warxer Speedom-
BTBR Corporation, Chicago, III.

Piled I>ecember 28, 1916. Serial No. 100.226. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.217. ELECTRIC LAMPS. Stewart Warner Speed-
ometer Corporation, Chicago. III.

Fllefl February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101,^16. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.218. ELECTRIC LAMPS. Stewart-Warxer Speed-
ometer Corporation, Chicago, 111.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.517. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.219. DE.NTAL IMPRESSION TRAYS. Terhaplas
TiCA MAXcFACTfRixo Co.. INC., Newark. N. J.

Filed March 7. 1917. Serial No. 101.970. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17, 1917.

117.220. RANCH PRODUCTS—VIZ.. FRESH FRUITS.
BERRIES. AND ROOT CROPS. AND POULTRY
A.ND EGGS. Thomas J. A. Toi>d. Watsonvllle. Cal.

Flle<l NovenilMT l.l. 1916. Serial No. 99,815. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.221. BOOTS AND SHOES MADE OF LEATHER
SKINS AND TEXTILE MATERIALS. Tomahawk
Shoe Co.. Tomahawk. Wis.

Filed December 2, 1916. Serial No. 99.691. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.222. LUBRICATING-OILS. Trce's Oil Compant,
Spokane. Wash.

Filed March 6, 1917. Serial No. 101.939. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1917.

117.223. LUBRICATING OILS. Trues Oil COMPACT,
Spokane, Wash.

Filed March 6. 1917. Serial No. 101,940. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10, 1917.

117.224. LUBRICATING-OILS. Trues Oil Compant,
Spokane. Wash.

Piled March 6. 1917. SerUl No. 101.943. PUBLISHED
APRIL 10. 1017.

117.22.^. BRUSH FOR POLISHING SHOES. TuBB
Brush Co., Boston, Mass.

, Piled December 2, 1916. Serial No. 99.692. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117.226. LEMONS. TrsTix Lemon Associatiox, Tub-
tln. Cal.

Filed February 24. 1917. Serial No. 101,645. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.227. DRIED FISH. AND PARTICULARLY COD-
FISH. Union Fish Co.. San Francisco. Cal.

Fllefl February 27. 1917. Serial No. 101.762. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.228. GROUNDS. United States Spot Ground
Corporation, Omaha, Nebr.

Filed November 29. 1916. Serial No. 99,636. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3, 1917.

117.229. GROUNDS. Uxitbd Stater Spot Ground
Corporation, Omaha. Nebr.

File<l November 29, 1916. Serial No. 99,687. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117.230. CANNED SARDINES, CANNED TUNA PISH.
C. E. Van Landinqham Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

Piled February 27, 1917. Serial No. 101,764. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.231. SNAP FASTENERS. Vulcanite Maxufactur-
ixo Co.. Lindenhurst, N. Y.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101.629. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17, 1917.

117.232. CERTAIN NAMED BUILDING CONS'^RUC-
TION. The Warixo-Uxiierwood Compaxy. Phila-
delphia. Pa.

Filed February 21. 1917. Serial No. 101.584. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 3. 1917.

117.233. MANILA ROPE. Waterbiry Company, Jersey
City, N. J., and New York, N. Y.

Plied November 27, 1916. Serial No. 99,698. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.2.34. PILE REMEDY. James W. Williams. Para-
gould. Ark.

Filed March 24. 1917. Serial No. 102.4.'»0. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17, 1917.

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED.
14,529. PREPARATIONS FOR CLEANING AND

POLISHING LEATHER AND METAL GOODS. B.
Bbdoow k Soxs, London, England.

Registered June 21, 1887. Renewed June 21, 1917.

14.583. FABRICS TO HE TSED FOR OUTER CLOTH-
ING AND FOR LININGS. Thomas Illixgworth,
Bradford, England : George Arinltage, Limited, B»-

slgnee.

Reglster.'<l July 12, 1887. Renewed July 12, 1917.

14..'-.84. FABRICS TO BE USED FOR OUTER CLOTH-
ING AND FOR LININGS. Thomas Illixgworth.
Bradford, England : George Armitage, Limited, aa-
nlgnee.

Registered July 12, 1887. Renewed July 12, 1917.
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LABELS
REGISTERED JUNE 19, 1917

20,161.—Title: " SBLBCCION ESPECIAL CIGARS." (For
Cigars.) Ambrican Lithographic Compaxt, New
York, X. Y. Filed May 19. 1917.

20.152—Tit/c- "ALBANO'S." (For Peppers.) Feam-
fBSCO Albamo, New York, N. Y. Filed May 24, 1917.

20,153.—Title: " BLUE BIRD OINOER ALE." (For Oln-
ger-Ale.) Atlantic Bbvcraoe Corporation, Peters-
barg. Va. Filed May 31, 1917.

20,154— Title: 'ADEN.' (For Canned Sauer-Kraut.)
K. W. Gates & So.v Co., Richmond. Va. Filed June
*. 1917.

20.166.—TUle: "ADEN." (For Canned Mlied Vegetablea.)
E. W. Gatbs k Sox CO., Richmond. Va. Filed June 4
1917.

20.16Q.—Title: "ADEN." (For Canned Peaches.) E. W.
Gates &. Son Co., Richmond. Va. Filed June 4, 1917.

20.167.—Title: "ADEN" (For Canned Beans.) E. W.
Gvtws & Sox Co.. Richmond. Va. Filed June 4. 1917.

20.15S.— 7ifi«.- "ADEX." (For Canned Corn.) E. W.
Gates k Sox Co., Richmond, Va. Filed June 4. 1917.

20.169.—Title: "ADEN." (For Cannetl Ppa.^.) E. W.
Gates k Sox Co., Richmond, Va. Filed June 4, 1917.

20,160.—Tl/l*-.- "ADEN." (For Canned Tomatoes.) E. W.
Gates k Sox Co., Richmond. Va Filed June 4, 1917.

20.l(il—Title: -EASY FEET FOOT POWDER." (For
Foot-Powder.) Harrt S. HARRisO}f, Baltimore Md.
Filed May 29, 1917.

20.162.—rifJe.- " MARGONA."
Hbnschbl k Co., Chicago,

20.163.—r if /«•. " FRANCITA.'
Hbxschbl & Co.. Chicago,

20.164—Title: "SAN JULIA." (For Cigars.) A. C.
IfKNSCHEL k Co., Chicago. 111. Filed May 28. 1917.

20,165.—rttJc- "BRA-SO." (For a Soft Drink.) Intm-
Stati Product Co., Baltimore, Md. Filed May 12,
1917.

20,166.—ri«c." GRAYSON." (For Soap.) Ixterstatb
Cotton Oil Rbfixixo Co.. Sherman. Tex. Filed
May 28, 1917.

20,167 —r<tJ^.- • J-M FLEXSTONE ASBESTOS R(X)F-
ING.' (For Asbestos Roofing.) H. W. Johns- I

Mantillb CoiiPA.NT, New York, N. Y. Filed May
12. 1917.

20.1QS—Title: " MANKERTZ MALTED MILK BREAD."
(For Bread.) Grs Maxkirtz. Portland. Oreg. Filed
Miy IS. 1917.

20.l69.^Title: "I AM OLD DOC CARBO-SAL." (For
a Medicine for Hog-Cholera, t Natioxal Drcg k
Mtg. Co., Clinton. Ky. Filed May 8. 1917.

20.170.—n«r.- "TRI WAY." (For Sport Clothes.) Ed-
ward Nbwoass. New York, N. Y. Filed May 16
1917.

(For Cigars.) A. C.
111. FUed May 28. 1917.

(For Cigars.) A. C.

111. Filed May 28, 1917.

20,171.—r«lf.- "ROWES MEDICATED OIL." (For
Medicated OU.) Rowe MAxrrAcriBj.vo Co., G«le«-
burg. 111. Filed May 12, 1917.

20,172—r«i«. "WEI^BAKT GOLDEN CRUST BUT-
TER-CREAM BREAD." (For Bread.) Ralph L.
NArzioa.N. Kanxas Oty, Mo. Filed May 28, 1917.

20.173—r<f/c. "FRENCH EAU DE QUININE." (For
Hair Wanh.) Josbph Pauazxahm, New York, N Y
Filed May 18, 1917.

20.174—r«Ze.- "LIQUID FISH GLUE." (For Glue)
PROiJRESsivE Glib Co., New York, N. Y. Filed Jane
4. 1917.

20,n6.—Title: "TAYLOR BUTTER-PAN." (For Butter-
Pans.) Chahlbs M. Tavlor, Jr.. Maple Shade, N. J.
Filed May 24, 1917.

20.176.—n/Je. "APPO." (For Unfermented Apple-Jolce.)
Hbxry WEiXH.vRr. EsTATB, Portland. Or»-g.. by Louise
Welnhanl. Anna Wesslnger. Paul Wesalnger. and
Harry Wagn»T, executrlces and executors of th«
eaUte of aald Henry Welnhanl. de<ease«l. Filed
May 19, 1917.

20.177.—T«If "MILK OF MAGNESIA LIME." (For a
Manufactured Lime Product.) Allwood Limb Com-
PAXY, Allwooil Siding, near Manitowoc. WW Filed
April 16, 1917.

20,178.—r«l«. "CUOCO-8." (For Tomatoes.) Fran-
cisco Albaxo. New York. N. Y.. Filed April 24.
1917.

20,179.—r«l«. "COMPLETE PARTY OUTFIT." (For
Hallowe'en I>ecoratlons. ) The Beistla Compakt,
Shippensburg, Pa. Filed May 7, 1917.

20,180—r«l<.- "RANDOLPH CUTIES." (For Children •
Hosiery.) HroH I. Connbt, New York. N. J. Filed
May 12. 1916.

20.181.—r«l«; "ANCHOR PORTLAND CEMENT." (For
Portland Cement.) Copuat Cbmb.nt Mam rACTtaiNO
Company, New York, N. Y. FUed .March 14, 1917.

20,182.—r«*^.- "PENDER(;AST nutritious BEAN
BRE.VD. • (For Bread.) Daist Ann Psnobbqast,
Minneapolis. Minn. Filed May 7. 1917.

20,18S.—Title: " WYTE ALL." (For Shoe-Polish.)
Emilt G. Geat. Philadelphia, Pa. FUed April 19.
1917.

20,184.— r«i^.- FORD." (For Fountaln-Pens.) Cmu
Fountain Pbx CoBPOB-iTiox, New York, N. Y. Filed
May 8. 1917.

20.1»6.—Title: ' I.VTERWOVEN SOCKS." (For Socks.)
Intbrwovbn Stocking Compakt, New Brunswick.
N. J. Filed May 7, 19lT.

20,186.—r«I<.- " THE WORLDS SAFEST SAFE." (For
Safes.) Thb Safb-Cabixbt Company, Marietta, Ohio
FUed llarcli 28, 1817.

PRINTS
REGISTERED JUNE 19, 1917

4,706.— r»«e.- " OPEN YOUR MOUTH AND SHUT YOUR
EYES. AND ILL GIVE YOU SOMETHING TO
MAKE YOU WISE." (For Wheat Breakfast Food.)
Crbam or Whbat Co., Minneapolis, .Minn. Filed
May 24. 1917.

4,707 —T(«e. " LA GERA." (For Cigars.) Anton Mos-
KOwiTz. New York. N. Y. Filed AprU 5. 1917.

4.708.—r«l«; "ART REICNSKIN NEWEST SHOE
ARTISTRY." (For Shoe-Cloth.) I»bter.s ManufaC-
TUBiNG Co., Boston. Mass.. and New York N Y
Filed May 81, 1917.

4.709—r<«^; "A HAPPY SU':GESTI0N. " (For Post
Toastles.

I Postum Cbrbal Company. Battle Creek.
Mich. Filed May 24. 1917.

4.-10.— Title: "TAYLOR BUTTER PAN." (For Butter-
Pans.) Charles M. Tavi»r. Jr., Maple Shade, N J
Filed May 24. 1917.

OW

DECISIONS
OP THB

coiMins/iissioisrEK. oip :pjLTE!nsrTs
AND OF

UNITED STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

DECISIONS or THE U. S. OOUETS.

Court of Appeals of the District of Colombia.

The Kait-Ukith Shoe Comp.any r. I nternation.\r.
Shoe Compa.nv.

Decided Januarp i. Mf}.

1. Trademarks — Similakitt — " Qoose " — " Mothbr
GOOBt."

The mark consisting of the words " Mother Goose "

and a picture of that character riding a broom Held
not registrable In view of the prior registration of the
mark consisting of the word " Goose " across the pic-

ture of a goose holding a key In its mouth. The domi-
nant feature of both marks U the word " Goose."

2. Samb—Same—Deceptive.
The entire vocabulary and the inventive imagination

are at the service of one selecting a trade mark, and no
excuse ',% apparent for the adoption of a mark closely

approximating that of an earlier user on the same class

of gooils. In all Ku>h cases the doubt should be re-

solved in favor of the prior user.

Mr. William S'//i«// for the api>ellaut.

Mr. JaiiK H .{. Carr for the appellee.

Van Obsdel, J.:

This is n trade-mnrk opposition ca«e. Api)ellmit.

tho Knnt-Ueith Shoe r,«impan.v. of Carthnge. Mis-

souri, sought to register a mark consisting of the

wonls " Mother Goose " and the picture of that

in.vtliical character riding a hrooni tlinnigii the sities.

ApiH'llee. «tpi)oser. Internntiimal Shoe Comjiany. of

St. Louis. Mis.««»uri, is tli»> owner of n reglstere<l

uiarlv granted t<^ its pn><le<'essor in liusiness in 1909
consisting of the word " Goose " printed across the
picture of a goo«e holding a key in its mouth.

Appliiant alleges use of its niarlv hut one day
prior to the date of its application for registration.

Therefore, no question of priority of use is involved,

the sole question beiiig wliether applicant's mark is

8o similar to that o^ the opposer as to l>e likely to

create confusion in trade.

The dominant feature of both marks :s the word
"fkx»se." Tlie testinxmy taken on hehalf of op-

poxer,—no te8tim<my being taken on behalf of appli-

cant.—discloses that it has Inillt up a large business
in singes bearing tlie " CJoose " brand. If applicant's

mark should he grante<l. we think the marks, as
shown in the reconl. would lead to inevitable con-
fusion, and there would l>e nothing to prevent it

from printing the word "Mother" in small and
obs<ure type and tlie word "Goose" in tM)ld tvpe.

1 (Vol 2S9.

so that the word " Goose '" would be the feature of
the mark which would iinpre.ss itself upon the mind
of the purchaser.

This ca.se is one which falls clearly within a long

lino of decisions in the Federal courts. {Re HarbH
Importing Co.. 30 App. D. C. 297: Hutchinson v.

Covert, 51 Fed.. 832 ; Eagle White Lead Co. v. P/lugh,

180 Fed., 579; Kew Home Sewing Machine Co. v.

Hfoomingdalc, 50 Fed.. 284 ; Lever Bros. v. Pasfleld,

88 F'ed., 484; Chappell v. 8h^rd, 2 K. & J. 117;
W. A. Oaine» d Co. v. Tumer-TA>okev Co.. 204 Fed.,

553.) In Ganncrt v. Rupert (127 Fed.. 962) the

mark " Home Comfort " was held to infringe " Ck)m-
fort." though, as In the pre.sent case, the pictorial

features of the marks were entirely different both
as to subject-matter and to color. In tlie opinion

the court said :

This is a trade-mark case pure and simple. It is not t
case of unfair competition. It is founded on a tecbnloal,
common-law trade-mark.

In Carmcl Wine Co. v. Califomi<i Winery (38

App, D. C, 1) the mark of the applicant was an
oriental scene siiowing a vineyard and including a

herd of camels and two men l)earlng a grape, and
the opiKHient's mark was a picture of two men bear-

ing a bunch of grapes. The court, sustaining th«

opposition, said :

We think it Is apparent, without argument, that the two
marks are deceptively similar within the meaning of the
statute, it goes without saying that one hhn no right to
Incorporate the mark of another as an essential feature
of his mark. Such a practice would lead to no end of
confusion, and 'leprlve the own^r of n murk of the Just
protection which the law accords him.

In the present case, it appears that applicant has

a branch establishment in St. I.iOuls, the same city

iTi which opposer's business is located. In argument
it was st;ite<l, and not denie*!. that their respective

places of business are but two blocks distant from
each other. Applicant claims but one day's use of

tlie mark prior to filing its application for re^istra-

ti«»n. It alone could profit l)y confusion between
the mark.s. It can h.tve but one object in attempting

to secure registration of a mark so nearly re-

seml)ling that of its immediate competitor—namely,
to attract the trade from opposer's goods to it*

own by means of a trade-mark expressly condemned
by the statute, wlilch forbids the registration of

—

trade-marks which are identical with a registered or
known trademark owned and in use by another, and .np-
propriated to merchandise of the same descriptive prop-
ertles, or which so nearlv resembles a registered or known
trademark owned and in use by another, and approprl-
ntel to merchandise of the descriptive properties, as to
No. 3.1
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•>« 'flt^Jy to cause confusion or miHtake in the mind of the
rJJ..l""'„.°'"

^^ deceive purchasers. (Trade Mark Act of
9<)5, 33 StatH. L., 724, sec. 5.)

This court has repeate<lly .«»al(l that the whole
viK-nhnlnry. ns well as the Inventive ImaRlnntlon of
the niliHl. Is at the eomnaand of one selecting a trade-
mark for ills K'xxls. and no excu.se Is apparent for
the niloptlon of a mark closely approximating that
of an earlier user on the same cla.ss of goods. In-
dee<l. hut one conclusion can be drawn from such
conduct, and that is that the applicant Is attempting
through the color of law to obtain an. unfair advan-
tage over his competitor. We deem It our duty,
therefore. In all such cases to resolve the doubt In
favf>r of the prior user.

Th • (UhIsIoh of the Commissioner of Patents Is

afflrme*!. and the clerk Is directeil to certify these
pnM-ee<liriirs as by law required.

.\fflniie<l.

U. 8. Oircuit Court of Appeals—Second Oircnit.

Stahlbrodt Co. v. Ford Motor Co.

Decided November U, 1916,

238 Fed. Rep., 365.

PaT»\T8—I.VVINTIOX—WlND-(;UAHD FOB MOTOB VlHICLBS.
The Samuel relssup patent. No. 13.674, (original No.

879,195.) for a wind-guard for motor-yehlcles, Held
void for lark of invention in view of the prior art.

Appeal from the District Court of the United
States for the Western District of New York.

(For opinion below see 233 Fed., 678.)

STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This Is an appeal from a decree holding valid and
lnfrlnge<l claims 2, 3 and .5 of reissuetl Letters
Patent No. 13,574 grante<l to Henri Saul Samuel
June 10. 1913. These claims are as follows :

H««o;\.^"''\ *^fj;^/*''"
^''1>1<1«'8 consisting of a lower sU-tlonary and rigidly supported flat portion extendingtransversely of tiie vehloT.- and Inclined rearwardlv In

SIrfn? / .*° the steering wheel or handle, an upper trans-

R^ °!k ,^ portion adjustably and permanently hinged
^S-.nif i*''^^1?*""V°° "°'^ aflapted to be folded forwardly
fo^m«.n?«*iJ.n"^^*°^"

parallefism therewith, and means
^^laH ^!^*i°'°/ ^^f

portions In one of their positions ofrelative adjustment, said means being arranged laterally80 as to clear the parts when folded.
laieraiiy

3. In a wind shield for a motor or similar vehicle thecombination with the dash or front part of the vehicleof a lower member flxefi to the dash and extending In^ward y and upwardly to a level near that of the steeringwheel or handle, the rods D for maintaining the membe?n such flx.Hl and rigid position arranged rearwaTdlT ofthe member and connected thereto and to a rigid part ofthe vehlc-le, a second flat and rigid member having a per-manent hinged connection with the lower member kndextending vert cally upward from the lower member Infront of the drivers face and means arranged at the ends
of the members for adjusting the upper member relatively
to the lower member. ^

.^^Jj^ J\ '*''°wu*''ll'''^.. '"w''
"!.°*"'" "' "'mllar vehicles thecombination with the dash, of a lower flat member rigidly

fixed at Its front or lower edges to the upper edge of thedash and extending at an Inclination rearwardly and ud-wardly to a level near that of the steerlnir wheel or handle,the rods r> for maintaining the memt)er In such fixed andrigid position arranged rearwardly of the member andconnected thereto at its respective ends and to a rigid part
of the vehicle, a second flat and rigid member having apermanent hinged connection with the lower member toturn relatively thereto on an axis substantiallv coincident
with Its lower edge and with the upper edge of the lowermember said upper member normally extencllng upwardfrom the lower member In front of the driver's face butbeing adapted to fold forwar.lly against the lower memberand means arranged at ea<h end of the members for ad-
Justing the upper member relatively to the lower member
eiirh comprising interlocking devices connected to themembers respectively at points adjacent to their axis of
relative movement.
Mr. James Whittemore and Mr. Charles Neave for

the appellant.
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Mr. MelviUe Church and Mr. Frederic F. Church
for the appellee.

Before Coxe, W.\bd, and Uooers, Circuit Judges.

CoxE, Cir. J., (after stating the facts as above:)
The motor-car industry has developed so enor-

mously during the last fifteen years that we are apt
to regard the complete<l car of to-<lay as something
akin to the miraculous. The truth Is that the per-
fected structure Is due to the evolution of the art
by which changes were made and improvements
added as the necessity therefor developed. As speed
increa.sed. the demand for protection from the wind,
rain and dust became urgent. It require<l no in-
ventive genius to accomplish this result, at least In
a primitive manner. .\s to location, there could be
no dispute: the shield must be placeil in front of
the chauffeur and the other occupants of the car.
It must be transparent or the chauffeur cannot see
to steer. In other wonls, the moment the necessity
for a windshield was apparent the location, the
material and the dimensions bet^ame Instantly ob-
vious. No one possessed of ordinary Intelligence
would think of locating the shield except in front
of the person to be protected ; no one wouUl think
of con.structing It of other than transparent mate-
rial, making it high enough and broad enough to
protect the occupants of the car from wind and
rain. So too, when the shield became covered with
mist, obscuring the vision, of the chauffeur, It

required nothing but ordinary common sense to con-
struct the shield so that a view of the road ahead
could be afforded. This might be done by making
an observation part through the gla.ss or by divid-
ing the shield Into two parts so that the upper half
could be opened for a short distance, leaving a longl-
tudinal opening through which the road couhl be
•seen.

The extreme simplicity of the problem is so ob-
vious that we are unable to di.scover anything in
Samuel's contribution to the art which ari.^ to the
dignity of invention. Mounting the lower section
with an Inward slant was a perfectly natural and
obvious thing to do, but Samuel was not the first
to adopt it. I.4inche8ter use<l this .same con.struc-

'

tion In 1901. This Patent No. 25.121 is for a dash-
board which for the present purposes is sufliciently
described In the first claim which is as follows:

In self-propelled vehicles, dashboards consisting of alower portion hinged to the vehicle and an upper adjust
able portion substantially as described.

Lanchesters object was the same as that of Sam-
uel, viz., to provide protection from the wind and
rain In self-propelletl vehicles by means of a two-
part dashboard which can be adjuste<l to different
conditions of weather. The identity will be apparent
by comparing the above claim with Samuel's .««econd

claim. Kerr In 1906 received a patent for wind-
shields for self-propelled motor-vehicles having the
same object In view as Lanchester. These patents
and other constructions found In the record have the
.-^aine pmblem in view which Samuel sought to solve
and they did it in substantially the same way.

Lanchester's shield is quite different in appear-
ance from Samuel'.s. but it will be found on inspeo-
Ne. 3.)
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tlon that he had In view the same objects as Samuel

and that his structure has substantially every ele-

ment of the Samuel claims.

The decree is reversed with costs.

U. 8. Oircnit Oonrt of Appeals—Third Oircnit

N K I L L r t a I . r . K i N x E Y .

Decided January tS, 1917.

1. P.*T«KT»—lJ»y»NTiON

—

Combination or Old Elb-

MENTS.
In looking for invention in a combination of old ele-

ments the court is guided by the new and useful means

which the combination may afford or the new and useful

results which may be obtained from It.

2. SAUU VaLIDITT and iNraiNGEIiBNT

—

Oii^Wbll D«b-

BICK.

The Nelll patent. No. 983.886, for an oil-well derrick

of tubular metal, while not generic and for a combina-

tion of old elements, in view of its novel and useful

Qualities of simplicity, portability, durability, and econ-

omy, all of which have been recognised in the art in a

marked degree, discloses patentable Invention ; also

Held lnfrlnge<l.

8. 8a1I» INVINTION UTILITT OF DEVICI.

While a mere summation of points of merit does not

constitute Invention, their presence In a markedly in-

creased measure cannot be overlooked in estimating the

utility of a device and in determining whether It pro-

duces new and useful results within the principle upon

which patents are granted.

Appk.\i. from the District Court of the United

States for the Western District of Pennsylvania;

Charles P. Orr. Judge.

Mr. Frederick W. Winter for the appellant.s.

Messrs. Kay, Totten d Powell (Mr. Robert D.

Totten of counsel ) for the appellee.

Before Buffington, McPhebson. and Woollet, Cir-

cuit Judges.

WooLUCT. Cir. J.:

This Is an action for infringement of Letters Pat-

ent No. 933.386. for an oil-well derrick. Claim 1,

being the only claim in issue, was held invalid by

the district court for want of patentable invention.

The case comes before us on this single Issue, in-

fringement being found If the patent is valid. The

claim fairly descril)es the Invention, and Is for a

combination containing the elements we have num-

bere<l. It Is as follows :

1. A metal oil well derrick or tower, comprising (1)

tubular leg sections, (2) clamping sockets uniting the
ends of adja<'ent leg sections and (3) provided with two
sets of perforated ears or flanges located substantially 90
degrees apart and each providing three perforations ar-

range^l in vertical relation to each other, and (4) tubular

flrts and braces provldp<l with flattened perforated ends,

B) a girt t>elng bolted to the Intermediate perforation in

each set of the ears or flanges, and (6) a brace bolted to
the upper and lower perforations of each set of ears or
flanges.

.Ml these elements (with the possible exception

of the one nuinlM're*! 3) are old In the art. We are

therefore confronted with the question whether this

claim presents a combination involving Invention or

is a mere aggregation of old elements skilfully ar-

ranged.

Drilling-rigs, use*! in the drilling of oil-wells, have

made a great advance from a primitive beginning

Into an art highly dev«Moped and conspicuous for

the resf»urcefulnesR of its operatives the patentee en-
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tered. and in combining what was already there, he

raises a very close question as to whether the struc-

ture of his patent is the urtnluct of his own mind or

of the minds of£.others. and whether he has made a

contribution to the art so original and substantial

Hs to amount to a step in advance, for which he is

entitled to the reward of a patent. The determina-

tion of this question has requlre<l a consideration

of the art, its problems and accomplishments, to an

extent not disclosed by the very brief outline that

follows.

Exploration for petroleum and natural gas has

always been conducted by drilling bore-holes. In

drilling bore-holes there are two fundamental op-

erations—drilling and hol.stliip—and the character

of these operations, considered with reference to the

purpose for which they are conducted, the region of

the undertaking, geological conditions, economy of

con.struction and of operation and maintenance

after completion, determines the character of drill-

ing me<hanism and structures.

The record date of the art of drilling wells Is

January 15, 1808, and the original rig, used in drill-

ing for salt, was known as the spring-pole and tri-

IxhI. This rig consisted simply of a wooden walk-

ing-beam or .spring-pole mounted on a forked stick,

suggestive of an old-fashioned well-sweep, with Its

stationary end weightetl by a stone. To the upper

or spring end of the pole was attache<l a rope, and to

the lower end of the rope was connecte<l a crude

drilling Instrument. This was lowered into tubing

consl.-^tlng of two strips of wood whittled in half-

tubes and wrappeil with twine. The operation was

performeil by manually springing the elastic pole

up and down, causing the tool at the end of the rope

to descend with force, ascend and descend again.

Here was a combination of drilling mechanism and

drilling structure, and. primitive as it was. It con-

taineil the essential features of all subsequent de-

velopment in deep-well drilling, and was adopted as

the best the art afforded when the oil and gas indus-

try started with a rush In 18.'>9.

The spring-pole and trlp«xl pflnciple. in which the

structure and means of operation are Inseparably

combined, was pursued with varletl mo<liflcatlon8

for years, until In the evolution of the art. drilling

mechanism became a thing apart from the support-

ing and hoisting structure which carrle<l It. and the

two became separate arts, or certainly distinct

branches of the same art. We are concerned in

this suit not with drilling mechanism In the sense

of power and means of applying it, but with struc-

tures in which the drilling means is housed and the

drilling operation conducted.

Considered with respect to Its characteristic as a

structure, the spring-pole and tripod was followed

by the square-rigged braced woo<len derrick or hoist-

ing-tower of familiar appearance. The very early

oil-well derricks of this type were made of poles cut

from nearby forests and crudely framed together.

Their subsequent modification was brought about by

the requirement for lncrciise<l strength and height,

and consisted chiefly in a change from rough tim-

bers put together by inexperienced hands to sawed

No. 8.1
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^nmber framef! by skille^l carpenters. The«e der-
ricks were high and narrow, and stood upon com-
paratlrely narrow bases. They were subjected to
severe lateral strain from wind and to a compres-
sion strain that in certain operations of hoisting was
tremendous. While the problem of meeting these
strains was In a measure solved by triangularly
stiffening the structure with braces and jcirts. the
problem of wind-strain had not been completely
solved at the time of the invention In suit, but had
lndee<l been somewhat intensifle<l by the substitu-
tion of planks for bare timber poles.

The first derricks were made of wood, beoatise
of the abundant supply and low cost of material
when operating in wooded districts. Rut operations
were at times conducted where wood was not at
hand and was to be had only at high cost. The ad-
vantage of cheap material for wooden derricks was
offset by the high cost of skillwl labor required In
constructing them and by the very considerable loss
of lumber In taking them down by the customary
method of toppling them over. Wooden derrlck««
were also liable to destruction by fire, and In regions
of large operations were blown <\o%vn by hun<lreds In
heavy windstorms.

The uncertainty of oil-flow and the movement of
operations from one field to another made economy
in the construction, removal, and new construction
a factor In the industry; hence Inventors turned
their thoughts to the art and Invented derricks of
many tj-pes. seeking always a structure made of
cheap, strong and durable material, adapted to be
moved from place to place and to be used in timber-
less regions, and so designo<l as to permit the ready
assembling and disassembling of parts at low cost
and with little damage. Thus portable and semi-
portable drilling-rigs came into use. But it was
soon found that portable rigs could not economicallv
be made of wood because of its destructiblllty so
different tj-pes of metal and semlmetal derricks
came into the field, earh bringing its own peculiar
merits and defects.

The first metal derricks were of structural steel
in angle-Iron parts. Their advantage over wood
consisted in saving the whole structure upon re-
moval

:
but their disadvantage lay in their weight

and in their greater material and labor cost They
were In a .sense vertically erected bridges and onlVmen .somewhat .skilled in the art of brldge-bulldlng
could erect them.

The next step In metal derricks was in pipe or
tubular construction, the particular field of the
patent In suit. Pipe con.structlon had advantages
over angle-iron construction, but Its peculiar defect
was weakness at the joints at which the leg-sec-
tions or uprights met and from which the girts and
braces radiateil. The joints held a real problem
This problem was attacked by all patentees whose
inventions are citetl as anticipations to the patent
in suit, and it may safely be said was solved by
none of tliem.

These patents were offered to show the state of
the prior art. and were all the testimony produced

[Vol. tM.

by the defendant. From these patents, a very brief
analysis of which is given in the margin.* It Is fair
to say that Nelll. the patentee, mav have gotten the
most of his idea*. He may have gotten from Snow
(No. 493.680) the Idea of a metal derrick and
from Shannon (No. 8764143). Hyde (No. 331714)
and Gates (No. 411.432) the idea of a tubular metal
derrick. Wilson (No. 566.3W) and Caldwell (No.
487.902) may have su^jgeste^l a socket without a
clamp, and Bullock (No. 407.993) a socket with a
clamp, and all ext-epting Snow may have shown the
uses of girts, braces and sectional legs. While the
disclosures of these prior patents may In one way
or another have contributetl elemental ideas to
-Neiirs complete conception, they do not when ag-
?regate<l .lisclose the .Neill structure, nor <ll,l they
suggest to others Uie poBsibillty of his subsequent
comblnnti.Mi. It is not po«8lble to combine any two
of thtir elements an<l province his structure n )r is It
possible to pn.du<e it by combining all. unless they
be substjuitially uwHlifiP,!, and a new element (»f—

arranjred In verUcal reliUon t5 each oUierlT
P»'^'o™«o°«

for girt and brace uttachment. be ud.leil. Though
elements of prior-art patents are .separately found
in nH>,Hfle<l form in the Nelll structure, these ele-
ments as combinwl by Neill resemble nothing before
combineil in the art. and. In our opinion, do not
constitute a nticipatioas of the Nelll patent

actually to hav.- b*^ iiIo.i hr. ,k * T^'' ^ "PP**"

In the Hyde patent. No. 331,714 ther* ar* n.iti....

•embUnce In the mechanlgm of thiTstructurrto that ^

n.in^*m.°HJ P**'^°*'.
^"i

*»»3.660. shows a tower for wind-^ .". iU^;uSS:h!T.nJ.?anTti^^^^^^^ 1^Z
tnelSl f"4''^cTa^^pPnV"Se^ct.?n^. tf ^fp^r^^hft:>,fr V.-l^Vn

b? turnbucwi fere' ir» ttached. an.l are adjusted
was ever u!:i7-

'^"'^ '" "^^ erld«ice that thU device

tmJk^ ?*^''\P"J*V- ^'o- ••11 •'32. shown an Iron tower fortanks In which the corner posts are pipes of on7 nll^from bottom to top, but Rays that th# ^^i^m., k ^ S*

be entirely lnipr»rtlc«ble for oil well une No nrohU^
T^e**. 'n'l? 'l

*"«'f-''te<1 or «lTe,l In th"rpat?nt
"^ "

The Mnllork patent. .No. 407.993, shows a slotted sleer*for connecting tubular sections. It Is a socket In ft^a clamp Joint socket, but Its arrangement m such that th^

.'^^fiK^""*^ *.? ^L" ^^^*^ ^^^ problem of Joining sect lonaJ

onlgrlj."
»'«^'*"^t«' "1 <flagonal gir^s an/ braciS^n

The Hyde patent. No. 338,668. shows a method ofafof-/ tlVVnd";'nd«'fo-rm'rnV'.V .f^^^^A
S!.1ei°teil^f ^L; ^nU; .n^^U^^.'^p^odl^"'^ n^l£^^^^^he did not Imolnge upon whMt?verTnveSion Hyde VaVhave made. Tb«^e are all the patent. clt«Hl ^ ^
Ho. S.I

Though not invalid because anticipated by the art

from which its eleinetits were taken, we approach

the question whether the jmtent Is Invalid for lack

of inventhm In combining those elements. The Pat-

ent Office found and the district court denied inven-

tion ui)on precisely the same patent references. As
these opjKjsite findings raise a doubt as to Invention,

we address <»ur inquiry to those considerations

which the courts have said turn the scale in such

cases. {Smith v. Goodyear Dental Vulcanite Co., 93

U. S.. 486 ; 23 L. Ed.. 952.

)

The district court held the patent invalid upon Its

finding that the claim of the patent does not disclose

a single element not found in tl»e prior art, and that

the ciunbinatlon of elements does not produce a new
or better result than oilier derricks in the art, with

the possible exception of greater durability.

(1, 2) In looking for invention In a combination
of old elemeiits. we are guided by the new and use-

ful m<>anH which the combination may affonl or the

new and useful results which may be obtained from
it. The novelty- and utility of the patent t>oth in

means and results, nre so closely relateil in the tes-

timony that we shall consider them together. There
is no question that the old elements of the patent,

when combined, make a new structure; nor is there

question that they produce new results. The ques-

tion Is whether the novelty of structure Is pat-

entable novelty. In that new results are produced
by employing oUl means in a new way. It is difli-

cult to find Invention in the structure from new
functions separately performe<l by the old elements,

be^'au.se alone each performs very much Its old func-

tion, but collectively they perform a new function

by pro<lucing new and better results than before

produced either separately or In combination.

Therefore, the patentable novelty of the Invention

mu.st be determined not alone by the novelty of its

means, which includes marke<l simplicity of con-

struction and the solution of the problem of weak
Joints in tubular derricks, but by the number and
measure of Its new uses and Improved results, the

principal of which are simplicity and economy In

construction, operation and transportation, all

promptly recognised and extensively adopted by the
art.

The derrick of the patent is singularly simple. It

Is excelled In that regard by no other derrick shown
In the testimony. Its simplicity is its chief claim to

excellence, though it was Its undoing in the court

below. In design it is simpler than a child's Mec-
cano, and In assembling and putting together Its

parts, less thought is required than In putting to-

gether that toy. The parts are so forme<l In shape
and size that they fit only their proper places and
cannot be put together wrong. In this resjiect they
are fool-proof. They may be assorted and put In

place entirely by un.skilled labor with the aid of no
other tool than a wrench. The sections are so ar-
ranged In dimension that as the structure rlsea It

may be use<l as its own scaffolding. The clamp-
sockets fit only the places Intended for them, and to
the clamp-sockets are connected the girts and braces
In the only places In which they can be fastened.

[oi. ns.

the teiKion of all parts l)eiug estimated and per-

fected in the shop, thereby dispensing with me-
clianlcal adjustment or manipulation In the field.

The structure may l)e disassembletl as readily aa
as.sembled, again acting as its own scaffolding. It

may be transported at lower cost because of its

lesser weight and without the damage usual to

threaded and delicate parts of other metal designs.

The derrick of the patent, though lighter, is

stronger than any shown in the art. and though not

presenting the first clamp-joint 8«xket it employs
one that disposes of the problem of weak Joints in

tubular structures. The structure is more durable
in service and transportation, thereby appreciably
reducing loss by damage and decreasing cost of
labor in those operations, which have always been
Important economical considerations in the use of

derricks. With the derrick of the patent it is tes-

tified that the only loss customarily occurring is the

loss of nuts and bolts. The saving in labor cost is

effected and measure*! by the substitution of com-
mon labor for skilled labor. While its original cost

is greater than that of a wooden derrick, yet be-

cause of its durability and economy in handling, its

cost is less in the end. Its capacity to stand lateral

wind-pressure is an important element of economy,
one witness testifying that out of 1.000 wooden rigs

he had seen as many as 200 blown down in one
storm, while he had never had a Nelll derrick blown
down.

Its novelty and utility in structure and results

have commanded a prompt and extensive recognition

by the art, one witness testifying that his oil com-
pany abandoned the use of all wofKlen and steel

derricks when the Neill derrick appeared, and now
uses 3,000 of them Another witness state<l that the

other steel derricks he had seen in use were alx)ut

one per cent, of the number of Neill derricks. An-
other testlfietl that his oil company had in use seven
or eight angle-irou derricks and five or six hundred
Nelll derricks. Rig-builders test!fie<l to the rapidly
growing and expanding use of the Neill derricks

over other metal derricks: and the licensee showed
that It had furnished approximately one hundred
and sixty-five thousand damps (the central element
of the patent) for use upon Nelll derricks In all the

oil States of the couAtry. except California, and that
It had sold derricks to 200 customers widely dis-

tributed In East Indies. Russia. Austria, Gallcla,

Roumanla, Trinidad, and British Guinea.

(3) While the derrick of the patent, in view of
Its position In the art. Is not a pioneer, and while It

Is not a great invention, yet it has In combination
In a novel and useful way the qualities of simplicity,

portability, durability and economy. We are of
course aware that a mere summation of points of
merit does not constitute invention any more than
a mere aggregation of elements. Yet tlieir presence
in a markedly increased measure cannot be over-
looked In estimating the utility of a device and in

determining whether it produces new and useful
results within the principle upon which patents are
granted. These qualities do not separately appear
to the same extent In any derrick shown to have
No. 8.]
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existed before, and are not collectively found In any
derrick at nil. The recoj?nltion by the art of Its new
means and results, and the fact that the structure

of the patent has largely replaced many structures

of other designs, constitute persuasive evidence of

invention and are proper matters to be put In the

scale when Invention is in doubt. (Minerals Sepa-
ration Co. v. Hyde. 242 U. S., 261 ; 37 Sup. Ct.. 82

;

<K) L. Ed.. — ; Diamond Rubber Co. v. Consolidated

Tire Co., 220 U. S., 428 ; 31 Sup. Ct., 444 ; 55 L. Ed.,

627; Carnegie Steel Co. v. Cambria Iron Co., 185

U. S., 403, 429. 430 ; 22 Sup. Ct.. 698 ; 46 L. Ed., 968

;

The Barbed Wire Patent, 143 U. S., 275 ; 12 Sup. Ct,

443 ; 36 L. Ed., 154 ; Smith v. Goodyear Dental Vul-

canite Co.. 93 U. S., 486 ; 23 L. Ed., 952.

)

We are of opinion that invention Is shoMm and
that the first claim of the patent is valid.

Although the patentee has not made a generic in-

vention, he has nevertheless made a distinct advance

In the art, for which within its scope he is entitled

to protection from infringement. We are of opinion

that the structure of the defendant clearly infringes

the first claim of the patent in suit, and therefore

direct that the decree below be reversed.

ADJUDICATED PATEFTS.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Benthall patent. No.

890.401. for a peanut-stemming saw. Held void for

lack of Invention and also not infringed. National

Mach. Corp. v. Benthall Mach. Co., 241 Fed.
Rep., 72,

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Benthall patent. No.
890,401. for a peanut-stemming machine. Held void

for prior public use by another of a machine em-
bodying the same principles of operation. Vir-

ginia-Carolina Peanut Picker Co, v. Benthall Mach.
Co., 241 Fed. Rep., 89.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Daudelin patent. No.
737,714, for shuttle and shuttle-eye. Held not in-

fringed. Shamboio v. New Bedford Shuttle Co^
241 Fed. Rep.. 115.

(U.S. CCA.) The Ferguson and Benthall pat-

ent. No. 808,442, for a peanut-plclcing machine.
Held void for anticipation and also not infringed.

Virginia-Carolina Peanut Picker Co. v. Benthall
Mach. Co., 241 Fed. Rep., 89.

(U. S. C C. A.) The Ferguson and Benthall pat-

ent. No. 808.442, for a peanut-plcking machine.

Held void for lack of Invention and prior use and
ai.so not infringed. Debnam v. Benthall Mach. Co.,

241 Fed. Rep., 103.

(U. S. C. C A. ) The Hobson patent. No. 642.600.

for a process of treating tobacco to flavor the same.

Held not infringed. Hob$on v. Imperial Tobacco
Co. of Great Britain d Ireland. 241 Fed. Rep., 126.

I

(U. S. D. C) The Hornby patent. No. 1,079.245.

]
for a mechanical building toy, Held infringed on

i motion for prellmlnar>- injunction. Meccano, Um-
I

ited, v. John Wanamaker, New York, 241 Fed. R^.,
i

J3.3.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Jones patent. No. 908,271,
for a peanut-stemming machine. Held void for an-
ticipation. National Mach. Corp. v. Benthall Mach.
Co., 241 Fed. Rep., 72.

( U. S. C C. A. ) The Kellar patent. No. 1.016,1.59,

for a gate for irrigation .systems. Held valid and
Infringed. Snotc v. Kellar-Thoma$on Co., 241 Fed.
Rep., 119.

(U. S. C. C A.) The Marks patent. No. 635.141.
for a process of reclaiming rubber from vulcanized
rubber waste. Held not Infringed. Philadelphia
Rubber Work* Co. v. Portage Rubber Co., 241 Fed.
Rep., 108.

Changes in Claasification.

(Oroh .No. 2.327.)

DIP.UITMBNT or TH« I.NT«HIOR,

U.viTiD .STAT18 Pate.nt Omcs,
Washinffton, D. C, June i. an.

The foilowiog change In the clasilflratlon of iDTentloaa
la hereby directed, to take effect lmme«11ately :

In claas 29, Metal Working. (Division XIII.) esUbilak
the following subclass and deflnltion :

BLankj and proceta«a

—

Korrult^s, rings, and thimblea

—

15«.l. Packing rings.

166.1. BUnka and proceaaea, Ferrulea, rings, and thim-
bles. I'acklnjf rings. For the production of piston
or other metallic rlng« adapted In uae to prevent
the escape of confined gases or other fluids.

The patents contained In this subclass have been taken
from Class 29. Metal Working, subclasses 148, Blanks and
processes, and 156. Blanks and processes. Ferrules, rings,
and thimbles.

THOMAS KWING,
Commi*9ion«r.

Changes in ClaMification,

lOaosK No. 2,330.)

DaPARTMS.NT or THB I.NTBBIOK,

U.MTtD Statbs Patb.vt OmcB,
Wtuhington, D. C, June U, t>n.

The following changes in the daaslflcstlon of Inventions
are hereby directed, to Uke effect Immediately :

In class 78, Measuring Instruments, (Dlvlalon XXXVI.)
eatabllah subclasses

—

185. Prsssars derlratlrea

—

186. Mean effective pressure,
187. Work and power.

The patents contained In these subclasses have been
taken from class 73, Measuring Instruments, lubclsss 16.

Dynamometers, abolished in order No. 2.811

THOMAS EWINO.
Coii»«U«tioner.
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Tsui. m

application will be held to he abandoned, as set forth In
-ule 171.

AmeudmeDts to Rules of Fractic^
(Obdbb No. 2.831.)

Acting ander the provisions of section 483 of the Re-

vised Statutes and with the approval of the Secretary of

the Interior, Rule 77 of the Rules of Practice in the Pat-
ent OflSce Im amended by adding thereto the following
paragraph :

" Whenever, during a time when the United States is at
war, publication of an Invention by the granting of a pat-
ent might, in the opinion of the CommTasioner, be detri-
mental to the public .safety or defense or might assist the
enemy or endanger the successful uruHecution of the war,
he may suspend action on the application therefor."

•0 that the rule as amendeil will read as follows:
" 77. If sn applicant neglect to prosecute his applica-

tion for one year after the date when the last oflSclal

notice of any action by the office was mailed to him, the

gs
" Suspensions will only be granted for Kood and suffi-

cient cause, and for a reasonalHe time specified. t)nly one
suspension may be granted hy the Primary Examiner ; any
further suspension must be approved by the Commissioner.

" Whenever action upon an application la suspended
upon request of an applicant, and whenever an applicant
has been called upon to put bis appllcatlun In condltTon for
Interference, the period of one year running against the
application shall be considered as beginning at tne date of
the last ofT1( lal action pre<e<llng »u< h actions

•• Whenever, during a time when the United States Is at
war, publication of an invention by the granting of a pat-
ent might, In the opinion of the ComniTssloner, i)e detrl-
mentsl to the public safety or defense or might assist the
enemy or endanger the successful prosecution of the war.
kc may suspend a' tlon on the application therefor."

THOMAS EWINO.
Commiationer.

Adveree Decisions in Interference.

Patint No. 1.179,293.

On May 21, 1917, a decision was rendered that Frank
L. Dodgson was. not the first Inventor of the subject-
matter covered by claims 1. 2, 3, 4, and 5 of his Patent
No. 1,179.293, subject, " .Selective relay," and no appeal
having been taken within the time allowed aucb decision
has become final.

Changes in Olagsiflcation.

(Ordbr No. 2,332.)

Dbpabtubnt or thb Intbbiob,
United States Patent Omca,

Washington, D C, June 20, W/7.
The following change in the classification of inventions

Is hereby directed, to take effect immediately :

In class 84, Music, (Division V.) abolish subclass

—

Piaa»—
Cuses

—

148. Lid-propg.

The patents formerly contained In this subclass have
been placed in class 217, Wooden Receptacles, subclasses
57. Boxes, Closures. Hinged ; W, Boxes, Closures. Hinged.
Supports, and 61, Boxes, Closures, Hinged, Supports, De-
tachable.

THOMAS BWING,
Oommistioner.

Interference Notices.

Department or the Interior.
United States Patent OrriCE,

Washington, D. C, June 16, 1917.

John L. Rodgera d Co., their a»»ign$ or legal repretenta-
Uvea, take notice:
An interference having l>een declared by this Office

between the application of Everett, Augbenbaugh & Co..
of Waseca, MIqd., for rpglstratlon of a trade-mark ana
trade-mark registered August 25, 1891. No. 20,075. to
John L. Kodgers A Co.. of 218 Spears' Wharf. Baltimore,
Md.. and a notice of such declaration sent by registered
niall to said John L. Rodgers & Co. at the said address
having been returned by the post-office undellverable,
notice Is hereby given that unless said .John L. Kodgers
&. Co., their assigns or legal representatives, aball enter
an appearance therelB within tnlrty days from the first
publication of this order the Interference will be pro-
ceeded with as in case of default.

This notice will be published in the OmciAL Oaxettb
for three consecutive weeks.

R. F. WHITEHEAD,
Firat Aaaiatant Commiaaioner.

Amendments.

In order to Insure the prompt delivery of amendments to
the proper examining division, applicants are requested in
their actions on applications to give the division number
and the room number appearing on the last Office letter, as
well as the date of such letter.
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APPLICATIONS UNDER EXAMINATION,

Condition at CUm oj Butinua June ti, 1917.

1
su

128

175

234

1«7
318

313
131

142
235
164

334
339

Divisions tod subjects of Invuitiao.

01d«st new tppli-
OktioQ and wd-
Mt action by ap-
plicaot awaiting
office actioD.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

0.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

13.

13.

^ TyJS ^nt^^^J'KeS***''
^"™'" "** ^*^"= ^^°^- ^'^^^'^ °**"= ^o**'" ^^ Planters:

Bee Culture; Curtains Shades, and Screens; Dairy; Label Pasting and Paper Han^in*- Paner PilMand Binders, Me-lirines; Pneumatics; Presses; fents. CanopiesAmbreluS^and^SfiT^IcS
V^^L^L7T^rT. ^'^^^'^' ^'^""'^ ^"'^ Rheostats; feleotrochei^rv; HMtlng^S^tal-Founding; Metallurgical Apparatus; Metallurgy; Plastic Metal Working ' °'""°«' "'^
.^I'/*^^n ?'**?^"' f'-'^^^^atins; Hoisting; LoeAint and l-'nloading; Pneumatic Dwpatch- Push-

n'°!vf!"*^^.^""^°«
Devu-«s. Hallway Mall Delivery; store^Sw^ioe; TrS-ersing Hoists^Bookbinding; Harvesters; Jewelry; Music *^

"o«w»-

Bleaching and l)yeing; Cherai(^ls; Kxpiosives; FertllUerai Liquid C^tlnit CompoeltloiM' PlitlcCompositions; Preserving; .Jubstanc>e Preparation.
v^kuiB ^ompoBiuons, rtmuc

niV^r^K^f'
-^gpliJ^'-es. Clutches; Games and Toys; Motors; OpUcs; Velocipedes. F*b 7

^ture^'suppJm
securing Devices; furniture; Kitchen and Tkble Articles; StOf^' Furl Feb! 15

ci^'Sei'^dw"^^'^*^™"^'''
Motors: Motors, Fluid; Motors, Fluid-Current; Pumpe Feb. 6

Boot and Shoe Making; Boots, Shoes, and Leggino-'ButtonVEyetotVand Rivet Sett^ Aw 30

jJr^i^n
Manufa-tures; Sailing and ?Hap!inT?^g Devlcei; X^bft^d WWp A^SStii '

^
Journal- Bo.tes, Pulleys, and Shafting: Ma<hlne Elements

vv<^*'.um.

!
N«w.
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rwltch springs controlled by the operation of the actuat-
ing mechanism adapted to open the circuit of the operating
mechanism bjr Its operation, such springs adapted to retain
the operating mechanism in its actuated position.

[CUiims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,836. GLIDER FOR FURNITURE-LEGS. Adolps
Ball«nbbho, New York, N. Y. Filed Oct. 14, 1915.
Serial No. 55,775. <Cl. 155—33.)

1. A gliding attachment for an angular I«g of an article
of furniture, said attachment b<>lDg formed from sheet
metal and consisting of a bottom plate appruxlmatelj tri-

angular in form and proTlded at one side edge with an
upwardly directed plate having a top portion which flts in

the angle of the leg and at the other side edge portions
thereof with upwardly directed spring clamping members
which engage the outer surfaces of side portions of the leg
and which are provided at the bottom thereof with out-

wardly directed transverse bends or beads, said bottom
plate being also provided with a central convex bearing.

2. A gliding attachment for use in connection with an
angular support, said attacbmeot being formed from sheet
metal and consisting of a bottom plate on which the
support rests, an<I a back plate extending upwardly from
the bottom plate and being provided with a top plate which
fits transversely In the anjtle of the support, said bottom
plate being provldwl with upwardly directed spring clamp
members which engage the outer surface of the sides of
the support, and said bottom plate being also provided
with a convex bearing member.

t. A device of the clans descrlbeil adapted to be uaed
In connection with an angular support, said device being
formed from sheet metal and consisting of a bottom plate
oa which the support rests, a back plate and a top plate.

said bottom plate being also provided with upwardly di-
rected spring clamping members which engage the outer
surfaces of the sides of the ><upport. the bottom plate being
provided with a convex bearli\|; member and said top and
bottom plates being provided with apertures.

1^0,837. CIRCULAR-KNITTING MACHINE. William
T. Babbatt. Benniogtoo, Vt^ assignor to Charles S.

Kelu>«, Annie Cooper, and Alexander J. Cooper, execu-
tors of Charles Cooper, deceased. Bj-nnington, Vt. Orig-

inal application filed Feb. 11, 1916, Serial No. 77.782.

Divided and this appUcatioa filed July 24, 1916. Se-

rial No. 110.829. (CI. 66—27.)

>» e

1. A knitting machine having, !n romblnatloo, a needle

carrier with needles thereon, a bed plate upon which nld

needle carrier is rotatably mounted, a standard adjust-

j

ably mounted on said bed plate, a rocker frame pivoted
to said standard, a sinker wheel equipped with sinker
blades joumaled to rotate upon said rocker frame and ee-
ceatric to tke axis thereof and yielding means fast to
asld standard adapte<l to hold said rocker frnme In posi-
tion and prevent the same from rotating while said
sinker blade* are in operative engagement with said
needles, whereby said sinker wheel, rocker frame and
yielding means may be simultaneously adjusted relatively
to said needle carrier.

J. A knitting machine having. In combination, a needle
carrier with needles thereon, a bed plate upon which said
needle carrier Is rotatably mounted, a standard adjust-
ably mounted on said bed plate, a rocker frame pivoted
to said sUndard, a sinker wheel equipped with sinker
blades Journaled to rotate upon said rocker frame and
eccentric to the axis thereof and yielding means fast to
said standard adapted to hold said rocker frame in poal-
tlon and prevent the same from routing while aald sinker
blades are in operative engagement with aald needlea,
said yielding means also adapted to hold said rocker
frame in position with said sinker bladea out of engage-
ment with said needles, whereby said sinker wheel, rocker
frame and yielding means may be aimultaneonsly adjusted
relatively to said needle carrier.

3. A knitting machine having. In combination, a needle
carrier with needlea thereon, a bed plate upon which said
needle carrier is rotatably mounted, a standard adjust-
ably mounted on said bed plate, a rocker frame pivoted on
said standard, a sinker wheel equipped with sinker bladea
Journaled to rotate upon said rocker frame and eccentric
to the axis thereof, an arm on said rocker frame, a atop
and a flat spring on said standard, said spring being bent
at its free end and adapted to bear against said arm upon
opposite aides thereof alternately, whereby" said arm may
be held against said stop or out of contact therewith,
whereby aald sinker wheel, rocker frame and xpring may
be simultaneously adjusted relatively to said needle car-
rier.

4. A knitting machine having. In combination, a needle
carrier with needles thereon, a bed plate upon which said
needle carrier is rotaubly mounted, a standard adjust
ably mounted on said bed plate, a rocker frame, pivoted
on aald standard, a striker wheel equipped with sinker
blades Journaled to rotate upon said rocker frame and
eccentric to the axis thereof, an arm on said rocker frame,
a stop and a U-shaped fiat spring, one leg of said U fas-
tened to said sUndard, the other leg of said U being bent
at Its free end and adapted to bear against aald arm upon
opposite sides thereof alternately, whereby said frame
may be held against said stop or out of contact therewith,
whereby said sinker wheel, rocker frame and U-shaped
flat spring may be simultaneously adjusted relatively to
said needle carrier.

5. A knitting machine having. In combination, a needle
carrier with needles thereon, a bed plate upon which aald
needle carrier Is rotatably mounted, a standard adjust-
ably moanted on said bed plate, a rocker frame pivoted
on said standard, a sinker wheel equipped with alnker
blades Journaled to rotate upon said rocker frame and ec-

centric to the axis thereof, an arm on said rocker frame,
a stop, a U shaped flat spring, one leg of said U fastened
to said standard, the other leg of said U being bent at
Its free ead and adapted to bear against said arm upon
opposite sides thereof alternately, wheretiy said frame
may be held against said stop or out of contact therewith,
and a stationary stop arranged to engage the l4iae of aald
U-shaped spring, whereby said sinker wheel, rocker frame,
stop and U shaped fiat spring may be simultaneoualy ad-
justed relatively to said needle carrier.

1.J80.8S8. FREIGHT - TRANSPORTER. Ivan Akklst
Batlbt, North Sydn^-y. Nova Scotia. Canada. Filed
Aug. 11. 1916. Serial No. 114.."?53. (CI. »— 15.)

1. In a freight transporter, the combination of a plu-
rality of loDgttndlnally extending series of vertical rods.
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a plurality of longitudinally extending series of horizon-

tal roda, rods of said first mentioned series being secured

to rods of said second mentioned series, a plurullty of lon-

gitudinally extending rods constituting transversely ex-

tending series and vertically extending aeries and secured

to rods of the two first mentioned aeries, the longitudi-

nally extending series of vertical rods and the longitudi-

nally extending series of horizontal rods forming longl-

tadlnal apaces for timber or other freight.

2. In a freight transporter, the combination of a plu-

rality of longitudinally extending series of vertical rods,

a plurality of longitudinally extending series 6f horizon-

tal rods, rods of said first mentioned series being secured

to rods of said second mentioned series, a plurality of

longitudinally extending rods constituting transversely

extending series and vertically extending series and se-

cured to rods of the two first mentioned serlee, and a

eriea of encircling rods, the longitudinally extending

erles of vertical rods and the longitudinally extending

series of horizontal rods forming longitudinal spaces for

timber or other freight.

8. In a freight transporter, the combination of a plu-

rality of longitudinally extending serle.** of vertical rods,

a plurality of longitudinally extending series of horizon-

tal rods, rods of said flrst mentioned series being secured

to rods of said second mentioned series, a plurality of

longitudinally extending rods constituting traniveraely

extending series and vertically extending serlea and se-

cured to rods of the two first mentioned series, and a

eriea of encircling roda, the longitudinally extending

aeries of vertical rods and the longitudinally extending

aeries of horizontal rods and the encircling roda forming

longitudinal spaces for timber or other freight.

4. In a freight transporter, the combination of a plu-

rality of longitudinally extending series of vertical rods,

a plurality of longitudinally extending series of horizon-

tal roda, rods of said first mentioned series being secured

to roda of aald second mentioned series, a plurality of

longitudinally extending rods constituting transversely

extending series and vertically extending sertea and ae-

mred to rods of the two first mentioned series, and rods

lying In a substantially vertical plane and dlspoaed at an
angle to the vertical rods and secured thereto, and longi-

tudinally extending series of vertical rods and the longi-

tudinally extending series of horizontal rods forming lon-

gitudinal spaces for timber or other freight.

5. In a freight transporter, the combination of a plu-

rality of longitudinally extending series of vertical rods,

a plurality of longitudinally extending series of horizon-

tal roda. roda of said first mentioned series being secured

to rods of said second mentioned series, a plurality of

longitudinally extending rods constituting transversely

extending series and vertically extending series and se-

cured to rods of the two first mentioned series, the lon-

gitudinally extending series of vertical rods and the Ion

gitudlnally extending series of horizontal rods forming
longitudinal spaces for timber or other freight, some of

the longitudinally extending rods having means for se-

curing hawsers thereto.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

^1,280.839. TRUCK. Victob E. Beaole. Blnghamton,
N. Y. Filed June 10, 1916. Sertal No. 102,925. (CI.

21—65.)
1. An adjustable wheel mounting for trucks of the

character described comprising a body element construct-

ed for slidable engagement upon a truck side frame, an
upstanding arm carried thereby, a vertically alldable

bracket carried thereby, means for securing the bracket

adjnatably thereon, and a supporting wheel carried by

tkt aaid mounting.

2. In a truck of the character described a wheeled
frame having a wheel element at the forward part, said
frame Including longitudinal side members, wheel mount-
ings slidably engaged therewith each comprising a body
element, an upsUndlng arm thereon ; a vertically adjust-
able bracket thereon, a transverse removable load sup-
port engaged with the brackets, and a supporting wheel
carried by each wheel mounting.

-^Ulf^r >^---i^°°
JJ- £i>

3. An adjustable wheel mounting for aide members of

truck frames comprising a body element, leg elements
carried thereby having tapered transverse openings there-

through, a hollow abaft engaged through the openings,

cone* secured upon the shaft engaged snugly in aald open-

ings, and a revoluble wheel mounted upon the shaft be-

tween the legs.

4. In a truck of the character described, a frame Includ-

ing side elements, a longitudinally adjustable supporting
wheel mounting on each, including an axle mounting, a
hollow axle shaft carried thereby, and a revolulile support-
ing wheel mounted upon the shaft, and a transverse remov-
able load sapport slidable In the hollow ahafta.

5. In a truck of the character de!«crlbed a wheeled
frame having a wheel element at the forward part said

frame including longitudinal side members, wheel mount-
ings slidably engaged therewith each compriaing a body
element, an upstanding arm thereon, a vertically adjust-

able bracket thereon, a transverse removable load sup-

port engaged with the brackets, means to secure said

transrerse support at eacJi end on respcetlve wheel
nwuBtlngB, and a supporting wheel carried by each said

mounting.

IClalB 6 not printed in t^ Gazette.]

1,230.840. MKANS FOR FACILITATING STARTING
OF GAS-ENGINES. C^arx.eb U. Bblknap, Brooklyn,
N. T. FUed Mar. 10, 1916. Serial No. 88,263. (CI.

219—89.)

1. In an explosion engine the combination with the nlr

intake pipe of a carbureter, of a heating device composed
of a shell, diaphragms of Insulating material within the
shell, colls constituting heating elements of an electric

heater arranged upon the surfacea of the diaphragms and
a source of electric energy.

'2. In an explosion engine the combination with the air
intake pipe of a carbureter, of a heating device acting
upon the air consisting of a shell, mica diaphragms ar-

ranged in staggered relation within the shell, coils of

wire constituting the elements of an electric heating de-

vice arranged upon the surfaces of tiie diaphragms so
that the air In passing through the de\-iee moat pursue a

tortuons course over the colls, a source of electric energy,
and means for connecting tt>e shell find the pipe.
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6. The combination, with the alr-lntake pipe of a car- |

boreter, of an electric heater for the air ; a motor-car. a
door therefor, a switch for cutting out the heater, and a
connection between the door and the switch causing the
opening of the door to operate the switch.

7. As a new article of manufacture, an electric heater
for the alr-lntake pipe of a carbureter, comprising a shell,
diaphragms within the shell, colls upon the dlaphragmi*
the diaphragms being In staggered relation to one another,
and means for connecting the shell In the Intake-pipe.

[Claims 3, 4, and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

the surface to be treated, said cutter having the cutting
«lge of each tooth leading In the direction of routlon of
said cutter and having the leading face of each tooth re-
ceding, with respect to said direction of rotation from
the radius to the cutting edge, means for rolling said
cutter bodily over the surface to be treated, and means
for yieldingly holding said cutter In engagement with th«
surface to be treated.

1,230,841. MOWER-OILING SYSTEM. Bebt R. Besja-
Mi.v. Oak Park. 111., assignor to International Harvester
Company of New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey
Filed Jan. 17, 1916. Serial No. 72.510. (Cl. 184—6.)

1. In combination, a frame, a shaft thereon, a bearing
for said shaft, gearing connected to one end of said shaft,
a gear casing Inclosing said gearing and having an oil
Inlet therein, and means Integral with said bearing re-
ceiving oil from said Inlet and delivering the same to
said bearing.

2. In combination, a frame, a shaft carried thereon, a
bearing member for said shaft, gearing connected to said
shaft, a gear casing carried on said frame, a gear casing
cover, an oil cup threade.l In said cover, and a cortperat
Ing cup receiving oil from said first mentioned cup and
delivering the same to said shaft bearing.

3. In combination, a mower frame, a solid crank shaft
Journaled thereon, a crank on said shaft, a crank pin on
aaid crank, a pitman Journaled on said crank pin. and
means for supplying oil to the bearing surfaces of said
pitman from the rear end of said shaft.

4. In combination, a mower frame, a crank shaft Joor-
nale<l thereon, a crank on said shaft, a crank pin on said
crank, a pitman Journaled on said crank pin. and means
Ihcludlng a casing inclosing said shaft for supplying oil
to the bearing surfaces of said pitman and crank shaft
from the rear end of said shaft.

5. In combination, a frame, a shaft thereon, a bearing
for said shaft, a crank on said shaft, a crank pin on said
crank, a pitman Journaled on aaid pin. and means includ-
ing a casing Inclosing said shaft for supplying lubricant
from a single point to the bearing surfaces of said shaft
and pitman.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.842. TOOL FOR TRE.\TING STONE. CONCRETEAND OTHER MATERIALS. John O. Bmo. New York,
N. Y.. assignor to Rotary Power-Tool Company, Inc.!New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York. Filed
Mar. 13. 1915, Serial No. 14,101. Renewed June 3
1916. Serial No. 101.645. (Cl. 125—6.)
1. In a tool of the ctass described, a rotary toothed

cutter supported to be rotated by rolling engagement with
the surface to be treated, said cutter having the cutting
edge of each tooth leading in the direction of rotation of
•aid cutter and having the leading face of each tooth re-
ceding, with respect to said direction of rotation from
the radius to the cutting e<lge. and means for rolling said
cutter bodily over the surface to be treated.

2. In a tool of the class described, a rotary toothed
cutter supported to be rotated by rolling engagement with

3. In a tool of the class described, a rotary toothed
cutter supported for rotation by rolling engagement with
the surface to be treated, oald cutter having the body of
each tooth receding, with respect to the direction of ro
tatlon of the cutter, from the radius to the cutting edge
and a carrier automatically rolling said cutter bodily In
a closed path while maintaining the axis of the cutter Inone plane.

4. In a tool of the class described, a rotary toothed
cutter supported for rotation by rolling engagement with
the surface to be treated, said cutter having the body of
each tooth receding, with respect to the direction of ro-
utlon of the cutter, from the radius to the cutting edge,
a carrier automatically rolling said cutter bodily in •closed path while maintaining the axis of the cutter to
one plane, and a resilient mouth for said carrier pres.lng
said carrier outward transversely to said plane.

5. In a tool of the class descril)ed. a rotary toothed
cutter supporte<l for rotation by rolling engagement with
the surface to be treated, said cutter having the body of
each tooth receding, with respect to the direction of roU-
tlon of the cutter, from the radius to the cutting ed<cmeans for constantly pressing said cutter Into engagement
with the surface to be treated, and means for repeatedly
rolling said cutter bodily over said surface In the direc-
tion to effect the aforementioned rotation of said cutter

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.230.843. FOWI^DISINFECTANT APPARATUS Da-vid a Bian. Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 14. 1916. Serial
No. 125.613. (CT. ii»_i59 )

1. A lever, resilient means supporting the lever in pr*-
determined inltUl position, a perch on the lever, a spray-
ing device adjacent the perch for action upon a fowl
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when on the perch, a blowing device constructed to be

actuated by said lever, duct connections between the

blowing device and the spraying device, and oi>erative

connections between said lever and the blowing device,

whereby the weight of a fowl on the lever will operate

the blower for the purirases described.

3. In a device of the class descrU>ed. a lever, a perch

thereon, a vertically movable food support, located adja-

cent the perch, and operative connections between the le-

ver and the food support for upward movement of the

food support under downward movement of the lever.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.844. DEVICE FOR ARRESTING LIGHT-RAYS.
Fra.vk M. Blair and Fredbbic M. Black. Newark.
Ohio. Filed Feb. 27, 1917. Serial No. 151.328. (Cl.

240—48.4.)

1. A front glass for a projector comprising a transpar-
ent glass plate adapted to be mounted in front of the
source of light of a projector, said front glass having a
frosted glass tube formed integral with the front glass
and projecting from the surface of the latter, whereby
direct rays from the source of light arc arrested by the
tube when the plate is mounted In front of a projector.

8. In a headlight, the combination of a reflector, a
source of light disposed In the focal center of the reflector
and In the longitudinal axis of the latter, a glass plate
mounted in front of the reflector and source of light pro-
vided with a semi-transparent Inwardly projecting glass
tube, and a lens mounted In front of the glass tube.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 7 not printed In the Gazette:]

1.280.846. EGG-COOKING APPARATUS AND TIMER.
Ralph V. Blake, New York, N, Y. Filed Oct. 10, 1916.
Serial No. 126,490. (Cl. 161—16.)

ceptacle near Its upper portion and a stop for holding the

recetacle in position so that its center of gravity when
both compartments are filled with water Is at one side of

the vertical plane through the pivotal support whereby
when the water has been discharged from the lower com-
partment the receptacle will become over balanced and dis-

charge the water from the upper compartment.
2. In an apparatus for controlling the cooking of eggs,

a receptacle having two compartments, one above the

other, adapted to contain Independently controllable quan-

tities of water, the lower compartment having a discharge

outlet, means for controlling the discharge of water from
the lower compartment independently of and without af-_

fectlng the quantity of water In the Upper compartment,

a pivotal support for the receptacle arranged substantially

above the center of gravity of the receptacle when both

compartments are filled with water, the center of gravity

of the receptacle and contents of the upper compartment
being at one side of the vertical plane through the pivotal

support so that when the lower compartment is emptied

the receptacle will automatically tilt and discharge the

contents of the upper compartment for the purpose

specified.

[Claims 3 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.846. PLOW. John C. Bohmkeh, Bradley, 111., as-

signor to Sears, Roebuck and Company, Chicago. 111., a

Corporation of New York. File<l Feb. 26, 1917. Serial

No. 160,884. (Cl. 07—18.)

1. A plow having, in combination, a moldboard, a land-

slde, two plates secured to the inner side of the moldboard
and extending below the lower edge of the moldboard. one
of said plates being located rearwardly of the other, the

forward plate having an upwardly and rearwardly inclined

slot having an entrance portion and an upwardly and rear-

wardly Inclined notch in its lower edge rearward of said

•lot, the rear plate having an upwardly inclined notch In

its lower edge, a share having a forward headed stud
adapted to enter the slot In the forward plate, a middle
headed stud adapted to enter the notch In the forward
plate and a rear headed stud arranged to enter the notch In

the rear plate, two straps having longitudinal slots in

their lower ends, the upper ends of the slots In said straps

being enlarged to admit the forward and rear studs, the

lower portions of such straps being tapered, a part pivoted

to the upper ends of said straps, a draw-bolt connected to

said part at a point nearer one of the straps than the
other, a housing secured to the Inner side of the mold-
board through which housing said bolt loosely extends,

and a nut turned on the upper end of said bolt.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the (iazette.]

1. In an apparatus for controlling the cooking of eggs,

a receptacle having two <ompartments, one above the

other, the upper compartment having a central opening

leading to the lower compartment, the lower compartment

having a discharge outlet, means for controlling the dis-

charge of water from the low»r compartment independently

of the upper compartment, a pivotal support for the re-

1.230.847. FIGURE WHEELED TOY. GlOROB W.
Bo.NTE, New York, N. Y. Filed Feb. 24, 1917. Serial

No. 150.633. (Cl. 46—46.)

1. A toy comprising a wheel, an axle, a figure astride

the wheel having legs on each side of the wheel and pivot-

ally mounted on the axle, feet rigid with said legs and be-

low the pivot, said feet weighted whereby said figure
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the portion of the b«n<l to be t>eaded oTer. aubBtantlallr at
described.

delineation whereby the said toy Is caused to resemble a
bicycle and rider.

[Claim 2 not printed in the fiazette.]

1.230.848. ELECTRIC-LIGHT SOCKET. To.sjM A. C.
Both, Stratford. Conn., assignor to Zee-Socket and Mfg!
Company, Boston. Mass.. a Corporation of Massachu
setts. Original application filed Dec. 30. 1911. Serial
No. 668.632. Divided and application filed Mar 29
1912. Serial No. 687.184. Divided and this application
filed Feb. 20. 1915. Serial No. 9.755. (CI. 173—355 )

. 1. In electric light sockets, the combination of an Insu
latlng base, one or more push buttons mounted In the base,
a resilient compression driven member, and an Intermediate
member provided with a substantially flat face and with a
groove or valley at either end of said face, said grooves or
valleys adapted to momentarily hold the resilient compres-
sion driven member from movement, said Intermediate
member adapted to be actuated by the push button or
buttons.

6. In electric light sockets, the combination of an In-
flating base, one or more pu?»h buttons, a sliding resilient
conducting driven member adapted to slide on the insulat-
ing base, and an Insulating Intermediate member provided
with grooves or valleys to cooperate with the resilient
conducting driven member, said intermediate member
adapted to be actuated by the push button or buttons.

9. In electric light sockets, the combination of an In-
sulating base, one or more push buttons mounted In the in-
sulating base, a sliding resilient compression driven member
adapted to slide upon the insulating base, and an inter-
mediate Insulating plvote<l member adapted to be actuated
by the push button or buttons and provided with means
to momentarily hold the sliding resilient compression
driven member from movement.

[Claims 2 to 4. 6 to 8, 10, and 11 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1.230,849. MACHINE FOR SEALING RECEPTACLES.
PiEBHK .lose BorcHiR, Chelsea. London, England. Filed
Sept. 6. 1914. Serial No. 860.314. (CI. 113—6.)
1. Apparatus for applying sealing bands to capped re-

ceptacles and the like consisting of. In combination, a re-
volving chuck, a cap support universally mounted therein
and adapted to remain stationary while the said chuck Is
revolving, a series of stems depending from said chuck an<l
adapted to have a movement to and from the axis of said
chuck, means for operating said stems, a SMllng cone
freely mounted on each of said stems so as to both revolve

-. Apparatus for applying sealing bands to capped re-
cepUcles and the like consisting of. in combination, a re-
volving chuck, a cap support universally mounted therein
and adapted to remain sUtionary while the said chuck Is
revolving, means for adjusting the cap support reUtive to
the chuck In an axial direction, a series of stems depending
from said chuck and adapted to have a movement to and
from the axis of said chuck, means for operating said
stems, a sealing cone freely mounted on each of said stems
so as to both revolve and slide axlally thereon and an
elastic device on each stem adapted to press the said cone
In a direction toward the portion of the band to b« beaded
over, substantially as described.

1.230,850 TE.ST WEIGHT CAR. Joh.n H. A. Bocsriau)
St. Johnsbary, Vt.. assignor to E. and T. Fairbanks and
Company. St. Johnsbury, Vt., a Corporation of Ver-
mont. Filed Aug. 23, 1915. Serial No. 46,967 (CL
105—16.)

1 In a test weight car, a combined body proper and
underframe formed of a pair of complementary castings
secured to each other in the central longitudinal pUne of
the car. and each provided with a series of pockets for re-
ceiving the test weights.

3. In a test weight car. a combined body proper and
underframe formed of complementary castings, comprising
side members, bottom and cross partitions for dividing the
space Into a plurality of compartments, said complemen-
tary castings meeting In the central plane of the car and
being provided with interengaglng bearings to hold the
same In allnement, and securing devices for the adjacent
sides engaging recesses therein

5. In a test weight car, a bo<ly forme«J of a plurality of
complementary i-astlngs each provldtxl with a pocket for
receiving th« test weights, said castings having Inter-
engaging members ,>u their meeting faces to hold the same
In allnement. and means between their outer surfaces for
securing the meeting faces to each other.

[Claims 2 and 4 not prlnte<l l« the Uasette.]
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1.230,861. AUTOMATIC SCALE. JOHN H. A. Boos-

riELD, St. Johnsbury, Vt., assignor to E. and T. Fair-

banks and Company. St. Johnsbury. Vt., a Corporation

of Vermont. Filed Oct. 16. 1916. Serial No. 126,989.

(CI. 78—176.)

8. In an automatic scale, the combination with a weigh-

ing hopper having inlet and discharge gates adapted for

alternate operation, of mechanism for opening the inlet

gate, means operating upon the rise of the hopper for

absorbing a portion of the power thereof and storing the

same for the actuation of said gate-opening mechanism,

and means operating subsequent to the opening of the gate

and upon the falling of the hopper for relieving said gate

from its opening power and permitting the automatic clos-

ing thereof.

6. In an automatic scale, the combination with a weigh-

ing hopper and an inlet gate therefor adapted to auto-

matically close and lock, of a lever mechanism for opening

said gate, a weight for actuating said lever mechanism

when the gate Is unlocked, means operating upon the rise

of the hopper and while said gate is locked closed, for

actuating said lever mechanism to raise said weight and

thereby to absorb and store the power of the hopper rising

movement, and means for unlocking said gate to permit

aid weight to open thf same.

[Claims 1. 2, 4, 5, and 7 to 12 not prlnte<l in the Ga-

sette.]

1,280.862. ARTIFICIAL TOOTH. RrrHBRPOED H. Bow-

8H». AdelphI, Ohio Filed Mar. 27, 1913. Serial No.

757.187. (a. 32—9.)

A tooth comprising a body, having a bore extending

longitudinally from the upper end thereof and a bore enter-

ing the body from the l>ack thereof and joining directly

the end of the first mentioned bore at an obtuse angle, a

plate applied to the back of the tooth and having a pin

which enters the second mentioned bore.

1,230.863. ARTIFICIAI- TOOTH. Rutherford H.

B0W8UCR. Adelphi. Ohio. Original application filed

Mar. 27. 1913. Serial No. 757,137. Divided and this

application filed June 6, 1916. Serial No. 101,790.

(Cl. 32—9.)
A molar comprising a body having a protruding por-

tion adjacent the outer end thereof, a groove formed in

the yertlcal rear face of the molar and « concavity formed

in the under face of the protruding portion, a plate of

substantial L shaped construction comprising a vertical

portion and flange, said vertical portion having a ridge

extending longitudinally and centrally thereof register-

ing with the groove of the molar and a convexity pro-

vided upon the flange which enters or registers with the

concavity in the moUr, when the plate is properly secured

to the latter.

1,230.854. HOSE-COUPLING. Erich F. J. Brecbr, De-

catur, 111. Filed Aug. 31. 1916. Serial No. 117,846.

(Cl. 137—28.)

8

In a hose coupling, a clamping sleeve surrounding the

end of the hose to be clamped and having an axial abut-

ment projecting beyond the end of the hose, a coupling

member adapted to abut the end of said base, a rolatable

collar positioned beyond the end of the hose and held

against axial movement by said abutment and meant

carried by said collar for maintaining the said hose and

coupling member in abutting relation.

1.230,865. GRAIN-TESTER. Alo.nzo J. Bridges, Bed-

ford, Iowa. Filed Jan. 8, 1917. Serial No. 141,296.

(Cl. 47—30.)

1. A seed tester including a tray, a plurality of sep-

arate main partitions to be fitted in the tray, and sub-

stantially U-shaped division partitions carried hy each

of the main partitions to subdivide the spaces bt^tween

the main partitions and thus form a plurality of sep-

arate compartments.
2. A seed tester Including a tray, a plurality of par-

titions removably fitted within the tray to block, the

same off into a plurality of separate compartments, and

flanges carried by certain of said partitions to form

partial false l>ottoms for the compartments.
[Claims 3 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1.230.866. AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION - CONTKOL-
LING MECHANISM. Chahl.s Britt. Algona. Iowa.
Piled Apr. 12. 1916. Serial No. 90.714. (CL 74 97.)
1. In a control mechanism for variable speed trans-

mission gearings, the combination with a variable speed

transmission gearing including a driving element a
driven element, and means for imparting power from one
to the other at variable speeds, of means controlled by
the rate of rotation of the driven element for automati-
cally changing the rate of power transmission from one
element to the other, and means Independent of the rate
Of power transmission for varying the speed at which
jibe driven piement must rotate to cause operation of the
automatic means.

2. A control mechanism for slide gear tran»ml««lon8 In-
cluding shifter rods, arms extending from the rods and
adapted to operatlvely engage collars of the transmis-
sion mechanism to shift the sliding gears thereof, means
for manually shifting one of the rods to obtain certain
settings of the transmission gearlDR. and means for auto-
matically returning such rod to normal position and for
shifting the other rod to obtain a different speed setltng

7. In a control mechanism for transmission gearing the
combination with a transmission gearing Including a
drive shaft and driven .haft, a countershaft, gears upon
the drive shaft, driven shaft and countershaft for trans-
mitting power at various rates from the drive shaft to the
driven shaft, one of the gears being shlftable In one di-
rection to cause a low speed drive, another gear being
shlftable In another direction to cause an IntermedUte
speed drive and In the opposite direction to cause a high
speed drive, of a clutch lever by means of which the
driving shaft Is operatlvely engaged and disengaged with
the crank shaft of an engine, a governor driven by the
driven shaft of the transmission, means controlled- from
the drivers seat for adjusting the resistivity of the gov-
ernor, and means controlled by the governor for suc-
cessively releasing the clutch, returning the transmission
to neutral position, moving one of the shifter rods to
bring the transmission Into another speed position lock-
ing the transmission In such position, and letting In the
clutch.

9. In a control mechanism for variable speed trans-
mission gearings, the combination with a variable speed
transmission gearing, and means for manually shifting
the gearing Into low and reverse speed positions of
means for automatically shifting the gearing to otherpeed positions, said latter means being governed by the
load Imposed upon the gearing, and means for adjusting
said latter means whereby the load which must be Im-
pose<l upon the gearing to cause any one of said auto-
matic shifts may be changed.

13. In a control mechanism for transmls.Hlon gearing,
the combination with a transmission gearing Including a
drive shaft, a driven shaft, and means for selectively
transmitting power from the drive shaft to the driven
shaft at various speed ratios, of reciprocally mounted
shifter rods for actuating such means, locks for the
shifter rods, a clutch lever movable to connect and dis-
connect the drive shaft with the shaft of an engine, a
governor driven by the driven shaft, and means con-
trolled by the governor for swinging the clutch lever to

disconnect the drive shaft from the engine shaft, to re-
lease the locks to cause selective reciprocation of the
control rods and to reapply the locks and again swing the
clutch lever to connect the drive shaft with the engine
shaft.

[Claims 3 to 6, 8, and 10 to 12 not printed in the
Gazette.]

1,230.857. ELECTROMAGNETIC VIBRATOR. Frank
E. BRixirs. Manitowoc, Wis., assignor to Manitowoc
Electric Implement Co.. Manitowoc. Wis. Filed Oct.
21, 1916. Serial No. 126.841. (O. 175—388.)

1. A vibrating device comprising. In combination, a
magnetic base having magnet windings carried thereby, a
core disposed in an opening in said windings, said core
consisting of a shell bent upon Itself to form an upper
loop, and lamina? secured between the side legs of the
shell, a supporting bar secured to the top of said wind-
ings, and spring means engaging said shell and support-
ing bar to nr?e the core upward, said core being adapted
to vlhrate rapidly and thus exert a series of taps upon
said base when the magnet Is energised, substantially as
described.

2. A vibrating device comprising, in combination, a
magnetic base plate having means carried thereby for
securing the same to work material, a metallic thimble
secured to said base plate, magnet windings carried by
said thimble, said thimble having a rectangular core
opening extending therethrough, a shell bent upon Itself
to form an upper loop, a core interposed and secured be-
tween the side legs of said shell, the upper looped portion
of said shell having an opening therein, a supporting
member secured to the top of said thimble and extending
across said core opening and having therein an aperture
alining with the opening of the core shell, a headed bolt
passing up through the openings In said shell and sup-
porting member, and a spring colled around said bolt and
restricted between said supporting meml>er and a nut on
the upper end of said bolt, substantially as described.

1.230,858. APPARATUS FOR INFLATING LIFE PRE-
.«<ERVING BELTS. William Gocld Brokaw Paris
France. Filed Apr. 27, 1917. SerUl No. 164.897. (a'
9—19.)

1. In apparatus for inflating life-preserving belts, a
gas cartridge, a holder for said cartridge secured to the
wall of an inflatable life belt, a gas release valve carried
by said holder, a diaphragm fixed to said holder, a pin
on the inner side of said dUphragm adapted to actuate
said valve, a plate at the outer side of said diaphragm a
fulcrum for said plate fixed to said holder, an operating
lever mounted In said holder adapted to turn said plate
about said fulcrum In a direction to move said dUphragm
Inwardly and operate said valve.

4. In apparatu.s for Inflating life preserving belts a
ring secured to the Inner side of the wall of an InflaUble

I

belt, a dished disk secured to the outer side of the wall

of an Inflatable belt, means for securing said disk to said

ring to clamp the adjacent portion of the t>elt wall be-

tween them, a gas cartridge located within the belt and

carried by said disk, a valve mounted In said disk and

adapted to control the escape of gas from said cartridge,

a slotted cover fixed to said disk, a diaphragm the mar-

gin of which is clamped between said clisk and said cover,

a pin on the Inner side of said diaphragm adapted to ac-

tuate said valve, a plate on the outer side of said dia-

phragm, a fulcrum on said cover against which said plate

car t>ear and a lever pivoted to said cover and extending

through the slot thereof, the Inner end of said lever be-

ing adapted to bear on said plate and turn It about said

fulcrum to move said diaphragm with said pin Inwardly

to actuate said valve.

[Claims 2 and .3 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1^310.859. WEAR-PLATE FOR JOURNAL-BOXES. Al-

B«»T O. BrcKic*. Jr.. Chicago. 111., assignor to The

National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio,

a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec. 24. 1914. Serial

No. 878.868. (CI. 106—118.)

4. A wear plate for castings, oomprtsing a piece of

Bietal of channel shape provided upon its ends with ax-

tensions at right angles to the web and flanges of said

channel, said extensions projecting over the body of the

caHtlng and away from the space inclosed by said web

and flanges.

[Claims 1 to 3 not printed in the Gatette.]

1,2*0,860. BUTTON-FEEDING MECHANISM. L»osard

R. Carlrt. Detroit. Mich., assignor of one-half to

JaaM* A. Stewart. Detroit, Mich. Filed Nov. 16, 1911.

Strtal No. 660,670. (CI. 112—32.)

1. In a button feeding mechanism, the combination of

means engageahle with a button in variable positions of

rotative adjustment of the button for transferring the

button to the point of attachment, and means for rota-

Ubly adjusting said button during transfer, to a prede-

termined position.

8. In a button attaching machine, the combination with

a reclprocatory needle bar. of a guide for f»*edlng the but-

ton Into registration with said bar, a finger for insertion

into the eye of the button in variable positions of rota-

tive adjustment of the button, a carrying arm to which

aid finger Is attached, means for Imparting a longitudinal

and transverse movement to said carrying arm whereby

said finger is engaged with the button eye and the button

Is transferred along said guide, said finger being fashioned

to effect a rotative adjustment of the button during tb«

Insertion of the finger into the eye thereof.

15. The combination with button attaching means, of

a garment clamping foot having inclined longitudinal

and transverse button guideways therein, a reclprocatory

finger for engaging the button In variable positions of

rotative adjustment thereof and feetllng the same along

the longitudinal guldeway into registration with the but-

ton attaching means, a reclprocatory member for feeding

the button along the transverse guldeway into position

for engagement by said finger, and means for operating

said reclprocatory members.

16. In a button feeding mechanism, means for trans-

ferring a button to the jroint of attachment including

non-rotative means for positively adjusting the button

rotatively.

18. In a button attaching mechanism, the combination

with a reclprocatory needle bar and a work clamping

member, of a holder for a plurality of buttons, and means

for effecting the discharge of a button from said holder

by a displacement of the work clamping member.

[Claims 2 to 7, 9 to 14. 17. and 19 to 24 not printed in

the Uasette.]

1.230.861. CASHIERS REGISTERING-MACHINE.
Fbbd M. Cabroi>l, Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Na-

tional Cash Register Company. Dayton, Ohio, a Corpo-

ration of Ohio, (incorporated in 1906.) Filed June 16,

1918. Serial No. 773,943. (CI. 236—8.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with means for entering the kind and amount of a trans-

action upon a record strip by perforating said strip ; of a

series of type carriers for printing the amount of the

transaction along one side of the perforations ; and addi-

tional type carrier for printing the kind of transaction on

the side of the perforations opposite the printed amount;
and means for first feeding the strip to the perforating

means, thence to the type carrier designating the kind of

transaction, and Anally to the amount type carriers.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with mechanism for feeding a record strip : of punches for

perforating said strip : a movable frame and devices carried

thereby for selecting the punches to be operated ; manip-

ulative devices controlling the selecting devices and means
for moving the frame for the purpose of operating the

punches by the selecting devices.

3. In a machine of the class de8crll>ed, the combination

with punches for perforating a record strip ; a frame car-

rying said punches ; means for moving the frame thereby

bringing the punches into contact with the strip : and

means for selecting and operating the desireil punches.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with punches for perforating a record strip : a frame car-

rying said punches ; means for moving the frame thereby

bringing the punches Into contact with the strip ; devices

for selecting the punches to be operated ; and manipulative

devices controlling the selecting devices.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with p\inches for perforating a record strip ; a frame car-

rying said punches ; means for moving the frame thereby
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bringing the punches Into t-ontact with the ttrlp ; deylcca
for selecting the punches to be operated : a frame carrying
aid devlc»-8

; and means for moving the frame carrying
the selecting device for the purpoae of operating tiie dealred
punches by said selecting device*.

[Claims 6 to 44 not printed In the Gatette.]

1.230,862. CASH REGISTER. THOJiAa Caeeoll and
John P. Frank, Dayton. Ohio, aasignors to The Na-
tional Cash Register Company, Dayton, Ohio, a Corpora-
tion of Ohio, (incorporated In 1906.) Filed Aug. 13,
1913. Serial No. 784.466. (Q. 235—2.)

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a main operating mechanism having manlpulaOve
value determining keys ; of a member to be differentially
moved under control of said value determining keys and
returned to zero position on the same operation ; means
whereby said differentially moved member is positively
connected with the main operating mechanism when one
of the value determining keys Is pressed In ; and means
whereby the differentially moved member is positively dis-
connected from the main operating mechaniam by the
value determining keys.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a main operating mechanism having rows of value
determining keys; of gear segments to be differentially
moved under control of said keys and returned to their
zero positions on the same operation ; means whereby said
gear segments are positively connected with the main op
eratlng mechanism when value determining keys are
pressed In: and means whereby the segment gears are
positively disconnected from the main operating mecha
nism by the value determining keys.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a main driving mechanism and rows of amount deter
mining keys, of segment gears to be differentially moved
by the main driving me« hanlsm under control of said keys
and returned to normal position at each operation, latches
appropriate to the gears for positively connecting the seg
ment gears with the driving mechanism and arms ap-
propriate to the latches each having two camming edges
one of which cooperates with its appropriate latch when
any of the amount determining keys are pressed In to
connect its gear to the operating merhanlsm, the other
edge serving to disconnect the latch upon return of the
gear to normal position.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with a main driving merhanlsm and amount determining
keys, of a segment gear designed to be differentially moved
by the main driving mechanism under control of the keys,
a sliding plate actuated by said keys, elements operated
by the sliding plate to positively connect the segment gear
with said driving mechanism when any of the amount
determining keys are presse<l In and cam edges on the
keys for positively operating said elements to disconnect
the segment gear from the driving mechanism.

5. In a machine of the class descrllKMl. the combination
with a jnaln driving mechanism and value determining
keys, of a segment gear to be differentially moved by the

main driving mechanism under control of the value de-
termining keys, a sliding plate actuated by said key^. an
arm operated by the sliding plate in such a manner aa to
positively connect the aforesaid segment gear with the
main driving mechanism when one of the value determin-
ing keys Is pressed and cam edges on the keys for dUcon-
necUng the segment gear from the driving mechanism.

(Claims 6 to 48 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.863. HORSE HAY-RAKE. Fhanci* M. Ca«y, Ot-
tamwa, Iowa, assignor, by mesne assignments, to Deere
* Company. Mollne, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.
Piled June 30, 1913. Serial No. 776,663. (Cl. 56—67.)

*<

1. In a horse hay rake, the combination of a frame
a rake head. camt.ered stab axles secured on the frame and
having a portion of their length parallel with the rake
head and on which the rake head Is supported, and sup-
porting wheels on the stub axles having a gather by the
camber thereof.

2. In a horse hay rake, the combination of a frame aTte head, cambered stub axles secured on the frame and
having a portion of their length parallel with the rake
head and on which the latter Is rockably supported, and
supporting wheels on the stub axles having a forward
gather by the camber thereof.

3. In a horse hay rake, the combination of a frame a
rake head, cambered stub axles secured on the frame and
having a portion of their length parallel with the rake
head, bearings on the rake head In which said portion
Is Journaled whereby the rake head Is rockable thereon
and supporting wheels on the stub axles having a forward
gather by the camber thereof.

4. In a horse hay rake, the combination of a frame a
rake head, cambered reversible stub axles secured on the
frame and having a portion of their length parallel with
the rake head and on which the rake head Is supported
and supporting wheels on the stub axles having a gather
by the camber thereof.

1,230.864. CASH REGISTER. William a. Chrtst,
Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The National Cash Register
Company. Dayton. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio, (Incor-
porate<i In 1906.) Filed June 7. 1913. .SerUl No
772.276. (Cl. 235—2.)
1. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with an accounting device, of a differentially movable ac-
counting device actuator, a type carrier having connec-
tions therewith, and operative by movement of said actu
ator, and means for positively driving the actuator and
thereby the accounting device under control of the ac-
counting device.

2. In a machine of the class described, the combination
with an accounting device, of mechanism constructed to
differentially operate said accountInK device forwardly or
iwickwardly as desired, a latch carrle«l by said mechanism
and cooperating with a member bavin* a substanUally
constant movement, and keys controlling said latch
whereby the latch may be disconnected from said member
when said mechanism has operatwl a deslre^l extent,

3. In a ma.hlne of the class descrlbe<l. the combination
with an accounting device, of a member having an invari-
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able movement on operations of the machine, aa actuator

for the accounting device, a latch for connecting the actu-

ator with the said member, manipulative means for con-

trolling said latch and connections whereby the accotint-

Ing device may control the operation of said latch Ind*-

pendently of said manipulative means. ,

gate, means arranged to detachably engage said memb«r

at the inner end of said slot, and means for connecting

«> it,

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination

with a totalizing device, of a type carrier, a member having

an Invariable movement on operations of the machine, an

actuator for the type carrier, a latch for connecting the

actuator with said member, manipulative means for

controlling said latch and connections whereby operation

of the latch is controlled by the totalizing device Inde-

pendently of said manipulative means.

5. In a machine of the class described, the combination

of an accounting device, a differentially movable actuator

therefor, mechanism operated by movement of the ac-

counting device constructed to regulate the movement of

the actuator, and means for positively driving the actu-

ator differentially as controlled by said mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 93 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.865. COVER FOR FRUIT. Ratmo.nd P. Cia&K,

Rochester, N. T. Filed June 24, 1916. Serial No.

106.647. (Cl. 217—62.)

1. A cover for fruit comprising successive layers of

paper substantially in direct contact, the Innermost of said

layers being non absorbent and the outermost corrugated,

and said layers having openings through them for ventilat-

ing purposes.

5. A cover for fruit having a layer made liquid-proof on

the surface designed to contact with the fruit, and having

a cushioned opposite surface to contact with a l)arrel head,

said cover having ventilating openings extending through

•aid surfaces.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

said engaging means with the opposite corner at the hinged

end of the gate.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette]

1.280,866. GATE ATTACHMENT. Josbph B. Ci^at,

Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Filed Apr. 1, 1916. Serial No.

88,221. (Cl. 39—80.)

1. A gate atUchment of the kind de8cril>ed, comprising

a member formcnl with a slot therein extending fron one

edge to near the center, and substantially dished at the

center, a laterally extending flange at one edge, and means

extending through said flange for securing said slotted

member to the gate near one corner of the free end there-

of, said member tilted at an angle to the end bar of the

1,230,867. HOSE AND THE PROCESS OF MAKING THU
SAME. Henbt Z. Cobb, Winchester. Mass., assignor to

Revere Rubber Company, a Corporation of Rhode Island.

Filed Feb. 4, 1915. Serial No. 6.021. (Cl. 154—8.)

1. An article of manufacture comprising a continuous

length of conductive hose having an inner tube of vulcan-

ized rubber compound, and a covering comprising succea-

slve convolutions of frictioned fabric under tension, said

convolutions overlapping each other successively for half

their width, whereby a smooth layer of substantially con-

tinnouB two-ply fabric is formed.

2. An article of manufacture comprising a continuous

length of conductive hose, having an inner tube of vulcan-

ized rubber compound, a covering of braided strands Im-

pregnated with rubber composition, and successive convo-

lutions of frictioned fabric under tension, said convolutions

overlapping each other for half their width, whereby a

smooth layer of substantially continuous two-ply fabric la

formed.

3. The process of making a continuous length of a tubu-

lar article which comprises forming an inner layer of suit-

able material. Inflating the same and continuously wrap-

ping the same with a series of helical convolutions of fric-

tioned fabric under tension.

4. The process of making continuous lengths of condnc-

tlve hose which comprises forming an Inner tube of rubber

composition, inflating the same, and continuously wrap-

ping the same with a series of helical convolutions of fric-

tioned fabric under tension.

6. The process of making continuous lengths of conduc-

tive hose which comprises forming an inner tube of rubber

composition, inflating the same, forming a covering of

braided strands thereon, and then continuously wrapping

the same with a series of helical convolutions of frictioned

fabric under tension.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,868. RAILWAY TRAFFIC CONTROL APPARATUS.
John P. Coleman, Edgewood borough. Pa., assignor to

The Union Switch k Signal Company. Swlssvale, Pa., a

Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 12, 1915. S<-

rUl No. 55.498. (Cl. 104—12.)

1. In a switch locking mechanism the combination of a

lock rod, a plunger for locking said rod, and means for ob-

structing said plunger when said lock rod is withdrawn

from the meclianism.

2. In a switch locking mechanism the combination of a

lock rod, a plunger for locking said rod. and means biased

to obstruct said plunger when said lock rod Is withdrawn

from the mechanism.

3. lo a switch locking mechanism the combination of a

lock rod, a plunger for locking said rod, and a pivotally
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moantH member for obstmctlng said pluD^r when Mid
lock rid l8 wltbdrawo from the mechanism.

4. In combination, a switch operating mechanism, a lock
rod adapted to be locked by said mechanism, and means
for preventing a complete operation of said mechanism
when said lock rod is withdrawn from said mechanism.

5. In combination, a switch operating mechanism, a
member movable therewith, a lock rod adapted to be locked
by said member, and means for obstructing the movement
of said member when said lock rod ia withdrawn from said
mechanism.

[Claims 6 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,869. METHOD OF MAKING INCANDESCENT
LAMPS. William D. Coolidob, Schenectady. N. Y.. as-
signor to General Electric Company, a Corporation of
New York. Original application filed June 14, 1907.
Serial No. 378.936. Divided and this application filed
Nov. 7. 1910. Serial No. 591.187. (CI. 176— 7.)

1. The process of mounting a continuous brittle tung-
sten filament on the supports of an incandescent lamp
which consists in rendering said filament pliant by heat-
ing it while exposed to the atmosphere to a temperature
below that at which appreciable oxidation takes place and
below that corresponding to visible redness, and winding
the filament on said supports while at said temperature.

2. The process of mounting a continuous brittle tungsten
filament on the supports of an incandescent lamp which
consists in heating the portions to be bent while exposed
to the atmosphere to a temperature that renders them
pliable and is below that of appreciable oxidation and
below that corresponding to visible redness of the filament,
and stringing the filament on said supports in the open
air while said filament and said supports are exposed to
permit manipulation of the filament.

3. The process of mounting a continuous sintered tung-
sten filament in zigzag form on the supports of an incan-
descent lamp which consists in rendering the filament
pliant by passing current through it to heat it while ex-
posed to the atmosphere to a temperature below that
which corresponds to visible redness of the filament and
below that at which appreciable oxidation takes place,
and stringing said filament while still hot and pliant on
said supports with said filament and said supports in
the open air.

1,230.870. ARTICLE-FEEDING MEANS. W11.LIAM A.
COUBTLAND, Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to American Pin
Company, Wat<»rbury. Conn., a Corporation of Connecti-
cut. Filed Sept. 4. 1915. Serial No. 49.064. (CI.
163—7.)
1. In a machine of the character described, an article

holder, a chute suitably disposed to receive articles from
said article holder, means for detecting the presence of an
article In said chute, and means controlled by said detect-
ing means for moving said holder Into position to discharge
into said chute.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination with a feed chute, of an article-holder provided
with a plurality of chambers or passages adapted to be
successively brought into communication with said chute,
means for moving said article holder and means depending
on the presence of an article in said chute for controlling
the movement of said article-holder moving means.

3. In a machine of the character described, a feed chute,
a detector finger suitably mounted and arranged to be en-
gaged by an article In said chute, an article-holder pro-
vided with a plurality of chambers or passages, said article-

holder being suitably mounted to move said chambers or
paaaages successively into position to communicate with
•aid chute, and means under the control of said detector
flactr for Imparting a step by step movement to said article

r—*

.-"^-i

4. In a machine of the character described, a feed chnte.
a rotary barrel provided with a plurality of article holding
chambers, said barrel being mounted to turn on an axis
sulUbly disposed to bring said chambers successively into
position to discharge into said chute, power driven means
for Imparting a step by step moTumt to said barrel, said
means including a detector for determining the presenc*
or absence of articles in said chute, and an instrumentality
operated by said detector to render said step by step
means operative or Inoperative.

5. In a machine of the character described, the combina-
tion with a feed chute, of means for feeding articles from
said chute, means adapted to deliver successive supplies of
articles to said chute, and means for periodically operat-
ing said article-delivering means Including a finger nor-
mally held by an article In said chute In position to render
said periodic operating means Inoperative and adapted to
render said periodic operating means operative when said
finger is released.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2 30.87 1. MECHANISM FOR MANIPULATING
CHECKS IN PLIRAL^WRITINO MACHINES. Fra.vk
E. Crompton, Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to Signature
Company, New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York.
Piled Sept. 29. 1915. SerUl No. 53,194. (Cl. 101—86.)

1. The comblnntion with a plural writing machine hav-
ing a bed provided with an extension, of conveyer chains
spaced laterally with respect to said extension, a frame
formed with transversely arranged series of chutes corre-
sponding respectively to said conveyer chains, means for
operating said chains to simultaneously move documents
received from said chutes Into position to be written upon
and means for simultaneously writing upon said docu-
ments.
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2. The combination with a machine provldeil with a

plurality of writing InstrumenUUies arranged to slniulU-

neously write upon a plurality of documents of a frame

connected to said machine and provided with transversely

arranged series of chutes for determining the arrangement

of a plurality of documents to be presented to said writing

InatrumenUlltles, and means for feeding said documents

from their poslUons In which they are arranged by said

frame into positions respectively under said writing in-

•trumentalltles.

1.230.872. MULTIPLEX WRITING MACHINE. Frank

E. Crompton, Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Signature

Company. New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of New York.

FUed June 21, 1916. Serial No. 104,929. (Cl. 101—36.)

board adapted to be releasably connected to said supports

adjacent to either of said extensions.

5. In a machine of the character described, a document

supporting table, a plurality of writing members, means

for simultaneously operating said writing members, means

for temporarily binding documents Into a group, and con-

veying means movable In either of two opposite directlona

and adapted to engage said temporary binding means to

move said documents Into and out of position to be written

upon.
[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.873. HEAI>CLAMP AND EYELID HOLDER FOR
SURGICAL OPERATIONS ON THE EYE. Elijah R.

CBO88LET. Chicago, III. Filed Nov. 18. 1916. Serial

No. 132,009. (Cl. 128—24.)

M, »T

1. In a machine of the character described, a document-

supporting table, a plurality of writing members arrange<l

to almoltaneously write upon documents respectively dis-

posed beneath said members, and means movable In either

of two opposite directions and adapted to convey docu-

ments prearranged In groups, the arrangement of docu-

ments in each group corresponding to the arrangement of

said writing members.
2. In a machine of the character described, a writing

plate or table provided with extensions arranged along

different edges of said plate or table, a plurality of writing

members suspended above said plate or table, a monitor

handle for simultaneously operating said writing members,

and means for conveying a group of documents from one

of said extensions on to said plate or table and from said

plate or table on to the other of said extensions, said con-

veying m'eans being adapted to reverse Its direction of feed

to convey a group of documents from said other extension

on to said plate or table and from thence on to the first

mentioned extension.

3. In a machine of the character described, a writing

plate or table provided with extensions arranged along

different edges of said plate or uble, a plurality of writ-

ing members suspended al)ove said plate or table, a moni-

tor handle for simultaneously operating said writing mem-

bers, means for conveying a group of documents from one

of said extensions on to said plate or table and from said

plate or Uble on to the other of said extensions, said

conveying means being adapted to reverse its direction of

feed to convey a group of documents from said other ex-

tension on to said plate or table and from thence on to

the first mentioned extension, and a stacking board pro-

vided with means for deUchably connecting It to the ma-

chine adjacent either of said extensions.

4. In a machine of the character described, a writing

plate or table, a plurality of writing members suitably

mounted to slmultaneoualy write on a plurality of docu-

ments arranged In a group on said writing plate or table,

extensions arrangetl along opposite edges of said writing

plate or table from either of which a group of documents

may be fed Into position on said writing plate or table,

conveying means movable In either direction across said

writing plate or table and said extensions and adapted to

move said documents In a group, supports connected to

said machine and adapted to carry sUckIng boards adja-

cent the outer edges of said extensions, and a stacking

1. A device of the character described, embodying means

for clamping and holding the head, and means for retract-

ing and holding the eye lid.

2. A device of the character described, embodying a

head clamp and holder, and means cooperating therewith

for retracting the eye lid.

3. A device of the character described, embodying

clamps adapted to engage the side of and hold the head,

and means supported by said clamps f»r retracting the

eyelid.

4. A device of the_ character descrlb^rf. embodying a

head clamp for holding the head, and means adjustably

supported by the clamp for engaging and retracting the

eyelid.

5. A device of the character described, embodying a

head rest support, clamping members thereon and adjust-

able toward each other to clamp the head, and eyelid re-

tractors connected with the clamping members and ad-

justable In two different directions with respect to said

members.
[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.874. METALLIC AUDION. Lis DS FoRMT, New

York, N. Y.. assignor to De Forest Radio Telephone and

Telegraph Company, New York, N. Y.. a Corporation of

I>laware. Filed Feb. 21. 1917. SerUl No. 150,027.

(Cl. 260—27.)

1. The method of constructing a metal audlon which

consists In forcing a glass stopper under h'^at and carry-
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Ing two electrode*, In a thin metal ring ander beat and
farrled by a metal flask and finally exhausting the air
from said flask.

4. An audion comprising an evacuated metal shell pro-
vided with a glasa stopper forced while hot in the neck of
said shell, said stopper supporting two electrodes of said
audion.

8. An audion comprising an evacuated metal shell pro-
vided with a restricted neck portion, a thin metal ring
welded to said shell within said restricted neck portion,
and a stopper sealed to said metal ring, said stopper sup-
porting two electrodes of the audion, and said shell form
Ing the third electrode of said audion.

[Claims 2, 3, and 5 to 7 not printed in the Oasette.]

1.230,875. ROTARY CUTTER FOR SKIVING OR TRIM
MING MACHINES. Mabk Thomas D».vxb, Rushden,
England. Filed Jan. 17. 1914. Serial No. 812,819
(CI. 69—9.5.)

1. A knife for skiving or trimming machines, compris-
ing in combination a holder in the form of a drum capable
of being freely expanded radUUy. a flexible cylindrical
knife blade mounted on the periphery or outer surface of
the said drum with Its cutting edge projecting laterally
beyond the drum, and means for uniformly and radially
expanding every point on the outer surface of the drum
Into contact with the inner surface of the knife blade, ao
that the latter is conformed to the periphery or outer sur-
face of the drum.

2. A knife for skiving or trimming machines, comprla-
ing In combination an expansible bolder In the form of a
drum having a cylindrical outer surface and an Inner
conical surface, a flexible cylindrical knife blade mounted
on the periphery of the said drum with Its cutting edge
projecting laterally beyond the drum, and a member hav-
ing a conical surface adapted to be forced against said
inner conical surface of the drum, said member being slld-
ably and concentrically mounted within the drum and
adapted to expand the drum against the knife blade when
forced against said inner conical surface of the drum.

1,230,876. COTTER PIN. Cabl F. Dobbschdk, Clere-
land, Ohio. Filed May 2, 1913. Serial No. 764,983.
(Cl. 74—8.)

1. A cotter pin, comprising, when assembled for opera-
tion, a rebent member having substantially parallel spaced
arms, a pin held between such arms and provided with an
enlarged head at one end lying beyond the ends of such
arms of said rebent member, add means, adapted upon
actuation of said member into operative position, to auto
matically draw such enlarged head between such spaced
arms of said member.

2. A cotter pin, comprising, when assembled for opera-
tion, a rebent member having substantially parallel spaced
arms, a pin held between such arms and provided with an
enlarged head at one end lying beyond the ends of such
arms of said rebent member, and a laterally projecting
lug attached to said pin and extending between such
spaced arms, said lug being adapted, upon actuation of
said member Into operative position, to catcb and draw
said bead between such arms.

3. A cotter pin, comprising a rebent member having two
substantially parallel, spaced arms connected by a loop, «
pin held between such arms and being provided with an
enlarged head at either end lying outside of such arma,
and lugs on said pin extending laterally from between
such arms, said lugs being disposed adjacent to the looped
end of said cotter pin, the end of such two arms being
beveled adapting them to be spread by such head on said
pin upon relative movement between such arms and said
pin.

4. A self-locking fastening device, comprising a suitable
member having two sides divergent from each other, and
a pin normally positioned In contact with such sides and
having an extension positioned to engage the end of the
material through which said member is forced before the
latter reaches its limiting position, thereby causing rela-
tive movement t>etween said member proper and said pin
and spreading such divergent sides of said member.

5. A fastening device including In combination two
members positioned side by side for operation as a single
unit, one of said members having a projection normally
out of operatlre engagement with the other member, but
adapted upon relative longitudinal movement of said mem-
ber to engage such other member and spread the same
laterally, said first named member also having an abut-
ment to limit its longitudinal movement by engagement
with the body Into which the device is driven, thereby
causing relative longitudinal movement between the two
memb«-rs to spread the second member.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.230.877. THEATRICAL APPLIANCE. Johk H. M.
DtDLET. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Rolfe k Maddock,
New York. N. Y., a Copartnership consisting of B. A.
Rolfe and C. B. Maddock. Filed Sept. 29, 1916. Serial
No. 122.807. (Cl. 46—70.)

1. A stage effect or setting comprliilng In combination
a series of scenic wings, simulating a marine perspective,
scenic panels simulating portions uf a vessel, a turret
setting having simulated great guns associated with the
seenlc panels, and a movable turret disposed (>elow an,l
in front of the fixed turret and having simulated guns,
and means for moving said turret, the whole producing
the effect of the foredeck of a battleship on the ocean.

2. A stage effect or setting comprising in combination
a series of scenic wings, simulating a marine perspective,
scenic panels simulating portions of a vessel, a setting
baring simulate^l great gun equipment disposed In front
of said scenic panels, and a setting disposed below and
In ffont of said flrst mentioned setting and also having
simulated great guns, and means for moving the slma>
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lated guns of one setting relative to the simulated guns

of the other of said settings.

3. A stage effect or setting comprising in combination

a series of scenic wings, simulating a marine perspective,

scenic panels simulating portions of a vessel, a setting

having simulated ^reat gun equipment disposed in front

of said scenic panels, and a setting disposed below and In

front of said flrst mentioned setting and also having sim-

ulated great guns, and means for moving the simulated

guns of said last mentioned setting over the stage edge

and the heads of the audience into allnement with the

simulated guns of said first mentioned setting.

4. A stage effect or setting comprising In combination

a series of scenic wings, panels and a back drop and sta-

tionary settings to simulate tbe perspective of a com-
plete structure, and a setting adapted to t>e swung out

from the stage relative to said stationary settings, for

completing the perspective effect of said structure, and
means for swinging said last named setting out from the

stage.
'

5. A stage effect or setting comprising In combination

a series of scenic wings, simulating a marine perspective,

a turret setting having simulated great guns associated

with said wings, and means for revolving said turret

rclatlre to said wings.

1,230,878. APPARATUS FOR ILLUMINATED DIS-
PLAYS. HoaACE DCMARS, New York. N. Y. Filed

Aug. 18. 1916. Serial No. 115.632. (C\. 88—24.)

"DCfin",!(rR\c

1. In an advertising display or like device, the combina-
tl«n of a member reprexenting a commodity package, and
a traveling member representing the commodity being

dlapfsed from tbe package, said traveling member bear-

ing a legend relating to the commodity.
[Claima 2 and 3 not printed In tbe Gazette.]

1,280,879. ILLUMINATED DISPLAY DEVICE.
HuRALS DLMAAa. .New 8affolk. and CiBaALO Ddmabs.
New York, N. Y. ; said Gerald Dumars assignor to said
Horace Dumars. Filed Jan. 10, 1917. Serial No.
141,660. (Cl. 88—24.)

1. An illuminated display device including In combina-

tion a member bearing a perforate design presented at

an Illumination locus, a screen at a display locus, and
lighting means throwing light upon the face of the de-

Mgn to be reflected therefrom and proje<'ted to tbe screen

and projecting light through tbe perforations In tbe

design to be projected to the screen.

239 O. (i.—62

6. A design bearing device for use in illuminating dis-

play devices, comprising a supporting surface, a design

outlined thereon, the design and the surrounding surface

l>eing one light reflecting and tbe other light absorbing,

there t>eing a plurality of light conveying design defining

perforations through the support.

[Claims 2 to 5 and 7 iiot printed in tbe Gazette.]

1.230,880. ASSEMBLY VOTING-MACHINE.
Dyeb, Montclair, N. J. Filed Feb. 2. 1915.

5,601. (Cl. 2S6—62.)

Fbank L.

Serial No.

1. In an assembly voting machine, a plurality of traas-

mltters, a single recording device arranged to make a

record determined by the position of the several trans-

mitters, a chart connected with the several transmitters,

designed to give a visual indication of the vote before tbe

same Is recorded, and a single switch for simultaneously

connecting or disconnecting all tbe transmitting sta-

tions with the said chart, substantially as set forth.

2. In an assembly voting macblne, a plurality of trans-

mitters, a single recording device arranged to make a
record determined by tbe position of tbe several trans-

mitters, a chart connected with tbe several transmitters,

(iesignod to give a visual indication of tbe vote before

tbe same is recorded, and a single switch for simulta-

neously connecting or disconnecting all tbe transmitting

stations with the said chart, and for simultaneously

connecting all tbe transmitting stations in operative rela.-^

tlon to tbe recording device, substantially as set forth.

3. In an assembly voting apparatus of the type de-

scribed, a recording device, a transmitting apparatus

adapted to close any one of successive circuits by a

single movement in one direction, means for locking tbe

transmitting device in its set position, and means for

releasing the same simultaneously with tbe recording of

tbe vote, substantially as set forth.

4. In an assembly voting apparatus of the type de-

scribe<l. a recording device, a transmitting apparatus hay-

ing a contact device adapted to close any one of succes-

sive circuits by a single movement In one direction, means
for locking the contact device In Its set position, means
for releasing tbe same simultaneously with the record-

ing of the vote, and means for retarding the return move-
ment of tbe contact device, substantially as set forth.

5. In an assembly voting apparatus of the type de-

t«crlb«'d. a recording device, a transmitting apparatus
adapted to close any one of successive circuits by a
single movement in one direction, means for locking

tbe transmitting device in ita set position, and means for

sending a return signal to the transmitting device, simul-

taneously with the recording of the vote, substantially aa
set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Oasette.J
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,280,881. AERIAL APPABATU8 FOR DBFBN8B
AOAINST HOSTILE AIRCRAFT AND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES. Isaac Francis Tatujr. East Dnlwich.
London. England, assignor of one-half to Samuel Pick,
London. England. Filed Mar. 9. 1917. Serial No
153,694. (CI. 244—19.)

1. An aerial machine of the helicopter type compriilng
oppositely Inclined main lifting planes or wings extending
In opposite directions, a central shaft about which said
wings are mounted to revolve, aerial screws mounted on
said planes or wings, motors for driving said screws also
mounted on «atd wings, a car suspended from said central
shaft, and means for controlling said motors from said
car.

2. An aerial machine of the helicopter typ« comprising
oppo-sitely inclined main lifting planes or wings extend-
ing in opposite directions, a central shaft about which
said wings are mounted to revolve, aerial screws mounted
on said planes or wings, motors for driving said screws
also mounted on said wings, a long sleeve mounted to
rotate on the central shaft to which said wings are fixed
and from which they extend, a car attached to the lower
end of said shaft, a collar for controlling said motors
slldably mounted on said long sleeve, and means within
said car for operating said collar.

3. An aerial machine comprising two main lifting planes
or wings Inclined in opposite directions and mounted to
revolve about a central axis, driving means acting upon
the air mounted on the lifting planes or wings, drums
carried on the machine, and explosive or other appliances
carried on ropes unwound from said drums by centrifugal
action.

1.230,882. DAMPER. John W. Filbbt. Wrlghtsvllle.
Pa., assignor to Wrlghtsvllle Hardware Company,
Wrlghtsvllle. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed
Mar. 24. 1917. Serial No. 167,086. (CI. 126—295.)
1. In a damper for stove pipes and the like, a damper

plate provided with a minimum draft opening in substan-
tially the center thereof and having a passageway for a
suitable pivot rod. said passageway comprising oppositely
disposed arches adapted to extend on opposite sides of a
suitable pivot rod. a projection comprising a relatively
flat member extending from the damper plate into said
pa.s.sageway In substantially the same plane as the said
damper plate, an interlocking member formed in one end
of said passageway and comprising a squared recess. In
combination with a pivot rod having a pointed end and
being provided with a groove extending longitudinally of
said pivot rod. a squared portion on said pivot rod adapted

to fit Into and interlock with the Interlocking rec«M on the
damper plate, a stop adjacent said squared portion and
constructed to cooperate with said projection, and a
spring for normally reUlnlng said squared portion within
said interlocking recess and said stop in engagement with
said projection.

t. In a damper for stoTe pipes and the like, a damper
plate provided with a passageway for a pivot rod, said
P**"«*^«y comprising arched members spaced apart and
being oppositely disposed on each side of the ails of said
passageway, said damper plate being provided with an in
terlocking recess adjacent one end of aald passageway
and alined therewith, a projection extending from said
damper plate into said passageway, in combination with
a piTot rod having a longitudinally extending groove
adapted to accommodate said projection when said pivot
rod is inserted across said damper plate, a stop formed
on said pivot rod adjacent one end of the groove and a
space adjacent said stop to accommodate said projection
when said pivot rod is moved endwise after having l>een
Inserted across said damper plate and turned to enable
the stop to engage the projection, a squared portion on
said pivot rod and adapted to engage and Interlock with
the interlocking recess on said damper plate, and a suit-
able spring cooperating with said pivot rod to maintain
said projection in engagement with said stop and to main-
tain said squared portion within the said recess.

3. As an article of manufacture, a pivot rod for damp-
ers and the like comprising a longitudinally extending rod
provided with a pointed end and having a groove ex-
tending lengthwise of the said member, a stop formed
adjacent one end of said groove, a squared portion adapted
to Interlock with an Interlocking n^cess provided In a
suitable damper plate, a cylindrical i>ortion adapted to
comprise a bearing when the pivot rod is In a suitable
stove pipe, and a handle adjacent to said cylindrical por-
tion, substantially as described.

1.230,883. BURNER FOR GAS AND OIL. Thomas
Jamss Flanaoa.n and Michasl Josiph Fla.vaqan,
Tulsa. Okla.. assignors to Flanagan Company, Tulsa.
Okla.. a Corporation of Oklahoma. Filed Sept. 28.
1916. SerUl No. 121.759. (CI. 168—74.)

1. In a device of the character described, a combined
oil and gas burner comprising an air chamber, a gas and
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oil chamber having Independent inlets for oil, gas, or l>oth,

and a steam supply nozzle, all arranged to effect an inti-

mate mixture of the oil, gas. steam and air prior to dis-

cbarge from the device, the steam supply nozzle being ar-

ranged within the gas and oil chamtter to discbarge be-

yond the inlets for the oil and gas. and said nozzle ter-

nloatlng In a Jet device flaring outwardly to form a re-

stricted passage for the oil and gas to the mixing area be-

yond said Jet device.

2. In a device of the character described, a combined oil

and gas burner comprising an outer member having a
controlled Inlet leading to an air chamber therewithln, a
member constituting a gas and oil chamber within said

air chamber arranged to discbarge Into a space within the

device for admixture of the oil. gas and air, separate In-

lets for oil and gas passed through the outer member and
into the member forming the gas and oil chamber so as

to discharge Into the latter, and a steam supply nozzle

within the gas and oil chamber adapted to discharge at a
point In Immediate proximity to the oil and gas Inlets to

facilitate the feeding of the oil and gas and to effect ad-

mixture of the oil. gas and steam within the device.

3. In a device of the character described, a combined
oil and gas burner comprising an outer member having
a controlled Inlet leading to an air chamber therewithln,

a member constituting a gas and oil cbamt>er within said

air chamber arranged to discharge Into a space within the

device for admixture of the oil. gas and air. separate in-

lets for oil and gas passed through the outer member and
into the member forming the gas and oil cbamt>er so as
to discharge into the latter, and a steam supply nozzle

within the gas and oil chamber adapted to discharge at a
point to effect admixture of the oil. gas and steam within
the device In a spar* prior to the admission of the air

to the mixture of oil. gas and steam.

4. In a device of the character described, a combined
oil and gas burner comprising an outer member having a
controlled Inlet leading to an nlr chamber therewithln. a
member <'on«tttutlnK a gas and oil chamber within said

cbamt>er arranged to discharge into a space within the

device for admixture of the oil. gas and air. separate in-

lets for oil and gas passed through the outer member and
Into the member forming the gas and oil chamber so as to

discharge Into the latter, and a steam supply nozzle wltb-

iD the gas and oil chamber adapted to discharge at a
point to effe<'t admixture of the oil, gas and steam within

the device, the steam supply nozzle having a Jet device

discliarging slightly beyond the point of discharge of the
gas and oil supply Into the gas and oil chamber.

5. In a device of the character described, a combined
oil and gaa burner comprising an outer member having a
controlled inlet leading to an air chamber therewithln, a

member constituting a gas and oil chamber within said

air chamber arranged to discharge into a space within the

device for admixture of the oil. gas and air. separate in-

lets for oil and gas passed through the outer member and
Into the member forming the gas and oil chamber so as

to discharge into the latter, and a steam supply nozzle

within the gas and oil chamber adapted to discharge at

a point to effect admixture of the oil. gas and steam with

in the device, the steam supply nozzle having a Jet device

discharging slightly beyond the point of discharge of the

gas and oil supply Into the gas and oil chamber, and said

Jet device flaring outwardly to form a restricted annular
passage for the oil and gas to the space within which the

steam mixes therewith.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.884. TELEPHONIC APPARATUS. Chaelbs
PoRnnsAi Paris. France, assignor to Soci#t# de La-
randeyra & Omer. Paris. France. Filed Aug. 3. 1914.

ReHal No. 854.846. (CI. 179— 100.)

In a telephonic apparatus of the character described, in

combination, a casing, a bottom screwed into said casing.

a micro-telephone or monophone comprising a hornless.

two-faced microphone and a receiver within said casing.

said micro-telephone constituting in the position of rest

of the apparatus the cover or lid for said casing, and an

antiseptic cartridge In said bottom of the casing, substan-

tially as descrit>ed.

1,230,885. WINDWHEEL. Frank P. Oat. PraWe
View, Kans. Filed Oct. 27. 1916. Serial No. 128,067.

(CI. 170—26.)

1. A wind wheel Including radiating pairs of arms each
pair including an upper arm and a lower arm mounted to
swing into and out of position under the upper arm, blades
plvotally connected to the upper and lower arms and
adapted to swing freely therebetween, and means for
simultaneously shifting the lower arms to tilt the blades.

3. A wind wheel Including a shaft, fixed arms radiating
from and revoluble with the shaft, arms pivoted to and
diverging outwardly from the respective radial arms,
link connections between said pivoted arms, a toggle con-

nection l)etween one of the pivoted arms and one of the

fixed arms, blades plvotally connected to and mounted to

swing freely between the radial and pivoted arms, a lever

revoluble with the shaft, a connection between one arm of

the lever and the toggle, a member slldably mounted on and
revoluble with the shaft, a connection between said mem-
ber and the lever, and means for shifting said member
longitudinally of the shaft irrespective of the rotation

of the shaft to swing the pivoted arms and tilt the blades.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,886. BELT BUCKLE. Sate Oborob, Hattiesburg,
Miss. Filed Aug. 9. 1916. Serial No. 114.023. (Cl.

24—79.)
1. A buckle having upon its rear face a hinged clamp,

comprising two spring Jaws which exert a tension toward
each other.

2. A buckle having its inner face provided with a

hinged clamp comprising two spring Jaws each exerting

a tension toward the other, one of said Jaws having its

lower end formed with a transverse depression and being
provided with teeth, the lower edge of the other Jaw hav-
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tog an tatumed portion to be -received to the deprenlaa

of the flrat meationed Jaw.

3. A belt buckle comprisinc a plate having two elongated

openings and a partition dividing the openings, a hook

upon the lower edge of the buckle, a spring clamp upon the

Inner face of the buckle, a tongue having one of Its ends

pivotally secured in one of the openings, said tongue com-

priging a plat plate one of the ends of which being widened

to contact with the outer face of the buckle, the partition

t>etog provided with teeth disposed beyoml the second

opening, and a bendable member also provided with teeth

upon the partition, as and for the purpose set forth.

1,230,887. TOY BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. ALraio
C. GiLBBBT, New Haven, Conn., assignor to The A. C.

Gilbert Company, New Haven, Conn., a Corporation of

Connecticut. Filed Feb. 15, 1916. Serial No. 78,443.

(CI. 46—35.)

1. In a toy roof constractlon. the combination of parallel

rafter members having perforations, anchoring rods de-

tacliably eag&ifing said perforations and extending between

said rafter members, and a plurality of metal sheathing

members having holes engaging said anchoring rods

:

substantially as described.

2. In n toy roof construction, the combination of parallel

rafter members, anchoring rods detachably engaging said

members and extending between the same, and a plurality

of sheathing members having holes engaging said anchor-

ing rods, each of said sheathing members being supported

by at least two of said rods.

3. In a toy roof construction, the combtoatlon of parallel

rafter members, anchoring rods detachably supported by

said membera and exten<llng between the. same, and a

plurality of sheathing members detachably engaging said

r6d8, wid sheathing members being arranged in longitudi-

nal rows, with the members of adjacent rows in staggered

relation.

4. In a toy roof construction, the combination of parallel

rafter members, anchoring rods detachably engaging aa'ld

members and extending therebetween, and a plurality of

sheathing members having boles engaging said rods, said

sheathing members arranged in staggered rows, and each

tMnc aember being supported • at least two of saM
rodi.

19. In a toy roof, a pair of Inclined rafter members
having parts which overlap each other at ttie ridge of

the roof. Mid overlapping parts provided witb registarlBf

perforati«fi8, a ridge rod passing tturough said reglsterlag

perforations and detachably interconnecting said rafter

members, and st>ea thing means engaging said ridge rod ;

substantially as deacrlbe<l.

[Claims 5 to 18 not printed In the Gatette.]

1,23038ft. FOLDING UMBRKLIlA. William Gildow
and MiBON ScuocK, Oak Harbor, Wash. Filed ian. 9,

1917. Serial No. 141.413. (CI. 135—25.)

'»w«W i-r "^

1. In an nmbrella of the character deBcrit>ed. a stem

ronstmctlon including an ypper tubular stem element, a

ferrule longitudinally slidable therein and adapted to

project from the outer end, a second member slidable to

the stem section, a spring support carried by said stem
section, a spring confined between said supi>ort and

said ferrule said second named member connected to said '

ferrule, under tension to project the ferrule to the enter

limit of its movement, a hinge link connected to the inner

end of said second named member positioned to lie within

said stem sections when the ferrule Is at the outer limit of

Its movement, a lower stem section connected to the hinged

link, and extending a distance within the upper stem sec-

tion when the ferrule is at the outer limit of Its move-

ment, and a handle section ai^apted to be disposed to

parallel relation with the lower stem section at times.

2. In an umbrella, a stem section, a ferrule element

slidable therein and adapte<l to project therefrom, a sliding

tube In the ferrule section connected to the ferrule, a

hinge link connected to the bpposlte end of the tnhe, a
lower stem section connected to the link, said connections

and link being dlsposefl and arranged to He within the

said stem section when the ferrule Is normally projected,

said tube having a longitudinal slot therein, a pin fixed

In the stem section and extending through the slot, and

a spring confined between the pin and the ferrule, under

tension to project the ferrule to its outermost position

•3. In an umbreira. two stem sections, a sliding element

in one, resilient means tending to move the sliding element

thereinto, a hinge link connected between said sliding ele-

ment and the other stem section, said link being extended

at each end to project over opposite sides of the respective

stem sections, and a telescoping handle element adapted to

l>« moved on said other stem section Into close abutting

engagement with salil link, and means to secure the tele-

scoping element In adjusted position.

4. In an umbrella, a tubular stem section, a sliding

element therein, resilient means engage<l with the sliding

element and stem section tending to draw the sliding ele-

ment into the stem section, a hinge link pivoted on said

sliding element having projecting end portions adapted

to extend across both sides of the stem sections when

,^^itii^glaam^a
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drawn ontwardly and dlhpom^l at right angles thereto, for

tbe parposra described, sad a s<H-ond section connected to

the Itok having a portion to engage In said stem element.

ft. An umbrella of the character described comprising

stem elements tocludlng an upper section, a crswn at the

•«ter ead of the upper stem section, inner rib sections

ptrotally connecte<l to the crown, a slidtog sleeve on said

stess section, a crown on the sliding sleeve, braces pivoted

OB the crown last mentioned and connected at their outer

ends to the outer ends of said upper rib section, means
to limit downward movement of the sleeve at a position

with the braces in normal supporting relation to the upper
rib sections, the sleeve being slidable into position with its

crown in close relation to the first named crown, said

braces being of a length to He In close parallel relation

witb the upper rib sections when at the Inner limit of their

movement, and outer rib sections pivotally connected to

the flr^t named section respectively and foldable out-

wardly and upwardly Into close relation therewith. ,

[Claim 6 not printed in the Uasette.]

1.230.889. GARMENT - SUPPORTER. Albxandrb M.
Gbian. New York, N. Y. Filed I>c. 17, 1913. Serial

No. 807.265. (CI. 2—91.) >

' 1. A garn^ent supporter comprising a resilient standard

foraed of the hardened attenuated contents of the silk

(toets of silk worms.
2. A ^rment supftorter comprising a resilient standard

fbraed of the hardened attenuated contents of the silk

ducts of silk worms, and a stiffening and binding coating

covering said material and permitting the elastic action

thereof.

ft. A garment supporter comprlsiag a plurality of

standards, a core strip cemented thereto and connecttog

the standards, and a binding strip Inclosing the core

strip and the ends of the standards cemented to said

core strip.

8. An Individual collar supporter, cbmpristog a single

standard formed from a length of filamentary material

bent upon Itself to produce a plurality of strands, said

strauds being twisted together through out the length

of the standard to form a single shank having means at

both ends, whereby it can be atached to a collar, at

least one of said means being an ey^ formed by the

t>ending of the filament, and the ends of said filament

being so disposed witb respect to the attaching means

that they will be protected thereby from pricking the

Decfe of the wearer.

[Claims 3, 4, 6. 7. ami 9 not printed to the Oazett&l

I

to the tolet valve of the evaporator whereby increased

discharge from the latter produces diminished supply

of raw solution thereto and vice versa and a connection

from the float to the distributer whereby increased dis-

charge from the evaporator produces tocreased supply

of precipitant to the receptacle and vice versa.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gaaette.l

1,230,891. NUT AND BOLT LOCK. AcRBL Hawsciuu),
I*1ttsburgh, Pa. Filed Feb. 20, 1917. Serial No.
149,725. (CI. 151

—

ir>.)

J

1. A nut lock comprising a washer having a projec-

tioo thereon arrange<l to contact one of the faces of th«

nut aatl to grip the surface engaged by the washer so

that the mM-e the nut tends to loosen the tighter the

projection grips the surface.

2. A nut lock comprising a washer having a t>ingle in-

tegral projection arranged to grip the surface beneath

the washer to prevent the washer from betog turned to

one direction and also being arranged to be biai^d by

the nut to grip the bolt to prevent it from turning.

[Claims 3 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,892. ACETYLENE-LAMP. Acoii; L. Hani
Chicago, 111., assignor to Justrlte Manufacturtog Comr
pany, Chica^, IlL. a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Mar. 30, 1914. Serial No. 828.112. (CI. 240—1.)

1.280,890. APPARATUS FOR THE MANUFACTURE
OF DRY CRYSTALS OF SUGAR AND OTTIBR CRYS-
TALLINE SUBSTANCES. J ian Chaklbs ORitai.

Padua, lUly. Flle<l May 28. 1914. Serial No. 841.466.

(CI. 127—17.)

1. Apparatns for forming dry crystals of sugar or

other 8olul>le crystalline KUbHtances from a hot solution '

ooapriaing an evaporator for concentrating the raw
solution, s valve controlling the Inlet of raw solution

to the e\ap«>rator, a regulator tank into which the

evapvrator discharges continuously, a precipitating re-

ceptacle Into which the tank discharges, a distributing

device for delivering pre<ipitanl continuously to the re- '

ceptacle, a float to the tank, a connection from the float
1

2. A miner's lamp compris^g the combination with a
water reservoir having Its sid« and end walls cast Integral,

of a carbid receptacle having Its side and bottom wallH cast

integral, a reflectoi formtog the front wall of the water
reservoir, the water reservoir having a depending annular
flange for engaging the upper edge of the carbid receptacle,

a threaded rod carried by the carbid receptacle, a threaded

boss carried by the water reservoir for cooperating with

the threaded rod of the (arbid receptacle for forcing the

annular flange of the water reservoir Into engagement
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with the carbld receptacle, and means for providing com-
munication between the water receptacle and carbld re-

ceptacle.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.280.893. LAST. Christophkb CHAaLss Hardwick
and ABTHCB Habrt Allb.v, Northampton. England.
Filed May 18. 1914. Serial Xo. 839.241. (CI. 12—136.)

1. In a two-part (ollapslble laat. the combination of a
fore-part and a heel part each having a vertical slot and
constructed and arranged to form a V-shaped space be-

tween them when they are extended, a hinge-plate mount-
ed in the said vertical slots so that Its lower edge extends
across the Joint between the parts flush with the sole of
the last, the said plate being secured rigidly to the heel

part and pivotally to the toe part, a rigid abutment hav-
ing a rounded head projecting from the heel part Into the
upper portion of the V-shaped space above the Joint, a
downwardly-directed socket arranged in the solid body
portion of the fore-part of the lust, a spiral spring ar-

ranged freely in the said socket to bear against the bot-

mtom thereof, and a plunger slidalily mounted in the said

socket to t>ear on the one hand against the said spring
and projecting from the said socket to bear on the other
hand against the rounde<l head of the aforesaid abutment,
the said plunger being rounded at its outer end to permit
It to ride over the rounded head of the said abutment.

2. In a two-part collapsible last, the combination of a
fore-part and a heel-part, each having a vertical slot and
constructed and arranged to form between them a V-
shaped space when they are extended, a hinge plate occn-
pying said vertical slots and rigidly secured to the he«l
part, said plate having its lower edge where It extends
across the Joint between the parts flush with the sole of
the last and being pivotally connected to the fore-part, the
portion of said plate which is secured in the heel-pm of

the la.st having an upwardTy directed extension, the^jj^r
end of which presents a rounded head projecting Into the
upper portion of the V shaped space above the Joint and
constituting an abutment, the fore-part of the last having
a downwardly-directed socket arranged In the solid body
portion thereof, a spiral spring arrangeil freely in sahl
Hocket to bear against the bottom thereof, and a plunger
slldably mounted in said socket to bear on one hand
against said spring and projecting from said socket to
bear on the other hand against the rounded head of said
abutment, said plunger being rounded at its outer end to

permit It to ride over the rounded head of said abutment.

1,230,894. METHOD OF REPAIRING ASPHALT PAVE-
MENTS. JOH.v T. Harbop, Garfield. N. J. Filed May
23, 191«. Serial No. 99.314. (CI. 94— 1.)

1. The method of repairing depressions in asphalt or
similar pavements which consists in first saturating or
Impregnating the material in which the depression occurs,
with a suitable Inflammable solvent, which cuts back and
tends to soften said material, igniting and burning said

Bolrent to. render the material In which the depression
o<curs. plastic, and then filling in the depression with a
material containing a bituminous binder.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.895. DEP.ARTMENT SELECTING MECHANISM
FOR AUTOMATICALLY - PLAYED OR<;aNS. Wil-
liam E. Haskbll. Brattleboro. Vt.. assignor to Estey
Organ Company. Brattleboro. Vt., a Corporation of
Vermont. Filed June 29. 1916. Serial No. 106.694.
(CI. 84—54.)

3. A hand governed selecting mechanism for auto-
matically played organs having. In combination, a row of

four sliding organ selecting bars, each with differently lo-

cated projections ; four swinging rollers each with two
arms on opposite sides of all of the selecting bars, said
rollers acting upon the projections on the seleiting bars
so that when one roller Is moved all four bars will b«
moved in. when a second roller U moved all four bars will

be moved out, when a third roller is moved two bars will

be moved In and two o\it. and when the fourth roller Is

moved the two bars moved in by the third roller will t>«

moved »ut while the two bars moved out l>y the third
roller will be moved in ; and a separate spring-moved acta-

atlng bar operatlvely connected with each roller to

move It.

R. A hand governed selecting mechanism for automati-
cally played organs having. In combination, a sliding organ
selecting bar with spaced pins or proJe( tions extending In

opposite directions : swinging rollers each with four arms
two on opposite sides of the sele<-ting l>ar and ai ting upoB
said projections^ and a separate sprlng-move«l actuating
bar cooperating with each roller to move it.

[Claims 1. 2. and 4 to 7 not prlnte<l Id the liaE«tte.]

1.230.896. ALT0M0HIL£ TRANSMISSION MECHA-
NISM. William K. Haupt. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed
Mar. 26, 1914. Serial N6. 827.055. (CI. 74—58.;

1. In a device of the character state4l. sn engine, a
friction clutch connected therewith, gear changing meo^
anism connected with the driven member «f the fri( tlon
clutch and an overrunning clutch between the driven
rlutch member and the gear changing mechanism.

2. In a device of the character stated, 'an engine, a
friction clutch connecteil therewith, clutch operating
mechanism, cooperating clutch brake members operative
when the clutch is released, gear changing mei-hnnism;
connections between the friction clutch and th»- gear
(hanging mechanism carrying one of the brake members
and an overrunning clutch between the friction clutch
and the gear changing mechanism permitting continned
operation of the gear mechanism In the direction In which
it Is normally driven after the brake has been set.

3. In a device of the character stated, an engine, a
friction clutch connected therewith, clutch operating
mechanism, cooperating brake members operative when
the clutch is released, braking against rotation In one
direction only, gear changing mechanism, connections b«-
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tw«en the friction clutch and the gear changing mecha-
nism carrying one member of the brake and an overrun
nlng clutch between the friction clutch and the gear chang-
ing mechanism, the overrunning clutch permitting con
tlnued operation of the gear changing mechanism in the
direction in which it is normally driven after the brake
has been set and the one way character of the brake per
mltting coasting of the car in the opposite direction when
the brake Is on.

4. In a device of the character stated. interrupte<l
shafting, an engine clutch member connected with one end
of the shafting, variable speed transmission gearing con-
necte«l with the other end of the shafting and an over-
running clutch having one part connected with each vt
the interrupted parts of the shafting.

5. In a device of the character stated, an engine, gear
changing mechanism, shafting between and two clutches
Interposed in said shafting, both operative at the same
time and of different character.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.897. WIPER AND POLISHER FOR PLATE-
PRINTING Aa.D DIE-STAMPING PRESSES. Ctbus
Hawki.n's, Colllngswood. N. J., assignor of one-half to

Harry W. King. Philadelphln. Pa. Filed Aug. 25. 1911.
Serial No. 645.908. (CI. 101—165.)

1. In a device of the character stilted, an Imprer^slon
plate, inking moans therefor, an endless wiping band for
the plate, a washing tank for the band, feed mechanism
iiKivlnt: the band from the wiping position to the tank,
a device for moving over the surface of and pressing
against the Hand within the fluid In the tank and bodily
movable means whereby the surface of the device applied
to the band is changed during the operation of the device.

2. In a device of the character stated, an Impression
plate, a wiping band, a washing tank having a rough-
en.-d surface for the band, means for moving the band
from the wiping position through the washing tank,
while pnsenting a roughened surface to the band and
bodily movable means for forcing the band against the
roughened surface to scrub the hand.

3. In a device of the character stated, a press, a metal
plate used tht-rein. means for inking the plate, an endless
band, m.-aus for wiping th»' plat.' l.v th»- baini. a washing
tank adapted to hold a fluid, means for moving the band
from the wiping p<.^ltion through the fluid in the tank, .i

device within the fluid in the tank adapted to be mov«-d
over the surface of the band and press against it. and
means for moving the roller back and forth in the tank
to engage and squeeze the band for cleansing purposes.

4. In a device of the character stated, an impression
plate. Inking rollers therefor, an endless wiping band for
the plate, a wa.»hing tank for the band adapted to hold a
fluid and reciprocating rubbing means engaging the band
within the fluid to assist in the washing operation.

5. In a device of the character stated, an Impression
Dlate, Inking rollers therefor, an endless wiping band for

the plate, a washing tank for the band adapted to con-
tain a liquid and having a corrugated bottom, a roller on
the opposite side of the band from the bottom and means
for rolling the roller along the corrugated bottom to
catise the band to engage with the corrugations.

1.230,898. PIN -SETTING DEVICE. Jakob Heinb-
MANN, Oshkosh, Wis. Filed Apr. 22. 1916. Serial
No. 92,851. (CI. 46—54.)

1. A pin setting device, comprising a frame having
pockets for holding pins in substantially horizontal po-
sition, side arms connected to the frame and extending
rearwardly therefrom, means pivotally connecting the
rear ends of the side arms to the side walls of a bowl-
ing alley, cables connected to the front portions of the
pin frame and extending rearwardly and downwardly be-
yond the rear end of the frame, a transverse beam con-
nected to the rear end portions of both of said cables, a
plurality of weights mounted thereon and exerting an
equal pull upon both cables for holding the pin frame
normally in its upper position and against torsional
>train, a pin engaging tiltable frame mountetl on the pin
frame, means exerting a tendency to maintain the tilt-

able frame In upright position, a trip dog pivoted to the
pin frame for holding the tiltable frame in Its lower po-
sition and having a downwardly extending portion for
engagement with the floor of the alley to release the tilt-

able frame when the pin frame is swung to its lower po-
sition, and a spring for yieldingly maintaining the trip
dog in frame engaging position.

2. A pin setting device, comprising a pin frame formed.
In part of transverse and longitudinal members, curved
guide members mounted between the longitudinal mem-
l»ers. supporting plates adjustably mounted on the trans-
verse members and guided by the longitudinal iiK-mbers.
said guide members and supporting plates forming pin
pockets for holding pins In an Inclined position, a pin
engaging tiltable frame mounted on the pin frame,
spring means exerting a tendency to maintain the tilt-

able frame In upright position, a trip dog pivoted to the
pin frame for holding the tilting frame in its lower po-
sition and having a downwardly extending portion for
engagement with the floor of the alley to release the
tilting frame when the pin frame is swung to Its lower
position, and spring means for yieldingly maintaining
the trip dog in frame engaging position.

3. A pin setting device, comprising in part a pin frame
having curved pockets for holding pins, side arms con-
nected to the frame and extending rearwardly therefrom,
means pivotally connecting the rear end portions of the
side arms to the side walls of a bowling alley, and
wedge members Interposed between the side arms and the
side walls for guiding and holding the pin frame In a
central position.

f Claim 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.899. PROCESS OF MAKING ACETIC ACID.
Harold Hibbbbt. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to Union
Carbide Company. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of
Virginia. Filed Aug. 16, 1916. Serial No. 116.062,
(O. 23—24.)
1. Process of making acetic acid which consists in ef-

fecting a reaction between acetaldehyde and oxygen lo
the presence of wood charcoal.
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2. Procesa of making acetic acid which conaista in ef-

fri-ting a reaction between acetaldehyde and oxygen In
the presence of wood charcoal prellinlnarlly saturated
with strong acetic add.

1.230.900. ELECTROMAGNETIC VALVE - GRINDER.
C*HABLi:s A. HiNK. Grtnnell. Iowa. Fll«Hi May 7, 1916.
Serial No. 26.614. (CI. 51—I.)

In an electro-magnetic valvn grinder, the combination
with a casing, of a shaft revolubly mounted therein, a
gear on one end of said shaft, a motor for driving said
gear, a plate having a pair of segmental gears thereon on
the other end of said shaft, a vertlcaJIy extending shaft

having piniomi thereon on the opposite sides of the center
of the said plate and adapted to alternately engage said
gears and a magnetic bit detacbably mounted on the
lower end of aaid vertical shaft.

1.230.9O1 ADJUSTABLE T-SQCARE. Stefhkn Chase
HocGiiTox, Pacific Grove. Cal. Piled Not. 6. 1916.
Serial No. 129.674. (tl. 33—100.)

1. An adjustable T-square comprising a blade; a head
•secured to the blade In permanent relation: a second
head

; a controllable pivotal connection between said
heads ; a de«;ree-8cale carried by one head ; and an index
finger carrie«l by the other head, said »<ale and finger co-
operating to Intllcate the angle ©f the blade adjustmeni.

5. .\n adjustable T-square comprising a blade ; a head
Recure<l to the blade In permanent relation ; a second
head baviuK an annate through slot : a controllable
pivotal connection between said heads ; an arcuate degree-
arale-plate aflBxed to the se^-ond head concentric with its

lot
:
and an ami lying in a slot in the blade and affixed

• t one end to the first heacl, said arm having Its other
end bent to form an Index flngrer playinic In the slot of
the second head and In conjunction with the <«<^Ie-plate
indicating the angle of the blade adjustment.

[Claims 2 to 4 and 6 not printed In the Oazette.]

1.230,902. TIRE FASTENING DEVICE. Pkank P.
Johnson, Danrllle. Pa. Filed Feb. 28, 191S. Serial No.
781,875. Renewed Dec. 17, 191S. Serial No. 807,836.
(CI. 152—21.)

1. A derlce of the class described, comprising; a rim
provided with a circumferential channel forming a rib at
Its inner face, n continnous tire-engaging ring arrang»Nl
on the rim adjacent the said channel and provided with
n recess, a spilt rin« monnte<i In the channel of the rim
and retaining the tl re-engaginx ring In place, and a rotary
locklni: member mounte<l In the rln> radially thereof and
having a locking head to engage the split ring, said
locking member being in tran.sverse alinement with the
recess of the tire engaging ring.

2. A device of the class d«crllH»d Inclndtng a rim
having an opening, a continuous tire engaging ring ar-
ranse«l on the rim and provided at its Inner periphery
with a recess located at the .said opening, a split ring ar-
ranged on the rim and retaining the tire engaging ring
on the same, a rotary locking member passeil through the
opening of the rim and having a head at Its outer end to
engage the split ring, and an arm connected with the inner
end of the rotary lo<klng member for turning the same.

3. A device of the claiis described Including a rim
provided at Its inner face with a rib, a jipllt ring mounted
on the rim. a rotary locking member mounted in the rim
on an axis radial to tl^ rim and having a head to engage
the spilt ring, and an operating arm dxini to the locking
menilH«r and providetl between Its ends with a bend form-
ing an offset outer portion adapted to engage behind the
rib of the rim.

4. A devl«v of the class dewribed including a rim. a
split ring niouirtHl on the rini. a rotary locking member
plvotally mounteil In the rim at the meeting ends of the
split ring and having a head at its out^^r end on opposite
side's ol the pivot to engage »>oth ends of the saltl ting, a
resilient operating arm fixed to the pivot of the locking
member at Us Inner end and provided at its outer end
with means for engaging the rim for holding the locking
member against rotary movement.

5. A device of the i-lass descrlbe<l. including a rim
proTlde«l on its inner face with a rib, a split ring
mounted on the rim. a locking member mounted Ln the
rim and having a head to engage the split ring, and an
operating arm flxeil to the Io<-king member and having an
offset portion to mga^c the Inner side of the rib for hold-
ing the locking member against movement.

[Claim «; not printed in the Gazette.]

1,2W,903. BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM. Marsxna R.
JrLiAN. Birmingham, Ala., assignor to Julian Signal
Company. Itlmilngham. Ala., a Corporation of Dela-
ware. Fllwl Apr. 2, 1913 S.Tlal No. 758.452. (CI.
2<16—58.)
1. In an electric block signal system, a vehicle having

thereon .i source of energy, a shoe adapted fo engage a
gronndeil track contact, said shoe being electrically con-
nected In circuit to the f:ourr« of energy, electrically
operated brake actuating mechanism normally in circuit
with the source of energy, means actuate*! by the engage-
ment of the shoe with the track contact for connecting
the nctuntlni mechanism In a second' circuit" With the
source of energy, a signal, means actuate<l by the engage-
ment of the Mhoe with the track contact for electrically
connecting the signal In circuit with the source of energy,
and mechanlcallv op«Tate<l means for breaking the ftnrt
Hrrult through the brake actuating mechanism.

2. A block signal system Including a shoe adapted to
be electrically encaged with a tnrk contact, a signal
actuating magnet, a source of energy, a circuit closer
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connected on one side to said M>urce of energy and when
closed < onnecting with the ground, and a magnet con-

trolling the circuit closer and when energize<l holding the

clr< uit climer to the groiuti. said magnet b^ing connected

through the shoe with the source of energy, said shoe

being connected through the actuating magnet with the

^JUirce of energy, the actuating magnet having less re-

sistance than the maget controlling the circuit closer.-

'" .yr: ' Jf « «

r
(v: ; s...

.» '-r

3. In a track controlle<i block signaling system, a train-

carried signal mechanism Including a signal actuating

nuignet. a source of energy, a brake controlling magnet
in circuit with the source of energy, a magnetically con-

trolled circuit closer, the magnet of which is in a nor-

mally closed circuit with the source of energy, said cir-

cuit closer normally closing the brake magnet circuit, a

branch connected to said latter circuit and extending
through the signal actuating magnet, a contact shoe con-

Dei'ted thereto and adapte<l to engage with a track con-

tact, and mechanically actuated means for breaking the

brake controlling circuit, said means ttelng disposed in

said circuit between the ground and the Junction of the

branch circuit.

4. In a block signal system, a train-carried mechanism
Including a tontsantly energized, brake-controlling mag-
net, mechanical means for breaking the circuit through
the brake-controlling magnt-t. electrical means for holding

said circuit completed, means disposed in the track for

electrical engagement with said electrical holding means
to ground the latter, and means disposed In the track

for engaging said circuit breaking means to cause it to

break saltl circuit.

5. In a block signal system of the character described,

the combination with a groundtni track contact, of a train

carrle4l signal mechanism Including a constantly ener-

gize<l brake-<ontrolllng magnet, a contact shoe electrically

connected In circuit with the magnet, a. grounded branch
connection forming part of the magnet circuit, a circuit

breaker mounttn] In conjunction with the shoe and dls-

posei] in said br;iu< h. and an actuating rail dispose<1 In

the track adjacent to the track contact and adapted to

engage said circuit breaker tu actuate the latter after the

contact shoe has electrically engaged the track contact.

[Claims t> to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.904. AITOMOBILE TOP. Silas Kahn, New York,

N. Y. Filed Sept. 23. 1910. Serial No. 121.718. (CI.

21—62.)

1. In combination with a vehicle bo<ly. a receptacle

cmrrle<l thereby, a rotatable roller within said receptacle,

a cover for said vehicle sei-ure<l to said roller and ar-

ranged to be rolled up and wound upon said roller, meana

to rotate said roller, front supporting elements blngedly

secured, at one end thereof, to said cover and arranged

to be swung over and lie against the upper surface of

sabl cover and to be enveloped by said cover when said

cover is rolie^l up. and a 'rear supporting element for

said cover plvotally secured to the body of said vehicle

and arrange^l to place said cover under tension when said

cover is positioned for use.

2. In combination with a vehicle body, a cover therefor

adapted to be rolled up, means carried by the vehicle to

roll said cover up, a cross-bar secured to the cover adjacent

the front end thereof, a 6upporting-memt>er hinged at one

end thereof to said cross-bar at ^ch end thereof and ar-

ranged for detachable securement to the vehicle body, a

supporting-member at the rear of the vehicle body, ft

roller carried by said supporting-member, and means car-

ried by the cover, at the front edge thereof, to engage

said roller when the cover is rolled up to facilitate the

extension of said cover when said supporting-member Is

raised to position same for use.

3. In combination with a vehicle boily, a cover therefor

adapted to be rolled up, means carried by the vehicle to

roll said cover up, a cross-bar secured to the cover adja-

cent the front end thereof, a supporting-member hinged at

one end thereof to said cross-bar at each end thereof and
arranged for detachable securement to the vehicle body,

a supporting-member at the rear of the vehicle body, a
roller carried by said supporting-member, and a hook
carried by the cover, at the front edge thereof, to engage

said roller when the cover is rolled up to/ facilitate the

extension of said cover when said supporting member U
raised to position same for use.

1.230.905. HIGH-FREQUENCY THEEAPEUTICAL AP.
PARATUS. Wii>i>iAM Klei.vbero. New York. N. T.

Filed Aug. 31, 1915. Serial No. 48,175. (CI. 175—349.)

A high frequency apparatus comprising an induction

coil, a vibrator including a contact, a resilient support, a

contact thereon, a rigid support, a screw mounte<l on the

rigid support and operatlvely related to the resilient sup-

port to adjust the position of the contacts, and means for

connecting the resilient support In the electric circuit of

the induction coll independently of the rigid support.

1,230.906. POLDER FOR COLLARET MACHINES Lonts
Karo, John P. Weis. and Wii.lis C. Robbiss, Nyack,

N. Y.. assignors, by mesne assignments, to Lucius N.«

Littauer. OloversvlUe. N. Y. Piled Aug. 6. 1906. Serial

No. 329.355. (O. 270—36.)

'Af

1. In combination, stitch-forming mechanism, feeding

mechanism, and a folding-device, the latter comprising a
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flat body-portion tapered at Its forward end, and the latter
having an Integral mouthpiece fixed thereto and arranged
•nbstantlally at a right-angle to Its delivery-end and eub-
•tantially parallel with the line of feed.

2. In combination, a stitch-forming mechanism ; a feed-
ing mechanism ; and a folder, the latter being arranged on
the work-plate of the machine at a right-angle to the line
of feed and wholly at one side of the latter, and compris-
ing a flat body-portion vertically disposed on said work-
plate and having its forward end tapered, and the latter
having an integral mouth-piece fixed thereto and arranged
substantially parallel with the line of feed.

3. A folding-device comprising a body-portion having at
one end hem-turning devices including loops having
tongues suspended therein, in combination with a ten-
sion-device for cooperating with the folds of the binding-
material within the hem-turning devices at the delivery-
end thereof.

4. A folding-device comprising a body portion having at
one end hem-turning devices. In combination with a ten-
sion-device for operating upon the folds of the binding
within the hem-turning devices, and means for adjusting
said tension-device.

5. A folding-device comprising a flat, tubular, body-por-
tion having a tapered hem-turnlDg device at one end. In

combination with an integral mouth-piece fixed thereto at
said end at an angle to ^he said body-portion.

[Claims C to 36 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,280,907. AUTOMOBILE - LOCK. Abthib W. Lamp,
Cleveland. Ohio, assignor of one-half to C. C. Marshall,
Lakewood, Ohio, and one-half to I. S. I'ayton, East
Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No.
138.104. (CI. 70—129.)

1. .\n automobile lock comprising the combination of

the steering shaft ; a head on said shaft ; an operating
member provided with a chamber in which the head of
the steering shaft is mounted ; a collar loosely mounted
on the shaft under the head thereof and threaded onto
the operating member ; a longitudinal key-way in the head
of the steering shaft ; a lock and bolt housing on the
operating member ; a slldable bolt mounte<l in said hous-
ing and adapted for engagement and disengagement with
the key-way In the steering head ; a closure member for
the bolt housing, said closure member being locked to the
housing by the threaded collar.

2. An automobile lock comprising the combination of
the steering shaft ; a head on said shaft ; an operating
member provided with a chamber In which the head of
the steering shaft is mounted ; a collar loosefy mounted
on the shaft under the head thereof and threaded onto
the operating member ; a longitudinal key-way in the head
of the steering shaft ; a lock and bolt housing on the
operating member ; a slldable bolt mounted in said hous-
ing and adapted for engagement and disengagement with
the key-way in the steering head : a closure member for
the bolt housing, said closure member being locked to the
housing by the threaded collar ; and a recess in the thread
of the collar member for engagement with the bolt when
said bolt is disengaged from the key-way on the steering
bead.

3. In an automobile lock the combination of the steer-
ing shaft : a head on said shaft ; an operating member pro-
vided with a chamber in which the head of the steering
shaft Is mounted ; a shoulder on the steering shaft ; a col'

lar loosely mounted on the shaft and bearing on said
shoulder and confined between said shoulder and the head
of the .xhaft. said collar having a threaded connection i

with the operating member ; a recesa In the thread of said
collar; longitudinal key-ways in the head of the steering
shaft

: a slidable bolt mounted on the operating member
and adapted for engagement and disengagement with one
of the key-ways and for engagement and disengagement
in the recess in the collar ; lock mechanism for operating
said bolt ; and a removalde key for actuating said lock.

4. An automobile lock comprising the combination of
the steering shaft ; a head on said shaft ; an operating
member provided with a chamber in which the head of
the steering shaft is mounted ; a collar loosely mounted
on the shaft under the head thereof and threaded onto
the operating member ; a longitudinal key-way in the head
of the steering shaft ; a slldable bolt mounted on the oper-
ating member and adapted for engagement and disengage-
ment with the key way in the steering head ; a recess In
the collar member cut through the thread thereof for en-
gagement with the slldable bolt when said bolt is disen-
gaged from the key-way, and thereby prevent the turning
of the collar in Its threaded connection with the operating
member ; and means for operating said t>olt.

5. An automobile lock comprising the combination of
the steering shaft; a head on said shaft; an operating
member provided with a chamber In which the head of
the steering shaft is mounted : a collar loosely mounted
on the shaft under the head thereof and threaded onto
the operating member ; a longitudinal key-way In the head
of the steering shaft ; a lock and bolt housing on the
operating member ; a slldable bolt mounted In said hous-
ing and adapted for engagement and disengagement with
the key-way in the steering head ; a closure member for
the bolt housing, said closure member being locked to the
housing by the threaded collar ; a recess In the collar mem-
ber for engagement with the slldable bolt when said bolt
is disengaged from the key-way, and thereby prevent the
turning of the collar in its threaded tonnection with the
operating member ; lock mechanism attached to the operat-
ing member within the housing and having operative con-
nection with the slldable bolt member : and a removable
key for operating the slldable bolt through the medium of
the lock mechanism.

1.230,«k>8. AUTOMOBILE JACK. Gborgi Willib Lbb,
Ben^n. N. C. /Filed Oct. 30. 1916. Serial No. 128,640.
(CT. 1254—91.)

The combination with a lower rectangular frame ; 'of a
pair of lifting rails located above the frame at respective
sides thereof, a pair of resilient links connecting the frame
at one end thereof with corresponding ends of the rails, a
second pair of links c«ftinecting the remaining ends of the
rails and frame, stops fixed to the frame in the path of
the first-mentioned links, a rock shaft Journaled on the
frame and provided with an operating lever at one end and
a crank at the other, a pitman connecting said crank and
one of the second-mentioned links, said crank having a
sufllclently great throw to bend the resilient link on the
same side of the frame as the crank passes over its dead
center in raising the rails, said frame Including brace
members one of.,whlch acts as a stop for the pitman, and
stops on the rails arranged for engagement by the axle of
a vehicle as the latter Is run over th»- frame longitudi-
nally.
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1.280,909. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINE. John

Hb.nbv Lefi-bk, Mason City. Iowa. Filed Aug. 9. 1916.

Sertal No. 113.972. (CI. 123—122.)

In combination with the manifold of an internal

combustion engine, a vaporizing device including a hollow

plug poKltlon«Hl in the manifold, a conducting element po-

sitioned within the pluj:. one end thereof extending into

the manifold, a cup shaped member supported l)y the con-

ductiuK element, and a vaporizing element coiled around

one end of the conducting element adjacent the cup

shaped member, the cup shaped memlter l»elng coincident

with the diameter of the plug to receive fluid passing

along the walls of the plug, meant* for directing fluid to

the vaporizing element and cup shaped member, and

means for heating the vaporizing element.

1,230.910. WARKROBE - TRUNK. Szymo.n Lbsmkow-
8KI, Detroit, Mich. Filed Feb. 1, 1917. Serial No.

145,964. (CI. 190—14.)

2. In a traveling case, a lid formed with upper and

lower separable sections, end panels foldably hinged

within the upper section, front and rear panels formed of

hinged sections hingedly connecting the lid sections to-

gether and adapted for folded arrangement therein when

the said sections are closed In contact with each other,

detachable connections between the said lid sections, and

hinged doors provided for the front panel, each of said

doors t>elng formed of hinged sections adapted for fold-

ing simultaneously with the folding of the front panel.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.911. LIFE-GUARD FOR MOTOR-VEHICLES. L»o

POLD Lobb, Neuwled. Germany. Filed Jan. 27. 1915.

Serial No. 4.603. (CI. 105—131.)

1. A life guard for vehicle wheels comprising an angu

lar sheet metal guard mounted upon arms plvotally sup-

ported from the wheel axle, said arms extending

wardly beyond the pivotal support, vertical bars at-

tached to the ends of said arms and projecting upward ;

brackets attached to the wheel axle: adjustable stops

upon said vertical bars adapted to bear against said

brackets and support said guard in its normal position,

springs upon said l>ars hearing against said bracket!

adapted to yieldingly maintain said guard in normal po-

sition", and a wheel mounted upon said arms near their

forward ends.

2. A life guard for vehicle wheels (Comprising an anipa-

lar sheet metal guard mounted upon arms plvotally sop-

ported from the wheel axle, said arms extending rear-

wardly beyond the pivotal support, vertical bars attached

to the ends of said arms and projecting upward ; brackets

attached to the wheel axle : adJustaMe stops upon said

vertical bars adapted to bear against said brackets and
support said guard in its normal poHition. springs upon
said bars bearing against said brackets adapted to yield-

ingly maintain said' guard In normal position : and a
wheel mounted upon said arms near their forward ends;
and overlapping resilient plates slantingly attached to

bottom edge of guard.

1,230,912. TOILET - CASE. Bdwabd N. LoRscHBiDBa,
New York. N. Y.. assignor to The Lorschelder Schang
Company. New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed May. 20, 1915. Serial No. 29.409. (a.
132—.32.)

16 a f

A container comprising a body, a closure upon the

bcMly < onsistlng of' a flexible covering hinged to the l>ody

and surrounding a section of material, a portion of the

inner surface of which forms a mirror visible through an

aperture in said covering and a flap for securing the

closure at one side of the body consisting of a reinforcing

member supported by extended portions of said flexible

covering folded upon each other at one edge of the closure

to form a hinged connection between said closure and

flap.

1.230,913. BED. Bcktnett McIntosh. Brooklyn, N. T.,

assignor to Frank A. Hall. Montclair. N. J. Filed Jan.

17. 1916. Serial No. 72.376. (CI. 5—12.1

1. A bed spring comprising a frame, an adjustable rest

attached to said frame, locking devices mounted to slide

longitudinally of said frame and having Jaws, and braces

attached to the said rest for supporting the same, said

locking devices having arms attached to said braces so

that the weight of the rest causes said Jaws to lock said

locking devices to said frame, said locking devices having

means for rocking them to release said Jaws.
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2. A bed sprini; t-omprlsinK a frame, an adjastable rent
attactaed to said frain**. fri( tiooal locking deTlces slldabl«
longitudinally of thf frarn*" and constructed to have lock-
ing engagHreent with th»» frame upon rocking movenieat of
t*e locking devtcew and braces for supporting the rest
connected to the rest and to fhe locking devices at such
point that th*- th^u^4t of the braces under the weight of
tht rest tend.s to rock th»* locking devices into locking en-
gagement with the frame.

<<h-

3. A bed <iprlng comprising a frame having longitudinal
side members, a rent mounted for swinging movement in
a vertical plan»> with respect to said frame, braces con-
nected at one of their ends to said rest, locking devices
comprising separated Jaws which lie above and below the
side members of the frame and which are spaced apart
such a distance that when the locking devices are rocked
in one direction the Jaws are released from the side mem-
bers of the frame and the locking devices are capable of
Uding movement ^rtth respect to said side members and
when rocked In the oppoMite direction sakl Jaws are canaed
to frlctiocally bind upon said frame and means for at-
taching the other ends of said braces to the locking de-
tces at sach a point that when the rest is drawn up-
wardly the Jaws are moved out of engagement with the
side members of the frame and when the rest is releaaed
the weight of said reat acts through the bracea to oMve
the Jaws Into locking engagement with the aides of the
trame.

[Claims 4 and 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230,914. ICE BOX FOR AUTOMOBILES. Bctlcb Mc-
MooRi. Argenta. Ark. Filed Oct. 5. 1916.. Serial No.
123.877. *C1. 62—86.)

/>-

1. In an lc*e bo.x for automobiles, a cover therefor, an
ice compartment having an incllneil floor, a Alter com-
partment within the ice box and 9ituate<l back of said Ice
compartment and provider! with an inclined floor with a
hole or pa.ssage therethrough, a filter tube or cylinder
supported entirely or wholly within said Alter compart-
ment and provided with a filtering medium, a cup below
the upper edge of the ice box adapted to At over the top
of said Alter tube or cylinder and form an air and liquid
tight closure and held in place l)y the cover of the ice box.
an lncllne<l floor below the inclined floors of the ice and
filter compartments, a filtered water receiving chamber be-
tween said Imlined floors an<l means for withdrawing
water from .said l<-e and rtitereil water compartaaents.

2. In an ice box for automohlles. an ice compartment
having an inclined floor, a Alter compartment witliin the
Ice box an<l back of the said ice compartment and pro-
Tldeil with an Inclined Hoor with a hole or passai^ there-
through, a filter tube or cylinder supported within said
Alter compartment provided with a suitable filterlBf
medium, an imperforate cup adapted to At over the top af
said filter tut>e or cylinder and substantially in allnemeat

with the upper edge of the ice box, a cover for said ice
box adapted to contact with said imperforate cup and re-
tain it in position on the Alter tube or cylinder, a Altered
water receiving compartment communicating with the
Alter compartment and means for allowing the withdrawal
of water from the Alter and ice compartments.

3. In an ice box for automobiles, a Altered water com-
partment, an Ice compartment having an inclined Iioor,

Alter and ice cream freezer compartments back of said
Ice compartment and within the ice box each having an
inclined floor, a passage through the floor of the Alter
compartment communicating with the filtered water com-
partment, a filter tube or cylinder within said Alter com-
partment provided with a Altering medium, an imperforate
cup adapted to At over the top of said Alter tube and
form a water and dust tight closure, a cover for said Ice
box adapted to contact with said imperforate cup, on the
closing of said cover, and thereby retain the said cut) In
position on the top of the Alter tui)e or cylinder and
means for allowing the withdrawal of water from the
ice and Altered water compartments.

1,230.915. SELF HEATING SOLDERING IBON. Na-
i>OLao.N Martbl and Joseph Erti.n Rascob. Plattal>urg.
N. Y., assignors of one third to Solomon S. Kempuer,
Plattsburg. N. Y. Filed July 3, 1916. Serial No.
107.463. (01. 158—2a)

/-

1. In a soldering Implement of the character designated,
the combination of a handle, a gas supply tube mounted
therein, a member formed with parallel shank rods At-
ting longitudinal sockets forme<l for their reception in
the handle and held therein by frictlonal contact solely
and a head having a transverse opening in which the
medial transverse portion of the shank rods is engaged,
the butt end of said head being recessed to form a heat-
ing chamber, and an axlally disposed protuberanj dif-
fusing plug and a gas tube extended through the handle
and l)etween the said shank rods In ailal allnement with
said plug.

2. In a soldering Implement of the character designated,
a soldering head having a transverse passage for the lat-
eral portion of parallel shank rods and longitudinal side
grooves for the reception of said rods, said head being
forme<l at its butt end with a conoldal heating chamber,
and an axlally disposed protruding diffusion plug ex-
tended partially within and partUlly without said heat-
ing chamber.

3. In a soldering implement of the character designated.
the combination of a handle, a gas supply tube mounted
therein, and a soldering head or bit formed with parallel
shank rods Attlng longitudinal sockets formed for their
reception in the handle and held therein by frictlonal
contact, said shank rods being formed of a single piece

I the medial portion of which rests In a transverse hole
formed for it in the head, the latter being also formed

I with longitudinal side grooves In which the forward por-
I tlons of said shank rods rest, for the purpose described.
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1.2S0,91«. LIQDI£MX)NTAI.VER. Robbkt G. Maooh.
Brooklyn, N. T. Filed Mht. 11, 1916. Serial No.

88,483. (a. 221—14.

»

2. In an ink eradlcator di8pens«r, the combination of

a tubular container having at its forward end a tapering

portion and a discharge opening, a reclprocmting Tmive

provided with a bead adapted to engage said tapering por-

tion and also with a stem of uniform diameter within

•aid container and provided with a reduced portlqo nor-

mally outside said container and a Wiuiher outside of said

container and adapted to engage the peripherj- of aaid

opening, and yielding means for forcing said valve to-

ward the open end of said tuhular container.

3. In an ink eradlcator dispenser, the combination of

two taiiular tontalnertt. each having at its forward end

an opening, a reciprocating valve in each opening pro-

Tided with a head, and also with a stem provided with

a reduced portion normally outside of its container and a

washer outside of said container and adapted to engage

the periphery of said opening therein, a casing surround-

ing said tubular containers, and a tap on the forward

ead of said casing engaging said valve stems and holding

said washers in engagement with said openings, said cap

having a yielding inner surfme engaging the outer ends of

Mid yalyea.

(Claim 1 not printed in the Gatette.]

14J30,917. BBOODEB. Erwin MAUaEB, Jamaica, N. Y.

Filed Nov. 9. 1916. Serial No. 130.362. (CI. 119—34.)

» * » «

1. In a brooiler. the combination with a casing con-

sisting of telescoping parts, of telescopinj: heat convey-

ing tubes each comprising an Inner and outer section,

some of the outer section of the tube being arranged in

each part of the casing for the purpose specified.

2. In a broo<ler. the combination with a casing con-

sisting of telescoping parts, of telescoping heat convey-

ing tubes each c«tmprlsing an Inner and outer section,

each part of the laslng carrying an equal number of the

outer and Inner sections of said tube for the purpose

peclAed.
3. In a brooder, the combination with a casing consist-

ing of telescoping parts, of compartments for heated air

at the opposite eniis of said parts, and telescoping tut>e6

connecting said compartments.

4. la a brooder, the combination with a casing con-

slating of telescoping parts, of telescoping heat convey-

ing tubes therein, and a partition in the outer end por-

tion of the outer part of the casing for holding the tut>es

in proper position.

a. In a brooder, the combination with a casing con-

sisting of telescoping parts, of telescoping heat convey-

ing tubes each comprising an outer and inner section,

one or more of the outer sections of the tubes being car-

ried by the inner part of the casing, a partition in the

outer end portion of the outer part of the casing for

holding the tubes In proper position, and a stop on one

of the outer tube sections carried by the inner part of-

the casing, said stop being adapted to engage the parti-

tion for limiting the outward movement of the inner

part of the casing.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,918. ROLLER WINDOW SCREEN. Th»oi>ori B.

Miller. Richmond. Ind. Filed June 2. 1916. Serial

No. 101,393. (CI. 16C—39.)

' 1. A roller window wreen comprising end plates at-

tached to the window Jamb«. I»earings projecting toward

each other from said plates, a roller mounted in connec-

tion with said bearings, a M-reen having one end at-

tached to the roller and adapte<l to be wound there-

around. a metal strip secured to the other end of the

screen, means for automatically <'ausint! the screen to be

wound upon the roller, a hood surrounding the roller

and the screen, there Itelng a <lownwardly opening slot

through said hood for ibe screen to operate tbroucb,

hooks carried by said strip and adapted to engage one

of the lipH of said slot, and guide-ways secured to the

window Jnmbs and extending downward in allnemeat

with said slot.

2. A roller window screen adapted to roll upward and
to be unrolle<l when the free end is pulle<l downward,
and comprising end plates atached to the window Jamba,

tubular bearings projecting towar<l each other from said

plates, a tuhular roller mounted around said bearings, a

screen having one en<l atached to said roller and adapt^l

to be wound therearound. a coil spring located Inside of

said roller with one end thereof secured to the roller and
with its other end secure<l to one of saiii bearings and
with the tension of said spring adaptecl to normally re-

tain the screen wound upon the roller, a strip secured

along the free end of the screen, hooks carried by said,

strip for securing said strip upon the window sill, a hood'
surrounding the roller and adapted to Inclose the screea

when the screen Is wound upon the roller, there being a
downwardly opening slot In the hood for the screen to

op«'rate through and through which slot the said hooks

can not pass, guide-ways secured to the window Jambs
and extending downwardly from said slot to the window
sill with the edges of the screen adapteil to operate In

said guide-ways, all substantially as shown and described,

•crlbed.
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1.230.919. TRANSMISSION FOR POWER TABLE SEW-
ING-MACHINES. Ac. GtORGE E. MoLYNKUX. Bayonne.
N. J. Filed July 22. 1915. Serial No. 41.227. (a.
74—46.)

1

'.^

-?
*''

r^rfe.,-a^l

1. A power-table traosmission comprlslog a transmLs-
alon shaft ailapted to be coupled to the adjacent drive
abaft, an inclosed casing through which the transmis-
sion shaft Is extende<l. a clutch member slidably secured
to the shaft within the casing, a second clutch member
within the casing forming a brake disk and having a
leeve extended outwardly through thp casing, a drive
pulley secured to thp sleeve outside the casing, a clutch
arm and a brake arm secured together for common op-
eration and mounted within the casing, and means to
actuate th»> (hitch arm and the brake arm from outside
the casing.

2. A power-tahl»« transmission comprising a shaft, an
Inclosed casing through which the shaft is extendeil. a
clutch member slldably secured to the shaft within the
casing, a second clutch member formlni: a brake disk
and having a sleeve extended outwardly through the cas-
ing to receive the drive pulley, a rock shaft mounted in
the casing, a brake arm and a clutch arm secured to the
rock shaft, and an operating arm s<»cur»»d to the "rock
shaft outside the casing.

3. A powHr-tahlf transmission comprising a :*haft. a
casing through which the shaft is extend»>.l. a clutch
member slldably secur«Hl to the shaft within the casing,
a second clutch merobfr within the casing forming a
brake disk and having: a sleeve extended outwardly
through the casing to receive the drive pulley, a rock
haft mounted transversely in the casing, a brake nrm
and a clutch arm secure<l to said shaft within the casing,
an operating arm secured to tho rock shaft outside the
casinir. and a tension spring connected to the operating
arm.

4. A power table transmission comprising a shaft, a
casing through which the shaft is extende<l. a clutch
member slldably secure<i to the shaft within the casing, a
second clutch member within the casing forming a brake
disk and having a sleeve extended outwardly through
the casing to receive the drive pulley, a rock shaft
mounted transversely in the casing, a brake arm and a
clutch arm securwl to said shaft within the casing, an
operating arm secured to the rock shaft outside the cas-
ing, and a tension .spring connected to the operating arm.
the operating arm being provide*! with means whereby
the tension spring can be connecte<l thereto at different
points to vary the tension of the spring.

5. A power table transmission forming a unitary struc-
ture and comprising a casing, a sectional transmission
shaft extende<l through the casing, clutch members with-
in the casing, one of the clutch members being engaged
with the shaft and the other clutch member having a
drive pulley connecte<l therewith outside the casing, and
means mounted within the casing but operable from out- i

side the casing for opening and closing the clutch and
applying and releasing a brake to and from one of the
clutch members, the casing having a lug with a bolt for
securing it to the power-table, and a dress guard secured
to the casing and inclosing the drive pulley.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,920. LOCK FOR SCREENS
liAUUiE Thompson Nowotnv, St.

Nov. 1, 1916. Serial No, 128,969.

AND THE LIKB.
Louis, Mo. Filed

(CI. 70—119.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a latch, a
casing adapted to receive said latch, and a flanged cap
movably fitted on the casing and adapted to positively'
lock the latch in said casing.

2. A device of the class described comprising a latch,
a casing adapted to receive said latch, spring latching
mechanism in said casing for said latch, and a cap on
.said casing for positively locking the latch in said casing,
said cap being movably mounted on the casing.

3. In a device of the class described, a latch, in com-
bination with a casing having an opening into which the
latch may be introduced, spring gripping mechanism in
said casing, and a flanged cap on said casing for posi-
tively locking said latch in said casing.

4. In a device of the class described, a latch, in com-
bination with a casing having an opening into which the
latch may be Introd^iced. spring gripping mechanism In
said casing having* two gripping arms and tensioninc
springs for said arms, and a flanged cap oufsald casing
for positively locking said latch in said casing.

5. In a device of the class described, a latch, in com-
bination with a casing having an op<>ning into which the
latch may be intro<]uced. spring gripping mechanism
having two angularly bent gripping arms arranged in
opposite position in the Interior of the casing and curved
tensioning springs for said arms, and a flanged cap mov-
ably mounted on said casing for positively locking said
latch in said casing.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.921. SAFETY WUARD. William J. Paul. Pitts-
burgh. Pa.» Filed May 8. 1913. Serial No. 766,457.
(CI. 74—8.)

1. A locking device for the purpose described, compris-
ing a plate having an opening and a plurality of flexible

tongues extending into said opening from points outside
of the periphery of -the opening.

2. A locking device* for the purpose described, compris-
ing a ring carrying pliable tongues springing from points
between the opening and the periphery of the ring and
adapted to extend terminally within the opening.

3. A locking device for the purpose described, comprta-
Ing a one piece ring carrying Integral pliable tongues
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springing from points B>»tween the opening and the pe-

riphery of the ring and normally extending terminally

within the opening.

4. A device for use on a shaft consisting of a disk

having its central portion cupped so as to form an open-

ing within the cup adapted to fit over the end of the

shaft and having oppositely arranged tongues at the

base of the cup adapted to extend into openings in the

ahaft.

5. A device of the class described, consisting of a disk

having a cupped portion adapted to cover the end of the

shaft, and Inwardly extending flexible tongues adapted

to enter cavities In the shaft.

[Claim not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.922. MATTRESS ROLL FORMER AND FILLER.
Walteb R. Phillips. Kiin>-as City. Mo. Filed June 12.

1916. Serial No. 103.165. (CI. 100—67.)

w

/'

4
9:

1. In a mattress roll former and filler, a longitudi-

nally divided tube comprising two memlwr?. adapted to

receive filling material, a cap releasaltly embracing one

end of said tube, and a closure for the other end of the

tube arranged to hold said members together and having

means for being consecutively Interlocked with said mem-
bers In a manner such that the latter may be consecu-

tively withdrawn from said cap.

2. In a mattress roll former and filler, a longitudi-

nally <ilvlded tul)e comprising two members adapted to

receive filling material, one set of ends being reduced in

diameter, a cap a<lapted to be slldably fitted on said set

of ends, and a closure slldably mounted on the other set

of ends and having means for being releasably Inter-

locke<l with one of said members, whereby the latter may
be withdrawn from the cap.

3. In .T mattress roll formed and filler, a longitudi-

nally dlvlde<l tube comprising two members adapted to

receive filling material, one end of one of said members
having a right angled slot, a closure slldably and rota

tably mounted^on the end of the tube having said slot

and provided with an Inwardly extending projection

adapted to slide into said slot and to enter the off-set

portion thereof, when the closure Is turne<l in the proper

direction, and a cap releasably era)>raclng tl»e other end

of said tube.

4. In a mattress roll former and filler, a longitudi-

nally divided tube comprising two nieml>ers adapted to

receive filling material, said members at one end of the

tube each having an end slot provided with a lateral

off-set. the off-sets of said slots being oppositely disposed.

a tubular closure adapted to embrace said end of the

tube and provided with two inwardly extending pins

adapte«l to respectively enter said slots, when the closure

Is slid onto the tube, the closure being rotatable on said

tube to two jwsitlons In which said pins will con«iecu

ttvely enter said off-sets when the closure is turned in

opposite directions on the tube, and a cap releasably and
slldably engaging the other end of said tube.

5. In a mattress roll former ami filler, a longitudi-

nally divided tut)e adapted to receive filling material and

comprising two members longitudinally slldable on each

other, a cap embracing one end of said tube and slldable

therefrom, and a tubular member embracing the other

end of said tube and slldable therefrom.

[Claims tt to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.923- ROTARY ENGINE. Ernest W. Pbioan. Ak-

ron, Ohio, assignor of one-fourth to George T. Smith.

Akron, Ohio, one fourth to Frank M. Kirk. Cleveland.

Ohio, and one-fourth to L. E. Flschman. Akron. Ohio.

Flle<l July 2. 1913. Serial No 777.048. (CI. 123—44.i

1. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a stationary crank shaft and a cylinder rotatable

thereal)out. said (vlinder having an exhaust port con-

trolled by a piston ; of a high pressure storage tank, an

Independent pump operated by said engine and adapted

to supply gaseous fuel at high pressure to said tank,

connections from said tank to said cylinder, a mechani-

cally operated Inlet valve adapted to control the admis-

sion of such high pressure gaseous fuel to said cylinder,

said valve being timed to admit such high pressure gase-

ous fuel to said cylinder upon the opening of such ex-

j
haust port, and manually operable means adapted to

' open said Inlet valve to permit the admission of such

high pressure gas to start said engine.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a cylinder provided with an exhaust port controlled

by the piston, an inlet valve adapted to control the ad-

mission of high pressure gaseous fuel to said cylinder, a

en in adapted, upon rotation of either said cam or said

valve relative to the other, to open said valve, said cam
being tlmefi to admit such high pressure fuel upon the

op«'nlng of such exhaust port, and manually operable

means adapted to cause relative rotation of said cam and
snid valve thereby admitting high pressure gas to said

cylinder to start said engine.

.3. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a cylinder provided with an exhaust port controlled

hy the piston, of a fluid pressure storage tank, an inde-

pendent pump operated l>y said engine ant' adapted to

supply gaseou.'' fuel at high pressure to said tank, a cy

lindrical casing, connections from said tank and said cyl-

inder to said casing, a mechanically operated inlet valve

adapted to control said connection to said cylinder from

said tank, aqd a second valve in said casing adapted to

control the discharge of gas into said connection to said

cylinder, said two valves being timed to operate in syn-

chronism.

4. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination

with a cylinder provided with an exhaust port controlled

by the piston, of a fluid pressure storage tank, an inde-

pendent pump operated by said engine and adapted to

supply gaseous fuel at high pressure to said tank, a cy-

lindrical casing, connections from said tank and said cyl-

ln<ler to said casing, a mechanically operated inlet valve
ndapted to <-ontrol said connection to said cylinder from
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aid tank, and a second valve in oaid cmalnc adapted to

control tb(> discliarge of gas into naid connectioD to said
cyllntler. saltl two valves tH-ing timed to operate in syn-
chronltiin. and manually operable means adapted to ayn-
chronou^ly open said two valves, thereby admitting gas
at high presHure to said cylinder to start said engine.

5. In an internal combnstlon engine, the combination
with a cylinder provided with an exhaust port controlled
by the piston, of a fluid pressure storage tank, an Inde-

pendent pump operated by said engine and adapted to
supply gaseous fuel at high pressure to said tank, a cy-

lindri'al casing, connections from said tank and said cyl-

inder to .fcald casing, a puppet valve adapted to control
said connection to said cylinder from said casing, a cam
adapted, upon relative rotation of said cam and said
valve, to open said valve, and a second valve in said cas-
ing adapted to control the discharge of gas Into said con-
nection to said cylinder, upon relative rotation of said
second valve and said casing.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaxette.]

1,230,924. GASOLENE SUBSTITUTE. Thomas E. Rici,
Des Moines, Iowa. Filed May 13, 1916. Serial No.
97.330. (CI. 44—8.)
1. A liquid fuel suitable for use in Internal combustion

engines comprising kerosene, dimethyl oxld. and carbon
dlsulfld.

2. A liquid fuel for use In internal combustion engines
comprising

:

Kerosene One gallon.
Dimethyl oxld Four ounces.
Carbon dlsulfld Eight ounces.

1,280.925. MECHANISM FOR UNLOADING COMPRES-
SORS FOR STARTING. Walter J. Riciiarpb, Mil-
waukee. Wis-, assignor to National Brake & Electric
Company. Milwaukee. Wla., a Corporation of Wisconsin.
Piled Dec. 6, 1913. Serial No. 804,9.58. (CI. 230—24.)

1. In combination, a compressor, a centrifugal device, a
motor arranged to operate the compressor and centrifugal
device, said compressor comprising a suction valve, an
unloader arranged to retain the suction valve In open posl-,
tion. an»l mechanical conne<tlona betw»>en the unloader
and centrifugal ilevice whereby said unloader releases the
suction valve when the motor has attained a predetermined
speed.

2. In combination, a compressor comprising a plurality
of suction valves, a centrifugal device, a motor arranged
to operate the compressor and centrifugal device, a me-
chanical unloader arranged/to retain the suction valves in
open position, and means op»Tattvely connecting said
centrifugal device and the unloader whereby said unloader
releases the suction valves when the motor has attained
a pre<letermlned speed.

3. In 'omblnatlon, a compressor comprising n plurality
of suction valves, a centrifugal device, a motor arranged
to operate the compressor and centrifugal device, a me-
chanical \inloader arranged to retain the suction valves in

open position, and mean.s mechanically connecting the cen-
trifugal device and the unloader whereby mid unloader i

releases the suction valves when the motor has attalnfd
a predetermined speed.

4. In combination, a compressor comprising a plurality
of suction valves, a motor for driving said compressor, and
a speed controlled unloader adapted to retain said suction
valves In open position until the motor has attained a pre-
determined speed, said unloader comprising a common op-
erating shaft, an arm on said shaft for each suction valve
and a compression spring Interposed between each am
and its associated suction valve.

5. In combination, a compressor comprising a plurality
of suction valves, a motor for driving the compressor, a
centrifugal device driven from said motor, an unloader
adapteil to temporarily retain the suction valves in open
position, and mechanical connections between nald centri-
fugal device and unloader. said centrifugal device compris-
ing a spring tending to operate through said connections
and unloader to retain the suction valves in open position
when the centrifngal device Is Inert.

[Claims 6 to 38 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,926. OVEN ATTACHMENT. Howard A. RoouRa,
Atlanta. Oa.. assignor of one half to Samuel Shields,

Atlanta, Ga. Filed Apr. 6, 1916. Serial No. 89.426.

(CI. 126—18.)

1. An oven atUchment for stoves, in<1ading an outer
rectangular casing having vertically alined outlet and in-
let openings formeil In the top and bottom sides respec-
tively thereof and adjacent the front wall, an Inner casing
forming an oven secured to the end walls of the outer
casing and spaced from the remaining walls, a flange
formed by a horizontal extension of the top side of the
inner casing, said flange having an opening in alinement
with the first mentionwl opening, and a damper for vary-
ing the aperture of said opening.

'2. \B oven attachment for stoves Including an outer
i-asing having inlet and outlet openings formed In Its bot-
tom and top sides respectively, an oven casing within the
outer casing spaceti therefrom to provide a channel for
the passage of heated air, a flange formed around the inlet
opening for Insertion In the smoke outlet of a stove, one
vertical wall of the outer casing having an opening formed
therein adjacent the Inlet opening, a door forming a closure
for said vertical wall opening, and a book member pivoted
to said vertical wall and depending behind the opening
formed therein and into the' Inlet opening of the outer
casing for Insertion Into the smoke outlet of the stove,
and for engagement under the top side of the stove, to hold
the attachment In place, said hook member being ad-
Juste<l through the opening In the vertical wall.

1,230.927. AUXILIARY WORK HOLDER FOR EDGINO-
MACIIINES. Ver.n-o.n Rotlb, Paterson, N. J. Filed
Apr. 30, 191.'i. Serial No. 25.062. (CI. 90—59.1
1. The combination with a main work holder, of an

auxiliary work holder connected thereto and provided
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with a work holding Jaw, means for sliding the said Jaw
relative to the body of the auxiliary bolder, an abutment
on said auxiliary work holder and means for adjusting the
abutment out and in transv<>rs4>ly to the sliding movement
of the Jaw into position opposite the end of said Jaw.

%.>
2. An auxiliary work-holder comprising a sliding Jaw,

spiral gear for operating the Jaw, an abutment, means for

adjusting the abutment laterully with respect to the path
of the sliding Jaw and means for tletachably securing the

work-holder to a gage.

3. An auxiliary work-holder comprising a boily, a toothed
bar carrying a clamping Jaw. gear for operating the Jaw.
a traveling abutment post provld^d with a screw threaded
portion and a nut engaged with said screw threaded portion

and held against a bodily traveling movement in a recess

In the body.

1,230,928. CASH REGISTER. Rruow Ri mmlbb, Wil-

mette, HI. FlN-d July 26. 191.-.. Serial No. 42,018. (CI.

235—3.)

T"=^Wfcit^-:^^

* t • f

1. In a machine of the class ^eiicrlbe<l, the combination
with an iiccouutiug uiechanisni, of means for dlfferentiully

driving the same, said means comprising intermeshlug
interuiil and externa! gears, means for imparting eccentric
motion to one of said gears, value determining manipula-
tive metfns. and means under the control of said manipula-
tive means for dllTerentLally restrHlning the rotation of

one of said gears around its axis.

2. Ail accounting u«-<.'hauism, comprlHlng a plurality of

denominational elements, each of said elements including

a pair of rotatable wheels, a drive .shaft, differential mech-
anism between said wheels arranged to be driven by
said shaft, mi'sns op^Tatiiig between the wheels of each
pair for restraining the motion of one or the other of said

wheels, and denominationally arranged manipulative de-

vices for controlling said means.
3. An accounting me<'haniHm. comprising a plurality of

denominational elements, each of said elements Including

a pair of rotatable wheel.s. a drive shaft, differential mech-
anism between said wheels jirrangcd to he <lrlven by said
abaft, a latch adapted to restrain the motion of one or

the other of said wheels, manipulative devices for con-

trolling said latch, and means under the control of said
wheels, for shifting sal<l lat<-h for the purpose of effecting

carrying operations.

4. In a machine of the class de8«rlhed. an accounting
device comprising a plurality of denominationally ar-
ranged rotatably moHnte<l accounting wheels, a second set

of rotatable wheels each of which is geared to one of said

accounting wh<'»-ls by a continuously rotatable differential

gearing, means for driving said differential gearing, latch-

ing devices coop«'ratlng with the pairs of wheels for con-

trolling, their relative rotations, and denominationally ar-

239 O. «..—03

ranged manipulative devices for controlling said latching

devices.

5. In a machine of the -class described, an accounting
device comprising a plurality of denominationally arranged
rotatably mounteil accounting wheels, a second set of rota-

table wheels each of which is geared by a differential

gearing to one of said accounting wheels, means for driving
said differential gearing, latching devhes co<>peratlng with
the pairs of wheels for controlling their relative rotations,

denominationally arranged manipulative devices for con-
trolling said latching devices, and carrying mechanism op-

erated by said accounting device and arranged to also con-

trol the operation of said latching devices.

[Claims 6 to 31 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,929. FLOAT-VALVE. Adolph B. Schier, Mil-

waukee, Wis. Filed Jan. 6, 1917. Serial No. 140.877.
(CI. 4—5.)

1. The combination with a fitting having therein a
tap«'red valve seat, of a fioat valve having a rigid part
to Initially seat in salil fitting and further having a flexible

wHshir marginally free to fit said valve seat under the
fluid pressure exerteil thereon after seating of said rigid

part.

2. The combination with a fitting having therein a con-
cave valve seat, of a float valve having a rigid convex
washer to initially engage said seat and a convex flexible

washer of greater diameter and marginally free for snug
engagement with said valve seat under fluid pressure fol-

lowing the seating of said rigid washer.
3. The combination with a fitting havlnK therein a con-

cave, valve seat, of a float valve having a rigid convex
washer to initially engage said seat, the radlas of curva-
ture of the former being greater than that of the latter

nn<l a convex flexible washer overhanging said rigid

washer and marginally free for snug engagement with said

seat under fluid pressure following the seating of said

rigid washer.
4. As an article of manufa* tuce, a float valve comprising

a float, a rigid convexo-concave washer fixed to said float

and an interposed flexible washer nested In said rigid

washer, the former being of greater radius than the
latter- and marginally free of said float.

5. As an article of manufacture, a float valve compris-
ing a ball float, a pair of rigid and nesting convexo-con-
cave washers flxed thereto and a flexible washer inter-

posed between said rigid washers, said flexible washer
being of greater diameter than said rigid washers.

1.23O.9.S0. TRI'JOKK MECHANISM FOR AUTOMATIC
FIREARMS. Je.ns Th*odob SrHR SCHOUBOi, Holte,
near Copenhagen, Denmark. Filed Jan. 5, 1916. Serial
No. 70.336. (CI. 42—3.)

1. In a trigger mechanism for automatic fire-arms, the
combination with a trigger, t^ movable percussion memlK-r,

a .s«'ar for the said member and a movable recoil member,
of a movable catih adapted when In operative posltWm
to engage the recoil member and secure It against hreech-
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closing: movement upon arrival at Its retracted position,
and means controlled by the trigger for rendering the
said catch Inoperative when the trigger Is pulled.

2. In a trigger mechanism for automatic fire-arms, the

combination with a trigger, a movable percussion member,
a sear for the said member and a movable recoil member,
of a movable catch adapted when in operative position to

engage the recoil member and secure It against breech-
closing movement upon arrival at its retracted position,
means controlled by the trigger for rendering the said
catch Inoperative when the trigger is pulled, and releas-

able means adapted to secure the said catch automati-
cally upon arrival at its Inoperative position.

3. In a trigger mechanism for automatic fire-arms, the
combination with a trigger, a movable percussion memt>er,
a sear for the said member and a movable recoil member,
of a movable catch adapted when In operative position
to engage the recoil member and secure It against breech-
closlng movement upon arrival at Its retracted position,

means controlled by the trigger for rendering the said
catch Inoperative when the trigger Is pulled, releasable
means adapted to secure the said catch automatically
upon arrival at Its inoperative position, and means con-
trolled by movement of the recoil member for rendering
the said securing means for the catch inoperative during
each breech-opening movement of the recoil member as
it reaches Its retracted position.

4. In a trigger mechanism for automatic fire-arms, the
combination with a trigger, a movable percussion member,
a sear for the said member, and a movable recoll'member
having a projection, of a movable catch adapted when In
operative position to engage the recoil member and se-

cure It against i)reech-closlng movement, m*>ans controlled
by the trigger for rentlerlng the said catch Inoperative
when the trigger is pulled, a movable securing member
adapted when in operative position to engage the said
catch automatically upon arrival at Its inoperative position,
the said securing member having a part thereof disposed
In the path of the projection on the recoil member, the said
projection being disposed so that It will trip the said
securing member and render it Inoperative during each
breech-opening movement of the recoil member as the lat-

ter arrives at Its retracted position, and yleldable means
tending normally to restore the said securing member to
operative position.

5. In a trigger mechanism for automatic fire-arms, the
combination with a trigger, a movable percussion meml>er,
a sear for the said member, and a movable recoil member
having a projection, of a movable catch having a tooth
adapted when in operative position to engage the said
projection to secure the recoil meml)er in retracted i>osl-

tlon, means controlled by the trigger for rendering the
said catch Inoperative when the trigger Is pulled, a mov-
able securing member adapted when in operative posi-
tion to engage the said catch automatically upon arrival
at Inoperative position, the said securing member having
a part thereof disposed In the path of the projection on
the recoil member, the said projection being disposed so

that It win trip the said securing member and render It

inoperative during each breech-openlnir movement of the

recoil member as It arrives at Its retracted position, and
yleldable means tending normally to restore the said
securing member to operative position.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.230.931. NDTTAPPIN<; MACHINE. William E.
Sharp, Chicago, 111., assignor to Grip Nut Company,
Chicago. III., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Nov. 8,
1913. Serial No. 799.871. (CI. H)—129.»

1. In a nut tapping machine, a suitable frame provided
with a rotatai'le spindle <arrled thereby, driving means
for the spindle, a tap suitably (arrled by the spindle, and
means for feeding the nuts to the tap. <omprlslng a ver-
tically movable member positlonei] below the tap and ex-
tending through an opening in the table and upon which
the nuts rest, a lever plvotaliy se. ured to the frame and
operatlvely connected with said member, a shaft, a cam
arranged on said shaft, and Intermediate means »>.-tween
the cam and the free end of the lever, consisting of two In-
dependent block members being spared from each other
and separated by a spring, one of said blocks being driven
by the cam and the other being operatlvely connected to
the end of the lever.

2. In a device of the kind described, means for succes-
sively feeding the nuts Into engagement with a tap com-
prising a movable part adapted to form a support for th.
nuts and by Its movement to present the nuts successively
to the tap by elevating said nuts In combination with a
It ver plvotaliy supported Intermediate Its ends upon a
frame, with one end thereof forked and having Ita sepa-
rated arms engaging the movable nut supporting part, the
other end of the lever being engaged by a sliding block, a
resilient memt)er overlying the sliding block, a second slid-
ing block spaced from the first mentioned sliding block
an<l resting upon the opposite end of the resilient mem-
ber, a shaft overlying said second sliding block and a co-
operating cam mounted on the shaft against which the sec-
ond sliding block rides whereby each rotation of the
shaft Is reslUently transmitted to the movable nut sup-
porting part.

3. In a nut tapping machine, a suitable frame provided
with a rotatable spindle carried thereby, means for driv-
ing said spindle, a tap carried by the spindle, means for
feeding nuts to the tap. comprising a movable member po-
sitioned below the tap constituting a rest for said nuts and
adapted to elevate the same, a lever plvotaliy secured to
the frame and connecte<l with the nut feeding member for
elevating t^he nuts, a shaft, a cam carried by the shaft and
intermediate means between the cam and lever comprising
two Independent slldable blocks spaced from each other,
a coll spring Interposed between said blocks to separate the
same and permit movement thereof relative to each other,
one of said blocks being engaged by the cam, and the other
block resting on the end of the lever whereby movement
Is transmitted to the movable nut part on the rotation of
the cam.

4. In a device of the kind described, means for succes-
sively feeding the nuts Into engagement with a tap com-
prising a movable part adapted by Its movement to pre-
sent the nuts to the tap. in coml)lnatlon with a lever
pivoted upon the frame with one end having an operative
engagement with the movable part, the other end being
engaged by a sliding block in resilient connection with
a second Independent block, the said blocks adapted to be
spaced from each other, a shaft arranged near said second
block, a cooperating cam mounted thereon, and a roller
carried by the second block against which the cam ride.,

upon the rotation of the shaft to actuate the nut feeding
part.
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5. In a nut tapping machine, a suitable frame provided

with a rotatable spindle carried thereby, driving means
for the spindle, a tap carried by the spindle, and means
for feeding nuts to the tap, comprising a movable member
arranged adjacent the tap, a lever plvotaliy secured to

the frame and operatlvely connected with said member, a
shaft, a bracket having a forked lower end and a socket

therein carried by the frame, a shaft supported by said

bracket, a cam on said shaft, and Intermediate means l>e-

tween the free end of the lever and cam consisting of two
Independent block members slidably arranged within the

socket In the bracket and a spring Interposed t>etween said

block members, one of the block members being engaged
by the cam and the other being operatlvely connected to

the end of the lever which Is positioned between the

arms of the forked end of the bracket, substantially as
described,

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Ciazette.]

1

1.230,932. RETARDING DEVICE. Wilhrlm Simonsson.
Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed Mar. 25, 1911, Serial No. 616,816.

Renewed Dec. 12. 1916. Serial No. 136,645. (CI.

74—69.)

1. A dash pot retarding device having two relatively

movable memt>ers. one of which is a cylinder having an
air chamber open at one end of the cylinder, and the other

of which Is a piston within said chamber having Its mar-

gin separated from the wall of the cylinder by a space

which lessens friction between the members and affords

an air passage between said air chamber and the open

end of the cylinder and adapte<l for the flow of air when
one meml)er Is moved relatively to the other, and a closure

extended over the open end of the air chamber and adapt-

ed to exclude dust and the like and capable of Uexure to

accommodate relative movement of the members.
2. A dash pot retarding device having two relatively

movable members, one of which is a cylinder having an

air chamber dosed at Its upper end for the exclusion of

dust, and op«'u at its low^ end, and the other of which Is

a piston housed within said chamber having Its margin
separated from the wall of the cylinder by a space which

lessens friction between the members and affords an air

pas.Hage having communication witb said air chamber an 1

is adapte<l for the flow of air when one member is moved
relatively to the other, a support having connection with

the piston and extended through the open lower end of

the air <hamber. and a closure for said lower end of the

air chamber through which said Support Is pas8e.d hav-

ing Its margins <-onnected with the cylinder wall and
capable of flexure to acc-ommodate relative movement of

the members.
3. A retarding device Including two relatively movable

meml>ers. one of which Is supported for rocking movement
relatively to the other, one of said members being a cyl-

inder having an air chamber, and the other member being

a piston housed In said cylinder and adapted to traverse

the air chamber when one memlwr Is moved relatively to

the other, said piston having Its margins separated from

the wall of the air chamber to afford a space which avoids

friction and affords a passage for the escape of the con-

talne«l air. apd being of very large area as compared with

the stroke of the movable member and with the cubic

capailty of the air chamber, and operable upon movement
of one member relatively to the other, to produce with
great rapidity a high degree of compression of the air

within said chamber.

4. A dash-pot retarding device having two relatively

movable memt>ers, one of which Is a cylinder provided with

an air chamber and the other of which is a piston hou8e<l

within said chamber, and a pivotal support for one of the

members affording lateral movement thereof during travel

of the piston within said chamber to Insure alinement of

the meml>ers during such travel, the piston having Its

margin provided with a partl-spherlcal surface concentrL'

with the pivotal axis of said support, and spaced from
the cylinder wall to afford clearance t)etween said mem-
bers and an air passage communicating with said air

chamber and adapted for the flow of air during move-
ment of one member relatively to the other.

6. A retarding device including two members, one of

which Is movable relatively to the other, one of said

members being a cylinder provided with a shallow air

chamber of large diameter as compared with the stroke

of the movable member, and the other of said members
being a piston adapted, when one member Is moved rela-

tively to the other, to traverse said air chamber of the

cylinder, said piston having a diameter less than that of

the air chamber to afford an annular air passage be-

tween Its p«'rlphery and the cylinder wall adapted to

avoid contact of the piston on said wall and provide for

the entry and discharge of air Into and from the air

chamber, and of small area as compared with that of

the piston, calculated to retard the flow of air Into and
from said chamber and to produce therein with great

rapidity a high degree of compression when the movable
member of the device Is actuated.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,933. POSITIVE FUSE-PERCUSSION. William
L. SiMPSO.N, Crum Lynne, Pa. Filed Mar. 30, 1917.

Serial No. 158,608. (CI. 102—39.)

1. A fuse percussion device embo<lylng a housing hav-

ing a tubular member at Its forward end. the rear end
of said tubular member having an inturned flange, a

primer cap carrying member movable forwardly within
the housing toward said tubular member, a firing pin
embodying a plunger slldable within said tubular mem-
ber at a point projecting from the plunger and pro-

Jectable beyond said flange when the firing pin is set

back, and means for holding the' plunger In forward dis-

armed position within the tubular member until firing

and for holding the plunger in set back armed position
within said tubular member.

4. A fuse percussion device embodying a housing, a

primer cap carrying member movable forwardly within
the housing, a firing pin adapted to be set back within
the housing to armed position, the rear edge of the bous-
ing having an annular flange, and a ring seating against

the rear edge of the housing within said flange to limit

the rearward movement of said member, said flange be-

ing spun Inwardly to hold the ring In place.

(Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gasette.]

1,230.934. ALTERNATING-CURRENT ELECTROMAG-
NETIC CONTROL SWITCH. John T. Skinner. Law
rence, Kans. Flle<i Jan. 28, 1915. Serial No. 4.856.
(CI. 175—281.)

1. A device of the class described comprising a casing.

a pair of U-shaped brackets arranged within said casing,
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the legs of said brackets ezteodlng boiixontally In op-

posite directions and being secured to the top and bot-

tom of the latter, the intermediate portions of said

brackets being arranged vertically, vertically spaced

pairs of upper and lower horizontal supportlog bars se-

cured at one of their ends to the vertical portions of

said brackets and having their other ends secured to one
side of said casing, a guide plate extending transversely

across the central portions of the upper supporting bars

and bavlog an opening therein, a pair of horlsontally

spaced contacts extending transversely across the lower

suportlng bars, a vertically disposed rod slldably re-

ceived at Its upper end in the opening in said guide plate

and having Its lower end dlsposeil between said contacts, a

contact bridging plate carried by said rod. and means
for actuating said rod.

2. A device of the class described comprising a casing,

a pair of spaced parallel horizontal resilient strips se-

cured at their extremities to the top of said casing, a

bar secured at Its extremities to the central portions of

said strips, a vertically disposed solenoid connecte<l at

Its upper end to the central portion of said bar, and a

plunger for said solenoid.

3. A device of the class described comprising a casing,

a vertically dlspose<l solenoid movably connected at Its

upper end to the top of said casing, a lateral extension

at .the lower end of said solenoid and having an aper-

ture therein, a bracket attached to one side of said cas-

ing and having a pair of legs projecting horizontally and
in vertically spaced relation therefrom, a pin arranged

vertically between said le^s and ttxed thereto, said pin

extending through the aperture In the solenoid extension,

colled springs surrounding said pin above and below the

latter, and a plunger for said solenoid.

1,230,935. ELECTRIC BRAKING SYSTEM. John T.

Skin.ver, Lawrence, Kans. Filed May 17, 1915. Serial

No. 28,753. (CI. 172—179.)

i» m **

I lifr

and additional means for slmultaneoasly establishing

shunt paths across the flelds of said generators, some of

said paths of each generator having unequal resistances

therein, the resistances In the corresponding paths of

said generators being equal to each other.

2. In an electrical braking system of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a motor : of means for

connecting the same to act as a generator, a shunt circuit

across the field of said generator, said circuit having

therein two breaks, means for closing one of said breaks

In said shunt circuit, and additional means for closing

the other break In said circuit substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

3. In an electrical braking system of the character

described, the combination with a motor ; of means for

connecting the same to act as a generator, a shunt circuit

of lower resistance extending across the field of said

generator, a shunt cin uit of higher resistance extend-

ing across the field of said generator, each of said cir-

cuits having therein two breaks, means for closing one

break In each of said circuits, and additional means con-

trolled by the generated energy of said generator to close

the remaining breaks in said circuits substantially as and
for the purpose set forth.

4. In an electrical braking system of the character

described, the combination with a motor : of means for

connecting the same to act as a generator, a plurality of

shunt circuits extending across the field of said generator,

each of said circuits having therein two breaks, a pair

of electromagnets arranged In the circuit of said generator,

means for closing one break In each of said shunt cir-

cuits, and a pair of circuit closing members adapted to

close the remaining breaks In said circuits, said mem-

bers being controlleil by said electromagnets substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

.'». In an electrical braking system of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a plurality of motors : of

means for connecting the same to act as generators, a

plurality of shunt circuits extending across the field of

each of said generators and hvlng therein two breaks,

some of the shunt circuits of- each generator having un-

equal resistances therein, the resistances In the corre-

sponding shunt circuits of said generators being equal,

means for simultaneously closing one break In each of

said shunt circuits, a plurality of electromagnets ar-

ranged in the series circuit of said generators, switch

members for closing the' remaining breaks In said shunt

circuits, said mebers being controlled by said electro-

maKnets substantially as and for the purpose set forth.

[Claims « to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230.936. OILING DEVICE. liKkT H. SMITH and Wll#.

LIAM A. I.N WOOD, Falrbury, Nel»r.. assignors to The

WlUbert Manufs' turlug «\.iiipiinv. Fairbury. .N"»br , a

Corporation. Filed Apr. 11, 19H;. Serial No. 90.428.

(Cl. 184—24.)

1. In an electrical braking system of the character de-

scribed, the combination with a plurality of motors ; of

means for connecting said motors to act as generators.

2. In a lubricating device, an annular member pro-

vided with an Indoseil annular passage therein and hav-

ing the Inner periphery concave, said member being also

provided with a plurality of radial channels affording

communication between the passage and the inner surfac«
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and means for feeding grtniae to the passage and said
concave Inner periphery.

8. In a lubricating device, an annular member having
•a annular passage therein and having Its Inner periphery
provided with an annular groove, said passage com-
munlf^tlng at various points with the annular groove
In said member, a grease reservoir formed on said mem-
ber and communicating with said passage, and means
for feding the contents of said reservoir to said passage
and correspondingly to the groove in the Inner periphery.

7. A lubricating device for piston rods and the like

comprising a sectional ring having an annular grease-
containing passage within the body thereof between its
Inner and outer periphery and having an annular groove
In Its Inner periphery communicating with said passage,
means for securing said ring In position, and means on
said ring for forcing grease into said passage and said
groove.

(Claims 1. 4 to 6, and 8 not printed In the Gazette,]

1,280.937. MAIL -POUCH. Herbert E. Smith, Spo-
kane. Wash., assignor to The Spokane Mall Equipment

!

Company, Spokane. Wash. Filed July 1, 1918. Serial
No. 107,029. (Cl. 150

—

13.)

1. S. mall pouch lomprlslng a flexible body having a
closed bottom and an op«'n upper end adapted to be
drawn rloHed. a flexible connection extending there-
through having rigid connection with the bottom and
loose connection with the opposite end thereof, and
means adapted for engagement with the flexible connec-
tion to support the pouch In position.

2. A mall pouch comprising a body having a bottom
and an open upper end adapted to be drawn Into closed
position, a cable section extending therethrough and hav
Ing eyes at the ends thereof, said cable section being se
cnrely engaged with the bottom of the pouch and slldably
engaged with the opposite end of said pouch, and means
adapted for engagement with the eyes of said cable to
support the pouch In position.

3. .\ mall pouch comprising a flexible body having a
disk like bottom and an open upper end adapted to be
closed by drawing In the body, a cable extending through
said pouch and having eyes at the ends thereof, said ca-

ble l>elnjg rigidly secured to the bottom of said pouch, a
sleeve secured In the opposite end of the pouch loosely
receiving said calde therethrough, and means engaging
the eyes of the cable for supporting the pouch In po-
sition.

4. A mail pouch comprising a flexible l)ody having a
bottom section and an open end adapted to be closed by
drawing In the flexible body, the bottom being provided
with n central opening, a flexible connection extending
through the pouch and through the opening In the bot-
tom thereof, cup members sectired to said bottom on each
side of the opening therein, a ball secured on said flexi-

ble connection and received In the chamber formed by
aid cup meml)ers, whereby to rigidly secure the flexible
connection to said bottom, means for loosely engaging
the flexible connection with the opposite ends of the

pouch, and means engaging the ends of the flexible con-
nection, whereby to support the pouch in position.

6. A mall iM>uch comprising a flexible body having a
bottom thereon, a cable extending through said pouch and
rigidly secured to the bottom thereof, said cable having
loose sliding connections with the opposite end of said
pouch, eyes formed on the ends of said cable, catcher
sections adapted to be removably engaged with said eyes
for supporting the pouch, and buffer sections secured to
the outer ends of said catcher sections.

1,230,938. SHOCK-ABSORBER. Haebt B. Sx«ll.
South Bend, Ind. Filed July 3. 1910. Serial No
107,353. (CI. 267—19.)

1. A shock absorber Including opposing bearing mem-
bers, a contractive spring connecting said members, an
expansion spring Interpo.sed between the bearing mem-
bers, the expansion spring having a greater tension than
the contractive spring, and means for limiting the de-
gree' of separation of the bearing members.

2. A shock absorber Including opposing bearing blocks,

a contractive spring connecting said blocks, means for
securing one of said blocks to the main spring of the
vehicle, an expansion spring arranged between the bear-
ing blocks, and means for adjusting the normal distance
between the bearing blocks to vary the normal tension of
the auxiliary spring.

8. A shock absorber Including opposing upper and
lower bearing blocks, means connecting and impelling
ipovement of the blocks in the direction of each other,
means for securing the lower block to the main spring
of the vehicle, an auxiliary expansion spring arranged
between said blocks having a greater expansive force
than the contractive force of the block connecting meant,
and means for limiting the upward movement of the up-
per bearing block.

4. A shock absorber Including upper and lower oppos-
ing bearing blocks, contractive means co .nectlng said
blocks, means for securing one of said blocks to the main
spring of the vehicle, an auxiliary expansion spring ar-

ranged between the bearing blocks, and a strap connect-
ing the axle with the upper bearing block to limit the
upward movement of the latter.

5. The combination with the main spring and axle of
a vehicle, of an auxiliary spring mounted on the main
spring, contractive means mounted upon and movable rel-

atively of the main spring for the support of the auxil-
iary spring, and adjustable means connecting the axle
and said spring supporting means to limit the upward
movement of the auxiliary spring.

1,230.939. TILT.\BLE MOUNTING FOR AUTOMO-
BILE HEADLIGHTS. JOHK S. SpiaawrKi, Jr., Mil-
waukee, Wis., assignor of one-third to Daniel C. O'Con-
nell and one-third to James E. O'Connell, Milwaukee.
Wis. Filed Oct. 23, 1916. Serial No. 127,085. (CL
240—61.)

1. The combination with a lamp and a lamp standard,
of a bearing plate having a bearing opening, a right an-
gsaiar member, one arm being secured to said lamp and
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the other forming a trunnion to be disposed In wild bear-

ing opening, the free end of said last mentioned arm ex-

tended bt'yond said plate, a spring secured to said trun-

nion and the bearing plate, a cap having Its wall en-

gaged with the periphery of said bearing plate, means

for securing the wall of the cap and l>earlng plate to-

gether, said cap and plate thereby forming a bousing for

said spring, and means for tilting the lamp against the

tension of said spring.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.940. METHOD OF GENERATING THE TEETH
OP HELICAL GEAR WHEELS. CharLis H. SCHIRR.

Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to Hosea T. Bradner. Cleve-

land, Ohio Filed Jan. 15. 1917. SerUl No. 142.426.

(CI. 90—4.)

..*'J *\

tV • •g^"-"^-—•*
\_.-^-tD

1. The method of generating helical gear teeth, consist-

ing in rotating a hob. rotating a gear blank in predeter-

mined harmony with the rotation of said hob, simultane-

ously transmitting a relative correlated feed of said ro-

tating parts parallel with the axis of the gear blank,

and establishing in between the point where the feed Is

taken off and one of said rotating parts a correlation

which la continuously and uniformly different from the

feed correlation and variable according to the amount of

feed such that a ratio between the number of revolu-

tions made by the hob and the number of revolutions

made by the gear blank Is developed which is difTerent

from the ratio of the number of teeth In the gear to be

cut to the number of threads In the hob while the rela-

tive feed as between the blank and hob covers a prede-

termined distance along the axis of the blank, whereby to

avoid the need of correcting the feed due to such vari-

able correlation.

8. The method of generating helical gear teeth which

consists in rotating a gear blank and helical cutter In

correlation each with a third rotating part, one of said

correlations being constant for a given number of teeth,

efTectlng the relative feed of the blank and cutter par-

allel to the axis of the blank at a predetermlne<l corre-

lated rate of movement to the rotation of said third ro-

tating part, the relative action of said third rotating

part and blank being also correlated and additionally

depen<lent upon a ratio in which the antecedent and con-

sequent -^o differ by one that the number represented by

the helical constant denotes exactly the namber of rero-

iutions of the blank, and the number represented by the

spur constant denotes exactly the number of revolutions

of the third routing part, and that such ratio prevails

throughout the feed.

[Claims 2 to 7 and 9 to 14 not printed in the Gasette.]

1.230,941. AUTOMATIC BLOCKING MECHANISM FOB
STRIP-MILLS. AUOCST Scndh, Hastlngs-upon-Bad-

son, N. Y. Filed Jan. 20, 1915. Serial No. 8.255. (CI.

242—78.)

1. The combination with a block of a strip mill, of

clamping means for clamping the atrip to the block, and

means controlled by the feeding movement of the strip to

control the clamping means.

2. The combination with a block of a strip mill, of

clamping means for clamping the strip to the block while

the block Is rotating, and means controlled by the feeding

movement of the strip for controlling the clamping means.

3. The combination with a block of a strip mill, of auto-

matic means for clamping the strip to. the block, and means
controlled by the feeding movement of the strip for con-

trolling said automatic clamping means.

4. The combination with a block of a strip mill, of auto-

matic means for clamping the strip to the block while the

block is rotating, and means controlled by the feeding

movement of the strip for controlling said automatic

clamping means.

5. The combination with a block of a strip mill, of

clamping means for clamping the strip to the block, elec-

tro-magnetic means for operating said clamping means, and

means operable by the feeding movement of the strip for

controlling said elect-o-magnetlc means.

[Claims 6 to 128 iiot printed in the Gaiette.]

1,280,942. ILLUMINATING DEVICE. ArocsT ScMDH,
Hastlngs-upon-Hudson. N. T. Filed Feb. 1. 1915. Se-

rial No. 5.413. (CI. 240

—

2.)

1. A door knob with an extension, a battery, electric

lamp, contact for the lamp and for the battery, a reflector

and lens for the lamp, all Inclosed therein, openings in the

extension for the light to shine through, a glass covering

said openings, said door knob, extension and glass being

watertight.

2. A door knob, a hollow space in said door knob, an

extension on said door knob, a tmttery Inclosed In the

hollow space in the door knob, an electric bulb In contact

with one pole of said battery and extending from the
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l»attery into the extension, a reflector for the bulb, a lens

in front of the bulb and the reflector, the extension having
openings for the light to shine through, a contact for in-

termittent use and a device for holding the'contacts closed
for a desired period of time.

8. In combination, a metal and glass waterproof casing
comprising a door handle, an illuminating device lnclose<]

In said casing, and consisting of a battery, an incandescent
lamp, a contact for the circuit between the battery and the

light, a reflector for the Incandescent lamp, and a lens in

front of said lamp, the reflector, lamp and lens being
placed to throw the light through the part of the casing
consisting of glass.

'4. In combination, a watertight casing comprising a
door handle, and consisting of a metal division and a glass
division, packing l)etween the metal division and the glass

division for completing the casing and making the same
waterproof, an illuminating devic-e inclosed in said casing,

con.sistlng of a battery, an incandescent lamp, two reflec-

tors for the lamp, one In front of and the other in the rear
of the lamp, and a contact for completing the circuit be-

tween the battery and the light, said lamp being placed
in the center of the casing and relative to the glass so that
the light will be distributed around the knob.

r». in apparatus of the class described, the combination
of an illuniinatlng device and a source of energy therefor,

a liquid tight housing Inclosing said illuminating device
and said scnirce of energy, comprising a glass portion for

the light from the illuminating device to shine through,
a flexible metal portion mauually operable for lighting the
Illuminating device, a rigid metal portion, and means for
holding the glass portion and the flexible metal portion in

rlglfl and liquid tight connection with the rigid metal
X>ortlon.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,280,943. PORTABLE LKillT. Ana ST Sindh. Hast-
ings upon-Hudson. N. Y Filed Nov. 27, 1914. Serial

No. 874,160. (CI. 240

—

8.6.)

1. In ah illuminating de%-lre, the combination of a flexi-

ble support adapted to be <arrl»><l on the hanil. a plurality

of electric lamp holders applle<l to said flexible support,
electric lamps in said holders, the holders being applied on
one side only of the flexible support, but in such a position

that some of the lamps will be Incline*] forwardly and oth-

ers backwardly.
2. In an illuminating device, the combination of a sup-

port adapted to be carried on the band, a plurality of
electric lamp holders, lamps In the holders, the holders be-

ing so constructed and applied to the support that when
the lamps are plaretl in the holders some of the lamps will

be inclined forwardly, some backwardly and some verti-

cally.

3. In an illuminating device, the combination of a sup-
port adapted to be applied to and carried on the band, a
plurality of ,electric lamps applied to said support, some of
the lamps inclining backwardly and some forwardly. and
arraniged in parallel, and a battery for supplying current
to said la^ps.

4. In an illuminating device, the combination of a flexi-

ble support adapted to be applied to and carried on the
hand and supported at the wrist by a buckle, a battery
held In place int.^rmediate the back of the buckle and said
flexible support, a plurality of electric lamps carried by
said support, some of the lamps being Inclined forwardly
and others backwardly, these lamps being arranged in par-
allel and receiving their current from wild battery.

5. In an illuminating device, the combination of a flexi-

ble support adapted to be applied to and carried on the
hand, a plurality of electric lamps applied to and carried
l>y said support, some of the lamps being inclined for-

wardly. others backwardly and others vertically : n bat-
tery supplying current for said lamps and applied to said
flexible support, a wrist support with a buckle for holding
said battery cell, conductors for the current from the bat-
tery to the lamps, these conductors being embodied in said
flexible support.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.)

1.230,944. BLOCKING MECHANISM FOR STRIP-MILLS.
Adocst SrNDH. Hastlngs-upon Hudson, N. Y. Filed
June 29, 1916. Serial No. 106.723. (CI. 242—78.)

1. In a blocking mechanism adapted to wind a etrlp
coming from a strip mill, the comidnatlon of a rotatable
block, magnetizable material In said block, windings In said
block to magnetize said magnetizable material, a sleeve
surrounding said block and embodying magnetizable ma-
terial, and a longitudinal slot In 8al<l sleeve for the strip

to enter and be clamped between the block and said sleeVe
when the block is magnetized.

2. In a blocking mechanism adapted to wind a strip
c-oming from a strip mill, the combination of a rotatable
block having a magnetizable field, a magnetizable armature
surrounding said field, and a longitudinal opening in said
armature for the strip to enter when It comes from the
strip mill.

3. In a blocking mechanism adapted to wind a strip

coming from a strip mill, the combination of a rotatable
block having a magnetizable field, a magnetizable armature
surrounding said field, a longitudinal opening In said ar-
mature for the strip to enter when It comes from the strip

mill, and means to magmetize said magnetizable field and
attract the armature.

4. In a blocking mechanlsip adapted to wind n strip

coming from a strip mill, the combination of a rotatable
block having a magnetizable field, a sleeve surrounding
said magnetizable field, and constituting an armature for
said n»agnetlzal)le field, and means to magnetize said field

and attract said armature to clamp the strip between said
armature and said field.

5. In a blocking mechanism adapted to wind a strip
coming from a strip mill, the combination of a rotatable
Idock having a magnetizable field, a winding for said field,
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a sleeve encircling said magnetizable field, and means for
exciting the winding and magnetizing the field to attract
the sleeve.

[Claims 6 to 39 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230,945. AUTOMATIC BLOCKING MECHANISM FOR
STRIP-MILLS. ArocBT Sundh, Hastlngs-upon-Hud-
8on, N. Y. Filed July 26. 1916. SerUl No. 111.606.
(CI. 242—78.)

aSiat
'

P=^
1 In mechanism adapted to wind a .strip coming from

a strip mill, the combination of a rotatable block, a multi-
phase alternating current motor for driving said block,
and single phase magnets for controlling the block mecha-
nism, these magents deriving their pow.r from one phase
only of the same supply as that supplying current to the
driving motor, and an electro-responsive device controlled
by the feeding movement of the strip for controlling said
magnets.

2. In biockine mechanism adapted to wind a strip
coming from a strip mill, the combination with a rotatal)le
block of a system of alternatlnit current control for auto
matically attaching the strip to the idock when same
reaches the block. Including an alternating current trans-
former with a secondary circuit controlled by the feeding
movement of the strip, for effecting the operation of said
system of alternating current control.

3. In a blocking mechanism adapted to wind a strip
coming from a strip mill, the combination of a rotateble
block and a motor for driving said block, and an alternat-
ing current control syatem for automatically attaching
the strip to the block when samp reaches the Mock. In-
cluding an alternating current transformer with a sec-
ondary grounded circuit of low voltage controlled by the
feeding movement of the strip for causing the operation
of said system of alternating current control.

4. In a blocking mechanism adapted to wind a strip
coming from a strip mill, the combination of a rotatable
block, and an alternating current motor for driving said
block, and an alternating current control system including
circuits and single phase alternating current maguets. a
transformer also Included in said system, said trans-
former having a primary circuit for high voltage, and a
secondary circuit for low voltage, said secon.lary cir

cult being controlled by the strip at a predetermined point
before the strip reaches the block, and adapted to control
the current in the circuits for the magnets In the control
system, and thereby cau.se the strip to be attached to the
block when same reaches the block.

5. In a blocking mechanism adapted to wind a strip
coming from a strip mill, the combination of a rotatablp
block, a multlph.isp motor for driving sai<l l>lock. said
multiphase motor deriving current from the secondary of
a multiphase transformer, a single phasf alternating cur-
rent control system Including circuits and magnets, the
circuits of said alternating current control system being
connected to one phasp of th.< multiphase transformer, a
single phase transformer connected in the circulta of the
control system, the secondary of said transformer being of
low voltage and adapted to !>e operated to automatically

cause the operation of the magnets In the syatem and
thereby cause the strip to be attached to the block when
same reaches the block.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.946. PORTABLE SWITCHBOARD. GSOROI
Tuojipso.v, Shelby, Ohio, assignor to The Autocall Com-
pany, Shelby, Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec.
6. 1915. Serial No. 65,232. (CI. 175—306.)

1. A switch board having thereon a row of sockets, a
row of plates lying one behind the other behind said
sockets and extending throughout the length of the row,
the plates being insulatwl from each other, and a plug
adapted to be Inserted in said sockets, and said plates be-
ing provided with notches in proximity to said sockets so
distributed amon^g the plates that the plug makes physical
contact with sai<l plates In various combinations depend-
ing upon the socket Into which thp plug Is placed.

2. In a device of the character described, a series of
superposed slabs or plates of Insulating material each
having a pocket forme<l in one side thereof, two strips of
conducting material lying In each of said pockets, sepa-
rating pieces projecting from the bottoms of the pockets
between corresponding strips to hold them apart, springs
within the pockets for pr.-sslng the strips toward each
other, said slabs or plates having a series of register-
ing holes extending through the same between the strips
of conducting material, and a plug adapted to be Inserted
Into any one of said holes, certain of the strips having
portions cut away In proximity to certain of said holes In
order to prevent electrical connection l»etween the same
and the plug when the plug Is lnserte<l Into the latter
holes.

3. In a device of the character descrll>e<l. a body mem-
ber made of Insulating material containing a series of
elongated pockets and a series of openings extending
through the same and each traversing said pockets, a
strip of conducting material arranged in each of said
pockets and extending throughout the length of said se-
ries of openings, and a plug adapte<l to t)e Insertp*! Into
any one of said openings, certain of the strips having por-
tions cut away In proximity to certain of said openings In
order to prevent electrical contact l)etween the same and
the plug when the plug Is Inserted Into the latter opening.

4. In a device of the character described, a body mem-
ber of Insulating material containing a series of elongated
pockets and a series of openings arranged with spaces be-
tween them and extending through the same In a direction
to cause each opening to traverse all of the pockets, sepa-
rating pieces extending across said pockets in the spaces
between certain of said openings, two metal strips lying
In each pocket one on each side of said separating pieces,
springs In each pocket for pressing the corresponding
strips toward each other, certain of the strips having por-
tions cut away In proximity to certain of said openings,
and a plug adapted to be Inserted Into any one of said
openings.

1,230,947. TIRE BUILDER S TOOL. Wit.i,iAif Thomp-
son. Detroit. Mich., assignor to Morgan A Wright, a
Corporation of Michigan. Flle<l Aug. 27. 1916. Serial
No. 47^M. (Cl. 154

—

9.)

1. A tire builder's hand tool, comprising a suitable
frame, rollers having parallel axes, rotatably mounted
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theieon, one of said rollers being adapted to have a liner

strip wound thereon, said strip being arranged to be sup-

plied by rotation of the other roller, between the convolu-

tions of a tread being wound thereon as the latter roller

la rolle«l over said tread while lying flat.

r A tire builder's hand tool, comprising a suitable

fr me, rollers having parallel axes, rotatably mounted

thereon, one of said rollers being adapted to have a liner

strip wound thereon and the other being adapted to have

a superposed tread strip an.l liner wound thereon by being

rolled over the former while lying flat, said rollers being

relatively so po8ltloni>d that said liner strip will constitute

the Internietllate element for transmitting rotary motion

from one roll to the other. ,

3. A tire builder's tool comprising In combination a

roller for having wound thereupon an unvulcanlzed tread,

a second roller, a liner strip on the second named roller

arranged to be supplied by rotation of the first named

roller, lietween the convolutions of said tread, and means

connecting both rollers In permanent spaced relation for

simultaneous Independent rotation.

1.230.948. SHEET METAL SEATING. Giles M. TrH

NBB. St. Charles. 111. Filed Aug. 15. 1914. Serial No.

856,897. (Cl. IM—4.)

-at

1. A detachable upholstered section for seating devices

having, in <ombinntlon. a sheet metal base having at Its

edges downturned angular flanges which are turned up
at their lower e<lges. a covering material, the edge portions

•of which are folded about said flanges and said upturned
edges, and clips engaging the covering material in the

grooves formed by the upturned edges of the flanges for

securing the covering material to the base.

2. A removable section for seating devices having. In

combination, a sbp<>t metal base having angular flanges at

Its edges, a covering material folded about said flanges, the

material being notched adjacent to its corners to provide

tongues. an<l the edge of the material adjacent to each

tongue being fold»Ml Inwardly first, and the tongue being

then folde<l Inwardly over said edges, and sheet metal

clips engaging the material and the flanges for securing

the material to the l»ase.

'3. An upholstered section for seating devices having, In

romldnatlon, a sheet metal base with downturne<l angular

flanges at Its etiges. said flanges being turned upwardly
and Inwardly at their lnwer p<lges. a covering material, the

edge portions of which are folded about said flanges and

said upturned and intumed e<lges. and clips engaging the

covering material In the grooves formed by the edges of

the flanges and In the angle forme<l by said tmse and the

downwardly projecting flanges.

4. .\ removable section for seating devices having. In

combination, a sheet metal base having annular flanges nt

Its edges, a covering material folded al>out said flanges, the

material being notched adjacent to its comers to provide

t*Bgiies. and the edge of the material adjacent to each

ttmgmt t>elng folded inwardly first, and the tongue lM>inc

tfcen folded inwardly over said edge*, and sheet metal clips

engaging the covering material adjacent the edges of the

flanges and in the angle former by the base and the

fianges for securing the material to the base.

1,230.949 VARIABLE U)AD BRAKE. Walter V.

TcBNBa, Edgewood. Pa., and Eoward H. DIWSOM,
New York. N. Y.. assignors to The Westlnghouse Air

Brake Company. Wlimerdlng. Pa., a Corporation ot

Pennsylvania. Filed Jan. 2. 1914. Serial No. 810,047.

(Cl. 188^—11.)

ir^Hr

1. In a load regulated brake, the combination with a

brake cylinder, of a chamber adapted to communicate

with said brake cylinder, a movable abutment for varying

the volume of said chanil>er. means for moving said abut-

ment according to the load on the car. 'and means for

locking said abutment in its adJust<Hl position.

2. In a load regulate<l brake, the combination with a

device operat«>d by the load on the car for regulating the

braking power according to the load on the car^ of means
for automatically preventing the operation of said device

when the car is running.

3. In a load regulated brake, the combination with a

device for automatically adjusting the braking power In

proportion to the load on the car. of means for automati-

cally cutting said device out of effective operation when
the car is running.

4. In a load regulated brake, the combination with a

mechanism adapted to be adjusted to vary the braking

power and means operating according to the load on the

car for adjusting said mechanism, of a device operated by

an act associated with the starting of the car for opera-

tlvely disconnecting said mechanism from said means.

5. In a load regulate<l brake, the combination with a

brake cylinder, of a movable abutment for varying the

effective volume of said brake cylinder, means governed

according to the load on the car for operating said abut-

ment, toggle levers for operatively connecting said means

to said abutment, and a device operated when the car is

running for throwing said levers out of allnement to

thereby operatively disconnect said means from said

abutment.
[Claims 6 to 26 not printed in the Gazette. 1

1.230.9.50. VACUUM -BRAKE DEVICE. Walter V.

Tru.NER. Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to The Westing-

house Air Brake Company. Wlimerdlng. Pa., a Corpora-

tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 21. 1915. Serial No.

57.058. (Cl. 188—C.)

1. In a vacuum brake apparatus, the combination with

a va<-uum train pipe, of a brake valve for supplying fluid

to the brake pipe to effect an application of the brakea

and an excess pressure valve for limiting the pressure of

fluid supplied to the brake pipe to a predetermlne<l degree.

2. In a vacuum brake apparatus, the combination with

a vacuum train pipe, of an ex<ess pressure valve, a valve

for supplying fluid through the excess pressure valve to

the brake pipe to effect an application of the brakes, and a

handle for operating said supply valves.

8. In a vacuum brake apparatus, the combination with

a vacunm train pipe, of an excess pressure valve, a valve

for snppl.vlng fluid through the excess pressure valve to

the brakp pipe to effect an application of the brakes, a
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•econd supply valve for directly supplying fluid to the
brake pipe, and a handle for operating said supply valves.

4. In a vacuum brake apparatus, the combination with
a vacuum train pipe, of an excess pressure valve, a valve
for supplying fluid through the excesa pressure valve to
the brake pipe to eflfect an application of the brakes, a
•econd direct supply valve, and a handle for operating the
first supply valve In service application position and the
•econd supply valve In emergency application position.

5. In a vacuum brake, the combination with a brake
pipe normally at a pressure less than the atmospheric
pressure, of an excess pressure valve for Umtlng the prea-
Bure of fluid supplied to the brake pipe to effect an appli-
cation of the brakes, a valve for admitting fluid through
said excess pressure valve to the brake pipe, a second
valve for admitting fluid directly to the brake pipe, and an
operating handle for said valves having a service position
In which the first valve is opened and an emergency posi-
tion In which the second supply valve is opened.

[Claim 6 not printed In the <iazette.)

1.230.951. FLUID -PRESSURE BRAKE. Waltbr V.
TuB.VBR, Wllklnsburg, Pa., assignor to The Westing-
house Air Brake Company, Wllmerdlng. Pa., a Corpora-
tion of Pennsylvania. Filed Oct. 30. 1915. Serial No
58.780. (Cl. 188—15.)

1. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake pipe and a valve device having a piston chamber
charged from the brake pipe and operated upon a reduc-
tion In pressure therein for effecting an application of the
brakes, of means consitantly subject to the opposing pres-
sures of the brake pipe and said chamber and adapted
upon a predetermined reduction In brake pipe pressure for
opening communication from the brake pipe to said valve
device.

2. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake pipe and a valve device having a piston chamber
charged from the brake pipe and operated upon a reduc-
tion in brake pipe pressure for effecting an application of

the brakes, of means consUntly aiubject to the oppoalng
pressures of the brake pipe and said chamber and nor-
mally closing communication for venting fluid from said
valve device to the brake pipe and adapted upon a prede-
termined reduction in brake pipe pressure to open said
communication.

3. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake pipe, of valve means and a piston operated upon a
reduction in brake pipe pressure for actuating said valve
means to effect an application of the brakes, and means
for controlling a restricted communication from the pis-
ton chamber of said piston to the brake pipe and operated
upon a predetermine!! reduction In brake pipe pressure for
opening said communication to an extent varying accord-
ing to the rate of, reduction In brake pipe pressure for
effecting a reduction in pressure In said piston chamber.

4. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake pipe and « valve device having a piston chamber
and operate<l upon a reduction In brake pipe pressure for
effecting an application of the brakes, of a movable abut-
ment subject to the opposing pressures of the brake pipe
and said piston chamber and operate<l upon a predeter-
mined reduction in brake pipe pressure for opening a re-
strictetl communication for venting fluid from said piston
chamber.

5. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake pipe and a valve device having a piston chamber
normally supplied with fluid from the brake pipe and oper-
ating upon a reduction in brake pipe pressure for effecting
an application of the brakes, of a movable abutment sub^
Ject to the opposing pressures of the brake pipe and said
piston chamber and adapted upon a predetermined reduc-
tion in brake pipe pressure to open a restricted commu-
nication for venting fluid from said piston chamber to the
brake pipe.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,952. FLUID PRESSURE BRAKE DEVICE. Wal-
TiB V. TiRNEB. Wllklnsburg. I'a.. assignor to The
Westlnghouse Air Brake Company. Wllmerdlng. Pa.,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Dec. 22. 1916.
Serial No. 68.181. (O. 188—16.

1

1. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake cylinder and a valve device having ports for effect-
ing the release of fluid from the brake cylinder, of a sup
plemental reservoir from which fluid is supplied through
a port controlled by said valve device for shifting same
from release position, the release ports being arranged to
open In advance of the supplf-mental reservoir port in the
movement toward release po!<itlon.

2. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a
brake cylinder, auxiliary reservoir, brake pipe, and a sup-
plemental reservoir, of a piston subject to the opposing
pressures of the auxiliary reservoir and brake pipe and
valves operated by said piston for controlling the release
of fluid from the brake cylinder and the admisalon of
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fluid from the supplemental reaerrolr to the auxiliary rea-

ervolr, communication being opened for effecting the re-

lease of fluid from the brake cylinder during movement

toward release position before communication is opened

for supplying fluid from the supplemental reservoir to the

auxiliary reservoir.

8. In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake cylinder, auxiliary reservoir, brake pipe, and a sup-

plemental reservoir, of a piston subject to the opposing

pres8ur.H of the auxiliary reservoir and brake pipe, a

main valve, and a graduating valve having a movement

relative to the main valve for controlling ports adapted

to effect the release of fluid from the brake cylinder and

the supply of fluid from the supplemental reservoir to the

auxiliary reservoir, said ports being arranged to open the

brake cylinder release controlling ports before the supple-

mental reservoir supply port is opened upon movement

of the graduating valve toward release position.

4 In a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake cylinder, auxiliary reservoir, brake pipe, and a sup-

plemental reservoir, of a piston subject to the opposing

pressures of the auxiliary reservoir and brake pipe, a

main valve, and a graduating valve having a movement

relative to the main valve for controlling ports adapted to

effect the release of fluid from the brake cylinder and a

restricted port through which fluid is supplied from the

supplemental reservoir to the auxiliary reservoir, the re-

lease ports being opened in advance of the restricted port

upon movement of the graduating valve toward release

***5
l*n a fluid pressure brake, the combination with a

brake cylinder, auxiliary reservoir, brake pipe, and a sup-

plemental reservoir, of a valve device for effecting the re-

lease of fluid from the brake cylinder and controlling a

restricted port for supplying fluid from the supplemental

reservoir to the auxiliary reservoir in the movement to-

ward release position and an additional port for sup

Plying fluid from the supplemental reservoir to the aux-

iliary reaervolr upon movement from release position.

[CUlms 6 to 10 not printed in the Gaiette].

]Ut0 953 RELEASE-VALVE FOR VACUUM-BRAKES.

Twaltir V TrRXER. Wllklnsburg. Pa., assijmor to The

Weatlnghouse Air Brake Company, Wllmerdlng Pa., a

Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Nov. 2. 1915. Se-

rial No. 69,169. (Cl. 188—6.)

an Increase In brake pipe pressure for operating aald valve

to connect said chamber with the brake pipe.

2. In an automatic vacuum brake apparatus, the com-

bination with a brake pipe normally malnUlned under a

partial vacuum, and a brake cylinder for applying- the

brakes upon an Increase in pressure In the brake pipe, of

a chamber normally containing a partial vacuum, a valve,

a piston subject to the opposing pressures of the brake

pipe and a chamber, a passage controlled by the move-

ment of said piston for equallxlng the brake pipe pres-

sure into said chamber upon Increasing the brake pipe

pressure to effect an application of the brakes, said valve

being operated by said piston upon a reduction in brake

pipe- pressure in releasing the brakes for connecting the

vacuum chamber with the brake pipe.

1230 954 PROCESS OF MAKING SHOES. ChaHL»«
'

TwiEDiE. Jefferson City, Mo. Filed Mar. 6, 1916. Se-

rial No. 12,507. (Cl. 12—142.)

1. In an automatic vacuum brake apparatus, the com-

bination with a brake pipe normally maintained under a

partial vacuum, and a brake cylinder for applying the

brakes ui><.n an increase In pressure in the brake pipe.

of a chamlH-r having a passage leading to the brake pipe

and .ontalnlng a < heck valve and normally maintained

at a partial va<uum. a vnlve. and a piston operated upon

1. The process of making welt shoes which comprlae*

making the upper and rounding the sole substantially to

Its flnlshed shape, sewing a welt along the bottom edge

of the upper on Its outer side, turning the upper edge of

the welt out and securing It flatwise on the top margin

of the shaped sole following the outline thereof to de-

termine the entire outline of the welt and the bottom

portion of the upper In contact therewith.

2. The process of making welt shoes which comprises

stitching a counter to an upper along the location of the

back seam and heel seat, sewing a welt along the bottom

edge of the upper on Its outer side, turning In the heel

seat portion of the upper and counter, turning the upper

edge of the welt out and securing it flatwise on the top

margin of a sole shaped to substantially its finished shape

following the outline thereof to determine the entire out-

line of the welt and the bottom portion of the upper in

contact therewith as far as the two are coextensive.

3. The process of making welt shoes which comprisea

making the upper with a small lasting allowance around

the toe and inside of the shank and a laiger lasting

allowance along the ball on the outside, sewing a welt

along the bottom edge of the upper on Its outer aide,

turning the upper edge of the welt out and securing It

flatwise in coincidence with the edge of a sole previously

rounded to substantially its finished shape.

4. The process of making welt shoes which comprises

making the upper and rounding the sole substantially to

Its finished shape, sewing a welt along the bottom edge

of the upper on its outer side, notching a portion of the

bottom edge of the welt and upper, turning the upper

etlge of the welt out and securing It flatwise to the edge

portion of the rounded sole with their edges In coin-

cidence.

5. The process of making welt shoes which comprises

making the upper, sewing a counter to the heel portion of

the upper and a welt along the bottom edge of the upper

<.n its outer side, turning the upper edge of the weVt out

and the lower edge of the welt and counter In. and se-

curing the bottom of the welt flatwise to the sole with

their edges in coincidence, said sole having previously

been rounded to substantially flnlshed shape and securing

a heel to the turned under portions of the counter and

welt.,

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.!
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1,230,955. MAXIMUM CUT OUT. Oibabdcs Jacobus
VAN SwAAT, Delft, and Hbnhi IsIac Kecs. Heii«elo,
Netherlands. Filed Mar. 8. 1915. Serial No. 18,014.
(C). 178—267.)

1. Id an electric maximuin cut-out switch, an operat-
inj; m<>nil)«T. a loosf nipnit>pr. moans whereby said operat-
ing member drives said loose member when closing the
switch, a contact-carrying member, means whereby a dls-
engageable connection is formed between the loose mem-
ber and the contact-carrying member when the operating
member Is moved to close the switch, and moans whereby
the operating member may dl-sengage said connection.

2. In an electric maximum cutout switch, an operat-
ing member, a loose member, means whereby said operat-
ing member drives .said loose member in one direction
only whon closing the switch, a contact-carrying member,
means whereby a dlsengageable connection is formed be-
tween the loose member and the contact-carrying member
when the operating nienil>er is movwi to close the switch,
means for holding the loose member In a fixed position
when the switch Is closed, and means whereby the op-
erating member may disengage said connection leaving
the loose member in said position.

3. In an electric maximum cut-out switch, a bridging
member, a central spindle adapted to actuate said bridg-
ing member, a loose member co-axlally arranged on said
spindle, an abutment projecting outwardly from said cen-
tral spindle, an electroniagnetically operated pawl mount-
ed on said loose member and having an inwardly pro-
jecting portion adapted to engage said abutment when the
loose member is rotated, an operating member adapted to
drive sjild loose member In a forward direction, and
pawl arresting the loose member when it reaches the
" awltched-in " position.

4. In an electric maximum cut-out switch, a bridging
member, a central spindle adapted to actuate said bridg-
ing memt>er. a loose member co-axially arranged on said
pindle, an abutment projecting outwardly from said cen-
tral spindle, a non magnetic pawl mounted on Mid loose
member and having an inwardly projecting portion adapt-
ed to engage said abutment when the loose member Is
rotated, a paramagnetic armature adjustable on said pawl,
an operating member adaptwl to drive said loose member
In a forward direction, and a pawl arresting the loose
member when It reaches the " swltched-ln " position.

5. In an electric maximum cut-out switch, a bridging
member, a central spindle adapted to actoate said bridg-
ing member, and formed of paramagnetic material, an
electromagnet coll surroundln« wild spindle so that the
Utter is traversed by the magnetic field, a loose member
CO axlally arrangwl on said spindle, an abutment project-
ing outwardly from said (entral spindle, a non magnetic
pawl mounted on said loose member and having an in-
wardly projecting portion adapted to engage said abut-
ment when the loose menil>er Is rotated, a paramagnetic
armature on said pawl, an operating member adapted to
drive said loose member in a forward direction, and a
pawl mounted on said loose member to arrest it when It
reaches the " swltche<l-in position.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,230,956. MICROPHONE Alcxandri Vaioian, Ak-
THo.w DE Lava.ndeyra. and William Gabtbwaiti,
Paris. France. Filed Oct. 15, 1915. Serial No. 66,107
(CI. 179—128.)

1. A microphlne cell comprising two face plates and
means for securing theni tog.ther. a central member with
partition ribs thereon, plates of carbon and means for
supporting them with Insulation within the facet plates.

and a plurality of spheres of carbon In the compartments
of the cell formefl by the ribs, the said spheres of carbon
being in light contact with the carbon plates and with
the central rlbl>ed member of the cell.

2. A microphone for uso In telephony comprising In
combination an evacuafe<l capsule, [xtsitlve and negative
terminals fixed therein, a plurality of small pieces of
carbon within the capsule and in light contact with one
another, and with the termlnal.s and resilient means by
which said capsule is supported, said mean.s permitting
said capsule to move with an e<iual degree of freedom in all

directions.

1.230.957. ELECTRIC SIGNALING DEVICE FOR AU-
TOMOBILES. George F. Voioht. San Francisco. Cal.
Filed June 21. 1916. Serial No. 104.940. (Cl. 200—27.)

1. In a device of the kind described. Including a disk-
shaped supporting plate mounted upon the upper and re-
duced end of the steering wheel shaft and above the up-
per end of the standard, an outstanding flexible contact
lever supported by said supporting plate.

9. In a device of the kind dt'scribed. the combination of
a supporting plate supported by the steering wheel shaft,
an outstanding flexible contact lever having Its inner end
Insulatlngly secured to said supporting plate an<l Its outer
end operatlvely engageable with an outer portion of the
steering wheel, for closing the circuit, and a stabilizer dis-
posed above the said contact lever and in bearing rela-
tion therewith, said stabilizer being also insulatlngly se-
cured to said supporting plate.

19. In combination with the steering mechanism of an
automobile, comprising a stationary standard, a shaft ro-
tatably disposed Inside of said standard, and a st»-erlng-
wheel monnt«Hl upon the upper end of said shaft, said
steering wheel having a central hub. and outer rlin and a
series of spokes associating said hub and said rim, of an
electric signal circuit and circuit closer, comprising a
circuit wire and its terminal, non movably and insulat-
lngly supported by said standard and In close relation to
said steerlng-whe«'l, a supporting plato mounted upon the
upper end of said steering-wheel shaft and below the steer-
ing-wheel hub, a flexible contact lever having Its Inner
end insulating and rigidly supporte<l by said supporting
plate, and Its outer end terminating in two oppositely dis-
posed arms operatlvely eng»geal.le with two predeter-
mined spokes of said steering wheel and whereby said cir-
cuit can be close<l. sai<l shaft and Its steering-wheel to-
gether with said flexible lever and Its supporting plate are
movable relative to said circuit wire and its terminal, and
brushing means clrcultly associating said movable contact
lever with said non movable wire and Its terminal, said
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steering wheel and its shaft forming a portion of lald

circuit means.
21 The combination with an automobile steerlng-wtteei

and its shaft and a standard for the same, the shaft hav-

ing a key-seat upon one side at Its upper end, of a sup-

porting plate mounted upon the upper end of the shaft

adjacent the lower side of the steering wheel, means en-

gageable with the said key seat for preventing the rota-

tion of the supporting plate relative to the shaft, and

means insulatlngly supported by the supporting plate for

closing the circuit.
. _. t^

(Claims 2 to 8. 1<> to 18. 20. and 22 to 32 not printed

\n the Gazette.]

1.230,958. ORN.AMKNTING .\ND PROTECTING METAL
SURFACES. Kalman Warua, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed

I Jan. 10. 1917. SerUl No. 141,627. (Cl. 91—73.)

1 As a new article of manufacture, a meUl article

containing aluminum and having on Its surface and ad-

herent thereto, a flexible vitreous enamel or coating.

2 The method herein described which consists in ef-

fecting the fusion of a vltriflable materUl on the surface

of a metal containing aluminum, whereby a smoth. firmly

adherent and flexible vitreous coating is formed on the

surface of the metal.

3 The method herein described, which consists In ap-

plying to the surface of metal containing aluminum, a

thin coating of finely divided vltriflable material and sub-

jecting the article having the vltriflable material thereon,

to sufficient heat to effect the fusion and adherence of the

material to the metal surface.

1230,960. CREAM - COOLER. James Stdart W»a«n,
'

Christchurch, New Zealand. Filed Oct. 5. 1915. Serial

No. 54.125. (Cl. 257—179.)

1 230 959 NECKTIE RACK. JosiAH F. Watts, SeatUe.

'wash. Filed June 26, 1916. Serial No. 105.800. (Cl,

223—19.)

tmircr^

1 A cooler of the class described coniprlslng a verti-

cally disposed helical coll of tubing, and a cap for the

\oil having a cylindrical portion fitting within the upper

end of the latter, the said cylindrical portion being formed

so as to provide longitudinal exterior channels for the

passage of liquid between the said cap portion and the

surrounding convolutions of the coll. the upper end of the

cap being closed and adapted to receive a flow of liquid,

and an annular flange surrounding the upper end of the

cap and having its edge projecting downwardly therefrom,

the said edge of the flange being equal in diameter to the

mean of the internal and external diameters of the coll

so as to direct the liquid which overflows the upper end

of the cap down both the inner and outer surfaces of the

*^

2 A cooler of the class described comprising a verti-

cally disposed helical coil of tubing, and a cap for the

coil having a cylindrical portion fitting within the upper

end of the latter, the said cylindrical portion being formed

so as to provide longitudinal exterior < hannels for the pas-

sage of liquid between the said lap portion and the sur-

rounding convolutions of the coil, the upper end of the

cap being closed and adapted to re.eive a flow of liquid,

and an annular flange surrounding the uppeifend of the

cap and having Its edge projecting downwardly therefrom,

the said edge of the flange being equal in .llameter to the

mean of the Internal and external diameters of the coll

so as to direct the liquid whl. h overflows the upper end

of the cap down both the Inner and outer surfaces of the

coll. the said flange being formed so as to provide a raised

margin for the upper end of the cap.

1230 961. OPENING CONTAINERS. Pircell T, Webb
'

Masterton. New Zealand. Filed Oct. 8. 1913. Serial.

No. 794.183. (Cl. 22(V_<!.

.

A neck tie holder comprising a pair of standards hinged

together at their abutting ends, a flxed cross arm near the

outer end of one of the sUndards, a fixed cross arm on the

adjacent standanl next to the hinged end thereof, a slot-

ted plate fixed to the last mentioned standard, an adjust-

able cross arm uiounte«l between the slotted plate and

the adjacent standard, rpacd lips secured to the adjusta-

ble . ross arm and overlapping the opposite side edges of

the plate, a set screw extending through the slot In the

piato and the movable cro.s arm to lock the latter In ad-

justed position on the sundard. and neck tie holding

means on the adjustable cross arm and the fixed cross

arm at the opposite end of the other standard, the cross

arms being of the same width, whereby when the stand-

ards are folded together the central < ross bar serves as a

means for holding the intermediate portions of Ues held

by the holding means on the end cross arms.

1 In combination, a container, a top to said container

disposed at a level below the upper edge of said container,

a rh"d Ud adapted to dose a hole in said top -^n" having

the whole of its upper e<lge at a lower lever than the

upper edge of said container when In position, and a re-

movable lever normally lyln;: within said dlsh«l lid and

having a hook-shaped end, such end being hlnge.1 to the

top .Hlge of the dishetl lid. and the fulcnim point of the

lever lying between said hook shaped end and the end of

the lever which Is manipulated by the hand.

(Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230,962. FUEL-SAVER AND ^"^l^'*^^
^;*^'^i„^„^.^-

JOHN LINDSAY WEBSTER. <Htaw«. t»ntario. Canada.

Filed Mar. 21, 1914. Serial No. 826.4.S«.. Renew.nl May

11 1917. Serial No. 168.062. (Cl. 110—73.)

1 'in a fuel saver and smoke consumer and in combina-

tion, a boiler, a supporting strn. ture for the same having

a hollow wall through which air n.ay pass extending on

opposite sides of the bridge wall, checker work flll»''K K«Ui

hoilow wall, a bridge wall having < hecker work therein.
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i

meens for Intrwludng air to the bridge wall and conduct-
ing the heated air from the checker work of the bridge
wall to the hollow side wall, and means for distributing
the air from the side wall to opposite ends of the boiler
and discharging the same laterally to commingle with the
products of combustion at' opposite ends of the boiler.

" f

5. In a boiler fuma. e the combination of a boiler
having a multiplicity of tubes, and a supporting structure
inclosing the boiler and forming therewith a combustion
chamber beneath the boiler and chambers at the ends of
the boiler Into which the tubes open, a wall dividing the
combustion chamber from the chamber at the rear of the
boiler, a partition dividing the chamber at the front end
of the boiler into two non communicating spaces one of
said spaces being in direct communication with one sec-
tion of the boiler tubes and the other spac^ being in direct
communication with the other section of tubes and with
the chimney, the two section of tubes being in free com-
munication with each other through the chamber at the
rear of the boiler, a furnace grate centrallv located at
one end of the combustion chamber of less width than the
same leaving return passageways for the products of
combustion on each side of the grate leading to the first
named space at the front of the boiler, and division walls
on each side of the grate.

I Claims 2 to 4. •». and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230.963. PLOW. Fr^nk L. Wbstbbook, Fish Ga
Piled Aug. 28. 1916. Serial No. 117.282. (CI. 97—21.)

1. A plow provided with a point consisting of a bar
forming a simple curve from end to end. its front face
being concave and its rear face convex and Its extremi
ties being turne.l rearwardly to project from its rear
convex face, and the pdges of the bar being parallel
throughout the length of the same.

2. In a plow, the combination of a frog having Its front
edge forming a simple curve from top to bottom, a point
consisting of a bar seating from end to end directly on
the front edge of the frog and having side edges parallel
throughout their length, a moldboard secured at one end
upon the frox against a side edge of the point and flush
with the front face of the same, and a share secure*! at
one end of the frog against the side 'Hlge of the point

below the moldboanl and flush with the point and the
moldboard.

8- In a plow, the combination of a frog having Its front
edge forming a regular curve and provided on one side at
said edge with a rib following said curve, a point consUt-
ing of a bar curved from end to end and seating directly
upon the front curved edge of the frog, and securing bolta
Inserteil through said bar and through the said rib on the
frog.

4. In a plow, the combination of a frog having its front
edge forming a regular curve, a point consisting of a bar
curved from end to end to seat upon the said front edge
of the frog, a standard pivotally secured at its lower end
to the side of the frog, means for adjustably securing the
upper portion of the sUndard to the frog, and an adjust-
able key disposeil between the front side of the standard
and the rear felde of the frog.

5. In a plow, the combination of a frog, a point con-
sisting of a bar seating from end to end upon the front
edge of the frog, a standard plvotally attached at Its
lower end to the side of the frog and adjustably con-
nected to the upper end of the frog, a locking key dis-
posed between the front side of the standard and the rear
side of the frog, and means at one side of the frog for
supporting said key.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.964. PLOW ATTACHMENT. Lgwis M. Wheat,
Lakcmont. N. Y. Filed Aug. 17. 1915. Serial No'
45.973. (CI. 97—1.)

1. A plow beam having an opening, a guide-way »e
cured to the beam an<l having a coaxial opening, an
apertured shank movable In the guide way. a gage wheel
at the lower end of the shank, a strap spring secured to
the plow beam and having a pin engageable with the
openings In the guide way and beam and one of the aper
tures In the shank, said spring conforming to the shape
of the guide-way and provided with a finger piece.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.230.965. BUTTON-FASTENING MACHINE. Fhank
Lix R. White. Waterbury. Conn., assignor to The Pat
ept Button Company. Waterbury. Conn., a Corporation
of Connecticut. Filed Feb. 7, 1917. Serial No. 147 037
(Cl. 218—4.)

1. In an apparatus of the class described, the combi-
nation of a button fastener-forming mechanism, a mecha-
nism for receiving a button thereon and for thrusting the
eye-shank of the button Into said fastener-forming mech
anlsm. Including a traveling carriage, means extending
above said traveling carriage adapted to guide a button
to proper seated position thereon and to hold the eye-
shank In proper position for Insertion within the fas-
tener-forming mechanism, and means whereby said but-
ton holding means are withdrawn as the traveling car
rlage Is actuated.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combi-
nation of mechanism for forming and applying a ring
fastener to the eye-shank of a button, mechanism for
Inserting the eye-shank of a button Into said fastener-
forming mechanism, said fastener-forming mechanism in-
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eluding a <haml>er having a groove In the outer wall

thereof for guiding a traveling wire through the eye-

shank of a button and for forming the same into a ring.

1.J30.966. I'BINTING-PRESS. Rai.fh <i. Whitlock.

Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Nov. 8. 1915. Serial No.

60.248. (Cl. 101—316.)

13. In a ring fastener forming mechanism for button

machines, the combination of a ring-forming chamber,

means for directing a traveling wire in the form of a

helix therein, and a cutter with a beveled extremity

adapted to sever the wire at a predetermined point and

to inwardly l)end the cut extremity thereof.

. [Claims 2, 3. 5 to 12. and 14 to 17 not printed In the

Gazette.]

1. In a printing press a stationary frame ; a trans-

verse feed opening therein ; a yleldable platen mounted

in said fram.' to project into said feed opening at one

side thereof : a plunger mounted in said frame in allne-

raent with said platen at the opposite side of said feed

opening : a printing member mounted on the lower end

of said plunger : a removable meml>er mounted within

said plunger to move therewith : removable type mount-

ed on thr lower end of said removable member : means

to supply Ink to said printing member and type : a mov-

able casing mounter! in said frame at the lower end of

said plunger adapted to project across said feed opening

and to contact with said platen whereby said printing

members nre entirely lnclose<l during the operation of

said plunger : means operated by said plunger adapted to

move said casing into position in advance of said plunger

and to retain the same in lt« adjusted position until said

plunger has returned to Its normal position ; means con-

nected to said plunger to confine the same to a movement

In one direction during each stroke thereof ; counter

mechanism operated by said plunger adapted to register

each Impression of the printing member ; means operated

by said counted mechanism to lock the plunger against

movement when a predetermlne<l number of impressions

have been made ; and means to operate said plunger.

2. In a printing press a stationary frame: a transverse

fee<l opening therein ; a yleldable platen mounted in said

frame at one side of said opening ; a plunger mounted in

said frame at the opposite side of said opening : a prlnt-

rng member mounted on the lower end of said plunger ; a

movable member mounted within said plunger to move

therewith ; a printing member mounted on the lower end

of said removable member ; means to supply ink to said

printing members : a movable casing mounted In said

frame at the lower end of said plunger adapted to pro-

ject across said feed opening and contact with said

pin ton whereby said printing members are Inclosed dur-

ing the operation of said plunger ; means operated by

said plunger adapted to move said casing Into position

In advance thereof and to retain the same In Its adjusted

position until said plunger has returned to its normal

position: means connected to said plunger . adapted to

confine the same to movement in one direction during

each stroke thereof : counter mechanism operated by said

plunger adapted to register each Impression of said print-

ing members : and means to operate salil plunger.

3. In a printing press a stationary frame ; a transverse

feed opening therein ; a yleldable platen mounted In said

frame at one side of said opening: a plunger mounted in

said frame at the other side of said opening; a printing

mem»>er mounted on the lower end of said plunger : a

removable member mounted within said plunger to move

therewith : a printing member mounted on the lower end

of snld removable member ; means to supply Ink to said

printing memt>ers : a movable casing mounted In said

frame at the lower end of said plunger adapte<l to pro

Ject across said feed opening and contact with said platen

wherel>y said printing members are Inclosed during the

movement thereof: means operated by said plunger

.idapted to move said casing Into position in advance

of the plunger and to retain the same In Its adjusted po-

sition until the plunger has returned to normal position :

means connected to said plunger adapted to confine the

same to :i movement in one direction only until its ex-

treme limit Is rea<hed In either direction : and means to

operate sold plunger.

4. In a printing press a stationary frame : a trans-

verse feed opening therein ; a yleldable platen mounted

In said frame at one side of said opening: a plunger

niounte<l in said frame at the other side of said opening

In allnement with said platen : a printing member mount-

wi on the lower end of said plunger : means to supply ink

to said printing member : a movable casing mounted in

said frame at the lower end of the plunger adapted to

project across said feed opening and contact with said

platen : means operated by said plunger adapted to move

said casing Into position In advance of said plunger and

10 retain the same in Its adjusted position until said

plunger has returned to normal : and means to operate

said plunger.

5. In a printing press a stationary frame having r.

transverse feed opening therein ; a platen mounted In

said frame at one side of said opening: a plunger mount-

ed In said frame at the other side of said opening In

.Tllnement with snbl platen : a printing member mounted

on the lower end of said plunger : means to supply Ink

to said printing member ; a casing mounted In said frame

nclapte<J to project across said feed opening and contact

with said platen upon the initial movement of said plun-

ger : means to position said casing and to retain the

same in its adjusted position until said plunger has re-

turned to Its normal Inoperative position : means to con-

fine snld plunger to a movement in one direction only
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until its «-xtreme limit has been reache<l in either direc-
tion

; counter mechanism adapte^l to register each Im-
presHion of said printing member ; means to locli aald
plunger against movement upon a predetermined num-
ber of in.presslons heing made ; and means to operate
said plunger.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.967. MANUFACTURE OF BLOCK-TIRES.
Chaelbs B. Whittilsby, Hartford. Conn., assignor to
The Hartford Rublier Works Company, a Cori>oration
of Connecticut. Filed Jan. 14, 1915. Serial No. 2.10©
(01. 152—9.)

The 'omhlnatlon with a vehicle wheel, of a felly Imnd.

a plurality of resilient blocks seated on said band, clamp
rings extending circumferentially of the t>and and engag-
ing th«i sides of the l>Io<-ks. a row of wire*; extending lon-

gitudinally through each block and disposed circumfer-

entially of the felly band, and projecting from the ends
of the block, and channeled cross-bars extending trans-
vernely of the felly l)and, and arranged t>ack to back,
and receiving within their channels the projecting wires
of adjoining blocks, and having wedge ends removably
fitted in correspondingly sliaped recesses in said rings.

1,230,968, FISH B.\rr. Fokd R. Wilbeb and HOBACl
E. Ball. Faw Paw, Mich. Filed Nov. 4, 1916. Serial
Xo. 1_»9.472. (CI. 43—30.)

1. A ttsh bait comprising a bo<ly portion, a head there-
on, the upper surface of said bead being planate and
'urvj^l down\v,-»rd. a throat cut from the under side of
said head, said hea<l tieing enlarged to the rear of said
throat forming a swelled portion, and paid body portion
being cut away forming a neck at Its Junction with said
head.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the (Gazette.]

1.2,^0.5M59. MECHANISM FOR OPERATING SAWMILL
SET-WORKS. WiLLiA.M M. Wilki.n. Erie. Pa. Filed
Dec, 6, iblS. Serial No. 65,3150. (CI, 143—118.)

V\.V\/V-VAAyU\/\AAM/\M

1. In an
tion of a

transverse

apparatus of the class described, the combina-
sawcarriage, a line-shaft mounted therein, a
shaft mounted thereon, a pair of Intermeshing

miter gears secured on said shafts, a spur-gear mounted
on said transverse shaft, a friction wheel secured on said
transverse shaft, a manually operatable lever pivoted
upon the axis of said transverse shaft, grlpper mecha-
nism on said manually operatable lever adapted to en-
gage said friction wheel and move said lever in unison
with said friction wheel In one direction, adjustable
means to limit the manual movement of said lever in
the opposite direction, a lever pivoted on said carriage,
means thereon adapted to be engaged by the first name<l
lever when it Is moved by .said friction wheel, cylinder
and piston mechanism mounted on said saw-carriage, a
piston rod therein, a rack bar secured to said piston-
rod intermeshing with said spur gear, a valve communi-
cating with said cylinder an<l piston mechanism adapt»«d
to control the admission and exhaust of fluid to and
therefrom, a valve operating rod pivoted to said last
mentioned lever and adapte<l to operate said valve when
said last mentioned lever is operated, substantially as
set forth.

2. In an apparatus of the character described, a saw-
carriage run way, a saw-carriage thereon, a line-shaft
mounted In said carriage, cylinder an<l piston mechanism
thereon, means operatable by said cylinder and piston
mechanism to rotate said line shaft, valve mechanism to
control admission and exhaust of fluid to and therefrom,
a supply pipe connecte<l with one sl<le of said valve, an
exhaust pipe connected with the other side of said valve.
* rotatable drum mounted adjacent to one end of said
run-way. a flexible tube connectetl with said supply-pipe,
anal wound around said <Jriim. means to supply fluid to
said flexible tube, and means to cause said drum to wind
and unwind said flexible tube In unison with the move-
ment of said saw carriage upon said run-way, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. In a set-works operating mechanism, a shaft, a
grip wheel on said shaft, a lever fulcrumwl upon the axis
of said shaft, a spring presse*! grlpper on said lever
adapteil to encaKe said grip wheel, a spur gear on said
shaft, disengageable means adapteil to cause said spur-
wheel and grip-wheel to rotate In unison, a rack bar Inter-
meshing with said spur wheel, piston mechanism to op
erate -aid rark bar. a valve t<i contr«d the admission and
exhaust (if fluid to and from said piston mechanism, and
nie(han1sm adapted to be operate«l by said lever to con-
trol said valve, substantially as set forth.

4. In a set-works operating me<hanlsm. a shaft, a
grip-wheel non rotatably secure<l on said shaft, a spur-
wheel rotatably mounted on said shaft, a clutch collar
slidahly and non-rotatably mounted on said shaft and
adnptrnl to engage the spur wheel and cause all of aald
parts to rotate with said spur-wheel, and rack-bar and
piston mechanism to actuate said spur gear, substantially
as set forth.

5. In a set-works operating mechanism, a shaft, a
grip-wheel non-rotatably secured thereon, a gage bar
above said grip-wheel, a movable gage stop In said bar.
a lever pivotetl on the axis of «aid shaft adapted to be
manually moved Into eneagement with said cage-stop, a
spring presse<l grlpper on said lever adapte<l to caase
said lever to move backward in unison with said grip-
wheel, and a valve operating lever adapted to be en-
gaeeal and operated in one direction by said first named
lever, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.23<»,070. SPRING-HANGER. JosrpH A. Williams.
Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The K. W. Ignition Com-
pany. Cl< veland. Ohio, a Cor|M>ratlon of Ohbi. Filed
Dec. 15. 1913. Serial No. 806.693. (CI. 267—19.)
1. A device of the character set forth ct>mprlsing. in

combination, a bracket adapted to be secured to a ve-
hicle axle having a forked end. the branches whereof are
provided with inwardly projecting trunnions, a member
Journaied upon said trunnions and having a substantially
vertical bore, a rod which U adapted to reciprocate
wirhin said bore and having an alMitment which la spaced
from said member, an elastic member interposed between
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said memlK-r and the abutment, and connecting meant

carried by one end of said rod.

secured in said extension and projecting therefrom, the

proJe<ting *nd being threatletl. a priming bulb having an

2. A device of the character set forth comprising, in

comldnatlon. a forked bracket each branch whereof ter-

minates in an internally threadtnl eye. a screw adapt.il

to oc.dpy ea. h eye and having an Inwardly projecting ex-

tension, a block trunnloued upon the screw extensions

and having a substantially vertical »K.re. a rod adapted

to reciprocate within sal<l l>ore and having an abutment

spaced In one direction from the aforesaid block, con-

necting means secured to the rod on the side of the block

<.ppo^te the aforesaid abutment, and an elastic member

Interposal between the block and the abutniept.

3. In a device of the character set forth, a bracket

having a shank a<lapted to be attached in upright posi-

tion upon an automobile part and having at Its upper end

a pair of offset fork arms, a trunnion carried by each

arm. a blo-k having a vertical bore, said block being

pivoted ripon said trunnions transversely of said bore, a

rod projecting through said bor-' and ndapte^l to recipro-

cate therein, a shonldend member carried by said rod

above said blo.k. a transverse pivot member carried by

said rod below said blo.k. and a .ompression springy

interpos.Kl iM'tween snld shuddered member and block,

said pivot member being adapted to receive the end of

a l^nf spring.

4 .\ devl.e of the . haracter set forth comprising, in

combination, a forke.| bracket the branches whereof are

provided with opposed trunnions, a circular block pivoted

with the trunnions of the bracket and having a substan-

tially .entrnl verti.-al bore, a ro<l adapted to re<lpro<-ate

within '•aid bore and extending above and below the block,

a disk se.ured t<. the upper end of the rod. an elastic

member interposed between the disk and on" of the dr-

• ular fa...s „f the aforesaid block, a y..ke ,arri.-<l by the

lower f-nd of the ro.1. and a <yllndrl.al casing which has

its lower end threaded uf.on the upper end of the idock

an<l it<« opposite end dosed.

.•5 A device of the character set forth couiprislng. in

combination, a bracket having a shank adapteil for at-

tachment to the axle of an automobile and als<. having a

pair of spaced bran. hes. each of which terminates in an

Internally threaded eye. a screw within each eye which

is provided with an Inwardly projecting extension, a

CTllndrlcal bl.H-k trunnl..ne<l upon the screw extensions

and having a substantially central verti.al bore, a rod

adapt.-d t« recipro.ate within sjild »»ore and extending

above and below the block, a disk secure<l to the upper

end of the r.Kl. an elastic memlHT iiiten>osed between the

disk and one of the circular faces ..f the aforesaid block,

and a voke -arrieil by the lower end of the ro.1, said

vok*- b»«ing adapt.il to rer. Ive one end of a vehicle spring

and -aid bra.ket iH-lng^.ff-f - that said yoke may swing

b«n'nth snld trunnions.

op«-ning therein, and a nut having a peripheral groove,

the e<lge defining said opening being <lamp.nl in said

groove, said nut being threade.1 on said projecting end.

1 23»».J<72. AUTOMATIC ItRAININ«i DEVICE. .Tt.HS

'

IM.NALI. Wo«.i.w..KTH. Kast Mollne. 111. Filed .Ian. 11.

I'JlT. Serial Xo. 141,800. (Cl. 102—3.)

12.3<»y71. MIPHON. HAttBV I.. Wii.kox. Washington.

P C assignor of one third to ,lohu F. Loeffler. Wash

ington, D. C. Filed Oct. 17. 1916. Serial No. 126,130.

(d. 137—20.)

A siphon comprising a flexible leg having a short

lateral integral tubular extension, a .yiindrical coupling

2:59 O. <J.—64

1 \ device of the dass describetl comprising a ver-

tical 'suction pipe, a vertical discharge pipe arranged out

,.f vertical alinem.nt with said suction pipe and having

Its lower end disposed In a plane above the plane of the

upper end of the latter, a hollow housing connected to

the lower end of said discharge pipe and the upp^-r end

,.f said Mutiou pipe. :i vertically extending InJ.-ctor

nozzle dlsp..sed within said housing in vertl.-al allne-

ment with said discharge pipe, the stem of said nozzle

pr.»Je.tlng vertically downwardly through said housing

and being formeil into a valve casing, a horizontal supply

pipe connected to one side of said casing, a vertically

slidable valve mounted within said casing and having

Its stem projecting vertically downwardly through the

lower end of the same alongside and in parallel relation

to said suction pipe, a Heat slldably mounted upon said

suctl.m pipe, and connections between said float and the

lower end of the stem of said valve for operating the

latter upon the movement of said float.

•> V device of the class des.rU>eil comprising a vertical

sucticm plp<-. a vertical discharge pipe arranged out of

vertical alinem^nt with said sue tlon pip • and having its

lower .ml disposed in a plane above the plane ..f the

upiH-r end ..f the latter, a hcdlow housing . .inne.te,i to the

lower end ..f said discharge pipe and llie upper .ml of

said suction pipe, a vertically extemiing hijector nozzle

dlspose.1 within said housing In vertical allnement with

said discharge pipe, the stem of said nozzle projecting

vertically downwardly through said housing and being

form.^1 into a vertically extending valve casing, the latter

I
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t>«>ing disposed alongside the upper end of said section

pip*' and in vertical allnoment with said discharge pipe,

n horizontal supply pipe connected to one side of said

casing, a rertically slidable valve mounted within said

casing, said valve being closed when In its uppermost
position and open when in its lowermost position, a stem
projecting vertically downwardly through the lower end
of said casing alongside of said suction pipe and having
its lower end disposed In a plane spaced above the lower

end of the latter, and a float slldably mounted upon the

portion of said suction pipe disposed below the plane of

the lower end of said valve stem, and link and lever

connections between said float and the lower end of said

valve stem for operating salil valve upon the movement
of said float.

3. A device of the class descrlbeil comprising a vertical

suction pipe, a vertical discharge pipe arranged out of

V'-rtlcal allnement with said suction pipe and having its

lower end dlsposefl in a plane above the plane of the

upper end of the latter, a hollow bonsing connected to

the lower end of said discharge pipe and the upper end

of said suction pipe, a vertically extending injector nozzle

disposed within said housing In vertical allnement with
said discharge pipe, the stem of said nozzle projecting

vertically downwardly thiough said housing and being

formed into a vertically extending valve casing, the lat-

ter hflng disposed alongside the upper end of said suc-

tion plp«^ and In vertical allnement with said discharge

plpf. a horizontal supply pipe connected to one side of

said casing, a vertically slidable valve mounted within

said casing, said valve being closed when In its upper-

most position and open when In Its lowermost position.

a stem projecting vertically downwardly through thf

lower end of said casing alongside of said suction pipe

and having Its lower end dlsposefl in a plane spaced

above the lower end of the latter, a float slldably mounted
upon the portion of said suction pipe dlspos*^! beli>w

the plane of the lower end of said viilvf st»>m. a down-
wardly projecting bracket fix»'d to the side of said casing

adjacent said suction pipe, a lever fulcrumeil at one end

to the upper portion of said bracket, the other end of

said lever being forked to straddle said suction plp«>. a

pair of links pivoted at one of their ends to the free ends

of the forks of said lever and at their other ends to the top

of said float, a second lever fulcrumed Intermediate its ends
to the lower end of said bra<'ket and having one of its

ends pivoted to the lower end of said valve stem, and a

link pivoted at Its lower end to the other end of said

second lever and at Its other end to the interme<llate

portion of the first mentioned lever.

1.2.30,973. FIRING MECHANISM FOR FIREARMS.
Al.viN A. YiiATON. llillsboro. N. 11. Filed Apr. '_'9. 1916.

Serial No. 94,347. (CI. 42—41.)

7^

I. In a shoulder firearm having a stock provliled with a
grip portion, n lock Including a concealed hammer pivoted

at one of Its ends near the under side of the lo<k and
having a shouMer on its outer end, a -sear pivoted in the

upper portion of the lock having a part lying across the

outer end of the hammer provided with a catch to engage
salil shoulder and hold the haninier In cocked position, the

end of the sear extending Into a cavity in the lower part

of the grip, a plate covering said cavity, a bridge on said

plate, a release lever plvote<l to said bridge having an arm
underlying the end of sal<l sear and having a second ami
extending to the opposite side of Its pivot from the afore-

said arm. a push pin pa.sslcg through the stock from the

upper side thereof Into engagement with the second arm
of said release lever and having a head so exposed as to be

engageable by a digit of the user.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.97-1. JIG. .\i.rRci> s. .Vbeckft. Springfield. Mo., as-

signor of one-third to J. E Muker. Chicago. III., and one-

thlr.l to John F. Long. Springfield, Mo. Filed Mar. 13.

191t). Serial No. 83,81il.' iCl. 29—57.)

1. In combination with means for holding and giving

axial rotation to a tubular metal blank, a Jig provided
with tools to operate on the outside of the blank, and a

cutting tool to operate on the inner surface thereof : said

Jig being adapted to be moved laterally with respect to
said metal blank to move said tools into and out of opera-

tive engagement with said blank.

2. In combination with means for holding and giving

axial rotation to a tubular metal blank, a jig having a
pair of arms adapted to extend on opposite sides of the
l)lank and provided with tools adapted to operate on the

outer surface of the same, and a cutting tool arranged
between said arms adapteil to operate on the inner surface
thereof : said Jig being adapte<l to be move«l laterally with
respect to said metal blank to move said tools Into and
out of operative engagement with said blank.

3. In combination with means for holding and giving

axial rotation to a tubular metal blank, a Jig having a pair

of arms adapteil to extend on opposite sides of the blank
provided with tools adapted to operate against the outer

surface of the same, a tool support between said arma,
and a tool adapted to operate upon the Inner surface of

ssaid tubular blank and forme<l .«o as to permit .ingular

adjustment on said tool support.

4. In combination with means for holding and giving

axial rotation to a tubular metal blank, a Jig provlde<l with

a cutting tool adapted to operate upon the Inner surface

of the blank at one point thereof to reiluce the thickness

of the blank from the inside, and a cutting tool to slmal-

taneously reduce the thickness of the blank from the out-

side : said jig being adapted to be moved laterally with
respect to said metal blank to move said tools Into and
out of operative engagement with said blank.

5. In combination with means for holding and giving

axial rotation to a tubular metal blank, a Jig provided with

a cutting tool to reduce the thickness of the blank from
the inside, and a cutting tool arrangtnl diametrically op-

posite the first-named tool to simultaneously reduce the

thickness of the blank from the outside and to bevel the

end of the same : said Jig being ailaptrd to be moved later- -•

ally with respect to said metal blank to move said tools

Into and ont of operative engagement with said blank.

[Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.!

1.230.97.';. PROCEJSS OF MAKING AROM.\TIC IIYDRO-
CARnONS. Ci.ivE M. ALEXANDER. Port Arthur. Tex.,

assignor to Gulf Refining <^onipany. Pittsburgh, Pa„
a Corporation of Texas. Filed Nov. 10. 191."). Serial

No. 60.746. (CI. 23—24.)

1. The process of converting high boiling aromatic
hydro<-flrbons Into low l>olMng aromatic hydrocarbons
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which comprises passing the vapors of such high boiling

hydrocarbons through a heated zone malntalne<l at a

cracking temperature at a rate so rapid as to give a sub-

Untlal proportion of unchanged high boiling hydrocar-

bon of the original boiling point passing such zone.

2. The process of converting high boiling aromatic hy-

drocarbons Into low boiling aromatic hydrocarbons which

comprises passing vapors of solvent naphtha through a

heated zone malntalnwl at a cracking temperature at a

temperature of 600' to 1000° C. and at a rate suflBclently

rapid to give a condensate having about 70 per cent, the

Tolume of the original solvent napththa and containing

high boiling oils.

3. The process of making benzene and toluene from sol-

vent naphtha which comprises passing the vapors of such

solvent naphtha through a zone heated to 600° to 1000°

C. at a rate sufficiently rapid to give a large volume of

liquid condensate containing high boiling oils, condensing

the so treated vapors, separating benzene and toluene

therefrom, and recovering high boiling oils.

4. The process of making benzene and toluene from high

boiling aromatic oils which comprises passing a mixture of

vapors of once run high boiling oil and of fresh high boiling

oil through a heated zone at a temperature of 600° to

1000° C, recovering high boiling oils from such condensate

and returning the recovered high boiling oils together with

a fresh portion of high boiling oil to the heating zone for

re-running.

5. The process of converting high boiling aromatic

hydrocarbons Into low boiling aromatic hydrocarbons

which comprises passing vapors of solvent naphtha through

a heated zone at a temperature of about 800° C. and at a

rate suflSdently rapid to give a condensate having about

70 per cent, the volume of the original solvent naphtha

and containing high boiling oils.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

portion and adapted to engage the stem, and a flexible

element connectwi with the said lever and extended above

the ground level whereby the valve may be unseated to

permit drainage of water from the pump stock.

[Claims 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.230,977. CONVERTIBLE VEHICLE BODY. John T.

ALLMAND. Detroit. Mich., assignor, by mesne assign-

ments, to Fisher Body Corporation, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 18. 1915. Serial No. 66,402.

(Cl. 21—62.)

1,230.976. ANTIFREEZING PUMP. James H. Albx-

ANDgB, Conquest, Kans. Hied Oct. 28, 1916. Serial

No. 128,270. (CI. 103—60.)

*V

-U -»i^ -o

1. A pump attachment adaptrti to be detachably secured

to the pump stock and having n passage extending there-

through In communication with the Interior of the stock,

• plug detachaldy secunnl In the opposite end of the pas-

sage, said plug having a valve bore and a valve seat, a

valve In sai<l bore, means for normally urging said valve

upon Its seat, and means operable from above the ground

level for unseating said valve to permit drainage of the

water from the pump stock.

3. A pump attachment ailapted to be detachably secured

to the pump stock comprising a body portion having a

passage extending therethrough in communication at one

end with the pump stock, the opposite end of the passage

being internally threaded, a valve plug having threaded en-

gagement in said threaded end of the passage, said valve

plug having a bore and a re<luced portion forming a valve

tent, s valve movable In said bore comprising an enlarge<l

portion adapted to conform to and engage the valve seat,

a reduce<l valve stem at one end projecting beyond the

plug, and a reduce<l shank at the opposite end. a coll

spring encircling said shank adapted to retain the valve

upon Its seat, a lever pivotally mounted upon the body

2. In a vehicle body provide*! with a top. the combina-

tion of door and window posts, a separable locking and

tension device for securing the top of each post to the top

of the body, and a separable hinge for connecting the

lower end of each post to the vehicle body.

4. In a vehicle provided with a top. the combination of

a plurality of remo^ble door and window poets, means

for detachably securfag the lower ends of the posts to the

body anil detachable Interlocks for the tops of the posts,

each Interlock comprising a plate secure*! to the vehicle

top and having a slot therethrough provided with an

enlarged opening and having a cradle at the rear, a plate

attached to the post and provided with a perforated lug.

a threaded bolt with an enlarged head passing through

the perforate*! lug anil being arrange.1 so that Its en-

larged heail fits Into the cradle of the top plate, and a nut

on the end of the bolt.

»>. In a vehicle body provided wHh a top. posts for

hobllng the windows at the sides, parts of locking devices

secured to the top. detachable parts of said locking devices

secured to the tops of the posts and engageable with said

flrsl-mention*^! parts, portions of securing devices carried

by the body an<l deUchable portions of securing devU^es

attache«l to the bottoms of the posts and engageable with

the first mentioned portions of said securing devices, the

said locking devices an<l securing devices being arranged

so that the one has to be first release*! an<l a post tlppe.l

to an an;:ular position before the other device can be

release*!.

,S. In combination with a vehicle body provided with a

top. posts for holding the wlmlows at the sides, hinges

provbled with s.parable parts for securing the posts re-

movably at one end. and a locking an*! binding device for

removably securing each posts at the other end and

.Irawlng the same tightly In place.

10. In a vehicle bo<ly provided with a top, posts for

holding the windows at the sl.les. means for securing the

posts at one end to the body, and locking devices for

s«»<urlntt the posts at the other <'nd to the bo<^y, said

locking devices comprising members which are arranged

to both draw the posts laterally of the body into position

anil to draw the posts longitudinally to tighten them.

[Claims 1, 3, 5, 7, 9. and 11 to 13 not printed in the

Gazette.]
*

"-
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1.230.578. COMBINATION-FAUCET. Ca«l Q^ Awmih
so<«. Dulnrb. MIdq.. aNi*lKiK>r of oB«^half to John N«r-

Kord. Ehiluth. Minn. File<l Jan. HH. 1»17. ^rlal N*.
145.381. •ri. 1.17—1M9.>

1. \ i-onibination faiicft comprising a main tllsrharKP

ao<l a fountain (liHchart;i>. a spigot within the faucet, a

chambtT within the xplgot haviuj: thre«? illfferent slzc<l

radially disposetl openings, a dUcbarge opening in the

spigot communicating with the np^r t-nd of the chamt>€r

and ad.ipte<l to comnumicar*' with the fountain dii<charge,

and means for adjusting the spiget to regulate the Dow
through either discharge, substantially as ami for the

purpos*' described.

'Z. The coniliination with a faucet as described, having
a spigot valve therein, a main dt»<>harg>- nozzle, a fountain

nozzle and an indicator plate concentric with the valve,

of a stem for the valve partly square in cross section, a
threaded nut surrounding th<> stem nnd impinging the

valve, a pointer carrie«l upon thf sciuareil portion of the

stem and arched downwanlly toward the Indicator plate,

means whereby the turning of the valve In accord with
the intllcator will direct either h«>t or col«l watt^r or l>oth

through the main discbarge nozzle, or c<4d water tbrousb
the foiintain nozzle sub<^taatially as s^t forth.

1.230,979. FLEL-GOVEIRNOR FOR OIL BURNERS.
John C. Aickl-xnu and Eowauh I'. niLUEBit.iND, Seat-

tle. Wash. Filed NUy 15. lUlG. Serial No. 97.491.

<C1. 23C—C.)

1. A fuel feed governor comprising a casing having a

steam cylinder bore and two parallel valve receiving bores

alongside, the steam cylinder )>ore having a steam supply

connection with one end and the valve receiving bores

having transversely extending p«>rts internecting there-

with, a sleeve mountwl in each of the valre receiving

bores and having ports In opposite sitles registering with

the porta of the casing, means for turning said sleeves

upon their axes, valves m(>unt»'<l in said sleeves for axial

movement, a piston motinte«l In th«» steam cylinder, a

spring acting to move the piston in opposition to the

steam acting thereon, said piston and the valven having

interlocking engagement to «««cure common movement.

2. A fuel fe««<l governor comprising a casing having a

steam cylinder bore and two parallel vaUe receiving bores

alwignl<l«. • at««B supply coiiat rtl— with the botton of

the steam eyiioder bore, the casing having steam and oil

ports, each iatersecting Its resp«»ctive one of saUl valve
receiving bores, a sle«ve Uttlag each of said valv«* receiving

bores and haviag ports at opposite sides adapte«l to regia-

ter with the Intersecting ports of the casing, means for

manually and s*>parately turning said sleeves upon their

axis to regtilate their efft?( tive port areas, an axlally

movable piston valve mounted in each sleeve a Ml having a
reduced se4-tloo registering with the ports In the sle«v«, a
piston In the cylinder Itore. a spring acting upon th«
piston in opposition t<> thv '>teiim. the piston having
lateral projections provid^Ml with notches and the vairea

having necks fitting in said notches.

3. .v. fu«l feetl governor. cumprlslDg a casing having a
steam cylimder bore, two parallel valve receivini; bores
alongside, and oil and steam ports each intersettlng its

respective valve receiving <'hamber, a sleeve in each
valve receiving cham>M-r having ports in opposite sides

registerint with the portx iu the casing, a piston In the
cyliniler bore, the casing having a steam port ci>nne4'tlng

with the bottom of the cylinder bore, a spring acting oa
saiil pistoa la oppoitition to the steam, a tap covering the
open ends of said cylinder and valve rei-eiving ttores. the
pl&tou aud the valve* having interlwIiiBg engagement for

axial luovcmeDt, the valve ideeves haviag gear teeth

thereon, and gears mounted on the rasing and engaging
said sJj'cves to turn them to thereby vary the effective

urea of the \alve ports.

4. A fuel oil feed gvvernur. comprising a casing having
a cylinder boxe and two parallel valve receiving bores

alongside the cylintler liore and all opening to the same
face of the casing, the taslng ttavlng oil aud steam porta
each Intersecting its respective valve re<*elving bore, aad
a steam supply port connecting with the bottom of the
cylinder bore, a piston In the cylinder bore and having
lateral projections extending over the valve rec4'iving

bores, a sleeve in each valve receiving bore having ports
iu opposite sides reirlsterlng with the intersecting ports of

said bores, neaus for maniMilly and separately turning
said sleeves to vary the effective areas of its porta, a
piston valve fitting said sleeves and having a necke<l sec-

tion registering with said ports, the outer ends of said
valves having connection with the piston for like recipro-

cating movement, a cap iovering said piston and valves,

and provided with openings and removable closures there-

for for use in ailjusting the valve sleeves, and a spring
engaging the <ap ami the piston in opposition to the

steam pressure.

1.230,980. FLUME. Elsie « . Ai li>. S4<.ttdale. Pa.
Filed Feb. 14, 191«. Serial No. 78.135. iTl. 01—5.)

1. A flnme comprising: walls forming a itottom and
sides, an iaiet at one eml to admit a stream of lt«|tit«l, an
oatlet at the opposite end to discharge said liquid, the

battom of said tlume being incMne«| downwardly toward
the discharge end thereof, a sectional top forming a re-

movable cover, and a series of transverse Itaffles within

the flume alth part of said series of baflles extending ver-

tically upward from the bottom and part extending ver-

tically downward from the top to an Intermeiliate point
in the height of the flame, and with the npper >*«lge of

said apwardly extending ImMes In a plane above the plane
of the lower edge of the depending baffies.

2. A ftnme comprising walls forming a bottom and sides,

aa Inlet at one end to admit a stream of iiguld. an oatlet

at the opposite eiMl to illscharge said lli|nid the bottom
of said thme being incline<i downwardly toward the dis-

cbarge end thereof, and a «»^ies of transverse hnffles within

the flume, with part of said s< ries of baflVs extending ver-

tically npwarri from the Nittoni and part extending ver-

tically downward from the top to an tnteruie<lijite point
in the height «f the flume, anil with the upper e<|ge of
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said upwardly extending baflWs In a plane above the plane

•f the lower edge of the dep.>oding baffles, and a series

of openings in the apwardly extending ba^es adjacent

to the bottom of the flun>e forming passages cMiaecting

opposite sides of said baffles.

3 A flume .-omprising walls forming a bottam and

sides a se.tional top forming a removable cover, and a

series of transverse baflles within the flume, with part of

said series of baffles extending vertically upward from the

bottom and part extending vertically downward from the

top to an intermediate point In the height of the flume,

and with the upper edge of said upwardly extending

l*ffles in H plane above the plane of the lower edge of the

depending l>affles. and a series of openings in the depend

ing baffles adjacent the upper e,lge thereof forming air

passages connecting opposite sides of the baffles.

4 A flume comprising walls forming a bottom sides,

and a sectional top forming a removable cover, a series

of transverse baffles within the flume with part of said

M>ries of baffles extending vertically upward from the

iMJttom and part extending vertically downwanl irom the

top to an lnterme<llate point in the height of the flume,

and with the upper e.lge of said upwardly extending

baffles in a plane above the plane of the lower edge of the

depending baffles, a series of openings in the upwardly

extending baffles adjacent the bottom of the flume con-

necting opposite Bl.les of the »«»ffles. and a series of open-

ings in the depending baffles a.ljacent the upper edge

thereof forming air passages .onnecting opposite sides

of the baffles.

6 A flume .omprising walls forming a bottom and sides,

an inlet at one end to admit a stream of Uqnld, an outlet

at the opposite end to discharge said liquid, a sectional

top forming a removable cover, and a series of tra»8ver^

t>afle« within th<i flume with pert of said aeries of baffles

extending vertically upwardly from the bottom and part

extending vert lea II v downward from the top ta an inter-

mediate point in the height ..f the flume, and with the

upper edgv of said upwardly exten.lli.g ba«es in a palne

.hove the plane of the lower edge of the depetMllug baffles.

[Claim r. not printe*^ In the tJaaette.]

1.230.M1 . AW USTABLF. AUTOMATIC CUT OFF > ALV E

AND SI.;NAL. «iao««. M. Baco*. «*•»» ^^ ^
Jy.

Utah. Flk^l Nov. 2. 1»16. SerUI No. 129.175. (O.

1»7—28.)

1 A contn.l device for air lines comprising hi combi-

nation, a housing provide^l with a ix-re. Inlet and outlet

ways a port affording . ommunlcatlon between said ways

and throp.gh ^ald bore, and an auxiliary way l.etween

said outlet wav and one end of said Is.re : a vnlve reclpro-

cable In said bore, said valve provide.l with a by pass

intermediate Its ends and movalde in one direction to open

Its by pass to said port, and movable In the other dlre<-

tlon "by air pnssore In said auxiliary way an<l acting upon

its one head, to shut off communi<ation through said

port means carried by said housing for yleklably main

uming said valve in an oi>en position, but adjustable

to be counteracted by predetermine<l attained pressure In

aid auxiliary way: said .asing tMMng proxided with a

longitudlnnl i^c^s in one wall thereof, and a pin pro

1,1 tine from s^ild valve into the rei-ess to engage the cas-

ing at the op,.os|te ends thereof for limiting the amplitude

•f re« IprocntloB of said valve.

•> A control <leT*re for air line.. <i.mpris4BR in comid

MtioB a housing provided with a b-re. InW an.l outlet

ways a jn.rt afording .«nm«nicatk.n i^tween aald ways

and through said bore. a>d an auxiliary way tittwt

sai-l outlet wav and one eod of said bore: a valve reclp-

rocable In sawi bore, said valve provld.nl with a by-pess

Interwediate its ends and movable In one direction to open

Its bv-pass ta said part, and movalde in the other direc-

tion *bv air pressure in snld auxiliary way artlng upon

one h«»d of said valve, to shut 0K eammunicatlon through

said port: means carried by said bousing for yieldingly

maintaining said valve in an open position and adjustable

to l»e counteracted by predetermined attained pressure in

said nuxlliarv wav : said housing also having a longitudi-

Mil slot In one wall and a fixed Index on its outer face at

one end of the slot, a stem projecting from said valve

Into said slot for engagement with the bousing at the op-

posite ends thereof to limit the movement of the valve

aiid an Index plate carried upon the outer end of said

stem over said slot to cover the same and having an In-

dex projection adapted for movement with the valve Into

registry with the fixed index to Indicate tbe closing of

the valve.

S. In a pressti re-coo trolled cut-oflT valve, the .omblna-

tlan of a housing having inlet and outlet portions at sub-

stantlallv right angles to each other and a hollow pro-

jectb.n In axial allnement with the inlet portion, a remov-

able bearing sleeve extending inwardly from ?aid projec-

tion into the housing, having a stop flange In Its Inner

end and having a transverse opening communicating the

Inlet and outlet portions of the housing, a shiftal)le valve

slldablv mounted In sai<l sleeve an-l having a substan-

tially transverse opening therethrough and a head mov-

able in the projection, and tension means arranged in

tbe proj«'ction and i«aring against said bead to normally

urgf the valve against said stop flange and reUin the

transverse opening of the valve In register with the open-

ing In tbe sleeve, said housing having an outlet hy-i>a8a

leading to the inner end of the sleeve, whereby predeter-

min.-d pressure in the outlet is adapted to shift said valve

against said tension means and move the transverse <»peB-

Ings out of register.

4. IB a pressure controlled cut-off valve, tbe combina-

tion of a housing having Inlet and outlet portions at sob-

sUntlally right angies to ea. h other and a hollow im-o-

Jectlan in axial alli>ement with the Inlet port'on. a valve

sliUably arraag.Hl In the iKMMring and having a transverse

opening therethrough adapted to register with the inlet

and outlet portions aud liavlug one head in cotnmuuica-

ti«i with the outlet portion, a >prlng arranged in said

prt.ie<tloB iKiarint at om' end against tbe .opposite head

of tbe valve to norraally urge tbe same into open position,

a cap nnt engaging over the outer end of the proje. tion

and having a threaded stem part adjustably engaging in

tbe bousing and bearing against the opi>o«lte end of said

spring to tension the latter, and a graduated scale car-

rier! upon the peripheral surface of said cap Indicating

various pressures to Im- atUlned in the outlet portkm •f

tbe bousing to overixMne the tension of the ^spring at vari-

ous adjustments of the caj*. said housing being provided

with a fixed index on Its outer surface adapted to be trav-

erseti by said graduated scale of the ap to determine the

deslrwl a<ljustroent of tbe latter.

1.230,982. OIL lU'UNER. Gi v M. Barber. Los Angeles.

Val.. assignor of one-third to Ernest .1. Lloyd ami ooe-

thlnl to William McDonald Wootten. Los Angeles. Cal.

Filed Oct. ». 191«. Serial No. 124.617. (CI. 15b—78.)

^i::;

4

1 A burner tip embodying a subst/ntlally cylindrical

iMxlv having converging slots exten.yng to It.s outer end

and having a portion In re.ir of s<ld slots lor dividing

into two streams a (vmibusrilde mixture flowing toward
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the tip so that the two streams flow through said slots,

the slots extending to the sides of the bo<ly adjacent to
the outer end thereof and terminating short of said sides
r»*mote from s«id outer end, and the adjacent portions of
the slots providing a diametrical outlet In the outer end
of the body.

- 2. A burner tip embodying a cylindrical body having
a pair of outlet slots converging to its outer end. and a
pf>rtion projecting rearwardly from between the rear por-

tions of said slots to split into two streams a mixture
flowing toward the tip, those portions of the slots adja-

cent to the outer end of the body extending to the sides
thereof and providing a diametrical outlet in the outer
end of said body, and the rear portions of the slots ter-

minating short of said sides.

1,230.983. ELECTRir PULL-SOCKET. FRtDCRU Bark.
.New York, N. Y. : The Equitable Trust Company of

New York. New York. X. Y.. a Corporation of New
York, executor of said Frederic Barr. deceased. Filed

Oct. 31, 1911. Serial Xo. 657,780. (CI. 173—354.)

1. In a pull socket switch, a porcelain body having a

porcelain guide or bell integral therewith and projecting
laterally therefrom and a metallic shell surrounding and
Inclosing the porcelain fKMly from which the p<»rcelaln

I'hain guide or bell projects.

3. In an electric so<'ket construction, a block of In-

suiatlng material having a recess in the outer end and a
rcess In the side connecting with the pml recess, a cir-

cuit terminal having a base portion in said end recess
and a flanged lug portion extending at substantially right
aj]gle8 into said side recess, a screw passing through said
base portion endwise Into said Insulating block and se-

curing said circuit terminal to said block, a '>lnding screw
Bcreweil Into said flanged lug portion In said side recess
and substantially at right angles to said .securing screw
and a shell inclosing said parts.

5. Id a device of the character described. In combina-
tion, a casing having an opening, and a divided Insulating
switch base therein having a projection extending through
said opening, the line of division of said base passing
through said projection and the adjacent faces of the
latter being provlde<l with complementary grooves con-
stituting a passageway for the operating member of the
switch.

7. In a device of the character described, a base for

supporting a pull chain operated switch mechanism and
having an Integral projecting portion adapted to extend
through a suitable casing, said projecting portion having
an opening therethrough for the pull chain of the switch
mechanism and said opening being flared at its outer end.

[Claims 2. 4. and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,230.984. CLOTHES-PRESSING .APPARATUS. Dana
H. Bbnjami.v. Cleveland Heights Village, and Bn-roRD
W. Brockbtt. Cleveland. Ohio, assignors to The Ameri-
can Laundry Machinery Company. Cincinnati. Ohio, a
Corporation of Ohio. Filed r>ec. 1. 1915. Serial No.
64,499. (CI. 68—9.)

consisting of Innumerable projections and recesses, said
projections being of a crystalline character, and means
for opening and closing said members.

2. .\ press for fabric comprising pressing m>>mbers, one
of said members being provided with a covering of emery
cloth or paper, and means for moving said members into
and out of engagement.

1,230,985. SHIPPING CASE,
cago. 111. Filed Jan. 20, 1916.

217—19.)

.\.\i)REw Benson. Chl-

Serial No. 73,088. (CL

A shipping case adapted for bottles and the like com-
prising, a collapsible straw board container adapted to
be shipped knocked down, a bottom partition insertible
within the container and having yleldable means thereon
for holding a plurality of bottles in spaced relation, cush-
ioning means beneath said partition. *a second partition
located above the bottom partition and perforated to fit

over the necks of the bottles and against the breasts
thereof and provided also with yleldable m»'ans engaging
the bottles, and a spacer formed from corrugated straw
board extending from said second named partition to the
top of the container, said spacer being formed with the
corrugations extending vertically and fitting against thf
Inner walls of the container whereby the bottles are held
spaced from the upper wall of the container and are
yleldably supported at their bottoms and against lateral
movement.

1,2.10,986. JOURNAL BOX. Gcnder O. Bebgland. I»eer
field. Wis. Filed Sept. 21. 1916. Serial No. 121.340.
(CI. 64—10.)

1. A press for fabric comprising pressing meniN-rs. one
of sftid members being provided with a pressing surface

1. In a device of the described class, the combination
of a shaft, a sheet metal Journal box, the exterior mem-
ber of which extends past the longitudinal center of said
shaft, a second sheet metal member curved slightly at
Its center forming a trough for the reception of said shaft,

a plurality of bolt receiving apertures formed in the re-

spective ends of both members of said journal Iwx, a beam,
and a plurality of bolts for securing said Journal box
to said beam, the center of the interior member of said
Journal box being formed on the same plane as Its re-

spective ends, whereby said central portion is supposed
by said beam and the liability of said Journal box bend-
ing by the pressure of said shaft Is avoided.

2. In a device of the described class, the combination
of a shaft, a sheet metal journal box, the upper member
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of which extends past the longitudinal center of said

shaft, a second sheet metal member curved upwardly at Its

center forming a trough for the reception of said shaft,

a plurality of bolt receiving apertures formed in the re-

spective ends of both members of said Journal box. a beam,

and a plurality of bolts for securing said Journal box

to said beam, the center of the lower member of said jour-

nal box being formed on the same plane as Its respective

ends, wherebv said central portion is supported by said

beam and the liability of said Journal box bending by the

pressure of said shaft is avoided.

3. A tank or container having an Inner wall, a pla-

rallty of snpportin).' brackets secured thereto, a Z-shaped

flange secured to the inner wall surrounding said support-

ing brackets, an outer wall surrounding the tank and

secured thereto by expansion Joints.

1.2.^10.987. SPRING MOUNTING FOR CYCLE WHEELS.
lESLiE William Blanchard. Ixjndon. England. Filed

Apr. 18. 1916. Serial No. 92.011. (CI. 208—97.)

.\ spring mounting for < yt le whe^ds comprising In com-

bination a tripod structure for supporting the seat, a

transverse bracket secured in the rear part of the base of

said tripod structure, a fork having its members plvotally

mounted on said bracket, and a spindle for the rear wheel

carried bv the rear ends of said members, the rear part of

said base" being dlspo.sed In front of the periphery of the

rear wheel.

1 "30 988. T.\NK. 1rvin<; Bloint. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Filed Feb. 6. 1915. Serial No. 6.611. (CI. 22(»—141.)

1.230.989. HOOPING OR STRAPPINt; ATTACHMENT
FOR BOX-NAILING MACHINES. Adam Blveoe. Chi-

cago. 111. Filed Sept. 11. 1910. Serial No. 119.895.

(CI. 1—10.)

1. In a device of the class described, the combination

with a box nailing machine, of means for feeding a strip

of metal to said nailing machine, and means for reversing

the feeding means to withdraw said strip from said nail-

ing machine.
9. In a device of the class described, the combination

of a nailing machine having a movable nail driving mecha-

nism, means for feeding a strip to the mailing machine,

means for cutting said strip, said means being secured to a

^tationarv part of the nailing machine and In the path of

the niovalle nail driving mechaulsm, said cutting means l>e-

Ing composed of a reciprocal member tho lower end of which

has a cutting edge, a coiled spring arrang.d between ihe

ends of said re<lprocal menjl>er, said reciprocal member

having an enlarged end, and a pivoted member secure.l to

the said enlarged (nd, said pivoted member being ar-

ranged to be interposed between the upper end of the re-

ciprocal member and the movable nail driving mechanism.

[Claims 2 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1230,990. STEAM GENERATION. William Arthi-r

Bone and James William Wilso.v, Leeds, and Cybil

IK.VGLAS McCoiET, Loudou. England, assignors to Ra-

diant Heating Limited. London, England, a Corporation

of Great Britain. Filwl June 23, 1911, SerUl No.

C35.002. Renewed Nov. 18. 1916. Serial No. 132,207.

tCl. 122—149.)

1. A tank or container for treating garbage or other

material. provid.<l with n vacuum Ja.k.t surrounding the

same, said tank having secured thereto a plurality of im-»

perforate supporting brackets, the vacuum jacket being

free from and surrounding said supporting brackets, said

supporting brackets being se. ur.tl only to the wall of the

2. A tank or container having a main Inner wall and a

surrounding outer wall secured 'thereto by air-tight con-

nections, a plurality of supporting brackets secured to the

Inner wall, expansion Joints between the outer wall and

the Inner wall surrounding said supporting brarkets.

1. Steam generating apparatus, comprising In combina-

tion with a boiler shell, a combustion chamber for the pri-

mary combustion of the fuel, a heating tube traversing the

water space of the boiler and leading from the combustion

chamber to a suction offtake to receive the combustion
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gaRPs aod unbarnpd fu«l from tb«> rombuHtlon chamber.

Mill tub«» containing r»'frac'tory material whHrel)y thf

transmission of b«>«t to the water froin the tact rombustion

ga8<>8 passing throuKh the tube is increased and the com
bustion within the tube of unbumed fuel is promoted.

2. Steam generating apparatus. romprislDu in combina-

tion with a boiler shell, an internal combustion chamber

for the primary combustion of the fuel, a heating tube

traversing the water space of the t>oiler and communlcaf

Ing with the combustion chaml)er to receive the combus
tlon ga.ses and unburned fuel, said tut»e (.-ontaining re-

fractory material whereby the transmission of heat to the

water from the hot combustion gases passing through the

tui)e is incr»Mised and the combustion within the tube of

unburned fuel is promoted.
3. Steam generating apparatus, comprising in combina

tlon with a boiler shell, a combustion chamber for the prl

mary combustion of the fuel, a heating tttl»e traversing the

water spa<e of the boiler and communicntlng with the prl

mary combustion chamber to receive tlrerefrom the com-

bustion gase« and unbnrne*! fuel, and means providing a

restrlcte<l passjige with a wall of refractory material l>e

tween the primary combustion chamber and the tube, and

said tube being packed with pieces of refractory material

whereby the transmission of heat to the water from the

hot combustion gases passing through the tube is in

crea.se<l and the combustion within the tube of unburned

fuel is promoted.
4. Steam generating apparatus, comprising in combina

tlon with a Imiler shell, an Internal combustion chamber

for the primary combustion of the fuel, a plurality of

heating tul>es traversing the water space of the boiler and

lea<ling from the primary combustion chamber to a suction

offtake to receive the combustion gases and unburned fuel

from the primary coml>ustlon chamber, said tubes being

packed with pieces of refractory material wherel>y the

transmission of heat to the water from the hot combus-

tion gases passing through the tubes Is increases! and the

combustion within the tubes of unburned fuel is pro-

moted.
5. Steam generating apparatus, comprising In combina

tion with a boiler shell. rtCnuternal combustion chamber

for the primary combustion of the fuel, a plurality of heat-

ing tubes traversing the water space of the l)otler and ex-

tending through a tube sheet to communicate with the pri-

mary combustion chamber to receive the combustion gases

and unburned fuel therefrom, said tubes containing re-

fractory material whereby the transmission of heat to the

water from the hot combustion gases passing through the

tubes Is Increased and the combustion within the tut)es of

unburned fuel Is promoted, perforated plugs of refractory

material arranged In the ends of said tubes which extend

through the tulx^ sheet, said plugs having enlarge<l pro-

jecting ends, and a lining of refractory material for the

tube sheet held by the enlarged ends of said plugs.

[4'lalnis to not printed In the (Jazette.]

1.2.^0.901. RECIPROCATIXd SAW MACHINE. ALiCB

r. Bri<:.;s. Union City. Pa. Filed Nov. 10. 1916. Se-

rial No. 130.010. (CI. 143—03.)

l»earliig<i and enngoig said rack t>ars. pawi memti^rs car-

ried by the l>earlngs to prevent reversal of said pinions,

recipro-ation of said nnw- causing oticlllatluo of said rack

bars bet«>>en the pinions to feed the saw to the work.

5. In a sawing machine, the comblnntion with a re-

cipro<-able saw. supporting rack bars for ^^aid saw engaging

the same, of a frame comprising a pair of t>earlng mem-
tiers dispo«e«l in a single horizontal plane and adapted to

receive the raik Imrs therethrough whereby upon a re-

ciprocation of the <4aw and an os( illation of saltl >>nrs the

saw will be fed to the work, a loDgltudiaally adjustable

horizontally disposed (onnet-tlon between said >>«•» rings,

plvotally mounteil supporting legs for said bearing-, said

legs being vertically adjustable.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the <iazette.]

1.230,992. LAMP SUPPORT. Mii-zar W. BrichaU,

F:ast Cleveland. Ohio. Filed July 14. 1910. Serial No.

109.219. (01. 248—3.)

Mi

1. In a sawing machine, the combination with nn ad
Justable frame having bearing niem)M>rs and supi>orting

legs, of a saw blade, suspending rack tuirs tbenfor passing

through siiid iieariugs. pinions slldably mounted in the

1. A lamp supporting devb-e comprising two cooperat-
ing clamping members adapt<>d to receive between them
and to be secured to a lamp pole, means for clamping said
meml>ers about the pole, a third clamping mem>>er coop-
erating with one of the first named to support a lamp rod.

an<l means for clamping said last mentioned members to
the rod. said last meutlone<l clamping nieml>ers having re-

1 esse<l portions for the rod which are parallel to the pole
when the devh-^ is atta<'hed thereto

2. In a lamp and ln>ular supp«>rtinx device, a pair of
clamping members adapted to receive >>etween them a
lamp pole, means for lauslng said members to l»e tightly
I lanip»H| to the pob', a third clamping meml>er cooperating
wich one of the tlrst named to support a lamp rod. sabl
<levice having laterally projecting portions so<keted to re-
ceive Insulators.

3. A lamp supporting devlc»» comprising two cooperating
clamping memiters adapte<! to receive l»etween them and
to l>e secured to a lamp pole, means for clamping said
members about the po|«». a thlnl tlamplng nieml>er coop-
erating with one of the first named to support a lamp
r<Ml and adapttnl to receive n portion of the rod between
them, and means for clamping said last mentioned mem-
iters to the rod.

4. In a pole damping and lamp supporting d>'vii-e of the
f haracter descrltHni, a pair of co<iperatlng clamping mem-
l>er> adapter] to engage and to receive iH'tween them a

lamp pole, one ..f sjijd damping members having a re-

cessed part adaptetl to receive the i»a»e of a lamp support-
ing ro<l. the axis of .said r»»cesse<l part l>elng parallel to

the pole when the devbe is in position on the latter: and
a third ilamping member for engaging and holding the
ro<I In place.

5. In a pole clamping and lamp supporting device, a
main ixde <lampiug member and an auxiliary pole damp-
ing member ndaptetl to receive between them and engage
a lamp pole, the main damping member having a socketed
portion for a lamp supporting rod. the axis of the socketed
portion l>eing p:irallel to the pole when the device is In

position thereon : and a se^vind auxiliary clamping mem-
ber ciM>perating with the main clamping member for hold-

lag the rod in place.

l«"laim n<it prlnte«I In th*- <;arette.l
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1.2.30,993. <;RINniX<; MACHINE. Hans Bicbk and

ALBEKT W. llArPEL. Buffalo. N. Y.. assignors to The

Columbus IMe. Tool k. Machine Comnany, Columbus.

Ohio, a rorporatlon of Ohio. Filed June 15. tUld.

Serial No. 103,755. «Cl. 51— 7.

>

1.230.994. MEANS FOR DESCRIBING CIRCULAR AND
ELLIPTIC ARCS. John
British Columbia. Canada.

No. 140,140. K'l. 33—30.)

A, CaU)WW-l, Vancouver,

Filed Feb. 2, 1»17. Serisl

1. A grinding nia<hlne comprising a rotatable arbor, a

grinding wheel mounted on said arbor, and a howl Inclos-

ing said whe«.l and having a fixed curved wall < vtending

around the periphery of the wheel, a »txel side wall ar-

ranged on one side of the wheel and havln.? an rpening

through whbh aaid arbor pai«se«, i n>ova:de side wall ar-

range<l on the opposite side of said wheel and plvotally

connected at Its rear edge with said urved wall and a

catch which detachably connects the front p^irt of said

movable wall with the front part of said curved wall com-

prising a guldeway arrange*! on aaid mo/atile wall, a lock-

ing bolt slidal'le In said guldeway and adapted to engage

Us <.uter end with a locking recess 'n said curved wall

and provldeci with a shoulder, a spring mounted on said

movable wall and engaging with the inner end of aald

locking bolt for holding 'l.. same in engagement with said

locking recess, and a rocking shank journa:ed on said

movable wall and provided with a landle and with a

laterally projecting pin engaging with the shoulder of

aaid locking bolt.

2. A grinding machine comprising * roUtaole grinding

wheel, a ht>od ln< losing the rear pa.-t of the sides and pe-

riphery of said wheel and means for olo^lns the gap be-

tween the upper part of the periphery of the wheel and

the upper part .-f sjiid hood comprising a '•urv*-! puldeway

compose<l of two guide grooves arranged on the upper

part of said hoo<l and facing each other, a ctMved shield

slldable at Its opposite longltmllnal •Miges In said guide

grooves and means for holding said shield in place c-n

slating of a set screw arranged on said shield and •n

gaging said hood.

3. A grinding machine comprising a h.tllow 1 ose or

frame adapte<l to be connected with an exhausting device,

a grinding wheel rotatably mounted on sabl ba j". a hoo<l

Inclosing the rear part of said wheel, a scoop or i-an ar-

ranged l»elow the front pan of said wheel r.nd having a

horizontal tubular neck which Is rotatable In an opening

In said base and connects the interior of the -coop and

base.

4 \ grinding machine comprising a hollow base or

frame adapfsl to be .-onnected with an exhausting device.

• grinding wind roUtably m..unted on said ^ase. a hood

Inclosing the rear part c.f said wheel, a icoop or pan ar-

ranged i.elow the front part of said wheel and provided on

one xble of its lower part with a tubular ne-k whi.h

communl.-ales with the interior of said base and provided

on the opi^uslte side of Us lower part with a cleaning open-

ing, and a door movably mounte,! on said scoop or pan and

adapteil to dose said cleaning opening.

1. A device for describing circular or elliptic curves,

said device comprising the combination with a tape line,

of a sleeve having means for connecting the loop end

of the tape adjacent the axis of the sleeve, a second sleeve

having means for slldably clamping the -same at any de-

sired endwise position on the tape, pivot plus adapted

to receive the sleeve on the tape and having provision for

attachment to a surface to project at right angles from

such surface, an Instrument holding member .omprlslug

a slldable base with provision at one end for clamping a

drawing or scribing instrument at right angles to the

plane of the l>ase, and a pin projecting at right angles to

the base adjacent the Instrument, said pin adapted to fit

either sleeve of the tape, and a roller adapted to fit the

same pin.

4. A device for describing circular or elliptic curves,

said device comprising the combination with a tape, of a

sleeve, an arm projecting from the sl.>eve in the plane of

and radial to its axis, said arm having a slit at its end

through which the end of the tape may be passed and a

hook on the adjacent side of the sleeve, a aet'ond aleeve

having a screw damp by which it may Ik- secured at any

desired position of endwise adjustment on the Upe. a pin

adapted to fit dther sleev^. said pin having a pointed

end with d relatively wide collar adja<-ent thereto, and a

nut threaded on Its upper end, an instrument holding

memlier comprising a slldable flat base of triangular form

turned down along the edge <.f one side and reinforce*. In

thickness toward the opposite angle to the same deptn as

the turned down edge and having a portion at the angle

opposite the base upwardly turned at right angles to the

plane of the base, a clamp on the upwardly tur I portion

susceptible of securing a drawing Instrument thereto a

Divot pin secured In and upwardly projecting from the

base adjacent the upwardly turne*l portion, nnd a -oiler

on the pin. ^ ,. »» ,

[Claims 2. 3, and 5 not prlnte«l In the (.arette.l

1230 995 AIR -MOTOR. MEiAiLi.g Cl.u:k. (^lca?o,
'

111 assignor to Melville Clark Piano Company, Chicago.

Ill' a Corporation of Illinois. FUcl De-. 10. 1916.,

Serial No. 137,437." (CI. 230—36..

1 In an air motor. In combination wllli a .rank shaft,

motor pneumatics and connections by which they rotate

the crank shaft : a partial vacuum chamber ;
primary pneu-

matics in said chaml»er. two for each motor pneumatic;

the motor pneumatics having eac h a port of communication

with the partial vacuum chamber and a:i atmosphere

port: valves operatlvdy connected respectively with the

two primary pneumatics for each motor pneumatir-. con-

trolling respectively the partial vacuum port and the at-

mosphere port of the motor pneumatl .s ; a valve < ontrol-

llng the atmosphere communications of each primary

pneumatic-, and ni.-chantcal wnnections for operntiug aaid

last mention* cl valve by the crank shaft.

2 In nn air motor, In combination with a crank bbaft.

mo"tor pneumatics and connections liy which they rotate

the crank shaft ; a partial vacuum chamiwr ;
primary pneu
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in«tlc» In said chamber, two for earh n.otor p leuniatlc ;

the motor pneumatics having each a p«irt of •cmm-iQUation
with the parUal vacuum chamber ~.u.l an atmosphere
port; valves operatlvely connecte<l respectively with the
two primary pneumatics for each motor i.iiiumitic. con
trolling respectively the partial vacuum p.»it and the at-
mosphere port of the motor pneumatics ; a valve control-
ling the atmosphere communications of each primary
pneumatic; a cam shaft rotated by the crank shaft, and
cams thereon operating said last mentioned valves.

3. In an air motor, in combination with a . ranlt shaft,
motor pneumatics and connections by which fhey rotate
the cranic shaft: a partial vacuum chatn:»er; primary
pneumatics in said chamber, two for each motor pu«u-
matio: the motor pneumatics having each a port of com-
munication with the partial vacuum chan^Vr and an at-
mosphere port: valves operatlvely i onnecte<l .espe.tively
with the two primary pneumatics for each motor pneu-
matic, controlling respectively the partial vacuum port
and the atmosphere port of the motor pneumatics; a
valve controlling the atmosphere communication of each
primary pneumatic; a .am shaft rotated oy the crank
shaft, and cams thereon operating said last-nieutloneil
valves, the cams for each pair of prlmr.ry pofuiiiatlcs
pertaining to the respe. the motor pneumatics being posi-
tioned and proportioned for causing the open periods of
the valves which they operate to overlap.

[Claim 4 not pr{nte<] In the <;azette. ]

1.230.J»9r,. TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Ei.w.^rd E. Clbm-
NT, Washington. !». C. asslKnor. l.y mesne assignments,
to .lameg R. »;arfleld. trustee. Cleveland. < »hi... Filed
Mar. 1-. 1911. Serial No. till.923. (CI. 17&—27.»

^^-^&1.^_JW^2^

1. In a telephone exchange system, a line circuit, a line
relay therefor, a source of current, automatic selective
witching apparatues governed liy the line relay, linlc cir-
cuits, means for closing the line circuit in Initiating a

call, to energize said relay and through It control the
switching apparatus, means controlled by the relay in its
actuation to maintain its own circuit complete for a How
of current directly from the sourc-e. supplementing but
Irrespective of the line condition, and means becoming
operative upon the complete connection of a link with
the line, to break both the line and direct return circuit
to the battery from said line relay.

1'. In a telephone exchange system, a line circuit, a line
relay and a cut-off relay therefor, a direct selMocklng
battery circuit for the line relay extending through nor-
mally closed contacts on the cut-off relay, a primary se-
lector switch containing contacts for the line, a link cir-
cuit associated with the switch, means responsive to the
line relay for actuating the switch, a controlling relay for
the switch connected to the link circ uit to be energized
by current therein after the cut off relay has been ener
glzed, and a circuit for the cut-off relay of the line com-
pleted when the switch effects connection therewith,
whereby the act of a calling subscrir>er will Initially ener-
gize the line relay, said relay will start the primary se-
lector switch and simultaneously lock Itself to maintain
continued action of said switch, the switch when It comer
on the line contact will complete the . Ircult of the cut off
relay, the energization of said relay will unlock and dlscon
nect the line relay, and the link relay, coming Into con-
nection with the subscriber's line, will therc>after control
the switch in direct response to conditions In said line.

3. In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of cir-
cuits to be selected, and a testing selector switch "compris-
ing the following Instrumentalities: a contact bank con-
taining connecting terminals of the circuits arranged in a
plurality of straight rows arranged parallel to earh oth-r
so as to form approximately elements in the surface of
the cylinder, a set of individual testing contacts asso-
ciated with the connecting terminals of each row. a set of
row test contacts, associated with but separte from the
other terminals, each lo<iited In line with one of the row<.
a spindle having Its axis lying In the axis of the afore.sald
cylinder, wipers on said spindle adapted to coope-ate
with the connecting contacts, the individual test contac ts
and the row test contacts respectively, an electromagnet
adaptetl to rotate the spindle so as to sweep the row test
wiper over the row test contacts, another electromagnet
adapte<l to reciprocate the spindle, so as to move the indi-
vidual test and the c-onnectlng wipers over corresponding
contacts in a selected row. a source of driving current for
said magnets, a test relay connected to the row test wiper,
means to complete a circuit from said source of current
through normally dosed contacts of the said test relay to
the rotary actuating magnet, and a normally open circu't
c-onnectlon to the reciprocating magnet, together with
means for designating a circuit to be selected by placing
test potential on its row contact and individual contact
when the switch Is started, whereby the spindle will he
first rotates! until the row test wiper Amis the liu«y row.
the row test relay will then be energized, and the a. t!i;it-

Ing current shifte<l from the rotary to the redpio. ating
magnet.

4. In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of cir-
cuits to he selected, and a testing selector switch com-
prising the following Instrumentalities : a contact » ank
containing connecting terminals of the circuits arranged
In a plurality of straight rows parallel to each other so
as to form approximate elements In the surface of a cyl-
inder, a set of Individual testing contacts corresponding
to the connecting terminals of ea. h row. a set of row test
contacts, .issodated with hut separate from the other ter-
minals, each locate<l In line with one of the rows, a spin-
dle having its axis lying in the axis of the aforesaid cyl-
inder, wipers on said spindle adapted to cooperate with
the c-onne. ting contacts, (he Individual test contacts and
the row test conUcts respectively, an electromagnet adapt-
ed to rotate the spindle so as to sweep the row test wiper
over the row test contacts, another electromagnet sdapted
to reciprocate the spindle s<> as to move the individual
test and the connecting wipers over • orresponding contact*
In a selected row. a source of driving current for said
magnets, a test relay connec te<l to the row test wiper.
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an individual test relay connected to the individual test

wiper, a source of driving current for said magnets, a cir-

cuit extending from said source through normally clc>sed

contacts of said row test relay to the rotary actuating

magnets, a branch dr.ult from normally open contacts

in the row test relay through normally closed contacts in

the individual test relay to the reciprocating magnet,

means to dose said supply drfuit from the source to the

switch, and means to place test potential upon the raw

and individual contacts designating a particular circuit to

be selected, whereby the switch spindle will be rota ed in

testing for a drcult. until the row test wiper finds the

busv row test terminal, and the row test relay then be-

coming energixe<l will shift the current supply drcult from

the rotary to the redprocatlng magnet, the spindle will

he redprocate^l thereafter until the individual test wipe

finds the busy individual test terminal, and the Individua

test relav thereupon becoming energized, will dlsconnec

,he reciprocating magnet, and bring the switch to rest

with its conneding wipers resting on the connecting

terminals of the desired drcult.

5 In a telephone exchange system, a plurality of dr-

cults to be selected, and a testing selector switch com-

prising the following instrumentalities: a pair of con act

banks one containing straight parallel rows of conn^^tlng

terminals with thdr inner ends forming elements in the

surface of a cylinder, a second bank containing associated

allncMl rows of Individual test terminals, and a single

. „rv..l set of row test terminals alined with but separate

from the respective rows of Individual terminals, a frame

secured to the banks, a spimlle Journaied in the /r«'°^
f^°

»«

to have rotary and redprocatlng motion therein wth its

axis coinciding with the axis of curvature
ofJ»'^/'«°^";

connecting and individual-test wipers carried by sad

spindle and adapted to coftperate in vertical motion with

the straight rows of connecting and »»d'-»^"«i;f'y"?;'^

nals respectively, a row-test wiper suitably alined with

the other wipers and adapted to ^oOperate in rotary mo^

tlon with the row test terminals, means for ro «tlng the

spindle and an electromagnet for actuating the same

means for redprocatlng the spindle and an electromagnet

for actuating the same, means for restoring the spindle

to its initial or zero position and an electromagnet con-

trolling the same, a row test relay connected to the row

tes wiper, an individual test relay for the Individual test

wiper means for placing test potential on the row and

TndTv^dual test terminals of any desired drcult to be

selected and means for supplying actuating current to the

rotarv and redprocatlng magnets through contacts con-

UoU«l by the respective row and individual test relays

with means to supply current to the restoring means at

the termination of the connecUon.

[Claims « to 61 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

mg platen supporting projection
'''t"'»*^^'*^;,^^VDUt«

p<,rtions thereof, and a relatively narrow 7;"i"^K plate^

having its ends detachably connected »«
^«;,'f^

P »*^°
"J^

porting projections and arranged longitudinally of the

casing adjacent the apertures of the cover

[ culms 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1230.997. KECoRI.IN<; AITAR.^TUS. .Tames W.

'cLiat. Seattle. Wash. Filed Sept. 25. 191 o. Serla.

No. 52.566. (CI. 11—22.)

1030 998 SEAT ACTUATING MECHANISM FOR CA-

ROUSELS. G.ORC, H. CRAM.R. North Tonawanda

N Y assignor to Herschell-Spillman Company. North

Tonawanda. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York^ Filed

Nov 18 1916. Serial No. 131.009. iCl. 46—27.)

1 In a seat actuating mechanism for carousels, the

.omblnat?on of a seat-carrier, means for redprocatlng

sL" carrier verticallv. an Indined guide, and means con-

necting tbe carrier with said guide to move the same

forward and backward. .

2 In a seat actuating mechanism for carousels^ the

.omblnntion of a seat-carrier, means -°°-t^
J^ .^^ ''H

end of the carrier to redprocate the same ^"tlcally. an

ndlned guide, and means connecting the oPP^^te «d

of said carrier with said guide to move the samn forwara

""VYnT'stat actuating mechanism for carousels, the

combination of the platform, a -verslblerame pivoted

.nt one end to the platform, a brace pivoted ^o the other

'nd of said frame and provided at Its lower end with a

„p a socket mounted on the platform and "janged to

recdve said lip, a latch for locking the lipped end of the

brace in said socket, an inclined gxilde-rod mounted in

aTframe and reversible therewith, a seat-carrying rod

ha ing iTs lower end slldably connecte.1 with «. d guide-

rod, and means for vertically reciprocating said suspen-

"'Tci^ms 3 to 9 and 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 A cow-record apparatus including a casliig having

a cover provided with apertures, a pair of rollers with

Jb said casing, brackets secure.1 in and to opposite s des

of .aid casing and provided with spaced bearing portions

in which said rollers are detachably Journaied. each of

^id brackets being further provided with a single wrlt-

1.230.999. BRACKETSUPPORTINi; CONSTRUCTION^

JOHN H. CR.8T. Oakmont. Pa. Filed May 1. 1915. Se-

rial No 25.143. (CI. 248—19.)

1 In bracket construction, the combination of a ver-

tical standard member having a stiffening back portion

and inwardly extending side portions providing " loj^f;

venlng space and a centrally arranged slot, and a soiv

porting bar slldably mounted in said space hav»°« »

Peking cam adapted to bind upon the inner and outer

aces of said side portions and damp a bracket member

,nd said bar to said side portions, and a supplemental

hracket connecting device extending through said slot.

•> In a bracket construction the combination of a ver-

tical standard member having a stiffening back portion

and inwardly extending side portions providing an Inter-

vening space and a centrally arranged slot, and a sup-

porting bar slldably mounted in said space having a
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locking cam adapt*^! to < lamp a bracket member and mid
bar against the outer and inner of said xlde portloaa,

8ai<l Nupporting >>ar having a l>rac-ket en^glng book ex-

tendini; tbrougb said .slot.

3. The coniliinatlou with the Joint member of a win-
dow having a holding bolt nnd nut. of a thimble semred
thereto, and a supporting bar having an attaching por-

tion Hecured to said thimble.

4. The coml>ination with the Joint member of a win-
dow having a holding bolt and nut. of a thimble pro-

vided with a set screw engaging the nut and a threadeil

soeket. a supporting bar. and an extension thereof pro-

vided with a .securing .screw engaging said socket.

5. The combination with the Joint members of a win-
dow each having a holding bolt and nut. of thimbles se-

cured to said nuts, and a supporting bar provided at
each end with an attaching portion secured to said

tbimble.

[Caaims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1.231,000. AD.TISTABLE BRACKET. John H C«i»t
and John C. Schilken. Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Mmj 1,

1916 Serial No. 94.531. (CI. 24S—19.)

M
r:''i!in:T

WJi-t—
SI

1. The (oml)inatlon with a supporting standard having
a longitudinal slotted cavity, of a mounting device «lld-

ably engaging saitl slottf^l cavity, said device comprising
a supporting plate slldably mounted therein, a pivoting

terminal thereon and extending outwardly through said

slot in said standard, a washer plate slldably mounted on
said terminal, and a bracket pivoted to said terminal
having a rigid tightening cam portion adapted to bear
agaiqst the outside face of the wa!<her plate and to

tighten the supporting plate against the inside thereof.

2. The combination with a supporting standard hav-
ing a lopgitudinal slotted cavity, of a mounting device
slldably engaging said slotte<i cavity, said device com-
prislog a supporting platn slldably mounted th»»reln. a
pivoting terminal fornnd Integral therewith and extend-
ing outwardly at right auglns to said plate through said

slot in said standard, a washer plate slldably mounted
on said ttrminai. and a luacket pivoted to said terminal

having a rigid tlglitenlng cam portion adapted to boar
against the outside face of the washer plate and to

tighten the supporting plate against the Inside thereof.

1,231,00 1. DRY HOT BATH SYSTEM. Jamm O.
Daniels, Kansas City, Kans. Filed Feb. 10, 1917.
Pertal No. 147,9201. (CI. 4—13.)

1. In dry beat bath apparatus, a drainage table, means
to drain liquid from said drainage table, a hood arranged
to cover the major portion thereof, a l>ed adapted to rest on
said drainage table )>eneath said b<M>d. a pipe, said pipe
leading downward from said drainage table and to one
end thereof, iiaid pipe l<>adlng from said en^ of said drain

age table upward and into said hood, and a burner arranged
In saM upward portion of mid pipe adapted to All sairl

pipe with a flam*" whereby air iiisy b*- drawn from within
said hood throuirli the flame of said burner and riM> into

aid boo4i.

[Claims 2 and 3 not prlnttd in the <}nxette.1

1,281.002 WHEAT WASHING, RINSING. AND DRYING
MACHINE. CHAai.cn D.xwaox, Tacoma. Wash. Filed

Feb. 25. 1915. Serial No. 10,417. (CI 83—30.)
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ward wlKf of thf itartition and bavins \\xg» adapted to
extend into said recess.

3. In a flllnc rase, upptr and lower shelves, the under
side of the uppt>r shelf being formed with a plurality of

transversely extending grooves, the lower shelf being
formed with a plurality of pairs of recesses, each pair

disposed to co-act with the corresponding groove of the

upper shelf, a vertii^l partition wall Insertlble into any
one of said grooves adapted to be disposed between any
pair of recesses, and a holder for the partition wall
comprising a U-shaped metallic meml)er adapted to em-
brace the lower end of the partition wall, and extending
across the forward edge thereof and having downwardly
projecting studs engaging with said recesses.

4. As an article of manufacture, a clip for holding
partition walls of cabinets comprising a strip of metal
bent into U-shape. said strip at th<» rear ends of Its

sides l>eing formeil with lugs projecting at right angles

to the length of the strip.

1.231.006. LIQUID DISPENSIN'r; .VPP.\RATUS. DuTBI
WtLcox Flint, franston. R. I. Fllwl Feb. 6'. 1915.

Serial No. 8.541. (01. 221—99.)

1. A liquid dispensing apparatus comprising a main
tank, an auxiliary tank located above the level of the
main tank, a rock shaft mounte^l in the upper part of

the auxiliary tank, n supply pipe leading from the main
tank to the auxiliary tank, a discbarge pipe leaillng from
the auxiliary tank, a pump for forcing liquid from the

main tank to the auxiliary tank, a motor for operating

the same, a rectllin»*arly movable rod within sal<l aux-

iliary tank, an arm atached to said rock shaft and to

the upper end of said ro«l, a valve attached to the lower

end of the ro«l, a contact arm attached to said rock shaft
and controlling the starting and stopping of the motor,
and means controlled by the level of the liquid In the

auxiliary tank for moving said rod.

2. .\ liquid dispensing apparatus comprising a main
tank, an auxiliary tank located above the level of the

main tank, a rock shaft mounteil in the upper part of

the auxiliary tank, a supply pipe leading from the main
tank to the auxiliary tank, a discharge pl{)e leading from
the auxiliary tank, a pump for forcing liquid from th»*

main tank to the auxiliary tank, a motor for operating
said pump, a movable guide ro<l In the auxiliary tank,
an arm attached to said rock shaft and to the upptr end
of sail! rod. a valve attacheil to the lower end of the
rod. a contact arm attached to said rock shaft and con-

trolling the starting and stopping of the motor, a doat
slldable on said guide ro<l. and abutments on »atd rod
positioned to be engagetl by .said float.

1.231.007. METHOD OF TREATING POROUS BLOCKS.
Claid E. FII.I.EK. Kansas City. .Mo. Fllwl July 13.

1916. Serial No. 109,027. Renewed May 14. 1917. Se-

rial No. 168.595. (CI. 99—12.)

'^^^

1. The method consisting In forcing at pressure greater
than atmospheric Into th»' pores of a porous block a sub-
stance liquefied by heat and which solidifies at ordinary
temperatures, and then suddenly cooling the block while
it is under pressure substantially atmospheric.

3. The methoil consisting in forcing liquid asphalt into
\he pores of a porous block at a pressure great»T than at-
mosphf'ric, then reducing the pressure, and then sud-
denly cooling the block.

2». The method consisting in heating a porous block,
then compressing the air In the pores of the block, then
forcing Into the p«ires at a still greater pressure a sub-
stance llquefletl by heat and which solidifies at ordinary
temperatures, then re^ludng the pressure to substan-
tially atmospheric, and then suddenly cooling the block.

34. The methixl consisting In heating a porous block,
then compressing In the pores of the block a compressible
fluid, then forcing Into the pores at a still greater pres-
sure liquid asphalt, then reducing the pressure, and then
suddenly ciwllng the block.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6 to 19, and 21 to 33 not prlnte<l In the
Gazette.]

1.231. iH.s. ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION. Frank W.
FrxK. Youngstown. Ohio. Flleil Aug. 24. 1916. Serial

No. II6.602. (CI. 177—311.)
In an electrical Installation, a line for the transmis-

sion of electrical Impulse Including a gap. a low-tension
circuit Including the same gap. a source of electrical

energy In said low-tension circuit of potential InsufB-

dent to cause its current to leap the gap while condt
tlons are normal but sufllcient to maintain the path
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across the gap conductive for its own current, when once

the gap has been bridged by a high-tension discharge

\L

7

SLsL.

TT

tively against the tops of the shoulders and aides of the

wearer, and merging into the top and side portions of the

said front portion, and portions connecting the shoulder

and side portions and adapted to extend transversely of

the back of the wearer, and strap portions merging with

the said last named portions and adapted to extend about

the body of the wearer for securement at the front, and

through the line first named, and a tell-tale arranged in

said low-tension circuit.

1.231.009. RECOVERING PICRIC ACID FROM WASH-
WATER. H«NRY A. Gard.nbr. Washington, D. C. Filed

Dec. 16, 1915. Serial No. 67.273. (CI. 23—24.)

1. The process of recovering picric acid from wash
water which consists In adding to the wash water sodium

Msulfate, in such amount as to form a high gravity solu-

tion in which the picric acid is substantially Insoluble

and from which the picric acid Is thrown out in a floccu-

lent form that floats to the surface, thereby facilitating

Its removal.

2. The process of recovering picric acid from wash
water containing the same which consists in adding to the

wash water sodium bisulfate, thereby throwing the picric

acid out of solution, removing the picric acid, and adding

bleaching powdetto the wash water to liberate chlorin

in order to thoroughly decolorize the liquid.

1,231,010. BUILDING-SCREED. ALBERT T. Gibson,

Omaha, Nebr. Filed Nov. 4. 1916. Serial No. 129,497.

(Cl. 72—105.)

1. A building screed, comprising a fibrous block of sub-

stantially uniform thickness having parts adjacent to its

aides and e&ds forme<l convergent from its bottom to its

top. said l)lo<k having channels with undercut walls open-

ing »a Its liottom and ends, and having recesses with in-

clined walls opening on its ends and said channels.

2. \ building screed comprising a fibrous block of sub-

stantially uniform thickness having its' sides and ends

formed convergent from its bottom to Its top, said block

having channels with undercut walls formed in its bot-

tom and opening upon its ends, and having recesses with

inclined walls opening on its sides and said channels.

1.231.011. BRASSltRE. Da.mel iJlasgow, Milwaukee.

Wis., assignor of one-half to Oscar H. Stoltz. Mil-

waukee, Wis. Filed Oct. 9. 1914. Serial No. 865.849.

(Cl. 2—98.)
A combined brassiere an<l brace for relatively stout

people including a front portion having Its upper edge of

V-shape with the point of said V adnptod for disposition

between the upper portions of the breast of the wearer,

the sides of said V l>elng substantially straight, the lower

edge of the front being substantially V-shaped, means for

securing the central portion of the said lower edge to a

garment, shoulder and side portions adapted to fit respec-

both the upper ami lower edge lines of the merged back

and strap portions being substantially straight and ex-

tending diagonally, whereby tension exerted upon the

strap portions when disposed about the wearer will ex-

ert a uniform tension throughout the entire brassiere and
brace, the side portions and l»a<'k portions being substan-

tially reinforced as described.

1.231,012. PUSH-HOE. Edwin L. Glover. Ja<kson. Miss.

Flle«l Sept. 25. 1916. Serlol No. 122.121. (Cl. 55—41.)

K-1i

A push hoe comprising a blade, arms extending rear-

wardly from the blade at opposite sides thereof, one of

said arms l)eing substantially perpendh-ularly related to

the blade while the second arm Is inclined toward the

first name<l arm. the extren^itles of said arms being con-

nected to affbrd a shank, said shank being positioned to

one side of the longitudinal center of the blade and said

blade being obliquely disposed relative to the longitudi-

nal axis of the shank, said arms having a lateral bend

Intermediate their ends.

1.231.01.3. AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE - EXCHANGE
SYSTEM. Charles L. (iooDBiu. New York, N Y.. as-

signor, by mesne assignments, to Western Electric

Company. In<orporated. a Corporation of New Y^ork.

Filed Nov. 18. 1914. Serial No. 872,743. (Cl. 179—18.)

1. In a telephone exchange system, the combination

with telephone lines, of a finder switch having a flxe<l

terminal for ea<h line and a traveling contact adapted
to engage said terminals successively, means operate<l by

the Initiation of a call In any of .said lines for operating

said finder switch, relays individual to the lines, cir-

cuits for successively operating said relays completed by
the flnder switch as Its traveling contact reachps the

terminals of said lines, and means permanently asaocl-
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ated with said lines and actuated by the relay of tho
railing line to stop the finder switch upon the calling
line terminal.

0. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with tejf'phone lines. .» plurality of stationary terminals

to which «ai<l lines are iiiultipled. traveling contact* at

different multiple positions for engagement with the ter-

minals of said lines, means for setting the traveling ter-

minals in motion upon the initiation of calls In said

lines, and means constructed and arrange<l to cause salil

traveling terminals in case of simultaneous calls to make
connection with the stationary terminal farthest from
the normal position of the traveling terminal.

1 i. In a telephone system, the combination with tele-

phone lines, finders to which said lines are multiplied,

driving circuits therefor, means for preselecting one of

said find* rs. means actuated upon the initiation of a i-all

for « 1 isiiii: the driving circuit of said tinder, said circuit

leading throuirh off normal contacts associated with busy
line finders, release circuits for said tinders, and means
for maintaining the release circuits «if said busy Anders

open while saiil preselected finder is connecting with the

calling line.

J3. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with telephone lines, automatic switches adapted to In-

terconnect the same, driving magnets thiTefor. a con-

denser, aiul means for !i<sociating .said condenser with

a plurality of said magnets to prevent sparking at the

contacts thi-reof.

(riaims -J to 8. 10 to 13. 15 to 22. and 24 to 33 not

printed In the iJatette.]

i.L';ii.oi4. noi.sTi.\<; .\i'r.vR.\TUs for scaffolds.
Ja.si'er E. <;o<»dwh.i., Omaha, Xebr. Flbd Jan. 20.

1917. Serial No. 143.458. (CI. 20—81.5.)
'.'. In a scaffold hoisting apparatus*, the combination

with an upright, elongattnl support, of an upper gripping-

member. an«l a lower gripping memt>er. each grlpplog-

ineml>er iH-lug provided with a plate, a pair of opposed
tootheil b ver-sectors eci-ent rically iiMkuuteii on said plate,

resilient n>eans for causini; normal engagement of the le-

ver-.sectors with the stipport to prevent a movement of

the gripping iiiemliers longitudinally thereof, a second

pair of opposed, toothed lever-sectors eccentrically nu>unt-

ed on said plate, links pivotally connected with said

lever-.sectors. means for moving the links against the ac-

tion of said reKillent means for releasing the lever-sec-

tors from said support, and means for moving one of said

gripping-members longitudinally of the support after Its

lever-sectors have been released.

.^. In a scaffrld hoisting apparatus, the combination
with in upright. elonirate«l supjwrt. of an upper grip-

ping meiiiiier. and a lower grippingmember, eauh grlp-

ping-memi er l>elng provided with a plate, a pair of op-

pose<l arm-- projecting outwardly »»f and rieiilly connecte*!

with said plate, a pair of opposed. fo.(the<l lever-sectors

eccentrically nxMinted on sal<i plate, springs connecting

the arms and said lever-sectors for c.i using normal en-

gsg^ment of said lever-sectors with the support to pre-

vent a movement of the gripping meml>ers longitudinally
of said support, a second pair of opposed. finHhed lever-

sectors e<centrically mount<>d on said plate, links pivot-
ally conneited with said lever se<tors. means for mov-
ing the links agaln.st the action of the springs for releas-

ing th" Icver-se. tors from said support, and means for

moving one of said grippingmembers longitudinally of
the support after Its lever sectors have b»'en released.

•«

»\^^3
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2. In a device of the claiw describe*!. iTi»»ans for sup-

plying a pipe with a predetermined flow of oil iinder

pressure, including means for stopping the flow of oil In

the event of an accident, said means including two cas

ings Becure<l together, one of which has a valve seat and

a spring seat and a valve stem adapted to slide Ix'tween

said casings with a disk on said stem, adapted to engage

said seat to form a closed joint therewith, a spring for

normally keplng said disk off said scat ami a screw plug

for adjusting the tension of said spring.

4. In a device of the class descrlbe<l, a burner having

a tube and a flanged base, air and fuel preheating tubes

in said base, and a block between said tubes and connec-

tions between said block and Raid tubes.

5. In a device of the class described, a burner tube

having a base secured thereto, parallel and concentric

tubes secured in said base, two of said tubes being clo8e<l

at their forward ends, and two being open, the outer

tubes being clo.se<l and th" Inm-r tuN's »>eing open, later

ally extending tubes running from said outer tul>e«. these

laterally extending tubes being bent forward and a

burner h'of-k connected to said laterally extending tubes.

6. In a <levlce of the class described, a burner adapte<I

to be supplied with oil and air under pressure. provlde<l

with a base and a tube projecting from said base, a coni

cal cap hingedly connected to said tube and means for

adjusting the position of the cap on said tube.

[Claim 3 not printed In the Gazette.}

1.231.020. BELT riNCfllNG TOOL. Thomas J. Hatcs.

Boston. Mass. Filed Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No. 124.465.

(CI. 164—121.)

1. A tool of the character stated, comprising an upper

and a lower bo<ly member, the lower member having a

belt-receiving recess, a punch carrie<l by the upper mem-

ber and arranged to enter said recess and perforate a

belt inserted therein, a belt centralizing stripper movable

In said recess and perforated to receive the punch con

nectlons between said stripper and the upper body mem-

ber organized to force the stripper yieldingly against the

belt when the body members are closing and to positively

withdraw the stripper from conflning engagement with

the belt when the body members are opening, the stripper

conforming automatically to the diameter of the belt, and

operating means maintaining the Inxiy members parallel.

4. A tool of the character stated, comprising an upper

and a lower body member, the lower member having a

belt-receiving recess an Internally threaded bushing car-

rie<l by the upper member and engaging an external

thread on the punch, the punch being adjustable by rota-

tion to determine the position of its cutting e<lge and com-

pensate for wear thereof, punch-conflning means carried

by the upper member and including a nut engaged with

the punch, and op«'raflng means maintaining the mem-
bers parallel.

7. A tool of the character stated, comprising a pair of

bo<ly members one member having a belt-receiving receas,

a punch c-arrl^il by the other member and arranged to

enter said recess, operating means maintaining the mem-

bers parallel, and a guide member rigidly attached to one

of the body members and in longitudinally sliding en-

gagement with the other bo<ly menib«T. means being pro-

vided for conflnlnir said guide member against lateral

movement, and thereby similarly confining the punch.

[Claims 2. 3. 5. and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231.021. BELT CUTTI.Nc; TOOL. Thomas J. Hayss.

Boston, Mass. Original application filed Oct. 23. 1915,

Serial No. 57.456. IMvided and this appIl<-atlon flle«l

Apr. 5, 1917. Serial No. 169,911. (CI. 164—81.)

1. A tool of the character stated, comprising an upi)er

and a lower body meml»er. the upper memler havln;: a

belt-receiving recess opening toward the inner end of the

member, and a flat recessed side face lnters»'ctlng the wall

of said recess to form a shearing edge, said m.-ml>er being

provided with opposed parallel knlfe-guldlng shouldera

projecting from said recesaed face, a knife rigidly at-

tached at one end to the lower member and having paral-

lel longitudinal edges in sliding contact with said sh-.ul-

ders, a cutting edge at one end, and flat Inner and outer

sides, the Inner side l>elng In sliding contact with nald

reces.sed face and the cutting edge being adapted to co-

operate with said shearing edge, and operating means

maintaining the members parallel, said means Including

a lever in sliding contact with the outer side of the knife,

and confining the latter against the said recessed sl.le

face.

2. \ tool of the chara<ter stattnl. comprising a pair of

body members, one having a three-faced knife guide an.l

a belt-receiving recess, a portion of which Intersects one

face of said guide to form a shi-ariug eilge. an elongatcl

knife rigidly attache*! to the other member and projecting

therefrom to cooperate with said shearing edge, the Inner

side and longitudinal edges of said knife being In sliding

contact with the three faces of said guide, anil operating

means maintaining the meml>ers parallel and Including a

part bearing on the outer side of the knife and forming

the fourth face of a guide which entirely surrounds a por-

tion of the knife.

3. A tool of the charcter state<l, comprising a pair of

body members, one having a belt-receiving recess and a

recessed face extend«>d across the Inner end of said recess

and Intersecting a wall of the same to form a shearing

edge, said member having also a knlfe-guldlng shoulder

extending lengthwise of said face and spaced from the

Inner end of the recess, a knife rigidly attached to the

other member, and operating means maintaining the mem-

bers i;wrallel. means being provided for confining the knife

in sliding contact with said fa<-e and shoulder, so that the

iiin.r side of the knife overlaps the inner end of the re-

cess, and Is prevented from contacting Injuriously with

said shearing edge. '
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1.231.022. KErKI'T-VCLK Caui. W. Heaoi.ky, I>anvllle,

III. Filed Apr. 15. 1916. Serial No. ttl,2tJ7. (CI.

220—186.)

1. In a receptacle, a flexible body portion comprising

a flexible bottom and sides adapted to be flexed and ad

Justed to articles of various widths, the ui)per edges of

said sides being separated antl forming an opening, and
end meml>ers connecting the sides for holding the same
In their various adjustments.

2. In a receptacle, a flexible body portion comprising a

flexible bottom and sides adapted to be flexed and adjust-

ed whereby articles of various widths may be laid there-

in, the upper eilges of said sides being separated, forming

an opening and provided with separate reinforcing strips,

and end members connecting said sides for holding the

same in their various adjustments.
3. In a receptac'le, a flexible body portion comprising

flexible bottom and sides adapted to be flexed and adjust-

ed to articles of various widths, the upper edges of said

sides being separated, forming an opening and provided

with reinforcing strips, and meinl>ers connecting said sides

for holding the same in their various adjustments, and
rigid reinforcing pieces at the ends of said receptacle.

4 4. In a receptacle, a flexible body portion of wire net-

ting comprising flexible bottom and sides adapted to be

flexed and adjusted to articles of various widths, and wire

conuectiug the sides at the ends for adjustably holding

the sunie.

5. In a re pta le. a I e.\IWe body portion of wire net

ting comprising a flexible bottom and sides adapted to be

fltxed and adjusted to articles of various widths, reln-

lorcing strips on the upper edges of said body, wire con-

necting the >ides at the ends for adjustably holding the

ame and rigid reinforcing pieces at the ends of said re-

ceptacle.

I
Claims (J to 11 not printed in the (iazette. ]

1.231.023. PENHOLI>ER. Hakev W. llaNBV. Yonkers,

N. V. Filed May 2. 1914. Serial No. 836,786. (01.

120—«8.)

1. A pen holder formtn! of a material rolled upon Itself,

spa- Ing ni«-ans arranged between th</piles of said material

whr>reby a space is fornuHl adapted/to receive a pen point.

2. A lien holder formed of a tnaferial rolled upon Itself,

pacing means Integral with saUl material and so ar

ranged as to form a space betwewn the plies of said ma-

terHI adapted to receive a pen point.

3. A pen holder formed of a material roiled upon itself,

a portion of said material being folded, said folded portion

lying between some of the piles to form a space adapted

to receive a pen point.

1.231.024. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEM. ED-

WARD E. HiMiicHHCN, New York. N. Y., assignor, by

mesne asslgnin^'nts. to Western Electric Company, In-

corporated, a Corporation of .New York. Filed May 19,

1!»15. Serial No. 29.079. (CI. 179—73.)

1. A telephone exchange system comprising telephonr
lines terminating at a central office, a link circuit thereat
connected with the telephone line, a signaling device for
the link circuit, a supervisory relay in the link circuit, a
second relay energizing upon the deenerglzatlon of the

supervisory relay, a circuit for the signaling device com-
pleted upon the subsequent energization of the supervisory
relay while the second relay is energized, and a plurality

of relays energized acriatim upon the completion of the
circuit to open the circuit and then deCnerglzed seriatim

upon the opening thereof to again close the circuit.

2. A telephone exchange system cfjnprlslng telephone
lines terminating at a central ofl)ce. a|Ilnk circuit thereat

connected with the telephone line, a signaling device for

the link circuit, a supervisory relay in the link circuit,

a second relay responsive to the deenerg^lzatlon of the

supervisory relay, a circuit for the signaling device com-

pleted upon the response of the second relay and the sub-

sequent energization of the supervisory relay, a third re-

lay In the circuit energized upon the completion thereof,

and a plurality of relays energized acriatim upon the en-

ergization of the third relay to open the circuit and then

deenerglzed seriatim upon the resulting deenerglzatlon of

the third relay to close the circuit.

3. A telephone exchange system comprising a telephone-

line terminating at a central office, a link circuit thereat

connected with the telephone line, a signaling device in

the link circuit, a relay responsive to the opening of the
telephone line, a circuit for the signaling device completed
upon the response of the relay and the subsequent closing

of the telephone line, a second relay in the circuit ener-

gized upon the completion thereof, and a plurality of re-

la.vs energized seriatim upon the energization of the sec-

ond relay to open the circuit and then deenerglzed seriatim

ii|)on the resulting dePnerglzatlon of the second relay to

close the circuit.

4. A telephone exchange system comprising a telephone
line terminating at a central office, a link circuit thereat
connected with the telephone line, a signaling device in

the link circuit, a relay responsive to the opening of the

telephone line, a circuit for the signaling device completed

upon the response of the relay and the sub8e<]uent closing

of the telephone line, and a plurality of relays energized

seriatim upon the completion of the circuit to open the
circuit and then deenerglzed seriatim upon the opening
thereof to again close the circuit.

1.231.025. SELF SUI'I'ORTIN<; <;ARMENT. O»<mot
iNciHRAM, Falrvlew. W. Va. Filed Sept. 6, 1916. Se-

rial No. 118.774. (CI. 2—142.)
In a self-supporting garment, the combination of a pair

of trousers having the upper waiit portion inwardly
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oyerturned and stitched to the trouners. ther»'l>y forinlnK

a hem aod an elastic band inserted in *&\d hem. of means
for fastening the opposite ends of the baD<l together, the

over inturned portion of the hem having a series of slits

to render the hem loose, whereby the in»«>rtlon of the l)and

is facilitated, said fastening means comprising a button on

one end of the band passing through, one of the slits near

the fly of the trousers, the other end of the band having

button holes and extending through one of the slits near

the other side of the fly of the trousers, anyone of which

batten holes to he engage<l by said button, said band at

diametrically opposite side points having bufton holes to

receive buttons on an undergarment, which buttons pass

through diametrically <>pp.»slt" silts of th<' inturne*! folded

portion of the hem.

1,231.026. THERMOSTAT F«tR S(ALES. Lons .Iae-

NlCHiN, Detroit. Mich., assignor to The Standard Com-

pQtlng Scale rompany, I».-troit. Ml( h.. a forp«>ratlon of

Michigan. Filed Feb. li», 11»1T. .<.rial No. 149.40".

(CI. 2«5—69.)

1. In a computing scale, the combination of a base, a

lever mounted thereon, a loail-recelving platform con

nected to the lever, a petlestai mounted on the rear end of

the base, a shell niounteil on the upper eml of the pedestal,

an Indicating drum revolul-Iv mount»(i within said shell,

a rod longitudinally movai-le within siiid p4'ilestal to, ac-

tuate said drum, a stirrup plvotally c»'nne<ted to the rear

end of the lever, a pin • (>nn»< ting the lower end of said

rod to said stirrup, and a thermostat mounteil on said

rod and engaging said lever to swin^' ih«' Iow»t end of said

rod toward the fubrum of saiil lever as the temperature

increases and away from the fulcrum as the temperature

decreaaes.

2. In a Hcale, the combination of a Iwse. a load receiving

lever fulcrumed thereon, a weight indicating rae<hanism,

a rod connected to said wei;:ht indicating mechanism, a

stirrup plvotally mounted <<n the lever, means to pivot-

ally <onnect said stirrup tt> <.jjid r»xl. and a thermostat

mounteil on said rod and engagiue said l»'v> r and adapt»Hl

to swing the lower end of the ro<l toward and from the

ftUcrum of said lever.

6. In a scale, the < omblnation of a ba!«e. a load-recelvlnj:

lev r fulcmmed thereon, a weight indicating mechanism

above said base, a riMl connected to said weight indicator, a

stirrup plvotally connected to said lever and to the lower

end of the rod. and a thcrniostat conneitcd to said rod and
consisting of two flat bars normally substantially parallel

with the roil and engaging the lever adjacent to said

rod.

7. In a scale, the combination of a base, a load-receiving

lever fulcrumed thereon, a weight-Indicating mechanism
above said base, an upright rod connoted to said weight

Indicator and being In the form of a channel at Its lower

end. a stirrup plvotally connected to said lever and to the

lower end of the rod, and a thermostat connected to said

rod and consisting of two flat bars normally parallel with

the rod and engaging the lever adjacent to said rod.

(Claims 3 to 5 not prtnte<l in the <;azette.]

1,231.027. LUMBER PI LEK.
Wash. Piled Auk. 16, 1916.

193—8.)

PiRic JoHssps, Seattle,

Serial No. 45.607. (CI.

1. In a luml>er pller. In com)>lnatlon. endless chains

having lumber carrying flights, top and bottom guides for

said chains, means for actuating the chains, loading arms
pivoted backwanl of the chains, and extending outwardly
of the flights a distance to receive the lumber thereon, and
means for raising said arm actuated by the chains at the

passage of each set of flights.

'.'. In a lumtier pller. in combination, endless chains bav-

in;: lumber carrying flights, top and bottom guides for said

chains, means for actuating the chains, loading arms piv-

oted backward of the chains, and i>xt<>nding outwardly of

the fllehts a distance to receive the lumber thereon, a

hook arm connected with ea<h loading arm adjacent the

chain, and tappets carrle<l liy the chains to engage said

hook to lift the loading arm at the passa::e of each set of

flights.

I

.'1. In a lumber piler, in combination, endless chains hav-

ing lumlHT carrying fingers thereon, top and bottom

guides for said chains, m<-ans for actuating the < haine.

transfer bars adapted to receive the lumber, loading bars

adapted to receive the lumber from the transfer bars, lift-

ing tapp'ts carried by the chain for each set of carrying

fingers, a nieml»er <t>nnectod with the lifting bars and
adapteil to be actuated by engaeement with said tappets,

and fixed releasin;: tappets positioner! to engage said lift-

ing member to release It from the lifting tappets.

4. In a luml>er pller. In combination, endless chains hav-

ing lumlwr carrying fingers thereon, top and Iwttom guides

for said chains, means for actuating the chains, transfer

bars .-idapted to receive the Iumb4-r. loading ttars adapte<l

1 to receive the lumber from the transfer bars, a link piv-

oted to each lifting bar and extending alongside the

chains, th*- upper ends of said links l>elng provided with a

^downwardly facing surface, lifting tappets «arrled by the
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chains for each set of carrying fingers and adapted to en

gage s;ihl downwardly faclnt; surfa<-«' of the links, and

cam like meml>ers controllini: said links to release them

and bring them back into engaging position.

6. In a lumber pller, the combination with the lumber

elevating mechanism, of loading arms pivoted at the liack

side of the elevating mechanism and projecting for-

wardly thereof. lum»»er supporting wheels carried by the

part of the loading arms which extend beyond the chains,

and means for InL-rmittently lifting the loading arms by

the elevating mechanism to transfer the lumber to the

latter.

[Claims 6 to 13 not printed In the Gazette]

I

1,231,029. INCUBATOR. JOHN H. Katb, De« Moinea,

Iowa, assignor, by direct and mesne assignments, to X
Ray Incubator <"ompany. r>e8 Moines. Iowa, a Corpora-

tion of Iowa. Filed Aug. :{<•, 1916. Serial No. 117,666,

(CI. 119—39.)

1,231,028. MECHANISM FOR PACKAOINti LABELS

ANlt THE LIKE. ("oiiNEi.ns .Toiu>an, Weehawken.

N. .1.. assignor to E. II. KIukc Weaving Company. New

York. X. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 14.

1916. Serial No. 131..324. (CI. 100—57.)

1. A mechanism for packing already separatj-d pieces of

sheet material including, in combination, a frame struc-

ture, means to pack the pieces of material Including a

plunger movable bac k and forth substantially horizontally,

a downwardly delivering chut<- arranged over the path of

movement of the- plunger and having a rearwardly facing

forwardly and upwardly incliue<l feed siirfac-e disposed

forwarti of th<- forward face of the plunp r when the

latter Is at lt» rearward limit, and means ti deliver the

pieces each edgewise against said side of the ihute.

2. A mechanism for pac king already separated piec«-s of

sheet material including, in combination, a frame struc-

ture, means to pack the plec-es of material Including a

plunger movable bac k and forth substantially horizontally,

a downwardly delivering chute arranged over the path of

movement of the plunger and having a rearwardly facing

forwardly and upwardly inclined feed surface disposed

forward of the forward face of the plunger when the latter

is at its rearward limit, and means to deliver the pieces

each edge-wise against said side of the chute, said plunger

having its forward face- inclined upwardly and rearwardly.

4. In combination, a frame structure including a sub-

stantially horizontal work support, and means arranged

over and adjustable toward and from the work-support

for assenil>llng the piec «s of material in a pack including

means to move each piece flatwise in a given direc tiou over

the support to thus form the pack and means to feed the

pieces successively edgewise into the control of the secontl

named mean.s.

0. In combination, a frame structure, means to pack the-

pieces of material having a substantially horizontal pack-

ing thrust, and means to forward the pieces edgewise

successively over the flrst means and substantially longltu

dinally of. an>l then .cU'c-wise into, its line of packing

thrust.

8. In combination, with a work-support and with means

to deliver the pieces of material e<lgewise substantially

horizontally. m<-an», Arranged over said support and pivot

ally adjustable toward and from the same on an axis

near said delivery means, for advancing the pieces of

material from the delivery means and delivering them

edgewise to the support and for thereupon moving each

piece flatwlf»e in a given direction over the support to form

the pack.

[Claims 8, 6. and 7 not printed in the Gaiette.]

In an incubator, a lower bc»dy member having a heating

eb-inent therein, an upper body ni. iiil'er also having a

heating element tbc-rein. means for hinging the upper body

member to the l<»wer l>ody membj-r. an egg tray detachably

siipiiortcd in substantial alineinent with the upper edge*

of the lower iKMly member, said egg tray having its side*

extended alK.ve and l>elow the upper edges of the lower

ivody member and also spaced from the sides thereof

whereby the. tray may be accessible for removal when the

upper body membc-r Is swung open and whereby a flue is

formed, which both prevents a direct lat<>ral draft upon

the egKs and which Is adapted to conduct any air, which

enters through the joint between the body members down

to the heating c lement In the lower body member.

1.2::i,030. AIMUSTABI.E WHEELED RECEPTACLE
FOR (JOLF CLUBS .iBNNiB Kki.i.ev, Chicago, III.

Fil.cl Mav 12. 191»i. S.-rlal No. 96.979. (CI. 21—66.)

The combination with a golf <lub receptacle compris-

ing an attenuateni tubular member, of a wheeled standard

secured to one end thereof, and nn-ans for maintaining

the receptacle substantially upright upon said standard

Comprising a forward removable strut clamped to the up-

per end of the receptacle and having a pointed lower c.d
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and an oflfsft projection adjacent thereto, and a rear strut
horizoutally pivoted to the standard, having a pointed free
*nd for Ins.rtloD in the sround and bearing a projection
adjacent its point.

1.231.031. VARIABLE TRANS.MISSIO.N MKCHAMSM
FOR TRACTORS. Rchirt Stanahd Kinkead. Minne-
apolis. Minn.. a»..<lk:n..r to Williniii Baor Ewlng. Minne-
apolis. Minn. Filc.l ()< t. 18. 1!»15. .Serial No. 56,367
(CI. 74—68.)

1. In a transmission me< hanlsm. the romblnatlon with
a driving shaft and a master wh.-.i. of a direct drive
pinion on said driving shaft slidable Into and out of mesh
with said master wheel, a reverse drive pinion mounted
for axial sliding movements into and out of mesh with
aald master wheel, and pinion actuating connections ar-
ranged to move said reverse drive pinion out ..f mesh with
said master wheel, when said dire, t drive pinion is moved
into mesh with said master wheel, and to move said iUrect-
drive pinion out of mesh with said master wheel and Into
mesh with said reverse drive pinion, when the latter Is
moved into mesh with said master wheel, the said pinion
actuating connection comprising a rock shaft provided
with arms set one ahead of the other, and link connec-
tions between said arms and said pinions permitting free
rotation of .said pinions while .'nttolllng their axial posl
tlons.

2. In a transmission mechanism, the combination with
a driving shaft and n master wheel, of a direct-drive
pinion on said driving shaft slidable Into and out of mesh
with said master wheel, a reverse drive pinion mounted
for ;ixlal sliding movements Into and out of mesh with
«ald master wheel, pinion actuating connections arranged
to move said reverse drive pinion out of mesh with said
master wheel, when said direct drive pinion is moved Into
mesh with said master wheel, and to move said direct
drive pinion out of nM>sh with said master wheel and Into
mesh with said reverse drive pinion, when the latter Is
moved into mesh with said master wheel, the said pinion
a<tiiating .onnections comprising cranks set clrcumferen-
tlally, one ahead of the other, links independently con
necting said cranks to the respective pinions, and means
for imparting common oscillatory movements to the said
cranks, the said cranks being so set that the one will be
moved closely in the vicinity of the dead center. In respect
to its cooperating link, while the other crank is at a much
greater angle in respect to its co«perating link, whereby
one of the pinions will remain approximately statlonary
whlle the other Is being given movement to and from
operative position.

1.231.032. COTTON-OIN. Smith F. Krupp. Atlanta. Ga.
Filed July 14. 1916. Serial No. 109. .324. (CI. 13 9.)
1. A cotton gin having ginning devices, rotary air blast

generating means within the gin and provided with lon-
gitudinal blades and air current deflecting means pro-
jecting into the spaces between the ginning devices to
direct the air currents against the opposing faces of the

said devices In advance of the lint cotton laden 'teeth of
the devlcei.

2. A cotton gin having ginning devices, rotarv air blast
generating means within the gin and operating to remove'
< otton from the ginning devices and air current deflecting
means In peripheral co.)p4Tatlon with the blast generating
means and projecting into the .spaces l)etween the gin-
ning devices to dlre.t air currents against the opposing
sides of the ginning devices, passages being formed be-
tween the opposing sides of the ginning devices and de-
flecting means.

3. A cott<in gin having ginning saws, rotary bladed
means within the gin for generating an air blast to re-mov cotton from the s^iws. and air current defle< ting
means peripherally co«peratlng with the air blast gener-
ating means and proJe< ting Into the spaces between the
opposing sides of the saws.

4. A cotton gin having ginning saws, and movable
means for generating forceful lint removing air currents
within the gin and for applying said currents by counter
action and compression at the points where they strike
the lint -^o that they are not fully released until .ifter
they have p <sed the point of separation of the lint from
the saw teeth.

5. A cotton gin having ginning saws, rotary means hav-
ing blades for generating air currents within the gin and
applying said currents to the saws, and current deflect-
ing means cofiperating with said blades and having lat-
erally projected members extending Into the space* be-
tween the opposing sides of the saws.

I Claims 6 to 21 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231.033, ELEVATOR SIGNALING SYSTEM. Waltbb
A. Looms, Los Angeles. Cal. Filed Feb 7, 1916. Serial
No. 76.590. (Cl. 177—336.)

»y„ ,; »•

1. In an elevator signaling system, the combination
with independently operable elevator cars adapfe<| to run
at predetermined relative positions, of electrical signaling
means In ea< h <ar. a normally open circuit for and com-
mon to said signaling means, and means to close the circuit

)
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for the signaling means of the cars when the latter move
\

out of their pre.ietermlned relative positions, comprising a

•erles of correspondingly arrang«Hl contai ts for each car.

rotatable conta< t members for each series, the correspond

Ing contact members of said series being connected with

one another electrically, said rotatable contacts being nor-

mally engage<l with non corresponding contacts of said

•erles and means for rotating the rotatable contacts syn-

chronously when the cars are running at their pr.nleter

mined relative positions whereby when one (ar moves out

Of Its predetermine<l position relative to the other the ro

tatable contacts thereof will touch contacts of Its series

which correspond to the contacts of the other series and

the circuit for the signaling means will l e closed.

2 In an elevator signaling system, a plurality of inde-

pendentlv operable elevator cars, signaling means In each

car an electrical circuit .ommon to the signaling means,

a series of contacts for one car. another series of contacts

for the other car. aald contacts being correspondingly ar

ranged and said <orrespondlng contacts being electrically

connected with each other, rotatable contacts for each

.i-rles normallv conta.tlng with non corresponding con-

tacts of said series and means for synchronously rotating

the rotatable conUcts when the elevator cars are runiling

glniultaneouslv whereby when one of the .ars stops run-

ning or assumes a position relative to the other car which

U other than determined upon, said operable .ontacts will

touch corresponding contacts of the series and the circuit

for the signaling means will be closed.

8 In an elevator signaling system, the combination with

elevator cars adapted to run at predetermined relative po

Itions. electrical signaling means In each car, a normally

open ele. trical circuit for the signaling means, a series of

contact members for one car, a series of contact members

for another car, said contact members being correspond

Inglv arranged and having its corresponding contacts dec

trl<-allv connected with each other, a rotary contact mem

ber for each series of contacts, said rotary contact members

being normallv engagM with the contact members of the

erles which are not electrically connected with one another,

and means to move said rotarv contact members Into en-

gagement with certain of those of the contact series which

tre connects! with one another when the cars move out

of a predetermlne<l relative position.

4 In an elevator signaling means, the combination with

one of the rotating elements of the elevator hoisting and

lowering mechanism and signaling means, of means to

operate the signaling means including a shaft, disks loosely

mounted upon the shaft, another disk located between the

first-named disks and keyed upon the shaft, driving con

nectlons between the disks and rotary member rotating

said disks In opposite directions, means carried by the

looselv mounted disks for transmitting rotation In a given

direction to the la8t-name<l disk whereby the last named

ahflft is rotated.
, , .,

5 In an elevator signaling system, a plurality of Inde-

pendentlv operable elevator cars, signaling means In each

car In electrical circuit common to the signaling means,

a series of contacts for each car. said contacts being elec

trlcally connected with each other, movable .ontacts for

each series normally contacting with noncorresponding

conta.ts an.l means for syn.hr.mously moving the con

tents when the elevator (ars a^re rtinning In predetermined

relative positions to one another whereby when one of the

cars assumes a posltL.n relative to the other, other than

determined upon, the contacts will touch corresponding

contacts and the circuit for the signaling means will be

Closetl. ^^ ,

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

respective sections; and lids secured to the sections to

close the opposite open ends of the sections, the lids

adapted to be shifted out of the way when the sections

are placed In end to end relation to serve as a trap

2 In a combined minnow bucket and traps, the combina-

tion with a container : of a pair of foldable trap sections

removablv fitted therein side by side : funnel shaped clo-

sures at the corresponding lower or outer ends of the

respective sections: and hinged Uds secured to the sec-

tions to close the opposite open ends of the sections, and

adapted to be swung inside their respective sections when

the latter are placed In end to end relation to serve as a

3 In a comblne.i minnow l.u.ket and trap, the combina-

tion with a container : of a pair of foldable trap sections

removablv fitted therein side by side : funnel shaped clo-

sures at the corresponding lower or outer ends of the

respe.tlve sections : hlnge<i ll.ls to close the opposite open

ends of the sections: an.l spring latches to engage the

free ends of the lids to hold them In closed position, said

lat.hes adapted to release the lids to allow the latter to be

swung inwnrdlv when the sections are plac.-d In end to end

relation to form a trap, to permit communication between

the two sections, or to swing outwardly when access to the

Interiors of the sections Is desired.

4. A foldable trap comprising connected sections, each

section having a flat sl.le. the flat sl.les adapted to Ue

adjacent and substantially parallel with each other when

the sections are folded, to form a compact device, said

flat sides also adapted to lie In subsUntlally the same

plane when the sections are unfolde<l in end to end rela-

tion, to form a bottom which maintains the trap steady

when resting on the ground.

5. The combination with a bucket : of a trap removably

, ontalned therein and comprising several sections adapted

to be fastened together when removed from the bucket

and used as a trap : one of said sections having an opening

to admit the entrance of the bait flsh ; and a hinged closure

common to both bucket and trap sections, and adapted to

be dropped out of the way when the sections are fastened

together to form a trap.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 231.035. RAlLWAY-TON(;S. Cn.\Bi.BS H. Li thman,
'

Hammond. Ind.. assignor to Clarence C. Zimmerman.

Park Ridge, 111. Filed Nov. 8, 1916. Serial No. 130,133.

(Cl. 67—9.)

1 231 0'}4 MINNOW lU CKET AND TRAP. Ch.kbi-es L.

'love, Meshoppen. Pa. Filwl May 11. 1914. Serial No.

837,831. (Cl. 43—28.1

1 In n comblne<l minnow bucket and trap, the comblna

tlon with a container : of a pair of foldable trap sections

removably fitted therein side by side :
funnel-shaped clo

,

sures at the corresponding lower or outer ends of the (

1, Railway tongs of the character descrlbe<l, comprising

a pair of tong levers pivoted intermediate their ends, the

Jaw portions of said levers being provided at their lower

ends with inwardly exten.ling teetn adapted to grip a tie.

and slightly below their pivot with inwardly extending

grips adapted to clamp the web of a rail beneath the head

or tread portion of the latter.

2. Railway tongs of the character described, comprising

a pair of tong levers pivoted Intermediate their ends and
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each consisting of a atralgtat handl*' portion on one side
of said pivot and a downwardly offwt jaw portion on the
other side of said pivot terminating In an inwardly turned
tooth, and Inwardly extending grips on >alil Jaws located
slightly iielow the pivot, said grips being adapteil to clamp
the web of a rail beneath the head thereof with the handles
of thf tongs spread to approximately horizontal position.

3. Railway ton^ of the character de8crlb»»d, cumprLsing
a pair of tong levers pivoted intermediate their ends an<l
each consisting of a straight handle portion on one side
of said pivot terminating in an oi^fwardly turned hand
grip and an outwardly offset jaw portion on the other ^Ide
of said pivot terminating in an inwardly turned tooth, out
wardly extending teeth on said jaws above s<ald Inwardly
turned teeth, the construction and relation of said partH
being such that the lower teeth may be engaged with a tie

with the handle portions sufflciently close together to be
manipulated by a single operative, and by inverting the
inipl.ment and swinging said handle portions to the other
side of t'h.' pivot said outwardly extending teeth may be
engaged with the tie with the handle portions spread to
approximately horizontal position, and a pair of Inwardly
proje( ting grips on said jaw portions closely adjatent to
and slightly below the pivot, said grips being adapteil to
cianip the web of a rail beneath the head thereof with the
handle portions spread to approxlmatelv horizontal post
tion.

1,231.036. REFILLABLE CARTRIDGE FISE. Claben.b
T. Mcl>o.vALi., Chicago, III. Filed Dee. 31. 1913 Serial
No. 809.791. (CI. 17!S—27.3.)

1. An inclosed electric fuse of the reflllable type having.
In . oinldnatlon. a tubular body comprising a sleeve of In-
•sulating material and two metallic rings surrounding an.l
fitted upon opposite ends of said sleeve and permanently
securefl thereto, said rings having smooth external pe-
ripheries. ni»>talllc caps having tubular portions with
smooth internal peripheries adaptwi to fit upon and tele-

scope over .said rings, said caps being slidable in a straight
line axially of said tul)e and rings without rotation of the
cap In placing the caps on said rings, said caps having
apertures therethrough and the ho<ly having threaded
metallic .seats in registry with said apertures, screws
adapetd to pass through the apertures and engage in said
metallic seats for rigidly securing the caps to the sleeve
and rings, a fuse element within said sleeve, and devices
independent of said cap securing screws for releasably
clamping the opposite end portions of the fuse element to
said caps.

2. An Inclosed electric fuse of the reflllable type having,
in combination, a tuhtilar body comprising a sleeve of in-
sulating material and two metallic rings surrounding anil
fltte<l upon opposite ends of said sleeve and permanently
secured thereto, said rings having smooth external pe-
ripheries, metallic caps having tubular portions with
smooth Internal peripheries adapted to fit upon and tele
scope over said rings, said caps being slidable in a straight
line axially of said tube and rings without rotation of the
caps In placing the caps on said rings, said caps having
apertures therethrough and the bo«ly having threaded
metallic seats In registry with said apertures, screws
adapted to pass through the apertures and engage in said
metallic seats for rigidly securing the caps to the sleeve
and rings, additional screws passing through the end walls
of the caps with the heads of the screws at the outer sides
of the caps, disks located within the ends of the sleeve and
the raps and having radial lugs engaging In reces.ses in the
sleeve to prevent rotation of the disks, and a fuse element
having its end portions lying between said disks and the
end walls of the caps, said end portions being clamp<>d
to the caps by said additional screws.

1,231.087. LADDER DEVICE FOR SILOS. Jambs F.
McOaftbk, Des Moines. Iowa. Filed Oct. 23, 191«».
Serial No. 127,285. (CI. 228—1.)

fl V-.

1. In a device of the class described, a pair of upright
bars parallel with each other, a pair of parallel bars ex-
tending horizontally away from the ends of said first
tmrs. said first nam'-,] bars having at their upper ends
portions .-xtendlni: laterally and portions eitendidg ui>-
wardly and Inwnnlly from said last described portiont
having hook memb4'rs formed in their lower surfacea,
means for conne<'ting the upper ends of said imr*. a pair
of parallel t.«rs pivotally mounted with relation to th«
upper ends <.i s.tI.i first named bars having extenslona
forming members to coact with said first hook meml)ers
in ;:ripping a silo hoop or the like and having lugs adapted
to >'ngage su« h a hoop for removing said hook memt>ers
wh<n said last descrliMil liars are raise<l. and a ladder
rung connecting the outer ends of said last described barm.

2. In a devic of the , lass described, upright mem>>era
arrangeil substantially parallel with each other, book
uieml>ers at the upper ends ..f said upright members, bars
pivotally mounted with relation to the upper ends of said
first hook members adapte<| to coact with said first hook
members for gripping a silo h<K>p or the like, lugs on said
second described bars for engaging saiil hoop when said
second ilescribe*! bars are niove«l to certain positions for
for>-ing said first describ"-*! hooks away from such a
hoop, a ladder rung connecting the outer ends of said bars,
and bracing or supportini; members projecting outwardly
from said upright members for supporting .said rung
when said bars are in their lowere«l position.

1.231.0.18. TIE PLATK. Finis McLea.n, Valley June
tion. Iowa. Filed Apr. .'. 1917. Serial No. 160.003.
(CI. 238—2.)

1. A tie plate comprising a bo<ly bavlnir on its upper
surface a rib arranged to en;:age one side e<lge of a rail
base, angular holes extendlni: through said rib and said
body, and angular holes arranged spaced from and oppo-
site said first describe,! holes, being transversely elongated,
and of different lengths, said base being provided with

^
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spaced holes designed to recelTe lag scppws or the like

for engaging the base of the rail on the Islde opposite said

rib.

4. A tie plate comprising a body having on its upper

surfate a rib arranged to engage one side edge of a rail

base, angular holes extending through said rib and said

body, and angular holes arrange,! spaced from and oppo-

site said first de8cribe<l holes, being transversely elongated,

and of different lengths, said base being provided with

spaced holes designed to receive lag screws or the like for

engaclng the base of the rail on the side opposite said rib,

said boily being provided with longitudinal ribs on its lower

surface designed to be substantially beneath the e<lges

of the rail base, and with longitudinal grooves in its

upper surface arrangetl to be on opposite 8i<les of the

shank of the rail and between said last described ribs.

ti. A tie plate, comprising a l)ody having on its upper

surface a rib arranged to engage one side inlge of a rail

base, holes extending through said rib, and said body, and

holes arranged spaced from and opposite said first de-

scrlbe<l holes transvjirsely elougafed.

[Claims 2. 3. 5, Md 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231,039. RAILWAY RAIL. Charles L. Maxson,

Louisvillv, Ky.. assignor of one half to .Tohu H. Wil-

liams. Louisville. Ky. Fiietl May 20. 1915. Serial No.

30.(^2rt. (CI. 239—16.)

A railroad rail <omprising a base, a web, a head, said

hea<l having the central portion thereof provided with a

longitudinally extending groove, the side walls of said

groove converging towarti the bottom wall, the bottom

wall of the groove being provid<'«l with a lentraliy dis-

posed longitudinally eitteudiug recess, the side walls of

the recess converging toward the bottom wall thereof,

and a removable trea<i p<ution adapted to r«»sl on the

top of saiil head, a centrally disposed longituilinally ex-

tending tontue formeil on the l>ottom face of said tread

portion an<l a centrally disposed downwardly extending

extension fi>rme.l on said tongue, the side walls of the

tongue and the extension being converged towar<l the

bottom walls thereof, said tongue and extension on said

tread portion and the gr«H)v«' an<l recess in said head

forming a series of should- rs forming bearing surfaces,

whereby salil tread is support»<l, the tongues and the

extension iM-Ing snugly received in said groove and recess,

whereby any lateral movement of salil tread Is prevented.

operated means on the main frame for raising or lowering

the reel supporting frame, means on the reel supporting

frame for deta.hably supporting a reel thereon, and

means on the main frame for rotating the reel when In

its raised position and operatively connected to said

power operated means.
2. In a cable handling apparatus, a main supporting

frame, a reel supporting frame pivotally mounted on the

main frame for movement into a horizontal or approxi-

mately vertical position, means for slldlngly supporting a

reel shaft on the reel supporting frame, means on the

main frame for rotating the reel supporting frame from

a horizontal to an approximately vertical position and

vice versa, and means on the main frame for rotating the

reel when the reel supporting frame is In its horizontal

posltton.

3. In cable handling apparatus, a main supporting

frame, a n-el supportin;.- frame pivotally mounted on the

main frame, reel shaft bearings mounted on the reel sup-

porting frame, each bearing composed of two sections,

on.' of said sections of each bearing being mounted upon

the reel supporting frame for longitudinal adjustment

therealong. means for rotating the reel supporting frame

upon its pivot from a vertical to a horizontal position and

vice versa, and power operated means for rotating the

reel when the reel frame is in its horizontal position.

4. In cable handling apparatus, a main supporting

f^ame. a reel supporting frame pivotally mounte<i on the

main frame at the rear end thereof for rotative move-

ment into a horizontal or into a depending positl«»n. shaft

bearings mounte<l upon the reel supporting frame, each

l>earing comprising two sections, one of said se<tlons being

fixe<l and the rear section being adjustable longitudinally

upon the reel supporting frame, means for releasably

locking the reel supporting frame in a horizontal position,

power ojierated means for raising the reel supporting

frame from a depending position to a horizontal position,

and power operated means mounted on the main frame

for driving a reel supported on the reel supporting frame

when the reel supporting: frame is in it.s horizontal

position.

.".. A cable handling apparatus including a main sup-

porting frame, a lifting memb.-r having two parallel arms

adapte,! when in a horizontal position to rest upon and be

supported l»y th.- main supporting frame, the arms being

pivotally conne<ted to tlie main sujpporting frame at the

rear end of the latter whereby the lifting member mty
be shifted in a vertical plane from a horizontal to a

ilownwardly and rearwanlly Inclined position, power oper-

ated mi'iins for drawing down the forward end of said

lifting member to thereby raise the rear ends of said

arms. an<l means on the rear end of the arms for engaging

the shaft of a <able spool.

I
Claims to 20 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231,040. KEEL MANIiLIN'G TRUCK. Wallace Mah
SHALL, I-a Fayette, Ind. Filetl Mar. 4, 1916. Serial

No. 82.229. (CI. 242—90.)

1. In a cable handling apparatus, a main supporting

frame, a reel supporting frame pivotally mounted upon

the main frame and movable from a depending position

to a horizontal ijosition restlni: on the main frame opera-

tively connected to the reel supporting frame, powej

1.231.041. PIANO - BEN'CM. Christian H. Mabtis,

.\l;ron. Ohio, assi^Mior to .lidin R. (Jammeter, Akron,

Ohio. Filed May 15. 1914. Serial No. 838.642. (CI.

1.-.5—22.)

1. A piano bench, comprising a frame having a level

seat portion, a cover pivotally connectetl to the frame so
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«» to b* normally saspended Id front thereof and capablt^
of swinging to a position over the seat portion, seat sup
ports engaged by the cover in this position whereby the
cover becomes an elevated supplemental scat, and I'nks
constituting the pivotal connections for the cover and
having limited pivotal connection with the cover to de-
termine the angle between the links and the cover in mov-
ing the cover to its elevated position.

i- -V piano bench, comprising a cabinei containing a
drawer coiiipnrtnient. a drawer flttlng therein, the top of
the cabinet constituting a level bench seat with upstand-
ing ends, a cover having a link hinge connection with »he
upstanding ends and in its normal, vertical po^^ltlon clos-
ing the drawer compartment and capable of swinging to •
position above the seat, and inclined seat rests securetl to
the upstanding ends to have the cover rest thereon and to
relieve the hinge.s of weight, said cover when so positioned
constituting an elpvate<l. inclined supplemental seat..

[Claims 2, 4, and 5 not printed in the <;azette.

]

mds to releasably connect the end walls with the side
walls, and a bottom having its ends extending into the
spaces provided in the end walls.

1,231.043. lOMTION SYSTE.M. Charlks Thomas
Mabon. Sumter, S. C. assignor to Splitdorf Electrical
Company. Newark, X. J., a Corporation of New Jersey.
Filed Oct. I'l. 1910, Serial .No. 126,»17. Ml. rJ3—149 )

1,231,042. FOLDING COOP. Gbobge W. Martin, Pari*.
Tex. Fib.l May 1'4 IftlC. Serial .\o. 99.595. (CI
220—132.)

1. A folding coop comprising an upper wall, side and
end walls, said side and end walls being provided with
transversely extending bars, eyes carried l-v said bars and
engaging said upper ^^all to plvotally connect the side and
end walls with the upper wall, said end walls Including
longitudinally extending bars extending in spaced rela-
tion to the outer ends of the end walls to provide clear-
ance spaces, a bottom having its ends extending Into the
paces provided in the end walls, and means releasably
connecting said end walls with said side walls.

2. A folding coop Including an upper wall, side and
end walls plvotally connected with said upper wall, cer
tain of said last mentioned walls belni? provided with
transversely extending pockets, a bottom having its end
portions fitting Into said pockets and provided with cross
strips for engaging the walla to limit the Inward move-
ment thereof, and means for releasably conne. ting the side
and end walls.

3. A folding coop comprising an uppe'r wall, side and
end walls, means plvotally connecting the side and end
walls with the upper wall, said end walls including longi-
tudinally extending bars extending in spaced relation to
the outer ends of the end walls to provide clearance
spaces, a bottom having Its end.s extending Into the spaces
provide<l In the end walls, and means relea.«ably connect-
ing said end walls with said side walls.

4. A folding coop comprising an upper wall, side and
end walls, plvotally conne<tp<l with the upper wall, said
end walls Including longitudinally ext.nding bars extend-
ing In spaced relation to the outer ends of the end walls
to provide clearance spaces and having hooks at their

I l@: ^ »>

1. An ignition system Including a magneto having a
generating coll, a rotor, a discharge circuit connected to
said coll. and an Interrupter comprising a plurality of
pairs of contacts, said rotor having a se. tlon thereof
shaped to form <am surfaces for actuating the contacts,
the cam actuating surfaces for the respective conUcts
being so disposer! that said pair of contacts act In alter-
nation and each pair of contacts completely and inde-
pendently control the discharge.

2. An ignition system Inc hiding a magneto having a
generating coll. a rotor, a discharge circuit connected to
said coll, and an Interrupter comprising a plurality of
pairs of contacts, said rotor having an integral section
thereof shaped so as to form c-am surfaces for actuating
the conta-ts. the cam surfaces for the respective contacts
being so disposed that said pair of contacts act in alter-
nation and each pair of contacts completely and inde-
pendently c-ontrol the discharge.

3. .\n ignition system Including a magneto having a
generating coll, a rotor, a discharge circuit connected to
said coil, and an interrupter comprising a plurality of
pairs of contacts, said rotor having a section at each end
thereof formed with a cam surface, said cam surfaces
actuating respec lively the contacts, and said cam surfaces
l>elng so disposed relative to each other as to cause said
contacts to act In alternation and eac h pair of contacts to
completely and Independently control the discharge.

[ Claims 4 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

RcnEHT S. Maymr,
1911. Serial No.

1.231.044. THERMOSTATIC V.\LVK
•Norwood, Ohio. Flle<l .Sept. 14.

649,257, (CI. 236—9.)
1. In a thermostatic- valve, the combination of a sup-

porting housing provided with oppositely disposed Interior
members, one of said members being yieldable and formed
with a valve .seat ; an expansion member ; a valve con-
nected to said expansion member and coactlng with said
valve seat

;
yieldable means tending to hold .said housing

members apart a pre<leterniined maximum distance, said
valve being arranged to move Its seat member against the
action of said yieldable moans; and inlet and outlet open-
ings for said housing.

2. In a thermostatic valve, the cornldnatlon of a sup-
porting housing provided with depending and upwardly
extending Interior meml)er8. one of sabl members being
yieldable and formed with a valve seat : an expansion mem-
ber

: a valve c-onnected to .<»ald expanslcm member and co-
acting with said valve seat : a c-oii spring tending to hold
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said housing members apart a prc-determlned maximum
distance, said valve being arranged to move its seat mem-

ber against the action of said spring; and inlet and outlet

openings for said housing.

3. In a thermostatic valve, the combination of a sup

porting housing provided with depending and upwardly ex

tendlag Interior members forming upper and lower pockets,

one of said meml>er8 i)elng yieldable and formed with a

valve seat : a hollow expansion member ; a valve connected

to sale! c-xpansion member and coactlng with said valve

•eat. yieldable means tending to hold said housing mem
bers apart a predetermined maximum distance; an inlet

opening for said housing Intersecting the interior thereof

betwc-en said upper and lower pockets and communicating

With the same ; an annular c hamlier disposed lietween the

Inner wall of said housing and said expansion member ;

passages providing c-ommunlc-ation between said upper

pocket and said -hamber and the latter and the interior of

said expansion meint>er. respectively : and an outlet lor

said hou<^iug. the interior of said expansion chamber com

munlcnting through said Interior housing members and

said valve with said outlet.

4. In a thermostatic- valve, the combination of a casing

having an Inlet-openlng and a central depending portion

surrounded by an upper pocket, a yieldable valve seat mem
her having a central upwardly extending portion surround

ed by a pocket, a coll-sprlng l>etween said downwardly ex

tending portion and said yieldable valve seat member, an

expansion-member, and a valve connected with the latter

coactlng with said valve-seat meml>er and arranged to

move said valve seat member against the action of said

spring, substantially as de»crll>ed.

1.231.045. METH.XNE DF^TKf'TOR. (uari.es M. Means.

Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor of two thirds to William A.

McCutcheon. Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed ,Ian. 27, 1916.

Serial No. 74.679. (CI. 73—51.)

1. In a gas detector, a sourc^e of electric current, and

two glowers located in proximity to each other and In cir-

cuit with said source, one of said glowers having catalytic

properties and the other not having such properties, where

by the presence and amount of gas Is detected by a com-

parison of the relative luminosities of said flowers.

2. In a gas detector, a source of electric current, two

glowers In circuit therewith, one of said glowers having

catalytic properties and the other not having such proper-

ties, and a casing inclosing both glowers and arranged to

admit ;;aK to said glowers.

.1. In a gas detector, a source of electric current, two

glowers In series In clrc-ult therewith, one of said glowers

having a positive resistance c-o-eftlc lent and the property

that its tenip«-rature Is increased in the presence of gas.

thereby reducing the current How through the second

irlower. said se(end glower having the property that Its

teinp«-rat(ire i-* iiiiaflTe. ted l>y the presence- of tras. and a

casing inclosing said giowe-rs und arranged to admit gas

thereto.

4. In a gas detector, a source of electric current, two

glowers in series in circtiit therewith, one of said glowers

having catalytic properties and the other not having such

properties, and means in said-cIrcult for causing inc-reaaed

current to flow through the glower having catalytic

properties to restore said properties in case of deteriora-

tion.

5. In a gas detector, a se»urce of electric current, two

glowers in circuit therewith, one of said glowers being

arranged to have its luminosity increased In the presence

of gas and the other glower being arranged to be unaffected

by the gas, and means for short circuiting the last named

glower.

[Claim 6 not printed In the <;azette.]

1,231,046. DETACHABLE R< »WUOAT MOTOR. Chhib-

TOPHER J. Meyer, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to Bvln-

rude Motor Company. Milwaukee. Wis., a Corporation

of Wisconsin. Filed -Mar. 1. 1915. Serial No. 11.414.

^Cl. 115—18.)

•N

.1. A supporting member for propeller shafts, comprising

a bracket engaging block having a downwardly project-

ing sleeve through which a propeller supporting shaft

may pass, and a pump cylinder provided with a clamping

member engaging said sleeve.

2. The combination with a propeller supporting shaft,

of a sleeve loose on said shaft, a »>earlng sleeve clamped

to said shaft above said loose sleeve, and a pump cylinder

clatnped to sabl loose slei ve,

;{. The combination with a propeller supporting shaft,

of a sleeve loose on said shaft, a I 'earing sleeve clamped to

said shaft al>ov.> Mild 'ockc- sleeve, and a pump cylinder

flampecl to said loose slee^'^' to;:i"ther with a set of sup-

porting arms c-onnec-ted with said loose sleeve and adaoted
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to support the propeller shaft while permitting rotative
adjustments thereof.

4. The f-omblnatlon with a supporting boat engaging
braoket. of a sleeve connetted therewith, a propeller sup-
porting shaft extending loosely through sai<l sle«ve. .1

clamping member se< ured to said shaft above said sleeve
and adapted to i)ear thereon to support the shaft from
the sleeve and bracket, a pump cylinder secured to the
sle.ve. and a pump op.Tating rod supported from the pro-
peller supporting shaft and provided with a ring encir
clin« said shaft, said pump cylinder having a plunger ar-
ranged with one end bearing upon said ring, substantially
as described.

5. The combination with a stationary propeller sup
porting member, of a pump cylinder adjustably clamped
thereto, a propeller supporting shaft extending through
said stationary supp<»rt and rotativeiy adjustable there-
in, and means carrletl by the propeller supporting shaft
for operating the pump in any deslrtnl position of rota-
tive adjustment.

1,231.047. HAMMOCK. Harky Mi.stz. Dorchester,
Mas;. Filed Sept. 28. 1914. Serial No. 863.801. {CI
S—«1.)

•—I—p-

'

'—

.\ hammock comprising a seat frame, suspension end
members therefor, sjiid seat frame having angle iron end
bars and posts formed integral therewith, a back rest
complete in itself and Independent of said seat frame
plvotally mounte<l on said posts and adapted to lie in a
plane suli>tantially imrallel with said seat frame when
in folded position, and means detachably to secure said
rest in normal position for use.

1.231.048. ELECTRKWL REL.\Y. EoBON OLor MOl-
LER. Brooklands. England. Filed Mar. 20. 1913. Se-
rial No. 755.777. (CI. 175—271.)

1. The combination with an electrical cir<Tilt. of a
relatively low resistance resistor supplle*! with current
proportional to the current traversing the said electric
clr.-ult. a second relatively low-resistance resistor, a rela
tively low-resistance electromagnet winding, correspond
Ing terminals of said second resistor and said winding,
at one end. being connected together and the correspond-
ing terminals, at the other end, being connected to the
respective terminals of the relatively low-resistance re-
sistor, and a relatively high resistance resistor connected
to the first named terminals to receive current propor-
tional to the difference In potential between the conduc-
tors of the said elecerlc circuit.

2. The combination with an electric circuit, of a re-
>lstor supplied with ( urrent proportional to the current
traversing the said circuit, a second resistor, an electro-
magnet winding, and a third resistor having one termi-
nal <>onne<'te<l to one terminal of the said second resistor
and to one terminal of the said electromagnet winding
and having Its other terminal so connected that the said
third resistor Is supplied with current proportional to
the voltage of the said circuit, the remaining terminals
of the second resistor and the electromagnet winding be-
ing connected to the respective terminals of the first
resistor.

3. The combination with an electrical circuit, of a rel
atlvely low resistance resistor, a relatively low-reslstancf
electromagnet winding having the same Impedance as th»
said resistor under all conditions, and means for so con
n^Ttlng the said resistor and the said winding that the
same current traverses the two under predetermine.]
• ondltlons of operation and a relatively different current
traverses each under other prwletermlned conditions of
operation.

4. The combination with an electrical circuit, of a re-
sistor, an electromagnet winding of substantially the
same reslstan.-e as the said resistor, and means for so
connecting the s,,id resistor and the said winding that
different .urrents travers" the same when the current
reverses In the circuit.

5. The combination with an el.-ctrlcal circuit, of a re
slstor. an electromagnet winding of subsUintlally the
same resistance nv the said resistor, and means for so
connecting the said resistor and the said electromagnet
winding that a relatively different value of current trav-
erses th.' electromagnet winding than traverses th.' re-
slstor when the current reverses in the said circuit and
when an overload traverses the said circuit.

(<:ialms 6 to 1« not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.049. r.\RRo<»F. CLiNTov C. Mirpht. Chicago,
III., assignor to I'. II. Murphy Company. I'arnassus. l»a..

a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Filed Mav 2»;. 1913.
Serial No. 769.S07. (CI. lOH—5.4.1
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to support the prop.iier shaft while permitting rotative
adjustments thereof.

4. The .-ombinatloD with a supporting boat engaging
bracket, of a sleeve ronnected therewith, a propeller sup
porting shaft extending loo8»"ly through raid sleeve. ri

clamping ineint>er .se. ur.'d to said shaft above said sleeve
and adaptol to i>ear thereon to support the shaft from
the sleeve and tiracket. a pump cylinder secured to the
sle»ve. and a pump operating rod supported from the pro-
peller supporting shaft and provided with a ring enclr
clinjj .said shaft, said pump cylinder having a plunger ar-
rangeil with one end bearing upon said ring, substantially
as described.

5. The combination with a stationary propeller sup
porting memlwr. of a pump cylinder adjustably clamped
thereto, a propeller supporting shaft extending through
said stationary support and rota lively adjustable there-
in, and nieanii carried by the propeller supporting shaft
for op.-ratiiig the pump In any desired position of roto-
tive adjustment.

1.231.047. HAMMOCK. Harky Mi.vtz, Dorchester.
Mas<. Filed Sept. 28, 1914. Serial No. 863.801. (Q
5—01.)

^ ^
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\ haninioi k comprising a ^eat frame, suspension end
members therefor, sjiid seat frame having angle Iron end
bars and posts formed integral therewith, a back rest
complete in itself and Indepeiuient of said seat frame
plvotally mounted on said posts and adapted to He In a
plane sui.^-tantlally imrallel with said seat frame when
in folded position, and means detachably to secure said
rest In normal position for use.

1.231.048. ELKCTRICAL RELAY. F^jbon OLor M6l-
LER. Krooklands. England. Filed Mar. 20, 1913 Se-
rial No. 765,777. (CI. 176—271.)

1. The combination with an electrical clr<Tilt. of a
relatively low resistance resistor 8upplle<l with current
proportional to the current traversing the said electric
cir.ulf, a second relatively low-resistance resistor, a rela
tlvely low resistance electromagnet winding, correspond
ing terminals of said second resistor and said winding,
at one en.l. being connected together and the correspond-
ing terminals, at the other end. being connecte<l to the
respective terminals of the relatively low-resistance re-
sistor, and a relatively high-resistance resistor connected
to the first named terminals to receive current propor-
tional to the difference In potential between the conduc-
tors of the said elecerlc circuit.

2. The combination with an electric circuit, of a re-
sistor supplied with current proportional to the current
traversing the said circuit, a se< ond resistor, an electro-
magnet winding, and a third resistor having one termi-
nal i-onnecte<l to one terminal of the said second resistor
and to one terminal of the said electromagnet winding
and having its othei terminal so connected that the said
third resistor Is supplied with current proportional to
the voltage of the said circuit, the remaining terminals
of the second resistor and the electromagnet winding be-
ing connected to the respective terminals of the first
resistor.

3. The (ombinatlon with an electrical circuit, of a rel
atlvely low resistance resistor, a relatively low-reslstancf
electromagnet winding having the same Impedance as th«
said resistor under all conditions, and means for so con .

nectlng the said resistor and the said winding that the
same current traverses the two under predetermined
<ondltions of operation and a relatively different current
traverses each under other pre<letermlned conditions of
operation.

4. The combination with an .lectrlcal circuit, of a re-
sistor, an electromagnet winding of substantially the
same resistance as the said resistor, and means for so
-c.nnectlcg the v„ld res|>tor and the said winding that
different currents traverse the same when the current
reverses In the circuit.

5. The oomblnation with an electrical circuit, of a re
slstor. .«in electromagnet winding of substantially the
same resUtance as the said resistor, and means for so
connecting the said resUtor aud the said electromagnet
winding that a relatively different value of current trav-
erses the electromagnet winding than traverses the re-
sistor when the current reverses in the said circuit and
when an overload traverses the .said circuit.

(Claims 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.049. CARRooF. Clinti>n C. Mlrpht. Chicago,
III., assignor to V. M. .Murphy Company. Parnassus. Pa.,
a Corporation of Pennsylvania. Flle<l May 2«j. 1913.'
Serial No. 76ft. S07. t ri 108—5.4.

»
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1. The combination In a car of transverse sheathing
forming a curved arch extending from side plate to side
plate and secur.-d thereto, said sheathing being supported
on a frame work consisting of carllnes forming one or
more chords of the arch, and purlins supported on the
carllnes In the s.>g ntal spa.,, between said carllnes
and sheathing, the thickness of the respective purlins
conforming to the depth of the segmental space adjacent
thereto whereby their top faces conform to the curved
under surface of the sheathing.

6. A car roof having a roof covering consisting of roof
sheets extending from eaves to eaves In upwardly curved
arcs, the side margins of .said she«'ts iH-ins continuous and
flanged up and rebent In the shape of Inverted channels,
said channels of adjacent sheets being superposed and
forming loose Joints or seams betwec-n adjacent sheets.
said seams extending from eaves to eaves without Inter-
ruption, the ends of said sheets being hooked under and
engaging flashing strips which an sc, ured along the eaves
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on top of the car for movahly securing said sheets upon

'he roof substructure and preventing entrance of water

Into the car under the ends of said sheets.

(Claims 2 to 5, 7. and >» not printe<l In the Gazette.]

1.231,050. LOCK FOR AUTOMOIULE STEERING-
WHEELS. Htoo Nr-r. New York. N. Y.. and Lnowio

Hlaha, Lyndhurst. N. J. FlUd Mar. 9. 1917. Serial

No. ir.3.«66. (CI. 7fr—129.)

receiver connected with the discharge of the compressor

and having a manually controlled connection with the

engine, and an opea water tank located above and having

a constantly open and unol>8tructed connection with the

air receiver, said receiver and tank being so constructed,

arranged and connected that a quantity of compressed

air equal to the entire volume of the receiver may be

drawn therefrom at an approximately constant pressure.^
yIfci!iBx^^^
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1 In a locking means for steering whc-els. an exten-

sion s<-cure<l to the- hub of a steering wheel and having a

polygonally-shapiHl recess, a fixed member carried by the

steering post and having an exterior compleniental sur-

face, and a sleeve slldably mountcnl and adapted to en

gage the fixed means on the steering post and fit Into

said recess, whereby said steering wheel Is locked against

Independent rotation.

'1. In a locking means for steering wheels, an exten-

sion secured to the hub of the steering wheel and having

a polygonally'-shaped recess, a nut secured to the steering

post and having an exterior coinplemental surface, and

a sleeve slldably mounted and adapted to have Its ex-

terior surface fit Into said rec^ess and its interior surface

engaging the periphery of the nut 8ecure<l to the steering

post whereby .said st^'ering wheel Is locked against inde-

pendent rotation.

3. The combination with a steering post and a steering

wheel, a locking device including an extension having a

compartiuent carried by the hub of the steering wheel,

said compartment being adapt t>d to accomnuxlate a sleeve

arranged to be slldably mounted on the steering post for

movement to and from the steering wheel and adapted

to be held against rotation on said steering post, the

upper exterior surface of said sleeve being polygonally

shaped and adapted to rc-glster with a coinplemental re-

cess formecl In said compartment, and locking means
effective when said sleeve Is moved away from the steer-

ing wheel, whereby said steering wheel Is locked to the

steering post.

4. In a locking means for steering wheels, an exten-

sion secure<l to the hub and having a polygonally-shaped

recess, a polygonally-sbapc-d nut carrleil by the steering

post and a slldabic member adapted to coc")perate with

said ext«>nslon and said nut, said slidable member having

a portion of its exterior surface complementally ahaped

and adapted to enter said recess and the Interior surface

of said portion being adapted to fit over said nut, the en-

gaging surface of said portion clep^-ndlng upon the posi-

tion of said slidable member.

3. In a compressed air power system, the combination

of an air compressor, a compressed air engine of variable

capacity connected with the compressor and cai>able of

developing greater power than can be directly supplied

by the maximum capacity of the compressor, an air re-

ceiver of large capacity cc»nnected with the compressed

air supply conduit between the compressor and engine,

and an open water tank having an unobstructed and con-

stantly open connection with said receiver and located

above the same at a sufficient distance to balance the

normal working presure In the system.

5. In a compressed air power system the combination

with a compressed air engine of an air compressor, an

air receiver connected with the discharge of the com-

pressor and with the engine, an open water tank located

above and having a constantly open,connection with said

i-p<.pjvpr. and a float In said tank adapted when the water

rises above a certain levol therein to re<luce the volume

of air discharged by the compressor.

[Claims 2, 4. 6. and 7 not printed in the <;azette.]

1,231.052. AUTOMATIC SAFETY PULLEY. Damicl
Faclkmb O'Connbm., Winnipeg. Manitoba, Canada.

Filed Dec. 11, 1916. Serial No. 136,288. (Cl. 57—34.)

1.2 3 1.05 1. COMPRESSED AIR POWER SYSTEM.
BRn!«o V. NoRDBERC., Milwaukee. Wis. Piled Jan. 29,

1912. Serial No. 074.0.'>6. (Cl. 230—35.)

1. In a r^ompressed air power system the combination

with a compressed air engine of an air compressor, an air

4. In a safety pulley of the character described : a
hanger that includes opposite side members and means at

the lower end for connection with the free end of a

load lifting rope, a sheave Journaled on and located

within the side membefa of the hangers and over which
the lifting rope passes, the salci sheave having a ctobs

slot that takes through the opposite flanges thereof and
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which is Inclined to the axis thereof, and a rope clamp
mounted on thf hanK»>r that normally straddles and
loosely rl.h'8 on th*- pull lug end of the lifting rope, and
which automatically nmvfs into frictional engagement
with thf said rop«* and l.x ks it and the sheave against
backward roUtlon wh»'n the strain on the pulling end of
the rope is released and the sheave and rope tend to
turn backward, the said clamp comprising a U shaped
member whose opposite .nds termlnatp In pintles that
journal In the side members fo the banger at a point
below the sheave axis, the said U shaped member strad-
dling the rope and loosely engaging it as tension is on
the pulling end thereof and adapted for gripping the
rope whereby to lock the sheave and the rope from turn-
ing backward as tension on the pulling end of the rope
is released.

[Claims 1 to 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

t.231,053. DRAFT RIGGINO FOR RAILWAY CARS.
John F. O'Co.nsgb. Chicago. III., assignor to William H.
Miner, Chazy. N. Y. Filed Nov. 30, 1914. Serial No.
874.690. (CI. 213—42.1

1. In a draft rigging for railway cara, the combination
with draft sills, of a .Iraw bar. a yoke, the draw bar and
yoke having cooperating shoulders, a front follower, a
rear follower, a cushioning device between said follower*,
keys supporting said followers, said keys being mounted In
elongated slots in mid sills, and a hood surrounding said
yoke and the draw imr butt and movable with one of said
keys.

2. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination
with the draft sills, of a draw bar. a yoke, the draw bar
and yoke having cooperating shoulders, a hood encircling
aid yoke and ilraw bar, a front follower, and a key pass-
ing through said follower and said hood.

1,231,054. DOUBLE ENDED FRICTION-GEAR. JoHN
F. O'CONNOB, Chi<ago. 111., assignor to William H.
Miner. Chazy. N. Y. Filed Apr. 5, 1915. Serial No.
19,187. (CI. 213—64.)

1. In a mechanism of the character describ«Hl. the
combination with a casing having a friction shell at each
end thereof, of a friction mechanism located In each of
said shells, spring means interposed between said friction
mechanisms and cooperable with both, and devices for
positively compressing said spring means uniformly and
simultaneously from each end and insuring simultaneous
and equal actuation of said friction mechanisms.

2. In a shock absorbing device of the character de-
scribed, the combination with a casing having a central
spring chamber and a friction shell at each end thereof, of
a friction mechanism mounted in each of said shells, spring
means in sal<I spring chamber, followers at the ends of said
spring means and located within said spring chamber, and
means extending b«>tween and connected with said follow-
ers insuring simultaneous and equal movement thereof
toward and from each other.

8. In a shock absorbing device of the character de-
scribed, the combination with a casting having Integral
friction shells at the ends thereof and an Intermediate
spring chamber open at the sides, of friction mechanisms
mounted in said friction shells, springs in Said spring
chamber arranged parallelly to the axis of said friction
shells, followers at the ends of said springs and Int. rme-
diate therebetween and the adjacent friction mechanism,
and elements extending between and connected with said
followers adapted, when one follower is actuated, to move
the opposite follower in the opposite direction a like
amount.

4. In a shock absorbing device of the character de-
scribed, the combination with a casing having a fri( tion
shell at each end thereof, of friction shoes and a codperable
we«lge mounte<l in each of mid shells, a follower slidable
within each of said shells near Its inner end. a preliminary
spring interposed between each of said followers and the
adjacent friction shoes, main followers on the inner sides
of said first named followers, main springs interposed
l)etween said main followers, and means extending be-
tween and connected with said main followers for moving
the same toward and from each other simultaneously and
equal amounts.

5. In a shock absorbing device of the chara< ter de-
scribed, the combination with a bodily longitudinally mov-
able casting having integral friction shells at ea- h end
thereof and an interme<liate spring < hamber op.n at its
sides, of friction mechanisms, one in each of said friction
shells, followers mounte*! in said spring chamber at the
enda thereof, springs interposed between said followers,
and a pair of elements extending between and <onne. ted
with said followers adapted, when one follower is actuated,
to move the opposite follower in the reverse direction and
a like amount.

1.231,055. CO.VTROLLINr. MECHANISM. Raymond P.
Packard. Tacoma. Wash. Filed Jan. 18. 1917. Serial
No. 143.197. (CI. 74

—

14.)
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In a device of the class described, the combination with
a hnlliiw hamlle bar ; of an outer sl.-eve fitting within said
han.lle bar and having a straight longitudinal slot therein :

means for fixedly clamping the outer end of said sleeve in
said handle bar ; a t-ontrol wire within a casing ; means
for clamping the inner end of said flx.d sleeve to said wire
casing

: a hollow rotary inner sleeve mounted within said
outer sleeve and having a central neck extending out from
the handle bar. said sleeve having a helical slot therein ;

a sliding piece having a hole therein adapted to receive the
control wire: a screw passing through the slots in said
outer an<l inner sleeves and into said sliding piece to clamp
said control wire therein ; and a hand grtp mounted out-
side of the handle bar and secured to the neck of said
inner rotary sleeve whereby said sleeve may he operated.

1,231.066. ELECTRIC IRON. Chahi.es S. Palmir and
DBA!* Pamiek, Sarana< I.ake. N. Y. Filed Dec. IS. 1916.
Serial No. 137,650. (CI. 219—25.)
1. The improved electric iron having an operating sur-

face and a heating element, a support secured to said Iron,
and automatic means arranged to permit the supply of
current to the iron when in use and when on its support.

2. The improved electric iron having an operatlnc sur-
face and a heating element, a support secured to the Iron.
a switch by which the supply circuit is normally broken,
and means operate<l t>> complete the circuit when the Iron
is in use when on its support.

3. The improved electric iron having an operating Sur-
face and a heating element, a support secured to said iron.
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said support being arranged to hold said Iron with its

operating surface free from contact, and automatic means

arranged to permit the supply <>f current to the iron when

io use and when on its support.

4. The improved electric iron having an operating sur-

face and a beating element, a portion of said iron being

arranged to form a support, and automatic means arranged

to permit the supply of current to the Iron when In use

and when on Its support.

5. The Improved electric iron having an operating sur-

t%c^ and a heating element, a support movably mounted on

said Iron, and means operated by said support for supply-

ing rurrent to the iron when In use and when on said

support.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Garette.]

1,231.057. DRY-CELL BATTERY.
Cleveland. Ohio. Fibnl Mar.

152.062. (CI. 204—38.)

lieuHEKT R. Palmer.
1917. Serial No.

•1. A battery of the character described comprising a

closed container, an anode consisting of a series of con-

neiteil leaves of active material enveloped in at)sorbent

nmterial and provided with registering holes, an electrode

Inserted in said holes, and a depolarizing mixture packed

In said container around the electrode between and
around the leaves of the anode.

3. An ano<ie for dry-cell liatteries. comprising a serie^<

of connected leaves of zinc enveloped in absorbent mate
rial, arranged in parallel planes and spaced apart, said

leaves being provided with registering holes adapted to

receive an electrode.

4. An anode for dry-cell batteries, comprising a zln<-

strip of sinuous formation thereby forming a series of

ronnectefl opposing memi)ers spaced apart, said zinc strip

being enveloped In absorl)ent material and the opposing
members being provide<l with registering holes adapte<l to

receive an electro<le.

5. A dry-cell battery comprising in combination a con-

tainfttt an anode consisting of a series of flat connected
tine leaves arranged in |iarallel planes and spaced apart,

an ab-iorbent enveloping member covering said leaves.

said parallel leaves being provide*! with registering holes,

an ele<-trode passing throiich said holes, and a depolariz-

ing mixture packed in ^atd container arnuntl the electrode

between and around said an<Hle.

[Claims 2 and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.058. PISTOL-BAYONET. Andkba Gabbiblb Ml-

riiEi.r I'ANSA. Bristol. R. I. "Filed May 8, 1917. Seri*l

No. 16C.171. (CI. 42—53.)

1. In a pistol l>ayonet. a pistol having a barrel and a

bandb:. a bayonet having a pointed end and a butt end, a
guard on the pistol l)arrel, means for pivotally securing

the l)utt end of the bayonet to the end of the pistol han-

dle, m-'ans for lo<-king the bayonet In the open posjltlon

and means for detachably securing the pointed end of the

liayonct iii the guard, in the closed position.

(Claims 2 to 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231,059. TOY.
May 18. 1916.

William Pbnte, Chicago, 111. Filed

Serial No. 98,248. (CI. 46—37.)

1. In combination a front body part and a rear body

part joined together at their tops, a front base part and
a rear base part, each of said parts being joined to the

corresponding body parts, said base parts having means
for holding the ISody parts together at right angles to the

l)Rse parts and for holding the ba.se part in substantially

the same plane.

2. A blank for a toy comprising a front base part, a
front body part, a rear body part and a rear base part,

said blank being adapted to be folded through one hun-

dred and flghty degrees at the line Joining the body parts

and through ninety liegrees at the line Joining the base

parts and the body parts, portions of said base parts

overlapping to connect and form an integral l)ase.

3. A blank for a toy comprising a front base part, a

front l>ody part, a rear body part and a rear base part,

said blank being adapted to be folded through one hun-
dred and eighty degrees at the line joining the body
parts and through ninety degrees at the line joining the

base p.irts and the body parts, and interlocking* flaps on
the inner edges of said l)ase parts for holding -the parts
in position when folded.

4. In a device of the class descril>ed. front and back
base parts and front and back l)ody parts formed of n sin-

gle sheet -of material, said body parts being secured to-

gether at their tops and being secured to the respective

base parts at their bottoms, said base parts having over-

lapping means for holding the body parts together and
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for holding the base parts in substantially the nnie
plaa^.

5. In combination, a flat body memb«>r folded to form
a pair of registering sections providtd with pktorial rep-
resentations on their external faces, the free end portions
of said sections being folded at right angles and arranged
in overlapping relation to form a supporting Iwse.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the ^iazette.]

cuiiipressing element, means whereby the rotating engine
cylinders and the cooperating pistons, impart motion,
one to the driven element, and the other to the compress-
ing el.rneut against a fixed element, means whereby the
compressing element delivers air into the engine cylin-
ders, and means for the lntro<luctlon of a fuel into the.
engine cylinders.

[Claim.s 6 to 16 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231,060. INTERX.\LCOMHUSTIO.N MOTOR. .Vdolphk
C. PETEH.SO.N, Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Apr. 8. 1911.
Serial .No. C19.78;5. Renewed Oct. 1'3. 1916. s<erial

No. 127,309. (CI. 123—44.)

l.ia.oei. PHONOGR.xni. .M.kxanper N. PintMAK.
Newark. X. .1.. assignor to Xew .Tersey Patent Company.
West Orange. X. J., a Corporation of Xew Jersey. Filed
Feb. 17. 1911. Serial No. 609.089. (Cl. 274—17.)

1. In an Internal combustion motor, rotatable engine
cylinders, cooperating engine pistons, a driven element >

and a fluid ctmipressln? means operating against a fixed
element, means whereby the rotatahle engine cylinders

'

and the cooperating pistons ;ire adapted one to drl%-e the
driven element and the other to drive In the opposite

j

direction the fluid compressing means, und means where-
by the fluid compressing means delivers tluld into the en
fine cylinders, and means for the Ignition of the fluid i

In the engine cylinders.

2. In an Internal <oml>ustlon motor, engine cylinders I

and coiiperating pistons, a driven element and a fluid
|

compressing means, means whereby the engine cylinders
and the cocip-ratlng pistons are adapted one to give ro-

tary motion in one direction to the driven element and
the other to give rotary motion in the other direction
against a fixed element to the fluid compressing means,
means whereby the fluid compressing means delivers fluid

Into the engine cylinders and means for the Ignition of
the fluid In the engine cylinders.

3. In an internal combustion motor, engine cylinders
and cooperating pistons, a driven shaft and an air com-
presslns; element, operating against a fixed element,
means whereby the engine cylinders and the coiiperatlng
pistons, may give rotary motion, one to the driven shaft
in one dlreition and the other to the air compressing ele-

ment in the opposite direction, means whereby the air
compressing element delivers fluid into the engine ( ylln
ders, means wherel y fuel Is Introducetl Into the engine
cylinders, and means for the Ignition of the air and fuel
In the engine cylinders.

4. In an internal combustion motor, engine cylinders
anil cooperating pistons, a driven element, and an air
compressing element, means whereby the engine cylinders
and the cooperating pistons may Impart rotary motion,
one to the driven element, and the other to the air com-
pressing element against a fixed element, means whereby
the air compressing element delivers Into the engine cyl-

inders, means whereby the air delivered from the com-
pressing element to the engine cylinders is carbureted
and means for the ignition of the charges delivered Into
the engine cylinders.

5. In an Internal combustion motor, rotating eniclne

cylinders, cor.peratlng pistons, a driven element and a

1. In a phonograph, a sound recording member and a
sound re<ord receiving member, said members being mov-
able with respe<t to each other, a memorandum receiver
in fixed relation with one of said members, and a record-
ing mechanism in fixed relation with the other of said
members, said recording mechanism comprising a plurality
of devices for indicating different instructions, together
with means for operating .said devices to cause the same to
record upon said memorandum receiver to Indicate in-
structions at certain points on the sound record receiv-
ing member.

2. In a device of the cla.ss described, the combination
with a phonograph, of movabh' tape supporting means
connected with said phonograph ard adapted to Impart
to the tape a movement of translation with reference to
the fixed parts of the phonograph, and marking means
mounted in proximity to the path of the tape, substan-
tially as described.

3. In a device of the class de8crib«>d. the combination
with a phonograph having a rotatable re<ord support,
means tqr supporting a sound box. and means for pro-
ducing a relative feeding movement U-tween said first

named means and said record support, of a^tape support
connected with said first name<l means, substantially as
described.

4. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a phonograph having a rotatable record support,
means for supporting a sound box. and means for pro-
ducing a relative feeding movement tn-tween said first

nanted means and said record support, of a tape support
connected with said first named means and adapted to im-
part to the tape a movement of translation with refer-
ence to said record support, and marking means mounted
in proxhnlty to the path of the tape, substantially as de-
scribed.

5. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a phonograph having a rotatable record support,
means for siippurting a sound box. and means for pro-
ducing a relative feeding movement between said first

named means and .said record support, of a tape support
connected with said first named means and adapted to
move the tape in the direction of the relative feeding
movement betw.nn said first named means and said record
support, and marking means Immovable In the direction
of movement of the tape mounted In proximity to the
path thereof, substantially as described.

I Claims 8 to 20 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.2tl.062. MECHANICAL MOVBMEKT. RiCHABD H.

PiiTxacH. Philadelphia. Pa., and Wai.tbr lICRLaifAN,

Camden, X. J. Filed I>e< . 3. 1912. Serial No. 734.669.

(01. 74—36.)

f~^'-v-..
\

V.*.—

1. In a me«-hanl<al movement for converting continu-

ous rotary motion into intermittent rotary motion, the

combination of a rotatable driving shaft, a rotatable

driven shaft, a drum on the driving shaft having a trans-

verse cam on Its periphery arranged obliquely to the axis

of the shaft and also having a circumferential guide ex-

tendltij: about the drum except adjacent to that portion

having the cam, and a wheel on the driven shaft having

radial portions about Its perimeter for engaging the cam

of the drum and also having a guide portion In its perime-

ter Intermediate of the radial portions for engaging the

clnumferenflal guide of the drum to Intermittently lock

the driven shaft and its wheel against rotation.

2. In a mechanl<al movement for converting continu-

ous rotary motion into intermittent rotary motion, the

combination of a rotatable driving shaft, a rotatable

driven shaft, a drum on the driving shaft having a trans-

verse cam groove arranged obliquely to the axis of the

shaft and having a cam projection relatively positioned

with respect to the entrance end of the cam groove, and

a wheel secured to the driven shaft having a plurality

of radial pins arranged to respectively be acted upon by

the cam groove and cam projection and In which the cam

projection acting upon one pin causes a rotation of the

Wheel to bring a pin thereof into engagement with the

cam trroove. and locking means separate from the cam

portions and pins for locking the driven shaft and Its

wheel against movement when the cam groove is not

Acting upon the pins.

3. In a mechanical movement for converting continu-

ous rotary motion Into intermittent rotary motion, the

rombinatlon of a rotatal)le driving shaft, a rotatable

driven shaft, a drum on the driving shaft having a trans-

verse cam groove arranged obliquely to the axis of the

shaft and with one wall extended to provide a circum-

ferential entrance Into the groove and having a cam pro-

jection relatively positioned with respect to the entrance

•nd of the cam groove but on the side of the drum most

distant from the »-ntrsnce of the cam groove, and a wheel

secured to the driven shaft having a plurality of radial

pins nrran^ed to respectively and simultaneously be acted

upon by the cam groore to start the rotation of the wheel

and whose further rotation Is accomplished by the cam
groove, and locking means separate from the cam portions

and pins for locking the driven shaft and its wheel against

movement when the cam groove is not acting upon the

pins.

4. In a mechanical movement for converting continu-

ous rotary motion Into Intermittent rotary motion, the

combination of a rotatable power shaft, a rotatable driven

shaft, a drum on the power shaft having a transverse

cam groove therein, and also having a circumferentlally

inclined guide edge forming n continuation of sal dcam

groove, a locking flange radially disposed on said drum

and partially enclr< ling said drum, a wheel secured to the

driven shaft having a plurality of slots therein, each

adapted to receive said flange at certain times, and a

radially disposed pin between each pair of slots and pro-

jecting beyond the periphery of said wheel, said pins be-

ing adapted to ride upon said Inclined edge of said drum,

whereby one of said pins is guided Into and through said

tam groove to impart a partial rotation to said wheel.

289 O. G.—66

8. In a mechanical movement a driving member, com-

prising a peripherally grooved wheel provided with cham-

fered edges and having a sinuous channel conne< tine said

edges, an elevation on each edge of said wheel having an

inclined portion leading from said chamfered edge to the

top thereof, said incline being opposite and in alinement

with the openings into said channel, a driven member

adapted to rotate in the plane of the axis of the driving

member, radial pins extending from the periphery thereof

and adapted to bear on said chamfered edges, and means

located between the pins of the driven memlx-r and cham-

fered edges of the driving meml)er to hold the driven

member from movement except at predetermined Intervals.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.2:51.063. KLKCTRICAL RECEPTACLE. Clare.ncE 1>.

Platt. Bridgeport. Conn. Filed Feb. 15. 1917. Serial

Xo. 148,785. (Cl. 173—.342.)

1. An electrical receptacle comprising an insulating

body having a recess, a screw shell mounted therein, a

sprliig contact connected with the screw shell and car-

rying an Insulated «enter couUct, a center contact plate,

circuit terminals, said insulated center contact and screw

shell being normally ' dead,:" and means for automatically

connecting the insulated center contact, the contact plate

and screw shell in <ir( uit when a plug Is screwed into the

screw shell. ,

I
Claims 2 to 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.064. NUT LOCK. SANTOS

Taim. I>el Rio. Tex. Filed .\pr,

94.479. (CI. 151—25.)

/J //

POBTBSI
.29. 1916.

and John
Serial No.

1. A device of the character described, Inchidlng a

threaded bolt, a nut. the threaded portion of which bolt

Is provided with a longitudinal groove and Is provided with

a recess at the Inner end of said groove, a leaf spring ar-

ranged In said groove and provided with a depending end

to enter said recess In the bolt, a bearing member arranged

in said groove and provided with a longitudinal wall, the

outer end of said leaf spring being upturned In front of

said bearing member to retain the same In effective posi-

tion, a nut engaging and locking memtier including a shaft

portion and a shank portion to be received in said bear-

ing member and including a longitudinal knife edge angu
larly disposed with relation to said shank, said nut en-

gaging and locking member being slightly rotatalile with

in its bearing member, the shank of which Is adapted to

engage said longitudinal wall of said bearing member to

limit the rotation of said nut engaging and locking mem-
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ber, to hold the sanio In effective operative position sub-
stantially as described.

2. * (I vicv (if th»' ( haracter described, including a
threaded bolt, a nut, the threaded portion of thf bolt be-

ing provided with a longitudinal groove, a nut ennaging
and lurking member In said groovf. a bearing member
therefor In said groove, a leaf spring In said groove dis-

posed under said bearing member to Impart resUbncy
thereto, said nut fugaglng and lo< king member in<-iudlng

a longitudinal knife edge for immediate engagement with
the threads of the nut. said nut engaging and locking mem
b«-r being slightly rotatablc in said b^-aring member, said
bearing member including means for limiting the rotation
'»f said nut t-ugaging and locking member to maintain the
same iu effective operative position.

1.231.0«."5. STEKL GAMK TRAI'. ("hestik Peteu Pies.
Navarino. Wis. Fil.-.l Apr. .1. 191«!. Serial Xo. S8..">73.

(CI. 43—23.)

V trap embodying a frame having notcheii portions at
Its ends, a pair of Jaws pivoted to the frame h«>tween its

ends swinaahle toward one another, the fr«>e ends of said
Jaws b«-lng s<-atabli> In said not< h»'d portions, a spring
betwe<'n the frann- and Jaws for swinging the jaws to-

ward one another, a trlgsjer member extending longitudi-
nally of the frame and joi.rnaled tbrout;h said portions,
said member having arms t.xtending at an angle, one of
said arms having a loop portion to Ixar upon the free
end of onn Jaw for holding thf Jaw> sprunt; apart, and
an element connecting said arms.

1,231.066. STABILIZER FOR MOTOR VEHICLES.
Hab R. Reynolds and Fn.WK C. Heebe. f.edford. Iowa.
Filed Mar. 27, 1916, Serial No. 87.122. Renewed May
."i. 1917. Serial No. HJti.77*». (CM. 21— 182.1

1. A stabilizer for motor vehU-les. cumprislng a plate
curved from its central portion ilownwardly and out
wardly to its ends, a downwardly extending flange at the
front edge of said plate, forwardly extending parallel
flanges at the ends of said flrst flange, means for securing.

said plate below a spring, a pair of alined rods having
their adjacent end^ slldably extend<>fl through the re-
sp.'.tlve forwurdlv extending rtang«s. means for support-
inn the outer ends of said rods rigid with relation to the
axl" of the vehicle, nuts on the inner ends of said rods,
and springs on said rods between said nuts and said for-
wardly extending flanges.

2. A stabilizer for motor vehlcl<>s. comprising a sup-
porting m> tuber adapted to Ih« n.ounted on the central
lower ptirtiun of the spring, having forward extensiouts.
r<Mls slidably mounttnl In said extensions, und extending
awKv therefrom, and having their outer ends secured
with relation to the axle of a vehicle, nuts on the inner
ends of said nxls, and springs on said ro<ls between said
nuts and said forward extensions.

1.2.'{1.«K>7. CONNECTOR FOR KARtiES. W.^LTER C.
S.tNHOM, Pittsburgh. Pi. Flle<l Feb. 28. 1916. Serial
No. 80.918. (CI. 114—235.)

"^?ti:^

ĵ ii ;* J

L«>«

dm tf

1^31
1. A tmrge having in combination

complementary connecting el< mints
of the barge, one element of eac h
with mean« for varying' Its lenjrtb.

ments being locaiiMi at diagonally
the barge.

2. A barge having in loniblnation
complementary flexible (>nne<ting c

each en«i of the barge. >inc element
provld*-!! with means for varying its

p«'rmanently connecte«l to each end
connecting elements beinif locHt'll at
corners of the barire an<l means for

Ing the elements of on.- large with
ments on an adjoining barge.

therewith a pair of
locate<l at each end
pair being provided
like connecting ele-

opp«>site corners of

therewith a pair of
•lements. locatiHl at
of each pair being
length movably but
of the barge, like

dlaironnlly opposite
detachably <-ounect-

complenientary *le-

1.231.t»«8. INSILATOR SUPPORT FOR CROSS ARMS,
<'ii.\Ki.E.s C. S.*VLou. Pittsburgh. Pa. File,! Aug. 9,
191.*i. Serial No. 44.41S. k'I. 24— riS.i

1. Fastening m-ans for a three sided rectangular In-
sulator support of the ccnstruction describe<l having a
hinging terminal at one side and an up turned double
centrally divided op«'n socket terminal at the other side;
consistinjr of a swinging .lamping plate pivoted to said
hinging terminal and adapte«l to form a fourth dosing
and holilini; side, a lockinc bar pivoted to the free end
of the clamping plate, and a link positively pivoted to
the locking bar adjacent its pivotal connection with the
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clamping plate aiiapted to engage said open socket ter-

minal.

2. Fastenlni: means for a three sidiil rectangular in

>ulator support of the construction described having a

hinging terminal at one side and an up turned -double

centrally divided open socket terminal at the other side ;

«iin>ilstlng of a swlngliig clamping plate pivoted at one

end to said hinging terminal and having Its free end

a|»rtur«Hl. said .lamping plate being a.lapte.l to form a

fourth chiding and holding side, a locking bar pivoted

in the aperture in the free en.i of the clamping plate.

an<l a loopd holding device positively pivoted to the

lo.king l>ar adjacent its jiivoted end and ndnptcil to en-

gage said open socket terminal an.l be tightened therein

upon throwing said bar around its pivot and against the

clamping plate.

1.^31.069 DOOR.TOINT CONSTRUCTION. Adolf H.

SrinrrEHT. Yoiingstown. Ohio, assignor to The (Jen.ral

Fireprooflng Company. Youngstown. Ohio, a Corpora

tion of Ohio. File<l June 26. 1915. Serial No. 36,488.

(Tl. 1S9—46. >

\ hinted Joint for sheet metal caldnet doors In.luding

in ...ml>lmition. a door case having an Inwardly stepped

tonuue and piaove portion, a hlng.' carried by the door

case and haxlng the axis of Its pintle lo.ated adja.ent

the cornel oi the outermost tongue thereof an.l Inter-

secteil 1 y a plane parallel with the outer face of said

tonxruc. a .l.ior .onnectcl with said hinge and having a

steppe.l tongue and groove portion f.irmed therewith an.l

compiemental to that of the door cas.'. the said tongue

and cto'ivc pirtlon of both the door .ase and .loor lying

within tb<> same aiea at the door case side of the plane

above mentioned when they are Interlocked.

1.231.07O. I'OWKR TRANSM1TTI.\<; M?:CIIANISM. Rt

iii.Li'H Kpuari. SiHLEV. ll.av. r i»ain. Wis. Filed Dec.

14. 1914. Serial No. 877.010. (CI. 74—68.)

having slotted yoke connection with the crank pin car

rle.i l.y >uch «lisk. a s.'t of oscillatory gear members, one

engaging one rack bar of each pair at Its upper side, and

another engaging the opposing rack bar of each pair at

its tiiivi.-r side, a set of differential gear members, and

iluldies for transmitting the motion of the up|)er rack

liars In one direction thereto and the motion of the lower

rack bars In the other direction thereto, said clutches be-

ing a.lapte.1 to successively engage the respective dlfferen-

tliil g'ar m« niiM rs in a .llre.tlon lor motion transmission

th.Teto .'.mtlnuously in one direction for any given

clutch adjustment.
12. A power transmitting mechanism. Including a plu-

rality of rotary differential members, a set of oscillatory

ring gears, each provided with clutches for engaging one

of said .Hfferentlal members In one direction of oscilla-

tion, and means for simultaneously adjusting said

clutches to engage said differential members In the other

dln-ctl.in of OS. Illation, sal.l adjusting means .omprlslng

a set of clutch adjusting wedges, rings c.mne.ted with

said wedges, a set of expander disks for operating said

rings, and m.-ans for manually actuating one of said ex-

pan.ler .ilsks. said expander disks being provided with

mutually engaging we.lge shap.'d projections, whereby

when one of said disks Is oscillated the disks will be sep-

arated to actuate one or the other of said wetfge support-

ing rings. sul>stantially as described.

14. A p<iwer transmitting mechanism, in.ludlng a set

of oscillatory gear meml)ers. a set of reversible clutches

inclosi.l in said gear members and having outwardly ex-

tending aims loosely sockete<l therein, a set of clutch ac-

tuating mountings adapt<-d to l>e oscillated to shift the

clutches in two directions, and means exterior to said

gear numbers for oscillating said clutch setting mount-

ings.

I
Claims 2 to 8. 10. 11. 18. and 15 to 17 not printed In

the Gazette.]
'

1. The combination of a series of sets of differential

pear 'iienibers. InchHling nn initial and a final set, and

having the driven memb.-rs of the initial set operatlvely

roiini-.tetl to a.tu.ite the driving member of the final set.

(Vi.l m.-an- f.>r transmitting propulsive Impulses succes

slvely to the initial set.

9. The .-oniblnatlon with a set of disks, provided with

ra.llally adjustable .rank pins, of a pair of opposing

ra< l\ I'ars for ea. h disk . iinn«'«'ted with .•acli other and

1,231,071. ELECTRICALLY OPERATED TOOL. Frank-

lin SrijNEiPEK. Cleveland. Ohl.). assignor, by mesne

assignments, to The Van Dorn Electric Tool Company.

Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of ohl.i. Filed Feb. 13,

1911. Serial No. 608,382. (CI. 172—36.)

1. In me.hanlsm of the character described, the com-

bination of .1 casing provi.l.'d at one end with a trans-

verse partition Int.gral with said casing. Imperforate

save for a <entral ajM-rture: walls respectlvly .losing
.

the other end of sal.l casing anil forming 11 chaml)er In

conn.'«ti<.n with said partition : a single motor housed

centrally in said casing and having a spindle, one end of

said spindle extending through the aperture In said par-

tition into sn.h .hamber and th»' .ith.-r end of said spin-

dle being Journaleil in the wall closing th.' other .-nd of

sal.l .aslng: an antifriction liearing in said partition

a.Inpt.'d to support su. h .-xtendlng spindle end. the latter

hcing .itherwis.' un supported : a gear secured on such ex-

tending spindle-end and lying in such chamber :
a tool

spindle Journaled In and wholly supported by the end-

wall of the casing adjacent to said partition ; a gear on

said 'piO'H'' 'ying within the chamber between said end-

wBll and iwrtition : an interm.diate spindle disposed

',' tb'n -I'id . bau't'c lui.i jonrnale.l in sal.l partition and

adjacent end-wall : and gears tiorne by sal.l Intermediate
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spindle and mpshlng respectlrelT witk th* gear on Mltl
motor spindle and the gear on »ald tool spindle.

2. In lUfvhanJHni of the chanut»T d»'«crlb*>d. the combi-
nation of a casing itovMimI at one end with a tranHverne
partition Integral with mUI .hsIdr. Imperforat.- save for
a central ap<>rturf : wall> respectively closing the outer
end of said rasing and forming a chamber In connection
with said partifion : a single motor housed centrally in
Mid .a>ing and haying a xpliidle. one end of :*ald <>pindle
ext.nding through the ap.Tture In said partition into
such chanilier and the other end of said spindle being
journale.1 in the wall dosing the (.th»-r t-n.l of wild cas-
ing, such aperture being formed to permit the r-nng. rota-
table engjigement of :«uch first splndlf •n.l th.rein : an
anti-friction bearing for such extending spindle^end, com-
prising an outer ball-ra.e mounted In said parthlon and
as innt-r iiall-ra.e fitted on ^och spindle-end, the latter
being othfrwi^e un supported : a washer attached to said
partition and retaining %aM outer ball-race in place, said
washer surrounding such splndle-end and closing the ap-
erture through said partition against the passage of lu-
bricant

; a gear secured on such extending rplndle-end and
l3rlng In such chamber: a tool spindle Jouroaleil In an<]
wholly supporte*! by the end wall of the casing adjacent
to said partition : a gear on ^aitl spindle lying within the
• hamber betw.en said end wall and partition: an Inter-
mediate spindle disposed within oaid chamber and Jour
naled In said partition and adjacent end wall : and gears
borne by said intermediate «.plndle and meshing respec-
tively with the gear on said motor spindle and the gear
on raid tcol spindle.

o. In me< hanism of the character described, the com-
bination of a casing provldtd at one end with a trans-
verse Integral partition, imperforate save for a central
aperture: wall.s rcspe« tively closing the outer end of aald
caafng and forming a clumber In connection with said
partition

; a single motor housed centrally In said casing
Jind having a spindle, one end of said spindle extending
through the aperture In .said partition Into such cham
ber and the other end l>eing JournaIe<l "in the wall dos
Ing the other end of said (awing, jiuch aperture being
formwi to permit the snug, rotatable ^nKag»ment of such
first named spindle end therein ; such end being of re-
duced diameter exteriorly of such partition, thereby form-
ing a shoulder on said spfndle : an antl friction bearing
f'tr such ( xtcnding spindle end, comprising an outer hall-
nice mounted in said partition and an Inner ball race
fitted on such spindle against such shoulder, thf spindle
belBf otherwise unsupported: a washer attache<l to saM
partition and r^'tainlng -aid miter i.all-ra.e in place, said
wash«r sorronndlng such spindle end and closing the ap-
erture through said partition against the passage of hi
brlcant

: a g-ar securefl on such extending spindle end
and lying in such chamber, the mounting and dispos|.
tion of said hearing and said gear preventing endwise
movement of said motor and spindle : a tool spindle Jour-
naled In and wholly supported by the end wall of the
casing adj.acent to sjild partition; a gear on said splndl-
l.vlng within the chamber betwf.-n said end wall and par
tltlon : an intemie<ffate spindle disposed within said
chamber and jonrnaled In said partition iind adjacent
end-wall : and meshing resp»-« tlvely with the g»^r on said
motor spindle and the gear on said tool spindle.

1.2*1,072. ROTARY PUMP MECH.^MSM Roanr
Schorr. San Frands.o. Tal. Pllwl June l»t. ifti*;

Serial So. 106.136. (C\. 103—43.)
1. In ccmbinatlon with rotary pumping m<>nns. a revo-

Inble pipe attached thereto, and provl<l.'d with means for
revolving the same, a stationary discharge pipe within.
and concentric with, said revoluble pip... and bearings
for the reToloble outer pipe supported by and fastened to
the stationary discharge pip*-.

2. In combination with rotary pamping means, a revo-
luble pipe attached thereto, and provMi-d with means for
reyolvlng the same, a stationary discharge pipe within.
and concentric with, said revcduble pip*, and m.-ans for
maintaining the annular sp«r« Itetween the outer and i

Inner pipes free from the water of the source of supply
and from the water in the discharge pipe.

3. In combination with rotary pumping means, a rev-
olubl* upwardly extending pipe attached thereto, and
provlde<l with means for revolving the .same, a stationary
discharge pipe within, and concentric with, said revolu-
ble pipe, bearings for the first-named pipe, and means
for lubricating the bearings from above.

4. In (omblnation with a rotary pumping means, a rev-
oluble pipe attached thereto, and provided with means
for revolving the same, a stationary discharge pipe with-
in, and concentric with, said revolubb- pipe, and a con-
nection between the suction and liquid spaces to relieve
the unbalanced pressure on the runners.

1.231. n73. STOCK W.KTKRKU. Fi...uian F. SrnwrRT^
PCiBR and .\LBERT .\. SrHWKRTrKrjER. Oshkosb, Wis.
Filed Jan. 13. 1917. Serial .So. 142.150. (CI. 11»—75.)

1. .\ stock waterer comprising an annular shield, a bowl
fre.ly pivotally suspend.-d adjacent said shield at points
adja.ent its mouth In the vertical plane of Its -enter of
gravity whereby to assume by gravity a normal horljontal
position, a water supply means including a valve at one
side ,,f the shield and means for opening the valve oper
able upon pivotal movement of the bowl from Its normal
horliontal position.

3. .\ stock waterer comprising n shield, rigid Journal
members thereunder, a bowl, pintles on the bowl slldable
In the Journal members, one of sal.l pintles being of
greater length whereby to permit detachment of the bowl
and releasable means for urging said l-owl to a position
wherein i.iith pintles are held in the Journal members.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 7 not printed in the Caaette]

1.231.074. T.\NKC.\R CONSTRl«TIO.\. <itowat W.
Scott and Pail CtaPENTBH, Chicago. III. File,! Nov.
21. 1902. Serial .No. 132.309. Renewed .Nov. 22. 1JH6.
Serial No. 132.»18. (CI. 105—2«4.

»

1. In a tank car. the < omblnation with a tank, of an end
chock block fixed upon the frame and compo.sed of parts
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separated by wedges, the face of the block having a recesM

tilled with lead, substantially as described.

2. .\u adjustable take up device for anchoring tanks to

cars, couiprisiug an anchor bracket, a follower and one or

more atljustable winlges Interposed between the two.

3. The combination with a <ar fK)dy and a tank, of an

adjustable take-up device for anchoring said tank to said

car body, comprising an anchoring bracket, a follower

and a pair of reversely acting wedges,

4. In a tank car and in combination, an under frame, a

fixed abutment carrie<l thereby, a block mounted on the

frame in advance of the abutment and adapted to re-

ceive endwise pressure providt^i by a tank in opposition

to the abutment, and a spacing structure between the

blo<k anil abutment adapte«i to transfer the pressure on

the block to the abutment, said spacing structure i)ermit

tine variations lu the position of the block relative to

the abutment.

5. In a tank car and In combination, an under frame, a

flxe<i abutment <-arrled thereby, a block mounted on the

frame In advance of the abutment and adapted to reieive

endwise pressure provided by a tank In opposition to the

abutment, and a spacing structure between the block

and abutment adapte<l to transfer the pressure on the

block to the abutment, said spacing structure comprising

spacing members adapted to vary the position of the

block relative to the abutment.

[Claim 6 not printe<l in the (Jazette.

]

1,231,076. ELEVATOR. fiiARLis D. S«»bckgm, New
York, N. V. File«l July S. ll»14. Serial .No. 849,673.

(ILL 187—17.)

Jf.
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spring normally urging coactlon b«?twevn saUl movable

member and «top. and means for adjusting the IncMna

tlon of said iiiovnblp member with relation to th.> vertical.

4. Thf .oinbination. with an automobllt- and a head-

light, of a ht-ailllght support, and a susp»-nslon device for

said headlight Int.rposed between said support and said

headlight, said suspenslon-devtce comprising a movable

memb.r to whl( h said headlight Is arrang.nl to be secured

for suspending said h.adiight penduluinwlse. a stop, a

spring normally urging coa. tlon b..tw.-.n said movable

member and stop, and means for adjusting the force of

resilience of said spring.

5. In combination, with an antomobll*' and a headlight,

of a headlight support, and a suspension devl. e for said

headlight Interposed between said support and -^ald head-

light said suspension device comprising a pair of plates

pivoted together and having a cavity therebetween, and

a spiral spring In sabl cavity about th.- pivotal axis l>e-

tween said plates and having nttachin.ut with s«Ul re-

spective plates, said headlight having attachment with

one of said plates, and the other of said plates arrange<l

to be secured to the automobile.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the (iazette.J

poaltely dlsposetl cranks, connecting rods exten.llng from

the crank shaft of the crib, the adjjjcent ends of the con-

necting r<Mls Having sildink: eiigag« lu.ut with the .rib.

1231077 VACUUM-CLEANER. In.* L. Shefflkk. De-
'

troit. Mich. Piled Dec. 4. 1916. Serial No. 134.832.

(CI. 15—60.)

1. In a vacuum cleaner, a wheeled • asiiig provided with

a nozzle, a brush located In the nozzle, a motor located

In the casing and having Its shaft extending through the

front of the casing, a gear casing located at one end of

the nozzle, a gear mechanism located in the gear casing,

one of the gears of which has a short stub shaft extending

through the Inner wall of the gear casing above the nozzle,

a flexible shaft connected iit one end to the motor shaft

and extending laterally over the nozzle and connected to

said stub shaft of the gear mechanism, and a suction ere

ating means located In the wheeled casing.

2. In a va< uum cleaner, a wheeled casing provided with

a nozzle projecting from the front of the casing, a brush

located In the nozzle, a motor located In the wheeled cas-

ing and having Its shaft extending through the front of

the casing above the plane of the nozzle, a gear mechanism

located at one end of the nozzle and operatlvely connected

to the brush, a flexible shaft tonnected at <ine end to the

motor shaft and extending downwardly and at Its outer

end connected to said gear mechanism, whereby said flexi-

ble shaft Is supported wholly in front of the wheeled

casing over the nozzle, and a suction creating means

located in the wheeled casing.

3. In a vacuum cleaner, a wheeled casing provided with

a nozzle projecting from th»» front of the casing and whose

rear wall lies substantially In allnemeut with the front

wall of the casing, a gear casing secured directly to one

end wall of the nozzle, a gear mechanism In the gear cas

ing, a duct leading from the nozzle through the wheeled

casing, a motor located between the Inner wall of said »luct

and the top of said whe«'led casing and having its shaft

extending through the front wall of the casing above the

nozzle, a flexible shaft suspended from said motor shaft

over the n(>/.zle and ( onnected to said gear mechanism, and

a suction creating means located in the wheeled casing In

the rear of the motor.

r

—

Bi
15

H

2. The combination with a swinging crib, of means for

oscillating the crib comprising a crank shaft having oppo-

sitely disposeil cranks, connecting rmls extending from the

cranks to the crib, an.l having rollers, nn.l transversely

extending tracks on the crib with whl. h the rollers engage.

3. In a structure of the character descrlb*-.!. vertically

extending standards, a crib disposed betw.-.u said stand

ards and having trunnions operatlvely supporte«l by the

standards, the trunnions being disposed above the bottom

of the crib, transversely extending tracks on the bottom

of the crib, a motor driven crank shaft, and connecting

rods plvotally connecte<l to th.- cranks of said shafts and

having sliding engagement with said tracks.

[Claim 4 not prlnteiJ In the Oasette.l

1231,079. RMirPINO RECEPTACLE. Charubs K
Smith. Toledo. Ohio. Filed Sept. 29, 1910. Serial No

122,856. (Cl. 229—48.)

1,231.078. MOTOR-OSCILLATED CRIH. William F.

Sill and John M. FKi-i.ii.\t s. St. Louis. Mo. Filed

Dec. 2.3, 1916. Serial No. 138.645. (Cl. 185—37.)

1. The combination with a swincing crib, of a motor

The combination In a shipping recpta. le having a b.xly

f<.rmed from a blank of fihrotis material with the edges

abutting each other, of a metallic clamp, the length thereof

bolnK greater than the width, provided with two series of

prongs struck from the body of the metal and the longl-<,

tndlnal free edges outside the series of pronirs slightly

turned : the clamp being lapped over the abutting edges of

the lilank. the prongs passed through and the ends bent

down upon the tlbrous material, and the turne<1 longitudi-

nal e<lges of the clamp pressed Into the outer surface of

the material, whereby a closed joint Is formed.

1.2.11.080, MUSIC SHEET TURNER Cornklm s W.

SMITH and EnwARb A. OHhien. New York N, Y, Flle<l

Apr. m, 1916. Serial No. 91.315. (Cl. 84— 1.3.-. >

A music sh»>et turner i-omprlslng stiff covers hingedly
1 The combination witn a swincinK crio. 01 a iimm..i -^ ,.....-.. ,- -

, .

a shaft operatlvely connected to the motor and having op 1 connected to open bookwlse ; a plvotally m..unted rod hav
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log a lateral arm disposed between said covers : a spring

operating to normally hold said extension In juxtaposed

relation to the left-hand cOver when the <over>. are opened ;

means for holding said extension In juxtaposed relation

to said right hand cover, said means embodying a bent

*lre latch shaped to form a colled extension overlying the

sheet below that to be turned, for preventing the lifting

thereof when the Intermediate sheet is turned : and means
mounte<l on said arm for engaging a loose sheet, said

means embodying a spring a<-tiialed clamp mounted on

said arm.

1.231.081. .\IR IlRAKE SYSTEM. .Jacob Rran Snydbr,
1 Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Perry E. Donner. Pittsburgh,

I
I'a. Flle<l .lune 10, ini4, .Serial No. '*44.2T4. (Cl.

188—4.)

1. In a pneumatic electric air brake system, the com-

bination of a train pip'. an enginetr"s valve, a brake

cylinder, a triple valve and a local reserv(dr. valve mecha-

nism for controlling the release of the brake cylinder

and the service and emergency evacuation i>f the train

|ripf. a holding magnet, a service magnet and an emer-

gency magnet f<ir actuating said valve mechanism re

spectlvely. a circuit controller actuated by movement of

the engineer's valve and arranged in release and holding

positions to energize the holding magnet. In service

position to energize the service magnet, and In emergency

position to energife the < mergency magnet, and In other

positi<ms to deenergize all of said magnets.

'2. In a pneumatic electric air brake -vstein. the combi-

nation of a train pipe, an engineers valve, a brake cyl-

inder, a triple valve and a local reservoir, a single valve

for controlling the relea,*c of the brake cylinder and for

securing service and emergency evacuations of the traii^

pipe, three magnets operatlvely connected to said valve

for moving the same to different positions, circuits con

nectiMl to said valves, and a circuit lontroUer actuated

by movement of the engineer's valve ami arranged in

.ach of different positions of the latter to energize one of

said magnets.

3. In a pneumatic electric air brake system, the com-

bination of a train pipe, an engineer's valve, a brake

cylinder, a triple \alve. and a local reservoir, valve

mechanslni foi controlling the release of the brake i-yl

Inder and securing service and emergency evacuations

of the train pipe, a holding magnet, a service magnet, a

circuit controller for actuating said several magnets suc-

cessively. In <lifferent positions of said circuit controller,

and a circuit closer arranged to be closed by the triple

valve In emergency position and connected to the emer*

gency magnet circuit.

4. In a pneumatic electric air l>rake system, the com-

bination of a train pipe, an engineers valve, a triple

valve, and a local reservoir, valve mechanism for con-

trolling the release of the brake cylinder and the service

and emergency evacuation of the train pipe, a holding

magnet, a service magnet and an emergency magnet for

actuating .said valve mechanism, a circuit closer ar-

ranged to be clos»'d by the triple valve in emergency posi-

tion and being connected in the emergency magnet circuit,

and a circuit controller movable with the engineer's

brake valve and arranged In release and holding posi-

tions to energize the holding magnet, in service position

to energize the service magnet, and in emergency to

(<nergize the ••mergency magiiet. and in all positions ex-

cept emergency position to connect the circuit* closer to

a source of current.

5. In a pneumatic electric air brake system, the com-

bination of a train pipe, an engineer's valve, an equaliz-

ing valve, a brake cylinder, a triple valve, and a local

reservoir, valve mechanism for controlling the release of

the brake cylinder and the servicejyid emergency evacua-

tion of the train pipe, a holding magnet, a service mag-

net, and an emergency magnet for actuating said valve

mechanism, a circuit controller arranged in different

positions to energize dlffc>rent ones of said magnets, and a

circuit closer actuated by the equalizing valve and ar-

ranged to hold the service magnet circuit closed when
the equalizing valve Is opened and to break said circuit

when the equalizing valve closes.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oazette.l

1.231.082. ENGINEER'S VALVE. .Iacob Rush Snydbr.

Pittsburgh. I'a., assignor to Pittsburgh Air-Ilrake Com-

pany, Pittsburgh. Pa., a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed June 10. 1914. Serial No. S44.277. (Cl. 188—7.)

1. In an c-ngineer's brake valve, a valve seat provided

with ports, a main valve member cooperating with said

sent and provided with cavities and ports and controlling

the ports in the valve seat, and an indpendent valve

member cooperating with the main valve member and
controlling the ports therein.

2. In an engine«'r'8 brake valve, a valve seat provided

with ports, a main valve cooperating with said seat and

provided with cavities and ports and c-outrolling the

ports in the valve seat, an independent valve member

cooperating with the main valve member and controlling
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the port'i therein, a hollow actuating stem for the main
valve, ami an artuatioK 8tPm for the independent ralve
extending through said hollow stem.

3. In an engineer's brake valve, a valve seat proviiied

with portK, H main valve cooperating with said seat and
provided with cavities and ports and controlling the
ports in the valve seat, an indepen<lent valve member co-

operating with the main valve member and controllinf

the ports therein, an actuating means for each valve, and
a spring indicator mounted on the operating means of
one of salil valves and arrangf'il to engage notches in the

actuating means of the other valve.

4. In an engineer's brake valve, a valve seat provided
with ports, a main valve cooperating with «aid seat and
provided with cavltiea and ports and controlling the ports

In the valve seat, an independent valve member coiip^-rat-

Ing with the main valve member and controlling the ports
therein, and spring means for resisting the movement of

the independent valve at the limits of its movements In

both directions.

5. In an engineer's br.ike valve, a valve seat provided
with ports, a main valve cooperating with said seat and
provideil with cavities and ports and controlling the ports

in the valve scat, an Ind-^pendent valve niemher co*ip«rnt-

ing with the main valve uieiiiber and controlling the

ports therein, and spring means arranged to return the

independent valve from eniergency to service position.

[Claims t> to 11 not printed in the Ciazette.]

l,2.'a.083. PROCESS OF PRODUCING PIRK ZIXC.
IIeinrk'H Speckctie. Grleahelm on-the-Maln. (Vrmany.
FIUhI Sept. 2, 1913. Serial No. 787,6«T. (<^1. T.'.— 1.-.3.)

The method of producing zinc from zinklferous ma-
terials, which consists In mixing the zinklferous materials
with cartwnaceouH material, then heating the mixture In

the form of separate charges by direct beat and with
agitation to such a degree as to cause the reduction of

the Impurities (such aa. for instanc**. cadmium oxid and
the like), together with volatilization of the reduction

pro<lucrs thus freed, and then proceeding to the reduc-

tion of the zinc compounds.

1.231.084. APP.VR.\TrS FOR PRODUCIXO ZINC AND
t>THER Sl.MILAR METALS. Meinuich Spt. kktku.
Uriesbelm on the Main. Germany. Filed Jan. 29. 1915.

Serial No. 4.989. (CI. 204—04.)

1. .V rotary electric furnace provided with at least one
partition disposed longitudinally in the furnace to divide

the same into at least two reduction chambers.
2. .\ rotary electric furnace provided with two par-

titions disposeil longitu<llnally in the furna<-e to divide

the same Into three reduction chandn-rs.

.H. .V rotary electrl*' furnace provti|e«l with three par
tltlons extendlnt; from the center of the furnace and dis-

posal longitudinally In the furnace to divide the same
Into three e(|ually large re<luctlon chamtn'rs arranged
around the central axis of the furna<e.

4. A rotary electric furnace having a reduction cham
her. and a partition adjacent to the chamber and dis-

posed longitudinally In the furnace dividing the same
Into a plurality of re<luction chambers each op«>nlng dl

rectly into the first mentioned reduction chamber.

5. A rotary electric furnace provlde<l with at least one
partition disposed longitudinally in the furnace to divide
the same into at least two reduction chambers, said par-

tition being provided with o|>enlngs connecting salt]

chambers for the purpose described.

(Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the iiazette.]

1,2:!1,086. TELEPHONE -EXCHANGE SYSTEM. A«-
TiU'R B. Spbrbv. New York. N. Y., asstcnor to Western
Electric Company. Incorporated, New York. N. Y . a
Corporation of New York. Filed Sept. 22, 1916. Serial

No. 121,66». (CI. 179—18.)

cmmtumt mmrt

1. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with telephone lines, senders assoclHte<| therewith, trunk
lines liKliidinK automatic switches adapted to interconnert
sjiid lines, said trunks including test condui-tors, driving
magnets for said switches, a lo<al grounded control clr-
<ult for said magnets, a set of repeating relays normally
(ontrolllng gaid circuit and operated by aald senders to
set said switches, a group of two wire trunks connected
to one of said switches, ot^er automatic switches In which
said trunks terminate, driving magnets therefor, control
relays for said magnets at said switches, a metallic con-
trol circuit Including one of sjild trunks, the associated
control relay, and contacts of said repeating relays, meana
associated with said rep<'atlug relays adapted to render
inoperative said grounded control circuit and to render
operative said metallic control <ircult. and a device aaao-
ciated with the teat conductor of the switch containing
said trunk uroup and adaptid automatically to operate
•iaid means when said group is selected.

_'. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with telephone lines, senders associated therewith, trunk
lines Includlnir automatic switches adapted to Intercon-
nect said Hues, said trunks including test conductors,
automatii- switches adapted to Interconnect said line*,

stepping magnets for said switches, a local grounded step-
ping circuit for said maKnets, a »«-t of repeating relays
uormally contrnllinR said clnult and op<>rated by said
sender to set said switches, a group of two-wire trunka
connecteil to one of salil swit<-hes, an office wherein aald
trunks terminate In automatic switches, stepping magnets
for said swlt<h^s, stepping relays for said switches, a
nietiillic stepping cin nit in< ludlng one of said two wire
trunks, the associated relay and contacts of said repeating
relays, an electro-responsive device associated with said
repeatini; relays adapted to render .said grounded stepping
circuit inoperative and to render said metallic stepping
circuit operative, said device being Included in the teat

conductor, and a switch as8oclat)>d with the test con-
ductor of the switch containing the two-wire trunk group
and adapted when said group Is selected automatically
to op«'rate said device.

."i. In a telephone exchange system, the combination
with telephone lines, senders associated therewith, trunk
lines Including automatic switches adapted to intercon*

ne<t said lines, said trunks Including a pair of talking

conductors and a test conductor, driving magnets for
said switches, a local grounded control circuit for said

magnets, a set of repeating relays normally controlling

said circuit and operated by said senders to aet aald
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switches, a Kroup of two wire trunks connected to one of

said switches, other automatic switches In which said

trunks terminate, driving magnets therefor, control relays

for said magnets at aald swltthes. a metallic <ontrol cir-

cuit Iniluding one of said two wire trunks, the associated

control relay and conta<ts of said repeating relays, an

electroresponslve device asHo<'iat«Kl with the repeating re-

lays and Included In the test conductor but unresponsive

to the initial ehntrical condition thereof, said device being

adapted wh4n op.rated t<> rcmbr iii<ip4Tative said ground-

ed control clrrult wnd t.> nnilcr oinrativ.- said metallic

control circuit, and a devl( c associated with the test cou-

ilti«t..r of the switch containing the two wire trunk

group and adapte<l automatically to operate said device

when sjild trunk grt.up Is sele.ted.

4. In a telephone excliange system, the <omblnatlon

with telephone lines, senders associated therewith, auto

math- switches adapted to Inter.onnect said lines, step-

ping magnets therefor, a local grounded stepping circuit

for said m.ignets, a S4't of repeating relays normally con-

trolling said circuit and operated by said sender to set

said switches, a group of two wire trunks connected to

one of sai«l switches, an otfl< e wherein said trunks terml

nate In automatic 8wlt<hes. stepping magnets for said

switches, stepping relays for said switches, a metallic

stepping circuit Including one of said two wire trunks, the

nss.>clat«Hl relay and contii.ts of said repeating relays, a

double wound differential relay asso.latod with said re-

peating relays adapted to render said grounded stepping

• Ircult Inoperative and to render said metalll<- stepping

clnult operative, a circuit for said relay Including both

windings differentially during the setting of said switches

at the originating office over the grounded <ir.uit, and

means associated with the switch containing the two wire

trunk group adapted, when said group Is selected, to

shunt one of the windings of said relay whereupon the

same operates.

5. In a telephone exchange system, the combinathtn

with t'lephone lines, senders assoclate<l therewith, auto-

matic switches adapted to Interconnect s<ild lines, step

ping magnets therefor, a local grounded stepping circuit

for sal.l maKnets. a s«t of repeating relays normally con-

trolling said circuit and operated by said sender to aet

said switch, a group of two wire trunks connected to one

of said switches, an office wherein said trunks terminate

In aiit<imatl< switches, stepping magnets for said switches,

stepping' relays at sal.l swit< hes. a metallic stepping cir-

cuit Including one of said two wire trunks, the associated

relay at the distant office and contacts of said repeating

relays, a double-wound differential relay assoclatcnl with

said repeating relays adapted to render said grounded

stepping clr<ult Inoperative and to render said metallic

stepplnn circuit operative, a clrc ult for said relay Includ-

ing both windings differentially during the setting of the

switches at the originating office over the grounded cir-

cuit, and an auxiliary st.p-by-st.p switch on the brush

shaft of the switch containing the two-wire trunk group

adapted when said group is selected, to shunt one of the

windings of said differential relay whereupcm the same

operates.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

for rendering inoperative said grounded control circuit

and for rendering operative said metallic control circuit

when sald'trunk group Is selected.

1.231,n8rt. TELEPHONE EXCHANGE SYSTEM. Ak

THDB H. Si'CKRV. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Western

Electric- Company, Incorporated. .New York. N. Y., a

Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 0. 1916. Serial

No. l--'9.7.{9. (CI. 179—IN.)

1. In a telephone exchange system, the combination

with telephone- lines, senclers associated therewith, trunk

lines including automatic switches adapted to intercon-

nect said lines, driving magnets for said switches, a local

grounded control circuit for said magnets, a set of re-

peating relays normally controlling said circuit and oper-

ated by said senders, a grcmp of two-wire trunks connected

to one of said switches, other automatic switches in

which said trunks terminate, driving magnets therefor,

a metallic control circuit Including one of said two-wire

trunks and contacts of said repeating relays, and means

2. In a telephone exchange system, the combination

with tele-phone llnc-s. senders associated therewith, trunk

lines Including automatic selector switches adaptt»d to In-

terconnect said lines, stepping magnets for said switches,

a local grounded stepping circuit for said magnets, a set

of repeating relays normally controlling said circuit and

opc-ratc-d by said sender, a group of two wire trunks con-

nected to one of said switches, an office wherein said

trunks terminate in automatic selector switches, step-

ping magnets for said switches, stepping relays for said

switches, a circuit InclucJIng one of said two wire trunks,

the- assc.clatc-d relay and contacts of said repe>atlng relays,

an electroresponslve device assodate-d with said repeating

relays adapted to render said grounded stepping circuit

Inoperative and to render said jnetallic stepping circuit

operative, and a circuit for operating said device closed

when said trunk group is selected.

.T. In a te-lephone exchange system, the combination

with telephone lln«-s. senders associated therewith, au-

tomatic switches adapted to Interconnect said lines, driv

Ing magnets therefor, a local grounded control circuit for

said magnets, a set of repeating relays normally control-

ling said circuit and operated by said senders, a group of

two wire trunks connected to one of said switches, other

automatic switches In which said trunks terminate, driv-

ing magnets therefor, control relays for said magnets at

said switchers, a nic-talllc control circuit Including one of

said trunks, the associated control relay and conta< ts of

said repeating relays, an electromagnetic switching de-

vice associated with said repeating relays adapted to ren-

der inop.-ratlve said grounded control circuit and to render

operative said nie-talllc control circuit, and means asso-

clate-d with the se-lector containing said trunk group and.

adapted when said group is selected to operate said switch-

ing device.

4. In a telephone exchange system, the combination

with telephone lines, senders associated therewith, auto-

matic switches adapted to Interconnect said lines, step-

ping magnets th<-refor. a local grounded stepping circuit

for said magnets, a set of repeating relays normally con-

trolling said circuit and operated by said sender, a group

of two wire trunks connected to one of said switches, an

..ifl. c- wherein sjjld trunks t<-rmlnate in automatic switches,

stepping magnets for said switches, stepping relays for

said switches, a c Irc-ult Inciudlng one of said two wire

trunks, the as.soclat«d relay and contacts of said repeat-

ing relays, a pair of switching relays associated with said

repeating re-lays adapted to render sjild grounded stepping

circuit Inoperative and to re-nder wild metallic stepping

circuit ope-ratlve. and a commutator switch controlled by

the switch containing the two wire trunk group adapted

when said group Is selected to operate said relays.

1.231,087. COMBINATION COOKING-RANGE. WIIXIAM

F. SpiETH, Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Apr. 13, 1916. Se
,

rial No. 90,882. (CI. 126—36.)

1. A cooking stove having In one end a coal burning V
fire pot. and containing an oven which is spaced away
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from th*" top, bottom and opposite end of the store to form
• ommuiil.atiUK ti>p. <nd and bottom oven flues, said oven
l.flng sfjMinited from th.- Are pot by a common partition
wall which does not extend up to the top of the stove
whereby the fire pot is in open eommunicatlon with the
top oven flue, a smoke box which is in communication
with the bottom oven flue and is also In communication
with the top oven Hue. a damper controlllns the last named
(onimuiiitation. u bottomless burner box secured to the
outer face of that end of the stove which Is adjacent
said flrepot. there heinR a slot throusrh said .u.l of the
stove whereby to establish communication between the
burner box and fire pot. a damper for controlling said slot,
a perforated burner pipe arranged horizontally in said
burner box below said slot, and means to supply, gas to
said burner pipe.

a pair of ring bracltets within said burner box. a pipe
burner rotatably fitted In said ring brackets and having a
horizontal row of perforations, means for clamping said
pipe burner to one of said ring brackets to prevent the ro
tatlon of the pipe burner when the same is located in
position such that the perforations therein will discharge
at the proper anule toward the said slot, and means to
supply ga« to said pipe burner.

irialms 2. 4. and »5 not prlnte<l In the (iasette.)

l,231.n»8. RKFKI.;eR.\TOK .Iohn K. STArroRD. Wil-
liam D. Im;ram. and Hahky C. (Jokdon, Lin.oln. Cal.
Filed Dec. 24. 1915. Serial No. 68.486. (CI. 261—9.)

3. .\ cooking stove having in one end a coal burning
fire pot. and .ontalnlnu an oven which is spaced away from
the top. bottom and opposite end of the stove to form
communicating top. end and bottom oven flues, said oven
being se|)a rated from the fire pot by a common partition
wall whl< h does not extend up to the top of the stove
whereby the fire pot Is in op<'n communication with the
top oven flue, a smoke box which is in communication with
the bottom oven flue and Is also in communication with
the top oven tlue. a damper controlling the last named
communication, there being a long horizontal slot In each
end of the stove near the top thereof, a burner box secured
to the outer face of each end of the stove over the slot
therein, a dampi-r for each of said slots, a perforated
burner pipe arranged horizontally in each of said burner
boxes i)elow the associated slot, and means to independ-
ently supply gas to said burner pipes.

5. A cooking stove having in one end a coal burning
fire pot. an<l tontalning an oven which is spaced away
from the fop. b<ittoni and opposite end of the stove to
form communicating oven flues.—said oven being .sepa-
rated from the Are pot by a partition wall which does
not extend to the top of the stove whereby the fire pot
is In open communication with the top oven tlue. a smoke
box which is in communication with the top oven flue and
bottom oven flue, a damper controlling the first named
communication.—the end of the stove adjacent the Are
pot having a long horizontal slot through it Just below
the top of the stove, a burner box which Is secured to
said slotted end of the stove over the slot therein said
i>uruer l>ox being open at its bottom and having In that
side whl<h is in contact with the stove end a horizontal
slot which Is provided with a marginal flange that pa.s.ses

through and fits the slot in the stove end. a damper within
and supported by said burner box for covering and un
covering said flanged slot, two alined perforated pipe
burners supported by the burner box and located therein
Just below the said flanged slot, the perforations in said
burners i)eing directed to discharge into said slot, and in-

dependent valve controlled gas supply devices for said
two burners.

7. A cooking stove having a horizontal flue just below
the top of the range, having in one end a horizontal slot
which extends sul)stantially from the front to the rear of
said stove and is in substantially the same horizontal
plane as said flue, a burner box rigidly fixed externally
to the end of said stove over the slot therein whl( h burner
box is open at its bottom .ind has In Its Inner side a slot.

.1 marginal flange formed Integrally with the slotted wall
of said burner box around the said slot.—whl<h flange
projects through and flts the slot In the end of the range.

I
1. A refrigerator comprising an oiif.r casing, an inner

,
rasing within the outer casing, a porous material cover-

' Ing the inner <aslng. means for supplying fluid to the
porous material, and means for automatlcallv controlling
the supply of fluid to aid porous material, said means
being operated In accordance with the degree of satura-
tion of said porous material.

I 2. A refrlKerator comprlslnjt an outer <asing. an inner
asing within the outer casing and spaced therefrom, a
porous absorbent material covering the inner casing,
means for supplying fluid to the upper surface of said
porous absorbent material for flowing by capillary at
traction over the surface thereof, a valve controlling the
fluid supply to said porous material, a closed sump for
receiving the ex. ess fluid supplied fo said porous material,
and a float In said sump and actuated by the level of the
liquid therein for opening and closing said valve.

;i. A refrigerator comprising an outer casing, an inner
'aslng within the outer casing and spa.ed therefrom, a
porous material covering the Inner casing, a reservoir
for supplying fltiid to the porous material, a valve con-
trolling the supply from said reservoir, a sump for re-
ceiving the ex<ess fluid supplied to said porous material,
a float in said sump and connectinl with said valve and
actuated by the rise of fluid in said sump for dosing said
valve, and capillary means within said sump and c onta<t
ing with sjiid porous material for withdrawing the water
from said sump and supplying the same to said porous
material.

4. A refrigerator comprising a casing, a porous material
covering said casing, means for supplying fluid to said
porous material, and valve controlled means for auto-
matically controlling the supply of fluid from said sup-
ply to said porous material, the operation of said last
mentioned means being dependent upon the degree of
saturation of said porons material.

5. A refrigerator comprising an outer casing, a food
container removably mounted therein, a porous material
covering said food container, means for supplying fluid
to the porous material at the top of said food container,
a sump for re.elvlni: the excess fluid supplied to said
porous material, and a (aplllary medium extending from
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within the sump and conta.tlng with sjiid porous material

for supplying the fluid .ontalned in said sump to said

porous material.

I

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 2S1 (fO QUILL B(>MN<;. <'AHi- ^'- ^tebbins and
"

\I.B1RT »iKi.ow. Three oaks. Mich., assignors to Tlie

Warren Featherbone (•..nipany. Three oaks. Mich., n

forporation of Michigan. Filed Apr. 2\i. 15H3. S.rlai

No. J4.C6J. Hi. 2—76.)

1 -HI 091. SHEKT-METAL 1»OOK FRAME. IULverR.

Stk.u.;ht. Adel. Iowa. Filed June 10. 1914. Serial

. No. 844.374. (CI. 72—6.)

\s a new aril.le of maniifa. ture. a <ni»ll homing con

«l-tlng of (lulll fibers '.oun.! tou-etber with thread, a siz

Ing for Initially filling in the intoti.es or voids between

the fll.ers and adapted to be abs..rbed by the absorptive

matter within the fibers and by the thread, and a water

proof coating surrounding said fibers, thread and sizing.

1.231.00*' srsFKNSlON MEANS FOR STRAIN-INSU

I \ToRS Lot IS Steim<eih;kr. Brooklyn, N. Y. Filed

Nov. 24. 1913. Serial No. 802.685. (CI. 59—85.)

1 V two part connecting member for Insulators, each

of ^ild parts comprising a U shaped member, the legs of

one of said U shap«-.l nietnbers being threaded, one of

the lepi of the other of said U shaped members being

s, rew threaded and the other leg thereof formed with a

threaded socket to receive the threaded end of the other

of said U-shape.1 members, a separately formed sleeve

threa.ied up<.n one of the legs of one of said members

and being longitudinally movable on said leg to dispose

a portion of its length for engaging thr-ads upcm th<-

end of one of the legs <.f the oth.T member, the connect-

ing portions between the 1. gs of each of said members be

ing bent into angular formation so as to provide sheet.-

for engaging a support. an<l so as to provide parts In an-

gular relation to said legs forming shoulders for arrest

Ing movement of said sleeves in one direction.

•' V two part conne<ting member for Insulators, each

of'-aid part- comprising a U shape.1 member, the legs of

one of said U shaped meiul>ers being threade<l. one -of

the legs of the other of said U shaped members being

,.rew thread.Hl and the other leg thereof formed with an

Inlgially formed threaded so. kei to re.eive the threa.ied

end of tile other of sui 1 U shaped members, a separately

f.irni.-d -ieeve threaded up<.n ..n.- of the legs of one of

-aid members being longitudinally movable on sai.l leg

to .lispo-e a portion of its length for engaging threads

upon the end of one of the legs of the other member.

1. In a devl.e of the .lass descril>ed. parallel upright

nu>ml)crs being hollow an.i open at one sl.le. transverse

rods for securing said upright members in position rela-

tlv.- to each other, socket devices se.ured to each of said

uprights between said rods, transverse bars for said

sockets deta<hably conne.ted th.-rewlth. and .said trans-

verse rods and bars being designed to form a ladder.

3 In a device of th.- class described, parallel upright

members having a serl. s of pairs of openings in their ad

Jacent faces, transverse ro.ls fixed betw.-.n said members.

m.'ans for detachably securing bars parallel with said

rods and between the inner faces of said upright mem

bers. said means comprising U shaped blo.ks having one

•ii.le closed, parallel pins extending laterally from the

, losed sides thereof, the said pins being designed to en-

t.-r the openings in said upright members, and bars hav

ing their ends received in sai.l blocks.

5 The combination of a silo wall having a door open

ing therein, hollow upright in.-mbers having a b.nglfudl

nal opening in one side and flexible parallel side members

.apable of movem.-nt t-. and fr..m .a.h other to receive

walls of varvlng thl. knesses between them, the upright

members also being provided with shoublers to form a

,loor Jamb, the upright members being arranged with

th.'ir open side ext. n.iing ..iitwanlly. transverse rods ex-

tending through the adjac nt faces of sjii.l upright mem-

bers, means for locking the upright m.inl>ers to said rods,

the rods and hollow upright members being of such

length that a spa.e will be left betw.-en th.' adja.ent

faces of the upright nvmb. rs and tb.> inn.-r edges of the

.ioor openings to receive plastic material, continuous up

right reinforcing rods in said spaces, and U shaped de-

vices having m.ans for engaging said upright relnf.-r-

ing rods, and horizontal bars having their ends supporte.l

by said U shaped devices.

[Claims 2, 4. and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 0.^1 092 BARREL WASHING MACHINE. ABTUt R .1

"stHM. Milwaukee. Wis. Flle.l Aug. 11. Iltl3. Serial

No. 784.180. (CI. 214-1.)

1 The comldnation with a s.-ries of relatively fixed

spa.ed supports, of a carrier provided with sets of simi-

larly spaced supporting rests, hydraulic mtichanism for

actiiating the .arrior vertically, other hydraulic mecha-

nism for actuating the .arrbr horizontally, and valve

mechanism .-.mtrolled by the carrier and adapted to reg-

ulate fluid delivery to and from sai.l hydraulic mecha

nlsms in a <ycle of operations, whereby the carrier may

be llfte<h advanced horizontally, depressed, and retracted

horizontally.

•2. The combination with a series of relatively fixed

spa..'.l supports, and a carrier provided with similarly

spa.ed supporting rests, a.lapt-d. when the carrier is de-

pressed In one position of adjtistment. to .leposit loads
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upon the fixed aupportlnff rests, of hydraulic meohanism
for vertically reciprocating the carrier, said mechanlum
f>eing provided with carrl.t supporting rollers, adapted
to p.riiiit longitudinal movement of the carrier In either
the rairte.| or the lowered position, other hydraulic mech-
anism for actuating the carrier horizontally In one di-
rection when in ral»e<l position and In the other direction
when In lowered position, valv.s adapted to control de
Ilvry and exhaust of power fluid to and from said mech-
anisms, and means controlled by the carrier for actual
Ing the valves and hydraulic mechanisms in a cycle of
operations to lift the carritr. advance it to carry Its rests
from one oupport to another, then depress the carrier
and retrart It to Its original position.

3. Thf romblnatlon with a series of relatively flxe<l

support*, of a carrier provided with sets pf similarly
spa<»'(l supporting rests, hydraulic mechanisms for actual
ing the tarrier upwardly to first carry its rests abov«>
the supports, then horizontally to advance Its rests from
the vicinity of one support to the next, then downwardly
to deposit its loads upon the supports, and then hack
wardly to Its original position, and a set of valves ac
tuated by the <arrler and adapted to permit successive
deiivtry and exhaust of power liquid to and from the
hydraulic mechanisms, to cause the saccesslve movements
of the carrier.

4. The combination with a carrier, of means for uti-
lizing fluid pressure for supporting, raising, and lower-
ing the carrier, said carrier being longitudinally movable
upon its supports, and also provided with means for au-
tomatically controlling the delivery and exhaust of power
fluid to the supporting, raising, and lowering mtans.
whereby the movement of the carrier is controlled.

5. The combination with a carrier, of a set of fluid re
ceiving chambers, plungers therein provided with plun-
ger rods, carrier supporting rollers mounted on said plun-
ger rwls. valve methanisms controlling the delivery and
exhaust of power fluid to and from the receiving cham-
bers, and means connected with the carrier for actuating
the valve mechanisms.

[Claims 6 to 20 not printed In the Gasette.]

1.231.093. FOLDABLE BRUSH. Erick O. Slndeex,
Spokane. Wash., assignor of one-half to J. Henry Bra-
zeau. Spokane, Wash. Filed Sept. 2«, 1916. Serial No
122.269. (CI. 15—30.

tnatlng means against movement un l.-r its normal tend-
ency, and means associated with the handle for engaging
the latch means to release the common actuating means
for movement under its normal tend-ncy.

2. In a foldable brush, i body m.miier, ro.kable s.-riea
of bristles mount.Hl therein, actuating means for rocking
the bristles to and from active position, means imparUng
to the actuating means a tendency to move tn one direc-
tion, latch means for holding the actuating m.-aus against
movement und.r its nornwl tendency, an.l means for oper-
ating the iat(h means to release the actuating means for
movement under its nornuil tendency.

3. In a foldable brush, a b.Mly member, rockable series
of bristles mount.-d therein, actuating means for rocking
the bristles to and from active position, means imparting
to the actuating means a tendency to more In one direc-
tion, latch means for holding th.- actuating ni.-ans against
movement under its nornwl tendency, and means for oper-
ating the latch means to r.lea.se the actuating means for
movement un.l.r its normal t.udency. said last named
meftns constituting the handle of the brush and movable
Into and out of the latter for projection Into useful posi-
tion and retraction for storage.

4. A foldable brush comprising a casing, a longitudinally
slottwl plate in the casing, a series of rock shafts .arrieil
by the plate and each in turn provl.K^ with bristles, rock
arms on the rock shafts projecting through the slots in the
plate, a redprocable frame movable along the plate In the
casing and connected to the rock arms for actuating the
latter, spring means Imparting to the frame a normal tend
ency to move In one direction, latch means on the plate In
position to engage the frame and hold It against movement
under its normal tendency, and a handle movable in the
casing and projecting therefrom and also movable In the
frame to engage the latter, said handle having means for
engaging the latch means to release the frame to move-
ment under Its normal tendency.

5. A foldable brush comprising a casing op. n at one side,
a plate within the casing and having laterally spa<-e<l lon-
gitudinal slots therein, a series of rock shafts Journaled
to the plate and each provlde.1 with tufts of bristles, rock
arms on the shafts extending through the slots In the plate,
a redprocable frame on the plate between the slots and
between the arms at opposite ends of the shafts, said frame
having pins extending through the arms, and the latter
having elongated slots for the reception of the pins, springs
connected to the plate and to the frame respectively and
tending to urge the frame in a direction to rock the shafts
to move the bristles into the casing, latch devices within
the casing In position to hold the frame against Its normal
tendency and a redprocable handle having a head within
the frame and provided with means for engaging the
latches to release the frame on movement of the head
lengthwise of the frame.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231,094. MH3TALLIC-LKAF-APPLTING DEVICE. Sto-
AHT H. Sw.\LLOw. Providerue. R. I., assignor to W. H.
Coe Manufacturing Company, Providence. R. I., a Cor-
poration of Rhode Island. Filed Mar. 13. 1916. Serial
No. 83.727. (CI. 216—20.)

1. In a foldable brush, an elongated casing, a handle
movable lengthwise of the casing, rock shafts in the casing
each carrying bristles, a common actuating means for the
rock shafts movable In the casing, means imparting to the
said common actuating means a normal tendency to move 1. In a hand tool for applying metallic films, a supportm one direction, latch means for holding the common ac- 1 for a package roll comprising a film and hacking a delivery
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roll, a guide roll yieldingly contacting with said delivery

roll and a guide above said guide roll directing the used

strip downwardly from said rolls to the rear and clear

of the tool.

2. In a hand tool for applying metallic Alms, a support

(or a package roll comprising a film and backing, a delivery

roll, a guide roll yieldingly contacting with said delivery

roll and a guide plate above said guide roll directing the

Dsed strip downwardly from said rolls to the rear and
clear of the tool.

3. A hand tool for applying metallic films comprising

tide plates holding a pa.kage roll and a delivery roll, a

gulile roll yieldingly held against said delivery roll and

a guide plate forming the bottom of said (aslngand serving

to direct the used strip downwardly from said rolls to the

rear and dear of the tool.

l.231.<H*o. TELEPHONE - TRANSMITTER. Naho Tan
XAKA, New York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 11, 1915. Serial

No. 60.946. (CI. 17»—127.)

1,281,096. BUFFER POR LOOM-PICKERS. JOHM Ta-

HANTO, WalthAm, Mass. Filed Sept. 26. 1616. Serial

No. 122,312. (Cl. 139—21.)

1. In a telephone trausmitti r. a vibrator having cup-

Hhaped or depressed p«irtii>iis and bearing front electrodes

In the said portions, an elastic or flexible sheeting at-

tached thereto, back electrtnles attached to the sheeting

within the Indosures formed by the sheeting and the said

portions and secured together by a plate or disk, a casing

holding the peripheral edge of the sheeting arid gran\ilar

carbon between and in contact with the front and i>ack

electrodes.

2. In a telephone transmitter, a vibrator l»earlng front

electrodes, a flexible or elastic sheeting attached thereto,

a back electrode part. Including back electrodes, shaped

and attached to the sheeting so as to form chambers In

which the said front and back electrodes are contained, a

casing holding the edge of the sheeting, and variable re

alstance me<liums dispo.sed in the chambers.
.'!. In a variable resistance device, the combination of

a casing, an elastic she^-ting held therel)y. and a vibrator

and a »«ack electrode part, each Including an electrode,

shaped and attachwl to the sheeting so as to be relatively

movable and to form therebetween a chamber In which the

said electrodes are contained ; with a variable resistance

medium disposed In the chamber and In contact with the

electrodes.

4. In a telephone transmitter, the combination of a cas

ing. a flexible or elastic sheeting held thereby, a vibrator

and a back ele.trode part, both Including electrodes,

shaped and attached to the sheeting so as to form cham-

bers therebetween which Inclose the electrodes, and so as

t<> be In flexible connection, and cushioning means t>etween

the ba k electrode part and the casing : with granular car-

bon disposed between and in «outact with the electrodes.

5. In a telephone transmitter, the combination of a

vibrator and a back electro<le part, both Including elec

trodes. shaped and disposeil so as to form chambers there-

between, a casing, a flexible or elastic sheeting attached

to the casing an<l the vibrator, so that the latter two
members are relatively movable, a spring means bridging

or connecting the ba< k electrode part ami the casing: with

carbon balls or grains dlspose<i in the chambers and In

contact with the electrodes.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Oazette.l

A buffer support for loom pickers including a buffer sup-

port on the lay. a resilient means on said support, an im-

pact member carried by said means and yleldably held in

the picker path whereby the stoppage of the picker Is cush-

ioned, a casing for said means on said support, means on

the support for adjusting the position of the Impact mem-
ber, and a longitudinal rib on said support to engage a
complementary recess In the casing, said rib and recess

being In axial allnement with the picker rod whereby the

Impact member may be adjusted in a plurality of positions

in allnement with the picker path.

1.231,097. ANIMAL SHOE REMOVING 1>EVICE.
•loHN R. Tate and Nkwton .1. Smith. Seneca. Mo.
Filed Dec. 9, 1916. Serial No. 13G.(»11. (Cl. 168—44.)

1. In a device of the clrJss described, including a frame,

supporting legs therefor, a plate member conforming In

confl;:uratlon to that of a hoof, and means associated

with the said frame for engaging the shoe of an animal

for removing the same.

2. In a device of the class described. Including a frame,

supporting means therefor, a plurality of strips mounted
on the upper sides of said frame, a plate conforming In

shape to that of an animal's hoof for supporting the

same, a lug formed on the plate adapte<l to be seated be-

tween said strips, and bars asodated with the said

frame for engaging the shoe of an animal and to remove
the same.

3. In a device of the class described. Including a
frame bent Intermediate its ends to form a looped mem-
ber having divergent arms, a plurality of legs supporting

said frame, a pair of strips mounted on the outer edge of

the frame, a plate adapted to receive the hoof of an
animal niounted on said strips, the said plate having

recesses formed intermediate the sides thereof, a forked

lever having the forks thereof pivotally connected to the

frame intermediate the sides of the looped frame, a pair

of bars pivotally connected to the forked lever adjacent

their ends and having hooks forme<l on the free ends of

the salii bars, and the said hooks formed on the bars ex-

tending into said recesses for a purpose deacrll>ed.

[Claim 4 not printed in the Gazette. 1

1.231,098. RECEPTACLE FOR CONTAINING
PEN8ING SEMISOLID CONDIMENTS.

* Tor.iXTKE, Chicago. HI,, assignor of one-half

Magnus. Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. .SO, 1914.

828.319. (Cl. 221—94.)
1. An article for holding and dlpenslng a

condiment such as mustard, consisting of a

AND DI8-
Charlcb
to Henry
Serial No.

seml-solld

receptacle
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compri8int; a body part and a cap. one end of which re-

ceptacle is of reducetl diameter in comparison with the

rest of the receptacle forininj; a [tocket of uniform di-

ameter openlntr nnohstniite<lly Into the body of th'- r«'

ceptacle. said cap t'Tiniiiatln« iu a rounde«l end having
a dispensing opening in the center of the same, through
which the material in the recejitacles passes immediately
and without obstruction therefrom, and a spherical eject-

ing hall of heavy material which is entirely unattache<l

within the receptacle and is freely movable In the body
of londlment therein and has a tliameter Just a trifle less

than that of said pock>'t. wliich hall, when the recep

tacle is inverted, act> as a plunder against the material

collectJ-d in the pocket and f(»r<"«-s the same out through
Mid dispensing opening, thereafter closing said opening.

i:—

2. In an article for holding and dispensing a semi-

solid condlm* nt such as mustard, the combination of a

receptacle comprising a lnMly and a cap Inclosing one end

of the bo<ly. which latter Is rounded on the top and of

relatively thin material and formed with a central p»'r-

foratlf>n throuj^h which material in the receptacle may be

dischargetl therefrom dln-ctly and unobstructe«lly, the

end of the recepta<'le having the cap being formed so

that a pocket Is provided of smaller diameter than the

rest of the receptacle opening directly and unobstructedly

into the body of the receptacle : and a spherical ejecting

ball of heavy material which is entirely unattached within

the receptaile and is fre«'ly inovatde in the body of condi

ment therein and has a diameter Just a trifle less than

that of said pocket, which hall, when the receptacle is In

verted, acts a>i a plungT against the material colle<ted

in the pocket and forces the same out through said dis-

pensing opening, thereafter closing said opening.

1.231.t»flft. CLOJTRK. Hxuitv E. Tmwnsemi. Brooklyn.

N. Y.. assignor to Anchor i'ap & riosure Corporation.

Brooklyn. X. Y., a t'orporatlon of New York. Flle«l

Mav 16, 1916. Serial No. 97,S71, (CI. 215—81.)

1. As an article of maniifa> tur^-. a closure cap for con-

tainers of glass and the like, comprising a cover portion
adapte<l to cover and protect the end of a suitable glass.

Jar. a substantially uuifonii continuous skirt of resilient

material rlependlng from the cover portion and at sub
stnntially right angles thereto, the skirt being provided
with a continuous annular groove having the concave
portion of the groove on the exterior of the skirt and
forming a continuous annular bead on the Interior of the

skirt, said groove being formed on such radius as to

enable the bead to streich and slightly flatten, thereby
forming a sealing zone when the cap is forced over the
substantially straight smooth side wall of a substantially

incompressible container to permit the forces tending to

restore the bead to normal shape to cause the bead to
form a tight friction seal with said side wail of tb<

container.

J. A sealed package comprising a container of glass

anil the like, and having a substantially Incompressible
smooth cylindrical side wall. In combination with a seal

ing cap therefor <-omprlslng a cover portion adapted to

cover and protect thi- end of the said container, a sub-

stantially uniform cuntinuous skirt «if resilient material
depending from the cover portion and at substantially

right angles thereto, said skirt being provldeil with a

continuous annular groove having the concave portion

thereof on the exterior of th«- skirt nnil forn^ing a ctm

tlnuous annular bead on the Interior of the said skirt,

said groove being formed on a relatively large radius to

enable the i)ead to be str<'tcheil. wherel>y the head exerts

radial conipresslon forces against the smooth >lde wall of

the container over an annular area comprising a sealing

zone and forms a tight friction seal therewith, and en-

abling the cap to be remoMMl without destruction.

1.231,100. NTT SfOlRIXt; AXH I'nlJSIlI.NtJ MA-
CHINK. CiiAKi.Es Tiei \K and (tt:Mi{uK Tici SK. iMindee,

Oref. Fil.d l>«'c. l."», IStHJ. S«'rlnl No. i;i7.1»:i7. \Cl.

146—14.)

1. In a mat'hlnc of thi- < haracter descrll>ed. the combi-

nation of a scouring pan adapted for holding water and
provide4| with a spiral iiinway leading to a discharge
o|)enlni;. means for fe«dini: material to be »4»<'ur»><l and
water to the Inlet end of <nU\ scouring pan. and a rota-

table scouring brush bearing in said scouring pan.
2. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a scouring pan adapte^l for holdlni; water and
provided with a "Spiral rnnw:iy leading to a discb.irge

opening, means for feeding material to be scoured and
water to the Inlet end of sahl scouring pan. and a iota-

table scouring brush In-arlng In said scouring pan. the
walls of the runway of the latter being of much lesser

height than the rim wall of the scouring pan.

3. In a machine of the character described, the com-
bination of a scouring pan adapted for holding water
and provldeil with a spiral runway leading to a discharge
op«>ning, and a rotatable sc«)urlng brush l>earlng In >ald

scouring pan.

4. In a machine of the character des«Tlbed. the coni-

bination of a scouring pan a<lapte<l for holding water and
provided with a spiral runway leading to a discharge
opening, ami a rotatable scouring br'ush bearing In said
scouring pan. th»> walls of the runway of the latter being
of much lesser height than the rim wall of the scouring

pan.

5. in a machine of the character described, the com-
bination of a scouring pan adapted for holding water
and provided with a spiral runway leading to a dis-

cbarge opening, and a rotatable and a<ljustable scouring
bru>ih l>earlng In said scouring pan, the wails of the run-
way of the latter being of much lesser height than the
rim wall of the scourini; pan. the latter being pro\i>l"d

with an Inspection opening.
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1.231,101. PRCH^KRS F«»R THE RECOVERY OF MET-
ALS FR<».M ORES AM» THE LIKE. Charles S, V.\n

.\ER. lUitte. Mont. Filed Nov. 18, 1«1«. Serial No.

13J.?m». Ml. 75— IS t

1. In the art uf recovering metals from naturally oxl-

diUMi or sufficiently roasted sulfld ore>, the method which

consists In treating the sufficiently grtmnd ore with sul-

furouv fumes In the presence of moisture eliminating any
e.\re>s acidity of scdutlon and dissolving the lead fr«tni

the iUNolulde residue by treating same with a saturated

solution of the chlorld of a metal that will dissolve the

lead.

'J. In the irt of recovering im-tals from naturally o.\l-

dir*"*! or -^uffii iently roasted sulfid ores, the metho<l which

consists In treating the sufficiently ground ore with sul-

furoiiM fumes In the pr<'sen<-e of moisture eliminating any
exceH.x acidity of solution, dissolving the h-ad from the

inholuhle rt'sldue »>y trtating same with a saturated solii-

tlon of sotlitim chlorld and recovering the lead from the

salt solution t>y treating same with Iron.

.">. In the art of re<overing metals from naturally oxl-

dlEf'd or •"ufflclently roasted sulfld ores, the method which

••im^ists In treating the sufficiently ground ore with sul-

ftirou-* fume> In the presence of sufficient moisture. <ixl

dlzing the solution hy means of mineral matter and the

like containing an oxygen compound of manganese that

can oxbliie the solution. theret>y precipitating any lead

that may l>«« In solution on to th*- Inscduhle portion of

the ore, separating the insoluble residue from the solu-

tion, treating said residue with a saturated stdution of

nalt thereliy dissolving the lead, passing the saturated

salt >-olutlon containing the lead over Iron whereiiy t-tic

lead I* recovered.

10. In the art of recovering mctaN from naturally oxi

dl7ed or sufficiently roasted >ulfld ores, the method which

ccm«^l>ts In treating the Huffidently ground ore with sul-

furous fumes in the presenc-e of a sufficiency of mcdsture.

eliminating tinnecessary acidity of solution by passing

same over mineral matter and the like containing an

oxygen compound of manganese that can oxidize the so-

lutlon thereby precipitating any lead that may be In

solution on to the insoluble portion of the ore. ellmlnat

ing the said inscduhle portion of the ore containing the

le«d and recovering the metals from the separated solu-

tion.

(Claims 3, 4, and 6 to » not printed In the «;az»ftte.l

i.j3i,ioi'. TRACK <;rini>in<; machine.
Vexmnc;, Cincinnati. <»bto. FIUmI May l-'U.

rial No. 770.627. (CI. 51—12.)

Fr.\ X k J

.

ini.-?. 8e

'^d^^

1. In a tra>k grlncllni.' niachinc>, motive apparatus com-

prising an arh-'r. a grinding wheel en said arbor, means
for adju>ting the po>ltlon of the motive apparatus to

l>rlng the- arltor Into uprijibt position and apply the

grinding wheel thc-n>on axlally to a track part to grind

said track part, and to remove said arbor from upright

position, and mc>ans contacting with the track part be-

ing ground for supporting the motive apparatus, arbor,

and grinding wheel and for feeding them along said track

part.

2. In a track-grinding machine, motive apparatus, an

arbor rotntc^d thereby, a grinding wheel rotated with the

arbor to be applied axlally to a track part to grind said

track part, said motive apiwratus. arbor, and grinding

wheel l>elng adjustable l)odily. means for adjusting them

bcMilly with relation to said track part, and means con-

tacting with the- track part Iveing ground for supporting

said motive apparatus, arbor, and grinding wheel anc}

for feeding them along said track |«rt.

3. In a track grinding machine, motive apparatus, an

arl'or rotated thereliy. a grinding wheel rotated with the

arbor to l>e applied axlally to a track part to grind said

track part, said motive apparlHu-. ari)or, and grinding

wheel lielng adjustable bodily, and means for adjusting

their Inclination transversely of said trn<k part.

4. In -1 track grinding machine, motive apparatus, an

arbor rotated thereby, and a grinding wheel rotated with

the arbor to be appllecl to a track i>art. said motive ap-

paratus, arbor and grinding wb«-el l>eing adjustable bodily,

means for adjusting their Inilluation to said track part,

and mc-aiis fcir aclju ting them up. nnd down with rela-

tion to said track part.

'). In a trackgrlndinK niacliine. motive apparat\is. an
arl>or rotated thereby, and a grinding wheel rotated with

the arbor to b<» applied to a track part, said motive ap-

parattis. arbor and grinding »hc-e| being adjustable" l»odliy,

means for adjusting their inc llnation to said track part,

and means for adjusting them transversely of said track

part.

1 Claims 6 to 40 not printed In the Gazette.l

1.231.103. TIP FASTENER FOR SHOELACES.
EniR.MM ViBBTEi.s. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Vlero

Company. In«.. New York, N. Y., a <'orporatlon of

New York. Filed Mar. 6. 1917. Se-rial No. 162.805.

(CI. 81—15.)

1. In icMnbination. a male die and a female die adapt-

ed to coe'iperate so as to close a metal blank Into the form

c»f a cvllnder. and actuating memliers for actuating said

die-, each ctf said dies being movable In a direction lat-

eral to the direction of movement of wild actuating mem-
l)ers. the distance of movement of said actuating mem-

bers being so limited, and the length of the said dies l)e-

Ing such, that the said dies always remafli telescoped

with respect to each other.

3. In cc'mt)lnation, a male die and a female die adapt-

ecl to coe'iperate so as to close a metal blank into the

form of a cylinder, and movable supprtrts for said dies,

each of said dli-s being capalde of a movement of oscilla-

tion only with respe>ct to their respective supports, the

direction of said oscillation being lateral to the direction

of movement of said supports, the length of said dies and

the range of movement of said supports being such that

the said dies always remain telescoped with respect tc

each other,

(Claims 2 ami 4 not printed in the (;azette.]
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1,231.104. FAN, FaAXK H. Wamo^bb. Chicago. 111., as-

signor to Commercial Colortype Company. Chii-ago. III.,

a Corporation of Illinois. Piled Aug. 31. 191«. Sf-rlal

No. 117.964. (a. 230—.S3.

1

1,231.105. FOLDING FAN. Frank H. Wa.;.,oxkh. Chi

cago. 111., assignor to Commf
Chicago. '" - ^ *•'— -

1016.

tlall.T anylelding tod which endrclea the croup of car-

trldgeN, and resilient portions projecting inwardly there-

from to engage the bateii <>f the lurtrldge:* anil forming
• "•'tween them yielding i-artrldgeholding reces«.e«. und di-

vided into segment.!* ea<-b receiving a part of the total

I

I. .\ fan (ctmprlslng fan body sections having a foldable

relation with respect to each other, a handle which la

pivoted to one of said sections, so that It may either He
between the xanie when the latter are folded or in- turned

so as to He across the fold between the .<e<-tl(>ns when un
folded; the other section being provide<l with a part

adapted to overlap the end of the handle, when the fan

is unfolded, so that the handle holds the fan sections In

substantially rigid relation.

II. \ mailing card fan comprising two cardboard sec-

tions foldnble toRether an<l a handle plvotally attached to

one of said se<-tlons so as to lie between the sections

when they are folded or across the fold when the sections

are extended : the section on the other side of the fold

from the handle pivot being formed with a pair of slits

to receive the end of the handle.

^fi'lalms 2 to 10 and 12 to 14 not printed In the (la-

Wtte.]

5. FOLDING FAN. Frank H. Wa.;.,oxkr. Chi

111., assignor to Commercial Colortype Company,
',o. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Nov. 18.

Serl.il No. 132.128. (CI. 2.3<^—33.)

1. In a fan, the combination of a t>ody portion com-
prl-lnu two sections foldaMe one upon the f>ther. and a
handle plvotally connected to one of said sections at a

flxe<l point and adapted to extend across the line of fold

between the s«>ctlons : the section on the other side of

said line of fold fr<im the pivotal connertlon being formecl

with a curved silt which permits a part of said fan bo«ly

to overlap the end of the handle.

6. In a fan. the combination of a body portion com
prising two sf'ctlons foldable one upon the other, and a

handle plvotally i«>nnecte<l to one of said sections at :i

fixed point and adapted to extend across the line of fohl

betwe<'n the sj'ctlons : the section on the other side of

said line of fold from the pivotal < onne<'tlon being formed
with a cur»M silt and adjacent thereto with another slit

which together provide a retaining band for one end of

the handle, and a stop for the e«lge thereof, the extremi-

ties of said slits being deflecte<l from the main portion

of the silts for the purpose of preventing the tearing of

the material at these places.

[Claim.s 2 to 5 and 7 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.l

1.231.106. CARTRID* IE-PACK FOR REVOLVERS. Jo-

seph H. WcssoN. Springfield, Mas.*., assignor to Smith
ft Wes.son. Springfield. Mass.. a Voluntary Association.

Filed Apr. 3. 1917. Serial No. 159.3S8. (CI. 42—89.)
.">. A cartridge pack for revolvers formed of metal

plate, having an outer annular portion which is substan

group of cartridges, and the segments unite<i so that

whin closed together they present the cartridges In cir-

cular order corresponding to the chambers in the revolver

cylinder.

[Claims 1 to 4 and 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.107. FOOT REST Ch vui.t.s Westmav, Hinckley,

Minn. Filed Sept. 7, 1916. Serial No. 118.892. (a.
155—9.)

3. In a foot rest for raiUators. a rod adapted to extend

longitudinally of and between the colls of a radiator, a

second rod arrangetl upon the exterior of said radiator,

threads on the ends of said rods, clamping members on

-ai<l riMl ends adapted to engage with the colls of the radi-

ator, nuts for engagement with the threaded ends of said

rtnis to bind said damps Into engagement with the tolls

of said radiator, a platform, spaced laterally projecting

ears on said platform, and links pivoted between said ears

at their inner ends and being pivoted at their opposite

ends to said rods, substantially as described.

5. In a foot rest for radiators, a main support com-

prising a rod, clamp members slidably mounted on said

rod. means for forcing said clamp members longitudinally

of said rod. .i second support comprising a rod. < lamp

meml>ei-s slldal>ly iiiounte<l on said rml. means for forcing

said members longitudinally of said rod, a platform, and
links connecting said platform, substantially as described.

(Claims 1. 2. 4. and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231. lOS. M.\« lll.NE Fi»K l.Mili ATl.NG ANP RE-
COklHN<; ELAPSED TI.ME. L.\wkexci G. ZEsitAroH,

Mlniieai>oll.. .Minn. Filed Apr. 20, 1914, .Serial No.

S.33,109. »C1. 234—53.)

^,-*.j»-—i

2. A machine for indicating el«p>vd time comprising

elapsed time indl<atlng and recording mechanism, a pair

of time rollers having hour and minute Indications, re-

sp«Ttlvely. on the faces thereof, a clock for operating said
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oilers.rollers, fixed Indlcntors for indl<-nilnK present time on

said rollers, a manually controlled device for Indicating

any time on tiaid rollers, and means operated conjointly

with said manually controlled device to ct>ntrol the elaps«'il

time methanlsiB.

7. An elapsed time and price re<-ordlng machine com-
prisin;; sets of rollers for indicating and recordiuK elapscMl

time and correlated sets of rollers for indicating and re-

cording charges at ):iven rates for such ela|ised time, time

reicording rollers axially arranged in resin-i t to sjiid other

rollers, time Inclcatlng rollers, a « lock for liriving said

time recording and tlm^- Indicating rtdlers, manually con-

trolleil means for indicating any time on >aid time Indi-

cating rollers and for conjointly oixratiiig the elapsed

time rcdlers an«l the price recording rollers, a common
printing mechanism operating upon all of said rollers,

means admitting and guiding a card so that the time re-

c«trdiug rollers alone will print at one side of said card.

and means for admitting an<l guiding said card so that

aU of said recording rollers will print In alinement with

and at the other side of the time lndl>ation priuteil on
the card from the tlrst named position thereof.

9. A machin)- for Indicating elapseil time comprising
elnpse<l-time Indicating and printing mechanism nornmlly
at reNt, a clock controlled drum having time indications

on the face thereof, a correlated axlally mounted drum
having a pointer mounted thereon, and manually-opera-
tive means for conjointly a<ljustlng s;ild last named drum
to iirfug the pointer to a position for indicating any de-

slretl time an 1 to move the elapsed-time imilcatlng mech-
anism Into position to print the elapsed time from the
time indicated by the p<dnter to present time.

1 [Claims 1. :; to U. 8, and 10 not printed In the <;azette.)

1.231.100. AlTt)MATIC SYNCHRONIZER. .Iamks G.

ZiMMEicM.w, Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to -VllisChal-
mers Manufacturing <"ompany. .Milwaukee, Wis,, a Cor
poratlon of Delaware. Fibnl Nov. 2S. 1013. Serial No.
8t»4,106, (CI. 171—118.)

1. In a synchronizing apparatus for alternating current
clrcuUs. an electroniagnetl< device coitiprislntr a plurality

( f euergizing coils for producing flu.\es dependent upon
the phase and fre<|uency relathms of the currents In sepa-

rate circuits, an armature of the vibratory type responsive
to mairnetic Influx produce<l by said energizing colls, an
electrical circuit, a switch in said circuit, and means for

effecting circuit-controlling actuation of said switch only
upon the vibration of said armature at Its natural fre-

quency for a time snlticlent to insure that currents of sub
stantially ,the same fre«)uency and phase relation are flow

Ing in the circuits of sabl energizing coils, said means
comprising a circuit controlling device a<'tuated l>y said

armature on movement thereof to a predeterralnetl extent,

and means for preventing the c Ircuitcont rolling actuation

of said switch due to a single moiuentary circuit-control-

ling actuation of said circuit controlling device by said

armature.

239 O. G—67

3, Id a synchronizing apparatus, a core, a plurality of

energizing colls for siiid core, an armature of the vibrat-

ing reed type for cooperation with a polar portion of sa.ld

core, a contact mounted adjacent said armature, a contact

aMociated with said armature and eugageable with said

first contact on movement of said aruuiture to a predeter-

ndued extent, an electrical circuit completed on engage-

ment of said contacts, a second electrical circuit, an ele«-

tromagnetically actuated switch In said second circuit, the

actuating coll of .said .switch being in said tirst circuit, a
retarding device associated with said switch for permitting

circuit controlling actuation thereof only on such operation

of said armature as effects closure of said local circuit at

a predetermined rate for a predetermined lime.

(}. In an alternating current system of distribution, a
line circuit, a generator, an eiectromagnetically controlled

switch for conne<tlng said generator to said line circuit,

means for automatically effecting the operation of said

switch when the frequency and phase relation of said

generator and said line circuit are In agreement, said

means comprising a core, a plurality of energi/lng colls

for said core, means for connecting one of said colls to said

line circuit, means for connecting the oiher of said colla

to said generator, an armature of the vibrating ree<l type
cooperative with a polar portion of said core, an eiectro-

magnetically controlled switch for completing the circuit

of the operating coll of said first switch, a local circuit

including the operating ccdl of said second switch, and
normall.v open contacts, one of said contacts being asso-

ilated with said armature and engageable with the other
contact to cause the actuation of said second switch, re-

tarding means associated with said second switch for In-

suring the circuit controlling operation of said latter

switch only when the currents in said generator and said

line circuit are of the same fre<iuency and phase relation

and said armature vibrates at Its natuial frequency for

"a predetermined time.

[t'lalms 2. 4. and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,110. POWER- TRANSMITTING roNNEi'TION,
Ch\ui.k.s M. Aueucuombie. Ltridgeport. Conn., assignor

to The Singer Manufacturing <"ompanv. a «'orporation

of New .Jersey. Filed .luly 24, 191,-.. Serial No. 41.0,'i7.

(CI. 74—17.)

1. A power-transndttlng connection, having In combina-
tion an endwise movable rigid portion pr<)v1d«'<I at one end
with a resilient tubular element comprising helicoidal

windings of wire of contiguous convolutions, the co-

erti< lent of elasticity of said element in the direction of its

length >Mdng such that its resistance to strain is In excess

of the motive power requlre<l to actuate sjild connection.

2. A p<iwer transmitting connection, having In combina
tion a rigid portion provide«l at one end with a resilient

tubular element comprising hc-llcoidal windings of wire
of contiguous <-onvolutions. and means for actuating said
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connection In the direction of Its If-ngth. the coefficient of

elasticity of eal.l element in the direction of Its length

Iwlng such that Its resistance to strain Is In excess of the

motive power required to actuate said connection.

3. A power-transmitting connection, having In combi

nation a rigid portion provided at one end with a resilient

tubular element comprising hellcoldal windings of wire of

contiguous convolutions, and means acting on said tubular

element to give to said rigid portion oppositely directed

lengthwise movements, the coefficient of elasticity of

said element In the direction of its length being such that

its resistance to strain Is in excess of the motive power

requlre<l to actuate said connection.

4. A power transmitting connection, having in combina-

tion or rigid portion providetl at one end with a resilient

tubular element comprising hellcoldal windings of wire of

contiguous convolutions, and a crank arm acting on said

tubular element to give to said rigid portion oppositely

directed lengthwise movements, the co-efficient of elas-

ticity of said element In the dirctlon of its length being

su.h that its resistance to strain Is In excess of the motive

power required to actuate said connection.

1.231,111. SICKLE FOR MOWING MACHINES AND
THE LIKE. Joseph Chcrchill Altork, Maben. Miss.

Filwl Nov. 13. 1916. Serial No. 131,128. «Cl. 56—44.)

1. A sickle Including a bar. spaced lugs upstanding

therefrom and extending transversely thereof, each lug

having a recess In Its front end and having a chamfered

rear end. teeth having side recesses for the reception of

the lugs, the front ends of the recesses being Insertlble into

the reces.ses In the lugs, and means engaging the lugs for

holding the teeth upon the bar and between the lugs.

.5. A sickle including a bar. lugs upstanding therefrom,

teeth detachably mounted on the bar and lntorpose<l be-

tween the lugs, additional lugs upstanding from the bar

and extending through the teeth, a head slldable Into en

gagement with the lugs at one end of the bar and bearing

upon the teeth therebetween, said head and lugs having

Interfittlnp portions, a key Insertlble transversely Into the

remaining lugs to bind the teeth thereumler to the bar,

salil head having a recess for the reception of one end of

the key. said key constituting means for holding the head

against movement off of the lugs engaged thereby, and

means for fastening the key to the bar.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6. and 7 hot printed In the Gazette.]

2. The combination with an Incubator having an outer

fixed caalng, a movable casing within the same, and egg

turning means, of a body of fuel under head, a chamber

communicating therewith, a plurality of valves controlling

the passage of fuel to said chamber, a piston In said cham-

ber, a piston rod carried thereby, a connection between

said piston rod and the movable casing whereby the latter

will be raised when said chaml>er fills with fuel, means

operatlvely connected with the casing raising means for

effecting movement of the egg turning means, a valve con-

troUetl by said piston, a second chamber, a piston therein

for controlling the movement of one of the first named

valves, a third chamber, floats therein for controlling the

movement of one of the first named valves, pipes affording

communication l»etween said several .hambers. <ertain

of sai<l pipes b.'ing arrang«il to by pass certain of the

valves, and- a burner device In communication with and

receiving fuel from said third chamber, said burner con-

suming the fu»'l wht-rehy movement of the several parts U
automatically effected.

1

1.231,112. INCUBATOR. Aiithcr E. Allison, Coates-

vllle. Pa. Filed Aug. 12, 1913. Serial No. 784.349.

(CI. 119—39.)
1. In an incubator, the combination with an outer flx»>d

casing, a second casing vertically movable within the same,

an egg receiver, a rotatable frame mounted freely above

said receiver and forming egg turning means, and heating

means suitably mounted with respect to the casing, of

means for automatically raising and lowering the verti-

cally movable casing and rotating the egg turning frame,

said means including a main liquid fuel supply, an aux-

iliary liquid fuel supply in communication therewith and

serving to feed the burner, an lnterme<llate chamber receiv-

ing liquid fuel from said main liquid fuel supply which Is

subsequently passed to the au.\lllary fuel supply, a valve

controlling the flow of liquid to and from said intermediate

chanil>er, a piston In said lnterme<liate chamber which

Is raised by the delivery of fuel thereto, a connection

between said piston and the egg casing whereby the

latter may be raised, a connection between the egg cas-

ing operating means and the egg-turning frame whereby

the latter may be rotate<l in one direction, and means for

lowering the casing and effecting rotation of the egg turn-

ing frame in the opposite direction.

3. The combination with an incubator having an outer

fixed casing, a movable casing within the same, and egg

turning means, of a body of fuel un.ier head, an auxiliary

supply chamber communicating ther< with, a plurality of

valves controlling the passage of fuel from the main supply

to said chamber, a piston In said chaml^er, a piston rod

carried thereby, a connection between said piston rixl and

the movable casing whereby the latter will be raised when

said chamber fills with fuel, means operatlvely connected

with the casing raising means for simultaneously moving

the egg turning means, a valve controlled by said piston,

a se<ond chamber, a piston therein for controlling the

movement of one of the first named valves, a third .ham-

ber. fioats therein for controlling the movement of one of

the first-named valves, pipe's affording communication be-

tween said several chambers, certain of said pipes being

arrangeil to by-pass certain of the valves, and a fuel on
sunilng device in communication with and receiving fuel

from said third chamber.

4. The combination with an incubator having an outer

fixeil casing, a movable casing within the same, and egg

turning means, of a body of fuel under head, a temporary

receiving chamber in communliatlon therewith, valves con-

trolling the pas-sage of fuel to said receiving chaml»'r. a

piston in said chamber, a piston rod carried thereby, said

piston being raised by liquid pa»se<l to said chamber, a

connection between said piston rod and the movable casing

I

whereby the latter will be raised by the movement of the

piston, means operatlvely connected with the casing

raising means for simultaneously moving the egg turning

means, a valve controlled by said piston, a second chamber,

a piston therein for controlling the movement of one of the
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first name<l valves, a float chamber for controlling the
movement of one of the flr8t-name<i valves, pipes affording

communication l»etween said several chambers, certain of

said pipes being arranged to by pass certain of the valves,

and a burner devi<e in communication with and receiving

fuel from said float chamber.
5. In an incubator having a telescoping casing, the

combination of a burner device for supplying heat, a fuel

supply, a < bam ber intermediate the fuel supply and the
heating device, means controll<Ml by the consumption of

such fuel for intermittently filling such chamber from the

source of supply, means for supplying fuel from said cham-
ber to the heater, and means actuated upon the filling

and emptying of said chamber for telescoping the casing.

(Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2S1.113. REVOLVINO SANI> SCREEN. Fr.anklin E.

Abndt, Gallon, Ohio, assignor to The (iailon Iron Works
A Mfg. Co.. Gallon. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed

Itar. 2. 1917. Serial No. 152.125. tCl. 83—56.)

1. A saind screen comprising sections, each of which in-

cludes a plurality of bowed rods, angle bars formed in one
flange with openings in which the ends of said rods are
booked, the angle i)ars of one section abutting against the
angle tmrs of the adjoining sv<-tion, fastening devices ex-

tending through the abutting flanges of said bars to se-

cure the sections together, bands, said angle bars over-
lapping said bands, and fastening devices extending
through said bands and the overlapping ends of said bars.

2. A sand screen comprising sections, each of which in-

cludes a plurality of bowe«l ro<ls and angle bars formed
in one flanire with openings in which the ends of said rods
are engageil. the end bars of one section abutting against
the end bars of the other section, and fastening devices
extending through the abuttiu»: fiange.s of said end bars to

secure the sections together.

3. A sand screen, including' a plurality of bowed rods, a
plurality of spacing l>ars formed with openings through
which the ro<ls extend, bands at the ends of said spacing
bars, the latter having their ends coiled upon themselves
to form eyesj bolts passing through said eyes and the bands
and se<'urlng the bars to the bands, and end bars to which
the ends of said rods are secured.

4. A sand screen. Including a plurality of Iwweil rods, a
plurality of {^pacing twrs formed with openings through
which the rods extend, bands at the ends of said spacing
bars, the latter having their ends coiled upon themselves
to form eyes, iwlts extending through said eyes and the

bands and securing the bars to the bands, end bars to

which the ends of said rods are secureil, and bolts secur-

ing the ends of the end bars to said bands.

5. In .1 machine of the character described, the combi-

nation with a perforates! drum, of a sand screen surround-
ing said drum and spaced therefrom in concentric relation

thereto, said screen comprising two semlcylindrlcal sec-

tions, each of which comprises a plurality of bowed rods,

spacing tiars formed with openings through which the

rods extend, lunds. bolts passing through said bands, the

bars having their ends colled around said bolts, angle bars

formed with openings in which the ends of said rods are

hooked, said angle bars at their ends overlapping and
resting upon said bands, bolts extending through the

liands and the overlapping ends of the angle I>ers so as to

secure said bars to the bands, bolts securing the angle
bars of one section to the angle bars of the other section,

and means for holding the screen in spaced relation to the
drum. ^

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.114. SHORTENER FOR BAKING FOODS.
Frederick C. Atkinson, Indianapolis. Ind. Filed June
19. 1916. Serial No. 104,584. (CI. 99—10.)

Hydrogenated corn oil in the form of a powder.

1.231.115. DRAFTSMAN'S TRIANGLE AND PRO
TRACTOR. Charles W. B.\rnaby, New York. N. Y.
Filed June 11. 1912. Serial No. 702.1»66. (CI. 33—75.)

1. A plvotless adjustable angle device comprising a seg-

mental member, a second meml)er provided with a non-
encircling concave edge adapted to engage the convex edge
of said segmental member, a flat face of one of said mem-
bers being provided with a circular, depressed surface and
a «ir<-ular groove, and the other of said members being
provide<l with a recess radially located with respect to the

arc of Junction of the two members, and a guard member
adapted to sweep along the circular depression and pro-

vides! with an end flange to engage and traverse the cir-

cular groove In the one member, said guard being secured

in the radial recess in the other member, whereby the

segmental member and the second member are maintained
In close, adjustable relation with each other.

2. A plvotless angle device comprising a segmental
member, a second meml)er engaging with the convex sur-

face of the segmental member and a retaining guard sunk
flush with and secured In the face of one member and op-

erating In a circular depression of the other meml>er and
at the same time engaging with a groove in said other
member whereby the two members are maintained in ad-

justable engagement with each other.

3. A draftsman's combination triangle and bevel-pro-

tractor comprising a segmental member with a circular,

depressed, graduated surface In which is places! a circular

groove concentric with the convex edge of the member, a

graduated, concave edge"member adapted to operatlvely
engage the convex edge of the segment member and pro-
vided with a recess radially disposed in relation to the arc
of engagement of the two members, and a flanged end
guard member, the flanged end engaging the circular groove
In the segment member and the other end Itelng secured in

the radial recess In the concave edge member, whereby the
segment and concave members are maintained in close ad-
justable relation with each other.

4. A draftsman's adjustable triangle comprising a seg-

mental member with a depressed surface along its convex
eslge and with a circular groove in said depression con-
centric with the convex edge of the segment, a concave
member adapted to operatlvely engage the convex edge of

the segment member and provided with a recess radially

disposed in relation to the arc of engagement of the two
members, a guard member with a flanged end adapted to
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«D(;a^ the jtroove In the se^nipnt inemb««r while the other
end is Adapted to adjustaldy enga^t* the radial recess in

the cont-ave nieml»er, and a lockin)? nieans connecting the

guard memb«>r, operatlvely, with the concave member,
whereby the guard member may be adjusted In a radial

direction in the rei'esK in the concave member to tighten or

release the grip of the tlan{k;e on the end of the guard
member against the concave edge of the circular groove
In the segment member.

5. A draftsman's adjustable triangle comprising an an-
gle member with a concave edge opposite to the angle of

the member and a recess In one face and radial to said

concave edge, a segmental member with a depressed sur-

ftice along an arc of its convei edge and with a clrmlar
groove In said depression concentric with this convex edge
and with one end of the chord e<lge of the segment ex-

tended t)eyond the arc edge and made of such shape as to

come in contact with one end of the augle member when
the chord edge of the segment member Is at some certain

angle with respect to an edge of the angle member and to

complete the contour of the angle at that corner, and a

guard member having a flan>:e<l end and adjustably fitted

within the radial recess In the angle member and trav-

ersing the depressed surface of the segment member and
engaging, through its end flange, the circular slot in said
depressed surface.

(Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231.116. FOWL-CATCHKU. Edwahd Kcnder, West-
fleld. Wis. Filed Aug. 2. 191G. Serial No. 112,871.

(CI. 57—113.)

/^0»

The herein described fowl catcher comprising a handle
having a zrip at the outer end, said handle comprising a
pair of spaced longitudinal members and space<l cross

guides condecting said members together, an operating
roil sliilalily niountwl in the handle, lielween the menit)«r8

thereof and provided at one side with a crrlp arranged be-

tween two of said cross guides, a pair of arms pivotally

connected to the Inner ends of the handle members and
arrange<l for movement toward and frum each other, a
pair of substantially seml-spberical trap members on the
Inner sides of said arms and attacheil to the outer ends

thereof and adapted to close together, .-i coiled spring con-

necting .said arms together and a pair of Units pivotally
connecte«l to the inner end of the operating rod and re-

spectively pivotally connected to said arms.

1,2.31,117. AIR IIEATKK. Wili.i.»m N. Ubst, New York,
N. Y. Filed May 3, ll»15. Serial No. 25,412. (CI.

126—110.)
1. An air heater including a casing having front and

rear walls of refraitory material, a plurality of air con-

duits of refractory material disposed sul>stantlally hori-

zontally and exten<llng through said < asin:: fmm the front

to the rear wall and euirairing with and partly supported
l>y said walls, each of said conduits having a plurality

of Inwardly extending, heat radiating flanges integral
therewith, separate return trends tlisposed outside of said
casing and connecting said conduits In series, a liquid
fuel vaporlier delivering through said front wall and
lengthwise of said casing beneath said conduits, a eries
"f outlets arranged along the top of said casing above
said conduits, a gas collecting hood spaced from and dis-

posed above said outlets, and means for delivering air
through said conduits and return bends.
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2. An air heater inclu«ling a casing having side walla
and front apd rear walls of refractory material, an arched
top wall supported t>y said side walls and having a series

of gas outlets arranged along the upper portion thereof
and lengthwise of said <-asing. a plurality of conduits of
refractory material arranged la staggered relationship
leni:thwise of said casing and engaging with said front

and rear walls, return bends separate from .said conduits
outside of said casing and connecting said conduits to-

K<ther in series, a liquid fuel vaporizer for delivering
vaporizing liquid fuel lengthwise of said lasing l>eneath

said conduits and from sjiid front wall toward said rear
wall, separate air inlets to said casing l>eneath said
vaporizer, and means for delivering air throngh said
conduits and return l>ends.

3. .\n air heater Imluding a casing having <lde walls
and front and rear walls of refractory material, an arched
top wall supportfHl by said side walls and having a series

of gas outlets arrang*-*! along the upper portion thereof
and lengthwise of said rasing, a plurality of conduits
of refractory material arranged in stagi;«'r»Ml relation-
ship lengthwise of said casing and engaging with said front

and rear walls, return bends outside of said casing and
connecting said <ondiiits together In series, a liipild fuel

vaporizer for <lelivering vaporizing liquid fuel lengthwise
of said casing Ixneath said condidfs and from said front
wall toward said rear wall, separate air inlets to said cas-

ing beneath said vaporizer, means ^ for delivering air

through said conduits and return t>end9. means for aup-
portlng certain of said conduits from the bottom of said
<^lslng, and a series of refractory Idocks spaiftl apart
lengthwise of the casing and supporting the uppermost
conduit from the lower ones.

4. An air heater, including a casing, a plurality of air
conduits of refractory material dlspose<l sul>stantiall7

horizontally and extending through said casing from one
wall to the opposite wall and engaging with and partly
supported by said walls, separate return bends outside
of said f-aslng and connecting saiil conduits in series, a
liquid fuel vaporizer delivering through one of .said

walls and in the general ilirection of the length of said
conduits beneath the latter and means for delivering air
through said conduits and return bends in series.

1.231.118. KNOCKIK^WN <;ARMKNT STAND. An.na E.
BiBNHTOCK. Newark, N. J. File<l July 6. 1916. Serial
No. 107.759. (CI. 45—118.)
\ knockdown garment stand comprising a base, a post

extending upwardly therefrom, a top piece, a cruciform
reinforcing braie secured to the lower side of the top

I
• »

I

pief'e. sat<| brace having a (H-ntral so<4tet adapted to t)e

engage<l by the upper end of the post, a plurality of hooks

secured to the bra<-e. a rim extending around the top piece,

aBd a curtain depending from the rim.

1,281.119. CHURN. J.xMES 11. Howlin.;. Rnssellvllle,

Ky. Filed Aug. 4, 191.'.. Serial No. 43.560. (CI.

259—95 >

9f

'^<r

7^
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r\- V
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In a churn of the cla.ss described, the combination with

a revolubly supported da.sher shaft, of a tubular dasher

including two similar half tulmlar members each member

having at its upper end an apertured circular collar and

at the lower end a circular enil forming apertured

disk said shaft being held within the apertures of said

disks and .ollars, one upper collar being held below the

opposite collar while the lower disk of the other member

Is held alHJve the opposite disk whereby the ends of said

members are made to overlap, a set screw passing through

one of said members and into the collar of the opposite

meml>er for locking said meniln^rs to !>ald shaft, each of

nid tubular members having au outstanding plate at

its lower end from which extends an agitating rib, a vent

opening t>eing located below each plate and a bearing

to hold said shaft at its lower end.

1,231,120. ATTACHMENT FOR T SQUARES. Er.nest

J. BRAsseiu. Chicago, 111., as.slgnor to A. B. Dick Com

I

pany, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed

Nov. 4. 1015. Serial No. 59.53.".. (CI. 24—252.)

ft n ,t M -^ am^^.

I 1. A detachable stop, adapted to be slldably secure<l

across the idnde of a T s(|uare or rule, comprising a frame

hsving ^ide portions, and a horizontal portion at one end.

a lever pivot*^! at one of its ends iK-tween said side por-

tions, adjatent the end of said frame opposite to said hori-

zontal portion, the free end of said lever extending above

said horizontal portion, and a spring Ix-tween said horl-

Kontal portion and the free end of the lever, to "press the

latter upwardly, said lever having a transverse shoulder

on Its un<ler side, adjacent the pivot thereof, and said

fratne having a transverse shoulder on its underside, in

alinement with the shoulder on saiil lever when the latter

is in depressed position, said shoulders bojng adapte<l to

rlanip the opposite edges of the blade, substantially SH

set forth.

2. A detachable stop, adapted to be slidaldy wcured

across the blade of a T square or rule, comprising a frame

having side portions, a lever pivoted at one of its ends be-

tween sai<l side portions, adjacent one end of the frame,

and spring means mounted to press the free end of said

lever upwardly, between said side portions, said lever

having a transverse shoulder on Its under side, adjacent

the pivot thereof, and said frame having a transverse

slioulder on its under side under saltl lever. In alinement

with the shouliler on said lever when the latter is In de-

pressed position, said shoulders being adapte<l to clamp

the opposite edges of the l)lade when said lever Is de-

pressed, substantially as set forth.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.121. MEANS FOR EXCAVATING
PORTING MATERIAL IN (JRADING.

Bki.nto.n. Washington, Iowa. Filed Oct.

rial No. 125.206. (CI. 37—24.)

AND TRANS-
WiLLiAM F.

12, 1916. Se-

i >»

1. Means for excavating and transporting material 1b

grading, comprising an endless series of buckets or scoops,

and plows movable alongside of the series of buckets or

scoops In position to direct excavated dirt thereinto, and
means for driving the series of buckets or scoops In one
direction and the plows in the opposite direction, the
plows being arranged on opposite sides of the series of

buckets or scoops.

2. Means for excavating and transporting material in

grading, comprising an endless serie8 of buckets or scoops,

and plows movable alongside of the series of buckets or

scoops in position to direct excavated dirt thereinto, and
means for driving the series of buckets or scoops in one

direction and the plows in the opposite direction, the

plows being arranged on opposite sides of the series of

buckets or scoops, and the driving means for the plows

having means for couplln;; up either series of pipws to

the exclusion of the other series of plows.

3. Means for ex<ravatlng and transporting material in

grading. comprlsiuK an endless series of l»ucket8 or scoops,

power means at each end of the series for causing the

series of scoops to move progressively in the direction of

the length of the series, and a series of plows adjacent

to the series of scoops and provided with tlriving connec-

tions for propelling the plows ojjpositely to the direction

of movement of the l>uckets or scoops.

4. Means for excavating and transporting material in

grading, comprising Jin endless series of buckets or scoops

I

of a length to extend from au elevated area over n de-

1 pressed area, means for propelling the series of scoops.

;
sjid a series of plows arrang«»<l at one side of the series

i of s'tKips in position to direct material into said scoops
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and of a length to override the elevated portion and stop
ping short of the depressed portion of the area to be
graded.

5. Means for excavating and transporting material in
grading, comprising an endless series of buckets or scoops
of a length to extend from an elevate<l area over a de-

pressed area, means for propelling tbe series of scoops,
and a series of plows arranged at one side of the series of
scoops and of a length to override the elevated portion and
stopping short of the depressed portion of the area to be
graded, the grading means including power means with
connections to the series of bucltets and plows to propel
the series of buckets In one direction and the series of
plows in the opposite direction.

IClalms 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.122. RAILWAY CAR. EDMUND C. Britt, Seattle.
Wash. Filed Dec. 15. 1916. Serial No. 187,211. <a.
IOC—173.)

1. A locking device for railway car stakes comprising
a hook shaped member secured to the stake, a rocking
roller journaled on the car and having a notch in its
peripheral surface adapted to engage the extremity of the
hook member and hold the stake in upright position, means
operable from the opposite side of the car to rock said
roller for engaging and disengaging the h(K>k member, and
means for locking said operable means to prevent move-
ment of the roller when the latter is engaged by tbe
hook-shaped member.

6. In a device of the class described, a railroad car
stake, a locking means for maintaining the same in verti-
cal position agninst pressure on its inner side, said lock-
ing means comprising an inwardly projecting hook with a
downwardly projecting point, a roller having a longitudi-
nal groove in one side thereof, the bearing surface of
which groove to co act with the point of the hook being
above and without the axis of rotation of the roller, and
means on the opposite side of the car for turning said
roller.

7. In a device of the class described, a log bunk, a
bracket on each side of a car to receive the ends of the
bunk, .said bracket comprising a vertical plate and a hori-
zontal plate to bear on the outer shie and the floor of a
car. a pair of spaced pockets for the end of the bunk, and
a shelf adapted to support the lower end of the stake.

[Claims 2 to 5 n<it printed In the Gazette.]

1.231,123. PRODUCTION OF CHLORIN.\TED HYDRO
CARBONS. Bexj.\.\iix T. Brooks and Kii.lo.v F.
Smith. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignors to Gulf ReflnIng Com-
pany. Pittsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Texas. Filed
Dec. 10, 1915. Serial No. 66,068. (CI. 23—24. t

1. The method of producing dichlorlnated ethylene hy-
drocarhons from oil gas. whl<'b comprises sut'J»'f tinit the
oil gas to a preliminary rectification and thereby separat-
ing the ethylene and propylene from th.' hydrogen and
saturated and higher unsaturated hydr<icart«ons. and sub-
jecting the resulting mixture of .-thyN-ne and propylene to
tbe action of <-hlorin In the pn-st-nce of a co solvent of Iwth

tbe cblorin and the hydrocarttons. whereby a mixture of
dichlorlnated ethylene and propylene is obtained Id a
smooth and easily regulated manner.

'!^ c^..

2. The method of chlorinating ethylene hydrocarbons,
which comprises Introducing the same and chlorin sepa
rately Into a body of a ro-solvent of both the chlorin and
the ethylene hydro<arbons. whereby the chlorlnation la
effected In a smooth and easily regulate<l manner.

3. The method of prfnluclng a mixture of dicblorinated
ethylt-nn hydrotarbons. which comprises passing a mix-
ture of ethylene hydrocarl>ons and chlorin separately Into
a CO solvent of the < hlorin and of the hydrocarbons and
thereby effecting the chlorlnation of the dissolved mate
rials in a smooth and easily regulate<l manned.

4. Tbe method of producing from oil gas a mixture of
dichlorlnated ethylene hydrocarbons consisting princi-
pally of ethylene and propylene dicblorids. which com-
prises subjecting the oil gas to a preliminary fractional
liquefaction and rectification an<l thereby separating tbe
ethylene and propylene from the hydrogen and methane
and from the higher unsaturated hydrocarbons, whereby
a mixture of ethylene and propylene is pro<luced rela-
tively free from hyilropen and other hydrocarbons, and
subjecting the resulting gaseous mixture to the action of
chlorin by passing the gases and the chlorin separately
into a CO solvent of both the chlorin and the hydrocarbons,
which co-solvent contains dichlorlnated ethylene hydro-
cartHins resulting from the reaction, whereby a mixture of
dichlorlnated ethylene hydrocarbons consisting prind
pally of dichlorlnated ethylene and propylene Is obtained
In a smooth and easily regulated manner.

5. The metho4l of chlorinating ethylene hydrocarbons,
which comprises Introducing the same and chlorin sepa-
rately into a body of a co-solvent of both the chlorin and
of the ethylene hydrocarbons, which co-solvent is made op
of the dicblorinated ethylene hydrocart>on8 resulting from
the reaction, whereby the chlorlnation is effected in a
smooth and easily regulate*] manner.

fClalm 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.124. i'KIMl.NG DEVICt: FOR INTERNALCOM-
BUSTION ENGINES. W.4I.ter Rrowx. Racine. Wis..
assignor to Webster Electric Company. Racine. Wis., a
Corporation of West Virginia. Filed Mar. ^. 1916.
Serial No. 82.805. (CI. 123—180.)

1. A primer for Internal <onil'u«tion engines comprising
a make and break contact support provlde<l with a well to
receive the priming agent, a plug extending vertically
through the center of the well and secured to the sup-
port, said plug being provided with a bore exfemllng be-
tween the lower end of the plug and the lower end of the
well, a plunger valve memt>er extending longltu<linally
through the plug for dosing the lower end of tbe bore, a
finger ple<e carried at tbe upper end of the mebiber, aod
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a spring interposed between tbe finger piece and plug to

normally bold tbe valve In closi-d position, tbe lower end

of the bore communicating with the combustion chamber

of tbe engine whereby the priming agent is caused to

empty into the combustion chamber when the valve mem-
ber is depressed.

chamber in said casing, a case therefor adapted to lock

said slide Itar when said brake mechanism is moved to said

setting posltkm. an electric circuit adapted to be closed to

energize said solenoid to release said slide bar, and means

for separately breaking said circuit.

4. In a locking device of the character described the

combination of a rod for a vehicle, a pair of forked plates

engaging said rod, a slidable notched l)ar carrying said

plates, means to normally lock the bar in a predeter-

mined position and means to unlock the said bar.

2. A primer for Internal combustion engines comprising

a plug having a bore extending vertically therethrough

and having its lower end externally threaded to thread

Into an Internally threaded part carried by tbe engine,

the internally threaded part having communication with

tbe combustion chamber of the engine, a plunger valve

member extending vertically through the bore and having

an enlargt-d lower end to seal the bore when said end is

held In engagement with the plug, the upper end of said

plunger valve extending beyond the plug and being there

provided with means for normally holding the valve mem-

ber In closed position, whereby a priming agent may be

fed through the bore to tbe combustion cbaml)er of the

engine when the plunger valve member is moved down

wardly to provide < ommunlcatlon between tbe bore and

tbe combustion chamber.

1.231.125. LOCK FOR AUT« .MOBILES. Clarince NOBL

Cahi-8.\c. Jersey City. N. .1.. assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Duplex Lock Company. Inc., New York.

N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Filed Jan. 27. 1916.

Serial No. 74.G84. (CI. 70—{O.)

J.
t ^ ^ " *t ri^

1. The combluatltn with an automobile brake, and ap-

plying means therefor, of a slide bar adapted to l)e moved

by -aid brake mechanism in Its movement to setting and

unsettlng position, a solenoid, a core therefor adapted to

encase and lock said l»ar and said brake mechanism when

the latter reaches the set position, a normally open cir-

cuit adapted to be closed to energize said solenoid, and

means for separately breaking said < IrcuU.

2. The combination with an automobile brake, and ap-

plying means therefor, of a slide bar adapted to t)e moved

by said brake mechanism In Its movement to setting and

unsettlng iwisltlon. a casing carried by the automobile In

-which said slblf bar moves, a solenoid mounted in a

i'losed chamber in said casing, a core tberefor adapted to

loik said slide bar when said l«rake mechanism is moved

to said setting position, and an electric circuit adapted to

l>e clo8e<l to energize said solenoid to release said slide

bar.

3. The combination with an automotdle brake, and ap-

plying means therefor, of a slide bar adapted to be moved

by said brake mechanism In Its movement to setting and

unsettlng position, a casing carried by the automobile in

which said -llde bar moves, a solenoid mounted in a closed

1.231,126. GENER.\TOR FOR INTERMITTENT ELEC-
TRIC CURRE.NTS. Jonas Carter. Waukegan. 111., as-

signor to Carter-Long Magneto Company, Waukegan,

111., a Corporation of Illinois. Filed Mar. 1, 1916. Se-

rial No. 81.430. (CI. 123—149.)

i~ Ja

-B C

1. A generator for Intermittent electric currents, com-

prising a permanent magnet having a duplex core piece

attached to one pole thereof, wire colls on one member of

said core, an armature adapted to rotate between the op-

posite pole of the magnet and the two memb^s of the

core, and means for rotating the armature, the axis of

rotation of said armature being parallel to the axes of

said core pieces.

2. A generator for Intermittent electric currents, com-

prising a permanent magnet having a duplex core piece

attached to one pole thereof, primary and secondary colls

on one member of the core piece, primary colls on tbe

other member of the core piece, an armature adapted to

rotate between the opposite pole of the magnet and the

two members of the core, and means for rotating the ar-

mature. —
3. .\ generator for electric currents, comprising a per-

manent magnet, a casing for said magnet, a core piece

mounted en one pole of the magnet, a shaft carrying an

armature adapted to rotate between the opposite pole of

the magnet and the core piece, a dlstrlliuter within the

casing, and means carried by the shaft for actuating said

distributer.

4. A generator for electric currents, comprising a field

magnet, a casing for said magnet, a core carried by one

pole of the field magnet, a shaft having an armature

adapted to rotate between the opposite pole of the mag

net and the core piece, a distributer within the casing,

means for actuating the distributer, a circuit breaking

device, and means carried by the shaft for actuating said

device.

[Claims 5 to 12 not printed in tbe Gazette]

1.231.127. PEN-EXTRACTOR. Emmit Earl Carns. Sa-

lem. Ohio. Filed Feb. 26. 1917. Serial No. 161.042.

(CI. 120—97.)

1. A pen point extractor comprising an elongated tu-

bular member having an end open, tbe open end portion
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of tL.- Ijorf of Kuid memhpr Iwlng redui'^'d, an<l a rlamplnis'
member morably arrangetl within the tubular mf-mber
and adapted to coact with the n-duced portion of the
bore of thf tubular member to effect a clamping action,
the reiluced portion of tUe bore of the tubular member
being substantially rectangular in cross section aald re-
duced portion serving to limit the movement of the mov-
able clamping niemt)er toward the open end of the tubular
meml>erB.

L*. A p.-n point extractor comprising an elongnt.^l tu-
bular member having it> oj)po>ite ends open, the opposite
end portlonH of the bore of the tubular member being re-
du<e«l. a riKl dlspose<l through the tubular member and
of a length greater than the length of the tubular mem
ber, the opposite end portions of the roil IkIur tapereil
and adapte«l to coact with the re«luce«l portions of the
bore of the tubular member.

1.231.128.- rilEMK AL FKKDI.M; DEVICE FOR W \-

TER-«OFTKXKRS. Chapix Auheis Cartwhioht.
Chl.ago. 111. Flle<l Mar. 13. 1915. Serial No 14 19'>

(CI. 210—1.)

1. The combination with a receiver, of a tank, means
for supplying water to the receiver, a conduit leading
from the tank tu the receiver, and means for forcing air
into the tiink to Induce flow of fluid from the tank through
the cooduit into the receiver.

2. The combination with a recelrer, of a chemical con-
tainer, a conduit lending to the receiver, a motor Inter-
posed in said cotjduit, a pump operable by the motor, a
chemical supply conduit leading from the container to the
receiver, and a conduit leading from the pump to the
container and having an Injector relation with the chemi-
cal supply conduit.

3. The combination with a receiver, of a chemical con
tainer, a conduit leading from the container to the re-
ceiver, a fluid supply conduit leading to the receiver, a
motor interposed in said conduit, and an air pump oper-
able by the motor and adapted to deliver air to the con-
tainer.

4. The combination with a re< elver, of a chemical con
tainer, a cou'lult leading from the container to the re-
ceiver, a fluid supply conduit leading to the receiver, a
motor Interposed in said fluid supply conduit and oper-
able by fluid passing through said conduit, an iilr pump
operable by tli.' motor iind adapted to deliver air to the
container. :>nd a water supply pump operable by the mo-
tor and having injector relation with the chemical supply
condtiit.

5. The ctMiiMnntb n with a reo-jver. of a chenili-al con-
tainer, a chemical xnpply conduit leading from the con-
tainer to ihp receiver, a water xupplr conduit leading to

the r»«<eiver. a motor served from said conduit, an air
pump operabl. by the motor and having connection with
the container, and a water pump operable from th- motor
and having connection with the container.

(Claims *i to 9 not prlnt.-il in the (iazette.]

1,231,129. CHAIR. (Jkok.je F. Curr. .Tr.. Sacramento,
Cal. Filed Aug. 5. lyio. Serial No. 113,307. (CI.
155—13.)

A folding <halr comprising upright su|.p..rts. ea.h Mup-
port comprising two memb.rs space,l apart, tiller blocks
Interposetl in the intervening space between each pair of
upright meml»er8, a .seat and chair arms hinge<l to the
BupportH in Hpace«l relation and linker] t«.gether. and
projecting portions on the arms arninu'<Hl to engage the
filler blocks when the seat and arms ar." move<l to hori-
zontal position whereby the flllpr blocks will a<t aw stops
and braces for such seat and arms.

1,231. L-^o. RrCKT.E. Eti.vEST S. Colbt. Portland. Oreg.
File«l Feb. 29. 1912. Serial No. efiOJiia. (CI. 24—170.)

1. .\ buckle comprising a ^he.-r nteial bo«ly consisting of
a frame having n central op.-ulng from on.- sId.- of which
a Up is bent outward and parallel with the body, a
space b«dng provided between the lip and the bo<ly which
opens outwardly, an extendwl smooth strap bearing b.Ing
thus provld.Hl at .said side of the opening, sabl lip and the
contiguous portion of the buckle bmly forming means for
clamping the end of the strap, the buckle having side
flanges which are a.lapted to overlie the edges of the
portion of the strap engaged by aaid Up, and a clamping
tongue, or dog to which the other end of the strap Is
adapted to be atUched having a movable connection with
saiil tlanges. '

2. A buckle comprising a sheet metal bwly consisting
of a frame having a central opening from one side of
which a lip is bent outward and parallel with the lK>dy,
an extended smooth strap bearing being thus provlde<l at
sjiid side of the opening, said lip and the contiguous
portion of the buckle body formlnc means for clamping
the end of a strap, the buckle having side ribs which are
adapted to overlie the edges of the portion .of the strap
engaged by Mid lip. said «lde ribs havine at the opposite
end of the body laterally projecting lugs, and a < lamp
Ing tongue, or dog. to whi. h the other end of the strap
is adapted to be attached, and having a loose engagi'-
ment with said lugs ami adapt»>.l to impinge upon the
stmp where It pa^nefi tbrouKh the bole In the bo,ly and
h<dd It against the bearlni: form.-*! by the outwardly
fnkleil lip.
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1,231.131. WRENCH. Rmpeut .1. Colson, St. Louis, Mo.

Flle<l Apr. Ih. 191'.. Serial No. yi.98«i, (CL
81—180D.)

1. In a pipe wrench, tln' <ombinatloi) with a stntbmary

and a movable Jaw, the t»ald stationary Jaw belnj; pro-

vidi-il with a shank having .serrations formed on one edge.

and a movable Jaw being slldably movable upon said

shank, of auxiliary Jaws carrl^Ml by said stationary and

movable Jaws, sabl auxiliary Jaws being plvotally mounted

upon the statittuary and movable Jaws, each of said aux-

iliary Jaws being adapted to swing toward the other an<l

provldtnl with te.tb and a spring element carried by the

movable ,ind the stationary Jaw and relllently engaging

the said auxiliary Jaws for normally holding said aux-

iliary Jaws at an angle and for giving them a tendency

to engage each other.

.%. In a pipe wren< b. tl.e combination with a pair of

main Jaws, one stationary anrl the other movable, the

side face of the said jaws being provided with depres-

sions, the proximate edges of the said main Jaws being

substantially flat at right angles to the shank of the

aid stationary Jaw, auxiliary Jaws provided with ears

disposed within the said depressions, the main Jaws

carrying pivot pins for receiving the aald ears, the grip

ping iMirtlons of the said auxiliary Jaws being substan-

tially U shaped, the said ears projecting from the legs of

the U-shapj-d portions, and a flat spring carried by each

of th" s;ild proximiite edg<- of the snld main Jaws and
having Its free end eugag*'d with the connecting portion

of the said U shaped portions whereby the said auxiliary

jaws will normally be held at an angle to the proximate

cdgeji of the main jaws and In parallelism with each

other.

IClaitus 2 to 4 not printed Id the Gazette.]

1,231.1.^2. MACHINE FOR MAKING CIGARS. Allen

J. COI.WEI.L. ProvldeU'

e

Cigar Machine Company
of Delaware. Filed De<

.

(CI. 131—39.)

R. I., assignor to ColwelJ

Incorporated, a Cori)oratlon

8, 1910. Serial No. 135,787.

1. In n machine of the t.vpe set forth, the combination

with a run. of a fei>d <-arrlage on the run. a shearing

plunger upon the run adajted to advance tobacco strips

to the carriage, and means intermediate the plunger and
carriage for yieldingly engaging the strips.

«. In a machine of the typ.' set forth, the omblnation

with a run. of a re<lprocatlng shearing pluncer mounted

on the run adapte<i to .id vatic- tobacco strips along the

run. means for re<lpro«ating the plunger, plates upon the

side of the run. arms lairie.l by the plates, and a de-

pending plate yli-ldingly mount»^ In the arms in front

of the plunger extending to the run in the path of the

strips.

9. In a machine of the t.vpe set forth, the combination

with a run. of an abutment on the run provided with an

opening, blades upon the abutment at the margin of the

opening, a reciprocating plunger slldably mounte<l on the

run movable through the opening, means for reciprocating

the plunger, a housing plate on the run extending al>ove

the opening comprising horizontal rods, arms extending

alMJve the housing plate, means up(»n the run for sup-

porting the arms, and a .swinging plate pivotally mounted

In the arms proviU^-d with marginal cavities to i^ceire

the rod's.

11. In a machine of the type set forth, the combination

with a frame and run. of horizontally reciprocating con-

tact plates on the frame t>eside the. run, means for

actuating the plates, said plates being provld*^! with

horizontal slots, carrier plates on the frame beside the

run provided with horizontal guideways. a carrier frame

above the run slldably mountJtl In the guideways. a slide

yieldingly mounted In the carrier frame, and expansion

ro<ls on the carrier frame extending Into the slots.

14. In a machine of the type set forth, the combina-

tion with a run. of reclpro<atlng contact plates mounted

tipon the sides of the run. means for reciprocating the

plates, carrier plates up >n the sides of the run. a car-

rier frame slldably mounte<l In the carrier plates, a slide

yieldingly mounted in the frame, expansion rods slldably

mounted on the frame movalile lntr> and out of the jmths

of the contact plates, resilient means for moving the

rods In one direction, an 1 cams for moving the rods in

the oppo.slte direction.

[Claims 2 to 5. 7, 8. l»t. 12, 13. and 1.'. to 19 not

printed in the Gazette.]

1.231,1.33. FKi:i>IN(; MECHANISM FOR SEWINO-
MACHI.NES. Hekbert Corkall. Tarkvbw, Helens-

l>nrgh, S<otland, assignor to The Singer Manufacturing

<'ompany. a Corporation of New .lersey. Filed Oct. 20,

1914. Serial No. S67.599. (CI. 112—8.)

1. In feeding mechanism for sewing machines, the

combination with a primary feed dog and supporting

means therefor Including a reclprocatory bar, Ot a sec-

ondary feed dog plvotally mounted upon the reclprocatory

bar and means for Instantly raising or lowering said sec-

ondary feed dog including an adjusting lever and a pln-

and slot connection between said lever and said secondary

fei'd dog.

J. In feeding mechanism for s»>wlng machines, the

combination with a primary feed-dog and supporting

means therefor including a reclprocatory twir. of a feed-

ro<-ker carrying a supporting pin ufion which the said

bar is mounted, a secondary feed <log. and an auxiliary

bar therefor ful< ruined upon the reclproi-atory bar and

formed with a slot, an adjuating level fulcramed upon
the rocker pin adjacent the reclprocatory bar and carry-

ing a pin entering the slot In the auxiliary bar and alao

provld^-d Vlth an oper.ntlng handle projecting rearwardly

of the rocker to be directly manipulated by the operator
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for InstantaDeotisIy raising or lowering the auxtliarj t^^d-

dog.

li. In feeding mechanism for sewing machines, the com-
tiinatioD with a primary feed-dog and supporting means
therefor Including a redprocatory har. of a secondary

feed-bar pivotally supported upon the reclprocatory bar, a
secondary feed-dog carried thereby, and an adjusting lever

directly and sUdably connected with the secondary feed-

bar for effecting instantaneous elevation or depression of

the 'secondary feed-dog relative to the primary feed-dog.

1,231,134. FILING CABINET. Joseph Clutord Dasdo,
Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to The Dando Printing and
Publishing Company, a Corporation of Pennsylvania.

Filed July 11. 1912. Serial No. 708,783. (CI. 4&—2.)

Cjer

The hereindescrlhed filing cabinet, comprising a J)ody
with a drawer-receiving portion rectangular in front ele-

vation, a vertical tier of drawers providing an upper wide
drawer and successive drawers of progressively decreas-
ing width In a downward direction, the walls of said
drawers at one corresponding side of them being In ver-
tical allnement at one upright end of the cabinet, narrow
drawers between said successive drawers of the series and
the opposite upright end of the cabinet, a lower wide
drawer extending from said opposite upright end of the
cabinet beneath the stepped ends of the drawers of pro-
gressively decreasing width, and a lower narrow drawer
In the same series with said lower wide drawer, the com-
bined lengths of the drawers in each horizontal series
being substantially the same, substantially as and for the
purposes set forth.

1.231.1.^5. BOLT-LOCK. HrGH I»impsev. .'Spokane.

Wash. Filed May 22. lOir,. Serial No. 99.017. {€].

1ft—64.)

\^

/'A'

A bolt-lock comprising a t>olt adapted to be slldably
mounted on a gate portion, a staple on said bolt, a latch
having notches cut therein and pivoted at one end to said
bolt and having a handle at Its free end with a slotted
portion extending over said bolt so that the staple on the
bolt will engage the slot, and two lug portions adapted to
be secured to said gate portion In spaced relation to

each other, so that one of the notches In said lat<h will

engage one of said lugs and that the other of'said lugs

will serve aa a stop for the backward movement of the

bolt by engraglDg the latch on said bolt In abutting re-

lation.

1.231,136. MECHANICAL MOVEMENT. .\LPIKT H. De
Voi, Westfleld, N. J., assignor to The Singer Manufac-
turing Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed
Oct. 26. 1915. Serial No. 57.919. (CI. 74—14.)

1. In a mechanical movement. In combination, a ro-

tary driving shaft, a driven shaft arranged substantially
at right angles to said driving shaft and provided with a
crank member inclined to Its axis, and means for opera-

tlvely connecting said driving shaft with said crank mem-
ber for transmitting to said driven shaft oscillatory move-
ments.

2. In a mechanical movement. In combination, a rotary
driving shaft, a driven shaft arranged substantially at
right angles to said driving shaft and provided with a

crank member Inclined to Its axis, and means for op-

eratlvely connecting said driving shaft with said crank
member. Including a power transmitting connection whose
axis Is Inclined to the axis of said driving shaft, for

transmitting to said driven shaft oscillatory movements.
r>. In a mechanical movement, in comt>ination, a ro-

tary driving shaft, a driven shaft arranged substantially

at right angles to said driving shaft and provided with a
crank member Inclined to Its axis, and means for opern-

tlvely connecting .said driving shaft with said crank mem-
ber. Including a power transmitting connection whose
axis Is inclined to and Intersects the axis of said rotary

shaft, for transmitting to said driven shaft oscillatory

movements.
4. In a mechanical movement, in combination, a ro-

tary driving shaft provided with a shaft crank, a driven
shaft arranged substantially at right angles to said driv-

ing shaft and provided with a crank member Inclined to

Its axis, and connections between said crank member and
said crank shaft for transmitting oscillatory movements
to said driven shaft.

5. In a mechanical movement. In combination, a ro-

tary driving shaft provided with a shaft crank, a driven

shaft arranged substantially at right angles to said driv-

ing shaft and provided with a crank member Inclined to

Its axis and surrounded by a bearing sleeve, and a con-

nection between said shaft crank and bearing sleev"- for

transmitting oscillatory movements to said driven shaft.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.137. REVERSE«;EAR valve. Cibtis L. Dick-
RT. Macon. Ga.. assignor of one-fourth to Frederick F.

(ialnes. Savannah, Ga.. and one-fourth to William H.
Fetner an<l one-fourth to Robert L. Doollttle, Macon, (ia.

Fileil Jan. 2. 1917. Serial No. 140.217. (CI. 121—98.)

2. A reverse gear valve comprising a cylindrical casing
having a fluid pres>.ure inlet and having at one end a pair
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of distributing ports and an exhaust port, a valve disk In

the casing contacting wllh said end thereof and having an

arrangement of ports cooperating with the others and In-

cluding a pair of ports op«-nlng throuKh the Inner face of

said disk for communication with the interior of the cas-

ing, a disk segment contacting with said face of the disk

with its ends slightly overlapping said pair of ports to

control communication with the casing, the periphery of

said segment sliding on the casing wall and the Inner edge

Ing a pronounced nap thereupon, for frlctlonal purpoaea,

glued to the strips and foundation forming a wearing cov-

ering for same.

1,231,139. BOX-PLAITER. Mahlarkt D. Dickman. Du-

luth, Minn. Original application filed May 23, 1916,

Serial No. 99.282. Divided and this application filed

Jan. 25. 1917. Serial No. 144.389. (CI. 223—40.)

thereof having a curved seat concentric with said periph-

ery, and a pair of shafts extending Into the oppose<l ends

of the casing, one of said shafts carrying the disk and the

other being separate from but operatlvely c«inn<K-ted with

said segment, the Inner end of one of said shafts being

received ro.kalily In said curved seat of the segment to

hold the latter In sliding contact with the casing wall.

(Claim 1 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231.138. PLAITING DEVICE. Maboarkt Darwin DiCK-

MAN. Duluth. Minn. Filed May 23, 1916. Serial No.

99,282. (CI. 223—40.)

1. A plaiting device of the character described, com-

prising a flexible fabric foundation, a series of overlapping

strips flxe<l to one surfa< e thereof and of a length, less

than that of the foundation, a fabric glued to the strips

and to the foundation lnterme«liate the strips and extend-

ing beyond the ends thereof, said extending portions at the

ends of the strips being stltche<l to the foundation «ub-

stantlallv as and for the purpose described.

2. A plaiting device of the character describe*!, com-

prfslng a flexible fabric foundation, a series of overlapping

strips fixwl to one surface there«.f, their flxe«l edges being

Bpa.etl apart and a fal)rlc glued to the strips and to the

foundation Intermediate the strips, substantially as and

for the purpose described.

3. The combination with a plaiting device of the char-

acter des.ri!'*-*!. comprising a flexible foundation, a plu-

rality of narrow flexible strips securely fastened to the

foundation and overlapping each other, of a fabric having

a pronounced nap thereupon for f rl< tlonal purposes, glued

to the strips and foundation forming a wearing covering

for same.

4. The combination with a plaiting device of the char-

acter described, comprising a flexible foundation, a plu-

rality of narrow flexible strips fastened to the foundation

and spaced apart in such a manner as to expose a portion

of the foundation intermeillate the strips, of a fabric hav-

rrr?frrT7?c( ccc'ct uc( rcc i

1. A plaiting device of the character described, com-

prising a foundation composed of a flexible faltrlc and a

plurality of flexible strips fastened longitudinally of their

centers to the foundation and having their adjacent free

eilges spaced apart as and for the purpose descrU>ed.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the Gazette]

1.231,140. TELEGRAPH SYSTEM. AMOS F. DlXON.

Newark. N. J., assignor, by /uesne assignments, to West-

ern Electric Company. Incorporated, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Apr. 15. 1915. Serial No. 21,596.

(CI. 178—52.)

• In a telegraph system, the combination of a current

dis'tributer having receiving segments divided Into groups,

signal segments associated with each of said groups, means

controlled by line Impulses for suppl.iflttPstuj^nt to said

segments, and a plurality of signals, one associated with

the signal segments of each group and operable by the cur-

rent thus supplied thereto.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed iu the Gazette.]

1 231 141 FABRIC FOR PRINTERS BLANKETS AND

OTHER PURPOSES. Fba.nk T:. Ellis, Revere. Mass.

Filed Mar. 21. 1917. Serial No. : 56,290. (01. 154—46.)

a
a

1. A printer's blanket, comprising a body, a face ply of

textile fabric, a film of water proof and oil-proof cement

between said body and ply uniting the two together, and

a smooth non-porous Ink-repellent coating constructed aa

a film deposited on the outer side of said face ply.
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2. A blanket for printing presucs. comprlfdng body and
fact- layers, the former Iwioe of relatively ezpenalTe
material and the latter <>t relatively Inexptnsive material,
a film of adhesive material whi<h Ih Impervious to oil

lylnK between said layers and counettlnj; them toKether.
and a non-ofTsettinK film i>r roating adherently attached
to the outer side of said face layer.

3. A printer's blanket comprising a body portion, a
textile fabrlr necnred l»y adhesive to one face of said body
portion, and a film lonsistinp essentially <>f nitrocellulose
with a siiiHclent qiiuutlty of" an euiulUent combined with
It to render It flexible and nonbrlttle. united by deposition
on the outer surfac of s.iid textile fabri' .

1,231,142. I'ACKIXG FOR I'EI.NTING PRESSES*. Frank
E. Ellis. Revere. MIls^. Filed Mar. 22. 1917. Serial
No. 156.584. (CI. 154—54.5.)

1. The combination with the Impression member of a
printing press, of a rubber blanket having a face layer
doubled thereto secured to the cylinder next to the surface
thereof, and a felt blanket secured to the cylinder so as
to overlie the face layer of said rubber blanket, said felt

blanket having a face layer doubled thereto and provided
on Its outer side with a non offsetting coating.

2. A packing for the Impression member of a printing
press, comprising a nibl>er blanket and a felt blanket,
each of said blankets having a face layer of fabric secure<l
to the body portion of said blankets by an adhesive which
is oil-proof and water proof, and said face layers each
having an outer coating of material which is repellent to
ink and Is non-ab8ort>t;nt and smooth.

3. A packing for the Impression member of a printing
press, comprising a rnhber blanket body ln< ludlng textile
fabric dlsp«»s»'<l on one snrface thereof and a face layer of
fabric doubled with oil proof adhesive to the fabric side
of said rubber blanket body and having an outer coating
of nltro celhiloso. and a felt blanket body having a face
layer doubled thereto, said fac** layer being provided with
an outer coating of nltro cellulose.

5. A printer's blanket, comprising a rubber and fabrlr
bo<ly having a fabric sheet disposed on one face thereof
and being vulcnnlze<|, a fabric face layer unlte<l by an
adhesive to the fabric side of said rubber blanket, and a
coating of nltro cellulose on the outer side of said face
layer nnd having a snundh impervious snrface which is

repellent to printers Ink.

(Claim 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

the mill to dry steam under pressure at a temperature of
from two bundrml-and-thirty-flve to two-hundred-and fifty

1.281.143. PROCES.-i «»F I'KKl'.\RI.NO CEREAL FOOD.
JoH.N E. E.\GST.\D. Minneapolis. Minn. Filed Mar. 29.

1»16. Serial No. 87.44S. (CI. 90—lo.)

1. The process of preparing cereal food products which 1

consists in subjecting tlie uranular nieal as It comes from *

degrees Fahrenheit and for a sufficient time to rupture
and break up tht envelops of the starch pellbles.

(Claim 2 not printeil in the Gazette.]

1,231.144. STEAM TRAP. Charles E. Fao.»n. Hlack-
Btone. Mass. Flle.1 Mar. '^9. 1916. Serial No. 87,441.
(CI. 137—103.)

1. In a device of the class descrlbetl. Inlet and dis-

charge pipes, inlet and outlet pipes plvotally connected
thereto, a trap fixedly mounted, upon the free ends of the
last mentioned pipes, a counter balance for normally
holding the trap In rai«e<l position, a pipe leading from
the system with whb h the trap is to be use<l and in com-
munication with the Inlet pip«'. a receiving tank Interposed
between the last mentione«i pipe and the Inbt pipe, a
boiler with which said discharge pipe communicates, a
plp«' leading from said boiler to said receiving tank, a
aire In the last mentlonetl pip*-, a Talre in the discharge
pipe, and means operate<l by the downward movement of
said trap for openine the valvr in the last mentioned] pipe
and then the valve In the dis<barge p|p«> Immediately
thereafter, substantially as descrllwHl.

2. In a device' of the class descrlbe«l. Inlet and discharge
pipes, inlet and outlet pipes plvotally connecte<l thereto,
a trap fl.xedly mounted upon the free ends of the last
mentioned pipes, a counter balance for normally holding
the trap In raised position, a pipe leailing from the system
with whi»h the trap is to be iis,>,l and in communication
with the Inlet pipe, a recelvlni: tank interpos<M| between
the last mentioned pipe and the Inlet pipe, a boiler with
which said discharge pii>e •ommunlcates. a plp«- leading
from saiil boiler to said rec-ivinL' tank, a valve in the
last mentione«i pipe, a valve In the discharge pipe, means
operated by the downward movement of said trap for
opening said valvf-s, n pressure v.nlve In the pipe leading
from the system to the receiving tank and means coverneii
by the downward movement of said tank for increasing
the tension on s.ii.i v.ilv -uhstantiaily as described.
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8. In a device of the class descrlbeil, plvotally mounted
Inlet and outlet pipes, a steam trap mounted at the free

ends of said pipes and niovalde therewith, a discharge

pipe connect'-tl with the end of the outlet pipe, a receiving

tank for the condensate, a siphon pip«> connecting aald

receiver and said Inb-t pipe, an atitomatically operated

valve in salil discharge plp»'. nud a counter balance for

said trap, substantially as descrlbtnl.

4. In a device of the class described, plvotally mounted

Inlet and outlet pipes, a trap on the free ends of said

pipes, a counter balance lever plvotally mounted adjacent

said pipes, a conne»ilng link on said lever for normally

holding said tank in elevated position, a dog plvotally

niouute^l below the pivotal mounting of said counter bal-

ance lever, a detent on said lever normally engaged by

said <iog and a sprin;; for holding said dog in operative

po»ltlou, substantially as describe*!.

I

l.;{31,14&. PAPER DOLL. Gradeli; Fehui80N, Waco,

Tex. Filed Jan. *-•, 1917. Serial No. 146,099. (01.

,46—40.)

supply tube comniuuicating with the bore of the handle

bail, and a gas generator mounted on the other of the side

lu .1 paper doll, a "-beet containing the <<utline of a fig-

ure r<'pr< >entiug a per-on. the said -heet l>eing fidded on

Itself and having Its surfaces secureil together by adhe-

sive, those portions of the figure repr»>sentlng the out-

line of an arm l>eiiig secured l«y adhesive and the portion

r«presenliug the outline of the hand on the said arm be

ing unsecured to the body, thereby forming a pocket be-

tween the hand and the lKt<ly and representations of wear-

ing apparel adapted to l>e applied to the said body^

1,231, 14G. COMr.INED CARRIKU ANI> LAMP. Charles

A. Fehuy. Aitooua. Pa. Flbd Feb. •.'7. 1917. Serial

No. 151.33S. (CI. •J4(>—2.)

1. In a carrier structure of the character set forth,

the lonibluatton with a hasket, of a handle ball mounted
tkereon. a lunip ^upported on one side of the handle ball,

anil iiluniinant supplying means for the lamp mounted on

the other side of the ''all and supi>orted tberel)y above

the l*a'>ket.

H, In a carrier ^truiture of the character set forth,

tbe combination with a handle ball, of means for detach-

ably • onnecting the ends thereof to a b«>ket, and a lamp
and llluiainant supplying n)t>ans for ^aid lamp, both mount-

ed on the ball and being thereby mount*>«l on a basket to

which the bail is attached, the structure as a unit being

detachable from said basket.

4, In combination with a handle bail '-onipristng up-

standing side irnis and a <<mnectiug gr!p. said side arms
and grip comprising a sul'stantialiy U shaped tul>e. of a

gas lamp mounteil on one of the .^ide iirins and having a

arms and having a delivery conduit communicating with

the bore of the handle ball.

(Claim 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231.147. WEIGH BASKET. .Tuii.s .1. Fi.euixg, Car-

rick borough. Pa., assignor to Phillips Mine and Mill

Supply Co., I'lttsburgh, Pa., a Corporation of Pennsyl-

vania. Filed Sept. '-'l, 1916. Serial No. 121,442. (CL

193—46.)

A»---i=i*

1. The combination with a weigh basket having an' In-

clln«-d iKJttom and a hinged door at Its end, said door be-

ing adapted to be opened automatb ally by the pressure of

coal In the basket, of braking mechanism constructed and

adapteil to noiin.illy hold the door against opening move-

ment, manually operable means for gra<iually releasing

the braking mechanism and means for automatl<ally clos-

ing the door when tbe braking mechanism Is released.

2. The combination with a tipple structure au<l a

weigh basket mounted thereon and having an Inclined bot-

tom and a swinging door at Its lower end. of a rotary

shaft connect«Hl to said door and adapted to be rotated

by the opening movement of the door, a brake drum ro-

tatable with said shaft, a brake adapted to engage with

said brake drum. luians for niitonniti< iiily maintaining

said brake and brake drum norma lly in engagement, man-

ually operable means for gradually releasing sabl bjake

and brake drum from engagement and means for rotat-

ing the brake drum to close said door.

3. The combination with a wcIkIi basket, of a <loor

adapted to open under pres-sure of coal in the basket and

to l)e automatically closed by gravity when the coal has

Ijeen dischar^-d and means (oniprisiiig manually op4-rable

braking me< bauism for controlling the op«-nl%g of the

door.

4. The com''inati<in with a weigh basket of a swinging

door adapte<l to l>e open»>il l)y the pressure of the contents

of the basket. t>raking mechanism <'onne<-ted to said door,

laeans for manually <.-ontroiling the operation of said

braking nx-* hanism and means connected with the brak-

ing mechanisiii for automatically closing the said door.
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5. The comhlnatiou with a weigh haakPt. of a door
hinged thereto, a pitniiin connected to said door, a crank
connected to said pitman, a shaft on which the said crank
is carried, a drum niounte^l on said shaft, a brake adapt
ed to contact with said drum and manually operable
means for controlling the action of the brake relatively
to the drum.

1,231.148. DETACHABLE SPRING-BACK F( (R VEHI-
CLE-SEATS. Jacob <;.\BRiEi.SB. Sheboygan. Wis. Flle<l

Jan. 22, 1917. Serial N... 143.705. (CI. 155—27.)

The . omidnation with .-i .^eat having a horizontally ex-
tending support beneath the same, a .lamping bolt con
nectlng said seat and support, of a pair of spaced parallel
strips interposed between said seat and support and adapt
ed to be held in various longitudinally adjusted positions
therebetween, the rear ends of said strips each having ;.

quarter turn, a block disposed between said ends of the
strips and having a vertical opening therethrough, fasten-
ing means to secure said block in position, a spring rod
slidably mounted in the opening and in the block, releas
able fastening means carried by said block and adapted
to engage th» block to hold the same in various adjusted
positions, un.l a t.a- k rest vertically adjustable on said
spring rod.

1.231.149. KJNITIU.N MECHANISM FuR INTERWI-
COMBU.^TION EN.ilNES. Hahiiv F. .;eist, Ra. Ine.
Wis., assignor to Webster Electric Company, Racine,
Wl!*., a «;i>rporatiou of West Virginia. Filed Sept. 20,
1915. .Serfal No. 51.U31. (CI. 123— 149.

<">.'

1. In rombinatiou with an Internal combustion engine,
a framework secured to the engine cylinder, a shaft sup-
ported by»the framework, a pair of electrodes within the
cylinder, one of which Is mounted on said shaft, a magneto
having the stator thereof mounted on said framework, the
magneto rotor being flunl on said shaft, means on the
shaft arranged to be engaged by an engine driven device
to oscillate the shaft and rotor, together with springs posi-
tively connected with said shaft arranged to effect the
operation of the electrodes and generate a current in the

magneto windings when said shaft is oscillated by the
engine driven device and released.

2. In combination with an Internal combustion engine,
a bracket .secure«l to the engine cylinder, a shaft supported
by the bracket, an electrode within the cylinder secured
to the shaft, a magneto having the stator thereof on said
bracket, the rotor atta<heil to the shaft, means on the
shaft arranged to be engaged by an engine driven member
to oscillate the shaft and parts carried thereby, a second
electrode dlspose<l in pro.xlmlty to the first and in the
path thereof, together with spring means tending to move
the second electrode toward the first, and relatively strong
springs connected with the shaft arrange<l to quickly re-
turn the first electrotle to normal and generate a current In
the magneto when the shaft is oscillated by the engine
driven device and released.

3. In combination with an Internal combustion engine
a pair of electrodes disposed within the combustion cham-
ber of the engine, a shaft upon which one of said elec-
trodes is :nounte<l extending through the wall of the . om-
bastlon chamber, a magneto having the rotor thereof
rigidly fixetl to said shaft, means whereby the shaft may
be oscillated by an engine driven actuator and released,
together with springs connected to said shaft arranged to
eflfect the operation of the electrodes and move the rotor
to generate a current In the magneto winding wh.n the
shaft is oscillated by the engine driven actuator and
release<l.

17. The combination with an Internal combustion en-
gine of a pair of normally disengaged electrotles mounted
for movement In the same plane and around the same axis,
spring means associated with each electrode, a magneto
comprising a rotor connecter! with one of .said electrodes,
and devices for moving the last mentioned electrode and
rotor to effect the engagement of the electrodes, move both
electro<les against the action of their associate^l spring
means, and release the ele<tro<Jes %enatim.

19. In combination with a pair of electrode carrying
elements extending through the wall of the c-ombustlon
chamber of an Internal combustion engine, an electrode
carried by each element, a stop for one of salil elements,
spring means normally retaining said element in engage
ment with the stop. s%>arate spring means normally
retaining the other element in such position that the elec-
trodes are separated. an<l means for moving the last men-
tioned element toward the first s<. that the aforesaid
elements are moved together and then to release It.

[Claims 4 to 16 and 18 not prlnte<l In the (Jazette.J

1.231.160. FISHIN(;-R()D. Harry <i. (iBRC. Hackensack.
N. J. Filed Apr. 19. 1917. Serial No. 163.107. (CI
43—16.)

<<^-
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and IntermefJlate line guides of brass, in combination with

au enamel protective coating and as a protective for the

latter, a non-drying adhesive and a fibrous covering over

the adhesive, all extending over the entire exposed portion

of the steel rod and overlapping said brass fittings.

[Claims 2 to 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,281.151 R^K'KKK ATTACHMENT. William H. Gkk

R.vKD. Jr.. Yazoo City, Miss. Filed Dec. 10. 1915. Serial

No. »>«.139. (CI. 155—18.)

«*f^

1. A roi ker attachment for chairs comprising a rocker,

means for adjustably connecting the rocker to legs of the

chair and comprising a pair of channeled ilaniplng mem
bers, a threaded stud projecting from one of the channeled

members, a corresponding socket projecting from the op

posing face of the other channeled memlier for adjustably

receiving said stud, and means for clamping legs of the

chair and the rocker In the channels of said members to

maintain the parts In relative cooperative relation.

2. A roc ker attachment for chairs comprising, a pair of

rot kers, means for adjustably connecting the rockers to the

legs of the chair, said means including channel shaped'*

clamping members, a threaded stud projecting from the

under -surface of one of the channel meml)ers. ^a corre-

sponding socket projecting from the upper surface of the

other channel memt)er for adjustably receiving the stud.

and 'et screws adjustably mounted in each of said channel

members for removably clamping the legs of the chair and

the rockers and consequently maintain the parts in oper-

ative relation.

1.231.152. INCLOSED FORCED - DRAFT BURNER.
John <;ooo. Brooklyn. N. T. Continuation in part of

application Serial No. 822.813. flle.l Mar. 0. 1914.

This application filed Dec. 8. 191«J. Serial No. 135,721.

(CI. 158—28.

»

'W^ i^e

1. In a fishing rod of the class described, a ro.1 section
comprising a thin ateel tube having terminal cap fittings

1. .\ fori «-d-draft combustion device adapted to bum
kero'o'ue and like fuel comprising a cluseil flanie-coufinlug

tul>e or passage having an exhaust opening at one end

and a burner head at the opposite end, fluid pressure means
In said h<'ad for atomizing a spray of the liquid fuel Into

said passage lu an Initially cold condition, an ele< trie

igniter including electrode members directly Intercepting

said spray and divergent downwardly from the spark-gap

b»*tween theni whereby liquid fuel Impinging thereon

drains away from the gap, and means for introducing com-

l)U«tlon-supporting alT under pressure Into said burner

head and Into contact with said spray at a point thereof

which is <iose to but where such air does not dilute the

spray at the spark gap. In combination with means for

simultaneously supplying fluid pressure to said atomizing

means and combustion-supporting air to said burner head

In a predetermine*! and substantially constant relation to

render said spray Ignltible by the spark In an Initially

rold condition and adapted to burn non explosively and

with substantially complete combustion in said cloa^
passage. >

2. A forced-draft combustion device adapted to burn
kerosene and like fuels comprising a closed flame passage
having an exhaust opening at one en<l and a burner head
at the opposite end, fluid pressure means In said head for

atomizing a spray of the liquid fuel Into said passage, an
electric spark- Igniter mounted In said head with Its spark-

gap disposed In the direct path of the spray and slightly

oDTset from the axis of said spray and including electrode

ijieml>er8 divergent away from the spark-gap between them
whereby the liquid fuel Impluging thereon drains away from
the gap. and means for introducing comt>ustion-supportlng

air under pressure into said burner head and Into contact
with the spray without diluting the same at the spark-gap.

In combination with means for simultaneously supplying
fluid pressure to said atomizing means and coml)ustlon-sup-

portlng air to said burner head in a predetermined and
constant relation to render said spray ignltible by the
spark In an Initially cold condition and adapting the

same to burn non-explosively and with complete combas-
tlon in said closed passage.

3. A forced-draft combustion device adapted to burn
kerosene and like fuels comprising a closed flame-conflDing

passage having an exhaust opening at one end and a
burner head at the opposite end, fluid pressure means In

said head for atomizing a spray of liquid fuel into said

passage, an electric Igniter mounted In the t)urner head
including electrodes, one or both of which protrudes in-

wardly from a recess or cavity In the upper part of said

head and Into the direct path of said atomized spray
whereby the spark-gap directly Intercepts said liquid

spray and means for introducing combustion-supporting

air under pressure Into said burner head and into contact

with said spray at a point where It does not dilute the

same at the spark-gap, in coml)lnation with means for

simultaneously supplying fluid pressure to said atomizing

means and comliustlon-supportlng air to said burner head
in predetermined relation to render said spray ignltible

by the spark In an Initially cold condition and adapting it

to burn non-explosively In said closed passage.

4. A forced-draft combustion device for burning kero-

sene and like fuels comprising a closed flame-conflnlng tube

or passage having an open exhaust outlet at one end and a

burner head at the opposite end. fluid pressure means in

said head for atomizing a spray of liquid fuel into the

passage, an electric spark Igniter mounted in said head

with Its spark-gap disposed in the direct path of the spray

and Including an electrode terminal which protrudes Into

the spray from a cavity in the wall of the burner head,

and means for introducing combustion-supporting air

under pressure Into said burner head, uniformly round
about said spray but not diluting the same at the spark-

gap. In combination with means for simultaneously sup-

plying fluid pressure to said atomizing moans and comljus-

tlon-supportlng air to the spray therefrom in pre«leter-

mlned relation to render said spray Ignltible by the spark

in an Initially cold condition and to burn uon-exploslvely'

In .said passage.

.'). \ forced draft coml)ustlon device for burning kero-

sene and like fuels comprising a closed flame-conflnlng

tube or |>assage having au outlet at one end and a closed

burner bead at the other containing means for atomizing

liquid fuel Into said flame tube, an electric spark igniter

lnter<-eptlng the atomized spray and an entrance for com-

bustion supporting air. said spark Igniter and air entrance

being relatively disposed so that the air stream from the

latter does not disturb the spray at the location of the

spark from the former, in combination with a cellular air-

current dlstrll)Utlng meml>er mounted In said head directly

In advance of the location of the spark gap and means for

simultaneously operating said atomizing means and sup-

plying Ar under pressure to said air entrance in prede-

termined and constant relation to permit spark Ignition

of said fuel spray in an Initially cold condition and adapt-

ed to produce complete non-explosive combustion thereof

within said closed passage.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]
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1.231. ir.3. METHOD OF SIZING PAPER. CARDBOARD,
AM» THK LIKE. A.\el Hklmer IIaeffxek. Skutskar.
Sw.«l.n. Filed Jan. 15. 1917. Serial No. 142.5l!4. (CI.
92—21.)
1. Method of sizing paper, cardboard and the like, con-

sisting In Im Krpuratin;: sizing matter.s preclpltate<l from
fermente*! sulfite linuor into the pulp, substantially as
and for the purpose described.

» 2. Method of sizing paper, i-ardboard and the like, con-
sisting In preclpltatinic sizing matters contained In fer-

ment. -d sulfite liquor, and Incorporating said matters Into
the pulp, substantially as and for the purpose de8crlt>ed.

3. Method of sizing paper, cardboard and the like, con-
sisting in ad<ling fermented sulfite liquor to the pulp, and
precipitating sizing matters ctmtained in said liquor, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose described.

4. Method of sizing paper, cardboard and the like, con-
sisting in precipitating sizing ntatters contained in fer-

mented sulfite liquor by means of alum, aluminium sulfate
or the like, and Incorporating the precipitated matters
Into the pulp, substantially as and for the purpose de-
scribed.

5. Method of sizing paper, carboard and the like, con-
sisting In adding to the pulp fermenteil sulfite liquor and
a substance capable of precipitating sizing matters con-
tained in said sulfite liquor, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

[Claims ti and 7 not printed in the (.iazette.

]

1,231.154. FOTXOWER KLOCK FOR FILING CASES.
John Hatfiei.k. Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to rniversal
Steel Cabinet Company, Inc.. Bro<»klyn. N. Y.. a Cor-
poration of .\ew York. Substitute for appli.ation Serial
No. 5.914. filed Feb. S. l'.»14. This application filed
July IS. 191G. Serial No. 109,907. (CI. 129 29.

»

edge for engaging one of »«ld rtanges to -lamp Its corre-
-spondlng shoe against the side wail of the receptacle.

4. In a filing case. In combination, a receptacle for the
cards or sheets to be fllwl harini: a pair of substantially
parallel side walls fornie<l of mftal. yieldable flanges
integral with said walls extending along the same co-
operating with the walls t<. form a guideway. a block to
move In said receptacle between said walls and having
shoes guided between sabi flanges and said side walls re-
spectively, and a lever pivotally mounted on said block
having arms extending In opposite directions from the
pivot point thereof, said arms having .am edges engaging
said yieldable flanges for pressing the same acalnst the
corresponding shoes to clamp the same against said side
walls.

1 In a lilintr ««"<«•. In . oini'lnji tion. n i-f.-f-pta.'le for the
cards or sheets to b«> flle.l having fl sble wall with a yield-

|

ahlf mil.b- tlanse <xt«'n.|liiir alont the same, a follower I

block movable along sai.l re..'p»a.le an.l having a shoe I

lying between .said flange and the adjacent wall and gtilde<l
\

by .said flange, and means on ?ald follower blo.-k for press-
ing sai.l ilaiiiiH au'ainst sai.l shoe to .lamp the block at
differ. 'Ut p.>sitlons in sai.l receptacle.

2. In a filing case, in > ombinatlon. a recepta. le for the
cards or sheets to Iw filed having a side wall with a yield-

able gtdile rail extendinir along the same, a follower
block m.ivable aionj: >ai.l re.eptacle ami having a
shoe lyinc between said rail and the adja.ent wall and
guided by said rail, and means on sjild follower block for
pressing said rail laterally against said shoe to clamp
the block frlctlonally against the sld.. wall of the said
re.-eptacle at different positions in said receptacle.

3. In a filing case. In combination, a receptacle for the
sheets or cards to be flle.l having a pair of substantially
parallel side walls, each having a yieldable guide flang>'

extending along the same, a ni.>vable follower block hav-
ing a shoe at each en.l .lisposed t^jtween each wall and
its flange to move along each of the said walls, a lever

pivotally mounte<l on said l>lock and havini; an arm ex
tending in ca.h ilire.tion fri>m the pivot point to a
point near the said wall, said arms each having a cam

1.231.153. ACETYLENE-OAS <;ENERAT0R. .Solon p.
llAt X. Mohawk. Tenn. Filed Pel.. I'O. 1917. Serial No.
151.094. (CI. 48—5:1.2.)

1. A device of the character described comprising a
tank, a gas bell disposeil above the same, a water seal b«-
tween .Hjiid tank and bell, a traiisv.rs*. pip*, cxteuding
a.'coss the tank and projecting from the sides thereof,
vertl.aliy disposed service and excess volume outlet pipes
having their lower ends connecteil to said pipe and extend
ing to a point above the gas liell. a bran, h gas pipe ar-
ranged In sabi tank and connecteii at its 1ow»t end to
the transverse pipe, a cross member connecting the upper
ends of said outlet and service plp»-s . omposed of two
sections .onnfM-ted by a .toss shap*-<l .oupllng. outlets for
said outlet anil servbe pipvs below the Junction of said
pipes with the said cross member, plugs in the upper ends
of sabl pipes above the outlets therein, a carbi.l h.>pper on
the upp«r end of sai.l gas ».«>ll. nn.l mean-, .xl. n.liiig up-
wardly from said hopper an.l slldably en::agcd with the
.oupling for locking said h.>pi>er in raised position, an
upwardly projecting stau.lard on om- s»>. tion of sabl cross
member, a lever fuhrume^l at the upiwr »n.l of sabl stand-
anl. a .Icta. hable connection bctwei^n one enil of sai.l lever
an.l tbe upp.T end of the stem, iin.l means to lo<-k the lever
in raised position.

(Claim 2 not printed in the 'iazette. ]

1.231. 150. COLLAPSIBLE SKAT. Jamcs <.. Measlbt.
Detroit. Mich., assignor to The Studebaker Corporation,
a Corporation of .Ni'w Jersey. File«l Mar. 25. 1915. H«-
rlal No. 16.H44. (CI. 155— 13. >

1. A <'ollapsll)le seat embiwlyins two supporting nieni-
Iwrs. e^.h pivotally ni.ninte.l at one end to a flxe<l s,ipp«»rt.

and ea. h of which members Is provlde<l with a longitudi-
nal slot..means for limiting tbe pivotal movement of said
nieml>ers. in one direttlon. t.» a position in whb h both
members are siihstantially vertical, a »eat provide«l with
trunnions positioned in the slots of the supportini; raem-
l)ers to a.lapt the seat for bcHlily movement lon;iitu.llnally
of tbe slots and pivotal movement when the trunnions are .

at the en.ls of the slots adjacent the free ends of said mem-
bers, and means for limiting the pivotal movement of the

y

•eat in one direction to a position at substantially right

•ogles to the supporting members.

3. A collapsible seat adaptP<l to be folded an.l stored

in a floor comprising a floor with a suitable aperture there-

in, two supporting members each having a longitudinal

slot, means to pivotally motmt each of said members

within said floor aperture and means to limit their pivotal

movement in one direction to a position substantially per-

I>endicnlar to said floor, a lloor section mounted between

said supporting members and adapted to .lose said aper

tnre In the floor when the seat Is folded Into said aperture,

a seat member, means to mount said seat member between

said supporting meml^ers by means operating within said

Blot to permit the seat to slide in the slot and rotate,

means to limit the rotary movement of the seat in the

same direction as the limitation of the movement of the

supporting members, such limiting means operating In

conjunction with the means to secure the seat to the sup

ports to sustain the seat In a position substantially at

right angles to the support, a ba<-k member and means to

plvoinlly conne.f sai.l Imck memi)er to the seat member

•t the side thereof opposite Its connection with the sup-

porting members and means to limit said pivotal move-

ment in the same direction as the limitation of such move-

ment of the supporting an.l seat meml)ers. such limita-

tion op.-ratlng to support the l>ack member substantially

at right angles to the seat.

4. A collapsible si-at embodying a trap door mounted

for pivotal movement at one edge of a recess In a floor, a

seat section pivotally and slldably mounted on the trap

door, and a back section pivotally secured to the seat sec

tlon. such pivotal .onne. tlons being adapted to limit the

pivotal movement of the respective sections and the door

In ..ne direction so that the seat will be in a substantially

horizontal plane and the back and seat at substantially right

angles to ("ach other, said back and seat sections being

foldable and slldable into Juxtaposition to the trap door

whereupon the whole may be folded into the recess in th."

floor.

6. A collapsible seat formed of three sections, a sup

porting section comprising a channel Iron ha\ing a web

and two flanges at right angles thereto provided with

longitudinal slots an.l pivotally connected at one end to

s floor l>eam. a seat frame of U shaped form mounted at

one end thereof between said flanges and within said slot

to have a slldable antl rotary movement, and at the ends of

the U arms provide<l with halves of a hinge, a back sec-

tion consisting of a U shape.l frame, the ends of the arms

provided with halves of hinges a.Iapted to coiVperte with

those last mentioned, a bar Intermediate the U shaped

back, a belt secure«l between said bar of the back and

croM t>ar of the seat, the pivotal movement of the chan-

nel iron being limit e<l In one direction to a position sub-

stantially vertical with the base, the pivotal movement

of the seat being limited to a position substantially at

right angles to the support, the same being fulcrume<l

adjacent Its conntvtion with the support at the upper end

239 O. G.—68

of the slot, the back member being limited in its pivotal

movement to a position In the same direction at substan-

tially right angles to the seat, a floor aperture and a

casing therein adapted to receive the seat when collapsed,

the parts being so arranged that the web of the channel

when the seat is folded is flush with the floor.

I Claims 2, 5. 7. and 8 not printed in the Gazette.!

1,231,157. PERMUTATION-PADLOCK. K. J. Hebesd«B.v,

What Cheer, Iowa. Fled Oct. B. 1914. Serial No.

865,149. (CL 70—113.)

In a device of the class described the combination of a
core having a vertically extending groove on the periph-

eral wall thereof and a recess In the upper face adjacent
said groove, a base plate substantially larger than the core

mounted on one end thereof, a stapb- formed with a long

and short arm. the lon;:er arm being provided with a plu-

rality of slots spaced apart in the outer face thereof, a
plurality of rings mounted on the base plate in super-

posed relation around said core adapted to engage said

slots, a pin mounted on the long arm adapted to engage In

said recess limiting the movement of the staple, the up-

per ring having a re. ess form.-d therein, a shoulder formed
on the upper ring a.ijaceut the last mentioned recess pro-

viding a stop for the turning of the staple, a depression

formed on the upper face of the core forming a bousing, a
leaf spring mounted therein, and a cap memtier mounted
on the core having a pair of openings therein adapted to

receive the arms of the staple.

1,2."51,158. SEPARATOR. Howaiii> M. Hoel an.l E<.beut

A. Shew, Frazee, Minn., assignors to Utility Manufac-
turing Company, Frazee, Minn., a Corporation of

Minn.sota. P'lled May 13. 1916. Serial No. 97,327.

(CI. 130—18.)

1. A separator of the kind described, including a sepa-

rating apron, and a distributing device working trans-

versely over said apron and adapted to be adjusted later-

ally In resi)ect to the tlirectlon of the movement of said

apron.
2. A separator of the kind described. Including a sepa-

rating apron, a dlstrlt)utlng device working transveisely

over said apron, and gtiides for holding the- distributing

device in different lateral adjustments In respect to the

direction of the movement of said apron.

3. A separator ofcth*' kind described, including a sepa-

rating apron, a plurality of distributing troughs working

transversely over said apron and each having a disclwrge

port, said discharge ports being located, one in advance
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of the other, and a deflector located under each of said
ports and arranged to discharge onto the srparatin:; apron
transversely thereof.

4. A separator of the kind described, including a sepa
rating apron, a plurality of distributing troughs working
transvers»'ly over said apron and each having a dist harge
port, said discharge porta being located, one In advance
of the other, and a detltctor located under each of said
ports anil havini; oppositely inclined illmharge surfa< es

which extend transversely of the aprou.
5. A separator of the kind described. Includin;: a sepa-

rating apron, a distributing trough working over said
apron, and having lon)j:itudinally span-d discharge ports,

and a deflector located under ea<h of said ports and hav-
ing a relatively small discharge port located under the
respective discharge port in -;iid distrlliuflug trough.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.169. ROTARY KORING - DRILL. Howard R.
HcGHBS. Houston. Tex., nsslt^nor to Huk'hes Tool Com-
pany. Houston. Tex., a Corporation of Texas. Filed
Dec. 26. 1916. Serial No. 138.M20. (CI. 255—71.

1

1. A rotary boring drill, romprisinR a longitudinal split

head composed of two sections, a shaft bearing in each
section, a cutter supporting shaft carried by said bearings,
the main joint between said sections lylnc in a vertical
plane parallel to the longitudinal axis of the shaft, a re-
cess in one end of each section, the recesses registering
when the bit Is assembled to form a pocket, cutters mount
ed on the shaft In this pocket, the side walls of the pocket
extending down over the cutters to bouse a substantial
portion thereof.

[Claims 2 to 9 not printed in the Gazette]

1.231.160. POWER TRAXSMITTING APPARATUS. Wam
RiN H. Hn.NGJCRruttD, Chicago, III., assignor to Frank
M. Peters, Chicago. III. Filed Sept. 23. 101.'5. Serial
No. 52.199. (CI. 192

—

18.)

1. An apparatus of the character described comprising
a liquid containing casing, a plurality of connected com
partnient"; therein forming an endless p.issaire. nuans for
controlling the flow of fluid through said endles> passage.
a rotary piston dispo.sed within said casing, blades on said
rotary piston, and an abutment in rolling eniiairement with
said piston and arranged intermediate the communicating
ends of said compartments, said abutment being provlde<l
with a blade-recelvlug recess and with means for by-pass
Ing the fluid from said recess directly Into said endless
passage In th< direction of the flow of the fluid therein as
said blades pass into and out of said recess In the course
of rotation of said piston, substantially as specified.

2. .\n apparatus of the character described comprising
a liquid containing <aslng. a plurality of connected com
partments therein forming an endless passage, means for

controlling the flow of fluid through said endless passage,
a rotary piston disposed within said casing, blades on said

rotary piston, and an abutment in rolling engagement with
said piston and arranged intermediate the communicating
ends of said compartments, sabl abutment being provided
with a blade receiving recess and with apertures extend
ing from the outer surface thereof and conununicatlng
with said reiess for by passing the fluid from said recess
directly Into said endless passage In the direction of the
flow of the fluid therein as said blades pass into and out
of .said recess In the course of rotation of said piston, sub
stantlallv as specified.

^^...SJH^

{. An apparatus of the character described comprising
a liquid containing casing, a plurality of connected com
partments therein forming an endless p.tssage. mcau.s for
controlllDg the tlow of fluid through said endless pasioige.
a rotary piston disposed within sjild casing, blades on said
rotary piston, and an abutment in rolling engagement with
said piston and arranged iutcTmedlate the communicating
ends of .said compartments, said abutment being provided
with a blade receiving recess and wlih apertures extend-
ing from the outer surface thereof and communicating
with said recess Intermediate the top and bottom thereof
for bypassing the fluid from sjild recess directly into
said endless passage In th.- direction of the flow of the
fluid therein as said blades pass into and out of said re-
cess in the course of rotation of said piston, substantially
as 8pe<'lfled.

4. An apparatus of the character descrllKd comprising
a liquid containing casing, a plurality of connected com-'
partments therein forming an endless passage, means for
controlling the flow ..f fluid through said endbss passage,
a rotary piston disposed within said casing, Idades on said
rotary piston, and an abutment In rcdiiug engagement
with snicl piston and arranged intermediate the communi-
cating eucis of said compartmc-nts. said abutment being
provided with a blade-receiving recess and with apertures
communicating with said recess and extending upwardly
and outwardly with respect thereto for by passing the
fluid from said recess dire<tly into said c-ndiess passage in
the direction of the flow of the fluid therein as said blades
pass into and out of said recess in the course of rotation
of said piston, substantially as specified.

5. .An apparatus of the character described comprising
a lic|uid containing casing, a plurality of connecte<l com
partments therein forming an endless passage, means for

controlling the flow of fluid through said endless pissage.
a rotJiry piston disposed within said casing, Idades on said
rotary piston, and an abutment in rolling engagement with
said piston and arranged intermediate the communicating
ends of said compartments, said abutment being provided
with a I'lade-rec-elving recess and with a .series of aper-
tures extending between its outer surfa<c- and the front
wall of said recess for by pa.ssing the fluid from said re-

cess directly Into said endless passage In the direction of
the flow of the fluid therein as said blades pass into and
out of s.iid recess in the course of rotation of said piston.
said abutment being provided with a seccnd series of ap
ertures extending between Its outer surface and the n-ar
wall of said recess for by passin:: the fluid frotn said end-
less passage- into said recess, substantially as sp«>clfled.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Oaiette.]
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1.231.161. UNDERDO*; FOR SAWMILL CARRIAGE
KNEES. Cory O. Ht nti.\c;t«is. I'- Ell. Wash., as

slgnor of one-half to <;i-orge «;. Seedy. Portland, Oreg.

Filed NoY. ». 1914. Serial .No. 870.970. (Cl.

143— 126.)

telesc-ope pivotally attache-d thereto for sighting at said

other runner, means on said runner fur locking the same

In any position on the upright, and a pair of screws

1. In oomldnatlon with the kn«>e or standard of a saw

mill oirrlage. an under dog having a body portion termi-

nating in a holding prong and pivotally connected through

Its iMxly portion to said knee-, an operating lever pivotally

mounted and havlni: a part adapted to engage the Icody

portion of said underdog for moving the same, whereby to

move its holding prong into holding position, and means

ope-ratlng on the body of siiid underdog for holding it

against backward movement.
1. In ccndcination with Ww knee- or standard of a saw

mill carriage, an unde-r clog having a IkmIv of rate he-t

wheel form terminating In a prong adspted to be fore e«d

into a log. an ope-ratlng lever pivotally mouute-«l adjace-nt

to>4id under-do-.: and having operating; connections with

•^ratchet wheel portion there-of fetr turning the same to

(force its prong into a log. and me-ans for holding said

under-dog against backward movement.

:V In 1omielnatlon with a knee for saw ndllR. an under

dog having a iKxly portion of ratchet whee-1 form and a

prong aclapted to be forco<| Into the logs, an operating

lever pivotally mounte<l adjacent to said under-dog and

having an ope rating pawl aelapte-d to the ratchet portion

thereof for ope-ratlng the same-, a gravity pawl pivotally

mounted to automatically hold said underdog against

backward movement, and means for releasing said gravity

pawl.
4. In ccemblnatlon with a knee- for saw mills, an under-

dog having a bo<ly portion «if ratchet wheel form and a

prong adapte-d to l>e forced into the logs, an actuating

lever pivotally mounted ae|jacent to sjild under clog and

having an e.perailni: pawl mounted to netuate said under

dog, a gravity pawl pivot.-illy inountcil to automatically

kold said under-dog against Imckward movement, a trip

lever pivotally mounted and ope-rable by said ope-ratlng

lever for rele-aslng said gravity [tawl and said underdog.

6. In combination with a knee for saw mills, an under-

dog pivotally mounted thereon and having an e-nlarged

portion of ratchet wheel form and a prong, and an oper-

ating le-veT pivotally mounlc'd at a point e-c'centrlc to said

ratchet wheel portion and having an operating pjtwl

niounte>d thereon adaptetd to said ratchet for operating

•aid underdog, substantially as described.

(Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

engaging the telescope one on each side of the center of

oscillation thereof for micrometrically adjusting the

same to sight along any slope.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gasette.)

1231.163. Al'TOCYCLE ATTACHMENT. JOHN JAO-

ci.uii.. Colllngswood. N. .7. Filed Dec. 28. 1916. Serial

No. 13J).3ir,. (Cl. 21—90.)

1.231.162. LEVELING INSTRUMENT. Inovar Hcbby.

St. Paul. Minn. Filed Aug. 30, 1015. Serial No.

47,940. <C1. 33—70.)

1. A leveling instrument comprising a pair of up-

rights each having a foot at the lower end thereof and a

longitudinal grrxive and graduations along the side, a

glass tulM' In each of said gro«ve-s seated In each of said

feet, a flexible tulte connecting both of said feet In com-

nunlcatlon with said glass tul>es, there being water in the

tul>es. a movalde- runner on one of said standards, a

movable rnouer on the other of said standards having a

1. In combination with a motor cycle, provided with a

handle- bar frame-, having handle- Irnrs terminating In

grips by means of which connec-tlon Is had to the gas and

spark mechanism of the motor cycle, of a side car.

mounted on rods extending from and connected to said

motor cycle, having secured therebeneath a bracket to

which the operating mechanism of the- motor cycle Is op-

eratlvely secured, such operating niec-hanism c-omprising

gears, a foot lever, a kicker coniie-cte-d to the motor on

said motor cyc-le and operated by said gears by means of

said foot tever to operate- the motor, and a clutch mecha-

nism, a hand lever operativc-ly connected therewith to se

cure various de-grees of speed, all substantially as shown

and described.

2. In c-omblnatlon with a motor cycle, provided with a

brake and a handlebar frame, havin-' handle bars termi-

nating In grips by me-ans of which c-.mnectlon Is had to

the gas and spark mechanism of the- motor cycle, of a

side c-ar. mountcKl on rods extending from and connecte-d

to said motor cycle, having secured therebeneath a

bracket to which the openitlng mechanism of the motor

cycle is operatlvely secured, suc-h operating mechanism

comprising ge>ars. a foeit leve-r, a kicker connceteel to the

motor on said motor cycle and operated by said gears by

means of said foot lever to operate the motor, a clutc-h

mechanism, a hand lever operatlvely connected therewith

to secure various degrees of speed and a foot lever se-

cureii to the under side of said side car and extending

through an opening in the bottom thereof, a connecting

rod between said foot lever and the brake on said motor

cycle, to operate said brake, all substantially as shown

and described.

3. In combination with a motor cycle, provided wHh a

handle bar frame .constructed as shown so as to be oper-
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at*d from a side car, having handle bars terminating in

grips by meann of which connection is had to the Kas and
spark mechanism of the motor cycle, of a side car,

raounte<l. in close proximity thereto, on rwls extending
from and connected to said motor cycle, having secured
therebt-neath a bracket to which the operating mecha
nism of the motor cycle l8 operatlvely secured, such oper-
ating mechanism comprising gears, a foot lever, a kicker

connected to the motor on said motor cycle and operated
by sjild gears by means of said foot lever to operate the
motor, and a clutch mechanism, a hand lever operatlvely
connected therewith to secure various degrees of speed,

all substantially as shown and described.

1,231,164. VALV&LOCK. William H. J ah.vs. Osca*
A. Knox, and Philip A. Wilcox, Los Angeles. Cal.

Filed Feb. 24, 1913. S.-rlal No. 75O.077. (CI. 137—5.)

1. A valve lock, comprising a i:land member and a lock-
ing member adapted to rnirage the stem at different points

along the length thereof according to the adjustment of

the said zland. said locking means being adapted to pre-

vent the turning of the valve stem for locking the valve.

2. A valve lock comprisinif a packing >:lan(l m> mber ca-

pable of iidjustment longitudinally of the valve sttni for

preventing leakage, and a locking pin carried by said
gland meml>er and adapted to be moved against the valve
stem to prevent the turning of valve stem from any of
the positions to which it may be moved for opening or

closing the valve, the engagement of the pin with the
valve stem not Interfering with the adjustment of the
packing gland member, whether the stem is locke<l or un
locked by said pin.

3. .\ valve lock comprising a packing gland member
adapted to Inclose a valve stem, a valve stem having an
elongated longitudinally extendinc recess therein, a pin
bolt adjustably mounted upon said, gland meml>er and
adapte<l to hold the valve stem from turning In any of Its

adjusted positions, the said gland memt>er having an in

closing projection extending beyond the end of ^ald pin
bolt, a locking member pa.ssing throngh said projection

opposite the end of the pin bolt for preventing an unau-
thorize<l operation thereof and means for sealing the lock-

ing member.
4. A valve lock, comprising, in conitdnation with a valve

stem having an elongated groove formed therein, of an
adjustable gland member carried by said valve stem and
adapted to control packing surrounding said stem, an ad-
justable locking pin mounted upon said gland member.
and having a proJe< ting point adapted to engage the
groove of said valve stem for holding the valve closed or

In adjusted open positions and means for adjustably
holding the gland nieml'er In place upon a valve casing,
the adjustment of said gland memi>er not affecting the
position of the locking pin.

1.231,165. FISHING FLY HOLDER. JaMKS Wii.Liaji
.I.w. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed Sept. 18. 1916. Serial

No. 120.7S6. (CI. 4.3—28.^

r»-

'k

1. .Xs a new article of manufacture, a flsbing fly holder
comprising a clip portion embodying a plurality of convo-

lutions and at one end thereof a spring eye disposed in an-

gular relation to the clip portion.

2. As a new article of manufacture, a tishing fly holder,

comprising a clip portion embodying a plurality of closely

grouped convolutions and an eye disposed In angular re-

lation thereto, said eye being formed with a downwardl.v
extending returned portion disposed across the subjacent

convolution and terminating with its extremity normally

In spaced relation to the latter.

H. A Ashing fly holder, consisting of spring wire, colled

to form a plurality of closely grouped convolutions, the

wire extending In angular relation to the convolutions at

one end thereof, and across the same and thence being
returned inwardly across the convolutions.

4. .\ fl»hlng fly holder comprising a plurality of con-

volutions in spring pressed relation to each other and an
eye at one end of said convolutions, said eye having an
opening extending therethrough whereby the bill of a

hook may l»e inserted therein an<l provided with a rounded
shoulder designed to co act with the adjacent convolution

whereby a hook may be pressed between the shoalder and
adjacent convolution, and securely held thereby.

5. A flshiiig fly bolder, consisting of a wire colled Into

a number of convolutions and provld*-*! with a spring eye.

In combination with means for supporting the holder en-

sraglng the same at a point t.etween the ends of the con-
volute portion thereof.

(Claims 6 to 10 not printed In the (iazette.]

1.2:n.l6t;. M1LKIN<; -MACHINE TE.VT- CUP. Harbt
KE<;i\\ir> .Ienkins. KIthain. New Zealand. Filed Apr.
14, 1916. Serial No. 91.055. (CI. 31—102.)

In milking machine teat cups, a casing formed at its

upper end with a mouth tapering outward, a mouthpiece
having a lower ring portion tapered to fit the casing end
and a groove around its outer surface, and an intlatlun

shaped at Its upper end to fit between the taper in the
casing and a mouthpiece and with a head on its upper
edge adapted to enter the groove on the outside of the
mouthpiece, substantially as spe<ified.

1.2.11.167. PLIERS. Aabon J. Joxts, Ancon, Canal
Zone. Filed Sept. 30, 1916. Serial No. 123,135. (CI.
SI—47.)

1. The combination with a pair of members adapted
for pivotal movement having registering reces.ses. of a
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leeve positioned ^n the recess, a pivot pin mounted In

the aleeve and forme<l in two sections one section be-

ing provided with a recess and further provided with an

annular shoulder, and resilient lo.klng-legs carried by

the other section and engaged with the annular shoulder.

2. The combination with a pair of members adapted

for pivotal movement having registering recesses, of , a

leeve positioned in the recess, a pivot pin mounted In the

sleeve and formed in two sections one section being pro-

vided with a re<ess and further provided with an annular

shoulder, and resilient legs carried by the other section

having their extremities bent at right angles.

H. A pivot pin formed in two sections, each section

having a head thereon one of the sections being provided

with a recess and further provided with an annplar recess.

and resilient legs carried by the other section and having

interlocking engagement with the annular shoulder.

4. A pair of pliers baxlng api-rtured Ixxly portions.

lald body portions being overlapped with the apertures

registering, a fulcrum sleeve positioned in said apertures,

and interlocking si'curlng members extended into said

leeve from the opposite ends of the same, one of said

securing nieml>er8 having a socket formed therein with an
enlarged Inner end. and legs extended from the remaining

securing memb«'r for engagement in said socket and pro-

vided with outwardly turned free extremities to cause In-

terlocking of said members.
5. The combination with a pair of pliers and register-

ing openings, of a sleeve mounted in the openings, a pivot

member Insertlble In the sleeve from one side thereof and
providiHl with a head, resilient legs carried thereby, and

a sei^ond pivot meml>er Insertlble in the sleeve from the

opposite side thereof and provided with a recess and fur-

ther provided with an angular shoulder which has inter-

locking engagement with the resilient legs.

1,231.168. GLOVE. Ev.\.n B. Jiixes, La Grande, Greg.

Filed Sept. 19. 1916. .'ierlal No. 121.005. (CI. 15—28.)

The combination with a glove and a tlap therefor cov-

ering the entire glove, of means to secur«' said flap to

said glove and prevent wrinkling up of the flap and con-

sisting of a line of stlching connecting one side of the

flap to the glove from a point at the wrist on one side of

the base of the glove ihunili around the thumb between

said thumb and the finger portion of the glove to a point

at the wrist on the other side of the base of the thumb,

a snap button detachably connecting the flap with the

glove adjacent the extremity of the little finger of the

Wearer, and a second snap button detachably connecting

the flap with the glove at the portion adjacent the wrist

and opposite the thumb.

1.231.169. r'lRCUIT BREAKER FOR BLOCK-SIGNAL
SYSTEMS Mahse.na R. Jllian and John V. Morkik.

Birmingham. Ala., assignors to Julian - Bfggs Signal

Company, Terre Haute, Ind.. a Corporation of Maine.

Filed Apr. 22, 1915. Serial No. 23,160. (CI. 200—27.)

u
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1. .\ circuit (OUtroUing device including a housing, a

shaft journaled In (he housing and projecting beyond It at

one end. a radially extending arm carrlinl by such end

of the shaft, a collar mounted on the shaft to turn there-

with, sai<l collar having an ear projecting at substantially

right angles to the direction of the arm. a spring having

one end iixe<l and tiie other attached to the ear. a commu-
tator ring of insulating material carried liy the shaft, a
contact plat- carried by the ring and extending substan-

tially over one-fourth its peripheral surface, and a pair of

resilient contacts engaging either the contact plate or ring,

depi'nding upon the position of the shaft.

2. .\ circuit controlling device including a housing,

bearings of insulating material mounted in oppose<l walls

of the housing, a shaft journaled in the liearings and there-

by insulated from the housing, one enrl of the shaft being

formecl with a radially extending arm exteriorly of the

housing, means for normally holding the shaft in a prede-

termined position and for automatically returning the

shaft to such position If turned to another position, a ring

of insulating material nioiinted upon the shaft, a contact

plate carried by the ring and having electrical connection

with the shaft, and a resilient contact finger normally

engagring the ring but capable of engagement with tlia

pjate upon turning of the shaft in one direction.

3. A circuit controlling device Including a hou.slng, a

shaft Journaled in insulated bearings In the housing and
provi<lecl with a radially extending trip arm. a collar fixed

to the shaft ancl provided with oppositely dirc-cted ears

extending at sultstantially right angles to the trip arm.

springs connected at one end to the ears and at their

other ends to the housing, the connection between the

springs and housing l>elng Insulated, a ring of insulating

material surrounding the shaft, a contact plate farned by

the ring and having electrical connection with the shaft,

and a resiliept contact niemlier having a free end engaging

the ring or contact i)late according to the position of the

shaft.

1.231.170. SEWING MACHINE RI'FFLER. JOHS D.

Kahle. Newark. N. J., assignor to The Singer Manufac-

turing Company, a Corponitlon of New Jersey. Filed

July 31. 1913. S«>rial No. 782,209. (CI. 112—16.)

*^

1. In a sewing machine ruflBer, a ruflBlng blade, a carrier

and an operating lever for said carrier, and adjustable con-

nection between .said carrier and operating lever compris-

ing a supporting m«inl>er and a shiftable element normally

movalde in a defined path and permanently mounted upon
said supporting meralter upon which it is adapted to he

adjusted transversely to said path whereby said lever : lay
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be rendered inoperative In any of a sequence of nonnaUy
operative movements selected at will.

2. In a jewing machine ruffler. a ruffling blade, a car-

rier, an operatini? lever for said <-arrier. and ndjtistalde

connection between said carrier and operatlnm lever where-
by consecutive movements of said lever are operative to

move said carrier in corresponding sequence, said connec-
tion including a supporting member and an element perma-
nently mounted thereon and deriving normal operative
movements fiom said operating lever and adjustable upon
said supporting member independently of its normal op-

erative movements to cause said lever to liecome auto-
matically Inoperative in selected normally operative move-
ments thereof.

3. In a sewing machine ruffler. the combination with a
ruffling bl.ide and an operating lever, of means for auto-
matically establishing and interrupting operative connec-
tion between said lever and ruffling Idade. and comprising
a follower and a plurality of pernmnently «'onnected and
adjustably mounted controlling elements adaptetl for op
eratlve movement In unison, means being provided whereby
the relative positions of said follower and controlling ele-

ments may be shifted while said members remain in opera-

te e relation.

4. In a sewing machine ruffler. the coniidnation with a
ruffling blade and an operating lever, of means for auto-
matically establishing and interrupting operative connec-
tion between said lever and ruffling bla<le, and comprising
a follower and a plurality of controlling elements adapted
for operative movement in unison and permanently mount-
ed for adjustment Into .1 plurality of positions within op-

erative relation with said follower.

5. In a sewing machine ruffler, the <'ombination with a

rufflinu blade and an opera ting lever, of a connection i>e

tween the same for imparting to the ruffling blatle opera
tlve movements of the same frequency as those of the
operating lever, said connection including a controlling
member having a plurality of operative portions In per-

manent relative positions thereon, and a follower therefor,

and means for maintaining said controlling member an<l

follower in different operative relations whereby different

operative portions of .said memlier will he presented to the

follower in corresponding cycles of movement of the con-

trolling member.
[Claims 6 to 25 not printed in the <;azette.]

1,231.171. HOLI, KRK.VKER .\XI» CLE.V.NKR. Tempil
L. Ki.wm. Dallas. Tex., assignor to The Murray Com-
pany, Dallas. Tex., a Corporation of Texas. Filed Apr,
26, 1916. Serial No. 23.812. (CI. 13—19.)

liimm
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I. In a device of the character described, a combined
boll breaking and cleaning mechanism comprising a breast
and t ^creeo wall ( onstltuttni; a (asini: and a housing In-

closing said casing, a support revolving within the casing
and provided with an imperforate wall, a series of paddle
blades projecting from the imperforate periphery at one
end of said support and cooperating with said breast, and
a series of paddles projecting from the remaining portion
of rh. 'upport and cooperating with the screen portion of

the casing.

2. In a device of the character tiescrllied, a combined
l)oll breaking and cleaning mechanism (omprising a breast
and a screen wall ronsntutlng a casing and a housing in-

closing sjiid tasint:. a support revolving within the casing
and provided with an Imperforate wall, a, series of paddle
blades projecting from the imperforate periphery at one
end of said support and cooperating with said breast, and
a series of padilles projecting from the r«-maining portitm
of the support and c«»operatiug with the screen portion of
the lasing. said paddles luing arranged spirally around the
imperforate wall of said support.

3. In .1 device of the character descrllx-d. a coiuliitied

boll breaking and cleaning me< hanlsin, comprising a breast
and a scnt-n wall constituting a casing and a bousing In-

closing «iid casing, a support revolving within the casing
i'.nd provided with an Imperforate wall, a series of paddle
blades projettlng from the Imperforate periphery at one
eud of said support and coilperating with .said lireast, and
a series of padtlles projecting from the renmining portion
of the support and cooperating witlj the screen portion of
the casing and a means for Introtludng cotton under suc-
tion to the space between the i-aslng and the wail of the
support.

4. In a device of the character de8cril»e<l. a comtdned
boll breaking and cleaning mechanism, (omprising a breast
and a screen wall constituting a casing and a housing in-

closing sjiid casing, a support revolving within the casing
and provideil with an Imperforate wall, a series of paddle
blades projecting from the imperforate periphery at one
end of said support and cooperating with said breast, and
a series of paddles projecting from the remaining portion
of the support and co<iperating with the screen portion of
the casing and a means for intrmiucing cotton under suc-
tion to the space between the casing and the wall of the
support, and an outlet for the device arrangeil to p«'rmlt of
the centrifugal discharge of the cotton and air under suc-
tion from the cleaning mechanism.

5. In a device of the character des( ribed. a combined
boll ttreaking and cleaning mechanism comprising a breast
and a s(t»h«u wall constituting a casing and a housing In-

closing said casing, a drum revolving within th.- casing
and provid»Ml with an impcrforatt' wall, a series of paddle
l>lades projecting fiom the imperforate periphery at one
end of .said drum and cooperating with said brea-t. an>l a
series of paddles projecting from the remaining portion of
the drum and •o-iperatlng with the screen portion of the
casing.

(Claim U not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231.172. PROCESS FOR rRODlCINO ARTIFICIAL
SILK Kazita Kisni, Tokyo. .lapan. Fll.<l ,lune 24,
ll»U Serial .No. 847,142. (CI. 18—54.)
3. In the process of producing artificial silk, the step

which consists of treating collo<llon with nonvolatile
chrysalis oil.

[Claims 1 antl 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231,173 PHOTOCJRAPHK PR1.\TIN(; APPARATIS.
.lOHEPU Karl K.naph, .North Platte. Nebr. Filed Sept.

13. 1}»15, Serial No. 50 442. Renewe<i Apr. 19. i;»17.

Serial No. 163,313. (CI. 95—73.)

1 In a device of the class described, a substantially rec-

tangular casing, one side thereof being open, guides formed
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around sai<l open side, a glass plate disposed In said guides,

a curved spring metal plate adapted to i»e positioned over

said glass plate, a flange on on. edge of said spring plate,

a spring catrh on sal<l casing adapted to spring over said

flange to hold said spring plate In operative position, and

means for lighting the interior of said casing.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231.174. SICKLE HAR. Hki os II. Kooss. Narka. Kans.

Filed Feb. 7, 1»17. Serial No. 147.2<»6. (CI. 56—45.)

j»<^
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1. In a sickle bar. the combination of a plurality of

guard fingers forming throats therelietween. a rotary

spiral "Utter traversing the inner ends of the throats, a

fixed spiral blade arranged at the Inner end of each throat

Inclining in the same direction as the blade of the rotary

cutter and l>elng of greater plt< h than the rotary spiral

blade, and means for turning saiii rotary cutter to move
rearwardiy at the lower side thereof.

7. In a sickle bar. the combination of a l)ody part having

a plurality of guard fingers with spiral cutting blades at

their inner ends, a spiral cutter rotatably mounted in the

body part and having a blade fat-lng said idades of the

guard fingers, and tension means engaging the end of the

spiral cutter to yieldingly hold the blades thereof in posi-

tion relatively to the blades of the guard fingers.

[Claims 2 to « not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.175. CARHIRBTER
111. Flle<l May 9. 191G.

261—44.)

F.Mii. M. Kka-Mek, Morton.

Serial No. 96.375, (CI.

device, a series of discharge ports opening from the interior

of said hollow valve structure, tapered guides between

which said hollow valve structure moves and for Increas-

ing or decreasing the number of operative discharge ports,

a fui'l admission valse ojierated by said hollow valve struc-

ture, and fuel and air passages leading into said hollow

valve structure whereby the mixture Is formed therein and
discharged Into said mixing chamber.

»). In a <arburiter, the <'ombination of a mixing chamber,

an air admission chamber in communication therewith, a

hollow mixing valve mountai within the structure and
operated by the passagi- of air there through, a fuel admis-

sion valve, connections betw<H'n said fuel admission valve

and said hollow mixing valve whereby wlien the latter Is

operated by the passage of air through the device, the

former will be opened to permit a flow of fuel, a fuel con-

iluit leading from said fuel adndsslon valve to within said

hollow mixing valve, means for admitting air through said

hollow mixing valve wliereby when fuel is admitted there-

into a mixture will l>e formed, therein, means for closing

said fuel adndsslon valve when said device Is Inoperative,

means for varying the proportionate amount of lift of said

fuel n<lnilssion valve, antl means for controlling the maxi-

mum amount of fuel admitteii to the device.

[Claims 3 to .'» not printed In the Gazette.]
__ _ • .

l,2:U.17t! AMAHJAMATING PROCESS FOR RECOVER-
ING .METALS FROM ORES. Paul Ki eh.n, Detroit,

Mich. Filed Dec. 17. 1912. Serial No. 737,278. (CI.

83—67.)

1, In a carbureter, the combination of a mixing chamber,

an air admission chamber, a hollow valve structure mount-

ed therein, a fuel admission valve, connections between

said fuel admission \alve and said hollow valve whereby

when the latter is operated the former is raised from

Its seat, a fuel -Juot leading from said fuel admission valve

to the Interior of said hollow valve structure, means for

admitting air into said hollow valve structure whereby

whin fuel is admitted thereto it will be vaporized therein

by the air admitted through such means, and means for

permitting the discharge of said mixture from said hollow

valve structure and into saifi mixing chamber.

2. In a carbureter, the combination of a mixing chamber,

an air admission chamber, a hollow valve structure mount

ed therein and operated by the passage of air through the

1. A process for recovering metals from their ores whlcl*

consists in providing a body of mercury presenting an

extended surface, maintaining a body of ore pulp upon

said mercury with a quiescent expanding flow In proximity

to the surface thereof without substantial agitation and

without materially disturbing the mercury body, and

limiting the flow to a rate sufficient to keep in suspension

the particles contained in the pulp which are of less

specific gravity than the metals to be recovered, whereby

said metals are permitted to separate from the pulp and

amalgamate with the mercury.

2. A process for recovering metals from their ores which

consists In providing a body of mercury presenting an

extended surface, maintaining a body of ore pulp upon

said mercury with a gentle flow of reducing velocity in

proximity to the surface thereof without substantial agl

tation of said pulp or mercury surface, and limiting the

rate of flow so as to keep In suspension only those parti-

cles in the pulp which are of less specific gravity than

the metals to be amalgamated.

3. A process for rei <ivering m^bils from their ores which

consists In providing .i body of mercury presenting .in

extende<l surface, maintaining columns of ore pulp Slaving

a quiescent gravity Jlow of reducing velocity from one to

another of said columns over the surface of said body,

and so limiting said flow as to keep in suspension only the

particles of ore pulp which are of a less specific gravity

than the metals to be recovere<i without substantial agita-

tion of tile pulp or material disturiiance of the mercury.

4. A process of recovering metals from their ores which
consists In providing a body of mercury presenting an

extended' surface and maintaining thereon columns of ore
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pulp having a quiescent expaodiug gravity flow from one
to another in proximity to the surface of said body with-
out material disturbance of the mercury, the rapidity of
such flow being so limited as to keep In suspension in the
fluid only those particles which are of less speclflc gravity
than the metals to be recovered.

5. An amalgamating process for recovering metals from
their ores which consists iu provided a body of mercury
having an extemled surface, maintaining columns of ore
pulp having a quiescent gravity flow of reilucing velocity
In proximity to the surface «,f said l»o<ly from the bottom
of one column to the bottom of another without substantial
agitation of the pulp or mercury, and so limiting the
rapidity of said flow as to keep in suspension the partlcies
in said pulp whiih are of less specitio gravity than the
metal to be recovered and to prevent the carrying over
of particles of the mercury by the flow.

(Claim G not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.177. WINDOW-SCREEN. Joseph P. KuHS and
John D. Mabti.n. Honesdale. Pa. Flle<l Nov. 29. 1916.
Serial No. 134,152. (CI. 156—38.)

6

2. An adjustable screon Including an outer frame con-
sisting of longitudinally extensible sections, a screen
proper also consisting of two lonxitudlnally extensible
sections, hinges connecting one of the screen sections to

one section of the outer frame, latch bolt mounted on the
other section of the screen, and a keeper element on the
other section of the outer frame to receive said latch
bolt, whereby the adjustable screen Is held within said
outer frame against swinging movement with respect
thereto.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.178. SHIPPING CRATE. John E. Louan. Kansas
City, Mo. Filed Feb. 16, 1914. Serial No. '*1'.».»S4.

Renewed Mar. 2, 1917. Serial No. 152,15o. iCl.

217—8.)

r J

A shipping case comprising a pair of hingedly con-
nected sections. Intersecting strips mounted In the sec-

tions and constituting cells, false lids for the .sections

having cut-outs formed in their side edges and in reg-
istry with certain of the cells, hooks carried bv the sec-

tions and overhanging the cells with which the cut-outs
register, and bow springs plvotally connected to the lids,
said springs serving to hold the lids In yielding engage-
ment with the outer edges of the strips forming the cells
when the ends thereof an- locate«l in the cut-outs and en-
gii;:fd with said hooks.

1.231,179. SIGNALING 1»EVICE. Jambs P. McBbidk,
Seattle. Wa<h. H>sigiior to Carl M. Lovsted. Seattle,
Wash. Filed Feb. 24. 1914. Serial No. 820,411. (CI.
177—311.)

In a solenuld operat«'<l steam whistle having a valve
controlling lever, the combination of a perforated exten-
sion bar one end of which Is integral with the core of the
solenoid, adjustable hole and pin connection means be-

tween the said bar and the whistle lever, whereby the
solenoid and whistle may l»e adjusted as to relative posi

tlon.

1.2.'?1.180. COMIUNED AXI.ELTBRICATING DEVICE
AND NTT -LOCK. Robert Mc<;lauchlis. Montreal.
Qu.be<-. Canada. Flle»l Aug. 20, 1916. Serial No.
4«;.454. (CI. 64—27.)

1. In a devi<e of the character descrllM^fi. in combina-
tion an axle having a lubricant <-hannel. a nut thereon,
and a pin inserted through the nut into the entrance of
said chauuel arranged to ntaln lubricant therein.

2. In a device of the character described, in combina-
tion an axle having a lubricant channel, a nut thereon, a
lubricant tube In said channel, and a pin inserted through
the nut into the entrance of said tube for holding lubrl
cant therein.

3. In a device of the character described, in combina-
tion an axle having a shoulder and a threaded portion
with a iM'aring surface therebetween and a lubricant chan-
nel fornx-d In the bearing portion and extending from
near the shouMer to the extremity of the threaded por-
tion, a nut 8crewe«l on said threaded portion having a
groove formed therein adapted to register with that
part of the channel In the threaded portion and to form
therewith a passage circular in cross section, and a pin
inserted In said passaee arranged to completely close the
^ame. retaining lubricant In the channel and holding the
nut against revolution on the axle.

4. In a device of the character described, in combina-
tion an axle having a lubricant channel, a nut thereon, a
pin inserted in said channel to retain lubricant therein
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and hold the nut against revolution on the axle, said pin

iMlng provlde<i with an Integral part for holding the pin

against displacement.

3 In a device of the character described. In combina-

tion an axle having a lubricant channel, a nut thereon, a

pin Inserted through the nut and into the entrance of

said channel, and means for holding the pin against dis-

placement comprising a fin on the extremity of the pin.

connections i)etween the related gears,

shifting the clutch sleeve.

and means (or

l'>31181. ANTISKID DEVICE. Georg« H. Martin.

'"xewton. Mass.. assignor of one-half to Franklin E.

Huntress, Newton. Mass. Filed Oct. 17, 1916. SerUl

No. 126.215. (CL 152—2.)

1. The conildnatlon with a wheel of a vehl<le. of a

guide plate atta<h.«d to the Inner surface of its felly, rigid

members supported by said guide plate and movable to

ward an<l from ca< h other, a bolt carrietl by one of said

members lo rotate thereon and having a thread.nl portion

in engagement with a thr.adwl opening in the other of

KHld inemLers. said meml>ers having so.kets extended

from their under sides, a flexible member pass.-d about

the tread of >h\>\ wheel and having Uuttons on its free

ends located In said sockets.

2. The comidnatlon with a wheel of a vehicle, of a

guid.- plate attache«l to the inner surface of Its felly,

rigid nieml.er< movable on said gui<le plate toward and

from ea<h other and transv.-rsely with relation to the

felly of the wheel, means for moving said members on

said guide plate, and n flexible member passed about the

tread of the wheel and having its free ends operatlvelx

Kecure<l to said rigid members.

3. An antl skl.l device for vehicle wheel.-,, comprising a

guide plaic capable of being locatwl on the inner clrcum

ference <»f the felly of a wheel and secured In fl.\ed rela-

tion thereto, rigid nnnilMrs <u|iported by said guide plate

within the Inner circumference of said wheel, and one of

which Is movable with relation to the other transversely

of the whwl and provided with a threaded opening, a

l)olt having a threaded portion in engagement with said

threaded oi>.ulug and mouq^t.-d to turn in the other of

said rigid mcnibirs. and a flexible member capable of be-

ing passed al>out the tread of the said wheel and with

which said movable rigid member < oiiperates.

I Claims 4 to 6 not printed in the Gazette. 1

•> In nu auto truck having a longitudinal drive-shaft.

the .omblnation ol a pair of gears loose on the drive-

shaft a dutch-sleeve on the drive shaft, means on the

-ears and the clutch-sleeve for engaging the latter with

either of the former, a supplemental shaft Journaled in

the longitudinal center of the truck bo.ly. a plurality of

transverse rollers <m the tru.k body, oiiperatlng worm-

gear elements carried by the supplemental shaft and the

transverse rollers, companion gears fast on the supple-

mental shaft, operating connections between the related

gears an<l means for shifting the clutch-sleeve.

3 In an auto truck having a longitudinal drive-shaft,

the combination of a pair of spro, ket g.ars loose on the

drlveshaft. such sprocket gears provided with opposed

clut< h faces, a dut.h-sleeve on the 'drive-shaft adapted

for being engaged with either of said sprocket gears, a

supplemental shaft journale.l longitudinally In the truck

body, a plurality of trans\erse rollers on the truck body,

driving .onnections between the supplemental shaft and

the transvers.- rollers, companion sprocket gears fast on

the supplemental shaft, sprocket chains connecting the

related gears, and means for shifting the clutch sleeve.

4 In an auto truck having a hmgltudlnal drive-shaft,

the combination of a pair of sprocket gears loose on the

drlveshaft. such sprocket gears provbled with oppos.-d

clut<h faces, a <lutch-slee'e on the drive-shaft adapted

for being engageil with either of said sprocket gears, a

supplemental shaft journaled longitudinally In the truck

bwly. a plurality of transverse rollers on the truck body.

...operating worm-gear elements carrb^l by the supple

mental shaft and the transverse rollers, companion

sprocket gears fast on the supplemental shaft, sprocket

,>hnins .onne.ting the relal^nl gears, and means for shift-

ing the clutch-sleeve.

1.231. 1N3. METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING MOCCASIN-

SHGES. llARUY E. Meruii.l,. Monmouth. Me. Filed

De,-. 15. 1915. Serial No. 66,918. (CI. 12—142.)

1.231.182. LO.\DIN(; DEVICE FOR AUTOTRUCKS.
'raLpii S. Max WEI. 1.. Portland, Oreg.. assignor of one-

half to Julia M. Parker. Portland. Oreg. Fll.'d Jun-

30. 1916. S.-rial No. H>6.9.'>.''.. (CI. 21—33.>

1. In an auto truck having a longitudinal drive-shaft.

the lombinatiou of a pair of g.>ars lo<.se on the drive-

shaft, a clutch-sleeve on the drive shaft, means on the

gears and the clutch-sleeve for engaging the latter with

either of th.- former, a supplemental shaft Journaled Ion

gitudlnally in the truck l)ody. a plurality of transverse

rollers oii the tru( k l>ody. driving conne. tlons between

the supplemental shaft and the transverse rollers, com-

panion gears fast on the supplemental shaft, opi-ratlng

1. The method of c.mst ructing moccasin shoes which

comprises first s.'curing a vamp to a sole, ln<ertlng a last,

shaping the ^•amp to the last before an upper Is attached,

and subsequently atta«hing the upper to the vamp to com-

plete the moccasin.

2. The ni.'thod of constructing moccasin shoes which

.'*>mprlses first securing a vamp to a sole, with the en.is

..f the vamp near the middle of the sole. Inserting a last,

shaping the vamp to the last before an upper is attached,

and sui'sequentiv attaching the upper t<. the vamp to

complete the moccasin.

3. The method of constrnctlng moccasin shoes which

comprises first securing a vamp to a sole with the ends

of the vamp near the middle of the sole. Inserting a last,

shaping the vamp to the last before an upper Is attach.-.l.

then .losing the seam in the vamp, and subsequently at-

lachini: the upper to the vamp to <omplete the moccasin.

». The method of constructing moccasin shoes whUli

.omprlses first securing a vamp to a sole, inserting a last.
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shapins tbr vamp to the last before an upper Is attached,
attaching the upper to the vamp, and se, uring an outer
sole to thf first sole.

r>. The method of construiting niocia-sln shoes which
comprises first securing a vamp to a sole with the ends
of the vamp near the middle of the sole. Inserting a last,
shaping the vamp to the last before an upper is attached,
then closing the seam in the vamp, attaching the upper
to the vamp, and securing an outer sole to the first sole.

1.231.184.

Spokane,

130.654.

DIRKHRLE IIEAPLKillT. John Mesm k.
Wash. Filed Nov. 10. 1916. Serial No.
(CI. 240—62.)

Jeif

i. A dirigible headlight for automobiles comprising io

combination, a lamp supporting spindle, means for sup-
porting said spindle against longitudinal movement and
rotatlvely mounting said spindle from a portion of th«'

ho<ly of the automobile to permit of rotation of said spin-

dle about a vertical axis fixed with respect to said bod.v.

a supporting means fixed to a portion of the running gear,
a cranic hub vertically slidable with respect to and non-
rotatlvely connected with said spindle and said crann
hub being rotatable and horizontally slidably mounted on
said supporting means and held thereby against vertical
movement with respect thereto, and means for causing
said hub to turn synchronously with the steering whwls.
substantially as described.

2. A dirigible headlight for automobiles comprising in
combination, a lamp supporting spindle provided with a
lower polygonal portion, a sleeve means engaging the up-
per portion of said spindle and supporting the latter for
rotation about a vertical axis and against longitudinal
movement, a horizontally dispose<l fork fixed to the axle
of the automobile, a cranlt hub rotatable In said fork ami
having upper and lower flanges holding said crank hub
against vertical movement but permitting horizontal slid-
ing movement of .said crank hub along said fork, the polyg-
onal portion of said spindle extending through and be-
ing vertically slidable in said crank hub thereby com
pensating for relative movement of the body with respect
to the axle both horizontally and vertically and always
maintaining a positive connection between the spindle
and said hub, and means for causing said hub to turn
synchronously with the steering wheels, substantially as
described.

3. A dirlginle headlight for automobiles comprising in
combination, a lamp supporting spindle, means for sup-
porting .said spindle against longitudinal movement and
rotatlvely mounting said spindle from a portion of the
body of the automobile to permit of rotation of said spin-
dle about a vertical axis fixed with respect to said bo<ly,

a supporting means fixed to a portion of the running gear,
a crank,hi- \eftically slidable with respect to and non-
rotatlvely ! onn»'cte<l with Faid spindle and said crank hub
being rotata.-ly and horizontally sli<lahly mounted on said
sui)porting means and held thereby against vt-rtlcal move-
ment with respect thereto, means for causing said hub to
turn synchronously with the steering wheels, a companion
lamp supporting spindle mounted to turn about a fixed
jixis with respect to the body, and means connecting said
plndles to cause the same to turn in unison, substan-

tially as describe*!.

4. .\ dirigible headlight for automobiles comprising in
lomblnation, a lamp supporting spindle provided with a

lower polygonal portion, a sleeve means engaging the up-
i>er portion of said .spindle and supporting the latter for
rotation about a vertical axis and against longitudinal
movement, a horizontally disposed fork secure,l to the
axle of the automobile, a < rank hub rotatable In said fork
and having upper and lower flanges holding said crank
hub against vertical movement but permitting horizontal
sliding movement of said crank hub along said fork, the
polygonal portion of said spindle extending through and
iH-ing vertically slidable In said crank hub thereby com-
IM-nsntlng for relative movement of the body with respect
to the axle lK)th horizontally and vertically and always
maintaining a positive connection between the spindle
and said hub. means for causing said hub to turn synchro-
nously with the st.-erlng wheels, a companion lamp sup
porting spindle mount.-*! to turn about a flxid axis with
respect to the body, and means .onnectlng said spindles
to cause the same to turn In unison, sul.st.^ntiallv as de-
SCrltKHl.

o. In a dirigible light for automobiles, a fork support,
a crank hub rotatably mounted In said fork and having
rounded tianges engaging the fork above and below the
a me to maintain said hul) loos.dy in engagement with
said fork, means engaging said crank hub to turn the
>ame with the steering wheels, and a dirigible lamp In
• IM-niting conne<tlon with said hub. substantially as de-
scrM>ert.

1.231,18.'>. SINKKAR. Fridehick .Mcller, Elizabeth.
N. J. Filed Jan. 22. 1917. .><erlal
3.^1—174.»

-No. 143.686. (CI

1. A sine bar comprising a bar having rounde<| heads,
an aperture<l holder engaging the bar between said heads,
a straight e<lge adapte<l to be securetl to said bar in
parallelism therewith, said straight edge projecting a
distance beyond the heads, and means for securing said
straight edge to said bar.

3. A sine bar comprising a bar having rounded heads, a
sleeve encompassing part of the bar. a straight e<lge
adapted to be secure,! to said bar between said sleeve and
one of said heads, said straight edge being disposed
parallel to the axis of the bar, and means for securing
sal I straight edge to said bar.

0. A sine bar comprising a bar having rounded beads.
a holder engaging the bar between said heads, a straight
e«lge mounteil on the bar between snld holder and one of
said heads, iiald straight edge having a sharp working
e<lge that is arrange<| In parallelism with the axis of the
bar and extends a ilistance beyond the heails. and a clamp
that removably secures the straight edge to said bar.

r Claims 2, 4, and 5 not prlnte<l in the Oasette.]

1.231.186. CK;arETTKCASE. Vhtor Nivois, Brook-
lyn. N. Y. Filed Apr. 17. 1910. Serial No. 91,606.
(CI. 20«—41.)

1. A cigarette case comprising a suitable cover, and a
holder adapted to be envelop«-d thereby when the cover
Is closed, said hold>-r having Integral angularly disposed
flanges carrying cigarette engaging me.nns projecting In-
ward thereof for engaging opposite sides of the cigarette.

I
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2 A Cigarette <«se Including a holder having a wall

provided with an integral inturned cigarette engaging

» flange.

1 231 188. NECK MOLD FOR BOTTLE BLOWING MA-

CHINES. Frank ONeill. Tole<lo. Ohio. Filed July

18. 191t$. Serial No. 109,872. (CI. 49—42.)

.".. In a cigarette cas.-. a hoMer comprising spaced side

and .nd walls, said sl.W- walls having integral Inturned

longitudinally extending serrate*! . Igarette engaging

flanges.

'.«. A cigarette case ooniprislng a pair of hinged dished

co^irs. the free longitudinal eilge portions of which are

tapered to form converging meeting edges when the case

is (los.d. and a box like holder mounted upon the hinge

section of thi- (overs, the binge section of sii. h covers

constituting the bottom of the holder, and m.ans carri.il

by the holder and operative on opposite faces of the

cigarettes for positioning the cigarettes individually and

maintaining them upright and In spaced relation.

I
Claims 3. 4. and 6 to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

12311*^7. LEVELING DR.VWING TAHLE FOR COM
BINATION JOLT RAMMING AND ROCK OVER MA-

CHINES. William C. NowrRoss, Terre Haute. Ind..

assignor to American Molding Machine Co., Terre

Haute. Ind.. a Corporation of Indiana. Original appli

cation flh>d July IT. l»lf.. Serial No. 109.698. Dlvl.led

and this appii<ation filed Aug. 21. 1916. Serial No.

116.091. (CI. 22—91.»

1. The combination of a nunalde carrier, a main mold,

n sectional neck mold adapted to coiiperate with the main

mold supporting devices for the necic mold sections mov-

ablv mounted on the (arrier. and a vertically movable

device having otherwise llxed position, the .arrier adapted

to m..v.- th<- neck mold supports Into operative allne-

iiieni with said .l.'vl.-e. and ni.-aus for m..vlnii said device

vcrtbally for s.'paratlng said supports and op.nlng, the

neck mold.

1. Th.' .-omblnation of a m.dd .arrier. a main mold, a

horizoutallv opening neck mold a.lapted to cofiperate with

th.' main m..ld, devices projecting from and movable with

the n.>. k mold sections, and a mol.l opening devl.e adapte.1

to be iuove.1 between sal.l projecting devl.-.-s f..r opening

the n».k mold, said mold opening device supported adja-

c.-nt to but Independently of th.' mold carrier.

3. The combination of a moid carrier, a main mold, a

horiz..ntally opening sectional ne. k mold beneath and

adapt.Mi toCoaperat.- with the main mold, supporting de-

vl.-.'B for the neck mold sections moval.ly mounted on the

carrier and projecting therefrom, and a niovablf device

locate.1 outside the path of movement of the carrier and

supported Independently of the latter and adapte.l to be

enteied between said supporting devices for separating

them and opening the neck mold.

4. The combination of a horizontally movable mold

.arrier. a sectional mold, mold supporting arms plvotally

s.-.nred t.) the .arrier b.'tw.-en the outer edge of the

latter and the mol.l sections with said arms projecting

b«'yond the carrier, and a vertically movable .levlce locate<l

b.'yond the path of movement of the carrier and adapted

t.. »>e projected Into engagement with the extende.1 por-

tions of the arms for actuating the latter to open the mold.

.-.. The combination of a horizontally movable mold

.arrier. a se<-tlonal open bottom main mold mounte<l on

the .arrier. a s.'ctional neck mold beneath and adapte.1 to

reglst.T with the main mo'd. movabl." supporting means

for the neck mold sections p. rmancntly mounte.l on the

carrier, an.l a movable .levlce having fixed position and

with which the c arrier is adapted t.. place the neck mold

supporting means In operative relation for op.-ning the

neck mold.

[Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. In a molding uuichln.-. a centrally supported unitary

leveling .irawing table, an.l manually operable locking

means for fastening it wh.-re set.

2. In a molding machine, a c-ntrally supported unitary

leveling drawing table having a three-point support for

the mold, an.l manually op.rable locking means for secur-

ing it where set.

3. In a m.dding machine, a unitary leveling drawing

table plvotally and tUtably supporte.1 at its center, and a

yoke and fastening device for securing It where set.

4. In a molding machine, a unitary plvotally and tilt-

ably support.-d leveling table, a setting yoke therefor, and

a fast.ner for securing the yoke.

,">. In a molding raa.hlne, a drawing Ubie. a plvotally

and tiltably supporte.l leveling device thereon, a yoke

se.-ur«'<l to and d.'pending from the leveling device, and a

taste nlng b..lt for se« uring the yoke to the tlrawlng table.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gaiette.]

1.231.189. GREASE CATCHING DEVICE FOR AUTO-

MOBILES. Coleman Fekrei.i. Pearson. Montgomery,

Ala. Filed Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No. 124.746. (CI.

74 56.1

1. \ gri-as.^ .atchlng device for the brake drums 0/ au-

tomoldl.-s. c-omprlslng a shallow pan shap.'d to dlr.'.t

gr.ase away from the drum and from the wheel carrying

the drum, and provided with a discharge op«nlng. said

pan having ni.-ansr for susp.-ndlng It from the drum and

also pr..vid.'d with a idade adapt.-d to be brought Into such

relation to the periphery of the drum as to <atch grease

ac.umulatlng on the periphery of the drum.

2. A m.ans for catching and diverting grease leaking

from th.' brake drum of an aut.)mobile, comprising a

shallow pan in. r.-aslng in width from one end toward the

other and provided with an outlet near one side of the

wide end and with suspending means near one side of

th.- narrow end and at said narrow end having grease en-

gaging m-ans adapted to be brought into close relation

to the peripheral portion of the drum.

3. A pan for catching .Iripplngs of grease from the

brake drum of an automobile, said pan having an escape
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opening for directing grease away from tbe wheel of tbe

automobile adjacent to the brake drum and also provided

with a suspendiDg oar adapted to be attached to a bolt

present on the brake drum and with a blade for engaging

grease accumulating on the periphery of the drum and
directing It Into the pan.

4. A drip pan for attachment to the brake drum of an

automobile, said pan being of shallow depth with marginal

walls and widening from one end toward the other with

an escape opening at the wide end, an attaching car near

the narrow end of the pan and adapted to be engaged by

a bolt pr»'s«»ut on the brakf drum, and a blade carried by

the pan for engaging grease accumulating on the periph-

eral portion of the drum and directing the grease Into the

pan.

5. A drip pan for attachment to the brake drum of an
automobile, said pan being of shallow depth with marginal

walls and widening from one end toward the other with

an escape opening at the wide end, an attaching ear near

the narrow end of the pan and adapted to be engaged by

a bolt present on the brake drum, and a blade carried by

the pan for t>ngagin'g grease accumulating on the periph-

eral portion of the drum and directing the grease into

th«» pan. said blade ri.sing above the tt>p of the pan and

bent at the free end to be directed toward the periphery

of the brake drum when the pan is Installed.

1.231,190. CHAIN' SAW. Waltm Pbterson, Honey

Creek. Iowa. Filed Apr. 8. 1916. Serial No. 89,896.

(CI. 143—188.)

1. An endless chain saw of the specified class, compris-

ing a plurality of side plates .a plurality of shafts con-

necting the plates together in pairs and pivoting the palra

together In terminally overlapping succession, and a

plurality of saw teeth having stop shoulders to engage

the plates, and having lugs pivoted on the shafts and

adapted to engage the teeth of a sprocket wheel.

2. An endless chain saw of the specified class, compris-

ing a plurality of aide plates, a plurality of shafts con-

necting the plates together in pairs and pivoting the pairs

together in terminally overlapping succession, and a plu-

rality of saw teeth having Uigrs pivoted on the shafts be-

tween the plates and adapted to engage the teeth of a
sprocket wheel.

"

3. An endless chain saw of the specified class, compris-
ing a plurality of double links having side plates, a plu-

rality of shafts connecting the side plates and pivoting

the links together in series, and a plurality of saw teeth
pivoted on the shafts respectively.

4. An endless chain saw of the specified class, compris-

ing a |>lurality of double links having side plates spaced
apart and adapted to admit between the plates a link-

guiding bar. a plurality of shafts connecting the side

plates in pairs, and pivoting the links together in series,

and a plurality of saw teeth, pivoted on the shafts re-

spe« lively.

5. An endless chain saw of the specified class, coniprls-

iDg a plurality of double links having side plates spaced

aiMirt to admit a guide between them, a plurality of shafts

connecting the side plates in pairs and pivoting the links

together In terminally overlapping succession, and a pla-

rallty of saw t<^th pivoted on the shafts respectively, and
having stop shoulders adapted to engage by contact the

edges of the plates.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231,191. FASTENING. Frbd C. Polinc. Menlo. Iowa,
assignor to Uoode Anti-Skid Chain Manufacturing Com-
pany. Des Moines, Iowa, a Corporation of .\rizona.

Filed Feb. 20. 1917. Serial No. 149.816. (CI. 24—232.

>

1. A fastening device for chains, comprising a hasp
formed with a hook at one end and also having an eye

at the other end adapted to be pivoted on a link of said

chain, said hook extending across the plane of the eye
In one direction and across the plane of the body of the

hasp in the other direction and being adapted to enter an
adjacent link of said chain, together with a loop slid-

Ingly mounted on and wholly embracing said adjacent link

and adapted to embrace said hook.

2. A fastening, comprising a hasp formed with a rela-

tively straight body, and also formed with an eye offset

at one end portion of said l)ody. and also formed with a

hook oCTset at the opposite end portion of said body into

the plane of the eye, aaid hasp being adapted to be pivoted

on a link of a chain, the hook being adapted to enter an
adjacent link of the chain, a loop being mounted loosely

on said adjacent link and adapted wholly to embrace said

hook, said hasp being adapted to re<<eiTe an oppositely

adjacent link In embracing relation with its end portion

adjacent to said eye, the latter link overlapping the hasp-

carrying link.

1.231,192. MACARONI-COOKER. .Joseph Pomi.\now-
8KI. Chicago. 111. Filed Dec. 14. 1916. Serial No.
l.'?6.920. (fn. 83—1.)
1. In a macaroni cooker comprising a pot having a

cover provid*^ with a centrally located opening, a hinged
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transparent window for said opening, a fixed bail upon

said cover spanning said window and having the hand

piece thereof provided with a socket having flanged edges,

said window being provided with a knob swinging with

the op«>nlng movement of the window into frictlonal re-

taining engagement with one of said edges.

I

2. A macaroni cooker comprising a pot having an out-

wardly projecting bead spaced from the upper rim of the

pot and provided with Interrupted portions, a closure

cover for the said pot having a central opening and an

annular flange arranged adjacent the said bead when the

cover Is closed, depending hooks carried by the said flange

adapted for detachable engagement with the bead through

the said Interrupted portions thereof, a hinged transpar-

ent window for said cover opening, damper-controlled

draining means at one side of the cover, damper-controlled

steam outlet means at the opposite side of the cover, and

a ball handle carried by the cover overlying said window,

and coiiperating means carried l»y the said window and

handle adapted for operative engagement when the win-

dow is open to retain the window In open position.

1,231. ll»3. ELECTROMAGNET. Chaklbs C. Powaas.

Williaiiis. .\rl7... assignor of one-third to .Tack T. Utnlk

an<l one third to Louis I>e Bold. Williams. Ariz. Filed

Sept. 8. -4916. Serial No. 119.110. (CI. 175—21.)

I. In an electromagnet, a tul)ular bobbin having a slot,

energizing colls wound back and forth on said bobbin

from slot to slot, a core member movable in said bobbin

and an arm c-arrylng said core member an<l projecting

through said slot and movable with relation to said colls.

3. In an electromagnet, an annular tubular bobbin hav-

ing an annular slot, energizing colU wound back and

forth on said l>obbin from slot to slot, a core meml)er mov-

able in said t)obbln and an arm carrying said core member

and projecting through said slot and rotatable around an

axis, said core member Including a plurality of sections

of alternately magnetic and non magnetic material.

6. In an electromagnet, an annular tubular bobbin hav-

ing an annular alot, energizing coils wound on said bobbin,

a core memlX'r movable In said l>obbin and an arm carry

log said core member and projecting through said slot

aod rotatable around ao axis, said core member IncludlDg

a plurality of sections of alternately magnetic and non

magnetic material, said coils being wound back and forth

around said bobbin from slot to slot, alternate turns be-

ing wound close to the bobbin and the remaining turns

spaced away from the bobbin.

[Claims 2, 4, and 5 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231.194. FINGER-COT. Clofto.n O. Pkince. Win-

chester, Tenn. FUed Nov. 13, 1916. Serial No. 131.118.

(CL 128—8.)

1. A device of the character described, comprising a

finger cot having a silt beginning at one side of Its open

end and extending a part of the length of the cot ; and

aa adhesive strip extending around the outside of the cot

In permanent engagement therewith at the open end there-

of with its ends projecting beyond said silt at each side

thereof, said free ends having adhesive material on tbelr

inner faces.

2. A device of the character described, comprising a

finger cot having a flared portion at Its open end and split

through said flared portion to form said portion at the

sides of said split into flaps designed to overlap each

other to adapt the device to fit different sized Angers

;

and an adhesive strip extending around the outside of

the cot at the open end thereof in permanent adhesive en-

gagement with the cot. and having its ends projecting

beyond said silt, said ends having adhesive inner faces for

wrapping around and engaging the finger of the wearer.

1,231,198. SHOCKING MACHINE. Ci.em^ia R. Ranbt,

Chicago, 111., assignor to International liarveater Com-

pany of New Jersey, a Corporation of New Jersey.

Filed Jan. 23. 1913. Serial No. 743,74t». (CI. 66—122.)

1. In a shocking machine, normally prostrate shock set-

ting mechanism, and a sheaf delivery member com rolling

the same and engageable with the upper surface of the

shock butt ther^n.
2. In a shocking machine, a proatrate shock receptacle,

and means for operating the same having a controlling

member engageable with the entire upper surface of a

sheaf deposited therein.

I

3. In a shocking machine, a shock receptacle, shock dis-

charging mechanism, and intermittently operating eon-

!
trolling means therefor succeaslvely engageable with dif-

ferent parts of the shock.

I 4. In a shocking machine, a shock receptacle, shock

I binding mechanism, and controlling means therefor in-

' eluding a controlling member engageable with the sheaves

1 in the shock sabetantially throughout their length.
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5. In a shocking machine, a shock receptacle, shock
binding mechanism, and contrulllng means for the latter

successively engaK<>able with the butts of sheaves on op-

posite sides of the ahock.
[Claims 6 to 76 not prlnt«'<l In the Gazette.]

and to said frame work below its pivotal connection to
the upright members.

1.231.196. RADIANT TYl'E STOVE. William A. Kan-
kin and Hkxry I>. L.vhaway, Ontario. CaJ.. a^^iguora
to Ilotpolnt Electric Heating; Company, Ontario. <"al.,

n Corporation of California. Filed Feb. 2. 1916. Se-

rial -No. 75.S51. (CI. :.'19— 19.

)

lO hs .V

1.2.S1.197. SUPPORT OR STAND. Clinton C. Rev
.voi.DS. Le Roy. III. Fibnl May 29, 1916. Serial No.

100.437. (01. 248—5R.)

1. A device of the chara<ter described Including in

combination, a base havln^r spaced uprieht members, a

supportlni: frame work for holding a barrel or other re

ceptacle pivotally connected t>etween said upright mem
l)ers, said frame work including strap members adapted
to extend across the bottom of the receptacle and up
alon>r the sides thereof, one of said strap members being

dlvlde<l and having removable means for sectiring it to-

gether, and hook members adjustably secured to said strap

members and adapted to engasre the top of the receptacle.

2. A device of the chnrartor desi-ribed including in

combination, a base having spaced upright members, a

frame work for holding a receptacle pivotally connecte<l to

said upright members, arms pivotally connected to said

base .ind link members pivotally connected to said arms

1. An electric heating device, comprising an electric

heating element, a retlettor surface placed near saiil heat

Ing element, and means for cooling said retlector surface

by means of a liquid.

2. An electric heating device, comprising an electric

beating element, a reflector surface placed near said heat

ing element, walls forming an inclosed chamber adjacent
to said reflector, and a body of cooling fluid in said

chamber.
.1. An ele<trlc heating device, comprising an eiei trie

heating element, a reflector surface placed near said heat
ing element, walls forming an lncio»<e<l chamber adjacent
to said retlect«>r, a body of cooling fluid In said chamber,

a reservoir, and means for connecting said inclosed cham-
ber with said reservoir.

4. .\n electric hi-atin;; device, comprising an electric

heating element, a reflector placed near said heating ele

ment, walls forming an inclo«e<l chamber adjacent to said

reflector, walls forming an ini'losed chamber around the

outer wall of the device, and a body of coolin;; fluid in

said chambers.

5. An electric heating device, comprising an electric

heating element, a reflector placed near said heating ele-

ment, walls forming an inclosed chamber adjacent to said 1

reflector, walls forming an inclosed chamber around the

walls of the device, a body of cooling fluid in said cham- I

bers. a reservoir, and means for connecting the interior of

said chambers with said reservoir.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed In the Gazette.]

v=^
3. A device of the character descrllNNi includinu in

comldn.ition. a l>ase havinc spaced upright members, a

frame work for holding a receptacle pivotally connecied

to said upright members, arms pivotally connecte<l to said

base and link members pivotally conn«'cted to said arms
and to said frame work below the pivotal connection of

the upright members, and stops on said links adapted to

engage said arms when in a fully extended position to

lock the parts In said extende<l position.

4. A device of the character liescribed Including In

combination, a t»ase having spai<*4| upright members, a

frame work for holding a receptacle pivotally connect'-d

to said upright member*, arms pivotally connected to said

iMse and link members pivotally connected to said arms
and to said frame work b«dow the pivotal connection of

the upright members, a stop on «'ach link a<lapted to en-

cage S4ild arms when in a fully extended position to lock

the parts in said extended position, and a stop on the

other end of each link to engage -iaid spac<>d iipriuht

memlM'rs to stop the receptacle In its normal position on

Its return movement.
5. A device of the character described, includink: in

conibinatlon. a tmse having spaced uprltcht menil>erf. a

fram-' work for holding .i receptacle. Including strap

members adapted to extend along the bottom thereof and
up aloni: the sides with hook members adjustably «eci!re«|

to the ends of Mild strap members anrl adapted to engage
the top of the receptacle, arms pivotally connected to said

Itase and link members pivotally connectetl to said arms
and to said strap members at a point near the bottom of

the receptacle, sabi strap Mieml)ers also having a pivotal

connection with said spact'il upright members adjace'it

the internHHllate point of the receptacle.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Cazette.]

1,231.19s MOl'NTIN'; OF FEKIm.I IDKS uF PRINT
IXG, LITHOGRAPHING. AND OTHER LIKE MA-
CHINES. Ernest .Iame.s Rorekts, Chrlst<hurch. .New

Zealand. Flle<l Sept. 13. 1916. Serial No. lltt.!».-.5.

(n. 101—413.)

jL- -B

Means for the purpose indicated c«impri8lnc in < ombl-
nation with a plate adapted to be clampe<| upon the feed-

board by means of a set-screw, fee«l guide, a truncated
cone Inserted from the underside of the plate in a conical

hole, the smaller or upper end of su<h lone abutting with
and being rigidly secure<l to the guide while the l«se of

such cone projects slightly beneath the underside of the
plate and forms a bearing for the latter upon the l>oard.

substantially as described.
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1,231.199. FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTER. Charles W.
RoBi.vso.v, Hamilton, Ontario. Canada, assignor, by
mesne assignments, to International Harvester Corpora-
tion, a Corporation of .New Jersey. Filed Dec. 1. 1913.
Serial No. 80.^1,962. (CI. 278—5.)

1. In a fertilizer distributer, a traveling apron, driving
mechanism therefor lnclu<llng a shaft and gear movable
In a vertical plane, a bell crank mounted on a transverse
axis on said distributer and extending l»elow said shaft
and gear, and means for actuating said l<ell crank to
yieldingly shift the shaft and gear in a manner to control
the operation of the apron.

2. In a fertilizer distributer, a traveling apron, driving
mechanism therefor including a driving gear, a meml>er
adapted to mesh therewith carried upon a movable shaft.
a bell crank connect*"*! directly to said shaft and having
an arm projecting below, and means <onnected with said
downwardly projecting arm for yieldingly actuating the
i)en crank to move Kald member to position for engaging
or disengaging the gear.

3. In a fertilizer distributer, a receptacle, a traveling
apron therefor, driving mechanism for said apron Includ
ing a wheel and a member adapted to engage therewith, a
movable shaft for said member, a bell crank lever pivoted
to said receptacle and slldably engaging at one end with
said shaft, and having Its other end projecting down
wardly, a rock shaft beneath said rei-eptade, and a yield-
able connection betwe<'n said rock shaft and downwardly
extending arm of the bell crank lever whereby said mov-
able shaft is shifteii to effect engagement or disengage-
ment between the said wheel and coactlng member.

4. In a fertilizer distributer, a re<-eptacle. a traveling
apron therefor, drlvini: me< hanisni for said apron includ-
ing a movable shaft and a gi-ar for controlling the opera-
tion thereof, a bell crank lever for operating said shaft
and i.'ear. a rock shaft on snld receptacle, a link connect
ing said rock shaft with the I.ell crank lever, and a flexible
connection betw«'en said link and bell crank lever provliled
with means space<i apart to receive said bell crank lever
to thereby provide for a variable path of movement for
aid l>ell crank lever. '

5. In a fertilizer distrlbuler. a receptacle, forward
driving mechanism therefor, reverse drlvln;: mechanism,
shifting means for said forward drive, a rock shaft for
operating said shifting means, a bell crank lever for shift
Ing the reverse driving mechanism In and out of op»raflve
position, a crank arm carried on said rock shaft, and a rod
connected to said bell crank lever and having a sliding
Bwlvel connection with said crank arm.

[Claims 6 to not printed In the tJazette.]

1.231.200. ELECTRICAL TIMINt; DEVICE. Earl
j

IIovt Roi.linso.v, Lyons Farms, .\. .1. Filed Nov, 27,
' ini.^. .Serial No. 63.705. (V[. 175—273.)

1. In a timing circuit breaker, the combination of an
electrical circuit, a heating coll in said <ircult. a device
for holding *al<l <lrcuit breaker closed Including an ex
panslble metallic member within and free from <ontact
with said heatln;; coll and actuated by the heat radiated
therefrom to release said device and open said circuit
breaker.

4. In a circuit breaker, the comblnulon of an electric
circuit, a heating <oil and a circuit breaker In series In
said circuit, a tripping device for releasing said circuit
breaker, an expansible metallic element free from contact
with and actuated by radiant heat from said heating coU
for releasing said tripping device to open said circuit.

rF
-S=«9"

^'
J^

3\

12. in a timing cut-out for electric circuits, the combi-
nation of an electrh circuit, a heating coll and a circuit
breaker in series in said circuit, a spring actuated pivoted
lever having a stop device for holding said circuit breaker
c1os«k1. an expansllile wire separated by an intervening
air gap from and actuated by the heat generated in said
coll and" radiated across said air-gap to release said cir-
cuit breaker ami then>by open the circuit, and means for
regulating the heat from said coll to expand said wire in
a pn««letermiued time to operate said circuit breaker.

18. In a timing circuit breaker, the combination of an
electric dnult. a heating (oll and a spring actuated cir-
cuit breaker In said <lr<ult. a plvotetl lever, an expansible
wire connected to said lever and extending axially through
said coll and rigidly secured at Its opposite end, a stop
pin on said lever, a stop plnte upon said circuit breaker,
for eny:agement with sjUd pin to hold said circuit breaker
closed, and a spring for swinging said lover to break the
Migagement of said stop pin and plate and thereby open
said .Ircult upon the generation of heat in said coil and
the consequent expansion of said wire.

19. In an electric circuit breaker, the combination of a
spring presseil, sliding brush, a pivoted lever mounted to
slble upon Its pivot, a brush upon said lever adapted to
.outact with. and depress said sliding !.rush, and a trip
device for engagement with said lever and so arrange.! aa
to require said lever to be slid upon Its pivotal support and
effect a wiping contact between said brushes when said
circuit breaker Is reset.

(Claims 2. 3, 5 to 11. 13 to 17. and 20 to 24 not printed
in the «;azctte. ]

1.231.201. FASTENER SETTINc; MACHINE. Fred A.
Rt M.NKV, Boston. Mass.. assignor to United Shoe Ma-
chinery Company. Paterson, N. .T.. a Corporation of
New Jersey. Filed Aug. 17. 19J2. Serial No. 716.648.
<C1. 218—14.)
1. A duplex»fastener setting machine having, in combi-

nation, a -tatiouary elongated channel constructed and ar-
ranged to receive the edge portions of two contiguous piecea
of work, an edge gage disposed adjacent to one end of the
channel, means for separating the two pieces of work as
they pass the edge gage, and setting tools for inserting a
fastener in each piece of work adjacent to their point of
separation.

2. A duplex fastener setting machine having. In combi-
nation, setting tools arranged to operate In an inclined
path, a work guiding member having an inclined unob-
structed supporting surface extending to a point remote
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from the setting tools, a longltudlDally disposed shoulder

at Its lower edge over whli h portions of two superposed

piece* of work are anspemled while the edges of said pieces

rest on the supporting surface, and means for separating

the two pieces of work aft<r they leave the guiding mem-
ber and before they reach the tools.

3. A machine of the class described having, in combina-
tion, a reciprocatory setting tool, and a worlc guiding mem-
ber having an unobstructe<l supporting surface leailing to

a point in line with the path of the tool and a pair of

opposed p.irallel projections limiting the supporting sur-

face of the work guiding member, one of said projections
being unobstructed throughout its length to permit a part
of the work to be bent over it.

4. A machine of the class described having. In comblna
tloD. oppositely arranged setting tools, an intermediate
work plate adapted to be interposed between two layers

of material and located In line with the tools, and a work
guiding member at one side of the work plate for support-

ing both layers of the work as It is fed to the tools.

5. A work KuidiiiK iiiemlier for <i fjisteuer st-ttiiiK ina

chine compri.sing a plate having a supporting surface, a
longitudinal wall at one edge disposed perpendicularly to

•aid surface, and a rib adjui^tably mounted adjacent to the

Other edge of said surface having an inner wall disposed

perpendicular to the supportlut; surface and a rounded
upper face upon which the work may be suspended.

[Claims 6 to 18 not printeti in the <iazette.l

1.231.202. INSUL.KTINC JOINT. Frank I». S.\ylob.

Pittsburgh. V&. Filed Sept. 9, 1914. Serial No. 860.886.

{CI. 173—365.)

1. An Insulating coupling conaistlog of a plurality of

threaded metallic bushings In tandem each having a central

threaded opening providing for a pipe connection at each

end of the coupling and each bushing having an external

flange, an intervening insulating member having threaded

encagement with said bushings, and an outer insulating

bCKl.V.

2. An Insulating coupling consisting of a plurality of

threaded metallic bushings in tandem providing for a pipe

connection at each end and each having a polygonal flange,

an Intervening insulating member having threaded engage-

ment therewith, an outer insulating l"0«ly. and a surround-

ing shell.

3. An Insulating coupling consisting of a plurality of

threaded metallic bushings in tandem providing for a pipe

connection at ea< h end and having tlangiHi portions, an

Intervening Insulating member having threads engaging

the metallic bushings, and an outer insulating body en-

veloping said flange portions.

4. An insulating coupling consisting of a plurality of

threaded metallic bushings in tandem providing for a pipe

connection at each end and having flanged portions, an

Intervening insulating member connecting the metallic

bushings by threaded engagement and extending there-

beyond ><y an t)Uter insulating body portion embracing said

flanged portions, and an outermost roonde<l protecting

<asing embracing the extended portion of the insulating

meml>er.

5. In an insulating coupling of the class described, the

combination of a plurality of spaced threaded bashings In

tandem having terminal flanges, and a Iwdy of Insulating

material having threaded engagement with said bushings

and embracing the flanges thereof.

(Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oazette.]

1.231.203. PAPER MATERIAL CONTAINER. GnOKGI

L. s. Ai.Ks. I>etrolt. Mi<b. Kii'>«l I»ec. 30. H»15. Serial

No. 69.502. (a. 22»—12.)

- 12

- 1

A closure for a pap«'r-materlal container, comprising

paper-material formed with outer and Inner annular de-

pending flanges providing a gri>ove adapted to engage over

the tnlge of a <ontainer with the outer flange of greater

depth than the inner flange, said closure having a central

depress»Ml portion providing an opening concentric with the

container and a seat at the marginal e<lgi-s of !*aid opening

to reedve a flat cap adapted to be sprung into the opening

of the closure on to the seat to He In a plane well t)eIow

the top of the closure, and tabs secured to the outer flange

of said closure and adapted for attachment to the walla

of the container.

1.231.204. ENVELOP. Fkank C. SCHABrrLca, Hunting-

ton. N. Y. Filed Aug. 19. 1916. Serial No. 115,752.

(CI. 229—73.)
1. An envelop having a front provlde<l with a pair of

silts to form a t)and. a flrst legend on said band, a flap

adapted to be passeil through either one of the silts, and a

second legend on the tiap. said flrst nameil legend being

adapted to l>e blanketed by the flap, while the second

name<I legend It adapted to be blanketed by the band.

2. An envelop having a front provided with a pair of

slits to form a ban<i. a first legend on said band, a hinged
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flap adapted to be passed through either one of the slits,

and a second legeml on the flap, the two legends being

arranged at sabstantially equal distances from the hinge
of the flap.

1.231.205. SEAT. Bbr<iabd Schkchtbr, Sl Louis, Mo.,
assignor of one-third to Q<>orge H. Tontrup and one-
third to William J. Mackle, St. Louis, Mo. Filed Apr.
19, 1916. SerUl No. 92.099. (CI. 165—2.)

ing adapted to form the path of travel of said lever*,
said levers being adapted as seat back throwing levers,
and means adapted as double bearings for plvotally
mounting one end of each of said levers between said
plates, said means consisting of a hub borne by said
lever-ends, a bushing borne by one of said plates and
adapted to support therein an adjacent portion of said
hub, and a projecting lug borne by the adjacent plate and
adapted to receive an adjacent portion of said hub
thereon.

4. The combination with a seat-frame comprising op-
posite • plates bearing longitudinally curved flanges ex-
tending lengthwise of said plates, of shifting rockers
slldabiy mounte<l on said flanges, a seat-bottom adapted
to be borne by said rockers, and means adapted for
mounting said seat-bottom on said rockers in hinged rela-
tion thereto, said means having hinged joints adjacent
each end thereof and being adapted for permitting said
seat-bottom to be folded upwardly from either side-edge
on Its opposite sl(l«-edge. • '

r

5. The combination, with a seat-frame comprising op-
posite plates bearing longitudinally curved flanges ex-
tending lengthwise of said plates, of shifting rockers slld-
abiy mounted on said flanges, a seat-bottom adapted to be
borne by said rockers, and means adapted for mounting
said seat In hinged relation to said rockers, said means
having hinge<l opposite end-portions, one of said end-
portions being secured to an adjacent portion of a rocker
and the other end-portion being secured to an adjacent
portion of said seat-bottom, said means being adapted for
permitting said seat-bottom to be folded upwardly from
either aide-edge on the opposite side-edge and dropped
from folded to normal position.

[Claim 6 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A seat frame comprising opposite sets of plates ad-
jacent opposite ends of the frame, each set consisting of
two adjacent plates attached together in spaced relation
to each other, levers operatlvely mounted between said
adjacent plates, said levers being adapted as seat-back
throwing levers, and means adapte<l as a double bearing
for plvotally mounting one end of each of said levers be
tween said adjacent plates. sai<l means including a bush-
ing for each lever end borne by one of the adjacent plates
and an Inwardly projecting member borne by the other
adjacent plate opposite each bushing.

2. A seat-fame comprising opposite sets of plates
mounted at opposite ends of the frame, each set consist-
ing of an inner and an adjacent outer plate atached to-
gether In spaced relation to each other, levers operatlvely
mounted between the plates of each set and having their
paths of travel along the apace between said plates, and !

two hearings adapted for plvotally mounting one end of
each of said levers between said plates, one of said bear-
ings consisting of a bushing being borne by the inner

i

plate and the other consisting of a hushing being borne
by the adjacent lever end and extending within the first

mentione<l bushing, and lugs carried by each of said outer
plates and adapted to engage within the outer end of
said last named bushing to form a support therefor, said
levers being adapte<i as seat-back throwing levers.

8. A seat-frame comprising opposite sets of plates
mounted at opposite ends of the frame, each aet consisting
of two adjacent plates attached together In spaced rela-

tion to each other, levers operatlvely mounted between
the plates of aach set. the space between said plates be-

289 O. G.—«9

1,231,206. COLLAR-PROTECTOR. Seaman Schbnck,
New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 19. 1914. Serial No.
867.516. (CI. 2—64.) ?

A collar protector comprising a pliant band of ma-
terial with a covering of light material on one side to
face a collar and a covering of dark material on the
other side to face a coat, a hook on the lower edge of
each end of the protector for fitting over the lower edge
of a collar, and a hook intermediate of the ends on the
lower edge of the protector for fitting upon the lower
edge In the middle of a collar and prevent the protector
from riding up.

1.281.207. STEAM MOTOR. Khnbt Willt Schcsteb.
Chicago, 111. Filed Feb. 3. 191T. Serial No. 146.424.
(CI. 258—53.)

1. In a steam motor, a rotary wheel having In Its cir-
cumferential portion radial blades and intervening radial
spaces, a casing closing said spaces upon the outside,
pipes located at dlSTerent points around the periphery
and extending transversely of said wheel, a steam gener-
ator having communication with both ends of the first of
said pipes, the balance of said pipes having communica-
tion at both ends thexeof with said radial spaces at dif-
ferent points around the wheel, and delivery pipes from
said transverse pipes to the radial blades at different
points around the wheel.

4. In a steam motor, a cylindrical casing, a rotary
wheel in sal<l casing having is its circumferential por-
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tlon radial blades and intervening radial spares, steam

chambers of graduate<l oaraclty located at different points

around the periphery and extending axlally of said cas-

In«. the first of said rhanibers having coininiinlcatlon

with a steam supply pipe and the other said chambers

having communication with the radial spaces of said

wheel at different points around said casing, and series of

progressively increasing numbers of delivery pipes lead-

ing from said steam chambers to the spaces of said wheel

at tllfferent points around the periphery of said casing.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231.208. PERTAINING TO THE UTILIZATION OP
THE WASTE HEAT OF OAS EN<;INKS Cari. Simm
L»a. Wieshaden, <;ermany. Filed Jan. •_'4. 1914. Serial

No. 814,053. (CI. 123—6.)

\v-
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1,231.213. RAY-PROTECTOR. Joh.n Smith, Cambridge.

Mass. Filed Feb. 2, 1915. Serial No. 5,800. (CI.

21—148.)

1. A ray deflector comprising a support, a curvilinear

substantially opaque disk of substantially uniform thick-

ness throughout and havin;; a plurality of unequal diame-

ters, mo%able on the support, presenting normally to the

operator a thin vertical edge, and presenting, as adjust»'<l

for use, first a disk whose longest diameter la substantially

vertical, and subsequently a disk whos* longest diameter

Is substantially horizontal, proportionate to the degree of

adjustment of the disk.

2. A ray deflector comprising a hollow supporting

member, a post movably and adjustably locked th.reln,

means for locking the post to a steerln;: post, a thin,

opaque llght-deflectlng disk having a stem on its «'dge

movably locked to the opposite end of said supporting

member, said disk being curvilinear In outline and adapted

to be positioned e<lge-wise to the operators line of vision

and thus rendered substantially Invisible when in inopera-

tive position, and adapted also to be positioned in a plane

angular to the operator's line of vision as an operative

position to present an elliptical llght-deflectlng area and

dark zone of desired elliptical outline and proportion for

deflecting light rays projected toward the operator both

from front and the rear.

1,231,214. TRIPLE VALVE. Jacob Rush Snyder. Pitts
'

burgh. Pa., assignor to Percy E. Donner, Pittsburgh,

Pa. Filed June 10, 1914. Serial No. 844.276. (CI.

18»—15.)

1. In triple, distrlbutluk: or control valve mechanism,

the combination of the main movabl<» abutment m tuated

by variations of train pip<' presstire and effecting com-

binations between the train pipe and auxiliary reservoir

and the brake cylinder and atmosphere, a train pipe vent

valve arranged to vent th»> train pipe, u supplementary

valve for controlling a communl< atUm from a source of

presnure to an emergency brake cylinder, a movable abut-

ment for actuating said supplementary valve, and con-

nections from one side of said movable abutment to the

vent valvp for ventlnj: pressure from said movable abat-

Ki' it to the atmosphere.

2. In triple, distributing or control valve mechanlam,

th<' combination of the main movable abutment a< tuated

by variations of train pipe pressure and effecting com-

binations between the train pipe and auxiliary reservoir

and the brake cylinder and atmosphere, a train pipe vent

valve arran;:ed to vent the train pipe, a supplementary
valve for controlling a communication from a source of

pressure to an emergency brake cylinder, a movable abut-

ment for actuating said supplementary valve, connections

from one sid<' of said movable abutment to the vent valve

for releasing pressure from said movable abutment, and

a movable abutment actuated only upon sudden reductions

of train pip? pressure and acting in«lependently of the

main valve mechanism for actuating said vent valve.

3. In a triple, dl.^trlbutlng <>r rontml valvt- iti»< hanlsm.

the combination of the main movable abutment actuated

by variations of train pipe pressure, and effecting com-

binations between the train pipe ami auxiliary reservoir

and the brake cylinder and atmosphere, a train pipe vent

valve arranged to vent the train pipe, a supplementary

valve for controlling a communication from a source of

pressure to an emergency brake cylinder, a movable abut-

ment for actuating said supplementary valve, connections

from one side of said nioval>le abutment to the vent valve

for releasing pressure from aaid movable abutment, aud

ports controlle<l by the main valve mechanism for admit-

ting pressure to said movable abutment to close said

supplementary valve.

4. In triple, distributing or control valve mechanism,

the combination of the main movable abutment actuated

by variations of train pipe pressure and effecting com-

binations between the train pipe and auxiliary reservoir

and the brake cylinder and atmosphere, a supplementary

movable abutment open on one side to train pipe pressure

and on the opposite shie ro an e<|ual trapped pressure,

equalizing connections between the two faces of said sup-

plementary abutment arrange<l so that said movable abut-

ment moves only on sudden reductions of train pipe pres-

sure, and means controlle<l by said supplementary mov-

able abutment and arrange<l to open communication from

an additional source of pressure to an emergency brake

cylinder Independently of the main valve mechanism.

5. In triple, distributing or control valve mechanism,

the combination of the main movable abutment actuated

iiy variations of train pipe pressure and effecting combina-

tions between the train pipe and auxiliary reservoir and

the brake cylinder and atmosphere, a supplementary mov-

able abutment open on tme side to train pipe prevmire and
on the opposite side to an equal trappe<I pressure, equalli-

ing connections between the two faces of said supple-

mentary abutment arrange<I so that said movable abutment
moves only on sudden re<luctions of train pipe pressure,

and means controlled by said supplementary movable abut-

ment and arranged to open communication from an addi-

tional sourt'e of pressure to an emergency brake cylinder

Independently of the main valve iiiecluinlsin and to simul-

taneously vent the train pipe.

[Claims H to 18 not printed in the Gatette.]

1. •2.31.215. RAZOR. II.%KRisn.N D. Sterrick, Pittsburgh.

Pa. Flle<l June 24. 1912. Serial No. 705.546. (CI.

30—12.)
1. A razor comprising a flexible strip blade having a

guiding bead throughout Its length in combination with

a frame ailapte«l to retain the ends of the blade and to

engage the guiding beatl.

2. The combination of a razor mounting and a blade in

the form of a thin flexible strip having a guiding bead

along Its middle portion, the mounting holding the blade

under tension and engaging the guiding bead.

3. A safety razor comprising a thin flexible blade, means
on the blade to uuide It In position without holding Its

»>dees. and a housing inclosing the ends of the blade and

holding a portion thereof In cutting position.

4. The combination with a razor blade comprising a

thin flexible tape with a longitudinal guiding t>ead. of

means to hold the tape under tension and to support it

In riftd position, and means to coll the tape induding a

June 26, 191; U. S. PATENT OFFICE. toTT

water-tight housing therefor and

substantially as described.

a supporting handle,

5. .\ rator comprising a mounting, a flexible tape blade

passing' around the mounting and having a guiding rib.

eomhined with means to hold the blade on the mounting

under ten>ion.

IClaim « not printed in the (Jazotte.J

1 231 21«. CAR SEAL. Frkdkhick Stk.vhm, Lawrence.

Knns. Filetl Aug. 5, 1914. Serial No. 855.262. (CI.

7H—ft9.,

ball bearings and having a cylindrical extension adapted

to enter and position the base of a bobbin upon said mem-

ber, said base plate having an annular extension surround-

ing and overlapping the outer edge of the bobbin support-

ing member to retain the same in position, and a key

mounted upon said supporting member adapted to form a

driving engagement between the bobbin and supporting

member. >•

/V

A car seal comprising a housing having a closed ami an

open end. Inward projections formed on oppo.sed faces of

the housing adjacent its closed end, -a- ribbon of metal

Intermediately loope<l and having one of its ends bent to

provi<le a plurality of thickne.ss of material Inserted

within the housing and frtctlonally held between the pro-

jections against removal tlierefrom, a portion of said end

within the bousing bavlnv' a tongue struck outwardly

therefrom, and said end inwardly of the tongue being

further bent to provide a plurality of thicknesses of

material partially dosing the open end of the housing,

and the other end of the ribbon being provide<l with an

opening and being insertible in the housing to locklngly

engage the tongue witliln the opening.

1,2.S1,218. OIL-TIGHT BEARING. Carl G. Swenson.

Indianapolis. Ind., assignor to The Oakes Company.

Indianapolis. Ind.. a Corporation of Indiana. Filed

Dec. 2. 1916. Serial No. 1.34.558. <C1. 64—36.)

1.231.217. ArTOMATM- HALL- BEARING HOHHIN

HOLDER. WiLi-iAM J. Si Li.ivAN, New Urookland. S. C.

Filed Sept. 7. 1915. Serial No. 49,384. (CI. 2412—130.)

n. -

ii=»

fl

L

A bobbin holder comprising a base plate having an an

nular ball receiving groove, ball t>earings in said groove, a

bobbin supporting memb«T rotatably mounted upon said

1. A bearing, comprising a stud shaft, ball conea

mounted thereon, one of them having a screw-thread

mounting on said stud shaft, a hollow rotatahle casing

surrounding said shaft aud provided with a filling opening,

pressed steel ball cups fitting In the ends of said casing

and having outwardly pr<.J«'<tlng flanges bearing against

faces on such casing, balls between said ball cones and

ball cups, said casing at one end having an annular pro-

jection beyond and surrounding said flange, a pressed steel

plug screw threaded In said projection and acting against

the ball <up in that end of the casing, .said casing at the

other end having a screw threaded projection, a pressed

steel <ap having a screw-threaSed mounting on said last-

named projection and perforated to allow the passage of

the stud shaft, and a pressed steel annulus within said

<up. said annulus being partly conical, a packing between

said cap and annulus and bearing against the shaft, said

annulus acting against said ball cup in the adjacent end

of said casing so that by the tightening of said cap the

parking is compressed and the annulus and ball cup forced

toward the end of the casing.

(Claims 2 to 4 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1,231,219. SAFETY HAT RETAINER. AMiRZiiJ II

SztUSKi, Cleveland. Ohli> Filed Nov. 29. 1916. SerUl

No. 134.177. (CI. 132—25.)

2. A hat retainer comprising oppositely positioned plates

secured within a hat. said plates having central perfora-

tions therethrough, a sprlng-presse<l hair-engaging pin

pivoted upon each plate, an arcuate conduit connecting

sale] plates and contacting the intervening portion of the

hat crown and terminating at a point adjacent the per-

forations of the plates, rollers upon the plates adjacent the

perforations, a pull cord for one of said pins extendln-;

over said rollers, through the perforations and the Interiue-

pi«i«n«nvqp^^Mnn
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dlate conduit and termiDating exteriorly of the bat, a
similar pull cord attached to the end of the other pin ex-

tending through the adjacently positioneil perforations
aod terminating exteriorly of the bat, a plate exteriorly

arranged upon the crown of the hat. and a tubular lever

pivoted to the exterior plate and having both of the cords
freely arranged therethrough.

[Claim 1 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.2.S1.220. FOLDING «"OT AND STRETCHER. AUGUST
Thohp, Saum. Minn., assignor of one third to Olof L.

Llndquist. Kelllher. Minn. File<l June 10. 1915. Serial

No. 33.366. (CI. 21—80.)

^» if

'LM.
r-

A folding stre'tcber and cot comprising a substantially

rectangular frame Including hinge<lly connected sections

foldable one upon the other, the side members of said

frame being extended beyond the ends thereof and forming
bandies, legs pivoted between the bandies and foldable to

lie in the plane thereof, a second frame arrange<l within

tbe flrst frame and including an intermediate section fixed

to one section of tbe first frame, and end sections hinged

to tbe Intermediate section for adjustment vertically

within the first frame, one of the end sections being fold-

able upon tbe other end section, and tbe Intermediate
section, and a handle carrie<l by the intermediate section

by which the device may be transported.

1.231.221. ELECTRIC CURRENT INTERRUPTER.
Knut Trosdahl. Cbristiania. Norway. Filed May •,

1917. Serial No. 167.438. (CI. 175—275.)

15 • le

1. In an electric current interrupter three closed cham-
bers filled with a ga.seous medium, a channel connecting
the lower ends of said chambers, a continuous body of

mercury, forming part of the current circuit, located in

the said connecting channel, and a resistance wire, heated
by the electric current, located in tbe middle chamber, for

the purpose of heating tbe gas in tbe same and effect in-

terruption of tbe current by expansion of tbe said gas,

when the current consumption has reached a certain

limit.

2. In an electric current interrupter three closed cham-
bers filled with a gaseous medium, a channel connecting
the lower ends of said chambers, a continuous body of

mercury, forming part of the current circuit, located In

the said connecting channel, and a resistance wire, heated
by tbe electric current, located in the middle chamber, for

the purpose of beating the gas in the sjune and effect In-

terruption of the current by expansion of the said gas,

when the current consumption has rea<-hed a certain limit,

the volume of said middle cbaml>er being e<|ual to the sum
of the volun>es of the two other chaml>ers. for the purpose
of making the apparatus independent of variations In the

oatslde temperature.
8. In an electric current Interrupter three closed cham-

bers filled with a gaseous inedhini. a channel connecting

the lower ends of said chambers, a continuous body of

niercnry. forming part of the current circuit, located in

the said connecting channel, a resistance wire heated by
the electric current. located in the middle chamber, for the
purpose of beating tbe gas in the same and effect inter-

ruption of the current by expansion of the said gas. when
tbe current consumption has reached a lertaln limit, and
an adjustable resistance sh\inted on the circuit in parallel
to the bratlng resistance for the purpose of regulating tbe
apparatus.

1,231.222. SPRAYING MACHINE. (luSTAVi A. Urbach,
Pittsburgh. Pa. F11«m1 l>ec. 22. 1915. Serial No. 68.222.

(CI. 91—46.)

'if^VfV*'

1. A tlre-paintlng machine having in <-ombination means
for rotating the tire ; means for progressively spreading

the tire as It Is rotated and means insertlble between the

separated edges for applying a liquid to tbe interior sur-

faces of the tire.

6. A spraying machine comprising a reservoir, a nozzle

In communication with tbe reservoir, means for supplying
fluid pressure to the nozzle, a valve for controlling the said

supply, and means for admitting fluid pressure to the

reservoir both when opening and closing tbe said valve.

I Claims 2 to 5 and 7 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.223. DAVENPORT BED.
Wis. Filed July .U, 1916.

5—48.)

LoiJis J. VOBi<z, Kenosha,
Serial No. 112,212. (O.

-tC

1. In a device of the class deKcrll>«»d. the combination
with a rectangular, hollow main frame, a seat carrying

frame plvotally mounted on the front of the main frame

and of such a site as to leave a hollow space in the main

frame, a i>ed spring device mounted inside of said hollow

pace in the main frame having oppositely disposed side

members, each side member of tbe be<l spring being made

of three separate parts plvotally connected together, and

one of said parts of .-ach side member being pivoted inter-

me<ilate between Its ends to tbe seat frame member, the

whole so arranged that when the seat member Is swung

outward from tbe main frame tbe spring bed Is extended

for use.

I
2 In a devi.e of the class descr»>ed. the combination

irith a rectangular, hollow main frame, a seat .arrying

frame plvotallv mounted on the front of the main frame

and of such a size as to leave a hollow space In the main

frame a bed spring device mounted inside of said hollow

I
apace in the main frame having oppositely disposed side

members, each sl.le member of tbe bed spring being made

of three separate parts plvotally connected together, and

one of said parts of each side member being pivoted in-

termediate between its ends to the seat (rame member, the

I whole so arranged that when the seat member Is swung

outward from the main frame the spring bed is extended

for use stop devices on the seat frame preventing rotation

of the adjacent bed frame side meml)ers in one direction

when the bed Is extended, and brace devices on other por

tlons of said l>ed frame side members detachably connect-

Ible with the seat frame preventing rotation of said mem-

ber in the opposite direction.

3 Ip a device of the class described, the combination

with a rectangular, hollow main frame, a seat carrying

frame plvotallv mounted on tbe front of the main frame

and of such a size as to leave a hollow space In the main

frame a bed spring device mounted inside of said hollow

space in the main frame having oppositely disposed side

members, each side member of the l>ed spring being-made

of three separate parts plvotally connected together, and

one of said parts of each side member being pivoted inter

mediate b. tween its ends to tbe seat frame member, the

wh<.le s., arranged thi.t when the seat member is swung

outward from tbe main frame tbe spring bed is extended

for use, stop devices on the seat frame preventing rotation

of the adjacent bed frame side members In one direction

when the bed is extended, and brace devices intervening

between ..ther portions of said bed frame side members

and said seat frame and each having separable engage

ment with one of the elements between which it Is in

terposed. . . .,

4 In a device of the class described, the combination

with a main frame; of a seat frame mounted to swing

upon tbe main frame and carrying back and seat portions

that are substantially relatively fixed with respect to each

other and with respect to tbe seat frame, the seat frame

being arranged to leave a hollow space between It and the

main frame : and a bed spring device mounted within said

space and formed In a plurality of connected panels, the

head end panel being swlngingly connected with the main

frame while the foot or lower end panel Is swingingly con-

nected, at a place between the ends of this end panel, to

the seat frame.

5 In a device of the class described, the combination

with a main frame: of a seat frame mounted to swing

upon the main' frame, the seat frame being arranged to

leave a hollow space l)etween it and the main frame ; and

a bed spring device mounted within said space and formed

In a pluralltv of connected panels, the head end panel being

swingingly connecte<l with the main frame while the foot

or lower end panel Is swingingly connected, at a place be-

tween the ends of this end panel, to the seat frame.

open end of the boiler,—a key tile to lock said group

of segmental tiles in place.—an inner throat ring composed

of segmental tiles within the group of grooved segmental

tiles,—and an inner arch of segmental tiles.

[Claims 1. 2. 4, and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1 231 225 PLOW. Evekett Whirlbr, Van Nuys, Cal.
'

Filed July 25. 1916. Serial No. 111.249. (CI. 97—64.)

1 231.224. ARCH CONSTRUCTION FOR BOILERS.

Jam«8 Warner. Philadelphia. Pa. Filed July 19. 1916.

Serial No. 110.171. (CI. 158—1.)

"?,. An nrch construction for boilers, which comprises

—

an open ended boiler or combustion cham»)er formed with

an Internal crest, rib or bead near Its outer open end.

—

a group of segmental tiles externally grooved to register

or match with the crest, rib or bead and fitted within the

^O

1. In a plow, a frame, a fulcrum Journal thereon, cranks

on said Journal, havlnj: trunnions, wheels on said trun-

nions, yokes on said trunnions and rigidly connected with

said cranks, brake shoes adjustably mounted In said yokes,

means to operate said brake shoes to cause same to en

gage the wheels and lift the frame any desired height,

and means automatically operable to hold said frame in

lifted position when the brake shoes are removed, and

manually operable to cause said frame to drop from lifted

position.

2. In a plow, a frame, a fulcrum Journal thereon havlnir

cranks, trunnions on said cranks, wheels on said trun

nlons. vokes straddling said wheels and mounted on said

trunnions and rigidly connected with said cranks, brake

l)eams carried by said yokes, brakes on said be.img, a ful

crum shaft, means operable by the movement of said ful

crum shaft to operate said brake beams, means to operate

said fulcrum shaft to cause said shoes to engage said

wheels and lift said frame a deslr.Ml height, and means to

hold said frame In whatever position It has been lifted.

3. In a plow, a frame having a fulcrum Journal thereon,

cranks on said Journal, trunnions on said cranks, wheels

on said trunnions, yokes straddling said wheels and

rigidly connected with said trunnions and cranks, beams

operable In said yokes and adjustable means secured to

said yokes and to said beams, operating means secured to

said beams, brake shoes on said l>eam8. a fulcrum shaft,

means connecting the brake beam operating means with

said fulcrum shaft, means to operate said fulcrum shaft

to cause the l)rake shoes to be applied and lift the frame

to any desired height, and means to lock the frame at any

desired height.

4. In a plow, a fulcrum Journal, a frame secure<l thereto,

cranks on said Journal having trunnions, wheels on said

trunnions, yokes straddling said wheels and rigidly se-

cured to said cranks and trunnions, beams adjustably
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monnb'd In said yoke*, brakes on said beams, a fulcmm
shaft, means connecting aald brake beaina and aald fal-

crum shaft, means to operate said fulcrum shaft to caua«
the application of said brakes to the wheels and the ele-

vation of said frame to any desired height, a toothed seg
ment on said fulcrum Journal and a means cooperating
with said toothed segment to lock said frame in any
position.

1.2»1,226. METHOD OF M.VNUFACTCRINQ PHOSGENE.
Norman L. O. Whitxhocsb, Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed
July 26, 1916. Serial No. 111.408. (CI. 23—30.)

1. An Improved 'method of manafacturlng phosgene
(carbonyl chlorld). said process consisting In subjectlns
carbon monoxid gas to the action of chlorln In a liquid
state.

2. The process herein described of makin;.' phosgen.-
(carbonyl chlorld) said process consisting In Introducing
carbon monoxid gas to the bottom of a vessel containing
liquid chlorln and allowing the gas to babble up through
the liquid chlorln ontU no more carbon monoxid is ah
sorbed.

.^. The process herein described of making phosgene
(carbonyl chlorld), said process consisting in Introducing
carbon monoxid gas into a body of liquid chlorln at a
temperature below -34 degrees C.

1,231.227. RIFLECLEAMNG CARTRIDGE. LI8I.E C.
Williams, Helena, Mont. Filed Nov. 20. 1916. Serial
No. 132.381. (CI. 102—31.)

'*
yr^ -^

/ /

umn:.
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/^
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The combination with a cartridge shell, of a gun barrel
cleaning projectile lo<at»'d in the shell and Including a
tapering outer meihber, an inner dl.sk memb^-r disposed in
spaced relation to the rear of the tapering member and
arranged to receive the explosion of the charge of powder
in the shell, a connecting ami spacing stem having en
larged ends embedded centrally In thf tapering member
and in the disk member, and an expansible fabric dls
posed around the stem and between th<' tapering member
and the disk member.

1.231,228. GRENADE. Hhkbeht C. Williamson. Chi-
cago, III. Filed Mar. 2, 1916. Serial No. 81.591. (CI.

102—29.)
1. In n hand grenade, the combination of a body com-

prising a cylinder closed at one end and h.ivlng a thread-

ed open end. the Inner wall of the cylinder being pro-
vided with one or more transrerae grooves, the outer wall
of the cylinder being provided with a plurality of longi-
tudinal ribs which taper outwardly from the doted end
toward the open end. a shell fitting in said cylinder, a
threaded plug in the open end for engagement with said
shell, a firing pin mounted In said plug, and a cup-shap«d
disk Be<-ured to said pin and embracing the adjacent ead
of the body portion, said pin and disk being of sufflcient
weight so that when the grenade is thrown, the cartridge
will be expolded, even if the body portion strikes In ad-
vance of the disk.

3. In a device of the character set forti*, the combina-
tion of a body portion having exterior projections and
heavier at one end than the other, a longitudinal bore
extending in from the heavier en<l. annular grooves along
said bore, a threaded recess In said heavier end having a
shoulder In the bottom thereof, a cartridge fitting in aaid
central bore, with its flange resting against said shoulder,
a threaded plug for said recess, adapted to engage with
the end of the cartridge, a firing pin slldably mounted in
said plug, and a disk secun-d to said firing pin.

[Claims 2 and 4 not prlnte<l In flj-' (Gazette.

]

1.231.229. MOTOR STARTINJ; SWITCH. Ca»L ABB.
Ahlstbom, New Britain. Conn., assignor to The Trum-
bull Electric Manufacturing Company. Plalnvllle, Conn..
& Corporation of Connecticut. Filed Apr. 20. 1916.
Serial No. 92.434. (CI. 200—2.)

1. The combination In a switch of the character de-
scribed having a movable switch member and a handle, of
a stationary member having a central stop shoulder with
an incline leading to the upper edge thereof and a guide
passage at one side thereof, an incline leading from aald
shoulder laterally to said guide passage, the bottom of
saiil guide passage increasing in height toward the base
of the incline leading to the upper part of said stop
shoulder and an inclineil shoulder leading from the upper
part of said gulile pas.sage to the bottom of said Incline and
a longitudinally and laterally movable plunger movable
with said switch handle and cooperating with aald
shoulders and said inclines.

2. In a switch of the character described, a stationary
member having two guide passages meeting at opposite
ends ami spaced apart adjacent their centers, with inclined
connecting faces at the ends and a stop shoulder in the
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middle portion of one of said passage, and t movable

member carrvlng a longitudinally and laterally movable

plunger operating In said passages substantially as de-

scribed and for the purpose specified.

5 In a switch of the character described, an indosure.

an operating handle carried thereby, cortperatlng elements

holding said operating handle in the open circuit position

and permitting said handle to be normally moved in one

direction only from said open position, means for moving

one of the cooperating elen.ents after the operating handle

has iM-en moved from the open circuit position so as to per-

mit the movement of the operating han.lie in a contrary

direction sufficiently to close the circuit at the opposite end

of the throw of the operating handle, a locking projection

carried by the handle, a cover hinged to said indosure and

having two projecting shoulders spaced apart from each

other and adapted to cooperate with the projection on said

handle to prevent opening said cover except when the

awltch is In the off or open ( ircult position.

[CUlms 3. 4. and 6 not printed In the (Jaiette.]

handle rotatably mounted upon said shatt and mean* car-

ried by said handle adapted operatlvely but deUchably to

engage said shaft.

1281230. TROLLEY WIRE SUPPORT. Clitis N. AL-

'hiIdi.NO. Mansfield, Ohio. Filed Oct. 30. 1015. Serial

No. 58.800. (CI. 191-42.)

5 In a doth testing machine, a clamping member, com-

prising a fixed Jaw and a movable Jaw. said Jaws having

opposed gripping n,eans at one end. said '""vjib
f
Jaw

being pivotally secured to said fixed Jaw. a rack slldably

mounted upon said flxe,l Jaw adjacent said movable Jaw

.ueans operable by said rack to actuate the latt«r and a

pmion carried by said fixed Jaw adapted to re^ Pro«te

laid rack whereby said movable Jaw may be actuated about

the pivot and the gripping means retentivdy dosed.

6 In a cloth testing machine, a damping member, com-

prising a fixed Jaw and a movable Jaw pivotally secured to

the fixed Jaw. said Jaws having opposed gripping means

at one end. a rack adapted to reciprocate between said

jaws, a pinion adapt.Hl to actuate said rack. in^a°«J";

manually aduatlng said pinion, a cam sur ace on the ra.k

adapted t.. engage the upper face of said movable Jaw

wherd>y said Jaw may be actuated and the gripping mean,

retentivdy dosed.

[Claims I'to 3 and 7 not printed In the Gaeette.]

1. In a trolley wire supporting device, the combination

of a support, a Jaw fixed with reference to the support, a

housing adjustably mounted upon the Jaw. a nut adjust

ablv attached, to the housing and against the support, a

movable Jaw mounted within the housing and operate<l

by the latter to hold a trolley wire with referen.e to the

support.

6. .\ trolley wire support comprising a support, a jaw

fix^-d with reference to the support and having a shank

for attachment to the support and a shoulder upon the

Inner »l«le of the Jaw, a companion Jaw having means to

en;iage the shoulder to support the Jaw. the two saiil

Jaws forming an annular beveled shoulder, a conical collar

encircling the said shoul.ler to hold the Jaws In position.

and a nut threadably attache<l to the collar and seated

against the support for adjusting the collar and Jaws with

reference to the support.

'.». In a trolley wire suspension the combination of a

support, a pair of Jaws adjustably contained within a

housing and atUched to the support, and an operating nut

threadaMy attachwl to the housing to operate against the

support with reference to the housing and to damp the

Jaws against the trolley wire.

[Claims 2 to 5, 7. and 8 not printed in the <;asette.l

1,231,232. SHIP-BUILDING.
Oreg. Filed Mar. 17, 1916

114—82.)

Fbsd a. Ballin, Portland.

Serial No. 84,945. (CI.

1.281,231. CLOTH TESTING M.VCHINE. (lEOROE A

ATEB. Easthampton. Mass., assignor to West Boylston

Manufacturing Co., Easthampton. Mass.. a Corporation

of Massachusetts. Filed Jan. 6, 1918. Serial No. 749.

(Cl. 24—251.)

4. In a device of the class described, a damping member

comprising a fixed and a relatively movable Jaw. means

for closing said Jaws including a rack slldably mounted

upon the flxe<I Jaw and having a cam engaging the mov-

«>le Jaw, a pinion engaging said rack and having a rigidly

atUched shaft mounted In bearings on said fixed Jaw, a

1. In a wooden ship, a metal bulwark plate above the

main deck line that forms a member of a top chord of a

truss, diagonally disposed planking and- wooden frame

sections that form the sheer members of the said truss and

means for Joining the several parts together with the bul-

wark plate.s exposed.

4. In a wooden ship in which Is included wooden frames

and wooden cross frames and wooden diagonal planking,

the combination with a metal girder closely enveloping

and gripping the upper ends of the diagonal planking and

the wooden frames, and means for taking up the shrinkage

; of the wood and maintaining permanent and efficient

'' (ontact and adhesion l>etween the wood and the metal ele-

I ments. as set forth.

I I
'm 1 1 ,1 np«
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5. In a wooden ship having the top timbers of the

wooden franies projecting above the main ile< k and a (ilag

onal planicing or strapping on the outside of the frames in

combination with a metal girder, rigidiy (•onne< ted to the
aides and top of thene top timt>er8 and a horizontal dei-k

stringer plate D, connected to the inner vertical girder

pliitf C iiy an angle liar E'. and fastfiied to thf top of

the wooden deck l>eam8 L as and for the purpose d«-

8crlbe<l.

7. In a wooden ship built In the ifsual manner in which
metal box girders are efficiently attached to the top of thf

wooden top tinil>ers of the frames an*l a diagonal planking
above the main de<'k. and these girders having attached to

them at right angles metal deck stringers, tied together by
deck straps and tieck beams, so that the m«tal box girders

form the tension and compresston chords to sustain t)oth

the longitudinal and the transverse strains to which the
ship may ix- subjecteil in th*- manner and for the purpose
desiTlbed.

[Claims 2. 3. 6. 8. and 9 not printed in the <iazette.]

1.231.233. CABINET. Hbnrt W. Bbrtkam. tVankfort.
Ind., a.ssignor to Mcr»ougall Company. Frankfort. Ind..

a Corporation of Indiana. Filed Oct. 11. 1916. Serial

No. 124.940. (CI. 4.>—16.)

1. In a kitchen cabinet, a tompartment having a verti-

cal open face, curtain runways in its sides adjacent said

open face and extended laterally beneath Itn bottom plat-

form, a finish bar arrange<l at the lower end of the open
face of the compjirtiiit-nt below the bottom platform and
beyond thf runw.iys. a slatted flexible curtain mounted in

said runways and formed to close the oi)en face of the
compartment, said 9latte<i curtain having a weighted
lower slat formed to swing forwardly and outwardly so

as to contact with the finish bar when the curtain la In

closed position, the main slats of the curtain and the
runways being so formed as to keep the slats free from
said finish bar.

2. In a kitchen cabinet, a compartment having a verti-

cal open face, curtain runways in its sides adjacent said
open face and extended laterally beneath its bottom plat-

form, a stationary bar arranged across the upper end of

the open face of the compartment and provided with a

groove In Its under face, the upper slat of the flexible

curtain having its free eilge materially thicker than the
thickness of the main slats and formed to produce an ex-

tension of the bottom platform when the curtain Is in

open position, the forward upper corner and upper edge of

said slat and the groove in the upp<'r fixed bar Iteing

formed to mate with each other and the upper fixed bar
forming a backing to prevent the inward movement of the
apper slat of the curtain when the curtain Is closed, and
cooperating fastening devices carried by the upper slat of
the curtain and the flxe<l bar to hold the curtain In clo8e<l

position.

3. In a kitchen cabinet, a compartment having a ver-

tical open face, curtain runways In Its sides adjacent said

open face and extended laterally beneath Its bottom plat-
form, a finish bar arrange<l at the lower end of the open
face of the compartment l)elow the bottom platform and
beyond the runways, the said finish bar being readily re-

movable, a slatted curtain mounte<l in said runways and
freely 8lidal>le through the throat t)etween the bottom
platform and the finish bar except the final slat of said
curtain, said final slat having a widened free edge ca-
pable of coiiperatlng with the bottom platform to form an
extension thereof when the curtain is in open position, the
said final slat l>elng movable with the curtain beneath the
bottom platform when the finish bar is removed from the
structure.
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1.231.234. HOIST .MECHANISM. Carl F. Bi.cdsoi.
Chicago. III., assignor to Ogle Construction Company,
Chicago. Ill . a Corporation of Illinois. Flletl May 18.
191»;. Serial .No. 98.272. (CI. 74—;56.)

-|<AAAA.Vyi

1. The comldnation with a driven member and driving

meiin* therefor, of a worm wheel mountetl for rotation

with the <irl\en member, and a worm in mesh with the

worm wheel and driven by the driving means, the driT-

ing conne<tion between the driving means and the driven

member being altogether separate from the worm.
4. The combination with a driven member and driving

means therefor, of a driving connection between them,

two Interlocking self locking meml>ers. one driven by the

movement of the driving member, the other driven by

the movement of the driven member, their relation being

such that a movement of the driven member alone will

cause the two self locking members to come together and
lo<-k the driven member against movement.

5. The combination with a driven member, a driving

meml)er therefor, and a connection between them, of

means operating partially In response to the movement of

the driven member and partially in response to the move-
ment of the driving member, for locking the driven mem-
ber against movement when it Is disconnected from the
driving member.

8. The combination with a driven member, a driving

member therefor, and a connection between them, of a
worm wheel mounted for rotation with the driven mem-
ber, a worm in mesh with the worm wheel, means respon-

sive to the operation of the driving member for driving

the worm in unison with the movement of the worm
wheel, with the worm and wheel oat of contact one with
another, and a driving connection between the driven
member and the worm comprising a portion of the driv-

ing and driven members, there l>elng suflicient l)ack-IaRh

In such connection to permit the worm wheel to come
into operative stopping engagement with the worm when
the driven memtier rotates Independent of the driving
meml>er befori- the worm it^<'lf is rotat«Ml.

9. The combination with a driven member and driving
means therefor, of means for conne<tlng and disconnect-
ing the driving and driven members, an automatic float-

ing stop In permanent operative relation with respect to
the driven menil)er and means for driving it synchro-
nously with the driving of the driven member, .sa'-' stop

being adapted to instantly go into operation when the

driven member commences rotation independent of the

driving means.

IClalms 2. 3. 6, and 7 not printed in the (.azette.J

1 281.236. RAILWAY CAR CONSTRUCTION. Francib
'

M BRiNCK.EHorr, Engltwood. N. J., assignor to Lewis

B. Stillwell. Lakewoo<l. N, J., and Henry S^ I*" °^m.

New York. N. Y. Filed Aug. 20. 1914. Serial No.

867.619. (CI. 105—201.)

T

1 A car structure comprising a floor, side walls, end

walls, a nof. and a rigid plate connecting the side walU

at the end of the car and at a point adja.ent the Juncture

of the roof and the side walls, said plate projecting from

an end wall lengthwise of the .ar within the car body.

•> A car stru. ture . omprislng a floor, side walls, end

walls a roof and a horizontally disposed plate connect

Ing the side walls at the end of the car and at a point

Adjacent the Juncture of the roof and the side walls, said

plate projecting lengthwise of the <ar within the car body,

and means for bracing said plate at a point between the

side walls

3 A car ^t:u<ture comprising a floor, side walls, end

walls a roof, a horizontally dispose.l plate .onnectlng the

Ride walls at the end of the car and at a point adjacent

the Juncture of the roof and the side walls, and means

for bracing said plate at a point between the side walls.

I 4. A car structure c.mprislng a floor, side walls, end

!
walls, a roof, a horizontally disposed plate connecting

the side walls at the end of the car and at a point adja-

cent the Juncture of the roof and the side walls, and

columns supporting and bracing said plate at points be-

tween the side walls. .

5 A car structure comprising a floor, side walls, end

walls and a roof, end columns and intermediate columns

on opposite sides of the median line of the car. means

for connecting -aid columns to the >aid side walls, and a

rigid member connecting said end columns and interme-

diate columns to resist spreading of the latter both

lengthwise and transversely of the car.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed In the Gazette.]

along one edge and at their other edges to the roof struc-

ture and a side wall respectively, said plates and roof

sheathing forming a girder extending longitudinally of

the .ar and cooperating with the end walls to Resist Im-

pact shocks on said end walls.

3 A car structure comprising a floor, side walU. end

walls a roof structure including roof sheathing and a

deck 'structure, and a hollow member extending longitu-

dinailv of the <nr at the roof portion and adapted to re-

sist collapse of the end walls, the wall of said member

being composed In part of the roof sheathing and the

deck structure. ,^ „ „j
4 \ car structure comprising a floor, side walls, end

walls, a roof structure including roof sheathing, a deck

structure composed of angularly disposed web members,

and a monber extending longitudinally of the car at the

rool portion and cociperable with the end walls to resist

collapse of the said end walls, said meml)er including the

roof sheathing and the angularly disposed web members

of the deck structure.

5 A car structure comprising a floor, side walls, end

walls, a roof structure including roof sheathing and a

deck structure composed of vertical and longitudinal web

meii.iM.rs. and a member extending longitudinally of the

<ar at the roof portion and cooi)erable with the end walls

to resist collapse of the said end walls, said member In-

cluding the roof sheathing, and the said vertical and hori-

zontal web members of the deck structure.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,237. I'IA»W. Charlks J. Caduei.i., Maxton. N. C,

assignor of one half to Jasper P. Wiggins. Maxton. N. C.

Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No. 126.946. (CI. 97—26.)

1,231.236. RAILWAY CAR CONSTRUCTION. FRANCIS

M Brinckebhoff. Englcwood. and Lewis B. Stiix-

wiLi Lakewood, N. J., assignors to said Stillwell and

Henry S. Putnam, New York, N. Y. Filed Aug. 20.

1914. Serial No. 857.660. Renewed May 23. 1917. Se-

rial No. 170.565. (CI 105—201.)

1 A car structure comprising a floor, side walls, end

walU a r.K.f structure including loof sheathing, angu^

la rly "disposed membc-rs beneath the roof structure, said

members Lelng connecte.l to each other and to the^rc>of

structure and to a side wall and constituting a girder

memlH-r extending longitudinally of the car at the roof

portion, said girder member l)elng coOperable with the

end walls to resist collapse of said end walls. ^

• In a car structure, a floor, end wails, side walls.

ancTa roof structure Including carllnes. and a roof sheath-

ing vertically and horizontally disposed plates beneath

the carllnes. said plates being connected to each other

In a plow the combination with a t.eam. handles ex-

tending therefrom and means for .onne.tlng the handles

to the rear portion of the beam, of a leg below the beam, a

threaded stem projecting therefrom and through the l>eam

and connecting means, means engaging the stem for hold-

ing the parts assembled, a foot extending forwardly from

the leg. a standard plvoUUy connected to th.- foot, a lever

Integral with the standard and extending upwardly be-

vond the beam, a brace connecting the leg and »«/"•
J^Pf

"cooperating means upon the brace and standard for hold-

ing the standar.l against movement when adjusted to a

predetermined position.

1 231 238. GAGE. Ray L. Cartbr, Syracuse, N. T., a»-

'

slgnor of one-half to Louis O. Buchholz, Syracuse, N. T.
-

Filed Oct. 4, 1916. Serial Nci. 123.624. (CI. 51—12 )

1 In a gage for disk grinders, the combination with the

work table, of a substantially flat perforated body pivot-

ally mountcMl upon said work table adjacent nud a'laPted

to be rotated toward and away from the grinding disk,

and having a depending lug. an adjusting screw threaded

in said lug. an.i a *et screw for maintaining the adjust-

ment of said body, the edge of the table adjacent said lug

being In the path of movement of the ends of said screws

i

and engaged thereby when th.- gage body is moved toward

,
the grinding disk.
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2. In a gage for disk grinders, the combination with the
work table having a longitudinal groove, of a HubsUntlally
flat perforated body having a depending lug, a guide-bar
slldable In said groove, said bar pivoted to the underside
of the body upon which said body is rotatable. and means
carried by said lug for adjusting the body on the said
guide bar.

3. In combination with a work table having a longitu-
dinal groove, a gage. Including a body having a plurality
of perforations to receive a work-centering part, a bar
upon which said body Is pivoted, Mid bar slldable in the
groove of the work table, means for adjusting said body
relatively to said bar. and means for maintaining the
adjustment of the said parts.

4. In combination with a work table having a longitu-
dinal groove, a gage, including a subsUntially flat body
having work-centering perforations arranged In staggered
rows and having a depending lug supporting a number of
adjusting screws which engage one edge of the table when
said body is moved toward the grinding disk, and a guide
bar pivoted to the underside of said body upon which said
body is rotatable for gaging work of different size an<l
shape, the said bar disposed in the groove of said work
table.

6. The fomblnation with the work table, of a duplicating
gage. Including a guide bar disposed In a groove In said
work table, a body having perforations to receive work-
centering parts, said body pivote<I to one end of said guide-
bar and resting upon said work table adapted to t)e ro
tated horizontally for gaging work of different size and
shape, and means for adjusting and for maintaining the
adjustment of said body relatively to said guide-bar.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the fJazette.

]

of said aide walls, each of said exhaust flues being In
communication with the combustion chamber of the fur-
nace at a point adjacent to the front wall thereof.

3. A distillation furnace having front, rear and side
walls, and exhaust flues formed within the upper portions
of said side walls, said exhaust flues being in communlca
Uon with the combustion chamber of the furnace at their
forward ends and being In communication at their rear-
ward ends with each other and with a des.ending flue
formed within the rear wall of the furnace.

4. A distillation furnace having front, rear and side
walls, an Inclined retort mounted within the combustion
chamber of the furnace, a roof on said combustion cham-
ber, said roof being inclinetl substantially In accordance
with the inclination of the retort, and exhaust flues In
the side walls, each of said flues being in communication
with the . ombustlon . hamber at a point adjacent the front
wall and Immediately below the ro<»f.

5. A distillation furnace having front, rear and side
walls, an inclined retort mounted within the combustl.m
chamber of the furnace, a roof on said combustion cham-
ber, said roof being inclined substantially in accordance
with the Inclination of the retort, the upper portion of the
rear wall l>elng In. Iln^-d forwardly. and exhaust flues in
the side walls, ea. h of said flues l^elng in communicatioii
with the combustion chamlHT at a point adja<ent the
front wall and immediately l)elow the roof.

1.231.240. BEINFORCED-CONCRETE HUILDING CON-
STRUCTION. UBBBU.N- S. Ci.ABK. North Weymouth.
Mass. Flle<l Nov. 11. 1916. Serial No. 130.906 (CI
108—12.)

1.231.2.19. METAL -DISTILLATUtN FURNACE. Ed-
ward E. Chbrrt, Trenton, N. J., assignor of one-half
to Max Movshovltz. Trenton, N. J. Filed Mar. 30. 1917.
Serial No. 158.617. (CI. 266—19.)

1. A distillation furnace having front, rear and side
walls, and an exhaust flue formed within the upper por-
Uon of one of said side walls, said exhaust flue being In
communication with the combustion chamber of the fur-
nace at a point adjacent to the front wall thereof.

2. A distillation furnace having front, rear and 'side
walls, and exhaust flues formed within the upper portions

A reinforced concrete construction, comprising in com-
bination a plurality of roof slabs, extending lengthwise of
the roof the meeting edges of said slabs being rabbeted
and the lower portion thereof having a groove extending
throughout the length of the .slab, and lengthwise of the
roof and roof beams supporting .said slabs, the upper edge
of each beam having a longitudinal groove at right angles
to the roof slab grooves, said roof slab grooves commu-
nicating with the grooves in the roof l)eams.

1,231,241. CULTIVATOR BEAM. Rat C. Cowl«t,
Venice. Utah. Filed Aug. 2. 1916. Serial No. 112 774
(CI. 97—10.)

f^~

1. A cultivator beam consisting of upper and lower
bars, latches slldably associated with the beam, a.-ms
engageable between said bars and deUchably engaged
by the latches, and standards adjustably connected with
certain ends of said arms.

2. A cultivator beam, comprising upper and lower hart,
the lower bar having its longitudinal edges provided with

Jlne aO, 1917. U. S. PATENT OFFICE. loSs

spaced vertical uprights, arms removably engaged l>e

tween the standards and upper and lower bars, a guide

iMir supported longitudinally of the bar. latches slldably

and yleldably asK)clate<l with the guide bar. said beam

bavlnc a longitudinal slot formed In its upper bar. said

iatche** being slldably engaged In the slots and detach-

ably engaged with the arms, said arms having sockets on

certain of their ends for adjustably supporting the

standards.

1 231 "42 WINDMILL. Jamks S. Ik»ak, Demlng,

N. Mex. Filed May 23. 1916. Serial No. 99.339. (CI.

170—38.)

entrance and rejecting passages and adapted to be tilted

by the gravity of a coin of pre<letermlned weight, to de-

liver the coin to said receiving-passage, manually-con-

trolled means, and means, operated by said means, on

operative movement thereof, for moving said coin-tester

to open communication between said entrance and re-

Jectlng-passaces.

1. In a windmill structure, the combination of a tower,

n frame rotatably mounted on said tower, a windmill rod

mounted for reciprocation in the tower, oppositely dis-

posed racks on said rod at the upper end of the latter,

shafts rotatably mounted on the frame on either side of

the rod. Rears flxe.1 on said shafts respectively and mesh-

ing with respective racks, n pair of wind wheels mounted

on the frame, and connections between said wheels and

respective shafts whereby the rotation of the wheels In

opposite directions will oscillate said gears to recipro-

cate the rod.

2. In a windmill structure, the combination of a tower,

a frame rotatably mounted on said tower, n windmill ro<l

mounted for reciprocation In the tower, oppositely dis-

posed racks on said rod at the upper end of the latter,

shafts rotatably mounted on the frame on either side of

the rod. g»'ars flxed on said shafts respectively and mesh-

ing with respective rack««. arms fixed on said shafts re-

spectively, a pair of disks rotatably mounte<l on said

frame on either side of the rod, pitmen conne<-ted to said

disks eccentrically of the latter respectively and to re-

spective arms, a pair of wind wheels mounte<l on said

frame, and connections between said wind wheels and re-

spective disks.

1.281 .243. IILADE-VENDINO MACHINE. ARTHUR H.

Dv Grbmer and .Tames H. McPherson. Haverhill,

Mass. Filed Apr. 26, 1916. Serial No. 93.790. (CI.

194—88.)
1. A vending machine having a coin entrance passage,

a coin rejecting passage and a coin receiving passage lead-

ing therefrom, a coin-tester normally arrnng<Hl to close

communication between said entrance and said reject-

ing passages, and tillable by the gravity of a coin of

predetermlne<1 weight to dellvfT the coin to said receiv-

ing passage, and manually-controlhHl means to move said

coin-tester bodily to one side of its normal position to

open communication between said entrance and rejectlng-

pa sages.
2. A vending machine having a coin-entrance passage,

a coin-rejecting passage and a coin-receiving passage lead-

ing therefrom, a coin tester normally arranged to close

communication between said entrance and said rejectlng-

passages. and tlltable In one direction by the gravity of

a coin of predetermined weight, to deliver the coin to

said deceiving passage, and manually-controlled means for

moving said coin-tester In a different direction to open

communication to said rejecting passage.

3. A vending machine having a coin-entrance passage,

a coin-rejecting passage and a coin-receiving passage

lending therefrom, a plvotnlly supported coin tester nor-

mally arrang«d to close communication between said

4. A vending machine having a coin-entrance passage,

a coln-rejecting passage, and a coin-receiving passage

leading therefrom, a plvotally-supported coin-tester nor-

mally supported to close communication t)etween said

entrance and rejecting - passages, and adapted to be

tilted by the gravity of a coin of predetermined weight

to deliver the coin to said receiving passage, manually-

controlled means, and means. op«'rated by said means, on

operative movement thereof, for moving said coin-tester

transversely of the direction In which it is adapted to

tut, to open communication between said entrance and

rejectlng-passages.

."). A vending-machine having a coin-entrance passage,

a coin-rejecting passage, and a coin receiving passage

leading therefrom, a support having a coin tester pivot-

ally mounted thereon and arranged normally to close

communication between said entrance and said rejectlng-

passages, and to be tilted by the gravity of a coin of pre-

determined weight, to deliver the coin to said receiving-

passage, and means to move said support to carry said

coin-tester bodily to a position In which free communica-

tion between said entrance and rejectlug-passages Is per-

mitted.

[Claims 6 to 14 not prlnteil In the Gazette.)

1,231,244. SEMAPHORE ARM. Wilmam A. DcKLAP.
'

Pittsburgh, Pa. Filed Aug. 5. 1915. Serial No. 43,789.

(CI. 246—15.)

1. A semaphore arm whose opaque, light-reflecting, sig-

nal giving surface Is In Its longitudinal extent interrupted

and disposed at different angles to the sight of the ol>-

server.

2. A semaphore arm of lenticular cross section through-

out Its medial portion and provlde<l at Its outer end with

opposite oblique plane surfaces.

3. A semaphore arm composed of enameled metal plates

Inclosing a filler of elastic material and provided with

bolt holes extending through both plates and filler.

4. A semaphore arm composed of enameled metal plates

Inclosing a filler of elastic material and provided with
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bolt boles exteD<iinK throuierb botb platfs and ttUer and
bushings of packing material extending through said bolt

holes and overlapping the outer surfaces of said plates.

.">. A semaphore arm composed of a plurality of plates

sbaptHl to girder form, .ouch girder form being modified

at the inner end of the arm and the said plates there

extending In parallelism, and a filler block intro<luced be-

tween said plates and extending from the portion of the

arm In which the plates are i>arallel and Into the por-

tion In which the plates are shaped to girder form.

[<'laiin •; not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231.245. MOUNTING FOR ELECTRIC VIBRATORS.
Charles Endorf, Jr., Chicago. 111., assignor to Lind-

strom. Smith Company. Chicago, 111., a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Apr. 13, 1914. Serial No. 831,407. (01.

172—36.

»

1.231,246. HOLDER FOR CORSET STEELS. Simon
FiiOBSHBiM and Be.njamin F. Orewiler, Chicago, 111.,

assignors to Kal>o Corset Co., Chicago, 111., a Corjwra-

tlon of West Virginia. Filed July 15, 1916. Serial No.

109,562. (CI. 91—60.)
1. A device for holding corset steels daring the applica-

tion of a rust-proof composition covering thereto, compris-

ing a frame, means carried by the frame for engaging and

1. Ii a device of the class described a casing, a motor
insertlble therein, caps to fit over the ends of said casing

to Inclose the motor therewlthin, extended flanges on said

motor, screws engaging through one of said caps and said

casing to releasably secure the same together, and thumb
screws engaging through the other one of said caps and
said casing and into said flanges to releasably connect the

device in assembled relation.

2. In a device of the class described a casing, a cap
therefor, a motor slldabie in the casing, resilient electrical

contacts to permit ready removal or insertion of the motor,

said cap and casing having slots therein adapted to register

with one another, and means engaging therethrough and
Into the motor releasably holding said cap and casing en-

gaged with the motor rigidly mounte«l therewlthin.

3. In a device of the class described a casing, a cap
adapted to fit over one end thereof, said casing and cap
having slots adapted to register with one another, another

cap removably secured on the other end of said casing, a

projection forming a part of said motor, and means en-

gaging in said projection and through said registering
j

slots of said first mentioned cap and casing to hold said

cap, casing and motor rigidly and releasably connected

with one another.
4. In a device of the class described, a slotted casing,

an extension integrally formed thereon adapted to receive

a handle, a motor slldably mounte<l In the casing, a cap

adapted to fit between said motor and casing, said cap

having slots therein adapted to register with the slots

in said casing, and means engaging said slots and said

motor for rigidly, but releasably, holding said cap. motor
and casing connected to one another.

6. In a device of the class described a casing, a motor
removably mounted therein, bearing brackets forming a
part of said motor, an extended flange on said bearing

brackets, screws threading therein and through slots In

said casing to hold the motor within the caaing, and a cap

provided with slots to register with said slota In the cas-

ing adapted to be retained In position by said screws.

(Claim 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

clamping the upper tip ends of the bteels. a member for
holding the lower tip ends of the steels with the body of

the steels between said tip ends held in spaced relation
and out of surface contact, said member for holding said
lower tip ends embodying a series of tapereil lugs spaced
apart from one another to allow the insertion of the tip

end of a steel therebetween and being provided with open-
ings at the points whert sjiid «.tfcls are Inserted to permit
of a draining of the surplus composition from the steels,

substantially as described.

7
2. A device for holding corset steels during the applica-

tion of a rust proof covering thereto, comprising a frame,
nie.ui«i larrled by the frame for holding the steels In
spaced-apart relation therein and against contact with
one another, said holding means i-omprising 1^ clamping
means for one tip end of the stay and along one edge of
the frame, and a narrow elongated imr along the opposite
end of the frame, a series ol lugs on the top of said bar
spaced apart from one another, the opposite tip end of the
stays resting between said lugs whereby they are prevented
from coming in contact with one another, and said bar
being narrower than the width of the stay to provide
a space beyond the sides of the twir for allowing the surplus
material to drain from th«> stays, substantially as de
scribed.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231,247. APPARATUS FOR HARVESTING THE CON
STlTUENTS OF W(K>D AND VEtJKTABLE SCH
STANCES. DISTILLIN<; AND PI RlFYlNCJ THEM.
Walter K. Freeman, oscawana. N. Y. PIUmI Aug. 14.

1913. Serial No. 784,839. (CI. 92—18.)

1. An apttaratus for extracting from vegetable fiber*

soluble constituents. <-omprlslng In combination a rotatable
container, cratlleH for supporting said container in an
inclined position, a tlx<Hl hollow shaft iniiunte«l lengthwl.se

of the container, means for rotating the container about
the shaft, afid means for introducing into the container,

through the hollow shaft, various solvent or chemically
active agents, substantially as described.

2. .\u apparatus for extracting from vegetable fll>ers

soluble constituents, comprising in tombination a rotatalde

container, cradlea for supporting said container In an
Inclined position, a flxe«l hollow shaft mounted lengthwise

of the container, means for rotating the container about
the shaft, means for Introducing Into the container,

through the hollow shaft, various solvent or chemically
active agents, and means for circulating and withdrawing
said agents.

3. An apparatus for extracting from a mixture of sola-

uble and Insoluble matters, the soluble ones, comprising
in combination a rotatable container mounted In an
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Inclined positi..u. a hollow shaft pa>slDg through said

container, releasable means for holding said shaft against

rotath.n means for rotating the container about the shaft,

means for Introducing and withdrawing tlulds through

said hollow shaft, continuously, and means for causing the

circulation of said fluids through the contents of the con

tainer during the period between theii entrance and their

withdrawal.
4 An apparatus for extracting from a mixture of sol-

uble and insoluble matters, the soluble ones, comprising

in combination, a rotatable cylln.lrl.al container, mounted

in an inclined position, a hollow shaft passing into said

container, means for holding the shaft against rotation,

means for rotating the container, means passing through

the shaft and into the container for conducting several

fluldb through the shaft into the container, and out again,

substantially as descrlbe<l.

.". \n apparatus for extracting, from a mixture of sol

uble an<l Insoluble matters, the soluble <mes. comprising

m combination, a rotatable container, upper and lower

cradles for supporting said container In an inclined posi-

tion the upper cradle being adjustable, to permit proper

•adjustment of said container, a gear passing around said

conUlner, a pinion engaging said gear, a motor driving

said pinion, a fixed hollow shaft passing Into said wn

tainer, pipes leading from the exterior of the said hollow

shaft and discharging Into said <-ontalner. a strainer on

said hollow shaft, pipes leading from the hollow shaft to

the exterior of said shaft whereby fiuids may be passed

through said pipes Into the container through the strainer,

and through the shaft to the exterior again while the con

Ulner Is rotating, sobstantlally as described.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.248. DRAFTRIGGINO FOR RAILWAY-CARS.

Richard D. Gallagher, Jr.. New York. N. Y. Filed

Jan. 4. 1916. SerUl No. 70,199. (CI. 213—64.)

front stop mounted between the sills at their forward ends,

adapte.1 for the reception of a coupler *.hank, a follower

plate seating against the inner face of said stop, a draft

yoke compos.Hl of a single member having its forward end

open to receive the coupler shank and Its rear end

dosed a transverse shank engaging pin connecting the

coupler shank with the yoke, a yielding pressure resisting

member Including a barrel interposed between the follower

plate and the closed rear en.l of the yoke, and lugs carried

by the barrel and adapted to engage the sides of the yoke

to center the same relatively to the barrel.

4 In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination

with space<l longitudinal car sills, of a coupler shank.

upper and lower castings rigidly mounted between and

connecting the sills at their forward ends, the front face

of the upper <astlng lying to the rear of the front face of

the lower casting, said castings being spaced apart for the

reception of the coupler shank, a shock absorbing member

locate.1 between the sills forwardly of the upper casting.

, a follower plate seating Ugalnst the Inner face of the

I castings a draft voke connected with the coupler shank,

i and a vlelding pressure resisting member Interposed be-

1
tween the follower plate and the rear end of the draft

.\ In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination

wlib spaced longitudinal car sills, of a coupler shank,

upper and lower castings rigidly mounted between and

connecting the sills at their forward ends, the front face

of the upper casting lying to the rear of the front face of

the lower casting, said castings being spaced apart for the

reception of the coupler shank, a forging connecting the

sills forwardly of the upper casting, and adapted to be

engaged by the coupler under excessive buffing strains, a

follower plate seating against the Inner face of the cast-

ings a draft yoke connected with the coupler shank and

a yielding pressure resisting member Interposed between

the follower plate and the rear end of the draft yoke.

[Claims 6 to 11 not printed In the Gazette.]

1231249 FLEXIBLE SHAFT-COUPLING. K1BTI.AND

'c Vjardver. Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor to United En-

gineering & Foundry Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., a Cor-

poration of Pennsylvania. Filed Mar. 17. 1916. Serial

No. 14.933. (CI. 74—19.)

1. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination

with spaced longitudinal car sills, of a coupler shank, a

front stop mounte<l between the sills at their forward ends

adaptwl for the reception of a coupler shank, a follower

plate seating against the Inner face of said stop, a draft

yoke composed of a single meml>er having its forward end

open to receive the coupler shank and its rear end

closed, a transverse shank engaging pin having a sub

Btantlally rigid connection with the coupler shank and a

loose connection with the draft yoke, whereby the shank

and yoke move In unison under .Iraft and the shank moves

relatively to the yoke under buffing stress, and a yielding

pressure resisting memi)er lnterpose»l between the follower

plate and the closed rear end of the yoke.

2. In a draft rigging for railway cars, the combination

with spaced longitudinal car sills, of a coupler shank, a

front stop mountwl between the sills at their forward ends,

«dapte<l for the reception of a coupler shank, a follower

plate seating against the inner face of said front stop, a

draft yoke composed of a single member having Its forward

end open to receive the < oupler shank and Its rear

end closed, a transverse shank engaging ptn connecting

the coupler shank with the yoke, a yielding pressure resist-

ing member Interposed between the follower plate and the

closed rear end of the yoke, and means for centering and

alining the yoke relatively to the pressure resisting

member.
3. In a ilraft rigging for railway cars, the combination

with spaced longitudinal <ar sills, of a coupler shank, a

3 A flexible shaft coupling comprising two members to

l,e coupled, one of said members having parallel Jaws on

the end therec.f, the other member having a head thereon

iK-tween the Jaws on the first member, said head having

curved bearing surfaces, bearinjg shoes between the Jaws

and said head having bearing surfaces in engagement

with the Jaws and curved bearing surfaces engaging the

h.ad, the arrangement being such that the head and

shoes may be simultaneously removed In a transverse di-

rection from between the Jaws or either of said members

may be separately removed, and a guard movable longl

tudlnallv over the first member and arranged to prevent

the head and shoes on the second member from displace-

ment In a transverse direction, substantially as described.

4. A flexible shaft coupling, comprising two members

to be coupled, one of said members having a laterally

open transverse slot or cut away portion at Its end. and

bearing shoes adapted to be inserted an.l removed from

said slot through the open end thereof, and the other

member to be coupled having a forwardly projecting neck

carrying a head within said slot, said head having oppo
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site convex surfaces in t>earlng engagement with corre-
sponding concave surfaces of the bearing ghoes. a central
axUIIy convex projection on the head of the one member
and a cooperative stn.l seated In the head of the other
member to form a thrust member for aald members ^ub-
tantally an described.

[Claims 1 and 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.250. SURGICAL INSTRUMENT. Chmtib M.
0«oRGB an<l Maby C. fJEoaoB, Newport. R. I. Filed
Dec. 1, 1916. Serial No. 134.463. (CI. 128—28.)

J. In a device of the class described a court water
pipes therebelow. hose connections thereon, means con-
necting said hose connections with said plp.s. and a ball
adapted to be fbrced about by streams of water issuing
from said hose connections.

4. In a water game of the class described a court wa-
ter pipes, a plurality of hose connections attached there-
to extending above said curt, goal posts at both ends
thereof, an.l a ball between said goal posts to be act.dupon by streams of water from said hose connections to
force the ball back and forth between said goal posts

5. In a water game of the class .lescrlbed a court pipe
lines therebelow. a ball, and hydraulic means associated
with said court and pipe lines adapted to Impart motion
to said ball.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prined In the Gazette.]

1. In a surgical Instrument comprising two members
pivoted together Intermediate their ends and each having
tool means at one end and a finger hold at the other end.
and means for locking the two members in close*! posi-
tion, the Improvement which conalsts In forming said
holds substantially U shaped and arranged with the open-
ing at the rear end of the hold whereby the fingers may
be easily withdrawn rearwardly from th.- holds.

2. In a surgical Instrument comprising two members
pivoted together Intermediate their ends and each hav-
ing tool means at one end and a finger hold at the other
end and means for locking the two meml)ers in closed po '

sltlon, the improvement which consl.sts In forming said
holds substantially U-shaped with the two Inner limbs
curved slightly away from each other and the ends of
the outer limbs also being curved away from each other,
said holds arranged with the openings therein at the rear
end of the hold.

8. In a surgical forceps comprising two members piv-
oted together Intermediate their ends and each having
gripping means at one end and a finger hold at the other
end and m.ans for locking the two members in gripping
position, the improvement which consists in forming said
holds substantially U-shaped with the outer limbs re-
versely curved the outer ends thereof being curved slightly
outward and away from each other and .said holds ar-
ranged with the openings therein at the fear of the hold

1.2.'?1,262. G.\TE-OPEEATOR. ConMLits E Gaotv-
nyaa. Sheldon. Iowa. Filed Oct. 24. 1916. Serial No
127.420. (Cl. 39—38.)

1,231.251. W.\TER (;aME. Thomas F. Graham Chi
cago. 111. Filed Oct. 4. 1915. Serial No. 54,095 (Cl
46—61.)

rf^-x^-S'^^7:
t

1. In a gate opening mechanl.sm, the combination with
a gate and a gate support, of a member carried by said
gate and movable relative to said support, said member
having a ram way therethrough, a roll.r operative in
said «T»m way. means for permitting forward progression
of said roller through said cam way and preventing ret-
rograde movement, and means operative from opposite
sides of the gate for actuating said roller to open the
gate.

2. In a gate opening mechanism, the combination with
a gate and a gatf support, of a meml>or carried l-y s.iid
gate and movable relative to said support, said "fram^
having a two-legged cam way therethrough, a roller ..p-
eratlve through said cam way. means for permitting for
ward movement through one leg and rearward movem. nt
through the opposite leg. but preventing retrograde move-
ment In either leg. and means for actuating said roller
from opposite sides of the gate.

3. In a gate opening mechanism, the combination with
a gate and a gate support, of a member carried by said
gate and movable relative to said support, said "frame
having a two legged (am way therethrough, a roller op
eratlve through said cartway, means f,ir permitting for
ward movement through one leg and rearward movement
through the opposite leg. but preventing retrograde movement in either leg. means for actuating said roller from
opposite side^ of the gate, and means for reversing the
direction of the roller from one leg to the other

V

1. In a device of the class descrlbe<l a court, a plural-
ity of Interconnected adjustable hose . onnectlons ar
ranged thereabout, and a ball adapted to be moved about
said court by Jets of water Isanlng from said hose con-
nections.

2. In a device of the class described a court, water
supply pipes therebelow, hose connections attached there
to. two goal posts at each end of said court, and a ball
adapted to be forcetl about said court by Jets from said
hose connections impinging upon the hall to force th.-
same between two of said goal posts.

1.231.253. 8INGLK RAIL SPIKE URIVIXQ AND DRAW-ING MACHINE. William B. flALnwaiL. Saugatuck
Conn. Filed Apr. 7. 1916. SerUl No. 89.737 iCl
144—106.)

*

1. A single-rail spike driving and drawing machine com-
prising a carriage, rail enjraKlng wheels placed Undem
supporting wheels on opposite sides of the carriage, a bed
pivoted to swing in the hurlzontal plane, a rotafable hous-
ing carried by the l>ed. a rotatable sliding ihuck slaaft
rarrled by the housing, and means upon the carriage for
rotating the chuck shaft.

2. A machine of the character described comprising a
carrUge. rail-^-nKaglng wheels placed tandem. supporUng
wheels on opposite sides of the carriage, a b-d pivoted to
swing in the horliontal plane, a rotaUble housing car-
ried by the bed, and a rotatable sliding chuck shaft car-
ried by the housing.

8. .\ machine of the rharacter described comprising a
carriage, rail-engaging wheels placed tandem, supporting
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whe<"N on opposite sides of the rarriagi . a slidahle and ro-
tatalile < buck shaft, and a rotatable bou^^ini: by whi<h the
chuck shaft Is carried.

4. .\ niachin*' of the character des<'rlb«^l comprising a
carriage, rail engnging wheels placed tandem, supporting
wheels on opposite sides «if the carriage, a swinging bed,

a housing rotatable in the vertical pliiue. a rotatable shalt
adapte<l to slide transversely in the housinu. and chucks
at the ends of the !.haft adapted fu enjia;:e and either
drive or draw a threade«l spike.

5. A machine of the character described cohiprlslng a
carrlaL'e. rail engaging wheels placed tandiin. supporting
whe«'ls on opixisite sides of the carriage, a bed pivoted to
swing in the horiz) ntal plane, means for locking the bed
to the carriage centrally or In opirative poslti<m on either
side of n rail, a rotatable shaft adapted to slide vertically
to the plane of the carriage, a chuck at each end of the
abaft, and means for changing ends with the shaft to
place either chu< k in operative position.

[Claims G to 10 not printed iu the tiazette.]

l,2:n.254. l>KAW<iRll'. Wii.i.iam T. llANrocK. Auder
son. lud. Filed I>.'<. I'S. 15»16. Serial No. 139,250.
Ml. 29—K6.1.)

1. A draw grip. coinprlslnK a truss, a bar loosely car-
ried by the truss, gripping means carried by the bar, a
spring to maintain the bar at retracted position, and
means to draw the said bar.

2. A draw grip, ccmprisln*: a truss, a bar carried
loosely by the truss and being threaded, hook arms car-
ried by the said bar. a draw head nut on said bar. and
means to maintain the saiil bar at retracted position.

3. \ ciraw grip, comprising a truss frame, a threaded
bar carried loosely In the truss frame, hook arms carried
by the threaded! bar having their ends so formed that the
hook arms wJII ^pnad when they make contact with the
object to be niuvc-d. a >prinj; to urge said hook anus to
ward each other, a draw head nut on said threaded bar.
and a spring to ni:ilntain the said bar at retracte«l posi-
tion.

l.l.'.!1.2r.5. MKTAI^WoRKINt; MACHINE. Birxr.T M. W.
Ha.nso.v. Hartford. Conn. Filed Oct. 9. 1914. Serial
.No. 865.865. (Cl. 90—21.

»

1. In a ma< hine of the class described, the combination
of a pciw.r transferring memt>er, a second power trans-

I'.'iy O. G.~70

ferring member having a constant clutch connection with
the first power transferring menilwr, means for driving the
first power transferrin;: iiieniber at a greater speed than
the seccmd power transferring member and for stopping
them Iroth at predetermined points, and a movable mem-
ber having a driving ccnnecticjn with the first power trans-
ferring member.

— t

1. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a reciprocatory carrier, a power transferring member
having a driving connection with the carrier, a second
power transferring member having a constant clutched
• •onnection with the first power transferring member, and
means for rotating the power transferring menrtiers at dif-

ferent speeds.

3. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a traveling carrier, a power transferring member hav-
ing a driving connection with said traveling carrier, a
second power transferring member having a pawl and
ratchet constant clutched connection with the first power
transferring number, and means for driving thi' power
transferring memi-ers at different speeds.

4. In a machine of the class described, the combination
of a traveling carrier, means Involving quirk and slow
speed mechanisms for reciprocating the carrier, levers for
independently controlling said mechanisms, and a rotary
disk provided with a series of peripheral d<tgs having
beveled pofilons disposed in opposite directions, the levers
having pins engag«>al)le bv the beveled portions as the
disk rotates to move the levers oppositely, certain of the
dogs extending outward from the periphery of the disk a
greater distance than another dog.

5. In a machine of the class desc-rlbed. the combination
of a traveling mrrier. means involving (|ul( k aud slow
speed mechanisms for operating the carrier, independently
active levers for automatically controlling said mecha-
nisms, and a rotary disk provided with peripheral dogs,
the levers having pins engageable t>y said dogs to shift the
levers, one of the dogs being initially disposed In thi path
of one of the pins, and means for retracting said last men-
tioned pin.

1.231.2.'^6. FOUNTAIN PEN. Moxitoc E. Heilbkix. New
York. N. Y.. assignor to (^Jem Fountain IVu «"ori>ora-
tion. a Corporation of .New York., Flle<l Feb. 23, 1917.
Serial No. 150.297. (Cl. 12«>—*»». t

1. In a self-filling fountain pen the combinatioTi with a
t>arrel having a longitudinal slot, a l«-ver pivoted in the
slot, a pen secticm. ami a ccdiapsible Ink sack, of a com-
pression device formed of a strlp^of spring metal bent
intermediate its ends and provided with anchoring means,
one arm of the device lylin; under the s«<k and the other
atxivp the sack and in line with the slot, the free end of
the upper arm extendins forwardly a sul>stantial distance
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h*.yoni the point of contact with the I^-tt. whereby, apon I shaft supporfe,! In th- fram^ au.l nrran»e<J at an angle
moving tb^ ]*-ver to upright position, said upp^r arm will

7SL

W!.

b*" <|>>pr»'ws«Hl to <onipr»>ss the sai k t)etwe«*n it and the
low>'r arm.

[Claim '1 not prlntnil in the Gazette.]

to th»» first shaft, the upper end of the necond shaft .arry-
ing a sharpening ilisk. .t <iinimon driving means coune< te<|

to the lower emls of the two shafts, a t-rank on th.- up-
per end of the first shaft, a pitman conne<ted to the .rank.
a <hu<k movahly carriwl hy the other end of the pitman.
a pair of >up«'rlmpo«e«l and horizontally rotatabie disks

1.1'31.1>57. MULTIPLE CONTROL. Hcrbeht T. Hbbb.
Flttshurgh. Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, to The
Westlnghouse Machine Company. East Plttsl»urch. Pa.,
a <orp«. ration of Pennsylvania. Filed May 7. 1913.
Serial No. 766.168. (Ci. 137—144.)

1. In coml>ination with a plurality of valve operatint:
motors, a separate valve for controlling the operation of
each motor, a separate relay for controlling the operation
of each valve, and pressure controlling means for simulta-
neously delivering a constant actuating pressure to all the
relay devices, and for delivering regulateil pressure through
the respective valve;* to all the motors.

2. The combination with a plurality of motors, relay,
for operatlni; said motors, and a manually adjustable pres-
sure dlstril)uting device for admitting determlne<l de-
grees of fluid pressure to said relays and for maintaining
the pressure delivered to said relays constant.

3. A plurality of motors, a .source of flul<l pressure for
said motors, an independent valve for each motor, a relay
for operating each valve, and a fluid pressure device adapt-
ed to synchronouslv operate ail of the relays to simul-
taneously admit equal quantities of fluid to all of the
motors.

4. The combination with valve operating motors, motor
controlling valves, relays connected to the motor con-
trolling valves, means for operating the relays simulta-
neously or synchronously, and means responsive to the
motor controlling valves for admitting pressure to the
motors.

r». In combination with a plurality of valve operating
motors, an independent valve for controlling the operation
ot ea<h motor, a pressure responsive relay for controlling
the operation of each valve, a single distributing devic-
for delivering regulable pressure to all the relay devices,
and means for actuating each valve in response to the
operation of its corresponding valve operating motor.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the <;aiette.]

mounteti on the frame lM>twe.n the shafts and formed
with a series of openinus of different diameters, said
chmk being arrangeil to re<-elve a drill bit therein, said
op. nings In the disks »)eing In vertical allnement for the
re. ..ptlon and guldan. e of the drill l)lt, the point of the bit
to be sharpened being supported on the face of the sharpen-
ing disk.

1.J31.259. MET.VLLUR<;ICAL process. Joseph E
JoH.Nso.v. Jr.. New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 21, 1913.
Serial .No. 796.430. (Ci. 75—27.)
The process of lonverting ateel-scrap Into cast Iron,

which consists in melting the steel-s« rap to produ<e a
molten bath of the same, and then Introducing Into said
I'ath a suflJcleut i)uantity of carbid of silicon to convert
the steel into .ast iron.

1.231.260. PROCESS OF PRODUCI.NO FERRO SILICON
OF hi<;h silh.o.n content i.n blast furnaces.
Jo.sKPH E. JoH.Nso.v. Jr.. Martsdale. N. Y. Filed June
20. 1916. Serial .No. 104.779. (Cl. 75—»5.

»

1. The process of pro<luclng ferro silicon of high sill, on
content in a blast furnace, which lonslsts in 'barging the
furnace with ore and fuel, and .supplying a blast rich in
oxygen to reduce the silica on a scale to prmluce ferro-
sllicon containing a hi;;b percentage of silicon.

2. The pro.ess <»f produiing ferro-slllcon of sul>stan-
tlally 507c silicon In a blast furnace, which consists Id
chargln;; the furnace with ore and fuel, and supplying a
blast containing equal or substantially equal parts l)y

weight of oxygen and nitrogen to re<luce the silica on a
scale to produce a ferro-slllcon containing a high per
centage of silica.

1.231.238. drill - SHARPENER. Stcihen IIobvath.
Highland Parjc. Mich. Flle<l Jan. 3. 1917. Serial No.
140.432. (CL 51—7.)
A drill bit sharpener Including a frame, a vertical shaft

supported In the frame and extending therealK)ve. a second

1.231.261 •;OVERNOR At e.x.vndek T. Ka.si.ev, Swiss-
vale. Pa.. assUnor to The Westlughouse Machine Com-
pany, a (^)riHiration of Pennsylvania. Fil.^l Oct. 7.

1914. Serial No. S65.545. (Cl. 121—111.)
1. In a governing me< hanisni. speed responslv means

movaide to different positions in response to variations
In the speed of the governed apparatus, a me<'hanlsm for
controlling the op.-ration of the iroverneil apparatus, a re
lay actuateil by the »peeil responsive means, a piston con-
trolled by the relay for controlling the operation of said

logz

mechanism, and means operating In r-sponse to the opera- the shank for drawing the we^lge Idock Into <ontact with
tlon of said piston for moving said speed responsive
means Irnck to its Initial operative position.

2. In a governing mechanism, a <entrlfugal weight
driven t>y the governe<i apparatus and moval)le toward and
away from its axis of rotation in response to variations
In the sp«'<Hl of rotation thereof, a me<'hanism for control-
ling the operation of the governetl apparatus, means con-
trolled by the (entrlfutal a<tion of the weight for con-
trolllni: the operation of said mechanism, and a device
controlbsl liy said means for varying the centripetal force
exerted on said weight, in response to the operation of
said in.-ans. and after said weight has moved In response
to a variation in speed.

S. In a i;ov.-rning nieihauisni. a centrifugal weight
driven by the governed apparatus and movable toward
and away from Its axis of rotation In response to varia-
tions In the speed of rotation thereof, a mechanism for
controlllnu the operation of the governed apparatus,
means controlletl by the centrifugal action of the weight
for controlling the operation of said mechanism, and a
spring coutrolle<l by said means for varying the centripetal
force exerted on said weight In response to the operation
of aald means, and after said weight has moved in re-
sponse to a variation In sp4>ed.

4. In a governing mechanism, speed responsive means
movable to different positions in response to variations In
the spee<l of the apparatus to be governed, means con-
troll.><l thereby but acting more slowly than the speed re
sponsive means, for controlling the operation of the gov-
erned apparatus, and means controlled by the operation of
said controlleil means for returning said centrlfugally
controlled means to substantially its normal operative po-
sition, after It has mov.vl therefrom In response to a vari-
ation In spe(>d of the governed apparatus.

5. In a governing mechanism, centrlfugally controlled
means movable in response to variations In the speed of
the governed apparatus, means controlled by the centrifu
gal action of said centrlfugally controlled means for con
troliinif the operation of the governed apparatus, and
means controlled by said last mentioned means for vary
Ing the centripetal for.e exerted on said centrlfugaiiy
controll.-d ni.ans after each movement of the centrifu
gaily confrol|e«l means in i espouse to a variation of the
Bpeed of the governed apparatus.

[Claims 6 to 8 not prlnte<i in the Oazette.J

1,231.262. WRE.NCH. ?:rank X. Katchmazbnski, Foley.
Minn., assignor of one half to Henry Jedllckl. Foley.
Minn. Filed .May 15. 1916. Serial No. 97.468 (Cl
81—72.)
A wrench of the kind described comprising a rotatabie

body member having at one en<l a recess and at Its other
end a shank with an axial l>ore extending Into said recoas,
a screw plug normally closing said recess, a plurality of
frtp teeth mounted on the body meml>er for radial move
ment. a wedge block mounted In said recess and having an
operating stem projecting through the lK)re In said shank,
a spring compressed l>etween the bottom of said recess
and the wedge block, a nut having screw threaded en-
gagement with the operatiuj: stem and reacting against

the grip teeth t« move the same outward, and a band

>'>*-'

piece having screw-threaded eugaj.:ement with the shank
for rotating the l)ody member.

1.231.263. FI^ECEl) SLIPPER SOLE. EDWabd W.
Kellev, Worcester, Mass. Filed Mar. 14, 1917. Serial
.No. 154.810. (Cl. 36—26.)

z

11

M
IT

JS
.1. -\ fleeced slipper sole formwl with separable Inner

and outer memt)ers. said Inner member having a stiff pro-
jecting ledge, and said outer meml)er having an upwardly
projecting »»<ige portion, and means effective to draw said
dge portion tightly about said lodge to secure said Inner
and outer members together.

5. .\ fleeced slipper sole formed with separable inner
and outer members, and means to secure said members to-
gether, said Inner meml)er comprising a cushion layer, a
stiff supporting layer therefor, a fleeced textile covering
Inclosing said cushion layer and having its edges secured
l»eneath said supporting layer, and a se.ond la.ver of stiff

material secured to said supporting layer and concealing
the raw edges of the textile covering, said second layer
projecting to form a ledce around the inner meml)er which
constitutes one part of said securing means.

6. A fleeced slipper sole having, in combination, sep-
arable Inner and outer sole members, said inner sole mem-
l)er including a stiffening layer tinderlying and secured to
said inner sole niemljer ami projecting at the edges to
form a circumferential ledge. an<l said outer sole member
comprising a stiffening layer, a fabric layer, and a tread
layer, the fabric anrl tread layers Inclosing said stiffening
layer and having their adjacent outer portions united to
form an upturned edjie. and an elastic tension element se-
cure<l to .said upturned e<Ige and extending continuously
around said sole member, said tension element being ef-
fective to draw said upturned edi:e closely around saM

'

projecting ledge and to thereby detachably secure said
sole meml)er8 together.

[Claims 2 to 4 not prlnte<l in the CJazette.]

1.231,264. KiNITIOX DEVICE. Charles F Ketteb
IN(J, Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Dayton Engineering
I^alwratorles Co.. a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Mar.
12, 1910. Serial No. 548.921. (Cl. 123—148.)
1. In an electric ignition system for Internal coml>us-

tlon engines, the comldnatlon with a sparking clr< ult, a
source of current therein, a spark timer, and an electro-
magnetic circuit-breaker capable of operation either to
make single breaks In the < Ircult under the control of the
timer or to make successive breaks Independently of the
breaks In the timer, of a controlling switch to open and
close the circuit at the will of the operator, manuallv ac-

J
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tiuiteW means for (letcriniDln;; the charactpr of np«ratloii
,
m.^nt carried by the plunger hut insulatMl tberefro

of the <lrcult-J>r»'aker. and means under the control of
said switch for latching said manually actuatwl means in
op^rativ*- positiim.

m and
concentric to the tubular portion thereof, -onstantiy in
contact with th*- ll(|uid contaln'tl in the supplemental

9-v'y-^

2. In nn electric itrnition system for Internal combus-
tion fnglnes. the combination with a sparking circuit In-

cluding a spark timer, of an electromagnetic clrcult-
l>reaker capable of operation either to make single breaks
in the circuit under the control of the timer or to make
successive breaks independently of the breaks In the timer,
a manual controllin;.' switch In the circuit, having open
and closed positions, manually actuatiHl means for deter-
mining the < haracter of operation of said circuit -breaker,
and mechanism operable when the said awltch Is in Its

open position for latching said manua,lly actuated means
In operative position.

12. In an electric Ignition system for internal combus-
tion engines, the combination with a sparking means, com-
prising a battery sparking circuit and a mauneto sparking
circuit; of a circuit controlling switch having three posi-
tions, viz. a battery position, a mainieto and an interme-
diate oir position; and a supplemcuul switch op<'rable In
any one of the three positions of said controlling switch
to cooperate with said sparking circuits to cau.se a suc-
cession of sparks therein ; with means for latching said
supplemental switch In operative position np<in Its opera-
tion, when the controlling switch la In its off position.

13. In an electric Ignition system for Internal combus-
tion engines, the combination with a sparking means, com-
prising a battery sparking circuit and a magneto sparking
circuit; of a circuit controlling switch having three posi-
tions, viz., a battery position, a magneto and an Interme-
diate off position ; and a supplemental switch operable in
any one of the three positions of said controlling switch
to co«iperate with said sparking circuits to cause a succes-
sion of sparks therein ; with means for latching said sup-
plemental switch In operative position upon its operation,
when the controlling switch Is In Its off position ; and
means connected with said controlling switch for auto-
matically releasing said latching means In the supplemen-
tal switch when the controlling switch Is moved either to
Its magneto position or its battery position.

-4. In an ignition system for combustion and explosion
engines, the combination with a magneto and a battery
system ; a switch element for bringing said magneto sys-
tem Into operation ; and a supplemental switch operable
to place said lottery system in operation concurrently
with or independently of said nia;;neto system.

[Claims 3 to 11 and 14 to 23 not printed in tbe Ga-
zette.]

— '»

/S/

2. In a regulator, the combination with a casing con-
taining a movable element; of a bracket member: a con-
trolling <-oll mounted thereon ; means connected to said
bracket member for adjustably supporting the said casing
and movable element, relative to the .ontrolllng coll; and
a rheostat resUlently mounted on said means and con-
nected to the controlling «oil.

4. In a regulator, the < « mbinatlon with a casing, and
a controlling coil ; a >upport for said casing and coll ; a
rheostat mounted thertnin. and connected to the coil ; and
resUlently supported means for controlling said rheosUt

.'.. In a regulator, the combination with a casing ; a
supplemental well forme<l within said .asing and Insu-
lated therefrom; a body of conductive liqubl positioned
in said supplemental well ; and* a plunger element hav-
ing a hollow portion normally surrounding said well ; and
a contact needle se<ured to said plunger an<i normally
positioned in said supplemental well.

10. In a regulator, the combination with a casing hav-
ing a plurality of wells containing < onductive liquid : of
a plunger including (onductlve portions Insulatt^l from
each other, extending Into said wells, displa<ement of the
liquid by the plunger causing the level of the liquid to
rise so that a single bixly of liquid will be forme<l in said
casing; a resistance normally covered by the liquid when
constituting a single body of liquid ; and a plunger ele-
ment, said plunger element t>elng a<lapted to be with-
drawn from the body of condu<tlve liquid, wberehy the
liquid level will be so lowere<l that seitarate and distinct
bodies of liquid. lnsulate<l from each other, will be form««l
In the respective wells contained In the casing and a
portion of said resistance will t.e withdrawn from the
conductive liquid.

[Claims 3 and to ',1 not printed in the <iazette.]

1.2.11. 2«rJ. CONTROL FOR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS.
Ch.\rl£8 F. Ketteri\«;. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The
Dayton Engineering I>aboratorles Co.. a Corporation of
Ohio. Filed Aug. 9. 1912. Serial No. 714.2.14. (Cl.
171—229.)
1. In a regulator, the combination with a casing, con-

taining a body of conductive liquid : of a well cont-entrtc
to said regulator casing and containing a body of con-
ductive liquid. lnsulate«i from the casing and the llqnld
contalne.1 therein : of a plunger element. • portion of

!

which is tubular and l« adapted to be submerged In the '

body of liquid within the '-asing ; and a conductive ele- 1

1,231.266. E.N(;iNK STARTING DEVHE. Chaelbs F.
Ketteri.\<;. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Dayton Kn-
glnerlDK I-al">rnfori.-^ fompany. a <'orp«iration of Ohio.
Original application flle«i June 15. 1811. Serial No.
633.443. Divided and this application filed .Mar. 5,
1915. Serial No. 12.3«»«. H"|. 171—31."..)

1. In an engine starting devbe. the combination with
a motor-generator, of an accumulator, connections there-
between for operating the motor-generator, as a generator,
to charge the accumulator at one voltage, and to operate
said motor-generator, as a uiotor, at a different voltage

;
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and auxiliary mean^- for connecting the motor generator
with the uc< iiniulator for operation as a motor, at sub-
stantially the same voltage as that at which the motor-
generator charges the aicumulator.

2. In an engine starting device, the conddnation with
an engine, of a motor cenerator having < ounections there-
with, for operating the engine to start the same, and be-
ing operate*! by the enu'ine to generate power : of an
electri<- accumidator. having electrical connections with
said motor generator, for reielvlng pow<'r from the motor-
generator at one voltage and -lellvering the stored power
to the motor generator at a different v<»ltage for starting
purposes: and auxiliary electrical conne( tion for initially
delivering current to the motor-generator at a lower
voltage than is dellver«Hl thereto for starting purposes,
whereby the motor generator, as a motor, will be given
a slow Initial movement.

3. In an engine starting device, the combination with
an engine, of a startlnu device, differential mechanical
connections therebetween : of an accumulator having se-
lective series and parallel connections with said motor-
generator when-hy said motor generator will l>e actuated
as a motor through the s.-rlev ccnnectbuis. and will act
as a generator through tli.- parallel connections, to
charge the accumulator: and auxiliary electrical con-
nections, connecting the motor generator and accumu-
lator In parallel for Initially actuating said motor-gener-
ator, as a motor, at a voltage substantially the same as
the voltage, at which the motor-generator, as a gener-
ator, charges the accumulator.

4. In an engine starting device-, the combination with
an engine and a motor generator ; of an accumulator,
comprising a plurality of ele.trl.al cells connected with
said motor gen. rator : means for arranging said cells In
»«'rles for operating the motor generator as a motor, for
starting, and In nudtiple for charging l)y the motor gener-
ator ; and an auxiliary electrical connection between the
motor generator and the accumulator and connected to
said nndtiple . ounections. said auxiliary connection being
normally op.-n

: and a circuit closer for closing said aux-
iliary connection, whereby the motor-generator will be
operated as a motor, at u voltage substantially the same
as that at whbh the motor-generator charges the ac-
cumulator.

5. In an engine starting device, the combination with
an enirine. of a motor cenerator : nutans for coupling the
engine therewith : an accumulator bavine electrical sc^rles
and multiple connec-tlons with said motor generator for
starting and for charging : a controller switch for select-
ing said electrical connections': an auxiliary electrical
conec tlon betw.H>n the accumulator and motor-generator
connected to said multiple connections but of a higher
resistanc-e than saicl multiple connections: and an aux-
iliary switch for opening and closing said auxiliary elec-
trical c-onnection. wherei.y a tlow of current will be per-
mitted from the ai I umulator to the motor generator
throutrb the auxiliary electrical connection to facilitate
tbe sabi coupling operation, sab! resistance of the aux-
iliary connectlcm iM-lnir so proportioned with reference to
tbe resistance of the mnltipie connec-tlons that, when the
controller switc h is in position for selecting the multiple
connc-cticin*. tb«- current flowing through said auxiliary
connection-' upon operation of said auxiliary switch, will
be insufficient to allow the saicl coupling operation.

[Claims li to 17 not print'cl in the Waz.ette.]

tance for all adjustments of said first table and first
press head.

.m

l,231.2«t7. IWtHK MANI FA<'TlRE. MtRBERT N.
Kii.BV. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to Joseph F. Kllby
and John Ohrlng. Cleveland. Ohio. Filed June 30,
191.1 Serl.'l No 77d.72H. <C1. 2.".—17. •

1. In a brick mac bine, a nndd »»ox. a main Iramew-ork,
a stationary preK> h<>ad. a press table upon which said
mold box it adapted to re>«t. means for causing a move-
ment of said press table tcward said press head, means
for varying tbe- distance- saicl h«ad and table move to-
ward each other, a second stationary press head, a sec-
ond pre>.> tal>le. and mean* for movlnt; said second table
and second pros bead toward each other a constant dls

3. In a brick machine, filling, compressing and strip-
ping mechanisms, a plurality of mold boxes, a plurality
of pallets upon wblcb said mold boxes are adapted to rest,
and means for automatically feeding said pallet plates
Into operative position beneath said mold boxes prior to
the operation thereon of any of said mechanisms.

5. In a brick machine, a stationary press head, a ver-
tically movable press table, two toggles beneath said
table, a bell crank forming the lower arm of each of said
toggles, and cams engaging sabl bell cranks to cause ver-
tical movement of said table.

7. A brick machine comprising a main framework, a
main feed table, a plurality of mold boxes movable on
said table, a feed box mounted In superposed relation to
said table, a stationary press h.-ad mounte<l on said
table, a press table beneath said press head, said press
head being adjustable to variant heights, means for causing
movement of said press table toward saicl press head, a sec-
ond feed box mouuttnl In superposed relation to .said fee<i
table, a second stationary press head, a second press
table, means for moving said second press table toward
said second press head, stripping mechanism, both of sabl
press tables being slnudtaneously operable with said
stripping mechanism, and means for intermittently feed-
ing said mold boxes forward to positions beneath sabl
feed boxes onto said press tables and opposite said strip
ping mechanism.

'

/

[Claims 2. 4, and G not printed In the Gazette.]

1 . 2 3 1 . 2 r, 8 . CIRCriT - CONTR< »LLER. Geor,;e C.
Knaiff. Chicago. 111. Filed Oct. 29. 1914. Serial No.
S«J«.199 <C1. 173—328.)

1. In conddnatlon. two separate electric lamps, a
single- rotatableplug switch apart from the lamps but
electrically connected with each of the lamps for con-
trolling same, a source of electrical supply connected
with the plug of the switch and means for locking the
plug of tbe- switch in tbre-e- dUTerent angular positions,
one position connecting the said sourc-e with one- of the
said lamps for lighting same, another iwsition connect-
ing the said source with the other said lamp for lighting
same, and the third position <llsconn«>ctlng both of the
said lamps from th*- said source wh«-relty they are both
extinguished.

.1. In condiinatlon. a plurality of se-parate current-con-
suming devl<e«s, and a single switching device apart from
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and at some distaoi-r from the said current-consuming
devices but electrically connected therewith for control-
Jlng >iaine : the aaUl switching devk-e having a rotatable
portion, a s«>urce of electrical supply connec ted with the
said switching device : and means for locking the said

rotatable portion of the said switching device in a plu-

rality of different angular positions, one of the said posi-
tions disconnecting all of the said currenf-i-onsumlng de-

vices from the said source, and the other said positions

connecting the said source with the ilifferent said cur-

rent-consuming devices respectively.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.

]

1.J31.269. SAMHXr;-WA«;<»N. Loiis KINDLING. Mll-
waukfe. Wis. Filed Jan. 15. 1915. .><.Tlal Xo. 2.339.

<n. 275—8.

»

Xf M

1. In a sanding w;igon. a sand hopper, a discharge spout
leading therefrom, means for controlling the flow of sand

through the discharge spout, adjusfatde side gates on the

discharge spoilt for varying the effective passageway
therethrough, and a siilta'>ly ilrlven rotary sand distrib-

uter receiving the sand from the discharge spout.

3. In a sanding wagon, a sand hopper, an axle Jour-

na1e<l thereon and passing through the lower part of the
sand hopper, wheels on the axle, one of which is fixed

thereto, agitating arms on the axle within the sand hopper,

there heing a discharge opening In the sand hopper near
th»* agitating arms, a swinging gate for closing the dis-

charge opening more or less, a <llscharge spout leading
from the discharge opening, adjustable side gates on the

discharge spout for varying the effective passageway there-

l»etw»-en. and a rotary sand distributer receiving sand
from the discharge sp«iut and driven from the axle.

[Claim 2 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1.2:{1.270. MAXIcrRIXG r»EVlCE. PcDCR M. Kntdsej*,
r.rooklyn, .\. Y. FlLd Oct. .SI. 1916. Serial .No. 128.679.

(CI. 30-^23.

»

1. In a manicuring device, the combination with a finger

holding part, of a tool holding part thereon, and a spring
clip mounted and adapted to hold a tool.

2. In a manicuring device, the combination with a finger
boliltng part, of a tool holiling part adjustable thereon,
and a spring dip swlveled on the tool holding part and
.adapted to hold the tool.

H. In a manicuring device, the combination with a finger
holding part comprising a ba.se in channel form to fit

around a finger, ami a resilient clip to embrace the finger

and hold It in the ihannel. of a tool holding part having
a channelefl base to fir and slide longitudinally in the base
of the finger holding part between It and the finger, and
means for htddlng the base of the tool holding part at

different .idjustnients in the base of the finger holding part.

1,231.271. ELECTROMAGNETIC SWITCH. Franz
Kb.\tz, Stuttgart, Germany, assignor to the Firm of
Robert Bosch. Stuttgart. Germany. Flle<1 I»ei-. 17,
1914. Serial .No. 877.705. (CI. 175—2Sl.»

1. In an etectri>iiiagnetic switch, a guide post, a switch
bridge loosely iiiotinte.l on the guide post for axial and
tilting movements thereon, an electromagnetlcally respon-
sive shaft resting loosely ..n the switch bridge, and a
spring acting against the switch bridge in oppositiuo to
the electromagnet.

2. In an ele<tromagnetlc switch, a ImmIv p<irflon having
an electromagnet winding posltlone<l in one end thereof,
a swltih bridge positioned within the other end of the
body portion, a cover Inclosing the switch bridge, a sleeve
fastener! to the switch bridge and embracing the p<ist with
a slight amount of play, an armature carrying a shaft rest-
Ing loosely on the switch bridge, and a spring acting l)e-

tween the cover and the switch bridge.

3. In an electromagnetic switch, a body portion having
an electromagnet winding position*-*! In one end thereof,
a switch bridge posltloneil within the other end of the
body portion and having an insulating bearing member, a
cover Incloaing the switch bridge and carrying switch ter-
minals coiiperatlve therewith, a post secureil to the < over,
a sleeve fasteneil to the swltt h bridge and embra< log the
post with a slight amount of play, an armature having a
shaft passing through the electromagnet winding and
resting upon the l>earlng member to engage the switch
bridge with the switch terminals, and a spring a(tlng
between the cover and the switch bridge to disengage the
switch bridge and the switch terminals upon deexcitation
of the electromagnet.

1.231,272. CIIE.MICAL FIRE AFPAR.^TIS. FRti.cniCK
H. Lank, IIolUs. N. Y.. assignor of one-third to .\lfred
S. Mooes. New York. .N. Y.. and one third to Francis A.
Westt»rook. Krooklyn. N. Y. F'INhI .Mar. 27, 1917.
Serial No. 157.601. (CI. 169— 12.)

y>

1. In chemical fire apparatus, an extinguishing chemical
agent In liquid form, an air-tight reservoir for said agent.

'

a source of compresse<l air. a conduit to lead the com-
pressetl air into said reservoir on to the surface of th«
agent, a discharge nozzle In said reservoir above the sur-

face of the agent, a pipe from the agent discharging Into
said noz/le where! y the agent is atomlzeil by the com-
pressed air. a heating tube connected with said nozzle to
gasify the agent completely and a dis<'harge nozzle through
which the agent In gaseous form passes to the blaze.

2. In chemical fire apparatus, an extinguishing ( hemical
agent In liquid form, an air-tight reservoir for said agent,
a blower, an electric motor to drive the blower, a valve
controlle<l conilult to lead the compresse<l air from the
blower Into said reservoir on to the surface of the agent.
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a discharge nozzle In said reservoir above the surface of

said liquiil, a pipe from the agent discharging into said

nozzle whereby the agent is atomized by the compressed
air. a heating tube connected with said nozzle, an electri-

cal beating coil around said tube to beat and gasify the

agent completely and a discbarge nozzle through which
the agent In gasw-ous form passes to the blaze.

5. In chemical fire apparatus, a portal)le truck, a reser-

voir for carbon tetrachlorid in liquid form carried on the

truck, a blower, an electric motor to drive the blower,

a valve controlled connection between the blower and the

reserv<dr to lead the compressed air Into said reservoir

on to the surfa<'e of the carbon tetra chlorid, a storage

battery carried on the truck, electrical connections be-

tween the motor and the storage battery and between the

motor and an external source of current, a discharge noz-

zle In the reservoir above the surface of the tetrachlorid,

a tube from thi- tetra <hlorlil to said nozzle wherel'V th«'

compressed afr forc-es the tetrachlorid through the nozzle

in atomlze<l form, a heating tube connected with aaid

nozzle and carried on the truck, an electrical heating coil

dl8po>e<l about said tube and having connection with any
available source of current, a discharge nozzle for the

tetra-chlorld gasified In the heating tube, and a valve-

controlled bypass between the heating tube and the

tdower whereby a blast of air may be discharged.

[Claims 3 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

INSULATING - CAP FC»R CONItUITS.

Cii.^icirK M I.KKKOW1T7. New York. N. Y. Filed June

24. 191«J. Serial .No. 105.6.35. iCl. 247— 12.)

1.231.273

1. A d> vie c of the 1 lass described comprising an insu

latlng perforat(*<I cap adapted to fit upon a < ondult. a

screw and means seiwrate from the material of the cap to

supiMirt the screw upon the cap to enable the screw to

Ix'ar .igahisi the outer surface of a conduit.

>». A device of the <lass de-scrllt^nl comprising an Insu-

lating perforated cap provided with a recess opposite the

fwrforatlons to receive a conduit, an annular member
having a portion within :<ncl a portion without the cap.

said portions of the aunuliir iiiember having a transverse

weU connecting them and extending along an edge of the

cap. and a screw passing through the cap and threaded
in saiil portions of said memlier to liear against the con-

duit.

(Claims 2 to 7 not printeil in the Gazette.]

1.231.274. <AH1»INI»EX I AIUXET. Fkelekk K Stan-
i.EV L<<><.. Calgary. All»rta. Canada. Filed Sept. 11.

lt»16. Serial No. llM.r.2S. («1. 12»— 16.)

-^9
£0

i \^- £•

1. A card index cabinet comprising two comimrtments.
a supporting member In one <«impartment adapted to

maintain the cards in spaced and stepped relation, includ-

ing spaced non-reslllent fingers between which the cards
are adapte<l to lie.

2. In a card Index cabinet a supporting member com-
prising plates formed with stepped and spaced slots and
means between the slots for*connecting the plates.

3. For use in a < ard Index cabinet, a card supporting
member comprising two plates formed with spaced fingers,

and cross bars conm-cting the fingers of the two plates. ..

4. For use in a card index cabinet, a card supporting
member comprising two plates formed with space<l fingero
and cross bars connecting the fingers of the two plates,
said cross bars being circular in <tos8 section.

1.231,275. OPERATING MECHANISM FOR SCRAPER-
BUCKETS. John r. McfJiFFEUT. I»uluth. Minn., as-
signor to Clyde Iron Works. I>uluth. Minn., a Corpora-
tion of Maine. polled Jan. 17. 1914. Serial No 812 642
(CI. 37—19.1

1. The combination of a scraper bucket, a single con-
tinuous cable extending In the desired line of movement
of said bucket in either direction therefrom, a member
mounted rn said bucket adjacent the rear thereof, two
elements mounted on said member In line with the direc-

tion of movement of salil bucket but In different hori-

zontal planes in the normal position of said bucket, said

cable passing freely about said two elements at the rear
of sabl bucket and being rendered capable of tilting said
biK-ket In a vertical plane upon being tautened from both
ends simultaneously, and a single connection between said

cable and the front end of said bucket limiting relative

movement of the two and permitting said cable to be
used to haul in and out aaid bucket as well as tilt the
same.

2. The combination of a scraper bucket, a single con-

tinuous <able extending In the desired line of movement
of said bucket In either direction therefrom, an upright
memlK'r mounted at the rear of said bucket, two sheaves
mounted on said member In line with the direction of

movement of said bucket but In different horizontal planer
In the normal posltUm of said bucket, said cable passing
freely about said sheaves at the rear of said bucket and
being rendered capable of tilting said bucket in a vertical-
plane upon being tautened from both ends simultaneously,
and a single cfmnectlon between said cable and the front
end of said bucket limiting relative movement of the two
and permitting said cable to be used to haul In and out
said bucket as well as tilt the same.

3. The ••oniblnatlon of a scraper tuicket. a single con-
tinuous cable extending In the desired line of iiiovenient

of said bucket In either direction therefrom, an upright
member mounted at the rear of said bucket, two sheaves
iiioiiiited «in said member in line with the direction of
luoveinent of said bucket but In different horizontal planes
In the normal position of said bucket, said cable passing
over said upper sheave and under said lower sheave and
being rendered <apable of tilting said Imcket In a vertl.-al
plane upon being tautened frcun both ends slnuiltaneouslv.
and a single connection between said cable and the front
end of said bucket limiting relative movement of the two
and permitting sabi cable to be used to haul In and out
said bucket as well as tilt the same.

1.231.276. P.OILER CLEANER. Frank McIlvank. De-
troit,, Mich., assignor to Diamond Power Spe<-ialty
Goinpany. I»etroit. Mich., a Corporation of Michigan.
File«l Oct. 1. 1915. Serial No. 53,618. (CI. 122—892.)
1. The combination with a furnace wall provided with

an aperture, of a tubular boiler, a cleaner comprising a
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tubular b<>ad«T pas.<«iDif tbiuugh the aperture Id said wall
with clearance therein, said header being mounted upon
and adapted to Hoat with the tuhular boiler, and means
for sealing the aperture around the header in said wall.

•J. Tb*- combination with a furnace wall provided with
an ap'Tture. of a tubular boiler, a cleaner comprising a
tubular rotary hea.ler exten<linK through the ap^^rture in
said wall and mounttnl upon and adapted to float with
said itoiler. a stationary supply conduit, and a flexible
connection l>etween said stationary supply comluit and
said bender.

3. The comi'ination with a furnace wall provided with
an Tperture. of a tu;)ular boiler, a cleaner comprising a
tubujar bender extending through said aperture and
niountt-d upon and adapted to float with said boiler, a
bushing within said aperture forming an op«-ning of
gwiH^T diam.-t.T than said header, through whi.h th-
latter passes. ni«-ans for sealing the opening through saiil

bushing, and means exterior to said wall for actuating ro-
tation of said header.

4. The com!)iiiation with a furnace wall provided with
an aperture, of a tubular boiler, a tubular rotary header
mounted in journal l)earlng8 upon said boiler and extend-
ing outward through said ai>erture. a bu?<hing In said
aperture of greater diameter than said header and form-
ing a clearance space thereabout, and a disk on said
header engaging an annular rei-esu In said bushing and
sealing the opening thereof. Naid recess allowing lateral
motion of the disic and header. 1

Z. The <oml>ination with a furnace wall provided with
an aperture, of a tubular Ijoiler. a tubular rotary header
mounteil in journal bearings upon .-Mild boiler and ex-
tending outward through said ap«'rture. a bushing in said
aperture ot greater diameter than said header and form-
ing a <learance space thereabout, a recess being formed
in the outer end of said bushing, a i-ap closing said re-
cess formed with an opening through which the header
extends, -aid opening allowing lateral play of the header,
and a collar on the header within said recess for sealln!;
the opening in said cap.

1,1:31.277. TONE- I'lRIl'IKR. Chables P. M.-^h.sh.w.l.
Watertown. N. Y. Filed Nov. 23. l!>li!. Serial No
13.^.074. (CI. 274—27.)

1. A tone
I
urifler comprising a hollow iio.ly having one

open md and one clo«e<| end. the r>|ose.| end 1 prising a
dome having projecting eaves, an.l a sounding board com-
prising,' one side of said body and having wings extendlnu
laterally beyond said iMxIy.

•» A tone purlfler comprisins; a hollow l.ody having on.

a dome having pruJectinK eaves.- and a sounding l>oard
comprising one side of sjild bo«ly and having wings of un-
equal size extending laterally beyoml s«ld l>ody.

3. A tone purifler <'oniprislng a hollow bo«ly having a
re<luce«| open end and an enlarged close«l end formeil dome-
shaped, a sounilinx board comprising on< »ble of said body
havini; wings extendln.: laterally Iteyon.l sabl l«Mly. and a
plurality of tension conN secured to sabi luMly auii also to
aaid wings.

4. .\ (oniDined acoustic ami symphonic tone purifler.
cohiprlsinK a hollow Ixxly having one fat side comprising
a xouudliiK board, the enda of nnid board extenil^ng lat-

erally beyond the IwMjy. and s;ild IkmIv having tone uod
9«>iind nHNlifxIni: op<>nlngs adjacent said wings.

5. A comldueil ai'onstic and symphoidc tone purlfler com-
prising a hollow iMxIy havln;; nn e.\tende<| dome shaped top
and H«nind raiNlifylng op«-ntngs. and a soundinx board com-
prising one side of said ImmIv and having wings extending
laterally beyond said body.

(Claims 6 to 12 not prlnt«>d in the «;azette.

]

1.231.278. HASP-MOUNTINU. William « M.vuti.\e.\u
and Clakenci R. Mautimac. Albany. N. Y. Filed Oct.
2. 1916. Serial No. 123.242. (C\. 7<>_88.)

y -' , :
^:;=F^-rt^=?)

1. In a hasp mounting and in combination, a ba^p pro-
vided with a pivot-eye; a supporting plate having an In-

tegral tubular fdvot boss passing through the eye of the
hasp; and a keeper in the form of a staple having oue leg
passing through the tulmlar boss and .secureil to the plate,
and its other leg secured to the plate outside of the eye
of the hasp.

2. In a hasp tnounting and In combination, a hasp pro-
vided with a pivot-eye; a supi>orting plate having two in-
tegral tul>ular bosses, one passing through the eye of the
hasp to form a pivot for the hasp and the other located
outside of the eye of the hasp ; and a keep»T in the form
of a staple having its legs inserte<l through the respec-
tive tubular bosses ami rigidly secured to the plate

3. In a hasp-aiounting. and In combination, a support-
ing plate having a pair of integral tubular boss.-s ; a hasp
provided with a pivot eye en< ircllng one of said bosses
with sufficient lost-motion to permit neighboring end of
the hasp to abut against the other boss; and a keeper
having two legs insert'il through the respective tubular
bosses and securetl rigidly to .said plate

4. In a hasp mounting and in combination, a hasp pro-
vided with a pivot-eye; a pivot iwsslng through the pivot-
eye of the hasp : and a keeper overhanging the pivot eye
of the hasp, the hasp being adapte.1 to swing freely upon
the pivot ami the keeper, and having adjacent to Its eye
an outwardly extending flange whereby the clearance of
the eye-portion of the hasp with ref.Tenc.- to the keeper
when the hasp is In locked position Is substantially the
same as its <learan(e in the swinging movements of the
hasp, the outer portion of saiil flange retreating from the
(Hlge portions of the hasp, wherel.y en>l thrust is .onflneil
to the body-portion only of the hasp.

1.2.{1.27n K'EiRKAM 4'TTTKR. IIostA Ai.fued Ma-
son. Taunton. Mass.. assignor of one half to William E.
Quigley. Taunton. Mass. Fll«»«l July 25. 191«. Serial
No. 111.167. (CI. 107—21.)
1. In an Ice cream cutter, a table having a slot and two

guide rails, a fray movably dlspos«>4] .iTn the rails, a trins-open en.l an.l one . los.sl en.l. the close,l ^ml ...mprlsing 1
verse member depending from the tray an.l .lispos.>,1 be-
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tween the rails, a (>ar disposetl under the table, a cutter,

means to operate the bar and the cutter, the table having

a .slot leading to the .utter, a bracket on the tray, and a

foUomer normally .llsi>ose«l in the slot and deta.haldy »e-

cureil to the bar and the bra.ket.

2. In an l«"e cream .utt.T. a table having a slot, a rail

dlspuseti twlow the table at the slot and spaced therefrom,

means secur*".! to the table for supporting the rail, a rack

l»ar dispose.| .in the rail, tb.- ra< k bar having a longitudinal

groove in whi.h the rail extends, a .utt.-r .ilsposed aiK>\e

the table, a tray movable on the table, a bracket on the

tray, a foUow.-r n.trmaily .llspos*-.! in the .slot and detach-

ably se. ure.l t.» tb.- l>ar ami tb.' brack. -t. an.l means having

a tooth for i.peratin;: tin- ra. k bar

1,231,280. SAFETY-VALVE. JOHX F. MtTTEX. Philadel-

phia. I'a. File.l Nov 10. 1910. S.-rial No. i:n.049.

<C1. 137— ".3.

)

1. In combination, a safety vah'e for a steam iKtiler, a

pressure operattnl pilot valve, a noule contr.dled thereby,

a pr.'ssur.- operateif element associated with said safety

Talve and having a chamber on on.< side connecte<l by a

con.luit in S4U.1 n.»zzle. the .»ther si.le .>f sal. I element Iw'.ng

ex[>08ed to the boiler pr»'ssure, an.l a fluid pressure supply

coDnectb»D to said nozcle from a .-omiMiratlvely remote

point within the Ijoiler.

2. The combinati.m with a fluid pressure actuated pilot

valve, of means cooperating with the valve when open Xo

prMiuce an ej.-ctor action, a main steam boiler safety valve

having a face normally subject to boiler pressure ten.ling

to hold said saf.'ty valve ci.tsed. an.l a .ou.lult by which

the pressure fluid may !h' removeil from said face to the

ejeitor.

3. Th«' I (imldnatlon with a tube having a pilot valve, of

a casing having a .-onl.al wall In a.lvauce of sabl valve,

and controUe«l thereby, a (..uLal extension In said tube

an.l carried by sai.l valve, ami ..M-peratlng with the wall

of said .asing t.> pr.Hluce an annular jet when said valve

is openeil. an.l mechanism .ontrolled by the operation of

said annular Jet.

4. The combination with a main valve opening Inwardly

and held to its seat Ijy fluid pressure, of a loade<l pilot

valve controlling said main valve and adapted to be lifted

by predetermin«>il fluid pressure, mean.s forming an outlet

chamber in advan.e of said pilot valve, a nozzle within

said chamber controlle.1 by said pilot valve, a piston con-

nect.-d to sai.l main valve, a .ylinder for said piston,

means conne. tiug ^aid .haml)er and sai.l cylind.»r. and

nituins whereby sjiid valves discharge through a common
outlet.

12. In combination, a steam boiler safety valve, means
mechanically conne.teii therewith having a face subject to

boiler pressure temllng to hold the valve clos«>.i. a chaml>er

around said face, an ejector a.lapted to exhaust motive

fluid from said .hamlx^r. and a pilot valve .outr.dling said

ejector.

[Claims 5 to 11. l.S. and 14 not printed in the <;azette!]

1.2.S1.2S1. CARPET BEATING FRAME. Ia)Ka V. Meybk,
Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed June 22. IDIO. Serial No.

105.117. (Cl. 45—24.)

i* 29

t-

1. In a d.'vi.-e of the character der.cril.eil. the coml>ina-

fion of two end niemb.-rs each .-.imprlsin;: a cross-beam

provi.led with a vertical longitudinal slot, a dependent

member at each end of said l>eam. swinging supports for

said beam pivotal ly connected at one end to opposite sides

of sai.l .l.'pend.nt members, adjustable bio. ks resting upon

the top of sai.l beam an.l having a .lep''n.lent portion ex-

t.-ndlng into the slot in the beam and slldable therein,

roller bars each composed of two secti.tns provided on their

meeting surfaces with means for gripping an article be-

tween them, housings revolubly connected with said ad-

justable blocks Into which the .nds of said roller bars are

recelve.l. means for securing the rollers therein, and means
for revolving said housings.

3. In a device of the chara.'ter described, the combina-

tion of two end members ea<h comprising a cross beam,

provided with a longitu.linal slot, a d.pendent- portion at

ea.h end of said b.-am. legs connected to said depen.lent

portions, adjustable td.i.ks seated upon the top of said

beam an.l having a dependent portion extending Into wald

slot In the l>«'am and slldable therein, means f.>r securing

sai.l blocks in the position to which they may be adjusted,

roller l«rs. ni)>ans revolubly connecte.1 with sai.l adjust-

able blocks for receiving and holding the ends of said

i roller bars, and means for rotating said roller bars.

4. In a devl.-e of the chara.'ter descrtlMHl. an.l In com-

bination, two en.l memlwrs each comprising a cross-beam,

slotted longitu.linally. a dependent portion at each end of

said iK.'am, legs .'ouue.-t.vl to said d*-pen.leni portions, ad-

justable bio. ks seate<l upon tht' top of saM b«'am having a

dependent portion exteu.ling int.> said slot in th.- l>eam an.i

slldable therein. m«-ans for securing said blocks in the

position to which they may be adjusted, a shaft extend-

ing through an .>pening in each of said blocks, a ratchet

wh'-ei permanently secured to oue end of et.h shaft, a
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pawl pivoted to each of said blocks to engage said ratchet,
roller bars, means conne<t»d to the outer surface of each
ratchet wheel for receiving and holding the ends of said
roller bars, and means fur rotating said shafts.

5. In u device of the character described, and In com-
bination, two end members each comprising a cross beam
slotted longitudinally, a dependent portion at each end
of said beam, legs connected to said dependent portions,
adjustable blocks seated upon the top of said beam having
a dependent portion extending into said slot in the beam
and alldable therein, means for securing said blocks in the
position til which they may be adjuster!, a shaft extending
through an up»'nlng In .-ach of said blocks, a ratchet wheel
permanently secured to one end of each shaft and posi-
tioned on one side of each block, a washer secured to each
fihaft on the other side of each block, a pawl pivoted to
each of said blocks to engage said ratchet, roller bars,
means connected to the outer surface of each ratchet wheel
for receivinK and holding the ends of said roller bars, and
means for rotating said shafts.

6. In a device of the character described, and in combi-
nation, two end members each comprising a cross beam,
slotted longitudinally, a dependent portion at each end of
said beam, legs connected to said dependent portions, ad-
justable blocks seated upon the fop of said beam having a
dependent portion extending Into said slot in the beam and
slldable therein, means for securing said blocks in the po-
sition to which they may be adjusted, a shaft extending
through an opening In each of said blocks, a ratchet wheel
permanently secured to one end of each shaft and posl-
tion^Hl on one side of each block, a pawl pivoted to each
of said blocks and adapted to engage said ratchet wheel,
a housing permanently -secured to the outer face of each
rati het wheel, a screw threaded projection s.cured at one
end to the inner l)ottom surface of each housing and ex-
tending vertl<ally therefrom, roller bars provided with an
opening adjacent each end through which said screw
threadetl projections extend, thumb nuts adapted to be
screwed over said threaded projections after the ends of
said roller bars have been placed in position within said
housings whereby said roller bars are secured in such
position, and means for rotating said shafts.

[Claims 2 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,282. PRINTING PRESS. L0CI8 Mbver, New York.
N. Y. FiJHd Jan. 4. 1917. Serial No. 140.528. (C
101—186.)

1. In a printing press of the class described, a revoluble
pressure roller, a type carrier mounted to slide, a tension
device for retaining the tape on the roller, a gripping de-
vice for engaging the tape, means for actuating the grip-
ping device operable by the pressure roller, and means
carried by the type carrier for rendering the operative
device inoperative during the operation of the roller where-
by a portion of the tape may be printed without causing
a displacement of the tape after it has bven printed, sub-
stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

4. In a printing press, a bed, a type carrier slidably
iuounte<l on the i»e<l. a prt-ssure roller mounted to engage
the Ud to bring the type carrier into engagement with the
roller. .1 tension device for reUlnlng tape on the roller
a gripping device f„r engaging the tape, means for actu-
ating the gripping devi.e mounted on the bed, means for
operating th.- gripping operatinu- ni.ans on the return
movement of the roller, and ni.-ans asiM.tlate.l with the
type carrier for rendering the means for operating the
gripping means inoperative. '

J*. In a printing press of the class described, a bed, a
type .arrl.r mounted on th.- bed, a pressure roller mounted
to displace the bed Inwardly for lirlnglng the tvpe carrier
Into engagement with the pressure roller, tension means
for retaining thn tape on the pressure roller, a gripping
device for the tape, ineans for operating the gripping de-
vice carried by the bed, a cam adjustable on the pressure
roller, and means lnterp..sed between said cam and the
means for tiperatlng the gripping device.

[nalins 2, 3. 5 to 7, and « to 17 not prlnte<l In the
Gazette.]

l.-'.'?1.283. THREAD CITTIN<; MACHINE. Fhank H.
MwiNEV. Toledo. Ohio, assignor to The Conklln Pen
Manufacturing Company. Toledo. Ohio, a Corporation
of Ohio. Filed Apr. 7, 191»;. Serial Xo. *ift 567
51— 4.

>

(CI.

1. In a machine of the class descrl»>ed, a work engaging
and rotating part, means having rack an<I pinion connec-
tion with said part and autom itl< ally operable to Impart
rotary recipro.atory movements thereto, means for im-
parting axial reclprocatory tm vements to said part when
reciprocally rotated, and means for acting on a work piece
held by said part to spirally cut the same when said part
Is rotated and axlally moved In one direction.

2. In a machine of the class described, a bearing, work
holding means having parts for engaging opposite ends of
a work piece, one of said parts being reciprocally movable
to Intermittently engage and release work pieces, meant
automatically operalile to periodically re<|procate said
part, a bearing In which the other of said parts is thread-
ed to cause said par^ to axlally move when It is rotated,
means for imparting rotary reclprocatory movements to
said threaded part, and work cutting means for acting on
a work piece held by said work holding means when said
threaded part has combined rotary and axial movements
In one direction.

3. In a machine of the class described, a work cuttlnf
member, means for holding a work piece In position to be
acte<l on by said meml>er, means for Imparting rotary re-
clprocatory and axial re.lprocatory movements to said
work holding means, and means for periodically Imparting
rotary shifting movements to said holding means.
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4. In a machine of the class described, a work cutting

member, a work holding spindle, means operable to im-

part rotary reclprocatory and axial reclprocatory move-

Dents to said means to move a work piece thereby said

member has a spiral cutting action thereon, and means for

Imparting a predetermined rotary shifting movement to

the work holding means at a predetermined point in an

xial stroke thereof.

5. In a mai hine of the class described, a sleeve mount-

ed for rotary and axial movements, means for imparting

rotary reclprocatory movements to said sleeve, means for

Imparting axial reclprocatory movements to the sleeve

when rotated, a work engaging spindle mounted In said

sleeve f..r rotary and axial movements therewith, means

perlcKlIcally operalde to rotataldy shift said spindle with

respect to said sleeve, and means cooperating with said

•plndle to hold the work piece.

[Claims 6 to 24 not printed in the Gazette.]

nealed and pickled black plate with fat. In dipping the

thus prepared black plate In an acidulated solution of a

copper salt which precipitates a dense deposit of copper

upon the free surface of the black plate. In changing this

aforesaid deposit of copper Into sulfld <«f copper, previous

to passing the plate through the tinning pot and tinning

the plates afterward.

1,231.284. TAKE UP FOR MOMENTUM BRAKES.

PoKTEK S. Morgan. Xorwalk. Conn., assignor, by direcl

and mesne assignments, to Momentum Hrake Corpora

tlon New York, X. Y.. a Corporation of New York.

Filed Sept. 9. 1015. Serial No. 49.712. (CI. IS*—51.>

/s Ji

1.231,286. STUFFED FRUIT. Horace C. Newcomb,

Philadelphia. Pa. Filed May 7. 1917. Serial No,

166,870. (CI. 99—11.)

1. Moving surfaces, l>rakc members assodate.l there

with and attached to a tillable lever, stationary fulcrums

adapted to engage the aforesaid lever for augmenting the

brake retarding action and wear adjusting means <ouuect-

ed with the brake members but operated by the movement

of the tlltable lever.

2. Rotary meml»ers. a brake shoe associated with one

rotarv meml..r and ...nnected to a tlltable lever, station-

arv ful.ruii.s adapted to engage the tlltable lever, a sec-

ond brake shoe associated with a second rotary meml>er

and connecteil to the tlltable lever through a wear adjust-

ing means, .said wear adjusting means being operated by

connection with the tlltable le^er.

3. Rotary memlM'rs. brake shoes associated therewith

and attach^ to a tlltable lever, stationary fulcrums ailapt-

ed to engage the tiltal'le lever for augmenting the brake

retarding action for either direction of rotation of the

rotary meml«ers and wear adjusting nuaus connected with

the brake shoes but operated by the movement of the tllt-

able lever.

4. Rotary members, brake shoes associated therewith

and attached to a tlltable lever, stationary fujcrums adapt-

«h1 to engage the tlltable lever for augmenting the brake

retarding action for either direction of rotation of the

rotary members and wear adjusting means connected with

the brake shoes but operated liy the movement of the tilt-

able lever in one direction.

5. Rotary members, brake shoes associated therewith

and attached to a tlltable lever, stationary fulcrums adapt-

e«l to engage the tillable lever for augmenting the brake

retarding action for either direction of rotation of the

rotary members and wear adjusting means connected with

the brake rthoes but operated by the movement of the tllt-

able lever In one dire, tlon through a predetermined angle.

[Claims G and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1. A stuffed fruit having the cavity originally occupied

by the pit filled with edible stuffing material and having

the mouth of said cavity clo8e<l by a plug which fits

snugly to the walls of the (avlty. said plug <<»nslstlng of

a plurality of different edible members.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed in the (iazette.]

1.231.285. PROCESS <»F MAKIN<: TIN PLATE. FRIED

"ni« H MfEi.i.Eit. Vienna. Austria, assignor of one-half to

Fr.'derlck Mtieller. Chicago. III. Filed .Tune 18. 1914.

Serial No. 84.'».851. •<'!. 91—70.3.)

The pr«..-ess of tinning tdack plate on one side only

which consists in coating one side of the previously an

1.231.287. DRAWBRIDGE .TOINT CONNECTION AND
LOCK. TH'ima.s O'Bbie.v, Philadelphia, Pa. Filed

Mar. 31. 1917. Serial Xo. 159.015. (CI. Ip4—216.)

1. A joint connection for p<dnts of railroad rails of a

drawbridge with those of an approathiug roadbed consist-

ing of point rails on the drawbridge movable therewith.

stock rails ou the roail bed, said p(dnt rails being mounted

for elevation to dear the stock rails in the opening and

closing movements <if the drawbridge, and means for

holding said point and stock rails In engagement side by

side as to provide continuities of the heads of said rails.

3. A joint connection for points of railroad rails of a

drawbridge and those of an approaching road l»ed con-

sisting of point rails on the drawbridge and stock rails

on the road bed. eye bolt-like members on the movable

point rails, and a slide l>olt on the road bed adapted to

engage the eye of each said iKilt-llke memlter. and means

for operating said b«dt.

6. A joint connection for points of railroad rails of a

drawbridge wltU those of an approaching road t>e<l con-

sisting of point rails on the drawbridge movable there-

with, and stock rails on the road bed. an eye bolt-like

member on a movable point rail, means on the road bed

Adapted to engage the eye of said bolt like meml»er, a con-
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trolled <ievl( .. for op«Tatlni{ said meaos. a box on the road
bed, and a resilient plunger In itaid box. gald bolt like
member being adapte«l to be seated on said plunger and
subjected to the pressure thereof, said plunger and box
ba\inK tonne«tlons adapted to guide said plunger in said
box.

[Claims i'. 4, and 5 not printed in the Gasette.]

1,231.288. FLUSHING DEVICE. Claud A. Osbob.v, Fort
Worth. Tex. Filed Sept. 13. 1915. Serial No. ©0,337.
(CI. 137—93.) ,

1. In <'oin)i|uati<iu. a valve and contrulllng means there-
for. . «»iiii(risiuj: a ^haft 1 earing at one end an eocentric
adapted on rotation of th*- shaft to unseat the valye and
on the other end the gear, a rack l>ur engaging said gear,
a cup se.ure.1 to said rack-bar. means for intercepting a
portion of the discharge from the outlet side of the valve
and •ilre.tlng it Into sal<l cup. swinging gravity tripping de-
vices for yieldingly supporting the cup In elevated po8l-
tiou and adapT.'d to permit the fall of the cup when a pre-
deterniluwl aiiionut of water has been received therein,
and iireans i»r elevating the rack-bar whereby the valve U
unseateii and the cup e|evate«l.

:;. In comiilnatlon. a valve .md controlling means there-
for. < ontprlsini: a rocker sbatt twaring at one end an ec-
centric adapted on the m. king of said shaft to nn.seat
Kfll-l valve and liearlng at the other end a gear, a cup for
automatically causing the seating of said valve, a recipro-
cating nienil)er operatively .onne.ting said cup and said
gear for .i-tiiatlng said gear, means for moving said re-
cipro.'jtinu: tneml»er to uns.-at said valve and simulta
neously .0 elevate said <up. swinging gravity tripping
devices ^>r viel.lingly supp.jrtlug said cup in the ele-
vated posltiou i.iir adapted to permit the fall of the cup
when a predetermineii amount of water accumulates In
said cup. anil means for intercepting a portion of the
water discharge*] l.y the unseating of said valve and di-
recting the same into said cup to cause aald cup to descend
and effect the resenting of said valve.

1.2.U.2SM. K.\«M KIM.WN SHEET METAL PARTITION.
• THo M. OTTE. Jamotowu. N. Y. Flletl Sept. 11, 1916.
Serial No. 119.337. (CI. 189—34.)
1. In knock down sheet metal partition work, the com-

bination ..f hollow sheet metal pilasters having lengthwise
panels on ea. h side, said pilasters having slots in pairs in
said panels opposite the cap and rail and plinth portions
of said pilasters, hollow sheet metal partition sections
adjacent said pilasters having edges to fit within said
lenmhwise panels, hooks in pairs on said lengthwise
e«Iges of said partition sections to engage said slots in
holding -engagement, and tilling pleies having hooks
thereon to engage said slots an. I llil said panels on the
.«ldes which are not us»«il by said partition section.

2. In a knock down sheet metal partition, the combina-
tion of hollow metal pilaster and panel sections, hook and

[

slot connecUon for said pilaster an.l panel sections, hooks
on the upper ends of said pilaster section, channel mold-
ing having ends mitered from each side and slots in
said mitered en.ls adapted to receive said hooks on the
upper end ol said pilaster, and a plate having tdots
adapted to receive sal.l hooks on sai.l upper end of said
pilaster. an<l means for w.Hlglng sai<l hooks in holding
engagement with the plate to lock all the parts of said
partition.

3. In a knock down sheet metal partition, the . ..mblna-
tlon of hollow metal pilaster and panel sections, hook and
slot ct.nne.tion for said pilaster and panel sections, hooks
on the upper ends of said pilaster section, channel mold
Ing having ends miter.-.! from ea.h side to the center
and sl.ds In said mltere,| .-nds adapte,! to re.-.lve said
hooks on the upp.T emis of said pilaster, pins a spa.-e<l dis-
tance from the mitered ends In th.- lH>ttom of said channel
molding, a plate titling within said »...ttom of said chan-
nel mol.ling having holes to r.-celve said pins to aline said
ends, said plat.' having slots to re.eive sal.l hf»oks on the
upper ends of sal.l pllast.T. and w.^lge^ to engage b..neath
said hooks t.i lock said parts In holding engagement.

4. In a knot k d..wn sh.'et metal partition, molding
having mltere.1 .nds. niean* for angular or straight at-
ta.hm.nt of said moldlni; with said mlt.Te.1 ends adja-
cent one another, tilling pl.-ces corresp..ndlng to the
contour of said mol.llni: having ho.ik.«.| |,i-s thereon, said
mitered ends of -al! m.-ldlng having sl..ts adapt«».I to re-
ceive said h.M.k.Ml lilts in holding engagement to ever the
opening betw.en snid mifer.sl en.ls. an.l means of attach-
ment for said molding to the partition.

(Claims .' to 12 not prlnte.] in the liaiette.]

1,231.290. PROrESS FOR .XTT.XCHI.VO COATED
METAL SHEETS, utho M. imt. .Jamestown X. Y.
Flle.1 Sept. 1.-.. 191«. Serial .No. 120.282 (CI
113—112.1

The herelndes.-rlbe.! proces.t of atta.hing a finishing
metal sheet having afflnlfy for solder or the like and
coat.Ml with enamel <.r like finishing material repellent to
solder or the like to an un<.>ateil metal sheet which con
sists In first enaniellif,: said first sheet, then In forming
holes In sal.l coate,! sheet after enameling thereof, thereby
providing the h.des with walls which are nncosted, then
In clamping the .«»nfo<l sheet to the unxNiteil she«-t. and
Anally In placing a hln.ler in the holes to adhere to the
uncoate.1 walls there«»f and to the uncoate.1 sheet.

1.231.2SM. FI.ol R III.N FOR KITi'MEN C.AItlNETS.
(>TH« M. OTTE. Jamestown. .\. V. Flle<| Sept. 21. 191»i.
Serial No. 121.471. tCI. 4.->— !•!.»

1. In .ombination with a kitchen cabinet, and a bin. a
slide suspension for eacji side of the bin .ompose.! of two
channele.1 outer .s»><tlon.s. a .entral ap.Ttiire.1 se.tlon hav-
ing parts sIKiably re.elv.-.! In the channels, a stop for
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each channeled section Insertible through the aperture*

of the entral section and removably connected to the

channel.-d sections, and stop m.ans on the central section

cofiperatlng with said stops of the channeled sections

I Including a bell crank lever supported in such hollow block

and having a down turned arm, 8te«riD£ knuckles, a drag

I

2. In combination with n kU>-hen cabinet, n flour bin,

'• slide suspension for .-ach side of snId Mn consisting of

two channel plate H<>ctions facing one .nnother as to their

open sides and attache.! one to the . ablnet and the other

to the bin. in.l n .entral double flanced section «lidably

telescoping In sal.l channel plate s,., tlons to te|es< nplngly

«onn.'.t the same and suspend said bin In sal.l cabinet or

».efore said cnbln.'t when In the withdrawn position.

<V In ...mbinatlon with a kitchen cabinet, and a bin,

Klldes compose<l of Inner <hnnnel memlM'rs connected to

the bin. outer channel members cnnected to the cabinet,

a .entral mend.er l.avlnir pairs of upwardly .nn>l down-

war.lly extending flanges slldlngly re.elve.1 In the respec-

tive upp.>r an.l lower parts of the channel* of the inner

and outer members, stops on the en.ls of th*' central mem-

iM-r extending Into the channels of the respectlv. Inner

and outer memb.'rs. said .entral m.-mber having spaced

h.des and the inner and outer chanm-l members having

threa.led holes registrable in «.ne position with the holes

of the central member, and stop screws Ins.rtlble In and

removable from th<- thr.ad.'d hoh-s through the holes of

the central meinb.-r.

7. In combination with a kitchen cabinet, and a bin,

slides .-omposeil of inner members connectisl to the bin

and outer members similar to the inner members and

c.nn.'ct.'.l to the cabinet, ind n .entral meml>er .-omposed

..f a pair of similar parts having backs s.-. ured together

and formed to engage .-ach of the Inner and outer

members.
(Claims 3 to 5 and 8 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1,2.'?1.292. MOTOR-VEHICLE. Dent Parrktt. Chicago,

III. Filed .June 2.'.. 191.-. Serial No. .1fi.21S. (CI.

21—190.)
1. In a motor vehicle a tapered frame, a front axle

BwlveW-d to .the forward end of such frame, a steering

e»>ar ln<-ludlng n bell crank lever supported by such

frame, st.-ering knuckl.-s. a ilrai; link, and a steering rod,

such steering ro.1 being .-onnectcd to nn arm of such bell

crank l.>ver at a p.dnt substantially In line with the axis

of rotation of such swlveh-d axle.

2. In a motor vehicle a tapen^d frame comprising

channel member* with their forward ends .dosely adja-

cent, a h.dlow Mock connecting such forward ends, a

Bwlveird fr.int nxle snpporte.1 by such hollow block, a

steering g.ar In.ludinc n bell crank lever supported in

su.h hollow block and having a down turn.d arm. steering

knuckles, a drag link, and a steering rod. such steering

rod b.dng connected to the bottom end of the downturned

arm of the bell crank at a point substantially in line with

the axis of rotation of the swivel.d front axle, and means

for a.-tuatlne such bell .rank lever.

3. In a motor v.hlc le a tapered frame .omprlslng chan-

nel members with their forward ends ckjsely adjacent, a

hollow block connecting such forward ends, a swiveled

front axil- supporting such hollow block, a steering gear

link and' a steering ro«l. such steering ro.l beini: ...nne. tisl

to such bell crank lever at a point n.-ar the .enter of the

axle, and means for actuating su.h hell crank lever.

1.231.293. PRESSURE REGILATIN*; VALVE. Thio-

DOBB Peters. Ferdinand. Ind.. assignor to The Pet-Son

Pump Company, a I'orporatlon of Indiana. Filed May

20, 1916. Serial No. 98.931. <C1. 5<>—23.)

1. In a pressure-regulating valve, a casing provided

with Inlet and discharge- ports, a flexible diaphragm

which controls the passage of « medium under pn-ssure

from .said inlet to said discharge port, a plurality of up-

rights on said casing. .1 cross piece mounted on said up-

rights, a rotatable meml>er threaded into said cross piece,

a spring cap arranged at the lower end of said niemlwr,

a colled expansion spring arranged between said cap and

said diaphragm, a sUtionary .lenient on said cross piece

1 through which said rotatable meml>»-r passes, said element

being provided on its outer surface with a scale, and a

device on said rotatable member that cooperates with

said stationary element to lock said rotatable member and

also to Indicate the pressure which sal.l spring applies

to said diaphragm.
(Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231,294 LUBRICATIN*. MECH.XNISM FOR PISTON-
MACHINES. (Jeorge r>. PoGi E, St. Louis. Mo. Filed

Mar. 6. 1917. Serial No. 152.595. (CI. 184—27.)

1. A lubricating mechanism for piston machines, com-

prising an oil conduit movable with the piston of the ma-

chine, a stationary element provided with an oil jtassag^

way and arranged In such a manner that It will be en-

gaged by said oil ctndutt during a part of the stroke of
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the piston of the maihine, meanR for supplying oil under
pres.sure to the passageway In said stationary element, a
valve in said stationary element for controlling the pas-
sage of oil from the duct therein into said oil conduit, and
means for op<>ning said valve when said oil conduit Is in

engagement with .iwtd stationary element.

4. In a machine of the character described, a recipro-
cating piston, an oil conduit carried by the piston and
provided at Its lower end with a tubular-shaped device,
a stationary element provided with a resilient member
which the lower end of said tubular-shaped device abuts
during part of the stroke of the piston in one direction,
an oil pas.sageway in said stationary element, means for
supplying oil under pressure to said passageway, a valve
for contrclllns the <li.scharge of oil from said passageway,
and means carried by the piston for opening said valve
after aaid tubular-shajMHl device has engaged said resilll-

ent member.
[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.}

1.23 1,29 5. PEDAL MECH.WISM FOR PLAYER
PIANOS. Robert P. Potter, Sound IJea. h. Conn., a>
signer to The C. D. Potter Co.. Stamford. Conn., a Cor
poratioD of Connecticut. Filed IV. . 20. 1910. Serial
No. 138.010. (CI. 74—81.)

2. A pedal me.huuisHi of the class described compris-
ing a swinging frame composed of a pair of oppositely
disposed elbow sections having respectively alining front
arms of different lengths, pedals mounted on the arms,
and feet elements mounted on the arms and engaging the
pe<lal8 to prevent lateral displacement, one of the feet
elements ^forming a connector between the said arms to
unite the .sections of the frame rigidly together.

3. A pedal mechanism of the class de.scrlbed compris-
ing a swinging frame composed of oppositely disposed L-
shaped sections presenting side and front arms, pedals
having apertured lugs through which the front arms ex-
tend, a T-shaped foot element associated with each pedal
having a tubular head set In between the lugs of the as-

sociate«i peilal and through whl. h a front arm extends,
and set-screws on the heads for clamping the feet ele-
ment to the frame.

[Claims 1 and 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

l,231,29fl. RESILIE.NT FIEEL AND THE LIKE. Ao-
r.i 8Tt8 F. Prilst. Oak Park. lU. Filed Apr. 11. 1917.
Serial Xo. 101.113. (CI. 3«—35.)

JC

1. .V cushion appliance of the < harai ter descril»ed

adapteil for use in connection with shoes and the like,

comprising a r.«l!lcnt txnty «><|ulpped with a portion raised
aliove the main l>«Mly and recesse<l to provide a suction
cup. ^aid bo«ly at the suction cup portion being formed
to provide inrrease«l resiliency, whereby to increase the
cushioning effect of the appliance and facilitate the ac-
tion of the suction cup. substantially as describ»>«l.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.297. GOLDCO.NCEXTRATIN*; PLA.NT. Nathan
L. K.\BEa, Corvallls. Oreg. Filed May 19. 1910. Serial
Xo. 98.589, (CI. 83—89.)

1. .\ gold concentrating plant comprising a grizzly, a
distributer, a chauneletl receiver l^twet-n the grizzly and
distributer for delivering uniform streams of the matter
coming from the grizzly over the area of the distributer,
concentrating tables, and means for controlling the flow
from the distributer to the respective tables and adapted
to control th" head in the distributer.

2. A gold c«)n<entratlng plant comprising a irrlzzly, a
distributer disposed substantially on a level, a hopper
conne«tlng the grizzly to the distributer, channeled beds
carried by the hopper Iwtween the bottom thereof an<l
the grizzly, said beds havlni: a biased edge whereby sal.l
channels discharge at different points of the hopper bottom
to serve uniformly the area of the distributer, concen-
trating tables, and means for controlling the tlow from
the distributer to the resp,.ctlve tables and adapted to
control the head In the distributer.

3. A gold concentrating plant comprisint; a grizzly, a
distributer in the shape of a trough disposed substantially
level below the grizzly and central therewith, a hopper
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connecting the grizzly with the trough, channeled t>eds

within the hopper on each side of the trough and above

the same, said beds havinc a biased edge whereby each

channel serves a predetermined part of the distributer,

baffle plates at the biased e<lge for changing the direction

of flow In the channels and subdividing the channels Into

a uniform number of parts, concentrating tables, and flow-

controlling means from the distributer to the respective

tables and adapted to control the head in the trough.

4. A gold concentrating plant comprising a grizzly, a

distributer in the shape of a trough disposed on a level

and central with the grizzly, a receiver in the shape of a

hopper connectiUK the trough with the grizzly, channeled

t>eds within the hopper on each side of the trough, said

beds having a predetermlne<l longitudinal flow and a

biaaed edee forming the discharge end of the channels and
whereby channels of various lengths are presented by

each lied, liaffle plates at the biased edge at right angles to

the direction of flow in the channels, concentrating tables,

and flow controlling means from the trough to the respec-

tive tables and adapted to control the head in the trough.

5. A gold concentrating plant comprising a grizzly, a
distributer in the shape of a trough disposed on a level

below the grizzly, a hopper connectinc the grizzly with

the trough, a <hanneled led within the hopper of the

trough, said bed having a pre<letermlned longitudinal

flow and a biased edge at the discharge end of the chan-

nels whereby channels of various lengths are presented by

the IhhI, baffle plates within the channels at the biased

edge at right angles to the direction of flow in the chan-

nels, said baffles subdividing the channels into a uniform
number of parts, concentrating tables, and flow control

means from the trough to the r<>spective tables and
adapted to control the head in the trough.

I [Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.298. SIGNALING DEVICE. Chhistian RcinkcR,
Lakewood. Ohio, assignor to The Liberty Bell Company.
Cleveland, Ohio, a Corporation. Filed Jan. 28. 1916.

Serial No. 4.829. (CI. 177—7.

»

1 A siunaling device, comprising a liell and an electro-

magnet having means to ring said bell, and a standard to

carry said parts, in combination with an eiectrb- lamp
surmounting said bell, a tube connecting said lamp and
standard, an electrical condu<-tor for the lamp extending

through said tube, natl a contact member carried by the

standard for the lower end of said conductor.

I
4. In a signaling device, a standard, a tubular screw ex-

tension at the top of said standard, a \*e\\ sleeved over

said extension, an electro magnet and a clapper and
spring pressed armature mounted upon said standard to

ring sai<l bell, a binding screw mounted upon the lower
portion of said standard and insulated therefrom, a lamp
casing secure<l to said extension above said bell, an electric

lamp seated within said casing, an electrical connection

for said lamp extending through said tubular extension to

said binding screw, an electrical conductor connecting

said binding screw and electro-magnet, and a contact for

said spring pressed armature electrically connected with

said electio-magnet.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231.299. CUSHION-HEEL FOR BOOTS AND SHOES.
Max Ribckmax.v. Springfield. Mass. Filed Jan, 18,

1917, Serial No. 143,168. (CI. 36—59.)

'f

1. As an Improved article of manufacture, a cushlou

heel comprising a yielding body having cross channels

therein to divide the tread thereof Into a plurality of

gripping surfaces, and filling material In said channels,

such filling material being substantially non-resistant to

the rompressibillty of said gripping surfaces.

4. As an improve<l article of manufacture, a cushion

heel comprising a yielding body having channels therein

to divide the tread thereof into a plurality of gripping

surfaces, such channels having undercut sides, and filling

material in such channels, such filling material being sub-

stantially non-resistant to the compressibility of said

gripping surfaces.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.300. <;aSOLENE-GAGE. Oliver C. Ritz WolleR,

Chicago, 111. Filed Juf>e 9. 1915. Serial No. 32,992.

(CI. 73—82.)

^—-•—».

1. A gasolene gage comprising a cup. a dial therefor, a

rod passing' through an opening in said » up, said rod hav-

ing both ends bent at an angle thereto, a float, means
whereby one of said ends is connected to said float, the

other of said ends serving as an Indicating needle and
means secured to snld cup for supporting and protecting

said rod. said float eonnec tins means being plvotally con-

nected to .said roil supp<jrting means and arranged to

move in a plane at an angle to the plane of movement of

said needle.

2. A gasolene gage comprising a supporting ring, a gage

cup mounted thereon, two glass disks compressed by ex-*

tensions on said cup, packing rings between said respective

parts and means for clamping the latter together to provide

an air-tight chamber in said cup. a dial between said glass

disks, and a rod passing through an opening in the lower

part of said cup with an arm thereon at an angle thereto

and extending behind said glass parallel and adjacent

thereto to form an indicator, said dial having an opening

therein through which said indicator is visible.

3. .\ gasolene gage comprising a gage cup secured to a

gasolene tank, an angle bar secur«>d to said cup and ex-

ten<llng horizontally into said tank, a spindle rotatably

mounted at the ends of said bar. one flange of said angle

Itar serving to stiffen the same, and the other flange
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thereof »<>rTiQt; to protect Raid f^pindle from lUnuice by

th** funn«'l.

4. A jra-solf-n*" gngf oinnprislng a g««p <up. the liase of

which Is provided with an opening, a pluraiity of glass

disks fitt»Ml within «ial(l 1 up an<l spatvd away from the h**e

thereof to forut an air-tight rbainlier, a dial clamped be-

tWHt-n said ulnss ilisks. and a rod pa.Hsiiig through said

opening in tli«- iias<- of said <'up nnd having nn indicator

thervon .idapted to op»-rate within said alrtiuht chamber,

in the rear of said dial and tsaid glass diF:k!>.

1.231.3(H. COMBINED CHAIK ANr> I»KSK. Fkelcrhk
A. StHLAN«;KK. NVw York, N. Y. FiUd S.pt. 17. 1914.

Serial Xo. 862.203. (CI. 45—82.)

In a cointiined desl; and chair, the comhination with a

chair st-at of a U shapeti bracket having ont- end thereof

pivotally mounted on the under side of said seat, and a

desk pivotally mounted on the free end of said bracket

;

i^aid desk comprising upp»'r and lower leaves hitigedly con-

nected together at .one edge thereof, rack.-* on the upper

face of the lower leaf, spaced straps on the under side of

the upper leaf, a squjir^ hoop siuiped supporting iiienit>er

having one side portion thereof swingaldy connected to

the said straps and having it8 opposite side portion

ailapte<l to engage the said racks to determine the degree

of elevation of said upper leaf, and a finger rigidly at-

tached to the hinged p«)rtiou of isaid supporting member
between the j«ald straps and projecting iH-yund the outer

edge of the said upper leaf whereby it may be manually

operated for manipulating the said supporting member.

1,231.302. I'O.WER-CMAMnFR. J.^mes F. Scott. New
York. N. Y. Filed .Inne 0. 15»10. Serial Xo. ln2.H31.

iCl. W—2.)

able head connected with Mid hellowK <f>n>itructlon. a fixed

head connected with the opposite end of said l»ellows con-

struction, and a collapsible tilling cylinder arranged in said

opening.

2. In a power chamber of an Internal coDibn.st1on engine,

a bellows structure forme<l of a plurality of c<dlapsllde

sections connecte«l together, said s<»<tlons having a com-
paratively large opening at the point of connection, a col-

lapsible filling member substantially filling Hald opening,

'

a fixed end ineml>er connectwl to one end of said bellows

structure, and a movable end member conue< re*] to the
other end of »aid ttellows structure.

3. In a power chamtter for internal combustion engines,

a plurality of collapsible sections conne<-teil together, said

sections having a comparatively large opening cH-ntraily,

each of said sections t>eing formed froui a pair of disks,

means for connecting the outer periphery of said <Iisks

rigidly together and bracing means for supporting the

disks, a head connect»>d to one end of sai<l se<ti<ms, a flexi-

ble collapsible filling member substantially tilling said

opening, and means connected with the opposite enil of said

collapsible sections to said head for transmitting power.
4. In a power chamt>er for internal condxistion engines,

a head provide«l with an opening therein, a cfdlapsible

construction connectetl with said head, said collapsible

construction having a comparatively large openiui; cen-

trally thereof, a collapsible filling tnember conne< te<l with
said head, said filling member substantially filling the opea-
ing In said collapsible construction, said filling menit>er

also being connected to saiil head and fitting in said open
Ing in the head so that the interior of the filling member
will be in free communication with the atmosphere, and
a movable head connectetl with said collapsible construe

tion for transmitting power therefrom.

3. In a power chamber for internal combustion englneh

a collapsible bellows structure provided with a compara
tlvely large iM>re centrally, a fixed head connected to one
end of said t>ellows structure, said fixeii head having an
inlet and exhaust port, a movable head <-onnecte<i with the

opposite end of saiti bellows structure, said movable head
having an opening therein, a collapsible filling <'hamt»er

connected with said heads and sultstantially filling the b«>re

of said collapsible bellows when the bellows have lieen col-

lapsed, and a power member connected to said movable
head for transndttlng power from the power chamber.

[Claims »> to y not printed In the «;azette.]

1,231.3<»3. CO.VimXATloN ARTICLE OK Fl RNITIRE.
Davik ARTHtR SELKiMA.N. Minueapidis. Minu. FIW
Sept. 11. ll»15. Serial No. 50,201. tCl. I.V.— :t4.)

1. In a power chamber of the chara<ter described, a

l>ellows construction havlnjr an opening centrally, a mov-

1. An article of furniture in the form of a chair, hav

log a seat and table supports at the sides of the seat, there

being a vertical pocket in one of said supports, a table

fitting said pocket, and forme«l with an un<lercut channel
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In the under side thereof, a shank pivoted at the inner

side of the pocket adjacent to and below the upper end of

the latter and laterally Inward from the inner wall of

the pocket, to swing In a vertical plane to a transverse

position in the pocket below the said upper end thereof.

or to a vertical position with its fre«' end projecting al>ove

the pocket in v«rtlcal line with the said support, the said

shank having a head at Its free end slldably receive*! in the

channel of the table, the said table being slidable vertically

in the poi'ket relatively to said head, and movable to a

horizontal position across the front of the seat, the table

furthi-rmore l>etng slblutde horizontally in its own plane

to a ptisitlon laterally outward and away from the seat,

the outer wall of the pocket forming a rest for the table,

in ad<litlon to the connection with the said shank, to sus-

tain the table when slid to the said outer horizontal po-

sition.

I

2. An article of furniture In the form of a chair having

supports at the front for a table, one of said supports

liavlng a vertical pocket open at Its upper end. a 4e<lge

projecting laterally In said pocket at the inner side wall

thereof near the bottom, a table slidable In the pocket to

rest at Its lower end on said ledge, or to Ih' withdrawn

from the pocket, a depressed box In the upper end of the

support at a side of the pocket, a shank pivoted at one

• end In the said box below the top thereof and Inward from

the adjacent wall of the pocket to swing In a vertical plane

to a horizontal position below the top of the pocket or to a

vertical position with its free end projecting above the

pocket In vertical line with the said support, said sh.ink

having a head at its free end. and the said table having

a slot therein, slldably receiving the said head, and a trip

at that end of said slot which is adjacent to the said ledge

when the table Is on the latter, said trip tuing adapted

to engage sabl «ihank and swing the same when the table

Is withdrawn from the pocket and lowered onto said sup-

ports.

3. An article of furniture including a seat, vertical

itructures at the sides of the seat, arm rests on said struc-

tures, the arm rests being each formed of a rear fixed sec-

tion and a front section hinged to fold onto the rear sec-

tion or to a forward position in front of the fixed section.

and a table connecte<l with one of the said structures to be

moved to a vertical position or to a horizontal position

rangini; transversely of an<l resting on both of the «aid

tructures in front of the arm sections when the hlngeil

arm sections are folded onto the fixed sections.

4. .\n article of furniture Including a seat, vertical

structiires at the sides of the seat, arm rests on said struc-

tures, the arm rests being forni»'<l of a rear fixed section

and a front section hinge*! to fold onto the rear section

or to a forward position In the plane of the fixed section.

and a table ( onnerted with one of the said structures to be

move<l to a vertical position or to a horizontal position

ranging transversely and resting on both of the said struc-

tures In front of the fixed arm sections when the hlnge<l

arm sections are folded on the fixed seitlons, the said table

being composed of sections hinged together to open into

the same plane or f<dd one on top of the other, the com-

bined thi'knesses of the superposed se«'tlons of the., arm
rests being approximately eqnnl to the thickness of the

open fable to lie flush with the latter when the table Is In

the said horizontal position.

Ti. An article of furniture Including a seat, supports at

the sides of the seat, and n t;\ble connected with one of

said support* ti> move to .i vertical position or to a hori-

zontal position, the talde when In a horlzont.nl position

being slidable transversely In a plane parallel with the seat

to rest at Its ends on the said supports or laterally ont-

wanl to n position nwny from the front of the sent nn<l

»upport»'d solely by the support with whl< h It is <'onnected.

[<Malm r> not printe«l In the Gazette.]

end portions fit between said side flanges, recesses in the

side faces of said spokes, blocks of rubber in «ald reoesaea.

1,231, .3«»4. VFMK'LE WHKKI.. Ki>n aui. C. Sicm»ei.ba<h.

rinclnnatl, •»hio. Filed I'ec l.'), 1»10. Serial No.

137.145. (CI. 152—36.)
.\ vehicle wheel, comprlsinc a rlin section provide<l with

side fjinccK. !\ hub s».otlf^n pTovl<l»'d with spokes whoso

L'.T.K) <;.—71

and wear stuas in said blocks of rubber that bear against

said side flanges.

1.:J31,305. ATT.VCllMENT FOR TWIN FAUCETS.
(iBoacK R. SiiEriiEiU>, Brookline. Mass.. assignor of one-

half to George X. Kaye. Boston. Mass. Filed Feb. 3,

1917. Serial No. 440.394. (CI. 137—26.)

1. A hose supporting and guiding stem-turning attach-

ment for twin faucets, comprising a pair of faucet stem

extensions having means for engaging two faucet stems,

a hose rest, and connecting means engaged with said ex-

tensions and rest and supporting the rest for movement
In a predetermined path, said means having provisions for

turning the stem extensions and faucet stems engaged

therewith, simultaneously In opposite directions when the

rest Is moved In either direction, and thereby simulta-

neously Increasing the flow through one faucet and de-

creasing the flow through the other.

3. A hose supporting and guiding stem turning attach-

ment for twin faucets, comprising a pair of faucet stem

extensions having means for engaging two faucet stems,

a hose rest, and connecting means engagtnl with said ex-

tensions and rest and supporting the rest for movement
in a pre<letermined path, said means having provisions for

turniu»; the stem extensions and fau<et sterns engaged

therewith, simultaneously In opposite directions when the

rest Is move<l In either direction, and thereby simultane-

ously Increasing the flow through one faucet and ilecreaa-

lug the flow through the other, the «aid connecting means

and stem extensions being provided with coilperatWe

clutch parts which are separalde. to permit the turning

af the stem extensions and the stems engaged therewith.

indep<'ndently of yie connecting means.

7. An iittachment for twin faucets. ..miprislng a pair

of faucet -tlem extensions having means for detachable

enjia;;eMient with the stems of said faucets, a movable reat

adnpt'd to -upport :i hose connect*-.! with sal<! faucets,

and connecting means between said rest and stem exten-

sions, organiee*] to nnivably carry said rest and turn the

stem ext4-nsions and the faucet stems engaged therewith,

simultaneously in opposite directions when the said mem-

ber^ moved relatively to the faucets, and thereby simul-

taneously Increase t^ flow through one faucet and d«-

I
.rease the flow through the other.
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13. An attachment for twin faucets, comprlHing stem
extensions, each including a base forming a clamping-Jaw
ailapted to bpar on one side of a faucet stem, and pro-
vided with a movable clamping-jaw adapted to bear on the
oppot<ite side of said stem, and with means for adjusting
said movable jaw. a stud substantially alined with the
stem between said Jaws, and provided with a cylindrical
lower portion and a squared upper portion, a movable rest
adaptt^l to support a hose connected with said faucets,
rest-carrying means organized to turn the stem exten-
sions and faucet stems enRageil therewith, simultaneously
in opposite directions, and Including lever-arms adapted
to turn loosely on said cylindrical stud portions and pro-
je. tiug oppositely therefrom, and connections between
said arms and said rest, the lever arms being provided
with clutch parts, and manually operable handles having
squared sockets constantly in slidable engagement with
said square<l stud portions, and each provided with an
arcuate series of complemental clutch parts, either of

which is adapted to engage a clutch part on one of the
lever arms.

14. An attachment for twin faucets, comprising stem
extensions detachably engageable with the stems of said

faucets, lever-arms engaged with said extensions and pro-

jecting oppositely therefrom, llnlis Jointed to the outer
ends of said arms and converging therefrom, to a meeting
point where they are plvotally connected, and a rest car-

ried by said Ilnlcs and having a socket adapte«l to engage
a tapered member associated with a hose connected with
said faucets, said lever-arms and links constituting rest-

carrying means organized to turn said stem extensions and
faucet stems connectwl therewith, simultaneously in op
posite directions when said rest Is moved relatively to the
faucets.

[Claims _>. 4 to 6, and 8 to 12 not prints in the <;a-

zette.]

r

1.231.306. WARP-BEAM MOTION FOR LOOMS. Carl
Spaxxagel, Berlin, Germany. Filed Apr. 24. 1915.
Serial No. 23,558. (CI. 13»—68.)

1. In a loom the combination of a warp beam, with a
tension device at each side of the loom comprising a plu-
rality of guiding rolls, a weighted lever, a cord attached
at one end to said lever, said cord being passed around
said guiding rolls and the end axle of said warp l)eam,
and a counterweight attached to the other end of said cord.

2. In a loom the combination of a warp l)eam, with a '

tension device at each side of the loom comprising a plu-
rality of guiding rolls, a weighted lever, a cord attache<l \

at one end to said lever, said cord i>eln>: p;issed around
said guiding rolls and the end axle of said warp beam, a
counterweight attached to the other end of said cord, and '

a stop limiting the movement of said weighted lever. '

3. In a loom the comldnation of a warp- l>eam. with
a tension device at each side of the loom comprising two
guldlnst roils, a weighted lever, a stop limiting the move-
ment of said lever, a cord attached at on.- end to said

i

lever, said cord passing about one of said rolls, then I

about the other of said rolls, then about the end axle of
i

the warp beam, and a counterweight attached to the
other end of said cord.

1.231.307. POLISHIN.. «:OMl'nU.Nr). Hebbert W.
Spmi.i.UAS. New Britain. Conn. Filed May 21, 1915.
SerUl No. 29.537. (CI. 51—1.)
1. A polishing eompouml in the form of loose particles

comprising crocu.s and a hard abrading substance mixed
together, and both in finely divided form, and granulated
cork.

2. A polishing compound in the form of loo.se particles
comprising crocus and carborundum mixed together, and
both tu tinely divided form, and granulated cork.

1.231,3(J'5. IRRI<.ATIN«. AND I»RAININ«; SYSTEM.
John STccuiiisT. I'ortlaud. Oreg. Filed July 1, 1916.
Serial No. 107.145. (CI. 137—66.)

^•//

1. A system of the class describe*! comprising a main
pipe, lateral pipes .onnec t^d thereto, a sump with whi« h
the main pipe Is iu <-ommunicntion. a pipe leading from a
«ource of supply ami terminating adjacent the bottom of
the sump, a pump im.rpose<l In said last named pipe, a
drainage ditch, and a pipe in communication with said

drainage ditch and the sump.
2. A system of the class described •'omprising a m.iln

pipe, lateral pipes <onnecte«l thereto, a sump with which
the main pipe is In communication, a pipe leading from
a source of supply and terminating adjacent the bottom
of the sump, a pump Interposed lu said last named pipe,

a drainage ditch, a pipe in <-ommuni<'atlon with said

drainage ditch and the sump, and a valve Interposed in

said last named pipe.

1.231.309. PACKAGE-TIE. <;bob(se W. Sti)ct. Trenton,
N. J. Filed Dec. 30, 1915. Serial No. «9,408. (CI.

24—130.)

As a new article of manufacture, a plate for the pur-
pose described comprising a comparatively wide major por-
tjon and a projection extending from the major portion
and resting In the plane of the longitudinal median line
thereof

; the major portion being provided with a trans-
verse aperture, and being also provided in Its edge with
three separated open-mouth kerfs ; two of the said kerfs
being disposed adjacent to the said projection and at op-
posite sides of the said median line, and the third kerf
being arrangtHl comparatively remote from the projection
and adjacent to the said transverse aperture.

1,231,310. PUMPIN(; SYSTEM. Harvey BiBCHABn Tay-
lor. Philadelphia, Pa. Filed Sept. 29, 1914. .Serial No.
864.046. (CI. 10.'? 1.3.

»

1. An lulet valve for a multl stage pump comprising a
hollow cylinder open at one end to receive the liquid, pe-
ripheral recesies to discharge said liquid, and an axial
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partition dividing said cylinder into separate passages for

the entering Huld.

9. In combination with a multl stage pump, a rotarj/

stag.* controllinK valv*- hsvlnj: (hnmln-rs varying in vol-

ume according to th^ flow to ()•• controlle*!.

16. A pump adnpte<l to handle large quantities of water

against a varying head and comprising a series of cen-

trifugal impellers on a common shaft, inlet and exhaust

ralves parallel to said shaft for controlling the flows

through said impellers in a plurality of combinations, and

a casing for said Impellers and valves having Inlet and ex-

haust passages and consisting of an upper Impeller hous-

ing having a lower Integral base portion for all of said

Impellers and an integral cap portion mating therewith,

and lower cylindrical valve housings substantially tan

gent to each other and tangent to and Integral with said

base portion of the Impeller housing.

(Claims 2 to 8 and 10 to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.111 AUXILIARY AIR AND STEAM INLET
VALVE FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES.

JoHX F. Teel. I^s Angeles. Cal.. assignor to (Mrs.)

I^ura G. Flxen. Los Angeles, Cal. Filed Apr. 10. 1916.

Serial No. 90.168. (CI. 137—26.)

1. An auxiliary air and steam Inlet valve adapted to be

secured to the manifold of an Internal combustion engine,

comprising a valve casing having an outl.-t port leading

to the manifold, and separate steam and air Inlet ports,

a rotatalile disk controlling said steam and air Inlet ports,

said disk having a radial recess adapted to uncover said

air inlet port, and an arcuate channel on Its valve casing

engaging face, a steam supply conduit, said channel being

adapted to establish communication between said steam

supply conduit and said steam inlet port for a substantial

part of the rotation of said disk, a spring pressing said

disk against said valve casing and a manually operated

arm for rotating said disk, the size and position of said

recess and said channel being so arranged as to permit the

admission of air or steam or air and steam In varying

proportion to said valve casing.

2. An auxiliary air and steam inlet valve adapted to be

•ecured to the manifold of an internal combustion engine,

comprising a valve casing having an outlet port leading

to the manifold and separate steam and air inlet ports, a

rotatable member controlling said steam and air inlet

I

porta, aald member having a radial recess adapted to un-

coTcr aald air Injet port and an arcuate channel on Its

alve casing engaging face, a steam supply conduit, said

channel being adapted to establish communication l>etween

said steam supply conduit and said steam Inlet port for a

substantial part of the rotation of said member, means for

rotating said member, the sire and position of said recess

In said channel being so arrange<l as to permit the admis-

sion of air or steam or air and steam In varying propor-

tions to said valve casing.

3. An auxiliary air and steam Inlet valve adapted to be

secured to the manifold of an Internal coml>ustlon engine,

comprising a valve casing having an outlet port leading

to the manifold and separate steam and air inlet ports, a

movable member controlling said steam and air inlet ports,

said memljer having a recess adapted to uncover said air

inlet port, and an arcuate channel on its valve casing en-

gaging face, a steam supply port, said channel l>«"ing adapt-

t;d to establish communication between said steam supply

port and said steam Inlet port for a substantial part of

the movement of said meml>er, the size and position of

said recess and said <hannel being so arranged as to per-

mit the admission of air or steam, or air and steam In

varying proportions to said valve casing.

1,231,312. HUMIDIFIER FOR GASOLENE - ENGINES.
Bexjamix a. Toedteb. Pueblo. Colo. Filed .Sept. 2,

1916. Serial No. 118.298. (CI. 12.3—26.)

1. In combination with a water-cooled gas engine, a

vaporizing reservoir, connections from said reservoir to

the intake of said engine, and means for circulating the

cooling water of said engine around said vaporizing res-

ervoir.

2. In combination with a water cooled gas engine, an

air-tight vaporizing reservoir, connections from said reser-

voir to the Intake of said engine, and means for circulat-

ing the cooling water of said engine around said vaporiz-

ing reservoir.

.{. In combination with a water cooled gas engine, a

vaporizing reservoir having a feed port In Its bottom and a

vapor outlet port In Us top. a tloat operated Talve con-

trolling said feed port, connections from said vapor outlet

port to the intake of said engine, and means for cir<ulatlng

the cooling water of said engine around said vaporizing

reservoir.

4. In combination with a water-cooled gas engine, a

vaporizing reservoir having a feed port in Its l)Ottom and

a vapor outlet port in its top. a float operated valve con-

trolling said feed port, a manually operated valve con-

trolling said vapor outlet port, connections from said

vapor outlet port to the intake of said engine, and means

for circulating the cooling water of said engine around

said vaporizing reservoir.

5. In (omblnatlon with a water-cooled gas engine, an

outer reservoir, means for circulating the cooling water

of said engine through said reservoir, an Inner vaporizing

reservoir, a float controlled valve In the bottom of said

vaporizing reservoir affording communication between said

reservoirs and adapted to maintain said vaporizing reser-

voir partially filled with water from said outer reservoir,

and connections from said vaporizing reservoir to the In-

take of said engine.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]
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1,231.813. DOOR-UINGE. OscAt <;. Twiddbll, Detroit,

Mich. Flle<l July 28, 191G. Serial No. 111.833. (CI.

16—6.)

!

1. A door hinge comprising sfpara(>le strike and keeper

plates, and a latch extending through the keeper plate

Into the strike plate to hold said plates together 80 that

both of said plates may he moved In synchronism.

2. A door hinge comprising separal)le strike and keeper

plates, and means plvotally supportinK said strike plate

so that said keeper plate may be moved therewith.

8. A door hinge comprising a Jamb plate, a strike plate

plvotally connected thereto, and a keeper plate to bodily

receive said strike plate.

4. A door binge Includln); a frame member having

beveled ends, and a door memt)er adapted to swing In an

arc on and off of said frame member and having tieveled

ends adapted for engagement with the ends of said frame
member to limit the moving on movement of said door

member.
5. A door hinge comprising a Jamb plate, a strike plate

plvotally connected thereto, a keeper plate to l>o<llly re-

ceive said strike plate, and nit>ans holding said strike and
keeper plates normally together.

[Claims G to 9 not printed in the iiazette.]

1.231.314. VEHICLE WHEEL KIM. .Tames H. Wa(3«n-

HOR8T, Akron, Ohio, assignor, by mesne a.ssignnients.

of two-flfths to The IJ. F. 'ioodrich Company. .New York.

N. Y.. a Corporation of New York, one fifth to The (Joo<l-

year TJre & Rut>t>er Company. Akron. Ohio, a Corpora-
tion of Ohio, and one-fifth to The United States Tirt>

Company, New York. .\. Y.. a Corporation of New
York. Filed Aug. 9. 1912. Serial No. 714.ir>4». (CI

152—21.)

32 J9

1. The combination of a vehicle wheel having an an-
nular bearing surface and having transversely" Inclined

wedging surfaces located sit Intervals about its circum-
ference, a tlre-carrylntr rim having transversely inclined

wedging surfaces adapte<l to coact with the wedging sur-

faces of the wheel, said rim being adapted to seat upon
rhe bearing surface on -inld wheel between s.tM weilgin;^

surfaces, aad BMant for fordDC atM rim laterally upon
said wheel.

2. The combination of a vehicle wht«-l having annular
bearing surfaces at each side thereof and transversely
Inclineil wedging surfaces located at Intervals about Us
circumference, a tire-carrying rim havinu transversely
Inclinetl wetlglng surfaces adaptetl to coact with the we»lg-
ln»: surfat-es on said wheel, said rim l>eing adapteil to seat
upon the annular bearing surfaces on said rim between
successive wedging surfaces, and means for forcing said
rim laterally upon said wheel to cause the wedging Hur-
faces on the wheel and rim to coact and lift the rim away
from said wheel at Intervals, whereby said rim Is caused
to clamp the bearing surfaces upon said wheel between
the wedflng surfacet* thereof.

3. The combination of a v»-hicle wheel having annular
l>earing surfaces of different diameters at the sides there-
of, and having transversely incline<l wedging surfaces lo-

cated at Intervals about its circumference, a tlr»'-<arrylng
riiu having we<lging surfaces adapted to coact with the
wedging surfaces of said wheel, and having bearing sur-

faces of different diameters adapted to engage the bearing
surfaces of said wheel between successive wedging sar-
faces, and means for forcing said rim laterally upon said
wheel to cau.se the wedging surfaces upon the wheel and
rim to coact. whereby saltl rim Is lifted away from said
wheel adjacent to said sflrfaces an<i caused to clamp said
wheel between succe.sslve weiiglug surfaces.

4. In a vehicle wheel. In combination, a llxe<l rim mem-
ber comprising a metallic channel, the peripheries of the
legs of which form annular bearing surfaces, blocks ae-

cured In said channel at intervals, said blocks having
transversely lncllne«t wetlglng surfates. a removable rim
having blocks secured to its under surface, said blocks
having transversely inclined wetlglng surfaces adapteil
to coact with the wedging surfaces of the blo< ks secured
In said channel, said removable rim being adapted to seat

upon the bearing surfaces formed by the legs of said chan-
nel between snccessive pairs of blocks, and means for
forcing said rim laterally upon saltl fixed rim to cause the
blot-ks upon the rim to we<lge upon the blocks upon the
flx»Hl rim.

5. In a vehicle wheel, in combination, a flxe<l rim com-
prising a metallic channel, the p«>rlpheries of the legs of
which form annular hearing surfaces. Idocks secured In

salil channel at Intervals, said blocks having transversely
inclined wedging surfaces, a removable rim having blocks
secured to Its under-surface, said bIo< ks having trans-
versely Inclined wedging surfaces adapted to coact with
the wedging surfaies of the blocks se<ured In said channel,
said removable rim being adapted to seat l)etwe«'n suc-

cessive pairs of blocks upon the bearing surfaces formed
by the legs of said channel, and means for forcing said

! rim laterally upon .said fixed rim to cause the blocks

I

upon the rt'iiiovahle rim to wedge tipon the blocks upon
I

the fixed rim. the wedging surfaces upon the blocks on the

!

removable rim and felly member interlocking to prevent
circumferential mov»'m«'nt of said removable rim upon
said fixed rim.

I [Claims 6 to 11 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.315. STOi'K FEEI>IN<; Mi:<ilANISM. Ltman M.
WAiTr. FltchlMirs. Mas?.., nsstcnor to FIfchhurg Ma-
chine Works. Flt<hl>urK. Mass.. a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts. Flletl May 19, 1916. Serial No. 98.646. (O.
29—58.)
1. A stock feeding mechanism comprising a shaft held

in fixed position lon^'itudinally. a stock feeding slide, a
cam for moving said slide, rotatnbie with and slldable

on said shaft, and means for chau::ing the longitudinal

position of saiil (am on s;ild shaft, then-by changing the
' locus of movement r.f said slide, and for securing saltl cam

In adjusted position.

2. A stock feedlni: nicchanisui comprising a shaft held
In flxetl position lonKitutlinally. a stock feeillng slide, a
cam for moving sahl slide, rotatable with and slidable on
saltl shaft, and a single means for nwivlng saltl cam longl-

tutlinally on said shaft antl for retaining said cam In

I
adjustetl position.
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3. .\ stock feeding mechanism comprising a shaft held In

flxe.l posititm longitudinally, a stock feeding slide, a cam

for moving nalti slide, roUtable with and slldable on said

shaft, untl means for moving said cam longitudinally on

said -haft, saltl means comprising an adjusting screw

tbreatletl Into the hul> of said cam. extending beyond the

outer end of said shaft, and having a flange thereon en-

gaging a circumferential groove In saltl shaft, and means

for turning said screw.

1.231.316. TOOL RACK
Wash. Flleti May 24.

65—65.)

Pebcy Stanlky Watts, Seattle,

1910. Serial No. 99,610. (CI.

1. In a tt)ol rack f«>r butcher blocks, the combination of

pairs of rai k mciiihers slldahly secured tt)gether and ar-

ranged In parallel and spaced relation with each other,

tapering blocks of different thicknesses arranged pro

gressively as to thickness and secured to one side of said

rack meml>ers. the said blocks l>elng removably attachable

to a butcher's block, wherehy a convenient and easily

portable rack for butchers' tools Is provided.

2. The combination of a portable tool rack adapted to

hold butchers' tools, said rack including parallel pairs

of rack members slldably securwl together, the said pairs

being secured in space<l relation with each other and in

tapering relation to a butcher block.

8. In a temporary binder, the combination with the coy-

ers, of binding strips extending between the covers, a bar

disposed longitudinally of one of the covers, an adjusting

iiiemiter to which saltl i>inillnp strips are connected slldably

mounted on said bar, a friction clutch member mounted

on said adjusting ineiuber to coact with said bar, the

clutch engaging mtivement of said clutch member being

toward the outer end of the cover, a sj)ring for yieldingly

holding said dutch member in its engaging position, and

manually operated means for releasing said clutch meml>er

and holding It In Its disengaged position mounted on said

adjusting niemt>er.

1.231,317. TEMPORARY HINDER. Gkoroe P. WiOGix-

TON. Kalamazot*. Mich., as.signor to KaJamazoo Loose

1 Leaf Binder Co.. Kalamazoo. Mich. Filed Feb. 10, 1916.

Serial No. 77.495. (CI. 129—11.)

1. In a temporary blntler. the combination with the cov-

ers, of bintling strips extending betwe«'n the covers, a bar

disposed longitudinally of one of the covers, an adjusting

member to which saltl binding strips are connected siiilubly

mounted on said l>ar, a clutch roller, a supi>ort for said

roller disposetl on said adjusting member at an angle to

aald bar so that said roller is carried into clutching en-

gagement with the l>ar when moved In one direction, a

spring for actuating said clutch roller to its engaging posi-

tion, a pivoted lever for disengaging said roller mounted

on said adjusting member, and a spring for returning said

lever to Its Inoperative position.

I

2. In a temporary binder, the coml>lnatlt>n with the cov-

ers, of binding strips extending l>etw»»«'n the covers, a bar

disposed lougltutlinally of one of the covers, an adjusting

member tt» which said bin'llng strips are coiinect*^! slidably

mounte<l on said bar, a clutch roller mounted on said ad-

justing member to coect with said bar for securing the

atljustlng member in Its adjusteil |>osltions thereon, a

spring ft>r at tuatlng said roller toward Its clutching posi-

tion, and means for disengaging sai<1 roller mounted on

aald adjusting member.

4. In a temporary binder, the comldnatlon of a binding

member, an adjusting means therefor comprising a bar, an

adjusting member to which said binding member is con-

nected a(ljustal)ly associated with said bar, a friction

clutch member mounted on said adjusting member to coact

with said bar, a spring for actuating said clutch member

to its engaging position, and a lever for disengaging said

clutch member plvotally mounted on said adjusting mem-

ber.

6. In a temporary binder, the combination of a binding

member, an adjusting means therefor comprising a bar,

R friction clutch member coactlng with said l>ar, means

for supporting said clutch member in coactlng relation to

said bar comprising a spring for actuating It to its en-

gaging position, antl a lever for disengaging said clutch

member and holding It In Its disengaged position against

the tension of its said actuating spring.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231,818. FREKillT-CAR LAUDER. William E. Wink.

Toledo. Ohio. Filed Oct. 20, 1916. Serial No. 126,«65.

(CI. 228—1.)

f̂ : ' v t-

'»
!

-a '1

J

4-1

2. A freight car ladder comprising angular shapetl stlle«.

lid itllea provided with openings therein, rungs fastened
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through said openings, a l>racket securing the upper ends

of salil stiles, a shoulder formed at the lower end of each

of the said stiles, said shoulders formed by deflecting one

of the faces of the angtilar shaped stiles, and a bracket

securing said stiles and contacting with the said shoulders

formed on said stiles.

4. A freight car ladder comprising stiles formed of an

angle iron, and the faces of said stiles provider! with open-

ings therein for the reception of rungs, the lower ends of

said stiles having one of their faces forced inwardly so

that a part of the same lies in a plane parallel to the other

face, an upper l)racket adapteil to be secured to the said

stiles and a lower bracket having its ends bent so as to

surround th»» parallel faces of the said stiles, and means
for securing the said stiles and the said bracket together.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,231.319. AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE SYSTEM. Cuarlks
S. WiNSTO.N, Chicago. III., assignor to Kellogg Switch-

board and Supply Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation

of Illinois. Filed Sept. 17, 1913. Se^l No. 790.303.

(CI. 179—9.)

L^-

ing the circuit of the calling line to the called line, a re-

versing relay included in circuit of each secondary im-

pulse, said circuit including sufllcient resistance to prevent
effective operation of the said reversing relay, an electro-

magnet, and means effective upon response from the sub-

station of the called line for operating said reversing relay

to reverse the current connection to the calling line to

elTectively operate said electromagnet.
5. A telephone system comprising a calling telephone

line, a source of current conne<'te<l to said line and flowing

thereover, automatic switches for extending the circuit of

said line, a called line, means for producing primary and
secondary impulses for controlling the operation of said

switches in extending the circuit of the calling to the

called line, a single wound reversing relay includeil In

circuit of each secondary impulse, means to prevent ef-

fective operation of said relay when so included, electro-

magnetic means and m^'an.s for causing the operation of

said reversing relay to reverse the current flow over the

calling line upon response from the substation of the called

line to operate said electromagnetic means.
[Claims 6 to 15 not prtnteil in the Gazette.]

1. A telephone system comprising a callinj: t«l»'{'hone

line, a source of current connected to said line, automatic

switches for extending the circuit of said line, a called

line, means for producing Impulses for controlling the op-

eration of said switches for extending the dn uit of the

calling to the called line, a marginal reversing relay in-

cluded in direct circuit of certain of said impulses, means
to prevent effective operation of said relay when so In-

cluded, an electromagnet, ami means effective upota re-

sponse of the substation of the calletl line for operating

said reversing relay to reverse the current connections to

the calling line to operate said electromagnet.

2. A telephone system < omprlslng a calling telephone

line, a source of current connected to said line, automatic
switches for extending the circuit of said line, a called

line, means for producing impulses for controlling the op-

eration of said switches in extending the circuit of the

'ailing to the called line, a reversing relay Included in ;

circuit of certain of said impulses, said circuit including 1

sufficient resistance to prevent operation of said relay,
\

mechanism, and means controIle<l over the called line for

causing the operation of said reversing relay to reverse
'

the current connection to the caUing line to operate said

mechanism.
|

3. A telephone system comprising a calling telephone

line, a source of current connecte<l to said line and flowing

thereover, automatic switches for extending the circuit of
|

said line, a called line, means for pro«lu<'ing impulses for

controlling the operation of sal<l switches for extending the

circuit of the calling to the called line, a reversing relay

Included in the direct circuit of certain of said impulses,

means to prevent effective operation of said relay when to

included, electromagnetic means, and means <ontrolled
I

over the called line for causing the operation of said re- '

Terslng relay to reverse the current flow over the calliog

line to operate said electromagnetic means.
4. A telephone system comprising a calling telephone i

line, a source of current connected to said line, automatic
switches for extending the circuit of .sai<l line, a called ',

line, means for producing primary and secondary Impulses
for controlling the operation of said switches for extend- i

1.231.320 BEARING. Hkhbcrt W. Ai.i.c.v. I>etroit. Mich.,

assignor to The Tlmken-I»etrolt Axle Company. Detroit,

Mich., a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Dec. 9, 191R. 8e^

rial No. 65,889. (CI. 64— 5.'..)

1. An adjustable bearing for a shaft or siUndle arranged

In an inclosing housing. sai<I liearing <'oniprising oppositely

disposed bearing < ones on said shaft and bearing cup mem-
l>ers coiiperating therewith movably mounted in said hous-

ing for adjustment toward and away from said conea.

means for adjusting each of said bearing cup members lo

said housing, said adjusting means being operable wlec-

tively and having adjacent portions adapte<l for identical

movement whereby they are adjustable simultaneously,

and means for retaining said adjusting means in adjusted

position in said housing.

2. .\a adjustable )>earlng for a shaft or spindle arranged

In an Inclosing housing, said bearing comprising oppositely

disposed bearing cones tm said shaft and bearing cup mem-
l.ers cofiperating therewith movably mounte<l in said hous-

ing for adjustment toward and away from said cones.

s< rew rings for adjusting each of said bearing cup members
in said housing, said screw rings being operable selectively

and having co^iperating portions whereby they are adjust-

able simultaneously, and means for retaining said screw

rings in adjusted position in said housing.

3. An adjustable bearing for a shaft or spindle arranged

In an Inclosing housing, said bearing comprising oppositely

disposed t>earing cones on said shaft and bearing cup mem-
bers co^tperating therewith movably mounted in said hous-

ing for adjustment toward and away from said cone*,

means for adjusting each of said bearing cup members la
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said housing, said adjusting means t.eing operable selec-

tively and simultaneously, an opening in said housing for

access to said adjusting means, a cover for said opening,

and means for retaining said adjusting means in adjusted

position in said housing, said retaining means also retain-

ing said cover over said opening.

4. An adjustable bearing for a shaft or spindle arranged

in an inclosing housing, said bearing < (.mprislng oppositely

disposed bearing cones fixed on said shaft and bearing

cup members cooperating therewith .movably mounted in

said housing between said cones for adjustment toward

and away fr<.ni sal<l cones, means for forcing sai<l bearing

cup members apart to take up lost motion In said itearing.

Mild means having an adjustable conneitlon with said

bousing for positioning it lengthwise thereof to adjust

said b»>aring and shaft longitudinally.

.'». An adjustable l>eariuK for a shaft or spindle arranged

in an inclosing housing, said l)earing comprising oppositely

disposed Ix-aring loues rtxo<l on said shaft and bearing

cup members cooperating therewith movably mounted in

said housing f>etween said cones for adjustment toward

and away from said cones, means for forcing said bearing

cup members apart to take up lost motion In said l>earing.

jnld means Indmllng two rings screwed one within the

other, one of whl< h has an adjustable connection with said

bousing for positioning it lengthwise thereof to adjust

•aid bearing and shaft longitudinally.

[Claim.^ 6 to 13 not printwl In the Gazette.]

1.231. 321. TOOTHED WHEEL. HERBERT W. ALDEN

and KnittiiT IV We.wer. iNtrolt. Mich., a-sipnors to

The Tiinken-Detroit .Axle Tompany. r>etrolt. Mich., a

Corporation of i>hlo. Filed Mar. 3, 1917. Serial No.

152.249. (CI. 74—29.)

1.231,322. CHUCK FOR MACHINE-TOOLS. J»an Con-

bad Aldeh, Sr.. ChAtelaine, near Geneva, Switzerland.

Filed Jan. 15. 1917. .Serial No. 142..%7. (CL 29—123.)

1. In chucks for machine tools the combination with a

sleeve Intended to be fixed to the end of the rotative spin-

dle of the machine tool, of a hollow .segmental grip

lodged slldingly within said sleeve and provided with a

uumt>er of wedge-shaped surfaces, of a clamping ring

slldlngly adjusted on said sleeve, in combination with

friction rollers fitted to said ring and intended to roll

each on one of the wedge-shaped surfaces of the segmen-

tal grip, and means for shifting the ring on the sleeve so

as to have the rollers acting on the said wedge surfaces

of the grip and to fasten or unfasten the same Jto or

from the work-object, substantially as and for the pur-

pose specified.

2. In chucks for machine tools according tOy claim 1,

the combination of a sleeve 6 with a hollow grip ' formed
of a cylindrical piece the tubular portion of which Is

8plitte<l open on part of Its length, each of the segments

formed by the splits being provided with a wedge shaped

surfaee c", in conitdnation with a ring g bearing rollers f

Intended each to roll upon one of the surfaces c*.

3. In chucks for machine tools according to claim 2,

the coml)ination of the grip c with a spring i Intended to

facilitate the loosening of its grip.

2. A composite wheel comprising a rim having a se-

ries of shallow splines across its inner surface, a center

having a series of grooves parallel to the axis of the

wheel .iround its circumference mating with said splines,

said mating grooves and splines having parallel side walls

1
In contact with each other throughout their opposing

faces respectively, and means for preventing sidewlse

displacement of said rim on said center, said means per-

mitting uniform radial movement of said rim toward and

from said center without causing looseness of the rim on

the center.

3. A composite wheel comprising a rim part having a

series of shallow splines upon its inner surface, a cunter

part having a series of grtnives parallel to the axes of the

wheel around Its clrcumfeience mating with said splines,

said mating grooves and splines having parallel side

walls respectively, and rings secured to the opposite

sides of one part of said wheel concentrically with Its

axis, said wrings lapping the ends of the splines and

grooves and being free of the other part of said wheel

to prevent sidewlse movement and permit radial move-

ment of said parts with respect to each other.

, r<'l8lm 1 not printed in the fJazette.]

1.231.323. METHOD OF FORMING DIES. Albert F.

.\RTHrn, Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The Cleveland

Hardware Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of

Ohio. Filed Apr. 27, 191G. Serial No. 93.832. (CI.

78—81.)

r^^^
**' y*' /*'

"•-
1. The method of making forglngs particularly forgetl

dies for drop hammers and pres.ses. which comprises forg

ing a body of metal between a pair of master dies, one

having a pattern on Its face and adjacent the pattern be-

twe« n the latter and the sl^es of the dies holding in the

metal so as to check the lateral flowing thereof with re-

spect to the pattern.

2. The method of making forglngs adapted especially

for thj production of forged dies for drop hammers and

presses, which comprises forging a body of heated metal

between a pair of master dies, one having a pattern on

its face and during the forging operation forcing a bar-

rier into the metal adjacent the pattern between the lat-

ter and the sides of the dies.

1.231,324 MASTERDIE FOR FORGING I»IES FOR
DROP-HAMMERS. PRESSES. AND THE LIKE. AL-

BERT F. Arthir. Cleveland, Ohio, assignor to The

Cleveland Hardware Company, Cleveland. Ohio, a Cor-

p<.ratlon of Ohio. Filed Apr. 27. 1916. Serial No.

(3.835. (CI. 78—60.)

1. .\ master die adapted particularly for producing dies

for drop hammers and the like, said master die having

a pattern adapted to be Impressed or reproduced in .h
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iMxly or block of metal to be forged and having between
the pattern and the sides of the die means for restrict-
ing the lateral movempnt of metal during the forging
operation.

17

fy — •^j*

'1. A master die adapted particularly for the produc-
tion of forged dies, said master die having a pattern
adapted to be reproduced In a body or block of metal to
be forged, an'l having between the pattern and nldex of
the dl.' a projeition adapted to cut or sink Into the metal
adjacent the pattfTU.

3. A master die adapte<l particularly for the produc-
tion of forged dies, having a pattern adapted to be repro-
duced In the die to be forged and having means separate
from the sides of the die and adjacent the patteru for
protecting the pattern against breakage.

4. A master die adapted particularly for the pro<luc-
tlon of forge«l dies, having a recess with the pattern at
the base thereof and having between the pattern and the
walls of the re<c>,-i nn>ans fi.r restricting the flow or
movement of metal being forged.

5. A master die adapted particularly for pro<luclng
forged dies for drop hammers, presses and the like. In
the form of a hollow matrix having in Its base a pattern
and provided between th*» pattern and the walls of the
matrix a projection extending partly or wholly around
the pattern.

1.231.325. MECriAXICAL STOKER. Joshua Battebb.
Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to Oscar Barnett Foundry
Company, a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Oct. 4.
1913. Serial No. 793.279. (CI. 110—40.)

1. lu a stoker, the comblnailon with side rails and a
grate between said side rails adapted to travel at Its up-
per end in a substantial plane, of a bridge bar extending
the width of said grate at the rear end thereof and plr-
otally supported at Its rear edge with its forward edge
resting at the ends upon said side rails and providing be-
tween said ends a space b.-tween the bridge bar and grate,
whereby the bridge bar Is free to rise and act by gravity
upon clinkers forced beneath it and Its weight at other
times is taken by the side rails.

2. In a stoker, the combination with side rails and a
grate between said side rails adapted to travel at its up-
per end in a substantial plane, of a bridge bar extending
the width of sahl grate at the rear end thereof and plv-
otally supported at Its rear edge with Its forward edge
resting at the ends upon said side rails and recessed up-
wardly between said ends to form a space between the
bridge bar and grate, whereby the bridge Imr Is free to
rise and act by gravity upon clinkers forced l>eneath It
and Its weight at other times Is taken by the side rails.

3. In a stoker, the combination with an endless grate,
of a bridge l)ar extending the width of said grate im
pervious to the passage of air and having a longitudinal
series of pockets or recesses at Its upper and lower sur- 1

faces separated by transverse upper and lower partitions
alternating or staggered with respect to each other, where-
by the metal is distributed and radiation of heat facili-
tated.

4. In a stoker, the combination with an endless grate
and a dump plate frame at the rear end thereof providing
at its side next the grate an upwardly projecting rib. of
a bridge nieml>pr adapted to extend at its forward edge
over the grate and chaml)ered or rece.sKed at Its under side
with transverse partitions cut away at their rear ends to
receive said rib of the dump plate frame and plvoully sup-
port the bridge member thereon.

5. In a stoker, the combination with an endless grate
and a dump plate frame at the rear en<l thereof providing
at Its side next the grate an upwardly projecting rib with
a lateral tlange projecting forwardly therefrom at u dis-
tance below Its upper edge, of a bridge meml)er adapted to
extend at Its forward edge over the grate and chambered
or recessed at its under side with transverse partition*
cut away at their rear ends to receive said rib of the dump
plate frame and rest upon the said lateral flange thereof.

1.231,326. FILING -CABINET FOR DISK RECt»RD.-i.
Andrew Cmarlbs Bolto.v. Brooklvn. N. Y. Filed Feb
11.1916. Serial No. 77.622. (Cl. 211—16.»

1. In a cabinet for disk re<ords, means normally tending
to roll the disk to expose a part thereof out of the cabi-
net, and accesa-glvlngnieans adapted to engage the edge
of the disks, at a point lying on a substantially horlzontnl
radial line and resist their rolling movement.

2. In a cabinet, an lncllne<l bottom for causing the
disks placed edgewise thereupon to roll toward the front
of the cabinet, and access giving means to said cabinet
adapted to engage the edges of the disks when In closed
position at a point lying on a substantially horizontal
radial line. therel)y normally preventing the rolling of
said disks on the bottom, said bottom having means pre-
venting said disks from rolling off the bottom when the
access-triving means are dlsplace^l to give access to the
cabinet.

3. In a cabinet for disk records, means normally tending
to present a part of a record out of the cabinet, and
aocessglving-nienns to the cabinet normally preventing
said flTKt mentioned means from advancing a record out
of th^ cabinet.

4. In a cabinet for disk records, a bottom having a
forwardly Inclined part for receiving disks edgewise there
upon, means sub dividing said cabinet into spaces for In-
dividual disks, and a 'closing front formed of Independent
closing memi>er8 for each individual space, each of said
closing members adapted to eugaue the edge of a record
within the space resting on the incline, said incline adapt
ed to normally present a portion of a disk out of the
pace when the closing members are displaced from the
front of the cabinet.

."». In a cabin«>t for disk records, a bottom having a for
ward incline for reoeivlng disks e^Igewlse thereupon, a
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top spared from the top of the cabinet, means be-

tbe bottom and the false top subdividing the cabi-

net Into Individual spaces, each adapted to receive a rec-

ord, a front for said cabinet formed of slides, one for

each Individual space, and adapted to engage the edge of

a <llsk within the space, meaus at the bottom for lock

Ing the slides against lateral movement, said slides adapt-

ed to t>e placed in the spa<«e I.etween th.' faise top and the

top of the cabinet to expose any of the individual spaces

whereby a record in an expost-d space will be caused by

the incline to roll forward and expose a part thereof, sub

stantlally as and for the purpose set forth.

(Claim « not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231..127. APPARATUS FOR FEEDING PULVERIZED
FUEL. Chaki.e.s S. Bkatc hi.ek. Canton. Ohio. I'ileil

Sept. IB. 1913. Serial No. 7^9.945. <C1. 110—104.1

pm

>. \.\.\.f^

f '>* f'»—*f t "^u

1. A pulverlze<l-fuel feedinc api>aratu8 Including a con-

tinuous supply plpi^ having a blower In circuit therewith

and a plurality of valved branch pipes leading therefrom,

and means for fj'eding fuel laden air into the supply pipe

and for maintaining substantially uniform pressure there-

in, the < ros.s area of the supply pipe iM-lng substantially

uniform throughout Its extent.

3. A pulverized fuel fee<llng apparatus Including a con

tlnuous supply pipe having a blower in circuit therewith

and a plurality of valved hr.nmh pipes leading therefrom,

a feed pipe cnmniunl<atlug with the supply plpp- a f^D-

Teyer to deliver fuel and a l)lower to discharge air into

the fee«l pipe geared to>:>'ther. a motor connected with

aid conveyer and blower, and a pressure regulator com-

municating with the feed plp»> to control the speed of the

motor.

4. A pulverized-fuel feeding apparatus including a con-

tinuous supply pipe having: circulating means in circuit

therewith, one or more valved branch pipes leading from

the supply pipe, and means controllefl by the pressure in

the circuit for feeding fuel and air Into the supply pipe

and maintaining a working pressure therein.

[Claims 2, 6. and C not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.328. ROTARY ENtJINE. Chb.stir W. Buows and

William Asa Bbown. Mass. Mich. Filed Oct. 14,

1915. Serial No. 55.S25. (Cl. 123—16.)

1. A rotary engine including an annular cylinder, a

rotor operatlnit in the cylinder, and having an annular

depression In e.ncJi side face thereof opposite the side walls

of the annular cylinder and movable transversely dispose<l

ranes carried by the rotoV and extending across the said

annular ilepresslons to the wnlls of the cylinder, there

being means at Intervals In the cylinder to move the vanes

and coact therewith to subdivide the cylinder at sepa

rated points around same, and the rotor having ports

communicating with the said Hnnular depression and thus

with said cylinder for the Inlet and discharge of a fluid

Id front of and behind a vane.

2. A rotary engine Including an annular cylinder, a

rotor operating in the cylinder and having nn annular de-

pression In each side face thereof opposite the side walls

of the annular cylinder and vanes carri'Kl by the rotor nnd

extending across the said annular depressions to the walls

of the cylinder, and movable transversely of the rotor,

the cylinder having means to move the vanes transversely

at successive points around the cylinder and to coact with

said vanes to sulNlivide the cylinder at separated polnta

around the same, and the rotor having ports communicat-

ing with the said aiinubir depression amf thus with said

<ylinder for the Inlet and discharge of a motive fluid, the

ports Ixlng disposed adjacent to a viine and respectively

l>ehlnd nnd in front of the vane.

I

3. A rotary engine including an annular cylltfiier, hav-

ing undulating side walls, a rotor operating in the cylin-

der and dividing the same into chaml>er8. and having an
annular depression in each side face thereof opposite the

side walls of the annular cylinder and vanes carried by

the rotor into said depressions and transversely movable
across the rotor to project into either of the side cham-
bers into which the rotor divides the cylinder, the rotor

contacting at its side surface alternately with the un-

dulating walls at the opposite sides at intervals around
the cylinder, there l>elng ports In the rotor, communicat-
ing with both depressions of the rotor and thus with the

chambers of the cylinder for the inlet and discharge of a
motive fluid behind and In front of a vane.

4. A rotary engine including an annular cylinder, a
rotor operating In the cylinder and dividing the same into

annular chambers disposed at opposite sides of^the rotor,

the said rotor having annular depressions at opposite

sides and transversely disposed vanes on the rotor and
movable transversely thereof to project into either side

chamber of the cylinder, there l>elng means In the cylinder

to move the vanes transversely, said means coactlng with

the vanes and with the side of the rotor to cut off each

chamber at intervals, and subdivide the same at separated

points around the lylinder, and the rotor having ports

communicating with both annular depressions and thus

with the chambers of the cylinder for the inlet and dis-

charge of a motive fluid in the rear of and In front of a

vane.

5. A rotary engine including^^n annular cylinder having

undulating side walls, a rotor operating In the cylinder

and dividing the same Into annual chambers disposed at

opposite sides of the rotor, the said undulating walls con-

tacting with the sides of the rotor alternately at opposite

sides of the rotor and serving to cut off each side cham-
lier and sut)dlvlde the same at intervals around tlie cylln

der, and vanes carried by the rotor and transversely mov
able to follow the undulating lines of the cylinder walls,

the rotor having, annular depressions opposite the cylin-

der walls, and ports communicating with said depressions

and thus with both side chambers of the cylinder for the

Inlet and discharge of a motive fluid behind and in front

of a vane.

[Claims 6 to 9 not printed in the Gazette]

1.231,329. PHONOGRAPH -REPRODUCER. Forbst
Chbnet, Chicago. 111., assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Cheney Talking Machine Company, (.'hlcago. 111., a

Corporation of Illinois. Filed Oct. 6. 1913. Serial No^

793.746. (Cl. 274—35.)
1. In a sound reproducer, two parallel diaphragms

with adjacent chambers between them connected to a

/
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common soand oatlet. a stylus, and mechanism from the
stylus to the iliaphragms to make the latter vibrate op-

positely.

Jts'

2. In a sound reproducer, two parallel diaphragms
with adjacent chambers l)etween them connecte<l to a
common sound outlet, levers connecteil to said dia-

phragms on their outer sides, a stylus, and connections
from the stylus to said lexers to vibrate the diaphragms
oppositely.

3. In a sound repro«lucer. two parallel diaphragms, a

stylus below the same, a lever carrying the said stylus,

two additional levers plvotally and directly connected to

the first mentlonwl lever and also connected respectively

to the two diaphragms, and a common sound outlet lead-

ing from both of said diaphragms.
4. In a sound repr*»ducer. two parallel diaphragms, two

plvotally mounte<l levers arranged oppositely adjacent the

outer sides of said diaphragms, an actuating lever having
a pin and socket connection with each of said levers, and
a stylus mounted on said actuating lever.

5. In a sound reproducer, two parallel diaphragms, two
pivoted levers normally disposed in parallel planes and
each connected to one of said diaphragms, an actuating
lever carrying a stylus and directly (.-onnecteil to each of

said levers whereby said diaphragms are moved toward
or away from each other simultaneously, and a common
sound outlet leading from both of said diaphragms.

[Claim G not printed in the Gazette]

1,231,330. SAFETY-VACVE. GcoRUE Hall Clabk. Cam-
bridge, Mass.. assignor to Crosby Steam Gage h Valve

Company. Boston, Mass.. a Corporation of Massachu-
setts. Filed Mar. 31, 191C. Serial No. 87.928. (Cl.

137—53.)

1. In a safety valve, the combination with the disk
and base, of a warning annulus and a blow down an-
nulus. and means for adjusting the said annull.

2. In a safety valve, the combination with the disk
and base, of a warning nnnulus and a blow down an-
nulus. and means for adjusting either Independently of

the other.

3. In a safety valve, the mutually-seating disk and base
members, a warning annulus on one of said members out-

j

side the seat, having its surface spaced from the adjacent '

surface of the other member, • blow-down annulus, out-

side the warning annulus, and means for adjusting the .

blow-down annulus.
|

4. In a safety valve, the mutually-seating disk and base
members, a warning annulus on one of said memt>ers out-

1

side the seat, having its surface spaced from the a<1Jacent
surface of the other meml>er, and a blow-down annulus
outside the warning annulus. and farther spaced from
the surface of the opposite member.

1.231,331. SIGNALING APPARATIS. GtoiOE A. COLl,
New York, N. Y. Filed Jan. 19. 1916. Serial No.
72.951. (Cl. 177—311.)

1. In a signal of the character describeil. a signal head,
a resilient flexible support therefor and means to impart
a tatapult movement to the signal head In opposition to
gravity to cause the latter to oscillate through the
medium of the resilient flexible support therefor.

2. In a signal of the iharacter descrlbe«l. a si^al h»'ad,

a resllb-nt flexible support therefor and means to impart
a catapult movement to thf signal head in opposition to
gravity to cause the latter to oscillate through the
me«lium of the resilient flexible support therefor, said
means having two fixed positions with a stop to limit its

movement In the direction of the catapult throw and
hold it stationary therein during the period of oscillation
of the signal head.

3. In a signal of the character describe<l, a signal head,
a resilient flexible support therefor and means to impart
a catapult movement to the signal head In opposition to
gravity to cause the later to oscillate through the me<llum
of the resilient flexible support therefor, a cushion to
normally support the signal head when not in signaling
operation.

4. In a signal of the character describe^l. a signal head,
a resilient flexible support therefor and means to Impart
a catapult movement to the signal head In opposition to

gravity to cause the latter to oscillate through the
medium of the flexible support therefor, a cushion to nor-
mally support the signal head when not in signaling op-
eration, and a catch to hold said head on said cushion.

5. In a signal of the character described, a support, a
hub trunnione<l therein for partial rotation with means
to limit the rotation of said hub relatively thereto, a
signal head, a resilient flexible stay support connei ting

said head with said hub and means for imparting to said

hub a partial rotation to in turn Impart movement to

said head in opposition to gravity in the signaling direc-

tion.

[Claims to 15 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231..^32. ANKLE SLTPORT AM" PROTECTOR.
Hb.vrv Jame.s Colli.s. Taunton. Mass. Filed July 7.

1910. Serial No. 107.885. (Cl. 128—52.)

1. An improved ankle support and protector of the

class descrlbe<l, having a bmiy portion adapted to sur-

round the ankle and a bottom portion adapttnl to pass
under the instep, comprising a pocket extending over the
side of said body, and a series of stay-member collectively

carrying a series of individual stays or stiffening strips

and seated in said pocket and removable as a unit there-

from.

3. An Improveil ankle support and protector of the
class descrlbe<I, having a body portion ailapted to sur-

round the ankle and a bottom portion adapted to pass
under the instep, comprising a pocket extending over the
side of said body, and a series stay-member constituted
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by a flexible body having outer and inner walls between

which are provided separate pockets and collectively car-

rying a series of sUys or stiffening strips individually

mountwl and inclosed In said respective pockets, said

series stay member being seate<l In said si.le pocket and

removable as a unit therefrom.

the tongue of one plate extending into the rabbet of Its

<omplemental plate and being adapted to rock on said

last named plate.

[Claims 6 to 12 not prlnte<l In the Gazette]

5. An lmprove»l ankle support and protector of the

class de»crlb«-d. having a bo<ly portion adapted to sur-

round the ankle and a bottom portion adapte<l to pass

uniler the Instep; comprising a pocket formed by outer

and inner flexible walls at the side of said body and open

at its top, and a series stay member constltuteti by a

body having outer and irner flexible walls and divided

into separate pockets locate<l b«'tween said walls and col-

lectively carrying a series of stays or stiffening strips in-

dividually mounteil and Inclostni in said respective pockets,

said series stay member being frictionally maintained In

said side pocket by contact of its ^flexible walls with the

flexil le walls thereof and l>elng removable as a unit from

the open top of said side pocket.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.333. RAIL JOINT. Edward W. CoroHLiN, New

l>orp, N. Y.. assignor to Interlocking Rail Joint Cor-

poration, a Corporation of New York. Filed Nov. 12.

1914. Serial No. 871,647. (Cl. 239—9.)

» !

1 231 334. SORTING-MACHINE. GEoikje W. COX, Jr.,

"Kensington. Md. Filed Aug. U!. 1915. Serial No.

45.740. (Cl. 214—1.)

1. In a rail joint, the combination with rail sections,

Juxtaposed end to end. of a Joint therefor comprising com-

plemental members adapted to rock on each other and to

maintain a continuous rail surface at the Joint under pas

sage of rolling stock thereover.

2. In a rail Joint, the combination with rail sections

Juxtaposed end to end, of a rat)bet Joint uniting said sec

tlons, said rabl»et point comprising members adapted to

rock on each other.

3. In a rail Joint, the combination with rail sections

Jnxtapose«i end to end, of a Joint therefor comprising com-

plemental rabbeted plates at each side of the sections

said plates being adapted to rock on each other.

4. Ip a rail Joint, the combination with rail sections

juxtaposed end to end, of a Joint therefor comprising Joint

plates at each side of each section, said plates having pro-

jecting Kmgues adapted to rock on each other.

5. In a rail Joint, the combination with rail sections Jux-

taposed end to end, of a Joint therefor comprising comple

mental plates each provided with a rabbet an<l a tongue.

1. In a sorting machine, a vertically bodily movable re-

ceiver having a multiplicity of compartments, selective

mechanism controlling said receiver, means for elevating

said receiver cooperating with said selective means, means

op<'rable with said selective mechanism for limitlpg the

movement of said receiver, and presenting a selected com-

partment in operative relation to a feeding station.

2. In a sorting machine, a vertically bodily movable re-

ceiver having a multiplicity of compartments, means for

elevating the same, selective means cooperating with and

controlling said elevating means, and means coftperable

with the selective means and projectable Into the path of

the receiver and limiting Its bodily movement.

3. In a sorting machine, a vertically bodily movable re-

ceiver havini: a plurality i»f compartments the walls of

wblch are inclined downwardly from front to rear, means

for elevating: said receiver, selective means cooperating

with .and controlling said elevating means, and means co-

operating with the selective means and projectable Into

the path of the receiver and limiting its l>odlly movement.

4. In a sorting ma< hine, a vertically bodily mo\L le

receiver having a plurality of compartments the walls of

whlih are inclined downwardly from front to rear, means

for elevating said receiver, selective means cottperating

with iind controlling said elevating means, means co5p«'ratlng

with the selective means and projectable into the path

of the receiver and limiting its bodily movement, and

means for preventing a displacement of the articles re-

ceived within said compartments.

5. In a sorting machine, a vertically bodily movable re-

ceiver having a plurality of compartments the walls of

which are inclined downwardly from front to rear, means

for elevating said receiver, selective means cofiperatlng

with and controlling said elevating means, means cooper-

ating with the selective means and projectable into the

path of the receiver, and llfhlting Its bodily movement, and

means' for feeding papers one by one to the selected com-

partment.

(Claims 6 to 41 not printed In the (Jazette.]

1,231.335. ELECTRIC INCANDESCENT LAMP. John

H. Dale. New York. N. Y., assignor to I>ale Lighting

Fixture Co.. Inc.. a Corporation of New York. Filed

Mar. 5. 1915. Serial No. 12,298. (Cl. 176—16.)

1. An electric Incandescent lamp < omprlsing a lamp

bulb having a neck, a metallic part rigidly secured on the

end of said neck, a lamp Ixase comprising a screw plug

and a skirt, and means connecting said metallic part to
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Raid sktrt and supporting the latter with a Tentllatlag
space between said skirt and the metallic part.

2. An electric incandescent lamp comprising a lamp
bull) having a neck, a ring rigidly secured to said neck, a
lamp l.ase .onslstinK of a screw plug and a skirt, an annu
lar ring connecting said skirt and ring and supporting
them with a space l)etween the two, said annular ring and
Bklrt having ventilating openings therein.

3. An electric Incandescent lamp comprising a lamp
bulb having a neck, a ring rigidly iwcnred to said neck, a
lamp hase consisting of a screw plug and a skirt, an annu
lar ring of heat insulating material conne<ting said skirt
and ringand supportin< them with a space between the two,
said annular ring and skirt having ventilating openings
therein.

1.231.336. CURTAIN FIXTURE. Addie Dbmi.vo. Wind
»or, Ontario. Canada. Filed Jan. 8, 1917. Serial No
141.147. (CI. 156—22.)

A curtain fixture comprising vertically alining bearlnga
adapted for attachment to the sides of a frame, a support
adapted for attachment to the top of the frame, one plec«
curtain rmls having shank portions Joumaled In tald
bearings and cranks at the ends of the shank portions of
said rods with lateral curuln supporting portions carried
by some of said cranks and adapted to engage said sap-
port, pins in the lateral curtain supporting portions of
said rods adapted for retaining curtains In engagement
therewith, and springs on the shank i>ortions of said rods
holding the <urtain supportlni: p-.rtlons thereof normally
seateil on said support.

1.231.337. LIOHTI.NO-riXTURE. James Abthcb Danp-
s«Y. New York. N. Y. Filed Oct. 14. 1915. Berlai No
65.777. (CI. 24«>—92.)
1. A lighting flxtare comprising a canopy the nnder-

neatb surfaie of whiih Is a refl<»rtor ; an Inverted cone

provided with an exterior reflecting gnrface secured to the
canopy

; a lentraJ. tubular member within the cone and
canopy

; a nieml.er adJustaMy mounted in connection with
the tubular member and adapttnl to be raised or lowered
relative thereto, and on the lower end of which is secured

an illuminator: an inverted opaque cone surrounding said
illuminator and having a reflecting interior surface, said
opaque cone being adjustably se.ured to the canopv so as
to permit adjustment relative to the Illuminator and the
other reflecting surfaces.

(Claims 2 to not printed in the Gazette.)

1.231,338. HANDSAW. Ix>ri8 DisBornERS. Fall River.
Mass.. assignor of one half to Samuel F. Stewart North
Tiverton. R. I. Filed Jan. 26. 1917. SerUl No. 1*44 754
(01. 7—13.)

1. A saw having a handle, said handle having its inner
end points formed with slots, wear members in said slots
having end shoulders disposed Interiorly of the outer side
faces of the handle, and fastening means for the blade
having heads which aliut the shoulders and clamp the
wear members In position.

2. A saw having a handle, fastening means for the saw
blade, said handle having spaced transverse slots ex-
tending through the front edge of the handle opposite to
said fastening means, and wear members arranged in said
slots and engaged with said fastening means so as to be
held in the slots thereby.

3. A saw h.ivlng a handle, fastening means for the saw
blade having heads, said handle having spaced transverse
slots extending through the front edge of the handle oppo-
site to said fastening means. aD<l wear members arraijg»-<l

in the slots and engaged with the beads of the fastening
means so as to be held in the slots thereby.

4. A saw having a handle formed with spaced points
which project Inwardly toward the saw blade, members
extending transversely of the points and having end parts,
and fastening means for the saw blade having heads which
abut the end parts of the members and clamp same there-
between.

1.231,339. FLUID-GACE. M. Mai:hici Dimond. New
York. N. Y. Filed Dec. 80, 1916. Serial No. 1.^9.746
(CI. T8—83.)

A liquid gage comprising a plug having a recess in the
top thereof, a dianietrlf^i ridge In the recess presenting an
enlarired portion having a t-entral ar>ertnre. a tiihnlar stem
fitting into the aperture and presenting a tapering valve
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bead at one end thereof, said central, enlarged portion of

the ridge presenting a tapering valve seat at tjie aperture

for said head, said valve seat being depressed from the

surface of the ridge, a tubular extension from the bottom

of the plug serving as a guide for the stem, a flat spring

anchored to the plug within the recess for engaging the

valve head of the stem to retain the same on the .seat, and

a fluat anchored to the stem.

1,231,340. WINDOW - VENTILATOR. Herbert W.

Drew, Chicago. 111. Filed Aug. 30, 1912. Serial No.

717,900. (CI. 98—31.)

1.231,341. FRICTH»N - CUUl'LINCi. LftON DcroCB.

Geneva, Switzerland. Filed Mar. 31, 1916. Serial No.

87,951. (CI. 192—8.)

1. In a window ventilator, a stationary member to be

rigidly attached to the side post of a window casing, an-

other meml»er pivoted to said fixed meml>er at their lower

ends. Jointeil links .onnectiug the upper ends of the fixed

and movable meiiiliers. and a floating filler plate attached

to said Jolntetl links at their internuMliate point, said filler

plate b«iJig adapted to close the space between said fixed

and nioval>le nienil>ers wh.n they are spread apart.

2. In combination with a window frame and a window

sash of the type adapted to l>e raised and lowered In the

fr.ime. end memlxTS attarhed to the side posts of said

frame, and a deflector and screen of <><iual length hinged

together along their lower edges and ndapted to be dropped

Into said end meml»er3 and retained In operative position

thereby.

:t. In a window ventilator, two members pivoted to-

gether at their lower ends, links pivoted to the upper ends

of said members, said links being pivotally connected to

ea< h other at th<'lr fre«» ends, a filler plate pivoted to said

links where they are pivoted to ea<h other and arranged

to close the spare I»etween said niemlnTs when they are

•prend apart, and a stop on one of said members to limit

the range of movement of said filler plate.

1. In a friction coupling and in combination with a

drive and a driven shaft, a coupling member fixed on the

drive shaft, a coupling member mounted to slide and turn

on the driven shaft, a leaf spring secured to the end of

the driven shaft, devices secured In the movable coupling

member for engaging the free ends of the leaf spring, and

means for normally maintaining the movable coupling

memt>er in contact with the fi^ed ( oupllng member.

[Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,281,342. MEANS FOR FORMING CONCRETE COL-

UMNS. John C. Eberle and Benjamin Stoech, New

York. N. Y. Filed Nov. 20, 1910. Serial No. 132.370.

(CI.. 25—118.)

/r «f « If u

1. The combination with a scafToiding. of a sheet metal

mold shaped to form the top of a column, said mold being

provided with an outwardly bent flange at Its upper edge,

and a supporting ring upon said scaffolding upon which

said flange rests.

2. The combination with a scaffolding, of a sheet metal

mold shaped to form the top of a column, said mold being

provided with an outwardly bent flange at Its upper edge,

blocks attached to said scaffolding, and a supporting ring

carried by said blocks, the flange of aald mold resting

upon said ring.

3. The combination with a scaffolding, of a sheet metal

mold shape«l to form the top of a column, said mold being

provided with an outwardly bent tlanpe at its upper edge,

blocks attache«l to said scaffolding, and a supporting ring

carried t)y said blocks, the flange of said mold resting upon

said ring and said blocks abutting against the outer face

of said mold.

4. The combination with a scaffolding, of a sheet nM'tal

mold shaped to form the top of a column, said mold being

provlde<l with an outwanily bent flange at Its upper edge,

a supporting ring, and means for fixing said ring In posi-

tion upon said scaffolding, the flange of said mold resting

upon' said ring.

5. The combination with a scaffolding, of a sheet metal

moid shaped to form the top of a < oljjmn. said mold being

provide<l with an outwardly bent flange at Its upper edge,

a supporting ring, and means, for fixing said ring in posi-

tion upon said scaffolding, the flange of said mold resting

upon said ring and said fixing means abutting against the

outer face of said mold.
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1.231,343. RESILIENT WHEEL. William J. Fabu.
Oneida, N. Y., assignor of one-half to Christian C Faber.

Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed July 21. 1916. .Serial No.

110,471. (CI. 152—10.)

ds

In a resilient wb»>el. the combination of a pa4r of spaced
parallel rljrid shell parts, the inner edge portions of

which are of partially tubular form, while the outer edge
portions of which are flat, there being left between the

inner edges of the tubular portions a continuous circum-

ferential free space, a resilient cushion carried within and
between said partially tubular portions of the shell parts
and projecting Inwardly Into and through said free space,

a tread shoe secured to the shell parts, and a circular

series of Independently movable radial blocks filling the

space between the shoe and the outer portion of the
cushion, substantially as set forth.

1.231.344. POWER TR.WSMISSION MECHANISM.
Habvbt L. Fisher. Chicago. III., assignor to Donaldson
and Fisher Company. Chicago. 111. Filed Mar. 3. 1913.

Serial No. 751.863. (CI. 74—26.)

1. In a power transmission mechanism, a drive shaft,

friction disks mounteil thereon, pairs of friction rolls ar-

ranged l)etween the disks on opposite sides of the shaft,

shafts upon which the friction rolls are spUned. a driven
shaft adjacent each pair of friction rolls and substantially
parallel to the shafts upon which said rolls are mounte«l
and gearing connecting said roll shafts and driven .shaft.

2. Id a power transmission mechanism, a driving shaft,

friction disks mounted thereon, pairs of friction rolls

arranged between the disks on opposite sides of the
shaft respectively, shafts upon which the friction rolls

are spllned and longitudinally movable, a driven shaft

adjacent each pair of friction rolls and a reversible gearing
connecting the shafts of said pair of rolls and the adja-
cent driven shaft.

3. In a transmission mechanism, a drive shaft, a pair

of friction disks mounted thereon, a pair of driven shafts.

friction rolls mounted in pairs upon opposite sides of the
drive shaft and between the disks thereof roll shafts
on which said rolls are mounted and a set of gearing
adapted to connect each roll shaft with a driven shaft
and means for throwing either one or the other of the
trains of gearing into connection with Its driven shaft.

4. In a transnilsidon mechanism, a drive shaft, a pair of

friction disks thereon, a pair of driven shafts located

respectively on opposite sides of said drive shaft, a pair

of friction rolls between said disks adjacent each said

driven shaft, shafts on which said rolls are mounted and
which are parallel to the adjacent driven shaft, a pair of

gt-ars loosely mounted upon each driven shaft. rliit<-h

mechanism for locking either of said gears at will to said

driven shaft, gearing containing an even number of

gears meshing with one of said loose gears on each driven
shaft and connected to one of the adjacent friction roll

shafts, gearing containing an odd number of gears mesh-
ing with the other of said gears on the driven shaft and
driven by said roll shaft.

5. In a friction transmission mechanism, a drive shaft,

a pair of friction disks thereon, a pair of friction rolls

arranged between said disks, roll shafts Journaled In sta-

tloaary bearings upon which said frlttb^n r(>lls are

keyed, a driven shaft, a longitudinally movable sleeve

loosely mounte<l upon the driven shaft, a pair of gears

loosely mounte<l upon the hleeve. interlocking means upon
the sleeve .<tn<l sal<l gears whereby said sleeve Is adapted
to be engaged for rotation by either of said gears, a pair

of gears fixed upon each said roll shaft, gearing con-

taining an even number of elements conne<'tlng one of

said roll shaft gears to a loose gear upon said clutch

sleeve and gearing containing an odd number of elements
connecting the other gear upon the roll shaft with the

other gear upon the clutch sleeve.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the <'azette.

]

1.231.345. LINK MESH FAURIC. Warhen Ft Hrmann,
Newark. N. J. Filed Mar. 1. 1916. Serial No. 81.323.

(CI. 245—9.)

1. A link mesh fabric having substantially similar faces,

composed of a set of rings Interconnected by a set of links,

the links each being In the form of a sheet-metal spider
having a substantially flat central portion from which ra-

diate elongated arms having straight side edges converging
In width from the central portion, each arm t>elng bent to

form a substantially complete circle beyond and perpen-
dicular to the flat central portion, the centers of the circles

of the arms lying In the plane of said central portion, the

circular arms Inclosing the rings.

2. A link for a link mesh fabric, composed of a sheet-

metal spider having a substantially flat central portion
from which radiate elongateil arms, said arms having
straight side eilges converging In width from the central

portion, each arm being bent to form a substantially com-
plete circle beyond and perpendicular to the flat central
portion, the centers of the circles of the arms lying in the

plane of said central portion.

[Claim 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2 3 1,346. DARNING AND WEAVING DEVICE.
CHAULis M. Fyfb, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filed June 6. 1916.

Serial No. 101.908. (CI. 112—24.)
1. A device of the class descrll)ed comprising a work

carrier, a needle having a fixed path of reciprocation,

means for moving the carrier in one direction for laying

the warp threads In the work on the carrier, means for
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taming the carrier after the warp threads are laid,

and means for moving the carrier again past the needle

in the opposite direction for laying the woof threads.

2. A device of the class described comprising a work

carrier, a needle having a fixed path of reciprocal iou.

means for moving the carrier in one direction for laying

the warp threads in the work on the carrier, means for

turning the carrier after the warp threads are laid,

means for moving the carrier again past the needle in the

opposite direction for laying the woof threads, and heddle

means operative only during the laying of the woof

threads.

3. In a device of the class described, a work carrier

movable first in one direction and then in the opposite

direction and adapted to partially turn before beginning

Its second movement, and a rectprocatory needle for pro-

ducing interwoven threads in the work on the carrier.

4. In a device of the class described, a work carrier

having a back and forth movement and a partial turning

movement before Its backward movement, a flexible ele-

ment connecte«l with the carrier, a fixed abutment around

which the flexible element extends, whereby a pull on the

element In only one direction causes the forward, turning

and backward movement of the carrier, and means for

mccesalvely producing warp and woof threads In the

work on the carrier.

5. In a device of the class described, a work carrier

having a back and forth movement and a partial turning

movement before Its backward movement, a flexible ele

ment connected with the carrier, a fixed abutment around

which the flexible element extends, whereby a pull on the

element In only one direction causes the forward, turning

and backward movement of the carrier, means for suc-

cessively proiiuclng warp and woof threads In the work

on the carrier, and a spring-actuated, winding device on

which the said element winds for moving the carrier, said

winding device being placed umler tension in setting the

carrier in its Initial position.

[Claims 6 to IT not printed in the Gazette.]

reverse of Its normal cutting position, and thereafter rotat-

ing th» shaft with the tool shlfte<l about its axis to a

position Intermediate said normal and reverse positions

for slightly rounding off a portion of the tool's cutting

edge.

1,231,347. CYLINDER REBORING MECHANISM. En

OAR F. IlEisER. Kingston. Mo. Filed May IT. 191G.

Serial No. 98.148. (CI. 77-56.)

1. In a cutting mechanism, the combination with a

rotary tool-carrying shaft provldetl with an eccenrtric

transverse opening, of a tool mounte<i on said shaft and

within said opening and adapte<l to be rotatwl into differ-

ent angular positions therein with reference to the axis of

said opening.

5. The method of sharpening the tools of cylinder re-

borlng devices which consists in applying an abrasive to

a portion of the Interior face of the . ylinder. mounting the

tool on the boring shaft with the axis of the tool at right

angles to the shaft and eccentric thereto, rotating said

shaft with the tool shifted about Its axis to a position the

8 In a cutting mechanism, the combination with a ro

Ury tool-carrying shaft provided with a transverse open-

ing having its axis at right angles to said shaft, of a tool

holder mounted detachably on said shaft within said open

lug and adapte<l to be clamped In various angular positions

with reference to the axis of the opening, said holder being

provided with a tool socket extending at right angles to

said shaft, a <uttlng tool mount.-il within said socket, and

means for adjusting said tool within said socket and for

clamping the same In adjusted position.

[Claims 2 to 4, 6, and T not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,348. THREE-WAY FLOOR CONSTRUCTION.

JosBPH B. Hernandez, Corona. N. Y. Filed Aug. 24.

1915. Serial No. 47.104. (CI. T2—66.)

1. A filler for floor constructions comprising a substan-

tially triangular hollow member having the sides thereof

inclined, horizontally disposed corrugations In said sides,

a < one shaped top for said member, the apex of said cone

being equidistant from^lhe corners of said triangular mem-

ber and reinforceing ribs in said top.

2. A filler for floor constructions comprising a substan-

tially triangular hollow member having the sides thereof

lncllne<l, horizontally disposed corrugations in said sides,

a cone shaped top for said member, and reinforcing ribe In

said top, said reinforcing ribs meeting said corrugations

at an angle.

3. In a floor construction, supporting means, a base

plate, a plurality of substantially triangular corrugated

hollow blocks arranged on the base plate In spaced rela-

tion to provide approximately triangular passages there-

between, said hollow blocks having cone shaped tops, rein-

forcing ribs radiating from the apices of the cones, the

triangular blocks being so positioned upon said base plate

that the apices of the successive cones are out of alinement

perpendicularly with the supporting I)eam8.

4. In a floor construction, a plurality of substantially

triangular hollow members having the sides thereof in-

clined, horizontally disposed corrugations in said sides,

cone shaped tops for said members with reinforcing ribs

radiating from the apices of said tops, in combination

I
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with a base plate adapted to support said hollow members,
said base plate comprising a plurality of transversely ex-
tending ribs with perforateil portions disposed there-

between.

1,231,349. PROCESS OF TREATING SLAOS. Jambs
Brown Herre-shoff, Jr., N>w York. X. Y. Filed Apr.
9. 1915. Serial No. 20,149. (CI. 75—62.)

'P^

1. The process of recovering the metallic content from
metallurgical slags, which comprises agitating the slag
with .1 molten material containing a different percentage
of metallic content than said slag.

2. The process of recovering the metallic content from
metallurgical slags, which comprises agitating the slag
with a molten material containing a smaller percentage
of metallic content than said slag

3. The process of recovering from metallurgical slags a
contained metalilc ingre<llent of the molten mass from
which the slag has been remove<l, whi<h comprises me-
chanically washing the molten slag with a molten material
containing a smaller percentage of such ingre<lient than
the said molten mass, substantially as and for the pur-
pose described.

4. The process of recovering from metallurgical slags a
contained metallic ingreiilent of the molten mass from
which the slag has been remove<l, which comprises me-
chanically washing the molten slag with a series of baths
of molten material containing a smaller perouitage of
such ingreiilent than the said molten mass, and each bath
of the series containing a smaller percentage of such in-

gredient thiin the bath immediately preceding In the
series, substantially as and for the purpose descrlbeil.

5. The process of recovering from copper metallurgical
slags copper, containeil therein, of the copper matte from
which the slag has been removed, which comprises me-
chanically washing the molten slag with a copper matte
containing a smaller percentage of copper than said first

mentioned copper matte, substantially as and for the
purpose described.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed in the Gazette.
]'

1.231,350. WATCHMAN S RECORDINGCLOCK. Isaac
A. Herrmann. Elyria. Ohio. Flle<l Sept. 20. 1915.
Serial No. 51,545. (CI. 234—10.)

1. In a recording device, a shielding element, a record
receiving element behind said shielding element, means
operative from the front of said shielding element for Im-
pressing a record upon said receiving element, time con-
trolle<l means for moving one of said elements relatively

to the other element at a unlfonn speed, and means co-

operating with said shielding element for progressively

exposing to the operation of said record impressing means
a limited portion of said record receiving element.

2. In a recording devk-e, a shielding element having an
aperture therein, a recortl receiving element behind said
shielding element, time controlle<l means for moving one
of said elements relatively to the other element at a
uniform spee<l, means cwiperating with said shielding
element whereby said apertiire Is alternately covereil and
uncovered, and means operative from the front of said
shielding element for impressing a record upon said re-
ceiving element during that part of the time during which
said aperture is opene<l.

3. In a recording device, an apertured shielding ele-
ment, a record receiving element behind said shielding
element, time controlled means for moving one of said
record receiving elements relatively to the shielding ele-

ment at a uniform sp^-ed. means for moving said shielding
element whereby the exposed portion of said recording
element is shifted In a direction at right angles to its

chronologic movement, and means operative from the
fritnt of said shielding element for impressing a record
upon said receiving element during that part of the time
during which said aperture is opened.

4. In a recording device, a casing having an aperture
in its face, a shielding element movably supporttsl inside
this casing and having an aperture therein adapted to
register with said first aperture, a record receiving ele-

ment behind said shielding element, means for moving
said reconling element past said flrst'aperture at a uni-
form speed, means for moving said shiehling element Inter-
mittently to bring said apertures into and out of ailne-
ment. and means adapte<l to traverse said apertures and
Impress a record upon said receiving surface during the
time that said apertures are In allnement.

5. In a recording device, a caslni; having a series of
apertures in its face, a shielding element movably sup-
ported inside this casing and having a series of aperture*
therein arrange<i at an angle to said first series of aper-
tures and adapteii to register, one by one, a record re-

ceiving element behind said shielding element, means for
moving said recording element past said first series of
apertures at a uniform speed, means for moving said
shielding element relatively to said « asing whereby differ-

ent apertures of the two series may be brought Into allne-
ment, and means adnpte«l to t>e inserted through alined
apertures to impress a record upon said receiving surface.

(Claims 6 to 20 not prlnte«l in the Gazette.]

1.231.351. EXI'LOSIVE COMP<»SITlnN AND METHOD
OF PRODUCING SAME. Harold Hibbert, rittsburgb,
Pa. Flleil Apr. 17, 191«. Serial No. 91,rt87. (CI.
52—3.

)

1. The metho4l of nitrating carbohydrates soluble in
1.2-glycols and of pr<Mlucing explosive compositions con-
taining nitrate<| carl>ohyrlrates. which comprises dis-
solving the carbohydrates In a 1.2-glycol medium and
nitrating the resulting solution, and thereby pr<Mlu<'ing a
mixture of nitrated 1.2-carbohydrate with nitrate<l 1.2-

glycol or nitroglycols : siihstnntlally as ilescrihed.

2. The method of nitrating <arbohydrates soluble in

1.2 glycols and of pro<]uclng explosive compositions con-
taining nitrated "-arbohydrates. which comprises dissolv-
ing the carbohydrate in a mixture of 1.2 glycols and
nitratlDi; the resulting solution and thereby pro<lu( ing a
mixture of nitrated 1.2-carbohydrate with nitroglycols;
sulistantially as descrllted.

o. The method of nitratinj; "-arbohydrates soluble in
1.2-i:Iycols and of pnxlui-lng explosive c-ompositlons con-
taining nltrate^l carbohydrates, which comprises dissolving
the cartM>hydrate in a mixture of 1.2 glycols and poly-
gly«-ols and nitrating the resulting solution and thereby
producing a mixture of nitro carbohydrates with nitrated

I 1.2 glycols an<i nitrate<l poiyglycols ; substantially aa
I <lescribed.

I

4. The method of nitrating carbohydrates soluble in

I 1.2-gIycols and of producing explosive ci>mpositions con-
k talning nitrated carlK»hydrates. which comprises dissolv-
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ing the carbohydrate in a mixture of 1.2 glycols con-

taining ethylen.-. propylene and butylene glycols, and

nitrating the resulting solution and thereby producing a

mixture of nitrocarbohydrate with nitrated 1.2-glycols:

substantially as described.

5. The method of nitrating carbohydrates soluble in

1.2-glycol6 and of producing explosive compositions con-

taining nitrated carbohydrates, which comprises dissolv-

ing the carlwhydrate in a mixture of 1.2-glycols contain-

ing ethylene, propylene and butylene glycols together

with polyglycols, ami nitrating the resulting solution and

thereby producing a mixture of nitrocarbohydrate with

nitrate«l 1.2-glycols and nitrated polyglycols: substan-

tially as described.

(Claims 6 to 18 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.352. POWER I>RIVEN CULTIVATOR. James T.

Hickman, Jr.. Springport. Ind. File<i July 7. 1916.

Serial No. lOS.OOr,. (CI. 97—72.)

1.281.853. PLANTER. Thomas W. Hicks, Minneapolla.

Minn., assignor to Scientific Farmln» Machinery Com-

pany, Minneapolis. Minn., a Common I.4»w Company.

Original application filed Aug. 21. 1916. Serial No.

116.148. Divided and this application filed Jan. 16.

1917. Serial No. 142.567. (CI. Ill—1)

'SS?

1. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a generally rectangular frame, cultivating

Implements arranged In the lower rear portion of the

frame, a transverse series of spiked rollers arranged In

the lower forward portion of the frame to engage the

ground In advance of the cultivating meml>ers. a driving

motor, and driving connections between the said motor

and the ^aid series of spiked rollers, said driving con-

nections Im ludlng a normally loose belt, a belt tighten-

ing lever fulcrume<l in the frame and having a roller

enpigini; the said belt, and a controlling lever having

connection with the said belt tightening lever and under

control of the operator, for the purpose described.

2. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a generally rectangular frame, a series of

tultlvatini: Implements extending across the lower rear

portion of the fram<'. a transverse series of spiked rollers

extending across the lower forward portion of the frame

to engage the ground in advance of the series of culti-

vating members, a driving motor, and driving connections

tM>tween the said motor and the saiil series of spiked

rollers, said spiked rollers being arranged In equal num-

bers upon opposite sides of the longitudinal axis of the

frame, and controlling connections whereby to check

rotation of the splkeil rollers upon one side of the axis

of the fr.tme.

3. In a machine of the character described, the com-

bination of a generally rectangular frame, cultivating

Implements arranged in the lower rear portion of the

frame, a transvetse series of spiked rtdlers arranged in

the lower forward portion of the frame to engage the

ground in advance of the <-ultlvatlng members, a driving

motor, driving connections between the said motor and

the said v«'rles of spiked rollers including normally loose

belts, said spiked rollers being arranged In equal numbers

npon opposite sides of the longitudinal axis of the frame,

and controlling lonnections whereby to check the rota-

tion of the spiked rollers upon one side of the axis of the

frame, said controlling connections imltuling a steering

post belt fontrolling members connected to «ai<l post and

• steerin:r wheel the latter of which is under the manual

control of the operator.

239 O. G.—72
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I. In a planter, the combination of meaiix for pulveriz-

ing soil, and means for intnMluclng seed into the soil so

pulverlze<l as It is depo.-ited back upon the sub-soil.

4. In a planter, the combination of means for lifting

a portion of the soil, pulverizing the soil so lifted, means

for depositing the soil so pulverized in strata having sub-

stantially uniform sized granules in each strata and

iii.ans for introducing seed into the soil so deposited at

it predetermined depth from the surface of the finished

aeld.

II. In a planter, the combination of means for lifting

and pulverizing a portion of the soil, means for punctur-

ing the subsoil l>efore the pulverized dirt falls back there-

on, aad means for introducing seed among the pulverized

granules as they fall l)a( k onto the sul)-soil.

12. In a planter the combination of means for lifting,

pulverizing and depositing onto the sul)soll a portion of

the soil, said act of depo>iting extending over a certain

interval of time, means for introducing seed onto a por-

tion of the soil so deposite<l forming a root section, means

for packing the root section, the pai ked root section l>e-

Ing covered with a portion of the soil, deposited during

the remainder of said Interval of time,

[Claims 2, 3. and 5 to 10 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,354. HAY PRESS. Ben F. Hilton and Charlit

W. Hilton, Joaquin. Tex Filed Oct. 30. 1916. Serial

No. 128,525. <C1. 100—7.)

1. In a hay press, a press box. a plunger working

r therein, an oscillatory feeder for feeding hay Into the

I press box. spring means for raising the feeder, an arm

carried l-y the feeder and extending toward the plunger, a

roller carried by said arm. and a contact plate carried

by the plunger to engage said roller when the plunger Is

retracted for swinging the feeder downwardly.

2. In a hay press, a press Imx having an upper mouth,

! a plunger working within the press box and movable un-

der said mouth, a plate mounted slldably upon the plun-

ger and movatde under said mouth therewith, a grooved

portion carried by the press l»ox at one side of said month

for the engagement of the forward end of said plate,

and spring means for yleldably advancing said plate rel-

ative to the plunger.
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3. In a hay press, a presi^ box having an apper mouth,

a plunger working within the press box, a closure plate

upon the plunger to move under said mouth, spring meann
between said plate anil plunger for yieldal>ly advancing

said plate with the plunger, a plate carried by the press

box at the forward side of Its mouth and having a groove,

and a blade carried by said plate movable Into said

groove when the plunger Is advanced and before the plun-

ger completes Its movement.

1,231.355. WRENCH. Cu.arlbs C. Hole. Fremont,

Xebr. Filed Oct. 27, 1916. Serial No. 128.074. (CI.

81—127.)

\^
1. In combination, a stationary Jaw having angularly

arranged spaced side plates, a movable Jaw having Its

shanic di-sposed for longitudinal movement betw<»en the
side plates, means for limiting the movem»»nt of the said

movable Jaw with relation to the stationary jaw. guide

means for the movable Jaws, the shank of the movable
Jaw being toothed, a handle having a rounded h«»ad pro-

vided with peripheral teeth disposed between the side

plates, trunnions upon the head of the handle, the side

plates having cam slots to receive the trunnions, and
means comprising a longitudinally movaMf spring pr»»s>s«Ml

member engaging with the trunnions for normally forr

Ing the same In one direction within th** cam-shaped slot>

to bring the teeth of the head to mesh with the teeth of

the shanic

2. In combination with a stationary Jaw having angu-

lar side plates, and a movable Jaw having a toothed shank
disposed for longitudinal movement betw«»en th*' said

plates, each of said side plates having registering angular
slots, a handle member having a rounded toothed head
disposed between the side members, said handle having
its head provided with laterally extending trunnions
which are arranged within the angular slots, of a mem-
ber arranged In bearings In the side plates, an offset ex-

tension upon one of the ends of said member, and th<^

wall between the sabl extension and the said member be-

ing rounded, means comprising a spring for normally
moving the member in one direction to bring the offset

portion thereof to engage with the trunnions of the head,

whereby the teeth of the head are normally In mesh with
the teeth of the shank of the movable Jaw. and said mem-
ber having Its end opposite that provided with the offset

portion projecting outwardly of the wrench.

through the opening in the pipe, as and for the purpose

set forth.

1.231.356. STR.\ININ<; DKVICE FOR E.WES-SPOUT-
INGS. Arnolp E. IIOt:oE, Badger. Iowa Filed Apr. 28,

1917. Serial No. 165,199. (CI. 210—16.)

1. In combination with a down spout or the llkp. hav-

ing an opening in one of the sides thereof, of a holder

member including a handle and two pivoted rings d«'-^ii?ned

to receive therebetween a strip of fabric providing a fil-

tering member and which Is adapted to be Inserted

2. .V holding means for fabric filters for down-spouta
or the like, comprising two ring members each formed
with outstanding arms, one of the ring members b»>lng in

the nature of a metallic band, the outer edge of which Is

flanged, the arm of the said meml>er being pivotally se-

cured to the arm of the first mentioned memher whereby
the second mentioned ring will be swung to within the

first mentioned ring with the fiange of the first mentioned
ring resting upon the upper edge of the second mentioned
ring.

1.231..357. HELL K1.\<;KR FOR LO«^)MOTIVES. Johii

HowB, Aurora. 111. Fil«-d Mar. s. iyi.5. ^^erial No.
13,058. (CI. 118—40.)

1. In a device of the class described, a bell pivoted on
a horizontal axis, a movable part actuated when said bell

is op«-rat.'d, and a member frictlonally engaging said mov-
able part for limiting the angular movement of said bell.

2. In a device of the < lass riescribed, a bell frame, a
bell rotatlvely suspended In said frame, means for ring-

Ing said bell, and a friction brake operative after a pre-

determined movement of said bell to cushion said bell and
limit the angular movement thereof.

3. In a device of the class described, a pivotally mount-

ed bell, a movable member movable with said bell, a brake
shoe adapted to engage automatically said movable mem-
ber, and means for varying the pressure of said brake
shoe on said movable member.
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4. In a device of tb class described, a bell frame, a

bell rotatablv suspended in said bell frame, means for

ringing said" I.ell. and a friction brake comprising co-

acting wedging surfaces for preventing said bell from

swinging over and above Its axis. ,

5. In a device of the class described, a rotatably mount-

ed bell, means for ringing said l>ell comprising a sliding

block, means operatlvely connecting said sliding block

with >ald bell to rotate the same, said sliding block hav-

ing a wedging surface formed thereon, and means co-

acting with said wedging surface to bring said block to

rest.

I

[Claims 6 to 18 not printed in the tlazette.J

flat oblique Inner face adapted to slide on the inner face

of the body member to vary the width of said forepart, the

said members l>einR provided with elongated parallel slots

arranged in different planes au.l opening on said faces, a

pair of flat-sided oblong wings, one attached to the body

member and constituting a guide entering the slot of the

movable member, and the other attached to the movable

member and constituting a slide entering the slot of the

. bo<ly member, said wings l)eing shorter than said slots and

permitting longitudinal movements of the uovable luember.

1.231.368. BELL-RINC.ER FOR LOCOMOTIVES. JOHN

HOWK, Aurora, Hi. Continuation in part of application

Serial' No 13.058, filed Mar. 8, 1915. This application

filed Mav 11. 1916. Serial No. 96.794. (CI. 116—40.)

1 In a device of the class described, a pivotally mounted

hell, and a rotary friction brake for liringlng said bell to

rest after a rota rive Impulse has been imparte<l thereto.

5. In combination, a pivotally mounted bell, means for

ringlnj; said bell, an eccentric member a.tuated l)y the

movement of said bell, and braking means adapted to co

operate with the peripheral surface of said eccentric

member to control the angular movement of the bell.

17. In <omblnatlon. a pivotally mounted bell, an eccen-

tric member a.tuate.l by the angular movement of said

bell, a l)rake member a.lapte^l to engage operatlvely said

eccentric meml>er after a predetermined angular move-

ment thereof, a supporting member, a brake stem re-

slllently and slldably mounted on said supporting mem

ber, and means to , onnect said brake stem with said brake

meml)er.

19. In .ombiuatlon. a pivotally mounted bell, an eccen

trie memlier actuated by the angular movement of said

bell, a Itrake shoe adapteil to coact with the peripheral sur

face of said eccentric memt>or to effect an Increasing re

slstance to the angular movement thereof, a supporting

member, means for supporting said brake shoe from said

supporting member, and means for adjusting said support-

ing member with respect to said eccentric member.

20. In combination, a pivotally mounted ttell. a crank

nu'ml)er pivotally connecte.l to said bell and <omprlsin«

an eccentrically located annular siirface. means oper

atlvely conne<ted with said crank memt)er to impart a

rotative Impulse thereto, a brake shoe adapted to coact

with the eccentric surface of sai<l crank meml)er to effect

an increasing resistance to the angular movement there

of after the bell has swung through a predet<rmine<l arc.

an.l an adjuvhiu-nt member operatlvely connected with

the l>rake shoe to vary the operative engagement thereof

with said eccentric surface.

[Claims 2 to 4. 6 to 16, 18, 21, and 22 not prlnte.l

In the Gazette.]
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and means for preventing withdrawal of the wings from

the slots, the said slots and wings being out of trans-

verse alinement with each other, so that said wings and

sides of the slots co«">perate In forming an elongated two-

part sliding conue<tlou between the body and movable

members, adapted to prevent the movable meml^er from

tipping or rocking when in any position to which it may

he moved, one part of said connection being relatively

near the toe end. and the other relatively near the

rear end of the forepart.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.360. PNEUM.XTIC FILM CONTROLLING DE-

VICE. ALBERT s. IIowEi.i.. Chicago, III., assignor to

Hell ft Howell Company. Chicago. 111., a Corporation of

Illinois. Filed Apr. 22. 1915. Serial No. 23.019. (CI.

88—17.)

1,231.389. FOREPART FOR BOOT AND SHOE TREES.

OLIVER J. HowB, Hrockton. Mass. Filed Mar. 20, 1917.

Serial No. 157.307. (CI. 12—128.)

1. A tree foot forepart, comprising a body member hav-

ing a flat oblique Inner face, a inovable member having a

1. In apparatiiv for moving film, an aperture element,

a passage through which the film Is adapted to travel past

said aperture, and means for exerting pneumatic pressure

upon the film during transit through said passage.

2. In apparatus for moving film, an aperture element, a

passage through which the film is a<lapted to travel past

said aperture, and means for exerting pneumatic pressure

upon opposite surfaces of the film durlnt' its transit

through said passage.

3. In apparatus for intermittently moving film, an

aperture element, a passage through which the film Is
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adapted to travel IntPrmlttently past said apertnrr. and
means for exerting pneumatic pressure upon the film

to suspend the same during its periods of motion through
mid passage.

4. In apparatus for moving film, an aperture element, .t

passage through which the film is adapted to travel past

said aperture, and means for exerting pneumatic pressure

upon the film to suspend the same during its transit

through said passage.

5. In apparatus for moving film, an aperture element,

means for moving film across said apertur*-. and provisions

whereby pneumatic pressure is txertj^l a;:ainst the film

and the latter is held out of contact with the surrounding
walls during transit.

[Claims 6 to 14 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231.361. SIGNAL DE^^CE FOR MOTOR VEHICLES.
John H. Hunt. I>etroit. Mich., assignor to Pa'kard Mo-
tor Car Company. Detroit. Mich., a Corporation of Mich
igan. Filed Mar. 24, 1913. Serial No. 756.617. (CI.

177—337.)

1. In a motor vehicle, the combination with a series of
signal lights and a battery and circuits therefor, of a
manually operated selector switch for said < ircult<. and
a switch operated by the vehicle acting to 'intermittently
open and close the selected < ircuits.

2. lu a motor vehicle, the combination with a signal
light and a battery and circuit therefor, of a manually
operated switch for said circuit, and a switch In said cir-

cuit operated by the vehicle motor independently of the
movement of the vehicle and iirting-to intermittently open
and close the circuit.

1.231.362. ENGINE STARTKR SYSTEM. .John IIeuma.n
Hunt, Dayton, Ohio, assiKnor to The Dayton Engineer-
ing Laboratories Company, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed
Sept, 3, 1914. Serial No. S59.968. (CI. 74—34.)

20

1. In a startinjr device, the combination with an Inter-

nal combustion or explosion enirine. of au electric machine
operable ;»s a motor for startlnir purposes, a planetary
gearing between the one end of the electric machine and
the engine : and means for moving said planetary gearing
into and out of driving connection with the entdoe for
starting purpones.

2. In a starting device for Internal combustion or ex-

plosion enixines, the combination with a power unit ; a
planetary yearlng between sj»ld power unit and th*- engine:
an operating member for inlrially renilering said i>lanetary

gearing operable as a speed reduction device and Anally
•onnecting the planetary genrinjr in operative relation to
the engine to be started.

5. In an engine starting device, the combination with
a starting device therefor comprising a dynamo electric

machine operable as n motor for starting purposes ; a plan-
etary gearing having a universal Joint connection with the
elei-trlc machine and shiftable Into and out of driving en-
jnigemenf with the engine : and a common op«>rating mem-
ber • apable of an initial oixratlon to render said planetary
gearins operable as a spee<l reduction device, and of a fur-
ther movement to shift the planetary gearing into opera-
tive driving relation to the engine for starting purposes.

(Claims 3 and 4 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231..-^63. ENGINE .*<TARTIN<; SYSTEM. .Tohn H«B-
M.*N MrsT. Dayton. f»hlo. assignor to The Dayton Engi-
neering Laboratories Tompany. a Corporation of Ohio.
FIUmI Sept. :;. 1!»14. S«tU1 No. S59.1»«9. (CI. 74—26.)

20

1. In a starting system for internal cooihustlon or ex-

plosion engines, the romblnatloii with a p«>wer unit ; con-

necting device's connected with said power unit and capable
of movement to engage with the engine : and means for

initially imparting moveni< nt to all of said connecting de-

vices to bring certain of the devices Into contait with the
engine and to then Impart a further movement to the de-

vice in contact with the engine to Increase the pressure

of the contact between the conne<'tlng device and the

engine.

4. In a "tnrtltjg system for Internal combustion or ex-

plosion engines, the eoniblnatlon with a starting device;
connecting devices adapte<l to connect said starting de-

vice with the engine : means for osiillating said connect-
ing devices for a Umlteil distance about a floating fulcrum
for connecting the said device* with the starting device

;

and means for osdllating the connecting devices and the
tloatiug fuhrum about a fixed ful< rum to bring said de-
vices into engagement with the engine.

5. In a starting device for Internal combustion or ex-
plosion engines, the runibination with a starting device;
connecting d»'vlies for conpilug the starting device with
the engine : means fur os<illatiug said devices for bringing
same into i-tmtact with the engine : means for restoring
said connecting devices with their controlling elements,
into their normal position : and stop devices for limiting
the scope of op«TatioD of the means for^ restoring the con-
uertiug devices to their normal position.

! Claims 2. *',. and not printed in the Oaiette.]

1.231..164. INCI,(»SEI» SAFETY FUSE. Hbnrt M. Hux-
LBV. Evanston. III., assignor to Economy Fuse & Mann-
factoring Company, Chicago. 111., a Corporation of New
Yorlt. FIUhI May 3, 1015. Serial No. 25..353. (CI.

175—273.)

1. In an inclosed safety fuse, the combination of a hol-

low cylindrical casing, a terminal extending Into the end
of said casing, a fusible link attached to said terminal, a
round centering member of smaller diameter than the bore
of said <aslng and engaging said terminal, a washer be-

tween said centering memb«'r anil the end of said cailng,
and a cap member fitting over the end of Raid casing and
engaging said centering member, one of said members hav-
ing a beveled surfac*- eniniging the other member, whereby
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said centering member will be automatically centered with

respect to said <asing when said cap member is brought

into position on the end of said casing.

2. In an Inclosed safety fuse, the combination of a hoi

low cylindrii-al < asing having an alining re<ess at Its end.

a terminal extending Into the end of said casing, a fusible

link attached to said terminal, a round centering member
fastened to said terminal and having .-m aperture through
whb-h said terminal e.\ten<ls. said centering: member beini;

of less diameter than the bore of said casing and liaviiig

a l>eveled surface on Its outer face, an alining washer be

tween said centering member and the end of said casing,

aid alining washer having a boss engaging the alining

recess of said casing, and a cap member fitting over the

end of said casing and having an inwardly extending

flange engaging the beveled surface of said centering mem-
ber, whereby said centering meiul>er will be automatically

centered with ri'spect \o said casing when said cap mem-
ber Is applied In position.

3. In an Inclosed safety fuse, the combination of a hol

low cylindrical casing, a terminal extending into each end

of said casing, a fusible link within said i-asing and hav-

ing its ends attai'hed to the inner ends of said ternduals.

a centering washer fastened to ea« h of fiald ternjlnals. one

of aaid centering washers lieiug of less diameter than the

bore of said casing, means engaging each end of said cas-

ing for alining said terminals, the alining means at one

end of said casing comprising a washer having a slot ex-

tending to its periphery through which the terminal blade

passes, and a cap member fitting over each end of said

rasing and having a beveled surfa<e engaging the corre-

sponding centering washer when the cap is applied In posi-

tion, whereby the centering washer and its attached ter-

minal are automatically centered with respect to said

casing.

4. In an ln<-losed safety fuse, the combination of a hol-

low cylindrical casing having an alinement recess in each
end thereof, a terminal blade e\ten<ling into eaih end of

aid casing, a fusible link within said casing and attached

at Its ends to the inner ends of said terminal blades, a

round centering washer attached to each of said terminal

blades and of smaller diameter than the bore of said cas

Ing. each of said centering washers having a beveled sur-

face on its outer face, an alluing washer between each of

aid centering washers and the end of said casing, said

alining washer having a slot extending Inwardly from its

periphery, whereby It may be applied to said terminal

blade and having a boss engaging the alining recess in

the end of said casing, and a cap fitting over each end of

aid casing and having an Inwardly-extending flange with
a beveled surfaie engaging tl>e beveled surfaci- of the cor-

responding centering washer.

1,231,366 JOINTING DEVICE FOR THE MEMBERS
OF MILITARY BRIIM^.ES AND THE LIKE. Charles
Edward IvtJU.s. Grantchester. near Cambridge. Eng-
land. Original application filed Get. 9. 1915. Serial No.

55.0S5. Divided and this application filed Oct. 17. 1916.

Serial No. 126.119. (CI. 14—14.)
1. In a Joint-box for connecting a structure member to

another part the combination with the Joint-ttox of n

structure meml>er which enters the box, the Im)x and
tructure member having mutually engaging coned sur-

faces one on each of theM> parts, the said surfaces being

coaxial with the direction of the stress in the structure

member, and a pin and slot connection l>etwiH>n the l»ox

tnd the said structure member arranged with the longi-

tudinal axir of the pin intersecting the cone axis and

holding the box and member together against forces tend-

ing to separate the coned surfaces, substantially as and
for the purpose described.

D £

2. In a Joint-box for connecting structure members the
combination of a Joint-box Into which the structure mem-
bers can enter, each structure mend>er having a coned
surface which engages a corresponding coned surface on
the box the cofiperating coned surfaces being coaxial with
the direction of the stress in the structure meml>er, and a
pin and-slot connection between the box and each struc-
ture member arranged with the longitudinal axis of the
pin intersecting the cone axis of the structure member to
which the pin is allotted and holding the box and mem-
ber together against forces tending to separate the coned
surfares, substantially as and for the purposes descril)ed.

3. In a Jolnt-l)ox for connecting structure members the
combination of a Joint-box into which the structure mem-
bers can enter, each structure member having a coned
surface which engages a corresponding coned surface on
the box the cooperating coned surfaces being coaxial with
the direction of the stress in the structure member, one
of these coned surfaces being formed as a nut which can
be screwe<i tight home against the other coned surface,
and a pin-andslot connection between the box and each
structure member arranged with the longitudinal axis of

the pin Intersecting the cone axis of the structure mem-
i)er to which the pin is allotted and holding the box and
member together against forces tending to separate the
coned surfaces, substantially as and for the purposes de-

scribed,

4. In a Joint-box for connecting a structure member to

another part the combination with the Joint-box of a
structure nn>ml)er which enters the box, the box and
structure member having mutually engaging coned sur-

faces one on each of these parts, the said surfaces being
I'oaxlal with the direction of the stress In the structure
member, and a pinand-slot connection between the box
ami the said structure member arranged with the longi-

tudinal axis of the pin intersecting the cone axis and
iiolding the box and member together against forces tend-

ing to separate the cone<l surfaces, the pin of each pin-

and slot connection being a loose fit In the openings pro-

vided for it and the engagement of the coned surfaces is

such as to take up the looseness of the pin and aline the

structure meml>er relatively to the Joint-box as well as
lock it thereto, substantially as and for the purpose de-

scribed.

.'. In a Joint-box for connecting structure members the

combination of a Joint-box Into which the structure mem-
bers <an enter, each structure member having a coned

surface which engages a corresponding coned surface on

the box the cooperating coned surfaces being coaxial

with the <lirectlon of the stress In the structure member,
the axes of the various cooperating coned surfaces being

so arranged that they Intersect at a point common to

them ail. and a pln-and-slot connection betweep the box

and ea<-h structure member arranged with the longitudiiial

axis of the pin intersecting the cone axis of the stnic-

ture meinl>er to which the pin Is allotted and holdli: : the
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box and member together against forces tending to sepa-
rate the coned surfaces, substantiallv as and for the pur-

poses described.

[Claims tJ and 7 n<.t priiut.l in tht* riazette. 1

1.231.366. BALL-HEARI.N(; FOR JOURNAL BOXES.
Asa O. Ibwi.n, Plattsburg. N. Y. Filed Dec. 12. 1916.

SerUl No. 136.438. (CI. 64—49.)

1. A device of the character set forth coniprl.slng an
axle, a boxing Journaled on said axl»-. a head deta. hably
secured to the boxing and havins a s.r.'wtlir»>ailtd cir-
cular recess, a screwthr»-a(l<<l ntalning riuK threadt'd in
said recess, an annular flangf formed on <ald ring, said
flange and head having grooves therein, and bearing balls
located within said grooves and iw'arlng against the end
of the axle to take up end thrust then-on.

2. A device of the character set forth <oniprlslng an
axle, a boxing journaled on salil axle, a head ileta< hably
secured to said boxing, an offset portion formt-d on the
inner face of the head and provided with an annular
groove, bearing balls positioned within the groove and In
engagement with the end of the axle, an annular shoulder
formed on the offset portion and In engagement with the
bearing balls, said offset portion provided with a circular
recess In the center thereof and provided with the walls
ther»>of screwthreaded, a retaining ring threaded In said
recess, having an annular flange and engaging the bear-
ing balls to retain said bearing balls In the groove, and
means for supplying the recess with lubricant to lubricate
the bearing balls and the tollers.

:i. A device of the character set forth comprising an
axle, a boxing Journaled on said axle, a head detachably
secured to said boxing, an offset portion fornuHl on the
inner face of the head, bearing balls mounted within said
offset portion, said offset portion provided with a central
recess, means mounted In the recess for holding the bear-
ing balls in the offset portion, said head provided with an
upwardly Inclined opening in communication with the
recess and provided with screwthreads In the walls
thereof, a plug threaded to the wall of the upwardly in
clineil opening, whereby the recess may be furnished
with lubricant to lubricate the bearing balls.

1.231.367. ELECTRIC SWITCFL Ernest H. Jacobs,
Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to General Electric Com-
pany, a Corporation of New York. Filed May 23, 1914.
.^rlal No. 840,501. (CI. 175—267.)
1. In an electric switch, the combination with a fixed

'Contact member, and a co'lperating moval)le contact mem-
ber, of an actuating mechanism comprising an operating
toggle, an operating lever actuated by said operating tog-
gle, an actuating toggle In pivotal relation with said op-
erating lever, a collapsible lonnection l>etween said op
erating lever and said actuating toggle, means for hold-
ing said collapsible connection in locked position to
move said actuating toggle In response to said operating
Joggle into switch closing position, and means for auto-
matically collapsing said connection to cause said actuat-
ing toKgle to move into switch opening position free from
said operating toggle.

2. In an electric switch, the combination with a flxeil

contact member, and a cooperating movable contact mem-
ber, of an actuating mechanism comprising an operating
toggle, a common bearing, an operating lever actuatefl by

said op4>rating toggle and niovably niounte<l on said bear-
Inir, an actuating toggle for moving said movable contact
member, one member of said toggle being pivotally
mounte<l upon said operating lever, a collapsible locking
togjrle when in loclced position forming a rigid connec-
tion between .said operating lever and said actuating tog-
gle whereby said actuating toggle moves said movable
contact member into engagement with said fixed contact
member in response to movement of said operating tog-
gle, and means for collapsing said lo<king toggle to move
said actuating toggle and hence said movabl.- < untact
member out of engagement with said tlxeil contact mem-
ber without disturbing said operating toggle.

3. In an electric switch, the combination with a fixed

"onfact member, and a cooperating movable contact
member, of an actuating i..echanism comprising an operat-
ing toggle, a c»)nimon bearing, an operating lever actuated
by said operating toKRle and pivotally mounted on said

b«>arlng. an actuating toggle in pivotal relation with said

operating lever eccentric to said l>earing, a parallel link

device for moving said movable contact member In a
straight line, one of said parallel links being pivotally

mountetl on said common bearing and the other of said

links being pivotally connected to said actuating toggle, a
collapsible locking toggle between said operating lever

and said actuating toggle for holding said actuating tog-

gle rigid and slightly underset when In switch closing

position whereby a movement of said operating toggle

into switch closing position is transmitted by said actuat-

ing toggle to said parallel link device, and means for

collapsing said locking togt;le to allow said actuating
toggle to collapse without moving said operating toggle

from switch closing position.

4. An actuating mechanism for an electric switch com-
prising an operating toggle, an actuating toggle, an op-

erating lever In pivotal relation with and movable by said

i>l)eratlng toggle, said op-^rating lever being also in pivotal

relation with said actuating toggle to move said actuat-

ing toggle into switch closing position, a collapsible lock-

ing toggle when in collapsed position allowing said op-

iTating lever to be nM>v«Mi by said operating toggle with-

out moving said actnating toggle Into switch closing

position, said locking toggle when in locked position

rigidly connei'ting said operating lever and said actuating
toggle to «ause sabl actuating toggle to he moved into

switch closing position in response to movement of said

operating toggle, and means for collapsing sai<l locking

toggle to move said actuating toggle free from said op-

•rating toggle Into switch opening position.

.'». An actuating mechanism for an electric switch com-
prising a common bearing, an operating lever pivotally
mounted upon said l>oarlng. an operating toggle for mov-
ing said operating lever In pivotal relation with said

lever, an actuating toggle pivotally mounted \ipon said

operating lever eccentric to said bearing, a collapsible

locking toggle when In locked position rigidly connecting
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Mid actuating toggle and said operating lever whereby a

movement of said operating toggle to switch cloalng posi-

tion moves said actuating toggle to switch closing posi-

tion, and means for collapsing said locking toggle whereby

said actuating toggle collapses without moving said op-

erating toggle from switch closing position.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.368. METAL BARREL.
N. Y. Filed Mar. 8- 191"-

220—1.)

John Jaszkul, Maspeth,
Serial No. 153.371. (CI.

1. In a metal l)arrel. an end closure lo< king ring hav

ing an external shoulder for forming Joint with the barreJ

bod.v and end closure, and outwardly extending spaced

flanges at the outer end of the ring adapte<l to be

crlmpeil down upon the Joint formed at the ring shoulder,

substantially as de8crlt>ed.

[Claims 2 to 4 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,369. BURNER.
Ohio. Filed July 1'

34— 18. J

.'VNPBBW J. Johnson, Cleveland.

1912. Serial No. 709.914. (CI.

burner, and a confining plate supported on the brackets

extending to a point coincident with the path of the paper

and prox4^ed with cut off portions to permit the expan-

sion of the (*onfinlng plate.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1. Burner mechanism for printing presses comprising a

burner supported at a point near the path of the paper in

Its delivery from the press, and means for confining the

heat from the flame of the burner against the under side

of the sheet.

2. Burner mechanism for printing presses comprising

a burner supported at a point near the path of the paper

In its delivery from the press, and a devl<e carrie<l by the

burner and extending to a point coincident with the path

of the pap«>r for confining the heat of the flame of the

burner against the under side of the sheet.

ti. Burner mechanism for printing presses comprising

a burner supporteil at a point near the path of the paper

in Its delivery from the press, and a conflning plate carried

by the burner and extending to a point coincident with

the path of the paper.

4. Burner mechanism for printing presses comprising

a burner supported at a point near the path of the paper

In its delivery from the press, brackets carried by the

burner, and a conflning plate supported on the brackets

and extending to a point coincident with the path of the

paper in Its delivery from the press and adapted to con-

fine the heat from the flame of the burner against the

under side of the sheet.

5. Burner mechanism for printing presses comprising

a burner supported at a point near the path of the paper

in its delivery from the press, brackets carried by the

1,231,370. TONE MODULATING DEVICE FOR TALK-
ING-MACHINES. Eldridge R. Johnso.v, Merlon, Pa„
assignor to Victor Talking Machine Company, a Cor-

poration of New Jersey. Filed Dec. 14. 1914. Serial

No. 877,049. (CI. 274—2.)

1. In a talking machine, the combination of a cabinet

having an opening, movable closures for said opening, a

sound conveyer having a passage, a sound amplifier i)etween

said sound <'onveyer and said opening, means movable

within said sound conveyer operative to restrict the area

of said passage, and means operative to control the posi-

tion of said closures and of said first mentioned means

from a point at a distance from said cabinet.

2. In a talking machine, the combination of a cabinet

having an opening, sound reproducing means, an amplifier

terminating adjacent said opening, sound conveying means
having an internal passage and connecting said sound re-

producing means and said amplifier, movable closures for

said opening, a plurality of means within said sound con-

veyer operative to restrict the area of said passage, means
operative to control the position of said closures from a

point removed from said cabinet, and means operative to

control said means within said sound conveyer from the

same point.

3. In a talking machine, the combination of a cabinet

having an openifig. sound reproducing means, a sound

amplifier, a sound conveyer having an internal passage

and connecting said sound amplifier and said sound re-

proiluclng means, a pair of movable doors for said open-

ing, a plurality of movalile shutters within said passage,

means operative to control the position of said doors from

a point removed from said cal)lnet. and means operative

I

to control the position of said shutters from the same
point.

4. In a talking machine, the combination of a cabinet

having an opening, soimci reproducing means, sound con-

veying nxans connecting said sound reproducing means
with an amplifier terminating adjacent said opening, a

pair of movable doors for said opening, means tending to

normally maintain saiil doors in open position, a plurality

of shutters within said sound conveying means, means op-

erative to normally maintain said sfcutters in open posi-

tion, and means operative to change the position of said

doors and of said shutters from a point removed from
said cabinet.

5. In a talking machine, the combination of a caliinet

having an opening, sound reproducing means, an ampli-

fier terminating adjacent said opening, a sound conveyer
connecting said amplifier and said sound reprodmtng
means, a pair of movable closures for said opening, a

plurality of shutters in said sound conveying means, mean-
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compriHlng a plurality of ftprlDg-actuatcd leren opcratire
to normally maintain said closures la open position,
m.'aus comprising spriDK-actuated levers optrttlve to nor-
iiiiilly nmlntain said shutters adjacent the wall ot uid
sound convpyer, and nifans operative to ctaango the posi-
tion of said closures and of said shutters from a point dls
tant from said cabinet.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed in the Gazette.]

I,:i31.371. DUST COLLECTOR. David R. Jo.nes. Red
WinK. Minn. Filed Apr. 14, 1917. Serial Xo. 1U::.014.
(CI. 18a—84.)

1. A dust collector comprlsln!,' a cylindrical member
having a p-ripheral intake and sleeve depending; centrally
within said member and projecting throujth the top of the
same and having open ends, an air trunk enclrclini: the
proJ.Mtini: en.l of said sleeve and crcentric with respect
thereto, and having a flange depending therein and sepa-
rated therefrom by a narrow annular gap. said trunk
havinK an exit passage jind decreasing in cross sectional
area from the entrance to said exit passage around the cir-
cumference of said sleeve, whereby there will be a sab-
stantlally uniform degree of suction at all points of said
gap.

1' A dust collector comprising a cylindrical niemt>er
havinii a p<Tlpheral intake and sleeve depending centrally
within said member and projecting through the top of thf
same and having open ends, an air trunk encircling the
projecting end of said sleeve and eci entrlc with respect
thereto, and having a flange depending therein and sepa-
rated therefrom ty a narrow annular gap, said trunk hav-
ing an exit passage and decreasing in cross sectional area
from the entranie to said e.xit passage around the rlrcum
ference of said sleeve. wh«rei)y there will be a substan-
tially uniform degree of suction at all points of said gap.
and said sleeve and flange being tlareil in opposite direc-
tions, for the purpose specified.

l.-':n..H72. DETACHABLE COFFEE POT HANDLE.
iB.v Jones. Pottatown. Pa. Filed l>ec. 8. 1916. Serial
No. «55.K-15. (CI. 53—3.>

.
In combination with a receptacle provided at its sides

with loops having recesses located at their upper edges
and a handle comprising a bracket having outsandlng
arms and provided with extremities adapte<l to pass
through the recesses and enter the loops whereby the end ^

portions of the arm may fit In the recesses of the loopn.
one of the extremities being provided with an opening
and one of the loops being provided with an aperture and
a spring pressed catch bolt sildably mountetl upon the
handle and adapted to enter the said aperture and the
opening whereby the handle is secured in poaltion with
relation to the receptacle.

1.231.373. DRAFT DEVICE. Olaf Jo.vaso.v. Milwau-
kee. Wis. Flle.1 .Tuly 3. 1915. Serial No. 87.881
,t'l. 11(>—19.)

U

—

-u

Z2 Z2
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2. A mannally propelled vehicle oomprlslnii; a wheele<l
frame Including a pivoted front axle structure, a drive
mechanism, a combined steering and drive lever, a univer-
sal joint connection between said lever and the front axle,
a detachable connection between said lever and the drive
mechanism and means for procuring an Interlocking rela
tlon of portions of the lever and front axle structure upon
detachment of the drive mechanism connection, whereby
to relieve strain from the universal Joint wh^n the lever
is used as a draft tongue.

3. A manually propelled vehicle comprising a wheeled
frame Including a front axle, a pivot shaft fixedly con-
nected with the front axle, spaced arms at the upp*T end
of said pivot shaft, a universal Joint block pivoted between
said arms, a combined drive and steering lever, spaced
arms at the lower end of the lever pivoted to the universal
Joint block, a drive mechanism, a detachable connection
between the lever and drive mechanism and the lever being
provided with a recess adapted to interlockingly receive
an arm of the pivot shaft.

4. A manually propelled vehicle comprising a pivoted
front axle, a drive mechanism, a combined steering and
drive lever connected with the pivoted front axle, a collar
longitudinally adjustable on the lever, a knuckle hav-
ing arms journaled on the lever at the sides of the
collar, and a link plvotally connected with the knuckle
and connected with the drive mechsanlsm.

5. A manually propelled vehicle comprising a pivoted
front axle, a drive mechanism, a combined steering and
drive lever connected with the pivoted front axle, a collar
longitudinally adjustable on the lever, a knuckle hav
ing arm.s Journaled on the lever at the sides of the
collar, a link plvotally connected with the knuckle and
connected with the drive mechanism, and projecting lugs
on the sleeve adapted to abut the knuckle to limit steering
movements of the lever.

[Claims 6 to 17 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231,378. VALVE FOR FLUSHING SYSTEMS. Harry
L. Kelly, Washington. I». C. Filed Sept. 27, 1916.
Serial No. 122.424. (CI. 137—69.)

1. In a flushing valve the combination of a casing having
a valve seat, a tubular member reciprocally uiount.-d In
the casing, a valve member, a stem on said valve member
having screw-threaded adjustment In the tubular uif-mber
and adapted to be adjusted by an Instrument Inserted In
the tubular member and a contact member closing the end
of said tube, substantially as set forth.

2. In a ftushltiff valve the combination of a casing having
a valve seat, a tubular member reciprocally moiint»il In
the casing, a valve member having a stem adjustably
mounted in the tubular member and adapted to be ad-
Justed by an instrument Inserted in the tubular member,
and a tensioning device engaging with the valve stem,
substantially as set forth.

3. In a flushing valve the combination of a casing having
a valve seat, a tubular member reciprocally mountefl in
the casing, a valve member having a stem adjustably
mounted in the tubular member, a plug secured to the

tubular member, and a tensioning member between said
plug and the valve stem, substantially as set forth.

4. In a flushing valve the combination of a casing having
a valve seat, a tubular member reciprocally mounted in
the casing, a valve member having a stem screw-threaded
in the tubular member, a plug secured to the tubular mem-
ber, and a valve tensioning spring Interposed between said
plug and the valve stem, substantially as set forth.

5. In a flushing valve the combination of a casing having
a valve seat, a tubular member reciprocally mounted in
the casing, a valve member, a stem on the valve member
constructe<l with a threade<l head portion adjustably
mounted in the tubular member, a plug screw-threaded in
the tubular member, and a valve tensioning spring Inter-
posed between said plug and the valve stem, substantially
as set forth.

[Claims 6 and 7 not printed In the Oaiette.]

1.231.379. SWIVEL ATTACHMENT PLUG.
LBB, Paaaalc, N. J. Filed July 27. 1916.
111.631. (01. 173—359.)

Otto Kess-
Serial No.

1. In a swivel attachment device, the lomblnatlon. with
an insulating plug, of an insulating wire sttachmeut mem-
ber and a conductive spindle forming a swiveling axis for
and penetrating and holding together the plug and said
member and affording one terminal of the device, means
on the plug, reaching between said plujf and member, to
afford the other terminal of said device, a wire binding
means on said member electrically attached to said spindle,
and another wire binding means Including an angular
conducting device also reaching between the member and
the plug and secured to the exterior of the said member
and a stud adapted to hold said conducting device against
lateral displacement, said conducting device being in elec-
trical connection with said terminal affording means on
the plu^.

2. In combination, an insulating plug and an insulating
wire attachment member having means to swivel-connect
them affording one terminal of the device, a wire-binding
device on the member electrically connected to said means,
another wire-binding device on the member having contact
means extending between the plug and said member, an-
other terminal on the plug, and a conductive device on the
plug electrically conneited to the second terminal and
having contact means between said plug and member, one
of said means having a circular series of Integral knobs
engaging the other.

3. In combination, an insulating plug and an insulating
wire atta< hmeiit member having means to swivel-connect
them affording one terminal of the device, a wire-binding
device on the member electrically connect»»«l to .said means,
another wire binding device on the member having contact
means extending between the plug and said member, an-
other terminal on the plug, and a conductive device on the
plug electrically connected to the second terminal and
having contact means between said plug and member, one
of said means having a circular series of knobs and the
other being a spring, and an annularly channeled con-
ductive disk arranged between said means.
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1,231,380. ELEVATOR ATTACHMENT FOR VEHICLES.

.loH.N F. Kis8,\.\E and Tiiom.\s J. Kissane, Detroit,

Mich. ; said .John F. Kissane assignor to said Thomas J.

Kissane. Filed Mar. :n. 1917. Serial No. l.>8,794. (CI.

214—1.)

1. In an elevator atUcliment for vehicles, a set of tubu

lar guides adapted for attachment to a vehicle, rods slid

able In said guides, a platform plvotally connected to the

lower ends of said rods, links connected to the ends of

said platform and having a sliding connection with said

fuldes. and cables attache<l to said platfoim. and extending

above said guides and adapted for raising said platform

and said rods.

(Claims 2 to ."5 not prlnte<l In the Gazette.]

1.231.381. ROTARY PUMP AND FAN FOR WATER
AND AIR AND OTHER FLUIDS. Chaules Fosteu

Kite and Matthew Henry Skblt. IX)ndon. England.

Filed Dec. 13. 1915. Serial N... 66.546. (CI. 26:i—200.

.

peller and form corresponding outlet aperture* between

said vanes.

4. In a rotary pump or fan the combination of an in-

closing casing provided with au axial intake and a pe-

ripheral outlet, and a rotary Impeller comprl.slng a plu-

rality of inclined vanes of equal size disposed cylindri

cally on a circular support mounted on a driving shaft, a

stlff<niuK' ring connected to the outer ends of said vanes

and forming the axial Inlet of said impeller, which vanes

are inclined inward from the periphery to the inner cir-

cumference of said ring with their adjacent ends in radial

line thereon so that they dip Iji the dlr<><tiou «>f rt>tatlon

of the impeller and form a series of inclined planes with

outlet apertures of corresponding radial depth between

their adjacent edges.
|

.'». In a rotary pump or tan the combination of 'a cylin-

drlial <aslng provided with an axial intake and a pe-

ripheral outlet, and a rotary Impeller comprising a plu-

r.llity of Inclined vanes of eiiual size and having a total

area eyual to that of the corresponding drum said vanes

being disposed cyltndrlcally on a circular support mount-

ed on a driving shaft, a stiffening ring connected to the

outer ends of said vanes and forming the axial inlet of

said impeller, which vanes are inclined Inward from the^

periphery to the inner circumference of said rin^'. with

their adjacent ends in radial line thereon, so as to form

.1 series of Inclined planes which dip in the direction of

rotation of the impeller and form outlet apertures of cor-

responding radial depth Let ween their adjacent edge*,

said cylindrical casing having a pair of Interchangeable

flanged covers one whereof forms said axial Intake. wWle

the other carries a bearing for ,said Impeller driving shaft

so that sai<l axial Intake can be arranged either on the

right or the left of said casing.

1. An impeller for rotary fans and pumps having an

axial Intake, comprisinc a perforated circular support

adapted for mounting on a driving shaft, and a plurality

of Inclined vanes of equal size disposed cyllndrically on

said support, with the adjacent edges of each pair of

vanes radially in line so that said vanes dip in the direc

tlon of rotation of the impeller, and form outlet apertures

between the adjacent ed-.'es of each p:ilr of said vanes.

2. An Impeller of the drum type for rotary pumps and

fans <omprlslng a plurality *of liiclined vanes of equal

size, the total area of which is equal to that of the cor-

responding dium of the same diameter, said vanes being

disposed cyllndrically on a perforated support, and In

(lined inward from its periphery so as to form a series of

inclined planes of small rndial depth that dip in the di-

rection of rotation of the Impeller, with oblique apertures

of corresponding depth between their adjacent edges, the

number of said vanes and radial apertures being Inversely

as their r.-quired radial depth.

8. An Impeller of the drum type for rotary pump.- and

fans comprising a plurality of inclined vanes of equal

size, the total area of which Is equal to that of the cor-

responding drum of the same diameter, which vanes are

disposed cyllndrically on a perforated support which is

furnished with a central support or hub, a stiffening ring

connected to the outer ends of said vanes and forming the

axial inlet of the impeller, which vanes are inclined In

ward from the periphery to the inner circumference of

said ring with their adjacent ends radially in line there-

on, so as to dip In the direction of rotation of said Im-

1,231,382. FELT WELT AND METHOD OF MAKING
SAME FOR GLOVES AND THE LIKE. Ix)ii8 Knee,

New York, N. Y. Filed Dec. 20, 1916. Serial No.

137,950. (CI. 242—159.)
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said diaphragm and against the outer face of which said
rtauge bears to hold said parts and diaphragm In perma-
nently assembled and Interlocking position, and a coTer
for Hald band nif-inber forming with said diaphragm a
«hamb«>r for a powdnr puff.

«c
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elements and the outer strips of each of the npokes, ring!)

secure*! to the rim and rigidly attached to the outer ends
of the spokes, one of said rings being mounted for circum-
ferential movement.

4. A spring whet'l comprising a rim, a hub and spokt-s

between the rim and hub, arms Journaied on the hub,
means for limiting the movement of said arms with re-

spect to the hub. slotted clips journaied upon the arms,
each of the mentioned spok - comprising an inner Hat
spring strip, and outer flat spring strips, the inner ends
of said strips being received in the slots of the dips, means
for rigidly securing the inner strips to the clips, means
for slldably associating the outer strips with the clips,

rings, secured to the rim and rigidly attached to the
outer ends of the spokes, one of said rings being mounted
for circumferential movement.

5. A spring whc^-l ( omprisins a rim. a hub and spokes
between the rim and hub, arms Journaied upon the hul>.

means for limiting the movement of the arms with respect
to the hub, slotted clips Journaied upon the arms, in-

urned lugs carried by the clips, said .•ipokes comprising
an inner spring strip and outer spring strips of less length
than the inner strips, the ends of said strips being re-

ceived in the slots of the clips, the ends of the outer
strips being slotted to receive the lugs of the clips, means
for rigidly securing the inner strips to the clips, rings se-

cured to the rim and rigidly attached to the outer ends of
the spokes, one of said rings l.elng mounted for circum-
ferential movement.

1.231.390. TRAP. C.4RL J.^mks L.antis. Chapman. Kans.
Filed Nov. 15. 1916. Serial No. 131.488. (CI. 43—21.)

^<^ ^^ a
A trap comprising a substantially U-shaped supporting

bracket, a transflxin;; member having guided movement
longitudinally of the said bracket, said member having
a central and lateral tines sjidable In the bracket, a
spring acting normally to fi>r.«. the transfixing member
longitudinally of the bracket, trigger mechanism for hold-
ing the transfixing member with the spring under tension,
said mechanism comprising an elbow lever having one
of Its arms pivoted to the bracket, a trip plate connected
with the other and arranged lieiow the bracket, said first

named arm of the elbow lever having a notch, a catch
pivoted to the bracket and engaging the notch, a rod
Journaied on the bracket and having an offset portion, the
central fine having a notch for engagement by the said
offset portion, and said rod having a lateral arm for
engaging the catch.

1,231..'?91. COMBINATION COAL AND GAS RANGE.
Ma.\ R. LtHMAN. Quincy, 111., assignor to Qulncy Pat-
tern Company. Quincy, 111., a Corporation of Illinois.

Piled Oct. 11. 191«. Serial No. 125.023. (CI. 126—36.)
1. A combine*! solid fuel and gas burning stove having

an oven therein, provided with the usual flues, said oven

having vents communicatini: with the top flue thereof,
burner chambers arrantied Itelow said oven and communi-
cating therewith along two of its sides and front thereof,
and a burner arranged within the front burner chaml>er
having branches extending Into side burner chambers,
said burner chambers having air inlets.

3. A stove having an oven providtnl with vents In the
top thereof, said oven being cut away along two of its side
edges and the front thereof, gratings arranged over said
cut away portions, burner chambers arrange<l under sanl
ctit away portions forming a substantially contintious
( hamber around the side edges aud front of said oven, an!
a substantially U shapetl burner arranced In said burner
chambers.

5. A comldned solid fuel and gas burning stove having
an oven therein surrounded by the usual flues, said oven
having vents communicating with the top flue of said
stove, a deflecting baflle arrange*! over said vents, a sub-
stantially U-shaped burner <haml>er forme<l l>eneath said
oven, and communi<-ating therewith along two of Its side
edges and the front thereof, said burner .hambers having
air inlets ami :i siihstantially U -hape.l burner detachably
mounted In .said U shaped burner chaml>er.

9. A comldned solid fuel and gas burning stove having
an oven therein surrounded by the usual flues, said stove
having a substantially U-shape*! burner chamt>er arranged
beneath the oven and i-ommunicatinir therewith, and a
detachable sul)stantiallv U sbape<i burner arranged within
said burner chamber.

10. A combined solid fuel and gas burning stove having
an oven therein surroundtil by thf usual flues, said stove
having a substantially U shaped burner chamber ar
ranged beneath the oven and communicating directly
therewith at the lower corners thereof, a detachably
substantially U shaped l>urner arrangt-d within said
burner chamber and removable gratings arranged over said
burner chamber.

[Claims 2. 4. and 6 to 8 not printed in the Oatette.]

1,231,392. RAIL -CONNECTING DEVICE Charles
Lb.n-ardiC, Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Feb. 26. 1917. Serial
No. 151.084. (CI. 239—11.)

M J/

/J

i — - - _ll I
^

I ,__ .

y/ lU n
1. A connector for rail** i-omprlsing two plnti' member^

oppositely positioneti in contact with the opposite fac^
of abutting rails, arms carried by each of said members
adapted for proJe<-tIng through the adjacent rails and the
adjacently positioned ( o<'>perating plat»'. removable lock-

ing pins carrietl l)y the said arms and retaining levers
pivoted to the siild pins having frictional retaining engage-
ment with the face of the adjacent plate.

2. A device of the class descriln-d •omprislng in i-oiii-

binatlon with railway rails adapted for end abiument
and having equally space*] apart slots through the webc
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thereof, securing plates adapted for engagement with the

said rails upon the opposite sides thereof arranged with

Blots in alinement with the said wel) slots. perpendi<ularly

projecting arms carried by the .said plates spaced apart

a distance equal to the distance between all of the said

slots and adapted to project through the alining pairs of

Blots of the rail webs and plates, headed pins adapted for

locking insertion through the said arms, and pivoted re-

taining levers upon the unbended ends of said pins having

serrated heels adapted for frictional contact with the

adjacent plate when the device is operatively arranged.

1.231.393. WIRE WHEEL CARRIER FOR AUTOMO-
BILES. Frrd Gardner Liady. Fullerton. Cal. Filed

Mar 8 1917. Serial No. 153,324. (CI. 224—29.)

the core concentrically spaced In the shell to form an

annular air space therein, the ends of the core lying In-

wardly of the ends of the shell and closures for both ends

of the core.

1,231.395 VEGETABLE OR FRIIT CUTTER. Jacob

S. LOCKBRBY, Hoqulam, Wash. Filed July 8. 1916. Se-

rial No. 10S.154. (CI. 146—7.)

8 T

" V mounting bracket adapted to be secured to an

automobile, a flange se<ured to the bracket and adapted

to fit within the sand rim of a wheel hub. a frusto-conlcal

portion extending from the flange and adapted to fit In

the Inner end of the whe.l hub. a straight portion ex-

tending from the frusto conical portion and having a

screw threaded eml. a sb eve fitting upon the straight

portion ami having a tap*rcd end adapted to fit in the

outer end of the wheel hub. and a nut s<rew s.'at*Hl upon

th- threails to tighten the sleeve on the hub and hold

the wheel rigid : there l>eing a second fruato conical por-

tion upon the sleeve adapted to fit in the Inner end of a

wheel hub and there being a second tap. red portion upon

the nut to fit In the outer end of the second hub. so as

to hold the two wheels spaced apart, rigid, and Inde-

pendent. '^

[Claim 1 not |>rint<<i lii the Oar.ette.l

1,281.394. OIL STOVE BURNER. Wai-tkb C. Linde

MA.VN. Milwaukee. Wis., assignor to A. J. Lindemann &

Hoverson Co.. Milwaukee. Wis Filed Sept. 21. 1914.

SerUl No. 862.707. (CL 168—SB.)

1. A device of the character described including a cas-

ing, resilient arms fixed at diametri<ally opposite polntb

to one end of the casing and projecting longitudinally

therefrom a handle member detachably mounted In said

arms and having a stem projecting axlally into one end

of the casing, a plunger longitudinally movable In said

casing, and a spring surrounding said stem and bearing

upon the plunger and normally holding the same yield-

ingly ip the opposite end of the casint;.

2. The combination with a cyiinddrical cutting mem-

i>er, and a spring-pressed plunger operating therein, of

resilient arms fixed to one end of the cutting member at

diametrically opposite points and projecting longitudi-

nally therefrom, and a detachable handle arranged be-

tween said arms and having terminal means for co-act-

ing engagement therewith, whereby the handle is held

against rotation, said handle constituting a >>earlng for

one end of the plunger spring.

.T The combination with a cylindrical cutting member,

and a spring-pressed plunger operating therein, of dla-

nutrlcally opposed resilient arms fixed to one end of

the casing and projecting longitudinally therefrom, each

of <aid arms being provided adjacent its free end with an

opening, a hand grip provided with terminal means for

.nuagemeut in the openings of the n-spective arms, said

hand grip being removably held by the resilient pressure

of the opposed arms against the ends thereof, and a stem

centrally fixed to the hand grip and projecting Intt) the

opposed end of the cutting member to provide a guide

for the plunger spring.

In an *-ll stove ln«lu*Ilng an op«-u end wl«-k shell and

a drum 01. the shell, the combination of a cylindrical core

disposed In the shell, wings struck outwardly from the

peripheral wall of the core forming consequent openings

therein and secured to tha wick shell whereby to hold

1.231.396 MACHINE l-'OR mVIDIN(; AND MEASUR-
ING 1K»U*:II. David McErlane. Springburn, Glasgow,

Scotland. Filed Aug. 1. 1916. Serial No. 112,566.

(CI 107—15.)
1. In a ma<'hlne for dividing and measuring dough, a

horizontally reciprocating table having a measuring cav-

ity in its upper fare, a vertically re<-lprocatlng ejecting

pluug.r working in said cavity, a hopper arranged above

th<' reciprocating table, a vertically arranged cylinder

with the lower portion of which the hopper communl-

.'ates. a reciprocating piston in the cylinder, a roller at

the lower end of the plung«r. a race for the roller in two

parts, one fl.ved but adjustable as to height to determine

the depth of the measuring cavity in the tal>ie and the

other moving vertically to actuate the plunger, and means

to >ever the piece of dougfr-pr<'R''<'<l l°to the cavity and to

finally remove that piece of dough. sut)stantlally as de-

sfribed.

2. In a machine for dividing and measuring dough, a

horizontally reciprocating talde having a measuring cav-

ity in its upper fa<'e. a vertically reciprocating ejectlnsr

plunger w<»rklng in said cavity, a hopper arranged above

the le.iprocating table, a vertically arranged cylinder
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with the lower portion of which the hopper communi
c«tet«. a reolproratlng piston in the ojllinlfr. a rolltr nt
the lower end of the plunder, a flr^t motion shaft, h

crank pin disk on the shaft, link and lev«r connection^
between the piston and the crank pin. a presmire-deter-
minlng device In connettion with the crank pin. and a
connecting rod between the crank pin and the table.

3. In .1 machine for dlvidiiii: and lut-asurinji; dough, n
horizontally reciprocating table having a measuring cav-
ity In iti* upper face, a vertically reciprocating ejecting
plunger working In said cavity, a hopper arranged above
the rfclpi oca ting table, a vertically .arranged cyllniler
with the lower portion of whirh the hopp»>r roniinnnl-
cat.'s. a reciprocating piston in th.- cylinder, a roller at
the lower enl of the plunger, a first motion shaft, a
crank pin disk on the shaft, link and lever connections
between the piston and the crank pin. a cylinder carried
by the lever operating the piston, a >prlng and a block
adjustable In the cylinder, as descrlbe<l.

4. In a machine for dividing and measuring dough, a
horizontally reciprocating table having a measuring .av
Ity In its upper fare, a vertically reciprocating ejecting
plunger working In said cavity, a hopp..r arranged above
the reciprocating table, a vertically arranged rylinder
with the lower portion of which the hopper communi
cates. a re.iprocating piston in the cylinder, a roller at
the lower end of the plunger, a Mock In two parts form-
ing a race for the roller, a rod carrying one part of the
block, a spring on the rod, a collar on the rod and a
fixed bracket between which the spring acts, a rocking
lever acting on the ro.l. a cam on a first motion ^haft
actuating the rocking lever, a screwed spindle carrying
the se.ond part of the block, and means for raising and
lowering the screwed spindle, as described.

1.2.''.1.39T. VEHICLE WllKKL TIKE. ToM S. McGeuek,
Lockney. Tex, Fllwl Jan. 27. 1917. Serial No 144 SO.'.

(CT. 152—8.)

a £

J s

1. A vehicle wheel tire. <omprlsing a sheet metal re-
silient supporting member, and a tread member partially
embracing said supporting member, the tread member
having its marginal portions curved In cross section so as
to ride against correspondingly curved portions of the
supporting member, and tbe supporting member having
lt« marginal portions curv*'*! In such manner as to ride
agrlnst correspondingly < urved portions of the tread
meniJter.

2. A vehicle wheel tlr.-. comprising a sheet metal re-
silient supporting memb-T. and a tread member partially
embr-acing said supi^rting member, the tread member
having Its marginal portions curved In cross section so
as to ride against corresp<»ndlngly curved portions of the
supporting meniLor. the sujiportlng member having its
marginal portions «Hrv^l in such manner as to ride
against correspondingly curve<l portions of the tread mem-
ber, and means for tensioning the marginal portions of
said supporting m<-ml>er.

3. A vehicle wheel tire, comprising a sheet metal re-
silient supporting memb«r. and a tread member |iartlally
embracing said supporting member, the tread member
having its marginal portions curved In cross section so as
to rld«- against correspondingly curved portions of the
supporting member, the supporting member having Its
marginal portions < urvtnl In such manner as to ride
against correspomllngly curved portions of the tread
member, iiml means for tensioning the marginal portions
of said supporting member, said tensioning means com-
l>rlslng an annular series of spreading memlM>rs having
divergent marginal portions which bear against the inner
surfaces of the marginal portions of the supporting
memlx-r.

4. A vehicle wheel tire, comprising a sheet metal re-

silient »Mpp<»rtlng member, and a tread member partially
embracing sj|id supporting member, the tread member
having its marginal portions curved In cross se.tlon so as
to ride against correspondingly curv^-d portions of the
supporting member, the supporting member having its

marginal portions curved in such manner as to ride
against correspondingly curve<l portions of the tread
member, means for tensionlne the marginal portions of
said supporting member, said tensioning means compris-
ing an annular series of sprea<ling members having di-

vergent marginal portions which bear against the inner
surfaces of the marginal portions of the supporting mem-
ber, and means for adjusting said spreading members so
as to resist to a greater or less ilegrec the resilient action
of the marginal portions of the supporting member.

1.2.'<l.n9S. HARROW. .loiix V. M. Intyre. Sagerton.
Tex. Filed .July 22. 1910. Serial No. 110.731. (CI.

97—44.1

/' '•

1. The combination with an ordinary cultivator Inrlud-
Ing a supporting structure, supporting wheels, a plvotally
mounted standard and a lever for moving said standard
Into and out of operative position, of a harrow structure
including a pair <.f harrow tooth carrying bars having
their rear ends plvotally connected, a bracing bar ad-
ju-tably connected to said harrow tooth carrying bar*, a
standard conne.ted to said bracing bar and detaihably
conne< teil to the lultlvator standard for connecting the
barrciw to the cultivator standard, said harrow tooth
carrying bars having their rear ends converging and be-
ing positioned one upon each side of one wheel of the
cultivator.

•J. The K.mbination with an ordinary cultivator In-
cluding a supporting structure, supporting wheels, a
plvotally mounted standard and a lever for moving said
standard Into or out of operative position, of a harrow
structure, said harrow structure Including a pair of har-
row tooth carrying bars, the rear ends of said harrow
tooth carrying bars converging and being ptvotally con-
ne«ted. harrow teeth carried by said bars, reach bars
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plvotally connecti-d to the front ends of said harrow
tooth carrying Mrs. and a riMl <onnected to the forward
ends of said rea«h bars and to the supporting frame of

said cnltivator and a standard >*<mnecte«l to the rear ends

of said harrow tooth carrying bars and to said cultivator

standard.
.S. The combination with an ordinary cultivator inclad-

Ing a standard and a supporting frame, of a harrow struc-

ture Including 11 pair of harrow tooth carrying bars, the

rear ends of said harrow tooth carrying bars being con

rerglng. a harrow tooth exten«llng through the converg

Ing ends of said Imrs for plvotally conne< ting them, n

pair of reach bars plvotally <onne<M«-d to the forward

ends of said harrow tooth arrying l>ars and forming with

th»' bars a diamond shaped frame, a rod connected to the

forward en<l of said frame and to the supporting struc-

ture of the cultivator for permitting of a limited lateral

movement of tbe forward end of the frame, and a stand

ard connected to said harrow tooth carrying Iwrs and

tbe cultivator standard.

1.2S1.399. IIALL-€<K'K. James H. McP.ikTLAXU. Iloul-

ton. Me. Filed June 9. 1»16. Serial No. 102.783. (CI.

187—104.)

1. A ball cock comprising a valve casing having k valve

chamber, an Inlet and an internal valve seat, a slidable

piston valve operating within said valve casing and mov-
able toward and away from said valve seat, and a cir-

cular outlet connection having a single discharge outlet

and Intersecting the valve chamber at opposite sides of

tbe latter and In a plane at a right angle to the path of

movement of the valve.

2. The combination of a valve casing, a valve seat

therein, a water inlet neck extending from said casing, a

reclprocatory valve movable toward and away from said

seat, guide arms extending horizontally from said casing

and having horizontally elongated slots therein, a cross

hea<l having trunnions slidable In said slots, a valve stem

having a threaded connection with and passing through
aid cross bead, a float operated lever, and links connect-

ing the latter to said trunnions.

1,231. 4(X1. CANDY-DISl'EXSER. Jamks H. M.\rKAi.i..

Cleveland, Ohio. Filed Sept.- 25, 1915. Serial No.

62.657. (CI. 221—19.)

J -

'6

A dispenser comprising a stand and a container, a sleeve

mounted thereon, and adapted to receive the neck of said

container, said sleeve being provided with a slot located
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between Its ends, a rfKl passing through the slot, a valve

mounted on the rml and adapted to close the passage way
through the sle«'ve. an arm plvotally mountwl on the
stand and plvotally connected with the rfsl. and a spring

interposed Iwtween the ro«l and arm and adapte<i to

maintain the rod toward tbe upper edge of tbe slot.

1.231.401. MACHINE FOR PLUCKING THE FEATH-
ERS nF ItlRlts. UeoinaU) (;b<«ue Mac-i>her84in.

Leeds. England. Filed Sept. 26. 1916. Serial No.

122,287. (CI. 17—80.)

1. In a machine /or plu< king the feathers from birds.

the combination with suitable framework and operating
mechanism a tray carried by said framework having an
open base to exjn.se parts of the bodies of birds placed
therein, means for automatically traversing said tray
liackward and forward on said framework and for chang-
ing the position of the birds In said tray, a plucking de-
vice adapted to pluck the feathers of the birds exposed
through the open base of said tray and means for remov-
ing and securing the feathers so plucked.

2. In a machine for plucking the feathers from birds,

the combination of a framework, a tray carried liy said
framework said tray having Inclined sides an<l an open
l)ase. revoluble rollers located at the sides of said tray,

endless bands passing over said rollers against which
bands th<' bodies of the birds rest, means for traversing
said tray backward and forward on said framework and
giving motion to said bands at the end of each traverse
of said tray to change the position of the birds in said
tray, a plucking device adapted to pluck the feathers
from the various portions of the birds as automatleally
e.\pu9ed thereto througli the base of said tray and meant
for carrying away and securing the feathers ao plucked.

3. In a machine for plucking the feathers from birds,

the. combination with suitable framework and operating
mechanism, a tray adapted to automatically expose differ-

ent portions of the birds therein to plucking, a plucking
device comprising a pivoted tubular part, gripping raem-
L>ers within said tubular part, uieans for automatically
rocking said tubular part to and away from tbe exposed
portions of the bird.^ means for automati<«lly opening
said gripping members upon approaching the lilrds dosing
said gripping members when nearest the Idrds and for re-

upeuiug same after withdrawal from the birds, together
with pneumatic means for drawing the feathers into said
tubular part Itetween the said gripping meml^ers and for
carrying away the plucked feathers.

4. In a machine for plucking the feathers from birds,

the combination of means for supporting the birds, a
plu< king device comprising a tubular member open at its

upper end. means for plvotally supporting said tubular
member, a gripping Jaw pivoted to said tubular member
adapter! to coact with an upper edge thereof, an air suc-

tion device adapted to draw the feathers to be plucked
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Into thf oiM'U mouth <>f salt! tul)ular ninnilxT. means for

<'oiimiunii-atini; a rocking uiotion to said tul>ular meml>«r
ailapt**'! to bring the mouth of sntiie to and away from the
Ixxlies of thf birds, uit-aus for auloinatieally opeiiint; and
cloKlng sal'l gripping parts by means of said pivoted grip

ping Jaw at proper times to permit the feathers 9u<ke<l

into said tabular part betwi-en said gripping parts to be

seize«l thereby, held during the with<lrawHl thereof ami
subsequently release<l. together with suitable means for

removing an<l securing the piuckeil feathers.

5. A machine for phuking the featbern of birds : com-
prising in combination a framework, a tray carried by

said framework, said tray having an open l>ase to expose
the lower part of the bodies of the lilrds piac »»<l therein,

means for traversing said tray l)ackward and forward on
said framework, a plucking device carrieil by sjiid frame-

work and located beneath the open base of said tray, said

plucking device comprising two opposed pivoted gripping
members, means for rocking said gripping members up-

ward and opening same to receive the feathers to be

plu(ke<l. for closing said gripping niemt)ers to grip said

feathers and for lowering said gripping members to pluck
said feathers, and an air suction fan to suck air through
said gripping members to draw the feathers to be plucked
into the grip of same and when plucked to carry away
>aid feathers.

[Claims and 7 not printe<l in the "Jazette.]

1.J31.402. STERILIZER. I'HiLip Maicamp. New Or-

leans, lA. Filed July 13. Iftl.'.. Serial No. W.708.
(CI. 236—7.)

« JW

1. A sterilizer, comprising in combination with the oil

heater, having a central draft tut>e and a wick encircling

the tube, a damper mounted to move vertically toward
and from the burning en<i of the wick for extlnguisbing
the same, a lever pivoted to the heater and having its

Inner end c<^)nnected with the damper to raise and lower

the damper when the outer end of the lever Is swung in

opposite directions, a weight on the outer end of the lever,

a container for containing the material to be sterlliied

arranged above the heater, a cover resting loosely in the

container and adapted to be disturbetl by the boiling milk,

a lever mounte«l to rock near one end at one side of the

container and resting near the other end on the container

and extending beyond the container at both ends of the

lever, a weight adjustable on that end of the lever remote
from the weight of the flrst-named lever., a rod threaded

through the other end of the last-named lever and having
.1 hook at Its lower end. a sectional rod, a connection be-

tween the sections for moving them from and toward each

other, the upper en<l of the ro<l being connected with the

hook of the threaded rod and the lower end resting on the

weight of the flrst-named lever, a rod passing loosely

through the lever at the end adjacent to the sectional ro<l

and resting at Its lower end on the cover, said < ov»t hav-
ing a weight at the opposite side from the rod. a washer
threaded on to the rod al>ove the l«-ver. a ball wilgbt rest-

ing on the lever at the washer, the lever having a recess
for the weight and the washer extending beneath the
weight when It Is In the recess, said weight being adapt-
ed to be dislodged l)y the movement of the cover, and bal-

ancing the damper to hold the outer end *»f the tlrst-

uanieil lever d«'pressed.

L'. A sterilizi-r. comprising a lontaiuer for containing
the material to l>e sterilized, a cover within the container
and resting loosely on the container and adapted to be
moveil by the Itolilng of the material to be sterilized, k
lever supported diametrically of the container above th«
cover, a weight adjustable on one end of the lever, a rod
depending from the other end. a tbreadtnl rod paosinf
li>osely through the lever at the side of the lontainer
adjacent to the de|M>uding rmi and renting loosely ou the
i-over. a weight ou the lever adjacent to the rod. a washer
adjustable on the rod and adapted to dislodge the weight
when the cover Is moved by the boiling material, a
heater for heating the material In Uie container, said
heater having a wick, a damper mounted to move toward
and from the wick for extinguishing the tiame. a lever
plvotetl Intermediate its ends, a rod connected with the
damper ami resting on the Inner end of the lever, the de-

pending rod of the tlrst named lever resting upon the
outer end of the last nameil lever, the dislodgeable weight
being arranged to balance the parts and to hold the

damper elevated.

3. A sterilizer, comprising a container for the material
to t)e sterilized, a cover resting loosely on the <-<intainer

and adapted to be mov(>d by the t>olling of the material to

be sterilized, a lever supported by the container above the

cover, a ro<i <lepending from one end of the lever, a rod
connected with the lever adjacent to the depending ro<l

and adjustable with respect thereto and resting loosely

on the cover, a weight on the lever adjacent to the rod.

a washer adjustalde ou the rod and engaging l>eneath the

weight for dlslo<lging the weight when the cover Is moved
l»y the material to be sterilizt-d. a heat«'r for the con-

tainer, an extinguisher for the heater, a lever pivoted in-

termediate its ends, a rod connected with the extinguisher
and restting on the Inner enil of the lever, the ib-pinding

rod of the first named lever resting upon the o\iter end

of the iasi-nanuHl lever, and the dislo^lglng weight l>elng

arranged to balance the parts and to hold th • extin-

guisher elevated.

1,231,403. .^WITCM-OPERATIN*. DEVICE.
MALI.ORV. New «;eneva. Pa. File<l Oct.

Serial No. 126,766. (CI. 74—8t>.)

.lEHMK M.
2M. 1916.

1. An operating device for the Ignition switrhea of

the internal combustion engines of motor vehicles, com-
prising a rod extending longitudinally of the steering col-

umn and having the upper end >>ent at right anglea to

itself and then bent upon itself to form a handle for

the rod and to engage the toothed sector on the steering

column whereby the rwl may be held against accdental

movement, and a connection between the lower end of

•aid rod and switch key.

[Clalin 2 not prlnte<l In the Cazette.]

1.231,405. RAlLRUAD-CROSSlNti. (jBOinii: C. Meluosk,

Los Angeles, t'al.. assignor of twenty one-hundredt]i8 to

Karl H. Stewart and ten one-lfuntlretlths to llernuin W.
Melrose. Los Augeles, <al. File<J Feb. 24, 1»10. Serial

No. 80.165, (CI. 104—116.)

1.231.404. LAMP-HEATER. Edwi.n JOSEPH 'Markham.
Watrous. Saskatchewan. Canada. Filed Apr. 25. 1!»16. 1

S. rial No. 93,628. (CI. 126—248.)

1. .\ iH'iip beater comprising a hollow support remov-
ably supportiHi by the lamp and disposed over the burner
thereof, a platform provided at the upper ••mi of the sap
port, a heater body having a Itase tiange thereon adapted
to l>e removably disposed on the platform and having
communication with the hollow portion of the support

whereby heat Is conveyed from the lamp to the heater

body.

2. A lamp heater comprising a hollow mipport remov
ably supporte<l l>y the lamp and disposed over the burner
thereof, a platform i-arrb-d by the upper end of the sup-

port, a h«'ater lM>dy having a base flange proJ«'<-tlng there-

from and adapted to rest on the platform, said heater

>K>dy having communication with the hollow support

whereby heat is conveyed from the burner to the heater
IhkI.v. and means for removably securing the base tiange

to the platform.

3. .V lamp iH-ater comprising an outer metallic drum,
an inn<>r metallic drum of lesser diameter c«incentrically

mounted within said outer drum, said outer drum pro
vlde<l with a plurality of apertures for the escape of the

protlucts of comluistion. a circular liase formed integrally

with salil outer drum having a central aperture comuuini
eating with the Interior of said outer drum, a circular

platform adapted to receive said circular base of the

outer drum, hooks pivotally connectetl adjacent the pe

rlphery of said circular bas«' adapttn] to be swung down-
wardly Into engagement with the circular platform ±0
releasahly sectire the heater to said platform, and ffae-
petiding annular tiange formed Integrally with said plat

form to engage the burner of the lamp, said platform
adapted to receive a cooking utensil when the beater is

removed therefrom.

4. .\ device of the character described comprising. In

combination, a lamp having an annular shoulder adjacent

the burner thereof, a support having a platform having
a central opening therein and a depending annular flange

projecting from the edges of said opening, said flange

being itdapted to fit around the burner of the lamp to rest

upon said shoulder, an upstanding annular flange pro-

Tide<I on the outer edge of said platform, a drum having
a circular liase portion formed on one side thereof and
adapted to rest upon said platform to fit the Inner face of

said upstanding flange, said base portion having a cen-

tral opening therein communicating with the Interior of

the drum and adapter! to register with the «-entraI open-

ing In said platform, a hollow Inner drum of a less diam
eter than said first drtim and disposed within the latter.

and means for holding said inner drum in space<I rela-

tion relative to the walls of said first drum.

1. .\ railway crossing compiisiug the (onddnation with
a pair of intersecting tracks, two pairs of split rails inter-
posed between the lnterse<tiug tracks so as to form con-
tinuations of each track across the intersection, a bar fixed
to the companion sections of each pair of said split rails,

means a< ting upon said l)ars for uorinaliy maintaining
said split rails in extended position so that their ends abut
against the ends of the rails of which said split rails form
continuations. sai<i bars extending outwardly from said
split rails In the path of the (ar wheel fianges so as to be
engaged by the wheel flanges when traveling over the
rails of one track to move the sections of the split rails
together and their ends away from said track so that said
car wh«>els may trav»'l over the crossing without obstruc-
tion, and means for locking the said split rails in extended
position when the car wheels travel over them.

2. A railway crossing comprising the combination with
a pair of Intersecting tracks, two pairs of split rails inter-
posed l>etween the intersecting tracks so as to form con-
tinuations of each track across the intersection, a bar fixed
lo the companion sections of each pair of said split rails.
means acting upon said bars for normally maintaining
said split rails In extended position so that their ends abut
against the ends of the rails of which said split rails form
continuations, said bars extending outwardly from said
spilt rails In the path of the car wheel flanges so as to t>e

engaged by the wheel flanges when traveling over the
rails of one track to move the sections of the split rails
together and their ends away from said track so that said
car wheels may travel over the crossing without obstruc-
tion, and means for locking the split rails in extended
position with their ends against the rails of the track of
which they form a continuation, while the car wheela
travel over said split rails.

3. A railway crossing comprising the combination with
a pair of Intersecting tracks, two pairs of split rails inter-
posed between the intersecting tracks so as to form con-
tlnuatbms of ea<h track across the intersection, a bar fixed
to the companion sections of each pair of said split rails,

means acting upon said bars for normally maintaining
said split rails In extemled position so that their ends abut
against the ends of the rails of which said split rails form
continuations, said bars extending outwardly from said
split rails In the path of the car wheel flanges so as to be
engaged by the wheel flanges when traveling over the
rails of one track to move the sections of the split ralla
together and their ends away from said track so that said
car wheels may travel over the crossing without obstruc-
tion, and lugs on said bars adapted to engage each other
to lock the split rails in extended position with their
ends against the ends of the rails of the track of which
they form continuations, while the car wheels travel over
the split rails.

4. A railway crossing, comprising the combination with
a pair of Intersecting tracks, of transver»^ely slldable bars
extending parallel with the Jnner faces of the rails of the
track having slldably engaging notched portions at their
intersections, yieldable means for maintaining said bars
against the track rails, and diagonally divided rail sections
carried by said bars forming continuations of the railwav
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rail!" across th»- jraps bptwefn th»-lr points of liit»Ts«irl«n.

and means for lorking th»» s«i<l split rails in fxtfnitt'«l posi-
tion when the car wheels trarel over Them.

5. In a railway crosslnp. th«« ronihination with a pair of
Intersecting traclis. of laterally sli<labU- Iwrs ext«-nding
alongside the Inner faces of the rails of said tracljs. split

rail sections carried by said bars forming continuations of
the rails of the track, yieldabic uifans for normally main
tainin^ the bars against th<> rails, and m<ans on said bars
for locking the split rail s»'<tiouf« in extended position with
their ends against the ends of the raiU of the track of
which they form contlniiatious. while the j-ar wheels travel
over said split rail sections.

1.231.406. GUARD FOR STEEL TRAPS. Freperick R.
MERitiTT, Redding, <"al. Filed E>ec. 14. 19ir,. Serial
No. 136.919. (CI. 43—23.)

''r ^ .^

1. The combination with an ordinary steel trap Includ-

ing a trip pan, of a yieldable guard positioned beneath said

pan for preventing the accumulatl»>n f>f foreign material

beneath the pan.

3. The combination with an ordinary steel trap includ-

ing a trip pan, of a substantially cylindrical yieldable

guard positioned beneath said trip pan for preventing the

accumulation of foreign material beneath the pan. said

guard composed of an upper plate, a lower plate, a spring

attached to said plates for holding them in spa<ed relation

to each other, a fabric coating mounted about -said plates

and extending from the edge of one plate to the nlge of the

other plate for preventing foreign material entering be

tween the plates, said bottom plate being provld)-d with an
opening for receiving a bolt carried by the steel trap for

preventing accidental displacement of the guard when posi-

tioned beneath the trip pan of the trap.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,4(»7. TOOL. Wn.M.\.M L. Mru.ioRN, El Paso. Tex.

Filed Jan. 5, 1917. Serial No. 140.813. (CI. 140—53.)

::r^3[^^^^-

1. In a combination tool, substantially as herein de-

9crlbe«l, two pivoted members, one in< hiding a hollow

handle, of a spool having wire woiiud therearoun«l. a holder

member for the spool receive«l within and closing the f>uter

end of the hollow handle, guide mi>ans for the wire, means
for preventing the movement of the wire in one <llrectioo.

and brake means for the spool.

4. A tool of the class described int hiding a bend and
handle, a spool having wire wound ther^-on Journaled in

bearings at the end of the handle, brake means arrange*!

upon the handle and adapted to engage with the spool to

rejfulate the rotary movement of the spo.d. a roller Jour

naled npon the head adapted to receive the end of the

wire str«n«l upon the spool, a dog pivoted to the head op-

posite and to one side of the roller, said dog ba\iiig one

of Its ends formed with teeth deslgne«l to engage with the

wire to force the same against the roller, said dog having

Its Uxly slotted, a stud upon the head passing through the

slot to limit the swinging movement of the dog in the
direction of the roller, and a spring member also within

i the slot and exerting a tension i>etween one of the end
walls of the slot and said stud for moving the dog to bring

1
the toofheil portion thereof in the direction of the roller.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.2.H1.4<»s. TRACTOR. Fra.vk .1. Miner, I»etrolt, Mich.
Filed May 13, 1916. Serial No. 97.2.".3. (CI. 21—114.)

1. A b«>ar{ng whwl for vehicles <-oiiiprising a side plate,
a track plate se<ure<l thereto, a cover plate secured on
the track plate, oppositely dlspose<l segments having re-
cesse<l end portions pivoted together in overlapping rela-
tion to form an endless link tread niemlH-r encircling the
track plate betwe«'n the side and cover plates, spacing
wheels mounted between the overlapping portions of th*
segments at the pivotal points thereof in rolling contact
with the umrgin of the track plate, and a dust guard on
each segment tilling the interval between the overlapping
(Hintlnguous pairs of segments.

2. A hearing wheel for vehicles comprising a side plate,
a track plate secured thereto, oppositely dlsposeil segments
having reiesse«l end portions pivote^l together In overlap-
ping relation to form an endless link tread member
enclnllng the track plate f>etween the side and <over
plate, spacing wheels mounted l»-tween the overlapping
portions of the segments at the pivotal ptdnts thereof In
rolling contact with the margin of the track plate, and a
dust gtiard on each segment filling the Interval between
the overlapping contiguous pair of .segments.

3. A b«-arlng wheel for vehicles comprising a side plate,
a track plate securetl thereto, oppositely disposed segments
having reces.sed end portions. pivote<l together In overlap-
ping relation to form an eniliess linked tread meml>er
en< irrling said track plate, spacing whe^-ls having flanged
peripheries engaging the cfirrespondingly facwl periphery
of the track plate mounte<l In the rec«»sses of the segments
at the pivotal points thereof in rolling contact with the
track plate, and a dust guard on each segment filling the
interval l>etween the overUipping lontlguous pairs of seg-

ments.
4. .\ b«'arlnir wheel for vehicles coniprising a side plate,

a track plate secured thereto, oppositely dlsposefl seg-

ments having reces«e«l portions, and pivoted together In

overlapping relation to form an endless link tread member
enclrillng said track plate, spacing wheels house<l in the
recessed portions of the segments and Journale<l at the
pivotal points thereof In rolling ionta< t with the track
plate, the wheel and track i-ontactlng portions being cor-

respon llngly faced to prevent lateral displacement, and
a dust guani on (>ach segment filling the interval between
the overlapplntr contiguous pairs of segments.

."S. A b«>arlng wheel for vehicles, lomprislng a side plate,

a track plate secureil thereto, oppositely rilsposed segments
having recessed end portions, pivoted together In over-
lapping relation to form an endless link tread member en-
circling said track plate, iqiaclng whe«ds In the recesses of
the segments at the pivotal points thereof In rolling con-
tact with the track plate ra<'k llnk^ artlctilating on the
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pivotal connections of the segments, and a driving gear In 1.231.410, PROCESS OF REPLACEMENT. Guoaon

luesh with the rack links rotatably mounted In the plates Momrc. .loplin. Mo. Filed 0< t. 19, 1914. Serial No.

in substantially conciwtrlc relation with the link tread

meml>er.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printeil In the Gazette.]

1.2.S1.409. REPL.\CL\<; AN1> THICKEMN*; APPARA
TCS, Oe.>k«;e MtM.RE. .loplin. Mo. Filed <»ct. l'.». 11M4.

Serial No. 8r.7.43f*. (CI, 23—31.1

H67.439.

1. In an apparatus for treating slimes, the conibiua-

tlon with a -ontainer. of superiniposeil disks of suUstan

tlally uniform size arrang«H| therein to form a column

disposed in such relation to the container as to provide

a i)assagew:i> for the disient of settbnl solids, and means

for moving >oliris settled on the disks into said passag"

way, the disk* being arranged in clusters and the disks of

one clusttr Iteing disposed with their axes out of the line

of the axes of the disks of the other dusters,

2. In an apiwratus for treating slimes, the comi'ina-

tion. with a container, of superimposed disks arranged

suhstantially horizontally therein to form a column dls#

pu<ed In such relation to the container and having the

disk» dispi»se<l in such relation to each other as to pro

vide a tortuous passaareway for the descent of settle«l

solids, and means tor mo\lng solids »iettle<l on the disks

into sahl passagiway,
3. In an .ipparatus for treating slimes, the combina-

tion with a container, of sup«'rimpose<l disks arranged

therein to form a column disposed In such relation to the

container and having the disks disposed in such relation

to each other as to provide a tortuous passageway for the

descent ot settled solids, scrapers for moving solids col

lected on the disks Into the said passageway, and nu-ans.

for effecting relative uiovement of the disks and scrapers

for causing su< h movement of s<dids.

4. .\n apparatus for tnailiig slimes <omprising a con-

tainer having an avenue for gravity effe<-te<l travel of set-

tled solids. ju\tapoK4>«l. >up«'rltn|>osed plates In the con

tainer positioneij to enable <lcposits of setth^l solids to

lo4ige on the surfaces of sjiid plates and t<» remain there

on against gravity disltxlgment. means for dlslo^Iglng the

solids from the surface's to enalde gravity effecte<l travel

of the dislodge<l solids along the avenue, and deflecting

means within the avenu% in the iMith of descent of dis-

lodged solids.

r>. In an apparatus for treating slimes, the combina-

tion, with a container, of superlmpos»»<i spaced plates dis-

posed for affording supports for settled solids of pulp

and providing a column of zones of relative quiet for en-

ahllng solids to settle on said plates, a zone or avenue of

travel for uprising s<dutlons l>elng formed along the col-

umn of z<ines of quiet, and the column of zones of quiet

extending substantially throughout the length of the

zone of travel, and deflecting means In the zone or avenue

of travel for breaking up coagulated masses of solids.

1, In a process of treating pulp, coagulating masses

of solids In a column of displacing solution by settling

the sidlds. precipitating such masses of coagulated solids

through sai<l column of displacing solutions in a tortuous

path while causing the solutions of the column to rise at

a rate greater than the rate of settling of the solids be-

fore coagulation, and breaking the coagulated masses Into

smaller masses while moving In the column of displac-

ing solutions.

2, In a process of treating pulp, coagulating masses of

solids in a column of displacing solutions by settling the

soliil-. prccipliiiting coagulated solids through such <ol-

.umn of displacing solutions while causing the solutions

of the column to rise at a rate greater than the rate of

s.'ttling of the solids l.efore coagulation, and deflecting

portions of the coagulated masses of precipitating solids

while moving in the column of displacing solutions.

3, In a process of treating pulp, maintaining an up-

wardly moving column of solution in a body of pulp,

maintaining a column of zones of relative quiet extend-

ing along and substantially throughout the length of the

moving column, settling solids of the pulp In coagulated

inas-es in the quiet zones, precipitating coagulated set-

ileil masses of solids in the moving column, and Inter-

rupting movement of parts of the masses of solids while

In the moving column.

4, In a process of treating pulp, precipitating masses

of coagulatecl scdlds through a tortuous column of dis-

placing solution rising at a rate greater than the settling

rate of said solid* before coagulation, and breaking the

masses Into smaller masses while moving in the column

of displacing solutions.

1.231.411. I»EW.\TEUIN<i .\N1' REPL.XCEMENT AP-

l'.\R.\TCS. i-EoRciE .Mcic>RE. Joplin, Mc». Filed l>ec.

11. 1914. Serial No. 876.742. (Ci. 23—31.)

N'T^-

1. In apparatus of the .lass descrlbe<i. the combination,

with a, container. _of sp.iced plates movably mounted
tbere'.i. and adapted, while maintaint'd substantially with-

out rcMluc tlou In the relative spacing, to be- moved from

a position for sustaining settled solids of pulp to a po-
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sltlon enabling gravity discharge of such "«olid« from the

plates.

_'. In apparatus of the class dexcrtbed. the combination,

wirh .1 container, of spao-U plat»-s rigidly conn«Mted to

g»Ther and movably mounted in the container, and means

for moving the platen from a ponition for sustaining set-

tUil solids of pulp to a position enabling gravity dis-

charge of such solids frtim the plates.

.3. In apparatus of the clav described, a series of suc-

cessive containers connected for the flowing of contalne<l

li(|uld from the container at one end of the series toward

the container at thf other end of the sorle>. plates mov-

ably mounted In one of the containers and adapted t"

be moved substantially without variation in location

relative to each other from a position for sustaining sol-

ids 8ettle<l thereon from the c(intaln«'d llciuid to a posl-

tlon enabling gravity dl-scharge of such solids from the

plates, and means for delivering the discharged solids

to a container In the rear relative to the direction of

flow of the contained liquid.

4. In an apparatus of the class described, the combi-

nation with a container, of « plurality of series of mov-

ably mounted plates, one of the series l>elng superimposed

with respect to another, and means for moving the sev-

eral plates from a p<isitlon for sustaining the settie<l

s«>llds to a position enabling gravity discharge from the

plates, a plate of the superimposed series being posi-

tioned relative to a plate of the subptised series for

causing gravity discharge solids from the superimposed

plate to contact with the edge of the subposed plate in

the course of descent.

r». In ai; apparatus of the class descrli>ed. the combi-

nation, with a container, of spaced plates connected to

form a relatively rigid body and movably mount»>d as a

body and adapte<l to be moveil from a position for sus-

taining settled solids of pulp to a position enabling grav-

ity discharge of such solltis from the plates.

1.231.41'J. ELECTROM.XfJNKTIC SWITCH. Edwin J.

MiBPHY. .Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to (Jeneral Elec-

tric Company, a Corporation of New York. Filed July

13, 1914. Serial No. 850.596. (CI. 175—281.)

1. An electromagnetic switch comprising a magnetizing

winding, a fixed contact, a pivoted armature member hav-

ing a contact mounted thereon .ind spring pressed away

from the fixed contact so as to have a resilient movement

with reference to the armature menilier. and means where

by the leverage at which the spring acts upon the ar-

mature member tending to keep the c«»ntacts a|>art is de-

creased before the movable contact reaches Its dosed po-

sition.

2. An electromagnetic switch comprising a magnetizing

winding, a fixed contact, an armature member, a con-

tact h.ivlng a resilient mounting thereon to permit a

yielding movement with reference to the armature mem
ber and press the armature member toward open position,

and m'^ans whereby the effective pressure tending to hold

the contacts apart is increaseil when the aniinture mem
ber reaches .» preileterniined p«isltloti In the closing

movement.
3. .\n electromagnetic switch comprising a magnetizing

winding, a fixed contai t. an annnture member having a

contact movably mounted theie<m. and spring pressed

away from the fixed contact, and means whereby the

spring pressure tending to hold the contacts open is sub-

stantially uniform during the closing movement until th<«

armature memi>er reaches a pre«letermlne<l position and
Is then Increased.

4. An electromagnetic switch comprising a magnetizin;;

winding, a flx»Hl contact, an armature meml>er having a

contact pivoted thereon to coOp«'rate with the fixed con-

tact, a spring lnter|M>sed between the pi vottni. contact and

a stationary part of the switch so that the contacts will

be held apart thereby and engage with a yielding pres-

sure, ;uid means whereby the effective preswure tending

to hold the contacts apart is Increas*^! when the anna
ture member reaches a predetermined position in the clos-

ing movement.
5. .\n electromagnetic switch comprising a magnetizing

winding, a flx»»d contact, an armature meml>er. a contact

pivoted on said armature memlK-r to c-oop«Tate with -aid

fixed c-ontact, a spring Interposed Iw'tween a stationary

portion of the switch and said pivoted contact tending to

turn the latter on its pivot toward the fixed contact, a

fixed stop against which the contact is press«>d by the

spring, and a stop on the armature memlx-r which en

gages the plvottsl contact at a predetermined position in

the closing movement so that further movement of th-

armature member moves the pivotetl contact away from

the fixed stop.

(Claims to 9 not printed in the «:azette.]

1.231.413. TROLLEY CONTACTOR.
BELL. Roanoke. Va. Filed Nov. 27

874.213. (CI. 246 54.)

CI.irr»)BD II. .MlK

, 1914. Serial No.

1. The combination in a trolley ccmtactor of a trcdley

wire : a supporting struc-ture c-arrted thereby ; a memlM-r

mounted on said structure in position to i»e normally dls

connected from the wire but electrically c-onne«tecl with

the wire by a trolley wheel ; an electric switch mounted on

the supporting structure and Including an element slid

able longitudinally of the wire and electrically connected

to said member; with an operating element for the

switch mounted In position to Ix' actuated by a trcdley

wheel before the latter electrically engages said memlx-r.

2. The combination in a trolley contactor of a trolley

wire; a supporting structtire; an electric- switch includin):;

a sildable contact mounted on said structure to l>e movable

longitudinally of the trolley win : an op«'ratinK member
pivoted to the supporting structure In position to cause

movement of said c ontact and closure of the switch when
said member Is moved In one direction by a trolley whe«-l ;

with a runner member electrically connected to said mov-

able contact and placed to l>e connected by the trolley

whwl to the trolley wire after said wheel has caused

movement of the sildable contact to close the switch.

3. The combination In a trolley contactor of a trolley

wire; a supporting structure: two stitches thereon in-

cluding a common contact sildable In a line substantially

parallel to that of the trolley wire: and means actuated

by a trolley wheel for mechanlrally operating said c c»n

tact to rlc»se one switch when the wheel moves In one di-

rection and to close the other switch when said wh»-el

moves In the opposite direction.

4. The comldnatlon In a trolley contactor of a trolley

wheel: a supivirting structure: two switches on snid

structure Including a ccmtact member longitudinally slid

able thereon : two elements cm the >--uiportlng struc ture

and extending Into positions to be actuated by a trcdlej

whe«>l «»peratlng on the trolley wire, for respectively

niovlnE said contact In opposite directions : with mean*
for causing current to he supplied to said movable ccm
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tact only after one of said elements has been engaged by

the trolley wheel.

5. The combination In a tndley cc.nfac-tor of a trolley

wire : a supporting structure : a runner memi>er carried

by said structure in position to be ccmiiected to the wire

by a trolley wheel : two operating elements extending ad

Jacent the trolley win- at the ends of said runner member :

two electric switches on the supporting: structure Includ

InK a contact member movable longitudinally of said

structure by either of said operating elements: and

means for connecting' said c-ontact with the runner mem
ber.

[Claims 6 to 13 not prlnie<l In the <;az»'tte.1

1.231.414.

Kansas
843,440.

RECLINING CHAIR. IsK.^ci.

«lty. Mo. Filed .luiie (i. 1'J14.

(CI. 155—16.)

V. Myers.
Serial No

1. A chair comprising a seat having legs, a back piv

oted to said seat, a rock memlier extending transversely

across the chair and pivotcvl in opposite rear legs thereof

and provided, with a crank and arranged to be operated

from either side of the chair, and means carried by the

back and adapte<l to releasably engaue said crank for

holding the back In the upright position.

2. A chair comprising a seat having legs, a back pivoted

to said seat, a rock member extending transversely across

the chair and pivoted In opposite rear legs thereof

and provided with a crank and arrange*! to be operated

from either side of the .hair, a toothed member pivoted

to said seat, a link connc-cting the crank and said toothed

memiier. and means carried by the back and adapted to

releasably engage said toothed meml)er for holding the

back In different positions.

3. A chair comprising a seat having legs, a liack piv-

oted tc» said seat, a rock member extending transversely

across the chair and pivoted In opposite rear legs thereof

and provided with a crank and arrauiied to be operated

from either side of the chair, a toothed member pivoted

to said seat, a link connecting the crank and said toothed

member, means carried by the Imck adapted to releasably

engage said toothed member for holding the back in dif

feriut positions, and means carried by the back adapted

to releasaidy engage said crank for holding the ;>ack in

the upright position.

same, of a brake bar resting on the roller and sildable

vertically between the standards, an outwardly facing

c^uttlng blade supported by the standards at one side of the

roller, a guard hlnge<l to the blade and normally standing

before the edge thereof and mounte<l to be swung upward

when the strip Is moved into contact with the cutting

edge of the blade.

1,231.415. PAPER IIOLI'KR ANI» CUTTER. PiUl.lP

Van Bibbib Nebeb<-..\i-l. I-a tirande. Oreg. Filed Aug.

15. 1916. Serial No. 114.9CS. (CI. 211—32.)

1. .\ paper holder, comprising In combination with the

roller for the paper and the standards for receiving the

same, of a brake bar resting on the roller and sildable

vertically l>etwe«>n the standards, a bracket plate extend

ing forwardly and downwardly from the top of the

standard to near the plane of the axis of rotation of the

roller, an outwardly facing blade for the paper strip car

rled by the bracket plate, and a g\iard for the e<lge of the

blade hinged to the blade and normally standini; before

the edge In spaced relation and mounted to swing upward

with the paper.

2. A paper holder comprising in combination with the

roller for the paper afid the standards for receiving the

3. .\n attachment for paper holders, comprising a

pair of arms having their upper ends bent obliquely and

adapted to rest upon the top of the standard and be se

cured thereto, the lower ends of the arms being bent

obll*|uely and carrylns; a cutting blade for the paper, a

tMiide and holder for the end of the paper strip hinged to

the Inner faces of the arms, and a tuard pivcde<i to the

blade for protecting the cutting edge thereof, and mount

ed to swln^ upward with the- paper.

4. An attachment for paper rcdl hcdders. comprising a

pair of arms adapted for connectlcm with the holder and

carrying a cutting blade for the paper and a guard piv-

oted to the blad- for prote'cfing (he cutting edge thereof

and mounte-d to swing upward with the paper, and a guide

for the end of the paper strip hinged to the inner face of

the arms.

5. An attachment for paper roll holders, c-omprlsing a

pair of arms adapted for connec<tlon with the holder and

carrying a cutting blade for the paper and a guard piv-

oted to the blade for protecting the cutting etlge thereof

and- mounte-d to swing upward with the paper.

.231.416. MANUFACTURE OF INCANDESCENT
LAMPS. Harry H. Neei>ham, East Orange. N. .1.. as

signer to (leneral Electric Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed .lan. 19, 1916. Serial No. 72.930.

(01. 176—16.)

1. The method which consists In introducing Into the

envelop of a lamp a sealed frangible capsule containing a

getter, sealing said envelop, and opening said capsule.

2. The method which consists In introducing into the

vitreous envelop of an electric lamp a sealed frangible

capsule bodily movable in the envelop and containing a

substance affecte<l by variations of pressure and tempera-
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tur«, i««>aiiDic itaid Tess«-1. and then pr<iduoint( rflatlvr
moveriK'iit of >*tiUi rap!«ule ami said <'nv»fl«p to fracture
aaid capHtile.

3. The metbwl wkich eonKlst in placing Id tb« eDwlop
of a lamp a Healed capsul" contalniai; a powdered mate-
rial ami having a fratflle end., said capsule beint; bodily
njovatile in said €'nvelop to cause breakage of said fragile

end. sealini; s-ald envelop while said capxule is Intact, and
then producing relative movoment of said capsule and
said envelop to break «ald fragile end portion of said

capsul*".

4. The method of Introducing a suh.stance Into the
evacuated envelop of a lamp which conaists in placing the
substance in a frangible tapsule. evacuating and seallns said

capsule, placing ^ald capsule In said envelop, evacuating
and sealing said envelop, and then breaklni; said capsule.

5. Th*" method of lntri>duclng a substance Into an incan-
descent lamp which consists In placing said substance In

a lilass tulH^ sealed at one end. evacuatlnt; said tube, seal-

ing off that portion of said tub*" which contains said sub-

stance to produce a sealed frangible capsule, introdoclng
said capsule into the lamp, sfalliii; the lamp, and then
breaking f<ald capsule.

1,231,417. ATTACHMENT-PLUG RECEPTACLE. Aaviu
H. Ntau. New Britain. Conn., assignor to The Arrow
Ele.tric Company. Hartford, Conn., a Corporation of

Connecticut. Filed Mar. 22. 1917. Serial No. 156.683.

(CI. 173—343.)

M M.

1. An attachment plug rei-eptacte having an insulatlni;

body upertiircd to form a contac t^cluinit>er. a contact ar
ranged in sai<l chamber and having a brush portion to

engage the Jack of a cooperating plug, in combination with
an lii<lep«'ndeut. brush-reinfordng spring freely supported
by said <ontact.

[Claims '2 to 4 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1.1.'31.418. CARBON SHEET HOLDER. Ernist BBI.\NT
NoBM.vN. New Orlean.s. La. Filed June 9. 1915. Serial
No. .•t3.(>90. (CI. 11—23.)

1. A portable manifolding d»'vice con.slstlng of a casing
having end walls and an open ended slot iu Its front and
e.\tendlng through one end wall thereof, a spring roller
revolubly mounted within silid . asinn. and a carbon sheet
detachably connected to said roller.

2. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a «asing having end walls ami a slot in its front
face, and a slot in one end wall registering with the
front slot, of a spring roller revolubly mounted iu said cas-
ing and having an undercut groove in its periphery e.\-

tendiug through the end adjacent the slott-'d end wall
of the casing, and a carbon sheet having an enlargement
•t one end held detachably In said groove.

3. In a device of the class described, the combination
with a casing having end walls and an open ended slot In
its front face and a slot In one end wall of the casing
regUterlng therewith, of a spring roller revolubly mounted
in mid end walls and having an undercut groove In Its
p«'riphery extending through the end adjacent the slotted
end wall, and a carbon sheet havlug an enlargement at
one end removably fitting within •«ai)l grooves, said groove
and front and end wall sli»ts. when In alinement. permitting
the attachment to and removal from the roller, of th«
aforesaid carbon sheet.

4. In a device of the character tlescrlbed. the combina-
tion with a casing having end walls and an open ended
slot in its front face and a slot in one end wall registering
therewith, of a sprin« roller mounted therein having
an undercut groove In Its periphery extending throuch
one end thereof, and a carbon sheet having a tubular
enlargement at each end. a r«xl in said enlargements, one
en<l being fitted intt) the undercut groove of the roller and
removable th<Tefrom through the slots In the front and
end of the casing.

5. In a device of the character described the combina-
tion with a casing having end walls, and an open ended
slot In Its front face and a slot In one end wall registering
with said ojM'n ended slot, of a spring roller revolubly
mounted In the said casing, the axis of said roller extend-
ing through the oppuidte end walls of the casiuL'. a cap
secure<l to said axis exteriorly of one end wall, means
within said cap for preventing l>ackward rotation of said
axis and roller, a carbon sheet detachably secured to said
roller, ami means for unwinding the same from the roller
and through the slot In the front of casing.

(Claims »J to H not printed In the <;azette.l

1.231.419. OONCRETK
IXM'K. Fariutlale. Ohio.

133.965, (Cl, 9-1—1.)

PAVEMENT. Ai.BEET R. Pad
,Flle«l Nov. 28. 1916. Serial No.

1. A pavement in the form of a single continuous con-
ciete siali whose lineal dimensions e«iual those of the area
to be paved ; said slab comprising rows of concrete paving
blocks, the individuals of which are spaced apart at regu-
lar Intervals, the arrangement of alternating blocks and
spaces In each succeeding row being the reverse of that
In the preceding row. surfacing blocks supporting said
paving Mocks alnive the surface of the road bed, so as to
provide open spaces l>etween the paving blocks and the
roail bed which communicate with one another and with
the spaces l>etween adjacent blocks, and a concrete filler

completely occupying all of said open spaces and anchor-
ing the paving blocks and surfacing blocks In place therein.

2. A pavement In the form of a single continuous con-
crete slab whose lineal dimensions equal those of the area
to be paved : said slab comprising rows of concrete paving
blocks, having open central portions, .naid paving blocks
Individually spaced apart at regular Intervals, the ar-
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rangement of alternating lilocks ami spaces in each
succeeding row l>eing the reverse of that in the preceding

row. sarfacing blocks supporting said paving bl<M-ks above
the surfarv of the road ImmI. so as to provlile open spa<-es

between the pavluK bloc'ks and the road l>e<l which cora-

nniiilcate with one another, with the upen |>ortions of

said blocks and with the «»pen spaces intweeu adjacent

blocks, and a concrete filler completely occupying all of

said opc>n spaces and anchoring the paving Idocks and sur-

facing blocks in place therein.

3. A pavement in the form of a single <<>n*lnuous con

Crete slab whose lineal dimensions eiiUill those of the area

to be paved ; said slab comprUlng rows of concrete paving

blc»cks. the Individuals of which are spaced apnrt at regu-

lar intervals, the arrangement of alternatiu;; Mocks and
spaces In each succe«'dlng row l>elng the reverse of that

III the preceding row. surfacing blocks supporting said

paving blocks above the surface of the road bed. so as to

provide open spaces between the paving bloiks and thi'

road bed which communicate with one another and with

the spaces iietwcH-n adjacent bloc-ks. ancl a concrete filler

occupying all of said open spaces ancl anchoriiii: the pav-

ing blocks and surfacing blocks In place* therein ; each

paving block having a strip of yielding. waterproofe<t

material bound around its entire marginal Aurface. so a.<<

to form expansion joints placed accurately ami at regular

intervals, both longitudinally and transversely through

out the slab.

4. A pavement in the form of a single continuous con-

crete slab whose lineal dimensions eqiml those of the area

to Im> pavecl ; said slab i-oinprising rows of conirete pavin^i

blocks, having open central portions, said paving Itlocks

Individually spac»'d a|>art at regular Intervals, the ar-

rangement of alternating blocks and s|nres In eac-li suc-

ceeding row being the reverse of that In the preceding

row. surfacing blc»cks supporting said paving blocks at>ove

the surface of the road bed, so as to provide ofH-n spaces

l)etween thi- paving blocks ami the road IxhI which com
niunicate with one another, with tiie open portions of

said blocks and with the open spac-es lieiween acljacent

blocks, and a concrete filler completely occtipying all of

said open spaces and anchoring the paving blocks and
surfacing blocks In place therein : each paving block havln;;

a strip of yielding, waterproofed nmterial bouncl around its

entire marginal surface, so as to form expansion Joints

plac»'d accurately and at regular intervals. t>oth longi-

tudinally and t ransvers4-ly throughout the slal*.

5. A pavement In the form of a single continuous con-

crete slab whose lineal dimensions ecjual those of the area

to l>e paved : said slab comprising rows of coni-rete pavinu
blocks, the ImllvlduaK of whicli are spaced jipart at regu-

lar Internals, the arrangement of alternating blocks and
•paces in each succ-eeding row Iteing the reverse of that in

*the preceding row. surfacing blocks supporting said pav-

ing bloi-ks alMive the surface of the road bed. so as to pro-

irlde open spaces between the paving b|oc-ks anil the road

bed which communicate with one another and with the

spaces l>etween adjacent Idocks. and a c'on<Tete filler

.completely occupying all of said open spaces and anchor

tng the paving blocks and surfacing blocks in place t|>ere

In : each paving block having n strip of yielding, tarr^ ma
terlal t>ound around Its entire marginal surfac-e. so as to

form expatislon Joints placed accurately and at regular

Intervals, l»oth longitudinally and transversely through

out the slab.

f Claim not printed in the Caiette.l

1.231.420. SEPARATOR AND AMALGAMATOR. ADoLPH
P. Palmer. f)akland. Cal. Filed Feb. 10. 1916. Serial

No. 77,.384. (Cl. 8.1—67.)

1. In an apparatus of the character descri1>ed, a cylin-

drical chamber having a bowl-shaped Itottom and a con

tlnuous groove atnive the bottom and in the Inner wall

of the cylindrical iM>rtion whereby mercury in said Iwwl

shaped bottom may be delivered into the groove and be

retained therein by ci-ntrifugiil action, and u rotary

cylinder arranged within the chaml>er and provided at

its iHittom with a table and segmentally cut away to form
an opening immediately above the table for permitting

material to nu>ve from the Interior of the cylinder otit-

wardly to the table for being delivered centrifugally there-

fiom to the mercury groove of the chamber, said table

being spaced atwjve the bowl-shaped bottom of the cham-
ber.

2. In an apparatus of the character descrilted,' a cylin-

drical chamber, a revcduble dished table arranged within
the chamlwr f<»r delivering material centrifugally into

the chaml>er. and a cylinder fixed nt Its lower end to the

tal>le and within the periphery of said table, said cylinder

being segment;! lly c-ut away to form side openings Imme-
diately above sale! table for perndtting material to move
from within the cylincTer to the table and provided with a

spiral conveyer fiatige abovc> the openings thereof.

1.231,421. GATE FASTENER. Otto I'. I'aur. Lead,
S. D. Filed .\ug. 4. 1!>1.'.. Serial No. 4.H.641. (Cl.

70—121.)

.\ gate fastening device for wire gates comprising a
fork, a swivel member whereby the fork is loosely con-
nected with the gate post, and a hook having the heel
thereof pivoted In the fork and t>qulpped with a handle
member extending from the heel and whereby said hook
may be swung in engagement with an tiprlght member of
the gate, the ebiii^ratcsl haudb' of the hook having a ter-

minal catc-li adapted to 'ngage cine of the gate wires, and
the fork with which the honk Is plvotally connected being
adapted to receive the point of the hook when the latter

is engaged with the ujiright meml>er of the gate.

1,231,422, GEARING. .Tohn L. Pascal. Pocahontaa,
Iowa. Filed Jan. 13. 1916. Serial No. 71^)39. Cl.

74—26.)
1. In cotnbination. a shaft provided with spaced fric-

tion disks, said shaft being mounted for rotative and lon-

gitudinal movement, a motor shaft with a bevel frl-ctlon

gear mounted thereon and a friction gear located between
said disks, inclined jack-shafts mounted on either side of

said motor shaft pruvidecl with a bevel friction gear at
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Mch eod of each Jacksbaft, biogecl bearings supporting

•aid Ja<-k-Rhafts. an<i moan^ for bringing rbe la<>t-nani»Ml

bevol friction years into and out oi oontact witb a gear

on th«> motor shaft, and with said diskt>.

[Claims 2 and 3 not prlntwl In th«- Gazette.]

1.231.423. PRCVKSS OF MAKING MAGNESITM COM-
I'OINDS FROM SILRATE MINERALS. Sasiibl
I'B.iCOCK, I'hiladelpbia, Pa., assignor, by mesne assign

ments, to Marden. Ortb & Hastings To. Inc., New
York. N. Y., a Corporation of Maine, original appliia

tlon nie<l July 15. 1915. Serial No. 40.090. 1»1v1<I»m1 and
this application flle<l Aug. 7, 1910. Serial No. 113.659.

(CI. 23—13.)
The process of producing magnesium compounds from

silicate minerals wbicb consists in flnt-ly dividing a mag-
nesium bearing silicate mineral dlg^-stlng said min^-ral

with an alkali metal hydrate to form an alkali metal

silicate and a magnesium hydrate : and suitably separat

ing the salts thus formed, substantially as described.

,231.424. MEANS FOR LIHRICATING CHAIN
ORIVES. n.\ROLD S. IMerci. Philadelphia. Pa., as
signor to Link-Helt Company. Chicago. 111., a Corpora
tlon of Illinois. Filed Sept. 5. 1914. Serial No.

860.416. (CI. 184—6.)

pump to the oil passage in the b«*arings : a pipe leading

from the hub of the sprocket wheel carried by the .nleeve

to the bearing of the shaft carrie<l by the said wheel so

lis to lubricate said wheel : and spray pipes communicat-
ing witb the oilini; system for spraying oil on said wheel.

[Claim 1 not printed In the Qezette.l

2. The combination of a bcarint; 1. a "sleeve 2 extend-
ing through the bearing and projecting at one end there-

of. .«ial(l sleeve having oil passages therein and the bear-

ing having a passage therein <-oniniunii-aflnK with the
passages In the sleeve. ;i shaft 4 mounted In the sleeve

and extending beyond the end thereof, a sprocket wheel

6 connected to the bearing, a sprocket wheel 3 on the

sleeve, a third spro<ket wheel .". connected to the shaft

mounted In the sleeve, a shaft 8 mounted In the wheel
carried by the sleeve and located near the periphery

thereof, sprocket wheels 9 and 10 on the shaft 8 In line

with the sprocket wheels an<l 5. conne< t<'d to the ii«'Hr

ing and the shaft 4 respectively, a casing inclosing said

sprocket wheels and having an oil reservoir at the bot-

tom ; a pump In said reservoir : a pipe leading from the

1.231.425. APPARATl S FOR SHARPENING THE
TEETH OF SICKI-E BARS. Jame.s I'kiei-. Overton,

Nebr. Filed Dec. 28. 1910. Serial No. i:i9.32S. Hi.
.-j1—8.)

1. The conddnation with a supporlink' structure, •
xrlnding whe< l Jnumaletl thereon, and means for actuating
the ^beel. of a holding element extendlnK transversely of
said ^ructure and tlltable relative thereto, uolTemal
connections between said element and the structure, ad-
justable ground engaging supports connected to the ends
of said element, sickle bar gripping means, and a yleldable
• onneition ln'twe«n said gripping means and the holding
element.

2. The combination with a supporting stru<ture. a
grinding wheel Journaied thereon, and means for actuating
the wheel, of a holding element extending tranavertiely of
said stru«ture and tlltable relative thereto, universal
connections hefween sjild element and the structure, ad-
justable icround enuatrinK supports connected to the ends
of sabi element, sickle bar gripping means, and a slidable

connection between said gripping means and the holding
element.

3. The combination with a supporting structure, a

grinding wheel Journale<l ther«>on. and means for actuating

th • wheel, of a holding element extending transversely of

said structure, universal c«>nnections between said element
and the structure, adjustable supports connected to the
ends of said I'lement. sickle bar gripping means, and a

yleldable and slidable conne<'tion between said gripping
means and the holding element.

4. The combination with a supporting structure, a
revoluble grinding element carried thereby, and means
for actuating said element, of a holding element, adjust-

jible supports connected to the enils thereof, a universal

< onnection between said holding element and the sup-

porting structure, said element being tlltable relative to

its end supports, yielding means for retarding the tilting

action of the holding element, and means movable with

the holding element for gripplni; a member to be sharpened.
.'». The combination with ii supporting structure, a

revoluble ^irlnding element i-arried thereby, and means for

actuating saiil element, of :•. holdlnn element, adjustable

supports connected to the ends thereof, a universal con-

nection between said holding element and the s\ipportlng

structure, said element beinc tlltable relative to its end
supports, yielding means for retarding the tilting action

of the holding element, anil meaps movable with thi- hold-

ing element for holding a member to be sharpeni-d. said

unans including a slide carried by the holding element, a

yieldingly supporte<l bar carrie<l by the slide, and means
upon the bar for encaging n member to be sharpenetl.

[Claim*! 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.)
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1.2.n.426. WORKS srCH AS RETAINING WALLS.
WHARVES AND PIERS. Svi.v.\in Lot is Ravibk,

Paris. France. File,! Apr. 13. 1915. Serial No. 21.174.

(CI. 01—.30.)

1. .\ shield for earthwork eudiankments comprising in

combination a shield f<irme<l in sections, saiil sections

being provided on their vertical ed;res with interlocking

members, a plurality of vertically spac***! sockets on the

rear faces of the sections, a plurality of stay bars, said

sockets being adapted to receive the ends of said stay

bars, means on the sockets and stay t»ars for guiding the

bars into place when assembling, the stay bars adapted

to be connected to the upper sockets being longer than

those connecteil to th*' lower sockets, and anchoring plates

on the ends of the stay bars for embeflding in the earth.

2. A shield for endianknients. cumprisint; a plurality

of se«-tlt>ns, interloi-kint: members on each of said sections

a plurality of sockets on said sections, a plurality of stay

bars adapted to engage said sockets, guiding means on

said sockets and said stay bars, and ancborlng plates on

aald stay bars.

1,231.427. METALLIC RAILROAI* TIE. Geoiuje R.

Reeves. Magnolia Springs. Ala. Filed Feb. 9. 1917.

Serial No. 147.677. (CI. 288—5.)

1. A metallic railroad tie including a body forme^l with

a longitudinally extending upright rib. rail supporting

and cushioning blocks arranged upon opposite sides of the

rib. means for securlnj: the blocks to the rib, and wedge
means cociperatlnn witb the ends of the blocks to holcl

them against displacement.

2. A m«*tallic railroad tie Inc ludinL' a body formed with

a longitudinally extending upright rib having rail-receiv-

ing notches in the upp^-r edte thereof, rail supporting and
cushioning blocks arranged on opposite sides of the rib at

the notched portions thereof, means for securing the cush-

ioning bbicks to the rib. and wedge means cooperating

with the ends of the blocks to hold them against displace-

ment.

3. A in"tnlli<' railroad tie including a body formed with

a longitudinally extending uprijiht rlt>. rail supporting

and cushioning blocks arrange<l upon opposite sides of the

rib and having the ••nds thereof beveb'd inwardly »nd
upwardly, positioning blocks applied to the tie body and
havins the ends thereof l»«'vel«>d in a mann<'r c-orrespond

int to the ends of the cushioning blocks, and means for

drawing the ciishictnlng blocks towani the upright rib of

the tie boily. the i>e\eled ends of the blocks then ent'aclng

the beveled ends of the positioning blocks to wedge the

cnshioning blocks securely In position,

4. A metallic railroad tie including a tie bo<ly formed

with a longitudinally extending upright rib and having a

substantially Inverted T-shaped cross section, cushioning

blocks arranged upon opposite sides of the upright rib

and liavinK the ends thereof l>«'veled inwardly and up-

wardly, anule shapi'cl positioning blocks fitted in the cor-

ners of the tie body and formed with heads which are

beveleci In a mann'>- corresponding to the ends of the

<\ishfoning blocks, and means for securing the cushioning

bloc-ks to the rib of the tie body, the beveled ends of the

c ushioning blocks then engaging the ends of the angle

shaped positioning blocks and cociperatlng therewith to

wedge the cushioning blocks securely in position.

5. A metallic railroad tie including a l>ody formed with

a longitudinally extending upright rib and having a

substantially Invertetl T shaped cross section, rail support

ing and cushioning blocks arranged upon opposite sldis

of the intermediate rib. positioning Idoc ks fltte<l in the

corners of the tie body fcir engagement with the ends of

the cushioning blocks, and means for forcing the cushion-

ing blocks toward the upright rib of the tie body, the

cushioning blocks and positioning ldoclc|i being correspond-

ingly beveled for cooperation with each other to wedge

the cushioning blocks securely in position.

(Claims (> and 7 not printed in the (Gazette.]

,

1.231.428. SECTIONAL TIE. Al.BEET REVERT, Verdi,

Nev. Filed July 31, 1910. Serial No. 112.427. (CL
238—3.)

1. A sc-ctloual tie comprising a series of longitudinal

strips laid edge to edge an 1 side to side to form a tie of

the desired dimensions, upright supportliij: strips near the

ends of the tie acting to increase the width of the bearing

surface for the rails, and tie plates for the ends of said

tie, having prongs to enter the sections and end strips and

retain them together.

2. A sectional tie comprislnj; a scries of longitudinal

strips laid edge to edge and side to side to form a tie of

the desired dimensions, upright supporting strips near the

ends of the tie and transverse fasteners extending through

said upright and longitudinal strips, said upright strips

mIko acting to increase the width of the bearing surface

lor the rails.

3. A sectional tie comprising a series of longitudinal

strips laid edge to edge and side to side to form a tie of

the desired dimensions, upright supporting strips near

the ends of the tie and transverse fasteners extending

tbrou>ih said upright and longitudinal strips, said upright

strips also acting to increase the width of the bearing

surface for the rails, and tic plates for the ends of said

He having prongs to enter the strips and retain thefti

tog.»ther.

4. A sectional tie c-omprisinj: a serlc-s of lon>:ltucllnal

strips laid edge to edge and side to side to form a tie of

the desired dimensions, upright supporting strips near

the ends of the tie and transverse fasteners extending

through said upright and longitudinal strips, said upright

strips also acting to Increase the width of the bearing

surface for the rails, and said longitudinal strips being

lirst individually tr«-ated to pn-vent early deterioration.

5. .\ sectional tie comprising a series of longitudinal

strips laid edge to edge and side to side to form a tie of

the desire 1 dimensions, upright supporting strips near the

ends of the tie and transverse fasteners extending through

said upright and longitudinal strips, said upright strips

also acting to Increase the width of the bearing surface

for the rails and upright fasteners intermediate the ends

of said longitudinal strips, extending therethrough.

1,231.429. TOILET PAPER. Arnold Gmr>.*!.JAH Rc»xa.

New York. N. Y. Filed Mar. 11. 1915. Serial No,

13.626. (CI. 154—46.)

1. .\s an article of manufacture, a toilet roll compris-

ing a c cmtlnuous perforated strip consisting of a highly

flexible al>sor»>ent surface ancia highly flexible non ab-

sorbent surface.
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2. A toilet roll comprisiDg a coDtinuoas perforated atrip

con$>Lsting of a textile raw material surface and a backing
surfaie.

1.231. 430. PROTECTOR F<)K MOTOR-CAR TIRES.
John William Roonbv. Heri-t. New Zealand. Filed
July 22. 1916. Serial No. 110.771. (CI. 21—23.)

yv /*•M
1. A protector for motor car tires, comprising a frame

adapte.1 to eudr. I.' the tire an. I c onnlstinR of a set of con-
necteil rib*, or members ; n ( ovf-rlng for said frame : and a
device for attaching said frame to the wheel of the car.

-'. A protector for motor <ar tires, comprlslni: a collaps
IbU- frame n<lapte<l. when expaodeil. to encircle the tin-
said frame consisting of a set of pivotally miiunted ribs
or memhers; n flexible roverlnB for «aid frame; and a
device for atta<hln« said frame to the wheel of the car.

3. A protector for motor car tires, comprising a fr.ime
adapte,! to encircle the tire ami consisting of a set of con-
nected rlb« or member»: a covering for said frame; and
a spring dip conne.-te«1 with said frame and engageable
with th.' wh.. I ..f the car to attach the frame thereto.

4. A protector for m*»tor car tlre.s, comprlslnc a collaps
Iblf frame adapte<i. when expanded, to encircle the tire,
said frame consisting of a set of plvotally-monnted rlba
or members

: a flexible .-overing for said frame ; and a
spring clip connected with said frame and engageable
with the whe«'l of the car to attach the frame thereto.

5. .V prot»( tor for motor car tires, comprising a collaps-
ible franiH adapted, when expanded, to encircle the tire,

said frame cnnslstln;.' of tt set of ribs or members; and a
shaft from which said ribs radiate and to which they are
pivoted at their Inner ends; a flexible covering for said
frame ; and .1 device for attaching said frame to the wheel
of the car.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1,231.431. r>RIVI.\<; MKCMA.MSM FOR TALKING MA
CHINES. Hellmcth Rosenb.vcm, Brooklyn, N. T.
Filed Oct. 21, 1916. Serial No. 126.986. (CI. 186—27.)
1. A driving mechanism for talking machines, compris-

ing a motor operated by a weight ; a stud rotatably mount
ed Id the top plate of the box of the talking machine,
means operatlvely cunneitiDg the stud with the motor,
and a support for securing a record disk thereto ; a stop-

ping device mounted on the top plate of the box In poai-

3. A toilet roll comprislu:: a continuous perforated atrip !

consisting of an absorbent cotton surface and a backing
j

surface.

4. A toilet roll comprLslug a continuous perforated strip
consisting of an absorbent cotton surface and a paper
surface.

tion to engage the support of the record disk, and means
for operating the stoppink' devl«-e by the weight which
actuates the driving me^-hanlsm Iwfure the motor is run
down ; substantially as herein shown and dea4.Til>ed.

3. The combination with the driving mechanism for
talking machines, designed to be actuated by a weight, of
stop mechanlsni for the rotatatde support of the disk, the
stop mechanism comprising a bell crank lever pivoted to
the top plate of the box of the machine in proximity to
the rotatalde support, whereim the record Is secured ; a
frlctional block secured to one arm of the bell crank
lever; a slot in the top plate of the box. a lug affixed to

the underside of the top plate adjoining the slot ; n bell

crank lever pivoted in the Iuk and having <>ne arm pro-
jecting through the slot to enuage the other arm of the
bell crank lever mounted on the top plate: a rod pivot-
ally connected to the other arm of the bell crank lever

;

an abutment on the other end of the r<>d. in pusition to
be engaged by the weight, and springs connecte«l to the
arms of the levers and set to draw the levers Into their

normal position. In which the friction block Is withdrawn
from contact with the rotatable disk support, when the
weight acting on ihe alitument Is rai.sed ; sul'stautially as
herein shown and clescrlbed.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,432. PERMANENT WAY OF RAILWAYS. Hectob
.XURBLirS RUGKROM. Buenos .Vires. Argentina. Filed
Jan. 30, 1917. Serial No. 145.426. tCl. 238—0.)

« I « I C I &(

2. In a road becl. a metallli plate provided with two
series of corrugations of unequal width arranged alter-

nately, the corrugations open at the b4>ttom and extending
upwardly being adapted to support rails and being rel-

atively of much greater width than the corrugations
which are open at the top and which form water chan-
nels, the tops of the flrst said corrugations being down-
wardly inclined from their middle parts between the rail

seats toward their side portions and l>eing provided with
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reinforcing projections pressed upwardly from their mid-
dle parts and extending crosswise of the plates parallel

to th«'lr corrugations.

(Claim 1 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.433. STrDDING-SCKTKET. John F. Rtan, Amboy,
111. File<l Jan. 30, 1917. Serial No. 145.393. (Cl.

72—108.)

1. A studding socket comprising a base plate, a rela-

tively narrow flang" formed at one end of the base plate,
a rc-latlvely wide flange formed at the opposite end of the
base (date, said flanges extending downwardly at right
angle* «-lth relation to the base plate, side flanges
formed integrally with the base plate and ecjually with the
base plate and e<jual in width to the width of the narrow
flange, enlargements on the side flanges adjacent the wide
flange, said enlargements lieing provided with apertures,
the whcde forudng anc boring means to be eml»edded in a
concrete bas«'. a relatively wide upwardly extending wall
fornn-d on the end of the plate on which the narrow
flange Is formed, a relatively narrow wall formed on the
end of the base plate on which the wide flange is formed
and connecting walls formed at the side edges of the last

meDtioned walls, the said connecting walls being con-
nected to the base plate adjacent the end on which the

narrow wall Is formed to provide a pair of triangular
openings, the lower walls of which lie flush with the
underside of the base plate to allow for the drainage of
any water which may collect In the socket.

2. A studding socket comprising a base plate, a rela-

tively narrow flange formed at one end of the base plate,

a relatively wide flange- formed at the opposite end of
the base plate, said flanges extending downwardly at
right angles with relation to the base plate, side flanges

forni'-d Integrally with the base plate ec|ual In width to

the width of the narrow flange, enlargements on the side

flanges adjacent the wide flange, said enlargements being
provided with apertures, the whcde forndug an anchoring
means to be endicHlde^l In a c-onc-rete base, a relatively

wide upwardly extending wall fornuH] on the end of the

base plate on which the narrow flange is formed, said
wall being provideil with a vertically extending longi-

tudinal sUit, a relatively narrow wall formed on the end
of the base plate on which the wide flange Is formecl and
the connc>ctlng walls forme«l on the side edges of the last

mentioned walls, the said connecting walls Ixdng con-
nec-ted to the base plate adjacent the end on which the
narrow wall Is formed to provide a pair of triangular
openings, the lower walls of which lie flush with the

underside of the base plate to allow for the drainage of

any water which may collec-t In the socket, the said open-
ings and the slot In th«- wide wall being adapted to admit
a fastening means to the studding by which boards may
^ secured thereto.

of said retainer having a i-am like bagabutting portion
adapted to swing across said throat In one adjustment of

said retainer and Inclined with resj»ect to the axis of said

throat whereby impact of the bag therewith will shift

said retainer to open said throat to receive a portion of

a bag. a stop for limiting movement of said retainer to

op<-n said throat, the remaining leg of said retainer lying

in overlapping relation with respect to a portion of i«aid

throat and in the path of an entering bag portion to t>e

shifted thereby to dispose said c*am across said throat to

close the latter, said c-aiii having a hook-shaped portion

facing the bight of said throat to engage the bag portion

on rebound of the latter and prevent the hag from t>ecom-

Ing disengaged from said fork, and a stop limiting move-
ment of said retainer toward a throat closing position,

substantially as described.

1.281,434. MAIL-BAG RETAINER MECHANISM.
Joseph P. Bandee, Spokane. Wash., assignor to The
Spokane Mail Skjulpment Company, a Corporation.
Filed S«pt. 23. 1!U5. Serial No. 52.237. (Cl. 258—22.)

1. In a main catching device, a fork having a throat to

revive a portion of a mail bag, a substantially flat U-
shaped retainer pivoted near its bight at a point oat of

Viat with the longitudinal axis of said throat, one limb

2. In a mail catching devic-e. a fork having a throat to
receive a portion of n mail bag. a substantially U shaped
retainer pivoted near its bight upon said fork, one limb
of said retainer having a cam shap«-d shifting end adapted
to extend across the throat in one adjustment of said re-

tainer whereby impact of the bag on said cMn will shift
said retainer to open said throat to receive a bag portion,
the remaining leg of said retainer lying in overlapping
relation with respect to a portion of the throat of said
fork and In the path of an entering bag pc»rtion to Iw en-

gaged by the latter to shift the retainer into a throat
closing position, the cam end of the retainer having a
hook for engaging the bag portion on its rebound away
from the bight of the throat, substantially as described.

3. In a mall bag catching devlc*-. a fork, and a retainer
pivoted to said fork and having one end provlde<l with a
cam facing toward an incoming bag portion to be en-
gaged thereby tc» shift said retainer, and said end having
a hook facing in a direction opposite said cam for retain-
ing said bag portion after the same has Ix-en caught, sub-
stantially as described.

4. In a mall bag catching device, a fork, and a retainer
pivoted to said fork and having an end provided with a
cam for etfgagement with an incoming bag to shift said
rc-talner into a fork opening position, said retainer having
a member lying In the path of said bag portion for en-
gagement by the caught bag to shift the retainer into a
fork closing position, said cam having a hook for limiting
rebound movement of the bag portion out of said fork,

substantially as described.

1,231,435. SOUND REPROnrciNi; MACHINE. Henrt
T. ScHiF-K, Chicago. 111. Filed Jan. 18. 1917. Serial
No. 142,986. (Cl. 274—24.)

1. In a sound reproducing machine, a tone arm em-
bodying telescoping sections, one of said sections having
a slot extending in a general direction lengthwise of the
arm, there l>elng a laterally extending slot In said part
communicating with the flrst said slot, a pin on the other
sec-tion of the arm and aclaptecl to operate In the flrst

said slot to permit longitudinal adjustment of the sec-
tions, a portion of the flrst said slot Intermediate its ends
being shaped to arrest the longitudinal adjustment of

aald wctlon and to impart a slight relative rotary move-
ment to the »e<-tion during longitudinal adjustment, to
direct the pin into the salii latc-ral slot.

4. lu a sound reprcMlucIng machine, a tone arm embody-
ing a main section, a supplemental section telescoping
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thtrewith and rotataldH with rH8p»'<t th»*reto. a plu on
onn of the parts. th»' i>th»*r part having a «l<>t to retelvo

the pin. sai<l »ilut having u portion to p«>rinit lonKitutlinal

adjustuieut of the part<s and a laterally extenillng por-

tion communirating thfr»'with to rpcelve the pin to per-

mit rotary adjustment of the parts, there beiuK means
Intermediate the ends of the longitudinal portion of the

slot for arresting the lonxitiidlnal adjustment of the parts

and operating to position the pin to enter the laterally

exten<1ing portion of the slot, a sound box rotatabiy con-

nected with the said supplemental section, and means for

holding the sound i>ox in its adjusted position with re-

gpect to the said supplemental section.

13. In a sound reproducing machine, a tone arm em-
bo4lying telescoping sections, and a pin and slot connec-

tion between the sections to permit longitudinal adjust-

ment thereof, there being a lateral communicating branch
to the slot Intermediate the ends of the slot, there being

means cooperating with the said pin to arrest the longi-

tudinal adjustment of the sections and to position the pin

to enter the lateral slot to permit a relative rotary ad-

justment of the sections, said pin having a yielding por-

tion adapted to yieldingly enter a seat In the other sec-

tion.

[Claims •_'. 3, 5 to 12. and 14 not printed In the

Gazette.]

1,231.43»]. APPARATL> FOR THE WEIGHTING OF
SILK FILAMKNTS AX1> SILK FABRICS IN FORM
OF,HANKS. Petek Scm.mid. Basel. Switzerland. Flle<l

Sept. 20. 1910. Serial No. 121.230. (01. 8—19.)

1. An apparattis for the weighting of silk filaments or

silk fabrics In form of hanks, comprising a vat having in

Its upper part a row of horizontal tlltable hank supports

provided on the one hand with spraying tubes arranged

above the bank supports in such a manner that all may
be turned back together, and on the other hand with

spraying tubes pla<ed underneath the aforesaid hank sup-

ports, of which latter tubes each is connertetl with the

corresponding hank support and can be turne<l back

with It.

[Claim 2 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.437. ROTART ELASTIC-FLUID ENGINE. Wil-
liam ilEKBEKT Skuim>.\. Painswirk. Kngland. Filed

Mar. 31. 1!»1T. Serial No. 159.03M. (CI. 121—©4.)

1. The combination of a fixed structure having an
outer bearing surface, an inner rlnc mounted to revolve
on said bearing surface, an outer ring, cylinders fixed to
said inner ring, pistons in said cylinders, links interme-
diate said pl.stons and salil outer ring, a lateral projec-
tion extending from said flxe<l structure eccentrically
thereof, a ring mounted to rotate on said projection,
rigid connections between said last mentione*! ring and
said outer ring, an int)>rnal gear fixed to said Internal
ring, an external gear flxe<l to said ring on said projec-
tion, and gearing carrie<| by said fixed structure cooperat-
ing with said inrernal and ext»:rnal gears for driving said
last meDtione<l rings and said outer rings with -aid in-

ner rings.

(Claims 2 to 4 not printeil in the Gazette.]

1,231.438.

SEUI>A8.

131.307.

ATTACHMENT FOR DRILLS.
Violet. Ljj. File.| Fell. 27. 1917.

(CI. 77—59.)

GILBEBT B.

Serial No.

1. .\n attachment for drilling machines and the like,

the same comprising a straight staff having a point at

one end and a handle at the other, and a guiile made up of

a shank, eyes having stems adjustably mounted In the

extremities of said shank, and a set screw In one eye,

this eye adapted to l)e adjustably mounted on the shank
of the staff and the other eye adapt«d for the reception

of the head of said machine.

2. The herein descrlb«Kl tool guide <«>inprislng a staff

having one end pointed for insertion In a hole already

formed and the other end provided with a handle and a

hook : and a guide made up of a shank, threaded cou-

plings at Its extremities, and eyes having stems adjaat-
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ably mounted In said couplings, one of the eyes adapted

to 1m» adjustaldy mounted on the staff and the other eye

to sliilnbly re<-elve said too^.

3. The comldnatlon with a drill, and an air motor

therefor having a head ; of a drill brace comprising a

litraight staff having a point at one end for Insertion In

a bole already formed, a smooth shank at its mld-lengtb.

and a handle at its other end. and a guide disposed trans-

versely to the length of said staff and the axis t>f said

motor and made up of a shank an<i eyes adjustably

mount«>d in its extremities for resp«'ctively engaging the

shank of the staff on the head of the drill, for the pur-

pose set forth.

1,231.439. TE-MPERATURE RESPONSIVE DEVICE.
CHAKi.es G. SiMONDS and Geobge W. 1><^erb, Mllwau-

ke<'. wis. Filed Jan. 21. 1916. Serial No. 73.411.

(CI. 23(V^16.)

1. In a temperature responsive device, a strut com
prising a plurality of more than three abutting members
having r<dIing-<'ontact with ea<h other, and a fusible

Jacket normally retaining said members in substantially

a straight line adapted to tiielt apart and free said abut

ting members at a predetermined temperature.

2. In a temperature responsive device, a collapsible

btrut comprising stationary terndnal members, one on
leach end ; intermediate rollalde nwmbers 'having rolling

contact with each other and with said terminal members

I

whereby lateral movement thereof required to cause col-

I

lapse is hindered by no sliding contact friction: and a

fusible Jacket for the assenibled strut adapt*-*! to melt

•part and fr^e said rollalde members at a predetermined

temperature. ••

«J. In r. temperature responsive device, a strut com-
prising a line of <ontkcting balls adapted to <ollapse at a

pre<letermlned temperature.

9. In a temperature responsive device, an equilibrated

asseml)ly of contacting balls, and means destroying the

stability thereof at a pr«Hletermlned temperature.
(Claims 3 to 5, 7, and 8 not printed In the (iazette.]

1,231.440. RAII.rJOINT. John Sitko. Fort Wayne.
Ind.. assignor of one third to Ludwlk Sltko and one-

third to FrancLszek Sltko. Fort Wayne, Ind. Filed

Jan. 22, 1917. Serial No. 143,(U6. (CI. 239—«].)

£7 ^i

1. In combination with rails having the base flanges

at the ends of sabl rails provided with marginal re<esses.

a securing memt)er partially inclosing the bases of the

rails slldably mounted thereon within the said recesses

and adapted to overlie the ends of the adjacent rail

bases when the rails are In their assembled relations,

the end portions of said bases being provided with keeper

openings, a spring latch carried by said securing means

adapted for seating within one of said openings when
the securing means is in its operative position and in

the other of said openings when in its released position

inclosing the hase of only one of said rails.

2. In combination with rails having the l>ase flanges

at the ends of said rails provided with marginal recesses,

a securing meml>er partially inclosing the bases of the

rails slldably mounted thereon within the said recesses

and adapte<l to overlie the ends of the ttdjacent rail bases

when the rails are in. thcli assembled relations, the end

portions of said bases Iteing provide*! with keeper open-

ings, a spring latch carried by said securing means adapt-

ed for stating within one of said openings when the se-

curing means is in Its o|»eratlve position and in the other

of said openings when In its released position inclosing

the Iwse of only one of said rails, and a locking bolt car-

rltHl by said se«'urinfe m*>ans adapted for adjustable en-

gagement with one of said rails when the securing

m*>ans is in its op«'rati\*' <^r inoperative position.

1.231.441. WINDOW-SHADE BRACKET. Hkrbkkt W.
Smith, Coon Rapids, Iowa. Fiie*l .\ug, 30. 1916.

Serial No. 117,685, (CI. 15(j—24.)

- t ^ » n

1. A window shade bracket <omprislng a pair of spaced
attaching mend>ers. means pivotally <-onnecting tlie upper
ends of the members together, and a shade supporting
arm pivotally connecting the lower ends of the members
together, .said moans and arm permitting the members to

collapse one toward the other to permit the same* to be
placetl between the parting strips of the window frame.

[Claims •« to r. not printed in tlx- «»az.>tte.]

1,231.442. FIRE EXTINGUISHER. Siuxey J. Smith,
Fresno, Cal. Filed .Tan. 21, 1916. Serial .No. 73.387.

(CI. 169—17.)

BC mTT

1. A portable fire extinguisher Including a hollow cylin-

drical body having a discharge port in one end thereof,

a slide rod slldably mounted in said bo<ly having a ta-

pered end constituting a closure for said discharge port,

and pivoted means for reslliently retaining sal<l slide rod

In engagement with said discharge port.

2. A portable fire extinguisher inclu<liug a hollow cylin-

drical body having a tapere*! end and a <lis<harge port in

sabl tapered end. a slble rod slldably mount<Hl In said body

and having a tapered Inner extremity constituting a ilo-

sure for said discharge port, means for reslliently retaining

the tapered extremity of said slide rod In engagement with

salil discharge opening, a piston reclprocably mounted
In said cylinder, and means for lo<-klng said slide r*)d

against sliding movement with relation to said piston.

1,231,443. SEAMLESS TUBULAR FABRIC AND PROC-
ESS OF MAKING SAME. William E. Smith, Mill-

town. N. J., assignor to Kilbouru Manufacturing Cor-

poration. New Brunswick, N. J., a Corporation of New
Jersey. FiU'd July 6, 1916. Seriall No. 107,'^3«. (CI.

66—*.)

1. The herein described process of knitting a tubular

fabric, which consists in feeding a continuous main knit

ting thread circularly and knitting therewith a plurality
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of single contl)niou«« courses. IntrodiK-lng an extra thread
not <'i>ntiniioii-< with the thread forming any circular course,

and knittinK therewith n partial <-ourj«e of stitches durlnjc

the formation of a circular course with the m»ln thread,

npon a plurality of consecutive stitches thereof less than
the whol«> number of stitches In said circular cours*-. and
simultaneously with the formation of other stltche?* of

said circular course with the main knitting thread, and
then knlttlnc a circular course of stitches with the main
knittlns thr»>ad upon the stitches of said partial course,

j

and the stitc hes of the preceding circular course betw»^n
the end.9 of the said partial course.

2. The herein descrlbeil process of knitting a seamless

tubular fabric which consists In forming a plurality of

contiguous circular courses of plain knit stitches with a

single continuous nuiln knitting thread, nnil knitting a

partial course of plain knit stitches with an extra thread

between portions of two contiguous circular courses, and
knitting end portions of the extra threail at each end of

said partial ( ourse together with the main knitting thread

Into stitches of a contiguous clrc\ilar course.

3. The herein described process of knitting a seamless
tubular fabric whl<'h consists in feeding a main knitting

thread circularly and forming therewith a ^plurality of

circular contiguous courses of plain knit stitches. fee<Ung

an extra thread, and forming a partial ( ourse of stitches

upon a group of sut<-esslve stitches of a circular cour.se less

than the whole number simultaneously with the formation
of an e(nial number of stitches of the said circular course

and floating the extra thread across the circular course
from one end to the other of the partial coarse during the

formation of other stitches of the circular course, again

feeding the nuiln thread circularly aud forming another cir-

cular course of stitches therefrom upon the stitches of the
partial course, and the stitches of the prece^llng circular

course between the ends of the partial course, and knitting

the end portions of the extra thread at each eml of the

IMrtlal course into certain stitches of said second men-
tioned circular course adjacent to the ends of the said

partial course.

4. The herein described process of knitting a seamless
tabular fabrl< on an endless series of Instruments which
comprises feeding a main knitting thread in an endless

conr»te to all of the series of Instruments and forming a
plain knit stitch therefrom with each of said instruments,
anti feeding an extra thread to a group of said successive

In.struments less than the entire numl>er In said series,

and again actuating the Instruments of said group during
the formation of the said endless course to form an extra

partial course of stitches and feeding said extra thread

to Instrumentalities of the endless series at each end of

said group without forming stitches thereon, and then
feeding the main thread to all of the inxtruntentallties

of the series and forming a stitch therefrom with acb of

Id instruments, whereby the ends of the extra thread

forming such partial course will be knit Into stitches of
the adjacent circular course with the main knitting thread
thereof.

."». The herein described process of knittiniT a seamless
tubular stocking, which citnslsts In knitting the leg portion
by circular knitting with a main knitting thread, forming
the heel pocket, knitting the foot portion by circular knit-

ting with a main knitting thread to form circnlar couraes
of stitches, and forming a plurality of partial courses from
an extra threii<l to make the sole portion of the foot sub-
stantially a size longer than the corresponding top por-
tion to fashion the stocking to the foot, and forming the
toe pocket.

[C'lalms 6 to 15 not printed in the <^zette.]

1.2:11,444 wim; or i'r«h'ELLer for aerial dy-
namics AND OTHER PURPOSES Er ttcb Wilxiam
SpRiNc.ER. Springfield. III. Fllwl Aug. 8. 1907, Serial
.\.,. .1M7.<W,%. Keneweil Mar. 29. 1915. Serial No.
17.961. (CI. 244—31.)

1. A wing for aerial dynami<'s and other purpoiet,
<omprislng a ImmIv whos«' fore and aft Is formed to cor
respond to a sinusoid curve, the point of greatest curva-
ture being at the front edge of said body and the point
of zero curvature being at the rear edge, thus comprising
one-fourth phase of the said curve.

2. A wing for u«e In aerial dynamics the acting surface
of which Is so developetl that Its lines In the direction of
Its Intended motion of progression are sinusoid cnrrea,
the linear elements of which curves ar* proportional to
the velocity at which the wing Is intended to progress
being longer for rapid and shorter for slow flight.

'1. A wing for use In aerial dynamic s comprising a bo<ly

with a surface that acts on the air through which the
wing progresses, such surface having fore and aft dimen-
sions formed to correspond with substantially one fourth
phases of tru" sinusoid curves.

4. A wing for aeroplanes, the acting surface of which
is deve|op«-d so that Its lines In the direction of Its In-

fended motion of progression are sinusoid curves, the
linear elements of which curves are approximate func-

tions of the velocity of progression which the said wiag
Is Intendwl to maintain and are each approximately
e<jual to one fourth phase of the said sinusoid curves.

1.2.SI.445. HANDLE DEVICE FOR VACUUM CLEAN-
ERS. Ai.rRrn J. Sttckbr. Detroit. Mich., assignor to

Fre<l Warden. Detroit, Mich. Filed Aug. 26. 1»16.
Serial No. 117,001. (CI. 15—60.)

1. The coniblnatUm with a portable appliance, of a
handle pivoted thereupon, a link connecting said appliance
and handle having a pivotal engagement with one of said
memlwrs and sliding engagement with the other, and a
common means for yleldably retaining said link against
motion In a plnrallty of positions of the handle relative
ti» the appliance.

•J. The conildnatlon with a portable appliance, of a
handle pivoted thereupon, a link connecting said appli-

ance and handle having pivotal engagement with one of
sjtld members and sliding engagement with the other, a

channeled guide carried i>y the latter named member en-

gage<l with said link, the l^ottom of said guide being aper-
tnred. and a spring mounted exteriorly to said guide hav-
ing a portion projecting through the aperture thereof aod
engageable with the link to yleldably hold the same
against motion In a certain relative position of the handle
and appliance.

a. The combination with a portable appliance, of a ^n-
dle plvote«l thereupon, a cbannele<| guide carried by the
handle having Its sides formed with Inwardly projecting
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flanges, a pin having Its extremities engag(><l beneath said
flanges, said pin l.elng slldatde longitudinally of said guide,
a link < arryiug said pin at one extremity and pivote<l upou
said appliance at its other extremity and means nsso-

eiatitl with one extremity of said guide for yleldaldy re-

taining the pin carrying end of the link at said extremity
when the handle occupies a certain pivotal position rela-

tive to the appliance.

i. The couiidnatlou with a (xirtalde appliance, of a han-
dle plvon-cl thereupon, a link connecting said appliano'
and handle having one of its extremities pivotally en-

gaged with one of said members and slidably engaged with
the other member, a guide carrbHl liy the latter member
engaging the sliding end of said link and a lat< h member
carried by said guide engageable with the sliding end of

the link In a plurality of positions of the handle and
establishing the handle In a rigid relation with the appli

ance in said positions, said latch member b<-lng yieldable

under the application of sufllclent force to the handle.

5. The combination with a portable appliauce. of a han-

dle pivoted thereupon, a link having one <<f Its extremities

pivotally engaged with said appliance, a guide member
carried iiv the handle and guiding the other extremity

of the link in a sliding motion when the handle is angu-
larly displaced, the relative positions of the guide member
and link extremity engage<l thereby being substantially

the same when the handle c>ccupies either a definite raised

or definite lowerecl position, and means c-arrled by the

guide engaging the sliding end of the link In said posi-

tions of the handle and yleldably resisting displacement
of the sliding link extremity in said guide.

(Claims »» and 7 not printed in the «;azette.]

1.231. 44t!. TIRK l?EAD. Wii.uam « . Stcve.nk. Akron.
(.»hio. assignor to The Firestone Tire & Rubber <dm-
pany. Akron. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Filed Mar.
5. 1915. Serial .No. 12.310. (CI. l.VJ— 13.(

—J

1. A tire Ix-ad f«>r use In the edges of pneumatic tire

casings c^miprising a strip of bead material having over-

lapping ends, oue end of said bead being provided with a
single proJ«-ction and re<'ess adapted to mate with a single

projection and r«i-ess on the other end of said bead, the

::39o. «;.—74

mating projections and recesses being adapted to bring
said Icead »c» a predetermined circumference, and means to

prevent lateral separation of the bead ends.

2. A tire bead for use In the edges of pneumatic tire

casings comprising a strip of l)ead material having over-

lapping ends, each end being cut on two cliagonal planes
and a cut transverse to said planes, the two ends being

adapted to mate, whereby the bead, upon being circled,

will be brought to a pre«letermined circumference, and a
wrapping about said ends to prevent lateral s4-paratlon

thereof.

l.:;31.447. Ligi^ID OB <;ASE0US FUEL BURNER.
Ekwiv FEKciKusoN SiEw.xnx. Woodcllff. N. J., assignor
of one-half to The Harrett Company, a Corporation of

New York. Filed Oct. 12. 1910. Serial No. T25.256.
(CI. 158—75.)

1. A llcjuld or gaseous fuel burner, comprising a casing
with two compartments, one adapted to ccmtaln fuel and
the other steam or air. a fuel tube mountcnl in said casing
nnd having communication through a cluct with the fue?

chamlier. a rotatable perforatc-d disk for controlling the
fuel fed through said due t. tubes c cunmunicating with the
steam or air compartment, nozzles upon the tul>e8. and
means for actuating' the tut>es to cause the noz/les to as-

sume tangential positions relative to the exit end of the
fuel tube.

2. A liquid or gaseous fuel burner (omt>rl«ing a casing
with two compartments, one adapt<-d to contain fuel and
the other steam or air. a fuel tube m<>pnt<><l in said casing
and having loniinunication through a duct with the fuel

chanilxr. a rotatal'ie perforated disk for controlling the
fuel fed through said duct, tubes communicating with tLe
steam or air conipartment. nozzles upon the tul>es, and
an acljustable sleeve adapted to engage the tul>es to be
positlone4i in cilfTerent tangential positions relative to the
exit end of the fuel pipe.

3. A liquid or gaseous fuel burner comprising a casing
with two compartments, one adapted tct contain fuel and
the other steam or air. a fuel tube- mounted in saici casing
and having communication through a clue t with the fuel

chamber, a rotatable perforated disk for contrcdllng the
tuel fed through ^aid duct, tubes coniniunic ating with the
steam compartment, nozzles upon the tubes, a sleeve Jour-

nale<l upon said pipe and provldinl with a flangeil portion
with slots therein through which said tubes pass, angled
nozzles upon the tubes, said tubes lielng actuated by a
rotary movement of the sleeve to cause the exit ends of

the nozzles to be held In different positions tangential to

the exit end of the oil tube.

4. A liquid or gaseous fuel burner coniprising a casing

with two compartments, one adaptetl to contain fuel and
the other steam or air. a fuel tube mounted In said casing
and having communication through a duct with the fuel

chiimber. a rotatable perforatecl disk for contrcdllng the
fuel fed tbrc.iigb siiicl duct, tubes coniiiiuiiii atlug with the
steam compartment, a sleeve Journaled iijMtn said pipe and
provided with a flanged portion with sUits therein through
which said tubes pass, angled nozzles upon the tubes, said
tubes being actuated liy a rotary mofement of the sleeve

to cause the exit ends of the nosfzles to be held In different
positions tangential to the exlt> end of the idl or fuel

tube, and means for hcdcling the sleeve In different ad-
Justed positions. »|k
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6. A liquid or gaseous fuel burner romprlsiog a casing
witli two compartiupntH. one adapted to t-ontain fuel and
th*- othpr stpam or air, a fu*"! tube inounttHl In said casing
ami tiaviug conimunlration through a iluct with the fuel

chamber, a sleeve Journaleil upon said pipe and having a
flange with a threadeii aperture therein, a set screw
mounted In said aperturo and adapter! to engage the ca.s-

Ing. said slt-eve baviug an apertured end with oblong slots

therein, tubes communicating with the steam or air cham-
ber and passing through said slots in the flange, a disk
mounted upon the pipe and provided with oblong slots at
right angles to the slots in said flange and through which
the tul)es pass, nozzles upon the tubes apd adapted to be

po»«itioned by the adjustment of the sleeve so that their
exit ends will be tangential to the exit end of the fuel pipe.

[Claims G and 7 not printed in the JJazette.

]

1.1'31.4-18. LABEL AFFIXIN*; MACHLNE. Thomas R.
Stockard, Montreal. Quebec. Canada, assignor to Im-
perial Tobacco Company of Canada Linilte<l. Filed

Mar. 9. 1915. Serial No. 13.116. (CI. 216— :i5.)

1. In a labeling machine, a package fee«llng plunger, a
pasting mechj^nism arranged in th< path of the package,
a plunKer operating slide, a labeling mechanism ami cams
carrlefl hy the slide arranged to shift the pasting mech-
anism out of the path of the package when a pre<leter-

mined area of the package is pasted.
2. In a labeling machine, upper and lower tables, m

drive shaft, package feeding and pasting mechanism on
the lower table, a lal)ellug mechanism, label fe«-<Jlng mech-
anism on the upper table, a driving cam therefor <»n said
shaft, a label cutting knife, a link plvotally conne<ted at
one end to said lever and bifurcate*! at its opposite end.
and embracing the shaft, a channel formed in said cam
having an ec<entric portion thereof disposed on the oppo-
site side of the shaft from the eccentric portion of the
cam. and a pin on said link engaging in the channel.

3. In a labeling machine, upper and lower tables, pack-
age fee<ling and pasting mechanism on the lower table,
label fee<llng mechanism on the upper tatde. and oscillat-
ing means arranged to transfer labels from the upper
table to the lower table in the path of the pai kages. in-

cluding separable label gripping fingers, and means for
separating said fingers to embrace the lat>el.

4. In a labeling machine, means for fee<ilng packages,
and means for placing labels in the path of said packages
Including a pair of oscillating arms each having a finger,

a slide mounted on each arm having a finger cooperating
with the arm finger, a pin on each of said slides, a cam
in the path of each pin arranged to alternately separate
the fingers to embrace a label and dose the fingers to

grip said label.

.5. In a labeling machine, package feeding, pasting and
labeling mechanism, means for positioning labels in the
path of said packages including relatively movable fingers

arranged In pairs, and a tiltable cam arranged to separate
the fingers during movement thereof in one direction and
to dose the fingers during movement thereof In the reverse
direction.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printeil in the < Gazette.]

l.-_'31.44{». C().\VEYIX<; AND LOADING APPARATUS.
Fran< i.s Lke Sti art. ltaltlnu»re. Md. Flle«l May 10.
1!»1»J. Serial No. 9«.«-.'7. (CI. 193—19.)

-h^:,^lzT-*TT

I. The combination of a car supporting track, a truck
supporting track parallel therewith, a main l)elt conveyer
parallel with said truck supporting trai-k. n truck sup-

IM>rte4l by and moving on said tru<-k supporting track

and provided with a tripper, a loop formed in the main
ci»nvey«-r l>«dt and supporteil by the trlpp«T. and loading
apparatus sup|>orteil by ihe truck comprNlng a main
supporting frame, a receiving <-onveyer onto which the

tripper discharges having a frame mouute<| to swing
about a vertical axis in a horizontal plane and to move
en<lwlse in tile main frame, ami a discharging c<)nveyer

l>elt mounteil to turn about a vertical axis and to also

move with the rec»'lvlng conveyer endwise relatively to

the main supiKtrtlng frame.
II. I^oadlng apparatus ouiprlsinK a main supportlne

frame, a re<-»ivlng convyer l»elt having a frame mounted
to swing in a horizontal plane, to oscillate in a vertical

plane, and to move cndwt.se in the main frame, and a dis-

charging conveyer l>elt mounted to turn with resix-ct to
saiil rei-«>lvlng conveyer frame at>out a vertical axis and
to re<'elve material from the receiving conveyer l»elt and
which is also mounted to move colnctdently with said
receiving belt frame l>oth vertli-ally and horizontally rel-

atively to the main supp«>rtlng frame.

3. The combination of a main conveyer belt provbled
with a tripper, a supporting frame for the tripper which
Is movable to an.v desire<l extent while still maintaining
the o{>eratlve relation of the irlp|»er with the nialn con

veyer i»elt. a receiving conveyer onto which the tripper

discharges, a frame for said c«inveyer mounted on the
main supporting frame to swing alMiut a vertical axis, to
oscillate upon a horizontal axis, and which is sitdahle tn

the main sup(>«>rtlng frame, and a discharging conveyer
receiving material from the re<elving conveyer and which
Is connected with the frame thereof to ttirn Independently
of said ref-elvtng convi'ver ai>out a vertical axis and to

also move therewith endmlse relatively to the main sup-

porting frame, horizontally a>H>ut a vertical axis and
vertically al'out a horizontal axis.

4. LoMillug apparatus comprising a su|>portlng frame,
a receiving con\eyer mounteil to swing In a horizontal
plane, to oscillate in a vertlcrfl plane, and to move end-
wise in the supiMirting frame, and a discharging c^>n-

veyer which Is snpp<irte<l l-y the outer end of said receiv-

ing (onveyer and |s mounted thereon to swing with re-

spect to the reivlving conveyer alM>ut a vertical axis and
to also niitve <-olncldcntly with said receiving conveyer
when the latter is adjusteil either horizontally, vertically
or endwise.

5. The comMnatlou of parallel car supporting track*,

an IntermedliTte track parallel with the lar supporting
traiks. a tru.k mounted on said lnterme«ilate track, a
main conveyer tw^lt conne< teil with said truck and pro-
vided with a tripper, a conveyer receiving material from
the tripper ami mounted to swing in a horizontal plane
from one side of the truck to the other to deliver to cars
on either track and mount* d also to move eudwis«- In its

frame, antl a <llscharging conveyer supportei] hy the
outer end of said receiving conveyer and mounte«{ there-
on to swing alxuit a vertical axis.

1.231.450. THRKAD PROTECTnU FOR WELL CAS-
INOS. Gii.BKRT StTTON. Neodesha. Kans. File«l Jan.
9. 1P17 Serial No. 141. 40.-). <C1. 137—91 )

A thread protecting ilevice for well casings romprisinf
a s^lit sleeve having two se<>tlons. a clamp member sup-
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porting each section, ^ald clamp members l>eing hinge<l

at one side anil having removal>le tightening connections

tt the opposite side, and removable l)olts connecting the

clami^ m<'inl>ers anil the split sleeve sections, said bolts

also constituting handles.

1,231.451. PROJECTILE. Alois P. Swoboda. New York.
N. V. Filed May 2. 1910. Serial No. 94.955. (CI.

102—29.)

1. A projectile including a l>ody having a contracted

nose at one end thereof, a chamber having a smaller di-

ameter than the body and fitted upon the contracte<l nose

thereof, the chami>er uud body iMdng co-axial so that the

walls of the .'hamlH>r will not contact with the bore of

the gun. a <iuantity of Inflammable material packed with-

in the chamber and adapteil to be scatterinl when the

cbamlter Is broken by the impact of the projectile with

an object, and means for igniting the inflammal)le mate-

rial as It Is scattered.

2. A projectile Including a body having a contracted

nose at one end thereof, a chamber having a smaller di-

ameter than the l)ody ami formed with an open end
which is t<'lescope<J u|>oD the contracted nose of the t><)dy.

the chami er and base being co-axial so that the wails

of the chamlHT will not contact with the bore of the

can. an internal flange within the chamber adjacent to

the o|H'n end thereof, a packing ring lnterpos»vl between
the Interiial flange antl the body to insure a tight joint,

a (|uaiitlt> of inflammable material housed within the

chamber and adapted to Im- scattered when the chaml>er is

shattered by impact of the projectile with an object.' and
means fm igniting the inflammable material as it is

•catter«Hl.

3. .\ projectile including a l>ody. a chamber fitted upon
one end of the ixMly and ha\lng a smaller diameter than
the same, the chaml>er and IxHiy being co-axial so that

the walls of the chamber will not contact with the l>ore

of the gun. a quantity of Inflammable liquid house<l with-

in the chaml>er and adapted to be scattered when the

chamlH-r is sliattere«i by impact of the projectile with an
objeit, a partition providing an expansion pocket within
the chamb.-r. valveii means for permitting portions of

the inflammable liquid to enter and leave the expansion
pocket as the Inflammable liquid expands and contracts

due to changes in temperature, and means for igniting

the Inflamma de material as it is scattered.

4. A projectile including bo<iy, a chamber fitted upon
the Ixxly and containing an Inflammable substance adapted
to l»e s«-attered when the chamber breaks, a partition pro-

viillug an expansion jmcket within the chamber, valved

means p«>rmlttlng portions of the Inflammable substance

to enter and leave the expansion pocket as the inflamma-
ble substance expands and contracts due to changes in

temperature, and means foi igniting the inflammable ma-
terial as it is scattere«l.

1.231,452. CL0THES-UAN<;ER. Ora M. Swobd, St,

Maries, Idaho. Flleii Jan. H, 1915, Serial No. 1.198.

iCl. 45—18.}

1. A clothes hanger and atta<-hment for liedsteads com-

prising a pair of space<l <-lamping collars, one of said

collars arranged on said bedstead, a nxl having one end

angled, said angled en<l rotatably seated within the outer

of said I'ollars and arranged at right angles to said bed-

stead, a (standard rotatably and adjustably conneited to

the outer end of said ro<l, means for holding the stand-

ard in a vertical or horizontal position, and a plurality

of garment supporting arms arranged on the standard.

2. .\ clothes hanger attaihment for bedsteads compris-

ing a pair of collar clamps, one of said collars secured to

the post of a lM>d. a rod having one end angled, said an-

gled end rotatably seated within the outer of .said col-

lars, the outer end of said rod being bifurcated, the inner

face of one of the arms of the bifurcated portion of the

rods serrated, a standard having one end reduced having

one side face serrate<l and fitted between the arms formed

by the bifurcation of said rod. means extending through

the arms of the rod and through the ends of the stand-

ards for holding the same in various adjusted positions,

.said means also holding the standard in vertical or hori-

zontal position with relation to the roils, and a plurality

of adjustable garment supporting members arranged on
the standard.

1.231,45:?. CAN STRAI(JHTEN1N<; machine. Harry
T. Tait. Springfield. Mass.. assignor to Manning Manu-

• facturlng Company. Rutlaml. Vt., a Corporation of Ver-

mont. Filed Aug. 10, 1915. Serial No. 44.839. (CI.

1.53— .•?9.

1

4. In a can straightening machine, the combination with
an anvil provided with a concaved face for supporting the
can, of a plvote<i helve, a hammer carried by said helve

having a I'onvexed face adapted to engage the Inner face

of said can over said anvil, a spring arranged under the
free end of said helve, means for forcing said helve down-
wardly so as to compress said spring, and a cam arranged
In the path of said helve for holding said helve in raised

position.

10. A can straightening machine comprising a table

having an anvil mounted thereon, provided with a con-

caved face for supporting a can. a supporting bracket ar-

ranged upon said table and spaced from said anvil, a
helve provided with trunnions plvotally mounted In said

bracket provided with a rearwardly projecting portion at
one end. a spring arrang«>ii under the rearwardly pro-

Je<tlug end of said helve, a hammer carried by the oppo-
site end of said helve having a convexed face adapte<l to
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»*nKasre th** iunfr fao- of th»» <an ovit Mitd anvil, a revo-
luhle tapp^-t arranged al>ov»' th*- rrarwartlly projecting end
of said helve and adapted to rootai-t Intermittently there-

with for raising the hammer end «»f Maid helve, said bracket
having an )-.\teDslon., n <ri)i»»i shaft mounted in said exten-

sion, a cam arranged upon fiaid Hhaft. and a lever fixed to

the shaft for adjusting the poHltlon of said cam extension

to said helve for hohllng sal«l helve in inoperative position.

11. In a can strnlghtcnlnK machine, the combination
with a support having an anvil provided with a concaved
face for supporting the can. of a supporting bracket mount-
ed upon said support, a helve pivotall.v nmunted on said

bracket having a rearwardl.v projecting portion at one end.

a hammer <-arrled by the opposite end of said helve having
a convexed face a<lapted to engage the inner face of th*-

can over said anvil, a revolnble cam arranged above and
adapte<l to ctHiperate with the rt-arwardly projecting end of

said helve, means for holding said helve out of the path
of travel of said cam and a spring arranged under the pro-

jecting end of said helve.

[Claims 1 to :: and 5 to 9 not printe<l in the Gazette.]

1.2.11.454. HAT FASTKNKK. .» iexanleu Taylor. I»un-

etlin. .New Zealand. Filed Mar. 31. 1910. Serial No.
88.051. (f'l. 132—25.1

In a hat-fastener, the comiiination of a Hplral member
to engage the hair of the wearer, having a portion of its

upi«T convohitlon bent upward in a <iire<tlon perpendb-
nlar to the plane of said convolution to form a po«t. said
post having a head thereon for rotating said spiral mem-
ber : and a fiat tasing comprising flexible upper and lower
menil»ers arranged directly against each other and directly
connected together : said casing memi>er8 l>elng adapted
to completely inclose between them the said spiral member
when the latter Is withdrawn from the hair, and the lower
<asing member being formed with an a|>«Tture to enable
the spiral member to pass therethrough when rotated.

1.2.!1.455. EXHIBITOR. .losii-n J.amkh Tholk. Ijjng-
ford. S. D. Fil^ Aug. 4, 1915. Serial No. 4:1.623. (CI.
4i>—85.)

1. An exhibitor including a supi>ort. a roller Journaled
on the support, a curfain lonnected to the roller, the cur-

tain comprising parallel strips having ears and flexible

connectors thrende<l through the ears, curtain guides on
the support, and a s«><'uring member for holding the cur-

tain in a drawn position.

2. An exhibitor including a support, a roller Journaled

on the su|iport. and a (urtain connected to the roller, the

curtain c«»mpri.slng parallel strips having depressions pro-

vided with apertured protuberances said protul>erances re-

ceiving <-onnectiug elements.

1.231.456. ELKCTKIC LAMI" SOiKET. <;eor«;e B.
Thomas. Bridgeport. <dun.. a.sKlgnor to The Bryant
Electric Company. Bridgeport. <'onn.. a Corporation of
Connecticut. Filed .Ian. 20. 1»1«. Serial No. 7::,2«»3,

(CI. 173—328.)

1. An elei'trlc lamp socket having a pair of superposed
hellcoldal lamp engaging terminal* and insulating means
interposed between the -.plres; of >n\i\ terminal^ to insure
their Insulation from each other.

5. An electric lamp so< ket having n pair of superposed
hellcoldal lamp-engaging terminals au4l insulating means
interpose<l between the spires of said termlnalH to Insure
their Insulation from ea< h <>th»T. *«l«l means i-omprising
a spilt disk through which the lamp engaging ends of the
terminals pass, a lamp supporting shell surrounding said
terminals and lugs on the insulating dUk engaging said
shell to hold the disk In adjusted position.

(Claims 2 to 4. C>. Jin.l 7 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.457. TREEINi} IRON. William I. Thompson,
Stoneham. Mass.. assignor of one-fourth to Anthony M.
Lux. one fourth to Walter .1. Lux. and one fourth to
Patrick J. Higgins. Woburn. Mas-s. Flle«l .Ian. 17,
1917. Serial No. 142,8(»5. u'l. 12— 104.)

1. A treeing Iron approximately we4lge-shape<| In croas
section and bnvlng a relatively wide elongated ttase. an
elongated acute angle«I apex, concave side faces which
converge toward said apex and are adaptetl to act on
convex portions of a shoe upper, and narrow elontnited
longitudinal faces Joining said roniave side faces and
meeting each other at an acute angle to form said acute
angle«l apex, which is adapted to act on a narrow shoulder
on a shoe upper.

2. A treeing Iron approximately weclge-^hapeil in cross
section and having a relatively wide elongated base, an
elongated acute angleil ai>ex. concave side faces which
converge toward said iipex and are adapte*! to act on
convex portions of a shoe tipper, narrow elongate<l

longitudinal faces Joining said concave side faces and
me«'tlng each other at an acute angle to form said acute
angled apex, which is atiapted to a<t on a narrow shoulder
on a shoe upp«'r. and end faces which are mrvetl inwardly
from points near said apex to form horns adaptecl to

act on limited areas of the upper, the end portions of
said narrow el<»ngat»sl longitudinal faces forming the

sides of said horns.

1.231. 4.>8. IX)W WATER .\LARM. Herman B. Tuvkb-
TON. Crafton. I'a. Filed Aug. 3<i. 1916. Serial No.

117.779. (CI. 23ft—16.1
In a device of the character descrlbe<l. a casing having a

chamber and lateral openings through its wall communicat-
ing with said chamber, said lasing also having an axial
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op<-ning and au axial bore at opposite sides of its chanil>er

and an outer valve r^eat at the outer end of its said bore, an I

provideil with a counter Ixtte around the inner end of the

axial opening forndug an inner valve seat at one side of

the cbuniber. auil a plui;

threadeil for engagement
tiaving a stillil lH>dy externally

in the said bore of the casing

iJF^ t

and provided with an enlarge*! head at one end f«*r en
gageuient against the said outer valve seat, said plug

having its inner end recess«'d within the chand>er. and

a fusible filling anchored within the rei-ess of the plug

and extending beyond tile sunie for engagement against

the said Inner valve neat.

1^31.4.M». COLLAPSIBLE CRATE. Uakek M. Tom
!
SBKLIN. SantM HnHH. (°al. Fib',1 Mar. 12. VM1H. Serial

No. 7J3.74S. (CI. 22tt— 17.)

1. The combinatiou with a container having side. end.

top and bottom walls hinged together, the top wall being

free to swing upon its hinge, of a plate slldlngly engaging
one of tlie sbie walls and having a lioftk at its upper end
adapttsi to engage the top wall nnd having a hook

at Its lower end. and a spring hook fixed to the side wall

adjacent to and adapte<l to Interlock with the hook of the

lower enil of the sliding plate.

2. The comltindtion with a <-ontalner having side, end,

tup and iNtttoni walls hinged together, the top wall being

fre«' to swing upon its hinge, of a plate slldlngly engaging

one of the side walls ainl having a book at its upper 4'Ud

and adapted to engage the top wall, and having a hook

•t its lower enil. the side wall being formed with an aper

ture In whl<-b the last named hook is adapter! to extend,

and n spring book fixe^l to th>- inside of said side wall

and dl>^posed to extentl Into the aperture for interlo<-king

with the hook at the lower end of the sliding plate.

3. The I'oinblnatiou with a container having side, end,

top and bottom walls hing-d togetlier. the top wall being

fnH- to swing upon Its hinge, of a plate slldinuly engaging

one of the side walls, the side wall thus engaged being

formeil with a vertical slot, a retaining plate fixed to

the sliding plate nn<1 extendlni; through the slot and lap

ping the Inner face of the side wall, said sliding plate hav

Ing hooks at Its ends, one adapted to engage and lock the

top wall from swlnsing. and a spring hook carried by the

sliding plate and disposed to engage the other hook of

the sliding plate.

4. In a folding crate, the combination of a collapsible

structurn having side plates, hinged top and Irattom

plates the top plate beln*.' hinged at the opposite side of

carrle<l by each of the side plates proportlone<i for engag-

ing and hxking the top and bottom plates in position

with the structure unfolde^l. the top and bottom plates

being dimensioned and located for swinging on their

hinged connections to a folded position contiguous to

the respective locking elements, the sabl locking elements

being adapted to engage and lock the top and bottom

plates in their folded positions.

.'». In a folding crate, the combination with a collapsible

structure comprising side and end plates hiuge<l together,

a top plate hinged to the upper edge of one of the side

plates, a bottom plate bingeil to the lower edge of the

other side plate, each of the top and bottom plates being

hinge<l to swing from a horizontal to a vertical position,

and locking means fix»Hl to the last mentioned side plate

adjacent its upper edge and similar locking means fixed

to the other side plate adjacent Its lower eilge. each of

the top and bottom plates being proportlone«l for ex-

teutlliig, when in their vertical .positions, to the locking

means of the respective side plate to which the top or

t>ottom plate is hinged, and the locking means being

a<lapted to lock the last mentioned plates in both their

vertical and horizontal positions.

[Claims 6 to 12 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231. 460. COLLAPSIBLE CKATK ANI» L(M'K. Baker
M. ToMBtuLiN. Santa Kos^. Cal. Fibsl Jan. 22. mi4.
Serial No. 813.717. (CI. 22«t—17.)

1. In a folding crate, the combination of a collapsible

contaiUiT comprising side and end plates hinged together,

a top plate hinged to the upper edge of one side plate,

a bottom plate hinged to the lower e<lge-of the other side

I>late. a bolt rigid throughout its b-ugth and slbliugly car-

ried l>y the upper portion of one of the side plates aiHl

having a hook at each end. tie upper or outer hook being

adapted to engage and lock the top plate in its extended
position and the lower or bottom hook being adapted to

engage and lock the bottom plate In its fold«><l position,

and a similar lock engaging the other side plate at its

lower portion and having similar hooks for engaging re-

spectively the bottom plate In Its extended position and
the top plate in its folded position.

2. In a folding crate, the combination of a collapsible

container having hinged side and end plates, a top plate

hinged to the upper edge of the rear side plate, a bottom
plate hinged to the lower edge of the front side plate, the

hinges of the top and bottom plates being ailapte*! to

enable said plates to swing from an unfolded horizontal

position to a folded vertical position, a l>olt substantially

rigid throughout its length slldlngly etigaging the upper

portion of the front side plate and having a catch at each

end. one catch being adapted t«) engage the front edge

portion of the top plate when in its unfolded position and
the other catch being adapted to engage the free edge

portion of the botti>m plate when in Its foldeii position,

and a similarly constructeil locking bolt having similar

locking means disposed at the lower portion of the rear

side plate and adapted to engage respectively the bottom

and top plates in their unfolded an<l folded positions.

3. In a folding crate, the combination of a collapsible

container, comprising the side and end plates hinged to-

the structure from the iMdtom plate, and locking means i gether. a top plate hinged to the upper edge of on» side
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plat*-, a hottom plate hlngfd to the lower e<ljte »>f the other
si<le plate, a bolt rigid throughout Its length and slidlngly
(8rrie<1 by the upper portion of one of the side plates and
having a ho<»k at each end. the upper or outer hook being
adapted to engage and lock the top plate In Its extended
position, and the lower or inner hook being adapted to
engage and lock the bottom plate In its folded position,

the sal<l outer ho<ik. when the parts are In the last nanie<l

position, being adapteil to ilasp the upper portions of the
folde<l parts. an<l a similar bolt similarly carried by the
^ther side plate at its lower portion and having similar
hooks for engaging respectively the bottom plate in its

extended position and a top plate In Its folded position
and for clasping the lower portions of the foldeil parts.

4. In a folding crate, the combination with a collapsible
structure, of a substantially rigid slide having a catch
at each end adapted to engage and lock various parts In

their folde<l and unfolde<l positions, the slide being of
spring material and adapted to be Kprung to and from
certain of Its locking positions.

5. In a fol(le«l crate, the combination with a collapsible
container having side and end plates hinged together,
top and l»ottoni plates hlugetl to the side plates, the bot-
tom plate being adapte<l to swing from a horizontal un-
folde<l to a vertical folded position, means for locking
the bottom plate In its unfoldetl position, a substantially
rigid sliding bolt having means adapteil to engage and
lock the top plate in Its unfolde<l position and also having
means a<Iapte<l to be sprung past portions of the l>ottom
plate for locking the sano- In Its folde^l position.

1.231.4«il. FL(MtK.IArK. John J. T<>MfiiECK. Two
Rivers. Wis. Filed Nov. -20. 1!»H!. Serial No. 132.324.
(«'l. 254— It;.)

1. A floor Jack comprising a board engaging shoe, a
lever, a spur carrying t>ar plvote<l to the lower end of the
lever for vertical movement, a foot rest on the bar. and a

link connected with the shoe and the Intermeiilate portion
of the lever.

2. A floor Jack comprising a bar. a shoe at one end of

the bar. a lever havlni; Its lower end slidlngly connected
with the other end of the bar. a spur <arrylng bar plvote<l

to said lower end of the lever, and a link connected with
the intermediate portion of the lever and the first bar.

3. A floor .lack comprising a bar provided with a longi-

tudinal slot in one end. a shoe at the other end of the

bar. a lever, a spur carrying bar. a b<dt passing through
the lower end of the lever and through the tooth carrying
bar and slldable In the elot of the first bar and a link con-

Decte<l with the Intermediate portion of the lever and the
first bar.

4. A floor Jack comprising a lever, an anchor fulcrum
therefor plvotally connected therewith, a bar slldably
connected with the lever at Its pivot, a shoe carried b.v

said bar. and a link connecting the shoe carrying bar and
the Intermediate portion of the lever.

I

1.231.462. COAI^UNLOADINi; DEVICE. Jameh H.
TfTwiutR, Atlanta. <;a. Filed .Tan. 26. 1917. Serial
No. 144,669. (CI. 212—2.)

1, 10

A

1. A device of the character specirteil. <-omprlsing sub-

stantially right triangular end frames. »>ach having at
one a<'Ute angle a so<'ket and having on the opposite side

a clamp for engaging the side of a car and adjustable lon-

gitudinally of th'^ said side, an adjustable standard engag-
ing the socket at Its upper »-nd an<l adHpt<-<l to r»'st upon
the ground at its lower end. said standaril comprising
Inner and outer sections adjustable longitudinally of each
other and having means for holding them In adjuste<l po-
sition, and a Jack t>ase for raisins and lowering the Inner
and outer sections, a rail for <-onnectlng the top s|(|ei< of

the frames, said rail having pairs of lugs at Its ends for

engaging the opposite sides of the end frames, a carriage
movable on the rail, a s«-ale supportetl by the carriage,

and a bucket having a blo<-k and tackle connection with
the scale.

2. An apparatus substantially as herein iWcrllieil. com-
prising uprights having means whereby they may l>e ver-

tically adjusted and cross frames corresponding to said

uprights and having at their outer upper ends means for

tnterlo<-klng engagement with the upper ends uf the up-
rights, said cross frames also having top bars constituting

rails and upright bars having means for engagement with

the Ride of a car and adapteil for detachable engagement
therewith, a beam trawling on the top bars or rails of
said cross frames, a c-arrlage traveling op the l>eani. and a
bucket saspendeil from the larriagc. all as and fur the
purpose set forth.

1.231.463 SIIEET-I'RINT1N<; I'RKSS. niRx F. l>-
HAM, Boston. Mass.. assigni r to I'nlted Printing Ma-
chinery Company. Boston. Mass.. a i'orporatlon of

Maine. Filed Nov. 20. 1915. Serial .\o. 62.616. Re-
newed Not. 15. 1916. .'<erlal .No. 131.571. (CL
101—86.)

1. In sheet printing mechanism, the combination of an
Impression cylinder, and a printing member co acting
therewith, said cylinder being provldeil with sheet grlp-
pers. gages for arresting sheets in position to t>e delivered
to the cylinder grlppers ; means for throwing on and off

Impression, and means for rendering the cylinder grippera
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Ineffective at the taking point: with devices adapted to

detect misplaced or defective sheets, and means whereby,

when a defective or misplaced sheet Is fed, the throw off

devhes are permltte<l to operate, the sheet gages are left

down, and the means for rendering the cylinder grlppers

Ineffective op»Tate.

2. In sheet printing meihnnlsiii. the <oniblnatlon of an

impression <yllnder. and a printing niemt'er co-acting

therewith, said cylinder l>elng provideil with sheet grlp-

pers : gages for arresting sheets In position to be taken

by the cyllniler grlppers ; means for throwing on and off

lpipre>slon. II nil means for rendering the ( yllnder grlppers

inoperative at the taking and delivery points: with de-

vices adapted to detect misplaced or defective sheets, and
means c<introlled l>y said detec-tlng devbes whereb.v when

a defective or mlsplaceii sheet Is fed down the throw off

devlies are permltt^Kl to operate, the sheet gaires are left

down, and the means for rendering the (yllnder grlppers

loeffei tlve operate.

.H. In sheet printing mechanism, the combination of an

impression cylinder and a printing iiienil>er co-acting

therewith, said cylinder being providi^l with grlppers.

sheet gages for arresting' sheets in position to be taken

»iy the cylinder k'rlpp«Ts. means for throwing on and off

lmi>resslon. ami means for rendering the cylinder grlppers

ineffective at the taking p<dnt : with devices a<1apted to

dete«t a mlsplace<l or defective sheet fed to the cylinder,

and connections whereby. Ii a defective or misplaced sheet

Is fed to the taking point, the sheet feeding devices are

held In lneffe<tlve p«isltlon the shwt gages are left down to

prevent the advance of the sheet ; the Impression Is thrown

off and the cylinder grlppers rendered ineffective.

4. In sheet printing mechanism, the cotnldnatlon of an

Impression cylinder an<l a printing meml>er co-acting

therewith, said cylinder l<elng provlde<l with grlppers.

sheet yaires for arresting sheets In position to l-e taken by

the <yllnder I'rlppers. means for throwing on and off im-

pression, and means for rendering the cylinder grlppers

Ineffective : with devices adapted to detect a misplaced

or defective she«'t fed to the cylinder, and connections

wherehy. If 1 defective or iiilspla<-ed sh<>et is fed to the

taking point, the shi-et fee«llng devices are held In Ineffec-

tive pfisltlon. the sheet gages are left down to prevent the

advance of the sheets, the Impression Is thrown off. and

the cylinder j!rlpp< rs rendered ineffective.

.'i. In sheet printing iiM*chanlsiii. the conildnatlon of an

impresslt.n <yllnder and a printing member co-acting

therewith, said cylinder being provlde<l with grlppers

:

sheet gages for arresting sheets In position to be taken

by the cylln<ler grlppers. automatic means for fi-edlns: the

Utaeets to the cylinders. m«>ans for throwing the <yllnder

•n .nnd off Impression, and means for rendering the cylin-

der grlppers Ineffective, with <levlces adapted to detect a

nilsplace<l or defective she«-t f«tl to the cylinder : means

controlled liy said detector devlcs. and connections be-

twiM-n said detector controlle<l means the sheet fee«llng de-

vli-es the throw <»ff devices, the grlpper contndllng devices

and the iiaue op<Tatlng devices, whereliy. If a defective or

misplaced she«'t Is fell to the taking point, the sheet feed-

ing devices are held in Ineffective position : the gages are

left down to prevent the advance of the sheet : the cylin-

der is thrown off Impression and the cylliider grlppers

rind<'re«l Ineffective. .

I

(Claims 6 to 40 not prlnteil In the «;azette.l

1.231.4*'>4. EIm:E - TKIMMKR. Amhu«>se F. W'EnTMW.
Hummelsiown. Ta. Filed Nov. 24, 1S«16. Serial No.

l.lS.l.HtV (CI. 12—88.)

1. In an <>dge trimming device, a revoluhle shaft, a

cutter carried by the shaft at one end thereof, a station-

ary iM-arlng for said shaft, having an ixtenslon. a sleeve

secured to said extension for preventlni: the vibration of

the shaft In a direction at rlirht antles to Its axis, and a

sfatlonary guard or shield secured to said sleeve and

havlni: a portion extending over one iflge of said cutter.

2. In an edge- trimming devit-e. a revoluble shaft, a cut-

ter carried by th. shaft at one end thereof, a stationary

bearing for said shaft, having an extension, a sleeve

secured to said extension for preventing the vibration of

the shaft in a direction at right angles to its axis, a sta-

tionary guard or shield secured to said sleeve and having

a portion extending over one edge of said cutter, and

means for adjusting the position of said guard on said

sleeve relatively to said cutter, and for securing it In its

adjusted position.

3. In an edge trimming deylce. a support, bearings

carrle<l thereby, a shaft rota tal>1y disposed in said bear-

ings, one of said bearings having an extension, a cutter

carried by said shaft at one end thereof, means secured

to said extension and arranged to engage said shaft for

preventing the vibration thereof in a direction at right

angles to its axis, and a shield or guard rigidly secured

to said means and arranged to extend over a portion of

the cu<ter.

4. In an edge trimming device, a base or support, bear-

ings carried by said base, one of said bearings being ex-

tended, a rotatable shaft disposed in said bearings, a cut-

ter carried at one end of said shaft, a sleeve arranged to

fit over said shaft and having an enlarged portion ar-

range<l to engage and to be secured to said bearing ex-

tension, and a second sleeve fitting over said first named

sleeve and adjustably secured thereto, said second sleeve

having a flange arranged to extend over a portion of I he

cutter and to constitute a guard therefor.

1.231.465. RAILWAY -RAIL. Oliver P. Williams.
Youngstown. Fla.. assignor of one-third to Arthur C.

Williams. Murdock. Fla. Filed Feb. 20, 1917. Serial

No. 149,849. (CI. 239—16.)

JO-'^ -J-*- ~*-0

In a compound rail, a tread including a head and a

web c-entrally depending from the headr said web upon

Its lower edge having outwardly extending angularly dis-

posed rll>s.' the head of the tread upon Its underface be-

ing grooved longitudinally in a line with the sides of the

web, a support for the tread comprising plates adaptetl to

engage with the sides of the web and to have their upper

edges received in the underface of the head of the tread,

said plates having their lower portions flanged outwardly

to engage with the outer surfaces of the ribs upon the

web. said plates having their lower edges provided with

Intnrned members that have their Inner edge* formefl

with upwardly extending ribs that are adapted to engage

with the underfaces of the ribs of the web and to contact

with each other, and means comprising transverse mem-
bers passing through the side members and webs for con-

necting the said sides to the webs of the rails.

1.231.406. VAPOR BATH CABINET. .Tames R. WrhjHT,

iK-nver. Colo. Filed O't. 19. 1914. Serial No. SO"..^.''.?.

(CI. 4—13.)

1. .\ bath cabinet comprising a c-aslng and a platform

located therein, a rod fixed at the ends of the caslng^and
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formlns a support for th«? platform n»>ar ont* i^jf** thereof.
whereby when the opposite o,ig,- of the platform Is ralseii.

the eilge nearer the ro<l wUl move ilownwardly between
the ro<l an<l the adjacent wail of the <-ai*tn<. whereby the
r<Ml will snp(M>rt the platform in the raixeil position.

i.2:n.4«;T. aimistaulk aitomatk pkkssire-
KOLL KKLKASE FOR CLOTIIKS WRINGERS. Rka P.

WuniHT, Washington. 1». «'.. assignor to John Francl«

ll.nienway. New Vorij. N. V. File.i iKt. J. Utltl. S. rial

No. l::3.3«l. (I'l. tw—32.)

2. .\ bath cabinet comprising a <asinjr and a platform

lo<'ated therein, a rod tlxcd at the end of the casing and
forming a support for the platform near one ed»:e thereof,

whereby, when the opposite »'d>»e of the platform Is raiseil.

the wige nearer the nxl will move tlownwarilly l>etween

the ro<l and the adjacent wall of the casiuif. whereby the

ro<1 will support the platform in the raise<l position, the

casing being provldeil with a support for the edge of the

platform remote from the timI. substantially as described.

1. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pr«j-
Bure rolls and pressure means for said rolls, pivoteii mem-
bers for normally hohiing said pressure means in pre«le-
termluetl position, and conl< al members carrie<l by the
shaft of one of said pressure rolls engaging said pivot^^l
members on the upward movement thereof to release said
pressure means.

4. A clothes wringer, comprising a frame having pres-
sure rolls and pressure means for said rolls mounte*!
therein, movable members for normally holding said pres
sure means in pre<letermine<| position, adjustable trip
members carried liy said movable meml»ers. and memtiers
having inclined faces engaging said adjustable memlters
on the separation of saitl pressure rolls for moving said
movable members in position to reit-iise said pressure
means.

7. A <'lothes wringer, compri^inif a frame having pres-
sure rolls an<l pressure means for said rolls mounted
therein, a top bar movably mounted within said frame '

having pressure screws for adjusting saUl pressure mean-,
pivoted latches niounteii on the side bars of said frame I

for boUilBir Maid top bar in pr»>«|etermined |)osition within
said frame, trip members a>Ijustably carrie*! by said plvot-
e<l iatihes. anil conical meml>ers carried by the shaft of
one of saiil pressure rolls engaging said trip mend>er on
the upward movement thereof for oscillating said trip
memlwr to move said trip member out of the path of
travel of said top liar.

8. A clothes wringer, romprlslng a frame havlnv pres-
sure rolls and pressure uieiins f«.r said roll> mounteil
therein, a movably mounteil iiiemlx'r arrange*! lu said
frame having meau< for ailjusting said pressure means,
plvotetl latches mounted on the side bars of sal<l frame
• oai tlnit with said movable ncmlM-r for holding said mov-
able meudM-r in pr»>«|etermined p<.sirion within said frame,
said latches having depending offset tail portions carrying
h<dts. slotieil trip memlM-rs adjustably mounteil on the
bolts uf »aiU tall portions, and conlt-al-shapiNl nienil>ers

mounteil on the shaft of one of sjiid pressure rolls t-n-

gi'u'ing said trip memliers in the separation of said rolls

for moving said pivoted latches out of the path of travel
of said movable mounteft member.

[Claims 'J. 3. 5. <>. and !* to 13 not printed in the
Gaiette. ]

1.231.4HS. WATERI*R<M»F CEMENT. CiitsTER IV

Ai.i.EX. Memphis. Tenn. Flle«l Feb. 23. 191«5. Serial No.
HO.lHMi. Reneweil Dec. IS. 19H5. Serial No. 137,711.
(CI. 87—17.

»

A composition for the | nrposc s|H'cif1eil prepareil from
the following Ingreilients in substantially the proportions

stated, namely. 3^'^f by weight of iles|cc«te«| b|oo«|. 3J%
by welifht nt lime. 3\''f liy weight <if commercial caustic
I'.lkali. and 8O', by weight of water.

231.4n9. .MATTRESS CLAMP.
S:in Diego, fal. Filed Mar.
15.»«»4. (CI. 5—22.)

Ri>UEIlT If.

17. Iftl.'..

Anpckson.
Serial .No.

o

1. A mattress clinip In lut'dng a clamp arm having a
vertical stem ; means for frictloually locking aald stem ;

and a pressure bar pivoted to said arm for horizontal
movement.

2. A nuittress clamp Including a socket having a bole
therethrough ; a clamp arm having a stem engaging said
hole : and a pressure liar swiveltMl «.n the end of said arm.

3. .V mattress clamp including a so< ket having a bole
therethrough : an overhanging clamp arm having a stem
engaging said hole ; an eyelet In the outer end of said
arm : and a pressure bar having a swivel en-jagliig said
eyelet.

4. A mattress clamp including a socket : an overhang
tng clamp arm having a stem engaging said soi-ket : an
eyelet In the outer end of said arm: a collar having a
neik swlveleil in said eyelet ; and a pressure l>ar fixed In
said collar.

.">. A mattress clamp including a socket : an overhanging
clamp arm having a stem engaging said socket : an eye-

let in the outer end of said arm: a collar having n neck
swlveled lu .salil eyelet ; a pressure bar extending through
said collar : and a set screw threadeil in -aid neck and
engaging said bar.

[llaim <> not print<'<l In the (Gazette.)
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1231470 MASTER 1»1E FOR F«)R(JIN(; 1»1ES I'OR

DROP HAMMERS. PRESSES. ANI» THE LIKE Al.

BBiiT F. AKTiitK. Cleveland. < »hio. assignor to The < leve

land Hardware Company. Cleveland. Ohio a "'[P""

tlon of Ohio. Filed Apr. 27. 1»10. Serial No. »3.i*3«.

(CI. 7»—«<».»

1231473 SAFETY DRAWBAR. Heuman F. IUUI>,

Hnmxvllle. N. V.. assignor to Economy l»e^^ces Corpo-

ration. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation of New York

Flle^l Feb. 27. 1017. Serial No. 151.21S. al. 21.i—42.)

1 In means for forging ilbs for drop hammers, presses

and the like, a pair of master dies Including a matrix

adaptid to receive a ido. k or iMMly to be forged into a

die and a patrix having on Its face a die pattern to be

reproduced lu the body of metal, and means on the patrix

betw^-n the pattern and the sides of the patrix for pre

venting lateral im.veinent ..f the metal aw;.y from the

pattern.
^

(i'lalms 2 to 4 not printed in the Oaz.tte.l

1 In a railroad vehicle draft cear. the combination of

a draw bar pin casting adapted to be supported on a rail-

road vehicle; a draw bar .H,upli..g pin fitted li. a socket

on said casting : a main draw bar coupled to said pin and

adapted to be .oupbHl. at Its opposite end. to another

vehicle- and an auxiliary or safety draw bar couple<l to

a b..ss on the draw bar pin casting, surrounding the ,ou-

pltng pin socket, and Independently of the coupling pin.

and adapter! to be coupled, at its opposite end. to another

vehicle.
,

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the (.azette.]

1"{1471 MANCFArTt HE oF .VNHYI>ROrS MA*?

NFsn M CHLORID EiH.Au Authiu Asm uof-t. Lon

doi,'. England. Fllcl Dec. 5. 1»1(J. Serial No. i:Ci.241.

(CI. 2:1— l.i.>
, ,, .,

1 The manufaiture of anhydrous magnesium chlorid

by treating, with cblorln gas. an oxygen containing mag

neslum compound in a fused medium, substantially as

hereinliefore explalne<1.
. , •

,

3 Th- manufacture of anhydrous magnesium chlorid

by' treating, with chiorin gas. an oxygen containing mag

neslum .-..mpound In a fusi^l m.Mlium. and In the pres.n.e

of a substance whi- h promotes the exothermic nature of

the reaction, substantially as hereinbefore explained.

[Claims 2 and 4 not printwl in the (Jazette.)

1 031 474 MOTOR TUrCK. LiNToN T. HvssETT. Car-

"thage. Mo. Filed Sept. 28. 'l9irr—Serial No. 52.99..

(01. 21—90.)

12U47- WA«;oN BRAKE. Ki.i.is 11. BvKtK. Whit

'lash. Mont. Filed .luue 21. l'.n«i. Serial No. lu5.oil.

(d. 21—8.)

The combination with the rear axle of a vehicle, of a

drag bar having one end pivotally connected to the axle

„ u shapisl element secured to the drag bar at a point

intermediate the ends thereof, a shaft journnled on the

axle and provided with a U shaped crank portion, the said

U-shape<l crank portion having the connecting portion for

the sides thereof extending through the U shap^-d element

on the drag bar so as to effect movement of the drag bar

when the shaft Is operated, ami means for operating the

shaft.

1 \ motor tru<k comprising a pair of front steering

wheels a pair of rear drive wheels, axles by whi< h the

said wheels are support^!, a rtinning gear between and

uniting the said nxles and consisting of a frame supported

by the front wheels, another frame supported by the rear

wheels and means for uniting these frames, and a frame

for the motor and acessories thereto extending forwardly

beyond the said ninnlng gear.
-' \ motor truck comprising a pair of front steering

wheels, stub axles supporting the said wheels, a pair of

nvar drive wheels, an axle by which the rear wheels are

supported, a muning gear extending between and connect-

ing the wheels and their axles, comprising a V-shaped

frame the diverging end of which is supported! by the

front wheels, a se<ond V Shaped frame the diverging end

of whi<h is supp0rt.1l by the rear wheels, the said frames

overlapping each other, and n.eans for uniting the said

frames, springs interposed in-tween the stub axles of the

front wheels aud the running gear, whereby the forward

portion of the latter is spring-siipported, and a frame for

,he motor and acessories thereto extemllng forwardly

lievond the said running gear.

3 A motor truck, comprising a pair of rear drive

wheelft supp..rteil t.pon a . ross axle, a pair of front steering

wheels supported by short-tumiug stub axles, a running

p,.ar bitween and connecting sai.l sets of wheels, a frame

for the motor and accessories thereto, extending forwardly

bevoud the running gear «ud the front steej-lng wheels, a

gear casing sHpporte.1 upon the rear axle, and a longl-

tudinallv arranged, substantially horfzontal sheath dls-

pos«Hl aliove the said connecting running gear, and sup

porteil at its rear end by the said «-aslng at its highest

part and at its forward end by the running gear, and

adapted to inclose the shaft from the motor that drives

the rear wheels.
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4. A motor truck comprising a pair of rear .Irlvo wheels
supported up<.n a cross axle, a pair of front steering
wheels supporte<l by short-turning stub axles, a running
gear between and connecting the said sets of wheels, a
frame for the motor and the accessories thereto extending
forwardly beyond the running jiear and the front st<'ering
whe<'ls, a gear <aslng surrounding and supported upon the
rear axle, a longitudinally arrange<l sheath, supporteil at
Its rear end by the said casing above the rear axle and at
its forward t-nd by the running gear, adapted to Inclose
the shaft from the motor that drives the rear wheels, and
n brace secured at Its forwanl end to the said sheath and
at its rear end to the said casing below the rear axle.

5. A motor truck comprisinc a pair of rear drive wheels
supported upon a cross axle, a pair of front steering
wheels supporte<l upon short-turning stub axles, a running
gear uniting the said sets of wheels and consisting of a
V-shaped frame connected at its diverging end with and
supported by the rear axle, a cross bar uniting the
diverging portions of the said frame, and another
V-8hape<l frame the diverging portions of which are con-
necte<l with the bearings In which are supported the verti-
cal splndUs of the stub axles for the steering wheels, the
said frame extending under the V-shapeil frame connecte<l
with the rear axle and having its apex unite*) with the
said cross »>ar of the r»ar diverging frame, and a frame
for the motor and accessories thereto extending forwardly
entirely beyond the said running gear.

1,231,47.-,. I»I.<I'LAV AM» I>ISI'ENSIX«; HEVICE.
Alk K (K Behoman. Milara. Minn. File<l June 23, 1915.
Serial No. .H.-»,8.-.«;. tCl. 211— IS.)

1. In a device of the class descrlf>ed. a frame, a shaft
mounted in the frame, circular side plates Journaletl upon
the shaft, a cylinder conne< tln^ the side plates and having
a plurality o^ transverse slots, an annular series of tubes
connecting the side plates and being slotte<l to register
with the slots in the cylinder, said side plates having
openings leading Into the tubes, and a spring arm Inter-
pose«l betwe«>n teh frame Ami said side plates, having one
end secured to said frame, and the opposite end being
offset defining a shoulder for engagement with the walls
of said openings for preventing retrograde movement.

2. In .1 device of the class descrlbe<l. a frame, a shaft
mounted In the frame, a drum Journale<l upon the shaft
and comprising in part aperture<l side plates and a slotted
cylinder, roll receiving members extending between the
slile plates and registering with the openings, • cam-
shapeil rtMl extending across and within the slots of the
cylinders for automatically gripping the fabric against
one wall of the slot, thereby preventing rewinding of the
fabric on the roll.

1.231.47rt. PROCESS FOR THE PRODICTION OF CAR-
BONATE OF LEAD. (;irsKppE Bevilacqua. Genoa.
Italy. Filed Feb. 16. 1915. Serial No. 8.653. (CI
134—68.)

1. A process for the production of carbonate of lead
which consists in treating finely dlvlde<l metallic lead
with gaseous acetic acid, carbon dioxirl and oxygen, and
perlo«lically washing the lead and carbonate formed
thereon with water.

:.'. A process for the pro«luctlon of carbonate of lead
which i-onsists In conducting finely dlvide»l metallic lead
Into a perforated receptacle, acting on said lead bv a mix-
ture of gaseous acetic acid, carbon dioxid. and oxvgen.
forming an emulsion of the carbonate and washing the
metallic lead by periodically immersing the lead in water
and p-rmittiutf the same to drain through said receptacle.

.{. A prorvsM fur the prtKluctiou of rarltuuate of lead
which consists In acting on finely divided metallic lead
by a mixture of gaseous acetic add. carbon dioxid. an<]
• ixygen. removing the forme<l carbonate by water, and
dry;nK th<- carlK>uate by the heat In the irases not use<l in
rem ting on the metallic lea<l.

1.231.477. I'lMP STRAINER. Pearl M. Bibb and
Theoim.h Li i.at, MInden. W. Va. Filed Sept. S, 191«.
Serial No. 119.071. tCI. 103—64.)

2. An Inverted conical body having an inlet and an
outlet port near Its upper end. of flanges formed on the
Inner fa<e of the txMly near the outlet port, said flanges
Im lining downwardly, the bo«ly having a recess near its
lower end arranged centrally of the flanges, a strainer
adapte«l to slip between the flanges, an extension on the
strainer adapt«>«l to seat in the recess, the upper edge of
the strainer l>eing groove«I, a cover for the h<Mly. a rlD
extending transversely of the cover centrally thereof and
a l>ead on the lower edge of the rib for engagement in
he griMive in the strainer to form a tight Joint and pre-
vent sediment from passing around the strainer and into
the outlet pipe.

3. A trap Including a l>ody having inlet and outlet
ports near Its upper end. a strainer within the body l>e-

tween the inlet and outlet ports, the upper e<lge of the
>trainer l>elng grooveil. a cover for the bo<ly. and a trans-
verse rib formed on the cover and engaging the walls of
the groove to hold the strainer in place and prevent the
escape of liquid over the upper edge thereof.

(Claim 1 not printed in the (Jaiette.]

1.231.478. <;RINI)IN<; MILL, (isonc;! H. Blaxkmanm,
St. Louis. Mo. Fllwl Aug. 30. 1916. Serial No. 117 670*
(Cl. 8.3—11.)

1. In a mil! of the character described, a rotor, radial
tieaters niounteti thereon, grinding bars dlspos«>d helically
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alM.ut the . vllndrical path of the outer ends of the beat

ers. and rotatalde memt>ers pr..vl.l.-<l with spiral gr.M.ves

or wavs traversed by the terminals of th- bars for ra

dially" adjusting the bars as a unit, toward and from

sai<l tteaters.

coiiperate with the recess of the shaft-carried member

when the latter o<<uple8 a predetermine,! position.

2 In a mill of the .hara.ter descrUwMl. a rotatalde

•croll ring provide<l with a spiral groove <.n one face

then-of. grind'ng bars ..peratlng to traverse said groove

with a r. tatlon of the ring, and means for preventing

rotary .li».placement of the bars during the rotation of

3'^In n mill of the character described, a pair of

scroll rings spaced apart and rotatable In unison about a

common axis, spiral gr.K.ves forme,! on the inner opposed

faces of the rings, grinding bars disposed l>etween the

rings and terminating in trunnions traversing the grooves

upon r.datlon of the rings, whereby the bars may aiv

proach or recede fnmi the axis aforesaid, depending on

the direction of rotation of the rings.

4 In a mill of the character described, a pair of

scroll gear rings spaced apart and rotaUble in unison

about their con.mon axis, spiral gn.oves forme<l on the

inner oppos.nl faces of the rings, grinding bars disposed

between the rings and traversing the grooves thereof, a

shaft provide,! with pinions engaging the teeth of the

scroll rings, and means for Imparting rotation to said

'
5 ^In a mill ..f the chara. ter describe,!, grinding bars

having ea<h a idurallty of a.ljacently disposed rlbbi-d

formations pr-vlded with <urv,Hl face> intersecte,! by un-

der.ut faces ..n opposite si.les of the bar. the formations

being parallel to the longitudinal ails of the bar and

th,.s,' on <.ne side being reverse from those on the oppo-

site side wherebv when the bar Is turne,! end for end

either the ,urve<! fa.-e or the cutting edge of the under-

cut face Is available f<.r grinding.

1 Claims 6 to U» not printed In the (;arette.]

5. The combination of a supporting frame Including a

guide; two slides movable- on said guide; means for

< lamping one of the slides to the guide : means for adjust-

ably connecting the second slide to the first slide ; a

p,dnter carried by the second slide and movable in a line

at right angles to that of the guide; a shaft rotatably

mounted in the frame ; a print roll on the shaft having

a recess definitely placed with relation to Its pattern;

and means for adjusting the roll on the shaft to bring

its rei-ess Into a position to be entere,! by the jKdnter.

[Claims 1 and 3 not printed In the i;azette. ]

1.231.480. TIRE 1H>L1>EK. Keith A. Bower, Shel-

burne. Nova Scotia. Canada. Fiieil Apr. 21. 15*10: Se-

rial No. 92.784. (CL 224—29.)

1 23 1 479. ROLL-LOC.\TIN«; OKVICE. <arpau

'bumek. Phlla.lelphla. Pa. Filed Aug. 24. 1916. Se

rial No. 110.0,46. .<'!. 101—178.)

2 The combination <.f a pointer : a print roll : a re-

cmatA plug set substantially flush with the curv.-d sur

tat^ of said roll m a definite position relatively to the

pattern thereon; and means for adjusting the roll to

bring the reoss of the plug Into line with the pointer.

4 The combination of a frame; a shaft rotataMy

mounte<l ther.-ln : a member raonnte,! on the shaft hav-

ing a deflnltely place,! recss extending parallel with the

shaft: a guide memN-r also parallel to the shaft; n

slide adjustable on said guide memt>er ; a bar adjustably

held to said slide and movable towanl and from the

•haft : with a pointer carried by said bar In position to

1 In a tire holder, a l»ase. arms radiating from said

base, means at the extremities of said arms for support-

ing a tire, one of said arms being mounted to move ra-

dially from said base and the remainder l»elng fixe,!, a

lever pivoted on the base and having a slot and pin con-

nection with the movable arm for moving said arm (.ut-

wardly or Inwardly, the said lever being adapt,-,! at Its

free end to lie In close proximity to one of said fixed

arms when said movable arm Is extende,!. and a lock on

said adjacent arm for se«urlng said lever, substantially

as described. _

2. In a tire holder, .1 base secured to the under portion

„f "a vehicle body and projecting upwardly and rearwardly

therefrom, arms radiating from the upper end of said

base, a guide member carried by said base, and disposed

at an angle to said arms, a slide arm in said guide, all of

said arms being equipped at their outer ends with means

for supporting tires. .i lever pivote,! to said base and

overlapping the Innermost end of said slide arm. a pin

on said arm. the said lever being provided with a slot

for the reception of said pin. a hook portion at the free

end of said lever, and a lock on one of said fixed arms

for the reception of said hook, substantially as descril,ed.

mmmwimmimi.mil jijmi
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1,231.481. SWITril. Joseph E. Br.%dsick, West Unity,
Ohio. Filf^ June 1, 1915. Serial No. 31.469. <C1.
104—23.)

^ 1. Thp <onit>ination with the switch polnt.«s and the
plate »unne<tlng the point*, of a bar secured to the plate
at one en.l. a switch stand at the outer end of the l>ar. a
switch shaft journalwl in the stand and composed of tHe-
scoping sections, movable vertically with respect to each
other and having means for constraining them to rotate
together, the lower section of the shaft having an a«gular
arm. and a link connecting the arm to the bar. an arm ex-
tending radially from the upper se< tlon of the shaft, a
lever having a sliding pivotal connection with the arm at
the inner end of the lever, a bracket to which the lever Is
pivoted, the switch stand having a rotatable head at its
upper end to which the bracket is connecte«l, the bar hav-
ing notches In Its upper face, and a locking rod for en-
gaging the notches to hold* the points in open or closed
position, a latch lever pivoted Intermediate Its ends. an<i
engaging the locking rod at one end. a connection t>etween
the upper section of the switch stand and the other end
of the latch bar to lift the lo< king lever when the said
section is depressed, and a spring normally pressing the
section upward.

2. Switch operating mechanism. <omprlsing in combi
nation with the points, a bar conne<ted to the points for
moving the same, a shaft consisting of upper and lower
sections slidably connected and constralneil to rotate to-
gether, and Journaleil in vertical position adjacent to the
bar. the lower section having a radial arm. and a link
connecting the arm to the bar. locking mechanism for en
gaging the bar to lock the points In open or cIose<l posi-
tion, means for moving the upper .section of the shaft
vertically and for rotating the shaft, a swinging latch
lever for releasing the locking means, a rod connected to
the upper .section of the shaft afc..^ne end and with the
swinging latch lever at the other. foFlVlnging the lever
to release the locking mechanism when the upper .section
is depressed, and a spring pressing the upper section away
from the lower section.

3. Switch operating mechanism, comprising In combina-
tion with the points, a bar connected to the points for
mavlng the same, a shaft consisting of upper and lower
.sections slidably connected and constrained to rotate to-

gether, and journaled in vertical position adjacent to the
l>ar. the lower section having a raillal arm. and a link
connecting the arm to the bar. mechanism for engaging
the bar to lock the points In open or closed position, means
for moTing the upper section of the shaft vertically and
for rotating the shaft, a spring normally pre.sslng the
upper section away from the lower section, and means
operated by the downward movement of the upper section
for releasing the locking mechanism.

1.231,482. T NI»ER<;.\KMENT. Willi.\m Br.\>.v.%.\,

Newark. N. J. Filed Aug. 29. 1916. Serial No. 117.511.
(CI. 2—98.)

1. An undergarment comprising a back sec-tion, front
sections arranged upon opposite sides of the back section
and adjustably connected therewith and including upper
and lower meml>ers arranged In spaced relation to provide
openings therein, flies counectiun said upper and lower
members, closing flaps for said openings on said upper
sections removably connected with said flies and the lower
sections, and supporting flaps underlying said closing flaps
and connected with the lower set tlons and flies.

2. An undergarment comprising a back section, front
sections arrang(>d upon opp«>slte sides of the back section
and including upper and lower niemt>ers arranged In
8pace<l relation to provide openings in the front sections,
flies connecting said upper and lower members, means for
adjustably connecting said front .sections with the back

section, flaps on the upper meml»ers for closing said open-
ings removably connecte<l with said flies and the lower
members, supportins flaps having connection with the
lower meml»ers and flies and underlying the first mentioned
flaps, and means f..r formlne pouches of the flaps con-
nected with the lower memU'rs an. I files.

1.231,483. VALVE -CHAN<;i.\(; DEVICE. Albebt
Brcmdmeyek. llarrlsburg. l>a.. assignor to W. o. Ulc kok
Mfg. Co.. Harrisburg. Ta.. a Corporation of IVnnsyl-
vanla. Filed Feb. 1. 1917. Serial No. 146.04S tCl
271—56..

1. A .-am tlndiig device for a train of actuating gears.
Including a gear having an Indicator, a stationary pointer
with which the Indicator Is adapted to cooperate, a shaft
upon which another gear of the train Is secured, a sup-
porting bracket having a bearing In which the shaft is
rotatable and longitudinally shiftable to move its gear into
and out of engagement with the flrst mentioned gear of
the train, a cam carried by said shaft, a hand wheel se-
cured upon the shaft, a numL^r wheel also s.^ured upon
the shaft, and a static.uary pcdnter with whl. h the
numt>er wheel coc'iperates.

[Claims 2 to 8 not printed in the liaxette.

)

1.231.484. CENTRlKKiAL IT.MI'IXi; AITARATIS.
ARTuiR P. Bh«m:ki.e».\.\k, Brooklyn. .\. Y.. as.ftignor
to <;eneral Electric Company, a Corporation of New
York. Filed July 23. 1915. Serial No. 41.519. iCl
230—14.)
1. A centrifugal pumping apparatus comprising a iluld

pump and a water throwing air pump havini; their Im-
pellers mounted on the same shaft, casings therefor hav-
ing a dividing wall In c omnion. said pumps being arranged
with their aclmlsslou openings facing In oppo.site direc-
tions and away frc»m each other, atid separate Inlet con-
duits for each of .said pumps.

JVNE 26. IQI7. U. S. PATENT OKKiCE. iit)5

2 In a centrifugal pumping Apparatus, the combination

of a t»ed plate, a c-entrifugal air pump mountwl on the bed

plate and having it. clng formwi with an open side a

centrifugal ll<|«ld immp detachably conne, ted to the casing

of the first pump and arranged over said opening so that

one of Its sides .loses the same, a >baft. impellers for said

pun.ps mounteil on the shaft with their admission sides

facing m opposite directions and away from each other.

and separate Inlet .onduJts for each of said pumps.

piled to the neck, said stem having a smoke passage In

,H.mmunlcatlon with the saliva passage of the neck of the

bowl of the pipe, said ne, k and stem having means of

«^,mmunlcation whereby smoke pass-s from the bowl of

the pipe to the said stem.

1231.486. CARIHK1R L(HK. Is.^AC I. Brown. Mar

Khalltown. Iowa. Filed t>ct. 30. 1916. Serial No.

128,545. (CI. 70—Sl.l

3. In a centrifugal pumping apparatus, the .ombiuation

of a bed plate, a water throwing air pump mounted th»-re-

OD and having its i-aslng forme<i with an open side, a

liquid pun)p d.tachably connecte<l to the casing of the air

pump and arranged over >aicl c.p.nlng so that one of Its
|

•Ides closes the same, the .>aslngs of each of said pumps

l>elng divided horizontally whereby the upper half of one

mav be removed without disturbing the other, a shaft,

and Impellers for said pumps nu.unt»-d c»n the shaft with

their admission sl.les fa. ing In opposite directions and

awav from each other.

4. In a centrifugal pumping apparatus, the combination

of .1 water throwing air pump .omprlsing a casing having

admission and discharge openings on one side, a liquid

pump comprising a casing fastene,l to the first name<l

casing on the side opposite to Its admission and discharge

openings sal.l two casings having an IntermcMllate wall In

common, the aslng of said llcpibl pump luiving admission

and discharge openings In the side opposite- to said com

mon intermediate wall, a bwirlng. a shaft supported in it

ami having an overhung eml projecting Into the casings,

and Impellers for the pumps mounted on the overhung

end of said shaft with their Inlet sides facing In opposite

dlrec tlons and away from each other.

5. In a pumping apparatus, the combination of a base,

a c-entrlfugal pump support.-.l thereon comprising a cas-

ing formed with an open side an.l having Inlet and dis-

charge passages on the side opposite to said open side,

atd a se.oml centrifugal pump bolte<l to the first having

a side which doses the open sUie of said first named pump

and Inlet and discharge passages in the side opposite

thereto, whereby said second nanunl pump may be re-

moved bodily from the first name<l pump without disturb

Ing the first named pump.

I

[Halm 6 not printed in the Cazette.]

— '
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'

—
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1 A car door lock embodying a casing, adapted to^

enter the casing when the door is <»"**7 "

^f^;/;™;"

.

effecting a release of said means to permit the bar to as

s!me an ac ive position, means carri.Hi by the baf for

ocklng the said element within the casing, and a block

free V pivoted within the casing and adaptecl t« «ravitH^

to a" position within the path of movement of «ii.l »-ar

when the latter is In active position.

"'2 A car door lock embodying a .aslng
^^^^fj^^^^

bodv of the car. a lock mechanism arranged there n anJ

indudlng a kev actuated sliding bar, a locking elen.ent

carrCby the door to enter the casing -»>en the d^.r is

Zs^ and iockeil therein by said bar. a block freely

permit Jhi bar to be elevated In effec ting a release of

--'} r"':^:^t^. etubodymg « casmg adapted to be

secured to the body of the car. a lock •»-»'«
"'^^^^.^fr^^

therein and including a slldlnu' bar having a notch therein,

s" ;gM>ress:Kl dog'normal.y fitted within said not.-h for

holding the bar elevated, a locking element carried In be

tTu> enter the casing when the door is ^i--*- ^ «P^ °^

press^ pivoted lever connected with said dog and having

ole «tremity dlsp<.sed In the path of ™"ve.nen of .a d

.rment wherebv the latter effec ts a release of said »mr to

u^rmlt ihe a7ter to gravitate to an active position, and

;:rnsrrrl-l by said Uar to .^'Kge said element ,0 lock

the latter within the casing.

1 'll 4><r» ril'E. Haiiu\ M. BH"WN. Mendocino, Cal.

nied Apr. »o. lUVy. Serial No. 25.(»ln. iCl. 131—12.)
1231487 SINCLE TRUCK SPRING STABILIZER.

SAMiEL A. BiLM.<K. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to The

Baldwin Locomotive Works. Philadelphia Pa., a Cor-

poration of Pennsylvania. Filed May X 1916. Serial

No. 95,098. (O. 105—242.)

In a pip.-, a »h.w1 having a netk provided with a smoke

pawsnvre an.l a saliva passage, a butt provided with a

Mliva well In .ommunlcation with the saliva passage of

the neck a saliva tube In the well spaed apart from the

wall of the butt of the bowl, a plug inserted In the butt

of the pipe and surrounding the saliva tube, a stem ap

1 The combination in a car Iwdy, of a btnly portion ;

a single truck under the body portion and having two
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pedMtal structurfs at path end of tht- car ; boxes mount-
ed in the p«i)*'Mtals : axles located In the boxes ; semi-
elliptic springK mount<>d on the boxes ; and a spring
stahilisEer <)usp«'nded from the end of each sprinit. the up-
per portion of earh stabilizer bearing against the pedestal,
the spring stablllz«T at one end of the car being of a
different length than that at thf opposite end of the car.

2. The combination in a car. of a body portion ;

pedestals secure<l to the bixly portion : axles mounted in
the petlentals : semi elliptic springs mounted on the axles

:

spring stabilizers at the ends of the semi-elliptic springs,
ailapted to act as both stabilizers and shock absorbers ; the
stabilizers at one end of the car truck being of a greater
length than those at the opposite end of the car so that
the swing of the car body on the axles at one end will be
different from that at the opposite end.

3. The combination In a car, of a body portion :

pedestals secured to the body portion at each end thereof

:

boxes mounted on the pedestals ; axles adaptwl to the
boxes

;
a semi elliptic spring mounted In eac h box : a

rod hung from the end of each spring: a nut on the end
of the rod ; a rap plate supported by the nut : two springs
of different diameters and different thicknesses supported
one above the other by the cap plate; a cap plate at the
upper end bearing against the pedestal, the fulcrums of
the spring structures at the ends of the car being so ar-
ranged as to give a greater leverage at one eml than at
the other.

[Claims 4 and 5 not printe<l In the Gazette.]

1,231.4SS. APPARATUS FOR FEEI>IN«; POWDERED
OR PtLVERI/Er> FUEL. Frank < ai.dwei.l. Clncin
nafl. Ohio. Flb'd .«<ept. I'O, 1910. .serial No. 122 228
(CI. IK)—104.

(

1. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a supply hopper, having a Jacket forming a
steam space therearound. a casing forming a steam cham-
ber and having connections with the said Ja(ket for sup
plying steam thereto In order to dry the material within
the hopper, an air supply pipe extending through the said
team casing and having a fuel inlet and a helically colle<l
portion therein beyond the said fuel inlet, an Injecting
nozzle connected to one end of the said pipe nearest the
said colled portion thereof, and means for feeding the
fuel uniformly from the said hopper to the said fuel Inlet
of the supply pipe.

2. In d devil e of the character described, the combina-
tion of an air supply pipe having an injecting nozzle at
one end. and an lnterme<llate fuel re<elvlng opening, said
pip«> having a helix therein between the said fuel receiv-
ing opening ami the said nozzle, a casing forming a
steam <hamber and surroumllng the said helix and fuel
Intake opening of the said air supply pipe, and having a
tapering feed channel leading into the said Inlet opening
of the pipe, ami means whereby to feed fuel through the
said channel for the purpose described.

3. In an apparatus of the character described, the
combination of a feed channel, means for feeding pulver-

ized fuel uniformly to the said fee«l channel, an atr sup-
ply pipe having an lnterme<liate angular portion liispose.l

adjat-ent sal<l fee<i channel and providt^l with an opening
to re<-eive fuel from the said fee<l channel and with
an intermediate diaphragm «lownwardly upon which the
fuel is movable into the current of air passing through
the pipe, said pipe having a ilellvery nozzle at one end
and a helix therein l)etween the said angular portion and
the said delivery nozzle whereby to check movement of
air and fuel and thoroughly mix the same without undue
retardation.

1.231.480. SPARK <;AP. Ch.^lks E. Campbbi.l. Lynn.
Mass. Filed Apr. 24. 1916. Serial No. O.t.lftS. (01.
25«>—38.)

- 1

1. A spark gap comprising a pair of stationary elec-
trodes and an adjustable ele<trode cooperating therewith,
the said adjustable electrode being in the form of a disk,
rotatively mounted, the said fixed electrodes l>«»lng posi-
tioned sld«» by side and opposed to one face of the said
disk, and the supporting means f<»r the said adjustable
electrode comprising a frame that Is engaged with the
periphery of the said disk.

2. A s|>«rk gap comprising a pair of stationary elec-

trodes and an adjustable electrode ciMtp«>ratlng therewith,
the said adjustable ele«-trode t»elng In the form of a disk,
rotatively mounteil. the said fixed electrodes being posi-

tioned side by side and opposed to one face of the said disk.
the supporting means for the said adjustable electri>de

comprising a frame that is engaged with the periphery of
the said disk, and the said frame having screw thread
connection with the said periphery.

;{. A spark gap comprising a pair of stationary elec-

trodes positioned side by side and in spaced relation and
a third elet trwde In the form of a disk having one face
opposetl to the said stationary electrodes, and a frame serv-
ing as a support for the said disk and having si-rew thread
connection with the periphery thereof.

4. In a spark gap device, a base, electrodes supported
from the said base comprising a pair of stationary ele<'-

trodes and an adjustable electriwle. the said stationary
eiectriMles comprising each a terminal face at one end. a
supporting post at the other end. and intermediate the
said ends having a Iwidy portion provided with heat radi-
ating disks, and the said adjustable electrode comprising
a disk at one end that serves as the electrode proper and
that Is engaged with supporting means, and having out-
wardly from the said disk a stem that is provided with
heat radiating disks.

I Claims 5 to 15 not printe^I in the Gazette.)

1.2ni.4!to. DISPLAY STAND. William S. Campbell,
Akron. Ohio, assignor to The Miller Rubl)er Company.
Akron. Ohio, a Corporation of Ohio. Flle<l Oct. .'?. 1916.
Serial No. 12.'{.59T. (CI. 211—24.)

1. A tire supporting stand comprising a substantially
triangular sheet of material folded to produce a substan-
tially pyramidal stand, said stand having a tire support-
ing seat at the top and the sides of the stand having cut-
away portions for the pas.sage of the tire.

2. A tire supporting stand comprising a substantially
triangular blank of sheet material folded on divergent
lines to produce a substantially pyramidal support, the
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Ides of said supp<.rt having integral tongues formed by

slitting said sides from the l.ottom upwardly, said tongues

12.31493. WIRE STRKTCIIER. Wii.uam A. ClantoS

and RoBEiiT K. Cox. Wood. Va. File,! Nov. 8. 19W.

Serial No. 130.24M. (CI. 254—77.)

bHag »)ent upwardly Into overlapping position and secured

together to form brace* for the aides.

1 2:51 491. ROTARY HRl SIl. .I.vMt.s 11. C^RV. Memphis.

Tenn. Filed July 22, 191B. Serial No. 1H».G:53. (CI.

i:i—11.)

1 A rotarv brush comprising suitable heads and brush-

hacks secured thereto in space.l relation, said l)rush backs

having two adjacent angular faces, and provided with pro-

le, ting bristles, said heads having recesses in their e<lges

with two walls onlv for receiving the corresponding faces

of the brush hacks, the spaces l)etween adja<ent backs per

mitting an air .-urreut to be discharged transversely

through the brush.

I Claim 2 not printed in the Gazette.]

1 A stretcher embodying a b-ver adapted to rest against

a post, means for .onne. ting the wlr- to said lever at one

side of the post, an arm pivoted to said lever to project

across the^ opposite side of the post, said arm having a

limited swinglnu movement relative to the lever, and a

spur pivoted to said arm an.l proJe<tlng toward the lever

to engage the post, said spur having a limited swinging

movement relative to said arm.

[Claim 2 not printed in the <;.izette.l

,231.494.

sur-Si'in

34.555.

NEON-TUBE. <;kok<;K8 CLAinx.

.. France. File,] June 1»5. 191o.

^CI. 176—9.)

Boulogne-

Serial No.

1 An electric lamp comprising tw.. neon tuiies of suit-

able shaiH-. groupcl together and mounted in series in the

same high-tension circuit, one of said tubes .ontalning a

few drops of mercury.
•> \n electrl.' lamp comprising two neon tubes of the

same length, mounted in series in the same high-tension

circuit, one of aaid tubes containing a few drops of

metcurv and having a diameter half that of the other tube.

1 •>31 495 CONVEYER. Wu.i.iam Futi.EUM k Cleaver

*and THOMAS Henky Marti.n. Montreal. Quebec, «^auada ;

tld Cleaver assignor to said Martin. Filed July 10.
sa

916. Serial No. los.46«>. (CI. 193—4.)
191

1 •>31 49'> PROiESS FOR PRODUCIN<; COLORS ON

TEXTILE AND OTHER MATERIALS. John Ches

TER. Saltalre. England. Filed Nov. 24. 1915. Serial No.

63.305. tCl. 8—5.)

1 In a process of producing <olors on textile and other

materials having an animal origin by the use of nitrous

add and a metallic salt capable of generating a color. <om

Mnlng the nitrous acid and the metallic salt in a single

bath with which the material is treated at a high tem-

perature.

2 A process of producing colors on textile and other

materials having an animal origin by treating the tuaterial

with a bath containing nitrous add and soluble bichro-

mate at a high temperature.

3 A process of producing colors «n textile and other

materials having an animal origin l>y treating the material

with a bath containing sodium nitrate, sulfuric add and

aolulde blchrouwte at a high temperature.

A convever comprising parallel tubes suitably support-

ed bv standards and provided with a roller j.-urnaled

thereon parallel rods telescoping in said tubes suitably

supporfHl bv stan.lards and provided with a roller suit-

ably Journale.1 th.-reon. sliding rails secured to said stand-

ards below said tubes, a frame adapted to slide on said

rails provided at one end with a roller suitably Journaled

thereon and secured at the other end to said rods, a roller

sultablv Journaled below said frame, an endless belt pass-

ing over said ndlers. means to take up the slack in the

said lielt. a transverse rod suitalily secured to said frame

a.ijacent to the outer roller In order to scrape the said

belt, a hopper mounted at the end of said tuiws above

sabl endless belt, and a m- tor actuating said rollers sub-

I stantially as described.
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1.231.496. AIUrSTABLE SHADE AXD CVRTAIX FIX
TURE. Alva C. «"Ln,sTOx. !••«•»'.>•. Okla. Filed Jan.
4, 1917. S«Tlal Nu. 14<»,6'JH. (fl. 15fi—2a.)

A curtain pol*> consisting' of two sfitinnii having ovor-
lapplnK Inner ends, means to secure said ends together
and In adjusted position, the outer ends of the sections
being turned at right angles, one of said right-angular
ends having a threaded hole, a perforate<l plate, and a
screw engageiilde through said threaded hole, said screw
having a reduced terininni receivable In said perforation
of the plate, said set screw being reversible go as to en-
gage in said threaded hole from either end thereof and
said plate tx'inK shlftable so as to be engageable with
either the inner or outer side of a window casing to allow
the pole to be supporte<] from either the inner or outer
sides of the window casing.

1.231.497. HYPOI>ERMI(' SYRIXGK. Harvey S. Cook.
Worthington. Ind. Filed (»<t. 21.,191G. Serial Xo.
126.984. (CI. 128—25.)

1. A syringe comprising a liarrel having a straight cy-
lindrical chamtter extending thereinto from on*- end mid-
way its length and a bore of less diameter extending from
the chamber through to the opposite end. a cap contain-
ing Ji needle removably secured to the . hambere<l eml of
the barrel, and a straight cylindrical plunder of uniform
diameter fltteil to the hore and of a length to extend there-
through and Into the chamber when depresseil.

2. A syringe comprising a straight cylindrical barrel
having a chamber proJe<ting thereinto at one end and
extending mitlway its len^'th. and n bore of less diameter
extending from said chamber to the opposite end of the
barrel, a cap movably fitted to the chambere<l end of the
barrel and having projecting jaws, a needle extending
through said cap and between the Jaws and adapter! to
be rigidly secure«l by means of said jaws to the <ap, and
a straight cylindrical plunger of uniform diameter alld-

able through sld bore and Into the chamber.
3. A syringe comprisins a barrel having a chamber In

one en<l thereof exteiiclliij: midway its length and a
straight cylindrical bore through Its opposite end. the
bore and the chamber communicating, a removable needle
secured to the chambered en<l of the barrel, and a plunger
of uniform diameter mounted in the bore to l»e presseil
into the chamber and fill the same.

4. A syringe comprising a straight « yllndrl<-al barrel
having a charal>er forme*] In one end and extending mid-
way the length thereof, and a bore of less diameter than
the chaml>er extending from the chamber to the opposite
ends of the barrel, a straiirht cylindrical piston of uniform
diameter alidable in said bore iind Into the chamber, pins
projecting laterally from the outer surface of the barrel
near the chambered end, a cap having locking slots ailapt-

ed to fit on said barrel end and engage said pins by
means of said slots for locking mM cap in position.

clamping jaws on the outer end of sabl -ap, a ne«><ile

passing through a perforation in the «ap and betw«>en
said jaws, and damping means for operating the Jaws to
grip the nee<lle.

5. A .syringe comprising a barrel having a straight
ihamlwr In one end thereot extending miilway Its length
and a straight cylindrical b«ire through its opposite end,
the bore and the chamb«-r communicating, a removable
nee<lle »e«ure<l to the chambered end of the barrel, a
tdunger of uniform 4liameter mounte<l in the bore and
adapted to be presse«l info the chamt>er. and a removable
container for the fluid to be lnjecte<l of a siie capable of
being Inserted in the chaniberetl end of the syringe and
having perforatable closures at Its ends movable longi-
tudinally in the container.

1.231.498. SI'RINC TIRE. Taui. F, Cuak; and Williah
Fhkeman. Pott.slKiro, Tex. File<| Xov. 19. 1!»15. Serial
Xo. 02.418. (Cl. 152—38.)

1. A spring tire, < omprUing a rlni menilH-r consisting
of a split belt, means for securing the ends together on
the felly of the wheel. :i pair of angle rings, each con-
sisting of portions extending at approximately a right
angle with respect to each other, one of the saltl portions
of each ring fitting the outer face of the l.elt at one nide
thereof, means in connection with the belt and the rings
for preventing angular movement of the rings with re-
.spect to the belt, means for <lraw!ng the angle rings to-
ward each other, and a U shaped tread memlwr of an-
nular form consisting of a IxkIv and side walls, the side
walls fitting between the radial portions of the rings, a
series of stops or abutments connetteil with the »>elt and
exteuillng radially therefrom, a series of similar stops or
abutments c<innecfeii with the iKMly of the tread meml>er
and extending radially Inward and registering with the
abutments of the belt, a coll spring encircling each pair
of abutments and arrangeil t>etween the tread meuilM>r
and the belt, and means lor permitting a limite<l angular
movement of the tread memlM-r with respect to the rim
meniber.

2. .\ spring tire, comprising a rim member consisting of
a split belt, means for «e«urlng the ends together on the
felly of the wheel, a pair of angle rings, each consisting
of portions extending at approximately a right angle with
respect to each other, one »(f the said portions <if each
ring fitting the outer face of the l.»-lt at one side thereof,
means in connection with the ti^lt and the rings for pre-
venting angular movement of the rings with resjMM t to
the belt, means for drawing the angle rings toward each
other, and a U-shape*] tread meml>er of annular form ct>n-

sisting of a b«Hly and side walls, cushioning nie<-hanism
arrange«l betwe«>n the tread memlMT and the rim member,
and means for limiting the angular movement of the
tread member with resp«'< t fi» the rim member.

1.231.499. COXTINTOI S .MlXlXt; MILL. .Joseph
rRos.sLEV. Trenton. X. .1. Filed Feb. .'i, 1917. Serial
Xo. 14«>.r,*»8. (Cl. 8."i—73.

1. A devli-e for treating pulverized matter, comprising
a plurality of mills ea<h having a revoluble agitator
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therein and an exit In the wall of each mill at Ita lower

end. and a member external thereto and communicating

at Its lower end with said mixing mills through said exits

and provldeil with an agitator and (onveyer.

of a cvlln.ler angularly dlspoted with respe. t to the en-

gine cvllnder at the top of each of said engine cylinders

and forming an explosion chamber, and means In each of

said chambers operated l.y the compression of a charge In

the opposite engine <ylin.ler for forcing out the products

of combustion after nn explosion has taken place.

2. A device for treating pniverized matter, (omprlsing a

primary mixer, means for moistening said pulverized

matt<-r while In transit, a secondary mixing mill having

a revoluble agitator therein and an exit in its wall at the

Ipwer end. and a memh'T external thereto and communi-

cating at its lower end with said mixing mill through

said exit, and provided with an agitator and raising con-

veyer.

3. A device for treating pulverlie<l matter, comprising

a mixing mill having a plurality of exits or discbarge

passages In Its wall at the lower end. means for forcibly

ejecting the material in said mill through said exits, a

member external thereto and c»>mmunl< atlng at Its lower

end with the mixing mill through one of said exits, and

provided with a revoluble conveyer, and an atldltional

mill supplle*! from th.- mixing mill through the other

exit.

I 4. In a device of the class descrilM-*!, a member compris-

ing a cylinder ha vine an inlet passage in the wall there-

of at Its lower end. means for controlling said passage,

ami an axlaiiy movable sixiut on the upper end of the

CjUnder. with a revoluble scraper therein.

5. A plurality of mixing mills, each provided with

exits or dlscharg)- passages in their walls and at their

lower ends, a device for transferring the <(>nteDts of said

mills and <-ommnnlcatlng therewith at its lower end

through said passages. an<l mean* for controlling the

passages and placing the transferring devl<e in communi-

cation through ^aid e\lt> witli the mlxin:: mills.

1,231.54m. OAS-EXOIXE. He>RT II. rtTT.au. Milwaukee.

Wis. IMled June 17. IJM.'.. Serial Xo. .'t4.599. (Cl.

j

12.'{—78.

»

1. In au explosive "eiiKlne. the combination with a pair

of engine cylinders and pistons oiMrating therein, »t aux-

iliary s<avenglng means for saUl cylinders operate<l by

the compression of a charge In each cyllmler for forcing

«iut the products of .ombUMtlon from the other.

I

2. In an explosive engine, the combination with a pair

'of engine cyllnilers, of pistons operating therein, each

liy Under »»elng provlde«l with an exfilosicm chamber, and

auxiliary means op«'ratetl by the < ompression of the charge

In ea<h of said chani»»ers for contracting the area of the

i.pposlte .hamlHT after a charge has lieen explo«le<l there-

In ami for forcing out of saUl chamber the products of

Combustion.
8. In an explosive engine, the .omblnation with a pair

of engine cylinders ami pistons therefor, of a pair of

supplemental cylinders forming explosion chamb«>rs for

said cylinders, pistons operating' In said explosion cham-

bers, and means operated by the compression of a charge

in each of the engine cylinders for for< ing Inwardly the

piston of the explosion chanii»er of the oppiMite engine

cylinder for .learlng said chamber of the products of

combustion after an explosion has taken pla.e.

4 lu an explosive engine, the combination with a

pair of engine < Tlln<Jer.s and pistons operating therein.

289 O. (i.—75

.-.. In an explosive engine, the combination with a pair

of engine cylinders, of a cylinder angularly disposed with

resped to the engine- cylinders at the top of each engine

cylinder and forming an explosion chamber, horizontally

disposed intake and outlet valves in the head of each of

said explosion chambers, and means operated by the com-

pression of a charge in each engine cylinder for fordnf

out of the opposite explosion chamber the products of

combustion.
[Claims 6 to 17 not printed In the (iazette.J

1231501. MOISKTRAI' Emil ( 7.E. /.ri.. Chicago. IlL
"

Fll.d Mar. J«. 1917. Ser^l Xo. 157,412.. i.Cl. 43—26.)

"< " "
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oD the rear axle, chopptni? meohanlsm and actuating
ineaus therefor carried by the auxiliary frame, supporting
means for the chopping mechanism carried by the main
frame, and means for supportlnj; and adjusstlng the free
end of the auxiliary frame.

2. In a cotton chopper, a wheel supported main frame
haviut; front and rear axles, an auxiliary frame pivoted
on the rear axle, said auxiliary frame including vertical

members, a rock shaft supported by said vertical members,
a bell crank on the rock shaft, a link connecting one arm
of the bell crank with the main frame, an adjusting lever

fulcrumed on the main frame, and a link connecting the
adjusting lever with the other arm of the bell crank.

3. In a cotton chopper, a longitudinally disposed rock
shaft, bearing members for said rock shaft whereby it

will be tlltably supported, a hoe carrying stub shaft uni-
versally Jointed with the rock shaft, and means for sup-
porting the stub shaft in the desired position with re-

spect to the rock shaft in various positions of the latter.

4. In a cotton chopper, a longitudinally dl.sxKksed rock
shaft, bearing meml>er8 for said rock shaft whereby it will

be tlltably support»d, a hoe carrying stub shaft univer-
sally Jointed with the rock shaft, means for supporting
the stub shaft in the desired position with respect to the
rook shaft In various positions of the latter, said means
including a bearing sleeve on the stub shaft, and means
for securing said bearing sleeve at various adjustments
longitudinally with respect to the rock abaft.

5. In a cotton chopper, a longitudinally disposed rock
shaft, bearing members for said rock shaft whereby it

will be tlltably supported, a hoe carrying stub shaft uni-

versally Jointed with the rock shaft and means for sup-

porting the stub shaft in the desired position with respect
to the rock shaft in various positions of the latter, said

means including a bearing sleeve on the stub shaft, a

tlltably supported tube, a rod telescoping In the tube and
connected plvotally with the bearing sleeve, and a Mt
screw whereby the rod may be secured at various adjust-
ments in the tube.

[Claims 6 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231.503. NEEDLE .VM) PIN CUSHION ATTACH-
MENT FOR SEWING - MACHINES. Cl.ar.\ S. Davis.
Detroit, Mich. Filed Feb. 16. 1917. Serial No.
149.026. (CI. 223—60.)

for arrangement about the arm of thf sewing warbine
frame, said band having a series of eyelets arranged in
the opposite side portions thereof, lacing engageable with
said eyelets for connecting the free ends of the band, and
pin cushions secured to portions of the band.

2. A needle and pin cushion for sewing ma<-hiues. com-
prising a flexible supporting hand formed of falirl< adapted
for arrangement about the arm of the sewluK machine
frame, said baud having a series of eyelets arranged adja-
cent the opposite side portions thereof, lacing engageable
with said eyelets for adjustably connecting the free ends
of the band, and a pair of elongated pin cushions secured
to said band adjacent the side portions of the same.

3. A needle and pin cushion for sewing machines, com-
prising a flexible supporting Iwind adapted for arrange-
ment about the arm of the sewing machine frame, the op-
posite extremities of said band being t urved Inwardly to
permit the same to conform to the shape of the sewing
machine frame arm and having a plurality of eyelets ar-
ranged In the opposite side portions thereof, lacing en-
gageable with said eyelets for adjustably connecting the
free ends of the l>and. and a plurality of longitudinally
disposed pin cushions secured to the band in proximity of
the opposite side portions thereof.

1,231.504. rOLLAI'SIBLE BOX. Hh;h Davis, Melvln,
Mich. Filed Aug. 2. 1916. Serial No. 112.S03. (CI.
217—15.)

<M

1. A needle and pin cushion for sewing machines, com-
prhdng a -flexible supporting band formed of fabric adapted

1. A folding liox comprising a bottom member, sectional
side members hingedly connected with each other and
mounted for Inward swinging movement, end members ar-
ranged between the side members and mounted for in-

ward swinging movement, flanges formed on the side
members, hooks carried by the flanges, the end members
having channels formed therein to receive said flanges
and books, and spring pressed means for locking the
hooks within the channel.

2. A folding box comprising a bottom member, side
members mounted for Inward swinging movement, end
members disposed between the side members and mounte<l
for inward swinging movement, means carried by the
end members, and engageable with the side members for
locking the members in extended position, said side mem-
bers being forme<l of blnge<l sections, one of the sections
being formed with grooves, a top member, resilient mean«
fomieil on the top member and engageable with said
grooves for locking the box In folded position.

3. A folding box comprising a bottom member, sectional
side members, said 8e<-tlons b«Mng hingedly connected with
each other, end members arranged between the side mem-
bers and hingedly mounted for inward swinging more-
ment. flanges formed on the side members, said end mem-
bers having channels formed therein, said channels re
celving said flanges, means for locking the flanges within
the channels, one of the sections of said end members
being former! with grooves, and means formed on the top
member and engageable with the grooves for locking the
box in foldeil position.

4. A folding box comprising a bottom member, side
meml)er8 hingedly mounted upon the bottom member for
Inward swinging movement, end members arranged be-
tween the side members and hingedly mounted for Inwanl
swinging movement, flanges formed on the side members,
books carrieil by the flanges, said end members being
formed with channels which are adapted to receive sal«F
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b<ioks and flanges, sprint pressed latches mounted within
the channels and engageable with the hooks for locking

the flanges within the channels, said latches normally
projecting from the end members, a top member, and
hasps formed on the top member and engageable with the

latches for locking the top upon the box.

5. A folding t>ox comprising a bottom member, lower
side members monnte<l upon said bottom memt>er for out-

ward swinging movement, upper side memi)ers mounted
upon said lower side members for inward swinging move-
ment, flanges carried by said side members, end members
mounte<l upon said bottom meinl>er for Inward swinging
movement and having channels adapted to engage the

flanges of said side members, and means for locking said

side members to said end members.
{Claims 6 to 8 printed in the (;azette.]

1.231.505. HAND -STAMP. William Jambs Denmt.
Malone. N. Y.. assignor of one-half to Wlllard E. Boyer,
Malone. N. Y. Filed Oct. 9. 1916. Serial No. 124,682.

,<CI. 101—380.)

fri ^7-^^/6

/S /O
'JL
XT

A hand stamp comprising an inverted elongated chan-

nel n)eml>er Iwth ends of which are closed, a second in-

verted elongated channel nieml>er telescoped into the first

member and having l>oth of its ends closed, a handle car

rled by the inner channel meml>er and extending through

the upper wall of the outer member, removable t.vpe. means

on the second member for holding the type, slldable con

nei-tions lietween the «hannel members to permit vertical

relative movement thereof, an elastic cushion l»etween the

upper walls of the channel ineinbers. and an elastic cush-

ion between the npper wall of the Inner member and the

removable type.

1,231,506. VALVE MECHANISM FOR PUMPS. John
jDirK. Elast Pittsburgh. Thomas H. RfTTEH. Home-
stcail. and (."haki.eh E. Leaih. Swlssvale. I'a. Filid

Dec. 2. 1916. Serial No. i;{4.71i>. (CI. l:{7—32.)

1. A valve mechanism comprising a valve casing having
valve chaml>er. a Ufttnc valve in the chamber, said

chamber having inlet and outlet openings extending there-

into, said openings being on opposite sides of said valve,

a cap closing one end of the valve chamber and hav-
ing an axial opening therein, an adjusting stem mounted
in the axial opening and having an axial opening therein,

a hollow spring post on the outer end of said stem, a coil

spring within the hollow post, and a sliding needle extend-
ing through the axial opening in said stem and opera-
tlvely connecting said spring and lifting valve.

3. A valve mechanism comprising a valve casing having
a valve chamber, a lifting valve in said chamber, an adjust-
ing screw on said valve to regulate the lifting movement
of the valve relative to the adjusting stem, said chamber
having inlet and outlet openings extending thereinto,
said openings being on opposite sides of said valve, a re-

movable cap closing one end of the valve chamber and
having an axial opening therein, an adjusting stem mount
ed in the axial opening and having an axial opening there-
in, a hollow spring post on the outer end of said stem, a
coil spring within the hollow post, and a sliding needle
extending through the axial opening in said stem and op-

eratlvely connecting said spring and lifting valve.

5. A valve mechanism comprising a valve casing hav-
ing a valve chamber, a lifting valve In the chamber, said
chamber having inlet and outlet openings extending there-

into, said openings being on opposite sides of said valve.

a cap closing one end of the valve chamber and having
an axial opening therein, an adjusting stem mounte<i
In the axial opening and having an axial opening there-
in, a hollow spring post on the outer end of said stem,
a coil spring within the hollow post, a sliding needle ex-

tending through the axial opening in said stem to connect
the spring and valve, and adjusting means on the spring
post to engage the spring In regulating the compression
on said spring.

7. A valve mechanism comprising a valve casing having
a valve chamber, a lifting valve in the chamber, said cham-
l-er having inlet and outlet openings extending thereinto,
said openings being on opposite sides of said valve, a
cap closing one end of the valve chamber, an adjusting
stem adjustably mounted on the cap, said stem having an
axial opening therein, a spring post on the outer end of
said stem, a spring on the post, and a slldable needle ex-
tending through the opening In said stem to connect said
lifting valve with said spring.

[Claims 2, 4, and 6 not printed in the Oazette.]

1.231,507. RIVET HEATING FURNACE. WaLTEu H.
DiPFE.NDALL. Hagerstowu. Md. Filed Mar.. 9. 1917.
Serial No. 153.598. (CI. 263—9.)

f t* I r

1. «\ rivet heating furna<e Koniprlslng a i ody composed
of upper and lower anuular sections having Interlocking

ribs and perforated lugs on their meeting ends, bolts en-

gaging said lugs and connecting the sections together, a
top phite dftachably attache<l to and closing the upper
end of the iMxIy and having op-nings through which the
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1

I

shanks of the rivets may l>e passed to suspend the rivets

within the iipptr section, and a liurner iM^neatb the lower
section and discharging into the furnace.

[Claims 2 and 3 not printed in the Qazette.]

1.231.508. BOTTLECAI'. Vbhno.n K. IK)NCAster. Or-

l*-ans. Vt. FllPd Nov. IC. 1910. Serial No. 131,636.

iCl. 215—41.)

In a device of the character described, the combination
with a bottle neck having a pair of lugs projecting from
opposite sides thereof, one of said lugs being formed with
a (lownwardl.v facing cam shouldtr. of a removalilf cap
fitted upon the bottle mouth, a clamping ball extending
across the top of the cap and having one end thereof
looped for engagement with one of the lugs, a transverse
pivot pin carried by the opposite end of the ball, and a

locking lever formed with a long arm and a short arm
having an angular relation to each other, said finger lever
being built up of two superposed thicknesses of sheet ma-
terial and one of said thicknesses l>elng < rlmpe<l at the
Intersection of the arms to provide a bearing for the tu-

bular pin and a fulcrum for engagement with the bottle
neck, the short arm of the lever being adapted to be forced
outwardl.v under the before mentioned ram shoulder of
one of the lugs for coiiperation therewith to draw the
cap tightlj against the mouth of the Itottle when the long
arm of the lever is b<'lng swung agnin«t the l>ottle neck.

1.231.509. METHOD FOR TREATING PETRtJLEUM
AND OTHER HYDRO<_'ARBONS. ('arbo.n P. Dt bb.s.

. Wllmette. III. Filed Nov. l.'T, litHi. Serial No. 133,.'»27.

(CI. 19(>— 13.)

§_.•

'
' tft, " •l it '*

• •i .ijL
*'' ..^v'" ti- '

1. A process of distilling petroleum to pro<luce lower
boiling point h.vdro-carbons, which consists In passing
petroleum through a seri«« of receptacles, subjecting the
petroleum to progresslvel.v Increasing temperatures in said

receptacles, taking the vapors off from each ret-eptacle.

and passing them back through the body of the oil in a

prece<ling receptacle In the reverse direction to the flow of

the oil by positively applie<l pressure, and during said

distillation. malntaialDg a pressure In excess of ,'>o pounds
to the square Inch throughout the system, snfllcient to

convert a portion •( the oil into lo\v»'r boiling point hydro
carboas.

3. A process of distilling petroleum to produi-e lower

boiling point hydro-carbons, which consists in passing

the petroleum through a series of re<-eptacles. subjecting

the petroleum to progressively Increasing temperatures

la said receptacles, taking the vapors off from said recep-

tacles and passing them back through the oil In the reverse

"Irection to the flow of the oil. by positively applied

pressure, and during said distillation maintaining a pres-
sure throughout the system, sufficient to convert a portion
of the oil into lower boiling point hydrocarbons, the
temperature during such process varying from a mini-
mum of 200 degrees Fahr. to 50<> degrees Fahr. and the
maximum from .500 degrees Fahr. to 2000 degrees Fahr..
the pressure varying from a minimum of 50 pounds to

the square Inch to a maximum of 1(hm» poumls to the
square inch.

8. A process for converting petroleum into lower boil-

ing point hydro cartwns consisting In collecting the oil

In a plurality of pools and while under pressure subjecting
the pools of oil to progressively increaldng temperatures,
continuously supplying the oil to the pool of lowest tem-
perature and conducting the overflow fn>m each pool to
the pool of next higher temperature, contiensing and
colIe<tlng vapors arising from the pool of lowest tem-
perature and removing vapors from each po<i|, other

than that of lowest temperature, passing them through
a reflux condenser assoclate<l with the pool, returning the
condensed prcnlucts back to the p<K(l and forcing the re-

maining vapors back through the pocd of next lower
temeprature.

[Claims 2 and 4 to 7 not prlutwl In the Gazette.]

1.231.510. IlALLrltEARING CASTER. Rolam* Ef^
MONHs, Vancouver. Urltlsh <'ohimhla, <'anada. assignor
of one-third to Ijjwrence Braun and one third to Vernon
Charles Crofts. Vancouver. British ('oiumbla, Canada.
Filed Aug. 23, 1910. Serial No 110.514. (CI. 16—73.)

1. A ball bearing caster i oiiipri.<*ing a <ollar rece
In Its upper face, said collar having n restricted D»Mk la
its upper portion, a sh^-ve titting rotatably the Uire of
said collar, a stem on which the sleeve is rotatably mount-
ed, said stem having Its upper end threaded and passing
upward through the re>trlcte<l ne< k of the .ollar, and
antifriction halls mounteil on the upper end of the said
sleeve bearing upon said stem and the ne< k forming ele-

ments.
2. A ball hearing caster comprising a .ollar. a plate ro-

acting therewith, a sleeve fitting rotataldy the bore of said
collar, a stem* on which the sleeve Is rotatably roounteil,

said stem having its upper end threaded and passing
upward through the opening In the loliar and having a
square«l portion fitting the said i>{>ening. and aiitl friction

balls mounted on the upper end of the sleeve liearing upon
said stem and sal<l plate.

3. A ball bearing caster comprising a c«-ntral «tem. a
uniform diameter sleeve provided with u pair of pendent
lugs at Its lower end rotatably mounted on said stem,
antifriction balls moiinteil on the upper end of said sleeve
l>earlng upon the stem, a ctdlar surroundinj: the upper
end of said sleeve .tnd adapt'-il to inclos>- ^Hid balls, a
plate co-acting therewith up«»n whl<h said balls Iwar, the
t>ore of the collar fitting the periphery <»f the sbeve. means
for securing the <«ster In ptisitUtn for «ervii-e. and means
for preventlne Inadvertent rotation of *nid stem.

4 A ball bearing caster comprising a reies*«Ml 'tdlar,

a plat' Inserted In sal«l re«-es». a stem ilepending cen-

trally from said plate, a tle^ve parallel throiichout its

length rotatable In the b«>re of the .ollar and i«n the
stem, and anti-friction balls tiearing uj»on the plate of

the collar and the stem.

5. A ball t>eariDg caster ct»mprislng a re e«se<| collar,

a plate^ Inserted In said rece-s. a central stent extending
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downwardly from said plate, a uniform diameter sleeve

rotatable in the bore of the collar and on the stem,

aotl antifriction balls »»earlng upon the plate and the

stem

1.231.511. CARTON Joseph II. Elder, ClarksvlUe.

Tex., assignor of one hjilf to ,lohn C. Foster, ClarksvlUe.

Tex. Filed Aug. 30. 1916. Serial No. 117,745. (CI.

1220—90.)

rigidly Joined thereto to engage with each other to secure

said members on the rail.

1 An article wrapper eml.o,lyln»: an elongated sheet of

corrugated material, a retaining element secured to and

extending transversely of said material, and projecting

beyond the opposite longitudinal e<lges thereof, said ex

tremltles being of different lengths and adapted to be

wrapped longitudinally about the article to support the

latter spaced from one .nige of the material, and said ma

t,.rt.l having sp..-e,l parallel fold lines adapted to be

wrapp^-l trnnsverselT about the artl< le and closing the

folde<l extremities of said retaining element as described^

2 An arti. Ic wrapper . omprlslug an elongated sheet of

»tofor.-e.l material, a retaining element dlspose.1 trans

««rselv thereof an.l se,ured thereto, said element project

iDg bevoud the opposite luligltudlnal edges of the sheet,

akl proJ.Hting extremities a-lapted to be folded longltudl

•ally about the article and having their ends disposed in

edge to edge .-outa.t. means for securing the extremities

of the reulning element together, and said strip having

MMced parallel fold lines for permitting the said sheet of

material to be folded about the article and inclosing the

folded extremities of the retaining strip.

1 2 8 1.512 COMBINEI* COLLAR FASTENER AND

NBCKTIB-OUARD. Ei>ward Evans, Tlttsburgh. Pa.

Filed Feb. 2. 191« Serial No. 75.760. (Cl. 24—62.)

2. A car stop comprising meml>ers having res|)e<tlve

means rigidly joined thereto to engage with each to -draw

the members against the rail by a sliding longitudinal

movement of the members relative to each other.

6. A car stop comprising longitudinally tapering mem-

bers, having grooves to engage the rail tread, and having,

the one a dove-tailed rib and the other an undercut groove

to receive said rib.

[Claims 3 to 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1,231,514. PIN. GEonGE H.^AHRENBRUCH, Omaha, Nebr,

Filed Jan. 26. 1917. Serial No. 144.594. (Cl. 74—8.)

L

^M

A fastener Including a base member, a 1 educed extension

earrie<l by said base member curved to provide a U shape<l

member, said extension being offset at a point adjacent

the base member, and the web portion of the U shaped

member being curved to facilitate insertion through a

buttonhole of a i-ollar and ne<kband.

3. A pin having an Inwardly extending opening in one

face of the shank and two openings Intersecting with the

first mentioned opening forming the apex of a triangle

directly opposite the center of said first mentioned opening.

6. A pin having an openln^^ formed In one face of the

shank, and two o|>enlngs arranged In the opposite face of

the shank of said pin and inters«'< ting with the said first

mentioned opening to thereby form two oppositely posi-

tioned shoulders at the meeting point of the first men-

tioned openings and said second n>entloned openings, said

second mentioned openings also forming a wedge portion

locat.Ml centrally of the main ..jjening to therel)y automati-

cally spread the arms of a .otter key when the same Is

forced through the first mentioned ot)enlng in the shank

of said pin.

[Claims 1. 2, 4, and 5 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.613. CAR STul'. Kkhaho W. Eva.ns, Kennett,

Cal. Fll*"*! May ^o. 1916. Serial No. 98.8M. (Cl.

104—228.)
1. .\ car stop comprising members conformed to engage

oppi.slte sides of a rail and provi.led with respective means

1.231,515. DRY PIPE VALVE. POCL Flamakd, Phila-

delphia. Pa., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Globe

Automatic Sprinkler Company, Philadelphia, Pa., a Cor-

IMiratlon of Pennsylvania. Fil»«<l Mar. 17. 1917. SerUl

No. 155..5<»2. <CI. 169—23.)

1. The combination in a dry pipe valve device of a plu-

rality of valves normally closed against fluid under pres-

sure, mechanism for conuettlug < ertain of the valves con-

sisting of a movably mounted arm : a pivot pin ; two mem-

bers hinged by said pin to the arm : with means for caus-

ing the thrust exerted by one of said meml>ers to be nofy

mally transmitted to the, arm ludei>endently of the pin.
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5. The combination in a dry pipe valve device of a plu-
rality of valves normally closed against fluid under pres-
sure, mechanism for connecting certain of the valves in-
cluding a lever fulcrumed to the casing of the dry pipe
valve and having an abutment : a pivot member on the
lever farther from the fulcrum than said abutment ; means
for normally preventing movement of the lever on Its
fulcrum

; and a member transmitting force to the lever,
loosely connected thereto by said pivot member and hav-
ing a nose normally engaging said abutment.

9. The combination in a dry pipe valve device of a cas-
ing having water and air valves of which the latter nor-
mally closes an opening to the atmosphere ; a strut opera-
tlvely connected to the water valve and extending through
an opening in the casing to the outside thereof; » lever
pivoted outside of the casing and having an abutment for
engagement by the strut : a pivot pin on the lever farther
from the fulcrum thereof than said abutment and loosely
engaged by the strut : with a weight mounted on the pivot
pin and noruially held raised by the air valve.

[Claims 2 to < and to 8 not prlntefl in the Gazette.]

1.231.516. PII.\XTOM LOADING COIL. William Fos-
DiLLER. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Western Electric
Company. Incorporated. New York. N. Y.. a Corporation
of New York. Filed May 1. 1916. Serial No. 94.698.
(CI. 178—#6.)

1. A Ipading unit adapted for use with two physical
circuits and a derived phantom circuit comprising cores
with gaps of high reluctance therein, windings on said
cores adapted for inclusion in each of the conductors of
said physical circuits, and bridges of low reluctance Join-

ing said cores and providing paths of low magnetic reluc-

tance for the flux produced In the operation of said phan-
tom circuit.

2. A loading unit adapted for use with two physical cir-

cuits and a derived phantom circuit comprising cores with
gaps of high reluctance therein, windings on said cores
adapted for Inclusion in ea<h of the conductors of said
physical circuits, and two bridges of low reluctance Joining

said cores, the lengths of said gaps and the magnetic re-

luctance of 'iaid bridges being adjusted to secure a desired

ratio of phantom circuit inductance to physical circuit In-
ductance.

3. A loading unit core structure comprising two to-
roidal core members, bridges of low reluctance between
said members at diametrically opposite points, there be-
ing a gap of high reluctance transversely .Intersecting each
of said toroidal members.

4. A loading unit core structure comprising two to-
roidal core members, bridges of low reluctance between
said members at diametrically opposite imlnts. there t»elng
a gap of high reluctance transversely Intersecting each of
said toroidal members and longitudinally bisecting said
bridges.

1.231.51T. OARME.VT HAN(;ER. Marie Lovisa Oaob.
South Lancaster. Mass. Filed Aug. 18. 1910. Serial
No. 115.737. (CI. 211—13.)

A garment hanger including a suspending hook, gar-
ment supporting arms projecting in opposite illrectlona

from the base thereof and terminating in downwardly
and outwardly inclined shoulder loops, a croaa bar con-
necting the shoulder loops, a clip supporting bar arranged
horizontally under the garment supporting arms and sus-
pende<l therefrom, said bar being provided at the end
portions thereof with corresponding crimped portlona
which are offset laterally to be disposed in different verti-
cal planes, garment engaging dips mounte<l upon the
crimped portions, and a triangular frame connecting the
inner ends of the garment supporting arms to the ci
bar an<l clip supporting bar.

1.231..118. AMMONIA I'l.Mr MECHANI.«<M F(tK RE-
FRIGERATION. Fhederuk M. Geisendorff, Indian
itpollri. Ind.. assignor of one-half to Charles W. Zlegler
and one-sixth to Charles Hamblen. Indianapolis. Ind.
Flle.1 Mar. 27. 1915. Serial No. 17.509. (CI. 28(»—34.)

1. The combination with a pump, of a cylindrical valve
structure for controlling the inlet to the pump, and a
valve structure controlling the outlet therefrom which Is

located within the valve structure for controlling the
Inlot so as to be kept cool by the Inlet controlling valve
structure.

2. The combination with a pump, of a valve casing
secure<l thereon having an Inlet port and an outlet port,
a valve structure In said valve casing for controlling the
inlet to said pump from said Inlet port, and a valve
structure within said casing for controlling the outlet
from the pump to said outlet port, one of said valve
structures being located within the other.
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3. The combination with a pump, of an outer valve

casing securwl thereto having near its lower end an outlet

port, a vertically movable outer valve cylinder within

said »aslng having an annular valve on Its lower end.

ports therethrough communicating with the Inlet port, a

spring tending to hold said outer valve cylinder and valve

elevated and closed, an Inner valve casing stationary and

extending down into said outer valve cylinder with Its

lower end open and having an outlet port through Its

upper end. an inner valve within said Inner valve casing,

and a spring within said inner valve casing tending to

hold said inner valve close<l.

1.231.519. ARTIFICIAL WOOD COmWsITION. Lloyd

S. Gibson. Jamestown. N. Y. Flie« June 10. 1916.

Serial No. 102,942. (CI. 106—34.)

1. A plastic composition adapted to form an artificial

wood and cement and comprising plaster of Paris, pig-

ment, varnish and a drying and hardening material.

2. A plastic composition adapte<l to form an artificial

woo<l and cement and comprising plaster of Paris, pig-

ment, varnish and formic add.

3. A plastic composition adapted to form an artificial

wood and cement and comprising plaster of Paris, gray

«cher, water proof varnish and formic acid.

the rollers being permanently^ mounted in a projecting

position and other of the rollers being movable upwardly

and downwardly to arrange them below the plane of the

folding means.

5. A paper pulp lap folding machine including vibratory

rock shafts provided with arms and arranged to operate at

right angles to one another In timed sequence for effect-

ing successive folds in a sheet of paper pulp in two direc-

tions, supporting devices operating between the said

arms for supporting a sheet of paper pulp In an elevated

position above the said arms while the paper pulp Is bel^^'

delivered from a wet machine to the folder.

[Claims 6 to 19 not printed in the Gazette.]

1231.621. BELT CLAMP. William J. C.rinuen. Brook-

lyn. N.'Y. Filed Mar. 19. 1914. Serial No. 825.888.

(Ci. 254—54.)

1.231.520. PAPER PILP LAP FOLDING MACHINE.

William (HHiDtLU Milllnocket. Me. Filed Nov. 15.

, 1915. Serial No. 61.605. (CI. 92—67.)

3r ^ '̂V^
-44" 4*-

1. A paper pulp lap ioldlng niacWne including folding

means, means for supporting a sheet of paper pulp above

and t.ut of contact with the foldlnc means while the paper

pulp Is being delivered from a wet mnclilne to the folder,

nnd mech.nnlMn operating In timed sequence for operating

the folding means to fold the sheet of paper pulp suc-

ceaslvely.

2. A paper pulp lap folding machine including folding

means, rollers for supporting a sheet of paper pulp above

and out of contact with the folding m-ans while the paper

pulp Is l»elng delivered from a wet machine tq the folder,

and mechanUin operating In tlmeil sequence for operating

the folding means to fold the sheet of paper pulp sue

cesslvely.

3. A papet pulp lap folding ma<hlne including folding

means, rollers for supporting a sheet of paper pulp above

and out of c ontact with the folding means while the paper

pulp Is iM'ln^' delivered from a wet machine to the folder.

the rollers »>elng movable upwardly and downwardly to

arrange them b.dow the folding means, and mechanism

operating In timed sequence for operating the folding

means to fold the sheet of paper successively.

4. A paper pulp lap foldlnc machine including folding

means, roller^ for supporting the paper pulp above and

out of contact with the folding means while the said paper

pulp Is itein;: delivered from a wet machine to the folder,

1. A draw-up bel! clamp comprising a pair of cross

damps for holding the belt ends, and draw up means ex-

tending between said clamps, said means comprising a

draw-up screw engaging one of said damps and a flexible

member attached at one terminus to said screw and pass-

ing therefrom freely through the second cross clamp, to-

gether with a fixed device carried by said second cross

clamp and with which said flexible member Is engaged only

after it has been tensloned to take up the initial slack In

the belt and by which It Is then fixedly held, together with

means on the "draw-up bolt by which the latter may be then

operated to complete the tensioning of the belt.

2. A draw-up belt clamp comprising a pair of crosa

damps for holding the l>elt ends and draw up means ex-

tending between said clamps, said means comprising a

draw up screw engaging one of said clamps and a chain

secured at one end to said screw and extending therefrom

to the second cross damp, a chain guide carried by the

second cross clamp and having a free runway for the chain

and a communicating holding-slot Into which a link In the

c haln may be laterally thrust to retain the chain after It

has been tensionecl to take up the initial slack in the belt,

together with means on the draw up bolt by which the

latter may be then operated to complete the tensioning of

the belt.

3. A draw-up belt clamp comprising a pair of cross

damps for holding the belt ends, and draw up means ex-

tending between said clamps, said means comprising a guide

held ill each cross clamp, one of said guides having a

tapped passageway therethrough, and the other having a

c haln freeway with communicating lateral holding slot, a

draw-up screw threaded Into said tapped guide, a chain

passing through the other guide and having a terminal

< c.nnection to the adjacent end of said draw Up screw by

means of which the Initial slack In the belt may l>e taken

up and the Initial tension held by moving a chain Uhk Into

said holding-slot, and means on the draw-up screw bearing

against the opposite face of its carrying cross damp and

serving to operate said draw-up screw to complete the ten-

sioning of the belt.
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4 A )lraw-u|) lM?lt clatup r-omiiriMlug a pair of cro«i.<«

rlainpa for holding the lM>lt ••uds ami draw-ap ineanH *x
tending lH«tw«H»n said <lamp. said means comprising a pair
of draw-up s.r.'W!* »'ngaglD« ont» of said < lamps at \U oppo-
site ends beyond tJ»e belt area, a chain extending from the
inner end of each screw to the corresponding ends of the
other cross clamp, chain gulde>i carrie^l t.y the latter and
through which Hald chains pass, said guides each having
a frepway for the chain and a communicating holding-slot
into which a link in the chain may be laterally thrust to
retain the chain after it has been tensloue<l to take up the
initial sla<k in the belt, together with means on the draw-
up l>olts by which the latter may be operated to complete
the tensioning of the belt.

5. In a drnw up l>elt clamp, a pair of cros.s clamps ea<h
comprising upp»'r and lower < lamp bars shouldered at their
ends to afford a seat for gnlde members, in combination
with Indep4>ndfnt guide nieml>ers for a draw up !»crew de-
vice, said guide meml>ers having en<l tlanges lying on op-
IM)slte sides of the clamp liars, substantially as described.

[Claims 6 to !) not printed In th«' <;az»'tte.]

1.231.522

<;r£RiT.
808.873

I.\TEK.\AL-<'O.MKUSTION ESClSE. AxDRfi
Paris. France. Filed I»ec. i>t;. 1!>13. Serial No.
(CI. 123—182.)

1. An Internal combustion engine roniprlslng a fixed
cylindrical element having a port, a rotary < yllndrical ele
ment provided with a port to register with the port of the
fixe<l cylindrical element, and means for preventing leak-
age of fluid lietwecn said elements emtiodying a projecting
lip surrounding the [wrt in one of said elements through
which port the gases from the combustion chamber of the
cylinder pass in order to escape l)etween said elenitnts. said
lip being adapted to contact with the wall of the other
element, and a split ring having its ends cut out to sur-
round the said lip with a certain lateral clearan.e an<l
having Its Joint substantially In line with the axis of the
port surrounde<l by said Up.

8. An internal combustion engine >omprising a tlxed
cylindrical element having a port, a rotary cylindrical ele-
ment containing a < omi'ustlon chamlter and provid*"*! with
a port to register with the port of the flxefl cylindrical ele-

ment, anil means for preventing leakage of fluid tM>tween
said elements embixlylng a proJ»'ctlng lip surrounding the
port of the rotary element and adapted to contact with the
wall of the co^iperatlng fixed element, the rotary element
also having a circumferential groove, and an annular pack-
ing fitted In said groove and surrounding said lip. the pack-
ing having a spilt portion ailjjK. nt to .said lip.

5. In an Internal conibu.«tion engine, the <-omblnatlnu of
a cylinder, a piston reclprocabl^ theri'ln. a >-ompress|on re-

lief cock adapt<^l to <'oiiiiiinnl<'at>- with th»^ comi>ustlon
chamber of the cylinder, and a valw having an intake and
exhaust ciintrolllng port, the port of said valve also con
trolling communication betw6en the comlmstlon chaml«er of
the cylinder and the compression relief cock, said valve
operating to <ut off communication iietween the combustion
chamlter of the cylinder and the relief cock dnring the com
pression stroke of the piston

jl'luins !• .tnd 4 not printed in the Gaiette.]

1,231.523 COMBINED TYPE WHITING AND COMPDT
IN<; MACIII.NE FuBiiKRirK A. H.*«t. Hartford. Conn .

assiimor. by iii»>sne aMsiKnmeuts. to I'mlerwoo*! Comput-
ing Mai hin<- Conipany. New York. N. T.. a Corporation
of New York. Filed Mar. 17. 1911. 8»rUl No. 014.993.
(01. 283—«2.)

4. In a i^mputlng ma< hlne, the comliiuatiou with print-
ing devices, a letter feeding carrluKo and computing de-
vices, of an operator for moving the computing devices,
and means dependent upon the writing of a character In
the units place for causing said operator to be actuate<l,
and for returning said carriage to begin a new line.

21. In a coniblne<l typewriting aiHl computing machine.
the coml)lnatlon with a traveling carriage, of means for
printing numbers In a column located at sundry places on
a work sheet carrWl by the carriage, i-ouiputing me< ba-
nism. and means for cau.slng the numl>er8 to be computed
and the carriage to Ik- returne«l automatically to the l)egln-
nlng of the column on printing the complete number In said
column.

23. In a combined typ«>wrltlng an<l computing machine,
the comlilnation with a traveling carriage having step l)y-

step movement, of computing mechanism, and means con-
trolle<l by the carriage In its step-by-step movement for
causing computation in said roniputlng mechanism and the
return of said carriage.

48. In a coml>lned typewriting and computing machine,
the combination with a typewriter carriage, of num.ral
keys, computing devices controlled thereby, a set of Jacks,
a device on said carriage to move said jacks successively
for determlnlue the denonilnatlnu of the computing devices
to be coutrolleil by said keys, a supernumerary Jack also
operable by said device at the next movement thereof after
the units Jack Is upi'ratt^l. and means controlled by said
supernumerary Jack for returning said carriage.

[Claims 1 to 3, 5 to 20, 22. and 24 to 47 not prlnteil In
the <jazette.]

1.231.524 PERMUTATION LOCK. SAUriL P Hat* Htrr
and <;eoki;i: L. Killarp. Mogollon. N. Mex. Plied June
14. 1916. Serial No. 103.675. (CI. 7<>—5.*?.)

1. In a permutation lock, a plurality of tumblers having
notches in their peripheries, an operating member, a ro-
tary element carried l)y the operating member, and a mov-
alilp locking member arranged between the rotary element
and tumblers and In close relation with the said tumlders.
said rotary element being provided with means for moving
the lockini; member into the notches of the tumblers when
deslre«l. said means serving also to hold the said member
against th*- peripheries of the tumblers, when their notches
are out of allnement.

2. In a permutation lock, a casing, a plurality of tum-
blers having notches In their peripheries, an operating
member, a rotary element on the operating memb4'r and
provided with cam surfaces terminating In shoulders, and
a brt.|||y movable locking member having sibling and guldeil
movement In the casing, said mem1>er normally resting
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and
upon the rotary element against the shoulder thereof

adapt.1l to b« moved by the cam surfaces of said element

Into the notches of the tumblers.
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1.231.526 GATE OR DOOR CLOKING DEV

A. Hawliy. (;raham, Tex., assignor of

\gustU8 B. Edilleman and one-third to Wa
las. Graham. Tex. Filed Feb. 28, 191"

151.624. (CI. 16—9. >

ICEL BoTAi,

one-third to

Iter B. I>ouf-

Serial No.

3 In a permutation lo«k the coml-inatlon of a sectional

casing, the sections of which being provld.il with register-

ing openings, a 1... king device for retaining the sections of

the casing In lock.nl position and Including a screw thread

Ml bolt adjustablv niount.il In said op.-nlngs, a lock bar

oarrL-l by the, Inner end of said bolt, and a plurality of

tumlders "in said casing and having notches adapte.1 to be

allue.l to receive said lock bar when said bolt Is adjusted,

whereby the Mctlons of said casing are dls.onnecte.1

4 In a permutation lo<k the combination of a s.ctli.nal

casing, the aei tions of which being provlde.1 with register

tng openings, a locking .levlce for retaining the sections of

the .aslng In locke.1 position and indu.llng a screw thread-

Mi b«dt adjustablv mounte.1 In said op.nlngs. a lock bar car

rled bv the Inner end of said bolt, a plurality of tuml)lers

in said i-aslng and having notches adapted to be allne«l to

receive said lo. k bar wh.-n siild bolt is adjust.sl. whereby

the sections of said casing ar.- dlsconn.. ted, and a guide

ember for «iM lock iMir having au op«'nlng for receiving

Mid l»olt when thH sam- is adjusted to oi>en the casing.

The combin;itiou with .» hing.il closure and a support

therefor, of an arm carried by the support and having a

thread.Ml portion, a coll spring having .me end receiving

the thread.Ml portion of the arm and having Its opposite

end provi.UMl with an eye. and a rod carried by the clo-

sure and sliilably recelv.-d by the eye on the last men-

tioned end of the spring, tor the purpose specified.

l'>31527 THERMOSTATIC SNAP CONTROL. UlR-
'

BERT .1. Los.;. New Bruuswlck. N. J., assignor to The

I^ng. Landreth Schneider Co.. New Brunswick. N. J.,

a Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Sept. 14. 1914.

Serial No. 861.511. (Cl. 120—351.)

1231525 WOODSPLITIN<; MACHINE Hakos K.
'

Hkx ber.;. Hennlng. Minn Filed June 20. 1916. Serial

No. 104.751. (Cl. 144—193.)

! A machine of the .haracter des.rli^Hl comprising a

frame. Inclnding horizontal sills, supporting posts rising

therefrom, an.l side bars .arrled by said posts, a table

Biount.Hl upon said side r,«rs and having longitudinal

lots at each end there..f and a division piece between

Mid slots, a swinging arm pivotally mounted at its lower

end upon the sills and extending at Its upper end through

and movable In one of said slots, a cutter pivotally

mount.-d uiM>n the upper end of said arm. a cross piece

se<ure«l to the side bars and extending transversely acros-s

the other slot, an abutment block slldably mounted at

the rear portion of Its base upon said cross piece, said

side bars iM-ing provld.il with dowel seats and said cross

piece having dowel pins to adjustably engage said seats,

a cross piece upon the base of the forward end of the

block extending ben.nth snbl side Imrs. a transverse shaft

1ournale<l upon the table .nnd h.Mving a .rank portion ar-

range.1 in llne-wlth the rtrst nnme.1 slot, a pitman ro,I

connecting said crank with the pivoted cutter, and means

for drivlnc th.- shaft for reciprocating the cutter toward

an.l from th.- bl.xk.

1 In a thermostatic snap-control the combination of a

valve actuating part, a thermostatically at^uated ele^

ment a pair of pivoted members, one of said members

Intersecting the path of movement of said element, a

,
spring holding It against the latter, the other of said

i members articulating with said valve actuating part, and

I

resistance means forming together with said path inter-

i
sectlng member a reacting toggle arrangement operatlvely

' <„nnect.il with the member which articulates with said

valve actual Ins: part, th.- arrnngem.'nt being such that

'

Krnilual n.ovcment ..f said .d.-m.-nt In reversed dlr.-ctlons

i presently snaps said valve actuating part in opposite di-

rections.
, , »i «

,•? In n thermostatl. snap-control, the combination oi

: a valve actuating m.'mber. a thermostatically actuated

pTunger. an.l mechanism adapted to operatlvely connect

said men.ler and plung.r and inclu.linu an arm extend

Ine t»ierel...twc,>n and articulating with the former, said

nu-chanlsni also including a >prlng c.uitroll.d toggle ar-

1 rangement. whereby an actuation of said plunger In the
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direction of opening of the valve successively exercises
a force upon the valve actuating member tending to first
close and then to open such valve.

7. In a thermostatic snap-control the combination of
a valve stem, a thermostatically actuated member, and
mechanism operatively connecting said member and valve
*n«l including; an arm having a fixed pivot and a free
end articulating directly with sal.l stem, together with a
reacting toggle arrangement adapted to play between such
flx.d pivot and free end of said arm whereby alternately
to shift the position of the latter in response to the ac-
tion of said member. *

[Claims 2 and 4 to 6 not prlnte<l in the Gazette.]

1.231.528. f;ENER.\TOR FOR HIGH-FREQUENCY
CURRENTS. Pii.iK OHF Pkleusex. Fre<lerlksberg.
r>enmark. assignor to Federal Telegraph Company, a
Corporation of California. FJled Mar. 24, 1913

"

Se-
rial No. 756.323. (CI. 250—36.)

—Twmr

1. A generator for high frequency currents comprising
a single oscillation circuit having a plurality of discharge
spaces therein, and means for directing a high frequency
current through said oscillation circuit and for succes-
sively and periodically directing said current through
said spaces at periods which are a simple multiple of the
high frequency current {Hissing through the oscillation
circuit.

2. A generator for high frequency currents comprising
a single oscillating circuit having a plurality of discharge
spaces connected In parallel therein, and means for di-

recting a high frequency current through said oscillation
circuit and for successively and periodically directing
said current through said spaces at periods which are a
simple multiple of the high frequency current passing
through the oscillation circuit.

1.231.529. VARIABLE-SFEEE» GEARING. GEORGE PoU
LAHD. Piccadilly. London. England, assignor to Menco-
Elma Syndicate Llmlte<l. London. England. Original
application filed Aug. 18. 1915. Serial No. 46.179. Dl-
vlde«l and this application filed June 13. 1916. Serial
No. 103,576. (CI. 74—34.)

3. In a variable speed changing gear of the eplcycllc
spur wheel and pinion type, a drlvlni: shaft, a driven shaft,
a carrier rigid with the driven shaft and free with rela-
tion to the driving shaft, planet pinions mounted on said
carrier, secondary planetary gears operated by said planet
pinions, abutment gears meshing with said secondary
planetary gears, electro-magnetic brakes for selectively
controlling said abutment gears, and means associated
with the driving shaft for driving the planet pinions.

4. In a variable speed changing gear of the eplcycllc
spur wheel and pinion type, a driving shaft, a driven
shaft, a carrier rigid with the driven shaft and free with
relation to the driving shaft, planet pinions mounted
on said carrier, secondary planetary gears operated by
said planet pinions, abutment gears meshing with said
secondary planetary gears, electromagnetic brakes for
selectively controlling said abutment gears, and electro-
magnetlcally controlled.

[Claims 1. 2. 5. and 6 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.530. VALVE-BALL. Fred Thomas Roberts.
Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Paramount Rubber-
Company. Cleveland. Ohio, a Corporation of C»hlo. Flle«l
Apr. 29. 1915. Serial No. 24.645. (CI. 4—5.)

1. A hollow valve hall hiiving a reinforcing device in
the upper portion of the ball consisting of a series of webs
lying in vertical radial planes and extending from a cen-
tral vertical core to the wall of the ball, the upper edges
of the webs being conne<'ted with such wall.

1«». A tank ball of the class described, comprising a
one-piece spherical member of varying thickness, and
radially disposed integral formed ribs on the interior there-
of extending downwardly from the central upper portion
of the member to near the middle thereof.

[Claims 2 to 9 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.531. SAFETY DEVICE FOR AUTOMOBILES. Eiv-
WAKD C. SaiLLi.No. Columbus. Ohio, assignor of one-
half to Jacob Dagger. Urbana. Ohio. Filed Nov. 13.
1916. Serial No. 131,109. (CI. 21—183.)

1. A safety device comprising an open-ended tubular
member to be secured to a vehicle, a bhoulder extending
Into each opening In said member, a bar sUdable in and
normally disposed In said member, enlarged heads on the
ends of said bar. a bearing carrying sleeve surrounding
said bar to engage either of said shoulders and heads to
limit the outward movement of the bar. and means for
holding said bar in extended position.

2. \ safety device comprising an outer tubular member,
an Inner member of less diameter than the outer member
and slidable therein, enlarged heads on the ends of said
inner member also of less than the Inner diameter of
the tubular member, caps on the ends of the outer mem-
ber, each having an opening therein to rc^celve said heads,
a sleeve surrounding the inner member within the outer
meml>er and spacing the former from the latter, said
sleeve having a plurality of seats, a plurality of bearing
members in said seats, and means-" for holding the inner
member In extended position.

3. .\ safety device comprising an outer tubular mem-
ber, an Inner tubular member of less diameter than the
outer member and slidable therein, enlarged heads on the
ends of said inner member and also of less than the inner
diameter of the tubular member, shanks extending from
said heads into the ends of said inner member, caps on the
ends of the outer tubular member, each having an opening
therein to receive said heads, a sleeve surrounding said in-
ner member within the outer member and spacing the for-
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mer from the latter, and means for holding said inner

memt»er In extended position.

4. A safety device comprising an outer tubular mem-

ber, an Inner member oft less diameter than the outer

and slidable therein, enlarged heads on the ends of the

inner member, each of s/ld hMds having a longitudinally

extending groove. mefe»-Yor spacing the inner member

from the outer member, and a cam carried by each end

of the outer member, either being adapted to engage the

inner memlK-r when extended, said cams being normally

disposed in said grooves.

5. A safety device comprising an outer tubular mem-

ber, an inner member of less diameter than the outer

member and slidable therein, enlarged heads on the ends

of the Inner member, each of said heads having a longt

tudlnallv extending groove, a cap on each end of the outer

memt>er having an opening therein to receive the adjacent

head, said caps also being longitudinally slotted, means

for spacing the inner member from the outer member, and

a cam carried by each of said caps within Its slot, either

of sold cams In-lng adapted to engage the Inner member

when extended, said cams being normally disposed In said

grooves.

1.231.532. MAMMOCK BACK-REST. Harry B. Arnold.

New Britain. Conn., assljfnor to The National SprlnK

[
Bed Company. New Britain. Conn., a Corporation of

j

Connecticut.
"

Filed Sept. 26. 1914. Serial No. 863,632.

!
tCl. 5—61.^

8. In combination with a hammock having means for

suspending It. a back rest Including a body part with open-

ings therein, stiffening pieces locate<l at opposite edges of

the body part and flexibly connected therewith, and a

flexible connection to support said back rest, said connec-

tion extending through said openings and secured to the

front face of each stiffening piece.

[Claims 2. 4. and 6 not priinted in the Gaiette;]

1.231.533. WC>RK - HOLDER. w^^Iason Edwin Clabx.

."Seattle. Wash. Filed Aug. S, 1916. Serial No. 113.715

(CI. 90—59.)

1. In combination with a hammock having means

for suspending It. a back rest having an opening therein

at a distance from its top edge, a flexible support ex-

tenillng through said opening and secured to the back

rest Iwtween said opening and the top edge thereof,

and means for securing the ends of said flexible support

to hold the hack rest in a predetermined position.

3. In combination with a hammork. a back rest having

openings therethrough, a flexible support extending along

the hack of said rest and through the openings to the

front thereof, means for securing said support in prox-

imity to said openings, and means for extenslbly attaching

said support at the ends thereof.

.'1. In .omldnatlon with a hammock having means for

suspending It. a back rest including a cushioned body

part havlnir openings therein, stiffened e<lge« flexibly se

, ured to the body part, a flexible support extending from

the bark of said rest through said openings, means

for attaching said support to said stiffened edges, and

means for securing the ends of said support.

7. In combination with a hammock having means for

suspending It. a l>ack rest Including a cushioned body

part having openings therein, a stiffening piece located

at the edge of the l>ody part and flexibly connected

therewith, and a flexible support for said back rest, said

support extending through said openings and secured

to the front face of said stiffening piece.

« 'O M #0

1. In a device of the character described, a pair of

levers, a fulcrum post adapted to be fixedly secured to a

work table and provided with a plurality of holes, a ful-

crum pin adapted to be inserted In a selected one of said

holes, a stand consisting of a base and two spaced side

elements, said side elements being furnished with guide

slots, a cam having its periphery seated on the base ele-

ment of said stand, a pin extending through the cam and

the two levers and being gulde<l In the aforesaid cam

slots, means to rotatably move the cam to actuate said

levers, and means to releasably secure the cam In clamp-

ing positions with respect to the levers.

2. In a device of the character descrll>ed. a pair of

work-clamping levers, a fulcrum pin therefor, means

adapted to be fixedly securetl to a work table for holding

said fulcrum pin at selected elevations, a cam operatlvely

connected to said levers, means to operate the cam for

actuating the levers, a rack, and a pawl provide<l on the

cam and engageable In the rack for securing the cam in

position to actuate the levers.

3. In a device of the character descril>ed. a pair of

work-clamping levers, a fulcrum post having a series of

holes, fulcrum pins adapted to be employed in selected of

said holes, a supplementar>- pin Insertlhle In one of the

post holes to reinforce one of the aforesaid pins at Ito

outer end. and means whereby the levers may be Influ-

enced to effect the clamping of the work in place.

4. In a device of the class described, a pair of levers, a

fulcrum post disposed between the levers near their for-

ward ends, a fulcrum pin engageable with said post at a

selected elevation, a cam disposed l>etween the rear ends

of the levers, and means for operatlvely connecting the

cam to the levers whereby the latter affor.l independent

vertical movements relative to each other.

5. In a device of the character descrllied. a pair of

clamping levers, an adju8tal)le fulcrum serving for both

of the levers, a stand, a cam connecte<l with both of the

levers for simultaneously operating the same, a rack, a

pawl ebment provided on the cam and engageable with

the teeth of said rack, a spring tending to maintain the

cam In position to engage said pawl, and njeans provided

on the spring for yieldingly holding the cam In inoperative

position with respect to said levers.

1.231.534. (JRAIN HULLIN*; MACHINE. ALBERT B.

CoiCH. Perry. Tex., assignor to Beryl Couch. Perry,

Tex. Filed Aug. 26. 1916. Serial No. 117.<>44. (01.

83—30.)
1. A device of the character described comprising a

casing provided with an Inlet opening and an outlet open-

ing, said openings being positioned adjacent the opposite

ends of the casing, a rotatable member posltionetl within

the casing and provided with longitudinally disposed and

clrcumferentlally spaced abrading surfaces and with spl-
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rally diaposed splnm intenopdiate said abradinif Mirfaces.
2. A devic* of the character described compriMiog a caa-

log provided with an inlet opening and an outlet openlns.
aald opening)* t>elng positioned adjacent the opposite ends
of the casing, a rotatable pember positioned within the
CMing and provided with longitudinally disposed and cir-
cumferentially space*! abrading surfaces and with spirally
disposed Rpines intermediate said abrading sorfaces, aald
spines extending beyond the periphery of the rotatable
member and disposed on varying angles from one end of
the cylinder toward the other.

3. A device of the character described comprising acasing provided with an inlet opening and an outlet open-
ing, said openings being positioned adjacent the opposite
ends of the casing, a rotatable member positioned within
the casing and provided with longitudinally diaposed and
cirtumferentially spaced abrading surfaces and with spi-
rally disposed splnea Intermediate said abrading surfaces
the periphery of the cylinder being provided with longi-
tudinally disposed grooves between the rear ends of the
spines and the adjacent abrading surfaces.

4. A device of the character described (omprlsing a cas
ing provided with an inlet opening and an outlet opening
aid openings being positioned adjacent the opposite
ends of the casing, a rotatable member positioned within
the casing and provided with longitudinally disposed and
circumferentially spaced abrading surfaces and with spl
rally disposed spines Intermediate sai.l abrading surfaces
aald abrading surfaces being dlsposefl on an outward
transverse curvature.

5. A derlce of the character described comprising a
casing provided with an inlet opening and an outlet open-
ing, said openings l,elng positioned adjacent the opposite
ends of the casing, a rotatable member positioned within
the (asiuK and provided with longitudinally dlsposeii and
circumferentially spaced abrading surfaces and with spi-
rally dlspostvl spines Intermediate said abrading surfaces
and outstanding vanes carried by the rotatable member and
underlying the inlet opening and serving to force the ma-
terial delivered through said opening longitudinally of
the rotatable member.

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed In the Gazette.]

1.231.335. STr.MPnrRM.\(; DPrnCE. William H.
JosKs, Ottumwa. Iowa. Filed Apr. 24. 1916 Serial
No. 93,245. (CI. 110—21.)
1. In a device of the kind descril>ed ; the combination

of a source of power with a blower, adapted to produce a
bla.st of air ; a fuel feeding device, adapted for feeding
Into said air blast pulverized fuel, a pipe adapted to con
duct aald air blast containing pulverize«l fuel from said
blower to a stump and discharge it against the stump
being i.urnwl. said pipe that conducts said air blast being
upporte<I at the end nearest the stump lower than it is

at the end farthest from the stump; the supports to said
pipe being loosely connecttHl with It at their upper ends
and separated one from the other at their lower ends.
and leaning toward the stump at such an angle a> to
produce an end thrust toward the stump, substantially
as shown.

2. In a device of the kind described ; the combination
of a log of W0041. with a pipe, adapted to conduct an air
blast; said pipe and log of wood substantially parallel and
supported with the end nearest to the stump lower than
the end farthest from the stump ; said supports being
loosely connected with the log of wood and pipe at their
upper end and separatt'il at their lower end. and leaning
toward the stump at such an angle as to produce an end
thrust to the log of wood and pipe, substantially as shown.

3. In a device of the class described ; the combination
of a log of wood, with supports, said supports lower at
the end nearest the stump than they are at the end far-
thest from the stump, the end of said supports In contact
with the earth separatee! one from the other, and loosely
connected with the log of wood, said supports leaning
toward the stump at such an angle a» to produce an end
thrust to the Io« of wood. sui)stantlally ns shown.

1.231.53»;. SHITTLE MOTION AM> CARRIER. Ru-
dolph Krenz. Middletown. Conn., assignor to The
Ru«.sell .Manufacturing Company. Middletown. Conn.,
a Corporation. Filed Aug. 21. 1916. Serial No.
116.070. (CI. 139—49.)

' / , 1

1. In combination in a lathe for a loom, a guide way for
the shuttle. Interrupted by a weaving space, a shuttle
positioned in the said guide-way having a transverse slot
adjacent each end. on the upper side, a carrier alidably
mounted above the said guide way. a cam positioned above
the said weaving space, having a c^m groove, a pair of
dogs pivotally mounted on the said carrier, the lower ends
being adapted to engage with the said slots, and the upper
ends having rollers that are operative In the said cam
groove.

2. In a lathe for a loom, a pivotally mounted dog for
engaging with the shuttle, the said dog f>eing in the form
of a ro<l. having pivotal supporting means Intermediate
the ends, one of the said ends being provided with guide
means for tilting the said dog on the said pivotal sup
porting means, the other eml serving to engage with a
groove in the said shuttle, the body portion of the said
dog between the said pivotal supporting means and the
said other end being of appreciable length, and a channel
fitting and engaging with the said body portion for steady
Ing the said dog while the said other end Is engaged with
the shuttle.

4. In a loom, a carriage, guide strips therefor, a pair
of swinging .logs Qp«'ratlvely mounted ou the said car-
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rlage. the said dogs serving as actuating means for the
shuttle, a cam having a groove for engaging with the
aid dogs serving to guide the said dogs in their move-
ment across the weaving space, and the face of one of the
Ud snide strips serving as (he guiding means for the said
dogs to one side of the said cam.

[Claim 3 not printed in the "Jazette.]

1,231.5.H7. CALL SYSTE.M. Thomas .1. Murphy and
ErnvAitn Miller. Rochester, N. Y. Filed July 1", 1916.
Serial No. 109.689. (CI. 177—339.)

^f

3*1:-=

J^^
1. In a call system, the combination of a source of cur-

rent supply, a circuit clos*'r and a lamp locateil at a
calllni; station, a vibrator signaling device located In
Keries with the lamp and the circuit closer, a resistance
connected in shunt with the vibrating signaling device
nd a switch for opening and dosing the circuit through
the resistance, the vibrating signaling device, the re-
sistance and the switch located at a station to be called
to cause the lamp to become lighted when the circuit closer
and the switch i.re closed and to cause the operation of
the vibrating signaling device and to prevent the lighting
of the lamp when the circuit closer Is closed and the
switch Is opc>n.

' 2. In a rail system, the c omblnatlon of a source of cur-
rent supply, a circuit <los<-r. :« lamp having a tungsten
filament .ind a vibrator signaling device locate<l in series,
a resistance connected in shunt to the vibrator signaling
device, a switch for op«>nlug and dosing the circuit
through the resistance to cause the lamp to become lighted
and to prevent the operation of the vibrator signaling
device wh.-n the circuit closer and the switch are dosed.
and to cause the operation of the vibrating signaling
device and to pr< vc-nt the li^'bting of the lamp when the
circuit c lo^er is closed and the switch Is open.

3. In a call system, the combination of a source of cur-
rent supply, a vibrator signaling device and a circuit
closer, pair of lamps having tniitsten filaments located
in parallel circuits, a resistance locate*! in a drcult in
shunt to the vibrator signaling device, a switch for con-
necting either lamp with the resistance and the vibrator
signaling device.

1,231.53S. VEHICLE WHEEL KI.M. .Tames H. Waoen-
imiisT. .Xkron. Ohio. Continuation in part of applica-
tions Serial No. 702.851 and Serial .No. 702.854. filed

June 10. 1912. This application filed Nov. 24, 1915.
Serial .No. t;,';.!.'.^. (CI. 152—21.

»

1. A tire-carrying rim for reNillent tires comprisiag a
transversely split ring carrying tire-engaging meant, the
ends of sitl.l ring having rigicl interlocking means integral
therewith for preventing relative movement of said ends
In radial .;nc! circumferential dln'ctlons. the ends of said

1181

ring being dlsengageable by relative lateral movement
thereof.
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2. A transversely split cjeiiioimtable rim for vehicle
wheels, the abutting rim cuds constituting Interlocking
meml>ers engageable ancl discngageable by relative lateral
movement thereof and adaptc>d to lock said ends against
both clrctimferentlal and radial separation.

3. A transversely split demountable rim for vehicle
wheels, the abutting rim ends being adapted to Inter-
engage and disengage by relative lateral movement
thereof, the said rim ends constituting the sole means for
Interlocking said ends against circumferential separation
and against relative radial movement in either direction.

4. A demountable rim transversely split at an angle to
the plane thereof, whose endis are adapted to interengage,
the face of each end comprljlng Intersecting planes angti-
larly disposed with respect to adjacent axial planes, their
Interengagement locking said rim ends against circum-
ferential displacement In either direction, and means
borne by an end adapted to engage beneath the other and
to lock them against radial displacement In either direc-
tion.

5. A demountable rim transversely split at one point
only and in the general dlrei tlon of a chord, so that one
of Its abutting ends overlies the face of the other, the
outer end being adapted to receive the Inner end laterally
b<'tween a rigid extension formed below the base of the
outer end and Its circumferentially extending face the
abutting ends of said rim l>elUK adapted to interlock
positively.

i

[Claims 6 to 8 not printed in the Garette.]

1,231.689. VEHICLE WHEEL KIM. James H. Wagex-
HORST, Akron. Ohio, assignor. Iiy mesne assignments, of
two-fifths to The It. F. flood rich Company, New York,
N. Y., a Corporation of New York, one fifth to The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron. Ohio, a Cor-
poration of Ohio, and one fifth to The United States Tire
Company, New York, .\. V., a Corporation of New York.
Original application filed June 10, 1912, Serial No.
702.855. Divided and this application filed Nov. 24,
1915. Serial No. •5.-?.153. (CI. 152—21.)

1. In a vehicle wheel, a bolt for securing a demountable
rim keeper to a fixed rim. said iKtlt having a screw-
threadeel portion adjacent each end, the thread)* of one
portion being of a pitch opposite to theme of Xh*- other
portion, one portion being adapted to engage said keeper
and the other portion being adapted to engage said fixed
rim, the rotation of said bolt in one direction causing It

to advance- toward said fixed rim and simultaDeously to
(auH«' said keeper to approach said flxe-d rim at a spee.1
equal to the travel of the Iwlt plus the trave lof the
keeper thereon.

i

2. In a vehicle wheel, means for removably sec uring a
demountable rim thereto coinprisinji keepers upon opposite
tides of the wheel, and a lK>lt adapted simultaneously to
engage with said keepers, and to draw them together by
itt rotation in one direction, said bcdt having a screw-
threaded portion adjacent each end. the threads of e>D«
portUn being of a pitch opposite to those of the other
portion.
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3. In a vehlrle wheel, a fixed rim. keepers upon oppo-
site sldeM thereof, and a bolt adapted simultaneously to
engage said keepers, and to cause their mutual approach
hy Its rotation, said bolt having a screw-threaded portion
adjacent each end. the threads of one portion being of a
pitch opposite to those ot the other portion.

4. In a vehicle wheel, means for securiuK a demountable
rlni thereto comprlslni: a rotatable bolt having at one end
an external thread engaging a complementally-tbreaded
member on the wheel and having adjacent its other end
a second external thread of opposite pitch, and an In-

ternally-threaded rim clamp engaging the second thread,
the rotation of said holt in one ^||rection causing said
memt>er and damp to draw togSwer, rotation in the
opposite direction causing them mutually to recede.

5. In a vehicle wheel, the combination with a felly and
a demountable rim thereon of a rotatable bolt having a

right-hand external thread engaging a complementally-
threadeil member affixed to one side of the felly, and also
having a left-ham! external thread, engaging a comple-
mentally threaded member riding on said bolt at the oppo
site side of the felly r»'movable by rotation of the bolt to
first withdraw the clamp axlally from the rim and then
rotate ft out of operative position, and a stop on the felly

for limiting said rotative movement of the clamp.
[Claims « to 8 not printed in the Gazette.]

1.231.541. RAILWAY SICNALIXO. Hkhbeut A Wal-
lace. New York. N. W. assignor to The Uuiou Switch
& Signal Company, Swlssvale, P«.. a Corporation of
Pennsylvania. Original application filed Nov. s. 1913.
Serial No. 799,911. Divided and this application tiled
June 18. 1914. Serial No, 845,766. (CI. -»46—30.^

=^
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1,231,.=540. RAILWAY SIGNALING SYSTEM. Herbert
A. Wallace. New York, N. Y., assignor to The Union
Switch & Signal Company. Swissvale. Pa., a Corporation
of Pennsylvnnla. Continuation of application Serial

No. 498.883. filed May 28. 1909. This application filed

Nov. 8. 1913. Serial No. 799.911. (CI. 246—30.)

1. In a signaling system for railways, a section of track,
a source of signaling current connected with the track
rails adjacent the middle of the section, two track relays
one connected with the rails adjacent each end of the
section, a signal located adjacent the entrance end of the
section and controlled by the adjacent relay, and another
signal located adjacent the point at which the relay at
the exit end of the track circuit is openeil by a car or
train and controlled by said relay at the exit end of the
track circuit.

2. In a signaling system for railways, a section of track,

a source of signaling current connected with the track
rails adjacent thf middle of the section, two track relays
one connected with the rails adjacent each end of the
section, a home signal located adjacent the entrance end
of the section and controlled by the adjacent relay, a
'home signal locate«i In advance of the track section, a
circuit controller opernte«l by the latter home signal, and
a distant signal located adjacent the point at which the
relay at the txU end of the section Is opened by a car or
train passing thro»igh the section and controlled by said

relay at the exit end of the section and by the said
circuit controller.

6. In railway signaling, a track circuit, a source of

signaling current connecteil therewith adjacent the mid-
dle of the track circuit, two relays one connected with
the rails adjacent each end of the track circuit, a signal

locate<l adjacent the entrance end of the track circuit

and controIle<i by the relay adjacent that end, and a

second signal located adjacent the point at which the

relay at the exit end Is opened by a car or train passing
through the track circuit and controlled by the last-

mentlone<l relay.

[Claims 3 to 5 and 7 to 13 not printeil In the Oasette.]

1. In combination, a section of railway track over which
traffic moves in both directions, a source of signaling cur-
rent connecteti with the track rails adjacent the middle of
the section, two track relays one connected with the track
rails adjacent each end of the section, a signal located in
advance of one end of the section and controlled 'by th.-

relay at the other end, said signal being lo<ate«l adjacent
the point at which a car or train p.tsslng through th.-

section from the first-mentioned end opens the relay at
the last-mentione<l end. and a second signal located be-
tween the source of current and the last mentioned end
and controlled by the relay at the first-mentioned end.
said second signal being located adjacent the point at
which a car or train passing through the section toward
the first mentioned end opens the first mentioned relay.

2. In combination, a section of railway track over which
traffic moves in both directions, a source of signaling cur-
rent connected with the track rails adjacent the middle
of the section, two track relays one connected with the
track rails adjacent each end of the section, and two sig-
nals located on opposite sides respectively of the point of
connection of the source with the track rails and each
controlled by the track relay on the other side of said
point, each signal being located adjacent the point at
which the relay which controls it is opened by a car or
train passing through the section toward the relay.

3. In combination, a section of railway tra< k over which
traffic moves In both directions, a source of aliernating
signaling current connected with the track rails adjacent
the middle of the section, two track relays one adjacent
each end of the section, and two signals located on oppo
site sides respectively of the point of connection of the
source with the track rails and each controlled by the
track relay on the other side of said point, each signal
heing located adjacent the point at which the relay which
controls it is opene<l by a car or train passing through the
section toward the relay.

1,231,542. STRIP FEEI)IN<} METHOD KoR SEWING
MACHINES. JoM.s P. Weis. Nyack, N. Y.. assignor to
Lucius N. Littauer, (;ioversville, N. Y. Original applica-
tion flle<l July 12, 1915. Serial No. 39,222. Divided
and this application flle,l Nov. 11. 191 »V Serial No.
130,710. (Cl. 2—143..

1. The method of attaching an elastic strip to a piece
of work which consists in attaching one part of said strip

id work by stitching and feeding said elastic stripto

to the work, and during such feeding movement tension-
ing the strip thereby to stretch and narrow It whereby it

will avoid the stitches and then at a certain period re-
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leasing said strip thereby to permit it to widen so as to
be stitched along a part thereof.

7. The method of attaching an elastic strip to a piece
of work which consists in stitching the strip to the work
while the strip Is in unstretched condition and then shift-

ing the strip away from the stitching mechanism and plac-

ing It under tension while continuing the stitching of the
work.

[Claims 2 to and 8 to 10 not printed in the Gazette.]

1,231,543. BASEPLATE FOR RAIL-JOINTS. Fdank-
LIN E. Abbott. Buffalo. N. Y., assignor to Lackawanna
Steel Company, New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New
York. Filed Mar. 22, 1917. Serial No. 156.612. (Ci.

239—2.

)

'Mf

1. A base plate for rail Joints having the central por-
tion of each side upwardly and Inwardly curved in a com-
posite arch, presenting similar arches to receive the
stresses and transmit them to the supports at the ends in

nit longitudinal sections taken at any angle of the quad-
rant betwj-en the perpendicular and the horizontal.

3. A base plate for rail Joints having a flat central
bearing surfai-e for the rail extending longitudlually from
end to end. and the central portion of each sMe inwhrdly
and upwardly curved to form a composite arch having its

highest and innermost point adapted to l)e arrange<l at
alwut the Joint l>etween the rails said highest point be-

ing l)elow the splice-bar bolts to pernilt access thereto,
and .said Innermost point being spaced slightly from the
splice l)ar flange.

[7. A base plate for rail Joints having the central por-
tion of each side Inwardly and upwardly curved to form a

composite arch, and having integral lugs at the ends up
turned to lie on each side of the rail and slightly spaced
therefrom the innermost portions of the arches being
spaced to receive between them the rails and the spllce-

bars and to leave a small space between the central Inner
portion of each arch and the splice-bar flange, substan-
tially equal to the space between the lug and the rail

flange.

[Claims 2. 4 to 0. and 8 to 11 not printed lu the
Gazette.)

1,231.544. CORN-HANGER. James H. Brown, Chicago,
111., assignor to John Amann, Chicago. III. Filed May
20, 1916. Serial No. 98,969. (Cl. 34—26.)

1. A corn hanger consisting of an upright and a wire
arm adapted to be inserted longitudinally Into an ear of
corn for supporting it, said arm having an eye encircling
said upright, said eye being downwardly warped or hell-

clzed to afford a leverage for holding the arm horizontal

and causing to maintain its iposition vertically upon the
upright.

2. In a corn hanger, the combination of a wire rod hav-
ing a loop at one end whereby It may. be suspended, aud
a plurality of hanger arms formed of wire and having
eyes formed at their inner end. the internal diameter of
the eye being but slightly greater than the diameter of
the rod and the t-ye being bent to encircle the rod for ap-
proximately 360 degrees, the end of the eye being bent
downward to engage the rod at a point below the level of
the hanger arm to thereby produce a leverage for holding
the arm approximately horizontal and gripping the rod
for the purpose of enabling the arm to maintain its posi-
tion vertically upon the rod.

1.231.545. COMBINED STOVE AND ARTICLE SUP-
PORT. David Davis. New York. N. Y. Filed July 10.
1915. Serial No. .39.115. Renewed May H?. 1917. Serial
No. 169.114. (Cl. 126—44.)

!£-_

1. In a device of the character descrll)ed. a complete
stove structure provided with l^s having an enlargement
at the end and a base for supporting said stove structure,
said base being formed with a plurality of notches and a
slot arranged adjacent each notch, said slots being pro-
vided with a large portion and a narrow portion whereby
said legs may be passed through said large portion and
turned Into the narrow portion, and means on the base for
locking said legs against a return movement.

S. In a device of the character described, a stove pro-
vided with a plurality of legs formed with enlarged feet,

said legs merging into upstanding arms, each of said arms
being formed with a horizontal portion, a base provided
with a comparatively large opening through which said
feet are adapted to be passed and a narrow opening ex-
tending from the large opening whereby when the legs are
turned to position within the narrow opening said feet can-
not be removed, and a supporting meml)er arranged on top
of said upstanding arms, said supporting member being
provided with pairs of depending meml>ers producing
grooves in which the horizontal portion of said arms are
fitted.

1.231.546. INTERNAL - COMBUSTION ENGINE.
Charles E. Oiddings. Jr.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed Oct.
14. 1915. Serial No. 55.802. (Cl. 12.3—75.)
1. In an internal combustron engine, the combination

of a <aslng having a cylinder, a piston, an Inlet port of
large area centrally located over the piston and a plurality
of exhaust ports of large area In the casing symmetrically
placed around the cylinder, substantially as described.

2. In an Internal combustion engine, the combination
with a casing having a cyllndier. a piston in the cylinder.
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a «»iitrall.v locat*-*! inlet port of large area and a plurality
of tymmetrlcally arranged exhaust ports, of valves cover-

ing siaid exbaust ports and means to open said valves sud-
denly and arter the piston has begun its exp^-lling motion,
whereby to tlush th*- <onibM«'flon f-hamber.

1,2^1,547. TRACE. Bcrnaiu> Jakewat. Harrison, Mich.
Filed O. t. -Jfi. 1910. Serial No. 128.278. (CI. 54—52.)

101

A trace comprising a rod constructed to swlnglngly en-
gage a hame staple, the rod being curved outwardly away
from th»- bame and formed at its rear end with an eye, a
ring passing loosely through the eye. and a rod section
having an eye at its forward end loosely engag^-d with said
ring, said ring serving as a means of attachment for a twkck
band and a belly band, the rear end of the rod section be-
ing formed with an elongated loop, said loop being adapted
to be slidably engag»'d by a hip strap.

1.231.548. TIRE VALVE. Eifji.Nc V. Mvcus. East Gr-
ange. X. J., assignor to A. S.hraders Son. Inc.. Brooli-
lyn. N. Y.. a Corporation of .New York. Filed Mar. 21.
1916. Serial No. R.I.CS.J. (CI. 152— 12. t

1. A composite valve shell for motor vehicle tires formed
to permit the introduction of a check mechanism into its

outer end. and Its removal therefrom, and said shell formed
with a body portion of strong, rigid and < heap metal, such
as iron or steel, and an end part of rust resisting metal,
such as brass, said t»o parts bt-lngi united with a perma-
nent Joint to provide a unitary structure which Is sub-
stantially Integral, said Joint being leak tight and non-
rotative under all conditions of use.

6. A composite valve shell for motor vehicle tires formed
to permit the introduction of a ch»»<k mechanism Into its
outer end. and its removal th«Tpfrom. and said shell formed
with an externally threade<l body portion of strong, rigid
and cheap metal, such as Iron or ste«'l. and a plug of rust-
resisting metal, such as brass, said two parts being In per-
manent leak tight surface conta< t to provide a uulUry
stru( tare which is substantially integral, said Joint being
leak tight and non rotative under all conditions of use.

11. A composite valve shell for motor vehicle tires hav-
ing a clamping f(M>t or sh<M' at its Inner end and being con-
structed of rigid metal, said shell being formed to permit
the introduction of a check mechanism into its outer end
and Its removal therefrom, and said shell forme«l with an
externally threaded Iwdy |>ortion of strong and rigid ma-
terial, such as iron or ste4l. and a plug of rust resisting
material such as brass, inserted within the outer end of
said iMKly portion and forming a nipple extending beyond
the outer end of said b.Mly p<irtion. said plug having an In-
ternal thread, a shoulder below said thread, and a valve
chanifM-r below said shoulder, and l^elng forced within said
iKKly portion, the meUls of the two parts forming a perma-
nent leak tight Joint whereby to provide a substantially
Integral and unitary structure.

14. A composite valve shell comprising an iron or steel
member having a bore at Its outer end having an Insert
of rust-resUtlng metal in said lK»re, said insert being
formed with a bore having an internal screw thread and
a sh«)ulder l»elow .said screw thread, and snid body having
a series of ridges in said bore, and said insert being forced
into said bore to form a metal to metal leak tight Joint
with the lio<ly to provide a unitary structure which is
substantially integral.

irialnis L' to .',. 7 to 10. 12. l.T and ^n not prlnte«l in the
Gazette. I
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14.^20. APPAKATl-.S FOR HANI>LIN<; MATERIAL IN
<;LASS MAKI.NG. John A. Hcchtei.. Tarentum. I'a.,
assignor to Pittsburgh Plate (Jlass Company, a Corpora-
-tion of Pennsylvania, Filed May 2.{, 1917. SU-rial No.
170..'532. Original No. 1.224,892, dateil May 8, IQn,
Serial .\o. 777.K«o, filed July S, ini;{. m'I. :j14—2a.

»

I-.

I
o

,
^.' ^ .

1. In a glass plant. In combination with a bat( h mixer
and a glass melting furnace having charging openings
through Its side and provided with melting pots, a
wheeled truck adapted to receive batch from the mixer
and movable along the floor of the plant from the mixer
to a position adjacent the furnace, the said truck being
provldetl with a gravity discharge passage and a valve
or gmte controlling said passage, an elevating device for
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engaging the triKk and carrying it to a position over one
of the <-harglng openings of the fnrnace. and a ladle inde-

pendent of the truck supporte«l for movement from a

receiving point beneath the dis< harge passage of the truck

through the charging opening to a discharge position in

I

the furnace.

2. In a glass plant. In combination with a glass melt-

ing furnace laaving charging upeuings through its side and
provlde<l with melting p'lts. a ixirtable hopper adapted to

receive glass making materials for the |>ots and trans

port It t<» a position adjao nt the furnace, an elevating

device for en»:aging the hopp»-r and carrying it to a posi-

tion above one of the cbntglng openings of the furnace.

I

the said hopper having a gravity discharge passage from

Its lower portion provlde«l with n gate or valve, a ladle

support independent of the hopper and mounte<I for move-
ment longitudinally of the furna<-e. and a la<lle niouute<l

for movement oa said ladle support and movable from a

1
receiving position tM>neath the discharge passage of the

hopper through the charging opening to a discharge posi-

tion in the furnace.

14,321. PROCESS OF AUITATIN<J WATER IX MAK-
ING ICE. Wii.l.is n. KiRKPATRH K. Itflltlmore. Md..

assignor to Independent Ice Company of P.altimore

City. Baltimore. Md.. a Corporation of Maryland.

Piled Feb. 19. 1»17. Serial No. 149.708. Orlglrrtil pat

ent a < ontlnitation In part of applications Serial No.

6.987. filed Feb. 9. li>l.\ and Serial No. 17,017. filed

Mar. 29. 1915. tHiginal No. 1.H51.219, dated Nov. 23.

1915, Serial .No. 41.oi'»i. tlletl July 21, 1915. (CI.

«t2—172.)

1. A prn< ess of agitating water by air In the manufac-
ttnre of ice which consists in providing n supply of de-

hydrated air at a pressure of from twelve to twenty-live

[M»Hnds above atmosphere, passing sniil air through a con-

duit within the mass of water to he frn/.en, re<luclng the
pressure of th«' air before It is released to a point slightly

In excess of that of the atmosphere, and delivering said

air Into the water near the bottom of the mass.
2. A process of agitatinu water by air In the manufac-

Iture of Ice which consists in providing n supply of <le-

hydrafed air corapress*^! to a pr(;ssure of from twelve to

twenty fire ponnds above atmosphere and having a tem-
perature of five or six degrt-es above freezing, passing sakl

air through a suitable pasMagv at or near the center «f the

mass of water to be frozen, rmiucing the pressure of the

air before It is r<'leased so that it is slightly in excess of

that af the atmosphere, and delivering salH air near the

bottom of the mass of water to l>e fnw.en.

.1. A process of manufacturing lee which con^dsts In

fre^slng th^ water In cans in a non freezing ll<|uid as

brlae at a temperature well below the freezing point of

water, agitating the water with comprestie<l dehyilrated

air at a temperature at least five or six degrees above
freezing, leading the air to an<l through a londiiit within

the mass of water to be fn>z<»n so that in its pasnage the

air is protected from the tenaperatun- of tlie brine by the

nmss of water to he fr»»z»»n. and rel«>aj<ing It at the bot-

tom of the mass of water to be froaen,
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4. A process of agltatin|: water by air In the manufac-
ture of Ice which c«>nslstsj in providing a supply of de-

hydrated air at a pressui"e above twelve pounds above
atmosphere, passing such nir throtigh a conduit within
the mass of water to be frozen following a path space<l

away from the sides of thf body of water, and delivering

the air at a reducetl presstjre Into the mass of water near
the bottom thereof.

.'. A iirocess of making raw water can Ire wlil<'h con-

sists in immersing a <an of water in a freezing liquid,

providing a supply of dehydrated air at a pressure of

twelve pounds above atmosphere, passing the air down-
ward through a <-ondult In the mass of water spaced away
from the freezing llqtild so that the wafer protects the air

from the temrxTnture of the freezing Ilqtild. releasing the

air at a re<iuc<Ml pressure near the bottom of the water to

be frozen, and continuing the passage of the air until all

the water available for the manufacture of clear ice Is

froren.
|

6. A process of removing moisture from compressed air

which consists In circulating practically pnre water in

Indirect heat exchange with a refrigerant, bringing such

water into indirect heat exchanging relation with the

compressed air whereby a portion of the moisture in said

air is con<lensed, and then separating such condensed

moisture from tljt air.

14.322. APPARATUS FOB THE MANUFACTURE OF
SEATS AXI» HACKS FDR CHAIRS AXK LIKE FIR
XITURE. Epminp E. Pei-k, (;rand View on Hudson.
N. T.. assi'.inor. by mesn<> assignments, to S. Karpen A
Bros.. iTihago. III., a I'orporatlon of West Virginia.

Fllefl Apr. 9. 1917. S. rial No. 100,850. Original No.

1.14r».846. dated May 25. 1915. S«Tlal No. 834.(»65. filed

Apr. 24. 1914. (CI. 155—43.)

1. In an apparatus of the character descrll»etl. the com-
bination of a matrix, a Uexible yielding upfaolstered-cayer

support arranged thereover, means for s<'curing it°ln po-

sition, a pressing element, and means for raising and
lowering said pressing el<'raent.

2. In an apparatus of the character des<ril>ed. the com-
l>inatlon of a matrix, a flexible yielding upholsteriag-
cover support arranged thereinrer, a claming frame agree-
ing in contour with the matrix and seated upon the cover-

support, a pres>«ing cl»'me«t. and means for raising and
lowering said pressing element.

3. In an apparatus of the character descrll>ed, the com
l)lBatioB of a matrix, »; flexible rlelding upholstering-
cover support arranKe<l thereover and comprlning a plu-

rality of oppositely disposed strips connecte<l at their

ends to the walls of the matrix, a pressing element, and
meaiLs for raising and lowering said pressing element.

4. In an apparatus of tlje character deacrlt>ed. the com-
bination of a matrix, a flexible yielding upbolstering-
cover support arranged thereover and comprising a plu-

rality ot oppositely disposed strips connected to the walls
of the matrix, blndiDg strips arran^ced thereover. • presser-

frame mounted on the latter and confoimiag to the cob-
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tour of the matrix, a prt-ssinu element, and means for

raisint; and lowering the pressing element.

5. In an apparatus of the character tlescrlbetl, the com-

bination of a matrix, a dexlblc yleldiu;; upholstering-

cover support arranged thereover, binding-strips secure<i

to the upper edges of the wall of the matrix and arranged

over the cover-support and terminating short of their

meeting-ends to form recesses, a presser-frame. a pressing

element, an4 means for operating said pressinj; element.

6. In an "appar.itus of the < haracter descrilH>d, the com-
bination of a mtarlx, an upholstering cover support of

elastic material extended across the top thereof and se-

cured thereto, a ciamping-frame. a presser-block, and
means for operating said block.

7. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-
bination of a matrix, an upbolstering-cover support com-
prising a plurality of longitudinal and transverse strips

of elastic material stretched across the top of said matrix

with their ends 8e<ured thereto, a clamping frame, b

presser-block, and means for operating said block.

8. In an apparatus of the character described, the com-

bination of a matrix, an upholsterlns-cover support com-

prising a plurality of elastic strips stretched across the

top of sai<l matrix and secured thereto, a clamping-frame

fitting the top of said matrix, means for holding said

clamping frame in position, said claiiiplng frame being

ailapted for clamping the edges of a flexible upbolstering-

cover between it and the top of said matrix, a presser-

block, and means for operating said block.

14. .323. IIEMI' - URAKE. .Iohn Sam noi,Tzci..\w and
.\MBR08 W. HoLTZCLAW, Stanford. Ky. Filed Apr. IS.

1917. Serial Xo. 163.068. Original No. 1.215.936,

dated Feb. 13. 1917, Serial No. 119.925. tiled Sept. 13,

1916. (CI. 13—6.)

1. A hemp brake including, in combination, t-oacting

rollers between which the hemp is adapted to pass, chop-

pers positioned rearwardly of the rollers, a l)eater posi-

tioned rearwardly of the choppers, and means for creating

air blasts to direct the hemp relatively to the choppers

and the beater.

2. A hemp brake including. In coml>ination, coacting

rollers between whiih the hemp is adapted to pass, chop

pers posltionetl rearwardly of the rollers, a l)eater posl-

tione<l rearwardly of the choppers, and means for causing

air blasts to engai;e the upper and lower surfaces of the

hemp to direct the hemp relative to said choppers and
beater.

3. A hemp brake Including. In tombination. coacting

rollers between which the hemp Is ailapted to pass, chop-

pers positioned rearwardly of the rollers, a l)eater posi-

tioned rearwardly of the choppers, and means for causing

air blasts to engage the upper and lower surfaces of the

hemp to direct the hemp relative to said choppers and
beater, the blast coacting with the under surface of the

hemp being of greater force than the upper blast.

4. A h»mp brake Including, in combination, breaking

means for the hemp, chopping means posltlone<l rearwardly

of the lireaking means, and means for creating air blasts

to direct the hemp relatively to the chopping means.

6. A hemp brake including. In combination, breaking

means for the hemp, chopping means positioned rearwardly

of the breaking means, and means for causing air blasts to

engage the upper and lower surfaces of the hemp to di-

rect the hemp relative to said chopping means.

6. A hemp brake Including, in combination, breaking

means for the hemp, chopping means positioned rearwardly

of the breaking means, and means for causing air blasts

to engage the upper and lower surface^ of the hemp to di-

rect the hemp relative to said chopping means, one of said

lilasts l>eing of greater force than the remainder of the

blasts.

14.324. , SPRING AND FRAME SUPPORTER FOR
MOTOR-CARS. Joseph Dotti., Madison. Wis . assignor,

by mesne assignments, to The Dottl Manufacturing
Company. Madison. Wis., a t'orporation of Wisconsin.

Flleil Dec. 10. 1916. Serial No. 137,453. Original No.

1.205.603, dated Nov. 21, 1916. Serial No. 62.«<>l. filed

Nov. 20, 1915. (CI. 267—19.)

1. The comltiDation with a vehicle frame, a liolster

extending transversely thereof and having parallel Ion
gituilinal flanges extending dowuwardly therefrom, and
an arche<l body-supporting main spring centrally s«Hured
to the bolster and terminally connecte<l with the axle
housing, of auxiliary body-supporting units interposed be-

tween the bolster ends and said spring, each unit compris-
ing a coile«l expansion spring, a holder for the bottom
end of said expansion spring supporte<i upon the main
.spring, and a bolster extension arm fastened to the un-
derside of the bolster betwj'en the flanges thereof and em-
bodying a spring ho!<llng cap which tits over the upper end
of said expansion spring.

2. A motor vehicle including an axle housing having
an enlarge*! central portion, a bolster extending longi-

tudinally of and substantially at>ove said axle housing, an
arched bolster-supporting main spring centrally .sei-ured

rigidly to the bolster and terminally connecte«l with the
axle housing, said spring being capable of transmitting

from Its central portion to Its end portion substantially

all stresses caused by the tendency of the bolster to shift

bodily laterally of the vehicle, and a pair of auxiliary

springs interposed between the end portions of said

bolster and the main spring whereby the main spring is

prevented from riding on the enlarged central portion

of the axle housing under heavy loads.

3. A motor vehicle comprising an axle housing, a bolster

extending longitudinally of and substantially above said

housing, a bolster supporting main spring centrally se-

cure<l rigidly to the bolster and terminally conuectiMl with
the axle housing, said spring being capabh- of transmit-

ting from Its central portion to its end portions substan-

tially all stresses caused by the tendency of the bolster

to sway transversely of the vehicle, and additional com-
pression springs supported from below and having sub-

stantially vertical axes, said springs being arrangini to

receive a portion of the vertical load from the correspond-

ing end portions of the bolster, whereby the amount of

load transmitted from the central portion of the bolster to

the spring Is reduced.

4. A motor vehicle Including a pair of wheels, a bol.=ter

arranged between said wheels, a bolster-supporting main
spring (-entrally secure*! rigidly to the bolster through

whl<h the weight on the bolster passes on Its way to the

wh««els. said spring being capable of transmitting from Its

central portion to Its end portion substantially all stresse*

cause*! by the tendency of the bolster to shift bodily later-

ally of the vehicle, and auxiliary springs having substan-

tiall.v vertical axes Interposed between the end portions

of the bolster and the end portions of the main spring.

5. A motor vehicle comprising a pair of wheels, a bolster

arranged t>etween said wheels, means for transmitting the

load on the bolster to the wheels, said means Including

a bolster supporting main spring centrally 8e<ure<l rigidly

to the bolster, said spring being capable of transmitting
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from its central purtiuu to its eml portions substantial.

y

all stresses .cause*! by th«- tendency of the bolster to sway
tninsversely of the vehicle, and additional compression
j-prings supporte<l from below and having substantially
vertical axes located outwardly In-yond the corresponding
••nd of the bolster, and means for operatlvely connecting
th.. upper end portions of the spring to the corresponding
• n.l portions of the bolster, so constructj-d and arranged
th.it the tendency of the bolster to tilt on the main spring
i> largely overcome and the amount of vertical load
trausmitt.'d from the central portion of the bolster to the
spring Is r«Hluced.

'< In combination, a pair of wheels, a bolster ar
ranged between said wheels, means for transmitting the
load on the iHilster to the 'wheels, said m<ans Including
nn arch.'d bolster supporting leaf spring centrally se-
Mired to the bolster and having dips whereby the end
poitions of the leavea are held In prop*'r relative aline
iixnt. >aid means also Including auxiliary springs opera-
tlvely connected to the end portions of the bolster and
to the corresponding clip.

7. A motor vehicle Including an axle housing pro
Vi.le,l with an enlarged central portion, a bolster e (tend-
ing' longitudinally of and substantially above said axle
bousing, an ar< he*! Ixdster supporting l»-af spring cen-
trally secured rigidly to the bolster and t«>rminally con-
Me< ted with the axle housing. sai<l spring lying substan-
tliilly in th»' crntr:il vertlciil plan*- through the axis of
th<' axle housing and being of a strength sufficient to
transmit side sway of the body, a pair of auxiliary springs
lni<>r|>*is«>*| between th«' en<l portions of sai*i bolster and
tb«' mil in spring whereby the main spring is prevented
from riding on said ••nlarg«'d central portion of the axle
bousing under heavy loads.

8. A motor vehicle Including a pair of wheels, a body
supporting bolster arrange*! l>etween the wheels and sub
stantially in th.- vertical plane through the common axes
of sai<l wheels, means for transmitting the load on the
b«Hly to the wheels, said means including a bolster sup
porting ar<he*l main spring centrally s«'< ured rigidly t«i

th.' lK>lsti-r. .^aid means also Incluiling <()il compression
springs supporte*! from iwlow and having substantially
vertical axes lo<-«te*l outwardly iwyond the c«irrespond
Ing end of the b*dster. and substantially in the vertical
plane which includes the common axis oi the wh«'els and
nic.tns (onstructed and arrange*! to transmit bo<ly loads
tf> the tops *»f said »'oll springs.

I
W. The combination with a vehicle frame, a Indster ex-

tending transversely there*. f. and an arch«><l body support
ing leaf spring centrally s«Mur*-d to the Ixdster and t*rml
nally connect*-*! with the axle housing, of auxiliary body-
snpporting units Interpos*'*! between the bolster ends and
said spring, .-a* h unit including a coll«>d compression
vprlni;. and a boliler for th<' lower <'ncl of said spring,
siilii h»dder incluiling downwardly extending arms which
• inbrace the sides of the leaf spring.

H». The combination with a vehi<le fram*- a bolster ex
tending transversely th*-r)-of. and an anhed body .support-
In;; U'af spring o-ntrally set ur<*«! to the lH»lster and term!
naily fonnect*-*! with the axle housing, of detachable
auxiliary body-supp*)rting units interpose<l between the
lHi|>t»T i-nds and >^ald spring, saiti units projei ting laterally
I'lvond the (-nds of said l»olsier. each \init including a
i<dle*! compression spring.

11. A motor vehicle Including an axle housing, a bolst*'r

fiteiidlng longitudinally of iind substantially above said
hi'Using. a bolster supporting main spring centrally se-
' ur»»<! t*i the Ixdster ami terminally c*)nnected with the
aKie housing, and additional compression springs sup-
p»»rt*M| from Ixdow and associated with the «-n(l portions
of salil bolster whereon an appreciable portion of the
vertl«-al load on snlil bolster Is carried, said additional
springs being detachable from said bolster and ixlng lo-

cated outwardly beyon*! the corresponding inds tln-reof.

12 A motor vehii-le including a pair of wheels, a bol-

ster arrange*! betw»'en the wheels anil substantially above
the common axis of the wheels, means for transmitting
th*' load on the bolster to'the wheels, said means including

an arched terminally supported main spring centrally se-

<'ure<i rigidly to the bolst«ir. and ni««ns anocUted wltb
the corresponding end portions of the bolster and the
spring whereby a part of the load Is transmltte*! to the
main spring at points lonslderably removed from the
point at which said spring is .secured to the bolster, said
last mentioned uii-ans Inclmilng resilient elements located
outwardly beyond the corresponding end portion of the
bolster.

i;{. In condilnation. an axle construction, shackles
pivotally supported on said axle <-onstruction. an arched
main spring pivotally support*'d by said shackles and
exteniliiyt longitudinally of said axle tonstructlon sub-
stautially In the c*'ntral vertical plane lengthwise of the
construction, load receiving means rigidly connecteil to
the central portion of the main spring, said main spring
being adapt»'d to transmit substantially all stresses due
to the tendency of the body to shift bodily laterally, and
additional means. Including resilient compression memherg
supported from below and having substantially vertical
axes located substantially In the central vertical plane
lengthwise of the axle construction, go constructed and
arranged that a portion of the load passes thro)4gh it on
its way to the axle construction without passing througli
the connection between the load re<elving means anil the
<-entral portion of the main spring.

14. A motor vehicle including an axle housing, a bol-
ster exteudlW longitudinally of and substantially above
said housing.yrms flxe<l to the end portions of said hous-
ing, shackles Vlvoted directly to said arms and depend-
ing therefrom. Jan arched main spring pivoted directly to
said shackles. U bolster centrally secured to said main
spring and extending longitudinally thereof, additional
compression springs supported from below and having
substantially vertical axes, and means for connecting the
upper ends of said compression springs to the end por-
tions of the bolster so constructed and arranged that
deflection of the main spring is lessened.

DESIGNS.
-^

\>

50,964. EKECTRlC-LIGlIT FIXTl RE. Simo.n BBAtJM-
sTKi.N, New York. N. Y. Filed May 5. 1917. Serial
No. 166.752. Term of patent 3J years.

The ornamental design for an electric light fixture, sabl
stantially as shown.
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50.966. baim;e or SIMIL.AK .\HTH LE. Kdw.^bd a.
1>AV18, New York. N. Y.. Hssi>fn<.r to The (Jr^at «"t>un<'l!

of the UnittMi Start's ot th.' Iniproveil Order i>f Re<!

Men. a Corp<iriitit>n of the lnlt<«l Stnt«^. F*lle<l Apr.
2. 1917. Serial No. 15S».:i54. Term of patent 14 year'..

The ornamental ilenien for n imiJ*.'*" or similar artlrl.'

a« !*hown.

SO.fttM). MUSIC CAItlNET. WiLl,i.\M A. Fren< H. Miu
neapolis. Minn.. assiKnor. I>y mesne a^tfi^nmi-nts. to

New Jersey I'atent «'ompany. West Oraujte. «N. .1.. a

Corporation of New Jer>ey. tiled Jan. M. 1917. Se-

riaJ No. 145.3:i7. Term of patent 14 yearn.'

i I

The ornainontal design for a music catilntt. as shown.

50.067. MUSIC CAl'.INK'i. Wii.i.iAS* A. Fue.v. h. Min-
neapolis, Minn., assignor, by mesne asMignments. to

New Jersey I'att ut i'ompany. West Orange. N. J., a
Corporation of New Jersey. Filed Jan. ;.'U. 1917. Se-

rial No. 145 328. Term of patent 14 .wars.
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50.976. PNEUMATIC TIRE. Robiht M. rii:ns<»N. Ak I 50.978. DOOR-I!INf!E. Oscar C. Rixsox. New Rcnhi'Il*',

ron. Ohio, .isslgnor to Th»» It. F. «;oo(lrl«h <'<>iiipan.v.

N>w- York. N. Y.. a Corporation of N»>w York Fllrd
Apr. 12. 1917. S»Tia» No. 1C1.0G3. TtTiii of p.tt-iit 14
vears.

N. Y. FWM M.ir. 14. 1917. Serial No. 154.s7»j. Ttrm
of pitriit 14 years.

The urnamontal dfslijn tor a pD>>iuiiatic tire as shown. The oruamental dPNign for a door hlnjre. an «howti.

50.977. PNEUMATIC TIRK. Kobekt M. Pikhson. Ak a4».979. <'OMUINKI> PISTOL AN1» SWoRp HILT. El>-
ron. Ohio, as.slgnor to The H. F. (Hxnlrich ("(.mpany. «ard Voi.cansik. Clevt'land. Ohio. FMI«tl Jan. :!4.

New York, N. Y., a Corporation of New York. Fij.-d 1!«17. Serial No. 144.30H. Term of p;tt.nt 7 years.
Apr. 18. 1917. Serial No. l«:i.OH7. Term of patent 14
years.

I

The ornamental design for a eonil'lnt'd pi>tol an<l
The oruamental I'.e-^ijrn for a pn'iiiimtie tire a«i -howM sword hill, as shown.

TRADE-MARKS
PUBLISHED JT NE 2 6. 19 17

:ioi

The following trade-marks are published in compliance with section 6 of the act of

February 20, 1905, as amended March 2, 1907. Notice of opposition must be filed within

thirty days of this date. I

Marks applied for "under the ten-year proviso" are registrable under the provisiot*.

*n clause (b) of section 6 of said act as amended February 18, 1911.

As provided by section 14 of said act, a fee of ten dollars must accompany ekch

notice of opposition. . • ; l

pr. No. 94.060. (CLASS 40. .FA.NCY OOOOS. FURNTSH-
INOS. ANI» NOTI<»NS.) Iluow.v lURitKi.i. Co., Bo«ton,

Mas8. Filed Apr. .*!. lttl«.

Ilcrniaid

I'ltrticular driirription nf iimtdf. — Safety-Pins. Hooks

and Eyes. Snap Fasteners, and for Collar Hnttons and

Cuff Buttons of N«iu Precious .M«'tals. of r.on*-. Shell, an*!

Composition.

riaims UKt since o, t. 2s. i«Mi8.

Ser. No. '.•5.J7rt. (CLASS .57. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) PK.IKrH<«tT PAl'fR CoMI'ANV. N<\V York. N. Y.

Filed Mav 1<». 1!»1»5.

Ser. No. JM.IGO. (CLASS 4. AURASIVE. KETERiiENT.
ANI» PiiLISHIN<; .MATERI.*LS.) Till: Ouahy Mk>..

I
<v... Long Island City. N. Y. Filed Apr. .'.. 1916.

• FIRE -HAT
The trademark consisting of the words " Fire Wm "

and the representation of a rtr.' hat. no claim lielng made

to the word " Brand."
Partirutnr dfcripHnn of »/'/'.*/« -Metal I'ollshes.

I'Uiimn ii»f siinc the- year lMt7.

I'artiriilnr di Hcri'linn uj />'/'.rf«.-—News Print Paper.
clnimn iixi -iiiiic' Mav 1, IJtHV

Ser. No. »7..:s.{. (CLASS ;iS. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.! The .*mkicic;a\ ITimank Association. AI-

Imny.N. Y. Fi!..i .' ng. 17. DMr,

Ser. No. !»4.ft«7. (CLASS 49. DISTILLED ALCOHOLIC
I.H^n •!:>.• .loHN A. QfiNN. St. Louis. Mo. Filed

.Mav •;. 1 !•!•;.

OIL
OF
JOY

PartiCMlnr^trHcript ion of fiood*.—Whisky.

Claimt UHC slnc-e Apr. 1. lOlfi.

[Vol. 239.

The words •• .Miiany. New York. U. S. \." and " Animal

Relief" nr«» disc la lined as Iteing part of the title.

Particular dritcription of goodi*.— Bulletins Issued at

Irregular Intervals t>y Its Department Known as the

American Red Star .\ninml Relief.

Cla<m» «*<> sinre .Tune 25, 1916.
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Sfr. NO. 97.44S. (TLASS 1. KAW OR PARTLY PRE
PARKO MATKRIALS.» Tie K u i.ti ess Ri hbeu <o..
Ashlantl. ohi»>. F1I»m| Auk. 1'.». 1'.>1»J.

Particular (ifvcriittit/n of yood".—Rul>l>»T SpouK»-s.

Claims utie since December. 1910.

Ser. No. 97.955. (CLAS.*< 17. TOBAC'CO PRnmCTS.)
MouQiiv Resit.\cr.\nt & Wise Co. Ltd.. Nt-w York.
X. Y. Filed Sept. 12. 1916.

Tht' portrait being that of Hoiiifjic' Vin. (Itr^-ased.

Particular dcHcription of f/ood".—Cigars.
Claims use since July 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 98.;{.'',1. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEI»H;\L. AND
SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) <;eob.:ia Cotton Miii.s.
(;rifflu. Ga. Filed S»'pt. 30, 1916.

RED DIAMOND
The rectaiijailar figurf is not a part of tht- rra«lemark,

but a nierc background.

Particular descriptiun of uu'tds.— Diap«T>.
Claims use since Februarv. 1»1."».

Ser. No. 98.848. (CLASS a7. PAPER AND STATION-
ERY.) The S.vbi.n Robbins Paper Co., Mlddletown.
Ohio. Filed 0< t. 2.1, 1916.

No claim bcin;; made to tln' \v<>ril> Couve.i.' • Minmt.s."'

and "The Sabiu Robbins Paper To.. Middle-town. Ohio."
Particular dcacriptuni of f/ood^.—White Plain Flat Rec-

tangular Blank.s of Cardboard of Various Slz»>s.

Claims use since- Sept. 26. 1916.

Ser. No. 98.950. (CLASS 40. F.\.\rY <;< M >ns. FURNISH-
INGS, AND NOTIONS.) Er.t vitn Lmke.s. » & .Sohn.
Prague-IIoleschowltz, AuNtrin. Filed O.t. 28. 1916.

EagI
Particular drscriptioH of jfooii*.— Snap-Fasteners and

Plackt-t Fa'<ten»rs.

Claims usr since Mar. 27, 1913.

[Vol. 239.

S.r. No. 98,966. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. FURNISH-
INGS. AND NOTIONS.) W.*i.des & Co.. Prague-
Wrsrhowltz. -Xu^trin IhiiiKary. Ffli-d O.t. 28. 1916.

Particular deMcriittion of goods.—Snap-FaNt>'npr« of Vll
Kinds.

Claims we sine*. Nov. 26. 1914.

Ser. No. 99..?<»o. LASS 28. JEWELRY AND PRE-
CIOUS METAL WARE. I R. & r.. Co.. Attleboro. Mass.
FILhI Nov. 14, 1916.

(^^eo^^Mis^
Particular description of goods.— .\rtirles of Merchandise

.Made of or Plated with Pre.lou^ Metal— Namely. Liuk-
Huttons. StudH. 4'onar Muttons. Vest-Ruttons. Full Dress-
Shirt Sets. Bracelets : rhalns for Personal Wear. Including
Vest Chains. Coat Chains. .\4".k Chains, and Outlng-B<>lt
Chains; Match Bo.xes. Cigar <'utters. Cigarette t'ase.s.

Pencils. .Nail «'lips. Cigar Piercers. Pocket Knives. Kidfe
and Pencil Combinations. P<-ncil and Cigar futter Com-
binations, perfume lla IN. Lockets. Tie Clips. Collar-Hold-
ers. P'obs. Ciiin-Ilolders, and Belt Buckles.

Clatms use sime I le. . 1. 19o<t.

Ser. No. 99.386. (CLASS 16. PAINTS AND PAINT-
ERS' M.VTERIAI.S. » Safety Fiust MA\tK.%CTrBiN'i
Ci>.. Chbagt.. 111. Fil.-d .Nov. Is. 1<»16.

^
Pnrtirultir ilescriptioii of ijo'ids.-

movinu Paint au<t Varnish.
I'laimt uie since Jiuii 17. lIMii.

l'oinp<>un<l for Re-

Ser. .No. 1oo.::l'4. (CLASS \*\. foods .\NI» INi.RKDI-
ENTS OF FO(H>S.) The Schi.oueb Dei.icate8.sex
iOMPA.w, Philadelphia. Pa Filed Dec. 28. 1916.

The words '• Mrs. S< hloicr «.• ' .Made by the Schlorer
.l>'li.ates>.i. Co.," ami • Philadelphia. Pa." being dis-
claimed.

Partiiular diHcriptiini of goods.—Foods—Namely.
Olive Naise Made Up in Part of <»Ilves. I'lmentos. .Mayoo*
nalse. and Vegetables.

Claims u^r since Oi t. 23. 1916.

No. 4.1
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8*r. X». 1.M..322. (CLASS 19. VEHD LES. N.»T IN-

CLUDING ENGINES.* SorTHKHN Haukw.vue & iUc-i-

ci.E CMJA-W, Jacksonville. Fla. File,! Jan. 2. 1917.

Particular ilesiriplion of ijnods —Ulcy< b-

Cloimx uxc since al>out .' iivv 1.'.. lOlC.

s>.r No HM>.781. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-

TUS. M.UHINES. AND SUPPLIES.! THE KELIAXCB

Li.EcTKK & En<;inekki.\«; CoMi-A-W, Cleveland. Ohio.

Fll*-*! Jau. 2t>. 1917.
,

Ser. No. 10<».437. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETERGENT.

AND PoLISllINt; MATKHIALS.i Ek.enk A. MaUx.

Chicago. 111. Filed Jan. s. l'.«17.

i'arfuular drsrription of i/oods.—tommutator ileuniniJ

Paste.

Claims use since May. 1915.

Ser No. 1()«».633. (CLASS 2;V CUTLERY. MACHINERY.

AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF, i Stkei. .\xi.

IK..N MoN«iEU8 Ix«.. Newark. N.J Filed Jan. 15. 1917.

Particular description o' «/.,.rf*.—Hammers. Saws, and

Ice Picks.

Claims use since Jan. 4. 1917.

Ser. No. l(M...;7s. (CLASS ;is. PRINTS AND PUBLDA
TlO.NS.i W. 11. McEi.wAix CoMi-.^x^. Boston, Mass

Ftl«l Jan. 17, D»17.

RETAILERS' PROHT SERVICE

c«

I

C RELIANCE)

The lining of the .unvenllonal representation of a gear-

whe,.l m the a..ompanytnK drawing Is Intended to Indi-

cate the rwl coloring In which th..se p.>rtlons appear In th.

trntle-ntark. . .,^ »•_„
Particular description of poorf*.—Direct and Alternating

Current Elect rii Motors.

chiimx wc since January. 1»12.

^er No UHI.794. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND .N<;RED1-

FNT< OF FOODS.) CAi.ir«»KXiA Ripe Oi.ive Co.. Oro-

vVlle and San Francisco. Cal. Filed Jau. 22. 1917.

>^o<

I'articuhvr description of ^oorf<-Rlpe Olives, Pressed

Figs. Honey, and Mayonnaise Dressing,

cbiimx uxi sine- Octol>er, 11913.cbiimx UXI sine- Octol>er, l»ld.

s;..p No loo...(.X. (CLASS |2K. JEWELRY AND PRE-

CIOUS METAL WAKE.) -WIIXIAM St CKl.IXO & SONS,

BlrmlnKham. England. Filed Jan. 24. 1917.

REGIS

Particular description of {;o'/d*.- Pamphbts Issued Oc

slonally ami for News or Style letters Issued Weekly.

C(«l»»l'< use since about December. 1914.

<er No. l(M).fiHO. (CLASS 1.;. PAINTS AND PAINT-

ERS MATERIALS.) N.\tio\ai. Leal Comiany. New

York. N. Y. Flle«l Jan. 17. 1917.

No claim Is made to the use of the words • Li<iuld

Lead
Partirular dexcripti.u of »/.«m/»..—Ready Mixeil Paint.

Claims use since Jan. 13, 1917.
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farticular des.riplion of (7t">'''<.—Ash Trays. Aspjira^sus-

l»i-bes \M>ai:>t.'iis Eai T^. A-i.aragus Racks. Aspaiau'us-

Server-. Puddinj. Basins and P.owls. Bells. lieit-Clasps.

I.adles' Bits. Biscuit I.oxes ;
Biscuit. Butter, and Cheea«

Dishes: Bonbon Baskets. Dishes, ami Stands: Bonnet-

Whisks. Bottle-Co.sstei-. ilot tie Stoppers. Bottle-Holders.

Bottle-LabcLs. liott'c Stand*. Brandy Warmers. Bi.ad-

Baskets. Bread Platters aad Tra.vs. Brid-«ake Saws

Bridge Boxes. Bridge Trun;p-Indlcators. Brush»s. Butter-

Boats. Bu.kles. Button llooks. lUitlons. Caf.^ au-I^lt Sets

and Pots. Cake-Bn^ket-. Calendars. Candelabra. Candle-

.tbks. Canteens and «"ablnets. Playing (ar.J Bo.xes. Card-

<ases. Cavennc Pepper Recefta-les. Celery Stands. Center-

ule.es Chatinp Dlshesi. Communion Chalices. Challenge-

Howls Ch:»llenge<ups, Challenge Shields. 4hampagne

Jugs Chatelaines: Cheene. Biscuit, and Butter Stands;

Cheese Scoops. Children's Cups. Childrens Food Pushers

ami Spoons. Childrens Rattles. Christening Presents,

hutnev Scoops. Cigar Box.<s and Cases. Cigar Cutters,

Cl»;arette B<.xes and Cases. <'oflree Percolators. Coffee Pots,

Coffee Sets. Combs. Communion Sets, Corkscrews. Cruets.

Crumb Scoops. Cups and Sau<ers. I)ecanters. Dish Ct.vers,

liish-lleaters. DishHeating Stands. Dish Stands. IHshes.

Dressing Bag Fittings. Egg B..'.l.'rs. Egg-Cups. Egg (Mtters.

Egg Frames. Entr^- Dishes. Fern Pots. Fish Dishes and

I'lates Fish Eating Knives and Forks. Fish-Servers,

Flasks. Flower Bowls. Flower Vases. Fruit-Baskets. Frult-

Staml- Came-Carvers. (;i,ass Holders, tioblets. Gongs,

<;rape Stands. Gravy-lWats, Ualr-Brushes. Hair Pin

Itoxes. Hair Pin Tubes. Hat Plu Stands. Hat Whisks. Uot-

I

Plate Stands. Il..t Water Glasses. Ice Palls. Ice Picks.

I Ink-Bottles. Inkstands, Jam-plshes. Jam-Pots, Jugs. Kettles,

No. 4.]
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and Stands, Knife Rests. Labels. Ladles' Toilet Sets. Ladles,
Lemon Squeezers, Liqueur Bottles. Liqueur Sets. Liqueur
Frames, Lobster - t'ra<ks. Lobster Plrks. Lovinp Tups.
Manicure Sets. Mariualade-Jars. Marrow-Si oops. Match-
Bo.xes. Match-Stands. Meat-('ov«'rs. .Meat IMshes. Menu
Holders, Mirrors, Monograms. Muffin IMshes. Muffineers,
Mugs, Mustard-Pots. Napkin-Rings. Mght-Lli:ht Holders.
Nutcrackers. Nut Picks and Peelers. ( »il and Vinegar
Frames. Communion Patens. Pepper- .Mi lis. Peppers. I'hoto-
Franies. Pickle Frames. Pie-Dishes, I'le-Servers. Pin Boxes,
Plncushlon.s, Plaques, Plates. Plate Cabinets. Plate-Covers.
Powder-Jars. Presentation-Bowls. Presentation t'askets.
Presentation-Cups. Presentation-Shields. Presentation
Spades, Prize-Cups, Ramekln-Pans. Ring Stands. Rose
Bowls, Salad-Bowls. Salad-Servers. Saltcellars. Salt Bot
ties. Salvers. Sandwich-Boxes. Sardine Boxes. Sardine-
Servers. Sauce-Boats. .^^auce-Bottle Mounts. Kau< e-F"ram<'s.
Sauce-Tureens. Scent Bottles. Shaving Sets. Shtw Lifts.
Skewers. Soufflet-Dishes. Soup-Bowls. Soup-Tureens. Soup-
Turnovers. Coin-Purses, Spoons and Fork<. Spoon-Warm
ers. Statuettes, Steels ; Sugar Basins. Baskets, and Bowls :

Sugar and Cream Frames. Sugar Dredgers. Sugar Sifters.
Sugar-Tongs, Siphon-Stands. Tankards. Tantaluses. Taper-
Sti(ks. Tart-Servers. Tazzas. Tea ("afldbs. Tea K.ttNw.
Tea Pots and Sets. Tea Strainers. Toast-Ra. ks. Tobac<o-
Boxes, Toilet Set.s. Toilet Trays, Toilet Ware. Trays.
Trinket-Boxes. Trowels. Tumbler-Holders. Wait»'rs. Wat<h-
Stands, Wlne-Bottle Holders. Wine-Coolers. Wine-Funnels.
Wine-Strainers. All Made of Sterling Silver or Plated
Electrically with Precious Metals.

Claims ust since March. 1914.

Ser. No. 100.920. (CLASS 7. C0RDA«;E.» (Jolpma.n
CnsTt ME COMP.4NV, New York. .\. Y. Filed Jan l.'5

1917.

Comprising the words '• Betty Wales. ' • Ploshkin " and
the doll figure, all within a rectangular border, no claim
being madf to the exclusive right to the us«« of the words
Tra<le Mark. '

ParticMlar drncription of goods.—Fibrous and Textile
Rope and Twine and Cord. Clothes-Llne. Wire Rope and
Cables. Asb. stos Rope Cables and Twine. Also Cotton.
Mercerized, Linen, and SiU. and Hemp, Jute, Flax, and
other Fibrous Vegetable Substances Made I'p Into Cord
age. BraUhHl or Twisted Sisal. Manila Fiber. Carpet Warp
and Waterproofe<l and Flreproofed <ord. Rope, and Twine
and Cables.

Claimit Hue since Jan. 5. 1917.

Ser. .No. 100.022. (CLASS 3. BA<i<;A«;F:. HORSE EyUIP
MENTS. PORTFOLIOS. AND POCKET BOOKS. » »;oi.d

M.^.v CosTiME C<)Mp.\.\v. New V»irk. N. V. Filed Jan
25. 1917.

Comprising the words " Betty Wales." '• Ploshkin " with
the doll flgiire. all within a rectangular figure, no claim
beine made to th»' exclusive right to the u-^*' of the words
Trade Mark."
Particular drsiTiittinn of goods.—I)re<s Suit Cases.

Traveling Bags, Trunks. Purses, Buckles. Rings for Har

[Vol. 28 9

ness. I^K>ps for Harness. Ds. Terrets, Hooks for Harness,
Snap Hooks f..r Harness. Cockeyes. Toggles for Harness.
Tra(e Carriers. !>rawer Pulls. Squares for Harness. Loop-
Plates for Harness. Hame.s, Hoof-Pads for Horses. Satch
els. Hand Bags. Portmanteaus. Horseshoes, Whips. Horse-
Collars. Briefcases, Portfolios. Card Cases. Riding Sad-
dles. Bridles. R.ins. Traces. Saddle Bags, Straps for Bag-
gage and Vehicles and Horses. Trace-Bands, ('hln Pi.-.vs.
Cruppers. BandH. Hind <;irths. Stirrups. Halters. Mar
tlngales. Blinkers. L.-adlng R.'lns. Belly Itamls. <;ame-
Bags. I>eather and .M.-tal BaggageChecks and Identlfica-
liou Tags. Hors»'Cl<.thlng. Wallets. Bill F«ilds. Pucket-
B<Miks. Leather <ases for Books. Toilet <;oo<ls. Iktcuments.
and other Articles required to be Carefully and Se< ur<ly
Kept.

''I'MMM m>*e since Jan. 5. 1017.

S.r No. Ktl.tHK;. (CLASS 33. (JLASSWARE. t D.»vii. M.
Oii.BKUT, New York. N. Y. Flleil Jan. 20. 1917.

.,^^"*v

PartiiMlnr drMrn,.tion of yoo4#.—GlaMware for Hlu-
mlnating Piirpos<4.

i'laimit U4ie 8ln<-e St-pt. 1. lOltj.

Ser. No. 1M1,054. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.* Yamatota
NHIBT Co., \okohama. Japan. Filed Jan. 3M. 1917.

Mif'#»

Consists of the r<-presentatlon of a bell-blrd turning
Its back u|K)n rising sun and fiying away over sea,
as shown in the drawing.

Particular dmrriiihon of tjnodM.—Dress Shirts and
Negllg^^- Shirts. Collars. Cuffs. Pajanwjs. and Kimonos.

Claim* H»e sln<e about May, 1887.

Ser. No. 101.070. (CLASS 36. MFSICAL LNSTRU-
MENTS AND SlPPLIES.i Rkii bi.k Pho.no.kafh
Co., <'hl.ago. 111. Flleil Jan. M. 1017.

Partiiular description of i/oods.—Talking-Machines,
Grafonolas, and Phonographs, and Parts Thereof.

f^lnims use since November. 1916.
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8#r. No. 101. H»7. (CLASS :,. ADIIESIVES.) Wli.l.lAM

iSti-hi.mii.i.kk. N. w York. N. Y. Fllwl Feb. 1, 1917.

Ser. No, 101,901. (CLASS 27. HOROHX^.ICAL IN-

STRUMENTS.) Nelson H. Brows, Boston. Masa.

Filed Mar. 6, 1917.

Particular diavriittt^m of yoorf*.- .Vdneslvr Materials

«if a Sticky or Tenacious Nattir*-. Comprising Paste .\(1

b^slve. (tine. .Mniilaue. «;inlinous-Substan<es Adhesive.

an<i <'eni<-nt .\dh<-siv«'.

Cloimx Hm sln<f D»'i . 1. lltl(».

.«*er No. 101. 142. (CL.\S8 ,i». CLOTHING.) Crap
IKX K Tkuuv Compa.w, Lymhbnrg. Va., .ind St. Louis.

M<K Flleil F.b. .{. 1017.

3.'eaconedd

Partuular description of ijoods.—Leather Shoes.

CUnms US' slni«' Jan 1. 1011.

S.r. No. KH.187. (CLASS 2. RECEPTACLES.) Wit.

LIAM I- Van Dame, Chicago. III. Flh-d Feb. .%. 1917.

(RAglg)
Particular d'scription of i.oods.—Tubular Paper Recep

taclfs.

Claims use slnr*- Jan. 2f». 1917.

S.r. No. 101.44.-.. (CLASS 2. RE<KI'TACLES ) A.

Kkeamer, Inc.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Fllcil Feb. 17, 1917.

I'nd'T tenyt'ar proviso.

I

Particular lU xvititttoti of floods.— L«Htr Boxes. Sugar-

Boxes. Soap Boxes. Cake-Boxes. Knife and Fork Boxes.

ICoffve- Boxes, Pepper lWix«'s. Splie-Boxes. Salt-Boxes. IVhhI-

Box«-s. Butt<r Pails. Batter Pulls. S|.l< eCarrlers. Buckets.

I»alry Palls. Dinner Palls. Milk Strain, r Pails. Milk Serv-

ing Palls, (;rater Boxes. Water Pails. Oil-Carriers, Oil-

Flllers. Oil Cans. I K-g- Baskets. I'oal H«mIs. Portable Cake-

Closets. Portable IMe - «"losets. Canisters. Coffee - Flasks.

I

Garbage Cans. Ash Cans, t HI Waste Cans. Water-Pots.

Claims usr sin>e Jan. 1. !>«>«•!.

lOPNA

Particular description of goods.—Clocks.

Claims use since May 17, 1913.

Ser No 101.915. (CLASS 40. FANCi* GOODS. FCR-

AND NOTIONS.) Goi.I'Man Costtmb

Ser. No. 101.79O (CLASS 2:<. CFTLEUY. MACHINERY.
AND TOOLS. AND PARTS THEREOF.) Moune Plow

C<... Mollne. III. Flb-^l Feb. 2h. 1017.

UNIVERSAL
Particular description of i/ood".-

Claims use sln< e o<t. 0. 1014.

-Trnrtlon Engines.

I Vol 239.

NISHINGS
Company, New York. 'N. Y. Filed Mbt- 6. 1917.

^. (BettpboSsU

Comprising the words "Betty Wales" and Ploshkin."

with the doll figure, all within a rectangular figure. The

s.ript words "Betty Wales" are the signature adopted

by the author, who created the fictitious chara< ter kn<.wn

as "Betty Wales" for a series of books bearing that name.

Particular descriptwn of yoodn.—Hand Sewing Needles

and Toilet-Pins and Safety Pins. Bom- Buttons and

Metal Buttons for Fastening Afttrles of Clothing. Shoe-

Buckles and Belt Buckles of Cheap Metal and Composi-

tion Material, Rubber Elastic for Garters and Bands,

Whalebone and Artificial Whalebone.

Claims use since Jan. r», 1917.

S..r. No. 101.081. (CLASS 4.-,. BEVERAtJES. NON-

ALCOHOLIC.) S. Blac^^KMan & Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Mar. 8, 1917.
j

Particular description of goods

Claims use since Apr. 1, 101M.

-Soda Fountain Syrup.

Ser. No. 101.989. (CLASS 40. FANCY GOODS. Fl R-

NISHINGS, AND NOTIONS.) Martins Birmincjham

LiMiTEn. Blrmlngliaiu. England. Filed Mar. 8, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Belts, Suspenders,

(;arters. Bandoliers, and graces. All for Personal Wear;

and Buckles. Clasps. Fasteners. Slides. Adjusters, and

Frames. All Made of Base Metal and for I'se in Belts.

Suspenders. Garters. Batodollers. and Braces fof Per

Ronal Wear.
Claims use since May. 188G.
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S^T. No. 101.9(»7. H'LASS 12. CONSTRUCTIOX MA
TERIALS. » WiLi.APA LiMBEu «'<i.. Kavuiond. Wassb
Fll»>d Ntar. H. 1917.

I'artiruliir ii» acriptytn >>f jfoodt.—Lumber.
Claimx u"t sine** 1913.

Ser. No. 1O2.070. H'LASS 11.

MATERIALS. I Di.ahono Ink
Fil.-.i Miir. 11'. 1917.

INKS AND INKIN(;
Co.. Milwauke>>. Wis.

COLLEGE
Particular dencrlpflon of fjnnd^.—.Writing Fluid.

Ink. mid F<>untaln-P»'n Ink.

t'lniiiit IIM0 slnco th»' "^piint: uf 1910.

Red

:>*r. No. 102.124. (CLASS 37.

ERY. • S.\Miii. D. Page &
Piled Mar. 1.3. 1917.

PAPER AND station-
Co.. Den Moines. Iowa.

The exHuslve use of the word " Line " Is disclaimed.
Partirulnr dcHcriptum of goodn.—Loose-Leaf, Ledgers.

Sectional Post Hinders. Solid Post Binders. IMng Books!
Da.v-Flles. Prons: Hinders. Invoice-Books. Prire-Books. Pe
riodical Iflnders. Ledjri-rs. .It.urnal.s. Cash-Book.s. Sheet-
Hohlers. CatalogueCovers. I»esk Pads. Covers for Books.
Name - r.abels. Covers for Sales - Records. Check - Sorters.
Stock Books. Covers for Checks. Blank Pads. Notes, Bills,
anil the Like.

Claimx w<: since March. l'.»14.

Ser. No. 102.14l>. u'LASS 22. »;aMES. TOYS. \Nn
spoRTIN<; «;(M>i>.s., Ri .ssEi.i, P1..VTIX*: Card Co..

Filed Mar. 14. 1917.Mllltown. N. .1.

Pnrtieuhir dfxeriptutn of ijoodx.—Playlng-Cards.
I'lnititM wi since the year 1907.

Ser. No. 1»»2. U)S. U'LA.^S 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRKS.) Abraham M. Maloif.
Salt I^ke city. UUh. Filed Mar. 16. 1917.

T.EN.S
No claim l>."ing made to the exclusive right to the use

of the word " Trade Mark."
Particular ic»vriptu,n of goodi.—Rihbons Made of Silk

or Cotton. Handkerchiefs Made of Silk or Cotton. Sheets
and Sheetlnii. Pillow Cases. Wool Dress Goods by the
Yard. Silk Dress (ioods by the Yard. Cotton Dress «Joods
by th' Yanl. Wool. Silk, and Ciitton Combined Dress
Goods by the Yard. Elastl< Web and Elastic Rubber
Web. Bedspreads Made of Cotton or Wool. Blankets Made
of Totton or Wool. I.4i<es Made of Cotton or Silk.

ClaimH u»c since Jan. 3. 1916.

fVol. 239.

Ser. No. 102.362. (CLA.^S 44. DENTAL. MEDD AL.
AND SLK<JiCAL APPLIANCES.) Jj i.iis ScilUib. I\
coupouATEi.. New York. N. Y. Filed .Mar. 22. Htl7

fefflHS'M
Particuhir dcMcriptioii i,f i/nodn.—Pacifiers.
Claimn use since .Tanuary. 1913.

Ser. No. 102.367. ULASS 44. DENTAL. MEDIC VI
AND SURGICAL APPLIANCE.s.t The S. s White
DBNTAI. MANJFArTI !tlM. CoMI'A.W. Philadelphia. Pa
File<l Mar. 22. 1917.

VULCOLOX
Consl.stlnjr of the word " Vulcolox."
Particular di iiripti'iH of gnoilM,—Teeth.
Cloiw wr since Januar>. 1917.

Ser. No. 102.37O. (CLASS 34. irE.\TING. LIGHTIN*;.
AND VENTILATl.N*; APPARATUS. NOT INCLIDIN*;
ELECTRK Al. APPARATUS. 1 Chh.v.... Ain Tl..HT
STuvK Co. (.V..T i.vr.t. Chicago. HI. File,! Mar. 23
1917.

VORTEX
Particular d>i>criptiou of •inodn.

oil Stoveh or lUinges.

I'laimM u»r since 1907.

.'oal. Wood. (in*. ;id>I

Ser. No. 102.4(V.« .CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN«;REDI
ENTS OF Fool»s.) RiriiAitu IIf.i.i.maw. Lon>f Nlan-'
City, N. r. Flleil Mar 24. l'.»17.

"^ismof^

Partifular dc»rripti*>n of goodi.—Pumpernickel Br>'nd
Claim» wc since Dec 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 102.4S1. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY PRE
PARED MATERIALS.) lit ..o Fks.her. Brooklvn
N. Y. Filed Mar. 27. 1917.

(ifptoi/f^

It consist- of the word " Duvetolr." written lu scrlpi
slanting upward t<i the rljtht.

Particular description „f good-.—Furs for <;aruients.

.

riaimn u»c since Jan. 1. 1917.

No. 4.j
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Ser No. 1(»2.538. (CLASS 1. RAW OR PARTLY PRE
IVXUEI* MATERI.\LS. ) Thf. ScranTon BriTON Com-

pany. Scranton. I'n. Flb-d Mnr. 2^. 1917.

"LACANITE"
I
Particular dcKcription of floodn.—A Plastic Product Ca-

pable ..f p.elnj.' Molded Into Any Desire*! Shape and Com-

|M.>e<l I'rincipall.v of Shella< . .Manila (;uii>. Kowln. As-

phalt, kr.. T«inpered l.v Varying the Number or l*rop»>r-

tioii- of Ingredients and Serviceable for the Manufacture

of .1 (ireat Variety of Articles In the U.seful and Orna-

mental -Vrts. Such as Electrical Insulators. Buttons. I>omi-

n«»es. (.heckers. Medals, Souvenirs. Advertising Novelties.

Spool-!U>ads. Knobs. Handles. &c.

rlaimf ufc since 1st day of Mar<h. 1917.

-r

Ser. No. 102.614. (CLASS 46. FofH.S AND INGRBDI

ENTS OF FOODS. I Stbriin"; J. C\STir.. Shreveporl.

La. Filed Mar. 31. 1917.

i

Ser. N .. 102,559. (CLASS 17. TOBACCO PRODUCTS.)
M. A. GrxHT & Co.. I.NCORPORATED. Portland. Me., and

New York. N. Y.. assignor to General Cigar So., Inc..

New York. N. Y., a Coiporation of New York. Filed

Mar. 29. 1917.

The w< nis •• Tampa. Fla . Ctty of Tampa. Florida.

gai)lz«<l .luly 15. 1N67 ' l>elng disclaimed.

Particular description of goodii.—Cigars.

Claimx we since the year 1906.

Or

S.r. No. 102.579. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
.\.ND TF:XTILF: fabrics.) .Io.sei>h W. Wh-ius & Sons
CojiTANV. Boston. Mass. Flb^l Mar. 29. 1917.

MADRANET
Partirulnr denrription uf <i< otlx.—Cotton Piece Goods.

Woiden Ple«e GoimIs. and Linen Piece Goods.

Claimx use slnte Feb. H. 1917.

Ser. .\o. 102.5H5.

TERIALS.) Th
Philadelphia. Pa.

(CLASS 12. CONSTRUCTION MA-
1 BARnSR ASPHALT PAV1\<. COMPANY,

Filed Mar. .30. 1917.

^IHKDISMn^

Particular d'xcription of lioodx—fofrf' and Chicory.

Claimx use since Jan. 1. 1917.

Ser No 102.686. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEDICAL.

AND SURGICAL APPLI ANCP:S.) The Mechanical

Ri BBER COMPANY, Ncw Yotk. N. Y. : Chicago. Ill .
and

Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Apr. 3. 1917.

Partii-ular description of .</.-o«/x.—Ice Caps, Water-Bot-

ties. Combination Water Bottles and Fountain Syringes,

Invalid Cushions. Rubber Urinals, and Fountain Syringes.

(Claims use since Aug. 1. 1911.

Ser. No. 102.758. (CLASS 44. DENTAL.

AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) Sa( 1.

Cleveland, Ohio. F.iedApr. 6. 1917.

MEDICAL.
W. A(>LER,

UNIVERSAL, PIC
Particular description of fioodx.-

Canal Instruments.

Claims use since .Ian. 27. 1917.

iH-ntal Pulp and Root-

Ser. No. 102.759. (CLASS 44. DENTAL.
AND SUR<IICAL APPLIANCES.) SAtL

Cleveland. Ohio. Filed Apr. 6. 1917.

.MEDICAL.
W. .\DLBR,

Apexographer

Particular d< xiriptiou of <iooilx.-

Canjil Instruments.
Claimx usi Klu<e January. 1915.

-iN'ntal Pulp aad Root-

Particulae deacripUon of goods.— Bituminous Water-

proof Roofing Sheets.

Claims uxc since July 10, 1908.

Ser. No. 102.760. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEDICAL.
A.vn SUR'UCAL APPLIANCES.) Sail W. AULBR.

Cleveland. Ohio. Fllwl Apr. 6, 1917.

PATHFINDER
Particular description vf f/'»or/«.—l»ental Pulp.and Root-

Canal Instruments.

Claims use since January. 1915.

fVol. 239 No. 4.]
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Ser. No. 102.776. (CLASS 48. FOODS AND !Xi;REDI
E.NTS OF FO<JDS.) Samicl T. Hog.a.v, Tree.lii.oor
Tpx. Filed Apr. «. 1917.

0KRATU5

No rlahn being niad»' to the pKtorlal representation of
okra.

Partit-ular dfurriptinn of goods.—^.K Suhstltute for
' "offee.

i'UiitHM M«» .xinif ahout four years.

Str. No. 102.837. (rL.\SS 1. RAW OR PARTLY PRE
PAREI* M.VTERI.XL.S. ) Ch.as. M<>r.m.n.;st.*r & Co.
Inc., .New York. .N. Y. Flh-d Apr. $. 1017.

J.H
r

Particular drxciiption of goodt).

Claims UMt siucf lMti7.

-Blood-Albumens.

Ser. No. 102.908. (CLASS 4. ABRASIVE. DETKRfiENT
AND PuLISIHNf; .MATKRI.\LS.» .r.AMKs S. Kirk and
CoMPA.M, Chi.ajfo. 111. Filed Apr. V2, 1917. Under
ten-year proviso. ,

Jtf^lfsQfi,

Partifulnr dfHrriptUm of goodft.—8oap.
Claitnn u«r sin< » on or ai>out the 1st day of May. 1883.

Ser. No. 102,914. (CLAS.S 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. .MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Spkeh C.^rbox
CoMPA.NY. St. .Marys, Pa. Filed Apr. 12, 1917. "

No rlalni is made to the re>tlstratlon of the words
" Sp.'.r Hold Ark '" apart from the trade-mark design
shown in th»' anonipanying drawing.

Particular dr^rription of i/oodM.— .\ Negative Carbon
Use<l for Illumiuation and Projertion.

Claimif mite since al)out Jan. 1. 1917.

S-r. No. 1U2.9IS. .« LASS .•57. P.APER AND ST.XTION-
ERV.i «HAKi.Ks E. Wkvam. a «... In,.. New Y..rk
N. Y. Filed Apr. 12. 1917

INSPIRATION

Su claim IH-Inu ni.'d.- for the w..r.l 'Ijiwn."
*

/'articular dcHcription of </.,.«/«. Writing-Paper.
' laimn u$c since Mar. 1, 1917.

Ser. N... 10.1.04.',. .rL.\.v;s :;!> « LOTHIN«;.t Sas.sy
Jaxe Mam fa<ti kin.; c.mpa.w. I»s An^.-les Cal
Filed Apr. 16. 1917.

SASSY JANE
"Sassy Jane."
Purticjil.i, ilcMtripttoii of ;>oo,Im.~ \ I .r.>ss f,,i W..men

iUid l>>lls.

I'liiiiiM IIS, since alM>ut Mar. 2n. 19l«>.

Ser. N... lo.t.o.i.;. uLASS 4. .MUtASIVE. DETER«;E.\T
AND I-OLISHIN*; MAIEKLMS, l„iis W. Nkal
Cln<innati. Ohio. File<| Apr. 17. 1917

ON
SCc

o
Parti, Mia, d, .-, ripti,,,, „f „„nd„.—\ rieaner for Motm

:ind Shi es.

i loimx IMC sln«-e .Miir. 1. 1917.

»er. N... ln:{.t»s.%. m I^\.«s;s .•?9. iLnTHINii.
Ba<iiaiia« H A Fkikkhkim. New York N
Apr. 18. 1917.

I Meyer,
Y. Filed

I'intiriiUir dri, riittion 0/ ijoodt.—Cravats.
t'laimit u«i' glnce M.-ir. 15. 1917.

Ser. No. 10.S.186. (CLASS 44. r»E.\TAL. MEDICAL. AND
SUU(;iC.\L .VPPLIANcp:s.i s. irNTiFH- pK.tnt cts r.iM-
I'ANY. Steubenville, Ohio, and New (^'umlterland. W Va
Flleil Apr. 21. 1917.

LITTLE DOCTOli
Parti,-Mhir drtcription of goodM. — Electric Warmlng-

P.ifls and Electric Rectal IMIators.
Claims use since Dec. 30, 1916.

fVol. 239. No 4.)
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Ser. No 103.190. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND IN(;REDI

E.NTS OF FOODS.* Watekl<m> cbea.mehy Company.

ttouncll Bluffs. lowii. Filed Apr. 21. 1917.

Wm^
Partitular description of goodn.—Evjiponited Milk.

Claims use since Mar. 15. 1912.

Ser. N< .
103.2H.- .Cl^\ssfe8i PRINTS AND riBLICA-

rioNS.i Lawuen< K i:\E«ETT ("«>vix<.TON, Columbia,

S. C. Filed A|.r. 25. 1917.
,

everywoman's
Magazine

Parti, iilar description of ^oorf«.—The Monthly Maga-

zine lssue<l liy the A|>|>licant;. the Same I>evi>ted to the

Int.r.'sts of Women in <ioner«l.

ClaituM wxr since Dec. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 103.2.U. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND IN(;UE1>1

ENTS OF FOODS.! Walter G. Tri .mi'Ler. TItfin.

Ohio. Filed Apr. 23. 1917.

COUNTRY
CALL

I, rticular ,1, Hcriptioii 'if ijoods.—Wheat-Flour,

f I, ims use sln<e .\pril. 1017.

Ser. No. l<>3..;i'.». (CLASS 40. FANCY (;OODS. FIRNISH
INC.S. AND NOTIONS.) ! CoH'.MBiA Leather (;<m»d«

Mfg. «•«... In... New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 20. 1917.

I'articiihir tlcxcriptioii of j/ood«.—Men's Belts.

Claims use sine** Mar. 27. 1917.

S..r. No. 103.241. (CLASS 40. FOODS AND INGREDl
j., ,. j,,, j^.j <;{:, (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-

ENTS OF FOODS. » B...:Kiti «: »;ukem«ank. New\ork, '

ri's. MACHINES. AND Sll'VLIES. ^ Rathbone Sard
N. Y. Fil.d Apr. 24. 1917.

1 •i.:i.k<ti:i. ( ..mi-any. In<., All>ai:y. N. Y. Filed Apr.

1
20. I!tl7. , -

SUNNYSIDE
Particular description of goods.—Wheat-Flour.

C<aim« use since Oct. 11, 1912.

S^r No 103,27::. (CLASS 4«5. FOODS AND INGREDl

ENTS OF FOODS. I THE Soithwestehx Milling Com-

pany. INC.. New York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 24. 1917,

Ck^IL
Particular description of goods.—Electric Stoves and

Ranges.
Clatma use since the 20th day of December, 1914.

Ser. No. 10.3,381. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED, AND
TEXTILE F.\BRICS.I CAMPBELL, Metzcer & Jacob-

S..N. N.w York. N. Y. Filed Apr. 2S. 1917.

JEWEL
I'l rticular description of goods. — Cotton-Cloth Piece

Gootls.

Claims use since January. 1916.

Ser. No. I(t3.4ls. (CLASPS 44: DENTAL. MEDICAl.
AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) .1. E. llANciEB. INC.

Washlu«ton. D. C. Filed Apr. 30. 1917. •

/•. rticular description of ijoods.—Wheat-Flour.

claims use since Feb. 21. 1917.

pARALiN^
Particular description of goods—The Sock«'t8 and Cor-

sets of Artificial Limbs.
Claims use since Apr. 17. 1917.

(Vol. 289 No. 4.]
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S«T. N... 103.45.!. (ri,.kSS 36. MISHAL LNSTRT |
S4r. No. ln8.r»a>». (CLASS 4i\. FOOPS AM» I.\<;REDI-

MENTS ANr> SUPPLIES.) The Stahr IMan.. «<..m

r.»vv. Richmond. Iml. Fll.-.! Mny 1. 191T.

Particular ile-ivription of poudit.—Spring-Motors for

Phonographs, Motor F'arts aod AppllaiKvs Consisting of

Winding Handles. Es(ut(h»-on. Automatic and oth«T Stopi.

Tline-Inill<ator. and Turn Taldf.
Claims use «ime I)«»<-. 4. 1917.

Ser. No. 103.4»J7. (CLASS 4«. F<KH>S AM> L\<;RKIH-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Coi.t miua Mii.i.i.m; Co., Portland.

Oreg. Fll.d May 2. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Wbeat-F'lour.

Claims use since Sept. 25, 1913.

Ser. So. 103.524. (CLASS 40. FOODS AM> I.\<;REI»I

ENTS OF FOODS. » Amkm.t .Mii.mx<; «<-.. Monro*-. Ida.

and Pftersburi;. Mich., and l'«'lta. «»hio. Fll«-«l Ma.r 4.

1917.

TOPSY WTURVY

Particular ilincription of i/'iodn.—Bn<-kwheat-Flotir.

Claims use since Jan. 13, 1917.

I Vol 239.

ENTS OF F(MU»S.) MovTA.NA Fioi r Mii.i.s Company,
!.• wistown. Mont. Fil«».l Mav 4. 1917.

Bid
StUcK

Particular dixmptlon of iinodn.

Claims Hsr since Jan. 29, 1917.

-Wheat -Flour.

Ser. No. ln3.r.77. (CLASS .".o. MERCHANDISE NCtT
OTHERWISE CLASSIFIED. I Lsaa. S. Pi iu Ei.l.. Chi

laKo. 111.. assi;:nor to T*-utol>«-d Company, Chicago. HI.,

a Corptiratlon of Illinois. FII«m1 Mav 7. 1917.

TEiVTUUEIl
Consisting of the. colnei] word " Tcntobed."

Particular description of fjnuds.—Tents.

Claims use Min<-e alNiut Mar. 1. 1917.

s..r. No. lo:;.593. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTEI*.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) EvriiiTT. Hea.ney & Co..

N.w Vorlt. N. Y. Fllr.l .May 7. 1917.

Particular il> ^iiiptiuu uf <j'j<jdx. Cuftoii (hxhU in the

Pie<*e.

Claims UHt since Mar. 5. 1017.

S.r. No. 103.(',2.s. (CLASS -JJ. KNIT! ED. NETTED,
AND TEXTILE FAHRICS.i He-NTLEY \ TwnuEV SILK

Co.. N>w York. X. Y. Fllt^ M«j 8, 1917.

Particular description of i/oodi.— Silk Piece <Joods.

I'liiimx use sine*- liiuc 5, 1916.

No. 4.)
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8«r. No. 103.M1. (CLASS 21. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS, MACHINES, AND SUPPLIE.S.) H. BOKU k Co.,

Inc., New Torlc, N. Y. Plied May 9. 1917.

The trade-marli lonsisis of a red non conducting filler

located at the base of the lamp between and separating

the leading-in wires, the representation of the lamp apart

from the red filler 'not constituting any portion of the

uiarlc sought to l>e reglstere<l.

Particular description of ;/ood$.—Electric I..anipf).

Claims use sln<e about Oct. 1. 1916.

Ser. No. 103 fiS.".. (CLASS 42 KNITTEI*. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Dt dley D. Campbell.
N»w York. N. Y. Filed May 10. 1917.

555
Comprising the numeral* " 555."

Particular description of goods.—Cotton Damasks', Nap-
kins. Table-Cloths, and Cotton Piece fJoods.

Claimt use since July, 1914.

Ser. No. 103.G8G. (CLASS 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Dt pley D. Campbell,
New York, N. Y. Filed May 10, 1917.

4100
Comprising the numerals " 4100."

Particular description of goods.—Cotton Damasks, Nap-
kins, TabI«'-Cloths. and Cotton Piece Gomls.

Claims use since August, 1914.

Ser. No. 103.689. (CLASS 38. PRINTS AND PUBLICA-
TIONS.) BaiCB V. Crandall, Chl.ago, 111, Filed May
D>, 19i:

nR/TADlNG
'i

Partieular description of goods.—Monthly Ma;:azine.

Claims use since about September, 1913.

I
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Ser. No. 103,725. (CLASS 44. DENTAL. MEDICAL,
AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) JcLis J. Saroazin.
New Orleang. I^. Filed May 11, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Prophylactic Bodkins.
Claims use since June 15, 1913.

Ser. No. 108.742. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) National Macaro.vi Company,
Libertyville, 111. Filed May 12. 1917.

(^yiSSEROL£

Particular description of goods.—Macaroni, Spaghetti',
and Noodles.

Claims use since Mar. 8, 1917.

Ser. No. 103,743. (CLASS 39. CLOTHING.) PACiric
Mills, I^awrencc and Boston, Mass. Fnied May 12,
1917.

I

terpentine

Particular descriptUm of goods.—Kimonos, Outer and
Inder Waists, Outer and Under Skirts. Wrappers and
other Dresses, Nightgowns, Sacks, Petticoats, Combina-
tions, and Drawers. .\11 of Textile Fabrics.
Claims use since May, 1909.

Ser. No. 103,770. (CLASS 44. DENTAL, MEDICAL.
AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.) Duenna MAMrAC-
TrKixo Company, Seattle, Wash. Filed May 14, 1917.

D l^ E N N A
Particular description of goods.—Ladies' Sanitary Nap-

kins.

Claims use since May 5, 1817.

Ser. No. 108,809. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-'
ENTS OF FOODS.) Ahbdcklb Bkothbus. New York,

N. Y., and Chicago, 111. Filed May 15, 1917.

Particular description of poods.—Teas and Coffejes.

Claims use on teas since on or about the 18th day of

May, 1899, and on coffees sioce the 20th day of February,
1917.
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Ser. No. 103.825. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Hbi.vetia Milk i'oNnBNsi.NG Coii-
p.\.NY. Highland. 111. Filed May 15, 1917.

JCONOJiy

Particular dencription of "ffoodg.—Canned Condense*!
Milk.

Claims u»e since Feb. 28, 1893.

Ser. No. 103.S26. (CL.ASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDl
ENTS OF FOODS.) Helvbtia Milk Coxdensi.ng Com-
pany. Hifc'hland, 111. Filed May 15, 1917.

^l^^QESg

Particular description of goodn.
Milk.

Olnima u«e since Aug. 8, 1895.

nned Condensed

Ser. No. 103.827. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
E.VTS OF FOODS.) Helvetia .Milk Co.ndensi.\<; Com
PA.NT. Highland. III. Filed May 16, 1917.

Tlighland
Particular drurriptiun of goods.—Canned Condensed

Milk.

Claims use since June 27, 1885.

Ser. No. 103,835. (CLA.^^S 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.* Ralph Mitchell. Aberdeen. Md.
Filed May 15. 1917.

H
Particvlar dencription of goodt.—Canned Vegetables.
Claims uae since Ma v. 1906.

8«r. No. 103.841. (CLASS 46. FO0DS AND INOREDI- Ser. No. 103.978. (CLA«8 46. FOODS AND INGREDl
ENTS OF FOODS.) Nortkopic Cabarrcs Co., Inc
New Orleans. La. Filed May 15, 1917

Ser. No. 103,887. rCLA.^S 42. KNITTED. NETTED
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Henbt OirrEBMA.v & Co.,
New York. N. V. Filed May 17. 1917.

DIAIMOND
The word " Dlaiimnd."
Particular description of good*.—Shoe-Cloth.
Claims use since January. 1916.

Ser. No. 103,904. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND IN<;REDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Hardwig Peres. MemphN. Tenn.
Filed May 17. 1917.

(0,ismip/^

Particular desrriptii.n of ijuodm.—Sweet Potatoes.
Claims use sine Mar. 1. 1917.

Ser. No. 103,907. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) William Schotten CorriE Com-
pany. St. Louis, Mo. Filed May 17. 1917.

fe<^554U
Particular description of i;o'>d».—Whole or Ground

Spices.

Claims use sinw about Mar. 29. 1017.

Ser. No. 103.977. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-ENTS OF FOODS.) Common Sense Gcm Co New
York, N. Y. Filed Mav 21. 1917.

Particular description 0/ goods.—Chewlng-Oum.
^'hiimx use sln<-e 1908.

(SMM 9)

Particular description of goods.—Pepper Sauce.
Claims use since Apr. 13, 1915.

ENTS OF FOODS.) Common Sense Gom Co.. New
York. N. Y. Filed May 21. 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Chewlng-Gum.
<"laim» use since 1908.

[Vol. 239. No. 4.]
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8er. No. 104,001. (CLASS 46. POODS AND INGREDl- Ser. No. I04.076. (CLA«8 42. KNITTED. NETTED.
ENTS OF FOODS.) YoiNo k GRirrix Coffee Co., AND TKXTILK FAURUS.* Abraham M. \iALocr.
Inc.. New York, N. Y. Flle<l May 21. 1917. Salt I^ke City, Utah. Fll»ti May 25, 1917.

1

Particular dmcription of goods.—Roasteil Coffee.
Claimit use sine- May 1. 1917.

'8er. No. 104.018. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDl
ENTS OF FOODS.) California Associated Olive
Growers. Inc.. San Francisco, Cal. Filed May 23, 1917.

^err^
Particular description of goodt.—Olives.
Claims use since Jan. 1, 1917.

8er. No. Io4.(i.-?o. (CLa.ss 26. MEASURING AND SCI
ENTIFIC APPLIANCES.) The Central Tool Com-
pany. Cranston, R. I. Flle<l May 24. 1917.

Consl.'sts of the letters "C. T. C. O."
Particular description of goods.—Micrometer-Calipers

and Parts Thereof.

Claims use since Dec. 22, 1914.

Ser. No. 104.049. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDl
ENTS OF FOODS.) Nortroph^ Cabarrcs Co. Inc..
New Orleans, La. Filed May 24, 1917.

Particular description of goods.—Coffee.

Claims use since Apr. 13, 1915.

Particular description of goods.—Matting, Tapestry.
Claims uae since the 3d day of January, 1916.

Ser. No. 104,085. (CLASS 42. KNITTED, NETTED.
AND TEXTILE FABRICS.) Schwarzenbach FIi bm
Company, New York, N. Y. Filed May 25, 1917.

Country
Club

Particular description of goods.—Broail Silk lli the
Piece.

Claims use since Oct. 3, 1916.

Ser. No. 104,088. (CLASS 4(5. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) Sears, Roebcck and Co.. Chicago,
111, Filed May 25, i91Tf.

SimPH^*^^

Particular description of goods.—Candy.
Claims use since Nov. 1, 1916.

Ser. No. 104,094. (CLASS 46. FOODS AND INGREDI-
ENTS OF FOODS.) John J-. W.lson, Chicago, lil.

Filed May 25, 1917.

Particular description of f/ood*.-'—Pickles.

Claims use since May, 1, 1917.

Ser. No. 104.102. (CLASS 2J. ELECTRICAL APPARA-
TUS. MACHINES. AND SUPPLIES.) Andrew Trust
I'OEHLMANN. Baltimore. Md. Filed May 26, 1917.

CatKedral
Particular description of goods.—Electrical Signal and

Alarm Bells and Horns.
Claims uae since Nov. IS, 1916.

[Vol. 239. No. 4.]
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TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS GRANTED
JUNE 26, 1917

-J
. .

:

117.248. CERTAIN NAMED OUTER WEARING-AP-
PAREL FOR LADIES. Harby Collins, New York,

N. Y.

Filed January 25, 1917. Serial No. 100,911. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.249. ELECTRICAL INSULATING MATERIAL.
The Continental Fibre Company, Nowark, Del.

Filed January 8, 1917. Serial No. ;00.423. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24, 1917.

117.250. DRESS. NEGLIGfiE. AND WORK SHIKTS.
rLAKENCE M. Floua. Oklahoma. Okla.

Filed February 26, 1917. Serial No. 101,702. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24, 1917.

117.251. TURPENTINE CUPS AND APRONS. Fc»L
City Manifactvrino Co., Clarksburg, W. Va.

Filed August 2, 191G. Serial No. 97,034. PUBLISHED
APRIL 24. 1917.

117.252. CRASH CLOTH, PANAMA CLOTH. AND IMI-

TATION PANAMA FABRIC. Chableb H. Gold-
'

SMITH. Philadelphia, Pa.

Filed February .3. 1917. Serial No. 101,146. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24, 1917.

117.253. DUPLICATORS. (Jeaphic Diplicatob Com-
pany, New York, N. Y-

Filed February 3. 191.Y. Serial No. 101,147. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.254. COFFEE. Martin L. HalL Compant, Boston.

Mass.
Filled February 20, 1917. Serial No. 101,644. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.255. PLAYER-ACTIONS FOR PIANOS. Otto
Higel Company. Inc.. Buffalo. N. Y.

Filed June 15. 1916. Serial No. 95,893. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.256. SCOURING-SOAP. The Holbrook Mrc. Co..

Jersey City, N. J.

Filed December 10. 1915. Serial No. 91,372. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.257. LUHRICATING-OIL. W. D. Kibler Co., In

dianapolls, Ind.

Fllwl November 6. 1916. Serial No. 99.124. PUB
LISHED FEBRUARY 13, 1917.

117.258. HOSIERY. Linenwear Hosiery Company
IJfC, Clifton Heights, Pa.

Filed June 26. 1915. Serial No. 87,611. PUBLISHED
FEBRUARY 27, 1917.

117.259. CERTAIN NAMED DEVICES FOR GAS-EN-
GINES. Frank List McMichen, San Diego and

Los Angeles, Cal.

File<l January 8. 1917 Serial No. 100.446. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24, 1917.

117.260. HOSIERY. May Hosiery Mills, Burlington,

N. C.

Filed February 19. 1917. Serial No. 101.500. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.261. READY MIXED PAINTS. GcsTAV AcorsTUS
Henry Miller. New York. N. Y.

Filed January 20. 1917. Serial ^'o. 100,773. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.262. PORTABLE ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND DRY
B.\TTF:RIES. National Carbon Company. Long
Island City,* N. Y. '

,

Filed March 22. 1917. Serial No. 102,328. PUBLIg4IED
APRIL 24. 1917.

117.2.35. METAL OR ALUMINUM COMPOUNDS IN
THE FORM OF I.NGOTS, CASTINGS. RODS.
PLATES. The Aciekal Company or America, New

I

York. N. Y.

Filed December 26, 1916. Serial No. 100.148. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24, 1917.

117.2.36. METAL OR ALUMINUM COMl'OUNDS IN
THE FORM OF INGOTS, CASTINGS, RODS,
PLATES. THE AciERAL Company or America, New
York. N. Y.

Filed December 26. 1916. Serial No. 100,149. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.237. FRESH. DRIED. AND CANNED COD-FISH.

I

ALASKA Codfish Company, San Francl8<-o. Cal.
i Filed February 9, 1917. Serial No. 101.253. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.238. TOILET-PAPER, .\lbany PERroRATED Wrap-
ping Paper Company, Albany. N. Y.

Filed February 11. 191C. Serial No. 92.767. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 17. 1917.

117.239. COTTON PIECE GOODS. American Bleached
!

Goods Company, New York, N. Y.

Filed February 9, 1917. Serial No. 101.i;62. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24, 1917.

|ll7.240. METALS RESEMBLING BRONZE AND CAST-
INGS MADE FROM SAID METAL. American

1
Mktal Products Company, MUwauk*^, Wis.

I
Filed January 22. 1917. Serial No. 100,787. PUB-

LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.241. «iIN(;ER ALE. P. Ballantine & Sons, New-
i ark. N. J.

Filed Marrh 14. 1917. Serial No. 102.133. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17, 1917.

117.242. HATS AND CAPS FOR MEN, WOMEN. AND
I

CHILDREN. George BoRorELDT & Co., New York,
! N. Y.

Filed February 27, 1917. Serial No. 101,729. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117,24.3. MEN S. BOYS', AND YOUTHS' SHOES MADE
FROM LEATHER. Bbaolby & MrrcAUr Co., Mil-

waukee. Wis.

Filed February 28. 1917. Serial No. 101,771. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

,117.244. CLEANING AND POLISHING MATERIAL

j

FOR AUTOMOBILES. PIANOS. WOODWORK, AND
I

FUR.MTURE. William Jordan Brocse, Madrid,

N. Y.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101.591. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.245. LACES, KNITTED INSERTION. AND KNIT-
TED ED<;iNGS FOR UNDERWEAR. Ralph S. By-
kam, Germantown. Pa.

Filed February 27. 1917. Serial No. 101.728. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24, 1917.

117.246. CERTAIN NAMED PAPER AND STATION-
ERY. H. W. Carter Paper Company. Springfield,

Mass.

Filed November 22. 1916. Serial No. 99.461. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 10. 1917.

117.247. LEATHER BOOTS AND SHOES. Cass &
Daley shoe company, Salem, Mass.

Filed August 11. 1916. Serial No. 97.268. PUBLISHED
APRIL 24. 1917.
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PUB-

Radbridge Company, Inc., New

100.024. PUB-

R.4NDOLPH MaB-

101.756. PUB-

llT.L'e.!. PL.VTI.SUM S(»Lr>ER. GOLD - SOLDER, AND
SILVER S(.>Lr>ER. National Smelting & RcriN-
INO CORPOBATiON. New Yofk, N. Y.

Filed Fehruary li'. 1917. Serial No. 101.337.
LISHEI> APRIL 24, 1917.

117.264. SCORE PADS.
York. N Y.

Fil.d Deoimber 18. 1916. Serial No.
LISHED FEBRIARY 13. 1917.

117.265. ORANGES AND LEMONS.
KETiXG Co., Los Anjreles. Cal.

Flle<i February 27. 1917. Serial No.
LISHED APRIL 10, 1917.

117.266. SOAP. Rl-b No-More Co., Fort Wayne. Ind.
Filed October 16. 1916. Serial No. 98,706. PUBLISHED

DECEMBER 5. 1916.

117.267. WOVEN FABRIC IN THE PIECE.
Te.xtile Manifactikixo Company,
Conn., and New York, N. Y.

Fll.d May 6, 1916. Serial No. 94,968.
JULY 11. 1916.

117.268. WOMEN'S. CHILDREN S, ANL INFANTS-
COATS, CLOAKS. WRAPS. AND CAPES. The
Salt's Textile Mamfactiring Company. Bridge-
port, Conn., and New York. N. Y.

File<I May 6. 1916. Serial No. 94.969. PUBLISHED
JULY 4. 1916.

117.269. WOMEN'S, CHILDREN'S, AND INFANTS'
COATS. CLOAKS. WRAPS. CAPES, DRESSES,
DRESS WAISTS. AND OUTER SKIRTS. The Salt's
Textile MANtrACTrRiNG Company, Bridgeport,
Conn., and New York. N. Y.

Filed February 23. 1917. Serial No. 101,624. PUB-
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

The Salt's

Bridgeport,

PUBLISHED

117.270. WATERPROOF COATS, SLICKERS. JACKETS
PANTS, HATS. APRONS. AND PONCHOS. H. m!
Sawyer & Son, East Cambridge. Mass.

Filed January 10. 1917. Serial No. 100.527. PUB
LISHED APRIL 24. 1917.

117.271. FRUIT JAR RINGS. R. E. TONOt E & Bros
Co., Philadelphia. Pa.

Filed Apr. 3. 1916. Serial No 94.090. PUBLISHED
OCTOBER 3, 1916.

117.272. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS.
WoRTENDYKE Mamfa* TiRi NG Co.. Rhhniond. Va.

Filed March 3. 1917. Serial No. 101.889. PUI5LISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.273. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS.
WoRTEXDYKE -Maxifa( TiHi XG Co., Richmond. Va.

Flle<i March 3, 1917. Serial No. 101.890. Pl'BLISHED
APRIL 17, 1917.

117.274. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS.
WouTEXDYKE MANUFACTrRiNO Cc, Richmond. Va.

FINmI March 3. 1917. Serial No. 101.891. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17, 1917.

117.275. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS.
WoKTEXDYKE Maxifa. Ti iti XG Co., Richmond. Va.

Filed Mar.h 3. 1917. Serial No. 101,892. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.276. TOILET PAPER AND PAPER TOWELS.
WoRTENDYKE .M AN t'FAi TiRi XG Co., Richmond. Va.

Filed Manh 3. 1917. Serial No. 101.893. PUBLISHED
APRIL 17. 1917.

117.277. CERTAIN NAMED CHEMICALS .VND I'HAR-
.MACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS. The Mihalovitch
Brothers Company. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Filed I>ecember 26, 1916. Serial No. 100,175. PUB-
LISHED MARCH 27. 1917.

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS RENEWED.
14,680. LUBRICATING OILS AND COMPOUNDS.

FRED G. Bklden. New York. N. Y.
Registered August 16. 1887. Renewed August 16, 1917

14,985. A LOTION FOR THE SKIN. Airelic
Hinds. Portland. Mc.

Registered November 29. 1887. Renewed November 29,
1917.

TRADE-MARK REGISTRATIONS CANCELED.
112,040. ALARM-CLOCKS, CLOCKS. WATCHES. HALL-

CLOCKS. AND CLOCKWORKS. George Borgfbldt
& Co.. New York. N. Y.

Registered August 22. 1916. Canceled May 22. 1917.

LABELS

1207

REGISTERED JUNE 26, 1917

20,187.—r«/c. "AL BRENTO. (For Material for Clean-

ing Glass and Like Surfaces and for Preventing De-

positing of .Moisture on th.- Same.) WiLLiAM G.

ALBREi HT. Baltimore. Md. Filed February 19, 1917.

20,188.—TifJc- -ALLENRHU." (For Remedy for Rheu-

niatlsiii. Llv.T. Kidney, and Bowel Complaints,)

.\i.i.E Rhimb Remedy Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Filed -May 14. 1917.

20.189— Title: "ADVANCE CORK INSERT TRANSMIS-

SION LININGS." (For Transmlsslon-Llnings.) Ad-

vance .Wtomobile Accessories Corp.. Chicago. 111.

Filed June 6. 1917.

20.190.—rifle; " SAPOFOAM." (For Liquid Shampoo.)

The Albany Pharmacal Co. Inc.. Albany. N. Y.

Filed June 13, 1917.

20.191.

—

Title: "KK." (for Cleaning Compound.) The

Chamberlain Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. Filed May

1. 1917.

PRINTS
REGISTERED JUNE 26, 1917

t.
4,711.—Title: ' YUBAN CHOSEN FOR MEN BY MEN."

(For Yul>an ColTee. t Aubickij: Bros.. New York.

N. Y. Filed June 12. 1917.

4 712— ri/Ic- "TRY THIS TREAT KRUMBLES WITH
FRUIT OR BERRIES. EVERY HOME IN THE
LAND HAS A HEARTY WELCOME KoR KRUM-
BLES—THE NEW WHOLE WHEAT FOOD. WITH

ITS DELICIOUS FLAVOR. AND ITS HIGH FOOD
V\H E AT A LOW PRICE. CHILr»REN LIKE
KRUMBLES AND IT HIILDSTHEM UP. BECAUSE

OF THE EXTRA NUTRITION oF DURUM WHEAT
WHICH IS RICH IN PROTEIN AND MINERAL
SALTS KRUMBLES IS APPETIZING WITH
CREAM OR MILK. AND A SPECIAL TREAT WITH
BERRIES. SLICED PEACHES, OR BANANAS."

(For a I'ereal BreakfaKt FojmI.i Kello<;<; Toasted

Corn Flake Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Filed June 6,

1917.

4,713.— rifl''.- MENNEN'S BoRATED TALCUM." (For

Talcum Powder.) G. Mennen Chemical Co., New-

ark, N. J. Flle«l June 12. 1917.

4jl4.—TUle: "MENNEN'S CREAM DENTIFRICE."
(For Cream Dentifrice.) G. Mennen Chemical Co.,

Newark, N. J. Flle.l June 12. 1917.

4,715.—r«Ie; "MENNEN'S COLD CREAM." (For Cold-

Cream.) G. Mennen Chemical Co., Newark. N. J.

Flletl June 12. 1917.

4J10.— 7ifJp.- " MENNEN'S SHAVING CREAM." (For

Shaving Cream.) G. Mexxen Chemical Co.. New-

ark, N. J. Fll.d June 12, 1917.

4,717.—r«I«: "MENNEN'S CREAM DENTIFRICE."

(For Cream Dentifrice.) G. Mexxex Chemical Co.,

Newark. N. J. Filed June 12, 1917.

4,7 IS.—Title: "OFF THE TRACK BUT PERFECTLY
SAFE ON RUBBETt TIRES. " (For Rubber Tires for

Automobiles.) A. B. Wicker, Chicago, 111. Filed

June 13. 1917.
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DECISIONS
OF THE

CO^vC^AISSIOlSrEI^ OF I=^TE1TTS
AND or

UNITED STATES COURTS IN PATENT CASES.

DECISIONS or THE TJ. S. COTTETS.

3

Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.

In be Abmstbono Cobk Company.

Decided January 9. ton.

1 TBADE MaBKS—" NOXPABEIL "—DKBCRIPTIVB.

•• Nonpareil " Held to be a descriptive English word

and non-rejlstrable.

2 Same—Same—Same—Every Day Use Immatehial.

While •• Nonpareil " Is a fancy word not In everyday

use by persona to describe the superlative qualities of

articles the Trade-Mark Act leaves no discretion to de-

termine when a word, which is. In fact, descriptive, la

sufflclentlv understood or accepted as to be considered

descriptive of the quality of certain goods by a whole

people.

SAkj DKSCBIPTIVE KEGI8TIRED UsbER " TEN-YEAR

Pboviso."

The contention that by the large exclusive use of

" Nonpareil " and registration under the " ten-year pro-

Tl90
•' for one class of goods the word has acquired a sec-

ondary meaning, as designating simply such goods as

applicant's and as such U registrable for another class

of goods. Is overruled. The Trade Mark Act cannot be

expanded so as to permit a descriptive word to be reg-

istered.

J/r. C. P. Bymea and Mr. G. H. Parmelee for the

appellant.

Mr. W. R. Ballard for the Commissioner of Pat-

ents.

Covington. •/..•

The applicant, the Armstrong Cork Company, has

appealed from a decision of the Assistant Commis-

sioner of Patents refusing registration of the word

•• Nonpareil " as a trade-mark—

for tiles, tiling for floors, wainscoting, and other struc-

tures,

containlnK cork. The decision of the Assistant

Commissioner was In aflirmance of the decision of

the Examiner of Trade-Marks and Designs refusing

registration.

The single question presented by this appeal is

whether the word " Nonpareil " as applied to cork

tiling and the like is descriptive of the character or

quality of such cork tiling within the meaning of

section 5 of the existing Trade-Mark Act. " Non-

pareil "
Is undoubtedly a fancy word. It Is not an

adjeitlve In everyday use by persons to describe

the sui^erlntive qualities of various articles. The

Trade-Mark Act le^ives to the court, however, no

Judicial discretion to determine when an English

word which Is in fact descriptive, is sufficiently un-

|Vol. 289,

derstood or accepted as to be considered descriptive

of the quality of certain' goods by a whole people.

Section 5 of the act provides broadly that no mark

consisting merely of words

—

which are descriptive of the goods with which they ar*

used, or of the character or quality of such goods,

shall be registered under the tern^ of this act. The

word " Nonpareil " Is to-day an Englisii word. It

is true that it is a combination of the two French

words "non" and ""pareil." but very many other

words in our language have been likewise etymologi-

cally evolved. It is found in all our leading dic-

tionaries as an adjective, and is definetl as " having

no equal," " of unequaled excellence," and " of un-

riveled excellence." It is therefore unquestionably

an English word descriptive of such quality as might

well want to be claimed by any manufacturer of

cork tiling.

This court affirmed a decision of the Commis-

sioner of Patents, holding that the word " Trophy,"

i
associated with a picture of a loving-cup, as a

trade-mark for coffee, was descriptive and therefore

not entitle<l to registration because inten«led to in-

dicate that the goods were of a superior quality.

{In re Meyer Bros. Coffee d Spice Co., 38 App. D. C,

520.) The word "Sterling" as a trade-mark for

ale was also held descriptive and declared unregis-

trable. {M'orstcr Brewing Cori>oration v. Jieuter rf

Co., 30 App. D. C, 428.) Llkewi.se unregistrable

was said to be the word " Crystal " as applied to

beer. {In re New South Brewery d Ice Co., 32 App.

D. C, 581.) These cases are in full harmony with

the other decisions of this court since the existing

Trade-Mark Act became law.

The applicant urges, however, that having been

In exclusive use of the word " Nonpareil " as a

trade-mark for heat-Insulating materials containing

cork for more than ten years prior to the passage

of the Trade-Mark Act of February 20, 1905, regis-

tration has already been had for it under the section

of that act known as the " ten-year proviso," and

that by reason of the large exclusiv** use of such

trade-mark, " Nonpareil," in Interstate and Inter-

national commerce as applletl to heat-in.sulating ma-

terials, the mark, even if It can be.considere<l ab-

stractly as a descriptive word, has in fact acquired

a secondary meaning in resi>ect of cork nuiterlals as

simply designating such gootls as the applicant's.

The Trade-Mark Act cannot be expanded so as to

No 4.)
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permit a descriptive word to be reglsteretl. To per-
mit such a construction would be to say that a
clearly descriptive word, registered as a trade-mark
on certain particular good^ of an applicant, would
begin to acquire such a secondary, and non-descrip-
tive meaning, as to be registrable for all classes of
similar gooils which in years thereafter might be
produced by the same applicant. That would en-
tirely nullify the clear legislative Intention as to the
ten-year proviso.

The decision will be affirmed and this decision cer-
tlfietl to the Commissioner of Patents. Affirmed.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals—First Circuit.

Northrop ct al. v. Draper Co.

Decided January 9. 1917.

1. Patents—Coxsthcctiox axd Opbratiox or .VssioM-
^^>iT—Right or Assignor to Rbissci.

An assignee of the Northrop patentee. No. 987.817,
for a niisthreadlng device for looms. Held entitled to
a speciflc enforcement of the implied covenant of the
patentee, as assignor, to execute an application for a
rt'lssue on the ground that through inadvertence the
language of the specification and certain of the claims
misstated the mode of operation of a certain feature of
the device intended to be coven-d by the patent.

2. Sams— Assignubnt— Co.nstrcction— Implied Cov-
enant TO Apply roK Reissue.

An assignment of an application for a patent to the
assignee, his h^-lrs. executors, administrators, and as-
signs, with the patent to be Issued thereon and any
right to a reissue, carries with It an Implied covenant,
which runs with the grant, that the assignor will make
application for a reissue In case the patent manifests
an intention to claim a feature disclosed therein but
which it falls to state accurately in a claim, and such
Implied covenant is not defeated as to subsequent as-
signees by a further covenant personal to the first as-
signee and which does not run with the grant to make
such an application If the assignee shall deem it neces
•ary.

3. Words and Phrases—" Hopper Misthread "—" Real
MiSTHREAD."

As applied to looms a " hopper misthread " is one
that occurs following the act of replenishment by the
thread becoming broken at the moment of transfer or
prior to the arrival of the shuttle in the box .it the
side of the loom remote from the hopper. A " real mis-
thread " occurs after the shuttle Is replenished by a
new bobbin, a laying of fllllng In the shed on the first
pick of the shuttle, and failure of fllllng on the return
pick due to breakage. In the case of a hopper mis-
thread no fllllng is laid on the first pick or on the re-
turn pick of the shuttle, while in the case of a real
misthread fllllng Is laid on the first pick, but not on
th*- return pick, and as the shuttle under such circum-
stances is not replenished when it reaches the hopper
side of the loom no fllllng is laid on the subsequent
picks of the shuttle preceding replenishment.

Appeal from the District Court of the United
States for the District of Massachusetts; Freileric
Dotlge, Judge.

llr. Horace Van Evcren for the appellants.
J/r. W. K. Richardson for the appellee.

Before Bingham, Circuit Judge, and Hale and
Morton, District Judges.

Bingham, Cir. J.:

This is a hill for specific performance of an
allegeil agreement, wherein It is s<night to have the
defendant Northrop execute sua application for a
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reissue patent covering an invention made by him
and now owne<l by the plalntiflf, and to have the
.defendant Draper restrained from in any way in-
terfering with Northrop's taking such action as may
l)e neces-sarj- to obtain the reissue. The case is here
on an appeal by the tlefendants from a decree of the
district court ordering Northrop to execute the ap-
plication.

(1) It appears that on March 28, 1911, United
States Letters Patent No. 987,817 were i.ssue«l to
defendant Draper, as.signee of Northrop, on an ap-
plication aietl by the latter July 12, 1910. for an
invention for misthreading devices for looms, and
that on September 8, 1911, the defendant Draper
as.signe<l the invention and patent to the plalntiflf.

In February. 1915. the plaintiff discovereil that the
language employetl in the specification of the pat-
ent (page 3, line 86) misstated the mo<le of oi)era-
tion of a certain feature of the device, and that a
like misstatement was incorporated in claim 8
(lines lt»3 and 104. page 4), rendering it defective.
It was also discovered that in claim 6 the sequenc-e
of events upon which, in the operation of the device,
it was stated in the claim that the loom would stop,
was defective, in that tlie loom would not stop
upon such sequence. Shortly after discovering these
clefects the plaintifT sent an application for reissue,
embo<lying the desiretl corrections, to the defendant
r>raiH'r, with a request that he present It to
Northrop for his signature. Draper later returneil
the application unexecute<l. with the statement

—

that If the claims were amended as proposed by the re-Issue they would be broader than the Invention • • •
which the application for the original patent was in-tended to cover. - »«

On this appeal the defendants concetle that the
defects complalnetl of in the specification (line 86,
page 3) and In claim 8 (lines 103 and 104, page 4)
are obvious defects, and the desired corrections
.should be made, as they may proi)erly l>e predlcateil •

upon the invention intended to be patented in the
original imtent. The controversy, therefore, is lim-
ited to the correction which the plaintiff asks to
have made in claim 0. Tlie defendants' contention
Is that the correction .sought as to claim 6, if allowed,
would result in introducing into the reis.sue patent
a claim for a different invention from the one pat-
ented or intendetl to be patented in the original pat-
ent, and would also result in a broadent^l reis.sue.

The Hevi.sed Statutes of tlie I'niteti States pro-
vide :

Sic. 4916. Whenever any patent Is Inoperative or in-
valid, by rea.son of a defective or InsutBclent specification
or by reason of the patentee claiming as hLs own Inven-
tion or discovery more than he had a right to claim as
new. if the error has arisen by Inadvertence, accident or
mistake, and without any fraudulent or deceptive Inten-
tion, the Commissioner shall, on the surrender of such a
patent and the payment of the duty required by 'aw
cause a n»»w patent for the tame invention, and In ac-
cordance with the corrected specification, to be Issued to
the patentee, or. In the case of his death or of an assign-
ment of the whole or any undivided part of the original
patent, then to bis executors, administrators, or assigns,
for the unexpired part of the term of the original nat-
ent. • • • The specifications and claim in every such
i-ase shall be subject to revision and restriction in thesame manner as original applications are :

• • • but
no new matter shall be Introduced into the specification
nor in case of a machine patent shall the model or draw-
ings be amended, except each by the other. (Comp. St.,
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In Stafford Company v. Coldiccll-Gildard Co.,

(2<r2 Fell.. 744; 121 C. C. A.. 110) Judge Putnam. In

di.scussjiis tlie at)ovp statute, said :

Two leading and Imperative requirements stand In the
path of H relvsue : first, tbat the error must have arisen
by inadvertence, accident or mistake;" and. second,

that the new patent is to l>e for the " same Invention."
^'on^^>quently. it mu>t .ippcar, in some manner provided
by Inw, that the invention for whlrh the reissue is granted
was in the contemplation of the patentee at the outset,

nnd th:tt he failed to acquire it by reason of " inadver-
tence, accident or mistake."

Starting with these propositions, the rules which gov-
ern the Commissioner anci the courts are t^ose applied
by the fundanietal principles of equity, that. In order to
relieve against " inadvertence, accident or mistake," there
must be clear and positive proof that there was such " In-

•idvertence. accident or mistake," and that the party ask
Ing for relief acquires no more than he was originally en-
titled ro. Th? burden of maintaining the fai ti to which
these requireinenls relate '.a of a character that requires
clear ann positive proof. In harmony with the universal
rulfs of equity not to disturb the existing status except
hv oroof of that i-haracter. No niore Inferences can take
the nlar e of such proof. Ordinarily, what Is called for
by the words " same Invention " should appear in some
wav on the face of the original p.ntent. and it cannot bo
gataered from mere inferences or suggestions with refer-

en*"^ to what the patentee might or might not have con-
ceived.

The first question, therefore, is: What was the

invention intended to be covereil by tlie original pat-

ent as manifestetl by the terms empioye<l in tlmt in-

strument?

The patent is entitle<l '* An improvement In niis-

threa»ling devices." and relates particularly to

looms of the filling-replenishing tyi)e, wherein at

desireil times a fresh supply of filling is automati-

cally furnishe<l. In looms of this character the

shuttle is thrown from the hopper side of the loom

through the sheil, across the warp, to tlie opposite

side of the loom. Following this flight of the shut-

tle the lay beats up, pressing the thread Just laid

against the fell of the cloth, and is at once with-

drawn. The shuttle then makes its return flight

through the shed to the liopi>er side of the loom, and

Is then followe<l by another beat of the l:iy. and so

on. The first pick of the shuttle and the succeeding

beat of the lay are known respectively, as the " de-

tecting-pick " and the " dete<tlng-beat.*' nnd the re-

turn pick of the shuttle and the following l)eat of

the lay are known as the " non-<letectlng pick " nnd

the " n«m-detectlng beat." Wlien the fllllng be-

comes exhausted, or breaks, a new bobbin is trans-

ferreil from the hopper to the shuttle to replenish

the filling, and this is done without stopping the

loom. The free end of the thread of each bobbin is

attached to the hopper, so that, when the shuttle

containing the bobbin is thrown through the shed,

the thread is left in the she<l to be beaten up by

the lay.

(3) In these looms certain defects of operation

are liable to occur when replenishment takes place.

They are spoken of In the patent as hopper mis-

threads and a real misthread. A hopper misthread

is one that occurs following the act of replenish-

ment by the thread becoming broken at the moment

of transfer or prior to the arrival of the shuttle in

the box at the side of the lo«:)m remote from the

hopper. A real misthread occurs after the shuttle

is replenished by a new bobbin, a laying of filling

In the shed on the first pick of the shuttle, and fail-

ure of filling on the return pick due to breakage.
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This occurrence usually takes place because the

shuttle is not properly threaded following replen-

ishment. It will be noted that in the case of a

hopper misthread no filling is laid either on the first

pick or the return pick of the shuttle, while in the

case of a real misthread filling is laid on the first

pick, but not on the return pick, and. as the shuttle,

under such circumstances, Is not replenished when It

reaches the hopper side of t)ie loom, no filling is

laid on the subsequent picks of the shuttle preced-

ing replenishment.

Prior to the patent In suit devices had been made
to stop the loom on two hoppjer misthreads in suc-

cession, but in such devices, should filling be laid

once on a detectlng-plck following a hopper mis-

thread, the stop mechanism would return to its

normal or initial position, so that, to effect stop-

page <»f the loom thereafter, two successive hopper

misthreads were required, with the result that loom

stoppage for a real misthread was precluded, and
the loom would continue to operate until the hopper

l>ecame exhausted.

In the specification, where the inventor first con-

siders the object to be accomplisheil by his Inven-

tion, he states it to be

—

to provide means whereby, if fllllng is abKent on two
alternate dete<tlng beats, the loom will stop, regardless
of whether fllllng is present or not on the Intermediate
beat.

This Is only another way of sayUig tlint. If fllllng

Is absent on two successive hopper misthreads fol-

lowing replenishment due to a first absence of flll-

lng, or if a real misthread occurs following replen-

ishment due to a first absence of fllllng. the loom

will stop, and also for saying that, if fllllng Is ab-

sent on a first detecting-beat, causing replenishment,

present or absent on the next detecting-beat, and

absent on the next detecting-beat, the loom will

stop, and manifests an Intention to disclose means
for loom stoppage upon two successive hopper mis-

threads and also upon a real misthread. All three

statements are but different methods of saying the

same thing.

There is also one other place in the sp)eclficatlon

where the Inventor states the object of his Invwitlon

as follows:
|

Thus In the present invention It will be noted that upon
the occurrence of a double hopper misthread the loom
will stop, and will also be stopped by the occurrence of
a real misthread : In other words, the loom will stop If

on two alternate detecting beats the filling be absent, that
Is, if it be absent on one detecting beat, present on the
next detecting beat, and absent on the next detecting t)eat

the loom will stop.

In the foregoing sentence It Is apparent that the

Inventor was undertaking to state the object of his

Invention In three ways, each of which Is the equiva-

lent of the other two. He there states as his first prop-

osition that the loom will stop " upon the occurrence

of a double hopper misthread." and also " by the

occurrence of a real misthread "
; and. In prefacing

the second and third clauses of the sentence by the

phrases " In other words " and " that Is," he Indi-

cates that he was undertaking to restate in diflfer^t

language In each clause the same thing which he had
previously statecl in the first clause. There can be

No. 4.]
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no questiun but that the second Clause states the
exact equivalent of the first clause; and the third
clause, although clearly Intended to state the equiva-
lent of the two preceding clauses, is manifestly de-
fective and Incomplete, for it falls to employ lan-

guage conveying the equivalent Idea of loom stop-
page on the occurrence of a double hopper misthread.
To have carried out the Idea Intended to be con-
veyed, the third clause should have read

:

That is, if It be absent on one detecting l)€«t, preMnt
or not on the next detecting beat, and absent on the neit
detecting beat the loom will stop.

Its meaning, however. Is clear when read In con-
nection with what precedes It.

We have also examlne<l carefully the remaining
provisions of the specification. Including the draw-
ings, and. In particular, the portions providing
means and describing their workings for accomplish-
ing loom stoppage, and find that they are all based
upon the Idea of providing means for loom stop-
page upon the occurrence of either of two se-

quences—a double hopper mlsthrea<l or a real mis-
thread—and that no means are disj-losed In the speci-

fication for loom stoppage ui)on the occurrence of
a sequence consisting of a real nd.sthread alone.
Now, as to the claims of the patent : An examina-

tion shows that some of them claim means for loom
stoppage in general terms, while others set forth
ttie particular means by which this object Is to be
acoomplishefl. But In every one of them, apart from
claim 6, means are clalme<l for Iftom stoppage upon
the occurrence of two .sequences consisting, one of
a double hopper n)lsthread and the other of a real
misthread, and n(tt upon the occurrence of a single

sequence consisting of a real misthread alone.
Thus far It Is clear, both as to specification and

claims, that the Inventor has not disclosed an in-

tention of providing means for loom stoppage upon
the occurrence of a sequence constituting a real
misthread alone. It remains, however, for us to con-
sider claim 6. This claim reads :

In a loom of the character described, the combination ofmeans for (Ipteotlnjr the presence or absence of filling in
the shed. flllinR rpplenlshlng controlling means adapted
to be actuated when filling is absent on a detecting beatand mt'ans for stopping the loom when the filling la abaent
on a detecting beat following replenishment, present on
the next detecting beat, and absent on the next detectlnc
beat. •

It Is conceded that the claim purports to state
that the loom will stop on the occurrence of the fol-

lowing sequence: absence (replenishment), absence
(replenl.shment), presence, absence; that It calls for
mechanism for loom stoppage on the occurrence of
a single sequence composed of a hopper misthread
and a real misthrea«l ; and that the specification dis-

closes no means by which the loom will stop upon
that sequence.

The plaintiff desires to amend the claim by strik-

ing out the word " following," and Inserting In Its

stead the word " causing." so that the portion of the
claim material for our consideration would read

:

Means for stopping the loom when the fllllng is absent
on a detecting beat cauMing replenishment, present on the
next detecting beat, and absent on the next detecting beat.

It is thus seen that the unamende<l claim calls

for means for loom stoppage upon the sequence of
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a hopper misthread and a real misthread. and that
the specification does not provide means for loom
stoppage, either upon the sequence of a hopper mis-
thread and a real mi-sthread, or upon that of a real
misthread alone.

While it is true that the .si)ecifi<atlon does not dis-

close means for hnnu stoppage upon a real misthread
alone. It Is equally true that amended claim 6 does
not call for means which will function on such a
misthread alone, but for means that will function
on a real mlsthrea<l, even though they will also func-
tion upon a double hopper misthread. and that, to
this extent, the Intention of the Inventor as to this
feature of his Invention Is manifest: (1) because It

Is not covered by the other claims of the patent;
and (2) because claim 6. as originally drawn. Is

wholly inoperative an«l could have lieen intended to
cover no other feature of the Invention. In other
words, although the means disclose! In the specifica-
tion function in two ways, the Inventor Is not pre-
clude<l from having a claim for those means based
upon their functioning In one of the ways dlsclose<l.

and Is entltle<l to have It, Inasmuch as his Intention
to claim it is discIose<l In the patent.

Whether a device disclosing means that would
operate on a real mlsthrea<l alone would Infringe
claim G as amendeil Is of little consequence In this
procee«llng. as we think the patent clearly discloses
an intention on the part of the inventor to claim
means that will function on a real misthread and
produce loom stoppage, although they may also func-
tion on a double hopper misthread, and that the use
in the claim of the word "following," instead of
'* causing." wa.s. as found by the court below, due
to " Inadvertence, accident or mistake " on the part
of the solicitor.

We do not regard the rule—that a reissue which
broadens a patent cannot be ha«l after two years
from the granting of the patent—as applicable to
the facts In this case: (1) because amended claim
6 Is not broader than original claim 6. as each calls
for a single sequence of mlsthreads : and (2) be-
cau.se ameniled claim 6, as understoml. does not In-

troduce a di.stlnct invention from that shown In the
patent, but covers means disclosed In the specifica-
tion which the inventor lntende«l to claim In original
claim 6.

As to the defendants' contention that It was the
duty of the plalntifT, Immediately after purchasing
the patent, to have caused an examination to be
made for the pun)ose of ascertainins; whether claim
6 covered the scope of the lntende<l Invention and
the detection of any error that might exist therein,

we think It sufllclent to say that the evidence dis-

closes that, shortly after the plaintiff purchase<l the
patent. It caused Its experts to make an examina-
tion of It with this object In view, and that their ex-
amination falle<l to disclose the defects now com-
plalne<l of. and that they were not discovered until

February. 1015. when the plaintiff's expert, on ex-
amining a device which the defendants had put
upon the market. discovere<l that it embcxlleil means
causing loom stoppage on a real misthread. and
No. 4.)
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knowing that this was one ..f the fundamental fea-
tures of the patent In question, again made an ex-
amination of the patent and discovered the defects
here complained of. This evidence. Instead of tend-
ing to show a failure on the plaintiflTs part to take
reasonable steps for the ascertainment of any de-
fects that might exist In the patent, discloses that
it took such steps as It, In the exercise of reasonable
care and prudence, was called upon to take, and
that the failure t<» discover the defect In claim 6
was due to no fault on Its part.

Furthermore, we do not think that the defendants
are In a i)osltlon to a.s.sert rights due to action taken
by them in reliance upon the plaintiff's conduct in
failing at an earlier date to ascertain the defects
In Its patent and apply for a reissue. The defend-
ants do not stand in the shoes of a person acting In
go<Kl faith in reliance on plaintiffs conduct; for de-
fendant Northrop was the inventor of the patent,

j

add defendant Draper the party to whom it was

I

i»ue<l, and the former, by reason of his knowledge
of the scoiH' (»f the invention, would be far more
reprehensible for failure to a.scertain defects in the
claim than would l>e the plaintiff. Besides this. In

I

their answer, the defendants admit that In 1913
their attention was

—

called to the fact that claim 6 was not predlcable unon

which lnformati(*n was apparently acquired prior to
their taking action in the way of pnxluclng and put-
ting upon the market devices providing for l6om
stoppage upon u real misthread. The defendants,
therefore, in 1913. and pn.bably at an earlier date,
knew that claim 6 was defective. In that It did not
state what It was lntende<l to claim.

(2) As we regard the remaining questions raised
on this appeal rightly determined In the court be-
low. It is not our puriM>se to again review any of
them, except the one as to whetlier the tlefendant
Northrop Is under an obligation to the plaintiff, ex-
press or implii^, to make application for a reissue.
The assi;jmiient was to Draper, his heirs, executors,
administrators, and assigns, and was of the In-
vention disclosed In the application, the patent to
be Issued thereon, and any right to a reissue. If
Northrop had nc.t Inserted an express covenant for
further assurance In the assignment. It cannot be
doubted that a covenant would be implie<l to this
extent, at least; that Northrop would make appli-
cation for reissue In case the patent manifested an
Intention U* claim a feature disclosed therein, but
which it faile<l to state accurately in a claim. The
Implied covenant would l)e for the benefit of the
grant, and the grant being to Draper and his as-
signs, wouhl Inure to the plaintiff. The contention
Is made that the express covenant Is a restricted
covenant

;
that is, that it confers rights upon Draper

less than an implied covenant would confer, and
that, because of this, no covenant can be implied In
favor of the grant and. being persimal to Draper, will
not Inure to the plaintiff. But we do not regard the
express covenant as of less scope than the one that
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would be lmplle<l. It Imposes, rather, a greater
obligation, In that It requires Northrop to apply for
a reissue if Draper deems It neces.sary. and un«ler
circumstances to which the Implied covenant would
not extend. The rights conferred by the express
covenant beyond what would be Implied, being per-
sonal to Draper, would not run with the grant ; but,
in so far as the rights conferred are only what would
be contained In the Implied covenant. It Is evident
it was Intended they should Inure to an assignee;
otherwise, the full enjoymwit of the grant could not
be had by Draper's a.sslgns, which It was expressly
stipulated they should possess.

It having been ^etermine<l that the plaintiff Is en-
tltle<l to a reissue for the purpose of correcting
claim 6, and it being conceded by defendants that
the plaintiff is entitled to the corrections desired In
the specification (line 86, page 3) and In claim 8
(lines 103, 104, p^ge 4), the decree of the district
court must be affirmed.

The decree of the district court is affirmed, with
costs to the appellee.

U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals—Sixth Circuit

Edward G. Budd Mfg. Co. v. E.ngland Mfg. Co.

Decided February 18, 1917.

240 Fkd. Rkp., 415.

re to

c<jvf

1. Patents—Invention—.\iTOMOBii.E-DooR.
The England patent. No. 1,008,805. for a door for an-

tomobiles. 'Held void for lack of Inrentlon.

. Samb—Same—Pbodcct Made by New Method.
A product, the making of which by manual opera-

tions involved only the ordinary skill of the artisan, la
not patentable because invention was involved In mak-
ing it by machinery.

Appeal from the District Court of the United
States for the Eastern (District of Michigan ; Arthur
J. Tuttle, judge. • _^^

Mr. Wilber Oucn (Mr. Samuel E. Darby and
Mc«srs. Otcen, Oiccn d Crninpton of counsel) for
the appellant. *

Mr. R. A. Parker for the api>ellee.

Before Knappe.n and Dexison, Circuit Judges, and
McCall, District Judge.

Denison, Cir. J.:

In the court below the England Company, as
plaintiff, secured the usual interlocutory decree for
injunction and accounting, based upon Patent No. -

1,008,805, lssue<l November 14, 1911, to Fred Eng-
land, for a " D<K>r for automobiles and other ve-
hicles." The defendant below, the Budd Company,
by this appeal presents questions of validity and In-
fringement.

(1) The device Is very simple. It sufficiently
appears from Fig. 2 of the drawings and claim 1 of
the patent reproduced below. Claims 2 and 3, while
more limited in form, present the same Issue of
validity as does claim 1. The " metallic panel " is

4, the " flange disposed at an angle " Is 6, the " In-
tegral molding" is 5, and, as doubled back upon
No. 4.
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Itself before It Is developetl Into the flange 6. It con-

stitutes the i>rnje<tlng portion outside the flange."

Fig. 2.

Da 2. £133

! J

Fig. 11. Smith Pat.—818460
Automobile Door Bottom.

1. A metallic panel for vehicle bodies, having an edge
fashioned with a flange disposed at an angle to the Bur-
face of the bo<ly of the panel, a projectins portion outside
the said flance and the bwly of the panel, and a molding
integral with th«' metal adjacent the said projecting por-
tion.

To have a metal panel or cover drawn or devel-
oped into both a rlKht-angle*! flanpe and a flange
projecting in npproxinintely the plane of the panel,
so as to cover the crack or opening otherwise left

on closing the cover, Is the commonest expedient;
it is seen, for example, in the ordinary covered tin
pail. The same thought had been applied to metal
doors. Smith, Patent No. 522.861. In a firepn>of
shutter which had a metal panel covering a wooden
door, employeil precisely the device of England's
claim, excepting for the beading or molding; ami
Tyra, Patent No. 838,672, showed a hollow metal
door with the same panel, right-angled flange and
projecting flange. Even for automobile-<loors the
general thought wa.s not new. Smith, by Patent No.
813,460, dlsdosetl an automobile-door made of wcmmI
and covere<l with a metal panel, the bottom closure
taking the form shown in Fig. 2 and the si<le closure
taking the form shown in Fig. 3, here reproduced.

Tig. i. Smith Pat.—8134<iO
Automobile Door Side.

It is apparent that Fig. 2 is the same as Eng-
land's, save for the flange projecting in the line of
the panel to cover the crack; and Fig. 3 has this
projecting flange, but in the form of a separate strip
screwed to the right-angle<l flange. Instead of being
formed integrally with the panel, as had been done
by Smith (522.861) and Tyra, and as was common
everywhere. It is therefore plain that what Eng-
land did was (1) to take the bottom of the door
of Smith (813.460) and add the crack covering and

positioning projecting flange of the common tin
pail; or (2) to take the side of the same door and
make the attached molding and projecting flange
Integral In.stead of separate; or (3) to take the
door, panel, and two flanges of Smith (522,861). ami
add the familiar stlffening-bead, common In sheet
metal, and already u.se<l by Smith on automobile-
doors (No. 813,460). From no one of these points
of view, and upon familiar principles, can we see
anything more than the common knowle<lge and
skill of the sheet-metal worker. For applications
of this principle In this court, see Bullock Co. v.
General Co.. (149 Fe<l.. 4^®, 416; 79 C. C. A.. 229;)
Babcock Co. v. Toledo Co., (170 Fed.. 81. 84;
95 C. C. A., 363;) Milker Co. v. Mop Co., (191 Fe<l.,
613, 617 : 112 C. C. A., 176 ; ) New Idea Co. v. Keene,
(231 Fe«l.. 701: 145 C. C. A., 597;) Pelton v. \\ il-

liaiiLs, (235 FtHl.. 131 ; — C. C. A., — .

)

It appears from the proofs—and this seems to
have lnfluence<l the result below—that It was very
(liflicult to make dies which would produce both the
flange extending In two directions and the hollow
molding or bead; and It is probable that the sup-
ix»se<l imi)ossibllity of making such dies had pre-
vented the making of a structure Just like Eng-
land's, ami this because to make It by hand would
be too expensive.

(2) It Is possible that invention was lnvolve<l
either In the devising of the proper dies or in the
metho<l of their oi>eration ; but, if so, that can not
help this patent. England had a patent, not for
the dies, and not for the metho<l of construction,
hut for the product : and If the pro<luct was a thing,
the making of which by manual operations involve«l
only the ordinary skill of the artisan, it can not be-
come patentable just because invention was In-
volveil In making It by machlnerv. (Rubber Co. v.

Goodyear, 9 Wail.. 788, 796; 19 L. Ed., 566; Coch-
rane V. Badmhe, 111 U. S., 293. 311; 4 Sup. Ct.
455; 28 L. Ed., 433.)
This conclusion makes it unnecessary to consider

the other questions presente<l. and requires that the
decree should be reversal and the case remande<l.
with Instructions to dismiss the bill.

ADJUDJOATED PATENTa

(T. S. C. C. A.) The Chandler patent. No.
1.140.875, for a logging-truck. Held valid an.l In-
fringed. Columbia rf \. R. R. Co. v. Chandler, 241
Fe<l. Rep., 261.

( U. S. C. C. A. ) The Evans patent, No. 1,120.462,
for a fusible link for a sprlnkler-head of an auto-
matic flre-extlngulsher system. Held void for prior-
ity of invention by another. Evana v. Annocinted
Automatic i^prinkler Co., 241 Feil. Rep.. 252.

(U. S. D. C.) The Guth patent. No. 1,076.418, for
an electric lamp. Held valid and Infringed. Lumi-

' vous Unit Co. v, R. Williamson d Co.. 241 Fe«l. Rep,.
265.

(U. S. D. C.) The Guth patent. No. 1,082,322, for
an electric lamp. Held valid, but not Infringed.
Luminous Unit Co. v. R. Williamton d Co., 241 Fed.
Rep., 265.

(U. S. C. C. A.) The Wanl patent. No. 991,043,
for a process of making roadways. Held not in-
fringeil. Hard v. Rogers Bros. Co.. 241 Fe<l. Rep.
257.
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APPLICATION FOR REISSTTE.

See Assignment.

ASSIGNMENT.

I. CONSTKl'tTION ANI> OPERATION—RIGHT OF AssitiSoR To Rk-
I.S,SIE.

An assignee of the Northrop patent, No. 987,817, for a mis-
Ihrfudmp devici- for UHtvas, //fW entitled to a specific enforce-
ment of the implie<i a>veQant of the patentee, as as.si>rnor, to
cxectite an apolioilion for a reissue on the ground that through
inadrertenw the language of the s|«clfication and certain of the
claims mi.sstated the mode of operation of a certain feature of the
de\ic«' intended to I* covered by the patent.

[•'Northrop ft al. v. Draper Co., 1210.

i. Samk— Impliep Covenant to Apply fob Rels-sve.
.\n assijrnment of an application for a patent to the as,signee,

his heir.s. oxwutors, a<lminisiralors, and assiKH-s, with the patent
to l»e i.s.sue<l (hereon and any right to a reissue, carries with it
an implitxl covenant, which runs with the grant, that the ussi^-nor
will male application for a rei.s.suo in cam- the patent manifi-sis
an intention to claim a feature disclosed therein but which it
fails to .state accurately in a claim, an<l buch implied covrnaul is
not deftwted a.s to sui»sequent as,signees bv a further covenmt
personHl to the first ii,ssignee and which dcx's not run with the
grant to make such an application if lh« aksignet" shall deem it
necessary. id jj

AUXILIARY DEVICE.

See Construction of Claims. 4.

COMBINATIONS. .

See In\-entIon, 1; Particular Patents, 4.

CONCEPTION OF INVENTION.

See Construction of Claims, 4; DUigence; Priority of Invention, 3.

CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIMS.

1. Rkiuktiom to Practice.
Where the issue called for automatic engagement of the tong-

rein.s bv the draw-chain dogs an<l it Is contenilo«i that the (levice
»as not automatic prior to the addition of a latch, .subseqiientlv
added, to hold the reins in position for engagement . Hfld that the
device In issue was no less automatic if the tongs were held in
position to be engaged by the welder than if heM bv the latch.
The reduction to practice of the issue was complete without the
••'ch- [Saunders v. Neckerman, 319.

2. PATEjrrABiLrrT—Apparatcs for Steam-Hiatino.
('lalms for a car-heating apparatus Held unpatentable In view

otthe prior art. r/n rr Gold , 321

.

.Sami—Same.
The claims appealed are to substantiallv the same Invention

in ternw of apparatus instead of process that was before the court
tn the case in re Oold, (180 O. O., flOO: 38 App. D. t., 544; and the
decision there must be held controlling here. [*ld

4. Hkdiction to pRArricE—Avxiliarv Dkvick.s Not in IsbukW hen* .^., liuving successfully oiH-raled the invention stated in
issue prior to March m, 1910, stibs»'(iuentlv conceived an additional
device, a holddown, to which claims not included in the inter-
ferenee have Ixvn allowed, N.'s contention that there would be
no re<luction to practice without the addition of the holddown
IS overniled. Since the holddown is not an element of the Issue,
the successful oi>eration of a machine equipixtl as the S. machine
wa.s equipped prior to the addition of the holddown device con-
st itiited reiluction to practicr of the claims of t>-e issue.

[Neckerman t. Saunders, 322.

CONSTRCCTION OK SPECIFICATIONS AND PATENTS.
See As,signment, I; Particular Patents, 3, 6.

PATENTABiLirY—lNVKNTioN—Change in Form.
The patents in suit give a somewhat different form to features

which are jx-rfoct 1 v familiar in the prior art and siiiiiiarl v groupedm prior patents, but without giving them anv new function or
accomplishing any new n^snlt. Hdd this is a mere carrying for-
ward of the original thouKht and do«'s not constitute i>8'ten1able
invention.
(The Railroad Sui)ply Company v. The Elyria Iron and Stool

Co.. (i.56.

CONSTRICTION OF TRADE-MARK ACT.

See Descriptive Terms, 2, 3. t

COVENANT.

See Aisignment.

DATE OF FILING APPLICATION.

See Priority of Invention.

DECREE.

See Res Adjudicata, 2.

DESCRIPTIVE TERMS. "*

1. "Nonpareil."
" Nonpareil" Held to 1^ a descriptive English word and non-

rogistrable. [*It) re Armstrong Cork Co., 12»tt.

2. Same—Evert-Day Use Immaterial.
While "Noni«areil" is a fancy word net in every -<lay u.se by

persons to describe the superlative qualities of art icles, the Trade-
Mark Act leaves no discretion to determine when a word, which
Is, in fact, descriptive, is sufficiently understood or accepted as
to be considered descriptive of the quality of certain good* bv a
whole people. [*i^

3. Same—Registered T'nder "Ten-Years Proviso."
The contention that by the large exclusive u.se of " Nonpareil

"

and registration under the "ten-vears i>rovi.so" for one cla.ss of
goods the word has acquired a secondary meaning, as designating
simply such goo<is as applicant's and as such is registrable for
another clas.s of goods, is overruled. The Trade-Mark Act can-
not beexpandedsoasto permit a descriptive word to be registered



I2l8 DIGEST OF DECISIONS.

DiLKJKNl K.

StH) Priority of Invention, 3.

I'KRKEtTINQ ISVKNTION.
\Vhfr«it is shown that O.concuivcfl an'l <lisclose«I iho invi-iuion

an'l tna<ic tentative drawinjcs alioiit Kolirimry. I9l». ma<h' kUut
•Iniwings or sketches in OctolxT of the sjune vi-ar, coastitulinjsa
disclosure of the invention, made furtiuT dri»wiii;;s in April. 1911.
which clearly disclose every element of the invenrion. at which
time he consideretl the invention complete and tnrne«l the p;i[)rrs
over to his solicitor for prefwration of the applioaiion. HiU that
.since the invention is of an intricate nature, and detail of its

very essence, (i. acted in kcxxI faith in i»»'rfociinp his invention
and exercLse<l reasonable diligence. [*Saiirer t . (Jroebli. »x)3.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION.

See As.<:ignment, 3; Dilipmce: Priority of Invention, 3.

DR.VWIXCS.

St-e Dilifirnce.

EQL'IV.VLF.NTS.
Ra.n«k or.

In comiwring tho rule that a claim limitation must be given
etTect an<l the nile that the ii.se of an efiiiivalent does not esca|>e
infringtinient the question is how far the patenlw intende<l to
restrict the range of equivalents.

[••Clipper Belt Lacer Co. r . E-W To. ft ai., .323.

FOREIGN APPLK ATIONS.

See Priority of Invention. 3.

FORMER DECISION CONTROLl.lNC.

See Construction of Claims. 3.

INFRINGEMENT.

Sec Equivalents; Particular Patents, :t. l.

INTERFERENCE.

See Construction of Claims, 1, », Diligence; Priority of In\»ution.

INVENTION.

Sec Construction of S{)ecifications ami Patents: Diligence; Par-
ticular Patents.

1. Combination of Old Elements.
In looking for invention in a com)>ination of old elements the

court is giuded by the now and iiM'ful m<!i»ns which I he coinlii-

nation may atlora or the new and useful rcsulLs which may l>e

obtained from it. ['Neill it at. v. Kinney, 941.

2. rnuTT or Device.
While a mere summation of points of merit does not constitute

invention, their presence in a marke<lly increased measure c-.m-

not be overlookea in estimating the iiiility of a de\ ic«> and in de-
termining whether it pro<iuc«>s new and useful re^sults within
the principle upon which patents are grunted. [>ild.

3. Made by new Method.
A product the making of which by manual operation Involved

only the ordinary skill of the artisan is not patentable because
Invention was involved in making it by machinery.

[•lEdward G. Budd Mfg. Co. v. England Mfg. Co.. 1213.

LIMITATION OF CLAIMS.

Sec Equivalents.

MEt HANICAL SKILL.

See Invention, M.

MISTAKE.

See Assignnieiil.

MOTION TO AFFIRM DECREE.

See Re« Adjudicata

NEW FUNCTION.

S«e Construction of Specifications and Patents.

NEW MEANS.

See Invention, 1,3.

NEW RESULTS.

Seet onst ruction of Specifications and Patents; Inxentinn, 1, 2.

OLD ELEMENTS.

See Invention, 1; Particular Patents, 4.

OPERATIVE DEVICE.

See C(;niitruction of Clainut, 4; Priority of Invention, 1, 2.

PARTICULAR PATENTS.

1. Es(1land-No. 1,(X)s,«5-Door rr)R Aim)MOBaE."»-lNviN-
TKiN.

The England patent, No. l.iK^.Mil, for a dcKir for automobiles,
lit Id voi<l for lack of invention.

I'.^dward G. Budd Mfg. Co. r. England Mfg. Co., 1213.

2. Fetzkr .No. U,ft53 (Reissi/k)— Tri.ck Meihanism Inven-
tion.

The Fetxer reissue patent, No. 12.6.'>:<, (original No. 72<,M2,) ffw
truck mechanbm, Held void for lack of patentable invfnfi<n

l-tFetzer v. Dempster Mill Mfg. Co., «VM.

3. MmilKLI. AND OtrN!*—No. Sn<J,55*-nELT-STAPLINO MACIIINK—
VALIorTY AND INFRINGEMENT.

The Mitchell and Cunn patent. No. si)fi..'i.i«l, for a lielt-stapling
tiiol. claim 1 construed ana in the li>;ht of the proef«edin>.s in the
Patent oilice, which indicate its scope llild infrin>.e«l.

['Clipper Belt Lacer Co. r. E-W Co. et of., ;t23.

4. Neh-l -No. 933,386—Ott-Well Derrkk—Vamd and In-
fringed.

The Neill patent. No. fl33,.3S«, for an oil-well derrick of tubular
metal, while not generic and for a combination of old elements,
iji view of its novel and useful <)ualities of siniplieity. jxirtability,
durability, and economy, all of which have been ree<>».ni/ed in the
art in a marked degree, aischiscs patentable inventii n: also Hild
infrin ;ed. ['Neill rt of. r. Kinney, 941,

.>. S\mi:el -No! 13..574 (Reissue) -WiNi>-«iiARD ruR Motor-
\'EHI« I.E.t—I.VVENTION.

The Samuel reissue patent No. 13 574 (original No. 879,195,)
for a wind-guard for motor- vehicles, UtU void for lack of inven-
tion in view of the prior art.

[-iStahlbrodt Co. v. Ford Motor Co., 940.

.>. Wo'.HAinER—Nos. 538,!«9, 691,332, AND 721,844—RAaROAD-
TiE Plates—Invention.

The Wolhaupter patents, Nos. j3S,vo9. 691,:n2 and 721.vt4, re-
viewed in connection with the prior art and Itild to be wanting
in patentable Invention thereover.
[••Th? Kailroad Supply Co. i. The Elyria Iron & Steel Co., 856.

PATENTABILITY.

See Construction of Claims, 2; Constniction of Specifications and
Patents; Invention, 3; Particular Patents, 2, 4, 6.

MERIT.

See Invention, 2.

PRIORITY OF INVENTION.

l{EI>l'(TION TO I'KAITK E- PlPE-1 >RAWINO .VPPARATPS.
Where N. relied on hl.^ record date. December 14, 1910, priority

awarded S., who reilucvl to practice by embotlyint' the in\rnti< h
in issue in an operative machine prior to March M), 1910.

jSaimders ( . .Sockerman, 319.
. Same.

Where N. relic<l on hi* record d.ite. priority was awarded to S.,
who re<luce<l the inventi >n stat-d in the issue to practice in an
operative machine prior to N. s record date.

[•.Seckerman p. Saunders, ;J2?.

DIGEST OF DECISIONS. S3I9

3. Same.
W'here S. relies for conception, dlsclosur^p. and constructive re-duction to practice ujxjn an appjicatirn filed bv him in (Jermanvon November 17, 19lo, and 'i. conceived and disclosed the imTn-tion ab<,ut l-ebrimrv, 1910. and was reasonablv .lili^ent in perfcrt-

^fn^ln'"''
""* "^"'^ '^ applicati<n therelor, Ih'^d that KS?of mvention was properly awarded to <;.

i^iumy

t*Saurer / . '".roebli, 653.

PRO< ESS AND APPARATUS.
See (pnstruct ion of Claims, s.

PRODUCT AND METHOD,
See Invention, 3.

REDUCTION TO PRA( TICE
See Construction of claims, 1, 2, 4; Priority of Inventicm.

REISSUES

8w A!«ignment; Particular Patents, 2, 5.

RES ADJUDICATA.
Doctrine or Defined.
" The d(K<trine of rr» ivdicita is not a mere matter of practice orpnKjedure InheriU^d from a more technical time than ours Ttha rule of fundamental and sul«tantial iu.stice, of puKx,licv andof private peace,' which should be corJiallv r^parlwl an I enforcedby the courts t,. the end that riirhts once J-stablishe^lbv Ihe final

kv^f^^'^K**
'"'";' "' cpmp-'tt^nt jurisdiction shall be rococnizedby those who are bound by it in cverv wav, wherever the ludiT-ment ls entitled to resj)ecl.'

" inrner me juag-

[••The liart steel ( ompany and-Giiilford S. W^hhI f The Hail-road Supply Company. 6ot.
-^-o

' •
J n« uaii-

the Same
'. SiiT.s IN Different CiRct-rrs—Sithject-Matter

AND Partik.s in Privity-.
Wh-n the identity of th^ subject-matter and i^^sues of two suitshrouKht m dUTereni circuit, is admitted and the privi y of"he.lefondants ,s clear and the ruling etr.-ct of the decr./in one drcuit« pro,)erly oresent.-d to the court of coordiiiaie jurisdiction; WW

_ [•*Id

SCOPE OF PATENT.
See Particular Patents. :i.

SIMILARITY OF MARKS
1. "Goose" -"Mother <;oose "

«f Th^'t'^h''''
coasisting of the words "Mother (icose • and a pictureof that character rKlme a broom Hfld not registrable in view ofthe prior registration of the mark consisting of the word •• g^°'

across the pidure of a goose holding a kev in i s mouth^edominant feature of both marKs is the word "(Jcnise
"

939
*"' '^*"* Company ,

.
International Shoe Company,

2. Deceptive.
The entire vocabulary and the inventive imaciualion are it theservice of one selecting a trade-mark, and m" e\^ si "s aoDareMfor the adoption of a mark clos*-ly approximating fh^. o'^^Kt

^ /„^/^*;^T cla-"*^ of coods. 'in all such ca.scs the ,m' b?s^ Idbe resolve<l in favor of the prior user. [Id

STATE OF THE ART.
See Construction or Claims 2; ( onsiruction of SpecificatJons

Patents: Particular I'atents. o, 6.

SUITS FOR INFRINGEMENT
Sec Construction of Specifications and Patent.s; R>s Adjiid

TEN-YEARS CLAUSE
See I>escriptive Terms. :<.

TERMINOLOGY.

See Res Adjudicata, 1.

or Terms Used—"1n-
1. Patents—Con.struction -Meaning

tegral."

r.a^^l^J^'^A
".'°'*sral " as use.1 in a patent claim in describing two& ^s m^n!^ ^H"J'f.^™'

'^ ''"^ nc^cessarUy uspd in its nam?w«.tseme as meanmg that they are structurally mtegral an<l constitute

V^f^y^^ P'T- ^"' " ™^>' "'•^ "^^ 'hev are^rraancnny h^dtogether and are operatively or functionally int^al
I'C Upper Bell Laa^r Co. t . E-W Co. €t ai.. 323.

2. Same—Same—Same.
.»,„ "^^V ™,^^ifi^ 9f a *"f>rd as used in patent claims may varv withthe context and with the circumstances. ^^d^

•Real Mis-
3. Words and Phrase*-" Hopper Misthread '

THREAD."

fniJ'rL^Kf^V^
to Iwras a "hopper misthread' is one that occurs

It the m^L™''^
of replenislime-it by the tliread becoming bVok^

?he^v ar^h? " traiis^fer or prior to the arrival of the shuttle in

mL^, *i.
*'^ '*"^*' " ^^^ •'^™ '«™"«« ''om the hopper. A " reSmisthread occurs after the shuttle is replenishedW a new b^bin a laymg of filling in the she,l on theTirsi pi^ o?^the shuUleand failure of ftllmg on tl^ return pick due to^break^e In t&

•jise of 8 hopper misthread no filling: is laid on the lirsTpick or m
fhe sh.^t.t"^ iil

""' ^T ''"''^' '^"^ °«' "" ^^^ r'-t^rn nick, andiSthe shuttle under such circumstances is not replenLsfied when itreaches the hop,,er side of the l.Kim no filling b laid on the sub-se-iuent picks of^the sluutle prece<lin>; replenbhrnent.
I'JNorthrop et al. i. Draper Co., 121

TRADE-MARKS.

See Descriptive Terms; Similarity of Marks

UTILITY.

See Invention, 2; I'ariiculai Patent.-, 4.

VOID PATENTS
Sw Particular Patents, 1, 2, 5.

T t D 2
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PATENTEES
TO WHOM

PATENTS WEPvE ISSUED DURING THE MONTH OF JLTVE, 1917.

[Abbreviations: " Gas."—Official Gaiette.]

-U

A. Kimball
!4lgDor.)

A. Schrailt-r's Son
A. It. Dick Company
A. C Gilbert Company. The.

.olKnor.)
A. F. Melaaelbacta

Company. (See Anthony, Marcus O., as-

(Sj-e MytTH, Kii^fiK' V.. assignor.)
(See Hrasaeur, Erpest J., assignor.)

(See Gilbert. Alfred C.. as-

& Brother.
HSMlfnor.)

A. J. Llnil«*iiiiinD ik lloverson Co.
C, aBslgnor.)

A. T. Harrow Tractor Company.

(See Sanders, Lonis E.,

(See Lindcinann. Walter

(See Sweet, Howard M.,

(See WaBenht>r«t,

Latch. No. 1.22S».r)04 :

No. 1.22S».394 : Jimo 12; v. 28» p. •Mli.

(See St«'pheni«on. Ar

Harrv 11.

No.

Acetylene Illuminating Company.
thur. asslKnor. i

Armt' Supply Company. The. (See Schroycr,
assignor.

)

Adams. .\nnn D., ChlcaKo. 111. Tollct-rcceptaclc.
I,230.4o3: Jun*- 19: v. 2.19; p. 781.

Adam.x. F-dward L.. Bradford. I'n. Garment receptacU'
and hanger. No. 1,228, 7:52 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 122.

Adamx. H<-nry S.. and T. Mincher. Viburnum, Mo. Stump-
puller. No. 1.229.8.%3: .lune 12: v. 23» ; p. r,4H.

Anama, Loula E.. Raven, Alberta, Canada. Vegetable-
cutter. No. 1.230.040 ; .lune 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 845.

Adder Machine Company, The. (Sec Uickford, Frank H.,
as.slgnor. i

AdelnperKcr. Charlen C. assignor to Inion City Body Com-
pany. Inlon Cltv. Ind. Automobile door. No. 1,230,359 ;

Jnnc lU : v. 2.'?9
; p. 750.

Adey, Benjamin. .Newton Center. Mass. .Support for itbeet
material in building (onatructlon. No 1,230.003 ; June
19 ; V. 239 ; p. (Stll.

dnit, Frank W.. Mlnneapollx. Minn, lotencimniunlrat-
ing lo'kbat telephone ayatem. No. 1,2JS,G34 ; June 5;
V. 2.'J» : p. 88.

Aebll. Henry, Portland. Orcg. Plpe-coupllnR. No.
1.228.7.33: Jane 5: v. 239: p. 122.

Agerton. Ella C, Ringold, Okia, Obstetrical appllnnce.
No. 1.228,384; Jnne 5: r. 2.'^»

; p. 3.
AhlgT«-n, Victor, East Rorkford. III. Counternlnk. No.

1.229..'V«5: June 12: v. 239; p. 452.
AblKtrcm. Carl A.. New Britain, assignor to The Trumbull

Electric Mannfai turlng ComDimv. I'lalnville. Conn.
Motor starting switch. No. 1,231.229 ; .lune 2») : . 239

;

p. lo8<>.

JLlkman. Burton S.. analgnnr t« National Brake * Electric
Company. Milwaukee. Wis. Mechaulsm for unloading
compresaora for atartlng. No. 1,230.8S4; June 26;
T. 239: p. M7.
239 0. (1.—i

aRKlgnor.
B. F. Goodrich Company. The. rt al
James 11., a.vsignor. I

Aanard. Huns l... Hamlin, Iowa
June 12 ; V. 2:{1» : p. 4.".1.

Aaron. Albert, and a. M. Jones. Gloversville, aanlgnors to
Ix>uis Meyers ik Son. New York. N. Y. Treating leather
for gloves. No. 1.230.358 : June 19 : v. 239 ; p. < 5o.

AhlMite. Nicholas (»., New York, N. Y. Oyster-opening
machine. .No. 1,228.383; June 5: v. 239; p. 3.

Abbott. Alfred S., Springfield, Mo., assignor of one third
to J. E. Buker, Chicago. 111., and one-third to J. F.
Long, Springfield. Mo. Jig. No. 1.230.974; June 20;
T, 239 ° D. 994

Abbott, Chaiincev W., Auburn, N. Y., H. R. Cllson. Baden,
and J. M. (r. Fullman. Sewickley, assignors to National
Metal M<dding Company, rittsburgh. Pa. Circuit ex-
tension l>o\. No. 1.22S.7.;i : June 5: v. 239; p. 121.

Abbott, Franklin E., Buffalo, assignttr to Lackawanna
Steel Company. New York, N. V. Base plate for rnil-

Joints. No. 1,231,543 : June 2«! : v. 239 ; p. llH;i.
Abbott, Harley I.. Battle Creek, Mich. Automobllc-lock.

No. 1.228.6:{:i : June 5 : v. 2.{9 : p. 88.
Al>ercromble. Charles M., Bridgeport, Conn., assignor to
The Singer Manufacturing Company. Power-transmit-
ting connection. No. 1,231,110: June 26; v. 239; p.
1(»41.

Abercromble. I.rwis 11.. Portland. Oreg. Sllo-<loor lock.
No. 1.229.8,'.] : June 12: v. 2:«» : p. .'47.

At>emathy, Ik)yd, assignor of one half to .\. .\. F'nin.
Murphy. N. C. .\utomatlc liquid dispeusing machine.
No. 1.229.852: June 12 : v. 2:{9 : p. .'".47.

Abramxon. Samuel. Philadelphia. Pa. Portable flre-escape.

Tank Company

Company.

(See Cecil, Uobert E,,

(See Elfborg, Henry G.,

Pa. Aeroplane. No.

No. 1.229.8.'>4 ;

; p. 845.
Tire pump

Alr-Tlght Steel
assignor.)

AJax Kail Anchor
assignor.)

.Vjello. Vin<«nt, Pittsburgh
1,230,641 : June 19; v. 239

.\ker, John W., Lancaster, Ky.
June 12; v. 2.19; p. .'.48.*

.Vkron-Selle Co.. The. (See Flegel, Harrison I>., assignor.)
(Reissue.)

-Vlbano, Vinconte, Rosario, Argentina. Rocking-chair. No.
1,2.30,642 : June 19: v. 239: p. 845.

MbertK, Grace M. (See Irmson, (ieorge W., assignor.)
.Vlliro, Herlwrt, West Springfield, Mass. Dandy roll. No.

1.229.007: June 5; v. 2:{9 ; p. 2i:{.
Alcolea, Rafael, New Orleans. Im. Switch-point operator.

No. 1.229..'".00 ; June 12: v. 239: p. 452.
Aldeu, Herbert W., asslgno.- to The Tlmken Detroit Axle

Company, Detroit. Mich. Bearing. No. 1,231,320:
June 2(i: v. 2.59; p. 1110.

Alden, Herbert W., and R. B. Weaver, a.xsignors to The
Tlmken Detroit Axle Company. Detroit. Mich. Toothed
wheel. .No. 1.2.n,321 ; June 26; v. 239; p. 1111.

Alder, Jean C. Sr.. ChAteiaine. near Greneva, Switzerland.
Chuck for machine-tools. No. 1,231,322; June 26; v.

239; p. 1111.
Alexander, Clinton B., Washington, D. C. Slack-adjuster.

No. 1,229,8.55; June 12; v. ^39; p. .V48.
Alexander, ("live M., Port Arthur. Tex., assignor to Gulf

Refining i'ompany, Pittsburgh. Pa. Making aromatic
hydrocarbons. No. 1,230,975; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 994.

Alexander. Harrv, New York, N. Y
1,228.035 : June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 89.

Alexander. James H., Conquest, Kans
No. 1.230,976 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p

.Alexander Milhurn Company, The.
ander F., assignor.)

Alexander. William H. R., Haddonfleld, N.
alphabet toy. No. 1,2.30.26.? : June 19 ; v.

Alexanderson. Ernst F. W.. Schenectadv, N.

Lamp-dimmer. No.

Antlfreezlng pump.
995.
(See Jenkins, Alex-

J. Cutout
239 : p. 719.
Y., assignor

alter-High frtHiuencv
v. 239 : p. .'V48.

Sickle for mowlng-ma-
.111 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ;

to (Jeneral Electric Company,
nator. No. 1.229,8.'56 ; June 12;

Alford, Josejjh C, Mal)en, Mls.i^.

chines and the like. No. 1,231
p. 1042.

Allnder, Henry, assignor to .\lllH-Chalmers Manufacturing
Company, Milwaukee. Wis. Casting-machine. No.
1,230.360; .Tune 19; v. 239; p. 751.

Alkire, Albert H., Des Moines. Iowa. Automatic brake.
No. 1.228,734 ; June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 122.

Allen, Arthur II. (See Hardwick and .\llen.)
Allen, Chester B.. Memphis, Tenn. Waterproof cement.

No. 1 231.468; June 26; v. 239; p. 116(».
Allen, Harry P.. Austin, Tex., assignor to New Jersey

Patent Company. W»f!t Orange. N. J. Reel. No.
1,229,697; June 12: v. 239; p. 495.

Allen. John H.. rsslgnor to Armored Motor Car Corpora-
tion. New York, N. Y. Automobile. No. 1,230,.361 ;

June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 751.
Allen. Neal. Pittsburg. Kans. Machine for producing
ornamented brick. No. 1,230,362; June 19; v. 239;
p. 751.

(8ee London an«l Allen.)
(See Andrews an<I Allen.)
Blrcbflelds, assignor to H. E. Keating,

Englan4l. Garment - fastener. No.
v. 239 ; p. 393.

Mansfield. Ohio. TrolIey-wlre sup-

Allen. Rol»ert C.
Allen, Thomas G.
Allen. William H.

lUrniiugham.
1.229..395 ; June 1?

Allerding. Cletus N.,

port. No. 1.231.230; Jnne 26; v. 239: p. 1081.
Aileva. Sante T. (See BravJ, Giuseppe, assignor.)
Alllnger. Frank A., assignor of one-third to C. Volz and

one third to K. A. Lott. I^os Angeles, Cal. Hydrocar-
bon burner. No. 1.229.O08; June 5: v. 239; p. 213.

.Mils Chalmers Manufacturing Company.
Henry, assignor.)

Allis Chalmers Manufacturing Company.
Alexander J., assignor.)

.Vllls-ClialmerH Manufa< turlng Company.
<'harles W.. assignor.)

Allia-ClialnierB Manufacturing Company,
man. James G., assignor.)

(See Allnder,

(See I.,oguin,

(See Steen,

(Bee ZImmer-
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Incubator. Nu.

Jess*' M. as-

Alllson. Arthur E., CttatesTille. Pa.
l.l'.Jl.lll'; June 26: v. 239; p. 1042.

Alllsou. .I.>s.s.' H.. assfjrnor of twenty-flve one hundrpdths
to J. F. .Mllson and ten one-hundredths to E. Dugan.
El raso, Tvx. Pumping engine. No. 1.229,(M>9 ; June
5: V. 2.^9 ; p. J14.

AlllHon. Joseph F., et al. (See Allison,
slgnor.)

Allmand. John T. Detroit. Mich., assignor.
slgnnients, to Fisher Hodv Corporation.
vehicle body. No. 1.230.97T ; June 2« : v.

Altgelt. Rudolph J.. Buenos Aires. Argentina, a.sslguor
to Oliver Chilled Plow Works. South Bend, lud. Culti-
vator. No. 1.229.0ln; June 5; v. 239; p. 214.

Alyea. Emery T. (See Alvea. Grace G.. assignor.)
Alyea. Grace G.. Chicago, III., assignor of one-half to

E. T. Alyea. .Minneapolis. Minn. F^m broidery-hoop. No.
1,229.857 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 649

Amann. John. (See Brown, James H., assignor.)
Amber Size 4 Chemical Company, The. (S«»e Fish,

by mesne 88-
Convertible

239 : p. !>!»."(.

Charles W., assignor.)
American Arch Company.

slgnor.)
American Arch Company.
American Arch Company.

(See Anthony, James T.. as-

Arch

Company.

Company.

Company.

(See Parish.

(See Stevens.

(See Wlllett.

Le Grand, as-

Enoch P., as-

Alford II. as-

(Se«

as-

aa-

(See Neff. John P.. assignor.)
. . (See Nicholson, John L., as

slgnor.)
American Arch

slgnor.)
American Arch

slgnor.)
American

slgnor.

)

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Company The
McI>onough. William H., assignor.)

American Can Company. (See Taylor. William E
slgnor.)

American Cigar Company. (See Schneider, Anthony, aa-
slgnor,)

American F'olding Machine Company, The. (See Zeitx,
John ,T., a.sslgnor.

)

American La France Fire Engine Company. (See McCas-
lln. Harry M.. as.slgnor.)

American Laundry Machinery Company. The. (See Ben-
jamin and Brockett. assignors.)

American Manganese Steel Company. (See Nichols.
Wesley G.. assignor.)

American Molding Machine Co. (See Norcross. WilliamC assignor.)
American Optical Company. (See Arnold, Arthur A., as-

signor.)
American Pin Company. (See Courtland, William A., as-

signor. )

American Pressweld Radiator Corporation. (See Singer
Frank J., assignor.)

American Slicing Machine Company. (See Wolff and
Hood, assignors.)

American Telephone and Telegraph Company. (See Mou-
radlan. Iluches. assignor.)

American Train Control Companv. The. (See Scott.
Thomas W.. assignor.)

American Train Control Company. The. (See Scott and
Rudolph, assignors.)

American Well Works. The. (See Bodinson. Lars W
slgnor.)

American Well Works. The, (See Sperry, John B. as-
signor.)

'

American Wringer Company, The. (See Lauritzen, Nig P..
assignor.)

Amnion. John, assignor to H. Chrlstman. New York, N Y
pedal for musical Instruments. No. 1.229..">«7 • June
12 : V. 239 : p. 4r)2.

Amoroso. Silvio. Boston, Mas.s. Binder - ring /Na
1.22S.S06: June 5; v. 2.39; p. IfiS.

» *
w.

Ams. Charles M. (See Arndt. Henry P.. assignor.)
Amsbary, William N.. Los .\ngeles. and T. D. Stewart,
Ocean Park. Cal. Combination food and water cooler'
No. 1.229.011 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 214.

Anchor Cap & Closure Corporation. (See Townsend,
Harry E.. assignor.)

Anderson. Adolph F.. Conde. S. D. Safety-snap. No
1.228. 51 3 ; June B ; v. 239 : p. 48.

Ander.son-Barngrover M'fg Co. (See Shlppee. Henry C,
assignor.)

Anderson Button Attaching Machine Company. (See
Poole, Lora E.. assignor.)

Anderson, Carl E.. assignor to The Bryant Electric Com-
pany. Bridgeport, Conn. Cover-plate for flush recep-
tacles. No. 1.230,643 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 846.

Anderson, Carl G., assignor of one-half to J. Norgord, Du-
luth, Minn. Comhination-faucet. No. 1,230,978: June
26 : v. 2.39 : p. 996.

And-Tson. Harry P., Marion, Ind. Sign character. No.
1.230,644: June 19: v. 239; p. 846.

Anderson. John R.. Moline. 111. Portable steam-genera-
tor. No. 1.228.867; June B; v. 239: p. 168.

Anderson. John R., Moline, 111. I>adder-1ack No
1.228.868 : June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 169.

Anderson, John R.. Moline. 111. Pressing-board and
holder. .No. 1.22S.869: June ». v. 2.39: p. 169

Anderson. Marcus T.. St. Paul, Minn. Adjustable shade-
bracket and curtain-support. No. 1,228,514; June B-
V. 2.39 ; p. 48.

Anderson. Robert H.. San Diego. Cal. Mattress-clamp
No. 1.231,469 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1160.

Y. Windlass. No,Andrade, Cipriano. Jr., New York. N.
1.229..S5S: June 12: v. 2.39: p. 549

Andreas. II. M. (See North. George W.. assignor.)
Andres, E<lward. ( Si^e Amires. .Nicholas and E.

)

Andres Ni.lioias an<l E.. Denver. Colo. Powder-dis-
p^nslng deviw. No, 1.229,396. June 12; v. 289;
p. 394.

An.lrews. C. E., rt nl. (See .Newsom, Joseph N.. assignor,)
Andrews. Fre«lerlck A., and T. O. Allen. Westminster.

London. England. Illuminating appliance. No.
1.230.645: June 19; v. 239; p. 84rt.

Andrews. Marh.n A.. Yuma, Ariz. Pocket billiard table.
-No. 1.230,o.'i;»; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 611.

Anglada. Joseph A., a.sslgnor, by mesne assignments
E. .M. Lowy. New York. N. Y. Internal-combustion
glue. No. 1,229.568; June 12: v. 239: p. 4.'.2

Anglo American Mill Co., The. (See Trefz, Julius J..
slgnor.)

Anlmate<l Advertising Co. (See Bayers. Harry 1 . &«.
slgnor.)

Anlmate<i
Sydney.

Anthony

to
en-

as-

(See Tscherning.

Grease-cup. No.

Advertising Company, The. (Se»> Wadman.
assignor.)
James T.. East Orange. N. J., assignor to

American Arch ( onipany. New York, N. Y. Wooten-
typ.- locomotive-holler. No. 1,229.3^2: June 12- T.
2;;*.» : p. 390. * . »•

Anthony. James T., East Orange. N. J., assignor to
American Arch Company. New York. N. Y. Steam-
locomotive. No. 1.229.383: June 12: v. 239: p. 390

Anthony. .Marcus ()., Englewood. N. J., assignor to AMmball Companv, New York, .N. Y. Eyelet setting de-
vice. No. 1,228,^.35; June 5; v. 239; p. 123.

Arbess, Jacob and S. Brisker. .Montreal. Quebec. Canada.
Combination step-ladder and Ironing board. No,
1.229.698 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 496.

Arbetter Felling Machine Company. (See Hayes. Thomu
J., assignor.)

Arcade Manufacturing Company,
Henry, assignor.)

Argo. Horace E.. Oak Park, III.
1.229.012: June !i : v. 239; p. 215.

Armor. James C. Ingram, Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse
Electric k Manufacturing Companv. High potential

' measuring device. No. 1,229.699; Jiine 12; v. 239; p.

Armore<l Motor Car Corporation. (S.-e Allen. John H.
ns.slgnor.)

'

Armstrong, George W.. Salem, Oreg. Garment-supporter.
No. 1,229.013 ; June 6 ; v. 289 ; p 215.

Arndt Franklin E.. assignor to The Gallon Iron Works
& Mfg. Co., Gallon. Ohio. Revolving sand-screen. No.
1.231.113; June 26; v. 230; p. HM3.

Arndt. Henry P.. Amston. Conn., assignor of two-thirds
to C. M. Ams, New York. N, Y. Shaft-coupling. No.
1.2.30.646: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 846.

.\rnold. Arthur A., assignor to American Optical Com-
pany. Southbrldge. Mass. Cutter. No. 1,230.561 ; June
19 : V. 239 : p. 814.

Arnold, Harry B.. assignor to The National Spring Bed
Company. New Britain, Conn. Mammock backrest.
No. 1,231.532; June 26: v. 239: p. 117i».

Arnold. Jacob F. Mount Vernon. N. Y. Museum or show
case. No. 1.2.'4o.825: June 19: . 239; p 904

Arrlnton. Perry B.. and C. H. Miller, assignors to Multi-
calculator Companj- Chicago. 111. Calculating appli-
ance. No. 1,228.385; June 5 ; v. 239 : p 3

Arrow Electric Company. The. (See Nero, Arvld H«
assignor.)

Art I'roducta Company. (See Hill. John E., assignor )

Arthur. Albert F.. assignor to The Cleveland Hardware
Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Forming dies. No
1.231.323; June 26; v. 239: p. 1111.

Arthur. Albert F., assignor to The <:ieveland Hardware
Company. Cleveland. Ohio. .Master die for forging dies
for drop hammers, pres.ses. and the like. No. 1 231 324-
June 26; v. 239; p. 1111.

Arthur, Albert F.. assignor to The Cleveland Hardware
(onipany. Cleveland. Ohio. Master-die for forging die*
for drop-hammers, presses, and the like. No. 1.231470-
June 26; v. 239 : p. 1161.

Arthur. Charles P.. Hampton. Iowa. Banana - carrier.
No. 1.229,205; June 12; v. 239; p 329.

Asbury. Dorsey F.. assignor to United States Ordnance
Company. Washington. D. C. Power-operated breech
mechanism. No. 1,229.859; June 12; v. 239; p. 550.

Ashcroft, Edgar A.. London. England. Manufacture of
anhydrous magnesium chlorid. No. 1,231,471 ; June 26-
V. 2.39 : p. 1161.

.\shelman. Hervey B.. and J. S. Johnson. Fargo. N D.
Air valve. .No. 1,229,860; June 12; v. 2.39: p. 550.

Ashenhurst. Harold S.. assignor of four-flfths to J J
Reynolds. Chicago. 111. Heat-lnsulatlng material and
pro<iuclng the same. No. 1.230.085: June 12; v 289'
p. 621.

AsKln, Morris. (See Robison and Askin.)
Asqulth, Stead A., Waterloo, Iowa. Gear-shifting mech-

anism. No. 1.229.206- June 12; v. 239; p. 329
As.sodated Farms Co. (See Walter. Maurice C. assignor.)
Atkinson. Fre<lerlck C, Indianapolis. Ind. Shortener for

baking foods. No. 1.231.114: June 26: v. 239: p 1043
Atwood. Wlnfleld A.. Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to

General Electric Companv. Field-control swltcn. No
1.229.014: June 5: v. 236: p. 215.

Auberlln. (Justav. Vallejo. Cal. Puncture-proof pneumatic
tire. No. 1.229.861 : June 12; v. 2.39; p. 650.
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[•tor H. and A. Clhak, Jersey City, N, J. Tool-
No 1,230.647; June 19; v. 239; p. 847.

Auchy. Henry B. (See Bowdltch, Charles H.. assignor.)
Auckland. John C. and E. P. Ilildebrand, Seattle. Wash.

Fuel-governor for oil burners. No. 1,230.979: June 26:
v. 239 ; p. 996.

Auel, Carl B.. Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse
Ele«trlc and Manufacturing Companv. Electric weld-
ing. No. 1,229.700; June 12; v. 239; p. 496.

August Goertz & Co. (See Vom Elgen, Benno, assignor.)
.\ugUHtlne. Benjamin F., Buffalo, N. Y. Rotary engine.

No. 1.229.569: June 12; v. 239; p. 453.
Auld. Elgie C, Scottdale. I'a. Flume. .No. 1,230.980;
June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 996.

Aurlch. Victor H
holder. No l,;4.-io.o4i ; June i» ; v. 239; p.

Austin. Albert M., Plermont. N. Y. Process and appara
tus for drying edible pastes. No. 1,229,397 ; June 12 ;

v. 239; p. 394.
Austin, FnMlerlck C. (See Rosendahl, Nils M., assignor.)
Auto Power (Jenerator & Appliance Co. (See Curtis.
Homer P., assignor.)

Auto .Safety Light Company, The. (See Deadv and Hol-
land, assignors.)

Auto Signal Co. (See Comer. Guy W.. assignor.)
Autocall Company, The. (See Thompson. George, as-

signor.)
Automatic Advertising & Sales Company. The. (See

King, Isaac W.. assignor.)
Automatic Candy Machine Company. (See Swartz and
Waugh. assignors^

Automatic Electric Company. (See Fales, Edward D., as-
signor.)

Automatic Electric Company. (See Willis. Bernard D..
assignor.)

Automatic Enunclator Company. (See Comer, John J.,
assignor.)

Autosales (Jum and Chocolate Company. (See Webster.
John A., assignor.)

Avery Company. (See Bartholomew, John B., assignor )
Avery. Henry C. (See Hamilton. Walter L., assignor.)
Avis. Samuel W., assignor to The Merrow Machine Com-

fany. Hartford. Conn. Overseamlng machine. No
,229.016; June 5; v. 2.39 jp 216.

AjfT, (teorge A., assignor to West Boylston Manufacturing
Co.. I-:asthampton. Mass, Cloth testing machine. No
1.231.231 ; June 26; v. 239; p. 1081.

Aylsworth. Jonas W.. East Orange, assignor, hy mesne
assignments, to New Jersey Patent Company, West
Orange, N. J. Making phonograph-records. No.
1.2.30.816; June 19; v. 239; p. 901.

B. A. Ballou k Co. (See Goozey. Charles A., assignor.)
B. F. <;oodrich Company. The. (Sec Kempel. Arthur B..

assignor.)
B. F. 4too<lrlch Company et al. (See Wagenhorst. James

II.. assignor.)
B. M. Jones & Co. (See Poore and Pearsons, assignors )
Babcoik. (iarrlson. Chirngo. III., assignor to Telechro-

nometer Company. Rochester. N. Y. Telephone-ex-
change system. No. 1,230,835 ; June 26 : v. 2.39 • p. 947

Bacheller, Edward F., and J. H. Stewart, Lvnn Mass.
i Ma( hine for marking golf balls. No. 1.228,73r. ; June 5 :

' V. 2.39 : p. 123.
Backachelder. Frank J., Cincinnati. Ohio. Automatic
power cut-off. .No. 1.229,670; June 12: v. 239- p
453.

Bacon. (;«'orge M.. Salt Lake City. Utah. Adjustable auto-
matic cut off valve and signal. No. 1.230.981 ; June 26
V. 2.39 : p. 997.

Badger Basket & Veneer Co. (See Wegwart,- Herman, as-
signor. )

Bagan/. I^ulsa. New York. N. Y. Clothes fastener and
protector. No. 1,228,870; June .1; v. 239; p. 170

Bagby, Milton M.. Denver, Colo. Window lock and lifter
No. 1.229.016: June ,'»

; v. 239; p. 216.
Bailey, (Jeorge, Fairfield, assignor to Robert N. Bassett
Company. Incorporated. Shelton, Conn. Suitcase-hasp
No. 1.229.207 ine 12: V. 239 : p. 329.

No.Bain. Benjamin F.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Folding box
l.?.30,.%.')2 : June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 815.

Balrd. (;eorge W.. Washington. D. C. Transom control.
.No. 1.230.264; June 19; v. 2.39 ; p. 719.

J'.alrd. William J.. Paterson. N. .1. Snow-guard No
1.2.30.363; June 19; v. 239; p. 752.

• ^ •

Bajde. Ludwlg. Leipzig Oohlls. and G. K Hennlg as
signors to Firm of L. Hupfeld .\ktlenget«ell8chaft Brth-
litz Ahrentterg, near I^-lpzlg, Germany. Bow for plano-
vlollns. No. 1.228.737: June 5; v. 239; p. 124

Baker, Charles D.. New Richland, Minn. Display device
for automobile-license numi.ers. No. 1,229.208 • June
12: v. 2.39; p. 330.

Bnker. Kills H.. Whitlash. Mont. Wagon brake. No
1.231.472 ; June 26; V. 239: p. 1161. • ^

«•

r.aker, Fr.nnklln. Jr.. Philadelphia. Pa. Preparing or
trentinc co<oanut and product obtained therehv No
1.230.364: June 19: v. 2.39; p. 752.

Baker. Franklin. Jr., Philadelphia. Pa. Preparing or '

treating cocoanut. No. 1,230.365; June 19; v. 239;
p. 752.

Baker. Franklin. Jr., Philadelphia. Pa. Preparing or
treating cocoanut and pro<luct obtained therehv No
1.2.30.360: June 19; v. 239: p. 752.

Baker, Walter N.. et al. (See Tudor, Robert H.. assignor )Baldwin I.K)comotlve Works. (See Bullock. Samuel A
assignor.)

Ball, Herman F.. BronxvlUe. assignor to Economy Devices
Corporation. New York, N. Y. Safety draw-bar. No.
1.231,473: June 26; v. 239; p. 1161.

"

Hall. Horace E. (See Wllber and liall.)
Ball, John F.. Estep. W, Va. Rail-Joint. No. 1,228.386:
June r> ; v. 239 ; p. 4.

Ballenberg, Adolph. New York. N. Y. Glider for furni-
ture-legs. .No. 1,2.30,836 ; June 26 : v, 239 : p. 948.

Ballenger, Jesse R.. Inman, 8. C. Churn-operating device-
No. 1,229.017 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 216.

Ballln. Fre<i A.. Portland. Oreg. Shipbuilding. No..
1.231.2.32: June 26; v. 239; p. 1081.

Ballou. Walter B., assignor to R. Blacklnton & Co.. Nortlv-
Attleboro, Mass. Belt buckle. (Reissue.) No. 14.316;
June 19, v. 2.39 ; p. 90".

Baltimore Gas Appliance and Manufacturing Co.. The.
(See Hunter and Ix)ngfellow. assignors.)

Bangs. Ralph C, Cranston, assignor of one-fourth to
P. H. Cadby. Providence, R. I. Garment-hanger. No.
1,228.636 ; June 6 ; v. 289 ; p. 89,

Banka. John H.. Battle Creek, Mich. Ix»ck for axle-nuts.
No. 1.229.701 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 497.

Banta, John J. and J. E.. Sullivan. Mo. Washing machine.
No. 1 228,387 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 4.

BanU. Julius E. (See Banta. John J. and J. E.)
Barbarou. Marlus J. B.. Neuilly-sur-Selne, assignor to-

Soclete Lorraine Des Anciens Etablissements De Dietrich
& Cle De LuneviUe, Paris. France. Carbureter for ex-
plosion motors. No. 1,228.738 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 : p. 124.

Barber-Colman Company. (See Colman, Howard D.. as-
signor.)

Barl>er, Franklin L.. an<l C. S. Walton, assignors to
Standard Car Truck Company, Chicago, 111. Car-truck.
No. 1,229.398; June 12; v. 239; p. 394.

Barber. (;uy M.. assignor of one-third to B. J. Lloyd and-
one third to W. M. Woottcn. Los Angeles. Cal. Oil-
burner. No. 1,230,982 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 997.

Barber, Howard M., Stonlngton, Conn., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to C. B. Cottrell ft Sons Company,.
New York. .N'. Y. Combined cover and center-page-in-
sert sheet f(H'<llngand folding mechanism. No. 1.229.399 ;

June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 395.
Barber, Ralph, Jr.. Mlllvllle, assignor to V. Durand, Jr.,

Vlneland. N. J. Tool for use In tubulating hollow glass-
articles. No. 1.230,367 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 753.

Barber, Ralph, Jr., Mlllvllle, assignor to V. Durand, Jr..
Vlneland. N. J. Tubulating glass bottles, retorts, and
the like. No. 1.230 .368 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 753.

Bard, Milton H.. Johnstown, Pa. Gearing for motor-
vehicles. No. 1,230,454; June 19; v. 239; p. 781.

Bargamln. Clifford. Newport News. Va. Time-controlled
trip mechanism for nreless cookers.
June 12 ; v. 239; p. 551.

Bargamln. Clifford. N'ewport News. Va.
mechanism. No. 1.229,863 ; June 12

Bargar. Frederick C. assignor to Nu-Ex Fire Appliance
Company. Columbus, <)hlo. Plre-extingulshcr. No.
1,228.38J< ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 5.

Barker. John P.. assignor to Los Angeles Motor Car Com-
pany. Los Angeles. Cal. Valve. No. 1.229.B71 ; June
12; V. 239; p. 453.

Barnaby. Charles W.. New Y'ork. N. Y. Draftsman's tri-
angle and protractor. No. 1.231,115; June 26: v. 239-
p. 1043.

Barnard. Walter E.. Brooklyn assignor to Underwood"
Typewriter Company. New \ork, N. Y. Typewriting
machine. No. 1,228.637 ; June 6 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 89.

Barner, Rmmett E. (See Sheaffer, William J., assignor.)
Barnes, Frederick W.. assignor to Eastman Kodak Com-

pany. Rochester, N Y. Ray-filter holder. No. 1.228,389 :

June 5; v. 239; p. 5.

Barnett. Otto B. (See Sponenburg. Hiram H., assignor.)
Barnett. Stewart R., Albanv, assignor to Crarv Brokerage
Company, Waukesha, Wis. Foo<l. No. 1,230,817 ; June
19 : V. 2.39 : p. 901.

Barney. Edwin E., assignor to Remington Typewriter
Company, Illon. N. Y. Typewriting machine. No.
1.230.094; June 19; v. 239; p. 661.

Barnhurst, Henry G. (See Wood and Barnhurst.)
Barr. Amnion D. (See Barton, Edward H.. assignor.)
Barr. Andrew J., assignor of one half to H. E. Homberger,

Mansfield. Ohio. Combined fixture and valve for lava-
tories or the like. No. 1.228.7.39 ; June 5 ; v. 289

:

p. 124.
Barr. Archibald, and W. Stroud, assignors to Barr and/

Stroud, Limited, Glasgow. Anniesland, Scotland. Op-
tical adjuster for range-finders. No. 1,229,209 ; June
12; V. 239; p. 3.30.

Barr, Frederic, deceased ; The Equitable Trust Company
of New York. New York. N. Y.. executor. Electric pull-
socket. No. 1.230.983 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 998

Barr. Jessie, and E. A. Myers, Brooklyn, N. Y Etluca-
tlonal appliance. No. 1.228,391 ; June 5 ; v. 239 - p 5Barr and Stroud. Limited. (See Barr and Stroud aa-
slgnors.

)

Barratt. William T.. assignor to C. 8. Keboe, A. and A J
Cooper, executors, Bennington, Vt. Circular knlttlni
macliine. No. 1.230.837 ; June 26 : v. 289 : p 948 ^

Barrett Company, The. (See Stewart. Edwin f" as-
signor.)

Barrett. John B.. Annapolis Royal. Nova Scotia. Canada
Insecticide. No. 1.230.648; June 19; v. 2.39 p 847 *

Barrett. William N.. Meadville, Pa. Snuhber No
1.228,515; June 6; V. 239; p. 48.

No. 1.229,862

Time-controlled
V. 239 ; p. 551.
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Barron, Andrew F.. Wat»-rvli»t. X. Y. NuMork. No.
1.230,649 ; June 19 : v. 2^9

; p. 847.
Barron, William L.. New York, N. Y.. asslRTior to Tlie

.'^Inger Manufacturing Company. Threail-<uttlng mob-
anlsm for sewing-macbines. No. 1.228,871; June 5;
V. 239 ; p. 170.

Barstow Edwin O., and J. A. Cavanagh. assiRnors to
l>ow Chemical Company, Midland. Mkh. .Making lead
arsenate. No. 1,228,S16 ; June 5 ; . 239 : p. 49.

Bartholomew. John H.. Peoria. 111., asxlgnor to .\very
<'ompany. Trartlon wheel. No. 1,229.210; June 12:
V. 239 : p. 330.

Barton, Edward H., an»<i»niur of one-half to A. D. Barr.
Spokane, Wash. Clothes-drying rack. No. 1,230,205;
Jun" 19 ; V. 239 ; p. 719.

Bartuzel, John. (See Taras, Mlkola, assignor.)
Bassett, Linton T., Carthnec. Mo. Motor-truck. No.

1231,474; June 26; v. 239: p. 1161.
Batchelder. (Jeorge O.. as»<lgnor of one-half to L. Burke,

Jr., Macomb, 111. Auto - extractor. No. 1.229.864

;

June 12; v. 239; p. 531.
Batchelor, Jamie H., as.olcnor to C. Espy. Savannah. Ga.

Fuel-heating device. No. 1,228,517; June 5; v. 239;
p. 49.

Bateman, (Jeorge E., Alameda. Cal. Registering lock for
valves. No. 1.228,518 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 49.

Bates. Edmund C. assignor to The Buckeye Jack Manu
facturlng Company, Alliance. Ohio. Llftlng-Jack. No.
1.230,818; June 19; v. 239: p. 902.

hntes, Harry H.. assignor to Bates Ma<'htne Company, Jo-
Met, 111. Contrcd mfcbanlsm for tractors an<l the like.
No. 1,229.865: June 12; v. 239; p. 551.

Bates Machine Company. (See Bates, Harry H., as-
^Ignor.)

Batteer. Joshua, Phllad»-Iphla, Pa., assignor to Oscar
l'>arnett Foundry Company. Mechanical stoker. No.
1.231,325; June 26; v. 239; p. 1112.

Baudou, Maurice and R., Les EgUsottea. near Bordeaux.
France. Elastic wheel for vehicles. No. 1.228.038;
June 5; v. 2;i9 ; p. 89.

Bnndou. Rene. (See Baudou. Maurice an<l R.)
Bauer & Black. (See Hamilton Thomas P., assignor.)
Bangatz. Fr^^derlc G., Pari.-;, France. Ab<lomfiinl belt.

-No. 1.2.30,650; June 19; v. 239; p. 847.
Buiikn»'(ht, Henry, Midland, Mich. Window-screen. No.

1.229.400; June 12; v. 239: p. 395.
Baum, James E., Jr., Chicago, 111. Paper. No. 1,230,095 ;

Juno 19; V. 239; p. 661.
Bailsman, Alonao L.. Sprlngfleld, Mass. Coating appa-

ratus. No. 1,230,4.'55 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 781.
Ba.xter. Harold G., Wilklnsliurg, Pa., assignor to Wasting

house Electric and Manufacturing Company. Latch-
ing device. No. 1,229,703; June 12; v. 239; p. 497.

Baxter, Berry A., assignor to New Method Stove Company.
Mansfield. Ohio. Stove. No. 1.228.519; June o v.
239 ; p. 50.

Bayer. Erik C. Jordl^se. Sveb«lle Sutlon. Denmark.
sound-producing device. No. 1.228,639 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

p. 90.
Havers. Harry I., assignor to Anlmatwl Advertising Co.,

Boston, Mass. Display apparatus and vehicle therefor.

Bn
No. 1.230,369; June 19; v. 239; p. 753
ivU'v, Ivan A., North Sydney. N(ova Scotia, Canada.

No. 1,230,838 ; June 26 ; v. 239 :
t'relght-transporter.
p. 948.

Beach, (ieorge W. (See Von CuUn and Beach.)
Beach, Henry W. (See Beach, John C. and H. W.)
Beach, John C. and H. W., assignors to Lachman Wall

Bed Company, San Prandsco, Cal. Disappearing bed.
No. 1^28.872 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 : p. 170.

Beach. William. (See Burns and Beach.)
Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Company, Th<>. (See Crowley,
John T.. assignor.)

Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe Company, The. (See De Meeus,
Etlenne. assignor.)

Beagle, Victor E.. Blnghamton, N. Y. Truck. No
1.230.8.19: June 26; v. 239: p. 949.

Beauchamp. J. EmlUen. (See Rho, Joseph A., assignor.)
Bcl)b. Myrtle M.. Carpenter, Wvo. lien's nest. No.

1.229.866; June 12; r. 239 ; p. 552.
B#chereau. Lonls. assignor to The Society '* Spad Society
Anonyme pour I'Avlatlon et ses Derlvfc." Parts. France
.Veroplane. No. 1,228.390 ; June 5 : v. 2.S» : p. 5.

Be<hman, I.k>u18 H., assignor to Duplex Printing I>rem
Company, Battle Creek. Mich. Tool-setting device for
Htereotype-plate-boring macbloefi. No. 1,229,867 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 552.

Bechtel, John A., Tarentum. Pa., assignor to Pittsburgh
Plate Glass Company. Apparatus for han<lling ma- '

terlal In glass-making. (Reissue.) No. 14.320; June
26: V. 239 : p. 1184.

B<-chtel, Robert (J., Goo^lland, Kans. Lubricator. No.
1,230,651 ; June 19: v. 239: p. 847.

Bechtold, Charles. (See Stlgt)erg and Bechtolil.)
B<'ckner, Bennle L., assignor of one-tbird to H. Witt and

one-third to F. H. Scblater. Anderson. Ind. Combina-
tion lock and switch. No. 1.229.211 : June 12; v. 239-
p. .331.

Bofbe, F'rank C. (See Reynolds and Beebe.)
IVeson. WlUlam H. (See James and Beeson.)
Behrlnger, George J.. Erie. Pa. Sandpaperlng-macblne.

No. 1.228,520 ; June 5 ; v 239 ; p. 50
Peirtler, George C. Oklahoma. Okla. Developing appara-

iiis. No. 1.230,096 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 662.

Belghieo. Henry E.. Cleveland. Ohio. Spc«-d-lndliatlog ap-
l>Hr«tus. .No. 1.228.392; June 5; v. 239; p. 6.

It^langer. Victor, Marshfleld. assignor to New Era Spln-
niu.if Co.. Boston, Mass. l)«'vl( «• for spinning and twist-
ing textile nbers. No. 1,230,097 ; June 19 ; v. 239

:

p. or.'j.

Belknap. Charles H.. Brooklvn. N. Y. Means for facili-
tating starting of gas-engines. No. 1.2.30,840; June 26:
V. 2.39 : p. 949.

Bell & Howell Company. (See Howell, Albert S., as-
signor.)

Bell, Silas D., assignor to J. H. Mowrey. Childress. Tex.
Rockingchair clamp. No. 1.228,521; June 5; v. L'39

;

p. 51.
Belling, Edward C. et al. (See Hartlett, George D.. as-

signor. I

Beloff, Raymond. Cleveland, Ohio. Automatic brake-
actuating device for railway-trains. No. 1,230.098

;

June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 602.
Belton. John D.. Crowley, assignor of one - half to A.
Brown. Morse. I.,a. Apparatus for preparing food. No.
1.228.640 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 90.

Bender. Edward. Westfleld. Wis. Fowl-catcher. No.
1,231.116; June 26: v. 239; p. 1044.

Bender. John A., Lykens. Pa. Tie bar for rails. No.
1,230.370: June 19: v. 239; p. 753.

BendLxen, Kristian, assignor to Sklndfabrlken Cnlcum,
Kr. Bendlxen, P. Bendlxen A Co., Copenhagen. Denmark.
Tanning of Hsh-sklns or the like. No. 1.230.266; June
19 : V. 239 : p. 720

BeuMlettl. Vlncenso. Palisade. N. J. Gaiter. No.
1.2.30,0.->2; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 848.

Benedict. H. Stanley, et ul. (See Lendner. Augustus R.,
assignor.)

Benedict. Harris M., Cincinnati. Ohio. Shelf marker. No.
1,2,30,«.'>3 : June 19; v. 239; p. 848.

Beneke, John O.. assignor of one-half to D. M. PItard,
New Orleans, La. Bnrglar-alarm. No. 1,230^67 ; June
19: v. 239; p. 720.

Benjamin, Bert R., Oak Park. III., assignor to Interna-
tional Harvester Company of New Jersev. Mower-
oiling system. No. 1,230,841 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p 9.'><>.

Benjamin. Dana H., Cleveland Heights Village, and \-. W.
Brockeft. Cleveland, assignors to The American laun-
dry .Machinery Company, Cincinnati. Ohio. Clothes-
pressing apparatus. No. 1,230,984; June 26; v. 239:
p. 998.

Beoner. Samuel A., Pittsburgh, Pa. Truck bolster. No.
1.230.268; June 19; v. 239; p. 721.

Bennett. Edward O.. Oakland, Cal. Storage-cabinet. No.
1.229.212: June 12; v. 239; p. 3.U.

Benovy, Jacoh. (See Schuti, John, assignor.)
Benson, -Xmlrew, Chicago, III. Shipping-case. No.

1.230,985; June 26; v. 239; p. 998.
Benson. I^eonard R.. et al. (See Shultz. Otto II.. as-

signor.)
Beutloy, Charles E.. New York, N. Y. Overseani for
sewed articles. No. 1,228,873; June 5; v. 239; p. 171.

Iteran. Albert. Hlrscbwang, Austria. Telephone-booth and
manufacturing the same. No. 1.230,553 ; June 19 ; v.
239; p. 815.

Berg. John O.. assignor to Rotary I'ower-Tool Compunv.
Inc., New York. N. Y. Tool for "treating stone, concrete,
and other materials. No. 1,230,842; June 26; v. 239;
p. 950.

Berger. Joseph. Jr.. Uttca, N. Y., assignor, by mesne as-
signments, to Union Special Machine Company. Feed-
ing meehanlsm for sewingmachines. No. 1.22^.393

;

June 5 : v. 239; p. 6.

I'ergland. Gunder O.. Deerfleld. Wis. Journal-box. No.
1.230.986; June 26: v. 2:19; p. 998.

Beruman. .\llck O., Mllaca. Minn. Display and dispensing
device. No. 1.231,475; June 26; v. 239; p. 1162.

Bergstrom. Carl G. G., St. Paul, assignor of one-half to
G] D. E. Bergstrom. Minneapolis. Minn. Bag-holder.
No. 1.230.060; June 12; v. 239: p. 611.

Bergstrom. (Jeorge D. E. (See Bergstrom, Carl G. O.,
assignor.)

Berliner. Enille. Washington, I). C. Flylug torpedo. No.
1.228.522; June 5; v 239- p. 61.

Berman. Oscar A. (See Pride, John H.. assignor.)
Bernard. William A., assignor to The William Schollhorn
Comf)any. .New Haven, Conn. Paper fastening tool.
No. 1.229.213; June 12; v. 239; p. 331.

Berry. Charles M., assignor to The Reinforced Propeller
and Insulating Company, Inc., New York. N. Y. Pro-
peller No. 1.228,874; June 5; v. 239; p. 171.

I?errv, Robert C, In<lianapoIls, Ind. Method and means
for removing carbon in Internal-combustion engines.
No. 1.2.30.«.">4 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 848.

Berry. Williani I».. Muskogee, Okla.. assignor to The Kny-
Scheerer Corporation. Thermometer-cautery. No.
1,229.704 : June 12; v. 239 ; p. 497.

Bertram, Henry W.. assignor to McDougall Company,
Frankfort. Ind. Cabinet. No. 1.231,233: June 20; v.
2.39 ; p. 1082,

Besaw, Clarence. Hammond. N. Y. Curtain-hanger. No
1.229.018; June 5; v. 289; p. 210 ^

Best, John H. (See Lutx, John, assignor.)
Best, Joseph L. (See I>>nts and IW'st 1

Beirt. William I., and S. H. Shepard. McI>>ansboro, HI.
Tractor. No. 1,230.655; June 19: v, 239; p 849

Best, William N.. New York. N. Y. Air heater Xo.
1.231.117; June 26; v. 239; p. 1044.

N

Best. William N., assignor of one-half to C. H. Slllinian,
New York, N. V. Provision-wife. No. 1.228.528; June

I

5; . 239; p. 51.
iBevllacqua, Glu««*pp*, Genoa, Italy. Production of car-

bonate of lead. No. 1,281,476: June 26; v. 239; p.
1162.

Beyen, Frederick W. (See Relboldt and Beyen.)
Bhl-sey. Shanker A., astilgnor to R. Tata, 1/ondon, Eng-

land. Tvpe casting machine. No. 1,228.524; June 6;
V. 2.39; p. 61.

Bibb, Pearl M.. and T. Lndat, Mlnden. W. Va. Pump
strainer. No 1.231.477 ; June 26 ; v. 23!> ; p. 1102.

Blckford, Frank H.. Kingston, assignor to The .Adder
Ma>hlne Company, Wilkes Itarre. I'a. ('al<'ulatiiig-uia-

chlne. No 1,228.641 : June 5; v. 2.39; p. 91.
Blenstock, Anna E., Newark, N. J. Knoekdown garment

stand. No. 1,231.118; June 26; v. 239; p. 1044.
Blersdorf, Mathew F., Ix)s Angeles, Cal. Automatic

safetv gate-closing device for freight-elevators. No.
1,229,019; June 5; v 289; p. 217.

Bill, Fred M.. et al. (.Se«> Shultz. Otto H.. as.slpor.)
Bllyeu. Simon P., SaiTainento, Cal. .Automatic lubrica-

tor. No. 1,230,371 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 754.
Bingham, Forrest E.. New Pfedford. Mass. Liquid Altering
and delivering apparatus. No. 1,230.099; June 19; v.

239 ; p. 663.
Blrand, Felix P., Jr.. Mortlach. Saskatchewan. Canada.
Wrench. No. 1.230.656; June 19; v. 239; p. 849.

Bird. David B., Chicago, III. Fowl-dlslnfectant apparatus.
No. 1,230,843 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 9.50.

Blrney. Charles O. (See Bosenljury, J«>seph M., as-
signor.)

Blrnzwelg. Jacob S., New York. N. Y. Die for blanking out
buttons. No. 1.229.572: June 12; v. 2.39; p. 454.

Bla<k. Frederic M. (See Blalr and Black »

Black. John R.. Toulon, III. Earthworklng Implement.
No. 1,229.868; June 12; . 239; p. 55.3.

Black. Lee J.. Beaumont, Tex. <>earlng for hoisting ap-
paratus. No. 1.229,020; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 217.

Dlack. Samuel D., Baltimore, and A. (>. IVcker, Orange.
vllle, Md. Drill gearing. No. 1.229,401 ; June 12 ;

V. 239 ; p. 396.
Blacklnton & Co.. tt. (See Rallou, Walter B.. assignor.)

(Reissue.)
Blacksher. Erasmus M.. Brewton, Ala. Armored auto-

mobile. No. 1.229.809 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 553.
Blades. I>'onard J., assljfnor to National Ticket Case Com-

lany. Clilcago, 111. Compartment or ticket drawer. No.panv. ( lilcago. III. (ompartment or t

1.229.402; June 12; v. 239; p. 396.
aba. Ludwlg. (See Neii and Blaha.)Bla

^
Blair, Frank M.. and F. M. Black, Newark. Ohio. Device

for arresting light rays. No. 1.230,844; June 26; v.
2.39 ; p. 951.

Blake. Philip W., assignor to National Binding Machine
I'ompanv, Boston, Mass. Strip-serving device. No.
1.226.403; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 390.

Blake, Ralph V.. New York, N. ¥. Egg-cooking apparatus
and timer. No. 1.230,845; June 26; v 239; p. 951.

Blak«>sle^, Ward J.. Filer. Idaho. Machine for saving
s Is. No. 1.229.870; June 12; v. 239; p. 553.

Blanchard. Fred M.. Boston. Mass. BUI fold. No.
1.2.30.100; June 19; v. 239; p. 664.

Blanchard. Leslie W.. London, England. Spring-mount
Ing for cycle wh^-els. No. 1,230,987; June 26; v. 239;
p. 999.

Blanchette, Joseph A.. St. Anne des Chimes. Manitoba.
Canada. Oilcan. No. 1.2.30.061; June 12; v. 239;
p. 612.

Bland. William I'., Jenks. Okla. Mowing apparatus. No.
1.228,642; June 6; v. 239; n. 91.

Blankmann. (ieorge H.. St. lyouis. Mo. Grindlng-mlll.
No 1,231.478; June 26; v. 239; p. 1162.

Blaw Steel (Construction Company. (Sw Loxterman,
Howard B.. assignor.)

Bledsoe, Carl F., assignor to Ogle Construction Company,
Chicago, III. Hoist mechanism. No. 1.231,234 ; June
26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1082

Blevlns, Allen I.. (See Blevins, Kllgore. and Blevlns.)
Blevlus, AInnzo. rt al. (See Blevlns, Kllgore. and Ble-

vlns, assignors.)
Blevlns, .Moneo. C. F. Kllgore, and A. L. Blevlns, Coe-

burn, assignors of one fourth to said Alonzo Blevlns,
one-fourth to said Kllgore. one fourth to M. L. Johnson,
and one fourth to J. J. Bodv. Dante. Va. Mine-door.
No 1.228.643 ; June .'.

; v 2.39 ; p. 91.
Bllnck, Jean R. V.. assignor of one-half to W. (i. Broreln,

Tampa, Fla. Insect trap. No. 1,229.021; June 5; v.

239; p. 217.
Block, Abraham, San Francisco, Cal. Paper-feeding mech

anlsm. No. 1.230,456; June 19; v. 239: p. 782
Block. Louis, Brooklyn, a.sslgnor to M. Frankl. New York.

N. Y. IMslnfectlng and advertising device for tele
phones and the like. No. 1.228.394; June 5; v. 239;
p. 7.

Blount, Irving. Brooklyn. N. Y. Tank. No. 1,230.988

;

June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 999.
Bluege, Adam. Chicago. 111. Hooping or strapping at-

tachment for box-naliing machines. No. 1.230.989 ;

June. 26 ; v. 289 ; p. 999.
Blunier. Caspar. Philadelphia, Pa. Roll-locating device.

No. 1.231.479; June 26; v. 289; p. 1163.
Boch, Louise H., Chicago, 111. Window-shade. No.

1.230.269 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : d. 721.

Bodinson. Lars W.. assignor to The American Well Worka,
Aurora. 111. I>eep well pump. No. 1.2;Mi.5d4 : J.ine 19;
v. 239 : p. 815.

Bodkin. John A., New York. N. Y. Derailing drvlce. .No.

1.228,740 : June 5 ; v. 289 : p. 125.
Bodv. Joseph J., et al. (.St>e Blevins. Kllgore. and

Bierins, assignors.)
Boehm. Rudolph A., ^signdr to B. 8. Putts, Erie, Pa.
Combination electric switch. No. 1,228,741; June 5;
V. 239 ; p. 126.

Bwsiger. Ilenrv L., Sonierville. N. J. Belt-guard. No.
1.228.875: June 5; v. 239: p 171.

Bohan. William J.. St. Paul. Minn. Freight car. No.
1.228.742; June 5; v. 239; p. 120.

Bohinker. John C.. Bradlev. assignor to Sears, Roebui^
and Company, Chicago, 111. Plow. No. 1.2S0.R46:
June 26 ; v, 289 • p. 961.

Bold. Leopold S.. La Farge, Wis. Traction-wheel. No.
1.229.404 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 397.

Bolens, Harry W., Port Washington, Wis. Chalr-lron.
No. 1.229.214; June 12; v. 239; p. 332.

Bolger.' Thomas P., Gloucester. Mass. Flower-lntx. No.
1,229,022; June 6; v. 239; p. 218.

B<di. Peter W.. Wllklnsbiirg, Pa. Feed-bag. No. 1,229.673;
.Mine 12; v. 239; p. 455.

Bolton. Alexander. (See l>ay. Edgar K., assignor.)
Bolton. Andrew C, Brooklyn. N. Y. Filing-cabinet for

disk records. No. 1.231.326; June 26; v. 239; p. 1112.
Bolton, (ieorge W.. Nashville, Tenn. Automatic safety

gage cock. No. 1.228.876: June 6; v. 239; p. 172.
Bolus, Clenn H.. assignor to The Ohio Brass Company.

Mansfield. Ohio. Trollev wire hanger for catenary sys-

tems. No. 1,229.705 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 498.
Bone. David R., Oglesby. Tex. Furnace. No. 1.229.706;
June 12 ; v. 239; p. 498.

Bone. William A., J. W. Wilson. Leeds, and C. D. Mc-
Court. assignors to Radiant Heating Limited. Ixindon.
England. Steam generation. No. 1,230,990; June 26;
T. 239 ° p. 999.

Bonte, (Jeorge W., New Y'ork, N. Y. Figure wheeled toy.
No. 1.230.847: June 26: v. 239; p. 951.

Boock. Wllhelm F.. Pipestone, Minn. Convertible seat and
bed structure for vehicles. No. 1.229,871; June 12;
— 239 * D 654

Borllon Company, The. (See" Noneman, Ira W., as-
signor.)

Bordwell. Edward L., Marysvllle, Cal. Nut-lock. No.
1.229,872; June 12; v. 239; p. 664.

Borener. Albert J.. Chicago, 111. Blast pipe connection.
No. 1.230.657 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 849.

Bosch Magneto Company. (See Heins. Otto, assignor.)
Bosch, Firm of Roliert. (See Kratz. Franz, assignor.)
Bosenl)urv. Joseph M.. Peoria. 111., assignor of one-half

to C. (). Birnev, Mount Healthy, Ohio. Autorafttlcally-
operate<l circuit-breaker. No. 1,228,395: June 6; v.

239 ; p. 7.

Bosweil, Fletcher O.. assignor to F. O. B. Manufacturing
Coinpanv, Philadelphia. Pa. Vehicle suspension and
shock alisorlKT. No. 1.228,644 ; June 5 ; v 239 ; p. 91.

Bosweil. George G. F.. assignor to Universal Coin Lock
Companv, Indianapolis, Ind. Coin-controlled lock.

No. 1.230.062 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 612.
Both. Tonjes A. C, Stratfonl, Conn., assignor to Zee-

Socket and Mfg. Company. Boston, Mass. Electric-

light socket. No. 1.2.30.K4S; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 952.
Bottome. Turner D., Indianapolis, Ind. Carbureting air.

No. 1,230.101 : June 19 : v 239 ; p. 664.
Bottum, Alfred W., Englewood. N. J. Reading box for

punched cards. No. 1,^.30,102 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 664.
Boucher, Pierre J., Chelsea, I.K)ndon. England. Machine

for sealing receptacles. No. 1,230.849; June 26; t.

2.39 ; p. 952.
Boui^ry. Pierre. Weavervllle, Cal. Protective device for

water-channels. No. 1.230,4.57 ; June 10 ; v. 239 ; p. 782.

Bou^ry. Pierre. Weavervllle. Cal. Controller for noziles.
No. 1.280.4.58 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 783.

Bournonvllle. Eugene M.. Jersev City. N. J. Internal-
combustion engine. No. 1.229,574 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ;

p. 455.
Bousfleld. John H. A., assignor to E. and T. Fairbanks and
Companv. St. Johnsbury, Vt. Scale construction. No.
1,229.215; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 332.

Bousfleld. John H. A., assignor to K. and T. Falrtianks
and Companv. St. Johnsbury. Vt. Test-weight car. No.
1.2.30,850; June 26; v. 239; p. 952.

Bousfleld. John H. A., assignor to K. and T, Fairbanks
and Companv, St. Johnsbnrv. Vt. Automatic scale.

No. 1.280.851"; June 28; v 239; p. 953.
Bovee, Ransom Y.. Bloomington, assignor of one-half to

J. B. Farquhar, Chlrat'o. III. (iarroent-hanger. No.
1.229,707 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 : p. 498.

Bowdlteh. Charles H.. assignor to H. B. Auchy. Erden-
heim. Pa. Portable horse hanger and coupling for car-

ousels. No. 1.230.103 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 665.
Bowdlteh. Charles H.. assignor to H, B. Aucby. Erden-

heiin. Pa. Comlce-lock for carousels. No, 1,2.30,104:
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p «65.

Bower, Keith A.. Shelburne. Nova Scotia. Canada. Tire-
bolder. No. 1.231.480: June 26: v. 2.39: p. 1163.

Bowers, fieorge W., Mannlngton. W. Va. Multiple mold.
No. 1,229,873; June 12; v. 239; p. 564.

Bowers. Lionel F.. assignor to Columbia Manufacturing
Companv, Columbia. Pa. Hanger.- No. 1.229,575; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 466.
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Bowie, Augustus J.. Jr., San Francisco, Cal. Electric
switch. No. 1,230,372 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 754.

Bowling. James H.. Russellvllle, Ky. Churn. No.
1.231.119: June 26: v. 239; p. 1045.

Bowsher, Rutherford H.. Adelphl. Ohio. Artificial tooth.
No. 1.230.852; June 26; v. 239 ; d. 953.

iBowsher. Rutherford H., Adelphl, Ohio. Artificial tooth.
No. 1.230.853 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 953.

Boyd, Wyatt. Canton, Ohio. InternaI-(-oint)u»«tlon en-
gine. No. 1,229,216; June 12; v. 239; p. 232.

Bovf. James 11., Chicnito. 111. Curtain-hanger. No.
1.229.874: June 12: v. 239: p. 554.

Boyer. WllUrd E. (See Denney, William J., assignor.)
Bovlp. Willis J.. Sr., Los Angeles. Cal. ConUlner. No.

1,280.459 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 783.
Boynton, George W., Boston, Mass. Foot-rest for auto-

mobile-accelerators. No. 1,229,023; June 5; v. 239;
p. 218.

Boyton. John C, and O. H. Nlckerson. Cleveland, Ohio.
Outlet-box. No. 1,229.576: June 12; v. 239; p. 456.

Brace Arthur F.. Waterford. Pa. Automatic oiler. No.
1,230,658; June 19; v. 239: p. 850.

Bradley. Charles M., a.s.slgnor of one-half to J. B. Ellis,
Harvey, 111. Rotary valve for Internal-combustion
enjdnes. No. 1.229.405: June 12; v. 239; p. .^97.

Bradner, Hosea T. (See Schurr. Charles H.. assignor.)
Bradrlck. Joseph E.. West Unity. Ohio. Switch. No.

1.231,481 ; June 26: v. 239; p. 1164.
BragK, John A. (See Falstrem and Bragg.)
Brngman, Samuel, and S. Wagrelch, New York, N. Y

Receptacle for rubbish. No. 1,228,396 ; June 5 ; t.
239 ; p. 7.

Braine. Bancroft G.. assignor to The Rail Joint Company.
New York. N. Y. Insulated rail-Joint. No. 1.228,645;
June 5 : v. 239 • p. 92.

Braine, Bancroft G., assignor to The Rail Joint Company.
New York, N. Y. Plural-faced Insulating unit. No.
1,228,646 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 92.

Braly. Norman B., Butte. Mont. Canvas-hose coupling.
No. 1.228..S97: June 5; v. 239; p. 8.

Brand. Morrle. assignor of one-half to O. P. Brown, San
Francisco. Cal. Wall-bed. No. 1.230,105 ; June 19

;

T. 239 ; p. 665.
Brandt. Raymond V.. Germanla. Iowa. Dental instru-

ment. No. 1.229.024; June 5; v. 239: p. 218.
Brannan. William, Newark. N J. Undergarment. No.

1.231.482: June 26: v. 239; p. 1164.
Branyan, John S., and A. M. Rung, Harrlsburg. Pa. Fish-

ing reel. No. 1,230.270 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 721.
Brasseur. Ernest J., assignor to A. B. Dick Company.

Chicago. III. Attachment for T-squares. No. 1,231. 12();
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1046.

Brauchler. Charles A.. Canton. Ohio. Apparatus for fe«Hl-
Ing pulverized fuel. No. 1,231.327; June 20; v 239:
p. 1113.

Braun. Lawrence, et al. (See Edmonds. Roland, as-
signor.)

Bravl. (iluseppe. AUentown. assignor of one-half to S. T.
Alleva. Norrlstown. Pa. Sprlngless or floating sus-
pension for vehltles. No. 1.2^9.708; June 12; v
239 : p 498.

Brazeau. J. Henry. (See Sundeen, Erlck O.. assignor.)
Bredehoft. Edward F., St. Louis. Mo., assignor to Geo. D

Barnard & Company. File-box. No. 1.228.743 ; June
5: v. 239 : p. 126.

Breed. George P.. Ruby. Wis., assignor of one half to W. D.
Persons. Walnut, Cal. Transmission-gearing. No.
1.230.659 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 8r>o.

Breen. John T.. Huron. S. D. Spring - wheel No
1.228.744: June 5; v. 239; p. 126.

Brehm, Ray A.. Palmyra. Pa. Ice-creeper. No. 1,229,406 ;

June 12 : v. 239: p. 397.
Brennan. Hugh. (See McCool. Joseph M., assignor.)
Brennecke. Herman J., Chicago, III. Ooggle-hlnge. No.

1.230,555: June 19: V. 239: p. 816.
Brenzlnger. Julius, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Can heading ma-

chine. No. 1.230,556; June 19: v. 239; p. 81»!
Breuer, Erich F. J.. Decatur. III. Hose-coupling. No.

1.230,854; June 26; v. 239; p. 953.
Brewst.'r. Percy D.. East Orange, N. J. Color clnema-

tonranhy. No. 1.228.877: June 5; v. 239; p. 172.
Brlce. James L.. Aberdeen, Wash. Shaving brush. No.

1.230.660 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 850.
Brldfireport Brass Company. (T<ee Webster. William R..

a-^sii^nor.

)

Bridges, .\lonzo J., Bedford. Iowa. Grain-tester. No.
1.230.855; June 26; v. 239: p. 953.

Brlggs. Alice U.. Union City. Pa. Redprocatlng-saw ma-
chine. No. 1.230.991 : June 26; v. 239: p. lOOO.

Brlggs. John M.. Martins Ferry. Ohio. Traln-roallng de-
vice. No. 1,229.875: June 12; v. 2.19; p. 554.

Brlggs. William C. assignor to Unlte<l Cigarette Ma-
chine Co., Lynchburg. Va. Continuous rod cigarette-
machine. No. 1.228.825: June 5: v. 239; p. 52

Brigham. Melzar W.. East Cleveland. Ohio. Lamp-sap-
port. No. 1.230.992 : June 26 ; . 239 ; p. 1000.

Brln( kerhoff. Frank M., Englewood. N. J., assignor to
James L. Howard k Company. Hartford. Conn. Lock
mechanl.<m for sliding doors. No. 1.229.709 ; June 12 •

V. 239 : p. 490.
Brlnckerhoff. Francis M.. Englewood. assignor to L. B.

Stlllwell, Lakewood. N. J., and H. S. Putnam. .New
York. N. Y. Railway-car construction. No. 1.231 235 •

Jane 26; y. 280; p. 1088.

Brlnckerhoff, Francis M., Englewood. and L. B. Stlllwell.
Lakewood. N. J., assignorB to said Stlllwell and H. 8.
Putnam, Now York. N. Y. Rallwav-car construction.
No. 1.231.230: June 26; v. 239; p. l083.

Brlnton. William F.. Wishlngton. Iowa. Means for exca-
vating and transporting material in grading. No.
1.231.121; June 26; v. 239; p. 1046.

Brisker. Samuel. (See Arbess and Brisker.)
Bristol Company. The. (See Johnson. Manfred, as-

signor.)
Bristol Company. The. (See Mertolmeyer. (ilsl»ert. as-

signor.)
British Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

The. (See Mansforth. Holberrv. assignor.)
British Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company.

The. (See .*N<nnes, .Arthur E. L.. assignor.)
Britt. Charles. Algona. Iowa. Automatic transmission-

controlling mechanism. No. 1,230.856; June 26; t.
239 ; p. 964.

Brltt. Edmund C. Seattle. Wash. Railway-car. No.
1.231.122: June 26; v. 239; p. 1046.

Brlxlus. Frank E.. assignor to Manitowoc Electric Im-
plement Co.. Manitowoc. Wis. Electromagnetic vibra-
tor. No. 1.230.857: June 36; v. 239; p. 954.

Broadfleld Poultry Farm. (See Warren, John B., as-
signor. )

Broadmever. Albert, assignor to W. O. Hickok Mfg. Co.,
Harrlsburg. Pa. Valve changing device. No. 1,231.488 ;

June 20; v. 239; p. 1164.
Brock. Mcrcu-i I., Wayne. Pa. Wheel hub. No. 1,228.898 ;

June 5 : V. 239 : p. 8.
Brockett. Bluford W. (See Benjamin and Brockett.)
Bro<kle. James. Forest Hill. I>ondon, England. .Magazine

arc-lamp. No. 1.229,876; June 12; v. 239; p. 555.
Brocklebank, Arthur P.. Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company. Centrifugal pumping appara-
tus. No. 1.231,484: June 26; v. 239: p. 1164.

Brocksmlth. Adolph R.. St. Louis, Mo. Radius ro<l sup
port. No. 1.230.106 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 666.

Brokaw. William G.. Paris. France. Apparatus for in-
flating life-preserving belts. No. 1.230.858: June 26;
V. 2.39 ; p. 954

Bronner. Fre<ler'.ck H.. assignor to The Irwln-Ho<lsoD
Company. Portland. Oreg. I.abellng an article. No.
1,229.877: June 12: v. 239: p. 555.

Brooks, Benjamin T., and D. F. Smith, assignors to Gulf
Refining Company, Pittsburgh. I*a. Proiluctlon of
chlorlnate<l hydrocarbons. No. 1.231.123; June 26;
v. 239 : p. 104H.

Brophy. Michael M.. Margate. England. Antlrolling de-
vice for mofor and other vehicles. No. 1.229.577 : June
12: V. 239 ; p. 456.

Brorein. William G. (See Bllnck. Jean R. V., assignor.)
Broslus. F^lgar E.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Holstlng-hucket. No.

1.228.526; June 6; v. 239: p. 62.
Brothers. Grover C. (See Burns and Beach, assignors.)
Brougham. Arthur R.. West Hampstead. Ix>ndon. Eng-

land. Internal - coml>ustion eni^ne. No. 1.229,217 ;

June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 333.
Broulllette, Alfred I... Campl>ell. Nebr. Revolving lace-

cabinet. No. 1.228.878: June 5: v. 239; p. 172.
Brown, Aleck. (See Belton. John I)., assignor.)
Brown. .Alfred (i.. Ix)s .Angeles. Cal., assignor to Union

Fibre Company, Winona. Minn. Insnlatlng-floor. No.
1.229.407; June 12: v. 239; p. 398.

Brown. Carl E.. Columbus. Ohio. Oil-burner. No.
1.228.399; June 5; v. 239; p. 8.

Brown. Carlton W.. Groton. Conn. Machine for afBxlng
and printing tags. No. 1.230,107; June 19; v. 239;
p. 6f0.

Brown. Chester W. and W. A.. Mass. Mich. Rotary engine.
No. 1.231.328; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1113

Brown. David, I.,awrence. Mass. I/oom - shuttle. No.
1.229.578; June 12: v. 239: p. 456

Brown, Harold P.. Montclalr, N. J. Method of and means
for preventing the dlstintegratlon of concrete structures.
No. 1.230.373: June 19: v. 2.19; p. 7.'>4.

Brown. Harry M.. Mendocino, Cal. Pipe. No. 1.231.485;
June 26: v. 239 ; p. 1165.

Brown, Henry L.. assignor to Brown Spln-Wrlght Com-
pany. .New York. .N. Y. Spindle and power transmit-
ting mechanism therefor. No. 1.229.025; June 5;
V. 239 ; p. 219.

Brown, Horace P.. and C. L. Johnston. Oakland, Cal.
Mechanism for interleaving sheets. No. 1,228.4(X)

;

June 5 • v. 239 : p. 9.

Brown. Isaac L.. Marshalltown, Iowa. Car door lock. No.
1.231.486: June 26: v. 2.'59 : p. llf..^.

Brown, James H.. assignor to J. Amann. Chicago, III.

Corn-hanger. No. 1.231..•444 : June 2« : v. 239: p. 11S3.
Brown. John I.. Westfleld. Mass. Slow-fee<l manger.

No. 1.229.026; June 5: v. 239; p. 219.
Brown. John J.. Newark. N. J. Condensing apparatus.

No. 1.230.557 : June 19 : v. 2.39 : p. 816.
Brown. Michael B.. Cleveland. Ohio. Self-closing faucet.

No. 1.220.579: June 12: v. 239: p. 450.
Brown. Munro S., Goldfleld. Nev. Gearing. No. 1,230.661 ;

June 19 : V. 239 : p. S.'.O.

Brown. Oroson P. (See Brand. Morrle. assignor.)
Brown Spin Wright Company. (See Brown. Henry L..

assignor.)
Brown. Theo<lore. Streatham. I/ondon. assignor to 8. C.

Harper. London. England. Puzzle. No. 1.229.080

:

June 12: V. 239; p. 457.
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Brown. Thomas E., New York. N. Y.. and C. T. Westlln,

Arlington. N. J., assignors to Cotton Machinery Com-
pany New York. N. Y. Machine for use In gathering

botton. No. 1.230.374 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 754.

Brown Walter, assignor to Webster Electric Company.
Rjirine Wis. Priming device for Internal-combustion
engines. No. 1,231.124; June 26: v. 239: p l(i4(i.

Brown. William A. (See Brown. Chester W. and W. A.)

Brute, Albert W.. Bloomfleld. Iowa. Rotary explosive-

engine. No. 1.228,401: June 5: v. 239; p. 9.

Brudslg, Charles, Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada, assignor

to J. L. Penner. Minneapolis. Minn. Broom. No.

1.229.027; June 6: v. 239: p. 219.

Brueegeman Louis W.. Milwaukee. Wis. Sectional por
tl*re No. 1.230.271 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 722.

Bruner. Ansalem W. (f^e Kimble. Fred, assignor.)

Bruner. Louis N.. Zftrlch. Switzerland. Apparatus for

use In the manufacture of glass bottles and the like.

No. 1.229.028: June 6: v. 239; p. 219.

Brush. Alanson I'.. Detroit. Mich. lAibrlcatlng system for

Infernal combustion engines. No. 1.230.46.0; June 10;
V 2.30 : p. 78.3.

Brush. Alanson P.. Detroit. Mich. Lubricating system for,

Internal combustion engines. No. 1,230,461 ; June 19 ;

V. 239 : p 784. „ , . ^ ,
Brvant Carrol \., Llverniore. Me. Extension-foot for

stepia.iderv No. 1.229.218: June 12: v 239 ; p. 3.33.

Bryant Electric Company. The. (See Anderson, Carl K.,

assignor.) _ _
Bryant Electric Company. The. (See Thomas. George B.,

assignor.) _ „ . . n, ^ , -.r

Buchanan. Cyrus B.. and C. C. Johnson. Richmond. Va.
Headwav-recorder. No. 1.229.878: June 12; v. 239;

p. 555. , . V

Buchhcdz. Ix)uis O. (See Carter, Ray L.. assignor.

>

Buckelew. .\lbert H.. New York, assignor of one-fourtb to

V C <;ilpln and one-fourth to J. E. McAuliffe. Brooklyn.

N. Y. pfl.ctrlc light socket. No. 1.230.662; June 19;
V. 239; p. 861. ,.,..,«„»

Buckeye Jack Manufacturing Company. The. (See Bates,

Edmund C, assignor.)
Bu( keye Products Company, The. (-See Marfleld. Dwlght

S., assignor.) _.
Bucklus, Albert O.. Jr.. Chicago. 111., assignor to The

.National Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland. Ohio.

Making Journal-boxes. No. 1.229.219 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : I

Buckius.' .Ml>ert O., Jr.. Chicago. III., assignor to The I

National Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland, Ohio.

.loumal I.OX. No. 1.229,220; June 12; v. 239: p. 334.
j

Bucklus Albert O.. Jr.. Chicago. 111., assignor fo The
,

National Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland. Ohio,
j

Wear plate for Journal-boxes. No. 1.2.30.8.'i» : June 26:
|

v. 239 : p. 0.'>5. „ ., . 1

Buckwalter Tracv V.. Altoona. Pa. Spee<l-governor.
I

No. 1.228.402: June 5; v. 2.39; p. 10. !

Bueb. Julius. Dessau. <;ermanv. Manufacture of gas.

No. 1.228.879; June 5: v. 236: p. 172.
, , I

Buehner. William F. A.. Newark. N. J., assignor to L.
,

Welscopf. New York. N. Y. Engine-cylinder. No.

1228.880: June 5: v. 239: p. 173.

Buerk. Hans, and A. W. Hanpel. Buffalo. N. Y.. assignors
}

to The Columbus Die. Tool & Machine Company. Colum- ,

bus. Ohio. (Jrlndlng machine. No. 1.230.462; June
j

19 : V. 239 : p. 784.
Buerk Hans, and A. W. Happel. Buffalo. N. Y.. assignors

to The Columbus Die. Tool & Machine Company. Colum-
bus Ohio. Grinding machine. No. 1.230.993 : June 26 :

V 230 : p. 1001.

BufTat. William E.. Knoxvllle. Tenn. Friction gearing.

No 1.229.879; June 12: v. 239: p. 550.

Bugeie Hudson H.. St. Louis. Mo. Bed and crib cou-

pling device. No. 1.229.221 : June 12: v. 2.39; p. 334.

Buker J E. rt al. (See .\bbott. Alfred S.. asslcnor.)

Bull Edward E.. Whitwell. Tenn. Crossover-dump. No.

1 229.222 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 335.

Bullock Samuel A., assignor to The Baldwin Locomotive
Work's. Philadelphia. Pa. Single truck spring stabilizer.

No. 1.231.487 ; June 20 ; v. 2.30 : p. 1165
Bullock Tractor Company. (See Houghton. Orley C, as-

signor.)
^

, ^

Bullock Tractor Co. (See Stark. William O.. assignor.)

Bullum Steve. Tulsa. Okln. Comblnatlon-clamp. No.

1.221M08: June 12: v. 2.39: p 308
Bunker. Carey E.. Oregon. Mo. .\utomatlc head-lamp con-

trol. No. 1.230,663; June 19; v. 239: p. 861.

Bunnell. Morton G.. assignor to G. C. Mastln. deceased.

Chicago, and E. W. Stoes. Rockford. 111. : M. C. Put-

nam, executrix .Spark-plug. No. 1.229.409: June 12:
v. 2.39 : p 398.

Bnrbage. William P.. Philadelphia. Pa. Closure for col-

lapsible tubes. No. 1.229.020: June 5: v. 239: p. 220.

Burdeft. (George E.. Lubec, Me. Rake - cleaner. No.

1.230,664 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 862.
Burger. John P. (See Lelllch and Burger.)
Burger. Leopold F.. Belolt. Wis., assignor to International

Harvester Corporation. (Jas-producer. No. 1,280.668;

June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 816.

Burke. John F.. Philadelphia, Pa. Coaster-diving appa
ratus. No. 1,230.559; June 19; v. 289; p. 817.

Burke. Lawrence, Jr. (See Batchelder, (ieorge O., as-

Burkhardt. (iustave, Chicago. 111. Combined 'aelvajy
and switch lock. No. 1.230.108; June 19; v. 289;

p. 667.

Burks. Jay P.. and C. M. Yonng, "elena. Ark. Paper-

feeding device for type-writing machines. No. l,2ZVAiov ,

June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 556.
, . ^, _

Burks, Paul I.. Louisville. Ky. Winding and rewinding
mechanism for note-sheets. No. 1.228.52 1: June 5;

BuVlln, Cha^rles T., assignor to The Whitln Machine Works.
Whltlnsvllle. Mass. Flier. No. 1,230,272; June 10;

V 239 p 722.
Burnett, Ralph W., Westwood, Cal. Automatic lock-nut.

No. 1,228,881; June 5; v. 239; p. 173.

Burnhiim, George A.. Saugus, assfgnor to S. B- ^o°2i *

Jr Brookllne. -Mass. Time-limit relay. No. 1.230,063

,

June 12: v. 239: p. 613. ^, , . .

Burns. Alfred, assignor to West Bovlston Manufacturing
Company, l':asthampton. Mass. Cloth-roll clutch. No.

1.2:!0.or9: June 12: v. 239: p. 610.

Burns. Howard E.. assignor to C. F. Massey Coinpany.

Chicago, III. Pipe-Joint. No. 1,230.375; June 19; .
239 ; p. 765. . .

Burns. John, assignor to The Simmons Manufacturing
Company. Kenosha. Wis. Metal Joint. No. 1.230.376 ;

June 19; v. 239; p. 766.
Burns. John (J., Pulaski. Tenn. M«Mllcate<l egg. NO.

1.220.KS1 : June 12; v. 230: p. 5.''><"..

Burns. John W.. and W. Beach; said Burns assignor of

one-half of his right to G. C. Brothers. Los Angeles, Cal.

Railway-crossing. No. 1,230,377; June 19; v. 289;

p. 756.
Burns. Robert. (See Schnuck and Burns.)

Burns. William D.. Bangor. Me. Needle-threader. No.
1.230,378 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 766.

Burns. William <;. (See Schnuck and Burns )

Burpee Frank W.. South Belllngham, Wash. Can-seaming

machine. No. 1.230,273 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 723.

Burr. William K.. Cresco. Iowa. Wagon - box. No.
1.229.223 ; rune 12 : V. 239 : p. 335. „ „ ,

Burroughs Addlng'Machlne Company. (See Horton, Al-

len A. assignor.) „ , w.
Burroughs Adding Machine Company. (See Paslnskl.

Walter J., assignor.)
, ^ „ „ :. *.

Burton, Alexander M., Pittsburgh, Pa. Fender. No.

1.230.463; June 19; v. 239; p. 78Jt
Busch Sulzer Bros.-Dlesel Engine Company. (See

Schluepfer, Robert, assignor.)
Butcher. KInier E.. Interlftkeii. N. J., assignor to Mar-

coni Wireless Telegraph Company of America. Oscil-

lation rec«'lvlng apparatus. No. 1.228.647: June 6;
V 239 p 9'*

Butiher. WiillHm T.. Upper l^ke, Cal. Mower-knife sharp-

ener. No. 1.228,403: June 5: v. 239: p. 10.

Butler Robert. Boston. Mass. Means for attaching a re-

. slllenf cushion to a rigid base. No. 1.229.581 ; June 12 ;

Butterly. William. Liverpool. England. Hernia-support.

No. 1.230,665; June 19; v. 289; P- 852.

Butterworth. Frank W.. Danville, III. Making bricks.

No 1.229.582: June 12: v. 239: p. 457.

Buvaios. Mike. (See Glmpel. Albert, assignor.)

Byron, Charles L.. Wlnnetka. 111. Vehicle. No. 1.230.109 ;

Bvron*^ Cha'rlVs L.. Wlnnetka. 111. Vehicle. No. 1,230,110;

June 19; V. 239; p. 667. „ „ ^ x,

C. B. Cottrell & Sons Company. (See Barber. Howard
M.. assignor.) „ ^ „ . v

C D Potter Co.. The. (See Potter. Robert P., assignor.)

C! F. Massey Company. (See Barns, Howard B., as-

CRdbv.^Phlllp H. (See Bangs. Ralph C. assignor^

Caddell. Charles J., assignor of one half to J. P. Wiggins.

Maxton, N. C Plow. No. 1.231.237 : June 20 : v. 239 :

p. ii»8:{.

Cahusac, Clarence N.. Jersey City. N. J., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Duplex Ix)ck Company Inc New
York N Y. Lock for automobiles. No. 1.23l.li5;

June'26: V. 239: p. 1047. ^ .. , ,

Cake Horace M.. Washington. D. C. Means for propul-

sion. No. 1.229.583: June 12; v. 230; p. 457.

Caldwell. Frank. Cincinnati. Ohio. Apparatus for fcMlng
powdered or pulverized fuel. No. 1.231.488: June ^« ;

V. 2.30 : p. 1160.
Caldwell .fohn A.. Vancouver British Columbia. Canada.

Means' for describing circular and elliptic arcs. No.

1 2.30.904 : June 26 : v. 230 ; p lOOl
Caldwell. Samuel. Oakland. Cal. Subaqueous gold-Mvlng

apparatus. No. 1.230,274 ; June 19 ; v. 289 ; p. 723.

Calfcwav. Oscar, and G. R. Helsley. Wellsburg. \\ . Va.

Film camera. No. 1.229.882; June 12; v. 239; p. 557.

Calloway. William I.. Atlanta. Ga. Grlndlng-machlne.
No. 1,230,111 ; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 668.

Camel Companv. (See Comee, Joseph P., assignor.)

Cameron. Joseph P., Atlantic, Iowa. Disk-harrow shield.

No. 1.230.464 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 786.
. , ..

Camp, Lee <;., Santa Clara, Cuba. Centrifugal clarlfler.

No. 1,230,660; June 19; v. 289; p. 817.
Campbell. Charles E.. Lynn. Mass. Spark-gap. No.

1.2:^1.480 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1166.

Catnpl)ell. Harrv K.. New York. N. Y. Munnlon for fire-

proof window-sashes. No. 1.229.710; June 12; v. 239:
p. 499.

Campbell. James L.. Barrvton, Mich. Circuit-completing
plug for lamp sockets. No. 1,280.826 ; June 19 ; v. 289 ;

p. 904.
Campbell. John R.. Austin, Tex. Aeroplane. No.

1.229.410 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 899.
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Canipbell. Milton D., utlpior to The Perkins CampbellfompanyCincinnati. Ohio. Power transmission l>elt.
No. 1.228.528 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 53

Campbell. Neil L., Salem, N. f. Flat-hlock linoleum
prlnf Ins; machine. No. 1.228.629 ; June 5 i v. 2S9 ; p. 53

1 ainpbell. William S.. assignor to The Miller Rubber Com
No. 1.231.494)

en
pany, Akron. Ohio. DIsplay-sUnd.
June 2«; v. 239: p. 1166.

Cancelograph Company. (See Mark. Luther L.. aKsUnor.)
Cantrell. Edwin B. (See Miller and Cantrell.)
Canl. Williani H.. and J. J. Cushman, Los Angeles. Cal

starter for internal-combuKtiou engines. No. 1.230 064 •

June 12: V. 239; p. 613.
Garden. David A.. Houston, Tex. Cleanlnf? device for

wells. No. 1,230,666 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 852.
Carey, Daniel (;.. Elmlra. N. Y. Vaginal support. No.

1.230.112; June 19; v. 239; p. 668.

^'ro"o'!.*vJil°**f° P- "»^">klyn. N. Y. Lawn mower. No.
1,230.080 : June 12 : v. 23n

; p. 621.
CarUier«. Carl (;.. Omaha, Nel>r. 'irading machine No

1,228..'S30: June 5; v. 239; p. 54.
8 » "»

•

i^o.

Carley. I>>onaril R.. a.sslgnor of one-half to J. A. Stewart
Detroit. Mich. Button feeding mechanism. No'
1.230.860; June 26; v. 239; p. 9.V..

Carlin. Samuel E.. Chicago, 111., a.<»sicnor. by mesne as
slgnments. to Underwood Computing Machine CompanyNew York. N. Y. Attachment for calcnlating-machlnes.
No 1.228.404 ; June 5 ; t. 239 ; p 10.

Carlisle. Frederick. Montlcello. N. Y. Differential mecha-
nism. No. 1.229.883; June 12: v. 239; p. 557

Carlson. Arthur W.. assignor to Grip Nut Company. Chi
(•ago. 111. Nut-tapping machine. No. 1.230.118; Jane
19 : V. 239 ; p. 669.

Carlson. John A., Seattle, Wash. Band-saw. No. 1 280 276 :

June 19; v. 239; p. 728.
Carnahan. Orlando B.. .Monuntaibfla. assignor to Window

(Jlass Machine Company, PlttsburiL'h. Pa. Scraper for
glass flattening stones. No. 1,229.711 ; June 12 ; t 239
p. 499.

Cams, Emuiit E.. Salem. Ohio. Pen-extractor No
1.2.11,127 : June 20 ; v. 239 ; p. 1047.

Carpenter, Charles A., Columbus Junction. Iowa. Vehicle-
brake. No. 1.229,411; June 12; v. 239: p 399

Cnrp.-nter. Henry A., and A. W. Warner. Sewlckley. as-
signors to Uiter-Conley .Manufacturing Company. Pitts-
burgh, Pa. Telescoping chute structure. No. 1.229 224 •

June 12; V. 239; p. 336.
Carpenter. Henry A., and A. W. Warner, Sewicklev. as

signors to Uiter-Conley .Manufa<turing Company, "Pltts
bnruh. Pa Control mechanism for charging and dls-
chargin ' — "^"^ * ""

p. 33(5.

chargini; machines. No. 1.229.225; June
^De and
12; V. 239

Carpenter, Walter S., Jr., assignor to B. I. du Pont deNemours Powder Company, WllmlnBton, Del. Starter
for prime movers. No. 1,229.584 ; June 12 ; v 239 •

p. 457.
Carpenter. Paul. (See Scott and Carpenter )

Carr. Oma. New York, N. Y. Manufacturing of leather
No. 1,230,687 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 852.

Carra, John. (See Comerma, John, assignor.)
Carrls, Le Roy B Clay county, Iowa K.-Mlllcnt wheel.

No. 1,229,412; June 12; v. 239; p. 399.
Carroll. Fred M.. assignor to The .National Cash Register
Company. Dayton. Ohio. Cashiers registering machine
No. 1.2.-i0.861 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 9.'ir..

"'aco'ie.

Carroll. Thomas, and J. P. Frank, assignors to The Na-
tional Cash Register rompanv. Davton. Ohio Cash-
register. No. 1.230.862 : Juu.- io ; v."2:{» p ».-i6

Carter. Frank W. (See Connor, Maurice N., aaalgnor.)
Carter. Jonas, assignor to •'jirter l.oni: •Mngn.'to Company

Waukegan. 111. Cenerator for int.rmitti-nt .•Icrtric
currents. No. 1.231.126 ; June 26 ; v. •S.'.'.i p 1047

Carter-I^ng Magneto Company. (See Carter. Jonas as
slgnor.)

Carter. Ray L., assignor of one-half to L. O. Buchholr.
Syracuse N. Y. Gage.- No. 1.231.238; June 26: v!
^oH , p. lUoo,

Cartler. Cyrllle. Woonsocket. R. I. Clamp for too roll
covers. No. 1.228,745; June 5; v. 239; p 127

Cartwrlght, Chapin A., Chicago. 111. Chemlcai-f ling
device for water-softeners. No. 1.231.128- June •>6-
v. 2.39 : p. 1048.

'

Cary. Francis M.. Ottumwa, Iowa, assignor, by mesne as
8l«nments. to Deere & Company, Moline. III. Horse
hay-rake. No. 1.280.863 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 956

^fyo-Jlf^iy ,^- <^a>'land. Cal. Dish attachment. No.
1.229.226 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 336

^P^-^,"^??,*" " • ^'^niphis. Tenn. Rotary brush. No.
1.231.491 : June 26; v. 2;{n : p. 1167

Cary. Spencer C. Brooklyn, N. Y. Electric welding. No.
1.230.114; June 19; V. 239; p. 669.

Case. Willis W.. Jr. (See Muckle. Theodore W.. aa-
algnor.)

Cash. Gentry, assignor to Standard Oil Companv Whltlnt'
Ind. Stuffing-box. No. 1.230.065: June 12; v. 239-
p. 614. '

Casmire. Fred B.. Chanute, Kans. Removing paint and
varnish. No. 1,230.668; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 853

Cassady. llyssfs <}.. assignor to Primollt.- Co. Indian-
apolis. Ind. Dlmmlng-lens for beadliichts No
1.23O.670 : June 19 ; . 239 : p. 868.

"^'*""«"" '*°

Ca.ssady. Ulysses C... and L. W. George, assignors to Prim-
ollte Co.. Indianapolis. Ind. Dimming hendllght-lens
No. 1.2.'J0.669 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 853

Cainel. t.unuar L.. Ktoikholiu. ah*ii}iuor to A. Leffler
pjursholm. Sweden. Tractlon-whe.l. No. 1 229 712

'

June 12; v. 239; p. 600.
.-'^•.li-.

Caughey. Edward G.. Sewickley. Pa. Band anchor for
tank-cars. No. 1.229,884; June 12; v. 239; p 557.

CaTanach. James. Boston. Mass., assignor to United Shoe
Machinery Company. Paterson. N. J. Manufacturing
shoes. No. 1.229.227 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 3.36.

Cavanagh. James. Boston. Maas.. assignor to United ShoeMachinery Company. Paterson. N. J. Shoe No
1.229.5S5: June 12: v. 2.S9 ; p. 468.

'

Cavanagh. Ji>s<'ph A. (S<-<- Barstcw and Cavanagh )

( avanauk'h. James J.. Otnaha. Nebr. Curtain hang.-r No
1.22N.531

; June 5: v. 2.«> ; p. .•)4.
* • ^

o.

Cawthon. Hugh R. (See Eversole. Cawthon. and Owen )
Ce<ll. R4ibert E.. Sewlckley. asslcnor to Alr-Tlght Steel

7",°.!l *»^™Pi*">- I'lttRburgh, Pa. Sprayer noiszle. No.
1.229.O30; June 5: v. 239; p. 220.

Ce. ka. Franz. Chemnitz, assignor to Schubert k Salzer
Maschlnenfabrik Aktiengesellschaft. Chemnitz, Ger-
many. Knitted iiiHMls and raaklns the same. No
1.22S.64^

: June r, ; v. 239 : p. !«2.
Celluloid I'ompany, The. (Se,. Lindsay. William G.. as

slgnor.

)

Central Railway Signal Companv. (See Dotcher. Prank
assignor.)

Chaddock. <;eorKe A., Broad Green. Liverpool. England
-Mechanical airborne ship. .No. 1.229.718; June 12;
v. ^o^ ', p. 5i)0.

Chadelold Chemical Company. (.*iee Ellis. Carleton as-
signor. )

Chadwirk. Richard D., Philadelphia. Pa. Combined dis-
charge and vacuum valve. No. 1.229.866; June 12;

Chain Belt Company. (See Levalley and Shafer, as-
signors. )

Champion Ignition Company. (See Schmidt, Albert, as-
algnor.)

Chandler. Daniel L.. Ayer. assignor to Htchburg Bobbin
Cleaning Machine Co.. Fltchburg. Mass. Bobbin tender
No. 1.229 228; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 337.

Chandler. WUlUrd R^ Sumter. S. C. Railway-brake. No
1.229.229; June 12; V. 239; p. .337.

Chapman iKiuble Ball Bearing Company of Canada, The
(See Mci'allum. William J., assignor.)

Chapman. William H.. Portland. Me. Process and ap
piratus for rectifying alternating currents of electrkltv.
No. 1.228.405: June 5: v. 239; p. 11.

Chappelle. Charles C. New York. N. Y. Hand strap. No.
1.229.230: June 12; v. 239; p. 337.

Chnpsal. Francois J.. Paris, and A. L. E. Salllot, La
Garenne - Colombes, France. Pneumatic brake No
1.2.30.277; June 19; v. 239; p. 724.

Charles. Walter T.. Chicago. III. Fire extinguisher. No
1.228,746; June 5; v. 239; p. 127.

ChMru, Gustave B. (See Montbarbon and Ch*dru.)
Cheney. Forest, assignor, by mesne assignments, to Cheney

T-»lklng Machine Companv. Chicago. III. Cushion-
support for pivot-Jolnta. No. 1.228.406; June 6; t

^
239: p. 11

Cheney. Forest, assignor, bv mesne assignments, to Cheney
Talking Machine Companv. Chicago. III. Phonograpb-
repro«lucer. No. 1.231..329 : June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1113.

Cheney Talking Machine Company. (See Chcnev. Forest,
assljmor.)

Cherry. Edward E.. assignor of one-half to M. Movshovitx,
Trenton. N, J. Metal-distlllatlon furnace. No.
1.231,239 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1084.

Cherrv, Louis B.. Kansas Cltv, Mo. Synthetic production
of hydrocarbon compounds. No. 1,229,886; June 12:
V. 239 ; p. 658.

Chesnutt. John L.. Kansas City, Mo. Tmck. No.
1.2.30.278: June 19: v. 239; p. 724.

Chester, John, Saltalre. England. Producing colors on
textile and other materials. No. 1,231.492 ; June 26 :

V. 239 ; p. 1167.
Chevallier. Charles. I..ondon. England. Device for repeat-

ing on the engine the signals given on the line. No.
1.2.30.(571 : June 19: v. 239; p. 858.

Chevers. Aurion V.. East Providence, R. I. Musical In-
strument or vocal flute. .No. 1.228.532 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ;

p. 54
Chew, William A., Atlantic aty. N. J. Lamp locking

base. No 1,229,231 : June 12; v. 239; p. 388.
Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company. (See Vocel

Eugene W.. assignor.)
'

Chlge. Isidor. New York. .N. Y. Dental broach. No.
1.230.561 : June 19; v, 239: p 818

Chllcott. Richard. Portland. Oreg. Ship conatmctlon
No. 1.229.413; June 12; v. 239; p. 400.

Chllders. Herl>ert W. Great Bend, Kans. Hay-stacker
: v. 239 ; p. 221.
. -N. J. Suppon

1.228.649: June 5; v 239; p. 93.
Chrlstensen. Niels A.. Milwaukee. Wis. Compresaed-alr

starter for Internal-combustion engines. No 1 230 562 •

June 19: v. 239; p. 818
.•~* ,

Christian. James n.. Detroit, Mich., assignor to Perfection
Tire A Rubl,er Co. Tire. No. 1.228 650 : June 6T
2.39 : p. 93.

Christian. Robert W . Manchester. N. C. Mixer and pul-
verizer. .No. 1.230.672: June 19: v. 239: p 854

Christman. Henry. (.See Ammon. John, asalgnor )
Christopher. Hollls. et al. (See Newsom. Joseph N as-

signor.)
*^ '

No. 1.229.031 : June 5
Childs. Elmer E.. Lyons. .N. J. Supporting device. No.
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Chrtstoplieriiun. William G.. Detroit. Mich., aaalgnor to
Morgan & Wright. .Manufacture of vulcanlxMi plastic
articles. No. 1.229.176; June 5: v 239; p. 2«».

Chryst. William A. (See Kettering and Chryst.)
Chi vst. William A., assignor to The National Cash Register
Company. Davton, Ohio. Cash-register. No. 1,230.864 :

June 26 : v 239 ; p. 956.
Church, All>ert B. (See Hunter and Church.)
Church, Harold D., assignor to Packard Motor Car Com-

pany, Detroit, Mich. Motor-vehicle. No. 1,228,533;
June 5 : V. 239 : p. 55.

Churchill, Charles L., et al. (See Phillips, Newton E..

assignor. >

Cihak, Alois. (See Aurich aud Cihak.)
Cincinnati Can Company. Tbiv (See Miller. John C, aa-

siguor.)
Clail>orne, Alexander, I'aims. Cal. Blvet-stlcker. No.

1.2.30.563; June 19: v. 2.39; p. S19.
Clanton, William A., and R. K. Cox, Wood, Va. Wire-

stretcher. No. 1.231.49.3: June 26; v. 239: p. 1167.
Clarlnda Ijiwn Mower Company. (See Dinkel. Andrew

J., assluoor.

)

Clark. Charles, and J. Manning. San Francisco, Cal.
Freight car. No. 1,229.714 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 600.

Clark, Franklin I)., National Home, Wis. Drinking foun
Uln attachment. No. 1,229,715; June 12; t. 239; p.

600.
Clark, George 11., Cambridge, aaalgnor to Crosby Steam

Gage & Valve Company, Boston, Mass. Safety-valve.
No. 1,231,330: June 20: v. 239: p. 1114.

Clark. Mul'ert D.. Columbus, Ohio. (Jrave-vauit. No.
1.230.115: June 19: v. 239; p. »»69.

Clark. James M . 3d. nrliljreport. <'onn. Floating spindle-

bearing. No. 1,229.414 ; June 12 ; t. 239 ; p. 400.
Clark, Mason E.. Seattle. Wash. Work-holder. No.

1.231. .^33 : June 26: v. 239 : p 1179.
Clark. Melville. Chicago. 111., assignor to Melville Clark

Piano Company. .\lr-motor-governing device. No.
1.229.586: June 12: v. 239: p. 458.

Clark. Melville, assignor to Melville Clark Piano Com-
pany. Chicago, 111. Air-motor. No. 1,230.995; June

,, Mass. Reinforced
No. 1.231.240; June

Cover for fruit.

957.
Changeable algn.

No. 1.23<J,117;

assignor, by

pany, Chlcag
26; v. 239; p. 1001

Clark. Oberlln 8.. North Weymouth
concrete imlldinc construction.
26 ; V. 2S9 ; p. 1084.

Clark, Ravmond P.. Rocheater, N. Y.
.No. 1.2.30,865: June 26; v. 239; p.

Clark. Warren L.. New York. N. Y.
No. 1.229,716; June 12: v. 289; p. 501.

Clarke. Eitward W., „ Wilmington. I><d. Apparatus for
molding link chains. .No. 1,228,534; June 5; v. 239;
p. 55.

Clas, Angelo R., Sheboygan Falls, Wis. Multlple-cylln
d.r gas-engine. No. 1.230.116; June 19; v. 289; p.

670.
Clas. .\ngelo R.. assignor to Falls Machine Company.

Shebovgan Falls, Wis. Glue-Jointer adjustment No.

1.230.379: June 19: v. 2.39; p. 756.
Claude, (ieorges, Boulogne-sur-Seine, France. Neon-tube,

No. 1,231,494: June 20: v. 23Q ; p. 1167.
Clausen, Henry P., .Mount Vernon. N. Y.. assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Western Electric Compa^i^-, In
corporate<l. Telephone-«'Xchange system.
June 19 : V. 239; p. 670.

Clausen. Henry P.. Mount Vernon, N. Y
mesne assignments, to Western Electric Companv. In-
corporate<l. Telephone-exchange system. No. 1,230.664 ;

June 19 : V. 2.39 ; p. 819.
Clausen. Henry P.. Mount Vernon. N. Y.. assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Western Electric Companv. In
• orporated. Telephone-exchange system. No. 1.230.565 ;

June 19: V. 239; p. 820
Clausen. Henry P., "Mount Vernon. N. Y.. assignor, by

me«ine a^•slgTlments. to Western Electric Companv. In
corporaled. Telephone-exch:inge system. No. 1.2.30,566;
June 19; v. 289 : p. 820

Claussen. H. N. (See Neumann, John, as.signor.)
Clav. Ge<ir>:e B.. Jenklntown. I'a. l>oor i>p«>ner and check.

N'o. 1.228.407 ; June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 11.

Clav, Joseph B . Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Gate attachment.
No. 1,230.866; June 26: v. 2.39; p. 957.

Cleaver, Fremont J., (^arueirle iwrough, assignor of one
half to H. W. IlodgJon. Pittsburgh, Pa. Circuit-
breaker. No. 1.228,408: June 5: v. 2.39; p. 12.

Clenver. William F.. and T. H. Martin. Montreal, Quebec,
Canada; said Cleaver assignor to said Martin. Con-
veyer. No. 1.231.495; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1167.

Clegg, James IL, Wallaaey, England. Furnace fire bridge.
No. 1,229.887 ; June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 558.

Clement, Edward E.. Washington. I>. C. assignor, by
mesne assignments, to J. R. Garfield, trustee. Cleve-
land. Ohio. Telephone system. No. 1,2.30,996; June
26 : V. 239 ; p 1002.

Clements Company, The. (See Kennedy, Joseph, aa-
slgnor.)

Cleveland Hardware Company, The. (See 'Arthur. Albert
P.. assignor. •

Cleveland. Wilbur L.. Lamar, Colo. Hay rake or stacker.
No. 1,230.066 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 614.

Clifford. Carl (J.. Manila. Philippine Islands. Removalde
spur for shoea. No. 1.230.118; June 19; v. 239; p.

670.
Cllse. James W.. Seattle. Wnsh. Recording apparatus.

No. 1.2:ut.997: June 26; v. 239; p. lOO.S.

Cloagfa. Henry W.. South Pasadena. Cal. Cord and rope
holder. No. 1.228,535; June 5; v. 289; p. 65.

Cluir. (ioorge F.. Ir.. Sacramento, C»\. Chair. No.
1.231,129; June 26; t. 239; p. 1048.

Clouston, Alva C., Dewev, Okla. Adjustable slinde and
curtain fixture. No. 1,231,496; June 26; v. -239:

p. 1168.
Clvde Iron Works. (See MctJiffert, John R., assignor.)

Coatea, Alfred M., Middle Brighton, Melbourne, Victoria,

Australia. Electric time switch. No. 1.229.232; June
12; v. 239: p. 338.

Cobb. G<'orge W. (See Wegner, Fred, assignor.)
<«>bb. Henry Z.. Winchester, Mass.. assignor to Revere

Rubber Companv. Hose and making the same. No
1,230,867; June" 26 ; v. 239; p. 057.

Coble. Harvev E.. Benton Harbor. Ml<h. Vehicle-spring.
No. 1.230.673; June 19: v. 2.39: p. 854.

Cockerliam. .Samuel, Cleveland, Ohio. Hanger for wall-

radiators. No. 1,230,119: June 19; v. 239; p. 671.
Cocks. Edgar. (See Henderson and Cocks.)
Coffee Products Company. The. (See Ewlhg. William J..

assignor.)
Coffelt. Alfred, Friday Harbor, Wash. Cylinder-cleaner

for gas-engines. No. 1.22K.747 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 127.

Coffey, Charles J., Chicago, 111. Tooth - brush. No.
1.2.30.279: .lune 19; v. 239; p. 724.

Cohan. Charles. (See Herschede and Cohan.)
Cohen. Ephle, Joplln. Mo. Ore-separator. No. 1,230,674;

June 19; v. 239; p. 855.
Cohen. Ira. (See Flnkel and Cohen.)
Colbourn, Ernest J.. Shelbina, Mo. Restraining device.

No. 1.229,717; Jnne 12; v. 239: p. 501.
Colbv, Ernest S.. Portland, Oreg. Buckle. No. 1,231.130;
June 26: v. 2.W ; p. 1048

Collivson. Hardes M.. and A. S. Dworsky. Minneapolis,
Minn Machine for cleaning motion-picture films. No.
1.2.30.120: June 19: v. 239; p. 671.

Cole Charles J.. Springfield, 111. Animal-boldlng device.

No. 1,229,888: June 12; v. 239; p. 558.
Cole. Edward S., New York, N. Y. Apparatus for measur-

ing the flow of a liquid stream. No. 1,229,718; June
12: V. 239; p. 501.

Cole, George A., New York, N. Y. Signaling apparatua.
No. 1,231.331: June 26; v. 239; p. 1114.

Cole. Harrv E.. Akron. Ohio. Folding box. No. 1.2.30.676 ;

June 19"; v. 239; p. 855. ^^
Coleman, John P., Edgewood borough, as-slgnor to The

Union Switch & Signal Company, Swlssvale, Pa. Rall-

way-trafllc-contnfl apparatus. No. 1,2.30,868; June 26:
V. 239 : p. 957.

Colgan. James W.. rt al. (See Scott. Jacob R., asaltrnor.)

Collar, Dru<illa. Floren'-e, Colo. Fircless cooker or

roaster. No. 1.229,032: June 5: v. 239; p. 221.

Colllngs, William A., Kansas City, Mo. Safety-blade
knife. No. 1,228.409; June 5; v. 239; p. 12.

CoilinH. Frederick H.. San Francisco, and M. L. I'eliett,

Berkeley, Cal. Incinerator. No. 1,230.380; June 19;
V 239 : p. 756.

Collins, Herbert G. (See Page and Collins.)

Collins, JulluB M.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Ash-slfter. No.
1.229.033 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 221.

Collins, I./ee A., Iy)ulsvllle. Ky. Burglar-alarm. No.
1.229.034 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 222.

Collins, Lucius J.. Minneapolis, Minn. Automobile sled-

runner. No. 1.229,889: June 12; v. 2.39: p. 559.

ColUa, Henry J., Taunton, Maas. Ankle support and pro-

tector. N'o. 1.2.31,:^32; June 26; v. 230; p. 1114.

Colman, Howard D., assignor to Barber Colman Com-
pany, Rockford, 111. Creel. No. 1,228.410; June 6;
v. 2.39 ; p. 12.

Colaon. Rol>ert J., St. Ijonin. Mo. Wrench. No. 1,231,131 :

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1049.
Coltman, Alfre<i. (See Donlsthorpe and Coltman.)
Columbia Manufacturing Company. (See Bowers, Lionel

F., assignor.) _
Columlius Die Tool & Machine Company, The. (See

Buerk and Happel, assignors.)
Colwell, Allen J., Providence: R. I., assignor to Colwell

Cigar Machine Companv, Incorporated. Machine for

making cigars. No. 1,^31,132; June 26; v. 239; p.

1049.
Colwell Cigar Machine Company. (See Colwell, Allen J.,

assignor.)
Combined Heat and Sprinkler Company. (See Hammond,

Will>erforce B.. assignor.)
Combustion Economy Corporation. (See Grindle, Au-

brey J., assignor.)
Comee. Joseph F., a.sslgnor to Camel Company, Chicago,

III. Car door. No. 1,230,667; June 19; v. 238; p.

821.
Comer, Guv W.. assignor to Auto-Slgnal Co., Chicago, 111.

Electrical signaling device. No. 1,229,035; Jqne 5;
v. 239; p. 222.

Comer, John J., asf-lgnor to Automatic Enunclator Com-
panv, Chicago, 111. Sound-reproducer. No. 1,280,676

;

June 19 ; v. 239; p. 855.
Comerma, John, assignor, bv mesne assignments, to J.

Carra, New York. N. Y. Sound-absorbing material and
making same. No. 1.230.381 : June 19; v. 239; p. 757.

Comfort, Edward W. (See Thompson and Comfort.)
Commercial Camera Company. (See Greene, John 8., aa

slgnor.)
Commercial Colortype Company. (See Waggoner, Frank

H.. assignor.)



Commercial Research Company, The. (See Humphries,
Chad H., assignor.)

Comstock. Harry, MlnevUle, N. Y. Prlmer-retalner for
(lyn.imlte-cartrldges. No. 1.230.121; June 19; v. 239;
p. 671.

Condlt, Sears G^ Jr. (See Burnham, (Jeorge A., asaignor.)
Conjoint Jewelry Corporation, Inc. (See Grafsteln. Josef,

assignor.)
Conklln. A. B., et al. (See Munroo, William H., as-

signor.)
Conklln Ten Manufacturing Company, The. (See Mooney,

Frank H., assignor.)
Conn. C. O. (See Manning, George A., assignor.)
Connan, Charles A., Portland, Oreg. Carpet-picking ma-

chine. No. 1,229,41.'5 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 400.
Connell, James J., l>etrolt, Mich. Billiard cue tip. No.

1.230.122; June 19; v. 239; p. 672.
Connelly, .\lma G., Cleveland, Ohio. Device for remov-

ing stones or .se«'d3 from fruits or vegetables. No.
1.230.123; June 19; v. 239; p. 672.

Conner, George W. and R., Mount Pleasant. Iowa. Clutch.
No. 1.228.411 ; June 5 ; v. 239

; p. 13.
Conner, John L.. Washington, I). C. Measuring Instru

ment. No. 1.229.233: June 12; v. 239. p. 338.
Conner. May, <;arden Grove. Iowa. Hay handling device.

No. 1.229,0.S6 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 222.
Conner, Ray. (See Conner. George W. and R.)
Connor. Maurice N., assignor to F. W. Carter. Buffalo,

N. Y. Stuffing-box structure for pumps and the like.
No. 1,230.124 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 672.

Conord, Kugene L.. Elizabeth, N. J. Speed changing de-
vice for automobiles. No. 1,230,125; June 19: v. 239:
p. 672.

Conover. Claude A.. Newburgh, N. Y. G^arment-pro-
tector. No. 1.229.890 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 559.

Conrad. Frank. Swissvale. Pa., assignor to Westlnghouae
Electric and Manufacturing Company. Cut-out. No
1.229.719: June 12; v. 239* p. 502.

Consolidated Car Heating Company. (See McElroy,
James F., assignor.)

Continental Oin Company. (See Merkel, Arthur W., as-
signor.)

Coogle, John D., a.ssignor of one half to J. B. Cooksey,
Corslcana. Tex. Sash control. No. 1,229,234 ; June
12 ; V. 239 : p. 338.

Cook. Harvey 8., Worthlngton, Ind. Hypodermic syrince
No. 1,231,497; June 26; v. 239; p. fl68.

Cook Muffler Co. (See Jones and Upton, assignors.)
Cook. Parker. Washington, D. C. and W. E. Wine. Toledo

Ohio. Tank siphon. No. 1.229,720 ; June 12 ; v. 239
p. 502.

Cook, William N., New York, N. Y., assignor to E. B
i oXE^c'^o^' T ^°*^v

Eyeglasses and spectacles. No.
1,228,882; June 5; v. 239; p. 173.

*^°? «^X^ £^,*'''^*' •^•- Hongkong, China. Firearm. No.
1.229,721 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 502

Cooksey, James B. (See Coogle. John D.. assignor.)
Coolldge. William D.. Schenectady, N. Y., assignor to Gen-

tJ""' ,^J^^^lf^ Company. Making incandescent lamps.No 1,230.H60; June 26; v. 230; p. Or.S.

^°?.P,^r;
Alexander J., et al., executors. (See Barratt.

William T., assignor.)
Cooper. Annie, et al., execjtors. (See Barratt. William

T., assignor. >

Cooper Hewitt Electric Company. (See Hewitt, Peter C
assignor.)

Cooper, Hugh S.. assignor to The Electro Metals Pro<luct8
Company, Cleveland. Ohio. Metal allov. No. 1 229 037 •

Tune 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 223.
Cooper, Thomas. Kings Lynn. England. Explosive bomb

No. 1.228.748 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 128.
Corcoran, Edward B., assignor, by mesne assignments, to
The Corcoran-Vlctor Companv, Cincinnati. Ohio Re-
tlector-iamp. No. 1.228.749 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 128

Corcoran-Vlctor Company, The. (See Corcoran, Edward
B.. assignor.)

Corley. Jacob L.. Alma. Mo. Wire-reel. No. 1.230,677:
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 866.

.-o".o«
,

Cornelius, Benjamin F., Norman, Okla. Railway-tie. No
1,228,883; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 173.

Cornelius. Clyde, Pittsburgh, Pa. Gas-pressure regulat-
ing and mixing valve. No. 1,229,038 ; June 6 ; v. 239

;

p. 223.
Ccrrall, Herbert, Parkview, Helensburgh, Scotland, as-

signor to The Singer Manufacturing Pompany. Feed-
ing mechanism for sewing-machines. No. 1.231.133;
June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1049.

Cot^, Edmond. (See Plante, Elzear, assignor.)
Cott, Charles M.. Columbus. Ohio. Loose-leaf binder.

No. 1.229.891 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 569.
Cotton Machinery Company. (See Brown and Westlln,

assignors.)
Couch, Albert B.. assignor to B. Couch. Perry, Tex.

Oraiu-hulllng machine. No. 1,231,534; June 26: v.
239 : p. 1179.

Couch. Beryl. (See Couch. Albert B., assignor.)
Coughlin. Edward W.. New Dorp, N. Y.. assignor to

Interlocking Rail Joint Corporation. Rail-Joint No.
1.231.3:i3 : June 26; v. 239; p. 1115.

Courtaulds Limited. (See Llnfoot. Maurice, assignor.)
Courtland. William A.. Brooklyn. N. Y.. assignor to Ameri-

can Pin Company. Waterbury, Conn, siafety-pln ma-
chine. No. 1.228.6.')1 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 93.

Courtland, William A.. Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to Amer-
ican inn Company, Waterburv, Conn. Article-feeding
means. No. 1,230,870; June 26; v. 239; p. 958.

Cowan, Forrest L., Beaver, Pa. Rack. No. 1,230.678;
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 856.

Cowan, Henry W.. Iludson Falls, N. Y. Lamp attach-
ment for automobiles. No. 1.230,382 ; June 19 ; t. 239 ;

p. 757.
Cowley. Ray C. Venice. Utah. Cultivator-beam. No.

1.231.241; June 26; v. 239; p. 1084.
Cox, George W.. Jr., Kensington. Md. Sorting-machine.

No. 1.231.334; June 26; v. 239; p. 1115.
Cox, Robert K. (See Clanton and (;ox.)
Cox, William J.. Monmouth, 111. Culvert. No. 1.2.30.3^3:

June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 757.
Coy. Albert E.. Chicago. III., assignor to The Magniphone
Company. Sound-transmitting apparatus. No. 1.230,28»>

:

June 19; V. 239; p. 726.
Coy. .Albert E.. Chicago. III., assignor to The Magniphone
Company. Sound transmitting apparatus. No. 1.230.28 1 ;

June 19 ; v. 239; p. 726.
Craddock. Arthur R.. Chrlstchurch. New Zealand. System

of railway control. No. 1.229.235; June 12; v. 239;
p. 339.

Craig. Carl F., and W. Freeman, Pottsboro, Tex. Spring
tire. No. 1.231.49S: June 2rt ; v. 239; p. 116m.

Craig. Edward M.. Charleston. W. Va. Window screen.
No. 1.228.536 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 56.

Cramer, B. D. (See Hodo. Wesley A. J., assignor.)
Cramer, George H.. assignor to Herachell-Splllman Com

pany. North Tonawanda, N. Y. Seat-actuating mech-
anism for carousels. No. 1.230.998; June 26; t. 239;
p. 1003.

Craftdai. Stone & Co. (See Wiiians. Daniel M.. assignor.)
Crandall. Emery P.. Washineton. D. C. Permutation

rrunk-lock. No. 1.23ii.li'«: .Tune 19: v. 231t
; p. »17.{.

Crane. Leslie F.. Lansing, Mich, .\utomatlc tlrepamp.
No. 1,229,039; June 5; v. 239; p. 223.

Crary Brokerage Company. (See Barni-tt, Stewart R..
assignor.)

Crawford. A. T.. et al. (See Rowan. William P., as-
signor.)

Crawford. Finis B.. Atlanta. Mo. Silo-seal. No. 1.229.040 :

June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 223.
Crawford. Henry D.. St. Louis. Mo., assignor to R. E.

Funsten Dried Fruit & Nut Companv. Nut cracking
machine. No. 1,230.679; June 19: v. 239; p. 856.

Creamery Package Manufacturing Company. (See Va-
lerius. Theodore L.. assignor.)

Creamery i'ackage Manufacturing Company. (See Valeria^
and Larsen. assignors.)

Creighton. Elmer E. F.. Schenectady. N. Y., anignor to
Gent-ral Eh- trie Company. Protection of transmis-
sion systems. No. 1.230,680; June 19; v. 239; p. 857.

Creighton. Elmer E. F.. Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to
General Electric Company. I'rotection of transmis-
sion systems. No. 1.230,681; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 867.

Creso, Peter C, Spanaway, Wash. Bed. No. 1,229.722 ;

June 12; v. 239 : p. 503.
Crist. John H., Oakmont, Pa. Bracket-supporting con-

struction. No. 1,230,999 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1003.
Crist, John H., and J. C. Schllken. IMttsburgh. Pa. Ad-

justable bracket. No. 1.231.000; June 26; v. 239; p.
1004.

Crittenden. Frank C. Chicago. 111. Gathering and Jog-
ging table. No. 1,228,760 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 128.

Crofts. Vernon C, et al. « See Edmonds, Roland, aa-
sli;iior.)

Cronipton, Frank E., Brooklyn, assignor to Signature Com-
pany, New York, N. Y. .Mechanism for manipulating
che.ks in plural writing machines. No. 1,230,871 ;

J tin.' 2t; , V. 239 ; p. 958 ;

Crompton. Frank E.. Brooklyn, assignor to Signature Com-
pany, New York. .\. Y. Multiplex - writing machine.
No. 1,230,872 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 959.

Cronln. John J. (See Klenk and Cronln.)
Crook. Delbert H.. San Pedro. Cal. Grade-Indicator for

vehicles. No. 1.229.041 • June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 224.
Crosby .steaui <;age & Valve Company. (See Clark,

iM'orge 11.. assignor.)
Cross, Neal. assignor of one half to F. S. Gates. Ard-

more, Okla. Insect-exterminator. No. 1.229.236; June
12 ; V. 239 : p. 339.

Crossley. Elijah R.. Chicago, 111. Head-clamp and eyelid-
holder for surgical operations on the eye. No.
1,230,873 ; June 2H ; v. 239 ; p. 959.

Crossley, Joseph. Trenton, N. J. Continuous mlxlng-mlU.
No. 1.231.499: June 26; v. 239; p. 1168.

Crosweller, Walter W.. Crumpsall, Manchester. England.
Instrument for recording percentage volunies of constitu-
ent gases. .No. 1.229.587 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 458.

Crouse-HInds Company. (See Parker, John E.. assignor.)
Crowe, Thomas .7.. Dallas, Tex. Spring- wheel. No.

1.229.892: June 12: v. 239: p. 560.
Crowell. Charles W.. Blscoe, N. C. Spark-arrester. No

1.229.588; June 12; v. 239; p. 469.
Growell. John E.. Union county. N. C. Automatic ad-

vanclng-gear. No. 1.229.893 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. .'.eo
Crowley. John T.. Beacon Falls. Conn., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to The Beacon Fails Rubber Shoe Com-
pany. Side pocket pac. No. 1.228.884; June 5; t.
2.39 ; p. 174.

Crown Optl<-al Company. (See Mlhalyi, Joseph, as-
signor.)

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF PATENTEES.

Crump. Frank H., Los Angeles, Cal. Holder for loose-
leaf binders. No. 1.229.894 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 660.

Csvercsko. George. (See Karolle and Csvercsko.)
Cuesta. Francisco Q.. Ilabana. Cuba. Non-reflllable bottle.

No. 1.229.895; June 12; v. 239: p. 561.
Culp, Alpha B., W^akarusa. Ind. Hay-mowing apparatus.

No. 1.230.127 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 673.
Currier, Charles H.. Newark, N. J. Drying apparatus.

No. 1,230,282 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 725.
Curtis, Cvrus A., Benton Harbor, Mich. Driving mecha

nism. No. 1,230,682 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 857.
Curtis, Homer P., I>enver. Colo., assignor to Auto Power

Generator & Appliance Co. Power-transmission appa-
ratus. No. 1,229,416: June 12; v. 239; p. 401.

Cushing, James II., South Weymouth. Mass., assignor to
Unltefl Shoe Machinery Companv, Paterson. N. J.
Stitch-separating machine. No. 1,229,237; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 340.

Cushman. Joseph J. (See Card and Cushman.)
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., The. (See Packard, Horace N..

assignor.)
Cutler. Ilenrv H.. Milwaukee. Wis. <;a8-englne. No.

1.231.500; June 26; v. 239; p. 1169.
Czeczel. Emll. Chicago. III. Mouse-trap. No. 1.231,501;

June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1169.
D. M. Sechler Implement & Carriage Coii\pany. (See

Englund, Ernst E., assignor.)
D. M. Sechler Implement & Carriage Co. (See Garst,

Stephen H.. assignor.)
D'AquIn, Richard J., French Settlement, La. System of

Irrigation. No. 1,229.898 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 562.
D'Artoys. Gustave C. and O. D. Lolzon. Ozoir la Per-

rlfere, France. Pedal for cycles and like vehicles. No.
1.2.30.129 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 674.

Daft. Leo. Rutherford. N. J., assignor to Electro-Chemical
Rubber and Manufacturing Ompany. Coupling. No.
1,229.417; June 12; v. 239; p. 401.

DaKger. J:i<o'.». (See Shilling. Kdward C. assignor.)
Dahlgren. Frank G., assignor of one-half to C. il. Reuter.

Mobile, Ala. Valve-stem hood for internal-combustion
engines. No. 1.230.689 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 860.

Dake. Edward. Medford, Wis. Printing machine. No.
1.229.896 ; June 12 ; v. 239- p. 561

Dale, John H., New York. N. Y.. assignor to Dale Lighting
Fixture Co.. Inc. Electric Incandescent lamp. No.
1.231.3.35: June 26; v. 239; p. 1115.

Dale Lighting Fixture Co. (See Dale, John H., assignor.)
Dalton, Hubert, New York. N. Y. Counter-shaft. No.

1.2.30,128 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 673.
Dalton, William, Schenectady, N. Y. Locomotive driving

connection. No. 1.228.751 ; June 6; v. 239; p. 128.
Daly, John A., New Rochelle, N. Y. Device for cleaning

teeth. No. 1,230.683 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 868.
Damarln. William J., assignor of one half to E. H. Rivas,
New Orleans. I.*. Extensible sign holder. No.
1.229.897 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. .^61.

Dammann. Henry W . rt al. (See Sandbo, Anton I., as-
signor.)

Dammann. William, ft al. (See Sandbo, Anton I., as-
signor.)

Dance, William H., assignor to The Dyar Supply Com-
pany, Cambridge, Mass. Drier for sand, gravel, &c.
No. 1.2.30,684 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 868.

Dando. Joseph i\. Philadelphia. Pa., assignor to The
Dando printing and Publishing Company. Filing-cabi-
net. No. 1.231.134; June 26; v. 239; p. 1050.

Dando Printing and Publishing Company, The. (See
Dando. Joseph <""., assignor.)

Daniel. Jasper N.. Ennis. Tex., assignor of one-half to
<;. and C. W. Orvlg. Cotton-chopper. No. 1.231,502;
June 26: V. 2.39: p. 1169.

Daniels, James O.. Kansas City, Kans. Dry hot bath sys-
tem. No. 1.231.001 : June 26: v 2.39; p. 1004.

Darling. James. Kenova. W. Va. Mold. No. 1,229.899;
June 12 : v. 239 ; p .'>62.

Darner, Ralph W., assignor to The Ohio Varnish Com-
pany. Cleveland. Ohio. Composition for preventing accu-
mulation of moisture on glass or other smooth surface.
.No. 1.228.885 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 174.

Dnughertv. Charles L.. Lvons, Kv. Mail-bag closure. No.
1.228.652 : Jtine 5 : v. 539 : p. 93.

Davenport, John R., Eldon. Mo. Rail joint. No. 1.229,900 ;

June 12 : v. 239 ; p r)63.

Davenport. Joseph P., Wheaton, III. Potato-planter. No.
1.230.466; June 19; v. 239; p. 785.

Davidson, Albert H., and W. C. McKellar. Huntington,
W. Va. Electromedical device. No. 1,230,283 ; June
19 ; V. 239 : p. T2<\.

Davidson. James ('•.. and R W. Ford. Vancouver, British
Columbia. Canada. Improvlne the quality and yield of
hvdrocarbon gas«>s. .No. 1.229,042; June 6; v. 239;
p. 224.

Davidson. Roland S.. Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada. Auto-
matic sprinkler. No. 1,228.412; June 5; v. 239; p. 13.

Davis. Charles. Cortland, Ohio. Auto-puller. No.
1.229,901 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 563.

Dnvls. C'lara S., Detroit, Ml( h. Needle and pin cushion at-
tachment for sewing machines. No. 1.231.503; June
20 : V. 239 : p. 1 1 70.

Davis, (Portland W., and V. S. Johnson, assignors to The
Mantle I.jimp Company of America, Chicago, 111. Wlck-
tube for hydrocarbon -burners. No. 1,229,043 ; June 6

;

V. 2.39 ; p. 224.
Davis. Dnvld. New York. N. Y. Combined stove and arti-

cle-support. No. 1.231,545; June 26; v. 239; p. 1188.

Davis, Francis G.. assignor to H. H. Babcock Company,
Watertown. N. Y. Vehicle-body. No. 1.229.589; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 459.

Davis. FrederlcK J. (See Krohn and Davis.)
Davis, George H., West Orange, N. J. Spoollng-machlne

for music rolls. No. 1.230.130 ; June 19 ; v. 239

;

p. 674.
Davis. Hugfi, Melvln. Mich. Collapsible box. No.

1.231,504: June 26; v. 239; p. 1170.
Davis, Joseph 8., YanceyvIUe, N. C. Loghaullng truck.

No. 1,230,131 ; June 19 ; t. 239 ; p. 674.
Davis, Ix)ring B., Reno, Nev. Alarm apparatus. No.

1,229,723 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 503.
Davis. Louis. Streator. 111. Frame for movlng-plcture

screens. No. 1.229.044 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 224.
Davis. Thomas J.. San Francisco. Cal. Can container and

server. No. 1,229.902 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 563.
Davis. William P.. Salt Lake City. Utah. Belt fastener.

No. 1,229.903 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. .')64.

Davison. Gregory C. New London. Conn., assignor to

Electric Boat Company. New York. N. Y. Reversible
Internal-combustion engine. No. 1.230,132 ; June 19 ;

V. 239 ; p. 675.
Dawans. Jules. (See Dressel, Da wans, and Ekiund.)
Dawe. George S., Plymouth, England. Rotary gas-engine.

No. 1,229,590; June 12; v. 239: p. 4.'>9.

Dawson. Charles. Tacoma. Wash. Wheat washing, rins-

ing, and drying machine. No. 1.231,002; June 26; t.

239 ; p. 1004.
Dawson, Sarah J.. Albany. Mo. Rail-anchoring device.

No. 1.229.238: June 12: v. 239: d. 340.
Da v. Edgar K.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Whltaker-Glessner Company, Wheeling, W. Va. Struc-

tural member. No. 1.229.2^9 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 340.

Dav. Edgar K.. assignor of one-half to A. Bolton. Wheel-
ing. W. Va. Body-elevating device.^ No. 1.229.240;
June 12; v. 239 ; p. 341.

Day. Robert L., Huntington. W. Va. Reinforced concrete
or plastic slab. No. 1.229.904 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 564.

Davton Engineering Laboratories Company. The. (See
Hunt. John H.. assignor.)

Dayton EuKlneerlng Laboratories Co.. The. (See Ketter-
ing. Charles F.. as«iignor.

)

Dayton Engineering I.jiboratorle8 Co., The. .(See Ketter-
ing and Chryst. assignors.)

^ „. ^
Davton Engineering Laboratories Co.. The. (See Kiefer.
James H.. assignor.)

De la Mota. Francisco E.. San Pedro de Marcorls Domini-
can Republic. Preserving eggs. No. 1.229,592; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 460.

l»e Hold. Louis, et al. (See Powers. Charles C. assignor.)

I>4' Forest. Lee. assignor to De Forest Radio Telephone
and Telegraph Company. New York. .\. Y. Metallic
aii.llon. No. 1.230.814: June 26; v. 239: p. 959.

De I'orest Radio Telephone and Telegraph Company. (.**ee

I>e Forest. I..ee. assignor.)
De Ganner. Bertrand. St. Louis. Mo. Broiler. No.

1.229,591 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 460.
De (iraw. Brown F., Sprlngfleld. Ohio. Dirigible headlight

mechanism. No. 1,229.907 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 564.
De l.onir. Ellen, Chicago, III. <}arment-supporter. No.

1.2.3(1.685; June 19; v. 2.39 ; p. 85S.
De Meeus. Etlenne. Beacon Falls. Conn., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to The Beacon Falls Rubber Shoe
Company Boston. Mass. Vulcanized rubber and pro-

ducing the same. No. 1,229,724: June 12; v. 239;
p. 50.3.

De Paul. John, and R. Dl Falco. Koppel, Pa. Nut-lock.
No. 1.229.241 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 341.

De Roode. Trimble. New York. N. Y. Mining apparatus.
No. 1.229,418 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 401.

De Splrito. James F.. Brooklvn. N. Y. Flushing device.
. No. 1.228.653 ; Juno 5 : v. 239 ; p. 94.
De Vilblss Manufacturing Co., The. (See De Vllblss,

Thomas A., assignor.) ' .

De Vllblss. Thomas A., assignor to The De Vllblss Manu-
facturing Co.. Toledo. Ohio. Booth. ?fo. 1.229,046;
June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 225. _ „.

I>e Voe. Albert H.. Westflelil. N. J., assignor to The Singer
Manufa< turinu Companv. Mechanical movement. No.
1.231.136: June 26: v. 239; p. 1*».''.0.

De Wilde. Fred P.. Shebovgan. Wis. Cuff holder. No.
1,2.30.133 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 675.

De Witt. Wilbur E.. Salt Lake City. Utah. Projecting
apparatus. No. 1.229.908 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. ."565.

De Yarnian, Charles A.. Garo. Colo. Coupling device.
No. 1.2.30.134; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 675.

De Zeng. Henrv L.. Maple Shade. N. J. Iris-diaphragm.
No. 1.230.56J5 : June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 821.

Deady. George F.. and G. H. Holland, assignors to The
Auto Safetv Light Companv, Davton. Ohio. Light for
vehicles. I^o. 1,230.080: June l2 : v. 239: p. 619.

Dean. John H.. Grand Rapids. Mich. Cigar wrapping ma-
chine. No. 1.230.067: June 12: v. 2,39: p. 614.

Dean. William W., assignor to Stromberg-Carlson Tele-
phone Manufacturing Company, Rochester. N. Y. Tele-
phone system. No. 1.228.637; June 5; v. 239; p. 56.

Dean. William W., Stamford. Conn., assignor to Splltdopf
Electrical Company. Newark. N. J. I»l8trlbuter for
Ignition systems. No. 1.229.045 ; Jane 5 ; v. 239 ; p.
225.

De<ker. Alonzo G. (See Black and Decker.)
Decker. Ellen W.. and M. A. Myers, assignors to Jalias
Kayser & Co.. New York. N. Y. Undergarment. No.
1,229.905 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 564.
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Dressei. Frederick W., New York, N. T., J. Dawani, Lynd-
burst, N. J., and O. Eklund. assignors to The Dressel
Railway Lamp Works. New York. N. Y. Long-time
l>urn»r. No. 1.230.137; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 679.

Dressel Railway I^mp Works. The. (See Dressel. Daw
aiis, and Ekliind, as.>signors.)

Drew. Herbert W., Chicago, 111. Window ventilator. No.
1.281.340 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1117.

Drewsen. VIggo, Brooklyn, N. y. Making fiber for paper,
&c. No. 1 229,422 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 403.

Dreymann. Carl. liultlmure, Md. Preparing oils and fats
for hydrogenatlon. No. 1,228,888; June 6; v. 239;
p. 176.

Drlgifs. lyouls L.. .New York. N. Y. .\uto-llmber. No.
1. 230.687 ; June 19 ; v. 2.<9 ; p. 859.

Driver-Harris Wire Company. (See Henderson, John C,
assljnior.)

Drolet, Charles, Sr.. assignor to Pels and Company, Phila-
delphia. Pa. Receptacle filling machine. No. 1,228,416 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 14.
Drue< ker, .loseph M.. Stone City, Iowa. Automatic dump-

ing and righting niechanisni for tlltable dump-cars. No.
1,228,640; June 5; v. 239; p. 57.

I»u HosQue. Francis L.. Great Neck, a.ssiguor to The J. Ed-
war«l Ogden Company, New York, N. Y. Ferry-bridge.
(Reissue.) No. 14,313; June 5; v. 239; p. 284.

Du Hrul, Ernest A., New York. N. Y. Dental appliance.
No. 1,229.696 ; June 12 ; v. 2'AQ ; p. 461.

IcPherson. Haverhfll.
No. 1,231,243; June

Du Orenier, Arthur II., and J. H.
Mass. Klade-vendlng machine.
20 ; v. 239 : p. 108.'..

Dubbs, Carbon P., Wilmette. III. Treating
and other hydrocarbons. No. 1,231.509 ; June 20 ; v.
2otf : p. 1172.

Dultlller Condenser Co. (See Dubllier. Philip, assignor.)
Dublller Condenser Co. (See Duhlller. William, assignor.)
Dubllier, Philip, New York. N. Y., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Dublller Condenser Co.. Inc. Electrical
condenser. .No. 1.229.914 : June 12 ; v. 2;{9

; p. 567.
Duhlller. William, New York, N. Y., assignor, by mesne

as.slgninents, to Dublller Condenser Co., Inc. Electrlral
...ndenser. No. 1.229.915: June 12; v. 239; p. 507.

Dudley, John II. M.. assignor to Rolfe iV MadiTock, New
York, N. Y. Theatrical appliance. No. 1.230,877; June
26 ; V. 239 : p. 900.

Duffle, John J., assignor to Vacuum Specialty Manufac-
turing rompany. .San Francisco, <'al. Vacuum cleaning
apparatus. .No. 1.2.30,827 : June 19; v. 239; p. 904.

Dufiiur. I,^n, Geneva, Switzerland. Fiictlon-coupllnp.
No. 1,231.341 : June 26: v. 239; p. 1117.

Dugan. Edward, rt al. (See .\Illson. Jesse H., assignor.)
Dulirssen tc Pfaltz. (See I'ope. Frederick R., assignor.)
Dumars, Gerald. (See Dumars. Horace and G.)
Dumars. Horace. New York. N. Y. Apparatus for iUumi

nate«l displays. No. 1.2.10.878 : June 2«; ; v. 239 ; p. 961.
Dumars, Horace, New Suffolk, and G. Dumars, New York,

N. Y. : said G. Dumars assignor to said Horace Dumars.
Illuminated display device. No. 1,230,879 ; June 20 ;

V. 239; p. 961.
Duncan, .Norman. Brvn Mawr, Pa. lyevel attachment. No.

1.229.910 : June 12 : v. 2.19 ; p. .'567.

Dunlap. William A.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Semaphore-arm.
No. 1.231.244 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1085.

Duperu. Alphonse M., Oxnard. Cal. Precipitating sugar.
No. 1.229.190; June 6; v. 239; p. 274.

Duplex Lock Company. (See Caiiusac. Clarence N.,
assignor.)

Duplex Lock Co. (See Van Derbeck and Murdock, as-
signors.)

Duplex Printing Press Company. (.See Becbman, Louis
H., assignor.)

Durand. Victor. (See Barber, Ralph, Jr., assignor.)
Durbln. Votaw S., St. Louis, Mo. Swlvel-coupUng for

pipe lines. No. 1.228. .%41 ; June 5 : v. 239 : p. 57.
Durbln, Votaw 8., St. Louis, Mo. Game apparatus. No.

1.228.542 ; June 6 ; r. 239 ; p. 58.
Durr. Herbert A.. Chicago. 111. Apparatus for steam-

heating. No. 1.229.917 ; June 12 ; v. 2.S9 ; p. 667.
Dusb.'i. Paul P., and A. Fevk. assignors to Holub-Dusha
Company, New Y'ork. N. Y. Button-cutting lathe. No.
1.230.6S8 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 869.

Dut< her. Frank. Versailles, assignor to Central Railway
Si;;nal <'onipany. Pittsburgh. Pa. Railway signal-tor-
pedo. No. 1,23(1.670 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 821.

Dworsky. .Vbraham S. (See Colbvson and Dworsky.)
Dyar Supply Company, The. (See Dance, William U., as-

signor.)
Dye, Carl D., Edmonton, Alberta. Canada. Bread-cutting

machine. .No. 1,229.918; June 12; v. 239; p. 568.
Dyer. Frank L., Montclalr, N. J. Assembly voting-ma-

chine. No. 1,230.880 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 961.
E. and T. Fairbanks and Company. (See Bousfleld, John

II. A., afsljrnor.)
E. B. Meyrowita, In^. (See Cook, William N., assignor.)
E. H. Kluge Weaving Company. (See Jordan. Cornelhis,

assignor.)
E. I. du Pont de Nemours Powder Company. (See Car-

penter. Walter S.. Jr., assignor.)
E. I Du Pont de .Nemours Powder Company. (See Jack,

Clarenre E., assignor.)
R. J. Woodlson Company. (See Green, Charles H., as-

signor.)
Eason, Richard B., Jr.. New York. N. T. Hollow composi

tlon wall construction. No. 1.228,417; June 6; t. 239;
p. 14.

Eagtman Kodak Company. (See Barnes, Frederick W..
aasignor.)

Kastniiin Kodak Company. (See Folmer, William P.. as-
signor.)

I-^astnian Kodak Company. (See Oalsman, Henrv J., as-
.slgnor.)

Eastman. Sarah N.. administratrix. (See tJoodwin, John
P.. assignor.)

Eaton, Harrison H., Beverly, Mas^., assignor to United
Shoe Machinery Company. Paterson, N. J. Grinding-
machlne. No. 1,228,418; June 5; t. 239; p. 15.

Eberle, John C, and K. Stor« li, .New iork, N. Y. Means
for forming concrete columns. .No. 1,231.342; June 26;
V. 239; p. 1117.

Ebellng, Frederick W., Hoboken, N. J., assignor to King
& Wotherspoon, Incorporated. New York, N. Y. Safety
alr-rellef valve. No, 1,229.726 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 504.

Eberhardt, Steven, Martinez, Cal. Propeller. No.
1.229.243 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 341.

Eberhart, Stella, Des Moines, Iowa. Combination domino
and chart device for seat work in numbers. No.
1,228,889 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 175.

Hbrill, (reorge, Hlackrock, and T, Kiersey. assignors to
Ebriil's Process Limited. Dublin, Ireland. Separation
of casein and albumen from creamery-sewage. No.
1.229,919 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 568.

Ebriil's Process Limited. (See Ebrlll and Kiersey. as-
signors.)

Eby, Earl E., Wilkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Westlnghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company. Welding sys-
tem. No. 1.229,728; June 12: v. 239; p. 5<»4.

Eby, Earl E.. Wilkinsburg. and S. W. Farnsworth, Pitts-
burgh. Pa., assignors to We.stinghoOse Electric and
Manufacturing Company. Welding svstem. No.
1.229.727 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 504.

Eckenrode. Ernest G.. Baltimore. Md. Drainage appli-
ance. .No. 1.229.42;?; June 12: v. 2;{9 ; p. 40.5.

Eckert, George H., Syracuse, N. Y., assignor to Humphrey
Gas Pump Company. Pressure (ontrol in pumping.
No. 1,228,419 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 15.

Fickert, George P. F., Wilkes-Barre. Pa. Tire protector.
No. 1,229,244; June 12; v. 239; p. 342.

Economic .Machinery C ouipim . • >. e Wiw^dlaud. Frank
O,, assignor.)

Economic Power and Products Company, The. (See
Marsden, Mark W.. assignor.)

Economy Devices Corporation. (See Ball, Herman F..
assignor.)

Economy Devices Corporation. (See Stafford. Hal R.,
assignor.)

Economy Furnace Company, The. (See Weber, Herman
R., assignor.)

Efouomy Fuse & Manufacturing Company. (See Huxley,
Henry M., assignor.)

Eddleman, Augustus B., et al. (See Hawley, Royal A.,
assignor.)

Eddy. William H., Superior, Wis. Fire-hose valve. No.
1.229.245 : June L2 : v. 2.19 : p. 342.

Eden, John, Attleboro. Mass. Holder. No. 1,228,420;
June 5; v. 239; p. Kj.

Edlnger, Calvin H., Fairview, W. Va. Vessel propelling
device. No. 1,229.729; June 12; v. 239; p. 505.

Edmonds. Roland, assignor of one third to L. Braun and
one third to V. C. Crofts, Vancouver, I'>rltish (ZIolumbia,
Canada. Ball-bearing caster. No. 1.231,510 ; June 26 ;

V. 239 ; p. 1172.
Edmunds, Clifford S. (See .^napp. Robert W., assignor.)
Edmunds and Jones Corporation. (See Godley, CTkarlea

E^., assignor.)
Edward Katz.lnger Company. (See Katzlnger. Edward
and S. C, assignors.*

Edward Steam Specialty Co.. The. (See Oleaon, Olaf E.,
assignor.)

Edwards. Oliver P.. assignor to The Temco Electric Motor
Company, I^elpslc, Ohio. Spring suspension for tfato-
moblles. No. 1.230.466: June 19; v. 2.S9 : p. 786.

Edwards, Thomas P., Hazel Green. Wis. Pad holder.
No. 1.229,7.'{<i

; June 12; v. 239; p. 505.
Edwards, Victor E.. assignor to Morgan Construction
Company, Worcester. Mass. Fe«Mllng mechanism for
metal-cutting shears. No. 1,228,643 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

p. 58.

Edwards, Walmac E,, Goldfleld. Nev. Tool-retainer for
drilling-machines. No. 1.229,424; June 12; v. 239;
p. 403.

Bgan, John W., Brooklyn, N. Y. Scraper. No. 1.228.890

;

June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 175.
Eggers, Anton C, Brooklyn. N. Y., assignor to The flood-

year's India Rubber Glove Manufacturing Company.
I'neumatic cushion. No. 1.2.?0,G9O : June 19; v. 2.'?9

;

p. 860.

F^ggers. Henry C, Portsmouth, N. H. Automobile direc-
tion signal. No. 1,229.246: June 12; v. 2.39; p. .343.

Ehrhardt, T. G. (See Norpoth, Theodor. assignor.)
Ehrler. Charles J.. Plttsfield. Mass. Pishing device. No.

1.230.467 ; June 19: v. 239 ; p. 786.
Ehrllch, lyeo, assignor to L. T. Hav. St. Louis, Mo. Lock.

No. 1.229.731 : June 12; v. 239: p. 506.
Elck. Otto. St. Louis. Mo. Ijibeling machine. No.

1 .2.30.138 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 676.
Elghmle. George D.. New York. N. Y. Explosive turbine-

engine. No. 1,230.1.39: Jnne 19: v. 2.39; p. 677.
Eklund. (Jaatav. (See Dressel. Dnwans. and Eklund.)
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I

^T^^' f'^Sf^ ^•' ••"* " J- WIlBon. Fort Collins, Colo

jSne 5 -"v^iaoTp^ia" '^^ »••«"«»>. No. 1.228.421;

^^r^Irt'i'i?r£*' ^' ««-^«°o'" o' one-half to J. C. Foster.

V 23911) ll?"'
^"'^°°- ^"^ 1-231.511; June 26:

EJectrlr Boat Company. (See Davison, Gregory C. a«

^^m*l},A
^^""^ Battery Company, The. (See Grant andFlanders, assignors.)

^'wiMlVn'^'"^' .^'''"''V^"**
Company. (See Uoofuagle."illlain T., assignor.)

Eleotro-Chemipal Rubber and Manufacturing Company.
(J^ee Daft, L«>o, assignor.)

Electro Metals Products Company, The. (See Cooper, Hugh
»., assignor.^ *

^'^{'trlzitfttswerk Lonza. (See Tommasl, Noblle C, aa-

Elektro-Osmose Aktlengesellschaft (Graf Schwerln Ge-
ellschaft). (See .Schwerln. Botho, assignor.)

Elfl)or«. Henry G., assignor to AJax Rail .\n.hor Company.
^ 0^-^^°' ^TQ«

Ra'l-anchor. No. 1.2.S0.468 ; June 19 ; '

V. ^..iy , p. Too,
Ellgh. Charles A„ aaaignor to Long Manufacturing Com-

pany. EJetrolt, Mich. Tool for perforating corrugated
material. .No. 1.228.655; June 5; v. 239 ; p. 96.

Elklns. Otto B,. and .M. S. Smith, assignors of one-fourth
to N. btatham, Abbeville. Ga. Dental robber dam holder Iand cutter. .No. 1.230.284 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 726 '

i^o^', ^^A^^\ ^•' „I°'^°A Ohio. Explosion -engine. No.
1.231,004 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1005.

Ellery, Robert L.. Toledo. Ohio, assignor, bj mesne aa-
Blgnments. to Pfanstlehl Company. Puppet-valve No
1.230.140 : June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p 677

Elliott. Alexander D.. Viola, assignor to O. Wenzelmann
Galesburg. III. Gate-hinge. No. 1.230.285; June 19;
V. zSV ; p. 726.

Elllott-Flsher Company. (See Footborap, Harry A., as-
signor.) '

Elllott-Flsher Company. (See Smith. John A., assignor.)
Elliott. Paul C. Lawrence. Kans. Intfrnal combustion en-

gine. .No. 1.230.286 ; June 19 ; v. 23!>
; p. 726

Elliott. Sterling, Newton. Mass. Apparatus for water-
prooflng sized sheets. .No. 1.230.068 ; June 12 ; v. 239 '.

p. 615.
Ellis. Carleton. Montcialr. N. J., asfdgnor to Chadelotd

Chemical Company. New York. N. Y. Varnish removing
composition. N'o. 1.229,247 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 343

Ellis. Charles S., Chicago. 111. Inkfng-pad for hand
„,stamp8. No. 1,229.425 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 404.
Ellis, Frank E.. R.'vere. Mass. Fabric for printers'

blankets and other purposes. No. 1.231.141; .Tune 26
V. 239 : p. 1051.

Ellis. Frank E.. Revere. Mass. Packing for printing-
presses. No. 1.2c»1.142: Junp 20: v. 239: p. 1052

Bills, George H.. St. Paul, Minn. Composite lath and
heat-lnsuTating material. No. 1,228,422; June 5- v
239 ; p. 16.

*^"x.*' i'^?5/S»y- ,S*- P*"'- ^^'°° Heat Insulating unit.
No. 1.228,763 : June 5 ; v. 239

; p. 133.
Bills. Harry E.. and J. W. Wllhelm, Palmetto. Fla Tyoe

writing machine. No. 1.228.423 ; June 5 ; v 239 • n 16
Ellis. Howard <i. (See Perrault and Ellis.)
Ellis. James B. (See Bradley. Charles M.. assignor )Elt<)n r>laf, a.ssignor to (Jilson Manufacturing Conipanv

Port Washington. Wis. Gas-engine controlling mechA-
nlsni. No. 1.230.571: Jun»> 19: v 2.50 • p ^•>•*

^To^oHrlio^*^''' ^r^^^o^iS'"^"- ^'"'*- Fly-«wafter. No.
1.228.891 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 176.

Emerlck, Frederick A.. Oswego. .N. Y. Towing crib or hull
'

No. 1.229.426 : June 12 : v 239 ; p 404 '

Emerson. Bennett, and H. C. Morris, Dallas. Tex said >

Emerson assignor to said Morris. Gas-meter-valve oro- i

tector. No. 1.228.656 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 95 '

Emerson-Brantlngham Company. (See Waterman. Lewis
E., assignor.)

Ender. Louie. Watertown. 8. D. Weather-strin No
1.229.920 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 569.

^'

Endorf. Charles, Jr. assignor to Lindstrom. Smith Com
ipany, Chicago. 111. Mounting for electric vibrators

No. 1.231.24.1 : June 26 : v. 239; p. 1086
^'""^o"-

I

Enu'lan.ler .'Spring Bod Co. iSee iMwy and Kreuzkamp '

assignors.) *^'

English, Analdo M.. Brookline. and H. W. GIbhs Boston
Mass.. assignors to J. Spaulding & Rons Co.. Rochester' i

.Iun"l9: "^239 ;°p.*'S«o"*^''^"'''
'""•*'"""• '""'o- 1.230.691 i i

Enelund, Ernst' E..'a8siEnor to D. M. Sechler Implement &Carriage Companv. Mollne. 111. Land marker for plant
ers. No. l,22S.7rt4 : June 5 : v. 239

; p. 133
Engstad, John E.. Minneapolis. Minn. PrepsHng cereal

food. No. 1.231.143 : June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p 1052
Epstein. Eli, Leominster. Mass. Cyllnder-locic \n

1,230.387: June 19; v. 2.39; p 759
'"""^'^ "*'^'' ^o-

Equitable Trust Company of New York. The. executor.
(See Karr. icreaerlc.

)

Erhard. Clarence D. (See Erhard. Samuel E. and C D )Erhar.i Samuel E. and C. D.. Trinidad. Colo. Resilient
whepl-tlre. No. 1.2.30.141 ; June 19; v. 2.39- n 678

Erlckson. Andrew C. Los Angeles, Cal. Shoe-noIlshinK
apparatus. No. 1.2.30.572: June 19: v 2.39- n 8^2

Erlckson. August C. Tecumseh. Nebr. Cabinet
" No

1.231.005 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1005.
'-""'^t- «<>

Erlckson. 8. A. (See Normann, John P.. assignor.)

^'^'.!f.^"1 ...?••*','""•'• R^^rdon, Wash. Hoof-trlmmer. No.
1.229, (.<J ; June 12 ; v. 239

; p. 506.

f^f.^*i. •^'^^I""
K.. Manchester. Mass.. aaaignor of one

n.l*'ii*°. V-
'^-.Whipple. Blnghamton. NY. Radlo-

J 176
^"'P*'<^o- >'«• 1.2^28.892; jine 6; v. 289

;

Erismann Fritz, Lucerne. Switzerland. Bracket-support
.,

"'^'^' '[•'*. '"^o- 1.229.427
; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 404

1.229.(33
; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 606.

1 "fr,\../'*',"''*' ,^'- «'hl<"ago. 111. Tweezers. No.l.J.4(»^142: June 10; v. 239; p. 678.
Espy. Carl (See Batcheior, Jamie H.. assignor.)

^Si'I^^^^b^q'S" t*^-
Sheffield. Iowa. Garment-fastener.

No. 1,228.893 ; June 6 ; v. 239
; p. 176.

sr/noV)**"
Company. (See Haskell. William E.. as-

F^tv '"^^-VniV^."" h""**":^'- J^^ ^"^7' William, assignor.)

foVsfv w.n1^*'*^?J^' ^- ^ I'y'"' •'^•'tutor. assignorto E.st> .Sprinkler Company. Laconia, N. H. Sprinkler

nIn?.^^V' oSr "'L",*-;"'''^'"* systems. No. 1.230.469 ;.luui IV, V. ^AV ; p. I Hi.

sVgiorM
'"''"'*'"*"'" ^°' ^®** Vodlcka and Yonng. a»-

^'"slgnor.^*"""
^°"P*°y- <See Gllroy. William E.. as-

Eustis Frederic A.. Milton. Mass. TreaWng ores or metal-
p*"'878!'' »*''"'"•''*• •'^" 1.2.30.143; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

^7m?' if^r?.'"'''
P'tj'bureh. Pa. Combined collar-fastenerand^ necktie-guard. jTo. 1,231.512 ; June 26 ; v 239

;

Evans. Owen B assignor to The United Gas Improvement
krf 23^'0^7*"?;l;^''^if- ^"o,o

M"ufacture"^of toTuolf>o. 1,^30.087 , June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 622

f;i'?.^1.5l"3?5.Vie 2^6;- .H\lT, ^7*3 ' '""'^^ ^-

^^.Sk.^i^riun^lJ^fS; 5' 5?9" ^"''"'°"- ^o-
Evans. Samuel. (See Nilsson. Nicholau. T.. aasignor )

' W . i'^slX'r ;° ' '"^P"^*""" ••^-' <-r«^'r, Krem
^'Ys'i&rV?"^ "• ^^ Ever«>le, Cawthon. and Owen.
Eversole. Henry N.. H. R. Cawthon. and H. I OwenFulton

: said Cawthon and said Ow^n awlgnors to wUiHenry .\. and F R. Eversole. St. Louis. M^ Mean^to
J 50«

^ *''°- l-22«.734
; June 12 ; v 289 ;

^"a'sJlgior
J ''***'" ^°°P"y- <»^ Meyer. Christopher J..

Ewcn. .Mal.olm F.. and A. L. s m.« „r,|r ri.ir«w.„ in
a.ss,;;nors to I^rsen Ice Machine Companv (Inc )

*

Wli-'
"9:'\.''"3»:p. 86^'''''"' '"'*''" N" l.i'.30.69*;JVjune

Ewlng. William B. (See KInkcsd Rohort S aa.i^n^. \
Ewing, William J Roland Pari:' mT iUlgno" " ^Tbi

the s:„rr'N:*%^/?.'2P|'^/ T^^^r P'«<l"«^t and maki;;
V n ^vV -)"• '•-.-•^.052; June 5; v. 239; p. 227.

S: iPssl^or"!* ^^ ^* <'ompany. (See Boswell. Fletcher
FalH.'r Charles Brldgewater. Mass. Luk strap sunnortfor looniv .No. 1,2.30.69.3 : June 19 : v -jaoV 861^^
Fntr Smi r«l""T^n ^f^ ^"•"''•- William J. "ass'^inor.J
p«LAIJ "u.

'
• ""J'''"

assignor of one-half to C C
.n'Jn':'-26'*^'*a ''p'^llir

•"*"'' "*'^' '"' l-23^343^-

^ ^'S^i":2j?7u'i'e;i?r23r:j-4(S°''*''"^"'^- '*»•

l71T3•,.^4^"r7un^e•2«"|";''l^^p^'ro^o -t...m-trap No.

' r*?^;/"^5P°
''• ""•>?""' to .Maschlnenfabrlk Fahr A -O

i !:2^Sy?*;Sne ;^'T^ . p
Mowlng-machln"?.^- "n^o-!

:

^-i:^3"l'^i'i^Ju^^^2^6^ v"239^TVi73-""'"'^ ^'" ^«•

K«irh-"ni,--^\i
^''^^^ Abernathy. Bovd. assignor.)

issfgnors.,
"^ * Company, (rfee HobSrt and Jahnk*.

^hursy''TIl'^'"'s^Hn.,hir'''"''' *? "v^' Fairchlld. Elm-
12 : V. 239 ;

^P^^^
* ^ ^* '"'"

* °- 12*-9''-«»
:
June

FalrchlTd. Helen O. ' (See Fairchlld, David L awimor )Fales. E^lward D.. Chicago. 111., assignor by m^sSraM?^ments to Automatic ftlectric Company.^ Non i^ouncS
fTei" "'"**'" ^°* *'22».596 • Jane 12 ;

*^ 289;

Fales. Edward D., La Grange, assignor to Automatic Eleo-tr c Company. Chic«|fo, m. fwo wire to thr^e-wlr*telephone system. .nV 1,230.894: June 19; v 239"

Falls Mnchlne Companv. (Sef Clas Ano-cin » ...i v

Falstrem. Carl L ^ndJ. A. Bra^^."pir"rT'wd* On'TaHo^Canada. Ice-skate. No. 1.2fl.644 ; June 6 ; v 289 j

'^*D"?T'^''
'**'?' Mplster Lucius ft BrOnlng. (gee LOdersRl<hnr-I. assignor) v"»t- i^uuers.

*'*^*'^- "^1^° r Kansas Hty. Mo. Closure for curbboxes. No. 1.229,429; June 12 ; v. 239 ;p 406Farmer. Frank IT
. assignor to The Wh te Motor Com

c-^i.2.a77r :iune"V9"- v ^^^s'.-j- ^r"-^"" ^s^-

?^^r^5oh«^r tl ^Tee^ts^oVrrs^^,
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Farrell. Arthur J., Pittsburgh. Pa. Paper-holder. No.
1.229.430 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 405.

Farrell. Arthur J.. Ilttsburgh, Ptk. Paper-holder. No.
1.229.431 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 405.

Farrer. William C, Sheffield. England. Chain or flexible
saw. No. 1.229.597 ; June 12 ; v, 239 ; p. 462.

Farris. Joseph A. (See (iraham and Farrls.)
Fath. (ieorge H. (See Peters. Fath. and Miller.)
Faw, ,lulian H.. New Vork. N. Y. Mlrior.>.<op»' for auto-

mobiles or other vehicles. No. 1,230.144 ; June 19

;

V. 239; p. 678.
Feddern. Carl, assignor to Globe Ticket Company. Pblla-

d<'Iphli». Pa ClitMk not<hiiig (lrvl< <. N<.. 1.229.176;
June 6; V. 239 : p. 270.

Federal Telegrapn Company. (See Pedersen. Peder O..
assignor.)

Fekete. Joszef. Linden. Mich. Artificial hand. No.
1.229.053 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 227.

Fekete. Stephen I., assignor to Kent Motors Company, De-
troit, Mich. Temperature-control apparatus lor Inter-
nal combustion engines. No. 1,228.765 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

p. 188.
Feld. Samuel. New York, N. Y. Marker for cigars and

the like. No. 1.280.388; June 19; v. 239; p. 759.
Feldhaus. John M. (See Sill and Feldhaus.)
Pels and Companv. (See Drolet, Charles, Sr., assignor.)
Felten. .\bram \., Danbury, Conn. Vehicle-signal. No.

1.229.922 ; June 12 ; v. 2^9 ; p. 570.
Feltls, Earl W. (See Nichols and Feltls.)
Ferdou. <;uy W.. Cressklll. N. J. Collapsible stove. No.

1.229.432 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 405.
Ferguson. Gradele, Waco. Tex. Paper doll. No

1,231,145: June 26; v. 239; p. 10.-53.

Ferguson, Raley C. Glendlve, Mont. Dirigible headlight
for automobiles. No. 1,229.923 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 570.

Ferry, Charles A., Altoona. Pa. Combined carrier anil
lamp. No. 1.231,146 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1053.

Fetner. William H., et ol. (See EMckert, Curtis L.. as
signor.)

Feyk, .Anton. (See Dosha and Fevk.)
FIckert, Albert. Brooklyn. N. Y. Guitar-bridge. No.

1,230.695; June 19; v. 239; p. 862.
Field, Samuel B.. Holbrook, assignor of one-fourth to

Pneumatic Scale Corporation. Limited, and three fourths
to W. H. Doble. Qufncv. Mass. Forming a lap-Jointed
tub. .No 1,228,766; June 5: v. 239: p. 134.

Fife, John P.. Atlanta, <;a.. and W. Laughiin. Cleveland.
Ohio. Newspaper-vending machine. No. 1.229.054;
June 6: v. 289 : p. 227.

Fllbey, John W.. assignor to Wrlghtsvllle Hardwar-
Company. Wrlghtsvllle. Pa. Damper. No. 1.230.882:
June 26 : V. 239 ; p. 962.

Fllollco. Leonardo. Mnnduria. Italji-. Stone-cutting nia
chine. .No. 1.230,696: June 19; v. 239; p. 862.

Fln<h. <;eorge L. (See (Jlidden. Dorman, and FIii<h.)
Finkel. Charles, and 1. Cohen. Seattle. Wash. Steam

pressing machine. .No. 1.230.389; June 19; v. 239:
p. 759.

Flnkhousen. Frank W.. Wren. Ohio. Fireproof safe. No.
1.229.2.')0 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 344.

Firestone Tire & Rubber Companv. The. (See Stevens
William C. assignor.)

Flrmin, John D.. Philadelphia. Pa. Power system. No-.
1.230.471: June 19: v. 239: p 788

First Tnifct and Sarincs Company. The, et al., trustees.
h (See Soninier. peter W.. assignor.)
Flschman, L. E . et al. (See Prigan. Ernest W., assignor.)
Fish. Charles W., Rawdiffe. near Guoje. as-iijinor to The

Aml>er Size & Chemical Company. Limited. London.
I

England. Manufacture of paper and the like. No.
1.229.924 ; June 12 : v. 289 ; p. 670.

Fisher Body Corporation. (See Allmand. John T.. ij«
slunor.

)

Fisher. E. B. (See Purnell. John W.. assignor.)
Fisher, Harvey L,. assignor to Donaldson & Fisher Com-

?any, Chicago. 111. <'otton-plcklng machine. No.
,229,598 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 462,

Fisher, Harvey L., assignor to Donaldson &. Fisher Com-
pany. Chicago. 111. Cotton-picking machine. No.
1.229.699 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 462.

Fisher. Harvey L., assignor to Donaldson and Fisher
Company. Chicago. III. Power transmission mecha-
nism. No. 1.231.344: June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1118.

Fisher. John F. (See Kincade. Elmer C. assignor.)
Fltchburg Bobbin Cleaning Machine Company. (See

Chandler. Daniel L.. assignor.)
Fltchburg Machine Works. (See Waite. Lyman M., as-

signor.)

Fitzgerald, Michael J.. Richmond. Cal. Glare-protector.
No. 1.228.645 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 59.

Flxen. I..aura G. (.'^ee Teel, John F.. assignor.)
Flaherty, John W.. Seattle, Wash. Package-hoist. No.

1.229,433; June 12; v. 239; p. 406.
Flamand. Poul. assignor, by mesne assignments, to Globe

Automatic Sprinkler Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Dry-
pipe valve. No. 1.231.515: June 26; v. 239; p. 1173.

Flanagan Company. (See Flanagan. Thomas J. and M.
J., assignors.)

Flanagan. Michael J. (See Flanagan. Thomas J. and
M. J.)

Flanagan, Thomas J. and M. J., assignors to Flan-
agan Company, Tulsa, Okla. Burner for gas and oil.

I^. 1.280.883 : Jnne 26 : v. 239 : p. 962.

Flanagan. William, Blchey, assignor of one-half to H. A.
Moore, Morton, Miss. Means for connecting the ends
of railway-rails. No. 1,229.926; June 12: v. 239; p.
670.

Flanders. Louis H. (See Grant and Flanders.)
Flan<lers. Louis H., Jenklntown, Pa. Paste for storage-

batf»'ry plates and making the same. No. 1.228.646;
June r> : v. 239 ; p. .19.

Flanders. Louis II.. Jenklntown, Pa. Making pasted stor-
nge-batterv plates. No. 1.228.547; June 5; v. 239;
p. 59.

FlaiKlers. Louis II., Jenklntown. Pa. Portable battery.
No. 1.230.390; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 759.

Flannery Bolt Company. (See I>odds. Ethan I., assignor.)
Flannery Bolt Company. (See Hyland, Charles, assignor.)
Flannery Bolt Company. (See Stafford and Dodds. as-

signors.)
Flegel, Harrison D.. Racine. Wis., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to The Akron-Selle Co., Akron. Ohio.
Liquid gage. (Reissue.) No. 14.314; June 5; v. 239;
p. 286.

Fleming, John J., Carrlck borough, assignor to Phillip*
Mine and Mill Supply Co.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Welgh-
basket. No. 1.231,147^; June 26; v. 239; p. 10.'i3.

Fletcher. Thomas N., Hamilton, New Zealand. Com-
bined milking - machine releaser and pulsator. No.
1.228.894 ; June 5 ; v. 239

;
p. 176.

Fliesbach, H. S.. et al. (See Rowan. William P.. as-
signor.)

Flint, Dutee W.. Cranston, R. I. Liquid-dispensing ap-
paratus. No. 1231,006; June 26; v. 239; p. 1006.

Flockhart. James. Denver. Colo. Silencer. No. 1.229,434 ;

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 466.
Florsbelm. Simon, and B. P. Orewiler. assignors to Kabo

Corset Co.. Chicago. 111. Holder for corset-steels. No.
1.231.246; June 26; v. 239; p. 1086.

Flory Carry Iron Company. (See Rink, George W.. as-
signor.)

Floyd. Edward J.. Douglas. Oa. Comblnatlon-chair. No.
1,229,251 : June 12: V. 239; p. 344.

Flynn. Wlllard M., Waterloo. Iowa. Hog - oiler. No.
1.229.435; June 12; v. 239; p. 407.

Foecke, Henry. Crofton. Nebr. Tractor - wheel. No.
1.228.895 ; June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 177.

Fogarty. John G.. Carthage, assignor to John Fogarty
Co.. Inc.. Rochester. N. Y. Excavatlng-machlne. No.
1,229.600: June 12; v. 239; p. 463.

Foley. Stephen A. (See Scheller, Henry W.. assignor.)
Foltfir, Marry S., and T. Ross. Chicago, 111. SeTf-lnklng

baud stamp. No. 1.2.30.391 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 769.
Folk. Edward S.. Canton. Ohio. Roller-bearing. No.

1.230,145; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 679.
Follis. Hugh. (See Steele and Follls.)
Folmer. William F.. assignor to Eastman Kodak Company.

Rochester. N. Y. Photographic-printing machine. No.
1.230.392: June 19; v. 2S9 ; p. 760.

Fondiller. William, assignor to Western Electric Com-
pany, Incorporated. New York, .N. Y. Phantom load-
ing <oil. No. 1,231,516; June 26: v. 239; p. 1174.

Foothorap. Harry A., assignor to Elllott-Flsher Company,
Harrlsburg. I'a. Platen and platen equipment for type-
writing machines. No. 1.228,896; J^ne 6; v. 2M

;

p. 177.

Forbes. Cornelius B.. (Jullford. Conn. Handle. No.
1.230.472: June 19; v. 239; p. 788.

Forbes, William, Woodbury, Conn., and J. T. Hubbard.
Port Chester, N. Y. Railway - rail fastener. No.
1.229.926; June 12; v. 289; p. 671.

Force. David K., Jersev City. N. J. Plano-kevboard chart
and guard. .No. 1.229.735 ; June 12 ; v. 2.3ft ; p. 506.

Ford. Bruce, Philadelphia, Pa. Secondarv or storage bat-
tery. No. 1,230.393; June 19; v. 2.39"; p. 760.

Ford. Bruce. Philadelphia, Pa. Storage battery. No.
1,2.30,.394; June 19; v. 239; p. 760.

Ford. Robert W. (See Davidson and Ford)
Forgues. Charles, assignor to Socl^t* de Lavandeyra &

Orner. Paris. France. Telephonic apparatus. No
1 .2.30.884 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 963.

Fornander, Alfred, assignor to E. T. Wallace. New York.
N. Y. Apparatus for treating milk and other liquids.
No. 1,230..395: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 701.

Forshey, Edward E., Parkersburg. W. Va. Device for
keying pulleys to shafts. No. 1.229.927 ; June 12 ; v
239; p. 671.

Forsyth, William R., Swampscott, Mass. Reinforced die-
block. .No. 1.229,736 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 607.

Foss. Alvan F., Montreal. Quebec. Canada. Bottle-clo-
sure. No. 1.229,436; June 12; v. 239; p. 407.

Foster, Frank L.. Cleveland. Ohio, assignor to The Philip
Carey Mfg. Co. Composite roofing. No. 1.230.396-
June 19; v. 2.39; p. 761.

...
Foster, George W.. Boston. Mass. Winding-machine No

1.228.424; June 5; V. 239; p. 17.
Foster. John C. (See Elder. Joseph H.. assignor.)
Foster Machine Company. (See McKean. John O as-

signor.)

Foster. Merrlam & Company. (See Millard, Reginald W
assignor.)

Foster. Roy M.. et al. (See Shultz. Otto H., assignor.)
Foster. William H.. Bartlesville. Okla. Strainer. No

1.229.437 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 407.
Four Wheel Tractor Co. (See Stewart, Alexander, as-

signor.)
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Fox, Austen H.. and A. W. Lenderotb, New York, N. Y.
Apparatim for railway slgDaliD^. Nu. 1.229.055 ; June
5 ; V. 239 : p. 228.

Fox, William R., (irand Rapids. Mich. nrlll. No.
1.229,601 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 463.

Frame, Horace E., Brooklyn, N. Y. Water-motor. No.
1.228,897 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 177.

Fran<i8. I>niiiel II., Grand Junction, Colo. Int»'rnal-<'om-
bustlon engine. No. 1,229,602; June 12; v. 239; p.

463.
Frauk B. Cook Company. (See Johnson, Morton L., ««»-

signor.)
Frank. John P. (See Carroll and Frank.)
Frank, Louis, assignor to (ireenpoint Metallic lied Com-

pany, Brooklyn, N. Y. Corner fastening for metal beds
and the like. No. 1,228,898 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 178.

Frankl, Minnie. (See Block, Louis, assignor.)
Frautz Manufacturing Co. (See Franti. Ivter. assignor.)
Frantz. I'eter, assignor to Frantz Manufacturing Co.,

Sterling, 111. Car-door weather-strip construction. No.
1,228,548; June 5; v. 239; p. 59.

Franz, Frank. (Soo Frunz, Joseph and F.)
Franz, Joseph and F., Wallace, Idaho. Ore classifying
and sizing mechanism. No. 1.230.697 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

p. 862.
Fravel, diaries <;., Gahanna, Ohio. Shock or bundle tier.

No. 1,230,397 ; .Mine 19: v. 239: p. 761.
Frazer, Walter L., San Diego. Cal. Valve-guard. No.

1.229.928; June 12; v. 239; p. 571.
Freeh, ilowarl S., Brooklyn. N. Y. Internal-combustion

engine. .No. 1.229.43K ; June 12; v. 239; p. 4074
Freck. Harry M.. Columbus. Ohio. Trinting, ilupllcatlng,

and addressing machine. No. 1,228,425; June 5; v.

2:^9 ; p. 18.
Freeman, Arthur C. Jr.. Norfolk. Va. Soil pipe germ-

trap. No. 1,230.473: June 19; v. 239: p. 788.
Freeman, George L., assignor of one-half to R. F. Hayes,

Tlconderoca. N. Y. Spark plug. No. 1.230.287 : June
19 : V. 239 ; p. 727.

Freeman, Milton T. (See Shipp, James T.. assignor.)
Freeman, Walter K., Oacawana. N. Y. Apparatus for

harrestluK the constituents of woo<l and vegetable tub-
stances. distilling and purifying them. No. 1.231,247;
June 26: v. 239; p. 1086.

Freeman. William. (See Craig and Freeman.)
Freixas, Melchor H.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Electrlr-lamp re-

ceptacle. No. 1,229,056: .Mine 5; v. 239; p. 228.
French, George B. (See Roehrich. Frank N.. assignor.)
Friedman, Max, Yonkers, N. Y. Train stopping appara-

tus. No. 1,229.929: June 12; v. 239; p. 571.
Frietlman, Samuel, Brooklyn, N. Y. Gage. No. 1,229,930 ;

June 12 ; V. 239: p. 571.
Frieze, Alfred S.. Fossil. Oreg. Coupling. No. 1,230.140 ;

June 19 : V. 239 ; p. 679.
Frlsch, .August, assignor to Firm of .V. Frlsch k Co..

Zurich, Switzerland. Capstan lathe. No. 1,228.657 :

June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 95.
Frlsch & Co., A. (i>ee Frlsch, August, assignor.)
Frltch, John W.. and D. E. Hoopes, assignors of one-third

to W. H. Hoopes, Washington, D. C. Card-punching
device. No. 1.229.0.'>7 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 228.

Froellch, John, assignor to L. S. Hackney, St. I'aul, Minn.
Rpverslnu clut<h and gear. No. 1,230,573; June 19;
V 239 p 822.

FrostT EJlh fT.' Washington, D. C. Electric action for
organs. No. 1,228,899 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 178.

Fuel Saving Company. (See Wood and Barnhurst, as-
signors.)

Fuhrmann. Warren, Newark. N. J. Link-mesh fabric.

No. 1,231.345: June 26; v. 2.19; p. 1118.
Fulkerson. Walter F. (See Vancil and Fulkerson.)
Fuller. Clarence W., Yonkers. N. Y. Ojierating mecha-

nism for rotarv tools. Xo. 1.229.603; June 12: v. 239:
p. 404.

Fuller. Claud E.. Kansas City, Mo. Treating porous
blocks. No. 1.229.439; June 12; v. 239; p. 408.

Fuller. Claud E.. Kansas City. Mo. Treating porous
blocks. No. 1.2.S1,007: June 20; v. 239; p. lOOfi.

Fullnian. .lames M. (i. (See Abl>ott, fJlIson. and Knllman.)
Fulton ('ompany. The. (See Fulton. Weston M., as-

signor.) (Reissue.)
Fulton. Weston M., assignor to The Fnlton Company.

Knoxvi'le. Tenn. Radiator casing. (Relssne.) No.
14,.309 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 279.

Fulton. Wilbur L.. Omaha. Nebr. I>rawlng-bourd. No.
1.230..398: June 19: v. 239: p. 761.

Pank. Charles R.. and L. H. Smith. Emporia. Kans.
Safetv-slgnal. No. 1,229.931 : June 12; v. 239: p. 57J.

Funk, fedwarri L., Baltimore. Md. (^an-opener. No.
1.228.900: June 5 : v. 239 : p. 178.

Funk. Frank W.. Youngstowu. Ohio. Electrical Installa-
tion. No. 1.231.008: .Tune 26: v. 239: p. iniv;.

Furber. Frederit k M.. Revere. Mass. Spark-plug and
manufactnrtng the same. No. 1.228.767; Jone 5; .
239 : p. 134.

Furduy, Nicholas. Philadelphia. Pa. Connertlng derice
for hose. No. 1.228..''>49 : June 5; v. 239 ; p. 60,

Furnas, Robert W.; de<eased. Imilanapolls, Ind. : F. A. and
L. F. Hamilton, executors. Pneumatic street-cleaner.
No. 1.229.737: June 12: v. 2.'^9

: p. 507.
Furnas, Robert W.. deceased. Indianapolis. Ind. : F. A.
and L. F. Flamllton. ex^ntors. Snctlon blower for

stn'et cleaners. No. 1.229.738 : June 12 ; r. 239 ; p. 508
Furry. Gertrude S.. Valdosta. Ga. Hot water or «teaiu

h»^t1ng egg-cup. No. 1,229,7.^: June 12 ; r. 239; p.
50S.

Farsteoaa. Robert. Berlin, Germany. Measuring Instm-
mcut tor Kontm'U rays. .No. 1.229,740; June 12; v.

239 ; p. 508.
Fussner, Charles J . Krimtleld, III. Sleigh attachment.

No. 1,229,058 ; June 5 ; v. 23d ; p. 229.
Futch, Kol>ert T., Lillle. Iowa. MeUlltc rall-tle. No.

1,229.9;<2; June 12: v. 239: p. §72.
Fyfe, Charles M., Brooklyn. N. Y. Darning and wearing

device. No. 1.231.346 • June 26; t. 239: p. 1118.
G. M. Parks Company. The. (See Thompson and Com-

fort, assignors.)
U. W. Parsons i'ompany. The. (Sec Miller, Arthur B.,

•asignor.

)

Gabriel, (larl S.. and I>. L<)ud>ard, IndianapolU. Ind. :

said Lombard assignor to said Gabriel. Cake cutting
machln.-. No, 1.2:io,2KS ; June 19; v. 239: p. 727.

Gabrielse, Jacob. Sheboygan. Wis. Detachable spring-
back for vehicle seats. No. 1,231,148; June 26; v.

2;{y ; p. 1054.
Gage. Marie L.. South I.Ancaster, Ma.>8. Garment hanger.

•So, 1,231.517; June 26; v. 2.l6 ; p. 1174.
Gahen, Alma A.. T-aneck, N. J. Truck. No. 1.229,933;

June 12 : v. 2o9 : p. 572.
G.nlnes. Frederick F.. et al. (See Dlckert, Curtis L., as-

signor.)
(iaiues, Joseph B., Sprlngfleld, Ohio. Spraying attach-

ment for noxxles. No. 1.228,058 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 96.
Galsman, Henry J., Woodmere, N. Y. Means for supply-

ing fuel mixture to gas-engines. No. 1,230,147 : June
19 : v. 239 ; p. 679.

Galsman. Henry J.. New York, assignor to Eastman Ko-
dak Company, Rochester. N. Y. Photographic appa-
ratus. No. 1.230.399: June 19; v. 239; p. 762.

Ualbralth, John, Swatara, Minn., assignor of one half to
F. J. Widman, Chicago. 111. Wo«<l carving machine.
.No. 1.229.059 : June .".

; v. 239: p. 22;>.

(Jallon Iron Works A Mfg. Co., The. (See Arndt. Frank
lln E.. assignor.)

Gall, Adolph F., assignor, by mesne assignments, to New
Jersev Patent Company, West Orange, N. J. Support.
No. 1,23<>,819; June 19: v. 239: p. 902.

fiallagher, Frank J. ^ee Tobln and Gallagher.)
Gallagher, James E., Denver. Colo. .Automatic lock for

quoins. No. 1.228,426: June 5: r. 2:19: p. 18.
Gallagher Richard D., Jr., New York, N. Y. Draft-rlgglng

for rallwav-cars. No. 1.231,248; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1087.

Gallaher. Elmer E., (ias City, and D. J. MiGrall. Marion,
Ind. .Xutonmtlc mold - charging tnecbanlsm. No.
1,229,060; June 5; v. 239; p, 2.30.

Galley, Elmer T., Huntington Park. Cal. Plaster-l>oard.
No. 1,230.400: June 19; v. 239: p. 762.

Gand.le. Robert F.. Shelbv. Miss. Calculator. No.
1.2.30,474: June 19 » v. 236; p. 789.

Gammeter, John R. (See Martin, Christian H., assignor.)
Garard. Elmer E. (See Ickejt. Peter C. assignor.)
<;arcla. <Jonzal<> A.. Guatlalajara, M«'xlco. Token-con-

trollefl vending-machine. No. 1.229.741 ; June 12 ; .
239 ; p 5<18.

Gardner. (Jilbert E.. et al. (See Lendner. Augustus R.,
assignor.)

Ganlner. Henry .\.. Washington, D. C. Cement struc-
ture. No. 1,230,475; June 19; v. 239: p. 789.

Ganlner. Henry A.. Washington, I>. C. Recovering picric
acid from washwater. No. 1,231,009 ; June 26 : v. 239 ;

p. 1007.
(Jardner. Klrtland C. assignor to I'niteil Engineering A

Koondrv Company. Pltt.sl.urgh. Pa. Flexible shaft cou-
pling. No. 1,231,249 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1087.

(ktrfleld. James R., trustee. (See Clement, Edward E..

.issignor.

)

<iarrison. E<lward N.. Bridgeport. Conn. Grease - cup.
No, 1.230.0K8: June 12: v. 239; p. 622.

<;iirsi>n. 'I'horvald N.. Gr»'envllle. N. J. Crane. No.
1.228.6.'i9: June 5; t. 239: p. 96.

(^arst, Stephen H.. asatcoor to D. M. Se( hler Implement
& Carriage Co.. Itollne, III. Corn-planter. No.
1.229,»504 : June 12 ; . 239 : p. 464.

Uarthwalte. William. (See Vaugean. Liivan4leTra. and
Gartbwalte.)

Gates. Frank S. (Se« Croaa, Neal. assignor.)

(^y. Frank P. Prairie View. Kans. Wind whed. No.
1. 2.30,8*5 : June 26 : r. 239 : p. 1m;3.

Gavnor. Arthur C. Brldge|K)rt. Conn. Cillng iind floor

plate. No. 1.229.061 ; June 5; v 2.39 p. 2.30.

Oebhardt. Edmnud F.. EastoD. Ps. Beliefvalre. No.
1.230.2S9; June 19: v. 239; p. 727.

Ge<lt;e. Knrton H.. .Anderson. Ind. Storm door. No.
1.2:?0.148: June 19; v. 2.39: p. «"!.

(;ee, Norman E. <Se* Schroeder. Frank J., assignor.)
Giv>r. William C.. Akron. Ohio, Writing Implement or de-

vice. No. 1.230,149: June 19: v, 239: p. r,80.

Geesv. Jotiiah S.. York. Pa. Show-case. No. 1,220,062:
June 5 : v, 239 : p. 230,

Gehrlng, John, et «(. (See Kllby, Herbert N.. assignor.)
0«>lger. Bertha A., assignor of one half to W. F. Oelger,

Chicago, III., and one half to E. W. I^awrenre. Mount
Vernon. N. Y. Life pr.-server. No. 1.23«^.290 ; June 19 ;

v. 2.39 : p. 728,
Gelger. William F.. et »l. (See O^lger. Bertha A., as-

signor.)
(ieisendorflf. Frederick M.. assignor of one half to C. W.

Zlegler and one-sixth to C. Hamblen. Indianapolis. Ind.
Ammonfa-pnmp mechanism for refrigeration. Ho.
1.231.518: Jane 26: t. 23« ; p. 1174.
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G<dst, Harry F.. assignor to Webster Electric Company,
Rjiclue, Wis. Ignition mechanl.sm for Internal-combus-
tion engines. No. 1,231.149: June 26; v. 239; p. 1054.

Gelow. Albert. (See Stebblns and G«'Iow.)
Gem Fountain Pen Corporation. (See lleilbruu, Monroe

E., assignor.)
Geminden, Frank, and F. Kiel, Moniteau county. Mo.

Thr«'«her or separator. .No. 1.229.003; June 5; v. 239;
p. :;;ti.

General Briquettlng Company.
assljinor.)

General Briguettlug Company
F.. assignor.)

Gibson, Lloyd S., Jamestown. N. Y. Artiflcial-wood com-
position. No. 1,231.519: June 26; v. 239; p. 1175.

Gibson, Robert L., Philadelphia, Pa. Recording 80i,und.
No. 1.228,901 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 179.

Gibson, Rolvert L., Philadelphia, Pa. Apparatus for re-
cording sound. No. 1,228,9(12 : June 5; v. 239: p. 179.

Giddings. Charles E,, Jr.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Internal-com-

General Electric Company.
W.. assignor.)

G'-neral Klectrlc Company.
assignor.)

General Electric Company.
assignor.)

General Electric Company.
asslgntir,

)

Geni-ntl Klectrlc Company.
assignor,)

(^ncral Electric Company.
assignor.)

General Electric Company.
slgn()r.)

General Electric Company,
assignor.)

Geni'Hil Electric (Company.
G«-mr<il Klectrlc Comi)uuy.

signor.)
G«'neral Electric Company.

signor.)
General Electric Company.

assignor.)
Genciiil Electric Company.

assignor.)
General Kltctrlc Company.

assignor.)
G<'neral Electric Company.

signor.)
General Electric Comt>any.

assignor.

)

(See Jacomlnl, Marlus P.,

(See Kristufek, Ladlslav

(See Alexanderson. Ernst F.

(See Atwood, Wlnfleld A.,

(.^ee r.rocklebank, Arthur P.,

(See Coolldge. William 1).,

(See Crelghton, Elmer E. F.,

(See Hartlian, Charles K.,

(See Jacobs, Ernest II., as-

( See Laycock, Harry A.,

(See Libliv, Sam H., assignor.)
(S.«- Lumliy. Wilfrid, as-

(See .Melkle, George S.,

(See Murphy. Etlwln

.
(S^ee Needham, Harry

•(See Parkhurst, Leon

(See Rice, Richard H.,

(S<'e Stelnmetz, Charles

as-

J.f

H.,

F.,

as-

General EU'ctrlc Company. (See
assifiiiors.)

General Fireprooflng Company, The.
H.. assignor.)

General Finprooflng Company, The.
E.,- assignor.

)

0«n<'ral Itaiiway Signal (^onipany.
K.. assignor.) (Reissue.)

G«'ns«'cke. Wllhelm. ( Se«' Josse and (Jensecke.)
Gensbeimer. Charles, Philadelphia, Pa. Bread-mixer.

Weller and Nehlsen,

^See Schaflfert, Adolf

(See White, Herbert

(See Howe, Wlnthrop

Bre«lohoft, Edward

windmill. No.

No. 1,229,934 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p.
Get». I>. Barnard it Company. (See

F.. assignor.)
0«M>rge. .Vllt.rt F.. Salina. Kans

1.228.660; June 5: v. 239: p. 9<;.

Ge«>rge, Chestt-r M. and M. C.. Newport. R. I. Surgical
instrument. N«i. 1.231,250; June 26: v. 239; p. lo8S.

George E. Lee Company, The. (See Lee, George E.,
assignor.)

Georjte H. Cahoone Company. (See Wacha, John C, as-
signor.)

Getirge, Lawrence W. (See Cassaily and tieorge.)
Gforge. Mary C. (See George. «"hestcr M. and M. C.)
George. .<afe. Hattlesburg. .Miss. I'.elt buckle. No.

l,2:u>,8H«; : June 2»; : V, 23'.»
: p. >«ti;{.

George Skey and Company, Limited. (See Oakes. Henry.
assignor.)

Oeraghty. James V., deceased. New York. N. Y. ; J. M.
Geraghty. administratrix. Auxiliarv device for auto-
nuitlc electric control systems. No. 1.2.30,150; June 19;
V. 2.39 ; p. 680.

G«'raghty. John P.. Jersev City, N. J.
1,229,935: June 12; v. 239; p. 573.

Geraghty, JuHa M., administratrix.
James V.)

G<-r«'. Ifarrv G.. Hackensack. N. .T.

1.231. l.-.O; June 26; v. 2;i9 : p, 1054.
Gero. Fred, Saranac Lake. N. Y. Cushlon-forra

1,229.440; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 40,S.
Oerrar<l. William H.. Jr. Yazoo Cltv, Miss Rocker at-

tachment. No. 1,231,151 ; June 26: v. 239; p. 10.%5.
G«'rst.'nb<Tger. Edward C.. Brooklyn. N, Y. I'.uttonhole-

fe»>«ling mechanism. No. 1.230.698 : June 19; v. 2.39;
p. S63.

G«'sells<haft fdr RIektro-Osmose m. b. H. (See Schwerln.
Botbo, assitrnor.)

G<-ssner. f»avld, Worcester. Mass. Planetarv napplng-
machlne. No. 1.230,828; June 19: v. 2:19; p. 9o5.

to The GIbbs Manufacturing
Toy.

Car-fender. No.

( See Geraghty,

Flshlng-rod. No.

No.

Olhlw. .Mvln J., assignor
Conipanv. Canton. Ohio
19 : V. 239 : p. 823.

Glbbs. .VIvIn .1.. asslirnor to The
<'ompanv. Canton. Ohio. Toy.
19: v. 2.19 : p. 823,

GIbl.s, Howard W, (See English and (;ibbs.)
Glitbs Manufacturing Company. The. (.See Glbbs,

J., a.ssignor.

)

Gibson. .\n>ert T., Omaha. Nebr. Building screed.
1.231,010: June 26; \. 239; p. loo7.

Gibson. John, Courtenay. N. D. Resilient wheel.
l,2:^0.r,09: June 19

2:i!»0. (J.-ii

V. 2."9
; p. 863.

No. 1.230.574; June

Glbbs Manufacturing
No. 1.2;i0.575; June

Alvln

No.

. No.

bustion engine.
Gideon, James H..

June 5 : v. 239
<;Hrord. Bert L.,

No. 1.228.427 :

t;iil>ert< Alfred C.

No. 1.231, .546 ; June 26 ; v. 2:i5» : p. 1183.
Cavour, S. D.

; p. 180.
Barker. N. Y.
.Tune 5 : v. 2.39
asslgiior to Thf

Steel tie. No. 1,228,903;

or separator.Strainer
p. IS.
A. C. Gilbert Company,

construction. No.•New Haven. Conn, Tov building
1,230,887 : June 26; v. 2^9 ; p. 964.

Glldow. William, and M. Schock, Oak Harbor. Wash. Fold-
ing umbrella. No. l,23<t,888; June 26; v, 239; p, '.»«»4.

Gillette, (Jeorge T.. Los Angeles. Cal. Extinguishing
lires. No. 1,229.064: June 5: v. 239; p. 231.

Gilman. (r^-orge H,. Clareuiont, N. H.. assignor, by mesne
assignments, to isulllvan Machinery Company, Boston,
Mass. Stoneworking-niachlne. No. 1,228,661; June 5;
V, 239 ; p. 97.

Gllmorc, Charles B. assignor to W. H. Plunkett, Chicago,
III. Dust mop. .No. 1.230.476 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 789.

Gilpin. Robert W., Coilell. Kans. Egg-tester. No.
L229.936 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. .573.

Gilpin, V. C. et al. (See Bu<kek'w, Albert II., assignor.)
Gilroy, William E.. I'tlca. N. Y.. assignor to Euri'ka Mower

Companv. Fertilizer-distributer. No. 1,230,069; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 615.

Gllson. Henry U, (See .Abbott. Gllson, and Fullman.)
Gllson Manufacturing Company. (See Elton, Olaf, as-

signor.)
Gimpel. Albert, Mountain View, Mo., assignor of one-third

to M. Btivalos, Chesterfield. Va. Rail Joint. No.
1.229.065: June 5; v. 239; p. 331.

Glnsburg, Jacob, et al. (See Mc<Jlrr. John, assignor.)
(iiroiix. Charles 1. (See Manny. Ludeu -A., assignor.)
Glsler. Charles L., Slstersvllle.' W. Va. Self stove lighter

or pilot-light. No. 1,229,742: June 12; v. 239; p. 510.
GlasitQw, Daniel, assignor of one-half to O. H. Stoltz,

Milwaukee. Wis. Brassiftre. No. 1,231.011; June 26;
v. 239 : p. I0<i7.

Glass. Perley R., Brookllne. Mass., asslgnfir to United
Sb<»«' Machlnerv Companv. Patcrson. N. J. Fastener-
setting machine. No. 1,228,768; June 5; v. 239;
p. 135.

Gb'dhlll, Eclward C, Gallon, Ohio. Unloading apparatus.
• No. 1,230,7(»();-June 19; v. 2.39: p. 864.
Glldden. Alfred A.. Watertown. E. P. Dorman. Boston,
and (i. L. Finch. Brighton, assignors to Hood Rubl)er
Co., Watertown. Mass. Appar.itus for treating rubber
footwear. No. 1,228.9(»4 ; June 5; v. 2.39: p. ISO,

Globe Automatic Sprinkler Company. (See Flamand,
Poul. assignor)

Globe Ticket ComiMinv. (See Feddern. Carl, assignor.)
ijloekler. John K.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Vegetable-preparing

machine. No. 1.229.252; June 12; v. 239; p. 344.
Gloor, Albert. (See Sasgen and Gloor.

)

Gloss, Albert, ^'hliago. 111. .Mall-box. No. 1,229.743;
June 12 ; v. 2.39

; p. 5lo.
Glover. Edwin L.. Jackson. Miss. I'ush-hoe. No.

1.231.012: June 26; v. 239: p. 1007.
Goble, Charles J., Somerville, N. J. Cutter-bar for lawn

mowers. No. 1,229.253; June 12; v. 239; p, 345.
Godley. Charles E.. a.sslgnor to Edmunds ancf Jonesi Cor-

poration. Detroit. Mich. Fo«-uslng mechanism. Na
1.229.177: J«me 5: v. 2:V.> : p. 270.

Qoelkel. Rlnaldo A., New York. N. Y. Eveglass-case. No.
1.229.937 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 574.

Qoetz, Oorge B., Ranson, W. Va. Horse-collar. No.
1.2:i0.7ol ; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 864.

<^Joger. Frank, Paterson. N. J. .Mixing and kneading ma-
chine. No. 1.22S..%50: .lune 5: v. 239: p. 60.

Ooin, Jasper C, I>ahlgren. 111. Confbined beil and uarcel-
carrier. No. 1.229.255; June 12: v. 239; p. 345.

Gold Car Heating vt Lighting C<unpany. (See Hunts,
Frank .\,, Hssit:n<ir,)

(Jold. L«'o I'., asslitnor to International Folding Paper Box
Co.. .New York. N. Y. Dlsplay-lwx. No. 1,230.401 :

June 19 : v. 2.39; p. 763.

Twver. No,

Motion-picture
2.39 ; p. SiT

of

l-plct

Golden. George D.. Chirksdale. .Ariz
1,229.938 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 574,

Golden, Joseph A.. New York. N. Y.
cimiera. No. 1,230,576 : June 19 ; v.

Goldsmith, Byron B., .New York, N. Y. t\»mposltlon
matter. No. 1.228.428; June 5: v. 2.39; p. 19.

Goldsmith. Byron B., New York, N. Y., assignor to Red-
Artl-
June

manol Chemical Products Companv, (J'hlcagt) 111
" ' ' ' " "No. 1,230.829ficlal resin and making the same.
19 : V. 230 : p. 905.

Goldstein. Albert, assignor to S. B. Hess. .New York. N Y.
Kle.trical thermostat and circuit. No. 1.229,939; June
12 : V. 239 : p. 574.

(^>mes. Joaquin A., South Weymouth, Mass. /'omhined
tongue and lace protector for shoes. No. 1.229,940;
June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 575.

Good. John. Brooklyn. .N. Y. Internal combustion-engine
valve. .No. 1.230.291 : June 19; v. 239; p. 728.

Go«vl. Jf»hn. Brooklyn. .N. Y. Inclose<l forofil draft burner
No. 1.231.152: June 26: v. 2.39; p. lo.'.5.

Good. Jonathan K.. Dl<l><bury. ,Alh«Ttn. Canada. Cnlvert-
head or retaining- wall for culverts. No. 1.228.6«2:
June 5; v. 2.39; |.. 97j
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Ooodj- Antiskid Chain Manufacturing Company. (Sw
I'ollng. Fred C, asxlKDor.)

Good^-ll William. Milllno, ket. Me. Pap«T-pulp-lap-foldln«
machine. No 1.2:n.520 : June 20 ; v*236 ; p. ihs.Good^n, .less,. M. (Sw Quandt apd Qooden.r

Ooodln Sebastian L.. asstjfnor of one-half to A P
?"^>tei ?'*'''**'ro **°..o^

Checkrow planter. No!
1.229.941 : June 12 : v. 239 : p 575

Good rum. Charles L New York. N. Y.. an.sljfnor. by mesne
aMMlKnments. to Weftt.rn Electric Company. Incorpo-

1 9??ni9 1 "^oa t«'':;Phone-eTchange system. No.
1,231.013; June 26: v. 239: p. 1007

Goodwill Ja-wper E . Omaha. Nebr. Hoisting apparatus for
scaffolds. So. 1.231.014 : June 20 ; v. 23§ . p 1O08

Goodwin. John F., Charlestown. Mass., assignor to S NEastman, admlnlHtratrlx. Means for adjusting a vehl
^''*';rP^'"*f *" various loads. No. 1.229.254; June 12-
V. _39 : p. 34.').

Goodyear Tlrt- & Rubber Company. The. et al. (See Wa«
enhorst. James H. a.sslgnor.)

Goodyear's Inclla Rubber Glove Manufacturing Company.The. (See Eggers. Anton C. assignor.)
Goozey Charles A., assignor to B. A. Ballou & Co. Inc.

?T39^°'^b75' ^' ^^"^^ ^'"" ^•22«.»-«2; June 12;

Gordon David D.. Chicago. 111.. a.sslgnor to The Yost Elec-
tric Manufacturing Company, Toledo. Ohio. Electrlc-

"''i o 1
mechanism. No. 1.228,905 : Jjine r> ; v. 239 ;

Gordon David D., Chicago. 111., assignor to The Yost Elec-
tric Manufacturing Companv, Toledo. Ohio. Electrlc-

*'^1S0
'"*''"^'*'''''™- ^o- 1.228,906; June 5: v. 239:

Gordon David D., Chicago, 111., assignor to The Yost Elec
trie Manufacturing Company. Tole<lo. Ohio. Electrlc-swUch mechanl-sm. No. 1,228,907: June 5; v. 239;

Gordon, Harry C. (See Stafford. Ingram, and Gordon )

a^^lgnoM
* " ^°'"P«°-^- The. (See Goss. SamSei G..

Gos«. Samuel O., Glencoe, assiRnor to The Goss Printing
ni»T''fl£''KP"°^- ^JK^K"- "'• Automatic stereotype-
^^^te finish i^ntf machine. No. 1,230.577; June 19; t.

Gottschalk Alhrrt. New York. N. Y.. assignor to NationalPneumatic Company. Chicago. III. fiotor for fluid-pressure door operating devices. No. 1,230.070; June
i«" . V. iiiiif : p. oio,

Ooularte. Manoel F. (See Rasmussen and Ooularte )

rnmLnv^r? ^*i
»'»»'^«'- »<> The Smyth ManufacturingCompany Hartford. Conn. Ma.hlne for shaping the

-.m" *'0">«covers. No. 1.230,292: June 19; v 239;

Grafsteln. Josef, assignor to Conjoint Jewelry Corporation.

lune ?'T 2.39 •p^98 F*"*''*'^ '''"'?• >'«• l!228,(J63:

"""a T.-2?i»9^4r:Vu^e*r2 ^A^T^'*"'' "' ^'^

^3^g^'S2cJ?ne"'°^o°- tA^^^'^^'^ }S^:

Graham. John W., Hlnton. W. Va. Linotype or sluc-csst
ing machine. So 1,229.006 ; June 12 :? 239 "p 465
l.J.n.251

: June 20: v. 239: p lo.ss
Graham William F.. and S. C. llawthorne, Lincoln NebrAdvertl.slngdlsplay device. No. 1.229.944 ; June 12

'

V. -;.iv» : p. o (0.
•

^"arry^c'l'a'KslS'o'rf
"*•" <^"'"P«^>- <««' Le<»°"d.

Grang.r. Frank B assignor to Hall Borchert Dress Form
Ju^e'' 5":%. 23^9 } 'p.\ 8L

^ f^ress form. No. 1 .228.908 ;

^'^rl- "^-kT*'" r^v„''''^'j?°"'' ^" The Pylp National Com-
56°-v. 239TriJo9

""^''^*'''"- No- l.-'-il.Oir,: June

^"f^Sr'^'i"'''!" *'t^-. ."""'"^"°- '»"»«'•«" Canada, and
1.. H. !< landers, Jenklntown. assignors to The ElectricStorage Battery (^orapany, Philadelphia, Pa NegatlTe
?•"'*",

Pi^L*",?'""
^t«ra<f^ batteries an.l making the sameNo. 1.228.551 : June 5: v. 2.39- p 00

ame.

Grftnz. Hermann W assignor to Schubert & SalterMaschlnenfabrlk. Aktlengesellschaft. Chemnitz. Qer^
xn^i'^oos Z'V'^'T "^".^•''"'^oS^

""'^•^ "d making same.No. 1.228.064 ; June 5 ; v. 239: p. 98
"«"•«:.

Graphosrope Company, The. (See Jenkins Charles F
assignor. I

' ^"""«^" '•.

Gravel, (^mer. (See Lnflan)me and Gravel.)
Gray. James H. (See Horan and Gray.)
Grean. Alexandre M., New York. N. Y. (iarment-snn

porter. No. 1.2.^889 ; June 20 : v. 239 • p 90.5^
^

Green, Carl R Dayton. Ohio. Piston. No.' 1,228 909-June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 182.
i.^^o.wuw

.

Green. Charles H.. Chicago, 111., assignor to E. J Woodison Company Detroit. Mich. Portable sand siftincmiKhlne. No. 1.2.30.477: June 19; v. 239- d 789
Ore.nberir Abraham. Plttsburirh. Pa. Submarine vesselNo 1.230.702; June 19: v. 239; p. 804 """"^ vessel.

Oreenberg. Ixjula, et al. (See Olson, Gustaf, assignor )

°T^So;Snr5;v''°2?9TJ'23l""- ^'-""'"- '^o-

^T^'ai. 'To'' i:?29.^7'8°rjrrB =
^'"2"39

: ?"!'r
^•" '^'-

Greene. John s.. Rochester, N. Y.. assignor to Commercialcamera Company. Providence. R I. Photographic de-veloping apparatus. No. 1.229.945 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

Greeufleld Paper Bottle Companv. (See Ung. John O V
assignor.^ " uu v». ».,

0'**npolnt Metallic Bed Company. (See Frank. Loola. aa-

Greer M.-dorem W.. New York, N. T.. assignor, by mesneHssiKnments, to Ever-I^ast Cotton Shoe Cor;iratlonShoe construction. No. 1.230,478; June 19 ; v. 239
i

Gregg Company. The. (See Gregg, Otla T.. assignor.)

a"ss*l noT""^'
'^"'^ *iriiig. William C. and L. D..

Gregg. Louis D. (See Gregg. William C. and L. D.)

^^;k^il I- *"l«°or to The Gregg Company, Limited,
1 ?ofi 5???N ^« ^- ^o^*''

'"™*' construction. No.
^
1,228.562 ; June S ; v. 239 ; p. 60.

Gregg. William (\ and L. D., assignors to The Gregg Com-pany. Limited Hackensack. N. J. Railway il.. nnd

ilVi^'t- Um'"/.!"' "^ '.^^'' Grelrk. William P. M., assignor.)
" «'''^ J^l"*'". ^ ^ •

Kvanston. III., assignor to B. WGrelck. Llnc.> u. Nebr. Self-preserving acid milk prod-

"'^fo"?' "'2^1,"^ *^<' '«™*'- •'^'o- 1.230,479: June 19

;

Orlftre, Jean C. Padua, Italy. Manufacture of dry cry»-

5 oo.o,/"^'" '2'' °^^''l <Ty«talllne substances. So.1,228.910; June 8; v. 239; p. 182
Grl^re. lean ( .. Padua. Italy. .Apparatus for the mana-

facture of dry crystals of sugar and other crystalline
r.JU^''**.'"^r.- ii"*-

1-230,890; June HO; y. 2.39: p 965
Griffln. Aqulla H. and G., assignors of one-tenth to J. W.Steward, Paterson, N. J. Driving-belt. No. 1.228.429

;

Griffin. Aqulla H ' and G.. assignors of one-tenth to J. WSteward. Paterson, N. J. Driving belt. No. 1.229 441 •

June 12; v. 239: p. 408.
'

Orlffln. George. (See Griffln. Aqulla H. and G.»

1 o?,i, ••L^'"^'' "i ^'V„«<^<'"^*'"- Kans. Ladle.
1.228.665 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 98

^'1",oo/w,i"'?-
Cleveland, dihlo. Hose-coupling.

1,229,067 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 232.
Griffith W-|lllam J. (See Miller, Lewis, assignor.)
Gr glonl. lames L. (See Hobsbawm and Grrgionl.)

^•^'°oo^°V ,^"U""' ''•• Brooklyn. N Y Belt clamp.
1.231,521; June 26; v. 23fi ; p. 1175

Grindle Aubrey J., assignor to Combustion E. onomy Cor-poration. Chicago. III. Apparatus for burning pow-dered coal. No. 1,228,769; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 135:

No.

No.

No.

(St^ Carlson. .Arthur W.'. assignor )
(See Illbbard. Edward R. assignor.)

Grip Nut Companv.
Grip Nut Companv
Grip Nut Company. (See Sharp. WI]lianl"E.."assifmSr.')
Groebll, Josep^ A New York. N. Y. Embrolderlng-ma-

chlne. No. 1.228.666: June 6: v. 239; p 98
Groendyke. Cornelius E.. .sh.-ldon. Iowa, (iate-ooerator

No. 1.231.252: June 20; v. 2.39; p. 1088.
V^^^^or.

Groves. George E. (See Downs. David (J., a.sslgnor )

"^"^lS^^ /„'•'*?''''' *"• R«''>«'vue, Ky. Stationery. No.
1,229.442 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 408

Gu^'ret, Andr#. Paris. Franc-. Internal-combustion en-
glne. No. 1.231.522: June 26; v. 239: n. 1176.

Guett Monroe, assignor to The Hart & Hegeman Manu-
factarlng Company. Hartfonl. Conn IMish button con-
nection for snap switches. No. 1,2.30,480; June 19-
v. 239 : p. 79i>. •

Gulchard. Edear. Etampes. France. Process for covering
with a protective plastic c.nfinp flntt»'ne<l strips and
product thereof. No. 1.2.30.151 ; j„ne 19; v. 239;
p. (JoO.

Gule. Purslfer F., and J. S. I.ong. Mnnhelm. Pa. : said Gule
assignor to sal<l Ixjng. Adjustable door-screen. No
1,229.744: June 12: v. 239: p. 510

(Julse. Joseph A., Magazine. Ark. Necktie-retainer No
1.2.30.7M4: June 19; v. 2.39: p 865 "

Gulf Refining Company. (See Alexander, Cllve M.. as-
signor.)

Gulf Refining Company. (See Brooks and Smith, as-
signors.)

Gurlf-v. John W.. Yorkvllle. assignor of one half to W. O.
, .VA^'*/?I!.*'°',

^'f'''«- N- Y. Sewing machine. No,
1.229.2.'i6: June 12: y. 239; p 34r..

Guthrie. Wp.Ip H.. Tharleston. W. Va. Automatic alr-
controlllng devlcp for gas-engines. No. 1.230.481 • June
19; v. 239 : p. 790.

Gutierrez, Refugio. San Antonio, Tex. Tortllla-maklng
machine. No. 1.229.940: June 12; v. 239: p 577

Oysi, Alfred, Zurich. Switzerland. Dental articulator.
No. 1.228.667 : June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 99.

wiuiaior.

H. Malniin r... (See Marshall. William J., assignor.)
H. H. Babcock Company. (See Davis, Francis G.. aa-

BlKnor.>
H. W Johns-Manvllfe Company. (See Selgle, William R,.

assignor.) '

Haan.'i. Hugo P.. Jr.. St. Louis. Mo. Pianoforte attach-
ment. .No. 1.229.257: June 12; v. 2.39; p 340

Haas. Jackson (»., Philadelphia. Pa. Piston and ring pack-
ing. No. 1.229.258 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. ,347

Hachmelster, John. (See Leonard, William R.. assignor.)Hackney. Leslie S. (See Froellch. John, assignor )Hackney. Leslie S. (See Johnson. E<lward. assignor)

v^°V'9,.wno^ ?•• ^Jo ^""lio^^""' Traction vehicle,Na 1.230.402 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 763.
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Haddock. Joaeph F., St. rx)a1«. Mo. Train lantern or
marker. No. 1.228.911 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 182.

Hadbv .\rt. Providence. R. 1. Soft collar button. No.
1.229.0O7; June 12; v. 2.39: p. 460.

Hailey, James A.. Swanlake, Idaho. Combined hay rake
an.r loader. No. 1.230,152 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 080.

Hadley, Walter C, New iTork, N. Y. Sample-pasting ma-
chine. No. 1.229.259: June 12: v. 2.39; p. 347.

Ilaeffner. Axel H., SkutskMr, Sweden. Sizing paper, card
board, and the like. No. 1.231,153; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1056.

Haggerty, Frank, assignor of one fourth to C. Izenstark,
Chicago. III. Athlete's guard. No. 1.229.947 ; June 12 ;

v. 2.39 : p. 577.
Haggott. Warren A., trustee. (See Wingett, John N., as-

signor.)
Hagman. Edwin V., Revere. Mass. Protractor. No.

1,229.069 ; June 5 : v. 239 : p. 2.33.

nahn. Charles H., Pittsburgh. I'a. Partition structure for

toilet rooms. No. 1.229.745 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 511.
Hahn. John N., Cleveland. Ohio. Dual-facing machine

fcr corrugated paper board. No. 1,228,430; June 6; v.

239 ' D 19.

Halgh.' Rol)ert W., Manchester, England. Toy or ap-

pliance for playing a game. No. 1,229,260 ; June 12 ; v.

239: p. 348.
Hale <;eorge S., Tekoa. Wash. (Gasolene-strainer. No.

1.229.60H : June 12; v. 2,39; p. 400.
Hale Henry S.. Phllidelnhla. Pa. Automobile. No.

1.229.746i June 12; v. 239; p. 511.

Hale and Kllburn Company. (See KUbum, John E., as-

signor.)
Hales. Henry W., Rldgewood, N. J. Stereoscope. No.

No.

1.230.705; June 19; v. 239; p. 865.
., Plymouth. Ohio. 1

vehicles. No. 1.230.153: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 081.
Hall, Alonzo W., Plymouth. Driving gearing for

Hall, Arthur J. (See Storer and Hall.)

Ilall. Arthur J.. Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to West-
Inghousc Electric and Manufacturing Company. Con-
trol system. No. 1.229.444 : June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p^ 409.

Hall. Arthur J., Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company. Control
apparatus. No. 1.229.445 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 410.

Hall. Arthur J., and L. G. Riley. Wllklnsburg, Pa., as-

signors to WestlnghoHse Electric and Manufacturing
Company. .Accelerator and system of control. No.
1.229.443; June 12; v. 2.39: p. 409.

Hall. Arthur J. and L. G. Riley. Wllklnsburg. Pa., as-

signors to Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Companv. .Atcelcrator and system of control. No.
1.22A.440: June 12; v. 2.39; p. 410.

Hall Borchert Dress Form Company. (See Granger.
Frank B.. assignor.)

Hall. Calvin F., Athens. 111. Joist or beam support or
anchor. .No. 1,229.070; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 23.3.

Hall Charles R. (See Janes. Jesale. assignor.)
Hall. Frank .\. (See Mcintosh. Burtnett, assignor.)

Hall. Lin<oln. Los .\ngeles. Cnl. Label-holder. No.
1.229.94S : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 577.

Halldorson. Thomas E., Chicago, 111. Photographic-print-
ing machine. No. 1.228,912 : June 6 -v. 239 ; p. 183.

HallTwell. William B.. Saugatuck, Conn. Single rail

spike driving and drawing machine. No. 1.231.253;
June 26: v. 239: p. 1088.

Halstead. Stanley M., San Jose, Cal. Pump mechanism.
No. 1.22S.770:' June 5: v. 2.39: p. 130.

Haml)len. Charles, et al. (See (Selsendorff. Frederick M.,
assignor.)

Hambrecht. George P., ft al. (See McC.irr, John, as-
signor. >

Uanicl. Charles A., and F. E. Valols, Haverhill, assignors
to Ilamel Shoe Machinery Company, Lvnn, Mass. Sup
port for shoe machines. No. 1,229,6(»9; June 12; v.

239: p. 466.
Hamel Shoe Machinery Company. (See Harael and Valols,

assignors.)
Hamlll. Ket O., et al. (See Phillips. Newton E.. assignor.)
Hamilton. F'rank A., et al., executors. (See Furnas, Rob-

ert W.)
Hamilton. Leila F., cf al.. executors. (See Furnas, Rob-

ert W.)
Hamilton. Rush E.. Geyserville, assignor to Hamilton

Tractor Company, San Francisco, Cal. -Coupling ami
steering means for tractors. No. 1,280,293; June 19:
V. 2.39 : |> 729.

Hamilton, Thomas P., assignor to Bauer & Black, Chicago,
III. Surgical swab. No. 1,229,195; June 5; v. 239; p.

276.
Hamilton Tractor Company. (See Hamilton, Rush E., as-

signor.)
Hamilton. Walter L., assignor to H. C. Avery, Holvokc.

Mass. Switch. No. 1,230,089; June 12; v. 239; p.

622.
Hamm. I^eamon. Bangor, Me. Clothes-pin. No. 1,231,016 ;

June 20 : V. 239; p. 1009.
Hammel, Walter P., assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Neostvlp Envelope Company, Chicago, III. Envelop.
No. 1,"230.154 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 681.

Hammond. Ix)renzo T.. Cotult, Mass. Triple piston deep-
well pump. No. 1,230,155 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 082.

Hammond. Mary M.. Kansas City. Mo. Tray mechanism.
No. 1,229.447; June 12: v. 239; p. 411.

Hammond. Marv M.. Kansas City. Mo. Tray. No.
1.229.448; June 12; v. 239; p, 411.

Hammond, Wllberforce B., Boston. Mass.. aasi^or,*- by
mesne assignments, to Combined Heat and Sprinkler
Companv. Automatic sprinkler. No. 1,228.553; June
6; y. 2.39; p. 61.

Hammond. Wllberforce B., Brookllne. Mass., assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Combined Heat anil Sprinkler
Company. Combined heating and sprinkler system.
No. 1,229.071 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 2.33.

llaiuiu. Rudolph L., asslgu«ir to F. L. Stanton, New Yorit,

N. Y. Dental surveying apparatus. No. 1.230,156;
June 19 : v. 239 : p 0S2.

Hauauer. Andrew. New Y'ork, N. Y. Shade-awning sup-
port. No. 1,228,068 ; June 5; v. 239 ; p. 99.

Hancc, Joscj)h M. ( .*<ee Sdiatle and Hunce.)
Hanco«k, William T.. Anderson. Ind. Draw grip.

1.231,254; June 20; v. 2.39; p. 10S9.
Hanger, James E., Washington, D. C. Chair. No.

1.228.771 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 136.
Hanlon & (Joodman Co. (See Rol)lnson, Edward E., as-

signor.) , ,

Hannon. Luke. Hennessey, Okla. Device for protecting
crude oil tanks. No. 1.^29,201 ; June 12: v. 2.{9 ; p. 348.

Hanot, Alexander L.. Fairbanks, Alaska. Drag-bucket ap-
paratus. .No. 1,228.554 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 61.

Ha ischlld, Aurel, Plttsbuigh, Pa. Nut and bolt lock.

.Vo. 1,230.891 : June 26; v. 239; p. 965.

Hansen, Angle L.. assignor to Justrlte Mauufacturlng
Company, Chicago. 111. Acetylene-gas lantern. No.
1,228,772; June 6; v. 239; p. 136.

, . .

Hansen. Angle L.. assignor to Justrlte Manufacturing
Company. Chicago, 111. Acetylene-lamp. No. 1,230,892 :

June 26; v. 239; p. 965.
Hansen, Axel C. New York, Ni Y. Automatic exhaust-

valve for steam-engines. No. 1,228.555; June 5; v.

239 ; p. 62. ^,, ,

,

Hansen, Hans C. J. A. Norre, and J. A. Relmer. Elk Horn,
Iowa. Draft-evener for harrows. No. 1.230,294; June
19 ; V. 239 ; p. 729.

, , ^ .

Hansen, Thomas C. Chicago. 111. Changeable electric

sign. No. 1.230.403: June 19; v. 239; p. 763.

Hansmann Manufacturing Company. (See Strack, Her-
man, assignor.)

Hanson, Anders C, Stanton, Iowa. Miter knife. No.
1,228,431 ; June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 20.

Hanson. Bengt M. W.. Hartford, Conn. Metal-working
machine. No. 1.231,255: June 26; v. 239: p. 1089.

Hanson. Bennfe P.. and N. I. Nelson. Bancroft, Iowa.
Loading machine. No. 1,229,262; June 12; v. 239;

Ilapgood. Clarence H., Toledo, Ohio., assignor to Toledo
Scale Cmpany. Jersey City, N. J. Scale. No. 1,229,449 :

June 12 : v. 2.39; p. 411
Happel, Albert W. (See Buerk and Happel.)
Harcourt, Frederic, Birmingham, England. Temporary

binder. No. 1,228,432; June 5; v. 239; p. 20.

Hardev, Edwin F., Kansas City. Mo. Appliance for light,

heat, and massage treatment. No. 1.228.009: June 6;
v. 239 ; p. 99.

Hardwick. Christopher C, and A. H. Allen, Northampton.
England. Ijist. No. 1 .2.30.H93 : June 20 : v. 239 : p. 966.

Hardy. Fred J.. Corbettsvllle. N. Y. Car-door. Na
1.229.072 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 234.

Harper, Frank. (See Harris. Mward F., assignor.)

Harper, Sidney C. (See Brown, Theodore, assignor.)

Harpst. Frederick K.. Lufkin, Tex. Radius-rod. No.
1.2.30.157 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 683.

Harrlgan, Eilward. Tacoma, Wash. Rotary engine. No.
1.229,949: June 12; v. 2.39: p. 578.

Harrlman. Frederick C, Ardsley-on-Hudson, Irvlngton,

N. Y. Strap-fastener. No. 1.229.263 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

p. .348.

Harrington, Lynn J., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to L.
Smith & Bros. Typewriter Company, Syracuse. N.

Platen for typewriters. No. 1,230,295; June 19;
239; p. 7.30.

"

„ ^ \
Harris. Charles W. (See Merrlman and Harris.)
Harris. Edward F.. assignor, by mesne assignments,

one fifth to F. Harper. Chicago. III. Window-platform
support No. 1.229.073; June 5; y. 239; p. 2.34.

Harris Hugh C. Coeur d'Alene. Idaho. Combination saw
set nn<i sharpener. No. 1,229,450; June 12; v. 239;
p. 412.

Harris, Joseph. Chicago. 111., a.ssignor to W. H. Miner,
Chazv. N. Y. Draw-bar and yoke connection. No
1,231,017; June 26; v. 239: p. 1009.

Harrison, Ephrlam (J.. Provo City, Utah. Window shade
holder. No. 1.229.074 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 2.34.

Harrop, John T.. Garfield. N. J. Repairing asphalt pave-
ments. No. 1.2.30.894; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 966.

Hart Bell Carbon Remover Company. (See Hartlett,
<;eorge 1>., assignor.)

Hart, Frederick A., Newark. N. J., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Underwood Computing Machine Company,
New Y'ork, N. Y. Combined type-writing and comput-
ing machine. No. 1.281.018; June 20: v. 239: p. 1009.

Hart, Frederick A.. Hartford. Conn., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Underwood Computing Machine Com-
pany, New York, N. Y. Combined type-writing and
computing machine. No. 1,231,523; Jane 26; v. 239;
p. 1176.

Hart fc Hegeman Manufacturing Company, The. (Bee
(Juett. Monroe, assignor.)

Hartfleld, August J., assignor to H. A. Hartfleld. Los An-
geles. Cal. (Jns heat-radiator. No. 1.229,451 ; June 12 ;

V. 239 ; p. 412.

C.
T.
V.

of
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Hartflelfl, UcWn A. (See Hartflehl, August J., assignor.)
Hartford Rubber Works Company, The. (See Whlttelsey,

Charles B.. assignor.)
(lartban, Chark-s E., Lyon, Mass., amilgnor to General

Electric Company. Arc-lamp. No. 1,229,950; June 12;
V. 239 : p. 5T8.

Ilartlett, fieonce I)., Glenbrook, Conn., asslcnor of one half
to E. C. Belllntf and one half to Hart It.n Carbon Re-

Inc, Sew York. N. Y. Attachment for
No. vl.230.158; .June 19; v. 239;

mover Company,
gasolene-engines.
p. 683.

llartman, Samuel u., l>«yton.
machine. No. 1,228,773 ; J4ine

Hartmann. Max. (See HUssy
Harvfy llubbetl, Inc. (See Horn
Harwood, Lion M.. Springfield

Ohio. Street-sweeping
5 : V. 239 : p. 1 37.

1.1 nn. I

es, assignor.)
Mass. Apparatus for

No. 1,229.075; June 5; v. 239;handling nn-tallic leaf.
p. 235.

Haskell. William E., assignor to Estcy Organ Companr.
Brattleboro. Vt. Department selecting mechanism for
automatlcally-playpd organs. No. 1.230,895; June 26;
V. 239 ; p. 966.

Hntch. Fredfrick A., Plymouth. Mass. Ijist. No.
1.230,706 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 865.

Hatch. Tracy B., South Pasadena, Cal. Jack. No.
1.229.951 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 578.

Hatchett. Samuel P., and G. L. IMllard, Mogollon, N. Mex.
Permutation lock. No. 1,231.524; June 26; v. 239; p.
1176.

*^

Hatfield. John, assignor to Universal Steel Cabinet Com-
pany. Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y. Follower-block for fillng-
.ases. No. 1.2.'H,154; June 26; v. 239; p. 1056.

Hathaway. Thomas F., assignor to Hllnols Watch Case
Co.. FAgiu, 111. Case for cigarettes and the like. No.
1.229.952 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 579.

Hauberg, Hakon K.. Hennlng. Minn. Woo<l-spllttlng ma-
chine. No. 1,231.525; June 26; v. 239: p. 1177.

Hauck, Arthur E., New York. N. Y. Heavy-oil burner.
No. 1,231.019: June 26; v. 239; p. 1009.

Haun, Solon P., Mohawk, Tenn. Acetylene gas generator.
No. 1,231.155;' June 26; v. 239; p. 1056.

Ilaupt, William K.. Philadelphia, Pa. Automobile tran.s-
misslon mechanism. No. 1,230,896; June 26; v. 239:
p. 966.

Hawk, I>ewl8 E., assignor of one third to E. R. Kllpatrick,
Chicago, 111. Pneumatic - tire - alarm device. No.
1.2:;o.o71

; June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 616.
Hawkins, Cyrus, Colli ngswooil, N. J., assignor of one-half

to II. W. King, PhlladelphUi, Pa. Wiper and polisher
for plate - printing and die - stamping presses. No.
1.2.^0.897; .Tune 26; v. 239; p. 967.

Hawley, Royal A., assignor of one-third to A. B. Eddie-
man and one-third to W, B. Douglas, Graham. Tex.
Gate or door closing device. No. 1,231,526; June 26;
V. 239; p. 1177.

Hawthorne, Charles W., Hamilton. Ontario, Canada.
Rolling mill. No. 1.228,433: June 5; v. 239; p. 20.

Hawthorne, Samuel C. (See Graham and Hawthorne.)
Hay, Lyman T. (See Ehrllch. I^o, assignor.)
Hayashl. Harry. Elmhurst, Cal. WrHppIng device. (Re-

issue.) .No. 14,318; June 19; v. 239; p. 909.
Hayden. William R., Indlanolo. .Vebr. Cattle-poke. No.

1.228.913; June 5 ; v. 289 ; p. 183.
Hayes, Frank .\.. Pelham Manor, N. Y. Variable-speed

power-transmission mechanism. No. 1.229,076: June
5 : V. 239 ; p. 233.

Hayes, Richani F. (See Freeman. George L., assignor.)
Hayes, Thomas J., Boston, Mass. Belt-punching tooL

No. 1.231.020; June 26; v. 239; p. 1010.
Hayes, Thomas J., Boston, Mass. Belt-cutting tool. No

1.231,021; June 26; v. 239; p. 1010.
Hayes. Thomas J., assignor to .\rbetter Felling Machine
Company. Boston. Mass. Blindstltth sewing machine
.\o. 1,230,159 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 683.

ilnyford. Eugene S.. New Orleans, Iji. Apparatus for
raising sunken ships. No. 1,228,914; June 5; v. 239;
p. 184.

Hays. John R.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Printing press. No.
1.229.610 : .June 12 ; v. 2.19 : p. 467.

Ileadley, Carl W.. I>anvllle. III. Receptacle. No.
1.231,022: June 26; v. 239; p. 1011.

Heaslet, James (}., I>etrolt, Mich., assignor to The Stude-
baker Corporation. Collapsible seat. No. 1,231,156:
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1056.

Heatlle, Fred W.. Kentland, In.l.
1.229.9,'j3 : June 12 ; v. 2.{9

; p. 579.
Hecht, Charles E., Irvlngton, N. J.

1.228.774; June 5: v. 239; p. 137.
Heckmann. Julius F., Lupus, Mo.

1.230.707 : June 19; v. 239; p. 866.
Chair

Figure toy.

Brush-holder.

Gun magazine.

No. 1,228,434

No.

No.

No.

Hedi.erg. Edward W., Chicago, III.

June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 20.
Hedges, Harry K., I.^a Angeles, Cal. Walking attachment

for motor-cars. .No. 1,229,954 : June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 579.
Uedlund. <;ustaf E.. Lynn, Mass. Making welt-shoes.

.No. 1.229.077; June 5; v. 239; p. 236.
Helll>run. Monroe E.. New York. .\. Y., assignor to (Jem
Fountain IVn Corporation. Fountain-pen. No. 1,231,256 ;

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1089.
Ileineman, Joseph. New York, .\.

1.229.452 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 412.
Heinemann, Jakob, Oshkosh, Wis. Pin-setting device.

No. 1,230.898: June 26; v. 239; p. 967.

Y. Button. No.

' Heins, Otto, Edgewater, .V. J., assignor to Bosch Magneto
Company, New York, N. Y. Starting internal-combus-
tion engines. No. 1,230,160; June 19; v. 239; p. 684.

Helser, Edgar F.. Kingston. Mo. Cyllnder-reborlng mech-
I

anlsm. No. 1.231.347: June 26; v. 239; p. 1119.
, Heller, Loots, and E. Neese, Round Top, Tex. Hand

manure - scraper. No. 1,229,955; June 12; v. 239;
p. 579.

,
Hellermann, .August L., Dusseldorf, Germany, .\pparatns

for making corrugated and creased wooden shavings.
.No. 1.229.747; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 511.

Helsiey, (leorge R. (See Callaway and Helsley.)
,

llenienway. John F. (See Wright. Rea P., as.slgnor.)
I Henderson. Clarence .M . and E. Cocks. Berkeley. Cal.

Wall bed foot rail connection. No. 1,228.915; Jane 5;
V. 239; p. 184.

Henderson. James D., Monmouth, HI. Attachment for
j

motor vehicles. No. 1.229.956 ; June 12 ;v. 239 ; p. 580.
I

Henderson, John C, Washington, l>. C., assignor to
l)rlver-Harr:s Wire Conipany. Harrison, N. J. Flexi-
ble Insulated electrical < onductor. .No. 1,228.670;
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. loo.

Ilenneberg. Wllhelrii. lUrlln. iJermanv. Pro<lu<lng Yog-
hurt beer. No. 1,228.916; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 184.

Hennlg, Gustav K. (See Bajde and Hennig.

)

Henry. Harry W.. Vonkers. .\. Y. Penholder. No.
1.231.023; June 26; v. 239; p. mil.

Hensley. Vergil, Vallejo. Cal. Pneumatic tire. No.
1.229,264 ; Juue 12; v. 239 : p. .349.

Herbst. Abram W. (8e«' Mlnton, Le Roy H., assignor.)
Herendeen, R. J.. What Cheer, Iowa. Permutation pad-

lo<k. No. 1.231.1.-7; June jr.; v. 2.39; p. 1057.
llerlbaucr, Joseph .1.. Richmond Hill. N. Y. .Automobile-

horn. .No. 1.229.453; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 4i:5.

Herman Strater & Sons. (See Strater. Theodore G., as-
signor.)

Hernandez. Joseph P... Corona, N. Y. Three way floor
construction. .No. 1.231.34«<: June 2»! ; v. 239; p. 1119.

Herr,' Herl>ert T.. I'lttsburgh. assljjnor, by mesne assign-
ments, to The Westlnghouse Machine Company, East
Pltt.>»»)urgh. Pa. Multiple control. No. 1.231,257 ; June
26 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 101>0.

Ilerreshoff, James 1'... Jr., New York. N. Y. Treating
slags. No. 1.231,349; June 26; v. 239; p. 1120.

Herrmann, Isaac .\., Klyrla, ()hlo. Watchman's recording-
clock. .No. 1.231,.3.>0; June 26: v. 239; p. 1120.

Herron. Foster J.. Sherodsvllle. Ohio. Valve. No.
1,230.161 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 684.

Herschede Hall ('lock Company. The. (See Ilerschede and
Cohan, assignors.)

Herschede, Walter J., and C. ("'ohan. assignors to The
Herschede Hall Clock (^ompatiy, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Synchronizing mechanism for chime clocks. No.
1.229,454 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 413.

Herschell-Spillman Company. (See Cramer, (Jeorge H.,
assignor.)

Hersnmn, Paul R., Milwaukee, Wis., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to William F. Jobblns. Incorporated. Au-
rora. III. Processing aluminum skimmings, screenings,
slags, or analogous imiterlals. No. 1.229.611 ; June 12;
V. 2,'<9

; p. 467.
Herz. (iustave L.. New York, N. T. Spark plug. No.

1.229.748 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 511.
Hentog. Soma. .New York. N. Y. Alcohol-lamp. No.

1»29,078; June 5: v. 239: p. '236.

Hess. F:4lward B.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Book hohier and pro-
tector. .No. 1.228.435: June 5: v. 2.39; p. 21.

Hes.s, Edward B . Brooklyn, N. Y. Protector for motor
devU-es of automoblb-s. No. 1.228,436; June 5; v.
239: p. 21.

Hess, Simon B. (See Goldstein. Albert, assignor.)
Hesse. Joseph. Hartington, Net>r. Seed corn drier. No.

1,228.566: June 5: v. 239: p. 62.
Heuser, Herman. Chicago. 111. Manufacture of dry ex-

tracts of b.-er. Ac. No. 1.228.917 : Juno 5 : v. 2.39
; p. 184.

Hewett, RolH<rt J.. Westfleld, N. J. Cab signal system.
.No. 1,229.957: June 12: r. 2:{9 ; p. 580.

Hewitt. Peter C, Rinuw<»od Manor, assignor, by mesne
assignments, to (Jooper Hewitt Electric Company, Ho-
boken, N. J. Vapor electric apparatus. No. 1,230,708 ;

June 19; v. 2.39; p 866.
Heys, John J., Lynn. Mass., assignor to United Shoe Ma-

chinery Conipaiiv. Paterson, N. J. Sole-gage for boots
and shoes. .No. l,2'_'9.265 ; June 12; v. 2.39; p. .349.

Hibltard. Edward R.. assignor to Grip Nut Company, Chi-
cago, 111. Nut lock. .No. 1.228.671 ; June 5; v. 239; p.
100.

inbliert, Harold, Pittsburgh, Pa. Explosive compositions
and producing same. .No. 1,231,351; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1120

Hii)l>ert. Harold. Pittsburgh. Pa., assignor to Union Car-
bide Company. Nrw York. N. Y. Making acetic acid.
No. 1.230.H99 : June 26 : v. 2.39 ; p. 967.

Hlbner, Philip D.. Seattle, W;ish. Means for reL'ulatlng
fuel mi.xtures for Interiial combustion engines. No.
1.2.30.404 : June 19: v. '2.39

; p. 763.
Hickman. James T.. Jr.. Sprlngp<irt, Ind. Pouer-<lrlven

cultivator. No. 1.231.352; June 2«! : v. 2.39; p. 1121.
Hickman, Stephen C, Charlton. Iowa. I'ulllng-Jack for

motor-vehicles. .No. 1.228.918: June 5; v. 2.39; p. 184.
Hlckok, .Arthur S. (See Myers, Hubert A., a.sslgnor.)
Hicks, Thomas W., asslKUor to Scientific F'armlng Machin-

ery Company, Minneapolis. Minn. Planter. No.
1.-231,363 ; June 26; v. •2,'v9 ; p. 1121.
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HlfflBs. Patrick J., et ah (See Thompson, William L.

assignor.)
Higgs. Henry, assignor to Klauder-Weldon Dyeing Ma-

chine Conipany, Amsterdam. N. Y. Dyelng-machlne.
No. 1.2-29.612 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 467.

Hlklda. Jinklchl, Toyama-Ken. Japan. Tube-cleaner for

marine boilers. No. 1.228,437; June 5; v. 239: p. '12.

Hlldebrand. F.<lward I'. (See Auckland and Hlldebrand.i
HUdebrand. Harry D.. IMttsburRh. Pa. Valve. No.

1.229.455 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 413.
HUdebrand. Harrv D.. IMttsburgh. Pa. Valve. No.

1.229.456: June 12: v. 2.39: p. 413.
HUdebrand. Harry D.. Plttsl»urgh. Pa. Valve. No.

1.229.457 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 414.
HUdebrand. John. Bridgeport. Conn. Automatic boiler.

No. 1.230.296 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p 730.
Hill. Edward W.. Chicago. 111. Combined pencil and

pencil sharp.'ner. No. 1.228.672; June 5; v. 239; p.

100.
Hill, John E., assignor to Art Products Company, Boston,

Mass. Milk-bottle cap. No. 1,228,775; June 6; v.
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Hill. I^u'l C, Los Angeles, Cal. Three-piece tubular con-

pllng. No. 1.2-29.079 : June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 236.
Hill, William, Alexandria. IjA. Cotton-compress. No.

1,230.709; June 19; v. 239; p. 866.
Hill, William, Alexandria. I.,a. Lawn - mower. No.

1,230.710; June 19; v. 239: p 867.
Hlllhouse. John T.. New York. N. Y. Ignition system for

internal combustion engines. No. 1.229,'266; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 349.

Hllllard, Fre<lerlck E.. Brooklyn. .N. Y.. and W. G.
Stevens. Palisades Park, N. J. Apparatus for cutting
and polishing precions stones. No. 1,228,919; Jane 6;
v. 239; p. 186.

Hilton. Ben F. and C. W., Joaquin, Tex. Hay-press. No.
1,231.3.^4 ; June 26; v. 239; p. 1121.

Hilton, Cliarley W. (See Hilton, Ben F. and C. W.)
Hink. Charles A., (Jrlnnell, Iowa. Elei tromagnetic valve

grlndir. .No 1 .2.30.9O0 ; .lune 26; v. 2.39; p. 968.
Hlnrlchsen, Edward E., New York. N. Y.. assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Western Electric Companv, In-
corporated. Telephone signaling system. No. 1,230,578 ;

June 19; v. 239 ; p. 824.
Illnrl<hsen. Edward E.. New York, N. Y.. assignor, by
mesne assignments, to Western Ele<'trlc Company, In-
corpor«tp<l. Telephone-exchange system. No. 1,231,024 ;

June 26; v. 2,39; p. 1011.
Hinsdlll. Charles A., Troy, .N. Y. Lighting mechanism for
machine tables. No. 1.229.458 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 414.

Hitchcock. Ella M., and E. C. Holler. Los Angeles. Cal.
Skirt marker. No. 1,2'29.95S: June 12; v. 239; p. 680.

Hlte. Charles E.. Philadelphia. Pa. Heat Insulating ma
terlal and making' same. No. 1.230,207; June 19; v.

2.39 : p. 7.30.

Hlte. Marcus C. (See Marks. Albert (J., assignor.)
Hltt, Samuel E., Elyrla, Ohio, and J. I. Pevton, Johns

town. Pa Ingot mold. No. 1,230,405; June 19; v.

239 ; p. 764.
HJermstad. Martin M., Kenvon, Minn. .Anch'>ring device.
No 1,230,711 ; June 19; v. 239 : p. 867.

Hlavaty, Joseph, (Oklahoma. Okla. Burglar-alarm. No.
1.229.080: June 5: v. 239; p. '236.

Uobart, Franklin (;., and C. B. Jahnke, Belolt, Wis., as-
signors to Fairbanks, Morse tt Company, Chicago. III.

Suction valve holder. No. 1,229,4.59; June 12; v. 239;
p. 414.

Hobsbawm. Isidore B.. Ix>ndon. and J. L. Grlglonl, Rich-
mond. England. Separatlnjr sodium cblorld from
liquors (ontaining It and smiium nitrate In solution.
No. 1,230.162 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 684.

Hobsl)awm, Isidore B.. London, and J. L. Grlglonl, Rich-
mond. P^ni:land. R«'Covering sodium nitrate from
llguorn containing It atid sodium chlorid in solution.
No. 1,230.163 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 685.

Hwlgdon. Herbert W. (See Cleaver, Fremont J., as-
signor.)

Ho<lKe. Harry B., Los .Angeles, Ca\. Lubrlcatlng-oll. No.
1.2,30.579 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 825.

Hodges. Chauncey W., Grand Rapids. Mich. Tlre-chaln.
No. 1.229,613; June 12: v. 239; p. 468.

Hodo, Wesley .A. J., Cleburne, assignor of one-half to B.

I). Cramer. Fort Worth. Tex. (iinning, cleaning, and
bleaching cotton. No. 1,230.'298 ; June 19; v. 239;
p. 730.

Hoeffer. Wllhelm, et ai. (See Schneider, Daniel, as-
signor. )

Hoel. Howard M., and E. A. Shew, assignors to Utility
Manufacturing Company. Fraxee, Minn. Separator. No.
1,231,158; June 26; v. 239; p. 1057.

Hoerr, Louis A., St. Louis, Mo. Carllne. No. 1,229.267 ;

June 12 : v. 239 : p. 350.
Hoey, John. New York. N. Y. MUk-bottle receptacle. No.

1.229.268 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : d. 350.
Hoffman. Peter A., Hastings. Minn. Envelop. No.

1.2-29.081 : June 5: v. 239; p. 236.
Hogau. Thomas J.. Portland. Me. Foldable cuff or wrist-

hand. No. 1.2'29.614 ; June 12 ; . 239 ; p. 468.
Holden. Joseph B.. Syracuse. N. Y. Guard for machin-

ery. No. 1.228.920; June 5; v. 239; p. 186.

Holdreilge, Charles H., Stonington, Conn. Automatic Ink-
well. No. 1.228.921 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 186.

Hole. Charles C. Fremont, .Nebr. Wrench. No. 1,231,355 ;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1122.

Holland. George H. (8e4 Deady and Holland.)
Holland, James J., assignor of one-half to (>. H. Klllian,

Philadelphia. Pa. .Atomizer. No. 1.229,615; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 468.

Holland lici 7., Lud, Chicago, Hi., assignor to International
Harvester Company of .New Jersey. Switch-controlling
mechanism for sejf rake reapers. No. 1,229.616; June
12; V. 2;{9 : p. 469.

Holland, Newman II., assignor to New Jersey Patent Com-
panv, West Orange. N. J. Phonograph. No. 1,229,749;
June 12 ; v. 239; p. 512.

Holler. Edd C. (See Hitchcock and Holler.)
Holley, James A. (See Teeil. Charles W., assignor.)
Holley, James A. (8«'e Teed and Holb'y.)
HolUs Automatic Traction Jack Company. (See Hollis.

Otis A., assignor.)
Hollis, Otis A., assignor, by mesne assignments, to Hollis

Automatic Traction Jack Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Automobile tractor-vehicle. No. 1.229,082 ; Jane 6 ; t.

2.39 ; p. 236.
Holmes, Frank J. (See Palmer and Holmes.)
Holmes, Thomas J., Chicago, 111. Lubricator. No.

1,230,299 : June 19 ; y. 2.39 ; p. 730.
Holmes. William H., Columbus. t)hlo. I'.ed-sprlng-<llvtdlng

memlter. .No. 1,2.3().40«: June 19: y. 2;V.> ; p 764.

Holt, Frederick B., Antrobns. England, assignor to West-
lnghouse Electric and Manufacturing (.'ompany. Knife-
blade switch. No. 1.229.750; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 512.^

llolter. Ben. Whltefish. Mont. Rifle-barrel. No. 1,2.30,712 ;

June 19 ; y. 239 : p. 867.
lloltz«-law, Amiiros W. (See Holtzclaw, John S. and

A. W.) (Reissue.)
lIolTzclaw. John S. and A. W.. Stanford. Ky. Hemp-brake.

(Reissue.) .No. 14.323: June 26; y. 239; p. 1180.

Holub-Dusha Company. (See Dosha and Feyk, assignors.)

llomberger. Herman k. (See Barr. Andrew J., assignor.)

Homer. John A., ct al. (See Smith, Emery H., assignor.)

Hood. Ernest K. (See Wolff and Hood.)
Hood Rubber Co. (See Glldden. Dorman. and Finch, as-

signors.)
Hood, William. Hempstead, N. Y. Block and tackle. No.

l.'2.30.164 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 686.
Hoofnagle. William T.. (Jlen Ridge, N. J., assignor to

Electro-Chemical Products Company, New York, N. T.
Refrigerating. .No. 1.230.482; June 19; v. 239; p. 790.

Hoofnagle. William T.. (ilen Ridge. N. J., assignor to

Electro Chemical Products Company. .New York, N. T.

Refrigerating apparatus. No. 1,'230,483 ; June 19 ; -v.

239; p. 791.
Hoopea, Delia E. (See Frltch and Hoopes.)
Hoopes. William H. (See Frltch and Hoopes, assignors.)
Hope-Jones, Cecil, administrator. (See Hope Jones, Rob-

ert. )

Hope-Jones, Robert, deceased. North Tonawanda, N. T.

;

C. Hope-Jones, administrator. Shutter for organ swell-

boxes. No. 1.230.165 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 686.

Horan, Arthur J.. Detroit, and J. H. (.ray. Highland Park,
Mich. Metal wheel-block. No. 1.228,438; June 5; v.

239 ; o. 24. ^
Horn, (^harles, Mlllbourne, Pa., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to Haryey llubbell. Inc.. Bridgeport. Conn.
Indicatins electric connector. No. 1,229.460; June 12;
y. 239; p. 415.

Horn. Charles W.. Chicago. 111. Keyless lock. No.
1.2-29,269 ; June 12 : v. 239 : n. 3.50.

Horner. Leon II.. assignor to The Whltln Machine Works,
Whltlnsvllle, Mass. Spinning and twisting machine.
No. 1,230,800 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 731.

Horton. Allen .A., assignor to Burroughs .Ad<llng Machine
Company. Detroit. Ml<h. .Addlngmachlne. No.
1,229,461 ; June 12 ; v, 239 ; p. 415.

Horton, Bryson D., Detroit, Mich. Electrical switch.
No. 1,230.407; June 19; v. 239; p. 765.

Horvatb, Stephen. Highland Park, Mich. Drill sharpener.
No. 1,231.'258 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1090.

Hosklns Manufacturing Company. (See Mi^rsh. Albert
L.. assignor.)

Hoskyns. William J., Detroit, Mich., assignor to F. B.
Smith. Indianapolis. Ind. Vehicle-top. No. 1.230,680;
June 19 ; y. 239 ; p. 825.

Hotchklss, Clarente F.. Blnghamton, N. Y. Flexible shaft.
No. 1,228,439 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 22.

Ilotpoint Kie.tric Heating .Company. (See Rankin and
Laraway. «s>siirnors.

»

Hougas, Willie E.. and L. J. Mldgorden. Lamonl, Iowa.
Auxiliary radius-rod. No. 1,230,713 ; Jifne 19 ; v. 289 -^

p. 867.
llouge. Arnold E., Badger, Iowa. Straining device for

eaves-spoutlngs. No. ,1,231.356 ; June 26; v. 289; p.

1122.
Hough, Edward S., Oakland. Cal. Wooden boat. No.

1,228,922: June 5: v. '2.39; p. 185.
Houghton, Orlev C, assignor to Bullock Tractor Company,

Chicago. 111.
' Traction engine. No. 1.229,462; June 12;

V. 239 ; p. 41.%.

Houghton. Stephen C.. Pacific (Jrove. Cal. .Ailjustable T-
square. No. 1.230.901 ; Jtjne 26: y. 239; p. 968.

House, Henry A.. Bridgeport, Conn. Paper receptacle.
No. 1,229.751 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 512.

House. Henry A.. Bridgeport, Conn. Paper receptacle.
No. 1.2.30.090: June 12: v. 239; p. 623.

Houston. Joseph F.. I'hlladelphla. I'a. Process of and
apparatus for waxing thread. No. 1.230,714; June 19;
V. 239 ; p. 868.
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Houston, Thomas H. (See Upchurch and Houston.) '

Howanl Frank W.. New York, X. Y. Waterproof cloak.
No. 1,229.270; .lun.' 12; v. 239: p. 35o.

"To",a'o-^''''"j'' ^^';-. -''''•* ^'"f"- ^- '^- Umbrella. No.
1.229,271 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. .351.

Howanl. Monroe S., Waukon, Iowa. Autoniatlt- expression
r.o?.*'""' for Play»T planoa. No. 1,229.083; June 5; v.
^oU ; p, 2,1 1

.

Howard. Pliny J., as-Mignor to The National Malleable
Castings Company, C'levelaml, Ohio. Journal-box secur-
liiir me( hanlsm. No. 1.229.617 ; June 12 ; v. 230

;

Howd, Alvaha J.. Nampa, Idaho. Convertible freight-car.
No. 1,230.484 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 791.

v^i.'^r^^^ J- a.sslgnor of seventy one-hun.lredths to
t.. n. Uewey and rive one hundredths to I.. K. MrDer
mott, Nampa, Idaho. Kotary engine. No. 1,229 179 •

June 5; v. 239; p. 271.
.—».i«».

"'^V/.^.-^S^e-
-^urora. 111. Hell ringer for locomotives. No.

i.-'.{1.35( ; June '^ii ; v. l.'39 ; p. 1122
Howe. John Aurora, III. P.ell ringer for looomotivea.

.No. l.^Sl.dS.'S ; June !.•«»; v. 239; p 1123
Howe, Oliver J.. IJro. ktou. .Mass. Forepart for boot and

shoe trws. No. 1.231.359; June 2t5 ; v. 239; p. 1123Howe Philip L.. Breezy 11111. Kan.s. Internal lombustlon
engine. So. 1,228.923 ; June 5 : v. 239 : p. IHtiHowe, VVlnthrop K., Rochester, assignor to <;<>n^ral Rail-way Signal Company. Gates. N. Y. Circuit controller.
(Reissue.) No. 14,310; June 5; v. 239; p. 2Hl

Howell. All.ert S.. assignor to Hell & Howell Company,
Chicago, Hi. Pneumatic film coutroUlng device No
1.231.3HO; June 2«; V. -^39; p. 1123.

Hoxle. Kinney C. (See Sheldon and Hoxle.)
Hoyt, Gabriel P. B., New York. N. Y. Wheel No

1,228,557 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; d. 02.

"'",*' o:>o"^?^^?*'v
Kingston. N. \. Trousers-stretcher. No.

1.228.440 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 22.

""i^JS^i ^.io*'
Waukegan, 111. Clutch mechanism. No.

1,228.673; June 5; v. 239; p. lul.
Hruby, John O. Jr.. et al. (See .Mueller, August E.. as-

signor^
Hruby. Thomas J., et al. (See Mueller, August E. as-

signor.)
Hubbard. James W., et al. (See Tu.lor, Robert H. as

.slgnor.)
Hubbard, Joseph T. (See Forb<«s and Hubbard )

Hubbard. Richard W.. Ashtabula, Ohio. Hinge No
1.228.441 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 22

» ^ «.

Hubbell. Harvey. Bridgeport. Conn. F^lectrlc signaling
system. >.o. 1,229,403; June 12; v. 239; p 416

Hubbell, Harvey. Bridgeport, Conn. Pull socket. No
1.229.464; June 12; V. 239; p. 417

Hubert. Henry C. St. Louis. Mo. Combined trousers
hanger, stretcher, and creaser. No. 1,229.9.^.9 ; June l** •

V. 239 ; p. 581.
' " '

Hudson. Warren R., assignor to The Troy Wagon Works
Vo'°P*%oT'""y;,'l^'"- Coupling. No. 1,229*465

; June

"HT^^^i'^'^'i. "J***^".?'".*"
Packard Motor Car Company,

lietroit, Mich. Hydrocarbon motor. No 1 2'>M l^S

-

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 63.
" ^"'-''••'•»» •

IlufT. Slaughter W.. Brooklyn, N. Y. Drawn-link electric
fu.se. No. 1.228 924 ; June S ; v. 239; p. 186 ^'*"'^'*^

Huis'hc^. Howard K.. assignor to Hughes Tool" Company
Houston. Tex. Rotarv boring .Irlll. No. 1.231 159-
.lune I'b ; v. 2.'{9

; p. in.'s.
Hughes. James W., Haddon Heights. N. J., assignor to

Hughes^Llpplncott Companv. Coin-controllwi mecha-
nism. .No. 1,228,074; June o; v. 239; p. 102

Hughes-Llppincott Company. (See Hughes Jamea W
assignor.)

Hughes Tool Company. (See Hughes. Howard R as-
signor. I

Hult, Carl A. and 0. W.. .*<tockholm. Sweden Drlvlne de-
vice for boats. No. 1,228.776 : June 5 ; v. 239 n ll7

Hult, Oscar W. (See Hult. Carl A. and (. W );; \ iJ.
• \'"^^ ••nil, vail .\. auu IF. w.)

Humber, Egerton S. (See Thlrlwall. Vernon S.. assignor )

Huraber. Gustave, Denver, Colo. Arc • lamp No
1.228.442 : June 5 ; v, 239 ; p. 23.

^'

Humber. Gustave, Denver. Colo. Arc-lamn No
1.228.443 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 23.

*^"

Humbert. Ernest. Niagara Falls. N. Y. Making low-car-
bon manganese alloys. No. 1.228.925; June .V v 239-
p. 186. .

• .
""e

.
V. ^av ,

Humphrey Gas Pump Company. (See Eckert. Oeorse H
assignor.) "

Humphrey Gas Pump Company. (See Humphrey Her-
bert A., assignor.)

Humphrey, Herbert A., London. England, assignor toHumphrey (Ja.s Pump Company. Apparatus for utlllz
Ing heat energy. No. 1,228.444; June 5; v. 239- p 24

Humphries. Chad H.. Kearney, N. J., assignor to The
Commercial Research Company, Long Island City.
N. \'. Metal article and making same. No 1229 96()'
June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 581.

Hunger. Richard C.. Manning. Oreg. Saw-gage No
1.230.166; June 19; v. 239; p. 686.

Hungerford. Warren H.. assignor to F. M. Peters Chl-
<ii«r<'. HI. Power-transmitting apparatus ' No
1.2.11,160; June 26; v. 239 ; p. 1(158.

Hunt, Arthur E.. Raymond, \\ash. Track-scraoer No
1.228.5.59 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 03.

«^r»iwr. x^o.

Hunt. John H.. a.ssignor to Packard .Motor Car Company
Detroit. Mich. Signal device for motor vehicles No'
1.231.361; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1124. *

'

Hunt. John H., Dayton, Ohio, assignor to The Dayton
Lnglneerlng laboratories Company. Engine-starting
system. No. 1.231. .302; June 26; v. 239; p. 1124.

Hunt. John H.. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Dayton
Engineering Laboratories Companv. Engine starting
syst.ni. No. l.::.n,303

; June I'tl; v. 2.39: p. 1124
""."to!^' ,S'°^' """°Jf«. Mont Spring wheel. No.

1.229.618: June 12; v. 2,39: p. 469
Hunter, Harry W„ and M. W. Longfellow, assignors to The

Baltimore (Jas Appliance and Manufacturing Co.. Balti-
more. Md. Gas-range. No. 1.230.408; June 19; t.
ioH ; p. 760.

Hunter, Lewis C, Detroit, Mich p:qulpment for clothes-
closets. No. 1.228.560: June 5; v. 2.3» ; p 63

Hunter. Martha L.. and A. B. Church. San Francisco. CaL
-Annotator for commercial phonographs. No. 1.230 485-
June 19; v. 239; p. 791.

'

Huntington, Cory O.. Pe Ell Wash., assignor of one half
' *•• Seely. Portlanil. Oreg. I'nderdog for sawmiU-
rarrlatfe knees. No. 1.231,l«il; June 20; v. 23tt ; n.

Huntress. Frankllfi K. (.-^ee .Martin. <;eorge M.. assignor )Huntsman. Edward L., Rochester, Tex. Cotton »ln No
1,229,084 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p 237

Hupfeld Aktlengesellschaft. Ludwig. (See Bajde and
liennlg. assignors.)

Ilupp. Albert, assignor to Hupp Automatic Mall Ex-
change ( ompanv. Washington, I). C. Railwav mall-
crane. No. 1,229.191 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 274 "

Hupp Automatic Mall Exchange Company. (See Hupp
Albert, a.<<.«lgnor.)

Hiirlenian. Walter. (See Pletzs.h and Htirb-man.)
Hu.-by. Inevar. St. Paul. Minn. leveling Instrument. No.

1.231.102: June 20; v. 2.35*; p. 1(>5».
Hiis.sy. Paul, and M. Hartinann, assignors to Society of
Chemical Industry In Basle. Basel. Switzerland Cad-mium compounds of the acrldin series, and making the
same. No. 1,228,920; June 5; v. 239: p. 186

Hutchlngs. Frank W., New Haven. Conn. Tone arm.
No. 1.229,406: June 12: v. 2.39 ; p. 417.

Hutchinson. William S., Montreal. Quebec. Canada Rtor-
age-l«ttery plate. No. 1.228.67.'.; June 3; t. iS9 •

p. 102. '

Huxley. Henry M.. Evanston. assignor to Economy Fuse *
.Manufacturing Company. Chicago. 111. Inclosed safety-
fuse. No. 1,231.364; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1124.

Hyland. Charles, assignor to Flannery Bolt Company.
Pittsburgh. Pa. Flexible stay bolt connection for
boilers. No. 1.229.901 : June 12: v. 239: p 582

Ichihara, HIdetaro. Port Blakely. Wash. Device for ap
Plying adhesive matter. No. 1,230.409; June 19; .
239; p. 765.

Ickes. Peter C. assignor to E. E. Garard, Chanote, Kans.
Collapsible crate: No. 1.230.830; Jane 19; v. 289-
p. »0B.

Ickes. Peter C. assignor to E. E. Garard. Chanute. Kant.
Collapsible crate. No. 1.230.831; June 19; v. 2.39;

(See Hathaway. Thomas F.,

o 90%
Illinois Watch Case Co.

assignor.)
Illinois Watch Case Co. (See Johnson. John E., assignor.)
Imperial Tobacco Companv of Canada Limited (See

stockard. Thomas R . assignor.)
Independent Ice Company of Baltimore Cltv. (See Klrk-

patrick. Willis B., assignor.) (Reissue.)"
Indiana Manufacturing Company. The. (See Morrison,

Charles D., assignor.)
Ingersoll Rand <'ompany. (See Jlmeraon. Francis A.

assignor.)
Inghram. G«»orge. Fairvlew. W. Va. Self supporting ear-

ment. No. 1.231.025; June 26: v. 2.39; p 1 Ol 1

Inghram. Lewis. Fairvlew. W. Va. Dlrlrfble lamp mech-
anism. No. 1.229.752: June 12; v. 2.39; p. 51.3.

Inclls. Charles E.. Grant.hester. near Cambridge, England.
Jointing .levlce for the members of milltarv hridses and
the like. No. 1.231. .365: June 26; v. 2.39 ;" p 1125

Ingram, William D. (See Stafford. Ingram, and Gordon )
Insko. Wvatt M.. Carlisle, Ky. Grain - door. No.

1.229.08.S: June 5; v. 239; p. 238.
Interlocklnir Rail Joint Corporation. (See Conghlln. Bd-
ward W.. assignor.)

International Electric Riveter Company. (See Kobert.
Frank P., assignor.) (Reissue.)

International Folding Paper Box Co. (See Gold. Leo F..
assignor.)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey.
Benjamin. Bert R.. assignor.)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey.
Holland-Letz. Lud. assignor.)

Internntional Harvester (Jompany of New Jersey.
Mowry. Edward, assignor.)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey
osterholm. William C, assignor.)

International Harvester Company of New Jersey
Raney. Clemma R.. asslgiior.)

International Harvester Corporation. (See Burger Leo-
pold F.. assignor.)

International Ilarvester Corporation. (See Robinson
Charles W., assignor )

'

International Harvester Corporation. (See Tinsmao
Samuel H.. assignor.)

'

International Money Machine Company. (See White
Nelson, assignor.)

' '

International Proce.s.s Company. (See Waern. Adolph W
assignor.) '

(8««
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Corporation. (See McGrath, Patrick H.

Corporation. (See Sperry, Samuel E.,

Product Company. (See Kern. Charles J., a»-

as-

239 : p. 1 1 26.
Bronner. Frederick

Intertype
slgnor.)

Intertyi>e
slgnor.)

Inventt.rs
sljinor. I

Inwood, William A. (See Smith and Inwood.)
Irwin, Asa O.. Piattsburg. N. Y. Ball bearing for Journal

boxes. No. 1.231.366; June 20; v

Irwin llo.lson Company. The. (See
II.. assignor.) .^-

Irwin. John J., Cleveland. Ohio. Insulator. No.
1.229.272; June 12; v. 239; p. 351.

Isldor. Joseph S., Newark. N. J., assignor to The R. Neu-
mann Hardware Co. Trunk-fastener. No. 1.229.962;
June 12: v. 2.39; p. 582.

Izeu^tark. Charles. (See llaggerty. Frank, assignor.)

J. Edward G^den Company. The. (See Du Bosque. Frau-
ds L.. assignor.) (Reissue.)

Jat.ez Burns Ac Sons. (See Schnuck and Burns, as-

signors.)
Jack. Ciarente E.. Ix)uvlere, Colo., assignor to B. I.

du Pont d.' Nemours Powiler Company. Wilmington.
Del Cart ritlge loading machine. No. 1,229,407; June
12: v. 2.39; p. 417.

Jack. Robert K.. Nutley, N. J. Duplex centrifugal pump.
No. 1.229.274; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 352.

Jackson. James D.. Sydney. New South Wales. Australia.
Continuous-flow water-heater. No. 1.230.107; June 19;
v. 239 ; p. 686.

Jackson. Samuel D.. Lumpkin. (Ja. Sewing appliance.

No. 1.229.963; June 12: v. 239; p. T>S'2.

Jackson. Wilher. (See Kennedy. I'harles W.. assignor.)
Jacobs. Ernest 11.. S<henecta<ly. .N. Y.. assignor to General

Electric C«.mpanv. Electric switch. No. 1.231.367 ;

June 26: v. 239 ;" p. 1120.
Jacobs. Slegmund. asal^fnor of one-third to C. Petrasek,

i'lcero. III. Liquid coating composition. No. 1.229,964 ;

June 12 ; V. 239; p. 582.
Ja< omini, Marius I'., assignor to General Brlquettlng Com-

pany. Chicago. 111. Apparatus for exerting pressures
and Impacts and method of operating the same. No.
1.230.486: June

Jaenlcben. Louis.
Scale Company.
June 5 ; v. 2.39;

19 ; v. 239 ; p. 792
assignor to The Stantlard Computing
I>etr<.lt. Mich. Scale. No. 1.228.927;
p. 187.

Jaenlchen. I>ouls, assignor to The Standard Computing
Scale C«.mpany, Detroit. Mich. Thermostat for scales.
.No. 1.231.<)20; June 20; v. 239; p. 1012.

Jaggard. John. Colllngswood, N. J. Autocycle attach-
ment. No. 1,231,163; June 2(5; v. 2.39: p 1059.

Jnhnke. Charles B. (S*-*' Hobart and Jahnke.

)

Jahns, William H., O. A. Knox, and P. A. Wilcox. Los An-
geles, Cal. Valve-lock. No. 1,231.104; June 20; v.

2:59 ; p. KKJO.
Jakeway. Bernard. Harrison. Mich. Trace. No. 1,231.547 ;

June 20 ; v. 239 ; p. 1184.
James L. Howard k Company. (See Brlnckerhoff, Frank

.M.. assignor.)
James, Thomas L., Highi-r Tranmere. an<l W. H. B«»e8on,

Koi k Ferrv, England. <;rain sampler. No. 1.229,273;
June 12 : V. 239 : p. 3»'.2.

Janes, Alonzo. Beirne. Ark. I..ock. No. 1,228.445: June
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 24.

Janes. Jessie, Bellevue, Ky.. assignor of one-half to C. R.
Hall. Cincinnati, Ohio. Dust-collector. No. 1,228,561 ;

-luiie 5 ; V. 239 : p. 64.
Jiis/.kul, John, Maspeth. N. Y. Metal barrel.

112
No.

No.

as-

Mll-

1.231.368 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p
Jav James W . Philadelphia. Pa. Fishing fly holder,

i.231.165; June 20; v. 239; p. 10<5<i.

Je<lli<ki. Henry. (See Katchniazenski. Frank X.
>ignor.)

Jeffrey. Daniel F. (See Potoet and Jeffrey.)

.lei, kins. .Alexander F.. assignor to The Alexander
(•urn (Vtnipanv. Baltimore. Md. Oxyacetylene-torch.
No. 1.228.670 ;" June 5 : v. 239 ; p. lO.t.

Jenkins. Charles F.. assignor to The Graphoscope Com-
pany. Washington. D. C. Motion-picture apparatus.
No. 1.229.275; June 12; v. 239; p. .353.

Jenkins, Harrv R., Eltham. New Zealand, Mllklng-mn-
clilne teat .tip. .No. 1.231.106 ; June 'JO ; v. 231* ; p. 1060.

Jenkins. John. Dalmulr. Scotland. Ventilator-cowl for
ships. No. 1.228.677 : .T,une 5 ; v. 2.39 : p, 10.3.

Jenkins, Kobert L., Richmond. Va. Attachment for In-

ternal-combustion engines. No. 1,229.965; June 12; v.

•SM : p. 58:;.

Jernlgan, llonrv R.. Arlton. Ala. Peanut sheller or buller.

No. 1.229.966 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 583.
Jesurun, Edward. (See Lyttle, Rowland, assignor.)

\., Athens, Pa., assignor to Ingersoll-
Jersey i'ltv, .N. J. Throttle valve for
No. 1.229,276 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p.

CJreensboro. Ala.
39 ; p. 64.
JO 111

Peanut-digger.

Jlmerson. Francis
Rand Company,
pneumatic tools.
353.

Jocklsch. Velmer H.
No. 1.228.562 ; June 5 : v. 239

Joehrondt. Edward F.. Chicago III Feeding mechanism
for inking ribbons for printiiig-presses. No. 1,228,928;
June 5 : v. 239 ; p 187.

Johannesen, Helge. Brooklyn, N. T. Apparatus for mak-
ing leggings. No. 1,229,277 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 354.

John Fogartv (^o. (See Fogarty. John G., assignor.)

Johnsen. Jonas A., Chrlstianla. .Norway. Device for

transmitting or transforming micromovements. No.

1 229.619 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 470.

Johnson. Andrew J.. Cleveland, Ohio. Burner. No.
1,231.309; June 26: v. 239 : p. 1127.

, ^ .

Johnson, Anna S.. Pierce Ofy, Mo. Bed-chair. No.
1,230.301 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 731.

Johnson, .\ntruiu W.. Warrcnton. Mo. Wlre-dotn rack.

No. 1.229.0.80; June 5; v. 239; p. 2.39.

Johnson. Billie. Temple, Tex. Cotton-plcklng needle. No.
1.230.168 ; June 19 ; v, 239 ; p. 687.

Johnson. Charles A., (Jalveston. Te.v. Flexible conduit.

N<i. 1,229,087; lune 5; v 239; p. 2.39.

Johnson. Charles C. (See Buchanan and Johnson.)
Johnson, Charles W., Orange, Mass. Fire-escape. No.

1.230.169 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 687.
Johnson, I-^dward. assignor to L. S. Hackney, St, Paul,

Minn. Oil separator. No. 1,230.581 ; June 19 ; v. 289 ;

p. 825.
Johnson, Eldrldge R.. Merlon. Pa., assignor to ^ ictor

Talking Machine Company. Cutter for sound-repro-

ducing styU. No. 1,229.469 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 419.

Johnson. Eldrldge R., Merion, Pa., assignor to Victor
Talking Machine, Company. Tone-modulating device for
talkiug-machlnes. No. 1.231,370; June 20; v. 239; p.

1127.
Johnson. Eric. Seattle, Wash. Lumber-pller. No.

1.231,027; June 26; v, 2.39; p. 1012.
Johnson, Frank P.. Danville, Pa. Tire fastening device.

No. 1,230,902 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 968.
Johnson. (Jeorge A.. Chicago, III., assignor to W. H.

Miner, Chazv. N. Y. Drnft-arm for railway-cars. No.
1.22s.5(i3; June 5: v. ,239; p. 04.

Johnson. Harry A., assignor to The Superior Metal Prod-

ucts Companv. Elyrla. Ohio. Saddle for motor-cvcles

or bicycles. No. 1^29.468 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 418.
Johnson. James P., Toronto, Ontario. Canada, .\utomo-

blle-washer. No. 1.2.30.072 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 617»
Johnson. John C. Cromwell. Iowa. Transmission mech-

anism. No. 1.229.088; June 5; v. 239: p. 239..

Johnson, John E., assignor to Illinois Watch Case Co.,

Elgin 111. Case for cigarettes and the like. No.,
1,229.967 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 583.

Johnson. John S. (See Ashelman and Johnson.)
Johnson. Jo8«-ph E., Jr., New Yoik. .N. Y. .Metallurgical

process. No. 1,231,2.59 ; June 20 : v. 239 ; p. 1090.
Johnson. Joseph E.. Jr.. Hartsdale. N. V. Producing

ferrosillcon of high silicon content in blast-furnaces.

No. 1.231,260 ; June 26 ;.v. 239 ; p. 1090,
Johnson. Lewis IL. Bloomfleld. N. J., assignor, by me«D«

assignments, to Western Electric Company. Incorpo-
rated. Telephone - exchange system. No. 1.230,582;
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 828.

Johnson. Manfred. Naugntuck. asslgn(.r to The Brlsto?

Companv, Waterburv. Conn, .\utomatlc compensating
device. No 1.228,(it8: June 5: v. 2.39; p, 10.3.

Johnson, Martin N.. Moline. 111. Fee<l - trough No.
1.228,929; June 5; v. 239; p. 187.

Johnson. Mason L.. rt al. (See Blevlns. Kllgore. and
Blevins. assignors.)

Johnson. Morton L.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to

Frank B. Cook Company, Chicago, 111. Telephony. No.
1,230,170; June 19; v. 239; p. 687.

Johnson. Nicoial B,. Chicago, 111. Athletl" shoe. No.
1,229,278: June 12; V. 239; p. 354. -

Johnson, Nicolas, Eureka. Cal. Lumber guide. No.
1,229.279 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 354.

Johnson. Robert M. T.. Blnghamton. N. Y. Motor-vehicle
bo.ly. No. 1.230,715 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 868.

Johnson. Victor S. (So«' Davis and Johnson »

J6hn.son. Walter J., Owensvllle, Ind. Disk - harrow
cleaner. No. 1.230.716; June 19; v. 239; p. 868.

Johnson, Willis, (irepory. Mo. Ilat-pin point protector.

No. 1.229,n89: June 5; v. 239: p. 240.

Johnston. Amedee B.. San Francisco. Cal. Train cash-

register. No. 1.230.171 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 688.

Tohnston Cliirence L. (See Brown and Johnston.)

Johnston. John A.. Springfield. Mass. Spray nozzle. .\o.

1 230 487 : June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 792.

Johnston, Paul H., Davenport. Iowa. Ophthalmic mount-
ing No. 1,230,488 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 793.

Joleen Nels, (^hlcago. 111. Electric control system. No.

1.22i9.470; June 12; v. 2,39; p. 419.
Jonasson. John E.. Bow. Wash. Irrigator. No.

1,2*J8.777: June 5: v. 2.39; p. 138.

Jones Aaron J.. Ancon. Canal Zone. Pliers. No.

1 231.167 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p, 1000.

Tones Alva D.. Philadelphia. Pa. Talking-machine cabi-

net' No. 1.228.446; June 5: v. 239: p. 24.

Tones David R.. Re<l Wing. Minn. Dust collector. No.
1 2.31.371 : June 20; v. 239; p. 1128.

Jones. El Dorado, and R. P. Upton. Moline. IP... assignors,

bv mesne assignments, to Cook Muffler Co. Exhaust
attachment for gas-engines. No. 1,229,471 ; June 12 ;

V. 239; p. 419.
Jones Eli. asslguor of one-half to* R, A. Lewlb, Lexing-

ton". Tenn. Lock washer. No. 1.228.679; Jul* 5; v.

239; p. 104.

Jones Evan B.. La Grande, Oreg. Glove. No. 1.23: .168 ;

June 20; v. 239: p. 1061. '

Jones. (Jeorge M. (See Aaron and Jones.)

Jones Henrv D.. assignor to The Kelly-Sprlngfleld Rohl
Roller Companv, Springfield. Ohio. Scarifying devlc*

for road-engines. No. 1.230,302: June 19; v. 239; p.

731.
Jones. Ira. Pottstown. Pa. Detachable coffee-pot handle.

1
No. 1,231..372 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1128.
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No. 1,230.823: June 19; v. 239; p 9(>4
Jones. Joshua J. Schenectady. N. Y.

'

Throttle-valve
™^!^2S"'*"-'*" locomotives. No. 1.229.968; June 12-
V. J39 : p. 58.'?.

^°?^>.>Qoln'"^T "•,o^P'''°S?S'''- O'^'o- Cake-pan. No.
1.229,280; Jane 12; v. 239; p. 354.

Jones. William H., Ottuniwa. Iowa. Stump burnlne .le
^l<•e. No. 1.231.53.-.; June 2« ; v. 23t» ; p*^ll80

•^*'?-ir«"„-.V'«f- ^,''7''"'"'*'.;„ Wis. Draft device. No.
1.231,3(.{: June 2«J : v. 239; p. 1128

Jorjlan. Cornelius, W»H«hawken. N. J., assignor to K IIKluKP Weavluc Company, New York. N. Y. Me<hanl.<m'
for paekaiflng labels and the like. No. 1.231.(>28 • June2b ; V. 239 ; p. 1013.

JosHe. P:mil, and W. (Jensocke. Charlottenhurg. Germauy
Apparatus for cooling air. liquids, vapors. ga!»e«. aii(i
the llkp. .No. 1.22S.930; June 5 ; v. 239- b 18T

JoyanovltJ!, Rudolf, and A. Lambert, New England, 'n. I»Milk strainer. No. 1,231.374 ; June 2« ; v. 239 p 1128
Julian Uejrjrs Signal Company. <See Julian and MorrLs!

as.sltrnors.

)

Julian. .MarsenaR.. assignor to Julian Signal Compauv.
ISirminghani. Ala. Block signal sy.stem. No. 1 230^903
Jini<' 2<) ; v. 2.i9 ; p. 9«8.

Julian. Marsena R., and J. V. Morris. Birmingham Ala
a.sslgnors to Jullan-Beggs Signal Company. Terre Haute.'

1 qL i,V.i''''i'* '"'t^''*'" UiF block signal systems. No.
1.2.11.109; June 2« ; v. 239; p. 1061

Julian Signal Company. (See Julian. Marsena R as-
signor.)

Jullen. Edwin P., Seattle. Wash. Curing, packing, andpreserving fish. No. 1,229,472; June 12; v. 239 ."p

"^"l*f°„"f>^;*'"C- Montreal. Wis. Drill forming die. No.
1.2.{0..J(M; June 19; v. 239; p. 732

Julius Kayser & Co. (See Decker and Myers, assignors.)
Jun.au. Charles (i. (See Petran and Juneau.)
Juno<|. .\n,lr<5, N-w York. N. Y. Automatic stop for talk-

in>r M.nrhin.s. No. 1,228.564; JuneT, ; v. 239; p. 65Justrlte Manufacturing Company. (See Hansen; Angle
L.. assignor.) *

K. W. Ignition Company. The. (See Wllllam.s, Joseph
A., assignor.) *^

Kaho Corset Co (See Florshelm and Orewller. assignors )

?.'?••.,. "^."'r- T-^^'^.^J"'""- ^"*'- ^'- Automoblle-top. No.1.2.;o.9o4
; June 20 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 969

Kalsling. William, assignor to Kellogg Switchboard k
v^P'i'oou -"L''"'i''' 'l*"'''**"- I"- Knife-switch relav
No. 1.228.« (8 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 138

Kalsling. William, assignor to Kellogg Switchboard and

^Sili;"J'^-^•9V'v.^^9•;^^.'76.V^^'^^•'^''' ""'' ^^*>-

Kalaniiizoo Loose I^af Binder Co. (See Wlgglnton. George
I'., assignor.) '^

Kalteyer, Frederick J.. Philadelphia. Pa. Raior-sharpen
ing Uev ce. No. 1.230.717; June 19; v. 239; p 80»

^""lloi^'-^^S-
?'>"'•. -"^•^.,^„«f I'- >> V. Ash-slfter. Nol._'2S.,(9; Jun<' ;. ; v. 2.39; p. 138

Kamp Albert, Niagara Fall.s N. Y. Variable slldlng-cone

iu*^
for wo.Mlworklng machinery.* No. 1,230.718 ; June

Kane, Thomas H.. YoungstJiwn. Ohio, assignor to Tru.s8e<l

i o"^-In ^^•"'' '''•mpanvDetroit. Mich. Window. No.1,2JH.,H0; June 5; v. 239; p. 139

^r2i.S!;?'^u.;?s'^''5fev'ii^"" '*'"'*"^" ^"

^"^^'o. ^;Sfe8?;Tu*2^- l^'lVfe'^^'ls'"^
brake-ahoes.

Karle. .lohn 1>.. .NVwark. N. J., assignor to The Singer
, .wVi","-*"'"'"^ * nmpany. Sewing machine ruffler No
1.231.170; June 26; v. 2.'J9; p. 1001.

•

Karolle. John, and G. Csvercsko, Flint. Mich Qulck-ac-
tlon vise No. 1.229.753.; June 12 ; v. 239Tb. 613Karsten. Joseph. Chokio. .Minn Barrel - ifftlnir devlcoNo. 1.229.090; June 5: v. 239; p. 240

""'°« UevKo
Kaschenha'?h. John. Wllkea-Barre. Pa. Bullet lubricator
^ No. 1.229.969 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 584

"»t>"cator.

^V;.T; .•,V'"''"[>'»-'-.T., Swlssvale, Pa. Heat engine. No.
1.2.JI..5.6; Jun.- 26; v. 2.39 i p. 1129.
«•''•';. •^•«"»an'>**>- T.. Swlsavale. Pa., auignor to The
?2^r.2§t;".rune-'5"«';';"^239';7%"ii>

'''"'"''''' ^°-

''r23o-.489rj''u"ne'l9";^"*lSr-;
C^V.^Carpet-sweeper. No.

Katchmazenski. Frank X. assignor of one half to H
20 V ''.'{jf- •'"l^iSl"""

^'*""*'*»- '"*"• 1.231.262; Jane

Kate. John II.. assignor to X Ray Incubator Company
I>es Moines. Iowa. Gas an.l smoke sealing device forincubators. No. 1.229.091 ; June 5; v 239- p 240Kate. John H.. assignor to X Ray Incubator (Tompany

26? V 239*'^'p iof.T
^"^°f^«<0'-- No. 1.2.31.029; June

Katzlnger. Edward and S. C. assignors to Edward Kat-

?l22^9:-282^:Tar!-2;?.*'S#?-p.4 ««»^'°'^-P*- ^o.

Katzlnger. Sldnev c. (See Katzlnger, Edward and S. C.)Kauffman David. Sr.. Pottstown. Pa. Puddle-blUet roli-

o°,^ "°''o,!l°*''*>'°^ '"'"• ^'o- 1.229.283; June 12; v.
J.59 : p. .!,"».').

Kaufman Adolph O.. New York. N. Y. Burner-head and
shade-hoId».r for lamps. No. 1.230.719 ; June 19 ; v.239 ; p. 869.

Edward H.. ct al. (See Scott. Jacob R. as-

Sheeilv. Los
June 19 ; v.

Kavanagh.
slgnor.

)

Kawalle, William E.. M.mltowoc. Wis. Selfprop.lled
vehl<-lc. No. 1,*J31..{7T : June 20; v. 1:39; p. 11l»jI

Kaye, Gf-orge N. (See Shepherd, Georg.' K.. a.ssignor.)
Kean. Mn. ailmluistrn trl\ ( .s,.(> Keau. Joseph )Kean. Jo.seph. decea.vnl ; I. Kean, administratrix. Pes

.Moin.-i. Iowa. Valvf. No. I,228.5«k1; June 5; v. 239;

Keating. Henry E. (.See Allen, William H.. assignor.)
K.enaii. Patrl<k .s. D.iivri, tolo. Automatic make-and-

break device. No. 1.229.473; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 420.Kehoc, i barlvH s.. ,t ul., . secutors. (See Barratt. Wil-
liam r.

)

*^*(')7' '^'"'''"'" ^- •'''"•nl'*trator. (See Woodland. Frank

Kelley. E4lward W.. Worcester. Mass. Fleered slipper-
sole. No. 1.2;tU26.-? ; June 26; v. 239; p. lo91.

Kelley. .lenule. Chicago. III. Adju.stable wheeled ret^ep-
tacle for golf clubs. No. 1.231.O30; June 26; v. 2.39-
p. loi;{. •

Kelley Joel R.. Owasso. Okla. Cultivator atUchment
No. 1.229.970; June 12: v. 239; p. 584.

Kellogg, l>anlel 1'.. assignor of one-half to P.
Angelfs. CjiI. Car roof. No. 1,230.720
2.39 ; p. 869.

^^^y.^,^ Swlt(bt.oard & Supply Company. (See Kalsling.
WlIlKim. assignor.)

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company. (See Kals-
ling. William, assignor.)

Kellogg swit<hl..«ird & .»;?pply Company. (See Stroud,
Harold I».. assignor >

Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company. (See Winston.
< harles s.. assignor, i

Kelly, Eduardo V.. VoUado. Habana.
pencil. No. 1.230,721 ; June 19; v.

Kelly. Harry L.. Wsshlngion. D. C
systems. No. 1.231.

.'CM : lune 26; v. i.iji
Kelly-Sprlnglleld Roa.l Rolhr Company. The.
Henry D.. assignor.)

Kempel. Arthur B.. Akron. Ohio, assignor to The B F
Goodrich Company. New York. N. Y. Porous rubber
fabric and producing the same. No. 1.229,284 ; June
12 ; V. 2:19 ; p. 35*t.

Elklns. W. Va. Bed rail. No.
V. 239 ; p. 79.H
(.*i«H' Martel and Ras4*oe. afwignors.)
Newark. N. J. Vanity-box. No.
V. 2.S9 ; p. 356.

J. Combination ranlty-
239 ; p. .{.16.

nor of one-half to W,

Cuba.
239 ; p.
Valve

V. 239 :

Illuminated
870.
for flushing
p. 11.30.
(See Jones,

Kemper. James R
1.230.490: June 19

Kempner. S<domon S.
Kendall. William G.

1.229.2S5 : June 12. .. .

Kendall, William 0.. Newark. N
case. No. 1.229,2s6 ; June 12; v

Kennedy. Charles W., Clarence, assign
automo-

Fastener for sliding
2.3!» ; p. 870.
Photographic print-
No. 1.22X.080: June

Jackson. Macon. .Mo. F<>ur-whee| drive for
biles. No. 1.229.971 : June 12; v. 2.39; p. r.84.

Kennedy. Joseph, assignor to The Clements Company.
New York. N. Y. Wall-socket. No. 1.229,287; June

Kenny. Luther f.. Hawarden. Iowa.
doors. No. 1.230.722; June 19: v

Kent. Frank W.. London. England.
Irig paper anci transfer process.
5 ; v. 239 ; n. 104.

Kent Motors Company. (See Fekete, Stephen I., assignor )Kenyon Harrle B.. Detroit, assignor to J. M. Richardson,
Highland Park. Mich. Headlight. No. 1.229 474:
June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 420.

Kenyj.n. Otis A.. New York. N. Y. Electric welding. No,
1.229.288 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 367.

Kepllnger. George W.. Nortonvflle. Kv. Sad Iron heater
No. 1.2.30.411 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. "TOO

Keppel. Jesse E.. St. Ix^uis. Mo. Gage. No. 1.229.289:
June 12: T. 2.39; p. 357.

..*«»,
Ker. Rol>ert A.. London. England. Fountain pen. No

1.22S.7S1 ; June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. i:i9.
Kerlvan. (George E. Newton. Mass. Mattress. No.

1.22H.783 ; Jane 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 140.
Kern. Charles J.. Buffalo, N. Y.. assignor to Inventors

Product Company. Im . Towel holder. No. 1,229 476 •

June 12: v. 2.39; p. 421.
Kernohan. Robert B.. and N. C. Rendleman. Plttsbnrgh

Pa. Universal mill. No. 1.228,782; June 5; v 239-
p. 1.39.

'

Kesses. Chnrles, New York. N. Y. Combination photo and
type printing machine. No. 1,228.784 ; June 5 ; v. 239 •

p. 140.
K^."''!;. Otto »*««"«''. N. J. Swivel attachment plug.

No. 1.2::i.379: June 20; v. 239; p 11.30
Kettering. Charles F., and W. A. Chryst. Dayton. Ohio,

assignors to The Dayton Engineering I-aboratorles Co.
Electric machine. No. 1.229,754; June 12* v 289"
p. 513.

' *

Kettering. Charles V.. Dayton. Ohio, assignor to The Day-
ton Rngln«>erlng I^Utratorles Co. Ignition device Sa
1,231.264 : June 2ti : v. 239 ; p. 1091 ' *

Kettering. Charles F.. I>ayton, Ohio, assignor to The Day-
ton Engineering IjUmratorles Co. Control for electrical
sy.stem8. No. 1 .231 ,26,'> : June 26; v 2.39- p 1092

Kettering. Charles F.. I>aytoii. Ohio, assignor to The Day-
ton Engineering I.al>oratorles Company. Engine start-
ing devl«-e. No. 1,231.266; June 26: V 2.39- n 1092

Kens. Henri I. (See Van Swoav and Kens.)
Keyoke Railway Equipment Company. (See Murrar
George C.. assignor.) ""

Keystone Driller Company. (See J)ownle, Robert M.. as
slgnor.)
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No.Kldwell. John A.. Columbus. Ohio. Mail-bag lock.

1.229.290 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 358.

Klefer. James H.. Dayton, Ohio. aNslgnor to The Dayton
Engineering Laboratories Co. Automatic circuit-con-
trolling .levlce. No. 1.2.30.172 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 088.

Kiel. Frank. (See Gemlnden and Kiel.)

Klelkowlcz. Pawel. (See Puchalskl and Klelkowlcz.)
Kleruau. Ihomas F.. Sallda. Cal. Headlight-dimmer. No.

I,23u.3(t4: June 19; v. 239; p. 732.
Klersev. Thomas. (See EbrlU and Klersey.)
KllbouVn Manufacturing Corporation. (See Smith. Wll-

liiini K., assignor.)
Kllburn, John E., assignor to Hale and Kllburn Company,

Philadelphia. Pa. Reversible car seat. No. 1,228,785;
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 140.

Kllby, Herbert N., Cleveland. Ohio. Filter. No. 1,229.755;
June 12; v. 239 ; p. 514.

Kllby. Herbert N., assignor to J. F. Kllby and J. Gehrlng,
(Meveland, t)hlo. Brick manufacture. No. 1,231.267 ;

June 20; V. 239; p. 1<»93.

Kllltv. Joseph K., et al. (See Kllby. Herbert N.. assignor.)
Kllgore. Charles F. (See Blevlns. Kllgore. and Blevlns.)
KlUlan. Albert T.. Buffalo. N. Y. Thrust-bearing. No.

1.228.567 ; June 5 ; v. 23!t
; p. 66.

Kllilan. Get)rge H. (See Holland. James J., assignor.)
Kllpatrlck. Earl R. (See Hawk, Lewis E., a.ssignor.i

Kimble, Fre<l, assignor of one-half to A. W. Bruner, Los
Angeles, Cal. Ball trap. No. 1,229,092; June 6; v.

239 ; p. 240.
KJncade. Elmer C. assignor of one-half to J. F. Fisher,

Beaumont, Tex. Safety-lamp. No. 1.228.566; June 6;
V. 239 ; p. 66.

Klnch, Larl L., assignor to Waterbury Buckle Company,
Wau-rbujy. i'oun. Marking-ticket. No. 1,230,412 ;

June 19 ; v. 2.39; p. 700.
Klnch. George E.. gulrludi. New South Wales, Australia.

Nlght-suil pan and destroyable Ituiug therelor. No.
l,2ao.4i4; June 19; v. 239; p. 7<iO.

Kludliiig. Louis, Milwaukee. Wis. Sanding wagon No.
i,2;ti.j«9: .lune 26: v. 2;«« : p. lom.

King, Eustachius J.. Philadelphia, Pa. Switch construc-
tion. No. 1,229,972; June 12; v. 239; p. 584.

King, Hairy W. (See Hawkins. Cyrus, assignor.)
King. Isaac W.. assignor to The Automatic Advertising ft

Sales Company, Kansas < Uy. Mo. HoU-prlntlng tlevlce.

.No. l,229.4T«i June 12 ; ^ . 239 ; p. 421.
King, L. K. i.See Kowe. G«*orge ll.. asbiguor.

)

KiHK ^k Wotherspoon. (See Ebellng. Frederick W.,
slgnor.)

Klnghan, Fredrick A.. Eagle (Jrove. Iowa. Horseshoe.
1.229.973 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 585.

Klngsliury. .\lbert, Pittsburgh. Pa. Thrust-bearing.
1.229.291 ; June 12 ; v. 239 r 358.

Klngst>ury. Harry T.. Kt-en. S. H. Spring-motor
mechanical toys. No. 1.229.974 ; June 12 ; v.

p. 585.
Kingsbury. Harry T., Keene. N. H. Toy ladder-truck

1.229.976 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 585.
Kiukead. Uui>ert S.. assignor to \>', B. Ewiiig, Minneapolis,

Minn. \arial>le trausnassion itiecbanism for tractors.
.No. 1.2.il.u;U ; Jun.- 20; v. 2;>9 ; p. Inl4.

Klune. 'I'empel L.. assignor to The Murray Company, Dal-
las. Tex. Boll breaker uiid < leaner. No. 1,231,171;
June 20 ; v. 2.39 ; p. HHi2.

Kinsfatber. George C, Livingston, Mont. Clamping de-

vlt^e. No, l.r2»,093; June 5; v, 239; p. 241.
Kirk, Frank M., rt al. (See Prigan, Ernest W.. assignor.)
Kirk. Jason E., Chrlsttansburg. Va., assignor to Triangle

V"ntllatton Corporation. Ventilating apparatus. No.
1.228,931 ; June 5 ; v. 239

; p. 188.
KIrkbv, Jacques J.. Clvmer. N. Y. Can-stralghtenlng ma-

chltie. No. 1.229.292; June 12; v. 239; p. 358.
KIrkpatrlck. Willis B.. assignor to Independent Ice Com-

City. Baltimore, Md. Agitating
(Reissue.) No. 14.321 ; June 26;

as-

No.

No.

for
239;

No.

Japan. Producing artificial silk.

pauy fit Baltimore
water In making Ice.

V. 239 ; p. WXU.
Klsbl. Kazuta, Tokyo,

N .. 1,2:U.172; June 20; v, 239; p. 1062.
Klssane. John F. and T. J., iH-trolt. Mich. ; said John F.

Klssaiie assignor to said T. J. Klssane. Elevator at
Uchment for vehicles. No. 231.380; Jane 26; . 239;
p. 1131.

Klssane, Thomas J. (See Klssane, John F. and T. J.)

Kitchen. Joseph M. W.. East Orange. N. J. Food compo-
sition. No. 1,230,091 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 623.

Kite. Charles F.. and M, H. Skelt, London, England. Ro-
tary pump and fan for water and air and other fluids.

No," 1.231,.381 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p, 1131.
Kladlva. Alois, Kenosha. Wis. Thermostatic regulator for

Incubators. No. 1,228..568 ; June .% : v. 2.39; p. 00.
Klages, Reynold E. (See Sexton and Klag«>s.)

Klals, Ml<hael, Central City. Colo. Paper hanger's prop.
No. 1,229,970 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 5hO.

Klauder Weldon Dvelng Machine Company.
Henry, assignor.)

Klay. Abraham B.. Modesto. Cal. Dairy-barn.
1."230.305 : June 19; v. 2.39; p. 732.

Klav, Aliraham B.. Mo«lesto. Cal. Ware - truck.
i;230,3O0 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 733,

Kleckhefer Box Company. (See Simpson. Frost V.
slgnor.)

Klein. Jacob J.. Kearney, Nebr. Road-drag.
1.230.723 ; Jane 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 870.

(See Hlggs.

No.

No.

aa-

No.

Klelnberg. William. New York, N, Y. High-frequency
therapeutical apparatus. No. 1,230.905; June 26; v.

2.39 ; p. 9t)9.

Klemme, Ernst F., Milwaukee. Wis. Ventilator for water-
closets. No. 1.228.780; June 5; v. 239; p. 141.

Kleuk. John C. and J. J. Cronin. Chicago. 111. Sup-
porting device. No. 1.229,977 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 686.

Kllmo. Gurftav, assignor to The Theodor Kundtz Com-
pany. Cleveland. Ohio. Cabinet for sewing-machines,
type writers. &i. No. 1.22T»,62rj ; June 12 ; v. 2;-t9 ; p. 470.

Kllugensmitb. l-klmund L., Plerson, Iowa. Reintorced-
loncrete door and wiOtlow frame construction. No.
1,229,293 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 359.

Kluft. Peter N.^ Amsterdam, Netherlands. Tool-holder.
No. 1.230.724 ; June 19 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 8('0.

Kluge. Otto, Golconda, 111. Vertical cutter attachment
for mowing machines. No. 1,229.756; June 12; v. 239;
p. 514.

Kna(kstedt. Louis C. (See Peterson and Knackstedt.)
Kuapp. George O.. Newark, N. J. Keed-holder. No.

1,229,767 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 614.
Knapp. Jacob A.. Tremont. HI. Take up device for lamp-

coras. No. l.i:30,414 ; June 19; v. 2a9 ; p. 706.
Knapp. Joseph K.. North Platte, Nebr. I'hotographic-

priiitiug apparatus. No. 1.231.173; June 20; v. 239;
p. Hi«2.

Knauff. George C, Chicago, l\\. Circuit-controller. No.
1,231.268; June 20; v. 239; p. 10U3.

Knee, Louis. New York. N. Y. Felt welt and making
same t«)r gloves and the like. No. 1,231,382; June 26;
V. 239 ; p. 1131.

Knerr. Beujimau F.. Gresham, Nebr. Hog-oiler, No.
1.229,094 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 241.

Knlsely, William S.. Benton Harbor. Mich. Car and air-

hose* coupling. No.n .228,569 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 67.
Kniltel. Andrew W.. New Castle, Pa. Curtain-stretcher.

No. 1,229,621 ; June 12 , v. 239 ; p. 470.
Knox, Luther L., Avalon. Pa. Rendering-kettle. No.

1,229.758 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 515. v

Knox, Oscar A. (See Jahns, Knox, and Wilcox.)
Knudseu, l'«iler M.. Brooklyn. .N. Y. Manicuring device.

No. 1.231.1:70 ; June 20; v. 239; it. Hty4.,

Kuy-Sch«'erer Corporation, The. (See Berry, William D.,

assignor.)
Kny-S(heerer Corporation, The. (See Winter, William A.,

a.ssignor.)
KolN-rt. Frank I'.. Amityvllle. N. Y,. assignor to Inter-

national Dcctric Klveier < oinpany. Llcclrlc riveting
apparuiu!>. Uieissue.) No. 14.3ii« ; June 19; v. 239;
p. 909.

Koenlg, Louis, New York, N. Y. Tlre-ahleld. No.
1.228,447: June .-,

; v. 2.39; p. 24.

Kollsteile. AUie<i G.. New York, N. Y.. assignor to Rotary
Meter Company. Pressure correcting ibeter. No.
1.230.583 ; June. 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 826.

Koniorous. Joseph.' assignor to I'arlslan Novelty Company,
Chicago. HI, Powder receptacle. No. 1*231.383; June
2(;. : V. 2.39 : p. llJJl.

Komorous. Joseph, a.sslgnOT to Parisian Novelty Company,
Chicago. HI. I 'owdei receptacle. No. 1.231,384 ; June
2«i : V. 239 ; p, 1132.

Kompart. William C. B«dlalre, Ohio. Resilient wheel.
No. 1,229,096 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 242.

Konietzkv. Alexander O.. Weehawken. N. J. Stop mecha-
nism tor roller-skates. No. l,2;io,49l ; June 19; v. 239;
p. 793.

Koons, llelos 11.. Narka. Kaus. Sickle bar. No. 1,231,174;
J on.' 2«i : v. 239 : p. 1063.

Koren Manufacturing Company. (See Wdbds. Edward D.,
assignor.)

Korn. Eugene. San Fram Isco, Cal. Crea8«'-retiilnlng de-
vice for hats. No. J.2.3((.3()7; June 19; v. 239; p. 733.

Korten. Benjamin 1".. Portland. t)reg. Sanitary cuspidor.
.No. 1.2:a.;i8."i : .lime 20 ; v. 239 : p. 1132.

Kowalski. Frsnclszek. Philadelphia, Pa. Propeller. No.
1.228.787 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 141.

Kramer, Amlrew .\., Kansas City, Kans. Sheet-metal
building. No. 1,229,477; June 12; v. 239; p, 421.

Kramer, .\ndrew A.. Kansas City, Kans. Sheet-metal
building. No. 1.229,478; June 12; v. 239; p. 421.

Kramer, Lmll M.. Morton, 111. (.'arbureter. No. 1,231,175;
June 20 : v. 239 ; p. lotMl.

Kratz, Fran/, assignor to Firm of R. Bosch, Stuttgart,
iieiiuanv. Electromagnetic switch. No. 1,231,271;
June 2t5 : v. 239 ; p. I(t94.

Kraus. JacoO F., Pittsburgh, Pa. Oil-burner. No.
1,230.725: June 19; v. 239; p. 871.

Krause, Elizabeth H.. Portland, Oreg. Cork-puller, No.
1.230.720; June 19; v, 2^*9 : p. 871.

Krause. William P.. Chicago, 111. Jolter for molds. No.
1.228.788 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 141.

Krauskopf. (Jeorge 11., Pittsburgh, Pa., assignor lo West-
Inghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company. Sup-
port for armature cross-connectors. No. 1.229,759;
June 12; v. 239; p. 515.

Krels. Emll J.. .Mendota, 111. Reinforcing device for pnea-
matlc tires. No. 1,229.096; June 5; v. 239; p. 242.

Kreroer, Adolph, New York. N. Y. Screwdriver. No.
1.230.17:{ ; .lune 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 689.

Kremer. Franklin W,. Carlstadt, N. J, TIre-machlne. No*
1,2.30.415; June 19: v. 239 .p. 767.

Krenz, Rudolph, assignor to Tne Russell Manufacturing
Company, Mlddletown, Conn. Shuttle motion and car-
rier. No. 1.231,530 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1180.
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Krenter, Loals. Los Angeles, Cal. Combination dresBing-
table and chiffonier. No. 1,229,19(5; June 5; v. 239;
p. -'7H.

Krt'uzkamp. August J. (See Lowy and Kreuzkainp.

)

Kristuffk. I^dislav F., asHignor to <f«-neral Hrl()uetttng
C<»nipany. t'hlrago. 111. Press or impact apparatus. No.
1.2:io,492

: June 19 ; v. L'.'Stt ; p. 7»4.
Krohn, Julius J.. Areata, and F. J. Davis, Oakland. Cal.

Barrel-headlng-saw mechanism. No. 1,229,760: June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 516.

Krouse, Wiillain <;., Wyoming, Iowa. Spark-retard»>r for
Ford cucliits. No. 1.230.174; .hiiie I'.J ; v. 239; p. 689.

Krug. Loui.s, J. 1'. Wels, an.l W. C. Ki.libins. Nyack. as
slgnurs. by mesne assi^'nmvnts. to L. N. Littauer.
«}l<»versvllU>, N. Y. FoMcr for collaret -machlQes. No.
l,230.»o«: June 26; v. 2:J9 ; p. 9«9.

Krupp. Smith F.. Atlanta. (Ja. (.'otton gin. No. 1.231.032 ;

June 2»! ; V. 239; p. 1014.
Kubel, Stephen J., Washington. D. C. Feed-gage. No.

1,228,681 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 104.
Kufzabowski, .Vtitdni, St. Paul. Minn. Folding chair

No. 1.231.38«; June 2f> ; v. 23S> ; p. 1132.
Kuehn, Paul, Detroit, Mich. Aiualgauiating process for

recovering' metals from ores. .No. l,2;n,17r>; June 20-
V. 239 ; p. 1063.

Kuhlmann. Wesley W., Woodcllffe ouHudson. N. J. Din
ing-table plate-heating appliance. Nto. 1,230,727 ; June
1» ; V. 231* : p. 871.

Kuhn, Harry A., Pittsburgh, Pa. .Mining coal. No.
1.228.448 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 25.

Kuhn, Joseph P., aud J. D. .Martin, Ilouesdale. Pa.
Window screen. No. 1,231,177; June 20; v. 239; p.
1064.

Kalp, Joseph C, Llnwood, N. J. Soun<l-box for phono-
graphs. .No. 1,22».197; June .'5; v. 2.V.t ; p. 276.

Kuntz, Frank A., Richmond Hill, assignor to IJold Car
Heating & Lighting Company, New York, N. Y. .\uto-
matlc switch. .No. 1,229.294; June 12; v. 239; p. 359.

Kuntz. William J., York, I'a. Drier. No. 1.229 978;
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 586.

Kupp, Jakob, Kiisnacht, Switzerland. Attachment for
lathes and the like. No. 1,228,.^j70 ; June 5; v 239-

I

p. 67.
Kurokawa, Yaichi, Seattle. Wash. Match-box. No.

1,229.479; June 12; V. 239; p. 422. I

Kurowskl. .Alfreil C. F., Brooklyn, a.sslgnor to Underwood *

Typewriter Company, New York. N. Y. Tvpe-writing
machine. No. 1.229,180 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 271.

Kurtz. Cyrus K.. t.riunell. Iowa. Klectrlc mechanism for
starting automobiles and the like. No. 1,230,175; June '

10 ; V. 2.39 ; p. «»«».

Kurtz, .Samuel F... Sac CMty, Iowa. Electric motor No I

1.228.449 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 25.
j

Kyle. James M., assignor to Smith-Upton Co., Spokane.
Wash. Feed mechanism for mechanical ball-oitcherR.

I

No. 1,229.979 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 586. I

L. C. Smith k Bros. Typewriter Comp»my. (See Ilarrlng- I

ton, Lynn J., assignor.)
I

Lachman. I,aurence S., New York, N. Y., assigaor. by
mesne assignments, to Thomson Spot Welder Company, ;

Boston. .Mass. Electric welding - machin". No i

1.228.450 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 25.
Lachman. .Maurice, assignor to Universal Electric Welding
Company. New York. N. Y. Metal fabric. No. '

1,228.789 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 141.
Lachman Wall Bed Company. (See Bea -h, John C. and

H. W., assignors.)
I^ckawanna Steel Company. (See Abbott. Franklin E.,

assignor.)
Laflamme. Joseph H. F.. and o. Gravel, Toronto, Ontario,

Canada. Bomb-dropper. No. 1,231.387; June 26: v.
239 : p. 1133.

Laltsch, Andrew. Ilttsburgh, Pa. Ingot - mold. No.
1.229,295 ; June 12 ; v. 239; p. 360.

LaKe. (ieorge W.. Rumford, assignor of one-half to F. W.
Smith, Providence. R. l. ProJectile-loiidinK apparatus.
No. 1.2.31..3SH: June 2(5: v. 239; p. li:{.{.

Lake, Vincent F.. Pleasantvllle, N. J. Slate-spllttlng tool.
No. 1.229,622 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 471.

Lally. .iobn, Boston. Mass. Cleaning and straightening

Urake-band.

Spring-wheel.

Landers, Clyde W., Tacoma. Wash.
1.229.624 ; June 12 • V. 239 ; p. 471.

I>an(loll. Albert P., I^wton. t)kla.
1.231..389 : J jne 26 ; v. 2.'<9

: p. 11.^3
Lane, Alexan<ler D.. Rapid Cltv, S. D. Foldlnz table.

1.229,099 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;
"p. 243.

Lane, Alfr.-d .M.
-"

C

No.

No.

No.

treating
1,230,416

:

an-

»ne, Alfrj-d .M., assignor to Monarch Metal Weather Strip
( ompany. St. Louis. Mo. Rolling spring metal. No
1.229,480; June 12; v. 2.39; p 422

Lan.-, Frederick H.. Hollls. assignor of one third to A. 8.
Moses New York, and one third to F. A. Westbrook.
I.nx.klyn, N. Y. Chemical Are apparatus. No
1.231,272 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1094.

I.ane. Frederick W., Chico, Cal.. assignor to The Diamond
Match 0(»mpany. Chicago. 111. Means for
match-splints with powdered material. No
June 19; v. 239; p. 767.

Lang, Johan <i. V., assignor to Greenfield Paper Bottle
rompauy, .New York. .\. Y. Manufacture of paper bot-
tles. No. 1.2;{0.177; June 19; v. 239; p. 690

I^nge. John II., assignor of one half to W. H. Schwab
Muscatine. Iowa. Emergency draft windlass. No.
1.229,762; June 12; v. 239; p. 516.

I^ngslow Fowler Company. (See Thum, Martin.
signor.)

I.jintls. Carl J.. Chapman. Kans.
June 26: v. 239 ; p. 1134.

Laporte. Georges, Hawkesbury, Ontario. Canada. Sprlne
wheel. No. 1,229.625; June 12; v. 2.39: p. 471

I^raway, Henry D. (See Rankin and l^raway.)
"

I^rkin, Charles, et al. (See Silvis, Sankey 8., assignor.)
I^rkln, Edward, et al. (8e<' Sllvls. Sankey 8.. assignor.)
Ijirnekee, Wallock, et at. (See Schneider. Daniel, as-

signor.)
barsen Ice Machine Company,

assignors.)
Larsen. Olaf. (See Valerius and Ijirsen.)
Larson. Helen (».. Cheyenne, Wvo. Cooker. No. 1 229 192 •

June 5 : v. 239
; p 275.

I.arson. Walter J.. Wrangell. Alaska. Fish-trap. No
1.2.30.585 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 826.

Lathim. Jasper. Castella. Cal. Hau.lhold rabbeting ma-
chine. No. 1,229.763; June 12; V. 239; p. 517.

Nebr. Mtnlical device for treat-
-No. 1.228,451; June 5; v. 239;

Trap. No. 1.231,390;

(See Ewen and McCurdy,

A.,

No.

No.

rolls. No. 1,2.'?0,584; June 19: v, 239; p. 826'
Lamar. Frank P., Santa Ana. Cal. Oil feed signal device.

No. 1.229,097 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 242.
Lambert, .\nthonv. (See Jovanovltz and I^anibert.)
Lambert. Eric. Kansas City, Mo. .\pparatus for drying

wood veneer. No. 1,228,790 ; June o ; v. 239 ; p. 142.
Lambert, Frank. Brooklyn, N. Y. Yielding fastening for

Joints. No. 1.229,623; June 12; v. 239; p. 471.
I..ambert. Frank B., assignor to Lambert Process Company,

<'hlcag<). III. Means for carrying out a process for burn-
ing bricks. No. 1,230,493; June 19; v. 239; p. 794.

Lambert. James F.. Pittsburgh. Pa. License-tag holder.
.No. 1.2.'HO.170: June 19; v. 2.38; p. 690.

Lambert Process Company. (See I..ambert. Frank B., as-
signor.)

r.Ainp. Arthur W.. Cleveland, assignor of one half to C. C.
Marshall, Lakewood. and one-half to I. S. Payton. East
Cleveland. Ohio. Automobile-lock. No. 1.230.907

:

June 26 : . 239 ; p. 970.
I>ampIough, Frederick, London. England. Process and

apparatus for the conversion of heavy hydrocarbons
Into lighter hydrocarbons. No. ' 229.098 ; June 6

:

V. 239 ; p. 243.
Lancaster. Edwin G., (Thlcago, 111. Internal-combustion

engln»\ No, 1,229..61 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 516.

Latta. Elbert J., Lincoln
Ing venereal diseases
p. 26.

I^ubscher, Albert R., Bridgeport. Conn. Mlcrometer-
uage. .No. 1.228.791 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 142.

Laughlin. William. (See Fife and I.«u;:hlln.)
I.«un. Justus, Chicago, 111. Water-heating apparatus.

No. 1.228.0.32 : .Inn.. 5 : v. 2.39 : p. iss.
*^

I.Aurltz«n. Nis P., San.lusky. Ohio, assignor to The .Vmerl-
can Wringer Company, Woonsocket. R. I. Clothes-
wringer. No. 1.229.626: June 12; v. 2:{0 : p. 472:

Laviinil<-yrH. .Vnthony di-. (.>>.•• Viuii;«':in, Lavandevra,
and <^arthwaite.)

Lawlcr, Edward E.. Pin<'kney township I.,«'wIh couuty,
N. Y. Vehicle-indicator. No. 1,229,764 ; Jane 12 ; .

I,awren<e. Edmund W.. rt al. (See Geiger, Bertha
assignor.)

Ijiwrence. Mariner S., Wakefield, Mass. Urinal
1,228.452 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 26.

Laycock, Arthur M.. Wllkes-Barre. Pa. Vehicle
1,229,296; June 12; v. 239; p. 360.

Lay<ock, Harry .\.. Schenectady, N. Y.. assignor to General
Electric Company. Voltage regulator. No. 1,230.728 :

„ .lune 19; v. 2.39 ; p. 871.
Ijiyng. Truman T.. Banff. Alberta. Canada. Closure for

containers. .No. 1.2.30,178; June 19; v. 239; p. 691
I.jizar. William T.. San Fran< Isco, <'al. IMspenslng-car-

ton. No. 1.228.571 ; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 67.
Leake Motor Fuel Economy Company. (See Leake. Thomas
C, assignor.)

Leake. Thomas C, assignor to Leake Motor Fuel Economy
Company, San Francisco, Cal. .\pMratus for controlling
the rtow of fuel to internal combustion engines. .No
1.229.481 : June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 422.

Lear. Oley J.. Philadelphia, i'a. Belt and making the
same. No. 1.228.792 : June r> : v. 2.39 ; p. 142.

I./eavltt. Llllle M. S.. Mountain view. N. H. Convertible
chair. No. 1,229.980; June 12; v. 239; p. .-|87.

Leckey. Alexander. (See Pullen. Barzlllal. assignor.)
Leclalr. Adrten, Chicago. 111. Spiral stairway. No.

1.229.482 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 423.
Lee, Arthur W. (See Walter and I>^.)
Lee, George E.. assignor to The (;eorge E. I..ee Company,

Cleveland, Ohio. Fuel-repulatlng device. No. 1,228.793 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 142.
Lee, (Jeorge R., assignor to The George E. Lee Company,

Cleveland. Ohio, Device for controlling supply of heat
to an auxiliary heating device. No. 1,228,794 ; June 6 :

v. 2.30: p. 14;<.

Lee, Oorge W.. Benson. N. C. .\utomoblle-lack. No.
1,230.90^ : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 970.

Leffler. Artur. (See Cassel. Ounnar E., assignor.)
Lefkowltz, Charles M.. New York. N. V. Insulatlng-cnp

for conduits. No. 1,231,273; June 20: v. 239; p. m*."?.
I^KSftt. William T. (See Warner and I>«'ggett.)
Lehberger, George. Newark. N. J. Under carriage or

chassis for tlylng machines. No. 1,229,297 ; Jane 12 •

. 2.^9; p. 36(1
Lehman, Edward O.. Canton. Ohio. Sheet-metal molding

No. 1.229.765 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 517.
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sner Harry F.. Llusne. Sweden. Internal-combustion
engine. No. 1.2,30.729: June 1»: V. 2:<9; p. 872.

Lehman. Max R.. asslgn.)r to Qulncy Pattern Company.
(Jnin<v III. Combination coal and gas range. No.

1.231,391 : June 26 ; v. 2.39 : p. 1134.

Lehniann. Carl A. A.. Blenne. Switzerland. Apparatus

for straightening meUliic wires, rods, and tubes of

c?rcin_ar cross-section. No. 1,229,981 ; June 12 ; v, 239

;

Lehn'ert. Henrv W. A.. New York. N. Y. Bath-room fix-

ture. No. 1.228,453 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 : p. 2«>.

Leillch Henrv L.. and J. P. Burger, assignors, by mesne
a^^slir'nm.nti. to The Delphos Printing J'^'S" Company,
Delphos Ohio. Sheet-<lellvery means. No. 1,228,933,

June 5; v. 239; p^ 188.

Lelssner,
engine. .No. l.-JiitMSJ* : .luui- in, V. . . r- _

LenardK* Charles. Clevel md, Ohio. Kail conu.-cting de

vice S'o. 1,231.392 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1134.

I^enderoth. Arnold W. (See Fox and I^nderoth.)
,

Lendner Augustus R., assignor of one-fourth to G. K.

(;ardn«-r. one fourth to H. !*. Benedict, and one-fourth to

D O Thompson. I>o» .\ngeles. Cal. Can-labeling ma-
chine. No. 1.230.730; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 872.

Lents. Grover C, and J. L. Best. Turrelf, Ark. Auto-

matic sanitary bin for grocers, &.-. No. 1,229,100;

June 6; V. 239; p. 243.

Lenzke. Conrad T., Minneapolis. Minn. Smoke-house. No.
1,229.298 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 361.

Leo Paul Ellzat)eth, N. J. Tr.-adle operated mechanism
for seal pr.sses. No. 1.228,934 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 189.

Leonard Dana. Waterloo, Iowa. Match-box. No.

1.229,982 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 587.
.

. „ , .

Leonard. Harry C., assignor to (Jrand Rapids Refrigerator

Company, (^rand Rapids, Ml( h. Refrigerator. No.
1.230.179 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 691.

Leonard, Howard M., assignor to Rubv Manufacturing
Company, Jai kson. Ml<h. Portable house. No.
1.2.30,180 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p, 691.

Leonard, Howard M., assignor to Ruby Manufacturing
Company, Jackson, Mi«h. Wall structure. No.
1.23«N.18"l : June 19 ; v. 2:{9 ; p. 692.

Leonard, William R.. assignor of one half to J. Ilachmels-

ter (^'ovington, Ky. Window or door screen. No.
1,229,983; June 12; v. 239; p. 587. ,

. , ,.
•Lepper. John H.. Mason CItv, Iowa. Internal-combustion

engine. No. 1,230.909 : June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 971.
LesnIkowski, Szymon, Detroit, Mich. Wardrobe-trunk.

No. 1.230.910 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 971.

Levallev. Christopher W.. Milwaukee. Wis. Concrete-
mixing a|)paratus. No. 1,2:{0,731; June 19; v. 239;
p. 872,

Levallev, Christopher W.. and S. Shafer, Jr.. assignors to

Chain Belt Company. Milwaukee. Wis. .\pparatus for

delivering concrete and other material. No. 1,230,820;
June 19: V. 2.39; p. 902.

Lewis Burd.'tt.- C. (See Strickbr and Lewis.)
Lewis. Charles E. (See Dick, Rutter. and Lewis.)

Lewis, Edward T.. Oceanpark, Cal. Stopping attachment
for wat. hes. No. 1.230.732 : June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 873.

Lewis, Edward T.. Oceanpark. Cal. Stopping attachment
for watches. No. 1.230,7:{3; June 19: v. 2.39; p. 873.

Lewis. (Joodrlch Q.. Wheaton. 111., assignor to W. H.
Y. Draft rigging for cars. No.

v. 239 ; p. 68.
Miner. Chazy. N
1.228,672 : June 5 ,

Lewis. Goodrich Q.. Wheaton. 111., assignor to W. H.
Miner. Chazv. N. Y. Draft rigging. No. 1.228.573;
June 5: V. 2.39; p. 68.

Lewis, Robert A. (See Jones, Ell, assignor.)

Lladv, Fre<l G., Fullerton. Cal. Wire-wheel carrier for
automobiles. No. 1,231..393 : June 26; v. 239: p. 113.').

Llbhv, Edward. Montreal. Quebec, (^anada. Combined sig-

nal and license plate. No. 1.229.483; June 12; v. 239;
p. 42.3.

Llbbv. Sam 11., East Orange. N. J., assignor to Oeneral
Electric Company. Electrlcallv controlh-d hoist. No.
1.229.984: June 12; v. 2.S9 : p. 588.

Liberty Bell Company, The. (See Relnker, Christian,
assignor.)

Lllja. Andrew. Streator. 111. Combined sack holder and
weigher. No. 1,230.734 : June 19 : v. 2,39 ; p. 874.

Lillb', Samuel M., I'hiladvlphla. Pa. Employing heat for

th»' production of power. No. 1,230,417; June 19;
V. 239 : p. 767.

Lllpakka. Jaakko. New Castle. Pa. Weeder. No. 1.228,935 ;

.Tune 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 189.
Llndheri:. MInar. Rice I.ake. Wis. Demountable-rlm lock.

No. 1.2.30,182; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 692.
Lindemann. Frederick W.. St. Paul. Minn. Automatic

fire alarm. No. 1.229,299; June 12: v. 2.39; p. .361.

Lindemann. Walter C, as.signor to A. J. Lindemann k
Hoverson Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Oil-stove burner.
No 1 231. .394 : June 26 : v. 2,39 ; p. 1135.

Lind.nh.rK. Erich. ChicaRo. 111. Tool. No. 1.230,494;
June 19: v. 239: p. 794.

Llnilenthal. Henrv M.. Chicago. 111. Garment. No.
1.229.484: Junel2; v. 2.39 • p. 424.

Llndqulst. Olof L. (See Tho^. August, assignor.)

Lindsav. William O., Caldwell. N. J. assignor to The
CelMilold Company. New York, N. V. Making plastic
compositions. No. 1.229.485: June 12: v. 2.39; p. 424.

Lindsav, William G., Caldwell. N. J., assignor to The
Celluloid Company. New York. N. Y. Making acetyl
cellulose plastic compounds. No. 1,229.486; June 12:
V. 239 ; p, 424.

UDdsav, William G., Caldwell. N. J., assignor to The
Cellulose Company, New York N. \ Solvent for aeetv

cellulose and process. No. I,:i29,487 ; June 12 ; v. 239,

LlSilskoog, Milton E.. Klron. Iowa. Coll-sprlntf seat for

disks. No. 1,229,488 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 424.

Llndstriim. Carl. Berlin. Germany. >»»'•»' °8^^o°*"^*?^
for roller stamping machines. No. 1.230.495; June 1»

,

Llmist"r.im,''charles A., assignor to Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany Pittsburgh. Pa. Car construction. No. 1.230.188 ,

.hine 19 ; v. 239 ; p. ()92. . „^ . ,

Lindstrom, Smith Company. (See Endorf, .Charles, Jr.,

Llnfoot Maurice, Bocklng Braintree. assignor to Cour-
taulds Limited, London, England. Apparatus for treat-

ing artlflcUl-sUk and other threads. No. 1.229.101;

.lune 5: v. 2.39; p. 244.
Link-Belt Company. (See Pierce. Harold S., assignor.)

Linn William T., Arkansas City. Kans. Gralndoor. No.
1.229,985; June 12; v. 2.39; p. ->HH.

" Llpsia " Chemische Fabrlk .Xctlen-Gesellschaft. (See

Schmld, Karl, assignor.)
Lister Charles H., North St. Paul, Minn. Housing. No.

1.230,586 : June 19 ; v, 2.39 ; p. 827.

Lister. Charles H., North St. Paul. Minn. Casting ma-
chine. No. 1.230.587; June 19: v. 2.39; p. 827.

Litchfield, Laura K.. New York. N. Y. Garment. No.

1.229.9fe6 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. .^88 .,„...
Llttauer, Lucius N. (See Krug, Wels, and Robblns, a»-

slgnors.)
Llttauer. Lucius N. (See Wels, Albert H.. assignor.)

Llttauer. Lucius N. (See Wels. John P.. assignor. I

Llttauer, Lucius N. (See Wels, John P. and A. H.. as-

Llttleford, (Jeorge, Fort Thomas, Ky. Feeding mechanism.
No. 1,2^9,987 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 589.

LJungstriim, Blrger. ami A. D. WldstrOm. Stockholm. Swe-
den ; said Wldstriim assignor to said LJungstrOm.
Commutation device for direct-current machines and
the llk4'. No. 1.228,936 ; June 6 : v. 2.39 ; p. 189.

Lloyd. Burt B., New York, N. Y. Talking doll. No.
1 229.102 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 244.

Lloyd, Ernest J., et al. (See Barber, Guy M.. assignor.)

Lloyd Lewis H., Bloomlngton. III. Mall-catchlng device.

.No.' 1.229.103 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 245.

Lloyd. Lewis IL. Bloomlngton, 111. Tire-protector. No.
1,229.104 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 245.

Lloyd Richard W., Verndale. Minn. Liquid-dispensing
device. .No. 1,229,105; June 5; v. 239; p. 245.

Lobel, Leon. New York. N. Y. Arch support. No.
I,2;i9,300; June 12; v. 2:^9; p. 3(51.

Lockerby, Jacob S.. Hoqulam, Wash. Vegetable or fruit

cutter. No. 1.231.395 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 1135.

"Locomobile" Company of .\merlca. The. (See Rlker,

Andrew L.. assignor.) ^. ,. »,
I^ocomotlve Stoker Company. (See Lower, Nathan M., as-

signor.) .

Loe Svver Minneapolis. Minn. Register-actuating mech-
anism. So. 1.229.301; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 361.

Loeb. Leopold. Neuwied. (jermany. Life-guard for motor-
vehicles. No. 1.2.30.911 : June 26; v. 239; p. 971.

1
Loeffler, John F. (See Wilson, Harry L., assignor.)

I Logan, John E.. Kansas City, Mo. Shipping-crate. No.
i 1.231.178; June 26; v. 239; p. 1064.
Logan. John 1.. Chicago, HI. Heating device for vaporla-

• Ing and burning kerosene. No. 1.2.30.735; June 19;
v. 2.39 ; p. 874. ...

I Logan. Joseph D., Darragh. Pa. Device for laying off

shoes and wedges. No. 1.230,418; Juno 19; v. 239;
' p. 768.
Loguin, Alexander J., West Allis, Wis., assignor, by mesne

assignments, to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company.
Switch. No. 1,229,489 ; June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p, 424.

Lolzon. Georges D. (See DArtoys and Lolzon.)
Lombard. De Otis. (See Gabriel and Lombard.)
London. William J. A., and R. C. Allen, assignors to The

Terry Steam Turbine Company, Hartford, Conn. Tur-
bine. No. 1.229.490; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 425.

Long. Eugene M., New Y'ork. N. Y. Device for catching
rolling balls, to be used In the game of Indoor golf-

putting. No. 1.229.766; June 12: v. 2.S9 : p. 518.
¥7<.....i...l^.w C <^nlarow AlKfivta r*an«H« OarH-ln.

I.K}ng. Frederick S., Calgary. Alberta. Canada. Card-in-
dex cabinet. No. 1.281.274: June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1096.

Long. Herbert J., assignor to The I/ong, I^andreth. Schnei-

der Co. New Brunswick, N. J. Thermostatic snap con-

trol. No. 1,231.527; June 26; v. 239; p. 1177.
Ix)ng, Jerome S. (See Gule and Long.)
Long John F., ct al. (See Abbott, Alfred 8.. assignor.)
Long, I.«ndreth, Schneider Co., The. (See Long. Herbert

J., assignor.)
Long Manufacturing Company. (See Ellgh, Charles A.,

assignor.)
Longfellow, Martin W. (See Hunter and Longfellow.)
Loomls. Allen, assignor to Packard Motor Car Company.

Detroit. Mich. Starting mechanism. No. 1.229,627;
June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 472.

Loomls. Walter A.. Los Angeles. Cal. Elevator signaling
svstem. No. 1.231,033; June 26: v. 2.39: p. 1014

Lorenz. William A., Hartford. Conn. Coffee substitute.
No. 1,2.30,184 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 693.

Lorf. Frank G., Casco township. St. Clair county, Mich.
Plow wheel. No. 1.230.308; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 733.

Lorsch. f^orge H., Florence, Nebr. Corn-planter. No.
1,229,988 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 589.
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Lorsrhflder. Edward N., aMinior to T1»# T^p«<.f..irf«.

'"Ed'-i:';/ri^;!i".^,|„^T''''''''- ^''^- ' <^ I-r«^l.e.der.

'^Msl^or"'
^'"°" ''' t'ompany. (See Barker. John P..

irap. :>o. 1.^31,034 June 26" v 230- n iniK
Lovsted. Carl M. (See M. Hride. JamefP ^Js^CTor )

^„''-i '^''^k"'^',''
^^ I>«ndon. England TwV^tro^e Inter-

239 -"^689 *°*^''^- ^'*'- 1'229.989T June 12; t!

;x: S.^i9T"^rnr; ^-216
;
?^ '- ->^*°«-po^«-

Lower. Nathan M.. Schenectady. N. Y ' aaalimor »o T>» I

lenntT. .>o. i.J_>8,574 June 5 ; v. 239 • d 68
\^Zl\-' ^T^^": "•''^"flT. (See Lowrle io'hn iaalgnor ) '

tni • Hon-
•'«''^«'««^- <-:i«'veland. Ohio ; A. LoWrlTwecutrix.^^ Baling-press. No. 1.229,«28; June 12 ; v. 239

;

V^Zl- S"".^'- i^"^ Anslada. Joseph A., assignor ) ILowy Morris, and A. J. Kreuzkamp New York awil«ior«to EngUnder spring Bed Co.. Brooklyn. NY FoKkcrib. No. 123...736: June 19; V. 235; p 876
'^°"^'°«

I

RttT^P- ^i'^'^l!'^
R- Pittsburgh, asafenor to BlawSteH Constru.tlon Coinpanv. Hoboken. Pa TunnH Imold-form. No. 1,228.454 : June 5 • v 239 -d 27

"il;;i,e?'iti ^''=K;fr.,n''^r.i?.o?,?,-s.v„ Ts

Lundt-11. Alben £.. New York. N T asRlirnor hr r^^.,

Lund<iul.«t Henry O. (See Palmqulst and Landoulst iLuthman. Charle« H.. Hammond.^Ind. asslj^or to C C

^ Sisrjui;"^^6;«.'"f39-^li ,jiv'-^^
^•'"^ ^^°-

J^H °H^-/ n*'7
^'i*?;- *'^A.-' •

«s««»n>or of one-third to

,
io."l.2??!86^"i\fne^V ^''^^^''^.T'''''''''

''^'^

sl^or?""^'
**• *"' "^- <^^ Thompson. William I., as-

^"slimo'r"'/"
"^ • *"' "*• <^ Thompson. William I., as-

^ 1 -.HO.<45: June 19; v. 239; p. 878.
'

:
^'^T8.4e^;"juiV5?.^^^9:'/-.,0^"^«^"^^ NO.

'iSS??*'
C"'»P«'>3'. The. *'(Se4 Coy. Albert B.. aa-

SXJ^v."fr;;h 5^^lS^!^uS^-^is;;;^>, ^^

No. 1.229.!»».'): June 12; v. 23!( n 591
"VS*'?Pv.„''^l"P. _New Orleann. ' t

pothead.

Sterilizer. No.

^r^ n^.-^i^l^-N.^"l.2S?l«"^^--5
;

'7

^te. •^^^1.^31.4^(^3^: Ji^n'^;^^-. ?'-..3.^.-,!*?i3T^'^""*

m*t}*'P^ .^'•'- 1.229198ijune6;v.2"rp'"°77''"*^"*"-
S: ^- '^iT'm" ^A <i1ra ^^'•'^"K^

Miuh?i.-/nd Many.)

^"I^.m'SpSm'''''
'"'P'-'"'-"* Co- (See Brlxlua. Frank

Manning, (ieorge A., assignor to r. «; Conn Klkh.rt TmhDrum trapholder. N^ 1.230.192 ; Jun.: fl. V.*'23oi

M«nni'n'f- m"'"'P,''- . (?** ^^'"^ "nd Manning.)
*'Z°.'^.;'*f""'*''^"'-""'' •-on'P-ny. (See #.lt, Harry T..

slgnor.)
Lynch rVnnls T New York. N. Y. Safety device forporket books. No. 1,230.738: June 19 ; v. 239 n 875

1.2J8.5i5; June .">
; v. 239; p. BS

Lyrachord Company. ( S.>e I>ecker Frank A ...i.^^. >

Lyttle Rowlan.T. Los Angelesr aSiignor of one haT tiE. J-«arun. Palo Alto. Cal. rnlversal direction control
239:^p.''769. *^"^*'''- ^"- ^•230.422; Jane 19 ; v.

^^^f .?***• J^"r*'''- Switzerland. Adjusting device forgrlnding-wheels. No, 1.228.798 : June 6 • v 2?n n Iak

**n^'? ^^"^r'" \r B'^Khamton. NY Coloring moving:picture films. No. 1.230.744: June 19- v 23#- n «?-MacDonald. Frank T.. South Penob8ci,t.' Me Ch?i,nl;-cleaner. No. 1.2.30.310 ; Jane 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 734
^

MacOahan Paul. Pltt.^burgh. Pa., a.sslgnor to Westlne-hon.,^ Electric and Manufacturing Cifmpany ETecm-
V 239''T5lf.

^'^"""'^"^
*'^'*'- l-229.'r67; June iT;

*'V2'!.Trr«8T*ru'"n?irr;''^3'^'''p"- s-f
'*''"""'°* "^^- ^-

";'S'r:ru's.'' Tro°T2"29^?l'°"Tu^n?*i":"v'-23^9'T^4'?''^
''^

Macfadden. Bernarr. and E. L. MoumbloW.' New York
roniyr.i ?J!l

Moumblow assignor to said Macfadden:

J^e 5 • V 239 19()°*^
apparatus. No. 1.228.939;

Mack. Luther L., assignor to Cancelograph Company, Lo«
tWH/(U^ ?nno K^"*T,1"'' Jianeellng-machtne.' No.i.^JS.AoO ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 29.

Mac kail. James II.. Cleveland. Ohio. Candy dispenserNo. 1.231.400; June 26; v. 239; p. jjg^
""^ «'«P*"".

Mackle. William J., et al. (See Schechter. Bernard as-signor. > '
^^

^*t?I''u''h «k*'*'"*«^-w. ^""R"'""- ^»''"- M«l«nor toUnited Shoe Machinery Company. Patersoa N JWork support. No. 1.228.(W4 ; June 5; v. 239: d IOB'Macnorlus. Joseph J Kenosha. Wis. Pencil ind pen
holder. No. 1.230.589: June 19: v. 239; p. 828

as.slgnor.

)

Manuing William J.. Washington. D C Sunrlcal rt«.vice. N.K 1.229.(533 ; June 12; v 239 D 474
'^'^

Manson. Charles L.. assignor of one-half to J R wii
I'SnTWr^vl'^IS''- p'^Vou^'"^*-^-^-" '^° '•.2?i.O^':

Man.son. Ray II.. Elyrla. Ohio, assignor by me«ne s«

rS:" ;-N'"Y^T7'^7'^^"'y"° Telephon'e mT^' Co";

June 12 :v 239
.^''-Pf-n. -transmitter. So. 1.22''9.«84

I

***and''jclh'n™o^„.'.ZC8f '"""•'"• '"•"*• <^ ^"«-
Maranda. .XlU-rt II. (See' Wlllson and Maranda \

"y^.r':?- ''"!!?'". •'• •""Isnor to Thf Buckcve rrcKluet.

"rs.9SS;rn."i2?';T,-,f«p'''-5;i''°--'''''''"- "»•

wftJ i'l''*'''* .S- y?"'*- assignor of one-half to M C

Marr Wlnrteld s.. Hildreth. and J. e" Nelson Holdred^e
Jse ? p. ^s^a^"-

«''J"-''t''r. No. 1.230.OO0 : j„„e 1 2^«|:

Marsclike. Fredrlch W. and W. A. Indlananoiu Tn^Snao-swln-h .No. 1.229.635: June 12: y °2:f<) n I74

WA)- "'""" ''' ^'^'^ Marschke. FredHch 'V^. Vnd
"^

No'^T22i1'6°9 •'^;fuJ'e''{t.''"y''''o^30 '^p ^.^"•'^ow-regu.ator.

S°lgi':'^Sun'75;*'v%S^;"57l'^' '^' ^«'"'" ^'
Marsh. Albert L.. assignor to Hoskln'* ManiifsctnH«»

runTr2^v^2T9':%'."5S^ ^^''^-' "^-''•'- No°y.'S"/7S!
Marshall. C. C.. et al. (See Lamo Arthur W an^ia^^,. \

^V'^i^'ooPl'"''^ P
• WaterY^wn^ N " Tone pu'r^nerNo. 1.2S1.277: June 26; v. 2.39: p 1096

'""^P"""*"'-
Marshall. Sylvester. Athens. Ohio. Grading or senaratln^machine. No. 1.228,800 ; June 5 ; v 239 ; p U^ ^
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Marshall. William J.. Newark. N. J., assignor to H.

Miilniiri Co.. Inc. Ijiiiip support nn<l tertiiiiial for dotn-
cutnng machines. No. 1,230.311; June 19'. v. 239;

Marshall. Wallace. La Favett.-. In.l. R»»el handling truck.

No. 1.231.IHO: June 20: v. 239: p. 1017.

Mar.Hton. Alb.Tt I».. Whiting. Knns. Cearlng for allclng-

machlnes or the like. No. 1.22K.57«; Jum« B; y. 239;

P- »••
*

, - ..w. ^
Murtd. Napoleon, and J. E. RasciM-. assignors of one-third

to S S Kciiipner. Plnttst.urg. N. Y. S.jf heating s<dder-

Inglrou. No. 1.230.91.'.; June 20: v. 23'.» ; p. 9,2.

Martell. .Xlbert A., assignor to The Tuft IVIrce Manufac-
turing <"onipanv, Woonsocket. It. 1. T<k>1 for alining

and finishing shaft-lx arlngs and the like. (Reissue.)

No. 14.311 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 2M3.

Marfenette, Franils L.. <'htco. ("ul. Almond huUcr. No.
1.23O.001: June 12: v. 239; p. .•)n3.

Martin. Christian H.. assli;n(.r to J. U. '".aninieter. Akron.
Ohio Piano bench. No. 1.231.041; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1017.

Martin. <Morge H., assignor of one-half to F.E. Huntress.

Newton. Mass. Antiskid device. No. 1.231,181; June
26 : V. 239 : p. 1065.

Martin. (Jeorge W.. Paris. Tex. Folding coop. No.
1.231.042: .linie 20; v. 2.39: p. 1018.

Martin, llennann F.. Iy«>xInt'tou. Tenn. Dispensing re-

cptjicle. No. 1.230.49S: June 19; v. 2.H9 ; p. 796.

Martin. John I». (See Kuhn nu.l Martin.)

Martin. Thoni.is II. (See Clein.r and M.irtln.)

Martlneau. i'larenoe K. (See Martlueau, William C. and

Martlneaii. William r. and ('. R.. Albany. N. Y. Hasp-
niounllnf:. No. l,2::i.27S ; June 20 ; v. 239 ; p. 1096-

Maryel Accessories Manufacturing Company. The. (See

Rose. Ja(ol> IV. itssi^imr.)
Ma-cblneiifaiTik Fnhr .\. <:. (See Fnhr. Johann «... aa-

siurior.) ^ - .

Mawk Frank W.. Cleveland. Ohio, .\pparatu-' for mola-

tening air. No. 1.228.801 ; June .--.
; v. 239; p. 146.

Maskers. <;eorge W.. «t (il. (See Nelson, Robert M., as-

signor.)
, ^ . ..... ,i..j «

Milton, rharles T.. Sumter. S. C. assignor to ^.plltdorf

Electrl'til romnnny. .Newark. N. J. Ignition system.

No. 1.231.04:1; June 20: v. 239; p. 1018.
, „ „ . .

Mason, llosea A., assignor of one-lialf to W . E. Qulgley.

Taunton. Mass. Icecrenni cutter. No. 1.231.279; June
2<5 ; v. 2;!9 : p. 1090.

Mason. Lvmnn P.. Chicago. III. Curtain-stretcher. .
No.

1.229:112; June 5; V. 2.39; p. 248.

Ma>.oii Robert tJ.. Brooklyn. N. Y. M(|Ul<l <ontaluer. No.
1 23O.1M0: June 20: v. 239: p. 973.

Mason. Saul. Philadelphia. Pa. Water controlling appa-

ratus. No. 1.230.,'>90; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 828.

Mnsfln. Ceorge C. cf al. (See Bunnell. Morton G., al^

slgnor.)
Mateer Walter. Man-fleld. Ohio. Carter. No. 1,229.495;

Jnu<' 12 : V. 2.39: p. 420.
Matber. .Mon/.o <".. rhlcago. Ml. Railway-signal. No.

1.2.3(».193 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 695.

Mathers Samuel A., Chllllcothe. Ohio. Brake mecha-
nl-^in No 1.2.30.002: June 12; v. 2.39: p. 593.

Math.'sins. Walther. Chicago. 111. Ilot-ldast valve. No.
1.22s.463 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. .30.

Matheson. Adam .Nl.. New York. .N. Y. Valve. No.

1.2.30,499 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 796.

Mathews, Fred, assignor to C. C. Murphy. Chicago, 111.

Carline. No. 1.2.3n.747: June 19; v. 239; p. 878.
Mathews Rolland. Marshall. Minn. .Automatic camera-

shutter operating and timing Instrument. No. 1.2:10.500 ;

June 19: V. 2:i9 ; n. 797.
MatlKWs. Rolland. Marshall. Minn. .Vutomatlc camera-

shutter operating an<l tindiig Instrument. No. 1.230.501 ;

.lune 19: V. 2.19: p. 707. „ , , ^ ,^
Mathlson. Olaf. ('rookst.m. Minn. Releasing penholder.
No 1 230.312 ; June 19 : V. 2.39 : p. 735.

Mattern .\rthur. Wllllainsport. Pa. Llipild sprayer. No.

1 229.771 : June 12: v. 2.39: p. 519.
• Matthel Henrv R. assignor to G. Plamondon. Chicago.

III.: A. D. PlHinoudon. executor. CTksp. No. 1.229,199 ;

Matthei ilenr'v R. (See Mehlhope, Matthel, and Mallv.)

Mattson, Th«M>dore <).. P.reuien. N. I>. Marrow. No.

1 2:{n,\!»4 : June 10 : v. 2:19 : p. 09.''..

Matula Louis. Cleveland. Ohio. I^the-grlndlng attach-
t.MMt V<. 1220 490: .Inne 12: V 2.39: p. 427.

Mauch. John L.. Ilumboblt. Arl7.. Spring-tension mecha-
nism No. 1.2:<n.l9r. : June 19 : v. 2:19 ; p. 696.

Maurer Edwin R.. I»etrnlt. Ml< h. Demountable rim.

No 1,22H.941 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 191.

Maurer. Erwln. .Iamai< a. N. Y. Brooder. No. 1.229.113 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 248.
Mniirei- Krwin laiiiaira. N. Y. Brooder. No. 1.230,917;

June 20; v. 2.39: p. 973.

Maxim Munitions Corporation. (See Saalfleld. Oliver B.,

flHslcfior ) ___

Maxwell Idllnrd I... Wirt, assignor of one-fourth to W. J.

Mllburn; one-fourth to L. J. Mllburn, and one-fourth to

T stiM-kdell. okhilioma. Okla. Casing-head for oil-

wells N<. 1.228.6S0: June 5: v. 239; p. 105.

Maxwell. Jnni.s II., Seattle, Wash. Trap. No. 1.228,802;

Maxwell. Rnlpij f^., "assignor of one-half to J. M. Parker.

I'ortlnnd oreg. Loading device f<.r autotrucks. No.

1.231.182 ; June 26 ; v. 2:^9 : p. 100.%.

Mayer. Robert 8.. Norw«U!. Ohio. TherraoBtatlc »!•.
No. 1.231.044; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1<»18-

., . _,

Mayer. William G.. Pittsburgh, Pa. Automoblle-t)ody sup-

port. No. 1.230.74S : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 87H.
^

Masiel. Frank P.. Petersburg. Va. Sterilizer for barbera
appliances. No. 1,228.464; June 5; v. 239: p. 31.

.McAullffe, J. E., e» ul. (.se.- Buckelew, Albert H., as-

McBrlde, James P.. assignor to C. M. Lovstefl, Seattle.

Wash-. Signaling device. No. 1.231,179; June 26;
v. 239 : p. 1004.

McCabe. John S., BrldgevUIe, Pa. Gage-wLrel attach-

ment for planters. No. 1.228,682; June 5; v. 239; p.

104
McCallum William J.. Toronto. Ontario. Canada, assignor

to The Chapman Double Bali Bearing Compan.v of

Canada. Limited. Elevating truck. No. 1,230.739;

June 19 : v. 2;i9 : p. 870.
. , „

McCartcr. Rol)ert S., Cambridge Mass. Support for Huo-

type migazlpes. ko. 1.229,100; June 5; v. 239; p.

246
McCaskev John A.. Ilagcrhlll. Ky._ Corner-trowel. No.

1.229,0.30 : June 12 ; V| 2:19 ; p. 4.3
McCaslin Harry M.. assl^n».r to American La Frai.ce Fire

Engine Company. Inc.. Elmlra. N. Y. Fire-extlngulsher.

No 1 '»3(> 423 .lune 19 : v. 2:^9 : p. 7 1
H.

McClellin, Charles R.. Pepijerwood, Cal. Dlrlglble-lamp

mechanism. No. 1,228,45. ; June 5 ; v. 2.i9 ; p 28.

M.rbdl^nd. James T.. kW\>»>"^ <^»»'«„^»?«i'" 'rk',*'"
tachment. No. 1.2:«M87 : June 19; v. 2.39 P- «93.

McVool, Joseph M.. assignor to
"v,.'!;X*°'Tnne ^9 TIowa. Shock-absorber. No. 1.2.i0,490 ,

June 1» . v.

2:i9 : p. 79."..
, , . .. J .

Mc<:ord. David W.. New York N.Y., and I. A landed

Chicago. III. Car-axle-box lid. No. 1.228,576 .
June ,

McCo^rma. k.' oiy D.. Waynoka. Okla. Cook-stove. No.

M.^SK ^lSo^.= No^^^;..^. -Ty. Meth-1 o',^
apparatus lor .lls^layln;; pictures. No. 1.230.188 ,

June

\f<<'o"iirt "cvr'il D. ' (See Bone. Wilson, and McCourt.)

M -Coy, RolM^r I.!. Sergeants lUuflf. Iowa. Funnel. No.

12.l0.1H9: June 19; v. 2:W : p. 094.
..^ ,.*,w

M.Oacken, J. Glen, La Crosse Kans^ Cupboard-latch.

No 1 230.740: June 19: V. 2:^9: p. 8.0

M.:CurdV Arthur L. S. (See Ewen and McCurdy.)

McCut<heon, William A. (See Means, Charles M., aa-

McSott. I^ura E.. et aJ. (See Uowd. Alvah J., aa-

VlA'Sd. Clarence T.. Chl.ago. "'•.,. H:'«;»fjfe^^^^*'^«^-
fuse No 1.231.0:^0; June 2b; V. 239. p. lOld.

McDonald. L.'slie R.. Montreal. C«n«da. assignor to Mot^oi.

Display Corporation. Impulsemotor. No. 1.230.49*,

M<:Kam. =Nelf?en!ler' Harbour.
».i:.lt|f^.r.'>'rn?^2'^"-

ada. Ooy line tightener. No. 1.229.302. June IZ .
v.

McDonoK'Thontas F,. Jr.. Glen Cove. N. Y. Fly-trap.

No. 1.229.107; June .^ ;
v. 2:59: p 240.

^ .^^^^ by

--re"fss.g^nrn\"s.^.o ^^^f^r l^kC^F N°o^

Company. Electrical plug and socket. No. l.-*8,07T ,

M/Eiro/susU?H'.:^ex.^utrlx. (See McElroy. Jeme. F )

McEHane. l>avl.l. Springburn. Vilasgow «^otland Ma-
chine for dlvi<ling .4n.l m.-asuring .lough. No. 1,231.3»0 ,

Mc'.V-n'VlTia?;l'M.^e?if(S.>e Olson, (lustaf asslgnoM

MiKlavisk Freclrlck J., Grand Haven. Mich. Oll-retalner

jS^barVels of firearms. No. 1.229.991; June 12; T.

MK??h'ee^ TomS.. Lockney. Tex. Vehicle-wheel tire. No.

1.231.397: June 20: v. 2.39: p. 11;»6.

McGlehan Isaac S.. New York. N. Y. Impregnating fab-

rics with rubber. ' No. 1.228,458: June 5; v. 2:19 ; p. 28.

McGlffert John K.. assiitnor to Clyd.- iron Works. Duluth,

Minn Op<ratlng m.-.-iianlsm for scraper-buckets. No.

1.231.275 ;^une 20: V. 2:19; p. 1095.
. ,u *^

Mc<;irr, John, D.- Kalb. 111.. assign..r of four tenths to

J. Clnsburg an.l on.- t.-nth to <;. P. Hanabrecht. Grand
Rapids Wl.-t Excavator and loader. No. 1.229.992,

June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 590 ^ ., ^
McClaughlln. Rolxrt. Montreal. Quebec. C^anada. Com-

bined axle-lubricating device and nut-lock. No.

1.231.180; June 26; v. 239: p. 1064.

McGrall. Dominlck J. (See <;al!aher and Mc<.rall.)

Mc<irath. Patrick IL. Wollaston. .Mass.. assignor to Inter-

type Corporation. Brooklyn, N. Y. Line and space Indi-

cating mechanism for typographical machln.-s. No.

1,229.108; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 240.

Met.raw Tire & Rubber Company. The. (See Zwlsler. Ir-

vln. assignor.)
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McIlvaDe, Fraok. aaslgnor to Diamond Powor SoecliiltT

"S^^r!;
James W.. and A. E. Whitney, Wlnrhest.T. Mass

J 094
"'"'• '^" 1.230,190

; June 19 ; v. 239

;

McIntoRh. Burtnett, Brooklyn. X, T asaiirnor to F a it.ii
Mon^tclalr. N. J. Bed. L! 1.230,9137jSne^oe'; v! 239 •

^V5^7^Qfi *'",*'° !*« »a*fi-ton, Tex. Harrow. No
1 231..398

:
.lime 20 ;

V. L'.iO : p. 113G

The^s7iindi';^''p-?.Vr?''"*^°'"' ^ '"*"''°<^ asslgnmentR. to

^riPv^^i-nH^'^AK*,
R- a*«^i"- to The McKav Companv.

ou woeeis. >o. 1,228.795 June 5; v. 239- o 144

n?v^eland 7)hlo'*-R?^'^'r"^ /*' T''^ ^^^«y Vmpanv.
June 5 rv! 239 ?p. ^i™

'•'«'"P'°» device. No. 1.228:794 ;

**''wr5f°H ;'."*'«*'• «'*^'Kn<)r to PoHter Machine Company
r22a^i:y-n; i2""r2:4%^ K^*"" °^ -p« "«•'

^'jr^^as.^pr.I'"
^""•'"-V- ' Tsee'McKeen. William R..

McKeen. 'William R.. .Jr.. assignor to McKeen Motor Pur

McLanahan Austin. (See Potta. Loula M. asslimor )

McMuIlen. Charles A Caldwpll v V V.,» *. w

Mc'^Afr't^rfe'"-.;^*'-
^?^^^'^ Jun?"5*r v."&?rfH

McTuVti"'Ve^r^feVt ""^.tlU'^i^'r ' ^
^^^^^ ^^>'

^w^vs.- .N„.'S8.7S7:"^l"un"5- t "-.39 ?T7I«'"'- ""
McNulfr. Sterr..rt E.. Washington I>c ^' win',tectln^ attachment. No. 1.^.^97'; June To'-'v-^^sn"

^'QflAil^T^^^h.'i^^'--,^ •^'••— »c. NO.

12.-?0.74.-i. Junel9:r2^i9Vp.V7- ^- "'°'^*" ''""•
Mc.^waln. Harry W. (See M^Swaln, William H. and
MoSwaln William H., Moundsvllle. W Va and Tf w
?^J^^^-: ^^r% . ^.^%, .

^'^ .[eedllll- ffie."" ^.l

*'j^nT6?;^^9yp'y^7''"''- '•'••^- "-' N... 1.229.108:

**
Mrohn/"iS? ^'i;

«'!s«'f»"'- «f one-half to J. M WaNh
.?!it''lo''v"2.'?»'^T5^o'''"'"*^"»'^''- •^'"- I22K.99;?:

j; N^'rr2^-.9n^j'r"Tur^i^r;- 2:^- • ^p ,,';«'—'^'^tni.uter.

^ 1.231.04.5
: Juno 20? v. 239 • p ^'j^n"

""*'•'*''''*"• ^^

'^r25[;;75sr';;,n^l9:'^.'''2'.r^i?7if
""''•'-^'•-''- ^'>•

Mehlhope. Clarence E., H. R. Matthel. and T Z Mally i

Junf!5 : v*239 fJ°'277"''
'"• ^'"P' ''^°- 1-229.200 j

Melkle fJ^M.rce .v^.] Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to General I

f.syo4^"rnr^2- i"7.".'^'-r?^4'*'>^»''^"
CeVurTo'

I

Melnhardt. Frederick A B. (See Weli. Hugo C. assignor.) !

J- iT-
«;•"*"*'*' * •

"•"''Knor of twenty one-hundr.dths to i

fc. M ^tcw«^t and ten one hundredths to H. W Melrose

June 26fi:"''2.3j?n. i«''i'-«>—"'^- N- 1.231.405i
jMelrose. Herman W^, et al. (See Melrose. George C as-
'

signer.) '

j

^'slSor
?*'"'' ^'"°** Company. (See Clark. Melrllle. as-

|

(See Pollard. George, aa-

Kaid
No.

Menco-Elma Syndicate LImlte<l
slpnor.)

Menjr^ Frederick A., and L. G. Schrader. Flint. Ml. h

f ->»
'i 1^

as-'igtior to said Meng. Flying machine
I

1.229.114 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 248.
I
M.^sforth llolberry. Manchester, assignor to The British

?on Kl-n'; ^ •'""!' *. ^'«n"'a<t"rlng Company. Lon

^'g'^e')*'*^'^**
E- (See Mentel. Simon N.. M. ^>»^nd

'^
G.'e.)

^^*'"'' ^' ^^ ^^nM. Simon N.. m/a. und

Mentel. Simon N.. M. A., and O. E.. Springfield OhioStove. No. 1.228.579; June 5; /. 239 ; p ?0Men/er. Joseph G.. New Beilford. Mass Strip metalblocker No 1.230.750; June 19; v. 239; p. 8t9Menzles. Stephen H.. London. England. Treatment "of

V 2!i9:T"fi3 ^''* '"""• ''**'• 1-229.305; June 12 •

^ Vo"l i^MwTT- ^'rS'"*^*"o'!;^- »• ^ Thrust bearing.
>» * ..11^-?-"**' = •'"" 12: V. 2.19; p. ,103.
-Meroillth Jamo<. (;.. Lynchburg. Va. Side dumping handcar. No. 1.230.0O5: June 12; v. 2r{9 ; p 594

^
I'lT-in-^^'T^^'^o ^''^':^^- St'TJllzlng liquids. No.1.2.10.151 ; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 880.

npnt;.'^^?" n^'- ""•'"'nirhatn. Ala., assignor to Conti-nental Gin Company. Quick demountable bearing for

p 828 "^^ *^'"- l-^af'.SSl
; June 19; v. 239

;

^79os ^IS""^;
Munich, r.ermany. Retort «lls. harg^^r. No.1.228,942 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 191

'.oM- ^"I"!;*^- ^'""'fh. (Jermanv. IMstllllng and exslc-

V 219 475
'""'''"'"^'P*'- -^'o- 1.229.637; June 12;

Merrill. "inrryE. Monmouth. Me. Constructing moccasln-shoes. .No. 1.211.183 : June 20 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 10«55Merrlman. David F., and C. W. Harris. Tt-aterloo. IowaCounting machine. No. 1.2.10,190; June 19 ; v. 289
•'

Merrltt .fr-'l';';!' k R.. Red.Ilng. Cal. (^uard for steel traps.No. l.-2.11.40<i: June 20; v. 2.19; p. 1140
tb^b.

Merrow Machine Company, The. (See Avia, Samael W..assignor.) •.•"••»:i »».,

M.'Ttelmeyer, Gisbert, assignor to The Bristol Company
1 o.Je''inQy'T^""°K '^"J."o!i'"*'^'

^on'PPnsatlng d.vlce No.
i.J28.8(»3

; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 147
^^7'.;.,^ ,l"''"-,^P"H?."''- ^''"'*' >»'rlKll>lc headlight. No.1.211. 1S4: June 2r, ; v. 2.19: p lor.o

*t*f"i.i'«''iF'"';^**^- V- "^'.""^'•^l^- «-->KQ'>'- <f '-ne-half

June 5
•; v" 239 !

p.*'2-49""- ^•^-"™-- ^°- 1-229.1 15 ;

xl'"!'."''- ^'J""'';/: ^- '^'^ Sabbag. Lltfallah G., assignor.)
I

Metten. John F. Philadelphia. Pa. .Safety valve No
l.'2;n.-_'M»: j,„„. -jr.: v. 2.19: p. 1097 "'"^ ^"'^'- *^o-

^'
v'-

^o.w'.'I'.V-
I "'•>•*" f'c-n. Lu.xemburg. Art of rollingNo. l.'229.49( : June 12; v. 2.19- p 4'»7

Metzler. Rol^rt. (See Metzler. William H. and R.)Met/ler. William H.. Syra< use. N. Y.. and R. MetxlerOdessa. Ontario. Canada. Trench-digger. No. 1.229,116 ;

Meyer. Christopher .1.. nsslgnor t.. lOvlnnide Motor Com-
P",";V-^f' "^'l"*"'*'-

}^''''- '»'t«<»»n'>l'' rowboat motor. No.
1.2.?1.«>40: June 20: v. 2.19; p 1(H9

M'-y-r. Lora v.. Brooklyn. N. Y. rarp<-t beating frameNo. 1.'231.'281 ; June 20; v. 2.19; p 1097
'rame.

Meyer. r^>uls. .New York. .N. Y. Printing Dress Vn
1.231.282 ; June 20 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 1098 '^ ^ '' '^°-

Meyers. Franklin. (.See Rahn and Meyers )Meyers. Hugh. (;rundy •'.-nter. Iowa. I.«tch No
1.2.10.0..0: Jun. 12: V. 2.19; p 595

•'«»<'>. .>o.

Meyers. Joseph E. Camp Stotsenburg. Pamponga, Phlllp-

? . i.,!'""o •^•'"'"E*!"'"*'
'"'*'"<'*•"• ^o. 1.229.638;

Meyers A Son. Louis. (See Aaron and Jones, assignors )M dgorden. I^onard J. (See Hougas and MIdgorden.)
Mlhalyl. Joseph, as.slgnor to Crown Optical Company.

Rochester. N. \. Optical Instrument. No. 1.229;il7:June r. : V. 239 ; p. 249.
'—o.m ,

Mllburn. Leonldas J., et al. (See Maxwell. Dlllard L..
assignor. )

'

Mllt>urn. Williamson J., et oL (See Maxwell. Dlllard L..
assignor )

Miles, George W.. Belmont, assignor to Ross Chemical
( ompany, Boston. Mass. Incorporating filling material
In paper. No. 1.228..580 ; June 5; v. 2.19; p. 70.

Millard. Reginald W.. assignor to Foster. Merrlam ACoaipanv Merlden. Conn. Caster. No. 1,230.502 : June19 : V. 2.U» : p. i97.
Miller. Albert, >t al. (See Pollock. John L.. assignor.)M er. Alb.Tt F. (See Peters. Fath. and Miller.)
Miller. .Arthur E.. assignor to The (;. W. Parsons Com-

pany. Newton. Iowa. Caterpillar-wheel. No. 1 228 087-
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 106.

i.-^o.usi ,

Miller. Arthur K.. assignor to The G. W. Parsons Com-pany. Newton. Iowa. Caterpillar - tractor No
1.228.688 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 106

^^f^^ior. >o.

Miller. August W.. Kansas (^tv. Mo Game No
1.2.10 .-.n3: June 19: v. 2.19: p. ^98 ' *

HI!!"- l^hnr'ps "• (See Arrlngton and .Miller.)Ml .T. Kdw.ird i S..- Miirphv luid Miller »

Mil er. <.>orge E.. Oakland, and E. B. Cantrell. San Fran-
clsto.^Cal. Screw Jack. No. 1.228,943 ; Jane 5 ; y. 239 ;
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linier. Henry C. Waterford, N. T. Seam-dampening ma-
(hlne. No. 1.228.689; June 6; v. 239; p. 107.

Mllbr. Henry L.. and N. P. Nielsen. Port Aransas, Tex.
Valve. No. 1,229.772: June 12; v. 2.19: p. 520.

Miller, John C Covington, Ky.. assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to The Cincinnati Can Company. Cincinnati.
Ohio. Ice-cream freeier. No. 1.228,804; June 5; v.

239 ; p. 147.
Miller, Lewis, Oakdale, assljgnor of one-half to W. J.

(irlrath. Oliver Springs. Tenn. Shlpplng-crate. No.
1.229,118 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 249.

Miller Otto. I>alton, Minn. Car-axle lubricator. No.
1.230.821 ; June 19; v. 2.19; p. 903.

Miller Rutiher Company. The. (See Campbell. William S.,

assignor.)
Miller, Theodore B.. Richmond. Ind. Roller window-

screen. No. 1,230,918 ; June 20 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 973.
Miller. William J., Los Angeles. Cal. Brake. No.

1.2-29.119 ; June 5; v. 239 ; p. 250.
Miller. William S.. assignor to Utility Shock Absorber
Company, Philadelphia. Pa. Spring controller or gov-
ernor. So. 1,228,944 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 192.

Mllllken. Foster. I>awrence. N. Y. Combined Y-valve and
hose connection. No. 1.2.10.007; June 12; v. 239;
p. 595.

lilllton. Robert J.. Montlcello. Ind. Tractor. No.
1.230.7.V2: June 19; v. 239; p. 880.

Mllllorn, William L, El Paso, Tex. Tool. No. 1.231.407 ;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1140.
Mllnes, John IL, Huddersfleld. England. Machine or appa-

ratus for dyeing, washing, and the like. No. 1,230,198;
June 19 : v. 2.19 : p. •)97.

Mllos. Fred. Chicago, 111. Collar button. No. 1,229,773;
June 12; y. 2.19; p. 620.

Milton Schnaler Contracting Corp. (See Schnaler. Mil-
ton, assignor.)

Mlniher. John T. (See Adams and Mlncher.)
Miner, Frank J. I)«'trolt. Mich. Tractor. No. 1.231,408 ;

June 26; v. 2.19; p. 114(t.

H. (Sec Harris. Joseph, assignor.)
H. (See Johntwn, (Jeorge A., assignor.)
H. (.See Lewis. Goodrich Q.. assignor.)
H. (See Mitchell, John R., a.sslgnor.)
H. (See O'Connor, John F.. assignor.)
H. (See Patch. Calvin B.. assignor.)

Regulator Company. (See Denlson.

Mln.-r. William
Miner, William
Miner. William
Miner. William
MIn.r. William
Miner, William

Pa. Sparkplug. No.

,
Tenn. Stave Jointing

12 ; V. 239 ; p. 104.
J., assignor of one half
Pa. Arglllni-eous com-
No. 1,228.46.".; June 5;

Mlnn'-apolls Heat
Frederick S.. assignor.)

Mlnogu.'. Martin T.. Philadelphia
1.229.193; June 6; v. 239; p. :

Minor. Waltf-r S.. Cunningham
nuuhlne. .No. 1.-229.307: June

MInton. Ja' Rov H.. M<'tU' hen. N.
to A. W. Herl.st. Philadelphia.
liositlon and making the same.
V. 2.19; p. 31.

MIntz, Harry. Dorchester, Mass. Hammock. No. 1,231.047 ;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1020.
Mlrfleld, George E.. and F. H. Nollmeyer, assignors, by

niesne assignments, to The Youngstown Sheet and Tube
Cf»mpanv. Youngstown. Ohio. Machine for armoring
cables. '.No. 1,23<»,008; .lune 12; v. 239 ;' p. 590.

Mlrlield. <;eorpe E.. and F. H. Nullmeyer. assignors, by
mesne assignments, to The Youngstown Sheet and Tube
Company. Youngstown. Ohio. Means for reeling cables.

No. 1.2.10.009: June 12: v. 239; p. 590.
MKkinnn. Jnil«^«.n 11. <jlendlve. M<int. Clothes - lifter.

No. 1,228.945 : June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 192.

Mlt(hell. Clarence (-.. assignor to The National Marking
Machine Company. Cincinnati. Ohio. Combined guard
and t»-iislon attR<-hnient for marking-machines and the
like. .No. 1.22H.940r June .•> ; v. 2.19; n 192.

Mitchell. Hugh M.. assignor to W. B. Mitchell. Sr,, Des
Moines. Iowa. Motor lift-out devl< e. No. 1.228,947;
June 5; V. 239; p. 193.

Mit'hell. John ¥:.. and D. Parks. St. Louis, Mo. Heel-
building machine. No. 1.228.94R ; June 5; v. 239;
p. 193.

Mltrhell. John R.. Evanston. 111., assignor to W. H. Miner.
Chazy. N. V. Draw bar-centering device and carrier.

No. 1.2.10.199: June 19; v. 2.19; p. 097.
(See Mitchell. Hugh M.. asB.. Sr.

William IL, as-

Ornaraent. No.

Mll<hell. William
siguor.)

Mittison. G. A., rt al. (See Mnnroe.
signor.)

MlvHsakl. Kan/aburo. Los .\ngeles. CaL
1.230.010 ; June 12 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 596.

Moffatt. James R.. assignor to I'nion Special Machine
Company. Chicago, HI. Trimming mechanism for sew-
ing ma<hlnes. No. 1.230. 7.^3: June 19; v. 2.19; p. 880.

Molhtt. George W.. St. Louts county. Mo. Refractometer.
.No. 1.230.7.''.4 ; June 19 : v. 2.19 ; p. 881.

Mogren. Eben F., Minneapolis. Minn. Emergency vehicle-

body support. No. 1,2.10.755; June 19; v. 239; p. 881.
Mobil wk Brush Company. (See Winkler, Karl, assignor.)
Mobler James P.. South Haven, Mich. Combination
apron and drain pall. No. 1,230,756; June 19; v. 2.19;

p. 882.
Mohn. Henrv P.. Jacksonville. HI. Collar-press. No.

1.228.466 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p 31.

Molbnhauer. Louis, New York, N. Y. Bow-guide. No.
1.228.949; June B: v. 289: p. 194.

Mfiller Egron O.. Brooklands. F^ngland. Electrical relay.

No. 1.2.11,048 ; June 26 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 1020.

Molyneux, George E.. Bayonne, N. J. Transmission for

power table sewing machines, Ac. No. 1.230,919 ; June
26 ; V. 239 ; p. 974.

Momentum Brake Corporation. (See Morgan. Porter 8.,

assignor.)
Monar.b Metal W.-ather Strip Company, (See I.Ane, Al-

fred M.. assignor.)

Monnet, tJeorges, Stolberp. (Jermany. Device for lifting,

lowering, and conveying fragile objects, such as sheet-

glass and the like. No. 1,2-28.690; June .'•
; v. 239;

p. 108.
Montaney. Ix)uls P..* Omak, Wash. Folding chiropractic

table. No. 1,230,592; June 19: v. 239; p. ^'29..^^^
Montbarbon, Charles M. P., deceased, and G. E. Chedru ;

H. Wa«»l, U'vallols - Perret, France, administrator.
Frlition gearing. No. 1,230.011; June 12; \. 239;
p. 690.

Montgomery. Charles R., Keynsham, near Bristol Eng-
land. Appliance lor shearing metal. No. 1,229,120;
June 6 ; V. 2.19 ; p. 260.

Moon, John C, St. Louis. Mo. Welding tubes. No.
1.229,774 : June 12 ; v. 2.19 ; p. .520.

Moonev. Frank H., assignor to The Conklln Pen Manu-
facturing Company, Toledo, Ohio. Thread cutting ma-
chine. No. 1.231,«3 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1098

.Moore. Frank S., Brooklyn, N. Y. Phonograph. No.
1.-2-29.775 : June 12 : v. 2.19 : p. 521.

, ^^, ^ .

Moore. George, Joplln, Mo. Replacing and thickening ap
paratus. No. 1.231,409; June 26; v. 239; p. 1141.

Moore, Oorge. Joplln. Mo. Process of replacement.

Mo. 1.231.410; June 26; v. 239; p. 1141.

Moore. (Jeorge, Joplln, Mo. Dewaterlng and replaceinent

apparatus. No. 1.231,411 ; June 26; v. 239; p. 1141.

Moore, Henrietta A. (See Flanagan, William, assignor,)

Moore Rifle and Arms C'ompany, The. (See Moore, Rol>ert

A., assignor.)
Mo<ire, Robert A., assignor to The Moore Rifle and Arms
Company. Inc.. .New York, N. Y. Firearm. No.

1.230,012 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 597. ... „
Moratfa, Mathew. Princeton, Ind. Packing-ring. No.

1.229,498 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 427.

Morey, Fred E., Baraboo. Wis. Cloth-bolt press. No.

1.230,200: June 19: v. 2.19; p. 097.
x-,^*^,

Morgan Construction Company. (See Edwards, \lctor

E., assignor.)
Morgan, John C Los Angeles, Cal. Electric generator.

No. 1.229..108; June 12; v. 239; p. 304. *

Morgan. John C, Los Angeles, Cal. Hasp fastener. No.
1.2.10.07.1 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 617.

Morgan. Porter S., Norwalk. Conn., assignor to Momentum
Brake Corporation. New York. N. Y. Ja»5e-up for

momentum brakes. No. 1.231,2h4 ; June 26; v. 239,

p. 1099.
Mfirgan A: Wright. (See Chrlstopherson. William G.. as-

Morgan & Wright. (See Thompson, William, assignor.)

Morris, George R.. Buffalo, N. Y. Jack
"f

'levlce for

spreading cables and the like. No. 1,228,805; Juno 6;
v. 239 ; p. 148. ^ « . x

Morris. Henrv C. (See Emerson and Morris.)

Morris Henrv C.. l>allas. Tex. <;asmeter attachment.

No. 1.228,4()7; June 5; v. 239; p. .12.

Morris, John V. (See Julian and Morris.)
, *. _

Morris Louis S., Bridgepc.rt. dmo. Internal-combustion
rnglne. No. 1.228.800; June 5: v. 239: ii. 148

Morrison, Charles D.. assignor to Tb«. Indiana Manufac-
turing Company. Indianapolis. Ind\ Device ^or re-

claiming grain. No. 1,230,7.'>7 ; June 19; v. 289;
p. 882.

Morse. Frank L.. Ithaca, N. Y. Golf practising machine.
.No. 1.2-J9.:i09; June 12; v. 2.19; p. 304.

.Morse. Mark S.. assignor to Railway ^l><'V'«'"^f.„^2?'
pany. Los. Angeles. Cal. Wigwag signal. No. 1,228.681

;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 70. ....
Mort<>rud, Einar, Jel.'.en, Norway. Wood-pulp boiler. No.

1,-228.960 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 194. .

Morton, George Y.. San Francisco. Cal. Chaser and
reamer. No. 1.228,9.11; June 5; v. 239; p. 194.

Morton, Houston S.. Detroit. Mich. Safety device for

moving picture machines. No. 1.230.201; June 19;
v. 239 : p. 098. ^

Morton. Thomas S., Tuxedo Park. N. Y. Tiib-securtng

support. No. 1.2.10,42.-) : June 19: v. 239; p. 7.1.

Morwltz. Joseph. Philadelphia, Pa. Hydraulic press. No.
1.2.10.013 ; .Tune 12 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 597.

Mo.sca. .loseph. Rouse. Colo. Tractor. No. 1,230,014;,
June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 597. -

Moscow. Stella. Brooklyn. N. Y. Light-proof and sanl-

tarv skirt. No. 1,228,807: June 5; v. -239; p. 148.

Moses, Alfred S., rt al. (See I.Ane. Frederick H., »•
signor.)

Moss, All»ert A.. Newark, assignor of one-half to L. J.

Walter. Elizabeth. N. J. Car-coupling. No. 1.228.691 ;

June 5 : V. 2.19 ; p. 108.
Mote. Horace, Cleveland, Ohio. Demountable and sepa-

rable vehicle-wheel rim. No. 1.229,639; lune 12 r v.

289 ; p. 476.
Motion I>lsplay Corporation. (See McDonald, Leslie R.,

assignor.) _ _
Motz. Mary G.. Hillsdale, N. J. Corset. No. 1.228,808;

June 6; v. 289; p. 149. ,, ..
Moumblow, Ernest L. (See Macfadden and Moumblow.)
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Mouradlan. HaKhPs, Philadelphia. Pa., a8!>it;iu)r to Ameri-
can Telephone and Telegraph Company, Itoston, Mass.
Loc-atin? siM'cial transposition-points. No. l,L»:i8,468

;

June 5 ; v. 239; p. 32.
Movshovitz, Max. (St-e Cherry. Edward E.. asBignor.)
Mowrey. .1. II. (See Hell, Silas It., asnignor.

)

Mowry, Edward, Sterling. 111., assignor to International
ilarve.ster Company of New Jer.sey. Hay-loader. No.
1,229.640; June 12; v. 239; p. 47..

Mowry. Jos.-ph I?.. CleveiaDd. Ohio. KeKrindine device
for the valves of explosion engines. No. 1 .-^28,582 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 71.
Mozdzierz, Aloyslus. New Haven, Cunn. Figure wheeled

toy. No. 1.2:{().2<t2 : .fun.- 1!> ; v. 239: p. 098.
Moziir. Stanislaw. Kri*-, I"a. Flushlng-iuspidor. No.

1,230,314 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. "S.^.
Muc'kle, Theodori' W., assignor to W. W. Case. Jr., Den-

v.T, Colo. Rivet forge. No. 1.23<t,593 ; June 19; v.
2:i9 : p. 829.

Mueller, .\ugust E., assignor of one-third to T. J. HruUy
and one third to J. O. Hrul>v. Jr.. ("hlcago. 111. Valve.
No. 1,228.469; June 5; v. 239; p. 32.

Mueller, August E., assignor <tf one-third to T. J. Hrui)y
and one third to J. O. Hruliy, Jr., Chicago. 111. Spring-
mounting for vehicles. No. 1,228.470 ; June 5 ; v. 239 •

p. 33.
Mueller, Fr»'derl(k. (See Mueller, Frledrich, assignor.)
Mueller. F'rledrich, Vienna, Austria, assignor of one half

to F. Mueller, Chicago. 111. Making tin-plate. No.
1.231,285; June 26; v. 239; p. 1099.

Miicllpr. «;eor>;»'. Sjilt Lake City. Clah-. i;aking itan. No.
1.228.471 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 33.

Mueller, Otto. Richmond. Cal. P.rackct. No. 1,228,583 ;

June 5; v. 2.39; p. 71.
Muellfr. I'hilip. iM'catur. 111. Self - clo.slng cock with

check. No. 1.22S..^S4: June 5: v. 239; p. 71.
Mupll^r. I'hilip. and .\. C. Schuermann. Decatur. 111.

Self clo.-ilng <ock with check. No. 1.228.585; June 5:
v. 239 : p. 72.

Muller. Frederick. Elizabeth. N. J. Sine - har. No.
1.231.1S5: June 26; v. 239; p. 1060.

Multicalculator Company. (Ki-e Arringtoo and Miller. a»-
>;luiior<.

»

Mulvihill. Daniel C. Hannihal. Mo. Lifting jack. No
1.228.586 ; .Inno 5: v 2:i9 ; p. 72

•» J • ^'•w.

Mundtn. l»aniel W.. assignor to L. Wagschal. Indianapolis.
In. I. .\c.'tyl.-ne-gas generator. .No. 1.229,499 ; June 12 •

V. 239 ; p. 427.
Munroe. William H.. assignor of one-fourth to O. A. Mattl-

8on and one-fourth to A. B. Conklln. .\siiland Ala
Ore loncentrator or separator. No. 1.230,081 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 620.

^*i":!'.'o',«-''*""''*
''• Sparta. N. J. Carl>ureter. No.

1.228.692; June ',
; v. 2;t9

; p. 108
Miinzner, Ma.T. .Vrlington. N. .7.. assignor to The Torsion

Balance Company. New York. N. V. Scale for deter-
mining speclflc gravities. No. 1.229,641 ; June 12 ; v.
2J9 ; p. 4«7.

Murdock, Harry It. (See Van I)erb.'<k and Murdock.)
•Mnrnane, James P., St. Loul.s. .Mo., assignor to ZourlDrawn Metals Company. Chicago. 111. Olass-securlng

d.-vlcp. No. 1,230,7.'.8: June 19: v. 239; p. 882
Murphy. Clinton C. (See Mathews. Fred, assignor)
Murphy. Clinton C. Chicago. 111., assignor to P. H.Murphy Company. Parnassus. Pa. Car - roof. No.

1.2.U,049; June 26; v. 239; p. 1020.
Murphy Edwiu J.. Schenectady. N. Y.. assignor to Gen-

eral Electric Company. Electromagnetic switch No
1.2;^1.412; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1142.

Murphy. John. assi;:ii«)r «f one half to *'.. P. Schlocker
.Memphis. T<^nn. lM(kerhead. No. 1,229.121; June 5;

Murphy. Thomas J., and E. Miller. Rochester, N T
Call systen). .\o. 1,231.537: June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1181

Murray Company, The. (S.e Klnne, Temped L., assignor.)
•Murray, Oor^'e c, Chicaco, HI., assignor to Keyoke

Railway K(|iiipment Company. rncoupling device
-No. 1.2:;0.2o;;; June lj» ; v. 23Vj : p. 699.

•Murray. Ueorge u., Cl«-veland, Ohio. Stone grinding and
poIi<^hlng machine. No. 1,230,759; June 19; v. 239;
p. H8o.

^'nf^.X-
"'"'"^ "•' Rlverton, N. J., adsignor to Victor

Talking .Machine Company. Stop mechanism for talk-
ing ma<hines. No. 1.229.642; June 12; v. 2.39- p 477

Murray. James E., Kansas City. Mo. Centering-tool for
«,>[<ular oUjocts. No. 1,230.015; June 12; v. 239; p.

Murray. Thomas E. (See Woodrow. Harry R. assignor)
Murray. Thomas E., .New York. N. Y. Vehicle-wheel

No. 1.2.30.016 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 598.
Murray. Thomas E.. New York. N. Y. She*

No. 1.230.427: June 19: v. 239: p. 772.
Murray. Thomas E.. Jr., lirooklvn. \. Y. Controlling ap-

paratus for motor-carria«es. .No. 1.2.30.426 • June 19-
V. 2:{9; p. 771. ,?

. r *j .

•Mhrrell, Clifford H.. Roanoke. Va. Trollev-contactor
No. 1.231.413; June 20; v. 2.39; p. 1142. '

Mu.se. iK.nald P.. Junction City, Ark. EI««rtrlcal piano
attachment. No. 1,229.122 ; June ."i : v. 2;i9 ; p. 2."»1.

Myers, Emnui A. (See I'.arr and .Mvers.

j

Myers, Eugene V., p:ast Orani;e, N. J., assignor to A
Schrader's .Son, Inc.. Hrookirn, N. Y. Tire-valve
No. 1.231.548; June 26; v. 2.39: p. 11.84.

eet-metal hub.

Myers, Everett W.. and A. B. Sbarpley, Key West, Fl*.
Swinging gear for davits. No. 1,230,760; June 19; v.
239 ; p. 883.

Myers, Ilui>ert A., assignor of one half to A. S. HIckok.
Toledo. Ohio. KoUry engine. No. 1,229,643 ; June
12 ; v. 239 ; p. 478.

Myers, Israel V., Kansas City, Mo. Recllnlng-chair. No.
1,231,414; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1143.

Myers. Loring W.. Luiiec. Me. Life-raft. No. 1.229.123:
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 252.

Myers. Marcus A. (See Decker and Myers.)
.Myhre. .\rthur H.. Tacoma. Wash. Lot; hunk. No.

1.228.952 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 194.
Napier, Oorce R., Macon. (;a. Ix»ck for receptacle-

closures. No. l,23o.;{ir> : June 19: v. 2.39: p. 7'M\.
Nash, Evan R., Ilanford, Cal. Welding torch. No.

1.230.2O4: June 19; v. 239; n. 699.
•Nash, Frederic J.. Hrooklvn, .N. Y. Fertiliser and the

manufacture thereof. No. 1.228,587; June 5; v. 239;
p. 72.

Nash. Lewis H.. South Norwalk. C<inn. Water-meter. No.
1,228,693; June 5; v. 239; p. 108.

Nash, Thomas J., assignor to National Manufacturing
Co., Incorporated. Lincoln. Nehr. .\utomohlle Jack.
No. 1. 2.30.'{15 : .Iiine 19: v. 239: p. 7.36.

.National Hinding Machine Company. (See Blake. Philip
W.. a<4slgnor.)

-National Brake & Electric Company. (See Alkman, Bur-
ton S., assignor.)

National Brake A Electric Company. (See Richards.
Walter J., assignor.)

Nntioiml Mnish Washing .Machine Companv. (See Trlnks,
WIllllMjld, assl>;nor.

)

•National Cash Register Company, The. (See Carroll.
Fred M., assignor.)

National Cash Register Company, The. (See Carroll and
Frank, assignors.)

National Cash Register Company, The. (See Chryst, Wil-
liam .\.. assignor.)

National Cash Register Company, The. (See Von Peln,
Kdwaril .1.. n*^\tctf

National Fibre Box Company. (See Walter. Harrison B.,
a>;sign<ir.)

National Malleable Castings Companv, The. (See Ruck-
lus. .\ll)ert O.. Jr.. assignor.)

National Malleable Castings Company, The. (See How-
ard. Pliny J., assignor.)

National .M;illeable « asfings Company. The. (S^h- Schmidt.
Ernest H.. assignor.)

National Malleable Castings Company, The. (See Willl-
son, John, assignor.)

National Manufacturing Co. (See Nash, Thomas J.,
assignor.)

.National Marking Machine Company. The. (See Mitchell.
Clarence C., assignor )

National Metal Molding Company. (See Abbott. Gllson.
and Fullman. assignors )

Natl(»nal Pneumatic Company. (See Gottschalk, .\Ibert,
assignor.)

•National Pneumatic Company. (See Rowntree, Harold,
assignor.)

National Safety Appliance Company, The. (See Sedg-
wick, Hiram (}., assignor.)

National Spring Bed Ompany, The. (See Arnold, Harry
B., assicnor.)

National Ticket Case Company. (See Blades, I.,eonard J.,
assiinior.

)

Natomas Company of California. (.*M»e Oliver, Emery, as-
signor.)

•Naysmlth. Frank M.. Davenport, Iowa. Chiropractic
table. No. 1,228,953: June .5: v. 2.39: p. 195.

Neary. Michael J.. Victoria. British Columbia. Canada.
Platform-scale. .No. 1.229.310 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 365.

Nebergall, Philip V., I^ Orande. Oreir. Pap«-r holiler and
.titter. No 1.231,415: Jtine 26; v. 2.39; p. 1143.

Needham, Harry H., Flast Orange, N. J., assignor to (h'U-
eral Electric Company. .Manufa.ture of Tn<-andescent
lamps. No. 1.231.416; June 26; v. 239; p. 1143.

Neese. Elo. (See Heller and Neese.)
Neff. John P.. P:ast Orange, N. J., assignor to .American

Ar<h Company, New York, N. Y. I^>comotlve-furnace
arch. No. 1.229..380 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 389.

Neff. John P.. East Orange. N, J., assignor to American
Arch Company. .New York. N. Y. Arch con>truction for
shallow fire-boxes. No. 1.229,392; June 12; v. 2;{9 o
.392.

NehLsen, Hermann. (See Weiler and Nehlsen.*
Nelmeyer. Charles. Little Rock. Ark. Resilient wheel.

No. 1,228.809: June 5; v. 239; p. 149.
Nelson, lu- Witt, assignor to Tom Thumb Tract«»r Com-

p.nny, Minneapolis, Minn. Traction belt. No. 1.230,.504 ;

June 19 : V. 2,39 : p. 798.
Nelson. Hilmer. San Jose. Cal. Enlarged spindle and

wheel hub. .No. 1.22».311 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 365.
Nelson, John E. (See Marr snd Nelson.)
Nelson, Nels I. (See Han.son and .Nelson.)
.Nel.^on. Robert M., assignor of three-fourths to M. Phillips
and one-fourth to (J. W. Maskers. Detroit. Mich. .Vuto-
mobile-fender. No. 1,229.124 : June 5 ; v. 'SM : p. 252.

Neostyle Envelope Company. (See Hammel. Walter F.,
assignor.)

Nero, .\rvl.l H.. New Britain, a.ssignor to The .\rrow Elec-
tric Company. Hartford. Conn. Attachment plug re-
• eptatle. -No. 1.231.417; June 26; v. 239; p. 1144
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Nesmlth. Ralph .\., assignor of one-half to W. H. Slbbald.
Los .\ugeles. Cal. Tray-washer. No. 1,229,644; June
12 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 478.

Nesmlth. !{alph A., and W. H. Slbbald, Los Angeles, Cal.
Folding table. .No. 1.229,645 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 478.

Net.ott. «ieorge A., lUilepcUilence, Iowa, SwIUK. No.
1,228 ti94 : June 5 ; v. 23St ; n. lost.

Neu. (ieorge, Sr., Cincinnati, Ohio. Cmbrella. No.
1.228,810; June 5: v. 239; p. 14'.».

Neu, Hugo, .New York. .N. Y.. and L. Blaha. Lyndhurst.
N. J. Lock for automobile sttN-rlng - wheels. No.
1.231.05O ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 1021.

N«niens. .Mlihael W.. assignor to Western Implement
CouuMiny. Tort Washlngl<in. Wis. Knockdown bench.
No. 1,228,954; June 5; v. 2:i9 : p. 195.

Neumann. J.din. a»^sit;nor of one half to II. N. Claussen,
Cblcaiio. 111. Sealiug-disk for Imttle-stoppers. No,
1.230..',94 ; Jun» 19; v. 239; p. 829,

New lira Spinning Co. (See P.^langer. Victor, assignor.)
New Haven ("lock Co. (See Porter, Wll^ou E.. assignor.

)

Nj-w Jersey Patent Company. ( See Allen, Harry P., as-
signor.

)

New Jersey Patent Company. (See .\yl8Worth, Jonas W.,
assignor.)

N. w Jersey I'atent Company. (See Gall, Adolph F.,
assliruor. j

(.'^ee Holland, Newman H,,

( See Plerman, .Alexander

t S«>«» Baxter, Berry A., as-

(See Slsbower and Pit-

Clement, as-

frult.

New Jersey Patent Company,
assignor.)

New Jersey Patent Company.
N., assignor.

)

New Metho<l Stove Company,
slgnor.)

New York Couch Bed Company,
tonl, assignors.)

New( bun h, John W. (Hee Slmoneaux,
slgnor.

)

Newi'omli. Horacp C. Philadelphia, Pa. Stuffed
No. 1.231.286; June 26; v. 239; p. 1099.

Newhall, Henry B. (See Plelster. Henry W., assignor,)
Newhonse, Alphonse, San Francisco, (?al. Device for

creasing papers. .No. 1,229,312; June 12; v. 239; p.
366.

Newman. .\lfie<l C., F'argo. N. D. Attachment for pencils
and penholders. .No. 1,230.701; June 19; v. 239;
p. 88.;.

Newman. Ellwoo<l II., Spring Ijike Beach, N. J. Road-
finishing machine. No. 1,228,811; June 5; v, 239; p.
149.

^

Newsom, Joseph N.. assignor of one-half to C. E. An-
drews. St. Louis. Mo., and one half to H. Christopher,
De<atur. HI. Rivet 8«-ttlng device. No. 1,230,082;
June 12 : v 239 : p. 620.

Newton, Edward <\. .Marysvllle. Cal. .Vutomatlc regulat-
ing • valve for Internal - combustion .engines. No.
1.229.500; June 12; v. 2.39: p. 428.

Newton. Ki.hard T.. .New York, .N. Y. Vehicle. No.
1.2:{n.762: June H» : v. 2.39: p. 884.

Nicholas. William. New York. .N, Y., assignor to Premier
Machine Company. Squirt preventer for type casting
ma. hines. .No. 1,228.588; June 5; v. 239; p! 73.

Nichols. Frank E., Mount Carmel, and E. W. Feltis, Nor-
wood, Ohio. Pneumatic plaver-action. No. 1,229,501 ;

June 12 ; v. 2.39; p. 428.
Nichols, ilarol.l W.. Ea^t Orange. N. J., assignor, by

mesne assignments, to Western Electric Company, In
cor|H>rated. Fluctuation <lamplng means for rotatable
members. N,.. I,2:«'.'j(t.-| ; .June 19: v. 2M : p. r>99.

Nichols, Wesley <J., <'hlcago Heights, assignor to American
Manganese Steel Company, Chicago, III. I'lacer dredge
tumbler. No. 1,229,313 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 366.

Nicholson, John L., Chicago, III., assignor to American
•Vr«'h Company. .New York, N. Y. Ixicomotlve-boller fire-
box. No. 1,229,376 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 388.

Nicholson, John L., <'hlcago. III., assignor to American
•\rch Compan.v. New York, N. Y. I>ocomotlve-flrc-box
ar«h. No. 1,229,393; June 12; v. 239; p. 393.

Nlckerson, Oris H. (See Boyton and Nickerson.)
Nielsen, Niels P. (S***- Miller and Nielsen.)
Nl"-iiieyer, Henry C. Racine. Wis.. asslt:nor, by mesne

asylnnjnents, to RI<-hmond Radiator Companv, New
York. .N. Y. Su-t ion producer. No. l,230,2o«l ; June
19; V. 2.39; p. 699.

Nlkonow, John P.. Wilklnsl)urg, Pa., assignor to Westing
house Electrli- an.l Manufacturing I'onipany. <iear-
shlftlng mechanism. No. 1,228,812; June 5; v. 239;
p. 1.50.

NiKonow. John P., Wllkinsburg, Pa., assignor to Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company. Startiuti
mechanism for gas engines. No. 1,229,776; June 12;
V. 2.39; p. 521.

Nllsson, -Nlcholaus T., assignor of fifty one-hundredth^ to
S. Evans. Chicago. HI. Movinc picturi' machine. No.
1,229.125; June 5 ; v. 2.39: p. 2.52.

NIvois. Victor, Br»oklyn, .N. Y. Cigarette-case. No.
1,220,502; June 12; v. 239; p. 429.

.Nivois. Victor. Brooklyn. .N. Y. Cigarette-case. No.
1.231.186 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 1066

Nolan. Francis A.. St. Paul. Minn. Stop for sound re-
producing machines. No. 1.230,505 ; June 19; v. 239;
p. 798.

Nolan, Francis A., St. Paul, Minn. Stop. No, 1,230,506 ;

June 19 : v. 2.39 ; p. 799.
Nolan. Francis A.. St. Paul. Minn. Phonograph stop.

No. 1,230,763; June 19: v. 239; p. 884.

239 O.G.— iii

I Nolan, Francis A., St. Paul, Minn. Phonograph-stop.
I No. 1,230,764; June 19; v. 239; p. 884.

I

Nolan, Francis A., St. Paul, Minn. Phonograph-stop.
I

No. 1.2.30.765: June 19: v. 239; p. 885.
Noneman, Ira W.. assignor to The Borden Company, War-

ren, Ohio. Die-stock, No. 1,228.955 r June 5; v. 239;
p. 196.

Noonan. Joseph H., Auckland, New Zealand. Gas-cooker.
No. 1,228,956; June 5; v. 2.39: p. H»6.

Norberg, Stella M., Pringle, S. D. Vehicle-brake mecha-
nism. No. 1,229,314; June 12; v. 239; p. .366.

Norcross, William C, assignor to American Molding Ma-
chine Co., Terre Haute, Ind. Leveling drawing talde
for combination Jolt-ramming and rock-over machines.
No. 1,231,187 ; June 26; v. 239; p. 1067.

Nordlierg, Bruno V., Milwaukee. Wis. Compressed-air
power system. No. 1,231,051 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1021,

N(»n:ord, John. (See Anderson, Carl (J., assignor.)
Norman, Charles R., Brooklyn, N. Y., assignor to Tide

Wal'-r (Ml Companv, Btivonne, N. J. Pouring device.
.No. 1,2.30.207; June 19; v. 239; p. 700.

Norman, Ernest B., New Orleans, Im.. Carbon-sheet
holder. .>o. 1,231,418 ; Juno 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1144.

Nurmann, John P., assignor of one-half to S. A. Erlckson,
Oookston, Minn. F'olding check book. No. 1,228,589 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 73,
Norpoth, Theodor, St. Louis, assignor of one-fourth to

T. <;. Ehrhardt. Calllornia. Mo. Playlug-card. No.
1,280,317; June 19; v. 239; p. 736.

.Norre, Jens A. (See llausen, Norre, and Relmer.)
North, <»eorge W., Lo Tuna, assignor of one-half to H. M.

Anilreas, El I'aso, Tex. Baling press. No. 1,229,126;
June 5 ; v. 239; p. 253.

Northwood, Harry, Wheeling, W. Va. Producing glass-
ware presenting brecdated marble effects. No.
1,229,315 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 366.

Novak, John, Buffalo, .N. Y. Rail Joint. No. 1,230,428;
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 772.

Nowotny, Harrle T., St. Louis, Mo. Lock for screens and
the like. No. 1,230,920; June 26; v. 239; p. 974.

Nu-Ex Eire Appliance Company. CSee Bargar, FrederickC assignor.)
Nu-Style Window Sash Company. (See Porter, Herman

I*., assignor.)
Nullmeyer, Frank IL (See Mlrfield and Nullmeyer.)
OBrien. Daniel P., Wol>urn, assignor to Peabody Wolmrn

Machine Company, Peabodv, Niass. L<>ather-measurlng
machine. .No. 1,230,507; June 19; v, 239; p. 799.

O'Brien, Edward A. (See Smith and O'Brien.)
O'Brien, John O. (See Thornton, John K., assignor.)
O'Brien, Leo F., St. Louis, Mo. Sterilizer, No. 1,228,957 ;

June 5- V. 239 • p. 196.
O'Brien. "Thomas, Philadelphia, Pa. Drawbridge Joint con-

ne.tlou and lock. No. 1,231,287; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1099.

O'Conneil, Daniel C, et al. (See Splrewfkl, John 8., Jr..
assignor.)

O'Conneil, Daniel F., Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada. .Au-
tomatic safety pulley. .No. 1,231.052; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1021.

O'Conneil, James E., at 1. (See Splrewfkl, John 8.. Jr.,
assignor.)

O'Connor, John F., Chicago, 111., assignor to W. H. Miner,
Chaiy, N. Y. Connection for draft-rigging draw-bars
and yokes. No. 1,228. .590 ; June 5 ; v. 2:<9 ; p. 7.3.

O'Connor. John F.. Chicago. HI., assignor to W. H. Miner,
Chazy. N. Y, Draft-gear. No. 1.228,.591 ; June 5; v.
2.39 : p. 74.

0"<'onnor, John F.. Chicago, 111., assignor to W. II. Miner,
Chazy, N. Y. Railway draft-rigging. .No. 1,228,,592 ;

June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 74.
O'Connor, John F., Chi.ago, 111., assignor to W. H. Miner,

Chazy. .N. Y. Draft-rlgglns; for railway-cars. No,
1,231.053 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1022.

O'Connor, John F., Chicago, 111., assignor to W. IL Miner,
Chazy. N. Y. Double-ended friction-gear. .No. 1.231 .<»54;
June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1022.

O'<;orman, William J.. .New York, N. Y. Spjirk-plug.
.No. 1.228.958: June 5: v. 239; p. 196.

O'.Nelll. Fnink. Tob-do. Ohio. .Ne. kmold for bottle 1.low-
ing machines. .No. 1,231,188 ; #une 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1067.

O'Reilly, William E.. London. England. Comi>iii.-.i liaiKlle
and receptacle for safety razor blades. .No. 1228,698;
June 5: v. 2.'{9 ; p. 110.

OSulUvan. Eug.-ne. South Bethlehem. Pa. Llquld-elevat-
ing apparatus. .No. 1.229.781 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 522.

Oakes t^ompany. The. ( S**- Swenstm. Carl ';.. assignor.)
Oakes. Henry, a.ssignor to (Jeorge Skey and c'ompany Llm-

lte<l. Tamworth. England. Apparatus for the manu-
facture of earthenware vessels. No. 1,230,017 ; June 12 :

V. 239 ; p. 598.
Oberholtzer, John M., Wooster, Ohio. (Jarbage-receptacle.

No. 1,229,777 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 521.
OKle Construction Company. (8e<' Bledsoe. Carl F., as-

signor.)
Ogle. Vem O., Watervllle, Wash. Disk Jointer. No.

1.228.695; June 5; v. 239; p. 109.
Ohio Brass Company, The. (See Bolus. (;ienn IL. as-

signor.)
Ohio Varnish Company. The. (See I>arner, Ralph W..

assignor.

)

Ohmer. Wilfred I., and D. B. Whistler, assignors to The
Recording and Computing Machine Company. Davton.
Ohio. Fare-recording mechanism. •%'©. 1,229,640 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 479.
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Ohincr, Wilfred I., and D. B. Whistler, asslgoors to The
K»M-.»rding and Computing Machine Company, I>ayton,
Ohio. Fare-retordlng nu'chanlsm. No. I.:i29!647 ; June
1 -' : V. 239 ; p. 479.

<»lan(I.r. Ernest V.. <;rand Itaptds. Mich. Comlilneil mop
head and wringer. No. 1.230.208; June 19; v. 239: p.

OlahdtT. Fred, Chicago, 111. Combination scrubbing and
tiiupping machine. No. 1,229,648; June 12; v. 239;
p. 4(9.

(»lejni(zak. Anton, Chicago, 111. Car-coupling. No.
1.22.><.U9« : June 5; v. 23!> ; p. 110.

Olexon, Carl O. (.See Wilson and Oleson.)
Olestin, Olaf K., assignor to The Edward Steam Specialty

Co.. Chicago, III. Automatic pressurellmiting valve.
No. 1.22H.rl93 : June 5 : v. 239

; p. 74.
tUlver Chilled Plow Works. (See Altgelt. Rudolph J.,

assignor.*
Oliver. Emery. Sacramento, assignor to Natomas Com-

pany of California. Natoma. Cal. Method and appa-
ratus for reclaiming: dredged land. No. 1.228,959;
•lune .">

: v. 231): p. 197.
Oliver. Thomas C, Charlotte, N. C. Production of sul-

furic add In lead chambers. No. 1,229,316; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 367.

Ollariu. .\nt<>n. I'hilndelphi.i. Pa. Protractor \o
l.22,S.(;i»7 : June .".

: v. 2.i!> : p. lli>.

Olleo, Ralph. Keyport. N. J. Sanitary beating machine.
No. 1,229.778 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 522.

Olsou. <;ustaf. assignor of one half to L. <}reenberg and
one-sl.vth to W. .M. McEwen, Chhago. III. «iear. No.
1.230.209: Juue 19: v. 239; p. 701.

Olson. Knute W.. St. Paul, Minn. Safety device for avia-
tors. No. 1.229,503 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 429.

fM-on. N.ls I... lietrolt. Mich. Traction bearing-wheel.
No. 1.228.472: June 5: v. 239: p. 33.

Olson. Oscar A.. Ames. Iowa. Thread cutter and holder.
No. 1.2J'.».ri04 : .liiiie 12: v. 230 : p. 420.

Olson. Walter E.. Chicago. 111. Dyeing rugs. No.
1.229.779 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 522.

Opel. Walter, I.,elpzig, Cermany. Sound-box for talklng-
niachlnes. No. 1,229,780; June 12; v. 239; p. 522.

Orb.ln, Stefan. New York. N. Y. Hearing. (Reissue.)
No. 14.315 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 623.

Orewiler. Henjamin F. (See Florshelm and Orewller.)
Orvlg. Oustave W., et al. (See Daniel, Jasper N., as-

signor.)
Oshorn, Claud A., Fort Worth, Tex. Flushing device.

No. 1.231,288 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1100.
Osborne. Marshall L.. Waukomls. Okla. Street-cleaning

machine. No. 1.229.127; .June 5: v. 2.39: p. 253.
Oscar Harnett Foundry Company. (See Batteer, Joshua.

assignor.)
Oscar Heyman & Company. (See LUck. Jacob W., as-

signor.)
Osley. Wlllard A.. Sprlngfleld, Mass. Device for support-

ing palls or the like. No. 1,228,813; June ."> ; v. 239:
p. l'>*K

Osmer. John E.. Owosso, Mich. Flushing apparatus. No.
1.229.505 : June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 430.

Ostcrholni. William C., Chicago, III., assignor to Interna-
tional Harvester Compi'.ny of New Jersey, (irlndlng-
machlne. No. 1.230.595: June 19; v. 239; p. 830.

Otfe. Otho M., Jamestown. N. Y. Knock(r)wn sheet-
metal partition. No. 1,231.289; June 26; v. 239; p
1100.

^

Otte. C)tho M.. Jamestown. N. Y. .\ttachlng coated metal
sheets. .No. 1.231.290: June 26; v. 2.39: p. 1100.

Otte. Otho M.. Jamestown. N. Y. Flour-bin for kltchen-
cal)lnets. No. 1,231.291: June 26: v. 239: p. 1100

Ovens. Florence J.. York Beach. Me. Clam-fork. No.
1.23O.7«;0; June 19; y. 239; p. 885.

Ovi-rturf. I.^wls. (See Traut. Ezra H.. a.sslgnor.)
Owen. Henry A., assignor to The Whltln Machine Works,

NMiltlnsvllIe. .Mass. Thread parting me. hanlsni for
looms. No. 1.228.814: June ."i : v. 2;«» : p. l.'.tt.

Owen. Henry I. (See Eversole, Cawthon. and Owen.)
Owens. <;eorge L.. Sioux City. Iowa. Block for live stock.

No. 1.229.317 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 367.
P. \ .M. Co.. The. (See I'reston. Frederick A., assignor.)
P. H. Murphy Company. (See Murphy. Clinton C. as-

signor.)
Pa.ihetti. Carlo, Milan. Italy. Non skid composition of

«aoutchouc or rul>ber and the like. No. 1.230 597-
June 19; V. 239: n. 830.

Pace. Lafayette, Larollette. Tenn. Safety appliance for
aeroplanes. No. 1.229,649; June 12; v. 23§ ; p. 480.

Pa.llic Folding Box Factory. (See Raynaud, Charles F
assignor.)

Packard. Horace N.. assignor to The Cutler - Hammer
Mfg. Co.. Milwanket>. Wis. Thermometer unit No
1.230.598; June 19; v. 239: p. 8.{1.

I'.ickard Motor Car Company. (See Church, Harold 'D
assignor.)

I'ack.Trd Motor Car Company.
signor.

)

Packard Motor Car Company.
signor.)

Packard Motor Car Company. (See Loomla, Allen, as-
signor.)

Packard Motor Car Company.
assignor.)

Pnckard Motor Car Company.
assignor.)

(See Huff, Rnssell. aa-

(See Hunt, John H., aa-

(See Vincent. Jesse O.,

(See Waldon. Sidney D.,

Packard. Raymond P.. Tac-oma. Wash. Controlling mech-
anism. No. 1.231.055: June 26: v. 239; p. 1022.

Paddock. Albert It.. Farmdale. Ohio. Concrete pavement
No. 1.231.419; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1144.

Page, Albert A., East Haven, assignor to .Sargent & Com-
pany, New Haven, Conn. Lock. No. 1,229,319; June
12; V. 239; p. 368.

Page. All>ert A., East Haven, assignor to Sargent & Com-
pany, New Haven. Conn. Casket -handle. No. 1.229,650 :

•lune 12 : V. 239 ; p. 480.
Page, Albert A., East Hiiven. and H. (J. Collins, assignors

to Sargent & Company, .New Haven, Conn. Lock. No.
1.229,318 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 367.

Page. Stanley 11.. San Francisco, assignor to I'nion <;a«
Kuginc- Company, oakl.ind. Cal. Engine cylinder and
Jacket. .No. 1.22S..S1.'-,

; Jnne .". : v. 239: p. l.-.n.

Pail. Joseph. Jr.. Prague. Alberta, Canada. Shell. No.
1.229.5t>6 ; Juno 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 4^0.

Palmer. .Aciolph P.. Oaklind. Cal. Separator and amal-
i:amator. .No. 1.231.420; June 20: v. 239; p. 1145

Palmer. Charles S. and !•.. Saranac Ijjke. N. Y. Elec-
tric iron. No. 1.231.«i.".r.

: June- 26; v. 2.39; p. 1022
Palmer. Dean. (See Paliii.r. Charles S. and D.)
I'aliiier. Herliert R.. n. v.-iand. Ohio. Dry cell battery.

No. 1.231.057 : June' 2»i : v. 239; p 1023.
Palmer. Jo.1 C. R.. New Kchelle. and F. J. Holmes, New

>ork. .N. Y., a.'<sign<>rs. l.v mesne assignments, to West-
ern Electric- Company. Incorporatecl. Electromagnetic
device. .No. 1.230.429: .lune 19: v. 239; p. 772

Palmtpilst. Eski: \ .. Hallnudale. and H. (J. Lundqulst.
Seminole county, Fla. Alr-I>rake stop. .No. 1,230.767:
June 19 : V. 239 ; p. 8S5.

assignor.)
imnnt show-Jar.

Palo Company. (See Waldo. Leonard
Panay. Karl. Milwaukee-. Wis. Tran

No. 1.22S.47;t ; .Iun«- .">
: v. 2::9 : p. H4

Pangborn. Frank C. (.s,.,. Stanfleld. Jasper H.. assignor.)
fansa. Audna (;. M.. Bristol, R. I. Pistol-bayonet. No.

1.231.058; June 26: v. 239: p. 1023.
Paper Service Co. (See Sc huchart. Paul A., assignor.)
Paramount Rubber Company, The. (See Roberts Fred

T.. assiirnor. (

I'arish. Le «;rand. Mountainvlew. N. J., assignor to Ameri-
can .Vrch Company, New York. .N. Y. Protection for
arch tul>es. No. 1.229.377; June 12; v. 239; p. 388. •

Parish. Le <;rancl. .Mountainvlew. .N. J., assignor to Ameri-
can .\rch Company. .New York. N. Y. lA)comotiye-flre-
box arch. No. 1.229.3TS : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 389.

Parish. liO <;rand. Mountainvlew. N. J., assignor to .Ameri-
can .Vrch Cotupany. .N.w York. .N. Y. Locomotive-arch.
-No. 1.229.3M8 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 391.

Parisian .Novelty Company. (See Koniorous, Joseph, as-

Ccdo. I.Adder bracket.
p. .197.
.Nebr. Hay-stacker.

; p. 430.

No.

No.

sicnor. >

Parker, Charles, Plattevlllc
1.228.960: June 5: v. 2.39;

I'arker. Ezra E.. (Jering.
1.229.507 ; Jnne 12 : v. 2.39

I'arker. John E.. assignor to Crouse-Hinds Company. Syr-
acuse. N. Y. Means for attaching electrical appllancea
to conduit outlet-boxes. No. 1.229,651; June 12: v.
2.39; p. 481.

Parker. Julia .M. (See Maxwell. Ralph S.. assignor.)
•arkhurst. I^-oii F".. Pittstield. .Mass., assignor to General

iieatlng device.Electric <'ompany. Electric
1.229.128: June 6: v. 2:!9 : p. 2.%4

Parks. Dennis. (See Mitchell and Parks.)
I'arks. iH-nnls. St. Louk. Mo. Lift-cutting maul

1.228.9«;i : June ."•
; v. 23!» ; p. 197.

Parks. Robert I., Washington. D. C

No.

No.

Combination water-
1.230.318; June 19; v. 239;

Walters, .\rthur A., assignor.)
• Jate-fastener. No. 1.231.421 ;

No. 1,231.292;

No. 1,230.768 ;

< J earing. No.

liottle and syringe,
p. 737.

Parnhani. Charles J. (Sec
Parr. Otto P.. Lead, S. D.
June 26; v. 239; p. 114."i

Parrett. Dent. Chicago. 111. Motor-vehicle.
June 26; v. 239; p 1101.

Parrlsh. Alan J.. Parl.^. III. Templet.
June 19 : V. 239 : p. hst;

Pascal. John L.. P... aliontas. Iowa.
1.231.422: June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1145

Pashln.-sky. Jeff. (.See Titus and Pashin-kv.)
Paslnskl. Walter J., as^lcnor to Burroughs Adding Ma-

chine Company, Detr-.it. Mich. F'ull-stroke mechanlsov
and overthrow prevent' r for adding - machines. No
1.229.508 : June 12 ; r. 239 ; p. 431.

Patch, Calvin B., <;ienellvn. III., assignor to W. II. Miner.
Chazy. N. Y. Side i><arlng for rallwav-rars. No.
1.2.30,210: June 19: , 239; p. 701.

Patent Button Company. The. (See White. Franklin R.,
assiirnor.)

Patnoe. (Jporge W.. Maple 'Jrove. assignor, by mesne as-
slimments. to The Dolomite Prc^Iucts Company. Cleve-
land. Ohio. Furnace- lining and making same. No.
1.230.430: June 19: ^ 2;{9 ; p. 773.

Patric. Charles E.. Sprin:;ri.ld. Ohio. Furrow-opener for
wetling - machines. No. 1,229.194 ; June 5 ; v. 230 :

p. 27«.
Patten A Co.. C. R. (Sc Patten. Clarence R.. assignor.)
Patten. Clarence R.. Tanoiia. Ohio, assignor to C R

Patten & Co.. Wa>erly. Va. Bahy-jumper. No.
1.2.30.018; June 12: v, 2.^9: p. 598. •

•' "
Patton. Orvie W., Los Angeles. Cal. Hose-band. No.

1.230.019; June 12; v. 2.3d: p. 599.
Paul. William J.. Grand View. Manitoba. C^inada. Pull-

ing device. No. 1.230 211 : June 19; v. 2.39; p. 701.
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Paul, William J., Pittsburgh, Pa. Safety-guard. No.
1,230,921 ; June 26; v. 239; p. 974.

PauLson, Hans, Orttng, Wash. Adjustable rear sight for
flrearnis. .No. 1.229,652; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 481.

Paulson. Peter, and J. .M. Rlchter, Detroit. Mich. Mlter-
Ing-dle. No. 1,230,319; June 19; v. 239; p. 737.

Payne. (leorge H.. Yuma. .\rlz. So<l - remover. No.
1,2.30.320: June- 19; v. 2;i9 : p. 737.

Payne. Thomas F.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Autovehicle-radlator.
No. 1.22.S.474: June .'. v. 2.39; p. 34.

Payne. Wailter S.. Lincoln. Nebr. I'ower operated hammer.
No. 1.228.962: June '>

: v. 239; p. 198.
Payton. I. S.. rt al. (See Lamp, Arthur W., assignor.)
Peabody Woburn Machine Company. (See 0"Brleu. ih»n-

lel P.. assignor.)
I'eacock. Robert .\., Delaware City, Del. Sprlug-gun.

No. 1.229.129: June .-.
: v. 2;{9 : p. 264.

Peacock. Samuel, Philadelphia, Pa., assignor, by mesne
assignments, to Marden, Ortli & Hastings Co. Inc., New
York. .N. Y. Making magnesium c-ompounds from sili-
cate minerals. No. 1.231.423; June 26; v. 239; p. 1146.

Pearson. Coleman F.. Montgomery. Ala. Grease-catching
device- for automobiles. No. 1.2.31,189; June 26; v.
2.39; p. 1067.

Pearsons, .samuel T. (See Poore and Pearsons.)
Peck, Edmund E., Grand View on Hudson, N. Y., assignor,

by mesne assignments, to S. Karpen & Bros., Cbicagcj,
III. .apparatus for tlie' manufacture of seats and backs
for chairs .iiid like tiirnlture. (Reissue.) No. 14.:522;
June 26 : v. 2.39 : p. 1 1 H-,.

Peckham. Edgar. ^^ e-stniinster, London, England. Fur-
Da<-e. No. 1.229.320 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. .368.

Peden. Joseph E.. .N»-w York. .N, Y., assignor of c^ne-half
to T. F. Smith, St. Paul. .Minn. Pneumatic tire. No.
1.2.30.5O8; June 10: v. 239: p. MOO.

Peders'-n. Carl A., Wilson. .\rk. Stovepipe-fastener. No.
1.230.321 : June 19: v. 239: p. 7;48.

Peders'-n. I'eder O.. Friderlksbcrg, Denmark, assignor to
l'e<leral Telegraph Conipitiy. Generator for hlgh-fre-
ciuencv currents. No. 1.231..')2S ; June 26; v. 239; p.
117S

Peder>on. Rasmus. East Omaha, Nebr. Vehicle attach-
ment. .No. l,22H..-.;»4 : June .">

: v. 239: p. 7.'..

E'edrli k. Howard .V.. Bala, assi;;nor to Pedrlck Tool and
Machine <"onipany. Philadelphia, Pa. Borlug-head.
No. 1,2:{0.(C20 : June 12: V. 239; p. 599.

Pedrhk Tool and Machine Company. (See Pedrlck, How-
ard A., assignor.)

Peigler, Commodore T. (See Peigler, Stanley C. and
C. T.)

Peigler. Stanley C. and C. T.. Greenville, S. C. Heel-
cuttlng machine. No. 1,229,130; June 5; v. 239:
p. 2.'-.4.

Peine. Edward B.. Lowell. Mass. Truck and wbeidbar-
row. .No. 1.230,769; June 19; v. 239; p. 886.

Pell.'tt. Martin L (See Collins and Pellett.)
Pemberton Billing. .N"o»'l, county of Hertford, England.
(Jramophone and the like. No. 1,230,509; June 19; v.
239; p. 800.

Pembroke, Charles J.. Rochester, N. Y. Fastening device.
.No. 1,230.021; June 12; v. 239; p. 599.

Penner, John L. (Sc-e Brudslg, Charles, assignor.)
Penrod. David L.. .Alta. I'tah. .\malgamating-mlll. No.

1.2.30.770; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 886.
Pente, William, Chicago, III. Toy. No. 1,231,059; June

26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1023.
Perepelkln. Jacob. St. I'etersbtirg. Russia. .Apparatus for

controlling mechanisms at a distance. No. 1,228,963;
June r, : v. 2.39: p. 198.

Perfection Tire & Rubber Co. (See Christian. James H.,
assignor. I

Perkins Campbell Company. The. (See Campbell. Milton
D.. assignor.)

Perkins. Jonathan. San Diego, Cal. Plumb-bob apparatus.
No. 1,2.30.<»74 : June 12; v. 239; p. 617.

Perkins. .Samuel <;. (See McDowall and Perkins.)
Perlman. Louis H.. .New York, N. Y. Wheel. No. 1,2.30,075;
June 12- v. 2.39; p. 618.

Perrault. .toseph E.. Belmont, and H. G. Ellis. Water-
town. Mass. H«-el applying apparatus. No. 1,228,964:
June .^ : V. 2.39 : p. 199.

Perrot. William. Ottawa. 111. Ventilator. No. 1,229,131;
June .". : V. 2;i9 : p. 2.'S.'».

Persons, William D. (See Breed. Gi'orge P., assignor.)
Pet-Son Pump Company. The. (See Peters, Theodore.

assignor.)
Peter. .Arnold H.. assignor to Royal Baking Powder Com-

pany. .New York. N. Y. Manufacture of hydrochloric
eld. No. 1.229.509 ; June 12 ; v. 2:59 : p. 43i.

Peters, Frank M. (See Hungerford. Warren H.. assignor.)
Peters, Melville E.. G. H. Fath. and A. F. Miller, r>enver,

Colo. Gummed-blank and unwrappe4i-l>ox registering
mechanism. .No. 1.229,510; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 431.

Peters. Melville E.. (J. H. Fath. and A. F. Miller, Denver,
Colo. Wiper mechanism for the ends of gum-coated
ductlon-tubes. .No. 1.229.511 ; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 432.

Peters. Melville E.. (J. H. Fath. and A. F. Miller. Denver,
Colo. Box-fee<llng mechanism for box-wrapping ma-
chines. No. 1,229.512; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 432.

Peters. Melville E.. G. H. Fath. and A. F. Miller. Denver,
Colo. Blank receiving and delivering table. No.
1.229,513 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 433.

Peters, Theodore. Ferdinand. Ind.. assignor to The Pet-
Son Pump Company. Pressure-regulating valve. No.
1.231.293; June 26; v. 239; p. 1101.

Peterson. Adolphe C, Minneapolis. Minn. Internal-com-
bustion motor. No. 1.231,(>60; June 26; v. 239; p.
1024.

Peterson. Samuel, and L. C. Knackste<It. Annapolis, Md.
Cooker. No. 1.228.S16 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 151.

Peterson, Walter, Honey Creek, Iowa. Chain saw. No.
1.231, 190< June 26; v. 239; p. 1068.

Petran. Charles, and C. G. Juneau. .Milwaukee, Wis. Oil-
burner. No. 1.230.212 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 702.

Petrasek, Charles. (See Jacobs, Slegmund, assignor.)
Petroff, (irlgori. Petrograd. Russia. Obtaining from par-

affin, wax. fats, and resins, naphtha, and mineral oils,

products dissoluble in water or forming with it col-
loidal solutions. No. f,230.599; June 19: v. 239; p.
831

Peyton, C. L. (See Thomas. Victor W., assignor.)
Peyton, Joseph I. (Si.'e Hitt and Pejton.)
Pfanstiehl Company. (See Ellery. Robert L.. assignor.)
Pflanze. Charles F.. St. Louis. Mo. Feeding and trans-

ferring mechanism. No. 1.230,771 ; June 19 ; v. 239

;

p. 887.
Philbrlck Cutter Head Company. (See Ross, Harry B.,

assignor.)
Philip Carey Mfg. Co^, The. (See Foster, Frank L.. as-

signor.)
Philip. Robert. Bofors, Sweilen. Candlestick. No.

1.220,1.32: June 5; v. 2.39: p. 255. _
Phillips. Elsie S. (See Teven. Louis, assignor.) f
Phillips. Ida M. (See Phillips. R<»ss .M. G.. assignor.)
I'hillips. Marv. ft al. (See Nelson. Robert M.. assignor.)
Phillips Mine and Mill Supply Co. ,(See Fleming. John J.,

assignor.)
Phillips. Newton E.. assignor of one-half to C. L. Churchill
and one sixth to R. O. Haniill. Shelby, Mich. Oil-burner.
No. 1,230.772: June? 19; v. 239; p. 887.

Phillips. Ross M. (}.. assignor of one-half to I. M.
Phillips. West Haven, Conn. Inclusive watch-holder.
No. 1,229.182: June 5: v. 239: p. 271.

Phillips, Walter R., Kansas CHy. Mo. Mattress - roll
former and tiller. No. 1,230,922; June 26; v. 239:
p- •7.'>.

Phllp. Fr»»derick D., Royal Oak. assignor of one-half to
A. A. Teuipleton. Detroit. Mich. Manufacturing rubber
heels or sol.'s. .No. 1.230.510 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 800.

Pick. Samuel. (See Taylor. Isaac F.. assignor.

>

I'ickering. Edwin G., Montgonierv c-ounty, near Dayton,
Ohio. Identlfying-card. No. 1,228,817; June 5; v.

239: p. 151.
Plctet. Raoul p.. Wllmersdorf. near Berlin. Germany.

Manufacturing of carbon monoxid and hydrogen. No.
1.228.81h: June 0: v. 239: p. 151.

No.Plctet, Raoul P., Paris, France. Fusing ^res.
1,230,431 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 773.

Pieper. Alphonse F. (See Pleper. Oscar H., and A. F.)
Pleper. Oscar H. and A. F.. Rochester, N. Y. Insulated

pipe-Joint. No. 1.230.213 ; June 19 ; v. 2:{9 ; p. 702.
Pieper. Osc-an H. and A. F.. Rochester, N. Y. S\ipport for

valve-housings. No. 1,2.30.214 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 702.
Pierce, Harold S., Philadelphia, Pa., assignor to Link

Belt Company, Chicago, III. Means for lubrlcatlnc
chain drives. *No. 1,231,424 : June 26; v. 239: p. 114«V

Pierce, Henrietta K. (See Wales, Enid S., assignor.)
Pierce. layman Z., Macksvllle. Kans. Whlffletree-lron.

No. 1.228.965 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 199.
Pierce, Rosa O.. Ml<-higan City. Ind. Book-mark. No.
1.229.516; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 4.34.

Plerman. Alexander N.. Newark, assignor to New Jersey
Patent Company, West Orange, N. J. Phonograph.
No. 1.231.061 ; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1024.

Pierson. Thomas H.. New York, N. Y. Meter. No.
1.229.514: June 12; v. 2.39; p. 434.

PietMch, Richard H., Philadelphia, Pa., and W. Hurle-
man. Camden. N. J. Mechanical movement. No.
1.231.062: June 26; v. 239; p. 1025.

Pifer. (Jeorge N.. assignor, by mesne assignments, to F. E.
Stewart, trustee, Cleveland. Ohio. Coin-controlling
mechanism for automatic photographlng-ma<'hines. No.
1.229.515 t June 12: v. 2.39 ; p. 434.

Pigeon. .Albert M.. assignor to Wildman Mfg. Co.. Norrls
town. Pa. Needle-ciirrler for knitting-machines. No.*
1,230.322: June 19; v. 2.39 ; p^ 738.

Pigeon. .Albert M„ assignor to Wildman Mfg. Co.. Norris-
town. Pa. Sprlng-I>eard needle. No. 1.230.323: June
19 : V. 239 ; p. 738.

Pltard. Daniel M. (See Beneke, John O.. assignor.)
Pitt. Rafford, .New Rochelle. N. Y. Door-hanger. No

1.229.653; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 481.
Plttonl. lyouls E. (See SIsbower and Pittonl.)
Pitts. Hanover E., Springfield. Oreg. Wire-tying ma-

chine. .No. 1.230.77.1: June 19; v. 239; p. 888.
Pittsburgh Alr-Brake Company. (See Snyder, Jacob R..

assignor.)
Plttsburg'i Plate Glass Company. (See Bechtel, John A..

assi;:nc)r. (Reissue.)
Plva. Celestlno. .New York. N. Y. Apparatus for holding

silk and similar material. No. 1,230.511; June 19-
V. 2.39; p. 801.

I'laniondon. Alfred D., executor. (See Mallv. Tadeusz Z..
assignor.)

Planiondon. Alfred D., executor. (See Matthei. Henry R
assignor.)

Plamondon. Alfred D., executor. (See Mehlhope, Matthei.
and Mally, assignors.)

Plamondon.' Elie H.. Montreal. Quebec. Canada Cigar-
holder. .\o. 1.230.432 ; June 19 ; V. 239 ; p. 773.
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(See Mally, Ta«l«u« 7.., assignor.)
(See Matthfl, M.nry K.. assignor.)
(Sec Mehlhupf, Matthfi, and Mally,

I..<Mif-holder. No.

(Soe Field. Samuel

Plamondon. tJeorge.
Plamondon, (I-orKe.
I'latiiondon. (icoryi'.

as-sii^ors.)
riamonitiiii. Isidor*' J., Dubuque, Iowa.

l,22S.5f'0: .luno 5; v. 239; p. 75.
I'lantntion Kquipuu-nt Company. (Seo Zello, William C.

R.sslKnor.)
riant*-, Klztar, assignor to E. Cot^, Fall River. Mass.
Comhinatiou piano and sound rrprcxluc-lng Instrument.
Xo. 1.2.S0.324; Jun^ 19; v. 2:!9 : p. 7.SS.

Plantinga. Pierre. Cleveland, Ohio. Vertical bench. No.
1.228.475; June 5; v. 239; p. 34.

I'latt, ClareDce 1>.. nridgeport. Conn. Electrical recepta-
cle. No. 1.2.31.0«3; June 2« ; v. 2.39; p. lono.

Pleister, Henry W.. Westfield, N. J., assignor to II. B. New-
hall, (luy-flamp. No. 1.2:{0.215 ; .fune 19; v. 239;
p. 702.

Pleukharp, Irvin FI., Columbus, Ohio. Trausmi.ssion-gear-
Ing. No. 1.229,782; June 12; v, 239; p. 523.

I'lunkett. William II. (See nilmore, Charles 11.. as.signor.)
Pneumatio Scale Corporation. (See Doble, William H..

assignor.

)

Pneumatic Srale Corporation et al.
B., assignor.)

Poehner. .Adolph A., assignor to A. S. Poehner. San Fran-
cisco. Cal. Leg-holder. No. 1.230,512; June 19; v.
239 ; p. 801.

I'oehner. A. S. (See Poehner. Adolph .V., assignor.)
Pogue. (Jeorge 1). St. Louis, Mo. Piston for Internal-

combustion engltes. No. 1,229,133; June 5; v. 239;
p. 255.

Pogue, George D.. St. Louis, Mo. Retaining means for
bolts and similar devices. No. 1.229.783 ; June 12

:

v. 239; p. 52.3.
Pogue, (Jeorge D., St. Louis, Mo. Lul>rirnting mechanism

for Diston-machines. No. 1,230.513; June 19; v. 239;
p. oUI.

I'c^gue, George D., St. Louis, Mo. Lubricating mechanism
/for piston-machines. No. 1,231,294; June 26; t. 239;

/p. 1101.
Polaselc. John. Caldwell. Tex. Sweep-stock attachment.

No. 1.230.022 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 6<K».
Poling. Fred C. Menlo, assignor to (ioode Anti-Skid Chain

Manufacturing Company. I»es Moines, hma. Fasten-
ing. No. 1,231,191 ; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1068.

Follak, Fritz, Vienna, Austria. Manufacture of crystal-
line polymerization products of formaldehyde. No.
1.230.600; June 19; v. 239; p. 831.

I'oUard, George. Piccadilly, assignor to Menco-Elma Syn-
dicate Limited, London. England. Variable-speed gear-
ing. No. 1.231.529; June 26; v. 239; p. 1178.

Pollock, John L., a.ssignor of one third to N. Italnone and
one-third to A. Miller. Sterling. 111. Latch. No.
1.230.774 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 8S8.

Pomeroy. Irving L., Chicago, 111. Time fuse body and cap
and making same. No. 1,228,596 ; June 5 ; v. 239

;

p. 76.
Pcmianowski. Joseph, Chicago. 111. Macaroni-cooker. No.

1.231.192; June 26; v. 239; p. 1068.
Ponaelle. Robert A.. New York. N. Y. Rotary floor-ma-

chine. No. 1,228,476 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 35.
Poole, Eugene S. (See Metcalf. Jefferson D., assignor.)
Poole, Lora K., Anderson. Ind., assignor to Anderson But-

ton Attaching Machine Company. Button feeding
mechanism. No. 1.229.134 ; June 5 ;" y. 2.39 ; p. 255.

Poore, Clarence J., and S. T. I'earsons, Rutland, VL, as-
signors to H. M. Jones & Co.. Inc.. Boston, Mass.
Swat)-cup. .No. 1.229,135 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 256.

Pope, Frederick R.. WilU»sden. London. Knglanil. assignor,
hv mesne assignments, to I»ulirssen ft Pfaltz. Inc.
Shade for electric Incandesceut lamps. No. 1.229,784:
June 12; y. 2.39; p. 522.

Popovich. .Michael, Flint. Mich. iH-tachable heel for boots
and shoes. .No. 1.230,775 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 888.

Porat, Karl II. V. von, ^tocksund. Swj^len. Furnace
for pulveroua 'fuel. No. 1,229.685; June 12; v. 239-
p. 492.

Porter, Herman P., I.,akeland. Fla.. assignor to Nu-Style
Window Sash Company. Jersey City. .N. J. Wln<low-
sash .No. 1.230,514; June 19 ;" y. 2.39: p. 801.

Porter, John W.. St. I.«uls. Mo., assignor to Reliance Oil
and (Jas Burner Company. Burner. No. 1.229 517 •

June 12: v. 239; p. 4.3,'i.
'

'

Porter, Wilson E.. assignor to New Haven Clock Co.
New Haven. Conn. Electric clork. No. 1.228 819-
June 5 : v. :j39 ; p. 151.

'

Porter, Wil.son E.. assignor to New llayen Clock Co
New Haven, Conn. Device for regulating balance^
wheels. No. 1.228.820 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 152.

Portesl. Santos, and J. Talnl. Dei Rio, Tex. Nut-lock
No. 1,231,064: June 26; v. 2.39,: p. 1025.

Postolowskl, John. New York. .N. Y. Envelon No
1,230.023; June 12; v. 237: p. 6O0.

Poteet, Perry, and D. F. Jeffrey. Jeanerette. La. Sling-
tripping device. .No. 1,2.30.515; June 19; v. 239;

Potter. Robert P., Sound Beach, assignor to The C D
Potter Co.. Stamford Conn. Podnl mechanism ' for
player-pianos. No. 1.231,295; June 26; v. 239; p. 1102

Potts. Louis M.. assignor to .\. .M( I.rfinahan. Baltimore
Md. .Selective signaling apparatus. No. 1,229 201-
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 278.

'

Potta. Ih>u1u M.. assignor to A. Mcl.jinahan. Italtimore
Md. Telegraphic receiver. No. 1,229,202; June 6- v
239; p. 278.

*

rolls. William C.. Ilarrlsliurg. Pa. (;raphophone. No.
1.229.518; June I::; \. _.,;i . p. .,,„.

Powers. Charles C. assknor of one-third to J. T. I'tnlk
and one-third to L. !>.• Bold. Williams. Ariz. Electro-
magnet. No. l,231.i;»:t: Iime 2ti : v. 230; p. 1(M5«»

Premier Machine Company. (See Nicholas. William, as-
signor.)

Prenzel. Adam II.. Halifax. Pa., assignor to Fnlted Shoe
Machinery Company. Paterson, N. J. Shoe. No.
1.230.216: June lit; v. 239;^. 70;{.

Pressed Steel Car Company. (See Undstrom. Charles A..
assignor.)

Preston. Frederick A.. Highland I'ark. assignor to The
P. 3e M. Co.. Chicago. III. Antlcre««per. No. 1.228.597:
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 76.

Pr«'tot. Victor E.. Paris. France. Machine for finishing
shells. No. 1.228.598 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 76.

Pride, John H.. assignor to (». A. Berman, Cincinnati.
Ohio. Fountain-brush. No. 1.230.325 ; June 19 ; v. 239 :

p. 7.39.

Prlel. James, OviMton. Nebr. .\pparatus for sharpening
the teeth of sickle bars. No. 1.231.425; June 28; v
2.39; p. 1146.

Priest. Augustus F.. Oak Park. 111. Resilient heel and
the like. No. 1.231.296; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1102

PrlKan. Ernest W., assignor of one-fourth to <}. T. Smith,
Akron, one-fourth to F. M. Kirk. Cleveland, and one-
fourth to I... E. Flschman. .\kron. Ohio. Rotary engine
No. 1,2.30.923; June 26; v. 2.39: p. 97.1.

Prim, Arthur W.. Llwrpool. and F. W. Rop«'r. Sheffield,
England. Apparatus for maintaining a uniform tem-
perature in railway freight vans. No. 1.228.699; June
5; v. 239; p. 110.

Prlmolite Co. (See Cassady. Ulysses G.. assignor.)
Primollte Co. (See CasHad'y and Georgev as.xignors.)
Prince. Clofton O.. Winchester. Tenn. Finger cot. No.

1.231,194; June 26; v. 239; p. 10«<l.
Pritchard. James W.. l.ji (irange, Ky. Cistern strainer
and filter. No. 1.230.024; June 1-j ; v. -jsh : p. tKM)

Proebstel. Delbert W.. Treadwell, Alaska. Water-stage
in<llcator. .No. 1.229,785; June 12: y. 2.39: p 524

Puchalski. Jan. and P. Klelkowlez. Cleveland. Ohio
Scrubbing device. No. 1.229.136; June 6; v. 289; p.
256.

Puderbaugh. David C. EI Dorado. Pa. Truck for handling
automobiles. .No. 1.2.30.326 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 739.

Pudney. Sydney H.. Toronto. Ontario. Canada. Smoke-
consumer and fuel economizer. .No. 1.280.776; June
19 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 889.

Pues Chester P.. Nnvarino, Wis. Steel game-trap. No.
1.231,065; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1026.

Pugh. James A.. Cardiff. Wales. Personal «f]uipment for
carrying purposes. No. 1,230.(»25 ; June 12 ; v. 239;

I'ullen, BarxlUal. assignor to A. [..eckev, Camden. N, J.
.^afetv gascoupling device. .No. 1.230.026; June 12:
y. 2.39; p. 601.

Piirnell. John W.. assignor of one half to E. B. Fisher.
.Morristown,^ Tenn. Electric stove. .No. 1.229.786:
June 12; v. 2.39; p. .V24.

Purvis. John W.. I>etrolt, and L. W. Steeves, Jackson.
•Mich. Feed water heater or superheater for tlre-tut>e
boilers. .No. 1.229.7.'*7: June 12: v. 2.39; p. 524.

Putman, Frank W.. Newport. R. I. Eye-testing appara-
tus. .No. 1.23(»,o-_>7

: .Mine 12: v. 2.39; p. (JOl.
Putnam, Henry S., et al. (See Brinckerhoff, Francis M.,

assignor.)
Putnam, Henry S. (S.«e Brinckerhoff and Stlllwcll, as-

signors.)
Putnam. Mabel C.. executrix. (See Bunnell. Morton G.)
Putts. l$enjamln S. (See Boehm. Rudolph A., assignor.)
Pylc National Company. The. (See JJrant, Roswell D..

assignor.)
Quandf. William H.. ami J. M. Clooden. T'rbana. HI. Bal-

ance<l piston cock. .No. 1.230.777; June 19; v. 239:
p. 889.

•^uleley, William E. (See Mason. Ilosea .\.. a.ssignor.)
guincy Pattern Company. (See I^ehman. .Max R.. as-

signor.)
Quist. Ruben, I^ihryllle. Iowa. Projeetlle. No. 1.230.217 ;

June 19: V. 2:!9 ; p. 7o;i.

R. -Neumann Hardware <'o.. The. (See Isldor. Joseph S.,
assignor.)

R. E. Funsten Dried Fruit tt Nut Company. (See Craw-
ford, Henry !>.. assiirnor.)

It. H. B. Manufai tuning i'ompany. (.*Jee Rellioldt and
Beyen. assignors.

)

Raber, Nathan L.. Corvallls, Oreg. (5old-concentratlng
plant. No. 1.231.297; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1102.

Rach. Erich. New York. N. Y. Means for theatrical levl-
tatlon. No. 1.229.519; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 43.'i

Radiant Heating Limited. (See Bone. Wilson, and Mc-
( 'ourt, assignors, i

Radkoff. Stoyan K.. Detroit, Mich. Tlre-advertlslng de-
vice. No. 1.229.654 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 4Si;.

Ragutzky. Philip C. Philadelphia. Pa. IVvlce for con-
necting outside wires to buildings. (Reissue.) No.
14.312; June 5; v. 2.39 ; p. 284.

Rahn, Herman R.. and F. Meyers. Chicago. 111., assignors
to R. H. Wright. I>urham. N. C. Paper-feeding device.
-No. 1.229.137: June 6: v. 239: p. 256.

Rail Joint Company. The. (See Braine, Bancroft G.. as-
signor.)

Rail Joint Company. The. (.See Thomson. McLeod. as-
signor.)
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Railroad Supply
assiKn.ir. )

Railway S|M>cialtie8 Company.
signor.

)

Rainoue. .N'iiholas. <7 al. (Si-e Pollock. John L., assignor.)
Ralston. William D. and W. C. .New Marion. Ind. Adjust-

alili- 1 urtain-shade bracket. No. 1,230,778; June 19; v.
239 ; p. 889.

Ralston. Willis C. (See Ralston.
Ramsey, .\arou F.. Aur<*ra. 111.

1.229.7NM ; June 12 : v. 2.W ; p.
Ramsey. George W.. Pcorla. III.

eating -ystenis. .No. 1.228 7»K)
Ramsey. i;e<trge W.. Peoria. III.

19; y. 2.39; p.

Company, The. (See Stolp, Samuel S..

(See Morse, liark S.. as-

Wllliam D. and W. C.)
(.iard<-n Implement. No.
52.'.

F 1 regulator for lubri-
June 5; v. 239; p. 111.

Friction draft-ge.ar. No.
740.1.2:!o.;!27 ; June

Randall. Karl C.. Edgewood Park. Pa., assignor to West-
liigliouse Electric auil .Manufacturing (.'ouipany. Cir-
cuit interrupter. .No. 1,229,789; June 12; v. 239; p.
625.

Ran<Iel, Ivar A. (See McCord and Randel.)
Raney, Cbinma R.. Chicago, III., assignor to International

Harvester <."ompauy of .New Jersey. Shocking-machine.
No. 1.231.19.'»: June 26; v. 239; p. HH>9.

Rankin. William A . and II. D. I.dirawHy, assignors to Hot-
point Electric lleaiiuK Company, Ontario, (al. Radiant-
type stove. No. 1,231 196 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1070.

Rapp. William M.. Colllngswood. .N. J. Typographical
machine. .No 1.229.321 ; June 12; v. 2.39; |i SiiS.

Raquitte. Joseph (i., Cleveland, Ohio. Outlet-box. No.
1.230.21s ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 704.

Rardoii. Edward E.. Hamilton. Kaiis. Pneumatic pump.
No. 1.230.028: June 12; v. 2.39; l-. «;02.

Raiicoe, Joseph E. (See Martel and Rascoe.)
Rasmussen. Peter, and M. F. Goularte, .Selma. Cal. Sew-

ing mac hine. No. 1.228.966: June 5; v. 2.39; p. 199.
Ravier. Sylvaln L.. Paris. France. Works such as retain-

ing walls, wharves, and piers. No. 1,231,426; June 26;
V. 239 ; p. 1147.

Rawlings. .'^amuel V.. Calumet. Mi< h. Manufacturing
drIIIMts. No. 1.229.790 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. r>2:,.

Raynaud. Charles F.. .San Francisco, Cal.. assignor to
Pacific Folding Box F'actory. Box-folding machine.
.No. 1.230.516; June 19; v. 239; p. 802.

Reagan. Warren J., .Vdiulre. Kans. Permutation lock for
latih levers. .No. 1. 229.520: June 12; v. 2.39; p. 4'M.

Reall. Arthur, assignor to Reall Portable Compressor Com-
pany. Philadelphia. Pa. Air-compressor and motor.
No. 1.230.219; June 19; v. 239; p. 704.

Reall Portahle Compressor Company. (See Reall, Arthur,
assignor.)

Rearwin. Wllber D., Grand Rapids, Mich. Filing-machine.
No. 1.2.30.779- June 19; v. 239; p. 889.

Recording and < ominiting Machine Company, The. (S«>o
Ohmer and Whistler, assignors.)

Bedmanol Chemi<al Products Company. (See Goldsmith,
Byron B.. asignor.

)

Reece, Franklin A., Ilopklnton. Mass.
separating machine. No. 1.230.601 ;

p. 831.
Reece. Richard J.. Parkersburg. W. V^a.

1.2.30.029 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 602.
Beece Shoe Machinery Company. (See

R.. assignor.)
Bee<l. Rov E.. Rlpon. Wis.

1.228.477 ; June 5; v. 239; p.
Beed. Roy E.. Rlpon. Wis.

1.228.478; June 5: v. 239; p.
R«-ed. Thomas E. (See Watklns.
Beeves, (ieorge R., Magnolia Springs. Ala

way-tie. .No. 1.231.427 : June 26 ; v. 239

device,

device.

I>imming
35.
Dimming
35.
Owen C., assignor.)

MeUllic
; p. 1147.

No.

No.

rail-

Train signaling and
June 12 ; y. 239; p.

Bird-house. No.

^eger. Kent. Buckhaiuion. W. Va.
stopplnn device. .No. 1.230.030;
602.

Belber. Kdwin H., West Webster, N. Y,
1.2.30.78U: June 19: v. 239; p. mo.

Belboldt, William P.. Irvington, and F. W. Beyen. Newark,
N. J., assignors to R. 11. B. Manufacturing Company.
Acoustic signal device. No. 1,230.(K>2 ; June 19; v.
239 ; p. 832.

Reld. .Samuel E.. Tahoka. Tex. Air-feed for motors. No.
1.230.7M ; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 890.

Rellly. P.ter C.. Indianapolis, Ind. Distilling coal-Ur or
coal tar pitch and prcxlucts derived therefrom. No.
1.230.7N2: June 19; v. 239; p. 890.

Beimer. Jorgen A. (See Hansen. Norre. and Relmer.)
Reinfor(e«i Propeller and Insulating Company. The. (See

Berry. Charles .M., assignor.)
Relnker. Christian. Lakewood. assignor to The Liberty

P.ell Conipan\. Cleveland. Ohio. Signaling device. No
1.23l.2!».S: June 26: v. 239: p. Il(t3.

Reinmutli. Wllllairi C.. Los .Vntrebs. Cnl. Suspenders
.No. 1.22H..'i9;>; June 5: v. 239; p. 77.

Reip. David W.. Loth.iir. Muni. Ratchet nut and pipe
wren<b No. 1.229,322; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 369.

Beischmann. Edward. New York. N. Y. Luncn-i
No. 1,229,138 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 25'

Bellanie *-tii and {inn Burner Company. (See Porter, John
W.. assignor.

)

Remington Typewriter Company. (See Barney, Edwin EL,
assignor.

)

Bendlenian. Norman C. (See Kernohan and Rendleman.)
Renkenl>erg( r, Edward J., assignor, by mesne a.ssignments,

to <». (!. Renkenberger. Buffalo. N. Y. Fastening wood
haniUes to tools. .No. 1.228.600 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 77.

-room table.

Liquid centrifugal
June 19; . 239;

Vessel -lifter. No.

Schoenky. .\ugust

Renkenberger, George C. (See Renkenberger, Edward J.,
assignor.)

Renzo. Francesco, Paterson, N. J. Shuttle tension. No.
1,228.479 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 : p. 36.

Renter. Charles H. (See Dahlgren, Frank C, asalsnor.)
Revere Rubber Comimny. (.^ee Cobb, Henrv Z., assignor.)
Revert. Albert, Werdl, Nev. Sectional tie. No. 1,231,428 :

June 26; v. 239 ; p. 1147.
Reynolds, Clinton C.. Le Roy, 111. Support or stand.

.No. 1.231.197: June 26; v. 239; p. 10<0.
Reynolds. Hae R., and F. C. Beebe, Bedford, Iowa. Stab-

ilizer for motor vehicles. No. 1,231,066; June 26; v.
2.39: p. 1 ••!.»»;.

Reynolds. Howard W.. Chicago, 111, Egg-lifter. No.
1,228,821 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 152.

Reynoliis, ,lames J.i (See Ashenhurst, Harold 8., as-
signor. )

Rhea. Richard C.. Whltcvllle. Tenn.. assignor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company, New York. N. Y. Llne-
spacer for type writing machines. No. 1.229.521 ; June
12: V. 2.39: p. 436

Rho, Joseph A., assignor to J. E. Beaucfaamp. Montreal,
Quebec, Canada. Folding chair. No. 1,228.967 ; June
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 200.

Rho<lu8, Charlotte C. (See Rhodus, Thomas, assignor.)
Rhodos, Thomas. Chicago, 111. Rheostat. No. 1,230,221 ;

June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 705.
Rho<lus. Thomas, Chicago, 111., assignor to C. C. Rhodus.

Vehicle wheel. No. 1.230,220; June 19; v. 239; p. 705.
Bice. David E.. Brooklyn. N. Y. Stencil stamp. No.

1.230,783 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 891.
Bice. Richard H., Lynn. Mass., assignor to CJeneral Elec-

tric Company. JSeparator. No. 1,230,784; June 19;
V. 289 ; p. 891.

Rice. Thomas D.. Pawtucket, R. I. Cue lock. No.
1,228.601 : June 5 ; v. 2:^9 ; p. 77.

Rice, Thomas V... IVs Moines, Iowa. Gasolene substitute
No. 1.230.924 : -June 20; v. 239; p. 976.

Richards. George c., Berkeley, Cai. Rail - joint. No.
].2;i0.031 ; June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 603.

Richards, Robert H., Boston, Mass. Jig. No. 1,230,433:
June 19; V. 2.39; p. 773.

Richards. WaJter J., assignor to National Brake & Electric
Company. Milwaukee, Wis. Mechanism for unloading
compressors for starting. No. 1,230,925; June 26; v.
2.39 ; p. 976.

Richardson, Bayanl E., assignor to Mechano (;car Shift
Co., <;rand Kafilds, Mich. Gearshift. No. 1,229,655 ;

June 12 : V. 2.39 ; p. 482.
Richardson, James M. (.*^ee Kenyon. Harric B.. assignor.)
Richardson. James M. (See Slater. Harvey H.. assignor.)
Richmond. Julian, Yonkers. N. Y. Screw-anchor. No.

1.2.30.6O3; June 19; v. 239; p. 832.
Richmond Radiator Company. (See Nlemeyer, Henry C,

assignor.)
Richter. Henry 10.. Summerfleld, Kans. Cream-protector.

No. 1.230.785: June 19; v. 239; p. 891.
Richter, Julius M. (See Paulson and Richter.)
Riddle, Zala. Dunsmuir, Cal. Watchmakers Jewellng-

tool. No. 1.230.032 : luiie 12 ; v. 239
; p. ti03.

Rieckmann. .Max. Springfield. Mass. Cushion heel for
boots and shoes. No. 1,231,299; June 26; v. 239:
p. 1103.

Rles, Bernard, Norfolk, Va. Bag or receptacle. No.
1,228.822; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 152.

Rleske. Otto (;., Toronto, Ontario. Canada. Feather-pick-
ing machine. No. 1,230.222; June 19; v. 239; p. 705.

Right and Left Tool Holder Co., The. (See Williams,
Win D., assignor.)

Riker, .\ndre\v L.. Bridgeport, Conn., as.signor to The
*' locomobile " Company of America, .New York, N. Y.
Internal combustion engine. No. 1.230,033; June 12: v
239 ; p. 603. •

Riley, Lynn <;. (See Hall and Riley.)
Rings. Carl R.. Mount Vernon. Wash. Computing device

No. 1.229.522 : June 12; v. 239; p. 436.
Rink. <^orge W.. Jersey City, N. J., a.s.slgnor to Flory

Carry Iron Company. St. Louis. Mo. Drawbar carry-
iron. .No. 1.228.602: June 5; v. 239; p. 78.

Blpley, James T.. Southport, F>nglan<l. Signaling appara-
tus for railways. No. 1.228,968; June 5; v. 239; p.
200.

Ritchie. John L.. and G. L. Yaste, Lonaconlng. Md. Com-
hlne<l film binder and protector. No. 1.229.1.39; June
6 ; V. 239 ; p. 257.

Rlter-Conley Mantifacturing Company. (See I'arpenter
and Warner, assijrtiors.)

Ritter. Joseph. .Milwaukee. Wis. Candle-holder. No.
1.229.140; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 257.

Rltz-Woller, Oliver C., Chicago, III. Gasolene gage. No.
1,231.300: June 26: v. 2:i§ ; p. llf»3.

Rivas. Edinonil M (See Damarln, William J., assignor )

Robb, James T., Bav Shore, N. Y. Device for suspending
light-transmitting bowls. No. 1,228.969; June 6; v.
239 ; p. 2O0.

Robblns. Willis C. (See Krug. Wels, and Rohhins.)
Robert. .Augusta E.. Oakland. Cal. Curtain-support. No.

1.230,223; June 19; v. 2.39 ; p. 706.
RolM>rt. .\ugusta E.. Oakland. CaU Curtain-support. No.

1.230.224: June 19; v. 239; p. 706.
Robert N. Bassett ('ompany. (See Bailey, George, as-

signor.)
Robert N. Bas.sett Compan.?. (See Buss an.1 Stuart, as-

slgnorK.)
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Roberts. Ernest J., Chrlstrhurch. New Zealand. Mounting
of feefljjiiides of prlutlui:. lithographic, and other lite
machines. No. 1^31.198; June 26: v. 239; p. 107<i

Roberts. Fred T.. arsslMor to The Paramount Rubber
Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Yalve-ball. No. 1,231 530 ;

•Tune 26: v. 239; p. 1178.
Roberts. Lyman R., Rutherford, N. J., assignor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company. New York. N. Y. Type-

No. 1.229.183; June 5; v. 239; p.
writing machine.
272.

Robt-rts. Lyman R., Rutherford, N. J., asalgnor to Under-
wood Typewriter Company, New York. N. Y. Type-wrlt-
ing machine. No. 1,L'30.517 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 803.

Robertson. <;eorge E., Huntington. N. Y. Means for oper-
logs. No. 1.230,226; June 19; v. 239;

Philadelphia. Pa.
No. 1.230,786;

Plate-remover for
June 19; v. 239;

New York. N. Y. Food and bever-
No. 1.228.823; June 5; v. 2:59; p.

atlng ships
p. 7<>6

Robertson, Robert P.,
storage batteries.
p. 892.

Robertson. Winiam P
age mixing device.
152.

Robinson. Charhs W.. Hamilton. Ontario. Canada, as-
slsinor. by mesne .isslnnrnvnts, to International Harvester
Corporation. FHrtillzer-dlstrlbuter. No t23119n-
June 26: v. 239; p. 1071.

Robinson, BMward E., Belleville, N. J., assignor to Hanloo
& (>oo<lman Co., New York, N. Y. Manufacture of
brushes. No. 1.230.518; June 19; v. 239; p. 803.

Robinson, William A., New York. N. Y. Railway-switch
operator. No. 1.229.141 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 25<.

Roblson. Charles E.. and M. Askln. I'hiladlephla I'a Au-
tomobile-alarm. No. 1,230.787 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 892

Roblson. Charles W., Crafton. Pa. Receptacle. No
1.228.824 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 153.

Roby. James J.. Cleveland. Ohio. .Means for supporting
the roofs of mine-entries. No. 1,229,323 ; June l'» • v
2.39: p. 309.

.
uu a.

. y.

Rochfort. Alexander E., Oakland. Cal. Insect killer. No
1.228.701 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 111.

Roehrich. Frank N.. Jer.sey Citv. N. J., assignor to G B
French. New York. .\. Y. Adjustable closure for window
or other openings or passages. No. 1.229.523 : June 12 •

V. 239; p. 437.
Rogers. Howard A., apsienor of one-half to S. Shields

Atlanta. ii&. Oven attachment. No. 1.230 926- June
26 ; V. 239 ; p. 976.

Rohne. Even J.. Minneapolis. Minn. Electric heater for
steering wheels. No. 1.2.30.788 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 892.

Rolfe & M.i.Ido.k. (.See Dudley, John H. M.. assignor )
Rollings. Ernest J.. Philailelphla. Pn. Horlugmachine

No. 1.2.'ii).0.34 : June 12: v. 239 : p. 004
Rolllnson. F^rl H.. Lyons Farms, n' J. Electrical timing

device. No. 1.231.200: June 26; v. 239; p 1071
Romatk. William J.. Freedom. Pa. Hanger for swings

No. 1.228.825 : June 5 : v. 239 : p. 154.
Roraer. Jacob D.. Mount Vernon, N. Y. Combined

ct)llar button and nee ktle-holder. No. 1.230.619
19 ; V. 239 ; p. 804.

Ronn. ArnoM <}.. New York N. Y. Toilet paper.

back
June

Wheel-rlm.

Protector
. 2.39

No.

No.

for
p.

1.231.429: June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1147.
Ronald. James T.. .Seattle. Wash.

1 .228,970 ; June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 201.
Rooney. John W.. Ileriot. .New Zealand

motor-car tires. No. 1.2.T1.430; June 26"

Roper, Francis W. (See Prim and Roper.)
Rosroe. John IC . Fort DoWkc. Iowa. » oiil < hute and win-dow guard. No. 1.230.076: June 12: v. 2.39- p 618
Rose. James R., Edgeworth, Pa. Manufacturing com-

busflble fluid. No. 1.230.226; June 19; v. 239; p 707
Rose. Jacob B.. assignor to The Marvel Accessories Manu-

facturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Vulcanlzer. No
1.230.7K9 : June 19; v. 239; p. 893.

Rosenband Manufacturing Co. (See Wldlak. Ludwie as-
signor.) *

RosenbaMm. IlJ^llmuth. Brooklyn. N. Y. Driving mecha-nism for talking-machines. No. 1.231.431- June '
v. 239 : p. 1148.

Y. I.K)ck for
. . -- , .. , p. 804

Rosenblum. Israel, Swamps.ott. .Mass Trentlnir sill
No. 1.229.324; June 12: v. 2:!9 : p. :i69

Eosenbluth. Edwin M.. Philadelphia. Pa. Vehicle dash-lamp. No. 1.230.604; June 19; v. 239; p. 832
Roseu.l.ihl. Mis M , Winthrop llarlH.r. a.sslgiior to F C

Austin. Chieni:o. III. Uotarv drier. No 1 "-9 5->4 •

June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 437.
•---..

Rosend.ill. Clarence P.. Peterson. Iowa. Post-hole dliier
1.230.790 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 893.

"'KSer.

,
Wis. Corn-hu>ker and en-
No. 1.228.971; June 5; v.

Rosenberg, Edward. Brooklyn, N.
No. 1.230.620; June 19; v. 239;

26;

pockets.

lea.

No.
Rosenthal. .Vugust. West .Mil

sllage-cufter and sllo-flller.
239 : p. 201.

Rosewiiter. Nathan. Cleveland,
erages. No. 1.229.6.'i6: Jun«

Ohio. Compiisltlon of beV-
12 : V. 2.39 : p. 482.

tompany. (See Mlle.s, George

l>lsnenslng
p. 438.
No. 1,230.521

W.. as-

cabinet.

Ross Chemical
slgTior.)

Ross. Dnvid M.. Youngstown. Fin
No. 1.229,525: June 12: v. 2.39;

Ross. George. Paris. 111. Bracket,
19: V. 239; p. 804.

Ross. Harry B.. assignor to PhllNrick Cutter \U'i\,\ Com
pany. Seattle. Wash. Grinding aia<hlne. No 1 •">9 .'>26
June 12: V. 239: p. 438.

.--"....^u

Ross. John E. (.See Souilers. Addison J., assignor.)

June

No. 1.229.657;

239;

No.

Ro-<s. Kate. Lincoln. 111. Bedroom-chair.
June 12: V. 239; p. 483.

Ross. Torey. (Sei» Folger and Ross.)
Rotary Meter Company. (See KoUstede. Alfred G. as-

signor.)
Rotary Photographic Co.. Ltd.. The. (See Von Madaler,

Ferdinand, assignor.)
Rotary Power Tool Company. (See Berg, John O. as-

signor.)
Rowan. William P.. St. Louis, Mo., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to A. T. Crawford and H. S. Fllesbach
Scotts Bluir, Nebr. Anlmate<i attachment for radiator-
caps. No. 1,229.068 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 232.

Rowe. George H.. assignor to L. E. King. Berwyu. Ill
.\utomatlc timer for starting elevators. No. 1.230 434:
June 19: V. 2.39; p. 774.

Rowntree. Harold. Kenllwcrth. 111., assignor to .National
Pneunmtlc Company. .New York. .\. Y. PassenKer car
No. 1. -.-.•9.791 : .fune 12: v. 2.39: p. 526.

Royal Baking Powder Company. (See Peter. Arnold H
assignor.) "

Rovie Vernon. Paterson. .\. J. Auxiliary work holder for
edging machines. No. 1.2.30.927 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p.
976.

Royston. Thomas. Madison. Wis. Thermometer-supimrt
No. 1.2.30.0.35: June 12; v. 239; p 604

Rubin. Adolph St. Louis. Mo. Cloth cutting machine.
No. 1.228.826 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 154.

Rubin. Hynian. Brooklyn. .V. V. Folder for sewing ma-
chines. No. 1.2.30.036: June 12: v. 2.39; p 604

Ruby Manufacturing Company. (See Leonard, Howard
M., assignor. I

Rudolph, Harold V. (See Scott and Rudolph.)
RuKeronl. He( tor .\.. Buenos Aires. .Argentina. Permanentway of railways. No. 1.231.432; June 26- v

p. 1148.
Rummler. Rudow. Wllmette. HI. Cash-register

1.2.30.928; June 26: V. 2.39: p. 977.
Rtininey. Fre<l A.. Itoston. Mass.. assignor to rnlt«Hl Shoe

Machinery Company. Paterson. N. J. Fastener setting
machine. No. 1.231.201 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1071.

Rnndle. Thomas N.. Paton. Iowa. lantern slide No
l.l'2».5l'7; June 12; v. 239: p. 4:19 "

'

Rung. Albert M. (See Kranyan and Rung.)
Rnnnlon. I>avld A.. Fort Hancock. N. J. Package-tie

No. 1.230.791 : June 19; v. 239; p^ 89.3.
Riiping. Max. Berlin. Germanv. Wooden dowel No

1.2*J0.528: June 12: v. 239 :" p. 4.S9
Russ. Friend A.. Greenwich, and H. J. Stuart. Derby as-

signors to Robert N. Bassett Company. Shelton. Conn.
Hose-supporter clasp. No. 1.228,480; June 5; v. 239;
p. 36.

Russell, Harvey J.. North B.nd. Oreg. Automatic con-
trol means for air-pressure pumi>s. .No 1.229 792-
June 12: v. 239: p. .126.

^~ .i"^,

Ruisell Manufacturing Company, The. (See Krenz. Ru-
dolph, assignor.)

Russell. William R.. Portland. Mich. I'pholstering-Dress
No. 1.2.30.605: June 19: v. 239; p. 8.33

s f •»».

Rutter. Thomas H. (See Dick. Rutter. and I.,ewls.)
Ryan. Charles .\., Marlon. N. Y. Screw-<lrlver No

1.229.793; June 12: v. 2.39; p 527.
Ryan. John P.. Amboy. HI. Studding socket. No.

1.231.4.33: June 26: V. 239: p. 1149.
Ryan. Ml< hael H.. San Bernardino. Tal. Safetv-valve for

air-brakes. .No. 1.229.325: June 12: v. 2.39" p 370
Ryan. .Nellie. Buena Park. Cal. Calendar. No. 1.2.30 037:
June 12: v. 2.39; p. 604.

S. Karpen & Bros. (See Peek, Edmund E., assignor.)
(Reissue.)

Saalfleld. Oliver B.. West Hoboken. N. J., assignor toMaxim Munitions Corporation. New York .\ Y Re-
'

<-oiI operated firearm. No. 1,228.827; June '5";
v.' 239-

p. 164. '

^I'^.'l.-o .^^J'^v
Phll«'>elphia. Pa. War automobile. No.

1.228.r.03 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 78.
Sabba«. Lltfallah <i.. assignor of one-half to M. .\. Metcalf

P.oston. Mass. Temple device for looms. No. 1 230 792 •

June 19: v. 239; p. 893.
Sarkett. Charles E.. Danhury. Conn. Soil nulverlzln«

wheel. .No. 1.2.30.793; June 19: v. 2.39; p 894
.Saenger. Oscar. New York. N. Y. Educational appliance.

No. 1.229.142 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 258.
Safety <":ir Heating & Lighting Company,

Robert M.. assignor.) (Reissiu.t
Safety First Filter Company. (See Schulse. Herman E..

assignor.)
Sailer. Joseph. Oxnard. Cal. Automatic sugar washer and

watermeasurer for the same. No. 1.230.328; June 19:
V. 239 : p. 740.

Sailer. Joseph. Oxnard. Cal. Beet cutter. No. 1.230,329 •

June 19: v. 2.39: p. 740.
'

salilot. Mfred L. E. (See Chapsal and Salllot )

Salno. Felix L.. Memphis. Tenn. Hinge for fire doors
No. 1 228.481 ; June 6 ; v. 2.39 ; p. ,36.

Salno. Pellx L.. Memphis. Tenn. Slounting for fire iloors
and shutters. .No. 1.229.143 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p 268

Salno. Felix L.. Memphis. Tenn. Locking device for flrs
doors and shutters. .No. 1,229,144; June 5; v. 239; p.

Sslno. Felix L.. Memphis. Tenn. Flue stopper for fire
doors and shutters. No. 1.229.145; June 5: v. 239; p.
268.

(See Dixon,
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Saint Clair, John P., Old Washington. Ohio
for chains or the like. No. 1

p. 269.
Salter. Edward A.. North Rose.

ping machine. No. 1.2.3|i.227

Salrer. .\rthur. NetV York. N. Y

229,146; June 5

N.

Connector
V. 239 :

Y. Trimming
June 19 : V. 2.39 ;

Illuminated toy
No. 1.2-_'9.794: June 12

or snlp-
p. 707.
balloon
V. 239 :and li^^bting effect.

p. 527.
Sandbo. .Vnton I., assignor of one-third to H. W. Dam-
mann and one-third to W. Ihinimann. Rock Island, 111.

Starting device for internal-combustion engines. No.
1.229.147 : June 6 : v., 2.39 : p. 2.'>9.

Sandbo. Anton I.. Rock Island. III. Enjrine-starter. No.
1.229.148 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 259.

^ndell. John P.. Chicago, 111. Combined divan and bed.
No. 1,228,604 ; June 6 ; v. 239 : p. 78.

SandiT. Jo>eph P.. assignor to The Spokane .Mall Equlp-
ni'-nt Companv. Spokane. Wash. Alail-bag-supporting
me<hanlsiii. >{o. 1.228.605 : June 5; v. 239; p. 79.

Sander, .loseph I'.. Spokane. Wash., assignor to The
Spokane Mall Equipment Companv. Mall-bag-retalncr
mechanism. No. 1.231.434 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1149.

Sanders. Louis M.. East Orange. N. J., assignor to A. F.
Melsselbacb St Brothers. ThrotvofP mechanism for
fishing reels. No. 1.228,606; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 79.

SandbolziT. Henrv It.. Iti<'hiiioiid Hill. N. V. Snap-Fas-
tener. .No. 1.229.790: June 12: v. 239: p. 527.

Sandow. Kiigen, London. lOngland. lMind)-bell. No.
1: .'.39

: p. 483.

Fire extinguisher.
74.
Package-tie. No.

Card game.

of
J.

26
of
No

Ton-
•Mo.

1 22!».6.'s
: June

Sanford. Leslie W. (See Tweetldale. Daniel E.. assignor.)
Sansoni, Walter C. Pittsburgh. I'a. Connector for barges.

•No. 1.231. (Mi7 : Jufie 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1026.
Sargent A; ri>nipany. (See Page, .vlbert .\.. assignor.)
Sargent A: Company. (See Page and Collins, assignors.)
."^argent »V Coiiipany. (See Shaw. John II.. assignor.)
Sasgen Derrick Co. (See Sasgen and (Jloor. assignors.)
Sasgen. Michael J., and A. Gloor. assignors to Sasgen

Derrick Co.. Chicago. 111. Windlass driving mechanism.
.No. 1.228.828 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 15o.

Saunders. William M.. Evansvllle. Ind. Quick detachable
hose-(oupling. No. 1.23(».('.06 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 833.

Savage. Edwanl S.. Ro<hester, N. Y.
No. 1.23(».43."i : June 19: v. 2.39; p.

Sawtelle. Vre<l W.. Oshkosh. Wis.
1.2:i<'..'22 : June 19: v. 2:19: p. 804.

Sawver. Emmons W.. Minneapolis. Minn.
N(j. 1.228.607 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 80.

Sav. William. London. En^rland. lIoIingl.lt. No. 1.2.30.038;
Jnne 12: v. 2.39 : p. »;(•.''•.

Savior. Charles C, Pittsburgh. Pa. Insulator-support for
cross arms. No. 1.231 .06S : June 26 : v. 2.39 ; p. 1026.

Savior. Frank D., Pittsburgh. Pa. Insulating Joint. No.
1.231.2(»2: June 26; v. 2.'!9

: p. 1072.
Scahde. William C.. Jersev Cltv. -N. J. Shoe-pollshlng

machine. No. 1.2.30.0.39: June 12; v. 239: p. 605.
Scales. George L.. Detroit. Mich. I'aper-materlal con-

tainer. No. 1.231.203: June 26; v. 239; p. 1072.
Scanes. .Vrthur E- L.. .\shton upon-Mersey. assignor to
The British Westlnghouse Electric & Manufacturing
Company. Limited. London. England. Fluid-operated
ejector. No. 1.228.608; June 5; v. 239; p. 80.

Schade. Edmund \.. and J. M. liance. assignors to The
Stanley Rule k Ijevel Company. New Britain. Conn.
Woodwi rklng vise. No. 1.229,659; June 12; v. 239; p.
483.

Scbaeffler. Frank C. Huntington. N. Y. Envelop. No.
1.231.204 : June 26: v. 2:i9 : p loT2.

Schaffert. .\<lolf H.. asslgni>r to The «leneral Fireproofing
Company. Youngstown. Ohio. r»oor Joint construction.
No. 1.231 .(»«> j June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1027.

Schaller, William. Brooklyn, N. Y. Non-skid printing-
roller. No. 1.228.829: June 5; v. 239; p. 165.

t;<df-bag No. 1,229..326:

one-third to (;. H.
Ma<kie, St. L<uils,

v. 239 ; p. 1073.
one-half to S. A. Foley,
1,228,972; June 6; v.

Schank. John K.. Chir:(go. 111.

June 12: V. 2.39; p. 370.
S<hechler. IJeriuir*!. assignor

trup and one third tt> W.
Seat. No. 1.231.205; June

Scheller. Henrv W.. assignor
Lincoln. III. Washboller.
239: p. 201.

Schent k, .\rfhur E.. Hamilton. Ohio. Road-dressing ma-
chine. No. 1.229.529: June 12: v. 2.39; p. 439.

Schenik. S.am.in. New York. .N. Y. Collar-protector. No.
1.-J31.206: June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1073.

Schendler. Paul H.. Erie, Pa. Clothes-wringer. No.
1.2.30.228: June 19; v. 2.39: p. 707.

Scherrer, Charles J., Brooklyn. N. Y. Imposition-frame.
No. 1.228.973 : June 5 : v. 239

; p. 20J.
Schick. Loui«. Thomson. Ill Barbed-wire unroller.

1.23(»,794 : June 19; v. 2:V.> ; p. 894.
Schldorsky. Theodore. .New Ytirk. N. Y. Protective

r.itus. "No. 1.230,607: June 19: v. 239: p. 834.
S<hler. .\dolph B.. Milwaukee, Wis. Float-valve.

1.230.929 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 97
Schlessler. Josef. Baden, near

graph and telephone system.
V. 239 : p. 528.

Schlff. Henry T.. Chicago. III. Sound-reproducing ma-
chine. No". 1.231.435; June 26; v. 239; p. 1149.

Schilk<n. John C. (See Crist and Schllken.)
S«hlmmel. Herman. (.See Strlttmntter and Schlmmel.)
Schlaepf'T. Robert. Winterthur, Switzerland, assignor to

P.usch Sulzer Bros. -Diesel Engine Company. St. Louis,
Mo. .Alr-supplv system fot combustion-engines. No.
1 .2.30.'{.30 : June 19; v. 2:;9 ; p. 741.

No.

appa-

No.

Vienna. .Vu<trla. Tele-
No. 1.229.796; June 12:

Schlanger. Frederick A.. New York, N. Y. Combined
chair and desk. No. 1,231,301; June 26; v. 239: p.
Il(t4.

Schlater. Frank IL. ef al. (See Beckner, Bennle L.. as-
signor.)

Schlegelmilch. Frederick H.. Ashtabula Harbor. Ohio.
Load <ll.stril)uter. No. 1,228,974 ; June 6 ; v. 289 ; p. 2o2.

Schlev. Rudolph K.. I'.eayer l»ani, Wis. Power transmit-
ting mechanism. .No. l,231.07(»; June 26; v. 239; p.

1027.
Schlocker. (ieorge P. (See Murphy. John, assignor.)
Schluer. Mary C. (See Schluer, yVllIiam M.. assignor.)
Schluef. William M.. Orange, assignor of one-third to M.

C. .<chluer. Montclalr. N. J. Iiitin hangeable vehli le.

No. 1,2.30,4.36; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 774.
Schmid, Karl, .Mt-Mugeln. near Mugeln. assignor to

"Llpsla" Chemlsche Fabrlk, Actlen ({esellscbaft. Mugeln,
I.,elpzlg, (lermany. Making insulating material from
basic- magnesium carbonate and fibrous substances. No.
1.228,609 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 80.

Schmid. I'eter, Basel. Switzerland. -Vpparatus for the
weighting of silk filaments -md silk faorlis in form of
h;inks. .No. 1.231.4.30: June 26: v. 239: p. 1150.

Schmldinger. Joseph. New York. N. Y. Electrical appa-
ratus. .No. 1.228.702; June 6; v. 239; p. 111.

Schmidt. Albert, assignor to Champion Ignition Companv.
Flint, Mich. Sparkplug. No. 1,230,795; Jupe 19; v.
239 : p. 894.

Schmidt. Albert, asslgtior to Champion Ignition Company,
F-llnt. Mich. Sparkplug. No.' 1.230,796; June 19: v.
239 : p. 895.

Schmidt. Albert, assignor to Champion Ignition Company,
Flint, Mi.-h. Spark-plug. No. 1,230,797 ; June 19 ; v.
239 : p. 89.-..

Schmidt. Ernest H., assignor to The National Malleable
Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio. Shock-absorbing
mechanism for railway-cars. No. 1,228,830; June 5;
V. 239; p. 156.

Schmidt, Ernest H.. assignor to The National Malleable
Castings Company. Cleveland. Ohio. .Shock absorbing
mechanism; No. 1.288,831 ; June 5 ; v., 239 ; p. 156.

Schmidt. William C. Richmond, Va. Indicating-bottle.
No. 1.228,832 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 156.

Schnaier. ililton. .N<-w York. .N. Y.. assignor to Milton
Sclinaior O.ntracting Corp. Sprav-head for shower-
baths. No. 1.229,32. : June 12; v. 239; p. 370.

Schneider, .Anthony. Whippanv, N. J., assignor to .Ameri-
can Cigar Company, New York, N. Y. Cigar-package.
No. 1.229.000 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 483.

Schneider, Daniel, assignor of one-fourth to W. Iloeffer
and xine fourth to W. ZarTiekee. Spokane. Wash. Bolt-
less rail Joint. No. 1.228,703; June 5; v. 239; p. 112.

Schneider, Eug^ne. L« Creuzot, France. .Apparatus for
stabilizing the position of submerged floating mines.
-No. 1.229.661 : June 12: v. 239; p. 484.

Schneider. Eugene. Le Creuzot. France. Gas - check pad
for gun breech-Mocks and making same. No. 1,229.662 ;

June 12 ; p. 239; p. 484.
Schneider. Eug^ne. Le Creuzot, France. Submarine mine.

No. 1.229:797: June 12; v. 239; p. 528.
Schneider. Franklin, assignor, by mesne assignments, to
The Van Dorn Electric Tool Company, Cleveland. Ohio.
Electrically-operated tool. No. 1,2.31.071; June 26:
v. 239 ; p. 1027.

Schneider. Hans. New York. N. Y. Transmission gearing.
No. 1.230.798; June 19: v. 239; p. 89.''..

Schneider. Math N.. North Mllwatikee. Wis. Register.
No. 1.230.331 : June 19: v. 239: p. 741.

Schnuck. Edward F.. Greenburg. R. and W. G. Burns.
New York. .N. Y., assignors to Jabez Burns & Sons.
Scoop-out bin. No. 1,228,833; June 5; v. 239; p. 167.

Schock. Mypfm. (.See (iildow and Schork.)
SchoenlMTs/. Kalpb .\.. New York. N. Y. Means for op-

erating switch mechanisms. No. 1.229.530; June 12;
V. 2.39 : p. 4.39.

Schoenky. .August R., Soniervllle, assignor to Rcece Shoe
Machinery Company, Boston. Mass. I'ress for cutting or
punching sheet material. No. 1,288,834 ; June 5 ; y.
2.39 : p. 157.

Sch<ienky. .August R., Somervllle, assignor to Reece Slioe
Machinery Company. Boston. Mass. .Sewing-machine.
No. 1,229.328: .June 12: v. 239; p. 370.

Schoenk.\. .August R.. Somervllle, assignor to Reece Shoe
Machinery Company, Boston. Mass. Hand-tacklng de-
vice. No. 1.230.229; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 708.

Scholly. Frank. Philadelphia. Pa. .Automoblle-Iock. No.
1.2:50.799: June 19; v. 239; p. 896.

Schonger. Frank. Kingston, .N. Y. -AntlfrosUng device.
No. 1.228.482 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 37.

Schorr. Robert. Snn I'-rancisco. Cal. Roiarv-pumj) mech-
anism. No. 1.231,072; June 26; v. 239 ;" p. 1»»2S.

Schouboe. Jens T. S.. Holte. near Copenhagen. Denmark.
Trigger mechanism for automatic firearms. No.
1.2.3<».930: June 26: v. 239: p. 977.

Schrader. Lee (;. (See Meng and Schrader.

)

Schrage. Herman F., Palatine, 111. Spring-motor. No.
1.228.975 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 202.

Schrelber, William. Syracuse, N. Y. Garment-supporter.
No. 1.230,800; June 19: v. 239: p. 896.

Schrlver. William. Splelervllb-. .Ark. Cycle steering at-
tachment. No. 1.2.^0.801 ; June 19; v. 2.39 : p. 896.

Schroeder. Frank J., assignor to N. E. (Jee. Altoona. Pa.
Pneiiniatlc hammer. No. 1.230.802: June 19; v. 239;
p. 896.
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Schroyer. Harry H.. Chicago. 111., assljfnor to The Anno
Supply Company. SaHh-spring. No. l.l'iiy.oSl ; June
1-'

; V. I'.SO : p. 439.
Schubert h Salzpr Masohlnenfahrlk. Aktiengesells. haft

(See Cecka. Franz, assignor.)
Schut>ert & Salzer Maschlnerffabrlk. Aktlengvsellschaft.

(See (iranz. tiermann W.. assignor.)
Schuchart. I'aul A., Rrooklyn, N. Y., aitsignor to Paper

Servire Co.. Inc. She«'t-lnterfoldlng machine. No
l.rj,H..S35

; June 5 ; V. 239 : p. 158.
Schuermann, Anton C. (See Mu.IIer and Schuerniann >
Schuette. J|..nry II.. Napoleon. Ohio. <;raln rleanlnir

me.tns for thrfshlng-mai-hlnes. No. 1.230.437 : June 19 •

V. 239 : p. 775.
Schulse. Herman E., Bayonne. N. J., assignor to Safety

lirst Filter Company. Inc. Water -rooier. No
1.1'2S.S3«; Jun^ 5; v. 239: p. 15«.

Schulse, Herman E.. New York. N. Y.. assignor to Safety
first Filter Company, Incorporated. Liquid dlspensluk
and filtering bottle. No. 1.228,837; June 5; v. 239;
p. loK.

Schiirr. Charles H., assiignor to H. T. Hradner. Cleveland.
Ohio. Generating the teeth of h.liial gearwheels No
l.'_'.'i(>.940 ; June ^0; v. 239; p. 9S2.

Schuster^ Anna, dower. Mo. Measuring device No
1.229.798; June 12; v. 239; p. 528.

Schuster. Ernst W.. Chicago. III. Steam motor. No.
1.2.H.20, : June 2<! ; v. 239; p. lo73.

Schutz. John, assignor of one half to J. Benovy. Chicago
III. rower operated shears. No. 1,228,838; June 5;
v. 239 : p. 159.

Schuyler. Frank IJ.. Berkeley, Cal. Spring leaf tapering
machine. No. 1.2.1o.r.23: June 19; v 2.S9 • p 8i>5

.Schwal>. William II. (See Ijiuge. John M.. assignor )Schwartz. Alvln. New York. N. Y. Knitting machine.' No.
1.22M.483

: June 5 : v. 2.^9 ; p. 37.
Schwartz. William F.. Uochester. N. Y. Article-lock

No. l.2L'9.tii;.{ : .lune 12; v. 239: p. 4S4.
Schwarze. Carl J., assignor to S<hwarze Ele.trli- Com-

pany. Adrian. .Mich. Commutator. No. 1.229 149-
June 5 ; v. 2;.;> ; p. 260.

Schwarze Electric Company. (See Schwarze. Carl J
assignor, i

'

^'I'!^:i'';o'": '•'i''"""i'
^^- fhl'-aifo- m. dauze brush. No.

1.228.484 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. .37.
Schwerln. Motho. Frankfort on-the-Maln. assignor to Elek-

tro Osmose Aktiengesellschaft ((Jraf Schwerln <;esell-
schaft). Berlin, fiermany. Pro.ess for tanning and im-pregnating materials by means of eiectrlcltT No
1.22<.t.l.'i() : June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 260.

«;<^ir»t>iy. ^^o.

Schwerln. Botho; a.sslgnor to tJesellschaft fUr Elektro-
Osinose m. I. 11.. Frankfort on - the Main, ilernmnv
rV,ro\ "? •"."' '"Il'« ''«»'"« finely dlvi. led substances. No'
1.22!>.203: June .".

; v. 'JliU : p. 279.
Schwerln. Botho. assignor to EbktroOsmose Aktienge-

sellschaft («;raf Schwerln (iesells.haft ). Frankfort-«in-
the-Mnin. (.erntiiny. Separation of finely-divided sub-
stances from coarse and foreign matters. No. 1.230.524 ;

Schwertf.'ger. Albert A. (See Schwertfeger, Florian F.And .A. *At/

Schwertfeger. Florian F. and A. A.. Oshkosh. Wis. Stock-waterer. No. 1.2.'J1.(»73: June 2(! : v. 239; p 1028

^^Thomas W.'^tl'UoO*''"'"*-
'"'"^""^- <^ "•""«•

^7JneT2'r;^V39;'p!'"6t5.'"^'' '''"'•"• ^'«- ^•230.040

;

Scott. i;eorge W.. and 1*. Carpenter. Chicago. Ill Tank
<-ar construction. No. 1,231.(»74 ; June "f, ; v." 239: p.

^*'?*v:>i'o-«'""T^-
"'" ^1% '^'"° Applying hoops. No.1.228.9«6 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 203.

» »/ w.

Scott, Jacob K.. N.rth Wevmouth. assignor of two-tenths
U) I.. M. Kavapagh and two tenths to J. W. Colgjin

J^.i'^n'no.! •t'''^'*,o
Internal - comi.ustion engine. No.'1.230,002; June 12; v. 239; p. 623

^'V*o^/'4.':ir Y- ^r,:^ ^•^''.H.v.'*- ^- I'ower-chamber. No.1.231.302; June 20; v. 239; p. 1104

^'"v^- ,".%».fv. ^''}°'""-,a"*''"oo I^'frtKerating appliance.No. l._'.30.2.!'J : June 19: v. 23!> ; p. 708
Scott. Thcmas W.. assignor to The Anierl.an Train Con

trol ( otiipany. Baltimore. Md. Electropneumatic valve
for air brakes. No. 1.230,083; June 12 ; v. 239- p

Scott. Thomas W.. and II. V. Rudolph, assignors to The
.\meri.fin Train Control Company. Baltimore. Md
.\djustable support for contact-sho<>s. No 1 •'29 184 •

June .'> : V. 2.39 : p. 272.
i.-tw.aoi

,

Scovlll Manufa. turlng Company. (See Warner and L*»-
gett, a^.>^lgnors.) *

'**'i'oo']-,;i-'"*''V'**' ^' ^^'*'^ ^''''^- ^ ^' Inion "ult. No.
1.228.9i< : June ;» ; v. 239; p 2n;i

^*'?'.";-.,r.VA'V"T- '''i"'"'*-
'*''='• Musi, -leaf turner. No.

1.2.50.041 : June 12; v. 239; p. »;oo.
Sears. Uoebuck and Company. (See Bohmkei'. John C

assij;iior.> •

S^bllle. Leo v.. Providence. R. I. das-generator No
1.2.30.80.H: June 19: V. 2.39; p. 897

«'"'^"'0'^- -^O-

Seddon. William H.. Palnswi( k. England. Rotary elastic-
thud ent'iiie. No. 1.231.437: June 2(5; v. 2.39

"

p ll.'in
Se<lgwlck, Hiram «i.. Mill VaUey. CaJ.. assignor to The

National Safety Appliance Company. Automatic train-
stop. No. l.229.1.->l : June r. : v .239 : p. 201.

Sedgwick. HIram G.. Mil! Valley. Cal., assignor to TheNational .>afety Appliance Company. Rallwav-cab sig
uallng system. No. l.-2;{0.042 ; June 12 ; v. 236 ; p. Oo«.

Seeberger Charles 1).. New York. N. Y. Elevator No.
1.231.0,5: June 26; v. 239; p. 1029.

'**'V^.?.S?v
William. Holland. .Mbh. Ash-can. No.

1,229,532: June 12: v. 239; p. 440
Seely. deorge <;. (See Huntington. Cory O., assignor.)
Sel^ie. Uilliam R., assignor to H. W* Johns ManvllleCompany, New York. NY. Pro«luclng bodies of extend

ed 'liscontinuouslv associated solid partides and theproduct thereof. No. 1.2'28.48r. ; June T. ; v. 2.39: p. 37.
Selfle. \Mlllam R.. assiirnor to II. W. Johns ManvllleCompany. New York. .N. Y. Producing bodies of ex-

tended discontlnuously associated particles of calcium
carbonate an<l the product thereof. No. 1.228 4SH •

June 5; v. 239 ; p. 38
Selden Arthtir R.. Rochester. N. Y. Cinematograph.

No. 1,229..J29: June 12; v. 2.39: p. 371.
.Sellgman. I»avld A.. .Minneapolis. .Minn. Combination ar-

ticle ot turniture. No. 1.231,303: June 20; v. 239-

f».

1104. '

igman. Richard. Seattle. Wash. Button. No. 1.230,804 •

June 19: v. 239; p. 897.
Selin, Alek.santerl. BnK.klyn. N. Y. Collapsible saw-damp. No. 1.230.805: June 19; v. 239; p 897
Semml.r. Carl. Wiesbaden. (Jermanv. I'ertalning to the

iiti IzHtioa of the waste heat of gas engines. No.
1.231.*J()8; June 26; v. 239; p. 1074.

Sendeli.ach. Edward C. ClDdnnatl. Ohio. Vehl( le-wheel
No. 1.231.304; June 2t".

: v. 239; p. 1105.
Sentlvany. Kalnian F.. Hartford. Conn, inittef^-shanlng

apparatus. No. 1.230.332; June 19; v. 239; p 741
'""vf""'; .I.;',"'/*.r^ K Violet. La. Attachment for drills.

No. 1.2.H.43S; June 2<> ; v. 239; p. 1150.

^''?''A?.""'..?f"?'' ^- I^>W-w«Kxl. Ohio. Sparkplug. No.
1,228.48« : June 5; v. 2;{9 : p. 38.

.Sessions. Frank L.. Lake^rood. Ohio. Carbureter. No
1.231.20!): June 26; v, •.'39: p. lo74.

.'Jexton. James J,, and U. E. Klages. Columbus. Ohio Au-
tomobile-headlight control. NO. 1.231.076: June 26-
V. 239 : p. l(»2'.).

''**'?V?.?/ -?;?y ,^'- Wyth.ville. Va. Flat package. No.
1.229.799: June 12: v 239; p. .'>29

»~ *
Shafer. .Samuel. Jr. (See Ix-valley an.l Shafer.)
Shaffer. Luther. Boone. Iowa. Plant setting machine

No. l.'JSO.tOO: June l<,»: v. 239; p. 898
Shambow. John C. Woonsocket. R. I. Tension device for

sh\ittles. No. 1.230.52.*: June 10; v. 2.30; p. 805
Shannon. Woodford. Louisville. Kv. Corner-fastening /orbeds and other articles of furniture. No 1 23<i :i33 •

June 19 : v. 2.39 ; p. 742.
Sharp. WIlliaiM K.. assignor to Grip Nut Company Chi

cago. 111. Nut lock. No. 1.228.7«I4 ; June 5; v.' 239 •

p. ll'J.

Sharp. William K.. assignor to <;rlp Nut Company. Chi-
cago. 111. Nut tapplni: ma<hine. No. 1.230.931": June
20 : V. 239 : p. 978.

Sharpies. William J.. «;i-il>orne. New Zealand. Gramo-
phone-record bolder. No. 1,229.330: June 12- v •»;i9
p. 321.

Sharpley. Aaron E. (See Myei^s and Sharplev.)
^ , '.J.lV'l^^'"" "•• ^'""^ Angeles. Cal. Towel-cabinet. No.

1.229,.''.3;!
: June 12: v 239: p. 440

Shattuck. William P.. Minneapolis. Minn. f)utlng trailer.
No. 1.229..-i34 : June 12: v. 239: p. 441

Shaver I'hilli,. A.. Puente. Cal. >fail catching an.l de-
livering apparatus. NO. 1,229.331: June 12 v 2.39-
p. 372.

•'*''i*oo«'ilor'="';' -^••, '>'^«"'<-»'s. N. V. Vehicle-chock. No.
1.229.535: June 12: v. 239: p. 441.

Shaw, John II.. assignor to Sargent & Company, New
'Haven. Lonn. I..O( k. .No. 1.2*2!».;i32 ; June 12; V. 239;
p. 372.

Shaw. John H.. a.sslgnor to Sargent & Company. New
M.iven. < onn. Lock. No. 1.229.333; June 12 V 239-
p. 3<2.

' '

Shaw. John H.. assignor to Sargent & ('(.mpanv New
Haven. Conn. Lo<k. 1.229.334; June 12 v' 239-
p. 3(3. ' *

Shaw. John H.. assignor to Sargent & Companr. New
""i-2- •'*'"• I'"*'' No- 1.229.3.35; June 12; V. 239*
p. 3 1 3.

'

Shaw. Walter. Dedham. Mass.. assignor to I'nlted Shoe
.Machinery Company. I'aterson. N. J. Machine for set
ting fasteners. \o. 1.2.H.210 : June 20 : v. 2.30

; p 1074Shaw. Willliim F.. Pueblo Colo. I Kntal.crown attach-ment. N.7. 1.228.488: JuV .'.
: v. 239: p .{o.

Sheaffer. William J., assignor of one third to E E Barner
Liverpool. Pa Vahe for gas engines. No. 1.229 336-
June 12: V. 2.39: p. 374. '

"

Sheai:er Havid M.. Vi< ksburg. Mls.s. Apparatus forlann.hing revetment-mats. No. 1,229.1.'>2 June 5- v230
: p. 2*>1.

^^^V*'l. f'rederlck C.. assignor to I. S. Indestructible
lie .Manufacturing J'ompany. Eagle Pass Tex Rall-way tie. No. 1.229.1.'>3

: June .''.
: v. 2.39 : p •2n\

Shearer Fre«lerlck C.. assignor to V. S. Indestructible TieManufacturing Compan.v. Eagle Pass. Tex. Rallwav-tle.No 1.229.1.'i4: June .'.
; v. 2.39: n. 201.

Shearer. I.e« C.. Latrobe. Pa. Telegraph sending and re-
cording device. No. 1.2.30,807; June li» : y. 239: p.

Shearing Francis C. .•^nn Jose. Cal. Washing-machine.
No. 1.2.3n.231

: June IJi : v. 239; p. 708
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Sheedv. Patrick. (See Kellogg. Daniel P.. assignor.)

Sheffler Ira L.. Detroit. Mich. Vacuum cleaner.

1.23r.077 : June -20; v. 2:i9; p. 1030.

Sheldon. Itnnlel F.. Ventura. Cal. Current defleitor

No.

and
No. 1.230,r>08; June 19; v.

p. 1105.
Float.

Minn.
899.

Iut«h. No.

No. 1.2.30.335

Sleigh. No.

No.

.\.. assignor.)
. No. l.'230,810;

system of iiank protection.

239 : p. 834.
Sheldon. Samuel B.. and K. C. Iloxle. Dulntb. Minn. Con-

ne.tion for gas mains. No. 1.'230,808 ; June 19; v.

239 ; p. 890.
Shelor Fr»Mlerlck L.. Salem. Va. Barrel filling apparatus.

No. l.'230.334 : June 19; v. 239; p. 742.

Shelton Payne Arms Company, The. (See Shelton. Walter

II., assignor.)
Shelton. Walter IL. assignor to The Shelton Payne Anns
Company El Paso. Tex. Pistol holster. No. 1.230,043 ;

June !•/: v. 239 : p. HOO.

Shepard. Stephen 41. (See Best and Shepard.)

Shepard. Wilbur L.. i;imwoo<l. Conn. CI

l.-2-29.or,4 ; June 12: v. 239: p. 484. ^ ., .

Shepherd <;eorge K.. Brookllne. assignor of one-half to

<; .N. Kaye. Boston. Mass. .\tta. hment for twin faucets.

.No,' i. 231.305 : June 2fi : v. 239
Shepherd. John H.. P^lyrla, Ohio.

June 19 ; V. 239 ; p. 742.

Sheridan. Charles L.. drygla.
1.2.30.809: June 19: v. 239; p

Shertnan Willis S.. Mllwankw. Wis. End-matcher
1.229.800: June 12; v. 239: p. 529.

Shew, Egbert A. (See lloel an<l Shew.)
Shields. Samuel. (See Rogers. Howard
Shltlet. Joseph. McKeesport. I'a. Signal

June 19: V. -239: p. 899.
^ ,, »

Shilling Edward C.. Columbus, assignor of one-half to

I Iiagger I'riiana. Ohio. Safety device for automo-
biles. No. 1.•231.531 : June •JO; v. 239; p. 1178.

Shlpp James T., assignor of one-half to M. T. Freeman.
Chattanooga. Tenn. Pea - harvesting machine. No.

1.2;io.S22: June 19; v. 2:iO ; p. 903.
Shipp<-e. Henry C. I.^s Angeles, assignor, by mesne as-

signments. t<) Auderson-Birrngrover MTg Co.. San Jose,

Cal. Apparatus for ti eating packaged goods. No.

1.-2.30.811 : June 19: v. 2.39: p. 809.

Shoecraft Judson. Eskridge. Kans. Absolute and pcr-

mlsslv.' blot k signaling. No. 1.229.155; June 5; v.

2.!9 : p. 2<;2.

Shoemaker. John F.. I>es Moines. Iowa. Check-book.

No. 1.2;io,o44: June 12: v. 239: p. 007.

Shudow. Osam. San Francisco. Cal.
1.228.70.1 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 113.

Shults. Sherman T.. MiCammon. Idaho.
Inllating device for v.'hide wheels
June .-.

: v. 2.39: p. 81.

Shults. Sherman T.. McCammon, Maho
No. l.'228.«ll : June 5: v. 239; p. 81.

Shultz Otto 11.. Windsor. Ontario, assignpr of two-

tenths to F. M, Bill and two tenths to R. M. Foster.

Edm .nton. Allnrta. and two tenths to L. R. Benson.

Windsor. Ontario. Canada. Paint composition. No.
1.2'20.;i37: June 12; v. 23S» : p. 374. ,

Bibhald. William II. (See .Nesmlth. Ralph A., assignor.)

Slbbald. William H. (See Nesmith and Slbhald.)

Slebenhauer, Lester, assignor to I>rendell Electrical an<r

Manufa'inrlng Company. San Fian< isco, Cal. Safety
means for switch boxes. No, 1,228,889; June 5; v.

230 :p. l.">9.

Signature Company. (.See Crompton. Frank E.. assignor.)

Sill William F.. and J. M. Feldhaus. St. Louis. Mo. Mo-

Aeroplane. No.

Automatic tire
No. 1,228,010;

Wire stretcher.

tor - <isiiUated
p ii':«»

cril>, NO, 1.231.078; June 20; v. 239;

• ;. W, Doerr,
device. No.

Mllwauk<H>.
1.231.439 ;

Wis.
June

Slllimnn Charles H. (See Best. William N., assignor.)

Siiva. Guy H.. San Dlegrt, Cal. Ignition system for in-

ternal combustion engines. No. 1.230,<»77 : June 12: v.

230 : p, 018,

Sliver Israel, assignor of one-half to I. Malls, New \ork,

N. Y. Radiator for automobiles. No. 1,229,150; June

Silvis. Sankev "s.. Portland, assignor to E. and C. Larkln
Blind Slough. Oreg. I'lidercutterguide. No. 1.231.211 ;

June 20: V. 2.39; p. 1075.
Simmons Manufacturing C<impany, The. (See Burns.

.lolin. assignor.)
Slnioiids, Charles <;,, and

'I cniperaturc responsive
20: V. 2.39; p. 1151.

Slmoneaux. Clement. Bellerose. assignor of one half to

I W Newchurch. New C»rleans. I.A. Three-wheel«.>d

cultivator. No. 1,229,157 : June 5 ; y. 2.39 : p. 202.

Slmonsson. Wllhelm. Brooklyn, N, Y, Retarding device.

No 1 2.30,9.32: Juno 20: v. 2.39: p. 979.

Simpson Alma V.. (Iranada. Colo. Mall bag receiver.

No 1.228.840; June 5: v. 239: p. lOO.

Simpson Charles H.. Latirel, Nebr. Harvester attach-

ment No J.'228.841 : June 5: v. '239: p. 100.

Frost v.. assignor to Kleckhefer Box Company,
ikee. Wis. Platen connection. No. 1,228.978;

p. 203.
.Newark. N. J. Flvlng-machlne. No.
10: V. 239 : p. 805.
L. Crum Lvnne, Pa. Positive fuse-

1.2.30.03:1: .iune 20: v. 2.'19 : p. 979.

H., assignor to The Dlaphone Signal

Company. Limited. Toronto. Ontario. Canada.
means for key-bolts. No. 1.228,489: June 5;

p. 39.

Simpson. 1

Mil waul
June ',: y. 2.39

Simpson. John T..
1.2:{'".52<"> : June

Simpson. William
percussion. No.

Sims. Frederick L

Planter. No. 1.2*29.158;Sims. Oscar C, Palmetto, Ga
June 5; V. 2AQ : p. 26.3. .. , , v„

Sims. Walter. Pawtu. ket. R. I. Weighing-balance. No
1.230.232; June 19: v. 239: p. 7O0.

singer Frank J., assignor to American Pressweld llfOi-

an.r Corioratlou. iTlHrolt "-- "•'>»— """'lupllng.Radiator
900.
(See Abercromble,

Mich.
No. 1.2.30,812: June 19; v, 2.39: p.

Singer Manufacturing Company. The.
diaries M.. assignor.) ,_,,

Singer Manufat turiug Company. The. (See Larron, >% 11-

llam L.. assignor.) r-^f-roil
Singer Manufa. turlng C.>mpany. The. (See Lorraii,

Herbert, assignor.) ^^ _
Singer Manufacturing Company. The. (See IH> ^oe,

Albert IL. assignor.) . .

Singer Manufacturing Company. Tho. (See Karle. John

D.. assigmir.)
, ai

Slrtger Manufacturing Company. The. iSee Woo«l, Al-

fred R., assignor.) ., „
Slnglet..n, James E.. and S. T. >^ »»»<•'• G'"'^*»y"''"-,^:.,V;

Shutter operating attachment for twin motion picture

machines. No. I.229.1.-.9 : June .'.
. y. 230 : p. 2y>.i.

Slsbower. George F.. East Orange. N. J., and L. »;•• 1 «*

tonl, assignors to New York Couch Bed ^ o'npa'».J •
;V,,^.

York N. Y. Fobltng IkhI structure. No. 1,229,..30

,

Jun.'l2: V. 239: p. 441.
, t w Pit

Slsbower. Oorge F.. VM<t Orange, N. J., and I- p- IJ^
tonl. assignors t.» New York Couch Be.1 Company New
York N. Y. Foldable hammock-stand. No. l,2i9.o3« ,

June 12 : V. 239 : p. 442,

Sltko, Frandszek. <t ul. (See Sltko, John assignor.)

Sltko John, assignor of one-thlrd to L, Sltko an.l one-

third to F Sltko. Fort Wayne, Ind. Rail Joint. No.

1231.440; June 26: v. 239; p. ll."*!.

Sltko. Ludwlk. rt al. (See Sltko. John, assignor.)

Slxma Klaas. Brooklyn, N. Y. Fitting f«>r electrical con-

I,orking
V. 230 :

dults. N.I. 1.220,005': June 12: v. 239: p. 485.

Skelt. Matth.nv H. , (See Kite an.l M<^lt)
Sklndfabriken i:ni<uni Kr. Ben.lixen. P. Ben.llxen & Co.

(See B«n.llxen. Krlstlan. assignor.)

Skinner John T.. Lawrence. Kans. Alternating-current

e"ectromagnetl< .ontrol-swltch. No. 1.230.934; June

2rf: V. 2.39; p.. 979. ....
Skinner, J<.hn T.. I>awrence. Kans. Electric braking sys-

tem. No. 1.2:^0.9:!.-. ; June -20: V. '2:{9: p. 980
Skinner. M. T.. Cleburn.-. T.x. Wing sweep atta. hment

for plows. No. 1.2.30.233: June 10 :
v. -i-"' ; P;.''/";,,

Skiovskv. Max. assignor to Deere Ac ^ "lupuny Mollue 111.

Pro-hKlng fuel-gas. No. 1,2'29,338 : June 12; v.. 239;

Skriv'anek. Vladimir. Fort Wayne. Ind. Flying-machine.

No. 1.230.04ri: June 12: v. 230: p. «!0.. •

Slas..r. llar.d.l. New Phila.lelphia. Ohu.. Suspeuding-

hook. No. l.'228,490; June 5; v. 2.^9; p. 39.

Slater, Harvey II.. Kenosha. Wis., assignor to -L M.

Rldianlson. lutrolt, Mi.h. Automobile lamp. No.

1 229 538 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 442.

Slater. Henry P... Los Angeles. Cal. ExtrHcting ctmvT
from Its ores. No. 1.2:i0.O78: June 12 :

-l^ -S"*.- P- «!,\»:

.Sloan. Andr.w L.. Pa.ssalc, N. J. Hanger. No. 1.230.438,

June 10: v. 230; p. 775. -^

SIv. l>awrcn<e. Kansas. Ala. Combined curtain and win-

dow-shade fixture. No. 1.230.813; Junt- 19; y. 239; p.

900. ...
Smith. Amos 11.. New York. N. Y. I»'nu)titjtable rim

for vebi.le wheels. No. 1.2-29.801: June 12: v. 2.10;

SnIlth'.'Amos 11.. New York NY. rressure-g:ige f..r en-

gine-cylln.lers. No. 1. '230.5*27 ; June 19; v. 239. p.

Smith". Bert H., and W. A. Inwood. assignors to The
Wlllberi Manufacturing C.>nii>any. 1 alrbur.v N.br Oil-

ing device. No, 1,230.9:<0: June 20: -^
'r^^ -J*.,^,^^-,

Smith Cannery Machines Company, t^*'*" Wangh. Ldward
11.. assignor.)

,

Smith -Charles R.. Toledo. Ohio. Shipping-receptacle.

No. 1.531 .079: June 26; v. ^239; p. 10.3O.
,^ . . . .^

Smith. Cx'rnelius W.. and E. A. O Brlen, New York, N. Y
MusU- sheet turner. No. 1.2.31.080; June 20-; v. 239;

Snd'th. 'r»illon F, (Sjce Brooks and Smith)
Smith i':<lwarii W.. Qwensboro. Ky. Road grader. No.

I.'2'i8,070 : June 5; v. 2.'V.» : p. 203.
»». «^ w T

Smith Emery II,. Burt.ui. assignor of r>nc fourth tj> F. 1.

Wright. Mbl.ilebury. an.l one fourth to J. A, Homer,
Owosso, Mich Railway, rossing gate. No. 1,229,339,

June 12: V. 230: p. 374,
.. . ^ , „ , . v^

Smith Eiiiii. Flint, ,Vi.h, Rod - holding tool. >o.

] .'2.-i0.81 4 : June 19: v. 239: p. 901,
, ^ ^

•

Smith Esnion.l M,. Cbi.ago. 111. Lighting fixture. No.

1 .2:{0.n4«i : June 12: v. 2.39: p, Oo7,
, ^ ,

Smith. Frank A.. East orange. N. J. Splash system of

lut.rl.;.ti..u. No. 1.230.815: June 19: v. -2.39; i. OOl

Smith Frank E (See Hoskvns. William J., assignor.)

Smith! Frank W. (See Lake. George W . nsslgnor.)

Smith. Fredrl.k W.. ^'orth Tonawandn. N. V I'-'t'l-tro-

pneninatlc organ. 1 No. 1.231.212: June 26; v. 239;

Si^lth. Gary B.. Chicago. 111. Machine for assembling

bed-fabric chains. No. 1,228.491 : June 5 : v. 2.30 :p 40.

Smith. <;eorge T.. ef al. (See Prlgnn, Frnest W., ns-

Sndt*!? Tiarrv C.. M11v»ankee. WLs. iOllapsihle swing. No
1.23O.0O0: .lune 19; v. 2.39 ; p. 834.
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Snvder,
Pa.
239;

Snvder.
I'a.

Smith. Herbert E.. assignor to The Spokane Mall Equlp-
m»-nt Company. Spokane. Wash. Mall pouch. No.
1.2.{<t.ft;n : .Fnne 2« : v. 239; p. 981.

Smith. lIirlKTt W.. Coon Rapids. Iowa. Window-shade
brnjVt. No. 1.2.11.441; June 20; v. 239; p. H.-il.

"1 ..o, .;, °-. f-ambridjce. Mass. Ray - protector. No.
1.231.213; June 2« ; v. 239; p. 1070

Smith. John A., assignor to Klliott-Flsher Company Har-
rishurs. I'a. Combinf«l key connecting and rlhhon shlft-

X?* J'V.oo*."^,'!'" Z'^""
^^•"'Uhlned type-writers and adders.

No. 1.228.492 ; June .">
: v. 239 ; p. 4o.

Smith John W.. Philadelphia, Pa. Internal combustion
engine. No. 1,229. .140: June 12; v. 239- p .375

Smith. Lewis H. (S»-e Funk and Smith.)
Smith, Louis L., Edgewood, a.s.signor, by mesne assign-

ments, to The Westlnghouae <Tear and Dynamometer
1 *:•'''?*,?>> J'tttsburgh. Pa. Reduction gearing. No.
1.22S.493 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 40

Smith. Marshal S. (.s^e Klkins and Smith.)
Smith. Newton J. (See Tate and Smith.)
vSmith Paul .1 Peech Creek. Pa. Steering gear for motor-

v..hi<les. No. 1.3.38.98<»: June 5 : V. 2.i!l: p. 204
,*.h: ^['^^*-y •'•• Fresno. Cal. Fire-extinguisher. No.
1.231.442; June 26; v. 239; p. H.-JI.

Smith. The<Mlore F. (See Peden. Joseph E.. assignor)Sm th Ipton Co. (See Kyle. James M.. assignor.)
^.1} & Wesson. (S^e Wesson. Joseph M.. assignor.)
Smith William E.. Miiltown. assignor to Kilbourn Manu-

' facturing Corporation. New Prunswlck. N. J Seam-
les.si tubular fahrlf and making same. No 1 231 443 •

June 2«5 : v. 239; p. ll.M. .
. .

Smyth .Manufacturing Company. The. (See Gourley.James <'.. assignor.)
Smythe. William F. New York. N. Y. Collapsible drlnk-ing<up. No. 1.228.7<H;; June .">

; v. 2.39; p. 113
bnapp. ilohert W.. assignor of one-half to C "

S Ed-munds. Petersburg. Va. Connecting device for swltch-
points. No. 1.23<»,047; June 12; v. 2.39- p 007
loJoTI'' r • ^TJ*" ^^*""''- '»•' ^hock-absijrber. No.
1.230.938; June 20; v. 2.39; p. 981.

Snow, -Isaac. Liiwrencc. assignor, by mesne assignments
to Draper < orporatlon. Ilopedale. .Mass. Shuttle-
f«^eer for looms. No. 1,230.439; June 19 ; t 239 d
lib. ' *^'

Jacob R.. assignor to P. E. Donner. PittsburghAirbrake system. No. 1.231,081; June 26 ; t!

.Jacob R. assignor to P. E. Donner. Pittsburgh
„ iAT^''*P*^ ^'*'^''- ^'o- 1-231.214: June 2H ; v. 239'
p. lOlo.

Snyder, Jacob R. assignor to Pittsburgh Air Prake Com-

, .rune- 26!'v "ifi- p" 103L
'°''"'' '*'^"- ^°- 1-231.082 ;

So.i^t^s de I^vandeyra &. Drner. (See Forgues. Charlesassignor.) ^unrirB,

SocietP Lorraine Des Andons Ktabiissi-ni.nts IV Dl^tri.h& Lie De Lunfvllle. (See Parbarou. Marius J B as-
signor.

)

. * ., UB

Society of Chemical Industry In Basle.
Martmanu. assignors )

So.ietv " Spad .Societfi Anonyme pour ..^,.„
i:)eriv#8.* (See B4chereau, Louis, assignor )

'"*".','!;.
».V!,"'''t*'-

l!"'"th. Minn. Bottle-holder
l.JJS.hlJ; June o; v. 239; p 81

SoloMion Frank M.. Pretoria. Transvaal, South

2.39 ^'*p |/^"'''">-'P"''i''- -'^"- l.-'30.52H; Jun.-

Somnier. Peter W.. Peoria. 111., assignor by mesne asslirn

f!!:;V'-.^2.'^''^
^>t Trust and Savinji (-"omJaSv.^Cllve:land. (»hio. nnd W. E. Stone. Peoria III trusteii

<}ate. No. 1.22S.707
: June r, : v. 239 p lia

^'^"*'^^-

Sonimer. Peter W.. Peoria. 111., assignor, by" mesne as-signments, to The First Trust and Savings ci.mJan

v

Cleveland. Ohio and W. E. Stone, Peoria. 111., trusteed
(.ate. No. 1.228.70S: June ',

; v. 2.39 p 114
"^"'''**"-

Soniieborn, .^ol. S.. Hr.M.klyn. N. Y. HiVh Dot.ntial In
-fulator. No. 1.2.30.61O ; .r„„e 19; v. 239^ pM4

Sorgati. Robert. New York. N. Y. Cap or cover for Jar«,

V 2.39 •; I 375'
"' '" '""' '"*'"• 1'229.341

;
June 12!

Soss. <'h«rles J as.slgnor of one-third to H. Soss and
V"i'9s''o« ."; '^ ^'*^''- Ai'\^

^'"'•'*- •^' Y. Hinge. No1.228.981 ; June 5; v. 233; p 204

««^f' ?*''""-\:
*'t"^- J^'i*"

^"^'*- Charles J., assignor.)
boss. Joseph, New York. N. Y. Hinge No 1 •»>8 flSo

.

June ,-; V. 2.39 ; p 204
"'"»,e. .>o. i.-^8.»».J

,

Soss Samuel ef al (See Soss. Charles J., assignor.) -

Sou.lers. .\ddi.son J., assignor of one-half to J. E Ross(ornwall, Ontario, Canada. Shade-roller. No 1 230 Oil'June 19; v. 239; p 8.3.")
.*.-ov,viit.

Spade. Herbert O., Kalamazoo. .Mich. Tool holder for
- •.oQ."°''-i"'^'

°i«<hines. No. 1.229.802; June >2

;

^^"o^oo cM^"\ ^'••,.,^*'*'"l°''«"-
Md. Soil-tester. No.1.229.MM: June 12: v. 2.39: p. .''i30.

Spnnnagel. Carl. Berlin. Germany. Warp beam motion
for looms. No. l,231..3o6; June 26; v. 2.39- n 1106

Spa rboom. Waiter P.. Rochester. N. Y. Blower fo'r deanlng
furnace-flues. No. 1.229..'-.39

: June 12; v. 2.39- p 44'>
Sparkes. James M.. Peabody. Mass. Electric weldlng-ma-

(See HUssy and

r.\viatlon et sen

No.

Africa.
19; y.

Spauldlng & .'^ons Co., J. (See English and Glbbg, assign
ors.(

Specketer. Helnrlch. Orieshelm-on-the-Maln. Oermanv
Producing pure zinc. No. 1.231.083; June 2G • v 2.!9
p. loa2.

Specketer. Helnrlch. fJrteshelm-on the-Maln, Germany
.Apparatus for producing zinc and other similar metals.
No. 1.231.0S4; June 26; v. 239; p. 1032

Spellman. jlTbert W.. New Britain. Conn. Polishing
2.39; p. 11 (Ml

trie Com-

chine No. 1.228.842; June :» ; V. 239 ; p. 160.

compound. No. 1.231..307; June 26; v. _
Sperry. Arthur B.. assignor to Western Elect

pany. Incorporated. New York. N. Y. Telephone-ex

in-*"'^*'
''ystem. No. 1.231.085; June 26; v. 239; p.

Sperry. .Arthur B.. assignor to Western Electric Com-
pany. Inrorporate<l. New York. .N. Y. Telephone ex-
change system. No. 1.231.086; June 26; v 239-
p 1033.

Sperry. John B.. a.sslgnor to The American Well Works
Aurora. 111. LHep well pump. .No. 1.2.30.612; June 19:
V. 239 ; p. HSr*.

Sperry. Samuel E.. Wi>o<lhaven. assignor to Int.rtvpe
l^orporatlon Itrookiyn. N. Y. Typographi.al machine.
No. 1.229.160; June 5; v. 239; p. 2«i3

Spleth. William F.. Cleveland. Ohio. Combination cook-
in;; ranue. No. 1.231.087: June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1033

I
splllman. Edward O.. .North Tonawanda. .\. Y. Piston

for explosive engines. No. 1,229,54«> ; June 12: v 239-
I p. 443.

i

Spire. William H.. assignor to The Steel Products
VV.'VPIX- <''''"''""''• <^'»'" Wel.llng machine. .No
1.228.^43; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 161.

I Splrewfkl. John S.. Jr.. assignor oC one third fo D COConnell and (»ne third to J. E. OConnell. Milwaukee'
\yis Tiltable mounting for automobile headlights.
No. 1.2.30.9.39; June 26; V. 239; p. 981.

Splltdorf Electrical Company. (.s^.* iH-an. William W
assignur.

)

Splltdorf Ele. trlcal Company. (.See Mason. Charles T
assignor.)

Splltdorf Electrical Company. (.See Van Deventer. Ilarrv
R.. assignor.)

Spokane Mail Equipuient Company. The. (See Sander.
J(>s»>ph P.. assii^nor.

)

Spokaue Mail Eouipm-nt Company. The. (Se« Smith
Herl>ert E.. assignor, i

Sponenburg. Hiram H.. Gurnee. assignor, by mesne as-
signments to o R. Barnett. Chicago, III. Rail stay
.No. 1.228.613: June 6; v. 239; p. 81.

Sponent>urg. Hiram H.. (Jurnee. assignor, bv mesne as-
signments, to (» R. Barnett. <'hlcag.i. III. 'Rail-anchor
No. 1.228.614; June 5; v. 239; p. 82

Springer. Ruter W.. Springfield. 111. Wing or propeller
for aerial dynamics and other purp4)s«>s. No. 1 231 444 •

June 26: V. 2.39; p. ll.->2.
•»•».

Stafford. Benjamin E. I>.. and E. I. Dodds. assignors toHannery P.olt <"ompany. Pittsburgh. Pa. stav bolt for
boilers. .No. 1.230.u48: June 12; v 2.39- p 608

Staffor.l. Hal R.. Plalnfleld. .N. J., assignor to Economy
IH'vii-es t orporatlon. New York. N. Y. Steam encine
valve reversing gear. .No. 1.230.049; June 12- v 239*
p. 608.

'

StalTord. John E.. W. D. Ingram, and H. C. Cordon. Lin-
coln. Cal. Refrigerator. .No. 1.231.088; June 26; v.
2.39 : p. 1034.

»:*«.».
Stafford. Martin A . Harvard. 111. Self righting guide-

post. No. 1. 228.61.-i: June 5; v. 239; p. S2.
Standard Car Truck Company. (S«'e Itarber and Walton,

assignors.

)

Standard (\>mputing Scale Company. The. (See Jae-
ni<'hen. I»uis. assignor.)

Standard Oil (\)mpany. (See Cash. Gentry, assignor.)
Stnndinl Parts Company, The. (See Mclntyre, Mi<hael

M.. assignor.)
Standlford. Frank. Llvermore, Tal. Folding eee-crate No

1.2::o..3.3«i: June lt> ; v. 2.39; p. 743.
• .

"•

Stantleld, Jasper H., assignor of one half to F. C. Parg-
born, <;rand Rapids, Mich. Refrigerator latch. No
1,229.804 I June 12: y. 239; p. ,%31.

Stankowski. Franclszek, Baltimore, Md. Barrel-iimokinK
ov.n. .No. 1. 2.30.( ».'>(!

: June 12: v. 2.39: p. 64»9
Stanley. Fa\, Hart. Mich. Sle<J attachment for automo-

biles. No. 1.229.161 ; June 5; y. 239; p. 264.
Stanley Rule k I.^vel Company. The. (See Schade and

Hauce. assignors.)
Stanton. Frederick L. (S«>e Hanau. Rudolph L.. assignor.)
Starlu. F'rauk. Springfield. .Ma.ss. <;rinding - machine.

No. 1.229.162; June 5; y. 2.39; p. 264.
Stark. William O.. assignor to Bullock Tractor Co.. Chl-

<-ago. III. Tnictlon-euglne. No. 1.228.709; June 5:
v. 239 ; p. 114.

Stalham. Nathaniel. (See Elkins and Smith, assignors.)
Staver. Byron E.. Virginia. Minn. Valve nie<hanlsm for

internal <oml)Ustlon engines. No. 1.230.613; June 19-
V. 239 : p. .S3.''..

Stead. Ernest. Blnghamton. N. Y. Lens grinding and
polishiuc madilne. .No. 1.230.530: June 19- v 239-
p. H07. '

.

Stebblns. Carl <;.. and A. Gelow. assignors to The War-
ren Featherbone Company. Three Oaks. Mich Quill
Iwnlng. .No. 1.231.089; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1035

Stechharf. Arthur. Chicago. 111. Portable talking machine
No. 1.230.614: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 8.36.

lune

(See Sfecher, Frank A., as-

No. 1.228.711 ; June 6;

N. Y. Suspension means
.231.090; June 26; v. 239;

niairiine. .>o. i.^.;».o')o . jui
Stephenson, .\rthur, assiiinor

« >.iiipiiiiy. I.imitiHl. Ijunbeth.

Stecher. Frank A., assignor to Stecher LltBographlc Co
Rochester. N. Y. Display rack. No. 1.230,234; Jun
19 ; V. 239 ; p. "09.

Stecher Lithographic Co

Stecker. .\lfr»Hl J., assignor to F. Wardell, I>etrolt. Mich.
Handle device for vacuum cleaners. .No. 1.231,445

;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1152.
.Steel Products Company. The. (See Spire, William H..

assignor.) „
Steel John B. and II. Follls. Orlllla. Ontario, Canada.

Seeding attachment. No. 1.229,342; June 12; v. 239;

Steele Robert J.. Newport -News. Va.. assignor of one-half

to \V. C. Tu( ker. Raleigh. N. C. Hanger. No. 1,230,440 ;

June 19; V. 2:i9: p. 776.
, , .. . ., .

SteelQulst. John. Portland. Greg. Irrigating and drain-

ing system. No. 1.231.308; June 26; v. 239; p. 1106.

Steeii, Charles W.. Norwood. Ohio, assignor to Allls Chal-

mers Manufacturing Company. Milwaukee. Wis. Brush-
lifting mechanism. No. 1.228.710; June 5; v. 239;

Stees. Edward W.. et al. (See P.unnell, Morton G., as-

signor.) . ,

Steeves lA)rne W. (See Purvis and Steeyes.)
StelnlM-rger. Louis. Brooklyn. N, Y. «'onnectlng device

for chain type Insulators,

y 2.39; p. 115.
Stelnherger. Louis. Brooklyn,

for strnln-lnsulators. No. 1

P- 10.36. * ...,.,.
Stelnnietz. Charles P.. Schenectady. N. \ ., assignor to

Cenernl Electric Company. I'rotectlve device. No.

1.2.30.615: June 19; v. 239; p. 8.36.

StepanoflT peter. Petrograd. Russia. Shrapnel-loading
nia. hln'e. No. 1.229.666 : June 12 ; y. 239 ; p. 48.-..

to .Acetylene Illuminating
Englanii. Storing of gases

(inder pressure. No. 1.230. .531 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. ^07.

Stephenson. l>owell IL. San Francisco. Cal. Check-pro-
te. tor. No. 1.228.844; June 5; v. 239; p. 161.

Stephenson. William G.. Buenos Aires. Argentina. Cou-

pling devlc*' or apparatus for the vestibules or gang-

wav-" of corridor rolling-stock for railways. No.
1.228.616 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 82.

Sterling. Edward C.. Beaver Falls. Pa. Photographic-
printing devil c. No. 1.230.532; June 19; v. 239; p.

S07.
Stern Bernhard. New York. N. Y. Display-rack. No.

1.230.o.-,l : June 12; v. 239; p 609.
Sterrl.k. Hanison D.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Razor. .No.

1 231.215: June 26: y. 239; p. 1076.
Stevens. Enoch P., Chicago. III. Hanger. No. 1,2.30,441 ;

June 19: v. 2.39; p. 776.
Stevens, Enoch P., Chli-ago, 111., assignor, by mesne as-

signments, to American Arch ('onipany. New York.
\ Y Locomotive-arch. No. 1.229.381 ; June 12 ; v.

239 : p. 389.
, ^

Stevens. Enoch P., Chicago, 111., assignor to American Arch
riKiii.anv New York. N. Y. I.K»comotlve arch construc-

tion. .N'o. 1.229..384 : June 12 : v. 2:i9 . p. :{9o.

Stevens Enoch I*. <'hlcago. III., assignor to American
Arch Company. New York. N. Y. Marginal brl<k. No.

1 229.389 ; June 12 ; y. 2.39 ; p. 392.

Stevens Eno. h P.. Chicago. III., assignor to American
\r.h romp.tnv. New York. N. Y. Locomotive arch. No.
1.229.390; June 12: v. 239; p. 392.

Stevens Enoch P.. Chicago. 111., assignor to American
Arch Company. New York. N. Y. Cantallvermargin for

locomotive arches. No. 1.229.391; June 12; v. 239;
D 392

Stevens*" Fllo S.. .Ashvllle. N. Y. Wire stretcher. No.
1 229.343 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 376.

Stevens Howard L.. Everett. Wash. Pneumatic sprayer.

No 1.229.344 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 376.

Stevens. Walter G. (See Hllllard and Stevens.)
Stevens. William <'.. assignor to The Firestone Tire A

Rubber Company. Akron. Ohio. Tire - bead. No.

1.231.446; June 26; v. 239; p. 115.3.

Stevenson Vndrew C.. Scotstoun. Glasgow, Si-otland. Kim
and wheel for solid rublK'r tires. No. 1,2.30.616; June
19 1 V. 239 : p. 8.36.

Stevenson, I..emuel L.. Emporia. Kans. Viscous fluid ap-

pller No 1.2.30.052: June 12: v. 2.39: p. 609.

Stevenson. Wilbur W.. Wllkinsburg. I'a.. assignor to

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufai turlng Company.
Fluid flow meter. No. 1.229.805: June 12; v. 239;

Steward.' John W. (See Grlffln, Aqulla H. and 6., as-

Stewart .Alexander, assignor to Four Wheel Tractor Co..

Cllntonvllle Wis. Gripping device for tractor wheels.

No 1.229. .^41 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 443.

Stewart Xlfred C. Los Angeles. Cal. Carbureter. No.

1 228 845 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 161.

Stewart. Edgar M . I^ing. and H. H. McKenna. assignors of

one half to T. Thorklldsen. Los .Angeles. Cal. Separator.

No. 1.229.542 : June 12 ; y. 239 : p. 443. _
Stewart. Fj»rl IL. rt al. (See Melrose. George C, as-

Stewart Edwin F.. Woodcllff. N. J., assignor of one-half

to The Barrett Company. Liquid or gaseous fuel

burner. No. 1.231.447 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 1153.

Stewart F E trustee. (See Plfer. <;eorge N.. assignor.,

Stewart. James .A. (See Carley. I>eonard R., assignor.)

xliii

No.Stewart, John E.. Oakland. III. Hoisting apparatus.
1.228.494 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 41.

Stewart. John IL (See Bacheller and Stewart.)

Stewart, Manson A.. Yankton. S. D. Speed-changlng-
gear mechanism. No. 1,228.984; June 5; v. 239;
p. 205. . , . 4 V

Stewart, Samuel F. <See Desrochers. Ixiuls, assignor.)

Stewart. Thales D. (See .Amsbary and Stewart.)

Steynls. Jan. Bav Shore. N. Y., assignor to Steynls Ozone
Oompauv. Apparatus for sterilization of llqunl by
ozone. No. 1.228.712; June 5; v. 239; p. 115.

Steynls Ozone Company. (See Steynls. Jan. assignor.)

Stichtenoth. George J.. Cincinnati, assignor of one-half

to H Von Holle. Cheviot. Ohio. Incandescent-electrlc-

lamp pluc. No. 1.229.18.-.: June 5: v. 239: p. 272.

Stieler. Carl. Chicago. III. Concrete t)uildlng apparatus.
No. 1.229.163 : June 5 : v. 239 : p. 264.

Stlgberg, Axel E., and C. Bechtold. Brooklyn, N. T. Den-

tal die-punih. No. 1.228,617; June 5; v. 239; p. 83.

Sllles. Thomas (;.. Arlington. N. J. Rail brace. No.

1.230..-.33: June 19; v. 239: p. 808.
Stiles. Thomas G.. assignor to The T. Geo. Stiles Company,

Arlington, N. J. Itall-brace. No. 1.230,.%34 ; June 19 ;

v 239 p SOS.
Stlli William J.. London. England. Internal-combustion

eii'glne. .No. 1.23<t.617; Juno- 19: v. 239; p. K37
St ill well. Lewis B., ct al. (See Brlnckerhoff. Francis M.,

StlUwell. Lewis R. (See Brlnckerhoff and StillwelL)

Stimecz. Karl. Cincinnati. Ohio. Hand operated shoveL
No. 1.229.6r.7: June 12; v. 239; p. 4K^

Stinson. Charles II. . Watertown. S. D. Differential trans-

mission gear. No. 1.228.713; June 5; v. 23y ; p. llo.

Stith, (leorge W.. Clarksyllle. Okla. Hens nest. No.

1.229.1t{4 ; June 5 ; y. 239 : p. 265
St.iber. Franklin I. Brooklyn, N. \. Tray. No. 1.229.806

;

June 12: v. 239; p. '.SI.

Sto< kard. Thomas R.. Montreal. Quebec. Canada, as-

signor to Imperial Tobacco Company of Canada Llm-

lte<l Label affixing machine. No. 1.231,448; June 26;
y. 239; p. 1154. _ .... v

Sto.k'-urger. Charles W., Allen, Tex. Animal-trap. No.

1 .230..-..35 : June 19; v. 239; p so9.
'

Stof-kdeli. Theodore, et al. (See Maxwell, Dlllard L., as-

Sto.Mzle'n. rharles L.. Erie. Pa. Internal-combustion en-

i-i... No 1 2:<0.5:^« : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 809.

Stoff.l. Emll F.. Pontiac. Ml< h. Governor. .No. r.230.33( ;

June 19; v. 239; p. 743.
No.Stoffel. Henrv. Tiilsa. Okla. Flushing tank.

1.2.30,0.-i3 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 61 o.
. , , ^

Stokes Charles L.. Los Angeles. Cal. Llqulil-feed system.
No. 1.2.30..137; June 19: v. 2.39: p. 809.

Stokes, Charles L.. I>os Angeles. <'al. Liquid feed system.

No. 1.2:t<t..-96: June 19: v. 2.'.9 : p. 8.30.

Stokes Charles L.. Miliong. via Young. .New South ^\ales.

.Vustralla. Vacuum liquid-feeding apparatus and
method therefor. .No. 1.230.832; June 19-; v. 239;
p. 906.

Stolp Samuel S., assignor to The Railroad Supply Com-
pany Chicago. 111. Directional trolley-contactor. No.
1.229,34.-. ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 376.

Stoltz. Oscar H. (See Glasgow. Daniel, assignor.)

Stone. William E., et al.. truster's. (See Sommer, PeteT

W.. assignor.) ^ ^ ^

Storch. Benjamin. (See Eberle and Storch.)
Storck <'laren<c E.. Baltimore. .Md. Dish-washing ma-

chine No. 1.230,61H; June 19; v. 2:'.9 ; p. 837.

Storer, Norman W.. Pittsburgh, and A. J. Hall. Wllkins-

burg. Pa., assignors to Westlnghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturing «'ompnny. System and apparatus for con-

trolling fluid-motors. No. 1.229.543; June 12; v. 239;

Storer Norman W., Pittsburgh, and A. J. Hall, Wllkins-

burg Pa. assignors to Westlnghouse Electric and Man-
ufacturln'g Company. System and apparatus for control-

ling electric motors. No, 1.229,.544 ; June 12; y. 239;

P- •<** ^. . w
Stortz. John IL. Philadelphia. Pa. Display-box.

1.228.714 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 116.

Stout <;eorge W.. Trenton. N. J. Package-tie.

1231. .309: June 26: v. 2.39: p. 1106.

Stow. Audlev H.. Maybeury, W. Va. Means for prevent-

ing explosions In mines. No. 1,228,985; June 5; .
2.39 ; p. 205.

Strack, Henrv C, Owego. N. Y. Sharpening device. No.

1.229.668; "June 12: v. 239; p. 48.".
,. , ,

Strack Herman, assignor to Hansmann Manufacturing
Com'panv. Long Prairie. Minn. Plow-guide. No.
1.230.084 : June 12 ; T. 239 : p. 621. ^

, ^.

Strahm. Frederick. I^awrence. Kans. Car - seal. No.

No.

No.

1 231.216: June 26; y. 239: p. 1077.

.Straight. Halver R.. Adel. Iowa. Sheet - metal
frame. No. 1.231.091; June 26; y. 239: p. 1035.

Strater Theodore G.. West Tlsburj'. assignor to Herman
Strater & Sons. Boston. Mass. Faucet. No. 1.228.846;
June 5: v. 2.39; n. 162. _ ^ ^ .

Stratton John W.. Linn. Kans. Gopher-trap.
1.230.054 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 610.

Strailss. tlustavus E.. New York. N. Y. Bag.
1.228.715; June 5? v. 239; p. 116.

Striikl.r. Oliver P.. and B. C. Lewis. Mason fity.

assignors to Wonder Carburetor Heater Company.
hureter heating device. No. 1.230.619 ; June 19 ; v

p. 8.38.

door-

No.

No.

Iowa,
Car-
239

;

H
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(See Russ ami Stuart.)
, rhlladelphla. Pa. Automatic electric-
No. 1,2*29,807 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p.

assignor to Tubular Wall Company.
KulKling-forms. No. 1,230,055 ; June

(See Ileaslet, James G.. as-

Strjttmatter, William and n. Schlmmel. Weehawken,
^o-io. !:*"-?£ "Hvhanlsm. No. 1,230,235; June 19;
V. *.*>«i , p, 4 lit?.

^%.'»*TCarlsGn Telephone Manufacturing Company.(See Dean. William W., assignor.)
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone .Mfg. Co. (See Manson.Kay u.. a.ssignor.)
Strou.l. n,irol.l !>.. Chi.ago. 111.. asslKnor. by mesne as-sifun,.'nts. to Kellogg Swit< hl.oard & Supply CompanyTelephone-exchange system. No. 1,229.1«!{; June /

V. ^JU , p. Joo.
Stroud. Wflliam. (See Barr and Stroud.)

No"l ->.?««.."•, '',o^'*"'>'..
,,^»"'*'t«^'' Percasalon-fuse.

.'So. 1.229.669: June 12: V. 239: p 48«>
Stuart. Iran.ls I iJnltlmon-, M.l. Apparatua for rals-

i."*^.,"^'.'
""l.'^j^vl'>S "oal. &.. No. 1,230.236; June 19;

^^L*- ^"^^"'^l^
L.. Baltimore. Md. Conveying and load-

J°|^apParatu8. No. 1,231,449; June 26; v 239; p.

Stuart,' Henry J.
. Stuart. Kenneth E

railway system.
632.

Stuhkjare, Joe .\.

IMllings, .Mont.
12: V. 239: p. 610.

8tud«'baker Corporntlon. The
slgnor.

)

Stump Benjaman F., assignor of one-half to H S West-

12??: iS": p.^slr
'*'• '^«^''°"^- NO. 1,229.808; June

^*
Juni. 'isl'v! ^;.;^; ;"j,

''|j^,F«'-rowlnK-b„x. No. 1.2.30,237
;

^'a.S.si'Sor
)^*'" *^'""P^°y- <^^e Sturtevant, Thomas J..

'"'rnd T.°J..'J's's1gnorT?°'-
^^' '^turtevant. Thomas U

Sturtivant. Thomas J.. Welle.slev. Mass.. asslirnor toSturt.vant Mill <\mipany. Screenimr or BeSariftln^
machine. No. 1.229,810 ; June 12 ; v. #39 p 5^ *

Sturt.vant. Th.mias J.. iVelb-slev Mass nMlB^^r t«
Sturtevant Mill Company. Srr^nlnTor"""eS'ra'tlng
ma<hin.-. No. 1.229.811 : June 12; v 239- o 5?^Sturtevant, Th..mas J.. Wei leslev Mass a^si'i^tr t«
Sturtevant Mill Company. Screening or I^SratlnKma. hine. No. 1,229,812 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p Esl^
Vur\T«nJ\'tur.^^- ^^'"*'l!«'J-- Mass.. •n^«sl^or toSturt.-\ant -Mill ( omuany. Screening or separatingma.hine. No. 1.229.813: June 12; v. 239 p 6i4
yfn?f'!['*nJ'iV.'!',"V''-

^^^"»''*>"y- Mass., •assignor toSturt.'vant Mill Company. Screening or separatingma. hln.'. No. 1.229.814 : June 12 ; v. 239 • p 534 *^

Sturtevant. Thomas J.. Welleslev. Mass., "aaslenor toSturt-vant Mill Companv. S.reeninir or seoarafin^machine. No. 1.229,815 ; June 12- v 1.39^ o 7?fi *
Sturtevant. Thomas J.. Welleslev. Mass.. 'aasiraor toSturt.vant Mill C.mpany. S.Teening or seMratlngmachine. No. 1.229.M16: j„ne 12- v 2.39 d ftT^
Sturtevant. Th..nias J.. Well.-slev. Mas.s 'as^lCTor toSturt.vant Mill Company. Screening or TeMratinKmachine. No. 1,229,817 : June 12 ; v 2.39 • o ft^% ^
Sturte^vant, Thomas J., Welle.sley. Mass., '

asslj^oV toSturt.-vant Mill Company. Screening or separatlnitmachine. No. 1.229.818 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 • p tM\
S*!.?*""'- J\'iV,'l'^..-'-

^Vellesley. Mass.. assljmor toSturtevant Mill Company. Jarring m.<-hanlsm forscreening or separating machines. No. 1,229.819 ; June
J. ^ « V. ^oSl , p. 0»>f>.

Sturtevant. Thomas J..' Wellesley. Ma.ss.. assignor toSturtevant Mill Company. Jarrlnp mer-hanism for
screeninjr or separating' ma.hin.s. No. 1.229.S20; June

Sturtevant. Thomas j., Wellesley. Mass., aaaignor to
Nturteyant Mill Company. Jarring mechanism for
screeninK or .s»|pjtr_atiiig Bia.hlnes. No. 1.229.821 ; June

sturtevant Thomas I,.. Qulncy. and T. J. Stqrtevant, Wel-
lesley, Mass., assignors to Sturtevant .Mill Company
Screening or separating machine. .\o. 1,229.809 ; June12 : v. 2.39 : p. .'>.32.

Sub.Ts. I.jiwr.11..- .\.. K.ist ("lev.l.ind. Ohio. Ijimlnat»>«l
.ohpslvf. Intfrwomi.l. bon.l.-.l faMrlc No 1230,338'
June 19: v. 2.39: p. 74,3.

'

Suhni. Arthur J.. Milwaukee. Wi-s. Barrei-washinK ma-
chine. No. 1.231.092: June 26: v. 239; p 1035

Sullivan Machinery Company. (Se.- (Jilman, Georie Hassi.unor. t
* *

Sullivan. William J.. N.w Brookland. S. C. Automatic

239 p
1077"*'""°^"''"'''- -'''"

^ -31,217; June 26? v!

Sumni.rs. Frank K.. Memphis. Mo. Aeroolane No
1.2.30.620: June 19: V. 2.39 p S.3S

•^^'^**P""'*^- '^"•

Sunde^n. Erick <>.. r.sslgnor of one half to J. 11. Braieau

26? v"239^''p*' 10.36
'''"'''" *"""''*'•

*'*'''• ^•231.093
;
Jun.:

Sundh. .August. Ha'-flngs-upon-IIudson.
blocking mech.mism for stripmills
June 26 ; v. 2.39 : p. 982

Sundh. Auffust. Ila<tlnK< upon-Hudson
Ing devl.f. No. 1.2.'V>.942: June 26;

Sundh. .Vueust. Hastings upon-Hu<ls..n

N. Y.
No.

N. Y.
V. 239
N. Y

Automatic
1,230,941 r

light. .No. 1.2.30.943 : Juno 26: v. 2.39: p. 983

lUumlnat-
p. 982.
Portable

Sundh August. Hastings upon-Hudson. .N. Y. BlocklnirmechanlMn for .strip-mills. No. 1.230.944: June 26; x.^ov , p. yso.

^^"hi^^ir.n"'^"*^- "«f'"KV"P""""''^"°- •'*'• ^' Automatic

June2e- "-''"•'39 '"984" "^""'P "'"'''• •'^'<'- 1.230.945;

^"R*/.'^'" J*^*"'
IToducts Compaiiy. The. (Sec Johnson.Marry A., assignor.)

''^"^ooq'*?
?;!'•, •'^'*'%

^'"^K^^-
^' R^-slUent tire. No.

1.229.166; June 5; v. 239; p. 265.
Sutherland Alexander K., New Britain, assignor to Theirumi.uM Klectrl. Manufa.turing <'ompanv. Plalnvllle

""S;, Safety-switch. .No. 1,229.186: June 5; v. 239;

Sutherland. Al.'xander K.. .New Britain, assignor to Therrumi)ul Kle. tPlcAIanufacturing Companv. Plainvllle

239rp '^^^'^'"K^^^Hi^ *'^"- l-'iO.C'O; June 12; v!

Sutton. Cllbert. Neodesha Kans. Thread protector forwe l-caslngs. No. 1,231,450; June 26; v. 239; p 1154
Suzuki, /.nshlro. L..s Anu."l.»<, TaJ. Sho.- fastenlnjj No'

1.230.5.5.S; June lU; v. 2.39: p. «10.
*^

Hven.lf..n. <'hrKrl:»n W.. Matawan. N. J. Hol.ler for tiles
No. 1.2.30.442: June 19; v. 239; p. 777.

Swain. William H.. Nashville. Tenn. Carbureter No
1.2.to.ri21

: June 19: v. 2.39: p. H:iH
' ' '

Swallow. Stuart H. as^^ignor to W. 11. Coe Manufactur-
ing (ompany I'rovl.len.-.-. R. I. Metalllc-ieaf-applvInK
device. No. 1,231.094 : June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 10.36 "

Swanson. Olof, Dt-nver. Colo. Lubricator No 1 2*>9 S99 •

June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 537.
'
^"^-"''''^'^ •

Swartr. William J., and E. II. Waugh. assign.-rs to Auto-matic (an.ly .Machine Company. Seattle, Wash Coat-
Ing machine. .No. 1.229,671 ; June 12 : v. 2.39 • p 487

Sweet. Howard .M.. Detroit. Mich., assignor bv me.;ne 'as-signments, to A. T. Harrow Tractor Company. Power-
plow. No. 1.23(1.3.39 ; June 19 : v. 2.39 : p 74.3

'

.Sweet, Howard .M.. Ivtroit, .Mich.. assi>:nor. by mesne as-signments, to A. T. Harrow Tractor Tompanv, Tractor
No. 1.2.3t».340: Jun.- 19; v. 2.39; p. 744

^ratior.

^*/S^„l'^'*'?*' ' • Boston. Mass. Portl*re-holder. No
1,229.6.2: June 12: v. 239; p. 487.

Swens..n. Carl <;.. assitrnor to The Dakes Companv In-
dianapolis. In.I Oil tiKht l>earing. No 1 23l '^18 •

June 26: v. 239; p. 1077.
i.-ai..i«.

Swol>oda. A1..U p.. N.w York. N. Y. Projectile No
1.231.451 : June 26: v. 239: t>. ll,%r,

'' '

Sword, Ora M.. St. Maries. Idaho. Clothes hanger .No
1.231.452: Jun.- 26: v. 2.!9 : p. ll.V..

Sydenham. Claude S.. Kilmarnock. Scotland. Ignition ao-
paratus of gas-engines. No. 1,22»,823; Jane 12; v.
^oH \ p. O*>o.

Szubskl. An.lr/.-J 11. rieveland. Ohio. Safety hat retainer
No. 1.231.219: June 26; v. 239: p. 1077

" '»'"•"'.

T. Geo. .^tlles Company. The. (.Sve Stiles, Th.)ma« G
assignor.)

TaftP.-lrce Manufacturing Companv, The. (See MarteJ
Albert A., assignor.) (K»-issue.

)"

Talnl, John. (.See I'ortesl an.l Talnl.)
Tait, Harry T., SprlnKtield. Mass.. a.sslgnor t.) Manning

Manufa<turing ( ompany. Rutland. Vt. Can straighten-
ing ma.hln.-. No. 1.231.45.3; June 26; v. 2.".9

: p 1155
Takabashl. l,U*nJaniln M.. Harlowton. Mont. Indicator

for motor-vehicles. No. 1.229,167 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 • o
266.

*^'

Tallyn, Arthur H..,J!enson. 111. Snow plow. No. 1 230 622 •

June 19; v. 239: p. 8.39.
...

Tannaka. .Naho, New York, N. Y. Telephone transmitter
No. 1.2.31.095 : June 26: v. 2.39 : p. Iu37.

Tanzi. (;ui<l.>. assignor to V. A. Tanzl & Son>; <^o.. New
York. .\. Y. IMe construction. No. 1.228,495; June 5-
V. 2.3!» ; p. 4 1

.

Tanzl & Sons Co., V. A. (S.-e Tanzl. (;uido. assignor.)
Taranto. J..bn. Walthani. Mass. Buffer for loom pickers

No. 1.231.(.96: June 26: v. 2.39: p. 1(»37.
Taras. .Mlk.>laJ, 3^>l.-.|o. n^sii;n.)r of one-half to J Bar-

tuzel. Youn^stown. Ohio. Rail Joint. No 1228 716-
June 5; v. 239: p. 116.

'
*''-"••*"•

Tarbox. John P. Buffalo. ,V. Y.. assignor to Taib.iT .^nfetv
Aircraft <'.>nipany. Aircraft. No. 1,230 4 43 • Jufle l'»-
V. 2.39 : p. 77<.

Tarbox Safety Aircraft Company. (See Tiirt)ox' John P
assignor.) ''

Tata. Ratan. (See Bhlsev, Shanker A., a.s.slgnor )
Tataryn. Petro. Chester. I'a. Farm fence. No. 1228 '1

June 5: v. 2.39; p. 117.
».^-.o.«

Tate, Aifri-d O.. Montr.-al. Quebec. Canada, assignor to
Tat.- Electrolytic Wat.rpro..flng C.>mpanv. In.orpo-
rate.1. New York, N. Y. .Machine for waterprooflnif
flbrou.s mat»ri.Tls. No. 1,228.986; June 5; v. 239; p

Tate. Alfred O., Montreal. Quebec. Canada, as.slgnor to
Tat.' Kl.>.tn.lytl.- Wat.rprooflng Couipanv. fn.oriK)-
rat.Hl, New York. N., Y. Wat.rproofirfJ; tll.rous mate-
rials. No. 1.22S.987: June 5: v. 2.39; p. •2nr,

Tate, Alfrt-*] O.. Monfr.-al, Qu.-bec. Cana.la. a.s.-ilsmor toTate hl.-< fr.>lytli- Wat.rproortnjr Company. Incorpo-
rate.!. N.w Y..rk. N. Y. Ma. hin.- f..r waterpn)ofliiii
fibrous materials. No. 1.228.9.S8; Jun»- 5; v 239- p

1.717 :

J. Smith. Seneca, Mo. Anlmal-
Xo. 1,231.097 ; June 26; v. 239;

Tate, John R., and N.
shoer.'in.ivlng device,
p. H»37.

Taylor. .M'-xjind.r. Dun.-.lin, New Zealand. Hat-fastener.
No. 1,231,454 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; n. 1156.

Tavlor. Harvt-v B., Phila.li-lphia, Pa. Pumping system.
.No. 1.231, 3lft: June 26; v. 239; p. ll'ti;.

Tavlor, Isaa<- F.. Ea^t Huhvl.h. assignor of one-half to
ft. Pick. London. England. .\.-rial apparatus for de-

fense against hostile alri raft and for other purposes.
.No. 1.2.3n.sSl ; June 26; v. 2.39 : p. 962.

Taylor. William E., I-Iast Orange, N. J., assignor to
American Can Company, .N.-w York, N. Y. Can-label-
ing. .N.,. 1.229.187; June 5: v. 239; p. 273.

Te.-d. Charl.-s W.. Sldn«-y Tetn.-r. assignor of one-half to
J \. Holl.-v. Walton. N. Y. Surgi.al adhesive strip.

N.). 1.230,444 : June 19: v. 239: p. 777.
Te.-d, rhari.'s W.. Si.ln.-v C.-nt.-r, and J. .V. ll.)lley, Walton,

N. Y. Surgi.al adhesive strip. No. 1.230,44.") ; June 19 ;

v. 239 : p. 77s.
Te«-1, John F., assignor to L. G. FIxen, Los Angeles, Cal.

.\uxiliarv air and steam Inlet valve for internal-com-
enKlnes, .No. 1.231,311; June 26; v. 239;

(See Babcock, Garrison, as-

bustlon
p. 1107.

T.-l«< hronometer Company,
sign.>r.)

Tem.-o-Electric Motor Company, The. (See Edwards,
ollv.-r P., assignor.)

Tempi. num. Frank. <^"hica>:.>. 111. Fountain-brush. No.
1.22H.847; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 162.

Templeton. Allen A. (See Philp. Frederick U.. assignor.)
T.-mplct.tn. William (J., i'olora.lo Springs. Colo. Dis-

pensing bin. No. 1,230,238: June 19; v. 239; p. 710.
Terry Steam Turbine Company, The. (See London and

Allen, assignors.)
S. Phillips, P.ro.iklvn. N. Y.
1.230.(.23; June 19; v. 239;

Hog fee<l.-r. .No. 1,230,624;

Teven. L<uiis. assignor to E.
Sanitary garbage-can. No.
p. S.3!».

Tevls, Jesse J., Ford. Ky.
June 19 : V. 239 ; p. 8311.

Tewelow. Bernard and S., Baltimore, Md. Cutter for re-

moving hairs from .avltles. No. 1.229.824; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. .538.

T.-welow. Solomon. (.See Tewclow. Bernard and S.)

Thaver Walt.-r E.. Bro.ilvu, N. Y. Electrome( hanlcal toy.
p. 840.
(See Kllno, Gustav. as-

Nl). 1.2.30,«;2r. : June irt : v. 239

206.
Tate Ele<-trolytic Wnterprooflng Companv

Alfr«-d (•.. a-<slgn(>r.>
(.See Tate.

Theodor Kundtz Company, The.
slgnor.)

Thirl wall. V.-ruon S., .\ncon. assignor of one half toB. S.

number. Panama, ("anal Z.>n.-. .V.IJustable mattress.
No. 1.230,446 ; June 11* ; v. 239 ; p. 778.

Thole. Joseph J., Ijingford. S. D. Exhibitor. No.
1.231.455 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 11.56.

Th.»m. Peter R.. assignor to Valley Iron Works Company,
Appleton. Wis. Beating-engine. No. 1,229,546 ; June
12 ; v. 2.39.; p. 445.

Thomas Jk Betts Company. (See McMurtrle, .\dnah, as-

signor.)
Th.unas, Gorge B., assignor to The Bryant Electric

C.nipanv, Brl.lgep.)rt. C.mn. Luminous p.-ndant. No.
I23(t.62"6: Jun.- 19: v. 239; p. S4.».

Thomas. George B.. assignor to Th.- Bryant Electric Com-
iwinv Bridgeport, «'oun. El.-, trl. lamp socket. No.
1.231.4r.6 : .Tune 26 ; v. 239 : p. 11.'.6.

Tboin«>. .'b.-il R., Rossie, Iowa. Truck. No. 1,230,341;
.Inn.- 19 : v. 2.39 : p. 74.'..

Tb..mas potter. Sons & Co. (See Wear. Joseph W., as-

signor.)
Th..nias. R.-lnhoI(U Brooklyn, N. Y. l»honograph. No.

1 229.346; June 12; v. 239; p. 377.
Th.inias, Vl< tor W., assignor to C. L. I'eyton, Chicago, 111.

Cinematograph. No. 1,229.673; June 12; v. 239; p.

Th..iMpson. .MI'.rt W.. Fltchburg. and E. W. Comfort,
WInrli.ster. assignors to Tb.- «;. M. Parks Company.
Flt.hlMir..;. M.->-s. Humidity controlling apparatus. No.
1.22s 71S: Jun.- 5: v. 2.39: p. 117.

Th.inips.iu, I'.ovd S.. Grand Rapids. Ml.h. S.juare gage.

N... 1.2:(o.(;2t : Jnn.- H» : v. 239; p. 840.

Th.>inpson. bacl.l o.. ct ni. (See Lendner, Augustus R.,

assignor.

)

Thompson. Eug.-ne W., New jA)n<\on. Conn. Gun-silencer
. and r<.coll-r.Hlucer. No. 1.229,675; June 12; v. 239; p.
488

Thomps.tn. Frank B. (S.-e Watson. Harry E.. assignor.)
Th.'iuf.son. c.iirg.-. assignor io The .\utocall Company,

Sb.-M.v. Ohio. Portalil.' switchboard. No. 1,230,946;
Juni- 26 : V. 239 ; ti. 9K4.

Thompson. Victor. Vancouver. British Columbia, Canada.
T.lepb.'iiP .nil registering devi.e. No. 1,229,347; June
12 : v. 2.39 : p. 377.

Thompson. Vl.tor. Vamouver. BrlUsh Columbia, Canada.
T.lephone .-all registering device. .No. 1,229,348; June
12 : V. 239 : p. ,377.

Thompson. William. l».tridt. Mich., nsslgnor to Morgan &
Wright. Tire bull.U-r's tool. Nv 1.230,947; June 26;
V 2.:9: p 9'»4

Tbf.nipson. WlUlam I.. Ston.-hnm. assignor of one-fourth
to . M. Lux. one fourth to W. J. Lnx. and one-fourth
to P ' Higglns. Wobtirn. Mass. Treelng-lron. No.
1.231.457 : June 26 : v. 239 : n. 1156

Thomson. M.Leo.l. Atlantic Cltv. N. J., assignor to The
Rail Joint Company. New York. .N. Y. Rail Joint sup-
port and fastening. No. 1,229,674 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p.

488.

The. (See .\lden and

, iignor. by mesne as-
.-vester Corporation.

Thomson Spot Welder Company. (See Lachman, Lau-
ren<-e S.. assignor.)

Thorkildsen, Thomas. (See Stewart and McKenna, as-

signors.)
Thornberg, Royden, San Francisco, Cal. Electric dlsln-

fector and deodorizer. No. 1,230,342 : June 19 : v. 239 ;

p. 74."..

Thornton. John E., Rochester, N. Y.. assignor to J. O.
O'Brien. Manchester, England. Film for motion pic-

tures. No. 1,229,546 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 445.
Thorp, August, Saum. assignor of one-third to O. L. Llnd-

quist, Kelliher. Miao. Folding cot and stretcher. No.
1.231.220 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p. lo7S.

'

TUuni, .Martin, .issignor to Laiigslow Fowler Comjiany,
Rochester, .N. Y'. Table attachni.nt for furniture. No.
1,228,618; June 5; v. 239; p. 83.

Thurston. H.-rnian P... Crafton. Pa. Low water alarm.
So. 1.231.458; June 26; v. 239: p. 1156.

Tlce, Francis D., Nlantic, Conn. Pump. No. 1,229,676;
June 12; v. 239; p. 489.

Tide Water Oil Company. (See Norman, Charles R.. as-

signor.)
TIemaun, Harry D., Madison. Wis. Dry-kllu for drying

lumber an.l ether molsture-b.-arlng substances. No.
1.228.989; June 5; v. 239; ji. 207.

Tilgner, Arthur C, Northvllle, S. I», Traction and tire-

protecting tievlce for automobil.-s. No. .1,228.619;
.lune 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 88.

Tlmberlake, I'aul J., Jackson, Mich. Stand for lamps and
other articles. No. 1,229,349 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 378.

Tiink.n iK-troit .Axle Company, The. (See .\lden, Her-
bert W., assignor.)

Tlmken-Di^troit Axle Company,
Weaver, assignors. )-

Tlnsman, Samuel IL, Morris 111.

slgnments, to luternati.mal
St.-ering me. hanism for tiling.- implements. No.
1,230.539; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 8I0.

Titus. Walter B.. and J. Pa.shlnsky. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Self-adjusting shaft-bearing. No. 1,230,628; June 19;
V. 239; p. 841.

Tobin, John J., Sayre, and F. J. Gallagher, Wllkes-Barre.
Pa. Spiral propeller for ships. No. 1,229,350; June
12 ; T. 239 ; p. 378.

Todd, (Jeorge W., Omaha. Nebr. Dental bridge. No.
1.228.620 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 84.

Toedter, Benjamin .V, Pueblo, Colo. Humidiner for gaso-
lene-engines. No. 1.231.312; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1107.

Toelcke, Charl.-s, assignor of one half to H. Magnus, Chi-
cago. III. Receptacle Tor containing and dispensing
8«'mi8oiid condiments. No. 1.231,098 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ;

p. 1037. „
Toledo Scale Company. (See Hapgood, Clarence H., as-

signor.)
Tom Thumb Tractor Company. (See Nelson, De Witt,

assignor.)
Tomberlln, Baker M.. Santa Rosa. Cal. Collapsible crate

and lock. No. 1,229.677: June 12; v. 2.39; p. 490.

Tomberlln. Bak.-r M., Santa Rosa. Cal. Collapsible crate.

No. 1.231.459 : June 26 : v. 2.39 ; p. 1 157.
TomlHTlln. Baker M.. Santa Rosa. Cal. roilapslbie crate

and lock. No. 1,231,460; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1157.

Tomcheck. John J.. Two Rivers. Wis. Floor-Jack. No.

1.231.461 : June 26 ; v. 2.39 : p. 1158.
Tomllnson. Charles H., Mansfl.-l.l. Ohio, assignor to The

Tomllnson Coupler Company. IN-nver. Colo. Electro-

pneumatic triple-valve mechanism for coupling systems.

No. 1,228,719; June 5; v. 239; n. 117.

T.milinson Coupler Company. The. (See Tomllnson,
Charl.-s IL. assignor.)

Tomllnson. William E.. Canton, Ohio. Cake pan. No.
1.229.H25 : June 12 : V. 2.39 ; p. 538.

Tommasl. Nobile C, assignor to El.ktrlzltiitswerk Lonza,

Gampel and Basel. Switzerlan.l. Apparatus for the

manufacture of crude calcium cj-aaamid. No. 1,230,343 ;

June 19 : v. 239 : p. 745.
Tontrup. George IL. et al. (See Schechter, Bernard,

assignor.*
Torsion Balance Company, The. (See Munzner, Max, as-

signor.) i

Townlev, Arthur IL, Manchest«'r. England. Device for
cleaning shafting. No. 1,230,629; Juhe 19; v. 239; p.

841.
Townsend. Harrv E., assignor to Anchor Cap k Closure

Corporation. Brooklyn. N. Y. Closure. N6. 1,231,099;
June 26: v. 239 : p. 1038.

Transportation Utilities Company. (See McNally, Leo
F., assignor.)

Traut, Ezra IL, assignor of forty five one-hundr<-dths to

L. Overturf. Franklin.^ Pa. RaU-tie fastener. No.

Revolving chair.
1,230,630; June 19: v. 2.35» ; p. K41.

Travers Charles J.. Mllwauke«-. Wis.
No. 1,230.239; June 19; v. 239: p. 711.

Trefz, Julius J., assignor to The .VngloAmerlcan Mill
Co.. Owensboro. Kv. Scalper for self-contained flour-

mills. No. 1.229.169; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 267.
Triangle Ventilation Corporation. (See Kirk, Jason E.,

assignor.)
Trinks. Willlbald. assignor, by mesne assignments, to

National Brush Washing Machine Company. Pittsburgh.
Pa. Oar or worm wheel. No. 1.230,631; June 19;
v. 2.39: p. 841.

Troje. Oscar R.. Enslev. Ala. Toy projectile. No.
1.229,170; June 5; v. ^39; p. 267.
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Trosdahl. Knut, Christlanla, Norway. Electric-current
Interrupt-r No. 1.2.'{1.221 : Jun.. 26: v. 239: p. 1078.

^'?'!Ht^k iJ.^/"*"^""''-
I^rooklyn. N. Y. Razor-strupper. No.

1.229.826 : .June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 538
'^'?'i5«*;.

Hertha. Rosemont. Pa. Hatbinc - shoe. No.
1.228.720; June 5; v. 239; p. 118.

Troy Carria)?.' Sun Shade Companv. The. (See Dllllnjr-
ham. F'r»'derl(k .\.. a.s.slKDor.

Troy Wajfon Works Company. (See Hudson. Warren R.,
as.slgnor.)

Trumbull Electric Manufacturing Ct.mpanv, The. (See
.Ahlstrom, Car] A., assignor.)

TrumNull Electric .Manufn<tnrlnK Companv, The (See
Sutherland. Alexander K.. assijoior.)

Trunk. Charles and (J.. Dundee. Or^g. Nut scouring and
polishing machine. No. 1.2.'{1.10t» ; June 26- v 239-
p. lO.-iS.

Trunk, (ieorge. (See Trunk. Charles and G.)
Trussed Concrete Steel Company. (See Kane. Thomas H.

assignor.)
Tschcrnlng. Henry, assignor to Arcade Manufacturing
Company, Frc»-p<jrt, III. Mold-support. No. 1,229,678 :

June 12; v. 2'M : p. 490.
T.schoumakofT. Simon. Petrograd, Russia. Artlflclal leather.

No. 1.228.848: Jun^ 5; v. 239; p. 162
Tuhular Wall Company. (See Stubkjare, Joe A., as-

signor.)
Tucker, Wdlter C. (See Steele, Robert J., assignor.)
Tu(ior. RolK'rt H.. assignor of one-fourth to J. W. Hub-

Nard and one-fourth to W. N. Baker. Atlanta, Qa.
.Nose-clamp for eyeglasses. No. 1,228.721; June 5; v.
239 ; p. 118.

Tuepker, August F. (.'iee Uoodln. Sebastian L.. assignor.)
Turhayne, William A.. Niagara Falls, N. Y., assignor, bv

mesne asslgnnicnt.s. to l? S. Light & Heat Corporation.
Niagara Falls. N. Y. System of dci-trlcal regulation.
No. 1.228.849: June .'

; v. 239: p. 1«!2.
Turnbull. Henry A.. Surrey Hills, Victoria, Australia

Water-tube holler. No. 1,229.171; June 5; v. 2.39-
p. 268.

Turner. Giles M., St. Charles. 111. Sheet-metal seating.
No. 1.2.'?0,94S ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 985

Turner, Walter V., Edgewood, assignor to The Westing-
house Air HrakH Company, Wilmcrding, Pa. Pi.ston-
rotator. No. 1.228.496: June .'>

: v. 2.^9; p. 41.
Turner.- Walter V., Edgvwood, assignor to The Westing-

house Air IJrake Company. Wilm.r.llng. Pa. Straight
air t-mergency brake. No. 1.228.498; June Tt • v 2.39-
p. 42.

Turner. Walter V., Edgewood, assignor to The Westing
house Air Hrake Company, Wilnit-rding. Pa. Engineer's
brake valve device. No. 1.228.499: June .-. ; v 239-
p. (42.

Turner, -Walter V., Edgewood. assignor to The Westing-
house Air Brake Company. Wllmerding. Pa. Engineer's
brake-valve. No. 1.228.500; June ', v 2.39- p 4-{

Turner, Walter V.. Wilklnsl.urg. assignor to The 'Westlns-
house Air Brake Company. Wilmerding, Pa. Vacuuni-
brake device. No. 1.230.950; June 26; v. 239- d 985

Turner. Walter V W^Ikinsburg. a.sslgnor to The Westing-
house Air Brake -Company, Wilmerding, Pa. Fluid-
pressure brake. No. 1.230.951 : June 26 • v 239 • p 986

Turner. Walter V.. Wllklnsburg. assignor to The West"ing-
hou.se Air Brake Company. Wilmerding. Pa. Fluid-
pressure brake device. No. 1.230.952; June 26; v. 2.39;

Turner. Walter V.. Wllklnsburg. assignor to The Westing-
house Air Brake Company. Wilmerding. Pa. Release-
valve for vacuum brakes. No. 1,2.30,953; June 26; v.

Turner, Walter V.. and P. H. Donovan. Edgewoo<l as-
signors to The Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
Wilmerding, Pa. Automatic electric brake No
1.228.497: June .'i : v. 239 : p. 42

Turner. Walter V.. Edgewood. Pa., and E. H. Dewson. New
^ ^ork, N. 1.. assignors to The Westinghouse Air Brake

i o?J?^^-X' V""'*:[i""^- „^S-
Variable load brake. No.

1.230,949 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 985
T"t.tl*., Orley C.. Old Forge, f Y. Snow-shoe harness.

No. 1^30.44< ; June 19; v. 239: p. 778
Tuttle. Walter I., Provbience, R. I. Wheel-pulling device

No. 1,230,448 ; June 19 ; v, 239 ; p. 779.
*'"'""^ ueMte.

Tutwiler, James H., .\tlanta. Oa. Coal-unloading device
No. 1.231,462; June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1158

"'"*"«••

Twe<ldell, Oscar (J., Detroit, .Mich. Door - hinire No
1.231.313; June 26; v. 239; p. 1108.

Tweeddale Daniel E.. assignor of one-half to L. W San-
ford. Manteca. Cai. Sanitary can-perforator No
1.230.344 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. Y45

"^aior. .-no.

Tweedie. Charles, Jefferson City, Mo. Making shoes No
1.230.954 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 987. " "

Twite. Lars M.. Colfax. Wash. Hose-reel. No 1 228 501
June 5: v. 239; p. 43.

Tygard. James W.. Plalnfleld. N. J. Internal-corabustion
engine. No. 1.229,172: June 5: v. 2.39; p. 268

Tyler. George S.. Baltimore. Md.. assignor of forty-nine
one-hundredths to C. U. Welfel. Baltimore, Md Saw
leveling and stretching machine. No. 1.228.990 ; June

Tyler. George W., Boston. Mass. Automatic applying and
sealing device. No. 1.230.240 ; June 19 ; v. 239 p 711

Tylor. Charles W.. executor. (See Esty. William.)'
r. S. Indestructible Tie Manufacturing Company (See

Shearer. Frwlerlck C, assignor.)

r. 8. Light ft Heat Corporation. (See Turbavne. William
A., assignor.)

'^'I'ooioo/^i
Sheinel.l, Pa. Measuring apparatu.«s. No.

l.J2K.5)91 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 207
Chi. Clement R.. Toledo. Ohio. Caster holding means for

furniture legs. No. 1.229.547 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 445
i".'v.cJ.o'",^- ^''^'^ry. Kans. Hoeing-machine. No.
1.JJ8.992: June 5: v. 239: p. 208.

rnderwoo<! Computing Ma< hine Companv. (See CarlinSamuel E.. assignor.)
Uiiderwood Computing Machine Company. (See Hart

r re«lerick A., a.ssignor.)
Inderwood Typewriter Company. (See Barnard. Walter

V... assignor.)
Inderw.MHl Typewriter Company. (See Kurowski

Alfred <.. F.. assignor.)
rnderwo<Mj Typewriter Company. (See Rhea. Richard

( .. assignor.)
Underwoo,! Typewriter Company. (See Roberts. Lvman

R.. assignor.)
Underwood Typewriter Company. (See Wernery, lister

A., assignor.)
j'nion f;arbide Company. (.See Hibl>ert. Harold, assignor.)
I nion tity Bwly Company. (See Adelsperger. Charles Cassignor.)
Cnlon Fibre Company. (See Brown. Alfred G.. assignor.)
I nl«.n <;as Engine Company. (See Page, StanleT H

assignor.)
Cnlon Special Machine Company. (See Berger Jo«ienh

•Ir.. assignor.) '
• > •

Cnfon Sp«Mial Machine Company. (See iioffatt. James
R.. assignor.)

Cnlon .Switch h Signal Company. The. (See Coleman
.lohn P., assignor.)

Inion Switch & Signal Company, The. (See Wallace
Herbert A., assignor.)

Tnite.l Ciuarette .Machine Co. (See Briggs. William Cassignor.) *

Inlted Engineering & Foundry Company. (See Gardner.
Kirtland C. assignor.)

rnlt»Kl •;as Improvement Tompanv, The. (See EvansOwen B.. assignor.)
Cnited Printing .Machinery Company. (See T'pham. Burt

1 , assignor.)
United Shoe Machinery Companv. (See Cavanagh. James

assignor.)
United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Cushing. James

H., a.ssignor.)
United Sh.M- Machinery Company. (See Eaton, Harrison

I!., assignor.) •

United Shoe Machinery Company. (See Glass. Perley
R.. assignor.)

United Sh<.e .Marhinery Company. (See Hers. John J.,
assignor.)

United Sh.H- Machinery Company. (See Macleo<l. Albert
A., assignor.)

United Shew Ma<-hinery Company. (Se<> I'renrel, Adam
H., assignor.)

United Shoe Machinery Companv. (See RuraneT Fred A
assignor.)

''

United Sho«. Machinery Companv. (See Shaw Walter.
as.^ignor.

)

United States Ordnance Company. (See Asbnry, Dorsev
t .. assignor.) . "

United States Tire Company, The, et al. (See Wagen-
^
horst. James H., assignor.)

Universal Caster &. Foundry Companv. (See Diss, Albert
B.. assignor.)

Universal Coin I.k>< k Company. (See Boswell. Georze
<.. F.. assignor.)

Universal Electric Welding Company. (See I.«chman,
Maurice, assignor.)

Universal Steel Cabinet Company. (See Hatfield. John
as.slgucir.

)

Upchurch. Horace C. SteelvlUe. and T. H. Houston.
Salem. Mo. Post driver. No. 1.230.032; June 19- v.
239 ; p. 842.

Upham. Burt F., assignor to Unite.l Printing MachineryCompany, Boston, Mass. Sheet printinit press. No
1.23f.4«ri; June 26; v. 2.39; p. U.lg

Upson. Wilbur S.. Mansfield. Ohio. Wrench No
1.22S.8.'iO: June 5; v. 2.39: p. 163.

Upton. Ray P. (See Jones and T'pton.)
Url>ach. (;ustave A., Pittsburgh. Pa. Spraving-machine

No. 1.231.222 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; n. 107^. " ^ ™"' n'°'"-

Urchnlak. Rudolph. West Allls. Wis. Envelop opener
No. 1.229.679; June 12: v. 239; p. 491.

Urmson. (Jeorge W.. a.sslgnor to G. M. Albert.s. Jersey
Citv. .\. J. Folding partition. No. 1.2.30,345 ; June 19 ;

V. 239 : p. 74«
Utilitv .Manufacturing Company. (See Iloel and Shew

assignors.)
Utility Shock Absorber Companv. (See Miller. William

S.. assignor.)
Utnik, Jack T.. et al. (See Powers. Charles C. assignor.)vacuum Sp«H'ialty Manufacturing Company. (See Duffle
John T.. assignor.)

'

Vadner, Charles S., Butte, Mont. Recovery of metals
from ores and the like. No. 1,231.101 ; June 26

;

Valerius. Theoiiore L.. Fort Atkin.son. Wis., assignor to
Creamery Package Manufacturing Company. Chicago
III. .Apparatus for washing containers. No.* 1 228 851 •

June 5 : v. 239 : p. 163.
*
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Valerius. Theodore L.. and O. Larsen. Fort Atkinson,
\V1>., assignors to Creamery Package Manufacturing
Companv. Ice-cream freezer. No. 1.230,340; June 19;
V. 239 : p. 746.

Valley Iron Works Company. (.See Thorn. Peter R., as-

signor.)
Valois. Felix E. (See Hamel and Valois.)

Van Alstyne, (George W., Los Angeles. Cul. Floor-waxer.
No. 1.228.(;21 : June 5; v. 239; p. 84.

Van Dcrbeck. Stephen (J.. Hackensack. N. J., and H. B.

Murdo. k. assignors to Duplex Lock Co., Inc.. New
York. N. Y. Kle<trical lo.king device No. 1,230.449;
June 19 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 779.

Van Deventer. Harry R.. Sumter. S. (".. assignor to Spllt-

dorf Electrical Company. .Newark, N. J. Ignition sys-

tem. -NO. 1.229..351 : June 12: v. 2.39: p. 378.
Van Dorn Electric Tool <'ompany. The. (See Schneider,

Franklin, assignor.)
Van Norman. Charles E.. assignor, by mesne assignments,

to Van .Norman Ma< bine Too) CompRuy, Springfleld,

Mass. Milling-machine. No. 1.229,.352 ; June 12; v.

239 ; p. .379.

Van Noruuiu Machine Tool Company. (See Van Norman,
Charle.; E.. assignor.)

Van Sunt. Thomas ti.. Poplar Bluff, and V. H. Van Sant.
St. Louis, Mo. Gearing. .No. 1.229.548; June 12;
V. 2.39 : p. 445.

Van Sant. Victor II. (See Van Sant. Thomas G. and

Van Swaav. Gerardus J.. Delft, and H. I. Reus. Hengelo,
Netherlands. Maximum cut-out. No. 1,23U,9.'*5 ; June
26 ; V. 2.39 : p. 9X8.

Van.e. William W.. Chb-ago. 111. Rotary valve for en-

gines. No. 1.22K..")02: June T, ; v. 2.39: p. 44.

Vancll. Isaac A., ami W. F. Fulkerson. San Diego, Cal.

.Vpparatus for automatically controlling stereopticons.

.N... l,2;{o,347 : June 19: v. 239; p. 746.
Vanderveer, Jean J.. Brattlel.oro. Vt. Co:idimcnt-holder.

.Ni». 1,229.680 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 491.
Vniidv, Max 4t., Chicago, HI. Electrical automatic con-

trol me.hanism. No. 1,22S.993 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 208.
and

239 ; p.
system

Device
V. 239 :

and W.

of ex-
p. 164.
Garth

No. 1.230.9.')6

Varlev, Richard. Englewood. N. J. Ignition
apparatus. No. 1.23O,.'V40; June 19: v. 239; p. «

Varlev. Richard. Englewood. N. J. Ignition system
1.2So..%41 ; June 19: v. 239: p. 811.

Varley. Thomas W., New York. N. Y. Control of

nating < urn-nt motors. No. 1,228.8.')2 ; June
239 : p. 164.

Varlev. Thomas W.. New York. N. Y.
pan"de,l metal. No. 1.228,8.13: June r,

Vaugean. Alexan<lre. A. de Ijivandeyra.
waite, Paris. France. Microphone.
J line 26 : v. 2.39 ; p. J>88.

Venning. Frank J.. Cincinnati. Ohio. Track grinding ma
chine. No. 1.231,102 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1039.

Ver»>eck. Katherine J. (See Verbeck. William, assignor.)
Verix'ck. William, assignor to K. J. Verbeck. Manlius.

N. Y. Photographic apparatus. No. 1.228.722; June
5 : v. 239 : p. 118.

Vercler. Raymond D.. Los Angeles
vice. No". 1.229.827; June 12: v

Viitor Electric Corporation. (See
signor.)

Vbtor Talking Machine Company
dridge R.. assignor.)

Victor Talking Machine Company.
H.. assignor.)

Vidal. Raymond. Paris. France. Emulsillable liquid or
solid soiutbui and making it. No. 1.229.681; June 12;
v. 2.39 : p. 491.

Viero Company. Inc. (See VIertels. Ephralm. assignor,)
VIertels. Ephralm. assignor to Vlero Company, Inc., New

York, N. Y. Tip fastener for shoe-laces. No. 1,231.103;
June 26: v. 2.39; p. 10.39.

Vln<-ent, Jesse «;.. assignor to Packard Motor Car Com-
pany. Detroit. Mi(h. Motor vehicle. No. 1,229,682;
June 12: v. 2.39; p. 491.

Vliirent. Jesse <}.. assignor to Packard Motor Car Com-
pany, Detroit. Mich. Motor-vehicle. No. 1.230.450;
.lone 19 : y. 2.39 : p. 780.

Vinzent. Theoiiore R.. and C. E. Warren, .\lameda. Cal.

Card selecting device. No. 1.228.8.'»4 ; June .'. ; v. 239;
p. 164.
Mlicka, John, and .\. F. Young, assignors to Eureka Car-

Cal. Gold testing de-
. 239 : p. 5.39.

Wantz, Julius B., as-

(See Johnson. Ei-

(See Murray, Henry

Milan,
No.

Italy. Preparation
1,229.684; June i:

of a
'; V.

phos-
239;

W. Beach,
1,229,551 ;

Volpato. Vlttorlo.
pbat«' fertilizer

p. 492.
Volz, Christian, et al. (See Allinger. Frank A., assignor.)

Vom Eigen. Benno. Newark. N. J., assignor to August
<;oertz & Co. Savings-bank or coin-repository. No.
1,229.S29: June 12: v. 2.39; p. 5.39.

Von Culin. Clayton, New York. N. Y.. and G.
Savbrook, Conn. Dirigible headlight. No.

^ Juiie 12; v. 2.39; p. 44..
Von Holle. Henry. (S<>e Stichtenoth. (ieorge J., assignor.)
Von Madaler. Ferdinand. New York. .N. Y., assignor to
The Rotary Photographic Co. Ltd.. West Drayton, Eng-
land. Cinematograph and gramophone nmchine. No.
1.230.r,33; June 19; v. 239; p. 842.

Von Pein. Edward J., assignor to The National Cash
ReglsH-r Company, Dayton. Ohio.
for cash registers. No. 1,230.241
p. 711.

" " Cincinnati. Ohio
19 ; v. 239 ; p. 712.
(See von der Lin. Valentine and

, .New York, and S. J. Von der Lin.
Furniture-tread. No. l,229,-830; June

r>40.

Von Unruh. Henrv W.
No. 1.230,242 : .fune

Von d)>r Lin. Simon J.
S. J.)

Von der Liu, Valentine,
Brooklyn. .N. Y.
12 : v. 239 : p.

Printing mechanism
Tune 19; v. 239;

Sheet -holder.

Von der
iiiture

Lin. Valentine and S. J.. New York. .N.

tread. No. 1,229.830 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 :

Washing machine;
492.

Davenport. Iowa. <iearing for washlng-
1.229.687 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 493.

buretter Co.. Charlevoix,
1.229.683 ; June 12 : v. 2.39

Voelz. Louis J.. Kenosha. Wis.

Mich
p. 491

1.2^1,223; June 26; v. 239; p. 1078.
ir 1?'

Carbureter.

Davenport -be<l.

No.

No.

(Jermanv.
No. 1,228

Voss. William IL. Davenport, Iowa
•No. 1.229.686; June 12: v. 239; p.

Voss. William II. "

machines. .NO
Voss, William II.. Davenport. Iowa

gearing. No. 1,230..''.42 : June 19: v
W. H. <\)c Manufacturing Company

Stuart II.. assignor.)
W. O. llickok Mfg. Co. (See Broadmeyer.

signor.)
John

Fur-
540.

hftiWashing machine
239 : p. 811.

(.See Swallow,

Albert, as-

(See Montharbon

No.

and

t^ International Process
Evaporator. No. 1,228.85^^;

Wai-ha. John C.. Providence. R. I., assignor to G, H.
Cahoone Company. Safety-catch. No. 1,228,994 ; June
5 ; V, 239 ; p. 209.

Wadman. Sydney, Boston. Mass.. assignor to The Anl-
nmteil .Vdvertising Company. .\dvertising apparatus.
No. 1.230.348: June 19; v. 239; p. 747.

Wadswortb. Wilson. Hewins. Kans. Rjiilway-tle.
1.229,8.32; June 12; v. 239; p. 541.

Wael. Henri, administrator.
Chedru.)

Waern. Adolph W., assignor
(^impany, New York, N. Y.
June 5 : V. 2.39: p. 165. ,

Wagenhorst. James IL. Akron. Ohio. Means for expand-
ing and <ontra<ting demountable rims. No. 1.230.543;
June 19 : y. 239 : p. 811.

Wagenhorst. Jame» IL. Akron. Ohio. Vehicle-wheel riiB.
No. 1.231.538; June 26; v. 239; p. 1181.

Wagenhorst. James IL. Akron. Ohio, assignor, bv mesne
assignments of two-fifths to The B. F. Goodrich Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., one-fifth to The Goodyear Tire
6 Rubber Company. Akron, Ohio, and one-flfth to The
I'nited States Tire Company, New York, N. Y. Vehicle-
wheel rim. No. 1,231,314; June 26; v. 239; p. 1108.

Wagenhorst. James IL. Aki;on. Ohio, assignor, by mesne
assignments, of two-flfth* to The B. F. Goodrich Com-
pany, New York, N. Y., one-fifth to The Goodyear Tire
& Ridtber Comptlny. Akron. Ohio, and one-fifth to The
United States Tire Company. New York. N. Y. Vehicle-
wheel rim. No. 1,231, .'i39; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1181.

assignor to Commercial Colortvpe
111. Fan. No. 1.231.104

Waggoner. Frank H.
Company, Chicago.
V. 239 :

"p. 104O.
Waggoner. Frank IL.
Company. Chicago.
June 26 ; v. 239 : p

Watner. Chester L.
1.229.552 : June 12

Wagner, Paul. Saco.
12; V. 2.39: p. 541.

June J>€

assignor to Commercial
III. Folding fan. No.
1040.
Akron. Ohio. Vertical

: v. 229 : p. 447.
Mont. Jack. No. 1.229.833; June

Colortvpe
1,231.ihS ;

file. No.

Wagreich. Slgmund. (See Rragman and Wagrelcb.)
Wagschal, Louis. (See Mimden. Daniel W., assignor.)
Walte. Harry F., Whitestone landing. .N. Y. Dental film-

holder. .No. 1.229.553; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 448.
Waite. Lyman M., assignor to F^tchburg Machine Works,

Fitchburg. Mass. Stock-feeding mechanism. No.
1.231.315; June 26; v. 239: p. 1108.

Wakeman. Ralph E.. Rents Hill. Me. Cultivator attach-
ment. No. 1.230.243 ; June 19

Waldo, Leonard, Plalnfleld, N. J
1.39 : p. 712.

Pre
.622 :

Voetter. Ernst. Krefeld, near l?ocknm.
paring compound of chromium oxid.
June r, : v. 239 ; p. 84.

Vogel. Eugene W.. (>ak Park, assignor to Chicago Railway
Signal and Suppiv Company. Carpentersville, III. Sig-

nal bell for rallwav service. No. 1.229.549; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 446.

Vogel, Eugene W., Oak Park, assignor to Chicago Railway
Signal & Suppiv Company, Carpentersville. 111. Guide-

bracket for detector-bars. No. 1.229.828; June 12; v.

2.39 ; p. 5.39.

Volght. George F., San Francisco. Cal. Llftlng-Jack. No.
1.229.550 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 446.

Volght. George F.. San Francisco. Cal. Electric signaling
devb-e for automobiles. No, 1.230,957 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ;

p. 988.

a.ssignor to Palo Com-
,. tus for measur

No. 1.228.503; June 6; t. 239;
pany. New York. N. Y. Apparatus for measuring the
hardness of m^tal. Ac.
p. 44.

Waldon. Sidney D.. assignor to Packard Motor Car Com-
panv. Detroit. Mich. Motor-vehicle driving-axle. No.
1.228.504 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 44.

Wales, Enid S., assignor of one-half^to H. K. Pierce, De-
troit. Mich. Explosive projectile. No. 1,228,723 ; Jane
5 V 2.39 D 119

Wnlger". William. Chicago. 111. Awning. No. 1,230.244 ;

June 19 : V. 239 : p. 712.
Walker, Frederick W.. Milwaukee. Wis. Electrical bond

for railways. No. 1.230.544: Jane 19; v. 239: p. 812.
Walker. James C. Toledo. Ohio, assignor to Wolverine

Leather Goods C^ompany, Detroit. Mich. Bicycle-saddle
spring-support. No. 1,229,353; June 12; t. 239;
p. 379.
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Wallcpr. LosIIp D., Clarlmla. Iowa. f»t»*<»rtng post brace.
No. l.i;;{n.24ri . Jun.- 1»: V. 2.V.» : p. Tl.'i.

WHllacf, KilKiir T. ( S«'f Fornaii'ltT. Alfred, as^^l>fnor.)
Wallare, H<Tli<>rt A.. New York. N. Y.. axsiifmor to The

Inion Switch & Signal Company, .^wlssvale, I'a. Rail-
way .oizDaling system. No. 1.231,.^40 ; June 2« ; v. 239 ;

p. 1182.
Wallace, Herbert A., New Y^ork. N. Y.. a.ssijitKfr to The

I'liioD Swlt<li & Slfnial ("onipanv, .Swissvale. I'a. Rail-
way signaling. No. 1,231.

.

">41 ; June 20; v. 240; p.
11^2.

Wallare. .'^lilncy C, Chl.aco, 111. Egg - crate. No.
1.229,«MM; Juiie 12: v. 239: p. 493.

Wallls, Janit'.s T., Altoona, Pa. Driving mechanism for
recording apparatus. -No. 1,228,724 ; June 5 : v. 2.'?9

;

p. 119.
Walsh. .loscph N. <.*<i'e McVoy, Vliut-n P., aH.<!lgnor.)

Walsky, Isaac, I'.altiiiiore. Md". Rnpture-susi>ensory. No.
1.23n,4.".l : .Inn.' l'» : y. 2:;*» : p. THu.

Walter, iHinlel, Hoye, England. Bolt mechanism. No.
1.228,995: June 5: v. 239; p. 2o9.

Walter. I>aDleI, Move, and A. W. Lee. Portslade, England.
Life-guard for aflachrnent t<> inntor and other vehicles.
No. 1.229,.".r)4 : June 12; v. 239: p. 448.

Walter. Harrison H.. axslcnor to National Fibre Box
Conipauy. Danville, 111. Kno<kdown box. No. 1,229,834;
June 12'; v. 239: p. 541.

Walter. Louis J. (See Mos.>«, .\lbert .\., assignor.)
Walter. Maurice C, New York, N. T., assignor to Asso-

ciated Farms Co., Inc. Shipping-envelop. No.
1.228,725: June 5; v. 239: p. 119.

Walters, .\rthur .A., Richmond, assignor to C. J. Parn-
ham. Melbourne, Victoria. .Australia. Slide-bolt. No.
1.228.990: June 5; v. 239: p. 209.

Walton, Charles S. (See Barber and W^alton.)
Wanner, All>ert. Jr.. New Y'ork. N. Y. Reinforced wooden

structure. No. 1.230.,'i45 ; June 19: v. 2:^9; p. 812.
Wantz, Julius H., asslirnor. by mesne asslg;nments, to

Victor Electric Corporation, Chicago, 111. Current
transfornilnir and rectifying apparatus. No. 1.229,689 ;

June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 493".

Ward. John, Baker, Oreg. Watering-tank. .No. 1,230,056:
June 12; v. 239 ; p. 010.

Ward, Paul S.. Cincinnati, Ohio. Dough-dividing machine.
No. 1,229,188 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 273.

Warden. Fred. (See Stecker, Alfred J., assignor.)
Wardlow, Robert K., Cincinnati, Ohio. Motor-vehicle

boater. No. 1.229.835: June 12; v. 2.39: p. 541.
Wartteld. Aaron .N.. London. t)ntario, Canada. Metal car.

No. 1.230.349 : June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 747.
Warga. Kalman. Brooklyn, N. Y. Oroiimentlng and pro-

tecting metal surfaces. No. 1.230.9.58: June 20: v.

2.39 : p. 989.
Warinsr. Charles. (See Mcl>>an and Waring.)
Warner, Arthur W. (See Carpenter and Warner.)
Warner, Frank E., and W. T. Leggett, assignors to Scovlll

Manufacturing Company, Waterbury, Conn. Tack-
leedin;: inechanisni for Imtton-settlng machines. No.
1,229,173: June 5; v. 239; p. 2(59.

Warner. Isldor J., l^ke View. N. Y. Treating fl.sh. No.
1.229,5.55; June 12 : v. 239: p. 448.

Warner, James. Philadelphia. Pa. Arch construction for
boilers. No. 1.231.224: June 2tJ ; v. 2:«> : p. 1079.

Warren. Clyde E. (See Vinzent and Warren.)
Warren Featherbone Company. The. (S*"*- Stebblns and

Gelow, assignors.)
Warren. John P.., assijmor to Broadfleld Poultry Farm.

Inc.. B<dton. Mass. Tray for egg cases. No. 1,230,546;
June 19 : v. 2;i9 : p. 812.

Warren, Thomas K.. Tlcoiuleroga. N. Y. Calender-doctor.
No. 1.22S.720 : June 5 : y. 239 : p. 120.

Warta, .Anthony. Annvllle. Pa. Embroidery-frame clamp.
.No. 1.229.830 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 542.

Washburn. Oliver D.. Whltnevvllle, Conn. Strapping-
machine. No. 1.228.8.56: June 5; v. 2.39; p. 105.

Waskoiii. Jacwb J.. Lo^iisville. Ky. Package-tying de-

yi(T. .No. 1.229.090: June 12: v. 239: p. 494.
Waterliiiry r.iukle Company. (See KInih. F'nrl I... as

slgnbr.)
Waterman. Lewis E.. assignor to Emerson-Brantlngham
Company. Ro(kford, 111. Plow. .No. 1.229.354; June
12: v. 2.39; p. 379.

Waterman. Lewis E.. assignor to Emerson Brantingham
(^oiiipauv. Kockford. 111. Lister-cultivator. No.
1.229, .3.55: June lli; v. 2.39; p. :f80.

Waters, Fernle .\., (;ra<evllle. Fla. Peanut planter. No.
1.230.3.50 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 747.

Watklns. Owen ('.. assignor of one-half to T. E. Reed,
Mld<llet«»wn. Ohio. Weather - boarding gage. No.
1.229.350: June 12: v. '^:\» : p. 3H1.

Watrous. Earl <;.. Thlcago, 111. Liquid soap-<llspenslng
device. No. 1.229.550; June 12; v. 239; p. 448.

Watson. Harry E., assignor of one-half to F. B. Thomp-
son. Rlchmonil. Ind. Safety device for motion picture
machines. No. 1.2;i0.3.51 : June 19: v. 2.39; p. 748.

Watson. John W.. Wayne. Pa. Shock-ab8orl)er. No.
- 1.2.30.3.52 : June 19 : v. 2.39 : p. 748.

Watts, Joslah F., Seattle, Wash. Necktle-rack. No.
1.230.9.59': June 26 : v. 2.39 ; p. 989.

Watts Percy S., Seattle, Wash. Tool-rack. No.
1.231,316; June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1109.

Waugh, Edward H. (See Swartz and Waugh.)
Waugh. E<lwar<l II.. as.slgnor to J. W. Wlnnlngbani.

Seattle. Wash. Bushing. No. 1,229.837; June 12:
v. 2.39 : p. 542.

Watigb, Edward H.. aitstgnor to Smith Cannery Machine*
Toitipany. Seattle. Wash. Weight-testing machine. No.
1.229.,s:;.s : June 12; v. 2:iU : p. .542.

Wear, Joseph W., assignor to Thomas Potter. Sons k Co.,
Inc., Philadelphia, Pa. Linoleum priMluct and making
the siinie. .No. 1.228.997: Jtine .5 ; v. 239; p. 2»»t*.

Wearn. James S., Christchurch. New Zealand. Cream-
cooler. No. 1.230,964> : June 20; v. T.M : p. 9H<.».

Weaver. Marbm C. Bushnell. III. Tank-heater. No.
1.229.557 ; June 12; v. 2:59; p. 449.

Weaver. Robert B. (See Alden and Weaver.)
Webb. Frank .\.. Protection. Kans. .Acetvlene-gaa gen-

erator. .No. 1.228.998; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 210.
Webb. (leorge F., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada. Hydraulic

elevator. No. 1.230..547 : June 19; v. 2:VJ : p. 812.
Webb. Purcell T., Masterton. New Zealand. Opening con-

I talners. No. 1.230.9H1 ; June 26; v. 239; p. 98*.
Webb. William M., Springfield. Ohio. Checkrow device

for corn planters. No. 1.230.353 ; June 19 ; v. 239

:

p. 749.
Weber, Herman R., assignor to The Economy Furnace

Tonipanv. I>enver, Colo. Shaking-grate for furnaces.
No. 1.228.999 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 210.

Webster Electric Company. (Sw Brown. Walter, as-
signor.)

Webster Electric Company. (See Gelat, Harry P., as-
signor.)

Webster. John A.. Rutherford, N. J., assignor to .Autosalea
'lum and Chocolate Company, New York. N. Y. Mul-
tiple-compartment coln-operatetl vending-machine. No.
1.229.558; June 12: v. 2.39: p. 449.

Webster. John L., Ottawa. Ontario. Canada. Fuel-saver
and smoke-consumer. No. 1.2.30.962; June 26; v. 239;
p. 989.

Webster, William R., assignor to Bridgeport Brass Com-
pany. Bridgeport. Conn. Apparatus for coiling mate-
rial. No. 1.229..357 : June 12 ; v. 2;}9 ; p. 381.

Weddle. William H.. Rainbow. Tex. Harness-rack. No.
1.229..359; June 12; v. 2.39; p. .381.

Weder. Hermann. Sr., and ('. H. Wolff. Philadelphia, Pa.
Diagnostic instrument. No. 1,229,358; June 12; v.
2.39 : p. 381.

Wedge. Utley, .Ardmore. Pa. Leaching apparatus. No.
1.229,839; June 12; v. 239; p. 543.

Wegner. Fred, Falrport, N. Y.. assignor to (i. W. Cobb,
.Montciair. N. J. Bean-snipper. No. 1.229.840 ; June
12; V. 2.39; p 543.

Wegwart. Herman, asslcnor to Badger Basket k Veneer
Co., Burlington, Wis. Rope-handle !M>curlng staple.
N<i. 1.2.30.240; June 19; v. 239: p. r>13.

Weilwr. Wllhelm. Pankow, and H. Nehlsen. Nie<lersch5n-
hausf-n. Germany, assignors to General Electric Cont-
pany. Dvnamo-electric machine. No. 1.229,841 : June
12 ; V. 239; p. 644.

Weinberg, Frederbk, Detroit. Mi<h. Vacuum feed sys-
tem. No. 1.229.300; June 12: v. 239; p. 3H2.

Wels. Albert H. (See Wels. John P. and A. H.)
Wels. Albert H., Nyack. assignor to L. N. Uttauer,

Gloversvlile. N. Y. Renewable throat-plate for sewing-
ma.hlnes. No. 1.2.30.3.54: June 19: v. 239: p. 749.

Wels. John P. (See Krug, Wels, and Robblns.)
Wels. John P., Nyack, assignor to L. N. Littauer. (Ilovera-

vllle, N. Y. Strip-feeding method for sewing machines.
No, 1,231,542 : June 20 ; v. 240 ; p. 1182.

Wels. John P. and «A. IL. Nyack. N. Y., assignors to L. N.
LlttauiT. Gloversyllle, N. Y. I.,ooper mechanism for
sewinumachines. No. 1,230,.355 : June 19; v. 239;
p. 749.

Welscojjf. L. (See Buehner. William V. .A., assignor.)
We|skott«'n. W. f). (See Curley. John W.. assignor, t

Weiss. Carl W.. Brooklyn. N. \". Reversing device for oil-
engines. No. 1,228.857 ; June 5 ; v. 2:!9 ; p. 165.

Weiss, (Jeorge W., New York. .N. Y. Spool holder for sew-
ing machines. No. 1,228.623; June 5: v. 2.39: p. 85.

Weitznian. Louis, Toronto, Ontario. Canada. I'.urglur-

alarni. No. 1.2.30.247: June 19: v. 2.39; p. 713.
Welander. Oscar E. W.. Balaton. Minn. Nut lo<-k. No.

1.228.024 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 85.
Welch. Walter F., Jamal<a, .N. Y. Mowing machine. No.

1.229.000; June 5: v. 2.39: p. 210.
Welfel, <;eorge H. (See Tyler, (George S., assignor.)
Well. Huuo (''.. assignor of forty one hundnnlths to F. .A.

B. Melnhardt. New York. N. Y. Rotary internal com-
bustion engine .No. 1.229.(Mtl ; June 5; v. 239; p. 211.

Wellin-rton, .Stephen N.. I..ondon. England. .Apparatus for

discharging coke. No. 1.229,691; June 12; v, 239; p.

494.
Wellman. Seth .A., Mason (Mty, Iowa. Machine for tying

valve-sacks. No. 1,2-..'9..301 ; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 3S2.
Wells. Joel C, Southbrbige, Masa. Uniting materials.

No. 1.230..548: June 19: v. 239; p. 813.
Wentworth, John F., Rochester. N. H. liocomotlve-en-

gine. No. 1,2.30.248; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 714.
Wenzel. Louis. Elizabeth. N. J. Slide nilcromiter. No.

1.230.249: June 19; v. 239 : p. 714.
Wenzelmann, Gustave. (See Elliott, Alexander D.. aa-

slgnor.

)

Wernery, I.#ster A., Brooklyn, assignor to I'nderwood
Typewriter Company. New York. N. Y. Type-writing
machine. .No. 1.229.559; June 12; v. 239; p. 4.50.

Wertman. .\mbrose F'.. Hummelstown. Pa. Edge-trimmer.
.No. 1.231.464 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1159.

Weser. John A., New York. N. \. Player-piano. No.
1.229.362; June 12; v. 239; p. .383.

^

Wesson, Joseph H., assignor to Smith k Wesson, Spring-
field, Mass. Loading pack for revolvers. No. 1.228.505;
June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 45.

Wesaon, Joseph IL. assignor to Smith & Wesson. Spring-

Held, Mass. Pistol-stock. No. 1,228.606; June 5; v.

239 : p. 46. „ .

Wesson. Joseph IL. assignor to Smith k Wesson, Spring
field, Masa. Cartridge pack for revolvers. No. 1.231.100 ;

June 20 ; V. 239 ; p. 1040. ^ ,„ . _ .

West Bovlston Manufacturing Co. (See Ayer, George A.,

aaslgnor.

)

West Boylston Manufacturing Conuiany. (See Burns.

Alfre<l." assignor.)
• «. _

West Lconidas D., IVnver, Colo. Fume-disseminator.
No. 1.229.303; June 12; v. 239; p. 383.

Westbrook. Francis A., et al. (See Lane. Frederick IL,

W?8't"bK;Vrank L.. Fish, Ga. Plow. No. 1.230.963;

June 20 ; v. 239 ; p. 990.
Westbrook. H. S. (See Stump. Benjamin P., assignor.)

Westcott Ilenrv P.. Erie. Pa. Self-draining attaihment
for gas-meters. No. 1.229.842 : June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p.

544. ^ „. „.
(See Clausen. Henry P.,

(See Dixon. Amos P..

(See Pondlller, William,

(See Goodrum, Charles

(See ninrlchsen, Edward

(See Johnson. I.*wls H.

(See Lundell. Alben B.

(See Nichols. Harold W.

(See Palmer and Holmes, as-

(See Sperry, .Arthur B,

as-

as-

L..

B.,

as-

as-

as-

as-

Westcrn Electric Company.
slgnor.)

Western Electric Company.
slgnor.)

Western Electric Company.
slgnor.)

Western Electric Company.
assignor.)

Western Electric Company.
assignor.)

Western Electric Company.
slgnor.)

Western Electric Company.
si^nor.

)

Western FMectrlc Company.
siirnor.)

West, rn Electric Company.
signors.

)

Western Electric Company.

Western Implement Company. (See Neuens, Michael W.,
assignor.) _. ,_ _

Westlnghousc Air Brake Company. The. (See Turner.

Walter v.. assignor.)
.„,_ ,r, m

Westlnirhouse Air Brake Company. The. (See Turner
and Dfwson, assignors.)

^,. /« m ^
Westlnghousc Air Brake (Tompany. The. (See Turner and

Donovan, assignors.)
We<tlngh"use Electric A Manufacturing Company.

.Armor. James C. assignor.)
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.

Auel. Carl B., assignor.)
. , , „

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Baxter. Harold G.. assignor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Conrad. Frank, assignor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Ebv, F^arl E.. assignor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Ebv and Farnsworth. assignors.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Hall. Arthur J., assignor.) . , . _

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Hall and. Riley, assignors) , ^ , ^

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
H(dt. Frederick B.. assignor.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Krauskopf. George H.. assignrir.)

Westlniihouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Mac<;ahan. Paul, assignor.)

Westinchijuse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Mahoney. Joseph N.. assignor >

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
.NIkonow. John P.. assignor.)

We-itinchouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
Uandsll. Karl C. assignor ) , ^ ,

_
Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.

Stevenson. Wilbur W.. assignor.)

Westins-'bouse Elrctrlc and Manufacturing Company.
Storer and Hall, assignors.)

Westlnghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company.
WII«oii. rharles E.. assignor.)

We8tlnghous«> Clear and Dynamometer Company.
(See Smith. L'tuls L.. assignor.)

Westlnghouse Machine Company, The. (See Herr,

bert T.. assignor.) _ _. ,

Westlnghouse Machine Company, The. (See Kasley

Alexander T.. assignor.)

Westlln Carl T. (See Brown and Westlln.)

Westman. Charles. Hinckley. Minn. Foot - rest.

1 231 107 : June 20 : v. 239 : p. 1040.
Wetzel Theodore. Jr.. San Francisco. Cal. Feed-l>ox.

1.228,727 : June 5: V. 2.39: p. 120
Whalley Enoch. Wllllman«ett. Mass. Truck.

12.3(1.250: June 19: v 239; p. 714.

Whallev. Enoch. Wlllimansett, Mass. Truck.

1 230 251 ; June 19; v. 239: p. 715
Wheary George IL. Racine. Wis. Wardrobe seat-box.

No 1.2.30.252: June 19: v. 2.39: p. 715.

Wheat I^wls M.. Ijikemont. N. Y. Plow attachment.

No. 1.230.964; June 26; v. 289; p. 990.

239 O. G.—iv
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When ton, Abram W.. Newark. N. J. Llquld^ellverlng
.levi.e. No. 1.230.356: June 19; v. 239 ; p. <50

Wheeler, Everett. Van Nuys. Cal. Plow. No. 1.231..:-:a ;

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 107b.
. ^ „ , v

Whipple, <;urth .A. (See Erlcson. Arthur E.. assignor.)

Whistler, IMvld B. (See Ohmer and Whistler.)

Whltaker, Calvin B., Kansas City, Mo. Combination-tool.

No. 1.229.843; June 12; v. 239; p. 544.
Whltaker-(ilessner Company. (See Day; Edgar K., as-

White, Frank C, assignor to The Wilcox k White Com-
pany Meriden. Conn. Pneumatic note-sheet tracking

device. No. 1.229.692 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 494.

White. Frank L.. Topeka, Kans. Flushing valve. No.

1.230.0.34; June 19; v. 239; p. 842.

White, Franklin E., Forty Fort, Pa. Dado saw. No.

1.228.728: June 5; v. 2.39; p. 120.

White Franklin R.. assignor to The Patent Button Cpm-
Danv, Waterbury. Conn Button - fastening machine.

No. 1,230,965 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 990.

White Herbert E.. assignor to The General I< ireprooflng

Company. Youngstown. Ohio. Sheet-feeding process for

metal-expanling machines. No. 1,230,035; June 19;

v. 2.39 : p. 843.
, .

White. Jcssee M.. Philadelphia, Pa. I-ockIng device for

automobiles. No. 1.228,025: June 5; v. 2.39 ; p. 85.

White. Lazarus, New York, N. Y Providing substruc-

tures for structures. No. 1.229.3G4 ; June 12; v. 239,

White Motor Company. The. (See Parmer, Prank IL. as-

signor.) , ^ •

White. Nelson. Springfield, Oreg.. assignor to Interna-

tional Money Machine Company. Terre Haute InC.

Printing m.^chanism for adding machines. No. 1,2^9.844 ;

June 12; v. 239; p. 544.

White. Robert C, Birmingham. Ala. Operating niecha-

nism for shaker grates. No. 1.228,626; June 5; v..

239 * D 86
White' Roger S., Washington, D. V. Electric switch.

No. 1.228.858 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; P- 165- ^ .^ . ..

White Roger S.. Washington. I>. C. Meter-switch. No.

1.228,859: June 5; v. 239; p. 160.

White. Samuel T. (See Singleton and White.)

Whitehead, Aura E, Chicago, III. I^np'in'at'C
"''"VS .^

player piano mechanism No. 1.230.549; June 19, v,

239; p. 813. . ., , »

Whltehouse. Norman L. G.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Manufactur-

ing phos^ne. No. 1.231.226 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1080.
* Whlteman (ieorge W.. Philadelphia. Pa. Screw. No.

1.229.560; June 12: v. 239; P- 450.

Whltin Machine Works. The. (See Burlln. Charles T.,

assignor.) , ,,

Whltin Machine Works. The. (See Horner, Leon H.. as-

signor.)
Whltin Machine Works. The. (See Owen, Henry A., as-

Whltlock, Ralph G., Los Angeles, Cal. Loose-leaf book.

No. 1,228.860 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 166.

Whitlock, Ralph G.. l/os Angeles, Cal Printing press.

No. 1.230,966 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 991.

Whitney, Arthur E. (See Mclndoe and Whitney.)

Whlttelsey. Charles B., Hartford, Conn., assignor to The
Hartford Rubber Works Compan.v. Manufacture of

block tires. No. 1.230,967 ; June 26 : v. 2.39 ; p. 992.

Wickersham. Gilbert B., assignor to Diamond Forging &
Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh. Pa Combined
tie and ladder-rung member for silos and the like. -NO.

1,229,002: June 6; V. 239: p. 211.
.., .„^

Widlak, Ludwlg, Newark, N. J. assignor to «''';^n''«na

Manufacturing Co. Bag-frame fastener. No. 1,229.846 ,

June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 545.

Widman. Frank J. (See Galbralth. John, assignor.)

Wldstrom. Axel D. (See LJongstr5m and Wldstn.m.)
WIegand Cris. W.. Ivos Angeles. Cal. Structural fastener.

No. 1.229.365 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 384.

WIer Fredrick S.. Lacon. 111. Baling pres.s. No. 1,230.253 ,

June 19; V. 2^9; p. 715. ^ , -,

Wiggins. Jasper P. (See Caddell, Charles J., assignor.)

WIgglnton George P.. assignor to Kalamazoo Loose Lear

Binder Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. Temporary binder. No.

1.231,317; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1109

Wight Albion P.. Wakefield. Mass. Shaft bearing lubrl-

<-ator No. 1.228.801: June 6: v. 239; p. 166.

Wight. Albion P., Wakefield. Mass. Oil-at(Timlzer for

steam-conduits. No. 1.228.862; June 5; v. 239: p 16*.

Wightman. Elmer E., Chicago, 111. 1>"^''' rastlng raa-

clilne. No. 1.230.254; June 19: v. 239: P-JIO.
Wllber. Ford R.. and H. E. Ball. Paw Paw. Mich. Flsh-

balt. No. 1.230.968 : June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 992.

Wilcox Philip A. (See Jahns. Knox, and Wilcox.)

Wilcox'* White Company. The. (See White. Frank C,
nsfilghor.)

__
_

., ^.
Wild Eric E. A.. Minneapolis, Minn. Tire-guard. No.

1,230,255; June 19; v. 239: p. 716.

Wildman Mfg. Co. (See Pigeon. Albert M^ assimor.)

Wiley, Harvey W., Washington, D. C. Composition of

matter for preparing foods and making same. No.

1.2.30.452: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 780.

Wllhelm. John W. (See Ellis and Wllhelm.)
Wllkle. William. Dennlstoun. (Jlasgow, Scotland. .Appll-

1
ance for pressing the collars of articles of wearlng-

1 apparel. No. 1,229.366; June 12; v. 289; p. .384.
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Wllkle, William. Dennlstonn, Glasgow. Scotland. Ma-
ihinp for turning down the edges of cloth of wearing-
apparel In the process of manufactur«- No. 1,230.636-
lune 19 : v. 2£,9 ; p. 843.

Wilkin. William M.. Erie, Pa. Mechaniam for operating
""^^-l" set-works. No. 1.230.969: June 26; v. 239:
p. 992.

Willbert Manufacturing Company, The. (See Smith and
In wood, assignors.)

Wlllenis, John H., Kenosha. Wis. Adjustable bed-spring.
No. 1,229,561 ; June 12 ; v. 239

; p. 450.
wlllett, Alfred H West New York, N. J., assignor to
American Arch Company, New York, N. Y. Locomotlve-
.ull.r furnarc. No. 1,229.379; June 12; v. 239; p. 389.

Hlllett, Alfred H., West NVw York, N. J., as.slgnor to
American Ar( h Company, New York. N. Y. Wooten-type
Are l)ox. No. I,229..l85; June 12; v. 239; p. 390.

Wlllett, Alfred H., West New York, N. J., assignor to
American Arch Company, New York, N. Y. Wooten flre-

^liox arch. No. 1.229,386: June 12; v. 239; p. 391.
Wlllett, Alfred M., West .New York. N. J., assignor to
American Arch Company, New York, N. Y. Alr-admls
slon wall for locomotive fire-boxes. No. 1.229 387 •

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 391.
Wllletts. William R.. Montreal, Quebec. Canada Snao-

fastener. No. 1.229.562; June 12; v. ^39: p. 451. „
William F. Jobbins. Incorporated. (See Uersman, Paul

R.. as.slgnor.

)

William SchoUhorn Company, The. (See Bernard. Wil-
liam A., assignor.)

VVllllams, Arthur C. (.See Williams, Oliver P., assignor »

\MIilanis, Clarence B., Keystown, Saskatchewan. Canada
Operating mechanism for tractors. No. 1.230.637 •

June 19: v. 239; p. 843.
'

WllllHms. <;«orgf A.. I>ark. Utah. Mixer. No. 1.230 638-
June 19; v. «39 ; p. 844.

ov.uoo ,

Williams, John B. (See Manson. Charles L., assignor )

Williams. Joseph A., assignor to The K. W. Ignition Com-
?*°y'.,9*^^'®°'^- O^'" Spring hanger. No. 1,230,970 ;June 26 : v. 239

; p. 992.
Williams, Lisle C, Ilelena, .Mont. Rifle-cleaning cartridge

No. 1,231,227; June 26; v. 239; p. 1080.
»""«««•

Williams. Oliver P., Youngstown, assignor of one third to
A. C. Williams. Murdock, Fla. Railway-rail No
1.231.405; .June 26; v. 239; p. 1159.

"^ "»»- "°-

Williams. William E., Chicago. III. Pressed-steel Journal
box. 1.230.057 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 610.

Williams. William F.. I.,eadwoo<I. Nlo. Aeroplane No
1.228.729; June 5; v. 239; p. 121.

f •"«;. r.u.

Wllllnnis, Win 1).. assignor to The RIeht and I^>ft Tool
J'o.'«'J-.^"v Pl»j»«delDhla. Pa. Tool - holder. No.
1.229.174; June 6; v. 239; p. 2«>9.

Williamson, Herbert C. Chicago. 111. Grenade No
1,231.228 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p lOSO.

^•^^'"•ae- ^o.

Willis. Bernard I)., assignor to Automatic Electric Com-
pjiny. Chicago. 111. .Semi-automatic telephone svstem
No. 1.2.S0.639: June 19; v. 239; p. 844

system.

Wllllson. .Tohn. Derby, England, assignor to The National
Malleable Castings Company. Cleveland. Ohio. Car-cou-
pllng. No. 1.229.367; June 12; v. 239; p. 886.

Will-.. II. Tlu.m.-is (;., Swlssvale. and A. H. Maranda Pltta-
i)urgh. Pa. Rail-separator. No. 1.230.266; June 19-
V. 239 : p. 717.

^«r?°:,^'"^^'"" I'- »°d C. O. Oleron, Valley City, N. D.
vVindlng attachment for vehicle wheels. No. 1 229 868 -

June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 385.
x,.6.£w,odo

,
,

Wilson, Charles E.. Wllklnsburg. Pa., assignor to Westing- 1

house Electric and Manufacturing Coinpanv. AdJustlnB
device for bearings and manufacturing the same No
1.229.693 ; June 1^ ; v. 239 ; p. 494

^ v«"°i oJ^']S^y'\^^' f ''"''"o'ot.*-
•'' ^' Illuminated sign.

•No. 1.228.507 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 46
^v'"'°i- .,"2 olfl ^f H^'^n"- Or*-^ Automatic train-stop. I

•No. 1.229.846: June 12; v. 239; p. 545.
|

Wilson Harry L., assignor of one-third to J. F Loeffler
Washington, p. C. Siphon. No. 1,230.971 ; June 26

;'

WlLson. Herbert J. (See Elder and Wilson.)
Wll.son, .lames S . Covington, Ky. Work-holder for hand-embroidery. No. 1.229.204 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p 279WUson. James W. (See Bone. Wilson, and McCourt)
Wilson. Wallace. Philadelphia. Pa. Knit fabric No

1.229.369 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 385.
Winans Oanlel M.. assignor to Crandal. Stone & CoBinghamton, N. Y. Fastener for automobile and vehi-

cle 'urtains. No. 1.228,627 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p 86Window (ilass Machine Company. (See Carnahan. Or-
lando. B., assignor.

Wine. William E. (See Cook and Wine.)
Wine, William E.. Toledo. Ohio. Freight-car ladder No

1.231.31S : June 26; v. 239^. 1109
"»aa". no.

Wingett^ ,Iohn N., assignor to W A. Haggott, trustee Den-
v«'"/oQoifiQ'^P^"'"''*«''

for refining irqulds and gases.
No. 1,229.189; June 6; v. 239; p. 274

Winkler. Karl. Newark. N. J., assignor to Mohawk Brush

v""y9-°"^" 12?™ '"*'^''«°*''"'- ^o 1.228,730; June 5;

Winner, Harrv W., Lock Haven. Pa. Railway rail No
1.229.847 : June 12 • v. 239 ; p. 546.

Winningham, John W. (See Waugh, Edward H as-
signor.)

•

Winston. Charles R., Richmond, Va. Spark plug for ras-
engines. No. 1.228,628; June 5; v. 289; p 86.

Winston, Charles 8.. assignor to Kellogg Switchboard and
Supply Company. Chicago. 111. Automatic telephone
system. No. 1,231,319; June 26; v. 239; p. 111(5

'^l^**''":
Christian, Oskaloosa. Iowa. Climbing harneft.

•No. 1.229.003: June 5: v. 239: p 212
^\°l^J^ }^i"y ^- 'Philadelphia. Pa. Lock hair pin. No.

1,228.629 ; June 8 ; v. 239 ; p. 88.
Winter. William A.. East Orange, N. J., assignor to The

,^l'J^^^^^^*'^ Corporation. Surgical motor-casing. No.
1.229.694 ; June 12 ; v. 239

; p. 485.
Winterer. Emii, .Manchester, N H. Thermostatic alarm.

No. 1.229,870 : June 12 ; v. 289
; p. 385.

Wirt, Paul E.. Bloouisburg. Pa Tire l.ody construction
No. 1.228.630; June 5: v. 239; p. 87

^''t^'o-i "«•?.?. ^V Jf
v-'^'"*'

^"'''- >•'- '' -^sh receiver. No.
1.228.508; June 5; v. 239; p 46

Wlstner. Harr^- W.. Ogden. Utah. Automobile-engine.
No. \.23t).25l : June 19: v. 289: p. 717

Witt, Howanl. et al. (See Beckner. Bennie L., assignor.)
Wolfe. Ira T.. SeattU-. Wash. Umbrella rack and lock.

No. 1.228.631 : June .1; v. 2:{9 : p 87
Wolfe. Peter J.. «'olumbus. Ohio.: Window-screen. No

1.229.695 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 495
Wolff. Charles H (.See We«l.'r and Wolff.)
Wolff. Wallace B.. ('hlcjiK". 111., iiii.l E. K. Hood Indi-

anapolis. Ind.. assiimor.s t,. .Xiin-ri'-jin Slicing Machine
« onipany, Uhl.ago. III. Slicing machine. No. 1,228,509 :

June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 46.
Wolverine Ix'ather Goods Company. (See Walker, Jamea
C, assignor.)

Wonder iarl.uretor Heat.-i Company. (See Strlckler and
I^ewls, as.slgnors.)

Wood. Alfred R.. Bridgeport. Conn., assignor to The
Singer Manufacturing Companv. Sewing - machine
work clamp. No. 1.228.863; June 5: v. 239: p i«7Wood Concentrator Company, The. (See Wood. Jamea
N., assignor.)

Wood, James N.. Blackshear. «a., assignor to The Wood
,.•.?.« "25.-'^'f ^'"""Pauy Compressing apparatus. No.
1.229.563 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 451.

Wood. Walter 1>., and H. <J. Barnhurst, assignors to FuelSaving Company, Allentown, Pa. Feeding and burn-
ing fine fuel. No. 1,228.632; June 5; v. 239- p ,S7

Woo<l. William P.. Roseberry, British Columbia. Canada
Level. No. 1.230,258: June 19: v. 239: p. 717

Woodland, Frances S.. rt al.. administrators. (See Wood-
land. Frank O.)

Woodland. Frank O.. deceased ; F. S. Woodland. Worcester
and A. V. Kellev. (Jrafton. administrators, assignors to
Economic .Machinery Companv. Worcester, Mass I.a-
beiing-machine. No. 1,230.550; June 19; v. 239; p.

Woodrow. Harry R.. assignor to T. E. Murray, New York.

lng-ele<irodes
750

No. 1.230.357: June 19: v. 239; p.

Woods, Edward D.. assignor to Koren Manufacturing Com-
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, Combination knife and fork
No. 1.229,696 ; June 12 ; v, 239

; p. 495.
Woo<lworth. John D.. East Mollne. III. Automatic drain-

ing device. No. 1.230,972 : June 26 : v. 239 : p 993
Wooldrldge, Moses A., Wyaconda. Mo. Rallwav-irrade

crossing. No. 1,230,058 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 6ll.
Woollen. William M.. et al (See Barl)er. Cuv M as-

signor.)
Wordingham. (Jeorge. Milwaukee. Wis. Garment-hanger

•No. 1.229.371 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 386.
"""Ifer.

Wright, Charles D.. Toledo. Ohio. Automobile - power-
transmitting apparatus. .No. 1,230.259 ; June 19 • v
239 ; p. 7171

Wright, Frank T., et al. (See Smith, Emerv H„ assignor.)
Wright. Fre<lerl.k. Summerslde. Prince Edward Island,

Canada. Potato digger and pulverizer. No. 1.229 372-
June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 386. , ' '

Wright. James .M.. Tama. Iowa. Display - c-a»e No
1,228,510 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 47.

Wright. James R., Denver, Colo. Vapor bafh cabinet. No
1.231.466; June 26; v. 239; p. UtiQ.

Wright. Rea P., Washington, D. C, assignor to J. F
Hemenway, New York, N. Y. AdJusUble automatic
pressure-roll release for clothes-wringers. No. 1.281 467 -

June 26; V.-239; p. 1160.
Wright. Richard H. (See Rahn and Meyers, assignors )Wrightsman. Warner fi., Kokomo. Ind. Magneto driving

mechanism. .No. 1,228,864; June .% : v. 239; p 167
Wrlghtsvllle Hardware Company. (See Fllbey, John W

assignor.)
'

X Ray Incubator Company. (See Kate, John H as-
.slgnor. )

^*i5"''^oo1,''i??°yT ''•• .^*-
^•'iJ?'"-

^*o°t Music-turner.
No. 1.228,511 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 47.

Yarrow, Harold E., Scotstoun, Glasgow, Scotland. Con-
struction of submarine vessels. No. 1.229,004 • June 8 •

V. 239 ; p. 212.
Yaste. (Jeorge L. (.See Ritchie and Yaste.)
Yoflton. Alvln A.. Hlllsboro, N. H. Firing mechanism for

firearms. No. 1,230,973 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p 994
Yelser, John O., Jr., Omaha. Nebr. Feed controlling
means for internal combustion engines. No. 1 229 873 -

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 886.
Yost Electric Manufacturing Companv. (See Gordon

David D.. assignor.) '

Young. Adolph F. (See Vodlcka and Young.)
Young, Charles M. (See Burks and Young.)

Young, Fredric 8., Los Angeles, Cal. Water-gage for

hollers. No. 1,229,848 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 546.

Young. Leonard A., Highland Park. Mich spring con-

striction. No. 1.230.200; June 19: v. 2.^9 : p < 18.

Young(>lotMl. Jo!«eph C Atwood. Kaus. Uft deck for

freight cars. No. 1.229.374: .lunc 12 : v. 239 ; p. 387.

YoungHtown Sheet and Tube Company. The. (bee Mlr-

fleld and Nullmeyer, assignors.)
, .. . .

Zahuranec. John. Newcomer. I's. Rail - Joint. No.
1.229.005; June 6; v. 239; p. 212.

Zee Socket and Mfg. Company. (See Both. Tonjes A. C,
assignor.)

Zeitz, John J., assignor to The American Folding Machine
Company, Warren, Ohio. (iral) type rectifier. No.

1.226.849 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 546.

Zelle. Whlllam C. assignor to Plantation Equipment Com-
pany St. Louis. Mo. Tilling machine. No. 1.230.261;

June 19; v. 289; p. 718
Zerwer, John A.. Alma, Tex Tie-up stand for mall.

No. 1.220.006 ; June 6 : v. 289 ; p. 213
tMbaugh. Ijiwrence <;., Minneapolis, Minn. Machine for

Indicating and recording elapsed time. No. 1,231,108 :

June 26; v. 239; p. 1040.)

Zetosch. Henry, New York. N. Y. Combined ondengjr

-

nient and Jockstrap. No. 1,229,860; June 12 ; t. »9

;

p. 546.

Ziegler, Charles W., et al. (See Gelsendorff, Frederick

M.. assignor.)

Zifferer. Lothar R.. Rldgewood. N. J. Toggle-bolt. No.

1,228.512; June 6; V. 239; p. 47.

Zimmermuu. Clarence C. (See Luthman. Charles H., as-

signor. I

Zimmerman, James G„ assignor to Allls Chalmers Manu-
facturing Companv, Milwaukee. Wis. Automatic syn-

chronizer. No 1.2^1,109; June 26: v. 239; p. 1041.

Zourl Drawn Metals Company. (See Murnane, James r.,

assignor.)

Zuel)lln Ernest, Baltimore, Md. Apparatus for applying
therapeuticallv-a<tlve rays to the human body. No.

1,228.865; June 5: v. 239: p. 168.

Zwerdllng, Morris. New York, N. Y. Candy-whistle ma-
chine. No. 1.229.375; June 12; v. 239 ; p. 38..

^^ ,
-

Zwlsler. Irvin, assignor to The McCiraw Tire & Rubber
Company, East Palestine. Ohio NJachlne 'or wrapping
rubber tubes. No. 1.230.262: June 19; v. 289; p. 718.

\
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A. F. Ward Machinery Co., Th*. (S*e Ward. Ashley F..

assignor.)
Aaron. Max N., assignor to Krledbergpr Aaron Manufai-

turiQK C'ompany. Vblladelpbla. Pa. Lace Trimming.
No. 50,898 ; JuD* 12 : v. 239 ; p. 624.

Abt, Robert C, Chicago. 111. Nutcracker. No. 50.899;
June 12 : V. i39 • p. 624.

Adam. Harry C. 8t. Louis. Mo. Lighting Hxture. Noa.
r>u,800-l : Jane : . 238 ; p. 287.

Alfred J. Brown Seed Co. (See Tobey, Fred W.. as
xlgnor.)

AiiK-rhan Can Company. (See Hoffman. K<lniuu<l, as
siKnor.)

Annrkan Stopper Company. (See Corey, Harry R., as-

signor.)
Ant:iulll. Lulgt, aHslttnor of one-half to J. Crocco, New

York. N. T. Ijimp stand. No. 50.929; June 19; v.

2;{9 ; p. 911.
Anklam. William P.. asjilttiior to C. M. Hall Lamp Com-

pany, Detroit, Mich. Lamp door. Nos. 50,HH2-3; June
5 : V. 239 ; p. 287.

Atkinson. Harry W. (See Smith and Atklnaon.)
B. F. tioodrlcb Company. The. (See Plernon, Robert M..

aaalgnor.

)

B. F. Goodrich Company. The. (See Raymond, Harry K..
aaaignor.)

Barkatroni Charles A.. Crafton. Pa., astilgnor to PlttsburK
Water Heater Company. Water-heater shell. No.
50.864 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 287.

Baker. Frederick C. Portland. Oreg. Lighting fixture.

No. 50.865 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p 288.
Barker. Jamea, Philadelphia, assignor to M. E. Barker,

Rydal. Pa. Chair pedesUl. No. 50,900; June 12; v.

239 : p. 624.
Barker. Mary B. (Sec Barker. Jamea, assignor.)
Barr, Andrew J., assignor of one half to H. E. Homberger,

Mansfield. Ohio. Combined fixture and valve. N'o.

50.866; June 5; v. 239: p. 288.
Barrows. Robert Y.. Rutherford, and G. V. Strahan, New-

ark. N. J. Wall bracket for llghtlng-flxtures. No.
50.867 , June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 28ti.

Becker, Johannea P., Berkeley, Cal. Automobile signal-
light. No. 50.ft.S0 : June 10 ; v. 239 : p. 911.

Bernard <;ioekler Company. (See Oloekler, J. Edward, as-
signor.)

Berry, Harry E. (See Doke, Berry, and Delr,ell.)

Blgelow Hartford Carpet Company. (See Rlddell. Robert
F., aaslgnor.)

BInns. Edward H.. Pittsburgh. Pa. Tomblnatlon desk
article. No. 50 901 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 624.

Bowden. Martin L. and M. L.. Jr.. BrooKlvn, N. Y. Ring
or similar article. No. 50.902 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 624.

Braunsteln, Simon, New York. N. Y. Electrlc-llght fixture.
No. 50.964 ; June 20 : v. 239 ; p. 1187.

Burns, Howard E.. assignor to The C. F. Massey Company,
Chicago. 111. Concrete smoke Jack. No. 5(T.903 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 625.

C. F. Maaaey Company. The. (See Burns, Howard E.,

assignor.)
C. M. Hall Lamp Company. (See Anklam, William F.,

assignor.)
I

Carlisle. Fred B.. North Kingston. R. I., assignor to J. M.
illlbert. New York. N. Y. Tire-tread. No. 50,931 ; June
19; V. 239 M>- 912.

Case, Homer W., assignor to Pittsburgh Toy Vehicle Com-
pany, Pittsburgh. Pa. Velocipede for the use of chil-
dren. No. 50,882 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 291.

Cochrane. James P., Edinburgh Scotland. Golf-ball. No.
50,883 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 292.

Chrlstensen. (Jeorge. Los Angeles. Cal. Emtdeni. No.
[ 50.932: June 19; v. 239: p 912.

Corey. Harry R.. asslenor to American Stopper Company.
Brooklyn. N. Y. Sheet-metal talcum-box. No. 50.933 :

June 19; v. 2.39; p. 912.
Crocco. James. (See Anglulll. Lulgl, assignor.)
Cronan. Joseph !>.. Portland. Oreg. Novelty doll. No.

50.9.X4 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 912.
J Crowell. Frank S.. assignor to The Western Gas Fixture

Co., Toledo. Ohio. Glass bowl for a llghtlng-flxture. No.
60.868 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 288.

Crowell. Frank S.. assignor to The Western Gas Fixture
Co.. Toledo. Ohio. Lighting fixture arm. No. 50.869 ;

June 5 ; . 239 ; p. 289.
Curtlss*. George E.. assignor to Landers. Frary A Clark.
New Britain. Conn. Handle for a fork or similar arti-
cle. No. 50.870 : June 5 ; y. 239 ; p. 289.

Cierna. Joseph. Goshen. Conn. Insect-trap. No. 50.904 ;

June 12: v. 239: p. 625.
Davis. Edward A.. New York. N. Y.. assignor to The Great

Council of the I'nlte<l States of the Improved Order of
Bed Men. Badge or similar article. No. .50.965 ; June
26: T. 2S9: o. 1188.

! Dawes. John L., Pittsburgh. Pa. Lamp-ckslng. Noa.
;

.'»<».905-0 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 625.
1 I>elzell, Charles \. (See Doke, Iterry, and Delrell.)
' I>.lzell. Daniel H. (See l>oke. Berry, and Delaell.)

i
l>t)ke. Charles H.. H. K. Berry. P. II. and C. A. Deltell.

Denver. Colo. Insignia, emblem, badge, or button. No.
I .'iO.y.S.-) : .lune 19 ; v. TM ; p. Uli:.

I l>oke. Charles H., \\. E. Berry, D. H. and C. A. DeUell,
I»enver, Colo. Emblem, badge, or button. No. 50,936;
June 19; v. 239; p. 913

j
Doke. Charles H.. H. E. Berry, D. IL and C. A. Delrell,

Denver. Colo. Military emblem, badge, or button. No.
I

50,»37 ; June 19; v. 2.^9: p. 913.
;
E. & J. Bass Inc. (See Frlshman, David, aaslgnor.)

I t^gle (Jlass A Manufacturing Company. (See Ott, Charles
15. HSsignor.)

Ebellug. Phillip, assignor of one half to J. AV. I>ainparter,
.M<)un<lsvllle, W. Va. «;iass for headlights. No. 60,938 ;

I

June 19; v. 239; p. 913.
Falrrhlld. Grace E.. New York, N. \. Button, (mblem. or

other Insignia. No. .50.KH4 ; June 5 ; y. 239 ; p. 292.
Falrcloth. Frank T., San F'ranclsco. Cal. Tread for auto-

mobile tires. .No. .50.871 : Jun«' 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 289.
Freld. Isldor. Brooklyn. N. Y. Tray. No. .50,885; June

5 ; v. 239 : p. 292.
French. William A., Minneapolis. Minn., ass^nor, by
mesne assignments. t<> New Jersey Patent Company,
West Orange. N. J. Music cabinet. Nos. 50,966-71 ;

June 26; y. 239: pp. 1188-9.
Frle<lberger Aaron Manufacturing Company. (See Aaron,
Max N., assignor.)

Frlshman. David, assignor to E. A J. Bass Inc., New York,

.

N. Y. Salt-shaker. No. .50.90": June 12; v. 239; p.
025.

Garrett. Charles H., Jr. (See Kelley and Garrett.)
Gebbart, John C, assignor to F. Low. St. Louis, Mo.
Casing for measuring machines or the like. No. 50.908

;

June 12; V. 2.39: p. 626.
Gerlach. Alfred H.. assignor to The Meyercord Companj,

<'hlcago, 111. Plate oi ' "

June r,
; y. 239 : p. 292.

<'hlcago, 111. Plate or similar article. J*o. 50
panv,
,886:

(;tll)ert. Joseph M. (See Carlisle. Fred B.. assignor.)
(Jloekler. J Edward, assignor to Bernard Gloekler Com-

pany. Pittsburgh, Pa. Refrigerator. Nos. 50,989-40;
.Tune 19 : v. 239 ; p. 913.

(Godfrey. Robert E., New York, N. Y. Textile fabric. Noa.
5(».887-91 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; pp. 292-3.

Craham. (^larence B.. Oakland. (3il. Stove. No. 50.941 ;

June 19; v. 239; p. 913.
Great Council of the United States of the ImproTed Order

of Red Men. (See Davis. Edward A., assignor.)
Hlllbom. Henrlk. assignor to R. Wallace A Sons Mfg. Co.,

Walllngford, Conn. Spoon, fork, or similar article.
No. 50.972 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1189.

Hoffman. Edmund. Brooklyn, assignor to Amerlcnn Can
Company, New Y'ork. N. Y. Powder-box. No. 60,978;
June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1189.

Homberger. Herman E. (See Barr, Andrew J., assignor.)
Iluband. Alfred E., Nnugatuck. Conn. Mncllage-bottle
and brush cleaner. No. .50.974 : June 20 ; v. 239

;

p. 1189.
Hudson. Bywater, St. Paul. Minn. Herring-bone grass

floor-covering. No. 50,909 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 626.
Hunold. Ernest. Providence. R. I. Skate-blade. No.

50.943: June 19: v. 231>: p. 914.
Hurst. George S.. assignor to The J. B. Williams Company,

Glastonbury. Conn. Label. No. .50.892; June 5; v.
239 : p. 293.

Hyatt. Frederick E., St. Davids, assignor to The Keystone
Watch Case Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Watchcase.
Nos. .50,910-11 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 626.

H.vatt. Frederick E.. St. Davids, a.sslgnor to The Keystone
Watch Case Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Watchcase.
Nos. 50.944-5 : June 19 ; v. 2.:9 : p. 914.

International Silver Co. (See Shanley, Thomas A., as-
signor.)

J. B. Williams Company. The (See Hurst. George 8.,
assignor.)

Jones. Charles E.. Chicago, 111. Body for an oval bracket-
back. No. 50.872: June 5; v. 239; p. 289.

Jones, Eugene A.. Los Angeles. Cal. Tire. No. 50,878;
June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 290.

Kelley, Howard J., and C. H. Garrett. Jr., Kansas City,
Mo. : said (^rrett assignor to said Kelley. Aeroplane.
No. 50.912 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; cl 626.

Keystone Watch Case Company, The. (See Hyatt. Fred-
erick E., assignor.)

KIriiy. 'Mines B.. Cleveland. Ohio. Suction-cleaner caning.
No. 50.946 : June 19 : v. 2.39 : p. 914.

Kirsch. Francis X.. Warwick, N. D. Badge. No. 50.0'3:
June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 626.

lili
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Kopp, Nicholas, Pittsburgh, Pa. Shade. Nos. 50,947-8;
June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 914.

Korpl. Hllma, Kinney. Minn. Combination Itutton-hook

and bottle-opener. No. 50.949 ; June 19 ; v. 'JSa ; p. 915.
Lamparter, J. W. ( S^-e El>ellng. I'btlllp, assignor.)
Landers, Frary & Clark. (See Curtlss. George E., «-

slgnor.)
Long, Fretlerlck L., Cedargrove, N. J., assignor to National

School Camp Association Inc.. New York, N. Y. Badge
or button. No. 50,893 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 293.

LooinN, Henry K.. ITovldeme. R. I. Pin. No. 50.950;
June 19; v. 239; p. 915.

Low. Frank. (See Oebhart, John C, assignor.)
Lunt. <;eorge C, <ireenfield, Mass. Spoon, fork, or similar

nrticl.'. No. 50.951 : Jiine 19 : v. 239 ; p. 915.
Maerz. Frederick K.. as.slgnor to Scott-l ilman Companj

Cleveland, Ohio. Lamp stand. No. .V),874 ; June
V. 239 : p. 290.

McCormlck, Thomas J., New York, N. Y. Rocking-chair.
No. 50,8i5 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 29(».

McKee <;ia.ss Company. (See Smith, Maurice A., aa-
siirnor.

)

McLoughlln. Francis J., Brooklyn, N. Y. Rosary-medal.
No. 00,894 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 294.

Meyer, Felix. (See Rleger. Ida P.. assignor.)
(See Oerlach, Alfred II.. as

T,

Meyercord Company, The
slgnor.)

Moore, William J. P.. New
Nos. 50,952-3; June 19;

New Y'ork
p. 915

York. N. Y. Automobile-body.
V. 239 ; p. 915.

N. Y. Quilt. No. 50,954 ;Nadler, Maurice L..

June 19 ; v. 239

:

National Schobl^Camp Association. (See liOng, Frederick
L., assignor.)'

Now Jersey Patent Company. (See French, William A.,

assignor.)

North American Lace Company. The. (See Walters,
Charles J., assignor.)

New YorOno. Koh. )rk. N. Y. Vanity-case. No. 50,963

;

June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 917.
Ostrom, Albert. Elkhart. Ind. Milk-bottle holder and

ticket-rack. No. 50,975: June 2G : v. 239: p. 1189.
Ott, Charles B., Woodlawn, a.sslgnor to Eagle Glass k

Manufacturing Company. Wellsburg. W. Va. Llght-
Ix.wl. No. 50.955: .lune 19; v. 2.'?9 ; p. 916.

Phillpson, Sam, St. Louis, Mo. Advertising menu-frame.
No. 50.914 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. G27.

I'ierson. Robert M.. .\kron. Ohio, assignor to The B. F.
Goodrich Company, New York, N. Y. Pneumatic tire.

No. 50.950 : June 19 ; v. 2.'i9 : p. 916.
Plerson. Roltert M., Akron, Ohio, assignor to The B. F.

Goodrich Company. New York. N. \. Pneumatic tire.

Nos. .''.0.97(>-7 : Jane 20 : v. 239 : p. 1190.
Pittsburg Water Heater Company. (See Backstrom,

Charles A., assignor.)
Pittsburgh Toy Vehicle Company. (See Case, Homer W.,

assignor.)
R. Wallace & Sons Mfg. Co. (See Hlllbom. Henrik, as-

signor.)
Racine Rubber Company. (See Vance, Louis T., assignor.)
Ramsberger. Elmer F., Philadelphia. Pa. Badge or medal.

No. 50.957: J»ine 19: v. 2.-^9
: p. 916.

Raymond, Harry K.. Akron. Ohio, assignor to The B. F.
Goodrich Company. New York. N. Y. Pneumatic tire.
No. 50,915 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 627.

Reiser. Alfred W.. assignor to The Western Gas Fixture
Co., Tole<lo, Ohio. Gla.ss bowl for a lighting Hxture.
No. 50,876 ; June 5 ; V. 239 ; p. 290.

Reiser. Alfred W., assignor to The Western Gas Fixture
Co. Tole<lo Ohio. Glass shade for electric lights. Nos.
50,877-8 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : pp. 290-1.

Ridilell, R.tltert F.. Manhasett. N. Y., assignor to Bigelow
Hartford Carpet «."ompany. Rug Nos. 50.910-19;
June 12 ; v. 239 ; pp. 627-8.

Rltldell. Rot>frt F.. Manhasett. N. Y., assignor to Bige-
low Hartford Carpet Company. Rug. No. 50,958; June
19: V. 239; p. 916.

Rleger, Ida P., assignor to F. Meyer. New Y'ork. N. Y.
I>ace. Nos. 50,895-7 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 294.

Ri»son, Oscar C. New Rochelle. N. Y. Door-hinge. No.
.*.0.97.S : June 26; v. 239: p. 1190.

Sargent A Company. (See Sargent. Edward R.. assignor.)
Sareent. Edward R., assignor to Sargtnt & Comnanv. New

Havtn. Conn Casket h.-indlf arm. .No. .'iO.620': June
12 ; V. 239; p. 028.

Schweizer, Gottfried E., Bridgeport, Conn. Rear-end sig-
nal device for automobiles. No. 50.921 : June 12 : t.
239 : p. 628.

Scott-Ullman Company. (See Maerz. Freilerlck K.. as-
signor.)

SliHiili'v. Thomas A., assignor to International Silver Co.,
Merld«'H. Conn. (Jlass vessel or similar article. No.
.'»0 95»: June 19: v. 2.39; p. 916.

Shetler, Walter M.. Litchfield. Nebr.
50,879: June 5: v. 239: p 291.

Smith, Clark L.. Spokane, Wash.
June 5; v. 239 ; p. 291

Smith, Elmer J., and H. W. Atkinson. Tarentum,
Lamp-lens. No. .'»0,922 : June 12 ; v. 2S9 • p. 629.

Smith. Maurice A., assignor to McKee Glass Company,
Jeannette. Pa. Glass i»owl. No. 5(t.960

; June 19; t.
•J.39: p. 917.

Strahan. George V. (See Barrows and Strahan.)
Tobey, F>ed W., Grand Rapids. Mich., assignor to Alfred

J. Brown See<"

v. 239 ; p. 629
Vame. Louis T.. assignor to Racine Rubber Company,
' Racine. Wis Tire - tread. No. 60.961; June id; t

2.39 : p. 917.
Volcansek, FMward, Cleveland. Ohio. Combined pistol and

sword hilt. No. 50.979; June 26: v. 2.39: p. 1190.
Von Vargyas, Eugene. Washington. 1). C. Tread for auto-

mobile-tires. No .50,8.S1
: June 5 ; v. 239 • p 2!»1

Wade, John, St. Paul. Minn. Chair. No. 60,924 ; June 12 :

V. 2.3!» : n. 629.
Ward. Ashley F., assignor to The A. F. Ward Machinery

Co.. Boston. Mass. Loaf of biscuit. Nos. 50.926-6:
June 12 : v. 239 : pp. 629-.30.

Watters. Charles J., assignor to The North American Lace
Company. Philadelphia. Pa. I.«ce. No. 50,927 : Jnne
12: V. 2.39: p. 6.30.

York, N. T. Printed fabric. No.
239

; p. 630.
(See Crowell, Frank 8,.

Pair of forceps. No.

Casket. No. 50.880;

Pa.

J. Brown Seed Co. Cabinet. .No. .'50,923; June 12

;

;>

Wearne, llarrv. Ne
50,928 ; June 11'

; v. ZdV
; p. (

Western (Jas Fixture Co., The.
assignor.)

Western Gas Fixture Co:, The
assignor.)

Wible, Charles M.. Mount Pleasant, Pa
No. 50,962 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 917.

(See Reiser, Alfred W.,

Headllght-leni.
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Y. Soap. No.

Company.
June 26

:

Albany,
v. 239;

N. Y. Coffee.

Light Fhades

No.

and
No.

.New
June

York. N. Y.
26; V. 239:

. p. 051.
C^tllfornla.

Y. Chewing-gum.

of California.
No. 117.080

I.,os .Vngeles.

No. 117.079:

Los Angeles.
; June 19 ; v.

Los Angeles.
No. 117,081 :

A. Bourjols & Co., Inc., New York, N
110.879 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 313.

A KreaiiMT. Inc., Brooklyn. N. \. Candle and candle-

stick holders. range-lKjiiers, carriage foot-warmers. No.

117.161: June 19; v. 289; p. 9,3:^

A. Kreamer, Inc., Brooklyn. N. Y. ^tomach-warmers and

dou.hepans. No. 117.162; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 935

A C V Companv. Blnghamton, .N. Y. Cloths sclentifl-

'cal'lv oreoared to dean and polish metals. woo<ls. and
leatWrs. '^No. 117.075 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p 933.

Acleral Company of America. The, New York, N. Y.

Metal or aluminum compounds in the form of ingojf.

castlHKs. roils, plates. Nos. 117.235-6 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ;

Acnie Cleaner Miinufacturing Company. Cleveland Ohio.

Wallpaper cleaner. No. 117.076; June 19; v. 239; p.

933
Addis' & Eppsteln. Inc.. New York. N. Y. Canned flsh.

No. 117.0T7; June 19: v. 239: p. 933. ^
, ^ .

Alaska Codfish Company. San Francisco Cal. Fresh.

.iried. and canne<l codfish. No. 117.23.; June 26;
V. 239 ; p 1205.

Albanv Perforated Wrapping Paper

N. V. Toilet paper. No. 117,238

p. 1205. „ ^
Aibertson. William H. M.. New York,

117.07H: June 19: v. 289; p. 933.

Allen. Thomas <;., London. England. .„_

screens made principally but not wholly of glass.

110.9:52 : June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 314. .... „,
American Advertising Association. St. Louis, Mo. Elec-

tric signs. No. 116.N72 ; June 6 : v. 2;H9 ; p.__313.

American IHea. IunI (Juuds ( oiupnny
Cotton piece goods. No. 117.239

American Chide Co., New York, N
.No. 117.01J*; June 12; v. 239

American Fruit IHstributors ot ,

Cnl. Oranges, lemons, and grape fruit

June 19: V. 239: p. 933.
American Fruit Distributors

Cai. l^Miions and oranges
239 : p 933.

.. ^ ,., .

Ameri.an Fruit Distributors of California

Cal Oranges, grape-fruit, cantaloups.

June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 933.
American La France Fire Engine Co., Inc

Chemi.al rtre extinguishers. No. 116,5^<4

AmScan L^ad Company, New York N. Y. Type-metals

solders metal allovs. lead bars, pig-lead. No. 117,082.

June 19 : V. 239 : p. 933.

American Metal Pro<lucts Company. Milwaukee. W K
Metals resembling bronze and castings made from said

metal. No. 117.240 ; June 26 ; v 23§ ; p. 120.5

American Wiml Improvement Association. Salt Lake City,

rtah. Wool. No. 117.083; June 19; v. 239 : p. 933.

American Wringer Company The
^,J^

York N Y^

Clothes wringers and parts thereof. No. 117.084 ,
June

Andersen Mever'& Company, Ltd.. New York N. Y. Hair-

nets. No. 116,905 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 315.

Xnu'ei .V Co.. Alejandro. New York. N. ^. Coffee. No.

117.017: June 12: v. L'.39 ; p. 051.

Anzac Company. Boston. Mass. I'ereai beverage sold as

soft drink .Sos. 117.085-7 ; June 19 ; v. 289 ; p. 933.

Apco Asphalt Roofing Co . New York, N. Y. Asphalt roof-

ing. No. 117.088 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 933.

Armour (;rain Company. Jersey City. N. J., and f^hit-ago-

111. Rolled white oats. No. 117,(589 ; June 19 ; v. 289 ;

Art' Metal Construction Co. Inc.. Jamestown, N. Y. Safes.

No. 117.090; June 19 : v. 239 ; D 933
Art Metal Construction Co. Inc.. Jamestown. N. Y. Par-

titions, doors, metallic gratings for banks Ac., railings,

"tairs. No. 117.091 ; June 19 : v. 239 : p. 983.

\rt Metal Constni. tlon Co. Inc. Jamestown. N ^.
Safety deposit boxes. No. 117.092; June 19; v. 239;

Asbestos Fibre & Rubber Co- Trenton. N. J. Compressed-

flhcr sheet-packing. No. 116,986 ; June 8 ; v. 1239 ; p.

Ash^'^Green, East Gadsden, Ala. Preparation ^oj the

treatment of kidney and blood diseases. No. 116,873;
'

AusOn. Nicho's^VA inc. Brooklyn and New York N. Y.

Salt, bluing. No. 116.874 ; June 6 v. 289 ; P- 318.

Beau-Site Companv. New "iork N. Y. Butter. No.

117.019: June li : v. 239 : p. 651.

Beaver Companv, ~
atmilar boards

, '.leecker

fluids.
Bloom &
women.

Beeland-Nhholson Wholesale Co.. Inc., Greenville, Ala.

Wheat-flour. No. 117.020; June 12 ; v. '^39 : p. 651.

Bender, Joseph C, Denver, COlo. Stove-polish. No.

117.094; June 19; v. 239; p. 933. „

Bentley & Twohey Silk Co., New York, N. Y. Silk piece

goods. No. 116,937; June 5; v. 239;p. 8J5.

itesosa. Adolfo E., New York, N. Y. Medlcjne In tablet

form for the treatment of kidney and bladder disorders.

No. 116,875; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 313.
. , *k

.tiakeslee. Anna L., Maiden, Mass Certain name<l cloth-

ing and personal wear. No. 116,876; June»5; v. 239;

Company, The, Hempstead. N. Y. Cleaning

No. 116,S77 ; June 6 ; V. 239 ; p. 313.
MlUman, New York. N. Y. Shirtwaists for

wu...^!.. No. Ill095; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 933.

Booth Fisheries Company. Chicago, III. Canned salmon.

No. 117.022; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 651. ...
Booth Fisheries Company, Chicago, 111. Canned salmon.

No. 117.096; June 19; v. 2:^9: !>. 9.33.

l-.ss Manufacturing Company, The, Kewanee. 111. Glovea
and mittens. No. 118,878 ; June 5 ;

v. 239 ; p. 313.

Bosson. Frank H., Boston. Slass. Cleaning and polish-

ing preparations for painted, varnished, and woo<len sur-

faces. No. 117,099; June 19; v. 239; p. 9.33.
^

Bradlev & Metcalf Co., Milwaukee, Wis. Men s, boys

,

and "youths' shoes made from leather. No. 117.243;
June 20; v. 2.39; p. 1205. _ „ ^, . , ,,..

Brouse, William J.. Madrid, N Y. Cleaning ami polish-

ing material for automobiles, pianos, woodwork, and
furniture. No. 117.244: June 26; v. 239: p. 1205.

Brown, John II., Marseilles, 111. Rubber heels. No.

116,^80; June 6; V. 239; p. 313. ,,-,no.
Brown, Nelson H.. Boston. Mass. Clocks. No. Il4,10<),

Buckman, Jacob, n'cw York, N. Y. Coats. No. 117,023 ;

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 051.
^ , . ,.

Buhl <;. Arthur. Chicago. 111. Soft drink or beverage.

No. 117,101 ; June 19: v. 289; p. 933.

Burton v"k i>avls Co., New York. N. Y. Cannetlfrultfi. veg-

etables. an<l salmon, tomato catsup. No. 117,102; June
19 ; V. 239 ; p. 933.

, ^ ». , ,

Butler Jean W.. Chicago. III. Certain named chemical

Elmlra,
June

N, Y.
V.

and pharmaceutical preparation.

19 ; V. 239 , p. 933. ^
Butr Plus Co., The. W.ishington. D.

compounds. No. 117,KM : June 19
Bvrani. Ralph S.. Germantown. Pa.

No. 117.103; June

C. Butter merging
; V. 2.39 ; p. 9.34.

... I.Aces. knitted in-

sertion, and edgings for underwear. No. 117.245;

June 26: v. 2.39; p. 120.'; „
. . ^

Bvstrom & Hull. Toledo, Ohio. Raised breads and pas-

"trles. No. 117,106: June 19; v. 2.39: p. 934^

C Nelson Smith Company, The, Milwaukee, Wis. Medl-

'clnes and specifics for treating certain named diseases.

No. 116,926 : June 6 ; v. 239 : p. 314.

C E Bvrne Piano Co.. Inc.. New York. N. Y. Pianos.

No. ll7.105; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 934 ^ , „ .

California Bakers Spe<ialty <<> . l>os Angeles. Cal. Paste

for cakes, cookies, pie. candy, and ice-cream. No.
i; 239; I

651.

June 19; v. 239; p. 9.33

117.024; June ... ,. «... . ^
California Fruit Growers Exchange. Ix)a Angeles. Lai.

Citrus fruits No. 117,107: June 19; v. 239: p 934
Cantrell ft Dawson, Guymon, Okla. Soft drink. No.

116.940; June 5: V. 239; p 316.

CapronI Brothers Company. Providence. R. I. Still and
soarkling or carbonated waters, ginger-ale, and carbon-

ated water of different flavors. No. 117,108; June 19;

V. 239 ; p. 934. ^, „
Carl Anderson Electric Corporation, New York, N. \.

Certain named electrical apparatus, machines, and sup-

plies. No. 116.935; June .5: v. 2:i9 : P- 315.

Carson Plrie. Scott & Co., Chicago. 111. Feet for hosiery.

No. il6.881 : June 6; V. 239; p. 313.
,,fla^.

Carter ft Holmes, Chicago, 111. Neckties. No. 116,941;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 316.
, , ,, » .i. »

Cass ft Dalev Shoe Company. Salem. Mass. leather

hoots and shoes. No. 117.247; June 26; v. 289;

Ca^sHlmus^.' Oeorge S. A.. St. Louis. Mo. Liquid 'or cle":

ing varnished and enameled surfaces. No. 116,882,

CeSold 'starch Com"pany, New York N.Y, arid New
Haven. Conn. Scouring-powder. No. 117.109 , June

Cha^s." A. Schieren Company New York N. Y. Rawhide

and lace leather. No. 116.984 ; June 6 : v. 239 ; D. 316.

Cincinnati Butchers Supply Company. The. Cincinnati.

Ohio. Certain named cutlery, machinery, and tools and
parts thereof. No. 117,110 ; June 19 : v 289 ; p. 934.

T--^^- pVo»..'''%rY?foSSTl-'r.V;»^i J-"--"^-"' -o- •-"«-;
-"•»'

T. 289; p. 81.3.

Iv
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Clegg. Sherman D., Wheeling, W. Va. Ointment for the
relief of <'ertain named anrectioaK. No. 117,0*J5; June
12; V. 239; p. 651.

Colgate & Co., Jersey City, N. J., and New York, N. T.
Perfumes, toilet powders and waters, sachets. No.
117.026; June 12; v. 239; p. 651.

Collins. Harry, New York. N. Y. Certain named outer
wrarine-Hpiiarel for ladies. No. 117.248; June 26;

cago.

T. 239 ; p. 1205.
Pa. Steel. No.Colonial Steel Company, Pittsburgh,

117.111: June 19; v. 239; p. 934.
Colonial Tyre & Rubber Co. Inc., The, New York. N. Y.

Rubber tires for automobiles and other vehicles. No.
116.942; June 5: v. 239; p. 315.

Columbia Electric Novelty Corporation, New York, N, Y.
Electric batteries and flash-lights. No. 116,943; June
5 : T. 239 : p. 315.

Columbia River Packers .V-ssmiatiun. .Vstorfa. Ores.
Cann.d salmon. No. 117.112: June 19: v. 239; p. 934.

Con.soll(latIon Coal Co.. The. Baltimore. Md. Coal. No.
Il«;.lt44; June 5; t. 239; p. 315.

Contin»"ntul Fibre Company. The. Newark. Dol. Electri-
cal in»iulatlng material. No. 117,249 ; June 26; v. 239;
p. 120.').

Cordo-Hyde Company, Brockton, Ma.ss. Shoe strings and
lacings, tapes, and galloons. No. 116.945 ; June 5 ; v.

239 ; p. 315.
Craddock-Terry Company, Lynchburg, Va., and St.

Loui», Mo. Leather shoes. No. 116,946 ; June 5 ; T.
239 ; p. 315.

Crane, l.'lart-nce A., Cleveland. Ohio. Chocolate candy.
No. 117.113; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 9.U

Crew L«'vlck Company, Phlladclpbi;i. Pa. Illuminating,
luhricatlng, an<l burulnj: oils and j;rea8es. Nos.
117.114-15: June 19; v. 239; p. 934.

Crouch & Fitzirerald. New York, N. Y. Ilaf-lwxes,
valist's. certain nanx-d trunks, cases, and bags. No.
117.116 : June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 934.

Cussius & Fearn Co., The, Columbus. Ohio. Gas and coal
stoves. No. 117,117; June 19: v. 239: p. 934.

D. Nusbaum &. Co., New York, N. Y. Bathing-suits ami
sweaters. No. 117.054: June 12; v. 239; p. 052.

Davidson Baking Co., Seattle, Wash. Bread. No. 117.027 ;

June 12: V. 2.39: p. 661.
Davis, E. F., St. Louis, Mo. Medicine for rheunuitic

pains, gout, and luml>ago. No. 116,8A5;. June 5; .
239 ; p. 31.3.

Davis. .Tohn P., Chicago. 111. Certain named clothing for
men and women. No. 116.886; June 6; v. 239; p. 313.

Davi.l Hul)l»'r Company, I'rovidi u. i-. it. 1. (.'i-rtaiu uaiii<-<l

(leutHt mtHlical. and surgical appliances. No. 117,118 :

June 19: v. 239; p. 934.
Dawson Springs Company. Inc.. Portland, Me., and Dnw-

son SprliiKs. Kv. Miniral water, concentrated. No.
117.119: June 19; v. 239; p. U34.

Dennett. Fred. .\., assignor to Initeil Phonographs Cor-
porations. Port Washington. Wis. Phonographs and
phonograph-records. No. 117,028 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p.
051

.

Dl-c Chemical Company, Newark, N. J. SuRnr-of-mllk
tablets. No. 117,029; June 12: v. 239; p. 651.

iMiKd.i-^ P.rothers Co.. Phllndclphia. Pa. Wheat-flour.
.No. 11? 1-..'0: .Inne 1ft: v. 23!» ; p H34.

Durket'-Atwood Co.. SlinneapoUs, Minn.
abrasive, detergent, and polishing
116,887; June 5; v. 239; p. 313.

Durkee-Atwood Co.. Minneapolis, Minn.
tlre-micii No. 117,121 : June 19: v.

Duryea. Min-':i P.. New York. N. Y.
No. 117.122; June 19; v. 239: p. 934.

Earl Studios Inc., New York, N. Y. Magazine Issued
semimonthlv. No. 116,947; June 5; . 239: p. 315.

Economic I^roducts, Inc.. New York. N. Y. Metal-polish
for use on automobile and harness trimmings, door-
knobs, and brass. No. 116,888; June 5; v. 239; d
313.

*^

Edwin B. Stimpson Company. Brooklyn. N. Y. Gromets,
metal washers, rivets, nails. Ac. No. 116,929; June 5:
V. 2.39 : p. 314.

Ebb'P Manufacturing Co., St.
children's sle«>ping-garmenta.
239: p. 313.

Elder >lanufacturing Co.. St.
sweater-<oat8. No. 116,890 ; ^ „ . .. y. „.

Elder Manufacturing Co., St. Louis. Mo. NegllK<V>. work,
and under shirts. No. 116.891 ; June 5; v. 238 ; p. 313.

Elson. Ross J.. New Haven, Conn. Tonic for horses anc;
live stock. No. 116.892 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 313.

F:m»>ry Food Company. Chicago. III. Canned vegetables.
fruits, and fish. No. 117.030; June 12; v. 239: p. 651.

Estes and Son. Van Wert, Ohio. Itonanaa. No. 117.031 ;

June 12 : V. 239 : p. 651.
Etcheverry, Raul C. Buenos Aires, Argentina. Prepara-

tion for curing aphtha and aphthous fever. No.
116,803 :' June S ; v. 239 ; p. 313.

Euvf'nol Company. Minneapolis. Minn. Certain named
pbarnaceutlcnl preparations. No. 117.123; June 19;
v 239 : p 9.\4

Hats for men. No. 116,93s

;

Certain named
materials. No.

Tire-powder and
239 ; p. 934.
Rolled t'igarettes.

Louis, Mo. Rompers and
No. 116,889 ; June 5; v.

Louis, Mo. Sweaters and
June 6 ; v. 239

; p. 313.

No.

F. n»'rg * Co., Orange, N. J.
June 5 : V. 239; p. 315.

F. A. Hardy & «'o.. Chicago,
117 138 : June 19: v. 239

Fanners' Review. The, Chicago. 111. |]oum> nrgau pub
Ilshed Intermittently. No. lin.94«»; Jaae 5- 23!» •

1'. 315.

III. Ophthalmic lensea.
p. 935

IlL
No.

Farquhar - Moon Manufacturing Company. Chlcag
^^ ashing coropountls in the form of tablets
116.h94 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 313.

Fe<lcral E.xport Corporation, New York, N. Y. Certain
nanird cutlery, machinery, and t»M)ls. and parts thereof
No. 117.124 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 934

Fe<leral E.xport Corporation. .New York. N. Y. Certain
uanieil electrical apparatus and supplies. No. 117 125-
June 19; T. 239; D. 934.

FlKved Importing Co.. Portland. Me., and Chicago 111
Fish croquettes. .No. 117.126; June 19; v. 239; p.'984'

Fink, William B., New York. N. Y. Soft drink, temper-
ance l>everage. .No. 117,127: June 19; v. 239; p. 9S4.

Flora. Clarence M.. Oklahoma. Okla. Dress, negligee
and work shirts. No. 117.260; June 26; v 2.39 •

p. 1205. '

44 Clear Company. Philadelphia. Pa. Cigars, cigarros.
cheroots, and clgar-cllppings. Nos. 117.12^-31 ; June
19 ; v. 239 ; p 934.

Fraiar & Company, New York. N. Y. Calcined magnesia.
No. 117.(133; June 12; v. 239; p. 651.

Frederick Disinfectant Co., Atlanta. Ga. Antiseptic floor-
dressing. No. 116,.S95 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 31^

Freilerick Stearns ,v Co.. Detroit. Mich. Perfnmes. No.
11H.927 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 314.

Fritcb. Mimes i<^ (oinpauv. <i>kaloosa. Iowa. Cigars No
117.132 : June 19 : v. 23;> ; p. 9.34.

Fuel City Manufiicturing Co., Clarkshurg, W, Vs. Tur-
pentine (ups and aprons. No. 117,231; June 26:
V. 239: p. 120.'..

Fulton .Shoo Polish Company. Inc.. New York. N. Y.
Shoe-polish pastes. No. li7.133; June 19; v. 239;
p. 934.

Genant A Flach-I.ind, Svrucuse, N. Y. Certain named
foods. No. 117.034; June 12: v. 239; p. 661.

General LeH<l llattertes CoinrMiDv. .Newark. N. J. Storaue-
battery plat.-s. .No. 117.1.34 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 934.

George Borgfeldt & Co.. NVw York, N. Y. Glaks Jars,
bowls, plates, vases, dishes. Ac. No. 117.097; June 19;
v. 239 ; p. 9aa.

Ge<»rife Borjcfeldt & Co.. New York. N Y. Headwear for
men, women, and thildien—viz.. hats, caps, bonnets
No. 117.09H: June 19: r. 2.'W ; p 9.J3

George Borgfeldt & Co.. New York, N. Y. Hats and
<aps tfjr int II women. au*l < hlldren. No. 117 242*
June •_'•;; -. 2::!!: p. 12n.'».

Glass. Eii»ert S.. Clevelnn<l. Ohio. Preparations for the
treatment of terlniu naineil diseases. No. 116 896'
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 313.

Globe Steel Company, The. Mansfleld, Ohio. Metallic
particles in «rnin. Ac, forms for rubbing, polishing
and crlndln;; purposes. No. 116,.s97: June 6: v. 239:
p. 3i;{.

Goldman Costume Co
. .New York, N. Y. Adhesive plas-

ters. .No. 117,135: June !<; v. 230; p 9.S4.
Goldsmith, Charles H.. Philadelphia. Pa. Crash and
Panama cloths. Imitation panama fabric. No. 117.252:
June 20; v. 239: p. 1205.

Goldsmith. Stern A Co.. N»w York. N. Y. Finger-ringa
N«). 116,950; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 315.

<;ordon, Lucy D., .New York, .N. Y. Certain named la-
dles' and misses' clothing. No. 117.136 ; June 19; t.
239 : p. 935

Graphic Duplicator Companv, New York. N. Y. Dupli-
cators. No. 117.253: June 26; v. 239: p. 1205!

(Jreenbaum. Jacob L., Toledo, Ohio. Catarrh treatment
and reme«ly for treating certain nam*-d diseases. No.
117.035: June 12: v. 239; p. 651

Gunning. Frederick C, New York. N. T., assignor to
Wld's Film A Film Folk. Inc. Magazines Issued wecklr.
No. 116.951 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39

; p. 315.
II. M. Sawyer Ac Son. East Cambridge. Mas». Water-

proof coata. slickers. Jackets, pants, bats, aprons, and
|i"nchos. No. 117.270: June 2« ; v. 2;<!» ; p. 1206

11. W. Carter Paper Company. Sprlngfleld. Mass. Certain
named paper and stationery. No. 117J546: June 26;
T. 239: p. 120.5.

H. W. Johns Manvllle Companv, New York. N. Y. Asbes-
tos sheet-packing. No. 117.155; June 19; v. 289;
p. 935

Hager, Clark A Co.. New York, N. Y. Woolen piece roods.
No. llrt.S9.S : June 5 ; v. 239

; p. 313.
Hager. Clark A Co., New York, N. Y. Woolen piece

;:oo<ls. No 117,038: June 12; v. 239; p. 661.
Hallo.k. Thomas B.. Brooklyn. N. Y Ventilators. No.

117,1.37: June 19; v 239 : p. 9.35.

Haof. Frederick S.. New Tor\, N. Y. Indigestion, flatu-
lency, vertigo. Ac. No. 11/7.037: June I'l: v. 2.39; p.
651.

IIen)urn Leather Company. Salem. Mass., assignor to
Helburn Thompson Company. Shoe cloth. No. 116,899 .

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. S13.
Helliurn Thompson Company. (See Helbarn I..eather
Company, assignor.)

Ilerzog, Moses. New York. N. Y. Hair-nets. No. 11 7.OSS

;

June 12 : v. 239 : p. 651.
Hexagon Sewing Machine Company. New York. N. T

Sewing-machines, parts thereof. Noa. 117.141-4; Jane
19 ; . 289 : p 0.35

Hlckey, Ellen. Los Angeles. Cal Remeily for rheuma-
tism. .No. 117.0,39: June 12: v. 239; p 651

Hill Pump Valve Company, The, Chicago, III. Aatomo-
hile-heaters utUizintr the exhaust from explosive enclnes
No. 116.952; June 5; v. 239; p. 315.
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No.

Hlnckel Brewery Company. Albany, N. Y. Brewed malt

HiK"Al7eUurs.!^^^^r;ian.l" ^ie^^
=T^S ^w%. No.

„o"Mry?i^Pro3L?J Co.=:?>;t?ol?.' Mich. Yea.t-flour. No.

117,041; June 12 ;x;. 239; p. 661.
SoourluK-

Holbrook Mfg. Co Th--, •»•';'«:>, S'»y; . ^' /205
soap. No. 11T.'256 ; June 26 ; v. 239 .p.

.J
205

Holland Food Corporation. New ^«f»'A .W'-,
^«'°'**°*'^

milk. No. 117.040; J unt 12; v. '^39; p. 651.

Home Products Company. The. N*"^^"''**', ^ .,V j^^V 12
of lemon for flavoring food*. No. 11«.042, June 1-,

Home-^Rubf,er''c6.. Trenton. N. J. Asbe«tos^fl.^r sheet-

nuckinjr No 117 145; June 19 v. 239, p. VAO.

Ho^'rn sKer ComjJny. Th.-.J^alMn.;:;;;,^''! .?^;;^.''r^36
sued l.iannually. So. 11 ...140 ;

June 1» • Y- f.3«
• P- ^^^

Howard, Frank W.. New ^ork N. 1. Ualn-coats. No
116,953; June 6; v. 239; p. 315.

r,„vRs
Huds<.n Me.hanlcal Rubber Co.. .New \ork, N. \- .Canvas,

rubber. le;.ther. and comi-lnatiou canvas and rubber

beltings. No. 117,147: June 19 : v. 239: p. 935.

I. Ollendorff Co.. New York NY. Watchcases and watch

movements. Sos. 116 9^2 3: June 5; .^„^;^9.; H,« au-
Interstate Cartoon Co.. New \ork N. V

f*::^]*'"*
*P

paraius iu the form of dumb-lHlls. No. 117,148. June

Intc^r^tat^'lv/tt^.n^tSi Refining Co Sherman Tex Lard

substitute. No. 117.149 ; June 19 : v. 239 p. »35

Interstate Cotton (Ml Retining Co.. Sherman, lex. Short-

eninu. No. 117,15(»: Juii. 19: v. 239; p. 9.t.>.

interstate Cotton Oil Refining Co Sherman 1-^ I^""''

substitute. No. 117.151 : June 19 .v. 239 , p »3o

J A J. Kohn, Inc.. New York, N. \-. and J-hlcago,

Certiln named furniture. No. 117.160; June 19

J '\ KolKcr A Company. Kj»n Francisco. Cal. Tea.

117.032: June 12; v. 2.39; p. 651.

J H Michaels Co., New York. N. Y. Fresh oysters.

'117.048: June 12; v. 239: p. 65-2

James S Kirk A Company. Chicago. III. Talcum, sachet.
|

Snd face powders, perfume. ,old cr.»m. toilet water. I

No 117 043: June 12; v. 239; p. 651. 1

JavUz. Benjamin A., New York. N. Y. Booklets and clr- '

cuUrs for advertising a colle( tlon servl<-e. No. llT.ia- ,

JeinnettfMil'aBS Co'.^ieanuette. Pa. Sidewalk glass lights,
j

No. 110.954; June 5: v. 239; p. 315. v 1, v v 1

Jenkins Bros.. Elizabeth, N. J., and New York. N.^-
Metallic valves and parts thereof. No. lli,lo4; Juni

1

John 'Chatmo'n^A Sons. New York. NY Weighing scales.
,

No 110 SH3; June 6; v. 239; p. 313.

John F Jelk^ Company, Chicago,^ 111. Oleomargarln.

No. 117.163 : June 19 ; v. 289 ; P-OZH- „..,,- , « 1
'

John S. Tlllev Ladders Co.. The. Watervllet N. \. Lad

ders. No. 116,992; June 5; V. 239- p. 316.

Johnsen and Kildac ( See Quevedo. Jose. "^l^nf/J^^^
Johnson A Johnson. New "^""f^J* >'j '^•, .^1, r":''J*°2^5y

bauilages or Jock straps. No. 11 .,15b ; June 19 ,
v. 26V ,

n 9^S
Joseph New York, N. Y. Ladles' hats, bonnets, toques,

crffksrdreases. wd outer suits. No. 116.955 ;
June 6 .

V. 239 ; p. 315.
, »• v- 1. v v ««

Joseph Frackman tympany. Inc.. New \orkN;i. feet-

tlncs for precious stones. No. 116,949 ; June 5 , v. /.iO ,

Ke^ievciarke Co.. Seattle. Wash Canned salmon. No.

ll'? 157 June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 935. _ , ^ ^ ^
Kellev W lUam J.. ;«.lgnor to The N. K. Falrbank Coin-

panr, Chicago, IU. Shaving cream powder, and stjck.

So 117,168 : June 19 ; v. 23© ; p. 935.

Klnloch. Elinor L.. Chelsea. I^»'l"n,LngIand. Certain

name<l household furniture. No. 11 (.169. June 19,

Vroiirer '« iust Parsons. Pa. Preparation for the treat-

ment of diarrhea and dysenterr No. 117.044; June

L ^Candee'«?Co''mpanv. New Haven. Conn Rubber boots

and shoes. No. 116.939 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 315.

Landers Frary A Clark. New Britain Conn
,?:V«3

nameil electrical apparatus and supplies. No. 117.163.

Tune 19 ' v. 239 ; p. 935. , ,

Lang? FrAierlck W.*! Ensley. Ala. Icecream, condensed

milk milk powder, butter, cheeae. Ac. No. 117.164 ,

Lei"nSfn'Bros: llV, &ei* York. N. Y. Chemises made of

w^en material. No. 116.904: June 5 ; v. 239; p. 314.

Lerman. Alexander, Philadelphia. Pa. Rye-flour. No.

117.165; June 19; v. '239; p. 935. ^ ^. ^. ^ _
Leshef. Whitman A To. Inc.. New \ork N.\. Certain

knitted. nette<l. ami textile fabrics. No. 11<,045: June

12: v. 239; p. 651,.
^^^^ Preparation for the
No. 116,905 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

ifoys' outer salts.
No. 117,167; June

Fabric gloves. No.

Chocolate candy.

9; p. --

Lewis, John. Iron River.

treatment of rheumatism.
p. 314.

Liggett A Myers Tobacco

Lion, Edwin E., New York, N. T.
Ja(ket6, overcoats, hats, caps. Ac.
19 : v. 239 ; p. 935.

Llttauer Brothers, New York. N. Y.
116,906 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 314.

Loose Wiles Company, Kansas City, Mo.
No. 117,168 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936.

Louisville Cement Company, Louisville, Ky. Building-
cement. No. 117,169; June 19: v. 289; p. 936.

Lowensteln, I>anlel, New York, N. Y. Certain pharma-
ceutical preparations for toilet purposes. No. 116,907;
June 5; v. 239 ; p. 314.

Lyon A Healy, Chicago, 111. Cornets, trombones, altos,
melophones, baritones, Imsses, saxophones. No. 116,959 ;

June 5; V. 239; p. 315.

Maas liaklu;; Co.. New York, N. Y. Prepared food prod-
uct made from flour and eggs similar to noodles In its
uses. No. 117.040; June 12; v. 239; p. 052.

Mac.Vndrews A Forbes Company, Camden, N. J. Dye-
wood extracts. No. 116.9(i^

; .lune 5; v. 2.39; p. 314.
Macy A Co., R. 11., New York. N. Y. Sheets and pillow-

cases. No. 116.910 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 314.
Macv A Co.. R. H.. .New York. N. Y. Silks In the piece.

N(i. 116.911 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 314.
Macv A Co.. R. H., New Yy)rk, N. Y. Gloves. Nos.

117.171-5 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936.
Marlcatte et Cle., Indianapolis, Ind. Perfumes, toilet

waters, rouge, face and dental creams, powders. No.
116.912: June 5; v. 239; p. 314.

Marion Dress Co.. .New Y<»rk, N. Y. Ladles' dresses. No.
110,961 : June 5: v. 2.39; p. 315.

Marks, Albert F.. Part Falls. Wis. Powders for treating
ertaln nani-d affections. No. 117,047; June 12; v.

239 ; p. 652.
Martin L. Hall Company. Boston. Mass. Coffee. No.

117.2.'»4: June 20; v. 2.30: p. 120r..

Marvel Engineering Company, Chicago, III. Grease-caps
for automobiles, motors, and other vehicles and machin-
ery. No. 117.176: June 19; v. 239; p. 930.

Mathews. Henrv H., Boston. Mass. Rooflng-slate. No.
117.177; June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

Matthews A Sons. Geo. B., New Orleans, La. Stock feed.
No. 117.178: June 19; v. 239; p. 930.

Mauser Mill Company. Laurys Station. Pa. Wheat-flour.
Nos. 117,179-xl : .fune 19; v. 2.39; p. 930.

May, George W., Morgantown, W. Va. Catalogues of news-
papers and periodicals. .No. 116.962; June 5; v. 239;
p. 315.

May Hosiery Mills. Burlington, N. C. Hosiery. No.
117.200; June 20; v. 239; p. 120.^.

Mays Mills. Inc.. Mayworth, N. ('. Carded and combed
cotton yarns. No. 116.963 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 315.

McKesson \ Rol)bins. Incorporated. New York. N. Y.
Monthly periodicals. No. 116.900; June 5; v. 239;
p. 315.

McKlbbln. Drlscoll it Dor.sey. Inc.. St. Paul, Minn. Sheep-
skln-llned coats. No. 117,170 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936.

McI.^od. William A., South Bend, lud. Cathartics. No.
,

116.909; June 5: v. 2.'{9
; p. 314.

McMechen, Frank L.. San Diego and Los Angeles. Cal.

I

Certain named devices for gas-engines. No. 117.259;
.June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1205.

Meeker. Chnnning D., Bedford. Ohio. Coupon books of
address-lnbeis for use on all manner of packages. No.
116.913 ; June 5 : v. 239 : p. 314.

Metric Packing Company, Buffalo, N. Y. Certain named
machinery packing. No, 117,182; June 19; v. 239;
p. 930.

Meuser A Meuseiv Chicago, 111. Dupllcating-lnks.
116,964 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 315.

Midland Tire A Rubl)er Co., The, Cleveland. Ohio,
tain named tires, belting, hose, and tire-shoes.

110,966: June ,1; v. 2:<9 : p. 315
Mlhalovitch Brothers Company, The, Cincinnati.

Certain name<l <heml<"al8 ami pharniaccutl'sl orepara-

tions. No. 117.277: June 26: v. 239; p. 1206.

Milton Bradley Co., Sprlngfleld, Mass. Games. No.

117.183 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936.
Minassian, David D., New York, N. Y. Cigarettes. No.

110.907 : -'nn<- 5 : v. 239 ; p. 315.

Mlshawaka Woolen Manufacturing Company. Mlshawaka,
Ind Lightweight rubbers. Nos. 116.914-16; June
5: v. 239: p 314.

MHhawaka Woolen Manufacturing Company, Mlsliawaka.

Ind Composition soles used on rubber and woolen
footwear. No. 116.917 : June 5; v. 239 ; p 3T4.

Mississippi Lumber Company, Chicago. 111. Hardwood and

pine lumber. No. 117,184; June 19; v. 239 : p. 936.

Monitor Stove A Range Co.. The, Cincinnati. Ohio. Hot-

air furnaces. No. 117.186; June 19; v. 239; p. 936,

Mono Service Cream Co.. Knoxvllle, Tenn.
butter, milk, and sweet cream. No. 117.049

v. 239 ; p. 652.
Mueller Wild Co.. Milwaukee, Wis. Canne<l

No.

Cer-
No.

Ohio.

Igfett A
Clgarett«

_ _ - Company, New York. N. Y.

igarettes. No. 117.166; June 19; v. 239 ; p. 935.„

Linden. Ernst. Hamilton. Ohio. Cigars. No. 116,957

;

widenmVyrA^lcin^.. Henry. New York W. Y Printing

and writing paper. No. 116,958; June 5; t. 2.39;

T Inenwear Hoalerv Company Inc.. Clifton Heiehts. Pa.

IIosTerV. No. 117.258 Tjune 26; v. 239: p. 1205

Ice-cream,
June 12 ;

tomatoes.

corn peas, pork and bean«. wax and refugee t>eans.

No. llY.050; June 12; v. 2.39: p. 652.

Muller. Oustav A. H.. New York. N. Y. Read.T-mlxed

paints. No. 117.261 :. June 20: v. 239 .p. 1205.

Mutual Creamery Companv, Salt Lake City, Ctah.

Creamery butter. Nos. 117,186-7; June 19; . 289;

p. 936.
N. K. Falrbank Company. (See Kelley, William J., as-

signor.)
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Naas-Sanderson Co., Evanrville, Ind. Coflfee In packages.
No. 117,051 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 662.

National Carbon Company, Cleveland, Obio, assignor to
National Carbon Co. Arc - lamp electro<Ies. No.
117,188; June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

National Carbon Coinpany, Lonj; Island City. N. Y. Port-
able electric lights and dry batteries. No. 117.262;
Juno 20 : v. 2.35) : p. 120.'5.

National Fruit Juice Company, La Fayette. Ind. Apple-
Juice. No. 117,189; June 19; v. 23d; p. 936.

National Petroleum Publisliing Company, The. Cleveland,
Ohio. Monthly ptTiodlcal. No. 116,968; June 6; v.
2.39 : p. .Ufi.

National Smelting & Refining Corporation. New York,
N. Y. Platinum, gold, and sliver soldera. No. 117,26.'J;
June 26 : v. 239 : p. 120."^.

Nelson-Rhoads Candy Co., The. I>enver. Colo. Chocolates.
No. 117,190; June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

New Yorlc Mills Corporation. New York Mills, N. Y.
Velvets and velveteens. No. 116,969 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

p. .316.
Niagara Silk Mills. North Tonawanda. N. Y. Certain
named women's clothing. No. 116,970; June 5; v.
239; p. .316.

Nocatee Citrus < J rowers' Association, Nocatee, Fia. Or-
anges, grape-fruit, lemons, and all citrus fruits. No.
117.052; .fune 12; v. 239; p. 652.

North Anericin Watch Co. Inc., Mansfield, Ohio. Clocka
and watches nnd the works for the same. No. 117,053;
June 12; v. 239; p. 652.

North Western Company, Chicago, 111. Soft drink or
l.(v.rai:<'. .No. 116.918; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 314.

Novelty Mill Company, Seattle. Wash. Wheat flour and
cereal. .No. 117.191 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

Nygaard. John O.. Christlanla, Norway. f're.<»a buttons or
separable fasteners. No. 117,192; June 19; v. 239;
p. 936.

Ohio State Stove Co.. The. Columbus. Ohio. Wood, coal,
gas. oil, and vapor stoves and ranges. No. 116.971 ;

Juno 5: V. 2.39: p. .316.

Oliver Brothers. Inc.. New York, N. Y. Fire-brick, lining
for furnaces, smelters, boilers, cupolas, stoves. No.
117.193; June 19; v. 289; p. 936.

Omaha Bovrragf Company, Omaha, Nebr. Non-alcoholic
beverage sold as a soft drink. No. 116.974: June 6:
V. 2.39: p. .316.

Onondaga Steel Company, Incorporated, Syracuse, N. T.
Steel. No. 117.194; June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

Otto HW?t'l Company. In<-.. Kuffalo. N. Y. Player-actions
for pianos. .Vo. 117.2.'),'»: June 26: v. 2.39: p. 120.').

Oversea* Produ<ts Corporation, New York, N. Y. Canned
goods. No. 117,195; June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

P. Hallantino & Suns. Nownrk. N. J. Gingor-alo. No.
117.241: June 26: v. 2.39: p 120.-,.

P. E. I*irris & Co.. Seattle. Wash. Canned .salmon. No.
117.139; Juno 19; v. 239; p. 935.

Pacific H:oast Biscuit Company, .Seattle. Wash. Biscuits.
No. 117.055; June 12; v. 239; p. 652.

Pacific Novelty Company, New York, N. T. Barrettes.
No. 116.975 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 316.

Panama Rico Milling Co.. New Orleans, La. Rice. No.
117.05«, : June 12; v. 239; p. 652.

Paul F. Boich Co.. Bloomington. 111. Chocolates and con-
fections. No. 117,021 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 651.

Peerless Thinner Company, The, Baltimore, Md. Palnt-
thlnning materials. No. 116.976; June 5; v. 239;
p. 316.

Peet Bros. Mfg. Co., Kansas
117.196; June 19; v. 239: p

Perin, Inc., Now York. N. Y.
. June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 314.
Perkins Brothers, Bay City. Mich.

117.197 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936
Peterson. Harold O., Chicago, 111. Dressed poultry. No.

117.198 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 936.
Plnor. Fredorlcli. Los Angeles, Cal. Silver-polish. No.

116.920; Jnno 5: v. 2.39: p. 314.
Portland Flouring Mills Company, Portland, Oreg. Wheat-

flour. No 117.199: June 19: v. 239 ; p. 936.

City, Kans. Soap. No.
936.
Deodorant. No. 116,919

;

Peanut-butter. No.

Wheat
V. 239 ;

Portland Flouring Mills Companv. Portland. Oreg.
flour, (self-rising.) No. 11"?.200; June 19
p. 936.

Portland Flouring Mills Companv, Portland, Oreg. Wheat-
flour. No. 117.201 : Juno 19: v. 239; p. 9,36.

Pupulldy Brothers, New York, N. Y. Cigarettes. No.
116.977: June .I: v. 239; p. 316.

Quevedo, Jost^. assignor to Johnsen and Kildac, New
York», N. Y. Condiments. No. 117.067; Jane 12; t.
239: p. 662.

R. E. Tongue * Bros. Co., Philadelphia. Pa. Fruit jar
rings. No. 117.271; June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1206.

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Companv. Winston Salem, N. C.
Plug and twist tobacco. No. 1I7.203: Juno 19; v. 239;
p. 936.

Radbridge Company, Inc., New York. N. Y. Score-padt.
No. 117.264: June 26: v. 2.39: p. 1206.

Ramashauskl. Klemens S.. Chicago, III. Medicine as a
remedy for diseases of the lungs, coughs, catarrh, and
asthma. No. 117.058; June 12: v. 239; p. 652.

Randolph Marketing Co., San Francisco, Cnl. Oranges
and lemons. No. 117.265: June 26; v. 239; p. 1206.

Ranlvlllo. Loova .\., Grand Rapids. Mich. Leather belt-
ing. .No. 116.978 : Juno 5 : v. 2.39 : p. 316.

Rather. Oscar A.. Milwaukee. Wis. Coagb-drops. No.
117.059; June 12; v. 239; p. 882.

***f.'^^i.*'^r''"..^"4**'»'°«? <^«- ^J change of name Realty
Publishing Co.. Newark. N. /. Monthly magazine or
porlodical. No. 116.979; June 5; v. -239; p. 316.

Republic Metalware Co., The. Buffalo. N. Y. Certain
name<l receptacles made of metal. No. 117.202; June
19 : V. 239 ; p. 936.

Rice Stix Dry fJoods Company. St. Louis, Mo. Hoalery.
No. 116.921 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 314.

Richmond Lace Works, Alton, R. I. Lace. No. 117 061:
June 12; v. 239; p. 652.

Robert Rels « Co.. New York. N. Y. Underwear as fol-
lows : shirts, drawers, and union-suits. No. 117,060:
June 12: v. 239; p. 652.

Rochester Button Company. Rochester, N. Y. Bottona for
attachment to wearing-,
V. 2.39 : p. 316.

No. 116,980; June 5

No. 117.266;Soap.Rub-No-More Co.. Fort Wayne, Ind
June 26; v. 239; p. 1206.

Ruge Bros Canning Co., Apalachicola, Fia. Canned
shrimp. No. 117.204; June 19; v. 239: p. 936

Kuggles-Coles Engineering Co.. New York. N. Y. : Chi-
cago, III., and York, Pa. Driers for driving off free
moisture from various materials. No. 116,981 ;-June 6:
V. 2.39 ; p. 316.

Russia Cement Company, Gloucester. Mass.
food. No. 117,062 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 602

S. I?. Kress & Company. Now York. .N. Y. Ha
116,902-3 : June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p 314

S. S. Kresge Co., Detroit, Mich. CaUlogues, folders,
printed l)ooks. valentines. Ac. No. 116,956; June 6-
V. 239 ; p. 315.

Salt's Te.\tlio Manufacturing Company, The, Bridgeport,
Conn., and Now York. N. Y. Woven fabric in the
liece. No. 117.267: June 26; v. 239: p. 1206.

Poultry

Hosiery. Noa.

PJ«
Salt's Textile Manufacturing Companv. Tfie. Bridgeport

Conn., and New York. N. Y. Women's, children s, and
infants' coats, cloaks, wraps, and capes. No. ll'TSOS-
June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1206. '

Salt's Textile Manufacturing Company. Bridgeport, Conn.,
ami New York. N. Y. Women's, children's, and infants*
co.nts. cloaks, wraps, dros.ses, &c. No. 117,269 : June 26 :

V. 239: p. 1206.
.Samok & Lobel. .New York. .N. Y. Ladies' blouses and

sport coats. No. 116.922: June 6: v. 2;i9 ; p .314
Samstag & Ililder Bros.. .New York. N. Y. Toilet and

safety pins, hooks, eyes, shoe and corset laces, snap-
fasteners, dressing-combs. No. 116.982; June 5; v.
2.39 : p. 316.

Samstag & lllldor Bros.. New York. N. Y. Corset laces,
lingerie, and soutache braids, pin and doll cushions.
&c. No. 116.98.3: June 5: v. 239; p. 316.

San Fernando Heights Lemon Co., Los Angeles. Cal.
117.205No. JuneLemons, oranges, and grape-fruit

19 ; V. 239 : p. 936.
Schleslngor Radltim Co., IVnvor, Colo. Luminous com-

pounds. No. 117,063; June 12; v. 239; p. 652.
Scholl Manufacturing Company. Inc., Chicago. 111. Corn-

plasters. No. 117,206; Juno 19: v. 239; p. 936.
Scholl Manufacturing Companv. Inc.. Chicago. III. In-

stop-arch supports. No. 117.207: June 19; v. 239;
p. 937.

Schuylkill Silk Mills. Reading, Pa. Silk cloth in the piece,
both knitted and textile. No. 116.985; June 6; v. 239;
p. 316.

Scott A Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J. .Xntiwptic solution.
No. 117,208 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 937.

Seamless Rubber Companv, The. Now Haven. Conn.
Tennis-halls. No. 116,92.A : June .•» ; v. 2.39 : p. 314.

.Searx. Roebuck and Co.. Chicago. 111. Stock foods. No.
117.064; June 12; v. 239; p. 652.

Sears. Roebuck and Companv. Chicago. III. Wringers
and parts thereof. No. 117.209 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 937.

Sears. Roebuck and Co.. Chicago. 111. Knockdown houses.
No. 117.210; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 937.

Sears. Roebuck an<l Co.. Chlcajto, III. Folding shopplng-
bng. .No. 117.211 : Juno 19 : v. 2.39 ; d. 937.

Seattle Grain Co.. Seattle. Wash Wheat - flour. No.
117.066; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 652.

Seidonsplnner. Oeorgo J.. Cincinnati. Ohio. Liniment for
rheumatism, scalds. bi)rn<. sprains, backache. No.
116.924: June 5: v. 239: p. 314.

Semple Rubber Company, Trenton. N. J. Inner tubes for
automobile and motor-cvcle pneumatic tires. No.
116.986: June .•> ; v. 239: p. 316.

Shaplolgh Hardware Companv, St. Louis. Mo. Clocks.
Nos. 116,987-8: Juno .'

: v. 2.39: p. 316.
Shearer Co., S.. The. Sinking Spring, Pa. Remedy for

la grippe, ha v fever, asthma, bronchitis. Ac. No.
116,92."^: June 5; v. 239: p. 314.

Sherman. EJdgar P.. Woodward. Ala.
117,212; June 19; v. 239; p. 937.

Silverman. Morris R.. New York,
misses'. Juniors', and girls' suits
116,989: June .I : v. 289: p. 316.

Smith A Kaufmnnn, New York. N. Y
and ribbons. No. 117,066; June 12

Llver-tonlc. No.

N. Y. Women's,
and coats. No.

Silk piece goods
V. 239 ; p. 652.

lubrica'ting. and burning oils and greases. No. 117 2lf •

June 19 : v. 239: p. 937.
Spencer. William E.. New York. N. Y. Adhesive vulcan-

izing patches and fabrics. No. 117,214; June 19; t
239 p. 937.

8tayl)estos Manufacturing Companv. Philadelphia. P«.
Brakellnings. No. 117.216; June 1ft ; v. 2.39; p. 987.
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?!torllng Products Coinpany. In.-., Brook yn N. ^- r*'^-

tain nam.-d .homlcal and pharma. eutical preparation.

No. 110.928; June .'•
: v. 239: p. 314.

_

Sternfold and I'oUn, Philadelphia, Pa. Ladles sMrt-

walst-'. No. 116.9»<i: .June .".
: v. 239: p. 316.

Stewart Warner Spee<lometer Corporation
J
hlcag.^ 111.

.Sparkplugs. No. 117.216: June 19; y. 239 :p «3i.

Stewart Wain.r Speedometer Corporation. « hlcago. 111.

Electric lamps. Nos. 117.217-18: June 19: v. 2M .

StSttgart Rice Mill Companv, Stuttgart. Ark. /Rice rice- '

bran and rloe-poiish used for a stock food. No. 117,007 ,

June 12: v. 239; p. 652.

Taylor, Marshall W., Philadelphia, i;a_. Overalls for men
women, l.ovs, and girls. -No. ll..o».8: June 12, ^.

239; p. 652. , .. ,,^,.ui
Taylor, Stewart K., Mobile. Ala. I...gs. No. 116,991

Juno .'> ; V. 239 : p. 316.
, v , i

Terraplastica Manufacturing Co. Inc.. Newark. >. J.
,

Dental improBslon trays. No. 11. .219: June 19. \.
|

239 : p. 93 <

.

.1
To<l<l Thomas J. A.. Watsonvlile. Cal. Ran-»i proilucts— I

viz fresh fruits, berries, and root crops, j>oultry. and

eggs. No 117,220; June 19; v. 239 : p. 93,

Toepfer A Schroff, Inc.. New York. N '^- .^»'''*»P°';,|"':

print cloth, wallpaper, au.l the like. No. 116.993.

June 5: V. 2.39: p. 31<i. „. . . ^
Tomahawk Shoe Co., Tomahawk. W Is. Hoots «ind shoes

made of leather skins and textiles. No. 117.221 ;
June

Tourolne T'on'iminy. The. Boston. Mass. Cho_colate coat-

Ing for .onfe.tlonors and l.akor>. No. 11. ,069; June

12 ; V. 2:i9 : p. 652.
Tracv Con.i'nuv, Inc.. ^ew I^ndon. Conn. I'reparatlon

for use In the treatment of constipation. No. llb.930 ;

June 5 ; V. 239 ; p. 314 I

Tracy Company. Inc.. N-w Lon.ion. Conn. Preparation

for use in the treatment for Indigestion. No. 116,931 :

June 5 : y. '239 : p. 314.
.^ ^, .

Tracv Companv. Inc., The. New Ix>ndon. Conn. Tablet

triturates. conipressfHl tablets, and chemical elements in

lozonce form for certain mimed uses. No. 116.994.

June 5: V. 239 : p. 316.

Tracy Company. Inc. The, New London. Conn. Prepara-

tion for use In the treatment for dyspepsia. No.

116.99.'i; June r. ; v. 239: p. 316.

Traub Manufa<turlng Company. The, Detroit, Mich.
Flngor-rlngs. No. 116,996: Juno .".

; v. 239: p. 316.

Treo Companv. Inc.. .Now York. .N. Y. Corsets and bras-

sieres. No.' 116.998: June T, ; y. 239: p. 316.

Troy Chemical Co.. Blnghaniton. X. Y. Veterinary
<ifntmont. No. 11M.997: Juno .-)

; v. 239: p. 316.

True's Oil Companv. Spcikane. Wash. Lubrlcatlng-olls.

Nos. 117,222 4 ; Juno 19 : v. 2.3!> ; p. 937.
Tube Brush Co., P.oston, Mass. Ilrush for polishing shoes.

No. 117.22.'> ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 937.

Tustln Lemon Association, Tustln. Cal. Lemons. No.
117.226: June 19: v. 239; p. 937.

Union Fish Co.. San Krandsco. Cal. Drieil fish, an(^ par-

ticularly co«IIIsh. No. 117.227 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 937.

Union I'aper A Twine Company. The. Cleveland. Ohio.

Printing, writing, >«nd wrapping paper. No: 116,999
June 5T v. 2:i9 ; p. 316.

United States Rubber Compan.v. New York. N.
J- ^"^

ber boots and shoos and fabric shoes having rubber

soles attached thereto by vulcanization. Nos.

117,003-5 : June 5 : v. 239 : p. 317.

Unltwl States Spot Ground Corporation. Omaha. _Nebr.

Grounds. Nos. 117,228-9 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 93 <.

Van Landingham Co.. C. E., Los Angeles. Cal. < a°°^
sardines and tuna fish. No. 117,2.'io ; June 19: v. J39 ;

Vnnola Companv. The. Winston Salem. N. C. Cough-
drops. No. 117.006: June .-.:.y.2:i9; p. 317. .

Velvet Grip Shoe Co.. Inc., New York. N. \. Hoots ana
shoes made of leather and canvas. No. lli.OOi ; June
.-.

: v. 239 : p. 317. .. , w
Vlneland Preserving Company. Jersey City. N. J. Maca-

roni. No. 117,070; June 12; v. 239^; p. 652.
Vulcanite Manufacturing Co.. Llndenhurst, N. \. ^nap-

fasteners. No. 117.231 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 93*.

\V D .\ilen Manufacturini: Company, Chicago. III. Ma-
ihlnery-belting forme.i of to.xtlle fabric. No. 116.933 ;

, .luno ."(
; v. 239; p. 31."i.

W I> KIblor Co., Indianapolis. Ind. Lubrlcatlngoll.
.257: June 26: v. 2M> : p. 120.-,.

United Breweries Co., Chicago, 111.

June ')
: v. 2:?9 : p. 316.

United Phonographs Corporation
A., aaslgnorr) „ .

,

Unite,! States Lacquer Company. Brooklyn
Lacquer and thinners. No. 117.001 ; June 5
p. 317.

United States Rubber Company. Now York. N. l. Rub-
berized aircraft fabrl<s. No. 117.002; June r» : v.

239 : p. 817.

No. n: . .

\V. J. ilartzel Company. The, I'ltlsburgli. I'a. Eggs, but
tor, butterln, oleoniargarin, auti cheese. No. 117. 140;

Ohio.
June 19 : v. 239 : p. 93;..

WHgner Manufacturing ''ompany. The. Sidney,
Metal sauc, pan. No. 117.onK; Juno 5; v. 2.39; p. 317.

Wanderer Worke vorm. WInklhofor A Ja,'ni(ko Aktien-
g,>8ell8chaft Schijnau. near Chemnitz. Germany. Certain
liai;i«'il paper and >lal loUe. \ . .Si>. I17.t><n». J line .'»

;

V. -2:19 : p. 317.
* • Cer-

June
Warlng-Underwood Company. The. 1*hila<lelphla. I'a.

tain named building construction. No. 117,232;

Ccrsets. No.Brldi;eport. Conn
'J'.'.U : p. 317.
Jersey Cltv. N. J., and New

Ni>. ll'f.233 ; June 19 ; ,v

York,
239;

H.
No.

The. I'.l'KPnnn;;

117.071 ; June

Ohio.

diil<

12
Ind. C.'r-

230; p.

Cigars. No.

Beer. No. 117.000 :

(See Dennett, Fred

N. Y.
y. 239:

19 ; y. 239 ; p. 937.
Wjun.r r.ros. Co.. The

1 K.'ilO : Iiine 5 : v.

Waterbury Company,
N. Y. Manila rope,

p. 937.
Wel.b Packing Co., W.

tain named f«ods.
652.

Weid.nian <^'o.. The. Cleveland.
117,oil : Jiine 5; v. 239: p. 317.

Weinberg. Max W., Newark. N. J. Pr,'paratlon for the
treatment of certain named diseases. No. 117.012

;

June 5; v. 239 ; p. 317.
Wlds Film A Film Folk. (See Gunning, Frederick C.

assignor.)
Wilbrabani Springs Company, Springfield

bonated soft drinks and svrup therefor.
Juno ',

; V. 239 : p. 317.
Williams. James W.. Paragould. Ark.

117.234 : June 19 ; v. 2:^9 : p. 937
Willow Springs Browing Co.. Omaha.

• nting cei-eal beverage sold as a
117.014: June 5: v. 239; p. 317.

Windmuller. Carolyn T.. New York. N. Y.
clotlilng for women,
p. 652.

Wlss, Albcct. Peekskiil,
bracelets, brooches,
p. 317.

i Woodbury Shoe Company. Beverly. Mass. Canvas boots
I ami .shoes. No. 11*073; June 12; v. 239; p. 652.

I

Wortondvke Manufacturing Co.. Richmond. Va. Toiiet-

paper "and paper towels. Nos. 117.272-6; June 26;
! V. 239 ; p. 1206.
1 Yorkshire Creamery Co., Ottumwa. Iowa. Creamery-but-

ter. No. 117.074 : Juno 12.; v. 239 : p. 652.
Zlove, Rimal. Minneapolis, Minn. Fruit and vegetable
compound for flavoring soft drinks. No. 117,016;
June 5 ; v. 230 ; p. 817.

Mass. Car-
No. 117,013;

Pile remedy. No.

Nebr.
soft

Non intoxl-
drlnk. No.

No. 117,072
Certain named

June 12 ; v. 289 ;

N.
No.

Y. Flngor-rlngs, lavalll^res,
117.015: Juno .'',

: v. 239;
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A. C. HenBchel & Co.. ChJcauo. 111. " Franclta." (For
CigarH.) No. 20,168; Jun«' 19; v. 239; p. 938.

A. C. Henschel A Co., Chicago. 111. "San Julia." (For
Cigars.) No. 20.164; June 19; v. 239; p. 988.

Advancf Automobile Ar<-«v*sorle8 Corp., ChlcaRO. III. "Ad-
vance Cork Insert Transmission Unlngs." (For TrauB-
mlsslon Linings.) No. 20,189: June 26; v. 289; p.

1207.
. .. ,„

Albano. Francesco. New York. N. Y. "Albano's." (For
Peppers.) No. 20,152 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

Albano. Francesco. New York, N. Y. " Cuoco's." (For
Tomatoes.) No. 20.178; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

Albany I'harmacal Co. Inc.. The. Albany, N. Y. " Sapo-
foam." (For Liquid Shampoo.) No. 20.190; June 26;
V. 2.^9: n. 1207.

, „ ,„
Albrecht, William O., Baltimore, Md. "Al-Brento. (For

Material for Cl.-anlng Olass and Like Surfaces and for

Preventing Depositing of Moisture on the Same.) No.
20.187 : June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1207.

Alle-Rhume Remedy Company. Rochester, N. Y. "Allen
rhu." (For Remedy for Rheumatism, Liver, Kidney,
and P.owel Complaints.) No. 20.188; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1207.

Allwood Lime Company, Allwood Siding, near Manitowoc.
Wis. " Milk of MagneKla Lime." (For a Manufactured
Lime Product.) No. 20.177; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

American Lithographic Company, New York, N. T. " 8e-
lecclon Especial Clgara." (For Clgara.) No. 20,151;
June 19: v. 230; p 938.

Anaheim Cltrua Fruit ABsoclatlon. Anaheim, Cal. "Ana-
helm Supreme." (For Oranges.) No. 20.136; June 5;
T. 2;i9 ; p. 31 S. „. „. ^

Atlantic Beverage Company, Petersburg. Va. " Blue Bird
Oln-'er Ale." (For (ilnger Ale.) No. 20,168 ; June 19

;

v. L'.S»: p. 9.'18.
,. ^„

Barnes. W. Porter, Santa Rosa. Cal. " Powerene." (For
a Fuel Intenslrter and D«'carbonli€r.) No. 20,187 {

June 5: v. 239; p. 318.
Belstle Company, The. Shlppensburg Pa.

Party Outfit. (For Hallowe'en Decorations.)
20.lt9: June 19: v. 239; p. 938.

Burgess Batterv Company. Madison. Wis. " Burgess Bat-
teries Full Of Pep." (For Electric Batteries.) No.
20.139; June 5; V. 239; p. 318. ,,

C F Burgess I^I>oratorles, Madison. Wis. " Twln-Slx.

(For Electric Batteries.) No. 20,138; June 6; v. 239;

California Aaaoclated Olive Growers. Inc.. San Francisco,

Cal. " Serra California Ripe OllTes." (For 011vea.»

No. 20.140 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 318. ^ ^ ,.

Chamlwrlaln Company. The. Pittsburgh. Pa. " K K.
(For Cleaning Compound.) No. 20,191; June 26; .
289 p 1207

Connet, ilugh I.. New York. N. Y.. aaslgnor to J. Wil-

liam Ijindenberger, Philadelphia. Pa. "Randolph
Cuties." (For Children's Hosiery.) No. 20,180; June
19 : v. 2."i9 : p. 938.

Coplay Cement Manufacturing Company. New York, N. Y.

'•Anchor Portland Cement." (For Portland Cement.)
No. 20.181 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

Dodge. Sweeney A Co.. Sec Francisco, C^al. Dod?.^
(For Canned Oysters.) No. 20.141; June 5 ; v. 289;

'-. ^1 ft

fc W. Oates A Son Co., Richmond. Va. "Aden." (For
Canne<l Sauer Kraut.) No. 20.154; June 19; v. 239;

E^W.'hates A Son Co.. Richmond, Va. "Aden." (For
Canned Mixed Vegetables.) No. 20.155: June 19; v.
ooo * n 0H8

B. W.'rtates A Son Co.. Richmond, Va. "Aden." (For
Canned Peaches.) No. 20,156 ; June 19 ; v. 239

;

p. 93«.
B. W. Oates A Son Co.. Richmond. Va.

Canne.1 Beans.) No. 20,157: June 19
E W. Gates & Son Co., Richmond. Va.

Canned Corn.) No. 20.158: June 19
K W. (Jatos A Son Co.. Richmond. Va.
Canned Peas.) No. 20.159 ; June 19

E. W. Oates A Son Co., Richmond. Va.

" Complete
No.

Geo. Haaa & Sons, San Francisco, Cal. "Diplomacy
Chocolatea." (For Chocolate (^ndy.) No. 20,143;
June 6 ; V. 289 ; p. 318. ,, „ ,„

Gray, Emily O.. Philadelphia, Pa. "Wyte All." (For
shoe Polish.) No. 20.183: June 19: v. 23? ; p. 938.

H. W. Johns-Manvllle Company. New \ork. N. Y. ^J-**
Flexstone ABl>estOB Roofing. '^ (For Asbestos Roofing.)

No. 20.167 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; P- 938.

Harrison. Harry S^ Baltimore. Md. "Easy Feet Foot

Powder." (For Foot-Powder.) No. 20,161; June 19;
V. 239; p. 638. ,, . ,1:. .

Henschel A Co., A. C. Chicago 111. „" Margoua. (For

Cigars.) No. 20,162 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 938.

Honvtone Manufacturing Co., Boston, Mass >Jlno
Marvafiskle." (For Bitter Tonlc.1 No. 20.150; June
6: V. 239; p. 318. „ .. ^ . ..

Hutchlns. Luclnda C. Philadelphia. Pa. "Lady Lu«
Laxative." (For Cough Syrup.) No. 20.145; June 5,

v. 2.39 ; p. 318.
Interstate Product Co.. Baltimore, Md.

a Soft Drink.) No. 20,165 ; June 19
Interstate Cotton Oil Refining Co

Bra-So." (For
V. 239 ; p. 988.
Sherman. Tex.

(For Soap.) No. 20,166; June 19; v.

"Aden." (For
V. 239 ; p. 938.
"Aden." (For
V. 239 : p. 938.
"Aden." (For
V. 239 ; p. 938.
Aden." (For

Canned Tomatoes.) "No. 20,160; June 19; v. 239;

Elk' Brewing Co.. Klttannlng. Pa. "Elko" (For a Non-

IntoxUatlng Beverage.) No. 20,142; June 6; v. 239;

Gem FounUIn Pen Corporation. New York, N. T.

"Ford." (For Fountain Pens.) No. 20,184; June 19;
T. 2.39 ; p. 938.

Brunswick,
No. 20.185

N. J.
; June

Grayson."
2."^9

; p. 938.
Interwoven Stocking Company, New

"Interwoven Socks." (For Socks.)

19 : v. 2.39 : p. 938.
Knudsen's I>aboratory. Los Angeles.

Bulgarian Ferment. " (For Bottled

No. 20,144 : June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 318. ^ „ . , «.
Landenberger, J. William. (See Connet, Hugh I., as-

signor.)

Gus, Portland, Oreg. " Mankertz Malted
(For Bread.) No. 20,168 ; June 19 ;

v.
Mankerti

Bread.'
p. 988.

Nafzlgan.

Cal. " Youghurt
Fermented Milk.)

Milk
239:

Mo. " Wel-Bak't
(For Bread.) No.

Doc
No.

^...e.^. Ralph L., Kansas City,

Golden Crust Butter-Cream Bread.'

20.172 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

National Drug A Mfg. Co Clinton K^^
J

I Am Old

Carbo-Sal." (For a Medicine for Hog-Cholera.)

20.169 : Jufie 19 ; v. 239 : p. 938.

^*'.?JeTTon^o^*^'rFor^rfie"d?^lna*ffl^') ^^^20^*^1

Newgas«''F^wa% Vw^York, N, Y. " Trl-Wav." (For

Si5>rt-Clothe80 No. 20.170 ; June 19 : v 28d : p. 988.

Owl Drug Co.. D»venport.Okla "Germicide Ointment

(For an Ointment.) No. 20,147; June 5; v. 239,

' P- 318- ^ r.
New YorX^N. T. "French EauDe
Hair-Wash.) No. 20.173; June 19;

PalazEolo, Joseph,
Quinine." (For
V. 239 ; p. 938.

Pendergast, Daisy
Nutritious Bean
Jtine 19; v. 239

" Pendergast
No. 20.182;

A., Minneapolis, Minn.
Bread." (For Bread.)

• p. 938. _ . ^. ^ .. j^j^^j^
June 19 ; v.

Progressive Glue Co., New York. N.

Glue." (For Glue.) No. 20.174;
p. 938.

Bowe Manufacturing Co. Galesburg, 111.

cated Oil." (For Medicated Oil.) No
19 ; V. 239 ; p. 938.

SafeCablnet (Jompany
World's Safest Safe."
19 : V. 239 ; p. 938.

Sanna Co., Inc., New
CheeseJ No. 20,148 ;

Tavlor, Charles M., Jr

' Rowe's
20.171 ;

The. Marietta. Ohio.
(For Safes.) No. 20,186

York, N. Y. " Sanna
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 318.

Maple Shade, N. J.

Fish
239;

Medl-
June

"The
; June

(For

" Taylor

Butter-Pan." (For Butter-Pans.) No. ;i0.i7.') ; June 19 ;

v 2.39 ; p. 938. „,..,. ^ ^ tt x

Wagner. Henry, et al.. executors. (See Welnhard Henry )

Weinhard, Henry, deceased. Portland, Oreg. ; Louise Weln-

hard and Anna Wesslnger executrlces, Paul Wesslnger

and Henry Wagner executors "Anpo. '( For infer-

mente<l Apple-Juice.) No. ^0.176; June 19: v. 239. p.

938. .^ . w ..

Welnhard. Louise, et ol., executrlces. (See Welnhard,

Henry.)

Anna, et al., executrlces. (See Welnhard,

Paul, et al., executors. (See Welnhard.

Wesslnger,
Henry.)

Wessli»gep,
Henry.)

Weinstein, Harry, New York, N.
County." (For Clantaloops.)
T. 289 ; p. 818.

No.
Pride of
20,149;

Scotland
June 5

;

Ixi



PRINTS.

Arbackle Bros.. New York, N. Y. • Yuban Chosen for
Men by Men." (For Yuban Coffee.) No. 4,711; June
26 : V. 239 ; p. 1207.

Cream of Wheat Co., Mlnnoapolls. Minn. " Open TOur
mouth and shut your fves. And 1 11 gi\e you ttoiuething
to make you wise." (For Wheat Breakfast Food.) No.
4,706 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 938.

G. Mennen Chemiral Co.. Newark. N. J.
Borated Talcum." (For Talcum Powder.)
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1207.

G. Mennen Chemical Co.. Newark. N, J.
Cream Dentifrice." (For Cream Dentifrice.)
4,714 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1207.

G. Mennen Chemical Co., Newark. N. J. " Mennen'a
Cold Cream." (For Cold Cream.) No. 4,715 ; June 26;
. 239 ; p. 1207.

O. Mennen Chemical Co., Newark. N. J.
Shaving Cream." (For Shaving-Cream.)
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1207.

G. Mennen Chemical Co., Newark. N. J.

" Mennen'8
No. 4.71S;

• Mennen'8
No.

" Mennen's
No. 4,716:

Kellogg: ToaatfHl Corn Flake Co.. Battle Creek. Ml.h.
• Try This Treat Krumbles With Fruit Or Berries.
Every buuie in the land hax a heart v welcome for
Krumbles—the new whoN^ wheat foixl. with Its delicious

flavor, and its high food value at a low price. Children
like Krumbles. and it builds them up, becauHe of the ex-
tra nutrition of Durum wheat which is rich in protein
and mineral salts. Krumbles is appetizing with cream
or milk, and a special treat with l>errles, sflceil peaches,
or bananas" (For a Cereal Breakfast Fowl.) No.
4,712 ; June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1207.

Moskowltr. Anton. New York. N. Y. "La Gera." (For
Cigars.) No. 4.707: June 19: v. 239; p. 938.

Peters Manufacturing Co.. Bonton, Mass., and New York
N. Y. "Art Relgnskln - - - Newest Shoe Artistry.''
(For Shoe-Cloth.) No. 4.708 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 9&8.

Postum Cereal Company. Battle Creek Mich. A Kappy
• Mennen's

Cream Dentifrice." (For Cream Dentifrice.) No.
4,717 : June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1207.

James S. Kirk & Company. Chicago. 111. " Jap Rose With
The True Rose Odor.*^^ (For Talcum Powder.) No.
4,703 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 318.

Kellopg Toasted Corn Flake Co.. Battle Creek, Mich.
" Kellogg's Will Always Maintain Quallt>. You can be
sure of KellogKs—the Original Toasted Corn Flakes

—

the Flakes that are delicate and thin. Whatever the
time or the tendency, the quality of Kellogg's has our
pledge and warranty—the finest Corn Flakes possible
to produce." (For Toasted Corn Flakes.) No. 4,702:
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 318.

Suffestion." (For Post Toastles.) S'o. 4.709 ; J
V. 239; p. 988.

Happy
une 19 ;

Beater. C. 8.. New York. N. Y. "A Seal of Satisfaction."
(For Furniture.) No. 4.704 : June 5; v. 239; p. 818.

Tavlor. Charles M.. Jr.. Maple Shade, N. J. "Taylor
Butter Pan." (For Butter-Pans.) No. 4.710 ; June 19 ;

V. 239; p. 938.

Ward Baking Co.. New York. N. Y. " Wards Tip Top
Bread." (For Bread.) No. 4.706: June 6; v. 289;
p. 318.

Wicker. A. B., Chicago. 111. "Off The Track But Per-
fectly Safe On Rubber Tires." (For Rubber Tires for
Automobiles.) No. 4.718: June 26: y. 239; p. 1207.

DISCLAIMERS.

Brand, Samuel, Rockford, 111. ; disclaimer filed by assignee,
Barber-Colman Company Article - positioning means.
No. 1,095.977
p. 327.

disclaimer filed June 2, 1911 239;

Miner. William H., Chicago, 111.. Chazy, N. Y. ; disclaimer
flle<l by patentee. Tandem-spring draft-rigging for loco-
motive-tenders. .No. 668.656 : (disclaimer filed Mar 81.
1917 : T. 289 : p. 1.

Ixii
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ALPHABl-TICAL LIST OF LNVliNTlONS

FOB WHICH

PATENTS WERE ISSUED DURING THE MONTH OF JUNE, 1917.

Abbreviations: " Gai."—OflSclal Gasette.]

Accelerator and aTstem of control. A. J. Hall and
Riley. No. 1.229,443; June 12; t. 239 ; p. 409

Accelerator and system of control. A. J. liall and
Rller. No. 1.229.446; June 12; v. 239; P- 410

Acetic" acid. Making H. Hlbbert. No. 1,230.899;
26 ; . 239 : p. 967.

, . . rr « *
Acid, Manufacture of hydrochloric. A. H. Peter.

1,229,509 ; June 12 ; . 239 ; p. 431.

Adding machine. A. A. Horton. No. 1.229.461 ; June 12 ;

L. G.

L. G.

Jane

No.

V. 2H9 ; p. 416.
Adding machines

preventer for.

12 ; V. 2.H9 ; p.

Adh«t<lve matter H. Ichihara. No.

C. Schilken. No.

No. 1,280.848 ;

Full-stroke mechanism and overthrow-
W J. Paslnskl. No. 1.229,608 ; June

431.
Device for app .

1.230.409; June 19; v. 239; p. 765
Adjustable bracket. J. H. Crist and J.

1.231.0<Mi: June 26; T. 239 ; p. 1004.
Advertising apparatus. S. wadman.
June 19; V. 23ft; p. 747. ^ ^., , ,^ .

Aerial apparatus for defense against hostile aircraft and
for other purposes. I. F. Taylor. No. 1.230.881 ; June

Aeroplane." V. AJello. No. 1.280.641; June 19; v. 289;

Aeroplane. L. B«chereau. No. 1,228,890 ; June 6 ; t. 289 ;

Aeroplane. -J. R. Campbell. No. 1.229.410; June 12;

Aeroplane O. Shndow. No. 1,228.705 ; June 6 ; t. 239 ;

Ae?oplane. F. E. Summers. "No. 1.280.620; June 19; v.

Ae'roplane. W. F. Williams. No. 1,228,729; June 6;

Aeroplane safety appliance. L. Pace. No. 1,229,649

;

June 12; V. 2.19; p. 480. _ ^^ ,

Airborne ship. Mechanical. G. A. Chaddock. No.

1 229 713 • .Tune 12 ; v. 2.S9 ; p. 600.

Airbrake safety valve. M. H. Ryan. No. 1,229,326;

June 12; V. 239; p. 370.
. „ „ r .. i *

Air-brake stop. E. V. Palmqulst and H. G. Lundquist.

No. 1.230.767; June 19; v. 239; P- 885.

Air-brake system. J. R. Snyder. No. 1,231,081 ; June 26

;

V. 239; p. 1031. .- «r o ^
Air brakes. Electro-pneumatic valve for. T. W. Scott.

No. 1,2.30.083 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; P- 620
Air. Carbureting. T. D. Bottome. No. 1.280.101 ; June

Air-compressor and motor. A. Reall. No. 1,230,219

AiJ-h°e^tl'?." W.^V B?«t. No. 1.231,117 : June 26; v. 239

P^"^'* -
F. W. Masek. No. 1,228,801

1,230,996; June 26; v. 239

No. 1,280,448; Jane 19; .

lyow-water alarm.
Thermostatic alarm.

No. 1,229,723 ; June 12 ;

Alr-moistenlng apparatus.
June 5 ; v. 289 ; p. 146.

Air motor. M. Clark. No
p. looi.

Aircraft. .1. P. Tarbox.
239 : p 777

Alarm : 8re—
.\utoniol)lle-alarm.
Burglar-alarm.
Fire alarm

Alarm apparatus. L. B. Davia

Alloy." Metal. H. S. Cooper. No. 1.229.037; June 6; t.

239 D. 223.
AUovs' Making low-carbon manganese. E. Humbert. No.

1 ^28 926 ; June 5 ; v. 289 ; p. 186.

Almond holler. F. L. Martenette. No. 1,230,001 ; June
12 : V. 239 : p. Sfl.T.

Alternator. High frequencv. E. F. W. Alexanderson. No.

1 229.856 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 548.

Aluminum skimmings, screenings, slags, or »oalpgous ma-
terials. Processing. P. R. Hersman. No. 1.229.611 ;

June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 467. ^ , „.^ ^^^ _

Amalgamating mill. D. L. Penrod. No. 1,280,770; June

Ainalga^'mator. V. W. Dill. No. 1,230.136; June 19; v.

An^rh^oi-lng ®d?vlce. M. M. HJermstad. No. 1.230.711;

June 19 ; V. 289 ; p. 867. ^

E. A.
^ 1161.
§88 ; June

No.

Anhydrous magnesium chlorlds. Manufacture of.

Ashcroft. No. 1,231,471; June 26; v. 239 ;
j

Anlmal-holdlng device. C. J. Cole. No. 1,229,1

12 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 5.58.

Animal-trap. C. W. Stockburger.
19 ; v. 289 ; p. 809.

Ankle support and protector. H. J.
June 26; v. 239; p. 1114.

An tl creeper. F. A. Preston. No.
239 ; p. 76.

Antlfrostlng device. F. Schonger.
5 ; v. 239; p. 37.

Antiskid device. G. H. Martin. No. 1,231.181
V. 2.S9 ; p. 1065.

Applying and sealing device. Automatic.
No. 1,230.240: June 19; v. 239; p. 711.

Apron and draln-pail. Combination. J. P.

1.230,766: June 19; v. 239; p. 882.

Arch-Hupport. L. Lobel. No. 1,229.300

;

239; p. .mi.
Arch-tubes. Protection for. L. Parish.
June 12 ; v. 2;{9 : p. 388. ^ „. ^ t

Arcs, Means for describing circular and elliptic. J.

Caldwell. No. 1.2.10.994 : June 20 : v. 239 ; p. l^^^l.;,.

Argillaceous composition and making same. U a. Min-

ton. No. 1,228,465 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 81.

Armature cross counectors, Hupport for. ««. 11. Krauskopi.
No. 1.220.759: June 12; v. 239; p. 515.

„,o «-« .

Article-feeding means. W. A. Courtland. No. 1,230,870 ,

Artl"c?e-lo?k.^"w. F. ^Schwartz. No. 1.229,663; June 12;

V. 239 : p. 484. „--
Ash can. W. Seehase. No. 1,229.632; June 12; v. 289;

p. 440.
S. Wise. Jr.

ko.

No. 1,230,536; June

Collls. No. 1.231.832 ;

1,228,697 ; June 6 ; .

1,228,482; June

June 26;

G. W. Tyler.

Mohler. No.

June 12 ; v.

Ko. 1.229.377;

A.

June B;

F. Haggerty.

Holland. No.

L. De Forest.

No. 1,228.508

No. 1.229,947 ; June 12 ;

1,229.615; June 12; t

1,230,874 ; June 26No.

G. O. Batchelder. No. 1,229,864; June

L. brlggs. No. 1,280,687 ; June 19 ;
v.

Ash-recelver. J.

V. 239 ; p. 46.
Athletes guard.

V. 239 ; p. 577.
.\tomlzer. J. J.

239: p. 408.
Audlon. Metallic.

V. 2.39 ; p. 959.
Auto-extractor.

12 : V. 2.39 ; p.
Auto-limber. L.

239 ; p. 869.
Auto-puller. C. Davis

p. 663.
Automatic boiler. _ J.

Ajtoinliic'l^rik^e.
'

a! H. Alkire. No. 1,228,784; June 6

V. 289 ; p. 122.
Automatic furnace. K. Lundgren. No.

5 ; V. 289 : p. 27. „ .^ „„
Automatic lubricator. S. P. Bllyeu.

V. 289 ; p. 764.
sprinkler. R. S. Davidson

. No. 1,229,901

Hlldebrand.

June 12 ; v. 289 ;

No. 1,230.296; June

June 19
Automatic

June 5 ;

Automatic
June 5 ;

Automatic
12 ; V. 2.39

Automobile

No.

V. 239 ; p. 13. „ ^ ^,
sprinkler. W. B. Hammond. No
V. 239 ; p. 61.
switch. F. A.

; p. 359.
X. H. Allen.

No.Kuntz.

No. 1,230,361

;

No. 1,229,746;

G.

M

M. Blacksber.

W. G. Mayer.

239 ; p. 761. _ ,

Automobile. H. B. Hale.
2.39; p. 511. „ ^

Automobile-accelerators. Foot-rest for.

No. 1.229,023 ; June 6 ; v. 289 ; p. 218.

Automobile alarm. C. E. Roblson and
1.230.7S7 : .Tune 19 ; v. 230 : p. 892.

Automobile and vehicle curtains. Fastener
Winans. No. 1.228,627 ; June 6 ; v. 239

Automobile, Armored. E.
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 663

Automobile-body support.
June 19; v. 239; p. 878. „ ^ „ xr t ooo o.iA

Automobile direction-signal. H. C. Eggers. No. 1.229,246

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 343. ^ , ^t . ooo oko
Automobile-door. C. C. Adelsperger. No. 1.230,369

June 19 : v. 289 ; p. 750.

Ixiii

1,228,466; Juna

No. 1.230,371;

1,228,412 :

1,228,568;

1.229,294 ; June

June 19 ; v.

June 12 ; t.

W. Boynton.

Askln. No.

for. D. M.
p. 86.

No. 1.229.867;

1,280.748 :No.



Ixiv ALPHABETICAL LIST OF IXVEXTIONS.

Aatomoblle-englne.
19 ; V. 239 . p. 71

i(TeAutomoblle-fpnder
V. 239 ; p. 252.

Automobile-Jack.
V. 239 : p. 970.

Automohllf-Jack.
V. 239 : p. 736.

Automotolle-lock.
V. 239\ p. 88.

AutomobUp-lock.
26 ; V. /239 ; p.

Automoblle-ldck.
V. 239 ; p. 970.

AutoTnobllc-lock.
V. 239: p. 896

Automobile-lorklni?

JI. W. Wlstner. No. 1.230.257 : June

No. 1.229.124; June 5;

Xo. 1.230.908 : June 26;

No. 1,230.315; June 19;

No. 1,228.633; Jane 6;

R. M. Nelson.

W. I>ee.

J. Nash.

I. Abbott.

NC.
1047.
A. W.

F.

Cahnsac. No. 1.231.125; June

Lamp. No. 1.2.30.907

SohoUv. Xo. 1.230.799;

device. J. M. White.
June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 85.

Automoblle-power-transmittlng apparatus.
Xo. 1.230.259; June 19: v. 239: p. 717

Automobile safety device. E. C. Shilling.
June 26: V. 2.S9: p. 1178.

Automobile signallns: device. Electric. G.
1,230,957 : June 26 : v. 2.39 ; p. 988.

Automobile sled attachment. E. Stanley.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 264.

Automobile sled-runner. L. J. Collins.
June 12 : p. 2.'?9: p. 559.

Automobile spring suspension. O. P.
~"~

p. 786.
H. Nen

June 26;

June 19

;

No. 1,228,625 ;

C. D. Wright.

No. 1,231,631

;

F. Volght. No.

No. 1,229,161

;

No. 1.229.889 ;

Edwards. No.
239
lock.
v. 2.39

. Xo.
: p. 1021.
1.230.904

and L. Blaha.

June 26; v.

O. A. HolUs. No. 1,229,082 ;

W. E. naupt. No.

1.228,603; June 5;

Xo. 1.230,072 ; June

Dillingham.F.
461.

: P-

No.

ie sprli __

1.2.'W,466: .tune 19 : v.

Automobile-steering-wheel
Xo. 1.231.0.'>0: .Tune 26:

Automobile-top. S. Kahn
2.39 : p. 909.

Automobile tractor-vehicle
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 236.

Automobile transmission mechanism.
1.230.896 : June 26 : v. 2:i9 : p. 966.

Automobile, War-. F. Sabah. No.
V. 239 ; p. 78.

Automobile-washer. J. P. Johnson.
12 : V. 2:!9: n. 617.

Automobile wind shield. Sectional.
No. 1.229..')94 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p

Automobiles and the like. Electric mechanism for start-

ing. C. B. Kurtz. No. 1.230.175; June 19; v. 2:

690.
Automobiles. Four-wheel drive for. C. W. Kennedy

1.229.971 : June 12 ; v. 239; p. 584.
Automobiles. Greas^-catchlng device for. C. F. Pearson.

Xo. 1.231.180: June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1o67.
Automobiles. Protector for motor devices of. E. B. Iless.

Xo. 1.228.436 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 21.
Automonlles. Ac, Safety-brake for. B. M. McMeekln and

H. X. Downs. Xo. 1,229,110 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 247.
Automobiles. Speed-changing device for. E. L. Conord.

Xo. 1.230.125: June 19: v. 2.39: -p. 672.
Automobiles. Traction and tlre-protectlng device for.

A. C. Tllgner. No. 1,228,619 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 83.
Automobiles. Wire-wheel carrier for. F. O. Llady. No.

1.231..39.3: June 26; v. 2.39: p. 1135.
Autotruck fender. L. C. Madsen. No. 1,228,461 ; June

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 30.
Autotruck load! he device. R.S.Maxwell. No. 1,231,182 ;

June 20 : V. 239 : p. 1065.
Aviator*. Snfetv device for. K. W. Olson. No. 1.229.503;

.Tune 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 429.
Awning. W. Walger. Xo.

p. 712.
Awning support. Shade-.
June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 99.

Axle-box lid. Car-. D. W. McCord
1.228.576 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 69.

Axle-lulirliating device and nut-lock. Combined.
f;inughlln No. 1,231.180: June 26: v. 2.39

1.230.244; Jane 19; v. 239:

Henauer. No. 1.228.668

;

and I. A. Randel. No.

A.

O. Miller. No.

driving-,
v. 239 : p.
I'atten.

44.
S. D.

No. 1

Golf-l.ng.

,228.716;

Axle lubricator. Car
19 ; V. 239 : p. 903

Axle. Motor-vehicle
1.228..504 : June 5;

Baby J«nip»T. ('. R.
v. 239 : p. 598.

Bag : Ser—
Feed -bap.

Bag. a. E. Strauss
p. 116.

BaK frame fastener.
V. 2.39 : p. .MS.

Bag holder. C. G. G. Bergstrom.
V. 2.39 : p. 61 1

.

Bag or receptacle. B. Rles. No.
239 : p. 152.

Bait. KIsh . F. R. Wllber and n. E
June 26 : V. 2.39 : p. 992.

Baklncrnii. E. and S. C. Katzinger.
June 12 : V 239 : p. 3.55.

Baklngpan. C. Mueller. No. 1.228,471
p. .33.

Balance-wheels. Device for regulating

1.230.018: June 12

239:Jaoe 5

;

I.. Wldlak. Xo. 1,229.845; June 12;

.No. 1,2.30,060; June 12;

1,228.822; June 5; v.

Ball.

No. 1.228.820; Jane 5
Baling press. J. Lowrle.

p 473.
Ballng-press. G.

V. 23§ ; p. 253.
Bali MT press. F.

239; p. 715.

V. 289 ; p. 162.
No. 1,229.628;

•No. 1

No. 1

June 6

W. K

W. North. No.

June 12 ; v. 239
;

1.229.126; June 5

Ball : Se»—
Valve-ball.

Ball pitchers. Feed mechanism for mechanical. J. M.
Kyle. No. 1.229.979; June 12: v. 239: p. 586.

Ball trap. F. Kimble. No. 1,229.092; June 5; t. 239;
p. 240.

Banana-carrier. C. P. Arthur. No. 1.229.205 ; June 12 ;

V. 2.39 ; p. 329.
Bank or coin-repository. Savings-. B. Von Eigen. No.

1,229,829 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 539.
Bar : Sie—

l»raw-bar. Sine-bar.
(ilazlng-lwr. Sickle-bar.

Barges. Connector for. W. C. ."^ansom. No. 1.231,067;
June 20: V. 239 : p. 1026.

Ham. Dalrv . A. B. Klay. No. 1.230,305; June 19; v.

239; p. 732.
Barrel-filling apparatus. F. L. Shelor. No. 1.230,334;
June 19 : V. 2:{9 : p. 742.

Barrel beading saw niectianlsm. J. J. Krohn and F. J.

Davis. Xo. 1,229.760; June 12; v. 239: p. .'.lO

Barrel lifting device. J. Karsten. No. 1,229,090; Jane
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 240.

Barrel. Metal. J. Jasakeel. No. 1.231,368; June 26; v.

2.39: p. 1127.
Barrel-smoking oven. F. Stankowski. Xo. 1,230.0.50;

June 12 : v. 239 : p. 609. ^, , „„, ^„
Barrel-washing machine. .\. J. Suhm. Xo. 1.231,092

:

Jun3 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1035.
Basket, Weigh. J. J. Fleming. Xo. 1.231.147; June

28; v. 239; p. 1063. ^ ,

Bafh cabinet. Vapor . J. R. Wright. No. 1.231,466; June
26; V. 239; p. 1169.

Bathroom fixture. H. W. A. Lehnert. No. 1,228,453;
June 5; v. 239; p. 26.

Bath system. Dry hot-. J. O. Daniels. No. 1.231.001 ;

June 26 : v 239 : p. 1004.
Baths, Spray-heatl for shower-. M. Schnaler. No.

1.229.327: June 12; v. 239; p. 370.

R. Mc
p. 1064.

1,230.821 : June

Waldon. No.

,230.968 ;

229.282 ;

: T. 289

;

, Porter.

Batteries and making the same. .Negatlve^pole plate for

storage. W. G. .s. (;rant and L. H. No.Flanders.

F. Robertson.

S. Wler. Xo. 1.230.253: June 19; v.

1.228.551 ; June 5 ; t. 239 ; p. 60.

Batteries. IMate-reniover for storage. R
No. 1.2.30.780: June 19: v. 2.39; p. 892.

Battery ; Ser—
Dry-cell battery; storage battery.

Portable lottery.
Secondary or storage battery.

Battery plate. Storage-. W. S. Hutchinson. No.
1.228.675 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 102.

Battery plates and making the same. Paste for storage-.

I. if Flanders. No 1.228.546 : June 5 : v. 2.39 : p. .59.

Batterv plates. Making past»Hl storage-. L. H. Flanders.

Xo. 1.228.547 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 59.

Bean snipper. F. Wegner. No. 1.229.840; Jane 12; .
239 : p. 543. ^^ „„^

Bearing. H. W. Alden. No. 1.231,320 ; Jane 26 ; v. 239 ;

Bearing. S. OrhAn. (Reissue.) No. 14,315; June 12; .
239 • p 023.

Hearing. Floating spindle-. J. M. Clark. 3d. No.

1.229.414 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 400.

Bearing. OH tlirht. C. O. Swenson. Xo. 1.231,216; June
26: v. 2.39 ; p. 1077. _ ,

IWrlng. Roller-. E. 8. Folk. No. 1.280,145 ; Jane 19 ;
v.

239 : p 079. , , _
Bearlnu. Self adjusting shaft-. W. B. Titus «nd .1. Pa-

shinskv. Xo. 1.2.30.628: June 19; v. 2.39: p. 841.

Bearing Thrust-. A. T. Killlam. No. 1.228,567 ; June 6 ;

V. 239 : p 66.
Bearing. Thrust . A. Kingsbury. Xo. 1,229.291 : June

12 : v. 2,39 ; p. 3.58.

Hearing Thrust-. C. W. Mercer. No. 1.229. .306 ; June
12 : V. 2.39: p. 363.

Bearings and manufacturing same. .Adjusting device for.

C E Wilson. Xo. 1.229.093: June 12: v. 2.39: p. 494.

Beating engine. P. R. Thorn. No. 1.229,.545 ; June 12;

Heating-machine. SanlUry. R. Olleo. No. 1.229.778;
June 12: v. 2.39: p. 522.

H.-.I. 1'. C. Creso. Xo. 1.229.722: June 12: v. 2.39; p.

.503
Bed. ' B. Mcintosh. No. 1.2.30.913; June 26; v. 289;

Bed', 'l.' McTlmmonds. Xo. 1.229.108: June 5; . 289;
p. 267. „

B»hI iind <Tlb coupling device. H. H. Bugele. No.
1.229.221 : June 12: v. 2.39: p. 334.

Be<l and parcel-cnrrler. Combined. J. C. Ooln. No.
1 229.2.'">.'r: June 12 : v. 239 : p. .34"..

Bed-chair. A. S Johnson. Xo. 1.230.301; June 19; r.

239 : p. 731
Bed. Davenport. L. J. Voelz. No. 1.231.223; Jane 26;

v. 239 : p. 107S.

Be«l. IMsappearlng. J. C. and H. W. Beach. No.
1.228.872 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 170.

B*^! fabric chains. Machine for ass4>mbling. G. B. Smith.
No. 1.228.491 : June 5; v. 239: p. 4o.

Bed, Folding. J. A. Dewey. No. 1.229.242; Jane 12;
v. 2.39 : p. .341.

He<l foot-rail connection. Wall . C. M. Henderson and E.
Cocks. Xo. 1.228,915 : June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 1S4.

Bed rnll. J. R. Kemp<r. Xo. 1.230.490; June 19; v.

2.39 ; p. 79.3.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INVENTIONa Ixv

Bed-spring. AdJusUble. J. H. Wlllems. No. 1,229.561 ;

June 12: v. 239: p. 4.50. „. „ « , xi«
Bed - spring - .llvlding member. W. H. Holmes. No.

1.2.30.406: June 19; V. 239; p. 764. „,..., .

Bed structure. Folding-. G. F. Si.sbower and L. E. Plttonl.

No. 1.229,536; June 12; v. 239: P. 441
Bed Wall . M. Brand. No. 1.230,105; June 19; v. 239;

p. 665
Beds and other articles of furniture, Corner-faKtening for.

W. Shannon. No. 1,230,333; June 19: v. 239; p. 742.

Beds and the like. Corner-fastening for metal. L. Frank.

No. 1.2-28.898 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 178.

Bedroom-chair. K. Ross. No. 1.229.657: June 12; v.

239 ; p. 483. , „ „
Beer Ac, Manufa(ture of dry extracts of. H. Heuser.

Xo. 1.22.s,917 ; June 5 ; v^39 ; p. 184.
^

Be.r, Proiludng yoghurt. W. Henneberg. No. 1,228,916

,

Beit-cutter.''* J Salfer.^^'No. 1.230.329; June 19; v. 239;

BeU, Abdominal. F. G. Baugatz. No. 1.230,650; June

19; v. 239: p. 847.
^. , r v i ooa •7Q'> •

B.lt and making the same. O. J. I.,ear. No. 1.228,792 ,

BeU-cUimp.' W.^i.^GMmlen. No. 1.231,621; June 26;

Belt-?u?ting ti^L' T. J. Hayes. No. 1.231,021 ;
June 26;

BeIt,"Driv?ng-!*^*^.X. H. and O. Gritfln. No. 1,228,429;

Be'lt!°Urlvlng-!'"'^^A.^H^^and O. Grlttiu. No. 1.229,441;

Beft"fa%tV'n'er; ^W.' ^: dIVis. No. 1,229,903; June 12;

Belt-guartl.^' ^h!*L. Boeslger. No. 1.228,875; June 5;

v. 239 : p. 171. „ „
Belt I'ower - transmission. M. D. Campbell. No.

Be\'^^Si''^'^,'r^^^^^^^ NO. 1.231.020; June

Be^t" 'Tra^t^lon
.^* D. Nelson. No. 1,230,504 ; June 19 ;

v.

239 ; p. 798.
Bench : *'ee

—

,. ^, . i.

Knockdown bench. Vertical bench.

Beverages Composition of. N. Roscwater. No. 1.229,656 ;

June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 482.

'vcle saddle-spring support. .1. C
1.229,3.53 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 3.9.

11 fob F. M. Blanchard. Xo. 1.2.30.1

Walker. No.

00 ; June 19 ;

Xo. 1,230.122; June

Bicycle saddle-sprln

Bill'

T. 239 : p. 664.
Bnilardiue tip. J. J. Connell

Billiard tabic. Pocket-. M. A. Andrews. No. 1,230,0.59;

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 611.

Dispensing-bin. Sanitary bin.

Floor bin Scoop out bin.

Binder. Loose leaf. C. M. Cott. Xo. 1.229.891 ; June 12;

V 239 ; p. 5.59.

Binder ring. S, Amoroso. No. 1,228,866; June 5; v.

239 ; p. 168.
Binder Temporary. F. Harcourt. No. 1,228,432; June

5 v. 239 ; p. 20.

Binder, Temporary. G. P. Wigginton. No. 1,231,317;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1109. , „ „ ^
Binders. Holder for loose leaf. i. H. Crump. No.

1 229 894 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. TiOO.

Bird house. E. H. Belber. No. I,2;i0,780; June 19; v.

239 ; p. 890.
Bit : See—
Blank deceiving and delivering table. ME. Peters G. H.

Fath and A. F. MlUer. No. 1,229,513; June 12; v.

239 :'p 433.
Block : .See

—

_^. , »., ^
Die-block. Wheelblock.

Bloc^Jud Tackle. W.Hood. No 1,230,164 ; June 19 ; v.

239 ; p. 0H5.
Block signal system. M. R. Julian. No. 1.230.903; June

26 • v 239 ; p. 968.
Block signal svstems. Circuit breaker for. M. B. Julian

aid J. V. Morris. No. 1,231,109; June 26; v. 239;

Block-signaling. Absolute and permissive. J. Sboecraft.

No. 1,229,1.55; June 5; v. 239 ;p 202
Blower for cleaning furnace-Hues. V\ . P. Sparboom. No.

1,229,539 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 442.

Board :
•*<<''

—

„ . ^ j
Drawing board. Pressing-board,
Paper-board. Switchboard.
Plaster-board. . „ _, ., ... • .v.

Boat driving device. C. A. and O. W. Hult. No.

1,228.776 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 137.

Boat : ffee—
Wooden boat. _ , „ ,,,

Bobbin holder. Automatic ball-bearing, w. J. Sullivan.

No 1.231,217; June 26; v. 239: p. 1077.

Bobbin tender, b. L. Chandler, n'o. 1.229.228: June 12;
*i'iCk • »» ^ ^7

Bobbins or cops. Support for. J. O. McKean. No.

1,229,491 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 425.

239 0. G.—

V

Washboller.
Water-tube boiler.

No.

Boilles of extended dlscontinuously-assoclatt-d partkles of

calcium carbonate and the product thereof. Producing.

W R Selgle. Xo. 1.228.4.S<i ; June 5 ; v. 2.19 : P- 38.

Bodies of extended dlscontinuously-assoclated solid parti-

cles and the product thereof. Producing. VV . R. belgle.

No. 1,228,485 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 3<. „„„ ^.f, , „-
Body-elevating device. E. K. Day. No. 1,229.240; June

12 ; V. 239 ; p. 341.
Boiler : Alee

—

Automatic boiler.
LcM-oMiotlve-boller. i __
Pulp-boiler. I

Boiler arch construction. J.

June 20; v. 2;i9
; p. 1079.

Boiler-cleaner. F. Mcllvane.
V. 239; p. 1095.

Boiler fire-box. Locomotive-.
1,229,376; June 12 : v. 239;

Boiler furnace. Locomotive-.
1,229,379; June 12; v. 239

Holler stay bolt. E. I. Dodds.
239 ; p. 565.

Holler stay-bolt. E. L Dodds.
V. 239 ; p. 565.

Boiler stay-bolt. B. E. D. Stafford and
1,230,048 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 608. ^^ ,

Boiler structure. W. Kune. No. 1,231,375; June 26;

Holier-tube cleaner. Marine-. J. Hiklda. No. I,228,4:i7 ;

June5;v. 239;p._22._ ^^^^^ No. 1,229.848 ; June

Warner. No. 1.231,224;

1,231,276; June 26;

Nicholson. No.

Wellett. No.
p. 389.
No. 1,229,909 : June 12 ; v.

1,229,910 : June 12;

E. I. Dodds. No,

J. L.
. 388.
A. H.
389.
1,229,909

No.

connection for.

V. 239 : 6. 582.
T. L. Klnne. No

C. llyland.

,231,171;

Stay-bolt.
Toggle- bolt.

No. 1,231,136

No.

Boiler water gage. F.

12 ; V. 239: p. 546.
Hollers. Flexible stay bolt

No. 1,229,961 ; June 12 ;

Boll breaker and cleaner.
June 26; v. 239 ; p. 1062.

Bolt : Set-—
Holler stay-bolt.
Slide-bolt

Holt-lock. H. Dempsey.
239 ; p. 1050.

Holt mechanism. D. Walter.
V. 239 ; p. 209.

. .

Holts and similar devices. Retaining means for.

Pogue. No. 1.229.783: June 12: v. 239: p. 52.3.

Bomb dropper. J. H. F. I.Jiflamme and O. Gravel.

1.231,38t; June 26; v. 239; p. 1133
Bonded fabric. Laminated, cohesive, luterwound. L.

Subers. No. 1,230,338; June 19; v. 239; P- 743.

mx.k. Check-, y. F. Shoemalir. No. 1,230,044; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 607. /

shaping the
June 19 ; v.

P. Normann,

June 26 ;

1,228,995: June

G.

protector. E. B. Hess. No. 1,228,435

; p. 21.
R. Q. Whltlock. No. 1,22^.860 ; June 5

Book-covers, Machine for
<;ourley. Xo. 1,230,292

Book, Folding check-. J.

June 5; v. 239 ; p. T3.

Book bolder and
June 5: v. 239

Book, Loose leaf.

v. 239 ; p. 100.

Bookmark. K. <). Pierce. No
239: p. 434.

Boot and shoe trees. Forepart tor.

1.231,359 ; June 26 ; t. 239 ; p. 1123.

Booth. T. A. De Vllblss. Xo. 1.229,040

239 : p. 225.

No.

A.

backs of. J. C
239 ; p. 729.
No. 1,228.589

1,229,516 ;

O. J,

June 12 ; .

Howe. No.

June 5

Boringcutter
239 ; p. 821.

Horing-drlll, Rotary.
June 26; v. 239; p

Horing head. H. A.
v. 239 ; p. 599.

Horing machine. E.

12 : V. 2.39 ; p. 604
Bottle and syringe

H. R.
1068.
Pedrlck.

C. L Dixon. No. 1,230,569 ; June 19 ; v.

Hughes. No. 1,231,159;

No. 1,230,020; June 12;

J. Rollings. No. 1,230,034 ; June

Coralilnation water-. R. I. Parks.

ONelU. No.

June 26;

J. E. Hill. No. 1,228,775; June 5;

F. Foss. No. 1,229.436; June 12; v.

Solenl. No. 1,228.612; June 5; v.

W. C. Schmidt. No. 1,228.832; June

K. Schulse,

Juife

Hoey. No. 1,229,268; June

No, 1,228,949 ; June 5 ; v.

II.

„^.. ,.>...^.-. . ." - wal"--
Xo 1.230.318 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 73..

Bottle blowing machines. Neck mold for. F.

1.231.188 ; lune 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1067

Bottle cap. V. R. LKincaster. No. 1,231,508

v. 239; p. 1172.
Bottle cap. Milk-.

v. 239 ; p. 137.
Hottle-cloMure. A.
239 : p. 407.

Bottle-holder. L.

239 ; p. 81.
Hottle, Indicating-.

5; v. 239 ; p. 1.".6.
^, ,

Bottle, Llqubl dispensing and fllterlng.

No. 1,228,837 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. loH.

Bottle, Non refillable. F. Q. Cuesta. No. 1,229,895

12; V. 239; p. 561.
Bottle receptacle. Milk-. J.

12. V. 239 ; p. 350.
Bow-guide, L. MoUenhauer,

239; p. 194.
Box : See— i

Holler. flrc-box. !

Circuit extension-box.
Collapsible box.
Dl«play-box.
I'aiTowing-box.
Feed-box. !

File-box.
i

Fire-box.
Flower-box.
Folding box.
Ice-box.
Journal-box.
Kiiockdown box.
Locomotive flre-box.

\'
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Talking - nia<-bine sound-
box.

Vanity-box.
Wagou-box.
Wardrobe seat-box.
Raynaud. No. 1.230.516;

Bo.x : .see—Continued.
.Mail-box.
Match-box.
Outlet-box.
PhuBograpb sound-box.
StUtflug box.

Ilox folding machine. C.
.run.' 19 : V. 'J39 : p. sou.

Box-nailing uiacbines, Hooping or strapping attachment
for. A. Bluege. No. 1,230.989; Jane 26; v. 239;

- p. 999.
Box-punel.

p. i;n.
Bux-plaiter.

V. 2.39 : p.
Brace : .v<i—

Rail-brace.
Bracket : >ee

—

Adjustable bracket.
JiuldH-bracket.
lieadligbt-bracket.

Bracket. O. Mueller.
p. 71.

Bracket. G. Ross. No.
S04.

Bracket-support or the like. R Eri.stuann.
June 12 : V. 239: p. 404.

Bracket - supporting construction. J. H. Crist.
l,2at»,999 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1003.

Brake :
.>((•-

W. H. Doble. No.

M. l>. Diekman.
1051.

1,228.760 ; June 5 ; T. 239 ;

No. 1.231.139; June 26;

Steering-post brace.

Ladder-bracket.
Shade-bracket.

No. 1.228,583; June S;

1,230.521 : June 19; v

. 289;

239 ; p.

No. 1.229,427 :

No.

No.

Load-brake.
Pueuuiatlr brake.
Railway-brake.
Vehicle-brake.
Wagon-brake.

1.229.119; June 5; V. 239;

No. 1,220.024 : June 12 ;

V. Turner. No. 1.230,950 .

.No. 1.230.749; June 19.

No. 1.230,002

Norberg.

June

No.

Automatic brake.
Electric brake.
Emergency-brake.
Fluid-pressure brake
Hemp-brake.

Brake. W. J. Miller.
p. 250.

Brake-band. C. W. Landers
V. 239; p. 471. ^

Brake device. Vacuum . W.
June 26 ; V. 239; p. 985.

Brake-head. R. E. L. Meehan
V. 239 ; p 879.

Brake mechanism. S. A. Mathers.
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 593.

Brake mechanism. Vehicle-. S. M.
1,229,314; June 12; v. 239: p. 360.

Brake-shoe. W. H. McDonough. No. 1,228.683 ; June 6

;

V. 239; p. 104.
Brake shoes. Safety lock for. E. Karl. No. 1^29.281 ;

June 12: v. 239; p. 355.
Brake-vaive device. Engineer's. W. V. Turner. No.

1.22H.49H ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 42.
Brake-valvv. Engineer's. W. V. Turner. No. 1,228.500;

June 5 : V. 2:59; p. 43.
Brakes, Release valve for va<uuni-. W. V. Turner. No.

1.230,953 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 987.
Brakes. Take-up for momentum . P. S. Morgan. No.

1.2;{1.284; June 26; v. 239; p. 1099.
Braking system. Electric. J. T. Skinner. No. 1,;^30,935 ;

Jun< 2« ; v. 239 ; p. 980.
Brassiere. D. Ulasguw. No. 1.231,011; Jane 26; v. 239;

p. 1007.
Bread-cutting machine. C. D. Dve. No. 1.229,918; June

12: V. 239: p. 568.
Bread-mixer. C. Uensbeimer. No. 1.229.934 : Jane 12

;

V. 239 : p. 572.
Breech mechanism. Power-operate<l. D.

1.229.8,".9 : June 12; v. 239: p. 550.
Brick. Ma<-hine for producing ornamented

1,230.362 ; June 19 : v. 23^ : p. 751.
Brick manufacture. H N. Kilby. .No.

26 ; V. 239
; p. 1093.

Brick, Marginal. K. P. Stevens. .No.
12 : V. 239 ' p 392

Brick's. Nfaklng.' F. W. Butterworth.
June 12 : V. 239 ; p. 457.

Bricks, Means for carrying out a process for burning
B. Laml>ert. No. 1,230.493 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 794

Bridge. F.rry F. L. Du Bosque. (Reissue.) No
14.313; June 5; v. 239; p. 2847 / ^

«•

Bridges and the like, Jointing device for the members of
nillltiiry. ('. E. Inglls. No. 1.231.365; June 26; .

Broiler. B. De Uanoer. No. 1,229,591
p. 460.

Broo<ler. E. Maarer. No. 1.229,113; June 6-
p. 248.

No. 1,280,917; June 26;

F. Asbury. No.

. N. Allen. No.

1.231.267; June

1,229.389 ; June

No. 1.229.582
;

F.

June 12 : v. 239

V.

No. 1,229.027;

O. Sundeen.

H. Pride.

Brooder. E. Maarer.
p. 973.

Broom, r. Brudslg.
p. 2in.

Brush. Foldable. E.
26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1036

Brush. Fountain-. J.
19 : V. 239 ; p. 739.

Brush. Fountain-. F.
5; V. 239; p. 162.

finish, fiauze. E. O. Schweitzer.
v. 239; p. 37.

Brush-holder. C. E. Hecht. No
239; p. 137.

Brush-lifting mechanism. C. W.
June S; v. 239; p. 114.

T.

239

239

Jane 5 ; v. 289

No. 1.231.093; June

No. 1.230.326; June

Templeman. No. 1.228,847 ; Jane

No. 1.228,484; Jane 6;

1.228,774; Jane 5; t.

Steen. No. 1.228.710;

No. 1.230.267; Jaoe 19;

No. 1.229.034; Jane S;

No. 1.229.080; June 6;

No. 1.230.247; June 19;

Brush. Rotarv. JT H. Cary. No. 1.231.491 ; Jane 26; t.
239: p. 1167.

Brush, Shaving-. J. L. Brlce. No. 1,230,660; June 19;
v. 239 : p. 850.

Brush, Tooth. C. J. Coffey. No. 1,230,279; June 19;
V. 239 ; p. 724.

Brushes. .Manufacttye of. E. E. Robinson. No.
1,230.518 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 803.

Bucket and trap. Minnow. C. L. Love. No. 1.231,084;
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1015.

Bucket apparatus, brag-, A. L. Hanot. No. 1.228.664;
June 5; v. 239; p. 6l.

Bucket. Hoisting. E. E. Brosius. No. 1.228,526; June
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 52.

Bucket mounting. Excavator-. R. M. I»ownle. No.
1.228.654: June 5: v. 239; p. 94.

Buckets, Operating mechanism for scraper-. J. R. Mc-
Glffert. No. 1.231.275; June 26; v. 239; p. 1096.

Buckle. E. 8. Colby. No. 1.231.130; June 26; v. 289;
p. 1048.

^

Buckle, Belt-. W. B. Balloa. (Reiasue.) No. 14,816;
June 19; V. 239; p. 907.

Buckle. Belt-. S. George. No. 1,230.880; June 26; t.
239 ; p. 963.

Ituibllng (onstructlon. Support for sheet material in. B.
Adey. No. 1.230.093; June 19; v. 239; p. 661

Building form. J. A. Stubkjare. No. 1.230.055: June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 610.

Building-screed. A. T. Gibson. No. 1.231.010; June 26;
V. 239 ; p. 1007.

Buihiing. Sheet metal. A. A. Kramer. No. 1,229.477;
June 12 ; v. 239: p. 421.

Building, Sheet meUl. A. A. Kramer. No. 1.229.478;
June 12; v. 239 ; p. 421.

Buildiugx. Device for connecting outside wires to. P. C.
Kagatzky. (Reissue.) No. 14,312: June 5; v. 239;
p. 284.

Bullet-lubricator. J. Kascbenbach. No. 1,229,969;
June 12; v. 239; p. 584.

Burglar-alarm. J. U. Beneke.
V. 2.»9 ; p. 720.

Burglar-alarm. L. A. Collins.
V. 239; p. 222

iturglar-alarm. J. HIavaty.
V. 2;{9 ; p. 236.

Burular alarm. L. Weitzman.
V. 239; p. 713.

Burner : Htc—
(ias and oil burner. Long-time burner.
Hydrocarbon-burner. Oil burner.
Inclosed forced - draft Sto\e burner,

burner.
Burner. A. J. Johnson. No. 1.231,369 ; June 26 ; t. 239 ;

p. 1127.
Burner. J. W. Porter. No. 1.229.517; June 12; t. 289;

p. 435.
Burners, Fuel-governor for oil-. J. C. Auckland and E.

P. Hiidebrand. No. 1,230,979; June 26; v. 289; p.

996.
Burners. Wick-tube for hydro, arlwn-. C. W. r»avls and

V. S. Jobnrton. No. 1.229,043; June 5: v. 239: p. 224.
Burning powdered coal. Apparatus for. A. J. Grindle.

No. 1.228,709 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 135.
Bushing. E. H. Waugh. No. 1.229.837; June 12; v.

239 ; p. 542.
Bushing. Self oiling. J. D. Jones. No. 1,230.823; June

19 ; V. 239 ; p. 904.
Button. J. Helneman. No. 1.229,462 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

p. 412.
Button. R. Sellgmann. No. 1.230,804; June 19; v. 239;

p. 897.
Button and necktie-bolder. Combined t>ack collar-. J. D.

Romer. No 1,230,519 ; June 19 : v. 239 : p. 804.
Button blanking out die. J. S. BIrnzweig. No. 1.229,572;
June 12; v. 239: p. 454.

Button. Collar-. F. Milos. No. 1.229.773 ; Jane 12 ; v.

239 ; p. 520.
Button-fastening machine. F. R. White. No. 1.230,965;

June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 990.
Button-feeding ne. hanism. L. R. Carley. No. 1.280.860;
June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 955.

Button feeding mechanism L. E. Poole. No. 1.229,184;
June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 255.

Button setting machines. Tack fee<llng mechanism for. F.
E. Warner and W, T. Leggett. No. 1.229.173; Jane 6;
V. 239 ; p. 269.

Button. Soft-collar. A. Hadley. No. 1.229.607. June
12 : V. 239 : p. 466.

Buttonhole-feeding mechanism. E. C. Oerstenberger. No.
1,230,698 ; June 19 : v. 239.: p 863.

Cabinet. H. W. Bertram. TSo. 1.231.283; June 26; t.
239 : p. 1082.

Cabinet. A C Erlckson. No. 1.231,005; June 26; t.
239; p. 1006.

Cabinet. Card index. F. S. Long. No. 1.281,274; June
26 ; V. 289 ; p. 1096,

Cabinet. Dlsp«>nsing . I>. M. Ross. No. 1.229.525: Jan*
12 : V. 289 ; p. 438.

Cabinet. Revolving lace-. A. L. Brouillette. No. 1.228.878 ;

June 6: V. 239; p. 172.
Cabinet. Storage-. E. O. Bennett. No. 1,229.212 ; Juna

12 239 D 331
Cabinet. TowVr. in. Shattnck. No. 1,229.533; Jona

12 ; T. 239 ; p. 440.
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Cable-armoring machine. G. E. Mlrfleld and F. H. Null-

meyer. No. 1,230,008 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 596.
Cable-pothead. O. F. Mainer. No. 1,229.995; June 12;

V. -ifjg
; p. 591. ...~ Cable reeling means. O. E. Mlrfleld and F, H, Nuiimeyer.

No. 1,230,009; June 12; v. 239; p. 596.
Cables and the like. Jack or device for spreading. G. R.

Morris. No. 1,228.805: June 6; v. 239; p. 148.

Cadmium compound of the acridln series, and making the

same, P, HUssey and M. Hartmann, No. 1.228,926;

June 6 : V. 239 ; p. 186.
, , . .

Cake-cutting machine. E. S. Gabriel and D. Lombard.
No. 1.230,288; June 19; v. 239: p. 727.

Cake pan. M. B. Jonea. No. 1.229.280 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

P 354.
Cake-pan. W. E. Tomlinson. No. 1.229,825 ; June 12 ; v.

Calculating appliance. P. B. Arrlngton and C. U. Miller.

No. 1,228,385; June 6; v. 239; p. 3.

Calculating machine. F. H. Blckford. No. 1.228.641 ;

June 5; v. 239 ; p. 91.
Calculating machine attachment. S. B. Carlln. No.

1.228,404; June 5; v. 289; p. 10.

.. F. Gamble. No. l.i

2:i9 ; p. 789.
Calculator. R. F. Gamble. 230,474 ; June 19 ; v.

Calendar. N. Ryan. No. 1,230,037 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p.

604.
Calender-doctor. T. E. Warren. No. 1,228,726; June 5;

V. 239 ; p. 120.
Call system. T. J. Murphy and E. Miller. No. 1,231,637 ;

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1181.
Cam mechanism K. Wli.kler. No, 1,228.780; June 5;

v. -2.39; p. 121.
Camera. Film-. O. Callaway and G. R. Helsley. No.

1,229.882 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 567.
Camera. Motion picture. J. A. Golden. No. l-,230,576

;

June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 823.

Camera shutter operating and timing instrument. Auto
8. No

p. 797
matic. R. Mutuews. 1,280,500; June 19; v. 239;

No. 1.230.273

Camera-shutter operating and timing instrument. Auto-
matic. R. .Mathews. No. 1,230.501; June 19: v. 239;
p. 797.

Can : iSee

—

Ash-can. Oil-can.
Garbage-can.

Can container and server. T. J. Davis. No. 1,229,902 ;

Jane 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 563.
Can heading machine. J. Brenzlnger. No. 1.230'.55G ; June

19 ; V. 239 ; p. 816.
Can op«>n.r. E. L. Funk. No. 1.228.900 ; June 5 ; v. 239

p. 178.
Can-seaming machine. F. W. Burpee,

June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 723.
Can straightening machine. J. J. Kirkby. No. 1,229,292
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 358.

Can-straightening machine. H. T. Tait. No. 1.231.463
June 26; v. 239; p. 1156.

, .. ..

Cancelingmachine. Automatic. L. L. Mack. No
1.228.460; June 6; v. 239; p. 29.

Candle-holder. J. Ritter. No. 1,;{29,140 ; June 5 ; v. 289
p. 257.

Candlestick. R. Philip. No. 1,229,182; June 5; v. 239
p '*55

Candy dispenser. J. H. Mackall. No. 1.231,400; June
2fi : v '230: p. 1137.

Candy whistle machine. M. Zwerdling. No. 1,229,375;
June 12: v. 239; p. 387.

Caout.houc or rubber and the like, Non skid composition
of. C. Pacchetti. No. 1,230.597; June 19; v. 239;
p H.-^O.

Car and air hose coupling. W. 8. Knlsely. No. 1,228.569 ;

June 5; v. 239 ; p. Of.

Car i-onstructlon. 0. A. Lindstrom. No. 1,230,183 ; June
19 ; V 239 ; p. 692.

Car construction. Railway-. F. M. Brinckerhoff. No.
1,231.235; June 26; v. 239; p. 1083.

. , „
Car construction, Rallwav-. V. M. Hrln.kerhoff and L. B.

Stillwell. No. 1.2:n.2M6: June '20
L v. 239: p. lOS.S.

Car construction. Tank-. G. W. Scott and P. Carpenter.

No 1,231.074: June 26; v. 239; p. 1028.
A. J. Howd. No. 1.230,484 ;

No. 1,228,691; June 5; v.

Car, Convertible freight
June 19: v 239; p. 791.

Car <-oupllng. A. A. Moss

Car coupling. A. Olejniczak. No. 1,228.696; June 6; v.

Car coupling. J. Wlllison. No. 1,229,367; June 12; v.

239 ; p. 386.
Car door. J. F. Comee. No. 1,230,567 : June 19 ; v. 239 ;

n ft^l

Car door! F. J. Hardy. No. 1.229,072; June 6; v. 239;
p 234.

Car door. Grain-. J. Maly. No. 1.229,996; June 12; v.

Car-door* lock. L L. Brown. No. 1.231.486; June 26; v.

Car-fender. J. P. Geraghty. No. 1.229,935; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 573. „ ^, ^, ,^

Car for railways. Passenger-. H. McNulU. No.

1.228,797 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 146.

ir-franie construction. O. T. Gregg. No. 1.228.552;
June 5 ; V. 239: p. 60.

Car. Freight . W. J. Bohan.
V. 239 ; p. 126.

No. 1,229.714

;

1,230.349; June 19:

No.

Car. Freight-. C. Clark and J. Manning.
June 12; v. 239: p. 600.

Car, Metal. A. N. Warfleld. No.
V. 239 : p. 747.

Car Passenger-. H. Rowntree. No. 1,229,791 ; June 12 ;

V. 239 ; p. 526. * , „a
Car. Railway-. E. C. Brltt. No. 1.231,122 ; June 26 ;

t.

Car rool^ D. P. Kellogg. No. 1,230,720; June 19; .

Car^roo/*' C. C, Murphy. No. 1.231,049; June 26; T.

239 P 1020
Car-seat," Reversible. J. E. Kllburn. No, 1,228,786;

Car^slde bearing, Railway-, C. B. Patch. No. 1,230.210

;

Car, Slde-dumprng hand-. J, C, Meredith. No. 1,230,006

;

Car-^^op'^^'w. Eia'ks'^^No. 1,231.613; June 26; v. £89;

Ca^' "es^ weight. J. H. A. Bdusfieid. No. 1.230.830;

June 26; v. 239: p. 962. ,
. ,.. k i ™ f«r'

Cars, Automatic duuipinK and righting m^'j^"?'^™. '^^

tiltable dump-. J. M. Druecker, No. 1.228,540; June
5 ; V. 239 : p 57. ^ ^ .. m

Cars. Band-anchor for tank-, E. O. Caughey. No.

L229.884 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 667.
, , ^ xi

C*3i, Lift <lerk for freight-. J. C. \oungblood. No.
1.229,374 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 887.

t T^ !
Cars Spring and frame supporter for motor-. J. uottl.

(Rel.^Bue.) No. 14,324; June 26; v. 239; p. 1186.

Cars, Trap-<loor for vestibule . L. Y. M< .Nali.v.

1.2'J8.93K: June 5': v. 2.'^9: p. 190.

Cars Walking attachment for motor-. H. K. Hedgea.
No. 1,229.954; June 12; V. 239; p. 679.

Carbou iiKiuoxld ami hvdron.n. Manufacturing. R. V.

Plctet. No. 1,'228,818 : June 5 ; v. 2;i9
; P- 151.

Carbon-sheet holder. E. B. Norman. No. 1,231,418;

June 26; v. 289; p, 1144. ^ ,
Carbureter. E. M. Kramer. No. 1.231.175; June 26; t.

239 ; p. 1063.
Carbureter. J. L. Munson. No. 1,228.092; June 5; t.

Car'burefer. F, L. Sessions. No, 1,231,209; June 26; T.

Carburefer. A.' C. Stewart. NO. 1,228.845; June 5; v.

2:i9: p. 161.
Carbureter. W. H. Swain. No. 1,230,621; June 19; v.

2.S9 : p. 838.
Carbureter. J. Vodicka and A. F. Young. No. 1,229,688;

June 12; V. 239; p. 491. ..,,„„, v
Carbiir.i«T for exploslou-niotors. M. J. B. Bnrbarou. No.

1.228.738; June 5; v. 239; p. 124.

Carbureter-heating device. O. P. Strickler and B. C. Lewla.
No. 1.230,619 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 838.

Card Identifving-. E. G. Pickering. No. 1,228,817;
June 5; v. S39 ; p. 161. „ „ .,

Card-punching device. J. W. Frltch and D. E. Hoopes.
No 1.229,057 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 228. _ _

Card-selecting device. T. R. Vlnzent and C. E. Warren.
No. 1.228.854; June 6; v. 239: p. 164.

Cards. Playing . T. Norpath. No. 1,280,817 ; Jane 1» ;

V. 239 ; p. 736.
Cards. Reading-box for punched. A. W. Bottum. No.

1 230.102: June 19; v. 239: p. 664.
Carilne. L. A. Hoerr. No. 1,229.287 ; June 12 ; t. 289

;

Ca?ilne.
'

F. Mathews. No. 1,230,747; June 19; v. 239;

Carousels. Cornice-lock for. C. H. Bowditch. No.
1.230.104 : June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 665.

Carousels. Portable horse-hanger and coupling for. C.
H Bowditch. No. 1.2,30,103 : June 19 : v. 2.T9 : p. 665.

Carousels, Seat-actuating mechanism for. G. H. Cramer.
No. 1.230.998; June 26: v. 239; p. 1003.

"

Carpet-lteaiing frame. L. V. Meyer. No. 1,231,281 : June
26 ; V. 239 : p. 1097.

Carpet-picking machine. C. A. Connan. No. 1.229,415

;

June 12 ; v. 239: p. 400.
Carpet sweeper. W. Katako. No. 1.280.489; June 19;

V. 239 : p. 793,
Carrier : Nrr

—

„ . , . , .,

Banana carrier. Knitting - machine - needle
Bed and parcel carrier. carrier. -„_,,..-

Carrier ami lamp. Combined. C. A. Ferry. No. 1.231,146 :

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1068.
, * »>. u

Carrying purposes. Personal eqnlpment for. J, A. Pugb.
.No. 1.2.i0.025 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 601.

"- -
• 1.281,511; June 26: v. 2,S9

;

No. 1,228,742 ; June 5 :

H. kider. No.Carton. J.

p. 1173.
Carton, Dispensing-. W. T. Laiar. No. 1,228,671 ; Juna

5 : v. 239 : p. «7.
Cartridge loading machine. C. E. Jack. No. 1,229.467 ;

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 417.
Cartridge. Hlile cleaning. L. C. Williams. No. 1.281.227 ;

June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1080.
Cartridges. Primer-reUlner for dynamite-. H. Comstock.

No. 1.230,121 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 671.
Carving machine, Wood-. J. Galbralth. No. 1.229.069;

June 5: v. 289; p. 229.
Caie: B«9—

Cigarette-case. Show-caae.
Display-caae. siilnping-caae.
Eveglass-case. Toilet-case.
M'nspum or show case. Vanlty-caae.
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No. 1.230,864; June 26;

No. 1,230,928; June 26;

Johnston. No. 1,230,171 ;

M. Carroll. No.

1.231,510; June

C. R. Uhl. No.

June 19

;

Casein and albumin from creamerjr-seware. Separation ot
O. EbrlU and T. Klersey. No. 1,229,919 ; June 12 ; T.
239 : p. 568.

Cash-register. T. Carroll and J. P. Frank. No. 1,230,862 ,

June 26 ; y. 239 ; p. 956.
Cash-reeister. W. A. Chryst.

V. 239 : p. 956.
Cash-regLster. R. Rummler.

V. 239 ; p. 977.
Cash-register. Train. A. B.
June 19: v. 239: p. 688.

Cashier's registPiing-machine. F.
1.230.801 ; June 2(i : v. 239 ; p. 95.').

Caaket-bandle. A. A. Page. No. 1^29,650; Jane 12; t.
239 : p. 4K0.

Caster. R. W. MUlard. No. 1,230,502; June 19; v. 239;
p. 797.

Caster, Ball-bearing. R. Edmonds. No.
26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1172.

Caster-holding means for furniture-legs.
1.229.547; June 12; v. 239; p. 445:

Ca."<tlng machine. ii. Allnder. No. 1.2.30,360
V. 239; p. 751.

Casting-machine. C. H. Lister. No. 1,230.587 ; June 19 ;

T. 239 ; p. 827.
Catch. Safety-. J. C. Wacha. No. 1.228,994 ; June 5

;

V. 239 ; p. 209.
Caterpillar-wheel. A. K. Miller. No. 1,228.687 ; June

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 106.
Cathode device. Incandescent. G. 8. Melkle. iio.

1.230.004 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 594.
CelUu»: and floor plate. A. C. Gaynor. No. 1,229,061 ;

June 5 ; V. 239 ;p. 230.
Celllng-plate. J. R Donnelly. No.

V. 239 ; p. 758.
Cement structure. H. A. Gardner.

19 ; V. 239 ; p. 789.
Cement. Waterproof. C. B. Allen.

2i\ ; V. 239 : p. 1160.
Centering-tool for circular objects.

1.230,015 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 598.
Chain or flexible saw. W. C. Farrer.
June 12; v. 239; p. 462.

Chains. Apparatus for molding link. E.
1.228,534 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 55.

Chains or the like. Connector for.

1,229.146; June 5; v. 239
Chair : See—

1,230.385; June 19;

No. 1,230.475 ; June

No. 1,'231,468 ; June

J. E. Murray. No.

1,229.597 ;

J.
p. 259.

No.

W. Clarke. No.

F. Saint Clair. No.

F. Cluff, Jr.

E. Hanger.

W. Hedberg.

No.

No.

Folding chair.
Reclining chair.
RevoIvlnK chair.
Rocking-chair.

1,231,129 ; June 26 V. 239

1,228,771 ;

No. 1.228,434

June 5 ; t. 239

June 5; . 239

Scblanger

lUhl -chair.
r.e(l-room chair.
Combtnatlon-chalr
Convertible chair

Chair. G.
p. 1048.

Chair. J.

p. 136.
Chair. E.

p. 20.
Chair and desk. Comblntd.

1,231.301 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ;

Cbalr clamp. Rocking-. S. D.
5: V. 239; p. 51.

Chalr-lron. H. W. Bolena. No
239 : p. 332.

Chair-leg attachment. J. T. McClelland
June 19 ; v. 239; p, 693.

Chairs and like furniture. Apparatus for the manufacture
of srat.s and backs for. E. E. Feck. (Reissue.) No.
14,322 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1185.

Change-making machine, Automatic. C. A. MrMull<-n.
No. 1,228,459; June 5; v. 239; p. 28

F. A.
p. 1104.
bell. No. 1,228,621

No.

June

1,229,214; June 12; v.

No. 1,230.187

'ICharge-preparing apparatu.*.
1.228.415; June 5: v. 239; p. 14.

Charge-preparing apparatus. W. R.
1.229.492; June 12; . 2.^9: p. 426

Charging and discharging machines.
for. EI. A. Carpenter and A.
1.229,225; June 12; v. 239; p. 336.

Chaser and reamer. (J. Y. Morton. No
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 194.

Check-notching device. C. Feddern.
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 270.

Check-protector. C,
V. 239 : p. 226.

Chfck-p»«teitor. L.
. 5: V. 239: p. 161.
Chimney-cleaner. F

O. Deulen. No.

McKean. Jr. No.

Control mechanism
W. Warner. No.

No.

E. Dick. No.

n. Stephenson.

T. MacDonald.

F. M. Naysmlth.

1,228.951 ; June

1,229,176 ; June

1,229,047; June 5;

No. 1,228.844; June

No. 1,230,310 ; June

No. 1,228,953; Jun»

Folding. L. P. Montaney. No.
v. 239 ; p. 829.

19 ; V. 239 : p. 734.
Chiropractic table.

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 195
Chiropractic table,

1.230,592 : June 19
Chopper : See—

Cotton-chopper.
Chromium oxid. Preparing

No. 1.228,622; Jane 6; v.

Chuck for machine-tools. J.

June 26; . 239: p. 1111.
Churn. J. H. Bowling. No.

p. 1045.
Churn. F. C. Scott No. 1,230,040 ; June 12 ; t. 239 ; p.

605.
Chum-operatlng device. J. R. Ballenger. No. 1,229,017:

June 5; v. 239; p. 216.

compounds of. E. Voetter.
239 ' p 84
C. Alder, Sr. No. 1.231,322 ;

1,231.119: June 26; t. 239;

R. Roscoe. No.Cbate and window-guard. Coal-. J.

1,230.076; June 12: v. 239; p. «18.
Chute structure. Telescoping-. U. \. Carpenter

W. Warner.
Cigar-holder.

19 : V. 239
Cigar making

June 26: v
Cigar-package

V. 239 ; p

29.224 ; June
Plamondon.

No. 1

E. H.
p. 773.
machine. A. J

239 : p. 1049.
A. Schneider.

483.

12 ;

No,

. Colwell.

No

H. Dean.

V. 239
1,230

No.

• ; p. ;

.432 :

and A.
335.
June

W. C.

Cignr- wrapping machine. J.

June 12 : v. 239; p. 614.
Cigars and the like. Marker for. S. Feld
June 19: v. 239; p. 759.

Cigarette-case. V. Nlvols. No.
239 : p. 429.

Cigarette-case. V. Nlvols. No.
239 : p. 1066.

Cigarette-machine, Continuous-rod
1.228.525 ; June 5 ; V. 239 ; p. 52.

Cigarettes and the like. Case for.
1.229.952: June 12; v. 239; p

Cigarettes and the like. Case
1.229.967; June 12; v. 239;

Cinematograph. \. R. Selden.
V. 239; p. 371.

Cinematograph. V. W. Thomas
v. 229; p. 487.

Cinematograph and gramophone machine

1,231.132;

1,229.660; Jane 12:

No. 1,230.067;

No. 1,230.388 ;

1.229,502 ; June 12 ; .

1.231,186 ; June 2« ; v,

Brlggs. No.

Hathaway. No.T. F
679.

for. J. K. JohBSOD. No.
p. 583.
No. 1.229.329; June 12;

No. 1.229.673 ; Jane 12
;

19
D.

v. 239 ; p.
Brewster.

F. Von Mada-
842.
No. 1^8.877;

No. 1.228,408; Jane 5;

Boseo-

ler. No. 1.230,633 ; June
Cinematography. Color. P.
June 5; v. 239 -p. 172.

Circuit breaker. F. J. Cleaver.
v. 239; p. 12.

Circuit-breaker. Automatically-operated. J. M.
bury. No. 1.228.395 : June 5; v. 239; p. 7.

Circuit <ontroller. W. K. Howe. (Reissue.) No. 14.310;
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 281.

Circuit-controller. O. C. Knauff. No. 1.231.268; June 26;
v. 239 : p. 1093.

Circuit controlling device. Automatic. J. H. Kiefer. No.
1,230.172; June 19; v. 239; p. 088.

C. W. Abbott. H. R. GllsoD. and
No. 1.228.731; June 5: v. 239;

Mahoney. No. 1.229.768

;

No. 1.229,789; Jnne

5'. Ovens. No. 1.230,766 ; June 19 ; . 23»;

Circuit-extension box.
J. M. G. Fullman.
p. 121.

Circuit - interrupter. J. N
June 12 : v. 239 : n. 518.

Circuit-interrupter. K. C. Randall.
12 : V. 239 ; p. 525

«;iam fork. F "

p. 885.
Clamp : See—

H«'lt-clamp.
Chalr-clamp.
Combination <'lamp.
Embroidery-frame clamp.
Guy-clamp.

Clamp. A. McMurtrle. No.
p. S77.

Clamp for top roll covera.
June .'.

: T. 239 ; o. 127.
Clamping devl<e. (\. C. Klnsfather.

Head-clamp.
Mattress-clamp.
Saw-clamp.
Sewing - machine

clamp.
1.230.742 ; June 19;

w o r k-

v. 239:

5 : v. 239 : p. 241.
Clarifler. Centrifugal. L. O. Camp

19 : V. 239 ; p. 817.
Claap : Bee—

Hose-tapporter claap.
Clasp. C. \. Goozey. No.

C. Cartier. No. 1,228.745:

No. 1,229.093; Jnne.

No. 1.230,560; Jaoo

R.

Mally.

Matthel.

No.

No

1,229.942; June 12; v. 289;

1.229.198

1,229,199: June 5

June 5 ; v. 239

:

2.39

H. R. Matthel. and
5 ; V. 239 : p. 277.

T. Z. Mally.

Rake-cleaner.
Street-cleaner.
Vacuum-cleaner.

C. Winter. No. 1.229.003

W. Howard. No.
12 ;

Clock
son.

riock.

June 5

;

1.229.270; Jane

S. Denl-

p. 675.
Clasp. T.

p. 277.
Clasp. H.

p. 277.
Clasp. C. E. Melhope.

No. 1.229.200; June
Cleaner : See—

r.oiler-cleaner.
Boiler-tube cleaner.
Chimney-cleaner.
Harrow-cleaner

Cllmblnir harness.
V. 2.TO : p. 212.

Cloak. Waterproof. F
V. 2,19; p. 350.
attachment for
No. 1.228.757 ;

Electric. W. E
V. 2.3«: p. 151.

Clock. Watchman's recording-. I. A
1.231.:i50 : June 26 ; . 239 : p. 1120.

Clo<ks. Synchronizing mechanism for chime-.
schede and C. Cohan. No. 1.229.454; June
p. 413.

Closet : l^ee—
Water-closet.

Closet equipment. Clothes-.
June 5 : v. 239 : p. 63.

Closure. H. B. Town send.
239 : p. 1038.

Cloth-bolt press. F. E. Morey.
V. 239; p. 697.

Cloth-ootting machine. A. Rubin. No. 1.228.826
5: V. 2.19 : p. 154.

Cloth-cutting machines. Ljimp-Bupport and terminal for.
W. J. Marshall. No. 1.230.311 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 734.

electric thermostats. F.
Jane 5 ; v. 239 : p. ISO.
Porter. No. 1,228.819 » June 5;

Herrmann. No.

W.
12;

Her-
239;

L. C. Hunter. No. 1.228.560

1.231.099; June 26No.

No. 1.230.200;

; •
Jane 19;

.Tune

/
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Cloth-testing machine. O. A. Ayer. No. 1,231.231 ; June

26; V. 239 : p. 1081. ^, ,

Clothes-drvlng rack. E. H. Barton. No. 1.230.265; June
19 • V 239 p. 719.

Clothes Ifastener and protector. L. Baganz. No.

1228 870: June 5: v. 239: p. 170.

Clothes hanger. O. M. Sword. No. 1.231,452 : June 26 ;

V. 239 ; p. 1155.

Clothes lifter. J. H. Mlskluen. No. 1.228.945: June 5;

V. 239 : p. 192.
Clothespin. L. Hamm. No. 1.231.016: June 26; v.

239 : p. 1009. , .„
Clothes-pin. A. C. McKlnney. No. 1.229.632; June 12;

(Jaz. vol. 239 ; p. 474.
., „ -nr

Clothes pressing apparatus. D. H. Benjamin and B. W.
Bro( kett. No. 1,230,5»S4 : June 26 : v. 2^{) : p. 998.

Clothes-wringer. N. P. I^urltzen. No. 1,229,626 ; June

Clothes^ringer^' P. H. Schendler. No. ^,230,228 ;
June

19 V. 2.^ ; p. 707.
Clothes-iine supporting device. J. Lutz. No. 1.230.186;

June 19; V. 239: p. 693. ,„„„.,, t k
Clutch. G. W. and K. Conner. No. 1.228.411; June 6;

V. 2.19 : p. 13.

Clutc h W. L. Shppard. No. 1.229,664 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

D 484
Clutch and gear. Reversing. J. Froellch. No. 1,230.573;

Cliit"^'! Cloth-roil".
"

A. Burns. No. 1.230,079 ; June 12

:

Clutch mechanism. J. llrlbar. No.. 1,228.673 ; June 5;
V. 239 : p. 101. ;

Coal Ac. Apparatus for raising and conveying, r. L..

Stuart. .No. 1.230.230: .luno 19 : v. 23U : p. 710
Coal-unloading device. J. H. Tutwller. No. 1.231.462 ;

June 26: v. 239 ; p. 1158.
Coating apparatus. A. L. Bausman. No. 1.230,456 ; June

19 : V. 2.39 ; p. 781.
Coating composition. Liquid. S. Jacobs. No. 1.229,964 :

June 12; v. 239: p. 5S2
. „ .. «^

Coating-ma* hlne. W. J. Schwartz and E. H. Waugh.
No. 1.220.671 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 487.

Cock. Automatic safety gage. «t. W. Bolton. No.

1,228.870: J,me 5: v. 239; p. 172. , , „ ^ ^
Cock, Balani-ed-plston. W. H. Quandt and J. M. Gooden.

No. 1,2:10,777 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 889.

Cock, Ball-. J. H. McPartland. No. 1.231.399; June 26;
v. 2.39 : p. 1137. .

Cock with check. Self closing. P. Mueller. No. 1.228.584 ;

June 5 ; V. 239 : p. 71.
. . .r.

Cock with cheik. Self-closing. P. Mueller and A. C.

Schuerniann. No. 1 .228..".8.% : June 5; v. 2.19: p. 72.

Cocoanut and product obtained thereby. Preparing or

treating. F. Baker. Jr. No. 1.230,364; June 19: v.

2.19: p. 752. ^ ^ „
Coconnut and product obtained thereby. Preparing or

treating. F. Bak<r, Jr. No. 1,230,.166; June 19; v.

2.19 ; p. 752. ",,„., ^t
Cocnanut. I»reparing or treating. F. Baker, Jr. No.

1.2.10..165; Jnne 19: V. 2.19: p. 752. ,„,,«,„
Coffeepot handle. Detachable, I. Jones. No. 1,231.872;

Jnne 26: v. 2.19; p. 1128. „. ^ „ , ^
Coffee product and makine the same, w . J. Kwlng. No.

1.229.0.%2: June 5; v. 219; p. 227.
Coffee substitute. W. A. I.orenz. No. 1.2.10,184 ; June 19 ;

V ".19 P 693.

"

Coll. "phantom' lioadlng. W. FondUler. No. 1,231,516;
June 20: V. 2.19: p. 1174. „, „ ^ ^ .

Colllpg material. A^paratus for. \N . R. Webster. No.
• j<229 357 ; June 12 : v. 239 : p. 381.
Cfiiuron trolled lock. G. O. F. Boswell. No. 1,230.062:

June 12 : V. 239 : p. 612
, ^ „ ». vj

Coin-controlled mechanism. J. W. Hughes. No.

1,228.674: Jupe 5: v. 2.19: p. 102.

Coke - discharging apparatus. S. N. Wellington. No.
1.229,691; June 12: v. 239: p. 494.

Collapsible box. H. Davis. No. 1.231,504: June 26; v.

231* p. 1170.
Collapsible seat. J. O. Heaslet. No. 1,231.166; June 26;

V. 239 : p. 1056.
Collar-fastener and necktie guard. Combined. E. Evans.

No. 1,231,512 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1173.

Collar, Horse-. <;. B. Goetz. No. 1,230.701; June 19;
. 239 : p. 864.

Collar-press. H. P. Mohn. No. 1.228.466; June 6; v.

239 ' D 31
Coliar-protector. 8. Schenck. No. 1.231.206; June 26:

V. 2.19 : p. 1073.
, . „ ,

Collate of articles of wearing apparel. Appliance for press-

ing the. W. Wllkle. No. 1,229,866; June 12; V. 239;

Co'?ia"ret-machlnes. Folder for. L. Krug, J. P. Wels. and
W. C. Bobbins. No. 1.230.906; June 26; v. 239;

Colors on textile and other materials Producing. J.

Chester. No. 1.231.492 ; June 26 : v. 239 : p. 116..

Comblnatlon-chalr. E. J. Floyd. No. 1,226,251; June

Comb\natlon*c'lamp. »• Bullum. No. 1,229.408; June 12;

T. 239; p. 898. , „ „ xr
ComlHistlble fluid. Manufacturing. J. R. Rose. No.

1 230 226 : June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 707.

Commuiator. C. J. Schwarze.*^ No. 1.229.149; Jnne 5;

V. 239 ; p. 260.

Compensating device. Automatic. M. Johnson. No.
,.^^

1.228.(578: June 5: V. 239: p. 103^ „ ., , v«
Compensating 'lii-vlce. Automatic. G. Mertelmeyer. >0.

1.228.8(»3; June 5 ; r. 239 ; P- 147.
ooa Aoa

Composition of matter. B. H. Goldsmith. No. l,^2n,*^ti ,

June r> : V. 239 : p. 19. , ^ , wi -
Composition of matter for preparing foods and making

same. H.W.Wiley. No. 1,2.10,452 ; June 19 : v. 239 ,

Conipressed -air power system. B. V. Nordberg. No.

1.231.0.'>1 : June 26 ; v. 2.19 ; p. 1021
Compressing apparatus. J. N. Wood. No. i.-.2W.ooa

,

June 12: V. 239: p. 451.
Compressors for starting. Mechanism for unloadlng._ B. ».

Alkman. No. 1.230.834 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 94 .

.

Compressors for starting. Mechanism for nnloadlng. W. J.

Richards. No. 1,230.925; June 26; v 239 ; p. 976.

Computing device. C. R. Rings. No. 1.229.622 ;
June 12 ;

V. 239 ; p. 436. , ., ,, .

Concrete and other material. Apparatus for del verlng.

C. W. Levalley and S. Shafer, Jr. No. 1,230,820 ;
June

Concrete building apparatus. C. Stleler. No. 1.229,168 ;

June 5; v. 239; p. 264.
.r. o ^^ w

Concrete building construction. Reinforced-. O. 8. Clara.

No. 1,231.240 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1084.

Concrete columns. Means for forming. J. C. Ebei-le and
B. Storch. No. 1.231.342 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1117.

Concrete door and window frame construction. Rein-

forced-. E L. KUngensmith. No. 1,229.293 ; June 12 ;

V. 239 ; p. 359. ^ „. , „ v«
ConcreteniTxlng apparatus. C. W. Levalley. No.

1.2.10.731 : June U ; v. 2.19 ; p. 872. ^
Concrete or plastic slab. Reinforced. R. L. Day. No.

1 2''0 904 ; June 12: v. 239: p. 564.

Concrete pavement. A. R. Paddock. No. 1,231.419; June
26: V. 239: p. 1144.

^ ^ , .

Concrete structures. Method of and means for preven*; \
ing the disintegration of. H.P.Brown. No. 1,230.378 , •

Condenslr." Elect rica?. P.Dublller. No. 1.229.914 ; June

Condenser? Electrical'. • W. DublUer. No. 1.229.915:

June 12: V. 239; p. 567. ^ „ t .^i, v«
Condenser for smelter-fumes. G. P. Luedke. No.

1.229.629 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 473.

Condensing apparatus. J. J. Brown. No. 1,230,667 ; June

Condensing apparatus. H. Mensforth. No. 1,229,681

;

June 12; v. 239; p. 476.
xr i ooo aba •

Condiment-holder. J. J. Vanderveer. No. 1,229,680,

June 12: v. 2.19; p. 491. . a, r. „..,,-
Condiments. Receptacle for containing and dispensing

semisolid. C. toelcke. No. 1.231,098; June 26; .

Conduit,*''Flexlble, C. A. Johnson. No. 1.229.087 ; June

Conduits. Insulatln'g-cap for. C. M. Lefkowlta. No.

1231,273: June 2«i : v. 239; p. 1095. „ „ „ . ,

Contact shoes. Adjustable support for. T. W. Scott and
II V. Rudolph. No. 1.229.184; June 5 : v. 239: P- 2.2.

Container. W. J. Boyle. Sr. No. 1,230,459; June 19; v.

Contalne'r and educational toy, Combined. W. M. Decker.

No 1 229.906; June 12; v. 289: p. 664.

Container closure. T. T. Layng. No. 1.230.178 ; June 19 ;

Container, 'l.iqnld-._ R. G. Mason. No. 1.230.916 ;
June

Container. Paperraaterial. G. L. Scales. No. 1,231,203;

Con"arn?rl' Oi>?nl^n>.^' P. T.' Webb. No. 1.230.961 ; Jane

Control apparatus. A. J. Hall. No. 1,229,446 ; June 12 ;

Control tne'chanlam. Electrical automatic. M. O. Vandy.

No. 1,228.993: June 6: v. 239; p. 208.

Control, Multiple. H. T. Herr. No. 1.231.25< ; June 26 ;

Cont?oT sy^tem^^A. J. Hall. No. 1,229,444; June 12;

ControllinJ' mechanism. R. P. Packard. No. 1.231.065;

June 26 : V. 239; p. 1022.
^ » , t

Controlling mechanism at a distance. Apparatua for. J.

Perepelkln. No. 1,228,963: June 5: v. 2.19; P 1»8- „
Convertfble chair. L. M. S. Leavltt. No. 1,229,980;

Coiv?ver^= w'^V^'-ClSIver and T. H. Martin. No.

1.231.495: June 26: V. 239; p. 1167. ^ ^^ » »,^
Conveying and loading apparatus. F. L. Stuart. No.

1 231 449- June 20; v. 239; p. 1154.

Cooker H. 6 Larson. No. 1.229,192: June 5; v. 289;

Cooker.^ S. Peterson and L,. C. Knackstedt. No.

1228 816; June 5; v. 239; p. 151.

Cooker. Gas. J. H. Noonan. No. 1.228.956; June 6;

V 239 ' P 196
Cooker Macaroni-. J. Pomlanowskl. No. 1.231.192

:

Cooke?' of Voas?e?.-lPlrH?ss'- D. Collar. No. 1.229,082 ;

June 6; v. 2.19: p. 221. ^ ^ „ « , «
Cookers. Time-controlled trip mechanism for flreless. C

Bargfimln. No. 1,229.862 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 551.

Cooking pot cover. E. H. Lowe. No. 1,230.419 ;
Jun.- 19 .

V. 239 ; p. 768. ,
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B. Macfadden and
June 5 ; v. 289 ; p.

1.231,042; June 26;

H. B. Slater. No.

1.228.535 ;

Cooler : Si

Cream-cooler. Water-cooler.
Food and water cooler.

Coolinic air, liquids, vapors, gasesi. and the like. Apparatus
for. K. .losse and W. Onseoke. No. 1.228.930 ; June
r. : V. 2.39 : p. 187.

Cooling and ventilating apparatus.
E. L. Moumblow. No. 1,228.939
190.

Coop. Folding. G. W. Martin. No.
V. 239: p. 1018

Copper from its ores, Estractlng.
1.230.078; June 12; v. 239; p. 019.

Cord and rope bolder. H. W. Clough. No.
June 5 ; v. 239

; p. 65.
Cork-puller. E. ff. Krause. No.

V. 239 ; p. 871.
Corklng-machln**. J. W. LUrk. No. 1.230,420

y. 2.T9; p. 769.
Corn drier. Seed-. J. Hesse. No. 1.228,656

239 ; p. 62.
Corn-haDKer. J. H. prown. No. 1.23n..'',44 : June 26-

V. 2,39 : p. 1183.
Corn-busker and ensilage-cutter and sllo-flller. A. Rosen-

thal. No. 1.228,971 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 201.
Corset. M. G. Moti. No. 1.228.808; June 5; v. 239; p.

149.
Corset-steel holder. S. Florshelm and B. F. Orewller.

No. 1.231.246 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1086.

1.230.726 June 19

June 19

June 6; t.

A [•^oiCot and stretcher, Folding
June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1078.

Cotter pin. C. F. Doerschuk.
V. 239 ; p. 960.

Cotton-chopper. J. N. Daniel
V. 239 : p. 1169.

Cotton-compress. W. Hill.
V. 239 : p. 866.

Cotton-gatnerlng machine. T. E. Brown and C. T
No. 1.230.374: June 19: v. 239: p. 7.^4.

Cotton-gin. E. L. Huntsman. No. 1,229,084 ; June
V. 239 ; p. 237.

Cotton gin. S. F. Krupp. No. 1.231,032; June 26
239: p. 1014.

Cotton, Ginning, cleaning, and bleaching. W. .\
Ilodo. No. 1.2.30.298: .June 19: v. 239: p. 7.10.

Cotton-plcklng machine. H. L. Fisher. No. 1,229,598
June 12 : v. 239; p. 462.

Cotton-plcklng machine. H. L. Fisher. No

Thorp. No. 1,281,220

;

No. 1.230.876: June 26;

No. 1.231.502; Jane 26;

No. 1.230,709 ; Juno 19 :

Westlln.

6;

J.

June 1*.

1.229..'S9e

value. Treating the.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p.

June 19; v.

12; V.

Harris.

ripe-conpllng.
Radlator-coupllne.
Shaft-coupling
TrHctor-coupllng.
Tubular coupling.

1.229,417; June 12; V.

239 : p. 462
Cotton-plant for the recovery of Its

M. W. Marsden. No. 1.229,181 :

271.
Counter-shaft. H. Dalton. No. 1.230.128

•j:!9 : p 673.
Countersink. V. Ahlgren. No. 1,229.665; Jane

239 : p. 4S2.
Counting-machine. D. F. Merrlman and C. W.

No. 1,230,196; June 19; v. 239; p. 696.
Coupline: Ree—

Car and air-hose coupling.
Car-coupllnK.
Doubletree-coupling.
Frlctlon-coupUnz.
Hose-coupllng.

Coupling. L. Daft. No
p. 401.

Coupllnir. A. S. Frieze. No. 1,230.146; June 19; i

p. tJiO.

Coupling. W. R. Hudson. No. 1.229,465; June
259 ; p. 417.

Coupling device. C. A. De Tarman. No. 1.230.134
19 : V. 2.39: p. 675.

Cover and center-page-lnsert sheet feeding and folding
mechanism. H. M. Barber. No. 1.229,399 ; June 12 •

V. 239 ; p. 395.
Covering with a protective plastic coating flattened strips

and product thereof. Pro<ess for. E. «;uichard No
1.2.30.151 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 6«n.

Crane. T. N. Garson. No. 1.228.659;
p. 96.

Crate and lock. Collapsible. B. M.
1.229,677 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 490.

Crate and lock. Collapsible. B. M.
1.231.460: June 26; v. 239: p. ll.'S7.

P. C. Ickes, No. 1.230,830

239

. 239

12

: June

V.

V.

Crate, Collapsible
V. 239 ; p. 906.

Crate, Collapsible.
V. 239 : p. 906.

Crate, Collapsible.
June 26 : v. 239

Crate, Egg-. S. C

Jun^ 5

Tomberlln.

Tomberlln.

June

J39 493.

B. M.
p. 1157.
Wallace

239;

No.

No.

19:

; June 19

;

1.231.459;

June 12;

C. Ickes. No. 1.230,831

Tomberlln. No.

. No. 1,229,688;

F. Standlford. No. 1,230..336; June

No. 1.231.178: June 26;

1.229,118: June 6; t.

,
1.230.960; June 26;

» : p.
Crate. Folalng egg-.

19 : V. 239 : p. 743
Crate. Shipping-. J. E. Logan

V. 239 : p. 1064.
Crate, Shipping-. L. Miller. No.

239 ; p 249.
Cream-cooler. J. S. Wearn. No

V. 239 ; p. 989.
Cream-protector. H. E. Rlchter. No. 1,230,785 : June 19

V. 239; p. 891.
Creel. H. D. Colman.

p. 12.
No. 1.228.410; June 5; . 289;

Kreuzkamp. No.

M. Feldbaua.

Crib, Folding. M. Lowy and A. J
1.230,7.36 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 875

Crib, Motor-oscillated. W. F. Sill and J
No. 1,231,078 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1030.

Crimping or corrugating machine. A. M. English andH W. qibbs. No. 1.230,691; June 19; t. 239; p. 860
Lrvstals of sugar and other crysUlllne substances. Mann

facture of dr" ' '^ i-i_i-_i ^t. ,^^c^.^ ^ -muu
V. 239 ; p. 182.

k. T. D.Cue-loc
p. 77.

C. Grlere. NoT 1.228.910 ;"ju'ne"6 ,

Rice. No. 1.228.601; June 8; t. 239;

P. De Wilde. No. 1.230.133; Jane 19;

T. J. Hogan. No. 1,229,614
;

Cuff holder. F
V. 2:59 ; p. 075.

Cuff or wristband, Foldable.
June 12; v. 239; p. 468.

*^"239"^*""'214**' "' ^*'*'*- ^°- 1-229,010; June 5; t.

Cultivator attachment. J. R. Kelley. No. 1,229,970;
June 12; V. 239; p. 584.

Cultivator attachment. R. E. Wakeman. No. 1.230 243-
June 19: v. 2.39; p. 712. - '" .

Cultivator beam. R. C. Cowley. No. 1,281.241 ; June
26 : V. 2.39 : p. 1084.

Cultivator. Lister. L. E. Waterman. No. 1.229.355;
June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 380.

Cultivator. Powerdrlven. J. T. Hickman. Jr. .No
1.231.352: June 26; v. 239; p. 1121

Cultivator. Three-wheeled. C. Slmoneaux. No. 1.229 167 •

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 262.
.'*«'.i«i .

Culvert. W. J. Cox. .No. 1.230,38.3; June
p. 757.

Culvert-bead or retalnlng-wall for culverts.
No. 1,228,662 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 97.

Cuj) : See-

19 : V. 239;

J. R. Good.

Grease-cup.
8wab-cup.

No. 1,229.733;

Drinking-cup.
HgKcup.

Cup dispenser. C. Errett.
239 ; p. 606.

Curb-box closure. J. P. Farley
V. 239 ; p. 405.

Current deflector and system of bank protection. D
Sheldon. No. l,a«0.608; June 19; v. 2;i9 ; p. 884.

Current generator. High-frequency-. P. o Pedersen
1.231. .'.28; June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1178.

Current machines and the like. Commutation device
direct-. B. LJungstrfim and A. D. WldstrCm.
1,228.936; June 5; v. 239; p. 189.

Current transforming and rectifying apparatus. J
Wanti. No. 1.229,689; June 12; v. 239; p. 498.

<:urtnln and window-shade fixture. Combined. L
No. 1.2.30.,m.-? ; June 19 : v. 2.39 ; p. 90O

Curtain fixture. A. Demlng. No. 1.231,336; June 26

June 12; v.

No. 1,229,429 ; June 12 ;

F.

No.

for
No.

. B.

Sly.

V 2.39: p. 1116.

J.

Curtain-hanger
239 ; p. 216.

Cur tain -Danger.
v. 239 ; p. 5*4

Cartaln-hanger.
5 ; V. 239

; p. 64.
Curtain shade bracket. .Adjustable. W. D

ston. No. 1.2.30.778; June 19; v. 2.39
Curtain-stretcher. A. W. Knittel. No.

Besaw. No. 1.229,018; June 6; t.

H. Boye. No. 1.229.874; June 12;

J. J. Cartnaugh. No. 1,228,531; June

i; v. 239 : p. 470.

and W. C. Ral-
: p. 889.
1,229,621 ; June

No. 1.229,112; June

1.2.30.223; June 19;

No. 1.230,224; June 19;

No.

Curtain-stretcher. L. P. Mason
6 ; V. 239 ; p. 248.

Curtain-support. A. E. Robert.
V. 2.39 ; p. 706.

Curtain-support. A. E. Robert.
V. 239 ; p. 706.

Cushion : Sre—
Pincushion. Pneumatic cushion.

Cushion to a rigid base. Means for attaching a resilient
R. Butler. No. 1,229,581; June 12; v. 239; p. 457.

Cu.spldor, Flu.shlng-. S. Mozur. No. 1.230.314 ; June 19

:

V. 2.39 ; p 7.35.

Korten. No. 1.231.385Sanltarv. B
2.39 ; p 11.32.
F. Conrad.

T. June

No. 1,229.719; June 12; v, 239;

Keua.Van Swaay and
v. 239 ; p. 988.

H. I.

Thread-cutter.
Vegetable-cutter.
Vegetable or fruit cutter.

1,230,651; June 19; t. 239;

of crude cal-
June 19 ; v.

Cuspidor
2»i : V

Cut-out.
p. 502.

Cut-out. Maximum. G. J
No. 1,230.955 : June 26

Cutter : See—
Beet-cutter.
Boring-cutter.
Ice cream cutter.

Cutter. A. A. Arnold. No
p. 814.

Cyanamld. .Apparatus for the manufacture
clum. N. C. Tommasl. No. 1.230,.343

;

239 ; p. 745
Cycle attachment. Auto-. J. Jaggard. No
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1059.

Cy.-le steering attachm»'nt. W. Schrlver. No. 1,230,801 :

June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 896.
Cycle-wheels. Spring-mounting for. L. W. Blanchard

No. 1,230.987 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 999.
Cycles and like vehicles. Pedal for. G. C. D'Artoys and

G. D. Lolzon. .No. 1.230.129; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 674
Cycles or bicycles. Saddle for motor-. H. A. Jackson.

No. 1.229.468.; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 418.
Cylinder-lock. B. Epstein. No. 1.230,387; June 19; v.

Cyllnder-reboring mechanism. E. F. Helser. No. 1.281.347 •

June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1119.

1,231.163
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Damper J. W. Filbey. No. 1.230,882 ; June 26 : v. 239 ;

p. 962.
DamDlntr means for rotatable memi)ers. Fluctuation .

H W Nichols. No. 1,2.30,20.', : Junol^!^ v. 2:V.» ; P- ••!;••.

Dandv-roU. H. Albro. No. 1,229,007 i^Tune 6 ; v. 239

;

DarniuK and w.avlnp device. C. M. Fyfe. No. 1.231.346;

June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1118.
. . ^ ^u

Davits. Swinging gear for. E. W. Myers and A. E. Sharp

lev No 1.2.30,T<>0 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 883
ippllance. E.Dental a^^

12 : v. 239 ; p. 401.

Dental articulator. A
239 ; p. 99.

Dental bridge.
239 ; p. 84.

Dental broach.
p. 818.

t>enta1 casting-machine. E
June 19: V. 2.39: p. 716.

Dental-crown attachment.

Du

Gysl

G. W. Todd

I. Cblge. No

Brul. No.' 1.229.595 ; June

No. 1,228,667; June 6; v.

No. 1.228.620; June 6; v.

1.23tt.."»01 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

E. WIghtmnn.

W. F. Shaw.
June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 39

Dental dl*- punch. A. E. Stlgberg and
1.228,617 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 83.

Dental tllm holder. H. F. Walte. No
V. 239 : p. 44«.

Dental Instrument. R. V. Brandt.
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 218. _ ^, ,

Derailing device. J. A. Bodkin. No
V 239 p. 126.

Dental rui»i>«T dam holder and lUtter. O. B. Elkins

M. S. Smith. No. 1.230.2R4: June 19; v. 239; p.

Iteutal survevlng apparatus. K. L. Ilanau.

June 19 ; V. 239 ; p. 682.
t>eveloplng apparatus. G. C. Beidler

No. 1,230,254 ;

No. 1.228,488;

Bechtold. No.

1,229,553; June 12;

No. 1,229,024 ; June

1.228.740; June 6;

and
726.

No. 1,2;U),166;

No. 1,230.096 ;

G. Moore. NoJune 19: V. ii.39; p. 662.

Dewaterlng and replacement apparatus.

1 2:^1.411 : June 26; v. 239: p. 1141. ^ ^ „ „ ,_
Diagnostic Instrument. H. Wetler, Sr.. and C. H. Wolff

No. 1,229.358 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 381.

Diaphragm. Iris . H. L. De Zeng. No. 1.230.508 ;
Jun.

19: v. 2.39; p. 821.
Die : Srf—

Button t)lanklng out die. Master-die.

Drill forming dl.'. „, „ ^4,'
*'"''

'i5"""*M„ i ooq T^ift
Die block. Reinforced. W. R. Forsyth. No. 1,229,736

DlJ"°o^nltructlon.
'

Fi. Tanzl. No. 1.228.496; June 6; v

Die stock, l'. W. Noneman. No. 1.228.955: June 6; v

239 ; p. 196.

Dl<«^, Forming. A. F. Arthur No.

2.39 : p.
Differential
June 11*

1.231.323

Carlisle. No.

Potato-digger.
Trench-digger.
No. 1.228.477 ;

nil.
mechanism. F.

V. 239 : p. 557.
Digger :

•*>< c

—

Peanut-digger.
I'o.<t hole digger.

Dimming device. R. E. Reed.
2.39 : p. 35.

Dimming device. R. E. Reed.
239 ; p. 35. „ ^ ^

Dish attachment. H. E. Cary.

V. 239 ; p. 836.
Dish washing machine. C. E.

June 19 : v. 2.39 : p. 837
Dlslnfector and deodorizer. Electric.

1 230,.342 : June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. <4.V

Disk Jointer. V. O. Ogle. No. 1.228.696

239 : p. 109. ^ , ^
Dl-'pensfiig I'ln. W. G. Templeton. .No.

19 ; V. 2.39 : p. 710.
Dispensing-receptacle. H. F. Martin.

June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 796
Display and dispensing device. ,A-„G

1 2.31 4-.'>
: June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1162.

Dlsplav apparatus and vehicle therefor

No 1 2.30 369; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 7.53
- F. «;old. No. 1.230.401

June 26;

1,229,883 ;

June 6 ; v.

June 5 wr.No. 1.228,478

No. 1.229.226; June 12;

Storck. No. 1,230.618;

R. Thornberg. No.

; June 6 ; v.

1.2.30.238 ; June

No. 1.230.498;

Bergman. No.

H. I. Bayers.

June 19 ; v.

No. 1.228.714; June 5

No. 1.228.510; June 6

Distilling and exsiccating watery combustibles. G. MerkeL
No. 1.229.637 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 476

V.

W. F. Graham
June 12 ; v. 239

and S.

p. 676,
C.

D

rs. N

Dlfplnv-box. I

239 ; p. 763.
Dlsplav box. J. II. Stortz.

289 : p. 116.
Dlsplav case. J. M. Wrtght

289 ; p. 47. ^ ^. ,

Display device. Advertising-.

Hawthorn. No. 1.229,944 ; ---^ — . • ,

Display d.vlce ^"r "Ujtomoblle-llcense numbers C.

Baker. No. 1.229.208. June 12: v. 239; p. 330.

Dlsplav device. Illt'mlnate<l.

1 230.879 : June 26 ; v. 2.39

Dlsplav rack. F. A. Stecher.

v. 2^Q : p. 709.
Dlsplav rack. B. Stern. No. 1,

p. 6h9.
Dlsplav-stand. W. 8. Campbell

V 2S9; p. 1166.
, „ ^^

Displays, Apparatus for Illuminated. II. Dumars.
1 2.3KA7S:Tune 26; V. 239: p. 961. ^ „. .,

DlsDlavlng machine, Advertls.-ment-. L. F. NN
.

Meese.

No 1,230,313; June 19: v. 239: p. <3.'"..

Displaying pictures. Metho<l of and api»aratus for. I.

iroducts derived
12 : June 19 ; v.

No. 1.228.604

;

No. 1,230,5.'»9 ;

No. 1.229,102; June 5

I. P. Sandell,

J. F. Burke

V.

1,228,889

Kenny. No.

Straight. No.

No. 1,229.085

Linn. No. 1,229,985;

No. 1,229.653

numbers. Com-
; June 5 ; .

1.230.722

1,231,091 ;

; June 6

;

June 12;

June 12; v. 289;

No. 1,231,069;

No. 1,229.997 ;

No.

No. 1,229.528

G. A.

r- 64.
No. 1.231.373

12 ; V. 239 ; p. 33<

H. and G. Duuin
p. 961.
No. 1.2.30,234: June 19;

,230,061 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

No. 1.231.490 ; June 26 :

No.

Distilling coal-tar or coal tar pitch and_
therefrom. P. C. Rellly. No. 1.2.30.

239 : p. 890.

Divan and bed. Combined.
June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 78.

Diving apparatus, Coaster-
June 19 : V. 2.39: p. 817.

Doll, Talking. B. E. Lloyd.
239 ; p. 244.

Domino and chart device for seat work In

blnatlon. S. Eberhart. No. '
""^^ "

239; p. 175.
Door lastener. Sliding-. L. T.

June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 870.
r>oor-frame. Sheet-metal. H. R.

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1035.
Door, (Iraln . W. M. Insko.

V. 2.39 : p. 2.38.

Door, (irain-. W. T.
V. 239 ; p. 588.

Door-hanger. R. Pitt.

p. 481.
Door Joint construction. A. II. Schaffert.

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1027
Door lock. Hopper-. W. T. Manning.
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 592. „,.... . ^ -

Door lock mechanism. Sliding . F. M. Brinckerhoff.

1.229,709 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 499.

Door lock. Silo-. L. R. Abercromble. No. l,229,8.'il ;

Do^.r°opener^and ch'ePk.** g'. B. Clay. No. 1.228.407 ; June

Door-opeVa ting devices. Motor for fluid-pressure-. A. Gott-

scbalk. No 1.23O,o70 : .lune 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 610.

Door-screen. Adjustable, P. F. Gule and J. S. Long. No.

1 229.744 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 510. ^ ^^ ^
Door, Storm . H. H. (Jedge. No. 1,230,148; June 19; v.

2SII ' II 079
Doubletree coupling. E. H. Decker. No. 1.228.886; June

6; V. 2.39; p. 174. . w, r.
Dough dividing and measuring machine. D.

No. 1,231.390; June 26: v. 239 : p. 113.'.;

Dough dividing machine. P. S. Ward. No.

June 5: v. 239: p. 273.

Dowel, Wooden. M. Rilping.

V. 2^9 ; p. 439.
Draft-arm for railway cars.

1.228.563 ; June 5 : v. 2.39

Draft device. O. Jonason.

Draft-gear, j' F. O'Connor. No. 1.228.591

V. 239 ; p. 74. .,

Draft-B'ar, Friction. G. W. Ramsey. No.
Jun. 19 : V. 239 : p. 740.

Draft rigging. Q. Q. Lewis. No. 1.228.673

V. 239 ; p. 68.

Draft rigging draw-bars an<1 yokes. Connection
O'Connor No. 1.228,590; June 5: v. 239:

Draft-rlgglng for cars. G. Q. Lewis. No.
June 5 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 68 „ r^ ^ „ w ,

Draft rigging for railway-cars. R. D. Gallagher,

1,231.!48 : Juno 26 : v. 239 : p. 1087
Draft-rlgglng for railway cars. .T. F. O Connor. No.

1,231,053 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; P 1022.

Draft rigging, Rallwaj. J. F. O'Connor. No. 1.228,592.

Drlr"R^.ad-'^^?'l'^' Klein. No. 1.230.723; Jun*^ 19; v.

Drainage appliance. E. G. Eckenrode. No. 1.229.423

;

June 12; v. 239; p. 403. ^^„„,.h Vn
Dralnlnc device. Automatic. J. D. Woodworth. No.

1 230^72 ; June 20 ; v. 239 ; p 993.

Draw bar and yoke connection. J. Harris. No. 1,231.017 .

DriT^Jr^'ulr^^ou''- (^""v^. Rink. No. 1.228.602: June

Draw^bar-cent^Vlng device and carrier. J. R. Mitchell.

1 230.199 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 69«.

Draw bar. Safety. H. F. Ball. No. 1.231.473 ; June

Draw^grlp.'' W.*^ T. Hancock.* No. 1.231.254 : June

DrawbrUiee joint connection and lock. T. O'Brien.

1,231 .257 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1099.

Drnw.-r Compartment or tifket. L. J. Blades,

t 1 '>29 402 • June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 896.
Q^^rawlnt'Loard. W. L. Fnlton. No. 1.280.398 ; June

Dreilge'tunfbler. Placer. W. G. Nichols. No. 1.229.313;

Dressing table an<l chlffonnler. Combination. L. Kreuter.

No. 1.229.196.; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 276.

^Coro-drl^eT Sand, gravel. &c., drier.

Drler^'^W.'^J^Kuntz. No. 1.229.978; June 12; v. 239;

p. 586.
Drv-klln for drying lumber and other moisture-bearing

iubstances. H. D. Tlemann. No. 1,228,989; June 6;

McErlane.

1.229,188;

/une 12;

Johnson. No.

June 20; v.

; June 6;

1.23<l327 ;

; June B;

for. J. F.
p. 73.
1.228,572;

Jr. No.

Nr;^orm^c\;"
' NoM.2.30:i88:^W 19V v. 239 : p. 694

Distillation furnace. Metal . E. B. Cherry. No. 1.231.239

June 26 ; v, 239 ; p. 1084.

26;

26;

No.

No.

19;

V. 239 ; p. 207.
Drying apparatus. C.

in ; V. 239 ; p. 725.
11. Currier. No. 1.230.282; June
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n

No. 1.229,601
G. B. Serpas.

R.

Drill : See—
HorinK-drlll.

Drill. W. R. Fox.
Drill attachment.

V. '2-M> ; D. ll.'iO.

Drill-bits: Manufacturing. S
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. .')25.

Dry-cell batterv. !I.

2«: V. 239; p. 1023
Drlll-formlnK die. O. C. Jullen.

V. 2.S9 : p. 732.
Drllllng-machlnt'. H. Dreaes.
' V. 239 ; p. 758.
Drllling-macblnes. Tool-ret«lner for

1,229.424: June 12: v. 239:
Driuklng-cup, Collapsible. W.

June 5: V. 239 ; p. 113.
Drlnklng-fountaln attachment

1,229.715; June 12 ; v. 239; p

June 12
No. 1,231.438

463.
lobe 26 ;

V. Rawllngs. No. 1.229,790 ;

Palmer. No. 1,231.057 ; June

No.

No.

7.

1,230,303 ; June 19 :

1,230,386; June 19;

W. E. Edwards. NoT

No. l,22ff.706

;

403
Smythe.

E

DrivlnK mechanism.
19 : V. 2.H9 : p. 857.

Drum trap holder. O
19 ; V. 239 ; p. 695.

Dumb-bell. E. Sandow.
p. 483.

Dump, CrossoTer-.
V. 239 : p. 33r,.

Dust-collector. J.
239 : p. 64.

Dust-collector. D.
.V. 239: p. 1128.

Dyelng-machlne.
V. 2:'/J : p. 467.

Dyeing rugs. W.
V. 2.19 : p. ri22.

Dyeing, washing, and the like.
J. II. Mllnes. No. 1.230.198

Earthenware
11. Oakes

F.
500.

No.D. Clark

C. A. Curtis. No. 1,230,682; June

A. Manning. No. 1.230,192 ; June

No. 1,229.658; June 12 ; v.

E. Bull. No. 1,229.222 ; June

Janes. No. 1,228,561 ; June 5

239

12

R. Jones.
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Fllin« cabinet. J. C. Dando. No. 1,231,134 ; June 20

:

V. ^39 ; p. 1050.
Flllns; - cabinet for disk records. A. C. Bolton. No.

1.2.n..{2f): June 26: v. 239; p. 1112.
FlUng - cases. Follower-block for. J. Hatfield. No.

1.2.'n,154; June 26: . 2.^9; p. 1056.
Filing machine. W. I>. Rearwln. .No. 1.230,779: June

19; V. 239 : p. SSft*
Film binder and protector, Combined. J. L. Ritchie and

G. L. Yastp. So. 1,229,139; June 5; v. 239; p. 257.
Film fontrolllng device. Pneumatic. .\. S. Howell. No

l.-'.n. ;{««»; June 26; v. 239; p. 1123.
Filter. H. N. Kllby. No. 1.229,755; June 12; v. 239

p. 514.
Filtering and delivering apparatus. Liquid. F. E. BIng

ham. No. 1.230,099; June 19; v. 239; p. 663.
Finger-cot. C. O. Prince. No. 1.231.194; June 26; v

239: p. 1069.
Finjer-ring. J. Grafstein. No. 1,228,663; June 5; t

239 ; p. 98.
Fire-alarm, Automatic. F. W. Lindemann. No. 1,229 299

.luiit" 12 ; v. 2."^9
: p. .'^ni.

Fire apparntiis. Chemical. F. H. Lane. No. 1.231 272
Juno J(! : V. 2:!9 ; p. 1094.

Firebox arch. Wooten . A. II. Willett. No. 1,229,386
June 12: v. 2;J9 ; p. 391.

Flre-bo.x. Wooten type. A. H. Willett. No. 1,229,385
June 12 ; v. 2.S9 ; p. .^190.

Fire-boxes, Arch-construction for shallow. J. P. Neff
No. 1.229..S92 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. ;i92.

Fire doors and shutters, Flu»-stopper for. F. L. Saino
No. 1.229.145: June 5; v. 239; p. 258.

Fire doors and shutters, Locking device for. F L Salno
No. 1.229.144; June 5; v. 239; p. 258

^'^^^^S"" ""J shutters. Mounting for. F. L. Salno. No
1.229,143; June 5; v. 239; p. 258.

Flre-e?cape. C. W. Johnson. No. 1,230.169; June 19;

Fire escape. Portable. S. Abramson. No. 1.229,394: June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 393.

^*'"^'^,?„U°^*''^'''"- ^- C. Bargar. No. 1,228.388 ; June 5 :

V. 239 ; p. 5.

Fire-extinguisher. W. T. Charles. No. 1.228.746; June
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 127.

Fire-extlngulsher. H. M. McCaslln. No. 1.230.423 ; June
19 : V. 2.^9 ; p. 770.

^'l9*^''v'°l39***'*''"'7p'
^' ^*^**^- ^'°- 1-230,435; June

Flre-extingulshcr. S.' J. Smith. No. 1,231.442- June "6
V. 2.'<n ; p. 1151.

Flrp-pxtlnguLshlng systems. Sprinkler for automatic W
Ksty. No. 1.230,469; June 19; v. 239; p 787 "

V^'atT- '"*'342 ^' ^^<*<'y- ^'*'- 1.229.245; June 12;

Fires, Extinguishing. G. T. Gillette. No. 1 229 064
June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 231. .

...
Firearm, P. J. Cooke. No. 1.229,721 ; June 12 ; v. 239

:

p. o";;.
Firearm. R. A. Moore. No. 1,2.30.012 ; June 12 : t 239 •

p. 5ft(

.

Flrparm. Rpcoll operated. O. B. Saalfleld. No. 1.228 827
June 5; v. 239; p. 154.

^'^*'2J;i?^v^^*lJ"''f*'^'*' '«'' "'P*!* 'or- H- Paulson. No
1.229.652 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 481.

Firearms, Firing mechanism for. A. A. Yenton No
1.230.973; June 26; V. 239; p. 994.

""^o"- i^"

Firearms. Oil retainer for barrels of. F J McGavlsk
No. 1,229.991 : June 12; v. 2.39; p. 590.

•^^'^a^'sK-

Firearms, Trigger mechanism for automatic J T S
Schouhoe. No 1,230.930: June 26: v. 239- p 977 '

Fireproof-safe. F. W. Finkhousen. No. 1,229.250 ; June
12 : v. 239 : p. 344.

Fireproof window-sashes. Munnlon for. H. E. Camobell
No. 1.229.710: June 12: v. 2.19: p. 499.

^

Fish. Curing, packing, and preserving. E. P. Julien No
1.229.472: .June 12: v. 2.39; p. 419.

Fish trap. W. J. Larson. .No. 1.230.586; June 19: t
239 : p. 826.

Fish. Treating. I. J. Warner. No. 1.229.555 : June 12

:

V. 239 : p. 448.

^'''''Sfo^*'''*'ro« ^- ^ Ebrler. No. 1.230.467 ; June 19

;

V. J.39 : p. 1 86.

'^'^*''!!.'?if.^ ''^jnoJ;
^- ^- •^*y- ^°- 1.231,165: June 26;

Fl.shlng reel. J. S. Branyan and A. M. Rung. No
1.230.270; June 19; V. 239; p. 721.

Fishing-reels. Throw-off mechanism for. L. M Sanders
No. 1.228.006; June 5; v. 239; p. 79

'^"uers.

Fishing-rod. H. G. Gere. No. 1.231,150: June 26: t.
2.'?9

: p. 10.'>4.

Filer C. T. Barlin. No. 1,230.272; June 19; v. 239; p.

Fly-swatter. D. E. F:manuel. No. 1.228.891 ; June 5 ; v
2.19 : p. 176,

Fly-trap. T. F. McDonough. Jr. No. 1,229.107 : June 6 .

Flying machine. F. A. Mmg and L. G. Schrader. No.
1.229.114 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 248.

FlyiuK-maihlne. J. T. .<?lmpson. No. 1.230.526 ; June
19: V. 2.19: p. 805.

Flylng-machlne. V. Skrlvanek. No. 1.230.045 ; June 12 ;

V. 2.19 : p. 607.
Flylng-machlnes. Undercarriage or chassis for. 0. Leh-

berger. No. 1.229.297 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 860.

J. J Tref?:. No.

Float. J. H. Shepherd. No. 1.280.335 ; June 19 ; v. 239

;

p. 742.
Fl( <r construction. Throe-way. J. B. Hernand-i. No.

l.-.MI.rUM. June 26; v. 2.19: p. 1119.
Floor, Insulating-. A. O. Brown. No. 1,229.407; June

12 ; V. 239 p 398 • ^' >
-w-t

Flooi-Jack. J. J. Tomcheck. No. 1.231.461: June 26:
V. -2.19: p. 11.̂ 8

Floor-machine. Rotary. R. A. Ponaelie. No. 1.228.476;
June 5 : V. 239 ^p. .15.

Floor-waxer. (;. wT Van Alstyne. No. 1.228,621 ; June
6 ; V. 239 ; p. 84.

Flour-bin for kitchen-cabinets. O. M. Otte. No. 1.231 291

:

June 26; t. 2:;9 ; p. 1100.
Flour-mills. .Scalper for self contalnwl.

1.229.169 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. -.'67.

Flow meter. Fluid-. W. W. Stevenson. No. 1.229.806:
June 12; v. 239; p. 531.

Flower box T. P. Bolger. No. 1.229.022; June 5; t.
239: p. 218.

Fluid rage. M. M. Dlmond. No. 1.231.339; June 26:
v. 239: p. 1116.

Fluid pressure brake. W. V. Turne-. No. 1.230.951 : June
26 ; V. 239 : p. 986.

Fluid -pressure brake device. W. V. Turner. No. 1.230.9.'j2 ;

June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 986.
Flume. E. C. Auld. No. 1.2.10,980; June 26; v. 239;

p. 996.
Flush receptacles. Cover-plate for. C. E. Anderson. No.

1.2.10.64.1: June 19; v. 239; p. 846.
Flushing apparatus. J. E. Osmer. No. 1.229.505 ; June

12: v. 2.19: p. 430
Flushing device. J. F. De Splrito. No. 1.228.653 ; June

5 : V. 239 : p. 94.
Flushing device. C. A. Osborn. No. 1.231.288: June 26;

V. 2.19 : p llOO.
Flushing tank. H. Stoffel. No. 1.230,063; June 12; t.

239 ; p. 610.
Fo<usini: meihanlsm. C. E. Godley. No. 1.229.177 ; June

5 : v. -239
; p. 270.

Folding box. B. F. Bain. No. 1.280,562 ; June 19 : v.
239: p. 815.

Folding box. H. E. Cole. No. 1.280.675; Jane 19: v.
239 : p. 856.

Folding chair. A. Kuczabowskl. No. 1.231..18e: June 26:
V. 2.19; p. 11.12.

Folding chair. J. A. Rho. .No. 1.228.967; June 5: v.
2.19 ; p. 200.

Folding table. .\. n. Lane. No. 1.229.099 ; June 5 ; t.
2.19 : p. 2-43.

Folding table. R. A. Nesmlth and W. H. SIbbald. No.
1.229.645; June 12; v. 239; p. 478.

Food. S. R. Harnett. No. 1.230.817: June 19: v. 239;
p. 901.

Food and beverage mixing f!evlce. W. P. Rol»ertson. No.
1.228.^23 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 152

Food and water cooler. Combination. W. N. .\msbary
and T. D. Stewart. No. 1.229.011; June 5; v. 289;
p. 214.

Food composition. J. M. W. Kitchen.
June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 623.

Food preparing apparatus. J. P. Belton.
June 5 : V. 2.19 : p 90.

Food, Preparing cereal. J. E. Engstad.
June 26; v. 2.19; p. 1052.

Foods, Shortener for baking. F. C.
1.231,114; June 26: v. 239; p. 1048.

Foot-rest. C. Westman. No. 1,231,107; June 26; t.
2.19 ; p. 1040.

Forge, fttvet . T. W. Muckle. No. 1.230.598: June 19;
V. 239 : p. 829.

Fork : Srr—
riani fork.

Form. Cushion-. F. Gero. No. 1.229.440; June 12; t.
2.19: p. 408.

Form. Dress. F. B. Granger. No. 1.228.908; June 6;
V. 2.19 : p. 181.

Formaldehvde, Manufacture of crv»>talllne polymeriiatlon
products of. F. Pollak. No. 1.230.600; June 19; r.
2.19; p. 831.

Fowl-catcher. E. Bender. No. 1.231.116; June 26; t.
2.19 : p. 1044.

Fowl disinfectant apparatus. D. B. Bird. No. 1.230.843;
June 26 : v. 239 : p. 950.

Fragile objects, such as sheet-glass and the like. Device
for lifting, lowering, and conveying. G. Monnet. No.

. 1.228.690 : June 5 : v. 239 : p. lOS.
Frame : 8e«—

Carpet-beating frame. Imposition-frame.
Door-frame. Picture-screen frame.

Freight-transporter. I. A. Baylev. No. 1.2.10.838 ; June
26 ; V. 2.19 : p. 948.

Friction-coHpllng. L. Dufour. No. 1.231.341; June 26;
T. 2.19; p. 1117.

Fruit cover. R. P. Clark. No. 1.230,868; June 26; .
239 : p. 96T.

Fruit gatherer. P T. Delenicoff. No. 1,228,413: June
5 : V. 239 : p. 13.

Fruit, StufTed. fl. C. Newcomb. No. 1,231,286; June 26;
V. 239 ; p. 1099.

No. 1.2,10.091 :

No. 1.228.rH»0:

No. 1.231.143:

Atkinson. No.

Fruits or vegetables. Device for removing stones or seeds
from. .\. Ct

2.19: p. 672.
from. A. G. Connelly. No. 1.230

mg St

.128; June 19 ; .
Fuel. Apparatus for feeding powdered or pulverized. F.

Caldwell. No. 1.231.488 ; June 26 ; . 239 ; p. 1166.

^"^\;'Ti.'3°f.32TYu"^r2« r^v^^sn.- iif3. '•

f":
Fuel heating device. J. H. Batctelor. No. 1.228.617.

Futrr;g^ia;inrd;v^ce'' G. E. Lee. No. 1.228.793; June

Fuei-«vef;nd 'smoke-consumer. J. L. Webster. No.

1 9-10 ft«2 • Inne 26 : v. 239 : p 989.

FumelilaBemlnator.- L. D. West. No. 1,229.363; June

Fun'n:." TL^mX: No. 1.230.189; June 19; v. 289;

p. 694.

'^Int^'stlrfl^nace Dlstlllatlon-furnace.Automatic lurnate.
Meltlne-furnnce

Holler furnace.
i ooo Vofl • T.,nP 12 • v 239 •

Furnace. D. R. Bone. No. 1.229,706. June i^, v. ^av ,

Furnlc?; E. Peckham. No. 1.229.320 ; June 12 ; t. 239 ;

ruV^S'.rcb. Locomotive-. J. P. Neff. No. 1.229.380;

Pura;;«re!br^fge;.%''H. C.egg. No. 1.229.887; June

Garment-protector
June 12; v. 2.19; p. 569

C. A. ConoTer. No. 1.229,890

;

L. Adams. No.

P,^^i^:i;^n^7;;.,;maklt;^;«k;i.;:;G. W. Pamoe. NO.

F«V;i2!?ot^8haK-i'ate7or^.'*n.'k. Weber. No. 1.228.999 ;

rurni;;.?e: ConSna^t ion "article of D. A. Sellgman. No. I

1211 803- June 26; V. 239; p. 1104.
. «

FuVn^VurMeks and ot'her uses Sliding shoe for. A. B.

FuV^.ture^e^ r^fdinor^""! kuen^^e^rg.^' l5?'i,t30.886 ;

FuV"n?t''u??/- 'Ta\'lV/at^i;Wnt fo^ M. Thum. No.

ruSr^-frea'd'"'"?.^ \J^ j'>n der. L.n. No.

1 229R30: June 12; v. 2.19: p. 540 . . - ,„ v«
rurnituro-tread. V. and S J- >o° <»" ^In. No.

1 '>29 831 June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 540.

Fuvo iMKlv an.l cat, and makluu' -^^'^ Time- I. L.

Pomeroy. No. 1.228.596 ; June 5 :/• 239 . p. .6

Fuse Drawn link electric. S. W. HufT. No. 1.228.924,

ruL""''lnci;sed''LA-''^H, M. Huxley. No. 1,231.364

;

Fu-'srp':>r^.^.;sron''p%?ivl'-W. L. Simpson. No. 1.230.933 :

Fuir' R^Knabl
'* =caPrt?i'dV C T McDonald. No.

1 2.11 .036 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1016.
.

FuU. Sensltlvepercusslon-. E. R. Stuart. No. 1,229.669 .

June 12; V. 239 ; p. 486.

*^XllorwMor-g«ge.
l^Tw 'rage*^^'"

Feed-gage. Soh^^gSge"
'"'"''"^"Ke. ^nuat^gage

nqS-^^S.**" w'eathe^-lfoardlng gage.

r.a'^e:''"R''*"^arter. No. 1.231.238: June 26; v. 239;

Gale.'" s! Friedman. No. 1.229.930 ; June 12 ;
v. 239 ; p.

|

qIJJ:' J. E. Keppel. No. 1.229.289 ; June 12 ;
v. 239 ; p.

GaUeV V. Benedettl. No. 1,230,652 ; June 19 :
v. 2.19 :

,

Ga^me^.**'E. P. Lynch. No. 1.228.57!^; June 5: v. 239:

Game"" A. W. Miller. No. 1.230.503; June 19; v. 239;

GaV^ apparatus. V. S. Durbln. No. 1.228.542 ; June 6 ;

Game' Car^d.^'k. W. Sawyer. No. 1.228.607: June 5:

Oami:??ap!'s^teel. C. P. Pues. No. 1.231.065: June 26;

Gam''wa?er"'T: F. Graham. No. 1.231.251: June 26:

«aTi>a'ge'.^aS: sStary. L. Teven. No. 1.230.623; June

OaVbago-r??eVcl'''j. M. Oberbolt.er. No. 1.229.777;

G.'r"d?n 'lS,b.en?eft.= ^.'^F." Ramsey. No, 1.229.788 ;
June

Garment, h: ^M.'undenthal. No. 1.229.484; June 12;

OaVm^e^nV" ^L^k! Litchfield. No. 1.229.986; June 12; .

Ga'rmVnI'.fas'tener. W. H. Allen. No. 1.229.395; June

Oar'ment-fa?t;.J'er'''s. E. EssUnger. No. 1.228.893 ;
June

G^'hZnlllA^'^n. C. Bangs. No. 1.228.636; June 6;

Ga^ml^nVhSnger. R. Y. Bovee. No. 1.229.707 : June 12

;

(;a;n?enl=hSng?r'- M. L. Gage. No. 1.241.617: June 26;

Gamoi't-^hSnge
''•

G. Wordlngham. No. 1.229.371: June

12 ; V. 239 ; D. 386.

Garment receptacle and hanger. «.

1 22S.732 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 122. -5 •

(iarimnt. Self-supporting. G. Inghran. No. 1.231.028,

June 26; V. 239: p. 1011.
nienstock No.

Garment-stand. K?r'''^«I'°- . r, 1 o-i?'
^'^^'^^ "•

1 231 118 : June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1044. .,_ ,

(iarn^ent-sSpportor. G. W. Armstrong. No. 1.229.013.

G«'rm;nf-suppo??eV."- iW. Grean. No. 1.230.889; June

c;ann=ent-Lli;o?te't^^'- E. De Long. No. 1.230.685; June

c;aV^=e^i-;u^PO?teff>. Schrelber. No. 1.230.800; June

Garter." l^^k^teT' No. 1.229.495 ; June 12 ;
v. 239 ;

p.

,;a'''!;nd oil burner T. J and M. J. Flanagan. No.

1 2.10.i83 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 962 ^ .

Gas-couSing device. Safety. 6. PuUen. No. 1.-30.026.

t;«irg/,re: "irn- «llr. NO. 1.231.600; June 26; ..

<;aS*'l?Sltlplo-cyllnder. A. R. Clas.. No. 1.230.116;

GalTner'aio;: 'l' P^ ^bUle. No. 1.230.803; June 19;

c;„V g'.S.ra^tor''Letylene. S. P. Haun. No. 1.231.166;

GalTn?r«aioV. fS^iyU'^D. W. Munden. No. 1.229.499 ;

Oai^^g^n'e'rit^or.'i'c^tJiel.?.'
F.A.Webb. No.' 1.228.998

;

.iTine 5 : v 239 ; P 210. Sheldon and K. C.
(;as.m«lns.

^^«°°5^S 808 June 19 :" v 239 ; p. 899.
Hoxie. >o- l-2^'';»"»- ^"°. *\o 1.228,879; June 6;

Gas Manufacture of. J. Kueo. .^o- i.-.'o,

v. 2.19 : p. 172. xforrls No. 1.228.467 ;

Gas meter attachment. H. C. Morris.

June 5 : V. 239 : p. o2.
r^^.,^^r,n and II C Mor-

Cas-meter-valve pr'»f<'<'t/»r. B. K^''^^ ° 95
rls No. 1.228.656: June 5: V. 239, p. »0.

West-
cas meters Self-draining attachment for^ II. 1 ^esi

'Wtt NO. 1.229 842: June 12: v. 239: p. ^4-
,^„.,

(;as pressure regulating and mixing valve.

Ga^-"prJS?.''i'rlurger:^%-o^:So.558; June 19;

GaV. au?in|'?uel-. M. Sklovsky. No. 1.229.38^8 ;
June

Ga\'ei.^in^??oVfn/%e Quamy and yield o^ bvdrocarbon

T G Davidson and R. >> t-oni. .>o- '^^'^

5: v! 239 : p. 224

June

26 : v. 2.19 : P .
1103

1,230.924 ; June 26 ;

Gasolene substitute. T. J2. Kice- .-xo. *.* .

V. 239 : p. 976. .,

Gate : Xrc

—

Railway-crossing gate. «
. ^ 5 . ^^ 289

;

Gate. P. W. Sommer. No. 1.22».("< .
.iuu«-

p. 113. .. - 00& Tftft - .Tune 5; v. 239;
Cate. 1*. W. Sommer. No. 1.228.«ue. juur o ,

P ^^"^
u ..f T R Clav JJo. 1.230.866: June 26;

Gate attachment. J. «• tiay. ^w.

V. 239: p. 957. 1231421: June 26; v.
Gate-fastener. O. P. Parr. >0. i,.£di,.i*x

2.19: p. 1145. „v.i„ V C Crittenden. No.
Gathering and jogging table. F C. Lriiie

GaVe';5e'^^c;r:''^V^.'V/G?S?n/vke^.''No.
1.231.252: June

,;a^; -.Uf^r ^ l^^^'^evlce R. A. Hawley. No. 1.281.526 ;

Gei"r"''c?.'^6l^;n^''N^o^.U&9 ; June 1^9 ; v. 239 : p. 701.

,;ear. Automatic advancing ... E. crowu

OeVf^^J5^.eKd^^>ric?l|:/-;j\V O'Connor. No.

1 231.054 : June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1022.
,,

^ jjq.

Geir mechanism. Sr^l'^^^o ^206

Gelfl?tt.r^-^Xe^: "w''Vrl?.kr No. 1.230.631 ;
June

Gei^-kh^ft'^B. %. RlVhafdson. No. 1,229.655; June 12;

Ge;r-fh?ftlSg mJchanlstn. 8. A. Asqulth. ^
No. 1,229.20«;

Geir-^'hming'm'/San^sif J. P. Mkonow. No. 1.228.812 ;

Gearwh'eill: '&?«ting the teeth of helical C. H.
uear vkurri.

.
w n ^ June 26 ; v. 239 p. 98^.

Gearing"- m'^S. Brown*'' WL"'i!2io,661 ; June^ 19 :
v. 289 ;

Gearing''- J. L. Pascal. No. 1.231.422 ;
June 26: y. 239;

GeUg''-T. G. and V H. Van Bant. No! 1.229.548;

Geirrng''rirn-1-.''^S. ^b.' Black and A. G. Decker. No.

l,22l."401 ; Jtine 12 : v. 239 ; p. 395.
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M. H. Bard. No. 1,230,454 :

Buffat. No. 1,229,879 : Jun.»

and G. E.
». 596.

Schneider.

. Pollard.

No.

No.

No.

No.

1,230,659

1,229.782

1.230.798

1.231.629

Oas crenerator.
Steam-generator.

(Reissue.) No.

Gearini? for motor-vehicle*.
June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 781

Gearing. Friction-. W. E.
12 : V. 239 : p. 566.

Gearinsr. Friction-. C. M. P. Montbarbon
ChAlru. No. 1.230,011: June 12; v. 239: i

Gearing, Reduction-. L. L. Smith. No. 1,22
6 ; V. 239 : p. 40.

Gearing, Transmission-. G. P. Breed
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 850.

Gearing. Transmission . 1. H. Pleukharp
June 12 : v. 239

; p. .'523.

Gearine. Transmission-. H
June 19 • V. 239 ; p. 895.

Gearing, Variable-speed. O
June 26; v. 239; p. 1178.

Generator : Bee—
Current-generator.
Electric-current generator.
Electric generator.

Generator suspension. R. M. Dixon
14.317; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 907.

^'^"^T shafts. Quick-demountable bearing for linter
A. W. Merkel. No. 1.2.30,591 : June 19: v. 239; p. 828'

Glare-protector. M. J. Fitzgerald. No. 1.228,545 ; June
; T. 239 : p. 59.

Glass articles. Tool for use In tubulating hollow RBarber. Jr. No. 1.2.30.3rt7 : June 19; v. 239; p 753
(.lass bottles and the like. Apparatus for use in the maiu

239 p 219
" •'*''• ^"9.028

:
June 6; t.

Glass bottles, retorts, and the like. Tubulating R Bar
«,'*^'",-^''.V '^^ l-230..Sr,8: June 19: f. 239: p. 753

'"j^fne'^'l/^^Tsn-. p^7"- '''*""°- ^^'«- 1.230;424;

""'^^l f.V^9.°7'lY: ^.r-is'T^ '%- 49^9 "^ ^'""^°
Olass-ciaking. Apparatus for handling materUl In J A

nil '"'"''"•"^ > ^'o- 14. .320; .Tune 26; V. 239;

'"'iunri'i'":'"^. ^^'"^X 882."^ '""°"" ^^°- ^•^•'''^•"« =

Glassware presenting breoclated marble effects. ProducingH. Northwoo<!. No. 1,229.315; June 12; v. 239:

1.229.631 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 : p. 473.

pJmf '^''°*"' '"^o- 1-231.168; Jane 26; v. 239;

Gloves Ind the like. Felt welt and making same for L
ri^T. Z^*'-

^-231.382 : June 26 ; v. 239 ;% nil
June 19: V S*-'"-°

--''^- «• '^'"- N^o. l,2.30..-^79

Ooscle hinge. li J
v. 2.3!): p. 8ir,.

Gold concentrating plant. N. L. Raber. NoJune 26: v. 2.39; p. 1102.

^''oo?7o2? apparatus. Siibaqueous. S. Caldwell1.2.H0.274; June 19: ^239- p 723
'-•"o'^'""

12 :**"? 239'?'*p* M9 ^^^- ^'"''''''-
^'''- 1-229.827

;
June

Golf-bap.' .1." v.. 'Schnnk.

p. 756.*

Brennecke. No. 1.230,555; Jane 19:

1,231,297;

No.

No.

T. Fabrltlus.

2.39 : p. 370
Oolf-ball hanger.

V. 2.39 : p. 404.
Golf-i>all marking machine. E I

Stewart. .No. 1 228.736 : June
*^»- *''I'^„

""eceptacle. Adjustable
.No. 1.231.0.30: .Tune 26; v. 239

1.229.326; June 12; v

No. 1.229.428 ; June 12 :

Oolf-practlsing Machine. F.' L. Morse. No. 1

Bacheller an<l J H
: V. 239; p. 123.
wheeled. J. Kellev.
p. 1013.

229.309 ;

No

Jum> 12: V. 230; p. 364.
Golf puttinjr. p-vlce for (ntchini; rolling balls

In thp eamt- of indoor. E. M. Long. NoJune 12 : V. 2.39 : p. 518
Gopher trap. J. W. Stratton

V. 239 : p. 6JO.
A. T. Kasley. No.

1090.
E F. Stoffel. Xo.

743.
rectifier. J. J. Zelti.
p. 546.

E. W. Smith.

to be naed
1.229.766.

Governor.
239: p.

Governor.
239 : p

Grab tvpe
V. 239 :

Grad.T. Road
V. 2.39 : p. 203.

Grading-ma chine.
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 54.

Gradinjr or separating
1.228.800: June 6: v

Grsln-hulllng machine

1.230.054 : June 12 ;

1,231.261 : June 26 ; t.

Jane 19 ; v.1.230..337

No.

C. G. Carlberg

S.

June 26 : v. 239: p. 1179

machine.
239; p. 146.
A. B. Conch.

Gniin-reclalmlne device. C. D. Morrison
June 19 : v. 239 : p. 882.

Oraln-sanipler. T. L. James and W
1,229.273

.

Grain-tester.
V. 2.39 : p.

Gramophone
1.230.509

June 12 : V. 2.39
A

953
and the
June 19

\'Z . V. L'.39 : p. 3
J. Bridges. No.

No. 1.229.849; June 12;

1.228,979; June B;

No. 1.228.630; Jane

Marshall. No.

No. 1.231.634;

No. 1,230,757;

No.
352.

like. N.
: V. 239
holder.

H. Beeson

1.280.855

Pemberton-Bllllng

Jane 26

Gramophone - record
1.229.330: June 12; v 239

Oraphophone. W. C. Potts.
V. 239 : p. 4.35

mechanismGrates. Operating
No. 1.228.626; Jone 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 80

p. 800.
W. J. Sharplea.

p. 371.
No. 1.239.518: June

for shaker-. R. C.

No.
I

No.
I

12; I

White.
I

Grease-cup. H.
239 ; p. 215.

Grease-cup. K.
V. 239 ; p. 622.

Grenade. \\. C. Williamson
V. 239 : p. 1080.

Orlnillng-machlne. II
1.230.462 : June 19

Grinding machine. H
1.2;tt 1.933 ; June 26;

(irinding- machine
Jun^ 19 : V. 239

Grinding machine.
5; V. 239 : p. 15.

Grind Ing-machlne.
June 19 ; t. 239

Grinding machine.
V. 239 : p. 438.

'•rindingmachine.
V. 239 : p 264.

(Jrinding mill. G.

W
P
H.

W.
P-

Buerk
V. 239
Buerk

V. 239
. I.

668.
II. Eaton

and A.
p. 784.
and .\.

1001.
wav.

>: p.

; T.

12;

26;

No.

No.

E. Argo. No. 1,229.012 ; June 6

N. <>arrlson. No. 1,280,088 ; June

No. 1,231,228; June

W. Happel.

W. Happel.

No. 1.230.111 ;

No. 1.228.418; Jane

OstPrhoIm

II. B. Ross

F. Starln.

C.
830.

No. 1.230.595 :

No. 1.229..526; June 12;

No. 1.229.162; June 6;

II. niankmann. No
26; V. 239; p. 1162.

(;rlndlng wheels. Adjusting device for.
1.22.8,798; June 5: v. 239; p. 145.

Guard. Safety . W. J. Paul. No. 1.230.921
V. 239 ; p. 974.

Guide-bracket for detector-bars. E. W. Vbcel
1.229.828 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. .-139.

«iul<le post. Self righting. .M.A.Stafford. No. 1,228,615 ;

Jane 5: v. 239; p. 82. .
. ,

Guitar bridge. A. F'lckert. No. 1.230,696; June 19
239 : p. 862.

Gummedblank and unwrapped-boz registering mechanism.
-M. v.. ivters. G n. Path, and A. F. Miller. No.
1,229,510; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 431.

Gun breech-blocks and making same. Gas-check pad for.
E. Schneider. No. 1.229.662: June 12: v. 239- p 484Gun mairaxlne. J. F. Ileckmann. No. 1.230,707- June
19 : V. 2.39 ; 4). 866. . - "«

<}an silencer and recoil-reilncor. E. W. Thompson. No
1.229.675: June 12; t. 239; p. 488.

Gan, Spring. R. A. Peacock. No. 1.229,129; June 8;

1.231.478; Jane

.M. Maag No.

June 26

;

No.

V.

v. 239 ; p. 254
(Jay-clamp. H. W.

V. 239 ; p. 702.
Ouy-llne tightener.

12 : V. 239 ; p. 362.
Hairpin. Lock. H. O

Of

Plelster. No. 1.230.215 : June 19 ;

N. McDonald. No. 1.229.302. Jane

Winter. No. 1.228.629; June 8;

8.

V. ;;39 ; p. 86.
Hairs from cavities. Cutter for removing
Tewelow. No. 1.229.824: June 12: v. 2.39

Hammer. Pneumatic. F. J. Schroeder. No.
Jjne 19 : v 2.39 : p. 896.

Hammer. Power operated. W. S. Payne. No
June 6 ; V. 239 : p. 198.

Hammock. H. Mintx. No. 1,231.047; June 26; v. 239-
p. 1020.

B. and
p. .'.38.

1.230.802 ;

1.228,962;

Hammock backrest. H. B. Arnold
26; V. 2.39 ; p. 1179.

Hammock stand. Foldable. G. F
Plttonl. No. 1.229..V37: June 12

Hand. .\rtlflc|«l. J. Fekete. No
V. 2.39 ; p 227.

Hand-operated shovel. K. Stimecx.
12: v. 239; p. 48.5.

Hand-strap. C. C
V. 239 ; p. 337.

Handhold rabb«-ting machine.
June 12; v. 239 ; p. 817.

Handle: See^-
Casket handle.

Handle. C. H. Forbes. No
2.39 : p. 788.

Handles to tools. Fastening woo«|

Chappelle.

No. 1,231,532; Jane

Slsbower and I^ E.
». 239 : p. 442.
1.229,055: June 6;

No. 1,229.667 ; Jane

No. 1,229,280; June 12;

J. I^thlm. No. 1.229.763 ;

Coffee-pot handle.
1.230.472 : June v.

E. J.
239 ; p. 77.
No. 1.231.338

19

Renkenberger.

June 26 ; t.

Sprlntc-hanger.
Swing hanger.
Trolley wirt' banger.
Trousers-hanger.

1.229.575; June 12

1,230,4.36 ; June 19 ;

No. 1,228.600: June 5; .
Handsaw. L. Desrochers.
239; p. 1116.

Hanger : .s'^e

—

Clothes-hanger.
Curtain-hanger.
I>oor-hanK»'r.
Garment-hanger.
Golf-ttall hafiger.

Hanger. L. F. Bowers. No.
p. 465.

Hanger. A. L. Sloan. No.
p. 775.

Hanger. R. J. Steele. No.
2.39; p. 776.

Hanger. E. P. Stevens. No.
239; p. 776.

Harness-rack. W. H. Weddle.
. 239; p. 381.

Harrow. T. G. Mattson. No.
239 : p. 695.

Harrow. J. P. Mdntyre. No. 1.231.398; June 26; t.
2,39; p. 11.36.

e -to
,

v.

Harrow cleaner. Disk. W. J. Johnson. No. 1.230 716-
June 19; v. 2.39; p. 868.

Harrow shield. Disk. J. P. Cameron. No. 1.230.464:
!>• • V 289: p. 785.

V. 289 t

V. 239;

19; V.

19 V.

1,2.30.440; June

1.230.441 ; June

No. 1.229.3.59; June 12;

1,230.194; Jane 19; t.

Harrows,
and J.

p. 729.

Draft-evener for. FT C. Hansen. J. A. Norre
A. Reimer. No. 1.230.294 ; June 19 : t. 289

;
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Harvester attachment. C
Juue .^; V. 239; p. 160.

Harvesting machine. lea-.

Juue 19 : V. .1.39; p. 903.

II Simpson.

J. T. Shlpp.

No. 1.228.841;

No. 1.230.822

^^mm^^^^^j^^:No. '1,231,247 ; June 26

C. Morgan. No. 1.230.073

239

June 12;

No.

W. K. Freeman
p. 1086.

Hasp-fastener. J.

HaVn.o;..fVln'g'.'- W C. and C. H Martlneau

lhSi;M.-n^^^l'r"t.-'to, NV Jol.uHon.

June 5: V. 239; p. 240
s„,v,„vi

Hat-ntalner. Safety. A II Siubskl.

j{ine 26; v. 239; p. 1""'-
, ,

Hats" rri-ase-rcalninK ^.'.'vlce for.

1 •';i(» 307 ; June 19 ; v. 239 , p. Tsa.

Has^-hamlllng •I'vjf^'- **. Conner. No

8; v. 239; p 2-'2
_ ^,^ 1.229,640

No.

Id

K. Mowry.Hay-loader.

Ha^yprJsH. B. F. and C. W. Hilton.

20; V. 239; p. 1121.

Hav rakf and loader.

1 -J.HO.IS"-' : June 19 ; v

Hay rnke. Morse. F. M
V. 239 ; p. 9r>«.

llav rake or sia.kcr. ^^. »-

June 12: V. 2.39: P- Ol"*:.
,

Head-clamp and eyelid holder

the eye. E. R. Crossley.

239 ; p. 959. ^
Headlight. H. B. Kcnyon.

239; p. 420.
Headlight bracket
June 12 : V. 239

Headlight control.

No

E.

1,229,036;

June 12 ; t

No. 1,231,354

Hadley

1.229.089;

1,231.219 ;

Korn. No.

A.

June

239;

June

No.

J

Klau.K. No. 1.231.070; June 26

Headlight dimmer. T. F. Klernan.

19 ; V. 239 : p. 732.

Hciidllght. Dlrlirllile.

1 230.741 : .luue 19
Headlight. Dlrtttlble.

V. 2.39; p. KKW.
Hea.llik'ht. Dirigible.

1.1:29,551 : June 12

HeadlltEht for automobiles.

Conildneil. J.

Cary.^ No. 1.230.863 ; June 26 ;

Cleveland. No. 1.230.066;

for surgical operations on

No. 1.230,873; June 26; .

No. 1,229,474 ; June 12 ; v.

II. A. Maltz. No. 1.229,804 ;

E.

Dirigible .

; p. 363.
Automobile

H D. Md^ean and
V. 239 ; p. 876.

J. Meslck" No. 1.231,184

J. Sexton and R.

V. 239 ; p. Iti29.

No. 1.230,304 ; June

C. Waring. No.

Hlng-. R. W. Hubbard. No. 1.228,441; June 6; v. 239;

HU.g?!^" U. G. McQueen. No. 1.280,743; June 19; T.

Hlngl^^C^J: S08B. No.: 1.228.981; June 5: v. 289;

„,'^ge'.'*'j. Sosa. NO. 1.228 982; June 5 .|39. P. 204

llln*e Door. O. <.. Tweddell. No. I,i31.31d. June .to,

HlngffoVVe'doors. F. t. Salno. No. 1.228.481 :
June

,nV<'a?e'-.'-f D. BUlott. No. 1.230.286; June 19 ;
v.

ilAu^h-''^. L. Glover. No. 1.231.012; June 26; v.

HodSimacmJe. O. F. Ullman.. No. 1.228,992; June 5;

lljAlPtVlfaVcontrolled. S. H. Llbby. No. 1.229.984

;

Ho-lrm'e^-^a'nls'S"
'

C. F.'Bled8oe. No. 1.231.234; Jane

y^:^^^-. T\'. Flaherty. No. 1.229.433; June

Hoisting anpar^tus'^J. E. Stewart. No. 1.228,494; June

llo'litrng-fcatls gearing. L. J. Black. No. 1.229.020

;

iI^:i^n;^k5?l'^rb28.420;June6:^^^2^^
lIoling-l.lt. W. Say. No. l.J30.o.i^. lunt 1.. ^. -<»»».

lloVirlmmer. T. Erlckaon. No. 1.229,732; June 12;

V, 239 ; p. 506.

Hook: JSe^— ^ ,

Suspendlng-hook. ^

Hoop : NfC

—

nSn'^Kng-^-H. J. Scott. NO. 1,228.976; June 5;

ll,rrn .V*u?omoblle-. * J., J. Herlbaucr.

.lune 12; v. 239; P- 413.

Horseshoe. F. A. Kltighan.

Ho^seim^ Lkl^n^g the same. H. Z. Cobb. No. 1.280.867;.

(' Von Culln and G
V. 239 ; p. 447.

Dirigible. R

June 26;

W. Beach. No.

C. Ferguson.

No. 1,229,483;

No. 1.229,973; June 12;

No !'229"92.'. : June 12 ; v. 2.39"; p. 570_

1 2.30 670 ; June 19 ; v. J39 . p. 803.

Headlights. Tlltabh- m^'i'nt'DK

Splr.wfkl. Jr. No. 1.230,939.

Headlights. Universal dlrecdon

Lyttle. No. 1.230.422; June

Heailway recoriler. C. D

N. Furduy. No. 1.228.549;

for automobile-. J- „?.

June 26; v. 239; p. 981.

Kiiitrol for v«hl<le-. K.

1<> ; V. 239 ; p. 769.
and C. C. Johnson.8.

A. Humphrey.

Buchanan
No l"''9 878 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 555

Heit energy. Apparatus for utlllr.lng. H.

He^t-eljTli'/'i: t" Kasle/. 'f.'. hit^l,; Jnne 26; v.

He^a^'fo^r !ie%ro<luctU,n of power. Employing. 8. M.

H.aa'ml.=V W: ^a«0n. No. 1.230,019; June 12; v.

239 : p. 599.
llose-connectlng device.

Ho'.^^coJp^ling'^ E\ ^F.7.- Breuer. No. 1.230.854 ;
June 26 ;

Hose5;S.i>l?ng®''A. Griffith. No. 1.229.067; June 6
;

T.

Holfe'io^upllng. Canvaa-. N. B. Braly. No. 1.228.897;

H<ie°;oJp.1ng''Qil?k/detachable. W. M. Saunders. No..

H<i.iS''L.'M.*Twrt;.- ^sl: f.228:501 ; June 8; v. 239;

Ho'Le'supportcr clasp. F A. R»«„|, "'^^ "• ' «*""*• ^••

1,228,480 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 36.

House :
See—

»<,nokH.ho\ise
Bird-house, • MnoKe-nouse.

Porta !)le house. oan >\ftA • tune 19- V.
Housing. C. H. Lister. No. 1.230,586, June iv

,
v.

Tank heater.
Vehicle-heater.
Water heater.

rnd sprinkler system, ComblmHl.

No. 1,229,071 ; June 5: v. 239

LUllp. No- 1

Heat Insulating
No. 1.230.297

Heat-lnsulntUiK
Asbenhurst.

Heat Insulating
5 ; V. 239 ; p.

Heater : See—
Air heater.
Fee<l water heater
I.* nip heater.
Sad iron heater.

Heating a
nioud -.

"7ul."S2'';'*e'"V3» ; ^^67.
Heitlng '- l-N ,^^r E^^le^"'' No "1V8

to ail auxiliary. «*. t.. L.ee. .^u. t,*^^

v. 239 ; p. 143.
Heatli.K device. K««'<-trl;-

1 -'29 128 ; June .'»
; v. JS»

He.M and the H^e. Resilient^

June 2*-.; v. 239: p. 1102

Heel-applvlng apparatus. J

No 1.228.964 ; June 5 ; v.

Heel building machine J.

No 1.228,948 ; June 6 ; v.

Heel-cutting machine, S.

1,229.130; June 5: v, isv

767.
C. E. Hlte.230.417 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p.

'material and niakluj: sani»i.

; June 19; v. 239; p. 7.30.

material and produ. Ing the same. H.

No 1 2.30.0K5 ; June 12 ; v. 239 .p. 621.

unit -GH Ellis. No. 1.228,763; June

138.

S.

oQo • t\ 827.
Hub. SBe«l-metal. T. E. Mprray No. 1,230.427; June

No. 1.228.398; June 8; t.

Ham-

H.
; V
A. Durr

W. B,
p. 233,
No. 1.229,917;

upply of heat
1.794 ; June 5 ;

L. F
I

; p. 264.
A. F, Priest

E. Perrault and
2.39; p. 199.
E. Mitchell and
239 ; p. 193.
C. and C. T. Pelgler.

254.

He»d for l.o6ts and shoes, Cushion. M.

1 231 299 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1103.

HeeT for l^ots and shoes. Detachable.

No 1230.775: June 19; v. 239; P. 888-

Hemp brake: J. S. and A. W. l5olttclaw.

No 14,323: June 20; v. 239 ; p. 118«-

Hernia supi.ort W. Butteriy. So. 1.230.666

. 289 ; p. 862.

"19
: V. 239 : p 772.

Hub, Wheel-. -M. I. Brock.

239 ; p. 8.

Iluller : See—
Hu'nS'Sr^illng -PP-g^^^S • june'^k •

?"sT^" uf.

.I,SVa^ull?^"e'vrtor."°G.^'|-':'«(. '"no.'iJ^^ f ^une

Hydrkuilc'p'reJ^. 'V:- Mor;.ltz. No. 1.230.013; June 12;

H;dr^Js;H,^-Sl;ner. F. A. Alllnger. No. 1.229,008;

ni^^A.oi^?^^j^ sy/;«^tic P-ducUon^of. l. b.

Hy?/o7aWmot'or^'ic:'Hr'^ Jo.' i:228,558'^; June 8;

„|KoSrMfK'«^r^^i^M. Alexander. No.

,ce«r"or^u^to"mJbi?ei' • R^M^SoJre.' No^ 1.280.914;

Ici^?4S?]uVte'r'' I^ riiason. No. 1.231,279 ;
June 26

;

lc;-c?4'n; Uz?5.; M. F. Elwen and .. L. 8. McCurdy.

ice^irJ^reJLr.^^S: h'^^f '^o. \'528.804
;
June 8 ;

Ice'cr'E; ^friVer. T. '^..Valerius and O. Larsen. No,

1,230,346; June 19; v 239 . p. y5oo ao« • June 12- r
Ice-creeper. R. A. Brehm. No. 1.229.406. June i.£

.
v.

I 289 ; p. 397.
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^*?L*!''° SSX'*^'^- ,^i,F. Kettering. No. 1.231.264; Junezo , \. 2dv ; p. 1091.
'^.*^?",Q ^^"^t'A'Vo

•-'• "^^ Ma^on- >'o. 1.231,043; June 26:

Ignition system. H. R. Van Deventer. No. 1 229 351 •

June 12; V. 239; p. HIS.
f.ou* ,

^«°*^'"° ."y^^fnj- K- Varley. Xo. 1.230.541; June 19;
V. teov , p. 811.

Ignltinn system an<l apparatus. R. Varlev No
1.230,540 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 810

Ignition systems. Distributer for. W. W. Dean No
1.229.045 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 226.

Illuminating appllante. F. A. Andrews and T. O. Allen
No. 1,230,645 ; June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 846

lUumlnatinK device. A. Sundh. No. 1,230,942; June 26;

Imposition frame. C. J. Scherrer. No. 1,228,973 ; June 5 ;
V. ^o« ; p. 201.

Imprenslon-roll. J. W. Mclndoe and A. E. Whitney
No. 1.230.190 ; June 19 : v. 239 : p. 694.

^'
Impulse-motor. L. R. McDonald. No. 1,230,497 ; June

19 : V. 239 ; p. 795.
Incintrator. F. H. Collins ami M. L. Pellett \o

1.230,380 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 756
"•"^"- -^o-

Inclosed forced-draft burner. J. Good. No. 1 231 152 •

Jun.- ;>6; T. 2.39; p. 1055
*.-ox,iui .

Incubatrtr. A. E. Alii
239: p. 1042.- ""°°- ^°- ^•231-"2

:
June 26; r.

Incubator. J. H. Kate. No. 1.231.029; June 26; t. 239;

Incubators, lias and smoke sealing device for. J. H Kate
Xo. 1,229.091 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 240.

Incubators. Thermostatic regulator for. A. Kladlya
No. 1,228,568 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 66.

"^'aaiTa.

Indicator : Ser— .

Vehicle grade-Indicator. Water-stage indicator
Vehicle-Indicator.

luKot-mold. S. E. Hltt and J. I. Peyton. No. 1,280,406

:

June 19; v. 239; p. 764. • « •

Ingot-mold. A. Laltsch. No. 1.229.295: June 12- v
239 : p. 360 *. '•

Ink-well, .Automatic. C. H. Holdredge. No. 1,228 921 •

Jane 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 185.
.*-<.o.a*x ,

Inner tubes. Means to deflate. H. N. Eversole H R
Cawthon. and H. I. Owen. No. 1,129.734; June 12;
V. ^o<7 , p. OflO,

Insect exterminator. N. Cross. Xo. 1.229.236- June 12-
v. 2m : p. 339.

" . - uur i.t

,

Insect-killer. A. E. Rochfort. No. 1.228.701; June 6-
V. 239 ; p. 111.

'

'°'**IJ„*/*P- ^ ^- ^'- BllDck. No, 1.229.021 ; June 6

;

v. 239 ; p. 217.
Insectldde. J. B. Barrett. No. 1,230.648; June 19; y

239 ; p. 847.
Insulating Joint. F. D. Saylor. No. 1,231,202 ; June 26 •

V. i;.19 ; p. 1072. '

Insulating material from basic magnesium carbonate and
flhrous substances. Making. K. Schmld. No 1 228 609
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 80. •

. .

Insulating unit. Plural-faced. B. G. Bralne. No

Brougham. No.

No. 1,230.286 ;

Insulator. J. J. Irw'ln.' Xo. 1,'229!272
; June 12; v. 289;

p. oOl

.

Insulator High-potential. S. S. Sonneborn. Xo. 1 230 610 •

June 19 ; V. 2.39 : p. 834.
Insulator support for cross-arms. C C Savior No

1.2.31.068" Juno 26: v. 239 ; d. 1026.
^

Insulators, Connecting device for chain-tvoe. L Steln-
bepger. Xo. 1,228,711; June 5; v. 239 1 p. 115.

Insulators, Su.sptnslon ni^ans for strain-. L Steinberrer
Xo. l,231.09(f; June 26: v. 239; p. 1086.

'"""ger.

Internal-combustion engine. J. A. Anzlada No
1.229.568 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 452.

Internal-combustion engine. E. M. Bournonvllle Xo
1.229.574: June 12: V. 239; p. 455. "

""°^"'*- ^o-

Internal-combustion engine, w. Boyd. No. l'>29 216-
June 12 ; v. 239

; p. 332.
.-s".-:!© .

Internal combustion engine. .\. R
1.229.217 ; June 12 : v. 239 : p. 333.

Internal-combustion engine. P. c. Elliott
June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 726.

Internal-combustion engine. F. H. Farmer. No. 1 230 470 •

June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. < 87.
«'v.iiu .

Internal-combustion engine. D. H. Francis. No. 1 229 602 •

June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 463.
' '

Internal-combustion engine. H. S. Freeh No 1 229 418 •

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 407. '
•"'•'*'° •

^°!*'JC25';''''P^i"'^'<'° engine. C. E. Glddlngs, Jr. No
1.2.30.546: June 26: v. 239; p. 1183.

Intf'rnnl-combustlon engine. A. Ou^ret No 1 ''^l R22 •

Jun.' 26: v. 239: p. 1176. *
'

""'^'*'^^ '

Internal-combustion engine. P. L. Howe. No. 1,228 923 •

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 186.
.*^o.o^o ,

Internal - <'ombustion engine. E. G. Lancaster No
1.229.761 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 516.

Internal-combustion engine. H. F. Leissner No 1 230 729 •

June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 872. •
. .

Internal-combustion engine. J. H. Lepper. No 1 230 909 •

June 26: V. 2.39: p. 971. ' •""•'•

InternaI-c«mbustion engine. L. 8. Morris. No. 1 228 806 •

June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 148.
Intemal-combuRtion engine. A. L. Hiker. No. 1.230 033 •

June 12: V. 239; p. 603.
,*.o".voo ,

Internal-combustion engine. J. R. Scott. No 1 230 092 •

June 19; v. 239; p. 628.

J. W. Smith. No. 1,229,340;

W. J. Still. No. 1,230.617;

C. L. StoeliBlen. No. 1,230.536

;

J. W. Tygard. No. 1,229,172 ;

C. Davison.

A. M. Low.

Internal-combustion engine
June 12 : v. 239; p. 375.

Internal-combustion engine
June 19: v. 239 ; p. 837.

Internal-combustion engine
June 19 : v. 239 : p. 809."

Internal-combustion engine
June 5; v. 239; p. 268.

Internal-combustion engine, Reversible
No. 1.230.132

: June 19 : v. 239
; p. 675

lnt««rnal - combustion engine. Two-stroke.
-No. 1.229.9S9; June 12; v.

Internal-combustion motor.
1.2;n.060: June 26; . 239

Iron : see—
("hair Iron.
Draw-bar carry-iron.
Electric Iron.

Irrigating and draining system. J
1.2.31 ;u»8 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1106.

Irrigation system. R. J. dAquln. Xo. 1.229.898
IJ ; v. 239 ; p. 562.

Irrigator. J. E. Jonasson
239

; p. 138.

239 ; p. 589.
A. C. Peterson.

; p. 1024.

Solderlng-Iron.
Treeing-lron.
Whiffl«tree-lron.

Steelqulst.

No.

No.

Jan«

Xo. 1,228.777; June 5; t.

Pulling Jack.
Screw-jack.
Shipping-Jack.

June 12 ; t.B. Hatch. Xo, 1,229,961

1,229,833; June 12; v.Xo.

289

239:

the like. Cap or cover for. R
June 12 : v. 239 : p. 375.

Z. Riddle. Xo. 1.230.032

June 26;

June 19

T. 239; p.

T. 289;

ripe Joint.
Rail-Joint.

. F. Lambert.

anchor. G.
; p. 233.
machines,

. C. Xorcrosa.

No. 1.229.628;

F. Hall. No.

Leveling drawlng-" 1,231,187;

Jack : see—
Automobile-Jack
Floor-Jack.
Ladiler-Jack.
Llftlngjack.

Jack. T. "

578.
Jaik. F*. Wagner

541.
Jar : See—

Show-Jar.
Jars, bottles, glasses, or

Sorgan. Xo. 1.229.341
Jewellng-tool. Watchmakers

June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 603.
Jig. A. S. Abbott. Xo. 1.230,974

994.
Jig. R. H. Richards. No. 1,230,433
-p. 773.

Joint : See—
Insul.'itlng-Jolnt.
Metal Joint.

Joints. Yielding fastening for
June 12 : V. 239 : p. 471.

Joist or beam support or
1,229.070; June 5; v. 239

lolt raninilui^ ami rock-over
table for combination. W.
June 26; v. 239 ; p. 1067.

Journnl-box. G. O. Borgland.
v. 2,39 o 998

Jonrnal-lvox! A. O. Bucklus. Jr
V. 239 : p. 334.

Journal - box. Pressed - steel. W. E
1.230.057: June 12: v. 289; p. 610

Journal-t>ox-securlng mechanism. P
1.229.617; June 12: v. 289: p. 469.

journal-boxes. Ballbearing for. .\

1.231.:!R6: June 26: v. 2.39; p. 1126
Journal boxes. Making. A. O. Bucklus. Jr.

June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 334.
Journal boxes. Wear plate for. A. O. Buckloa.

1,230,859 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 955.
Keros.»ne. lleatlni; device for vaporizing and

J. I. Logan. No. 1.230,735; June 19; ^

lo'f'
Rfi''«'»"'ng L. L. Knox. Xo. 1,229.758

Ker :

' See—
Operator's kev.

Key-bolt-locklni means. F. L. H. Slma. No. 1,228.488:
June 5 ; v. 289 ; p. 89 •

• .

Kt'vless lock. C W,
239: p. 860.

Klin : See—
Dry kiln.

Knife : ser—
Mlter-knlfe.

Knife and fork,
1.229,696; June

Knife-blade switch
12 ; V. 289; p. 512.

Knit fabric. W. Wilson.
239; p. 385.

Knitted goods and niakln
1.228.fi48 : June 5; v. 23

No.

No. 1.230.986; June

No. 1,229,220; June

Williams.

J. Howard.

O. Irwin.

No. 1,229,210;

Jr. No.

26;

12;

No.

No.

No.

burnln
V. 2.39 : p. 87^ .1:

Jane

Horn. No. 1,229,269; June 12; t.

No.
Safety-blade knife.

Combination. E. D. Woods.
12 : V. 239: p. 495.

F. B. Holt. No. 1,229.760 ; June

So. 1,229,369; J^ine 12; t.

the same. F. Cecka. No.
; p. 92.

A. Schwartz. Xo. 1,228,488; June 6;

Barratt. No. 1,280,887

;

\. M. Pigeon. No.

W. Neuens. No. 1.228,954: June

No. 1.229,884 ; June 12;

No. 1,281,448;

12; V. 289;

1,229.877;

Knitting-machine.
V. 2.39: p. 37.

Knitting machine. Circular-. W. T
June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 948.

Kn I ttingnia chine-needle carrier.
1.230.322: June 19: v. 239: p.

Knockdown bench. M ""

5 : V. 2.39 : p. 195.
Knockdown box. H. B. Walter

V. 239 : p. 541.
Label-afflxing machine. T. R. Stockard
June 26 : v. 239 : p. 1154.

Label-bolder. L. Hall. No. 1,229.948 : Jane
p. 677.

Ijihellng an article. F. H. Bronner. No
June 12 ; V. 2.39 : p. 666.
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labeling. Can-. W. E. Taylor. No. 1.229,187: Jaiie 6;

LabHtng-'machS. O. Elck. No. 1,230,138; June 19;

L.O.eling-ma. b?ne. F. O. Woodland. No. 1,230.550;

June 19; V. 239; p. 814. oqo Tin •

UibHUig machine. Can-. A. R. Lendner. No. 1.230,730,

La!es.Vlp-Va'stS"fSi-thSe-. E. Vlertels. No. 1.231,103 ;

LalwiVbracket. C.Parker. No. 1,228,960 ;
June 5 ;

t.

LaSe^.'^FrV'rght-car. W. E. Wine. Xo. 1.231,318; June-

La'hl^acf \y: Knderson. No. 1.228,868; June 6;

Ladde?. l^xtlnslon-foot '- step- C. A. Bryant. No.

L.l^iV:»n.'"lV;.J^.^ ^xf'lAS^; June 5; v. 239;

Lamp^^^Acetvlene-. A. L. Hansen. No. 1,230.892; June

Lamp.".M?ohoP-:*''s: Her.og. No. 1,229.078; June 5;

Lamp""''A'.c^: "c E. Harthan. No. 1.229.950; June 12;

L..mu'^Ar.?:
"(?.• number. No. 1,228,4^; June 5; v.

Lamp.:/rV'f G. Hamber. No. 1.228.443 ; J^6 ; ^. 239 ;

Lam»"'attachment for automobiles Jl. W- Cowan." Xo.»

La;;i'"':Sn.ii:Ue-^^.r-.rsiai^r:^ NO. 1.229.638 ; June

Lamp o,n?rol.''A*uVomatU head. C E. Bunker. No.

1.530.063: June 19: v. '-»: ^ 851.
1930 414

Lampcord take ud devl.e. J. A. Knapp. No. 1,230.414.

June 19: V. 239;'p. «ti«. oou ,!-jn • June 5
I^nip dimmer. H. Alexander. Nd. 1,2^8,0JS

,
June o,

Lan.l:•*KlV^^^^ncandes.ent. J. H. Dale. No. 1.231,335 ;

Lai-Th/i'ter:'- IfJ. ^MirVllam. No. 1,231.404; June 26;

Lamp''lock?ng-bSL W. A. Chew. No. 1.229,231 ;
June

Lamp- MaSx^iPe Sf?' J. Brockle. No. 1,229,876; June

Larnp^ mecbfnisS.-. DiJiglble. L. Inghram. Ifo. 1.229.752 ;

Lairie^InS,^F»ir?;io^C. R. McClellan. No.

.2^iS^ 'C.^^^^^^. ^. J. «tlchtenoth.

No 1 226,185: June 5; v. 239 ; p. 2i2.

Lamp recepta< le, ElPffr)^-; „ .«»; »•
1.229.0.'i6: June 6; v. 2.i9 , p. 228. ooB 7A0 • June

I^mp. Reflector-. E. B. Corcoran. No. 1,228.749. June

Lamp'sa^fetV'?" E-^C. Klncade. No. 1.228.566; June 6;

Lamp'^^h'a.^e.'^Electrlc Incandescent- F. R. Pope. No.

1.229.784 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; P- B28.

Lamp socket. Electric <;. B. Thomas. No. 1.281.466,

LaS-tofk^tl: '(?l?;u?t-co;n?p.etlng plug for. J L. Camp-

bell No 1.230.826: June 19; v. 2.39- p. 904.

Lamp Mipport. M. W. Brlgham. No. l.:^^0.992 ;
June 26 .

I^n.p^Vih^ilJ'dash-. E. M. Rosenbluth. No. 1.230.604;

La-L^^'Jd oth^f ir?lcS' Stand for. P. J. Tlmberlake.

La^ps^*ffi^r%ei"d"^an^d^had^^2o.^er r. AG. Kauf-

man No. 1,230.719; June 19: v. ^39 ; p. 869.

Lamp": Making incandescent. W D. Coolldge. No.

1 230,869 : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 958. xi^^h.™
Lamps. Man"^«<-'»r-

"^'"•'"?,'io'"'*"°*i w^' "' ^^^**'""-

No i 231 41«!: June 26: v. 239: p. 1143.
. , ^

Land. Method and «PP«ratus for reclaiming dredged.

E. < Mlver. No. 1,228.^59 ; .Tune 5 : v- 239 : P. 197.

Lantern. Acet.vlene gaf.. ^A. L. Hansen. No. 1.228.7. .4,

G H.

No.

V.

I^th and heat-lnsulatlni material. Composite

1 Kills "No 1 228,422; June 5 v. 239. p. 10.

ll?^he Button-Cutting.' P.«;F. Dusha and A- Feyk.

1,230,688; June 19-; v 239; p. 859.

Lathe. Capstan-. A. FrlSch. No. 1.228.657 ,
June o

LaU.? 'g?im?lng attachment. L. Matula. Xo. 1.229.496 ;

La'the: a'nd= rikflcElnt^'Tool^holder for. H.- O. Spade.

^j;^}"^"^^ -irk^: 'i^^i^n^j^- ^. kupp. xo.

I.\S[:?^;.r'VS: Uke;Sbitf^..'^ture a^d^alve for.

Le-:ch1„rai;p«-;ituJ:'^^!;"«e- ^Xo^ ^^.^.i^'^^

LelVarsenate/Ma^lng. E. O. BarstdV. and J. A. Cava-

nairh Xo. 1.228.516 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 49.

Lead Pr(;iuctlon of carbonate of G. iTevllacq-a. No.

1.231.476 ; June 20 ; v. 239 ; p. Ilb2 _
.

Leaf bolder. I. J. I'lamondon. No. 1,228,695, June O,

Leatl"S*'J?rtiflclal. S. Tschoumakoff. No; 1.228,848

;

Leather^fLr" gS^ei^.^'TreaUng. A Aaron and G. M. Jone..

No 1,2.30.358 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; P- JoO.

Lealher Manufacturing. O. Carr. No. 1.230.66 < ;
June

LeiJhouier.'^^'A^A^oehner. No. 1.230.512; June IJ;

LeggrS.' AppaJatiis for making. H. Johanuesen No.

1 •22«J.277 ; June 12.; v. 239 ; p. 354.

Lens grinding and polishing machine. E. fetead. No.

1,2.30.530: June 19; v. 239; p. 80..
ui„..„«i

Let off mechanism. W. Strlttmatter and H. SchlrameL

\<i 1.2:{0.235: June 19; v. 239; D. 709.

Level. W. Y

p. 717.
I^evel attachment

Wood.

N.

v. 239 ; p. 567.
Leveling Instrument.

v. 239 : p. 1059.
Life-preserver. B. A.

v. 2,39 : f).
72K.

Life-preserving belts.

Itrokaw. No. 1,230

_ p. 7«-.
Nd. 1,230,268; June 19; v. 289;

Duncan. No. 1,229,916; June 12;

I. Husby. No. 1,231,162 ; June 26 ;

Gelger, No. 1,230.290; June 19^

O.Apparatus for
,8r»8 : June 20 : v

Inflating. W.
239 : p. 9.54.

-raft.
•)r..»

L* W. Myers." No. 1,229,123; June 6; v. 239;

Frelxas. No.

C.

F.

Vessel-lifter.

Bates. No. 1,230,818 ; June 19 ; T,

Mulvlhlll. No. 1,228,686; June 6

Volght. No. 1,229,550 ; June 12

LIf.
p. 2.'i2

Lifter : Nee

—

Clothes lifter.

Egg-Ufter.
Lifting-Jack. E

2.39 ; p. 902.
Llftlngjack. D.

V. 239 : p. 72.
Llftlngjack. G.

V. 239 : p. 446.
Light : tire—

Portable light.
Llght.'Tieat, and — „ -

Ilardey. Xo. 1.228.669: June 5 ; v.

Light ravs. Device for arresting F. M 'Ualr

!<lack." No. 1.230.844 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 961.

Light-transmitting bowls Device 'o^ «"8P«'°!"o«-

Robb. No. 1.22^,969 ; June 5 ; v. 23? ; p. 200.

Lighting fixture. J. A. Dempsey. No. 1.231,337

20- V 239; p. 1116.. * >„, ,
W. Lumley. No. 1,230,737; June

ight.

massage treatment, Appilan
Vehicle-light

39; p
C«' for.

99.
and

E. F.

F. M.

J. T.

June

19;

E. M. Smith. No. 1,280,046; June 12

C. A. Hlnsdin.

June

Haddock. Xrf.June 5: V. 239: p. 136
Lantern or*^»rker. Train. J. t

1 •"»« 911 • June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 182. ^ _^^ , ,„
I^ntVrn-sllde T. N. Rundle.*^ No. 1.229,527; June 12;

LaVt'^c'^" iffi-dwlck and A. H. Allen. No. 1.230.893:

Jsr^^A^nJU''- nS: 1.230,706; June 19; v. 239;

La^ch^^^I. L. Aagaard. Xo. 1.229.564 : June 12 : v. 239 ;

La^cb.'^^H. Meyers. No. 1.280.006; June 12; v. 289; p.

La^t?h. J. L. Pollock. No. 1,280.774: June 19; v. 2,39:

La^ch.^Cu^board-. ^. G. McCracken. No. 1.230,740; June

La^t?h'.''RefrU«>?«t«I^ J. H. Stanfleld. No. 1.229,804;

La'Ichlng di-v'lie^^^li. G.'^Bixter. No. 1.229.703: June 12:

V. 239: p. 497.

Lighting-fixture.
V. 239 ; p. 875.

Llghtlng-ttJ*ure.
V. 239 ; p. 607.

Lighting mechanism for machine tables.

No. ^229.458 : June 12; V. 239 ; p. 414

Llnk-mesh fabric. W. Fuhrmann. No. l„i31,iJ4o

26; V. 239; p. 1118.

Linoleum product an<l making the same.

1.228,997 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 209.

Llnotype-maguzlne suPPOft R. ^.

1.226,106 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 246.

Linotype gr slug casting machln-e. J.

1 22511.606 : June 12 : v. 2.39 ; P 465.

LIniild delivering device. A. W. Wheaton.
June 19: v. 239: p. 750.

Liquid-dispensing apparatus. K. L.

i.228.758 : June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 131.

Liquid-dispensing apparatus. I>. W. rum.
^une 26 : v. 2S9 ; p. 1006 „ , , .

Llnuld dispensing device. R. W. Lloyd.

June 5; V. 239; p. 245.,
Liquid-dispensing machine. Automatic.

No 1.229.852; June 12; v. 2.39: p. 547.

Liquid elevating apparatus. E. O'Sulllvan.

.tune 12 : v. 239 : p. 522.
Liquid-feed system. C. L.

19 : V. 239 : p. 809.
Liquid-feed system. C. L.

LlqSl'd fe.S?g appa?Atus. and mfhod therefor Vacuum.

C. L. Stokes. So. 1,230.832 ; June. 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 906

Liquid gage. H. D. Flegel. (Reissue.) No. 14,314,

June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 286. ™ „ o* * ic-
Liquid or gaseous fuel burner. K. F. Stewart. No.

1,231.447 : June 26 :
v. 239 : p. HM. wi„»«h

Liquids and gases. Apparatus for refining. J. N. Wlngett.

No. 1.229.189 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 274.

Stokes.

Stokes.

No

No

J. W. Wear. No.

McCarter. Xo.

W. Graham. No.

No. 1,230,356 ;

Dleterle. No.

No. 1,231.006;

1,229,106;

Abernatby.

1,229,781

;

1,230,537 ; June

1,230.696 ; June

No.

B.

No.
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Lond brakf. Variable-. W. V. Tamer and B. H. Dewson.
No. l,l'3(i,94y; June 2«J ; v. 239; p. U8r.,

Load-dlstrlbuttT. F. S. Schlegelmllch. No. 1.228,974:
June 5 ; V. 1!39 ; p. 202.

B. P. Hanson and N. I. Nelson. No.
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 348.

Loading mac-bine
1.229.262 ; June

Lock : See—
.\rti(|p-l()( k.

Automobile-look.
Automobile - steering-wheel

lock.
Bolt- look.
Car-door lock.
Coln-oontrolled lock.
Cue-lock.
Cylinder-look.
Door-look.
Kevless lock.
Mail-bag lock.

Lock. L. Ehrlloh. No.
p. 505.

Lock. A. Janes. No
Lock. A. A. Page.

Nut and bolt lock.
Nut-look.
Padlock.
IVrrnul.ition lock.
Fooketlook.
R<H.'eptaole-<lo«ure lock.
Kim look.
Trunk-look.
Valve and switch look.
Valve-look.
ValTc-reglBterIng lock.
Window-lock.

1,229,731; June 12; v. 239

1,228,446 : Juni>
No. 1.229. .519 ;

A.
; V.

H.

H.

II.

II.

Page and H.
239 ; p. 367.
Shaw. No.

Shaw.

Shaw.

Shaw.

No.

No.

No.

G. Collins.

1.229..H32;

1,229,333;

1.229.334 ;

1,229,335;

switch. Combination. It.

12; V. 239; p. 331.
and the like. II.

26 ; V. 239
; p. 974.

p. 368.
Lock. A.
June 12

Lock. J.

p. 372.
Lock. J.

p. 372.
Look. J.

p. 373.
Look. J.

p. 373.
Look and

1,229,211 ; June
Lock for screens

1.230.920: June
Lock-washer. E.

p. 104.
Lo<'oniotivp-arch.

V. 2.39; p. 391.
Locomotive-arch. E

12 ; V. 2.39; p. 389.
Lo<t>motive-arch. B

12 ; V. 239 ; p. 392.
Locomotlve-aroh construction. E.

1,229,.384 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 390.
Locomotive-arohes, Can tallvermargin

.No. 1.229.391 : June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p.
Locomotive boiler, Wooten-type. J.

1.229,382 I June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. .390

Locomotive driving connection.
1.228,751; June 5; v. 239 ; n. 128.

Locomotive engine. J. F. "
June 19; v. 2.39; p. 714.

Locomotive Are box arch. J. L. Nicholson.

5 ; V. 239
June 12;

p. 24.
V. 239

No. 1.229,318

June 12 ; v. 239

June 12; v. 239

12

12 V.

239

239

June

June

L. Beckner. No

T. Nowotny. No.

Jones. No. 1,228,679; June 5; t. 239

L. Parish. No. 1.229,388 ; June 12

P. Stevens.

P. Stevens.

No.

No.

P.

for.
.392
T.

W.

\\'^'ntworth.

June

June

No.

June 12; v. 2.39

1,229.381

1,229,390

Stevens.

E. P. SteT<

.Vntbony. No.

Dalton. No.

No. 1.230,248 ;

No. 1,229,393;

L. Parish. No. 1,229,378;

II.

p. 393.
Locomotive ft re-bo.x arch.
June 12 : v. 2.39: p. .389.

Locomotive lire-boxes. .Alr-admlssion wall for. A.
Wlllett. .No. 1,229,.387; June 12; v. 2.39: p. .391.

Locomotive, Steam-. J. T. Anthony. No. 1.229.383

;

June 12; V. 2.39; p. 390.
Locomotive-tender.

V. 23U ; p. 68.

; D. 39<:

. N. M.

Locomotives,
June 26 ; v

Locomotives,
June 26 ; v,

Log-liunk.
p. 194.

Long- time
Kklund.

Loom pickers,
June 2H : v

A

Bell-ringer for.

239; p. 1122.
I'.eli-rlnger for.

239 ; p. 1123.
H. Myhre. No

Lower.

J.

burner. F. W. Dressel. J.

No. 1.230,137; June 19; v.

Buffer for. J. Taranto.
239 : p. 1037

No. 1,228.574 ; June 5 :

Howe. No. 1,231..357

:

J. Howe. No. 1,2S1,.358;

1,228.952 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

G.I^waos, and
2.39: p. 676.
No. 1,231,096;

I).Loom-shuttle.
239 ; p. 456.

Loom shuttle-feeler
V. 239; p. 776.

Loom warp-b«'am motion.
June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1106.

Looms, Lug strap support for.
June 19; v. 2.!9 : p. g61."

Looms, Temple ilevloe for." L
June 19: v. 2.39; p. 893.

Brown. No

I. Snow.

C. Spannagel.

C. Faber.

O. Sabbag.

1.229,578; June 12; r

No. 1.230,4.39; June 19:

Looms. Thread-parting mechanism for. H. .\

1.228.814 : June 5 : v. 230 ; p. l.-.o.

Low-water nlariii. II. B. Thurston. No.
26; V. 239 : p. 1156.

Lubricating chain drives. Means for. If

1.231.424 ; June 26 : v. 2.39 : p. 1146.
Lubricating mechanism for piston-machines.

No. 1.231.294 : June 26: v. 239: p. llol.
Lubricating systems. Feeil regulator for. O.

No. l,228.70O: .lune 5; . 239 ; p. 111.

No. 1.231.300 ;

No. 1.230.693 ;

No. 1.230,792 :

Owen. No.

,231.458; June

S. Pierce. No.

3. D. Pogne.

W. Ramsey.

Lubrication. Splash svstem of
Juna 19 : V. 239 ; p. 901.

Lubricator : stre—
Automatic lubricator. *

Aile-lubrlcator.
Lubricator. R. •;. Bechtel.

239 : p. 847.
Lubricator. T. J. Holmes.

239 ; p. 730.

F. A. Smith. No. 1.230.815 ;

BuIIet-Iubrlcator.
Shaft-bearing lubricator.

No. 1.2.30.651; June 19; v.

No. 1.230.299; June 19; v.

Swanaon. No. 1.229.822 ; June 12 ; r.

N. Johnson. No. 1,229.279; June 12;

:. Johnson. No. 1,231.027 ; June 26 ; T.

Relschmann. No. 1.229,138 ; June

J. B. Ilolden. No. 1.228.920;

minerals. Making.
V. 239; p. 1146.
Wrigbtsman. No.

L No.

No.

Lubricator. O.
2:i9 ; p. 537.

Lumber-giilde.
V. 2.(9 : p. 354.

Luml>er pller. E
239 : p. 1012.

Lunch-room table. E
5 ; V. 239 : p. 257.

Machinery, Guard (ttr.
June 5; v. 239 ;-Tr. 183.

.Magnesium oouipouuds from silicate
.s. I'eaio< k. No, 1,231.423 ; June 26

.Magneto-driving ihe< hantsm W. It.

1.228,804 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 107.
Mall bag closure. C

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 93.
Mall (tag look. J. .\.

V. 2.39 ; p. 35S.
Mail-bag receiver. \

5 : V. 239 : p. 16(i.

Mail bag retainer inechnnism. J. P.
1,231.434: June 26; v. 2.30: p. 1149.

.Mail bag .supporting mechanism. J. P
1,228.605 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 79.

•Mailbox. A. (}lo!*s«. No. 1.229.743; June
p. 510.

Mall catohiii« and delivering apparatus. P
No. 1.229.331 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 372.

Mall catching device. L. II. Lloyd. No. 1.229,103
r> ; v. 239 ; p. 245.

Mail pouch. il. K. Smith.
2:^9 ; p. 981.

-Mall. Tie up stand for. J
June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 213.

Make-and-break device. Automatic. P
1.229.473 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 420.

Ivoudeu. .No. 1.228.937; June

Ihiughertj

KIdwell.

V. Simpson

1.228.652 ; June

1.229.290; June 12;

No. 1,228.840; June

Sander.

Sander.

12; T.

A. Shaver.

June

No. 1.230,937; June '26 ; T.

A. Zerwer. N<v 1,229.006;

S. Keenan. No.

No.

No.

239:

mold.
190.

)w-fee<l.

p. 219.

W.MauKei <-urb
V. 239 : p.

Manger, Slo
5 : v. 239

Manicuring device. P
20; v. 239 ; p. 1094.

Manure-scraper. Hand
1.229,J»55 ; June 12 :

.Marking nuichlnes and
sioD attachment for

I. Brown.

M. Knudsen.

No. 1.229.026; June

No. 1,231.270; June

Neeae.E. No.L. Heller and
V. 239 : p. 579.
the like. Combinetl guard and ten-

C. C. Mitchell. No. 1.228.946

;

Master-die for forging dies for drop-hammers, presses, and
the like. A. F. Arthur. No. 1.231,324; June 26; v.

239: P. 1111.
Master-ule for forging dies for drop hammers, pre^es. and

the like. A. F. Arthur. No. 1.231,470; June 26; v.

No. 1.229,479

1.229,982 ;No

June 12

June 12;

No. 1.228.991 ; June

1.229.798; June 12;

J. C Armor. No.

39; p. 1161.
Match-box. Y. Kurokawa.

2:»» ; p. 422.
Match-box. D. Leonard.

239 ; p. 587.
Match-spllnta with powdered material. Means for treating.

F. W. Ijine. No. 1.230.416; June 19: v. 239; p. 767.
Mattress. O. E. Kerivan. No. 1.228,783; June 5; t.

239 : p. 140.
.MHttress. .\djustal»le. V. S. Thlrlwall. No. 1,230.446;
June 19 : V. 2.39; p. 778.

MattresH-clamp. K. II. Anderson. .No. 1.231.469; Juot
26; V. 239 ; p. 1160.

Mattress-roll former and tiller. W. R. Phillips. No.
1.230.922 : June 26 ; v. 2,39 : p. 975.

-Maul, Lift cutting. D. I'arks. No. 1,228,961; June 6:
v. 2.39; p. 197.

Measuring apparatus. D. W. Uber.
5 : V. 230 ; p. 207.

Measuring device. A. Schuster. No.
V. 239 ; p. 528.

Measuring device, Iligb-potential.
1.229.699 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 496.

Measuring instrument. J. L. Conner. No. 1,229.233;
June 12 ; v. 239; p. 338.

Electrical. P. MacGahan. No.
v. 2.39 : p. 518.
for Rontgen rays. R. Filrsteoau.
12 ; V. 239; p. 5o8
I.,eather-. f). P. O'Brien.
V. 239 : p. 799.
a ll<)uid stream. K. S. Cole.
V. 2.39 : p. !S01.

Measuring the hardness of metals. &c.. Apparatus for.
Walilo. No l.228..'>08 ; June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 44.

Me< baniral movement. A. H. De Voe. No. 1.231. 1S6:
June 26 : v. 239: p. 1050.

Meohanlofll movement. R. H. Pietisch and W. Ilurleman.
No. 1,231.0«;2 : June 26: v. 239 ; p. 1(»25.

kleilical flevioe for treating venereal diseases. E. J. Latta.
No. 1.228.4.M : June 5; v. 239: p. 26

Melting furnace. Metal . D. S. .Marfleld. No. 1.229,494 ;

June 12 : v 239 ; p. 426.
Metal article and making same. C. H. Humphries. No.

1 229.960 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. ."iSl.

Metal l.l.Mker. Strip. J. C Menier. No. 1,230.7S0:
June 19; V. 239 : p. 879.

Metal. Device for expand»>d. T. W. t Varlev. No.
1.228.8.^3 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 164.

Metal -expanding machines. Sheet-feeding process for.
H. E. White. No. 1.2.30.635: June 19: v. 239; p. 843

Metal fabric. M. Lachman. No. 1.228.789; June 5- t
239; p. 141.

asuring
1,229.767 ; June 12 ;

Measuring Instrument
No. 1,229.74(»; June

Mrasurlni; mnohlne.
1.2.3O.507 : June 19;

Measuring the flow of
1.229.718: June 12 :

No.

No.

L.
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No.

No.

Metal Joint. J. Burns. No. 1.230.376; June 19; v. 239
p. 7.n5.

Metal-shearing appliance. C. R. Montgomery.
1,229.12(1; June 5; v. 239; p. 230.

Metal shwts. -\ttachlng coated. O. M. Otte

1,231.29(»: June 26: v. 239: i). 1100.

Metal surfaces, OrnamentluK and protecting. K. Warga.
.No 1.23(i.!».'".8 : June 20 : v. 2.T.» : p. 9S9.

Metal working machine. B. M. W. Hanson. No.
1.231.2.'..'. ; June 20 : v. 2.30 : p. 1089.

Metals from ores, Amalgamating process for recovering.

1 ' Kuehn No. 1.231.170 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1063.

Metals from ores and the like. Recover/ of. C. 8. Vadher.
No 1.231.101 ; June 20; v. 239 : p. 1039.

Metaillc-leaf applying device. S. H. Swallow.
1 231.O04 : .ftine 20 ; v. 239 : p. 1036.

.Metallic-leaf handling apparatus. L M. Harwood.
1,229.075; June 5; v. 239; p. 23.%.

Metallurgical process. J. E. Johnson, Jr. No. 1

June 26: V. 239; p. 1090.
Meter: See—

Flow-meter.
Pressure-correcting meter.

Meter T. H. Plerson. No.
p. 434.

Meter switch. R. S. White.
2.39; p. 166.

Methane <leteotor. C. M. Means
26; V. 2.39; p. 1019.

Micrometer gage. A. R. Laubscher.
5; V. 239: p. 142.

MIcromeler. Slide . L. Wenzel. .No.

V. 2.39; p. 714.

W. P. Krause. No. 1,228,788 ; June ;

G. Lehman. No. 1.229.765;

No. 1,230.476; June 19; t.

V. dander. No.

No.

No.

231.259 ;

Water-meter.

1.229.514; June 12; v. 239;

No. 1.228,K59 ; June 5 ; v.

No. 1,231,045; June

No. 1,228,791 ; June

1,230,249; June 19;

: p
Cfa

Mitchell.

Murray, Jr.
771.

[ark. No. 1.229,.586;

Micromovements. L>evice for transmitting or transforming.
T A lohnsnn. No. 1.229.619 : June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 4(0.
J. A. Johnson. No. 1.229,619. .

Microphone. A. Vaugean, A. de Lavandeyra, an^l^W.
Oarthwalte. No. 1,230.956; June 26; v. 239; p. 988.

Milk and other liuulds. Apparatus for treating. A. For-

nander. No. 1.230..395 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 761.

Milk proiluct and nuiking the same. Self preserving acid.

W. P. M. (Jrelck. No. 1.230,479; June 19; v, 239;

Milking machine releaser and pulsatol-. Combined. T. N.

Fletcher. No. 1.228.894 ; June 5 ; y 239 .p. 1.6.

Milkingmachine teat-cup. H. R. Jenkins. No. 1.231,166:

June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1060.
Mill : «e#—

.\ ma Iga ma ting mill.

(;riu(ilng-ndll.
Rolling mill.

Mill. Continuous mixing
June 20; v. 2.39: p. 1168.

Mills. Automatic blocking mechanism for

Sundb. No. 1.230.941 : .Tune 26; v. 239: p.

Mills Automatic blocking mechanism for

Sundh. No. 1.2.30.945: June 26; v. 2.39

Mills. Blocking mechanism for strip-. A.

1 2.30.944 : June 26: v. 2.39; p. 98.^.

Mllilng machine. C. E. Van .Norman.
June 12; V. 2.39; p. 379.

Mine-door. A. Bievins, C. F. Kligore. and
No. 1.228.643 ; June •% ; v. 2;i9 : p. 91.

Mine-entries, M.>ans for supporting the roofs of.

Rohv. No. 1.229.323: June 12: v. 239 : p. 3«.9 ,

Mine. Marine. P. L. E .pel Fungo Glera. No. 1.228.7o3

June 5 : v

Mine or

Molds, Jolter for.

V. 239; p. 141.
Molding, Sheet metal. E.
June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 517.

Mop, Dust . C. B. Glimore
239 : p. 789. ^ , , _,

„
Mop head and wringer. Combined, fc..

1.230.J08: June 19; v. 239; p. 700.

Motor : See— „,...»
Air-motor. Rowhoat-motor
Electric motor. Spring-motor.
Hydrocarbon-motor. St.am motor.

Impulsemotor. Water-motor.
Internal (ohibustion motor. '

Motor-(«rrlaue controlling apparatus. T. K
No. 1.2:i0.42t'. : June 19; v. 2.39

Motor-governing device. Air-. M
June 12 : v. 2.39: p. 458.

Motor-llft-out device. H. M
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 193.

Motor-starting switch. C. A
Juno 20: v. 239: p. 1080.

Motors. Air-feed for. S. K
19: V. 239: p. K90.

Motors. Control of alternating current
No. 1,228.852 ; June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 164.

Motors, System and apparatus for controllinj: electric.

N. W. Storer and A. J Hall. No. 1.229.544: June 12;

V 239 ° D. 444.
Motors, i^vstem and apparatus for controllliig fluid .

W. Stofer and A. .1. Hall. No. 1.229,348; June

Mouse^t^ap^ E. Cxecrel. No. 1.231,501; Juiie 26.
"30 t> 1 109

Mower, tawn . L. P. Carhart. No. 1.230.086 ; June 12

;

V. 2.39
: p. 621. ^ ^^ 1.230.710; June 19; v.

Ahlstrom.

Reld. No.

No. 1.228.947;

No. 1,231,229;

1.230.781 : June

T. W. Varley.

N.
12;

T.

W. Hill.

Universal mill.
Windmill.

J. Croasley. No. 1.231.499

strip-. A
982.
strip-. A.

: p. 984.
Sundh. No

Mower. i.,<iwn-.

2.39 : p. K67.
Mowers. Cutter-bar for lawn

June 12: v. 239 : p 345.
Mowing apparatus. W. B.

5: V. 239; p. 91.
Mowlni; «pp.Tratus. Hay-. A

June 19 : V. 230 ; p. 673.
Mowing-machine. J. G. Fahr

V 2.39 : p. .343.

Mowing-machine. W. F.

V. 239; p. 210.
Mowing-machines, Vertical cutter

Kluge. No. 1.229^6: June l" •

Multiple-mold. G. W? Bowers.
V. 239 ; p. 5.54.

Museum or show case. J. F.

June 19, V. 239; p. 904
Music-leaf turner. C

v. 2.39 : p. 006.
Muslr-rolls,

. C. J. Goble. No. 1,229.253 ;

Bland. No. 1.228,642; June

A. B. Culp. No. 1.230,127;

No. 1,229.248: June 12;

Welch. No. 1,229.000; June S;

O.

No. 1,229 .'8^3
; June 12 ;

.\rnold. No

No. 1,230.041

H

SeaJe

No 1.229.352 :

A. L. Blevlns.

J. J.

1,230.826;

June 12;

Davis. No.

A. O'Brien.

June 6;

p. I '29.

torpe«lo. P. L.

1 .228.754 ; .lune 5 : v. 239

2:u»
«lo. E.

Pi

Del
, 129.

Mine reieaslng device. P. L. E. Del
1 228.755 : June 5 : v. 2.39 : p. 1.30.

Mine Submarine. E. Schneider. No. 1.229, »97

Fungo Glera.

Fungo-Glera.

No.

No.

June 12

V. 239 : p. .'.2H.
, . , ^ .

Mines Apparatus for stabilizing the position of subtiierged

floating E. Schneider. No 1.'220.661: June 12; v.

T. De Roo«le. No, 1,2'29,418 : June

Kuhn. No. 1.228,448: June 5

239 ; p. 484.

Mining apparatus.
12 ; v. 239 ; p. 401

Mining coal H. A.
239 : p. 25.

Mirrors, ope for automobiles or other vehicles,

No 1 2.10.144 ; June 19 : v. 2.39 ; p. 678.

Miter knife. A. C. Hanson. No. 1,228431 : June
239 P 20

Mliering die.' I'. Paulson and J. M. RIchter.

1.'2.3«».319; June 19; v. 239: p. 737.
Mixer : See—

Bread-mixer.
Mixer. <;. A. Williams. No. 1

p. 844. .

Mixer and pulverlxer. R. W.
June 19: V. '2.39: p. 854.

Mixing and knea.ling machine
June 5 : V. 2.39 ; p. iW.

^ , ^
Moisture on glass or other smooth surface. Composition

for preventing accumulation of. R. W. Darner. No.

1,228,885 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 174.

Mold : see^- ^^ , . , ,

.

Ingot mold Multiple mold.

Mangercurb mold. . ..^ ._^ _.„
Mold J D.uling. No. 1.229.899: June 12: V. 239: p. 562.

Mold-charging mechanism. .Automatic. E. -E. Gallaher and

1) J MciJrall. No. 1.2'2tt.<»«0: June 5: v. 239: p. '.23tt.

Mold support H. Tsoherning. No. 1.229.078; June 12;

v. 239 : p. 490.

239 0. G.—vi

v.

J. H. Faw.

5: V.

No.

.230.638 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

Christian. No. 1.280.672;

F. Goger. No. 1.228.550 ;

iislr-roHs. Spooling-machlne for. G.

1.2.30.130; .Tune 19; v. 239: p. 674.

Music sheet turner. C. W. Smith aixl „E-
No 1 231 nso : June 26 : v. 239 : p. 10.30.

Music turner. A. J. Yaklich. No. ^28,511

Musical Instrument driving mechanism. F. A. Decker.

No. 1.228.752 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 129.

Musical Instrument or vocal flute. A. V. Chevera. No.

1.22R.532 : June 6 : v. 239 ; p. 64.

Musical Instrument pedal. J. Ammon. No. 1.229...07 ,

June 12: v. 239; p. 4.52. onn aoa
Napping ma.hlne. Planetary. D. Gessner. No. 1,230.828 ,

,fun.' 19: v. 239: p. 905. „
Necktle-adJUHter. W. S. Marr and J. E. Nelson. No.

1.2.30,000; June 12 : v. 239: p. .'.03

Necktie rack. J. F. Watts. No. 1.230.9.'.9 ; June 26 ; r.

2.39 P 989
Necktle-retalner. J. A. Guise. No. 1,230,704; June 19;

v. 239; p. 865. ,. , „„r^,ao
Needle, Cotton picking. B. Johnson. No. 1,230,168,

June 19: V. 2.19; p. 687. ^o-ic^o^-
Needle. Spring beard. A. M. Pigeon. No. 1,230,323,

June 19 : V. 2.39 : p. 738.
Needle-threader. W

V. 239 ; p. 756.
Neon-tube. G. Claude

p. 1167.
Nest, Hen's-. M. M. Bebb.

239 : p. 552.
Nest. lien's. G. W. Stlth.

239 ; p. 265.
NiKht-soll pan and destroyable

b. Burns. No. 1,230,378; June 19;

No. 1.231.494: June 26; v. 289;

No. 1.229,866 ; June 12 ; t.

No. 1.229,164 ; June 5 ; t.

E.

BouPry. No.

A. Johnston. No.

R. E. Cecil. No

239 ; p. 58.
1,230,458 ; June 19

zht-soll pan and destroyanie lining therefor. G.

Kinoh. So. 1.230.413: June 19; v. 2.39 ; p .60.

Note-sheet tracking device. Pneumatic. !•. C. White. No.

1.229,692: June 12: v. 2.39-: p 494.

Note-sheet winding and rewinding mechanism. 1 . 1.

Burks. .No. 1,228,627; June 6: v.

Nozxle-controller. I'

V. 2.39 ; p. 783.
Norzle. Spray-. J.

V. 239 : p. 792.
Noizle. Sprayer-.

V. 239 ; p. 220.
Nozzle spraying attachment.
June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 96.

Nut. E. I. Dodds. No. 1.2'29.911 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 : p. W16.

I
Nnt and bolt look. A. Hanachlld. No. 1.230.891 ; June

» 26 ; V. 239 ; p 965.

1,230,487 ; June 19;

1,229,030; June 5;

J. B. Galne*. No. 1,228.658 ;
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1 o-Sfooo^'R* '^°<*'>' Ratchet. D. W. ReJp. No.
1 22»..'}22

: Tjune 12 ; v. 239 : p. .369.
isut. Autt)matl. look-. R. w. Burnett. No. 1.228,881 :

.
June 5; v. 239; p. 173.

Nut iia.klnK nia< hlne. II. D. Crawford. No. 1,230,679;
.lun.. 19 : V. 239 ; p. 866.

lJi..^°*"''"i;„«^- ^- ^tumP. No. 1,229.808: June 12; t.
^rfw : p. 532.

Nut-liM^k. A. F. Barron. No. 1.230,649 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

p. X47.

^"o*ol?*''- .h ^- Bofdwell. No. 1.229,872; June 12; t.
^oW ; p. 554.

Nut lo<k J. De Paul an.l K. Dl Falto. No. 1,229.241 :June 12; v. 239: p. 341.
'

.JaI?*^''- ,J^a ^- "'bbard. No. 1,228.671; June 5; v.
za»

; p. 100.
Nut lork. c. C. Madison. No. 1.230.745 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

p. ^(8.
NuMork. L. A. Manny. No. 1,228,940; June 5; v. 289;

Nut-lork. S. Portpsi and J. Talnl. No l,2.-il.064; June
2*5 : V. 'J'.iU : p. 102.'-,.

Nut Io( k. W. E. Sharp. No. 1,228,704 : June 5 ; t. 230 :

p. 112.
Nut lork. O. E. W. Welander. No. 1,228,624 : June 5 :

V. 239 : p. 85.
Nut-lock and rail-brace. Combined. A. (i. Marks. No.

1.228.402 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 30.
Nutlo.k, Axle. J. II. Banka. Nd. 1,229.701; June 12-

V. 'SMt : p. 497.
Nut s.oiirliic and pollBhlnR mnchlne. C. and O. Trunk.

No. 1.2.Tl.l(»o: .June 2rt : v. 239: p 1038
Nut tnppinK nia.hlne. A. W. Carlson. No. 1.230,113;

.luiie 19 : V. L'.^O : p. 669.
Nut-tapplnj: niarhine. W. E. Sharp. No. 1.230.931 ; June20 : V. 2.".9

: p. nTS.
ObstetrUal appliance. E. C. Agerton. No. 1,228,384

:

June ."5
: V. 239 ; p. 3.

Oll-atnmlzer for steam conduits. A. P. Wight. No.
1,228.862 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 167.

Oirbiiin«T. ^i. M. r,arb»r. No. 1.2.10.982: June 20
V 2:{9 : p. 997.

Oil burner. C. E. Brown. No. 1,228.399 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

Oirburner. R. A. Evans. No. 1.229.921 ; June 12 • v •>39 •

p. 509. . - .

Oil hnr.H.r. J. F. Krnu> No. I,2.m725 ; June 19 ; r. '

-.>'*
: p. o 1 1.

Oll-bnrner. C. IVtran and C. ('.. Juneau. No. 1 230 212-
JiiiK' 19: V. 239; p. 702 ' •-*'-•

Oil Miirn^r.^^N. E. Phillips. No. 1,2.10.772; June 19: v.

Oil Imrner. Heavy- A. E. Hauck. No. 1.231.019; Jnof
I-> : V. 2.59 : p. 1009.
'

011;(^an. J. A. Blanchette. No. 1.2.10.061: June 12; t.
'

^**Ju'ili'5:*i°239tpl'242
''

*'" ^"'"- '^'°- ^-^.O©!
;

,

^"io''"'"'b'o''°" c J'- "• ""''«*'• •'<" 1.230.579: June
i!» . V. j.jy ; p. 8j5.

Oil-separator E. Johnson. No. 1.230,581; June 19; y.

^"1 tfoa^oflP^''"*" '?*. P'""t*'''»JnK crude-. L. Ilannon. No.
1,229.261 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 348

Vn"°i''/9'y ««« V'"'"r°»".?o'k
I^rcparing. C. Dreymann.

>o. 1,^28.888 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p 175

^*v"'""2.i9'-^'p''M50 '^ ^' ''"" "^" 1.230.658: June 19;

*^*L^3'"9":^[r*407^^'^^"
^'•''°" ^''- ^-239.435: June 12; v.

^'239;p 241
" ^ *'"*'" ^'°- l-229.^0'«

; June 6 ;
v.

'

^'V",*"^<Vq,\'."-, "oV- ^'"'^*» «"•' ^- A- Inwood. Ni1.230.9.H5: June 20; v. 2.19: p 980 C

^"'u^e'^oTv.- 239TX-9r.o.-
^ """J""'"- ^'«- 1-230.841 :

l-iodo-2.3-dlh.vdroxypropan.' and making same. R Lfl-
ders. No. 1.2.10.185: June 19: v. 2.19: p 693

^^""^,"0" '"'^;,« ^' Kalsllng. No. 1.230.410; June 19:

OpIifliMlmic mouritiiiK. P. R. Johnston. No 1230 488-
Jnn.- 19; v. 2.19- p 7«>3

».-.w.<f^n .

OP^^'^if^g^Dsfument. J. Mihalyl. No. 1.229.117; June 5;

^"t *'VA&^-*°;' '''^',"0*^ mechanism. J. an.l F. Franz. '[

No. 1.2.>0.09i : June 19; v 2^9: o. 802 I

Ore concentrator or separator. w! h" Munroe Nn
1.230.081 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 020

•'»»unroe. >o.
,

Ore-»eparator^ E. Cohen. No. 1,230.074: June 19; v.^Oa , p. 900.

*^oSn^"^'^£o "• ^ "^^* ^'o 1.230.431: June 19 ; v '

239 ; p. ( ( 3. • •
:

Ore< or metal-bearing products. Treating. F A EustU '

No. 1.230.143: June 19: v. 239: p w7S
Kustis.

Organ. Ele< tropneumatlc. F. W. Smith. No 1 231 212
June 26: v. 2.19; p. 107.").

.*ox,.6i^
,

Organ swell-Soxes. Shutter for. R. Hope-Jones No
1.230.165: June 19; v. 239; p. 686

"''P^''""^- ^o-

Organs. Departinent selecting mechanism for automatl- !

c^lly-played. W. E. Haskell. No. 1.2.10.89.%: June 26; I

V. JAM : p. 5*T>ri.

Organs. Electric action for. EL F. Frost. No. 1.228 899 •
!

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 178. '
'

Ornament. K. Mlyasakl. No. 1.230,010 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; |

p. 596. I

E. E. Butcher. No.

1,229.534 ; June 12 ;

Oscillation receiving apparatus.
1.22.s.«547 ; June 5 : v. 239 : p. 91.

Outing trailer. W. P. Shattuck. No.
V. 239 : p. 441.

Hutl.t i.ox. J. C. Boyton and O. H. Nlckerson. No.
1,2-29,576 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 456.

Outlet l)ox._ J. <;. Raquette. No. 1,280.218; Jtjne 19; v.

Oven atta< hment. H. A. Rogers. No. 1,23().926 : June
26 M9

Overseamlng
June 5 : V. _

Oyster-opening
June 5 ; v. 239

s. w
N. <;.

Avis.

Abbate. No.

No. 1.229,799

1.230.791

1,230.522

1.231.309;

No. 1.229,016;

No

No

No.

No.

n.

p. 976
machine.

.'39
; p. 216

machine.
.p. 3.

Pa<kage, Flat. R. W. Sexton.
v. 239 ; p. 529.

Package-tie. I>. A. Runnlon.
V. 239: p. 893.

Package-tie. F. W. Sawtelle.
V. 239 : p. 8U4.

Pacitag. -tie. (i. W. Stoat.
V. 2.19 : n. lloo

Packag.'-tylng device. J. J
June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 494.

Packaged good<. .Apparatus for treating
No. 1.2.10.S11 : June 19: v. 239: p. 8^9

Packaging labels and the like. Mechanism for.
No 1.211.028: June 26; v. 239: p. 1013

Packing. Piston and ring. J. O. Haas. No
June 12; v. 239; p. 34f.

^*o.^Jl"* ""'^g;, ^^ Moratta. No. 1,229,498; June 12: t.
2.i9 ; n. 427.

Pad holder. T. P. Edwards. No. 1,229,730; June 12;
v. 239 ; p. 505.

Padlock. I'criMutation-. R. J. Herendeen. No. 1231157-
June 2«; : V. 2.19; p. 10.17.

Pail, Dinner. W. II. Doncaster. No, 1,229.912; June
1 2 : V. 2.19 : p. 566. , - u*"^

^'l'" ^'"ooS^'o ,'!'"'•, rxvlcc for supporting. W. A. Osley.
No. 1.228.813 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 150.

I'aint ;in.l varnNh. K-movinL'. V. B. Cnsmlre No
1.2.10.0«.><: .Tune 19: v. 2.19: p 853.

Paint composition. «>. II. Shuftz. No. 1,229,337 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 374.

Waskom.

1,228.383;

June 12

;

; June 19

;

; June 19;

: June 26

;

1,229.690

;

C. 8hippe«.

C. Gordon.

1,229.258 ;

Pan : Sre—
Baking-pan
Cake pan.

Pantographlc apparatus.
239 : p. -

Baum
24V
Jr.

T.

No.

NIght-soll pan.

Macdonald. No. 1.229,111

;

1.230.095: June 19: r. 236;

C. W. Fish. No.

J. N.

June 5
Paper. J

p. 001.
Paper and the like. Manufacture of

f.229.924 : June 12 : v. 2.19 : p. 570.
Paper-board. Dual-facing machine for corrugated

Hahn. No. 1.228.4.10; June 5; v. 239; p 19
Pap.r boftb-s. Manufacture of. J. 1',, y Lane No

1.230.177: June 19; v. 239; p. 690
Paper, cardboard, and the like. Sizing. A. 11. HaefTner.

-No. 1.231.1.').1 : June 26: v. 2.19; p 10.«56
Paper-creasing device. A. Newhouse. No. 1229 812-
June 12 : V. 239 : p. 365.

Paper doll. G. Ferguson. No. 1.231.145: June 26-
2.{9 : p. lO.'i.l.

Paper fastening tool. W. A. Bernard. No. 1,229.218;
•t lie 12 : V. 2.19 : p. 331.

Paper feeding device. H. R
1.229.137 : June 5 ; v. 239

;

Paper feeding mechanism.
June 19: V. 239: p. 782.

Paper-hanger's prop. M. Klais
V. 2.19 : p. 586.

Bahn and
p. 256.
A. Block.

F. Meyers. No.

No. 1.230.456;

No. 1.229.976 ; June 12 ;

^".P" .*'"'''rii
A. J. Farrell. No. 1.229.480 ; June 12

J.19 : p. 405.
Paper-holder. A. J. Farrell.

V. 239 : p. 405.
Paper holder and cutter. P. \
June 2<i : V 2.19: p. 1143.

Paper. Incorporating filling material ki
No. 1.228,.180 : June 5 : r. 2.19 ; p. 70.

Paper. Ac. Making fiber for. V. Drevosen
June 12 : v. 239 : p. 40.1.

rai>eT - pulp - lap - folding nia( hlne. w
1.2.11 ..120; June 20: v. 2.19; p. 117.".

Paper receptacle. 11. A.. House. No. 1.220 751
V 2.19: p. 512.

Paper receptacle. H. A. House. No.l.230,090
V. 239 : p. 623.

Paper. Toilet-. A. O. Rona No. 1.231.429- Jane
v 2.19 : p. 1147.

Paraffin. wa.T. fats and resins, naphtha and mineral oils
pro.lurfs dIssohiMe \n water or forming with it col-

No. 1.229.481 : June 12;

Nehergall. No. 1.231.415

!

O. W. Miles,

No. 1,229,422;

Ooodell. No.

June 12

;

June 12 ;

26:

G. PetrofT.colloidal solutions. Olitalnlng from
1.2.10.599: June 19; v. 2.19; p. 831

Partition. Folding. G. W. t'rrason. No. 1,230,346
19 : V. 239 : p. 746.

Partition. Knockdown sheet-metal O
1.231.289: June 20: v. 2.19; p. 1100.

Pastes, Process and apparatus for drying edible
Austin. No. 1.229.397: June 12; v. 239 p "

Pasting machine. Sample-. W. C. Hadley. No
June 12: v. 239; p. 347,

Pavements. Repairing asphalt.
1.210 ^<^4: June 20; v. 2.19- p

Peanut-digger. V. H. Jocklsch.
V. 289 ; p. 64.

No.

; June

M. Otte. No.

A. M.
394
1.229,269

J. T. Ilarrop. No.
966.
No. 1,228.562: June 8;
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Peanut sh»ller or huller. H. H. Jernlgan. .No. 1 229,066:
June 12: V. 239; p. 683.

Peg, String makers. H. L. Dlehl. .No. 1,229,419; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 402.

No. 1.-231.127; June 26:

No. 1,231.256; June

Pen-extractor. E. E. Cams.
V. 2;i9 : p. 1047.

Pen. Fountain , M. E. Heilbrun
26 ; v. 2.19 : p. 1089.

Pen. Fountain. R A. Ker. No. 1,228.781; June 6;
T. 289; p. 119.

Penholder. II. W. Henry. No. 1.231,023; June 26;
V. 239 : p. lull.

Pencil and p^-n holder J. J Macnorius. No. 1,230.589;
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 828

Pencil and pencll-8har|M«ner. Combined. E W Hill No
1,22H.072: June 5; v. 2.19

; p. KMt
Pencil. Illuminated. E. V. Keflv. No. 1.2.10.721 ; June

19 ; v. 239 : p. 870.
Pencils and penholders. Attachment for. A. C Newman

No. 1.230.(61 : June 19; v. 239; p. 883.
Pendant, Luminous. G. B. Thomas. No. 1,230 626- June

19 ; V. 239 : p 840.
Penholder, Releasing-. O. :klattilson. No. 1 230.312 •

June 19: V. 239; p. 735.
Perforating corrugated material, Tool for. C. A

No. 1.228.655 ; June 6 ; v. 239
; p. 9.-1

Perforator. .^anltary can-. I>. 1: Tweeddale
1,230.344: June 16 ; v. 239; p. 745.

Permutation lock. S. P. Hatcb.-tt and G. L. Dillard
1.231. .".24: June 20; v. 2.19; p. 1170.

Perm u I at Ion lock for latch levers. \V J Reagan
1.2-_'9..'.20: June 12; v. 2.19; n. 436.

I'etrolcum and other by(lrocarU)ns, Treating C
Dubbs. No. 1.231.509; June 26; v. 239; p. 1172.

Phonograph. N. H. Holland. No. 1,229.749 ; June 12

;

v. 239 ; p. 612.
Phonograph. F. S. Moore. No. 1.229.775 ; June 12 ; v.

239; p. 521.
Phonograph. A. .\. Pierman. No. 1.231.061; June 26.

V. 2;<9 ; p. 1(124.

Phonograph. R. Thomas. No. 1.229,340; June 12- v
289 ; p. 377.

'

Phonograph records. Making. J. W. Avlesworth No
1.23o.s)»i: June 19: v. 239; p. 901. "

Phonograph repro<lucer. F Chenev. No. 1.231.329 ; June
2«!. V. 2:v.t

; p. 1113.
Phonograph sound-box

5 ; V. 2.19 ; p. 276.
Phonograph-stop. F. .

V. 239 : p. 884.
Phonograph-stop.

V. 2.19 : p. 884.
Phonograph -stop.

V. 239 ; 1). 885.
Phonographs. Annotator for commercial. M. L. Hunter
and A. B. Church. No. 1,230.485; June 19; v. 239; o.
791.

"^

Phf.sgenc. Manufacturing. .\. L. (;. Whitehouse. No.
1.231,220: June 20: v. 239; p. 1080.

Photo and type printing machine. Combination. C. Kesses
No. 1,228,784 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p, 140.

Photographic apparatus. II, J. (Jaisman. No. 1,230,399:
June 19 ; v. 2.19; p. 762,

Photograph^- apparatus. W. Verbeck. No. 1,228,722;
June 5 : v. 2.19 : p. 118.

Photographic developing apparatus. J. S. (Jreene.
1.229,945 : June 12 ; v, 239 ; p. 676.

Photograplih printing apparatus. J. K. Knapp.
1.231,17.1: .lune 20: v. 2:i» ; p. 1062.

Photographli - printing devlie. E. C. Sterling
1.2.10.532: June 19; v. 239; p. 807.

Photographic - printing machine. W. F. Folmer
1.23o.:h92: June 19: v. 239; p. 760

F.

F.

J. C. Kulpi. No. 1.229.197; June

Nolan. No. 1.230.703; June 19;

No 1.230.764; June 19:

No. 1.230.765; June 19;

A. Nolan

A. Nolan

Photographic printing machine. T. E. Halldorson,
June 5 : V. 2.19; p, 183,1.228,912

No.

No.

No.

No.

No.

F. W.Photographic printing paper and transfer process,
Kent No. 1.228,680; June 5; v, 2:i9 ; p, 104.

Photographing-machines. Coin-controlling mechanism for
automatfc. G, .N, Plfer. No. 1.229.516; June 12; v.
239 ; p, 434,

Piano and sound-reproducing instrument. Combination.
E. Plante, .No, 1,230.324: June 19; v. 239; p. 738

Plaoo attachment, Ele<trlcal, D. P. Muse. No. 1.229.122 •

June 5; v, 2.19; p, 251.
Piano bench. «', if, Martin, No, 1.231.041; June 26; v.

239 : p 1017.
Piano keyboard chart and guard. D. E. Force. No

1,229.7.15 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 506.
Piano mechanism. Pneumatic action for player- A E

Whitehead. No. 1.230,549: June 19; v. 2.19; p 813
Piano. Player . J. A. Weser. No. 1.229,362 ; June 12 ;

V. 239 : p. 383.
Piano-violins. Bow for. L. Rajde and G. K. Hennlng. No

1.228.737 : June 6 : v. 2.19 ; p. 124.
Pianos. .Automatic expression-control for player-. M S

Howard. .No. 1.229,083; June 5; v. 239; n. 237.
Pianos, Pedal mechanism for player-. R. p. Potter. No

1.231.295: June 20: v. 239; p 1102.
Pianoforte attachment. H. P. Ilaanel, Jr. No. 1,229,257 :

June 12 ; v. 2.19; p. 346.
Picker head. J. Murphy. No. 1,229,121 : June 6: v. 239;

p. 251.
Picric acid from washwater. Recovering. H. A. Cardnei

No. 1.231.009 ; June 26 ; v, 239 ; p. 1(K)7.

Picture anparatus. Motion-. C. F. Jenkins. No.
1.229,275 : June 12 ; v. 23^ ; p. 353.

Picture-iilm-cleaning niachlue. Motion-. H. M, Colhvson
and A, S. Dworskv. No.i 1,230.120 ; June 19; v. 289;
p, 671.

!

Picture film. Motion. J. E. Thornton. No. 1,229,646;
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 446.

Picture films. Coloring * moving-, C. W. Mable. No.
1,230.744; June 19; v, 239 ;_p. 877.

Picture machine. Moving* N. T. Nilsson. No. J,229.125 ;

June 6; v, 239 : pf 252.
Picture machines, Safetv device for motion-. H. E. Wat-

son. No. 1,230.351; June 19; v. 239; p. 748.
Picture machines. Safety device for moving-. H. S. Mor-

ton. No. 1.230,201; June 19; v. 239; p. 698.
Picture machines. Shutteroperatlng attachment for twin

motion-, J. E. Singleton and S. -T. White. No.
1.229.»<19 ; June 5 ; V. 2.19 : p. 26r{,

Picture screen frame. Moving. L, Davis. No. 1.229,044;
June 5 ; V. 239; p. 224. #

Pin : Kee— '

Clothof-pln. Hair-pin.
Cotter-pin.

Pin. <;. H. Fahrenbruch. No. 1,231.514; June 20; v.

239; p. 1173.
Pincushion. F. J. Dowling, No. 1,229,051 ; June 5 ; .

2.19 ; p. 227.
I'in scttine device. J. Heluemann. No. 1,280.898; June

26 ; v. 239 ; p, 907.
Pipe, H. M, Brown, >No, 1.231.4K5: June 26; v. 2.19;

p. 1105.
Pipe. C. J. Graham and J. A. Farrifi. No. 1.229.943;
June 12 ; V. 2.19; p. 576.

Pipe connection. Blast-, A. J. Bouner. No. 1,230,657;
June 19; v. 239; p. 849.

Pipec.upllng, II. AebM, No. 1.228,7.13 ; June 6 ; v. 2.19

;

p, 122.
Pipe germ trap. Soil-. A. C. Freeman, Jr. No. 1.2.10,473 ;

June 19; v. 239; p. 788.
Pipe joint. H. E. Burns. No. 1.280,375 ; June 19 ; v. 289 ;

p. 755.
Pipe-Joint Insulated. . O. 11. an.l A. F. Pieper. No.

1,230.213; June 19; v. 239; p. 702.
Pipelines. .><wivel-coupling for. V. S. Durbin No,

1,228.541 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 57,
ristolbnvon.'t. .V. <;. M. Pansa. .No, 1,231,058 ; June 26 :

v. 239 : p. 102.1.
Pistol h..lster W. H. Shelton. No 1,2.10,048; June 12;

V. 239 ; p. 606.
Plstol-sto.k, .1. 11. Wesson. No. 1.22S,.'>06; June .' ; v.

2.19; p. 45.
Piston. C. K. Green. No. 1.228.909 ; June 6: v. 2.19;

p, 182.
Piston for explosive-engines, E, O. Spillman. No.

1,229.640 ; June 12 ; v. 2.19 ; p, 443.
Piston for- iiiternal-coinbtistloii engines. G. D. I'ogue.

No. 1,229,1.1:'.; June .".
; v. 239: p. 2."».

Piston-machines, - l.ubri.-atin); in«*cnanlsm for. G. D.
Pogue, N<>. 1,230.513: June 19; v, 239 ; p, 801.

Pi8t.)n-rofat.>r. W, V. Turner. No. 1,228',4{»6 ; June 6;
V, 239 : p. 41.

I'lv.)t loltifs. Ciisblon-supp.nt for. F. Chenev, No,
1,228.406; June 5; v. 2.10: p. 11.

Plaiting devic.-, M D. Dukman. No. 1,231.138; June
26; V, 2.19 : p. 1051,

Plant-setting machine, I., ShaflTer. -No, 1,230,806; June
19 - T 239 - D 898

Planter,* T, \V, Hick's. No. 1.231.3.'i3; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1121.

Planter. O. C. Sims. No. 1.229.158; June 5; v. 2.19;
p. 263.

Planter. Cbeck r.>w. 8. ,L. Goodln.^^o. J.229,941 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 676. '

Planter check row .levice. Corn-. W. M. Webb. No.
l.2.1o,:c.:{ : June 10 ; v. 239: p. 7 49.

Planter. Com. S. H. Garst. No. 1,229.604; June 12; t.
239 ; p. 464.

'

Planter. Corn, G. H. Lorsch. No. 1.229.988; June 12;
T. 289: p. 689.

Pl:intir. reanut . F. A. Waters. No. 1.230.350; June 19;
V, 2.19 : p, 747 ft,

.

Planter, Potato. J. 'P. Davenport. No. 1.230,465; June
19; V. 239 ; p. 785.

Planters, <;age wheel attachment for. J. S. McCahe. No.
1,228.682: .Tune 5: v. 239: tv I04.

Planters, Land marker for. E. E. Englund. No, 1.228,764 ;

June 5; v. 239: p. 1.1.1.

Plaster-boar.l. E. T. (ialley. No. 1.230.4O0 ; June 19; v.
239: p. 762.

Plastic compositions. Making. W. O. Lindsay. No.
1.229.485 : June 12 : v. 2.19 ; p. 424.

Plastic compounds. Making actvl-celluloae. W. G. Lind-
say. No. 1.229.486; June 12: v. 239: p. 124.

Plate heatlnjf appliance. Dining table. W. W. Kuhlmann.
No. 1.2.10.727: June 19; v. 239; p. 871.

Platen connection. F. V. Simpson. No. 1,228,978 ; June
5 : V. 239 ; p. 203.

Player action. Pneumatl.-. F. E. Nichols and E. W.
Feltls. .No. 1,229.501 ; June 12; v. 2.19; p 428.

niers. A. J. Jones. No. 1.231.107 ; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1060.

Plow. J. C Bohmker. No. 1.230.840; June 26; v. 239;
p 951,

Plow. C. J, CaddeU. No. 1.231,237; June 20; v. 239;
p. 1083,
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Juoe 12 ; t.1.229.354

No. 1,230.9G3 ; June 26 ; v. 239

l.'J3U'.-.'.'i; June zii; v. 239

No. 1.230.964 ; June 26

June 12 ; T. 239

June 49

T. Skinner.

Nero.

1.230,074 ;

V. 239

II

No

No

June

Plow. L. E. Waterman. No
239 ; p. 379.

Plow. F. L. Westbrook
p. 990.

Plow. E. Wheeler. No.
p. 1079.

Plow attnchmont. L. M. Uhtat
V. L'3?» ; p. <»»().

Plow-guide. 11. Strack. No. 1.230,084
p. 621.

^'*"'oo«°^" .;.-"• ^- S'^***- >o- 1.230.339; June 19
V. 239 ; p. 748, \ ,

Plow wheel. F. G. LorL No. 1,230,308
p. "33.

Plows, Wing-sweep attachment for. M.
1.230,233; June 19; v. 239; p. 709.

IMug riMept(i(l.>. .\tUihnient . A.
1.1:31.417 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1144.

Plumb-bob apparatus. J. Perkins. No
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 617.

Pneumatic brake. F. J. Chapsal and
No. 1,230,277 ; June 19 ; v. 2i

Pneumatic rushlon. A. C. Ejixers. No. 1,230.690; June
19 ; V. 239 ; p. 860.

Pocket-book safetv device. D. T. Lynch. No. 1.230,738;
June 19; v. 239; p. 875.

.**".• -o,

f'o<"^et-lock. E. Rosenberg. No. 1.230.520; June 19; t.
239 ; p. 804.

Pocket^^ac. Side-. J. T. Crowley, No. 1.228,884 ; June 6 ;

PoIson-dlstrlbuter. A. McWhorter. No. 1.229.994 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 591.

^'"?%£*."''^-ioo^- *• "»yden. No. 1.228.913; June 5;

Polishing compound. H. W
June 26 ; v. :.',39 ; p. 1106.

Porous blocks. Treating. C.
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 408.

Porous blocks. Treating. C.
June LMi : V. 2.S9 ; p. UKM».

Portable battery. L. U. Flanders

H. M. Leonard.
691.

Spellman.

E. Fuller.

E. Fuller.

No.

T.

No. 1.230,180; June

A. Sun.lh. No. 1,2.30.943 ; June 26

L. Sweney. No. 1,229,672 ; June 12

Brueggeman. No. 1.230,271

H

L. W.
p. 722,

Houston. N«.

1.230,790; June

Komorous

Scott. No.

19 ; V. 239
Portable house.

19: V. 239; p.
Portable light.

2;h» : p. !»m;{.

Portl*re-holder.
V. 239; p. 487.

Portiere, Sectional
June 12; V. 239

Post : See—
Guide-post.

Post driver. H. C. Up* hurrh and T, H.
1.2.30,032; June 19; v. 239; p. 842.

Post-bole (llgK'T. C. P. Roaendall. No
19; V. 239; p. 893.

Potato digger and pulverizer. F.Wright. No. 1.229 372 •

June 12; v. 239; p. 386.
Pouring devlc«v C. ft. Norman. No. 1,230,207; June 19;

V, *.o<f! p, |iMJ,

Powder dispensing device. N. and E. Andrea. No
1.229..396 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 394.

Powder-rereotacle. J. Komorous. No. 1.231,383; June

Powder-receptacie. J.
2«;: V. 2.39 : p. 1132.

Power-chamber. J. F.
V. 2.39; p. 1104.

Power rut - oflf. Automatic. F J
1,229.570; June 12; v. 239; p. 453.

Power-operated shears. J. Schutz.. No.
5 ; V. 239 : p. l.'-.9

Power system. J. D. Flrmln. No. 1,1230,471

Power-transmlssliin apparatus.
1,229.416; Juno 12; v. 2.39; p.

I'ower - tranHnii.>«sion mechaui.sai
1.231,.S4J : .lune 26: v. 2.39; p.

Power-transmission mechanism
Hayes. No. 1.229.076 ; June r,

Power-transmitting apparatus.
1,231.160: June 26; v. 239; p. 1058.

Power-transmitting connection. C M
1.231.110; June 20; . 239; p. 1041.

Power - transmitting mechanl.sm. R.
1.231.(>70; June 26; v. 239; p. 1027.

Precious stones. Apparatus for cutting and
F. E. Hllllard and W. G. Stevens. No
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 185.

Press : (tee—
Baling-press.
Cloth holt press.
Collar-press.
Hay-pres.s.

Press or Impact apparatus. I,. F
1,230.492 ; June 19 ; v. 239

; p. 794.
Pressing board and holder. J. R

1.228.869 ; June 5 ; v. 239
; p. 169.

Presslne machine. Steam. C. Flnkel and I. Cohen
1.230.389; June 19; v. 239; p. 759.

^on«-«.

Pressure-correcting meter. A. G. Kollstede. No. 1.230,583 •

June 19: v. 239 ; p. 826.
Preasure-KBge for engine-cylinders. A. H. Smith. No

1.230.527: June 19; v. 239; p. 806.

No. 1.231.384 ; June

1,231,302; June 26;

Backschelder. No.

1.228,838; June

Jane 19

;

P. Curtis. No.

Fisher. No.

A.

L.

II.

401.
II.

11 IH.

Varlable-spee*!
V. 239 ; p. 23."..

W. 11. Ilungerford.

Abercromble.

E. Sctley.

A, L, E. Salllot.
724.
No. 1.2.30,690

No. 1,231.307 ;

No. 1,229,439;

No. 1.231.007;

1.230.390; June

F.

No.

No.

No.

polishing.
1,228.919 ;

Hydraulic press.
Printing-press.
U^holsterlng-press.

Kristufek.

Anderson.

No.

No.

No.

I*ressures and impacts and method of operating the sane.
Apparatus for exerting. .M. P. Jacomlnl. No. 1,280.486 :

June 19 : r. 239 ; p. ,92.
Prime movers. Starter for. W. 8. Carpenter, Jr. No.

1.229.684: June 12: v. 239; n. 457.
Printers' blankets au(l other purposes. Fabric for. F. E.

KUi.H. No. 1.231.141; June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1051.
Printing and die .stamping presses. Wiper and polisher for

plate-. C. Hawkins. No. 1.230,897; June 26; v. 289;
p. 967.

Printing device. Roll-. I. W. King. No. 1.220.47«: JoM
12 : V. 239 : p. 421.

Printing, duplicating, and addressing machine. H. If.
Freck. No. 1.228.42.'>; June 5; v. 2.39: p. 18.

rrlntlng. jlthographing. and other like machines. Mount-
ing of feed guides of. K.
June 2<i : V. 2.39 ; p. 1070.

[•. E. Dake.

J. Roberts. No. 1.231.198.

No. 1.229.896 ; June 12 ; v.

N. L. Campi»ell.

Printing-machine
239 ; p. 561.

Printing machine. Flat-block linoleum-
No. 1.228.529 : June 5 ; v. 2.39

; p. .*.3.

Printing mechanism for addlng-mschlnes, N. White
No. 1,229.844 ; June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 644.

Printing mechanism for cash registers. E. J. Von Fein.
No. 1.230.241 ; June 19; v. 2,39: p. 711.

J. R. Hays. No. 1,229,610 ; June 12 ; v

L. Meyer. No.

Printing-press
239 ; p. 4GT.

Printing press.
2.39 ; p. 109.S

I*rlntlng-press.
V. 239 ; p. 991.

Printing press, sheet-. B
June 20 ; v. 239 : p. 1158

R. (i. Wbltlock.

F. Tpham

1.231.282; June 26; v

No. 1.230,966 ; June 26

No. 1.231,463

Printing-presses, Feeding inechanls
r. E. F. Joebrendt. No. 1.228.

sm for Inking-rlbbon
928 : June 5 ; v. 239

F. E. Ellis.

W. Schaller.

No. 1.229,421

1.230.217

No.

for
p. 187

Printing presses. Pa< kini; for
June 2ft : V. 2.39 ; p. 1052

Printing-roller. Non-skid.
June a : v. 239 : p. l.-^S.

Projectile. I). G. Downs.
2.39 : p. 402.

Projectile. R. Quist. No
p. 703.

Projectile. A. P. Swoboda
v. 2.39 : p. 115."5.

Projectile. Kiplosive. E. S.
5; V. 239; n. 119.

Projectile-loa«ilng apparatus.
June 26 : v. 2.'{9

: p. 11.33.
Projecting apparatus. W. E.
June 12; v. 239 ; p. 565.

Projecting apparatus. H. B. Magowan
June 5 : V. 2.39 : p. 105.,

C. M. r.erry. .No. 1.228.874; June 6; v. 28»-

No. 1.231,142

1,228,829

June 12 ; v

June 19 ; v. 239

1.231.461 ; Jane 26

Wales. No., 1,228,723; June

G. W. Lake. No. 1.231,388
;

De Witt No.

No,

No.

1.229.908:

1.228,686:

S Eberhardt. No. 1.229.243; June 12; t

F.Kowalskl. No. 1.228,787; June 6; v. 239;

for shins. Spiral. J. J. Tobin and P. J Gal
No. 1.229.350; June 12:

' •^ '• -*• "!
C

_ . V. 2.39
H. Edlnger.

p. 878.
No. 1.229.729

M.

Propeller.
p. 171.

Propeller.
2.39

; p.
Propell'^r.

p. 141.
Propeller

lagber.
Propelling device. Vessel-.
June 12 ; v. 2.39; p. 506.

Propulsion. Means for. H
June 12 : v. 2.39; p. 457.

Protective apparatus. T. Schldorsky
19 : V. 2,39 : p. 834.

Protective device. C. P. Stelnmets. No. 1,230.616; June
IV , V. tioJt : p. 9Sn.

'*'"2.39*''*'*'"'23.f"

^'" "*^'*°- ^°- 1229.069
;
Jane 6; v.

Protractor. A. Ollarlu. No. 1.228.697: June 5- v 2.39-
p. 110.

Pull socket. H
239 ; p. 417.

Puller : See—
Auto-puller.
Cork-puller.

Pulley, .\utomatlc safetv

Cake. No. 1.229.683

;

No. 1.2.3O.607; June

Hubbell. No. 1,229,464; Jane 12;

June 26 : v 239 : p. 1021.
Pulle.ys to shafts. Device for keying. E.

No! 1,229,927 ; June 12 : v. 239 : p. 671.

Stump-puller.

D. F. OConnell. No. 1.231,052
;

EL Forsbey.

Pulling device. W. J. Paul. N'o'
V. 2.39 ; p. 701.

Pulllng-Jack for motor vehicles. S.
1.228.918: June 5: v. 239: p. 184.

Pulp boiler. Wood-. E. Morterud. No.
5; V. 239; p. 194.

Pulverising wheel, .<«oll-. C. E. Sackett
June 19: v. 239 : p. 894.

Porno. F. D. Tlce. No. 1.229,676 : June 12 ; v. 289 ; p.

Pump and fan for water and air and other fluids Rotary
^^-^^U*^*** •"'' ^^ "• ^''"'t- -^'o- 1.231.381; June 26-
V. 2.39 : p. 1131.

Pump, Antl freezing. J. H. Alexander.
June 26: v. 2.39

; p. 995.
Pnmp. Automatic tire-. L. F. Crane.

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 223.
Pnmp, Deep-well. L. W. Bodlnson.

19 : V. 239 : p. 815.
Puaap. Deep well. J. B. Sperry. No. 1,230.612; June 19-

V. 239 ; p. 865.

1.230.211 ; June 19;

C. Hickman. No.

1.228.950; June

No. 1.230,703;

No. 1,230,976;

No. 1.229.039;

1.230.554 ; JuneNo,
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Jack.

No.

No, 1,M9.274;

1,228,770 ; June

No. 1.231.072:

1,280,028: June

No. 1,231.477;

June 12 ; v.

No.

. E.

J.
18.

E. Gallagher.

No.

239:

239;

No.

No.

Pomp. Duplex centrlfngnL S. K.
June 12 ; v. 239; p. 852.

Pump mechanism. S. M. Hnlstead
6 : V. •J39 : p. 136.

Pump mechanism. Rotary. R. Schorr.
June 20 ; v. 2;{9 ; p. lo2S.

Pump, Pneumatic. E. E. Rardon. No.
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 602.

Pump-strainer. I>. M. Blbl> and T. Lndat.
June 20 : v. 2.39: p. 1162.

Pnmp. Tire-. J. W. Aker. No. 1.229.854
289 ; p. 548.

Pump, Triple piston deep-well. I^ T. Hammond.
l.iliO.lTt^. June 19: v. 2:i« : p. 082.

Pamp-valve me< hanUm. J. Dick. T. II. Rutter. and C
Lewl.s. .No. 1.231..5<»«: .lune 26; v. 2:59: p. 1171.

Pumps and the like. StiitflnK box structure for. M. N.
Tonnor. No. 1,280,124; June 19; v. 239: p. «)72.

Pomps, .\utomatlc control means for air-pressure. U. J.
Rasseil. No. 1,229,792 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 : p. 626.

Pnmplng apparatus. Centrifugal. .-\. P. Hrocklebank. No.
1.231.484 : June 26 : v. 2.39 : p. 1164.

Pnmping-tnglne. J. H. Allison. No. 1.229.009; June 5;
V. 239 : p. 1:1 4.

Pumping. Pressure control In. (>. II. Eckert. No.
1.228.419: June 5; v. 239: p. 15.

Pumping svstem. H. B. Tavlor. No. 1.231.310; June 26;
V. 2.39 : p. 1106.

Purifying and separating flnely-dlvlded substances. B.
Schwerln. No. 1.229,203: June 5: v. 2.39; p. 279.

Puttee-shaping apparatus. K. F. Sentivanv.
1.2.H0.332: 4une 19: v. 239 : p. 741

Puzxle. T. Brown. No. 1.229. .180. June 12: v.

p. 4.')7.

PuBzle. H. McNally. No. 1.230.309: June 19; v.
p. 7.34.

Quill boning. C. G. Stebbina and A. Gelow.
1,231.089: June 20: v. 2:<9 : p. lorts.

Qnolns. Automatic lock for.

1.228.426; June 5: v. 239; p.
Rack : see—

Clothes drying rack.
Display-rack.
Harness rack.
Necktie- rack.

Rack. F. L. Cowan. No. 1

p. »rM.
Radiator. Automobile-. I. Silver.

6 : v. 239 ; p. 262.
Radiator. Autovehlcle . T F. Pavne. No. 1.228.474

June 5 : v. 2.39 : p. 84.
Radiator-caps. Animated attachment for. W. P. Rowan

No. 1.229.068: June 5: v. 239; p. 232.
Radiator caslnif. W. M. Fulton. (Reissue.) No. 14.309

June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 279.
Radiator (oupllng. F. J. Singer. No. 1,230.812; June 19

V. 239 : p. 900.
Radiator. Gas heat-. A. J. Hartfleld. No. 1.229,451
June 12; v. 239; p. 412.

Radlatf>rs, Hanger for wall-. S. Cockerham. No
1.2:10,119: June 19; v. 239: p. 671.

Radius r<Kl. F. E. Harpst No. 1,230.157; June 19; v
239 : p. 683.

Radius-rod, Auxlllarv. W E. HouAas and L. J. Mid
gorden. Nil. 1.230.713: June 19; v. 239: p. 807.

Radlus-ro«l support. A. R. Brocksmlth. No. l,23tt,106
June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 666.

Rail anchor. H. G. Elfbor'g. No. 1.280.468; June 10
v. 239 : p. 78r,

Rail-anchor. H. H. Sponenburg. No. 1,228,614 ; June
5 ; V. 239 : p. 82.

Rail anchoring device. S. J. Dawson. No. 1,229,288;
June 12: v. 2.39 : p. 340.

Rail brace. T. G. Stllos. No. 1.230..'iSS : June 19 ; v. 239 :

p. 80S.
Rail brace. T. G. Stiles. No. 1.230..'.34 : June 19 : v.

239 : p. 808.
Rail-connecting device. C. LenardK*. No. 1.231.392 : June

26: v. 239 : p. 1134.
Rail-Joint J. P. Ball. No. 1.228,886; June 6; v. 2.39;

Rail Joint.
2.39 : p

Tool rack.
Umbrella-rack.
Wire-cloth rack.

.2.30.678 : June 19 : v

No. 1.229.166;

239;

June

V.

Rail-Joint.
V. 2.39 :

Rail-Joint
p. 231.

Rail-Joint.
p. 772.

Rail Joint.
239 : p.

Rail-Joint.

p. 1151.
Rail-Joint.

p 116.
Rail Joint
239 : p.

Rail-Joint.

E. W.
1115.

Coughlln. No. 1.231..338; June 26

Davenport No. 1.229.900; Jone 12

No. 1.229.005: June 6; v. 239

Novak. No. 1.230.428: June 19: v. 239

C. Richards. No. 1.230,031 : June 12 ; ^

Sltko. No. 1.181,440; June 26; v. 2.39

Taras. No. 1.228.716 ; June 5 ; v. 239

Zahuranec. No. 1,229.005: June 6

D. Schneider. No. 1.228,793; June

J. R
p. .103.

A. tJImpel

J.

G.
003.

J.

M.

V.J.

212.
Boltless.

5: V. 2.39 p. 112
Rail-Joint, Insulated. B. <;. Bralne. No. 1.228.646;
June .1 : V. 239 : p. 92.

Rail Joint support ami fastening. M. Thomson. No.
1.229.674: June 12: v. 239: p. 488.

Rail Joints. Base plate for. F.E.Abbott. No. 1.231,543 ;

June 26: v. 2.30; p. 1183.

Rail-Beparat«r. T. G. Wlllaon arid A. H. Maranda. No.
l,23o.2.'>6 : Jun- 19: v. 23»j; p. 717.

Rail stay. H. H. 8ponenbur|. No. 1.228.013: June 5;
v. 239 : p. 81. \

Rail tie fastener. E. H. Traut No. 1.230.0.30 ; June 19;
V. 239: p. 841.

Rail-tie. Metallic. R. T. Futch. No. 1.229.932: June 12;
V. 239 : p. .172.

Rails, Tie-bar for. J. A. Bender. No. 1.230,370 ; June 19;
V. 239 : p. 753.

Railway brake. W. R. Chandler. No. 1,229,229 ; June
12 : V. 239: p. .337.

Railway-cab signaling system. H. G. Sedgwick. No,
1.230.042: June 12: v. 239: p. r.O«J.

Railway control system. A. R. Craddock. No. 1.229.236;
June 12 : v. 239 : p. 339.

Railway-crossing. J. W. Burns and W. Beach. No.
1.230.377; June 19; v. 239; p. 7.'i<;.

Railway-crossing. (J. C. Melrose. No. 1,231.405 : June
26; V. 2.39: p. 11.39.

Raltway-cro?*slng gate. i:. H. Smith. No. 1,229.339
June 12 : v. 239: p. 374.

Hallway frelKht vans. Apparatus for maintaining a uni
form temperature in. A. W. Prim and F. W. Koper
No. 1.228,<;99: June .I; v. 2391 p. 110. -^

Railway grade-cros-sing. M. A. Woolrldgc. No. 1,230,058
June 12 : v. 239 ; p. Oil.

Railway mall-crane. A. Hupp. No. 1,229,191 ; June 6
V. 2.39 : p. 274.

Railway-rail. C. L. Manson. No. 1,231.039 ; June 26
V. 2:59 : p. 1017.

Railway-rail. (). P. Williams. No. 1.231.405; June 26
V. 2;i9: p. ii.v).

Hallway rail. H. W. Winner. No. 1.229.847; .lune 12
V. 239 : p. r.46.

RallwHy-rall fastener. W. Forbes and J. T. Hubbard
No. 1.229.920: June 12; v. 239: p. 071.

H.I II way-rails. Means for connecting the ends of. W
Flanagap. No. 1, 229.92.^1: June 12: v. 239: p. 570.

Railway service. Signal-bell for. E. W. Vogel. No
1,229. .".49: June 12: v. 239: p. 446.

Railway-signal. A. C. Mather. No. 1,23(»,193; June 19:
V. 239 : ;,. i\'.>:>.

Railway signaling. H. A. Wallace. No. 1,231,541 ; Jane
26; V. 239 ; p. 1182.

Railway signaling apparatus. A. H. Fox and A. W,
Lenderotb. No. 1,'.;29,0.'')5 : June 5; v. 239: p. 228. >

Railway signaling ap{)aratUK. J. T. Ripley. No
1,228.908: June r> : v. 239; p. 200.

Railway signaling system. H. A. Wallace. No. 1.231,540
June 20; v. 239 ; p. 1182.

Railway-switch operator. W. A. Robinson. No,
1,229.141 : June 5; v. 239; p. 257.

Railway system. Automatic electric. K. E. Stuart. No
1.229,807 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 532.

Railway tie. B. F. Cornelius. No. 1.228,883 ; June 5
V. 239 ; p. 1 73.

Railway tie. F. C. Shearer. No. 1,229,153; June 5; v
239 ; p. 201.

Rallway-tle. F. C. Shearer. No. 1,229,154; June 5; v
239: p. 201.

Railway tie. W. Wadsworth. No. 1,229,832; Juno 12
V. 239 : p. 541.

Rallway-tle an<l fastener. W. C. and L. D. Gregg No
1,230,703; June 19; V. 239; p. 864.

^^'

Rallway-tle, Metallic. (J. R. Reeves. No. 1,231,427 ; June
20; V. 2.39; p. 1147.

Rallway-tongs. C. H. Luthman. No. 1,231,035; June 26 •

V. 2.39; p. 1015.
Rallway-trafflcconfrol apparatus. J. P. Coleman. No

1.2.30,808 : June 26 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 957.
Railway-trains, Automatic brake-actuating device for. R.

Beloff^/No. 1,230,098: June 19; v. 239; p. 002.
Rallwa.t^. Coupling device or apparatus for the vestibules

or irnngways of corridor rolling-stock for. W. G.
Stephenson. No. 1,228.016; June 5; v. 239: p. 82.

Railways. Electrical bond for. F. W. Walker. No.
I,230.!i44; June 19; v. 239; p. 812.

Railways, Permanent way of. H. A. Rugeronl. No,
1.231.432 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1148.

Rake : See—
Hay-rake.

Rake cleaner. <}. E. Burdett. No. 1,230.664; June 19;
V. 239 : p. 8.12.

Range. Combination coal and gas. M. R. Ivehman. No.
1.231.391 : June 20; v. 239; p. 1134.

Range. Combination cooking-. W. F. Spletb. No
1.231.087 ; June 26; v. 239 ; p. 1033.

Range-finders, Optical adjuster for. A. Barr and W.
Stroud. No. 1.229.209 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 330.

Range, (Jas . H. W. Hunter and M. W. I^ongfellow. No.
1.230,408 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 7«.'».

Ray-fllter holder. F. W. Barnes. No. 1,228.389; June 5;
V. 2.39 ; p. 5.

Ray-protector. J. Smith. No. 1.231.213; June 26; v.
239 ; p. 1076.

Rasor. H. D. Sterrlck. No. 1.231.215 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ;

p. 1076.
Razor blades. Combined handle and receptacle for safety-.
W. K. OKeilly. No. 1.228.098: June 5: v. 239: p. 110.

Razor. Safety-. F. F. Dorsey. No. 1.230.8.33; June 19;
v. 239 : p. 906.

Razor-stropper. B. Trosky. No. 1,229,826; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 538.
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K^-ainrs. Switch-controlllDK mechanism for self-rake. L.
Ilolland-L^tz. No. 1.229.616; June 12; v. 239; p. 469.

RecepUcle. C. W. Headley. No. 1.231.022; June 26;
V. ZAv ; p. lull.

Kir,.pta<le. C. W. Robison. No. 1.228,824; June 5: t.
2:J» ; p. 153.

Receptarle-closurp look. Q. R. Napier. No. 1.230.316;
June 19 ; V. 239 ; p. 736.

Reivptacle HlllnK machine. C. Drolet, Sr. No. 1.228.416;
June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 14.

^*^"2?°K;*'^a}f- I- V. Myers. No. 1,231.414; June 26;

Recording apparatus. J. W. Cllse. No. 1.230.997; June
26; V. 2.59; p. 1003.

Recording apparatus. Driving mechanism for. J T
Wallls. No. 1,228,7J4 : June 5; v. 239: p 119

^TJa^^.^'^'^Sl.^-
^- ^-""PP- ^'o- 1.229.757; June 12; t.

Re«i : Ke©—
KlshinK-re«l. : Wlre-rt-et,
Hose-reel.

Reel. H. p. Allen. No. 1.229.697; June 12; '. 239;
p. 495.

Retlector. T. B. Dixon. No. 1,229,420 ; Jane 12 ; v. 239 •

p. 402.
Refracjometer. O. W. Moffitt. No. 1.230,754 : June 19 ;

R<''rlgerating. W. T. Hoofnagle. No. 1,230,482 ; June

Refrigerating" apparatus. W. T. Hoofnagle. No
1.2A0.483

: Jun.- 19 : v. 239 : p. 791.
Refrigerating appliance. R. J. Scott. No. 1,230,230-
June 19 ; v. 239

; p. 708.
Refrigeration, Ammonia -pump mechanism for F M

(;.l.s»'ndorff. No. 1.231.618; June 26; v. 2.39; p 1174'
Refrigerator. H. C. Leonard. No. 1.230.179; June 19;

Refrigerator. J.E. Stafford, W. D. Ingram, and H CGordon. No. 1,231,088 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1034
Register : .^ee

—

rash-register.
Register. M. N. Schneider. No. 1.230,331 ; June 19 ; t.

Register actuating ni<>chanlsm. S. Loe. No. 1,229 301 •

June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 361.
Regulator : S^ec—

Voltage-regulator. Window-regulator.
R«'|«.V;.^Kl«'Ctrl<^nL E. O. MOller. No. 1,231,048 ; June 26

;

Relay. Knife switch. W. Kalsllng. No. 1,228,778; June
V I V. ^09 \ p. 13o.

Relay. Tiiiie limit. C A. Hurnham. No. 1.230.063 ; June
12 : V. 239 : p. 013.

Repeater system. Non-groundwl. E. D. Fales, No
1.229, r.9(5; June 12; v. 2^; p. 461.

Replacement process. G. Moore. No. 1,231,410 ; June 26 •

V. 2.S9 ; p. 1141. '

Replacing and thickening apparatus. G. Moore. No
1.231.409: June 26; V. 2.'?9r p. 1141

Resilient wheel. L. B. Carris. 1,229.412; June 12* v
239 : p. 399.

"c ** .
y.

Resilient wheel. W. J. Faber. No. 1.231.343; June 26;
V. ..{v ; p. 1118.

Resilient wheel. J
V. 239 ; p. Srt3.

Resilient wheel. W. C. Kompart. No. 1.229.095; June
t V. ^o<7 \ p. 242.

Resilient wheel. C. Nelmeyer. No. 1,228,809; June 6-
V. 239 ; p. 149. '

Resin and making the saqie. Artificial. B. B. Goldsmith
No. 1.230,829: June 19; v. 239: p 90,'>

""'usmnn-

Respirator. R. Donald. No. 1,229,050; June 5; v. 239;

Restraining device. E. j. Colbourn. No. 1229 717-
June 12, V. 239: p. 501.

*.-6^».ixi .

^etainlng-walls, wharfs, and piers. Works such as S L
Ravier. No. 1.231.426; June 26; v. 239; p 1147 '

aetanling device. W. Slmonsson. No. 1.230,932 ; June

^^^^^h^^^^^^I^^- G- Merkel. No. 1.228,942; Jane 6:
V. 2.39 : p. 191.

Revetment-mats. .Apparatus for launching. D M Shearer
No. 1.229.152 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 261

°i««r«r.

{-volvors. Cartridge pack for. J. H. Wesson. No
1,231,106; June 28; v. 239; p. 1040.

levolvers. Loading-pack for. J. H. W»88on No
1.228.505 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 45.

'

levolvlni: chiiir. _^C. J. Travers. No. 1.230,239; June

Rheostat. T. Rhodus. No. 1,230,221 ; June 19 ; v 239 •

p. 705
Rifle-barrel. B. Holter. No. 1,230,712 ; June 19 •

2.39 : p. 867. . ».

ilm clamping device. S. R. McKay. No. 1,228.796 •

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 144.
Rim. Demountable. E. R. Maurer. No. 1,228.941 : Jane

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 191. *
'

Rim lock. Demountable-. B. Llndberg. No. 1 280 182 -

June 19 : v. 239 : p. 692.
.*ov,xo.6 ,

Rims. Means for expanding and contrartlng demountable
J. H. Wagenhorst. No. 1,230,543 ; June 19 • v 239 •

p. 811.
ding: Seth—

Binder-ring. Packing-ring.
Flnger-rlng.

Gibson. No. 1,230,699 ; June 19 ;

Rivet-heating furnace. W. H
June 26; v. 239; p. 1171.

Rivet-setting device. J. N.
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 620.

Rivet -sticker. A. Claiborne.
V. 239 ; p. 819.

Riveting apparatus. Electric.
- No. 14.319; June 19; v. 239
Road-dresHlng ma<-hine. A E
June 12 : v. 239 : p. 4.39.

Road-flniahing machine. E. H
« June 5; v. 239: p. 149.
Rock shaft. R. D. Grant.
239 ; p. ;i0<i9.

ichment. W. H.
V. 239; p. 1055

lair. V. Albano.
}45.

Diffendall. No.

Newsom. No.

No. 1,230.563 ;

F. P. Kol)ert.
; p. 909.
Schenck. No.

1.231.5U7 ;

1.230,082 ;

June 19;

(ReiMoe.)

1,229,529 :

1.228.811

;

H. Newman. No

No. 1,231.015; June 26; t.

Oerrard, Jr. No. 1,231.151;

No. 1.230.642; June 19; r.

Radiu8-ro4l.
No. 1.230.814 June 19

No. 1.231,479; June

Puddle billet. D.
; V. 239 ; p. 35.V

Metz. No. 1,229.497

Kauffman. Sr.

June 12 ; .
Hawthorne. No. 1,228.433 ; Jane B ;

M. Lane. No. 1.229.480; June

J. Lally. No.

1.230,396; June

June 12

;

\.. Brown. No.

•No. 1.229.949

Jnne

1.231,328;

June 12;

Rocker at
June 2

Ro<klng-c
239 ; p.

Rod / 8e
Fishing rod.

Rod holding tool. E. Smith.
V 239 : p. 901.

Roll-locatlna device. C. Blomer.
26; . 289; p. 1163.

Roller : 8fe—
Shade-roller.

Rolling and finishing mill
.No. 1.229,283 ; June 12

Rolling, Art of. N.
2.39 : p. 427.

Rolling-mill. C. W.
V. 239 ; p. 20.

Rolling spring metal.
12 : V. 2.39 ; p. 422.

Rolls. Cleaning and straightening.
1.230.584 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 826.

Rooting. Composite. F. L. Foster. No
19; V. 239; p. 761.

Rotary drier. N. M. Rosendahl. No. 1.229.524
V. 239 : p. 437.

Rotary engine. B. F. Augustine. No. 1,229.6»I9
12; V. 289; p. 4.'i.3.

Rotary engine. C. W. and W
June 26; v. 239; p. 1113.

Rotary engine. E. Harrlgan
V. 239 : p. 578.

Rotary en^ne. A. J. Howd. No.
239 ; p. 271.

Rotary engine. H. A. Myers. .No
V. •i.39: p. 478.

Rotary elastic-fluid engine. W. H. Seddon
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1150.

Rotary engine. E. W. Prtgan. No. 1,230.923 ; June
V. 239 ; p. 975.

Rotary exploalve-englne. A, W. Bruce. No. 1.228.401

:

June 6 ; t. 289 ; p. 9.
. . » ,

Rotary gas-engine. G. S. Dawe. No. 1,229,590; June 12*
v\. 2.39 : p. 459. '

Rotary Internal-combustion engine. H. C. Well No
1.229.001 ; June 5 ; . 239 ; p. 211.

Rowhoat motor. Detachable. C. J. Meyer No 1 ''31 046
June 26; v. 239; p. 1019. '

'

Rubber and pro<lu< Ing the same. Vuleanlzed E. De
Meeus. No. 1.229.724; June 12; v. 239; p 503

Rubber fabric and producing the same, Ponms A ILKempel. No. 1.229,284; June 12: v. 239; p '356
"

Rubber footwear. Apparatus for treating. A A. Olldden
?• ^- o^™*°,-„i°^ O- ^- *'*°<^*>. .No. 1,2^8.904; June
o ; v. Zav ; p. 180.

Rubber heels or .soles. Manufacturing. F. D Philn
1.2.30.510: June 19; v. 239: p. 800.

^
^^i^^^A Impregnating fabrlca with. 1. S. McGlehan

1.228,458 ; June 6 ; v. 239
; p. 28.

Rubber tub«'s. .Machine for wrapping. I Zwlsler
1.2.30.262 : Jnne 19 ; v. 239 : p. YlR

Rubber-receptacle. 8. Bragman and S
1.228,396; June 5; t. 239; p. 7.

Sack hoMer and weigher. Combined
1.230.7.34 ; June 19 : v. 239 : p. 874.

June 12

1,229.179 ; June 6

. 1,229,643

No. 1,231.437

1.230.923

T,

2G

W. Kepllnger.

'. N. Best. No.

W. A. ColUngB.

No.

Wagrelch.

A. Lilja.

1,230.411 :

No

No.

No.

No.

No.

1.228.523 ; June 6 ;

No. 1,228.409 ; June

Sad-iron heater. (;.

19 ; V. 239: p. 766
Safe, Provision-. W

v. 239 ; p. 51.
Safety-blade knife.

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 12.
Safety pin machine. W

.Tune 5 : v. 2.39 : p. 93.
Safety siiraal. C. R. Funk and L. H. Smith.

June 12; v. 239 : p. 572.
Safety switch. A. K. Sutherland. No. 1,229,1S&-

V. 239 : p. 272. 'V
Sand, gravel. Ac. drier W. \l. Dance. No
June 19 : V. 239 : p. 858.

Sand-screen, Revolving. F

Jane

A. Courtland. No. 1.228,661

No. 1,229,981

June 5

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1043.
5. Arndt.

Behrlnger.Sandpapering machine. G.
June 5 : v. 239 ; p. .50.

Sanitary bin for grocers. Ac, Automatic.
J. L. Best. No. 1.229,100 ; June 5 : .

Sash control. J. D. Coogle. No
V. 2.39 ; p. 338.

Sash-spring. H. H. Schroyer.
p. 2.39 : p. 4.39.

Sash. Winnow-. H. P. Porter
T. 239 ; p. 801.

No.

No.

1.230.684

1.231,118;

1.228.520

G. C. Lents and
2.39 : p. 243.

: Jnne 12:

No.

No.

1.229.234

1.229.531

1,230,514

June 12;

June 19;
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Carlson. No. 1,230,275 ; June 19 ; t.

No. 1.281.190; June 26;

Seiln. No. 1,230.805 ; June

No. 1.228.728; June 5; v.

No. 1,230,166; June 19; v.

O. S. Tyler. No.

U. Briggs. No.

H. C. Harris. No.

Huntington.

W. M.

No.

C. O.
1059.

\^

Saw, Band . J. A
239 : p. "23.

Saw. Chain. W. Peterson
V. 239 ; p. 1068.

Saw-clamp, Collapsible. A.
19 ; V. •-:39

; p. 897.
Saw. Ihido. V. E. White.

2rut : p. 120.
Saw-gage. R. C. Hunger.

239 ; p. 086.
Saw leveling and stretching machine.

1.228.'.t90: June 5: v. 2.{9 ; p. 207.
Saw machine, Reciprocating-. A.

1.230.991 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1000
Saw set ami sliarpener, Conibinatlon.

1.2l'9.45o: June 12; v. 2.t9 : p. 412.
Sawmill carriage knees. Underdog for.

No. 1.2:51.161; June 20; v. 239; p
Sawmill set works. Meihanism for operating. '

Wilkin. N<i. 1.230,969 ; June 26 ; v. "239
; p. 992.

Scaffold - hoisting apparatus. J. E. Goodwill.
1.231,014; June 26; v. 2.39; p. Io08.

Scale. F. X. IHun. No. l,231.oo3; June 26; t. 289;
p. 1005.

Scale. Automatic. J. 11. A. Bouslleld. No. 1,230,851;
June 26,; v. 239 ; p. 953.

.Scale. C. II. Mapgood. No. 1,229,449 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

p. 411.
Scale. L. Jaenlchen. No. 1.228.1>27 : June 5; v. 239;

p. 187.
Scale construction. J. H. A. Bousfleld. No. 1,229,215;
June 12; v. 239; p. 332.

Scale for (leterinliilng ^pcclfl^ ;:rnvltles. M. Munzner.
No. 1.2-29.041; June 12; v. 239; p. 477.

Scale, Platform-. M. J. Neary, N«>. 1,229,310; June 12;
V. 2.39 ; p. 365.

Scale, Spring balance. D. L. Falrchlld. No. 1.229,249;
June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 344.

Scoop-out bin. E. F. Schnuck and R. and W. G. Burns.
No. 1.'22S.8.'13 ; June 5: v. 2.39: p. \Tu.

Egan. No. 1.228.890; June .1; v. 239;

A. E. Hunt. No. 1,228.559: Jiine 5;

Scraper. J. W.
p. 175.

Scraper, Track-.
V. 239 ; p. 63.

Screen : Krc

—

Door-screen.
Sand-screen.

Screening or separating machine
1.2-_'9.H10; June 12; v. 239; p.

Screening or separating machine.
1.229.811 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p.

Screening or separating machine.
1.229.812: June V2 \ v. 2.!» ; p.

Screening or separating mH< bine.
1.2-29.81.-! : June 12 : v. 239 ; p.

Screening <>r separating machine.
1.229.A14: June 12; v. 2:{9 ; p. 534.

Screening or separating machine. T. J
1.229.81ft: June 12; v. 2.'{9

: p.
Screening <>r separating machine.

1.229,.»?1«; June 12; v. 239: p.
Screening or separating machine.

1.2-J9.S17; June 12: v. 239; p. 5.35.
Screening or separating machine. T. J.

~~ 1.229.818; June 12; v. 239; p. 536.
T. L.

v. 239
achines.

Window or door screen.
Window-screen.

T. J. Sturtevant.
533.
T. J. Sturtevant.

533.
T. J. Sturtevant.

5.34.

T. J. Sturtevant.
634.

Sturtevant.T. J.

535.
T. J.

5.35.

T. J.

Sturtevant.

Sturtevant.

Sturtevant.

.Sturtevant.

Screening or separating machin*'
vant. No. 1.229.809 ; June 1

Screening
for. T.
p. 530.

Screening
for. T.
p. 537.

Screening
for. T.
p. 537.

Screw. «;. W
239 : p. 460.

ScrcM'-anchor J.
v. 239 : p. S,32.

Si-rew-drlver. A.
23!» : p. 6S9.

Screw-driver. C.
2.39 : p. 527.

Screw-jack. G.

or separating,
J. Sturtevant

or separating
J. Sturtevant.

«ir separating
J. Sturtevant.

and T. J.

p. 532
Sturte-

Whiteman. .No. 1,229.600; June 12; v.

Richmond. No. 1.230,603 ; June 19

:

Krenier. No. 1.230.173; June 19; v.

-\. Ryan. .No. 1.229.793; June 12; v.

E. Miller and E. B. Cantrell. No.
. 192.

Scrubbing and mopping machine. Combination. F. Olan-
iler. .No. 1.229,04S; June 12

No.

for bottle-stoppers. J
1.230.594 : June 19 ; v. 239

Sealing receptacles. Machine
1.230.849 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ;

Senm-<lampening machine, n.
June .1 : v. 239; p. 107.

Seat: 8e«

—

Car-aeaL
Collnpslhle seat.

p. 829.
for. I

p. 952.
C.

Spring-aeat.

Seat. B. Schecbter. No.
p. 107fe.

Seating,! Sheet-metal. G.
June 26; v. 239; p. 985.

Secondary or storage battery.
June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 76f».

No.,

No.

No.

No.

No.:

No.'

No.

No.

No.

jjnachlnes. Jarring mechanism
^1^. I.r29.819 ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 ;

machines. Jarring mechanism
No. 1.229.820 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

machines. Jarring mechanism
No. 1.229.821 ; June 12 ; v. 239 :

Miller and E.
1.228,943 : June 5 : v. 239 • p. 192.

hlne. Combination,
v. 2.39 ; p. 479.

Scrubbing device. J. PuchalskI and P. Klelkowlcz.
1 229.136: .lune .'• : v. 2.39; p. 250.

Seal. Car-. F. Strahm. No. 1.231.216; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1077.

Seal presses. Treadle-operated mechanism for. P. Leo.
No. 1.228,934; June 5: v. 239: p. 189.

Seal. Silo-. F. B. Crawford. No. 1,229.040. June 5;
v. 2.39 : p. 22.3.

Sealinp-dlsk Neumann. No.

J. ^ucher. No.

Miller. No. 1.228,689;

1,231.205; Jane 26

M. Turner.

B. Ford.

. 289;

1.230.948

;

No. 1,230,393;

No

A. Revert.Sectlbnal tie.

239; p. 1147.
Seed-savim; machine.
June 12 ; v. 239; p

Speeding attachment.
1,22§..342: June 12

W. J
563.
J. B.

No. 1.231,428; June 26; v.

. Blakeslee. No. 1.229.870;

Steele and H} Folli^. No.

Patrlc. No.
V. 239 : p. 376.

Seeding nuichlnes. Furrowopener for. C. E.
1.229,194 ; June .S ; v. 239 ; p. 270.

Semaphore-arm. W. A. Dunlap. No. 1,231,244 ; June 26

;

V. 239; .p. 1085.
Semaphore-Instructor. J. E. Meyers

12 ; V. 239 ; u. 476.
.^cparatlng-nia chine. Liquid

No. 1,230.001 : June 19 ; v
Separation of flnely-ilivide<l

foreign matters. B.
19 : v. 239 : p. 805.

Separator ; See—
Oil -separator.
Ore-separator.

Separator. H. M, Hoel

centrifugal.
239 ; p. 831.
substances from

No. 1.229,638; June

F. A. R*^ce.

coarse and
Schwerln. No. 1,230,524; June

rtall-separator.

and E. A. Shew. No. 1.231,158

;

1.230,784 ; June 19 ; v. 289
1057

ce. No,
June 26; v. 239: p.

Separator. R. 11. Rio
p. S91.

Separator. E. M. Stewart au<l II. II.

1.229.542: June 12; V. 239; p. 443.
Separator and amalgamator. A. P.- Palmer
June 20; v. 239 ; p. 1145.

Sewed articles, Overseam for. C.
1.228,873 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 171.

McKenna. No.

No.

E.

Sewing appliance. S. D. Jackson. No.
12; v. 239; p. 582.

Sewingmachine. J. W. Gurley. No.
v. 23!t ; p. 346.

Sewing-machine. P. Rasmussen and
1.228.9G6; June 6.; v. 239; p. 199.

Sewlng-mai hlne. \. R. Schoenkv.
12 ; v. 2:19 ; p. 370.

Sewing-machine, nilndstlt^h. T. J. Hayes.
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 083.

Sewing nia<hlne feeding mechanism. J. Berger,
1.228,39.3 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p 6.

Sewing - machine feeding mechanism. H. Corrall. No.
1.2ai.i:H3; June 26; v. 239; p. 1049. *

i<ewiug-nnichlne folder. H. Rubin. No. 1.230.0.36; June

1,231,420

;

Bentley. No.

1,229,903; June

1,229,256; June 12;

M. F. Goularte. No.

No. 1,229,328; June

No. 1,230,159 :

Jr. No.

12 ; v. 239 : p. 604.
Sewing-machine loopcr

Wels. No. 1.2.30..355
Sewing-machine rufller.

June 26; v. 239; p. 1061.

mechanism. J. P.
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p.
J. D. Karle. No.

and A. H.
749.
1.231,170;

W. Weiss. No.

L. Bar-

Moffatt.

Scw^lng - machine spool - holder. O.
1.228.623 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 85.

Sewing machine-thread-cutting mechanism. W.
ron. No. 1.228.871 ; June 5 : v. 239; p. 170.

Sewing-machine trimming iiiec baulsm. J. R.
No. 1.230.753 : June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 880.

Sewing-machine work-clamp. A. R. Wood. No. 1,228,803 ;

June 5; v. 239; p. 167.
Sewing-machines, Needle and pin cnshion attachment for.

C. S. Davis. No. 1.231.503; June 26; v. 239; p. 1170.
Sewing machines. Renewable throat-plate for. A. H.

Wels. No. 1.230.354; June 19; v. 239; p. 749.
Sewing-machines. Strip-feeding method for, J. P. Wels.

No. 1.231.542 ; June 26 ; v. 239
; p. 1182.

Sewing machines. *cc., Transmission for power table. O.
E. Molyneu.x. No. 1,230,919; June 26: v. 239; p. 974.

S«'wlng - macblnes. t>pc - writers, &c.. Cabinet for. O.
Klimo. No. 1.229.620; June 12: v. 239: p. 470.

Shade and curtain fixture, .Adjustable. A. C. Clugston.
No. 1,231,496; June 26; v. 239: p. 116S.

Shade-bracket And curtain-support. Adjustable. M. T.
48.p. i

1.231,441;

1.229,074
;

1.230,611 ; June 19

Wight. No.

June 19 r

1.228,861 ;

Anderson. No. 1.228;514 ; June 5; v. 239
Shade bracket. Window-. H. W. Smith. No.
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1151.

Shade holder. Window-. E. G. Harrison. No.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 234.

Shade roller. .\. J. Souders. No.
v. 2.39 : p. 835. >

Shade. Window-. L. H. Boch. No. 1,230,209
v. 2.39 ; p. 721.

Shaft-bearing lulirlcator. A. P.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 166.

Shaft-bearings and the like. Tool for alining and finishing.
A. A. Marten. (Reissue.) No. 14,311; June 5; v.
239 D 283

Shaft-coupling. H. P. Arndt. No. 1,230,646 ; June 19

;

V. 239 : p. 846.
Shaft-coupling, Flexible. K. C. Gardner. No. 1.231,249 :

June 2ft; v. 239; p. 1087.
Shaft, Flexibly. C. F. Hotchkiss. No. 1,228.439; June

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 22.
Shafting-cleaning device. A. H. Townlev. No. 1.230.629 :

Jnne 19; v. 2.39; p. 841.
Sharpener. Drill-. S. Horvath. No. 1.231.258 ; June 26

;

V. 239 ; p. 1090.
Sharpener. Mower-knife. W. T. Batcher. No, 1,228,408

;

June 5 ; t. 239 ; p. 10.
Shar(>ening device. H. C. Strack. No. 1.229.668; June

12 ; V. 239 ; p. 485.
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;

J.

Sharpening «lt'vlc«', Itesor-. P. J. Kaltpyer.
Jun*- 1»; V. 23!) ; p. H68.

8barp«>oiug the teeth of sickle-bars. Apparatus for
ITlel. No. 1.231.425: June 26; v. 239: p. 1146.

Sba%'ings, Apparatu.o for making (orruKated and creased
wiMxIeii. A. L. Ilellermaun. No. 1.229,747; June 12;
V. 23!): p. 511.

Shears : See—
Power-operated ebears.

Sheais. FeediUK mechanism for metal-cutting. V. E.
E.lwards. No. 1,228.543: June 5: v. 239; p. 58.

L. Lellich and J. P. Burger.
239 ; p. 188.
UnruL. No. 1.230.242 ;

Schuchart.

Sheet-delivery means. H
No. 1,228.933 ; June 5 ; v

Sheet hohler. II. W. Von
19; V. 239 : p. 712.

Sheet Interfoldlni; machine. P. A.
1,228,835 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 158.

Sheet interleaving mechanism. II. P. Hrown and t
Johnston. No. 1,228,400; June 5 ; v. 239; p. 9.

Sheet material. Press for cutting or punching. A
Schoenky. No. 1,228.834; June 5; v. 239; p. 157.

Shelf in*rker. H. M. Benedict. No. 1.230.653; June
v. 2:!t» ; p. S4S.

"

No. 1.229.506;

June

No.

:. L.

i. R.

19;

J. Pail. Jr.

1.230.653

June 12: v. 239; p.

No. 1.229,049; JuDe

V. E. Pr«ot. No. 1,228.598

;

A.

R.

for

Kallln.

Chlkott.

ralsini

No. 1,231.232; June 26;

No. 1.229.413; June 12;

E. S. Hayford.

1.228,983; June 6;

No. 1.231.079 ; June

1.2.W.496; June 19;

1.230.938; June

1 .230.352 ; June

H. Schmidt.

No. 1,231.195;

June 12 ; v.

26;

19;

No.

H.

June

June

239

239

Shell.
430

Shell. Explosive-. E. S. Dlsslnger.
6 ; V. 239 ; p. 226.

Shell flnlshing machine.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 76

Sheller : Nre—
Peanut shelter.

Ship bulldfng. F.
V. 239: p. 1081.

Ship (jonstruction.
v. L'."?!) : p. 4(K».

Ships. .Apparatu.s for raising sunken.
No. 1.228.914 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 184.

Ships" logs. Means for operatiiij;. (i. E. Robertson. No.
1.230.22.'.: .liine 10: v. 2:i9 : p. 70«.

Ships. Ventilator-cowl for. J. Jenkins. No. 1.228.677

;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 103.
Shipping <ase A. Benson. No. 1.230.985; June 26; .

2:v.» : p. 90S.
Shipping Jack. J. W. Souther. No

V. 239 ; p. 205.
Shipping receptacle. C. R. Smith.

2« : v. 235t ; p. lO.'.o.

Sho( k-absorber. .1. M. McCool. No.
v. 2:i9 : p. 7n.'>.

Shock absorber. H. B. Snell. No.
V. 2.39: p. 981.

Shock absorber. J. W. Watson. No
v. 2:U» : p. 748.

Shock-absorbing mechanism. E.
1.228.831 ; June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 156.

Sbock-absorbing mechanism for railway-cars. E
Schmidt. No. 1.228.830; June 5; v. 239; p. 156.

Shock or bundle tier. C. G. Fravel. No. 1.2.30.30

19: V. 2.30 : p. 761.
Shocking ma<hlne. C

26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1069
Shoe. J. Cavjiiiegh.

p. 458.
Shoe. \. M. Preiizel.

p. 703.
Shoe. Athletic. N. B.

V. 2.39; p. .354.

Shoe. Bathing-. B. Troutt
239; p. 118.

Shoe 'ollar. V. R. I>onlsthorpe
1.220.913: June 12: v. 239; p

Shoe constru<-tlon. M. W
V. 2::9 : p. 789.

Shoe-fnsteiilne. Z.

v. 239 ; p. 810.
Shoe-mai hine support. C. A. Hamel and

No. 1.229.609: .June 12; v. 239: p. 4«6.
Shoe polishing npparatus. A. C. Erlckson. No
June 19: V. 239: p. 822.

Shoe-pollshlng machine. W. C. Schade. No.
June 12 : V. 2.39 ; p. 605.

Shoe-removing device. Animal
Smith. No. 1.231.097: .lune

Shoe-stretcher. C. <i. Marker.
V. 239 : p. 592.

Shoes and wedges, Device for laying off. J
No. 1.2.30.418: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 768.

Shoes. Combined tongue and lace protector for.

Gomes. No. 1.229.940: June 12; v. 239; p. 575.
Shoes. Constructing moccasin . H. E. Merrill. No

1.231.183; June '26 : v. 2:^9; p. 1065.
Shoes. Makinc. C. Tweedle. No. 1.230,954

V. 2.39 : p. 087.
Shoes. Making welt-. O. E. Hedlund.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 235.

Shoes. Manufa<tnrlng. J. Cavanagh.
June 12 : v. 239; p. 330.

Shoes. Refiiovable spur for. C. G. Clifford
J\ine 10 : V. 2:?0 ; p. 67o.

Shoemaker's tool. M. L. Dodge. No. 1.228.761 ; June
6 ; v. 239 ; p. 132.

Shovel : fir'-—
Hand opersteil shovel.

Show <ase. J. S. (Jeesy. No. 1.229,062 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

p. 230.

No.

C. G. Fravel.

, R. Raney.

No. 1.229.585

No. 1.2.30.216; June 19

Johnson. No. 1.229.278 : June 12

1,228,720 ; June 5 ; ^

and A. Coltman. No
566.

Greer. No. 1.230.478 ; June 19

Suzuki. No. 1.2.30.538; June 19

F. E. Valols

1.230.572

1.230,039

J. J. R. Tate
20 : V. 2.39 ; p.
No. 1.229.998

No.

No.

No.

and N
1037.
: June 12

D. Logan

J

June 26

1,229.077

1.229.227

1.230,118

Show jar. Transparent. K. Panay. No. 1,228.478; June
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 34.

.Shrapnel luadtng machine. P. Stepanoff. No. 1.229.006;
Jun. 12 : V. 239 ; p. 4K5.

Shuttle motion and carrier. R. Krenz. No. l^Sl.oSO;
June 2<; : V. 239 ; p. 11 so. W

Shuttle tension. F. Renso. No. 1,228,479; June 8; T.

239 ; p. 30.
.><hiittles. Tension devi<4> for. J. C. Shambow. No.

1.23o..'>25: .Inne l>.» ; v. 2:»t
: p. so.l.

Sickle bar. II. H. Ko<ins. No. 1.231.174; Jane 26; t.

239 ; p. 1063.
Sickle for mowingmachines anil the like. J. C. Alford.

No. 1.231.111 : June 2«'. ; v. 2.39; p lo42.
.Sifter. Aah-. J. M. Colllna. No. 1.229,033; June 6; T.

239; p. 221.
Sifter, Ash-. M. Kamensteln. No. 1,228.779; June 6;

v. 239 ; p. 138.
Sifting iiiHcbine. Portal'le sand . C H. Green. No.

1.230.477 : June 19 : v. 2.39 : p. 789.
Sign. Changeable. W. L. Clark. No. 1.229.716; June

12 : v. 239: p. 501.
Sign. Changeable electric. T. C. Hansen. No. 1.230.403;

June 19: V. 2:*.9
: p. 763.

Sign character. II. F. Anderson. No. 1,230.044 ; June 19

;

V. 2:i9 : p. 846. .

Sign-holder. Extensible. W. J. Damarln. No. l,22t.80T;
June 12 : V. 239

; p. 661.
Sign. Illuminated. F. W. Wilson. No. 1,228.507 ; June

5 : V. 239 ; p. 45.
Signal : Sef—

Automobile direction - sig Safety signal.

I

nal. VeJible signal.

Engl leer's cab-signal. Wigwag signal.

Railway-signal.
Signal. J. Shidet. No. 1.230.810: June 19; v. 239;

( p. 899.
I Signal and license - plate. Comblne<l. E. Llbby. No.
' 1.229.483: June 12: v. 239: p. 4'23.

Signal device. Acoustic W. P. Keiboldt find F. W. P.eyen.

No. 1.2:10.602 : June 19; v. 2:<9 ; p. 832.^
Signal system. Cab-. R. J. Ilewett. No. 1.229.957 ; June

12 : V. 239: p. 580.

I
Slgnnls given on the line. Device for rep<atlng on the

' engine the. C. Chevallier. No. 1.2.30.671; June 19;
V. 2.39 : p. S.53.

Signaling iippar:itns. O. A. Cole. No. 1.231.331 ; Jnne
2t; : V. 2.39 : p. 1114.

Signaling apparatus. Selective. L. M. Potts. No.
1.229.201 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 278. _ ,

Signaling device. J. P. McBrlde. No. 1,231,179 ; June
2r. : V. 239 : p. 1064

i

Signaling device. C. Relnker. No. 1,231,298; June 26;
V. 239: p. 1103.

Signaling devite. Electric. G. W. Comer. No. 1.229,035 :

i
June 5; T. 239; p. 222.

Signaling svstem. Klectric. H. Ilubbell. No. 1.229.463:
.luue 12 :" V. 239 ; p. 416.

Silencer. J. Flockhart. No. 1,229.434: June 12; t. 239;
p. 406.

Silica. Treating. I. Rosenblum. No. 1.229.324; June 12;
V. 239 : p. 369.

Silk and other threads. Apparatus for treating artificial.

M. Llnfoot. No. 1.229.101; June 5; v. 239; p. 244.

Silk 'and similar material, Apparatus for holding. C.
PIva. No. 1.230.511 : June 19; v. 239: p. 801.

Silk filaments and silk fabrics In form of hanks. Apparatus
for the weighting of. P. Schmld. No. 1,231.430;
June 26: V. 239; p. 1150.

Silk. Producing artlttdal. K. Klshl. No. 1.231.172;
June 26; v. 239 ; p. 1062.

Silos. Ijidder device for. J. F. McGaffee. No. 1.231.037 ;

June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1016.
Sine bar. F. Muller. No. 1,231.185; June 26; t. 239;
p 1066.

Siphon. H. L. Wilson. No. 1.230,971 ; June 26 : r. 239 :

p. 993.
Siphon. Tank . P. Co|* and W. E. Wine. No. 1.229.720 ;

June 12: V. 2.39: p. 502.
Skate. Ice-. C. L. Falstrem and J. A. Bragg. No.

1.228.544 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 58.
I Skates. Stop mechanism for roller . A. O. Konletiky. No.
' 1.230,491 : June 19 : v.«3n ; p. 793.
I Skirt. Light proof and sanitary. S. Moscow. No.

I

1.228.807 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 : p. 148.

Skirt marker. E. M. Hitchcock and E. C. Holler. No.
I 1.229.958 ; June 12 : v. 2;<9 ; ik 680.
Skiving or trimming machines. Rotary cutter for. M. T.

' Denne. No. 1.230.875: June 20; v. 239: p. 900.
I Slack-adjuster. C. B. Alexander. .No. 1.229.855: Juna
' 12: V. 239: p. 548.
' Slags, Treating. J. B. Herreshoff, Jr. No. 1,231,349;

Jnne 26: v. 2.39; p. 1120.
Slate splitting tool. V. F. Lake. No. 1,229.622; June

12 ; V. 2.39 : p. 471.
Sleigh. C. L. Sheridan. No. 1.2.30.809: June 19; v. 239;

I p. 899. ^
Sleigh attachment. C. J. Pussner. No. 1,229,058 ; June

6 : V. 289 ; p. 229.
Sleigh. Motor . M. P. Marong. No. 1.229.999 ; June 12 ;

V 239: p. 592.
Slicing machine. W. R. Wolff and E. K. Hood. No.

1.228.509 : Jnne 5 : v. 239 : p. 46.
SUcing-ma'hines or the like. Gearing for. A. D. Marston.

No. 1,228.578 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 69.
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Slide-bolt
p. 20U

Sling tri

A. . Walters.

ng tripping device P.
1.2.3U..M5 : June 19 ; v. 2:i9 ; p. 802.

No. 1.228.996 ; Jane 5 ; v. 289 ;

Poteet and I>. F. Jeffrey. No.

S. H. Pudney. No.

No. 1.229.298 ; June 12 : v.

H. J. Long. No. 1,231,527 ;

Smoke-consumer and /uei-e<-onohdier.
1.230.776 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p. 889.

Smoke-house C. T. I^enike.
239; p. 301.

Snap control. Thermostatic.
June 20: V. 289; p. 1177.

Snap Safety-. A. F. Anderson. No. 1,228,513; June 5;
T. 239 ; p. 48

Snap^>.wltch. F. W. and W. A. Marschke. No. 1,229,085 ;

June 12; v. 289; p. 474
Snap switciies. I»ush button connection for. M. Guett.

No. 1.230.480; June 19: v. 239; p. 7t»0.

Snow guard. W. J. Balrd. No. 1.230.363; June 19; v.

2.39 : p. 752.
Snow plow. A. H. Tallyn. No. 1,230.622; Jane 19; v.

2.39 ; p. 8.39.

Snow shoe harneaa. O. C. Tuttle. No. 1,230,447; June
19 : v. 2:?9 ; p. 778.

Snubber. W. N. Barrett. No. 1,228 515 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

vp 4N.
Soap-dl.sueuslng device. Llcjubr. K. (i. Watrous. No.

1.229.556; June 12: v. 239; p. 448.
Sod remover. G. H. Payne. No. 1.230.320; June 19; v.

2.'{9
: p. 737.

liquors containing
Separating. 1. H.
1.230.162 : June 19 ;

liquors containing
Recovering. 1. B.
1.230.163 ; June 19

SiKliuui cblorld from
nitrate In solution.
J. L. (Jrlgiunl. No.

Sodium nitrate from
chlorid In solution.
J. L. Grlglonl. .No.

it and sodium
llubsbawui and
V. 239 ; p. 684.
it and sodium
llobsbuwrn and
V. 239 ; p. 685.

1,229,803; June 12; v.

E. Rascoe.

1.231.203 ;

Soll-tetiler. II. M. Spahr. No
2.39 : p. 5.30.

Soldiering Iron. Self heating. N. Martel and J
.No. 1,230.915: June 20; v. 239; p. 972.

Sole. Fleeced slipper . E W. Kelley. No.
June 20; v 2:f9 : p. 1091.

Sole gage for boots and shoes. J. J. Heys. No. 1.229.265 ;

June 12; V. 239; p. 349.
Solvent for acetyl cellulose and process. W. G. Lindsay.

.No. 1.229.487; June 12; V. 2.39; p. 424.
Sorting machine. G. W. Cox, Jr. No. 1,231,334; June

20 ; V. 2.39 : p. 1115.
Sound-absorbing material and making .same. J. Comerma.

.No. 1.2.'{o.38l : June 19; v. 239; p. 757.
Sound-producing devlc-e. E. C.
June 5 ; v. 2.'T9 ; p. 90.

Sound, Recording. R. L. Gibson.
v. TM : p. 179.

Sound-recording apparatus. R. L
Juue 5 ; v. 239; p. 179.

Sound reproducer. J. J. Comer
V. 2M ; p. 8.'V5.

Sonnd-reproduclng machine. H. T. Schlff
June 20; V. 239 : p. 1149.

Soun<l reproducing machine stop. F. A.

1.230,506 ; Juue 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 798.
Sound-reproducing styll. Cutter for. E. R.

1.229.409; June 12; v. 239;
Sound transmitting apparatus.

Jun*- 19; T. 239; p. 725.
Sound trnnsndttlng apparatus.

June 19; v. 239; p. 725.
W. Crowell.

Bayer. No. 1.228,039 ;

No. 1,228,901 ; June 5;

. Gibson. No. 1.228,902 :

iio. 1.230.676; June 19;

No. 1.231.435;

No.

419.
E. Coy.

No.

Spark 11 rrester. C
V. 23» : p. 459.

Spark-gap. C. E.

V. 2*19
; p. 1106.

Spark-plug. M. ti

239 ; p. 398
Spurk plug.

V. 239 ; p.
Spark plug.

p. 511.
Spark plug.

V. 2.39 ; p.
Spark plug.

V. 239 ; p.
Spark plug.

<;. L
727.

Campbell.

Bunnell.

Freeman,

M.
275
W.
190.
A.

L. Ilerz. No

. T. Mlnogue.

J. G'Gormao.

:3H : p. »i

irk plug.

Schmidt.

Schmidt.

No.

No.

No. 1.

Spark plug. A.
239 : p. S95.

Spark plug. A. Schmidt
p. h95.

Spark-plug. F. L. Sessions
V. 23U ; p. 38

Spark-plug and manufacturing the
No. 1.2i!8.7y7 ; June .'i : v. 239 ; d

Spark-plug for gaa-englnes. C.

Nolan.

Johnson

No. 1,230,280 ;

A. E. Coy. No. 1,2;{0.281

;

No. 1,229.588 ; June 12 ;

No. 1.231.489; June 20;

No. 1.229,409; June 12; v.

No. 1.230,287 ; June 19;

1.229.748 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

No. 1.229.193 ; June 5 ;

No. 1,228,958 ; June 5 ;

1,230,795 ; June 19

1,230,796; June 19

2.30,797 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

No. 1,228.487 : June 5 ;

F. M. Furber.

V.

T.

same
134.
R. No.'iparK-piug roi na-engl

1.228,628 ; June 6 : . 289
Spark retarder for Ford engines. W.

1.230.174: June 19; v. 239; p. 689.
Speed governor. T. V. Buckwalter. No

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 10.

Speed Indicating apparatus. H. E.
1.228.392 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 6.

Spike driving and drawing machine. Single-rail. W. B.
Halllwell. No. 1.231.2!-.3 ; June 26: v. 239: p. 1088.

Spindle and power-transmitting mechanism therefor. U.
L. Brown. No. 1.229.025: June 5; v. 239; p. 219.

Spinning and twtstlng machine. I... H. Horner. No.
1.2.30.300: June 19; v. 289: p. 731.

Winston.

G. Krouse.

1.228.402 ;

Belghlee.

No.

June

No.

Spinning and ttt-Istlng textile fibers. Device" for. V. B*-
langer. No. 1.230.097: June 19: v. 239 : p. 6<»2.

Sprayer. Liquid-. A. Mattern. No. 1,229.7'? 1 ; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 519.

Spraver. Pneumatic. H. L. Stevens. No. 1,229,.344

;

June 12 ; V. 2:{9
; p. 376.

Spraylng-roachlne. G. A. Urbacb. No. 1,231,222 ; Jane
26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1078.

Spring : Kee

—

Bed spring. Vehicle-spring.
Sash-spring.

Spring construction. L. A. Younj?. No. 1.230.260; June
19 : V. 239 ; p. 718.

Spring controller or governor. W. S. Miller. No.
1.228,944 ; June 6 ; v. 239 : p. 192.

Spring-hanger. J. A. Williams. No. 1.230.970; June 26;
V. 239 : p. 992.

Sprlng-le.nrtupering machine. F. B. Schuvler. No.
1.2.30..^23; June 19; v. 239: p. SO,",.

Spring-motor. H. F. Schrage. No. 1,228,975; June 5;
v. 289 ; p. 202.

Spring sent for disks. Coil-. M. E. Lind.skoog. No.
1.2'-M>.4S8 ; June 12 : v. 239 : p. 424.

Sprlng*tenslon mechanism. J. I,. Mauch. No. 1,230,195;
June 19 : V. 2.39 ; p. 69tJ.

Spring to varlou>! loads. Means for adjusting a' vehicle-.
J. F. (;oodwln No. 1.229,254 ; June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 346.

Spring wheel. J. T. Breen. No. 1.228.744; June 5: v.

239 ; p. 120.
Si>rlng-\xheel. T. J. Crowe. No. 1.229.892: June 12;

V. 2:t'.t : p r>fi(K

Spring wheel. <;. Hunter. No. 1.2*29.618; June 12; T.
2:19 ; p. -109.

Spring wli. el. A. P. Landoll. No. 1.231,389; June 26;
V. 239; p. 113::.

Springwb. .1. (;. I>apor4e. .So. 1.229,625; June 12; v.
2.'H9 : p. 471.

Sprinkler : Sri —
I Automatic sprinkler.

'

I Squar- . Adjustable T-. 8. C. Houu'hton. ' No. 1.230,901 ;

June 20 : V. 23'.t
; p. 968.

Squa#e-gage. B. S. Thompson. No. 1.230,627: June 19;
V. 239 ; p. 840.

Squares. Attachment for T-. E. J. Braasear. No.
1.231.120; June 20; v. 2.H9 ; p. 1045.

Sta«»ker. Hay-. II. W. Chllders. No. 1.229,031: June -6;
V. 2.'J9 ; p. 221.

Stacker. Ilav-. E. E. Parker. No. 1.229.507; June 12;
V. 2:19 ; p. 430. •

Stalrwav. Spiral. A. I>eclair. No. 1.229.482; June 12 ;

V. 23§ : p. 423.
Stamp, Hand. W. J. Denney. No. 1,231,505; June 26;

V. 2.39: p. 1171.
Stamp. Self Inking hand-. H. S. Folger and T. Ross.

No. 1.230.391 ; June 19: v. 2.^9: p. 759.
Stamp. Stencil. D. E. Rice. No. 1.230.783; June 19;

V. 239: p. 891.
Stamps. Inking pad for hand-. C. S. Ellis. No. 1,229.426 :

June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 4<»4.

Stampingmachines. Marking contrivance for roller. C.

Llndstrom. No. 1.230,495; June 19; v. 239; p. 795.
Stand : Scr—

Display-stand. Hammock-stand.
tiarment-Ptand.

Staple, Rope - handle - securing. H. Wegwart. No.
1,230.240 : June 19 : v. 2.39 : p. 713.

Starting mechanism. A. Loomis. No. 1.220.627; June
12 : V. 239 ; p. 472.

Starting switch. A.K.Sutherland. No. 1.229.670 ; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 486.

Statlonerv. C. C. Gruhlcr. No. 1.229,442; June 12;
V. 239 ; p. 408.

Stave-jotntlng machine. W. S. Minor. No. 1.229..307

;

June 12 : v. 239; p. ;W4. _
Steam generation. W. A. Bone, J. W. Wilson, and C. D.

M< Court. .N4j^ 1.2.30,990 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 999.
Steam-generator, Portable. J. R. Anderson. .No.

1.228.867 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 168,
Steam motor. E. W. Schuster. No. 1.231.207; June 26;

V. 2.39 : p. 1073.
Steam trap. C. E. Pagan. No. 1,231,144; June 26; v.

239 ; p. 1052.
Steel tie. J. U. Gideon. No. 1,228.903; Junt 5; v. 239;

p. 180.
Stwrlng-plllar, Hinged. F. H. Solomon. No. 1.230.528:
June 19; V. 239: p. 80<i.

Steering post brace. L. D. Walker. No. 1.2.30.245; June
19 ; V. 239 ; p. 713.

Steering-wheels, Electric beater for. E. J. Rohne. No.
1.230.788: June 19; v. 239; p. 89'.'.

Stereoptlcons. Apparatus for autoiuatically controlling.
I. A. Vandl and W. F. Fulkerson. No. 1,230,347;
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 746:

Stereoscope. H. W. Hales. No. 1,280,705: June 19; .
239 : p. so.%.

Stereotvpe-plate-borlng machines. Tool-setting device for.
L. II. Bechmau. No. 1,229.867; June 12; t. 23»

;

p. 5.52.

Stereotvpe-plnte-flnlshlng machine. Automatic. S. O.
Gos.s. No. 1.230..'t77; June 19: v. 239: p. 824.

i
Sterilization of liquids by ozone. Apparatus for. J. Stevnla.

I

NT) 1.228,712: June S; v. 239: p. 115.
• SteflUzer. P. Malcamp. No. 1.231,402 ; June 26 ; t.

I 239: p. 1138.
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1.228.957; June 5; t.

F. P. \Uzzei. No.

Sterilizer. L. F. O'Brien. No.
239 ; p. 196.

Sterilizer for barbers' appliances.
1.228.464 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 31.

Sterilizing liquids. J. M«rle. No. 1.230.751 ; June 19 ;

V. 239 D 880
Stitihueparating machine. J. H. Gushing. No. 1.229.237 ;

June 12 ; V. 239 : p. 340.
Stock block. Live . G. L. Owens. No. 1.229,317 ; Jane

12 : V. 2.S9 : p. 367.
Stokfr, M«'chain(al. J. Batteer. :No. 1,231,325; June 26;

V. 239; p. 1112.
Stocking or sock and making same, Seamless. H. W.

Uranz. No. 1,228,664 : June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 98.
Stone, concrete, and other material. Tool for treating.

J. O. Berg. No. 1.230.842; June 26: v. 239; p. 950.
Stone-cuttinK ma( hine. L. Filotlco. No. 1.230,696; June

19 ; V. 239 ; p. 862.
Stone griudinK and polishing machine. Q. B. Murray.

No. 1.2S0.7.'>9 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 883.
Stoneworking machine. O. H. Gilman. No. 1,228,661
June 5;«r. 239 ; p. 97.

Stop. F. A. Nolan. No. 1,230,506; June 19; v. 239
p. 799.

Storage battery. B. Ford. No. 1.230,394; June 19; v
239 ; p. 760.

Stove. B. A. Baxter. No. 1,228.519 ; June 5 ; v. 239
p. 50.

Stove. S. N.. M. A., and G. E. Mentel. No. 1.228,579
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 70.

Stove and nrtlcie - support. Combine<l. D. Davia. No,
1.230,543: June 'JO; v. 239; p. 1183.

Stove burner. Oil . W. C. Llndemann. No. 1.231,394
Jane 26; v. 2.39; p. 1135

Stove. Collapsible. <;. W. Ferdon. .No. 1.229.4.32; June
12: V. 2.39; p. 405.

Stove. Cook-. C. D. McCormack. No. 1.229.900 ; June
12 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 590.

Stove. Electric. J. W. Purnell. No. 1.229.786; June 12;
v. 2.39 ; p. 524.

Stove lighter or pilot light. Self. C. L. Gisler. No.
1.229.742 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 510.

Stove. Kadiant-type. W. A. Rankin and H. D. Larawaj.
No. 1.231.196; June 26; v. 239; p. 1070.

Stovepipe fastener. C. A. Pedersen. No. 1,230,321 ; June
19 ; v. 239 ; p. 738.

Strainer. W. II. Foster. No. 1.229.437; June 12; t.

239 ; p. 4<t7.

Strainer and filter. Cistern. J. W. Prltchard. No.
1.2.'{O,024 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 600.

Strainer. Gasolene-. G.S.Hale. No. 1,229,608 ; June 12 ;

V. 239 ; p. 4b6.
Strainer. Milk . R. Jovanovits and A. Lambert. No.

1.231.374; June 26; v. 239; p. 1128.
Strainer or separator. B. L. Glfford. No. 1.228.427;
June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 18.

Straining device for eaves-spoutings. A. E. ilouge. No.
1.231.356; June 26; v. 239; p. 1122.

Strap : Set-—
Hand-strap.

Strap-fastener. F. C. Harriman. No. 1,229.263; June
12 : V. 2.39: p. 348.

Strapping machine. O. D. Washburn. No. 1.228.856;
June 5 ; v. 2:i9 ; p. 165.

Street cleaner, Pneumatic. R. W. Furnas. No. 1.229.737 ;

June 12 : V. 239 ; p. 607.
Street cleaners. Suitlon-blower for. R. W. Furnas. No.

1.22Jt.7.3S ; June 12 ; v. 2.39 : p. 508.
Street cleaning machine. M. L. Osborne. No. 1.2?9.127 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 253.
Street sweeping machine. S. C. Hartman. No. 1.228,773

;

June 5 : v. 239: p. 137
Strip serving device. P. W. Blake. No. 1.229.403; June

12 : v. 2.39 : p. 396.
Structure, Reinforced woo<ren. .\. Wanner. Jr.

.
No.

1.230.545: June 19: v. 236; p. 812.
Struc turul member. E. K. Day. No. 1.229.239 ; June 12 ;

V. 2:{1« : p. .'{40.

Studding-socket. J. F. Ryan. No. 1.231,433 ; June 26

;

V. 239 ; p. 1149.
StufBiiK box. «;. Cash. No. 1,230,065; June 12 : t. 239?

p. 614.
Stump-burning device. W. H. Jones. No. 1.231.535;
June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1180.

Stump puller. II. S. Adams and, J. T. Mlncher. No.
1.129.85.3 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 548.

Submarine supply-tender. P. L. E. Del Fungo-Glera. No.
1.228. 7.')6: June 5; v. 239; p. 130.

Subsfru< tufcs for structures. Providing., L. White. No.
1.229..364 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 383.

Suction-producer. 11. C. Niemeyer. No. 1.230.2O6
; June

19 : v. 230 : p. «99.
Suction-tubes, Wiper mechanism for the ends of gum-

cfwted. M. E. Peters. G. H. Fath. and A. F. Miller.

No. 1.229.511 : June 12: v. 2.39: p. 432.
Sugar and other crystalline substances. Apparatus for

the manufacture of dry crystals of. J. C. Grlftre. -No.

1.230.890: June 26; v. 289; p. 965.
Sugar Precipitating. A. M. Duperu. No. 1,229.190

;

June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 274.
Sugar-washer and water-measurer for the same. Auto-

matic. J. Sailer. No. 1,230.328: June 19; v. 239;
p. 740.

Suitcase hasp. O. Bailey. No. 1,229,207; Jane 12; v.

239 ; p. 329.

Sulfonic acid from sulfuric acid and obtaining the sulfonic
acid in solid form. Separating an aromatic. L. M.
I>enni8. No. 1.228,414 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 13.

Sulfonic add of a hydrocarbon of the aromatic series
from sulfuric acid and converting the sulfonic add
Into a salt. Separating a. L. M. Dennis. No. 1.229,593;
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 46o.

Sulfuric acid in lead chambers. Production of. T. C.
Oliver. No. 1.229.316; June 12; v. 2;i9 ; p. 867.

Support. A. F. Gall. No. 1.230.819; June 19; v. 289;
p. 902.

Support or stand. C. C. Reynolds. No. 1.231,197 ; Jane
26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1070.

Supporting devlc-e. E. E. Chllds. No. 1.228,649 ; June 5 ;

V. 239 ; p. 93.
Supporting device. J. C. Klenk and J. J. Cronln. No.

1.229.977 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 586.
Surgical adhesive strip. C. W. Teed. No. 1.230.444;
June 19: v. 239: p. 777.

Surgical adhesive strip. C. W. Tee<l and J. A. Holley.
No. 1.230.445: June 19: v. 239: p. 77s.

Surgical device. W. J. Manning. No. 1.229.633; June
12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 474.

Surgical instrument. C. M. and M.
1.231.250: June 26; v. 239; p. 10S8.

Surgical-motor casing. W. A. Winter.

!•

495.
Hamilton

C. Relnmuth.

11. Slasor. No.

June 12 ; V. 239
Surgical swab. T

V. 239 ; p. 276.
Suspenders. W.

V. 239 : p. 77.
SuspentUng book.

VI. 239 ; p. 39.
Suspensory. Kupture-

19 : V. 239 : p. 780.
Swab-cup. C. J. Poore and
June 5 : v. 239 ; p. ^iiii.

Sweep shoe and blade.
June 19: v( 2.39 : p. 859.

Sweep-stock attachment. J
June 12; v. 239; p. 600.

Swing. (J. A. Netcott. No.
p. 109.

Swing. Collapsible. II. C. Smith
19 : V. 239 : p. 834

Swing hanger. W. J,

V. •.';i9 : p. 154.
Switch : See

—

.\utomatlc switch.
Electric switch.
Electric time switrh.
Electrical switch.
Electromagnetic switch
Field-control switch.

Swltih. J. H. Bradrick.
239 : p. 1 164.

Switch. W. L
622

Ixiguln. No

, George. No

No. 1,229.694

No. 1.229.195; June 5

No. 1.228,599; June 5

1,228.490; Jane 5

I. Walsky. No. 1.280.451 ; June

No. 1.229.1338. T. Pearsons.

J. E. Dixon. No. 1.230.686

No. 1.230.022

June 5 ; t. 239

PoUsek.

1.228,694 :

No.

Romack.

1.230.600; Jone

No. 1,228,825; Jane 5;

Knife-blade switch.
Meter-switch.
.Motor starting switch
Safety-switch.
Snap swif lb.
Time switrh

1.231.481

A. J.
230

Switch.'
p. 424.

Switchboard.
June 26 : v.

Switch box
1.'228.839

No. 1.231.481 ; June

Hamilton. No. 1.280.080; Jane

1.220.480

26; T.

12; T,

Portable. O. Thompson
2.39;, p. 984.

safetv means.
June 5 : V. 239

June 12
«

No

. 289

:

1.230.946

;

E. J.

L.
: p. 159.
King. No

Slebenhauer. No.

Switch construction
12 ; V. 289 ; p. 584.

Switch mechanism operating means. R
No. 1.229.530 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 439

Switch-operating device. J. M. Mallory.
June 26: v. 239: "p. 1138.

Switch point operator. R. Alcolea. No.
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 452.

Switch points. Connecting device for. . R.

1.220,972; June

A. Schoenberg.

No. 1,231.408;

1.229.566; June

W. Snapp. No.

No. 1.231.870:

; D. 694.
Cook. No. 1.281.497: June

and Jogging

l,2.3o;n47 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 607.
Swivel attachment-plug. O. Kessier.
June 26; v. 289 : p. 1180.

Svn<hronl7er. .Automatic. J. G. Zimmerman. No.
1.230.109: June 19; v. 239; p. 1041.

Synchroscopes. Safety attachment for. P. E. Means. No.
1.230.0O3: June 12 : v. 289

Syringe, Hypodermic H. S.

,26: V. '230: p. 11«8.
Table : See—

Bllllarrl table.
Chiropractic table.
Dressing-table.
Folding table.

Tacking device. Hand . A.
June 19 : V. 239 : p. 708.

Tag holder, license-. J.

June 19 : v. 239 : p. 690.
Tags. Machine for affixing

No. 1.230.Ht7 : June 19
Talking-machine cabinet.

June 5: v. 239 : p. 24.
Talking-machine driving mechanism. H. Rosenbaum. No.

1.231.431: June 26; v. 289 ; p. 1148.
Talking machine. Portable. .\. Stechbart.
* June 19 : V. 2.39 : p. 836.
Talking-machine sound-box. W. Opel. No.

June 12 : V. 239; p. 522.
Talking-machine stop mechanism. H. H. Murray.

1.229.642 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 477.
Talklngma<hlne tone-modulating device. E. R. Johnson.

No. 1,231.370;, June 26; v. 289; p. 1127.

Gathering
table.

«",lass-fceding table.
Lunch room table.

R. Schoenky. No. 1.230,229;

F. Lambert. No. 1,280.176;

and printing.
V. 239, p. 666.
A. D. Jones.

C. W. Brown.

No. 1.228,446:

No. 1.230.614 ;

1.229,780;

No.
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No.

Jane

No.

C. L. Goodrum.
p. 1007.
E. E. Hlnrlchsen.

p. 1011.
H. Johnson.

No. I T

No.

No.

Talking-machines, Automatic stop for. A Junod. No.
1.228.564 ; June 5 ; V. 239 ; p. U5.

Tank : Ste—
Flushing-tank. Watering-tank.

Tank. I. Blount. No. 1,230,988; June 26; v. 289; p.

999.
Tank heater. M. C. Weaver. No. 1,229,667 ; June 12

;

V. 239
; p. 449.

Tanning and Impregnating materials by means of elec-

tricity. J!. Schwerln. No. 1,229,150; June 6; v. 239;
p. 26U.

Tanning of fish-skins or the like. K. Bendlxen
1.23(».26(', ; June 19; v. 239: p. 720.

Teeth-cleanfBg <levlce. J. A. Daly. No. 1,230,683
19 : V. 239 ; p. 868.

Telegraph and telephone system. J. Schlessler.
1.229,796 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 528.

Telegraph sending and recording device. L. C. Shearer.
No. 1.23o,Mt7; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 898.

Telegraph system. A. F. Dixon. No. 1,231,140; June
26> V. '289; p. 1051.

Telegraphic receiver. L. M. Potts. No. 1.229,202 ; June
5 : v. 239 ; p. 2?JS.

Telephone booth and manufacturing the same. A. Beran.
No. 1,230,553; June 19; v. 239; p. 815.

Telephone-call-reglste^g device. V. Thompson. No.
1,229.347 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 377.

Telephone-call registering device. V. Thompson. No.
1.-229,348 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 377.

Telephone-exchange system. G. Babcock. No. 1,'230,835;
June 26; v. 289; p. 947.

Telephone-exchange system. H. P. Clausen. No. A,230,117 ;

June 19 : V. 2;i9 : p. 670. ,

Telephone exchange system. H.P.Clausen. No. 1.230,564;
June 19 : V. 239; p. S19.

Telephone exchange system. H.P.Clausen. No. 1,230,665 ;

June 19; V. 239; p. 820.
TMiephone exchange system. H. P. Clausen. No. 1,230,666 ;

June 19; V. 239; p. 820.
•Telephone - exchange system.

1.231.013: June 26; v. 239
Telephone - exchange system.

1.231,024 : June 26; v. 239
Telephone exchange system. L.

1.2.«i.5N2 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 825
Telephone exchange system A. B. Sperry. No. 1,231,088 ;

June 2(5 ; v. 239 ; p. lO.'Wk

Telephone-exchange systerii. A. B; Sperry. No. 1.231,086 ;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1033.
Telephone-exchange system. H. D. Stroud. No. 1.229,165 ;

June 5; v. 239 ; p. 265.
Telephone exchange system. Automatic. A. E. Lundell.

.No. 1,230.421 : June 19; v. 239; p. 769.
Telephone signaling system. E. B. lILnrlcbsen. No.

1.2;i0.578 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. S24.
Telephone system. E. E. Clement. No. 1.230.996; June

26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1002.
Telephone system. W. W. Dean. No. 1,228,537 ; June 5 :

V. 239 : p. 50.
Telephone svstem. Automatic. C. 8. Winston. No.

1.231^19; June 26; v. 239; p. 1110.
TelephonV system. Intercommunicating lockout. F. W.

A.lsM. No. 1.228.634: June .'i : v. 239 ; p. 88.
Telephone system. Semi-automatic. B. V. Willis. No.

1.2.30,639 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 844. .

Telephone system. Two-wire to three-wire. E. D. Fales.
No. 1,230.694 : June 19; v. 2.39; p. h61.

Telephone-transmitter. R. H. Manson. No. 1.229,634

;

June I'J; V. 239; p. 474.
Teltphone-transmlttcr. N. Tannaka. No. 1.231,095 ; June

26; V. 239; p. 1037.
Telephones and the like. Disinfecting and advertising de-

vice for. L. Block. No. 1.228,.394 : June 5: v. 239;

Telephonic apparatus
2«f : V. 239 : p. 963. ,

Telephony. M. L. John*>n. No.- 1,230,170; June 19;
V. 239 : p. 0,s7.

Temperature-responsive device. C. G. Simonds and O. W.
Doerr. No. 1,231,439; June 26; . 289; p. 1161.

Templet. A. J. Parrlsh. No. 1,230,768 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;

p. 8H6.
Terracotta In colors for building nurpo.ses and the prod-

uct of such process. Process of manufacturing archi-
tectural. W. E. Dennlson. No. 1.228,.'>38 : June 5; v.

239 : p. 56.
Theatrical appliance. J. H. M. Dudley.

June 26; v 289 ; p. 960.
Theatrical levltatlon, Means for. E. Racb.
June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 436.

Therapeutical apparatus. High-frequency.
.No. 1.230.906; June 26; v. 239; p. 969.

Therapeutlcallv-actlve rays to the human body. Apparatus
for applying. E. Zueblln. No. 1.228.865 ; June 5 : v.

2.39 : p. 168.
Thermometer-cautery. W. D. Berry. No. 1.220,704 ; June

12 : V. 239: p. 497.
Thermometer-support. T. Royston. No. 1.230.035; June

12 : V. 239: p. 604.
Thermometer unit. H. N. Packard. No. 1.230.698 ; June

19 : V. 239 : p. 831.
Thermostat and circuit. Electrical. A. Goldstein. No.

1,2*29.9.39 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 574.
Thermostat for scales. L. Jaenichen. No. 1,231.026;

June 26: v. 239; p. 1012.

Thermostatic alarm. K. Winterer. No, 1.229.870; Jun«
12 ; v. 239 ; p. 385.

Thread cutter and holder. O. A. Olson. No. 1,229,604 ;

June 12 ; v. '239
; p. 429.

Thread-cutting machine. F. H. Mooney. No. 1,231.288;
June *26; v. 239; p. 1098.

Thresher or separator. F. (Jeminden and F. Kiel. No.
1,229.063: June 5; v. 239; p. 231.

Threshing-machines, Grain-cleaning means for. H. H.
S<huette. No. 1.230,437; June 19; v. 239; p. 775.

Ticket, Marking-. E. L. Klnch. No. 1,230,412; June 10;
V. 239 ; p. 766.

Tie : See—
Package-tie. Sectional tie.

Rail tie. Steel tie.

Railway-tie
Tie and (adder-rung member for silos and the like. Com-

bined. <;. B. Wlckersham. No. 1,229,002 ; June 5 ; t.

239: p. 211. _
Tie plate. F. Mctean. No. 1.231.038; June 26; t. 289;

Tl
p. 1016
le-hoIder. C. W.

239 ; p. 777.
Svendsen. No. 1,230,442 ;*Jane 19;

H. Tlna-Tlllage Implements, Steering mechanism for. S.

man. No. 1,230,639 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 810
Tilling machine. W. C. Zelle. No. 1.280,261; June 19;

V. 239 ; p. 71H.
Time-controlled mechanism. C. Bargamln. No. 1,229.868 ;

June 12 ; v. 239; p. 561.
Time. Machine for Indicating and recording elapsed. L.

G. Zesbaugh. No. 1.231.10»; June 26; v. 239; p. 1040.
Tin-plate. Making. F. Mueller. No. 1,231.285; June 26;

V 289 ' D 1099
Tire. J.'li." < hrlstlan. No. 1.228.0.''.o ; June 5; v, 239;

p. 93.
Tlre-advertlslng device. S. K. Radkoff. No. 1.229,664;
June 12 ; v. 239; p. 482.

Tire-aiarm device. Pneumatic-. L. E. Hawk. No.
1,230,071 ; June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 616.

'Ire-armor. J. 1). .Metcalf. No. 1.229.115; June 5; .

C Forgues. No. 1.230.884 ; June

No. 1.230.877;

No. 1.229,610

;

W. Kleinberg.

239: p. 249.
Tire-bead. W. C. Stevens. No. 1,231,446; June 26; t.

"39; p 11.".3.

Tire bod V (onstruction. P. E. Wirt. No. 1.228,630 ; Jane
5 : V. 239 : p. 87.

Tlre-ljuilder's tool. W. Thompson. No. 1,230,047 ; June
26; V. 239; p. 984.

Tire-chain. C. W. Hodges. No. 1.229.618; June 12; T.

239 : p. 468.
Tire fastening device. F. P. Johnson. No. 1.230.902;

June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 968.
Tire guard. E. E. A. Wild. No. 1.230.255; June 19;

V. 239 ; p. 716. —
Tire-holder. K. A. Bower. No. 1.231,480: June 26; T.

239; p. 1163. .

Tire InMatinc device for vehicle-wheels. Automatic. 8. T.
ShMlts. No. 1.228.610: June 5: v. 2.39; p. 81.

Tiremachine. F. W. Kremer. No. 1.2.30.416; Jane 10;
V. 239 : p. 767.

Tire. Pneumatic. V. Hensley. No. 1,229,264; June 12;
V. 239 : p. 349.

Tire, Pneumatic. J. K. Peden. No. 1,230,608; June 10;
V. 239 : p. .soo.

Tire protactor. O. P. F. Eckert. No. 1,220,244; June 12;
V. 230 ; p. 842.

TLre-protector. L. H. Lloyd. No. 1.229,104 ; June 6 ; .
6>;^9 ; p. 245.

Tire protector, Motor-car-. J. W. Rooney. No. 1,231,430

;

June '26; v. 239; p. 1148. • /
Tire. Puncture-proof pneumatic. G. Auberlln'. No.

1.229.861 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 660.
Tlre-relnforclng device, Pneumatic-. E. J. Krels. No.

1.229.096: June 5: v. 239: p. 242.
Tire. Resilient. J. V. Dewald. No. 1.228,639; June 9;

V. 2.39 : p. .')6.

Tire. Resliienf. W. MacNeece. No. 1,230.C88 : Jane 10;
V. 2.39 ; p. 827.

Tire. ResllTcnt. S. Suss. No. 1.229,166 ; June 5 ; v. 289 ;

p. 26."^.

Tire. Resilient wheel-. S. B. and C. D. Brhard. No.
1.2:V).141 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 678. '

Tire shield. L. Koenlg. No. 1,228.447; Jane 6; v. 280;
p. 24.

Tire, Spring-. C. P. Craig and W. Freeman. No. 1.231,408 ;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1168.
Tire-valve. B. V. Myers. No. 1.231,548 ; June 26 ; t.

339: p. 11«4.
Tire. Vehicle-wheel. T. 8. McGehee

Whittelsey. No.

No. 1,281,397 ; June
26; V. 2.39: p. 1136.

Tires, Manufacture of block-. C. B.
1,2.30.967 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 : p. 992.

Tires. Rim and wheel for solid-rubber. A. C. Stevenson.
.No. 1.230.616 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 836.

Toaster. Electric. J. F. DeUhant. No, 1.230.884; June
19 ; v. 239 : p. 767.

Toggle bolt. L. R. Zifferer. No. 1,228.612 ; June 6 ; No.
2.39 : p. 47.

Toilet-case. E. N. Lorschelder. No. 1.230,912; June 26;
V. 239 : p. 971.

Toilet-receptacle. A.D.Adams. No. 1.280,463 ; June 10 ;

V. 2.39: p. 7S1.
Toilet-rooms. Partition structure for. Q. H. Hahn. No.

1.229.745 : June 12 ; v. 280 ; p. 611.
Toluol. Manufacture of. O. B. Evans. No. 1.280,087;

June 12 ; v. 289 ; p. 622.
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Lindenberg.

Tone-arm. P. W. HatchlDrs.
V. 239 ; p. 417.

Tone-purlfler. C. i'. Marshall.
V. 2.i9

Tool. E
p. 794.

Tool. W. L. Mllliron.
p. 1140.

Tool. W. D. Williams.
p. 26».

Tool, Combination-. C. B
June 12 ; v. 239; p. 644.

Tool. Electrlcally-opfrated.
Jun<' 20; v. 23ft; p. 1027

Tool-holder. V. M. Aurloh and
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 847.

Tool holder. P. N. Kluft. No
239 ; p. 870.

Tool-rack

No. 1,229.466; June 12;

No. 1,231,277; June 26;

T. 239
;

T. 239;

. 239

No. 1.230,494; June 19;

No. 1.231,407 ; June 26
;

No. 1.229.174 ; June 5
;

. Whltaker. No. 1.229,843;

F. Schneider. No. 1,231,071 ;

A. Clhak. No. 1.230.647 ;

1.230.724; June 19; ,
239;

p llOO *' ^' ^^'""^" ^°' ^-31-^^® • J"°e 26; V.

Tools, ()p«Tating mechanism for rotary. C W Fnller
No. 1.229.603; June 12; v. 239; p. 464.

'«ner.

Tools. Throttle valve for pneumatic. F. A. JImeraon
No. 1.229.276 ; June 12 ; v 239 ; p. 358.

-""eraon.

Tooth, Artlflcial. R. H. Bowsher. No. 1,230.852; June
-:6 ; V. 2.{ft ; p. v),'»:{.

Tooth, Artificial. R. H. Bowsher. No.
26 ; V. 239 ; p. n."»;<.

Toothed wheel. II. W. Alden and R.
239,

F.

1.230,853; June

B. Weaver. No.

No. 1,228,676;

No. 1,230,204 ; June 1» ,

No. 1,228,522 ; June 5 ; v.

Erlcson. No.

No. 1.230.570;

p. 1111.
Jenkins

A. E.
170.

Dutcher.

1,231.321 ; June 26. .

Torch. Oxyacetrlene . A
June .T : v. 2.19 ; p. 103.

Torch. Weldinp . K. R. .Nash.
v. 2.39 : p. (;99.

TorptMlo. FIving. E. Berliner.
239 ; p. 51.

Torpedo, Radlo-<'ontrolle<l.
1.22.S.892: June .'> : v. 239: p

Torpedo. Railway signal-. F.
June 19 : v. 2;ift : p. 821.

Tortllla-maklng machine. R. Gutierrez. No 1229 946-
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 677.

i.-^^^.w^o .

ToweJ-holder C. J. Kern. No. 1,229,475; June 12; v.

Towing crib or hull. F. A. Emerlck. No. 1 'i'Z'd *26 •

June 12; v. 239; p. 404.
Toy. A. J. Gibbs. No. l,230.r.74 ; June 19; v. 239-

p. 823.
'

Toy. A. J. Glbba. No. 1,230,575; June 19: 239
p. 823.

Toy. W. I'ente. No. 1.2:u,0r,9 ; June 26 ; . 239 ; p. 1023
Tot balloon and lighting effect. Illuminated. A. Salxer

No. 1,229.794 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 527
Toy building construction. A. C. Gilbert. No 1 230 887 •

June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 964.
'

Toy. Cutout alphabet. W. H. S. Alexander. No
1,230.263 ; June 19 : v. 2,39 ; p. 719.

Toy, EIectrome<hanU'al. W. E. Thayer. No. 1.230.625

;

No.
June 19 : v. 2,39 : p. 840.

Toy, Figure. F. W. Heatlle.
V. 239 ; p. 579.

Tot, Figure wheeled. G. W. Bonte.
26 : V. 239 ; p. 9.'>1.

Tot. Figure wheeled. A. Mozdzlerz.
19 : V. 239 ; p 098.

Tot ladder-truck. H. T. Kingsbury.
June 12; v. 239; p. 585.

Toy or appliance for'^playlng a game. R
1.229.2t>t) : June 12

~^' "

1,229.953; June 12;

No. 1,230,847 ; June

No. 1.230,202 ; June

No. 1,229,975 ;

W. Halgh. No.

(>.

. V. 239 ; p. 348.
R. Troje. No. 1,229.170; June 5Toy projectile

239 : p. 207.
Toys, Spring motor for mechanical

No. 1.229,974 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p.
Trace. B. Jakeway. No. 1,231.547;

p. 11S4.
Track-grlnding.machlne. F. J. Venning

T.

FI.

585.
Jtine 26

June 26 ; v. ^.39 : p. 1039
Traction bearing-wheel. N.'

June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 33.
Traction engine. O. C. Houghton.

12 : V. 239 ; p. 415.
Traction-engine. W. O. Stark. No

T. 2.39 : p. 114.
Traction wheel. J. B. Bartholomew
June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 3.30.

Traction wheel. L. S. Bold. No. 1,229.404
V. 239 : p. 397.

Traction wheel. G. E. Casael. No. 1.229,712
V. 239 ; p. 500,

Tractor W. I. Best and S. H. Shepard. No
June 19 : v. 239 : p. 849.

Tractor. R. J. Million. No. 1.2.30.752; June
2.39 : p. 880.

Tractor. F. J. Miner. No. 1,231,408; June 26; y

p. 1140.
Tractor. J. Mosca. No. 1,230,014 ; June 12 • t

p. 597.
Tractor. 11. M. Sweet. No. 1.230.340; June 19- y

p. 744.
Tractor. Caterpillar-. A. E. Miller. No. 1.228.688

5: V. 239: n. 100.
Tractor coupling. and steering means. R. E. Hamilton

No. 1.230.293: June 19: v. 2.39: p. 729.
Tractor-operating mechanism. C. B. W^llliama. No

1,230.037 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 843.

Kingsbury.

239;

No. 1,231,102;

L. Alson. No. 1,228,472 ;

No. 1,229,462; June

1,228,709; June 5:

No. 1,229.210
:

June 12

:

June 12:

1.230.665;

19; T.

. 239;

. 239;

'. 239 :

; June
'

M. Foecke. No. 1.228,895 June 5 ; t.

H. H.

Tractor-wheel.
239; p. 177.

Tractors and the like Control mechanism for.
Bates. No. 1.229.805; June 12 v 2.39 p 551

^*i*°u"'.,^'"r.'"**'* transmission mechanism for. R 8Klnkead .No. 1.2.31.0.31 : June 26; v. 239; p. 1014

12 ;'*^23l 5*54
''• "• «'"1«»- No. 1,229.875

; June

^1 *23n'te"?.f„ *Vo '^''P.Pl?*^ l''^*''*"- K. Reger. No.i,.^.10.030
; June 12 : V. 239 ; p. (jor

Train-stop. Automatic. H
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 261.

Train stop. .Automatic. H
12; V. 239: p. 545.

Train-stopping apparatus. M. Frle<l
June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. .'>71"""

ollin

G. Sedgwick. No. 1,229,151

:

Wilson. No. l,229.^40 • Juno

man. No. 1,229.9J9

;

C. Britt.
Tninsmisslon-coutrolling mechanism. Automatic.

No. 1,230,856: June 20; v 3.39- p SI.-.4

jSS^ef?°239*!*'p°239" ' ^' '^°'*°«°°- ^'o- 1.229,088 ;

Transmission systems. Protection of. E. E. F. CreljrhtonNo. 1 230.680 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 857
'-reignton.

Transmission systems. Protection of E. E. F. Crelghton.No. l,J.3o.»,Nl ; June 19 : v. 2.39
; p. 857

"9"T 239 •''''''715'/ ^^' »«lr»I.' No. 1.230.264; June

'^'?.°^P,"Sl**°iig«'°''». t«^»HH5. siM'^'*!- "• Mouradlan.NO. 1.228,468 ; June 6 ; r. 239 : p. 32.
Trap : .ve-

*^

'.<il>her-trap.
Inse<t-trap.
-Mo use- trap.
Pipe uerm trap.
Steam trap.

No. 1.231,390; June 26

Animal-trap.
\ Ball-trap.

Fish trap.
Fly-trap.
Game-trap.

Trap. C. J. Untla.
p. 1134.

Trap. J. H. Maxwell.
p. 147.

Trap guard. Steel-. K.
I 26; V. 239; p. 1140.
; Tray. M. M. Hammond
,

p. 411.
Tray. F. I. Stiiber. No

p. 531.
Trav mechanism. M. M. Hammond

12: V. 2.39; p. 411.
Tray-washer. R. A. Nesmlth* No.

v. 2.39 : p. 478. 7
,
Trench-digger. W. II. and II. Metzler

!
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 249. \

i Triangle and prutnutor. DraTtsmans. C
I No. 1.231,115; June 26; t. 2.39; p. 1043
Trimmer : ^'ec

—

I Edge trimmer. Hoof trimmer.
Trimming or snipping machine. E. A. Salter

1.2.30.227: June 19; v. 2.39- p 707
Trolley-contactor. C. H. Murrell. No. 1.23M13 ; June

2o ; V. 2.{9 ; p. 1142.
Trolley conUctor. Directional. S. S. Stolp. No. 1,229,345 ;

Trolley wire hanger for catenary systwns. O
No. 1.229,705 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 498^^~

Trolley-wire support. C. N. Allerdlng. No
June 26; t. 239; p. 1081.

Trough : Kee

—

Feed-trough.
Trousers hanger, stretcher, and creaser, Combln^l. H

Hubert. No. 1.229,9.')9 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 : p .581 ^

^'""Ji^^''"*''''*''''*'"- ^- "ren. No. 1,228,440; June
V. 239 ; p. 22.

^7J*''. ^*3fl
^"^ ^' ^ McCaskey. No. 1.229,6.30; June

Truck, v. e! Beagle. No. 1,230.839; June 26;
p. 949.

Truck. J. L. Chesnptt. No. 1.2.30.278; June
239 ; p. 724.

Truck. A. A. Gahen. No. 1,229.933 ; June 12 ;

p. 572.
Truck. O.

p. 745.
Truck. E.

p. 714.
Truck. E.

p. 715.
Truck and

June 19 : V. 2.39 ; p. 88«
Truck holster. S. A. Benner

V. 239; p. 721.
Truck. Car. F. L. Barber and C

1.229.398: June 12 ^^ v. 239: p. .394

R. Thomas. No

Whalley. No

Whalley. No

rheelbnrrow.

239;

No. 1.228,802; June 6; t. 289;

R. Merrltt. No. 1.231,406; June

No. 1,229,448 ; June 12 ; t. 239 ;

1.229.806; Jurfe 12; v. 239;

No. 1.229.447; June

1,229.644; June 12;

No. 1,229,116;

W. Barnaby.

No.

H. Bolus.

1,231,230;

C.

S:

JO

V. 289

19

. 239;

V. 23«;

T. 239;

v. 239;

1 .230,769 ;

June 19

;

V.

1.230.S41 : June 19

1.2.30.250; June 19

1.230.2.51 ; June 19;

E. B. Pelrce. No

No. 1.230.268

S. Walton. No.

Mi-Callum. No. 1.2.30.739;Truck. Elevatlnc . W .T

June 19 : V. 239 ; p. 870.
Truck for handling automobiles. D. C. Perderbauirh No

1.230.320: June 19; v. 2.39; p 7.30
Truck. Ix>e haulln*. J. S. Davis. A'o. 1.230 131 • June

19 : V. 2.39: p. 074. .
-uu.

Truck. Motor-. I^ T. Bassett. No. 1.231,474; June 26*
T. 2.39 ; p. 1101

Truck. Reel-handllne. W. Marshall. No. 1,231040; June
26 : V. 239 ; p. ini7.

Tnick spring-stablllzer. Single-. 8. A. Bullock No
1.231.487; June 20; v. 239; p. 116,5.

Truck. Ware-. A. B. Klay. No. 1.230..306: June 19-
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No.Treeing-lron. W. I. Thompson.
v. 230 : p. 1156.

Trunk-fastener. J. S. Isldor.

v. 2:i9 : p. 582.
Trunk-lo<k. Permutation. E. P

June l!t ; v. 2.39 : 1>. 073.
Trunk, Wardrobe-. S. Lesnlkowskl.

26 2.39
; p. 971.
support.

. 239 ; p. 7
T.
71.

Tub-securing
June 19 ; v

Tube : Nee

—

Neon-tube. ^ ^ «.. .,
Tube, Forming a lap-Jointed. S. B. Field.

June 5; v. ^39: p. 134.

Tubes. Closure for collapsible.

1,2.31,457 ; June 26;

No. 1.229,962 ; June 12 ;

Crandall. No. 1,230,126

;

No. 1,230,910 ; June

No. 1,230,426;S. Morton.

W.
1.229.029 ; June 6 ; v. 239

;

Tubular couplln g. Three-piece,
June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 230,

p. 220.
P. C. UlII.

No. 1,228,766

;

Durbage. No.

No. 1,229,079

;

W. E. Smith.Tubular fabric and making same. Seamless.
No. 1.231.443; June 20: v. 239; p. 1151.

Tunnel and shaft mold-form. Telescopic concrete. H. D.

Loxterman. No. 1.228.455: June 5; v. 239-; p. 27.

Tunnel mold form. H. B. Loxterman. No. 1,228,464;
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 27.

Turbine. W. J. A London and R. C. AlVen. No. 1,229,490 ;

Turl.lne engine. Explo'sivT>. ' G. D. Elghmle. ^No- 1,230,139;

June 19; v. 2.39: p. 077. \

Twee/ers. J. W. Krrlnger. No. 1.2.30.1-42; June 19;

Twyer. "
g!' D!'Golden. No. 1,229.938; June 12; t. 289;

Type-casting machine. S. A. Bhlsey. No. 1,228.524 ; June
6 ; V. 239 ; p. 51. , „,*,.,.

Type-casting machines. Squirt-preventer for. W. Nlcn-

olaa. No. 1.228,588 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 73.

Type-writerii and adders. Combined key-connecting and
ribbon shifting mechanism for combined. J. A. bmith.

No. 1.22H.492 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 40.

Tvi)e writers. Plnt<ii for. L. J. Harrington.
1.2.30.295: June 19; v. 239; p. 730.

TvDe-writIng and computing machine. Combined.
Hart. No. 1.231.018; June 26: v. 239; p. 1009.

Combined.

No.

P. A.

F. A.

No.

R. Roberts. No.

A. Wernery. No.

1.229,183

;

1.230,617

;

1,229.559 :

TvDe writing and computing machine. Combined
Hart. No. 1.231.523 : June 26 : v. 2.39 : p 1170

Typewriting machine. W. E. Barnard. No. 1.228.687;
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 89.

Tvpe writing iiia< bine. K. E. BUrney. No. 1,230,094;

".Inne 19: v. 239 : p. 061.
Typewriting nia( hine, H. E. Ellis and J. W. Wllhelm.

No. 1.228.423 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 16.

Tvpe-wrlting nia< hlne. A. (i. F. Kurowskl. No.

1.229.180 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 271.

Typewriting machine. L. R. Roberts
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 272.

Tvpe writing ma< (line. L.

.tune 19: V. 2.39: p. 803,

Tvpe writing nia<hlne. L.

June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 4.50.

Tyoe-wrltlng machine paper-fee«llng device. J. P. Burks
and C. M. Young. No. 1.229,880; June 12; v. 239;

p. 5.50.

Typewriting machines. Implement-hoMer for. I. H. M*l-

lin. No. 1.229.493; June 12; V. 239: p. 420.

Tvpe writing machines. I..ine spacer for. R. C. Rhea. No.

1.229. .521 : June 12 : v. 239 : p. 4.30.

Typewriting machines. Platen and platen equipment for.
' H A Foothorap. No. 1,228,896 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 177.

Typographical inachlne W. M. Rapp No. 1,229,321 ;

Typogfaphical "machine, "s. E. Sperry. No. 1.229,160

;

June ,5; v. 239 ; p. 203. ...... k
TyDographicai machines. Line and space Indicating mech-

anism for. P. H. McGrath. No. 1.229.108; June 6;
T. 239 ; p. 246.

. , „. ., w
Typographical or line-casting machine, J. W. Graham.
No 1.229.005 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 405.

rmbr.lla. F. W. Howard. No. 1.229.271; June 12; t.

"(';.' Neu. Sr. No. 1.228.810 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

239 : p.
Umbrella,

p. 149.
Umbrella. Glldow and

2.39 : p. 904.
I. T. Wolfe.

Folding. W,
1.2.30.888 ; June 26 ; v

Umbrella ra< k and lock.

June 5; V. 239; p. 87.
Uncoupling device, (i. C

19 : v. 239 : p. 099
Undercutter »rul<le.

v. 239: p. 1075.
Undergarment. W

v 2.39 : p. 1164
Undergarment. E. W. Decker and M

1 229.»05 : Jtine 12 : v. 239 : p. .504

Undergarment and Jock strap. Combined. 11. Zetoach.
No. 1.229.850; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 540.

Union suit. J. A. ScrlTen. No. 1.228,977; June 6; v.

239 : p. 203.
Uniting materials.

V. 239: p R13
Universal mill. R.

No. 1.228.782 ; June 6 ; t. 239 ; p, 139.
Unloading apparatus. E. C. (iledhill.

June Ifl: v. 239; p. 884.
Upholstering press. W. R. Russell. No

19: v. 2.39; p. 8.33.

Lawrence. No. 1,228,462; June 6; v.

A. L. Marsh. No. 1.229,770; June 12;

I. L. Sheffler. No. 1,231.077; June 26

;

J. Stecker. No.

No. 1.230.827;

No. 1.229,360 ; June

G. Carey. No. 1,230.112; June 19;

No. 1.229,571 ; June 12 ; v. 289

;

1,230,161; June 19; v. 239;

No. 1,229,456; June 12

No. 1,229,450

No. 1.229,467

Urinal. M. S.

239 ; p. 26.
Utensil. MeUl. j.

V. 239 ; p. 619.
Vacuum-cleaner.

T. 239 ; p. 1080.
Vacuum-cleaner handle device. A.

1.231.445 ; June 20 : v. 239 ; p. 1152.

Vacuum cleaning apparatus. J. J. Duffle

June 19 : v. 239 : p. 9(t4

Vacuum feed system. F. Weinberg
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 382.

Vaginal support. D.
V. 239 ; p. 668.

Valve. J. P. Barker.
p. 453.

Valve. F. J. Herron
p. 684." " HUdebrand

No.

M. Schock. No.

No. 1,228,681 ;

Murray. No. 1,230,203 ; June

8. S. Silvia. No. 1,281,211 ; June 26

;

Brannan. No. 1.231.482; June 26;

.\. Mvers. No.

J. C. Wells. No. 1.230,548 ; June 19 ;

B, Kernohan and N. C. Rendleman.
J, 139.

No. 1.230,700;

1,230,606; June

H. D.
p. 413.
H. 1).

p. 413.
H. D.
p. 414. ,
J. A. Kean. No. 1,228,665 ; June 8

T.

HUdebrand

Hildebrand

June

June

12

12

A. M. Matheson. No,

p. 796.
H. L. Miller and N

V. 239 ; p. 520.
E. Mueller. No.

V. 239
June \l.

66.
T.

12
A

Valve.
239;

Valve.
2.39;

Valve.
239;

Valve.
Valve.

239;
Valve.
June

Valve.
p. 32.

Valve, Air . H. B. Ashelman and J.

1,229.860; June 12; v. 239; p, 550,

Valve and hose connection. Combined Y-
No. 1,2.30.007 ; June 12; v. 239 ; p. 595.

Valve and signal. .Vdjustable automatic cut-off.

Bacon. No. 1,230,981 ; .Uine 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 997,

Valve and switch-lock. Combined fuel-. G. Burkhardt.
No, 1,230.108: June 19; v. 2,39; P- CO^-

Valve„^-A«4,Dmatlc pressure-limiting. O. E.

l,2«8;593rfune 5; v. 239; p. 74.

Val/p l>all. F. T. Roberts. No. 1,231,530;

Valve-changing device. A. Broadmeyer. No. 1.231,483;

June 20 : V. 239 ; p. 1164.
Valve, Combined discharge and vacuum. »• U. Chad-

wick No. 1,229.866 ; June 12 : t. 239 ; p. 667.

Valve, Dry pipe. P. Flamand. No, 1.231,d15 ;
June 26;

VaWe^,^ EnginV dH"'"» • ^- ^- ^^"^'o^- ^^- 1.229.M8 ;

Va^r En^inee^r"? '

S'. T" Snyder. No. 1,231,082 ; June

Va??e. Floaty/ ^A. B. Schler. No. 1,230.929 ; June 26
;
v.

F. L. White. No. 1.230.634 ; June 19 ;

W, W. Vance. No. 1,228.602;

H. L. Kelly, No. 1.231,378

;

J. Sheaffer. No. 1,229.336;

1,230,499;

P. Nielsen. No. 1.229,772';

1,228,469; June 6; v. 239;

S. Johnson. No.

F. Mllliken.

G. M.

kb

Oleson. No.

June 26; v.

239; p. 977.
. Flushing-Valve. „

V. 2.39 : p 84 J.

Valve for engines.
June 6 ; v. 2.39 ;

Valve for flushing
V. 2.39

Rotary.
p 44.
svstems.
;"p. 1130.

gas-engines. W.
: v. 2.39 ; p, 374.
Internal -combust Ion
E. C. Newton. No.

for Internal-combustion engines. Auxiliary ajr »nd

J. F. Teel. No. 1.231,811; June 26; t.

engines. Automatic rego-
1,229.500; June 12; t.

M.

C

June 26
Valve for
June 12

Valve for
la ting
239

Valve
steam inlet.

239; p, 1107.
, „ ^ ^

Valve for internal-combustion <'nK'n<*8' K"^*'"^-„.t

Bradley. No. 1,229.405 ; June 12 : v. 2.39 : P 397.

Valve for steam-engines. Automatic exhaust. A
Hansen No. 1.228..5n5 ; June 5; v. 239; p. 6^.

Valve-grinder, Electromagnetic. C. A. HInk. No. 1,230,900 ;

June 20: v. 239; p. 908.

Valve-guard. W. L, Frazer, No. 1.229,928 ; June 12 ; t.

2.39 ; p. 671. ^ „ t w ..

Valve-holder, Suction . F. G. Hobart and C. B. Jabnke.

No 1 229 459 • June 12 ; v. 239 ; p, 414.

ValvV Hot blast. W. Matheslua. nV 1.228,463 ; June S;

V. 239 ; p. 80. „ ^
Valve-houslogs. Support for. O. H. and A. F. Pleper

1.230.214; June 19: v. 2.39; p, 702.
., „ .

Valve. Internal - (-ombustlon - engine. J. Good.

1.2.30.291; June 19: v. 2.39 ; p. 728.
«rn«..r

Valve-lock. W. H. Jahns, O. A. Knox, and P. A. Wilcox

No.

No.

for coupling systems, F:iectropneumatic
Tomllnson. No. 1,228,719; June 6;

B.

No. 1.231.164 : .Tune 26 : v. 239 : p. 1060
Valve mechanism

triple-. C. H.
T. 289; p. 117.

Valve mechanism for Internal-combustion engines. B
Staver. No. 1.230.013: June 19: v. 2.39; p. 8.36.

Valve mechanism for locomotives. Throttle-. J. J. Jonetk

No. 1,229,968 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 588.

Valve, Pressure-regulating. T. Peters. No.
June 26; t. 239; p. llOl.

No. 1.230,140U EHerrrValve. Puppet-. R
V. 239 : p. 677.

Valve-reglsterlng lock.

June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 49.
Valve, Relief . E. F. liebhardt

V. 289: p. 727.
Valve, Reverse-gear. C. L. Dlckert.

26 ; V. 239 ; p. 1060.

1,231,298;

June 19;

G. E. Bateman. No. 1,228,518;

No. 1,230,289; June 19;

No. 1,281,187 ; June
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Valve reversing gear, Steam-enelne
June 12

_ _„._-. H. R. Stafford
V. 239 ; p. 608.
for tying. S.
V. 239

; p. 382.
Clark. No. 1,231,330

A.

No.

Wellman. No.

June 26 : v.

Metten.

F,

No. 1.231,280; June 26

W. Ebellng, No. 1.229,726;

engines. F. <;.

239; p. 860.
1,231.044; June

June 26; v.

1,230,049
Valve-sacks. Machine

1,229,361 ; June 12
Valve. Safety-. CJ. H

239; p. 1114.
Valve. Safety-. J. F

V. 239 ; p. 1097.
Valve, Safety alr-rellef.
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 504.

valve-stem hmxl for Internal-comltustlon
„ I»ahlSr»*n. No. 1.230.689; Junt- 19: v
Valve, Thermostatic. R. S. Mayer No

26; V. 239; p. 1018.
Valve, Triple. J. R. Snyder. No. 1,231 214

2.19; p. 1076.
Valves of explosion-engines, Regrlndlng dPvlce for the
Vniu^-^^'^^'li^ ^?- 1.2iJ8.582

; June 5 ; V. 239; p. 71.

V S?p .-JSfi
•

'^^'"'«" '"^'^•- 1.229,285; June 12;

^*j.lnC*^r' ^Too ""^'^'o^r^
^- O- Kendall. No. 1,229.286 ;

Varnlsh-removlng composition.
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 343.

Vault, (irave-. M. K. Clark
V. 2.S9 ; p. 669.

Vegetable-ruftcr. L. E. Adams
V. 2.39 : p. 84.1.

Vegetable or fruit cutter. J. S
June 26; v. 2.39; p. 1135.

Vegetablejjreparlng machine. J. E
r.iJ29.252

; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 344.VehIHe ('. L. Hyron. No. 1.230.109;
p. 66 1

.

Vehicle.
p. 067.

Vehicle.
239; p

Velihl...

V. HK4.
Vehicle attachment

5 ; V. 239 ; p. 75.
Vehicle attachment. Motor-. J n

1.229.956 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 580

239 fp!' 459
^- ^'- ^"""^ ^°- 1-229.589

; June 12 ; v.

^*'^*':'**^^>'- 9P.?J""bJe. J. T. Allmand. No. 1.230,9'77
:

Vehicle-wheel. T.
v. 2.30; p. 705.

Vehicle-wheel. E.
26; V. 239; p. 1105

Rhodus. No. l,230,22u;

Sendelbach.C. No.

June 19

:

1,231.804 ; jiiue

C. Ellis. No. 1,229,247
;

No. 1.230.115; June 19;

No. 1.230.640; June 19;

Lockerby. No. 1,231,395
;

Gloekler. No.

Hyron.

C. L. Byron.

Laycock.A. M
. 360.
H. T. .Nfwton

June 19

;

No. 1.230.110; June 19;

No. 1,229,296; June

R.

V. 239 ;

V. 239;

12; T.

No. 1.230,702; June 19; v. 2.39;

Pederson. No. 1,228.594 ; June

Hen<ler8on. No.

June 20 : v. 239 ; p. 995.
R. M.
868.
Emergency. E.
V. 239 : p. 881.
Carpenter.

Vehicle bo<iv. Motor
June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p

Vehicle body ..support.
1.2.30.755: .June 19;

Vehicle-brake. C. A.
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 399.

Vehicle-chock. H. A. Shaw
• 239 ; p. 441.
Vehicle grade-Indicator. E
June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 224.

Vehicle heater. Motor-. R
June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 541.

Vehicle-Indicator. E. E. Lawler
12; V. 2.39; p. 617.

Vehicle Indicator, Motor-
,T i-229,167; June 5; v. 239:
Vehldc, Intfr( hangeable. W

Juni' 19 : V. 239 : p. 774
Vehlcle-Iliht. G. F. Deadv
_ 1,2.30.080; June 12 j v. 23'9
Vehicle, Motor-,

V. 2.39 ; p. 55.
Vehicle, Motor-

239: p. 1101.
Vehicle. Motor-.

V. 239; p. 491.
Vehicle, Motor-.

V. 2:;9; p. 7H0.

T.Johnson. No. 1.2.30,715
;

F. Mogren. No.

No. 1,229.411 ; June

1,229,5.35; June 12; v.

Crook. No. 1,229.041 ;

Wardlow. No. 1.229,835

;

No. 1,229,764; June

Takahashl. No.

No. 1,230,4.36;

n. Holland. No.
, V. iav ; p,

H. D. Church.

D. Parrett. No. 1.231.292 r June 26; t.

J. G. Vincent. No. 1.229,682 ; June 12

;

J. G. Vincent No. l,2.3p.4.'0;

No.

H.

B. M.
p. 266.
M. .Schluer.

and O.
p. 619.

No.

June 19 ;

Gabrlelse.

1.231,377 ;

June 12

:

Hunt. No. 1.231,861

1.2.30.673; June 19;

Vehicle-seats Detachable spring back for. JNo 1.231.148 ; June 26 : v. 239 ; p. 1054
Vehicle, Self-propelled. W. E. Kawalle. NoJune 26: v. 239; p. 1129.
Vehicle-signal. A. f. Felten. No. 1,229,922

V. 2d9 ; p. 570.
Vehicle signal device. Motor-. J H

June 26; v. 239; p. 1124
Vehicle spring. H. E. Coble. No.

V. 239: p. 85 4.

Vehlcle^sprlng M. M. Mclntyre. No. 1.229,109 ; June 8:V. £AV , p. Z47.

^^^inH; v°*23T:T3T ^- ^- ^"•'"•''- No- 1.228,470;

Vehicle stabilizer. Motor-. H. R R^-ynolds and F CBeebe. No. 1.231,066 ; June 26; v. :f39 ; p. 1026
**,°lFi^«^^*'"*"8-?^»'", Motor-. P. J. Smith No

1.228.980; June 5: v. 2.39; p. 204
Vehicle suspension and shock-absorber. F. O BoswellNo. 1.228.644 : June 5: v. 2.39; p 91

"«sweii.

Vehicle suspension. Sprlngless or floating. G Bravl
No. 1.229,708; June 12 ; v. 239; p. 498

v'*2!39'^'* so"^
^ Hoskyns. No. 1.2.30,.'5SO

; June 19;

Vehicle, Traction-. L. 8. Hacknev
19: V 2.39: p. 763.

Vehicle-wheel. T. E. Mnrray. No.
T. 239 ; p. 598.

No. 1.230.402; June

1.230,016 : June 12 ;

Vehicles, Antlrolllng device for motor and other. M HBrophy. No. 1.22»,577 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 450
\ehicles. Convertible seat and betl structure for W F
V fP*!'"''- r ^**.- 1.229,871

; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 654.\elikles nrlvlng-gearlng for. A. W. Hnll. So. 1.2.30 153-
J'ine 1!»; v. 2.39; p. 6si.

i.->v.iao,

^'*^'<^if.»',
^-'^^ S^ard for attachment to motor and other

?iQ. l^^'lio*"*^ ^- ^'- ^^' ^o- 1.229.554; June 12; v.^ow , p. 440.
Vehicles Life guard for motor-. L. Loeb. No. 1 230 911 •

June 20 ; v. 239 ; p. 971.
.'^^ .

Vendingmachine. G. H
June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 145.

Vending machine, iJlade-. A. H. Da Grenler and J. H.McPherson No. 1,231.243; June 26; v. 239; p. 1086\endlng- machine. Multiple - compartment coin - operated
J. A. Webster. .\o. 1.229.558 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p 449'

\endlng .na.h no. Newspaper . J. P. Fife and W. Laugh
lin. No. 1.229.054: .fune 5; v. 2.39; p.

""- "»"«"
lending n.achine. Token-controlled G

1.229.741 : June 12 : v. 2.39 : p. 508
\eneer drying apparatus. Wood-. E

Marcopoulos. No. 1,228,799

227.
A. Garcia.

.'.30

J. E. fe
142.

Irk. No.

Lambert.

1.228.931

No.

No.

June

Window- ventilator.
No. 1.229,066 ; June

1.228.790: .Inn",- .1: v
Ventilating apparatus.

5 ; V. 2.39 : p. iss.
Ventilator : ti»e—

Water-closet ventilator.
Aentilator. J. Greenburg

2.39 ; p. 232.
Ventilator. W.

p. 255.
Vertical bench.

V. 239 : p. .34

Vessel lifter. R
2.19 : p. 602.

Vessel, Submarine. A. <;reenberg
19; V. 2.39; p. 864.

Vessels. Construction of submarine. H
1.229.004 ; June 5 : v. 2.39 : p. 212.
rator. Electroniajinetlc. F. E. Brixlus

26 : v. 239 : p. 954.
Vls.ous^Uuld appller. L. L. Steven.son.
June IV ; v. 2.39; p. 609.

Vise. Qutvk nprton. J. Karolle and G.
1.229.7.7X1^1 une 12: v. 2.39: p. 51.3.

Vlsf. Woodworking . E. A. Schade and J
1,229.659 : .lun.. 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 48.3.

Voltage-retrulntor. H. A. Ijiycock. No.
19; V. 239: p. 871.

Votlng-ninchine, Assembly. F. L. Dyer.
June 20 : V. 2.39 ; p. 90i.

Vulcanized plastic articles, Manufacture of. W. G. Chrls-
topherson. No. 1.229.175: June 5; v. 2.39: p. 269.

\ ulcanlrer. J. B. Rose. No. 1.2.30,789; June 19; v.—>s» ; p. 893.
Wa^on box. _^^W. R. Burr. No. 1.229,223; June 12; v.

H. Baker. No. 1,231,472 ; June 26 ; v.

Perrot. No. 1.229,131 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ;

P, Plantlnga. No. 1^128.475: June 6;

J. Reece. No. 1,230,029; June 12; v.

No. 1.2.30,702; June

E. Yarrow. No.

No. 1,230.857 :

No. 1.230,052 ;

Csvercskt*. No.

M. Hance. No.

1.2.30.728: June

No. 1,230.880;

Wngon-brake. K.
239* p. 1161.

Wagon. Sanding . L. Kindling.
V. 239 : p. 1094.

Wall construction, Hollow composition
No. 1.228.417 ; .June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 14.

Wall socket. J. Kennedy. No. 1229 287
2.39 : p. .3.">0.

Wall structure. H. M. Leonard. No
V. 2:{9 ; p. 092.

Wardrobe sent-liox. G. H. Wheary.
19: V. 239; p. 71.'i.

Wash boiler. H. W. Scheller. No.
V. 239: p. 201.

Washer : See—
.Automobilf-washer. Sugar-wn.<her
Lock-waaher. Trav washer.

Washing <ontalner«. Apparatus for". T. L. Valerius
1.22S..H.'>1

: .June 5; v. 2.39; p. 16.3

No. 1.231.269 : June 26 ;

R. B. Flason. Jr.

June 12 ; v.

1,230,181 ; June 19 ;

No. 1,230,252; June

1.228.972; June 6:

No.

Washing machine
"June 5 : v. 239

Washing machine
19 : V. 230 : p.

Washing machine
V. 239 ; p. 492.

Washing-machine gearing

J. J. and J'. E

F. C. Shearing.
708.
W. H. Vosa. No

Banta. No. 1.228.387

;

No. 1,2.^231 ; June

1,229,686 ; June 1:;

;

June 12 : V. 2.39 p. 49.3.
W.

W.

H. Voss.

n. Voss.

for
239
G.

Washing-machine gearing.
June 19 ; v. 2.39

; p. «il.
Washing machines. Gearing device

Dlnkel. No. 1.228.887; June 6; v
Watch-holder, Inclusive. R M

1,229.182 : June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; n. 271
Watch stopping attachment. E. T. Lewis
June 19; v. 239; p. ,s73.

Watch stopping attachment. E. T. I.«wIr
June 19 : v. 239 ; p S73.

Water-channels, protective device for P
1.2.30.4.'>7 ; June 19 ; v. 239

; p. 782
'

Water closet. P. J. Madden. No. 1.229.303
V. 239 ; p. 362.

power.
; p. 174.
Phillips

No. 1,229,687;

No. 1,230,542;

A. J.

No.

No. 1,230,732

;

No. 1.230,73.'»;

Bou?ry. No.

June 12:

•"w^

E. F. Klemme. No. 1,228,786:

No. 1,2;«),590;

Water-closet ventilator.
June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 141.

Wnter-controlling apparatus. S. Mason.
June 19; v. 2.^9 ; p. «28.

Water-cooler. H. E. Schulse. No. 1,228,836; June 6;
V. 239 ; p. 108.

Water-heater, Continuous-flow. J. D. Jackson. No.
1.230.167; June 19; v. 2.39; p. 686.

Water-heating apparatus. J. Laun. No. 1,228,932 ; June
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 188.

Water meter. L. H. Nash. No. 1,228,693 ; June 5 ; v.

p. 108.

Water motor. H. E. Frame.
239; p. 177.

Water-motor or propeller. H. P. Magone. No.
June 19; v. 239; p. 695.

Water, sewage, and the like,

zies. No. 1.229..305: June

239

No. 1,228.897 ; June 5 ; v.

Treatment of.
12 : v. 239 : p.

1,2.30.191 ;

Men-S. H.
363.

Water-softeners, Chemlcal-f«'edlng device for. C. A. Cart-
wright. No. 1.231.128 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1048.

Water-sUge Indicator. D. W. Pfoebstel. No. 1,229,785;
524.
A. TurnbuU. No. 1.229,171 ; June

June 12 ; v. 2.39 ; p
Water tubf boiler. H

.> ; V. 239 ; p. 268.
Waterer, Stock-. F.

1.231.073; June 26
F. and A. A. Schwert feger. No.
V. 239 ; p. 1028.

O.

Watering tank.
2.39 : p. 61 o.

Waterproofing fibrous materials. A.
1,228.987 : June 5 : v. 239 : p. 206.

Waterproofing fibrous materials. Machine for.

No. 1.228.986; June 5: v. 239: p. 206.
Waterproofing fibrous materials. Machine for.

No. 1,228.988 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 200.
Waterproofing sized sheets. Apparatus for.

.No. 1.2.30.(»68; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 615.
Waxing threads. Process of and apparatus

Houston. No. 1.230.714: June 19; v. 239
Weather boarding gage. O

June 12 ; V. 239 : p. 381.
Weather strip. L. Ender.

239 : (i. 569.
Weather-strip construction. Car-<loor

1.228.548, June 5: v. 239; p. 59.

Weeiler. J. Lllpakka. No. 1,228,935; June
p. 189.

Weighing balance. W. Sims. No. 1.2.30,232
V. 239 ; p. 709.

Weight testing machine. E. H. Waugh. No
June 12 : V. 2.39:

Welding. Kleitric.
V. 239 : p. 496.

Welding. Electric.
V. 2.39; p. 669.

Webling. Electric.

542.
B. Auel.

12 .39 ; p. .357.
O.

C. Cary

A. Kenyon.

No. 1,229,700;

No

Welding tul)es. J. C
V. 2.39 : I.. .V20.

Well-casing head, OH-. P. L. Maxwell
June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 105.

Well lasings. Threiid-protector for.
1.231.4.'>o: .liine 26; v. 2.39; p. 1154.

Well-cleaning device. I). A. Carden.
.lune 19 : V. 239 : p. 852.

Wheat washing, rinsing, and drvlng machine.
No. 1.231.<K)2; June 26; v. 239; p. 1004.

Wheel : Sw

—

No.

Spring-wheel.
Toothed wheel.
Traction bearing-wheel.
Tractor-wbeel.
Vehli-|p wheel.
Wind-wheel.

1.228.567 ; June 5 ; v. 239

J. H.

Caterpillar wheel.
Electric wheel.
Gear or worm wheel.
Plow wheel.
Pulverizing wheel.
Resilient wheel.

Wheel. G. P. B. Hoyt.
p. 62.

Wheel. L. H. Perlman.
p. 618.

Wheel block. Metal. A.
1,228,438 ; June 5; v.

Wheel demountable rim. Vehicle-. A.
1.229.801 : .Tune 12 : v. 239 ; p. 629.

Wheel pulling device. W. \. Tuttle
June 19; V. 239 : p 779.

Wheel rim. J. T. Ronald. No. 1.228.970'; June
p. 201.

Wheel rim. IVmountable and separable vehicle-,
•No. 1.229.639; June 12; v. 2.39; p. 476.

Wheel rim. Vehicle-. J. H. Wagenhorst. No.
June 26; v. 239 ; p. 1108.

Wheel rim. Vehl'le . J. M. Wagenhorst. No.
Jant 26 ; t. 2S9 ; p. 1181.

No. 1.230.075 ; June 12 ; v. 239

;

Gray.

H. Smith.

No. 1.230,448;

J. Horan and
2.39 ; p. 22.

Wagenhorst. No. 1.231.639;Wiieel rlw. Vehicle-. J. H
June 20 ; v. 239; p. 1181.

Wheels. (Gripping device for tractor-. A. Stewart. No.
1,229.541 : June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 443.

Wheels. Means for holding demountable rims on. S. B.
McKay. No. 1.228.795 : June 5 ; t. 239 ; p. 144.

•Wheels or the like. Remover for. B. Domlnguez. No.
1.229.725 : June 12 : v. 2.39 ; p. 503.

Wheels, Winding attachment for vehicle-. A. G. Wilson
and C. O. Oleson. No. 1.229.368 ; June 12 ; v. 239

;

p. 386.

WhIfBetree-lron. L. Z. Pierce. No. 1.228.965;
V. 239 ; p. 199.

" ~ Morse. No. 1,228.581;M. S.

June 5

;

June 5

;

V. 239 ;

J. Ward. No. 1.2.30,056; June 12; v.

Tate. No.

A. O. Tate.

A. O. Tate.

S. Elliott.

for. J. F.
p. 868.

C. Watklns. No. 1.229.856;

No. 1.229.920; June 12; v.

P. Frantz. No.

6 : v. 239 ;

June 19 ;

1.229,838 ;

June 12

;

1,2.30,114; June 19;

No. 1,229,288; June

W. H. Spire. No. 1.228.843; June 5;Welding niarbine.
V. 2.3^; p. 101.

Welding machine. Electric. L. S. Lachman. No. 1,228,450 ;

June 5 ; V. 2.39 : p. 25.
Welding machine. Electric. J. M. Sparkes. No. 1.228.842 ;

June 5 ; V. 239 ; p. 160.
Welding svstem. E. E. Eby. No. 1.229.728; June 12;

V. 2.39 ; p. .504.

Welding svstem. E. E. Ebv and S. W. Farnsworth. No.
1.229.727 ; June 12 : v. 2.19 ; p. 504.

Moon. No. 1.229.774; Jun? 12;

No. 1.230.885; June 26:

W. Foster. No. 1,228,424 ; June

Jr. No. 1,229,858: June 12; v.

Wigwag signal.
V. 239; p. 70.

Wind-wheel. F. P. Gay.
p. 963.

Winding mechanism. G
5; V. 239; p. 17.

Windlass. C. Andrade.
2.39 : p. 549.

Wln<llasK driving nvechanlsm. M. J. Sasgen and A. Gloor.
No. 1.228,828 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 155.

Windlass. Emergency draft-. J. H. I^nge. No. 1.229.762 ;

.lune 12; v. 2:^9; p. 51,6.

Windmill. - -
p. 1085

Windmill.
p. 96.

Window,
p. 139.

Window lock and lifter.

J. ^. Doak. No. 1.231.242; June 26

A. F. George. No. 1,228,060 ; June 5

T. H. Kane. No. 1,228,780; June 5;

M. Bagby.

R. Leonard;

V. 239;

V. 239 :

M,

. 239;

No. 1.229.016;

No. 1,229,983;

No. 1,229,078

;

McNulty. No.

1,229.709 ; June

No. 1,228,686:

(;. Sutton. No.

No. 1,230.666:

C. Dawson.

No.

No.

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 216
Window or door screen. W.

June 12 ; V. 2.39 : p. 587.
, ,., ,

Window or other openings or passages. Adjustable closure

for. F. N. Roehrlch. No. 1,229.523; June 12; v. 2.39;

p. 4.37.

Window platform support. E. F. IWrrls.
June 5: v. 239 ; p. 234.

Window-protecting attachment. S. • E.

1,230,197; June 19; v. 2:^9; p. 097.
Window-regulator. J. E. Marsden. No.

12 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 519. ,
Window-screen. H. Bauknecht. No. 1.229.400 ; June 12 ;

V. 2.39 ; p. :i95.

Window-screen. E.M.Craig. No. 1.228.530 ; June 5 ; t.

239 ; p. 56.

Window screen. J. P. Kuhn and J. D. Martin. No.
^ 1.231.177; June 26; v. 2.39; p. l^'O-*- „„ „„^ , ,-
Window screen. P. J. Wolfe. No. 1.229,695; June 12;

wrndow-sc?een. 'Roller. T. B. Miller. No. 1.230.918;

June 26; V. 239; p. 973. „, „.^ ,

Wind<.w ventilator. H. W. I>rew. No. 1.231.340; June
20; V. 289; p. 1117. ^ ^^

Wing or propeller for aerial dynamics and other purposes.

R. W. Springer. No. 1,231,444; June 26; v. 239; p.

1152.

Wire-cloth rack. A. W. Johnson. No. 1.229,086 ; June 6 ;

v. 2.39 ; p. 239.

Wire-reel. J. L. Corley. No. 1,230,677 ; June 19 ; v.

239; p. 856.

Wire stretcher. W. A. Clanton nn<l R. K. Cox. No.

1.231.493: June 20; v. 2.39; P- HO"- „„.. ,
Wire-stretcher. S. T. Shults. No. 1,228,611; June 5; v..

2:J9 : p. 81.

Wire-stretcher. F. S.

v. 239 : p. 376.
Wlre-tvlng machine.

19 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 888.
Wire unrcdler. BarlK>d

19 ; V. 239 ; p. 894. ...
Wipes, rmls. and tut)es of circular cross section. .Vpparatna

for straightening nietalli<-. C. A. A. Lehmaun. No.
1.229,981 : ,Tune 12 : ^. 2.39 ; p. 587.

Wood composition. Artificial . L. S.. Gibson. No.
1.231.519: June 26; v. 2:^9: p. 1175.

Woo<l splitting machine. H. K. Hauberg. No. 1.231.526 ;

June 20 ; V. 2.39 ; p. 1177.
Wooden boat. E. S. Hough. No. 1.228.922; June 6; v.

2.39 ; p. 185. . , ,
Woodworking mactflnerv. Varlatjle sUdlng-cone feed for

A. Kamp. No. 1.2.30.^18 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 869
Work holder. M. E. Clark. No

•.>39
; p. 1179.

* Mncleod.

Stevens. No. 1,229,343". June 12;

H. E. Pitts. No. 1,230,773 ; June

. L. Schick. No. 1,230,794 ; June

6 ; T. 289 ;

H. Mote.

1,281,814;-

1,231,538;

Work-support. A. A.
V. 2.39 ; p. 105.

Wrapping device. H.
June 19; v. 2.39; p

Wrapping machines,
,M. E. Peters. <;.

1,229.512 ; June 12

Wrench : ifee—
Nut and pipe wrench.

Wrench. F. P. Blrand.
p. 849.

Wrench. R. J. Colson.
p. 1049.

1; p.

1.231,633; June 26; v.

No. 1,228,684 ; June 6;

(Reissue.) No. 14.318;Havashl.
9O0.
Box-feedlnji mechanism for box-.

H. Fath, and A. F. Miller. No.
V. 2.39 ; p. 4.32.

No. 1.2a0.656 ; June 19 ; t. 239 ;

No. 1.231.131 : June 26; v. 239;



XCVl ALPHABETICAL LIST OF INVEN'TIONS.

Wrench.
p. iii;2.

Wrenrh.
V. 239 ;

Wrench.
p. 103.

Wringer :

Clothes
Wringers,

rlothes-
V. 239 ;

C. C. Hole. No. 1.231.355; June 26; v. 239;

F. X. Katchmaaenskl. No. 1,231.262 ; June 26 ;

p. 1091.
W. S. Upson. No. 1,228,850 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

See—
wringer.
Adju.stable automatic presnure-roll release for

R. I". Wright. No. 1,231.407; June 26;
p. IIGO.

Writing Implement or device. W. C. Geer. No. 1,230.140:
June 10: V. 239; p. OSO

Writing machine. Multiplex-. F. E. Crompton. No.
1.230,872 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 959.

Writing machines. MecbanlMnn for manipulating checks In
plural-. F. E. Crompton. No. 1.230,871; June 26; v.
239 : p. 958.

. r o
,

V.

Zinc and other similar metals, .\pparatus for producing
n. .Specketer. No. 1,231.084; June 26; v. 239; p. 1032.

Zinc, Producing pure. M. ."^pecketer. No. 1,231.083;
June 26 ; . 239 ; p. 1032.

V

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF DESIGNS

AdTertlsing menu-frame. 8. Phlllpson. No. 50,914 ; June
12 ; V. 239 : p. 627.

Aeroplane. 11. J. Kelley and C. H. Garrett, Jr. No.
50,912 1 June 12; v. 239; p. 626.

Automobile body. W. J. P. Moore. Nos. 50,952-3 ; June
19 ; V. 239 : p. 915. ,

Automobile rciir-end signal device. C. E. Schwelzer. No.
50,921 ; Jun." 12; v. 239; p. 628.

Automobile signal light. J. P. Becker. No. 50,930; June
19; V. 239; p. 911.

Badge. F. X. Klrsch. No. 50.913; June 12; v. 239; p.

626.
Badge or button. F. L. Long. No. 50.893 ; June 5

;

V. 239 : p. 293.
Badge or medal. E. F. Ramsberger. No. 50,957 ; June 19

;

V. 239: p. 916.
Badge or similar article. E. A. Davis. No. 80,965 ; June

26: V. 2.'?9 : p. lifts.

Bottle and brush-cleaner, Mucilage-. A. E. Huband. No.
50.974 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1189.

Bottle holder and ticket-rack. Milk-. \. Oatrom. No.
60.975 : June 26 : v. 2.^9 : p. 1189.

Bracket-back, Body for oval. C. E. Jones. N6. 60,872 ;

June 5 ; V. 239 ; p. 28!».

Button, emblen), or other Insignia. G. E. Falrchild. No.
50.884 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 292.

Buttonhodk and bottle-opener. Combination. H. Korpl.
No. 50,949 : June 19 ; v. 239 : p. 91.-.

Cabinet. F. W. Tohey. No. 60.623 : June 12 ; v. 239 ; p.
620

Casket. C. L. Smith. No. 60.880 : June 5 ; v. 2.'J9

:

p. 291.
Ca»*ct handle arm. E. R. Sargent. No. 50,920 ; Jtme

12 ; V. 239: p. 628.
(>alr. J. Wade. No. 60.924: June 12: v. 239: p. 629.
Chalr-p<>destal. J. Barker. No. 50.900 : June 12 ; v. 239 :

p. «24.
Cleaner casing. Suction-. J. B. KIrby. No. 50.946; June

19; V. 239: p. 914.
Concrete smoke-Jack. H. E. Burns. No. 50.903 ; June

12 ; V, 239 ; p. 626.
Desk artide. .Combination E. 11. Blnns. No. 60,901 ;

June 12 : V. 239: p. 624.
I>oll, Novelty. J. D. Cptman. No. 50.9.34; June 19: v

239: p. 912.
Electrlc-llght fixture. |S. Braunstein. No. 60,964 : June

26; V. 2:19; j). 1187.
Electric lights. Glass ^de for. A. W. Reiser. Nos.

50,877-8; June 5; v. 23^: pp. 290-1.
Emblem,"> O. Chrlstensen. Jf«^ 50.932 ; June 19; v. 239;

p. 912.
Emblem, badge, or button. C. H\Doke. H. E. Berrv. D. H.

and C. A. Delzell. No. .')0,9.10 :\june 19 : v. 2:i9 : p. 013
Emblem, badge, or button. Mllitjjrv. C. 11. Doke. 11. E.

Berry. D. H. an<l C. A. Delzellt No. .')0.937 : June 19:
v. 239: p. 913.

Fabric. Textile. R. E. Godfrey. J^os 50,887-91 ; June 5 ;

v. 239 : pp. 292-3.
Fabric, Printed. II. Wearne. No. ^^M),928; June 12; v.

239 ; p. 630.
Fixture and valve. Combined. A. J. B»tr. No. 60,866;

June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 288.
Floor - covering. Herring - bone grass. B. Hi^dson. No.

60,909; June 12; v. 239; p. 626.
Forceps. Pair of. W. M. Shetler. No. 50,879 ;\June 6;

v. 239 ; p. 291.
Fork or similar article. Handle for a. Q. E. CurMss. No.

50,870 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 289.
Glass bowl. M. A. Smith. No. 50.960; June 19; v.

p. 917.
Glass vessel or similar article. T. A. Shanley. No. .'iO,9.'»9 ;

June 19 : V. 239 : p. 916.
Golf ball. J. P. Cochrane. No. 50.883: June 5; v. 239;

p. 292.
Headlight-lens. C. M. Wlble. No. 50.962 ; June 19 ; v.

239 : p. 917.
''

Headlights. Glass for. P. Ebellng. No. 50.938 : Jutie 19 ;

V. 239 : p 913.
Hinge. Door-. O. C. Rixson. No. 60.978; June 26; v.

239; p. 1190..
Insect trap. J. Czerna. No. 50,904; June 12; v. 239; p.

02,'i
Insignia, emblem, badge, or button. C. H. Doke. H. E.

Berrv. D. H. and C. A. Delxell. No. 50.9.35 ; June 19 ;

V. 239 : p. 912.
Ijibel. O. S. Hurst. No. 60.802 ; June 6 ; t. 239 ; p 293.
Lace. I. P. Rleger. Nos. 50.895-7 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p, 294.
Ijice. C. J. Watters. No. 50.927; June 12; v. 239; p.

630.
Lace trimming. M. N. Aaron. No. 60.898; June 12; v.

239 : p. 624.

I Lamp-casing. J. L. Dawes. Nos. 60,905-6; June 12:
j

V. 239 ; p. 625.

I
Lamp-door. W. F. Anklam. Nos. 50,862-3 ; June 5 ; v.

I 239 ; p. 287.
I^mp lens. E. J. Smith and II. W. Atkinson. No. 60,932;

I

.Mine 12 : V. 239 ; p. 029.
Lamp stand. L. Angiuili. No. 50.929 : June 19 ; v. 239 ;

I p. 911.
I Lamp-stand. F. K. Maeri. No. 60,874; June 8; v. 230;-

I
p. 290.

I Light-bowl. C. B. Ott. No. 60,955 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p.
916.

Lighting-fixture. H. C. Adam. Nos. 50,860-1; June 5;
1 v. 239 : p. 287.

r Lighting-fixture. F. C. Baker. N©. 50,865; June 5; v.

i

23?J : p. 288.
Lighting fixture arm. F. S. Crowell. No. 50,869 ; June 6 ;

i

V. 2:{9 ; p. 289.
I Lighting fl.xture glass bowl. F. S. Crowell. No. 50,868 ;

I June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 288.
!
Lighting-fixture glass bowl. A. W. Reiser. No. 50,876 ;

June r. : v. 239 ; p. 290.
' Llghtlng-flxture wall-bracket. R. Y. Barrows and O. V.

Strahan. No. 50,867 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 288.
Loaf of biscuit. A. F. Ward. Nos. 60,925-6; June 12;

V. 231) ; pp. 629-30.
MeasurlnK-machines or the like. Casing for. J. C. Geb-

hnrt. No. 50,908 : June 12 ; v. 2.39 : p. 626.
Muslc-cablnet. W. A. French. Nos. 60,966-71; June 26;

v. 2.'{9; pp. 1188-9.
Nutcracker. R. C. AbL No. 50,899; June 12; v. 280;

p. 624.
Pin. 11. R. Loomls. No. ."50,950 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 915.
Pistol and sword hilt. Combined. B. Volcansek. No.

50,979 : June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1190
late or similar art!
5 ; V. 239 : p. 292

Plate or similar article. A. B. Geriach. No. 50.886 ; June

Powder box. E. Hoffman. No. 60,973 ; June 26 ; v. 289 ;

P flSO.
Qiiiltl M. L. Nadler. No. 50.954 : June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 915.
RefrlArator. J. E. GloeRler. Nos. 50,939-40: June 19;

V. 2J9 : p. 913.
Ring f)r similar article. M. L. and M. L. Bowden, Jr.

No. ^50.902; June 12; v. 239; p. 624.
Rocking-chair. T. J. McCormlck. No. 50,875; June 5;

v. 239 : p. 29(K
RosTary-medal. F. J. McLoughlin. No. 50.894; June 5;

v. 239 : p. 294.
Rug. R. F. Rlddpll. Nos. 60.916-19 ; June 12 ; v. 230

;

pp. 027-8.
Rug. R. F. Rlddell. No. 50,958 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 916.
Salt-shaker. 1). Frlshraan. No. 50,907 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

p. 025.
Shaile. N. Kopp. Nor. 50,947-8 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 914.
Skate-blade. K. Ilunold. No. 50.943; June 19; v. 239;

...914.
oon. fork, or similar article. 11. Hillborn. No. 50.972;
June 26: v. 239: p. 1189.

Spoon, fork, or similar article. G. C. Lunt. No. 50.951 ;

June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 915.
Stove. C. R. Graham. No. .'»0,941 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 : p.

913.
Talcum-box. Sheet-metal. H. R. Corey. No. 50.933 : June

19; V 2.39: p. 912.
'

Tire. E. A. Jones. No. 50,873 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 291.
Tire. Pneumatic. R. M. Pierson. No. 50.956 ; June 19 ;

V. 2.39 : p. 916.
Tire. Pneumatic. R. M. Pierson. Nos. 60.976-7 ; June

26 ; V. 239 : p. 1190.
Tire, Pneumatic. H. K. Raymond. No. 50.915; June 12

V. 239: p. 627.
Tire tread. F. B. Carlisle. No. 50.931 : June 19; v. 239

p. 912.
Ire-tread. L. T. Vance. No. 50.961 ; June 19; v. 239
p. 917.

Tire tread. Automobile-. F. T. Falrcloth. No. 50.871
June 5 : v. 239 ; p 289.

Tire tread. Automobile-. E. Von Vargyas. No. 50,881
June n : v. 239 : p. 201

Trav. I. Freid. No. 50,885 : June 5 : y. 239 ; p. 292.
I Va nit V case. K. Ono. No. .50.963: June 19; v. 239: p.

017
;
Velocipede for the use of children. H. W. Case. No.

' r,t\m2 : June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 291.
Watchcase. F. E. Hyatt. Nos. 60.910-11; June 12; t.

I 239 : p. 626.
Watchcase. F. E. Hyatt. No. 50.944 ; June 19 : v. 239

;

p. 914.
Watchcase. F. E. Hvatt. No. 50,945 : June 19 ; v. 239 ;

I p. 914.
Water-henter shell. C. A. Backstrom. No. ."SO,864 : June

5 : V. 239 : p. 287.

239 0. G.—vii XCVll
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mat<>rlal8. Durkee-
V. 239 ; £. 313.

Abrasive, detergent, and pollshlni

Atwood Co. No. 116,88" ; June '
.

Anti««'ptlf sulutlou. S»ott & Ilowne. No.

Itt : V. 23ft : p. 937.
Apparei tor ladles. Certain named wearlnR-
^<y. 117,248 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1205.

AdpIc JuUe. Nntionnl Fnilt J nice Company.
117.189 : June 19 : v. 239 . p. 936.

Automol)lle heaters uttllztng the exhaust from exploslve-

englnen. The Hill Pump Valve Company. No. 116,952 ;

June 5; v. 239; p. 315.
BaL'. Folding Hhopplnj: . Sears, Roebuck and Co.

117.211 : .June 1 U . v. 239; p. 937.

Balls Tennis-. The Seamless Rubber Company.
11^.923; June 5; V. 239; p. 314.

Bananas. Estes and Son. No. 117.031 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

Barrenes. Pacific Novelty Company. No. 116,975 ;

5: v. 239: p. 310.
,. XT . *. *'

KathlDU sulU and sweaters. D. Nusbaum it Co.
117,t»54; June 12: v. 239 .p. 652.

x;,, * ,

Batteries and flash-lights, EHectrlc. Columbia Electric

Novelty Corporation. No. 116,943 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

Batt«Ty'''|>lateH, Storage-. Oneral I..«'ad Batteries Com-
pauv. No. 117,1.^4. June 19: v. 239: v. 934

Beer.
" Inlted Breweries Co. No. 117,000 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

I'.cMii'm ianvas. rubber, bather, ami coiiililnatlon canvas

and rubber. Hudson Mechanical Unbher Co. No.

117 147: June 19: v. 23'.t : p. ft.?'). ^ ^ .,,

Belting forme<l of textile fabric, Machlner/-. W. D. Allen

Manufacturing Company. No. 116,933 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

015
L. A. Ranlvllle. No. 116,978; June 5;

IIY.2O8; June

H. Collins.

No.

ilve-
)52;

No.

No.

J39;

June

No.

pTtiBelting, Leather.
V. 239 ; p. 316.

BcverjiKe sold as
Nos. 117.085-7

Beverau'e sold as

soft drink. Cereal. .\nza<

June 19; v. 2.39 : p. 933.

a soft drink. Nonalcoholic.1(1 as a soil uriUK, .-^Ku-amiinj

Company. No. 116.974 ; June

Compmy.

Omaha
. 239;

Non-lntoxlcatlng cereal.

No. 117.014 ; June 5 ; v.

No.

Buttons. Wearing-apparel. Rochester Button Company.
No. 116,980 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 316.

Candle and candlestbk holders, range-boilers, carriage

foot-warmers. A. Kreamer. Inc. No. 117,161 ;
June

19 ; V. 239 : p. 935.
Candy, Chocolate. C. A. Crane. No. 117,113; June 19;

V. 239; p. 934. ^, ,,, ,..0
Candy, Chocolate. Ix>ose Wiles C<>nipany. No. 117.108 ;

June 19: v. 239: p. 936.
,

Canne<l fish. Ad<lls Ac Kppsteln. No. 117.077 ; June 19 ;

V. 239 ; p. 933.
Canned fruits, vegetables, and salmon, totnato catsup.

Burton & Davis Co. No. 117,102; June 19; v. 239;
p. 933.

,

Canned goods, (lijerseas Products Company.
June 19 : v. 239 : p. 9.W.

Canned salmon. Booth Fisheries Company.
June 12; v. 239; p. 6.^.1.

Canned salmon. Booth Fisheries Company.
.June 19 : V. 239 : p. 933.

Canned salmon. Columbia River Packers

"Beveraue
p. 316.

, ,

Beverage sold as a soft drink,
Willow Springs Brewing Co.
239 D 317

Beverages, Brewe<l malt. Hlnckel Brewery Company.
110.900; June 5; v. 2.39; p. 314. ,,,nr.:.

Biscuits. Pacific Coast Biscuit Company. No. 117,0o5 ,

June 12; V. 239; p. 052. ^
, ,

-.
Blackboards and slnilTnr boards for writing purposes. The

I'.eaver Company. No. 117.093: June 19; v. 239 .

Blouse's and sport coats. Ladles'. Samek & Lobel. No.

116.922; June 5; v. 239; p. 314.

Booklets and <lr<ulars for advertising a <«H,;'.^t'"n";;5i:-

ice B. .\. Javtt7. No. 1 17.1.-2 : June 19 .v. 2.?9 ; p. 935.

Boots and sfioes. Canvas. Woodbury Shoe Company. No.

117 <»73 • June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 6.V2.

Beets and shoes. leather. Cass & Daley Shoe Company.
.No. 117.247; June 26; v. 239; p. 1205.

, ^ ^ . _._
Boots and shoes. Leather and canvas. Velvet Orlp Shoe

Co. No. 117.007 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 317.

Bo..ts and shoes ma.le of leather skins, and t'-x lies

Tomahawk Shoe Co. No. 117.221 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 .

lU?M's "and trunks, valises, toilet cases, traveling bags.

Hat- Crouch Sc Fitzgerald. No. lli.llO: June

v 2.39 : p. 934.
Bmkellnlngs. Stavbestos Manufacturing Company.

117.215 : June l9 : r. 2.39 : p. 937.

Bread. Davidson Baking Co. No. 117.027: June
V 239 ; p. 651. . „ ,,

Brerfds and pastries. Raised. Bystrom A Mull.

117.100: June 19: v. 2.39: p. 9.34.

Brirk lining for furnaces, smelters, hollers, cupolas,

and stoves: Fire. •)Hver Brothers. No. 117.193; June

Bru-<h
*
Shoe polishing. Tube Brush Co. No. 117.225 :

June 19 : V. 239 ; p. 937.
„,.. ^ .

Riilblln" construction. Certain named. The Waring
rnde?wo.^ Com No. 117.232; June 19; v. 239:

P ^^"^ _ ^.. Company. No. 117.019; June 12;

Ac.
19;

r^o.

12:

No.

No. 117.112; June 19: v. 239:
Canned salmon.

19 ; v. 239 ; p.

Canne<l salmon.
19 : V. 2.39 ; p

Canned sardines

Harris & 80.
934.

No.P. E
935.
Kollev Clarke Co. No
93.%.

and tuna

No. 117,195 ;

No. 117.022:

No. 117.096

;

Association.

117,139 : June

117,157 : June

Van Landini^iam
937.

No. 117,204;
: p.

'

I Co.

Wild Lo. :no. ik.ook; june 1^ , v. ^aa
Canned vegetables, fruits, and fish. Ei

pany. No. 117,030 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ;

flsh. C. E
Co. No. 117.230; June 19; v. 239

Canned shrimp. Ruge Bro's. Canning
.lune 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936. ^ ^ ^ ^ *, „

Canned tomatoes, corn. peas, pork and beans, Ac. Mueller
Wild Co. No. 117.050 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 652.

Emerv Food Com-
. . p. 651.

Ca'talo'gues, folders, printed books, valentines, Ac. S. 8.
Krespe Co. No. 110.956 : June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 316.

Catalfi^rues of n-^wspapers and perlwMcals. G. W. May.
No. 110,962; June 5; v. 239; p. 315.

Catarrh treatment, remedv for certain named diseases.

J. L Oreenbaum. No. ll7.035 : June 12 ; v. 2:V.t ; p. 651.
Cathartics. W. A. McLeod. No. 116,909 ; June 5 ; t.

2.39; p. 314.
Cement. Building-. Louisville Cement Company. No.

117.109: JiMP 19: v. 239: p. 936.
Chemicals ana pharmaceutical preparations. Certain

njrmed. Sterling Products Company. No. 116.928 ; June
5: v. 239: p. 314.

. ^ .. .

pharmaceutical preparations. Certain
Butler. No. 117,103 ; June 19 ; v. 239 :

and
J. W.

Chemicals
named.
p. 933.

Chemicals and pharmaceutical preparations. Certain

named. The Mehalovltch Brothers Company. No.

117,277; June 26; v. 239; P-_,1206 ^ „ „
Chemises made of woven material. Lehman Bros. X^o.

110.904; June 5; v. 2.39: p. 314.

Chocolate coating for confectioners and bakers. The
To6ralne Company. No. 117,069; June 12; v. 239;
p. 652.

Chocolates.
June 19

;

Chocolates
117,021 ;

Cigarettes.
117.100 :

Clgiirettes.

Co.The Nelson-Rhoads Candy
v. 239 : p. 930.
and confections. Paul F.

June 12; v. 239; p. 651.
Liggett & Myers Tobacco

.Tune 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 935.
D. D. Mlnasslan. No. 116,967

P. Duryea. No

No. 117.190

;

Belch Co. No.

Company. No.

June 5 ; .
No. 116,977 ; June 5 ;

117.122 ; June 19 ;

Butter. Bean-Site
V. 239- p. 651.

Butter. Creamery-.
117.186-7 : June

Batter. Creamery-.
June 12 ; v. 239 ; ^.

Butter-merging compounds.
117.104 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39

Mutual Creamery
1ft: V. 2.39 : p. 930.
Yorkshire Creamery Co
p. 0.')2.

The Butr Plus
p. 9.34.

Company. Nos.

No. 117,074 ;

Co. No.

Buttons or separable fasteners. Press-.

No. 117.192 : June 19 : v. 239 : p. 936
J. O. Nygaard.

239; p. 315.
-Cigarettes. Pupulldy Brothers.

v. 2.39 : p. 310.
Cl^areties. Rolled. M.

V. 239; p. 934. , , „„„ ,._
Cigars. E. Linden. No. 116.957 : June 6 ; t. 289 ; p. 515.
Cigars The Weldeman Co. No. 117,011 ; June 5 ; t. 289 ;

Clears, clgarros. cheroots, and clgar-cllpplng*. 44 Cigar
Companv Nos. 117.128-31 ; June llf; v 2.39; p 9.34.

Cigars. Frltch. Ulmes A Company. No. 117,132; June
19 : V. 239 ; p. 984.

, ^ ^
Cleaning and polishing cloths for metals, woods, and

leathers. A. C. A. Company. No. 117.075- June 19;
V. 2.39 ; p. 933.

Cleaning and polishing material for automobllea, planoa.

woodwork, furniture. W. J. Brouse. No, 117.244;
June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1205.

Cleaning and polishing preparations for painted, var-

nished and woo<ien surfaces. F. H. Bosson. No.
117.099 ; June 1ft : v. 239 : p. 93.3.

Cleaning fluids. The Bleecker Company. No. 116,877

;

June 5 : t. 239 ; p. 313
, ^ , n

Cle-inlne liquid for varnlsheil and enameled surfaces. O.
S. A. Casslmns. No. 116,882 ; June B ; v. 239 ; p. 318.
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H. Brown. No. 117.100; Jnne 19 : v. 239

;

No8. 1.16,987-8;

North

&'o°

Clocks. X
p. 933.

Clocks. Shaplfigh Hardware Company
Jane 5; v. 239 : p. 316.

Clocks and watches and the works for the same.
American Watch Co. No. 117.053; June 12; v. 239;
p. 652.

Clothes-wringers and parts thereof. The American
Wringer Company. No. 117,084; June 19; v. 239;
p. 933.

Clothing and personal wear. Certain named. A. L. Blakes-
lee. No. 116.876 ; June 5 ; . 239 : p. 813.

Clothing, Certain nanie<l. Niagara Silk Mills. No.
11«,9«0; June 5; v. 239; p. 316.

Clothing, Certain named Indies' and mlsnes". L. D. Gor-
don. .\o. 117,1.16: June 10: v. 2.19 :»p. SS.""..

Clothing for men and women. Certain named. J. P.
Davis. No. 116.886 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 313.

Clothing for women. Certain named. C. T. Windmuller.
No. 117.072 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 652.

Coal. The Consolidation Coal Co. No. 116.944; June 5;
V. 239 ; p. 315.

Coats. J. Buckman. No. 117.023; June 12; v. 239; p.
651.

Ct>ats. cloaks, wrap.>i, dre.sses, &.C., Wouu-n's, children's, and
Infants'. The Salt's Textile -Manufacturing Company
Nos. 117,268-9; June 26 ; r. 239; p. 1206.

Coats, Sheenskin-llned. McKIbhin, Driscoll & Dorsey
-No. 117.1 lO; June 19: v. 239; p. 936.

Codflsh, Fresh, dried, and canned. Alaska Codfish Com
pany. No. 117,237 ; June 26 ; v. 2.39 : p. 1205.

CoiT«M.. W. II. M. Allxrtson. No. 117.078: June 19
V. 2.39 ; p. 9.'?3.

Coffee. A, Angel & Co. No. 117.017 ; June 12 : v. 239
p. 651.

~^

Coffee. Martin L. Hall Company. No. 117,254; June 26
V. -JSg; p. 1205.

Coffee in packages. Naas-Sanderson Co. No. 117.051
June 12; v. 239; p. 652.

Condiments. J. Quevedo. No. 117.057; June 12; v. 239
p. 652.

Cornets, trombones, altos, m«»lophoneR. &c. Lyon & Healy
No. 116,959 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 315.

Corset-i.Hces, lingerie and soutache braids,
<nishlons, Ac. Samstag & Hilder Bros.
June 5 : v. 239 ; p. 316.

Corsets. The Warner Bros. Co. No. 117,010
V. 239; p. 317.

Corsets and brassiferes. Treo Company. No.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 316.

Cotton piece goods, .\merlcan Bleached Goods Company
No. 117.239: June 26; v. 239; p. 1205.

Cough drops. O. A. Rather. No. 117,059 : June 12 ; v
239 ; p. 652.

Cough-drops. The Vanola Company. No. 117,006 ; June
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 317.

Crash and panama cloths and Imitation
C. H. Goldsmith. No. 117,252 ; June
1206.

Cream, powder, and stick. Shaving. W.
117.158; June 19; v. 239; p. 935.

Cutlery, ma(hlnery, and tools, and parts thereof. Certain
named. The Cincinnati Butfhers Supply Company.
No. 117.110: June 19; v. 239; p. 934.

Cutlery, machinery, and tools, ana parts thereof. Certain
named. Federal Export Corporation. No. 117.124

:

June 19 : V. 239 ; p. 934.
Dental impression-trays. Terraplastlca Manufacturint;

Co. No. 117.219: June 19; v. 239: p. 937.
Dental, medical, and surgical appliances. Certain named.

Davol Rubber Company. No. 117,118: June 19; v.
2.39 : p. 934.

Deodorant. Perln, Inc. No. 116.919; June 5
p. 314.

Disinfecting fluid, Dental, medical, and surgical
Guthrie Co. No. 116.884; June 5; v. 239; p

Dresses. I.Adles'. Marlon Dress Co. No.
5 ; V. 239 ; p. 315.

Driers for driving off free moisture from
rials. Ruggles-Coles Engineering Co.
June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 316

Drink or beverage. Soft. G. A. Buhl.
June 19; v. 239 : p. 933.

Drink or beverage. Soft. North Western Company. No
116,918: June 5; v. 239; p. 314.

Drink. Soft. Cantrell & Dawson. No. 116,940 : June 5

;

V. 239; p. 315.
Drink. Soft. W. B. Fink. No. 117.127; Jane 19; t.

239 ; V- 934.
Drinks and .syrup therefor. Carbonated «>ft. Wllbraham

Springs Company. No. 117,013 : June o ; v. 239

and doll
116,983

June 5

116,998

anama fabric.pan
26; v. 239 ; p.

J. Kelley. No.

V. 239:

Clarke
313

116:961 ; June

various mate-
No. 116.981 ;

No. 117.101

;

No.
p. 317

117.148; June

No. 117,253 :

No.

Dumb-l>ell«. Interstate Cartoon Co.
19 : v. 239 : p. 935.

Duplicators. Graphic Duplicator Company.
June 26 ; t. 28^ ; p. 1206.

Dvewood extracts. MacAndrews & Forbes Company
116,908; June 5: v. 239; p. 314.

Eggs, batter, butterin, oleomarparln, cheese. The W. J.
Hartnel Company. No. 117.140; June 19: v. 239-
p. 935.

Electric lights and dry batteries. Portable. National Car-
bon Company. No. 117.262; June 26; . 239 : p. 1205

RIectrical apparatus and supplies. I.«nders. Frary k
nark. No. 117,168; Jane 19: v. 239; p. 935.

name«l. Fed-
June 19 ; V.

named.
116.935;

Klectro«l»'S.

117,188

Flour. Wheat-
June 19 ; .

Flour. Wheat . No.

No.

No. 117.041;

No. 117.062;

Maas Baking

klectrlcal apparatus and supplies. Certain
eral Export Corporation. No. 117 123
239 ; p. 9.'{4.

Electrical apparatus, machines, and supplies. Certain
Carl Anderson Ele<trlc Corporation. No.
June 6 : V. 239 ; p. 315.
Arc-lamp. .National Carbon Company. No

. June 19; v. 239; p. 9.36.
Engines. Certain named devices for gas . F. L. McMechen

No. 117,289 ; June 28 ; t. 239 ; p. 1206.
"«^»«^°^n.

Fabric in the piece. Woven. The Salt's Textile Manufac-

l"o«'
^'"'"P*"^ ^o- 117,'267: June 26 ; r. 239; p.

Feed, Stock. G. B. Matthews & Sons. No. 117.178-
June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

Fire extinguishers. Chemical. American I^ France Fire
Enicln«' Co. No. 116,934; June 5; v. 239; p. 315

Fish, and jMirticularly codfish. Dried. Inion Fish Co
No. 117.227; June 19; v. 239: p. 937

Fish croquettes. FIgved Importing Co. No. 117.126:
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 934.

Flavoring compound for soft ilrlnks. R. Zlere No
117.016 ; June 5 ; V. 239 ; p. 317.

Flavoring foods. Kxtract of lemon for. The Home Prtnl-
ucts Company. No. 117,042; June 12; v. 239; p. 651.

Floor dr»*ssing. Antiseptic. Frederick Disinfectant Co
.No. 116.S95: June 5: t. 239: p. 313.

Flour and cereal. Wheat. Novelty Mill Company. No.
117.191 : June 19; v. 239; p. 936.

'

Flour, Rye-. A. Lerman. .No. 117.166; June 19; v 239:
p 93.-I.

Flour, (self rising.) Wheat-. Portland Flouring Mills
Company. No. 117.200; June 19; v. 239; p. 936

Flour, Wheat-. Beeland-Nlcholson Wholesale Co. No
117.020; June 12; v. 239; p. 6.')1.

Flour, Wheat-. Dundas Brothers Co. No. 117.120:
June 19 ; V. 239 : p. 934.

Mauser Mill Company. Nos. '117.179-81 :

39 ; p. 936.
Portland Flouring Mills Company.

117.199; June 19: v. 2.39; p 936.
Flour. Wh.'at . Portland Flouring Mills Company.

117.201 : June 19; v. 2.39; p. 936.
Flour, Wheat Seattle Grain Co. No. 117.005; June 12

V. 239 ; p. 652.
Flour, Yeast-, Ho-Mayde Prodncta Co.
June 12 ; v. 239

; p. 651.
Foo<l, Poultry. Russia Cement Conlpany.

June 12 ; V. 239 ; p. 652.
Food product similar to noodles. Prepnr»><l.

Co. No. 117.046 ; June 12 ; v. 239 : p. 652.
Food>». Certain named. <:enant ft Flachsland. No.

117.034; June 12; v. 2.39: p 651.
Foods. Certain named The W. H. Webb Packing Co.

No. 117,071 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; n. 652.
Fooils. Stock. Scars. Ro«'buck and Co. No. 117,064 ; June

12 ; v. 239 ; p. 6.52.

Fruits. IwrrlcB. and root crops, poultry, and eggi. Fresh.
T J. A. T(Kld. No. 117.220 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 987.

Fruits. Citrus. California Fruit Growers E^tchange. No.
117.107: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 934.

Furnaces. Hot air. The Monitor Stove ft Range Co. No.
117.18.S: June 19; v. 2.39; p. 9.3(!.

Furniture. Certain nametl. J. ft J. Kohn. No. 117 160;
June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 93.-..

Furniture. Certain named household. E. I.. Klnlocta.
No. 117.159; June 19; v. 239; p. 935.

Games. Milton Bradley Co. No. 117,183; Jone 19:
. 239 ; p. 936.

Ginger-ale. P. Ballantlne ft Sons. No. 117,241 ; June 26;
y. 239 ; p. 1205. <,

Glass lights. Sidewalk. Jeannette Glass Co. No. 116.964 :

June 6; v. 239 ; p. 315.
Glassware, as follows : Jars, bowls, plates, vases, dishes,

ftc. (Jeorgo Borgfeldt ft Co. No. 117,097; June 19;
T. 2.39 : p. 9.33.

Gloves. K H. Macy ft Co. Nos. 117,171-6; Jane 19;
T. 239 : p. 936.

Gloves and mittens. The Boss Manufacturing Company.
No. 116.878 ; June 5 : v 239 ; p. 313.

Gloves. Fabric Littauer Brothers. No. 116,906; June
5: V. 2.39; p. 314.

Grease-cops for automobiles, motors, and other vehicles
and machinery. Marvel Engineering Company. No.
117.176 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936.

(Jromets, metal washers, rivets, nails, 4c. Edwin B.
Stlmpson Company. No. 116.929: June 6; v. 289;
p. 314.

(irounds. United States Spot Ground Corporation. No«.
117.228-9; June 19; v. 23©; p. 937.

Gum, Chewing-. American Chicle Co. No. 1 17.01 s • June
12: T. '2.39: p. 651.

Hair net*. Anderson Meyer ft Company. No. 116,966;
Jurie 5; v. 239", p. 315.

Hairnets. M. Herzog. No. 117.088; Jane 12; v. 289;
p. 651. /

Hardwood and pine lumber. Mississippi Lumber Comoany
No. 117,184 ; June 19 ; v. 289 ; p. 936.

Hats and <ap8. George Borgfeldt ft Co. No. 117.24S:
June 26; v 239; p. 1205.

Hats and caps for men, women, and children. George
Borgfeldt & Co. No. 117,o98; June 19; v. 239; p. 933.

Hats, boDoets, toqoes, cloaks, dresses, outer suits, ImAIsm'
Joseph. No. 116.965; Jane 6; v. 238; p. 815.
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Hats for men. F. Berg ft Ca. No. 110,938; June 5;
v. 239; p. 315.

Hosiery. S. H. Jvress ft Company. Nos. 116,902 -3 ; June
6 : T. 239 : p. 314.

Hosiery. Llnenwear Hosiery Company. No. 117,268

;

June 26; t. 239; p. 1206.
Hosiery Mav Hosiery Mills. No. 117,260; June 26 ; v.

289; p. 1206.
Hosiery. Rlce-Stix Drv Goo<ls Company. No. 116,921 ;

June 5; v. 289; p. 814.
Hosiery-feet. CarKon, IMrle, St-ott ft Co. No. 116.881 ;

June 6; v. 239: p. 813.

HoOKC organ published Intermlttcntlv. The Farmers' Re
view. No. 116.948; June 5: v 23» ; p. 315.

Houses. Knockdown. Sears, Roebuck and Co. No. 117,210 ;

June 19;-T. 239 ; p, 937.
Ice-cream, butter, milk, and sweet cream. Mono Service
Cre«m Co. No. 117.049 ; June 12 ; v. 239 ; p. 662.

Ice-cream, condensed milk, butter, cheese, ftc. F. W.
Lallge. No. 117.164; June 19; v. 23^; p. 936.

Indigestion, flatulency, vertigo, ftc. F. S. Hanf. No.
117,037 ; June 12 ; i 2.'<9

; p. 651.
Inks, Duplicating-. Nieuser ft Meuser. No. 114,964 : June

6; v. 239; p. 816.
Instep arch supports. .SchoU Manufacturing Company.

No. 117,207 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 937.
Insulating material. Electrical. The Continental Fibre
Company. No. 117,249; June 26; v. 239; p. 1205.

Jar rings. Fruit-. R. E. Tongae ft Bros. Co. No. 117,271 ,

June 26 ; . 289 ; p. 1206.
KnittJHl, netteil, and textile fabrics. Certain. Lesher,
Whitman ft Co. .Vo. U 7,045 ; June 12; v. 239; p. 651.

LaUels, Coupon-liooks of adilress-. C. D. Mwker. No".

110.913; June 5\: v. 2.39; p. 314.
Lace. Richmond TJice Works. No. 117,061; June 12;

T. 239 ; p. 652.
Laces, knltte<l insertion and e<lglngs for underwear. R.

S. Byram. No. 117,245; June 'J6 ; v 239; p. 1*206.

La<-(|uer and thinners. I'nlted States Lacquer Conipaijy.
No. 117,001 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 317.

Ladders. The John S. Tlllev Ladders Co. No. 116.902 ;

June 6; v. 239: r> 316.
Liiiiips. Electric. Stewart Warner Speedometer Corpora

tlon. Nos. 117.217 l.s; .June 19; v. 'jrjft : p. 937.
Ijird substitute. Interstate Cotton t)ll Ketlning Co. No.

117.151; June 19: v. 2.'{9
; p. 936.

Lard substitute composed of cotton-seed oil and eleo-
' stearin. Interstate Cotton Oil Refining Co. No. 117,149 ;

June 19 ; V. 2.39 : p. 936.
Leather, Rawhide and la<e-. Chas. A. Schleren Company

No. 116.984 : June 6 ; v. 239 : p. 316.
LemoBs. Tustin Lemon Association. No. 117.226; Juu-

19 : V. 239 ; p. 937.
Lemons and oranges. American Fruit Distributors of

California. No. 117.080; June 19; v. 239; p. 933.
Lemons, oranges, and grape-fruit. San Fernando Heights
Lemon Co. No. 117.205; June 19; v. 239: p. 936.

Lenses. Ophthalmic. F. A. Hardy ft Co. No. 117.138.
June 19 ; v. 239: p. 9.35.

Liniment for rheumatism, scalds, burns, sprains, and
backache. G. J. .Seidensplnner. No. 116,9J4 : .lune 5;
T. 239 : p. 314.

Logs. S. K. Taylor. No. 116,991 ; June 5^ v. 239

;

p. 816.
Luminous compoumls. Schlesinger Radium Co. No.

117.063; June 12: . 2.39; p. 662.
Macaroni. Vinelaud Preserving (^ompany. No. 117.070;

June 12; v. 239; p. 652.
Magazine or perlodleal. Monthly. Realty Service Pub-

lishing Coi', by ch:inge of name Realty Publishing Co.
No. 116,079 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 316.

Magazine, /Semimonthly. Earl Studios. No. 110,947;
June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 315.

•Magazlnei Weekly. F. C. Gunning. No. 116,951 ; June
6 : T. 2^9 ; p. 316.

Magnesia. Cal<in«Ml. Frazar ft Company. No. 117,083;
June 12 ; v. •.;3y

; p. 051.
Ikfediclne for kidney and bladder disorders. A. E. Besosa.

^•o. 116,876; June 6; v. '239; p. 313.
H«<llcine for rheumatic pains, gout, and lumbago. E. F.

Duvls. No. 116,885; June 6; v. 239; p. 313.
Mealclnes and specifics for treating certain named dis-

eases The C. Nelson Smith Company. No. 116.926;
June 6; v. 239; p. 314.

Metal or aluminum compounds In Ingots, rods, ftc. The
Acieral Company of America. Nos. 117,235-6; June
26: V. 239: p. 1206.

Metal -polish for automobile and harness trimmings, door-
knobs, and brass. Kcononilc Products Inc. No.
116.888 ; June 6 ; r. 239 ; p. 818.

Metals lesembling bronze and castings made from said
metal. American Metal Products Company. No. 117.240:
June 26; v. 239: p. 1206

Metallic particles for rubbing, polishing, and grinding
purpowps. The Globe Steel Company. No. 116,897

;

June ff; . 239; p. 313.
Milk. Condensed. Ilollaml Food Corporation. No. 117,040;
June 12; v. 239 ; p. 651.

Neckties. Carter ft Holmes. Up. 116.941; June 6; v.

239 ; p. 316. \
• Oats. Rolled white. Armour Grain Company. No. 117,089 ;

Jane 19 ; . 289 ; p. 933
Oil. Lubricating . W. D. KIbler Co. No. 117,267 ; June

26; T. 289; p 1205.

Oils and greases. Crew Levlck Company. Nos. 117,114-16

:

June 19; v. 239; p. 934.
Oils and greas*>s. Speedway Motor Oil Co. No. 117.213

:

June 19; V. 239; p. 937.
Oils. Lubritatlng . Trues Oil Company. Nos. 117.222-4;

June 19; v. 239 ; p. 937.
Ointment for coughs, chest-colds, croop, pneumonia, ftc.

S. D. Clegg. No. 117,026 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 651.
Ointment, Veterinary. Troy Chemical Co. No. 116,997;

June 6; v. 239; p. 816.
Oleomargarln. John F. Jelke Company. No. 117,163;

June 19; v. 239; p. 935.
Oranges and lemons. Randolph Marketing Co. No.

117.266; June 26; v. 2:J9
; p. 1206.'

Oranges, grape-fruit, and cantaloups. American Fruit
Distributors of California. No. 117,081; June 19;
V. 239 : p. 933.

Oranges, grape fruit, lemons. Ac. "Nocatee Citrus Growers'
A.ssociutlon. No. 117,052: JulTe 12; v. 239 ; p. 652.

Oranges, lemons, and grape-fralt. American Fruit Dia-
trliiutors of California. No. 117,079; June 19; v. 239;
p. 933.

OveraJls for men. women, boys, and girls. M. W. Taylor.
No. 117,4H}8; June 12; v. '239; p. 052.

Oysters, Fresh. J. H. Michaels Co. No. 117.048; June
12 ; V. 239 ; p. 052.

Packing. Asbestos-fiber sheet-. Home Rubber Co. No,
117.145; June 19; v. 239; p. 935.

Packing, Asbestos sheet . 11. W. Jobns-Manville Com-
pany. No. 117,155; June 19; v. 239; p. 935.

Packing, Compressed-fiber sheet-. Asbestos Fibre ft Rub-
ber Co. No. 116.936; June 6; v. 239 ; p. 316.

Packing. Machinery. Metric Packing Company. No.
117.182 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936.

'Pads. Score-. Radbridge Company. No. 117,264; June
26; V. 239; p. 1206.

.Paint-thlnning materials. The Peerless Thinner Corn-
pan v. No. 116.970 ; June 5 ; V. 239 : p. 316.

Paints, Ready-mixed. G. A. H. Muller. No. 117,261 ;

June 26; v. 239; p. 1206.
Paper and paper towels. Toilet-. Wortendyke Manufac-

turing Co. Nos. 117,27'2-6; June 26 ; v. 239: p. 1206.
Paper and stationery. Certain named. H. W. Carter Pa-

l«>r t'ompanv. No. 117.246: June 26; v. 239; p. 1206.
Paper and stationery, Certain named. Wanderer-Werke

yorm. Winklhofer ft Jaenicke Aktiengesellschaft. No.
117,009 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 317.

Pap«'r (leaner. Wall-. Acme Cleaner Manufacturing Com-
pany. No. 117,(•76 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 933.

Paper. Printing and writing. H. Lindenmeyr ft Sons.
No. 116.968 ; June 5 : v. 239

; p. 316.
Paper. Printing, writing, and wrapping. The Union Pa-

per ft Twine Company. N*o. 116,999; June 6; v. 239;
p. 816.

Paper, Toilet-. Allmnv Perforated Wrapping Paper Com-
pany. No. 117,238; June 26; v. 239; p. 1206.

Partitions, doors, metallic gratings for banks, ftc. rail-

ings, stairs. Art Metal Construction Co. No. 117,091 ;

Juno 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 933.
Paste for cakes, cocikies, pie. candy, and ic<'-cream. Cali-

fornia Bakers Specialty Co. No. 117,024; June 12;
V. 2.'i9: p. 651.

Patches and fabrics, Adhesive vulcanizing. W. E. Spencer.
No. 117.214 ; June 19 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 9.37.

Peanut butter. Perkins Brothers. No. 117,197; June '

19 ; V. 239 ; p. 936.
Perfumes. Frederick Stearns ft Co. No. 116.927; June

6 ; V. 239 ; p. 814.
PertOincs, toilet powders and waters, sachets. Colgate
& Co. No. 117.020; June 12: v. 2.39; p. 651.

Perfumes, toilet waters, rouge, creams, and powderi.
Maricatte et Cle. No. 116.912 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 814.

Periodicals. Monthly. McKesson ft Bobbins. No. 116.960;
June 5: V. 239; p. 315.

Periodical. Monthly. The National Petroleum Publishing
Company. No. 116,968; June 5; v. 239; p. 316.

Pharmaceutical preparations for toilet parposes, Certain
named. D. Lowensteln. No. 116,907; June 5; v. 239;
p. 314.

Phonographs and phonograph-records. F. A. Dennett.
No. 11'7.028 ; June 12 : v. 239 ; p. 651.

Pianos. C. E. Byrne Piano Co. .No. 117.106; June 19;
v. 239 : p. 9.34.

Pianos, Player-actions for. Otto Hlgel Company. No.
117,266: June 26: . 289; p. 1205.

Pins, hooks, eyes," shoe and corset laces, ftc. Toilet and
safety. Samstag ft Hilder Bros. No. 116,982; June 6;
V. 239 ; p. 816.

Plasters. Adhesive. (Kidman Costume Co. No. 117.136;
June 19 : v. 239

; p. 9.34.

Plasters. Corn-. Scholl Manufacturing Company. N'>.

117.206 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 936.
Poultry. Dressed. H. (;. Peterson. No. 117.198 ; June 19;

v. 2.39 : p. 936.
Powder, Talcum. A. S. Hlndfe. No. 116,901; Jane 6; T.

239 ; p. 314. \
Powders for treating certain nanie<l affections. A. F.

Marks. No. 117,047; June 12: v. 2."!9: p. 052.
Powders, perfume, cold-cream, toilet water. Talcum, sachet,
and face. James S. Kirk ft Company. No. 117,043;
Jane 12 ; v. 239 : p. 061.

Precious - stone settings. Joseph Frackman Company.
No. 116.949 : June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 816.

Preparation for curing aohtliie and aphthous fever. II C.
Etcheverry. No. 116,898; June 5; v. 289; p. 818.
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Preparations for the treatment of certain named diseases.
E. 8. Glass. No. 116.80(1 : lune 5: v. 239: p. 313.

Preparation for the treatment of certain named diseases
M. W. Weinberg. No. 117.012; June 5; v. 239; p. 317

Preparation for the treatment of diarrhea and dysentery
(.. Krouser. No. 117,044 : June I'J ; v. '239 ; p. 651.

Preparation for the treatment of dyspepsia. The Tracy
Company. No. 116.995; June 5; v. 239; p. 316.

Preparation for the treatment of Icidney and blood dls
eases. G. Ash. No. 116,873; June 5; v. 239; p. 313

Preparation for the treatment of rheumatism. J. Lewis
No. 116,905 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 314.

Preparation for use In the treatment for constipation
The Tracy Company. No. 116.930; June 5; v. 239
p. 314.

Preparation for use in the treatment for indigestion
The Tracy Company. No. 116.931; June 6; v. 239;
p. 314.

Print-cloth, wallpaper, and the like designs. Toepfer k
Schroff. No. 116,993; June 5; v. 239; p. 316.

Publications issued blaunually. The Horn-Shafer Com-
pan\. No. 117.146; June 19: v. 239: p. 936.

Rain-coats. F. W. Howard. No. 11G.953; June 5; v.

239 ; p. 815.

Receptacles made of metal. Certain named. The Repuiv
lie Metalware Co. No. 117.202: June 19; v. 239; p.
936.

Remedy for diseases of the lungs, coughs, catarrh. an<l
asthma. K. S. Kamashnuskl. .So. il7,058 ; June 12; v.
239 : p. 052.

Remedy for la grippe, hay-fever, asthma, Ac. The S.
Shearer Co. No. 116.925 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 314.

Rciiiedv for rhfumjiiisin. i;. Illckev. No. 117.039; June
12 : V. 239: p. 651.

Remedy. Pile. J. W. Williams. No. 117.234 ; June 19 ;

V. 239 ; p. 937.
Rhe. Panama Rice Milling Co. No. 117.056; June 12; v.

239 ; p. 052.
Rk-e. rice-bran, antl rice-pullsh use«l for a stock food.

Stuttgart Kice Mill Ci.iiipauy. No. 117.067; June 12;
p. 239 : p. 052.

Rings. Finger-. Goldsmith. Stern & Co. No. 116.950

;

June .'.
: V. 239 : p. lU't

Rings. Mnger-. The Traub Manufacturing Company.
No. 116.996 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 316.

Rings. lavalllftres, bracelets, brooches. Finger-. A. Wiss.
No. 117,015 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 317.

Rompers and children's sleeping-garments. Elder Mana-
facturlng Co. No. 116.889: June 5; v. 239; p. 313.

Roofing. .\.HphaIt. Apco .Asphalt Roofing Co. No. 117.088;
June 19; v. 239; p. 933.

Rope. Manila. Watcrbury Conipanv. No. 117.233; June
I'.i : V. 239 : p. 937.

Rubber boots and shoes. L. Candee A Company. No.
116.939; June 5; v. 239; p. 315.

Rubber boots and shoes and fabric shoes having rubber
.soles. lnlte<l States Rubber Company. Nos, 117.04t3-5 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 317.
Rubber be«l.s. J. H. Brown. No. 110.S80 : Jud« 5 : v. 239 :

p. 313.

Rubbers. Light-weight. .MIshawaka Woolen Manufac-
turing Company. Nos. 110.914-16; June 5; v. 239;
p. 314.

Rubberized aircraft fabrics. United States Rubber Com-
pany. No. 117,002 : June 5 : v. 239 : p. 317.

Safes. .\rt Metal Construction Co. No. 117.090; June
19 ; V. 239 : p. 933.

Safety-deposit bo.xes. .Art Metal Construction Co. No.
117.092; June 19; v. 239: p. 933.

Salt, bluing. Austin. Nichols A Co. No. 116.874; June
•".

: V. 239 : p. 313.
Saucepan Metal. The Wagner Manufacturing Company.

No. 117,008 : June 5 : v. ^39 : p. 317.
Scales. Weighing-. John Chatlllon & Sons. No. 116.883:

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 313.
Scouring - pow lers. Celluloid Starch Company. No.

117,109; June 19; v. 239; p. 934.
Sewing-machines, parts thereof, and attachments. Hexa-

fon Sewing Machine Company. No.s. 117.141-4; June
9 : V. 239 ; p. 935.

Shades and screens made principally but not wholly of
flass. Light. T. O. Allen. No. 110,932: Juno ri : v.
39; p. 314.

Sheets and pillow cases. R. H. Mncy k Co. No. 116.910:
June 5 : v. 239 : p 314.

Shirt waists for women. liloom A Mlllman. No. 117.096;
June 19 : V. 239 : p. 933.

Shirt-waists. Ladles'. Sternfeld and Polln. No. 116.»9(»:
June 5 : v. 239 : p. 316.

Shirts. DresH. negligee, and work. C. M. Flora. No.
117.250; June '26: v. 239; p. 1205.

Shirts, Negllgi^e, work, and under. Elder Manufacturing
Co. No- 116.891 ; June 5 ; v. 239 : p. 313.

Shoe-cloth. Helburn Leather Company. No. 116.899;
June r, : V. 239 : p. ."llS.

Shoe-polish pastes. Fulton Shoe Polish Company. No.
117.1.33: .Tune 19; v. 239: p. 934.

Shoe strings and lacings, tapes, galloons. Cordo-Hyde
Company. No. 116,94.'> : June 5 : v. 2.39 ; p. 315.

Shoes Leather. Craddock Terry Company. No. 116.946

;

Jnne 5 : r. 239 ; p. 315.

Shoes made of leather. Men's, boys', and youths' Brad-
ley & Metcalf Co. No. 117,243; June 26; v. 289; d

Shortening. Interstate Cotton Oil Refining Co No
117.150; June 19; v. 2S9 ; p. 935.

• -

Signs. Electric. American Advertising Association. No
116,872: June 5: v. 239; p. 313.

Silk cloth in the piece, both knitted and textile. ScbUTl-
kill Silk Mills. No. 116.985 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ; p 316

Silk piece goods. Bentley k Twohey Silk Co. No. 116.987 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 315.
Silk piece giMxls an<l ribbons. Smith & Kaufmann. No

11(,<>66: June 12; v. 239; p. 652.
Silks in the piece. R. H. Macy k Co. No. 116,911 ; June

5 ; V, 239 ; p. 314. \
Silver-polish. F. Plner. No 11G,9'2«I ; June 3; v. 239-

p. 314.
Slate. Roofing. H. H. Mathews. No. 117.177; June 19;

Snap-fasteners. Vulcanite Manufacturing Co. No. 117 231

:

June 19 : v. 239; p. 937.
Soap. A. Uourjols & Co. No. 110.879 ; June 5 ; v. 239 ;

p. 313.
Soap, ivet ItroH. Mfg. Co. No. 117.196; June 19; v.

•239: p. 936.
Soap. Rulx-No-More Co. No. 117.266; June 26; v. 289;

p. 1206.
Soap. Scouring-. The Holbrook Mfg. Co. No. 117.206;
June 26; v. 239; p. 1206.

Solders. I'latlnum, gold, and silver. .National Smelting k
Kefining Corpciatlon. No. 117.203; June 20; v. 239;
p. 1206.

Soles used on rubber and woolen footwear. Composition.
Mlshawuka Woolen Manufacturing Company. .No.
116.917: June 5; V. 239: p 314.

Sparkplugs. Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corporation.
No. 117,216; June 19; v. 239; p. 937.

Steel. Colonial Steel Company. No. 117.111: June 19:
V. 239; p. 934.

Steel. Onondaga Ste<«l Company. No. 117.194; June 19;
V. 239 : p. 936.

.Stomach-warmers and douche-pans. \. Kreamer. Inc.
No. 117.102: Jupe 19: v. 231); p. 930.

Stove-polNh. J. C. Bender. No. 117.094: June 19; v.
239 : p 933.

Stoves and ranges. Wood. coal. gas. oil, and vapor. The
Ohio State Stove Co. No. U6 971 : Jtine 5 ; v. 289

;

p. 316.
Stoves, i.n-t and coal. The Cusslns k Fearn Co. No.

117.117; June 19; v. 239; p. 9.34.
Sugar of-milk tablets. lUsc Chemical Company. No.

I7.M29 : June 12 : v. 2;-t9 : p. 051.
Suits and coats. Women's, misses'. Juniors', and girls'.

M. R. Silverman. N'u. 116.989 ; June r> ; v..2;i9 : p. 316.
Suits, Jackets, overcoats, hats. caps. A;c.. lloys" outer. B.

E. Lion. No. 117.167: June 19; v. 239; p. 935.
Suspensory bandages or Jock-straps. Johnson k Johnson. -

•No. 117. 15«: June 19; v. 239; p. 935.
Swf'gtors and sweatpr-coat.i. Eliier Manufacturing Co.

No. 110.89O : June ."» ; v. 2.3t) ; p. :ii:j.

Tablet triturates, compressetl tablets, and chemical ele-
ments in lozenge form for certain nameal us«s. "The
Tracy Company. No. 116.994; June r> : v. 2.39: p. 316.

Tea. J. A. Folgcr k Company. No. 117.032; June 12;
V. 2.39: p. (;r>i.

Tire-powder ami tlre-ml<a. Durkee-Atwood Co. No.
117.121; June 19; v. 239; p. 934.

Tires, belting, hose, tire-shoes. Rubtier. Ac. The Midland
Tire A Rubber Co. No. 116.900 ; June 5 ; v. 2.39 : p. 315.

Tires for automobiles Ac, liublter. The Colonial "Tyre A
Rubber Co. No. 110.942: June 5; v. 239: p. 31.'».

Tires, Inner tuttes for automobile and inot-or cvclc pneu-
matic. Semple Rubber Company. No. 116,986; June 5;
V. 239 : p. 316.

Tol»acco. Plug and twist. R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Com-
pany. No. 117,203 ; June 19 : v. 239 ; p. 936.

Tonic for horses and live stock. R. J. Elion. No.
110.892; June 5; v. 2.W : p. 313

Tonic. Liver. E. P. Sherman. No. 117.212; Jone 19-
V. 239 : p. 937.

To«»th paste, talcum and face powders, cold-cream. Ac.
Kiivenol Company. No. 117.123; June 19; v. 239; p.
934.

Turpentine cups and aprons. Fuel Citv Manufacturing
Co. No. 111251 ; June 26 ; v. '239

;
p." 1206

Typo-metals, solders, nvtal alloys, lead bars, Ac. Ameri-
can lyead Company. .No, 117.082; June 19: v. 239; p.
933.

Underwear, as follows : shirts, drawers, and union-suits.
Robert Uels A C«>. No. 117.000; June 12; v. 239;
p. 052.

Valves and parts thereof. Metallic. Jenkins Proa. No.
117.154: June 19; v. 2rs9 : p. 9.35.

Velvets and velveteens. New York Mills Corporation.
No. 110.909 : June .'i : v. 239 : p. 316.

Ventilators. T. B. Flallock. .No. 117.137: June 19: t.
2.39 : p 935.

Washlng-tahlets. Farquhar-Moon Manufacturing Com-
pany. No. 116.894: June 5; v. 2.39: p. 313

Watchcasea and watch movements. I. Ollendorff Co. Nos.
11fl.97'2-3: June 5: v 239: p. 816.

Wter, concentrate<l. Mineral. Dawson Springs Company. '

No. 117.119; Jnne 19: v. 239; p. 934.

N
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Waters, ginger-ale. and carlwnated water of different fla-

vors. StlTi and sparkling or carbonated. Caproni
Brothers Company. No. 117,108; June 19; v. 239; p.

934.
Waterproof coats, slickers, Jackets, pants, hats, aprons,

ponchos. H. M. Sawyer A Son. No. 117.270 ; June 26 ;

. 239 ; p 1206.
Wool, .\merican Wool Improvement Association. No.

117.083; June 19; v. 289; p. 933.

Woolen piece goods. Hager, Clark A Co. No. 116,898 ;

June 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 313.

Woolen piece goods. Hager. Clark A Co. No. 117.036;
June 12 ; v. 2:i9 ; p. 051.

Wringers and parts thereof. Sears, Roebuck and Com-
pany. No. 117.209; June 19; ». 239; p. 937.

Yarns. Carded and combed. Mays Mills. No. 116.963;
June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 315. ^

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF LABELfc).

•Aden." (For Canne<l Beans.) E. W. (;ates A Son Co.

No. 20.167 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.
Canned Corn.) E. W. Gates A Son Qo.

; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.
Canned Mixed Vegetables.) E. W. Gates
No. '20,165; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

(For Canne<l Peaches.) E. W. (Jates A Son Co.
20.166 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ;_p. 938.

A Son Co.
; p. 93f
K. W.

"Aden." (For
No. 20,168

"Aden." (For
A Son Co

"Aden.'

"Aden." (For Canned Peas.) K. W, (Jates

No. 20,169 : June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.
"Aden." /For Canned Sauer-Kraut.) E. W. Gates A

Son Co. No. '20.154 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.
"Aden." (For Canne<l Tomatdes.) E. W. Gates A Son

Co. No. 20,100; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.
"Advance Cork Insert Transmission Linings." (For

Transmission-Linings.) Advance Automobile Acces-
sorlea Corp. No. 2M.1H9 : June 20 ; v. 2:^9 ; p. 1207.

"Al-Brento." (For Material for Cleaning (ilass and the
Like Surfaces and for Preventing Depositing of
Moisture on the Same.) W. O.Aibrecht. .N'o. 20.187 :

June -20
: v. 2:i9 : p. 1207. '

"Albano's." (For Peppers.) F. Albano. No. 20,162;
June 19 ; v. 289 ; p. 938.

"Allenrhu." (For Remedy for Rheumatism. Liver. Kid
ney, and BoWel Complaints.) Alle-Rhume Remedy
Company. No. 20,188 ; June '26 ; v. 239 : p. 1207.

"Anaheim Supreme." i For Ornntes.) Anaheim Citrus
Fruit Association. No. 20.136 ; June 6 ; v. 289 ; p.
818.

"Anchor Portland Cement." < For Portland Cement.)
Coplay Cement Manufacturing Company. No. 20.181

;

June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.
"Appo." (For Unfermented Apple-Juice.) H. Weinhajd

Estate. No. 20.176; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.
"Blue Bird <;inger Ale." (For Ginger-Ale.) Atlantic

Beverage Corporation. No. 20.153; June 19; v. 289;
p. 938.

" Bra-So." (For a Soft Drink. » Interstate Pro<luct Co.
No. 20.166: June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

"Burgess Batteries Full Of Pep." (For Electric Bat-
teries.) Burgess Battery Company. No. 20.139 ;

Jane 5 : v. 239 ; p. 318.
"Complete Party Outfit." (For Hallowe'en Decorations.)

Tte Belstle Company. No. 20.179; June 19; v. 289;
p. 938.

" Cuoco's." (For Tomatoes.) F. Albano. No. 20.178;
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

"Diplomacy Chocolates." (For Chocolate Candy.) Geo.
Haas i Sent. No. 20.143 ; June 6 : t. 239 ; p. 318.

"Dodge." (For Canned Oysters.) Dodge, Sweeney A
Co. No. 20.141 ; June 6; v. 239; p. 318.

"Easy Feet Foot Powder." (For Foot-Powder.) H. S.

Harrison. No. 20,161 ; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.
"Elko." (For a Non-IntoxIcatlng Beverage.) Elk

Brewing Co. No. 20,142 ; June 6 ; v. 239 : p. 318.
"Ford." (For Fountaln-l'ens.) Gem Fountain Pen Cor-

poration. No. 20.184; June 19- v. 239: p. 938.
• Prancita " (For Cigars.) A. C. llenschel A Co. No.

20,163 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.
"French Eau de Quinine." (For Hair-Wash.) J. Palaz

zolo. No. 20.173 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.
•* Germicide Ointment." (For an Ointment.) Owl Drug

Co. No. 20.147 ; June 6 : v. 2.39 ; p. 318.
"Grayson." (For Soap.) Interstate (Jotton Oil Refining

Co. No. 20,166 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 988.

"I Am Old Doc Carbo Sal." (For a Medicine for Hof-
Cholefa.) National Drug & Mfg. Co. No '2<».169

;

June 19 ; . 239 ; p. 988.
" Interwoven Socks." (For Socks.) Interwoven Stocking

Company. No. 20,186; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.
" J-M Flexstone Asbestos Roofing." (For Asbestos Roof-

ing.) H. W. Johns-Manvilie Co. No. 20,167; June
19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

'• K K." (For Cleaning Compound.) The Chamberlain
Conipanv. No. 20.191 : June 26; v. 239; p. 1'207.

'"' Lady Lu's Laxative." (For Cough - Syrup.) L. C.
riutchlns. No. 20,146 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 818.

"Liquid Fish Glue." (For Glue.) Progressive Glue Co.
No. 20.174 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

" Mankertz Malted Milk Bread. " (For Bread.) G. Man;
kertz. No. 20.168 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

" Margona. ' (For Cigars.) A. C. Henschel A Co. No.
20,162 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 988.

" Milk of Magnesia Lime." (For a Manufactured Lime
I'roduct.) Allwood Lime Company. No. 20.177:
June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

" Neo-Tono." (For a Merllcinal Tonic.) Neo-Tono Medl-
- cine Company. No. 20,146; June 6; v, 239; p. 318.

•' Pendergast Nutritious Bean Bread." (For Bread.) D.
A. Pendergast. No. '20.182; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

" Powerene." (For a Fuel Intenslfier and D«'carbonixer.)
W. P. Barnes. No. 20.137 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p. 318.

" Pride of Scotland County." (For Cantaloups.) H.
WelnsteJn. No. 20.149; June 6; v. 239; p. 318.

"Randolph Cutles." (For Children's Hosiery.) H. I.

Connet. No. 20.180 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938 ;

" Rowe's Medicated Oil. " (For Medicated Oil. t Rowe Man-
ufacturing Co. No. 20,171 ; June 19: v. 239; p. 988.

" San Julia." (For Cigars.) A. C. Henschel A Co.
No. 20,164; June 19 ;-v. 239; p. 988.

" Sanna. ' (Por Cheese.) Sanna Co. No. 20,148; June
5 ; v. 2.39 ; p. 318.

" Sapofoam."' (For Liquid Shampoo.) The Albany
Pharmacal Co. No. 20,19<> ; .lune 2«! ; v. 239

:

i".i7
" Selecdon Especial Cigars."

Lithographic Company.
239 ; p. 938.

" Serra California Ripe Olives,"" (For OIlyeH.) Califor-

nia Associated Olive Growers. No. 20.146 ; June 5

;

v. 2.39 ; p. 318.
"Taylor Butter Pan."' (For Butter Pans.) C. M. Tayloi,

Jr. .No. •20.175: June 19; v. 239; p. 938. '

"The World's Safest Safe." (For Safes.) The Safe-
Cabinet Company, No. 20,186; June 19; v, 289;
p. 938.

" Tii-Wav." (For Sp<irt <"]othes.) E. Newgass. No.
20.170; June 19; v. 239; p. 938.

"Twin-Six." (For Electric Batteries.) C. J-". Burgesa
Laboratories. No. 20.1.38 ; June 6 ; v. 239 : p. 318.

" WelBak't (Jolden Crust Butter-Cream Bread." (For
Bread.) R. L. Nafzlgen. No. 20,172; June 19; v.

239 ; p. 938.
"Wlno Marvartskie." (For Bitter Tonic.) Honytone

Manufacturing Co. No. 20.150 ; June 6 ; v. 239 ; p.

318.
"

" Wyte All."" (For Shoe-Polish.) E. G. Gray. No^
20.188 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

" Youghurt Bulgarian Ferment." (For Bottle<l Fer-
mented Milk.) Knuilsen's Laboratory. No. 20.144;
June 5 : V. 239 ; p. 318.

(For Cigars.) American
No. 20,151 ; June 19 ; v.

\ '

%
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"A Happy Sacgeatlon." (For Post Toastlcs.) Postvin
Cereal Company. No. 4,70« ; June 19 ; v. 289 ; p. 9S8.

"A Seal of Satisfaction." (For Furnltore.) C. 8. Ren-
ter. No. 4.704 ; Jane 5 ; v. 239 ; p. 318.

"Art-BelgMkln Nrwe«t Sho« Artistry. " (For Shoe-
Cloth.) Peters Manufacturing Co. No. 4.706; June
19 : V. 289 ; p. 998.

"Jap Rose With Tb* True Rose Odor." (For Talcum
Powder.) James 8. Kirk & Company. No. 4,703;
June 5 ; t. 239 ; p. 318.

"Kellogg's Will Always Maintain Quality. Yon can be
sure of Kellogg's—the Original Toasted Corn Flakes

—

the Flakes that are delicate and thin. Whatever the
times or the tendency, the qnalltv of Kellogg^ has
our pledge and warranty— the finest Com^fUkes
possible to produce." (For Toasted Corn Flakes.)
kelloKg Toasted Corn Flake Co. No. 4.702; June 5;
T. 1'39: p. 318.

"La Gera." (For Cigars.) A. Moskowlti. No. 4.707;
June 19 ; t. 280: p. 988.

" Mennen's Borated Talcum." (For Talcum Powder.) G.
Mennen Chemical Co. No. 4,713; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1207.

"Mennen's Cold Cream." (For Cold-Cream.) O. Mennen
Chemical Co. No. 4,715 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ; p. 1207.

" Mennen's Cream Dentifrice." (For Cream Dentifrice.)
(1. Mennen Chemical Co. No. 4.714 ; June 26 ; . 239 ;

p. 1207.
"Mennen's Cream Dentifrice." (For Cream Dentifrice.)

O. Mennen Chemical Co. No. 4.717 ; June 26 ; v. 239 ;

9i 1207.

" Mennen's Sharing Cream." (For ShavlBg-Crtani.) G.
Mennen Chemical Co. No. 4,716; June 26; v. 239;
p. 1207.

Off The Track But Perfectly Safe On Robber Tlrea."
(For Rubber Tires for Automobiles.) A. B. Wicker.
No. 4,718 ; June 26 ; v. 239 : p. 1207.

" Open your mouth and ahnt your eyes, .\nd I'll give
you something to make you wise." (For Wheat
Breakfast Food.) Cream of Wheat Co. No. 4,706;
June 19 ; v. 239; p. 988.

"Taylor Butter-Pan." (For Butter-Pans.) C. M. Taylor.
Jr. No. 4,710 ; June 19 ; v. 239 ; p. 938.

" Try This Treat Krumbles With Fruit Or Berries. Erery
nome in the land ha« a hearty welcome for Krum
bles—the Dfw whol.' wheat food, with Its delicious

• flavor, and its high roo<] value at a low price. Chil-
dren like Krumbles and It hiilhH them up . t>ecanse of
the extra nutrition of Durum wh.-at whi.h la rich In
protein and mineral salts. KrumM.-s Is appetizing
with cream or milk, and a special treat with l>errles.
sliced peaches, or bananas.''^ (For a Cereal Break-
fast Food.) Kellogf Toaste<l Com Flake Co. No.
4.712 : June 20 : v. 289 : p. 1207.

"Ward's Tip Top Bread " (For Bread.) Ward Baking
Co. No. 4,706 ; June ; V. 239 ; p. 318.

•• Ynban Chosen for Men by Men." (For Ynban Coffee.)
Arhnckle Bros. No. 4,711 ; June 28 : v. 239 ; p. 1207.

DI8CLAB1ERS.

ArtlcJe-posltionlng means. S. Brand
patent May
139 ; p 327.

No. 1.095.977 -.^act^- I>raft - r:

of oajtent Ma;j B, 1914; disclaimer filed June 2, l»lf
aft - rigffing for locomotive tenders. Tandem spring.
W. H. Miner. No 668.656; date of patent. Feb 26.
1901 ; disclaimer filed May 81. 1917 ; t. 23« ; p. 1.
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NoTB.—First number—elaaa, aecond number—nibclaaa, third numbar—patent number.

1- 10:

41:

46:
42:

54:

00:

74:

7«V:

-»:

91:

97:

W:

lOR:

122:

142:

143:

144:

14&:
152:

188:

190:

13:

5:

It:

13:

21:

»:
33:

40:

1:

12:

13:

15:

IH:

22:

a»:

82:

41:

43:

4«:
4M:

51:

54:

7-

55

58;

69:

61:

64:

65:

1:

13:

5:

17:

19:

9- 11:

16:

19:

22:

10-1» 5:

129:

130:

2:

3:

11:

17:

22:

23:

30:

11—

It-

1, 230,089
1.22>',6M

1,230,220
1,2**,>07
l,231,2l»

1,229,270
1,22'«.><>^

1,231,(189

1, 228,014
l,23«i,SW>

1,229,484
1,231,011
1,231,482
1,230,307

1,229,395
1,231,025
1.231,542
i.r>,«77
1.220,906
1,229,906
1,230,738
l,230,ti.SO

1,229,947
1,230,025
l.iw.as.^
I,229,S'»
1,230.0M
l,230,fl»«

1.230.«2i
1,231, .MO
1,229,745
1,231,001
1,231,4^
l,/J>,7'-«

1,230.473
1,229.303
1.2*), 413
1,230,314
1,231,3&5
l,22^,7'<:^

1,230,913
1,230,446
1.230,690
l.22h,91.S

1.231,469
1,229,561
1 , 230, 260

1,229,537
1,230,406
1,229,240
1,229,536
l,22x,604
1,231.223
1.229.242
1,729,2&>
l.SH.'CJ
1.229,722
1,230,105
1,22H,H9K

1.230,333

1 , 2J0, 376
1 . 2S0, 736
1,229,221
1,231.(H7
1,231,.S32

1,230,490
l,229,16!i

1.229,667
1,231,338
1,231,492
1,230,511
l,a9,«12
1,230,198
1,231,436
1,229,123
i,»,4aft
1,230,838
1,230,290
1,230,858
1,230,760
1,22X.955

1,230,931
1,230, in
1,2313.292

1,290,044
1,229,516
1,2>,>9
1,230,997
1,231,418
1,230,691

Il-

ls—

16-

33:

41:

42:

.V»:

88:

\(U-

104:
12.S

127:
128:

131:

136:

139:

142:

147

11:

12

19:

14:

71

8

13

14
17

16-

17—

18-

20—

19:

28:
30:

S2:
3«^

38
39

41
43

51

58:

60:

81:

4:

&i

9:

19:
28-

49:

53:

64:

65:

78:

76:

91:

S6:

108:
laS:

106;

112:

lU:
173:

24:

30.

31?
18:

48.4:
53:

54:

1:

2:

3.5:

1,230,860
1,229,237
1,229, i:iO

1,22«,94«
'

1,231,464
1,?>,:61 i

1,231.457
I

I •.'?>»,i*64 '

1,229,C09
l,'23l,3.'»

i

1.229,9I8
1,230.803 I

1,230,706
i

1,229,077 1

1.230,054
1,231.183

'

1,229.?27 ;

1.2«J,.il0

R. 14.323
1,230,298
1,231,082
1,231,491

1,231.171 I

1,231,305
H 14,313
1,229,778
1,230.130
1.22s, 621

1,230,470
1,229,648
i,Zis,i7:\

1,229,127
1,229.737

; l,22«>.(ri7

: 1.231,1)8
: 1,231.093
: 1,229,711
; 1,230,518
: 1,23O,fi«0

: 1,23«>,279

l,230,ft83

: 1,230,310
: 1.229, i:«6

1,230,208
; l,?-i>.<'17

1,230,072
1,230,325
1,230,572
1,230,489
1,230,827
1,231,077
1,231,445
1.230,030
1,229,547
l,22^,9Hl
1,231,313
1 , 231 ,

.•)26

1,220,531
l,23tt,2t»4

1,230.285
1,229,016
1,229,234
1,229,789
l,'i2>,9»5

1,231,135
1.22>,996
1,229,831
1,231,510
1,230,.')02

1,229,653
1 . 22>. 407

1,220,660
1,22S,9K3
1,22S,441

1,230,743
1,229,143
l,22H,4Hl

1,230,472
1,22H,!J09

1,290,223
1,231,401
1.22s,3«<3

1,230,789
1,230,816
1,238,734
1,231.173
1,230,305
1,230,148
1,230.553

S5:

87:

02:

23:

31:

33:

43:

47:

62:

66:

69:

78:

80:

90:

96:

105:

114:

34

20- ft: 1,329,407 ;
31- 148:

30; 1,230,345
26: l,'2-2v..'>4H 150:

28: 1,229,906
30: l,//9,072

;

182:

l,22y.(KS

32: 1,229.985
56.1: 1,230.,S14

'

66: 1.229,930
,

183:

81.5; 1,231,014 191:

l,22^,^&><
,

19Ci:

l,22s,960 199:

1,229,07;i 307:

1,230,545
' 208:

21- 4: 1,220,311 210;

7: 1,220,223 214:

1,229,.S34 216:

1,220,589 23— 45:

8: 1,22>«,4aH 50:
1,22H,734 73:

1,229,119 76:

1,239,814 80:

1,339,685
1,331,473 S6:

1,229,124 90:

1,231,430 91:

l,22>..t9S
;

94:

1,230.427 IW:
1,230,131 147:

1,231,182 , 23— 1:

1. 229, 871 :

1,230,430 3:

1,229,161
1,229,889 5
1,230,999] U
1,230,809
1,230,109
1,230.110
1.230,.%80

1,230,904
1,'230.9"

1,229,933
l,2:W.32t>

1,210,341
1,230,709
1,230,S39
1,231,030
1,230,018
1,230,016
l,22^,!<tyJ

1.22>,065
1,231,230
1,22».472
l,22>,5;a
1.229,0H2

1,229,296
1,229,416 24—
1,229,683
1,220,054
1,229,071
1,230,345
1,230,259
1,230,450
1,230,715
1,230,748
1,231,163
1,231,474
l,229,0.'i8

1,22«,.S15

1.22K,944

1,230,353
1,22S,6«8

1,22«,709
1,329,402
1,220.465
1,220,866
1,239,001
1,230,014
1,230,293
1,230,340
1,330,403
1,230,655
1,230,752
1,231,4<18

122: 1,230,306
135: 1,229,746

1,230,359
138: 1,328,85«
1.36: 1,22S,5»4

148: 1.228,545

29:

30:

31:

16:

18:

31:

32:

43
40
50
50
63
68

73:

79:

81:

84:

91:

97:

102:

104:

116:
125:
130-

131:

132:

134:

136:

137:

139:

156:

1,220,504

1,231,213
1.22^,6^7
1,230,504
1.230,100
1,230.157

'

1,23(»,713

1,231,0(«
;

1.231,.'S31
;

1,230,639
1 2>.9'*0

1^231,292 ,

1,220 404
!

1,229,210
1,2>,>>95
1,220,541
1,229,712
l,22h,788
1,22X,.t;14

1,230,254
1,230,587
1,228,793
1,22S,794
l,22S,66.'i

1,220,678
1,231,187
l,230.3<i0

1,220,306
1,2:*0,405

1,229,316
1,-229,509
1,220,.S87

1,229,808
1,229,064
1,Z>..M6
1,229,611
1,230,102
1,230,163
l,230,:i43

1,231,423
1,231,471

: 1,22^.414
1,22^,926
1.229..'V93

1,230,087
1,230,185
l,23O,»iO0

1,230,899
1,230,975
1,231,009
1,231,123
1,230.531
1,231,226
1,231,409
1,231,410

1,231.411
1,230,522
1,230.791
1,229,903
1,22H,42»
1,229,441
1,230,133
1,210,704
1,230,000
1,230,519
1,231,512
1,229 146

1,230,146
1,231.068
l,229,0i:<

1,230,438
1,230.886
1,229,043
1,210,800
1,229,773
1,230,804
1,230,607
1,229,453
1,229,856
1,230,215
1,231,300
1,230,397
1,220,200
1,2>,5:«
1,229,090
1,229,303
1,229,406
l,22H,'CO
1,229,632
1,229,0^9

34— 158:

169:

170:

19«:

303:

211:

217:
221:

236:'

22S:

332:

241;

245;

248:

249:
351:

252;

261:

38- 1:

34:

47:

101:

11»>:

119:
124:

12S:

131:

Wl.6:
150:

1.16

38- 2:

19:

27—

29-

30-

31—

33-

6:

7:

lO.

2J:

27:

4.1:

57:

.58:

76:

81:

85:

86.1:
SS.2;

99:

123:

160:

100:

3:

5:

9:

10:

12:

14:

23:

24:

97:

100:

I:

9:

10:

38-

12:

10:

30:

8:

9:

10:

34:

25:

38:

30:

58:

70:

1,228,994
1,226,263
1,230.4.52

1,231,130
R. 14,316
l,230,5.'i8

l,';->,6'7

1,220,563
1,230,176
1,230,520
1,229,795
1 . 22\ svi

1,231.101
1,22>,.')13

l,22s. 4*<0

1,230,<>85

1,229, 19>

1,229, H»9

1,220,977
1,231,231

1 , 229, ax)
1,231,130
1,231,010
1,220,583
1,230,3«)3

1,230,017
l,2U.2(i7

1,220,899
1 , /2^, 9;<7

1,231,343
1,229,878
1,229, 16:<

1 .
22X, •l.Vi

1,229,365
1,230,055
1.2>, ^-V*

1,230,493
1 . r^. s<^

1,239,416:
1,230,828
1,230.115
1,230,008
1.230,714
1,230,033
1,230,677
l,22s,.'iWH

l,22x,«.57

1,230,974
1,231,315
1,230,779
1,230,584 i
1,229,725*^
1.230,448
1,231,254

i

1,22H,943

1,229,174
1,231,322 I

1,229,603
I

1,220,219
1,228,900
1,230.766
n, 229, 419
1,220,696
1,229,788
1,22X,409

1,220,834
1,230,833
1.231,215
1,330,604
1,231,270
1,220,068
1,238,804
1,231.166
1.228,667
1.230.852

{

1.230.853
,

1,229,024 1

1,230,561 1

1,228,620 I

1.330,596
I

1,228,488 1

1,230,265
1,239,798
1,229,968
1,330,156 I

1,229,111

83- 71:

75:

34-

82:
100:

102;

124:

125:

162:

165:

170:

174:

178:
184 5:

101:

307:
215:

217:
220:

3:

6:

6:

18:

19:

26:

39:
47:

4R:

36- 2:

12:

35- 1:

2:

4:

15:

16:

17:

26:

34:

36:

42
59

1/f-

1,230,551
1,230.904 !

1,239,663
1,231,162

66:

71:

5:

9:

11:

14:

16:

19:

24:

25:

30:

50:

38:

56:

80:

2:

11:

23:

25:

68;

78:

86:

96:

108:

119:

126:

130:

132:

133:
135:
141:

1,229,333
1.22K,697

1,231,115
1,229,350
1,230,901
1,>29,069
1,230,507
1.22x,991

1,228,791
1,230,249
1,230,627
1,231.185
1,339,930
l,'22s,973

1,230,016
1,230,418
1,229,910
l,2«i,2.58

1,230,074
1,229,041
1,22^,989
1,229,534
1,229,078
l,2U,;tti9

1,229,298
1,230,050
1,230,282
1,22V, ,>.«

1,231..S44

1,220,307
1.22>.790
1,22S.430
1,22H,391
l,22v.H80
1,229,142
1,220,638
1,220,018
1,220,940
l,230,ti52

;
l,22N,SH4

:
1,22S,720

; 1,230,216

: 1,230,478
: 1,231,363
: 1,220,586
: 1,220,581
1,231,206
1,230,775

1,229,278
1,231,209
1,220,406
1,230,118
1,220,300
1,'2^,>«11

1,22^,979
1,229,529
l,23(i.ti22

1,210,723
1,220,773
1,22^,.S:«)

1,230,600
1,22>.664
l,22K,.'i54

1,231,276
1,22X.9.'»

1,231,121
1,229,116
1.22s,.')26

1,230,302
1,231,252
l,22s,707
l,22s,70S
1,230,866
1,229,877
1,230,«>53

1,230,412
l.228,S17
1,230.234
1,230,313
1,231,455
1,220,944
1,230,701
1,230,037
1,220,654
1,230,403
1,229,483
l,23<i.348

1,229,308
1,220,637
1,230,644

CV
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40-
41—

43-

14£
10:

36:

8:

4:

18:

41:

40:

53:

71:

78:

78:

S9:

43-

46—

91:

1:

4:

5:

14:

16:

19:

at):

21:

22:

23:

34:

36:

38:

30:

3:

8:

3:

5:

7:

11:

U:

16:

34:

27:

32:

33:

M:
52:

53:

61:

OB:

71:

82:

104:

110:

111:

116:

118:

131:

134:

4:

9:

12:

13:

25:

27:

iS:
r::

40:

41:

45:

46:

48:

.SO:

51:

54:

59:

61:

64:

67:

«8:

69:

70:

1,229,716
1,230,010
1,229,315
1,230,930
l,?2H.x27

1,230,012
1,23.). 973
1,230,707
1,;B1,058
1,2->,V)6
1,229,721
1,230,712
l,22»,r,05

1,231,106
1,229,991
l.r^, 7(11

1,2?S. X91

1,230,335
1,229,236
l,2:ii),4»i7

1,229,994
1,231,150
1.22>, s!)2

1.2-J9, 1(17

1,230.:>8.'>

1,230,054
1,231,390
l.2-2«,iy21

1,231,005
1,231,406
1,230,535
1,231,501
1,231,034
1.231,165
1,230,968
1,229,637
1,230,924
1,231,134
1, 229, 196

1,229,402

1.229,663
1,231,452
1,231.233
1,231,291
1. 21>M, 1 12

1,229.621
1,229,857
1,231,281
1,229,620
1,229,533
1,22s, 631
l,22H,5ao
1,230,614
1.231,005
1, .-.'-, V)i

1.229.730
1,2'>, .=.1(1

1.229,205
1,22>»,4:<.')

1.231,301
l,22H,Ji<
1,230,819
1,229,13»
1,229,645
1,229,890
1,231,118
1,230,398
l,.'.** (Ill

1,229,766
1,234». 122

1,230,059
1,229,830
1,22^,607

i

1,230,317
1.230.103 !

1.230.104
,

1.230,996 I

1,230,887 I

1,231,059
1,229,102
1,229.906

I

1,229,953
1,230,263
1,231.145
1,229,580
1,230,309
1,230,202
1,230,574
1.230,575
1,230,847
l,22x,3.32

1.229.757
1,229,976
1.2-2v,ot4

1,230,491
1,230,898
1,229,260
1,230,303

1,331,251
1.-22S, >42
1,230.447
1,229,658
1.230,625

1.329,519

46—
47—

48-

50-
51—

53-
5»-

56—

172;

210:

213:

214:

219:
3:

• 5:

23:

57—

ill
I

70: 1,230,877
30: 1,230,855
41: l,229,(r22

4: l,22s.7T2

1,229,499
46: l,22s, 99H

58.2: 1,231,155
82: 1.230,558

1,230,8(«
1. 228, s7y

1,230,226
l.'22S, SI*

1,230,101
1,230, 424
l,22»,()rt0

_ . 1,22»,0'2>;

42: 1,231,188
72: 1,230,367
81: 1,230,548
84: 1,230,368
23: 1,231,293
1: 1.231,307
3: 1,230,5.30

4: l,22s, S06

1 ,
'2?<). !«2

1,229,496
1,230,900
1,231,283

7: 1,229,536
1,230,111
1,230,462
1,230,993
1,231,258
1,231,425
1,/2n,«19

1,230,759
i,22>, :m»
l,23«),,i95

1,231,102
1,231,238
l,?2>,5ao
1,339, 60S
1,229.836
1,230,717
l./>. «l^

1,231,351

1,229,739
l,-230,29ti

1,231,192
1.22^, 1S«

1,231,372
1,22h,47I

1,229,280
1,229,282
1,229,825
1,22>, »I6
1,230,419
1,230,701
1,231,547
l,'22>,.-«2

1,2:«), 194

1,229,868
l,i:«>,793
1,'23(),4<4

1.229,955
1,231,012
1,229,843

45: l,'22v,«{.5

84: 1,230,294
l,-22y,(»»t

1.229,373
l,23<l,li»\4

1,2«>,*22
1,229,870
1,-229. Olio

1,239,353
1,330,086
1,-230,710

80: 1,329,766
43: l,-22s,4«J

1.22»,M2
1,231,111
1,231.174
1,230,1,S2

64: 1,339,640
67: l,230,8h3
60: 1,230,066
74: 1,229,348
04: 1,220,616
99: 1.22S, 4U(

117: 1.2'J9. 121

118: 1,229,598
1,229.599
1,230, It*

133: 1,231,195
129: 1,22K,M»

1,22s, 600
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l,22s.s62
i,23o,n
1,229,012
1,22s, Vil

1,231,431
1,22s, 975
1,229,974
1,231,078
1,230,195
1,231,075
1,230,547
1,2'J«,019
1,22s, 395
1, 22S, 49S

1,239,336
1,330,277
1,230,098
1,229,110
1,231,081
1,210,960
1,230,953
1,22s, 499
l,-2'>,.'iOO

1,231,(«2
1,230,949
1.230,961
1.230,962
1,231,214
1,230,002
1,229,281
1,230,749
1,22^,497
1,231,384
l,22s.6s;t

1,229,229
l,?2U,m6
1,229,477
1,239,478
1,230,180
1,230,181
1,330,566
1,231,386
1,329,239
1,239,482
1.229,145
1,230,667
1,331,060
l,22s,7H0

1.239,710
1.390,;M
1,339,766
1,330,711
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ITV:
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22:
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26:
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43:
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1,230,581
1.2a»,017
1,228,474
1,22B,1.S6

1,2»,835
1,^30,812
1,230,960
1,228,517
1,220,620
1,229,108
1,229,331
1, 22S, M<)

1,231,434
1,229,191
l,22S.rt<io

1,230,346
1,230,638
1.230,672

259-

261-

263—

91
93
KM
109
119
9
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14
34

39

44
48:

H)
63
95
113
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1,230,040
1,231,119
l,22H,s2:<

1 229,934

1,231,068
1,231,209
1,229,492
l,22H,6»'.>

1,229,481
1.230,147
1,231,175
1,229,683
1,2*<.'*4.'>

1,230,621
l.22S,!01

1,230,781
1,230,503

263—

3M—
265-

206-

267-

9
32
33
IS

13

22
48
49
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•2:

09

19:

41
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1,231,
1,230,

1,229,
1,22)*.

1,22«.

1,229.

1,231,

1,229,
1,229,
1.229,
1,230,

1,229,
1,229,
1,2?^,

1,231,
1,231,

1.229,
1,229.

507
684
494

309
003
215
240
641
232
310
449
tf.'T

020
239
938
354

267— 8:

9:

19:

26*—

270—

22
27
35
5
9

3?
36
39;

1,229.
1.22N.

R.14,

*'22'
*'22'
1,2»,
1,230,
1.230.

'St'
1,229,
1,280,
l.2»,
1.22S,

1.210,
1,230,
1,228.

M,228,

577 270-
ft44 271—
324
466
496
673
762
988
970
470
109
755

643 >

CM

:

fl06

400
835
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44: 1,239,M9 274—
27: 1.230,450
41: 1,229. r:
56: 1,231.483
60: 1,228, (Vsl

1,220,849
M: 1,228,933
86: 1,228,7.10 275—

1: 1,228,902
2: 1,228,446 377—

1,290,775 !

1,331,370
10: 1.220,618
15: 1,230,509
16: 1.220,»4«
17: 1,230.485.

1.231,061
34: 1,229.46«

24:

27:

35:

46
5
8
1

i
i

28
42

iW
61
64

1,231,436
1.229.780
1,231.277
1,228,406
1,229,197
1,231,329
1,22>,»U
1.231.199
1.231.260
1,228,719
1,228,738
1,22<,453
1,228,876
1,228,565
l,228,5(n
1,22«».78»

1,230,289
1.22S,.'>75
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